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Legislation, Motor-Car, 72.
Lights on Horse-drawn Vehicles, 622.

Lincolnshire. Fast Motoring in, 639.
Live Axle, 814.
Live Axle r. Chain Drive, 364.
Local Authorities and Steam Wagon
Axle Weights, 718.

Long Distance Reliability Records, 364.

Low Tension Mnsneto Troubles, 947, 970,
989.

Lubricating Oil Query, 603.
Lubrication Diffioulty, 1054.
Lubrication. Motor, 30 114. 477.
Lubrication Troubles. 32. 52. 141.

Magneto, Points on the Action of a, 139.
Magneto, Reversing a. 234.

Magneto Troubles, 990.
Magfetos, The Reliability of. 990, 1010.

Marvlohone. Justice at. 541.
Mescal Examinations of Motor Drivers,

561, 580.
Viica Wind Shields, 1011, 1033.
Marine- Troubles. 603.
Motor Body Design and Construction,

1011.
■Motor. Two-Cycle Petrol 341.

Motor-Cars and Roads. 1091.
Mud Guards, A Suggestion Regarding,

1136.

Correspondence—continued.
N«w Forest, Motoring in the, 581.

Night than During the Day? Does a Car
Run Better nt, 522, 562.

Nomenclature for Steering Gear Parts,
A Standard, 1054.

Non-Skid Experiences, 113.

Non-Skid Trials, 12.

Official Inspection of New Models, 91.
Optical Illusion, 970, 990.
Overheating Troubles. 602.
Oxygen in Races, The Use of, 456 , 476,

302, 521.

Passengers' Services, Motor, 780.
Petition, A Suggested, 562.
Petrol, A Test for Water in, 603.
Petrol Consumption, Excessive, 233, 639.
Petrol Consumption, Vnrving, 113, 140

168, 277.
Petrol. Substitutes for. 12, 92, 342, 679.
Petrol. The Supply of, 521.
Pioneers of Modern Motoring, 457,
Policemen as Pilots, 736.
Power Absorption by Pumps, Magnetos,

etc., 904
Power, Loss of, .50. 195, .363. 780. H14.
Power, Why Motors Lose, 659, 719.
Provincial Club Competitions, 456.
Pump Quer.es, 563.

R.A.C. Side-Slip Competition. 319.
Race between Messrs. Edge and Jarrott,

541.
Race Meetings, The Control of Motor,

297, 319. 340.
Radiator Fans, Some Remarks on, 51.
Radiators, Some Notes on, 1072, 1094.
Rear Lights, 657.
Record, The World's, 426.

Reliability, The World's Record for, 851,
867, 903, 928.

Remodcll'ing an Old Oar, 92.
Repairers, Incompetent, 600.

Rims and Wear of Tyres, Adjustable,
1095. 1115.

Road. The CourteST of the 736.
Roads, The Control of the 540, 580, 602,

620, 639.
Rover Car Quory, 601.

Scottish Reliability Trials, 194.
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Self-starting Devices, 523. .542, 601.
Side-entrance Cars a Mistake, 756.
Side-Slip Competition, .195.

Silencer, Explosions in the, 458.
Sirens and Exhaust Cut-Outs, 257.
Six Wheels or Four, 194, 195.
Six-cylinder Discussion, 13.
South America, Motoring in, 780.
Southern M.C'.'s Competition, 214, 256.
Sparking Plug. Low Tension. 1010.
Sparking Plug Position. 114.
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Rules, 456, 501, 580.
Speed Onmpetitions, Hill-climbing Trials
and the Public. 385, 476, 523.

Speedometers Useful? Are. 659.
Springs, The Action of, 1137.
Starting, Difficulty in, 418, 563.

Starting Troubles. Engine, 386.
Steam Oars, 13, 32, 363. 542.
■steam Car Enthusiast. 638, 678, 699, 717.

Taxing Visiting Motorists, 385.

Testing Cars in the Midlands, 542.
Top Gear Driving, 299.
Touring Car, The Definition of a. 362,

417, 988.
Tourist Trophy Arrangements, 319, 364.

Tourist Trophy benefited the Industry ?
Has the, 296. 318.

Tourist Trophy Race, The Future of,

339. 417.
Touring, What to Take when, 113.
Trnek Racing and Weight imits. 73.
Trade Competitors in Closed Club Events.

735.
Trade Positions on the Continent, 780.
Traffic Herniation. 215. 717.
Transmission Questions, 51 381. 718. 779.
Transmission, The Present 'Svsteni of,

388, 457. 563, 757.
Trial, A Tyre. 217.
Trials, The R.A.C. and Unofficial, 298,

339.
Triptyqne. The A. A.. 1095.
Tvre Cuts : Stopping Preparations, 320.

Tyres, 93, 115, 217, 257, 320, .622, 638,
658. 678, 699, 779.

Tyres, Local Authorities and the De

struction of, 904.
Valve Gears, Adjusting. 928.
Valve Setting, 948, 1033. 1053. 1072, 1093,

1115. 1136.
Valves Advocated, Auxiliary Exbnust,

218.
Vapour Emission Competition. 234.
Vapour Lock in Petrol Feed Pipe. 563.
Water Circulation Troubles, 276, .364 601,

737.
Water Boiling. Cause of. 639.
Wheel Alignment on Tvres, Effect of,

298.
Whe.-ls for Motor-Cars. 523. 542. 381. 601,

639. 679. 698, 717.
W "d Resistance and Weight on Speed,
The Effect of. flOO.

Wind Screens. 342.

CORRESPONDKJCCX—Cunt inu fit

Winter Motoring Tips, 1073.
Wire Wheels, 1033.
Wire or Wooden Wheels, 13, 32, 50, 71,

90, 115, 141, 698, 717.
Correspondence, 11, 30, 49, 71, 90, 113, 139,
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362, 384, 417, 436, 456, 476, 500, 521, 540,
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!)S8, 1009, 1032, 1053, 1071, 1093, 1114,
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Cost of Motoring, 317.
Courtesies of the Road, 119, 1141.
Crippled Children's Outings 439, 465, 568.
Crystal Palace A.C. Flexibility Event,

1142.
Current Topics. 6, 23, 45, 109, 127.

Cycling Records, Motor, 241.

T).UMLER Cars, Hints on thsj Driving
and Maintenance of, 85.

" Daimler " Name, The Use of the, 173.
Dangerous Driving and Speed Limit, 220.
De Dietrich Developments, 198.
Denmark. Motor Touring in, 728, 1006.
Design of Vehicles, 176.

Design, Some Tendencies in, 795.
Designers and Inventors on the Wrong
Track. 6.

Differential Gear, Substitutes for the,
897*.

Dimensional Theory, The, 146.
Doctor's Motoring Experiences in

.Jamaica, 792*,

Du Pre Challenge Oup, 510.
Dunstable and the Dust, 81.
Dust and the Motorist, 443.
Dust. Laving the. 286, 328.
Dust on Health, The Effect of, 609.
Duet Trials, Judges' Observation on the,

743.

J£ ABL'S Court Garage, 715.

Easter Tours, 80.
Edge's Great Record, Mr. S. F., 419*.
Electrical Vchioles, 136.
Electrical Vehicles.

Electric Traction Co.. The Improved. 136.
Electric Vehicles Development Co., 136*.
Foiir-Wheel Electrical Vehicle. 154.

Scheele Electrical Carnnges, 136*.
Electromobile as a Name, The, 949.

Emission of the Vapour, 40.
Endorsement, Removal of, 371.

Engines, Some Features of 1908, 1074, 1095.
Essex. A Little Trip in, 688

Evolution of the Motor Vehicle. 78.
Examination Questions in Motor-Car En
gineering. 854.

F.T<v»'ling the Len-al Limit. 143.

tixhaust Gases, 121.

pACTS for Beginners, Sonic Usefnl, 980.

Finger Post Guides, 413*.

Flexibility. 247. 266.
Flying Machine, The Elements of the,

iotw.

Fraudulent Motor School. Alleged. 120.
French Motor-Car Industry, The Position

of the. 646, 651. 669.
French Preparations for the Season. 691.

Frome'e Hill Climb, 227.
Front Driving. 1011.
Fuel Committee. The Report of the Motor
Union's, 469. 484.

Q.AMAGE Challenge Cap, 348.

Garages. C85. 701, 715, 1118.
Garage Liability, 510.
Garage, On Establishing a, 413.
Gears and Gearing. 949.

Germany. Touring in, 447.
Glasgow to London by Daylight. 860*.
Govan. The late Mr. A.. 287*.
Guernsey, Road Manners in, 743.

HAND r. Machine in Tarring 1no
Roads. 663.

Harvest Field, The Motor in the, 628.

Hastings Automobile Parade, 421.
Hawaiian Islands, Motoring in the, 1128*.
Heavt Vehicles.
Bristoear Motor Lorry. 131.

Burrell Strum Tractor, 117.

Churchill, 190*.
Fiat. 131.
Foden Steam Warons. 137*.

" Little Giant " Tractor, 212.
Mann Steam Wagon. 1.34.

Orion, 189.
Robey Steam Wagon. 212*.
St. Pancras Steam Wagon. 137.

Savage Steam Wagon, 212.
Sentinel Steam Wagon, 212*.
Wnllis Steam Wn»on. 117*.

Wellington Tractors, 154.
Yorkshire Steam Wagon., 137*.

ITedines. The Remnvp' «f High. 837.

Hedges, Trimming, 705.
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Motor-Cab Regulations, 61.
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Silencer, Cleaning the, 108.
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STEAM CARs.
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Steering Gears, Hints on, 6, 738*.
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Surrey, Speed Restrictions in, 390.
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Toll Bar, The Revival of the, 122.
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309*, 331, 787.

Towpath, On the, 551*. 645.
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Tram Standards, 40.
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Tyre Temperatures, Determining, 1014.
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UNATTENDED Motor-Cars, 692.
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VADE Mecum, A Motorist's, 898".
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Valves, 448", 1003*.

Valve Operation—One or Two Cam Shafts,

45**,

valves, The Setting of, 1067".

Vapour Emission Competition, 146, 173,

203.

W AGHORN “Scouted,” Serjeant, 725.

Warranty, Alleged Breach of, 910.

Water-cooling Systems, 45.

Water for Washing Cars, 372.

Weigel, The Case of Mr. D. M., 556, 724,

979.

White Car Performance, 306.

White Car Progress, Seven Years of, 4*.

Wight, To the Isle of, 710.

Wind Resistance Experiments, 549, 552".

Winter Motoring Trips. Some, 1001*.

Work and Worries of Car Parts, 36.

Works Organisation, 52, 76.
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Aeroplanes

for the Show.

COMMENTS.

—♦—

With this issue the M.C.J, commences

the ninth volume of its chronicle of the

automobile movement, a record that can

be traced back through Industry's and

Iron to the Mechanics' Magazine, which,

in the pre-Victorian days, was the only

British journal that encouraged the early motor-car movement.

Thus the M.C.J., while contemporaneous with the revival of

iate years, can claim distinguished ancestry, linking up the

newspaper history of the movement from the days before legis

lative stupidity and prejudiced interests set back the wheels of

progress, to the present time, when the importance of the auto

mobile is being universally acknowledged and generally

■encouraged.

* ♦ ♦ ♦

Inventors and designers anxious to

participate in the honour and rewards

that will be associated with the Aero

Club Section of the Exhibition at the

Agricultural Hall, London, in April, are

reminded that entries should be sent to

Mr. H. E. Perrin, the secretary of the Aero Club, 166, Piccadilly,

W., not later than March 16th. Firms wishing to supply

aeroplane accessories, motors, propellers, timber, aluminium,

material for covering the " planes," &c, will also be afforded

facilities for exhibiting their particular specialities at the

Agricultural Hall. The models will be shown in the Berners

Hall, reached from the main gallery of the building, while another

gallery, capable of accommodating full-sized machines, will also

be available. So far entries have been coming in very well and

Mr. Perrin anticipates a very •successful display. As to the

method of starting the models, much will depend upon the

wishes of the inventors. It is suggested that a narrow staging,

five feet high, should be erected, but its use would be at the dis

cretion of the exhibitors. So far the models promised for the

exhibition vary in size from three feet to fifteen feet across the

■wings, and from three to thirty pounds in weight. Some com

petitors are entering five or six models.

♦ ♦ ♦

We regret to have to announce the

loss of two gentlemen connected with

the motor trade in the wreck of the

" Berlin " on the Hook of Holland. Mr.

Henry Spyker, who was drowned, is the

brother of Mr. John Spyker, the owner

of the Trompenburg Manufacturing Company, who make the

Spyker car. The deceased gentleman was interested in the motor

business, and was also controlling the petroleum wells belonging

to the family, in Java. He had come to England to join his brother

in transferring the motor business into an English company.

Mr. Albert House, of Bradford, who had been associated with

Messrs. Spyker Bros, since the commencement of their interest in

the English motor-business, sends us a word of appreciation of the

deceased gentleman, whose sense of business honour and general

character he, in common with all who knew the late Mr. Henry

Spyker, valued so highly. The other member of the motor in

dustry who was lost in the ill-fated vessel was Mr. A. Elsworth,

of Bradford, who was one of the first victims picked up after the

wreck. Though terribly exhausted, he was found to be alive, but

lie expired in the passage between the vessel and the landing

The Wreck of the

" Berlin."

A Chief Constable's

Friendship.

stage. Mr. Elsworth had been identified with the motor-business

for some time and was generally esteemed. The funeral took place

on Tuesday afternoon amid every manifestation of sorrow on the

part of many friends, while the Town Hall bell was tolled in token

of the public sympathy with the bereaved widow and relatives.

♦ ♦ •

Now that the Chief Constable of such

an important city as Manchester has taken

the chair at the opening of an automobile

exhibition, it would appear that the lion

and the lamb, otherwise the policeman

and the motorist, may journey in amity

and good fellowship. Mr. Peacock, the gentleman who ha.s thus

boldly blessed the automobile movement, declared that in his

district, at least, drivers of motor-cars had nothing to fear so long

as they acted reasonably and with due regard to the safety of

other people on the road and thereabouts. Nearly two thousand

motor-cars have been registered in Manchester, and yet there are

fewer accidents owing to such vehicles than to any other class of

traffic on the street. Evidently the utilitarian aspect of the

movement appeals to the northern mind, and the welcome which

the authorities have accorded the automobile is generally in

striking contrast to the sullen assent accorded to its progress in

some of our southern towns.

Trials for Small

Motor-Cars.

Tub Automobile Club of Great Britain

and Ireland announces that its technical

committee is considering the subject of

holding next year either a series of trials

or a race of the Tourist Trophy sort for

small motor-cars. It is felt that the step

is a necessary one, because the original Tourist Trophy race and

such reliability trials as those organised by the Irish and Scottish

Automobile Clubs chiefly serve the purpose of encouraging the

moderate-powered car, while the Heavy Touring Car race that

will be held in the Isle of Man in May next encourages yet a

larger class of vehicle. Thus the small car is the only one that

is not specially catered for. On Thursday, the entries at

ordinary fees for the International Tourist Trophy race and for

the Heavy Touring Car race closes, there being twenty-five

entries for the Tourist Trophy race and seven for the larger car

event.

♦ ♦ ♦

The roads of a city, town, or urban

district are hardly comparable with

Roads in Town those of a county, or rural district, as

and Country. they are constructed and maintained

upon entirely different lines. As a rale

the principal roads of a town have a solid

formation which is not less than 12 in. thick, which may consist

of 8 in. or 9 in. foundation, covered with .'5 in. or 4 in. of bard

macadam thoroughly consolidated, which in the case of Gloucester

consists of Clee Hill Dhu stone, a basalt from Ludlow, Shrop

shire, whereas the majority of county and country roads

consist of a coating of macadam, frequently of local stone, simply

laid upon and rolled into the natural surface of the ground,

which in a long length of road varies considerably. Such a

road is very good in fine weather, when consolidated, but it

makes a great deal of mud in wet weather, and if the mud and

dust is not regularly removed by scavenging operations, motor

and other traffic has a great effect upon it. On the other hand,

on a town road constructed as already mentioned, the motor

li
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traffic, as Mr. R. Read, A.M.I.C.E., the City Surveyor of Glouces

ter, informs us, is a mere incident in the general traffic, and if it

were not for the constant breaking up of the streets of a town

for water, sewer, gas, electric light and other purposes, motor

traffic would have little or no appreciable effect upon the roads.

This constant breaking through the crust and foundation of the

road causes weak places which take years to recover.

Bridge Tolls.

The Motor Union recently decided to

take action in the case of the tolls imposed

at. the Langstone Bridge, Havant. The

lessee, it is alleged, has been charging

excessive tolls for motor-cars crossing

, the bridge. This bridge is the only

means of road communication between Hayling Island and the

mainland, and the matter is therefore of importance to motorists

travelling to and from the Island. The bridge is leased from

the L. B. and S. C. Railway, and it is alleged that, with the

consent of the railway company, the lessee raised the charges

for motor-cars, though under the Bridge Act he was not entitled

to do so. The charge is now Is. including return, whereas it

was formerly 6d. As the result of numerous complaints, the

Motor Union obtained a copy of the Act under which the bridge

 

• The Toll Gate at Langstone Bridge connecting Hayling Island with the !

mainland, concerning the toll for crossing which action has been taken

by the Motor Union.

was built, and thoroughly investigated the matter. In the

result it instructed its local solicitors, Messrs. G. H. King

and Franckeiss, of Portsmouth, to act for Dr. Albert May, of

Hayling Island, a member cf the Union, who has laid an

information before one of the county justices that "being the

lessee of the tolls of the Hayling Bridge with the meaning of

Section 69 of George IV., Cap. 9, did unlawfully demand an

excessive toll under Section 64 of the said Act for a certain

carriage with four wheels called a motor-car, propelled by other

means than animal power, when passing or repassing over the

bridge leading from Havant to Hayling Island, to wit, the sum

of sixpence each time of passing or repassing with such motor

car."

THE case came before the Havant

justices on Saturday, Earl Russell

appearing in support of the information.

Counsel recounted what we have written

in the preceding paragraph, adding that

in the schedule of charges the toll for

every cart or carriage drawn by one horse was sixpence. Motor

cars at that time, added counsel, were not contemplated, but the

Motor-cars

regarded as

Carriages.

Light Locomotives Act of 1896 enacted that motor-cars less than

two tons in weight were liable at toll gates to the equivalent

charge for a carriage drawn by one horse. In the case of the

Langstone Bridge, power was given to reduce the charges, and

the price for a one-horse vehicle crossing the bridge was now six

pence return. Until April, 1905, the toll for a motor-car was

the same, but after that date the toll was increased to sixpence

each way. Counsel contended that the proper charge for a

motor-car was the same as that for a carriage, and that, there

fore, the charge made to the complainant was excessive. The

defendant, on the other hand, urged that he was perfectly within

his right in charging the amount mentioned for motor-cars, as

that was the toll allowed in the schedule under the Act. He

further stated that there was no bridge in England where a less

toll than sixpence was charged. The magistrates deferred their

decision.

Enthusiasts.

On Friday, the 8th inst., the annual

meeting of the A.C.G.B.I. will be held at

the Club House, and the election of the

committee is already attracting some

notice, the nominations having been con

cluded. The attendances at committee

meetings during the past year give an idea of the amount of

work done by those who take a prominent part in the move

ment. Capt. Dyke Acland made an actual attendance of 63 out

of a possible 80 ; Mr. Worby Beaumont, 61 out of 86 ; Professor

Vernon Boys, 48 out of 73 ; Dr. Hele-Shaw, 40 out of 70 ; Mr.

Mervyn O'Gorman, 58 out of 91 ; Earl Russell, 59 out of 78 ;

Mr. A. G. New, 44 out of 66 ; and Mr. J. Lyons Sampson, 80

out of 90—the best proportion of all. When it is remembered

that these gentlemen are distinguished in other walks of life

their devotion to the routine of committee is all the more com

mendable. At the other end of the list is the gentleman who

attended 3 times out of 47.

♦ ♦ ♦

Motorists are fairly well schooled in

the expensive luxury known as the law.

v th^Law^Courts ^ course when the police instigate its

—and Costs. operation the defendant must have re

course to advice, but there are many

misunderstandings in business which are

well avoided without appeal to the courts. Recognising

this fact, the Motor Union has wdded an arbitration department

to its many activities, and although its existence is often over

looked its vaiue is undoubted. It can be quickly set into

motion, bringing into the matter technical experts who under

stand the subject in dispute without having to be informed by

counsel explaining things from two opposing points of view.

The other day a Coventry motor firm and a Yorkshire motorist

had a difference which would probably have required legal aid to

adjust, but a mutual agreement to refer it to the Motor Union

has led to the nomination of Mr. Walter Bourke, M.I.C.E., as

arbitrator, and it will now be settled with a minimum of expense

and delay.

' ♦ ♦ ♦

Quite a careful guard is kept by tho

Committee of the Sheffield A.C. over the

behaviour of the members and their cars,

and complaints have lately been made

as to local motorists driving fast on dirty

roads and splashing with mud the pedes

trians unfortunate enough to be on the footpath at the time. So

the committee " call attention to this, feeling sure that members

will do all in their power to minimise such inconvenience." At

Chesterfield, too, trouble has arisen from the same cause, and the

matter has been discussed at the meeting of the Town Council

by the^friends of persons who have been too near to moving motor

cars on muddy days. But, now that so important an organisation

as the Sheffield Club has drawn attention to the matter, it may be

taken for granted that some mitigation of the nuisance will take

place. It is not pleasant to get streams of mud shot up from

the roadway, and if motorists are to go slower the local

Splashing

Pedestrians.
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authorities should move faster in their efforts to keep the streets

clean.

The Non skid

Trials.

The Expert and Technical Committee

of the Automobile Club, who acted as the

judges in the preliminary test of the

Side-slip and Skid Prevention Competi

tion, reported in our issue of the 9th

inst., have met and considered the per

formances of the various devices which underwent this practical

test of their capabilities. The following have been permitted to

take part in the Road Endurance Test :—No. 7, Floating metal

ring, wood-lined (Parsons Non-Skid Co.) ; No. 8, Floating metal

ring (Mr. George B. Winter) ; No. 22, Three pairs of wheels,

back and front steering (Mr. H. B. Molesworth) ; No. 32,

Rubber blocks, multi-sectional in direction of rotation (Hartridge

Tyre Syndicate) ; and No. 34, Tyre of rubber and leather rings

(the Westminster Industrial and Finance Developments, Ltd.).

This part of the trial is now proceeding daily between Putney

and Shoreditch. For this test the devices are fitted to motor-

omnibuses, and will be put into actual service until a distance of

about 1,000 miles has been covered in suitable weather.

Government

Motor-Cars.

The proceedings of the new committee

promised on Monday by Mr. Haldane to

examine the engineering establishment at

Woolwich, with a view to ascertaining

whether other things can be made there

beside munitions of war, will need to be

carefully watched. The members below tha gangway of the

House of Commons on the Opposition side have already expressed

the view that motor-cars might be designed and made in the

Arsenal, and the experts whom they will suggest as members of

the committee will probably have such work in mind. As the

mobility of the Army is increased the importance of the motor

car will, of course, come into greater prominence, and doubtless

some of those who have been affected by the discharges from

Woolwich Arsenal feel that the development of automobile manu

facture would provide an avenue for their labonr. But they have

not paid any regard to the difficulties of the undertaking, apart

from the commercial policy involved.

A Disinfecting

Influence.

Some market gardeners in the west of

England attributed their excellent crops

of apples last season to the influence of

dust in preventing possible blight. Now

the " British Medical Journal says that

an analysis of the dust and oily particles

carefully collected by means of sterilised pipettes from under

the head of a motor has failed to reveal any micro-organisms

whatever, and cultivations gave absolutely negative results.

This would seem to show that, so far from being an agent of

contamination, the motor, by the heat which it generates, actu

ally disinfects the dust and other foreign matter which comes in

contact with it as it rushes along. If this can be shown to be

true, the motor would cease to be the nuisance it too often is to

all but those whom it carries, and people half-suffocated by the

clouds of dust which it raises would, at any rate, have the com

fort of believing that the matter which chokes their lungs is

aseptic.

♦ ♦ ♦

Where are motorists to be trained ?

This is a problem that has perplexed many

novices, and has worried their teachers.

So far as large towns are concerned it is

not always easy to find the silent high

way along vvnica the necessary first steps

in driving can be made ; and there is no doubt that the road

ways through parks and open spaces have been freely utilised

for the purpose. As a general rule there are certain hours of

the day when such thoroughfares are little used by ordinary

traffic, and no harm need be done by automobile pupils. But

such a practice is illegal, to far as the Royal parks about

Training Grounds

for Drivers.

London are concerned, and those who receive or give instruction

in motor-eir driving in such places render themselves liable to

arraignmeit before the Kingston or other Benches—from which,

it must bt remembered, there is little escape for the motorist.

Fortunately a majority of the people who take to motoring have

had previois experience of traffic problems—either as drivers of

horse-drawi vehicles or cyclists—so that the road-fright, which

might otherwise render their pupilage stage somewhat dangerous

to the community, is lessened in a great degree. Given this

experience, ind the knowledge gained in a well-equipped garage,

there does not seem much risk in a careful man or woman

taking the wheel where traffic is uncongested and roads are

fairly wide. Hence the restriction that is now the rule in Royal

pai ks has the appearance of harassment, which should be above

the dignity of a Government department. Even the Kingston

magistrates have declined to take a serious view of the first

rases brought to their notice, and mentioned in last week's M.C.J.

But there is no reason to expect a continuance of such a reason

able attitude, and those who try their 'prentice hand in Rich

mond Park should beware—or, cheaper still, try fresh fields for

instruction.

 

A Motor 'Baa in the Snow in Berlin.

Who's Who.

" Who's Who " is bulkier than ever,

and as accurate as formerly. That is

high praise for the 1907 edition of

Messrs. A. and C. Black's annual

directory of modem men and women who

have made anything of a ripple on the
 

his host of titles to distinction, and his recreations extending from

lawn tennis tournaments to foothill arbitrations, is one of the

few celebrities accorded a column to themselves. Motoring is not

placed in the category of Lord Montagu's recreations, nor does

it find a place in the pleasures of the Hon. Arthur Stanley.

According to " Who's Who," however, it is the sole amusement

of Professor Herkomer. Sir Henry Norman, M.P., associates

fishing and automobilism with his recreations, while of the

recreations of Mr. Timothy Richard, of Shanghai, the famous

missionary to the Chinese, it is said that he has "none, if not

electricity, petrol engines and flying machines." Altogether this

interesting volume is a useful guide to the hobbies as well as

the details which make up the lives of men and women of to-day.
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SEVEN YEARS OF PROGRESS.

-♦-

THE accompanying illustration conveys a vivid idea of

seven years of development of the White steam car.

On the left is the original type, built in 1901. Then

follow in order the models of each successive year, terminating

with the 1907 pattern on the extreme right. Tracing some of

the steps in the development, and comparing, first of all, the

1902 car with that of 1901, it will be noted that the 1902

model was provided with a condenser and that the engine was

completely enclosed ; also, the comfort of the passengers

received more attention, as evidenced by the addition of a hood.

In 1903 the car underwent a considerable change in the

arrangement of parts, as well as in size. The engine was placed

in front under the bonnet and the car took on the appearance of

a " touring car," in the common acceptance of the term. Also,

a compound engine took the place of the two simple engines-

previously employed.

Then in 1904 the alterations were not so pronounced, con

sisting of an increase in the size and luxury of the tonneau,

longer springs, larger oil cups, and other changes to adapt the-

machine to a wider range of action.

The wheel base, size of wheels, tonneau, &c , were again-

increased in 1905, and, most important of all, the device of the

"free engine " and " emergency gear" were introduced.

In 1906 came a further lengthening of the wheel base,

together with the introduction of the down draught burner, a side

entrance tonneau, and numerous minor mechanical changes.

The normal seating capacity is raised to seven in the present

year, 1907, the power is practically doubled as compared with the

1906 car, and the improvements include a simplified regulating

system whereby the pressure and temperature of the steam

remain constant under all conditions.

It is interesting to note that the generator, the fundamental

feature which distinguishes the White car from all other machine^

is absolutely the same in the latest car as in the first, except, of

course, for difference in size and capacity. The shaft drive has

been consistently employed since 1 903, as has also the compound

engine of the vertical marine type. Finally, it is convincing

evidence of the longevity of the steam car that every one of the

cars shown is in good running condition. In fact, excepting the

1901 and 1907 models, which are the property of the White

Company, all of the cars shown in the accompanying photograph

are in daily use by private owners in Cleveland, Ohio, U.S.A.,

where the White cars are manufactured, and who loaned their

machines for the occasion. It is scarcely necessary to add, Mr.

Frederic Coleman, who has lately opened a depot in Edinburgh,

represents the interests of the White steam car in this country.

From Argylls Ltd. we have received a copy of the 1907

edition of the catalogue of Argyll cars, which is a model of its

kind, inasmuch as not only are full particulars gtvon of the different

vehicles, but the leading details are illustrated by cai efully executed

drawings. Several pages are devoted to "Hints to Users," a

perusal of which should assist owners of Argyll cars in keeping

their vehicles au point.

In the early spring days the cautious motorist will review

his tyres and get them into running order for the season.

Although pneumatics have not yet lost their terrors—as H.M.

the King found the other day when delayed by a puncture for

two hours on Harpenden Common—the adoption of efficient non-

skids will do something to prevent their frequent occurrence.

Much depends on the way these are fitted, and as a specimen of

excellence in this respect we have had submitted a sample section

of the non-skid tread of the Acme Rubber and Tyre Company, of

343, St. Vincent Street, Glasgow. This can be vulcanised to old

or new covers, and constitutes a repellant to any pointed argu

ments that may arise on the road. The rubber is of high grade

quality, a remark which also applies to the chrome leather. The

Egyptian cloth which is inserted is of the finest brand, and

altogether the composition of the tread, with its case-hardened

studs, is of a really notable character. The firm have confidence

in their productions, which they guarantee for three months.
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CONTINENTAL NOTES.

-♦—

The arand Prix Race.

French manufacturers are losing no time in making them

selves acquainted with the Seine-Inferieure circuit, on which the

Grand Prix race is to be held, Garcet, on a 120-h.p. Clement-

Bayard, having already had a run over the course. The three

cars which this company are building for the Grand Prix race

"•ill, it is stated, have engines comprising four cylinders

160 mm. bore by 160 mm. stroke ; while the racing machines

the Motobloc Company, of Bordeaux, are constructing will be

of 120-h.p.

♦ ♦ ♦

A Volturette Race In Italy.

In connection with the Turin Motor-car Exhibition a

voiturette race was run off on Sunday last over a 36-kiloncetre

course, which had to be covered three times. There were only

five starters—two Lion Peugcots and three O.T.A.V.'s—the

winner being Giuppone, who, on one of the first-named cars,

covered the distance in 2 h. 33 min. 11 sec.

Encouraging. Motor Designers.

With the view of encouraging its members in-improving the

design of the main parts of motor-cars, the Societe des Dessina-

teurs de PIndustrie Automobile, of Paris, is organising a competi

tion for the best design of (1) clutch, (2) brake, and (3) change-

speed gear control. Each competitor is required to mark his-

drawings and papers with a number or device, repeating the same

on a sealed envelope containing his name and address. The awards

will be made by a jury consisting of three motor-car manufacturers,

the editors of two motor journals, and two chief designers. Four

prizes are to be awarded, and the successful designs will remain

the competitor's property. The unsuccessful ones are to be-

burnt without the competitor's name being made known.

♦ ♦ ♦

Hunting for the Stolen Motor-Car.

The members of the Auto-Moto Club of Marseilles enjoyed

an excellent morning's sport on Sunday last when they played

a new game—that of hunting for a stolen motor-car. A large

car, which it was supposed had been stolen, had been secretly

hidden by a motorist on the outskirts of the city, and, after

 

 

A Parisian Motoi Dust Wagon.

Another French Touring Car Trial.

The automobile clubs of the Auvergne and the Centre are

organising an international trial of touring cars, which is to he

held from the 8th to the 19th of August next. The competing

vehicles will be divided into four categories on a total weight basis,

this including the passengers, their luggage, spares, &c:— (1) 1,600

kilogs. and over, average speed required 30 kilometres per hour ;

(2) from 1,000 to 1,600 kilogs., average tpeed 30 kilometres ; (3)

650 to 1,000 kilogs., average speed 25 kilometres ; (4) 200 to 650

kilogs., average speed 25 kilometres. The programme is as follows :

—August 8th, weighing in at Clermont-Ferrand ; August 9th, run

from C lermont to Le Puy ; August 10th, Le Puy to Aurillac j

August 11th, Aurillac to Clermont; August 12th, Exhibition;

August 13th, Clermont to Bourges, a hill-climbing trial being

carried out en route ; August 14th, a speed trial over a thirty-four

kilometre course near Bourges; August 15th, Exhibition;

August 16th, Bourges to "Vichy; August 17th, Exhibition;

August 18th, speed trial at Vichy over the flying kilometre ;

August 19th, fete and prize distribution. Full particulars of the

competition can be obtained from the Automobile Club d'Auvergne,

18, Place de Jaude, Clermont-Ferrand.

a description of the vehicle had been circulated, about a score

of motorists turned out at eight a.m. with the view of recover

ing the "lost property." For an hour or so the amateur detec

tives scoured the district on their cars, but it was not until near

midday that the " thieves " were discovered, and, with their

"booty," hauled back to head-quarters. It is said the game

proved so suecessful that it is to be repeated on a later occasion.

Miscellaneous Items.

One result of the decision to hold the Grand Prix race on

the Seine Inferieure circuit is seen in the formation of an

automobile club at Eu, near Dieppe. Public services of motor

cars are being established between Ajaccio, Vico and Sartene,

Corsica. The seventh annual Austrian motor-car exhibition

was opened in Vienna on Thursday, the 28th ult., and will

continue until the 12th inst. -A public motor car service is

about to be inaugurated between Verona and Chiesannova,

Italy, a distance of 20 miles. Two 25-h.p. Orion vehicles will

be employed. M. Van Marcke is continuing his tour<on the

Hotchkiss six-cylinder car, his journeys during the past week

having been from Nice to Toulon, Marseilles, Aix en-Provence,

and Nimes.
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Are Cars Becoming Too Complicated ?

Some interest has been aroused in motoring circles in

France by the somewhat vigorous attack which has lately been

made on modern tendencies in motor-car construction by M.

Baudry de Saunier in the columns of our French contemporary,

" L Omnia." The main feature of his complaint is that, instead of

automobiles becoming simpler, so rendering them available for

use by the masses, they are steadily developing towards great

complexity, their employment being consequently restricted to

the wealthy classes who can afford to employ trained mechanicians

to look after their vehicles. By way of illustrating his point, he

upon the motor car as a sort of El Dorado, the outcome being

the production of such unnecessary devices as those which

cause a bell to ring and so warn the driver whenever a tyre punc

tures, and a thermometer arranged to be fixed to the dashboard

to constantly indicate the temperature of the water in the

radiator ! If this tendency is persisted in, the result will be,

he considers, that just as there are people who would so

"improve" present-day conditions as to render life not worth

living, so motor-cars will become such works of art that it will

be impossible to run them. Although M. Saunier has doubtless

purposely given a somewhat exaggerated idea of the tendencies

of the times, yet it must be admitted that behind it all there is

a substratum of much that is true, and that there are many

directions in which the genius of designers can yet be usefully

directed.

♦ ♦ ♦
Some Hints on Steering Gears.

Slackness in the steering gear may be due to several things.

The most usual fault is the fairly quick wear on the pins in the
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draws attention to the fact that, whilst in 1900 cars had a maxi

mum of three pedals, some have now five ; that as against two

principal organs to feed the carburettor, there are in 1907 at

least seven, and that within the same periods the number of main

parts in clutches have increased from three to five or six. While

this list could be easily extended, M. Saunier readily admits that

some alterations which have been effected, notwithstanding that

they have added to the number of parts in an automobile, certainly

constitute improvements, and in this connection he instances the

adoption of ball bearings as not only slightly increasing the

efficiency, but as reducing the amount of care and attention this

portion of an automobile's anatomy formerly required.

♦ ♦ *

Designers and Inventors on the Wrong Track.

Having drawn the attention of motor designers to what he

considers their evil ways, M. Saunier next alludes to the bad

example they are setting to inventors, who have begun to look

various joints ; also the wear in the ball-and-socket joints, the

latter being, in most cars, adjustable. All steering connections

should always be covered with leather pockets well filled with

grease. Sometimes the wear will be found in the actual steering

box. If the steering is of the worm and segment type, looseness

in the worm can usually be adjusted by tightening up the thrust

pin at the bottom of the box. If play is still apparent, the

rivets or bolts which hold the sector to the shaft will in all

probability be found loose, in which case new ones should be

fitted. Another type of worm steering dispenses with the sector,

the screws working in a large nut, which carries two forks on a

square each side. There is very rarely much play between the

screw and the nut, any looseness arising being due to the forks

on the squares opening a little. These may be restored to their

former position by carefully closing in a vice. It should be here

remarked that it is very bad for any steering gear to be strained—■

the steering wheel should not be moved unless the car is moving.
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THEJRISH RELIABILITY TRIAL.

MEMORIES of the Irish Fort

night and the Gordon Bennett

Race of l'JO-'S will be awakened

by the announcement of the Reliability

Trials which are being organised by the

Irish Automobile Club for May 22nd—

25th of the present year. In 190G

the motor-car organisation of the

Emerald Isle was unfortunate in the fact

that a similar event was arranged for a

time that clashed with the bolder ad

ventures of the Scottish Club ; but, as a month will intervene

between the Scottish and Irish trials this year, the latter will

have a better chance of attracting entrants from this side of

the water.

In promoting the Trial the Club will have primary regard to

reliability in touring, although hill climbs and timing over a

measured distance on the level will bo introduced to test the all-

round efficiency of the vehicles in the competition. There will

be two sections, one in which cais may be entered irrespective of

ownership and the other limited to vehicles owned by members

of the A.C.G.B.I. or any of its affiliated clubs, and " driven by

the entrant or a member of his family ordinarily resident in bis

house." This section will, therefore, be restricted to amateurs

and no traders will be eligible to enter a car therein. Entries

will be accepted on forms to be obtained from the secretary of the

I.A.C., at 34, Dawson Street, Dublin, not later than the 7th inst.,

those arriving after that date and before April 25th being charged

double fees. The classification of the vehicles entered will be as

follows, Classes A and B being for two-seated cars :—

Class. Minimum selling Maximum selling

price of cars. pi ice of cars.

A  
£150

B £150 £-250

C £150 £250

D £250 £350

E £350 £500

F £500 £650

G £650 £850

H ._ £850

The selling price means the price of a complete standard

vehicle with all necessary tools and lamps and in a properly

finished condition. Except in classes A and B all cars must have

fixed seating accommodation for four adults, and in all other

classes except C all vehicles save those in Section 11 (for

nmateurs) must have side-entrance bodies with independent

doors to the rear seats. In class C the style of body will bo

optional. Efficient silencers will have to be fitted.

Observers will be appointed as in the Scottish trials and

other regulations generally follow familiar lines ; as do also the

awards, based on (a) reliability in touring, (b) times on the hill

climbs, and (c) time over a measured distance on the level.

The routes over a course of 564 miles will be as follows :—

May 22nd (149f miles). —Dublin to Portrush, via Drogbeda,

Dundalk, Newry (luncheon), Lurgan, Antrim, Bally men a,

Ballymoney, Portush.

May 23rd.—Portush to Dublin, tiA Coleraine, Magilligan, Lima-

vady, Maghera, Cookstown, Dungannon, Armagh (luncheon),

Carrickmacross, Ardee, Slane, Dublin.

May 24th.—Dublin to "Waterford, viA Blessington, Hollywood,

Glendalough (luncheon), Rathdrum, Ovoca, Woodenbridge,

Arklow, Gorey, Enniscorthy, New Ross, Waterford.

May 25th.—Waterford to Dublin, viA New Ross, Graigue-na-

Managb, Innistiogne, Abbeyleix (luncheon), Maryboro,

Monasterevan, Kildare, Newbridge, Naas, Dublin.

■MQBQOB—

The last day of entry for the Vapour Emission competition

of the A.C.G.B.I. is to-day (Saturday). This competition bas

been inaugurated by the Club with the object of encouraging the

improvement of the design of existing petrol-driven motor-cars,

in order to diminish the nuisance caused by foul exhaust.

THE E.I.C. HIGH TENSION

DISTRIBUTOR.

WITH the view of meeting the demand for a combined

contact-maker and high-tension distributor fer use on

multi-cylinder engines in connection with a single

coil, the Electrical Ignition Company, Ltd., Birmingham, have

recently introduced the apparatus illustrated herewith. The

low-tension make and break device is located at the inner end of

the case, and as seen in Fig. 1, it comprises a hardened steel,

cam fixed on a spindle driven by suitable gearing off the erjgine ;

as the cam rotates it lifts by means of a roller a short arm pro

vided with a contact formed of a special platinum alloy and

 
 

Figs. 1 and 2.—Sectional views of E.I.C. High Tension Distributor.

brings the latter into connection with a corresponding contact to

which the low-tension wire is attached. There is no rubbing

action at the points, so that the trouble of pitting is avoided,

while provision is made for easily taking up any wear. As

regards the high-tension portion, a sectional view of which is

seen in Fig. 2, and a front view, with the cover detached, in

Fig. 3, it will be seen that on the same spindle as the cam is keyed

an insulated disc, to which is attached the metal distributing arm

2. The current is conveyed to the latter by means of the spring

contact 3, fired in the cover of the apparatus. The distributor

is made with a sufficient number of terminals for the engine on

which it is to be used—four or six cylinders, as the case may be,

the illustrations showing it arranged for the former—and as the

arm 2, in rotating, passes the various insulated poles, to which

fig. 3

 

, View of the E.I.C. High Tension Distributor with cover

shown detached at right.

are connected the wires from the separate plugs, the current jumps

to each in turn, thus completing the circuit and causing a >park

to pass across the points of the plug in each cylindtr in rotation.

The timing is so arranged that the low tension contact is made

every time the revolving arm 2 passes a high tension terminal.

The Electrical Ignition Company have submitted to us for inspec

tion one of the distributors as arranged for a six-cylinder engine ;

needless to say it is splendidly made and should give excellent

results in practice, it being designed to work with reliability

even at high speeds. One point to which attention may be

drawn is that all the parts are so arranged that they can, if

necessary, be easily dismantled.
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VISIT TO COVENTRY.

Where the Rover Cars are Made.

IT needs but little intuition, on arriving at the City of Spires,

to appreciate that Coventry is at present enjoying a
■'wave of industrial prosperity which is of even greater

dimensions than that experienced in the palmy days of the

cycle trade. That the latter is by no means exhausted is

indicated by the many extensions to cycle factories which are at

present in hand, and this branch of industry is undoubtedly

contributing its quota to the great commercial activity prevail

ing. At the same time, there can be no doubt that this very

state of affairs is mainly due to the considerable

 

 

Fig. 1—General View of the Rover Metal-to-Metal Disc Clutch.

•development that has taken place during the past few years in

tbe motor industry. Some idea of this expansion was

afforded in a recent issue of the M.C.J., when it

was pointed out that in the Daimler works alone 2,500

hands are employed on motor work, that the Humber Com

pany employs 2,500, and, that, in addition to these two

prominent firms, there are many others, such as the Swift, Rover,

Maudslay, Singer, Deasy, Standard, Rex, West, White and

Poppe, all employing an increasing number of men. As for

cars, these are almost as numerous in Coventry as flies in summer,

vehicles with makeshift bodies flying about in all directions,

undergoing their road tests' prior to being handed over to the

body-building departments.

The object of our visit to the Midlands was to accept the

invitation of Mr. Harry Smith, the managing director of the

Rover Company, Ltd., to look over the factory in which

Rover cars are being turned out. So rapidly have these

vehicles sprung into popularity that special steps had to be

taken to increase the output, with the result that during

the past twelve months practically every available piece

of land at the Meteor Works has been covered with large

and well-lighted single storey workshops, while already

further extensions are in contemplation. As we rapidly

passed through the different shops we were able to obtain

' some idea of the thoroughness with which the Rover Com

pany have taken up the construction of motor-cars. Begin-

ing with the foundry, we saw the men busily engaged on the

production of castings in malleable iron, gun metal and

aluminium, the variety of the latter ranging from radiator fans

to engine base chambers. Attention was next turned to

the machine shop, where the operations of cylinder boring,

crank shaft turning, as well as others too numerous to

mention, were in progress. We were specially interested

in watching the manufacture of the special valve cam sleeve,

which is of intricate design and form9 one of the special features

of the Rover cars, permitting, as it does, the engine to be used

as a brake. By means of this sleeve, which is so arranged that it

c*n be moved longitudinally on the cam shaft, not only can the

inlet valve be kept closed as desired and the admission of petrol

vapour thus prevented, but the ordinary cam below the exhaust

valve is withdrawn and its place taken by a double one, which

opens the valve twice to every revolution of the shaft, with the

result that air is taken in from the exhaust pipe on every down

ward movement of the piston, compressed on the upward stroke

and then exhausted ; an arrangement which gives such a pro-

uounced braking effect that ordinary hills may be descended

without recourse to the brakes.

From cams we next turned our attention to the cutting of

the bevel gears, which constitute an important part in the trans

mission mechanism of live axle cars; and here again we found that

special care is taken in the manufacture in order to ensure the

production of silent running gears. A feature of the machine

shop is the international character of the tools it contains, for,

whde the majority is of British construction, the Rover Com

pany have not hesitated to acquire from America or the

Continent machines specially designed for particular purposes—

in other words, they have adopted the wise policy of making

their selection from the best the world has to offer. Unfortu

nately time did not permit us to give more than a passing glance

to the departments in which the manufacture of the Rover carbu

rettor, water circulating pumps, and other components, were being

carried on, but, hurrying to the erecting shop, we found some

what of a surprise in store for us. We have frequently heard

it stated that the demand for single-cylinders cars is dead, a view

with which, had we been at all inclined to agree, would have

been quickly dispelled at the sight of such a large number going

through, both of the 6-h.p. and 8-h.p. models, in addition to a

goodly proportion of the Rover 16-20-h.p. four-cylinder cars.

The chassis, on emerging from this shop, and ere being handed

over to what is termed the finishing department, where the

bodies are fitted, are subjected to a road test of from fifty to

seventy-five miles, in the course of which due note is made of

any portion which needs adjustment, in order that the cars

shall reach the purchasers in perfect condition. In the body

department we saw a variety of operations in hand, while in

the large paint-shop vehicles were being finished ofT in a variety

of colours equalling that of the rainbow. Still another exten

sive shop is that in which repairs and adjustments are carried

out, while a further large building is devoted to the storage of

completed vehicles. It is here that the best idea can, perhaps, be

obtained of the extensive business the Rover Company is doing,

for since the turn of the year the number of cars despatched

has been exceeding thirty per week—a testimony in itself to the

popularity the vehicles are enjoying in motoring circles.

At the present time three sizes of cars are being turned out,

viz., 6-h.p. and 8-h.p. single-cylinder and 16-20-h.p. four-cylinder,

all having three speeds forward and a reverse and transmission

by a cardan shaft and bevel gear to a live axle. Among their

 

fig. 2.—The Dissembled pans of the Rover Clutch.

principal features, in addition to the cams which permit the

engine to be used as a brake already referred to, are the special

Rover carburettor and metal disc clutch, the bloc construction

of the engine and gear-box, and, in the case of the 8-h.p. and

16-20-h.p. models, the three-point suspension of the frame and

the fitting of ball bearings to the crank shafts of the engines.

The Tyne Improvement Commission, in conjunction with the

North Eastern Riilway, have issued an illustrated guide to the

Tyne as a industrial centre, and showing that on its banks are

suitable places for the establishment of new works.
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HERE AND THERE.

The Bishop of Cashel has

just bought a 15-h.p. Coventry

Humber car through the Water-

ford agent of the company, Mr.

W. F. Peare.

Monday next is the last day

for tendering for the supply of

motor-'buses for the Metropolitan Asylums Board, which has

decided to purchase two vehicles for the use of patients in its

institution.

Prince Louis of Battenberg, the Duchess of Marlborough,

Sir Felix Schuster and Mr. Leopold de Rothschild are now

owners of Siddeley cars.

Mr. W. D. Durrell, of Benares, used Continental tyres on

the Fiat car with which he won distinction in the recent Relia

bility Trials in South India.

A new burner for steam motor vehicles, designed by Mr. S.

Stackard, is being put on the market by Messrs. J. A. Curie, Ltd.,

Horner Road, South Hackney, N.E.

Messrs. Colin Defries, Ltd., have taken showrooms at

2, Denman Street, Piccadilly, W., where the Porthos car will be

seen when present alterations are finished.

Brighton Watch Committee have granted the application

of a cab proprietor for permission to transfer the licences of ten

horse-cabs td ten motor-cabs, which will be the first run in

Brighton.

The Jedburgh Town Council is suggesting to the Secretary

for Scotland that local authorities should have power to fix a

speed limit for motor vehicles in towns and villages, and that

the courts have power to endorse the licence for a second

offence.

The Motor Manufacturing Company (1907), Ltd., will

close their temporary works at Park Side, Coventry, on the 1st

inst. for the purpose of removing the stock to the new M.M.C.

works, Manor Street, Clapham, London, S.W., which will be in

full swing in about a fortnight.

Mr. J. W. Stocks, in his recent run from London to the

Edinburgh Motor Show, found the Dunlop metal non-skids on the

rear wheels and the grooved pattern on the front wheels of his

car gave great satisfaction and appeared at the end of the journey

as though they would continue for an indefinite period.

The Bridges and Roads Committee of the Kent County

Council reported strongly to the County Council, last week,

against the speed limit of twelve miles an hour recommended by

the Motor Car Commission for towns and populous areas. They

considered that the speed limit should be much lower in all such

places.

A MAN named R. E. Stewart has been sentenced to three

years' penal servitude at Preston for stealing a cheque-book from

a motor garage. He bought a motor-car with a stolen cheque.

Four years ago he received twelve months for stealing a motor

car at Northampton, arid two years ago eighteen months, with

police supervision, for stealing a motor-cycle at Ipswich.

Reference was made in a recent issue to the large trade

which had grown up, concurrently with the spread of the auto

mobile movement, in connection with the repair of motor tyres,

and to the need of care on the part of motorists in seeing that

they only entrust their commissions to firms capable of doing

rel:able work. Amongst the concerns in Scotland who are gradu

ally building up a large business in connection with the retread

ing and relining of motor covers is the Cdedonian Tyre Repair

ing Company, St. Enoch Square, Glasgow, who a few months ago

carried out an excellent repair to a badly worn tyre we submitted

to them. The cover in question, in addition to the rubber being

worn almost to the canvas, had for some reason or another de

veloped two nasty large holes, so bad that we practically con

sidered it as entirely done for. Not so the Caledonian Company,

however, who not only retreaded the cover but effected such a

thorough repair that we almost failed to recognise it on its return.

Although, owing to the somewhat severe weather, the car on

which the tyre in question is fitted has not made a very big

mileage lately, the cover is standing up to its work excellently,

and gives promise of having re-entered on a long and useful career.

 

Ladies are to be admitted to

the lectures in motor engineering

whioh commenced on Tuesday

at the Technical Institute, Tun-

bridge Wells.

The first British-built motor

revolving fire ladder is being

sent from the works of Messrs. J. Morris and Sons, at Salford, to

Cape Town. It is mounted on a 40-oO-h.p. petrol motor chassis

and will extend to 90ft. in height.

Sir William Eden, Bart., has purchased a 40-h.p. six-

cylinder Napier touring car.

The Archbishop of Westminster has placed ai order

with the Daimler Company for one of their 1907 model cars.

A motor lire engine is to be provided at Withingtonin

order to increase the protection of South Manchester from

fire.

The motor-car garage at the Royal Mews, l'imlico, cost

£1,804, according to the Government Appropriation accounts

just issued.

The Doherty Motor Components, Ltd., Coventry, have

just completed some further extensions to their factory by adding

a department exclusively intended for presswork. Owing to the

difficulty in obtaining skilled labour, the firm have devised several

labour-saving tools, which are facilitating their output. The

shops are all on the ground floor and splendidly lighted and

ventilated.

A NEW frame for motor-cars has been introduced by Messrs.

Barit and Gadenne, of Lille. It is made on the Lazerges system

and is known as the chassis xemirtiibulaire. As will be seen from

the illustration, which shows a section of a side member, the

frame is a combination of the pressed

steel and tubular types ; at the

bottom it is of channel section, but

the top is bent over and rounded,

then finally turned down and riveted

to the side, the whole giving the

appearance of an angle section sur

mounted by a tube. Long stiffeners

set at an angle to the frame sides are

provided, the whole forming, it is

claimed, a lighter and stronger construction than the ordinary

type.

Colonel J. E. Capper, R.E., who is the head of the

military ballooning department of the Army, stated in a lecture

before the Aldershot Military Society last week that motor-

driven aeroplanes would probably be seen in the near future in

war as aerial scouts. It was probable that such a thing would

make its debut this year, and that in five years' time conside-

able numbers would be employed.

Lincoln will be well to the fore in the automobile movement

this year, and the summer meeting of the Motor Union will

attract a goodly number of motorists to the ancient city. Just

now much local interest is being taken in the display of motor

cars which Messrs. R. M. Wright and Company have arranged

in their Water Lane garage, where they have ample accommoda

tion for a large number of cars.

With reference to the recent correspondence in our columns

as to platinum tips in connection with electric horns, it is of

interest to hear from Messrs. John Child Meredith, Ltd., of

Birmingham, that they have been experimenting in the direction

of finding a substitute for platinum. In this they have been

successful.and are now placing on the market a special hird metal

for contact tips which costs about one-sixth the price of platinum.

Despite tho severe weather experienced during the first

eleven days of the Long Distance Trial with a 40-h.p. Siddeley

car which is being undertaken by the A.C.G.B.I., the car

has made a splendid beginning of its arduous task. The roads,

owing to the exceptional bad weather, have been extremely heavy

in places, yet the car has run with unerring regularity, and at

the close of last Saturday's run the distance covered was 1,628

miles. The " Elastcs " filled tyres are reported to be giving an

fixcellent account of themselves.
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Thb Kennedy Motor Company have removed from Cathcart

to Eglington Toll, N.B.

Mr. Hale, of Burslem, is acting as agent for the " Brown"

car in the Staffordshire district.

Lady Rood has placed an order with Messrs. E. H. Bentall

and Company, Heybridge, for one of their 16-h.p. landaulets.

At the last meeting of the Staffordshire County Council the

clerk reported that 540 motorcars and 691 motor-cycles had

been registered within their area.

The conditions of the Scottish Trial will be issued shortly.

The classification, which will be altered slightly from that of

last year, will again be by price.

At Acton Vale the new works of Messrs. Parihard and Le-

vacsor present an example of modern workshop organisation

and equipment the inspection of which would have been a

liberal education to the engineer of a generation ago.

They have the appearance of permanence, stone, steel,

and concrete being prominent in their construction. In

addition to the large showroom, extending the whole length

of the main frontage, there are separate trading counters, from

which spares, supplies, and parts will be retailed, while staff,

clients', and executive entrances are all independent of each other

and of the commodious offices. The tool equipment is more than

one expects to find in a professed garage and repair works—it is

 

worthy of a constructing factory. Labour-lightening devices of

all kinds are employed, and power is provided by two indepen

dent sources, the electricity for lighting, &c., being generated on

the premises, while many of the tools are electrically driven.

There are two long inspection pits of 150 ft. each, sunk in solid

concrete, and capacious tool, smiths', body painting, varnishing,

upholsteriin,r, and vulcanising shops, as well as a magneto room,

coppersmiths' room for lamp work, and wheelwrights' shop.

Alterations (including the Panhard body-lengthening process)

overhauls and repairs to cars of any power or type are under

taken ; in fact, Mr. W. A. Turpin, the works manager, need be

only pleasurably concerned if he were asked to commence building

cars ! The greatest consideration for the staff's well-being is

manifested in the provision of well-furnished kitchens, dining

halls, recreation rooms, &e., and the accommodation for washing is

practically unique. Everything, in fact, is provided for on pro

gressive lines, and the working of every department has been so

well organised that Messrs. Panhard and Levassor can undertake

any overhauls or repairs.

The annual conversazione of the Battersea Polytechnic was

held on Saturday last, when the laboratories and workshops were

all open for inspection. The equipment of the motor class now

comprises a Darrarq car, a four-cylinder Mors, and the chassis of

a Clarkson steam vehicle, so that students are now able to

receive instruction in both classes of automobile.

The Camperdown Motor Works at Winchester Road

Romscy, have opened a garage with Mr. H. Gill in charge.

A new garage and repairing works has been established at

Balham Hill by the Waldorf Motor and Engineering Company.

The Motor Union would remind readers of the M.C.J, that

Monday next is the last day for receiving essays on the coming

Parliamentary struggle with regard to motoring legislation.

Walton's motor lifeboat was out several days last week

escorting the Ramsgate and Newhaven boats, which have been

fitted with motor power and have been at Harwich on trial.

Replying to a question in the House of Commons on-

Monday Mr. John Burns said he was unable to make any state

ment as to the introduction of a Bill dealing with motor-cars.

Foremost among the motoring contributions in thq weekly

press must be regarded those which appear in the "Onlooker,"

these being informative and accurate as well as good reading.

On Tuesday last a motor-car show was opened in the

Exhibition Buildings, York, by Earl Fitzwilliam, the collection

of cars being the largest which has so far been seen in the

cathedral city.

Sidney Hone, a motor-car driver, wascharged at the Brighton

Police Court on Monday with unlawfully causing the death of

Mathias Medhurst last week. The hearing of the case has been

adjourned to Monday next.

We learn that Mr. Mawdsley Brooke, of Lowestoft, had

originally intended to cross from Harwich to Amsterdam by the

Berlin on the night she foundered, but at the last moment had

to delay his journey till two days later.

Mr. L. H. Barnes, of the Highways Protection League, which

has offices at 7, Fig Tree Court, Temple, E.C., is preparing a

petition for presentation to Parliament praying for legislation

restraining motorists from driving recklessly.

A motor works that will employ five hundred men was

opened on Saturday at Crossens, a little village near Southport,

at the mouth of the Ribble. The Mayor of the town and mem

bers of the Corporation were present at a dinner given by the

firm—the Vulcan Motor Company—in the evening.

The third annual smoking concert of Messrs. Friswell, Ltd.,

took place at the Albany Hotel, Great Portland Street, N.W.,

when Mr. F. Guy Lewin (director), of Messrs. Friswell (1906)

took the chair, being supported by Messrs. Chamberlain, Allen

J'. Owen, and J. Taylor. Under the direction of Mr. Harry

Cramer everything went with a swing.

A Coventry firm which is specialising on the production of

radiators, bonnets, tanks, lubricators, and other necessary petrol

engine accessories, is the Coventry Motor Fittings Company.

Under the guidance of Mr. Tyler we recently had an opportunity

of going over the well-arranged factory, and were much interested

in seeing the different types of radiators—honeycomb and gilled

tube—in process of manufacture. The range of patterns in both

forms of cooler is an extensive one, as practically every firm now

employs a distinctive shape as well as its own pattern of bonnet.

So far, however, the firm have been able to meet all requirements

in this direction ;and, to ensure that their production shall give

satisfactory results in practice, the radiators before being sent

out are all given a lengthy test for leakage, water being circu

lated through them by a hydraulic pump.

The patent speed and mileage recorder invented by Mr. Henry

Hartley, of Birmingham, and of which we shall publish a descrip

tion in an early issue, is an ingenious and successful effort to

secure a combination of advantages that will appeal to every

practical motorist. By the use of this instrument the driver of a

car can learn the time taken by each mile travelled, as well as

the total length of his journey. The duration of every stop is

recorded—a point that gives Mr. Hartley's indicator an advantage

likely to be appreciated by owners of trade delivtry vans. More

than that, the instrument can be adjusted so as operate at any

given maximum of speed, thus warning the driver should he go

beyond the limit allowed. The means by which these results are

obtained are simple and reliable, while the absence of complica

tions will ensure accuracy and durability.
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ORRESFONDENC

 

[Letters to the Editor should be addressed to the offices,

17-33, Charing Cross Road, W.C.]

CLUB GARAGES.

To THS Editob OF The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,— In your "Comments" of your issue of February 23rd you

mention the Derby Motor Club's doings as regards club garages. It may

be of interest to some of your readers to know that we hare incorporated

a garage,workshop and club-room with our club from its commencement,

three months ago. In fact, the great desirability of a garage and work:

shop from the local motorists' point of view prompted the starting of a

club providing such accommodation. I enclose a circular which was dis

tributed amongst such motorists as were interested, and, although we

cannot claim to have got ideal premises, they have already in their in

complete state proved a great lioon to many memliers. ( larage for approxi

mately two cars or four tri cars and about half a [dozen motor-bicycles

is provided, and although the demand for temporary storage will greatly

increase with the coming of the season, our twenty-five motoring members

have found it i[iiite sufficient so far. The workshop at present only com

prises a good sound bench, vices and bench drill, with the usual hand

tools and a portable forge, but these will be greatly supplemented as

disadvantage of the coil and accumulator. It was to gain some definite

knowledge as to this that I decided upon carrying out these experiments.

I took an ordinary 40-h.p. six-cylinder Napier engine with synchronued

ignition. The engine had just been delivered to the testing department

and could in no tense be said to be either tuned up or specially arranged

to demonstrate any one point. The motor was started up and allowed

to run for some time so that an even temperature might be obtained, and

so have general road conditions present.

The engine was fitted with a standard coil adjusted as inordinary

practice, run offar. accumulator showing 4 2 on the voltmeter. *»Vhen every

thing was ready to commence the motor was run and the horse-power taken

foraperiodof two minutes. It developed an average of 40'9-h.p, over that

period. The next test was made with a special coil, but the same accumu

lator was used—in other woids, the conditions, other than the toil, were

identical. This time the engine gave 42,.">-b.h.p. In another test that

was made the same coil was employed, but six volts were used to work-

it ; the trembler blade remained the same and 42-h.p. was developed in

place of the 42-5 previously. Subsequently the same coil and six volts

were employed, but the trembler blade was adjusted lightly. The

result was precisely the same as regards b.h.p., t.r. , 42 was registered.

In the next test the trembler blade was adjusted a little more h3avily

and eight volts were used to run the coil. The result in b.h.p. was

42'fi. Later ten volts were used. The adjustment of the trembler blade

remained the same, and tha h.p. registered was 42. Afterwards

four volts were used, with the trembler blade adjusted the same, and

42-2-h.p. was recorded ; when the trembler blade was adjusted a little

more lightly, four volts being used, the record was 42-1-h.p. In the

last test the standard coil was replaced and an accumulator showing
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soon as pressure of business allows. The advantages of a really good

garage and workshop can hardly be understated, but briefly it gives the

motorist a splendid oppoitunity of thoroughly understanding his machine

and making experiments and alterations, ami doing quite extensive

repairs himself (we have not yet been able to afford a permanent

mechanic.) As I mentioned before, we also have a club room, where

nearly all the motor weeklies are provided, and once a fortnight a lecture

or debate on various subjects of general interest. Therefore, I think

other clubs will be doing well in considering the advisability of the pro

vision of a garage.—Yours truly,

R. K. Hubbard, Hon. Se<:

Basingstoke and District Motor Club.

[The circular enclosed by Mr. Hubbard refers to the premises in

Mark Lane. London Street, Basingstoke, and gives evidence of a care

fully considered scheme.]

EXPERIMENTS WITH ACCUMULATOR AND COIL

IGNITION.

To thb Editob or The Motor-Car Journal,

Sir,—I recently had some rather interesting experiments carried

out in connection with the much-vexed question of ignition on cars, and

am sending you the resulis in the hope that they may be found useful.

There has lieen a lot of discussion aj to the great advantage of the

fierceness of the spark increasing on magneto engines as the engine speed

rises, so that as ignition theoretically became more difficult, the spark is

more powerful, with beneficial results to the running of the motor; this

has always been rather considered as an advantage of the magneto and a

4-2 volts was fixed up ; the horse-power registered was 42. FfcThe

idea in going back to the standard coil with small voltage and special

coil with small voltage again was to see whether any alteration hail

taken place in the engine itself. As will be noticed, the horse-power

still remained approximately 42.

The tests show that the horse-power varied very slightly from

42-b.h.p., no matter what the voltage was, or whether the trembler blade

was adjusted lightly or heavily. Ihe main point that was noticed, how

ever, was that with the lower voltage the engine would run with a spark

very much advanced ; in other words, for a given speed the motor com

menced to knock with less advance with a high voltage sooner than with

the lower voltage, and it looks oh the face of it as if nothing were gained

by having a fiercer spark than that obtained from a good, healthy four-

volt accumulator, except that the engine will run faster with less

advance, but as it is not a very laborious process to advance the ignition

a little more, and as it conceivably may even be an advantage that an

engine did not really knock in the hands of a novice, the advantages of

a very fierce spark would almost fall to the ground.

The engine was not altered in any shape or form during the tests,

except with regard to the ignition, as indicated. I'ossibly there might

have been combinations of carburation and ignition that would have lieen

better allied with each other, but had any alteration been made

to the caiburettor it would have complicated the result and made it

not so clear. It is certainly a very interesting point, and it would be

useful to have the views of others on this much -vexed question.

The point, in a nutshell, is that the power could not be increased by ex

ploding the mixture with a hotter spark. The only thing that seemed

to alter was the degree the spark could be advanced—in other words,
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the same power could be obtained with less advance—the horse po ver

remaining practically constant.—Yours truly,

S. F. Edge.

SUBSTITUTES FOR PETROL.

To the Editor op The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—In reference to " Borneo's " letter on the above subject, in

the last issue of the M.C.J., I have found a "stubborn" engine start

easily on Borneo spirit when a piece of coarse linen has been placed

over the air intake. A handkerchief will do. It should be placed

singly across the mouth of the pipe and twisted up at the back to keep it

in position while turning the handle, the friction of the air passing

through the cloth being sufficient to warm it. The handkerchief should,

of course, be removed when the engine is under way. I may also mention

that in my car, alO-12-h.p. Peugeot, I screwed the jet up about l-16th

inch so that no Borneo flowed though the jet of its own accord.—Yours

truly,

Herbert J. Chapman.

ANOTHER INGREDIENT OF "CARBONACEOUS"

DEPOSITS IN ENGINE CYLINDERS.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—Noticing in one of your contemporaries an article, on the pre

vention of carbon deposits, I send you copy of a letter which I wrote

some months ago, but did not publish.

v3Hi I have been interested in examining the deposits formed on the piston

and cylinder heads of several motor-cars, and was astonished to find that

in many cases these deposits contained a far larger proportion of

mineral matter than of carbon. In one case a friend used hve gallons

of a certain oil which only contained mineral matter equal to 0-01 per
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cent., and yet, after he had finished the whole five gallons, he collected

from his cylinders almost a one ounce weight of so-called carbonaceous

deposit, which amount did not represent the whole of the

deposit, as a complete collection was practically impossible. Now

this ounce of deposit, on analysis, showed the presence of just

over 0°7o oz. of mineral matter, largely of a silicious composition,

whereas O'Ol per cent, of five gallons of the oil only means 0-07 oz.

Therefore the difference, »'.e., 0-68 oz. of mineral matter, must have come

from some external source.

The only conclusion that I can arrive at is that some of the dust,

which necessarily is drawn into the cylinders at each Miction stroke, is

caught by the film or oil as on a fly paper, and so gradually accumulates,

forming, with the help of the carbonisation which also occurs, a hard

cake. Further, I have found that in the summer this proportion of

mineral matter to carbon is greater than in winter, when there is less

dust. And further.it is noticeable, with an oil that carbonises badly,

the proportion of carbon is much greater in comparison with that of the

mineral matter.—Yours truly,

A. DlJCKHAM.

IS THE LEATHER-FACED CONE CLUTCH DOOMED 1

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—Tt is with much regret that I notice a tendency amongst

motor-car manufacturers to substitute metal clutches for our old friend

the leather-faced cone. I say old friend, for, after some experience

with the multiple disc type, I must say that the new-comer is not

without its troubles, and I, for one, plump for leather, as being the one

most suitable for the motorist of moderate means. To my mind, the

reason why the metal clutch has been so largely adopted is merely a

question of fashion, the fact that the car is fitted with them being

sufficient to cause other makers to follow the example, so that they

may appear to be keeping abreast of the times. Tiie leather-faced cone

clutch may sometimes be fierce, and at others slip owing to the presence

of grease on its surfac ). But, after all, the remedy is not very difficult

to apply. The subject is one which interests me very much, and I

should be glad if other motorists would, with your permission, air

their views on the matter in the always interesting corre ipondence

columns of the M.C.J.—Yours truly,

F. C. Burton.

FOUR v. SIX CYLINDERS.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—I have read with interest the report of the discussion on the

four versus six -cylinder question at the Automobile Club, and, if you

will allow me, I should like to make some remarks thereon. As a

manufacturer, my sole aim is the progress of " Automobilism," and

this is the reason why I am taking the trouble to comment on the matter,

believiog, at the same time, in the survival of the fittest. No doubt

you have seen my challenge to compete against any six-cylinder car, at

any place, under certain heads, these heads being :—

(1) Quiet running of the engine when the car is standing.

(2) Quiet and slow running of the engine on top gear.

(3) Quick acceleration up to twenty miles per hour; top gear only

to be used.

It is a condition of the trial that the standard gear of the respective

vehicles shall be fitted. For my part, the 14.16 h. p. Argyll is made as a

touring car, with only one gear ratio, and this can be easily proved, all

parts being made interchangeable.

Now these are the points which the six-cylinder advocates claim to

excel in, and it is an astounding fact that none of them have accepted

my challenge. I agree that individual makers can hardly stem the tide

of battle, and it certainly would be unwise of them to pin their colours

to the mast, and fight for the four-cylinder principle, as if the six-

cylinder idea was completely inimical to the best interests of automobil

ism ; but I contend that, if the six-cylinder principle does not excel on

the points I have challenged it on, then there is nj reason for its exist

ence, because :—

1. Given two engines of the same power, one six-cylinder and the

other four-cylinder, the six-cylinder engine would be much heavier. 2.

There are many more parts. 3. It is more difficult to keep in adjustment

and keep running well. 4. There are more frictional losses. 5. It

requires more lubricating oil. 6. Being a heavier engine, more load is

thrown on the tyres. 7. It will use more petrol. 8. It is more costly to

produce.

The public should be protected from this attempt which is being

made to make the six-cylinder fashionable, until it is demonstrated

beyond all doubt that they are getting a relative advantage from the

increased cost of car, and the increased complication of the car after

they have got it. I believe it will be possible for them to appreciate

the difference in smooth running and vibration—with the aid of a

stethoscope— but, for all ordinary mortals, and for ordinary purposes,

believe me that, at any rate for engines up to 40-h.p., the six-cylinder

principle is a bubble that will surely burst.—Yours truly,

A. Govan.

THE NON-SKID TRIALS.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—The private non-skid trials held by the Automobile Club and

the process of elimination adopted by that body seem to have left very

few devices in for the final test. The result almost warrants the opinion

that the methods adopted by the Club for the discovery of a successful

non-skid device are not the best, and probably further trials m*y be

necessary. It is hoped that if these are arranged they will be conducted

on broader and more reasonable lines than the competition now partly

concluded.

Tjie idea of conducting these trials in a semi-private manner and on

the premises of a private trading concern does not appeal to the general

public as a good one. Why could not some well-known venue have been

selected ? There is no doubt that the immense influence of the Club is

sufficiently great to have arranged for this. The rules in connection

with the present trials leave too much in the hands of the Club or of the

few members nomiuated to act in connection with the selection of

devices to pass the preliminary test of examination of the drawings.

Why could not a competition be arranged at, say, the Cry-tal Palace,

where any device, the entrant paying for the privilege, could be entered

and tried? The mutter could be made sufficiently attractive to the

public to bring a large number of visitors and the competition could lie

repeated daily for, say, six days. Prizes might bi offered for the most

successful device whose aggregate of marks for efficiency throughout

the week's trial would reach the highest total.

Such a test would be much more conclusive than that mule on a few

yards of wood pavement at Ladbroke Grove. The Local Government

Board and the police are probably anxious that some simple device may

be f mud to attain the object desired, and would no doubt assist at such

a trial. Let the competition be thrown thoroughly open without pre

liminary examination of drawings by a coterie of Club experts whose

investigations are conducted in private and who are " not required to give

any reason for elimination," vide the Club rules. No doubt the result,

would well repay the experiment. The competition, if sufficiently open,

might be made to pay all expenses, including the prizes, if some small
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charge were made for admission. It is highly probable that the 'bus

•companies would interest themselves,and there is no doubt that sufficient

entries could be made to guarantee a successful show. —Yours truly,

J. Yarwood.

SMALL STEAM CARS.

To the Editor of The Motor-Oar Journal,

Sir,—In answer to Mr. Broughtous letter in the M.G.J, of the

9th ult. I can give my experience of a small steam cir. First of all it

cost considerably under £50 ; engine, Mason C superheater, steam, air

and water pump, to seat two or four persons, paraffin fuel. With the

above car I can climb any hill as easy as any petrol car. I have twice the

power, the water consumption about thirty miles ou one tilling. There

is no bucket work required, as I have a water lift fitted, with hose

attached, and this can be put into a pond or trough, enabling the water

supply to be thereby replenished in less than five minutes. The lighting

up process is very simple—a small blow lamp—and steam can be raised

in ten minutes. During that lime the driver can be occupied in oiling

up. Paraffin I purchase at did. per gallon, and twelve miles can be run on

one gallon in the winter and naturally a longer distance when the roads

are good. The car will stand any length of time without relighting.

By having a steam air pump fitted no hand work is required ; water

pumping by hand I never have done on the road as the pump on engine

is more than required, therefore I have the by-pass open quite a third of

the time. Lubricants cost a mere trifle compared to a petrol car ; having

a mechanical lubricator fitted to feed the cylinders it requires half a

pint of cylinder oil to fifty miles. My car being a second-hand one, I ex

pected a lot of trouble ; when I had done, during the l>ad weather,

about 700 miles, I had a new vapourizer, at a cost of about Ids. I

■ <lo about eighteen miles per hour, r cannot do more, the car having

tiller steering and a short wheel base ; steam is always well up and

there is no smell ; bills are nothing. If Mr" Broughton, or others,

think of purchasing a second-hand car, my advice is to go in for a

steamer and call on Messrs. Morriss, of Stroud Green Road, N. ; they

might be able to find a car suitable, which they did for me, also tuition.

I am in no way connected with the above firm, but have my repairs

-done through them. I might say there is no danger with fire on a

steamer when paraffin is used for fuel ; in fact, there is less than on a

petrol car, as the pips connections on a steamer are more secure.—

Yours truly,

OXON.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

SIR,—With reference to Major J. V. P. Perry's letter re small steam

cars in the M.C.J. of February 16th, it would be interesting to hear of

the writer's personal experience as ta their reliability, life «f boiler, &c.

Does he consider them suitable for rough Irish roads*—Yours truly,

Lyaix P. Jackson.

WIRE OR WOODEN WHEELS.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—In reply to your invitation to express an opinion as to the

-respective values of wire and wooden wheels, may I, as an owner of two

cars fitted with these respective types of wheels, venture to express an

opinion? Theoretically.no doubt, the wire wheel is as strong as the

wooden one when the strain applied occurs in the same plane as the

wheel, but when a side strain, such as skidding or knocking a kerb

when rounding a corner too closely, happens, a compressing stress must

occur, owing to the wheel not being absolutely rigid, and as a result

the wheel buckles ; not so in a wooden one, as the wood can clearly

stand a much greater force of this kind than wire, although, of course,

it has its limit. And I think, under all other circumstances, the

wooden wheel compares more favourably with the wire wheel, especially

as regards the matter of appearance, as undoubtedly it gives the

car a smarter and more substantial appearance, anil, judging from the

number of artillery- wheeled cars on the road, it seems to be the

opinion of most people in this respect.—Yours truly,

K. J. G.

THE SIX-CYLINDER DISCUSSION.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—Why is it a large number of people clamour for six cylinders?

The question is not difficult to answer. Because they wish to be

considered absolutely up-to-date, so that none of their friends can go one

better ! It was the same in the cycling days. People who could afford

them had the most expensive machine, as they were quite sure that

only the reasonably wealthy bought such a machine. It would have

been such a blow to Lady M , for instance, to have found that her

maid rode the same make of machine as herself, so infra dig. Now, if the

six-cylinder car had not been cleverly boomed, and if those responsible

for the boom had not a formidable list of titled patrons, we should all

liave been very contented with the four-cylinder. The public lose sight

of the fact that, although the six-cylinder has some small advantages,

they do not really want it, and if they were to consider the question

carefully, they certainly would not pay an enormous extra for two more

cylinders.

The increased price of the six-cylinder car is out of all proportion to

the increased cost of manufacture, but this does not trouble a certain

section of the public—not a bitof it. " Lord M ," they say, " has got

one, that is good enough for us."

Then there is to be considered the extra trouble in connection with

two extra cylinders. It is childish to say that this argument is used by

six-cylinder opponents only, and that the extra trouble is grossly

exaggerated. There is no getting away from the fact that the two

extra cylinders contain four valves and two plugs. And there are also

the necessary additions to the ignition. Do we get valve troubles and

ignition troubles on four-cylinder engines ? Sometimes. Therefore we

are just as liable to get them on the six-cylinder, only there is a little

more field for them. Those interested in the sale of six -cylindered cars

explain all this, at the same time drawing attention to the fact that

with the six-cylinder, should one cylinder fail, you have five to go on

with, instead of three in the case of a four-cylinder, tjnite so); a sort of

" reductio ad infinitum " which reminds the writer of a new car (not yet

built) which for the same reason will have forty-two cylinders ! But

that is another story.—Yours truly,

A C. R.

MOTORING RECORDS.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—Nearly three years ago I bought an I8-h.p. Star car. To-day,

and somewhat to my regret, I am parting with her. It will. I am sure,

interest you to hear that she has carried myself and members of my

family 13,223 miles without a single failure on the road other than, of

course, temporary adjustments, and that only very rarely. The car has

been in constant use the whole time excepting for one brief period, when

I had new piston rings fitted ; this, and one coat of varnish on the body,

has been my total cost for repairs. The vehicle is still quiet running,

speedy, and develops good power, and I am told by the fitter who
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examined gear, &c, that all is in capital condition, no loose bearings, in

fact, no necessity for taking down to overhaul.

Of course the car has been well looked after, particularly the body

washing and lubrication, and has always been driven by myself or by my

son. My tyre bill has been particularly small, and you will be astonished

to hear that the near front wheel has the original cover still on and

same has never been punctured. The cir still looks bright and smart

and works as smoothly as some of the newer designs, and, had the body

a side entrance, I would on no account dispose of her.—Yours truly,

E. W. Hi li..

A CHANGE-SPEED GEAR TROUBLE.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

SIR,—Would you or any reader of the M.C.J, advise me what to do

respecting the low gear pinion of a 12 10-h.p. Peugeot car? I am con

stantly fitting a new low pinion, as they wear down in a very short time.

( )n climbing a hill using the low gear it grinds and makes a noise, this

sometimes also when starting on the level ; when I look at this gear it is

quite worn away, the others are perfect.

The gear-box is a very large one and I think is inclined to spring.

Perhaps you could recommend some method to make this gear more

perfect and last longer.—Yours truly,

Pkrfect Pinion.

The Standardisation of Nuts.—Mr. C. R. Garrard writes:—

" Referring to my letter in the last issue of the M.C.J., the range of

pitches should have read from -75 mm. pitch to 2 mm. pitch (not 1 J and 2).

Thus the five pitches used are :—'75 mm., 1 mm., 1 "2.> mm., 1 vO mm. and

2'0 mm."

Thk French Motor Accessories t'ompany, Ltd., 101, Gray's Inn

Road, London, W.C., write that their show rooms have been broken

into and a certain amount of goods stolen. Amongst those taken were

several dozen voltmeters and volt-amperemeters, all of which were

marked " Perez." If any of our readers are offered any such so marked,

otherwise than through their usual agent, the firm will be grateful of a

notification of the fact.
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CLUBS AND ASSOCIATIONS.

 

THE MOTOR UNION.

There was a large attendance at the February meeting of the

General Committee of the Motor Union. The bodies represented in

cluded the A.C.G.B.I., twenty-five provincial clubs, the Motor Van,

Wagon, and Omnibus Users' Association, the Autocjcle Club, and the

individual members of the Union. The Hon. Arthur Stanley, M.P. ,

presided.

The committee unanimously approved the suggested agreement

between the Motor Union and the Autocycle Club, which had been

drawn up by the representatives of the Union and the A.C.C. The scheme

pro 'ides for the admission of motor-cycle clubs to the membership of the

Union on payment of a very moderate affiliation fee.

Forty-two applications for legal advice and assistance were dealt

with, in one of which the Union undertook the entire cost of a prosecu

tion. The Union decided to seek information as to the practice of some

County Councils in demanding the renewal of driving licences on the 1st

of January in each year, and the payment of a fresh fee of 5s., without

regard to the date on which the licence is taken out.

It was resolved to object to the making of ten-mile speed limits at

Llandudno and Ilford.

The committee authorised the holding of a competition, offering

prizes amounting to £12 for the best artistic design for the Motor Union

Almanac.

the fnture, it would come to its own again. He was prepared to assert

that once a man had driven a good steam car he was not eager to return

to the petrol vehicle. He gave the credit for silence and reliability to

the steam car, which was also easier to control. On the question of

cost of running and maintenance Dr. Holroyd mentioned the rise in the

cost of petrol that had occurred within the last year, and said tbat^the

steam car required a less costly fuel. r .-■»»■<

Mr. T. S. Watney opened a discussion on the merits' of petrol and

steam cars, and an interesting evening was spent by the members of

this active club.

HERTFORDSHIRE.

The Hertfordshire County Automobile Club will open its season-

on the 22nd inst. with a reception at the Corn Exchange, Watford. An>

interesting programme of fixtures for the coming season has been pre

pared, the two principal features being the open hill-climbs—one, on>

April 13th, for motor-cycles; and the Aston hill-climb for cars only,

which, this year, will take place on July 6th. The conditions for both of

these events are now in the press and will be obtainable in the

course of a few days from the hon. sec, Mr. W. Whittall, Darley Dale,

Watford.

The following gentlemen have recently been elected to membership

of the club :—Messrs. J. Lindsay (Hertford), J. B. Wellington (Elstree),

F. J. Jenkins (Ealing), J. Howard (Cheshsm), H. McLatchie (Harpen-

den), A. Tidd(Colney HeatlO, S. Spoor (Putney), and K. Nisbet (Wat

ford). The representatives of the club on the General Committee of the

Motor Union for 1907 are :— Messrs. E. Webster, J. S. Harwood, T.

Williams, and W. Whittall.

 

The Knox 35-40-h.p. Service Car recontly put in operation by the Fire

Brigade of Springfield, Mass., U.S.A. The vehicle is fitted with a four-

cylinder air-oooled engine.

A number of special signboards were ordered to be erected upon the

highway to indicate " Concealed Turnings " and " Schools " ; applications

for these boards should be made to the secretary, at 1, Albemarle

Street, W.

Two new clubs joined the Union during the month—the Westmor

land A.C. aDd the Manchester Motor Clnb.

The Fuels Committee of the Motor Union have met weekly during

the month of February under the chairmanship of Dr. H. S. Hele-Shaw,

K.R.S. The following gentlemen have attended the meetings of the

committee, and have given valuable evidence as to the supply, distribu

tion, and consumption of petroleum spirit :—Mr. Philip Tennant,

managing director of the Gas Lighting Improvement Company, Ltd. ;

Mr. F. P. S. Harris, of the Asiatic Petroleum Company, Ltd. ; Mr. P.

Sell, engineer of the London Motor Omnibus Company, Ltd. The infor

mation given by all these witnesses was of a confidential character and

will be valuable to the committee in preparing their report and framing

their recommendations.

HARROGATE.

At a meeting of the Harrogate A.C. on Thursday of last wetk

Dr. Holroyd read a paper on " The car of the future, steam or petrol,"

in which he declared in favour of the steam vehicle, remarking that

their demands were for power, comfort, flexibility, and last, but not least,

cheapness of running and maintenance. There was a type of car which

came very near, if not altogether np to their requirements, and that was

the steam car. The cause of steam had suffered on account of the early

experimental cars introduced into this country, and he believed that, in

WELSH.

The third annual general meeting of the Welsh Automobile Club

was held at the Tenby Hotel on the 21st nit., when there was a good

attendance of members. The report and balance-sheet were adopted,

the President, in moving their adoption, remarking on the very valuable

work performed by the committee during the year.

The report draws the attention of members to the proposed

arrangement regarding the dust-proofing of the Mumbles road—a

beautiful stretch running round Swansea Bay for a distance of five

miles and a very favourite piomenade in summer. The committee are

iu touch with the Glamorganshire County Council Roads and Bridges-

Committee and have made them an ofter of £100 towards the total

cost, estimated at £300, for doing the work. It is expected that it will

be put in hand in April. Mr. Basil Valentin was elected president for

the year. The retiring president, Mr. F. Cory Yeo, announced his

intention of presenting the club with a 20-guinea challenge cup to be

competed for as the committee decides. Captain Hugnes-Morgan, of

Brecon, has also announced his intention of presenting the club with a

challenge cup. Mr. S. L. Gregor was le -elected hon. secretary and

Mr. H. G. Davies re-elected hon. treasurer. Twelve new members^

were elected, which brings the membership np to 123.

AUTO-CYCLE CLUB.

The committee has decided to present a special gold medal to any.

affiliated club having a motor-cycle membership of not lees than forty,

such medal to be put up for any competition the committee of the allili.

xted club may think fit. It has been decided that the destination foi

the twenty-four hours' ride shall be Plymouth. A start will be made,

probably from Hounslow, on Friday, July 20th, the whole journey there-

and back having to be completed within the twenty-four hours.

For the International Auto-Cycle Tourist Trophy race a fuel limit ,

has been fixed of one gallon for every ninety miles of the course, for the

purpose of reducing the speed. Each machine must be a bona-fide

touring machine. The latest date for receiving entries is Tuesday, Ma-v

14th.

NORTH-EAST LANCASHIRE A.C.

The members of the North -East Lancashire Automobile Club have

had a lecture by Mr. Leveton Scarth. Up to the time of railways an

ancient Greek or Roman could travel as quickly as an Englishman..

Throughout Eogliah history, from the first recorded use of wheels by

King John to the present day use of motor carriages by King Edward

VII., movement on the roads has been limited by the paces of a horse,.,

which has te; a constant rate of ten miles an hour, or the mean speed

maintained by a coach-and-four under favourable conditions on a long

journey. Even the cyclist has only increased the speed to twelve miles

an hour. Into this placid, slow-pacing world the motor-car has entered,

with a rush. Whenever the speed limit was abolished there would be

no observable quickening in the general pace of motor-cars. Drivers

would move then, as now, at a pace which agreed from moment to moment,

with the safety of the public and l he circumstances of the road.

SOUTH WALES AND MONMOUTHSHIRE A.C.

The annual dinner of the South Wales and Monmouthshire Auto- •

mobile Club was held at . the Park Hotel, Cardiff, on Saturday. Dr. E.

Tenison Collins was in the chair, and amongst other* present weie

Messrs. W. Rees Jeffreys, J. L. Wheatley (town clerk), J. Arthur

Jones, Principal Griffiths, Messrs. G. A. Phillip* (county survayor or

Glamorgan), Wm. McKenzie (head constable of Cardiff), J. J. Neale^.
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tf. C. Shackel, E. Nicholl, V. E. Brukewicli, .J. J. Handcock, .1.

Tliompson Willows (lion, secretary), W. Parker Thomas, Gibbon,

Hrooks, Dryden Lewis, C. Russell Cray, H. West, R. Clay, and D. K.

Roberts.

Mr. E. Nicholl proposed the toast of " The city of Cardiff," Messrs.

J. L. Wheatlev and J. A. Jones responding.

Principal Griffiths proposed ' The Automobile Club and the Motor

Union." tie thought they should rejoice at the probable postponement

of motor legislation, for the public prejudice against automobilism was

decreasing. The development of the automobile would supply the

in. miis of scattering our population and relieve the density which we

now suffered. The motor-omnibus would be the future vehicle of the

public, and for that reason if he were a memlier of the corporation he

would be unwilling to spend a penny more than held legal on electric tram

ways. He noticed that the popular outcry against the motor-car always

subsided in the winter and rose again in the summer. The public

had realised that they were not in danger from it, that it was a

safer vehicle than the ordinary horse-drawn vehicle. ■ The whole of

•tli 3 public prejudice against the motor- car was due to the nuisance

which they must admit was caused by the dust they lifted.

Mr. Rees Jeffreys responded. He said the longer they waited

the more satisfactory was the next legislation likely to be. The

next Act would probably be a permanent measure, and, therefore,

must be well considered. They intended to introduce a Motor Union

badge, which it was intended should be the badge of the considerate

driver.

SCOTTISH .MOTOR TRADE ASSOCIATION.

The business proceedings connected with the Scottish Motor Trade

Association have taken place in Edinburgh, where the general meeting of

the organisation was held. The annual report disclosed that the

Association was in a nourishing condition. The principal officials

appointed were :—President, Mr. Thomas Shaw, Dundee ; vice-president,

Mr. John Love, Kirkcaldy.

Mr. Shaw presided at the supper during the Show week, when Mr.

J. S. Matthew, Glasgow, proposing the toast of " The Association," said he

thought he voiced the opinion of the trade when he said that in Scotland

one Association should be ample. Mr. Shaw hoped that every member

of the motor trade in Scotland would rally round the Association, and

make it a power in Scotland.

Owing to the pressure on our space the report of the paper read by

Mr. A. Towler to the Yorkshire A.C. on Tuesday is unavoidably

held over.
THE Wirral and District Antnmobile Club has been formed, with

Mr. J. A. Satterfield Hassal, of Graham Road, West Kirby, Cheshire, as

secretary.

OxSunday the North West London MotorCycle Club held its open

ing run to Redbourn. Mr. H. V. Davidson, Olive Road, Cricklewood,

N.tV. , is the hon. secretary.

The Bristol and Gloucestershire A.C, which will hold its annual

meeting at the Royal Hotel, College Green, Bristol, on the 13th inst.,

has arranged for the provision of a motor house for its members.

AUTO-CYCLE CLUB'S SILENCER COMPETITION.

Ox Tuesday the Silencer trials organised by the Auto-Cycle Club

were commenced at the Notting Hill works of the Clement-Talbot Com

pany. Onlj nine entries weie received, and of these three were to the

credit of Sharpe's Patents Company, Ltd., 5S, Fleet Street, E.C. These

were (1) the "Universal " silencer, consisting of a cylinder containing two

bulbs connected together, which act as an expansion chamber. The ex

haust passes out of the end of the second bulb into the cylinder, and

finally enters the open at the top end through a number of small holes.

(2) the " Universal -Paragon " silencer, with similar action, except that

the expansion chamber consists of an inside cylinder ; and (3) the " Uni

versal Yictoria" silencer, consisting of two bulbs, with a pipe running

down centre with a stop equi-distant from each end of both bulbs. The

exhaust enters the pipe and goes into the bulb t hrough a number of small

holes, again entering the pipe through a further number of similar holes,

and goes into the second bulb, when the same action takes place, the ex

haust finally reaching the open through holes in the end of the pipe.

Mr G. Aldington, .">0, Hayilons Park Roud, Wimbledon, S.W.,

entered the " Silent" Silencer, in which a cylindrical expansion chamber

is encircled by an outer cylinder, into which the exhaust passes.

This outer cylinder is filled with a number of aluminum balls, breaking

up the exhaust, which finally reaches the open through a number of

small holes ia end of silencer. The same competitor also entered

the " Aldington's Combined Silencer, Footrests, and Footwsrmer,"

which is constructed of steel tubing, ljin. diameter, so as to form the

foot-rests of a machine. The tube answers as an expansion chamber,

and near each end is an aluminium box shaped to the foot, into

which the exhaust passes, when passing into the open through a

number of small holes. The heat is regulated by means of a disc

worked by the rider's foot.

The " Radio" silencer was in the name of Messrs. Wood and Co.,

Cavendish Street, Ashton-under-Lyne, their speciality comprising a

number of tubes, radiating the heat quickly, and owing to the combined

length of tubes a perfect scavenging of cylinder is effected at every

stroke. Messrs. Montgomery and Co., Ensign Cycle Works, Bury St.

Edmunds, had their "Montgomery" Silencer, consisting of a cylindrical

expansion chamber, encircled by coils, in the form of a double spiral.

The exhaust enters the spiral at the bottom of the cylinder and passes

into the open by means of small holes drilled in the coils throughout

their length. Another competitor was Mr. Win. McAuslane, Appleby,

Westmoreland, who had the "Wat-Not" Silencer, consisting of a

cylinder divided into six sections. Down the centre of the cylinder

passes a pipe, also in six sections overlapping each other, so that the end

one is much smaller than the first. As the exhaust passes down this

pipe, a proportion of it escapes at each overlap into the respective

sections, and finally reaches the open through small holes in the walls of

the cylinder. Messrs. Collier and Son were also competitors.

In connection with the test a 3J-h.p. engine was fixed to a bench,

and connected with the exhaust was a three-way piece, at one end of

which a silencer was fixed as a standard, control by a shut-off cock. The

remaining end was open, for connecting the silencer to be tested. Be

tween the two silencers and the engine a pressure gauge was fixed,

which registered the back pressure resistance given by the tested

silencers. A brake was fixed on the flywheel of the engine, loaded with

a weight of about 7 kilos, and the engine was run with this constant

brake pressure, at a uniform speed of 1,500 revolutions a minute. The

actual difference of noise with each silencer was obtained with a Hughes

audiometer. Colonel Holden, who was in charge of the trial, and Messrs.

J. Lyons Sampson, B. Chatterton, und A. Sharp, the judges, put each

silencer to exactly the same test ; and the report of their investigations

will be made known in a few days.

A CHARGE OF MANSLAUGHTER.
—

The Leeds Stipendiary Magistrate concluded on the 21st alt. the

hearing of a charge of manslaughter arising out of a motor smash last

 

Hr. T. Scott-Foster, of Southsea, at the wheel of his 28-36-h.p. Daimler Car

August. The accused was Mr. II. S. Atkinson, motor-car dealer, of

Albion Street, Leeds, and the man killed was the driver in charge of a

horse and cart, with which the motor-car collided. Mr. H. F. Atter

(from the Town Clerk's office) prosecuted, and the accused was repre

sented by Mr. E. O. Simpson. The evidence for the prosecution having

been given, the formal charge was read over to the accused, who replied

" Not guilty." Mr. Simpson submitted that it was a case which ought

not to be sent for trial. He argued that on the evidence before the

court no jury would be likely to hold the accused responsible for the

accident. As a' matter of fact, the evidence went to show that the

mischief was caused by the cart coming down the wrong side of the road

and colliding with the motor-car. The magistrate said that, in his

opinion, it was a question of speed. Was the accused travelling at an

improper rate of speed? If the answer were in the alhrmative, the

question arose— "It he had been driving at a reasonable and proper

speed, would the injuries to the persons concerned have been caused?''

The accused was committed for trial at the next Leeds Assizes, bail

being allowed.

THE EVIDENCE OF A SPEEDOMETER.

Robert Chamberlain, a chauffeur, was summoned, before Mr.

Marsham, at Bow Street (London) Police Court, for driving a motor-car

in St. James's Park at a greater rate than the regulation limit of ten

miles an hour. Mr. Staplee Firth appeared for the defendant. According

to the evidence of Park-keeper Gould and two of his colleiigues, the

defendant drove a niotor-car containing Mr. M'Call. K.C., in Birdcage

Walk at a rate exceeding eighteen miles an hour. The defendant was
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called, and said the park-keepers had made a great mistake, as his

speedometer showed that when he was stopped his car was travelling at

less than ten miles an hour. Mr. M'Call, K.C., gave evidence to the

same effect. On the occasion referred to in the summons he (Mr. M'Call)

was watching the speedometer carefully, and was sure that it did not

register ten miles an hour. It was pulled up within its own length when

the park-keeper signalled, and that would have been impossible had it

been travelling^ the rate alleged by the park-keepers. He saw two

motor-cars going at a much, more rapid pace than his was, and a hansom

cab passed his car at the railing near Buckingham Palace. Mr. Firth

submitted that the park-keepers lost time when signalling to each other,

and bad over-estimated the speed at which the defendant was driving

his car. Mr. Marsham said the park-keepers' watches had been tested,

and he did not think there had been the error suggested. The defendant

would be fined 40s. and 2s. costs. Mr. M'Call was said to feel very strongly

on the matter, and intended to appeal against the magistrate's decision.

OBSTRUCTING A MOTORIST,

Thomas FROur, of Brunswick Street, Blackfriars, appeared before

Mr. Marsham, at Bow Street, London, for not keeping a van, of which

lie was the driver, on the near side of the road to allow the free passage

of a motor-car. Earl Russell (counsel to the Automobile Association)

stated that on the afternoon of the 15th ult. he was driving a motor- car

along Kingsway towards Holbora. When he reached the entrance to the

underground tramway, in the centre of the road, he had to pull up

because a van, of which the defendant was in charge, was being driven

close to the obstruction. He sounded his hooter, and someone in the

van shouted, " Do you want all the road ? " The witness again Bounded

his hooter, but the defendant refused to pull in to the near side, although

there was no traffic to prevent him doing so. Owing to the defendant's

conduct the witness was obstructed for a distance of about 100 yards.

He then called a policeman, and told the defendant that he would be

summoned. The defendant said he tried to pull in to the near side, but

was unable to do so, as the road was very greasy. There was ample room

for Earl Russell's car to pass him on the near side. Mr. Marsham paid

it was a great .inconvenience to motorists to be delayed in this manner.

The defendant ought to have given way, and he would be fined 10s., and

2s. costs.

PUBLIC MOTOR SERVICES.

Foot gongs instead of motor-horns as a means of warning are being

tried by the London Road Car Company on their n otor-omnituses now

in operation in the Metropolis.

A new motor-'bus service will soon be at work in Torquay with

steam-'buses that have hitherto done duty at Llangollen, in the place of

those that have been removed to Harrogate.

A motor-'bus driver lias been fined 5s. and costs at the Lambeth

Police Court for loitering—or, as the police termed it, "driving very

slowly " at Caniberwell Creen.

Six motor-cars are to be acquired by the newly formed Motor

Transport Proprietary, Ltd., of 395, ColliDs Street, Melbourne, for

general hire and passenger work in that colonial city.

A movement is being projected locally to establish a motor-car

service between Hawick and Jedburgh, and Kelso and Jedburgh.

The Cardiff Watch Committee has been considering the question of

licensing motor-'buses to mn in the district. Three applications have

been received for permission to run motor-buses, one from the old Cardiff

Tramways Company, for the substitution of motor vehicles for their

present horses 'buses from North Road to Whitchurch, and from Castle

Street to Llandaft' ; one from a projected new company, to be called the

Cardiff and District Motor-'Bus Company ; and the third from Mr. E.

Allen, of Penarth, for a new motor service between Penarth and Cardiff.

After a long discussion it was decided to reply to the application of tbe

CardiffTramways Company that, having regard to tbe safety of the public,

the corporation could not see their way clear to grant licences for motor-

'buses to run along the existing routes, but that licences be granted for

motor-'buses in substitution for all present licences for horse-'buses, pro

vided that the 'buses shall not ply within the city, except so far as the

tramway terminus in Cathedral Road, or, if the company preferred, as far

as the junction of Severn Road and Cowbridge Road, and also from North

Road towards Whitchurch. With respect to the application of the projected

Cardiff and District Motor-'Bus Company, it was decided that, considering

the facilities already provided and the safety of the public and the

congested state of the streets, the corporation could not see its way clear

to grant the licence asked for. The application from Mr. Allen, of Penarth*

was dealt with in the same way.

After one successful season the Island Motor Omnibus Company

was in the unfortunate position at its annual meeting just held to report

a deficit of £3,323 on the second year's working. The principal factors

accounting for the large increase in expenditure are the larger number

of omnibuses during the busy season, charge for depreciation, aud excep

tionally heavy charges for compensation for damage and legal expenses.

The gross earnings decreased by £1 ,742 15s. 6d., although the omnibuses

had covered an additional 19,000 miles in the Isle of Wight during 1900.

The directors of the London General Omnibus Company, in their

report for the half-year ended December 31st, report that the amount

standing to the credit of the motor fund on June 30th last was £22,523.

During the half-year £9,168 had been spent on garages. The directors

propose a dividend at the rate of 5 per cent, per annum.

CASES UNDER THE MOTOR-CAR ACT.

A Quartette of Summonses.

At Woolwich, William James Fox, of King Street, Hammersmith T

was summoned, before Mr. Baogallay, on four summonses. The first

was for driving a motor-car wittiout being licensed at Woolwich Roadr

Charlton, on February 2nd ; secondly, for being the owner of the car

and not registering his change of address ; thirdly, for driving the car

in a manner dangerous to the public ; and lastly, for not stopping when

requested by the police to do so. Police-Sergeant 18 R stated that the

detendant was travelling, in his opinion, 25 miles an hoar, and declined

to stop. Witness blew his whistle and a constable further up the road,

put his hands up for the defendant to stop, but he steered past him. He-

was subsequently traced by the number of his car. Mr. Baggallay

imposed a fine of £5 for driving to the danger of the public, £5 for

failing to stop when requested, ana 5s. each on the other two summonses,

with 8s. costs.

Reckless Driving.

The magistrates sitting in the Church Police Court hare fined

Walter Crate, a chauffeur in the employ of Messrs. Worthington, £10

and costs. The charge against him was that' Ire drove a motor-car to*

the danger of the public. The prosecution gave the Bench a description

of the car, which is the shape of a bottle and weighs two tons. On the

7th ult. Crate was driving it along the Burnley road towards-

Accrington. A lurry was coming in the opposite direction, and from

behind that vehicle a coal cart turned right in front of the motor.

Trying to avoid a collision, Crate ran into the side of a house. A large

hole was made in the wall, the fireplace was damaged, and a cupboard

was smashed. The chairman of the Bench said that accidents of this

kind were becoming too frequent. Motorists, seeing a clear road in

front of them, were unprepared for anything suddenly getting into their

track. If a child had suddenly rushed from one of the houses and the

driver had failed to avoid a collision, it might have been killed. Leave

to appeal was granted.

At Woolwich, Herbert John Silver, Islington, was summoned for

driving a motor-car at a dangerous speed in Woolwich Road, Charlton,

on February 2nd. Defendant, who was driving a car with 12 cwt. of news

papers, said the car could not travel twenty- five miles an hour. He was

fined £5 and 2s. costs.

William Phillips was summoned for a similar offence at the same

time and place. It was stated that he was certainly travelling over

twenty miles an hour. He was also carrying newspapers. Mr. Button

said people were in a hurry to get the papers, and he supposed the defen

dant was driving quickly to supply his customers. Detendant admitted

that he was travelling sixteen to eighteen miles an hour. A fine of £5

and 2s. costs was inflicted.

Alleged Reckless Driving.

At the Yealmpton Petty Sessions a youth engaged as a chauffeur

by Mr. Williams, of Old Town Street, Plymouth, has been summoned'

for driving a motor-car recklessly in the parish of Plympton. Mr. Pearee

explained that he appeared nominally for the police, but really for Mr.

Gilbert Popplestone, who laid the information. The prosecution was

taken under section 1 of the Motor Act, 1903. The facts were that on

January 19th, about 6.20 p.m., Mr. Popplestone and his groom were

returning after a day's hunting to Plymouth, coming along the Plymouth

road and going across the brioge at Plympton. W'hen on the bridge

they saw two lights rapidly advancing towards them. They did not

hear the horn, and they had barely got oft' the bridge when the car passed

them very close. Mr. Popplestone and his groom shouted loudly, and

the car swerved as it passed them with less than a foot margin. The car

was on the wrong side of the road, and he submitted that it constituted

a grave danger. It passed on without the occupants paying any atten

tion to the shouting of Mr. Popplestone and his groom. The former

regarded his escape as a miraculous one. Mr. W'ard, for the defence,

submitted that the veliicle was under control, and the Bench dismissed

tbe case.
At Brighton Mr. Clifford Earp has been summoned for riding a

motor-cycle at a dangerous speed on the King's Road on the 3rd ult. Mr.

Louis Meaden appeared for the defendant and pleaded guilty on bis be

half. He (Mr. Meaden) thought his licence would have been sent on,

but it had not arrived. That, however, need not prevent the Bench

making an order, as it was an offence not to produce the licence within a

reasonable time after conviction. The magistrates decided to adjourn

the case for a week for the production of the licence, and the attendance

of the defendant.

MOTOR-BUS ACCIDENT.

An alarming collision between a motor-omnibus and an automobile
occurred on Sunday afternoon at WTestminster. One of Tilling^ motor-

'buses, which ran from Peckham to Oxford Circus, had rounded the

corner of Bridge Street into Parliament Street, and was proceeding

towards Trafalgar Square, when it came into collision with a motor-car

which was running in the opposite direction. The impact was so great

that the panes of glass in tbe omnibus were smashed to fragments, and

a lady and gentleman passenger were badly cut aud bruised. The

occupants of the motor-car, however, escaped injury.

A further repeat order to tyre fifty-four wheels for [the War

Office has been received by the Sirdar Rubber Company, Ltd.
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THE MANCHESTER MOTOR-CAR SHOW.

The second of the motor-car exhibitions in Manchester during the

present season was opened on Friday last week in St. James's Hall, the

organisers in this case being the Manchester Motor Trades Association.

The show comprises a very complete selection of pleasure cars, but the

exhibits of commercial vehicles are confined to one or two light vans

and lorries. One of the largest stands is that of Messrs. Newton and

Bennett, Ltd., comprising as it does examples of the Napier, Fiat, ltelsize,

Clement, Kover, and Enheld. Before the show is closed they hope also

to have on view a new Italian vehicle, known as the S.C.A.T., and built

by the Societa Ceirano Automobili, of Turin, but at the time of our visit

the car had not arrived. It is of 16-20-h.p., and is provided with a four-

cylinder engine, 90 mm. bore by 120 mm. stroke. The clutch is of

the multiple disc type, and the transmission through a gate-

controlled change-speed gear and cardan shaft to a live axle. The

Kenault and Talbot cars are to be seen at the stand of Messrs. Joseph

Cockshoot and Co., Ltd., a notable feature being the bodywork,

which is the production of the firm's own factories. Darracq, Humber, and

Singer cars are staged by Mr. T. Garner, Manchester. The Bolton Motor

Car Company, Ltd., display the Adams- Hewitt and Humber cars, notable

among the latter l>eing a 30-h.p. single landaulet. In addition to a full

range of motor accessories, Messrs. Brown Bros., Ltd., exhibit examples

of the Brown 35-40-h.p. six-cylinder, 25-30-h.p., 20-22-h. p.,

and 18-20-h.p. four-cylinder cars. The Mercedes, Berliet and

Panhard cars are shown by Messrs. J. A. Lawton and Co.,

Messrs. Andrew Allen and Co., Manchester, and the Commercial Motor

Company, Leeds, the Lancashire and Yorkshire agents respectively,

jointly show a series of new cars made by the British United Engineer

ing Company. The largest is of 32 -36-h. p. and is fitted with a double

landaulet body. The four-cylinder engine is provided with ltoth high

tension maeneto and accumulator ignition ; the four speeds forward and

acetylene lamps and the system of lighting bv means of dissolved

acetylene. Motor oils and greases are shown by Price's Patent Candle

Company, Ltd., Messrs. John S. Morris and Son, the Auto-Lubrine

Company, Messrs. K. Brooksbank and Co., Ltd., and Messrs. Marshall and

Co., Mossley. The tyre exhibits include the Elastes, Continental,

Dunlop, Gaulois, Dook-Swain, Moselcy, Macintosh, and Shrewsbury and

Challiner. The Dook-Swain Tyre Company have a novelty in a non-

bursting inner tube, the rubber being covered with a special canvas

woven to the inflated dimension of the tube before the ends of the latter

are vulcanised together. The show closes to-day (Saturday).

■TWQQQtOTw

COMPANY NEWS.

New Companies Registered.
Berkeley Motor Company. —£10,000. To adopt an agreement

with Mr. H. S. W. Pennington.
E. D. Heinemann.- -£10,500. To adopt an agreement with Mr.

E. D. Heinemann and Mr. S. O. Heinemann, and to manufacture and deal

in motor-cars and other conveyances, &c. E. D. Heinemann is manag

ing director, and may retain office while holding 3,030 shares. 26, t ran

ley Mews, South Kensington, S.W.

" Argyll Motors " (Continental).—£16,000. To adopt an

agreement with Mr. A. Leicester for the acquisition of his interest in a

concession granted to him by Argyll Motors, Ltd. 17, Newman Street,

Tarmaciser.—£3,012. To acquire (when granted) certain patents

of Mr.K. Ames for inventions for treating roads with heated tar. First

directors : Messrs. R. Ames, H. Beadle, and H. Wettern. 7, Victoria

Street, S.W".
Llandudno Motor and Garage Company.—£5,000. First

directors : Messrs. J. J. Wooler, W. E. Watson, and W. Broomfield.

Argyll Road, Llandudno.

 

A General View of the Manchester Show.

a reverse are controlled by a " gate" lever, and the final transmission is

by a cardan shaft to a live axle. A 16^20-h.p. car and a 35 cwt. lorry

with side chain drive are also on view. Messrs. Humber, Ltd., show

examples of both the Iteeston and Coventry Humber cars ; the Wolseley

Tool and Motor-car Company, Ltd., exhibit a range of the Wolseley-

Siddeley vehicles, including a 45-h.p. six-cylinder chassis. The display

of Belsize Motors, Ltd., includes a 60-h.p. six-cylinder chassis, and

examples of the 20-h.p. and 30-h.p. vehicles, and that of the Daimler

Motor Company, Ltd., comprises a 28-45-h. p. car with "Kenilworth" body,

and a 30-55-h.p. limousine. The Central Motor Garage, Blackpool, show

the Weigel and Sunbeam cars; the Hollindrake Automobile Company,

Ltd., Stockport, the Clement-Talbot and De la Buire ; Messrs. McNeil

Hutchison Company, the Cottereau; Messrs. Horsfall and Bickham, the

Horbick; and Argylls Manchester, Ltd., the Argyll. Other exhibitors

of cars include Mr. J. Robertson, Rnsholme, Manchester, the Lanchester

Motor Company, the Eclipse Machine Company, Ltd. (Rothwell

cars), Mr. R. Ramsbottom (Cadillac and Gladiator), Messrs. Bell

Hrothers (Belli Mr. G. W. Lowcock (Simms-Welbeck), Mr. H. A.

TimberlaUe, Wigan (Vulcan), Iris Cars, Ltd. (Iris), Messrs. J. E.

Button and Company, Ltd. (Panhard, Mercedes, and Berliet), Mr. F.

Wilkinson (Stanley steam cars), the British Automobile Commercial

Syndicate (Spyker), the Manchester Motor Company (Ford and

Deasy cars).

The exhibitors in the accessory section include Messrs. S. Smith and

Sons, Ltd. (speed and mileage indicators), the New Motor and General

Rubber Company, London (rubber and metal non-skids), Messrs. Meade-

King, Robinson and Co. (Giant motor spirit), Mr. W. Cort, Market

Harborougb (Cort's detachable non-skids), the County Chemical Com

pany, Ltd. (vulcanisers, oils, greases, carbide, etc.), and Pettett's Safety

Filler Company (safety filler for emptying petrol from tins to tanks').

Messrs. Joseph Cockshoot and Co., Ltd., draw attention to the Rushmore

Company Meetings.

Elastes Company, Ltd.—The tirst ordinary general, or statutory,

meeting of the Elastes Company, Ltd., wa9 held at 7S and SO, York

Street, Westminster, S.W., Lieutenant A. Trevor Dawson, R.N., pre

siding. The secretary (Mr. W. J. H. Moll) read the notice convening the

meeting and the auditors' report. The Chairman said that manufacture

of Elastes in this country had now been started anil orders were steadily

increasing. Elastes was an unqualified success, as they had numerous

unsolicited testimonials which bore out the claim that Elastes, in addi

tion to overcoming the bugbear of punctures and burst tyres, in spite of

its first cost, proves an economy in reducing the item of tyres in motor

car upkeep, which undoubtedly was the most serious one motor-car users

have to face. It had been definitely proved by some of the leading

motor-car manufacturers that, provided the car was efficiently sprung

and balanced, the Elastes tyres could be applied to give equal results in

regard to resiliency and smoothness in running as with the pneumatic

tyres. As a personal instance of such efficiency, he stated that he had

himself ridden in a motor-car which had run over 5,000 miles

on one set of Elastes filled tyres, and the running of the car

was equal to the running of an ordinary car on pneumatics.

Major F. Lindsay Lloyd, R.E. (manager and director), said after

seeing the merits of Elastes he introduced it to the notice of the War

Office Mechanical Transport Committee with the object of having it

applied to military motor-cars. The manufacture was commenced at

Enth on January 15th last. There was one thing they were very

pleased to notice, and that was the growing use among all classes of

motor vehicles of the movable rim, which, although it is not an essential

to Elastes, makes the application of the substance much easier for the

owner, as it will not be necessary for him to dismount his wheel to have

Elastes fitted to it. The movable rim itself, or the spare rim, was

simply sent to the mounting room and the Elastes filled tyre was
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mounted there without any inconvillience to the owner of the car. A

vote of thanks to the chairman cor:luded the proceedings.

MoToR UNION INSURANCE CoMPANY, LTD. The first statutory

meeting of the shareholders of #e Motor Union Insurance Com any,

Ltd., was held at 1, Albemarle S*eet, W., on Monday. Mr. C. H. Dodd,
chairman of the board of directors, and vice-chairman of the Motor Union,

presided, and, in moving the adoption of the report, said that though the

company, had received their certificate enabling them to commence

business in November last, they did not begin to issue policies until the

1st of January, and the business which had been done had exceeded the
most£ expectations of the directors. Mr. Dodd went on tospeak

of the policies issued by the company. The special Motor Union policy

had been very favourably received, and he thought it must be generally

admitted that it marked a great advance upon any policy of motor

in£rance which had hitherto been issued. In settling# terms of the

policy, the directors had endeavoured as far as possible to make it

perfectly clear and free from those irritating exceptions and restrictions

Which had been such a prominent feature in many motor insurance policies

in the past, They had aimed at simplicity combined with the fullest cover
which could reasonably be given. A ready the directors had seen their way

to improve the terms of the Motor Union licy in many particulars

and without addition to the existing scale of premiums. They had, for

instance, decided that damage to rubber tyres should be covered in the

event of an accident in which some other portion of the car was damaged.

The directors had also decided to cover tools against theft or damage

which might occur at the time of an accident to the car, to cover all

damage to cars done by lightning, and, perhaps most important of all,

to extend the cover of those owners who insured against personal

accident to accidents which they might sustain when driving or being

driven in any motor car not used for public hire. The intention of the

directors was also to devise a scheme by which some share of the profits

might be divided amongst the policy holders who did not make claims,

such share of the profits being applied towards the payment of future

premiums. The motion was duly seconded and carried, and a formal

vote of thanks passed to the chairman.

-cooooooooe

ROAD REPORTS.

STIRLINGSHIRE.–Eleven road." the county have been closed to

motor-car traffic by order of the Secretary for Scotland, and fifty-nine

other roads are affected by a new speed limit order.

STONEBRIDGE.-Success seems to have attended the experimental

Road surface recently laid near Stonebridge, on the road from Coleshill to

#. Although on a recent day all the neighbouring roads were

muddy, th the experimental surfaces—the one tarred, the other consist

ing of blast furnace slag impregnated with tar—were quite free from

potential dust and side-slip mixture.

HoRSHAM.-Pending the result of the tests about to be made in con

mection with treating the roads with tar, the Horsham Rural District

Council has decided to suspend further action in the matter so that the

best methods may be adopted.

. SouTHPORT.-Mr. Trounson, of Southport, has been in communi

cation with some motorists at Liverpool with a view to taking up the

‘luestion of shortening the road from Liverpool to Southport. "This, he

says, can be done very considerably, but the interest of the ground land.

lords will have to be secured to do it cheaply. He has announced that

: was a scheme in hand to lay a special track for motorists atSouth

port.

-oooooooooe

THE DANGERS OF THE ROAD.

-©

As the result of an accident, the death took place, in Sussex Count

Hospital at Brighton, on Sunday, of a young man named Medhurst. e

and his brother were cycling to Brighton, and near Clayton Hill met a

motor-car driven by Mr. Sidney Holmes, of Oxford Mansions, London.

Medhurst was caught by the car and flung over it into the air." He was

picked up unconscious by the occupants of the car and taken in another

vehicle to Brighton, where he died.

., WHILE a£ of motorists from West Hoathley were descending a

hill at Lindfield on Saturday, a pony and trap, containing an hotel-keeper

and his wife, named Card, were making an ascent when the pony got

frightened and plunged across the road. To avoid a collision the

chauffeur turned the motor into a ditch. The car, however, struck the

trap, and Mr. and Mrs. Card were thrown into the road. The motoring

Party escaped without serious injury, but it was several hours before the

motor was removed from the ditch.

-oooooooooe=

COMMITTED FOR TRIAL

THE Slough magistrates have heard a charge of manslaughter

against Edward Maurice Harrison, chauffeur to Mr. Redfern Russell, of

Oxford. On the morning of January 27th prisoner was driving his

employer and Mr. F. H. Goodhart, from Oxford to Slough. At the

latter place the car ran into an elderly man named William Hawkins
who was crossing the roadway, and who died shortly after as the

result of the accident. George Martin said the car was going slower

than the G.W. R. 'bus, and Dr. Adams said deceased was suffering

from, double cataract, and his hearing was bad. The Bench Sent

Harrison for trial at the Bucks Assizes, admitting him to bail.

BUSINESS NEWS.

• • -

CAPTAIN THEO MASUI, who went to India last November m

order to introduce the Germain car to that country, is now on his "'

back after having had a very successful business tour. The car on which

he made his non-stop run from Bombay to Agra has been purchased
by Major Warren, of the Commander-in-Chief's£, who is an authoritv

on motoring in India; a duplicate of the vehicle has also been pur

chased by the Maharajah of Balrampur, whilst a large number of orders

have been received from various parts of the Peninsula.

LORD HowARD DE WALDEN has just placed an order with the

Motor Supply Company, Ltd., for a 45-h.p. six-cylinder Siddeley, which

will be fitted with a limousine body.

MR. J. THOMAs, of Cardiff, has fitted up the Wyndham Mews, in

that town, as a motor garage. His showrooms at Cowbridge Road, Cardiff,

will be continued. -

MESSRS. GROSE, LTD., have just fitted a motor cover with its fourth

leather band, and frequently fit two or three of their non-skid bands to

the same cover before it is worn out.

MR. EDWARD KENNARD, who has been a consistent user of

Napier cars since he purchased the first one that was built, finds

that his repairs for six years averaged under £11 annually for a total

distance of 36,000 miles.

MR. C. FONTEYN, 76, Newman Street, London, W., has acquired

the British agency for M. Jules Cury Fils, of Deville, Ardennes, France,

manufacturers of castings for motor cylinders, pistons, &c.

THE E.I.C. Company, of Sampson Road, Birmingham, have recently

been making extensive alterations to their premises. In addition to

fitting two 30-h.p. National gas engines, they have established a

laboratory where all materials will be tested before being passed into

the works for manufacture. They have also made some important

additions to their testing shop, and as a general result of these improve

ments will now guarantee # their manufactures for two years.

MESSRS. ALFRED HERBERT, LTD., of Coventry, have issued a cata

logue descriptive of their combination turret lathes.

SIR THOMAS PILKINGTON, Bart., has recently acquired a Hotchkiss

car from the London and Parisian Motor Co., Ltd.

THE DUCHESS OF PoRTLAND is one of the most recent purchasers of

Iris cars, her Grace having ordered a 25-h.p. chassis to be fitted with

limousine body.

THE Daimler Company are making good progress with their export

trade, an order having just been cabled from Soerabaija, Java, for a

"Milverton” pattern, 45 h.p. Daimler car, the first of a series which

have been arranged for in this country during the coming season.

CLIMAX MOTORs, LTD., Coventry, inform us that they have now

completed their arrangements for the manufacture of Dixon's metal cone

clutch, of which an illustrated description was given in the M.C.J. of

£ 17th last, and that they are now in a position to supply it

romptly.p HE Daimler Motor Company have sent us a photograph which

serves to show the usefulness of the petrol motor. Owing to the recent

frost the cement foundation of the floor of an extension of the works, at

Coventry, had not set as quickly as was desired, as it was necessary to

move into this particular shop at a certain date. Luckily the heating

apparatus had just been installed, which consisted of large fans in

' roof which blow air over steam radiators and deliver it on to the

shop floor through sheet-iron pipes. These fans were ready to run, but

the electric power destined to drive them had not been installed.

Nothing daunted, the engineers hastily fixed up some old car motors on

test-stands, with the result that the cement set in time to enable the

shop to be used at the desired time.

A MOTORIST who has driven a West-Aster car more than 5,000

miles writes that he has done so at a cost of only 10s. for repairs or

replacements.

AT the Edinburgh Motor Show, which closed on Saturday, about

34 per cent. of the motor-cars exhibited were fitted with Continental

tWres.
yr MESSRS. FRISwÉLL, LTD., write that they are desirous, in view of

recent movements and statements made in the daily press, of£
out that their firm may justly lay claim to the title of “England's First

and Foremost Motor Auctioneers.” They first promoted this class of

auction business on February 7th, 1901, and inaugurated the weekly

sales on Thursdays, and have periodically held auctions, in various

arts of the country for firm standing stock and motor-'bus service.

'. premises have been repeatedly increased until they now cover

an area of 46,000 superficial feet, and they can provide for the storage

of 800 cars.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

---

All communications intended for insertion in this Journal or relating

to Editorial matters should be addressed to THE EDITORIAL DEPART

MENT, MOTOR-CAR Journ AL, 27-33, Charing Cross Road, London,

W.C., and must be written on one side of the paper only. Letters must tra

all cases be accompanied by the name and£ of the writer, as no

notice will be taken of anonymous communications.

The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for the opinions expressed

69 their correspondents, or for statements and facts which do not appear

in the editorial columns.
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- * M OTOR-CARS are responsible for

many new problems, and even

some of the steamship com

panies are having to consider the

coming of the car as it affects

their special business. Motorists

touring with their cars require

attention from the great ocean

liners, and although we do not

anticipate they need establish

garages with exercising tracks, so

- - that drivers may keep their hand

=- upon the wheel, they will certainly

have to provide for the conveyance of cars without crates. Many

Americans who tour in England and on the Continent with their

cars have found that the system of packing cars in crates has

many disadvantages, vehicles being scratched and marred to a

far greater degree than when they are merely shipped in a way

that has become the custom in Europe. Here automobiles are

simply hoisted aboard vessels by means of suitable tackle and

let down on to the main deck of the ship. They are then secured in

a convenient corner, covered with tarpaulin, and taken from the

vessel without damage—a condition of things that does not

usually follow crate shipment on an Atlantic liner.

<> <> <>

DoUBTLESs a grave sense of official

etiquette was responsible for the ex

pressed inability of the Home Secretary

to answer a question addressed to him

by Mr. Luddell in the House of Commons

on Tuesday. Following up a question
as to a summons dismissed at the West London Police-court for

driving a motor-car at an excessive speed, he asked Mr. Glad

stone what would be done to compensate motorists in case of

false charges made against them by the police. The response

was that the question could not be answered—a vague form of

comment. It revealed a state of things that only motorists can

appreciate. The difficulties of obtaining costs against the police

even when cases are dismissed are known to all our readers. To

secure compensation for loss of time and disturbance to business

caused by having to appear to answer charges that have little

basis in fact is even more impossible; but the matter should not

be overlooked by friends of the movement in Parliament.

<> <> <>

A READY response has been received

to the inquiries of the Motor Union

respecting the use of hooded vans.

Particulars have been received in regard

to a large number of towns and counties.

From these it seems that there are four

towns in which there is a by-law in operation—viz, Liverpool,

Wolverhampton, Bristol, and Cardiff, while at Bristol the by-law

is not rigidly enforced. In Scotland the hooded van is com

paratively little known, and in consequence a by-law is said to

be unnecessary. In some of the districts from which information

comes it is stated that a by-law is “very necessary,” while in

others the majority of hooded vans comply with the London

County Council regulation, which enacts that a vehicle shall be

The Police and

Motorists.

The Hooded Van

Danger.

so constructed that the driver shall have in front and on each

side of the vehicle an uninterrupted view of the traffic. The

Berkshire County Council, it seems, will not take up the matter

until various boroughs have done so. At Hereford and Coventry

the police favour such a by-law, and in Essex the County A.C.

is approaching the Chief Constable on the subject. It is

apparent, therefore, that concerted action is necessary to effect

the removal of the danger attached to the vans so constructed

that the driver cannot see the overtaking traffic. Steps, indeed,

should be taken without delay, as the hooded van claims many

victims. A case in point occurred at Burnley recently. Two

little boys coming out from school were run over and killed by

a cart with a sheet down one side, which prevented the driver

from having a view of the traffic. The coroner pointed out this

fact when summing up the evidence for the jury. Motorists

and others should therefore continue to press their local councils

to adopt suitable by-laws.

O <> <>

NOT often do motorists require

prompting towards organisation, but we

really feel the advantages of combination

are not sufficiently appreciated by many

of the owners of cars resident in the

county of Sussex. The , whole area

enjoys a notoriety throughout the country so far as police
vigilance and magisterial prejudice is concerned, and there is still

much to be done to convince local authorities with regard to the

desire of drivers to live at peace with all men. Why, then, should

the club have to record a slight decline in its membership !

The Sussex

A.C.

. The question need not be unduly pressed, but we would ask

all motorists in the county not yet in association to join the

Sussex A.C., and give it numerical as well as financial support.

The presence of strong, active clubs in areas of opposition has a

good effect, and in such a county as Sussex the need for such an

organisation is very urgent. -

<> <> <>

EARL FITZwiLLIAM, in declaring the

York motor show open, made interesting

reference to the plospects of the British

automobile industry, which is finding a

“local habitation and a name" in the

county of broad acres. He rightly attri.

buted to the excellence of the work of our mechanics some of

the great progress that has been made. Other countries had

obtained the lead, but the British engineer was making con

siderable advance, and soon the contest will be, if it is not

already so, on more equal terms than was the case a few years

ago. All this is good news to the industrial workers of the

country, who are adapting themselves to a new industry that

promises to expand in a very healthy way.

<> <> <>

MOTOR works will loom large in the

Census of Production that will shortly be

taken by Mr. Llewellyn Smith, who has

been appointed by the Board of Trade

to carry recent legislation on that sub

ject into actual operation. Already the
widespread nature of the industry is apparent to those who

attend exhibitions or study the advertising pages of the motor

B

The British

Industry.

Where Motor Works

are Located.
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Press. London and Manchester are regarded as the chief

markets for the motor-car, but there are scores of places in the

country interested in the sale of cars whose aggregate swells

into a considerable volume. Apart from the selling aspect,

the manufacturing importance of the industry is widely dis

tributed, and a writer in the " Manchester Guardian " mentions

that about the Metropolis are thirty works, four specialising

on heavy commercial vehicles. Essex has three factories, Kent

three, Surrey five, Hampshire three—all for the production of

commercial vehicles, Berkshire three, Lincolnshire five, Lanca

shire fourteen, Warwickshire twenty-eight, and Yorkshire

eight. Around Glasgow there are eight works actively engaged

in the production of automobiles. These figures are only

approximate, but they do not exaggerate the present position of

the industry, which is certainly expanding in a way that must

be gratifying to all anxious about the national prosperity.

Many of these works are quite new, and their existence has set

flowing a flood of activity in many directions where stagnation

was threatening the future. Emphasis may rightly be placed

upon this view of things, so that the Labour members in the

House of Commons will readily see that the development of

automobilism means more avenues of employment to workmen

of every grade.

♦ ♦ ♦ ^

 

A snapshot on,the Quay at Boulogne.—Can awaiting shipment to England.

♦ ♦ ♦

In the course of an action heard at

Marylebone by Sir William Selfe and a

Is a Motor Driver jury on Tuesday, an important point as

a Labourer r> t0 tjje potion of the motor driver with

regard to the Employers' Liability Act

was raised. A motor-'bus driver sued

the London General Omnibus Co. for damage under the Act in

respect of a broken arm. The plaintiff was starting a vehicle

when the engine back-fired, and the handle he was holding flew

backwards and broke his aim in two places. For the defendant

company it was submitted that the accident was due to the

driver's unskilful use of the lever and that the motor was in

perfect order just before and just after the mishap. His Honour

left to the jury the question of deciding on the evidence whether

they considered a motor-'bus driver a manual labourer, in view of

the many brakes and control levers he had to manipulate in

driving a vehicle of that kind. The jury found that the plaintiff

was a manual labourer, and judgment was accordingly entered

for the defendants.

♦ ♦ ♦

The magistrates at Havant gave their

decision on Saturday in the test case

The Motor Union heard by them on the previous Saturday

and Bridge Tolls. in respect of the charges for motor-cars

crossing the Langstone Bridge connect

ing Hayling Island with the mainland.

This was teported in our last issue. The Bench hold that,

applying the Acts of Parliament dealing with light locomotives

on the highways to the Hayling Bridge Act, the maximum toll

fixed by that Act for a locomotive under two tons weight appa

rently equalled the toll for a carriage drawn by one horse, the

sum being ninepence, whereas the toll in the schedule to

the lease was fixed at threepence. There was no other sum in

the schedule to the lease which corresponded with the toll in

Section 64 of the Bridge Act, the tolls in that section being the

maximum, whereas those in the schedule to the lease were the

minimum. The defendant bad produced no evidence, as required

in the lease, authorising him to collect any greater toll than

threepence for a carriage. The magistrates were of opinion that

in the absence of proof of any such consent from the lessors, the

defendant had no authority to demand or collect from the com

plainant any greater toll than threepence each way for passing

his motor-car over the bridge. They were not called on to say

what was a fair toll to be demanded. Judgment would, there

fore, be entered for the complainant for sixpence, the amount

overpaid on each of the two days complained of, with costs, and

£2 2s. solicitor's fee. We congratulate the Motor Union.

♦ ♦ ♦

One result of the avidity with which

enterprising companies rushed into the

Motor-'bus public arena with their motor-'buses,

Services. before the latter were quite ready for

commercial success, is seen in the posi

tion of some of the concerns interested

in London traffic problems. Of the eight companies formed to

run motor-'buses only two have proved profitable to their share

holders up to the present, while the London General and the

Road Car companies, though carrying considerably more passen

gers than they did in the days when the horse had the

monopoly, have found expenses rising beyond anything to which

they were hitherto accustomed. Some of the more cautious

men in the 'bus trade of the metropolis advised caution in intro

ducing the mechanical vehicle on to the streets, and had their

experience been followed we should not have had the rush which

has occurred, and which has had the effect of depreciating the

passenger traffic companies in the eyes of the public. It must

be confessed that the position is hardly satisfactory, and that

rigorous organisation will have to be encouraged if the com

panies are all to emerge from the present chaos.

♦ ♦ ♦

Evidently there is enthusiasm among

the motorists of the Isle of Man, whose

Motoring in number is steadily advancing. The

Manxland. Manxland Automobile Club has now its

official organ, published, as those respon

sible modestly say, "at irregular inter

vals, when occasion requires, and when the editors find leisure."

To this members are invited tc contribute, and those who go to

Cordingley's Motor Show in London are specially invited to

forward notes on the novelties they see. We also note that the

club is open to ladies as well as to gentlemen. Mr. G. Drink-

water is president, Mr. Gillmore treasurer and editor, and Mr.

Douglas Everard secretary of the club, which has twenty-three

resident car and motor-cycle owners in membership, as well as

half a dozen other resident members, and thirty-five who do not

reside in the island. It is gratifying to see the efforts of the

club to awaken local authorities to a sense of their responsibility

with regard to the roads of the island, for upon these much of

its prosperity depends.

♦ ♦ ♦

Our readers in Manxland will be

interested in the fact that there are so

The Tourist fftr thirty entries for the International

Trophy Race. Tourist Trophy Race, the full list now

comprising the following cars :—Rolls-

Royce, Darracq (2), Berliet (2), James

and Browne, Arrol-Johnston (2), Metallurgique, Thornycroft,

Scout, Coventry-Humber, Beeston-Humber, Star (2), West (2),

Gregoire (2), Vulcan, Clement, Gladiator, Rover (2) Hillman-

Coatalen, Vici, New Leader, Vinot, Aries, Daimler-Mercedes.

For the International Heavy Touring Car Race there are now
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fourteen entries, which may be summarised as follows :—Sidde-

ley (2), Beeston-Humber, Berliet (2), Gladiator (2), Armstrong-

Whitworth (2), New Arrol-Johnston, Aries, I Straker-Squire

" C.S.B.," Ariel (2). From what we hear interest is also being

whetted in the Tourist Trophy Race for Small Cars to be insti

tuted next year. This will complete the opportunities for the

testing of every description of motor-car on our roads.

Motor-Car and

Relief Work.

When the recent earthquake occurred

in Jamaica we were able to publish some

interesting news with regard to British

motorists who were then on the island.

Previously, in our issue of November 10th,

reference had been made to the delightful

roads in Jamaica, and the regulations under which motor-cars

were allowed on the roads, the Jamaica Motor Union being

mentioned as willing to render good service. Now we are able

to present our readers with illustrations showing the devastation

caused by the event, and also to demonstrate the service which

the motor-car was able to render in the relief of the sufferings of

the wounded. Dr. Bacon sailed from New York for Jamaica by

the first boat that left after the earthquake, and lent his aid to

the local doctors. On a White steam car he was conveyed to the

mountain districts, which had been left without much medical

assistance, as nearly every doctor had gone to Kingston. The

somewhat dubious value as regards public saiecy ; the whirr of

the engine is a warning of the coming of the vehicle to pedes

trians or others. But the position is intensified in the case of

the motor-cyclist, whose machine has a music, as well as an occa

sional discord, of its own, overwhelming the slight indication of

the presence of the car on the road. So that the motor-cyclist

listening to the noise of his engine ma)' be entirely deaf to the

sound of cars rounding corners, or coming along suddenly from

the rear. Inquiries among motor-cyclists prove that there is

real danger in the point, and hence the appeal, that cannot too

frequently be made, to motorists of all degrees to exercise

caution and show consideration when on the road.

A Motorist

on the Needful

Policy.

It was the serviceability of the motor

car in connection with Parliamentary

elections that first induced Col. H. F.

Bowles, of Enfield, co take up motoring.

Now he continues its use because of its

value in social circles and in making new

neighbours. He began his motoring career with a car of small

power and has added a Daimler vehicle. With regard to the

driving and care of the car, he has come to the conclusion that a

coachman who has an aptitude for machinery makes the best

driver of an automobile, after a little training. Col. Bowles is

not only an enthusiastic motorist for his own pleasure but

 

The Earthquake in Jamaica.—A Motor Car in the Belief Service.

Jamaica.

car carried the Red Cross flags, and from many a wayside hut

victims of the disaster were brought out for medical aid. After

touring the country districts Dr. Bacon visited Kingston, from

whence a scheme of rendering service throughout the island

was matured.

♦ ♦ ♦

When the urgent calls of the first few

days had been attended to some reflec

tions on the state of the island became

possible. Dr. Baeon learned that Mr.

Victor Camp's White steam car, in which

he travelled, had covered over 10,000

miles in Jamaica on one set of tyres—a tribute to the roads of

the place, seeing that an equally lo«g distance was yet expected

to be travelled. As regards the destruction wrought by the

earthquake, it should be stated that it was mainly confined to

Kh>g>-ton, some appearance of the ruin of which may be gleaned

from the reproduction of photographs for which we are indebted

to Mr. Frederic Coleman.

♦ ♦ ♦

An interesting point in connection

with the relations on the road between

drivers of motor-cars and motor-cyclists

has been raised by Mr. W. E. Scarritt,

chairman of the Committee of Public

Safety of the Automobile Club of

America. The silent running of the modern car is a factor of

Motor-cars

v.

Motor cyclists.

has associated himself with the North London A.C., of

which he is the president, and his views on automobile

policy are therefore of value as well as interest. He has

just favoured us with his opinion to the effect that the

motor tax ought to be ear-marked for the improvement of the

roads. . The whole regulation of our system of road making

should be changed and it should be dealt with by a Government

department. He believes that the car should be a certain height

from the ground, and that the speed limit should vary. No

danger signal ought to be passed at a rate exceeding ten miles

an hour. His own County Council of Middlesex has put up a

great many road signs, but they have not had the attention they

should have had.

Stands at Shows.

Among the restrictions that are now

forced upon the exhibitors at Olympia is

that preventing freedom of individual

taste in the display of their cars. This

is in contradiction to the policy that

prevails at the Agricultural Hall Exhibi

tion, where each exhibitor will have opportunity for showing

cars to the best advantage, according to his own ideas of catch

ing the public eye. The result of this is that many exhibitors

will be able to bring over the stands that have delighted the

automobile world at the Paris Exhibition, and the forthcoming

display will have the advantage of variety and brilliancy in the

stands whereon will be shown many novelties for the season.
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SOME REMARKS ON RADIATOR FANS.

By A. E. S. Craig.

I DO not think that fans as auxiliary to the cooling system on

automobiles have evolved to anything like that state of

efficiency to which other parts of the mechanism have

progressed. Considering that the mere fact of a fan being placed

on a car is prima facie evidence the designer admits the cooling

system would be deficient without it, and as, moreover, on the

efficiency of the said cooling depends not only the satisfactory

working of the car, but also the safety of the most expensive

portion of its anatomy, I think it may be granted that the

subject is one worthy of very serious attention. The question

as to whether or not fans are necessary, except for quite small

powers, I answer in the affirmative ; because to do without them

means depending on natural as against forced draught, and this

involves carrying a much larger radiating surface and con

sequently much more weight than is otherwise requisite or

desirable.

These premises being granted, we are faced with the questions

as to the most efficient form of fan to adopt, and as to the most

effective place to put it. In both cases we find much diversity

of opinions, and, judging by many of the designs that one sees on

lifting up engine bonnets, the propulsion of the car would appear

to have in many cases absorbed all the best efforts of the designer.

consequence. No doubt all fan systems, except the Renault,

offend in this respect ; but I do not see that this matters much,

for all the best modern motors have, their cam gear, &c, duly

encased in dust-proof and oil-retaining coverings, and there is

every indication of future practice even enclosing the valve

tappets and springs, &c. For myself, I like a draught past the-

engine, even at the risk of having to clean it occasionally, and

certainly the best way of getting this draught is to place both

the radiator and fan in front of the cylinders.

The question of the size and shape and number of blades for a

fan is of great importance. Some fans are altogether too small'

in relation to the area of the cooler, and others have far tOT

many blades. I am certainly of opinion that the fan should work

in a hood the larger diameter of which is fitted behind the

honeycomb or ribbed tubes and covering the entire area of tbe-

same and the other end of the hood surrounding the fan blades. I

find that six blades are ample, and in a fan 15 in. diameter a parallel

width of 2 in. gives excellent results. The blades should have a

slight double curve like a flattened out S. A fan of this size

should run at 1,500 revs, per minute or more, assuming the-

angle of approximately 45 deg., which is the best, be adhered to.

Whilst on the subject of fans it is perhaps within our

province to discuss the various modes of driving them. It is, I

consider, a great mistake to drive by positive gearing such as

spur pinions, as it puts too much strain on them when the speed

varies suddenly. And exposed gear wheels, which to my mind

 

The Earthquake in Jamaica-—Some of the Ruins at Kingston. (See page 21.)

Fortunately the majority at least have decided on the best position

for the fan, and that is directly behind the radiator, and the latter,

of course, directly in front of the .chassis. I am aware that some

very large and important firms put their fans as far away as they

can get them, i.e.—in the flywheel under the dashboard, but

they do so at the expense of efficiency. The reasons for this

assertion I will cite as follows :—1st, because it involves com

bining the fan with the flywheel, the blades of the fan forming

the spokes of the wheel, which militates against the design being

as perfect as it should be. 2nd, because the action of the fan is

impeded by being partly hidden by the crank chamber of the

engine. 3rd, because the distance of the fan from the radiator,

and the various intervening chances of air being sucked in,

prevents the draught through the cooler being as fierce as it

otherwise would be. 4th, because they can only be applied with

any attempt at success to engines with large flywheels and of

comparatively slow speed. When I speak of fans in the flywheel,

I of course exclude those placed on the periphery thereof as

coming under the objections numbers 1 and 2 cited above, and in

the Renault system, in which the radiator is placed next to the

dash, objection number 3 is wiped away. I consider, however,

that in the Renault system the objections still remain that there

is lost a lot of natural cooling effect by placing the radiator

l>ehind the engine, and also there is more or less stagnation of air

around the cylinders.

Some people make a great outcry against the dust drawn in

by fans, and point to the early dtstruction of the engines in

are an abhorrence, arc also usually to be seen in connection with

the same. The best method of driving a fan is by a belt, and the-

best form of belt is a helical spring. This has the following:

advantages— it takes up very little room, and has agood grip, which

is automatically released if a sudden pull takes place. Failing

this, I like a good flat belt with automatic tension arrangement

such as is now fitted on a good many cars.

Classes for the instruction of mechanics, drivers and owners

in motor-car engineering have been established at the Department

of Applied Science of the Sheffield University, under the

supervision of Mr. Alf. P. Hill, A.M.I.M.E. During this session

Mr. Hill has arranged a series of visits to some of the largest motor

works, and a party of about thirty-five students have visited the

Daimler works at Coventry. To each five students a draughts

man was appointed as conductor, and the smallest details of

construction were carefully explained. This admirable arrange

ment was carried out by Mr. C. Ridley, the works engineer, and

the thanks of the party were cordially given to him and the firm

for their extreme courtesy. Next month the students will visit

the Humber works at Coventry, and afterwards those of the

Sheffield Simplex Car Co. In the laboratory work of the

classes much help has been given by manufacturers, amongst others-

being Messrs. Clement-Talbot, Argylls Ltd., and the Wolseley

Co., the two latter having loaned complete four-cylinder chassis

for demonstration purposes.
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4SOME CURRENT TOPICS.

The Importance of Oood Compression.

Upon the perfection of the compression attained within the

cylinders of a petrol engine depends to a very important degree

the efficiency of its operation. A failure to attain and to hold

the expected compression pressure is due to a lack of tightness

of those elements which are supposed to confine the gases during

this portion of the cycle—namely, the valves, the cylinder walls,

head and passages, and the piston and its rings. Faulty com

pression acts in three ways to reduce the useful work developed.

After the full charge has been drawn into the cylinder and the

compression stroke commenced, a portion of the mixture leaks

out either into the crank caso or the exhaust pipe, or is forced

other parte of petrol cars has now been issued, and of which we

give a summary below. Considering first the question of motor

car frames, M. Perisse shows that the pressed steel variety has

made further progress during the past twelve months, the per

centage having increased from only 46 per cent, in 1903 to 90

per cent, in 190G, the proportions of other types of frames being

indicated in the subjoined table :—

Motor-car Frames, pj^.

Pressed Steel 46 ... 76

Armoured Wood ... 32 ... 16

Tubular 22 ... 8

1905.

Per cent.

82

14

4

1906.

Per cent.

90

10

The Progress of the Metal-to-metal Clutch.

An interesting section of the return is that dealing] with

friction clutches, as it shows that although the metal-to-metal

type is still advancing in favour, the progress is relatively a slow

one, the leather-faced cone being still by far the most widely

used. Thus, while last year 66 per cent, of the cars were fitted

 

H.M. the Amir of Afghanistan during his visit to India has enjoyed many motor trips. The above illustration depicts him returningifrom a

tiger shoot at Lashkeer. Owalior, on H.H. Maharaja Scindia's Fiat Car. The Amir is seated at the side of Sir Henry McMahon, while'the

Maharaja is at the wheel.

back into the admission pipe, and by the time ignition takes

place there is a considerably reduced amount of fuel within the

cylinder. The condition is, in effect, as if a partly throttled

charge instead of a full charge had been admitted, although in

point of fact a full charge of fuel has been expended. When

such leaky conditions obtain, not only is the initial pressure

upon explosion abnormally low, but a certain proportion of the

expanded gases escape prematurely through the leaks and reduce

the working pressure at an excessive rate, rendering the useful

pressure upon the piston during the later portion of the stroke

much lower than it should be.

♦ ♦ ♦

More Technical Statistics.

In a recent issue we gave some extracts from the interesting

technical statistics of the petrol motors at the Paris Salon, com

piled by M. L. Peris»t\ A. further series of figures dealing with

with the latter, the proportion is now 64 per cent., metal

clutches having advanced in tho same period from 34 per cent,

to 36 per cent. ; so that M. Perisse's anticipation, expressed at

the beginning of 1906, that "by the end of the present year the

metal variety will outnumber the leather-faced cone type,"thas

not been realised.

A little brochure entitled "Automobile Formalities in

France " has been issued by the makers of the Hotchkiss car.

The booklet gives the particulars of the forms and formalities

to be observed in placing a motor-cir in commission anywhere

in the French Republic It outline? the process to obtain a

driver's licence, the declaration at the office of the prefecture of

police, matter of declaration for taxation purposes, the details

of insurance, various points regarding speed limits, and many

helpful hints particularly applicable to motorists who intend to

tour abroad.
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THE REGENT CAR.

-♦-

A CAR which is steadily gaining in popularity is the

18-h.p. Kegent which was put on the marketa year or so ago

by Messrs. S. F. Edge, Ltd., to meet the growing demand

for an easy and silent running vehicle at a moderate price. The

principal features of the car have already been dealt with in the

M.C.J., but it may be mentioned that while there are no radical

departures from what may he termed the standard practice in

modern live-axle cars, special attention has been devoted in its

construction to the questions of simplicity and accessibility,

instances of which are found in the reidily detachable covers

fitted to the gear-box and the differential casing. The four-

cylinder engine, which develops 18-h.p. at a speed of 1,000 revs,

per minute, is provided with low-tension magneto ignition, with a

simple method of advance and retard. An interesting detail is

also seen in the combination governor and hand control of tbe

throttle and extra a;r inlet fitted in the admission

pipe, as shown in the .accompanying illustration. The

upright arm on the left of the picture is in connection with the

throttle lever on the steering wheel, and in response to the motion

of the latter for closing the throttle this arm is pulled down-

 

The Regent Throttle Control, i

wards, and, conversely, an upward motion opens the throttle. It

will be noticed that the arm is slotted for some distance where it

joins the lever C from the butterfly valve, the slot B allowing an

independent movement of the butterfly, which is given it from

the other side by the engine governor. The control by one lever

is effected as follows :—Starting with the throttle lever on the

steering wheel only a notch or two forward, the engine is getting

just enough gas to keep it turning quietly ; two or three notches

more cause it to govern ready to receive the load ; two-thirds of

the way round the quadrant the throttle is full open, the end of

the slot in the control arm A being then reached ; a movement of

another notch or two then cuts out the governor, while the last two

inches on the rack admits extra air when the engine is running

at -high speed. This is effected by the link E, seen at the right

of the picture, moving a plate G drilled with four holes which

gradually coincide with corresponding holes in the inlet pipe.

The transmsision is through a leather-faced cone clutch to a

gear-box giving three speeds forward and a reverse with direct

drive on top speed, ball bearings being fitted to all parts except

the engine.

A few days ago an opportunity was afforded us of putting

one of the latest Kegent cars through its paces, when wc found

it answer all the claims made for it in the way of smooth and

easy running. In the course of a spin out as far as Reigate and

back we found that it was possible to do the bulk of the running

on the top, direct gear, a drop to second being only necessary on

very steep gradients. The springs are of good length and

materially add to the comfort of the passengers and render

the chassis well adapted to be fitted with landaulet bodies, of

which we understand a large number are now being turned out.

Taking a turn at the wheel, we were able to prove for ourselves

the claim that the car is an exceedingly simple one to control,

the work being practically confined to steering and to actu

ating the throttle lever on the steering wheel ; moreover, the

combination butterfly valve and extra air inlet referred to above

gives excellent results in practice, the quickness with which the

engine responds to any alteration in the position of the lever

being very noteworthy. Altogether the Regent car, which, need

less to say, attains a good turn of speed on the level, will be

found an excellent example of modern automobile construction,

and should meet the requirements of a large section of the

motoring public

SOME USEFUL NOTES.

—♦-

When a thick cloud of blue pungent smoke is emitted by

the silencer it is a sign that the motor is being over-lubricated.

While it must be admitted that this is good for many engines,

specially when new, it must not be forgotten that such an

emission is highly objectionable to everybody except those in

the car. In most engines a cock is provided by which an excess

of oil can be drawn off, while many makers are now adopting

the expedient of fitting an overflow pipe in the bottom of the

crank case to prevent the engine getting more oil than is good

for it.

♦ ♦ ♦

A GOOD method of testing the compression in a multi-

cylinder engine is by removing all the sparking plugs except one.

By slowly turning the starting handle one will get an idea of

the compression in the cylinder where the plug has been allowed

to remain. This can then be removed and another cylinder

tested, and so on until all are tried. The unsatisfactory cylinders

can readily be distinguished by the ease of their compression

points.

♦ ♦ ♦

The fact that one tyre of a pair of wheels shows more

wear than the other is an indication that the alignment of the

wheel is not straight and is to some extent being dragged side-

wise on the road by the other true running wheels. It is

somewhat difficult to ascertain the exact alignment of whee s

when the tyres are attached to the rims. With tbe tyres

removed the relation of the wheels to each other, as well as to

the frame of the car, can be readily determined by attaching long

straight edges to the sides of the wheels, touching the rims at

two points, and measuring the distance at the extreme ends of

the straight edges.

♦ ♦ ♦

A sudden and complete stopping of the motor almost in

variably indicates a break in the ignition system ; gradual slow

ing down and weakening of the motor may be due to either the

ignition or failure of tbe fuel supply, while spasmodic running i?

most often caused by the former. These and a few other funda

mental principles of like nature, if constantly borne in mind,

will frequently enable one to quickly ascertain the cause of tho

trouble.

♦ ♦ ♦

Where motor-cars are used regularly or periodically during

the winter months it is advisable to keep them in a heated motor

house, as this greatly facilitates starting of the motor when the

car is to be taken out, and renders any work on the vehicle more

congenial than if it must be done in a cold atmosphere ; in fact,

the mechanism is much more likely to receive its proper attention

if the motor house has a heating installation.
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CONTINENTAL NOTES.

-♦—

The Targa Plorio Race.

The entry list for the Targa Florio race, which is to be held

in Sicily on April 21st, closed last week end. Altogether

fifty-two cars have been entered for the event as follows :—

Two each Lucia, De Dietrich, Darracq, Berliet, Diatto Clement,

Digne and Kadia ; three each Benz, Clement-Bayard, De Luca-

Daimler, Junior, Rapid and Gobron ; four each Fiat, Itala,

Isotta-Fraschini and Zust; and one each Opel, Gaggenau,

Metallurgique and C.V.R. There will thus be five nations

represented in the contest—Italy by twenty-seven vehicles,

France by fifteen, Germany by five, Belgium by one, and

Switzerland by four.

♦ ♦ ♦

An Automobile Meeting at Hyeres.

An automobile meeting is to be held at Hyeres, in the

South of France, from the 16th to the 20th inst. It is being

organised by the Automobile Club of Hyeres, and the programme

comprises a motor paper chase for the 16th inst., an automobile

flower show for the 17th inst., a series of kilometre speed trials

for the 18th inst., a consumption test and hill-climbing trial for

the 19th inst., and a gymkhana and elegance competition for

the 20th inst.

» ♦ ♦

Motoring in Sweden.

The annual motor competition between Stockholm and

Gothenburg, organised by the Swedish Automobile Club, has

just been held. The winner was Salmson, who, on a Fiat,

covered the distance in 38 h. 33 min. ; Skaenbarg, on a Moto-

bloc, was second in 39 h. 28 min. ; and Buschirer, on a Horch,

third in 39 h. 33 min. Owing to the bad state of the roads and

the severe weather encountered, the time occupied was much

longer than last year.

♦ ♦ ♦

A Motor Drivers' Benefit Fund.

At the annual meeting of the German Imperial Automobile

Club it was decided, at the instance of the Kaiser, to form h

benefit fund for the benefit of motor-car drivers. A sum of

£250 is already in hand for the fund, which will be maintained

by deductions from the members' annual subscriptions, the latter

having been increased for this purpose. Any claim upon the

fund pre-supposes at least three years' service with a member of

the club ; and it is proposed that £500 shall be paid, on the

death of a driver, to the nearest relative, at least £500 in cases

of permanent disablement, and 3s. per dav in case of sickness.

♦ ♦ *♦

The Grand Prix Race.

No further developments have taken place during the past

week in connection with the i forthcoming race for the A.C.F.

Grand Prix. The three cars which the Germain Company are

building for the contest will be driven by Messrs. Degrais, Roch-

Brault, and Perpere. They will be of relatively small horse

power—from 70 to 80-h.p.—but the weight of the cars is being

kept down very low ; in fact, it is stated that they will turn the

scale at about 550 kilog., as against the old 1,000 kilog. limit.

♦ ♦ ♦

An Italian Reliability Trial.

The Turin Automobile Club is organising a reliability trial

of medium-power touring cars, to be held from June 24th to

28th next, the weight of the veLicles having to be in proportion

to the piston area. There will be four daily runs of about 300

kilometres, the competition concluding with a hill-climbing

test on Mont Cenis.

♦ ♦ ♦

A Voiturette Race in Sicily.

The Targa Florio race, to which reference was made in our

last issue, forms one of a series of events to be held during what

is known as the Sicilian week, other items in the programme

comprising motor-boat contests and a race for voiturettes. The

latter is to be held on April 18th, and the competing machines

will be divided into two classes as follows :—1, single-cylinder

machines of a bore from 85 to 120 mm., and 2, two-cylinder cars

from 70 to 90 mm. bore, the weight of the vehicle being in

proportion to the cylinder bore on the basis of 433 kilogs. for

8"> mm. and 742 kilogs: for 70 mm. The contest will be held on

the Targa Florio course over a distance of 250 to 300 kilometres.

The winner will tecure a cup and a cash prize of £80; the

seem 1 a silver medal and £40, and the third a bronze medal and

£24. So far two Florentias and six De Dions have been entered.

♦ ♦ ♦

Touring in Algeria.

The Automobile Club of Algeria is organising a motor

excursion into the interior of the country for Easter. The

party will leave Algiers on April 2nd, the first day's run being

to Bougie, 230 kilometres ; on the 3rd, the destination will be

Setif, 114 kilometres; on the 4th, £1 Kantara, 150 kilometres;

on the 5th, Biskra, 52 kilometres ; on the 6th. stay in Biskra ;

on the 7th, Biskra to £1 Kantara, 52 kilometres ; on the 8th, El

Kantara to Batna, 138 kilometres ; on the 9th, Batna to

Constantino (where the excursion will officially end), 117 kilo

metres.

♦ ♦ ♦

Public Services In Germany.

Arrangements are in hand for the establishment^ a motor

car service between Sohwerin and Ostorf. Four twenty-seated

motor-'buses are being acquired for a projected service between

Lengenfeld, Falkenstein and Planen.

 

M. Van Marcke on the Hotchkiss Six-Cylinder' Car on which he is

making a tour of France, The illustration is reproduced from a

photograph taken'at!Nice.

♦ ♦ ♦

Miscellaneous Items.

It is proposed to hold a trial of heavy motor vehicles in

Madrid in May next, on the occasion of the motor-car exhibition

in the Spanish capital. A motor-car exhibition was opened

at Nykoping, Denmark, on the 2nd inst. A competition of

silencers for motor-cycles is to be held in Vienna on the 10th

inst. The Berlin municipal authorities have lately put a

motor street watering wagon in service, the chassis, which has

a 16-18-h.p. four-cylinder petrol motor, having been supplied by

the N.A.G. Co. A motor-boat volunteer corps is being formed

in Berlin. A motor racing track has just been opened in the

Pare Royal de la Favorita. at Palermo, Sicily. Messrs. Pan-

hard and Levassor have just completed three 18-h.p. motor

ambulances for the French military authorities. Tyre-

changing competitions are just now very popular on the

Continent. One has just been held at Turin, while the Auto

mobile Club du Rhone, of Lyons, is organising a similar event

for the 18th, 19th, and 20th inst. M. Van Maicke is con

tinuing his tour of France on a six-cylinder Hotchkiss. During

the past week he has visited Alais, Montpelier, Beziers, Perpig-

nan, Carcassonne, Toulouse, and Tarbes.
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THE SCOTTISH RELIABILITY TRIAL.

M ' I "HE rules and regulations of the third annual

^"Vsy"*! I Scottish Reliability Trial are now ready and

\ «8b5/ may be obtained from the secretary, Mr.

^llsw ^' ^m'tn> ,r,9> St. Vincent Street, Glasgow. As

O^^pjC^) we have already announced, the coming event will

W|h>?G? be largely on the lines of the Trials of 1905 and

5y^4j{ 1906, but the route will provide an even more

{jp^sj severe test of the competing vehicles.

In each class only one car of any specific make,

type, and horse-power will be accepted ; and no cars will be

considered as of different h.p. unless the cylinder capacities vary

by at least fifteen per cent. In determining sueh variation

fifteen per cent, shall be deducted from the larger of the cylinder

capacities. Preference will be given to entries by (1) a maker,

or (2) the nominee of a maker.

The classification of vehicles will be as follows :—

1, Vehicles, the selling price of the chassis of which, with

tyres, does not exceed £200.

2. Vehicles, the selling price of the chassis of which, with

tyres, exceeds £200 but does not exceed £300.

wise provided for, on the following basis :—(a) For each stop

not exceeding five mmutes—one mark for every minute or part

of a minute, (b) For each stop exceeding five minutes and not

exceeding fifteen minutes—ten marks for the first five minutes,

and three marks for each succeeding minute or part of a minute,

(c) For each stop exceeding fifteen minutes—forty-five marks

for the first fifteen minutes, and four marks for each succeeding

minute or part of a minute. Where two or more stops from a

like or similar cause take place within short intervals the com

mittee reserve power to determine that such shall be reckoned

as one stop under above rule.

There will be compulsory stops of one hour on each day

for luncheon, and compulsory stops may also be announced on

the afternoons of the first and second days for tea. No ladies

are to be carried as passengers.

Every vehicle in Classes 3, 4, 5, and 6 must be fitted

with a standard side-entrance body, and have a minimum dimen

sion from the front of dashboard to the front of the rear wheel

tyres of 4 ft. 6 in. The fuel tank mint be of sufficient capacity

for the maximum single day's journey (say 170 miles), and will

have to be fitted on the bottom with a draw-off tap, with an outlet

not less than § in. in diameter, to facilitate speedy emptying before
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3. Vehicles, the selling price of the chassis of which, with

tyres, exceeds £300 but does not exceed £400.

4. Vehicles, the selling price of the chassis of which, with

tyres, exceeds £4L)0 but does not exceed £600.

5. Vehicles, the selling price of the chassis of which, with

tyres, exceeds £600 but does not exceed £800.

6. Vehicles, the selling price of the chassis of which, with

tyres, exceeds £800.

No car showing more than 1 5-h.p. on the basis of the

following formula must have a seating capacity of less than

four :—

Cylinder diameter in inches * x nnmber of cylinders.

2-5

The Trial will take place from June 25th to 29th inclusive)

and entries will be received up to May 14th, although the com

mittee reserve to themselves the right to accept them at double

fees for twenty-one days after that date.

There will be a maximum number of marks for the run,

and points will be deducted for every minute or p-irt of a minute

during which the vehicle is at rest from the time of starting to

tin conclusion of the run (except for tyre troubles), or as other-

in his Daimler Car at the foot of the Pyramid!.

and after the trial for the purpose of determining the fuel con

sumption. A ring or eye must be fitted to the cap of the supply

vent of the fuel tank, and another to the tank to facilitate the

sealing of the same by the committee. One fuel tank only

may be fitted, and it must be in a standard position, but need

not necessarily be of the size standard to, and to be sold with,

the vehicle. There shall be no auxiliary tank of any size or

description.

There will be hill climbing tests and also brake and stop

ping and starting tests. The proposed route is as follows :—

June 25.—(1 53 § miles), Glasgow, Arrochar, Invorary

(luncheon), Killin, Aberfeldy to Perth.

June 26.—(158§ miles), Perth, Braemar (luncheon), Ban

chory, Stonehaven, Fettercairn, Banchory, Aberdeen.

June 27.—(160^ miles), Aberdeen, Huntly, Duffcown,

Tomintoul, Grantown-on-Spey (luncheon), Elgin, Forres, Nairn,

Inverness.

June 28.—(154$ miles), Inverness, Spean Bridge, Kin

gussie (luncheon), Tummel Bridge, Pitlochry.

June 29.—(122J miles), Pitlochry, Aberfeldy, Lochearn-

head, Callander (luncheon), Glasgow.
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HERE AND THERE.

Attention in the Midlands

is being drawn to the fact that

there are no facilities for auto

mobile instruction in the Univer

sity of Birmingham.

A motor track from the

Fort at the mouth of the harbour

at Shoreham to a point west of the North Bridge is in contempla

tion by the purchaser of the famous Bungalow town, Mr.

W. F. Crier.

The annual dinner of the Ripley road-menders took place

on Saturday at the White Lion Hotel, Gobham, with the District

Surveyor of Walton-on-Thames in the chair.

A new list of registering authorities in the United Kingdom

in connection with the Motor CAr Act of 190.5 has just been

issued by authority of the Local Government Board.

Rival bill-stickers engaged during the County Council elec

tions in London last week are reported to have employed motor

cars in their midnight attacks on the hoardings of opponents.

Over 250 signs denoting the names of villages, distances

from London, and other useful information, have already been

fixed in accordance with the Automobile Association's programme.

The Taunton Motor and Cycle Compmy, of which Mr.

B. E. Dening is the proprietor, have made extensive alterations to

their garage, where they now have accommodation for forty

vehicles.

Replying to a question in the House of Commons, Mr.

R. B. Haldane, the Secretary for War, says that the question of

the supply of horses to the army is being thoroughly considered,

the disuse of horses for omnibus work having made the subject

one of pressing importance to the military authorities.

It may not be generally known that Humber, Ltd., closed

down their Wolverhampton works some years ago and trans

ferred that part of the business to their other works. As they

have now built still larger works at Coventry, it is not likely

that they will ever require Wolverhampton works again, and

they are now anxious to dispose of them.

Mr. T. Spong has taken 205, Shaftesbury Avenue, W.C.,

near the London depot of the Daimler Company, and for the

purpose of his expanding business in non-skids and motor tyres

no nas also taken the premises at 384, Euston Road, N.W.,

where he will carry lar^e stocks. The warehouse and store

rooms at 76, Neal Street, W., will be continued.

We learn from Paris that one of King Edward's motor-cars

was destroyed by fire at the Quai d'Orsay Station on Monday

night. The car had been placed on a special railway truck for

conveyance to Biarritz, and it is stated that in running off the

petrol the woodwork of the wagon became saturated, and, owing

to some cause which has not yet been ascertained, caught fire,

the car being practically destroyed.

Several new departures in connection with carburettors

with the view of effecting economy in petrol consumption are

announced. One is known as W. S. Sargeant's power vapour

container, with which some experiments have just been made at

the works of Messrs. Aster, Ltd., at Wembley. The other is the

Gillet-Lehmann carburettor attachment, which is being intro

duced by Carburation, Ltd., Byron House, Fleet Street, EC.

At 19, Store Street, Tottenham Court Road, London, AV.C,

Messrs. G. T. Riches and Co. have a comprehensive stock of

motor accessories and spare parts for all types of automobdes.

In addition they undertake re-magnetising, the charging of

accumulators, &c. Some idea of the variety and extent of goods

they are able to supply by return of post may be gleaned from

the fact that the index to the firm's new catalogue has nearly a

thousand references. Thinks to the careful way in which this has

been compiled, the motorist in quest of spare parts, accessories,

. &c. will have no difficulty in ascertaining that it can be supplied

by Messrs. G. T. Riches and Co. The book extends to 1 30 pages,

and there is a plentitude of illustration which considerably adds

to its value as a work of reference useful in the garage as well as

on the shelves of the private owner. With such a list, where

completeness is evident, it is scarcely possible to particularise any

section j all are equally good.

 
Captain Deasy starts

from Dublin on Monday on a

thousand mile trip under the

observation of the Irish Auto

mobile Club.

Owing to the perversity of

the weather the non-skid devices

fitted to motor-omnibuses in actual service between Putney and

Shoreditch have only been tested for their durability, apart from

their value in avoiding side-slips.

A CLASS of soldiers and sailors who have been instructed in

motor-car driving and mechanism will be examined at Plymouth

on Tuesday next for the A.C.G.B.I.'s driving certificate.

Mr. Lionel James, the war correspondent to "The

Times," and Sir George Warrender, Commodore of the Eastern

Fleet, are amongst the recent purchasers of Rover cars.

The Autocar Company having taken over the business lately

carried on by the Montgomery Motor Company, Ltd., in the

Lincoln Road, Peterborough, are now arranging garage accom

modation for about thirty vehicles. Mr. M. J. Rowe is the

general manager of the new venture.

Considerable interest was evinced in the wind shield

brought out a year or so ago by M. Huillier, of the Mors Com

pany. The great objection to any glass front is that it obstructs

the view ahead in rainy weather. It also interferes with the view

of the driver at night when the head lamps are not lighted, which

is a matter of considerable moment, as in some large cities—Paris,

 

HuilHer's Improved Wind Shield.

for instance—it is forbidden to use powerful lights. M. Huillier

has now introduced the improved shield illustrated herewith ; it

is now made in such a manner that the top half (of glass) can be

readily swung down into the position of the lower half when

desired, and the leather forming the lower half be rolled up.

When the wind shield is thus lowered it has still a certain pro

tective effect, but leaves the view ahead free and unobstructed.

An international character will be given the display of the

Aero Club at Cordingley's Motor Car Exhibition at the Agri

cultural Hall by exhibitors from the United States, as well as

from France, Belgium, and other European countries.

•Reed's Perth Carriage and Motor Works, of Perth, N.B.,

who are now devoting considerable attention to motor body

work, have sent us a photograph of a neat landaulet body they

have recently completed and fitied to a 10-12-h.p. Humber

chassis for a Stirlingshire motorist.

An American firm has lately introduced a small automobile

intended for the use of children. The miniature car, which

weighs about 601b., is equipped with artillery wheels and ball

bearings, pneumatic tyres, oil lamps, horn, number plate, and an

imitation coil box. Instead of a petrol motor it depends upon a

large steel coil spring for its source of energy. The speed of the

car is never greater than five miles an hour while the power is

being used, and it is extremely simple to operate, there being

only two pedals that need attention. The spring motor, which is

wound up by a handle and one winding, will run the car a distance

of an eighth of a mile.
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The Chairman of Messrs. Maple and Company regards the

motor-car as a cause of " economy in luxuries."

At the ordinary general meeting of Messrs. Measures

Bros., Ltd., Mr. R. H. Measures, who presided, said they were

arranging to make motor castings.

At a meeting of the Institute of Marine Engineers, on Mon

day last, Mr. T. D. Kelly read a paper on "High Speed Two-

stroke Engines, with some remarks on Internal Water Cooling."

In connection with the discussion on Accessibility at the

recent meeting of the Institution of Automobile Engineers, the

new method of fixing the carriage body on the chassis lately

introduced by Messrs. Pack and Sons, of the Carriage Works,

George Street, Brighton East, is of interest. The illustrations

given herewith show the arrangement so clearly that but little

description is necessary. It will be seen, however, that the

 

Fig. 1.

I FOLDING LEVER JOINT

2. SPIRALSPRINC in SLIDING TUBE

ng. 2.

body is hinged to the chassis at the rear, and can be raised up

to enable any necessary work—greasing, adjustment, or repairs

—to be carried out in connection with the clutch, gear-box,

brakes, or other parts of the mechanism, with a minimum of

trouble. The makers claim that, with their levers fitted, a car

body can be raised by one man, and that it is rigidly held up

when the lever joint is fully extended.

The magistrates of Glasgow having had under consideration

a communication from the secretary of the Highways Protection

League, suggesting that a memorandum of amendment be

addressed to the Secretary for Scotland, report that, in their

opinion, no alteration of the existing law is required, and that it

is unnecessary and inadvisable to petition the Secretary for

Scotland as desired by the said league. This recommendation

was unanimously adopted by the Corporation.

 

Motorists passing though Arbroath will find assistance in the

way of accessories, &c, from Mr. C. Moore, 62, Keplie Street,

Mr. D. Robbie, at 24, Brothojk Bridge, and Messrs. J. S. Smith

and Sons in the High Street.

From Messrs. W. G. Walker and Co., Emery Hill Street,

Westminster, comes a descriptive circular of their special

dynamometer for quickly and accurately testing the brake horse

power of petrol motors from J to 60-h.p.

Messrs. A. W. Gamage, Ltd., have had a sale at their

place in Holborn, London, and naturally take occasion to point

to their progress as phenomenal. In 1878 the frontage of the

shop was 16 ft. and the capital £40. To-day the capital is

£200,000, the frontage to Holborn alone is 160 ft. and to Leather

Lane 300 ft., while the floor space equals five acres. In normal

times the number of employees is 600 ; often it rises to 1,000.

The motor department is responsible for a large number, and its

assortment of goods is singularly varied and up to date.

Messrs. Rush and Aloof, Ltd., are the proprietors of the

Motor Drivers' P]mployment Agency, 199, Piccadilly, London, W.,

which has been formed to supply reliable drivers to employers.

In view of the Workmen's Compensation Act, they are advising

chauffeurs to be satisfied as to their medical fitness for tha work.

The grant of certificates on this point after an examination by a

medical man is a special feature of the agency's operations. No

fees are charged for registering applications, and the employer is

charged when a situation is found. Those in search of situations

will probibly find the agency of service.

The attention of motorists is being drawn to the use of the

ordinary household Hudson's dry soap for the rapid and easy

cleaning of greasy spare parts as well as grimy hands. With the

view of faciliating its use, the firm have brought out a small

canister with a special lid, to act as a sprinkler for the

powdered soap.

Rural district councils should now be called upon to

exercise their powers to compel occupiers of land adjoining

the highways to cut the hedges, particularly in the vicinity

of cross roads. In view of the motoring season, it is

difficult to exaggerate the importance of having the road

side hedges cut.

Messrs. Weldhen and Bleriot, Ltd., 53-54, Long

Acre, W.C., are the agents for an automatic lighter of

great interest to motorists. A few drops of methol alcohol

on a wick in one compartment are ignited by the with

drawal of the igniting device therefrom —thus obviating the

need for matches. The lighter is of a convenient size for

1 the vest pocket.

Messrs. A. Milne and Sons have ample facilities for

meeting the requirements of motorists in the High Street

and Castle Montrose. They have also branches at Brechin

and Edzell for the supply of spare parts. At Brechin also

Messrs. A. Simpson and Son have repair shops, and Mr.

Theim, the proprietor of the Panmure Arms Hotel at

Edzell, has a well-arranged garage.

In an article in the " Manchester Guardian " on the

Automobile. Industry, reference is made to the " main object

of all the firms who started manufacturing ears in the early

nineties as being to imitate the leading French and German

designs as closely as possible. Even so recently as 1903 Sir

Alfred Harmsworth bought a Mercedes of the newest type

turned out of the Cannstatt works, and exhibited the chassis at

Cordingley's Exhibition for the benefit of English makers."

From the offices of the " Electric Accumulator " (15, Queen

Street, Cheapside, E.C.) comes a copy of a work they have just

published entitled " The Treatment of Storage Batteries." It

is from the pen of Mr. R. W. Vicarey, who explains in the preface

that his object has been to assist in promoting a better

knowledge ot the secondary battery, and also to improve the

commercial value of the accumulator. While the shape of the

book is not one we like, yet its contents will be found to com

prise a large amount ot useful information to those motorists

whose cars are fitted with coil and accumulator ignition. The work

concludes with an alphabetically arranged glossary of technical

terms connected with accumulators and also a few useful tables
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RAILWAY COMPANIES AND THEIR

MOTOR SERVICES.

RAILWAY companies are feeling the rivalry of the auto

mobile in connection with their suburban traffic, but

they are using the self-propelled vehicle to feed their

trains in the country. There is really no occasion for

alarm where the directors and management of the great

trunk lines approach the new locomotion in a common-sense

way, recognising that there will be inevitable losses in

some directions, which may, however, find compensation in

others. The Great Western Railway Company was one of the

first to discover the revenue value of the motor-car as well as its

competitive power. At the last half-yearly meeting of the

concern, Mr. Alfred Baldwin, the chairman, remarked that an

analysis of the returns showed that they were losing a good deal

of short distance and first class traffic owing to the motor-car

services which other people had established. But, as a set-off to

this, the adoption of motor-cars in other districts by the railway

companies had prevented further diversion from their line, and

enabled them to make up for losses elsewhere. This is the proper

view to take. And tramway authorities, too, instead of denounc

ing and harassing the motor-'bus, should recognise that vehicle as

a possible feeder, bringing passengers from localities as yet un-

The Great Western Railway Company has road motor

services between Slough, Eton, and Windsor ; Windsor, Wink-

field, and Ascot ; Slough, Farnham, and Beaconsfield ; Marl

borough and Calne—a journey of an hour and a half for Is. 6d. ;

Weymouth and Wyke Regis, Paignton and Totnes, Torquay and

Paignton, Penzance and Pendeen, Stourbridge and Catshill,

Wrexham and Aldford, and Aberystwyth and Aberayron. Motor-

omnibuses are also being run between Bridgwater and Nether

Stowey, Moretonhampstead and Chagford, Plymouth and

Roborough, Plymouth, Saltash and Albaston, Helston and the

Lizard, Penzance and Land's End, Penzance and St. Just, Stroud

and Rainswick, Abergavenny and Brecon, and Lampeter and

Aberayron. All these in conjunction with the ordinary train

service from London and other important towns. Parcels are

conveyed in many cases, and books of tickets are issued in con

nection with some of the suburban services. In addition arrange- <

ments can be made with the station-masters at Slough, Windsor,

or Mr. W. A. Hart, the divisional superintendent at Paddington,

for special cars for the conveyance of small private parties.

Motor-omnibus services organised by the London and North

Western Railway Co. are now running between Watford,

Bushey Heath and Harrow and Wealdstone ; also between

Croxley Green and Watford. These serve a wide area, and a

time table has been drawn up showing the trains from Euston that

 

Some time ago the Glasgow News" placed an order with Argyll Motors, Limited, for the construction of (even can, specially designed for the

conveyance of newspapers, and the fall motor delivery In .connection with their Express Service to the various districts of the City is now in

operation, as will be seen from the above illustration. By means of the vehicles not only are newsagents in Glasgow enabled to get their

parcels more quickly, but the cars are also being utilised for the conveyance of Country Newsagents' paroels, a rapid and effective service

being maintained.

served j by regular systems of conveyance, thus postponing for

a season the advent of the long-distance motor routes that may

eventually restrict the area of tramcar utility.

During the last season or two many of the companies have

considerably developed their motor-car services, and their prepara

tions for the summer months of 1907 indicate a great extension

that will surprise' many of the organisers of slower going

services.

osjSomc of the companies, like the North Eastern, are still

making arrangements for the extension of their services during

the coming season. Meanwhile, the following particulars of the

services now in actual operation will show how general is the

utilisation of the motor-car by the leading lines.

A great many motor-omnibus services are being run by

the Great Eastern Railway Company in the eastern counties at

the present time. The vehicles run from Chelmsford in three

directions, viz., to Danbury, Great Waltham, and Oxney Green,

opening up new residential districts. A motor-'bus goes from

Colchester to West Mersea, taking an hour on the journey, the

fare being lOd. Shotley is connected with Ipswich by an all-

vear round service, and motor-'buses run from Lowestoft to

Kessingland Bdach and Southwold. In the same district 'buses

run from Norwich station to Loddon and Beccles to Loddon,

65 or 45 minutes' journey, respectively.

they meet. In North Wales, too, the company have motor-

omnibus services in operation between Holywell station and

town, Holywell and Mold, and Connah's Quay and Mold. The

Rhymney Railway Company has decided to run motor-cars on

their line.

The Great Northern Railway Co. is running a motor-car

service between Finchley and Edgware—Saturdays and Sundays

excepted. Nineteen tiips each way are made on the other days

of the week.

In addition to the English lines the Scottish railways have

recognised the value of the motor-car in connection with their

passenger services, and splendid facilities are being provided for

visitors to the Aberdeen district seeing much of the beauties of

that part of the country by road. During the coming season a

comprehensive scheme will be inaugurated, of the success of which

there can be little doubt. Run in conjunction with the railway

system, and having the merits of punctuality and convenience, all

the services of motor-cars established by the railway companies to

run on ordinary roads should have every condition of success.

A Manchester firm—Messrs. Cookson Bros., of 511, Chester

Road, Old Trafford—have struck out a new line, that of hiring

out charged accumulators at a charge of one shilling per week.
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ORRESFONDENC

[Letters to the Editor should be addressed to

17-33, Charing Cross Road, W.C.]

 

offices,

MOTOR LUBRICATION.

To the Editor or The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—My recent communication to yon on motor lubrication has, I

am pleased to note, produced some interesting information on the subject.

The point I raised in my last letter as one which in my opinion has been

overlooked was the all-important one of friction reduction. I desired to

draw attention to the fact that much has been written on chemical tests,

smoke, carbonisation, viscosity, &c, but little on the mo-t important

jpoint, viz., how to obtain the greatest development of power with the

smallest consumption of energy in overcoming the friction between the

surfaces in contact, whether sliding or rolling.

It is assumed by many that so long as the surfaces are kept apart by

a film of oil, perfect lubrication is attained. This idea is erroneous.

Two moving parts can be. prevented from touching without being even

fairly lubricated. An oil that will do excellently for one purpose will

fail altogether under different conditions. Take, for example, the

delicate mechanism of a watch ; a motor oil would certainly prevent

contact between the fnotional parts, but would not lubricate them.

So with a petrol engine ; what would prove satisfactory for, say

steam cylinders—a heavy, highly viscous oil, which retains its body

 

Touring in Italy.—St. Martin's Church, San Hartino.

under great heat, would be useless for the cylinders of an internal

combustion engine. And yet it has been stated that all oils, thin and

heavy, are brought practically to the same level under the influence

of the heat of the cylinder walls and pistons. There is no oil so heavy

and which retains its viscosity so effectively at high temperature as a

steam cylinder oil. Then why is it not used for internal combustion

motors ? Motor oils cannot be used for steam cylinder lnbrication—

why ? Because they thin down too rapidly and cannot advantageously

be applied continuously, as in a petrol engine. But a steam cylinder

oil could be used for a petrol engine. Then why is it not? Simply be

cause it is too heavy ! Such oil would stop an engine in a very short

space of time. In the first place, it would carbonise so freely that the

rings would in all probability seize, or, if this did not actually happen,

the thickness of the oil, which would continue to thicken under the in

fluence of extreme heat, would so augment the friction that before long

the power required to overcome the combined friction of the moving parts

and of the oil itself would be greater than that produced, and the engine

would cease working. I mention this as an exaggerated case, for.no

sane people would dream of using such an oil for a petrol engine, as I

wish to make it quite clear that all oils at high temperatures do not

stand on the same footing, and that thick oils are not necessarily good

lubricants simply because they are thick and keep the metal surfaces out

of contact.

Then as to the thick oils—not of the steam cylinder class—so much

used for petrol engines, there is no reason why they should be employed,

unless it be to cushion a defective or loose l»earing, or to hide the

deficiencies of a wrongly-designed system of lubrication. It i admitted

that they carbonise more freely than the thin oils. This, ,'iowever, is

oidy one of their drawbacks. Their great failing is that they take up too

much power in overcoming the friction between their own molecules.

When two surfaces aie lubricated part of the oil adheres to each, and

it is these two oil films that rub against one another and so take the fric

tion off the metal. Now, if the oil is thick, it follows that the two oppo

sing films are more securely locked together and take more power to drag:

asunder than with a thin oil, where the molecular resistance is greatly

reduced and the liquid friction therefore correspondingly low.

It is this avoidable waste of power which everyone interested in

motor-cars, whether manufacturer, agent; or user, should know about.

The present thick oils are simply a survival of the old air-cooled engine

practice, where thick oils were always u»ed. There is no doubt what

ever that at least 20 per cent, of power is lost through imperfect

lubrication. Look what this means in additional expenditure ; besides

which, there is the dissatisfaction of not getting out of an engine

what one ought to do. From the investigations I have made, I feel

that in putting the average preventable waste of power at 20 per cent.

I am not overstating.

With the present day methods of applying the oil in a continuous-

stream or spray, there is no need for heavy oil, which, were the feed

not regular, might be necessary in order not to let the surfaces run

dry before receiving a fresh application of oil. For engines with small

frictiona I surfaces, high speeds, light weights and comparatively easy

conditions of work, a thin oil is the most efficient, and it is a pity to

clog them with thick, heavy oil which only absorbs power. Some of

the oils now used by motorists seem more suitable for the bearings of

the " Dreadnought's " main engines.

I am indebted to Messrs. Wakefield and Co., who have all along

advocated thin as opposed to the heavy oils, for assistance in making

tests and in placing at my disposal valuable data, &c, on this important

matter.—Yours truly,

J. S. Critchlky.

THE A.A. AND ITS CORRESPONDENTS.

To the Editor or The Motor-Car Journal,

Sir,—With your permission I should like, through the medium,

of your paper, to correct an entirely erroneous opinion which I ana

given to understand is held by certain of the committee of the York

shire and provincial clubs with reference to the payment of corre

spondents of the Automobile Association. Speaking personally, although

I hold myself responsible to a great extent (with the nght royal

assistance of Mr. Stenson Cooke) for extending the work of the A.A.

in Yorkshire, I have never received, nor do I anticipate receiving, any

remuneration whatsoever. Had the Automobile Association been

operating in Yorkshire last year as it is doing during 1907, and had I been.

a member, I know it would have saved me something like £50. No

more benefits accrue to me than to any other ordinary member. Were

the aims and objects of the A.A. more widely known (and I am doing my

best to make them so) I very much doubt if there is a single motorist

who would not wish his name to appear among its members.—Yours,

truly,

Sydney S. Dixon.

CORRUPT PRACTICES.

To the Editor or The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—I note you make comments on the fact that the Automobile-

Club is calling the attention of its members to the " Corrupt Practices

Act," in relation to chauffeurs' commissions. They are starting at the

right end. The employer is the person really to blame in the matter.

Frequently the whole management of a car, the ordering of parts,

arranging for repairs, and every other matter, is left in the chauffeur's

hands, with the inevitable result that those who pav no commission are

always "out of stock," "incapable," or "expensive," and the owner

thinks what a considerate chauffeur he has got. Under the present

condition it seems that those who do not give presents go bankrupt

and those who do will presently go to prison. Employers have a far

better chance than all the Acts of Parliament ever passed to put down,

this undesirable practice ; undesirable, not only from the view of

employer and trader, but also from the view of the honest chauffeur.

There is no doubt that it is this practice that induces to many

" wasters " to take up motor driving, and keeps many a good man out

of a job.

Masters, wake up ! Look after your own affairs, in spite of the

Corrupt Practices Act being in operation. I don't think your time will

be wasted. Go and see the people you are dealing witn. They will

be very pleased to see you.—Yours truly,

Petrol.

EXHAUST VALVE TROUBLES.

To the. Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—One of the exhaust valve guides of my 7-h.p. Panhard was

badly worn, so I had it bored out and a thicker valve fitted, which-

stopped the noise it used to make, but the valve, instead of dropping

into its seating, now strikes one side and then slides down. The

explosion must evidently take place before it gets there, as there is no

power in that cylinder. I ground the valve in well and took the car

for the first run yesterday ; the engine pulled well for a mile, then 1

had to get home on one cylinder. On taking the valve out I found

about half an inch of the face very bright and the rest black. The

tappet—I think you call the stem that the valve rests on—is pnlled

away from the engine by the spring below. If it could be made to

push instead of pull, it would bring it in line with the valve stem and*
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push it iip straight, instead of all one side. I think this must be the

reason the gui' e wore before, although it has never lost power like this,

and I have constantly used the car for two years. I thought of screw

ing a penny flat on top of the tappet and cutting the valve down.

Would this, do you think, send it up straight, or do you think it has

not been put together properly after the engine was taken down. If

you could suggest something to help me out of my trouble I shall be

obliged.— Yours truly,

Tom Woottwell.

[We should he inclined to think that onr correspondent's trouble

w.i* caused by the valve stem being slightly too long, as this is often the

trouble with an old-type Panhard where the tappets are taken away

from the valve stems for the purpose of governing. Undoubtedly there

must have been something overlooked in the re-erection of the engine.

The screwing of a penny on the top of the tappet would be useless ; in

the first place, the metal would not be hard enough to stand any length

of time, the ends of the valve and tappet being usually hardened. In

ilit» second place, the fixing of a piece of metal on the top would not

permit the tappet leaving the valve stem, therefore the engine would

constantly fire when the governor was cutting out. When the tappet is

on its lowest point the top should be low enough to clear the end of

the valve stem.]

FOUR OR SIX CYLINDERS.

To thb Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

SIR,—As a keen motorist, but not at the present time an absolute

onvert to six cylinders, I have been following the discussion which has

troversy the side which is most accuiHvt, in its statements generally

succeeds. There is an old saying that lookers onj see most of the game.

—Yours truly,

Engineer.

ARE CARS TOO COMPLICATED ?

To TEX Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—We notice in the last issue of your Journal the question is

asked, " Are cars too complicated ? " We are astonished that, when

everything is being done to simplify things, this question should arise.

It seems to us that simplicity itself has been attained in the recognised

up-to-date motor-car. For instance, as far as we are concerned, only

two pedals are used in the 1907 Peugeots, except in the very large size,

where a third is, although not necessary, desirable. The two pedals

which are used in the ordinary models are the brake and clutch, and

these have been so long in existence that there is certainly no extra

increase of complication here. Lubrication is now reduced to automatic

aotion of a pump. There are no drips to adjust, no springs to break,

and the desired lubrication is simply obtained by a plain gear wheel pump

whioh is absolutely simple in its action. Ball bearings .are used on the road
■wheels and in the gear-box, the lubrication of the latter being effected

by splash off the gear wheels. For the whole car there is only one

lubricator on the dash, which can be turned either on or off. When

sufficient oil has run into the crank chamber lubrication ceases. Can any

thing be more simple than this ?

Where the trouble always has been, and probably the only trouble-

for the last two years, is the carburettor. The Peugeot device is now
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been taking place in your paper with very great interest, but when I see

Mr. Weigel so grossly misrepresenting facts and figures and misrepre -

senting the arguments put forward in favour of six cylinders, I feel that

there must be a great deal of merit in the six-cylinder, or else there

would not be so much bitterness t-hown to them by those interested in

the four. In Mr. Weigel's letter he very cleverly, but I think most

unfairly, suggests that the four-cylinder engine was really a bigger and

more powerful engine than the six-cylinder, and that Mr. Edi'e did not

show the respective sizes of both engines. Now I cannot believe that

Mr. Weigel did not carefully read every word of Mr. Edge's paper.

' If he did not do so, then I think he had no right to enter into the con

troversy.

In dealing with the four and six cylinder engines Mr. Edge care

fully pointed out that the four-cylinder engine had 453 cubic inches and

that the six-cv linder engine had 301, and that the four-cylinder engine

had to be half as big again as the six-cylinder to develop the same horse

power at the same piston speed. This all seemed to me to be stated

extremely fairly, and if Mr. Weigel really wants private people uncon

nected with the trade to continue to believe in four-oylinders he really

must not mis-state his opponent.

Mr. Edge's paper seems to me exceedingly moderate, and my mind

is almo-t now made up that my next car will be a six-cylinder. I am

quite satisfied that actually a six-cylinder is the best, ard it has only

been the fact that the best six-cylinders have been rather expensive

that even makes me hesitate at the moment, and now that the prices of

the four and six of equal quality are becoming practically the same I am

afraid I shall soon be numbered amongst the six-cylinder enthusiast* ;

but, as one probably a good deal older then Mr. Weigel. I hope

he will take a little friendly advice from me—that in public con-

in Sydney for the Opening Bun of the Season,

actuated by throttle lever, and has automatic air intake, such things as>

springs and rubber disc being discarded in favour of a plain ball lifted by

the suction of the engine, which never requires attention or adjustment .

and, above all, gives a constant mixture at all speeds. An improvement

in the steering has been effected by putting an adjusting ring, which

allows of the wear being taken up. The ordinary leather clutch is still

used, causing no trouble whatever ; it is far more simple than the multiple

disc arrangement, and just as flexible. The adjustment of brakes i»

another feature which has been simplified by the turning of a thumb

screw to make the necessary adjustment. We think it will be admitted

that the absence from the dash of endless lubricating pipes, coils, air

lever* and voltmeters, must all make toward simplification, and we

certainly cannot understand the contention of M. Baudry de Sannier.—

Yours truly,

F. Gl Y Lewin.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—I see you raise the question in the last issue of the M.C.J.

" Are cars becoming too complicated ? " To my mind there is only one

answer to the question, and that is an emphatio " Yes ! " In the recent

discussion on the subject of " four or six cylinders," at the Automobile

Club, Mr. S. F. Edge was asked the number of parts in a rix -cylinder

engine, and how they compared with those in a four. He was unabled

to give the exact number of parts, but admitted there were sixty-four

more in a six than in a four-cylinder. This is, I venture to think, ample

evidence of unnecessary complication, and, in my opinion, one of the

greatest objections to the increase in the number of cylinders, even

admitting that a six may have a slight advantage over a four, which
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the advocates of the latter deny. The present " artistic " automobile pro

ductions are all very well so long as the demand for high-priced, high-

powered cars lastB, but the time is rapidly approaching when manu

facturers will have to devote attention to the man of moderate means

much more seriously than they have done in the past, and possibly then

greater simplicity will at last begin to receive the attention it deserves.

—Yours truly,

R. Warburton.

A CHANGE-SPEED GEAR TROUBLE.

To the Editob of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—Replying to " Peugeot Pinion's " letter in the last issue of the

M.C.J., your correspondent evidently refers to one of the old type

12-16-h.jp. chain-driven Peugeots, which have very large gear-boxes, and

the shells of which sometimes crack, being somewhat thin and without

any strengthening ribs. He tells us that his low gear grinds, especially

when climbing a hill, and that he has had to have the pinion renewed

more than once. The trouble must be attributed to one of the following

causes, which I place in the order of their probability :—(1) The counter

shaft is bent, being very long between its bearings, and if the clutch

has at any time been fierce, the strains received will be quite sufficient

to account for the shaft getting distorted. The remedy is, of eourse, to

have the shaft carefully straightened, or to have a new one made of a

very high grade steel ; the latter, however, would be expensive, owing to

the flanges for the second and third speed rings being solid with

the shaft, as also the engagement for the fourth speed with dog dutch ;

(2) the shaft may be out of alignment, and perhaps it will be found on

careful examination that the sheil of the box is cracked near the bear

ing ; (3) the low speed pinion, which is keyed on to the shaft, may be

out of truth sideways, if the hole in the former is not a driving fit on the

shaft, as the keying up may have set the wheel over slightly.

To properly diagnose the trouble, a very careful examination by a

thoroughly competent mechanic must be made, and the fault will

undoubtedly be found to lie as indicated above. I may say that the

low speed pinion in this gear-box is usually left soft, but in having a

new one made I 8trongly recommend the " 1'enax " brand produced by

MesTS. Buckley, of Sheffield, which, although it does require to lie case-

hardened, is toughened by a special process that is eminently suitable

for gears.—Yours truly,

C. A. E. S.

To thb Editob of The Motor-Car Journal.

SIR,—Referring to " Peugeot Pinion's '' query in your last issue, this

trouble is a very common one with the old-type Peugeot cars ; it is due

to the exceptionally long shaft springing and allowing the gears to come

out of mesh. The only remedy is to have an extra strong shaft fitted,

which of course necessitates altering the bore of the gear wheels or

fitting an intermediate bearing. —Yours truly,

T. J. H.

IS THE LEATHER-FACED CONE CLUTCH DOOMED?

To ths Editob oi The Motor-Gar Journal.

SIR,—Your correspondent, C. Burton, asked in your issue of

March 2nd if the leather-faced cone clutch is doomed. In my opinion a

discussion as to the value of the leather clutch over the metal or the

metal over the leather is a somewhat futile proceeding, for, before the

advocates of the two types can finish what they have to say, both the

leather and metal clutch will be a thing of the past. Why should the

motorist be harassed by so prolific a cause of discomfort, when it may be

avoided by the substitution of the epicyclic gear ? The cars at present

using this more advanced form of gear are undoubtedly forging away

ahead of those which still cling to the old nerve-racking type, and it has

become a positive infliction for the owners of rotary gear cars to drive

occasionally in cars of the clash g^ear type.

No one who has used a car with an improved rotary gear will ever

be induced to go back to the old form, and that is why the manufac

turers who have adopted the epicyclic gear, such as the Lanchester, or

better still the Adams, on account of the simplification of the control,

find themselves in the advance guard of the motor industry.—Yours

truly,

C. H. Mower.

LUBRICATION TROUBLES.

To the Editob oi The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—Canyon or any readers of the M.C. J. explain the cause of

lubricating oil blowing back and getting hot? The engine is a two-

cylinder 12-h.p. Mutel, the lubricator a gravity drip feed on the dash

board, the tuhes the entering cylinders on the exhaust side. I have

tried a ball release valve in the crank chamber, but with no result.

The engine runs quite satisfactorily, but the only lubrication it gets is in

the crank chamber, the lubricator for this being a pump one. Occasion

ally the oil has blown back in this also.—Yours truly,

E. G. Young.

[The trouble of the oil blowing back into the lubricating pipes and

getting hot can only arise through a leak past one or more of the pistons.

It may be very slight and not sufficient to noticeably affect the power of

the engine, but quite enough to drive back the oil in the gravity-fed

pipes. We advise Mr. Young to have the cylinders removed and the

pistons and rings carefully examined, and, if necessary, to hare new rings

fitted. At the same time the crowns of the pistons should be scrutinized

for a possible blowhole ; also the fit of the gudgeon pins in the pistons is

a point that should not be overlooked. Perhaps the oil-pipes are fixed

higher up in the cylinder walls than is advisable, so that pressure leaks

direct into them past one or more rings when the piston is at the bottom

of the stroke. Therefore the present holes can be plugged up and new

ones drilled and tapped about one inch lower down. Instead of the ball

valve that our correspondent has fitted, he would have done better to

have put a copper vent pipe of large diameter projecting vertically from

the crank chamber and fitted with a hinge 1 cap, free to release pressure

instantly.]

• SMALL STEAM CARS.

To the Editob of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—I have pleasure in complying with Mr. Lyall Jackson's

request in your last week's issue for more information concerning the

reliability of small steam cars, and the length of life of their boilers,

&c I consider there is no more reliable car than a steamer, while

their speed on the level and on .hills is nearly double that of a petrol

car of similar horse-power, and they do their work without " talking."

There are no gears or clutches, or electrical connections, to get out of

order, and the delight of driving a car which has none of these con

trivances can only be appreciated by those who have experienced it.

It is essential, however, when purchasing a second-hand car, to be sure

that its vitals, such as engine, boiler, and running gear, are sound,

otherwise there will be nothing but trouble to look forward to. A new

boiler should easily last five years in constant use, if properly cared

for and blown out regularly.

Steam cars are just as suitable for rough roads as any other car, and

here again their life largely depends on their sound frame construction

and the care exercised in running them over rough surfaces at suitable

speeds. I am inclined to the belief that for long life on rough roads, as

one has to contend against in country districts in Ireland, a car should

be strongly built on a steel frame and nicely sprung, and not as some

American firms turn out their cars. My personal experience has forced

me to decide never again to have a steam car that uses petrol as fuel.

In the first place it is highly inflammable and dangerous, and secondly

the price of spirit is steadily rising.—Yours truly,

L. C. P. Perry.

Major R.A.M.C.

WIRE OR WOODEN WHEELS.

To thb Editob of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—The most important point regarding the relative merits of

metal and wooden wheels seemi to have been overlooked. Much has

been said about the employment of the cycle pattern of tangent wire

wheels, but no one has, so far as I am aware, pinned his faith to the

hollow metal spoked and metal rimmed wheel. I do not refer to mere

castings, which are inadvisable where light weight and strength is re

quisite. In my own cars I always prefer to fit a special form of hollow

metal spoked wheel, which I think all practical men will agree is as,

least as strong as any other kind. Not being on the tangent wire

principle it resists buckling, and not being wooden hut wholly of metal

no shrinkage takes place, while the appearance is better than wood. I

think, further, that this wheel fitted with a quickly detachable

secondary rim, such as the Cave, is the beau-ideal of strength and

simplicity.—Yours truly, . .

E. H. Owen.

CARELESS 'BUS DRIVERS.

To the Editob of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—At one of the stopping places of motor-'buses in Peckhara

I have just witnessed an incident which, I am afraid, is only typical of,

what goes on to a very general extent. I was standing by the kerb

smoking a cigarette, and noticed a continuous dropping from below the

driver's seat of a motor-'bus, which was halting there some minute'.

Steoping down 1 discerned that the liquid was petrol. Had I, or any

one else, thrown a lighted match, or the rejected end of a cigarette,

the result would have been disastrous to the motor-'bus. When I tola

the driver ef what was happening, and of the danger he was in, be

merely laughed and took no further notice.
In view of the lack of public knowledge of the dangers associated

with many innovations now being made, steps should be taken to

secure that those concerned with the direction of new methods should

be convinced of the necessity of taking heed. The 'bus companies should

emphasise the risks of petrol when allowed to escape in that way in the

public streets, on drivers and conductors. Otherwise motor-'buse* m »y

attempt to navigate the air—with results disastrous to all within the

range of their activity. —Yours truly,

A. W. White.

A motorist writes, in appreciative terms, of the merits of the

motor soap brought out by the Sanitas Company.
Tyre Found.—A new motor tyre was found on the road near Ascot

on the 2nd ult., and is now at Ascot police station. Inquiry from the

owner will be welcomed by Inspector Jannaway.
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CLUBS AND ASSOCIATIONS.

 

AUTOMOBILE MUTUAL PROTECTION ASSOCIATION.

The Finance and General Purposes Committee of the Association met

at the offices, 109, Victoria Street, Westminster, S.W., on Wednesday of

last week. The chair was taken by the Earl of Shrewsbury and Talbot.

The secretary reported that he had examined all private bills deposited

ior this session, and had arranged with the Motor Union that opposition

should be made to the Portsmouth and Horndean Light Railway Exten

sion Order, and the London County Council Tramways along New Oxford

Street, ns well as several new bridges and level crossings proposed in

railway bills.

The secretary reported that the National Dustless Roads Committee

had been formed to take over the work which had previously been done

Booth, A. Wright, F. K. Ward, Faulkner, H. A. Marshall, Sutton

Clifford, Huskinson, J. W. Taylor, Stagg, Jeavoni, F. Pochin, T. C.

King, T. Gerrard, J. Hartopp, J. A. Doran, Ewart, L. Pierpont, H. C.

Wright, Bircumshaw, Booth Granger (Nottingham), Allin and Leach

(Derby), and Mr. A. McAlpin (hon. secretary of the Leicestershire Auto

mobile Club).

The loyal toasts having been duly honoured, Sir J. Herbert Marshall

proposed " The Automobile Club of Great Britain and Ireland, and the

Motor Union of Great Britain and Ireland." He asked if they all realised

the enormous amount of work which was being done by the Antomobile

Club in the interest of motorists and those who were interested in motor

ing. He knew the character of the work done by officials and individim Is,

many of whom devoted practically the best part of their lives to doing

everything in the best possible way they could to bring the greatest

amount of success to the great motor industry. One of the great features

in connection w ith the two institutions was the fact that they endeavoured

to promote the motor industry, which was a thing they wanted more than

anything else at the present time.

Earl Russell, in acknowledging the toast, said that the Automobile

( 'lull did really try to conduct itself in the interest of automobilism as a

whole. The Technical Committee did work which they could not get

done by any other club except the Automobile Club, while the institu

tion performed a great function in connection with competitions. It
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'■y the Dustless Roads Joint Committee which was originally formed by

this Association and the Roads Improvement Association. Lord Shrews

bury and Mr, Albert Brown were appointed to represent the Association

on the National Dustless Roads Committee. Eight new firms were

elected to membership.

The secretary was instructed to make arrangements to hold the

annual general meeting at the Agricultural Hall, on Thursday, April

11th, 1907, at 2.30 p.m. The draft report and balance-sheet for 1906 was

submitted, showing that the funds of the Association had increased by

£102 in the year, so that the Association had nearly £1,000 placed to

reserve.

LEICESTERSHIRE AUTOMOBILE CLUB.

bif THE annual dinner of the Leicestershire Automobile Club was held

at the. Grand Hotel, Leicester. The company numbered aliout 140.

Mr. E. G. Mawbey, the president, occupied the chair, amongst those

present being.Earl Russell, Sir J. Herbert Marshall, Colonel Piercey,

Major E. M. P. de Lisle (High Sheriff of Leicestershire), Mr. Rees

•lellreys, Mevrs. Orson Wright, Maurice Mawbey, McAllister Hewlings,

Dr. Partridge, Steinitz; Langmore, Goodwin, .1. McAlpin, Wildt,

was of gieat importance to the movement that automobilists shonld be

associated in their particular localities, for as far as political

propaganda was concerned they were not yet out of the wood. They

needed certain restrictions removed, and until they had their

real and full liberty it was necessary they should work together.

Mr. Rees Jeffreys (secretary of the_ Motor Union), submitted the

toast of " The Leicestershire Automobile Club. " He said he regarded

the Leicestershire Automobile flub as one of the pillars of the Motor

Union, and the position it occupied in this respect was due to the

fact that it was composed of a body of sportsmen, and that it was

fortunate in its officers. Having paid a tribute of praise to Mr.

Mawbey and Mr. McAlpin, Mr. Jeffreys went on to refer to the question

of taxation. Motors, he considered, were already taxed out of due

proportion to any other class of road vehicle. The Motor Union had

two objects of great importance, amongst others. In the first place

it wanted to protect its meml>ers against vexatious prosecutions, and

to defend them when they became victims to excessive zeal on the

part of the police force. Another object was to put down the inconsiderate

driver. They hail adopted a new device to secure these objects.

They were going to introduce a Motor Union badge, which was to

be regarded as the badge of the considerate driver. They wanted
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t<» make that badge an insurance against vexatious prosecutions, and

to ensure that every member wearing that badge, if wrongly prosecuted,

should be entitled to half his legal expenses provided by the Motor

Union.The Chairman responded, and pointed out that the Leicestershire

Club had bad a succes-ful year with 140 members. He thanked the

officers of the Leicestershire Club, and made particular reference to the

work of the secretary, .Mr McAlpin.
Mr. Orson Wright proposed "The Visitors," to which Major E. M.

P. de Lisle and Mr. Sutton Clifford responded.

THE AERO CLUB.

The Aero Club have completed arrangements, which have been In

course of preparation for some considerable time, for the carrying out of

a series oi important practical experiments in connection with aerial

navigation. These experiments will be subdivided into the following

classes :—(1) Propellers; (2) Aeroplanes; (3) Engines. The experi

ments regarding propellers will be carried out by Professor Waynforth,

the Honorary Technical Adviser to the Club, and the authorities of

King's College, London, have kindly allowed the use of their engineering

laboiatory for the purpose.Lord Howard de Walden has already given £100 to the Aero Club

for experimenting purposes, and at a special meeting of the committee

of the Club additional subscriptions have been obtained from the

following members:—Messrs. F. H. Butler, E. Bucknall, Martin Dale,

P. Alexander, Colonel J. E. Capper, C.B., K.E., Professor A. L. Hunt

ington, J. T. C. Moore-Brabazon, S. Spooner, Admiral of the Fleet Sir

Edward Seymour, G.C.B., Hon. C. S. Rolls, and Roger Wallace, K.C.

As these experiments may involve the expenditure of considerable

sums of money, it has been decided to invite further subscriptions, for

which cheques, crossed "Barclay and Co.," should be sent to the Aero

Club, 166, ficcadilly, London, W. 

in her new balloon, " The Nebla," at uneisea, on a . ..
and favoured by a north-west wind, she crosspd the Channel in the

neighbourhood of Calais, and descended about 9.30 the following morning

in a violent snowstorm at Stavelot. in Belgium, a small town about 15

miles to the soutfi of Aix-la-Chapelle. The average speed of the balloon

was about 25 miles per hour.

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE.

An instructive lecture was delivered by Mr. Fred Thoresby, to the

members of the Notts. Automobile Club, at a gathering at the Black

Boy Hotel, Nottingham. His subject was " The Evolntion of the Motor

Car," and over 100 slides were shown. Illustrations had been obtained

from all quarters. The history of the motor-car was traced up to the

present lime, particular attention being paid to those of the early

and latter part of last century—from 1789 to 1841, and from 1882 to 1900.

Steam was the force relied upon in the early examples, but from 1882 up

to the present petrol had been mainly used. The first example of a

petrol car was the Cugnor. in 1789, and it was followed by the Trevithick,

the Symington, and the Murdock. Mr. Thoresby also exhibited a com

plete set of slides Illustrating the Gordon Bennett race from 1900, when

the first event took place, to that of 1905.

NORTH YORKSHIRE A.C.

The annual meeting of the North Yorkshire Automobile Club,

which was formed a year ago, was held last week at the Station Hotel,

York. Mr. H. A. Watson (chairman of the committee) presided, and

other members present were Lord Deramore, Messrs. C. E. Hunter,

Arthur H. Kerr, C. Wade, Lionel Saltmarshe, H. Strickland, S. Pearson,

G. W. T. Wade, Colonel W. H. Moist, E. S. Wade, A. H. Barkworth,

E. S. Angove, W. F. Greenwood, C. E. Wood, A. J. Walker, W. H. R.

Hopkins, and Francis Ware (lion, secretary).
The balance-sheet, prepared by Mr. Edwin Gray, hon. treasurer,

showed the income to have been £116 6s. 4d., including £99 15s. for sub

scriptions. After the payment of expenses a credit balance of

£26 15s. 4d. remains. The balance-sheet was approved, on the motion of

Dr. Angove, seconded by Mr. C. E. Hunter. The committee reported

that an arrangement had been entered into with the Yorkshire Insurance

Company for specially favourable terms for insurance being granted to

members of the club. Thev had also been able to arrange for free

casual storage at reduced terms of members' cars with the following

garage proprietors:—North-Eastern Garages, Ltd., York; Mr. H. J.

Lloyd, York j Hull City Gurage, Ltd., Hull ; Messrs. Wales and Sons,

York ; and the York Electrical Company, Ltd., York. The membership

of the club on December 31st was 92.
Lord Wenlock was re-elected president of the club. The Marquis

of Zetland, the Marquis of Ripon, and the Earl of Londesboiough were

re-elected vice-presidents, and Lord Bolton was also elected a vice-

president.With regard to the committee, it had been arranged that the

following elected members should retire:—Major R. L. B»\ver, Mr.

T. N. F. Kardwell, Mr. A. J. Cholmley, Mr. E. Lycett Green, Mr. H.

FTRrrison-Broadley, M.P., the Hon. W. Algar Orde Powlett, Mr. W. E.

Meade, and Mr. A. C. Stamer. The last two had already tendered their

resignation owing to having left the district. The committee nominated

the following members of the club to fill the vacancies :— Major R.' L.

Bower, Mr. H. Copperthwaice, Lord Deramore, Mr. A. E. Learoyd, Mr.

Sutton H. Lowe, Lieutenant-Colonel H. C. Page-Henderson, Mr. P. M.

Stewart, and Mr. G. W. T. Wade.
Following the annual meeting the first dinner of the club was held at

the Station Hotel, York. Mr. H. A. Watson presided, and after the loyat

tossts had been honoured Mr. A. W. M. Bosville proposed " The North

Yorkshire A.C," remarking that the lust of speed was decreasing. In

reply, the Chairman said the North Yorkshire A.C. had always

regarded the considerate use of the highways as a matter of importance.

Mr. C- E. Hunter eulogised the work of the Motor Union in pro

posing success to the organisation. Mr. Sturmey's reply and the toast

of ,:Our Guests," responded to by the Lord Mayor or the city, brought

the speechmaking to a close.

BRADFORD MOTOR-CYCLE CLUB.

A well-attended meeting of the recently-formed Bradford Motor

cycle Club has been held at the Royal Hotel, Bradford, Mr. G. E. Vint,

of Idle, presiding. A further batch of new members was . proposed,

bringing the total membership of the organisation up to nearly sixty.

The Chairman expressed satisfaction that the club had been established

on a sound basis in so short a period. He congratulated Mr. Bernard

Read, who has undertaken the lion, secretaryship, on having so success

fully organised the new body. Rules were adopted and officers elected,

and it was decided that the headquarters of the club should be the

Imperial Hotel. Mr. T. G. Bullus, hon. treasurer, announced that Mr.

T. Dyson had consented to pive a valuable trophy to the club for

annual competition. It was arranged that the first club run should

take place on Good Friday to Richmond, where there is to be a meet

of the principal motor-cycle clubs in the North of England.

SUSSEX A.C.
On Saturday the annual meeting of the Sussex A.C. was held at

Warne's Hetel, Worthing, with Mr. C. Scrase Dlcklns, J. P., in the

chair. The committee's report showed that the club was in a very

satisfactory position, although the membership had decreased slightly.

They had succeeded In getting a warning board erected at Handcross.

Regret was expressed at the retirement of Mr. W. James and Mr.

M. F. Mieville from the presidency and secretaryship respectively.

It was resolved to ask Mr. James to reconsider his decision as to

the former office, and Mr. Mieville having explained that, owing to ill-

healtb, he eould not continue as secretary, Mr. F. H. Nye, of Broad

water Manor, Worthing, was elected in succession. On the motion of

Earl Itussell, it was resolved :—" That the committee be authorised to

make arrangements for the club to be worked in two. sections—East

and West Sussex—if it is considered advisable that the club should

be so divided." It was resolved that Earl Russell and Mr. Myddelton-

Gavey, of Tonbridge, should represent the club on the General Com

mittee of the Motor Union.
Replying to a vote of thanks, the Chairman thought that in such a

large county as Sussex more interest ought to be displayed in the work

of the club. The club's funds and influence were at all times available

for members when they had any grievances or legal difficulties, or when

they required any information.

LADIES' A.C.

Mr. Cubkie, the Ladies' Automobile Club engineer, has just

concluded his fourth course of technical lessons. These lessons, each of

which had on an average an audience of some twenty-five of the

members and their friends, were, with the exception of the last, held in

the Red Room of the club. All the lessons were well illustrated by

many " parts " of both new and old design, among these being a modern

four-cylinder engine complete with all the latest improvements. The

final lesson was a resume of all the preceding ones, and, as it required a

complete chassis in order that members might be enabled to see the

assembled parts in place, Messrs. Warwick Wright, Ltd., of 110, High

Street, Marylebone, very kindly placed at the disposal of the club a

large room, a six-cylinder Minerva, and an example of the Cave detach

able rim.

IRISH A.C.
Thb annual general meeting of the Irish Automobile Club took

place on Wednesday of last week at the headquarters, Dawson Street,

Dublin. Sir William G. D. Goff, Bart., D.L., J.P., chairman, piesided.

The hon. secretary submitted the annual report, which showed the club

to be in a highly satisfactory condition, and referred to the success that

attended the various competitions held throughout the year, making-

special reference to the fact that His Excellency the Lord Lieutenant

and the Countess of Aberdeen attended the opening ceremony at the club

garage on April 30th. The statement of account which followed

showed the club to be in a sound financial position, over 180 new members

being elected during the past year, bringing the total up to 450.
The Chairman, in proposing the adoption of the annual report and

statement of account, took the opportunity of making, on behalf of the

members of the club, a presentation to the hon. sec, Mr. E.

White, for his services to the club and his earnest work in the intere-t

of the sport and pastime of motoring. The presentation, consisting

of a valuable silver tea service and an old Sheffield silver salver, was
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handed to Mr. White, who replied in fseliag terras to the generosity and

kindness extended to him by the members.

The election of officials for the coining year resulted in

All the hon. office holders being elected as follows :—President,

Right Hon. Sir Horace Plankett, K.C.V.O. ; vice-presidents,

the Marquis of Waterford, the Earl of Drogheda ; chairman, Sir

W. G. D. Goff, Bart. ; vice-chairman, T. Talbot Power ; hon.

treasurer, Walton Sexton ; hon. sec., E. White. The following were

■elected on the committee :—Messrs. T. Plankett, U. £. Mayor

Wellesley, R. J. Mecredy, F. W. Perry, J. M. Davies, Hum Bland,

J.P., J. B. Dunlop, jun., F. H. Hall, W. S. Hayes, C. W. Seagrave, G.

O'Grady, T. Henshaw, J. <J. Percy, J. P., T. J. Consedine, Colonel

< haulver Knox, C. Wisdom Hely, J. E. St. George, H. S. Close,

Pryce Peacock, M.D., and F. Morgan Mooney.

MOTOR YACHT CLUB

At the last meeting of the committee of the Motor Yacht Club it

was decided to offer a challenge oup for the best cruise of the year in a

privately owned motor- boat, and the matter was referred to the Kaces

Committee to draft the necessary regulations.

A special meeting of the committee was held last week to consider

the formation of a class of small one-design motor-boats for the Solent.

It is proposed that the boats shall be of a staunch cruiser type, but pro

vided with sufficient power to give them a fair turn of speed for their

size. Weekly or fortnightly races would be held in Southampton Water

and the boats would be available at other times for day cruising. By

building, say, half a dozen of these little vessels it would be possible to

obtain a very useful boat at a very moderate price, and the scheme should

help to secure many new recruits to motor-boating.

THE CRYSTAL PALACE.

Tub A.O.G.B.I. has given unproval to the Crystal Palace A.C.'s

intention of holding a Flexibility Trial on Saturday, the '23rd inst. There

will be a run of about 60 miles, then an interval to have a fast and slow

race, followed by a run back of another 60 miles. A maximum number

of marks will be allotted, and any deviation from the top gear will incur

a penalty which will be deducted fruui this mark allowance.

Mr. C. Steward, 92, Bromley Street, Stepney, E., is hon. secretary

of the Black Prince Motor Club.

Of the 127 members of the South West Ham Rovers Cycling and

Motoring Club, thirty-three are motorists.

Between thirty and forty members of the Woolwich and District

Motor Club were present at the annual dinner, over which Mr. B. Hard-

castle presided.

An association of northern users of motor-lorries and vans has been

formed, with Councillor Kay, J. P., as chairman, and Mr. J. Miller, 295,

Deansgate, Manchester, as secretary pro Urn.

The slow race up hill organised by the Motor Cycle Club for July

13th will be divided into two classes—one for single geared motor-

bicycles and the other for machines with change-speed gears.

The Kent A.C. has offered a gold medal to the candidate obtaining

the highest relative number of marks in the examination for the

Mechanical Proficiency certificate by the A.C.G.B.I. at Maidstone inApril.■ mtBCCUBW

MOTOR CAR ACCIDENTS.

An army pensioner, who acted as caretaker of the Volunteer drill hall

at Guildford, was on Saturday night knocked down by a motor-car whilst

he was walking along the middle of the road between Guildford and

 

The Lewisham A.C.'s Hill-Climbing Competition -Some of the Competitors at Hildenborough.

vans The annual general meeting of the clnb took place on Thursday of

last week. Lord Montagu of Beaulieu was elected Vice- Commodore in

the place of Sir Boverton Redwood, who has been compelled to resign the

pjet through press of business.

BRITISH MOTOR-BOAT CLUB.

The animal general meeting of the club was held on Thursday of

last week, when there was a good attendance. The report of the committee

-tated that the membership had steadily increased, and that the club

had offered for competition prizes, cups and gold medals to the value of

over £800. The Commodore, Admiral Sir William Kennedy, Vice-

Commodore, the Marquis of Ailsa, Rear Commodore, Mr. W. Miall Green,

and hon. treasurer, Mr. Oswald B. Colls, were re-elected with

acclamation. The following will be the committee for tie forthcoming

neaaon :— Messrs. A. Harden, Capt. W. Windham, J. S. Holmes, F. R.

Simms, Lieut. H. G. Vereker, C. Jarrott, G. de Holden Stone, F. B.

East, Oswald B. Colls, W. Lawrance, G. Neill, F. C. Blake, N. B.

Kenealy, E. Owers, Mawdsley Brook*, L. Miles, W. Miall Green, L.

Stroud, Seaton Edge, Lieut. Markham, L. M. Waterhouse, A. Lee

< . uinne--. F. May, J. A. Smith, K. O. Searle, E. W. Shave, C. G. F. Loder,

J. Day, P. Bonthron, W. Scott Hayward, and P. Lowcock.

NAVAL MOTOR.

This club, of which Lt. Groves, of H.M. Submarine Depot, Gosport,

Hants, is hon. sec , has now forty mem !>ers. Several important fixtures

have been made for the coming season, including an A.C.G.B.I. examina

tion at Portsmouth.

Shalford. When the motorist got out he found the man was dead. No

blame is attached to the driver, who was going slowly and the hooter

was being sounded

A verdict of " Accidental death " was returned at the Lambeth

Coroner's Court at the inquest on the body of Harry Killmaster, aged 10,

who was knocked down in Vauxhall Bridge Koad by a motor-car, in

which the trallic manager to the London County Council was riding.

The evidence showed that the boy, who had just left his father's house

to play with some companions, ran from the pavement into the motor

car, the driver of which sounded his horn and swerved across the road.

The mudguard struck the boy, who was taken to St. Thomas's Hospital

in the car, where he died an hour later, the cause of death being an

extensive fracture of the skull.

A collision between a cyclist and a motor-car belonging to Messr--.

Carter, Paterson, and Co. took place at Old Steine, Brighton, whereby

the cyclist received an injury to his right temple, being thrown off his

machine.

A series motor ac lident occurred in Edinburgh on Tuesday. Dr.

Alexander Brown Walker, .of Glasgow, and Mr. S. F. Boss, a motor-car

agent, of Glasgow, were proceeding from Glasgow to Gul ane when, on

the Regent Road, Edinburgh, something went wrong with the steering-

gear, and before the brakes could be applied the car dashed into an

iron railing surrounding a tree, smashing the railing and uprooting

the tree. The car then dashed against an electric lamp-post and

overturned. The motorists were discovered by a cyclist about

a quarter-past six in an unconscious condition. Both were removed

to the infirmary, and it was found that' Boss had a leg broken and

other injuries, while the condition of Mr. Walker was found to be

very grave.
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THE WORK AND WORRIES OF CAR PARTS.

Does the average owner, as he calmly steers his way, ever realise

the maelstrom of forces which are developed in the different parts of

his car J To all ontside appearances it moves with as little effort as a

soaring gull, making no noise save a gentle purring which reminds

one of the domestic feline in its more contented moods. Below

this peaceful exterior, however, pandemonium reigns supreme.

Temperatures which can easily melt the most refractory metals have

to be kept within bounds ; pressures of immense magnitude and

frightful suddenness are robbed of their destructive force, and peacefully

give up their power, while crashing impacts between moving parts are

incessant. Science itself can hardly keep pace with the many-sided

problems. Engineering has been set tasks previously deemed

impossible.

To begin with, just fancy what a cylinder has to do. In a two-

hundredth part of a second the pressure rises 320 lbs. per square inch,

and the temperature about 2,000 deg. Fahr. Now to stand these condi

tions a high grade nickel-steel would be a very good material, but the

complexity of shape practically forces the engineer to use cast-iron,

which has a low melting point, and is about the last metal in the world

which would be selected to stand sudden and frequently applied blows.

It is no easy task to successfully fulfil the conditions. Most iron-

tonnders undertake the order with the idea that with extra care in

moulding and metal they can produce a satisfactory petrol

engine cylinder. It is only when they receive from 30 to 40

per cent, of their output back again that they realise that they have yet

got a lot to learn before they can produce this, the highest product of

the founder's art. As a matter of fact, remarks Mr. Allan Coates, B.Sc. ,

in the Argyll Co. 's publication, " The Motorist," there are exceedingly

few firms in this country who produce satisfactory cylinders with any

regularity. Minute specks which require a concentrated light to discover

are sufficient to condemn a cylinder ; for a high-class firm cannot afford

to take the risk of particles of sand eventually being dislodged, owing to

the high temperature, vibration, and oil, with the result that the piston

seizes and the cylinder is badly scored. The metal must be just not too

hard to cut, and yet very hard in order to wear well ; also the

unmaehined parts at the top and round the valves must be perfectly

smooth, with no projecting parts to heat or holes to gather soot.

The wretched piston, too, leads a dog's life. One talks of there

being no rest for the wicked, and judged by that standard a piston must

have hadi a fearful past. Forty times every second is it started on its

wild career, and no sooner has a decent speed been attained than the

order goes forth to come back again, and although prompt obedience is

the unvarying rule, the only reward is to get a terrific two-ton bang

on the head that nearly shatters it ; and, as if that was not enough, it

is at the same time hurled violently against the opposite side

of the cylinder with force enough to knock most things

silly. Here again steel is naturally a better metal, but the

practical difficulty is to make it the necessary shape, though

there are possibilities of advance in this direction. The same

care must also be taken of the castings here. A single grain of sand

coming out of a blown hole is quite able and willing to seriously damage

both cylinder and piston. The top must also be smooth and free from

minute holes, else soot might gather and cause pre-ignition. Care must

be taken in design that there is sufficient metal to carry away the heat

from the centre of the piston head.

As for the gudgeon pin, it is doubtful if in all engineering there is a

more severely tried bearing. Scorching heat radiates on it from every

side, and, owing to its oramped position, the bearing surface is cut down

to a minimum ; and, to crown all, oil, to ease its torments, can only be

supplied sparingly, and is indeed difficult to supply at all. This is the

most accurate tit in the whole car. The pin must be glass hard, true,

and polished ; the connecting rod bearing of the finest phosphor-bronze,

reamed true and smooth. The thousandth of an inch is not good enough

here ; half that amount is all that can be thought of, and the result is

that this most difficult part seldom gives trouble.

The connecting rod bottom has difficulties of a different kind, chief

of which is finding the crank pin not quite circular. By this is meant

that it must be mathematically true. Now, by an unfortunate

coincidence, the crank pin happens to be the one part of a oar that is

difficult to make quite circular. The overhang is great and the shaft

springy, and with ordinary methods only an approximation can be

arrived at. The final trueing up is a long and tedious process.

The crank shaft is the despair of the automobile engineer. Endless

attempts have been made to cheapen it, but the bending, twisting, and

pounding which have to be endured, with a design obviously

unsuited to such treatment, allow no alternative but to use the

highest grade nickel or vanadium steel, and plenty of it.

The gear-box is in some ways the hardest worked part of the car.

Each tooth has to take up and drop a load of several thousand pounds,

and only gets about one three hundredth part of a second to do it in.

One might as well take a large hammer and lay into them for all one is

worth. When we remember what a noise is caused by even a light

tapping of one piece of metal on another, it seems wonderful that gears

canDe so noiseless as they are. The teeth must be cut with extraordinary

accuracy. The slightest space between them at once sets up an

unedurable noise ; even one tooth being two-thousandths thicker than

its neighbour is distinctly noticeable. Fortunately in case-hardened

steel we possess a material admirably adapted for the purpose, the

outside hard shell withstanding the heavy pressures, while the tough

inside prevents the teeth from being so brittle as to break off. What

the teeth have to suffer owing to unskilled handling no words can tell

Go open the inspection lid,

Look at the gears that have been slid,

Think of the man the deed who did,

Hope that through shame his face he hid !

■oaaooaw

THE FIRST HILL CLIMB OF THE SEASON.

—e>-

The Lewisham A.C. held the first motor competition of the season

on Saturday last at River Hill, the event being an open handicap for

tri-cars and' motor-cycles. Of the forty-six entrants thirty-eight actually

started. In t he results given below the winner's time is represented by

zero, the figures credited to other competitors being the difference-

between their time and the winner.

In Class 1, for motor-cycles with single-cylinder engines, the result

was :—

Place. Rider.

1st R. M. Brice

2nd C. H. Gold...

3rd F. W. Applebee

4th W. W. Genn

5th Webb

6th W. Goslett...

H'cap. Machine. Net Time.

Sqr. SJ-h.p. Brown ... zero.

4-h.p. (Stevens) Rip 1 sec

7 sec. 3^-b.p. Rex

4 sec. 3i-b.p. Minerva

5 sec. 3J-h.p. Quadrant

5 sec. 3J-h.p. N.S.U.

9 sec.

14 2-5 sec.

30 sec. -

35 4-5 sec.

Class 2 was for motor cycles with two or more cylinder engines,

and the presence of Miss Muriel Hind gave added interest to the event.

She, however, only obtained ninth place, other competitors being as-

follows :—

Handicap. Machine. Net Time.

Scr. 6 J. A. P. Matchless zero.

... 5 sec. 5 Rex 3 3-5 sec.

Scr. 5 Vindec Special ... 10 3-5 sec.

... 10 sec. 51 N.S.U 11 2-5 sec.

... 10 sec. 5 Hex 11 4-5 sec.

... 7 sec. 5 Rip 12 2-6 sec. ■]

Scr. 6 N.S.U 12 3-5 sec. J

Place. Rider.

1st C. K Collier ...

2nd O. C. Godfrey...

3rd W. H. Wells ...

4th W. Getting ...

5th W. A. Jacobs ...

6th A. C. Pritchard

7th M. Greger

Mr. Collier's machine was fitted with Dunlop tyres.

The tri-car class brought ten entries, a lady entrant winning the

silver medal. Those placed were as follows :—

Place. Rider. Handicap. Machine. Net Time.

1st Bert. Pattison Scr. 16 Daneville ... zero.

2nd J. Browning 10 sec. 9 Riley 5 sec.

3rd Mrs. Hilda B. Hewlett 15 sec. 10 Lagonda ... 19 4-5 sec.

4th Wilbur Gunn 10 sec. 10 Lagonda ... 30 4-5 sec.

COMPANY NEWS.

New Companies Registered.

Non-explosive Gas Syndicate.—£5,000. Agreement with Mr.

T. G. Payne and Mr. F. J. Cox. First directors : Messrs. T. G. Payne,

F. J. Cox, and others to be appointed by signatories.

Automobiles De Luxe (West End Agency).—£2,000. First

directors : Mr. P. Baxter and others to be appointed by subscribers.

Perry, Thornton, and Schreibkr.—£10,000. To adopt an agree

ment between the Central Motor-Car Company, Limited, and Mr. W. J.

Longley, and to carry on the business of manufacturers of and dealers in

motor-cais, &c. First directors : Messrs. P. L. D. Perry, B. M. Thornton,

and W. E. B. Schreioer. 117-119, Long Acre, W.C.

East Lancashire Motor Transport Company.—£2,000. To take

over the business of general carriers carried on at Church, Lancashire,

by Messrs. J. W. Bowker, J. J. Sayer, J. Pilkington, J. J. Miller,

8. Walsh, M. M. Williamson, and Mrs. I. A. Sefton, as the East Lan

cashire Motor Transport Company. First directors : Messrs. J. Pilking

ton, J. J. Siyer, J. J. Miller, J. W. Bowker, and S.Walsh. 18, Cemetery-

Road, Church, Lancashire.

Horley Motor and Engineering Company.—£10,000. To take

over the business carried on by Messrs. L. H. Hodgson and E. Dewhurst,

at Horley, Surrey, as the Horley Motor and Engineering Company.

First directors : Messrs. H. L. Hodgson, E. Dewhurst, J. E. Wilson and

H. G. Wilson.

Ludford Motor-car Hire Company.—£1,000. First directors :

Messrs. R. P. Mitchell, S. Jackson, and A. E. Murrell. 6, Ludford

Street, Grimsby.

Victory Tyre and Rubber Company.—£10,000. To adopt an

agreement with Mr. R. Lord for the acquisition of the business of an

indiaruhber manufacturer and dealer carried on at Sudell Works,

Tontine Street, Blackburn. Mr. R. Lord is permanent director, with

power to appoint other directors. 24, Tontine Street, Blackburn.

Continental Motor-caiis.—£400,000. To mamifacture,.buy, sel'r

and let on hire mutor-cibs, iScc. 5, Copthall Buildings, E.C.

Ara.—£6,500. To acquire any inventions relating to indiarubber

or compounds thereof, to the repairing of indiarubber articles, or to the

manufacture of goods from indiarubber and its compounds. 33,.

Chancery Lane, W.C.
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ON SELECTING A CAR *

By Alfred Towler, M.I.Mech.E.

ASSUMING our man of moderate means can afford to spend from £60

to £200 per year on motoring, including interest, depreciation, insurance,

housing, running expenses, and maintenance, what ought he to pay for

his car ? If he can only afford the lower figure, he must be satisfied with

a second-hand small-powered car, buy and sell it well and do his own

■driving, cleaning and minor repairs, If, however, he can afford more, he may

get a reliable tingle-cylinder lor £250 or a four-cylinder car of modest

■power for £350, and he will probably find his running expenses pretty

■much in the same proportion.

It cannot be denied that the popular car is one with a multi-cylinder

-engine, with a honeycomb type radiator and side entrance body, and, as

the saying goes, " You migbt as well be out of the world as out of the
■fashion." But it may be asked, " How does this affect a man of mode

rate means ? " A four or five seated car with side entrance, to be as

strong as a similar seated tonneau car, weighs from 2 cwt. to

3 cwt. heavier than the latter, and as the additional weight is

usually carried on the same size and strength of tyres, tyre troubles are

more frequent. Again, moderate powered multi-cylinder cars are

-usually from 50 per cent, to 100 per cent, more powerful than single-

cylinder cars and capable of going 25 per cent, faster, which involves

greater strain, necessitating a stronger structure, increased weight and a

heavier tyre bill.

Either some of the motor-car manufacturers who are catering for the
•popular priced multi-cylinder car buyers for 1907 seem to have placed a

•four-cylinder engine on a single-cylinder chassis, or some of the firms of

longer experience and higher catalogue price continue to make their
•chassis much too strong. It may be found that the lighter cars may

be strong enough for the expert driver who handles his car humanely,

but what about the other man ? The safest, and perhaps the cheapest,

thing for him to do is to wait until the stronger car becomes second

hand.

With regard to repairs, I would remind you of the proverb " A stitch

in time saves nine," and assure you that it applies to every detail apper

taining to a motor-car. Some 6yre troubles no amount of observation and

forethought can prevent, but probably 90 per cent, of other involuntary

stoppages can be prevented. Overhauling, however, is a more serious

matter and should be done periodically, at least every 3.000 miles. A

practised ear can generally detect any unusual or abnormal sound, and

the cause should be sought at once. I believe there are a great many

owners of cars who are very fond of motoring, yet possess very little

mechanical aptitude, and this applies, I fear, to some paid drivers. It

is needless to say a car is greatly handicapped in such hands.

It seems to me that the purchaser of a car is often unduly influenced

by the number and size of the cylinders. If all manufacturers' details

were the same for cars of equal selling price, such a preference would be

reasonable. Objection is sometimes talten to what is termed " paying

for a name," bnt it must be admitted that no firm can obtain a high

reputation without earning it, neither can a firm of repute rest upon its

laurels. Again, it follows that a firm who can manufacture cars in large

numbers has an advantage in cost of production over another firm who

can only tnrn out cars in small numbers, assuming that the methods of

production are up-to-date. Therefore, the former, if they choose to, are

in a position to give better value. The most reliable guide as to the

relative value of different makes of cars that I know of may be got by a

careful perusal of second-hand cars given in current Motor Journals, and

the results tabulated. It will be found that cars made by different

makers of approximately equal selling price when new depreciate very

unequally. By this means anyone may satisfy himself as to which are

the desirable cars to buy from this point of view.

CASES UNDEfe THE MOTOR-CAR ACT.

Exceeding Speed Limit.

At Shoreham (Sussex) Petty Sessions, on Monday, Alfred James Du

Cros, of Regent Street, London, was fined £8 10s., including costs, for

driving a motor-car at an excessive speed at Southwick on February

17th. Witnesses for the prosecution put the speed at between 25 and

35 miles an hour. The defendant pleaded not guilty, and said the

road was clear. He had no speed indicator, and could not fix the pace

at which he was travelling. He added that he had been continuously

driving since the earliest days of motor-cars, and had never been in

trouble before.

Reckless Driving.

At Gateshead, Dnncan Campbell has been charged with having driven

a motor-car at a dangerous sneed in Durham fioad on January 14th. It

was alleged that the defendant's speed was about twenty-five miles an

hour. Mr. C. Kitson, who d> fended, complained that, owing to the

wording of the summons and the fact that the car was not stopped, the

defendant would have been unable to call any evidence if he had wished

to do so. He was charged with having driven a car at a dangerous speed

in a road which was three miles long. The police authorities, he knew,

could not have issued the summons in any other form, but it would be

better if they were allowed to state in the summons the particular point

at which the offence was alleged to have taken place. The magistrates

imposed a fine of £5 and costs.

■Fr. .in a paper read at the Yorkshire Automobile Club, Hotel Metropole, Leeds, on

the 26th ult.

SOME INTERESTING IONITION EXPERIMENTS.

At a recent meeting at the Automobile Club of Great Britain and

Ireland, Professor \V. Watson, D.Sc, E.K.S., read an interesting paper

under the title "The Effect of the Character of the Spark on the

Power Developed by a Petrol Motor." We have l.ot space to print the

whole of the paper but give below a summary of the author's conclusions as

based on the results he obtained in the experiments carried out. In his

opening remarks Professor Watson mentioned that it appeals to be a

commonly accepted opinion that a strong or " fat" spark is better than a

weak one, when used to ignite the charge in a petrol motor, and that

there can be no doubt that in the case of most engines the power

developed is considerably greater when the % oltage of the ignition battery

is well up to its normal value than when the battery has run down,

although the engine continues to fire regularly. Not feeling satisfied as

to the cause of the above, and not being able to find the record of any

direct experiments, the author made a series of tests on a double-cylinder

engine having a bore of 3°5 in. and a stroke of 4 in. The inlet valveB

were mechanically operated, and both the inlet and exhaust opened into

a pocket on one side of the cylinder bead. The sparking plug screwed

into the cap used to close the bole over the inlet valve, the spark points

being well inside a recess in this cap. All the experiments were made

on one cylinder only, the other working with the trembler coil ordinarily

employed with the ordinary four-volt battery. The speed at which the

engine was run varied between 950 and 1,000 revolutions per minute.

 

Mr. R. Ramsbottom. of the Sportsman's Depot, Manchester, has sent

us the .photograph reproduced above of a 10-h.p. Single Cylinder

Cadillac successfully making the ascent of Junction-street (Stony-

brow), behind London Road Station, Manchester. The grade, which

is said to be one of the steepest in Lancashire, is 1 in SI, with a

portion of 1 in 44. On one trip up the hill the vehicle was stopped

half way for the photograph to be taken, and afterwards completed

the ascent, although carrying a full load of four persons.

The conclusions drawn by Professor Watson from the experiments

he made are as follows :—

(1) As far as a petrol engine of the type used is concerned, the

character of the spark which ignites the charge has no appreciable

influence on the power developed.

(2) With a trembler coil the time at which the spark occurs in

liable to vary greatly, and on this account the power developed may

be considerably reduced.

(3) The variation in the time of firing obtained with trembler

coils is different for different coils, and hence a multi-cylinder engine

in which a separate coil is used for each cylinder is unlikely to develop

its maximum power, particularly at high speeds j the reason being that

although the tremblers of the coils may possibly be so adjusted lor

some particular voltage that each cylinder tires at the same point of the

stroke, yet this adjustment will no longer be true if the voltage of the

battery alters,! particularly if it falls much below the value for which

the tremblers were adjusted.

(4) When a single coil is used in combination with a high-tension

distributor, it is of very great importance that the current in the

primary should never be allowed to fall to a value near what has been

called above the critical value for the particular coil. In this connection

it may be mentioned that, in the author's experience, when the trembler

is so adjusted for any given voltage of the battery, i.e., for a given
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current, that the note produced is very clear and " pure, " then a very

slight decrease in current, due to a small fall in the voltage of the battery,

will cause the timing to be defective, owing to the region of the critical

current being approached. Hence, with the normal current passing—».r..,

with the battery fully charged—it is advisable to adjust the trembler so

as to give a somewhat harsh and shrill sound, for then the current may

be considerably reduced before the critical value is reached.

(5) When selecting a coil, regularity in the working of the

trembler for considerable variation in the current passing in the primary

is of more importance than length or fatness of spark. Further, a coil

taking a small current is to be preferred to one taking a large current,

since trouble with the adjustment of the trembler blade will be decreased,

owing to the reduced sparking at the platinum points with a small

current.

(6) Except for the fact that the engine cannot be started on the

switch, the plain coil with a rapid break on the two-to-one shaft seems

preferable to a trembler coil, since over a very large range of current—in

fact, whenever the current is large enough to cause the passage of a

spark in the cylinder—the timing is exactly the same. The advantage

of the trembler might be retained by using a switch, so that after the

engine is started the trembler can be cut out, allowing the coil to act as

a plain coil, a second condenser being provided.

S1EAM v. PETROL.

AT the A.C.G.B.I. last week a discussion on steam v. petrol was

introduced by Mr. Frederic Coleman, Mr. 'W. Worby Beaumont being

in the chair.

The advantages of the steam car from his point of view were set

forth by Mr. Coleman as follows:—The fact that the products of

combustion are not introduced into the cylinder, and thus do not come

into contact with any moving parts of the mechanism, which effects a

saving of the wear and tear due to the introduction of cat Lob and other

impurities into the engine cylinders. None of the working parts of the

external combustion engine are subjected to the full heat of combustion,

which is the father of the internal combustion engine's water jacket.

The internal combustion system requires but one simple com

bustion chamber, with its steadily burning pilot lamp, while

the internal combustion system is burdened with four, six,

or eight independent combustion chambers, each of which must

have its own particular pilot lamp in the shape of a sparking plug,

with all the attendant electrical apparatus necessary to light and

extinguish each one of these pilot lamps many hundreds of times per

minute. The one external combustion chamber referred to is kept at a

practically steady temperature, which in itself is an advantage in system

when one considers that in each twentieth of a second the internal com -

bustion chambers—four, six, or eight, as the case may be—must

ehange from a temperature a little above that of the atmosphere to

a temperature of nearly 3,000 deg. Fahr. The fact that with this

external combustion chamber there is a storage of energy which enables

the car to be restarted after stopping without recourse to the starting

handle, that inevitable adjunct or the internal combustion chambers, no

matter if their number be four, six or eight. The surety derived from the

continuity of the combustion in this external combustion chamber, in

contradistinction to the essentially intermittent combustion of the four,

six, or eight internal combustion chambers, which has called into being

the delicate and intricate timing systems, and even brought forth those

marvels of latter-day enginuity, the patent synchronised ignition

systems. There is also the lack of necessity in the external combustion

system for care as to the richness of the actual combustible mixture,

which is an ever-present factor in the operation of the internal combus

tion system. And, finally, the total elimination on the part of the ex

ternal combustion engine of the Otto cycle.

Mr. Dueald Clerk opened the discussion. He thought that Mr.

Coleman bad a little misapprehended the tests made in this country

with petrol engines. He gave petrol engines some slight advantage in

consumption, but it was common knowledge that a gradual improvement

in the consumption of the petrol engine had taken place during the last

few years. With any good modern petrol engine, provided the car

burettor was properly adjusted and everything in good working order, a

consumption of about '08 gallons per b.h.p. should begot. Mr. Coleman

might take it from him that any good petrol engine of, say, 30-h,p.

would be able on the bench, not on the road—because it must be under

the same conditions as the White .engine—to give -01 per

gallon per b.h.p. per hour at the maximum power. There

was no doubt at all that the economy of the steam engine could be greatly

improved by sufficient superheating, working at sufficiently high pressure.

But, taking the steam engine at its best, and taking the petrol engine at

its best, he thought the stearn engine would never be able, as a steam

engine, to give an efficiency greater than one half of the thermal efficiency

of the internal combustion motor. The internal combustion motor at

present gave 35 per cent, efficiency, but the best the steam engine could

do even with very large engines was something like 15 per cent.

Mr. Ashton Jonson approached the subject entirely from the point

of view of an amateur, but he would like to say that he had bought a

White steam car in which he had never yet failed to reach home. As to

the reliabity of running, whether he had ten, twenty, or thirty miles to

run, he could always calculate to within five minutes the time when

he arrived. So much for the reliability of that engine, which only re

quired the burner to be properly adjusted. As to ease of manoeuvring

if the White steam car had to turn round in a narrow lane it was id ten

simpler to manage than the petrol car, which made a great fuss about

reversing.

Lieut. -Col. Holden, Professor Boys, Sir James Duke, Messrs. J. S.

Critchley, A.'G. New, Mercer Adams, O. Thompson, P. Dawson and

Heckstall-Smith having spoken, Mr. Coleman replied expressing the hope

that the Club would give a sufficient chance for competitions between

steam and petrol.

i ooaaoooosi ii

ROAD REPORTS.

Northampton.—The Northamptonshire A.C. has been considering

the unsatisfactory way in which the main road from Northampton to

Welby has been repaired, and the attention of the County Council is to-

be called to the matter.

Solidified Tar.—Attention is being called by the Tar (Patents)

Solidifying and Distilling Company, Ltd., 15, Mansion House Chambers,

11, Queen Victoria Street, E.G., to their system of solidified tar, which

is claimed to render tar economically applicable to road-making, &c. By

tills process the tar is made easily portable, an important consideration

in view of the favour with which it has been regarded in connection with

the mitigation of the dust nuisance.

Sussex.—There are 572 miles of main roads in Sussex, or eleven

times the whole of the distance from London to Brighton. The outgoing

on th«"se, together with district roads and bridges, for 1905-6, was

£55,172 in East Sussex and £19,495 in the western division.

Norwich.—The work of road repairs in Norwich, which Mr. A. E.

Collins, the City Engineer, tries to distribute evenly throughout the year,

has been disorganised by reason of prolonged frosts. Consequently, for

the next few weeks these operations will have to be conducted on a

larger scale than is usually the case. Every endeavour will be made to

avoid having any considerable length of main road broken up at one

time.

PUBLIC MOTOR SERVICES.

-♦-
The recommendation of the Watch Committee to grant licences to six

motor-cabs to ply in the streets of Chester has been rejected by the City

Council.

A syndicate desirous of establishing a motor-omnibus service in

Blackpool and runs into the country by motor char-a-bancs have

approached the Watch Committee with the object of obtaining licences.

'1 he Committee, however, have declined to entertain any such applica

tion.

IBCCCOUUl

BUSINESS NEWS.

Lord Portarlington has placed an order with the Daimler Com

pany for a 45-h.p. 9J feet wheelbase chassis, and Sir Victor Horsley one for

a car of similar power with 10) feet wheelbase.

FltOM the London and Parisian Motor Company, Ltd., comes a

copy of the 1907 catalogue of Hotchkiss cars, which gives fnll particulars

and illustrations of the four and six cylinder vehicles now being turned

out by the Hotchkiss Company.

I^rs of Rover cars should obtain a copy of the Useful Hints the

Rover Company, Ltd., have issued with regard to the running of their

vehicles.
Col. R. E. Ckompton, C.B., writes:—"I saw a small car come

out of Young Street into the Kensington High Street at a good speed

and turn sharply round to the right, so as to draw in close to the

wrong side, i.e., the near side of the road. As I saw the man make

the turn I said he was perfectly certain to make a swing. To my

surprise he did not swing, and the tracks left by the wheels were

extremely sharp under the stress of a side movement. I went up to

the car to note the tyres used, and to my surprise they had no pro

jections or metal points of any kind, but only Palmer tyres with the-

square tread. I spoke to the driver and he told jne that his

experience was remarkably good, and that all that was required with

these tyres was to keep them pumped hard to invariably obtain the

same results."
The Standard Metal Engraving Company have removed to

Buchanan Buildings, 24, Holborn, K.C.

We are informed that Iris Cars, Ltd., are about to open a London

depot at 7, 8, and 9, Bird Street, Oxford Street, W., adjoining the depot

of the " Times " Book Club. The premises comprise well-lighted show

rooms, a good suite of offices, and a large basement.

A new depot for the sale of Horch cars is being opened at 34,

Shaftesbury Avenue, W.C., by Horch Motors, Ltd. ft will be remem

bered that it was a vehicle of this type which won the Herkomer touring

trophy contest last year.

To give some idea of the immense stock large motor companies are-

compelled to carry, Messrs. Argylls London, Ltd., announce that they

have over 20,000 spare parts which they can supply at a moment's notice

from their premises in Newman Street, Oxford Street, W.

The Daimler Motor Company announce that they have secured

the sole manufacturing rights for the world (except France) of the

Kenard train, which will be on exhibition at the Daimler Stand at

the Commercial Vehicle Exhibition, Olympia.

1907 models of the Peugeot car can be seen at Messrs. Friswell's-

establishment at Regent's Park, N.W.
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COMMENTS.

-♦-

'HE Automobile Club of Great Britain and

Ireland will no longer disport itself under

that comprehensive title, but has emerged

from its earlier state into the Eoyal Automobile

Club. Ireland is omitted in the new designation,

and Scotland's recognition in Britain finds no place

in the exalted cognomen of the club. This, how

ever, need cause no discussion, for both parts of the

Empire now enjoy the benefits of organisation in

clubs that have secured the right to represent

Motorif-m within their areas, while all pans of the Empire

will gladly acknowledge ullegiance to the Eoyal Automobile

Club. This is becoming more and more comprehensive of the

great movement within the British Empire, and clubs from the

colonies and the great dependency of India are seeking associa

tion with the parent organisation. All this is to the advantage

of motorists everywhere, for the close touch into which the

various associations are now getting with each other will secure

the possibility of uniformity in legislation wherever the Union

Jack Hies.

♦ ♦ ♦

It is unfortunate that the opening of

the Brooklands Motor Course, which was

originally intended to take place a month

after the Cordingley Motor Show, will

not be available till July. It has now

been decided that the opening meeting

shall take place on the first Saturday in that month, entries

closing on the 25th of the preceding month. The events notified

in the M C.J. of December 22nd last will be run oft' with the

exception of the Naval and Military Plate, which will be omitted

to make way for a special race for amateurs. An event for steam

cars has also been added to the programme ; although under a

classification that seems very inadequate and hardly like to

appear to the steam car advocates to plsce them on a level

with the classes for petrol cars. It is regrettable that

the weather experienced in the early weeks of the present

year should have had the effect of retarding operations ; but

previously expressed good wishes for the success of the under

taking may be repeated with equal heartiness as the welcome

already given the Brooklands Automobile Racing Club.

The Brooklands

Track.

The Aero Section

of Cordingley's

Show.

Apart from the interest which is

being awakened in the Motor C:>r

Exhibition at the Agricultural Hall

next month, much recognition will to

given by the public to the section which

is being arranged by the Aero Club.

In discussing this exhibition Prof. Huntingdon has iemark<d

to a Press representative that it will do much to stimulate the

inventive faculty and advance the moven-ent in this country.

The prizes amount to £250. Mr. H. E. Perrin, the secretary,

says that between twenty-five ar.d thirty model Hying rrachinrs

have already been entered for the Exhibition. The libt of

entries closes to day (Saturday), and by that time it is quite

possible there may be twice the Dun.ber already mentioned.

The prizes of £150, £75, and £25 offered in the competition by

the proprietors of the " Daily Mail " have, indeed, aroused very

w.despread interest, and America, France ami Belgiunr will be

represented at the exhibition as well as Great Britain and Irelar d.

An interesting feature of the competition is the encouragement

it has afforded to amateurs and mechanics, amongst the

intending exhibitors being men in humble circumstances. The

exhibition will give to all who have ideas a chance of bringing

them out and showing what can be done. There is very liule

that can be patenteel in a flying machine, so that there is little

use in a man saying " I'm not going to let anyone see what I

have done, but am going to keep it secret." Excellent results

may be anticipated from bringing together the men with ideas,

and letting each see what the other has done.

Motor-car Imports

and Exports.

Although, as compared with the first

month of the year, there was an increased

importation of foreign motor-car produc

tions into Great Britain during February,

the returns show a falling off from the

high total recorded in the same month

a year ago. The number of vehicles which reached this country

during February is returned at 445, their value being given as

£197,390. Parts were responsible for an additional £182,876,

which gives a total of £380,266, as against £396,422 in the

corresponding month of last year, and £252,751 in February,

1905. Turning to the exports of British motor-cars and parts,

these, on the other hand, continue to exhibit a very satisfactory

increase. The number of cars shipped in February was 155, of

a value of £58,692, while parts accounted for a further £43,167,

the total of £101,859 contrasting with only £39,331 in the

corresponding month of 1906.

♦ ♦ ♦

The Motor Union has decided to issue

a badge for attachment to motor-cars as

The Motor Union the distinguishing mark of its members.

Car Badge. The object of the Motor Union badge is

to discourage inconsiderate and reckless

driving, and at the same time to protect

those carrying it from vexatious prosecutions. It is made of

metal, and when fastened to the car dashboard or other con

venient place will enable a member of the Motor Union to be

readily identified upon the road. It wiil thus serve also, to

maintain and increase that excellent esprit de <<yrps which has

played such an important part in the growth and development

of automobilism. The Union attaches great importance to the

bad^e being everywhere recognised as the sign of the considerate

driver, so much so that the Union reserves tne right ef «ecuring

its return in the event of any driver using it being found guilty

of reckless driving or neelect of the amenities of the road.

Another instance of the police over

reaching themselves has occurred at

The Police and Epsom, where a motorist, summoned for

Licences. not producing bis licence w! en requested

to by a constable, has bad the satisf»cti< n

of demonstrating a piece of illegality.

The effect of this should be to prevent similar high-handed

B
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practice within the area of the jurisdiction of that court and

elsewhere. Mr. Staplee Firth said the licence had been pro

duced, but the motorist had declined to allow its examination

by the policeman. The latter asserted in court that he had

written instructions from Captain Sant, the Chief Constable of

ihe county, to examine the backs of all licences—an entirely

unauthorised procedure never contemplated by the Motor Car

Act, and entirely alien to the ordinary methods of justice in

this country. Prisoners when in court are never confronted

with a record of past convictions until their trial is complete,

l'.ut here in the case of motorists the police apparently seek to-

obtain a record of previous alleged offences before even the

decision to issue a summons is taken. This is decidedly un-

English, and we were glad to see that Mr. Firth was not oaly

able to secure the dismissal of his client at Epsom, but also an

expression from the chairman of the Bench, Sir William Vincent,

to the effect that the police h id no right to attempt to see any

endorsements that might happen to be on the back of the

licence. Motorists upon wh im a similar demand is made else

where should make a note of this case, and decline to do more

than exhibit their licence to oflicioii3 policomen.

♦ ♦ ♦

 

The above illustration shows the Representative of the Daimler

Company, Mr. Percy Warren, of Brighton, seated in his car with

H.H. Frinoe Hahmoud Hundi Pasha, son of the late Khedive Ismail

Pasha. In the background is the entrance to the Ghezireh Palace,

which was built by the late Khedive Ismail Pasha, and is one of

the finest palaces in Egypt.

♦ ♦ ♦

Provincial motor-car exhibitions give

opportunities for the men of light and

Sheffield Welcomes leading in the various localities to lend

the Car. their voices to the general chorus of

' automobile appreciation that is ever

strengthening. At Sheffield the other

diiy Alderman Kobert Styring, the Lord Mayor, gave the usual

eulogy of the motor-car and mentioned that the Corporation

spent j£l,500 per week in keeping the roads in repair. Having

regard to the fact that the rubber tyres of cars wore the road to

a very small degree as compared to the iron tyres of other

vthicles, he pointed out that the rubber-tyred vehicles would be

an economy to the local authorities. Certainly the Sheffield

Corporation welcomed the automobile and would be glad to see

the works that bad been established in the city for the production

of cirs eminently successful. They were also proposing to

augment the tramway service by introducing motor-cars into

ou'lying distticts, where the traffic was hardly likely to be

sufficient to warrant the laying of tracks and all the expense

incidental to the tramway system.

At the special meeting of the Notting

hamshire A.C. Mr. Charles Hardy made

Tram Standards an announcement' °f more than local con

cern. He said that the tram standards

now in the centre of the streets of the

town are to be moved to the sides, a

start to be made on the Derby road ere long. Around the

metropolis these unsightly and dangerous obstructions in the

centre of the roadway are irritatingly familiar to motorists, who

have often united their voices against the way in which local

authorities have allowed their erection. Unfortunately, how

ever, this has generally been to little purpose ; hence the interest

that will be felt in the announcement that comes from Nottingham,

which, we understand, is in the nature of an experiment.

The point ii also of value in giving new demonstration of the

value of a virile organisation looking after the interests of

motorists in every district of the country. The club in the lace

centre has always been energetic and watchful ; and, incidentally,

we hope its unity will in no way be affected by the incident

mentioned at the spocial meeting last week, in which the old

question of the association of trade members in club life was

pirtially revived, as will be seen from our report on another page.

♦ ♦ ♦

Some amusement is being caused in

the trade by a notice which is to be

Restrictions found in one or two showrooms to the

of Business. effect that purchasers of motor-cars

therein must not show their vehicles at

any exhibition within a score of m'les

from Charing Cross, without the seller's express authority in

writing. This 13 somewhat absurd, for it cannot be expected

that the buyer of a vehicle will promise to forego any pleasure

he may have in his purchase at the bidding of the seller. If he

wishes to exhibit his car to friends in any show, he will do so ;

if he wants to run the vehicle on Handcross Hill, he will do so ;

if he makes up his mind to re-sell the vehicle, he will do so.

The car is his—to run, show, or to smash-up, if he is foolish

enough to perform the latter operation. Such attempted

restrictions are frivolous and useless ; and motorists only smile

when they see them in print.

♦ ♦ ♦

In all probability, though it is not

finally settled, the Vapour Emission

The Emission of competition of the Automobile Club will

Vapour. be held on Tuesday next. This trial

has been inaugurated with the object of

encouraging the improvement of the

design of existing petrol-driven motor-cars, in order to diminish

the nuisance caused by foul exhaust. The trouble generally

arises from two causes : Firstly, from an improper mixture,

giving ' an excess of poisonous carbonic oxide in the exhaust

gases; secondly, from excessive lubrication, causing an emission

of blue smoke, due to the lubricant finding its way into tho

upper parts of the cylinders. The competition will be divided

into two parts—a road test, consisting of a run of about 150

miles, and an incline test. The judges will observe the cars,

causing the same programme to be carried out by each com

petitor, and will note the results. It may be necessary for them

to order cars to be over-lubricated or worked with improper

mixture, in order that they may judge of the effectiveness of the

means employed to correct these error's. In the incline test the

cars will be tested standing on an incline of about 1 in 7 in

each direction for ten minutes, with the engine running at

normal speed. A half-inch cock must be fitted into some part

of the silencer or pipes leading thereto, for the purpose of

coupling a gas analysis apparatus. The following points will be

taken into consideration in making tho awards, namely :—(a)

The car which, independently of the skill or care of its driver,

gives an exhaust least offensive to the public using the road ;

(b) the car best constructed to enable the driver, by reasonable

care, to obtain continuously an inoffensive exhaust ; (r) the best

system or dovice to enable the driver to observe continuously
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the nature of his exhaust (such as a small by-puss to observe part

of the exhaust, or a mirror to observe the whole). Devices

which from their nature are always in action will be given the

preference over those which depend on the attention of the

driver.

♦ ♦ ♦

Looking back over the last twelve

years, and having in view the display of

Motor motor-boats in the Annexe to the Olym-

Boats pia Show, we would recall the first

occasion that such craft were publicly

exhibited in this country. It was at one

of the earliest of the series of Cordingley Motor Shows at the Agri

cultural Hall, when a tank was devised in the gallery wherein

motor-boats disported themselves, to the edification of the

learned and the amusement of the crowd. The propelling power

was electricity, and the occasion was useful in arresting the

attention of the public to the possibilities of other forces than

matter to remain in much the same position as it was two years

ago. At the same time, Mr. Tyrer is of the opinion that the

use of alcohol must increase for motor purposes, and that the

present difficulties are by no means insurmountable. He says

that the Motor Union might do service by bringing influence

to bear cn the authorities, with a view to amendments and to

getting alterations in the Spirits Act of 1880, which governs the

manufacture of alcohol, and constitute, in his opinion, at the

present moment one of the hindrances to the production of

cheaper alcohol. He is sanguine that important changes in the

future will take place. America, stimulated by what has been

done in this country, has advanced in such a way that cannot

fail eventually to influence our Excise authorities. Experiments

on the use of alcohol for motors, without too great a regard to

expense, would be one great factor in this direction— such as,

for instance, experimental trials to determire the extent of

corrosion of working parts and the composition of a suitable

metal.

 

rholo by]

Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Whadcoat on their now 75-h.p. Six-Cylinder Mercedes. (Sm page 47.)

[JUingworlh, Northampton.

steam. The automobilo education of the public then I eguh has

continued at a very rapid rate, and " We are all motorists now "

might be an adaptation of the late Sir William Harcourt's

favourite phrase on the part of those who take their pleasures

on the water—at least in theory, although the idea has not been

realised in fact.

♦ ♦ ♦

Among the witnesses before the Fuels

Committee of the Motor Union has been

Alcohol for Mr. Thomas Tyrer, who was one of the

Motors. signatories of the report of the Depart

mental Committee on Industrial Alcohol

issued in 1905. Since then, he believes,

it is possible that the use of alcohol has increased for agricul

tural motors and for military wagons ; but the high price of

the spirit and the fact that a different carburettor is required in

using alcohol than is the case with petrol, have caused the

Commercial Vehicles

for Pleasure.

when motor-vehicles

to demonstrate that

In some way, though not in the ex

citement it created, the Commercial

Vehicle meet which was held on the

Thames Embankment on Sunday re

called an other assemblage at ono of

the early Cordingley Motor Shows,

of all degrees were driven to Hounsiow,

the cars thon shown at the Agricultural

Hall were capable of progression in traffic. Some of the makers

of vehicles shown at Olympia enjoyed a run from the Tharces ■

Embankment to liipley on Sunday. The start was made shortlv

after 11 a.m., the F.I.A.T. 40-h.p. omnibus taking the lead,

followed by a Maudslay 'bus, a Darracq-Serpollet 'bus, a 28-h.p.

Straker-Squire B.T.H. petrol-electric 'bus, a 40-h.p. Ryknield 'bus,

a Dennis van, and a four-ton "Commercial Cars" van. Arpylls,

Ltd., made a brave array with a 16-20 h.p. two-ton covered van,

a 10-12-b.p. light-delivery van, and the 14-16-h.p. motor-cab.
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The Adams 10-b.p. delivery van and the 30-b.p. four-ton Berna

lorry were the whippers-in to the procession. The passengers

on tbe top of the high 'buses had rather anxious moments at

times, having to dodge branches of trees overhanging the roads.

After lunch the return journey was made, and, taken as a

whole, the trip was very successful.

♦ ♦ ♦

When contemplating a tour in France

there are several small points that should

Touring Difficulties be remembered. Owing to the French

on the Continent. rule of the road tn keep to the light, the

tail lamp should be carried on the left

instead of on the right, as in England.

It is difficult to obtain a ready-made tail lamp and bracket for

this position in England, and it is a frequent complaint that the

engine appears to lose power in France without any apparent

cause. This may often be traced to the brand of petrol used.

Some makes are much denser than any used in this country, and

do not, therefore, suit an English carburettor. Before taking the

latter entirely to pieces, therefore, the weekly report of the Royal

Automobile Club advises motorists to try changing the brand of

petrol. A club member recently reported a most discouraging

experience in this connection. The car had been running

perfectly in England, but on arrival in France it seemed to be

immediately afflicted with galloping consumption : no speed

could be got out of it. The unfortunate driver spent half- of

each night in adjusting everything visible, but it grew weaker

and weaker after each operation. At last another brand of

spirit was tried ; the patient recovered immediately, and since

then they have tried no others.

♦ ♦ ♦

Mr. W. Hibbert, A.M.I.C.E., has

been discoursing before the, members of

The Action of the Automobile Club on some points in

a magneto. the action of a magneto. Referring to

recent experimental investigations with

regard to the battery and coil, he said

they proved that higher voltage ne;ds less advance. It

probably means hot:er sparks, but there is nothing to show that

the heat of the spark has any appreciable effect on the rapidity

with which the explosion is propagated. It is to be remembered

that the significance of higher voltage lies in the fact that the

current grows more quickly towards its final value. Conse

quently, reckoning from the moment at which the commutator

completes the circuir, the current reaches the necessary

exciting value earlier when urged by 6 volts instead of 4,

and the spark occurs a triHe sooner. The data available

for the magneto form of ignition is very meagre. Mr.

Hibbert's own measurements on a low-tension magneto

of the " Castle ' typa are of interest, although they were only

relative. But from the arrangements made and the current

delivered the mean value of the pressure must have been about

seven volts, and from this, together with other facts, some useful

deductions may be drawn. The maximum voltage is much

higher than seven, and, therefore, gives a large margin of

reduction before it becomes useless for the purpose of exciting

the coil ctnp oyed with it. This means that if the contact is

broken at about the maximum position it will need very little

advance. Again, if we suppose that the voltage would serve

even if it fell to half the maximum value, it is available not

merely at a particular moment, but for a period comparable with

one-quaiter of the half revolution. Or, if one-third the

maximum voltage will suffice, it is available for about one-half

the time of a half revolution. We trust Mr. Hibbert will con

tinue his investigations until we have as much reliable data for

this form of ignition as for the battery system.

—^

The Motor Union is taking steps to secure the amendment

of Section 33 of the Offences Against the Person Act, 1861, so

as to enable magistrates lo order boys between the ages of seven

ani thirteen found guilty of stone throwing upon the highway

to be birched.

THE ROVER DEPOT. ,

NOTABLE for location and with ample facilities for dealing

with an expanding business, the new depot of the Rover

Company in London constitutes a worthy addition to

the long list of showrooms devoted to motor-cars. In facr, the

premises in New Oxford Street, at the corner of Shaftesbury

Avenue, enable a window display that is exceptionally well pro

portioned to the area of the building. On three sides of the

depot cars can be shown to the public, and on the three floors

between forty and fifty vehicles, from the little 6-h.p. car with its

hood, for professional men, to the 16-20-h. p. vehicle can be

exhibited, while the provision for storing parts is equally good.

Here intending motorists can not only inspect cars that are

ready to be driven away to their own houses, but they can

examine models and actual parts of the mechanism. The fact

that it is intended to keep at Albion House—the name of the

new depot—a stock of vehicles for immediate delivery is a

matter of some importance, and Mr. F. J. Jenkins, the London

manager, whose supervision willensure success to the new venture,

hopes for a spell of seasonable weather to bring along those

customers who have already ordered cars that are now awaiting

delivery in the show rooms. A repair department and garage

has also been established in Theobalds Road, N., equipped with

a complete plant and manned by mechanics from Coventry. In

connection with the opening of the depot pressmen foregathered

on Monday, when Sir F. Dixon Hartland, the chairman of the

Rover Company, paid a tribute to the work that has been done

by Mr. Harry Smith, the managing director, who, in the course of

his speech, declared that the policy of the future would be, as in

the past, to supply cars for the multitude at prices that were

within the reach of people who bad not previously been regarded

as carriage folk—a policy that finds expression in the vehicles

now to be seen in New Oxford Street. The depot is near the

British Museum, Mudie's Library and the well-known motor

depots of Shaftesbury Avenue.

■ mwocew" -

The last report from the Automobile Club was to the effect

that there were three devices left in the Side-slip Competition,

those of Mr. G. B. Winter, Mr. H. B. Molesworth, and the

Hartridge Tyre Syndicate, Ltd.

Replying to a questioner in the House of Commons, Mr

Gladstone, the Home Secretary, has naively stated that " the

number of deaths registered in 1906 as having been caused by

motor-cars could not be stated until several months had elapsed.''

The International Tourist Trophy Race for auto-cycles is to

be held in the Isle of Man one day during the week ending June

1st. The first entries received are two Triumph motor-bicycles

by Mr. M. J. Schulte, and two Matchless motor-bicycles by Mr.

II. A. Collier.

On visiting the works of the Birmingham Aluminium

Castings Company a few days ago, we were much struck with

the rapid development which has taken place in this branch of

trade during the past two years. Although additional workshops

and furnaces have been made, and a heavy stock of aluminium

carried", it is almost impossible to keep pace with the demand

for aluminium goods.

Mr. H. J. Clifford, of Elm Road, Wisbech, has sent us a

copy of a useful little card he has just published. It is entitled

" H.P. at a Glance," and gives in tabular form the horse-power of

motors of from one to six cylinders and of cylinder diameter

ranging from 2i in. to 6 in. (advancing by J in.) as based on the

A.C. rating of diameter of cylinder squared x No. of cylinders -r

2-5.

A MOTORIST who has had evidence of the good work of the

Middlesex Motor Carrage Company, Ltd., of Cricklewood, N.W.,

writes to say that their new garage will be at Avenue Close, and

that the works will be well equipped for all classes of repairs.

Accommodation for men as well as cars is provided and the

pstablishraent has the reputation of being thoroughly up to

date.
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AUTOMOBILISM IN CEYLON.

-♦-

MOTORING in Ceylon has made great progress during

the past few years. At first some doubt was

expressed a? to whether difficulties due to the tropical

■climate would ever permit of the motor-car becoming a popular

vehicle j but these were not found so serious as had been feared,

and a little experience soon overcame them. The advent of the

automobile in Ceylon synchronized with the commencement of

the rubber boom. The number of cars which have reached Ceylon

•during recent years is very large in proportion to the European

and well-to-do native population. At present the chief purchasers

are the British planters, brokers and other commercial men in

Colombo, the capital and chief city, but the wealthiest natives are

also beginning to succumb to the fascination of motoring, and in

the future they will probably offer a good field for firms wishing

to extend their business, especially as, equally with the Euro

peans, they are sharing in the benefits of the increasing trade of

<the island.

2,'Side by side with the enhanced commercial prospects of

Ceylon it3 reputation as a tourist resort has been rapidly

growing. This also has given an impetus to automobilism.

Some time ago a company was formed for the purpose of

 

Beady to start from Soerabaija.

MOTORING

"hiring motor-cars to the large number of passengers that arrive

almost daily on their way to and from the Far East, Australia and

Europe. Most of the steamers stop a day and sometimes two

days in port, and passengers ware thus enabled to take motor

trips to some of the most interesting spots in the island. This

undertaking, however, proved a failure, it being found that the

■charge of a rupee a mile was not a remunerative one and that

people were not willing to pay more. The cars at present in use

in the island have invariably been imported from England, and

are of English, Continental and American construction. The

chief makes are the Wolseley, Rover, Gladiator, Albion, Argyll,

De Dion, Fiat, Beaufort, Clement-Talbot, Humber, Star and

Oldsmobile. The greatest demand is for two-seated cars with

vertical engine in front, which gives plenty of room for luggage.

This sort of vehicle is found most useful by planters, who use

them both for pleasure and business. Among family cars the

most popular are the four-seated side-entrance phaeton, again

with vertical engine in front, and in future there will probably

be demand for nothing less than four-cylinder engines. In a

"tropical country, naturally Cape cart hoods are a sine qua mm,

being required as much as a protection against the sudden and

heavy downp3urs of rain as against the strong sun. Curiously

■enough, an attempt to ingratiate canopy tops with motorists

failed. The climate is very moist, in addition to being hot, during

' some parts of the year, and a good deal of care is required in

looking after the mechanism.

One of the chief uses of a motor-car in Ceylon is to facilitate

visits to high elections from the enervating plains. Some of

the hills are tin or twelve miles long, but they can be negotiated

on the second speed, which means ten to twelve miles an hour.

The highest hill station, Newara Elrya, has an elevation of only

6,000 feet, and the shade temperature in the day time is about

80 degrees Fahr. This is comparatively cool, and propor

tionately delightful to the tropical resident, but the drop in tem

perature is not so great as to affect the motor to any appreciable

extent.

Commercial automobilism is as yet in a very youthful stage.

There are a few steam motor lorries in the island, but experi

ments that have hitherto been carried out for developing a

motor carrying trade, in which motors should take the place of

carts and bullock wagons for the conveyance of produce in

districts which are not reached by the railways, have not met

with much success. The Government has decided to establish a

motor-car service between Bandarawella, the terminus of one of

its'railway lines, and another centre about fifty miles away. If

it proves successful similar services will undoubtedly be started

in other parts of the country. The roads are on the whole good,
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IN JAVA.

though dusty during the dry season, and increasing attention is

being paid to them by the Government, which maintains all

public highways. The old-fashioned toll system which

used to be in vogue in England is still in existence, but

there is an ordinance at present before the Legislative Council

for abolishing it. It is proposed to make up the loss in revenue

by an increased tax on motor-cars and vehicles of all kinds. It

is, however, doubtful whether the ordinance as it stands will go

through, as there is a great deal of opposition to it. The tolls

are vexatious to motorists, necessitating frequent stops on the

road, and their abolition would be greatly welcomed.

There are no repairing facilities except in a few of the towns

situated widely aparf, and travellers have to chance a breakdown.

The pleasures of motoring in Ceylon are, however, so great that

most people accept the risk without hesitation. There is

probably no country in the world that offers greater attrac

tion to the motorist. The tourist motoring through the

low country, gliding past picturesque jungle and palm

forest, and along the banks of bamboo-fringed rivers,

has not had time to weary of the gleaming kaleidoscope

of tropical colour before he finds himself in the rugged hill country

and in the midst of mountain scenery rivalling that of Switzer

land in grandeur. Besides, he obtains a glimpse of Oriental life

that is most interesting to a European.

f!
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SOME FACTi> ABOUT LEATHER-FACED

CLUTCHES.

-*

AFAIR number of cars are still turned out with leather-faced

cone clutches, so it may be concluded that this form of

transmitting power from the engine to the gear-box has

its advantages and is still popular. The majority consist of a

female drum—the fly wheel—which is hollowed out to receive the

coned leather-faced male portion. The flywheel is keyed to the

end of the crank shaft and the male parr, by some form of coup

ling, to the first motion shaft of the gear-box. The two portions

are kept in close contact by a powerful spring—in some cases by

more than one—and a lever worked by a pedal allows of their

separation.

In some the male member recedes from the female, in

others the female fiom the male, and in one variety

the male disengages by pushing forwards in lieu of

being pulled back. Still the principle is identical. Provided

the cone is of sufficient length and suitably tapered so

as to permit a gradual engagement, and the springs keeping the

two ineontact are capable of adjustment, so thafrit they become

weak they can be tightened, then this method has certainly the

advantage of simplicity and ease of adjustment. The troubles

 

The Free Farms for Willing Worker* " travelling demonstration
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that may occur are, like most automobile worries, nearly always

preventible, and certainly capable of roadside repair. Roughly,

two conditions of anxiety may present themselves.

The clutch is too fierce. This is known by the car jerking

forward when the clutch is let in. The danger of this is that it

throws an excessive and needless strain on the transmission gear,

and as a result the shafts in the gear-box may bend or fracture,

bevel pinions strip, or the differential sleeve break. A fierce

clutch causing jumping of the car on starting may be excellent

for the passenger's liver, but is certainly improper treatment for

the car's transmission gear. The application to the leather of a

little castor oil or patent dressing will, as a rule, avoid this com

plication. Occasionally the leather gets rucked up slightly—that

is, the cone is no longer a true fit. Removing the male portion

and turning the same in the lathe is the remedy. Care is

required in doing this, and but a shade should be removed, say a

sixty-fourth- Before replacing a dressing of equal parts of

paraffin and castor oil should be applied and allowed to dry in.

This certainly prolongs the life of the leather.

Should the leather be worn so that the screws or rivets

fixing it to the cone project, a new leather is required. Any

saddler will supply the required material—cod oil dressed harness

leather; that cut from the thickest part of the butt is the most

suitable. It should be from four to five sixteenths of an inch thick,

and, what is most important, of the same thickness throughout—

that is, in its entire length. It is best put on in segments and the

ends butted and scarfed. The leather should be well stretched

prior to attachment. The screws or rivets used must be well

countersunk so that they do not, projt ct even after considerable

wear, and to prevent the possibility of these working loose it is as

well to rivet the end projecting on the inner side of the rone ; if

at some future time the leather has to be taken off, a small chisel

will spcedly remove the burr. After it is fixed it should le spun

in the lathe so that it is absolutely true. Prior to use castor

oil should be applied. A good method to ensure, sweet

ness of engagement is to file three recesses dh the

circumference of the cone three-quarters of an inch long

and an eighth of an inch deep, the gaps being arranged equally

distant from one another. A piece of watch spring should be

slipped into each cleft before the leather is attached. These

cause a slight bulging, which is gradually overcome as the clutch

engages, and so a more gradual engagement results. Since

adopting this idea on my two-cylinder Star car I have driven

it almost daily for two and a half years without any clutch trouble,

and it is now sweet and minus slip. I can but conclude my remarks

on fierce clutches with this aphorism, " Use castor oil for the clutch,

and thus avoid repairers' bills."

The Clutch Slips.—If this should occur when one is showing

the car off on a hill, provided there is a sprag and it is down,

or the brakes are in working order, little haim results beyond

injury to one's pride, otherwise there will be a surgeon's as well

as a repairer's bill. Keeping the leather free of lubricant, or, if it

is greasy, dusting on a little Fuller's earth, will generally prevent

these torts, which are by far the reverse of pleasant. Slipping, in

addition to an oily face, may be due to the clutch spring becoming

too weak. Most cars are now constructed so that the tension of

the spring can be adjusted, otherwise it must be taken off and

backed up with washers. It is as well, too, to carry a spare spring

in case of breakage. As a result of a neglected slipping clutch

the leather may become charrad and then stick, so that it is no

longer possible to disconnect the engine from the part it

drives, which is inconvenient in traffic, as, if one once tomes

to a stop by switching off the electricity, unless on a

hill, the 'car only becomes restarted by the- aid of a few pushers

from behind. Soaking with paraffin will facilitate the separation

of the parts ; occasionally, however, their disconnection will

entail the taking down of the whole flywheel. I have a vrvid

remembrance of being held up outside Ipswich with a stuck-

in clutch, which was only ultimately released by taking down

and driving in a wedge between the parts. The early treatment

of the slipping clutch would have obviated all the trouble.

Possibly in the near future there will be a Society for Prevention

of Cruelty to Automobiles, and they, without doubt, will have

inspectors to see that all diseased clutches receive early and

prompt medicine. Truly in all slight as well as gross motor

complaints a stitch in time saves nine

Charles T. W. Hirsch.

Lady Montagu of Beauliev, in her interesting Motoring

Causerie in "The Throne," refers with evident approval to our

recent Comments on the wisdom of settling motor disputes by

arbitration through the good services of the Motor Union rather

than by the expensive methods of the Law Courts.

Messrs. S. Smith and Son, Limited, have brought out a

new taximeter, which has been specially constructed to meet the

requirements of the London motor-cab. On the dial on the left

of the apparatus time is shown by the hour, and on the other

dial the distance traversed in miles. Neither of these dials can

work together, when one is in action the other must be stationary.

Thus, when the distance traversed is between two and three

miles and the " fare " gets out, the cabman has only to press a

lever and the time he is kept waiting will be recorded. On

starting he will re-press his lever and it will continue to record

the distance traversed. Therefore, at the end of the journey,

there will be a record showing exactly the number of r iles tra

versed and the time kept waiting.
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SOME CURRENT TOPICS.

Valve Operation—One or Two Cam Shafts.

. Continuing our review of the interesting statistical return

prepared by M. Lucien Perisse, in connection with the last Paris

Salon, we come to the method of operating the values of petrol

motors. ' He confirms the view that there is a tendency to adopt

a single cam shaft— that is, with the valves arranged on one side

of the cylinders—by showing that the motors so constructed

have advanced from 28 to 39 per cent. Those with the valves

located on opposite sides, and operated off separate cam shafts,

although the percentage has been reduced, are, however, still

largely in the majority, representing 55 per cent, of the total,

as against 64 per cent, a year ago. The balance of G per cent,

have the valves in the cylinder heads. In connection with the

interesting question as to whether governors are necessary, M.

Perrisse shows that only about 33 per cent, of engines are now

fitted therewith.

will no doubt be of interest. One expert, who is responsible for

the design and construction of a weh known car, writes:—

" I do not pose as being a leader or attempting to lead the public

ideas in tbis matter. As regards my own personal opinion,

however, I distinctly disfavour adding any feature to a car that

can reasonably be done without. One sw'eeps away a lot of com

plications by not connecting either brake to the clutch, but of

course our French friends are unable' to do this except in the

case of cars they export to England, as the authorities irr France

insist that when the'brake is on the engine.sball be disconnected.

On my own private car I would never th ink of having such a

thing as a speed indicator^ simply because;, one always has a speed

indicator on the vehicle in the form of the manometer, and it is

quite easy to know what the car is doing from the needle.on this

device." '.-
♦ • •- ♦ ' '

An Advocate of Simplicity.

The designer of another very popular British car writes

with reference to the article on " Are Cars Too Complicated'!" in

the AT. C.J. of the 2nd inst. :—I will say right away that, whatever

anybody else's opinion on the subject mxy he, I know they are.

I heartily endorse what M. Baudry de Saunter ssya, and 1 am of

opinion that he has not exaggerated at ail ; quite the contrary, he
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Water Cooling Systems.

Passing to the matter of water circulation, the statistics

show that the thermo-syphon system has slightly advanced in

favour, being now found on 14 per cent, of the cars, as against

only 12 per cent, a year ago, engines with pump circulation

having declined from 8S per cent, to is6 per cent., the position

being thus the same as at the end of 1904. By far the majority

of pumps are now gear driven, only 1 per cent, being operated

by friction ofl' the flywheel and 5 per cent, by a spring drive. As

regaros the battle of the radiators, the nid d'abeilles or honey

comb variety appears to be rapidly losing its popularity, the pro

portion being now only 40 per cent, as against 59 per cent, at

the 1905 Salon, the ribbed tube variety caving increased from

41 per cent, to 60 per cent. All but 7 per cent, of the cars are

now fitted with a fan to draw a current of air through the radiator,

the proportion of fans being 63 per cent, behind the radiator,

15 per cent, flywheel fans, and 15 per cent, both systems com

bined.

♦ ♦ ♦
Are Cars too Complicated.

Our recent remarks on this subject appear to have attracted

considerable notice, for not only have we received communica

tions on the matter from a number of motorists, but also from

several well-known British motor experts. Unfortunately, we

cannot publish their letters in full, but the following extract

On the Road to Avignon.

HOTCHKISS SIX-CYLINDER CAR.

has not been strong enough in his comments. Those who have been

making motor-cars for many years know quite well that, in point

of efficiency, the car of to-day, with its complicated parts, is very

little in advance of the plain machines that were made years ago.

1 have always tried, as far as possible, to build cars with as few

component parts as possible, and that these components should be

easily get-at-able and also easily dismantled without removing

others. I am not at all of opinion that the internals of engines,

or the gear-box or back axle either, want to l>e accessible,

except to be able to put the necessary lubricant into same, but

consider that these parts themselves, engines, gear-boxes, back

axles, carburettors, pumps, &c., should be of the simplest con

struction. I am sure that in complicated cars the resulting

efficiency is hardly appreciable over the simple vehicle. "While

I admit that these beautiful complicated pieces of machinery

are great improvements on what was made years ago in

the point of mechanical contrivances, still I am certain that

their utility has not been enhanced to any great extent by

their complexity, certainly in no way in proportion to the

extra expense and liability of derangement. My opinion is

that the -motor-car of the future, the commercial car, the car

that will be handled by the masses, will be a very simple one

and, practically speaking, fool proof. Briefly, my ideas on the

subject are that it is a great mistake to sacrifice simplicity to

a very small percentage of extra efficiency.

/
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CONTINENTAL NOTES.

Motor Vehicles In the German Army.

An important addition to the German Army Transport

Department is about to be made by tbe creation of a regular

automobile section, the first duties of which will be to test the

efficiency and safety of motor vehicles as a means of transport

under actual war conditions, and, further, to train a special body

of men, to be known as the Automobile Corps.

The Late M. Hospitaler.

France has so far this year suffered heavily by the death of

prominent scientists and engineers. The death of M. Leon

Serpollet was followed by that of M. Moissan, to whose labours

wafl largely due the great development in acetylene lighting, . while

now we have to record the death of M. Edouard Hospitalier,

the vice-president cf the Teccnical Committee of the French

Automobile Club, at the early age of fifty-five years.

metres on his 20-24-h.p. Clement-Bayard ; Liegard being second,

with 7"66 kilometres to the credit of his 18-h.p. Peugeot. :

• ♦

The Kaiser's Cup Race.

Tne ballot for the order of starting in the race for the

Kiiser's cup, which is to be held on the Taunus course in June

next, has resulted in the first place being taken by a Durkopp ;

an English Daimler is twenty-ninth, and a Napier thirty-ninth.

It has been decided that the cars of the different nations shall

be painted in distinctive colours, Germany being white, England

green, Austria black and yellow, Belgium yellow, France blue,

Italy red, and Switzerland red and yellow.

♦ ♦ ♦

Public Services In Germany.

A company has been formed at Wolfach (Baden) to start a

public motor-car service between that town and Rippoldsau.

Arrangements are also in hand to inaugurate a service between

Freudenstadt and Achern, Wurtemburg.

 

Tearing in Sicily.—The main street of Caltavuturo, one of the little towns on the Targa Florio Circuit

A German Light Car Trial.

' The German Motor-cyciis:s' Union is organising a reliability

trial for light cars for the 6th, 7th and 8th May next. The

competing vehicles will be divided into three classes as follows :—

(1) Vehicles costing up to £150; (2) ditto from £150 to £225 ;

and (3) ditto from £2 25 to £300. The first day's run will be

from Dresden to Berlin, the second from Berlin to Kiel, and

the third from Kiel to Hanover.

The Cannes Automobile Meeting.

The automobile meeting at Cannes commenced on the 6th

inst. with a hill-climbing competition. M. t^uinson, on a 22-h.p.

Berliet, took the first place. A flying kilometre speed trial was

held on the 7th inst., when Heurtard, on a 25-h.p. Gobron, made

the best time, 55 sec. ; Gallice, on a 24-h.p. Clement-Bayard,

being second in 1 min. 2 sec. Saturday last was devoted to a

consumption test, each competitor being served with a litre of

spirit. Durand ran the farthest distance, covering 9 7 kilo-

Miscellaneous Items.

A series of kilometre and five kilometre speed contests are

to be held at Verona, Italy, on the 19th instant.——-A military

motor-testing track is about to be established on Government land

near the huge drill ground at Tempelhof, Berlin. A motor-car

exhibition is to be held in Cop:nhagen from September 28th to

October 7 th next. The exports of motor-cars and parts

from France during January last amounted to only £363,360, a

decrease of about 1 6 per cent, as compared with the correspond

ing month of 1906. It is proposed to organise an automobile

relay race in May next from Vienna to Kiel, with the view of

conveying a letter between the two places in record time.

It is stated that the Sporting Commission of the A.C.F. has

decided to hold the Grand Prix and Commission Sportive races

on one day, toe competitors in the former being started at 6 a.m.,

and in the latter at 9 a.m.- During the past week M. van

Marcke, on the six-cylinder Hotchkiss car, has continued his tour

of France, visiting Agen, Bordeaux, Periguex and Brive, the last

two days' runningjhaving been made in bad weather. Altogether

the car has so far covered about 2,300 miles.

V
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HERE AND THERE.

The Tourist Trophy motor

cycle race will probably be run

on the early morning of one of

the days of the first week in

June next.

The borough of Smethwick

will be constituted a county

borough on the. 1st prox., and has been assigned the letters HA

as the Index Mark in connection with the registration of motor

cars.

Messrs. R. Seymour and Son, whose garage is on the

main road at Sale, in Cheshire, have excellent facilities for the

repair of vehicles.

Visitors to the Isle of Man will find a new garage

conveniently situated in Athol Street, Douglas, where Mr. W. J.

Lewin will be able to accommodate eight or nine cars.

According to Mr. F. Street, of Somersbam, who has been

lecturing on the "Breeding of Heavy Horses at Colchester,"

there never was a greater demand for big weighty geldings than

at present.

The first annual chauffeurs' dinner has just taken place at

the Three Tuns Hotel, Melton Mowbray, Mr. W. Pearce

presiding, and Mr. T. Gowan occupying the vice-chair. There

were upwards of forty chauffeurs present.

A most interesting Yeomanry staff tour was carried out

from the 20th to the 23rd February, in the Southern Command,

under the direction of Brigadier-General Bethune, in which ten

officers of the Army Motor Reserve took part.

Messrs. Crookshanks and Company have opened the

Blenheim Motor and Engineering Works at 146, Brixton Hill,

London, S.W., as an up-to-date garage. Repairs to cars will be

undertaken and business dene in the sale of second-hand

vehicles.

The second annual motor-car exhibition held under the

patronage of the Sheffield Automobile Club was opened in the

Artillery Drill Hall, Sheffield, on the 8th inst. Altogether there

are about eighty stands, on which are to be seen examples of the

principal British and Continental cars. The show closes to-day

(Saturday).

There is a pathos in the unpunctuality of some of the cars

that have appeared too late at the enclosure in the Tourist

Trophy race, and the Rev. J. M. Spictr, a Manxland minister,

has been drawing some moral lessons from the unreadiness of their

drivers—a new use for the A.C.G.B.I. competition in furnishing

texts for ministerial observers of automobilism.

The business of Messrs, Sawyer and Co. and that of

the Paddington Motor Company, Ltd., will in future be con

ducted under the name of the Motor Stores, at 315, Euston Road,

N.W. The well'known Sawyer non-skid band will still be

manufactured at the company's works in Banister Road, Kensal

Rise, W., under i he personal supervision of Mr. A. T. Sawyer.

Messrs. J. P. Huxley and Company, of Whitchurch, Salop,

send us a photograph of a shooting brake body they have

recently built and fitted to a 40-h.p. chassis for Mr. J. D. Knoop,

of Calverley Hall, Cheshire. The body, which was. completed

within seven days of the receipt of the order—a smart piece of.

work—is constructed of walnut, with turn-up seats, upholstered

in pig-skin, and fitted with spring cushions.

On page 41 of the present issue we reproduce a photograph

of Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Whadcoat on their new Mercedes 75-h.p.

six-cylinder car, which was delivered to them on Saturday last

by My. Victor Ashby, of the Motor Works, Towcester, after

having been fitted with a body by Messrs. Salmon and Sons, of

Newport Pagnell, in the remarkable time of three days. Mr.

Ashby, who is seen in the back of the car at the side of the

chauffeur, writes :—" I believe the car to be actually the first

completed one of the type in this country, as I understand the

Duke of Westminster's vehicle to be yet in the coachbuilder's

hands. 1 may say the running of the car is most beautiful ;

when it arrived in this country 1 filled up with petrol, and one

pull of a nuarter turn at the starting handle set it purring

silently."

 
Messrs. Wkldhen and

Bleriot, Ltd., have a good

selection of electric roof lamps

for motor-care at their depot,

53 and 54, Long Acre, W.C.

A correspondent of the

" Scotsman " says that thirty

years ago a steam propelled omnibus stood in the Industrial

Museum in Chambers Street, Edinburgh, and asks " Where is it

now ? "

At 4, Hans Road, Brompton Road, S.W., motor showrooms

have been opened by Messrs. Sadgrove and Co. Stocks of

accessories will also be maintained.

The alleged excessive speed of the motor' fire engine-

belonging to the town of Wellington, N.Z., when going to a fire,

has been condemned by the local coroner.

An examination in connection with the A.C.G.B.I.'s scheme-

was held at Plymouth on the 12th inst. Others will take

place at Nottingham on the 20th prox., and at Bristol on May 4th.

The organisers of the motor-boat exhibition which is to be

held in Kiel, Germany, from the 15th to the 30th June next

have issued an illustrated guide to the town, which, as it is printed

in English, should prove useful to intending visitors from this

country.

 

The 24-h.p. Albion Car recently completed for Mr. J. T. Henderson, one

of the Managing Directors of the Albion Motor Car Co., Ltd. ,

Ordnance Survey maps of Bristol and also of Monmouth,

each on a scale of two miles to one inch, have been published by

Mr. T. Fisher Unwin. The features of these maps are well known

to motorists, and those for the districts" named will be of|interest

to all in the West of England.

From Messrs. Dunod and Pinat, 49, Quai des' "Grands

Augustins, Paris, comes a copy of the book entitled " Le Broviare

du Chauffeur," by Dr. Bommier. As may be gathered from the

title, the work is intended as a sort of guide to the mechanical

portions ot motor-cars, the arrangement adopted being such that

in a series of chapters the main components of automobiles are

not only clearly described but their functions and the derange

ments to which they are subject are explained. In this way tha

chassis or frame, axles, springs, tyres, the engine and its neces

sary adjuncts in the way of ignition apparatus, carburettor,

water circulation, transmission, brakes, &c., are all carefully

gone into, a large number of illustrations amp ifying and

elucidating the text. The book is written in as f»r as possible

in non-technical language, and although it is, of course, in French,

should prove of interest to many English motorists and motor

car drivers. The popularity of the work in France is evidenced ■

by the fact that although the first edition only made its

appearance eight months ago, a second one has already become .

necessary.
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There are said to be 800 motor-cars in Bradford.

The Countess of Ravensworth has recently acquired an

Itala car with laudaulet body.

A MOTOR-CAR is to be purchased for the service of the

engineer to the Woolwich Borough Council. .

Lord Farquhar has ordered a 60-h.p. six-cylinder Napier

fitted with a limousine body from Messrs. S. F. Edge, Ltd.

The Argyll car will not be in the Tourist Trophy race this

year, as a result of the incident that occurred on the last

occasion.

The motor lorry of Messrs. J. M. Dent and Co., the

publishers, conveying material to and from London and their

works at the Garden City, is now a familiar object on the

Hertfordshire main roads.

One of the latest novelties of the Michelin Tyre Company

is a tyre inflator, in which the compression ofr two of the

cylinders of a four-cylinder engine is employed, a two-way cock

on the admission pipe being provided, by means of which the

mixture supply to the two cylinders can be cut off and an air

valve opened. The inflator comprises three small cylinders,

two small and a central large one, in which are free to move

corresponding pibtons, all mounted on a common spindle. Each

cylinder is connected with one side of the inflator by a branched

pipe, one eonveying the compressed air to one side of the large

piston, and the other leading to a valve at the end of the small

compression cylinder. As the air moves the large piston to the

 

right the smaller one sucks in a quantity through a valve, and

on the return stroke compresses the same and delivers it to the

tube connected with the tyre to be pumped up, at five times the

original pressure. As one of the small pistons is compressing

its charge the other is sucking in ite supply of air ready for

compression on the return stroke. By means of the device it is

claimed that a 120 mm. can be fully inflated within five to six

minutes, and this with no more trouble than turning the two-

way cock on the admission pipe and connecting up the air

delivery tube to the valve of the tyre. The inflator measures

only about 5 in. by 2 in., so that it can be located near the

engine in any suitable position.

A conference has been held at New York between motr.r-

car makers and representatives nf the shipping concerns with

reference to the transport of motor-cars. The latter dec.ined to

adopt a suggestion that crates should be dispensed with in con

veying cars, although they agreed to reconsider the matter in

cases where a score or so of vehicles were likely to be despatched

together.

The City Ignition Company, of 14, Spencer Street, Goswell

Street, E.C., have issued a catalogue of their automobile

accessories, which include the " Malcolm " high tension distributor

and contact breaker, the " Cicoy " high-speed trembler coils and

accumulators, the " Standard" and other types of sparking plugs,

voltmeters, the "Dependence " tail lamps, and the garage safety

lamp recently illustrated in our columns. A large selection of

goggles is illustrated in the list, in which we also notice the

well-known Rub-metal non-skids are given deserved mention.

Lord Howard de Walden has recently ordered a six

cylinder Siddeley car, fitted with a special limousine body.-

Sir Edward Carson, K.C., M.P., has placed an order with

the Daimler Company for one of their 28-h.p. Milverton

landaulets.

A company has just been formed in New York with a capital

of £3,600,000 and the title the Un ted States Industrial Alcohol

Company, to manufacture denatured alcohol.

Elsewhere in the present issue we publish some in

teresting notes on motoring in Ceylon, taken from an article on

the subject by Mr. T. Jones in the " Horseless Age."

The magneto business of the Simms Manufacturing Com

pany, Ltd., has been acquired by the Magnetos Simms-Bosch,

Ltd., who will deal with urders from 33, Store Street, W.C.

Mr. Charles Smith, who recently resigned the secretaryship

of the North London A.C., has entered the motor trade as a dealer

an 1 expert. He will open a depot at Hoppers Road, Winchmore

Hill, N.

We hear that the Royal Automobile Club will shortly enter

into new premises, a change principally necessitated for the

accommodation of the official staff, which is growing to large

dimensions.

At the annual meeting of the Derby Chamber of Commerce

it was mentioned that the coming of the motor had revolutionised

the carriage trade and the local demand for bodies for cars had

been successfully met.

With regard to the Lord Mayor's reference to the motor-

'bus at the opening of the exhibition now closing at Olympia, it

may be remembered that one of the earliest services of such

vehicles was organised by the Eastbourne Town Council.

Lyndhurst, the chief town of the New Forest, has an

excellent motor garage and repair works, where Mr. J. Haynes,

the proprietor, can accommodate about fifty vehicles and have

repairs executed by skilled workpeople. He is also the district

agent for the AA.

The Central Garage and Motor Company of Bath send us par

ticulars of a new automatic carburettor for petrol motors, known

as the G. and R., they have recently introduced. The idea of the

inventors has' been to produce a carburetting device which shall

give a constant mixture at all engine speeds and loads without

employing any delicate springs or complicated mechanism.

The Victoria Street Garage and Showrooms, 94, Victoria

Street, Westminster, on Saturday afternoon received a cable

from Australia asking them to try and procure a Renault car

complete with body, hood, and all accessories. These were

bought, packed and delivered on board at Tilbury Docks by

Tuesday, and left by the mail steamer two mornings later en

route for Australia.

Some of the modern characteristics of the ancient city of

York, which has been the scene of a motor-car exhibition during

the last few days, are well brought out in a pamphlet published

by Messrs. J. E. Gibbs and Company, whose garage facilities

have been of service to many motorists journeying north. Their

workshops are well equipped not only for the repair of motor

cars, but also the construction of steam wagons for haulage

purposes. "

Oleoblitz is the name of the lubricating oil which has

assisted many Italian motorists to prominence in the automobile

world during recent months. Its pre-eminent quality is the

resistance to high temperature-, Oleoblitz being produced from

oils treated by special refining processes, imparting to it the

property of not being liable to decomposition at the temperatures

usually obtaining in the cylinders of motors. It is free from

acids, resins, tar and other substances capable of yielding residues

or corroding metals. To suit the varying requirements of the

automobile^ it is made in several degrees of density, viz., liquid,

thick and extra thick, while a medium type has been prepared

for motors with a fan-cooling arrangement. Some idea of the

esteem in which this lubricant is held in Italy is found in its

selection by the National Touring Club a3 the lubricant to be

supplied to its depots on the main roads. Here it is being

placed on the market by Messrs. Bertelli and Co., 1, Albemarle

Street, W.
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ORRESPONDENC

 

[Lettart to the Editor thould be addressed to the offleet,

rj-SS, Chairing Cross Road, W.C.]

ARE CARS TOO COMPLICATED ?

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—With reference to the interesting article on this subject

in the M.C.J, of the 2nd inst., we are great believers in simplicity, and

in designing the N.E.C. cars have devoted a great deal of thought

and time to securing the utmost possible simplification. It seems to

us obviously the right policy. The fewer the parte the more simple

is the car to tit up, and, therefore, the more likely it is to be correct when

delivered. The simplification both in the number and the complicity

of parts ; unquestionably cheapens production, and also cheapens the

■upkeep. >—— "3

Tit isjalways a marv°l to us that a car with five pedal" can find a

purchaser. To learn to drive such a car must be like learning to play

.in organ. We manage to do everything we require with two pedals,

and we only have one lever. Our carburettor and float chamber are all

complete in one casting, and we have only one piston valve, which

-operates both the main throttle and the auxiliary throttle which keeps

■correct the proportions of petrol and air. The clutch, too, we think,

should certainly be kept as simple as possible, and for this reason we

paid mechanic. You speak of cars having as many as five pedals. I

saw one in the Strand the other day that had no less than six. Seeing

that the ordinary human being has only two legs, one wonders what the

driver might do, or might not do, if he found Tiimself in a tight corner

when f-afety depended on prompt action. To my mind no car should

have more than two pedals—clutch and foot brake ; two side levers—

change-speed ami hand brake ; and two levers on the steering wheel—

throttle ami ignition. That it is possible to properly operate a car with

less than these there can be no doubt, as I recently enjoyed a run on one

which had only two pedals and two side levers, the steering wheel and

column being absolutely free of any encumbrances of the kind ; and if

one designer can so simplify his vehicle, what is the reason and what is

the good of multiplying pedals and levers to such an extent as Is done by

some manufacturers ?—^ ours truly,

Argonaut.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—In reply to your remarks on this subject 1 may say that I am

thoroughly in accord with M. Baudry de Saunier, so far as the fitting of

an excessive amount of pedals and levers is concerned. I certainly 1 1 ink

that preferably not more than two or at the very most three pedals ought

to be the limit, and the number of hand levers to which the driver has

to give attention ought cert linly to be kept down to a minimum as well.

To fit five pedals on the car is a very near approach to courting disaster,

as in some emergency the driver is almost sure to operate the wrong

pedaN. and to find out his mistake too late to avert disaster.

Where, however, complication has been introduced to render the

vehicle as a whole more reliable and more efficient, then there is ample

justification for such complication. The tendency of design should be
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liave adhered to the old type of leather and metal cone. Brakes, too,

we think, should be kept as simple as possible. Then on our own

■cars we have suppressed the water pump and depend entirely upon

thermo-syphon action for water circulation, with excellent results. A

separate fan, too, has been abolished, and instead we have a fan on the

rim of the flywheel.

We have suppressed every part that could be suppressed and

made each item in itself as simple as possible, bnt there are certainly

some parts of a car where we think the simplest possible arrange

ments are not desirable. For instance, in the lubrication of the engine

and in the use of ball and roller bearings throughout the gear-box

and axles. The old-fashioned splash lubrication cannot, we think, be

compared for efficiency with a system in which the oil is kept con

stantly flowing over the parte to be lubricated by means of a pump.

The essential feature of this system is a large filter and reservoir

where all dirt and foreign matter is collected, and it is imperative

that this filter should be readily accessible and easily cleaned. We

are very much against complications Iteing introduced by fitting

duplicate form of ignition. We believe it is far better to stick to

one system and thoroughly duplicate the parts.—Yours truly,

J. C. MORT.

to make as many of the functions of the engine and mechanism auto

matic as possible; for instance, lubrication, control of ignition advance,

supply and richness of mixture, these undoubtedly can be much better

left to be automatically regulated by the engine, thus making the

vehicle simpler to manage and probably more efficient, as even the most

careful cannot give conttmt attention to all these matters.

Having provided for the automatic control of these and any other

timet ion- which may conveniently and economically be controlled in such

manner, the aim of the designer should be to simplify the vehicle aa a

whole wherever possible without sacrificing anything to efficiency or

simplicity of handling. Of course, at the present time, there is a large

class of buyers who make a hobby of fitting to their cars all sorts of more

or less useful accessories, many of which are quite unnecessary, but this ,

can scarcely be used as an argument to prove that motor-cars are becoming

too complex in construction, as they are purely accessories to the standard

vehicle.—Yours truly,

T. Blackwood .Murray.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

grj» I am glad to see you drawing attention to the growing com

plication of motor-cars, and trust that now the question has lieen raised

some efforts will be made by motor-car designers in the opposite direc

tion that of simplifying automobiles. As at present built, many

vehicles with multi-cylinder engines cannot be used except by those

who are sufficiently well off to be able to afford to employ a highly-

EXHAUST VALVE TROUBLES.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal

Sir,—Referring to Mr. Wootwell's letter in the last is-ue,

his car is apparently fitted with one of the old two-cylinder Phoenix

engines, and I am afraid that tne job tbit he has had done, i.e., valve

guide bored out and a thicker valve fitted, is the cause of his trouble.

Evidently the boring has been badly done, and therefore the valve

stem does not now align with the tappet. It is possible, of course, as he

suggests, that the latter has not been re assembled properly, bat it is

difficult to guess what error can have been made in putting this action

together. In any case the idea of fitting a penny on the top of the tappet
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will not be of the slightest use ; nothing hut hard steel is any use

where such hammering as is occasioned by lifting exhaust valves is con

cerned. The best thing to do is to have the valve guide bored out and

then bushed to take a standard size Panhard valve, and at the same

time the seating can be trued up with a proper rose cotter. Odd-sized

valves—or anything else, for that matter— are a nuisance, and the aim

of competent repairers should always lie in the direction of letting their

work adhere to the makers' standard sizes.—Yours truly,

c.

LOSS OF POWER.

To the Editob of The Motor-Car Journal,

SIR,—I should be very much obliged if any of your readers could

let me know if they have had experience with a 22-h.p. Minerva (1906)

car. My machine runs very well on first and second speed, but when on

top the power seems to die away, sometimes even on the level. I think

myself it is the carburettor that is to blame. It seems to fail to give a

sufficient quantity of gas to the engine when on top speed. I have had

it in experts' hands several times, but they do little or no good to it.—

Yours truly,

Carburettor.

[We are inclined to think that our correspondent's trouble is due to

the carburettor, owing, no doubt, to too much air being admitted when

the engine is running slowly, although when running at high speed on

the first and second gear the mixture is of proper proportions. If the

carburettor il fitted with hand control of the air admission, it might be

closed a trifle when changing to top gear and opened as the car increased

in speed ; or, if automatic, we would advise adjusting the airway to

admit slightly less air.]

\ 1 \
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FOUR OR SIX CYLINDERS.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—As a motorist of considerable experience duiing the last ten

years, may I be allowed to question the verity ot Mr. Weigel's statements

and corioborate those of "Engineer" in the last issue of the M.C.J. ?

The chief and only objections to six cylinders are, I understand, first,

complication, and second, expense of running : and the main question is,

are they worth the extra outlay ? I take the liberty of denying these

charges, and would impress upon you that I am in no way connected

with the trade, I am not the possessor of a six-eylinder car, and therefore

am in no way prejudiced. While deploring the fact that cars, as a

whole, are too complicated, I cannot but clearly see—and it is necessary

for me to resuscitate arguments long since buried in oblivion—the advan

tages of fonr, three, and two, over one cylinder. And to attain a higher

standard of perfection in the existing type of petrol engine than i hat

hitherto reached by four cylinders—that standard being a series of per

fectly evenly distributed impulses, or, an impulse at every stroke—it is

necessary to augment the number of cylinders. The number has been

increased from one to two and four ; not attaining the above standard, it

has necessarily advanced to six. The six-cylinder engine has un

doubtedly attained the standard.

In answer to the next question, " Cost of running," I argue that

the amount of petrol to feed six cylinders of 301 inches capacity is less

than the amount to feed four of 456 inches, and for flexibility the six-

cylinder engine ranks first, despite various advertisements to the con

trary. Thus undue wear on the gears is avoided, and depreciation

lessen M. Further, the more even the impulse, the less wear on the

tyres.

The last question, " Do six-cylinders warrant the extra outlay ?" is

easier answered by the query, "Is tliere any extra outlay?" A six-

cylinder 40-h.p. chassis is now on t he market, price £3.75, built in London

by expert mechanic* and of the finest material. Another English firm

produces for £600 a six-cylinder car complete. While comparing

higher priced ctrs, the prices of the Napier vehicles are far surpassed

(per h.p.) by both Panhard and Meicedes. Need I say more ? Mr.

Weigel's statements are very naturally based upon trade prejudice, and

very rightly he defends his own cause, and remains loyal to the car that

bears his name.—Yours truly,

H. Scott.

WIRE OR WOODEN WHEELS.

To the Editob of The Motor-Car Journal.

Slir—With reference to "K. J. G.'s" letter re " Wire or Wooden

Wheels," in the M.C.J, of the 2nd inst., it would be interesting to know

whether your correspondent has actually tested the relative strength of

these wheels. He is rather illogical when arguing in favour of the

latter. He states that when a wire wheel skids or hits a kerb it is

liable to buckle, due to the fact that a compressing stress (strain ?) occurs.

Now the only compression strain set up under these circumstances

is in the lower half of the inside spokes and the upper half of the outside

spokes. But now comes the chief point. For every portion of an inch

that these spokes compress the corresponding spokes on the other side

of the wheel stretch to the same amount. Suppose that the wheel con

tains forty spokes, twenty of which are in compression and twenty in

tension, then, presuming that each spoke has an elastic limit of one ton,

we can clearly see that the spokes in tension are capable of standing a

tensile strain of twenty tons. Now suppose that the spokes are fixed to

the hubs at an angle of 20 deg. with the vertical, we see that any side

strain has a mechanical advantage of cot 20 deg. over the spokes. We

can thus roughly put down the strength (in a horizontal direction) of

wire wheels as — — tons pressure = about 6J tons.

Let us now consider the wood wheels. Since the spokes in tbe

majority of cases are vertical, the mechanical advantage of any side

strain is cot 0 deg. or infinity. We thus clearly see that the tensile and

compres-ion strengths of the wooden spokes are of no use whatsoever.

The value of the wheels evidently depends upon the shearing or breaking

strength of the spokes. Now the number of these is about twelve, ana

their area of cross section about one square inch at their weakest part.

The strength of these wheels works out to be about 1J tons in a horizontal

direction. In practice I ^have broken an axle clean oft' by striking the

kerb with a wire wheel ; for obvious reasons I afterwards wished that the

spokes had been wood. I quite agree that the wooden wheels are

smarter, but all is not gold that glitters. I might add that light racing

cars almost invariably have wire wbeels, as, weight for weight, the

wire wheel is about five times as strong as the wooden one.—Yours

truly.

H. B. D.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—We are much interested to see that Mr. S. F. Edge has fully

realised the inadequacy of the wooden artillery wheels when fitted to

motor-cars, but he suggests a retrograde movement when he proposes to

utilise wire wheels in place of these. We are pleased to say that there

is no need for this, as our Messrs. Easton and Jones have recently

patented a method of construction which will enable, built-up steel

wheels to be constructed at approximately the same price as wooden

artillery wheels, and, while the appearance is practically the same as

wire wheels, yet the strength is at least four times as great. We are

sure that this fact will be welcomed, as the majority of car owners

prefer to risk the insecurity of the wooden wheel rather than adopt the

ugly wire wheel.—Yours truly,

The Motor House.

THE FLEXIBILITY TRIAL.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—My attention has been called to some circulars and 'entry

forms which I have received in connection with the Motor Flexi

bility Open Competition, organised by the Crystal Palace Automobile

Club, to be held on Saturday, the 23rd inst., and I now wish to draw

your attention, and that of the readers of the M.C.J., to a few details

of this wonderful competition. The first thing that surprised me very

much was that the Club had consented to the competition being held,

but probably they had not carefully studied the rules. I think that

the trade and every owner of a four-cylinder car should entirely boy

cott the whole thing, for it is grossly unfair, and, in my opinion, mis
leading. WThat owner of a four-cylinder car, with aDy respect for his

engine, would enter a competition in which a premium was placed

upon cars that would start on top speed, and travel to Bezhill

on top speed ? Of course it can be done—that we all know—on either

a two, four or six-cylinder car, but I do not think any man in his right

senses would consider there was anything to be proud of in doing it.

It is my belief that the competition has simply been got up in the in

terests of a certain make of six-cylinder cars, and I do not think it

would take me long to find a number of people who would agree with

me.

From Clause 10 of these rules—which, by the way, are very

ingeniously drawn up—I find that " a slow speed driving test on top
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gear, without ase of clutch or brake," will be held. Ia this for a six-

cylinder, or a four ? I should like to know. And, if a man enters with

a four-cylinder car, he has, if he has an up-to-date car, four speeds,

therefore which will be his top Speed 1 I suppose his fourth, and as a

six-cylinder as a rule has only three, the top speed of that must be the

thinr The four-cylinder is at a disadvantage ; in fact, this is such a

stupidly got-up scheme in favour of six-cylinder cars that I am surprised

it should not have been labelled a competition for six-cylinder cars

(and shut out all others), because that is what it really Is. When I first

received the papers I threw them in the waste paper basket, but, thinking

there might be some who would take the matter seriously, I decided to

go into them further. Look at the opening statement, as follows :—

" It having been suggested to the Crystal Palace Automobile Club

that an open competition to decide the respective merits of flexibility

between two, four, six and eight cylinder motor-cars should be held in

order to have the claims settled by public tests, the competition has

been organised with that object in view." I would ask the Crystal

Palace Automobile Club, Who, except a certain little crowd interested

in a certain six-cylinder car, ever suggested this ? '

To sum up briefly, it seems to me that a certain section who are

great on pushing a six-cylinder car are anxious to get up a competition

on their own account, and are trying to make the publio believe that it

is a competition open to all cars. \V hat surprises me more than any

thing is the fact that the Club should have lent its name to it, for I

consider it very misleading to the public, because it is not fair to test the

respective merits of flexibility alone between two, four, six and eight

cylinders. After all is said and done, what is the flexibility compared

with the reliability of a car? If there is to be any competition between

four and six cylinders, let it be organised by the manufacturers of four

and six cylinder cars ; let them meet and arrange with the Automobile

Club to get up a proper test that the public can follow, and do not let

the question of flexibility alone enter into the competition, but let every

thing that goes to make a good and reliable ear be taken into consider

ation, such as hill climbing, petrol consumption, &c. Let the Auto

mobile Club take it up, and see it through, and be fair to both sides, in

the interests of automobilists at large.—Yours truly,

W. M. Letts.

SOME REMARKS ON RADIATOR FANS.

To thb Editor of The Motor-Oar Journal.

Sir,—I was much interested in the article on this subject by Mr.

Craig in the last issue of the M.C. J. To my mind the fan behind the

radiator is a thing which the sooner discarded the better, and I certainly

favour the flywheel fan even at a slight loss of efficiency. It tends to

ward simplicity of construction. All unnecessary paraphernalia should

be eliminated from motor-cais ; the discarding of the fan would slightly

shorten the length of the bonnet, allow the motoritt to work about the

front of the engine in safety, remove a fruitful cause of petty derange

ments, and slightly reduce manufacturing costs.—Yours truly,

J. WORTHINGTON.

To thb Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir—Referring to the article by Mr. Craig in the M.C.J. of the 9th

inst.j I should like to point out that if the fan is placed quite inside

the hood, with a clear space of at least two inches around the tips,

the hood being drawn in to the diameter of the fan behind the blades,

the efficiency of the fan will be 25 to 30 per cent, greater than if the

fan tips are enclosed in a tubular prolongation of the hood, us is

often seen. In a 15 in. fan, as mentioned by Mr. Craig, it is well

to close up the central portion of the fan, and only use the outer 4 in.

of the blades.—Yours truly,

A. Gray.

ELECTRIC HORNS.

To TBI Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

SIR,—There has been some argument lately in your Journal respect

ing electric horus, and I venture to suggest that my experiences with

these same may interest your readers. Last October my employer

lionght an electric horn. I have just put on the third battery, the two

previous ones running exactly two months each. The car is used almost

every day, and we do a lot of touring with it. Consequently the horn

is used a great deal, the fact of it being so easy to work causing one to

use it mors ; the platinum adjusting screw is outside and easy to clean or

adjust, which I have had no occasion to do yet. I may say the sound,

although flat, is penetrating.—Yours truly,

L. F.

ACCESSIBILITY.

To thb Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,— I have read the abstract you gave in a recent issne of the

M.C.J, of Mr. F. L. Martineau's recent paper on " Accessibility and

Cleanliness," and consider that motorists generally should be grateful

to him for having at last drawn attention to these matters. 1 he sub

ject of accessibility is one that has, in the past, .been greatly neglected

and although considerable improvement has lately been effected, yet

there are many cars which fall far short of what 'may be termed the

acme of accessibility. One possible explanation of the many " unget-

atable" parts on cars is to be found in the fact that the desigoer has

kept the chassis in his mind's eye at all times in working out the

various locations of the different portions of the mechanism. The body

is something with which he has nothing whatever to do ; the frame

dimensions are given to the carriage builder and he does the rest, this

being the case particularly where the chassis is supplied by one firm

and the body by another. Given the chassis alone nothing could be

simpler than to reach any part of the mechanism with the proper tool

to adjust it. In this connection it will be recalled with what persistent

frequency show salesmen demonstrate this point on the polished chassis

usually found at exhibitions. The interested listener is delighted, and

if he happens to have had previous experience in the opposite direction

this may be the deciding argument that brings his order. But leaning

over a chassis that is mounted at exactly the right height to make it

more convenient and is moreover absolutely devoid of every impedi

ment, such as steps, mudguards and. the like, not to speak of the body,

and doing the same thing on the road, or even in one's motor house,

when all these are in place, is a far different matter. Accessibility is

naturally a variably quantity and may mean totally different things to

different designers, but when it is necessary to take off the body in

order to reach a part that is at all prone to go wrong on the road, the

motorist may well be permitted to think things of the man who was

responsible for the design. To my mind anything less than a serious

mishap should be capable of repair either on the road or in the stable

without the necessity of reducing the car to in chassis in order to reach

the affected part, and until this has been attained the designer can

scarcely lie said to have achieved more than a fraction of what ia

represented by the word accessibility.—Yours truly,

A Ten Years' Motorist.

 

A NOVEL TRANSMISSION.

To thb Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—As a regular reader of your valuable paper, and also as a

motorist, I have followed with great interest the diacussion re simplicity,

accessibility, &c, on motor-cars. I am a practical engineer of tome seven

teen years' experience and have designed a combined axle and gear-box,

which also dispenses with a clutch, the cardan shaft extending direct

from the crank shaft to the live axle. It ia not a clumsy atfair at all, and

the difference in size of the differential box is scarcely noticeable. It is

absolutely fool proof and can be operated by a small quadrant on the

steering pillar. As I have not yet obtained protection for it I cannot,

of course, furnish you with drawings. But, if any of your manufacturing

readers are interested in the matter, I shall be pleased to demonstrate

the working and advantages of the arrangement as soon as I have done

so.—Yours truly,

H. MlLNES.g

A CHANGE-SPEED GEAR TROUBLE.

To thb Editor of The Motor-Car Journal

SIR,—In reply to " Perfect Pinion's" letter in the M.C.J, of the 2nd

inst., re excessive wear on small gear wheel of a 12-16-h.p. Peugeot,

this is undoubtedly owing to its having insufficient mesh, which is

relatively due to the wheel being too small in diameter. . Possibly, too,

the lay shaft has been turned down at some time to accommodate a new

wheel, and consequently the shaft is not stiff enough and requires more

support. The shaft bearing this wheel should be taken out and put

between the centres of a lathe and tested for truth. A little bit of

wobble on the shaft will throw the wheel out a lot and cause the

crunching sound complained of. The keying of the wheel also muat be

inapected so as to ascertain the true running of the pinion on its shaft.

Assuming that "Perfect Pinion" is satisfied on the points mentioned,

attention must next be turned to the bushes. Do they fit? Are they

bored in the centre, and could the wheels be brought closer together? If ■

it is possible, link the two shafts together with a piece of 3-8 in. steel

plate inside the gear-box. Longer bushes might be fitted the next tiui
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•they are necessary, and another tooth in the wheel if the gear-box hearing

■distance will allow it : and especially be sure that the wheel is square

with the lay shaft. Oh for acentre bearing in gear boxes I—Yours truly,

Herbert J. Chapman.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—" Perfect Pinion's " trouble, as mentioned by him in the M.C.J.

•of the 2nd inst. , is probably due to the bearing at the end of the shaft

when the slow-speed pinion is being badly worn, and allowing the slow

speed to be partially out of mesh. The fact that the box is inclined

to spring is not conducive to long life for the bearings.—Yours truly^,

THE CONSTKUCTION OF AN INSPECTION PIT.

To the Editor op The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—Replying to " Rotherham's" query in a recent issue of the

M. C.J„ an inspection pit is such a great convenience that the owner of a dar

who keeps it on his own premises will never regret the cost of its construc

tion, which need not be heavy. Triers are m-iny times wnen it is desirable

to get under the car to do some odd jobs or to clean the lower part of the

gear-box or crank case. It is better, in my opinion, not to have the pit

in the stable itself, but outside, unless the stable be very large and well

lighted. The car should be washed and cleaned outside on a little

cement or asphalte floor, so that its resting-place may always be neat

and clean, and not sloppy, greasy and generally dirty, as is loo often the

case.

In order to be able to ascommodate all sizes of cars, a pit should be

•of the following dimensions :—9 ft. 9 in. long, 2 ft. 9 in. or 3 ft. wide and

about 3 ft. 6 in. deep. To the above mentioned length of the pit,

property so called, should be added that of four step*, each step being

8 in. deep and about 5 in. high. The bottom of the pit should have a

gentle slope towards a drain pipe, and the latter, which is absolutely

necessary, should have a trap. The pipe should have stout wire gauze

•over it to prevent foreign substances from -thoking it up. When a car

is not over the pit it should be covered with removable floor boards so

as to prevent anyone from falling in. The above described con

struction may, of course, be modified or simplified according to individual

ideas or requirements, —Yours truly,

T. Dickinson.

AUTOMATICALLY ADVANCED AND RETARDED

IGNITION.

To the Editor op The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—As an enthusiast, though not technical expert in motor
•matters, I have noted with interest the appearance of a number of cars

in which the ignition control is combined with the lever actuating the

throttle, and, later still, several in which the advance and retard of the

ignition is automatically controlled in accordance with the speed of

the engine. The first vehicle in which this method was adopted was,

I believe, the Brotherhood ; since then the little Siziire-Naudin car has

come along, and now the Germain concern are, I understand, applying

it to their motor-'buses. It would, I am sure, be of interest to many

of your leaders, as it certainly will be to myself, if any motorist who

has had some experience with a car in which the ignition is auto'

matically regulated to suit the speed of the motor would recount the

same in the pages of the M.C.J. So far as I can see, the arrangement

entails a little more mechanism under the bonnet, but if it works

well in practice, this addition should be more than counterbalanced

by the abolition of the usual ignition lever on the steering wheel or

■column and the simplification of the work of successful car-driving

which such reduction in the number of levers carries with it.—Youis

truly,

W. Pickering.

LUBRICATION TROUBLES.

To the Editor op The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—Referring to Mr. Young's letter in the last issue of the M.C.J.,

the cause of his trouble is no doubt due to cue pressure in the crank

-case. To overome this, a large valve should be fitted, a small bill-

valve not being sufficient to release the pressure. In some cases a pipe

is brought from the crank case straight up sufficiently high to prevent

the oil blowing oat. The cylinders will gat well lubricated irom the

splash in the crank case if plenty of oil is kept in. —Yours truly,

T. H. A.

LETTERS for (he Society of Automobile Mechanic Drivers should be

sent to the secretary, Mr. G. T. Clarke, Rawiing's Garage, Halkin

Street, Belgrave Square, W.

Messrs. E. U. Bkntall and Co., of Heybridge, Mildon, have laid

<lown special plant tj deal wit.i the increasing demand from the trade for

their motor valves.

WORKS ORGANISATION.*

By Percy Martin.

A WORKS must produce that which can be sold at a profit, and the

sales organisation must aim to sell that which a given works, with given

facilities, can best produce, and also the company policy must be formed

with due consideration for the limitations of both. It is fatal to ask

impossibilities of either.

I shall lay stress on the necessity of specialising your products, and

duties of men, but, as an exception to this rule of specialisation, let me

cite the case of the department head, who must know enough of what

other departments are doing to find his bearing with reference to the

whole. He must understand the company policy in order to be able to

manage his own department for the benefit of the whole. Some may

contend that their results are not a commercial or financial success,

in spite of being guided in their efforts by exactly the same principles

which I am about to define, and I say that the reason is, although the

principles of organisation of individual departments may be entirely

correct, yet failure is not eliminated because of the loss of energy

through lack of co-operation of the departments.

Many failures are due more to the loss of energy in the shape of

internal friction in the organisation than to any other cause. In

laying down the general principles of works organisation, I am not

givinir a description of the Daimler works and its methods.

Not having my subject qualified as to any specific production of a

works organisation, it would be futile to deal with any special phases

or problems which depend chiefly on local conditions and nature of

products for their solution. My aim will be to give a few hints on how

to spend money wisely oa what are generally known as "non-produc

tive departments." The departments I have in mind are :—

The Works Staff.^-Incorporating chiefly departments for cost-

keeping and btock-keepinst.

Engineering Staff.—Incorporating departments for original

designing, production of working drawings, design of special tools and

jigs, and a special department for the production of the latter.

System of Inspection.—Incorporating detail inspection and

testing of the completed article.

Taking first the works staff departments, it is usually the function

of the cost-keeping section to record expenditure of wages and material

ou each piece of work put through the shops ; but who will deny that it

is well worth the increased establishment expenditure to have a depart

ment which can not only produce sum-totals after the work has been

finished, but which can produce before the work is started an accurate

estimate of what the work should cost when completed ?

Know your Costs in Advance.—I hold it as one of the funda

mental principles of businers that one should know the maximum, if

not the exact cost of the article one is to produce before any serious

production takes place at all. 1 have not said anything as to the

necessity of costing, because this is admitted on all hands ; but I would

like to lay stress on the principles that your costs must be exact, or

they may fail to be of use to you. Unless you know the exact

margin you have to manipulate, you, or your salesmen, can never be

quite sure whether quotations involve taem in a slight profit or a

slight loss, and it is easy to conceive of circumstances where, in order

to gain a name or to meet competition, it is both necessary to get

business and yet not to lose money.

The most effective manner in which to equalise costs, as regards

material, is to hand over to the workman only the amount of material

he actually requires, no more and no less. Should a mistake have been

made in judging of the material necessary, the first man to produce

an article will find out and demand more material, which ensures

the matter being corrected through the medium or the storekeeper

who, by virtue of having received a copy of the well-distributed orders

and specifications, will Know exactly what material he is authorised

to hand over to the workman on any particular order. One may

ask what happens if a piece is inadvertently scrapped. This is one

of the most important functions of the storekeeper, as the canscientious

bringing-np of the scrapped pieces before the management is one of

the most difficult orders to properly obeyed. Yet the scrapped

work is exceedingly instructive from a considerable number of stand

points. It enables one to judge of the efficiency of the workman, the

quality of the material supplied by the purveyors, and the possibilities

as regards improvements in design. When the workman is forced to

apply to the storekeeper for fresh material to replace that which he has

scrapped, it enables the latter to replenish the stock, both raw and

firii.hed, without waiting, as is often the case otherwise, until the end

of the order, and incurring the consequeuo delay and uupleasantness

through a batch of articles lying nearly complete, waiting for some

trifle scrapped, not recorded and ordered months belore.

The obtaining of accurate costs is facilitated to a considerable

extent by the method of payment of wages used. Generally speak

ing there are three methods, namely, day work, or hourly rate

system, the piece work system, and the premium bonus system. The

first two most certainly do not enible one to arrive at accurate costs.

The premium bonus plan gives, in any case, a " limit cost," the bonus

paid away representing further profit to the company and the men over

and above expectations, and if time allowances are properly fixed these

•From a paper read at the meeting of the Institution of Automobile Engiuecn on

March 13th.
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Messrs. Goldsmith and Wills, of the Waterloo Motor Garage,

have been appointed agents for the county of Hertfordshire for the

" Weigel " cars.

Mexico is the latest country in which arrangements have been made

to push the Napier six-cylinder cars; three 40-b.p. six-cylinder vehicles

have been purchased for that market within the last few days, one of

which was despatched within a week from the receipt 01 the order.

From the Scottish Motor Engineering Company, Ltd., Granton

Harbour, N.B., comes a copy of the 1907 catalogue of the Granton

motor-'buses and commercial vehicles, which are made in three sizes —

l'2-h.p., 24-h.p., and 45-h.p.

tonuses can be taken into consideration and allowed for. Having settled

the costs beforehand, all that is necessary is the preparation of statistics

with a view of assisting the management in the control of certain

-classes of expenditure. Statistics worked oat in the form of carves

are probably the most useful, as figures do not convey such a clear

idea of the position of the expenditure as a curve of comparisons.

One of the other departments of importance, the management of

'which usually comes nnder the works staff, is stock-keeping.

Properly kept stock records are, therefore, essential to an organisation,

and the concentration of data on to a stock record, planned on the

loose leaf system, is what is required. Each stock sheet represents

one particular material. These sheets are classified and indexed, so as

to be easily, referred to. They should consist of a double-sided ledger,

giving as debits to the stores the materials ordered, balanced by

material delivered, and on the credit side the requirements of various

shop orders, balanced by issues from stores. The stock sheets may

be made far-reaching enough to indicate, in addition to the above

facts, also the weight of castings, the varying price of materials, &C.

This information would enable invoices to be verified and the weight

of various rough stampings, castings, &&, to be checked.

The next section of the so-called " non-productive" departments

is that of the engineering staff, comprising, first, the department

for original design and the production of working drawings ;

secondly, the design of special tools and jigs, and an independent

department for their production and upkeep ; and thirdly, a system

of inspection between operations. The first department, which

m*y be designated constructional engineering, should follow the

policy of the company as to the articles designed. One is

inclined to develop an organisation which can, in a more or less

routine way, successfully standardise, improve, and, in fact, develop

the design from day to day, or from year to year, of any article

nnder consideration. In the first place there is the principle of stan

dardisation applied to the design of the article—that is, the simplifi

cation of the design as far as possible, and the utilisation of parts

which are already known to you as having withstood the test of

experience in your earlier designs. Designs should rather be evolved

from previous practice than completely revolutionised, because this

reduces the possibilities of failure from an engineering standpoint, and

the cost is also lowered to a tremendous extent right from the start.

In the second place, the constructional draughtsmen should produce

drawings on each of which is incorporated all the information necessary

and useful for staff and shops, such as quantities, limits, style of finish,

kind of material, &c. Further, this principle is also to be kept in view,

viz., that in addition to cleverness, ingenuity, and originality of design,

the fact must not be lost fight o) that the design has to be produced in

your shop, with its limited facilities, and that as cheaply as possible.

It is necessary for drawings to be complete ones ; nothing should be

left to the judgment of the workman, however simple and obvious

the job looks.

The working drawings are then considered from the point of view

of manufacture, which is to be effected both quickly and cheaply—

that is to say economically—and this brings us to the second portion

of the engineering staff, viz., the design of special tools and jigs.

These tools and jigs are made in accordance with the requirements of

manufacture. That is, in the case of engineering works being

engaged on repetition work, a considerably greater expenditure

od special tools and jigs is permissible than if the design

is to be carried out only once or a limited number of times.

Great attention should be paid to the department which designs

special tools and jigs, and the work of sketching these special tools,

ji^s, and fixtures should, like the working drawing itself, be done with

extreme care and accuracy, and with proper exercise of brains and

judgment, as the subsequent manufacturing costs depend to the,

greatest possible extent on this class of designing. The third con

sideration in regard to the engineering section is that relating to in

spection. This has the double advantage of locating any fault

or scrap on to a single individual, thereby doing only justice

- to the othar operators, and it, furthermore, enables a check

to be put on the bonus to be paid to each individual operator.

When the working drawing is pioduced, and the jigs and special

tools have been designed, the progress through the shops arranged for

-and the points-of inspection Fettled, the question of material is brought

to the fore. Specifications of material are prepared from the informa

tion given on the drawings, and the specifications having been distributed

thoroughly, enable orders to be placed in the economical manner pre

viously described, and the material to be received into stores and put

out to the particular workmen in need of it.

{To be concluded.)

CLUBS AND ASSOCIATIONS.

 

A.C.G.B.I.

'is Arrangements are now in operation by which members of the

. A.C.G.B.I. poing to France by the Folkestone T5uulo«ne, Southampton-

Havre, or Newnaven Dieppe routes can obtain tickets at the club

house, where also particulars with regard to the transport of cars

across the Channel can be obtained.

The vehicles entered in the Vapour Emission competition to take

place on Tuesday next are as follows:—ltV'20-h.p. Chenard-Walcker ;

40-h.p. Napier; 30 35-h.p. Lotis ; 24-h.p. De Dion Bouton ; 32-h.p.

Pilgrim; a 10-12-h.p. oar entered by Mr. J. T. Newell; 35 45-h.p.

Ariel; 16-h.p. Albion; 24-h.p. Albion; 18 24-h.p. Austin; 25-h.p.

Straker Squire ; 26-h.p. Belsize ; 20-h.p. Lanohaster.

Sir Laurence Jenkins and the Hon. R. T. G. Murray have been

elected to membership of the Club.

The committee for the ensuing year has been constituted as follows :

The twenty-live members who did not retire this year are:—Capt. F. E.

Dyke Ac'and, Messrs. A. Armitage, T. H. D. Berridge, M.P., Alfred F.

Bird, T. G. Chambers, E. H. Cozens-Hirdy, Lr.-Col. K. E. B. Crompton,

C.B., Charles Hirdy, Dr. H. S. Hele-Shaw, F.R.*. E. M. C. Instone,

G. C. Ashton Jonson, Major F. L. Lloyd, R.E., E. Manville, J. R. Nisbet,

Wilson Noble, J. F. Ochs, Mervyn O'Gorman. Dr. H. E. Bruce Porter

 

An old Toll Gate near Philadelphia.

Lionel de Rothschild, J. D. Siddeley, Stanley Spooner, Hon. Arthur

Stanley, M.P., Henry Sturmey, Dr. J. Hopkins Walters and Claade

Watney. The twenty-five members elected by ballot are :—Col. H. C. L.

Holden, R.A., F.R.S., Messrs. CD. Rose, M.P., Professor C. V. Boys,

Sir Boverton Redwood, Col. David A. Kinloch, F. H. Butler, Sir Henry

Norman, M.P., Major T. H. Cochrane, F. P. Armstrong, Commander

Mansfield Cumniing, R.N., Capt. G. H. J. Skernngton-Smyth, D.S.O., W.

Worby Beaumont, Henry Edmunds, J. Lyons Sampson, Capt. R. K.

Bagnall-Wild, R.E., Robert Todd, Vere Ker-Seymer, W. J. Leonard,

the Hon. C. S. Rolls, Capt. H. H\ P. Deasy, J. M. Gorham, Earl Russell,

Major W. E. Donohue, E. Russell Clarke and T. C. Avehng.

During the past few weeks several members holding the Club's

driving certificate have obtained the French certificat de capacite, or

driving licence, prior to their departure from England. M>mbers who

wish to avoid the formality of the driving examination in France, which

is a necessary preliminary to the issue of a French permit under

ordinary circumstances, are advised to write to the secretary.

The annual meeting of the Club held on the 8th inst. was largely

formal. A proposal oy Mr. Frederic Coleman limiting the voting

powers of committeemen engaged in motor-car business not being put to

the meeting—a majority of those present voting in favour of such a

course. Only two chmg-s took place on the committee, Messrs. E

Russell Clarke and T. C. Ave.ing taking the place of two retiring

members.

AUTOMOBILE ASSCCIATION.

Viscount Combermere, Lord Bernard Gordon-Lennox, Lady Ger

trude Crawf rd, th« Master of Sinclair, Colonel H. R. Armitage, Major

J. W. Sears, Major J. Cotesworth, Major R. S. Ruston, Major Edward St

Aubyn, Capt. E. G. Hardy, Capt. H. C. Bickford. Capt. G. M. H. Stir

ling, D.S.O., Capt. Washington Hibhert, C~pt. N. M. Gray, Rev. H. G

Sprigg, and Dr. A. E. Kinsey-Taylor have joined the A. A,
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ROYAL AUTOMOBILE CLUB DINNER.

Upwards of 400 motorists assembled at the Hotel Cecil, London, on

Friday, the 8th inst., on the occasion of the annual dinner of the Royal

Automobile Club of Great Britain and Ireland, when the Hon. Arthur

Stanley, M.P., chairman of the Club, presided. Among those present

wn-e the Turkish Ambassador, the Spanish Ambassador, the Portuguese

Minister, Sir H. H. Cozens-Hardy, Master of the Rolls, Lord Eversley,

Lord Montagu of Beaulieu, Lord Borthwick, Sir W. Davis-Goff, Sir

Boverton Redwood, Sir Henry Norman, M.P., Major-General F. W.

Benson, Colonel W. J. Bosworth, and Mr. Julian W. Orde.

After the loyal toasts had been honoured, Sir H. H. Cozens-Hardy,

the Master of Rolls, proposed " The Club.1' He said that that body had

already done a great deal of good work, and he would make bold to

prophesy that it wonld do more. It did not seem long since be was in

the House of Commons, yet at that time such a thing as the motor was

practically unknown in a contest for a seat in St. Stephen's, whereas

nowadays it would seem that there conld not be either a Parliamentary

or a municipal contest without an array of horseless carriages being

it quisitionea by the supporters of either side. Some members of that

staid and respectable body, his Majesty's judges, had been seen riding

from their houses to the Courts in motor-cars. To day the community

might be divided into those who liked and those who did not like

motor-cars. Those who owned them liked them, those who could

not own them did not like tbem. He believed John Bull did not like

the foreign words that were associated with motoring, particularly the

word "garage," and he was pleased to note that in a case heard

before him in the latter part of last year the English language was

not so poor that words conld not be found for the car and the

house in which it was kept. Referring to the work of the Club, he

said that it had actively engaged in endeavouring to rid the road of a

class of men who were a discredit to the movement. Then there

was the dust nuisance that turned hedges white that should be green.

Again, a special committee of the Club was actively engaged in trying

to find a means to minimise, if not to do away with the nuisance.

Further, he trusted the efforts of the Club would meet with success in

abating that which in London had become a scandal and a disgrace—

the noise of the motor-omnibuses, which he described as " the demons

of the road. " The club had done a great deal in the way of ex

periments aiming at the improvement of those vehicles.

The Hon. Arthur Stanley, in replying to the toast, apologised for

the absence of the Duke of Sutherland, President of the Club, who had

sent his heartiest greetings. He had listened with great interest" to the

speech of the Master of the Rolls, and congratulated him on behalf of

the club and himself on his recent well-deserved promotion. He had

been particularly interested to hear him say that motoring had spread

so far as to reach uncivilised parts of the world to ench an extent as

even to affect his Majesty's judges. At all events, the Master of the

Rolls would not have to ask in court, "What is a motor-car?" Be

then referred to the guests of the club that evening, among whom was

the Turkish Ambassador—" who, of course, is becoming one of us, for he

had ordered a car some time ago, and would have had it by now if

it had been delivered when the salesman promised"—the Spanish

Ambassador, the Portuguese Minister, and the Press. No medium

had rendered greater service in spreading the movement than the

Press. He wished to offer a few parting words of thanks for the kind

ness of all and sundry to him during the two years of bis chairman

ship cf the Club. It was a happy parallel of the Master of the Rolls

to nave styled the Club the Motorists' Parliament. They might

congratulate themselves on the manner in which they had

done their work—bttter than they did it at Westminster.

There were no suffragettes outside the Club House at Piccadilly,

and the policemen on the beat had not a scratch on their fa.ee?.

As to their future, he hoped to see them soon in occupation of the best

club house in London, and possibly with a reduced subscription. He

had authority to make an announcement of the utmost interest and

importance to motorists, for his Majesty the King had been graciously

pleased to order that henceforth that Club should be known as the Royal

Automobile Club. They were all proud to receive such a mark of the

Royal favour, and would continue to make yet greater efforts to ensure

the success of the sport of motoring, of the industry, and of the social

interests of the community whose welfare would be increased by the

spread of motoring, and so they would endeavour to deserve the great

honour that had been bestowed on them.

NOTTS.

A special general meeting of the members of the Nottinghamshire

Automobile Club was held in the Black Boy Hotel, Nottingham, last

week to consider four resolutions down on the agenda in the name of

Mr. A. H. Atkey. Over one hundred members were present. Mr.

Charles Hardy was in the chair, and amongst those also present

were Lieutenant-Colonel Birkin, Captain F. Hardy, Messrs. J. H.

Kirk, A. Barlow, Dr. S. Tresidder, Dr. P. Tresidder, A. K. Atkey,

Dr. Neilson.J. C. Wilson, W. D. Wells, G.Cohen, B. W. Winter, A.

Lee, J. J. Spencer, S. Harvey, and Booth Granger (honorary

secretary). The- cause of the meeting being summoned was the manner

in which the committee was selected at the annual meeting, at which

certain members of the automobile trade took umbrage.

The resolutions submitted by Mr. Atkey were as follows :—(a)

That in the opinion of this meeting the methods adopted at the annual

general meeting held on January 25th, to secure the elections of certain

officers and committee, were not conducive to the well-being of the club -r

(b) That Rule 6 be amended by substituting 7 for 6 in line 2 and 15 for-

10 in line 3, and to proceed forthwith to fill the vacancies thereby

created ; (c) That this rule obtain until December 31st, 1907, when it

shall lapse, and the present rule be reverted to ; (c) That vice-presidents

who have been elected as such after virtue of signal service and long

connection with.the club shall not be subject to re-election so long as

they continue in active co-operation, and desire to maintain their con

nection with the club. In moving the adoption of tbe first resolution,.

Mr. Atkey said he felt the club had radically departed from the

principles which had hitherto guided them in the development of the

clubby their action at their annual meeting. If, however the members-

decided that what had been done was in the best interests of the club,

he would support them ; but he desired to come to a fair understanding.

Mr. J. J. Spencer seconded.

Dr. Tresidder opposed the resolution. He maintained that it was

not conducive to the welfare of the club that members gaining their

livelihood by trading in motors and their accessories should hold office in*

it. The method of appointing officials adopted at the annual meeting

was perfectly legitimate, and until recently it was the method adopted

at all committee meetings when a vacancy arose. After other speakers-

had been heard the resolution was negatived by fifty-two votes to

twenty-nine. Mr. Atkey said that as the feeling of the club was so-

obvious he would withdraw the other resolutions.

BLACKHEATH A.C.

The annual general meeting and dinner of this club was held at the-

Art Club, Blackheath, on the first Friday in the month, Colonel Holden,

R. A., in the chair. Fifty-six members and guests were present. The

following officers were elected :—President, Colonel H. C. L. Holden r-

vice-presidents, Professor Carlton J. Lambert, M.A., Hon. Arthur

Stanley, M.P., Mr. A. Roberts ; committee, Messrs. J. H. Bowden, H. A-

Cunis, J. S. Goodall, M.B., Colin Gordon, Ralph Lucas, T. Marshall, Dr.

Gordon Parker, J. T. Prestige, jun., E. W. Stabb-Johnson, Fred Thome

hon. treasurer, Mr. Hugh Beadle ; captain, Mr. Arthur Jackson ;

auditors, Messrs. Ernest G. Annis and F. G. Nichols ; delegates to>

Motor Union, Mr. H. A. Cnnis and hon. secretary ; hon. secretary,

Mr. Leonard Beadle, .57, Foyle Koad, Blackheath, S.E. A vote of

thanks was passed to the retiring officers, Lord Hugh Cecil, Messrs. A.

Roberts, and H. J. Fisher, which was acknowledged by Mr. A.

Roberts.

When the business part of the evening was concluded, a musical

programme was much enjoyed. Mr. Tom Browne, R. I., did two-

lightning sketches—A Knight of the Road, 1807, and a Knight of the-

Road, 1907; the former depicting a highwayman in full dress on.

Blackheath, i he latter a chauneur driving his car on the same common.

Songs were also contributed by Mr. Tom Browne, and by Mrs. J. Harvard'

and Mr. Percy Beadie. Mr. Septimus Nickells was the accompanist.

EAST SURREY A.C.

The annual general meeting of the above club was held on Satur

day last, at the headquarters. White Hart Hotel, Reigate. The follow

ing members were present :—Messrs. H. Rosling in the 'chair; G. H..

Bowden, H. Hughes, A. Gunning Keen, C. H. and J. Whittington, and

D. J. Barry (hon. sec.) The annual report and summary of accounts-

was taken as read and adopted. The following officers were elected for

the ensuing year (subject to acceptance of absentees) :—President : Capt..

R. H. Rawson, D.L., J.P. ; Vice-Presidents: Sir A. Rendel, Sir G.

Livesey, C.E., Major Kingsley, O. Foster, J.P., Messrs. H. Bell, J.P.,.

H. N. Corsellis, and J. B. Purchase ; Committee : Messrs. G. H.

Bowden, N. Colman, E. H. Goad, H. Hughes, T. Owden Hart, A.

Cunning Keen, H. R. Kempe, H, Rosling, C. H. Whittington, and J.

Whittington ; hon. secretary and treasurer: Mr. D. J. Barry, 50,.

High Street, Reigate ; representatives on General Council of

A.C.G.B.I. : Major K. O. Foster, J. P., and Mr. J. B. Purchase; re

presentatives on General Committee of Motor Union: Messrs. D. J.

Barry and G. H. Bowden ; hon. auditor : Mr. A. Macaire ; official

repairers: Capt. D. J. Sweetzer, London Road, i Reigate; Messrs.

Stannard, Bros , 16, West Street, Reigate ; Messrs. Chalmers and Co.,

High Street, Redhill ; and Mr. C. Fippard, Motor Works, jOakwood

Road, Horley.

THE MOTOR UNION.

Additional interest will be given to the annual general meeting of

the Motor Union, which is to be held at the St Ermin's Hotel, West

minster, on Wednesday next, by the fact that the Chairman, the Hon.

Arthur Stanley, M.P., will present the Motor Union medal to those who

were fortunate in winning it during the past year. Among these are

included Captain Hughes Morgan, of the Herefordshire A.C. ; Major H.

Romkins, Stockton aud District A.C. ; Mr. F. Lindus Forge, Essex

County A.C. ; Mr. A. Cayley, North-East Lancashire A.C; Mr. G.

Bruce Gardner, Kent A.C. ; Mr. E. H. Lanchester, Midland A.C. ; and

Mr. H. Musker, Sussex A.C. In addition, medals have been won by

members of the following clubs:—Wolverhampton and District A.C...

Southern M.C., Hertfordshire County A.C, West Surrey A.C...

Derby and District A.C, Lincolnshire A.C, and the A.C. of North-

Wales.
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INDUSTRIAL VEHICLES AT OLYMPIA.

'I'm: first International Commercial Motor Vehicle and Motor Boat

Exhibition at Olympia, W., was opened on Thursday, last week, by Sir

Wm. TTeloar, Lord Mayor of London. Although the building is by no

means crowded with exhibita, an interesting collection of motor-'buses

and industrial vehicles has been got together. Dealing first with steam

wagons, it may be mentioned that Messrs. D. Stewart and Co., Ltd.,

Glasgow, Bhow a 5-ton machine on the Stewart-Thornycroft system,

Manu's Patent Steam Cart and Wagon Company, Ltd., Leeds, a 2-ton

wagon with locomotive boiler, for Messrs. Taogyes, of Birmingham,

Messrs. Kobey and Co., Ltd., Lincoln, a 5-ton gear driven lorry, Messrs.

e Ellis and Co., Ltd., a 2-ton and a 6-ton steam waggon, and Messrs.

Straker and Sqnire, Ltd., a 5-ton lorry with locomotive boiler. The

St. Pancras Ironwork Company, Ltd., are present with one of their 5-ton

steam wagons with special fire tube boiler and patent rocking fore-

carriage. Included in the exhibit of the Lancashire Steam Motor Com

pany, Ltd.. Leyland, is a Leyland five-ton steam lorry, of which a large

number are in use in different parts of the country, especially in Lan

cashire. A couple of the well-known Foden 5-ton wagons are displayed

by Messrs. Fodens, Sandbacb, one being intended for Messrs.

J. and II . Robinson, Ltd., Greenwich. Considerable improvements have

been effected in the Yorkshire steam wagon, that now exhibited by the

Yorkshire Steam Wagon Company, Ltd., having enclosed vertical com

pound engines and chain transmission. Messrs. Alley and MacLellan,

Ltd., Glasgow, through their London agents, Messrs. E. W. Kudd and

Co., exhibit two of the Sentinel steam wagons, and also a number of the

component parts of the same. In addition to one of their tractors,

Messrs. Wallis and Steevens, Ltd., Basingstoke, show a Wallis steam

wagon. Steam tractors are shown by Messrs. Tusker and Sons,

Andover, Messrs. Wm. Foster and Co., Lincoln, and Messrs. Kobey and

Co., Ltd., Lincoln.

One of the largest exhibits of petrol motor-'buses is that of the

Milnes-Daimler Company ; three of the latest 28-h.p. German-Daimler

chassis fitted with different types of bodies are on view, including a thirty-

seated gallery char-a-banc for the Great Western Railway Company.

Captain Theo. Masui presents the latest type of 24-h.p. Germain 'bus

chassis, in which the engine is arranged under a bonnet instead of under

the driver's seat as was the case in the earlier models. A number of im

provements are to be found in the latest 35-40-h.p. Critchley-Norris 'dus

chassis shown by the Critchley-Norris Motor Company ; the clutch,

which is of the leather-faced cone type, is fitted with an eccentric motion

which enables it to be withdrawn with a minimum of exertion ; special

attention has also been paid to the lubrication and to the brakes. The

Neue Automobil Gesellschaft, Berlin, exhibit a 24-26 h.p. double-deck

'bus and a 16-18-h.p. street-watering wagon, the latter having been

. built for service in Berlin. The exhibit of the Wolseley Tool and

Motor Car Company, Ltd., comprises a 30- h.p. 'bus chassis, a

30-h.p. thirty-three-seated char-a-banc with canopy, an 18-h.p.

ambulance with Elastes tyres, and a new 10 h.p. taxamoter can.

Messrs. Durham, Churchill and Co., Sheffield, who are meeting

with considerable success with their heavy petrol vehicles, show a

24-30-h.p. Churchill 26-seated char-a-banc, fitted with Aster four-

cylinder engine and the Champion change-speed gear, the pinions of

which are always in mesh. They also exhibit an 18-22-h.p. chassis,

suitable for use as a 2-ton lorry or van, or as a single-deck 'bus. Fiat

Motors, Ltd., show one of the latest Fiat 40-h.p. 'bus chassis with the

engine under a bonnet, and a 40-h.p. 5-ton lorry built for the Soudan

Government. Commercial Cars, Ltd., Luton, make their debut with

a 30-seated char-a-banc or "country coach," the feature of the chassis

being the change-speed gear. The pairs of pinions of the latter are

always in mesh, the desired pair being made to transmit the power by

means of dog clutches. The Lancashire Steam Motor Co., Ltd.,

exhibit a 35-40-h.p. double-deck petrol 'bus for the London Central

Motor 'Bus Company, and a 31 -seated char-a-banc fitted with a 50-h.p.

four-cylinder engine. Another excellent example of a British-built motor-

'bus is to be seen in that exhibited by the Maudslay Motor Co., Ltd. It

is fitted with a 35-45-h.p. engine and the White and Poppe automatic car

burettor, and throughout bearsevidence of careful design and construction.

Messrs. Dennis Bros., Ltd., have a very interesting exhibit. Of the

Tmses, reference may be made to a 40-h.p. vehicle with Aster engine

and the Dennis worm drive, built for the London Road Car Company.

The firm are also paying special attention to heavy petrol lorries and

vans, and show a 40-h.p. brewers' lorry for Messrs. Wm. Hancock and

Co., Cardiff, and a 20-h. p. two to two and a halt ton van for Messrs.

Carter Paterson and Co. The Ryknield Motor Company, Ltd., of

Borton-on-Trent, who are now devoting special attention to motor-'bus

work, show a 40-h.p. chassis in which a number of special points are

comprised, notably the single lever control or the throttle and the

ignition, and the patent triangular under-frame, which prevent* the

pinions on the ends of the differential shaft, which drive gear rings boiled

to the rear road wheels, getting out of alignment. Other points worthy

of notice are the large radiator and the adjustable steering gear. A

new range of Swiss-built machines is to be seen at the stand of Berna

Motors, Ltd.; three models are staged, 16-18-h.p., 20-24-h.p., and

30-35-h.p. ; the chassis of the latter is suitable for use as a lorry or as

a motor-'bus. The four-cylinder engines have low-tension ignition

while the transmission is by a cardan shaft and bevel gear to a live

axle. The Turgan commercial vehicles are displayed by the Cannstatt

Automobile Supply Association ; they comprise a 12 h.p. chain-driven

chassis suitable for a 15 cwt. van, a 24-h.p. 3-ton tip wagon, and a

30-40-h.p. 'bus chassis. Other exhibitors of motor-'buses include the

Beaufort Motor Company, Ltd. , Messrs. J. E. Mutton, Ltd. (Uerliet),

the New.Arrol-.Johnston Co., Ltd., Messrs. J. and E. Hall (the Saurer

system), Mors. England, Ltd., the Thames Engineering Company, Ltd.,

the British Automobile Development Company (Brush), the Motor Car

Emporium, Ltd. (Durkoppand De Dion), Messrs. Scott, Stirling and

Co., Ltd., Messrs. Straker and Sqnire, Ltd. Bodies for motor- buses

and delivery vans are shown by Christopher Dodson, Ltd., Westminster,

and Messrs. J. Liversidge and Son, Ltd.

The Darracq-Serptfllet Omnibus Company, Ltd., show several

models of the DarraCq-Serpollet steam chassis of 20-25-h.p. and 30-40-b.p.

suitable for delivery vans and motor-'buses. An interesting exhibit is the

30-40-h.p. demonstration vehicle built for the Emigration Dept. of the

Canadian Government, of which an illustration is given elsewhere in the

present issue. Much interest is centred on the stand of the Daimler

Motor Company, Ltd., where is shown a complete Renard road train con

sisting of a locomotor, two passenger coaches and a luggageivan,'reference

to which was made in a recent issue.

New combination petrol-electric motor chassis, suitable for motor-

'buses and delivery vans, are displayed by Messrs. Greenwooaand Batley

Ltd., Leeds, Messrs. Straker and Squire, Ltd., and Messrs. W. A. Stevens,

Ltd., Maidstone. In the Greenwood and Batley vehicle a 35-h.p. four-

cylinder engine drives a continuous current dynamo. In the rear of the

latter are two series wonnd motors, each driving through distinct

enolosed cardan shafts and worm gearing one half of the rear live axle.

In the Straker-Squire 'bus the engine, which is of 30-h.p., is coupled direct

to a dynamo which generates energy at varying amperage and voltage,

this being utilised to operate two electric motors gjared to a counter

shaft, whence the power is transmitted to the rear road wheals by silent

 

The 24-30 h.p. Churchill Char-a-bano recently supplied by Messrs

Durham Churchill and Co. to the Caledonian Railway, for service

between Eaglesham and Cathcart.
The journey is only about four miles, but it is an exceedingly difficult one.
Notwithstanding this the car successfully went through a month's trial without

an involuntary stop, and without missing a scheduled trip.

chains. In the Stevens system the engine is directly coupled up to a

special dynamo which has two windings so arranged that they can be

coupled up either in series or in parallel. In line with the dynamo is the

electric motor which dri ves the rear axle through a cardan shaft and bevel

gear. The principal feature is found in the c mt roller, which is so coupled

up with a pedal that its position cannot be changed unless the pedal is

depressed, which breaks the circuit as well as slowing down the speed of

the engine by acting on the throttle, which latter is also controlled by a

lever on the steering wheel. We hope to refer to the Stevens system

more fully in a later issue.

Passing now to heavy p-itrol commercial vehicles, the well-known

Orion lorries are being kept well to the front by Messrs. Moss and

Woodd, who are showing a standard 3-ton wagon fitted with 20-h.p.

horizontal double-cvlinder engine. In addition to a Decauville van

and lorry, Messrs. II. M. Hobson, Ltd., show a 30-h.p. Hobson heavy

lorry fitted with the Jenatzy patent suspension. The invention consists

mainly in mounting the mechanical part of the vehicle as a whole upon

a second frame, entirely independent of the vehicle frame, and suspended

from the latter by special springs, so that the absoqition of vibrations

and shocks no longer depends upon the load which the vehicle is carry

ing. Messrs. Argylls, Ltd., and Argylls London, Ltd., exhibit a new

16-20-h.p. 30-cwt. lorry chassis with the engine located under the driver's

seat and a worm drive in place of the usual bevel gear, several light

vans, a newspaper delivery van as built for the " Glasgow Evening News,"

a 1" 12 h.p. sample carrier, and an Argyll 14-16-h.p. standard cab. A

novelty is seen at the stand of the Enfield Autocar Company, Ltd., in a
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20-b.p. vehicle specially designed for the conveyance of horses. The

Simrns Manufacturing Company, Ltd., exhibit a number of commercial

vehicles ranging from a neat 20 cwt. van to a £8-35-h.p. 5-ton loiry

built for the Great Central Railway. Heavy petrol vans and lorries are

also displayed by Messrs. James and Browne, Ltd., the new Arrol-

Johnston Car Company, Ltd., Commercial Cars, Ltd., Luton, Messrs.

Scott, Stirling, and Co., Ltd., Halley's Industrial Motors, Ltd., Glasgow,

and Messrs. Straker and Squire, Ltd.

Light petrol motor delivery vans for loads of from 7 to 30 cwt. are

exhibited by the Linos-ay Motor Manufacturing Company! Ltd. ; the

Horley Motor Company, Horley ; Sturmey Motors, Ltd., Coventry ;

Belsize Motors, Ltd., Manchester ; Messrs. Glover Bros., Ltd. ; Messrs.

Mors England, Ltd. ; Messrs. AVest, Ltd. : Messrs. De Dion-Bouton, Ltd. ;

Messrs. Alldays and Onions ; the Adams Manufacturing Company, Ltd.;

the Lancaster Motor Garage ; Messrs. W. T. Clifford Eorp, Ltd. ; and

Messrs. J. A. Lawton and Co. The Star Engineering Company, Ltd.,

Wolverhampton,- have on view a neat 14-h.p. van for loads up to liicwt. ; a

Star 10-h.p. four-cylinder landaulet and a 25 cwt. van were also expected.

A novelty is seen in the new vehicles—a IS cwt. delivery van, a hansom

cab, and a six-seated cub—shown by the Pullcar Motor Company, Ltd.,

-Preston. The eDgine and driving gear are so connected with the front

pair of load wheels as to form a two-wheel tractor or avant train which

can be applied to ordinary carriage bodies. An illustrated notice of the

system waR given in the M. C.J. hi July 28th last. Two useful petrol

motor delivery vans are shown by the Industrial Motor Company,

Windsor. The Oh.p. vehicle has a capacity of 10 cwt., while the 12-h.p.

machine is intended to convey loads up to 20 cwt. at a speed of twelve

miles per hour. A novelty to this country is the 14 16-h.p. petrol

delivery van exhibited by Messrs. Jesse Ellis and Co., it being fitted with

the Fonillaion variable speed gear obtained by expanding and contracting

pulleys ; the system was described in connection with our report of the

 

The' Argyll 16-20-h.p. 30 cwt. Lorry with detachable canvas canopy. -

recent Paris Salon. The Motor Engine and Manufacturing Company,

L*d., show a couple of chassis suitable for delivery vans, the feature

lying in the engine, which is of the Duplex two stroke type, cf which

an illustration was given in these puges two or three months ago.

The Laore Motor Car Company, Ltd., make a feature of the Lacre

16-h.p. vans, the chassis of which are built by the Albion Motor Car

Company, Ltd. Interest in the display is increased by the presence

of the iirst chassis of the kind in England, which has covered a dis

tance of close on 30,000 miles and is still in excellent running order.

A novel and useful tradesmen's carrier is exhibited by the Autocar and

Accessories Company, Ltd., of South Norwood; it is a three- wheeled

machine fitted with a 5-h.p. air-cooled engine, and is capable of

carrying loads up to about 4 cwt.

Messrs. Mann and Overtons, Ltd., exhibit a 10-12-b.p. Unic motor-

cab, similar tothose which are now largely being used in London. Messrs.

West, Ltd., show a 10-12-b.p. West-Aster with single-laudaulet body,

specially designed for public service. Other exhibitors of motor-cabs

include the Adams Manufacturing Co., Ltd. New Leader Motors, Ltd.,

Nottingham, are present with a new 10-12-h.p. four-cyiinder cab, the

engine of which is placed near the driver's seat somewhat as in the Lan-

chester, the usual bonnet being thus dispensed with. A useful 10-12-h.p.

10-cwt. van is also on view.

Messrs. Barford and Perkins, Peterborough, show two sizes of their

petrol motor rollers, while Messrs. Bansomes, Simms and Jeffries, Ltd.,

Ipswich, in addition to a range of their well-known motor lawn mowers,

exhibit a series of the Orwell petrol engines from 2f-h.p. to 12-h.p. they

are now turning out.

As regards electrical vehicles, the Electromobile Company, Ltd.,

exhibit a motor ambulance built for the City of London Corporation

and a l.Vcwt. delivery van. The Electric Van, Wagon and Omnibus

Co., Ltd., in addition to the Electrobus, show a o-ewt. delivery van and

a 20-cwt. covered wagon.

Messrs. Drummond Bros., Ltd., have an interesting display of their

special lathes for the repair of motors, as well as a small bench shaping

machine, and an assortment of lathe chucks and accessories. Other

exhibitors of machine tools include Messrs. Ludwig Loewe and Co.,

Messrs. Selig, Sonnenthal and Co., Messrs. Richard Melhuisb, Ltd.,

Messrs. Burton, Griffiths and Co., and Messrs. Alfred Herbert, Ltd. ,

Coventry. The Kirkstall Forge Company exhibit steel frames for-

motor-'lmses and delivery vans, and also draw attention to their special

axles and hubs, made in accordance witli the Butler patents.

A new1 paraffin carburettor known as the Cottrell is shown by

Paraffin Carburettors, Ltd., Birmingham. The device, which is provided*

with a two-way cock, so that the engine, when first put into operation,,

may be started on pelrol, comprises a special form of expanding and

contracting choke tube around the spraying nozzle. The fuel is first

partly vaporised and mixed with air, the mixture being afterwards

heated ere passing into the explosion chambers by means of the exhaust

gases, which, before passing away, are circulated round the inlet pipe.

Good types of motoiisls' raiment are exhibited by Messrs. H. J.

Nicoll and Co., Ltd., whose rainproof frieze motor coats are well known,

and by Messrs. Samuel Bros. ; Messrs. A. W. Gamage, Ltd., have their-

usual comprehensive selection of clothing and accessories, the latter

including horns, accumulators, speed indicators, &c, as well as tools,

lamps and syrens.

Artillery wheels and bent timber for motor bodies constitute the dis

play of Messrs. Smith, Parfrey and Co., who also show the Clincher

" Grid " rubber tyre. Tangent Wheels, Ltd., have also a large assort

ment of their specialities.

The Stern-Sonneborn Oil Company have a complete selection of

their oils ; the Fieldine lubricating oils and varnishes are on the stand

of Messrs. J. C. and J. Field, Ltd. ; varnishes and paints constitute the

display of Messrs. Docker Bros., Ltd., and Price's Patent Candle Com

pany, Ltd., are represented by their lubricants for cars, gear-boxes and

chains as weli as preservatives for leather-faced clutches and the like.

The " Shell " motor spirit is kept before the notice of motorists by the-

General Petroleum Company, Ltd. ; and the Anglo-American Oil Com

pany, Ltd., have samples of motor spirits and oils for heavy vehicles;,

the Vacuum Oil Company b.ave their familiar assortment of lubricat

ing oils and greases.

Messrs. Brampton Bros., Ltd., have a selection of driving chains-

and sprockets for commercial vehicles. The most attractive exhibition

of the chain makers at this show, however, is that made by Messrs. Hans

Renold, Ltd., who show their roller and silent chains in motion. This-

latter type is now being largely employed in London 'bus work to thetsatis-

faction of police authorities and engineers alike. '1 he Coventry Chain

Company, Ltd., keeps its productions to the fore, showing a selection of

chains and chain wheels for commercial vehicles.

Miscellaneous tools and accessories are on view on the stand of the

American Importing Company, who show the "Auto Cle"—a handy

combination for cars or garages. Messrs. Ross, Courtney and Co., Ltd.,

have a varied exhibit of their lubricators, oil pumps, motor tyre pumps,

the " Ross Courtney " valve and other specialities. The "Fastnut"'

washer, recently illustrated in our columns, is exhibited by Messrs.

Fastnut, Ltd.

The "New Era" petrol fire extinguisher is shown by the Valor

Company, Ltd. Messrs. Brown and Barlow, Ltd., exhibit their car

burettors, and Messrs. Salsbury and Son, Ltd., have a representative-

collection of the "Salsbury Dietz" lamps and other high grade pro

ductions for lighting the way of heavy automobiles. Messrs. W. H.

Willcox and Co., Ltd., have a collection of their pumps, lubricators,

jacks, gauges, &c, as well as head lamps and lubricants for motor

lorries.

Tyros are a fairly comprehensive section of the show, their leading

specialities being shown by the Swinebart Tyre and Rubber Company ;.

Messrs. J. Liversidge and' Son, Ltd. (the " De Nevers" tyre for com

mercial vehicles) ; the Shrewsbury and Clialliner Tyre Company, Ltd.

the Peter Union Tyre Company (who show a number of tyres that have

done long service) : the Gaulois Tyres, Ltd. ; the Dunlop Rubber

Company, Ltd. ; and the Sirdar Rubber Company, Ltd. Non-skids-

naturally constitute the feature of |the display made by the Parsons

Non-skid Company, Ltd., whose Grippa non-skids and Sparklet intbitors

are well known. The adjoining stand is occupied by Messrs. Harvey

I'rost and Co., Ltd., who are constantly introducing new features in their

appliances. The New Motor and General Rubber Company, Ltd., make,

a bold display of their "Rub-metal" non-skids and draw attention to-

their facilities for tyre repair work geneially. In addition to their usual

show of speedometers, mileage recorders, watches, Ac, Messrs. S. Smith

ami Son, Ltd., have a now taximeter. The Cowey patent extension

speed indicator fitted with a dial for the dashboard and another for the-

convenience of the passengers is exhibited by the Cowey Engineering

Company. Electrical si ecialities of wide range are on the stands of

Messrs. Peto and Radford, Ltd., and also of Marconi's Wireless

Telegraph Company, Ltd. The Doherty Motor Components, Ltd.. have

their usual display of components and fittings, including radiators,

lubricators, bonnets, &C, for heavy vehicles, motor-'buses, &c. Machine

cut gears are shown by Messrs. David Brown and Sons, Ltd. Messrs..

John Marston. Ltd., make a special display of radiators for motor-'buses.

The " Bentall " motor is on the stand of Messrs. E. H. Bentall and Co.

The Car and General Insuiance Corporation, Ltd., take advantage

of the occasion to make known their facilities for insurances to meet the

requirements of recent legislation.

Recent deliveries of special vehicles have included a 3ii-h.p. Siddeley

c hassis to the lJirmingham Fire Brigade.

Messrs. Jacques anu Company, of Duke Street, Dublin, are the^

ocal agents for the Chambers car.
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CASES UNDER THE MOTOR-CAR ACT.

—♦—

At Barnsley, recently, Seth Stephenson, Crigglestone, has been

fined 20s. and coats for leaving his motor-wagon ten minutes unattended

on the high road, at Worsbro Dale.

A motorist has been fined 10s. and costs for driving a motor-car to

the common danger in Battersea Park.

At the Arundel County Bench, on Monday, live motorists were

gammoned for exceeding the legal limit, a conviction being recorded in

each case. In the afternoon three other cases with similar results were

heard by the borough magistrate.

No Rear Light.

A point of importance to motorists was raised at the Manchester

County Police Court on Monday. The defendant was a man named

Olason, in the employ of a motor-car manufacturing firm in Manchester.

He was summoned for driving a motor-car along the Chorley Road, at

Swinton, on the evening of the 22nd ult. , without having a rear light.

From the evidence given by two police-constables it appeared that the

defendant was stopped at Swinton at 11.15 p.m. He was being towed

by another car, because the car he was in had broken down at Lowton St.

Mary's, and was being taken to Manchester for repairs. There was no

rear light on'either of the cars, the officers said. Mr. M'Keever, barrister,

contended that there was no case, and quoted a part of Section 11 of the

Motor Car Act. The car was not a motor-car, because the engine was

not working, therefore the defendant was not liable, as he was in the

rear car and was being towed in the direction of Manchester by another

ear for repairs. It was fastened by means of a rope. There was a rear

light when the car started, but it was very difficult to keep it in owing

to the jerks from the other car and the fact that it was on a very

Dugh road. The Chairman : The case is dismiss«d.

ROAD REPORTS.

Burnley.—The Surveyor to &e Burnley Rural District Council

calls the attention of that authority to "the menace to expenditure"

caused by the increasing number of motor-wagons and trailers. The

mischief they do in ordinary travelling is, he says, in crushing the under

metal, and thus destroying the life of what would, under ordinary

traffic, prove excellent material. In his opinion the width of all wheels

ought to be wider than at present prescribed, whether for vehicles

drawn by horses, or locomotives, or motor wagons.

East Sussex.—Several roads are under repair in the Chorley district.

The steam roller belonging to the Uckfield District Council is working

in the parish of Waldruu. Ambrose Hill, Bolney, is to be rolled at the

end of this week.

Perthshire.—At the quarterly meeting of the Highland District

Committee of Peith-bire County Council the District Read Surveyor

submitted" bis annual report, in which he regretted to state that the roads

within the district were only in fair order during last season. The main

lines of road are becoming worn with the increasing traffic by motor-cars

and motor-wagons, and as that traffic would go on increasing the metal

allocated is insufficient for their proper maintenance. The Surveyor

suggested the application of 4,100 yards of extra metal as being necessary,

the estimated cost of which was £1,600. The Estimates Committee

reported that they did not recommend that the additional metal

suggested by the Surveyor should be applied at present. The majority

of the motor-cars making nse of the district roads were not local cars, but

belonged to non-residents who contributed nothing towards the road

rates of the district. The Estimate Committee's recommendations were

adopted unanimously.

Sussex.—The roads under repair in Sussex include Stane Street,

between Pulborough and Watersfield ; the parish of Waldron ; on the

Arundel to Brighton road, between the Coach and Horses, Clapham,

and the north-west corner of Broadwater Green ; and that part of the

Worthing-Littlehampton road west of Goring Crossways.

Yorkshire.—The committee of the North Yorkshire A.C. have from

time to time taken steps to improve roads for motor traffic, and have

now in hand the question of improving several sharp and dangerous

corners. They have also been instrumental in setting various warning

posts erected where required.

Oxford.—The authorities will not during the. next few weeks be

doing anything beyond the ordinary road repairs in Oxford, consequently

the main roads will not be much disturbed.

Yarmouth. —No road repairs are in progress at Yarmouth which

cannot be rolled in and got into shape to as to be safe and easy travel

ling at five hours' notice. The authorities, however, are unfortunately

laying two miles of tramway track on the main road out of this resort,

on the north ; it will not be completed for six weeks, and during that

time the traffic over it must be regulated at a slow pace, owing to only

one track being able to be left open for vehicular traffic. Mr. J. W .

Cockwill, the Borough Surveyor, is always anxious to facilitate the

movement of any extra traffic likely to be brought into the town.

Mid Sussex.—In the Mid Sussex district there [has been a watch

kept on the road experiments—tar bindinp, tar painting, and the calcium

chloride process —recently made. The winter has been a very severe

test, and the verdict is apparently in favour of the first. It is dustless

and mudless. The process undoubtedly prolongs the life of the road

material and reduces scavenging to a minimum. Tar painting comes next

in good results, and has proved a better dust than mud preventive.

Lancashire. —The treacherous Heaniing's Brow, between Dunsop

Bridge and Newton, is to be altered. The hill comes on -in acute bend

of the road, and its steepness is certainly not made le>s dangeioua by

the loose slag of the road and by the brook at the ffcot of the hill.

Motorists will be glad to hear that »ome improvement is likely to be

effected.

Isle ok Max.—The Peel Koad in Douglas is in a very bad way,

and the country roads on the Ule of Man generally are said to be in a

deplorable condiiion. Unrolled stones seem the great feature of the

highways, with the result that local motorists can scarcely understand

the refusal of the offer of a steam roller to the authorities some time

ago.

Winchester.—The city council dUcussed the result, of dust-laying

experiments carried out by their direction. The city surveyor found

calcium chloride effective, but he was anxious to try tar-painting, by

means of the latest appliances. His own belief was that the ultimate

solution of the dust problem would be an entirely altered method of con

structing roads generally.

PUBLIC MOTOR SERVICES.

The directors of the Star Omnibus Company, Ltd., regret that

extensions of the London County Council tramways, tube railways and

the competition of the new motor-omnibus companies have seriously

reduced the receipts of the company's omn buses, ami tbe result of the

year's trading therefore does not permit of the payment of the

preference dividend. Twenty-six motor-chassis have been delivered,

 

The 16-h.p. Reo Light Delivery Van can be easily transformed into

a comfortable touring oar, seating five passengers. Hot only that,

bnt the tonneau is detachable from the rest of the body, so that the

vehicle can be used as a two-seater only, if required.

but great difficulty has been experienced in maintaining these, and so

far it has been impossible to work them at a profit.

Epitomising the legal aspect of the public motor services, Mr. J. H.

Moore said at the meeting of the London Road Car Company, that under

the provisions of the Metropolitan Police Carriage Act, 1869, one of the

principal Secretaries of State might from time to time licence to ply for

hire within the limits of the Act hackney and stage carriages on such

conditions as the Secretary of State might from time to time prescribe.

In 1371, 1893, and again 1897, orders were made in pursuance of the Act

by the Home Secretaries of the day which were perfectly reasonable, but

a further series of conditions had just come into force, several of the pro

visions of which were somewhat onerous to tbe proprietors.

A motor-'bus service is contemplated between Lee Green and Oxford

Circus, London.

A motor service is about to be established between Easdale and

Oban by the Kintye Motor Company. Ltd.

The directors of the Great North of Scotland Railwsy have

arranged to put on a daily service of motor-omnibuses betwteu New-

burgh and Aberdeen, commencing on April 1st.

A sub-committee of the Kensington Borough Council has been

appointed to obtain the opinion of counsel and to take such steps as

may appear necessary to bring about a mitigation of the " motor-bus

nuisance " in the borough.

In the King's Bench, on Monday, Agnes Smith, Maidstone, was

awarded £170 damages against the London and District Motor Omnibus

Company, Ltd., proprietors of the Arrow Line of motor-omnibuses.

Plaintiff was ascending to the roof of an omnibus when her hand was

crushed by another car, alleged to belong to the defendants, who, however,

denied all knowledge of sueh an accident.
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AUTO CYCLE CLUB'S SILENCER TRIAL?.

-♦-

The final tests of the various silencers entered for this trial have

now been held. The judges, Colonel H. C. L. Holden, Messrs. J. Lyon

Sampson, M.I.M.E., and B. Chatterton, A.M.I.C.E., after carefully

examining all the competing silencers, and taking into consideration

such important points as back pressure, noise, facility of attachment,

weight and strength, capacity, means of cleaning and maintenance, and

cost, have recommended that certificates be awarded as follows—First.

Sliarpe's " Universal " silencer ; beco id, Sliarpe's " Universal Victoria "

silencer ; third, Sliarpe's Universal Paragon silencer ; fourth, Collier's

"Matchless" silencer; fifth, Montgomery's "Montgomery" silencer ;

sixth, Aldington's " Silent " silencer ; seventh, McAuslane's " Wat-not "

silencer; eighth, Aldington's "Combined Footrest, Footwarmer and

Silencer " ; ninth, Wood's " Radio " silencer.

--xweccw 1

COMPANY NEWS.

New Companies Registered.

Vehicle Wheels.—£1,000. First directors : Messrs. G. A. Howlett,

D. A. Prust, and F. J. Briebach. 16, Holloway Road, N.

Charlesworth Bodies.—Registered -with a capital of £-2,000. To

-carry on the business of makers and sellers of bodies for motor-cars,

carnages, wagons, and vehicles of all kinds, &c. The subscribers are C.

Steane, Mrs. F. J. Steane, J. W. Cotton, C. K. Steane, Mrs. L. M. G.

Hill, E. G. Davis, and F. Steane.

W. Acton and Co.—£2,000. To hire,.manufacture, equip, and

maintain motors, vehicles and boats, &c. First directors : Messrs. T. W.

Aoton and L. Porro. 15, Market Place, Acton, W.

Maudslay Motor Company (1907).— £100,000. To acquire the

business of the Maudslay Motor Company, Ltd. (incorporated in 1903),

carried on at Parkside, Coventry, and at 213-223, Knightsbridge,

London. First directors. Sir Charles S. Forbes, Bart., Messrs. A. Craig,

F. E. Foster, C. C. Maudslay, S. Sanders, and J. W. C. Seymour.

Parkside, Coventry.

Beresford Rim Company.—£5,000.—To acquire from Mr. R.

Beresford the benefit of an invention relating to improvements in wheel

rims for inflated tyres. First directors : Messrs. S. W. Carryer, H. E.

Emery, R. Beresford, A. A. Pattison, S. Colclough, R. Edwards, and

A. Bayley.

RECKLESS DRIVING.

—♦—

At York, four drivers of motor-cars have been summoned for

driving at a dangerous spetd in Clifton, Bootham, or Museum Street,

on various dates in the past month. In the cases of Arthur Ellis,

chauffeur to Sir J. Grant Lawson, Bart., York ; Harold Horseley,

mechanical engineer, York ; and Frederick W. Keighley, chauffeur in

the service of Messrs. George and Jopling, Darlington, the magistrates

did not consider the speed excessive, and dismissed the summonses. The

other dafendant, Henry W. Kirkaldy, engineer, was fined 20s. and the

oosts. In Keighley's case it was stated that when he was stopped by

the police whilst driving Mr. W. F. West, Sutton Bank, Scarborough,

down Slifton on a trial run, he said he was not going at a greater speed

than fifteen miles an hour. Mr. West, called for the defence, said he

did not think the speed was greater than twelve to fourteen miles an

hour, and it was submitted that there was no danger as there was no

one about to be endangered. Aldeiman Wragge said the Bench did not

consider the speed excessive, and he suggested it would be advisable that

constables should not assume a disguise, as the witnesses in that case

did. :

POLICE TRAPS.

The police have again been active in Loampit Vale, Lewisham.

A police trap has been established in the Shooter's Hill road, the
victims of ■which have to attend the police court at Woolwich.

Motorists going Brighton way should beware of the police trap at

South wick.

THE' business of "police traps" for motorists has again revived in

the Crawley district over the old measured distances, viz., from the

•county boundary of Surrey and Sussex on the London side, two miles

from the level crossing at Crawley, and from half a mile on the Brighton

side. Over this distance the police had a trap working on Sunday

last. It is worked by two plain clothes men wno wave their handker

chiefs to the man in uniform to stop them.

Motorists visiting Brighton and the district should remember that

police traps abound in every direction, especially on the jShoreham roads

-and towards Chichester. •

MOTOR CAR ACCIDENT.
—*—

As the result of an accident, through being knocked down by a
■molor- bicycle in the Eastbourne Old Town, an old lady has died at the

local Hospital. An inquest was held on Thursday week at the Hospital

by the East Sussex coroner, when the jury returned a verdict of " Acci

dental death," and exonerated the motor-cyclist from all blame. A

juryman remarked upon the dangerous state of Church Street when vans

were standing outside shops.

BUSIMESS NEWS.

From Messrs. Jarrott and Letts cornea a very artistically- pro iuced

catalogue of the 1907 models of De Dietrich cars. It also contains a

number of illustrations showing various types of carriage bodies which

can be mounted on De Dietrich chassis. In addition there is a list of De

Dietrich successes since 1900, and an interesting description of the

Lorraine De Dietrich Company since its foundation two centuries ago.

Is view of the sporting instincts displayc 1 by motorists generally,

and the interest taken in any racing event, the invitation which Mr.

Weigel is extending to all motorists at the present time will doubtless

appeal to many, especially those who are anxious to see England holding

its own against the other motor-producing countries on the Continent.

As is by now well known, Weigel Motors, Ltd., are the only English firm

which hasentered for the A.C.F. Grand Prix race. Contrary to the usual

custom of seorecy which is so prevalent in such matters, Mr. Weigel is

inviting all those who take an interest in racing events to visit the works

at 90, Goswell Road, London, E.C., to see the construction of the two

eight-cylinder racing cars they are building for the event.

The H.F. Garage Vulcanizing Equipment, a new apparatus brought

out by Messrs*. Harvey Frost and Company, combines the H.F. "Car"

vulcanizer with a vulcanizer of similar pattern, so that by means of the

joint and simultaneous use of both appliances defects in the interior

and exterior can be treated at the same time. The heat in each steam

generator can be regulated independently, so that a lower degree of heat

can be applied to one side of the tyre than the other side, or vice versa.

Each section of the apparatus is distinct and self-contained, and either

one section or both may be carried on the car if necessary. The apparatus

has a special stand provided, with adjustable cramps, which admit of the

two vulcanizers being moved to any angle.

Those who have reason to fear that their cars are used at times

without their sanction or by unauthorized persons should bear in mind

that the nse of a mile recorder may help them to test the truth of their

suspicions if a reading he taken regularly and entered in a book kept for

the purpose. Besides this, a mileage recorder affords a valuable means of

judging the wearing qualities -of the car or any part thereof. Among

the latest introductions in this line is the Bowden Mileage Recorder,

just brought out and enabling the dial to be placed anywhere in or

upon the car without the me of a flexible shaft.

At an extraordinary general meeting of the Rexer Arms Com

pany, Ltd , on Tuesday, Sir T. H. Holdich said they proposed to

acquire the Metallurgique car works, at Charleroi, and extend them

with a view to raising the output to 500 chassis per annum. They

were also acquiring a steam-car, made in Paris under patents

obtained by Messrs. Friedmann and Knoller, of Vienna, and with

these extensions in view the capital of the Rexer Company, Ltd.—as

the company will in future be known—is to be increased to £205,000.

—Moccoeeoo— :

The motor flexibility competition, organised by the Crystal

■ Palace A.C. for the 23rd inst., is intended to " decide the respec

tive merits of flexibility between two, four, six, and eight

cylinder motor-cars." Every car which starts from the Crystal

Palace, including the initial start on its speed, and which remains

on the top speed throughout the test, will be awarded 1,000

marks.- For every gear change ten marks will be deducted, and

a further deduction of one mark will be made for every five

seconds that any. gear other than the top is used. The cars will

journey to Bexhill, where trials will be held on the track, com-

menc'ng at 1:30 p.n». 1

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

—♦—
All communications intended for insertion in this Journal or relating

to Editorial matters should be addressed to The Editorial Depart

ment, Motor-Car Journal, 27-33, Charing Cross Road, London,

W.C., and must be written on one side of the paper only. Letters must in

all cases be accompanied by tlte name and address of the writer, as no

notice will be taken of anonymous communications.

The Editors cannot undertake to return MSS. or drawings, although

every effort will be made to do so in the case of rejected communications.

Where such are regarded as of value, correspondents are requested to

retain copies.

The Editors do not hold themselves responsiblefor the opinions expressed

by their correspondents, or for statements andfacts which do not appear

in the editorial columns.

To insure insertion communications and contributions must be in

the Editors' hands by Tuesday forenoon of the week in which the same

are intended to appear. Disappointment may be caused by non-compliance

with this rule, ana to avoid this earlier rrcetnl, ifpossible, is necessary.

Photographers, both professional and amateur, arc invited to send

photographs of current events or ofmotoring scenes and incidents. The fee,

%f any, required for reproduction shmUd be stated in each cast; otherwise

no liability will be accepted.

The Editors and Publishers beg also to state that they will accept no

responsibility for unsolicited contributions, even if used, unless payment

for same is directly specified inforwarding, and the terms arranged oefore

publication.
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The Chairman

of the Royal Auto

mobile Club.

COMMENTS.

Mr. C. D. Rose, M.P., is the fourth

chairman of the Eoyal Automobile

Club. First was Mr. Roger Wallace,

M.P., whose untiring efforts gave

strength to the movement when it was

centred in Whitehall Court; then came

Col. H. C. L. Holden, the head of the Royal Gun Factory at

Woolwich, whose term of office was marked by further develop

ments in the direction of encouraging the makers to perfect

their vehicles ; and the third chairman was Mr. Arthur Stanley,

M.P., whose tactful speeches at many gatherings of motorists,

no less than his wise handling of Club affairs, did much to

prepare the way for the Royal recognition he recently announced

at the annual dinner. He is succeeded by Mr. C. D. Rose,

whose motoring enthusiasm has been seen at various meets and

competitions, and whose interest in automobilism is of long

standing. Mr. Rose is a keen supporter of sport generally. He

has been a member of the Jockey Club for more than a decade,

and is famous as a tennis player and as a yachtsman. Since

1903 he has represented the Newmarket Division of Cambridge

shire, and, sitting on the Government side of the House, should

be able to influence any legislation which may be suggested with

regard to Motorism. The new chairman of the Royal Auto

mobile Club, to whom we wish a pleasant and useful term of

office, is s son of Sir John Rose, a whilom Prime Minister of

Canada, and an " old boy " of Rugby.

Eyesight.

Several sections of the community

have lately been discussing the ques

tion of eyesight as it affects the

drivers of automobiles, and, as our

columns have recently testified, the

matter has been receiving the considera

tion of medical men. From thence to the Press was the first

stage ; after whioh its grave discussion by local authorities seems

the natural course of things. This is the way of this particular

problem, and the fact that the Norfolk County Council has been

suggesting that no motor-driver should be licensed whose eye-

sight is defective should be regarded by those concerned as but

indicating a general feeling that is growing in many circles. As

the number of motor-cars in our streets increases there is every

reason to believe this desire for alert drivers able to easily

discern objects in dull lights will strengthen until the exercise

of more stringent regulations will make the licensing of drivers

a standard of physical fitness as well as mechanical efficiency.

'Car.

Many enquiries are made as to what

should, or should not, be included in the

weight of a motor-car for the purpose of

registration or taxation. The detachable

Cape cart hood presents the most frequent

difficulty, as this fitting, being somewhat

heavy, may easily, if included, bring the weight of a car to over

a ton, and thus render it liable to two guineas more taxation

than would otherwise be required. The Secretary of the Local

Government Board, to whom the Automobile Association have

referred the point, states that the Board has no authority to

determine the meaning of the expression " weight," but he draws

attention to a passage in the regulations which appears decisive.

This reads :—" The expression ' weight ' when applied to a motor

car or trailer does not in itself determine what can be regarded

as part of the vehicle, and what can be regarded as part of the

load : and it appears to the Board that whilst any essential part

of the vehicle or its mechanism is clearly included in calculating

the unladen weight, the circumstances of construction may, in

certain cases, permit of a detachable framework or body being

treated as part of the load, rather than of the car itself." The

term " detachable framework " should certainly cover a Cape

cart hood.

Road Tracks.

Agricultural Hall

Extension.

At the inaugural dinner of the recently-

formed Stratford-on-Avon and District

Motor-Cycle Club, held on Friday of

last week, the President (Mr. A. W.

Jackson) in the chair, Mr. T. Birch, in

responding to the toast of the evening,

referred to the question of road improvements as affecting

motorists throughout the country. He said they would have

noticed on their runs that there were large pieces of waste land

on the roadside of many of the highways, once used for tracks

for horsemen at exercise. These, however, wore seldom used

now, and he thought that if that dirt were cleared away and the

track made as wide as the boundary line would permit, road-

users would have more space. The expense would not be great,

as the land could be ploughed up on a level with the highway,

and the farmer whose land adjoined would only be too pleased,

he thought, to cart the soil on to his farm, and thus save the

ratepayers the expense.

♦ ♦ ♦

When the proposed additions are

made to the Agricultural Hall this

building will, says the " Daily Chronicle,"

rank with the largest exhibition build

ings in the world. The improvement

involves the sweeping away of Swanley

Street, Islington, and an extension of Barford Street. Swanley

Street contains more than a score of houses, including a block

in the centre. No doubt the disappearance of the street will

constitute an improvement in itself. In an interview with an

official of the company a representative of our contemporary

learned that the proposal is to extend the present minor hall to

a size equal to half that of the great hall. The extension will

add 150 feet to the length. The building will be of stone and

brick, while the roof will have three iron and glass (pans, sup

ported on six iron columns. A main entrance to the minor hall

will be in Barford Street, while there will be several emergency

exits in St. John's Place and Barford Street. The probable cost

of the improvement will be about £30,000.

♦ ♦ ♦

Although it is not the first time we

have sought to impress upon our readers

The Manners of the necessity of keeping a strict watch

Chauffeurs. over their cars, we would emphasise the

need for motorists to take care that their

chauffeurs do not regard the automobile

as a plaything for spare hours. Many of the accidents that have

occurred to the detriment of the motor movement have taken

B
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place when drivers have made unwarrantable use of their

employers' vehicles. At the North London Police Court a

chauffeur has been summoned for negligently driving a motor-car.

The evidence was that the prisoner took his mistress to Kuston,

and then picked up some friends and drove towards Crouch Hill.

At the junction of two roads a 'bus and a tramcar were in his

way. He drove across on to his wrong side and collided with a

horse and four-wheeled cab, knocking everything over and

injuring the driver. The police alleged that the motor driver

was drunk, and the divisional surgeon certified to that effect,

but the prisoner denied it. The magistrate commented on the

fact that the defendant did not know either the names or

addresses of his passengers, and Mr. Fordham hoped it was not

usual for chauffeurs thus to use their master's property. He

also said that chauffeurs appeared to think they could drive

which side of the road they liked, instead of waiting to take

their turn in the ordinary line of traffic. Motor-cars were most

comfortable and convenient if properly used ; but, if improperly

used, they were most dangerous. Such incidents as these,

trivial in themselves, often repeated, do much to discredit a

movement that must always keep on good terms with the public

generally.

 

Mr. Lewis Waller, ike well-knowa actor, on his 30-'j.p. Daimler Car.

Work for

Provincial Clubs.

In many parts of the country a fair pro

portion of ihe roadway has been lost owing

to the neglect of the authorities, and the

point raised on the previous page is

of concern in certain districts. The

question is brought forward at an oppor

tune time, when the occurrence of a few fine days has led people

to think of open air delights, in which, of course, Motorism has

a first place. The widening of road tracks, and the frequent

trimming of hedges, so that the view of the road is not unduly

obstructed, are problems of real importance, and provincial clubs

should each take stock of the conditions of their districts in this

direction, with a view to rendering all the area possibly available

free for the use of those who travel on the King's highway.

• * ♦

The annual report of the Roads

Improvement Association, which has

Road just been issued, indicates a revival of

Improvements. interest in the proceedings of this useful

and, in fact, necessary organisation. Its

operations have not yet been limited to

any one district, but all ihe way from Battersea to Carmarthen

shire it has endeavoured to secure the interest of responsible

officials in improving the condition of the surfaces of the high

way. Special attention has been given to thoroughfares in

London, and arrangements are being made for a deputation to

the Highways Committee of the L.C.C. protesting against the

erection of central standards in important streets. The aggregate

membership of the association (which includes all members of

organisations subscribing to its fund), now amounts to 120,000;

and the National Dustless Roads Committee, which has just been

formed under its auspices, promises an experiment of considerable

national value. The first work of this new committee, we under

stand, will be to lay various dustless road materials in half-mile

sections along a continuous length of main road. The life of the

various materials will subsequently be ascertained and compared

with a standard macadam road. In this way it is hoped to

prove conclusively that the adoption of satisfactory dustless

road materials will not only be feasible, but will reduce the cost

of road maintenance, and consequently the highway rate.

Taken in conjunction with the paper

on Works' Organisation, read by Mr.

The Size of Percy Martin in London last week,

Catalogues. a suggestion from Mr. Mervyn O Gorman

with reference to the size of catalogues

comes at an opportune time. This pro

poses a reform in the office, and is termed by its author—whose

characteristic vein finds full vent in his excellent Motor Pocket

Book, the new edition of which has just been published by

Messrs. A. Constable and Co., Ltd.—an attempt " to defraud

the waste paper basket." Recognising the want of uniformity

in the size of the catalogues issued in connection with the motor

trade, Mr. O'Gorman proposes that these should be standard

ised, the size known as quarto, about 10 in. by 8 in., being

regarded as the most convenient form. On behalf of the idea

it is said that there need be little difficulty in convincing every

body of the value of the notion ; the catalogues could be easily

kept in their place, the cost of printing—it is suggested by the

author—would be diminished, and the adaptation of some

system of indexing would be easy. Much is to be said on behalf

of the plan ; but, as a general rule, business firms require their

lists to be " out of the ordinary," and the institution of unusual

sizes, as well as getting away from the commonplace, is regarded

as one of the essentials of modern advertising. That is an aspect

of the matter that may produce some difficulties to serve

as a barrier to the realisation of Mr. O'Gorman's suggestive

proposition.

The Professional

Driver.

Organisations of motorists have

hitherto been chiefly confined to the

owners, designers, and manufacturers of

cars, fees and subscriptions being gene

rally prohibitive to the professional

driver. True, one or two attempts to

enrol this large class into some kind of society have been made,

but they have been unattended with great success, and it has

remained for the Motor Union to take his unorganised state into

consideration. This will shortly be dealt with by that organi

sation, which should aim at developing an esprit de carps among

the drivers of cars and provide opportunities for improvement in

the technics of their business. Something may then be done to

weed out those who have no pride or interest in driving, for

without the exercise of intelligence no really satisfactory results

can be secured.

Our Readers.

There are " circulations " and " circu

lations." The strength of the M.G.J, in

the matter of small advertisements is

proof of the character of its readers.

People do not advertise cars to sell

unless they know such announcements

are read by likely buyers ; they do not advertise for situations

without knowing that the journal is studied by those who

employ men, and there is no doubt that the motorist is a reader

of advertisements. That is always the case with comparatively

new industries, and we would take this opportunity of

emphasising the fact that sellers as well as buyers of cars and
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Water Rates.

employers of men recognise the value of the M.C.J, in filling

their requirements.

* ♦ ♦.

The Motor Union is contributing

towards the legal expenses of a case

which raises a question of interest to

medical men using motor-cars throughout

the country, viz., whether they are to be

charged a water rate, as in the case of

business vehicles, when they use their cars partly for professional

p urposes. The case was taken up at the instance of the Harro

gate Automobile Club on behalf of one of their members who is

also*a member of the Motor Union. The member was sued at

the Knaresborough Petty Sessions by the Harrogate Corporation

for the recovery of 10s., being a half-year's rate levied in respect

of water for his car, which he refused to pay. Mr. J. E. A.

Titley, the local solicitor for the Union, submitted that the

Corporation could not possibly, under the Act, ask defendant to

pay for [water for washing his car for " trade " purposes, that

carriage mechanically propelled which shall be presented for

licensing on and after August 1st, 1907, shall be fitted either

with an approved taximeter to indicate to the hirer the fare

chargeable, or with an approved distance recorder to indicate to

the hirer the distance travelled ; and any hackney carriage may,

from the date of this Order (March 15th), if the proprietor so

wishes, be fitted with an approved taximeter or distance

recorder." Fares payable for the hiring of a motor hackney

carriage fitted with a taximeter will be according to the follow

ing scale :—

s. d.

Not exceeding one mile, or for a period of time, or a

journey not exceeding ten minutes 0 8

Exceeding one mile or ten minutes :

ill For each quarter of a mile, or for a period of time,

or a journey not exceeding two and a half minutes 0 2

(2) For any less period or distance 0 2

In addition to the above, the motor driver is entitled to extra

charges for luggage and extra persons as in the case of the horse

cabdriver.

 

AN AUTOMOBILE GMYKHANA IN EGYPT.

Under the patronage offlthe Khedive, the Automobile Club of Egypt 'held a Gymkhana on the Egyptian Trotting! Ground at Choubra, near Cairo,

oa the 8th init. The programme comprised a glass of water race, driving between swinging balloons and also between skittles. Our illustration

shows a ear competing in the last-named eve

being 1 the provision of the Act under which he was charged.

The Bench adopted this view, and also decided against the

contention of the Town Clerk that there was an implied contract

because the defendant had paid on two previous occasions. The

Bench agreed, at the request of the Town Clerk, to state a case

for the opinion of the High Court, and the Motor Union is

assisting its member in order that the decision of the Justices

may be sustained

<•» *

'? The revised text of the draft order

issued by the Home Secretary on Jan-

Motor-Cabl uary 22nd, relating to the licensing of

Regulations. hackney carriages and motor-cabs, and

the use of taximeters in both kinds of

vehicles, has now been issued, and con

tains several alterations on the original draft. The principal

passage of the revised order is as follows :—" Every hackney

Motor

Lifeboats.

Writing from a neighbourly position

facing the offices of the Royal National

Lifeboat Institution, we are naturally

interested in the fortunes of that asso

ciation, whose good work has seen fresh

evidence during recent storms. Even

more than that, too, is the fact that latterly some important

experiments have been undertaken with regard to motor

lifeboats, and it is hoped that at no distant date it may be

possible to place several efficient motor lifeboats on the coast.

At the end of last year the institution's fleet comprised 273

sailing and pulling lifeboats, four steam lifeboats, three motor

lifeboats, and one steam tug, and on those propelled by

mechanical power great hopes are centred. Reference was

made to these by Lord Londonderry at the annual meeting on

Monday. In moving the adoption of the report he spoke in

terms of commendation of the care taken in the building of new
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One Advertisement

—147 Replies,

lifeboats to ensure that they should be of a type suitable for the

districts in which they had to work. As regarded the experi

ments which had been made with motor lifeboats, it would

naturally occur to the uninitiated that a motor engine, being

dependent on petrol, might very well find itself deprived of its

power of motion by heavy seas swamping the engine, but he

was assured that in the course of the experiments the lifeboats

had been turned over without such a mishap occurring.

♦ ♦ ♦

Major Matson has been relating

some personal experiences for the

encouragement of individuals who are

starting with a motor-car, and who may

be afraid of some difficulty in obtaining a

driver. He writes in the " Daily. Mail "

as follows :—" I always employ a youth to attend to my small

wants, which are mainly in the direction of repairing tyres,

cleaning the car, and driving as occasion offers. My present

boy, however, desiring to leave to better himself, having now

come to nearly man's estate, I advertised in the M.C.J, for a

smart youth capable of driving a car of a certain make ; to

this I received over sixty replies." Such experience is not

exceptional. We have just had a letter from Mr. Arthur

Martell, of Llanarmon, N. Wales, who says:—"I am writing

to let you know the wonderful results of a single advertisement

in your paper. Last week I advertised for a driver ; by this

(Tuesday) morning I have had 147 replies." This is a fair

specimen from our correspondence every week, and although

it is contrary to our practice to sound our own praises, we

have pleasure in thanking Major Matson for thus relating his

experience.

♦ ♦ ♦

The coming of a few fine days-

alternated in truly British fashion with

_ tearful clouds and muddy roads—has
The Season. ,- ■. . ,'

given a slight impetus to the season,

which will really open with the beginning

of the Cordingley Show in a fortnight's

time. Evidence of this'movement in the automobile business is

also supplied in a report from the Royal Automobile Club to the

effect that " there is now a very brisk demand for first-class

drivers, and applications are being received from members daily."

This confirms our own impressions—gleaned from the show

rooms of London firms as well as correspondence from many

readers who are interested in the scheme of the Club's Driving

Certificate, which has become a kind of passport to employment

with motorists who are loyal to the central organisation.

" First class " men are wanted on the car ; the duffer had

better keep away from the steering wheel—a truism which does

not seem generally understood amongst all the applicants for

situations as chauffeurs, but a fact which they should realise

before disappointment dispels their illusions.

♦ ♦ ♦

Just now the question of flying is

very much in the air—in something

The Flying more than a visionary sense. Its embodi-

Machine. mcnt in realisable form will be a feature

of Cordingley's Motor Exhibition next

month, and hardly a journal declines

its pages to the problem. In the current " Monthly Eeview "

Mr. Bernard S. Gilbert deals with the coming of the flying

machine in an article which adds to the interest of a magazine

of already varied contents. Taking his ideas from the bird

which " is born with an instinct for balancing " unknown to

man, Mr. Gilbert suggests that the successful airship must

approximate to its ability to preserve equilibrium in the air,

which is " amazingly gusty." But just as he seems to be

getting into the practical aspect of the matter the author

tantalisingly veers into speculative regions where, guided by

meteorology, he pictures airships " starting from and alighting

on to specially-prepared platforms, running regularly between

fixed stations and long certain tracks, weather permitting."

An attempt is made to seriously consider the new highway, and

several pages are devoted to an attempt to show the value of

The Risks of

Motorists.

aerial navigation—all of which is an interesting glimpse into a

future for which the Aero Club is preparing its members.

Compared with the people of a cen

tury ago, modern folks run many risks

that never menaced the lives or pockets

of our ancestors. Hence the necessity of

insuring against all kinds of con

tingencies, such as burglary, fire,

accident, to say nothing of the dangers incidental to the public

highway. To these must be added the claims which the Legis

lature has imposed upon owners of vehicles and employers of

workers, throwing into a state of uncertainty many departments

in the insurance business of the country. In such a new industry

as that associated with the motor-car all premiums and other

arrangements must necessarily be matters of assumption, more or

less. Consequently interest attaches to any statistics which serve

to indicate the chances of claims being made in connection with the

operation of automobiles. Such comes from some returns issued

by the Travellers' Insurance Company of the United States,

which has a reputation across the Atlantic for its dependable

reports and statistics. Of 167 accidents made known to the com

pany and which were other than of a fatal character, sixty-one—

practically 37 per cent.—were due to misadventures when start

ing the engine. This suggests the necessity of inventors con

tinuing their experiments with regard to the self-starting devices

of which so much was heard a year or so ago, but which seem to-

have entered upon a period of quiet. Collisions are responsible

for no more accidents than result from the ordinary occupation of

working on cars, the proportion being about 17 per cent, in each

case. Injuries received while entering or leaving cars accounted

for another 7 per cent.,while burst tyres added 3 per cent, to the

total. Too much emphasis need not be placed upon such returns,,

but they have their warning to drivers when starting vehicles and

their hint to inventors to lessen the risks incidental to Motorism.

Up to Saturday night the 40-h.p. Siddeley car, now on its-

long distance trial, had completed a run of 4,222 miles.

Messrs. Shippey Brothers inform us that they have been

appointed agents for the sale of Morgan and Wright's side-wire

motor-'bus tyres.

The trial of Mr. B. Atkinson, of Leeds, for manslaughter

has been concluded at Leeds Assizes. This arose out of a motor

car accident in August last. After a three days' hearing the

jury were unable to agree and were discharged.

The demand for the modern type of motor-cars for sale at

the Motor House, 366-368, Euston Road, N.W., is the feature of

the auctions of that establishment, which holds a chartered account

ant's certificate proving that they have sold as many as 78 vehicles

in eight days.

On Tuesday twelve of the cars entered for the Vapour

Emission Competition of the R.A.C. underwent the first portion

of the test. This took place in the Club garage in Down Street,.

Piccadilly, W., the vehicles having to stand on an incline of

about oiie in seven for ten minutes in each direction with the

engine running at normal speed,

place on Wednesday.

One of our representatives

several kinds of lubricating oil

cycle, has found that of Messrs.

A road test of 150 miles took

who has had occasion to use

on his 3-h.p. Triumph motor-

A. H. Daweon and Company,

Cathedral Street, Manchester, eminently satisfactory. He finds

he uses considerably less than with many other brands, which

seems to point to the fact that the high quality of this oil has

considerably more lubricating properties than others on the-

market.

On Tuesday next Mr. Archibald Ford, of Liverpool, will

commence business on his own account in Liverpool and Man

chester, premises having been acquired at 293, Deansgate, in the

latter city, where a branch of the British School of Motoring,

which Mr. Ford is founding, will be established. His company

will be known as Archibald Ford, Ltd., and will absorb the

business of Motor Tyres, lately carried on in Bold Street, Liver

pool. A garage will also be established in South Castle*

Street, Liverpool.
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LADIES AND MOTORING.

THERE is no way that the motor-car exemplifies in a more

marked degree the popularity and perfection to which it

has arrived than in the fact that ladies, who seldom have

any idea of mechanics or are fitted temperamentally to find the

study an easy one, can, in a comparatively short time, become

skilful and successful drivers. This has been proved most con

clusively during the past year or so, for the cars now owned and

operated by ladies arc many. A short time ago a woman driving

a motor-car was regarded as a curiosity, but it is no extraordinary

sight at the present time and creates scarcely passing attention,

as the number of lady drivers has so largely increased. Motor

ing has, from its earliest advent, proved a most fascinating pastime

for the fair sex, and tbey are coming to understand more fully

the mechanical features of the car, and are learning more of its

capabilities and necessities.

The coming of the car has opened up new possibilities ; the

flexibility of speed, the exhilaration without physical exertion,

and the distance that can be travelled, all conduce to the greatest

indicative of trouble, before it seriously affects the working of

the vehicle. She must learn to regulate the speed and power of

the engine according to the roads being travelled, and at all times

have complete control of her car. A break down on the road

will prove a most effective lesson, although a disagreeable one,

but the really successful lady motorist is the one who makes a

complete study of her car, and guards as far as possible against

troubles arising when driving. On a country road, incon

veniently far from expert aid, she is wholly dependent on her

mechanical knowledge to avoid delays, which are now fortunately

very rare, and which, when they do occur, are in the majority of

cases caused by quite simple troubles which could be easily

overcome. When the motor stops on the road one of two things

is most likely to be the causej either the proper supply of fuel is

lacking, or the means for igniting the mixture have gone wrong.

In the first instance the trouble is probably in the

carburettor or with the fuel supply, in the second case

it is the ignition system that requires attention. If, previous

to the stop, there were weak explosions or a great deal of smoke

in the exhaust, the indications are carburettor troubles. If .

 

The Baroness de Eeuter at the wheel of her 12 14-h.p, Argyll Car.

fascination, and, whether one has been a lover of the horse or

an enthusiastic cyclist, there is nothing to equal the motor-car if

speed combined with a maximum of comfort is a desideratum.

The lady who desires to develop into a successful driver must be

possessed of cool and steady nerves ; she must have a level

head, courage and determination, must be ever ready and cal-

culative and quick of application should an emergency arise

where instant action would be necessary. She who considers

herself an expert motorist, because she can handle the steering

wheel and understands the operation of the different levers, has

only accomplished the rudimentary part and has much to learn.

She can never be too well informed regarding the car she drives,

and should become thoroughly conversant with the intricacies

of the motor and familiarise herself with its working features.

The preliminary instructions would be learning to steer the

car, the use of the throttle and ignition levers, the change-

speed lever and the clutch pedal, and the immediate action of these

parts upon the engine.

The lady motorist should educate her ear to the normal

sound of the engine, and thus become able to discover, amid the

humming of gears and throbbing of the motor, any wrong note

missing of the explosions takes place, the cause is probably to be

found in the ignition system, although both missing, and

explosions in the silencer are also sometimes due to a poor

mixture. Onexaseof ignition trouble is a short-circuited plug.

If a certain cylinder is missing fire and the plug has been

examined and cleaned and seems to spark well when the car is

running on the level or down-hill, but refuses to do duty when a

hill is reached, it is an almost certain sign that the plug in that

particular cylinder is short-circuiting, either from dirt or oil on

the inside, or perhaps because it is cracked ; the remedy is to

change the plug for a new one. Soot on the surface of plugs

often short-circuits them, permitting the current to pass through

without forcing it to leap the spark-gap. Another thing that

causes chagrin to the lady driver is, remarks Mrs.

A. Sherman ■ Hitchcock, in an American contemporary,

to have the motor stop, because the ignition is advanced

too far while the motor is carrying a heavy load. Experiments

with both the throttle and the ignition levers in different positions

should be made until the best results under all conditions are

obtained. The beginner is also very much humiliated to find

the reason the car refuses to go is because the brakes are on I It
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is something very apt to occur with the novice, so that one should

be careful to see that the brakes are off before attempting to

start the car. Another important thing to observe ia that the

ignition lever is always set back before starting the engine. The

beginner is very apt to suffer a sprained wrist, if not worse, from

back-fire, unless this lesson is well learned. One of the most

important elements in proper careisattention to lubrication. Asuffi-

cient amount of oil must be fed uninterruptedly to all parts of the

engine. If the oil supply gives out the piston will seize and a wait

for the engine to cool is inevitable, while oil must be procured.

If the petrol supply gives out the car is at a complete standstill

until more can be obtained. Without water the engine will become

overheated, resulting in the cylinders being scored, which means

great damage to the engine. The careful driver will try to avoid

this happening and will take prompt measures to overcome any

symptoms of overheating. It is always advisable for the

beginner to practice with the brakes and learn to estimate dis

tances and speed as accurately as possible. Before driving a

car through a busy thoroughfare it should always be under

complete control. To thoroughly understand road rules is also

something which is highly important. If a lady has been accus

tomed to driving any vehicle she will be familiar with the rules

LIGHTS ON VEHICLES.

MORE than a score of years ago enthusiastic cyclists

urged that all vehicles using the roadways after dark

should be provided with lights warning other users of

the roads of their coming. Such a proposal seemed reasonable

enough, but the difficulty of securing Parliamentary attention to

such an apparently minor matter prevented the proposal being

adopted. The advent of the motor-car, however, revived the

agitation, and all who travel in country places are aware of the

dangers associated with stationary carts or slowly moving

vehicles on the road. Recent legislation required that auto

mobiles should be lighted not only in front, but also at the rear.

Apparently the idea of the Legislature was that danger lurked

only in the rapidly moving vehicles ; whereas the presence of

slower ones constitutes as great a menace to other users of the

roadway,

At length, however, there is a prospect of uniformity being

obtained—in England and Wale3 at first, in other parts of the

United Kingdom ultimately. On Friday of last week Major

Renton, M.P. for the Gainsborough Division of Lincolnshire,

persuaded the House of Commons to Unanimously approve of

 

 

COMMERCIAL MOTOR VEHICLES AT RIPLEY.

A run: of commercial vehicles from London to Ripley and back, organised by Mr. Leo Harris, of John Marston. Limited, took place on the

10th inst. Our illustration is reproduced from a photograph taken at Ripley ; among the vehicles which took part in the ezoursion were

three Argylls—a 16-20-h.p. two-ton van, a 10-12-h.p. light delivery van, and a 14-16-h.p. cab—a Fiat 'bus, a Maudslay 'bus, a Byknield 'bus,

and a Dennis 2i ton van.

of the road and if not she must familiarize herself with them.

The fact that she is a woman is no reasonable excuse for

ignorance of road regulations, which sometimes results most

disastrously ; and, as a driver of a motor-car, she should expect

no preferences or privileges other than those enjoyed by all.

pSSht Ladies have no other outdoor pursuit that can compare with

motoring; it is the means of keeping them in the open air,

taking them out into the country, and the results manifest them

selves in a healthful mental and physical equipoise and pleasure.

Good health, youthfulness and an unequalled exhilaration can be

found with the aid of the motor-car. The number of ladies

driving their own car will greatly increase each year as they

realise more and more the fascination of actually driving.

While the study of mechanics is a new one to almost every lady,

still a proper understanding of any unfamiliar subject can be

gained by systematic work in accordance with a desire to become

proficient, and the lady who has aspirations to become a

successful motorist must apply herself diligently to the study of

the petrol motor.

f^K? The Grand Duke of Oldenburg has lately [acquired a

35-40-h.p._Horch car with limousine body.

the second reading of his Lights on Vehicles Bill, which seeks to

compel all vehicles to carry a light. In view of threatened

opposition to the idea of a second light, he only advocated that

one should be carried, the main intention being to secure unifor

mity throughout the country. A conspicuous feature of the

debjrte was the favour given to the measure from all sides of the

House—Liberals, Conservatives and Labour members giving it

their approval. Mr. Adkins, who is, in a way, the spokesman

of the County Councils Association, favoured the measure,

though hinting at probable amendments in committee, and Sir

Frederick Banbury did not see why it should not be extended to

Scotland—an extension that seems reasonable and even neces

sary. In fact, as Mr. A. Stanley pointed out, it is a ridiculous

anomaly that while motor-cars have to carry lights, no such

requirement was made in the case of slow moving vehicles.

On behalf of the Government, Mr. Herbert Samuel, the

Under Secretary to the Home Office, recognised the great need

for one universal regulation in this matter. There was no

reason for the local differences which at present existed bet ween

one county and another, and if Major Renton's Bill can quickly

become law it will do something to lessen the hazards of the

highway, and bring order out of chaos in one department of local

government.
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THE CADILLAC 26-30-h.p. CAR.

♦-

AS mentioned in a recent issue, the Anglo-American Motor

Car Company have lately introduced into this country

a new type of vertical four-cylinder car which the

Cadillac Co. are now turning out from their works at Detroit,

U.S.A. We had an opportunity of going over the chassis of the

new vehicle (Fig. 1) a few days ago, and as in many respects it

varies from what may be termed the standard practice, the

following particulars may be of interest. In the first place, it

may be mentioned that the main frame, which is of channel

steel construction, is supported on long and flexible springs, the

 

Fig. 1.—General View of Cadillac 26-30-h p. Car.

usual dumb irons at the rear being replaced by halves of semi-

elliptic inverted springs. The engine (Fig. 2), which is

supported on a subsidiary frame of steel tubing, comprises four

separate cylinders, 4| in. bore by 5 in. stroke. The cylinder

heads containing the valve chambers and combustion chambers

are cast separately, and attached by a right-and-left threaded

nipple. The water jackets are of copper, and of a construction

that is original with the Cadillac Co. These fit tightly over a

slightly roughened and tapered flange, cast integrally with the

cylinder. Round the outside of this is pressed downward a

steel ring about two-thousandth inch small, which makes a tight

fit and allows the jacket to be quickly removed. The crank

shaft bearings are made in halves, so that they [can be removed

 

Fig. 2.—Part Sectional View of Cadillac Four-cylinder Motor.

without the necessity of disturbing the shaft. A large inspec

tion door is provided on one side of the base chamber, to give

access to the big ends of the connecting rods.

As the valves are mechanically operated and interchange

able ; they are located on one side, a single cam shaft being used.

Provision is made for adjusting the lift of the valves by means

of split nuts on the lower ends of the vilve stems. The tappets

consist of square blocks carrying hardened steel wheels, and

moving in cast iron guides held to the crank case by six studs.

The mixture is furnished by a special form of carburettor,

provided with an automatic air inlet, the float chamber being

ingeniously arranged so that it surrounds the spraying jet.

The ignition is by coil and accumulators, the contact maker

being set horizontally on a vertical spindle driven by bevel

 

Fig. 3. -Details of Cadillac Automatic Governor.

gear off the cam shaft. The water circulation is maintained

by a gear-driven pump and a framed tubular radiator with air-

inducing fan. The gear wheels operating the cam shaft and the

water-circulating pump are entirely enclosed. A duplex arrange

ment of silencer is provided, there being two chambers, 30 in.

long by 6 in. diameter, set parallel with the side members of the

frame. The exhaust, which has a free passage, there being no

baffle plates, has to pass through both of these ere emerging into

the atmosphere.

A feature of the car which is new is the application of the

 

Fig. 4.—Section of Clutch and Change-speed Gear on Cadillac Car.

ring type of marine governor to automobiles. Fig. 3 gives a

view of the governor, with part of the aluminium casing

removed. The vertical shaft A, which runs on ball bearings, is

driven by bevel gearing off the cam shaft. The ring B is

supported on one side and normally rests in an oblique plane,

but when the speed of the engine increases it tends to assume a

position in a horizontal plane. This action is opposed by the

spring C fastened to the collar E, which the ring moves upward
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by the connecting link D. As the collar E moves upward it

carries with it the bell crank lever F, which in turn pulls the

rod G and closes the throttle lever on the wheel. When the

latter is set for open throttle it pulls the rod H, which in turn

operates the bell crank lever J to lower the collar under the ring

B and increase the tension on the spring C, which means that a

greater engine speed is necessary to make the ring overcome

this increased tension. By this arrangement it is possible to set

the throttle lever so that the engine will maintain, within the

limits of its power, practically the same speed up hill or down.

If it is desired to suddenly increase the speed, a foot accelerator

 

Fig 5.—Fart Sectional View of Bear Axle.

just'to the left of the clutch pedal can be depressed ; this opens

the throttle wide and to a certain extent pulls the rod G to

depress the governor ring ; when the accelerator is released the

engine immediately resumes the^speed permittted by the throttle

lever above the steering wheel.

The base chamber, which is of aluminium, is divided into

four compartments, the dividing walls of which also act as

supports for the crank shaft bearings. The lubrication of the

motor is accomplished on the splash system, the oil being fed to

one end of the base chamber by a mechanical lubricator operated

by an arm, motion to which is imparted by one of the valve

push rods. From the lubricator the oil flows upwards through

a sight feed on the curved steel dashboard to the rear compart

ment of the crank case. By splash it is thrown into a sloping

trough on the side wall, and drains into the next forward com

partment, where it again goes through the same performance,

 

Tig. 6. -Details of Brakes on Cadillac Car.

and so on until it drains into the oil compartment at the front,

whence the surplus flows back to the rear and is again used.

Although the car is driven through a planetary type of

change-speed gear, and could be operated without a main clutch,

one has been provided, for the reason that it is often desirable

to run the engine with the transmission entirely idle. In Fig. 4

K is the flywheel bolted to the flange M on the crank shaft, and

supporting the ball bearing N. L is a large split washer or ring

set into a groove in a similar manner to the retaining ring of a

ball bearing. It is forced outward into its groove by having a

taper screw plug inserted at the place where it is split. In the

hollow thus formed is the clutch, composed of two circular leather-

faced discs O and P, which are forced away from each other

and against the inner surface of the flywheel on one side and the

ring L on the other, by eight short coiled springs between the

discs. The clutch is released by bringing the plates O and P

together by means of two ball bearing collars R and S. At the

back of these collars, where they bear against each other, are

wedge-shaped surfaces, so that by rotating them in opposite

directions they are forced apart, and as R is fast to the sleeve T,

which in turn is fast to plate P, such separation of the collars

brings P and 0 together. Vertical rods connected to a short

cross-arm on the cross-shaft on which the clutch pedal is mounted

rotate the collars R and S in opposite directions. Three forward

speeds and a reverse are provided by a change-speed gear of the

planetary type. It is mounted on ball bearings and runs in oil.

All the gear wheels are made of steel and are fitted with bronze

bushes. It is divided into three drums A B and G, with the

usual contracting leather-faced steel bands for the two forward

and the reverse speeds, and with a high speed disc faced with

leather and rotated by the engine shaft, by means of a cross-arm

with lugs at its ends which fit into notches or slots in the back

of the disc. When this disc is forced against the outside of the

transmission by a mechanism similar to the clutch, the entire

gear is fixed to the clutch shaft, and all parts turn together with

the shaft, the gear wheels inside being stationary on their studs

but rotating with the studs around the shaft. This gives a

direct drive on the high speed through a cardan shaft and

bevel gear to the rear live axle, which has only the driving

 

Fig. 7.—Fart Sectional View of Front Axle.

effort to transmit, the weight of the car being taken by the

sleeve. The road wheels, which run on ball bearings mounted

on the sleeve, are keyed on to the tapered ends of the live axle.

- There are two sets of brakes, one actuated by pedal and the

other by a hand lever (Fig. 6) ; both act on drums connected with

the rear road wheels, one set expanding inside the drums and the

other contracting on the outside of the same, both being so con

nected up to the clutch that the latter is withdrawn when

the brakes are applied. The steering gear is of the screw and

nut type ; it is provided with ball thrust bearings, and provision

is made for taking up any wear. The front axle is built of

steel tubing, while it may be added that the steering wheels

each revolve upon two ball bearings, the large set being in line

with the spoke9. The chassis, which is adapted to receive any

type of side-entrance body, has a wheel base of 8 ft. 6 in.,

the track being 4 ft. in.

At a recent meeting of the Society of Chemical Industry a

paper was read by Mr. Philip Schideowitz, Ph.D., and Mr. Fred

erick K*ye, A.R.C.Sc, on "The Chemical Composition of some

Motor Tyre Rubbers." In concluding their rema ks the authors

sttted that " whatever views may be entertained regarding the

quality of the rubber, vulcanisation and mineral matter, in regard

to the compos tion of pneumatic tyre covers, it is plain from the

results obtained by us that manufacturers are by no means

agreed on these points and that nothing approaching to finality

in this very difficult question has yet been reached. Finally we

think we are justified in saying, as an inference from our results,

that where failures occur a chemical examination of the rubber

employed may be distinctly useful.
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SOME USEFUL NOTES.

A GOOD way to clean a badly-sooted plug on the road is to

wipe it first to get the worst off, then attach it to a piece of wire

and lower it into the petrol tank and bathe it.

♦ ♦ ♦

In case of petrol becoming accidentally ignited, it is useless

to try to extinguish the flame by means of water, as the spirit

will float on it and continue to burn. Dry sand is very effective

as an extinguisher, and a supply should be kept constantly on

hand where petrol is stored or used.

♦ ♦ ♦

The water in acetylene lamps is best preserved from

freezing by dissolving calcium chloride in it. But if this precau

tion is not taken and the water is frozen, a little saliva on the

carbide will produce enough gas to light it and thaw the water,

and so allow a permanent light to be obtained.

♦ ♦ ♦

A large number of modern carburettors have hot-air

jackets round the mixing chamber. This is a part which is

frequently overlooked. It is a very easy matter for both it and

the pipe from the exhaust to get choked, this being particularly

liable to happen when the engine is over-lubricated. Needless

to say, the carburettor will then give very poor results.

♦ ♦ ♦

A cause of lack of power which is frequently overlooked is

a stopped or partially-stopped exhaust box. When the exhaust

box can easily be taken to pieces the remedy is obvious, but

when it cannot be dismantled without unriveting, the best

plan is to keep a gas blow-pipe playing fairly hard into the

box. This will burn and loosen any deposit, which can easily

be washed out.

♦ ♦ ♦

The secret of a smooth-running motor is "synchronism."

All the inlet valves should open and close at the same point in

the stroke of their respective cylinders, as should the exhaust

valves. This applies with equal force to the ignition. Since

most camshafts are now made solid and pinned to their respec

tive gear wheels, all that is necessary to secure synchronism is

to see that the clearance between the valve stems and their push

rods is the same in all cases.

♦ ♦ ♦

A MOTOR which is suffering from poor compression may serve

fairly well at high speeds, as the duration of the compression

period is so brief that not a very large part of the charge is able

to escape, but when the engine is slowed down almost to the

labouring point, as when climbing a steep hill on the high gear,

the effects of imperfectly maintained compression quickly make

themselves manifest. Under such conditions a longer time

-elapses between the commencement of the compression stroke

and the ignition of the charge, and also between ignition and

exhaust, with the result that when the maximum power of the

•engine is desired it is falling off rapidly.

♦ ♦ ♦

It may happen that a motor which has given long and

faithful service is for one reason or another taken apart for

overhauling and again put together. If it lacks power when

taken into use under such circumstances, it is probable that

some mistake has been made in the mounting, and especially

that the valve gear has not been put together exactly as it was

before. Unless the pinion on the motor shaft is marked at the

tooth which engages the spur wheel on the cam shaft, and two

teeth on the latter, one on each side of the pinion tooth, are

similarly marked, a small mistake is liable to be made, and

would result in too early or too late opening and closing of the

exhaust valve. In whichever direction the error is made, the

loss of power will be considerable, even if it does not prevent

starting of the motor. Few engines offer any easy means for

remedying such an error without taking the engine apart again,

and the precaution of marking the two spur wheels should,

therefore, always be observed when a motor is taken down.

THE COVENTRY SIMPLEX MOTORS.

WE illustrate herewith a new 16-h.p. petrol four-cylinder

engine which has been put on the market by the

Coventry Simplex Engines, Ltd., of East Street,

Coventry. It has been designed by Mr. R. N. Stroyer, one of the

members of the firm, and, as will be seen, the cylinders, whicb

are 3f in. bore by 3{j- in. stroke, are cast in pairs with ample

water space round the valves and combustion heads, while, in

order to secure good castings, the water jackets are provided with

large covers. The pistons are light castings, with three rings of

the hammered type, ensuring uniform springing at all points of

the circumference. The gudgeon pins, which are hardened and

ground to fit the phosphor bronze bushes of the connecting rods,

are secured to the pistons by a novel and positive method. The

steel connecting rods are of II section, and are lined with anti

friction metal at the big ends. The crank shaft is a solid forging

of special 45-ton tensile steel, and is supported by three

substantial ball bearings, a separate compound thrust bearing

being provided to take the clutch thrust, whichever way it may

act; it terminates in a cone for coupling to the flywheel. The

aluminium crank chamber, which is so arranged that the bottom

half can be dropped without disturbing the crank shaft, is

 

provided with overflow taps to regulate the height of the

lubricating oil. The lubrication of the different pirts is well

provided for, the connecting rod caps having scoops for catching

the oil, and the small ends of the connecting rod having a well

on the top into which the oil is splashed. Besides this provision

for oiling, the gudgeon pins are hollow and receive oil from the

cylinders, which have separate lubricating pipes attached. The

valves are all actuated off a single cam shaft, the latter being so

arranged that it can easily be drawn out from one end, the

bearings being of such diameter as to allow the cams to pass

through. Special attention has been paid by the designer to the

sweet engagement of the cams with the rollers, both being of

unusually large diameter. The cam shaft gear wheels are enclosed

in a separate chamber; this also contains a wheel, whicb, running

at engine speed, can be used for driving the w*ter circulating

pump or magneto. The four exhaust branches are connected up

to a neat steel exhaust box. The efficiency of the engines is very

high, the 16-h.p. four-cylinder developing 19-b.h.p. at 1,500

r.p.m., while the silent running and extreme flexibility of the

motor go to make it a most suitable one for light cars, especially

having regard to the fact that it weighs, with pipes, only about

165 lbs. All the parts are interchangeable, jigs and gauges

being employed throughout. We may add that a 25-h.p. six-

cylinder engine on similar linos is also being made, and that both

types will be on view at the forthcoming Cordingley Show.
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CONTINENTAL NOTES.

Motoring in Sweden.

Motorists who intend taking their cars to Sweden should

procure a certificate from a Swedish Consul in their own country,

stating that the car is being taken for touring purposes and that

it is constructed according to tbe regulations. If this certificate

be presented to the police authorities in the town in Sweden by

which the motorist enters the country, they will issue a driving

permit and supply a registered number for the car. The certifi

cate can also be obtained from a British Consul in Sweden, but

if no certificate be produced the car has to undergo examination

by the authorities, who investigate whether the car is in accord

ance with the stipulations of the Swedish law. The Customs duty

on motor-cars entering Sweden is on the basis of 15 per cent, ad

■valorem. The amount deposited is returned in full on applica

tion to the Customs officials at the town or port of entry when the

car is leaving the country.

♦ ♦ ♦

The Race for the Kaiser's Prize.

The accompanying map shows the course which has been

definitely decided upon for the forthcoming race in Germany for

the Kaiser's prize, and for which ninety-two entries have been

received. It is 125 kilometres long, and will have to be covered

 

four times. The starting point is at Kloster Thron, near

Homburg, the principal places passed through being Reichen-

bach, Emmerahausen, Ernsthausen, Weilburg, Usingen and

Wehrheira.

• ♦ ♦

An Austrian Reliability Trial for Light Cars.

The Austrian Automobile Club is organising a reliability

trial for light cars to be held on May 24th, 25th and 26th next.

The event will be open for (1) vehicles with single-cylinder

motors of a capacity up to 1£ litres, and carrying two persons ;

(2) ditto, with engines comprising two cylinders, up to 2i litres

capacity, and carrying three persons ; and (3) ditto, with four

cylinders, total capacity up to 2 6 litres, with accommodation for

four persons. The cars must be in proper touring trim, and

must be provided with at least two brakes. The total distance

to be covered is 715 kilometres, the first day's run being from

Vienna to Klagenfurt ; the second from Klagenfurt to Gratz j

and the third from Gratz back to Vienna. In Class 1 an average

speed of 25 kilometres per hour will be required ; in Class 2, 28

kilometres ; and in Class 3, 30 kilometres.

An "Elastic" WheeT Trial. * *

As a result of the success of spring and other elastic wheels

trial held last year from Paris to Nice and back, the " Auto,"

of Paris, has decided to repeat the event in April next. Some

important modifications have, however, been made in the rules,

notably the introduction of a clause which provides that all

stoppages due to mechanical troubles are to be included in the

running time. Apart from the difficulty of correctly ascertaining

the time lost through these troubles without having official time

keepers on board the vehicles, it has been urged that the

mechanism of the cars themselves may be more liable to cause

trouble with spring and resilient wheels than with pneumatic

tyres, and it is in order to meet this objection that it has been

deemed advisable to include all stoppages due to mechanical

troubles in the running time, so that the general performances

of the vehicles may be compared with other vehicles fitted with

pneumatics. A new method of classifying the cars has also been

adopted, the four different categories providing for cars having

motors of a maximum of piston area as follows :— (1) 127 square

centimetres ; (2) 347 square centimetres ; (3) 432 square centi

metres; and (4) 531 square centimetres. The minimum total

weight of the vehicles is fixed according to piston area. As was

the case last year, the competing cars will run from Paris to

Marseilles and Nice and back in eight stages, the start being

fixed for April 15th. At Nice the cars will be on exhibition

for a day, while on the following day they will be submitted to

a speed trial over the flying kilometre. Entries for the trials

are sent to the " Auto," from whom full particulars can be

obtained, before April 10th, the entry fee being £8 per car.

♦ ♦ ♦

Public Services in Bulgaria.

It is announced that a company has just been formed'in

Varna, with the object of starting public services of motor-cars

between that town and Dobritsch, and also between Varna and

Baltschik.

♦ ♦ ♦

The German Motor Volunteer Corps.

The Kaiser has offered a prize to the German Motor

Volunteer Corps for a long-distance motor race on the lines

of the horse ride held each year in connection with the Army

Corps.

♦ ♦ ♦

Public Services in Germany.

A public motor-car service is about to be established between

Gressen, Krofdorf and Gleiberg. It is also* proposed to inagurate

a service between Gardelegen and Calvorde.

♦ ♦ ♦

Miscellaneous Items.

An Automobile Technical Society has just been formed in

Vienna. A public motor-car service for the transport of both

passengers and goods is about to be established between Bheims,

Queux and Rosnay, France. The automobile meeting at Nico

commenced on Wednesday with the speed trial known as the

Kilometre Bull's Eye.—It is announced that the "Decennale"

Automobile Salon in Paris is to be open for twent days during

part of November and December next at the Grand Palais. The

exact dates have not yet been announced. It is reported

that Hemery is to drive one of the De Luca-Daimler cars in the

Targa Florio race. It is also stated that Caillois, who has

hitherto been associated with the Brasier vehicles, will drive a

Darracq racer in the Commission Sportive Cup race.—Bad

weather has again been experienced by M. Van Marcke, who, on

the six-cylinder Hotchkiss on whieh he is making a tour of

France, has during the past week visited Montlucon, Limoges,

Cognac, Fontenay-le-Comte, Chateauroux, Vierzon, Tours, and

Angers. Altogether he has so far covered about 3,300 miles.

Mr. L. M. Iddings, the United States Consul-General at

Cairo, has informed the Washington Bureau of Manufactures

that the number of automobiles in Egypt this winter has greatly

increased over those of last year. Machines registered in Cairo

now number 234, while last season there were seventy-five, and

in Alexandria there are 127, as compared with 120 last season.

In Cairo one or two new garages have been built.
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 A series of trips by pupils

is now a feature of the pro

gramme of the Motor Academy,

of Boundary Road, Holland Park

Avenue, W.

Another chapel, this time

of historic interest, is to be con

verted into a motor garage, such being the latest use for the old

Surrey Chapel, in Blackfriars Road, London, S.E., where Rowland

Hill and Newman Hall were successive ministers.

The entries for the Cordingley Motor Show, says the

"Motor Trader," are rolling up in fine style, and everything

promises well for the success of the exhibition.

Mr. Joseph Bradford, of Glasgow, has been appointed

managing director of Argylls (Edinburgh), Ltd., whose depot

will shortly be opened in a central position in the city.

It may be stated, and with no exaggeration, remarks the

" Indian Motor News," that Hia Highness the Nizam of Hyder

abad has one of the largest—if not the largest—and finest stud

of cars of any private owner in the world. Hig garage at

Parah Havali, India, is unequalled for the neatness combined

with simplicity and ingeniousness of its arrangements ; sixteen

large motor houses with double doors, ventilated roofs and

convenient inspection pits form one side of a huge quadrangular

square, the opposite side of which- opens upon the entrance to

the palace. To the left are the quarters tor the drivers, and

HERE AND THERE.

 

The old electricity works a'

Exeter are being adapted to the

purposes of a motor garage by

Messrs. Reid and Evans; of 177,

St. Sidwells, in that city.

The fact that the Highways

Protection League has declined

to join the National Dust less Kouds Committee seems to suggest

that they have a stronger antipathy to the motor car than to

the dust which it is alleged to raise.

Experiments are being made on the Leeds and Liverpool

Canal with regard to the adoption of motor-boats for the convey

ance of goods.

Messrs. Rice and Wise have a well-equipped motor

works and garage in Milton Street, Blackburn. It is fully

provided with all descriptions of machinery for repair work.

Messrs. Lapauze and Co , 8, Cheapside, London, E.C.,

are placing upon the British market the " Arion " sparking

plug—a reliable device of which much is likely to be heard among

practical motorists.

The second of the cycle and motor car shows in Edinburgh

this season was opened in the Waverley Market on Friday, last

week. Altogether there are about 100 stands, and although the

majority are devoted to cycle exhibits, there is a fair number of

motor-cars and cycles on view. The show closes to-day

(Saturday).

 

Hia Highness the Nizam of Hyderabad's Stud of Kotor-Cars.

to. the right, several more houses for cars are in course of

erection. The centre ia occupied by an artificial lake with .

fountains playing, surrounded by flower bed's and shady trees

. —tie whole forming a scene of rare and peaceful picturesque

ness. Hie Highness' stud now numbers some twenty-three cars,

his latest acquisitions being six Napier cars, a Fiat, a Brazier,

and a 30-55-h.p. Daimler. All the cars are christened with

Moguli names, which are painted in English and Arabian

characters on a board above the motor-house door. His High

ness is fortunate in the possession of a European engineer who

has had a wide experience.

The severity of the weather in Scotland may be appreciated

from the fact that on Tuesday, while carrying out its daily

schedule, the 40-h.p. Siddeley car under trial by the Royal

Automobile Club encountered a snowdrift twenty-five feet deep

at the Spital of Glenshee. A gang of 100 men were set to work

to clear a road for the car, which eventually got through the

pass and reached Braemar.

The Grove Eastbourne Motor Works and Garage, Ltd.,

have commenced business as dealers in, and repairers of, motor

cars, and suppliers of all kinds of accessories, at The Arcade,

Grove Road, Eastbourne. The premises, which were formerly

used as the Central Fire Station, afford ample accommodation to

garage at least thirty motor-cars, also sufficient space is provided

for the works incident to repairs. The general management of

the company is in the hands of Mr. Alfred J. Bessant, with

Mr. R. K. James as managing engineer.

At the last meeting of the East Lancashire Motor Cycle

Club, Mr. T. Burton read a paper on "Anticipating Trouble,"

in the course of which he. exhibited an instrument, of his own

construction and design, for testing sparking plugs under com

pression, this being, as he pointed out, the only way in which a

plug could be thoroughly tested for a "short."

A capital catalogue has been issued by the Earljs Court

Motor Garage Company, Ltd., whose headquarters adjoin Eail's

Court Station, W. The firm hold agencies for the 6-cylinder

Standard, the Peugeot, and the Clement-Talbot cars—all recog

nised types of modern vehicles. The company have a special

department for the hire of motor-cars for short or lengthened

periods, and the tariff which accompanies the list will be of

service to private people who intend to try motoring at Easter.

The Calthorpe Motor Company, Ltd., successors to the

Mobile Motor and Engineering Company, Ltd., is the title of

the two concerns which will in future be carried on as a joint

business, the assets of the latter having been acquired by the

former as a going concern. The Calthorpe Company has retained

the whole of the staff under the management of Mr. L. Antweiler,

and owners of Mobiles will be supplied with spare parts, - c. A

speciality will be made of the 16-20-h.p. four-cylinder Calihorpe

car, fitted with an Alpha engine. The radiator is the firm's

patent type, with revolving fan, the latter being encased inside

the radiator, which has annular chambers, doing away completely

with the tubes ; the pump is gear driven off the two to one

shaft.

C
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Mr. C. A. Roberts is opening a motor garage in the

Southampton Road, Chandler's Ford, Hampshire.

The Royal Insurance Company has issued a Record of

Sports—an interesting souvenir of remarkable performances in

all brunches of pastimes and sports.

The I.O.M. Motor Co., of Douglas, are building a motor

cycle to compete in the Tourist Trophy Motor Cycle race to be held

in the Isle of Man during the summer.

Two of the leading garages in Bristol, viz., that of Messrs.

Willway and Son, on the Quay, aud that of the Bristol Motor

Co;, Ltd., 18, Victoria Street, are now open continuously day

and night, and also on Sundays.

In order to meet the wishes of their clients, Messrs. F. W.

Besant and Co., of Wimborne, Dorset, are now supplying with

their Luna inspection pits, when required, an ingenious sliding

seat or bench, which, locking itself between any two corrugations

in the sides of the pit, can be immediately fixed in any position

or at any height.

The sixteenth edition of the Railway and Commercial

Gizetteer of England, Scotland, and Wales comes to hand from

Messrs.. McCorquodale and Co., Ltd. This is compiled from

official sources, aud contains a list of every railway station, town,

village, hamlet, parish, and place in Great Britain. To all inter

ested in the despatch of goods the volume is of special impor

tance.. '-

A somewhat novel form of exhaust silencer is being made by

M. Bizeul, of Bazas, Gironde. As will be seen from the sketch, it

is composed of two metal cases joined by a series of steel tubes

through which the exhaust gases are made to circulate, thereby

lowering their temperature and permitting them to escape into

the atmosphere without noise. The cooling of the gases is

 

assisted by the large surface of tubing on which air is free to

impinge. The apparatus has been tested on a 60 b.p. motor in

the laboratory of the A.C.F., and the loss of power at 650

revolutions was only 1£ per cent., and at 800 revolutions '3 per

cent., a result which, it is claimed, has never before been

obtained. •

We are glad to see that British-built motor-cars are begin

ning to attract attention in Holland. Looking through the

pages of our Dutch contemporary we notice that the Argyll,

Humber, Rover, and Starling vehicles are all now represented in

the Netherlands.

At tbe meeting of the executive committee of the Motor

Van, Wagon and Omnibus Users' Association, last week, Mr.

Howard Humphreys reported that he had had an interview with

Mr. Joynson Hicks with regard to the Cambridgeshire bridges,

and that although the Great Eastern Railway had done some

repairs to the bridges, the workmen had been withdrawn, and

there were still eight or nine bridges closed. The County

Council had decided to issue a summons shortly, under Sec

tion" 65.

The " New Era " fire extinguishing specialities introduced

by the Valor Company, Ltd., of the Valor Works, Rocky Lane,

Ashton Cross, Birmingham, are becoming well known to

motorists, and their motor-boat petrol fire-extinguisher, specially

designed fbr motor-boats, has been approved by the leading

Insurance companies. This is made in four sizes and is constructed

on the same excellent principle as that intended for cars. The

" Tonneau " pattern extinguisher has a capacity of one gallon in a

case 10£ in. by lOj in. by 14J in. This is capable of throwing a

stream of fire-extinguishing chemical for forty to fifty feet,

promptly extinguishing burning petrol, thus securing the

mot 'list against risk by fire.

The Hon. Evelyn Pierrepont, of Nuneaton, has recently

acquired a Cadillac car from the Anglo-American Motor Car

Company.

The value of the exports of motor-cars and automobile parts

from the United States during January last amounted to

£75,299 as against only £59,538 in the first month of 1906.

The British and Foreign Guide to the Engineering, Steel,

and Hardware Trades, published by Messrs. Adolphe Francis,

Ltd., is a. useful compilation divided into four parts, relating to

machinery and materials, electricity, ordnance, ships, &c. The

various trades, for each section are arranged in the alphabetical

order of business—an arrangement facilitating easy reference.

Messrs. W. and F. Thorn, of Gt. Portland Street, London,

W., the well-known motor body builders, have just issued a very

useful price list of the 1907 models of the various British and

foreign chassis at present on the market. The vehicles are

arranged in alphabetical order in accordance with their names,

and, in addition to the prices, the wheelbase and other dimensions

of the cars are set out in tabular form.

Mr. Chas. Jarrott, who is going to Monaco for the Easter

holidays, proposes to make another run through on his 40-h.p.

Crcsley, -and hopes by reducing his stoppages to a minimum to

considerably improve upon tbe time he occupied last year,

namely, 37£ hours, without actually increasing the running speed.

He is leaving the Automobile Club at 8.30 a.m. to-day (Saturday)

crossing over do Folkestone to. Boulogne, and anticipates

arriving in Monte Carlo the following evening about 7 o'clock.

Beyond the ordinary standard- of commercial lists is the

illustrated record of the motor sport events of 1906 issued by

the Continental Tyre and Rubber Company. The year was

crowded with classic events of a sporting character, and the 120

pages of which this excellent volume consists are filled with

really artistic reproductions of photographs depicting the leading

scenes and principal participants in the Herkomer Trophy com

petition aud other races where the reliability of the Continental

tyre proved a factor of confidence to the driver and of importance

in the result.

The great increase in the motor business of Messrs. A

Deacon and Son, of Llandudno, has led them to secure larger-

premises in Vaughan Street, which were originally built for a

furniture warehouse. They are the largest business premises in

the town, the building consisting of three storeys, the upper

floors of which will be rendered accessible by the use of an

electric lift capable of dealing with the largest touring car. The

ground floor will be used partly as a showroom, and also for a

garage, while the top floor will be devoted to repairs. Messrs.

Deacon and Son will have the place in working order for

Easter.

Who did that ? The answer will generally be found in a

pocket volume published under the title by Messrs. G. Routledge

and Sons, Ltd., and issued in their Miniature Reference

Library. The book is egg-full of information, accurate and

erudite enough to enable the ordinary man to follow the general

press. Under the heading of motors we find motor-cycles, motor

fishing boats, motor launches, motor propelled carriage and

motor train—the latter referring to the Renard system that is

being developed here by the Daimler Company. Why motor

cars and automobiles have not been enumerated we know not.

From Messrs. J. Wilson Browne and Son, 34 and 35,

Ludgate Hill, Birmingham, comes a price list of their " Orto "

motor lamps. These include petroleum side lamps, such as the

No. 2 pattern, which is fitted with the firm's specially fluted lens

throwing the light for fifty yards, the " carette " size for tri cars,

a reflecting tail lamp, electric carriage and motor-car lamps and

acetylene head lamps. In connection with the latter mention

may be made of Messrs. J. Wilson Browne and Son's acetylene

generators, in which the generation of the gas is regulated by the

pressure contained in the inside cylinder, which in turn forces

tbe water out of the carbide chamber, and immediately the

pressure goes down, allowing the water to come in and more gas

to be given off. The gas can be turned off instantly, further

generation being stopped by the pressure of gas in the inside

cylinder.
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[Letters to the Editor thould be addressed to

tT-SS, Charing Cross Rood, W.C.]

THE FLEXIBILITY COMPETITION.

> To TH» Editor op The Motor-Car Journal.

SIR,—In a competition of this nature, about which ho much con

troversy has been elicited, it is, perhaps, only natural to get some objec

tions, but surely the better way would be to enter for the competition,

which is quite simple in its character, i.e., journey to Bexhill and back

on top gear, slow running test, and speed test on Bexhill track, and the

car that reaches nearest to the high ideal which we have set out as

necessary to win the competition will, we venture to think, justify its

existence.

So far as Mr. Letts' argument in regard to the advantage that a car

with three speeds would have over one -with four, this advantage exists

entirely in the imagination, as my committee have already had before

them this very point, and ruled that the entrant can nominate any par

ticular speed on his car as the top, and, providing he never runs oq a

higher gear, then it is for the purpose of this competition his top speed.

The other speeds would, of cour e. have to, be properly locked to the

satisfaction of my committee, so that they could npt be used and unfair

advantage taken. '\

I agree with Mr. Letts that there are many other points not pro-

Tided for in my club's flexibility competition, that, could well be thrown

open for competition, but for one day my committee felt that the com

petition in question would give an interesting day's sport and lead to

some valuable knowledge.

I thank Mr. Letts for his suggestion about a petrol consumption

test, and I think this is excellent, andl shall recommend my committee

to hold one at the earliest possible date.

In regard to Mr. Govan's letter, first, the method that will

insure standard gears being used is the fact that if too low a gear

is used the car will lose marks on the speed teat, and if too high a gear is

used it will lose marks on the slow test.

2. His statement that speed is the predominating factor for secur

ing marks is incorrect, because 1,000 marks are given tor a non-stop

run to Kexhill and back on top gear ; no question of speed enters into

this, 250 only for speed, the maximum to be earned, and 250 for.

slowest possible running.

The other portion of Mr. Govan's letter refers to some challenge of

which I have no knowledge, and has nothing to do with my club's,

conpetition.—Yours truly,

Henry Hollands.

To THE Editor, of The Motor-Car Journal,

Sir,—Having noticed a letter by an eminent six-cylinder exponent

commenting upon the Crystal Palace Motor Flexibility Competition,, to

be held on March 23rd, I should like to call attention to some obvious

omissions in the rules.

1. Some method should be found to make it certain that only

standard gears'shall be used.

2. As speed is the predominating factor for securing mark?, it is

more than obvious that the horse-power of the vehicle should be taken

into account.

With these two palpable defects in the rules, the competition can

not in any way throw any light on the vexed question of four v. six

cylinders. In; the challenge that I threw out to all six-cylinder

manufacturers, quick acceleration up to twenty miles per hour was the

only element introduced which had relation to horse-]iower, and I

suggest that this should be introduced instead of maximum speed.—

Yours truly,

Alec. Govan.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

SlR,—I quite agree with the criticism by Mr. Letts, in the last

issue of the M.C.J. , with regard to the projected flexibility trial. I,

for one, certainly do not see any reason for it, except it be to act as a

further boom to popularise six-cylinder vehicles, whose main advantage,

as Mr. Hutton recently pointed out, is that they are fine things to go

slow on. There may be a few motorists and motor drivers to whom

the occasional necessity of having to change gear is irksome, but I do

not believe the majority look upon it in this Tight. The result is that

manufacturers, in catering for the few, are producing cars with engines

of greater and greater power, and far beyond what is really necessary,

in order that all the running shall be done on the top gear. The

advantages of the direct drive are unquestionaV \y so marked that this

method of transmitting power will be retained vut this does not indicate

that all other speed ratios are superfluous It is possible with a much

smaller engine than ordinarily nsed to fc» .vel at a fair rate of speed and

negotiate all the hills usually met wit', in the conrse of a day's travel,

and that without an undue use of tho change gear lever. In fact, I

have known of cases of cars, while climbing a hill laboriously on the

top speed, being easily passed by other machines on "third," with

the engine running somewhat faster, but, nevertheless, working under

much more economical and satisfactory conditions.—Yours truly,

T. Fraskr.

DRIVERS' LIABILITY.

To ibi Editor OF The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—If a professional driver takes a motor-car from the premises

of his employer, acting under instructions, and one of the family sub

sequently drives, what is the position of the regular chauffeur? The

employer's relative may hold a licence and still be an incompetent

driver, and the professional driver unable to advise, owing to the

difference in social stations. Supposing, when on this journey, a

summons resulted, could the professional driver be proceeded against for

allowing an incompetent person to take the wheel of the car ?—Yours

truly,

R. W.

[The summons would, of course, fall upon the person actually

driving. ]

A WASH ON THE CHEAP.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

SIR,—I am enclosing herewith a photograph taken under somewhat

exceptional circumstances, at Southport, on Sunday last. The car was

being driven round the Marine Drive in a perfect gale of wind, in con

sequence of which the tide was unusually high. On turning the bend

at the corner of the drive, to pass under the pier bridge, the car

suddenly swerved to the right, the combined results of a nasty side-slip

 

and the tremendous force of wind it win ju»t turning to encounter,

and, instead of following the asphalted track, it ran straight down the

abrupt slope into the sea. The photograph was taken while the car

was undergoing what may be termed as a " wash on the cheap "—until

the bill for rspnirs is presei.ted. It was some considerable time after

wards that the car was dragged asln.ie, nml finally taken into tow by

another car. The M nine Drive was practically impassable for

motorists the whole of the day, and several cars which essayed the

passage were compelled to turn 1>aek, or suffer a similar catastrophe.—

Yours truly,

R. WOOIJHSAD.

WIRE. OR WOODEN WHEELS.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—I notice a point that seems to escape discussion on the

question of wire or wooden wheels : that is, that, in the case of the

latter, while under side stress, one or perhaps two spokes have to bear

the weight, and also retard the side stress, which means that once the

weight is over the centre of the spoke an 1 the side stress continues,

down goes the wheel. In the wire wheel, instead of one or two

spokes being in compression, several spoke, perhaps a dozen, arc under

tension horizontally, maintaining the circle of the rim and supporting

the weight, while the vertical spokes rebut the side Btress. Moreover,

you can true up a wire wheel easily, but some wooden wheels, especi

ally those bearing the chain sprocket, have a knuck of getting out

of true, and I, for one, cannot tiue them again.

I muck appreciated " Ten Years a Motorist's " letter on the subject of

accessibility. Why cannot cars be made on the principle of the con

tractor's tip wagon? With all the asserted accessibility there still

appears that horrible bolt in tho flywheel which has to be removed

before the bottom half of the crank chamber can be taken away. Makers
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tell you they can dismantle cylinders in miraculous time. It sometimes

takes me half an hour to get one nut off and some valves require

herculean efforts and very ingenious devices to induce them to come

out, on account of their " disputed inacessibility." The grade of a vehicle

is, in my opinion, verified by the amount of attention paid to detail,

and the ability of those details to be^Temoved singly, and replaced easily,

without pulling the car to pieces.—Yours truly,

Herbert J. Chapman.

MOTOR CAR LEGISLATION.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal. , ,

Sir,—Now that it seems generally recognised that we shall be

spared further motor-car legislation for another year, there seems a

tendency for the central motor organisations to rest content with the

good work they have already done and leave the initiation of other efforts

to the local clubs directly in touch with their own M.P.'s and other

persons of influence. This is, to my mind, a great mistake ; and it is

about time that a definite plan of campaign was. propounded declaring

SUBSTITUTES FOR THE HORN.

To the EliiTOB of The Motor-Oar Journal.

Sir,—In reply to "J. H. H.," on page 1,137 of your issue of February

23rd, he appears to think that I suggested that he had only tried a

cheap class of electric horn. I did not state this and did not even

suggest it. What I did say, however, was that " he condemns the whole

principle of electric horns to this particular sample which he has used,

and that he does not recommend it on this basis," and that is precisely

what " J. H. H. " is doing. He tries this particular type of horn for one

week and then for a further few days, when he states that he gave it up.

I cannot say that I can commend " J. H. H. " on his persistency. _ Still

that is beside the point. Without dealing with my own particular

experience of the " Wagner " electric horn, I have numerous friends and

acquaintances who are also using the "Wagner" horn, and in no

instance have they had a similar experience or anything near the experi

ence of '* J. H. H."

The whole thing evidently hinges round the old question of care and

attention. It is a similar tale which you hear on many sides, I cannot

i
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A Shooting Party in Java—Herr Faubel, of Soerabaija. on his 20-h.p. Boo Car.

[De Auto.

(1) against the speed limit, whether by order of Mr. Burns or the Rural

Council of Liliput ; (2) insisting that local authorities should fulfil all

their duties with regard to road maintenance ; (3) declining to pay any

higher taxation than now, on the ground that we are fostering an idea

which means a considerable accession of national prosperity, as the export

figures published by you last week amply prove. These are a trio of

points upon which we should insist, aim insist upon with a vigour that

shall demand attention.—Yours truly,

A Northern Motorist.

[There is a proverb, " Let sleeping dogs lie," and it seems a suffi

cient answer to our somewhat impatient correspondent. Time is on the

side of the motorists, and if legislation can be postponed until they are

even more numerous than now, it is likely to be more favourable to their

cause than if hurried along at the demands of opponents. There is a

fairly general feeling of contentment among motorists with regard to the

future, and to give undue prominence to the three points raised by " A

Northern Motorist " wonhf not be found very helpful to the Motor Union

in its endeavours to conciliate, if it cannot convert, the non-motoring

public]

get tins to jgo right, and that is always going wrong, and in ninety-nine

i out ofa hundred you can invariably trace it to lack of a little care.

—Yours truly,

S. J. Watson.

ARE LEATHER-FACED CONE CLUTCHES DOOMED t

To the Editor or The Motor-Oar Journal.

Sir,—I see in your issue of March 9th a letter from Mr. C. H.

Mower, on the question of leather v. metal clutches, in which he advo

cates an epicychc gear instead of sliding spurs, and thus appears to

abolish both types of clutch. Of course, no such thing is the case, as in

the Adams gear there are three clutches, which take the form of fibre-

faced brake bands. These are no more satisfactory—and I daresay no

less, save that there a three clutches instead of one—than the ordinary

leather-faced clutch. \ 1 it I take exception to in his letter, however, is

his manifest ignorance of g ~.r changing with properly designed sliding
gears and a plate clutch. I a ■ quite sure he can never have ridden in a

car so equipped, or he would not, in common honesty, condemn the type
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wholesale as "nerve racking," "clash" type gears. I should like to

show him that such a thing is commercially produced as a sliding gear

which is quite silent in changing. If he will give me an opportunity, I

will with pleasure give him a run on my 35- h. p. Iris, and change gear as

often as he likes without his nerves, however delicate, being one whit

racked, nor his ears, however sensitive, detecting a symptom of clash !

—Yours truly,

G. Ll. Hinds-Howell.

— Captain, late R.A.

TRACK RACING AND WEIGHT LIMITS.

To thb Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—In correspondence with the secretary of the Brooklands

Automobile Kacing Club, this gentleman has been good enough to in

form me that the weight limit which has been applied to various races

to be held upon the club's track at Weybridge is not governed by any

other rule, i.e., that so long as the chassis scales the weight that the

rule demands, either a touring body or a racing body may be fitted to

the chassis. Might I suggest that this is a very sound and practical

method of applying the weight limit, and it is one that is well worth

consideration by club committees promoting hill-climbing or other

speed teste, as, in the first place, it not only permits a manufacturer

to use one chassis for various races which mayhe governed by rule apply

ing to a variety of weights, but it obviates the necessity of having the

body painted—this is a great a cost to a manufacturer, and when it gets

damaged and spoiled there is a further cost to the manufacturer. Apart

from thi», racing with a top-heavy body, with fonr people seated in it, all

tends to make the sport more dangerous. So long as there is a weight

limit to be complied with, surely it is far better to apply it in the

least costly and dangerous manner?

If it is not too late, would not the Automobile Club of Great Britain

and Ireland be well advised to change the present rules applying to the

Tourist Trophy Race, and make it a race for chassis only, fitted with

racing bodies, and would they not be still further well advised if they

were to eliminate the dangerous practice of necessitating the fitting of a

glass screen upon a car which admittedly is to race ? Personally, I can

see no sense in having a touring body with no people seated in it, and I

consider it highly dangerous to race with a glass screen to add to one's

danger. I should be happy to enter a vehicle for the Tourist Trophy

Heavy Vehicles contest if the body and glass screen were eliminated,

but I would object to be responsible or even to ask any of my friends or

ployees to drive a car with the dangerous impediment of a top-heavy

y, with the risk of having their throats cut by broken glass.

I congratulate the Brooklands Automobile Racing Club upon the

very wise course that they have adopted, and trust that the higher

authorities will see their way clear to follow suit.—Yours truly,

D. M. WiEIGEL.

AN EXHIBITION IN ST. PETERSBURG.

To the Editor of The Motor-Gar Journal.

Sir,—I give you below copy of a letter I have received, and should

be glad if you could make use of same for the columns of your paper.

Yours truly,

W. Windham.

Copy,

St. Petersburg,

Captain "Windham, March 11th, 1907.

Foreign Office, London.

Dear Sir,—I beg to inform you that the St. Petersburg Automobile

Club will hold an exhibition on and after 16th to 28th May. Having

been asked to be a member of the jury, I am anxious to see also British

cars exhibited, and, being aware that you take a keen interest in

motors-ears, I should be glad if you would use your influence to get

some of the firms in your country to exhibit British-made machines.

I should advise them to exhibit cars of strong and heavy type, as light

cars are not adaptable for Russian roads. I hope you will interest

yourself in the matter.—Yours truly,

LUDVIG NOBEL.

ARE CARS TOO COMPLICATED 1

To thb Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—I have been interested in the correspondence on the above sub-
 

the engine pulled better, I decided to drop this, in my case, useless com

plication. I shall not have another fan. I consider a fan is an acknowledg

ment by the makers that they had not supplied an efficient radiator.

My next stop was the advance spark connection—the ball came out of

the socket. As there is little need of advancing spark on a magneto,

I decided to drop this complication. I had low-tension magneto

only, but foolishly allowed myself to be persuaded that it would

be safer to have a second ignition, so put in an accumulator

with distributor on the dash, driven by a chain. This chain broke and

dropped into the magneto gear wheels, so that I had neither—two

hours' stop seven miles outside York. When I arrived back I got the

maker to allow me £4 10s. for what I gave £1 1 for, and shall only have-

magneto in future. My experience is also that if you have two

ignitions you are careless about both, so that neither of them are in good

order. I could not break my jump spiodle during the frosty weather, as

I have not got one, but I know one firm that replaced a dozen pump

spindles in a few weeks, so there were twelve stops through another use

less complication. My next break was a connecting rod. I drove four

miles with the broken rod knocking about, and did not think the rattle

was inside. There was not the least damage done. I cannot do with

out connecting rods or the cylinders. If F could I certainly would.—

Yours truly,

Ernest Estcourt.

A PROGRESSIVE CHANGE-SPEED GEAR.

To thb Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sib,—Mr. Mower's letter in the M.C.J, of the 9th inst. is interesting.

I once used an epicyclic gear, and was very pleased with it on a small

car, but I was assured that it would not be reliable on even moderatelv

powerful cars. If your readers saw the " patent progressive speed gear,"

i.e., two cones, expanding and contracting, joined by a novel leather belt,

exhibited by Jesse Ellis and Co., Kent, 1 should be glad to learn from

them what is the objection to bo simple a device. Designers appear to

have made but few successful attempts to give us a more rational change-

speed gear.—Yours truly,

R. Hannen.

 

Touring in Italy.—The Church of St. Paul d'Arno Pisa.

FOUR OR SIX CYLINDERS.

To thb Editor of ^Ae Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—As far as the controversial aspect of the six v. four cylinder

engine goes, I consider Mr. Alex. Govan, manager of the Argyll

Motors, Ltd., has earned, and is justly entitled to gather up, the

championship honours for his company's 14-16-h.p. four-cylinder Argyll,

because he issued a public challenge to makers to run against and

beat any make of six-cylinder car on each of the three heads s«t for

ward as the outstanding features of the six-cylinder engine. I note

the challenge was issued on January 26th. Surely Mr. S. F. Edge is

not afraid to meet an Argyll ? He has hitherto been looked on as

principal authority on six-cylinder engines. In any case it is a pity

that there is so little confidence shown by makers of six-cylinder cars,

when they in craven fear allow a 14-16-h.p. four-cylinder car to beat

them on the three heads which are the outstanding features of the

six-cylinder engine.—Yours truly,

JOS. McCoNECHY.

Co.,A correspondent asks for the address of Messrs. Smith and

who retread tyres with a oatent compressed band.

A Clincher Tyre Repair Outfit was found by A.A. Patrol

No. 57 between Hindhead and Petersfield, on the Portsmouth road, on

Sunday last. The owner can have the outfit on application to the

Hotel Moorlands, Hindhead.

Dr. P. Lambert, 81. Queen's Road, Finsbury Park, N., will be

pleased if the gentleman driving a motor-bicycle over the hill from the

Manor House to Harringay on the 3rd inst , and who witnessed an

accident to a motor-car coming up, will communicate with him.

Wire or Wood Wheels.—In connection with the correspondence

on this subject Mr. W. Starley, of 81, Paul's Road, Coventry, sands us

particulars of a new all-steel wheel he has devised and which has

successfully passed through a lengthy test on a Daimler car.

Stiff Tyre Covers.—"R W." writes:—"It maybe useful to

other motorists to know the operation of fitting stiff tyre covers to rims

in cold weather may be facilitated by first warming the covers. By

doing this the covers are rendered somewhat more pliable and | les

liable to crack when the levers are used."
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MOTOR LUBRICATION

I have read with great interest, and sometimes also with amuse

ment, the letters that have appeared from time to time in your valuable

paper. With the exception of Mr. Veitch Wilson's interesting com

munication, however, which is based on sense and science, the various

writers have shown a greater acquaintance with the art of obtaining free

advertisement than of intimate knowledge of their subject. Taking

these letters in the order of their appearance, we find Mr. Duncan retail

ing a lot of statements about a particular oil which his firm is pushing.

Mr. Veitch Wilson has aptly described that oil as " unique." Now, of

course, we could scarcely expect Mr. Duncan, who is a motor agent, to

know much about oils at first hand. I shall attach only my initials to

this letter, as my only object in writing it is to warn motorists not to

play with their machines and risk their destruction by following some of

the crude ideas that have been put before them, but to use only the very

best oils and greases they can get ; for let me, as an oil chemist and expert

whose life work has been the study of the laws of friction and the best

means of its elimination, assure them that the very best they can obtain

is necessary if they wisli to keep their machines from paying too frequent

visits to the repair shop.

Mr. Veitch Wilson's practice of compounding the oils his firm sends

out is perfectly reasonable, especially in regard to the lighter oils. It is

well known to the more experienced and enlightened oil manufacturers

that fatty oils hare greater staying power than ordinary mineral oils,

and it is mainly on account of this quality of greater endurance that

they are used to enrich mineral oils. When we come to consider the use

of heavier bodied oils, we find that for certain purposes, among which is

motor lubrication, we can obtain the staying power we require without

the use of fatty oils, by the careful selection and treatment of suitable

grades of pure hydrocarbon oils. Even so, the judicious compounding

with fatty oils can do no harm. Undoubtedly, when a thin oil is to bo

used for motor lubrication, it should be a compound oil ; and this, I

believe, is the practice of all oil manufacturers who make efficient lubri

cation their chief consideration.

When a really good heavy oil is used, it is extraordinary how long

a motor will run without requiring repair. A few days ago I saw a

large motor taken down for examination that had been in regular use

for two years and had run 9,000 miles. Practically, there were no signs

of wear anywhere. Also I know of a single-cylinder car that ran,

under observation of the Club, non-stop from Glasgow to London and

barely used a quart of oil, while less than a quart of water was

evaporated on the entire journey. Similar instances could be multiplied

ad xnfinitvm ; but I need scarcely say that such results cannot be got

if no regard is paid to the actual lubricative value of the oil, but only

to the price per gallon. This false economy is at the bottom of nearly

all the worry and expense motorists are put to in regard to the

mechanism of their machines ; and it is often a source of vexation to

manufacturers who take a pride in the efficiency of the lubricants they

produce.

Not many months ago a sample of oil was sent me to report on that

was being supplied to a large 'bus company by a firm of London

merchants. It was one of the poorest grades of mineral oil, and there

was little wonder that their 'buses were difficult to maintain in running

order. The stuff was trash, but, as I learned afterwards, the price they

were giving was in accordance, so they were just getting what they paid

for. Later on, T got a sample of grease to report on from a 'bus company.

They were buying it at a price that good grease could not be sold for.

As a natural result, they were being suppliecl with a grease made of very

light mineral oil and loaded heavily with French chalk. Now is there

any wonder that these 'buses required to be continually tinkered at to

keep them running at all ? I have seen it stated by some writers in your

journal that French chalk is a lubricative improvement when added to

grease, believe nothing of the kind. It is simply added to the grease

to cheapen the cost of it. Also it makes the grease look whiter and

nicer to the eye, and helps to hide the excess of miserably poor quality

oil that is too often used in making motor greases. Black lead

{graphite) is used by some. It does not cheapen the grease ; but often

such greases are made from the lightest and trashiest mineral oil, and

in snch cases probably the graphite is the only thing that makes the

grease useable at all.

But why should French chalk or graphite, or any other solid

material, be used in making motor greases? I consider their addition

under the circumstances I have stated little short of swindling. There

is no occasion from a lubricating point of view to use black lead or

French chalk or anything else of a similar nature, for I have no hesitation

in saying that if greases are made as they should be made, viz., of good

oils and fats properly saponified and then brought to the required con

sistency with a good quality of oil, then such greases will mltil every

possible requirement. It is, of course, quite true that both French chalk

and graphite are lubricants which tor some purposes have their

advantages ; "but they are certainly not required to lubricate any portion

of a l. otor, unless perhaps the chains of a chain-driven car, in which case

a little 'ne black lead added to liquefied tallow or good grease in which

the chain, should be steeped, not merely painted with the grease, may

be of some little advantage. Even in this case it is difficult to see how

the blaok lead can be of much service, for it is not easy to perceive how

' even very fine black lead will gain access to lubricate the links and pins

unless a good deal of wear has taken place. In particular, I would utter

a word of warning to motorists not to use either of these substances in

any position where there is a possibility of the solid material settling

out, otherwise it may block up oil ways and oilholes and cause damage

to bearings by preventing the lubricant from reaching them.

Mr. Critchley's letter only goes to show that a good quality of thin

oil will give better results than will thick oils of inferior quality. We

must remember, however, that there is something more than mere thick

ness required in an oil to ensure satisfactory lubrication. An oil may be

thick, and yet contain a large proportion of low boiling hydro-carbons.

It may also carry a considerable quantity of tarry substances ; and

these, when the lighter fractions vaporise, will form a sticky residuum

that will clog the motor. But these defects may be present in either

thick or thin oils. It must have been sticky oils of this kind that

Mr. Edge was using when he wrote advising that motors should be

washed out with paraffin after every run. When good oils are used

the motor should not require to be washed out with paraffin or any

thing else. The principal reason why the use of a good quality of

thicker oil is preferable to a thin one is that its higher boiling point

enables it to stay on the walls of the cylinder as oil, with

little or no vaporisation under working conditions. An oil of this kind

does not become sticky. Then, though all oils thin down more or less

rapidly under heat, yet the thicker oil retains its lubricating body

better than a thin oil at similar high temperatures. True, the differ

ence is little as found by a viscometer ; but it is sufficient to ensure a

better oil film on the walls of the cylinder, and that is all the user need

trouble himself about.

Now let us examine the advantages and disadvantages of the use of

thicker or thinner oils of good quality. The more fluid oil may, owing

to the greater freedom of its particles, show during a short test a slightly

increased efficiency. To obtain that result, a greater supply of oil will

be required. Its disadvantages are that, if through any derangement of

the cooling arrangements there should be an im-rease of heat in the

motor, then the oil film may become so attenuated as to permit the

rubbing surfaces to come into actual contact, in which event " solid fric

tion " will at once take place and a seized piston is highly probable.

When an oil is thicker than the working conditions require, it will,

owing to the greater adhesion of its particles to each other and to the

workmg surfaces, cause an increase of " liquid friction " until increase of

temperature reduces its viscosity to the necessary degree of fluidity.

Then there will be no further rise of temperature, and the oil will work

continuously with the highest efficiency. There will be little risk of the

oil film becoming displaced during a temporary stoppage of the cooling

arrangements, and consequently little or no risk of " solid friction " and

its attendant danger of damage and seizure.

In these remarks I have dealt with the action of the oil in the

cylinder, but they apply equally to all the other moving parts of the

engine, modified only by the lower temperature within the crank case.

Shortly, then, a trifling decrease of "liquid friction "may be obtained

with a thin oil ; likewise, as I have shown, some risk of damage to motor.

On the other hand, a small increase of " liquid friction " may result

from a thicker oil, but there is greatly increased immunity from damage

to the motor.

D. D. B.

(To be concluded.)

COMPANY NEWS.

New Companies Registered.

Coventry Simplex Engines.—£3,000. To take over the busi

ness carried on at East Street Works, Coventry, as the Simplex Engine

Company, and to adopt an agreement with H. P. Lee. No initial public

issue. Registered without articles.

Century Motor Company.—£15,000. To acquire the business

carried on by Mr. J. Yarwood and Mr. W. C. A. Jollands at Cumberland

Park, Willesden, and Queen's Gate, Kensington, as the Century Motor

Company. No initial public issue. First directors (not less than two

nor more than five) : W. C. A. Jollands and J. Yarwood. Qualification,

£1,000.

Thomas Wolfe and Son (1907), Ltd.—This company has been

inviting subscriptions for 80,000 £1 shares of a capital of £150,000. In

addition to having horsed vehicles, automobiles will be added to its

operations. Th« motor department will be under the direction of Mr.

Basil Crump. Offices, lA, Woburn Street, W.C.

TURCAT AND Mery.—£100. Manufacturers and proprietors of,

agents for, and d *alers in automobiles, &c No initial public issue.

Registered wiihoiu articles.

Horch MOTORS.—£15,000. To acquire the undertaking or agency

for the sale of motor-cars, accessories, and goods manufactured by A.

Horch and Co., of Zwickau, Saxony, carried on by G. S. S. Monck at

34, Shaftesbury Avenue, W. No initial public issue. First directors

(to number four) : Messrs. G. S. S. Monck, S. F. Tyler, W. L. Stewart,

and E. C. R. Parry. 100 shares. Remuneration (except managing

director), £300 each per annum.

J. D. Ferguson, Ltd.—£6,000. To acquire the business of motor

engineers carried on by Mr. J. B. Ferguson. Directors : not less than

three nor more than five, the first bring Messrs. Alexander Govan, John

C. Nixon (chaiiman), J. B. Ferguson, and George Henry Ferguson.

Registered office, 18, Chichester Street, Belfast.
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CLUBS AND ASSOCIATIONS.

 

THE AEEO CLUB.

■he» ARRANGEMENTS have been completed by which the Aero Club has

been'granted by King's College, London, the free nse of the engineering

laboratory and the services of certain professors for carrying out experi

ments in the construction of aeroplanes. By these arrangements, which

come into operation immediately, the only expense to which the club

will be put will be the cost of materials and the services of one or two

mechanics. They will, it is believed, greatly stimulate the movement.

Special attention will be directed, in the hrst place, it is understood, to

the construction of propellers ; next will come the aeroplane itself, and,

lastly, the motor.

ST. ALBANS AND DISTRICT M.C.C.

A meeting was held on Thursday of last week at the Crystal

Palace Hotel, London Road, St. Albans, to inaugurate a new motor

cycle club. Mr. Marriott was in the chair, and it was decided that the

club should be called the St. Albans and District Motor-Cycle

July 21st, inter-club team run ; September 7th, 200 miles reliability

trial, and passenger trials ; September 21st, penalty run.

The opening run of the members to Brighton on Saturday was a great

success. A start was made from Din on at 3 p.m., and Brighton was

reached via Leatherhead, Dorking, and Horsham at about half-past

six. Dinner was served at the Old Ship Hotel, fifty-two members

and friends of theclnh being present. The return journey to London was

made the following day via Lewes and East Grinstead.

THE JUNIOR AUTOMOBILE CLUB.

At the last meeting of the executive of the Junior Automobile

Club twenty-eight new members were elected. Mr. E. March, who for

may years acted as hon. treasurer to the Motor Cycling Club, has

consented to fill a similar position in this club. All inquiries and appli

cations for membership should be addressed to Mr. S. C. Darriugton

" Oakthorpe," Brownlow Road, New Southgate, N.

It is the intention of the officer* of the club to be present at

various points, north, south and west of London, each week-end during

the approaching season, in order to meet prospective members, as well as

those who have already joined. For this purpose member* of the execu

tive will be at the Red Lion, Hatfield, at noon on Good Friday, and at

the Bear, Esher, at three o'clock on the following day.

BRIGHTON MOTOR CYCLE CLUB.

A general meeting of the Brighton and District Motor Cycling Club

was held at the headquarters in Ship Street, on Thursday week, when

there was a good attendance. Dr. I Sadcock presided. The hon.
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Club. The subscription will be 5s. per year. Mr. Bush, of the

Clarendon Hotel, Market Place, St. Albans, was appointed secretary

and treasurer, pro tern., and anyone wishing to join the club is

requested to write to him.

A meeting has been arranged for March 21st, at the Peahen

Hotel, London Road, St. Albans, when arrangements will be made

for hill-climbs and club runs, &c.

MOTOR CYCLING CLUB.

' 3na The following new members were elected at the last meeting of the

executive :—Messrs. C. C. Cooke, H. C. Horswill, G. Kelton, B J. Prit-

chitt, C. G. Watson, and C. E. Woodward. Messrs. M. V. Abraham,

L. A. Baddeley, R. G. Booth, R. C. Davis, R. H. Head, F. J. Jenkins,

H. G. R. Slingo, and W. H. Wells were elected to represent the club at

the annual general meeting of the Auto Cycle Club Council.

The first competition of the season will be an open hill climb at

Sharpenhoa Hill, near Luton, on April 20th.

On Saturday the Motor Cycling Club held the opening run of the

season to Brighton—as we illustrate above.—The fixtures already

arranged are as follow*:—March 29th, Easter tour; April 20th, open

hill climb; May 4th, Albert Brown Trophy for cars ; May 17th, London-

Edinburgh run for cars and cycles ; June 1st, members' hill climb ; June

15th, Harry Smith oup for cars ; June 29th, 100 miles private owners'

reliability trial; July 13th, open hill climb and competition for

valuable^ .prizas ; July 20th, inter-club team competition at Warwick ;

secretary (Mr. H. Clifton) having referred to the satisfactory progress

the club was making, the meeting proceeded to discuss the programme

for the forthcoming season, and a number of schemes were proposed.

Eventually if. was decided that the first hill-climbing competition should

be held on the 23rd inst. (to-day) on the steep hill running up from

Saddlescombe to the Dyke road. A petrol consumption trial has been

fixed for May 4th, and a speed-judging test and a reliability trial will

shortly take place.

THE MOTOR VAN, WAGON' AND OMNIBUS USERS'

ASSOCIATION.

At the annual meeting of this association a proposition will be

made to alter the title to the Commercial Motor Users' Association.

In the report reference is made to the work of the year in connection

with the Select Committer on Cabs and Omnibuses, the registration of

motor vehicles by the War Office, the commercial vehicle trials to be

held not later than September next, extraordinary traffic, the inspection

of members' vehicles, and the annual meeting held at the Cordingley

Motor Show in March last. *

AUTO CYCLE CLUB.

The annual meeting of the Auto Cycle Club will be held on

Tuesday next, when a membership of 1,620 will ba reported. 345 licences

were issued to riders and permits granted to 30 clubs enabling them to

promote open motor-cycle events during the course of last year. A
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ntw club badge bas been designed for fixing either on the handle bar of

machines, to the front extension mudguard, or to the front of a tri-ear.

Then' badges -will lender it eas-y to distinguish members of the club

whilst riding along the road, and "by this means it is hoped that members

will be able to assist each other if in difficulties.

SOUTHERN M.C.

The fourth annual meeting of the Southern Motor Club was held on

Thursday evening at the club's headquarters in Bronifelde Road, Clapham.

Mr. Allen Vickers presided over a large attendance of members, which

included Messrs. W. Howlett (president), Arthur Lorkin, F. C. Pattison,

W. H. Nixon, W. Pratt, S. \V. Phillpott, C. H. Pugh, T. E. Goodley,

C. E. Bygrave, G. Connor, B. Giottick, A. W. Holt, J. H. R. Lloyd,

H. F. Harding, E. A. Belcher, J, C. C. Brodie, H. Gutteridge, W. A.

Catherwood, H. Billing, G. Fisher, A. G. East, J. W. W. Cufley, and P. T.

Worger. Mr. Walter L. Lorkin (hon. secretary), presented the annual re-

port,which showed that the club was in asound financial position. The club

had continued to watch the interests of automobilists and had done much

valuable work in many ways. The Chairman, in moving the adoption of

the report, said he hoped that in all matters pertaining to the welfare of

the club that they would have the support of its members.

After the transaction of some routine business the election of officers

was proceeded with. Mr. W. Howlett was re elected president, and

Messrs. G. Howlett, I.H.Mitchell, Lieut.-Col. Mark jMayhew, F. C.

Pattison, H. L. Doultcn, and Staplee Firth vice-presidents. Mr. Allen

Vickers was re-elected chaiiman, Mr. George Fisher vice-chairman, Mr.

J. W. Curley auditor, Mr. Walter. L. Lorkin hon. secretary, and the

following were appointed as the rommittee :—Messrs. Chapman, Pugb,

Connor, Brodie, and Colen Pattison. Messrs. Pratt, Phillpotts, and

Vickers were elected representatives to the Motor Union, Mr. B. Patti

son sports secretary, Mr. Belcher, social secretary, Mr. Goodley trea

surer, and Mr. Holt, riding officer.

Receipts of £122 were reported, including £63 as subscription and

entry fees. Reference was made to the various successful events that

had been held during the past year, and thanks accorded to various

gentlemen who had rendered conspicuous service to the club.

SCOTTISH A.C.

The following further list of official repairers bas been supplied us

from Glasgow:—Ayr County Motor Company, Ayr; A. Simpson and

Son, Brechin ; John Rutherford, Jedburgh ; Dick Bros., Kilmarnock ;

James H. Scott, Melrose ; New Arrol-Johnston Car Company, Ltd.,

Paisley ; Henderson Bros., Perth ; William Wilson, St. Andrews ;

William H. Cox, Lanark ; Andrew Dobie, Castle Douglas ; Caledonian

Motor Car Company, Ltd., Aberdeen.

The Auto-Cycle Club will hold a penalty run on the 17th prox.

The Essex Motor Club will have an Easter tour to the South

Coast.

Mr. F. B. Mildmav, M.P., ha3 been re-elected president of the

South Devon A.C.

On Sunday the Southend Motor Club had the opening run of the

seasou to Braintree.

The Cheltenham and District Motor Cycling Club will hold their

opening run to Malvern on Good Friday.

The annual meeting of the Non hamtonshire A.C will be held at

the George Hotel, Northampton, on Wednesday next.

Dk. Beales has been elected president of the Yarmouth and

District Motor Cycling Club, of which Mr. F. Worts is the hon. sec. b«-

The Middlesbrough, Leeds, Bradford, Newcastle, Sunderland and

Hartlepool motor-cycle clubs will hold an inter-club meet at Richmond

(Yorkshire) on Good Friday.

The first event of the Lincolnshire Motor Cycle Club is arranged for

Easter Monday, this being a hill climbing contest at North Carlton, on

the road from Lincoln—from whence it is distant four miles—to Kirton

Lindsey.

THE MOTOR-CAR AND A COMMON LAW NUISANCE.

-♦-

An important decision to motorists bas been given in Bath County

Court, when a cab proprietor named Woods sued Mr. H. R. Coventry,

Monckton Park, Chippenham, for £50 damages to his horse. He alleged

that the defendant used a motor-car which in itself was calculated to

frighten borses, or was so carelessly and improperly managed by the

deiendant that it frightened the plaintiff's horse. The car in question

was a 60-b.p. Mercedes. Mr. Coventry was restarting it in a Bath

Street, when, according to the plaintiff's witnesses, there was a tremen

dous rattliBg. By general agreement, however, it was the. sudden dis

charge of smoke and vapour that caused the plaintiff's horse to swerve

and Tear and put its feet through the window of another cab, injuring

itself considerably. The jury lound that the accident was caused by

the smoke and not by the noise, but that was not due to any negligence

on the j ait of the defendant. The judge pointed out that no case had

been determined whether under certain conditions a motor car created

a common law nuisance for which the owner might be liable. Judgment

was entered for the defendant with costs.

WORKS ORGANISATION*

By Percy Martin.

(Concluded from page 53.)

Material Department.—I have made this department one of the

chief subjects of my paper, because experience has taught me the

enormous importance that the supply of suitable materials bears to the

successful issue of a manufacturing concern. The first function of this

department which we will consider is that of specification of materials.

In order that specifications can be sent out which will give a clear

and concise idea as to the character of material tequircd, it is necessary,

as in other departments, that proper facilities should be provided.

The material department, after having been provided with mechanical

specifications by the engineering and other departments, should

incorporate in its organisation men of the proper scientific training,

and translate such mechanical specifications into the language of the

supplier. The material department mutt incorporate a metallurgist

and chemist, as well as a physicist, whose duties are to arrive at the

necessary specifications ot material to be used for fulfilling the

mechanical requirements. This important department shouldlbe equipped

as with chemical and physical laboratories, also with a complete outfit

of furnaces and other appliances for treating the materials after

they arrive from the rolling mills, stampers, or forges. It is not too

much to say in the light of to-day's knowledge of these

subjects that no stamping or forging should be used in machine

construction in th*. condition in which it comes from the stamp or forge.

In order that such important functions should be properly dealt with,

the material department should above all be thorough and efficient.

They should be able first of all to give intelligent specifications ; secondly,

they should have proper means of ensuring that material is up to

specification when delivered, viz., by a proper testing laboratory ;

thirdly, they should be . able to apply whatever treatment is necesssry

to the material received, thus ensuring that it is banded over to the

manufacturing department in the most suitable and unvarying foim.

In carrying out this last condition it might also be mentioned that it is

almost as necessary to leave the material in such condition that it can

be economically machined as it is to see that the material will perform

its duty when finished. Another portion of the routine work to be

kept in mind in connection with this department is that which refers

to the price paid for material. The head of such a department should

keep in touch not only with his own country, but with all those

countries which are noted for progress in the art of producing raw

material. The one great factor which influences price of material is

admittedly quantity and regularity of requirements. Therefore, this

department must be well informed as to the general policy of the

company, and should know at the very earliest moment what the

probable future programme of the company is to be. Another great

question which this department has to deal with is delivery of material

As a rule it is very advantageous for the administrator of this depart

ment to keep in very close touch with the people from whom he is

buying in order to satisfy himself that their facilities for producing

are ample. The ideal condition would be to have your material

delivered at regular intervals and in quantities as required, thus

enabling you to keep down your stock and make a consequent saving

in capital outlay.

Generally speaking, I may perhaps be allowed to repeat in brief

the functions of the Material Department such as I would advocate.

Such department would be able through its officials, equipment,

and organisation, first, to decide what material should be used to

carry out the engineers' intentions ; secondly, it should be able to

purchase such material to the best advantage ; thirdly, it should make

arrangements for delivery best to suit the desiieil programme of

production ; fourthly, it should carry out a systematic check of all

materials delivered with reference to specifications sent out ; fifthly,

to issue all instructions for the treatment and handling of materials

in case the material has not been treated in the manner before referred

to previous to delivery ; and lastly, this department should carry on

systematic experiments and research work, with a view to introducing

new and better material from time to time which is consistent with

the progress which we are all aiming at.

The lost general subject which I would treat with is that of labour,

and naturally I have not taken into consideration any of the numerous

questions which are only to be decided in view of local conditions, but

have simply tried to bring out a few principles which have struck me

in dealing with this important factor. I believe it to be true that the

highest possible or maximum rate should be paid for skilled labour,

instead of, as many managers seek to do, paying the minimum rate.

In the first place, the payment of maximum rates gives a larger choice of

labour, and maximum rates being paid the best men ecn be chosen and

retained. Being certain of retaining your labour and having confidence

in the thoroughness and reliability of your operators, it is then a

matter of obtaining the maximum results from your men, not by

driving them, but by a system of induction which enables the operator

to participate in the results achieved by any extra efforts he may

have to put forth. To condense the foregoing remarks into one

principle, this means that one should pay the highest possible rate

that a man can earn—but see that ne earns it according to the

individual earnings per man. The only standard from which it is-

possible to judge your wages spent is the relation it bears to the

'Froma paper read at the meeting of the Institution ot Automobile EDgiueera, on.

Marcn lath. .
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output of the factory worked out in units. It is not ho much what

each man earns individually, as what is produced in your works by

the payment of so mnch in wages ; and methods must be sought, not

to reduce the rate of pay of your men, but actually to increase

same, taking care that such increase is more than recompensed by the

extra output achieved. This leads on to the consideration of the

norms system of paying wages as a means of increasing earnings of

men, and ensuring at the same time more than a corresponding

increase in the output. The principles of the bonus system are chiefly

as follows :—Divide up work in the factory into jobs, considering

these jobs as units of work. Each of these jobs is provided with a

time allowance by the rate-setting department. These allowances

should not be fixed by the old method of observation, but from charts

and curve tables of data established by your actual previous results

in different metals, operations, &c, or from other accepted sources of

information.

In conclusion, I would say that having stated as briefly as possible

a few of the principles of works organisation, and having called attention

to a few of those functions or departments which I consider are of

maximum importance, I would like to impress upon you some of the

things that a works manager should avoid in running his works. If a

manufacturing institution is organised .with due consideration to order

and cleanliness, and the responsible officials are inspired with a desire to

get the be*t possible results, I think it is fair to say that the natural

tendency is for things to organise themselves. The details of each

department seem to be worked out automatically, without the chief

officials concerning themselves to any great extent. Therefore, feeling

that this is true, I have seen fit to add a few " Don'ts " as concluding

remarks :—" Don't allow a programme of output, once settled, to be

changed. Don't be tempted to accept special orders at a high price,

because it can never pay to introduce a multitude of types or to upset

routine work. Don't encourage secrecy between your officials, but, on

the contrary, let every department head and trusted official in your

organisation understand to the fullest extent your own views, intentions,

and aims. Don't neglect to maintain your reputation at any cost.

Institute a thorough system of inspection after each operation and make

exhaustive tests before delivery ; in other words, spend money freely

to ensure that that which you deliver is certain to uphold and create a

good reputation.

meoeetm

PUBLIC MOTOR SERVICES.

The cost of working a petrol motor-omnibus of the better makes,

under proper conditions, and running an average of 100 miles a day for
■280 days per year, or 28,000 miles per annum, said Mr. Beaumont, in the

course of a paper read on the 15th inst. before the Institution of

Mechanical Engineers, may now be put as follows :

Pence per

Mile.

Depreciation at 20 per cent 1-30

Driver and conductor 2 20

Tyres, per contract 1 -75

Petrol, or fuel of other name, at 9d. per gal. I -63

Oil and grease 015

Renewals and repairs 1-30

Washing, stabling, lighting, and sundries 0'45

Insurance 0'40

Supervision, assistants, ticket service, and inspectors,

sundries 0'38

Total working costs 9-56

The average receipts per motor-'bus mile in London exceed 13d. per mile.

The adjourned annual general and extraordinary general meeting

of the Isle of Wight Express Motor Syndicate, Ltd., was held at Kyde

on the 14th inst., for the purpose of taking the poll. Messrs. Angove

and Macklin, who had retired from the Board prior to the meeting, as a

protest against the policy of Sir Alexander Onslow, Colonel Hamilton

and Mr. Milward were re-elected.

The Watch Committee of the Brighton Town Council have approved

of an application from Mr. W. H. Holden for the licensing of ten motor

char-a-bancs and twenty motor-cabs, provided they are approved by the

Chief Constable.

The somewhat novel defence raised to an action brought by the

Hampstead Borough Council against the London Power Omnibns

Company, at Marylebone County Court, was that the plaintiffs were

themselves responsible for the skidding of the defendants' motor-'bus in

that they had not kept the thoroughfare where the accident occurred in

fit and proper condition. Mr. Cecil Fitch, plaintiffs' counsel, said one of

defendants vehicles was descending a slight gradient in the High Road,

Kilbum, when it skidded and knocked down an electric standard

The accident had cost the plaintiffs £29 odd, and it was to

recover that amount that proceedings were instituted. Mr.

Benson, for the defence, contended that the accident would not

have occurred if gravel had been thrown down on the wood pavement,

-which was in a slippery and greasy condition. His Honour, in rinding for

the plaintiffs, said he did not know what the motor-'bus companies would

want next. They expected the highway authorities to provide specially

prepared roadways to prevent their vehicles skidding, and did not pay a

penny extra towards the rates unless their buildings happened to be in

the district. He could not see that the local authority was in any way

responsible.

CASES UNDER THE MOTOR CAR ACT.

Reckless Driving.

At Barnsley West Riding Police Court, William Wentworth Clarke,

mining engineer, Tankersley, has been charged with recklessly driving a

motor-car at that place on August 27th last. The case had been delayed

pending the result of a county-court action arising out of the same inci

dent, when judgment was given against the defendant. Mr. Hewitt,

who defended, said the defendant had already had to pay damages. In

a moment of grave peril he committed an error of judgment. The Bench

imposed a fine of £5 and costs, and endorsed defendant's licence.

At Shoreham Petty Sessions, on Monday, Mrs. Ada Adlard, of South

Kensington, was fined £20 for driving a motor-car at a speed dangerous

to the public at Southwick on February 18th. A summons against Mr.

A. K. Adlard, her husband, for aiding and abetting the offence was dis

missed. In evidence it was stated that on the day in question Mr.

Adlard had been fined at Shoreham for furious driving, and it was while

his wife was driving to Brighton from the Court the present offence was

committed.

A Question of Licensing.

At Stratford, on Saturday, William Beard, London" I toad. Romford,

was summoned by the police for driving a motor-car without a licence ;

Ernest Boumann, of Grafton Road, \Y., was summoned for driving with

out a licence and allowing his identification plate to become indistin

guishable ; and Ernest Marti, of Church Street, Shaftesbury Avenue, W.,

was summoned for employing an unlicensed person to drive, and also for

fraudulently lending his licence. All the defendants pleaded guilty.

Mr. Barker, who prosecuted for the police, said at 2.55 p.m. on Feliruary

15th Sergeant Davis saw a motor being driven by Boumann at Park

Side, Chingford. The letter " L " and part of " C " on the front were

broken, and the mark at the rear was obscure! by mud. Two hours

afterwards the car was seen in High Road, Woodford. Beard was then
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driving, and when stopped said he was only a learner, and had not got a

licence. Boumann said he was the driver, and had a licence, but had

left it at home. He gave the name and address of Marti, and later in

the day drove to Woodford Police Station and produced a licence issued

to Marti. In the meantime Marti had been seen by the police, and

admitted that he had employed Boumann, and also that he had lent his

licence. Beard was fined 10s. and 5s. costs; Boumann 40s. and 5s. costs, and

5s. and costs ; and Marti 10s. and 5s. costs on each of the two summonses

Exceeding the Limit in Parks.

At Feltham, on Friday, a chauffeur, mined Symes, was summoned

for driving a motor-car in Bushey Park beyond the ten-mile speed limit.

A park-keeper, who timid the car with a stop-watch, said it was going

at a speed equal to twenty-two miles an hour. Two other park-keepers

gave corroborative evidence. Defendant declared that the car was going

quite slowly—not more than eight miles an hour, and he called another

chauffeur who was riding with him, and who put the speed of the car at

between eight land ten mues an hour. The chairman said the Bench did not

believe a word the last two witnesses had said, and a line of £5 and costs

was imposed. The owner of the car said he would appeal against the

decision.

The Earl of Poitarlington was summoned at Kingston, on the 14th

inst., for driving a motor-car at a greater speed that ten miles an hoar in

Richmond Park. A park-keeper said the defendant was timed and found

to be travelling at the rate of twenty-five miles an hour. The earl did not

appear, but was represented by counsel, who said he admitted the offence,

and regretted his inability to attend the court. Counsel was also

sorry that he had not got his lordship's licence, as they had telegraphed

for it, and it had not arrived. The Bench imposed a fine of £3 and

8a. 6d. costs
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ROAD REPORTS.

Hull.—The Town Council of Hull has been forsome time carrying

on a policy of widening on the main roads. It is at present dealing

with a section of the Anlaby Road and is also negotiating for land

for widening the Cottingham Road. Last year Mr. A. E. White,

M.Inst.C.E., treated some roads with oil gas tar with some degree of

success and purposes repeating its use on a larger scale this year. The

ordinary road material (Durham whinstone bound with local gravel),

however, is practically dustless with any traffic except that of fast

motor-cars.

Sussex.—The roads in the neighbourhood of Petworth, Stopham,

and Fittleworth have been under repair, while in the Cuckfield district

the High Cross Road, Albourne, and the Handcross to Balcombe roads

have been metalled and rolled.

KINGSTON.—Motorists familiar with Kingston will know the cross

roads which connect Thames Street with Wood Street and Clarence

Street, the latter being the thoroughfare along which the electric tram

ways run, while the other two are at the opposite side of the crossing.

The tramways have, it is alleged, a compulsory " halt " at the corner of

Clarence Street and Wood Street on their way from Kingston Bridge,

with the result that the already narrow roadway is further constricted

at an important point. When a tramcar is stationary at this point the

occupants of vehicles behind cannot see the traffic ahead or that coming

in the opposite direction, while traffic turning out of Thames Street to go

towards Kingston Bridge, or vice versa, runs great danger, especially as

there is another " halt at the corner of Thames Street and at the opposite

corner of Clarence Street. It is suggested by the Motor Union that the

danger would be mitigated if the halt for down trams were moved

further down Clarence Street after Wood Street has been passed.

THE EVOLUTION OF THE MOTOR VEHICLE.

Methods of locomotion have been quickened in civilised countries

within the last hundred years, and only comparatively recently have

they gone beyond the means of conveyance still 'laboriously followed in

lands not yet emerged into the wider world. And yet there have been

few stages from the earliest ways of progression to the easily-regulated

and rapidly-moving motor-vehicle of to-day, as was recently shown by

Mr. H. Massac Buist in the form of a genealogical table as follows :—

Indian tent poles

I
Egyptian car on runners

Wheeled vehicles

I

Solid wheels
rigid to axles

Partly solid
wheels

Spoked wheels

Waggon

I

Horse 'bus

I

I
Horse tramcar

I
llotor-'bus Steam tramcar Horse cab

I I
Electric tramcar Electric call

Pleasure petrol car

I
Dilitieii';e

I
Stage conch

I
Automobile

By. train
(steam)

I
Elec. train

MOTOR-'BUS DRIVER5 AND EMPLOYERS' LIABILITY.

On the 15th inst., in the King's Bench Division of the High Courts of

Justice, Mr. Justices Darling and A. T. Lawrence heard an appeal by a

plaintiff named Smith, the driver of a motor-omnibus, from the decision

of Judge Bacon at the Bloomsbury County Court, who had entered judg

ment for defendants, the Associated Omnibus Company, in an action

brought by the plaintiff to recover damages for personal injuries. The

learned judge came to the conclusion that a motor-'bus driver was not a

workman within the meaning of the Employeis' Liability Act, 1880.

Mr. Justice Darling, at the conclusion of the arguments, said that

in his opinion the driver of a motor-omnibus was a workman within the

meaning of the Employers' Liability Act, as he was " engaged in manuaj

labour." The case would go back to the county court to be re-tried.

MOTOR-CAR ACCIDENTS.

Stepping off the pavement in Seven Sisters Road, Islington, to hail

an approaching tramway-car on Friday of last week, a man named

Richard Herbert Margerum was knocked down and killed by a motor-car

driven by Ralph Taylor, chauffeur to Colonel Lockwood, M.P. The

motor-car collided with a tramway standard and was considerably

damaged, and broken glass struck Mr. Whetnall, who was in the car,

inflicting severe cuts on the face. The chauffeur on Saturday appeared

at Tottenham Police Court charged with the manslaughter of Margerum.

The accused was remanded, bail being allowed. On Tuesday the coro

ner's jury said there was no blame to be attached to Taylor.

A motor-cab accident has happened on the Tideswell and Miller's

Dale road. Mr. James Furniss, of Litton, was returning from Miller's

Dale Station, and when near Breezedale a Sheffield motor-car collided

with his trap, knocking the body off the axle. Mr. Furniss was thrown

violently on the bank side, and was severely shaken. The back axle

and radius rod of the motor were badly bent.

BUSINESS NEWS.

Mr. Erhest H. Arnott ha* joined the staff of the New Arrol-

Johnston Car Company, Ltd., of Underwood, Paisley, and will drive the

new Arrol-Johnston cars in all the principal competitions this year.

Messrs. Morgan and Co., Long Acre, London, W.C., have secured

the British Agency for the Adler cars, made by the Adler Werke of

Frankfort-am-Main, Germany.

From Messrs. McNeil, Hutchison, and Company, Ltd., Manchester,

comes a copy of their new catalogue of Cottereau cars, in which particulars

and illustrations are given of the latest models.
■ Messrs. Dennis Brothers, Ltd., have just secured an order for

three motor char-a-bancs for service at Colwyn Hay.

The London County Council has just placed an order for five steam

wagons with Messrs. Fodens, Ltd., Sandbach.

Messrs. S. F. Edge, Ltd., have issued an illustrated circular,,

entitled " Useful Tips for Motor Car Users," which deals with the adjust

ment of coils in order to obtain perfect sparking.

Fob the convenience and advantageof their agents, as well as owners

of garages generally, the Ariel Motors (1906) Ltd. have brought nut an

excellent clock, which is substantially made, with an appropriate figure of

a car on the dial. Recognising the mutual advertisement it provides, the

company are supplying it at a very reasonable figure to those willing to

inform their clients of the time of day.

We have received from Messrs. Laurin and Element, of Jungbunzlaur

Austria, several catalogues relating to their cars and motor-cycles. This

firm has establised an excellent reputation on the continent, and has

numerous successes to its credit.

During last week Messrs. Friswell, Ltd., held a special sale of heavy

commercial vehicles, as well as ordinary pleasure motor-cars. The

auction rooms were well patronised, and during the particular afternoon

over £2,000 were realised on certain vehicles within fifteen minutes.

A new list of the Valid us non-skids, both vulcanized and detach

able, has been issued by the Validus Non-skid Motor Tyre Company,

109, Victoria Street, S.W. The special feature of this list is the new

retread with rubber insertions. The company also does round and

square retreads, and can quote for this work at low prices consistent with

good workmanship and material.

Fiat Motors, Ltd., have sent ns a circular giving particulars of

the " Fiat " commercial vehicles. The Fiat Company was one of the-

first to realise the enormous possibilities of the petrol motor for com

mercial purposes, and as far back as 1903 this company supplied motor-

lurries to the Italian and Portuguese Governments for military purposes.

In consequence of the increased demand for this type of machine a

special factory has been built and equipped for the manufacture of Fiat

commercial vehicles. The Fiat Company's engineers recently visited

this country with a view to constructing a vehicle specially adapted for

the English market, as a result of which thedesignof the vehicles has under

gone a complete change, the company being now in a position to supply

a chassis which meets all requirements. The North Eastern Railway

Company, which recently sent their engineers to the Fiat factory, has

placed an order with the company for ten motor-omnibus chassis.

Messrs. Hans Renold, Ltd., Manchester, have just issued a new

catalogue of the Renold roller chains for motor-cars, 'buses, and wagons.

They are made in a variety of pitches ranging from § in. to 2$ in., the-

dimensions being given in both English and French measurements.

The third extension of the motor body building department during

the past two years of the Star Engineering Company, at Wolverhamp

ton, has just been finished and opened. This section of the factory now

practically covers 22,600 feet ; the machinery, which is of the most up-

to-date description, is all driven by electric motors and the works are

lighted by electricity generated on the premises.

During last week several agents and friends accepted the invitation

of the Wolseley Company for a run down to inspect their Crayford works.

The journey was made on a new petrol-electric 'bus, in which change-speed

mechanism and clutch are entirely dispensed with, the drive being

conveyed by means of a generator and separate electric motors to the road

wheels on the British Thomson-Houston system. The vehicle is in

every other respect the standard Wolseley-Siddeley 'bus as in use by the-

London General Omnibus Company at the present time. Good running

was made over what is admitted to be an ex?eptionally heavy trial road,

both as regards traffic and the severe gradients. At Crayford the visitors-

were much impressed by the organisation of the shops and the various

processes of manufacture. The large testing track attached to the works

was also niade use of to try the paces of one of the new 18-h.p. Siddeley

live axle cars. This track is just under a mile in extent, and at oneside

a specially made test hill has been arranged in order that vehicles may

be tried and passed as absolutely ready for the road before leaving the

works.

The Electric Ignition Company, Ltd., inform us that the fire at their

stores at Birmingham will not interfere with their deliveries.

We learn that the Logan Motor Car Company have taken offices at

Fenchurch House, 5, Fenchurch Street, London, E.C., where this system

will be handled as regards Great Britain. The Logan Company will

exhibit several of their cars, including a butcher's van, a ten-passenger

char-a-banc, and a 20 cwt. lorry, at the Cordingley Show.
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" I * HE Policeman's Hand has hitherto been

I the regulating force of the traffic of the

streets; whether it is to be superseded

by a kind of intuitive sense on the part of

drivers we know not. Earl Russell is evi

dently of the opinion that something of that

kind may take place in the future. Mean

while he has been giving his views on the

Scientific Regulation of Traffic to the

members of the Royal A.C., suggesting half

a dozen points which, if enforced, would add

to the safety and promote the rapidity of travelling on the high

ways. They are as follows :—Dangerous corners should always

be indicated by signs ; no vehicle should enter a main road from a

side road without coming to rest; drivers should always be

accompanied by a second person to signal approaching vehicles and

assist in controlling the.animal; a raised footpathshould be provided

for pedestrians ; licences should be issued to all drivers on

main roads and all vehicles travelling at night should be lighted

both back and front. This probably is the basis of a kind of

Utopia, but the way in which the House of Commons approved

of the Lights on Vehicles Bill indicates that a sane view of road

problems is now being taken by public men. Herein is a hope

that the necessity of constructing highways on a scientific plan,

having regard to the exigencies of traffic, will be recognised

before long by the responsible authorities.

Badges.

Following the initiative of the Auto

mobile Association, which provided its

members with badges so that they might

distinguish each other when upon the

road, all the great national motor-car

organisations seem to be decorating the

vehicles of their members in the same way. The Motor Union

has now its distinctive embellishment for cars and the Auto

Cycle Club has it badge for motor-cycles. Now the Scottish

Automobile Club has devised a plan by which a badge will be

issued on loan to members for attachment to their vehicles.

Possibly the idea is that it will be returnable should the member

be guilty of inconsiderate driving or some similar offence. But

the favour with which the idea of the badge has been taken up

suggests that the day is coming when artistic embellishments of

many kinds will be available for the decoration of cars and the

mystification of the police and others who will try and find

cryptic meanings in the various monograms and signs found on

automobiles. Mr. Tom Browne's view of the matter appears on

page 90.

♦ ♦ ♦

Naturally enough the annual meet-

. ing of the Motor T^nion was a very

Motor representative gathering, and the occa-

Union. s'on made conspicuously pleasant by the

satisfaction with which all the speakers

seemed to regard the outlook. The Hon.

Arthur Stanley, M.P., was able to tell of a membership of 14,792

and a record of good work not only in preserving the interests of

motorists throughout the country but also in carrying the attack

into the camp of persons who assume the offensive against indi

vidual motorists. That is a point of considerable importance

and should do much to assist Mr. Rees Jeffreys and his excellent

staff in mising the total number of adherents to 20,000 ere the

occasion of the next annual meeting. Everyone is now anxiously

awaiting the report of the Fuels Committee of the Union, which

is hoped to have something definite to say with regard to a

matter of practical concern to all who motor, and we trust Dr.

Hele-Shaw's anticipations as to its interest will be fully

realised.

♦ ♦ ♦

The Motor Union is making enquiries

into two applications made by public

Applications ,or authorities to the Local Government

Restrictions. Board for restrictions to be imposed

under the Motor Car Act. The East

Sussex County Council are seeking to

impose a five mile speed limit upon a portion of the highway

leading from the Lewes to Eastbourne main road at Berwick to

Seaford. The First Commissioner of Works has also applied for

an Order to prohibit the driving of motor-cars on the highway

known as Barge Walk, between the river Thames and Hampton

Court Park, extending from Kingston Bridge to Hampton Court

Bridge. Unless it appears that these restrictions are necessary

to ensure the safety of the public they will be opposed by the

Union. Any motorist who is in a position to supply information

respecting the character of the roads in question and the nature

of the traffic upon them is invited to communicate with Mr. Rees

Jeffreys, at 1, Albemarle Street, W. Notices of objection must

be deposited with the Local Government Board by the 3rd in

the case of the East Sussex application, and by the 8th prox. in

the Hampton Court case.

♦ ♦ ♦

It has been decided that the Tar-

Spreading Competition of the Roads Im-

Road Improvement provement Association shall be carried

Competitions. out about the middle of May—-this having

just been settled at a meeting of the

Council of the Roads Improvement

Association and the Judges' Committee of the Competitions. The

latest entries received for the Tar Preparation Competition

are from Messrs. Habnite and Messrs. Kay Brothers, Ltd. All

intending competitors should send in their forms to the Hon.

Secretary of the Roads Improvement Association, 1, Albemarle

Street, Piccadilly, W., as soon as possible, as the entry lists close

for both competitions on the 31st inst.

Changing

Seats on the

Car.

Some time ago a well-known London

M.P. had a serious accident in Wales,

through being thrown out of a motor-car

while in the act of Btanding to put on his

overcoat—a mishap that nearly proved

fatal. Too much care cannot be exercised

by motorists when on the car, and it is always well to slow down

when changing seats. On Monday evening an alarming accident

due to the neglect of this precaution occurred at Llangollen. A

large car was heing driven along the Abbey Road in that pleasant

town when the owner of the vehicle essayed to change seats with

the chauffeur. In doing this the steering wheel was neglected,

B
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and the acclerator accidentally pressed. The car swerved to the

side of the road, dashed over a parapet, through the boundary

fence into the grounds of . a large house on. the road. The

occupants of the car were all hurled out, one lady being caught'

in the branches of a tree. The thick glass of the wind screen of

the car was shattered, severely cutting the chauffeur, who was

treated at the local hospital.

» ♦ ♦

Motor coaching should become as

p -pillar as that of the older form: and

By Coach to tDe enterprise of Fiat Motors (Ltd.) in

Brighton. establishing such a service between

London and Brighton should prove

popular with the public. The 10-h.p.

vehicle which is employed in this way is luxuriously appointed,

and making the journey in about two and half hours, will prove

a new delight to the habitue of the road. In olden times as

many as thirty coaches reached Brighton from town in the day,

and, given a good summer, something like a return to the ancient

glories of the road should be possible ere long.

A Night Out.

 

Mr. C. Jarrott leaving the Royal Automobile Club on his record ran

to Monte Carlo on a 30-40-h.p. Crosaley Car.

London to Monte

Carlo.

But this trip to the seaside has been

overshadowed by the notable efforts

made during the last few days to attack

the London to Monte Carlo record—an

event that aroused considerable interest

at various points of the journey. On

Saturday morning Mr. Cnarles Jarrott left the Royal Automobile

Club in Piccadilly at 8.30 a.m , and at 7.35 p.m. on Sunday he

stopped his car—a 30-40-h.p. Crossley, at the Hotel Hermitage,

Monte Carlo, having taken but 35 hours, 20 minutes on the jour

ney, two hours and ten minutes less than the time occupied on his

memorable trip of last season. Even better running would have

been credited to Mr. Jarrott but for punctures before he left

England, and a stop of an hour and a quarter at

Beauvais in getting a broken lubricating pipe lepaired.

Some of the lo&t time was, however, made up on the way to

Versailles, from whence to Aix five passengers were carried.

Between Auxerre and Chagny nearly two houis were lost owing

to a French mechanic having piloted them on to the wrong

road. These mishaps, however, add to the excellence of the

performance of the car, which behaved in true British fashion

throughout the long jaunt.

Ox Thursday evening of last week

Mr. Arthur Earp, accompanied by Major

C. G. Matson, attempted to lower the

London to Monte Carlo record on a 40-b.p.

six-cylinder Iris car. Unfortunately, how

ever, despite the excellent running of the

car, the motorists had an unpleasant experience, which prevented

the realisation of their ambition. All went well from London to

Dieppe and from Dieppe to St. Etienne, some 350 miles to the

south-east. Trouble came when darkness fell, for something » ent

amiss with the generator supplying acetylene gas to the headlights,

which were continually blown out. On the St. Etienne Pass snow

three feet deep was encountered. It was impossible to proceed

without a powerful light, and there was nothing to be done but

to await the dawn. The four members of the party slept in the

car until daylight came. The long stop of course precluded any

further attempt at record-making. Ultimately Nice was reached

on Saturday afternoon, and a utop was made there. Major

Matson telegraphs :—" The time the car was actually running,

deducting all stops along the road between Dieppe and Nice

during the day and night, was about twenty-five hours, and the

distance coveied was 739 miles. The reliability and comfort of

the six-cylinder British car are amply proved, and it will cei tainly

become a popular type. The Palmer tyres did splendidly."

Easter Tours.

Following a time-honoured custom

of the M.C.J. , we take advantage of the

near approach of Easter to invite readers

who discover new routes, or find fresh

beauties in the old ways, to send us

brief descriptions of their experiences.

!"'uch accounts, especially when particulars of the mileage and

the hospitable places encountered on the road are given, are of

real value to other touring motorists. No modern movement

has so quickly established a spirit of comradeship amongst its

devotees as motoring—a fact to which our columns continually

bear witness. Doubtless we shall often hear from old friends

during the coming season ; letteis from new readers will also be

welcome, and where these chronicles of journeys by motor-cars

can he illustrated with photographs our pages will be corre

spondingly brightened. The fine week-end that most parts of

the country enjoyed last Saturday and Sunday tempted many

motorists on the roads, and those to Portsmouth and Brighton

in the south and the popular highways of the north seemed to

regain something of their summer appearance.

♦ ♦ ♦

Photography has indeed received

quite an impetus from the general

advance of motoring ; for the car enables

Photography. travellers to find new delights in their

own country, as well as abroad. And

thus it is that the enthusiastic motorist,

finding fresh pleasures, betakes himself to the camera to obtain

permanent impressions of the beauty spots of England. This is but

one sidelong illustration of the varied influence of the automobile

in developing other aspects of industry. For many of the more

energetic dealers in photographic materials are specially catering

for motorists on tour ; and throughout the country many illus

trations of the associations between the motorist and the photo

grapher can be discovered.

Not content with having taken a

useful part in encouragirjg the develop-

Commerclal Vehicles ment of the motor-car for touring and

in Scotland. pleasure purposes, the Scottish Auto

mobile Club has now established a Com

mercial Vehicles Department that

promises to do much to promote that side of the motor move

ment. Already it has rendered assistance to the Mechanical

Transport Committee of the War Office in securing the registra

tion of commercial vehicles north of the Tweed, and although the

committee responsible for the new branch will be subject to the
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jurisdiction of the general committee of the Scottish A.C., its

freedom of initiative will in no way be cramped, so that Scotland

now possesses a new motor organisation with all the strength

that the parentage of the older Club can give it. The objects of

the new department will be to protect the rights of users of

heavy vehicles, obtain the removal of harassing local regulations,

&c, organise tests, promote the improvement of roads, and

generally encourage and popularise the commercial side of the

movement, as yet untouched by the ordinary work of the Club.

Mr. R. J. Smith is secretary of the Commercial Vehicles Depart

ment, so that its organisation should be well begun.

caused by the motor traffic is not so great as was implied in the

paragraph that has gone the round of the Press. The school

stands at the end of the village on Elstree Hill, and the steep

hill on one side and the village on the other act as a safeguard

from the dangerous motor traffic. It is merely as a precaution

to avoid the slightest possibility of danger from the road that

the Rev. F. W. Lushington intends having a subway constructed.

The plans have already been approved by the Middlesex County

Council and the cost of the work will be about £300.

A' Famous and

Ancient Hall.

Cheshire is noted for its half-

timbered buildings, the most famous of

which is Moreton Old Hall, shown in

our illustration. This is one of the beit

known specimens in the country, rivalling

even the halls of Bramhall and Adlington.

It is situated -just off the main road from Congleton to the

Potteries, and is a favourite resort for motorists and photo-

Touring Bodies in

Competition.

Much comment has been made, in

previous years, with regard to the bodies

fitted to cars in the Tourist Trophy race,

and at the list meeting of the Club Com-

mitee a letter from a member of the

trade was read, suggesting that they

should insist on all cais in competitions being fitted with ordinary

touring bodies, and not with bodies specially made for the

occasion. It was pointed out, however, that under the Club's
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A Famous Half-Timbered Building in Cheshire—Moreton Old Hall, near Cungleiou.

[Harry Wade.

graphers as well as for antiquarians. The hall possesses a noble

courtyard, and is surrounded by a moat. Our picture was taken

when Mr. Sawley Brown, a leading member of the Manchester

Motor Club, was visiting the place with a party of motorists.

He is seen standing by his trusty 16-20-h.p. Argyll car, on

which he has toured throughout the county of Cheshire.

formula wind resistance and weight were taken into consideration,

and there was therefore no inducement for a competitor to fit

his car with a body not of the usual touring pattern. Instructions

were given for this to be pointed out to the member, and to

competitors generally. Whether this foimula has secured all

that was intended is a matter of considerable doubt.

A

School

Subway.

The news that the governors of

Elstree School had become alarmed at

the number of automobiles using the

highway in the vicinity of their establish

ment and had determined to construct a

subway in order to protect the lives of

their proteges has been heralded in the general Press as another

instance of the risks that the motor-car has brought upon the

people. In fact, the statement has been published in such a

prejudiced fashion that we have been at some pains to ascertain

the exact position of things with regard to this well-known

school in the county which Charles Lamb was fond of designating

as homely Hertfordshire. The Rev. F. W. Lushington is the

headmaster of Elstree School, which is a private school for boys

under fourteen years of age. He assures us that the danger

The position of Dunstable on Watling

Street and Ickneild Street, the former

Dunstable being on the main road from London to

and the Dust. Holyhead, has rendered it familiar to

motorists, and it is computed that during

the summer months as many as 300 to

400 motor-cars pass through the little town every day. In

recent years the residents and shopkeepers occupying premises on

the high road were compelled to keep their doors and windows

closed—a precaution which did not keep them wholly free trom

the dust of the street. The regular employment of the water

cart proved unavailing in allaying the grievance. A year ago a

new Borough surveyor, Mr. John Stewart, was appointed, who

quickly concerned himself with the problem that he knew would
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arise in the summer, reporting to his Survey Committee in favour

of tar-painting the roads. In April a length of about a quarter

of a mile was dealt with in such a way that the Committee,

recognising the efficacy of the work, approved of its extension to

the whole of Watling Street and Ickneild Street that were

within the area of the borough jurisdiction. Throughout the

whole of last summer the roadway proved a great success, and

the dust of previous years was unknown. Its behaviour during

the winter has been such as to warrant the claims of permanence

for this method of dust laying, the surface having withstood the

sharp nipping frosts with the hardihood it defied the heat of

the sun. It is gratifying to know that other local authorities in

the district are considering the adoption of this plan, and so

there is a possibility of the increased popularity of that section

of the road and a lessening annoyance to residents from the

passage through Dunstable of hundreds of motor-cars every week.

The Flexibility

Trial.

An Australian

Reliability Run.

The number of motor-cars privately

owned in Australasia is steadily in

creasing, and we learn that the Premier

of Victoria frequently uses one in his

visitation of Government departments in

the colony. So far the Government of

that part of Australia has refrained from introducing special

legislation with regard to motor-cars, although persistently urged

to do so by some of the influential journals. As in the Old

Country, motorists there have everything to gain by the post

ponement of efforts in this direction. In another column our

Correspondent suggests the institution of a Eeliability Kun on

somewhat severe lines, and, in view of the growing circulation

and influence of the M.C.J, throughout the Australasian colonies,

we would remind our readers that Trials and Reliability Runs

have done much to further the movement here, and should be

utilised to advance the rate of progress in countries where the

advent of the automobile is a matter of commercial value as well

as of pleasurable interest. In this connection it is of interest to

learn that during their sojourn in this country each of the

Colonial Premiers attending the forthcoming conference will

have a motor-car placed at his disposal.

Cordingley's

Motor Show.

Following the Olympia heavy vehicle

and boat exhibition is the Cordingley Show,

which will be held from April 6th to 13th at

the Agricultural Hall, and which continues

to flourish annually despite the heavy

frowns of the powers that be. " In a con

versation with Mr. Cordingley I was somewhat surprised," says

the writer of " Motoring Notes " in the " Onlooker," " to hear that

next year will see the Hall almost twice ita present size, by

reason of the proprietors having bought up thirty-seven houses

adjoining, which will be demolished to bring about the enlarge

ment." ''It cannot be denied," continues this well-informed writer,

" that the Cordingley Show,, from a purchaser's point of view, is

fixed at a very happy date, and it will not be a matter of sur

prise if brisk business results. It is useless to discuss or deny

the fact that business at the last November Olympia Show was

not all that was anticipated or desired, and, with the exception

of one or two firms, the volume of business was principally

confined to agents. It seems a thousand pities that amicable

relations cannot be brought about between the Society and

Mr, Cordingley, as the majority of the bondholders would like

to have at least one or two of their latest models on view at a

period of the year when the purchaser is walking about with his

cheque book in his hand. Granting that it is impossible to hold

the Olympia Show much later than November from the manufac

turers' point of view, I contend that it is the wrong time of year

lor sales, and, after all, that is one of the prime reasons for

exhibiting. I would therefore suggest that the Society allowed

agents of the ' barred ' cars to exhibit at the Cordingley Show

if they wished ; for, just as the Olympia Exhibition in November

is the best time for the manufacturer, so the Cordingley Show is

the psychological moment for the agent."

After haying been the subject of much

critical correspondence, the flexibility

trial organised by the Crystal Palace

A.C. took place on Saturday, attracting

fourteen entries, of which ten actually

started. Shortly after 8 a.m. the first

car went forth from the Crystal Palace for Bexhill, where all

arrived soon after eleven o'clock. The motorists proceeded to

the Earl de la Warr track, where they engaged in speed trials.

Firstly high speed trials were made, the distance being a quarter

of a mile. Subsequently " crawling " tests engaged attention,

the distance being 110 yards. The trials lasted until 1.30, whep

the motorists adjourned for lunch at the Sackville Hotel, and

later—about three o'clock—the return journey was embarked

upon, times being taken up River Hill, which was negotiated by

Mr. Cecil Edge on the 60-h.p. Napier on his top speed gear all

the way—as shown in our photograph on page 96. The

actual results on formulas have yet to be ascertained, but the

general results were as follows :■—

No. of Fast Slow fcngine

Car. cylinders, speed. speed. stops. Gear

M.P.H. M.P.H. changes.

60-h.p. Napier ... 6 ... 5769 ... 3-48 ... nil ... nil

40-h.p. Ford 6 ... 48 38 ... 6.36 ... nil ... 1

24 h. p. Courier ... 4 ... 46 39 ... 5-28 ... 3 ... 4

35-h.p. MaudsUy .. 4 ... 40-54 ... 516 ... 1 ... 1

28-h.p. Mass 4 ... 40-18 ... 636 ... 1 ... 1

14-h.p. Vulcan ... 4 ... 3913 ... 4-75 ... nil ... 2

30-h. p. New Engine ... 4 ... 35"29 ... 7'70 ... nil ... 9

30-h.p. Brooke ... 0 ... 34-51 ... 636 ... 1 ... 13

16-h.p. Reo 2 ... 34-28 ... 7 03 .. nil ... 3

24-h.p. Porlhus ... 4 ... 34 28 ... 7'70 ... — ... —

The Porthos was withdrawn before leaving Bexhill, the

mechanic having slipped off the step when he was riding.

All the Dunlop Tyre Company's depots will remain opon

during the Easter holidays in order to execute urgent orders

from users of those tyres.

The Motor Oar Depot established in Police Street,

Brighouse, by Mr. John Hoyle is being again extended to meet

the growing business in all types of cars. A special feature is

made of the sale and exchange of second-hand vehicles, and the

ten years' experience of the proprietor in the automobile business

stands him in good stead in this department. The premises

include a garage and repair shop, and among Yorkshire motor

depots this one occupies a good position.

A company has been registered in London under the title

of the " Argyll Motors (Continental), Limited," which has for its

purpose the exploitation of the well-known Argyll on the

Continent. Mr. Leicester, one of the directors of the company, is

at present in Paris arranging for the establishment of a depot in

the neighbourhood of the Rue de la Paix for the sale of Argyll

cars, and a large garage and repair workshops is also being

acquired near Paris. It is the intention of the company to open

branch establishments in all the principal cities and towns

throughout the Continent and to also let out cars on hire for

long or short periods.

The Technical Year Book, 1907, represents the exercise of

the quality of " intelligent selection " on the part of Mr. A. C.

Kelly and Mr. C. Weeks, and gives within the space of 400 pages

a resume of the data and memoranda of importance that have

appeared in the technical press during the past year. Covering

a wide field, ranging from canal haulage in France to the regula

tions with regard to motor-'buses in England, and from the effect

of smoke on trolley wires to a comparison of the cost of electricity

supplied By borough councils and companies, it presents an

interesting record of engineering progress. The section devoted

to automobilism is somewhat variegated, the score of pages of

which it consists giving information with regard to licences,

Scotland Yard regulauons for motor-'buses, the formulae for

finding the speed of vehicles, the tractive effort in automobiles,

a diagram showing the export of French cars, a lamp lighting

table, and a list of steep hills in England. Mess-rs. Percival,

Marshall and Co. have issued the book in a neat and handy form.
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THE PLEASURES OF MOTORING.

By Chas. E. Duryea.

THE owner of an up-to-date motor-vehicle is a fortunate

being at this time of year. Nature seems more attractive

now than at any other period, and invites all her lovers

to an outing. With a light vehicle, strongly constructed and of

ample power, one is prepared to go anywhere at will. Folding

hoods with curtains and storm apron will protect against possible

showers, but, since many roads are dusty, clothing must be

suitable and linen dusters or light cloaks are practical if not

picturesque. The ladies in particular should provide their hats

with silk capes at the back to protect their hair from the

clouds of dust behind. The average fuel tank is ample

to meet all needs in most portions of the country, for petrol

can be now readily obtained. Lubricating oil should be carried

to avoid the bother of securing oil of suitable quality when

wanted. Tools, extra small parts, and tyre repairing acces

sories are necessary. For long trips the necessary clothing

should be carried in suit cases,

strapped firmly in some convenient

place. Thus equipped one has but to

turn the starting handle and awaken

a genie powerful, willing and tireless,

beneath whose muscles of steel and

tyres of rubber the landscape flits

at the will of the driver.

What is more pleasant to con

template than coasting through the

■world as free as a bird. A slight

movement of the steering wheel

determines the direction, a touch of

a lever determines the speed, while

a brake pedal under one's foot

insures ample ability to stop the

vehicle in case of «mergency. No

hills are too steep for the sturdy

motor, and the easy sweep down an

incline and across the valley, followed

by the powerful, rapid and majestic

climbing of the opposite hill, combine

both the grace and swiftness of the

swallow with the irresistibility of an

avalanche. The rapid motion fur

nishes always a cooling breeze, regard

less of the direction, and neither hills

nor bad roads tire the willing vehicle.

To drive rapidly when opportunity

offers, to linger along in beautiful

spots, to stop for fruit and flowers,

to choose a quiet inn for the night, to

visit mountain and seashore in rapid

succession—in short, to thoroughly

enjoy life—is the lot of those who

are fortunate enough to spend their summer

motor vehicle.

To him who, in the love of Nature, holds

Communion with her visible forms

She speaks a various language.

Nature is never more beautiful than when seen from the

seat of a motor-car. The fortunate possessor of an automobile,

by his veritable independence of limitations, is more ready to

perceive and able to enjoy the beauties of nature than less for

tunate mortals. If he prefers the water, mile after mile of

brook or river or lake floats before him like a panorama. Long

springs, large tyres, and luxurious upholstering smooth the way,

and the face of nature appears like a map—free from obstruc

tions. There is no tiring of the scene, no waiting for new ones,

no laborious exertion to secure the result. As if by magic,

and without feelings of sympathy for tho hard working

horse, one glides along enjoying the beauties of nature—

not on heated, noisy iron rails, not through dark smoky
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vacation in a

tunnels, not through the roughest portions of the town, but

ever on the best roads, past the finest houses, through the

most beautiful parks and alongside weH-kept farms. This

difference in seeing a country must be tried to be appreciated.

The cyclist knows something of the beauties of nature, but no

one enjoys this picturesqueness so fully as the motorist. To

paraphrase Milton, one may truly say—

" With thee a-ridiug, I forgot all time,

All seasons, and their change—all please alike."

The springtime, with its opening flowers, its green fields*

and newly-awakened woods with their many changes from the

pink of the buds just bursting to the dark green of the ever

green ; its fresh warm winds and mellow sunlight, are inviting,

exhilarating, and youth-renewing. The summer, with its

greater heat, makes seaside and mountain more pleasant. Its

fields of waving grain, its bushes and trees loaded with luscious

berries, invite one countryward on every occasion, and the

motor vehicle more than any other means of transport lends itself

to the occasion. The autumn, too, has

its attractions. The many-coloured

leaves render each wooded hill a blaze

of beauty. The good roads invite

distant roving, and many a scene, in-

acessible in the spring time, offers itself

to view. Even winter has its attrac

tions. With ample rugs to keep out

the wind, one can defy the cold and

travel far or near with pleasure.

Whether over frozen roads or through

the freshly fallen snow makes little

difference to the motor. In many

localities the snow and frost smoothen

rather than roughen the surface, and

sleigh riding on wheels, motor driven,

surpasses the conventional kind. Here

again the motor is superior to dis

tance and horseflesh, and opens land

scapes not usually enjoyed. It is

ideal transportation. To think is to

direct and go. The cycle is a solitary

carriage. The railway and steamship

carry crowds, but the motor-car, with

its chosen party, brings advantages

possessed by neither. One is dependent

on the quality of the roadway and

the exertion of its rider, the other

must follow its established track, but

the automobile is limited scarcely

at all.

The pleasure of the pioneer and

the explorer comes to the motorist

who traverses a new district or visits

unfrequented localities with shooting,

fishing, and picnicing grounds drifting around him. Beautiful

scenes, more enjoyable because of their inaccessibility, are reached

by him. His range is wonderfully increased and his pleasures

enlarged accordingly. Only those who have experienced these

delights can appreciate them, for to many driving behind a

spirited horse is the acme of pleasure, and they cannot conceive

that an inanimate mechanism may be possessed of an ability

and responsiveness which yields to its driver more pleasure

than that of controlling a beautiful team. As the trotter is

superior to the ox, or the locomotive to the traction engine, so

is the motor vehicle to its predecessors.

Col. W. B. Capper, the newly-appointed commandant of

the Royal Military College, Sandhurst, has decided to close the

roads running through the college grounds to motor traffic,

except in instances where occupants of cars have business with

residences situated in the grounds.
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A MOTORIST'S RANDOM NOTES.

—

Are tarred roads slippery when wet ? The writer has not

heard this question raised before. Those who have had

experience of driving over many of the taired roads in Kent

know that under certain conditions they are dangerously greasy,

and it is next to impossible to keep a straight course unless one

drives slowly and with the utmost care. The writer knows of

one or two stretches that after rain provide the most treacherous

going that it w ould be possible to find and necessitate sanding so

that the horses can keep their feet.

♦ ♦ ♦

"Hillclimb-itis," to coin a new word, is the latest

ailment, owners of high-powered modern cars being chiefly

susceptible. First symptoms usually manifest themselves in an

unconquerable craving for tackling steep gradients. Should the

victim strike a very severe rise of one in three or so, and the

ascent bo unsuccessful, he developes a peculiar form of nervous

excitement for which restoratives may be necessary. There

after he is content to coax and wheedle his engine into better

running in order to overcome an apparently insurmountable

difficulty. With untiring patience he will weigh an apparently

asked the defendant's counsel,

have no time for that."

" No," was the reply, " policemen

The police are timing motorists who travel over the old Dover

road across Blackheath in excess of ye legal limit of a score of

miles, A century ago this was the happy hunting ground of

knights of the road, and many a tale is told of their holding up

the mails at this spot. The modern highwayman is likewise

disguised, ind awaits in concealment the approach of his victim,

whom he catches by surprise, brandishing his stop-watch in lieu

of a blunderbuss. He asks not for money or valuables, or a kiss

from ye fayre passengers, but demands the production of ye

lycence. As a result, motorists have to pay much coin of ye

realm at ye local court.

♦ ♦ ♦

" Sleeping out on the car." Not many motorists elect to

do this except through sheer necessity; yet, provided it has a

fairly roomy tonneau and, preferably, a Cape hood, it is not bad

fun. The writer, in company with two male companions, left

Hastings one Sunday night at about eight tor the sixty mile run

to London. At Robertsbridge, twelve miles, the back cover burst.

 

Conveying an Aeroplane to the Bagatelle Testing Grounds, near Paris.

faulty carburettor float or piston ring in the balance, and, finding

it wanting, will right it with his own loving hands, scorning to

abandon to the care of the lucre-hunting repairer and maker

that which may be accomplished out of the strength of his own

true and untiring skill.

♦ ♦ ♦

Having been successful in improving the running, he will

again go down and confidently essay the climb. The engine will
stoprat the exact place as before, whereupon he will say " Bother

it," or words to that effect. The operation of adjusting and

tuning up will then be repeated at the foot of the hill. Another

start is made, and this time the engine stops thirty-five yards

lower down than before. Which reduces the question to the

following problem. A motor-ear + loss of power - a quarter mile

of steep hill. Why didn't the motor climb the hill? Subtract

the swear words from the answer, which must be reduced to

printers' English, Quad erat absurdum.

♦ ♦ ♦

In a motor prosecution case at the Greenwich court a police

timekeeper at a local trap, in giving evidence against a motorst,

said " the road was crowded with people going to the " Pedes

trian" church (roara of laughter). " Do you ever go to church ?"

It was not before ten that we had another cover fitted. Then

commenced a series of troubles ; first misfiring, due to a terminal

shaking loose, and then on one of the 6tiff hills on this road the

chain broke. To repair, minus spare links or bolts, is a heart

breaking job, especially after dark. However, a repair was made.

This promptly gave out on the next hill. Another extempore

bolt was made and fitted and we drove through Tunbridge as it

was striking twelve, the town deserted and as silent as the grave.

♦ ♦ ♦

Three miles further tho chain again broke, and, knowing a

terrific hill was ahead, we decided not to continue. There was

no inn near, so the three of us decided to make ourselves as

comfortable as we could on the car, and, well wrapped up in our

waterproofs, and tired out after our exertions, we slept the sleep

of the just. Waking up, we found ourselves outside a cottage

and the occupants already up and dressed eyeing us in open-

mouthed astonishment. They kindly supplied us with some tea

and something to eat, refusing payment, and a little way up the

road we learnt was a blacksmith's, and here a sound repair was

made to the chain, enabling us to reach our destination without

further trouble after a never to-be-forgotten night out On

the car.
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HINTS ON THE DRIVING AND

MAINTENANCE OF DAIMLER CARS.

—

THE Daimler Motor Company, Ltd., have recently issued

an instruction book with regard to the driving and

maintenance of Daimler cars which should be found

indispensable to all users of these vehicles. As there are now a

considerable number of these vehicles in use, many of the

owners of which may not be in possession of the pamphlet

referred to, the following extracts therefrom may prove of

interest.

Should there be any difficulty in starting the eng"ne after a

long run, open the two air cup3 on the inlet pipe, and after

The plugs should be cleaned with petrol, and the platinum points

—if plugs with points be used—adjusted to give a gap of about

half a millimetre. Always carry a supply of spare plugs to

replace faulty ones.

If the engine stops suddenly, examine the wires to ascertain

whether the terminals are all properly connected, or if there be

a breakage anywhere. Also see that the trembler on the coil is

working properly. To adjust the latter, gradually tighten the

screw on the top until the engine gives signs of slowing down ;

as soon as it does so, turn the screw luck again until the engine

picks up speed. This will be about three or four notches, and

should be the correct position of the trembler blade. The plati

num contacts should be perfectly clean, and, in the event of

stopping the engine, it may be found that the spring which hold?

 

Elevation and Plan of Chassis of Daimler Car specially numbered to show the parti which require lubrication in accordance

witn the instructions given below.

6A. Take scrt-w <ut of end. Oil once a week. 11. Fan, lubricate every morning.
7. Face of control brackets need a slight rub >ing of grease. 13. Turn cap of lubricator twice a week.

8. Grease once a week. VS. One turn of caps every morning.
V. A little oil every morning is necessary here when 14. Attend to grease lubrication twice a week.

lubric ting. 15. Orease every 800 miles.
10. Turn cap of grease lubricator twice every week. 16. Engine control joints and brackets oil

1.0 1 twice a week.
2. Oil every three days
5. Oil every morning.
4. Inject a little paraffin at least twice a week.

6. Grease every morning.
6. Oil once a week.

giving four or more turns of the starting handle switch on the

current, when the motor will start. Do not omit to turn off the

air cups as soon as the engine is running. In the event of the

motor stopping, the first thing to do is to examine the ignition.

L'ft the lid of the commutator box, and see that the > park given

off is of a deep blue colour ; if it is of a pale violet there is some

thing wrong with the sparking plugs. To test these, disconnect

i he wires from the plugs and hold them at a very short distance

irom the terminals to see if a good spark is passing. If one of

the plugs is showing a feeble spark, change it for a new one.

•very day.

the contacts up to their work has weakened and needs replacing

with a slightly stronger one. If the engine stops gradually, try

the accumulators with a voltmeter, to ascertain that they are not

run down.

If these are not in order, examine the petrol reservoir to

see that the supply is not low. Observe that the mercury

in the pressure gauge is at the right height, that is to say, not

below the lowest mark on the gauge. Also take off the top of

the float chamber of the carburettor with the tool supplied

for the purpose, and see that a good supply of petrol squirts
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through the hole, 12 to 18 inches, at least, high. If not,

examine the petrol filter, which is found on the left-hand side of

the car behind the front wheel, and close to the frame. Further

more, examine the pressure filter over the engine, close to the

pressure valve. These filters should be cleaned weekly.

In case of flooding, known by leakage of petrol at the carbu

rettor, examine the float. The minutest perforation in this will

cause the float to fill with petrol and sink, and fail to out off the

supply,of petrol. To ascertain whether the float itself is defec

tive, it should be displaced in hot water, when bubbles will

immediately show if a leak exists. Once a week it is necessary,

without fail, to take out the plug at the bottom of the petrol

tank,Jout of which about one pint of liquid should be allowed to

run out to run off accumulation of grit, &c. Each half of the

base chamber should be cleaned out after every thousand miles,

disposing of the dirty oil, and refilled with about 3| pints to

each half.*

»DWtt Should the power of the engine appear to diminish, after

having tried all other means, examine the valves, and if they are

badly marked it will be necessary to grind them in. To do this,

a little flour, emery and oil is required, and the valve should be

turned with a screw-driver under pressure of the arm, frequently

lifting the valve from its seat to alter the position of the emery

particles, and thus ensure even grinding. The oil and the emery

must be carefully removed—to its last particle—with petrol.

Keep the leather of the clutch in good condition by the

application of castor oil and paraffin, applied in the following

manner : once a week, at night, with a knife, apply a little castor

oil to the front part of the clutch, in three or four places, and

slip the clutch on the fourth speed, to ensure even distribution of

the castor oil. Next morning squirt in about one tablespoonful

of paraffin through the arms on the front or nose of the clutch.

It will be noticed that these applications are made on the front

portion of the clutch, so that the leather there remains flexible

where the first contact takes place, the leather on the back part

remaining comparatively hard to effect the actual driving of the

car. By applying castor oil and paraffin in this manner the car

will start off easily, and when the clutch is " home " it will not slip.

The clutch, which should be kept free from resin and fuller's

earth, is easily adjusted by tightening the long spring under the

footboard ; it is, however, not desirable to put on unnecessary

pressure, as undue friction of the bearings results. The gear

box, axles and wheels should have attention at least every 1,000

miles. The lubricator on the dash, fully charged, should suffice

for 1 1 hours. To refill, pull the chain attached to the steering

pillar. Cups are provided on the spray pipes for the insertion of

paraffin to wash out the engine. This should be done

overnight whilst the motor is running. This will keep the

engine clean, and it will be found to start easily next morning.

When adjusting the brakes, the wheels should be "jacked " oft'

the ground, as otherwise the braking effect cannot be rightly

observed, and the engine may be called upon to propel the car

with the brakes more or less on.

Wash the wheels of the car with a small quantity of

paraffin in the water ; the body of the car should be washed with

ordinary soap and water ; and, if necessary, a good body varnish

can be applied. The car should always be cleaned overnight

before the mud has dried on, after which it is difficult to remove

it without scratching the paint. In winter, draw off all water from

the radiator and engine overnight, to prevent cracking from

frost. Anti-freezing solutions are doubtful jemedies. The

tyre companies give full instructions for repairing tyres,

but, in the event of an irreparable burst, packing the outer cover

well with straw will often enable one to get home. In the case

of a destroyed outer cover, protect the rim by binding it with

rope passed through the spokes. Then, by travelling slowly, a

considerable distance may be traversed in safety.

According to rep3rts from members of the K.A.C. who

are at Biarritz, or who have just returned from that resort, the

roads are in a most deplorable state after the bad weather ex

perienced there this winter. The rain has been incessant, and,

although it has recently stopped, it has left the road surface in a

terrible condition. The repairing is entailing endless stretches

of loose metal, and the road^ are not likely to be good again

until well into the summer, if then.

A dbmonstration was recently given in New York with an

engine running on alcohol to which a small portion of acetylene

is added. It is claimed that the effect of the latter is its ignition

effect on the alcohol charge, in instantly extending the flame from

the point of original ignition at the sparking plug to all parts

and recesses of the inside of the cylinder where the alcohol charge

is under compression. The process, which is known as toe

Barker-White, consists of an arrangement of a carburettor, which

carries atomized alcohol on its way to the motor, through a

chamber having a bed of calcium carbide. The resulting product,

which is a combination of air, alcohol vapour, and acetylene, is

known as " alkoethine." The power developed by it is stated . to

be about equal to that of ordinary petrol, but at a much smaller

cost. • •
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HERE AND THERE.

Thb Motor House, of Easton

Road, N.W., are placing upon the

market a new tyre, the "Garan-

tire," the durability of which is

guaranteed by the firm.

The efforts of the Borough

Development Committee have

attracted a Manchester firm of motor-car constructors to Derby,

to the disappiintment of Leicester, which was first mentioned in

this connection.

A new motor garage is being built in Becket Street,

Wardwick, Derby, for Messrs. A. R. Atkcy and Co., Ltd., of

Nottingham. The new establishment will be near the St. James

and Royal Hotels.

The wedding tiok place in Manchester last week of Mr.

F. C. Noar, of Ashton-on-Mersey, who was a prominent com

petitor at the last B ackpool Motor Meet. He is now on a fifteen

hun ired mile honeymoon tour.

The Paddington Motor Company, Ltd., of Banister Road,

Kensal Rise, W., inform us that they have acquired the agency

for a German motor-cab chassis which has an improved friction

drive in place of the ordinary gear-box.

Mr. Henry Kinsey, of Swansea, called upon us a few days

ago with the model of a new skid-preventing device he has in

vent d for motor-'buses. The arrangement is an ingenious one

an 1 is worthy the attention of motor-'bus engineers.

Last week we reported an accident by which a man named

Margerum was killed by a motor-car. The coroner's jury said

no blame was attached to the driver of the vehicle, but the

magistrate has since committed him for trial on a charge of

manslaughter.

Motor visitors to Dublin will ba interested in the extended

provision for their convenience which Mr. J. J. Keating is pro

viding at 3, Lower Abbey Street. The new premises will enable

him to add to his facilities for the repair of vehicles as well as their

storage and equipment with accessories.

Messrs. J. Gibbon and Son, of A\ est Nile Street, Glasgow,

have opened a new motor gange and workshop at 170,

Buchanan Street, which will be known as the Central Motor

Garage. Every provision will be made to enable the firm to

undertake all classes of motor repairs.

Col. F. N. Maude, in a lectin e on " Mobility," at the Royal

United Service Institution, has just said that in European war-

far 3 the fu ure belonged to that Army which could lighten the

loads carried by men and horses, loading up everything on

motor-t-ansports of various kinds, fast, medium and slow.

The North-E tstern Garages, Ltd., who have depots at

Harrogate, York, Darlington, and Newcastle-on-Tyne, have taken

over the premises of the Yorkshire Mutud Ganges, Ltd., in

Woodhouse Lane, Leeds. The garage has an excellent repair

s iop, and the North-Eastern Garages will keerj there a first-class

staff: of mechanics.

From Messrs. Freysinger Gebruder, of the Russia

Gummiwaarenfabrik, Riga, Russia, we have received a copy of

a little pocket-book they have issued in celebration of the tenth

anniversary of the firm. Started in 1897, the firm now employ

250 men, and pr.duee in addition to cycle and motor tyres all

classes of rubber goods.

Messrs. William Cole and Sons, Ltd., of High Street,

Kensington, W., have sent us a couple of photographs which

afford an int3rc3ting contrast. One is that of the first carriage

—a light two-wheel vehicle, built in 1828—for her late Majesty

Queen Victoria, and which is still to be seen at Messrs. Coles'

depot. The other depicts one of their latest motor landaulet

bodies, of which they are now making a speciality.

Mr. Chas. E. Duryea, one of the pioneers of the motor

movement in the United States, has within the past few years

written extensively on automobile technical matters. The

article which we print on another page, and which is taken

from our American contemporary, " The Motor-Car," shows

that he is equally at home when writing in a lighter strain,

giving as he does a delightful pen picture of the pleasures of

motoring.

 

Abekdare is being provided

witi a new motor garage by

Messrs. Parker Bros.

In the West Street, Ewell,

Surrey, Mr. Shapland has a well-

equipped workshop for repair

work. He has just introduced

t.he " Contraction " side car, which should become popular on the

road during the next few months.

The students attending the motor-cur classes in connection

with the Department of Applied Science of the Sheffield

University have paid a visit to the works of the Humber

Company, at Beeston.

Messrs. F. E. Marriott and Co., of the Cathedral Motor

and Cycle Works, Eign St., Hereford, are opening a new depot

and garage in tbe Commercial Road, Hereford, where a stock of

accessories and all motorists' requirements will be stored.

The Century Motor Co. have taken fresh premises at

Holland Gate, Kensington High Street, W., as garage and repair

works, and when they are completed they will be carrying a

stock of Clyde and Astahl cars. The premises are on an extensive

scale and can comfortably accommodate 150 cars.

The rapid progress made by the motor industry is greatly

due to the courageous struggles and untiring efforts in the early

days of a handful of sturdy pioneers. Associa'ed in this group

may be found the name

of Mr. J. J. Mann, who

was in 1882 at tbe head

of the technical service

of the National Tele

phone Compiny at

Dundee, where he in

vented the " circuit

line " system. After

doing much good work

in the electrical busi

ness, he in 1894 founded

the firm of Messrs. Mar

shall and Co., Belsize

Works, Manchester, one

of whose cars be drove

throughout the famous

1,000 miles trial of 1900.

At this stage the Con

tinent seemed to open

out mote scope for the

rapid extension of the

motor business, and those who know the activity of Mr. Mann

cannot be surprised at his being attracted to Paris, the hub of

the motor world, there to take up the position of consulting

engineer to the Hotchkiss Company, where he created their

well-known car. After serving three years in this capacity he

was appointed general manager of their automobile department,

and is to-day one of the leading men in Continental motor

circles, as may be gathered from his recent election to the

Racing Board of the American Automobile Club.

Speaking at a meeting in support of the Sunday Observance

movement at Dorking, Sir Dyco Duckworth said the advent of

motors was responsible for a great deal of the Sabbath breaking.

Tboso hideous and unlovely monsters, those ugly demons, flew

through space, carrying their load of people who thought they

were happily spending their Sabbath, but who were nothing less

thin monsters of selfishness and inanity.

Miss Lilian Joy's advice to ladies going a-motoring at

Easter gives special interest to the current issue of " The Queen."

" It would," she says, " be most unwise to go away without one's

very thickest fur-lined coit. Even should there be a welcome

change to a warmer temperature, it is just as well to wear an

extra w;ap under one's new and lighter weigut coat at first.

This can take the form of a long-deeved spencer in wash bather,

or one of those excellent arrangements ma ie of knitted wool and

lined with silk, now to be found in the establishments of all who

cater for the lady motoris".
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Sir Charles Sawle has recently placed an order with the

Daimler Company for a 30-h.p. Milverton model car.

Fiat Motors, Limited, have just delivered from their works

in Turin a 30-40-h.p. Fiat car with limousine body by Messrs.

Rothschild et Fils, to the Right Hon. the Earl of Rosebery,

P.C.

The Duke of Portland, Sir George Meyrick, Bart., Mr. J. M.

Fuller, M.P., and Professor W. Watson have been elected to

membership of the Royal A.C.

M. Desponts, of Levallois-Perret, has a novelty in an

auto-signal, which consists of a glass sign set in the back of the

car, which when lit up by a small electric lamp controlled by a

switch on the steering wheel shows the word "Stop," thus

announcing to the driver of any following vehicle that the car

is about to be pulled up.

Licences and badges will be issued from Monday next

onwards by the Commissioners of Works for the admission of

electric carriages to Hyde Park between the hours of 4 p.m. and

7 p.m. in the months of May, June, and July. Forms of applica

tion may be obtained, by letter only, from the Secretary, His

Majesty's Office of Works, &c, Storey's Gate, Westminster, S.W.

Amongst the numerous puncturing objects we have come

across that a Palmer Cord Tyre has resisted is a nail from the

wheel of a farmer's cart, as shown in

the accompanying illustration. This

nail was picked up by a Palmer Cord

Tyre and carried for many miles, but

the cord foundation effectually resisted

the formidable object, which was worn

down almost as sharp as a chisel at

one end. The nail was turned aside

without damaging the cords.

Mr. Henry Moore, of Brighton,

has had an experience with a hen and

a motor-car. While he was on a tour

through Sussex lanes last week a fowl

ran in front of his car, and as the bird

did not reappear he stopped the car

after going fifty yards, and found her

securely hung up with one wing over

the steering rod. She was unhurt,

and ran home at top speed as soon

as released.

Mr. F. W. H. Hutchinson, of

" Ilmington," Manor Road, St. Albans,

will be glad to hear from anyone of

means interested in aeronautics, with a

view to continue experiments with the

Frost and Hutchinson flying machine,

which has wings constructed of artificial feathers arranged anato

mically and mechanically on the principle of the natural bird's

wing. The machine has already been worked under power.

We have received a copy of a work entitled " The Making

of an Automobilist," by H. A. Grant, and published by the

Auto Instruct Publishing Company, New York. As may be

inferred from the title, it is intended for novices in motor

matters, and to furnish that information on the care and hand

ling of automobiles which every driver should possess. The

subject is generally well handled, and the book contains a good

deal of useful information in condensed form, the various types

of motors, petrol, steam, and electric, being dealt with, as well as

carburettors, transmission, lubrication, &c. The book also con

tains a list of automobile terms and their equivalents in French,

German and Spanish. This, however, is not its best feature, as

many of the foreign equivalents given are incorrect. For

instance, " cheville a 6tincelle" is mentioned as the French

equivalent of the term sparking plug, instead of a " bougie," and

the Germans, following the French, say Ziindkerze, instead of

Funken-Stopsel. The book also contains chapters on Auto

mobile Material and Construction, by Mr. J. D. Maxwell ; the

Cooling of Explosive Motors, by Mr. F. Briscoe ; Tyres and

Tyre Construction, by Mr. H. de Lisser, and the Importance of

Oiling an Automobile, by Mr. C. W. Kelsey.

 

The new motor house premises of the Royal A.C. are in

Blackman's Yard, Brick Street, London, W.

Messrs. Glasrbrook, Ebblewhite, Griffin, Straight-;

Dutton, Urry, and Wheelwright have been appointed time,

keepers of the Royal A.C. for 1907, subject to their compliance

with the terms of the competition rules of the Club.

One of the four-cylinder engines of the Packard Motor-

Car Company, Detroit, U.S.A., was recently submitted to a

non-stop test. It was direct connected to a 10-kilowatt

dynamo, giving 40 amperes and 225 volts, the normal speed

being 735 revolutions per minute. The motor had previously

made seveial runs of 300 hours without a stop, when making

tests of lubricating oil, but on the record occasion it ran for

no less than 792 hours, and then only stopped because of a

broken ignition wire.

A magnificent motor trophy has been subscribed for by the

city of Hereford for the hill climbing competitions, to be held at

Frame's Hill in May next. The trophy stands three feet

high, on an ebony plinth, with highly-finished chased work in

silver. In the foreground of the plinth is a relief of a motor-car,

with figures, and underneath are silver block letters : " Motor

Trophy, City of Hereford." On the obverse side of the plinth is

a fine piece of chasing, showing two of the principal products of

Herefordshire—hops and apples. The weight of the trophy is-

over three hundred ounces.

Cravens, Limited, railway carriage and wagon builders, of

Darnall, Sheffield, have lately opened a large and well-equipped

motor-car. garage and repair shop at Darnall, Sheffield. The

floor area of the premises is 11,850 square feet, and there are

two entrances direct from Staniforth Road. Inspection pits are

provided, as well as overhead hoisting appliances ; plant has been

put down to enable repairs of all kinds to be undertaken, and

compressed air laid on in pipes through the building, so that

tyres can be inflated instantly with a minimum of trouble. A

private track of over one-third mile per circuit is also in course

of construction, which is to be used for teaching beginners tc

drive, and for testing the running of cars when required, witb

absolute freedom from traffic risks.

Ceylon is daily becoming better known as a tourist resort

and every year the number of English people who spend the

winter in the island instead of in Egypt is rapidly increasing

Last year the number of tourists—chiefly English and American

—who visited the island was unprecedented, and the hotel ac

commodation was found inadsquate. Nearly all the motorists

in the island are members of the Ceylon Automobile Club—a

body which keeps the authorities alive to their responsibility

as to the condition of the roads. It took a prominent part in-

the agitation against the tolls. At present it is endeavouring

to obtain legislation for dealing with pariah dogs and stray

cattle, which are the motorists' greatest annoyances. There are

practically no restrictions as to speed or mode of travelling

except within the municipal limits, where speed maximums have

been fixed, and the prosecution of motorists is almost unknown.

Messrs. John Wiley and Sons, New York, and Messrs.

Chapman and Hall, Ltd., London, have just published a little

book which will be found extremely useful by all engaged in

giving instruction to would-be motorists and motor-car drivers.

It is entitled " The Complete Automobile Instructor," and com

prises over six hundred questions, with answers and illustrations,

covering the principle, operation, and the care of petrol cars. The

work is from the pen of Mr. Benjamin R. Tillson, who is head of

an automobile school in the United States. About forty pages-

are devoted to the questions, which are arranged under twenty-two-

different headings, while the answers occupy no less than 150

pages, a handy index forming the concluding portion. The

author, being an American, employs many terms which are u«ed

in his country, but which are expressed by others in England. For

instance—to take the two examples we notice as we write—

" missing " is referred to as "skipping" and the " earth connection

as the " ground " connection ; gasolene, too, is of course employed

throughout with the English meaning of petrol. Having these

differences in mind, however, motor-ear instructors in this country

should find Mr. Tillson's book a useful production.
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CONTINENTAL NOTES.

—•>-

Speed Trials In Italy.

A series of flying kilometre and five kilometre speed trials

for racing and touring cars was run off near Verona on the

19th inst. In the racing category victory in both trials fell to

Count Soldatercow, an attache of the Russian Embassy, who on

his 100-h.p. Brasier covered the kilometre in 26 2-5 sec. and

the five kilometres in 2 min. 10 2-5 sec, Trucio on an 120-h.p.

Isotta-Fraschini being the second in the last-named event in

2 min. 18 4-5 tec. In the touring car cla=s, a Junior car driven

by Tocanier won in the under £400 class in both trials, his times

being respectively 45 2-5 sec. and 3 min. 39 3-5 sec. In the

.£500 category, the best times, 50 sec. and 4 min. 1 1-5 sec,

were made by Pellandini on a Rapid. A Junior car won in the

under £800 division (35 1-5 sec. and 2 min. 40 4-5 sec.) and in the

over £800 class, a Zust was first in the flying kilometre (34 3-5 sec)

and an Itala in the five kilometres (2 min. 47 3-5 sec)

♦ ♦ ♦

Non-Skid Tyre and Band Patents.

A considerable stir has been made in French motor trade

circles owing to the action of the Samson Company, which is

enforcing its patent lights in steel-studded leather tyre covers and

bands. Stocks of these both in the hands of makers and agents

have been seized, and even motorists have been warned of using

such non-skids, the Samson Company claiming that they are an

infringement of their patent.

♦ ♦ ♦

An Exhibition in St. Peterburg.

The development of automobilism in Russia ia' likely to be

greatly encouraged by the action of the Automobile Club of

Russia in organising its first International Motor Exhibition in

St. Petersburg. The President of that club has written to the

Royal Automobile Club, stating that a " Committee of Honour "

is being formed, and askii g the Club to nominate three members

to it. M. G. Lefevre, of " LAuto," 10, Faubourg Montmartre,

Paris, is the Russian Club's sole representative for non-Russian

exhibits, and is in a position to give all details to those who

desire them. The exhibition will run from June 1st to June 17th,

and all applications for space should be sent to M. Lefevre before

the 31st inst.

♦ ♦ ♦

The Nice Automobile Meeting.

The annual automobile meeting at Nice, which has been

held during the past week, opened on the 20th inst. with the

speed trials known as the " Kilometre Bull's Eye." The car*

were divided into a number of classes, for which a certain time

was given for tbe flying kilometre, the winner being the driver

who succeeded in most closely approaching the allotted allowance.

In the first class (allowance for kilometre, 45 sees., equal to a speed

of 50 miles per hour), there weie thirteen starters, victory fall

ing to Mr. Vuillaume, who on a C.G.V. car occupied the exact

time, the others varying from 37 1-5 sees, to 47 1-5 sees. In the

second class 55 sees, were allowed for the kilometre (equal to 40

miles per hour), the nearest to this (54 1 5 sees.) being made

by M. Carmieu on a Peugeot. The time allowaice for the third

class was 65 sees. (34£ kilometres per hour), the event resulting

in a dead heat between M. Goudoin on a Panhard, and tha

Marquis d'Albufera on a Renault, 65 1-5 sees. On Friday, the

22nd inst., about a score of cars took part in a run from Nice to

Draguignan and back, while on Saturday last a motor paper-

chase was indulged in.

♦ ♦ ♦

The Dieppe Meeting.

It was at first proposed to hold the A.C.F. Grand Prix and

Commission Sportive Cup races on separate days, but, owing to

the paucity of entries for the latter, it was decided that both

events should take place on one day. The authorities at Dieppe

were somewhat disappointed at this, a« they had looked for a two

days' meeting : it has consequently t een resolved to hold a series

of motor-boat races as well as » d- monstration of flying machines

on the day following the automohile race.

The Circuit des Ardennes.

At a meeting of the Sports Committee of the Belgian

Automobile Club last week it was deeided that the Circuit des

Ardennc< race shall this year be held on July 29th, over what is

known as the Small Ardennes Circuit, seven laps having to be

made to give a total of 600 kilometres. Tno contest will be

open for vehicles having a total cylinder capacty of not more-

than e ght litres, and weghing, with racing body and tyres, at

least 1,175 kil. Builders of motor cars may enter three vehicles

ea:h, the entry fee being £100 psr car up to May 15th, and

£160 from that date to July 1. The Sports Committee of the

A.C.B. will supply the necessary petrol ('690 de<.), and the use

of wheels with detachable rims will be permitted.

♦ ♦ ♦

Miscellaneous Items.

An automobile club is being formed at St. Malo, France. A

company has just bsen formed at Vittona, Spa n, to manufacture-

cars on the Darracq system in that country. The King

of Sweden has just acq'ured a 40-h.p. Banz car.

 

The photograph from which the above striking illustration is repro

duced was taken at the Spltal of Olenshee on Tuesday last week, when

the 40-h.p. Siddeley Car at present undergoing a long distance Relia

bility Trial by the Royal Automobile Club was fighting its way through

a snowdrift 25 ft. deep. The official observer finally decided that further

progress could not be made, and took the car back to Dundee. At one

tune there were nearly 100 men working with shovels clearing the

cutting, as shown in the picture. The car has now done over 5,000 miles

with only one involuntary stop.

M. Dewandre, chief director of the Germain Works, and

Capt. Masui, Agent-General for Germain Cars in Great Britain,

accompanied by Perpere (who will drive one of the Germain cars

in the Grand Prix race) have just started for Dieppe on a Germain

chainless touring car for a run round the course in order to make

garage arrangement?, &c, for the race in question. Motor-

cabs fitted with taximeters are now being introduced into-

Prague and Vienna. The Automobile Clubs of Milan and

Genoa propose to hold a competition for touring cars on the 9th

and 10th May inst., the distance to be covered being about 1,000

kilometres. A public motor-car service has just been estab

lished between Meru and Val-Dampierre (Oise), France. The

distance is 13 kilometres and the vehicles are of the Darracq-

Serpollet type. The Kenault racers for the Grand Prix event

are now being tested on the road. M. Van Marcke, who is

making a 10,000 kilometres tour of France on a Hotchkiss six-

cylinder car, reached Bayeux on Sunday last. During the past

week he has visited Nantes, Brest, Laval, Coutances, and Cher

bourg. Altogether he has now covered about 6,300 kilometres.
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ORRESPONDENC

 

[Letten to the Editor should be addressed to the offices,

97-SS, Charing Gross Road, W.C.]

WIRE OR WOODEN WHEELS.

To TBI Editor Of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—This controversy seems to be soraeiliiug ot a hardy- annual, or

is it a biennial? Anyway, I seem to have a recollection of previous

discussions on the subject, and equally without arriving at any definite

conclusion. Probably, as usual, there is something to be said on both

sides, and appearance and personal predilection must not be entirely

ignored. It the wire wheel be stronger laterally, as no doubt it is when

new, it has disadvantages in continued use. In the first place, there is

the effect of constantly repeated changes of temperature to be con

sidered. The wood wheel may shrink and swell with damp and heat,

but this ha* only the effect of slightly bruising the wood rim, and of

causing tbe snakes to " work." In an average light-car wheel properly

looked after this is scarcely apparent, and anyway it does not distort the

 

The Badgered Scout.

Mr. Tom Browne's tumorous sketch of the A. A. patrol's difficulties If motor

clubs and societies continue to copy the Automobile Association's original
idea of displacing a badge on members' cars.

wheel. In the case of a wire wheel, however, where the spokes are all

tightly stretched (not half of them in compression as H.B.D. seems to

argue ! ) to practically tbe same degree of tension, who can say what the

result will be afier a few months of repeated expansion and contraction

due to changes of temperature? The fact of the spokes being " ont of

tune," as they nearly always are after a few months' use, means that

the tension of the >everal spokes is unequil, and this in turn argues

unequal stresses in the wheel, which may lead to the rim and tyre being

out of truth, with results which it is unnecessary to remark upon.

So far as the side strains are concerned, the usual wood wheel of

artillery type is not so strong for the same size of spoke and rim as the

tangent wheel which has lately been introduced, where the spokes,

although tangential to the hub, are in compression combined with a

slight amount of hending strain. The weakness of the usual type lies in

the tang of the spoke where it is reduced to enter the rim, but in the

tangent wheel the spoke is full width from end to end, and therefore

stronger. Where solid rubber tyres are used this wheel would appear

to posssss a further advantage over either of the ordinary types in respect

of resiliency. Where very light cars are concerned there is really veiy

little to choose between wire wheels and radial or tangent spoke wood

wheels, but where the wheels have to carry considerable weight, or to

transmit high powers, I, personally, should prefer the wood wheels, and

of the two the tangent type, since it is mechanically better adapted to

convey the power from axle or chain ring to the rim and tyre where iti s

ultimately used. These tangent wheels, by the way (unlike the wire

crossed tangent), present a curious problem in respect of the direction in

which they should be driven, though I am inclined to agree with the

makers that it makes no difference.—Yours truly,

G. Law.

To the Editoe of The Motor-Car Journal.

SIR,—A letter under the above heading appeared in a recent issue

of the M.C.J, from the proprietors of The Motor House. We are

at a disadvantage in not having Mr. S. F. Edge's letter before us, nor

have we seen the newly-designed wheel of Messrs. Easton and Jones,

but as the oldest and most experienced wood wheel builders in the

trade, and having had some scores of patent motor wheels through our

bands for manufacture or inspection during the last few years, we feel

it only just to ourselves to ventilate our opinion through your valuable

medium. The reason why a wood wheel has proved unsatisfactory in

many cases for motor-cars is due to the faulty material and inexperi

enced workmanship that are put into them. Providing the wheel is

scientifically constructed and of the best, most suitable, thoroughly

seasoned, and selected material, we give it as our deliberate opinion

that it will withstand better than any other type the side strains which

are the greatest weakness the wheel builder has to contend against.—

Yours truly,

Smith, Parfrey and Co., Ltd.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—You will remember that recently I put forward the advan

tages of wire v. wood wheels. I wrote to a great many users of Napier

cars amongst others, and after carefully reading all the letters received

in reply, I find that 40"9 per cent, have replied in favour of wire wheels,

48'8 per cent, in favour of wood, and 10'3 per cent, are doubtful and have

no serious opinion on the matter. It is, however, quite clear to me that a

very large section of the motoring public, and I think probably the largest

section, are still greatly in favour of wood wheels, chiefly on account

of appearance. It is rather interesting to record the public opinion on

this point at the moment to see whether custom will ever enable one to

face the more mechanical modern wire wheel, in place of the wood one,

for the nse of all motor-cars.—Yours truly,

S. F. Edge.

ARE CARS TOO COMPLICATED?

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal

Sir,—The point that seems most debated is the number of pedals,

levers, &c, on a car. Personally I consider the use of these devices

becomes a second nature, and one does not often hear of a driver using his

br.ike to change gear or putting in his reverse to stop the car. What I

mean is, that all these levers and pedals have not to ba operated at

once, and a driver, when taking one of these too-complicated cars in

traffic, should previously thoroughly acquaint himself with t>e " stopping

apparatus" and practise at imaginary obstacle-i under different condi

tions, as it is assuredly better to take it out of the car than out of the

community at large.

Automatical!}' advanced and retarded ignition is, of course, a step in

the right direction, but I believe a reliable and sufficiently sensitive

governor which acts on the gas supply, and can be cut out, appeals more

to the average motorist on the score of petrol consumption.—Yours

truly,

H. J. C.

PROVINCIAL SHOWS.'

To the Editoe of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir, —Now lhat the winter is nearly over and all the provincial

shows have closed their doors, I may usefully, and without suggestion

of prejudice, draw attention to a grievance from which the trade bas

begun to suffer. Because a town has two or three motor agents why

should it have a motor exhibition ? And yet many of the minor dis

plays seem to have been bi'ed solely on an affirmative answer to that

question. There is no need for such exhibitions from the educational or

commercial point of view, and makers would be well advised to leave

alone the provincial exhibitions that occur, without rhyme or reason, to

aid to their expenses without contributing to their profits. Manchester

and Glasgow are, of course, exceptional places in this respect, but why

attempts should have been made to organise exhibitions for Plymouth,

Burslem, Norwich, York, Lincoln and Bristol passes the comprehension

of yours trulj ,

An Agent.

THE FLEXIBILITY TRIAL.

To the Editoe of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—Mr. Hollands, in his letter in your last issue, practically

announces to a mystified world that there is, for the purposes of a

flexibility competition, no difference between three speeds and four.

Mr. Hollands pokes fun at Mr. Letts' imagination: but behind Mr.

Letts' imagination there are the following facts :—A car with four
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speeds will, coterie paribus, be higher geared on its top than a car with

three ; further, its third is likely to be considerably lower than the top
•of the three-speed car. The threo-speed car will thus lose a possible

increase of speed which it might attain by the use of an extra gear.

What, then, is the advantage to counterbalance this loss? It is the

greater flexibility ; and this is gained by the use of h top speed which is

a compioniise between the third and the fourth speeds of the other car.

The " three-speeder " thus sacrifices something in possible speed

and gains the very quality required in Mr. Hollands' competition.

No doubt Mr. Hollands' energy and good intentions are even grea'er

than Mr. Letts' imagination ; but that latter quality is also useful and

prevents Mr. Letts from entering four-speed cars, in spite even of the

delightful invitation drive " on your third.'' against car* fitted with a

" compromise top."—Yours truly,

Alexander Shaw.

PROGRESSIVE CHANGE-SPEED GEAR.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—Referring to Mr. R. Haunen's letter in the M.C.J, of the 23r.l

inst., we have no doubt tb.it many of your readers have seen the patent

progressive speed gear in question, for it has been exhibited at the Paris

Automobile Salon every year for the last four years.

If it is such a perfect device as Mr. Hannen seemed to think, is it

not rather extraordinary that in the four years it has been on the French

and other markets it should not have been more generally adopted ?

What the device in question reduces itself to is merely a belt drive

with variable pulley di unetcrs. A great many of the motor-cars

designed seven and eieht years ago were belt driven, but there are not

many so propelled to-day.

Without knowing the name of the prophet who assured Mr. Hannen

that the epicyclic gear could not be " reliable on even moderately power-

 

1.—In the Eisack Valley. 2.—Near Portschach. 3,—Crossing the River Drau at Spital. 4.—The Main Street of Innichen.
, ' [AUgeintine Automobil Zeitung.

TOURING IN THE AUSTRIAN TYROL.

GATE CONTROL OF CHANGE-SPEED GEARS.

To THE Editob OF The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—One of the most noticeable features of change-speed gears at

the present time is the lack of uniformity in the design of the "gate."

In some cars the reverse notch is on the ontside, and in others on the

inside. Again, the top speed is sometimes arranged to be in mesh when

the lever is in the rear position, and in others when towards the front.

A few manufacturers are taking the wise precaution of lettering or

numbering the notches in the gate, so that there may be no mistake in

changing gear. I venture to suggest, however, that it would !>e a good

thing if a standard pattern of gate, in which the notches were all

uniformly arranged, could be adopted.—Yours truly,

C. Hawes.

ful cars," I cannot, of course, question his authority, but I am prepared

to take him out on my 40-h.p. Adams- Eight, and to give him an ocular

proof that the contrary to his prophet's assurance is the truth.—Yours

truly,

H. L. Smith.

OFFICIAL INSPECTION OF NEW MODELS.

To the Editob of The Motor-Car Journal.

SIR,—In view of the terrible accidents that we read of from time to

time caused by faulty steering gear or insufficient brake power, might

I suggest that either the Automobile Club or the Press, or both, take

up the matter with the powers tint be and see if they would not con
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sent to institute a system of inspection of eacli new model of car as is

done by L'lngenieur des Mines in France. Although a French idea, it

appears to be a very good one, and might be adopted, perhaps, with certain

modifications naturally, to meet the conditions in force in this country.

I am sending you a photo of a certificate issued by L'lngenieur en Chef

des Mines, which will show you what I mean. The articles two to six

referred to deal with the efficiency of biakes, &c. I thall be glad to

hear that my suggestion is favorably receivtd.—Yours truly,

Thomas Chas. Pullingeb.

[As Mr. Pullinger points out, in France all new models have to be

submitted to the inspection of the authorities, who before issuing

the proves vtrbal de recrption make careful enquiry into the design

and construction of the vaiious parts, such as the steering gear,

brakes, «.Vc. It is the practice afterwards for the makers to

deliver to clients with any cars made on that model a ccrtificat de

confoimite. Our correspondent's suggestion is one that is well woithy

of the consideration of the Technical Committee of the Koyal

Automobile Club. |

AUTOMATICALLY ADVANCED A.ND RETARDED

IGNITION.

To the Editor or The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—It was with great interest that I read Mr. Pickering's letter in

the M.C.J, of the 16th inst. re automatically advanced and retarded

ignition. I may say that I have for some considerable time been driving

a 16-20-h.p. car fitted with Simms-Bosch high tension magneto, not con-

 

Mr. John Folksy, of Birmingham, at the wheel of his 10-12-h p.

Coventry Humber Car, fitted with his convertible—electric, paraffin

and acetylene—headlights,

trolled with advance levers, b»t screwed up in its most advanced

position. This arrangement on the Chenard cars is perfectly satisfactory,

the engine giving a very great range of flexibility, and even when

running at slow speeds there is not the slightest trace of knocking. The

explanation I believe is that the faster the engine runs the hotter the

spark the magneto gives,consequently more rapid combustion of the gases.

—Yours truly,

C. H. PlCKFORD.

SUBSTITUTE FOR PETROL.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—I am very much interested in fuels and shall be pleased if

you will give raesome information on the under-mentioned matters :—(1)

Can alcohol be used in the form of commercial methylated spirits ? If so,

is it possible to catch fire in the tank, and if it did fire would it explode ?

(2) Can commercial naphtha act as a fuel? If so, would this product explode

if tank caught fire ? (3) Would an eqnal quantity of methylated spirit and

l ohthaact as a fuel? Could this explode if tank on fire? (4) is Borneo spirit

ai explosive as petrol if the lank is on fire? (5) Will common kerosene or

(> iraffin act aa a fuel ? And if so, does the soot choke up the

valves of the engine and injure it? Of course, start on petrol to get warm—

that is by injecting petrol by a common oilcan, not a special arrange

ment of two tanks to get well started with petrol, shut off and run on

paraffin. I mean, fill t»nk with paraffin, squirt in petrol to start

engine, and—what is result ? (6) Would a mixture of one part petiol to

nine parts paraffin work lietter? If tank fired, could this explode ? I

should think that so small a quantity of petrol to paraffin would

hardly flame if a match was put to it. (7) If any of the above fuels are

possible to use, would the same carburettor do for all ?

I have a De Dion petrol engine, hut should like to use some less.danger-

ous fuel. Smoke, fumes and smell I don't mind in the least. I simply upe

the car as a runabout on flat country, and speed is not sought after in any

wey. Putting aside all danger of explosion from petrol fumes or vapour

arising and mixing with air in a building—one can be careful of this in

storage, itc.—it is the thought that one is sitting over a tank which, it

seems to me, is possible to explode at any moment. Its all very well

makers saying they use all precautions, but if petrol in a tank will

violently explode if or. fire, then they have lessened the chances and that

is all there is in it, but the possibility of an explosion is still there.

As you may have noted before this, I am no friend to petrol or its

kindred spirits. If a tank can only catch fire and burn out without

exploding violently, then I ■don't care ; one can then get off the car of

one's own accord and not be blown off.

This is a lengthy letter, which please excuse. I am like a great

many more novices, seeking a safe fuel that can be used on a petrol

engine without altering the construction, and I shall be thankful for any

information you or any of your readers may kindly give me.—Yours

truly,

Cave Petrolem.

[It is evident that " Cave Petrolem " has a somewhat exaggerated

notion of the chance of being one day blown up when seated over a

tank containing petrol, and whilst, to a great extent, his fears of the

danger of this spirit are well founded, as regards a possible blaze

happening one day through carelessness, the risk of such an explosion

as he fears is exceedingly remote. There is a safety device on the

principle of the miner's lamp, which can be easily fitted to any tank,

that enables a lighted match to be applied to the open hole of the filler

without danger. There are objections to the use of the substitutes

and mixtures he mentions, and in any case his carburettor, now adjusted

for petrol, would require more or less alteration to work satisfactorily

with any fuel of a different specific gravity. Alcohol could be used,

although not in the form of methylated spirit, but with

probably less power and more trouble in starting, besides

the risk of corrosion of his engine. It is, however, much safer than petrol.

Commercial naphtha would foul up the engine in no time. Any of the

fuels he mentions will of course explode if their vapour is mixed with

air in explosive proportions, but the risk of these' proportions obtaining

in a tank or elsewhere diminish as the flash point isiraised. " Cave

Petrolem" might experiment with more or less satisfactory results with

kerosene to which a little petrol is freshly added, but he will have to

start on petrol and arrange to hot jacket the mixing chamber and per

haps the induction pipe.]

THE LIFE OF TYRES.

To the Editor or The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—I should be very glad of the opinion of my brother motorists

as to how long a pair of 750 by 85 mm. tyres, extra thick, should lasf.

on the front wheels of a car weighing about 14 cwt. The makers of

the car put these larger and thicker tyres on at my request.

The car ran from January 1st till about the middle of February

(about ten miles a day) on good roads, in the Midlands. The roads

were being repaired with 1J in. Leicester granite. 'jf?

After two weeks' wear I had to vulcanise about twenty cuts in each

tyre. By the middle of February the tyres were absolutely useless

and the canvas cut right through in places.—Yours truly,

Ignoramus.

REMODELLING AN OLD CAR.

To thb Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

SIR,—I have an 8-h.p. 3-cylinder Duryea car, with low tension magneto

ignition and radiators situated on the side of the body. The crank eases

are made of copper, and there is only one brake, which actuates on the

rear sprocket. I am contemplating having the following alterations

done, but before doing so shall be pleased to Know if you approve. Dis

placing old radiators, and fitting a combined tank with radiators (thermo

syphon cooling) on the front of car. There is a considerable quantity of

lubricating oil leaks out of the crank cases, which fit rather loosely.

What could I have done to slop leakage ? Having two more brakes

fitted on rear wheels. Would this entail much alteration ? The con

sumption of petrol is rather heavy. Would the engine work as well on

paraffin ? \A hat would be the drawbacks, if any ? I should have to get

a special carburettor. What make would you recommend, to start cold.

Should I experience any difficulty in starting engine on paraffin alone?

With the ignition being low-tension magneto, the combustion, when

using paraffin, would, I think, be more perfect. If any readers who have

bad similar alterations made would kindly give their opinions I should

be obliged.—Yours truly,

H. W. Smith.

[From a commercial point of view, the less money our correspon

dent expends on remodelling his 8-h.p. car, the better; but if it is

partly with a view of gaining experience, it is a different matter. He

does not say why he wiihei to alter the ladiators, but unless those now-

fitted are distinctly inefficient, we cannot advise him to go to the expense

of new ones. The leaking oil from the crank cases should certainly

receive attention, and, as they are only of sheet metal he might rivet

some strips of close felt along the joints. The cheapest and simplest

form of auxiliary brakes to the rear wheeli would be the old-fashioned

spoon type, to grip the tyres, and, assuming that the

present brake is sufficient for general use, a well-fitted tyre brake on a

little light car like the one in question should be sufficient as auxiliary.

To fit brake drnms and bands, either internal or external type, would be

a costly job. We would not recommend our correspondent to try

paraffin on this motor, as the top of the combustion head is It ft
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unjacketed, and the total amount of jacketing is too small to be satis

factory for using heavy fuel. It is well known to those who have had

experience with paraffin, that extra attention must be paid to the perfect

jacketing of the combnstion head and valve pockets ; and even then,

with all precautions taken, the compression has to be kept lower than is

necessary with petrol, or otherwise premature ignition and knocking

will result. We should advise Mr. Smith to try and reduce hi* fuel bill

by experi uenting with the carburettor in conjunction with 760 deg.

apirit. He might also see that the timing of the valves is set to the best

advantage.]

NON-FREEZING ENGINE COOLING SOLUTIONS.

To the Editor op The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—In connection with the correspondence on the above subject, I

have made some experiments along this line, and as the results in the

form of data will, in all probability, be of value to owners of cars, I give

them below. The fluids recommended are solutions of calcium chloride,

glycerine and wood alcohol. I made a 10, 15, 20, and 25 per cent,

solution of each of these and determined their freezing point, with the

following resnlt :

...i Calcium chloride—Ten per cent, solution freezes at 15 deg. above

at F.

Calcium chloride—Fifteen per cent, solution freezes at 5 deg. above

>F.

Calcium chloride—Twenty per cent, solution freezes at zero F.

Wood alcohol—Ten percent, solution freezes at 15 deg. above zero F.

Wood alcohol—Fifteen per cent, solution freezes at 5 deg. above

zero F.

Wood alcohol—Twenty-five per cent, solution freezes at zero.

Glycerine—Ten per cent, solution freezes at 20 deg. above zero F.

CLUBS AND ASSOCIATIONS.

 

AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION.

Thk fortnightly committee meeting of the Automobile Association

was held last week. New members to the number of eighty-two were

elected, among them being the Marquis of Downshire, the Earl of

Kadnor, Sir William Abdy, Bt., Sir Home Gordon, Bt., the Hon. Mrs.

Hylton Philipson, theHon. Lionel Holland, Colonel Dick, Col. K. Williams

and Mr. C. B. Balfour, M.P. The secretary reported that the income is

being increased at the average rate of one hundred pound? a week, a

striking evidence of progress. A contract for a large supply of village

signs was formally confirmed by the meeting.

It wa« decided that patrols shall be on duty all through the Easter

holidays, and that the roads from London to Liverjwol, Leeds to Liver

pool, and Sheffield to Liverpool shall be specially organised for service

both before and after the Tourist Trophy Races.

ROYAL AUTOMOBILE CLUB.

Thk formula under whic'i cars will be admitted in the

"Graphic " Challenge Trophy Rice is as follows :—Cylinder diameter in

inches squared, multiplied by the number of cylinders, must not exceed

12). The contest will take place in the I«le of Man and probably on

 

 

 

The Flexibility Trial.—The Napier Car going up River Hill on top gear.

Glycerine—Fifteen per cent, solution freezes at 15 deg. above

zero F.

Glycerine—Twenty per cent, solution freezes at 8 deg. above

zero F.

Glycerine—Twenty-five per cent, solution freezes at 5 deg. above

zero F.

Zero Fahrenheit was the lowest point I could reach with my freezing

mixture. This is, I believe, low enough for practical purposes, as these

higher percentage solutions freeze mushy, and not solid. They would

not, therefore, in my judgment, expand enough to burst the parts if they

did freeze in the machine. I use in my car a mixture of one part each of

wood alcohol and glycerine and two parts water. I do not believe that

this will freeze above 10 degrees below zero. A 25 per cent, solution

of calcium chloride stands the lowest temperature, but is objectionable,

as it is likely tocorrode the parts with which it comes in contact. Wood

alcohol will evaporate by the heat of the engine and more must be added

at intervals. Both glycerine and wood alcohol are likely to soften

rubber connections after a time, but this would be a small matter.—

Yours truly,

C. F. Nixon.

Waterproof Apron.— A motorist passing thiough Sale (Cheshire)

recently lost a waterproof apron, informing a local policeman of his loss,

and handing him, evidently in mistake, the card of Mr. G. W. Hodgkin-

son, motor engineer, of Buxton, instead of his own. If the owner of the

apron will communicate with Inspector G. E. Farnworth, Police Station,

Sale. Cheshire, he will secure the recovery of his property.

appI^M

Slien Lewaigne Hill, near Ramsey. The length as from Balline Bridge

(electric railway crossing) to the public-honse " Rest and be Thankful"

is about 2,550 yards, and the gradient between these places is 424 feet.

The steepest part is about half a mile before the " Rest and be Thank

ful " is reached and is one in twelve. The formula given above does not

' to steam cars.

the road test in the Vapour Emission Competition consisted of a run

of about 150 miles along the Coventry road, as far as Daventry, lunch

being taken on the return journey at Towcester, 61 \ miles from London.

Each of the twelve cars carried a judge as observer, and each car travelled

with the gas analysis apparatus attached.

At a recent examination at Plymouth, twenty soldiers were exam

ined for the driving certificate. An examination will be held at the

Great Northern Hotel, Lincoln, on Saturday, April 13th, by arrange

ment with Mr. Godfrey Lowe, hon.| secretary of the Lincolnshire

Automobile Club.

THE MOTOR UNION.

The March meeting of the General Committee of the Motor Union

was held at St. Ermin's Hotel, Westminster, S.W. Mr. C. D. Rose,

M.P., was unanimously elected chairman of the Union, in succession

to the Hon. Arthur Stanley, M.P., who was elected a Vice-President.

The following gentlemen were elected vice-chairmen of the Union .

—Col. R. E. Cronipton, C.B., B.E., Captain IX Hughes Morgan (South

Wales), Captain H. S. Streatfeild (Sunderland). Mr. G. T. Langridge

(London), and Mr. C. H. Dodd (Beading).
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A cordial invitation was read from the Liverpool A.C. for the

Union to visit Southport on Jnly 20th and accepted. Twenty-five

applications for legal advice and information were dealt with, and a

financial grant was made towards the costs of a medical member in

resisting a special rate for water used for washing a car charged by the

Harrogate Corporation.

The badge for attaching to cars—the mark of the considerate

driver—was approved and its usue to the members sanctioned.

The Highways Protection Committee of the Union reported the

result of their inquiries as to the covered van, and it was resolved that

further action should be taken with a view to securing the general

adoption of a bye-law to lessen the public danger that exists through

the use of the hooded van so constructed that tho driver cannot see tiie

overtaking traffic.

Two piizes of eight guineas and four guineas respectively are

offered by the Union for the best design of an almanac. The almanac

is not to exceed 24 in. by 17$ in. in size, and must be designed for

printing in not more than three colouis. May 2nd is the latest date foi

the submission of designs.

The annual general meeting of the Motor Union was held on the

20th inst., at the St. Ermin's Hotel, Westminster, S.W. The Hon.

Arthur Stanley, M.P., presided. Members of the Union were present

irom London, Liverpool, Biimingham, Manchester, Nottingham,

Leicester, Derby, Sheffield, Cardiff, Ipswich, Cheltenham, Epsom.

Horsham, Coventry, Reading, Bromley, Tnnbridge Wells, Watford,

Chichester, Darlington, Oxford, Button-on-Trent, Beckenham, Accring-

ton, Hitchin, Berkhamsted, Painhani, Richmond, Brighton, Lincoln,

Oodalming, Congleton, Uxbrixge, Maidenhead, Busbey, Barnsley,

St. Neots, Pembroke, litigate, Butler's Cross, Royston, Chatham, Ports

mouth, Stevenage, Paisley, and other places.

After the foimal business bad been disposed of the chairman made

an interesting speech, from which the following excerpts are taken :—

During the year twenty-four new clubs joined tfce Union, and the

membership 1Lcreased by 3,527. The membership of provincial clubs

advanced from 5,199 to 6 907, an increase of 1,708. The individual

members of the Union have increased by 1,000. At the present time

the Union includes eighty-eight clubs, and it has an aggregate member

ship of 14,792. During the year the agreement with the Royal

Automobile Club has been in foice, and it has worked even more

smoothly than the most sanguine expectations led us to hope.

We set up a Standing Joint Committee, having before our minds

the possibility that there might be differences over the agreement,

This yearthe provincial meetings take place in May at Lincoln, in July

at Southport, and in September at Leicester. With regard to the South-

port meeting, 1 have to runatk that whenever I have come among you

the members of the Union have always been good enough to make me

feel at home. I hope I shall be able to repay some little part of that

debt with my father s leave when you visit us at Knowsley on the occasion

of the Southport meeting. As regaids the legislative outlook, I think the

least said about it the better. My friend Mr. Rote will agree with me

that neither we nor anybody else are thirsting for legislation. I don't

think we should press for it for this reason. The next Bill dealing with

the matter will not be a temporary Bill, as the present Act is, but will be

a permanent Act. There is no doubt that every year the movement

frows with enormous strides, every year our chances of getting a good

lill such as we would wish are improved. Passing on, I come to the

legal work of the Motor Union, which, of course, has been very im

portant. The scheme for the appointment of solicitors in local centres

has been most successful in too ways—first, a memlier atcused can

ascertain the address of a solicitor who has knowledge of motor questions.

I am not a practising barrister, but I understand that a good deal of

effect is produced when a barrister knows the methods of the judges

before whom he has to plead, and by the appointment of local solicitors

the best way is provided for placing cases belore the particular justices

hearing the case. The touring department, in which an equal number

of members of the Motor Union were elected to constitute the com

mittee with the same number of the Automobile Club, has worked

smoothly and well. To the commercial vehicles department the Union

has given its cordial support. The Motor Van and Cmnibus Users'

Association has appointed a committee representative of the Royal

Automobile Clnb and others, which is about to carry out a series of

trials for commercial vehicles. These trials will be the logical suc

cessors of the commercial vehicle trials carried out by the Liverpool

Automobile Club and Self-Propelled Traffic Association in 1902. I

think we all recognise the value those trials had, in that they no doubt

gave us a bold of the commercial side of the industry. I hope that the

trials to be held this year will be even more successful. It is inter

esting in that connection to notice that the disagreements, lasting

over some years, with the Motor Union have been successfully adjusted,

and that the Liverpool Club has now come into line with all other

clubs. We are able to report that the Motor Union and the

Royal Automobile Club have each given £25 towards liquidating

the debt of £75 remaining upon the Liverpool Club's commercial

vehicle trials, the latter club raising the remaining balance.

I feel perfectly certaiu that during this coming year the Motor Union

will not only advance as it has done io the oast, but that it will advance

even more rapidly, and l hat you will support Mr. Rose in the same loyal

and kind manner in which you have supported me throughout the past

two years. The snceess belongs to the whole of the iuemliers of the

Motor Union, with whom I have worked with a single object and aim,
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and that is the advancement of the good cause of motoring in this

country. I L>eg formally to move the adoption 'of the report.

Mr. M. J. Tuchmann seconded the motion, which was agreed to

unanimously. Motor Union medals were presented, and a hearty vote

of ihanks to Mr. Rees Jeffreys and his staff concluded the proceedings.

WEST SURREY.

The annual consumption trials of the West Surrey A.C. were held

on Saturday, when members met at Hurtmore Holt, near Godalming, by

invitation of Col. Fairtlough, chairman of the club. The course thence

was through Milford to Haslemere and back, a distance of nineteen

miles over a very hilly course. No account was taken of time except

that a maximum of an hour and three-quarter* was not to be exceeded,

stoppages being included. The results were adjudged on ratio of petrol

consumed to total weight of car and passengers, and were as follows :—

Time. Weight Petrol Per

Name. Car. h. m. lb. oz. cent.

R. W.Buttemer ... 14-h.p. Renault ... 54 ... 3,132 ... 93 -030

A. C. Te*sier... ... 12-h.p. De Dion ... 59 ... 2,583 ... 102 040

K. S. Robertson ... 6-b.p. Siddeley ... 1 20 ... 1,793 ... 77 -043

W. G. Crothers ... 9-h.p. Darracq ... 1 15 ... 1,824 ... 93 -051

Capt. Leng 10-h.p. De Dion ... 1 16 ... 2,414 ... 124 051

Dr. Minchin 8-h.p. De Dion ... 1 28 ... 1,946 ... 114 -069

G. H. Gill 10-n.p. Victoria ... 1 14 ... 1,925 ... 119 -062

J. F. Kimber ej-h.p. Quadrant 1 14 ... 963 ... 62 -064

Tricar

Dr. Hall 9-h.p. Clement ... 1 29 .. 2,235 ... 147 066

E. E. Pullman ... 15 h.p. Aries ... 1 15 ... 3.296 ... '.«4 -068

J. F. t onsford ... 8-h.p. Clement ... 1 11 ... 1951 ... 143 074

J. H. Knight 10-h.p. Gladiator ... 1 24 ... 2,062 ... 153

Dr. Gabb 15 h.p. Darracq ... 1 11 .. 2,700 ... 309

The members were afterwards entertained to tea by Col. and Mrs.

Fairtlough, who subsequently presented the prizes. The thanks of the

Club are particularly due to Mr. C. W. S. Crawley, who journeyed

down in order to act as judge and control the measuring operations.

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE.

Mr. Anthony G. New read a paper on the " The Tourist Trophy

Principle " at a meeting held under toe auspices of the Nottinghamshire

Automobile Club at the club's headquarters, the Black Boy Hotel,

Nottingham, last week. Amongst those present were Messrs. C. Hardy

(president), Rooth-Granger (secretary), C. Perry, R. A. Young, A. T.

Cresswell, Dr. P. Tresidder, Dr. S. Tresidder, Dr. Grey, Messrs. S.

Harvey, A. King, J. Truman, H. Rimington, M. Ross-Browne, and A. K.

Atkey.
Mr. New said it seemed almost hopeless to devise any type of

competitive event which would be thoroughly satisfactory as a means of

placing a numl>er of ears in their true ouler of merit. Cars to-day were

merely speed machines for getting from place to place as quickly as

possible, nor was reliability while on the road of greater importance

than cost of upkeep ; but even taking these three qualities alone—and

obviously many others could be added—every motorist had kis own idea

as to their relative significance. No useful competition for touring cars

need concern itself with other qualities than reliability, durability, and

flexibility, with which were more or less directly involved economical

running, low cost of upkeep, all-round effici* ncy, hill-climbing capabilities,

and good powers of acceleration and deceleration. The Tourist Trophy

principle did Lot favour any paiticular type of engine, nor was the

Tourist Trophy race an event for merely encouraging economy of

fuel.
The club will hold a carnival on the Trent Embankment on Jnly

6th, and the race for the Wilson Challenge Cup will be held over tke

private drive at Clipstone on May 11th, by permission of the Duke of

Portland.

SOUTHERN M.C.

A lantern show and musical evening took place at the Club House

on Thursday last week, when Mr. Hocart lectured on Egypt and the

Nile. Slides were also shown by Mr. Pratt of competitors and incidents

of the International Cycle Races held in France. Mr. Pattison had some

interesting views of the Eliminating Race for the 1906 Gordon Bennett.

The club sporting events were well illustrated by slides lent by Messrs.

J. W. Cufley, H. Billing and others.
The opening run of the season and Easter tour tales place to

Brighton and the South Coast.

BROOKLANDS.

The following dates have been definitely settled for holding race

meeting* on the motor racing track at Brook lands, Weybridge, during

1907 :—July 6th and 20th, August 3rd, 5th, and 17th, September 14th

and 21st, October 5th and 19th, and November 2nd,

We have received from the Clement-Bayard Company, of Levallois

Perret, Paris, a copy of the latest catalogue of Clement-Bayard cars. This

gives full particulars of all the new models, together with some interest ing

details of the factory in which they are built.
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MOTOR LUBRICATION.

(Concluded from page 74.)

CONTINUING my remarks on the above subject in the last issue,

may I now explain, for the advantage of the ordinary reader, what

is meant by " solid friction " and " liquid friction." Solid friction implies

the coming into direct touch of each other of the rubbing surfaces without

any film of oil to keep them from tearing each other. A few moments

of solid friction would ruin a motor. Liquid friction merely indicates

the retardation of motion due to the particles of the oil themselves, and

a slight increase of this kind of friction, so far from being condemned,

should be looked upon as a factor of safety in the oil, preventing the

likelihood of damage to any part of the motor.

Even with the very best lubricants that can be produced, absolute

liquid friction is not obtained ; if it were, all wear of machinery would

be entirely stopped. Though such perfection is beyond our reach, yet, by

the use of a thoroughly good lubricant, we can approach very nearly

to it.

I think that both motorists and motor engineers will readily call to

mind certain makes of motor-cars that have a reputation for wearing

out rapidly. These cars run well and are splendid hill -climbers, and,

for these reasons and the lowness of first cost, sell in great numbers.

Now, why do they wear out 30 quickly ? You may say that they are

not made of good material?, and the gears, &c, not hardened ; but I

think these arguments cannot apply to the cylinder and piston rings,

&c , which are, of course, made of fine cast iron in the same way as

other motors which have a very much better record for durability.

I think I can state one good reason why they do not last

correct in his idea that the lubricant is always being displaced by fresh

oil films, and it is Mr. Duckham who is " out of his reckoning ' wheu

he asks where the oil "runs to," in an attempt to be funny at Mr.

Critchley's expense ; but if he will examine the top of the piston and

the top of the inside of the cylinder of any motor that has been in use

some time, he will gain some of the information he apparently require*.

The true function of a lubricant is to lubricate, not to " fly off," which

term would be all right if applied to petrol or paraffin or other substance

that might be used to obtain power in a motor. All scientific men are

agreed that that oil is the best lubricant which vaporises least and which

has the greatest carrying cap n it v and endurance in relation to its vis

cosity, flash point, and specific gravity . As I explained at the beginning

of this communication, that is the chief reason for compounding oils in

the way that Mr. Veitch Wilson mentioned in his letter.

Certainly very large gas engines can be successfully lubricated with

oils that are not heavy. My firm have done so for many years ; not,

however, with light mineral oils such as Mr. Duckham appears to

favour ; but we must bear in mind that a stationary engine works under

very much more favourable conditions than obtain in a motor-car

engine. When motors were first introduced, some makers and users got

good results from gas engine oils, and still continue to use them. At

that time the oiling fitments were, with few exceptions, not capable of

dealing with heavier oils sati-factoriiy. Each year sees improvements,

and when positive oiling apparatus and pipes of larger diameter become

standard, in place of the unreliable happy-go-lucky oiling arrangements

that are now gradually being discarded, we shall, I believe, find that

lubrication will cease from troubling and the motor will be less at rest in

the repair shop.

 

better. Their makers fit them with oiling arrangements for the

nse of good thin lubricants which they recommend. Sometimes

the users get good thin oils, but oftener they do not, with the

result that the cars are soon in need of extensive repairs, for

the reasons I have already stated. 1 have had some of these cars

under my observation for two years. On my recommendation, good oils

of a thicker kind have been used, and as a result these cars have not

given trouble, are wearing very satisfactorily, and have not yet required

repairs of any kind.

Mr. Duckham's remarks on Mr. Critchley's thin v. thick oil experi

ments reveal ideas so " unique " as to the function of a lubricant that it is

necessary to say a few words to dispel his illusions; lest, if his statements

be permitted to pass unchallenged, they may be accepted as scientific and

lead others astray. He speaks of the oil on the walls of the cylinder

" bolting off" at each explosion, and leaving "little or no residue.'' Now

no lubricating oil worthy of the name will " bolt off." If it did, all the

lubrication the walls of the cylinder, &c, would get would be the veiy

small quantity of oil that the piston rings would bring up with them on

the two next up strokes. That certainly would help to solve the

smoke problem ; but it might also soon settle the life of the

motor. What really happens when light oils are used is that

some of the lower boiling fractions of the oil are vaporised, not dis

tilled, and a heavier bodied lubricant is left on the cylinder

walls, which combines with the oil brought up on the two follow

ing up-strokes. It is thus that a lubricant is produced in the

motor from a good thin oil that may be capable of giving better lubrica

tion than will a bad quality of thicker oil. Mr. Critchley i3 quite

I noticed a further letter tecently from Mr. Duckham, which shows

that he has seen some motors opened up, and discovered where part of

the oil " falls to " that was mentioned in Mr. Critchley's letter. If Mr.

Duckham had not so carefully stated that his letter was written some

months ago (though not published till now), one might have concluded

that he had made his discovery in the pages of a contemporary journal

in which the matter was dealt with a week or two ago. The engine he

refers to had evidently been fed on a mixture of bad oil and road dust.

A fine gauze filter on air inlet would greatly remedy the dust entrance,

and a better quality of oil would decrease the carbon deposit.

There is a good deal of sound common sense in the views expressed

by Mr. Newton, which show that he has given some thought to his

subject ; and if he had not followed the pernicious example of some

other equally unqualified writers of endeavouring to clench his arguments

with scientific authority, he would have been entitled only to com

mendation. Even as it is. he deserves some thanks, for he gives far

more practical information to the motorist and motor engineer than

such letters as the last two I have reviewed. Where Mr. Newton gives - -

himself away is when he attempts to classify the different kinds of

friction, a subject he has yet to study further. Meantime, let me show

where he is in error, as the information may be useful to others. He

makes the common mistake of confusing rotary motion with rolling

friction. Thus he arranges his groups of motion :—(a) cylinder walls,

piston, and gudgeon pin ; (h) crank shaft bearings, cam shaft, and

oig ends of connecting rod. In group (a), the friction is " sliding

friction," as he states. In group (b) he says, the friction is "rolling

friction " ; and it is here he errs, for unless these motions are run
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on balls or rollers (which is rare), they produce exactly the same

kind of friction as does the group (a), viz., they "slide" or

" glide " on each other and cause '-sliding friction." In some engines

the valve lifters have little rollers that rest on the cams, and the Lacoste

form of " wipe" has a little roller that makes contact ; both of these are

examples of " rolling friction." The two-to-one gears and the whole of

the other gears are by some individuals looked upon as instances of

" rolling friction ; " but even in these there is not true " rolling friction, "

as the teeth of the wheels to some extent slide on each other, which is

shown by the form in which they wear. When the gear shafts, pinions,

and differential are provided with ball bearings, when the road wheels

Hie mounted on ball or roller bearings, and when the steering apparatus

is mounted on balls, in each case t^ere is " rolling friction." In my

endeavour to clear up this matter I have gone over the principal

moving parts of a car : all the other motions can be c'assified in the

same way. These terms " sliding friction " and " rolling friction "

only indicate the kind of motion of the frictional surfaces. The terms

" liquid friction," "plastic friction," and "solid friction" relate to the

conditions under which the motions take place, viz., " liquid friction "

implies the load supported by a fluid lubricant and the only friction

being that of a fluid ; "plastic friction" has exactly the same meaning

when applied to motions that are lubricated with a non-fluid lubricant,

such as grease: and "solid friction" simply means that the rubbing

surfaces are in direct touch without any kind of lubricant between.

In stating the foregoing facts regarding motor lubrication I have

endeavoured as far as possible to avoid technical phrases and figures which

only mystify non-technical readers. I hops I have made them sufficiently

clear that " he who runs may read."

D. D. B.
 

The flexibility T.ial.— i'he Competing Cars at Bexhill.

ALLEGED "FRAUDULENT" MOTOR SCHOOL.

Wm. Addison, 20, and Rupert Foulkes, 20, were charged at

Brighton Borough Bench, oi the 21st inst., with conspiring together on or

about 29th October last to obiain by false pretences the sum of £2 in

money and four postal orders for the payment of £1 2s. 6d., with intent

to cheat and defraud Alfred Wm. Young, Wm. Hookway, Leopold

Proctor, Herbert George Dunstan, and Ernest Waddington.

Earl Russell (instructed by Mr. C. Buckwell) appeared to prosecute

on behalf of the Sussex County Automobile Club, and intimated that

there were a number of cases against the prisoners, but that he only

proposed to go into one of them that day, that of obtaining

£2 from Alfred William Young, and then apply for a further

remand. A. W. Young, W. T. Chessell, and other witnesses gave

evidence, including Major Thomas Swafter, who said his brother and

he had owned a 15-h.p. Darracq motor-car, which was stored at the

prisoners' garage about three weeks, until August 12th. Prisoners

were not allowed to use it ; but in consequence of suspicions and marks

of usage found on the car it was taken away on August 12th. Earl

Russell then applied for a remand, explaining that the witnesses in the

other cases had to come from a distance. Prisoners were accordingly

remanded until the 27th inst. Neither prisoner was able to offer bail.

Addison was released on his own recognisances in the sum of £20, and

Foulke« was offered bail on his own recognisances in the sum of £20 and

two sureties of £10 each.

CASES UNDER THE MOTOR CAR ACT.

Exceeding the Limit.

At Kingston, on the 21st inst., Thomas Joyce, chauffeur to Mr. Oscar

Lewisohn, was summoned for driving a motor-car at a greater speed

than twenty miles an hour at Kingston Yale, on February 20th. and he

was also summoned for driving a motor-car without a licence. Police-

constable W. Jones said be timed the car over a measured fnrlong, which

it traversed in 1.3 2-5 sec, or at a speed equal to 28 miles 388 yards an

hour. When asked to produce his licence the defendant said it was at

home in his motor coat. P.S. Holly said the defendant came to

Balham Police-station on February 27th, the day after he was stopped,

and produced two licences, an old one, which bad expired on January 14th,

and a new one da'ed February 27th, the day he came. The Bench

imposed a fine of £5, and 10s. costs, for exceeding the speed limit, and

of £1, and 10s. 6d. costs, for having no licence.

Dangerous Driving.

At the Torquay Police Court, Henry Wheeler has been summoned for

driving a motor-car in a manner dangerous to the public on March 9th.

Leonard Pearce said on the day in question he was delivering milk from a

four-wheel wagon in BarTamore Road. At the bottom he saw the car

driven by the defendant, who came around the comer at a very fast rate

and without sounding his hooter The car came around on its wrong side

and dashed into witness's cart. Mr. Easterbrook said the defendant

admitted that he was guilty of an error of judgment in taking the

corner so closely. Defendant was fined £5 5s., inclusive.

Albert Kite, of 75, Ellis Street, Holloway Head, Birmingham, was

summoned at the Acock's Green Police Court for driving a motor-car

to the common danger. It was said that the car was being driven at

the rate of nearly thirty miles an hour, and that Dr. Dickson, of

Yardley, narrowly escaped being knocked down. Mr. T. F. Mason, for

the defence, sought to show that no offence had been committed.

There was no vehicular traffic on the road, he said, except a stationary

tramcar. Kite's estimate of his pace was eight or ten miles an hour. A

fine of £10 and costs was imposed.

ROAD REPORTS.

—•>-

East Sussex.—The East Sustex County Council have decided to

apply to the Local Government Board for a regulation to restrict to

five miles an hour the speed of motor-cars on a length of road leading

from the Lewes to Kast bourne main road at Berwick to Seaford, com

mencing from a point near Winton Farm and passing through the

village of Alfriston. past Frog Firle and Tile Barn, to a point about

550 yards south of the latter pl»ce. The total length of the road

proposed to be "restricted" is 3,350 yards, and the foundation of the

Council's decision in the matter appears to be its tortuous nature and

the steep gradients in its course. In two places the road winds almost

at right angles, and is obviously dangerous for rapid traffic.

Dover.—The only road in Dover which will be under repair during

Easter is the Maison Dieu Road.

Southampton.- -None of the principal roads in the borough will be

blocked up during the holiday ; in fact, special efforts will be made by

Mr. J. A. Crowther, the Borough Engineer and Surveyor, to avoid

this.

Hove.—None of the main thoroughfares in this borough will be

under repair during the Easter holida\ s.

Bournemouth.—We are assured by Mr. F. W. Lacey, M.I.C.E.,

Borough Engineer at Bournemouth, that no roads will be left at Easter

time or at any other time unrolled or otherwise in such condition that

cars cannot pass over them.

Torquay.—There are no roads under repair in this borough at the

present time.

Ramsoate.—The whole of the main roads of Ramsgate will be

perfectly clear for Easter.

Folkestone.—AH the roads within the borough of Folkestone will

be in good condition during the Easter holidays.

PUBLIC MOTOR SERVICES.

The motor-car service between Hythe and Folkestone will be

extended during the coming season.

Replying to a suggestion that he should make new rules with re

gard to motor-'buses in London, Mr. Gladstone, Home Secretary, has said

that " motor-omnibuses, like all other forms of motor vehicles, occasion

ally broke down, and no regulation could prevent them doing so."

Messrs. Bradshaw Bros., of Melbourne, are negotiating with the

Colonial Government for the inauguration of a motor service to bring

Port Darwin within six days of Adelaide. This is in compliance with

a request from the members of the Northern Territory, who oomplain

of the uncertainty that exists with regard to the construction of a

railway between Oodnadatta and Pine Creek.

The motor-'bus setvice atShanklin, Isle of Wight, was resumed on

Wednesday.

imiwooajin

Messrs. J. Keklb and Company, of Brooke Street, W., have

taken up an agency for the Belsize cars, and have now in stock for trial

purposes one car of each model, including the GO-80-h.p. six-cylinder

vehicle.
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COMPANY NEWS.

Meetings.

Daimler Motor Company (1904).—Mr. E. Manville presided over

an extraordinary'general meeting of the company held at Coventry on

the 21st, to consiaer a scheme for unifying the existing two clatses of

shares, so as to enable the company to issue a new class of preference

share to provide the necessary capital for development of the works.

1 be chairman said the board, having considered various ways in which

rapital could be raised, came to the conclusion that the best method was

to alter the articles of association so as to enable the present preference

shares to rank as ordinary (existing sbart holders receiving a bonus of

6 per cent. ), and then create 300,000 preference shares, 100,000 of which

would be issued at once. Mr. Wood- (director) seconded, and after dis

cussion the resolution to modify the articles of association to allow the

rearrangement of capital to take place was declared carried. It will be

necessary for separate meetings of both preference and ordinary share

holders to be held and pass the scheme.

Dunlop Tyre Company.—Mr. Harvey Du Cros presided at the

annual meeting of the Dunlop Tyre Company, held in Dublin on the

'21st inst., and in the course of his statement raid that the motor trade

was even mote important than the cycle trade. The foreigners had the

start of them both in motor-cars and motor tyres, but be was happy to

say that the English manufacturer was following the lead of the cycle

manufacturer and was holding his own in this country. ' The importa

tion of foreign motor-cars was likely to be resisted successfully by the

English maker, and the same was likely to occur in relation to the pro

vision of the tyres which were such an important part of the trade, and

he thought they would not be content to fit foreign tyres on an English

or Irish car. Reviewing the present position of the company, the Chair

man said that since the expiration of the patents it was to all intents

and purposes a company trading under entirely new conditions. From

their subsidiary companies they had brought to their balance-sheet in

1904 £80,018, in 1905 £127,731, and in 1906 £167,655. The prolits of the

company for 1905 were £129,497 and the second year £209,969. In 1905

they paid away out of profits £104,315 and in 1906 £138,295.

New Companies Registered.

British De Dietrich.—£100. Manufacturers and proprietors of,

agents for, and dealers in motor-vehicles, &c. No initial public issue.

Registered without articles.

Express Motor Cab Company.—£40,500. Agreement with the

Compagnie des Voitures Automobiles de Paris, 14, Devonshire Square,

E.C

Torquay Road Car Company.—To adopt an agreement between

Sir Henry B. Robinson (for the Vale of Llangollen Engineering, 'Bus and

Garage Company, Ltd.), of the one part and the promoters (the director*)

of the other part, for the acquisition of three motors and spares for £1,500,

and to take over the lease of a garage in Market Street, Torquay, lately

occupied by the Torquay and District Motor Omnibus Company, Ltd.

First directors : Messrs. W. W, Cox, E. Hutchings, A. Backhouse, L.

Powell, J. S. Carter, and W, E. Thomas. 7, Tor Hill Boad, Torquay.

Frinton- on-Sea Motor Boat Company.—£150. No iLitia

public issue. Registered without articles.

The Glasgow Automobile Company.—Registered with a capital

of £5,000 in £1 shares. No initial public issue.

■ ■BCCCCBC* ■

CLAIMS AGAINST MOTORISTS.

An" accident at the top of Dale Hill, Sussex, in which a motor-car

and a cab collided, formed the subject of a remitted action before his

Honour Judge Scully, at a special sitting of the Brighton County

Court on the 20th, when David Matthews, a cabdriver, 63, Franklin

Road, Brighton, sued the Brighton and Sussex Motor and Carriage

Works, Ltd., 13a, Cannon Place, for £64 10s., as damages for injury to

the plaintiff and his cab by the alleged negligent driving of the de

fondants or their servants on December 1st last. In delivering judg

ment, his Honour said that even if he accepted the evidence that the

horse did pull out just before the accident he was still of the opinion

that there was sufficient evidence to hold that the accident was occa

sioned by want of due care, that was to say negligence, on the part of

the driver of the motor-car. The driver of a motor-car ought not to

run things too fine in paasing a horsed vehicle. It was a dangerous pro

ceeding, and if an accident happened from the horsed vehicle slightly

altering its position the motor-car was not freed from responsibility.

Judgment was entered in plaintiffs favour for £10 8s. with costs.

At the Huddersfield County Court, before Judge Gent, Emma

Taylor, weaver, of Armitage Bridge, has sued Charles Hirst Mitchell,

motor-car engineer, of Chapel -street, Huddersfield, for £100 for personal

injuries sustained by being knocked down by a motor-car owned and

driven by defendant. Counsel for the plaintiff said that she had

descended some steps leading into the Huddersfield and Honley road

when returning from her work at Taylor Hill Mills. She looked to the

right, the direction from which traffic might be expected, and was im

mediately knocked down by the defendant's car, which was being

driven on the wrong side of the road. She was rendered unconscious,

and was conveyed by the defendant in the car to the surgery of Dr.

Edward", at Huddersfield, a distance of two miles, was incapacitated

from work for nine weeks, and now suffered in nerv&s as a result of the

shock. The defence was that there was contributory negligence by the

plaintiff. His Honour awarded the plaintiff £71 5s. damages.

ASSAULTING A MOTORIST.

At Mailborough Street Police Court, before Mr. Denman, John

Field has been summoned for an assault upon E. Schwartz, driver ot a

motor-car belonging to Mr. Max Pemberton. Mr. Moresby White, in

appearing for the Motor Union, said they were taking up this case

because as«anlts upon drivers of motor-ctrs were becoming so irequent

that it was the duty of the Union to protect its members. The driver

of Mr. Max Pemberton's car was proceeding up Rathbone Place when,

passing a horse and cart in which were two men, the driver of the cart

lashed oat with his whip and struck the motor-car driver a severe

blow on the face and neck. The motor-car driver immediately stopped

his car and got down and ran after the horse vehicle, caught tne horse's

head, and stopped the cart. The driver again lashed out several times

with his whip, hitting the motorist over the face. A crowd gathered,

and the motorist letting go of the horse, the driver lashed the horse

and galloped away. He was fortunately stopped by a policeman to

whom someone had given the alarm. Mr. Denman fined the, defen

dant 40s. and costs, or in default twenty-one days' imprisonment. Defen

dant was removed to the cells.

THE SCOTTISH RELIABILITY TRIALS.

The rules of this. trial have been issued to the manufacturers,

and the following firms have made entries :—John A. Peacock

 

The above illustrations depict one of the eight-cylinder engines Messrs.

Weigel Hotors, Ltd., are building for the racers they have entered for

the A.C.F. Grand Prix race. One view shows the base chamber open

and the crankshaft being laid in its bed, and the other the cylinders in

course of erection.

(Chenard and Waloker). Walter Gutmann (Chenard and Walcker), Reo

Motors, Ltd. (Reo), Albion Motor Car Company, Ltd. (Albion), Ne«v

A rrol-Johnston Car Company, Ltd. (New Arrol-Johnston), John S.

Napier (New Arrol-Jobnston), T. C. Pullinger (Beeston Humbert,

Rolls-Royce, Ltd. (Rolls-Royce), Rennie and Prosser, Ltd. (Rennie and

Prosser Siddeley), W. Watson (Berliet), St. Viuoent Motor and Cycle

Company, Ltd. (St. Vincent), Frederic E&stmead (Sunbeam), Argyll

Motors, Ltd. (Argyll), Capt. F. Vernon Wentworth (Daimler), ReUize

Motors, Ltd. (BelBize), Mrs. Ed. A. Riley (Belsize).

POLICE TRAPS.

—♦-
The police are adopting their trapping tactics in Kingston Vale,

and motorists passing that way during the holiday season should

proceed warily.

In the recent commercial vehicle run to Ripley, the Adams van

arrived second, passing several others on the upgrade.

For the convenience of motorists in town during Easter Messrs.

Friswell's premises in Albany Street, Regent's Park, N.W., will be open

continuously throughout the holidays.
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AN AUSTRALIAN RELIABILITY RUN.
—

[Kbom ocr Melbourne Cokrespondent.]

The" possibility of a big Australian automobile reliability contest

down ihe east coast of Australia is a prospect that has frequently been

discussed by several keen and enthusiastic Victorian motorists. A

motor contest from Brisbane to Adelaide would not only be possible,

but would afford a test of the reliability of the automooile for

Australian use that would attract considerable interest throughout

Australasia. Whilst the route between Brisbane and Adelaide is not

to be thought of from a point of racing speed, it is just the course to

provide a severe test of the capabilities of both cars and drivers. As

a sporting event it would provide an interesting irial that would

attract a tremendous amount of attention thioughout Australasia,

and such a contest could easily be arranged if the respective

automobile clubs of New South Wales, Victoria and South

Australia and the automobile trade took the matter in hand. The route,

which would be approximately about 1,850 miles loDg, would embrace

some of the finest roads in Australia, and probably some of the worst,

but the only real difficulty to be surmounted would be the Coorong, a

seventy miles' patch of sandy and tussocky country to be crossed be-

tween Kingston and Meningie, on the South Australian side, but as this

stretch has already been crossed by several cars, and once by Mrs.

Thompson, a well-known Adelaide motorist, the troubles in lhis direc

tion wonld not be insurmountable, and would only lend additional

interest to the test. The route from Brisbane to Sydney would embrace

some particularly fine scenery and plenty of mountain climbing, especi

ally if the railroad route were followed up through Tenterfield and

Warwick, but an alternative course would be available up the coast

route, the only drawback being the number of rivers to be crossed

by means of punts. In point of distance there is only about twenty

miles' difference, the coast route being the longer. Ihe three clubs

mentioned, if generously assisted by subsidies from the motor houses,

tyre .firms, and oil companies, should have little difficulty in

arranging such a contest for big cash prize', say £250 fir^t, and

£100 divided up into place prizes. The conditions of such a test

would have to be on more open lines than the recent big Dunlop 1,000

miles contest, for in a run of the kind suggested the class ot roads

and difficulties to be overcome along the route would effectually

spread the competitors. Proliably the best lines on which to organise

such a race would be to give a handicap of so many hours or days'

start to cars in different classes, and the first motorist to reach

Adelaide to be the winner. To prevent competitors attempting night

driving, which would be distinctly dangerous over the routes suggested, a

driving allowance of say twelve hours a day could be arranged, contest

ants lieing required to " sign on " at different towns and villages en route ;

repairs and adjustments to be allowed, but no substitution of such parts

as axles, wheels or frames being permitted, and the same car to be used

throughout the long drive. Provision would also have to be made to

prevent driving on Sundays, for the route would probably take the

winner the best part of a fortnight to negotiate. Such a contest as that

roughly outlined would outrival any sporting event, except the Mel

bourne Cup, held in this part of the world, and would focus so much

attention on the automobile and its possibilities on our roads that motor

ing generally in the Commonwealth would be the gainer. The suggested

run is one worth the attention of the automobile clubs of New South

Wales, Victoria and Adelaide.

MOTOR CAR ACCIDENTS.

At Kedhill a little girl was knocked down on Sunday by a motor

car, and received injuries to the head.

AT Coulsdon a cyclist was knocked off his machine by a passing

mo or-car, and had his collar-bone broken, while one of the occupants of

the car was thrown out.

A Boy named Robert Crampton was knocked down in the Broad

way, Stratford, by a motor-car belonging to Mr. 'f . H. Mann, of Saw-

bridgeworth, on Saturday night, and was taken to the West Ham

Hospital with a broken leg.

Messrs. S. F. Edge, Ltd., have sent us a photograph of a 40-h.p.

six-cylinder Nanier car with landaulet body and front extension they

have recently supplied to Lhe Right Hon. Sir John Gorell Barnes,

P.C., President of the Probate, Divorce and Admiralty Divisions.

The carriage was built under the special supervision of Sir John himself

and comprises several innovations suggested by him. The whole of the

top portion can I e folded entirely out of sight leaving the back quite

open, so that when the wind screen is raised there is nothing but the four

metal rods supporting the front canopy extension to interfere with the

view or free passage of air. Then, it desired, by the slackening of four

bolts the whole of this front canopy can be removed, so making the

vehicle into an entirely open one. Another point that Sir J. Gorell

Barnes insisted on was a petrol consumption test, which was conducted

under his driver's supervision from Kensington Park Gardens on the

North Road to Huilield, and the consumption—even with this large

boily fitted—worked out at the excellent distance of sixteen miles to

the gallon, including, of course, all the town work through Westbourne

Grove, Fincbley Road, Barnet, &c.

BUSINESS NEWS.

Messrs. AValker Bros. (Wigan), Ltd., a well-known firm of

engineers, have taken up the construction of motor-vans, lorries, and all

classes of industrial vehicles, at their works at Wigan.

Before sending out their motor" Chemico " carbides, the County

Chemical Company, Ltd., of the Excelsior WorkB, Birmingham, subject

the carbide to a cleansing and preserving process which ensures the

utility of their product. This preserving process was invented by the

company seven years ago, and consists of coating the carbide with a

preparation which preserves carbide from atmospheric action, and at the

same time retards and regulates the decomposition when brought into

contact with water.

An interesting statement concerning the economy of motor vehicles

for commercial use was recently made at a public meeting by one of the

directors of the well-known match firm of Bryant and May. This con

cern has adopted motor- vans in place of horsed vehicles for delivery of its

goods within a twenty mile radius of the factory, a change which effects

a considerable saving in cost. With horse vans the average cost for the

delivery of matches was l-17d. per gross, but as soon as the motor-vans

got to work the cost was brought down to '44d. A 30 cwt. delivery van

—a repeat order—for Messrs. Bryant and May was shown on the Argyll

stand at Olympia.

The rebuilding of the factory of Messrs. W. and F. Thorn, in Little

Portland Street, London, W., is now completed, and the firm are able to

execute orders for motor bodies without delay.

The Electric Ignition Company, Ltd., have issued a circular of

twelve quarto pages giving numerous testimonials by leading motorists

as to the efficiency of their electrical appliances.

Mr. Wilfred R. Wills has written to Messrs. Weigel Motors, Ltd.,

to the effect that, recorded by an O. S. speedometer, he has succeeded in

reaching a speed of over seventy miles per hour upon his 40-h.p. Weigel

chassis. This, taken in conjunction with another letter received the

same day from Mr. Brossard de Marsillac, stating that he has succeeded,

with six people on board, in climing Turner's Hill, Sheffield, which has a

gradient of 1 in 3J, and which apparently is considered in Sheffield as

practically unclinibable, tends to show the power and flexibility of the

Weigel chassis.

The Valor Company, Ltd., write : —" We have read a notice in the

last issue of the U.O.J, under the heading " Some Useful Notes,"

recommending sand to be used in extinguishing petrol flames. From

our experience as tire engineers, and especially in dealing with flaming

petrol, we consider there is nothing more effective on the market than

our New Era Petrol Fire Extinguishers for this purpose. There are

several disadvantages in connection with sand, the principal being that

sand thrown on a car, boat, or, in tact, any motor vehicles, does as much

damage if not more than the actual tire, as the particles of sand, being

so very fine, enter into the machinery and cause great damage. Another

great disadvantage is the fact that sand cannot i>e thrown any distance

to speak of, and it would necessitate a man standing very close to the

fire with a bucket of sand so as to be able to throw the sand right on

to the flames, the consequence being that he would become very badly

scorched and burnt. As regards motor-oinnibuses, vans, lorries, cars,

&c, we make types suitable for these purposes, and can refer you to all

the leading motor-omnibus companies in London, the police regulation

being chat an effective and handy fire extinguisher must be carried, and

not »and in any way at all."

In the Australian Reliability Trial of 223 miles over the Parramatta-

Bathurst route, on January 25th and 26th, Dunlop tyres enabled several

' ' full points " performances to be completed.

A 16-h.p. Reo car was recently driven from London to Brighton and

back, carrying its full load of four passengers, on top gear, by Mr. F.

Graham Sharp. In order that there should be no possible douot as to its

being a top gear run, the low gear had been disconnected altogether.

Starting from the Automobile Club in Piccadilly, a dense tog prevailed

until Streatham Hill was reached, a non-stop run made to Brighton at an

average of twenty miles an hour being, however, made. On the return

journey Handcross Hill was tackled. Within 200 yards of the summit

the engine stopped, owing to the spark being too far advanced. In spite

of having only the top speed connected up, however, the car got away

again on the steepest part of the hill from a standing start, still carry

ing its four passengers. On reaching the summit a return was made,

and the hill again tackled, this time with the utmost success, without

once slipping the clutch. Wimbledon Hill, in spite of heavy traffic and

roads, was climbed with ease, and the journey completed in good time.

Ox the invitation of Mr. John S. Napier, managing director, Mr.

Walter S. Ed. Macharg, secretary, and Mr. Ernest A. Rosenheim, sales

manager, a large number of ladies and gentlemen were entertained to

dinner in the evening of Friday last week in the Globe Hotel, prior to

repairing to the George A. Clark Town Hall, in which was held the

second annual dance of the company.

WB6QBB8—

A contemporary representing the interests of the meat

trade has opened its columns to a discussion on the need for

" closed-in shops in country districts where automobiles raise

the dust on the high road, to the disadvantage of the appearance

of meat hung in open windows.
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COMMENTS.

Cordingley's

lath Motor Show.

It is scarcely necessary to remind

readers that Cordingley's Twelfth Inter

national Motor Show at the Royal Agri

cultural Hall, London, opens to-day

(Saturday, the 6th inst.). This event is

recognised as the inauguration of the

selling season of the automobile year, and firms ready to deliver

will assuredly reap a full reward of their patronage of an in

stitution which has been the pioneer of this means of public

education in automobile matters. This is the twelfth motor

exhibition which Messrs. Cordingley and Co. have organised at

the popular venue in North London, and, like each preceding

display, will have its distinctive feature of popular recognition.

At the first of the shows an artificial lake in the Gallery enabled

a display of the promise of the motor-boat ; this year in the

Berner's Hall and adjacent gallery is an exhibition that demon

strates the possibility of the aeroplane and the flying machine

in the future. On the ground floor is the representative

collection of cars and pleasure vehicles, while the Minor Hall

and the Gallery have their usual collections of heavy vehicles

and accessories respectively. The present display will remain

open throughout next week, and the railway companies, re

cognising the importance of the event, are running excursion

trains on several days, which will enable provincial visitors to

see the Show.

signed from one trader to another trader for the purpose of the

mounting of the carriage body and completion, and on its

return should be conveyed at the reduced rate of half rate back

(this is as granted on the conveyance of carriages per passenger

freight). Further, that motor carriages, if sent to a trader for

repair or renovation, should on their return be conveyed at the

reduced rate of half rate back, if returned within three months—

this is as granted on the conveyance of carriages per passenger

freight. It is to be hoped that these reasonable proposals will

appeal to the authorities concerned, and thus effect a reform of

real importance to the British motor industry.

Official Visits.

Several organisations and many of

the learned and scientific societies are

making special visits to the Exhibition,

and their inspection of the stands will be

greatly appreciated by the exhibitors, for

not only are they prospective motorists,

but their influence will secure an important personal recom

mendation for any cars they favour. In this respect Wednesday

next, April 10th, will be an important day at the Show, that

being the occasion of the visit of the Ladies' Automobile Club,

when a reunion in the afternoon, followed by a visitation of the

stands, will enable exhibiting firms to bring their specialities to

the notice of fair and influential motorists.

Railway Rates on

Motor Bodies.

During the last few days some

important proposals have been presented

by a combined deputation of the Insti

tute of British Carriage Manufacturers,

the Society of Motor Manufacturers and

Traders, and the Manufacturers' Section

of the London Chamber of Commerce, to the Railway Companies'

Goods Managers, at the Railway Clearing House. They sug

gested that carriage bodies in their raw and unfinished state

should be classed under Class 2, as are " furniture van bodies

empties " and when consigned as between trader and trader, and

that such bodies when conveyed from one town to another town

—being from one branch to another branch of the same firm,

should receive in addition the preferential advantage of the

" shop to shop rate " rebate rate of 25 per cent. With regard

to motor underframes, or chassis, with wheels on, it was pro

posed that they should receive preferential treatment when con-

1,000

Motor-' Buses.

The fact that there are close upon a

thousand motor-'buses in public service

in and about the Metropolis serves to

indicate the progress that has been made

since last Easter, when the great un

wieldy vehicle en panne in a leading

thoroughfare of the City was one of the joys of the holiday

crowd. To-day they are recognised as a silently growing force

—the word silently being used advisedly in view of the im

provement in the reduction of noise that has followed the

stringent action of the police authorities. Of those in service

about one-fourth are owned by the London Motor Omnibus

Company, Ltd., the London General Omnibus Company and

the London Road Car Company, Ltd., following next in order

with just under 200 to the credit of each. Of the remaining

400 to 500 motor-'buses, the ownership may be divided among

twenty-four companies and private firms. There are no fewer

than a score of different types of 'buses in public service in

London, so that splendid opportunity for comparison is offered

the proprietors.

Considerate

Motorists.

The General Committee of the Scottish

A.C. have recently had under their con

sideration various cases of reckless or

inconsiderate driving, and have resolved

to make a general appeal to the whole

membership of the Club on the subject.

At the annual meeting of the Kent A.C. Sir David Salomons

has made an earnest appeal to the same end. The fact that at

an early date legislation relative to the use of motor vehicles on

the public highways will be under the consideration of Parlia

ment makes it imperative that the conduct of all automobilists

should be such as will not only-prevent antagonism and prejudice,

but will gain appreciation and bupport on the part of the public.

The Scottish Club urges the utmost attention to the courtesies

of the road. In passing or meeting cyclists or horse-drawn

vehicles the maximum tpaco should be afforded them, and on

narrow parts of roads, turns, or bridges they suggest that it

would more generally be advantageous to refrain from passing

till a suitable part of the road is reached. The utmost considera

tion should be shown to restive horses, and in such cases the car,

and if necessary the engine, should be stopped, irrespective of

whether the party in charge puts up his hand or ne t. Motor

cars travelling in the same direction should not be passed going

downhill, at corners, or in traffic. Cars should be driven round

corners and at cross-roaos with great caution. In towns and

villages the cautious and considerate driving of cars will exert a
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powerful educative influence on the public mind with respect to

the control and to the adaptability to the necessities of traffic of

motor vehicles. Under the majority of the existing methods of

road construction and maintenance the dust nuisance will con

tinue to form a strong objection on the part of many to motor

cars, and we would urge the desirability of minimising the

raising of dust and the special and urgent duty when passing

vehicles, pedestrians, or roadside residences, of taking every

means to do so. And by way of practical counsel the committee

of the Club have prepared a card on the "Courtesies of the

Road " (reproduced on another page) for display in motor houses.

Fraudulent Motor

Agencies.

On December 8th of last year we

published a warning to drivers and others

looking for situations not to send money

to a firm that promised great things for

small remittances. Invitation was also

extended to our advertisers who received

circulars from such an agency to forward them to our office. In

response several were sent, upon which we took action with

important results, as detailed in the police court at Brighton last

week. On December 16th—a week after the publication of our

notice—the police visited the address of " Foulkes, Addison and

Co.," at Brighton, and told the two persons running the business

that complaints had been received. There the matter remained

 

A Group of Rover Cars outside the 01tl?Ship, Brighton.

awhile until the prosecution mentioned in last week's M.C.J.,

undertaken by the Sussex County Automobile Club, and which

has resulted in the conviction of one of the defendants and the

binding over of the other to come up for judgment if called upon.

The business is a miserable affair, and we only call attention to

it in these columns with the object of warning young men to

beware of parting with their money to strangers on mere

promises. Owners of cars wanting drivers are in the babit of

consulting our columns and writing to men who advertise that

they want situations ; this obviating the need for spending

money with agencies, unless, of course, employment is actually

found.

♦ ♦ ♦

During the last few days fifty-two

posts have been erected in various parts

Motor of the City of London, which have ex-

Ambulance Work. cited the usual speculation as to " nine

days' wonders " in the Metropolis. These

are in connection with the new motor

ambulance service which is to be established, and of which a

beginning has already been made by placing an electrical motor

ambulance at St. Bartholomew's Hospital. A second machine

is to be stationed in Rose Alley, near the Bishopsgate Police

station, and two others are to be installed at other points when

further experience as to their utility has been gained. The call

posts are fitted with locks, keys to which have been supplied

to members of the City police force, who will, on occasions of

necessity, unlock the post and pull a lever, which will register

the call on a switchboard at the headquarters in Old Jewry.

From then»e the call will be re-transmitted to the ambulance

station, those in charge of which will be acquainted with the

position of the call post, to which the motor ambulance will be

dulv despatched.

♦ ♦ ♦

London is not the only place likely to

be served with a motor ambulance, the

Motor Ambulance subject of the provision of such a modern

for Surrey. method of helping to relieve suffering

being under the consideration of the

Guildford, Godalming, and Woking Joint

Hospital Board. In fact, the General Purposes and Finance

Committee have gone thoroughly into the matter, and submitted

estimates to the Board showing that a 20-h.p. four-cylinder

motor-ambulance" could be provided for £650, this sum to

include an extra compartment for bedding, while arrangements

could be made for the provision of a competent driver at a

remuneration of half a crown per hour. When, however, the

subject was broached at a meeting of the full Board, it was

mentioned that only a few members were present at the

meeting when the subject was discussed, and the proposal has

been remitted back for further consideration.

♦ ♦ ♦

Mr. W. T. Lord, of Argylls London,

Ltd., may be regarded as a motorist in

A Seaside search of adventure ; whether he really

Story. looks for it is a matter about which we

have not inquired, but certain it is that the

unexpected has happened in his case, or

rather, his car, within recent months. Last Christmas his

16-20-h.p. Argyll had an adventure in a snowdrift, and this

Eastertide Mr. Lord's spin along the sands of Filey has given

him newspaper distinction throughout the land. After enjoy

ing the exhilaration of his seaside trip, the motorist and his

companion left the car for the purpose of taking some photo

graphs at the water's edge. On their return to the vehicle

they found it had sunk axle-deep, and was still burrowing in

the sand. Manumotive force being unavailing, appeals were

made to the fishermen unloading the catches of fish from the

boats for the aid of their horses. The fisherfolk were willing to

lend the animals if the motorists bought the fish, and the

problem thus presented was the enforced ownership of more fish

than they wanted, or the loss of the car that tney wished to

retain. Eight minutes remained ere the tide would begin to

flow, and so Mr. Lord bought the fish. With the assistance of

the horses and carts, two motor-cars and a crowd of helpers the

car was finally hauled out of its bed. Mr. Lord was able to

drive the car to the hotel after giving it a preliminary wash.

The fish were subsequently resold by auction, and the Argyll

went on its way, the owner rejoicing at its recovery, though

probably dubious as to the profits of the fish vendor.

♦ ♦ ♦

Every recurring holiday season brings

the motorist into greater consciousness.

Holiday Helps. ^e nas Dec0IIie a person of high regard

on the part of all who will do him

homage in the way of trade, and who

now keep their premises open by night

as well as by day, so that he may go on his way with assurance.

During the Easter from which we have just emerged, this fact

was forcibly established during a long run through half a dozen

counties, and on roads not always those designated the main

highways. For the holidaying motorist the tyre depot has been

kept open ; the inspection pit has been uncovered ; the garage

doors flung wide apart ; and stocks of spares, petrol and oil were

previously replenished. This is a recognition of the fact that

the car is no longer the monopoly of the monied classes, but has

become the hobby of the professional man and the carriage of

the man whose opportunities for travel are limited to week-ends

and the festive days of St. Lubbock and others of older origin.
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This provision for motorists

generally remunerative.

♦

has been almost universal and

In this connection mention may also

be made of the growing recognition of

Hotels and tne motorist by " mine host of ye inne."

Motor-Cars. As yet we have not been able to surpass

the French hotel-keeper in the rapidity

with which appetising meals can be pro

cured without notice in remote places, but ampler provision is

now being provided for man and car than was the case only a

short while since. Throughout the country a garage is now

regarded as an essential equipment of a well-organised hotel,

and where repair works can be added the favour of the motorist

can be permanently secured. Every day brings evidence of the

solicitude of the hotel proprietor with regard to the comfort of

the motorist, and the illustrated guides they are issuing testify

mammal as was generally imagined. The weights of the heaviest

flying birds, the great bustard and the trumpeter swan, did not

often exceed about 30 lbs. The fact that a man was about four

times the weight of the bustard put him at a great disadvantage

in his efforts to fly. The great advantage possessed by the bird

lay in its ability to develop proportionately about three times as

much energy as a man could put forth working at his best, com

bined with the possession of very powerful arm and shoulder

muscles. Those flying birds which possessed the smallest wings

were found to have wings in the proportion of half a square foot

to every pound of weight. In many birds the proportion was

one square foot to the pound. A man weighing I2st. would

therefore require two wings each measuring 14 ft. by 3 ft. ^To

work such wings man's arm and shoulder muscles would be

quite incompetent. If men, therefore, were ever to fly Lwith

wings they must rely on some extraneous source of energy.

 

 

Motoring in Canada.-A Summer Scene near Montreal.

to the new spirit of enterprise that is coming over the hotel

world. A specific instance to hand is that of the Brine Baths

Hotel at Droitwich, where the manager has just completed a

large inspection pit in the hotel garage, and obtained the

necessary licence to store petrol—an example that will be widely

followed by up-to-date establishments.

Dr. Hoyle, in a lecture on Monday

afternoon at the Manchester Museum on

" Flying Animals," had something to

Flylnjt Animals. say about the ambition of man to raise

himself in the air and about the light

thrown upon the problem by a study of

the structure of birds. He did not, of course, tell us how to

fly, nor did he attempt to do much more than point out why a

bird can fly and why a man cannot. In the matter of specific

gravity, he said, the bird had not so much advantage over the

Unfortunately the holidays have

not passed without a crop of accidents—

Easter more numerous than we have previously

Accidents. noticed. Near Birmingham Mr. L. N.

Rothschild had a mishap, which was

made worse by the superficial wounds

caused by the goggles he was wearing being broken. In several

other places mishaps have occurred in consequence of the alleged

neglect of the local authorities to see that owners of land have

rounded the sharp corners of their property abutting on main

roads. It is regrettable that it has been left to coroners' juries

to call the attention of some of the County Councils to their

duties in this respect. The other day a motorist was proceeding

to Blackpool from Middleton. After passing through Kirkham

he had to turn a sharp corner down an incline into the Black

pool road, where there was another corner almost immediately

that had to be negotiated. In doing this a fatal accident

happened, and at the inquest, just held, it was stated that four
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accidents had occurred at the same corner during the last

twelve months. No wonder that the jury recommended that

danger signals should be placed on either side of the turn, and

that the County Council be asked to widen the road. Surely the

authorities will not need a second recommendation of that kind.

An Unfortunate

Feud.

It seems a pity that the hatchet

between the Automobile Club in Picca

dilly and the Argyll Company, of Alex

andria, N.B., could not have been buried,

and that the Royal institution has not

seen its way to let "bygones be by

gones." The incident in last year's Tourist Trophy race was

unfortunate not only in itself, but in the train of blunders that

followed. Therein it was made manifest that the rules of the

competition had scarcely been studied by the officials, and that

a series of minor misadventures culminated in a disqualification

that was not really a disqualification .at all. Then there were

calls for apologies and due humility, which produced little result

but newspaper correspondence. ,Now, however, we are to be

debarred the pleasure of seeing this car from the north of

Britain in the race ; but the Argyll Company, not to be outdone,

invite all who wish to test their vehicles to journey to Glasgow,

where a car will be in readiness to convey them to Alexandria,

and after an inspection of the works the visitors will be given

the delight of a ride by Loch Lomond side, a sail on the

beautiful loch and a drive back to less lovely Glasgow for the

evening train south. And thus Scotland will avenge itself on

the little Manx island.

♦ ♦ ♦

In no part of the United Kingdom

has automobile instruction been so care-

Technical fully provided and planned as in Ireland,

Instruction. where the Technical Instruction Com

mittee of the Urban District Council of

Pembroke, near Dublin, has carried out a

thorough system of work. Mr. E. M. Le Flufy has been re

sponsible for the instruction in the constructional details of motor

cars, with Mr. J. R. Evans as driving instructor. The class

meetings are about to close, but we may say that the syllabus of

work done is of an excellent character and might be copied with

advantage by similar institutions elsewhere. Special day in

struction in driving is only given to students who are able to

pass a satisfactory test as to the knowledge they possess of the

mechanism of cars and engines, so -that the idea has been to

combine practicability and utility, not regarding the matter as

a pastime for amateurs, but a serious business for those to

whom such instruction is likely to be useful.

♦ ♦ ♦

The evidence given by Mr. F. S.

Stackard, of the firm of J. A. Curie,

A Burner for Ltd., before the Fuels Committee of the

Crude Oil. Motor Union prior to its adjournment

for Easter, deserves more than mere

mention. For he has found a liquid

fuel burner that he believes deals with heavy fuel in such a way

that would enable it to be serviceable in motor-car work. It

is true that Mr. Stackard was unable to speak from experience

of the internal combustion engine, but he believes, from the

behaviour of his burner in other directions, that its adaptation

to the automobile may be successfully undertaken. We hope

the Committee will see the importance of putting the burner

to a practical test, for there is a large available supply of

crude fuel oil which, if utilised, would have a valuable bearing

on the price of fuel for modern steam cars.

♦ ♦ ♦

Really the police must stop their

trapping or they will endanger members

The Police °f tne force. For the limb3 of the law

as Motorists. are becoming enthusiastic motorists. As

is well known, many have qualified for

the R.A.C. certificates, and the King has

shown favour to his ox-policeman chauffeur. Now we learn that

on Easter Monday there was to be seen outside the police-station

in Kennington Road a smart little motor-car, built like a covered

van, which is one of a number to displace the horsed dogcarts

which have for so long a time been driven by a constable in

uniform, with messages from Scotland Yard to the various police-

stations. The new motor-vehicle is painted chocolate, picked

out with red, and the drivers, who are policemen, wear a dress

of blue serge. The cars have the Royal monogram painted on

both sides.

Schools and Cars.

With a pertinacity worthy of the

cause the Petworth Rural District

Council has been maintaining a strong

campaign in favour of securing the pro

vision of " motor signs at the approach

to all schools on main or district roads

in their district." A resolution to that effect was adopted at the

last meeting, and the clerk was also instructed to request the

West Sussex County Council to notify that all motorists should

sound their horns when near schools. The Council is also being

invited to pass bye-laws, if necessary, to secure such regulations

being carried out. Even at the risk of our roadways becoming

as badge-bespattered as some motor-cars, we would support the

Petworth people in their proposals with regard to indicating to

motorists the presence of schools near the road ; but the idea of

sounding the horns when nearing village seminaries seems to

require a time limit—or the teacher might have an awakening

at inconvenient times.

Motor-Boats at

Brighton.

On the occasion of the speed trials at

Brighton it was generally conceded that

the tedium of some of the later stages of

the event might have been assuaged had

motor-boat contests enlivened the pro

ceedings. We remember with what

relief the crowd looked out to sea when a Napier boat went

careering lustily along, a memory of which is recalled by the

energetic efforts now being made to strengthen the Brighton

Motor Boat Club and make it an important organisation for all

interested in motor boating, motoring, and seaside sports.

Admiral the Hon. T. S. Brand, R.N., has consented to be the

first Commodore, and Sir Theodore Angier, R.N.V.R., the first

Vice-Commodore, and several well-known gentlemen have pro

mised to fill the other necessary offices. It has been decided tc

hold an annual regatta, and it is hoped to organise a meeting

lasting about a week, during the summer, in which the owners

of the largest and most celebrated motor-boats in the United

Kingdom will compete. It is proposed to conclude the regatta

with a carnival.

ii ■aaooooo—■

At the last meeting of the Motor House Committee of the

Royal A.C. a letter was received from the Club Engineer in

which he reported that the 14-h.p. Star car had been in con

tinuous use for driving lessons and general instruction for over

thirteen month?. The car had run over 10,000 miles, and the

repairs and replacements to the mechanical portion of the car

had been nil.

O'Gorman's Motor Pocket Book has a handy compartment

for the reception of the driver's licence and over 700 pages of

information, chiefly of a technical character. The inclusion of

definitions of such words as " fatigue " and " lend " may occasion

some surprise, although the advice under the latter heading is

useful, viz., " Don't lend your car. If you do you will learn

why such high prices are charged for hiring out petrol cars." In

addition to instructions as to how to avoid trouble, or, when in

difficulties, getting out of the same, Mr. Mervyn O'Gorman has a

characteristic chapter on the legal position of the motorist, and

much information with regard to mechanical matters. But it is

impossible to review such a work in the orthodox manner, for the

author confesses to "chaffing his readers about ' broken lxines ' and

'drinks' and 'recalcitrant aunts,'"' and apologises for such

breaches of dull solemnity. He may, however, be commended

for the trustworthy character of his Pocket Book, which is

published by Messrs. A. Constable and Co., Ltd.
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MOTORING IN ALGERIA.

ALGERIA, at the threshold of the African Continent, offers

great opportunities for the rapid development of auto-

mobilism. In the first place, there is the attraction of

touring in a country, so near Europe, which possesses exceedingly

picturesque scenery and a native population which has retained

its ancient customs to the present day—a country which, by its

historical associations and its excellent climate, excites the curi

osity of the traveller. Along the coast and in the large cities

European customs prevail, but on penetrating into the interior

of the country one soon enters an agricultural district, where the

French colonist intermingles with the native, a country of

cereals, wines and stock raising. Motoring has developed in

Algeria coincident with the economical advance of the colony.

European modes of life have brought with them their need of acti

vity and have superseded the lazy indolence of the natives, to

whom time does not count, and who never hurry in anything.

The large towns are at considerable distances from each other, and

railways have not yet penetrated everywhere. It thus became

necessary to make use of the motor-car for commercial purposes

and for pleasure trips, to supplement the other means of com

munication.

It may be readily understood that a country extending

1,200 kilometres east and west, from Morocco to Tunis, and 800

kilometres north and south, from the Mediterranean to the

Desert, cannot well have an uniform climate. Near the coast

the winter is charming, the weather being mostly sunshiny and

the average temperature somewhat higher than at Nice, and at

the famous Cote d'Azur. The variations in the daily temperature

are also smaller. In November nature awakens from its slumber

of the hot season ; the gardens are Howering, the fields become

green and the orange trees bear fruit. In the highlands the

winter is more rigorous, however, the peaks are snow-clad, and

in certain parts of the country about the same low temperature

prevails as in central France. In the southern part of Algeria

there are very great variations in temperature between noon and

night, and it is not at all rare for the mercury to drop in twenty-

four hours from 77 deg. Fahr. to freezing point. During

the winter there are frequent rains, but never of long dura

tion. From the month of April onwards the rains become

rarer, and the dry period sometimes extends to the month of

October. It is marked by very intense heat in July, August,

and September, reaching frequently 140 deg. in the shade

in the lowlands, which high temperature is due to the sirocco, a

fouthern wind heated in its passage through the vast sandy

desert. Tourists prefer driving in Algeria during the wintry

months. Nevertheless, the summer season has its charms, par

ticularly in the southern region, where the local colouring then

attains its maximum interest. Up to recently motor-cars were

only used privately. A short time ago, however, a public service

was established for carrying passengers between Affreville and

Toniet el Haad, a distanco of thirty-six miles, and various lines

are now under consideration for connecting the railway with

centres of population of sufficient importance.

It would seem that the niotor-car was destined to fill a real

need in the economical system of Algeria. This might seem

strange at first, if it is remembered that the country produces a

great number of fine horses which sell at low prices, and

the maintenance of which is quite inexpensive. The automobile,

however, offers advantages from the standpoint of increased

speed, endurance and relative cost in many instances, and for

omnibus service over distances of thirty to sixty miles, for

regular lines in suburban districts, and for the transportation of

merchandise, motor vehicles will no doubt find advantageous use.

The number of vehicles which have so far been registered

in the Department of Aleicrs is 445, in the Department of Con

stantino 117, and in the Department of Oran 65, making a total

of 627 cars. The price of vehicles is the same as in France if the

vehicles are taken possession of at the factory ; otherwiao it

is increased by the cost of transportation, which amounts to from

JC6 to £8 per vehicle from Paris to Algiers. Petrol is kept for

gale at all the garages, and at nearly every locality connected by

a road suitable for motoring. The garages in the larger towns

are equipped for making all necessary repairs. It will thus bo

seen that although Algeria is a country of relatively recent devel

opment, it offers the same facilities in the way of supplies and

repairs as most of the provincial districts of France. Chauffeurs

are trained locally; they are quite numerous, and the wages range

from £5 to £9 per month. For touring the country it is pos

sible to hire vehicles at prices varying from £3 5s. to £5 per

day, according to the mileage. Touring maps are available

which show all the principal roads and the steepness of the

hills. As to the former, they elicit the admiration of all tourists.

The national and departmental roads are generally 30 ft. wide.

The manufacture and use of automobiles in Algeria are regulated

by the decree of May 28th, 1902, which provides measures

generally similar to those in force in France. As regards the

motor traffic regulations in Algeria it is provided, however, that

vehicles of foreign origin, before being placed in service, must be

submitted to the Department of Mines to determine whether

they conform in every respect to the legal requirements ; if the car

is found to be of the proper construction, the manufacturer or

owner is furnished a certificate. For placing a car in use an

application must be made to the prefect of the department;

 

Touring in Sicily.—An Ancient Grecian Theatre near Messina.

declarations made in France are, however, honored in Algeria.

Although the regulations provide that the speed must not

exceed 30 kilometres per hour in the country and 20 kilometres

in towns and villages, they are by no means rigidly insisted

upon.

To explain the electrical ignition necessary in connection

with petrol motors is the purpose of a new book recently published

by Messrs. Whittaker andjCompany. This is by Mr. W. Hibbert,

whose lecture at the Royal Automobile Club recently occasioned

much discussion. The author's experience in connection with the

Electrical Engineering Department of the Regent Street

(London), Polytechnic has enabled him tc explain " electric

ignition for motor vehicles " in a simple way for the benefit of

novices. We have the meaning of timing explained, and

explanations of primary and secondary batteries, contact makers

and coils, much attention being given to the action of the

latter. Instructions for the wiring connections of multi-

cylinder motors are given, free use being made of elucidatory

diagrams. Recognising the popularity of the magneto, Mr.

Hibbert goes fully into that branch of the subject, and his

chapter on "Faults" will assist his readers to avoid them.
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CONTINENTAL NOTES.

Touring Trials in the Touraine District.

The Automobile Club de Touraine is organising two com'

petitions for touring cars, to be held from June 19th to 22nd

next. The first, which is known as the Coupe de Touraine, is

for teams of three cars, whose endurance and regularity of

running will be tested by five runs of 200 kilometres, the prize

being awarded to the team which, collectively, gains the highest

number of marks. The second event is known as the Grand

Prix de l'Automobile Club de Touraine, and is open (1) for cars

of a minimum weight of 941 kilogs,, and engines of a maximum

of 127 sq. centimetres piston area; and (2) vehicles maximum

weight 1,503 kdogs., and maximum piston area 226 sq. centi

metres. . The programme for this trial consists of three daily

runs each of 200 kilometres. Full particulars of both competi

tions can be obtained of,M. Barat. 27, Rue Victor Hugo, Tours.

« ♦ 4

Pekin to Paris by Motor Car.

Much interest is being taken in the projected automobile run

fromi Pekin to Paris which is being organised by "Le]Matin," of

The Kaiser's Prize Race.

The Kaiser has notified the German Imperial Club of his

intention to offer four additional prizes in connection with the

race for the Kaiser's Prize, which is to be held on the Taunus

course on June 14th next. A couple of the prizes will be offered

to the two vehicles which, in the opinion of the Organising Com

mittee, are the most interesting, and one each to the German and

foreign built vehicles which make the next best times to the

winner of the contest.

♦ ♦ ♦

The Herkomer Touring Trophy Contest.

June 5th has been definitely fixed as the start of the

Herkomer Touring Trophy contest, the reception of the cars

taking place in Dresden on June 4th. Entries at ordinary fees

will be received up to the 15th inst., and at double rates until

May 15th.

♦ ♦ *

Public Services in Germany.

Negotiations are in hand for the establishment of a public

mo.or-car service batween Gressen, Gleiberg and Krofdorf. A

company is also being formed to inaugurate a service between

Oldenburg and Wardenburg,

 

The three Bern Care which have been entered for the forthcoming Targi Flirio Bace in Sicily. The vehicles, which are of 50-h.p. and

weigh when in running order 1,250 kilog., in accordance with the regulations, will be driven by the Duke of Bojano, Eerr F. Erie

and Herr F. Spamann.

Paris. So far about twenty-five entries have been received, these

including a Spyker, an Itala, a Panhard, two Metallurgiques, and

three De Dions,

•• ♦ ♦

A French Touring Trial.

The Automobile Club of Poitiers is organising an interesting

touring competition for May 20th, which will comprise a long

distance run, a hill-climbing test, and a brake trial. The com

petitors will be divided into the following classes :—1, single-

cylinder cars of a maximum cylinder diameter of 105 mm. ; 2,

ditto, over 105 mm. ; 3, two-cylinder cars, maximum bore 85 mm.;

4, ditto, over 85 mm. ; 5, four-cylinder cars, maximum bore

110 mm. ; and 6, ditto, up to 140 mm. bore. For the vehicles

in Classes 1 to 4 the distance is 170 kilometres, and for those in

Sections 5 and 6 280 kilometres.

♦ ♦ ♦

Motor Vehicles and the Postal Service.

Some trials are at present being made by the Post Office

Department in Vienna with a number of electric motor carrier

tricycles in connection with the rapid collection of letters. In

France the postal authorities are inviting tenders until the

26th inst. for tho transport of the mails in Paris by means of

motor vehicles. The contract, which calls for the supply, main

tenance, and working of 73 cars, with an additional ten as a

reserve, is to come into operation at the end of September, 1908.

The Hotchkiss Tour of France.

The tour of France by the Hotchkiss six-cylinder car is

nearing its end, about 5,000 miles having been covered up to

Sunday last. During the past week M. Van Marcke has visited

Rouen, Amiens, Lille, Cambrai, Chalons-sur-Marne, Montbeliard,

Besancon, and Lyons. He is due to reach Paris on Friday, the 5th

inst., when a dinner will be given at the A.C.F. by the Hotchkiss

Company in celebration of the completion of the event.

♦ ♦ ♦

Miscellaneous Items.

The Hungarian Automobile Club proposes to hold an inter

national touring competition during the coming summer. The

projected route is from Budapest to Temesvar and back. A

garage capable of accommodating up to 700 cars is to be estab

lished behind the grand stand, at the starting point of the

Grand Prix race, near Dieppe. The French Government has

given the necessary official permission for the holding of the

Criterium de France and Coupe de la Presse contests in August

next. A public motor-car service for the transport of both

passengers and goods is about to be started between Rheims,

Jueux, and Rosnay, France. A number of taximeter motor-

cabs have just been put in service at the Hague, Holland.

A motor Volunteer corps is being formed in Hungary. Forty-

two entries have so far been entered for the trial of industrial

vehicles which is to be held by the French Automobile Club

from the May 20th to June 10th next.
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THE GERMAIN SIX-CYLINDER CAR.

-♦-

AMONG the many excellent cars which are being turned

out in Belgium, none are probably more popular either

in that country or in England than the Germain. For

•some years the makers have confined their attention to four-

cylinder vehicles, but at the last Paris Salon they exhibited

for the first time a six-cylinder model which attracted consider

able attention. We have already given a few brief particulars of

the new car, but as there are several noteworthy features in

the design, the fuller description we are now able to publish,

together with the detail illustrations, will no doubt be of

interest.

The frame is constructed of pressed steel, the side members

being, as will be seen from Fig. 1, bent upwards at the rear to

reduce the angularity of the cardan shaft, and also to allow

plenty of room for the movement of the rear axle under the

influence of the springs without unduly raising the body from

the ground ; in front the width of the frame is reduced to per

noteworthy. In place of the usual wide bearing between each of

the crank throws there is a disc formed solid with the shaft ; the

periphery of the disc is grooved out to form cups or races for the

ball bearings, the corresponding outer cups being made in large

diameter rings suitably carried in the lower half of the crank case,

and within which the discs of the crank shaft rotate.

The ignition is by a gear-driven Eisemann high-tension

magneto, a new departure being the coupling up of the governor

to it, so that the sparking is automatically advanced and retarded.

An auxiliary ignition by accumulators, in which the magneto

distributor is employed together with its coil, can be fitted, if

required. The carburettor, which is of the float-feed spray type,

with automatic air control, is situated on the exhaust side of the

engine, an overhead induction tube conveying the mixture to a

horizontal distributing pipe connected with the inlet valve

chambers. The water circulation is maintained by a gear

driven pump—the spindle of which has a very long bearing—

and a honeycomb radiator set in an oval-shaped radiator, which,

with a motor bonnet of corresponding design, gives the vehicle a
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Figs. 1 and 2.—Elevation and Plan of Chassis of Germain Six-cylinder Car.

•mit the steering to have a very wide range. The engine, which is

supported! directly on the main frame by means of three

brackets on each side, comprises six separate cylindors, these being

tnide, as usual with the Germain Company, of steel with brass

water-jacketsj; the dimensions are 120 mm. bore by 130 mm. stroke.

The cylinder heads and valve chambers are cast in one piece and

fastened to the cylinders by the bolts seen in Fig. 3, special

provision being made to obtain perfect water-tight joints. They

can thus be readily detached to enable any carbon deposit due to

-over-lubrication to be removed. The brass water jackets are fixed

by steel rings shrunk on, without any braz ng whatever. The

valves are located on opposite sides of the engine, and are mechani

cally operated. The cam shafts are situated within the crank

chamber, and driven by gear wheels enclosed in an extension of the

crank case in which theyran in oil. The bottom half of the base

chamber can be removed without in any way disturbing the crank

shaft. The arrangement of the latter with the object of keeping

the overall length within reasonable dimensions is particularly

distinctive appearance. The radiator is provided with a belt-

driven air-inducing fan, the belt tension being easily adjustable

by means of an eccentric bearing. The water connections are on

simple lines, a single horizontal pipe connecting the heads with

an inclined lead to the radiator, while the lower portions of the

jackets are similarly coupled together, except that the connection

to the pump is made between the two central cylinders. The

speed of the engine is regulated by means of a lever on the

steering wheel acting on a variable lift to the inlet valves. Each

lifter has a quick-pitched thread cut on its upper end, over which

fits a cap. The six valve-lifter caps are coupled by means of

small arms to a horizontal rod, the movement of which, by means

of the lever on the steering wheel, rotates the caps and lengthens

or shortens, as required, the effective length of the lifters. A

throttle valve is also fitted in the induction pipe, this being con

nected to a pedal in proximity to the clutch ptdal, so that both

may be depressed together and the engine thus prevented from

racing when ihe clutch is withdrawn. The normal speed of tie
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mot«r is 1,000 revolutions per minute, at which about 50-h.p. is de

veloped. As regards the lubrication, a large oil tank working under

pressure from the exhaust is fitted inside the bonnet ; and on

the dashboardjis mounted a drip feed lubricator, which supplies

oil to the engine, gear-box and live axle. Holes and channels are

formed in the crank shaft, which is cut from the solid forcing,

to enable oil to pass to each of the big ends, and so ensure

perfect lubrication.

The clutch, which is of the multiple metal disc type, is con

tained in the centre of the flywheel, where it runs in oil ; the fly

wheel, the cage holding the plates, the casing, and some of the

the axle casing to one of the cross members of the frame, on

which it is supported in a spring bracket.

Irreversible wheel steeling is fitted, adjustable for back

lash. The column is set at a comfortable angle, and passes

through the dashboard to the inside of the bonnet, and the

bar coupling the front wheels is placed behind the axle} to

protect it from injury. Three metal-to-metal brakes are

provided, one situated immediately behind the gear-box being

foot-operated and of the contracting type, and two internal-

expanding brakes working within drums connected with the

hubs of the rear wheels, actuated by a side lever.

 

Fig. 3.—View of a Germain Steel Cylinder and separate Cast Iron Head.

6k> to

plates themselves are shown detached in Fig. 4. An outside clutch

spring is employed, situated above themain shaft, and easily adjust

able, while a braking device is provided to slow the primary gear

shaft to facilitate speed-changing. The clutch is so arranged

that it can be taken down without disturbing the spring or any

other part of the mechanism. The change-speed gear gives three

speeds forward and reverse, and is controlled by a lever, which

works in a straight-through quadrant constructed so as to do

away with the necessity for a trigger on the lever itself. The

quadrant is mounted on small springs so that it is forced bodily

outward when changing gear, and flies back into position directly

the lever comes opposite to a notch. On the top speed the drive

is direct, this being obtained by sliding one of the pinions within

an internally-toothed wheel. The gear shafts are supported on

Fig. 5.-The Three speed Gear-Box.

The frame is supported on semi-ellipt'cal springs at the front and

three-quarter elliptic at the back, the latter having shackles

only at the rear end. The wheel base of the vehicle is 11 ft. 2 in.

and the available space for the body behind the dashboard 9 ft.

From the foregoing description it will be seen that the new

Germain six-cylinder car, for which Captain Theo Masui is the

British agont, should prove an excellent touring car, and one that

should give as excellent results as regards reliability as the four-

cylinder models.

The first public auction of motor-cars in Dundee took

place on the 29th ult.

Part six of the catalogue of Messrs. Alfred Herbert, Ltd.,

of Coventry, deals with the firm's milling tools exclusively.

 

Fig. 4.—The Germain Multiple Disc Clutch dismantled. Only two ot the

Discs are shown.

ball bearings, and the gear rings are bolted to steel centres

forming part of the shafts.

The final drive is by a cardan shaft to a live axle, which

latter is also of an interest'ng design. The road wheels are

carried on the sleeve or casing surrounding the live axle, the

outer ends of which are exttndtd and turned over to form, as it

were, the hub caps, which are bolted to the wheels. By removing

these bolts the cap and the half axle can le readily diawn out.

The sleeve is made in four paits, the two tubular portions being

secured to the differential casing, which is itself divided

horizontally. The differential gear, as will be seen from Fig. 6,

is of the spur pinion type. A substantial torque rod extends from

Fig. 6.—The Differential Gear on the Germain Six-cylinder Car.

Messrs. Culross and Sproston, Ltd., of Leeds, have

published a Directory of Manufacturers and Wholesale Importers

and Exporters on the North Eastern Kailway system, which is

issued in consonance with the policy of this enterprising company

of attracting new industries to its territory. Apparently the

railway realises that the best way to achieve this is to endeavour

to augment the trade and prosperity of the manufacturers along

its system. The directory, which contains upwards of 600 trade

headings, presents in handy form the names and addresses of

manufacturers, &c, handling any specific product, and, as it is

also classified under " town " headings, should be useful to both

buyers and sellers.
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MOTOR-CAR CONSTRUCTION IN

HOLLAND.

A VISIT TO THE SPYKER WORKS.

HOLLAND has so far not taken a very important place in

the list of motor-car manufacturing nations, there being

practically only one large factory in the country. The

vehicles produced in this, however, bear such an excellent re

putation, not only at home but also in England and in France,

that we were pleased to avail ourselves of the invitation which

Mr. F. F. Wellington, the manager of the British Automobile

Commercial Syndicate, the head British agents, extended to us

the other week to run over to Amsterdam to inspect the Trom-

penburg Works, where the Spyker cars are being turned out in

steadily increasing numbers. It was a pleasant little party

which foregathered at Liverpool Street Station, where the even

ing boat train for Harwich was taken, and with no untoward

incident the Hook of Holland was safely reached about 5 a.m.,

and Amsterdam a couple of hours later. Our stay in Holland

extended over a couple of days, and, thanks to that excellent

meats of modern and comfortable travel—the automobile—we

wero ab'.e during that short time to see a considerable stretch of

the country, and to gain some idea as to its suitability as a

The illustration given herewith depicts the factory as it

appears from the river ; in it are located the general and drawing

offices, while to the rear is a large single storey building divided

into a number of depigments—among others the heavy and

light turning shops, the milting department, the radiator shop,

the chassis erecting room, &c. As we passed through the

various departments we were able to note the up-to-date

character of the machine tools, which include some special

bevel-gear cutters, cylinder and crank-shaft grinding machines,

&c. " Automatics " are made use of to a considerable exteot,

while, the work being largely standardised, jigs are freely

employed. The finished parts all pass to the stores, whence

they are issued to the fitting and erecting shops, in the latter of

which close upon twenty cars were on the stocks at the time of

our visit. A recent addition to the factory is seen in a large

detached tbree-storey building, the ground floor of which has

been equipped with automatic mach ne tools of the latbst

approved type, these being fully engaged in the production of

the smaller components of motor vehicles. Considerable time

was spent in the upper storeys, where the always interesting

operation of "fitting "is carried on. Here the visitors were

able to see the various parts of the Spyker cars

being assembled, the points of interest in the engine being the

special method of lubrication, the oil being sprayed on to the

 

General View of the Spyker Faetory at Amsterdam.

touring ground for British motorists. With this latter subject

we propose to deal in a subsequent issue, confining ourselves on

the present occasion to the more serious portion of our visit to

the land of mynheer.

While breakfasting a messenger brought the news that two

cars—naturally Spykers—had arrived to convey us to the

factory, which is situated on the banks of the wide river Amstel,

about three miles from the city. It was well that our drivers

knew the way, for all the narrow thoroughfares bear a notification

in Dutch that they are closed to motor-cars, while the numerous

bridges across the canals, which form so striking a feature of

Amsterdam, require careful negotiation. Eventually leaving the

last of the tram-lines behind, and just as we began to approach

the open country, our cars pulled up outside an imposing building,

where Mr. John Spyker, the head of the Trompenburg works,

was waiting to receive us. After the necessary introductions, a

start was immediately made on an inspection of the works,

which we found to be of an unusually complete order, as may be

judged from the fact that, except the forgings, castings, and other

raw materials, which are mainly obtained from England, all

parts of the cars are turned out in the factory, which derives its

name from Admiral Van Tromp, of masthead " broom " fame,

who lived on this spot in times gone by. As a further indica

tion of the comprehensive character of the undertaking, it may .

be stated that even the pressed steel frames, the radiators, and

the bodies are of the firm's own manufacture, much interest

being shown by the visitors in the machinery installed for this

purpose.

moving parts and the ball-bearing crank-shafts. The change

speed gear is not only of liberal dimensions, but the large

inspection lid to the gear-box and the ease with which it can be

removed and replaced are not the least important features of the

design. Then, as regards the transmission, which is by a cardan

shaft to a live axle, the form of the universal joint and the

arrangement of the axle sleeve so that no irregular strain shall

be thrown on the axle proper, both came in for careful scrutiny,

it being apparent that much careful thought has been given to

these portions of the car's anatomy in order that they shall

withstand the roughest usage.

To the rear of the main buildings is another series of large

premises, in which are located the engine room and boiler shed,

which alone give an idea of the importance of the Spyker under

taking. Steam is supplied by boilers of the Babcock and Stirling

types, while the engine is a fine example of a modern horizontal

compound built by Bollinckx, of Brussels. This drives by a

series of ropes a large dynamo, which supplies the necessary

pawer to the various departments and the factory, which are all

electrically operate' I . In the adjoining buildings are housed the

smithy and the engine-testing shop, where the motors for Spyker

cars are all subjected to a brake teat ere being fixed in the

chassis. Passing again through the erecting shop we crossed

the street, where, adjoining a long row of houses belonging to

the firm, and in which many of the workmen and their families

live, we visited still another large three-storey building, entirely

devoted to the body-building department and the necessary

adjuncts of upholstering and carriage painting departments.

D
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Established originally for the manufacture of horse-drawn

carriages, Mr. Spyker has taken a keen interest in the auto

mobile movement since the early nineties, and. some eight years

ago produced the first car, a vehicle on Benz lines, while in 1902

one of the first, if not the first, six-cylinder cars here first saw

tlio light. Since that time the factory has been gradually

extended, until now it gives employment to about 550 persons,

and is turning out seven or eight cars a week. Further exten

sions are in hand which, when completed in the course of a

month or so, will enable the number of hands to be increased to

over 700, and the output of cars to from ten to twelve, while

that there is ample room for still greater expansion is seen in

the fact that the site of the factory is about ten acres in extent.

At the present time four sizes of Spyker cars—10-15-h.p.,

15-20 h.p., 20-30-h.p., and 30-42-h.p.--all fitted with four

cylinders, are being built, the latest aJdition to the list being

the 10-15-h.p. chassis designed for use as a motor-cab. While

following the general lines of the Spyker vehicles, the new car,

which will make its debut in England at the Cordingley Show,

comprises a number of new features, notably the engine, which

has the four cylinders cast en bloc.

From the inquiries we made it would seem that Amsterdam

in general, and the Sypker works in particular, in view of their

 

Leaving the Spyker Factory for a run to Utrecht. At the wheel of

the leading oar is H. Godard, who will drive a Spyker in the

Fekin to Paris Trial.

co.npleten&s, are in somewhat an unique position, not merely

for the conttr iction of n otor-iars on a large scale, but, what is

mo-it impoitant, lor building them at a comparatively low cost.

The reason for this is found in a fortuitous series of circum

stances. In the first place, although, in order to attract good

workmen, the rate of wages at the Spyker factory is higher than

the average at Dutch engineering works, yet it is somewhat

lower than in England, and, secondly, labour troubles are

extremely rare. Again, the excellent means of communication

and the relatively low freights for water carriage enable not only

the raw material to be brought to the very gates of the works,

but the completed cars to be shipped to England and elsewhere

nt a minimum of cost. In fact, it was with some surprise that

we learned from Mr. Spyker and Mr. Wellington that it is

possible to ship a car from Amsterdam one day and receive it in

Long Acre, London, W.C., the next, and that at a cost ranging

from 22s., accoiding to the size of the car—a figure which will

certainly excite the envy of many manufacturers who are com

pelled to despatch their cars from the factory to the depots by

i all. With such a combination of favourable conditions it is,

of course, not surprising that the Spyker cars should have taken

so high a position in the automobile\vorld, a position which, as

our visit to the works enables us to testify, it is the intention of

those at the head not only to maintain, but to leave no stone

unturned to improve.

The business portion of our excursion over, the remainder

of our stay in Holland was spent in two delightful excursions

en automobile, Mr. Spyker not only placing a couple of his cars

at the disposal of the party, but accompanying his visitors on a

run from Amsterdam to Utrecht and back via another route,

and in a trip to Haarlem and Zandvoort, a rising seaside resort,

some details of which, and the impressions gained of the suit

ability of Holland as a touring country, we hope, as already

mentioned, to give in a later issue. In the meantime, it must

suffice to say that the vehicles did not belie their reputation for

reliability, and the puncture demon for once looking another

way, the outing proved one of the most enjoyable we have

had for a long time.

CLEANING THE SILENCER.

—

WHY should it be taken for granted that the silencer is

something that need never be taken apart, asks a

writer in an American contemporary. That its design

in numerous instances has been based upon this assertion is

evident, but the reason for so doing is not quite as apparent. Of

course, any silencer can be taken apart, and so can a locomotive

boiler, but it is plain that the value of the object will disappear

in the process, and this must always be the case with those types

of silencers in which the design and construction are of a nature

that precludes a revelation of their interiors without resorting to

the hammer and cold chisel. The necessity for taking the ex

haust-box to pieces does not occur often, probably never more

than once in a season, and in the majority of instances a car is

usually run without attention to this essential until its condition

makes it imperative. After two or three years' exposure to wind and

weather a silencer is bound to prove a difficult thing to dismantle

despite any provisions made to this end, as rust and dirt combine

to form a powerful union between threaded joints. No matter

how thorough an overhauling may be given a car preparatory to

a season's use, the silencer is apt to be overlooked. It is not

generally considered as a part that is in need of inspection.

That this is an entirely erroneous view, however, is well

appreciated by every motorist who has seen a silencer dismantled

after one or two seasons' use. Nor is there any question in the

minds of those who have gone to the trouble that it is a pro

ceeding that pays. Some people have their house chimneys

cleaned regularly and others wait until they choke with soot and

fill the house with smoke ; this seems to sum up the situation

where the silenoer is concerned. Except that in this

instance those who wait till the last finally come to

the silencer in search of the cause of diminished power

in the engine. At some time or ether in its history every

car is run with too rich a mixture or with an excess of lubricating

oil, and these circumstances are combined more or less often

according to the care of the driver. Every time they happen

there is a deposit of soot varying with the degree in which these

adverse conditions present themselves, but even proper adjust

ments throughout are productive of soot to some extent and some

of it remains in the passages of the silencer. This is certainly a

good reason why it should be well cleaned at least once a year,

and an equally good one why it should be so constructed that it

can be cleaned without having to practically rebuild it after the

process.

' nwecewi ■

The Eoad Committee of the Chelmsford Town Council has

called attention to the excessive speed at which motor-cars travel

at cross roads in the town without sounding an alarm, and said

they had directed the town clerk to look up the law upon the

matter and to advise if some regulation on this point could be

issued.

Messrs. Short Bros , as an example of the rapidity

with which ballooning is being popularised in this country,

inform us that since the opening of their new balloon factory

at Queen's Circus, Battersea Park, S.W., last June, they have

superintended no less than sixty-one balloon ascents for

private members of the Aero Club, involving a total of

2,745,000 cubic feet of gas and 234 passengers.
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Brakes.

Special attention was devoted by M. Ptrsse, in his

statistics of the remit Paris Salon, to the subject of brakes,

the 8(ction dealing therewith being one of the longest in his

return. lie deals firstly with the rear wheel hub brakes, and

shows by the following table how rapidly the internal expanding

type has ousted the contracting variety from the premier

position.

Rear Wheel Brakes. 1903. 1904. 1905. 1900.

Per rent. Per c*nt. Per cent. Ter rent.

Internal expanding type 44 ... 82 91 ... 90

Contracting type 50 .,. 18 ... 9 ... 10

steel. Both these have, however, given way slightly to steel on

steel brakes, which once more show an advance, as will be seen

from the following comparative figures :—

Cast iron on 8*. eel ...

Phosphor Ironze on sleel

Steel on steel

Miscellaneous

Repairing a Badly-Worn Foot Brake.

If a car has been run a considerable time, say well over a

year, v ith but scant attention, the foot brake may have become

so worn as to be quite inoperative. Examination will probably

show that both the drum and the shoes are worn : tne latter

have gone first and then worn the drum unevenly, and eventually

have worn it so thin as to render it unserviceable for further use.

Let us commence with the drum. This must be dismounted and

1903. 1904. 1905. 1906.

r cent. Per cent. Per cent. Per cent.

26 36 . . 51 46

1 i .. 17 32 27

33 30 13 21

24 17 . 4 6

♦ ♦

 

Between Kertosono and Bjonibang, Java, f ows the wide Brantas River, which is (panned by a railway bridge. At thii it the only jnans of

communication, motorists are conveyed across by rail in the way depicted in the above illustration.
[De Auto.

As regards foot brakes—GO per cent, of which are on the

end of the shaft from the gear-box and 40 per cent, on the differ

ential shaft and other points—it was found that the contracting

type is still the most favoured by motor car manufacturers, this

form being employed on Gl per cent. ; thta- is, however, a

decrease as compared with last year, when 75 per cent, was

recorded. On the other hand, internal brakes have advanced

from 25 per cent, to 39 per cent.

♦ ♦ ♦

The Material for Brakes.

While the metal-to-metal brake is now almost universally

employed, a good deal of experiment appears to have been made

in the direction of arriving at the right materials to use for the

two frictional surfaces, those most largely adopted at the present

time being cast iron on steel, followed by phosphor bronze on

put in the lathe, and its surface turned reasonably true. If

there is a flange it must be turned off. A mild steel ring must

thi n be forged and next turned inside, just so small that it will

only start to go over the drum. This ring must be made red

hot, when it will, with a few taps, go over the drum. It must

then be cooled off in water quickly, and it will become " shrunk

on." The drum is then put in the lathe and turned to its correct

size, and the ring may be additionally secured by a few rivets.

Coming next to the shoes, these are easily disposed of. Rivet

on good liners of copper and fit same to the drum, so that they

" bite " evenly when the brake is on, and come clear away when

it is off. This is not at all a complicated repair, and is one that

any good mechanic can do. It is not expensive, being a good

deal cheaper than a now drum, and if the car happens to be a

fairly early mode!, there may bo some difficulty in getting the

exact article.
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A NOVEL SPEED INDICATOR.

ANOVEL speed indicator has lately been devised by Mr.

. Lawrence Mott, an electrical student at Harvard Uni

versity, U.S.A. The device, which is being put on the

market by a Boston firm, is simple in construction, the working

parts being a pair of flat centrifugal weights pivoted on a vulcanite

disc, which is bolted close to the hub of either one of the front

or rear wheels of any motor-vehicle. The weights are connected

by links, so as to work in unison, and are drawn in by springs.

As they fly out by centrifugal force, due to the rotation of the

wheels, a contact brush carried by one of them moves across a

series of four contacts connected in circuit with an equal number

of collector rings mounted on the opposite side of the disc from

the weights. Brushes fixed to an insulating support on the

axle casing press against these rings, and are connected by wires

with a series of four small glow lamps grouped on a porcelain

base fixed to the dashboard. A return wire leads from the lamps

to a battery of dry cells located in a convenient place on the

vehicle. ,uul from thence through the metal of the wheel bearings

back to the weights. The lamps have globes of different colours

and become' illuminated in succession as the different speeds are

 

reached. The device, as nOwjput on the market, indicates four

speeds, viz., eight, fifteen, twenty, and twenty-five miles an hour,

although they can be equipped for higher, lower, or intermediate

speeds. A lacquered casing protects the weights and their con

tacts from dirt and mud. One of the principal claims made for

the device, in addition to its simplicity, is the fact that the indi

cating devices are mounted directly in front of the driver, who

can perceive his speed at a glance without appreciably diverting

his attention from the road, by simply noting the particular

colour of light which burns. The lights show readily in the

daytime, and, of course, have the advantage of being conspicuous

at night.. No driving connection from the wheel is necessary,

as the weights are on the. wheel, and the only connection from

the M'hee,l to the body is an electrical one. The weights are

opposite acting and counterbalanced by each other, so that any

position which they assume under the influence of the speed of

the vehicle is not disturbed by vibration due to the roughness

of the road. Speed plays so important a part in motoring

that the need of some convenient and approximately certain

method of gauging it has always been felt. The marked increase

in the number of motor-vehicles, and the consequent activity

of the authorities in many districts to repress all speed excesses,

real or alleged, has but made the need more plain. There is

scarcely a motorist to whom an instrument capable of gauging

his exact rate of speed does not appeal. Quite aside from the:

satisfaction he may feel at knowing just what he is doing, whether1

it be up hill or down or on the level, there is the certainty- that

he cannot go wrong unintentionally when he has a faithful

companion of this sort. . . -,

■ mcooBt— 1

SOME USEFUL NOTES.

The stiffness of the body springs of new cars is proverbia',

and it is only after some little use that they acquire their expected ■

easy riding qualities. Careful driving over rough roads is

advisable with a new vehicle, in order to bring the springs into

condition with the least amount of general wear and tear.

♦ ♦ ♦

It often happens that in the process of making the petrol

tuik small pieces of solder, soldering flux or metal are left within

it. These pass out through the petrol pipe, and it is not

uncommon for a new car to exhibit carburettor troubles, due to

the filtering screen becoming clogged with this foreign miterial.

The petrol strainer of a new vehicle should consequently be cleaned

and the float chamber flushed out after they have been in use for

a short time. :

♦ ♦ ♦

In the case of an inner tube which always goes down when

inflated on the car, and yet reveals no puncture or leak when

tested, it is fairly certain that the cause is one or the other of

the following :—(1) The valve seating is leaking where the valve

is secured by a nut. This can usually be discovered by blowing

up the tube as hard as is safe, and when under water, catch hold

of the valve and bend it over in all directions. The cure is simple.

Tighten down the nut. (2) The tube is porous, in which ense it

is useless.

♦ ♦ *

The road wheels are frequently neglected by owners and

drivers. They are really very important and should be carefully

attended to from time to time, more particularly those with plain

bearings. The leather washers in these wear after a certain

time, and cause looseness in the wheels, which is very bad. Ball

bearings require periodical examination, as sometimes, through

faulty hardening, a ball race is a bad one, and consequently the

more the car is run the more damage is being done. If a car is

in regular daily use, the wheel capj should be filled with grease

t and oil every 500 miles.

♦ ♦ ♦

Time spent in an occasional thorough cleaning out of all

oil passages, lubricators and cases containing oil on a petrol car

is by no means wasted. The use of paraffin is most effective in

this work. It should be allowed to run rapidly through oil cups

until all dirt and gum is removed, and it should be forced

through all oil passages and pockets. Gear and crank cases

should be liberally supplied with paraffin and the liquid then

rapidly drawn off, when it will carry with it the minute metallic

chips and dust which frequently accumulate, as well as draining

away the gummy portions of the oil. When all internal parts

are clean, and all oil-ways clear, one may expect lubrication to

be effective.

♦ ♦ ♦

Tyre covers with a burst in them should not be scrapped.

They are useless for retreading or repairing in the ordinary way,

but they can be made into a serviceable spare cover—good for at

least another 500 miles—if repaired as follows. Suppose the

burst to be four inches long. Take a good section from a

disused fcover of the same cross section ten inches long. Remove

the beads from it, and carefully trim it down with a sharp knife,

thinning it as it approaches the beads of the existing cover.

When a suitable inside gaiter has, so to speak, been obtained,

carefully fix it by pure solution centrally under the burst. To

be of any Service this inside gaiter must be secured otherwise

than by solution alone, so rivet it with copper rivets to the wall

of the cover each side. A further lining of canvas will be

necessary inside to cover up the heads of the rivets,
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Tue headmaster of Eton has

l>een appealing to the parents of

boys at that school not to call

for their sons in motor-cars on

Sundays.

A novel feature in the dis

trict counoil election at.Bocken-

ham was a motor-car placed at tho disposal of any of the

candidates, irrespective of party. The car, which was labelled

" Vote for the best man," was driven all over the di trict and

conveyed many voters to the poll.

It is becoming quite the fashion to adopt a distinguishing

mark on the radiators of cars. Following the example, Captain

Theo Masai, the British Agent General, has sent us a specimen

of the marks which are now being fitt d to the radiator and hub

caps of the Germain cars. These lake the form of artistic multi

coloured plates with the Belgian lion and the arms of the town

of Charleroi set in a shield, which is surmounted by tUe

monogram A.G.—the Ateliers Ger

main—where the vehicles are bu.lt.

Captain Deasy started his 1 ,0C0

mile reliability trial from the Irish

Automobile Clubhouse, Dublin, on

Tuesday, and, after an uneventful

run, reached Cork just before dark-'

ness, covering a distance of 173 miles..

Messrs. Stradlinq and

Plenty, whose motor garage 'at

Newbury has been enlarged three

times since its erection, are now

making a further extension, which

will give them facilities for accom

modating thirty more cars.

The entries to date for the

International Tourist Trophy Race

for Motor Cycles are : Mr. M. J.

Schulte, 2-h.p. Triumph ; Mr. H. A.

Collier, 2-h.p. Matchless; Mr. H. G.

Cove, Minerva ; Mr. Albert Brown,

Brown ; ar.d Mr. C. B. Franklin,

J.A.P. motor-cycles.

Messrs. B. H. Thwaite and R.

F. Thorp will read a paper on "The

Renard and Surcouf Road Train

system, at a meeting of the Society

of Engineers at the Royal United

Service, Institution on Monday next.

This will be oT interest to those who

see the Renard train at Cordingley's

Motor Show.

Messrs. Jarrott and Letts

have just received an interestin,'

piece of news from Monte Carlo, to

the effect that two Crossley cars have

received awards in the Concours

d'Elegance held at Monte Carlo last week. Mr. Jarrott on his

30-40-h.p. Crossley, whioh has just broken all records to Monte

Carlo, received one of the awards, and the other was gained by

Mr. Claude Borrett on his 40 h. p. on which he is touring round

France.

Two of the largest motor-omnibuses in New Zealand have

just been put into service in the Hawkes Bay district. The

vehicles, which are of British construction, were assembled and

placed in running order by the Wellington and Wairarapa Motor

Company, Ltd., at their new garage, Cuba Street, Wellington,

N.Z. .

The General Committee of the Scottish Automobile Club is

drawing the attention of members of tho club, motor-car drivers,

and the motor trade north of the Tweed generally, to the pro

visions of the Prevention of Corruption Act, 1900, and is invit

ing the co-operation of every person interested, in order to

secure a strict and rigid observance both of the letter and of

the spirit of the Act.

HERE AND THERE.

 

 

Reproduction of the 1907 Cordingley Motor Show Poster

Application for a speed

limit of ten miles an hour is

being made at Ware.

Messrs. Hillier and Com

pany, whoso garage is on the

main road between London, the

New Forest and Bournemouth,

kept their Camperdown Motor Works, on the Winchester road,

Romsey, open throughout the h •lidays for the convenience of

touiing motorists.

The 40 h. p. Siddeley car now under trial for long distance

travelling by the Royal A.C. has nearly completed a journey of

0,000 miles—a trip that, commencing on February 1 12th, has

been continued in all "samplos"of weathers, on all conditions

of roads, and in many different counties. In Scotland a snow

drift was encountered on the Spital of Glenshee, and other

difficulties have been got over with credit in the northern part

of this island. Now [the car is coming south again, and is

expected back in London towards the

end of the month.

Mr. D. W.Williams, the United

States Consul at Cardiff, gives the

reduced demand for carriage horses

in this country, owing to the advent

of ths motor-car, as a reason for the

increased exportation of horses for

food in certain Continental countries.

After exhaustive enquiries and

trials of various wagons by their

engineer, the County Council of

Rangitikei, New Zealand, have pur

chased a steam wagon from Messrs.

Norman Heath and Co., Wellington,

who represent Messrs. Sidney Straker

and Squire, Ltd.

In Bombay, Calcutta, and

Madras are up-to-date motor-car

establishments well able to supply

the requirements of Government

officials desiring to become possessed

of motor-cars. Consequently the

" Indian Motor News " expresses

surprise at the attempt now being

made in high circles in the De

pendency to prohibit such officials

from purchasing them in the countr}-.

The feature of the holiday traffic

in North Wales on Saturday was the

extraordinary invasion of motor-cars

into the towns. There wore hundreds

of cars along the Holyhead main

road, and the clouds of dust they

raised was the subject of general

complaint. The walking tourist,

with knapsack slung across his back,

now a familiar figure in North AVales, kept away from the

beaten track. .

From Balfour House, Finsbury Pavement, E.C., comes a

catalogue of the Heinz accumulators, for which Messrs. Snowden,

Sons, and Company, Ltd., are the sole agents in this country.

The list is prefaced by some useful general instructions with

regard to charging batteries and the upkeep of accumulators,

following which particulars are given of the various types of

ignition accumulators for cars, voltmeters and ammeters, etc.,

in which the firm is interested.

.Mr. C. HoOYDONK, whose establishment at 0, Leather Lane,

Hoi born, E.C , is the London depot for the " Dependence "

lamps made by Messrs. J. and R. Oldfield, has issued a new list

for the season, in which are given particulars of various speci

alities for which he also acts as agent, including Bassee Michel

coils, Osfant silencers, Longuemare carburettors, " Bcrcley "

motors, " Janus " motors, steering wheels, motor horns and

various sundries for motorists.
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The Grand Duke Franz Ferdinand of Austria has just

acquired a 45-h.p. Mercedes car.

AMONGST the latest purchasers of the 40-h.p. " Weigel "

chassis are Lord Wandsworth and Sir Hugo de Bathe.

The long-expected Commercial Vehicle Trials are now

announced for September 9th ; the regulations will be issued in

a few days.

Mr. C. D. Eose, M.P., the new chairman of the Royal Auto

mobile Club, has placed an order with Messrs. J. E. Hutton, Ltd.,

for one of the new six-cylinder Mercedes chassis.

While motoring from Frogmore to Windsor on Good Friday

the Prince of Wales was able to render " first aid " to a horse

vehicle that had overturned on the roadside.

 

The Germain Six-Throw Crank Shaft, showing Circular Crank Webi which act as

Crank- shaft Journals. (Seepage 106.)

Mr. Jas. McConechy, of 113, St. George's Road, Glasgow,

sends us a photograph showing a cross section of his patent

corseted walls, as applied to an ordinary tyre cover. The corset

ing occupies a position in the centre of and outside the cover fabric,

the cords being bedded in soft rubber, and covered with a separate

canvas lining. They are claimed to prevent undue lateral flexion of

the cover walls-throwing or dircctingthe pressure from the air tube

from the rim directly on to the crown head or tread of the tyre.

When the tyre is under compression the corseting, acting as it

does as a fulcrum for the direction of the pressure contained in

the air lube, changes the compression from the lateral to the

vertical plane, the advantage being that the resilience produced

by vertical compression is moi-e acute. The patent compressed

combination tread introduced by Mr. McConechy has great wear

ing and road gripping qualities.

A 40-H.P, Napier car, entered by Mr. S. F. Edge, started on

a 500 miles long distance trial under club regulations and

observation on the morning of the 26th ult., after

being passed by the Technical Committee. The

car was entered that the consumption of oil in the

engine might be tested. It went to Southampton

and back, a distance of 151 miles. On the follow

ing day the route was to Bath and back, a distance

of 212 miles, and oh the 28th ult. the route was to

Daventry and back, 147 J miles, which completed

the test, and the car was then examined and re

leased from observation.

We learn that the Star Cycle Company, Ltd.,

of Wolverhampton, are about to place on the market

a new car, which will be known as the "Ro}'al

Starling." The vehicle has a 10-h.p., two cylinder

engine With a bore and stroke of 3J in. by 4^ in.,

and is controlled by a variable inlet. The change-

speed gear gives three speeds forward and a

reverse, and the transmission is by cardan shaft,

box and live axle are provided with Hoffman ball bearings,

The new car, which can be^fitted with either a two or four-

seated body, will make its debut at the Cordingley Show at the

Agricultural Hall.

The Continental Tyre Company are supplying car

buffers of the best rubber in various styles. One model is

provided with a base of hard vulcanised rubber; another is specially

suitable for fixing on round axles and a third description . is

intended for small vehicles. The use of buffers has not always

received due consideration from motorists and the Continental

Company will be pleased to advise car owners on their utility.

Mr. A. H. Burnanii, A.M.I. Mech.E., has teen lecturing,

before the Hartley University College Engineering Society, at

Southampton, on motor-cycles.

An Argyll motor-car is being employed by the " Liverpool

Courier " for the delivery of papers at Chester, in order to catch

the early mail train to North Wales.

Messrs. Sayers and Company, who came into public

notice at the Cordingley Motor Show of 190G, have Stand Nos. 79

and 80 at the nresent exhibition, whereon they show many good

examples of British carriage work as adapted to the purpose of

the automobile. The work is of a very high grade.

In view of their increasing business in the North of England

the Daimler Company have found it necessary to take over

additional buildings adjoining their present depot,

at 60, Deansgate, Manchester. Extensive alterations

are being made to these premises, which will hence

forth be known as "Daimler Buildings."

" Motors and aeroplanes may bo ordered for

10.15 p.m." was the announcement made on a hand

bill in connection with a concert held at Hersham

Village Hall on Easter Monday.

During the Easter holidays several of the

London dailies made use of motor-cars for the rapid

conveyance of their papers to seaside resorts. Thus

one of the light delivery vans of the New Leader

Motors, Ltd., was employed in conveying supplies

to Margate, and one of the cars of the Automobile de Luxe,

Ltd., performed the same work as regards Brighton and East

bourne, the papers in both cases arriving well in advance of

what was possible by train.

There were many amusing incidents during the driving

examination of tho non-commissioned officers and men at

Plymouth, owing to the examiners ordering the men down lanes

and alleys that had never seen a motor-car before. On one

occasion the examiners found themselves within a few feet of the

edge of the Great Western Docks pier head with no alternative

but to turn back.

Mr. S. F. Edge has recently had some tests made at the

Northampton Institute, Clerkenwell, of the exhaust gases from

a 40-h.p. six-cylinder Napier. Two samples were taken, one, A.

at a point 28 in. away from the exhaust port of the engine, and

the other, B, 35 in. away, after the gases had passed through the

silencer. The following are the analyses by volume of the

 

Lower half of Base Chamber of Germain Biz-Cylinder Motor, showing the Ball Races

in position. (Sw p««/r l<*.)

The gear samples, each analysis representing the mean of two others on

the particular sample. The hydro-carbons represent, the unburnt

petrol gases and the CO- together with the oxygen and carbon

monoxide should give an indication with the hydro-carbons of

the nature of combustion :—

Mean of Samples A.

volume C03 ... =

volume oxygen ... =

volume c.irbon monoxide =

volume hydro-carbons =

, volume nitrogen =

8-70

2-75

0H0

6-55

81-70

100 00

Mean of Samples B,

% volume of CO., ... = 8-15

„ volume of oxygen ... = 3'50

,, volume carbon monoxide = 0'95

,, volume hydro-carbons = 5-70

,, volume nitrogen ... = 81-70

100-00
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ORRESPONDENC

 

[Letters to the Editor thould be addressed to the offices,

t7-33. Charing Cross Road, W.C.]

VARYING PETROL CONSUMPTION.

To the Editob of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—Will you allow your columns to be opened to a discussion on

the question of the great variation in the consumption of petrol in differ

ent cars ? In your issue of the 30th ult. you mention a 40-h.p. Napier

car owned by Mr. Justice Gorell Barnes, whicli was driven, under

observation, on a consumption of one gallon to sixteen miles, including

London street traffic. A Clement-Talbot car, 10-12-h.p., is stated, with

four people, to have run fifty-seven miles on a gallon of spirit. I own an

Alldays two-cylinder car which is about ll-5-h.p. This car will not

run more than twenty-two to twenty-four miles to the gallon. I drive

with my petrol throttle open as little as possible, and the spark well

advanced, and average, perhaps, eighteen miles an hour. In driving the

car into Kent from Birmingham, when one of their own drivers drove

run of punctures may be experienced. An insiite and outside gaite r

should be carried, as they are handy for bursts, when it is not convenient

to lit a spare cover. A good pump in thorough working order is most

essential with a spare rubber connection. Can there be anything more

annoying than a pump which persists in leaking somewhere, and takes

about three times as long as it should to blow up a tyre ?

Let me pass on to other parts of the car. It the car be chain-

driven, in addition to having spare links, bolts, &c, have a couple of

spare chains, they take but little room, and save a lot of dirty work on

the road, in the event of chain troubles. As regards the ignition, if low

tension magneto, be sure to have all spare igniter parts and springs. If

ordinary accumulator,, or high tension magneto, have at least

four spare plugs ; the latter behave very oddly at times with no

apparent reason, therefore a good reserve contingent is liandy. The usual

magneto spares, such as brushes and springs, and make and break parts,

should be taken. When accumulators are used three good batteries should

be carried, and never have them charged on the road, unless you know

the people are competent. A spare piece of high and low tension wire is

most necessary. As regards the engine itself, two spare valves should be

carried and three springs, also several collars, if that method of fixing

the springs be adopted ; these last are little things and easily lost.

Always have a good assortment of copper-asl>csto8 joints of all likely

sizes, and as well a yard or two of asbestos string, and last, but not least,

four or live feet of medium copper wire. The tool outfit should always

include a good hammer, a small cold chisel, and two good lilos and a
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the car, we used close on 10 gallons of petrol to drive the £20 miles.

Again the same average by a nominally skilled driver.

Now with the h.p. developed, or rather the nominal h.p. of the

engines, the Napier 40-h.p. car only uses half as much petrol again as

I do, and the engines are nearly four times as powerful. Is the

carburettor at fault, and what is the experience of drivers of light low-

powered cars as regards their consumption of petrol ? If any statistics

oouM lie arrived at, and comparisons made, as regards the usual con

sumption of petrol by light care, some useful information might result,

if my experience is in common with other drivers of light cars. If

others experience what I do, it seems to me that we do not get nearly

the n— ult.- out of light cars for the petrol consumed that we ought to —

Yours truly,

D 2804.

small vice. A few spars bolts and nuts and washers and split pins of

the usual sizes should not be forgotten. If one takes the trouble to lit

out a car as described, there will oe no difficulty in tackling any ordinary

trouble on a tour.—Yours truly,

EXPERIENTIA DOCET.

WHAT TO TAKE WHEN TOURING.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

SlK,—What a large number of people start off on a tour without

half their necessary equipment ! If one really wishes to enjoy a motor

tour, there must be freedom from breakdowns. Absolute immunity

from trouble is not very often experienced, but it is most annoying to

find that a trouble cannot be properly handled because something has

been forgotten and left at home I Let us commence with tyres. One

spare cover should always be carried ; thanks to present excellence of

tyres, it in not often necessary, but it should lie there if required. At

least thr e spaie tubes should be taken ; one never knows when a bad

NON-SKID EXPERIENCES.

To ism Editob of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir—In these days we hear a great deal about the desirability of

anti-skidding tyres, or, as the French call them, Anti-derapaiUs. Of

course no one disputes the desirability of some invention—whether it be

a tyre or what not—which will prevent, or even lessen, lateral skidding ;

but I for one must protest against the idea that anything can be

invented, or should he called for, which will entirely suppress—or

rather counteract—the force of inertia, especially when going around

curves. The so-called " centrifugal force," which after all is not centri

fugal force, but tangential force, as the moving mass, no longer held to

the centre, tends to keep on in a straight line tangent to the curve in

which it has been revolving, is not to be suppressed in so summary a

fashion as automobilists wish.

Given the case that a motor car is turning, or is intended to do so.

and that the ground is too slippery to enable the curve to be

" negotiated " as desired. We will assume that at the moment when

slip begins it were possible to provide the tyre with a set of radial

ikes which would absolutely prevent sidewise motion and only permit

e wheels to rotate. If the velocity is very great, as is often the case,
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one of these things mast happen on the curve. As the wheel cannot

slip sidewise, either the road material will be squeezed sidewisc towards

the circumference of the arc, or the wheel will be dished, or the axle

will break, or the entire car will be turned over sidewise in the same

direction. There is a speed at which the occurrences will be limited in

number te those which will cause an accident ; that is, the road surface

will not give and the wheel will not skid, so the choice will be anion;

axle-breaking, wheel-dishing, or car-overturning. No inventor can

suppress the action of the natural force which we call momentum or

inertia, and which acts in accordance with the fact that a body can

neither start itself from a state of rest, nor stop or slow up when once in

motion, without the action of a force outside such body. So the

possession of a set of non-skiddable tyres must not make the motorist

too confident, else he will either come to grief himself, or cause someone

else to do so, or both.—Yours truly,

R. G.

PROGRESSIVE CHANGE-SPEED GEAR.

To thb Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—I thank Mr. Smith for his letter, but he does not answer my

inquiry. I do not see that my letter stated the belt was a perfect

device, but to me it does seem a very great. improvement, and, if I

remember aright, has nothing in common with the various belt drives of

six or seven years ago. That it has not been taken up counts for little ;

the steam engine, the screw propeller, and even motors of more than one

cylinder, scarcely met with enthusiastic receptions. Even the epicyclic

gear, which has been exhibited for five or six years, has not yet been

adopted by the majority of car iiianu'acturers in this country. Still I am
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glad to know that such a sweet running gear is in use on a 40-h.p. car,

and that Mr. Smith finds it satisfactory. I regret I cannot accept his

kind offer of a run on the same.—Yours truly,

R. Hannen.

MOTOR LUBRICATION.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sm,—With reference to "D.D.B.'s" article in the M.C.J, of the 23rd

ult. , on the above subject, I am glad to find that this gentleman agrees

with me in so many of his statements. I must ask, however, to correct

the impression which he would create, if his reference to myself

were allowed to pass without comment. He says that I advocate

the use of French chalk as a lnbricative improvement when

added to grease. My letter referring to Mr. Duncan's article

mentioned t—" Then regarding the grease, I find that an admixture

of French chalk is condemned l>ecausu when the wearing parts have

become hot, the grease melts. Now with such a grease, in which there

is a proportion of mic.i (or, as it is otherwise known, soap stone, French

chalk, or talc), if the oily portion of the grease melts, the mica is still

left to act as a lubricant, and, although it is not so effective a lubricant

as graphite, it answers the same purpose somewhat less efficiently, and

its presence is certainly preferable to its absence. As a matter of fact,

my firm never use mica in its motor grease, but, in its place, flaked

graphite. Then as to the use of graphite on oil beaiings, this is not

desirable, because it chokes the oil ways, and, for the same reason, its

use must be condemned in cylinders, as in this case it gets behind the

rings, spoiling their elasticity, and ultimately leading to their breakage,"

by which I mean that if the grease melts and runs away, it would be

better that such a grease should have contained some French chalk,

because it would be preferable to have the bearings lubricated with

French chalk than running dry, owing to the fact that all the grease had

melted.

I should like also to ask " D. D. B." to give figures indicating what

he means when he speaks of a " heavy and light " oil, as the terms which

he used are merely comparative. In my opinion it is a pity that
•'D. D. B." does not state his name and standing, because, otherwise,

how can he expect anyone to attach much importance to a chatty article

such as his, which contains bo many statements which he does not pro

ceed to prove, but gives simply as a matter of personal opinion !—Yours

truly,

A. DUCKHAM.

EYESIGHT.

To THJt Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—I note your remarks in the M.C.J, of the 23rd ult. on the eye

sight of automobile drivers and the question as to tests. I should like

to point out that this is a matter which will require very careful con

sideration and- (me in which any attempt at hurried legislation will end

in failure.

The chauffeur is in quite a different position to the engine driver on

the railway or the look-out on board ship ; seeing at long distances is of

less importance in his case than the quickness and steadiness of nerve

necessary to decide what to do in an emergency.

For instance, a man with a considerable amount of myo[ ia (short

sight), uncorrected, might be a much safer and more reliable driver than

one troubled with a much smaller amount of astigmatism ; because in the

former case, if it were merely uncomplicated snort sight, there would

be no eye strain and the individual's mental faculties need not necessarily

be in any way impaired. But, on the other hand, one suffering from such

a small amount of astigmatism that it would not prevent him passing

all the ordinary visual tests might be terribly handicapped, because this

defect causes eye strain, and that, strange to say, often in inverse ratio

to the amount of the defect. To put it in figures, I would rather trust

myself to be driven for a long period by a driver suffering from four

diopters of myopia uncorrected than to one who possessed only half a

diopter of astigmatism and did not wear glasses. The short-sighted

person would see objects blurred at a distance, but, as forcing the accom

modation of the eye would not help him, he does not do it, so escapes

eye strain. The person suffering from astigmatism, however, is

unconsciously almost all the time trying to correct the defect by attempt

ing to focus or accommodate the eye ; this produces eye strain, and the

nerves are affected ; he will be sure to relax his attention occasionally

in the attempt to get rest, and may do this at the critical moment with

disastrous results.

Defects of the muscular apparatus of the eye will, even when the

sight of the eyes is good, produce the same troubles and are liable to

upset the nervous system and render the sufferer unreliable as a driver.

Hypermetropia or long sight of small degree will also frequently

cause eye stra'n.

I merely mention these facts to show that ordinary methods of

sight testing, such as looking at distant objects, are not of much use in

deciding the visual competence of a chauifeur.

As, however, all these defects can in most instances be corrected by

means of glasses, they need not be any hindrance to the individual be

coming a perfect driver ; the difficulty is to make anyone who can

actually see well understand that. Notwithstanding this, the headaches,

eye strain, imagined biliousness, &c, from which he may suffer after a

long drive, whether actually piloting the car or not, are probably due to

a defect in the formation of the eye or the maladjustment of its muscles,

and that a pair of glasses will in many cases relieve the whole trouble.—

Yours truly,

James Aitchison.

SPARKING PLUG POSITION.

To thb Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—A friend of mine and I have recently been interested in

observing the difference between two 7-h. p. Panhards. One is a 1901 -2

three-speed Centaur type, and the other a 1903 model with four speeds,

enclosed radiator and wheel control. The 1901 car is much the better,

I should say—fully a horse-power stronger. We have eliminated as far

as possible all factors outside the engine. The bushes and gears are

good and smooth in both. The weights we have adjusted. The engines

are exactly the same with one exception—in the 1901 car there is a small

explosion chamber in the ping, bush ; in the 1903 the spark is in the com

bustion chamber. Is it possible that the jet of ignited gas from this

small chamber into the combustion chamber gives a better pressure than

ignition from the ordinary position T

Before getting an old type plug bush we would like to know whether

any of your readers have had a similar experience.—Yours truly,

W. R. Etches.

[We do not think that the difference of power in favour of the

earlier model is to be accounted for by the reason suggested by our

correspondent. Position of sparking plugs is of importance, but in both

the cases in question they are situated in the middle of the crown. The

plugs of the 1902 model might be expected to keep cleaner, but theoreti

cally any difference In power should favour the 1903 type. The only

satisfactory way of pro ving whether the 1902 engine really gives more
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power than the other is to take a brake test of 1 oth, and this can be

accomplished without removing the engines from the chassis. There are

several factors to be taken into account besides the sparking—com

pression, carburation, timing of valves, friction of piston rings, &c.

Again, the ratio of the gearing to the road wheels may be different.so that
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a proper comparison is rendered more difficult. Perhaps the 1903 model

is geared higher, speed for speed, than the other.]

THE LIFE OF TYRES.

To tub Editor or The Motor-Car Journal,

Sib,—In reply to " Ignoramus," re 750 by 85 tyres, I bought a set

of extra fort ; they have run the car 1,500, and I think they are quite

equal to another 1,500 miles. My car weighs 12 cwt. If the writer

does not slow down over l.V in. granites, the tyres would probably cut

badly and require some of the usual stopping in the cuts, but how the

tyres can have worn out in six weeks I cannot understand, unless he

drives at top speed and pulls up in a "stylish" way, by the back

brakes, or starts at high speed with a fierce clutch.

I should send the covers to the makers and ask their opinion.—

Yours truly,

R. Hannen.

WIRE OR WOOD WHEELS.

To the Editor or The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—Mr. Edge, in a letter in your Correspondence column, states

that he believes " that the straight forward and usual artillery wheel

is the best form of wood wheel." He asks for tests of staggered

wheels as compared with wire wheels and artillery wheels of the same

weight. It hardly requires a test to prove that the staggered spoke

wheel is stronger, but only to see how much stronger. Before adopt

ing staggered spoke wheels as standard for eur cars, we had exhaustive

tests to compare them with the artillery wheels which we formerly

used, for we also consider that nothing but the best is good enough for

the Argyll. Three 815 mm. by 105 mm. wheels of the artillery

type were compared with three staggered wheels of the

same size. The strength of the spokes between the felloes

was identical in all the wheels. Average weight of the three

ordinary wheels was 33'14 lbs., as against 35'36 lbs. for the

staggered wheel. The difference in weight arises from the fact that the

staggered spokes have a broader hub, and this difference of weight was

exactly equal to the extra wood and extra length of hub required for the

staggered wheel. The average breaking strain of the ordinary wheels

was 3,020 lbs., and on the same basis the staggered wheel should have

been broken at 3,222 lbs., if they were only as strong in proportion to

their weight as the artillery wheel, but they actually stood an average of

3,917 lbs., which shows them to be, weight for weight, 20 per cent,

stronger than the artillery wheel.

This test was taken by Messrs. Kirkcaldy and Sons, of London, and

the figures quoted are from their official report. Even better results

than these have been got, but we prefer to use the figures as verified

by Messrs. Kirkcaldy. The strength, to resist side strains, of the wire

wheel which Mr. Edge prefers is entirely due to the staggering of the

tension spokes, and if Mr. Edge get? a wire wheel with straight spokes,

he has a comparison somewhat analogous in principle to the staggered

and ordinary artillery wood wheel. A good deal can be said for the wire

wheel, but unfortunately it has a decidedly cheap and nasty appearance

when fitted to a well-appointed car.—Yours truly,

Argyll Motors, Ltd.

AUTOMATIC CHANGE-SPEED GEAR.

To thb Editor or The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—It would seem that one of the pleasing mechanical possibilities

to which the motor-car transmission lends itself is automatic speed

changing transmission, in which the ratio of reduction from the engine to

the rear road wheels is regulated entirely without the supervision of the

driver. Next to the gearless car, such as the Direct, which made in

appearance two or three years ago but of which nothing has since been

heard, this is the ideal thing in transmission mechanism, and were its

achievement perfectly feasible without inirodncing too much additional

complication, its general adoption might be speedily looked for. As it is,

however, and notwithstanding the appearance of one or two automatic

devices, motorists are still compelled to use the change-gear lever, while

dreaming of the time when their entire efforts will be confined to the

simple operations of steering and controlling the motor. Judging fiom the

arrangements that have so far been designed, it would seem questionable

whether it is advantageous to replace a number of simple operations for

one or two of the greater complexity necessary to accomplish the same

net results. Continued refinement may serve to eliminate or combine

the elements in such a way as to make possible the achievement of such

mechanism with a small number of parts. For the present, however, the

average motorist is fairly well satisfied with the simplest possible amount

of mechanism, even though its use entails a little more labour.—Yours

truly,

Colonial.

Starting Handle Lost.— While motoring from London to

Worthing on the 26th nit., Mr. J. Arthur Fnrmoy, of Chestbam, Sutton,

Surrey, shed the starting handle of his Brush car. He will be pleased

to reward the finder who returns it to him.

The Flexibility Trial.—Mr. Colin Defries has sent us a copy

of a letter he has addressed to the Secretary of the Crystal Palace

Automobile Club, in which he mentions that his Porthos car with

drew from the competition in consequence of his mechanic falling off

the car, which went over his foot, while ascending a hill, with the

result that it was impossible again to start on top speed. He also

 

The Motor Coach which Fiat Motors, Ltd., intend to run during the

coining Summer between London and Brighton, at Crawley.

The vehicle, as will be seen, differs from the ordinary motor-'lms, inasmuch at there
Is no upper deck, and the engine, being a 24-40-h.p. Flat, is capable of p*opelling the

carriage with from twelve to fifteen people on board at a cooaideraUe speed.

points out that he stopped his car long before it had entered the test

zone, so that as he did not cover the course or even barely begin it,

it was a matter of absolute impossibility to record any speed what

ever.
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CLUBS AND ASSOCIATIONS,

 

THE JUNIOR AUTOMOBILE CLUB.

The officers of the executive of the Junior Automohile Club organised

a run to Baldock on Good Friday, and twenty-four members and friends

lunched at the Kose and Crown. The season proper of the club will open

with a •week end run to Brighton on the 13th inst., and prospective

members, who would like to be present on this occasion, a^e invited to

write to the hon. secretary, Mr. S. C. Darrington," Oakthorpe," Brown-

low Koad, New Southgate, N.
In order to keep the amateur element preponderating, in accordance

■with one of the original ideas that prompted the formation of the Junior

Automobile Club, a resolution has been passed by the committee to the

effect that no more members of the motor industry shall be elected for

the next six months, this motion only tobe rescinded by a full committee

meeting.

RICHMOND AND DISTRICT M.C.C.

The first annual general meeting of the Richmond and District

Motor Cycle Club was held at 18, Down Street, Piccadilly, on the "22nd

tilt., Mr. F. Straight being in the chair. The Marquis de Mouzilly St.

Mars was elected president, and the vice-presidents for 1907 will be :—
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A snapshot

Messrs. F. Straight, Dr. W. M. Paul, E. M. P. Boileau, and Captain

L'Estrange. The new committee consists of the following gentlemen :—

Messrs. S. Bramley-Moore, F. C. Wood, J. H. Greenwood, L. B. Clare,

A. P. L. Sladen, and L. Holman. A rule regarding the election of

members was passed to the effect that members of the club who are

engaged in the motor-cycle trade be not eligible to enter for competitions,

the definition of a trade member to be settled in each individual case by

the committee.

SCOTTISH A.C.

The annual meeting of members of the Scottish A.C. was held at

Edinburgh on Thursday, the 4th inst, when it wns reported that the

membership totalled 765. Reference was made to the many activities of

the organisation during the past twelve months, all of which have been

chronicled from time to time in our columns. We understand an effort

will be made during the year to bring every Scottish motorist into the

ranks of the club.

THE COMMERCIAL MOTOR USERS' ASSOCIATION.

The members of the Motor Van, Wagon and Omnibus Users' Associ

ation, at their annual meeting held on the 2tith alt., resolved that in

future the association should be known as the Commercial Motor Users'

Association. The annual report, which was adopted, shows, among other

matters of interest, the work of the association done in connection with

the Commercial Vehicle Trials, the registration of motor vehicles by the

War Office, extraordinary traffic claims, and the periodical inspection of

mechanical vehicles. In the course of the discussion reference was made

to the recommendations of the Royal Commission on Motor-cars, the

Lights on Vehicles Bill,and the Metropolitan Water Board Scheme for the

supply of water for motor vehicles. The association includes in its mem

bership and upon its committee representatives of the leading railway

companies, omnibus companies, breweries, &c.

MOTOR YACHT CLUB.

There is every prospect of the British International Cup Race of

1907 proving extremely interesting, for in all probability the American

challenger " Dixie " will bring a companion with her.

The estimates for the boats and engines for the one-design class of

motor-boats show clearly that a most useful boat can be built for a little

over £150.
A meeting of the Joint Committee of the Motor Yacht Club and the

Society of Motor Manufacturers and Traders took place recently for the

final consideration of the rules for the 1907 Reliability Trials. The chief

point under discussion was the rule to determine the marks due to

vessels under the score of economy of fuel, last year's rule having been

found unsatisfactory, and a solution of the difficulty was finally obtained.

It was al-o decided that grounds upon which marks had been deducted

from a boat should be communicated to the competitor for his private

information. An important addition was made in a rule which debars

boats that do not start within ten minutes in the case of those usini:

petrol for starting, and twenty-five minutes in the case of boats starting

on paraffin, from being eligible for a non-Btop certificate.

The Liverpool Motor Club had an Easter tour to the Lake District,

making Keswick the centre of their excursions.

The annual meeting of the Berkshire A.C. will be held at the Great

Western Railway Hotel, Reading, on the 20th inst.

June 29th has been provisionally fixed as the date for the annual

Birdlip Hill climb of the Bristol and Gloucestershire A.C.

The new handbook of the North London Automobile Clnb is a very

interesting booklet containing much general information as well as the

diary of club events and list of club members. Mr. J. Thomas Barber,

the new hon. secretary, is to be congratulated on its appearance.

The opening run of the Notts A.C. for the 1907 season will he held

on the 13th inst., to Ye Olde Bell, Barnby Moor.

On the 27th inst. the Harrogate A.C. will hold an inter-club

with the Yorkshire A.C. at the Crown Hotel, Boroughbridge.

■CCOCBW

ROAD REPORTS.

Devon.—Motorists in the neighbourhood of Dartmouth have

lately found a dangerous piece of road between Paignton and Kingswear.

Water mains on this road have been laid from near Churston Station,

and it has been almost impossible to drive thence to the top of the hill

leading down to Kingswear. As to avoiding this bad piece, Mr. F. C.

Hunter, of Exmouth, advises motorists to keep to the left at the fork

after passing the station mentioned (just beyond the golf course) and to

go through Brixham. This is only a few miles round. Returning from

Dartmouth, they should, when at the top of the hill above Kingswear

keep to the right on the Brixham road.

Derbyshire.—The Baslow road is in a very bad state owing to

t he quantity of loose stone which has been recently laid and not rolled

in. The Committee of the Sheffield A.C. have instructed their secretary

to take the matter up with the responsible authorities.

Isle of Man.—The Royal A.C. has voted £200 to the Highway

Board of the Isle of Man.
Cromer.—Motorists who have visited Cromer during the holidays

report that the roads were in splendid condition.

Godalmino.—On the suggestion of the Highways Committee of the

Godalming Town Council some roads in the town are to be tar-coated

and others to be treated with calcium chloride, with a view to the

testing of the merits of the two systems. The latter plan will be tried

on thoroughfares with steep incline", as the tarring might Income slippery

and involve a strain on horses. The cost of the two methods as adopted

by the local surveyor is practically the same.

Mr. G. H. Jack, who has been appointed County Surveyor of Here

fordshire, has read a paper on " A Retrospective View of Roads and Road

Making" to a meeting of the Midland Association of Local Government

Officers. Referring to the future of our main heavily trafficked

thoroughfares, Mr Jack said that if they are to remain under macadam,

much more money than hitherto must, be spent on maintenance, and

many must be entirely reconstructed to provide the required stable

foundation. In view of that and of the comparatively short life of the

very best macadam road, it might not be altogether out of the question

to suggest that the road of the future may be a reversion in essential

particulars to the Roman road—a hard, coherent, scientifically-formed

foundation, covered by a compact, watertight pavement. Such a road

would meet the demands of all sorts and conditions of traffic, ali'ord easy

traction, be comparatively dustless and mudless, and easily cleansed and

kept in repair.
Dust Nuisance at Kingston-by-Sea.—The annual Kingston-by-

Sea parish meeting took place last week. During general business

several ratepayers expressed the opinion that the dust nuisance along the

main road was an intolerable one, and a strongly-worded resolution was

passed to be sent to the District Council to forward to the County

Council, with a view to steps being taken to abate the same.
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The Cordingley Show.

TO-DAY ("Saturday), at the Agricultural Hall, Loudon, the

Twelfth International Motor Car Show organised by Messrs.

Cordingley and Company will begin, and will continue to

Attract the attention of the motoring world throughout the whole

of next week. Many important novelties, such as the eighth

«ylinder engine for the Weigel car for the Grand Prix race, the

new six-cylinder Florentia and S.P.A. cars, many important new

British vehicles, and other features of an important motor-car

exhibition are on view, full reports of which will appear in

subsequent issues of the M.C.J. Meanwhile the following notes

on some of the exhibits will prepare the way for the more

exhaustive report next week.

The Wallis Steam Wagon.

Messrs. Wallis and Steevens, Ltd., of Basingstoke, exhibit a

standard 5-ton tractor and a 5-ton steam wagon. The Wallis tractor

lias become such an everyday feature of road traffic as hardly to require

description, but the firm bare steadily improved their machine with such

great experience to guide them, and the exhibition tractor represents

the last word on the subject. The engine is of the compound type with

link motion operating slide valves on the.out side of each cylinder so that

the steam chests are readily accessible. The whole of the motion is

enclosed, together with the change-speed gear. The o-ton steam wagon,

■of which we give an illustration in Fig. 1, is described by the makers

«s their standard tractor put between shafts. The boiler, engine, and

 

Fig. 1,—The Wallis and Steevens Steam Wagon.

■countershaft, together with the front axle and steering gear, is

practically identical with that on the tractor. The channel frames of

the wagon are riveted to plates secured to the fire-box shell plates, and

are continued to the smoke-box, where they fit into brackets, but are not

fastened rigidly to the latter, so that the boiler is free to expand

independently of the channels. The drive is transmitted from the

second-motion shaft by a Kenold roller chain to the differential on the

five back axle.

The Burrell Steam Tractor.

Messrs. Chahles Bukrell and Sons, Ltd.. exhibit a steam

tractor which in general design follows the line9 of the Burrell traction

•engines. The locomotive boiler, witli single cylinder or compound engine,

is mounted on the boiler barrel, the motion work being over the top of the

fire-box. The fast and slow pinions on the end of the crank shaft drive

direct on to the differential, and the two road wheels are driven indepen

dently, by separate pinions, on either end of the differential countershaft,

driving spur wheels secured to each road wheel. This makes a much easier

■drive, and also lends itself to the introduction of a device for instantly

locking the differential gear from the foot-plate, directly one wheel begins

to slip. The steering gear is also special to the ISurrell engines, as, instead

-of the worm shaft and chains, a positive gear is introduced. A special

fly-wheel brake, operated by a wheel and screw from the foot-plate,

provides an extra control over the engine. Large water tanks are pro

vided, slung under the boiler barrel, and a winding drum is carried

between the spur wheel and road wheel, on the left side of the engine.

The MaR-noid Process for Bepairing Castings.

Considerable interest will be shown in the exhibit of the Magnoid

Company, Ltd., who have acquired the rights in a new French process

•or the repair of castings of iron, steel, aluminium, and bronze alloys.

Various methods have al one time or another been employed to fuse

together aluminium or cast iron ; but these were not wholly

successful, owing to the fact that shrinkage and warping of the castings,

uncertainty of the weld and hardness ot the joint were unavoidable.

The various sample* of repair work on view afford conclusive evidence

of the value of the process, by means of which castings that have from

one cause or another been damaged can be made perfect at considerably

 

'-— Fig. 2.—A Comparatively Simple Form of Fracture at the Base of a

Cylinder before repair. The broken lngs are also shown.

less cost than an entirely new part. The process must not be confounded

with soldering, as in carrying out a repair a metal of the same

composition as the casting is melted into the space that has

to be filled up, and which can afterwards be machined.

The accompanying illustrations show a comparatively simple form of

fracture at the base of a cylinder, three lugs having been broken off.

Much more difficult work than this can be undertaken, the Magnoid

Company having sent us illustrations of the upper half of an engine base

chamber with one of the supporting arms broken, of a cracked cylinder

and gear wheels with broken teeth, all of which have been successfully

mended. As to the strength of the repair, we have seen a cast iron

 

Fig. 3 -The Cylinder as Repaired by the Magnoid Company.

test piece which was first cut apart exactly in the middle. The two

parts were then joined together by the Magnoid process, and, after

being machined to a suitable section in the lathe, the whole was sub

jected to a tensile test, applied by means of chains through eyes in

ends of the specimen. Instead ot breaking at the point where the re

pair had been effected, a fracture occurred at a tensile stress of six tons,

but not at the join.
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The Hurmld Six-Cylmaer Car.

Among the six-cylinder cars on view is the Hurmid, made hy

Messrs. Hurst AND Middleton, Ltd., of Windsor Road, Holloway, N.,

which is noteworthy on account of the relatively low price at which it is

offered. Wc pave an illustrated description of the vehicle in the M.CJ.

of September 29th last, but it may be briefly mentioned that it follows

the general design of live-axle cars. The 40-h.p. motor, which is built

throughout by the firm, comprises six separately cast cylinders, the

dimensions being 4 in. bore by ih in. stroke, and the normal speed 1,000

revolutions per minute. The valves are mechanically operated off sepa

rate cam shafts, the inlets being arranged on one side and the exhausts

on the other. A sepaiate exhaust pipe is provided for each cylinder, the

burnt gases first t assing into an expanding chamber, and thence to the

silencer proper. The water circulation is maintained by a gear-driven

pump and a framed tubular radiator of the firm's own construction, an

air-inducing fan also being fitted. No governor is provided, the speed

of the engine being controlled by the throttle and ignition

levers fixed above the steeriDg wheel. The pedal operating

the clutch is, however, so connected up that as the latter is withdrawn

the motor is automatically throttled down. To the gear-box the power

is transmitted through a wide leather-faced clutch fitted with springs to

allow the load to be taken up without jerks. Three speeds forward and

reverse are controlled by a single lever, the drive on the top being direct.

From the gear box the power , is conveyed through a cardan-shaft and

bevel gear to a live axle which has only the driving strain to withstand,

the weight of the car being carried by the sleeve surrounding the axle.

Any form of carriage body can be fitted to the chassis, which has a

wheel base of 10 ft. 3 in.

Lubricating Oils.

The Stern-Sonneborn Oil Company have their usual display of

high grade lubricants for motor-cars, &c, and a collection of specialities

recently introduced for various purposes in connection with the running

A minor vexation almost inseparable from motoring is the clinging-

nature of the grime and dirt that lingers on the bands of the practical

motorist. Several preparations have been introduced to alleviate this

disagreeable feature, and that shown by the Sanitas Company has won

distinction among such goods. This is an " Automobile Soap " of pure

degree that has the further recommendation of being a fragrant soap of

disinfectant properties acting instantaneously and not hurting even: the

tenderest skin. This and a metal polish constitute the exhibits of a^new

comer in the accessory section of the Show.

Fluxite.

The registered " Fluxite " soldering paste is shown by the AUTO-

Controller and Switch Company, who claim that it is effective, clean,

and handy, while there is no mess or waste in its use. With this flux

practically any metal can be soldered or tinned without being first

prepared or cleaned. Being in the form of a stiff paste, it will adhere

to the object to be soldered ; it can also be carried with safety in the

tool bag. An important quality of Fluxite is that it can be employed

on cast iron, steel, lead, zinc, &c, where neither spirits nor resin is

suitable. The solder will " run " with great ease and adheres perfectly

on practically any metal when this paste is used as the flux. It has

the advantage of not affecting the insulation of electrical machines

and apparatus, and should be found in all motor-car works and repair

shops.

{To he continued.)

THE FLEXIBILITY TRIAL.

With reference to the Flexibility Trial of the Crystal Palace A.C.

we are asked to mention that the Committee tender tneir thanks to Col.

Holden for his very kind offices in connection with the formula. Nearly

all the cars did most remarkably good performances—in fact, considering

the difficulties of the London to Bexhill road, it would hardly have been
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2 60-h.p. Napier

5 14-h.p. Vulcan

3 I 28-b.p. Mass

8 j 24-h.p. Courier

12 I 40-h.p. Ford...

4 1 10-h.p- Beo ...
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10 I 25-b.p. Brooke

13 1 35-h.p. Maudslay

6 4 5C9
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6 3,511

2 2,576

4,5414

6 3,868

4 4,428

MaximumSpeed. MinimumSpeed. MarksforTrack.
NumberofGear

changes.

Maximumpossiblemaiksafteradjust- mentforpowerand

weight.

MarksforGear

changes.

NumberofEngine

stops.

MarksforEngine.

A.C.Rating

D2.n./3.

SpeedRatio.

1

Markslost.
GrandTotal.

Marks,

50 0 57-69 3-48 16-."8 500 0 0 594 594 0 200 1,294

16-35 3913 4-75 8-23 248 2 45 730 685 0 200 1,133

29 8 4D-18 6-39 628 189 1 23 571 548 1 180 917

25 0 46-39 5-28 8-79 255 4 04 660 596 3 0 851

40 5 4838 6-36 7-6 228 1 24 440 416 0 200 844

16-0 34 28 7 03 4-88 147 1 34 492 458 0 200 80r.

27 0 35 29  4-58 69 1 200 430" 230 0 200 499

26-25 34 61 6-36 5-45 164 13 329 387 58 0 200 422

333 40 54 516 7-86 238 1 260 438 178 1 0 4)6

Car No 8. Engine stop marks. This car was delayed 56 minutes in all, but could not lose more than the full 200 marks.

Car No. 13. Ditto (lost 23 minutes).

of vehicles. They show samples of Clutcholine, which, as its name

implies, has been prepared for use on metnl or leather clutches, improving

the grip and securing the general good behaviour of the device, it is a

pure non-corrosive lubricant of tried merit. A newer introduction to

the motorist is Cooloricid—a preparation for cooling the hot bt-arings,

brakes snd clutches of cars. The company have their comprehensive

large of Sternol Hnile, Motosternol, Antosternol, gear oil, &c, as well

as their elastic Stemoline chain paste, which forms a hard yet elastic

surlace, simultaneously acting as a lubricant and reducing noise.

The Transport of Cars.

Messrs. Henry Johnson and Sons call attention to their facilities

for the packii g and transportation of automobiles of every description

by means of the model of a crate. This firm has always recognised

the importance of the import and export trade in motor-cars, and,

having speciali.-ed on this class of business, pos>e-s unique knowledge

with regard to boat and rail services, and are ahle to economise time

and money in the interest of those who place the shipment of vehicles

in their hands.

Office Bequirements.

Now that the card system has become recognised as almost an

indispensable part of modern business methods, special interest is given

to the stand whereon theSHANNON, Ltd., demonstrate the applicability of

their method of filing to the particular requirements of the motor-oar trade

—either in the garage or the office. The Shannon tiling cabinets lor record

ing and classifying information relating to cars and parts as well as to indi

vidual customers are likely to attract considetablo notice from those

anxious to facilitate business and ease the stiain of modern business life.

thought possible by the average motorist, that so many cars could have-

competed this distance with so few changes of speed, and at the same

time do such high speeds on the Bexhill track.

The honouis of the day fell to the six-cylinder Napier, but a good

deal can be said for the six-cylinder Ford, which performed excellently,

and it was unfortunate that at River Hill, owing to its having to till up

with water at Tonbridge, due to a leaky radiator, it did not do itself

quite full justice. Mr. Colin Defries' Porthos was looked upon atone

time as a very likely winner, but an accident which resulted in his

running ever his mechanician and then his engine stopping in the slow

speed test put him out of the competition. The 14-h.p. Vulcan running

in the second division was a well-deserved success. The very clean

record of the Mass car should also be noted, only having one change of

speed throughout the whole journey. The Reo also showed up we\l in

the test, it being the lowest powered car in the competition. The 24-h.p.

Courier was prominent on the fast speed test as a likely winner, itsi top

speed being excellent, but on the slow speed test not doing quite as well

as was expected.

nceccctw

POLICE TRAPS.

—

There is a police trap at Henley on-Thaines worked by officers-

concealed in a garden at the town end of the Fair Mile on the right-hand

side of the town going towards Oxford.

At Ashington, about ten miles from Worthing on the London

Worthing road, a police trap has been established.

The police trap in Loampit Yale, Lewis] am, has been in activt

operation again.
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AERONAUTICS.

-♦—
Lord and Lady Llangattock had an Easter balloon party at

their place in Monmouthshire, and were among the passengers in the

Hon. Mrs. Assheton Harbord's " Nebula." After several captive ascents

it made a free journey, travelling in the direction of Herefordshire.

Mr. W. Mansergh Varley has translated and Messrs. Whittaker

and Co. have published Major H. W. L. Moedebeck's " Pocket Book

of Aeronautics." This presents an authoritative summary of the state
•of the science at the present day.

The annual general meeting of the Aero flub was held on

Wednesday, the 20th ult., at 16B, Piccadilly. It has just issued its

official notices for the year, from which we learn that club ascents

will 1* made on several occasions from the Crystal Palace during the

year, and the "Harbord" cup race will l>e held at Ranelagh on May

25th, that for the " Hedges Butler " challenge cup taking place on

June 29th. The first ascent of the year will be held from the Crystal

Palace on the Thursday following the close of the Aero Club's

Exhibition in connection with CordiDgley's Motor Show next week.

Major B. F. S. Baden-Powell, addressing the members of the

Royal Meteorological Society recently on " The Exploration of the

Air," said that the atmosphere was a vast and little-explored ocean. We

crawled about the ground like crabs on the bottom of t he sea, and made onr

meteorological observations down on the ground, ignorant of all that was

.going on in the midst of that great expanse of air. There were three

means now at the service of man by which he might ascend into those

desirable regions or may send up self-recording instruments to probe the

mysteries of the skies, viz., balloons, kites, and flying machines.

Although the balloon at the time of its invention was hailed with

acclamation, as promising the conquest of the air, it was now realised

that this cumbrous and delicate apparatus was not capable of mucli

practical application. Meteorological kites had also been much improved

in recent years, and instruments lifted by kites retained by steel wires

had actually ascended to a height of four miles, while at Aldershot kites

had been regularly introduced into the service. Men were first lifted by

this means in 1895, in which year the lecturer himself made a number of

ascents up to 100 feet high, but improvements have gradually followed

until now men have actually gone up to a height of 3,000 feet, an

elevation practically beyond the reach of rifle bullets and so high as to

render the aeronaut almost invisible. Major Baden-Powell concluded

by saying that the flying machine has come to stay. Years ago

people argued that it was impossible to lift in the air that which

was far heavier than the air, but the advocates of the cause

pointed to the birds, and there was no gainsaying that the

thing was possible. Then pessimists cried that it would not be

possible to balance the apparatus without the intelligence of a bird, but

models were made, finally so good as to fly three-quarters of a mile, and

men also took to gliding on wings and sailing on the wind. Huge

machines were constructed with very light engines, and during the last

two or three years not only had men been successfully raised off the

ground, but they had been able to sustain themselves in the air for half

an- hour at a time. Very little remained to be done before it could be

said that man had veritably conquered the air.

COURTESIES OF THE ROAD.

The Scottish Automobile Club, with a view to engendering good

feeling on the part of the public to motor-cars and motor-cvcles,

recommend all drivers of automobiles, whether amateur or professional,

to be especially carsful on the following points :—

Passing cyclists and horse-drawn vehicles.— Give the maximum

space possible.

Passing restive horses.—Use the utmost consideration, even to

stopping the engine, if necessary, although no hand may have been held

up. On narrow parts of roads, cross roads, corners, and bridges, drive

slewly and with caution, and before passing from behind wait until a

suitable part of the road is reached.

Passing through towns and villages and at roadside residences.—Co

slowly, so as not to fill houses and cottages and cover gardens with dust,

or throw mud about, and also for the safety of the inhabitants and their

inimals, &c.

Passing pedestrians.—Take care not to splash them with mud, or

over them with dust.

Show caution and consideration always.

—8Q9B—

THE DANQERSOF THE HORSE.

Sir John E. Dorington, chairman of the Gloucestershire County

Council and formerly M.P. for the Tewkesbury Division of the county,

had a miraculous escape whilst being driven in his motor-car in the

Toadsmoor Valley on Cood Friday. Whilst the car was travelling along

a very narrow road, a runaway team of cart horses attached to a trolley-

laden with timber was seen emerging round a corner 150 yards away.

There was no driver with the horses, which were galloping as hard as

they could, and as there was barely sufficient room for two vehicles to

pass considerable alarm was felt by the occupants of the motor. With

great presence of .mind the chauffeur ran the motor-car against a

wall by the side of the road, and urged Sir John to leave the car

and jump over the wall. This Sir John did, and when the chauffeur

followed his example the leader in the teitm of runaways was level

with the car. The horses galloped past the deserted car, which

escaped with some scratches. All danger being apparently over, Sir

John Dorington and his chauffeur returned to the car, but had barely

got back into the road when the horses were seen returning in the

same manner. It seems that further down the road, where it was

wider, a man had shouted at the runaways, which in a remarkable

way turned round without upsetting the trolley. Tne shouting of

Sir John Dorington and the chauffeur this time stopped the animals

in their wild career.

MACHINE TOOLS FOR MOTOR-CAR BUILDERS.

We illustrate herewith the Motoi Cam Profile Milling Machine

which has recently been introduced by Messrs. Webster and Bennett,

Ltd., Atlas Works, Coventry, and which is finding its way into the

shops of all motor manufacturers who desire every detail of their engines

to be as perfect as possible. It is, of course, quite a special machine and

is designed solely for the motor engineer.

The cam-shaft is turned before entering this machine, the cams

leaving the lathe in the form of circular discs on the shaft. These are

accurately milled to the outline determined in the drawing office, this

being governed by a large copy which slowly revolves with the cam

shaft while the milling cutter does its work. As the rams are all

milled from the same copy, it follows that they are exactly alike. When

two or three outlines are required on one shaft a double or treble copy is

arranged accordingly and the copy roller shifted from one to the other

as the job progresses. The angle of the cams to each other is determined

by a division plate. This important factor is made certain by the use

 

of cams solid on the shaft, and what is more, the angle cannot vary, as

is too often the case when loose cams are pegged on the shaft.

A companion machine to the above in one which is designed on

similar lines for grinding the cams after the shaft is hardened. An

emery wheel takes the place of the milling cutter. In most other

respects the two machines are alike in appearance and action. The

product of the grinder has, of course, the highest obtainable finish and

gives the greatest smoothness in working together with good wearing

qualities.

PUBLIC MOTOR SERVICES.

The proposal recently made by Mr. Holden to the Watch Committee

of the Brighton Town Council to transfer ten char-a-bancs and twenty

cab licences to motor vehicles was accompanied by the promise of the

licensee that he would teach the horse drivers to drive the motor

vehicles.

The drivers employed by the Gei.eral Motcr Cab Company are now

being examined by t he Royal A.C. prior to their passing the usual police

test at New Scotland Yard Several drivers holding the Club's certifi

cate have been supplied to the above compauy during the past week.

Great improvements have taken place in the motor-'bus service at

Eastbourne. Four new vehicles were put into public employment just

before the opening of the holidays, during which they were well

patronised.

DURING the holidays Messrs. Woodyatt arranged an attractive pro

gramme of motor-car tours from Malvern, including a trip to Broadway,

a quaint old-world village on the western face of the North Cotswolds.

On Easter Monday their cars ran to Goodrich Castle and Symond's Yat ;

Tuesday, Powick and Tewkesbury ; Thursday, Witley and Martley ; and

Friday, Bosbury, Ledbury, Eastnor, and the Raggedstone Pass.

A MOTOR-'BUS service has been inaugurated between Newcastle-on-

Tyne and Marsden.
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CASES UNDER THE MOTOR CAR ACT.

Unlicensed Driver.

Thomas Marlowe, of Champion Hill, has heen summoned by the

police for driving a motor-car at East Dnlwich Grove, he not being

licensed for that purpose. Mr. Robeit Humphreys, appearing for the

defence, said the circumstances were these - Mr. Marlowe was about to

purchase a car and on the 11th ult. he went out in a car in charge of an

experienced chauffeur. The defendant wanted to see how the thing

worked and took the wheel. He had not driven quite a mile when the

officer came up and found he had no licence. A little episode which

occurred during the run convinced the defendant that he was net a born

chauffeur. He had no intention of driving again, but intended to leave

the driving in more experienced hands. Mr. Hopkins.—Was any damage

done ?—Yes, sir, to a brewer's dray, but Mr. Marlowe has made that

good. Mr. Hopkins fined the defendant 20*. and 2s. costs.

Exceeding the Legal Limit.

Harold E. Dew, of Battersea, was fined £5 and costs, at Greenwich,

on Saturday, for driving a motor-car at thirty-three miles an hour in

Loampit Vale, Lewisham. He said an electric tramcar stopped suddenly

in the " trap," and be put on a spurt to pass it before it started again,

but his speed just before was only eighteen miles. Alexander Maurice

David de Groot, of Blackheath, was fined £3 and costs for driving a car

at twenty-peven miles an hour in Shooters Hill Koad ; and Charles

Gardner, af Whalley Range, Manchester, was similarly fined for a speed

of thirty miles an hour.

COMPANY NEWS.

Meetings.

Webley and Scott, Ltd.—Presiding at the annual meeting of

Webley and Scott, Ltd., on the 26th ult., the chairman, Mr. G. B. Winn,

said that within the next fortnight they would have a motor-car on the

road.

Charron, Ltd.—The statutory meeting of Charron, Ltd., was held

at the office of the company, 32, Old Jewry, London, E.C., on the 25th ult.

Mr. Davison Dalziel presided and said that they had accepted for 1907

orders amounting to no lets than 762 chassis. Beyond this they had

signed very advantageous contracts for Belgium. Holland, Luxemburg,

Germany, Austria, Hungary, and the Balkan Peninsula. In order to

give a comparison of the remits obtained during the first two months

of the present year and the first two months of the preceding year,

he said that, whereas in 1906, during the month of January, they

turned out eleven chassis, and in February they turned out twenty-

two, in January, 1907, the production was thirty-six chassis, and in

February forty-two. Tbe turnover of the business for January, 1906,

was 236,O0Of., and for February, 1906, 594,000f., or a total of 830,000f. for

tbe two months, whereas in January, 1907, the turnover was 57C,O00f.,

and in February 1907, 700,000f., making a total of l,276,000f. The

directors were extremely satisfied with the condition of the business, and

were very sanguine indeed as to its future prospects.

New Companies.

Fippard Hydraulic Clutch.—£5,000. To acquire the invention

and patents of Mr. A. J. Fippard for improvements in hydraulic clutches

for motor vehicles and other purposes. No initial public issue. First

directors, Messrs. R. H. Measures (chairman), H. A. F. Measures,

G. E. A. Measures, A. J. Fippard, H. C. Walker, and H. T. Wright.

R, H. Measures may retain ofhee while holding 1,000 preference shares,

or half number issued for time being, with power to appoint two other

directors, said H. A. F. Measures and G. E. A. Measures being first

nominees. Qualification (except other first directors), 200 shares. As

fixed by company.

Coventry Chain Company.—£100,000. To acquire the business

of the Coventry Chain Company, Limited, to adopt an agreement with

the said old company, and to carry on the business of manufacturers of

and dealers in chains of all kinds for motor-cars, &c. First

directors to be appointed by signatories.

Paddon and Sopwith.—£5,000 (4,800 ordinary and 200 " B " shares

of £1 each). To acquire the business carried on at 1, Albemarle Street,

W., as Paddon and Sopwith, and to carry on the bnsiness of dealers in

motor-cars, &c. No inital public issue. First directors, Messrs. P. W.

Paddon, T. O. M. Sopwith, and H. V. Hermon. 1, Albemarle Street, W.

MOTOR CAR ACCIDENTS.

-♦—

Mr. Lionel Nathan Rothschild has been lying at the Queen's

Hotel, Birmingham, suffering from injuries sustained in a collision whilst

motoring in the neighbourhood of Birmingham on Thursday of last week.

Mr. Rothschild, who was driving the car himself, was vnable to avoid a

milk float at an awkward corner, and the collision caused him to be

thrown against the head of the horse drawing the float. His injuries

chiefly consist of superficial wounds caused by tbe goggles he was

wearing. His sight is fortunately unaffected.

A motor-car has been partially wrecked and two cyclists seriously

injured in an accident which occurred on the Buxton road near

Stockport. The car, driven by a chauffeur and owned by Mr. J. H.

Stansfield, Rawtenstall, was going towards Hazel Grove. To get past

a tram-car and a number of cyclists it. was turned to the off-side of the

road. The tram prevented the chauffeur seeing two cyclists who were

approaching from the opposite direction, and when he got from behind

the tram he was so close upon them that in order, if possible, to avoid a.

collision he ran the motor on to the footpath. But this did not prevent-

the smash. Both the cyclists were knocked down. They were

subsequently taken to Stockport Infirmary, where it was found they had

sustained serious injuries.

At a late hour on Saturday night Alfred Sexton was crossing the

Kennington Road at the end of Brook Street when he was knocked down

by one of the new motor-cabs. He was taken to St. Thomas's Hospital,

where he died a few hours later.

In trying to avoid a wagonette at Rottingdean, near Brighton, on

Easter Monday, the chauffeur of a motor-car in which were seated Mr.

Cecil Edge and the Misses Catherine and Aileen Hennessy, collided with

another car occupied by an Eastbourne doctor and a friend. Miss, Eileen

Hennessy was thrown out of the car, and upon being assisted to a neigh -

bouring hotel was found to be seriously hurt about the head. The other

occupants escaped without injury. The front part of Mr. Edge's car was

smashed.

The inquest on the body of Charles Jackson, of Greenhills, Middleton>

Junction, near Manchester, who was killed in the motor accident on

Blackpool Road on Sunday afternoon, has been held at Kirkham. After

evidence of identification had been given, John Howarth, living at Middle-

ton, said he was the owner of the car. Jackson and he set out to Black

pool from Middleton, calling at Chorley. They proceeded all right

through Kirkbam, and turned round a sharp corner down an incline

into Blackpool Road. The car was then travelling at fifteen miles an

hour. He reduced the speed to nine miles, hut they came on to another

corner before he knew where he was. When rounding this, the speed

having previously been increased to fifteen miles, the hind wheels of

the car skidded on tbe embankment, and the car turned turtle, pinning

both the witness and his friend underneath. The witness freed himself,

but his friend was dead. The jury returned a verdict to this effect,,

adding riders recommending that danger signals be placed on either

side of the turn, and that the County Council be asked to widen the

road, because it was dangerous.

ALLEOED FRAUDULENT MOTOR SCHOOL.

—•
The case against W. Addison and R. Fonlkes, reported in onr last

issue came again before the Brighton magistrates on the 27th ult. The

defendants were charged with conspiring together, on or about the

29th October, 1906, and other subsequent dates, to obtain by false pre

tences the sum of £2 in money, and four postal orders for the payment of

£1 2s. lid., with intent to cheat and defraud Alfred William Young and

others. There were four alternative charges preferred by the Sussex

County Automobile Club against the prisoners for obtaining by false

pretences £2 from Young,<$ a 10s. postal order from Proctor, on

27th November, a postal order for 5s. from Dunstan on 3rd December,

and a postal order for 10s. from Frederick Peter Cecil Burman on 28th

November. Earl Russell (instructed by Mr. C. W. Buckwell, on behalf

of the Sussex County Automobile Association), appeared to prosecute,

and said he proposed to drop the charge of conspiracy and prefer the

other charges. After hearing the evidence the magistrates retired to

consider their decision, and on on their return the Chairman said Addi

son would be l>ound over in bis own recognizances in the sum of £5, to

come up for judgment if called upon. Foulkes would have to go to-

prison for six weeks in the second division on each of the two charges,

the sentences to run concurrently.

naaOJOQW ■

BUSINESS NEWS.

The export business of the Daimler Company is daily increasing, andi

large packing cases containing cars can constantly be seen leaving the

works for the station.

The Hon. Evelyn Hubbard has written to Messrs. Humber, Ltd.,

stating that his Coventry Humber car has now been running for about

six months, and reports that it is a very quiet and comfortable car, and

on a fair road can keep up an average of twenty miles per hour without

difficulty so long as it is not over-laaen.

The recent fine weather has already influenced the motor trade m

the number of orders which are being received. Amongst recent

purchasers of Daimler care are the Earl of Normanton, who has ordered

a 28-b.p. Daimler chassis, Lord Mount Edgcnmbe, who has purchased a

28-h.p. " Stoneleigh " Daimler, and Rear-Admiral Sir Chas. Graves-Sawle,

who nas ordered a 30-h.p. "Milverton" model Daimler.

To meet the wants of motorists, Gaulois Tyres, Ltd., kept their

despatch department open on Easter Monday.

Captain Masui, who has recently been touring India, has arranged

with Messrs. Ashworth Taylor and Company, Chowringhee, Calcutta,

to act as agents in Eastern India for the Germain cars, and with the

Bombay Motor Car Company, Ltd., for Western India.

Messrs. A. Gaal and Co., 17, Hanover Square, London, W.,

have secured the British agency for the Westinghouse cars.

The Victoria Carriage Works, Ltd., of Long Acre, W.C., have

received the first of the 1907 models of the 16-24-h.p. Leon Bollee car,

and are now in a position to give trial trips to demonstrate the

flexibility of the engine and the remarkably quiet running of the car.

Arrangements have now been concluded with the London and

North-Western Railway Company whereby the Royal Automobile Club

will stock passenger tickets for the convenience of its members and

arrange for the transport of their cars on the company's services,

including Ireland and the Isle of Man.
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COMMENTS.

LTHOUGH the Lights on Vehicles Bill

has secured a smooth passage in Parlia

ment thus far this session, all is not won.

There are many agricultural districts that are

exciting much local discontent against the pro

posal that vans and similar vehicles, should carry

lights, and M.P.'s representing rural constituencies

are being inundated with protests against such

suggestions. In view of this it is to be expected

that the organisations of motorists will not relax the efforts

already made to convince legislators that the dangers of evening

and night travelling mainly arise from the slow moving vehicles.

This is the experience of those who drive horses, and is by no

means confined to motorists. The latter have to illuminate

their vehicles at the rear ; but the necessity certainly seems

greatest in the case of those lumbering vehicles that are not seen

in the darkness until any succeeding vehicle may be almost upon

them. The objectors are urging that the presence of so many

lamps about farm buildings will add to the risks already

associated with such places. They also point to the habitual

•carelessness of farm hands, &c, in connection with wagons.

Agreeing that such is the case the Lights on Vehicles Bill may

be recommended as a piece of educational work in that respect ;

while the risks of lamps can easily be dismissed in view of the

improvements that have taken place in this department of

industry since the advent of the car. ,

' ♦ ♦ ♦

In fact, the coming of the automobile

has had its effect in many ways, and has

not only caused makers of lamps to

direct their efforts to secure better

results in their productions, but other

trades have been incited to more intelli

gent efforts. No one can visit a motor-car show without recog

nising the impetus that the mechanical carriage has given to the

body-building industry. Until the modern motor movement

began carriage builders had managed to run in a well-defined

rut, and innovations were few. Standard lines had to be

followed, and departures from the conventional were regarded

with ill-favour by the trade, and often with contempt by the

customers. But the new conditions brought out by the motor

car have altered that attitude, with the result that a comfort and

convenience is being given to carriages hitherto unknown. An

inspection of some of the vehicles now being exhibited at the

Agricultural Hall reveals a luxury in the way of internal

arrangements that the carriage builder of two decades ago

would have scorned. New designs, finer outlines, and a general

all-round development are recognised as necessary by British

carriage builders determined to keep in the front rank so far as

the international outlook is concerned.

• * ♦

The Motor Union is now engaged in

investigating five cases in which it has

been alleged that the tolls imposed are

excessive. One is the Floating Bridge

from Devonport to Tor Point, which is

governed by a very ancient Act of Par

liament ; at present 2s. 6d. is charged for a car weighing under

one ton, which covers the return journey if made on the same

Motor Bodies.

Ferry and Bridge

Tolls.

day. Another is the Saltash Ferry, where the Saltash Corpora

tion have increased the charge from Is. 6d. to 2s. 6d. for cars

carrying more than two persons. Complaints have also been

received by the Union as to the caarge of a shilling made for

each time of crossing the bridge at Goiing-on-Thames. The

charge made for crossing that between Lymington and Beaulicu

(Hants) is also considered to be excessive. The facilities for the

transit of motor-cars when crossing from New Holland to Hull

and net rasa are the subject of negotiations between the Union

and the Great Central Railway. ' •

Water by the

Roadside.

One of the difficulties of users of

steam wagons jn the past has been that

of obtaining a supply of water in the

streets. Taking water from the troughs

dedicated to horses has brought the

drivers into conflict with local authorities,

and it was with satisfaction that we were recently able to

announce that the Metropolitan Water Board was preparing a

scheme which should relieve users of such vehicles of anxiety.

Necessarily any plan of such a nature would have to guarantee

the ratepayers against preferential treatment being accorded to

any particular section, and the proposals now made by the

'engineer to the Water Board deserve credit as an effort in that

direction. The idea is to erect at central and convenient spots a

series of penny-in-the-slot machines from which water may be

ttken for steam vehicles. No great delay need arise before

these are placed in position.

• ♦ 4

The tests that have recently bet"

carried out by the Royal A.C. in con-

The Exhaust nection with the Vapour Emission Com-

Qases. petition revealed the fact that some of

the cars were emitting an excess of

carbonic oxide gas, and now it is pointed

out that in cases where cars give out more than 2 per cent, of

this gas they are objectionable to the public. The Club is pre

pared to undertake the necessary test of any car that may be

submitted to it, to take samples of the exhaust gases, and to

report the results of the analysis. Carbonic oxide (represented

by the formula CO) is the lower oxide of carbon. It is colour

less and transparent, has an unpleasant odour, and is poisonous.

It is slightly lighter than air, having a specific gravity of "968.

The particularly obnoxious nature of this oarbon oxide is well

known. A feeling of discomfort and headache may be produced

by inhaling it. When the engine is running and the carburettor

is being adjusted, it is advisable that the doors of the motor

garage should be open, so that plenty of fresh air should be

admitted. . .

Scotch Law.

Doubtless the Scottish Automobile

Club will keep watch over the proceed

ings of the annual general meeting of

the Convention of Royal Burghs, which

has been held in Edinburgh. Here

many of the authoritative persons from

various parts of the northern kingdom have assembled to discuss

matters of varying importance. Two debates have occurred in

which motorists claim as much interest as other people. One

had reference to the imposition of a new tax on all mechanically
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propelled vehicles; the other was concerned with the recent

decision of the Court of Justiciary to the effect that magistrates

in Scotland have no jurisdiction to try offences under the Motor

Car Act. With regard to the former matter it was ultimately

decided to delay a vote for a year—a wise proceeding with

which all motorists will have agreement ; and on the second

point a resolution was adopted in favour of such offences being

brought before the magistrates. The Assessor for Ayr, who

introduced the motion, declared that as the magistrates had the

regulation of the roads and had to get up the cases, it was but

reasonable that they should try the matters. To our mind these

are just the reasons which should confirm the view of the higher

legal authorities, for it is always well to separate the dispensers

of justice from those who have the power to set the machinery

in motion.

Roads Again.

A Steam Car at

Flood Time.

If there were ever any motorphobes

in the city of Alleghanny, Pennsylvania,

U.S.A., they probably revised their ideas

after the great flood which recently

occurred there. Never were means of

swift and sure transportation more

needed than when the Alleghanny River commenced to overflow

its banks nd to inundate a part of the residential district.

 

Although warnings there had been in plenty that a flood was

imminent, it was not until the water commenced to course

through the streets that people thought of abandoning their

homes and seeking shelter on higher ground. Then they found

that the means of escape at hand were hopelessly insufficient.

Those who had obtained possession of boats were charging a

guinea a head to carry people to places of safety. Empty boxes,

planks and all kinds of household furniture were pressed ' into

service as rafts. In many instances these frail craft were swept

out into the river, with the result that a score of lives were lost

in this way in the vicinity of Pittsburg alone. Just at the

moment when all was confusion Mr. H. I. (.'ashman, of Pittsburg,

appeared on the scene with his White steam car. He had driven

over to Alleghanny merely out of curiosity, but on arriving

there he saw at a glance that he could use the car for service.

Accordingly, he drove into the streets along the water front and

carried load after load of people to places of safety. As the

flood increased he retreated gradually from street to street and

it was not until night fell that he ceased his hazardous work.

His car suffered no harm from this amphibious service, and he

gained not only the thanks of the authorities, but also the grati

tude of the people.

Possibly some of our readers will

have a feeling of alarm when they learn

that a conference is to be held in London

next week, when eight papers will be

read, or taken as read, on the subject of

Roads. Engineers' societies, ratepayers'

associations, rural councils, motoring organisations, and, in fact,

everybody talks of roads. Tests of materials, trials of dust-

layers, learned disquisitions on Continental methods, and general

advice as to how to improve matters are as frequent as changes-

in the weather ; but the dust rises with the coming of the car,

the cost of maintenance advances, and the grumbles become

universal. Surely we have nearly come to the end of the talking

period, and the time for practical demonstration is near at hand!

Elsewhere we give the programme of the conference, from which

it will be seen that three of the papers have the word " could "

in their titles. The word " must " ought to be substituted ; and

then the National Dustless Roads Committee might get to

business and justify itself. But with the multiplication of

committees and the duplication of organisations dealing with the

matter the roads will soon be strewn with as many impossible

notions and lost hopes as would constitute a nuisance almost

equal to the dust it is sought to allay. Sir John Wolfe Barry

will take the chair at the forthcoming conference.

State Aid in the

United States.

It is certainly a remarkable coinci

dence that almost contemporaneous with

the holding of this conference the annual

convention of the American Roadmakers'

Association has been taking place at

Pittsburg. There were 2,500 delegates,

representing no fewer than thirty-eight States of the Union,

and it was reported that 1,151 miles of road have been improved

under the State Aid law, by which wide and sound roads are

being encouraged. One of the speakers—State Road Commis

sioner E. C. Hutchinson—said that " State aid for road improve

ment has done more for our State (New Jersey) than any law

ever placed upon the statute-books. It has increased the value

■ of our farms, and has added not only to the pleasure and comfort

• of our farmers, but to that of the city men who have bought

farms and built large country mansions along the" line of our

improved roads, thus increasing the rateable property by

millions of dol'ars." We commend this to the notice of Mr.

E. J. Lovegrove, who is to bring the question of State aid to the

notice of next week's conference. The recognition of main road

making and maintenance as a national matter must become a.

plank in the motorist's propaganda platform.

The Revival of the

Toll Bar.

Although the Renard road train

is not seen in the Agricultural Hall

building, the public has shown a keen

interest in this means of transit, and

the vehicle has made many trips daily

in the square to the rear of the

Minor Hall—which, by the way, is to be utilised for the-

ertension of that section of the building. On Monday evening

the subject was considered by experts at a meeting of the

Society of Engineers, when Messrs. B. H. Thwaite and

R. F. Thorp read a paper on the system. The authors, having

traced the evolution of the mechanical road transport system

from its practical introduction in 1820-40, went on to say that

the success of Stephenson's railways and the railway boom of

the forties in their combined effect suppressed all interest in road

motor coaches just as they did in the case of stage coaches.

Since the passing of the Act of 1896 the expansion of the motor-

propelled road transport vehicle in industry had been marvellous.

Merely taking the application of the motor to the metropolitan

'buses, startling figures were obtainable. Unfortunately, the-

application of the motor to omnibus vehicles had been toe

hurried and too rapid, and but little real progress had resulted

The economics of transport work had not been properly studied

and respect for the surface maintenance of our roadways hac.

been considered to be a negligible quantity. Doubtless th«v
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tendency of modern transport inventions to return to the road

would be followed eventually by a revival of the toll-bar system,

and it was very probable that the tolls would be proportionate

to the wear and tear characteristics of any given mechanical road

transport system. Indeed, that would only be fair. It would,

in the opinion of Messrs. Thwaite and Thorpi indirectly provide

a premium for the best designed vehicular system.

Such suggestions may sound strangely

on our modern ears ; but there is no

doubt that the whole question of the

cost of roads will shortly come up for

revision, and motorists will have to be

wary in declaring themselves with regard

to the sources and the scope of taxation. On Thursday next, at

the annual meeting of the Association of Municipal Corporations,

a proposal will be laid before the delegates by the Legal Com

mittee in favour of the additional taxation of motor-cars. Then,

too, we have the usual crop of Budget rumours associating the

automobile with the Chancellor of the Exchequer's raid upon the

pockets of the people. To these latter, however, little credence

is given by those who know how Mr. Asquith and several of

Taxation.

notice that the time for renovation has come. Otherwise the

continued use of the cover may injure the outerply of cord.

Verily in this case "a stitch in time saves nine."

Protecting the

Public.

Within the past ten days the Motor

Union has secured the conviction and

punishment of two persons guilty of

offences against users of the road. The

first case was one of obstruction, the

second of assault. The obstruction case

was heard at Edgware Police Court, and resulted in a carter

being fined 10s. and 7s. costs, or fourteen days' imprisonment.

Earl Russell was driving his Daimler car between Finchley and

Child's Hill, and had for a passenger Mr. Rees Jeffreys, Secretary

of the Motor Union, when a carter held them up for ten to

fifteen minutes by refusing to move his own vehicle and so

allow the car to pass ; he also declined to give his name and

address. Fortunately a mounted patrol appeared on the scene

and required him to give way, and the police subsequently took

out a summons. Mr. Rees Jeffreys appeared as witness in

support of the summons, with the result mentioned above.

 

M. C. Godard on the 40 h. p. Spyker Car

his colleagues have studied the automobile question from the

practical as well as the theoretical aspect.

♦ ♦ ♦ .

Perhaps in no pastime or business

does the neglect of little things play

Care in Minor su°b an important part in comfort and

Matters. happiness as in motoring. And it is the

small matters that are often ignored,

with consequent loss and worry. To

guard against a carelessness that seems fairly general several

motor-car makers issue elaborate books of instruction, and the

constructors of tyres are equally thoughtful. The demonstra

tions in cord tyre making at the Agricultural Hall may be

regarded as part of the education of the " complete motorist " ;

and although visitors have been particularly struck with the

cording arrangement, the subsequent process is also of import

ance. After cording a covering of rubber is applied and the

beads attached. In the tread a strip of red rubber is inserted

to act as a warning when the cover needs immediate repair.

The wearing of the rubber of the tread to that point is a

he will drive in the Pekin Paris Trial.

These cases make the seventh successful prosecution for obstruc

tion, and the sixth for assaults on motorists, obtained by the

Union during the. past nine months.

The inquiry held by the Local Govern

ment Board into the application for a

The Speed Limit speed limit of ten miles an hour through

at Ware. the streets of Ware does not seem to

have resulted in any confirmation of the

view taken by the Urban Council of the

place and officially proclaimed through the County Council of

Hertfordshire. The town is situated at the junction of several

main roads—the main roads from London to Cambridge, from

Hertford to Bishop Stortford, and from London through Ware

to the Great North Road at Stevenage. There is an ever-

increasing number of motor-cars passing through to get to

the main roads beyond, and owing to the streets being extremely

narrow and the local traffic being of such a peculiar nature, the

applicants were emboldened to make the application. But

the Superintendent of Police, who was called in support
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of the application, gave very good reasons why it should be

ref used. There were, of course, isolated cases where motorists

drove furiously, but, speaking generally, he agreed that motor

cars were driven through Ware at a reasonable paca, and that

since warning notices had been put up the drivers had slackened

down and generally driven carefully. The replies to several

questions were exceedingly interesting, and the Inspector

remarked that the Superintendent evidently preferred the

present elastic power of dealing with anyone driving dangerously

to the ten-mile Order wanted by the Urban Council—a view to

which the witness assented. The witnesses against the applica

tion included the Rav. W. Errington, rector of Hunsden, the

Rev. George Rowley, rector of Eait Wick, and Mr. P. A.

Sharmarj, the hon. secretary of the North Herts AC, and there

appeared little doubt but that the application will be rejected.

1 — ; * ♦ ♦

Alderman Ivey gave an addre s the

other evening, at a meeting of the West

The World Ham Burgesses' Association, on " Roads

on Wheels. and Ruls," in the course of which he

recalled some interesting information

with reference to the world on wheels.

He "mentioned that the first London omnibus was started in

1829, and ran from Marylebone Road to the Bank ; local

 

A View Of come of the Exhibits In tbe A?ro Club Section of

Coidingley s Show.

interest might have been excit>d by telling of the adventures of

the motor-'bus constructed in the locality by Hancock, and put

into service between Stntford and Paddington in those pre-

Yictorian years. The first Metropolitan tramway was laid

along the Whi;echapel Road in 1872. Since then locomotion

has completely changed its form, and even now finality has not

been reached. The coming of the motor-bus has effected

another change, to which Alderman Ivey only referred in order

to dismiss it as an expensive method of conveyance as compared

with the tramcar—a point of view that he may modify ere the

close of the present decade.

♦ ♦ ♦

The fact that the Catalogue of

' Cordingley's Motor Show and Aero Club

The Show Display contains the names and addresses

Catalogue. of more than 400 firms and persons

interested in the motor-car and aero

nautical developments of to-day lends

value as well as interest to that publicat'on, which extends to

nearly 200 pages, and constitutes a useful directory. It is

published at sixpence, and will be sent post free for tenpence to

any address in the United Kingdom on application to Messrs.

Cordingley and Co., 27-33, Charing Cross Rjad, London, W.C.

THE AEROPLANE DISPLAY.

WHILE heavy vehicles and other terrestrial things have

attracted attention on the ground floor of the Agricul

tural Hall, London, this week, men of flighty ideas have

demonstrated their higher hopes in theBernersHallandthe exten

sive Arcade Gallery. Just as at one of the earlier Cordingley Shows

the coming of the-niotor boat was foreshadowed in an artificial

lake in the Gallery, so at the present exhibition we are offered a

glimpse into one of the most interesting problems of

locomotion in the future. Map has made conquest

of land and sea, but the domain of air be has not

yet won, as was pointed out by Mr. Bennet Burleigh iD his

article on the Aero Club Display in the " Daily Telegraph " on

Monday. But, continued the famous War Correspondent, who

was an interested visitor on the opening day, the Aero Club " haa

grafted upon the magnificent automobile show which was opened

at the Agricultural Hall, Islington, on Saturday, an exhibition

of apparatus designed to solve the whole problem of aerial

navigation. Tne collection is fitly associated with a Motor Show

which sets forth the latest development of the marvellous wheel,

the origin of which, though lost in antiquity, has done so much

for civilisation, and which has now been brought forward in

conjunction with the newest and lightest of engines for develop

ing power."

In the evenings the Berners Hall has presented something

of the appearance of Hyde Park in the little groups of men who

have eagerly discussed each other's inventions and criticised one

another's ideas. The enthusiasm of some of these inventors

of airships is infectious, and it was interesting to see a

sceptical person, -weighing eighteen stone, gradually con

verted to the belief that ere he was much older, and heavier,

he would be able to journey home above the houses while

motorists followed the devious roads planned by local authorities

on terra firma. General opinion amongst those who have been

prominent in these little gatherings has favoured the bird as the

model of flight—a very natural as well as an ancient thing to do,

for was it not in the days of Xenophon that Archytas invented a

pigeon he hoped would fly. Now Mr. R. M. Balston and Mr. Jose

Weiss havegiven us embodiments of their views of aerial navigation

in the form of a bird of nondescript order and of the albatross

respectively. Mr. Balston's model is the largest in the display,

measuring 17 ft. from tip to tip. Major R. F. Moore, too, relies

on the idei of the flight of birds, and has devised airships with

flapping wings and a miniature electric motor. One of the most

admired modeh is that of Mr. Ezio Tanio, who has a steel working

model of an aeroplane; Major Baden-Powell has three ; Mr. A. V.

Ro3 shows no fewer than five models driven by propellers, and

Mr. W. Gabell attracts notice with his mechanical kite to be driven

by an acetylene engine weighing 11 lbs. and measuring 7^ in.

in length. Much attention is being given to the air glider

shown by Mr. W. Cochrane, whose previous endeavours in

connection with motor-boat propellers have been shown at other

Cordingley exhibitions. His glidar is not unlike a torpedo

with propel'ers at each end and fitted with bird-like wings.

This is constructed of aluminium and weighs only i\ lbs.

Mr. Cochrane is a believer in the wing action and shows

corrugated aluminium wings modelled on the exact form of

the feather in the wings of birds. These are attached on

light canes, and when struck upwards or downwards through

the air suggest an excellent parallel with the motion of a bird's

wing.

Probably the exhibition marks a distinct period in the

history of aerial navigation, and, although no great flights may

bo expected in the trials to be held in the Alexandra Palace

grounds on Monday next, it is evident that experts are now

serio'jsly btudying the subject, learning from each other's failures

and being guided by the accumulated knowledge contributed by

all the countries of the world. For the thirst for aerial flight is

as international as the motor-car.

■ aaaaoooa—

An examination of the motor-car drivers employed by the

Duke of Portland has been held at Welbeck.
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THE VAGARIES OF MOTOR VEHICLES.

By A. J. McKinney.

THERE is a fanny story told of two men who began

disputing about the appearance of a particular tower,

each maintaining that it was different to the description

the other gave. Very shortly they fell to fighting and were hard

at it until a passer by enquired the reason. On learning the

cause he rebuked them, pointing out that both were right but

both were also wrong. Each had correctly described the

tower from his point of view, but had not taken the trouble to

look at the other side. It is much the same with motoring. Not

so long ago most people were anti-motorists, and obloquy and

derision were the mildest treatment extended towards

the more enlightened section of the population. In

another way now there are still two very pronounced classes of

people, though fortunately the quarrel is not a personal one.

These concern the relative point of view taken of motor vehicles

themselves, one class pointing out how reliable they are and the

other affirming the direct opposite. Both of course are right,

within limits ; bat the question mast be viewed generally, since

no individual cases can form universal law. Allowances must be

made for many stoppages which are more or less voluntary or

the driver's fault, while at the same time no car can be guaran

teed to be absolutely immune from trouble.

The motor vehicle is a wonderful illustration of the Latin

proverb " multum in parvo, " for the number of component parts

of a complicated and delicate nature is large. The question

appears at first sight to be very simple, only to mount an engine

and couple it up to the driving wheels. Yet what a record of

disappointment, trouble and disaster the history of this move

ment affords ; the difficulties connected with the steering, cooling,

transmission, ignition, carburation, &c, are fresh in our minds,

where they have been burnt in by the hot iron of bitter experience.

Nowadays fche picture is very different, for it is a fairly common

thing for cars to run 1,000 miles and more without stops arising

from any inherent fault or imperfections. Still, in spite

of the progress made in motor vehicles, and the general

high standard of skill amongst motorists of to-day, it must be

said that there is some ground for those who say that these

vehicles are as yet by no means absolutely reliable. There

are so many things that can go wrong, trivial in themselves

yet enough to cause a stop, so that there is foundation for

the assertion of the " uncertainty " of motor vehicles. Yet after

all the question is a relative one. No one, for example, would be

foolish enough to demand or expect absolute certainty, for even

railway trains are liable to break down in spite of their long history

and the favourable conditions under which they are run. There

fore, when a fair comparison is made, allowing for the difference

in the circumstances, it will found that the motor vehicle is not

such a bad second after all.

Having admitted this, we may glance at some of the reasons

to which stoppages and delays are sometimes due. The Rajah

of the Ranker State, India, when he bought his first motor

car sent one of his native servants to Bombay to learn to drive

it. This man, when he returned, had profited to such an extent

that he had to " set the levers so, to turn the handle and drive."

No wonder that under these conditions the car stopped through

no fault of its own. On the other hand, in these enlightened

times it is safe to say that a large percentage of the stops is due

to the little idiosyncrasies of the details included under the term

of motor-car. The day will come to all, even the best behaved

of cars, when it seems lifeless and pulls badly. Sometimes it is

the engine which is the cause of the trouble, as, for example, when

a particular car I knew became very noisy and seemed to drag

heavily. Inspection showed that the holding-down bolts on one

cylinder had worked slack so that the piston was binding in it.

In another case the piston rings broke continually every few miles,

fortunately without doingmuch harm. Whenmadeof another alloy

they proved perfectly satisfactory. An engine in which the combus

tion head was separate from the cylinder suddenly blew it right

off, sending it upwards through the bonnet, while another of the

same make could never be made to develop more than about 20

per cent, of its original h.p. after being fitted with a new

piston. When the hydraulic test was applied the cause was seen,

the piston-bead was porous. Owing to a want of appreciation on

their part of this possible cause, two men's time for five weeks

had been wasted. Two other causes of sudden loss of compres

sion occurred when the centre of a sparking plug was shot right

out, and where an inlet valve of the light automatic type broke.

When the valve was replaced a start was hardly made

when the compression went off again. Baleful language issued

from the driver's lips as he undid the valve caps, of which there

were two, and found the valves were both sound. Further

investigation showed that the spring which belonged to the

former valve had shot up one branch of the induction pipe and

run down the other to the second valve, which it had kept from

closing.

The clutch is another member which can give a great deal

of trouble if so disposed. The breakage of this article put one

of the competitors in the last T. T. race in the Isle of Man

hors de combat. Slipping, fierce, and locked clutches are too

well known to need reference to, and fortunately tho newer

types of disc, metal-to-metal cone, and other patterns have

practically exterminated this hydra-headed terror. Like a

snake in the grass the innocent looking gear-box has been, so to

 

Col. Colin Campbell, of Stanmer Park, Faimer, Sussex, in his 40-h.p.

Six-cylinder Napier Car. Col. Campbell, who married a Bister of the

late Lady Corson and the Countess of Suffolk, for tome time owned

the first Napier oar ever built.

speak, known to raise it crested head and cause worry to the

poor human at the wheel. One car was afflicted with a slipping

striker which would not stay in the correct position more than

an hour or so. The top speed (direct drive) could be put in

and the car would run along sweetly, when dur-dur-dur-dur-dur,

and the dog clutches would jump and jar. The trouble is still

unoured.

(To be concluded.)

BODY design is progressing steadily, what with the special

body-building departments opened by car manufacturers and the

attention given to the requirements of motorists by carriage

builders who have added motor-body work to their older

established departments. One of the most distinctive bodies in

design, and also one of the most comfortable in practice, is the

new one just produced by Maythorn and Son for Mr. G. S. S.

Monck, chairman of Horch Motors, Ltd., to that gentleman's

own design. A feature of the design is that it gives the Horch

car a most comfortable driving seat, a little matter which will

appeal with force to those who drive their own cars.
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THE CRAVEN AUTOMATIC

CARBURETTOR.

-♦-

WE give herewith a sectional view of a new automatic

carburettor which has recently been put on the

market by Messrs. Cravens, Ltd., of Darnall, Sheffield.

The device differs but little from other carburettors, it having a

float chamber, petrol spraying chamber with choke tube above,

and single air inlet below. The particular feature which

forms the subject matter of the patent, and which is

claimed to effect a considerable economy in petrol consumption,

is the connection from the top of the float chamber to the

' spraying chamber, indicated by arrows. This connection is not

limited in size, and, as a consequence, the patentees claim that

instantaneous action is secured without any " time lag " entering

into tha movement. The petrol emerges from the jet under a

head or pressure determined hj the size of the atomising sleeve,

the suction of the engine, and the opening to the atmosphere.

The latter can be fitted with a regulator, for setting to the

correct percentage of fuel to air required—this being found by

trial at a slow engine speed—so that when the vacuum round

tae jet increases, due to the acceleration of the engine, the

 

vacuum between this point and the air opening—and, conse

quently, on top of the petrol in the float chamber—also

increases in the same proportion, and the petrol emerges from

the jet under the same proportional head or pressure, viz., the

difference between the amount of vacuum in the two separate com

partments, this difference being constant at all speeds of the motor.

The larger the opening or entrance for air, as compared with the

bore of the sleeve around the spraying nozzle, the greater the

difference between the amount of vacuum in the float and spray

ing chambers, and, therefore, the greater the pressure causing

the petrol to issue from the jet. With a given sized jet, if the

mixture contains too great a percentage of fuel, it is only neces

sary to reduce the air opening by the regulator until the correct

mixture is obtained. The carburettor will then supply this

mixture at any engine speed without any further alteration,

irrespective of the position of the carburettor throttle: There is

a limit to the permissible variations between the area of the air

sleeve and the exterior air admission opening, beyond which the

column of petrol issuing from the jet would be at too great a

velocity. The new carburettor is being made in sizes suitable

both for motor-cycles and cars.

- aaaooooB* ■

The Ontario Motor League is being formed in Canada to

carry on in the colony the "good roads movement," which is

doing such useful work in the United States of America.

A HILL-CLIMBING EXPEDITION.

-♦-

A HILL known as Hog Trough Hill, on a little-

known bye-road from Cudham to Brasted, having

hitherto enjoyed the distinction of never having

been surmounted by a motor-car, an interesting expedition

thereto was made on Thursday last week, the partici

pators including a 35-h.p. Daimler, a 30-h.p. Westinghouse,

two 40-h.p. Spykers, a 20-28-h.p. Spyker, and a 24-40-h.p.

F.I.A.T. The first car to attempt the ascent was the F.I.A.T.,

with five aboard. The road itself looks easy enough from the

bottom, but after about a sixth of a mile it turns suddenly, and

ascends at a gradient of 1 in 4 3. The driver of the F.I.A.T.

had not reckoned upon the suddenness of this turn, nor the

uneven surface of the road. Changing to his first speed too

late for service, his car came to a full stop. Thereupon he

backed down to the foot of the hill again to make a second

attempt. The 40-h.p. Spyker, with five people up, was the next

to essay the climb. Proceeding on top speed to within a dozen

yards of the turn, a change was made on to second, and on

this gear the steep, rubbly hairpin bend was successfully

negotiated. Following the Spyker came the 35-h p. Daimler,

which breasted the ascent very easily up to the difficult corner,

and thereafter dropped into first speed, on which it completed

the rest of the journey without difficulty. A second Spyker,

with four aboard, came next, and did the whole journey on

second. Then followed the F.I.A.T., this time with only two

passengers, and, of course, romped up quite easily, changing to

first in ample time to meet the mo3t difficult part of the road.

The Westinghouse, a formidable-looking car, with four up,

dropped into first speed some distance down the hill, and thus

had plenty in hand to finish. The last to make the hill was the

20-2$-h.p. Spyker, with two aboard, but this was unable to

equal the record of its predecessors by keeping on second speed

all the time—it being obliged to drop down to first. The

pirt'cular hill on which this climb was made is known as

Cudham Church Hill, and is the continuation of the road from

Downes to Cudham. A notice board of the District Council at

the top of the hill warns vehicles against descending without a

skid pan, and officially gives the grade at 1 in 4'3.

The committee of the Auto-Cycle Club have slightly

modified the conditions of the forthcoming International Auto-

Cycle Tourist Trophy contest. The tank must now hold at least

one and a quarter gallons, as against two gallons under the old

rule. In order to encourage the entry of multi-cylinder engined

machines it has been decided to class such machines separately,

and the consumption of fuel allowed to them will be one gallon

to each seventy-five miles.

Mr. H. T. Burbury, driving a steam car, called at the

Bridge Garage, Leeds, to have a slight repair done. He himself

superintended the work, which consisted of soldering one of the

pipes from tho petrol tank, and in doing this he loosened one of

the couplings without, apparently, first releasing the pre:sure in

the petrol tank ; the result was that a jet of spirit was forced out

and saturated his clothing, also catching fire from tue heated

burners. Prompt assistance was at hand, and with the aid of

a chemical fire extinguisher and sand the fire was quickly

overcome.

The first 1,000 miles Reliability Trial held in Ireland

under the auspices and official observation of the Irish Auto

mobile Club has just terminated, when Capt. Deasy, on a

24-h.p. Deasy car, completed the distance of l,024i miles. The

mileages of the daily runs were as follows :—Dublin to Cork,

173| ; Cork to Killarney, 337 ; Killarney to Lisdoonvarna, 517 >

Liadoonvarna to Sligo, 706J ; Sligo to Garron Point, 881 ;

Garron Point to Dublin, l,024i. The route taken was thus a

complete tour of Ireland, and every day the car ran successfully

and to the" complete satisfaction of the official observers, not

withstanding the heavy and rough surface, the Irish roads,

especially at this time of the year, providing an exceptional test

for any car.
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SOME CURRENT TOPICS.

—♦—

The Cordingley Show.

f- «Th° attention of the automobile world has this week been

•centred on the Agricultural Hall, where the twelfth of the

annual exhibitions organised by Mr. C. Cordingley is in progress.

The Show was unfortunately not in quite so advanced a state on

the opening day as was desired, owing mainly to the interven

tion of the Easter holidays. By Monday a considerable improve

ment was effected, although even then several interesting

productions, for which space had been taken, had not put in

an appearance, amongst these being the Ronnie cars, whose

absence is due to a serious fire at the company's works, and a

new steam 'bus which the Yorkshire Steam Wagon Company

were unable to complete in time. Notwithstanding this, how

ever, the exhibition is marked by the appearance of quite a

number of new cars, both British and Continental. Of the

former we may mention the Roydale and the All-British, the

•eight-cylinder motor of the last-named being especially worthy

of notice ; while notable among the new-comers from Germany

are the Adler, Nacke and Horch cars. Another feature of the

Show is the display of petrol-electric vehicles, those on view

including the Auto-Mixte, the Mercedes-Mixte and the Hart-

Durtnall, the latter company showing a double-deck 'bus, the

quiet running of which augurs well for its success.

getting a car ready for a projected run, and when this was done,

and everything was ready for a start, all were hopeful, but not

confident, of getting home without a breakdown of one kind or

another, for it was rarely that a spin of fifty miles or so could

be undertaken without some incident arising. Many are the

tales that could be told of experiences on the road with these

early machines, and, although not without their annoyance at

the time, we believe that the older generation of motorists look

back with pride on the part they took in the initial stages of

educating the public to the coming revolution in road traffic.

Nowadays long excursions are undertaken and hardly any fears

are entertained as to the possibility of making a non-stop run

of a hundred or more miles. On the contrary, a motorist would

be rather disgusted should his car fail in such an attempt, even

with no more preparation than would be given by filling up

with petrol, oil and water.

* ♦ ♦

Experiences Invited.

This degree of reliability is one of the most evident marks

of improvement in the industry. At tho same time we have

not yet reached the point when accidents cease from troubling,

and those who served their apprenticeship when a repair had to

be made every few miles still find occasional opportunity of

putting to useful service their knowledge of the derangements

motors may be subject to. Because an accident is unlikely its

  

 

Waiting for the Ferry.
MOTORING IN JAVA.

Disembarking from the Ferry.

[Df Auto.

•Cylinder Cars.

The tend

■Six ...

tendency of the times is seen in the increasing number

of six-cylinder cars whjch are making their appearance on the

market, the 1907 Cordingley Show marking the introduction of

several new vehicles of this type, among them being the S.P.A.

and Florentia, two Italian productions of the highest grade.

Other exhibitors of " sixes " include the Star Co. and Messrs.

Brown Brotheis, Ltd., while those interested in seeing what can

be done in the way of producing a six-cylinder car at a moderate

price should by no means omit to inspect the " Hurmid " and

'Malcolm " vehicles, both of which find a place in the Great

Hall. This brief survey by no means exhausts the list of

novelties and attractive exhibits, a report of some of which

appears elsewhere in the present issue.

♦ « ♦

Roadside Repairs.

There are few if any parallels to the wonderful strides that

have been made in the short space of ten years in automobilism

and in automobile construction. The modern luxurious and

silent running car bears but the faintest semblance to the trouble

some yet pleasurable vehicles with which the pioneers of the

movement enjoyod themselves in more ways than one. In the

early days of the Act considerable time had to be spent in

seriousness is not lessened, and although breakdowns may be

few, that makes it no easier to get home when one does occur.

It is in cases like these that the ingenuity of motorists is called

into play. It may be a broken universal joint that has caused

the stoppage, or a broken cardan shaft, a stripped pinion, or

even a much smaller and simpler breakage. We know of one

instance where the cotter pin holding the contact maker to the

half time shaft was lo3t—owing to it not having been sufficiently

firmly fixed in place—allowing the latter to revolve without

carrying with it the necessary make and break device of the

ignition and so stopping the engine. Ic was late at night, and

a search through the tool box brought to light nothing that

would replace the lost pin. Fortunately, a cottage was near,

where the only likely thing that could be obtained was a French

nail, and it was by means of this temporary repair that home

was safely reached. There must be scarcely a motorist who at

one time or another has not had to exercise his ingenuity in

consequence of a breakdown, and it would, we feel sure, be of

interest to other readers of the M.C.J, if those who have been

called upon to make roadside repairs would send us a brief

account of the difficulties they have been in. and the way they

have surmounted thorn to enable their destination to be safely

reached.
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CONTINENTAL NOTES.

A Revolution In Motor-Boat Propellers.

Advices from Brussels suggest that a radical revolution in

the method of propulsion of motor-boats will result from the

invention of a propeller of novel design by M. John P. Koch, of

Antwerp. The propeller, which, it is asserted, will produce

abnormal speed, is of huge dimensions, its circumference

equalling the girth of the craft at its bulkiest point. By the

rapidity of its revoluiions the propeller, which is located in the

front of the boat, produces a perfect vacuum, into which it

rushes, dragging the hull, which is almost wholly submerged,

after it. By reason of the vacuum produced the resistance of

the element is claimed to be reduced to a minimum, while there

is also a complete absence of " cavitation " (stern suction). The

boat about to be built is to be fitted with a propeller 7 ft. in

diameter, and a motor of 100-h.p. ; the length over all will be

about 45 ft. It is hoped that the vessel will be finished in time

to compete in the motor-boat races at Arcachon. M. Koch

expects his boat to attain a speed of seventy-five miles per hour !

Trials of the latest model were recently made in the lake at

motor-car from Paris to Nice in considerably less than 17 hours.

He left Paris on a 60-h.p. De Dietrich at two o'clock in the

morniog, and arrived at the Place Mass(5na at Nice at 6.15 p.m.,

having covered the thousand kilometres (625 miles) between

the two places in exactly 16 hours 15 min., or an average speed

of nearly forty miles an hour. On the way he stopped only five

times—a quarter of an hour at Avallon, half an hour at Lyons,

a quarter of an hour at Orange, half an hour at Aix, and five

minutes at Frejus. No trouble of any kind, not even a puncture,

was experienced on the run.

♦ ♦ ♦

The Pekin Paris Trial.

Active preparations are being made for the great Pekin to

Paris motor-car trial, which is being organised by " Le Matin,"

of Paris. At first it was proposed to select a route through

Central Asia, but that idea has now been abandoned, and the

route chosen will lie through Mongolia, Siberia, and European

Russia. The distance is about 6,200 miles, and over roads which

will severely test the reliability of the competing cars. From

Pekin the line lies through Kalgan, Urga, Irkutsk on Lake

Baikal, Kansk, Tomsk, Omsk, Petropavlosk, Kurgan, Zlatoub,

 

The 10,000 kilometre tour of France. —M. Van Marcke arriving in Paris at the end of his long trip on a Hotchkiss Six-cylinder Car.

Tervueren, near Brussels, and were, we are informed, highly

satisfactory. The model, which is 4£ ft. long and is driven by

a small electric motor of 1-16-h.p., travelled upwards of 20 ft.

per second in a spin over a quarter of a mile, or at the rata of

iiearly fourteen miles per hour.

♦ ♦ ♦

A Belgian industrial Vehicle Trial.

A three days' trial of industiial motor vehicles organised by

the Belgian Automobile Club commenced on Monday lasr, the

competitors comprising a a0-22-h.p. Orion 3-ton lorry, a 30-h.p.

Saurer 34-tou lorry, a 12-h p. Bovy-Dheyne 30-cwt. van, a 12-h.p.

liovy-Dheyne 10-cwt. van, a 20-24-h.p. Brillie 5-ton lorry, a

Brillie 26-seated brake, a 24-h.p. Janvier 5-ton lorry, two

24-h.p. N.A.G. 5-ton lorries, and a Mauguy carrier tri-car. On

the first day the run was from Biussels to Antwerp, 68 kilo

metres, on Tuesday from Antwerp to Ghent, 70 kilometres, and

on Wednesday from Ghent to Brussels, 60 kilometres.

♦ ♦ -»

Paris to Nice in Sixteen Hours.

M. Sorel, the winner of the Pyrenees Cup last year, accom

plished the remarkable performance on Sunday last of driving a

Kazan, Nijni-Novgorod, Moscow, Warsaw, and thence through

Germany and Belgium to Paris. 1

♦ ♦ ♦

Public Motor Services In Germany.

A company is being formed at Sellin to establish a public

motor-car service between that town and various pleasure resorts-

in the district. It is also contemplated to establish similar

services between Scharbeutz, Timmendorf and Travamunde.

♦ ♦ ♦

Miscellaneous Items.

OiiginalJy announced to take place on April 28th, the-

Chateau-Thierry hill-climbing competition has been postponed

until September 15th. The Saxon Government has appointed

a Commission to inspect the roads in Saxony over which the carB

taking part in the Herkomer Trophy Contest will run, with a

view to putting the same in good condition in time for the event.

Among the British firms which have taken space at the

forthcoming exhibition in Madrid are the Daimler, Straker-

Sq'iiie and Iris. The 10,000 kilometre tour of France by a

six-cylinder Hotchkiss was successfully completed on Friday last-

week, when a large crowd gathered in the Place de la Concorde,

Paris, to welcome M. Van Marcke.
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There are now thirty-three

entries for the Tourist Trophy

Race.

In the reliability Trial of

the Midland A.C. six out of

thirteen cars obtained the maxi

mum number of marks. Of these

three were Siddeleys—a 30-h.p., 15-h.p. and 18-h.p. The others

were a 30-h.p. Darracq, 28-h.p. Lanchester and 16 h.p. Star.

Messrs. Colin Defries, Ltd., Lave received an order

from Messrs. Bewick, Moreiog and Co., the well-known mining

engineers, for a 24-h.p. Porthos car for shipment to Australia.

The Britannia cars built by the Britannia Engineering

Company, Colchester, are now being introduced into the United

States, the first car having just arrived in New York.

The County Motor Company of Grace Hill, Folkestone,

is the new name of Messrs. Blenchley Bros, and Holman, whose

good motor work is appreciated by many visitors to that resort

The Cadogan Garage and Motor Company, Ltd., Chelsea,

inform us that they have decided to call their cars the Cadogan,

and not the Leander, as stated in the catalogue of the Cordingley

Show.

Amongst recent purchasers of Daimler cars is Captain the

Right Hon. Gerald Portman, late A.D.C. to Lord Curzon in

India, who has ordered a 10£ ft. wheelbase 30-h.p. " Milverton "

landaulet.

The glassless motor goggle, known as " La Stcno," is being

placed on the British market by the Goldschmidt Motor

Accessories Company, Ltd. By its use the draughts often

associated with goggles are prevented, and " La Steno " should

become as popular here as in France.

We learn that during its daily run on Tuesday the 40-b.p.

Siddeley car, which is undergoing a long distance reliability

trial, succeeded, near Matlock Bath, in beating the existing

long-distance record, which has hitherto stood at 4,007 miles.

The total distance completed by the Siddeley car is now over

7,000 miles, only one involuntary stop having been recorded.

Messrs. Bolsover Bros., Ltd., Eaglescliffe, Co. Durham,

after experimenting for two or three years with the various

welding processes, have finally installed an oxy-acetylene

welding plant with the most satisfactory results. By this means

the firm are in a position to weld broken exhaust valves,

cracked water jackets, crank cases, &c, at less than half tbe

actual cost of new parts, the welded parts being in all respects

equal to new.

Coincidences are rather frequent just now down Reigate

way, and one policeman at least is not pleased with their fre

quency. Good Friday was a beautifully fine day, and the air on the

top of Reigate Hill being particularly bracing, a certain inspector

thought that he would take a walk up the steep ascent and sec

how things looked from the top. Incidentally, as there were

many motor-cars passing to and fro, he perhaps hoped to do a

little business in the way of fine collecting. By a curious coin

cidence, an Automobile Association patrol also came to the con

clusion that the air on top of the hill would be good for his

health that afternoon, so he too, pushing his bicycle, strolled

casually in the same direction. This is coincidence No. 1 ; now

for the second. About the same time of day a constable on the

Sutton-Reigate road decided to extend his beat to the Tea House

near the top of Reigate Hill. Strangely enough, an Automobilo

Association, patrol happened to be going in the same direction.

A third constable in plain clothes was lounging aimlessly in front

of the Tea House, apparently with no particular business on

hand. An Automobile Association patrol, who seemed to have

nothing better to do, was also in the neighbourhood. ' Now it

will be seen that as the inspector moved on the Tea House in

one direction and the constable in another, the three policemen

met simultaneously with the three patrols. The inspector, like

a true strategist, took in the situation at a glance, and decided

that it was high time for afternoon tea. If he had had a keen

sense of humour he might have invited the patrols to join him.

But he preferred leaving them to watch outside, where, when th^

history closes, they were still waiting for further coincidences.

 
A. NEW garage has been

established at King's Lynn by

Mr. L. E. Taylor. It is located

on the London road and con

tains an inspection pit.

K nt hies close on the 18th

inst. for the Frame's Hill climb

of the Herefordshire A.C. at ordinary fees, and at double fees

on the 22nd inst.

Apart from the aeroplaues at the Agricultural Hall,

London, there is a suggestive balloon section, in which the

baskets of new or famous balloons are shown by Messrs. Spencer

Bros., Messrs. C. G. Spencer and Sons, Messrs. Short Bros., and

Mr. A. E. Gaudron.

Mr. J. D. Siddeley wa? recently commanded to attend at

Sandringham, when Her Majesty the Queen expressed her great

satisfaction with the new 30-h.p. Siddeley car which has bean

built for her by the Wolseley Tool and Motor Company, Ltd.,

and honoured them with a further order for a larger and more

powerful car.

The illustration reproduced herewith shows the designs of

tha special cars which Messrs. De Dietrich are building for the
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three principal events this year, viz., the Grand Prix, the Targa

Fiorio, and the Coupe Empereur, or Ka;ser's Prize contest, and

is a proof of the interest this firm are taking in these races. All

three cars are different, as will be seen from the various sizes

and positions of the petrol tanks.

Messrs. Tangyes, Ltd , of the Cornwall Works, Birming

ham, are introducing a new motor-car jack for vehicles weighing

up to 35 cwt. The arrangement of the driving worm, which is

provided with a sliding as well as a rotary motion, is a distinctive

feature of the device. Having placed the jack in position under

the axle, the head of the rack is lifted by the hand—an opera

tion that automatically slides the worm out of gear. Imme

diately the head of the rack is released the worm falls into

position and the car is then raised by a lever. The lowering is

effected by merely reversing the lever till the head of the jack is

free, when the rack can be instantly lowered. The Tangye

patent motor-car jack has no mechanism likely to get out of

order, is compact, light and strong, and adds a reliable device to

the tool box of the motorist. We understand it is the intention

of Messrs. Tangyes, Ltd., to bring out a heavier jack of similarly

effective design for use with motor-omnibuses and heavy vehicles.

D •
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In the Haymarket, Edinburgh, the Peebles Motor Company

are opening a new garage.

Councillor Hampson has suggested, at a meeting of the

Blackpool Town Council, that an attempt should be made to limit

the speed of cars to ten miles an hour on entering the town.

Many motorists who neglected to take the precaution to

run the water out of their tanks, radiators, and cylinder jackets

during the recent frosty weather will be suffering the effects of

the same, the frost having unfortunately cracked the water-

jackets of their cylinders. Tne accompanying illustration

(Fig. 1) shows an interesting view of a cast-iron water-jacket

which has had a large-sized piece burst clean out by the frost,

 

Figs.il and 2.

the broken piece being shown alongside. Many will wonder

why it is that the water-jacket is the portion that usually bursts,

for, as a rule, it is connected to the pipes by jndia rubber con

necting tubes, and it would at first sight appear that theso should

be capable of allowing for the necessary expansion. The reason,

however, is that the water in the connecting pipes freezes first

because of the small amount of water contained in the pipes and

the relatively large amount of pipe surface exposed to the cold.

When these are frozen the outlets of the water-jacket are

hermetically sealed ; and when, after a little more exposure, the

water in the cylinder jacket freezes, the expansion usually forces

out or cracks a portion of the casting. Fig. 2 is an illustration

of the same casting, after having been repaired by the

special process, which has recently been introduced by Messrs.

Lea and Son, engineers, Runcorn, who are now undertaking the

repair of cast-iron water-jackets. Their process is purely

metallic, no cement nor patching being used ; and they inform

us that every cracked or broken water-jacket which has been

submitted to them up to the present has been successfully

repaired. It will be seen from Fig. 2 that the repair is very

neat, and is scarcely discernible.

Messrs. A. Kkan and Co., who are interested in the

motor business of Hereford, and have branches at Coleford and

Cinderford, have established a garage in a new building in

Union Street, Hereford, where they have ample facilities for

assisting motorists passing through the city.

The new motor house premises of the Royal A.C. have

entrances at 108, Piccadilly, and Brick Street, and will be ready

for occupai.ion on the 18th prox. There will be accommodation

for upwards of eighty cars, and it is the intention of the Royal

A.C. to establish a laboratory there for the purpose of testing

brake horse-power, carburettors, &c.

The Gobron-Brillie Motor Company, Ltd., are making

arrangements to start a service of motor-cars plying between

London and Paris. This will probably commence on May Day,

starting from the company's offices in Piccadilly, W., and arriv

ing in Paris the same night at eight p.m. The route taken will

be :—From London, via Maidstone, to Folkestone, and thence to

Boulogne by boat; Boulogne to Montreuil, 27| miles, and

Montreuil to Abboville, 25 miles, thence to Grand Villiers, 30£

miles ; Grand Villiers to Beauvais, 18 miles ; and on to

Pontoise, 27 J miles; to St. Gerniain-en-Laye, 1 2 miles ; and to

Paris, 10£ miles; a total of 151 miles from Boulogne.

Messrs. Markt and Co., of 6, City Road, London, E.C., are

introducing a new shock absorber, known as the Traffault-Hart-

ford, for use in connection with the springs of motor-cars. It is

constructed of spring steel throughout, and can be applied to

any make of car.

From the Pope Manufacturing Company, of Hartford,

Conn., U.S.A., come two artistically-designed catalogues dealing

with the Pope-Toledo automobiles. Special attention is devoted

to the Pope-Toledo model No. XV., which is a 50-h.p. vehicle,

having four cylinders, with copper water-jackets and mechani

cally-operated valves located in the cylinder heads.

We briefly referred in our last issue to the excellent report

which the club engineer had made of the 14-h.p. Star car which

Mr. F. R. Goodwin, of the Star Motor Agency, supplied about a

year ago to the Royal Automobile Club. Mr. Goodwin has

since sent us a copy of a letter he has received from Mr. J. W.

Orde, the Secretary of the R.A.C., in which it is stated that the

car was delivered in February, 1906, and was at once put into

use for traching members of the Club and members' servants the

art of driving. " The log-book shows that the car has now run

over 10,000 miles ; number of lessons given, 552 ; number of

candidates examined in connection with the Club's Certificates

Department, 318. The cost of repairs and replacements to the

mechanical portion of the car for thirteen months has been nil.

At the end of the time it was deemed advisable to dismantle the

car to ascertain the amount of wear on the mechanical parts, and

I am pleased to inform you that the Club have every reason to

be satisfied with the result of this examination. The gears show

only the slightest wear, and the ball bearings to same are perfect.

Regarding the engine only one of the big end brasses wants

attention, the gudgeon pins being unmarked. The valves and

springs are the original ones supplied with the car, and are in

excellent condition. The chains and chain wheels are also in

excellent order and apparently fit for a lot of work yet."

Having in view the conditions under which the car has been

run, the performance is an excellent testimony to the reliability

and durability of the Star cars.

We illustrate herewith a new sparking plug, known as the

" Albo-Luthi," which has just been put on the market by Messrs.

Brown Brothers, Ltd. As will be seen, it differs considerably from

the ordinary pattern, the double dome protector preventing any

fouling of the porcelain and misfiring owiDg to short circuits.

The electrodes are of pure nickel, while the various parts are

 

made on the interchangeable system, and so fitted that they can

be readily taken apart. It is claimed that the new plug is

capable of withstanding the- highest temperature and that it is

waterproof, the washers being of compressed asbestos. A plug

on similar lines, but with mica in place of poreclain, is also made,

this being known as the mica " Albo-Luthi."

The Gordon Carriage Works has been established in the

Harders Road, Pcckham, S.E., to devote attention to the produc

tion of motor bodies. The proprietors have early distinguished

themselves by the introduction of a new wind screen, which

possesses distinctive features of considerable merit. It is known

as the Gordon, and will be found in the Gallery at the

Cordingley Show.
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The Cordingley Show.

(Cmtinued from page 118.)! .

 

CORDINGLEY'S Motor Car Show and Aero Club Display

has attracted the motoring world to the Agricultural

Hall, London, during the week, and by the time the

doors close at 10 p.m. on Saturday, the 13th, few who follow

the doings of tbe movement with keenness will have failed to

see this year's Exhibition. The present is the twelfth of the

series, and has again demonstrated the popularity of the

Cord.ngley Show as presenting a representative view of the

motor-car industry in its many aspect^, as well as an indication of

PETROL VEHICLES.

The Bristocar Motor Lorry.

The Bristol Wagon and Cakriaoe Wouks Comi-any, Limited, of

Lawrence Hill, Bristol, who have recently taken up the construction

of commercial vehicles fitted with petrol engines, exhibit for the first

time a lorry for loads up to 25 cwis., in which there are a number of

interesting features, notably the accessibility of the various parts. Th-

engine, which is rated at 12-16-h.p., comprises two separate cylinders.

42 mm. bore by 5 mm. stroke j it is of the slow-running typo, the normal

»peed being 900 reva'.utions per minute. The valves are all operated

 

General View of the Show.

' the next line of advance.'^viz., aerial navigation. In its many

branches—commercial and pleasure vehicles, petrol and electric

cars, heavy lorries and lighter automobiles, as well as in acces

sories and the like, the Show gives a capital idea of the advance

that has been made, thus sustaining its educational character.

As our readers have doubtless seen for themselves, the Press have

been warm in their praise of the event, which, as the Sjthae

remarks, " is twice justified " in the fact that " the selling seastn

begins a* Easter and lasts until the early autumn." That it has

commenced has been amply demonstrated by the business done

at the Show, which has amply rewarded the exhibiting firms for

tbeir enterprise and loyalty to the pioneer motor exhibition in this

country. .Herewith we continue our report of the various stands.

off a single cam shaft, the arrangement of the in lot and exhaust pipes

being such that they can be detached with a minimum of trouble. The

ignition is by means of oil and accumulators, and it is woithy of

note that the governor which is provided is so connected up that it

automatically aavances or retards the spark, and at the same time varies

the quality of the mixture in accordance with tho speed of the motor.

The control of the engine by the driver is thus reduced to the manipula

tion of the throttle lever. Large hand holes are provided in the

aluminium base chamber, to give access to tho big end bearings on the

crank shaft. The transmission is through a leather-faced cone clutch to

a three-speed and reverse gear-box, universally jointed shaft and differ

ential, and thence by side chains to the rear road wheels. Ample brake

power is provided, and the body, which may be of the open or closed

type, is hinged at the rear, so that it may be tilted up to enable any

of the working parts to be t>asily reached. The arrangement of the

radius rods and of the rear springs is another point to which attention may
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be drawn. The *nds of the latter are not fastened to shackles, but are

connected with hardened steel rollers which are free to

work in slides formed on the frame. In this way they are able

to accommodate themselves to the load being carried, and at the same

time it is an easy matter, in case of necessity, to remove the rear road

wheels, together with their axles and springs. The vehicle, which

made an excellent run up by road from Bristol to the Show, appears to

have been well thought out, and we learn that another on similar

rocking hinges, the hinge stud being formed of the stock of the lamp

bracket. Special attention may be drawn to the engine lubrication

system. The supply of oil is maintained by gravity from a drip feed

lubricator set upon the dashboard. This tank is, however, kept replen

ished by means of a small pump, which draws the oil from a long sump

attached to the base of the crank chamber. Hie oil drips over the

bearings, and, falling into the sump, is pumped back into the lubricator.

In this way the motor cannot give off smoke owing to over-lubrication,

 

Fig. 4.-Chassis of Nacke 35-37-b.p. Car.

lines, but fitted with a four-cylinder engine, is also in course of com

pletion.

The Nacke Car.

A new German car, seen for the first time in this country, is the

Nacke (Fig. 4), which is displayed on the stand of Messrs. Boult, TaTi.or

and Co., the British agents. The chassis on view is of the 35-37-h.p..

and, while following the now generally-accepted lines, the various details

appear to have been well thought out* The frame is of pressed steel,

the side members being narrowed at the front in order to increase the

lock of the steering wheels. The four cylinders, which are 110 mm.

bore by 140 mm. 6troke, are cast in pairs, with the valves located on

opposite sides, and operated off separate cam shafts. The latter are

Teadily accessible, running in bearing cases independent of the crank

chamber. The half-time gear wheels are enclosed in a separate and

easily accessible gear-case in front of the crank chamber. A special

form of automatic carburettor is employed to furnish the mixture, the

supply of petrol to the jet being varied in acoordanee with the degree

while, even if the pump should from any cause fail, the lubrication can

still be maintained by gravity. The power is transmitted through a

large leather-faced cone clutch and a jointed shaft to a gear-box, giving

four speeds forward and a reverse, with direct drive on top, the control

being by a lever working in a " gate." The final drive is by side-chains

from a differential shaft. The brakes are of substantial construction,

and are provided with a simple means of hand adjustment ; ball bear

ings, it may be added, are fitted to all parts except the engine. A

Nacke 14-h.p. 2i-ton chassis, designed for commercial purposes—it can be

fitted with either a lorry or van body—is also on view. This is equipped

with a four-cylinder engine, the speed of which is regulated by means

of a variable lift to the inlet valves. The motor and gear-box are sup

ported on a sub-frame of channel steel, a long cardan shaft connecting

the change-speed gear with the differential shaft, from which the power

is conveyed to the rear road wheels by side chains. Altogether the

Nacke cars, which are made at Coswig, near Dresden, by Herr E.

Nacke. appear to be of high-grade construction, and are well worthv of

close inspection.

 

 

Fig. 5.«Chassis of Florentia Six-cylinder Car.

of opening of the additional air-valve. Two ignitions—high-tension

Simms-Bosch magiuetoand coil and accumulators—are fitted. The magneto

is driven by gearing from the centre off the exhaust valve cam shaft.

A centrifugal governor is provided in a separate casing, this being

connected to the throttile. The speed of the engine can also be con

trolled either through the lever on the steering wheel or by a mm ill

pedal on the footboard. The water circulation is maintained by a gear-

driven pump and a special form of radiator; the latter, which is, as

usual, provided with an air-inducing fan, is supported on both sides on

The Florentia Cars. , ,

Principal interest at the stand of the Fabbrica ni Automobtli

Florentia, of Florence, Italy, represented in England by Messrs.

M. de BrouandCo., Ltd., is the chassis of the new 40-h.p. six-cylinder

car, which is now shown for the first time, and of which we give an illus

tration in Fig. 5. The six-cylinders, which are cast in pairs, are

100 mm. bore by 140 mm. stroke. The M.O.V. valves are, located on

opposite sides, and the ignition is by high-tension magneto. The

mixture is furnished by a special design of automatic carburettor. The
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adiator is of the honeycomb type with fan, the induction of air being also

assisted by a fan formed in the flywheel. The lubrication of the engine

is effected by the pressure of the exhaust, the oil passing through neatly

arranged sight feeds on the dashboard. ''The clutch is of the multiple
l.diac type,1 and 'the' change-speed gear, which is controlled by a lever

•' working in a " gate,", is adapted to give four speeds forward and atreverse,

w ith direct drive on top speed ; the final transmission is by cardan shaft

a« d bevel gear to a live axle ; the latter has only the driving strain to with

stand, the'drive to the rear wheel hubs being'by the square ends of the axle

tioned that the object of the designer has been to so arrange the lead

ing component! that any of them may be readily detached without

disturbing the other?. The cylinder!, which are 130 sun. ben by

135 mm. stroke, are cast in pains, and have the valves arranged on

opposite sides. The carburettor is of a special automatic type, claimed

to give an exactly proportioned mixture at all engine speeds. The

ignition is by low-tension magneto, the make and break of two cylinders

being actuated by a single cam mounted on the upper end of a spindle

which passes up through the cylinder-head casting, so giving free

 

fig. G -Chassis, of S.P.A. 1 60-h.p Six-cylinder I Car.

the! weight of thelcar being carried by the sleeve. Theiusual/lamb irons

at the rear are replaced by halves of semi-elliptieal springs. We may

add that ball bearings are used throughout except the engine. Of the

2!)-30-h.p. four- cylinder Florentias there are on view a chassis, a donble

alndaulet, the body of which is by Messrs. Morgan and Sons, and a

doable landaulet by Messrs. Windover. We have already given a

description of this type, but it may be briefly mentioned that, except as

regards the number of cylinders, the general arrangement h similar to that

of wie 40-h-p. vehicle above described. Finally reference may be made

to a handsome 40-90-h.p. with donble landaulet body, by Messrs. W. Coles

and Sons. ' In this vehicle the four cylinders of the engine are 140 mm.

bor* by 1 60 mm. stroke, and are separately cast. The ignition is by low

tension magneto, and the final transmission by side chains. The frame,

• too, is worthy of notice :' it is of pressed steel, with the cross members

electrically welded in place, no rivets being employed. v: " ",

The S.P.A. Cars.

public

Among the most interesting of the new cars which make their first

lie appearance in this country at the Cordingley Show are the S.P.A.,

 

to the valve springs, and enabling the inlet pipes to be so

arranged that the mixture from the carburettor has an equal distance

to travel to each of the cylinders. The water circulation is main

tained by a gear-driven centrifugal pump and a honeycomb radiator,

a current of air being drawn through the latter by means of a fan formed

in the flywheel. The clutch is of the multiple-disc type, and the change-

speed gear, which is adapted to give four speeds and a reverse, is con

trolled by a lever working in a gate. On the top speed the drive is

direct through the cardan shaft and bevel gear to a well-supported live

axle. Ball bearings are, of course, employed to all parts, except the

engine. Altogether the S.P.A. forms a noteworthy addition to the

already long list of high-grade cars now being turned out in Italy.

The Stella Car.

A new oar to this country is the Stella, made by La Oomtaonih

dk 1,'lNDUSTRrE et Mecawique, of Secheron Geneva, and exhibited on

Messrs. Sayers and Oo.'s stand by the Stella Motor Co., of Pall Mall,

London, S.W. The one on view is a live axle vehicle of 16 20 h. p. The

engine comprises four cylinders, cast in pairs (90 mm. bore by 120 i

stroke), with the m.o.v. valves set on opposite sides. One of the i

interesting features of the vehicle is the carburettor, which can not

only be quickly detached, but is of the multi-jet type. There are

altogether four jeta, the small outlets in which vary in size; these are

 

Fig. 7—The S.P.A. 6C-h.p. Six-cylinder Motor.

made by La Societa Piedmontese Automobili Assamji-Ceirano, of

Turin, Italy, and the British agency for whioh has been secured by the

S.P-A. Motor Co., of Riding House Street, London, W. Two sizes are on

view, a 40-h.p. four-cylinder and a. 60-h.p. six-cylinder, both having

live axles. Except as concerns the number of cylinders, the two vehicles

are identical as regards the det.ails, so that the following particulars

may be taken as applying to both. In the first place it may be moii-

Fig.S.-Plan of Chassis of Stella 16 20 -h. p. Car.

so arranged that as the speed of the engine increases the supply of

petrol to the vaporising chamber is rendered proportionate to the air.

The main inlet for the latter is through holes in the body of the device

at the side of the jets, while t he additional supply is through an auto

matic valve below. Hie ignition is by low-tension magneto, the tappets

being so arranged that they can be readily adjusted. The bottom half

of the base cliajnbor is so fitted that it can be detached without dis

turbing the crank shaft or its bearings, while the bracket for the support

of the starting handle is an integral part of the motor. No mud-pro

tecting shield of the usual pattern is employed, the bane chamber being

extended at the sides so as to serve the same purpose. The flywheel

and dutch are also provided below with an aluminium shield, this being

bolted at the forward end to the crank case. The change-sprtd gear is
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gate-controlled, and gives a direct drive on the top third speed. The

final drive is by a cardan shaft bevel gear to a rear live axle. A useful

feature of tie sleeve surrounding the latter, and of the differential

casing, is the plane surface, any necessary webs being inside ; thus there

are no corners in which mud and dirt can collect, a point which was

brought out in Mr. J. L. Martineau's recent paper on " Accessibility and

Cleanliness." VWy long dumb irons are provided at tihe rear, which

enables springs of good length to be fitted. The clips which connect,

tiie springs to the axle casing are not rigidly fitted to the latter, but are

free to move to a alight extent to allow for any variation in the relative

position of the two parts.

The All-British Eight-cylinder Motor.

One of the most novel petrol motors in th* Show is that exhibited

on the stand of. the All-British Car Company, ofliridgeton, Glasgow.

It is made in accordance with the designs of Mr. G. Johnston, the

managing director of the concern, who was responsible for the invention

nf the original Arrol-Johnston horizontal engine. As will be seen from

Fig. 10 it comprises eight vertical cylinders arranged in p*irs, four on

each side of the centreline of the crank shaft. It is claimed that by reason

of this novel arrangement for a given horse-power the space occupied

by the engine can be curtailed by 40 per cent, while at the same time a

perfect balance and torque are obtained, and the side thrust, with conse

quent friction and wear of the pistons on the cylinders, reduced to a mini

mum. Reference to Fig. 9 will snow that the piston-rods are not connected

directly to the crank shaft but to one end of a rocking arm, the piston-

rod of the corresponding cylinder on the opposite side being connected

to the other end of the rocker, which imparts a rotary motion to the

crank shaft through the main connecting rods, of which there is one for

each pair pf cylinders. The inlet valves, which are located in the

cylinder heads, are of a special type. At slow engine speeds they open

 

Fig. 9.—Sectional View of the All-British Eight-Cylinder Engine.

automatically, bnt when the speed of the motor exceeds 1,000 revolu

tions per minute they are mechanically actuated, the action being

assisted by a light diaphragm plate of large area, winch moves

with the valve, and fits into a seat at the top of the valve case.

Two ignitions are provided—coil and accumulators and low tension

magneto. The latter is located above the flywheel and operated

directly off the fan spindle, which is carried centrally, and between the

upper part of the two groups of cylinders. Two carburettors are em

ployed, each furnishing the mixture for four cylinders. Another feature

of the design is the governor, which is connected up to both the throttle

and the ignition, which latter is consequently automatically advanced

and retarded. The design of the cam shafts is on novel lines, the cams

being provided with clutches by means of which it is possible to cut

out the valve action of any or all of the pairs of cylinders.

The engine can thus be controlled by three separate methods:—By

cutting out the valvemotion of any two cylinders, the pistons of which

are moving simultaneously in the same direction. These pistons, on

their up-stroke, compress a full charge of air in both their respective

cylinders, which compression absorbs one half the power given off in the

down-stroke working cylinder. The power thus stored in the compressed

charge by the two pistons is given off on their return stroke, and thus

a perfectly even torque is ensured, even with only two cylinders working

out of eight. By this method of control only the number of cylinders

required for the work to be done at the time are in use, the others

being held in reserve, and balancing the torque as explained. As the

full compression is maintained in the cylinders which are working, the

maximum efficiency of the petrol used is always obtained, and a saving

of from 20 per cent, to 50 per cent, is claimed to be effected over the

usual methods of governing. The second method of control is by means

of a special throttle on the admission, and the third by the governor, which,

operating in the usual way, can be set to give any desired engine speed.

The motor is fitted with ball bearings to crank and cam shafts and to

the governor and fan. Unusually large inspection doors are provided in

the base 'chamber. The All-British Company also exhibit a chassis

fitted with one of the eight-cylinder engines and a special epicyclic

change-speed gear, reference to which we must reserve until a later issue.

liM>Jl 

Fig.;i0.-The All-British Eight-cylinder lEngine.

The Buppe Light Car.

A light two-seated car of German construction, known as the Iluppe,

is shown by Messrs. KUKTTNER, MacDonkll AND CoOKSON, LTD., of

Endell Street, London, W.C. The ongine, which is of 8-h.p., comprises

two air-cooled cylinders set at an angle in the form of a V. They are air-

cooled, being provided with hevt radiating tins, with an air ventilating

fan both at the front and the rear. The valves are mechanically

 

Fig. 11. -The Buppe 8-h.p. Phaeton.

operated, and the ignition is by accumulators. The change-speed gear

gives three speeds forward and a reverse. The control is effected by a

lever under the steering wheel and the clutch is worked by pedal.

Power is transmitted from the gear-box to the differential by a cardan

shaft. All gear wheels operate in oil and the rear axle runs on ball

bearings. The light weight of the car, approximately 7 cwt. complete,

reduces the wear and tear to a minimum, the petrol consumption being

also correspondingly low.
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The " Boydale " Cars.

One of i he great features of the Show is the appearance of the new

all-British car built by the Koydale Engineering Company,

Hnddersfield, to the designs of Mr. Chas. Binks. The vehicles on view

are all of the same power, 18-22-h. p. , and comprise a chassis and two

excellently finished side entrance double phaetons. AThe engine and

gear-box are carried on a sub-frame, the main pressedisteel frame being

narrowed at the front to increase the lock of the steering wheels. The

 

Fig. 12. -The Boydale 18-22-h. p. Motor with all Four Cylinders cast

in one piece.

engine, which comprises four cylinders cast in one piece, is exceedingly

compact. The valves are all mechanically operated and are located on

opposite sides ; the mixture is furnished by the Binks automatic car

burettor, a feature of which is a choke tube, by means of which it is

claimed to be possible to run the vehicle at any speed from five to forty-

seven miles per hour on the top direct speed without declutching.

There La only one inlet and one exhaust pipe, these being bolted up 10

distribution chambers in the cylinder casting, the valve stems and springs

 

Fig. 13.—View of Clutch, Gear-box and Footbrake of Roydale

18 22-h.p. Car.

being thus rendered most accessible. The lubrication of the engine is

maintained by the pressure of the exhaust. The oil is fed up to the top

of the dashboard, where it can be seen dropping in a dome-shaped glass,

* nd if by any reason the latter becomes discoloured or splashed with oil

it can be screwed out and cleaned with a cloth in a moment. The water

circulation is effected by a pump ; it is, however, so arranged that should

anything go wrong with the latter the water will still flow on the

therma-syphon principle. The radiator is of the honeyeomo

m

type of the Roydale Company's own design, an air-inducing fun

being formed on the periphery of the flywheel. Two systems of

high tension ignition— magneto and accumulators—are provided.

The throttle valve is operated hy a lever on the steering wheel and also

by the clutch pedal, so that as the clutch is withdrawn the speed of the

motor is automatically cut down. The clutch is of the leather-faced cone

type, and the gear-box, which is adapted to give three speeds and a reverse,

is provided with roller bearings. The final transmission U by a cardan

shaft and bevel gear to a well-designed live axle, which has only the

driving strain to withstand, the road wheels being carried on the axle

casing, the power being transmitted to the wheels by jaw clutches in the

hubs. Two foot brakes are provided, one working internally and the

other externally on a large drum at the rear of the gear-box, the usual

internally expanding brakes in connection with the hubs of the rear

road wheels, and operated by a hand lever, being also provided.

The dashboard and footboard is of a pleasing design. The petrol tank

is located below the latter, and has a capacity of eight gallons. On

the dash are mounted a gauge showing the amount of spirit in the

tank, and a similar gauge indicating the amount of oil supply. One of

the finished cars exhibited has a novel receptacle at the rear of the

body, in which four suit cases stood. In the other car a loose floor is

provided, lifting up which discloses a box in which a spare tyre can be

kept. Altogether the Koydales form a noteworthy addition to the list

of llritish-built cars, the details all bearing indication of having been

carefully thought out, while only the highest grade of material is

employed in the construction. A new detachable rim is also to be

seen at this stand, by means of which a damaged tyre can be removed

and a fully-inflated tyre fixed in position in twj minutes. The damaged

 

Fig. 14.—The Aries 30 35-h.p. Berline.

cover can be readily detached from the loose rim and a new cover put

on without difficulty, by means of a screw arrargement which coi tracts

the rim.

The Aries Cam.

The British ageney for the Aries cars is now in the hands of the

Automobiles db Luxe, Ltd. (West Knd Agency), who are exhibiting

example! of the 30-35-h.p. and 24-30-h.p. models, including the luxuriously

finished berline shown aiiove in Fig. 14. The chassis we examined was

of the 30-35-h.p. type. The engine comprise* four separate cylinders,

120 mm. bore by 140 mm. stroke, with mechanically-operated inlet valves

and automatic carburettor, the extra air inlet being controlled hydraulic-

ally by a branch off the water circulation system. The lower half of the

base chamber is so arranged that it can be detached without disturbing

the crank-shaft, which latter has a bearing between each throw. Two

systems of ignition are provided, accumulators and magneto. The

clutch is of the metal-to-metal disc type and the transmission is by

cardan shaft and bevel gear on to a live axle. The latter is of special

design, a fixed axle being provided below it to support the differential

oase and render it rigid. The shafts from each side of the differential

run through the hollow ends of the dropped fixed axle, on which the

rood wheels are mounted on balls, the drive to the wheels being through

a star dog clutch on the end of the live shafts. The differential shaft

has thus only to transmit the power without carrying any of the weight

of the car.

Messrs. Baeder, Adambon and Company have a collection of

miscellaneous goods for the motor industry, including horsehair for the

upholstery work of cars.
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ELECTRICAL VEHICLES.

The Scheele Electrical Carriages.

The Scheele Electric Carriage Company, of Grosvanor Mews,

New Bond Street, London, W., display a trio of the Scheele electric cars,

including a brougham, a landaufet, and a limousine ; the latter is an

exceedingly luxuriously-furnished vehicle, having accommodation for seven

persons inside. Outwardly it closely resembles a petrol car, the battery

being carried under a bonnet in the front part of the car, and the con

troller operated by a tide lever. The electrical energy in the limousine

is furnished by a "battery of 46 Hjgen accumulators of a capacity

 

Fig. 15.—The Scheele Eight-Seated Electric Linousine-

260 ampere-hours, this being stated to be capable of rucning the

car a distance on one charge of about sixty miles, at a speed

of from eighteen to twenty miles per hour. The controller is

adapted to give five forward speeds, two electric braking positions

and two reverse speeds, a feature of the Scheele system being

that the various speeds are obtained, not in the usual way by

varying the accumulator grouping, but by means of the motors, of

which two—of the series typj—are employed, they being suppoited from

the rear axle and driving, through spurpinions, crown wheels connected

with the hubs on the rear road wheels. The various combinations

given by the controller are :—First speed, the resistances, fields

and armatures are in series ; the second speed is obtained without

the resistances and with the armatures and fields in series ; for

the third speed the fields are in series and the armatures in

parallel ; for the fourth speed both motors are in paiallel ; while

for the fifth or top speed the resistances and fields are in parallel

and the armatures in series. The broughams and landaulets

are on Biniilar lines except that the battery is carried under the

driver's seat, and that the controller is operated by a small lever

below the steering wheel. , .

The Electric Vehicles Development Company's

Exhibit..

Several broughams and landaulets pn the Vedrine system

are displayed by the Electric Vehicles Development Com

pany, Ltd., of Market Street, Edgware Road, London, \V., the

feature being that the various speed-j and reverse motions are

obtained not by altering the accumulator connections but by

varying the magnetic field in the single electric motor employed.

The latter is located at the rear of the vehicle and drives the live

axle through spur gearing and a differential. It is of the en

closed four-pole compound-wound type and is radially supported

on the live rear axle, its weight and the driving efforts being

taken in front of the back axle by transverse laminated and

coil springs. The electrical connections between the battery,

motor field and armature, and the regulating resistances, are

simple, there being only two conductors, one of these being

attached to one of the brushes and the other passing by the

series exciting winding of the motor to the other brush inside.

The motor, which has a patented improved field magnet yoke,

converts into> mechanical energy a mean power of 4,250 watts

with an E.M. F. of 85 volts, and an efficiency of 85 per cent. Its

speed under full load may be varied from 550 to 1,600 revolutions

per minute, by simply varying the shunt-exciting current from

2'fi amperes to 0. When the exciting current is zero, there still

remain a certain number of ampere turns supplied by a series wii ding,

which is sufficient of itself to ensure the working of the motor at high speed.

A simple pedal-operated starting switch is used to regulate and finally

cut out rtshtances in series with the armature of the motor, and a

reversing switch, also operated by pedal, for effecting the necessary

change cf motor connections for the reverse direction of running. These

switches are only required for starting and reversing, and are conse

quently generally out of use, the variations in the speed being obtained

by acting solely on the shunt exciting circuit of the motor, that is to say

by introducing resistances into this circuit. For this purpose the steer

ing wheel is provided with a handle moving over a circular rack. This

lever operates the exciting rheostat located at the lower part of the

steering pillar on the frame. The mechanical operation of the rheostat

is effeced by a steel cord carried down to the frame through the interior

of the steering column, and attached at its lower end to the device for

operating the rheostat, composed of a part capable of moving round a

shaft and carrying on one side the brushes, which run over a suitable

number of contacts connected to the resistances, and on the other side

carrying a sector with an eye to which the steel cord is connected. A

simple safety arrangement makes it impossible to depress the starting

pedal so long as the accelerating handle has not been returned to its " rest "

position. Another safety arrangement consists in the automatic dis

engagement of the forward running pedal, which serves as a current

interrupting device, as soon as pressure is exerted either upon the

reverse motion pedal or upon the brake psdaL This method of speed

regulation by varying the field strength of the motor provides the

means of restarting the carriage either gradually or quietly, as may

be neccessary, without requiring the use of the mechanical brakes

except for abrupt stops or when descending severe gradients. A feature

of the motor is its ability to endure heavy overloads ; in fact, it is claimed

to be possible to double the normal power without danger of damage.

The battery, which weighs about 500 kilogs., has a capacity of 130

ampere hours, sufficient to run the vehicle a distance of fifty miles on

one charge. It is claimed that by dispensing with all coupling of the

accumulators the life of the latter is increased, while the operations of

starting, changing speed, and stopping are performed without jeik, the

change taking place progressively. The Irame of the vehicle is of a

specially curved design, which brings the floor at the point where the

entrance door is located 15 in. from the ground, thus affording easy

and comfortable egress to the car, which complete weighs about 32 cwt.

Among the advantages which the Electrical Vehicles Development Com

pany, Ltd., claim for their carriages are low consumption of electric power,

which enables them to perform with batteries of less capacity and weight

than those generally used, and smoothness of running, stopping, and re

starting. We may add that one of these carriages was recently driven

from London to Brighton on a single charge in 3 h. 52 min., the average

speed working out at about thirteen and a half miles per hour, the

battery in this case having a capacity of 137 ampere hours, and eighty

two volts.

An Electrical Motor Delivery Van.

The Improved Electric Traction Company, Ltd.,

London, S.W., exhibit a 2-ton electric delivery lorry stated to be

capable of conveying its load at a speed of twelve miles per hour and

of running forty miles on one charge of the battery, which is hung

 

Fig. 16.—The Electric Vehicles S^veiopmant Company's Landaulet.

below the main frame. A single electric motor is employed, this driving,

through spur gearing, a differential shaft, from which the power is con

veyed to the rear road wheels by side chains. The vehicle is, we may add,

of American construction. This company are also expecting a novel

vehicle in the shape of an electrical motor-'bus with all four wheels

driven, but this had not arrived at the time of our visit to the stand.
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HEAVY STEAM VEHICLES.

The Foden Steam Wagons.

Messrs. Fodens, Limited, are present with a couple of their stan

dard heavy steam vehicles, intended for general hauling purposes for

loads up to 5 tons (Fig. 17). In general appearance the wagons, which

are built to comply with the Local Government Board regulations, take

the form of a small traction engine, behind which is mounted a platform

upon whidh the load is carried. The boiler, which ie of the horizontal

multitubular type, forms the front part of the framerwork. The sides

of the frame are constructed of channel steel tied and braced together in

auch a manner as .to secure great strength in the complete lorry. The

being 4£ in. and 7 in. in diameter by 6 in. stroke. It is fitted with link

motion actuating D slide valves. There is a central bearing to the

crank shaft, all the bearings being lined with phosphor bronze brushes.

A recent improvement is seen in an intercepting valve, which allows

both cylinders to receive steam direct from the boiler. The power in

transmitted by spur gearing to the countershaft and thence to the back

wheels by roller chains, the latter being provided with mud-protecting

covers. One special feature of the St. Pancras wagon is tlie patent

fore-carriage. This gives a three-point suspension on the road^ and

permits either nf the leading wheels to surmount large obstacles without

distorting the main frame.

 

Fig. 17,—The Foden Steam Wagon.

boiler can be fired with coke, coal, or wood. The wagon is driven by a

compound steam-engine fixed on the top of the boiler. The cylinders

are fitted with high-pressure gear, by means of which both can, in caiso

of emergency, receive livo steam from the boiler, and each cylinder

1 independently into the chimney. The power is transmitted by
■ wheels to the compensating gear shaft, and thence to the rear axle

by an extra strong Renold roller chain. The gearing is arranged for

two speeds. The Foden wagons are among the most popular with users

of this type of vehicle, among the orders recently secured being several

for the London County Council.

The St. Pancras Steam Wagon.

The St. Pancras Iron Work Company, Limited, are present with

tiro examples of the St. Pancras 5-ton steam wagons, in which a numbem

of interesting features are incorporated. The boiler is of the fire-tube

vertical type, fitted with horizontal tubes. There is a large central fire

box fired from the top through a central shoot, and at the bottom of the

shoot is a baffle plate riveted to the fire-box plate, which completely cuts

off the upper part of the central space from the fire-box. The products

of combustion pass outwards through the lower eight rows of tubes to

 

Fig. 18.—The Yorkshire 6-ton Steam Wagon. ' ' '

ir smoke-box, and are returned inwards through the upper rows

of tabes to the central space above the baffle plate, from whence they

rise to the funnel. The water level is well above the top row of tubes,

eren on a considerable incline. Advantage is taken of the position of

the baffle plate to make it into an exhaust steam superheater, from

which the exhaust is finally emitted through a nozzle in the base of

the funnel. The casing or annular smoke-box is provided with doors, to

that all the tubes can be properly swept, and the top cover plate of

the boiler can be unbolted to clean the outside of the tubes. The

working pressure is 220 lbs. per sq. in., and the heating surface

32 sq. ft. The engine is of the horizontal compound type, the cylinders

The Yorkshire Steam Wagon.

The Yorkshire Patent Steam Wagon Co., of Hunslet, Leeds,

had intended to exhibit a new steam motor-'bus chassis, but, unfor

tunately, were not able to complete it in time for the show. Their

display is consequently confined to one of their 6-ton 6team wagons, of

which a considerable number are now in use in different parts of the

country. Since last year soveral modifications have been introduced,

notably the adoption of vertical engines in place of the liorizontol type,

and chain transmission in place of the former gear drive. The boiler

is of the company's patent cylindrical type, placed transversely across

the front of tho frame. The engine, which is located to the rear of tlie

driver, is of the vertical compound type, the cylinders being 4£ in.

and l\ in. diameter, with a stroke of "4 in. Tlie right-hand end

of the crank shaft is provided with a heavy flywheel, and an auxiliary

valve enables high-pressure steam to be admitted to both cylinders, to

give additional power when starting the wagon on a hill, or on soft

 

Fig. 19.—The Drummond 6 in. self-acting, sliding, boring, surfacing,

and screw-cutting lathe. pagt us.)

ground. Two speeds are provided by means of sliding pinions, the final

drive being by a centrally-located Renold roller chain to the differential

gcarng an tlie back axle.

Office Bequirements. .1

Much interest is being taken in the distinctive feature of the Oliver

standard visible writer typewriter, as well as the typewriter supplies

and hand duplicators of the Oliver Typewriter Company, Ltd. At

another stand the Blickensderfer Company, Ltd., made a good

show of their typewriters, duplicators, and other apparatus for facilitat

ing the work of the office.
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MISCELLANEOUS EXHIBITS.

Machine Tools for Motor Kepairers.

'■ Messrs. Drummoxd Bros., Limited, of Rydes Hill, Guildford,

have an interesting display of their special lathes for the repairing of

motors. Among others are three small 3A-inah self-acting boring,

sliding and screw-cutting lathes, which have been designed with the

view of enabling all usual light-running repairs to be readily carried

out. This small tool is capable of very much heavier work than the

ordinary lathe of this size ; for instance, all the parts of a 3-h.p. cycle

motor can, the makers inform us, be turned out by its means. The tool

is supplied with either treadle or arranged for power operation, a bench

pattern being also made. Two of the new design 5-inch heavy lathes,

capable of making throughout the machinery of any ordinary car, are

also to be seen, as well as a " Workman's" lathe (Fig. 19), designed for

professional repair work, a small bench-shaping machine and an assort

ment of lathe chucks and accessories. Messrs. Drummond Brothers,

Ltd., are devoting considerable attention to the production of special

tools for motor repairing, the design of the same being the result of long

and careful experiments on the work they are intended for.

The Palmer Tyres.

One of the most attractive displays in the exhibition is that of the

Palmer Tyre, Ltd., whose wonderful cord-laying machine has

demonstrated the possibilities of mechanical work in a most emphatic

way. By means of this machine the company have been enabled to

so reorganise their establishment as to reduce the prices of their

tyres, and so assist the automobile movement to a considerable degree.

For experience has shown that the Palmer tyre is almost impervious

to punctures, while being free from internal friction, heating and other

troubles often regarded as inevitable. It is scarcely necessary to say

that this tyre is on the cord principle, with the threads so arranged

that the strains are direct. By the really unique method of manu

facture irregularities of work

manship are prevented, so that

there are no slack threads and

the tension on all the threads

is uniform. Two layers are em

ployed, one in each direction. Of

course, the shape of the side

walls will be altered by the tread

making contact with the road,

but the strength of the cord

fabric is not reduced at the

time when it is most required to

transmit the driving power to

the road. In securing this result

the new cord-laying machine

running in the exhibition, and

illustrated in Fig. 20, plays its

part. The "former," or that

part of the machine on which

the tyre is built, is provided with

a row of anchoring pins on each

fide. The cord is folded into

loops by a lever or arm, and

placed across the " former " at

the required angle at which

the cords are to be laid in

the finished tyre. The cord is led from the supply spool to a sensitive

regulator designed to contain an ample supply of cord at a uniform

tension, to be drawn upon as required. From the tension regulator

the cord is led to a pulley, from which it passes to the " former, being

folded and guided in its course by the folding arm. The latter

delivers the cord to the "former" in the shape of two loops, one on

each side, each loop being held out straight by two pins op the fold

ing arm. Two transferring arms then come into operation and transfer

the loops from the pins of the folding arm to one of the pins of the

" former " on each side, at the same time laying the cord at its proper

angle and curve on the "former." The folding arm then returns

through a half revolution, takes up another length of cord, folds it

into loops, and the operation is repeated until the whole circumference

of the slowly revolving "lormer" is covered. Before leaving the

folding arm the cord is held in position on the " former " by a pressure

foot. The downward movement of the transferring arm causes the

loops of cord to be placed over the pins on the " former." A number of

•guides and fingers come into operation during the last-mentioned move

ment, to give the cord the required quarter twist and place it in position

on the " former." When one complete layer is placed on one " former"

it is transferred to another machine for the purpose of applying the

second layer of cord at the reverse angle, after which the rubber to form

the tread is applied. A pair of these machines will place two layers of

cord in ten minutes, an immense saving in labour that has enabled the

makers to reduce the cost of the Palmer tyre. Moreover, by this

machine a uniformity in tensions and angles is assured that could never

have been expected with hand labour.

Kushmore Lamps. . ,

From a coign of vantage in the Arcade the Kushmore Searchlight

has been penetrating to the uttermost ends of the Hall and reminding

us that the firm responsible for the Kushmore lamps, that have lately

come into prominence on British automobiles seen in our streets,

originally won renown in connection with marine work. The Lens

 

Tig- 20 —The Palmer Cord-Laying

Machine-

Mirror is the distinctive feature of these lamps, introduced here by the

Rushmorf. Lamps, Ltd. To safely maintain high speed on a dark

road it is necessary that the beam be shifted to see that the road is

clear before reaching a curve. With the Rushmore Swing Light it is

possible to maintain a speed of forty miles when examining the road

past several corners ; while with a fixed light it is necessary to slow

down at curves, as the beam is then far off the road. Attempts

have been made to swing the light by connecting it with the steer

ing gear of the car, bat this has been found impracticable, as at

high speeds it is necessary to see across the curve before reaching it.

The searchlight is mounted in a swinging fra ne with bracket for

mounting on a flat vertical dashboard, special brackets being provided

for any particular make of car requiring a special design. Mention

might also be made of the company's generators ; but description of

their good points is reserved for a later issue.

Aluminium.

In his familiar stand at the entrance to the Arcade of the Hall,

Mr. Robert W. Coan has a comprehensive exhibition of aluminium

castings of-every description for motor-car work. Mr. Coan is a prac

tical worker in pure and hardened aluminium for turning and other

purposes, and makes a feature of the repair of broken parts of aluminium.

A novelty at his stand consists in the " Telephone Receiver Rest," an

ingenious device for users of the telephone, which was recently de

scribed in our columns, and the exhibition of which at the Show is a

matter of much public interest. This holds the receiver in position

to the ear whilst speaking, leaving both hands free should it be de

sired to make notes.

Silencers.

The three silencers of Sharpe's Universal Patents Company

Ltd., that won the first three prizes in the recent Auto-Cycle Club's

Silencer Trials attract public attention at the stand of the makers,

who naturally take pride in the fact that only one mark separated

the three types of silencer from first prize taker. It will be

remembered that the points considered by the judges in the competition

were : 1, back pressure ; 2, noise ; 3, facility of attachment ; 4, weight

and strength ; 5, capacity ; 6, means of cleaning and maintenance and

cost. The company also show their silencers for cars, which have

now stood the test of four years' actual experience with results

that have proved a growing appreciation on the part of motorists.

The Pegasus Specialities.

A good show of leather goods for motorists, including gaiters, motor

tool bags, travelling cases, &c. is made by Messrs. Middlemore and

Lamplugh, Ltd., whose specialities are distinguished by the tradename

" Pegasus. " This also serves for a non-skid of effective design, which

also provides a good protection to the tyre. This consists of a strand

of stout English leather of more than the usual thickness and specially

prepared to withstand damp, while the surface next to the tyre is

smoothed so that it cannot injure the rubber. The hardened steel

studs provide an efficient surface to withstand any greasy roadways.

Despite the stoutness of the leather, the whole device is very light, and,

as it can be easily fitted in the minimum of time, the " Pegasus " non-

skid should rapidly come to the front. The same firm have a gaiter of

equally good form, which should prove useful in repairing cuts or tears

in the outer covers.

Wheels.

A varied collection of artillery wheels for heavy and light motor-cars

and commercial vehicles is shown by Messrs. Smith, Parfrey and

Co., Ltd., who have long specialised on such work as well as in axles

and all classes of motor forgings. Bent timber is also exhibited by the

firm, who can supply any description to special patterns or drawings. In

their Pimlico wheel works the firm have introduced an electric welding

plant with considerable satisfaction, and can ensure prompt delivery as

well as good workmanship.

Lamps, &c.

The well-known Zanardini lamps from Italy are shown by Mr.

C. F. Bertelli, who is actively engaged in placing them upon the

British market. The generator is manufactured on excellent lines, while

the light, instead of being dispersed, is concentrated upon the road, as

described in our columns at the time of the Stanley show. Mr. Bertelli

is also identified with Oleoblitz, a high grade lubricating oil, tests of

which have convinced the English agent of the character of the work of

which it is capable.

Lubrioating oils for every type of automobile are shown by the

Bowring Petroleum Company, Ltd., whose high-grade productions

are well favoured by experts.

Messrs. A. F. Harding and Company, Ltd., are giving much

attention to preparations for the revival of the worn leather and up

holstery of motor-cars, the brightening of metal parts and similar

cleaning operations which add to the appearance of vehicles on the road.

A new liquid metal polish known by the descriptive name of " Osoesy "

is shown, and we are able to speak well of its capacity to give an

excellent finish with a minimum of labour. Another of the firm's

preparations for removing dirt and grease from the leather of motor-cars,

&c, is known as " Stainless." All the goods of Messrs. Harding and

Company, Ltd., are distinguished by the trade-mark of " the fish and the

ring, and characterised by good quality for the special purpose for which

they are intended.

{To be continued.)
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ORRESPONDENC

 

[Letters to the Editor should be addressed to the

»7-33, Charing Cross Rood, W.C.]

POINTS ON THE ACTION OF A MAGNETO.

To the Editob of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—I have read with great interest the valuable paper which Mr.

W. Hibbert read before the Koyal Automobile Club, on some points on

the action of a magneto. As 1 have carried out a considerable amount

of experimental work in connection with magneto-electric generators for

ignition in internal combustion engines, some of the information gleaned

from these might be of interest to your readers.

One set ofexperiments proved conclusively that ignit'on took place

at the instant the contacts l>egan to separate in the combustion chamber,

proving that with the engine heated up to normal running conditions

a most minute spark suffices to explode the charge. These

experiments were carried out by means of a short circuit

ing device on a drum of large diameter, rotating with

the crankshaft, the short circuit being arranged as a shunt across the

terminals of the sparking plug. They also proved conclusively that

there is no electrical lag in the case of a low-tension magneto, which,

couple of bearings. The weight aided to the crankshait i» practically

negligible.

I thiak that the figura of 5,330 linn per square centimetre for the

induction in the magnets is somtwhat low. I have frequently got over

7,001), and in one case 7,700. In conclusion, I would most heartily

ealorse Mr. Hibbert's remarks on the difficulty of making reliable brake

teste. Undoubtedly by far the mwt sitisfactory way is to hava the

engine under test directly connected to a continuous current dynamo

whose constants are known.—Yours truly,

T. Blackwood Murray.

TRAFFIC PROBLEMS.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Silt,—The traffic in our streets, and the difficulty in adequately

dealing with it, are steadily increasing, especially under the changed

conditions consequent upon the introduction of mechanical traction. The

absolute necessity of wider streets has been iealised by the authorities

but in many cases the improvements which have been effected are

almost neutralised by numerous obstructions placed in the centre of the

load—lamp-posts, electric cable standards, cab-stands, &c. These have

the effect of dividing a safe wide street into two dangerous narrow ones.

The posts placed at cross-roads congest the traflic at the very places

where most space is required, and make the crossings dangerous not only

to vehicles (which frequently collide at these points) but also to foot

passengers.

The blocks which occur every fine summer afternoon in Piccadilly,

for instance (sometimes extending from the Circus to Hyde Park

Corner) are mainly due to the lamp-post* and cab-rank at the eastern

 

Mrs. Veitch. of Edinburgh, on her Argyll Car. Dr. Veitch has used an Argyll for fourteen months with a total of only three hours' delays.

of course, is precisely what one would expect, as while the contacts are

closed the current is rising in the armature circuit, and therefore there

is a spark the moment the circuit is ruptured.

The popular fallacy as to the advantage of a hot spark is, I think,

explained by the fact that it is extremely difficult to keep up a very

high insulation standard in ignition circuits, particulaily in the plugs,

and therefore the more lively a magneto (or coil, as the case may be)

one has to generate the igniting spark, the better margin one has to

allow for leaky circuits, and therefore the more certain is regular

ignition secured. A leakage across the spark gap either in low-tension

or high-tension ignition has a most detrimental effect on the rapid rise

of potential, which is essential to the formation of a satisfactory

spark.
As to the power required to drive low-tension magnetos, careful

tests showed that at a speed of 750 revolutions per minute, neglecting

the friction losses, the power requiied to drive an ordinary Siemen's II

armature magneto was 13 watts (le9s than l-50th of a horse-power)

while generating the usual ignition current. Including the friction of

the bearings, the power required was 28 watts (less than l-AHh of a

liorse-power). This magneto has a properly laminated armature.

Magnetos with solid or partly solid armatures would, of course, be

slightly less efficient.

I am glad that Mr. Hibbert has drawn attention to the positive and

negative work done in rotating the magneto armatnre, and the con

sequent possible losses and noise due to backlash in the diiving gear.

This is one of the reasons which has led us in all Albion cars to fix the

rotating part of the magneto rigidly to the crankshaft of the motor, and

thus eliminating this loss and also frictional losses consequent on another

outlet. If these were removed there would be room for an additional

row of traffic each way, which would probably be sufficient for ordinary

requirements. In many cases the presence of these obstructions makes

the correct observance of the rule of the road difficult, and in cases where

the "two narrow dangerous roads" are monopolised hy tramlines,

(e.g. Ealing route) practically impossible. Most collisions appear to be

due to the use of covert-d vans and 'buses the drivers of which are unable

to obtain a view of traffic overtaking them on either side. The small

windows or apertures fitted in the covers merely eva le the principle of

the bve-law which was expected to mitigate this evil.

There is "an irritating lack of uniformity in the disposition of the

gates in Hyde Park, 'lhe Stanhope gates are indicated IN, OUT,

alternately ; at Marble Arch, on the contrary, the arrangement is in

pairs.

We have heard and read from time to time a good deal al>out the

smoke nuisance, especially since the advent of motor-'buses. One would

have thought that the pungent o lour from smoky exhausts would have

been welcomed rather than otherwise, disguising as it does the sickening

stench of putrefying offal which is always present where horoe traffic

abounds. It is most astonishing that such a disgusting nuisance and

menace to health should be tolerated, considering how easily it might be

entirely prevented.

The principal cause of skidding is, of course, the excessive curva

ture or camber of the road surface. The idea that this steep slope is

necessary or desirable for drainage pur|>oses is qnite erroneous. In

Hyde Park, for instance, the main road has in placps a gradient of 1 in

fl, descending lf> inches in- 20 feet to the gutter. Driving a car out of

this gutter is equivalent to making a standing start on the steepest part
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of River Hill. A smooth, well-made road with a curvature of 1 in 100

would drain just as well, and, not being subject to the severe lateral

abrading action occasioned by the tendency to skid, would last much

longer. On these excessive cambers heavy vehicles with broad wheels

are simply cutting into the surface with the edges of the tyres ; the

advantage of the broad tyre is to a large extent lost. Thus the worst

holes and puddles are generally found on the roads with most camber.

The effects of heavy rain remain on such surfaces much longer than on a

flatter and therefore smoother road.

It appears to be a point of etiquette amongst horse-cab drivers to

turn round in busy streets, without looking, as often and as suddenly as

possible.

Much of the slight damase to vehicles is due to the foolish practice

—encouraged often by the police—of running up so close to the preceding

one. Many horses move backward when restarting, to the detriment of

the head-lamps or wings ot motor-cars following them. All horsed

vehicles ought to be provided with sprocket sprags, making it impossible

for the wheels to revolve backward unless the ratchet is released by the

pedal operated by the driver. A forward locking device also would be a

valuable safeguard against runaway horses.

Much of the congestion and difficulty so frequent in the fashionable

shopping thoroughfares might be avoided by the simple expedient of

compelling all vehicles to pull up on the left side only. In all circum

stances the passage of the faster traffic would be greatly facilitated if

all vehicles consistently kept as close to the left as possible.

 

The 28-h.p. Daimler recently supplied by MeiBrs. Henry Angus,

; - Sanderson and Co., Newcastle on-Tyne, to Sir Walter Bunclman, Bart.

The body Is an original design of the firm named, and it was, ot course, mann-
fdC'ored by them. The body Is made In such a manner that it can be opened

right out ; the canopy can also be made removable, although In this particular
car the canopy and front pillars are a fixture. The car is capable of holding
Ave indde, three od the hack seat, and there are two detachable revolving
arm chairs fitted to the inside. It is luxuriously upholstered in grey French

cord and Is fitted up with canteens, cigar lighters, electric lights, &c.

There mnst be an appalling amount of time in the aggregate wasted

in enquiring and searching for unknown streets, &c. All this could be

avoided by simply adding to the present names numbers and letters

according to the American system.

The suggestion has been made that certain main streets should be

limited during part of the day to traffic travelling one way only. This

method would probably be quite impracticable, as it would involve and

confuse the traffic in the adjacent side streets, and cont inual congestion

would arise from vehicles turning to and fro in the endeavour to find a

through route available in the required direction. The only practical

remedy for congested traffic is to widen streets where necessary, but the

conditions may be greatly ameliorated by utilising the whole available

area, instead of, as at present, restricting the use of one-third of the

roadway by the presence of posts, cabs, and other obstructions. The

Sheffield Corporation have recently realised the danger and inconvenience

of central posts, and have removed the cable-standards from the centre of

" The Moor," which is once again a reasonably safe and easy thorough

fare to traverse. \V hen a similar reform is effected in London, virtually

increasing by half the effective width of Piccadilly, Shaftesbury Avenue,

&C., we shall be considerably nearer at least a partial solution of our

ever-present and increasing traffic problems.—Yours truly,

Ernest A. Waddy, M.I.A.E.

POLISHED CHASSIS.

To THE Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—There can be no doubt that the polished chassis at the Agricul

tural Hall this week have a strange fascination for many people who visit

the Show, and it is not an exaggeration to say that some really believe

that they can order such a chassis and use it on the road. The fact

that the polish is merely put on as an attractive method of advertising

the chassis does not at once appeal to them. They require a lot of

convincing that nearly nine-tenths of all the parts they see so highly

finished simply have a thick coat of paint or enamel on in the practical

article sold to the public. There is much diversity of opinion amongst

manufacturers as to whether resnlts justify the great expenditure

entailed in finishing off a chassis for show purposes. There is this to-

be said in its favour, however ; that to the general public, who are only

superficial observers, it brings home to them the fact that the modern

motor-car is a splendid niece of mechanism, representing the highest

level yet attained in engineering science. The practical motorist, of

course, knows just what the true value of show finish is. He knows-

that he must look for good design, efficiency, and accurate workman

ship, and that polish is the least of all considerations.—Yours truly,

Provincial Visitor.

VARYING PETROL CONSUMPTION.

To the Editor of The Motor-Gar Journal.

Sir,—Referring to " D 2104's " letter in your Correspondence columns

on "Varying Petrol Consumption," it might interest him to know what

my 8-h.p. De-Dion type of three speeds and reverse does in the way of

petrol consumption. The best I have done is from Poole to Guildford,

eighty-two miles, on two gallons and one pint with two persons,and luggage

which would be about equal to another one. I had a straight run, only

stopping the engine once far lunch, and only used my lowest speed once

or twice in the whole distance. The petrol used would have been a little

less, but I had to run about Guildford to find my friends and the garage;

this is where most of the low speed was used. This year I have done

436 miles on exactly fourteen gallons on petrol (Pratt's), thirty-one miles

to the gallon. Most of this distance has been done in short journeys in a

hilly district. It is a heavy car for the power, heavier than the recent

De-Dion, 8-h.p. tonneau body. The car has been about 10,000 miles,

and this week I thought I ought to see if new piston rings were required, as-

none had been put in since it was new in 1903. I Found the top ring

worn a bit but the other two hardly at all, the cylinder as good as the

day it left the workB, no play at all on the bearing. It seems almost

impossible that it should be so after 10,000 miles, but it was so. It is

wonderful what these cars will do, and for economy and reliabilty there ia

nothing like them, in my opinion.—Yours truly,

Owen Carter.

DETACHABLE MOTOR CARRIAGE BODIES.

To tei Editor of The Motor-Gar Journal.

Sir,—A year ago I placed an order with the Windham Detachable

Motor Body Company for a phaeton body to my 20-30-h.p. Renault

chassis. This body embraced the " sliding principle," by which at very-

short notice a racing or other body can be substituted for the existing

one. My friends rather tried to dissuade me from placing the order,

contending that the principle was a new one, and that in use the body

was sure to work loose ana to rattle and shake more or less. I have now

had my car nearly a year, during which time I have ridden it 9,176 miles,

many of these on poor mountainous roads in Switzerland and Italy, and

it is with much pleasure that I am able to testify that I have not had

one moment's trouble from it, and that the body is now as sound and free

from rattle as when I first acquired it. I am remitting to the firm the

sum of £5 which I held as guarantee for the proper performance of the

body, being perfectly satisfied with the work done. As I daresay yous

opinion has been solicited by intending purchasers, I thought it might

be of use to you to have the opinion of a user and one who has no interest!

whatsoever in the company.—Yours truly,

Charles V. Thomson.

A COMMERCIAL VEHICLE RUN.

To thb Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—It was suggested at the lunch, and I have since been requested

by several of the firms whose vehicles joined in the run to Ripley on the-

10th ult., to organize another run on similar lines but on a much larger

scale, on some date a few months hence, to be subsequently decided

upon. I am very desirous of seeing the next one more representative of

all the leading makes than was the last, and therefore propose the-

formation of a committee of management, composed of several of tire-

makers themselves.

Properly organised, there is no reason why these runs should not

become as much an annual event as, say, the cart horse parade of May 1st.

I shall be happy to receive at the Paul Street Works, -Wolver

hampton, names of tlmse gentlemen desirous of joining the committee,

and to assist as far as I possibly can to make the next and subsequent-

runs as successful as was the last.—Yours truly,

Leo Harris.
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TESTS OF EXHAUST GASES.

To the Editob of The Motor-Car Journal.

SIR,—The teats which Mr. S. F. Edge has had carried out at the

Northampton Institute on the exhaust gases lrom a six-cylinder Napier

are of very great interest, as they show that such a large proportion,

nearly 50 per cent., of the hydrocarbon (petrol) is wasted. But it is a

•1 notion whether this proportion is not even greater than appears at

first sight, because these t;sts only deal, 1 presume, with the constituents

of the exhaust which were still in a gaseous condition at the time the

analysis was made, and so no account has been taken of hydrocarbons

that probably have condensed since the sample wai drawn, and no

mention is made of the water resulting from the oxidation of the

hydrogen.
The proportion of nitrogen compared with that of the oxygen

shows a remarkable discrepancy from the ratio in which they occur in

the air. Neglecting the consideration of the small percentage of CO in

llie case of Sample A, the test actually accounts for 11-7 volnmes (as

the volume of oxygen in the COa has the game volume as the COa

itself). . ,
Then taking the formula for petrol to be roughly C7H16, the volumes

of oxygen required to combine with the hydrogen (corresponding to 8'7

volumes of CO..) would be 4'9, which brings our oxygen up to 16'G

"volumes. The proportion of oxygen to nitrogen in air being approxi

mately 1 to 4, we have to account for 20-4 volumes, and therefore there

is a shortage of 3 8 volumes, and it is a question whether these have not

gone to form oxidised compounds of the hydro-carbons, such as have not

-come within the consideration of the analyst as gaseous.

It would be very interesting if these discrepancies were cleared up,

-and I would suggest to Mr. Edge that he should undertake the

determination of all the products of the combustion, not only those

which remain gaseous. We all know that the petrol consumption of the

*ix-cylinder Napier is good as compared with that of many otber makes,

»nd so we may presume that the loss on the average car is greater than

indicated in this instance. At a time when petrol is so high in price it

is of the utmost importance that such waste should not occur, and from

some preliminary experiments which I have made I surmise that the

trouble is due to the petrol not being equally and completely distributed

throughout the air which carries it.—Yours truly,

A. DUCKHAM.

MOTOR-CAR EXPERIENCES.

To th« Editob of The Motor-Car Journal.

SIR,—A short while ago I read in your Journal an enquiry as to ex

periences with a Rover car. I would like to say that on Good Friday,

accompanied by another gentleman, I ran from Burnham to Ports

mouth and Soutbsea, returning on Saturday via Southampton, Lynd

burst, Bournemouth and Wells, covering in all a distance of 240 miles.

1 used eight gallons of Pratt's motor spirit for the journey, thus

averaging thirty miles to th6 gallon. My hrst run was to Salisbury,

a distance of sixty-four miles ; tbis I did on less than two gallons. I

had not the .slightest trouble of any kind with the car from start to

finish, in fact, I did not have to touch it in any way. My car is an

8-h.p. four-seated Rover. I purchased it last August from the Bridg

water Motor Company, and 1 have driven it 3,000 miles in all weathers,

and on all roads, as far north as Manchester, and 1 can speak most

highly of its reliability and its hill-climbing powers, and can thoroughly

recommend anyone wanting a small, but reliable and economical car,

to purchase a Rover.—Yours truly,

Thomas Cox.

THE HEAVY TOURING CAR RACE.

To thb Editob of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—With reference to a letter signed by me, which appeared

recently in jour esteemed Journal, the secretary of the Royal Auto

mobile Club points out to me that I was incorrect in believing that it

was necessary for the screen which is to be fitted on all cars in the

Heavy Tourist Trophy to be of glass; on the contrary, it is to be of wood.

I think it only fair to the secretary of the Club that you will permit me

to publicly accept his correction ; but, at the same time, the only

difference that I can see is that the danger to the driver is changed

from the danger of glass to the danger of splinters, or, in otber words, I

consider it a most dangerous practice to rice with appliances of this

description, or even with an ordinary tourist body, and that the method

Adopted by the Brookland track is lar preferable.—Yours truly,

D. M. Weigel.

LUBRICATION TROUBLES.

To this Editob of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—I have a 1'2-h.p. two-cylinder Darracq, the engine of which

is lubricated from crank chamber. I find one of my cylinders gets no

lubrication. Can you or any of your readers advise me the best way of

lubricating the cylinder independent of the lubrication of crank cham

ber ?—Yours truly,

W. Grodon.

[This trouble is no doubt due t» insufficient oil being admitted to

the crank case, as both cylinders should be well lubricated if the rods

were allowed to touch the oil. The only means of lubricating one

cylinder without the other would be to drill and fit a lubricating pipe

in the cylinder below the water jacket The pipe must be fitted with a

small cheek valve near the cylinder to prevent tiie oil from being forced

back into the lubricator. If, however, sufficient oil be admitted into

the crank chamber we think the fitting of an extra pipe would be

unnecessary.] -

COURTESY (?).

To the Editob of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—In a recent issue of the M.C.J, the matter of " Freemasonry

nmongst Motorists" was touched upon. Up to that time 1 had always

found that motorists were most willing to render any assistance to one

in a fix, but on Cood Friday evening a 20-h.p. American car broke its

chain about two and a half miles from the nearest garage. My em

ployer kindly housed it for the night, and on the following day the

owner came down with a man to repair the same, and asked me to help

the man. This I did for al>out two and a half hours, leaving my own

car, which I was preparing for the Easter holidays, and so cau-dng me to

work some hours later than I should otherwise have done. 1 may say

the gentleman generously rewarded me with two sixpences. Should

anything of the kind happen again I am afraid I should not be so

willing to render assistance.—Yours truly,

Freemasonry.

WIRE OR WOODEN WHEELS.

To the Editob of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—In the absence of further information weare entitled to regard

the tests of Messrs. Kirkaldy as Btrictly comparable with thos3 recently

 

Despatching Racing Cars from Marseilles to Messina, Sicily, for the

Xarga Florio Contest.

carried out in the Rudge-Whitworth laboratory. Messrs. Kirkaldy's

tests show that, to be as strong, an Argyll staggered wheel must be

06 per cent, heavier than a Rudge-Whitworth wire wheel, the one

weighing 35 36 lbs. and the other 21 "25 lbs. The wire wheel offers less

resistance to the air by reason of its thin spokes,and for the same reason

whirls up leas dust, which advantages should more than balance the

(esthetic objections, which correspond to those raised a few years ago to

pneumatic tyres on bicycles.—Yours truly,

John V. Pugh.

Paint for Renovating Caps Cart Hoods.—j. B. M. writes ask

ing for the name of the makers of a paint or preparation for renovating

canvas Cape cart hoods which have begun to fade and look shabby.

Mr. J. H. St'NTER, 15, Lord Street, Liverpool, has found a Salsbury

tail lamp, evidently lost from a Lanchester ear on Satuiday, March

30th, between Capelcurig and Bettws-y-coed. The owner can have the

same on applying to Mr. Sunter.

In reply to several inquiries we would mention that the add ress of

Messrs W. Whittaker and Co., the publishers of Mr. W. Hibbert's book,

i» 2, White Hart Street, Paternoster Square, London, E.C., and of

Messrs. A. Constable and Co., who publish " O'liorman's Motor Pocket

Book," is 10, Orange Street, S.W. I

Inspection Pits. —F. W. W. writes :—" Some time ago I had a

catalogue from a firm advertising glazed fireclay motor pi's. I have

since mislaid the same, and cannot remember the name, and should be

glad if any of your readers could supply me with the necessary

information."
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CLUBS AND ASSOCIATIONS.

EOYAL A.C.

The sixteeDtb entry for the International Heavy Touring Car Race

is Mr. J. S. Moyses' Thornycroft ear. Entries for the International

Isle of Man Races cannot be received after the end of this month.

The results of the analysis of the exhaust gases in connection

with the Vapour Emission Competition have induced the judges to

recommend that a further competition should be held in about a month's

time.

A private enclosure for the stabling of the cars of members of the

club during the four days' racing at Ascot (Tuesday, June 18tb, to Friday,

21st) has been arranged.

THE LIVERPOOL MOTOR CLUB.

A committee meeting of the Liverpool Automobile Club was held

at the headquarters of the club, Exchange Hotel, Liverpool, on Monday

afternoon. The assistant hon. secretary reported the visit of the sub

committee appointed to deal with tbe arrangements for the Motor Union

m»>et at Southport. on July 20th. to Knowsley to meet the Hon. Arthur

Stanley, M.Jf. An invitation from the Town Clerk of Southport to the

 

Capt. Deasy starting on his 1,000 Kile Trial in Ireland.

General Committee of the Motor Union to lunch with the Mayor and

members of the Corporation after the committee meeting in the town

ball on July 20th was cordially accepted on behalf of iLe Motor Union.

Tbe Teport of the sub-committee appointed to deal with facilitating the

entries of cars of American visitors into the port of Liveipool was

received, and arrangements in this respect are rearing completion. In

order to encourage the motor industry in Liverpool, the committee has

decided to oiler a silver cup for the best motor-car built within the port

of Liverpool, and subscriptions amounting to about £20 have been

promised. A club meet has been arranged for April 27lh at the Brine

Baths Hotel, Nantwieh, and an inter-club meet with the Manchester

Automobile Club and other northern clubs at Buxton for June 29th.

LINCOLNSHIRE MOTOR CYCLE.

The Lincolnshire Motor-Cycle Club, which has 250 members, opened

Ihe season with a mimleTs' "bill climb at North Carlton, lour miles

north of Lincoln, and had a most decided success. Dr. Godfit-v Lowe

was judge, Mr. W, H. Smith starter, Mr. A. E. Kirltpatrick, N.C.U.,

and Mr. G. W. Robinson, N.C.U., were timekeepers, Mr. A. Nissler,

cl<rk of the scales, and Mr. G. J. "Wilkinson, bon. sec. The results

were .—

Class 1.—Up to 3J-h.p. (1) Rev. G. A. Grace, Besthorp, 3^-h.p.

four-cylinder F.N. Handicap figure 1011. Time 45 stc. Figure of

merit 23-5. (2) F. Naylor, Lincoln, 3-h.p. N.S.U., 1020, 52jsec, 20'4;

(8) A. E. Brunning, Lincoln, 3}-b.p. Rover, 983, £0 sec, 20.

C'laBs 2.—Over 34-b.p. (1) J. A. Metham, Grantham, 4J-h.p.

Mireiva. Handicap figure 729. Time 39 sec. Figure of merit 19-4 ;

(2) H. Hasgeneen, junr., Grimsby, 5-b.p. Vindec, 810, 42 sec, 16'2 ;

(3) F. Richardson, Lincoln, 5-h.p. Vindec, 15'9.

MOTOR CYCLING CLUB.

The London to Edinburgh twenty-four hours' run of the Motor

Cycling Club will take place on May 17th. This event is open to>

members of the club only, so that motor-cyclists who are not already

members and who wish to take part in this event should communicate-

as soon as possible with the hon. secretary, Mr. A. Candler, 1, Lime-

Grove, Shepherd's Bush, W. ''

KENT.

Dcrino the present season the Kent Automobile Club will hold

luncheons at Canterbury, Folkestone and Margate in connection with'

East Kent meets. The membership of the organisation is 119.

SCOTTISH A.C.

In the absence of the Right Hon. Sir J. H. A. Macdonald, Lord

Justice-Clerk of Scotland, Mr. H. M. Napier presided over the annual

meeting of the Scottish A.C. in the North British Station Hotel,

Edinburgh, last week. In moving the adoption of the report and

balance-sheet he congratulated the members on the vitality of the club.

It was only seven months since the Eastern and Western sections were

consolidated, committees formed, and work begun. The increase of

membership was very gratifying, there being now 765 members, an in

crease of 116 during seven months, and more were down for election.

As to finance, they began with a balance in hand of £457 12s. 9d. The

balance in hand now was £1,312 14s. 9d.

Mr. John Wilson, in seconding, also referred to the success of the

olub and the beneficial effect which the consolidation would have upon

motoring. He would like very much if the club could make a start to

have the roads improved. Round about Edinburgh during the past

week or so the dust had been very bad. The office-bearers had been

re-elected with the exception of two members of committee, whose places-

Mr, Wallace Fairweather, for the Glasgow District, and Mr. Hunter

Crawford, for the Eastern District, were chosen to fill. A vote of thanks

to the chairman concluded the proceedings.

With regard to the Club's Reliability Trial the committee notify the

following amendment on Rule 57, which is now to read :—*' No replenish

ing of water or fuel will be permitted at any of the luncheon stops or at

other times without penalty except in the case of steam cars, which will

be allowed five minutes before restart from each luncheon place for the

replenishing of water."

The following additional entries have been received :—Thomas Shaw

(Dundee), Ltd. (Siddeley) ; Western Motor Company, Ltd. (Argyll

cars) ; Walter Phillips (Coventry Humber) ; Buchanan Shiell

(Mercedes) ; Adams Manufacturing Company, Ltd. (Adams Hewitt).

On Saturday next the East Surrey A.C. will have a run to Hampton

Court.

The Essex Motor Club will have a penalty run to Clacton on the

21st inst.

Mb. W. O. Sfiller has been elected chairman of the Society of

Motor Omnibus Engineers.

The Derby Club's, participation in the inter-club meet at Ashby on

the 27th inst. will constitute its opening run of the season.

The Nottinghamshire A.C. has issued a neat programme of their

summer events. It is of a size to go in the waistcoat pocket.

The secretary of the Motor \ acht Club is compiling a register of

motor yachts and boats, and asks us to assist by inviting owners and

builders to send him particulars of any motor-boats they may own or have-

built.

iimcccwu" ■

MOTOR CAR ACCIDENTS.

-♦-
Mr. R. C. Lehmann, M.P., with his two young daughters and a

niece, was returning after his holiday to Bouine End in his motor car,

and was about to descend Hedsor Hill, when the hand brake snapped.

He endeavoured to stop the car with the foot brake, but was unsuccessful,

and the car went down the hill at a great pace. Mr. Lehmann turned

and ran his car into a bank by the side of the road. The ladies were

thrown out, and the car turned completely over. The car was a light

one, and, although Mr. Lehmann was pinned beneath the steering gear,

he escaped serious injury. He was soon extricated, and was able to go-

home with his daughters and the niece, who were unhurt, though much

frightened. The car was badly damaged.

Messrs. Straker-Squire, Ltd., have just opened a large West-

End depot at 75, Shaftesbury Avenue, W., where the latest models

of tbe Straker-Squire car are on view.

The London and Parisian Motor Company, Ltd., have removed from

South Molton Street, W., to new show rooms at 87, Davis Street,

Oxford Street, W.

The Stepney Spare Motor Wheel, Ltd., have opened works for the

manufacture of the Stepney spare motor wheel in Germany at 18-19,

Lindower Strasse, Berlin, under the management of Mr. W. Mertens, late

of the Continental Tyre Company, Ltd., London. The output of the

spare wheels at present is 1.250 per month, but, owing to the new exten

sions at the Llanelly works, the company will soon be in a position to-

turn them out at the rate of 2,000 per month.
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CASES UNDER THE MOTOR CAR ACT.

Exceeding Legal Limit.

Oliver Stanton was accused "at Marylebone of driving his

motor-car in Avenue Boad, St. John's Wood, at over twenty miles an

hour, and failing to produce bis licence when desired by the police.

Defendant said his indicator registered only eight miles an hour.

He told the officers he refused to show his licence to anyone of lower

rank than an inspector. The police were very brusque, and looked like

brigands. When they asked for his licence he refused to produce it

because it had no stain upon it. Afterwards be met a high official from

Scotland Yard, to whom he confessed with regret that he had fallen into a

police trap. The high official then asked, " What did you do ? " and he told

him that having been caught in a trap himself he went to the top of the

Avenue Road and warned every motorist who came along. Altogether

he warned forty-two, and held them up, and they all went down the

road like a funeral procession. Mr. Plowden said no other course was

open to him than to impose a fine of 40s. on one summons and 10s. on

the ot her, with costs.

Several motorists were fined at the Shoreham Petty Sessions on

Thursday of last week, for exceeding the legal limit at Southwick.

The case against a Brighton motorist for leaving his motor-car

unattended on the road at Shorebam has been dismissed.

A motorist from Worcester has been fined 10s. and costs at

Gloucester for causing an obstruction with a motor-car in that city.

Dangerous Driving.

' Hugh Jones, chauffeur to Prince Hatzfeldt, of Draycott Manor, near

Chippenham, Wiltshire, was at Gloucester on Saturday summoned for

speed, which he eventually did, but did not do so from the notice given

by the sergeant, which he at the moment looked upon as a salute

from the sergeant to him as a magistrate. The chairman announced

that Ithe majority of the magistrates considered that neither of the

charges had been proved, and both summonses should be dismissed.

He himself felt it was his duty to state that various representations

had been made by different parties as to the high rate of speed at

which Lord Portarlington was in the habit of driving in congested

districts in and about the town of Portarlington, and, although he had

no personal feeling in the matter, he was bound to say that sooner or

later something serious would happen if the speed was not abated.

No Light.

Arthur Scully, of the Royal Military College, Sandhurst, Camberley,

has been summoned for riding a motor-bicycle at Horsham on March 23rd

without a light, and, further, with failing to produce his licence on de

mand. Defendant admitted both offences. P.S. Paull gave evidence,

saying that defendant told him his friend in advance had his licence.

Defendant now stated that he had no licence. It was the first time he

had been out on a motor-cycle, and this one he had borrowed. Superin

tendent Goldring asked for the full penalty to be imposed under the cir

cumstances. In each case a fine of 40s. and costs was imposed, amount

ing in all to £4 lis.

No Licence.

At Northampton, Cyril Durlacher was summoned for driving a

motor-car through Fenny Stratford, on March 8th, having no red light,

and, secondly, for at the same time and place not having his number

plate illuminated. Fined 20s. and costs, 8s. 6d. in each case. Herbert

Alfred Evans was also summoned on two charges, one for not having his

number plate illuminated, and the second for driving without having a

 

The above striking illustration shows an interior view of the new Daimler erecting shop, which is claimed to be by far the largest shop in the British
- ■—. Industry, The erection of this building was necessitated by the very Targe demand for Daimler Cars, the present production beingtnow

nearly double that of twelve months ago.

driving at a dangerous speed at Hucclecote, near Gloucester. It was

stored that the car was going at forty-five miles an hour. P.C. Perkins

said he tried to take the number, but could not on account of the dust.

There was a vehicle on either side of the road, and the driver of one of

them was nearly knocked over. J he motor-car did not touch either

vehicle, but it was a very near thing—a matter of inches. Dr. Carter,

of Chippenham, who was in the car at the time, said that he had done a lot

of motoring with Prince Hatzfeldt. The speed through the village of

Hucclecote did not exceed fourteen miles an hour. Defendant and

another chauffeur who was in the car corroborated. Defendmit, who

I been twice previously convicted under the Motor Car Act, having

n fined on one occasion £10 and costs and on another £2 and costs,

i now ordered to pay £20 and £1 Us. 8d. expenses, and his licence

endorsed.

Mr. R. Vesey Fitzgerald, R.M., presided at the Petty Sessions at

Portarlington, when two summonses were brought against the Earl of

Portarlington for furious driving in the neighbourhood as nnder :—(a)

Driving his motor-car in the public highway on the 25th of Match, and

failing to stop when signalled to do so Dy the complainant holding up his

hand ; and (b) driving his motor-car at such a speed and in such a manner

as was dangerous to the public Sergeant Molloy , Kilmalogue, deposed

that Lord Portarlington was driving at the rate of twenty-five to thirty

miles an hour up the street of Kilmalogue. He held up his hand and

said " Much too fast, my lord," but he could not say that Lord

Portarlington reduced the [speed at which he was travelling at the

time.

Mr. Turpin, solicitor, who appeared for Lord Portarlington, said

his client did not understand the. signal as a warning to rednce his

licence in Fenny Stratford,

and 30s. in the second, wit

on March 7th. Fined 20s. in the first case

i 8s. fid. costs in each, or fourteen days.

naaaooaa* -

INTERNATIONAL AUTO-CYCLE TOURIST TROPHY RACE.

-♦-
In order to encourage entries and to create additional interest in

this event, tbe Committee of the Auto-Cycle Club have opened a fund to

raise an amount of about £100 for the purpose of providing cash prizes

of, say, £60, £30, and £10, to be awarded to the entrants of the winning

machines in this race. The expenses of organising an event of this kind,

and the cost of closing the road in the Isle of Man for the purpose, will

be so heavy that the amount received for entry fees will be insufficient

to provide cash prizes in addition. The Committee are, therefore,

appealing for donations towards the fund in the hope that there will be

a general encouragement of the club in its efforts to promote an event

which must ultimately benefit the motor-cycle industry generally.

—eacccee—

Messrs. Smith's Patents, Ltd., 256 and 258, Borough High Street,

London, E.C., send a circular and list of their unpuncturable leather tread

and non-skid. These are made for cars and voiturettes, and by a special

process tbe firm claim to strengthen the beads of motor-covets wben

fitting their leather treads.

Mr. H. Waymouth Prance, A. I.E.E., who makes a speciality of

examining and reporting upon second-hand cars, has for the convenience,

and in deference to the wish of many of his clients, had the telephone

installed in his consulting room at 39, Westbourne Gardens, \V , the

number being 3737 Western.
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COMPANY NEWS.

• ••■ New Companies Registered.

Vauxhall Motors.—£25,000. To adopt a sale agreement

between the Vauxhall and Weat Hydraulic Engineering Company, Ltd.

(vendors), ot the fiut part, L. Walton of second, P. Kidner of third, J.

Todhdnter and W. Gardner of fourth, and Vauxhall Cottage Company,

Ltd., of fifth, and the company of sixth, and two management agree

ments with said L. Walton and P. Kidner respectively, and to carry on

the business of manufacturers of motors, &c. No initial public issue.

First directors (not less than two nor more than five) : P. Kidner and

L. Walton (permanent managing directors) and W. Gardner. So long

as the vendor company hold 5,000 of shares allotted to them under sale

agreement, they may appoint a director, W. Gardner being first

nominee.

Pretoria Engineering and Motor Works.—£500. To adopt

an agreement with Mr. W. C. Davies for the acquisition of the busi

ness of a general and electrical engineer, automobile manufacturer and

dealer, &c, carried on by him at Brownhill Road, Catford, S.E. No

initial public issue. Registered without articles.

Irish Motor Touring Company, Ltd.—Capital, £1,500 in £1
(■hares, for (he purpose of carrying on business of conveyance by motor

cars, motor-cabs,' boats, omnibnses, carriages, vans, &c, of all descrip

tions of passengers and goods, and to organise trips and tours through

out Ireland. Registered offices, Haddington Road, Dublin.

Dreadnought Motor Cycle Company.—£36,000 (£1). To

acquire from Mr. F. M. S. Lewin the benefit for the United Kingdom

of an invention relating to the starting of engines worked by explosive

gaRes.

Company Meetings.

Edinburgh and District Motor Omnibus Company, Ltd.—

A meeting of this company has been held to consider a proposal to

sell the assets of the company to a new company to bo formed. Mr.

C. E. Hogg presided. Mr. Young took some legal objections, and a

long discussion ensued. On the motion being put to the meeting, it

was lost. Mr. Young ihen proposed that a committee should be ap

pointed to investigate the affairs of the company. The Chairman said

he would cordially welcome a committee of inquiry, but when he was

about to put the proposed names to the meeting, Mr. Young said he

desired that the committee should have power to appeal to the Court.

The Chairman said he should most strongly object to the committee

having power to plunge the company into liquidation at the cost of

the shareholders generally. After further discussion, the Chairman said

that so much hostility had been shown, and several of the committee

appeared to enter upon their duties in such an unfriendly spirit, that

he should refuse to put the resolution to the meeting, which be then

declared was at an end.

TAR-SPREADINO COMPETITIONS.
—*—

Full details have already appeared in the M.C.J, with regard to

the two competitions that are being conducted by the Roads Improve

ment Association on behalf of the Royal Automobile Club and Motor

Union. The competitions are for :—

(a) The best Tar spreading Machine, and

(6) The best Preparation of Tar for road purposes.

The following is a list of entrants :—

Tar-spreading Machine Competition.

Thomas Aitken, County Buildings, Cupar, Fife.

" Emulsitix," Ltd., 55, Cross Street, Manchester.

" Tarmaciser,'' Ltd., 7, Victoria Street, London, S.W.

" Tarepra," Ltd., 20, Victoria Street, London, S.W.

Thwaite and Thorp, 29, Great George Street, Westminster, London,

S.W.

Johnston's Lassailly Patent Road Binder Co., 45, Parliament Street,

S.W.

Tar Preparation Competition.

.A. I. Craig, c.o. Messrs. Wishart and Sanderson, 15, York Place,

Edinburgh.

R. S. Clare and Company, Ltd., Tar Distillers and Manufacturing

Chemists, Liverpool.

" Hahnite," 3-4, Great Winchester Street, E.C.

Kay Brothers, Ltd., St. Petersgate Mills, Stockport.

Tar (Patents) Solidifying and Distilling Company, Ltd., 15, Mansion

House Chambers, Loudon, E.C.

T. G. Marriott, 328, Renfrew Street, Glasgow.

Ermenite, Wood bank, Matlock Bank.

Gas Li^ht and Coke Company, London.

—aaa—■

CONFERENCE ON ROAD MAKING.

A CONFERENCE of road makers and road users is being arranged to

be held at Olympia, Kensington, W., on the 19th inst., in connection with

the "Surveyor's" Section of the International Building Trades' Exhi

bition. The following papers, previously circulated, will be discussed :—

(1) What the State could do to Assist in the Road Question, by.E. J.

Lovegrove, borough engineer of Hornsey.

(2) In What Way could Road Widening be Facilitated? By H. T.

Wakelam, county surveyor of Middlesex.

(3) What could be done to Reduce Skidding on City Road Surfaces, by

J.'W. Bradley, city engineer of Westminster.

(4) The Use of Tar in Road Construction, by A. Dryland, county

surveyor of Wilts.

(5) How far Skidding is due to Road Surfaces—(a) Construction and

Materials, by Douglas Mackenzie ; (b) Cleansing, by E. Shrapnell Smith.

(6) Some Points of the Road-Bridge Problem, by H. Howard Hum

phreys, consulting engineer to the Army Council on Roads and Bridges.

(7) The Design of Modern Motor Vehicles in Relation to the Existing

Roads, by Colonel R E. Crompton, C.B., R.E.

(8) The Planning of Roads for the New Traffic, by Rees Jeffreys.

The joint secretaries of the conference are Messrs. Gibson Thompson,

24, Bride Lane, Fleet Street, E.C. ; and Mr. Rees Jeffreys, 1, Albemarle

Street, Piccadilly, W.

ROAD REPORTS.

Warrington.—Loud complaints have been made at Warrington

Rural Council abont the re-appearance of dust clouds caused by motor-cars

and damage to roads and crops. One member said that the motor traffic

was causing the ceilings in houses to crack and break. The chairman said

that if the Imperial Exchequer did not contribute to the upkeep of the

roads the council would be justified in refusing to maintain them in good

order and in allowing them to get in such a state that rapid traffic would

be impossible.

East Grinstead.—Being satisfied with the result of their experi

ment of tar-washing the roads to prevent dust, the East Grinstead

Council are continuing the treatment this season. They have been

disappointed that the East Sussex County Council do not yet look upon

the system so favourably as they do, the local Council considering that

further experiments are unnecessary. In East Grinstead !in past, seasons

only the extremities of the town have been tar-wasbed, but now those

living in the centre of the town, where are most of the business premises,

wish to have the roads there similarly treated. One disadvantage of

the treatment is the quantity of dust caused while the tar-washing is

being carried out, the roads having to be perfectly dry. The benefit

which follows, however, amply repays those near by for the temporary

inconvenience.

Perth.—In connection with the application which has been made to

the Secretary for Scotland by the County Council of the county of Perth

for closing of roads to and restriction of speed of motor vehicles on cer

tain roads within the county, Mr. Alexander Stuart, Edinburgh, has

been appointed commissioner to investigate the roads proposed to be

affected. A public inquiry will be held in the courthouse, Perth, on

Wednesday, 17th inst., and any automobilists who are interested in the

roads involved are requested to communicate with the secretary of the

Scottish Club, 59, St. Vincent Street, Glasgow.

BUSINESS NEWS.

-♦-
Owing to the requirements of the London telephone service, the

telephone numbers of the City depot of Messrs. Humber, Ltd., have

been altered from 778, HolLorn, to 5560 and 5561, Holborn.

Messrs. Durham, Churchill and Company, Sheffield, are build

ing a 24-30-h. p. 2-ton lorry for the Newbotile Co-operative Society, of

Fence Houses, co. Durham.

Mr. Sidney Girling has recently written to the Elast.es Com

pany, Ltd., stating that he has now run his 20-28-h.p. Darracq car

fitted with Klastes-filled tyres 5,000 miles, and finds this tyre-filling

most satisfactory. He points out that his car has had particularly

hard work, being used for demonstration purposes in all parts of the

country.

After many delays, Horch Motors, Ltd., are now installed in their

new depot in Shaftesbury Avenue, W.C., and are displaying the latest

models of the car which won the 1906 Herkomer Trophy. A fine

35-40-h.p. chassis and a show-finished 18-22-h.p. vehicle are being

exhibited, and after Cordineley's Show the landaulet which is on view

at the Agricultural Hall will also be installed.

From Messrs. S. F. Edge, Ltd., comes a copy of a booklet they have

just issued entitled "The Press on the Six cylinder Napier," which

contains a number of extracts from recent articles published in the lead

ing newspapers concerning the six-cylinder principle for powerful motor

cars, as introduced by Mr. Napier.

Of interest to motor traders is the new catalogue of motor com

ponents just issued by the Etablissements Malicet and Blin, of Auber-

villiers (Seii'e), France. It gives full particulars of the various M.A.B.

parts, including differentials, back axles, change-speed gear, steering

gears, &c.

Mr. Cecil H. Lamb, of the late firrr. of Messrs. Lamb Brothers and

Gamett, has. we learn, joined Climax Motors, Ltd., and is now engaged

in pushing the sale of the Climax cars.

We learn that Mr. Batson is not now connected with the Lindsay

Motor Manufacturing Company, Ltd., and that Mr. J. Clingoe has taken

over the sole control of the business.

Convinced of the merit of things Scotch, Mr. L. W. Lanen, the

Dutch agent for the Argyll cars, has adopted the Scottish national

costume for his son, the little fellow in his novel rig-out being quite a

feature of the Argyll stand at the recent motor show at The Hague.

Last week a social gathering of the employees of the Humber works

at Heeston was held to celebrate the opening of* the new show rooms and

despatch department. Mr. T. C. Pullinger presided, and upwards of

1,200 employees and their wives were present.
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COMMENTS.

-♦-

i UR reports of motor-car cases in the courts

this week include reference to two canine

tragedies which have happened in that

part of Sussex of which Uckfield is the legal

centre. One of the Bummonsc3 was dismissed ;

the other resulted in conviction. The two cases

afford an illustration of the different ways in

which motorists look upon the feelings of other

people, and should encourage considerate drivers in continuing

a -respect for pedestrians and those upon the highways. At the

same time we would remind the organisations associated with

motoring that the dog nuisance has not been mitigated in the

least by the new regulations, and that they will have to give

some heed to that annoyance and danger of the roads if they are

to secure the safety of their members.

The 1908 Show.

Bookings have already commenced for

Cordingley's Motor Show of 1908, which

will again be held at the Agricultural

Hall, London, from March 21st to 28th.

Despite the difficulties which were

created by the holidays coming so near

the date of the 1907 event, the Exhibition which closed on

Saturday was a great success, and the exhibitors of delivery and

fleasure cars alike were able to record good business done. The

'ress have also recognised the fact that orders were plentiful,

while serious inquiries proved that Cordingley's Exhibition

maintains its prestige as a selling exhibition. Fashionable

visitors came in large numbers, and traders from all parts of the

country attended to see the novelties, and, in many cases, to

settle contracts and place orders. This experience was not con

fined to makers of cars, but the accessory and component firms

were equally well satisfied with the character of the inquiries

and the extent of the orders received. Facts such as these will

weigh with exhibitors, who are naturally anxious to take

advantage of the choice of position always available to the early

comers at the Agricultural Hall Show. And, as we have already

said, booking has begun.

An Automobile

Re-union.

There was a pleasant and informal

gathering of members of the Automobile

Association at the Exhibition in the Agri

cultural Hall on Thursday of last week.

Many members who had come up to town

to see the Show took advantage of the

opportunity to meet their brethren and to discuss the affairs of

the Association. The chair was occupied by Col. Bosworth, vkho

was supported by Mr. Charles Temperley, Mr. L. Schlentheim,

Captain Benott Stanford and other members of the Associa

tion. There was no speech-making in the ordinary sense of

the word, but Col. Bosworth referred to the very prosperous

condition of the Association, which had gone on increasing

in membership by leaps and bounds. The result was that

the good work of patrolling the roads had been vastly

extended, and a complete system of agencies had been

established all over the country, so that the A.A. was now

represented in nearly every town and village. Guides had also

been organised to lead members through the crooked streets of

A Typical

Saturday.

the larger towns. Another new feature was the establishment

of a legal insurance department, which would defend members'

cases in any part of the country for a nominal annual fee. In

conclusion, the chairman referred briefly to the conduct of the

Motor Union in adopting a badge almost similar to that of the

A.A. He counselled members, however much they might dis

approve of this conduct, to use moderation. The Association

will shortly move to very commodious new premises in the

West End, where every accommodation will be provided for

visiting members.

♦ ♦ ♦

The open air season is now getting

into full swing, and motor club life is

reviving after its winter rest. From

now till the end of September the

motorist will have plenty of entertain

ment, and the programmes of the clubs

that have reached us thus far show a keen desire on the part

of the officials to give members variety of amusement, as well as

opportunity of comparing notes on the road—a very useful

means of automobile education. Saturday, April 20th, may be

regarded as a typical day, and the events that are crowded into

the week end are illustrative of our meaning. Opening runs

* are being held by the Yorkshire A.C. to Harrogate, and the

Southern M.C. to Epsom. The Motor Cycling Club will have

its hill climb on Pebble Hill, near Westerham, and the Newcastle

M.C. its slow hill climb on Benton Bank. At Reading the

annual meeting of the Berkshire A.C. will take place ; the West

Surrey A.C. will indulge in its annual lunch at Hindhead ; and

the Royal A.C. will settle down to a serious examination of

candidates for its certificates at the University College, Bir

mingham. Ordinary runs will also be undertaken by the Bir

mingham M.C.C. to Dodden Hill, theWest Essex A.C. to Billericay,

the East Surrey A.C. to Hampton Courc, the Essex M.C. to

Ongar, the New Forest and Bournemouth A.C. to Brockenhurst,

and the Walthamstow M.C. to Quendon. Some of these trips

will be continued over Sunday, when the Kensington A.C. will

have its inaugural meet of the season at Frensham Ponds.

Benzole v. Petrol.

Some degree of comfort may be

gleaned from the evidence of Mr.

Edmond Ledoux before the Fuels Com

mittee of the Motor Union. Mr. Ledoux

is the technical director of the Simon-

Carves Bye-Product Coke-Oven Construc

tion and Working Company, Ltd., and believes that if the

demand for benzole were sufficiently great twenty-five to thirty

million gallons could be recovered from coke-ovens and tar

works. In fact, a third of that supply could be secured within

a tolerably -short time at 6d. per gallon at the works. If it was

intended for use with motor-wagons, Mr. Ledoux believes that

this 6d. unwashed benzole would be quite good enough, but if

for pleasure and touring vehicles the further treatment that

would be necessary might advance the price another penny. In

confirmation of the suitability of this fuel he told the committee

that he was using 65 per cent, unwashed benzole in his 16-h.p.

De Dietrich, and found very good results so far as efficiency is

concerned. He could travel 20 per cent, farther on the same

quantity of fuel and could obtain perceptibly more power. He

could start easily from cold, and the running was very smooth.

G
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There was a certain amount of soot on the valves after running

fifty miles in a hilly district, but not sufficient to cause trouble.

The most serious drawback in the unwashed state was the smell.

By further treatment, which could be done at an extra cost of,

say, Id. per gallon, all tendencies to sooting could be eliminated

as well as the removal of the smell in the liquid state. Owing to

the greater specific gravity of benzole the adjustment became

automatic, i.e., a less quantity of this liquid was admitted in the

carburettor, consequently increasing the proportion of air in the

mixture. Mr. Ledoux intends to use benzole on his car in the

future.

Side Slip and Skid

Prevention Com

petition, 1907.

By a minute of November 7th, 1906,

the Committee of the Royal A.C. autho

rised a competition for devices to pre

vent side-slip by motor-omnibuses, and

announced that a cash prizo nf £100

would be given to the device which

should prove efficient and receive the approval of the Chief

Commissioner of Police and the Local Government Board. Forty-

one devices were submitted in connection with this competition,

of which number thirteen remained after the examination of the

drawings, seven were submitted to a preliminary be^t on a

prepared surface at the Clement-Talbot Works, Ladbroke Grove,

N. Kensington, W., after which five were selected for the Koad

Endurance Test over a distance of 1 ,000 miles. The Road Test

 

Two of the Wokeley Vans which have lately been put in

by the Scotland Yard Authorities.

service

consisted of runs under service conditions on the Putney to

Shoreditch route. The weather and road conditions were

too good to provide a sufficient test of the side-slipping

and non-skidding preventive qualities of the devices sub

mitted. There were, however, two days on which the

conditions were severe. The judges regret that no device sub

mitted to or tested by them can claim to " efficiently prevent

side-slip and skidding by motor-omnibuses " under all the

varying conditions of street traffic. The Hartridge Tyre (rubber

blocks, multi-sectional in direction of rotation), however, showed

itself to be a practical device capable of application- to existing

road vehicles, and to be worthy of special commendation. Con

sequently, the judges recommend that a certificate be awarded

to the Hartridge Tyre Syndicate, Ltd., and that the cash prize

of £100 offered by the Club be also awarded to the company.

The device submitted by Mr. H. B. Molesworth (three pairs of

wheels, back and front steeling) was presented in a condition

which did not and could not do justice to the device ; the judges

are of opinion that even as presented it proved that the use of six

wheels possesses distinct advantages in the prevention of side

slip, though as fitted and presented for trial the adhesion was so

reduced as to result in a serious loss of driving and of brake

power. The judges therefore recommend that a certificate of

merit be awarded to the device entered by Mr. H. B. Moles-

worth.

The lecture which Mr. F. W. Lan-

chester delivered to the members of the

The Dimensional Institution of Automobile Engineers last

Theory. week at the Institution of Mechanical

Engineers, Strrey's Gate, St. James's

Park, under the Presidency of Colonel

R. E. Crompton, on the horse:power of the petrol motor in its

relation to bore, stroke and weight, was the most erudite paper

which has yet been placed before thai, newly-formed body of

experts. Briefly, Mr. Lanchester based his argument on the

dimensional theory, concerning which be said that it had for

many years been a surprise to him how little of the theory

of dimensions was known, much less employed, by engineers,

and if his lecture could bring it home to some few present that

there was a valuable tool lying idle that was worthy of frequent

employment his time would not have been wasted. The neglect

of the dimensional theory seemed the more inexplicable when it

was borne in mind how in other matters discovery and method

were taken red hot from the physical laboratory and adapted post

haste by the modern engineer to meet the insatiable demands of

western civilisation. The theory of dimensions might be said to

be founded on the very simple and obvious fact that a time

could never be equal to a volume or space, or an area to a linear

quantity, or in general one physical quantity to another involving

different fundamental qualities. The question of what con

stituted a fundamental quantity touched on the ultimate defini

tion of our conceptions, but it was cus'omary to recognise thiee

fundamental quantities and three only, namely, length, mass,

and time, into which all other physical quantities could be

dissolved. The lecturer then dealt with the question of

geometrical similarity in bodies of varying size, and went on to

point out that if two machines, such as petrol motoiv, were built

part for part alike, but differing in scale, their weights would be

as their respective linear measurements cubed. He then dealt

with horse-power as a function of linear dimension, immediate

deductions from horse-power equation for engines of similar

form, conditions of least weight, influence of changes in the

density and stress on the horse-power developed, the considera

tion in detail of weight saving, proportions of least weight as

affected by the number of cylinders, the rating rule, and some

unaccounted factors.

On another page we give the judges'

award in the Vapour Emission Competi

tion held by the Royal A.C. on March

19th and 20th. It is gratifying to learn

that although all could not be placed

first in order, the judges found that the

cars were, on the whole, successful, and that each competitor

has been given the results of the analysis appertaining to his

own car, with a view to such improvement as may be deemed

desirable. The judges recommend that another competition

be held on May 10th with a view to further encouragement in

the direction of minimising the emission of vapour and of

ascertaining the results of any improvements made in the cars

not wholly satisfactory. This 8}steraatic testing and critical

examination can only be productive of good, and we are glad to

learn that the Royal A.C. has accepted the offer of a prize of

fifty guineas by Mr. Dugald Clerk to the winner of the gold

medal in the proposed further trial next month.

Although, as compared with the

corresponding month of last year, there

was an increased importation of foreign

motor-car productions into Great Britain

during March, the returns show that the

rate of increase that has hitherto been

recorded is not being maintained. The number of vehicles

which reached this country during March is returned at 526,

their value being given as £285,455. Parts were responsible

for an addit;onal £234,069, which gives a total of £439,524, as

against £415,650 in the corresponding month of last year, and

£314,535 in March, 1905. For the first quarter of the current

year the figures are : Number of cars imported, 1,418 ; value of

The Vapour

Emission

Competition.

Motor-car Imports

and Exports.
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same, £584,095 ; imports of motor p.vts, £580,672 ; total,

£1,164,767. For the similar period of 1906 they were:—

1,588 cars of a value of £617,981 ; Darts, £506,081 ; total,

£1,124,062. Turning to the exports of British motor-cars and

?irt8, these continue to exhibit a very satisfactory increase,

he number of cars shipped in March was 167, of a value of

£67,700, while parts accounted for a further £42,894, the total

of £110,594 contrasting with only £54,754 in the corresponding

month of 1906. The aggregate exports of British motoi-cars

and parts during the first three months of the current year

amounted to £315,602, as against only £159,178 in the corre

sponding quarter of last year.

♦ ♦ ♦

The first of the provincial meets of

the Motor Union will be held on Whitsun

The Lincoln Saturday, the 18th prox., at Lincoln, on

Meet. the invitation of the county Automobile

Club. Having regard to the success of

these gatherings last year, it is antici

pated that the large attendance of motorists will tax the hotel

resources of the city on the forthcoming occasion. At the

evening dinner, Earl Brownlow, the Lord Lieutenant, will

preside, supported by the Earl of Yarborough, Mr. C. D.

Hose, M.P., Sir Hickman Bacon, Bart., and a large con

tingent of Lincolnshire M.P.'s, including Lord Willoughby de

Eresby and Mr. G. H. Roberts. The programme also

includes a trip to Woodhall Spa, and a run across Tenny

son's country, passing through Horncastle and Somersby. In

addition to the social welcome that is being arranged, the

municipal authorities are doing all they can to give motorists a

favourable impression of their attitude towards the motor-car,

and we understand that the mayor, Col. J. S. Ruston, J.P., is

arranging that the route (three miles in length) between the

Guilahall, Lincoln, and the grounds of Canwick Hall, where the

gymkhana will be held, is to be specially swept and watered.

Altogether, the Motor Union will have a good beginning for its

-summer meets of 1907.

♦ 4

To the Touring Committee of the

Royal A.C. has been referred the con

sign Posting the sideration of the question of sign-posting

Roads. Watling Street, which has been raised by

Earl Russell. The idea is that a through

route from London by way of Watling

Street should be sign posted, which would serve for Chester,

Birkenhead, and the Isle of Man, for North Wales and Holyhead

and via Liverpool and Preston for Carlisle. Apart from the

Great North Road, this is perhaps the most important thorough

fare in the country, and, according to Earl Russell, it needs

dealing with in this way because it is not at present recognised

as a through route. Should the Touring Committee agree to

the suggestion they have authority to take the matter in hand,

so that those who go northwards duiing the summer may have

the advantage of the notices which Earl Russell proposes.

♦ ♦

Not often do we hear of local auto

mobile clubs suggesting prizes for cars

built within the area of their operations ;

hence the interest of the announcement

we were able to make last week with

reference to the offer of the Liverpool

Automobile Club of a silver cup for the best motor-car built in

the city of Liverpool. This club, which is a successor of the

Liverpool Self-Propelled Traffic Association, which did so much

to give an importance to the movement in the North of England

at a time wben it needed such assistance, has deserved the

thanks of local traders for proposing 3uch an incentive. It i«,

however, hardly likely that any considerable number of clubs

will follow the example, or the difficulties of manufacturers

would be increased to a considerable degree. The feeling of

patriotism which has favoured the British car in some quarters

cannot be localised so that the residents of any particular town

will confine their investigations only to the merits of cars

produced in their own district. At the same time, it is evidence

Patriotism.

of the friendly feeling which is now developing in so many

provincial centres, which are anxious to attract some branch of

the motor industry unto themselves.

♦ ♦ ♦

One of the most enjoyable meets of

motorists held within the last two or

Motor-' Buses at three years was that at Chester. It

Chester. failed, however, to secure universal

approval for automobilism in the city,

and, apparently, the doctors there have

much to learn on the subjeot of motor-vohicles. The Chester

Town Council have, by thirteen votes to eleven, just rescinded

a resolution passed in October authorising the purchase of three

motor-omnibuses, at an estimated cost of £3,000, to serve the

outlying districts not supplied by tramways. The meeting was

convened by the mayor in response to a special requisition.

Since the October resolution the necessary loan had been

sanctioned and a tender accepted. Dr. Griffith declared that it

was well known among medical men that where motor-omnibuses

had been introduced the death rate bad increased, especially

among those suffering from chest trouble. Infantile mortality

had also increased. All the doctors present voted for the

rescission of the resolution. In view of the progress that the

motor-'bus has made in London during the last few months, the

 

On 'Friday tmorningliof last week Mr. E. A. Paul left the Royal

Automobile Clubhouse in Piccadilly, London, at 8.30 a.m. He

reached Honte Carlo the following afternoon, at four minutes past

six, the journey thus having taken 33 hours 34 min., being 1 hour

31 min. in advance of the previous record. The oar was fitted with

Dunlop tyres, :and Mr. Paul is to be congratulated on the result of

his first attempt at record-making.

vacillation of the Chester City Fathers seems ludicrous, while

the statements made by the doctors are scarcely likely to be

borne out by evidence.

Motor Races

for the Public.

At length the legal controversy follow

ing the Brighton race meeting of 1905

is at an end, the Court of Appeal having

decided that the Town Council were

justified in incurring expenses to attract

visitors to the town. It will be remem

bered that the Brighton Corporation arranged with the Auto

mobile Club to pave Madeira Road with Tarmac in order to

provide a course for tho motor-car races. This was done at a

cost of about £3,000. Subsequently some of the ratepayers

objected to the expenditure, and a Divisional Court held that

the money had been spent without authority, and that the

action of the Highway Committee was wholly ultra vires.

Against this decision the Corporation appealed, with the result

already mentioned. The case is of interest as establishing a

precedent for other local authorities to expend money on

securing perfect roads for motoring, if such expenditure is likely

to result in increased visitors to the town.
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THE VAGARIES OF MOTOR VEHICLES.

By A. J. McKinney.

(Continued from page 125.)

ANEW car was sent down to a client for a trial run. A

change-speed gear with gate control was fitted. A start

was made, and the first speed having done its duty, the

second was requisitioned. On the change being made the car

pulled up dead right in the middle of a busy crossing, while the

engine raced away merrily. The symptoms were grave. " The

cardan shaft broken V no ; it was only that the second speed

seemed to be completely absent, though the third and fourth were

as usual. The makers have so far not divulged the reason for this

behaviour. A barrister friend had an unfortunate experience

recently. He had left his car to be overhauled by a repairer in

a county town not far from London. When advised that it was

ready he called for it with three ladies and sailed gaily off. A

few miles outside the town a loud crack was heard, followed by

a grinding sound. Only the gear-box split from top to bottom,

and a pair of pliers jammed in the gear wheels !

A good deal of trouble has arisen from defects or weaknesses

in the transmission gear owing to inexperience on the part of

manufacturers or the unskilfulness of the users. This, however,

is now relatively very infrequent, though we still meet people

who have such ill-luck. In a case where a chain on a car was so

damaged as to be useless, the motorist managed to get home on

one, not having any spare chains with him. This was done by

tying up the idle sprocket wheel so thfct it could not revolve.

Perhaps there are more troubles with the chain drive than with

the cardan shaft, but if anything does go wrong with this latter

it is generally a more serious matter and not so easily remedied.

I was once teaching a friend to drive a car which had a cardan

shaft with a sliding or expansion joint made by the square end of

the forward portion fitting into a corresponding socket on the

other. There was only one torque rod fastened to the casing of

the live axle. His foot slipped off the pedal and the clutch went

in "with a jerk, and caused the car to bound forward, after which

it refused to respond to the engine. Investigation showed that

the bolt holding the torque rod to the live axle casing had

sheared its head, so that the casing had twisted partly round and

drawn the two members of the cardan shaft apart. This was

successfully remedied by means of a jack and the insertion of

a fresh bolt.

A peculiar trouble and certainly a very uncommon one hap

pened recently. A gentleman who possessed a fine new car

suddenly experienced the most extraordinary run of ill-luck with

his tyres. No matter what price he paid or how strong the tyres

were, whenever he turned a sharp corner one of them was torn

off. The various tyre manufacturers had a warm time of it, but

nothing they could suggest or supply was able to cure

this trouble. At last the car was sent back to the

manufacturers to be overhauled as a last hope. When there it

was found that the differential gear had seized, so that the back

axle was practically solid like a railway axle. When travelling

round curves the outer wheel has a greater distance to go than

the inner one, which means a tremendous strain on the tyres if

there is no such device as the differential in operation. The

difficulty was soon cured, though once it was most mysterious-

and the case seemed completely hopeless.

A friend's car was travelling in South Wales, near Swansea, at

a fair pace when the left hand rear wheel came off. The car

was dragged along on the live axle for some distance before it

could be stopped, yet, strange to say, it did not get off the road,

nor were the lady passengersi frightened, for they hardly noticed

the incident, at least so they said afterwards. The wheel was-

replaced and the vehicle was driven home to London, 200 miles

without any trouble. Enough damage was done, however, to

require a good deal of repair before it was advisable to use the

car again. Such an incident would probably, in nine cases out-

of ten, have had very serious consequences ; this one seems to be

almost incredible, and yet it is a fact.

What volumes could be written about the shortcomings of

the carburettor, the struggling with dirt, wrong sized nipples,

"Zeitung.

punctured floats, leaking needle valves, etc. ! A car was-

found badly hung up on a hill which should never have given it

the slightest trouble. The owner, who had only bought the car

that day, was very angry and disgusted at its failure, particularly

as he had three ladies on board. Another vehicle came up, the

driver of which went to the rescue. On taking the cover ofT

the float chamber he found it packed with cotton wool, so that,

the float was unable to fall in order to open the needle valve.

When this was removed the effect was magical, for the car sailed

away up the hill like a bird. The trouble was due to an over

sight on the part of the makers, who had neglected to make cer

tain that everything was in good working order. Other

instances of carburettor troubles have occurred through the

tank becoming air-bound owing to the cushion of a seat resting

on the vent hole, and through water being in the petrol before

it was poured into the tank. The use of the exhaust gases to

cause the petrol to flow up to the carburettor has brought a.

similar trouble in its wake, as a certain portion of these gases

form water on condensation, which, mingling with the fuel and

entering the carburettor, has caused much perplexity and

annoyance.

(To be concluded.)

A new garage and repair shop has been opened by Mr.

H. Eae in Thornton Street, West Hartlepool.
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CONTINENTAL NOTES.

Vehicle*Trlal.

Aa mentioned in our last issue, a three-days' trial of industrial

vehicles has just been held by the Belgian Automobile Club, the

total distance covered being 193 kilometres. The number of

actual competitors was only five, which in the final classification

were in the following order :—

Cost of Operation

per kilometre ton.

032 franc
•037 iranc

•04<i fianc

062 franc

113 franc

1. Saurer 3} ton lorry

2. Orion 3-ton lorry

3. Itrillie 5-ton lorry

4. Bovy-D. 30-cwt. van

5. Bovy-I). 10-cwt. van

Average speed

per hour.

21-48 kil.

18-52 kil.

12-96 kil.

18 00 kil.

24-00 kil.

A silver cup has been awarded to the Saurer vehicle as first

prize ; the Orion secures a gold medal presented by the Auto

mobile Club of Flanders, and the Bovy-Dheyne a gold medal for

being the first Belgian-built machine to finish.

Gobron, and Benz ; and four each Zust, Isotta Fraschini, Fiat,

and Itala. The drivers include such well-known names as

Wagner, Duray, Hemery, Lancia, Hanriot, Gabriel, Nazzaro,

and Cagno. The stait will take place at Bonfornello at 5 a.m.,

the vehicles being sent off at three minute intervals.

♦ ♦ ♦
Military Motor Cars In France.

A practical test of the mobilising powers of the French

motor reservists was made a few days ago, when a number of

motorists were summoned with their cars to Vincennes, and there

given orders to make a circular journey of about fifty miles under

official observation. About twenty cars put in an appearance and

the trip was carried out most successfully.

♦ ♦ ♦
The Parls-Ostend Motor Cycle Trial.

The Auto-Cycle Ciub of France has, at the instance of a

number of manufacturers, agreed to postpone the motor-cycle

reliability trial from Paris to Ostend and back, which was to

 

The Cars of the Motorists on the Reserve lined np at Vincennes. near Paris, for inspection by the French Military Authorities.

The Targa Florlo Race.

Arrangements are well in hand for the annual Targa Florio

race, which is to be held in Sicily on Sunday next. The contest

will be held over a 150 kilometre course, taking in Cerda,

Castelbuone, Petralia, Castellana, and Caltavuturo, this having

to be covered three times to give the total distance of 450 kilo

metres. The conditions under which the event is run provide

for four-cylinder cars having a minimum cylinder bore of 120

mm. and a maximum of 130 mm., or for six-cylinder vehicles

of minimum and maximum cylinder diameter of 85 mm. and 90

mm. The weight of the machines is in proportion to the bore,

at the rate of 1,000 kilogs. for 120 mm. bore, with an additional

20 kilogs. for each mm. above this. For six-cylinder cars the

weight is 1,000 kilogs. for 85 mm. cylinder diameter, and 40

kilogs. per mm. in excess. Altogether there are fifty-four

entries, these comprising one each Opel, Couverchel, Metallur-

gique, Cham in, and Gaggenau ; two each Darracq, Pilain,

Clement-Bayard, Berliet, De Dietrich, Lucia, Diatto-Clement,

Radia, and Aigner ; three each Rapid, Junior, De Luca-Daimler,

have been held next month, until July. Entries will now be

received at single fees until June 15tb, and at double fees until

July 5th.

•* ♦ ♦

A Swiss Industrial Vehicle Trial.

The Swiss Automobile Club is organising a trial of public

service and industrial vehicles to be held from the 10th to

14th May next. The competing vehicles will be divided into

the following categories :—(1) Motor lorries and vans for loads

up to H tons; (2) ditto from li to 3 tons; (3) ditto over

3 tons ; (4) public service cars for from six to twelve passengers,

and (5) ditto, for thirteen to twenty-four passengers. The first

day's run will be from Zurich to Bale ; the second from Bale to

Berne, cia Solothurn ; the third from Berne to Thun ; the

fourth from Thun to Lucerne ; and the fifth from Lucerne back

to Zurich.

* •» ♦

Co-operative Motor-Cabs in Paris,

A group of old cab-drivers in Paris have lately formed a

co-operative society to introduce a service of motor-cabs in the
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French capital. After trials of various makes, an order has

been placed for a number of Delahaye 10-12-h.p. two-cylinder

cabs.

» ♦ ♦
Speed Trials In Italy.

Arrangements are in hand for the holding of a series of

speed trials at Ferrara, Italy, on August 1 5th next. The pro

gramme will include a kilometre with standing start, a flying

mile, and a flying two miles race. Categories will be provided

for both racing and touring cars.

♦ ♦ ♦

A Motor-'Bus for Coal Miners.

The Wenzelaus Colliery Company, of Hausdorf, Germany,

has recently made a new departure by acquiring a thirty-seated

motor-omnibus, for the purpose of conveying the workmen who

live at a distance to and from the mines.

* ♦ ♦
Miscellaneous Items.

The Swiss syndicate of cycle and motor traders are

organising a campaign for the introduction of standardised parts

for motor vehicles, and have formed a permanent committee to

communicate with similar organisations in other countries, with

a view to further development of the idea. In connection

with the Paris Salon in December next it is proposed to organise

a retrospective exhibition of motor vehicles, including the early

cars of Panhard, De Dion, Mors, Renault, and other pioneers.

A number of taximeter motor-cabs are about to be put in

service in Budapest. The Brouhot Company, of Vierzon

(Cher), France, are supplying a number of 10-h.p. four-cylinder

vehicles to a co-operative motor-cab company in Paris. A

number of the cars entered for the Pekin-Paris trial were

shipped at Marseilles on Sunday last on board the " Oceanien "

for China. The date of the next Paris Salon has now been

definitely fixed ; it is to be held earlier than last year, from

November 12th to December 1st. Entries at ordinary fees

for the Herkomer Trophy competition closed on Sunday with a

 

Hieronymus at the Wheel of the Gaggenan Car he will drive in the

Targa Florio Kace.

total of 170 competitors, as against 142 last year. Thirty-

eight entries have been received for the A.C.F. Grand Prix race,

the latest additions to the list being a Gobron and three Fiats.

The French Syndicale de TAutomobile has appointed a

committee to consider the question of standardising the sizes of

motor-car wheels and tyres.

THE T. & M. MULTIPLE JET

CARBURETTOR.

-♦-

THAT the last word on the efficient and economical car-

buration of petrol has not yet been said is evidenced

by the large number of new carburettors which have

made their appearance since the turn of the year. One of the

 

Section through T. and H. Multiple-Jet Carburettor.

most interesting is that known as the T. and M., which was

shown at the Cordingley Show last week by the makers, Messrs.

Trier and Martin, Ltd., of Trinity Works, Camberwell, S.E. Like

other devices of the kind, it has been designed to automatically

give a correct mixture of constant proportions of petrol and air

at any speed of the engine. Referring to the sectional drawing

herewith, B1 and Ba are two concentric cylindrical chambers

of unequal diameters into which fits a hollow plunger of corre

sponding diameters, Tl and T-. The latter is provided with

ports P, in the part T", also holes in the flange between T1 and

T2, and a rod is fixed to the open end of T1 passing through a

cap screwed to the outer casing. The larger chamber is surrounded

with a jacket W, for hot water or exhaust gas circulation, and A A

are extra air orifices passing through the jacket. The main air

supply enters at the outer end of the chamber B2, through

the openings S, which can be regulated by means of a shutter.

The three jets are situated in orifices in the chamber B2, and

communicate with the float chamber F, which maintains the

petrol at a constant level. The flange E is for connection to the

admission pipe to the motor. The action is as follows :—When

the plunger is in its extreme left position the ports P P are

closed, the extra air is closed and the three jets covered. On

moving the plunger to the right the part T2 begins to uncover

progressively and successively the three jets J', J'2, J3, and the

effect of the suction of the motor is felt on the first jet, next on

the first and second, then on the first, second, and third. The

suction does not make itself felt on each jet suddenly, but in a

progressive way, in proportion as the piston uncovers the three

orifices, so that an increase in the supply of petrol is obtained in

perfect proportion to the speed and power of the motor. At

the same time as the jets are being uncovered the part of the

plunger T1 progressively uncovers the orifices A, and the extra

air passes through the holes C C, meeting the mixture in the

larger chamber, and in the meanwhile the throttle ports P P

have been opening in the same proportion. It will thus be seen

that as the throttle opens more petrol is supplied and more extra

air admitted, and by regulating the size of the jets the pro

portion of petrol to air can be kept constant. To obtain

extremely slow running of the motor when running light it is

necessary to have a rather rich mixture, and a special form of

automatic valve is fitted in the main air entrance, which auto

matically closes off the supply of air when the throttle is nearly

closed, but which allows the full amount of air to enter when

the throttle is open. —
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The "Henry Edmunds"

Hill-Climbing Challenge Trophy

Race will be held this year on

Carter's Hill, near River Hill, on

the road to Tonbridge.

Lord Rosebery has been

elected a member of the Royal

A.C. Other new members include the Hon. Evelyn Boscawen,

the Hon. George Duncan, Sir J. T. Woodhouse, J.P., and Sir

W. E. Cooper.

Messrs. Argylls London, Ltd., who have become

pioneers in the light motor-van industry, are encouraging honest

and careful driving by offering a prize of £5 to all chauffeurs

who show really economical records over runs of 5,000 miles.

One of the most interesting successes in this direction is that of

Mr. Alfred J. Attrick, who, although only for five weeks a pupil

in the Argyll School in Newman Street, London, W., has since

HERE AND THERE.

 

 

been in charge of a van in the service of Messrs. Bastin, Merry-

field, and Cracknell, the wholesale linendrapers, and who has

just been awarded the prize mentioned above. His running bill

lor 5,054 miles included all costs in connection with petrol,

oils, tyres, repairs, and renewals, and the total only reached

£37 4s. 8d., or l"7d. per mile, a good record indeed for so young

a driver.

Captain Jones is a familiar exhibitor at the Aero Club's

displays at the Agricultural Hall. He has discarded the bird

theory and pins his faith, as becomes an old sailor, to the shape

of the ship, as being the best for cutting its way through the air.

Mr. Archibald Gray has taken larger premises at Quarry

Hill, Guildford, where he is trading as Archibald Gray and Co.,

and acting as district agent for Darracq cars. His business

includes the letting of vehicles for hire and the overhauling of

cars for customers.

The 1,500 men who are employed in the construction of

the Brooklands motor track at Weybridge are reported to be

giving considerable anxiety to the authorities, and an increase

of the local police, together with temporary lock-up accommoda

tion, is being asked for.

Mr. J. Lyons Sampson and Mr. G. Foster Pedley, who

examined the Royal A.C.'s 14-h.p. Star car before it was sent to

the makers for the necessary repairs, have officially reported to

the Motor HouEe Committee that the car was in excellent condi

tion after its 11,000 miles' service.

An attractive circular setting forth the advantages of the

new Bleriot petrol-oxygen light has been issued from the London

depot, 53 and 54, Long Acre, and should prove of service to

all interested in the lighting of the car. It is claimed that the

luminous intensity of the new light is twenty-five times more

powerful than acetylene.

A new motor garage has been established by Mr. G. W.

Hill at the corner of the Cromer and Railway Roads at

Sheringham. The opening ceremony was performed in the

presence of the leading residents of that favourite Norfolk

resort. The building will accommodate thirty cars, and should

prove of great service to motorists visiting the town.

Several Tourist Trophy

cars have put in an appearance

at Douglas, where the roads are

now being put into condition

for the event.

A new benzol fuel for petrol

cars, known as " Motor Spirit,

Pyramid Brand," is about to be put on the market by Messrs.

Major and Co., Ltd., Hull.

The Percy Cycle Company, of Newcastle-on-Tyne, has

secured a fine new garage in Northumberland Street, where

they have extensive repair shops and plant to deal with any

classes of mishaps.

Mr. Colin Defries informs us that the Portbos car for

the A.C.F. (irand Prix Race will be fitted with an eight-cylinder

engine, rated at 110-h.p. The vehicle for the Coupe Sportive

contest will be of 55-h.p., the engine being a four-cylinder one.

The cylinder dimensions in both cases are 120 mm. bore by

120 mm. stroke.

THE judges appointed by the Roads Improvement Associa

tion to conduct the competitions for the best means of treating

roads with tar to render them dustless have provisionally decided

that the tests of the tar-spreading machines shall begin on

Wednesday, May 22nd. The roads upon which it is proposed

to carry out the tests are in Middlesex, between Hounslow and

Staines, the Middlesex County Council and Staines Rural District

Council having consented to give the necessary facilities.

An interesting letter has been received by Mr. D'Arcy

Baker, managing director of Fiat Motors, Ltd., from the two

mechanics who some months ago went out to Africa in charge of

the Fiat lorries sold to the Soudan Government for use in con

nection with the Cape to Cairo Railway. Writing from Wan,

Central Africa, on the 1st ult., they state that after leaving

Khartoum they bad a sixteen-day journey up the White Nile to«

a place called Mesra-el-Rek, then they had a walk of over 100

miles before reaching Wan. " When we arrived here we were

very disappointed to find no roads for the lorries to run on

excepting the tracks that had been made by the natives*

 

donkeys, &c. ; and, as you know we were distinctly told that

there were seventy miles of macadam roads made, it came as a

great surprise. After clearing the undergrowth away for about

thirty miles of forest the lorries were loaded with stores and

supplies, each weighing about three and a half tons net, and

then we started for a station about seventy-two miles away, the

whole of the natives turning out to see us start. We had a

splendid run, the vehicles causing no trouble, and, bar the

stoppages at villages fr>- the officer in charge to talk to the

chiefs of the different tribes, we had a non-stop run over roads

where no heavy traffic had ever been. The return journey

proved equally successful."
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A new garage has been opened in Oxford Street, Swansea,

by Mr. J. S. Brown.

It is estimated that there are sixty-four trades and pro

fessions represented in the work done on a motor-car before it is

completed.

- 1The Daimler Company have secured an order from Lord

Grantley for a 28-43-h.p. chassis, to be fitted with Ciaverdon

landaulet type body.

We illustrate herewith the " Marsh " terminal clip, for

connecting ignition wires to accumulatora, which has recently

been introduced by Messrs. Louis Marsh

and Co., 22 and 25, King Street, Liver

pool. It has been designed to obviate

the inconvenience and expense of broken

lugs resulting through the attempt to

remove terminal nuts that have corroded.

As will be seen, it consists of two small

levers pivoted at E; the lower one is

attached to the screw at D, whde the upper one is forked at C,

so that by turning down the milled nut B the outer ends of the

two levers are made to grip the accumulator terminal. A glance

at the illustration will show that the action is the same as that

of the finger and thumb pinching the screw, thus obviating all

twisting strain on the latter. It will also be seen that the

leverage, with the purchase obtained by the milled nut C,

provides ample power to secure certain contact and easy removal

when necessary. The nut A for fastening the connecting wire

acts as a lock-nut. The makers inform us that in actual trial on

a particularly bad accumulator terminal it was found corrosion

had taken place to such an extent that the lug and clip were to

all intents and purposes solid, and the attempt to remove a nut

under1 the circumstances would have resulted in a broken lug,

whereas the Marsh clip came away without the slightest effort

and without straining the lug in the least. The device is worthy

of the attention of motorists who have suffered from corroded

terminals.

Ford cars are now being handled in this country by Messrs.

Perry Thornton and Schreiber, Ltd., 117, 118 and 119, Long

Acre, London, W.C., who are organising a tour of Ford cars for

calling upon agents throughout the whole country.

The Upper District Committee of the county of Renfrew

have granted permission to the Scottish Automobile Club to

erect notice boards at Clarkston Railway Bridge and Greenbank

Church, Renfrew, cautioning motorists, in the name of the Club,

to drive slowly.

Messrs. Corben Brothers have adapted part of their

coach and motor body works at Richmond Road, Twickenham,

to the purposes of a motor garage. Here they will have

accommodation for nearly thirty cars, and will be able to

execute all classes of repair.

Mr. Ballin Hindk, the hon. treasurer of the Motor Union,

has returned from a visit to India, and made his first appearance

in motoring circles since his return at the Exhibition at the

Agricultural Hall, London, last week. He has succeeded in

securing the affiliation of the Motor Union of Western India

with the Motor Union of this country.

Mr. H. E. Starley, of Raikes Road, Skipton, has sent us

a photo of a little improvement he has lately devised in connec

tion with the use of dual ignition on petrol motors. It consists

of a divided spindle which allows the ordinary contact-maker to

be at rest when the magneto is in use, thereby saving all undue

wear. Mr. Starley informs us that he has had the arrangement

running on a 20-24-h.p. car for the last five months, and that it

is giving every satisfaction.

Thanks to the efforts of the Motor Union, the Board of

Trade has prohibited railway companies from allowing any train

to stand across the line at the level crossing of Palace Road,

Ripon. The Union is now in correspondence with the London

and South-Western Railway Company with regard to the

improvement of the level crossing at Sunningdale, on the main

London-Southampton road, and with the Great Eastern Railway

Company respecting the level crossing at Ware, on the main

road from Ware to Hertford.

Prince Albert of Belgium has just ordered a Germain

chainless chassis with racing body, this being his second car of

this make.

Opposite Harrod's Stores at 78, Brompton Road, S.W.

Messrs. Arkwright and Yorke are now conducting a motor

business for the convenience of West End motorists. They hold

an agency for the Daimler cars and have excellent garage

facilities.

Some critical notes on the new Patents and Designs Bill,

introduced by Mr. Lloyd George last month, have been written

by Messrs. Ernest Lunge and Bernhard Dukes, which will be

useful in explaining the provisions of the proposed legislation.

It is published by Messrs. Stevens and Sons, Ltd.

Messrs. J. E. E. Hutton, Ltd., send a copy of the new

Berliet catalogue, dealing with the vehicle that performed so well

in last year's Tourist Trophy Race. It is a veritable work of art,

and takes a premier place even amongst the fine examples of

design that hive lately been issued by automobile firms.

A disagreeable feature of roadside adjustments is the

grimy condition in which they usually leave the hands. A good

plan is to clean the hands on the spot with a little petrol and

cotton waste, and the Bowden petrol strainer will enable the

necessary quantity of petrol to be drawn off from the small tap

provided at the bottom of the strainer.

With reference to the announcement in our last issue as

to week-end trips between London and Paris, we are informed

that Elastes is being adopted by the Westminster Bridge Garage

and Works, of Westminster Bridge Road, S.E., who are

responsible for this service. It is thus hoped to minimise the

liability of tyre troubles and secure that the " Entente Cordiale "

motor serviee shall run with train-like punctuality. The 48-h.p.

Gobron-Briilie" is being employed, and it is the intention of the

Westminster Bridge concern to develop motor touring during

the season.

The accompanying diagram illustrates the general arrange

ment adopted in connection with the Davison dash filler, strainer

and petrol gauge that has been introduced by Mr. A. C. Davison,

of 12a, Pleasint Row, High Street, Camden Town, N.W. This

is a patented device intended for Cars where the petrol tank is

located under the driver's seat. It has already been proved by

experience, and enables the driver to always know exactly how

his petrol supply is being diminished without troubling other

occupants oi the front seat or himself. From the diagram the

principle of the gauge is made clear. The apparatus consists of

a metal box or funnel with a hinged lid. This contains a

removable strainer of phosphor bronze gauze of very close mesh.
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Below the box is a \ in. magnifying gauge glass communicating

with the petrol tank by means of a \ in. pipe. The device ia

attached to the dashboard, where it does not detract from the

general appearance, being well made and supplied with fittings

to suit any particular vehicle. Thus for a very small outlay

the motorist can always check his consumption of petrol, while

the advantage of filling the tank from the dashboard without

trouble and the use of the funnel is one to be appreciated. For

the present season some improvements in detail have been made,

among which we notice the increased size of the opening by

which the tank is filled, an enlarged strainer, and the lid fitted

all round the body to exclude rain.
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ATTEMPTS AT FLIGHT.

-♦-

MONDAY last saw the dispersal of many hopes and

demonstrated to the public that the airship era is not

yet. All last week models of aeroplanes and Hying

machines excited the curiosity of visitors to Cordinglt-y's Motor

JShow and Aero Club Display at the Agricultural Hall, London ;

on Sunday they were taken from their resting-place and con

signed to the obscurity of three great furniture vans, in which

they: were transported to the Alexandra Palace at Wood Green.

On Monday they emerged from the darkness into the light of

•day and their inventors and designers took careful charge of

these embodiments of years of thought and study.

So keen was the interest taken in the trials that an audience

of about 3,000 people gathered in the great Hall of the Palace

to watch the proceedings—often amusing, sometimes pathetic,

as hopes were dashed to the ground and models fell to the floor

simultaneously. Of the large number of exhibits which were

shown in the Agricultural Hall, less than thirty were placed in

the trial lists, and of these several were withdrawn by discreet

inventors. As will be seen from the illustration, a space of about

greatest success. One of his double-decked models, propelled

with twisted rubber, flew the full distance possible, landing in

the net which was stretched at the end to protect the spectators,

and making a flight of eighty four feet. Another competitor whose

machine flew well was Mr. F. W. Howard. The first three times

his glider covered a distance of about sixty feet. At the fourth

attempt the machine did better still, flying right up to the net,

a distance of seventy-five feet, the inventor pulling it back with a

string attached for the purpose, in order to prevent it from being

damaged in its fall.

The second part of the competition was held in the grounds of

the Palace, and there a great crowd assembled to watch the

failures that took place. The air was calm and no gusty

currents retarded or assisted the attempted flight of the models.

The ground on which the test took place sloped a considerable

distance and was a pleasant venue ; but it did not assist

the competitors. Mr. W. Cochrane's corrugated aluminium

machine was thrown high into the air but quickly returned

to grass ; Mr. E. M. Balston's " bird " broke one of

its two propellers ; a rocket surrounded the aeroplane of Mr.

F. W. Thomas with plenty of smoke, from which it could not

get clear away j Mr. H. A. Chubb's motor was in difficulties and

 

 

Mr. A. V. Boa's Aeroplane makiig the flight which secured the Second Prize for its Inventor.

100 feet square was cleared for the trials, a platform of about five

feet high being the starting point of the machines. The judges

were : Professors Huntington and Wayneforth, of King's College ;

Colonel Capper, Chief of the Military Balloon Section at Alder-

shot ; Mr. Roger Wallace, Chairman of the Aero Club, and Mr.

Patrick Alexander, a friend of the Wright Brothers, while Mr.

Harold E. Perrin, the secretary of the Aero Club, generally

supervised the proceedings with customary regard for the

■comfort and convenience of all concerned. Major-General Baden-

Powell and Colonel Cody were among the spectators.

liilsSOf all the competitors only two attained anything appproxi-

mating success. Mr. H. Crouchley's aeroplane fell on its rudder

when the force of the preliminary throw was spent, and Mr. H. H.

Piffard's model bent its propeller on the first attempt. Nearly

forty feet were covered by Mr. P. P. Clarke's machine ere it fell,

the combined force of the propeller and the inventor's " throw "

securing such a result, the most encouraging up to that point.

The great Albatross, that was generally surrounded by a crowd

at the Agricultural Hall, only flew 10 ft., and then fluttered

down on to its beak. Mr. H. B. Webb's three-decker aeroplane,

after rising to some height, capsized, and made a rapid

■descent, which ended in the damage of the machine.

Of those who competed in the Hall, Mr. A. V. Roe achieved the

Mr. Montford Kay's five-decker apparatus did little more than

turn a somersault. Again Messrs. Roe and Howard were easily

in advance of their rivals. Mr. A. V. Roe's Aeroplane flew

full into a net ninety feet away, and Mr. F. W. Howard's glider,

the screw driven by a coiled spring, went over 71 ft. After

making slight repairs in the next two trials the machine covered

respectively 88 ft. 5 in. and 108$ ft., part down hill. It would

probably have gone farther on each occasion, but the crowd got

in the way, and the police failed to keep a clear space.

In the end the following awards were made by the judges:—■

Model Flyinu Machines.

Firet prize £150.—Not awarded.

Second prize £75.—A. V. Roe, 47, West Hill, Wandsworth, S.W.

Third^prize £25.—F. W. Howard, 18, Egerton Gardens, West Ealing,

Manufacturers' Section at the Exhibition at the Agricultural Hall.

Gold medal.—Short Bros. ; for balloon exhibits.

Silver medal.—Truss and Company ; for Method of Constructing Pro-

ebu pellers.

Silver medal.—Ezio Tani ; Model Flying Machine.

Bronze medal.—Shank and Taylor; fcr Method of Constructing Pro

pellers.
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The Cordingley Show.

(Continued from page 138.)

HEREWITH we continue our report of the'exhibits at the

twelfth of the Motor Car Shows at the Agricultural

Hall, London, which closed on Saturday last. During

the week the attendance had been well up to toe records of

previous years, and the announcement of the date of next year's

exhibition, March 21st to 28th, was duly noted, not only by

exhibiting firms, bjat by those who were unrepresented on this

occasion.

The Mann Steam "Wagon.

Mann's Patent Steam Cart and iWagon Company, Ltd.,

exhibited a 5-ton steam wagon of their standard type, but fitted'with

a special body, to the order of the Powell-Doffryn Steam Coal Co., Ltd.,

Aberaman offices, near Aberdare. This firm was one of the first

to manufacture steam motor-wagons, and have from the start adopted

locomotive type boilers, and an all-gear drive. The working pressure

is 180 lb. per square inch, and the heating surface 80 square feet.*? The

engine, of the compound horizontal type, has oylinders 4 A in. and 7A in.

diameter by 7 in. stroke, with a single eccentricreversing gear, actuating

 

General View of the Cordingley Show taken from the North Gallery.

The Wellington Tractors.

Messrs. W. Foster and Co., Ltd., of Lincoln, were present with

a couple of their well-known steam tractor?, one having water tanks

sufficient for fifteen miles, and the other for thirty miles. The machines

are designed on traction engine lines, with locomotive boiler. Special

provision is made for cleaning out the latter in the shape of a hand

hole in the fire-box casing, level with the crown of the fire-box, and

another at the top of the smoke-box tube plate. The engine is a two-

crank compound, the cylinders being 4A_ and (ij in. bore by 9 in. stroke.

The slide valves are on the top of the cylinders, operated by ordinary

link motion, and an auxiliary valve admits steam to the low-pressure

cylinder for ease in starting. Both machines are fitted with all latest

improvements, including feed-water heater, feed control valve, special

spring-mounting method, winding drum and rope, together with (reared

feed pump and injector. Messrs. Foster and Co. have supplied no

less than six ot" their Wellington tractors to the British War Office

authorities.

plain slide valves. The boiler forms part of the main frame, and it i9

extended back by steel plates riveted to the back of the boiler and

forming the side sheets of the oil bath, and also of the water tank. The

whole of the motion work and of the gearing is enclosed in this oil bath.

The special body referred to above consists of four separate steel com

partments on runners, each of which may be tipped to either side of the

vehicle, and may be lifted by tackle from t'>e chassis.

A Four-Wheel Drive Electrical Vehicle.

In addition to the two-ton electric delivery lorry, referred to in our

last issue, the Improved Ei.bctric Traction Company, Ltd., of

Cockspur Street, London, S.W., had on view the chassis of an interest

ing American-built electric car, suitable for use as a delivery vehicle or

public service machine, inasmuch as four electric motors are provided,

one to eich road wheel. They are supported from the axles, the power

being transmitted direct through enclosed spur gearing ; the motors are

each of 4-h.p., but are so designed that they are able to withstand a

considerable overload.
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PETROL VEHICLES.

The Astahl Cars.

*B The Century Motor Company, Ltd., of Willesden Junction, the

London agents, exhibited for the first time in this country an interesting

series of cars known as the Astahl, which are worthy of attention on

account of their moderate price. The 6-h.p. and 8-h.p. models are fitted

■with De Dion engines, >\hile the 10-12-h.p; (Fig. 21) is provided with a

four-cylinder motor, 75 mm. bore by 90 mm. stroke, all in one casting.

The water circnlation is either by pump or on the thermo-syphon system

 

Fig. 21.—Chassis of Astahl 10-12-h.p. Four-cylinder Car.

as desired. A high tension magneto is provided on the large car in

addition to that by coil ami accumulators, as is also a Grouvelle-

Arquembourg carburettor. The transmission is through a cone clutch

three-speed gear-box and cardan shaft to a live axle. Ball bearings are used

througnout, except on the engine, while a noticeable and useful feature

is that the engine, clutch and gear-box and differential are so arranged

that each can be dismounted independently without interfering with the

other parts.

The Victoria Car.

A new comer to the Agricultural Hall displays was the Victoria

Motor Works, of Godalming, which are now turning out an attractive

10-12-h.p. vehicle. The chassis, of which we give a view in Fie. 22, is

fitted with a 10-12-h.p. engine, comprising four »eparately cast cylinders

with m.o.v. valves. The nsual accumulator ignition is provided, and

the mixture is furnished by a Longuemare automatic carburettor. The

radiator is of the framed ribbed tube type of a neat and distinctive

ehape, and we note that the water circulating pump is located in an

accessible position. The transmission is through a clutch of the leather-

faced cone type, thiee speed and reverse gear-box, and thence by a

cardan shaft to a live axle of substantial construction. 5 ' *

Fig. 22.—Chassis of "Victoria" 10-12-h.p. Car.

glass screen and side entrance double phaeton body, the Victoria forms

an attractive little car, which has already earned a reputation in Surrey

for its hill-climbing capabilities.

The Metallurgique Cars.

Prominent among the display of cars on the stand of Metallurgique

Cars was the 24-28-h.p. model which, since its victory in the Coupe de

Liedekerke last year, has attracted considerable attention. A feature of

the engine (Fig. 23), which comprises four cylinders, 102 mm. bore by 115

mm. stroke, is that the crank shaft is desaxe ; that is to say, the

cylinders are not in a perpendicular line with the crank shaft, an

arrangement which is claimed to reduce the friction between the

cylinders and their pistons. The cam shaft is also placed eccentric

to the valves to prevent side friction to the valve tappets and seats,

and, what is equally important, a quicker opening of the valves

themselves. The valves of each cylinder are held by long and elastic-

springs, and can be disconnected by simply removing a small cotter and

cap. The pinions driving the magneto, the water- circulating pump, and

the half-time shaft are' enclosed in an aluminium casing, which forms

part of the crank chamber. The crank shaft runs on special bronze

bearings, and attached to one end is a flywheel nearly 24 in. in

diameter, which acts also as a fan. The Metallurgique automatic car

burettor, which is claimed to furnish a suitably-proportioned mixture

at any engine speed, is controlled hy a centrifugal governor, and also

by a lever on the steering wheel. In addition to this a pedal is pro

vided, by means of which the governor can be cut out of action and the

engine accelerated up to its full power. Two systems of high tension

ignition—accumulators and magneto—are fitted. The cylinder-cooling

water is circulated by a powerful gear-driven pump actuated through a

spiral spring, so that should the water congeal in the pump during

cold weather the spring will be the first to break, and no further

damage can be done. From the motor the power is transmitted to the

gear-box by a metal-to-metal expanding clutch, which resembles in

principle an internally expanding brake, two wide semi-circular

brake-shoes being forced apart so that they press against the

inner walls of the flywheel bos9. The gear-box is adapted to

give three forward speeds and a reverse, with direct drive

on top, controlled by a single lever working in a "gate." The

gear wheels are made of a special chrome nickel steel and are

hardened by a new process rendering them practically unwearable.

 

 

Fig- 23.—The Metallurgique 24-28-h.p. Motor.

From the gear-box to the back axle the power is transmitted by a

cardan shaft and bevel gear through a patent spring drive. The hand

brakes are of the internal expanding pattern, and act on the back

wheels, while the foot brake works on a drum on the driving shaft.

The steering gear, which is of the worm and sector type, is so arranged

that any wear can easily be taken up. To facilitate steering and to

save wear and tear on the tyres the front wheels are attached to the axle

in -m il a way as to cause all the weight to fall exactly on the centre of

the tread of the tyre. Hall bearings are used throughout, except on the

engine. The chassis is sufficiently large to allow of comfortable and

roomy limousine bodies with a wide side entrance being fitted. The

Metallurgique cars are being made in a wide range of sizes, those on

view comprising a 16-20-h.p. landanlet, a 2024-h.p. limousine, a

24-28-h.p. chassis, a 30-35-h.p. double phaeton, and a 30-35-h.p. limousine.

The body of the latter, by d'leteren, of Brussels, was especially note

worthy, the sides being so made that they can be removed, the roof

remaining in poxition.

The Armadale Tri-cars.

The Northwooi) Engineering and Motor Works, of North wood,

Middlesex, have now taken up the construction of the Armadale Tri-

Cars, and had on view at the Exhibition last week a two-seated

machine fitted with an 8-10-h.p. two-cylinder motor. The principal

feature of the e vehicles lies in the variable change-speed gear with

which they are fitted. The crank shaft of the engine carries at its rear

end a large disc ; at right angles to this is another large disc, which can

be moved along a square shaft. By varying the position of the two

discs one to the other any speed from zero to maximum can be attained ;

while if the sliding disc is moved over the centre of the fixed one the
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car is driven in a reverse direction. A single chain transmits the power

from the sliding disc shaft to the rear road wheel. Tlte machine has

comfortable accommodation for two passengers tandem fashion, and is

able to attain a good tarn of speed.

The Adler Car.

Qniteanew series of cars were dispUyed by Messrs. Morgan and

Co. Ltd., of Long Acre, London, W.C. We refer to the Adler vehicles,

which are manufactured at Frankforfc-am-Main by one of the largest

clutch and gear-box are built up and fixed in the frame as a unit.

The engine comprises four cylinders, cast in pairs, the bore being 130 mm.

by 140 mm. The valves are all operated off a single cam shaft, the gear

wheels operating which are entirely enclosed. Two systems of high ten

sion ignition are provided—magneto and coil—while the carburettor is of

a special automatic type, the throttle being controlled both by a centri

fugal governor and a lever on the steering wheel. The lubrication of the

engine is effected by a pump operated off the governor spindle. The

 

Fig. 25.—The Engine, Clutch and Gear Box of the Adler 50-h.p. Car.

motor concerns in Germany, and for whom Messrs. Morgan have secured

the British agency. The vehicles are made in three sizes—18-h.p.,23-h.p.,

and 50-h.p.—and as the general arrangement of all is practically

identical, the following particulars of the 50-h.p. car, of which we give a

view in Fig. 24, may be taken as applying to the others. A feature of the

Adler construction is, as will be seen from Fig. 25, that the engine,

clutch is of the metal-to-metal disc type working in oil, while the

gear-box is of the sliding pinion variety, adapted to give three speeds

and reverse with direct drive on top speed. The control is by a single lever

working in a " gate." A neat arrangement is provided, which prevents

the reverse motion to be engaged by mistake, a small cap to the top of

the lever having to be lifted up to enable a knob within to be pressed
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down. The final transmission is by a cardan shaft and bevel

gear to a live axle. The cardan shaft is enclosed over

its fall length, the sleeve acting as a torque rod. Two

radius rods also extend from the forward end of the cardan sleeve

to the frame. Both foot and hand brakes are provided ; the former is

water cooled, a small pedal slightly in advance of the main one opening

the water supply whenever the brake is applied. Ball-bearings are fitted

to all parts except the engine crank shaft, and the pressed steel frame,

the side members of which are quite straight, is supported on long

springs. There are many other points of interest in the Adler vehicles,

but the foregoing particulars will give an indication that they are the

result of expert design and consequently well worthy the inspection ol

The Withers Oar.

The display of Messrs. Withers and Co., Ltd., London, W., was

interesting an showing the tendency of the times. The firm have for a

long time been established as job masters, but, finding their business

being interfered with by the increasing popularity of automobiles, they

have converted part of their stables into a garage and works, where they

are now turning out motor chassis and'bodies. At the Show they had

on view a 24-30-h.p. chassis, built on modern lines throughout. The

motive power is supplied by a Barriquand and Marre four-cylinder engine,

with two systems of high tension ignition—Eisemann magneto and coil

ami accumulators. The clutch is of the leather-faced cone type, and in

place of the ordinary single clutch spring six small ones are employed

 

Fig. 28.—Chassis of Creese 12-h.p. Car.

motorists. A 22-25-h.p. Mercedes car fitted with a luxurious landaulet

body, the latter of the firm's own construction, and i the " Cromwell"

patent tplding wind screen were also on view.

The Creese Car.

There are several points of interest in the new car exhibited by Mr.

A. E. Creese, of East Dulwich, of which an elevation is given in Fig. 26.

The vehicle, which is of French construction, being built by the Societe

de» Automobiles do Vierzon, is of 12-h.p. and is of the live axle variety.

The cylinders of the four-cylinder engine are cast in pairs, and have the

valves arranged on opposite sides. The water circulation is by thermo-

syphon, and we note that the fan, which draws a current of air through

tlie ribbed-tube radiator, is mounted on a ball bearing. The carburettor,

which is provided with a hot-water jacket, is of the automatic type,

while the ignition is by low tension magneto. The lubrication of the

motor is controlled by a pump, which forces the oil from the tank

through a sight-feed lubricator on the dashboard. The control is by two

levels on the steering wheel, one actuating the ignition and the other the

quantity of mixture passing to the cylinders, tlte latter also vary

ing at the same time the amount of petrol allowed |to pass through the

these being so arranged that they can be readily adjusted.

The gear-box is adapted to give four speeds forward and a reverse,

with direct drive on the top, the control Deing by a single lever work

ing in a "gate." The final transmission is hy a cardan shaft and

bevel gear to a well-designed live axle. Ball bearings are used to all

parts except the engine, and the frame, which is raised at the rear to

give clearance for the differential casing, is supported on five long

springs. A 24-30-h.p. limousine on similar lines to the above, but fitted

with an Aster engine, was also on view. The body of this vehicle,

which was of the firm's own construction, was of a pleasing design,

a small door being provided in the centre of the front seat, which is

provided with a detachable cushion, so that a passenger can change

his position and ride either inside or out) without having to descend

on the road. We may add that Messrs. Withers undertake to do

all repairs and renewals to their cars at cost price for a period

of two years from the date of purchase, and are also prepared

to enter into an .annual maintenance scheme for a fixed sum

supplying a competent driver, tyres, petrol, ;oil, repairs, renewal,

insurance, &c.

 

Fig, 27.—Chassis of Bolide 15-h.p. Car.

jet. Other features of the vehicle include the clutch, which is of the

cone type, the male portion being built in halves, so that it can be

readily detached. The gear-box is made under the Renault licence,

giving a direct drive on the top speed through a cardan shaft and bevel

gear to a well-supported live axle. At this stand was also to be seen an

electric motor starter, this consisting of an electric machine arranged to

run either as a dynamo or as a motor. It works in conjunction with a

small battery of accumulators and is geared to the flywheel of the

engine, the latter being provided with a toothed ring for the purpose.

To start the engine, the electric machine is run as a motor offthe battery*

The latter is kept fully charged, for, once the petrol engine is in oper

ation, any current drawn from the accumulators is replaced by the com

bined dynamo-motor.

The Bolide Car.

In addition to the Aries cars, reference to which was made in our

last issue, the Automobiles de Ltjxe, Ltd. (West End Agency), also

had on view another French-built car, the Bolide (Fig. 27). Following

the general lines of live axle cars, one of the main features of the vehicle

is its relatively low price. The 15-h.p. engine comprises four cylinders,

90 mm. bore by 120 mm. stroke. Simms-Bosch high-tension ignition is

fitted and the valves are all mechanically operated off a single cam

shaft. Universal shafts are provided both lore and eft the sear box,

and the ball bearings of the D. W. F. type are fitted t< the axles. The

pressed steel chassis is carried on five springs, which n udcrs the vehicle

very easy riding.
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The Brown Cars.

The great attraction at the stand of Messrs. Brown Bros., Ltd.,

was a 40-h.p. six-cylinder car fitted with a luxuriously finished landaulet

body. The details of the vehicle have already been published in the

M.O.J., but it may be briefly mentioned that the engine, the cylinders

of which are 100 mm. bore by 130 mm. stroke, is provided with both

magneto and accumulator ignition. Special attention has been paid to

the question of lubrication, as also to the water circulation, which latter

is by gear driven pump and a Megevet type of honeycomb radiator. A

run from London to Brighton and back on top gear has attracted

considerable notice was evidenced by . the great attention which , was

accorded to the stand of Keo Motors, Ltd. We first inspected the

8-10-h.p. vehicle (Fig. 29) which can carry either two or four passengers,

the rear seat beiug ingeniously made to fold up when not in use. • The

engine, which is set about the centre of the frame, is of the single-cylin

der horizontal type, the bore being 4$ in., the stroke 6 in., and the

normal speed 800 revolutions per minute. The ignition is by coil and acc--

malators and the water circulation by a gear-driven pump. Tliechinye-

 

Fig £8.—Chassis of Brown 40-h.p, Six-Cylinder Car.

arge leather clutch transmits the power to the gear-box, which gives

four-speeds forward and a reverse, controlled by a lever working in a

"gate." The transmission is by a cardan shaft and bevel gear to a live

axle, the drive on the top speed being direct. Ball bearings are fitted

to all parts except the engine ; the wheel base is 10 it. 6 in., which

en ables a roomy body to De fitted to the chassis. A useful car for

travellers and others requiring a reliable and speedy little machine at a

moderate price was seen a 10-12-h.p. vehicle fitted with a two-seated

body and large sloping tool box at the rear. This is equipped with a

speed gear, which is of the epicyclic type, is adapted to give two speed

and a reverse, actuated by pedals ; the gear is mounted on an extension of

the crank shaft, a single chain transmitting the power to the rear live axle.

Other cars on view included a 16-h.p. double phaeton, a useful 20cwt.

van of similar power and an 18-h.p. side-entrance double phaeton with

doable extension hood and front glass screen, having accommodation for

live passengers. In these larger vehicles the engine is of the horizontal

opposed donble-cylinder type, the transmission being similar to that

referred to above. A dashboard of [the curved type is fitted to the

 

Fig 29,-The 8-10-h.p. Eeo Car-

double-cylinder engine having the usual type of accumulator ignition,

the control levers being conveniently located on the steering wheel.

Like the larger car, a live axle is provided, a direct drive thereto being

provided on the top, third, speed. The long springs employed add to the

easy riding qualities of the car, which can, if desired, be equipped with

a four-seated body.

The Reo Oars.1

That the excellent performance of a Keo car in recently making a

18-h.p. vehicle, which is also provided with|;a special type of automatic

carburettor, half-compression [cocks, &c. In the latest models the

bodies have been lowered 2J in. and the length increased 7 in., to bring

them more in accordance with English practice. AH the cars are fitted

with Goodyear tyres, which are noticeable for the ease with which they

can be detached without the use of tools. The Keo cars have an

excellent reputation for their quiet running and hill-climbing qualities,

and, in view of their relatively low price, are finding a steadily enlarging

clientele in this country.
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The Jackson Cars.

One of ■ the exhibits appealing particularly to the motorist of

moderate means was that of Messrs. It. Reynold Jackson and Co., who

had a range of the Jackson cars on view. They are all on modern

lines, being fitted with pressed steel frames, push pedals, framed

ribbed-tube radiators, and transmission by cardan shaft and bevel

gear on to a live axle. The 6J-h.p. phaeton is a neat machine, the

rear seat access to which is through a tilting front seat, being removable,

rendering the car well adapted for commercial or station work, as a large

amount of luggage can be carried. The engine is a De Dion, and three

speeds and a reverse are provided. The 9-h. p. vehicle can be supplied

either with a De Dion single-cylinder or Gnome double-cylinder engine ;

it is built either^as a two-seated or four-seated dog-cart, or as a standard

 

Fig. 30.—The Jackson 8-9-h.p. Dogcart.

side-entrance double phaejon. The latter is mounted on a longer chassis

than usual, and a specially strong back axle. The ignition and throttle

levers are also mounted above the steering wheel. The" Jackson dog

cart which we illustrate above in Fig. 30, has been considerably improved.

It is fitted with the latest type of 8-9-h.p. single-cylinder De Dion

engine with mechanically-operated valves. The wheel base is longer,

enabling a more roomy body to be provided ; the latter is now provided

with a curved back in place of the somewhat stiff lines hitherto adopted.

The seats are made detachable, .so that the car can be made to serve a

double purpose—that is to say, it can be used both for pleasure and aUo

for delivery purposes. Another interesting vehicle is a side-entrance

double phaeton with a 10-12-h.p. engine, the four-cylinders of which are

cast in one piece.

The Fouillaron Car.

In our report of the Paris Salon in December last reference was

made to the somewhat novel progressive change-speed gear and trans

mission employed in the Fouillaron car. The system is now being

introduced into England, and at the Show Messrs. Mainetty and Co.,

of Putney, exhibited a 14-16-h.p. four-cylinder chassis, suitable for a

15-20 cwt. delivery van. As will be seen from Fig. 31, the engine is set

in the fore part of a pressed steel frame in the usual way, and drives

through a clutch a pulley connected to a second pulley by a com

bination chain belt of peculiar construction. Each pulley is formed of

two lamellated jointless cones, the arms of which are so intertwined

that the inner end of each cone penetrates the interior of the other. The

bottom of the pulley is represented by the circumference limiting the

intersection of the two cones opposed to each other. One of these cones

is movable, and can, by sliding along the shaft, penetrate more or less

into the stationary lamellated cone, and thus modify the diameter of

the bed on which the belt rests. A lever, connected to a non-reversible

c D
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Fig. 31. -Plan oflFouillaron Carlwith Special Variable Speed Gear.

driving mechanism, enables one of the cones of each of thejpulleys to

slide along simultaneously, but in the opposite direction. This move

ment causes a variation in the diameter of the pulleys without modify

ing the tension of the chain, and enables the entire range of speeds,

from a gear equal to five miles per hour up to one giving twenty-

eight miles,' to be obtained. IA spring, the tension of which may be

safely regulated whilst the car is running, is inserted in the driving

gear, and tends to augment at the same time the diameter of the two

pulleys. It automatically takes up all play that might be set up at

high speeds by centrifugal force, and does away with slipping of the

belt. The latter consists rof a series of links or blocks of chrome

ssed leather mounted upon a chain of case-hardened steel. The

haft on which the second pulley is mounted is connected with the rear

axle by a cardan shaft in the usual way. The, reverse is obtained by

means of a second bevel wheel on the differential shaft; the bevel

pinion on the rear end of the cardan shaft is mounted on an eccentric

sleeve, so that, by means of a special lever, it can be brought into mesh

with either the forward or reverse driving crown wheel. The speed may

be varied without disengaging the gear, which enables practical advan

tage to be taken of all speeds comprised between the limits available.

Thus when ascending a gradient it is not necessary to "race" tli9

engine ; on the contrary, the latter should be kept running at its

normal speed, the gear being varied slightly to suit.
 

Fig. 32. -Plan of Chassis of the Dawfield-Phillipi Cab.

The Dawfleld-Phillips Car.

The illustrations herewith (Figs. 32 and 33) depict the interesting new

vehicle which was shown for the first time by Messrs. Dawlield-Phillips,

Ltd., of West Ealing, W. The vehicle, which is exceedingly simple in

design, is provided with a 12-b.p. double-cylinder horizontal opposed

engine, located at about the centre of the frame ; the cylinders are

4| in. bore by i\ in. stroke, and the normal speed is 750 revolutions per

minute. In order to obviate the trouble of leaking oil, each cylinder is

cast in one piece with half of the crank chamber, which are bolted together.

Hollow valve guides are also cast in one with the. cylinder and half

orank case, the valve stems, which work within them, being lengthened

so that they are actuated off the cam shafts without the intervention of

the ueual tappets. The object of the designers in adopting this construction

has been to prevent oil leakage owing to the pressure in the crank case.

 

IFig 33. -The Dawneld-Phillni Cab.

Ignition is by coils and accumulators, the contact makei being located

on the crank shaft, and not, as usual, on one of the half-time spindles. The

lubrication of the engine is effected by a pump driven off one of the

cam shafts, while the water circulation is on the thermo-syphon prin

ciple, no pump being employed. The radiator is of a special type,

both the inlet and outlet pipes being located at the bottom, so that

the water has to pass both up and down the tubes of the radiator,

so increasing the cooling effect. The engine control is ellected

by means of two levers mounted on the column below the steering

wheel. The change speed gear is mounted on an extension of the crank

shaft ; it is of the epicyclic type so largely used on American cars : it is

adapted to give two forward speeds and a reverse, the final transmission
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being by a single centrally-located chain to the rear live axle. Semi-

elliptic springs are employed at the rear for the suspension of the main

yframe, and full elliptic springs at the front. Hall bearings are used to

all parts except the engine. The vehicle can be fitted with either a

landaulet, cal> or light van body, these being hinged at the rear so that

they may be tilted up to give access to the engine ; the car is capable of

being turned in a twenty-foot road, so that it comes well within the

Scotland Yard limits for public service vehicles. The makers claim that

the flexibility of the engine is such that the speed of the car can be

reduced co six miles per hour on top speed.

The Horch Cars.

The fact that it was a Horch car whichjwon the 1906 Herkomer

Touring Trophy contest caused the initial exhibition of these cars in

this country by Horch Motors, Ltd., to come in for an unusual amount

 

Fig. 34,—The Horch Limousine supplied to the Grand Duke of Oldenburg

of attention. Two models were shown—18-22-h.p. and 35-40-h. p., both

fitted to fonr cylinder-engines, bat, as these are built on practically

the same lines, the following description of the more powerful car may

be taken as applying to both. The cylinders, which are 115 mm. bore

and 140 mm. stroke, are cast in pairs, with the valves operated off a single

cam shaft, the inlets being situated in the cylinder heads and actuated

by tappets._ The carburettor is of a special automatic type with

a multiple jet feeding in progression according to the requirements

by the engine. The jet has three orifices, two in the form of slits

in the sides, and a larger one in the apex. Around its base are two

concentric annular air intakes. Above it and normally resting on the

apex of the jet—and so closing the third source of petrol supply—is a

baffle cone which forms I part of the roof of a ported piston—the latter

admitting the mixture to the cylinders The lower end of the piston

has an annular ring, which, when the third jet is closed, covers the outer

annular'air intake, so that, so long as the baffle cone rests on the apex

of the petrol jet, only the inner, air intake is open. This ported piston,

however, is free to slide up and down in the walls of the mixing chamber,

circulation is maintained by a gear-driven pump and a special form of

tubular radiator with fan : the spindle of the latter is supported in a

bracket, which can be slid up or down, and the tension of the belt thereby

adjusted. The clutch is of the leather-faced cone type, the spring l>eing

arranged somewhat different to the usual plan, it being in tension instead

of compression. Fonr speeds and a reverse with direct drive on top

speed are controlled by a "gate " lever. From the gear-box the power

is transmitted to the live axle through a cardan shaft and bevel gear.

A sleeve which surrounds the propeller shaft not only protects the latter

but acts as a torque rod, two side radius rods being also provided. As

in all modern hign-grade cars, ball-bearings are used to all parts, even

 

Fig. 35. -The HorchlSMO h.p. Engine.

the crank and cam shafts of the engine being so provided. The Hor?h

curs, which are built at Zurckau, in Saxony, are, as will be seen, on

thoroughly up-to-date lines, a noticeable feature of the engine being its

great flexibility and silent operation.

The Westinghouse Cars.

Messrs. A. Gaal and Co., who, as we recently mentioned, have

acquired the British agency for the cars made by the Westinghouse

Company at Havre, had an interesting and instructive display of these

high-grade productions. Two models are being made for the current

year, the 35-40-h. p. chain-driven vehicle being supplemented by a

20-30-h.p. live axle car intended for town use. In the larger machine the

engine comprise* fonr cylinders, 120 mm. bore by 140.nira. stroke, cast in

 

Fig. 36.—Chassis of Westinghouse 35-40-h.p. Car.

being controlled by a light spring. When the engine is running light,

the single air feed and double jet satisfy its needs ; but as soon as the

speed increases the ported piston is drawn upward to simultaneously

nncover the third petrol jet and the supplementary supply of heateil air.

A special valve, set beneath the air intake and operated from the dash

board, controls the amount of hot air admitted, while the usual throttle

valve operated from the steering wheel controls the gas supply.

The carburettor draws its petrol by gravity from a small tank on the

dashboard, the latter being, however, pressure-fed from the main reservoir.

A single switch of special design controls the dual ignition system pro

vided—high tension magneto and coil and accumulators. The water

two pairs, with the valves mechanically actuated off separate cam shafts.

The carburettor, low tension magneto, and pump are all mounted on the

engine. The governor is enclosed in the crank chamber ; it acts on a

piston throttle regulating the admission of gas to the engine, an

accelerator pedal l>eing also provided. The clutch is of the metal-to-

metal disc type, and is so arranged that it can be removed without

interfering witn the engine or the gear-box. The latter is adapted to

give four speeds and a reverse, with direct drive on top speed. Two large

diameter foot brakes are provided on the differential shaft, as also a hand

brake acting on the hubs of the rear wheels. All the brakes are bo

arranged that they can be adjusted by hand. Except as regards the
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transmission and the ignition, which is by high-tension magneto, the

20-30-h.p. vehicle is on similar lines to the 35-40-h.p. The hind road

wheels run on the axle sleeve and receive the power from the live shafts

throagh the hubs. The cars are fitted with a new shock damper, in

which an oil-containing inverted cylinder is mounted on the rear axle, a

piston rod, working in the same, being bolted rigidly to the side members

of the frame. In addition to a polished chassis of each model, the exhibit

comprised a magnificent 35-45-n.p. limousine, similar to that supplied to

Prince Eitel of Prussia. Altogether the Westinghouse cars mide a

interesting details. The engine comprises four separate cylinders 100

mm. bore by 120 mm. stroke, with the interchangeable m.o.v. valves

arranged on opposite sides. The crank shaft, which is made

of nickel steel, is provided with a bearing between each throw.

Ignition is by Simms-Bosoh high-tension magneto, and the mixture fnr-

nished by a special form of gravity-fed automatic carburettor for which

great economy in petrol consumption is olaimed. The water circulation

is maintained by a rotary pump driven off the engine, and a neatly-

designed tubular radiator, a current of sir being drawn through the

 

Fig. 37.—View of the Renard Road Train Showing its Capability of Negotiating Sharp Curves.

favourable impression, the workmanship well upholding the reputation

of the company in other branches of engineering work.

The Renard Road Train.

The Renard road train demonstrations in the. streets adjoining the

Minor Hall were a sourae of public interest throughout the week. As

we have recently shown, the system secures many advantages that render

its adoption in rural districts an extremely desirable matter. Each

vehicle forming the train has perfect steering by the driver, enabling the

whole train to turn any corner—as has |been amply proved in the trial

trips of last week. The driving power is transmitted to each vehicle by

i of a jointed rotating shaft running through the train, while the

latter by a fan formed in the flywheel. The lnbrication of the engine is

effected by a pump which forces oil to all the main bearings and con

necting rods. The clutch is of the Hele-Shaw multiple disc type, and

the gear-box, which is gate controlled, gives three speeds forward and a

reverse, with direct drive on top through a cardan shaft and bevel gear to

the rear live axle. The universal joints are of a special design and are

provided with grease cups. A useful feature is seen in the fitting of lubri

cators to all the different joints. The steering gear is also on novel

lines, it being so arranged that any wear can readily be taken up. The

steering arms, gear-box, and back axle are all provided with ball-bearings.

The car has a wheel base of 9 ft. 3 in., on which a roomy side entrance

double phaeton or landaulet body can be fitted.

 

Fig. 38.-Plan of Chassis of Ader 16 20-h.p. Car.

compensating levers on each axle enable the vehicle to surmount

obstacles and ensure equality of distribution in the load. The Daimler

Company have secured the manufacturing rights for all the world, with

the exception of Franoe, where the train originated, and we are likely to

hear much of the idea during the next few months.

The Miesse Petrol Car.

A new Belgian-built petrol car is the Miesse, which made its first

pnblic appearance in this country on the stand of the Miesse Petrol Car

Syndicate, Ltd., of Pelbam Street, South Kensington, S.W. It is of

20-24 h. p., and while following in general design the ordinary lines of

live axle vehicles, an inspection showed that it comprised many

The Ader Car.

Messrs. J. C. LTXLL AND Co. occupied two si aids, that in the Great

Hall beingdevoted toachassis of the Ader 10-20 h. p. oar, a French-built

vehicle, which has not hitherto been prominent in>Kngland, although

it has an excellent reputation across the Channel. The motor has t he

cylinders (92 mm. bore by 11U mm. stroke) all cast separately, a bearing

being provided between each throw of the crank shaft. The base chain,

ber is not furnished with arms in the usual way, but it is provided with

a lip on each side, and extending the whole length of the motor, by

means of which the latter is supported on the pressed steel frame. The

lip also forms a platform on which the pump, 'magneto, carburettor, &e,,
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are mounted. Both toot and hand control of the throttle is available,

while in addition the clutch and brake pedals, as also the hand brake

b'ver, are so coupled np that as the clutch is withdrawn or the

brakes applied the speed of the engine is automatically cat down.

Ignition is by high-tension magneto, with accumulators and coil as a

reserve. Universally-jointed shafts connect the leather-faced cone clutch

with the gear-box, and the latter with the differential shaft, this being

placed well to the rear in order to give a short chain-drive.

 

Fig. 39.—The New Leader Car with Special Front Mudguards.

The Hew Leader Cars.

The HidH Holborn Motor Agency were present with a 10-12-h.p.

New Leader car fitted with a neatly designed two-seated body. The

motive power is supplied by an engine comprising four separate cylinders,

90 mm. bore by 90 mm. stroke ; the valves are operated off a single cam

shaft, and the water circulation is on the thermo-syphon system. The

transmission is through a leather clutch, three-speed gear-box, cardan

shaft and bevel gear to a live axle. The gear- box is provided with

roller bearings and ball thrusts ; the dashboard is of a special curved

type, forming the petrol and oil tanks, and carrying the coil and sight

feed lubricators ; this arrangement insures a constant supply of petrol to

the carburettor when ascending steep gradients. Fig. 39 depicts the

18-22-h. p. two-seated Victoria, with hood and front glass screen, that was v

also on view. This is on similar lines to the vehicle described above, a

noticahle feature being the special form of the front mud

guards, which extend vertically from the frame at the side

of the wheels as well as over the latter.

Darracq Cars.

Several of the well-known Darracq cars were exhibited

by Messrs. H. E. Hall and Co., of Tonbridge, fittedwith

bodies of other construction. Among the vehicles on view

were a 20-32-h.p. double landaulet, a double phaeton of

similar power, and a 30-40-h.p. side-entrance double

phaeton. Messrs. Hall are now devoting considerable

attention to body-building, and, to show the quality of the

work, displayed two landaulet bodies in the roug > as well

as one or two finished specimens.

The Bex Motor-cycle.

In addition'to a number of the Rex single and twin

cylinder motor-cycles, the Rex Motor Manufacturing

Company, Ltd., of Coventry, exhibited for the first time a

new tri-car, to which they have given the name of Rex

Lightette. This is fitted with a 6-b.p. two-cylinder motor,

the water cooling being on the thermo-syphon principle,

and the ignition/by magneto. The power is transmitted

by a Roc clutch, two-speed gear and a single chain to the

rear wheel, which is of the Rex Company's twin-lyre type.

Motor-'bus and Lorry Chassis.

Several chassis suitable for motor-'buses or lorries

were shown by the International Motor Traffic

Syndicate, these including a 3-ton vehicle fitted with a 36-h.p. four-

cylinder engine, gate-controlled change-speed gear and chain drive; a

20-24-h.p. 2i-ton machine, and one of 2 tons capacity. The vehicles are

of continental make and appear to be of sound construction.

The Clyde Cars.

Several examples of the Clyde cars, made by Mr. G. H. Wait,

of Leicester, were exhibited by the London agents, the Century

Motor Company, Ltd., Willesden Junction, among them being a

8-10-h.p. doctor's car with two-seated body. While the general design

is unaltered, several improvements have been made in the details

with the view of keeping the vehicles well up-to-date and of giving

them a pleasing appearance; thus we note that push pedals have

been adopted as well as "gate" control, and that a Daimler type of

curved dashboard is now fitted. The engine, which is a double-

cylinder White and Poppe, is arranged with its crank shaft parallel

to the axles, it being thus fixed at right angles to the usual position.

The transmission on the Clyde cars is on novel lines, and that it is

efficient is demonstrated by the success achieved in several hill-climb

ing competitions held last year. The change-speed gear is enclosed

in a box, which also surrounds a differential on the rear live axle ; it

is adapted to give three speeds forward and a reverse. The pinions

are always in mesh, one set being loosely mounted together with the

dog clutches, by means of which they are made to transmit the

power, on a short shaft carried parallel to the rear axle. The latter

cirries the fixed train of pinions, the usual gear-box side shaft being

thus dispensed with. The connection between the engine at one end

of the tubular frame and the gear-box at the other is by an enclosed

Renold silent chain. The clutch, which is of the metal-to-metal type,

is located within the chain wheel on the outer end of the gear-box.

Other Clyde cars on view included a 12-14-h.p. vehicle with a White

and Poppe three-cylinder engine, and a 20-24-h.p. side-entrance

double-pliaeton with Aster four-cylinder motor and both accumulator

and magneto ignition. The transmission in both these machines is

similar to that in the 8-10-h.p. vehicle alluded to above.

The "Malcolm" Six-cylinder Car.

What proved one of the novelties of the Show was the chassis

of the Malcolm 18-h.p. six-cylinder car, exhibited by the Yukon Motor

Company, of Balham, S.W., it being the cheapest vehicle of the kind

that has so far been put on the market. The eDgine and gear-box are

supported on a subsidiary frame, the main one being of pressed steel'

narrowed at the front to increase the lock of the steering wheels. The

motor comprises six separately-cast cylinders 80 mm. bore by 110 mm.

stroke with the valves arranged on opposite sides. A bearing is pro

vided between each throw of the crank shaft, while the base chamber is

built up in three parts, the lower one of which can be detached without

in any way disturbing the bearings. The ignition is by a coil and

accumulators with synchronised high tension distributor. The carbu

rettor is of the firm's own design and it is provided with

the Krebs automatic extra inlet and a piston throttle. The

water circulation is maintained |by a gear-driven pump located in

an accessible position below the floor-board and a Mercedes type of

radiator. AHele-Shaw multiple disc clutch transmits the power to a

three speed and reverse gear-box, the final drive from the differential

shaft being by side chains. In conjunction with the clutch a clutch-

stop which takes the form of two small metal cones is provided.

Ball bearings are fitted to the shafts in the gear-box and to the road

wheels. The wheel base is 9 ft. 3 in., which enables a roomy side

entrance body to be fitted to the chassis. Notwithstanding its low

price the vehicle, so far as can be judged fiom a cursory inspection,

- is soundly constructed, and, as showing the inteiest taken in it, Mr.

Brookes, of the Yukon Company, informed us that he had over 600

enquiries for it during the course of the Show.
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Fig. 40.-The Malcolm Six-Cylinder Eijine.!

The " Belmont " Non-Skid.

The "Belmont" non-skidding tyre protector was exhibited by the

Belmont Tyre Protector Company. This consists of a band of a

special fibrous material, fitted by a wire to the wheels and securing a

firm grip on the read surface, preventing all danger of skidding. It is

claimed that it will not fray or stretch, and that there is no risk of its

creeping when in use. Lightness, durability and evenness of wear are

among the advantages of this new type of non-skid, which attracted con

siderable notice from motorists during the last days of the Show.
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MISCELLANEOUS EXHIBITS.

The Davis Paraffin Carburettor.

In view of the ever-increasing co.->t of petrol, special interest attaches

to any new ideas with regard to carburetting or vaporising devices to

enable paraffin to be successfally utilised as a fuel for internal combustion

engines. We give herewith in Fig. 41 two sectional views of the

carburettor which Mr. F. R. Davis, of Shawford, Winchester, has

recently introduced, and which was shown on the stand of Messrs. Mann

and OVERTONS, Ltd., at the Cordingley show last week. Generally

 

Fig. 41.—Sectional Views of Davis Paraffin Carburettor.

I. Fan.
which Exhaust

A.A. Mixing Chamber.
B. B. Jacket through

C.C. Connections for Exhaust Branches.
D. Induction Pipe to Cylinders.

K. Automatic Air Valve.
WJk Ordinary Air Ad
G. Paraffin Jet.

11. Petrol Jst.

}. Sliding Throttle Valve.
K. Hollow Spindle.
L. Governor Bod to which Tiirottl*

is keyed.

M. Governor.
N. Driving Pulley (or Gear Wheel).

0.0. Bearings of Spindle.

speaking the device consists of a cylindrical mixing chamber en

veloped by a heating jacket ; within this chamber is a fan revolving

at a high speed on a hollow spindle driven externally by a pulley or

gear-wheel. To start the engine it is necessary to use a small amount

of petrol, supplied from an auxiliary tank ; only a very few moments are

required for the mixing chamber to become "heated, when the petrol

supply can be cut off and paraffin substituted by means of a Bowden

control from the dashboard. The heated jacket vapourises the paraffin,

and trie revolving fan completely atomises it and forces the charge into

the cylinders. The heating of the jacket is claimed to be unusually

efficient, as practically the whole of the exhaust from two cylinders

alternately passes through it, consequently the heating is rapidly

effected, and the amount of petrol required is infinitesimal. The

revolving fan not only causes the atomisation of the paraffin, but also

draws in a supply of air, and thoroughly mixes it with the vapour, and

by its natural action forces the mixture into the cylinders. Consequently,

as the supply of mixture to the explosion chamber does not depend on

the suction of the engine.eaeh cylinder is sure of receiving its full charge.

The regulation of the supply of air is effected by a sliding throttle

through a sensitive governor ; it can also be regulated either by a hand

or foot lever or both.

Body Work. ; '

Some excellent examples of motor carriage work were to be seen at

the stand of Mr. W. Vincent, We first noticed a little two-seated

coupe for a doctor's use, the steering wheel and levers being entirely

under cover. Another interesting piece of work was seen in a seven-seated

limousine, painted yellow with black mouldings, and upholstered in

French grey cloth. Other exhibit* which show the variety of Mr.

Vincent's productions comprised a double landaulet, a single landaulet,

and a three-quarter landaulet. Mr. Vincent is just completing a very

large addition to his establishment at Castle Street, Reading, the new

building, which comprises two floors with lift, having accommodation for

close upon fifty cars.

The Stepney Spare Wheel.

During the last few seasons the Stepney Spare Motor Wheel has

steadily gained in favour and more than 12,0110 are now in service. It

was shown at the Exhibition by the Stepney Spare Motor Wheel,

Ltd., who are in a position to give early delivery for the coming season

—a point of interest to those whose motoring days are now beginning.

As is generally known, it is a device to forestall tyre troubles, and can l e

easily fixed on the iron flange or bead of the wheel when the tyre is dis

abled. By simply screwing up two fly-nuts the wheel is made secure

and the motorist is thus enabled to continue his journey, the tyre being

repaired at leisure on his return home. Delays on the road are con

sequently rendered a thing of the past by the adoption of the wheel,

which is suitable for all artillery or wire wheels. When on the car the

spare wheel is fastened to the side near the driver by means of ring

carriers and 1 .rackets being clamped to the ring in the same way that it

is attached to the road wheel when in service. The Stepney Spare

Wheel has attained such a degree of popularity that we may exect to see

it fitted on a goodly number of cars on the roads this season.

The " Ideal " Motor Screen.

Mr. T. H. Gill devoted his space at the Exhibition to showing the

Ideal wind screen—a well-made and finished addition to the car. This

is constructed with one or more movable parts, and so arranged that

the top and bottom halves can be set at any desired angle. Spiral

springs inside the uprights keep the top frame in position and secure a

practically tight joint between the bottom and top halves, in whatever

position they happen to be. The screen is made of brass with grooved

rubber for holding the glass in position, and the facility with which the

device was operated at the show gave overy assurance as to the ample

protection it provides for wind, dust and rain. Mr. Gill has had con

siderable experience in motor body work and has designed some good

types of landaulet and Roi des Beiges bodies.

The Wicksteed Chancre-speed Gear.

Considerable interest was shown in the new change-speed gear,

shown fitted to a 15-h.p. Humber car by Messrs. Charles Wicksteed

and Co., Ltd., Kettering, who have been at work at it for more than a

year past. Some particulars of the arrangement have already been given

in the M.C.J. , but it may be mentioned that the gear is of the type in

which the various pinions are always in mesh, the requisite pair being

made to drive by means of metal cone clutches. As will be seen from

Fig. 42, the two shafts are not only parallel, but in the same horizontal

plane. Running the whole length of one side of the gear-box is a minia

ture crank shaft to which small connecting rods are attached. The

opposite ends of the latter are fixed to discs formed in one with the male

portions of the clutches. These are carried in special screw-threaded

supports, corresponding threads being formed on the body of the clutch.

Only a slight movement is required to engage or disengage the clutches,

this being obtained by the arms and the screw threads just referred to.

The side shaft is only brought into use for the first, second, and reverse

spee Is, the top one being a direct -drive. The gear is controlled by a

small hand wheel working above a dial plate on the top of a vertical

column at the side of the steering pillar. The dial is lettered in the

following order : Neutral, low, middle and fast speeds; and as the wheel

can be turned in any direction or continuously one way, the gear can be

changed with a minimum of trouble, without it being necessary to with

 

Fig. 42. -Sectional Plan View of the Wicksteed Change Speed Gear.

draw the main clutch. The reverse is operated by a separate small lever

on the vertical column, the gear having first to be put in the neutral

position. The gear runs very quietly, and is simply operated, the action

being such that there is no danger of straining the engine or mechanism

in changing speed, while the trouble of stripped gears is entirely obviated.

We understand that it is being fitted to quite a number of pleasure can,

and that it is now being experimentally tried on one of the motor- buses

in London.
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Tho '• Heron " Tyre Sump.

A thoroughly substantial device for automatically inflating motor

car tvres by utilising the power of the engine was shown on Mr. J. A.

Ryley'- stand by the Heron Motor Co., Ltd., of Birmingham. The

makers point out that the " Heron " pump can be fitted to any car, and

that it saves labour in pumping up tyres. It will pump up to 300 lbs.

pressure, and the general arrangement will be evident from the accom

panying illustration (Fig. 43). The pump is bolted to the frame of the

car and is worked by a cardan propeller shaft connected with a friction

wheel held in contact with the engine fly-wheel. The cardan shaft

can, of course, be made of any length to be adaptable to any particular

 

Tig. 43. -The Heron Tyre Pump.

vehicle. The necessary reduction in speed is obtained by a worm-

driven wheel with ball thrust bearings mounted in the pump casing.

The ': Heron" patent piston compresses the air, and the oil is prevented

from passing into the tyres by a very ingenious packing. The installa

tion is completed by the air reservoir fitted with pressure gauge and

a relief cock with the necessary length of flexible tubing to reach all

the four tyres.

Screw-Making Machinery.

A new automatic screw-making machine formed the interesting

exhibit of Herr Georg Wuttio, of Lobtau, Dresden, Germany, repre

sented in this country by Messrs. Beckenbach and Company, Brad

ford. The tool, the special feature of which is the arrangement for

cutting the threads without reversing, is capable of turning out up to

eigh een screws per minute, or 8,000 -per diem. Whilst in all former

siT' w-niaking machine* the movements of the working spindle and

cutler had to be treq ently reversed for the purpose of cutting threads,

l his i- no loiigrr necessary in the new machine, in which the spindle and

cutler run untnteirupiedly in the tame direction. This new construction

pofsesaea a great advantage in that in cutting threads the movement

of the working spindle need never be reversed nor arrested and in that

the shaping steels can uninterruptedly work simultaneously to the

cutter. The threads can thus be cut simultaneously to the making of

the pivots or cutting off, without any necessity for this work to be done

separately. The high efficiency resulting therefrom will be easily

perceived.

Component Parts.

Some of the finest engineering work in the Gallery was to be seen on

the stand of Messrs. H. and G. Kingstone AND Co.,whose works in North

London ate well equipped for the provision of high-grade component

parts for automobiles. Judging from the interest taken in the stand by

experts, the firm should quickly reap the harvest of their enterprise

in being represented at the Show. A good piece of work was the gear-

box on the stand. This had three speeds forward, with direct drive on

top speed, and one reverse, all actuated by one lever. The gear wheels

are turned from the solid bar, and are case-hardened by Messrs. H. G.

Kingstone and Co.'s special process, which prevents crystallisation from

taking place, thus adding to the durability of the wheels. The shafts

and counter shafts are of 4 per cent, nickel steel. The gear cases are

despatched with sprag ratchet wheel and one pair of universal joints.

We also noticed a good type of back axle designed for cars up to 35-h.p.

In this the entire weight ot the car is carried on the outer sleeve, which

have four rows of ball bearings and four ball thrust bearings. Power is

transmitted to the driving wheels by the live axle, which has no weight

to carry. These back axles are fitted with specially constructed brake

drums, with cooling space between the inner and outer friction surfaces,

which thus permit the use of two brakes on the same drum, one brake

being of the inside expansion type, and the other of the outside con

traction type. Both brakes, as fitted, are double acting. The differen

tial r ise is carried in two separate bearings, preventing any side strain

on the driving axle. Various other component parts were shown by

M^srs. Kingstone and Co., air of the same high grade of engineering'

work.

Bodies for Delivery.

-Messrs. W. Pakkyn AND SONS, Ltd., whose reputation in the

carriage-building industry extends over half a century, are paying

special attention to the requirements of the automobile trade, and their

exhibits were of considerable merit. The van bodies shown were

designed for commercial vehicles, one being built to the order of Messrs.

it. Shoolbred and Company, for parcels and furniture delivery, and the

other intended for general trade purposes.

" Shock-shifter Hub."

The stand occupied by Messrs. John Muir and Son was of par

ticular concern to those associated with the heavy motor industry.

Examples of their pigskin tyres were on view in both new and old condi

tion, the comparison illustrating the good wearing qualities of this

special material, in the tanning of which the firm's long experience is a

valuable factor. The firm also exhibited a new hub to prevent road

shocks reaching the axles. This is of simple construction and has excited

the interest of ihose responsible for the conduct of public motor services

in marked degree. This " Shock-Shifter Hub " is filled with steel balls,

loosely packed, supporting the axle. The weight of the axle carrying

the vehicle automatically forms a vacant space, which is con

stantly maintained whilst the wheel is in movement. Owing

to the mobile condition of those balls, resting on one another,

always in angular position, ever ready to slip over each other,

and revolving on their own axes, an all but liquid bearing to the

axle is given. Immediately, therefore, any road shuck, how

ever slight, takes place, the row beneath the axle, and to

its full width of six or eight balls is immediately displaced.

This row is forced across the vacant space, followed by the

other balls, thus causing the shock to pass into the ball chamber

in the backward moving half of the wheel, wherein the line of its

transmission must be constantly broken up. The road shock is

thus absorbed and prevented from ever reaching the axle. The

movement of the car is said to be very steady, because there is

no reactionary shock on this wheel.

Insurance.

The various schemes of motor-car insurance found ample ex

planation at stands occupied by some leading companies and by Col. D. A.

Kinloch and Mr. Guy Gold, who were affording information with

regard to Lloyd's insurance policies. The Car and General Insurance

Corporation, Ltd., and the General Accident Assurance Corporation,

Ltd., occupied stands in the Gallery, where information as to their

policies could be obtained.

The Simplex Shock Absorber.

Fig. 44 depicts the new shock absorber which is being introduced by

the Simplex Shock Absorber Syndicate, Ltd., and which was shown

fitted to all four springs of a large four-cylinder car, which has recently

been submitted to extensive trials. The device, which, as will be seen, is

interposed between the axle and the carriage spring, consists of two

metal boxes working one within the other, the spring being attached to

the outer one and the axle to the inner. Between the two is held a

pneumatic cushion, consisting of an oblong-shaped rubber bag enclosed

in a canvas cover and fitted with an ordinary cycle tyre

valve, enabling it to be pumped up to a pressure of 10 lbs.

per square inch. Between the sides of the box are fixed

steel friction rollers, which act as guides. Although there

is little danger of the cushion becoming deflated, provision

 

Fig. 44,—The Simplex Shock Absorber in position.

is made whereby it can easily be withdrawn and a new one inserted.

In the trials that have been made, the device has been found not only to

reduce the amount of vibration due to road shocks transmitted to the

passengers, but also that it saves the engine and transmission mechanism

trom undue jolting. As will be seen, the absorbers slightly raise the

height of the vehicle from the ground, but the inventor informs us that,

rather than this being a drawback, he has found it a distinct advantage,

inasmuch as it has distinctly reduced the dust-raising proclivities of

the car. The arrangement is an interesting departure and one which is

well worthy of attention.
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Scotts Non-Skid.

On the stand of Sharpe's Patents Company, the Tyre Repairing

Company, 2, Wilmington Street, Margaret Street, Farringdon Road,

E.C., showed a new non-skid, introduced by Mr. A. H. Scott. The

feature of this is the alternation of rubber and metal stud* form

ing anon-skidding surface while retaining the resilency of the tyre. The

idea seems a good one, and we await its appearance ou a car with con

siderable interest. The rubber treads are somewhat deeper than those

of metal, so that the rubber is always being compressed and the two

materials secure a good grip on the road surface.

Electric Horns.

The new taximeter and motor-'bus speed Indicator introduced by

Messrs. S. Smith and Son, Ltd., and recently mentioned in our

column-, attracted attention to the stand occupied by this well-known

firm of speedometer makers.

Their speed indicator has

been introduced into the

United States and Canada

with very gratifying results.

Their milometers are recom

mended as reliable up to

10,000 miles and showing the

running in miles and also in

tenths of mile". Motor

watches, communicators in

various designs, roof lights,

and various electrical fittings

for vehicles and other speci

alities were shown, includ-

ing the new " Grack " horn.

This can be used with four or

eight volt accumulator, and

emits a loud penetrating

sound on the button being

pressed. The push box is strapped on the steering wheel, and the

simplicity of the horn should commend itself to those who are dispensing
■with the ordinary form of bulb horn.

The " Victoria " Spring Wheel.

Among the late comers at the Show was the Victoria Spring Wheel

Syndicate, of Queen Anne's Chambers, Broadway, Westminster, S.W.

Their special exhibit was a new resilient Shock Absorbing Spring Tyre,

composed of a number of elements or units which are interchangeable

and can thus be refitted, should any one of them get out of order, a con

dition which is extremely unlikely. The invention is somewhat difficult

to explain without illustrations, but we look with interest to a practical

test of the tyre, which can be fitted to any existing wheel and is said to

run as silent as a pneumatic tyre, meeting the puncture difficulty and

securing resiliency. The Victoria Tyre was a notable addition to the

accessory department at the Show.

Hoods and Vulcanisers.

Messrs. George Johnston and Co. had a good show of covering

material and waterproof cloth for motor-car bodies and hoods, including

"Rhinohyd," a specially prepared fabric that has proved its service

ability for hoods and in similar situations. The particular hues in

which it was shown seem well adapted to maintain a good appearance

under the trying and variable conditions that befall the much-used car.

The floor of the stand was covered with rubber matting to demonstrate

another branch of the firm's business, while all around were beading,

buttons and general brasswork for Cape cart hoods and the like, for

-which Messrs. George Johnston and Co. supply everything that is

required. At this stand there was also exhibited the " Vultyre" vnlcaniser

by means of which vulcanising repairs can be executed on the inner

tubes of pneumatic tyres by the "dry heat" process. The operation is

extremely simple. 1 he tube surrounding the puncture is cleaned; the

special solution spread over the cleaned surface ; the prepared patch,

which in itself contains the vulcanising chemicals, is placed over the

puncture, and it is then ready for vulcanising. The iron block is heated

and placed in position, when fifteen minutes completes the process, and

the resultant repair is an amalgamation with the original tube.

Cohesion of every part takes place, filling up the tear or puncture.

Lubricants.

Messrs. Price's Patent Candle Company, Ltd., had their

usual good display of lubricants for motor-cars and the component parts

of the same. These have so recently been referred to in our columns

that extended reference is unnecessary on the present occasion, but we

may recall the memory of our readers to "Belmoline" for gear boxes,

" Cirogene " for chains, " Curroleum " for leather faced clutches,

and " Manulav " for cleaning the hands of motorists, &c.

The Cave Him and Albany Pump.

The Cave detachable rim was on exhibition at the 1906 show, since

when it has been fitted on cars for the Queen, the Prince of Wales, the

Duko of Portland and other eminent persons as well as enthusiastic

motorists. Further testimony of its value is afforded by the fact that it

will be fitted to the three Italian built Daimlers entered for the Targa

Florio race on Sunday next. The Albany Engineering Company have

now become the sole concessionnaires for this " quick-change " rim, which

can be remounted in five minutes. The form of the rim has become

well known, so that the briefest description will now suffice. A thin rolled

steel bonding band is shrunk around the outer circumference of the felloes

and a pressed steel flange is fixed on- the car side of the wheel. The

rim, of any standard make, is then taken and is slipped on to the

bonding band laterally, tight up against the flange. A second flange is

placed on the outer face of the felloes, and horizontal bolts, tightly

screwed up, make the flanges grip the felloes and rim securely. In the

security bolts lies the radical departure from the usual custom. The

head of the bolt is detachable from the stem. 1 he bolt stem is of the

standard type, but is being made to be detached from the rubber

covered head by means of a pneumatic joint which combines the

Btrength of the screw with the ease of manipulation of a bayonet joint.

Three of these security bolts, equally divided, are used in *ach tyre,

entirely eliminating all possibility of tyre creeping. The well-known

"Albany" motor-car circulating pump was the other speciality at this

stand. This is .tn absolute force pump which can be bolted direct to the

frame. It is positive in action and delivers a full stream. There are no

valves, and, as only two working parts have to be considered, the wear

is reduced to a minimum. Slips and leakage have been entirely elimi

nated by the introduction of groove cuts along the face and edges of the

teeth, so that in rotating a body of water lodges in the grooves, form

ing an absolute sealed water-tight joint or cushion between the rasing,

and the rotating rollers, thereby producing an efficient vacuum. Centri

fugal force also adds to the efficiency of the pump.

The Gratze Specialities.

The Gratze Patents and Engineering Syndicate, Ltd., who

have attained distinction in connection with the speed indicator here

illustrated (Fig. 46) made an extensive display of electrical specialities

many of which were working in order to demonstrate their merits to

visitors. Among the special instruments at the stand was the Gratze

tyre pressure tester, by means of which tyres may be tested without the

motorist having the trouble to fix his pump every time. The cap is

simply screwed over the valve and on pressing the plunger the tyre

pressure is indicated immediately. Should it then be found that the

pressure is below what is necessary, it is only required to screw the end

of the tube from the pump on to the nipple at the base of the gauge and

Sump up to the required pressure. Attention may also be drawn to the

iratze synchronised distributor, every part of which is open to

inspection without the trouble of unscrewing covers, &c. The pressure

on our space pievents a description of the apparatus being given in the

present issue, but we may mention that it secures the same intensity of

spark in each cylinder, thereby increasing the efficiency of the engine.

1 he apparatus bears evidence of sound construction. Two inches of the

 

Fig. 46.—The Gratze Speed Indicator.

steel central spindle are left protruding to facilitate coupling, or, if re

quired, special attachments can be supplied. An exhaust cut-out, a

spark-detector for fitting to the dashboard, and an electric motor born

were among the other specialities on the stand. The Gratze horn is of

exceedingly neat appearance, and it is only necessary to press the button

of the switch to blow the instrument. The buzzer can be supplied

separately and is screwed on to any existing trumpet. It is connected

to one terminal of a 4-volt accumulator by the single wire ; the other

terminal is connected to the switch, so that on pressing the same the

circuit is completed through the frame of the car—a saving of superfluous

wiring. Gratze Patents, Ltd., first came into prominence with their

speed indicator and mileage recorder, in which simplicity of construction

and iccuracy of operation are combined with a durability that has

placed their instrument in the forefront of such devices.
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The Durandal Non-skid.

Messrs. Stuart Morrison and Company showed the Durandal

detachable non-skid and protector bands, which have long passed the ex-

gjrimental stage, hiving stood the test of five years' nse in France and

ngland. The accompanying illustrations (Figs. 47 and 48) give a good

idea of the device, which can be fitted to worn covers as well as to new

ones. To fit the band all that is necessary is to jack the wheel, deflate

the tyre and insert the metal clips shown on the edge of the band in the

rial. The clips should be placed so that they are equidistant from each

other and the tyre inflated in the ordinary way. A point of interest in

 

Figs. 47 and 48.

connection with the band is that it can be repaired, relined and fitted

with new treads, so that economy as well as efficiency has been aniply

provided for in the construction of the Durnndal non-skid. The

Durandal gaiters embody the same principle as the band, clipping into

the rim and entirely obviating the use of wire or laces.

The " Eyre " Anti-skid.

Among the non-skids shown was that known as the "Eyre"—the

production of Messrs. Eyre, of St. Leonards-on-Sea. This has distinct

advantages in being always ready for use and capable of being put in

or out of action in a few seconds. Without impairing the resiliency of

the tyre, the non-skid is effective on all slippery surfaces, and its effec

tiveness in frosty weather has been as pronounced as at other times.

The bands or loops constituting the device do not encircle the tyre, but

are secured to the spokes of the wheel by clips. They travel in a

parallel line with the course of the wheel, so that when a side-slip takes

place, the wheel, having a lateral motion, slides on to or mounts one or

more of the loops, as each loop, when at its lowest level, presses the

ground close to the side of the tyre. The material used for the loops is

twisted steel cable of considerable strength, and is covered with a

spirally-wound casing of wire. Should this casing, after some nse,

snow signs of wear at any part, sufficient to expose the steel cable, the

portion affected may be removed and a new piece of wire bound on in

its place. This repair can easily be effected in a few minutes. When

in action the loops and spokes have very little strain to withstand, and

experience has given proof of its efficiency. A new type of loop was

also on view, this being made from Italian hemp cable, tarred and

bound with an outer covering of galvanised wire, ensuring the dura

bility of the device.

Optima Non-skid.

The Optima Tyre Company made a feature of their non-skid, the

special claim on behalf of which consists of the quality of the leather

employed in its production. In addition to being a non-skid, the Optima

device is also a protector of the tyre. The leather is cowhide, and by

a patent process the protection of the animal's hair is retained.

Hardened steel studs are fitted in the tread, the leather intervening

between the trjad and the cover being indented so that the ends of the

rivets fit securely and give rise to no friction. In addition to retaining

its soft and pliable nature, the tread can be recommended on the ground

of durability, and we may also mention that the Optima Tyre Com

pany undertake the reualr of tyres and are prepared to advise motorists

on all matteis concerned with tyres.

A Pneumatic and Back Jack.

At the stand of the Parson's Non-skid Company Warren's

pneumatic and rack jack was shown—an ingenious arrangement obvi

ating many of the disadvantages associated with the ordinary form of

jaek, and possessing merits of its own. The jack consists of a cylinder

with a rack, and is connected by tubing to a pump operated in the

same way as an ordinary tyre pump. To jack up the car all

that is necessary is to slide the spring to the top of the

pawl and place the apparatus in position. The jack is then connected

to the pump, which is worked in the ordinary way until the car is

sufficiently raised. To lower the apparatus it is merely necessary to .

slide the spring to the bottom of the pawl and pump again till the pawl "

automatically disengages. The pump can then be disconnected. The

fact that it is essential to pump in order to lower the jack

constitutes a safeguard against interference from unauthorised

persons. The demonstration whicli took place at the stand

convinced visitors of the excellence of the idea, while the fact that

it can be operated from the upright position and at any distance from

the object to be raised is a decided relief to those who have had

experience of aching backs occasioned by the usual methods. The

maker comes from Ipswich, his address being 95, London Road.

Body Work.

Among the exhibitors of bodies for motor-cars were Messrs.

Bayley and Ellis, of Dalling Road, Hammersmith. Those on view

comprised a side-entrance double phaeton and a landaulet ; these are

constructed throueliout of wood, the special curves being a noteworthy

feature of the design.

Motor Specialities.

A comprehensive exhibit was made by Mr. J. A. Ryley, of Birming

ham, whose electric specialities are well and favourably known. The

display included accumulators, contact makers, H.T. di-tributors, electric

indicators, jacks, sparking plugs, voltmeters, &c. . as well as a dozen other

accessories of?importance to the motorist. Among these were the

Sthenos carburettor and a new form of " Vita " plug intended for use

with high tension magneto. Mr. Ryley's new catalogue of motor

specialities for 1907 was issued from the stand—a neat list of forty

pages, which will be sent on application to 234, Martineau Street,

Birmingham.

Goggles, etc.

One of the largest exhibits of lamps and other accessories was that

made by the Goldschmidt Motor accessories, Ltd., whose many

good agencies give them every opportunity for meeting the requirements

of motorists of every degree. Their display included head lights, side

lamps, tail lamps, &c, motor horns, plugs, voltmeters, &c, and " La

Steno" goggle, which possesses many decided advantages over the

ordinary form of goggle. Such accidents as that which recently befel

Mr. Rothschild while motoring in the Midlands would be impossible by

the universal use of " La Steno."

Wind Screen.

The Gordon double folding wind screen was on view on the stand of

Messrs. Trier and Martin, Ltd. It is the production of the Gordon

•Motor Body Works, and considerable thought has evidently been given

to the design and construction of this screen, which can be folded at no

less than six different angles. It gives absolute protection from the

weather at any and every position, and in mist or rain can be so

regulated as to permit a clear view in front and giving a clear view at

the same time. This is a most important consideration, the value of

 

Fig. 49.-The "Gordon" Wind Shield.

which will be apparent to those who have had any knowledge of the

accidents that may be caused by screens becoming obscured by rain.

Our illustration shows thescreen in use, with the top half folded inwards

to minimise the wind resistance and give the driver the uninterrupted

view ahead during rainy weather. The revolving upper portion always

overhangs the lower half, securing the protection of the driver. The

ingenious construction of the device is a feature that has secured its

adoption by some of the leading motor-car makers, and the designers are

to be congratulated on making such a creditable debut.
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Tools.

Messrs. Avery and Roberts, Ltd., had a collection of neat

Is, including the Auto-adiustable Box Spanner already eulogised in

columns, and which is illustrated herewith. This can be instantly

adjusted to fit a nut of any size or shape, taking the place of many

tools, and so economising space. No damage is done to the nuts, as

the jaws fit perfectly, and the handle being adjustable facilitate* the

use of the tool in inaccessible places. The Anto Nut-pliers, com

bining nut, pliers, wire cntter, and nippers, burner hole, and ordinary

pliers and the Auto-vice were also shown. This is intended for roadside

and garage repair work, and can he fixed to any gate, bar, or

leaving the hands free for work. The Anto valve remover and

 

Fig. 60.—The Auto-Adjustable Box Spanner.

spring terminals were also on view, while attention may well be drawn

to the "Tourist's" tool kit, which has been devised by an expert, and

contains all the tools usually required on the road, including all the

special patent tools of Messrs. Avery and Roberts, Ltd. This has

adjustable straps to fit tools of any size, and is made of the best hide.

Tank Filler.

In previons issues reference has been made to the excellent tank

filler placed upon the market by Pettett's Patent Safety Filler

Company, Ltd. This was again shown at the Exhibition, and its

features are so well known that here it will suffice to briefly set forth its

merits. The Combination Safety Motor Filler is adaptable to all motor

spirit cans and prevents the waste of spirit while also reducing the possi

bilities of fire. Awkward tanks can easily be filled by its means with

out the use of a funnel. The spirit has to pass through a wire gauze of

fine mesh, thus preventing the ingress of foreign matter into the tank to

be filled. Anotner speciality is Pettett's patent combination funnel, can

and filler, known as "the Dripless," the adoption of which enables the

funnel to be dispensed with while securing the filling of any tank or

metal container without the risk of overfilling.

Travelling Coat.

Mr. E. Smee devoted his space to showing the patent motor and

travelling coat that he has been popularising during the last few months.

The position of Mr. Smee in the cailoring world may be regarded as a

guarantee of the stylish appearance of the special garment associated

with his name, while its wind and water resisting properties are easily

seen. The coat gives warmth without weight, secures protection where

most needed, and provides sportsmen with a serviceable garment for

motoring, fishing, yachting, and other sporting purposes.

Selvyt.

For keeping in good appearance motor-cars and their accessoriesi

the qualities of Selvyt are generally recognised, its peculiar texture

giving it special merits in this conneetion. The polishing cloths are of

a size adapted for general cleaning and polishing work. Selvyt is

also utilised for gloves, aprons, lamp glass chimney sweeps, motor lamp

covers, spare tyre coverp, &c. One quality peculiar to this material is

that after the car has been hosed and sponged, any grease that may

remain will be absorbed by Selvyt, leaving a bright glistening surface

on the paint work-in contrast to the action of many cloths that were

employed before the general use of Selvyt.

Motor Lawn Mowers.

The motor lawn mowers introduced by Messrs. Ransomes, Sims and

Jefferies, Ltd., continue to find favour, snd a large number are in ser

vice in the Colonies as well as in the old country. At the Show the lawn

mowers were shown in the three sizes viz., 42 in., 30 in., and 24 in., the

motors being of 8-h.p., 4-h.p., and 2|-h.p. respectively. Messrs.

Ransomes are now building their own petiol engines, and had on view

four sizes, 2J-h.p. air-cooled, 4t-h.p. arid 8-h.p. single-cylinder, and

12-h.p. double-cylinder, the born and stroke of the latter being 4jj in. by

5| in. The valves are mechanically actuated oft' a single cam shaft and

the ignition is by high tension magneto. vjsa am*

The Automobile Association.

The Automobile Association were well to the fore at the Exhibition.

At Stand No. 158 the Association's energetic sect etary and some of the

leading members of the staff were in attendance to answer inquiries. The

well-known Automobile Association map, on wbicli are displayed the

■whereabouts of agents, patrols and other important information, was on

view, and the stall was easily recognised by means of a large model of

the Automobile Association car badge. Members found it a convenience

to have messages left and to make appointments at the stand ; while the

result of the enterprise has been a good accession to the ranks.

Fitted to the cars exhibited at the show were 234 Dunlop tyres, the

remainder, we are informed by the company, being divided among tyres

of twenty-two different makes.

Millennium Ltd. had a collection of miscellanous articles required

by motorists, such as cotton waste, motor oils; grease and the B.S.T.

carbide, as well as a number of other specialities familiar to our readers.

Messrs. J. J. Lane, Ltd., of (J ran brook Street, Old Ford, E.,

showed the Eland pump, an invention for moving economically larje

bodies of water. It was shown in operation, and its remarkably silent

running was a distinguishing feature.

Elastes was represented at the stand occupied by the company of that

name, this, as our readers know, being a filling foi tyres which secures

their life while not reducing their resiliency. The preparation is calcu

lated to overcome the puncture difficulty.

Messrs. F. B. Hill and Co. had an assortment of their fire extinc-

teurs, suitable for all purposes, as well as of fire grenades and buckets.

The firm have made a close study of the subject of fire extinction, and

have assured much success in this particular line of business.

The "Favourite" chemical fire extincteurs were shown by Messrs.

Sinclair and Co. These are made in various sizes from one to five

gallons, and have already proved their value in extinguishing fires on

cars and in garages. A collection of hand grenades was also on view.

The Imperial Motor Industries had an exhibition of their

specialities on one of the stands. These included .the Supremus plug

tester, providing a simple means of cutting out any cylinder on the

engine by merely pressing the insulated knob until the point is in con

tact with the " earth base " of the plug.

Messrs. Weinbrenner and Co. had a collection of chemically

engraved name-plates for the motor-car trade. The firm have come

into great distinction with their plates for footsteps, radiators, axle caps

and dash-boards, as might be gleaned by the names of several leading

manufacturers shown on their stand.

Messrs. Samuel Bros., Ltd., showed motor clothing for motorists

and liveries and uniforms for chauffeurs, &c. The feature of the display

made by these well-known tailors was the Omne Tempus cloth—a rain-

resisting cloth that is largely employed in the raiments prepared by

Messrs. Samuel Bros, for the use of ladies and gentlemen who motor.

A large selection of Graphite motor lubricants was shown by Mr.

W. G. Nixey, on whose stand were pure flake graphite, specially fine

graphite, graphite gear and cup greases, graphite pipe joint grease, etc.,

as well as several good qualities of lubricant. Mr. Nixey makes a

point of the essentially British character of his productions, all of which

aro prepared in Lcndon.

The " New Era " petrol fire-extinguisher for garages, motor-

omnibuses and motor-vehicles has become familiar since its introduction

by the Valor Company, Ltd. This is made in several patterns and

may be seen on many of the motor-'buses now plying in London, while a

convenient form is made for cars. It is a practical and powerful hand

fire appliance.

Messrs. J. and R. Oldfield showed the "Dependence" Motor

Lamps in various sizes and types. Lamps for garages, as well as for oars

and heavy vehicles, were on view, and particular interest was taken in

the electric head lamps, which are so devised as to concentrate a

perfectly parallel beam of light directly in front and on the road without

the objectionable dazzling glare. We give in Fig. 51 an exterior vie>v

of the lamp showing the light rays projected in a parallel beam. Thn

light has a range of 100 yards and can be manipulated from the driver's

seat without the inconvenience of dismounting. The " Dependence"

electric headlight is well calculated to add to the comfort of night driving.

Electric side lamps were also shown, and it should l>« noted that the bul b is

detachable from these lamp!

fcr the inspection of engine

parts, &c. Attention may

also be drawn to the electric

side lamp with its seg

mental cone reflector so

designed as to intensify the

brilliancy of the light many

times its normal candle-

power, each segment acting

»j an independent reflector.

Several types of tail-lamps

were also shown, including

one in which the electric

fitting is interchangeable

with a paraffin vessel, en

abling either electricity or

oil to be used as convenient. For burning paraffin many good designs

were exhibited, a side lamp which also gives a serviceable light, for

driving purpose* being the Modele de Luxe, which is unaffected by vibra

tion and gives a pure white light of great intensity, which is projected

in the form of an arc. The oil reservoir is secured by the firm's pitent

spring locking device. We may add that Mr. C. Hooydonk, 6. Leather

Lane, E.G., who is the London agent for the Dependence lamps, was in

attendance throughout the week.

M. Chari.es Vermot, for whom Mr. C. Fonteyn is the British

agent, had a well-arranged stand for the disp'ay of axles and springs

for motor-cais and heavy vehicles. These were of remarkably fine

finish and secured the favourable, notice of experts in the trade.

(To be continued.)

 

Fig. 51.
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ORRESPONDENi

 Tom switching on to magneto the cause has been through their accumu

lator system either being in ba I order or faulty design.—Yours truly,

S. F. Edge.

[Letters to the Editor should be addressed to the

S7-33, Charing Orott Road, W.C.]

MORE COMPARATIVE IGNITION TESTS.

To THE Editor of The Motor-Gar Journal.

^"tSnt,—I have just fin shed some further tests relative to the

b.h.p. of a six-cylinder Jsapier engine with synchronised ignition,

and with Eisemann magneto ignition also, with the same types of ignition

but with two plugs in each cylinder. The Eisemann magneto was

used because it appeared to give the greatest amount of power. The

accumulator and coil system was the standard Napier synchronised.

The accumulator registered 4'2 volts, and during the whole period of

the tests everything except the ignition remained the same, so that no

outside conditions would be allowed to vary the result.

The result of these tests appears to further confirm the fact

that, providing one has a correct spark, no further power is gained

by additional heat in the spark or by having ignition occurring

in more than one place in the cylinder at one time. The tests were

taken as follows :—The engine was first run for some time to get all

 

!■■ The above illustration depicts the 40-h.p. Siddeley Car at present

undergoing a long-distance trial at the point where it broke the

previous record for a non stop road run. The vehicle still continues

its unbroken record, having now made a total, to Saturday the 13th

inst., of 4,696 miles absolute non-stop, the total distance covered in

the trial being 7,610 miles. As the picture indicates, the two

drivers are very jubilant over their success, as their task has been

a most difficult one owing to the heavy roads and bad weather

experienced since the trial started on February 12th. A " Mascot "

horseshoe is, it will be observed, attaohed to the rear spring hanger.

the conditions up to an average as regards temperature, &c., then

two minute tests were taken :—

Napier Synchronised. Eisemann Magneto.

1 plug. 2 plugs. 1 plug. 2 plugs.

71-74 b.h.p. 69-15-b.h.p. 68'92-b.b.p. 6874-b.h.p.

The net result of this was to show that the synchronised ignition

#ave on an average some 2 to 3-h.p. more than the magneto, although

on an engine that can develop over 70-h.p. I do not attach very much

importance to this. The great point that the results have shown is

that there is apparently no b.h.p. gained with the magneto. The

point of firing was found to be later with the magneto than with

the synchronised ignition to give the best power. The magneto broke

circuit with the piston one-fourth of an inch previous to reaching dead

centre at top stroke. The synchronised ignition was advanced to 1 J in.

from top of stroke to get the best result. It seems, therefore, on the

face of it, that increased heat in the spark merely enables one to delay

the point of the ignition, but does not increase the power, and the

table shown above also seems to make this definite and clear. It seems

to me probable that when drivers have apparently got more power

MAKERS' DISTINGUISHING MARKS ON CARS.

To the Editok of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—Up till a year or so ago a well-informed motorist had no

trouble in telling the names of nearly all cars encountered on the roads.

Most of them were radically different in appearance, and even those

bearing a general resemblance possessed features that enabled one to

identify them without difficulty. The coming, and finally the practically

universal acceptance, of the four-cylinder vertical motor lias changed all

this, with the result that for three years, at least, cars have been get

ting more and more alike externally. Perhaps as a protest against this

monotony of design, and in response to a demand for individuality in

detail, there is very noticeable at present a trend toward distinctive

features, especially about the front of the car. Of course this usually

means the radiator. Hence the appearance of radiators in a wide

variety of shapes—square, round, octagonal, oblong, oval, &c. Some of

these radiators have been frankly designed solely to make the car to

which they belong conspicuous. There is plenty of scope for originality

and for departure from traditional lines. The expected result has

occurred, for nearly all of the cars referred to can be told at a glance.

Nevertheless, there are many makers who have held aloof from this

movement. Other considerations than the mere evolving of a dis

tinctive radiator or bonnet have actuated their designers, and for this

reason it is still difficult to distinguish, from the front view alone, quite

a number of cars. It is only when they get nearer, and the eye is able

to trace peculiarities of body design or other features, that identification

is possible.

It is this approach to uniformity in radiator and bonnet design that

is largely responsible for the tendency, to which reference was

made in the last issue of the M.C.J., to place on the front of the

radiator some symbol, whether it be an initial or the name in full, that

tells the make of the cir. It occurs to me, however, to ask whether

motorists want their cars labelled in such a fashion as this? Some

people want publicity of this character. They do not object even if the

letter is large and gaudy. The better the name of the car, the more

conspicuous do such owners desire it to bo. But there are others, and

probably a considerably larger number, who object to going about with

their cars placarded, although they have no special objections to a

neat and inconspicuous name plate which will enable any one interested

to tell the name of the car.—\ ours truly,

Devonian.

IN PRAISE OF BATH.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—When touring the country and calling at different garages

one is so often treated in an off-hand and casual sort of way, that I feel

I should like to place on record the extreme courtesy which I received,

when in trouble during the Easter holidays, from Mr. W. Whiting

Milk Street, Ba'h.

I planned out a tour for the holiday, and on Sunday, when about a

mile the other side of Hath, my car stopped, and on examination I found

it was owing to a broken pin in the magneto. While I was trying to

find out where the trouble lay, Mr. Whiting came past on a car, and

immediately pulled up to see if he could be of any assistance. He then

towed me into his garage, and not only placed his repair shop at

myself and man's disposal, but himself personally assisted me in every

way he possibly could.

Should any motorist require assistance of any kind when in Bath

and district, I can confidently recommend him to go to Mr. Whiting,

and he would be sure of receiving both courteous and careful attention.

I may mention that I have no interest in Mr. Whiting's business, this

being the first time that I have ever met him.—Yours truly,

H. H. Sterney.

VARYING PETROlTcONSUMPTION.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—I was in hopes that my letter in your issue of the 6th inst.

would evoke some information from several owners of cars. But only

one, Mr. O. Carter, writes and gives the consumption of petrol for a

single-cylinder 8-h.p. De Dion car at about thirty miles to the gallon.

This works out at about the same relative consumption per h.p. as mine,

but not nearly such a good result per h.p. as the 40-h.p. Napier car I

quoted. I believe that the lower priced motor-cars are, as regards the

carburettor, simply slung together, there beiBg no attempt to obtain

any real economy in petrol consumption. The makers of my ear state

they can run some 34J miles to the gallon on an " official trial," but does

anyone know how these " official " results are arrived at, and to what

extent the cars are doctored as regards weights of individual parts, as

they certainly used to be to the extent of substituting cardboard for

metal in bonnets, boring holes in all parts made of metal where possible,

and, in fact, artificially reducing weights in all kinds of ways. My car

nominally weighs when empty about 12 cwt. In these days, when the

price of petrol is so high, the smallness of its consumption is most

important ; and, as showing how badly cars may differ, a gentleman

living near me tells me he finds his car, a single-cylinder 10-h.p., uses as
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much sometimes as one gallon to sixteen to eighteen miles, and driven

by a skilled driver. Is there any one form of carburettor which is more

economical than another ? Mine consists of a simple float feed single

chamber, with one inlet from the tank, and two small apertures in the

base of the float chamber leading to the two spraying chambers of

the two cylinders, which are 3jf in. diameter by 4J in. stroke.

I shall be glad of any suggestions which may throw light on the

mnch smaller consumption of petrol in the Napier 40-h.p. car in propor

tion to its horse-power. What is the experience of anyone with a four-

cylinder 14-h.p. Coventry Humbercar! I mean an amateur driver.—

Yours truly,

D 2804.

To thb Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sik,—For' economy in fuel consumption I think the 8-h.p. De

Dion engine thoroughly tuned up would be difficult to beat. I have

used for pleasure only during the past three years an 8-h.p., two speeds

and reverse, with tonneau and Cape hood, weight, with two children,

wife and self and general sundries, 16 cwts. 3 qrs. Under ideal

conditions I have driven forty-six miles to the gallon. My longest

journeys have been Manchester to Scotland and back, several runs

to London and Itack, and tours through Wales. On these runs I have

regularly done forty-two miles to the gallon. These results are not

dreams but actual solid fact, the tank, carburettor, and piping being

drained before starting and the petrol carefully measured and mileage

recorded. There is not a ball-bearing on my car, plain everywhere,

so a good deal is absorbed in transmission, nevertheless I can jog

-along all day comfortably at eighteen miles an hour, and have never

jibbed at any hill. I do not think the majority of single-cylinder

owners pay sufficient attention to the condition of their valves, and

-compression, and the perfect tuning up of the engine with the

carburettor.—Yours truly,

Wm. Cotsworth.

Assoc.M. Inst. E. E.

THE PKEVENTION OF CARBON DEPOSIT.

To th» Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

SIR,—I should be much obliged if yon or any reader of the M.C.J.

would tell me the best way to prevent carbon deposits from forming on

Che cylinder heads and pistons of the engine of my car ? I am careful

to use the proper mixture of gas, as well as good oil, and not too much of

it, but the carbon forms just the same.—Yours truly,

Bef.gamo.

[Since the only possible cause of the incrustation of combustion

-chamber and piston head can be dui to the deposit of carbon, in con

sequence of the incomplete combustion of hydro-carbons introduced ; and

as the only hydro-carbons that enter are contained in the " mixture "

and lubricating oil, it follows that, in spite of the care that " Bergamo "

claims to exercise in this respect, an excess of one or the other must at

times occur in his engine, seeing that he is troubled in this manner.

Perhaps he is using a compound oil instead of one with a solely mineral

base ; there are several brands of oil which are mixtures, and

which will not stand the great heat of a high speed internal combustion

motor. Or perchance his system of lubrication is faulty, or the

pistons let by too much of the oil, this latter especially if

there is pressure in his crank-chamber. Changing from one oil

Co another is bad practice, and when necessary all the old oil should

be thoroughly rinsed out from the engine, oil pipes and tank. Let

"Bergamo" assure himself that he has a really first grade lubricant,

guaranteed by a firm of repute as being pure mineral only, and also

let him see that his crank-chamber has a free vent and his piston rings

a good fit, and that he exercises sufficient care at no tune to have an

excess of lubrication or too rich a mixture ; he will not, we think, be

further troubled with incrustation.]

AN ACCUMULATOR CHARGING QUERY.

To m Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sib, —Having been a reader of your valuable journal for a long

period, and seeing you supply information on accumulator charging, 1

should de glad if you could assist me in the following matter. In

addition to our works and garage, we have just aoquired a show room in

which the town's electricity is available. We do not intend to use it

for lighting purposes, but what I want is to get the current adaptable

for charging accumulators without using lamps or wire for resistance if

this is j)ossible. I should be glad if you could tell me if that can be

arranged, and if so, in what way ?—Yours truly,

H. Pylk.

[If the electricity supply is "continuous" current, our correspondent

can instal a motor transformer, which is a machine to reduce the high

voltage to a low one, suitable for charging accumulators. For instance,

if the supply is 220 volts pressure, and a current of 1 amp. was being

taken to charge a battery, through lamps, about one lifth of a unit per

hoar is being wasted, but the motor transformer reduces the high voltage

to say 10 volts, and at 1 amp. the battery will only use one-hundredth

part of a unit per hour. The motor transformer gives a much lower

voltage, and a much higher current for the same power, for the same

money. If, however, the electricity supply is not " continuous " but is an

" alternating " one, there will be more difficulty in obtaining a

machine and it will cost more. The machine in this case will be called

a motor generator, and consists of a dynamo driven by a motor worked

by the supply cuirent. That is to say, a 220 volt motor is driven by the

current, which in its turn drives a dynamo which can be arranged to give

the necessary pressure and current desired.

INVITING DISASTER,

To thi Editob of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—Referring to Mr. A. W. White's letter in the M.C.J, of the

9th ult., te careless 'bus drivers, I, too, saw a gross piece of carelessness,

fraught with considerable danger, a few days ago. A car was drawn up

outside a tobacconist's shop near Waterloo Station, S.E. It was qnite

unattended and there was a perceptible smell of petrol in the air. An

examination showed that thn driver had fixed a two-gallon tin of petrol

in such a way that, it should have emptied itself into the tank of the car.

Of course, the moment his back was turned, the can had slipped, and

instead of the liquid passing into the tank, it was saturating the wood

work of the car and dripping on to the ground. I made it my business

to search out the driver and threatened to report him for his carelessness,

for, had anyone chanced to throw down a match, the car would have

instantly been in a mass of flames. —Yours truly,

W. C. J.

THE LICENCE.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—I should like to know the experience of your readers with

regard to the conduct of the police, so far as the licence of the driver

is concerned. In the crowded streets of the metropolis I have been

stopped in order that a constable might examine my licence, while a

 

The 28-h.p. Daimler Car recently supplied to Mr. Christopher Wade,

of Kirk Ella Hall, Hull, by the Hull City Oarage, Ltd.

gaping crowd assembles to enjoy themselves at my annoyance. Can

a policeman really demand to see the licence and to take note of the

declarations on the back ? This, it seems to me, is manifestly unfair,

for in the event of the licence being freely endorsed, the policeman

might feel better able to get up a case against a victim. In the police

court the convictions against a prisoner are not mentioned until he has

been found guilty, but evidently a different rule prevails in the case

of motorists. For obvious reasons I do not give my name for publi

cation, but enclose my card.—Yours truly,

A. B. C.

[The police officer has no right to do other than look at the licence,

and we have recollections of a case where the magistrate reprimanded

a constable who thus exceeded his duty.]

LOSS OF POWER.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—Recently I purchased a double-cylinder 10-h.p. Pick car,

three speeds forward and reverse, central chain drive and short chain to

countershaft. I cannot get more than sixteen miles per hour on a flat

road, and I shall be obliged if any of your readers can tell me if that is

about the capabilities of the car. Any suggestion to increase the speed

will be greatly appreciated.—Yours truly,

M.R.C.S.

[It is to be assumed that "M.R.C.S.," having only recently become

possessed of it, has purchased his car second-hand, otherwise it would be

more in the province of the maker to assign a reason for its poor per

formance. Considering the great number of causes that may conduce to

the bad running of a car, it is only possible to hazard a guess in view

of the lack of data furnished by our correspondent. If, for instance, the
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car climbs hills fairly well and the engine races on the level, it would

show that the gearing on top speed is too low. If it jibs at hills,

then either the engine is not giving anything like the power that it

should, or something in the running gear may be binding. If it is one

of the old Pick cars with horizontal valves, the tiouble is in all pro

bability to be sought for there.]

SECRET COMMISSIONS.

To the Editor or The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir.—Having heard there is a Corrupt Practices Act or "Secret

Commission Bill about to come into force, I would ask whether this

Act will make a chaufieur liable to fine or imprisonment for accepting a

secret commission, or would the giver of the commission or tip be the

man liable to fine or imprisonment ? When does this Act come into

force ? It is time there was a little more honesty and fair dealing con

nected with the running of motor-cars.—Yours truly,

Countryman.

[The Prevention of Corruption Act is already in operation, and the

first case under the same came before the courts last week. Both the

giver and receiver of an illicit commission is liable to proceedings

being taken against him.]

Serpoline Oils.—A correspondent asks for particulars of the

Serpoline oils.

A motor tyre on a Stepney wheel has been picked up near Newbury,

and can be obtained on sending particulars as to size, &c, to Meiers.

Stradling and Plenty.

The Acme Rubber and Tyre Company, 343, St. Vincent Street,

Glasgow, inform us that by their process they can satisfactorily repair

burst tyres and guarantee the same for at lease 1,000 miles.

Paint for Renovating Cape Cart Hoods.—Replying to

"J. B. M's" inquiry in the last issue of the M.C.J. , a correspondent

writes that Messrs. J. and A. Woolley, of Rutland Street, Nottingham,

make a paint or dye suitable for the purpose required.

A Flexibility Trial.—Mr. D. M. Weigel writes stating that he

is willing to accept Mr. S. F. Edge's challenge for a comparative trial of

a six-cylinder vehicle against a four, and will pit his 40-h.p. Weigel

against a 40-b.p. Napier. The conditions he proposes are:—(1) Slowest

speed on top gear over one mile, 100 points ; (2) fastest speed on top gear

over one mile, 100 points ; (3) Fastest up a hill to be chosen, 10G points ;

(4) Non-stop run to Brighton and back, every change of speed to be the

loss of 100 points.

CLUBS AND ASSOCIATIONS.

ADVICE WHICH SHOULD NOT BE FOLLOWED.

One of our readers has kindly written to inform us that up to the

present he has missed in our columns that series of replies which are

given to correspondents whose inquiries are not at the same time in

serted. There is certainly, as he points out, a weird interest about

such columns, somewhat like hearing a person at one end of a telephone

when one is wondering what the other end is saying. For the benefit

of the " Indian Motor News " our correspondent kindly forwarded a list

of answers to several burning subjects—not necessarily for publication—

but they are so good that we have decided to reprint them.

J. W. B.—No, we do not advocate lemonade as a substitute for acid.

A. H.—Use graphite for the bands and face when retiring to rest

at night.

Garage.—Your mistake. The pit is not intended to store the

car in.

Mechanic.—Text Books say that you should go over every nut be

fore taking your car out. The operation can be done in twelve hours.

Puzzled.—The symptoms tend to show that you have applied

treacle as a lubricant. It is not so suitable as coal tar.

Flyer.—Etiquette of the road suggests that you should inquire if

you can assist. But this is only a form of courtesy, as you will be out

of hearing when the answer is given. Therefore always do it.

B. M. C. C.—Price depends on the audacity of the seller. With

such a variety of infirmities we can only give you one advice, sell it to a

friend. Follow the U.S. system of swobbing all the machinery with

aluminium paint, and if this does not suffice, gild the Cape cart hood.

Dolly.—No, the colour of the body would not match her com

plexion.

George.—The 18 in. side entrance door is made to carry a coat of

arms or monogram of that dimension. Not on the back panels as well ;

you might be mistaken for a circus.

Enquirer.—You can readily ascertain if the current is on by feel

ing the sparking plug.

—QOQQBW i

Messrs. Carr Brotheks and Ash, of Johannesburg, have just

taken delivery of an Austin car.

The Earl of Rothes has just taken delivery of his new car, a

20-25-h.p. Meicedes, supplied by the sole importers, Ducros Mercedes,

Ltd.

Messrs. Simpson and Company, of 38, Dover Street, W., have been

anpointed Lor don agents for tbe cars and tri cars of the Riley Cycle

Company, Ltd., Coventry.

THE Continental Tyre Company states that at the Motor Exhibition

at the Agricultural Hall, London, its pneumatic tyres were fitted to

35 per cent, of the caw.

 

ROYAL A.C. a

The following are the stewards of the Club, as elected at the meet

ing of the General Council held last week :—The Duke of Sutherland,

K.G., Earl Russell, Lord Stanley, C.B., Sir David L. Salomons, Bart.,

Sir J. H. A. Macdonald, K.C.B.' (Scott' sh A.C.), Sir W. G. D. Goff, Bart.

(Irish A.C.), the Hon. Arthur Stanley, M.P., Col. H. C. L. Holden,

R.A., F.R.S., Mr. C. D. Rose, M.P., Mr. E. H. Cozens-Hardy, Mr.

Charles Hardy (Nottinghamshire A.C.) and Mr. Philip S. Foster

(Midland A.C.)

CAMBS. AND ISLE OF ELY A.C.

The Committee of this club in presenting the first annual report

is glad to be able to record satisfactory progress. It has only been

formed eight months, but already embraces a membership of 54, the

members coming from all parts of Cambridgeshire and Isle of Ely.

It is a subject of warm congratulation to the committee of the

club that Mr. C. D. Rose, M.P., one of the members, should have been

elected to the chair of tbe Royal Automobile Club, and also of the

Motor Union of Great Britain and Ireland.

Among the various questions which have engaged the earnest

attention of tbe Committee the following may be briefly mentioned :—

(1) The application for a speed limit for Newmarket, and for the purpose

of obtaining information on this question the committee appointed a

sub-committee, who went very fully into the matter, taking a census-

of all the traffic, and obtaining a plan of the road showing the dangerous-

points, and who recommended that, considering the extraordinary nature

of the traffic using the roads in Newmarket, the application should not

be opposed. (2) Another question looked into were the tolls charged

at Hermitage Bridge, Earith, but while they appear high, being at the

rate of 3d. per wheel, the committee hardly feel that they have any

serious ground of complaint, as the charge is the same for all vehicles.

(3) The repair of roads, especially the bridges over the Great Eastern

Railway, is a matter which is being looked into, as these sections of

road, which are, it appears, not under the authority of the county road

officers, are much neglected, large heaps of sharp flints being shot on

them, sometimes at the dry periods of the year, and, therefore, never

having a chance of getting in. This nuisance is especially noticeable

on the Suffolk side of Cambridgeshire, and the question is now being:

given the direct personal attention of the chairman of the company,

Lord Claude Hamilton.

NOTTINGHAM A.C.

Members of the Nottingham A.C. arranged formally to inaugurate

their summer programme on Saturday with a run to Ye Olde Bell

Hotel, Barnby Moor, near Retford. Unfortunately the weather broke

down for Saturday's event, and only two cars attempted the trip..

The president of the club, Mr. Chas. Hardy, had intended to accompany

Mr. and Mrs. P. L. Huskinson on a 28-h.p. Daimler limousine, but

owing to the inclement conditions, put off the lun. However, about

half-past two o'clock the rain ceased, and, making a start, they had a

good run, without the usual accompaniment of dust. Upon arriving

they found Mr. and Mrs. Jess-e Boot and their son on a 30-40-h.p.

Daimler. They had also started in the hope that the weather would

improve. This was not the case, however, tor rain fell continuously all

the time they were at Barnby. During their stay there the Siddeley

long distance trial car, under the observance of the Royal A.C, turneiL

up, expecting to meet Mr. fSiddeley, who had arranged to diive to the

meet Irom London. The Nottingham members have been circularised

to the effect that another meet at Barnby Moor will take place to-day

(Saturday), when it is to be hoped more favouraDle weather will be in.

evidence.

INSTITUTION OF AUTOMOBILE ENGINEERS.

The Council of the Institution of Automobile Engineers have-

approved of a scheme to establish a Graduates Section, which will hold

separate meetings to read and discuss papers. In addition to papers by

the graduates themselves, the Council have arranged for a series of

leetuies to commence in October next, giving technical instruction on

carburation, electiicity a* applied to ignition, gearing and materials of

construction, by Mr. Leslie H. Hounsfield, to enable the graduates to

get a sound knowledge of the subject. Prizes will be offered for the

most deserving papers read by graduates during the session, and at the

graduate meetings the chair will be taken by a member of the Council

of tbe Institution.

The annual subscription for graduates is half a guinea. Gentlemen

joining at the present time may < o so on payment of the annual sub

scription, which covers membership of the Institution as a graduate

until the end of 1908.

Graduates are to be persons between the ages of jeventeen and

twenty-six who are leing trained as pupils to an lautomobile engineer
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or are studying engineering as applied to mechanical locomotion, or who
■otherwise satisfy the Council that there are special circumstances which,

in t he opinion of the Council, entitle them to admission.

THE AUTOMOBILE^ASSOCIATION.

S JAx Executive Committee meeting was held on Tuesday, at which

were present : Colonel Bosworth, Sir Archibald Macdonald, Mr. L.

Schlentheim, Earl Russell, Mr. Walter Gibbons, Mr. Charles Jarrott,

Mr. S. F. Edge, Mr. D'Arcy Baker, Captain Benett-Stanford and Mr.

Charles Temperley.

Members to the number of 190 were elected, prominent among them

being—the Earl of Dudley, Earl Cairns, Baron Wassenaer, Sir Henry

Norman, M.P., Sir C. B. Lowther, Sir Ernest Cable, Lady G. St.

Laurence, the Hon. Mrs. Hylton Philipson, Sir John Bell, Sir C. H.

Elliott, Sir Ralph* Gore, Major Burt, Captain Percy Balfour, Captain

Waring, Major Collis Browne and Captain Guy Gaunt, K.N. It was

pointed out that a large number of these was due to the Cordingley

exhibition, at which space for a stand was kindly granted by the

proprietor. A vote of thanks to Mr. Cordingley for bis kindness was

carried unanimously.

The secretary reported that the road manager had, on the previous

THE CRYSTAL PALACE A.C.

The Crystal Palace A.C. has been granted a permit to hold a

race meeting on the Bexhill track on Whit-Monday and Tuesday. The

programme of events will include a handicap*open to touring cars ;

a race limited to cars with engines and chassis of the dimensions similar

to the Kaiserpreis ; 100 yards, slow speej (on top gear) ; standing half-

mile, any speed (on top gear) ; flying quarter-mile, any speed ; com

petitors may take any of their speeds and term that the top speed,

providing every speed above it is properly locked ; scratch race for

four-seated touring cars, chassis price up to £700 ; scratch race for

four-seated touring cars, chassis price over £700 ; handicap for motor

cycles ; scratch race for motor-cycles.

KENT A.C.

The first meet of the season took place at the Royal Crown Hotel,

Sevenoaks, on Saturday. About forty members and friends were

present. Amongst these were Mr. C. J. Morgan, the chairman, and

Mrs. Morgan, Dr. and Mrs. Firth, Mr. Owen Firth, Mr. and Mrs.

Nash, Mr. and Mrs. Wyllie, Mr. A. Gurney Preston and Miss Preston,

Mr. W. Willis, Col. Latter, Mr. and Mrs. R. Waddington, Mr. and

 

Fart of the Fleet of Motor Vehicles belonging to the Austrian War Authorities lined up for the inspection of a Commission from Bulgaria.

[AUgcmeine Automobil Ztitvng.

Saturday, started on an inspection tour of the A.A.'s patrols, district

managers, and local agent?, which will extend over 2,000 miles.

The chairman referred to the fact that succeeding meetings will be

held in the Association's new offices, Princes Buildings, Coventry Street,

W., which are being prepared for immediate occupation.

THE COMMERCIAL MOTOR USERS' ASSOCIATION.

A meeting of the executive 'committee was held at 1, Albemarle

Street, Piccadilly, W., on the 10th inst. The officers of the Association

were re-appointed as follows :— Chairman, Col. R. E. Crompton, C.B. ;

bon. treasurer, Mr. E. Slirapnell Smith ; solicitor, Mr. T. W. Staplee

Firth ; secretary, Mr. Rees Jeffreys. The following were added to the

committee :—Capt. Wilfred Dumbell (London General Omnibus Com

pany, Ltd.), Messrs. W. M. Hodges (the City and Suburban Motor

Cab Company, Ltd. ), Iltid Witherington and E. G. Brewer.

The question as to the methods of increasing the membership and

proposals re extending the As-ociation's activities were considered. It

was resolved to prepare a list of users of commercial vehicles, and

members and others in a position to furnish names for the list are

requested to send particulars to the secretary.

Mrs. Jones, Miss Pain, Mr. Cobhara, Mr. and Mrs. F. Baily, Mr. and

Mrs. Batchelor, Mr. and Mrs. Neate, and the hon. secretary and Mrs.

Kenyon.

LADIES' A.C.

The Ladies' Automobile Club was invited by Mr. and Mrs. Charles

Cordingley to visit the Automobila Exhibition at the Agricultural Hall,

London, on the 10th inst. Quite a number of the club members and

their friends were able to inspect the new models on view and the novel

exhibition of model flying machines. After the various stands had been

visited, the members were made welcome by Mrs. Cordingley in a cosy,

quiet room, where tea was served. The Ladies' Pompadour Band,

dressed in quaint, old-fashioned costumes, discoursed lively music.

Amongst those who accepted Mr. and Mrs. Cordingley's invitation

were: Mis. Auerbach, MiseBlaker, Miss B. C. Burns, Mrs. Buttemer,

Miss Jessie Cadman, Baroness Campbell von Laurentz, Lady Edward

Spencer Churchill, Mrs. St. John Coventry, Miss Davies-Cooke, Mr.

Ernest Esdaile, Mrs. Louis Fagan, the Hon. Mrs. Chas. Forester,

Mrs. Foster, Mrs. Gordon, Mrs. Lesmoir Gordon, Mrs. C. Greenall, Mrs.

Griffin, Mrs. Gunston, Mrs. Paul Hardy, Mrs. Russell Harper, Mrs. and
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Miss d'Esterre- Hughes, Mrs. McBride Legb, Mrs. Sydney Leo, Mrs.

Manville, Mrs. J. Biddulph Martin, Mrs. Moore-Brabazon, Mrs. P.

Morel, the Marchioness of Ormonde, Miss Orpen, Mrs. Piggott, Miss

Pilcher, Mrs. G. Pitman, Mrs. and the Misses Riley, Mrs. Chas. E.

Sbaw, Lady Katherine Somerset, Mrs. Benett Stanford, Miss V.

Stubbs, Mrs. Win. Whitaker and Miss Zula Woodhall.

HERTFORDSHIRE.

The venue for the Hertfordshire County A.C. hill-climb was

changed from Aldbury to Aston Hill on Saturday. The weather was

fine, and the event passed off without accident of any kind, but the sur

face was in a lather loose condition, and care had to be exercised at the

bends. The fastest time of the day was made by O. C. Godfrey on a

twin-cylinder Rex, his time being 56J eec. The machines were

divided into five classes. The results on formula will be announced

later.

THE ROADS IMPROVEMENT ASSOCIATION.

The annual general meeting of the Roads Improvement Association

(Incorporated) will be held at 1, Albemarle Street. Piccadilly. London,

W., on Thursday. April 25th, at5 p.m. As scon as the business of the

general meeting has been disposed of an extraordinary general meeting

will be held for the purpose of considering and, if thought fit, passing an

alteration in the articles of association. A further extraordinary general

meeting will be held to confirm this alteration on May 14th.

The Kent A.C. will hold a touring car comretition on the 25th

prox.

The annual meeting of the Automobile Club of North Wales will

be held at the Waterloo Hotel, Bettws-y-Coed, on the 6th prox.

The Northern Motor-Cycle Club is being formed, with Mr. J. B.

Foster, Nevill's Cross, Durham, as hon. secretary pro rem.

Mr. Prank Deacon, 4, Katherson Road, Reading, the hon. secretary

of the Reading Motor-Cycle Club, is anxious to arrange inter-club inns

with other southern organisations.

Lord Harlkch has teen elerted president of the Shropshire A.C.

The Newcastle Motor Club will attend a Whitsuntide meet of clubs

at Barnard Castle.

This year the British Motor Boat Club's opening Thames meet will

take the form of a cruise and garden party. It will be held at Eel Pie

Island, Twickenham, early in June.

After the last meeting of the East Lancashire Motor Cycle Club,

Mr. A. C. Beard, of Blackburn, gave an interesting talk on tyre repair

ing, exhibiting an instrument for repairing a tyre by vulcanisation.

Before the Yorkshire A.C. Mr. F. Thoresby has been lecturing on

the Evolution of the Motor-car.

The fourth annual Reliability Trials for motor vessels, organised by

the Motor Yacht Club, will take place at Southampton on July 30th and

31st.

AVe regret to hear of the death of Mr. G. W. Blackaller, who was

prominently associated with the Cardiff Motor Club.

' — —aaooaw

SCOTTISH RELIABILITY TRIAL, 1907.

The following firms have now entered cars :—John A. Peacock

(Chenard and Walcker), Walter Gutman (Chenard and Walcker), Reo

Motors, Ltd. (Reo), Albion Motor Car Company, Ltd. (Albion), New

Arrol-Johnaton Car Company. Ltd. (New Arrol-Johnston), John S.

Napier (New Arrol-Johnston), T. C. Pullinger (Beeston Hutuber), Rolls

Royce, Ltd. (Rolls Royce), Rennie and Prosser, Ltd. '(Siddeley), W.

Watson (Berliet), St Vincent Motor and Cycle Company, Ltd. (St.

Vincent), Frederic Eastrceed (Sunbeam), Argyll Motors Ltd. (Argyll),

Capt. F. Vernon Wentworth (Daimler), Belsize Motors, Ltd. (Belsize),

Mrs. Ed. A. Riley (Belsize), Thomas Shaw (Dundee), Ltd. (Siddeley),

Western Motor Company, Ltd. (Argyll), Walter Phillips (Coventry

Humber), Buchanan Shiell (Mercedes),' Adams Manufacturing Company,

Ltd. (Adams Hewitt), Tho*. Shaw (Ariel\ Frederic Coleman (White

steam car), Horsfall and Bickham (Horbick). Buchanan Shiell (De

Dion), J. E. Hutton, Ltd. (Berliet), De Dion-Bouton, Ltd. '(De

Dion), J. W. Stocks (De Dion). The entries, which now number 37, close

oh the 14th prox.

■ Booaooaa—

In reply to correspondence re cost of tyres several correspondents

have written recommending tyres of various makes ; what the original

inquirers apparently wished to know, however, was the cost of running,

&c.

Owing to the development which has taken place during the last

year in the motor department of the Vauxhall and West Hydraulic

Engineering Company, Ltd., it has been found necessary to create a

new company to cope with the increasing demand for Vauxhall cars.

The new concern, Vauxhall Motors, Ltd., have taken over a large

portion of the preniisf s belonging to the old company, which stand upon

ten acres of land at Luton, Beds. Every process connected with the

manufacture of motor-cars is carried on there, from the making of a

small bolt to the upholsterer's last tap of the hammer. Vauxhall

Motors, Ltd., have appointed Mr. Tom Williams assistant manager and

secretary. This gentleman was for some years with Messrs. Friswell,

1906, Ltd., as secretary, having resigned his position with that firm to

take up the new post.

CASES UNDER THE MOTOR CAR ACT.

-♦-

Dangerous Driving.

Lord Vernon, of Poynton Towers, Cheshire, has been summoned

before Mr. J. M. Yates, K.C., at the Manchester County Police Court

on three charges of driving a motor-car to the danger of tbe public at

Levensbulme in March. Mr.' John Crofton prosecuted for the police,

and Lord Vernon was represented by Mr. J G. Barclay.

Mr. Crofton said that on the afternoon of March 24, the defendant

was driving a motor along Stockport Road, Levenshulme, in the direction

of Manchester, at a speed estimated at from thirty to thirty-five miles

an hour, and on the same day he returned along the road at a similar

speed. On the following day he was driving along Wellington Road,

Heaton Chapel, at a speed also estimated at from thirty to thirty-five

miles an hour. At the times named the traffic on the road was fairly

heavy, and important thoroughfares led on to Stockport Road, so that

the speed was dangerous to the public. Mr. Barclay urged that Lord

Vernon was not conscious that he was committing an offence. Mr.

Yates said that a line of 20*. and costs in each case, with a guinea

extra costs, would be imposed. This altogether was £8 18s.

Two eases of alleged reckless driving came before the Uckfield

justices ono day last week, and, by a curious coincidence, the death of a

dog figured in each. In the first Joseph Alfred Fisher, Steinholme,

Warlingham, was summoned for recklessly driving a car at Danehill on

January 12th, and evidence was given to the effect that on that date

a dog belonging to Elias Baker was run over by defendant's car and

killed.

The owner of the animal and another witness, named Thomas

Turner, who were on the road at the time, estimated the speed of the

vehicle at from twenty-five to thirty miles an hour, and further alleged

that the defendant did not stop. Afterwards, however, the defendant,

whose absence abroad accounted for the delay in the proceedings, called

on Baker and offered to recompense him for the loss of the dog. The?

defendant strongly denied the allegation of reckless driving and asserted

that his attention was fixed on some children playing lower down the

road rather than on the dog, and that the reason he did not pull up was

because he neither knew that an accident had happened nor that anyone

called out to him. In the end the Bench decided that the summons

had not been proved, and dismissed the case.

In the second case a fox-terrier, belonging to a carman, fell a victim

to a car driven by Henry Joseph Watts, ohaurteur, of Tbe Mount, I field,

on the East Hoathly-road on March. 20th..; Giving -evidence in support

of the summons against Watts for driving at Wspeed dangerous to the

public, Rogers and two other 'witnesses estimated that the vehicle was

travelling at thirty miles an hour. They farther stated that the defen

dant drove on after running over' the dog. Tne Chairman said the Benoh

were of the opinion that the car was driven at a speed dangerous to the

public, and the case was certainly made worse by the defendant driving

away. He would be fined £5 anil £1 5>. lOd. costs.

At Accrington, George Stevenson, of Burnley, has been fined 40s.

and costs for driving a motor-car to the danger of the public It was

given in evidence that the defendant had run into a crowd of people,

knocking several of them down.

Exceeding Speed Limit.

On Saturday, at the Chichester County Bench, before the Duke of

Richmond and Gordon and other magistrates, Chas. James Huxtable,

Reading, was summoned for driving a motor-car at a speed exceeding

twenty miles an hour, at Westhampnett on Good Friday, and fined £5-

and costs. William Henry Keys, a driver, 14, Park Street, London, W.,

was also summoned, the speed alleged being twenty-five miles an hour,

on Saturday, 30th March. He was fined £3 and costs. Claud Edward

Woakes, 52, Harley Street, London, was similarly summoned for a speed:

of twenty-six miles an. hour, and was 6ned £3.

AERONAUTICS.
—

The race for the Harbord Cup, presented by the Hon. Mrs.

Assheton Harbord, under the Aero Club's International Federation

Rules, will take place at the Ranelagh Club, Barnes, S. W., weather 'per

mitting, on Saturday, May 25th, at 4 p.m. Members desiring to compete

are requested to advise the secretary on or before Wednesday, May 22nd.

The winner will be the competitor who lands nearest to a point

designated, prior to the start, by the Organising Committee of the Aero-

Club on the ground. Balloons over 40,000 cubic feet must carry at leist

two persons in addition to the competitor. Balloons under 25,000 cubic

feet need only carry the competitor.

Lecturing at the Royal Institution on " Wings and Areoplanes,"

Professor G. H. Bryan has likened the butterfly in efficiency to the

dirigible balloon. They only appeared in calm weather, and could make

no headway against a strong wind. Another aspect of the problem of

flight was that of the sailing birds. It would be no use for anyone to

rely en obtaining any results of practical importance by means of

imitating the gymnastic feats of sailing birds. These did sometimes

go a long distance, but they had to go where the wind took then*

to a certain extent, and when they wished to go in a particular

direction without reference to the wind they had to use their wings.
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16-20-h.p. Chenard-Walcker

40-h.p. Napier

30-35-h.p. Lotis

24-h.p. De Dion-Bouton

32-h.p. Pilgrim

22-h.p. Clement (withdrawn)

35-45- h. p. Ariel

16-h.p. Albion

'24-h.p. Albion

18-24 h.p. AiM in

25-h.p. Straker-Squire

26 h.p. Belsize

21 1- h.p. Lanchester

VAPOUR EMISSION COMPETITION, 1907.

The Committee appointed to conduct this competition on behalf of

the Royal A.C. have to report that the competitive experimental

enquiry into the quantity, duration, and composition of the smoke and

products of combustion discharged Irom the exhaust pipes of the engines

of petrol motor vehicles was carried out on March 19th and 20th in

accordance with the regulations issued by the Club, dated January 3rd,

1907, and the gases collected were analysed during the next succeeding

days. The object of the enquiry was set forth as follows in the particulars

and regulations covering the competition, :—

" The competition has been inaugurated by the Club with the

object of encouraging the improvement of the design of existing

petrol-driven motor-cars, in order to diminish the nuisance caused

by foul exhaust. The trouble generally arises from two causes :—

First, from an improper mixture, giving an excess of poisonous

carbonic oxide in the exhaust gas> s ; secondly, from excessive

lubrication, causing an emission of blue smoke, due to the lubri

cant finding its way into the upper parts ot the cylinders."

Twelve cars out of the thirteen entered were presented for trial, as

follows :—

1. Mr. Walter Gutmann

2. Messrs. S. F. Edge, Ltd. ...

3. Sturmey Motors, Ltd. • ...

4. De Dion Bouton, Ltd.

5. The Pilgrims Way Motor Co., Ltd.

6. Mr. J. T. Newell

7. Ariel Motors (1906), Ltd

8. The Al bion Motor Car Co. , Ltd. . . .

9. TheAlbionMotorCarCo.,Ltd....

10. The Austin Motor Co., Ltd.

11. Messrs. Straker and Squire, Ltd.

12. The Belsize London Agency, Ltd.

13. The Lanchester Motor Co., Ltd.

The exhaust silencers of all these cars (except No. 6, which was

not tested) were fitted with screw unions for the attachment thereto

of a pipe for drawing off into a receiver a quantity of the discharged

products. The receivers were specially made for this purpose of thin

copper with the necessary pipes and cocks, each vessel being approxi

mately of 900 cubic inches capacity.

The first part of the competition consisted in placing each car

on an incline of one in seven both up and down grade and running

the engines light during ten minutes, a portion of the exhaust being

all this time passed into the receiver. The contents of these receivers

were then transferred to the glass vessels of the analytical chemist for

analysis.

The second part of the competition consisted in running the cars

nnder ordinary conditions, but with an observer on each car, to Daventry

and back, the receivers being again connected and the exhaust again

collected during ten minutes while the cars ran from Barnet Hill bottom

to a place about :i miles therefrom. During the runs to and from

Daventry observations were also made a.i to the character of the exhaust

of the several cars, i.e. , if visible and objectionable.

The results of the analysis of the exhauBt discharge and of the road

and motor-house observations of smoke from the several cars

hare been carefully examined and considered, and have enabled

the judges to place the cars in the following order of merit:—

32-h.p. Pilgrim 1 , „.
... 20-h.p. Lanchester )e<lual- F,r8t award-

24-h.p. Albion. Second awatd.

16-h.p. Albion

26-h.p. Belsize

... 16-20-h.n. Chenard-Walcker

... 40-h.p. Napier

... 18-24-h.p. Austin

... 35-45-h.p. Ariel

... 24-h.p. De Dion Bouton

... 25-h.p. Straker-Squiie

... 30-35-h.p. Lotis

The order of merit reflects the result of the analyses. From 33 per

of the cars the carbonic oxide discharged was, on the average of

the trials of the two days, under 2 per cent, of the whole. The

quantity discharged from the other cars was over 2 per cent., and in

some cases was considered excessive.

As a result of the competition the judges recommend the following

awards :—

Car No. 5, the Pilgrims Way Motor Co., Ltd.1 Equal. Gold

Car No. 13, the Lanchester Motor Co., Ltd. ) Medals.

Car No. 9, the Albion Motor Car Co., Ltd. Silver medal.

1. No. 5

No. 13

3. No. 9

4. No. 8

5. No. 12

6. No. 1

/■ No. 2

8. No. 10

9. No. 7

10. No. 4

11. No. 11

12. No. 3

Mr. M. Ormonde Darby informs us that he has severed his con

nection with the firm of laid. Darby and Company, and that his

temporary address is Thames Ditton, Surrey.

From the Lays-tall Motor Engineering Works, Ltd., of 27 and 29,

Laystall Street, Rosebery Avenue, Londi n, E.C.,tcomes an illustrated

list giving particulars of their facilities for repair work. The company

makes a speciality of this—in fact, they confine themselves to repairs.

The works are adequately equipped lor anything in this line, and

country motorists are assured of prompt attention to instructions.

THE USE OF THE "DAIMLER" NAME.

The Master of the Bolls, Sir Gorell Barnes, and Lord Justice

Kennedy, in the case of the "Daimler Motor Company (1904) Limited

v. the London Daimler Company, Limited," have heard an appeal by

the plaintiff company against the refusal of Mr. Justice Buckley to

grant an injunction to restrain the London Daimler Company, Limited

from using or carrying on business in a manner or way, name or style,

which included the word " Daimler," or which so nearly resembled it as

to be calculated to induce the public to believe that the business was

the same as that carried on by the plaintiffs, or in connection with

motors, chassis, motor-cars, or carriages, manufactured, sold, or offered

for sale by the defendants. • ■

The Master of the Bolls, in giving judgment, said thati the learned

judge had held that the name " Daimler" could be honestly used by the

defendant company without suggesting that they were connected in

business with the plaintiff company. On behalf of the plaintiff com

pany, it was argued that this could not be, and, further, that the word

" Daimler " had acquired a secondary meaning in this country, and now

denoted cars manufactured only by the plaintiff company.

While he agreed with the decision of the learned judge as to the

right of the defendants to use the word " Daimler " in the name nnder

which they traded, he thought that the plaintiffs were entitled to

succeed in this appeal as to the second part of the injunction, namely,

the use of the word "Daimler" in connection with motors, chassis,

motor-cars, or carriages manufactured or sold by the defendants. With

this limitation the appeal would therefore be granted. • •

The other members of the court concurred, and the appeal

accordingly allowed.

■ ■Q00088—

 

Mr. John Hall, the old Civil Engineer who walked to the Cordingley

Show from Eye, in Suffolk, with his model Aeroplane. Mr. Hall has been

studying the question of aerial navigation for thirty yean.

COMPANY NEWS.

New Companies Registered.

Goldschmidt Motor Accessories.—£1,500. To adopt an agree

ment with Mr. G. Goldschmidt. First directors : Messrs. G. Goldschmidt

and G. Grundy. £5. 61, Cleveland Street, W.

Morse Taper Ball Bearing: Company.—£2,000. To acquire

and turn to account- provisionally protected inventions for improvements

in ball-bearing joints for levers and for improvements in similar joints

for machinery of all kinds where usually a straight pin has been used,

and to adopt an agreement with Mr. S. G. Mason, 6, Cherry Street,

Birmingham.

F. H. Smith Motor Accessories.—£25.000. To acquire from

Messrs. F. IL Smith and H. Coates Ue benefit of certain inventions

relating to carburettors for petrol motors. Mr. F. H. Smith is

managing director. 5, Old Queen Street, S.W.

Hide Tyre and Motor Syndicate.—£2,000. To acquire and

turn to account the patents known as the " Unpunck " tyre. Registered

without articles.

Vici Motors (1907), Limited.—Capital, £60,000. To carry on the

business of mechanical, electrical and geneial engineers, manufacturers

of steam, electrical, oil, spirit and other motor-vehicles, and their parts

and accessories. 64, Salisbury Road, West Kilburn, N.W.

British Electromobile Company.— €25,ih:o. To acquire the

business of electrical engineers and motor carrin.e makers carried on

by the Carl Oppermann Electric Carriage Company, Limited, to acquire

from Mr. C. T. J. Oppermann, and other certain nvertinns relating to

electric appliances, &c. First directors Messrs. B. Mickel, A. Kennedy,
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D. Watson, C. T. J. Oppermann, and C. F. G. It. Schwerdt, 1, Queen

Victoiia Street, E.C.

A. B. C. Car.—£100 (£1). Manufacturers of and dealers in motor

and other cabs, &c. The lirst directors are : B. M. Goode and F. Goode,

£5.

ROAD REPORTS.

Weymouth.—The roads in the vicinity of Weymouth are in a very

bad condition for motor traffic, and the Boads Improvement Association

have made a formal complaint to the Weymouth Bural District Council on

the matter.

Dorset.—A motorist in the locality informs ns that the road

between Warebam (Dorset) and Corfe Castle, Isle of Purbeck, is in a

very loose condition—rot because of motor-car traffic but apparently

due to the heavy traction engines that use that road so freely.

Withington.—With a view of minimising the dust nuisance for

motor-cars parsing through Withington, near Manchester, the Special

District Committee of the Corporation has passed a resolution recom

mending that an application be made to the Local Government Board to

draw up a regulation limiting the speed of the cars in the district.

Northumberland.—The County Surveyor of Northumberland says

the reason why so many surveyors have failed in the use of tar

macadam is because tbey do not fully understand its manufacture.

The quality of lar and the proportion of pitch are important factors

in its success. The time the material is stacked and when laid upon

the road are alco of importance. It is almost impossible to succeed

unless the material is laid upon a strong foundation composed of material

equally as hard as the surface material.

Yorkshire.—The Escrick Bural District Council is laying down

about three miles of road between Fulford and Escrick (high road from

York to London) with tar macadam. It is expedient that as little traffio

as possible should go over thU road, and the Clerk to the Council asks

motorists to avoid this road as far as possible. This they can do by

changing their route, say from Selby, and approaching York through

Naburn, or by coming to York on the west side of the river.

■OOOCBCB—

PUBLIC MOTOR SERVICES.

—♦-
The Great Western Bailway motor-omnibus running from Slough

Station to Beaeonsfield and Windsor recently carried 1,500 passengers

on one day.

A motor cbar-a-banc service is to be established between Weston-

super-Mare and Bristol by the Tramways and Carriage Company of the

latter city.

Motor-'buses are now running in public service between Whit

church and Cardiff.

A strike has occurred among the drivers of the cabs belonging

to the United Motor Cab Company.

A motor char-a-banc—one of the Albion Motor Car Company's

latest types—is now plying between Ballachulish and Fort William in

cobnection with the Mac Brayne service of steamers. The combination

of land and water trips will be appreciated by visitors to the Highlands

this season.

The North Eastern Railway Company have been making experi

mental teste with a motor-'bus in the Blyth district.

The difficulties associated with the motor-'bus section of the business

has, according to the report of the company, operated adversely on the

profits of Messrs. Thomas Tilling, Ltd., for the past year.

The Town Clerk of Brighton has been asked to report to the Watch

Committee with.regard to .a suggestion for the revision of bye-laws at an

early date, with a view to giving the authorities greater power over the

running of the motor-'buses in the town, more particularly in the direction

of regulating the time tables.

The Merthyr Tydfil Borough C mncil is being asked to establish a

service of public motor vehicles in the district.

The motor passenger traffic between Folkestone and Hythe is assum

ing considerable proportions.

n<coccm» ■

MOTORCAR ACCIDENTS.

A WORKMAN named Duddridge has been crushed to death on the

premises of the British Motor-Body and Wheel Works, Limited, King's

Cross. A motor-'bus, intended for exhibition at the Agricultural Ball,

was being lowered from the upptr floor of the building to the chassis

awaiting its reception on the ground floor when the pulley chain gave

way. The omnibus crashed to the ground and was wrecked, and

Duddridge was so terribly crushed that he died almost immediately.

Whilst a motor-car belonging to the Marquis of Salisbury, and in

which Lady Sel borne, Lord Howick, and Lord Wolmer were riding,

was near Quaker's Lane, Potter's Bar, en route for Hatfield House, about

midnight on Sunday, it knocked down a hackney carriage driver named

Harding, living at Frampton Boad, Little Heath. Dr. Jackson, police

surgeon, was quickly called by the police to see the unfortunate man,

whom he found dekd.

At Westminster, on Monday, Mr. John Troutbeck inquired into the

cause of death of William Kirk, 52, employed by the Westminster City

Council, and lately living at Pimlico, who, while working in Ebury Street

the previous Thursday, was knocked down and killed by a motor-car

belonging to Mrs. Gilliot, of Upper Belgrave Street. The chauffeur has

since been arrested and charged with manslaughter at the Westminster

Police Court, and has been remanded for a week. Giving evidence on

his own behalf, the driver said he tried to pass the deceased man on the

right hand side, but the man moved back into the way of the car, whiih

knocked him down, and the front wheels went over him. The jury

returned a verdict of " Accidental death," and added that they con

sidered there was a certain amount of negligence on the part of the

chauffeur, but not sufficient to make it criminal.

POLICE TRAPS.
«

The Smith wick police trap is reported to be in thorough working

order.'

Police traps may soon be expected in and about Deal, the high rate

of speed indulged in by some drivers passing through the town having

caused local public men to direct police vigilance towards motorists.

There is a measured quarter of a mile on the Chichester and

Arundel road at Westhampnett. Two policemen armed with stop

watches are in charge.

News comes of the renewal of police-trapping enthusiasm in Buck-

den and Alconbury—two villages on the Great North Boad, of which

many motorists have unpleasantly expensive memories.

BUSINESS NEWS.

Messrs. S. F. Edge, Ltd., have sent us a photograph of a small

and convenient feature of the 18-h.p. Regent car, viz., a slide rail adjust

ment to the support of the radiator fan spindle, allowing of the instant

adjustment of tne belt by merely slackening one nut This is a matter

of convenience in actual use, as it very often happens that in

cutting a belt too much is taken off, with the result that it has to be

forced on, throwing excessive strain on the bearings.

The Acetylene Illuminating Company, Ltd., 268, South

Lambeth Road, London, S.W.. have taken on lease the adjoining

premises, No. 270, South Lambeth Road, with the factory buildings in the

rear. This large addition to their working space has been Tendered

necessary by the rapid growth of the business in motor-car lighting by

dissolved acetylene, and in the repair of broken parts, such as gear cases,

&c, by their welding process, and will enable ihem to give more prompt

delivery than has sometimes been the case hitherto.

The Gracile Motor Car Company, Ltd., 66 and 66a, Great

Russell Street .London, W. C. , inform us that by an agreement between the

J. P. Motor Company.Ltd. and themselves, the two companies have amalga

mated and will in future trade as the Gracile Motor Car Company, Ltd.

They will continue to hold the sole agency for J. P. cars, as also for

Gracile cars, and will use their premises at Great Russell Street for the

purpose of showrooms, and those at 24, Mortimer Market, W., as a repair

shop and garage. Messrs. E. Brun and A. D. Barton, of the J.P. Motor

Company, Ltd., have joined the board of the company, and will take

■ over the complete management of the wholesale, garage and repair

business of the joint companies.

The Oracle Motor Company-, of 187, Gray's Inn Road, W.C., are

taking over the castings and motor specialities of the London Autocar

Company.

Messrs. Humbek, Ltd., have just issued anew catalogue, which

should be in the hands of all nsers and prospective owners of Humber

cars, the production being one in every way worthy of these popular

vehicles. A tribute to the excellent organisation and great outpnt of

the Humber factories is seen in the fact that they are well capable

of coping with the demand for these cars, it being stated that prompt

delivery can be given of any model to any part of the country. Full

particulars are given of the different Beeston and Coventry Humber

models, these being accompanied by drawings which should enable the

novice to follow howevety part of the machines works. The booklet con

cludes with a list of Humber successes in 1906, and a number of testi

monials from satisfied users.

Among the recent purchasers of the " Windham " sliding

detachable motor bodies are Sir Henry Norman, M.P., Vice-Chairman

of the Royal Automobile Club, Major Ponsonby, C.B., C.V.O., Equerry

to His Majesty the King, and Mr. Gerald W. Balfour.

From the Rennie Manufacturing Company, Brighton, comes a copy

of their new catalogue, in which particulars are given of the four models

of Rennie cars now being turned out—10-12-h.p., 12-15-h.p., 25-30-h.p.,

and 30-h.p. The first three are fitted with four-cylinder motors, while the

large vehicle has a six-cylinder engine. The company had intended to

show several of the cars at Cordingley's Exhibition, but were unable to

do so at the last moment owing to a lire at their factory.

As a result of a Daimler car climbing Cudhara Churchill Hill, near

Brasted, Mr. N. A. Sanderson has placed an order with the Daimler

Company for a 30-h-p. vehicle.

On the 9th inst. the Siddeley car now undergoing trial by the Royal

A.C. equalled the record held by the Dennis car (4,007 miles) for these

long distance trials. The total distance run to the night of the 10th

inst. was 7, 135 miles.

From the E. R. Thomas Motor Company, of Buffalo, New York.

U.S.A., comes a very elaborate catalogue of the Thomas 60-h.p. and

40-h.p. cars, the details of which are described at length as well as

illustrated by numerous photographs.
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COMMENTS.

-♦—

. N Tuesday evening the Motor Club was

inaugurated in its fine premises in

Coventry Street, Leicester Square,

London, W.C, with a dinner and concert typical

of the social element which is to be the main

feature of this latest entrant into the club life

of the metropolis. Colonel W, J. Bosworth, who has rendered

automobilism service as chairman of the Automobile Associa

tion, presided, being supported by Sir Archibald J. Macdonald,

Mr. Harvey Du Cros, M.P., Mr. Sidney Straker, and a gathering

which included the best known gentlemen in the motor trade.

The Colonel, in the course of a pleasant speech of welcome,

declared that the objects of the Motor Club were to provide a

central, comfortable, and convenient place of meeting for all

motorists. It was the intention of the committee to leave the

politics of motoring and questions of automobile policy to exist

ing institutions which had previously guarded our rights and

privileges. Subsequently a tour of the extensive establishment

was made by the guests, who were pleasantly surprised at the

sumptuous character of the place. Numerous rooms for the

-entertainment of guests are luxuriously fitted, while the apart

ments generally could not have been better suited to their

purposes had the place been specially designed. Prince's

Building, in which the club is housed, has a fine appearance

from the street, the internal arrangements being quite in

keeping with the exterior. The affairs of the club will be

administered by a committee, the members of which have

already the confidence of the automobile world. The new

institution should rapidly become a rendezvous for motorists

generally. We wish long life and much prosperity to the Motor

Club, which has certainly made an excellent start.

♦ ♦ ♦

It is intended to hold a competition (a

hill climb) of a somewhat novel character,

A New f°r which members of the Royal A.C.

Competition. only will be eligible. The entrants will

be kept in a state of pleasing uncertainty

as to the locality of the hill on which

they will be requested to display the hill-climbing capabilities of

their cars. The hill chosen is exceptionally steep, and no one

will be permitted to have a trial run. The maximum gradient

will, however, be advertised and the entry fee will be limited to

one guinea. On the day fired the competitors will be invited to

meet at a certain spot, and the cars will then travel in procession

to their destination.

♦ ♦ ♦

Two or three instances have lately

come under our notice where the police

Unauthorised or loca\ authorities have taken upon

Restrictions. themselves the privilege of imposing

restrictions upon motorists which are not

only contrary to the intention of the

Motor Car Act, but are also in some cases opposed to the

expressed view of higher powers. In the course of an inquiry

into an application by the County Council of Perthshire for

regulations prohibiting and restricting motor-car traffic on

■certain roads, it has transpired that a road surveyor has been

setting up notices indicating the restriction of speed to ten miles

an hour in places where he had no permission to do so. Two

years ago a similar inquiry took place, when the Secretary for

Scotland declined to prohibit traffic on the road where the local

authorities now desire to limit the speed of vehicles. Appa

rently this has not deterred this road surveyor in the Eastern

District of Perthshire from setting up these notice boards, and

it will be interesting to know how far the practice has extended

in Scotland. During the last Reliability Trial in Sootland

scores of road signs were observed in certain localities, so freely

placed as to occasion surprise and questioning as to whether

they were really authorised. The matter is one into which the

Scottish Automobile Club might make investigations, and we

trust the Secretary for Scotland will show his disapproval of

such methods.

♦ ♦ ♦

In some parts of England the police

seem to be inclined to adopt the spirit of

Police the Scottish authorities, carrying it out

Presumption. by methods peculiar to themselves. At

Shipston-on-btour a batch of motorists

was brought before the magistrates a few

days ago and charged with driving over a measured distance at

a speed dangerous to the public. In the course of the evidence

it transpired that, as is generally the case, no pedestrians were

about, nor was traffic on the road impeded or endangered by

the motor-cars. The police sergeant, however, in an unguarded

moment mentioned that his merry men stopped all cars that

were travelling at more than fifteen miles an hour, this being

the limit of speed so far as his view was concerned. If the

police are thus to set up their own standard as to the rate at

which cars may be driven, there is no need for any supervision

of the Local Government Board, and the farce of holding

inquiries into the reasonableness of applications might be

dispensed with. Such confessions as that of the Shipston

sergeant should be noted for use when discussion takes place in

the House of Commons.

♦ ♦ ♦

In his Budget speech Mr. Asquith

made a reference to the motor-car, and

The Taxes on while he th »ught he ought to be disposed

Motor-Cars. to raise the tax on automobiles, he

refrained, as we have declared he would,

from making such a suggestion. As a

matter of fac', he showed the inconsistency of the present

method of imposing a duty on automobiles, and brought forward

a very good reason for making the maintenance of the highway

a national charge, towards which some of the taxes now obtained

from motorists should be devoted. We have often pointed out

that motorists use the roads away from home as well as those in

the counties in which they are registered, so that it may happen

that the district which has the most wear and tear from motor

cars passing along its highways receives but a small amount

from the registration and licensing fees paid by the owners

and drivers of cars. As Mr. Asquith rightly said when

introducing the Budget, "nothing cou'd be more illogical or

unjust than that distribution of the matter." His own dismissal

of the proposal was emphatic. " I have been pressed very

much," he said, " to alter and raise the duty on motor-cars. I
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ought to be very much disposed to do so. I think a tax on

motor-cars is almost an ideal tax, because it is a tax on a luxury

which is apt to degenerate into a nuisance. But it is no good,

as long as this system prevails, for me or anybody else to put an

additional duty on motor-cars. Where does the duty go t It

goes to the local authority, by whom these duties are collected,

that is, as a rule, the local authority within whose area the

person to whom the motor-car belongs resides. Suppose I pay,

under a new addition to the motor duty, as I should do in

London, an extra duty on my motor-car, the benefit of it goes

entirely to the London County Council. It is not, however,

the streets and roads of London to which my motor-car does any

injury, but the rural districts of England and Scotland."

Recognising the force that lies in -the

contention of the Chancellor of the

Exchequer with regard to motorists and

the roads, the Government should not

be slow to give facilities for the passage

through the Commons of the Highways

Bill which will be re-introduced by the Hon. Arthur Stanley.

This is supported by motorists on both sides of the House,

The Highways

Bill.

 

The 15-h.p. Coventry Humber Landaulet built for the Hon. H. Gibbs.

As will be seen, the body is luxuriously finished, the vehicle being

a handsome specimen of modern British automobile production.

including Sir Alfred Hickman, Sir William Bull, Sir Henry

Norman, and Mr. Tennant, and seeks to create a central depart

ment for the purpose of assisting the local highway authorities,

at the same time iacreaeing*the highways powers of the county

authorities. The measure also provides for the construction of

new main roads through and out of the large urban districts,

and would generally endeavour to secure an improvement with

regard to the construction and maintenance of the great high

ways of the country.

The Conference

on Roads.

On Friday of last week an important

conference of road makers and road users

was held at the Building Exhibition in

London, when various matters were dis

cussed. Mr. A. Dryland, the County

Surveyor of Wiltshire, advocated the use

of tar in road construction ; Mr. E. J. Lovegrove, the Borough

Engineer of Hornsey, expressed himself favourable to the forma

tion of a State Road Department similar to that in operation in

France ; Mr. H. T. Wakelam, the County Engineer of Middlesex,

urged that street widening should be carried out on a systematic

plan ; Mr. Howard Humphreys set forth some points of the road

bridge problem ; Messrs. Douglas Mackenzie, and Shrapnell

The Design

of Vehicles.

Smith dealt with skidding on roads ; Mr. Bees Jeffreys urged

the formation of a central highway authority for the Metro

politan area ; and Col. Crompton dealt with a subject of special

interest to motorists—viz., the design of modern motor-vehicles

in relation to the existing roads.

♦ ♦ ♦

In the course of his paper Colonel

Crompton said it was most desirable

that constructors of road vehicles should

endeavour to distribute both weight' and

driving strains over as large a number

of wheels as possible, such as was being

carried into practice in the Renard train which was shown at

the recent exhibition. The Renard train not only distributes

the weight over four vehicles instead of one, but it makes these

vehicles six-wheeled, and uses the centre pair of wheels of each

as driving wheels with compensating devices so arranged that

about half the weight on each vehicle is brought on to the

central pair of wheels, the front pair and the back pair only

carrying the remaining half between them. Another point of

importance to designers of road vehicles was the consideration

of the steering gear, on which Col. Crompton said :—" So

long as the steering gear was of the old traction engine

type, where the leading axle is i pivoted at its centre, the

damage done to the road by the act of steering was prac

tically nil, but since the general introduction of the Ackermann

system of steering, the two front wheels being each of

them attached by vertical pivots to the two ends of the front

axle, it is evident that unless the vertical pivot is directly over

the centre of the tread of its wheel considerable strains are

brought on the road surface by the act of moving the wheels

through an angle, and this is particularly the case with heavy

motor wagons. With lighter vehicles also, if the steering

wheels are out of adjustment so that the axis of both wheels

when the vehicle is being driven straight forward are not truly

in line, one or other of the steering wheels must be always

slightly slipping sideways, with results disastrous to the rubber

tyre, but also hurtful to the road. This side movement at

high speed has the effect of stirring up an extra quantity of dust

or the loose particles lying on the surface of the road, with the

result that they are blown away by the great draught or air

current which passes under the body of the vehicle when it is

driven at any considerable speed or even at a very low speed

when meeting a head wind."

♦ ♦ ♦

Elsewhere we publish a letter from

a correspondent in Cape Colony, who>

also sends a suggestion which we make

public for the benefit of those members

of the British trade who intend to cater

for the colonial trade. Dr. Roger Chew

says it is practically a universal error on the part of makers of

automobiles to allow insufficient clearance for the rough and

sandy roads of South Africa. This is not confined to English,

makers, but s&Bms to be an oversight of Continental builders as

well. The point is of considerable importance to those who go

long journeys, and is one upon which Captain Cuttle will be

found a true adviser. Makers should certainly " make a note ""

and carry the precept into practice.

♦ ♦ ♦

In our correspondence columns Sir

Wroth Lethbridge, Bart., expresses tbe

Cars in view that is generally held by motorists-

Hyde Park. with regard to the prohibition of petrol

vehicles from Hyde Park during the

season. As he rightly suggests, there

may have been reasons for not allowing such automobiles to

make use of the Park a few years ago, but recent advances in the

design and construction of the petrol car have secured it a place

in Society. Should the authorities not see their way to granting

the reasonable request that petrol cars should be placed in the

same category as other vehicles using the Park, Sir Wroth

Lethbricfge proposes that the road from the Powder Magazine

Cars for the Cape.
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to Hyde Park Corner and that from Victoria Gate to Marble

Arch might be taken from the present area of restriction. There

is no doubt that the prohibition is a deterrent to many fashionable

ladies who would otherwise adopt the petrol vehicle, but who

cannot understand why such should be refused admission to

Hyde Park. Now the matter has been so prominently brought

forward we trust that Sir Wroth Lethbridge will continue the

agitation, in which he will have the support of all who favour

the free development of a movement which must secure its

universal way in the long run.

A Speedy Premier.

The automobile education of the

Colonial Premiers is being conducted

in the fullest fashion, and they are

not exempt from prosecution at the

instance of the police. The other day

the Hon. F. R. Moor, Premier of

Natal, was enjoying a run through Kichmond Park. There

were no other vehicles about at the time, and no one was in

danger from the motor-car. Alas ! for the unalloyed delights of

Speed at

Slough.

An instance of what may be regarded

as a new departure on the part of the

authorities in dealing with the regula

tion of motor-car traffic comes from

Slough. It was reported at last week's

meeting of the Automobile Association

that attention had been drawn to the practice of driving motor

cars furiously through Slough, which has recently caused con

siderable annoyance to the residents. The secretary (Mr.

Stenson Cooke) had at once investigated the matter, interviewed

Superintendent Pearman, and also consulted with one or two

prominent members of the Urban District Council, as a result

of which two senior patrols were ordered on special point duty

at either end of Slough for the purpose of regulating and, when

necessary, restraining the speed of motor-cars through the town.

The Clerk of the Council was informed of this, and the A. A.

Committee's offer to erect warning notices at the expense of the

Association has been received by the authorities. To that letter

a reply had been received wherein the clerk tendered to the

Automobile Association the thanks of the Council for the efforts
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a Colonial statesman ! Park-keeper Ballam was on duty and

timed the motor-car over a measured quarter of a mile, from the

White Lodge to a point on the middle road, discovering that

the rate of progress was 20] miles per hour—rather more than

double the regulation speed allowed in Royal parks. The result

was the appearance of the driver at the Kingston County Court

on Thursday of last week. Captain G. R. Richards, who said

that he*was present at the request of the Premier of Natal,

pointed out to the Bench that no one was inconvenienced, and

expressed regret for any offence that might have been committed

by the defendant, who was a most careful driver, and had driven

the Prime Minister of Natal since his arrival in England. The

Chairman said that the Office of Works having issued the

summons the Bench had no option but to treat the defendant in

the same way as others summoned before them, and they could

make no exception in his case. The defendant was then fined

£3 and 8s. 6d. costs, but in the special circumstances his licence

would not be endorsed. Probably the experience will convince

the Hon. F. R. Moor that in some matters, at least, the Old

Country might allow its people to go a little faster than is now

permitted.

to reduce the speed of motor traffic through the town, adding

that "The 'Council has noticed an improvement, which it is

hoped may continue."

Bridge Tolls

for Motor-cars.

We are officially informed by the

directors of the Widnes and Runcorn

Bridge Company that the tolls for

motor-cars have been reduced, and that

they are now 8d. for the single journey,

and one shilling for the return journey.

The directors have thought it desirable to make no distinction

between the size of the cars, but to carry all at a uniform rate

—a suggestion that should be followed on the minimum basis.

The bridge is open on week days from 5 a.m. to 10 p.m., and

on Sundays from 9 a.m. to 10 p.m. It affords a great con

venience of communication between the two counties of

Lancashire and Cheshire, and the company trust that with this

reduction of tolls it will be found attractive to motorists

generally. How profitable bridge tolls are in some places may

be ascertained from the experience at Sandwich during the

Easter holidays. Three hundred motorists are reported to have
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paid^toll on this well-known bridge on the Dover-Margate coast

road.

♦ ♦ ♦

We entirely agree with the remarks of

Mr. Lane, the magistrate at the West

Speed Indicators on London Court, with reference to the case

Motor-'Buses. 0f a motor-'bus driver which came before

him last week. The driver in question

was summoned for exceeding the legal

limit at Shepherd's Bush, and in reply to the charge said he had

no idea he was disobeying the law—neither, probably, did the

policeman, but that did not prevent the case coming before the

magistrate. Mr. Lane said it was putting a very serious burden

on the drivers to expect them to judge what was the speed of

their vehicles without the assistance of any indicator or other

means, and he thought that the 'bus companies should consider

*he question of providing their 'buses with such instruments.

The point is one which the organisers of public motor services

should consider, as the expenditure of a few pounds in suoh a

way may ultimately result in their saving fines amounting to con

siderably more than the cost of indicators.

Police Traps.

Police animosity towards motorists

has broken out again in the Horsham

district, as the police court has lately

proved, and traps are in daily operation

in the locality. Particularly would we

issue a warning to motorists going

through Cowfoid, where the inhabitants have sent a petition to

the authorities asking to be delivered from the motorists who

travel hurriedly through the place. In Crawley, too, police

activity has become very pronounced, and on both sides of the

level crossing that runs across the main London road are quarter

of a mile stretches which have been measured, and are now

being watched by the police not only on Sundays and at the week

end, but practically every day as well. We mention these

instances, hoping that our readers in trap-infested areas will

keep us informed of police devices and machinations, so that

motorists may know where danger lies.

The Commercial

Vehicle Trials.

It may now be taken for granted that

the Commercial Motor Vehicle Trials,

which have been promised and then

postponed for three or four years past,

are really to take place after all. The

committee which will be responsible for

their organisation is composed of representatives of the

Royal A.C., the Society of Motor Manufacturers and Traders,

and the Commercial Motor Users' Association. We understand

that the vehicles will be tested over a course which - will include

the principal industrial centres of England and possibly of

Scotland, so that the public will have an education as to the

widespread use of commercial delivery vans such as they had in

earlier days with regard to the motor-car as a pleasure or

touring vehicle. Several makers have notified their intention

of entering for the Trials, and as the regulations will be suffi

ciently comprehensive to include all motor vehicles, a valuable

as well as an interesting competition should result.

The Dangers

of Petrol.

The fatal accident at a London motor

establishment — to the propiietors of

which no blame can in any way be

attached—has brought strongly to the

front the dangers of the improper use of

petrol. A motor fitter was cleaning the

rloor of the depot, when a fire broke out, causing his death. At

the inquest, on Tuesday, Mr. W. H. Allen, Inspector of Explo

sives for the L.C.C., stated that he was of opinion that the

deceased had some petrol, and, knowing the properties of the

spirit, he thought he would clean the floor quicker, and mixed

the petrol with water. The danger would not only be in the

room itself, but in the adjoining premises, and if he struck a

match an explosion would follow. The coroner said it was always

found when there was a new industry that all dangers were not

recognised at once, but had to be discovered by degrees. They

had now heard of a new danger, and there could be no doubt

that the trade would welcome any new regulation that would

keep their men under control, which was one of the difficulties

employers of labour had to meet. It was clearly laid down that

petrol must be used only for the purpose of charging tanks, but

in this case that had not been observed, and the deceased man,

who was in charge, had paid a terrible price for his indiscretion.

It was hoped that this case having occurred and exposed the

dangers of the use of petrol for cleaning purposes, it might be

useful to prevent accidents of this kind in future. He did not

know that it was recognised that dreadful results might follow

the improper use of petrol. The jury returned a verdict of

accidental death, and added a rider to the effect that firms

dealing in patrol should prohibit the carrying of matches and

cigarettes by their employees.

In the Suez Canal.

The fact that the directors of the

Suez Canal have, on the representation

of St Marcus Samuel, the chairman of

the Shell Transport Company, withdrawn

their prohibition of the passage of petrol

in bulk along their waterway is a tribute

to the growing power of Motorism and also a matter of con

gratulation to motorists generally. Hitherto, cargoes from the

East have had to come via the Cape of Good Hope, involving a

lengthening of the journey by twenty days and causing a reduction

in the carrying .capacity of the steamers engaged in the service.

Some of the regulations which the Suez Canal directors are

imposing seem somewhat conservative in view of the policy of

France in allowing steamers to discharge in the Seine as far as

Rouen ; but the concession of passage through the canal is to be

welcomed. Vessels carrying petrol in bulk are to have a

sufficient dead weight on board of non-inflammable materials to

enable them to be lightened by their discharge, in case of

necessity, by a depth of 20 in. without touching the inflammable

cargo. It is calculated that dues to the amount of £60,000 per

annum will be paid by this traffic through the canal.

We learn that Mr. W. T. Lord, who was until recently

outside representative of Messrs. Argylls London, Ltd., has just

been appointed by Messrs. Sidney Straker and Squire, Ltd., to

the management of their light vehicle department. New show

rooms and offices have very lately been opened at 75, Shaftesbury

Avenue, London, W.C., where the firm handle the French built

"C.S.B." (Cornilleau and St. Beuve) car and the new Straker

Squire all-British vehicle.

During the last few months, both abroad and at home, we

have been riding about a good deal on our friends' six-cylinder

Napier cars, and certainly have enjoyed the smoothness of

running and also noticed the wonderful flexibility of the car on

top speed. Our last ride was with Mr. Cecil Edge, and waa to

Acton Vale, to revisit the works where these cars are made. It

is now nearly two years since our last visit, and the expansion

of the works we found to be truly remarkable. Nearly three

thousand men are employed, and the works' management

showed, like the car, its smooth running.

A meeting of the Council of the Society of Motor Manu

facturers and Traders was held on Thursday of last week, Mr.

Sidney Straker in the chair. There were also present Messrs.

Burford, T. B. Browne, R. Burns, Clarkson, Coleman, Edge,

Gascoine, Goodchild, H. Johnson, C. Johnson, Lanchester, E.

Powell, Sturmey, Swindley, Stocks, F. R. Simms, and W. G.

Williams. The uniform scheme of decoration for the November

exhibition, prepared by Mr. Collcutt, President of the British

Architects' Institute, was approved, and it was resolved to call

an extraordinary special meeting to alter the portion of the

articles of association governing the method of election of

President of the society.
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THE VAGARIES OF MOTOR VEHICLES.

By A. J. McKinnky.

(Concluded from page 148.)

MUCH trouble was caused recently by the induction

pipe becoming fractured just inside the flaDge where

it is connected to the carburettor. The effect of

the extra air taken in by this opening was not apparent

until full gas was given or a high speed was reached.

Then," owing probably to the increased amplitude or a

certain synchronisation in the vibrations, the mixture would

be disturbed and a series of gurgles and splutterings took

place. This took over a week to discover, owing to the

situation and nature of the crack. A friend removed his petrol

tank from under the front seat to the back one, placing it at the

same height above the frame as before. The first time he came to a

hill of 1 in 9 the car stopped ; the carburettor was empty, and yet

there was a good supply in the tank. He was unable to fathom

the mystery until it was pointed out to him that he had

decreased the head of the liquid when the car was ascending an

incline by this increase of the distance between the tank and the

carburettor. Another friend, connected with a well-known

Belgian car, was driving one up a hill in Surrey when the fuel

supply fell too low to enable it to reach the carburettor. He was a

smart man, for he immediately turned the car round and went

up triumphantly—backwards.

Further troubles are caused by the lubricating system.

Sometimes a cock shakes open, or a leak is sprung, or the feed

pipes become choked or refuse to pass the oil in cold weather.

Nearly two years ago I carried about with me an envelope with

a little grey dust in it, which I displayed to wondering friends.

This represented the crank-shaft and big end bearings of a twin-

cylinder engine, which had been reduced to this state either

through some fault in the system adopted on that machine for

its lubrication, or owing to the bad quality of the oil. Many a

time, too, has the ardent motorist been delayed by the vagaries

of the ignition system. It may be the hard-working magneto

that strikes, or the coil that shorts, &c. One weak feature is the

use of a chain for driving the magneto. If this breaks or jumps

off, in most cases it is very difficult to replace exactly, owing to

there being no indication of the correct timing given to meet

such a case. A leak in the petrol tank washed some of the

paraffin wax from the inside of a coil, which gave rise to

weeks of trouble owing to the innocent appearance of this

member. About seven years ago I came across a motor-cyclist

who had been compelled to spend three nights at a Sussex

village because his machine would not fire in spite of all that

could be done. I found that he had a De Dion coil, which was

fixed to the frame of the machine. His mackintosh was

strapped round it and was wet owing to a heavy storm through

which he had ridden. This was the cause of the trouble, as the

damp garment caused a short in the coil casing, and the flash

could be seen from behind, while the rider vainly pedalled the

machine on the stand.

An engineer recently asked one of his men to take down the

live axle of his car for cleaning purposes. When re assembling,

the mechanic interchanged the two portions of it, so that the left

hand portion was put on the right hand side, and vice versa.

This gave three speeds backwards and only one forwards I

Owing to a leak appearing between the induction pipe and

the carburettor, so that little gas could be drawn into the engine,

a local man from a village in Kent was requisitioned to cut a new

washer. He was very eager to help and most obliging, and

worked like a Trojan for two days trying his very best to make the

engine fire. But when the owner returned to drive his car home

this man had to confess that he had not met with any success.

The whole laborious operation was gone through again, until

finally the induction pipe was disconnected from the carburettorv

ISO.

when the cause of the trouble was discovered. The local repairer

had used a disc of soft copper for the washer, and had forgotten

to cut the centre out !

There are numerous other troubles which occur when motor

vehicles are used that are very familiar to most of us ; yet, after

all, they are simple enough to the man who understands his

machine, especially when the cause is found out, but there is

now little that is mysterious, as a knowledge of petrol engines is

very widespread and enables us to laugh at what once was the

source of great irritation and annoyance.

An attractively illustrated booklet comes to hand from Mr.

W. F. Peare, who has been identified with the motor movement

in Ireland since 1899, when he commenced motor-car repair

work at Waterford. In the following year he supervised the

overhauling of a Panhard car for Sir William Goff, Bart., the

present chairman of the Irish Automobile Club, and sinoe then

he has advised many of the Irish nobility in motor matters. The

booklet contains some interesting photographs of motoring

scenes about Waterford, and an account of Messrs. W. F. Peare

and Co.'s establishment for the repair and storing of automobiles.

 

The Duke of Bojano on the Benz Car he drove in the Targa Florio Bace. (Sm page
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THE TARGA FLORIO RACE.

THE second race for the trophy known as the Targa Florio,

presented by the Chevalier Vicenzo Florio, was run off

on the Island of Sicily on Sunday last. The conditions

under which the event was held provided for four-cylinder cars

having a minimum cylinder bore of 120 mm. and a maximum of

130 mm., or for six-cylinder vehicles of minimum and maximum

cylinder diameter of 85 mm. and 90 mm. The weight of the

machines was in proportion to the bore, at the rate of 1,000

kilogs. for 120 mm. bore, with an additional 20 kilogs. for each

mm. above this. For six-cylinder cars the weight was 1,000

kilogs. for 85 mm. cylinder diameter, and 40 kilogs. per mm. in

excess. The contest was held over a 150 kilometre course,

which, starting at Bonfornello, took in Cerda, Castelbuone,

Petralia, Castellana, and Caltavuturo, this being covered three

times to give the total distance of 450 kilometres. Much

greater interest was taken in the event than last year, when

there were only ten starters, for no less than fifty-four entries

had been received, and of these the following forty-six actually

started in the order named :—

No. Car. Driver.

1. Pilain Salvioni.

2. Opel Opel.

3. Darracq Wagner.

4. Zust ._. Maggioni.

5. Rapid ._ Ceirano.

6. Isotta-Fraschini . Trucco.

7. Junior Tolotti.

8. Bayard-Clement. Garcet.

9. Berliet Rigal.

10. Lorraine-Dietrich Duray.

11. De Luca Daimler Ison.

12. Diatto-Clement . Buzio.

13. Kadia... Gaste.

14. Suddeu t sche-

Fabrik

No. Cur. Driver.

24. Isotta-Fraschini Minoia.

25. Junior Gremo.

26. Bayard-Clement Gauderman.

27. Berliet Porporato.

28. Lorraine-Dietrich Gabriel.

29. De Luca-Daimler Hemery.

15. Gobron

16. Fiat ...

17. Itala ...

18. Ajax ...

19. Benz ...

20. Pilain ...

21. Darracq

22. Zust ...

23. Kapid ...

Hieronymus.

Dureste.

Lttncia.

Cagno.

Caspar.

Erie.

Pizzagalli.

Hanriot .

Conti.

Gallina.

30. Kadia ...

31. Suddeutsche.

Fabrik

32. Gobron

33. Fiat

34. Itala

35. Benz

36. Zust

37. Kapid

38. Isotta-Fraschini

39. Junior

40. Bayard -Clement

Marnier.

Hubel.

Faure.

Nazzaro.

Fabry.

De Bojano.

De Zara.

Cariolano.

Sorel.

De Martino.

Collinet.

41. De Luca-Daimler Hubertot.

42. Gobron

43. Fiat

44. Benz

45. Zust

46. Isotta-Fraschini

Douet.

Weillschott.

Spamann.

Capuggi.

Tamagni.

The start took place at 5.40 a.m., a little later than at first

arranged, owing to the light not being good, !but aB the day

wore on the weather improved considerably. The cars were sent

away at intervals of three minutes, the last man being off at 7.55,

just 2 hrs. 15 min. after Salvioni on the Pilain, who was first

away. Tamagni had only just left when the approach of a com

petitor was heralded ; it proved to be Opel, who had started

second, with Wagner close on his heels. Nine cars broke down

in the first round, among them being Hieronymus (Suddeutsche

Fabrik car) with three broken wheels; Porporato (Berliet),

broken axle ; Rigal (Berliet), who had been a strong favourite

before the race, with a damaged wheel ; Hubel (Suddeutsche) ;

and Salvioni (Pilain) ; the latter abandoning owing to running

into a ditch. The times for the second round gave Trucco'

(Isotta-Fraschini) first, with Lancia (Fiat), Cagno (Itala) and

Nazzaro close up in the order named, the first French car—the

Darracq driven by Wagnar, being sixth. The latter was, how

ever, travelling well, and was the first to complete the second

round, although he was still, on time, about three minutes

behind Nazzaro, who had run into the premier position, with

Lancia third and Duray fourth, the latter , having advanced from

twelfth place at the end of the first lap. The last circuit

unfortunately saw the retirement of Wagner and several other

competitors. Duray (Lorraine Dietrich), who had started

eleventh, was the first to actually complete the race, he being

followed by Lancia, Garcet (Bayard-Clement) and Nazzaro, the

final classification, however, having regard to the starting and

finishing times, being as shown in the appended table :—

Time.

No. Driver and Car. H. M. s.

1. Nazzaro ( F.I. A. T.) 8 17 36

2. Lancia (F.I.A.T.) 8 29 29

No. Driver and Car.

3. Fabry (Itala)

4. Duray (Lorraine-Dietrich)

5. Cagno (Itala)

6. Gabriel (Lorraine- Dietrich)

7. Tamagni (Isotta-Fraschini)

8. Weillschott (F.I.A.T.)

9. Sorel (Isotta-Fraschini)

10. Garcet (Bayard A. Clement) ..

11. Minoia (Isotta-Fraschini)

12. MaggioDi (Zust)

13. Ison (De Luca-Daimler)

14. Dureste (Gobron)

15. Erie (Benz)

16. Gremo (Jnnior)

17. Spamann (Benz)

18. Buzio (Diatto-Clement) ...

19. Gauderman (Bayard -Clement)

20. Hubertot (De Luca-Daimler) .

21. Collinet (Bayard-Clement)

22. Gallina ( Kapid)

23. De Bojano (Benz)

24. Hemery ( De Luca-Daimler) .

25. Capuggi (Ziist)

26. Gaste (Kadia)

27. Faure (Gobron)

28. Pizzagalli (Pilain)

Time.

H. M. s.

... 8 32 40

... 8 39 7

... 8 39 16

... 8 li'.l 46

... 8 41 45

... 8 4-2 5-2

... 8 52 5-2

... 8 53 14

... 8 53 111

... 9 0 7 .

... 9 1 22

... 9 10
■24

... 9 11 IE

... 9 13 38

... 9 15 5(5

... 9 '20 5

... 9 29 4

... 9 32 20

... 9 38 25

... 9 .50 10

... 9 52 4d

... 10 16 20

... 10 S2 30

... 10 33 25

... 11 17 '25

... 11 21 53

33| miles per hour,

thesecures tuu imga ±-i\jilv, « .uu «* r . . ~ , ...

second man receives £320 ; the third, £160 ; the fourth, £80 ;

and the fifth, £40 ; while all who finished will receive a replica

in silver of the Targa as a souvenir of the race. The subjoined

table shows the number of cars of each nationality that started,

as also those that finished, from which it will be seen that the

contest was a keen struggle for supremacy between France and

Italy, the result of the race being, however, a distinct victory for

the Italian vehicle's, which secured four of the first five places,

the honour of the first two falling to the credit of the Fiat

Company. The performance of the De Luca-Daimler cars, which

were built in Coventry, a id run by the De Luca-Daimler concern,

which is preparing to build the Daimler vehicles in Italy, is

also noteworthy, especially when it is remembered that the

machines were practically 30-h.p. touring car models equipped

with racing bodies.

An Analysis of thk Results.

Car.

Fiat ...

Itala ...

Isotta-Fraschini

Zust

Kapid

Junior

Diatto-Clement

Total Italian cars

Pilain

Darracq

Bayard-Clement ...

Berliet

Lorraine-Dietrich ...

Kadia

Gobron

Total French cars

Opel

Suddeutsche Fabrik

Benz

Total German cars

De Luca Daimler ...

Total British cars

Ajax

Total Swiss cars

Number Started. Number Finished

:i
■>

4

4

3

:i

1

20

•2

2

o

2
•2

16

1
■2

:i

6

3

3

1

1

3

3

2

1

1

1

13

I

3

a

i
>>

Up to the 17th inst. the 40-h.p. Siddeley car now under

observation by the Royal A.C. had travelled 8,069 miles, of

which 5,155 miles had been run without an involuntary stop.
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CONTINENTAL NOTES.

A Voiturette Race in Sicily.

The automobile meeting in Sicily opened on Thursday last

week with a race for voiturettes having single-cylinder engines

of from 85 to 120 mm. bore, or two-cylinders between 70 and

90 mm. bore. The contest was held over the Targa Florio

course, two laps beiDg made to give a total distance of 300 kilo

metres (187 J miles). Twenty-two entries had been received,

but of these only fourteen started, viz., eight De Dions, three

Lion-Peugeots, two Sizaire-Naudins, and a Florentia. The

event proved a victory for one of the Sizaire-Naudins, which,

driven by M. Naudin, covered the distance in 7 h. 47 min.,

equal to an average speed of twenty-four miles per hour. The

second, third, and fourth places were all taken by De Dion

vehicles driven by Count Vicenzo Florio, M. Stabile, and M.

Mollica, the times being respectively 8 h. 2 min., 9 h. 10 min.,

and 11 h. 31 min. Out of the fourteen starters, only four

succeeded in making the two rounds.

♦ ♦ ♦

A Spring and Elastic Wheel Competition.

The annual spring and elastic wheel competition organised

by the "Auto" commenced on Monday last, and will extend

The A.C.F. Grand Prix Race.

The ballot for the order of starting in the Grand Prix race-

on July 2nd next took place last week, with the result as shown

in the appended table. It was also decided by the Sporting

Commission of the A.C.F. that the vehicles shall bear a distinc

tive sign on the day of the race in order that they may be-

readily recognised, this being given in the fourth column,

Order of Distinctive

Starting. Car. Driver. Sign.

1 ... Fiat Lancia F-l *

2 ... Corre D'Hespel ... C-l ;j..n»

3 ... Darracq Wagner D-l

4 ... Lorraine-Dietrich ... Duiay L-l "-.at-

5 ... Porthoa Strieker P-l

6 ... Dufaux-Marchand ... F. Dnfanx ... DM-1

7 ... Bayard-Clement ... A. Clement ... BC-li

8 ... Motobloc X MB-li
9 ... Renault Sisz E-l • ••»

10 ... Germain Degrais GE-1

11 ... Panhard-Levassor ... Le Blon PL-1

12 ... "Walter Christie ... Christie WCl

13 ... Mercedes Jenatzy M-l

14 ... Weigel Lee Guinness ... W-l

15 ... GobronBrillie ... X GB-L

16 ... Aquila-Italiana ... Bichat A-l

17 ... Brasier Barillier B-l

 

 

Nazzaro, the winner of the 1

until the 25th inst., during which time the cars to which the

arrangements are fitted will be driven from Paris to Nice and

back, a total distance of 2,080 kilometres. Altogether thirteen

entries were received as follows :—

No. Tyre or Wheel. Car on which same are fitted.

1. Soleil wheel Rochet- Schneider.

2. Ducasble tyre ... ... 24-h.p. De Dion.

3. Sider tyre ... Mors.

4. Elastes tyre Berliet.

5. EL wheel Gobron.

6. Securitas tyre Radia.

7. Cosset wheel Panhard

8. Ducasble tyre Mors.

9. Elastes tyre Cornilleau St*. Beuve.

10. E L wheel Delaunay-Belleville.

11. Ducasble tyre.. ... ... 8h.p. DeDion.

12. Elastes tyre Motobloc.

13. Elastes tyre Demester.

Each car is carrying an observer, who is required to keep a

record of all stops and breakdowns. Nice was safely reached

by eleven of the competitors on Thursday, the 18th inst., who

were given two days' rest, the cars meanwhile being placed on

exhibition. The return journey was commenced on Sunday,

and by the time these lines are in print the vehicles will be

safely back in Paris.

Florio Eace, on his Fiat Car.

18 .. Fiat ... ' Nazzaro F-2

19 Darracq Hanriot D-2

20 Lorraine-Dietrich Rougier L-2

21 Bayard-Clement Garcet BC-2-

22 Motobloc X MB-2-

23 . Renault Edmond R-2

24 Germain Roch-Braultfils GE-2

25 Panhard-Levassor Heath PL2

26 .. Mercedes Werner M-2-

27 Weigel Weigel W2

28 ., Brasier Baras B-2

29 . Fiat Weillschott ... F-3

30 .. Darracq Demegeot D-3

31 .. Lorraine-Dietrich Gabriel L-3

32 .. Bayard-Clement Gaudermait BC-3

33 .. Motobloc X MB-3

34 .. Renault Richez R3

35 .. Germain Perpere GE-3

36 .. Panhard-Levassor Dutemple PL-3

37 .. Mercedes W. Poegge M-3

38 .. Brasier ... Bablot B-3

The first car will be sent off at 6 a.m., the others following

at minute intervals. The vehicles which the Brasier Company

are building for the contest will be fitted with four-cylinder

engines, 165 mm. bore by 140 mm. stroke. The cars are

nominally rated at 110-h.p., and will be fitted with low-tension
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magneto ignition, three speeds and reverse and side chain trans

mission.

♦ ♦ ♦
Imprisonment for Emitting; Smoke.

The police authorities in Paris are taking energetic measures

to put a stop to the unpleasant emission of smoke by motor-cars

owing to careless lubrication, and quite recently M. Fallot, a

director of the Peugeot Co., has been sentenced to a day's

imprisonment for causing a nuisance of this kind. As M. Fallot

was not driving the car and was not responsible for the smoking,

the matter has been brought before the French Chambre

Syndicale d'Automobile, which has adopted a resolution

protesting against "such abusive extension of employers'

responsibility," and has decided to take the necessary steps to

bring the injustice before the notice of the authorities.

" ♦ ♦ ♦
A Calais-Boulogne Automobile Meeting.

In conjunction with the Belgian Oriterium International,

which is to be held in July next, the Automobile Club du Nord

de la France is organising a series of motor events, which will

taKe place near Calais and Boulogne. During the course of the

run from Ostend on July 17th there will be a flying

kilometre trial on the level at Gravelines, and a hill-climbing

competition over the same distance for the Hector Franchomme

Cup. On the following day a touring contest for the Caramain-

A Swiss Hill-Climbing; Competition.

The Swiss Automobile Club is organising a hill-climbing

competition for motor-cars and cycles for the Monod Cup for

May 28th. The course is from AlUtatten to the Buppenhohe,

the distance being 8} kilometres, and the average gradient

6-7 per cent. The rules provide that single and double-cylinder

cars must carry two persons, and those having engines with

more than two cylinders four persons. The classification will be

T x C
made on the formula, M = —p—• where T is the time in

seconds occupied in making the ascent, C the total cylinder

capacity in litres, and P the total weight of the car in running

order and including passengers. The first place in each cate

gory will be awarded to tue vehicle which shows the lowest

value for M.

♦ ♦ ♦
Motor Car Regulations in Madrid.

Some new regulations with regard to motor-car traffic have

just come into force in the Spanish capital. They provide, among

other things, that all drivers of motor vehicles must procure a

licence, that the speed in crowded thoroughfares must not exceed

10 kilometres (6{ miles) per hour, and that the pace must be

slowed down when any frightened horses are encountered. The

use of glaring headlights and noisy sirens is prohibited.

 

The Two Motor-'Buses recently supplied by Messrs. Stoewer Gebruder, of Stettin, Germany, to the AUgemeine Potsdamer Automobil

Omnibus Gesellschatt- The vehicles made the journey from Stettin to Potsdam, near Berlin, by road, the photo! from which the above

illustration is reproduced being taken en route.

Chimay Cup will be run off near Boulogne, and on July 19th

there will be a hill climb at Tuigny and a run to Calais.

♦ ♦ ♦

Belgian Motor-Car Imports and Exports.

The value of the motor-cars and parts exported from

Belgium during the first quarter of the current year only

amounted to £78,640, as contrasted with £91,452 in the corre

sponding period of last year. There has also been a falling off

in the imports of foreign automobiles and components into

Belgium from £40,880 in the first three months of 1906 to

£37,456 in the quarter recently ended.
• ♦ ♦ ♦

A Qerman Light Car Touring Competition.

The German Motor Union is organising an international

touring -competition for light cars for the 6th, 7th and 8th May.

The competing vehicles, which must be in touring trim, will be

divided into three classes, as follows :—(1) Cars listed up to

£150; (2) cars listed from £150 to £225; and (3) cars listed

from £225 to £300. The first day's run is from Dresden to

Nauen (Berlin) 270 kilometres ; the second from Nauen to Kiel,

285 kilometres ; and the third from Kiel to Hanover, 240 -kilo

metres. We may add that the entry list closes on the 30th

inst., and that full particulars of the competition can be obtained

from the Deutschen Motorfahrer Vereinigung, 2 Viktoriastrasse,

Munioh 23.

Public Services In Germany.

A concession has been granted to run a motor-omnibus

service between Karlsbad and Pirckenhammer. A company is

also being formed to establish a similar service between Bremer-

haven and Geestemunde.

♦ ♦ ♦
Miscellaneous Items.

A syndicate has been formed at Castelnau-Magnoni (Hautes

Pyrenees) to establish a public motor-car service between that

town and Auch. A Werner 7-h.p. two-cvlinder car is at

present engaged on a tour of France. So far it has covered

1,500 miles without trouble of any kind. L'Association

Amicale des Automobilistes Militaires du Governement Militaire

de Paris is the name,of a new society which has just been formed

in the French capital, the membership being confined to those

motorists and motor-car drivers who are on the French territorial

army reserve list.——It has been decided that the start of the

race for the Kaiser's Prize on June 14th shall take place at 6 a.m.,

so that the contest can be finished not later than 3.30 p m.~

The Municipal Council of Paris has appointed a special com

mission to visit England to inquire into the various types of

motor-omnibuses in service in London, and the cost of operation

of the same. -The marriage took place at Neuilly on Friday

last week of M. F. Charron, of the C.G.V. Company, to Mile.

Jeanne Clement, the daughter of Mr. A. Clement, the builder of

the well-known Clement- Bayard cars.
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On Monday a 30-h.p. six-

cylinder Brooke car started on

a thousand miles Long Distance

Trial under the observation of

the Royal A.C.

A NEW company, on the

directorate of which are Messrs.

J. C. Shannon and A. J. Llewellen, of Walsall, has been formed

with a capital of £60,000, to introduce the motor industry into

the town of Walsall.

The Fiat Company have just made delivery of a six cylinder

car to King Alfonso of Spain.

The public library authorities of Chicago have placed their

fifth motor-van in service for the distribution of books to the

substations. -Mi«/"ij

A VISIT to four of the leading coach-builders just before

Eister showed that they had on their premises 130 motor chassis

awaiting delivery.

Lord Plunket, the Governor of New Zealand, and the

Attorney-General, the Hon. Dr. Finlay, both own Argyll cars,

the former generally driving himself.

Mr, J. C. Beadle, of Dartford and Foot's Cray, has a

spacious garage, with inspection pits and repair works, in

Low field Street, in the former town.

The six-cylinder Hoteh kiss car which has made a 10,000

kilometre journey through France will shortly undertake a long

distance tour in this country under official observation.

The Lancashire Steam Motor Company have just supplied

two steam wagons to the British Admiralty for use in connection

with the conveyance of sailors' kits to the railway stations at

Portsmouth.

The City Tyre Company, of Brooke Street, Holborn, E.C.,

are agents for the Avon motor tyres, and are also undertaking

the repair of tyres of all makes—work for which they have

excellent facilities.

The value of the motor-cars and parts exported from

France during the first two months of the current year

Amounted to £908,960, an increase of £9,600 over the corre

sponding period of 1906.

Mr. J. Orde, the Secretary of the Royal Automobile Club,

in company with Mr. Wvlie, the Traffic Superintendent of the

London and Brighton Riilway, on Sunday last visited the

course, near Dieppe, on which the race for the A.C.F. Grand

Prix is to be held.

Messrs. Brown Bros., Ltd., have despatched four of

their Brown 20-22-h.p. cars to Ireland for the use of the Royal

Commission on Congestion, which cars, with the members of

the Commission, were at Sligo up to April 24th, and will be at

Carrick-on-Shannon up to April 29th.

The value of the motor-cars and parts exported from the

United States of America during February last is returned at

£88,740, as against £66,542 in the corresponding month of last

year. The United Kingdom heads the list as being America's

best customer, this country being responsible for £20,012 of

the total.

Among the sales recently effected by the Kellow Motor

Company, of Melbourne, were the following:—A 10-12-h.p.

Talbot, to Mr. Beddome, of Tasmania; and three 10-12-h.p.

Coventry-Humbers, to respectively Dr. Wolfhagen, of Tasmania,

Dr. Home, of Broken Hill, and Professor Lyell, of the

Melbourne University.

For the third time within the last eighteen months the

New Motor and General Rubber Company, Ltd., of 374,

Euston Road, Loudon, N.W., have taken larger premises, and

in their factory at Harpenden will manufacture a special tyre

as well as the Rub Metal Non-Skid with which they nave been

so favourably identified. Here the compiny have an experi

mental room under the supervision of an expert, whose services

will be at the disposal of the trade in connection with the

development of new ideas. The works are complete throughout,

and, in fact, it may be said that the New Motor and General

Rubber Company, Ltd., do everything for the tyre with the

exception ofgrowing the rubber.

HERE AND THERE.

 

The recent increase in the

price of petrol in this country is

being reproduced in India, and

a further rise is, we learn, mot

unlikely.

Conveniently situated for

visitors, being opposite the Post

Office at Canterbury, the new garage of the Canterbury Motor

Company will doubtless be appreciated by many visitors to the

Cathedral city.

There are few who are more devoted to motoring or who

make more use of their motor-cars than the Rt. Hon. Lord

Battersea, who, owing to the satisfaction derived whilst making

many extended tours through Europe, during the last two years,

in his six-cylinder Napier, which is fitted with a comfortable

five-seated touring body, recently ordered and has just taken

delivery of one of the latest type 40-h.p. six-cylinder chassis of

the same make. The vehicle is, as will be seen from the

accompanying illustration, fitted with a luxurious two-seated

body, which was specially designed by the owner for touring

on the Continent, and gives evidence of the latest type of

touring car coming into vogue, for those who are really keen on

motoring for the enjoyment and sport they obtain from driving.

 

It seems likely that we may in the near future see a larger

number of this type of simple touring carriage in use amongst

the ever-increasing number of motorists who have discovered

the delight and freedom to be obtained from travelling about

from place to place and seeing to the best advantage the many

beauties of different countries by means of their touring motor-

carriage. It will be noticed that the back portion of Lord

Battersea's car provides ample closed-in space for personal

luggage, and that it is built on graceful lines. The vehicle is

painted in a shade of light grey, relieved by dark lines and

mouldings, and the light canvas hood can be so arranged by

the addition of side-curtains as to entirely protect the occupants

from the weather when required.

That there are many things which may happen to a car

without putting it out of commission, if a little ingenuity be

exercised, was, states the "Automobile," of New \ork, well

proved by a rural motorist in Michigan during one of the cold

snaps of the past winter. He was located eight miles from the

nearest repair shop, and one night the radiator of his car froze

solid. He wished to use the vehicle the next morning, but did

not care to run the risk of increasing the damage, so he rigged

up a home-made cooling system. A cider keg full of water was

placed on one of the front seats and a piece of garden hose led

from it to the cold water intake of the cylinder jackets. The

drain cocks of the latter were opened sufficiently to let the water

drip out of them fast enough to keep the engine cool, so that the

trip was made successfully, and another " useful hint " added to

the breviary of the automobilist.
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Mr. Albert House held his monthly motor-car auction at

the Oak Lane Garage, Bradford, on Tuesday last.

Every event of the Hertfordshire Motor Cycle Club's Hill

Climb at Aston Hill, near Tring, was won on Dunlop tyres.

Messrs. J. Thomson and Son, of the Castle Works, Lady

Lawson Street, Edinburgh, are the Scottish agents for the

Harvey Frost vulcanisers and vu'canising materials.

 

A View of Messrs. West's, Ltd., Erecting; Shop. (.Seepage 185.)

Mr. Charles Cordingley has been elected to the Board

of Messrs. Wyman and Sons, Ltd., the well-known Government

publishers and printers.

The East Indian Kailway Company have arranged to import

a considerable number of petrol lorries for use in connection

with their line.

The Palmer tyres fitted to the 40-60-b.p. Gobron-Brillie

car used on the London-Paris motor service behaved excellently

on the inaugural run,

H.H. the Maharajah Scindia has recently placed an

order for two more cars, the first being a 14-16-h.p. Fiat with a

special landaulet body, and the second a new Siddeley car.

Motor-cars are no respecters of persons. The other day

the Bishop of Ely was motoring to officiate at a wedding when

the car broke down and prevented his arrival at the church in

time for the ceremony.

A MOTOR fire engine belonging to the London Fire Brigade

was shown by Messrs. H. Simonis and Co., in the yard of the

Manchester chief fire station. It consisted of an ordinary horse

engine converted into a motor-vehicle.

The hill out of Llangollen on the direct road to Glyn

Cerriog is said by Mr. W. P. Cook, of Liverpool, to have not

yet been surmounted by a motor-car. The distance is three

miles, roughly divided into one mile climb, one mile level, and

one mile descent, and the hill is very steep (about 1 in 4), with

two awkward corners to add to the difficulty.

From Messrs. Archibald Ford, Ltd., 109, Bold Street,

Liverpool, come interesting pamphlets concerning their British

School of Motoring, their tyre accessory department and

Darracq agency. Each department is under the direction of

an expert, with Mr. Archibald Ford generally supervising the

whole concern, which has also a branch at 292, Deansgate,

Manchester.

The Touring Club of Italy is issuing a series of sectional

maps of the country, which can be well recommended to any

motorist contemplating a tour in Italy. Each of the maps rs

accompanied by an alphabetical index to the towns, with an

indication to facilitate reference to the same. The maps we

have received are those referring to the districts surrounding

Genoa, Turin, Milan, and Venice.

The second automobile show in Montreal, under the

auspices of the Automobile Club of Canada, was held last month.

Congratulations to Mr. T. Overton on his marriage with

Miss Hills, at the Parish Church, Sutton, on Wednesday of las

week.

It is reported that the Kaiser has placed an order with th

German Daimler Company for a Mercedes six-cylinder car, which

is to be fitted with a landaulet body.

Messrs. Ashford and Pitt have opened the Central Mary-

lebone Garage at 300, 302 and 304, Marylebone Road, London ,

W. This establishment is near the Great Central Hotel, and

will accommodate nearly fifty cars. Messrs. Ashford and Pitt

inform us that they will devote special attention to repair

work, and have been appointed by the patentees to fit the

Gillett-Lehmann carburettor controller.

We mentioned in a recent issue that as a result of the

increasing demand for the Iris c trs made by Messrs. Legros and

Knowles, Ltd., of Cumberland Park, Willesden Junction, a new

company, with the title Iris Cars, Ltd., had been formed to>

establish a depot in London, where the sales department of the

business will in future be conducted. After some delay extensive

premises were secured in Bird Street, Oxford Street, W., and

these, after having been specially fitted out as motor showrooms,

were officially inaugurated on Monday last. The new depot,

of which we give an illustration herewith, is situated at the

corner of Bird Street and Barrett Street, and is in the same

building as the " Time* " Book Club. It comprises a spacious

showroom capable of taking half a dozen cars. An 18-foot lift

has been installed, this being on somewhat novel lines, the

central portion being built in the form of a turn-table, thm

facilitating the handling of cars. The lift space is independent

of the showroom, and has a separate entrance fofr the cars. On

the same floor is a well-appointed board room, the secretary's

private office, and a correspondence department. Below is a

large basement capable of storing over a dozen cars. A washing:

space is provided, also a large storeroom and a foreman's office.

While the more important class of repairs will still be carried out.

 

at the works at Willesden Junction, plant for effecting small

adjustments and replacements is being installed at the new depot,

which is well lighted by powerful arc lamps. We may add that

the chairman of Iris Cars, Ltd., is Mr. Arthur Dugdale, of Castle

Hill, Tutbury, Staffs., a well-known Lancashire cotton-spinner.

Mr. Arthur E. Perman, who has been associated with the Iris

vehicles since their introduction, is the managing director, while

Mr. A. Colbourne has been appointed sales manager.
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THE WEST-ASTER CARS.

-♦-

ESTABLISHED some years, under the works manage

ment of Mr. E. J. West, whose connection with

the automobile industry extends back to the early days

of the modern movement, Messrs. West, Ltd., have already

built a largo number of vehicles, as well as a considerable quan

tity of axles, gears, &c, of which they have made a speciality.

Hitherto, however, the business has mainly been done with what

we may term trade buyers, who have themselves chosen the

 

Fig. 1.—The Weit 20-22-h.p. Landanlet recently supplied to General

Davies, of Elmley Castle, Worcestershire.

names for the cars, with the result that the excellent reputation

tbey have earned for reliability has not, perhaps, made itself so

well known with the general public as it has in business circles.

The directors have, however, recently decided upon a new policy

—that of appealing more directly to private motorists—and,

with the view of demonstrating the leading features of the

WestrAster cars, and the facilities available for the construction

of the same, we were, in company with a number of Press repre

sentatives, afforded an opportunity on Thursday, last week, of

inspecting, under the guidance of Col. Jopp (one of the direc

tors) and Mr. P. LamS (the sales manager), the works of the

company, which are situated in Foleshill Road, Coventry.

Although as yet they cannot compare in size with other important

factories in the Midlands we have lately visited, we found a con

veniently arranged single-storey building, divided into a number

of departments, including a large machine shop well equipped

with electrically-driven tools of the latest type, forge, erecting

shop, repairs department, stores, >Vc. The chassis erecting

section, of which we give an illustration on page 184, is the

latest addition to the works, and at the time of our visit close

upon a dozen vehicles were in course of completion.

For the current year four sizes of touring and town vehicles

are being turned out—10-12-h.p. two-cylinder and 15-h.p.,

20-22-h.p., and 24-30-h.p. four-cylinder. The name West-

Aster, by which the cars are known, is derived from the fact that

the company have adopted the well-known Aster engines as

their standard, although at the same time they are willing to

fit an engine of any desired make according to the requirement

of clients, evidence of this being found in the fact that one of

the vehicles in hand at the time of our visit was being furnished

with a White and Poppe motor. Without going on the present

occasion into the exact details of the different models, we may

state briefly that they are all of the live-axle type, the engine

and change-speed gear being carried on a sub-frame suspended

from the main frame, which is of the usual pressed steel form.

The lubrication of the engine is effected by a small plunger

pump, this being located in a small tank fixed on the side of

the engine. The pump, which is driven off one of the cam

shafts, forces the oil to a neatly-arranged sight feeder on the

dashboard, whence it flows to the different parts of the motor.

The clutch is of the leather-faced cone type, with cork inserts

the latter, which consists of sections of cork of about the size of

a halfpenny piece let in the leather, are claimed to allow the

clutch to take up the load gradually and without shock of any

kind. The gear-box, the shafts of which run on ball bearings,

is adapted to give three speeds forward and a reverse, with

direct drive on top speed, through a cardan shaft and bevel gear,

to the live axle. The various speeds are controlled by a lever

working in a " gate," and connected up to a special gear " select

ing " box, which is so arranged that all the bars except the one

in operation are locked in position.

The cardan shaft is enclosed in a sleeve which, in con

junction with the anchored springs, acts as a torque rod. It is

provided at its forwaid end with a special form of universal joint,

as also a sliding one ; the former is illustrated in Fig. 2 ; a

notoworthy featuro being the provision for lubrication, which

greatly adds to its useful life ; an oil well is formed in the centre

of the four pivots, which have a small hole in their centre down

which the lubricant passes to the bearing surfaces. As the oil is

prevented from leaking by means of neatly-arranged cups, it is

claimed that one filling of the small well will suffice for about

2,000 miles running. The cardan sleeve is built up with the

differential case, and ball bearings are provided at both ends so

that the driving pinion is rigidly held up to its work. The

cardan sleeve is provided with an arrangement which, acting as

a shock absorber, considerably reduces the strains ordinarily

thrown on this part of the casing. It consists of a stirrup

attached at its lower end to the upper side and centre of the

sleeve, and connected at the other with a spring bracket

supported in one of the cross members of the frame. The

axle itself is a well designed and constructed piece of work ;

it has only the driving strain to withstand, it being surrounded

by a casing on which the road wheels run on ball bearings, the

power being transmitted from the axle to the wheels by means

of dog clutches in the hubs. The casing is built up in two

halves of weldless steel tubing, each half being in one piece with

its flange. Other features of interest, and which also show the

attention paid to details in the West factory, include the pro

vision of ball joints to the radius rods, and the strong and

substantial method of supporting the shoes of the foot-brake.

In addition to pleasure cars, the company are also devoting

attention to commercial vehicles, and hope to have their first

machine on the road within a few weeks' time. Provided with

 

Fig 2.—The West Universal Joint, Brake Drum and Ratchet Sorag.

an engine of 15-h.p., and designed for loads up to 30 cwt., it will

vary from the touring vehicles in that a worm drive to the rear

axle is being adopted.

From the foregoing it will be seen that not only are the

West-Aster cars built on modern lines, but that they possess

many interesting features of their own, which have only been

adopted after exhaustive trial ; and now that efforts are being

made to bring them directly before the notice of the motoring

public, we doubt not that the merits of the West-Aster vehicles

will quickly be appreciated.

C
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The Cordingley Show.

(Continued from page 167.)

 

HEREWITH we nearly complete, with the exception of the

petrol-electric vehicles, and other novelties reserved

for our next issus, our report of the Cordingley Show

of 1907—from the business point of view as successful as ever

and full of encouragement to those firms that have already

booked spaces for the 1908 display, which will be held from

March 21st to 28th, at the same place as all previous exhibitions

of this series of pioneer motor shows.

PETROL VEHICLES.

The Riley Cars.

A new comer to the Cordingley Show was the Riley Cycle

Company, Ltd., Coventry, who had on view two interesting vehicles of

respectively 9-h. p. and 12-h.p. We give a view of |the chassis ofI the

latter in Fig. 52, from which it will be seen that the engine, which is

carried by the axle sleeve. The frame, which is supported on five springs'

is of pressed steel, the side members being parallel throughout their

entire length and raised at the rear to give clearance for the differential

casing. The engine and gear-box aie carried on a sub-frame of channel

steel. A simple but useful feature is found in the fact that the

supports for the side steps of the car do not consist of brackets

attached to the side members of the frame in the usual way, bnt of

bars which extend from one side of the chassis to the other.

The petrol tank is built up to form a dashboard of the curved type.

The wheel base of the chassis is such as to permit of a roomy side

entrance body being fitted. The car is being pnt on the market at a

moderate price, and is claimed to be not only exceedingly quiet in its

operation bnt also free from vibration, so that it is deserving of close

attention. The Riley Company also exhibited one of their 5-h.p. tri

cars, and an attractive two-seated vehicle of 9-h. p. The latter is an

interesting production, the tubular frame being supported on inverted

 

Fig. 52 —Chassis of Kiley 12-h.p. Car.

located under the bonnet in the usual way, comprises two cylinders, 4 in.

bore by 5 in. stroke, set V shape, that is, at an angle of 90 deg. to each

other. The valves are all m.o. v. and are interchangeable ; the ignition

is by coil and accumulators, and the water circulation on the thermu-

syphon principle, no pump being employed. The lubrication of the

engine is maintained by the pump drive off one of the cam shafts, which

forces the oil to a distributor. A single lever on the steering wheel con

trols both the ignition and throttle, the latter being also automatically

acted upon by an automatic governor. The normal speed of the engine

is 900 revolutions per minute, so that there is ample margin for accelera

tion. The clutch, which is of the expanding metal-to-metal type, is con

nected by a jointed shaft to the gear-box, which is adapted to

give three speeds and a reverse, with direct drive on top speed.

The gear is of the type in which the various pinions are always in

mesh, the various pair being made to transmit the power by means of

jaw clutches. The design is exceedingly neat and appears to be both

effective and fool proof, as the lever can be passed from notch to notch

in the quadrant without any trouble and without fear of stripping the

gears. The clutches are actuated by spiral springs, and are held out of

work by a sliding bar with notches in its side. As this bar is drawn

along by the hand lever one or another notch comes opposite a project

ing pin, which nnder the action of the spring is immediately forced

into the notch, the engagement of the desired clutch taking place at the

same time. From the gear-box, the shafts of which run on ball bearings,

the power is transmitted through a cardan shaft and bevel gear to a live

axle, which runs on ball bearings and which transmits its power to the

road wheels through dog clutches in the hubs, the weight of the car being

and slightly shortened semi-elliptic springs, somewhat on the lines of

the Lanchester vehicles. The engine, which is of the V-shaped twin-

cylinder type, is located about the centre of the frame, under the body,

which is hinged so that it may be tilted up to give access to the

mechanism. The motor is set with its crank siiaft parallel to the axle.

On an extension of the shaft is mounted a leather-faced oone clutch

and a three speed and reverse gear-box of the type above outlined, and

a sprocket which, by a 'single chain, transmits the power to the rear

live axle. The whole frame and body are carried within the wheel

base, giving a low centre of gravity. The arrangement of the dashboard

is somewhat novel ; it extends at a sharp angle from the radiator to the

steering wheel, the space below it being utilised for the oil reservoir

and petrol tank. Altogether this little car is an interesting production

and should meet the requirements of a large section of the motoring

public.

The Universal Motor.

Prominent in the exhibit of Mr. John Goode, of Alderman's House,

B.C., was a thirty-five-seated double-deck 'bus body built by the British

Motor Body and Wheel Works, Ltd., of King's Cross, N. , and intended

to be fixed on a new chassis built by the All British Car Company,

Ltd., which unfortunately met with a serious accident at the works a

few days ltefore the Show. One of its principal features is that the

transmission gear is outside the frame, thus enabling the 'bus to be

fixed considerably lower than usual, as the well of the vehicle

occupies the space inside the frame usually taken up by the driving

mechanism, thus lowering the height of the 'bus. This necessarily
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so arranged that each may he taken out independently of the other?.

The carburettor is of a new design, the additional air supply

lowers the centre of gravity, reduces the tendency to overturn, and

increases the stability. Mr. Goode also- displayed one of Sander

son's ''Universal Motors," which is especially intended for use in

raral districts, for ploughing, and driving all kinds of farm machinery.

The machine is mounted on three steel wheels, the leading pair acting

as drivers, provision being also made for the third wheel to be driven

when necessary. Three speeds forward, of 2.J, 34, and 7 m.p.h., ani

reverse, are provided. A small flat platform is fitted to the machine,

for the mixture being regulated automatically by means of

small conical valve. The apparatus is much smaller and lighter

than the one used on the 1906 cars, and is claimed to give more power,

greater flexibility, and increused economy of fuel. On the smaller model

thermo-syphon water circulation is employed ; the larger car, however,

has a centrifugal pump. The leather- faced cone type of clntch is retained

 

Fig. 53.- Chassis of Brasier 25 36-h.p. Car.

on which heavy goods may be carried. A variety of sizes are made,

ranging in power from 15 to 50-h.p., the engines being fitted with a

carburettor designed to use paraffin as fuel, petrol being employed for

starting purposes. At this stand was also to be seen a universal gear,

suitable for steering, lifting or hoisting machinery for ship or land

purposes, and also for application to machine tools of all kinds. By

this gear an indefinite range of speeds can be obtained, either direot

or reverse, and the motion can be reversed while the gear is running.

The Brasier and TJnio Cars.

The display of Messrs. Mann and Ovf.rtons, Ltd., included

examples of the latest types of the well-known Brasier and ITnic cars,

for which they are British agents. Of the first-named vehicles those

on view comprised a 16-26-h.p. chassis, a 25-36-h.p. landaulet, and a

25-36-h.p. landaulet limonsine. A sub-frame of tubular construction is

still employed to carry the engine and gear-box ; the main frame is,

a double-jointed shaft connecting the clutch with the gear-box. The

latter is adapted to give four speeds forward and a rever.se, with single

operating lever working in a " gate." On the top speed the drive is

direct to the differential shaft, from which the power is conveyed to the

rear road wheels by side-chains. The steering gear has been

strengthened, and the steering column increased in diameter. Ball

bearings are fitted to all parts except the engine. Each car is made in

two lengths of chassis, so that any type of carriage body may be fitted.

Tnrning now to the Uniu cars, those exhibited included a 10-12-h.p.

double phaeton with hood, and a 10-12-h.p. motor-cab, the latter being

a duplicate of those now in service in London. The vehicle has already

been described in the M.C.J., so it will suffice to mention that the engine

comprises two cylinders 102 mm. bore by 110 mm. stroke, and that the

transmission is through a leather clutch, a ball-bearing gear-box giving

three speeds and a reverse, and a direct drive on the top through a cardan

shaft and bevel gear to the rear live axle.

 

Fig.l 64.—Plan of Chassis of Royal Starling Car.

however, of pressed steel narrowed in front to increase the lock of the

steering-wheels. The cylinders are cast in pairs, with the valves all

arranged on one side; the dimensions of the 16-26-h.p. engine, are

90 nun. bore by 120 mm., and of the 25-36-h.p. 112 mm. by 130 mm.

stroke. The crank shaft is desaxc, that is to say, it is slightly out of

line with the centre of the cylinders. Ignition is by Tow tension

magneto, the operating shaft being located overhead with the strikers

The Starling and Royal Starling Cars.

The Star Cycle Company, Ltd., Wolverhampton, had on view a

conple of examples^of the Starling cars, which, in view of their

relatively low price, have become a very popular type. The motive

power is supplied by a 6-h.p. single-cylinder engine, driving through a

three ispeed an ("reverse gear-box and a single chain to a live axle.

With artillery wheels and a neat two-seated body, and sloping tool box.
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it forms a useful vehicle for the man of moderate means. The great

feature of interest, however, was the new Royal Starling (Fig. 54)

which lias just been put on the market, and which throughout follows

the lines of large touring cars. The engine comprises two vertical

cylinders, 3J in. bore by 44. in. stroke, the valves being all mechanically

actuated off a single cam shaft. The arrangement of the inlet pipe on is

 

Fig. 55. -The Back Axle of the Cadogan 16-2C-h.p. Car.

somewhat novel lines; the carburettor is located on the right-hand

side of the motor and the gas is conveyed therefrom by an oblong-

section pipe between the two cylinders, and thence by a short

vertical round pipe to the inlet valves. The latter are provided with

a variable lift, by means of which the speed of the engine is controlled,

this being obtained by a wedge piece which can be slid in and out

between the cams and the valve tappets. The transmission is through

a leather-faced cone clutch to a three speed and reverse gear-box, the

shaft of which runs on Hoffmann ball bearings. The final drive is by

a cardan shaft and bevel gear to a well-supported live axle, the latter

also running on ball bearings. The wheel base is of such a length as

to permit a comfortable four-seated body to be fitted, access to the rear

being through a swinging front seat. Altogether the Royal Starling

is an interesting addition to the list of moderate price cars.

The Cadogan Cars.

The Cadogan Garage and Motor Company, Ltd., of Sydney

Street, Chelsea, had an interesting display of three models of the

Cadogan cars they have lately put on the market, viz., 14-16-h.p. twin-

cylinder, and 16-20-b.p. and 28-32-h.p. four-cylinder, the bore and stroke

being respectively 110 mm. by 130 mm., 100 mm. by 100 mm., and

110 mm. by 130 mm. As apart from the engines the general

arrangement of the three cars is on similar lines, (he following

description of the 16-20-h.p. car may be taken as applying to all.

The cylinders, as will be seen from Fig. 56, are cast in pairs, with

the valves all mechanically actuated off a single cam shaft. Two

systems of high tension ignition are provided—Simms-Bosch magneto

and coil and accumulators—a separate set of plugs being provided

for each. The water circulation is maintained by a pump driven by

friction off the flywheel and a honeycomb radiator with fan. The

carburettor is of a special automatic type, the hand lever which

operates the throttle at the same time varying the amount of petrol

allowed to pass through the jet and also the quantity of additional

the leather-faced cone clutch is that the metal portion of the male part

consists of a steel stamping in.which slits are made to cause it to spring

slightly, and so permit of a progressive engagement. A jointed shaft

connects the clutch with the ball-bearing gear-box, which is adapted to

give three speeds and a reverse, with direct drive on the top speed

through the cardan shaft and bevel gear to the rear live axle, which

latter (Fig. 55) has only the driving strain to withstand, the road wheels

running on the axle casing. The frame of the 14-h. p. two-cylinder car is of

special design, being dropped in the centre to give a low side entrance to

the carriage and raised at the rear to give clearance for the differential

casing. The back springs, too, of this vehicle are of the double elliptie

variety. Taken altogether, the Cadogan vehicles appear to be built on

sound lines, and should prove quiet and speedy as well as reliable cars.

Needless to say, the chassis can be fitted with any desired type of body,

a noticeable one at the show being a 28-32-h.p. laudaulet.

The Spyker Cars.

Prominent on the stand of Messrs. Spyker Bros., whose head

British agents are the British Automobile Commercial Syndicate, was

a chassis of the latest type of 30-42-h.p. Spyker car, in which an

effort has been made not only to render it free from dust-raising

proclivities, but also of making it smokeless by preventing any

chance of over-lubrication. The engine comprises four cylinders, 130

mm. bore by 130 mm. stroke, cast in two pairs, with the valves

arranged on opposite sides. Large inspection doors are fitted to the

base chamber. The circular honeycomb radiator is provided with an

air-inducing fan mounted on a vertical pillar, fixed or screwed into

the crank chamber ; around the pillar is fitted a spring, which keeps

thejbelt tight enough to drive the fan, and so does away with the

Fig. 56.-View of Inlet Side of Cadogan 16-20-h.p. Engine. ». -,vil

air admitted. A novel feature is found in utilising one of the engine

supporting arms as the air inlet to the carburettor. It may be added

that the clutch pedal is so connected with the throttle that as the

clutch is withdrawn the speed of the engine is automatically cut

down. The cylinders are, we noted, provided with a gun finish, which we

are informed is a standard practice in the Cadogan cars. A feature of

 

 Fig. 57. -The New Spyker 10 15-h.p. Cab Chassis.

necessity of tightening the belt. To facilitate the starting of the

engine a half compression lever is fitted in front of the radiator. The

lubrication of the motor is effected by means of a cog wheel pump

which draws the oil from a well formed at one end of the crank

chamber and sprays it on the moving parts of the engine. Two

systems of high tension ignition are provided—magneto and accumu

lators ; the carburettor, which is of the automatic type, has been im

proved by the addition of a hand-controlled air inlet. The speed

of the engine is controlled both'by hand and foot levers. The clutch is

of the leather-faced cone type, of large diameter. The gear-box is of

new design, and gives three speeds forward and one reverse,' operated

by a lever working in a " gate." A featare of the gear-box is the

large and instantaneously detachable cover >\itli which it is fitted. The

transmission is to a well-supported live axle through a cradan shaft

and bevel gear ; the weight of the car is carried on the the axle-casing,

the live shafts within having only the driving strain to withstand, and

transmitting the power to the hubs of the rear road wheels through the

squared ends. A foot-brake is now also fitted in front as well as just

behind the gear-box. These brakes are independent of one another,

and both are operated by the same type of screw-nut mechanism that

was formerly used for the single brake. Ball bearings are used throngh-

out, including the engine crank shaft, and the usual four longitudinal

springs are supplemented by a trnsver.se one at the rear. Other Spykrr

cars on view included a 10-15-h.p. side entrance double phaeton, a

landaulet of similar power, a 15-20-h.p. chassis, and a useful 20-h.p.

delivery van for loads up to 20 cwt. The principal novelty at the

Spvker stand was, however, the chassis of the new 10-15-h.p. cab

built to pass the requirements of the Scotland Yard authorities, and to

which reference was made in a recent issue of the M.C.J: We give a

view of the vehicle in Fig. 57, and may say that all the well-known

Spyker features are retained in this modeJ, the main new departure

being the casting of all the four cylinders of the engine in one piece.

The bore and stroke is respectively 80 mm. by 90 mm. The gear-box,

with gears of the sliding type, provides for three speeds forward snd one

reverse, which are all operated by one lever working in a " gate."
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The " Horse Shoe " Cars.

Among the exhibits of moderate price cars were the- " Horse Shoe,"

shown by the Strand Motor Company, Ltd. The vehicles, which are of

French construction, can be readily recognised, the radiator casing having

been made in the shape of a horseshoe. Two models were shown, 8-h.p.

two-seater and 12-h.p. side entrance doable phaeton. The smaller

vehicle is fitted with an 8-h.p. single-cylinder engine, 4J in. bore by

4j in. stroke, having a mechanically-operated inlet valve, coil ignition,

and Longuemare carburettor. The speed of the engine is controlled by

means of a variable lift to the inlet valves. The transmission is through

a leather-faced cone clutch, three speed and reverse gear-box, cardan

shaft and bevel gear to a live axle, which on the top speed is driven

direct. Springs are inserted between the cone and the leather of the

 

Fig. 58. -The 12-h.p. "Hone- Shoe" Car.

clnteh with the object of insuring smooth and gradual contact of the cone

with the internal face of the flywheel. The 12-h.p. car (Fig. 58) is also

of the live axle variety ; the engine comprises two separate cylinders,

4 in. bore by 41 in. stroke ; in other respects the details are the same as

in the 8-h.p. vehicle.

The Orion Vehicle.

Messrs. Moss and Woodd, of Cricklewood, exhibited two of the

well-known Orion motor-lorries, practically identical as to the chassis,

one, however, being intended for loads np to three tons, and the other

for four tons. These chassis are ma'le by the Orion Gesellschaft, of

Zurich, and the 20-22-h.p. engine is of the horizontal opposed type,

with two cylinders, 160 mm. diameter by 180 mm. stroke. A change

has been made in the inlet valves since last year, the suction type hav

ing been adopted in place of those mechanically operated. The whole

of the engine is under the body, allowing a large platform area to be

utilised for the transport of goods. The carburettor is at the extreme

front of the chassis, with gravity feed from a tank which forms the

dashboard. The ignition Is by high-tension magneto. The cylinders

are arranged fore and aft, with the crank-shaft parallel to the axle ;

a leather-faced cone clutch in the flywheel transmits the power through

a Renold silent chain to the gear-box. The gear provides four forward

which time it has covered no less than 87,200 miles. The various parts

of the engine and gear had been dismantled to show their excellent

condition after such a lengthy service.

The " Little Wonder " Car.

Messrs. Shippey Bros., of King Street, London, E.C., had taken

space for a new two-seated car of American construction known as the

" Little Wonder," but, unfortunately, it did not arrive in time. As,

however, several of the vehicles are now available and can be inspected

by application to Messrs. Shippey, we give an illustration of the same

in Fig. 59. The motive power is supplied by an 8-h.p. single-cylinder
 

Fig. 59.-The "Little Wonder "8-h.p. Car.

horizontal engine of the two-cycle type, with accumulator ignition and

water circulation by pump. The change-speed gear is of the epicyclic

or planetary type, giving two speeds forward and a reverse, the final

drive being by a single chain to a rear live axle. The vehicle is being

supplied in several styles at moderate prices, and, with a hood, forms a

neat car for doctors' use. Messrs. Shippey also exhibited a range of

motor-car accessories, including the Paragon compound "Safety "tyre

pump, which is provided with a double barrel and a safety device by

means of which the tyres cannot be inflated to a greater pressure than

that previously determined. Samples of the new 300 and 600 ampere-

hours Gordon battery generators, specially designed for recharging four

and six-volt accumulators, were also on view, as well as a pair of Smith-

Parfrey's artillery wood wheels, fitted with Clincher rims and Swine-

hart " Concave " solid tyres, and sections of tyres suitable for heavy

char-a-bancs.

Gnome and Mira Cars.

Gnome, Ltd., were present with a 10-12-h.p. Gnome car, which

appears to combine simplicity of design with sound construction. The

vehicle has a pressed steel frame and a four-cylinder engine with

 

Fig. 60. -Elevation of

speeds, operated by a hand lever at the side of the driver, and the

reverse is applied by a pedal, when the forward gears are out. The

final drive is by roller chains to sprockets on the rear road wheels. A

tubular radiator is fitted under the centre of the body, and the water

is circulated by a centrifugal pump, gear driven off the crank shaft.

The driver is given separate control of the ignition, air and throttle,

and the engine can be slowed down to run at a remarkably low speed.

The steering is by rack and pinion, and the road wheels are of the

artillery type, and are fitted with Polack solid rubber tyres. On a

separate stand Messrs. Moss and \V Id had on view anOrion thirty- four

seated double-deck omnibus belonging to the Victoria Omnibus Com

pany, Ltd., which has been in service since August 23rd, 1905, at

of Orion Motor Lorry.

mechanically-actuated valves. The transmission is through a leather-

faced cone clutch to a gear-box giving respectively three forward speeds

in addition to the reverse, with direct drive on top speed. Thence the

power is conveyed by a cardan shaft and bevel gear to a live axle,

squares on the end of the latter driving the rear road wheels. At tin.

stand Milano Motors, Ltd., of Gloucester Road, South Kensington, W.,

also exhibited a moderate-priced French built car, known as the Mira.

The engine, which is of 15-h.p., comprises four cylinders, having the

suction type of inlet valves and two forms of high-tension ignition—

magneto and accumulators. The transmission is by a cardan shaft

and bevel gear to a live axle, the gear-box giving three speeds forward

and a reverse with direct drive on the top.
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The Churchill Vehicles.

One of the attractions of the show was the huge mr tor char-a-banc

exhibited by Messrs. Durham, Churchill and Co., of Sheffield.

The vehicle (Fig. 61) is intended for public service work, and represents

a type of which the firm are now making a speciality, and of which a

large number are in operation in various parts of the country. It has

seating accommodation for twenty-six passengers, the rows of seats

being arranged gallery fashion, to that everyone can have a clear view

ahead. Tue motive power is sapplied by a 24-30-h.p. Aster four-

 

Fig. 61-—Elevation and Flan of Churchill Char a banc.

cylinder engine with two systems of ignition—high tension magneto

and coil and accumulator. The transmission gear consists of a

"Champion" friction clutch having metal-to-metal surfaces and a

patent change-speed gear. From the gear-box, the shafts of which run

on ball bearings, :,' in. balls being used, the power is conveyed by a

universally jointed shaft to a differential countershaft, the latter

carrying chain pinions which convey the power to sprockets fitted to

the hubs and spokes of the rear road wheels by means

of roller chains which run in a gear case. The " Champion " gear

referred to above is an entirely novel mechanism, giving four speeds and

reverse, all changes being obtained by means of one lever. This gear is

so eonstructed that the teeth of all the wheels are always in mesh and

it is practically an impossibility for an inefficient or careless driver to

damage the wheels in changing from one speed to another, a much-

desired feature in the change-speed gear of any public service or com

mercial vehicle, where absence of repairs means increased earning

power. The chain sprockets have very long bosses, which are bushed

with phosphor bronze sleeves so arranged as to form oil reservoirs. The

steering gear is of considerable strength, and special attention has been

paid to the brake power, there being three different sets—a 4 in. wide

contracting brake on the differential shaft, internally expanding brakes,

18 in. diameter, working in drums attached to the rear wheel hubs, and

emergency shoe-brakes on the back wheel tyres. A special feature of

the char-a-banc is the seats, which are made in accordance with Lee's

flatent, for which Messrs. Durham, Churchill and Co. are the sole

icensees. The framing of these seats is rigid, but every passenger

enjoys a separate hammock seat, which gives perfect freedom from

vibration and road shock, while the back rest is carried by spring steel

rods, the whole forming a most restful seat, which goes a Ion" way

towards the enjoyment of a long motor coach tour. A 20-h. p. delivery-
van for loads up to •><. tons ; this is built on similar lines to the char-a-

banc above described. A careful inspection of these " Churchill "

vehicles shows that the firm have spared no pains to produce a machine

which shall be fully capable of withstanding the difficult work they

are called upon to perform. The question of accessibility has not been

overlooked, while, as showing the attention paid to the details, we may

mention that even the spring shackles are provided with oil holes—a

small point in itself, but one which is frequently overlooked.

On a separate stand Messrs. Durham, Churchill and Co. also exhibited

one of their 12-14-h.p. Hallamshire cars fitted with an Aster engine of

the latest type, and with a side-entrance double phaeton body. The

clutch is of the champion metal-to-metal type, and three forward speeds

and a reverse, with a direct drive on top speed, are available, the power

being transmitted through a cardan shaft and bevel gear to a live axle.

The latter has only the driving effort to withstand, the weight of the

car being taken by the tleeve, the power being transmitted to the road

wheels through dog clutches in the hubs. Examples of the Churchill

steering and change-speed gears for cars and reversing gears for motor-

boats were also on view.

The Halley Commercial Motor Vehicles.

Hallky's Industrial Motors, Ltd., of Yoker, Glasgow, con

fined their exhibit to the chassis of a 20-h. p. vehicle, suitable for ns

as a delivery van or lorry for loads of from 30 cwt. to 2 tons. The

engine is of the twin-cylinder vertical type, 5 in. bore by PJ in.

stroke, the normal speed being 850 revs, per minute. The valves are

all mechanically-operated and are arranged on opposite sides. A

governor is provided, this acting automatically on the throttle, which CBn

also be controlledby hand ignition or by low-tension magneto. The lubri

cation of the engine is effected by a pump, while a feature of the radiator,

which is of the framed ribbed-tube type, is that it is hinged, and can be

lifted clear of the engine to give free access to all parts of the latter for the

purpose. The power is transmitted through a leather-faced clutch and a

long universally-jointed shaft to the gear-box, which is adapted to give

three speeds forward and a reverse, the various pinions being always

in mesh. The different speeds are controlled by a lever working in a

"gate"; a safety stop being provided to prevent the reverse being

engaged by mistake. From the differential shaft the power is trans

mitted to the rear road wheels by side chains. The Halley vehicles

appear to be well suited foi the hard work they are intended to per

form ; the dimensions of the various working parts are liberal, and we

notice that the erank chamber and gear-box are made of gun metal in

place of the usual aluminium.

The Forthos Car.

A vehicle which attracted considerable attention was the 24-30 h.p.

Porthoscar (Fig. 62), exhibited by Messrs. Colin Defries, Ltd., on the

stand of Messrs. Windover. The frame, which is of pressed steel,

narrowed at the front to increase the lock of the steering wheels, is

supported both at the front and rear on three-quarter elliptic springs.

The engine comprises four separate cylinders, 110 mm. bore by ISO mm.

Btr&ke, with the valves arranged on opposite sides. The ignition is by

high-tension magneto, while the carburettor is of a special automatic

type, the extra air valve being opened by means of a leather

diaphragm, on which the suction of the engine acts. Another

feature of the carburettor U that the vaporising and mixing-chambers are

separate ; the petrol is sapplied by pressure to a small reservoir on the

dashboard, which contains an ordinary float chamber through which the

petrol must pass before reaching the carburettor, thus preventing pressure

in the latter. A tap is fitted for shutting off the flow of spirit, and at

the same time the pressure. The lubrication of the engine is effected

by a small pump built in connection with and operated by one

of the exhaust valve tappets. The transmission is through a leather-

faced cone clutch, four speeds and reverse.gear-box, with direct dri\e

on top, cardan shaft and bevel gear to a live axle. The latter

forms a somewhat novel departure from the ordinary practice,

the usual design being practically reversed—that is to say, the power is

transmitted to the road wheels through hollow sleeves, which, instead

of being fixed as usual, rotate in ball beariogs. The weight of the

car is carried by a solid shaft which extends in one continuous piece

from wheel to wheel, and which also rotates with the wheels. The

 

Fir;. 62. -Chassislof Porthos:24-80-h.p. Car,

differential is of the parallel-pinion type, and the intermediate pinions

have been made much longer than usual, so that the driving gear is, to a

certain degree, free to move laterally on the driving sleeves and so adjust

itself to any strains which might otherwise tend to disturb the correct

meshing of the bevel gears. This "iloating" action is facilitated by

the absence of torque rods, the natural tendency to turn being resisted

by the casing provided around the cardan shaft. From the foregoing

it will be seen that the Porthos cars, which are of French construction,

comprise a number of special points, the behaviour of which, in

practice, will be watched with interest.
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MISCELLANEOUS EXHIBITS.

Sawyer Non-skid Bands.

The Motor Stores was showing the well-known " Sawyer " bands ;

the inventor, however, is still identified with his non-skid. These

devices are made in three styles : (a) leather vulcanised band ; (b)

leather ' detachable band ; (c) " combination " leather and rubber

vnlcanised band. The first of these is a chrome leather outer

cover, vulcanised over the outside of any pneumatic tyre, which is

completely enveloped, thus being afforded complete protection.

The suppleness and strength of the leather combine to give

the band durability and also enable it to withstand any sudden violent

strains to which motor-car tyres are constantly subjected. The

detachable band is of the same character as the vulcanised type, but

can be taken on or off when desired with ease. The tread of the band

is fitted with clips, so that it can be easily attached. Firstly, the tyre

should be deflated, and the clips then inserted under the wheel rim.

The re-inflation of the tyre will do the rest. In the Sawyer "combi

nation " leather and rubber vuicanised band we have, as the name implies,

a band in which leather and rubber are both employed. The tread

which has to encounter the road surface is of stout chrome leather, and

carries the hardened steel studs. This is attached to a heavy rubber

crescent-shaped band, beneath which an intermediate band of leather is

provided to which the shanks or rivets are attached. The chafing of the

tyre by these is prevented by another leather band being vulcanised on

the rubber tyre. The Sawyer non-skid bands are maintaining their

reputation despite competition.

The Coventry Simplex Petrol Motors.

The Coventry Simplex Motors, Ltd., a new comer to the Show,

had an interesting display in the Gallery of the four and six-cylinder

petrol engines they have lately introduced. As we gave an illustrated

description in a recent issue of the M.O.J., we need only mention that

two sizes are made, 16-h. p. fonr-oylinder, and25-h.p. six-cylinder, the bore

and stroke of both being 3j} in. by 3Jj in. Special care has been taken

in the selection of the material for the various parts, the crank-shaft

being made from a solid steel forging, while, in addition to it running

on ball-bearings, a separate compound ball thrust bearing is provided. A

special form of automatic carburettor is being supplied for use in these

motors, the extra air-valve being provided with a dashpot. The jet and

other parts of the device, too, are so fitted that they can be readily taken

apart for cleaning purposes.

The Cave Tyre and Non-Skid.

Among those particularly interested in tyres, the new type shown

by the Cave Pneumatic Tyre Patents was of considerable interest

in the fact that, dispensing with rubber in the outer cover, it suggests an

economy in the running of automobiles which naturally appeals to all

owners of cars. The tyre is made of a fabric and is formed of layers

of material which is rot-proof. It has a wired edge and locks into the

rim, being maintained in position without the use of security bolts.

Although the cover has no rubber, it is remarkably resilient and should

prove durable in use. The Cave removable non-skid tread was another

novelty at this stand. This consists of a row of studs embedded in

leather or rubber, and placed on each side of the tread, bo that the non-

skid only comes into use when actually wanted. The " Nolevah "

section rim was also on view. It is adjustable to any wheel and is

suitable for all descriptions of tyres. A section of the rim is remov

able practically instantaneously, and the tyre can then be taken off

without the assistance of a lever in a few minutes—a saving of labour

and time that will be appreciated when motoring.

" Necessarialitiea"

Under such a designation Messrs. F. S. Nickells and Co. showed

several useful novelties for motorists of all degrees, including patent

electrical nuts and fasteners, universal valve connectors, the Eclair

connector and combined tyre meter, a patent tell-tale lamp, &e. The

ingenious valve connector was favourably commented upon in the M.G.J.

in October last, and mention ma/ iu \v be made of the firm's connector

and combined tyro meter, a very simple and satisfactory device. With

tlie system adopted by Messrs. Nickells and Co. all likelihood of

shock to the gauge is avoided, wliilo at the same time there is a free

passage to the gauge from the inner tube. The tell-tale lamp on the stand

was another notable exhibit, being both dust and soot proof. In this

there is a slightly concave plate in the dome of the lamp, the concavity

in which is increased by the heat from the llarae, thus breaking contact

with an insulated set screw in the dome. Upon the lamp going out

contact is made and warning is given to the driver by a small glow-lamp

fixed in any convenient position in the front, and worked from the

accumulator in use. «If preferred, an electric bell can be fitted under the

seat, and also worked from a dry cell. By the aid of Messrs. Nickells

and Co.'s patent terminals the device is instantly detached for lighting

in windy weather.

Moblloils.

The Vacuum Oil Company, Ltd., has become a familiar name to

motorists by reason of the Vacuum mobiloils for water and air cooled

engines, gears, &c, for motor-cars as well as chain lubricants and oils for

all types of commercial vehicles. Vacuum A mobiloil is for cylinder and

crank case lubrication ; Vacuum C mobiloil is a high-grade oil for gears

perfectly free from foreign matter, and with no tendency to corrode or

" gum up," the oil leads to the bearings. Special oils were also shown

as prepared for steam and electric cars, while the Vacuum graphite

grease and the Vacuum mobilubricant are of recognised merit. The

latter is for use in pressure cups for all purposes where grease or solidified

oil is required. A speciality of the Vacuum Oil Company is an oil

for leather-lined clutches which will keep the leather pliable and protect

it from the hardening influence of moisture as well as prevent both " slip

ping" and "fierceness."

Parsons' Non-Skids.

The Parsons NoN-SKiDCoMPANYhadagood representation of their

Grippa non-skids, sparklet intlators and other specialities. The

" Parsons Grippa " detachable non-skid is a very efficient and convenient

device, and has the further advantage of economy in cost. The Parsons

Non-Skid with wire side hoops and zig-zag cross chains was one of the

earliest attempts to preserve motorists from the serious dangers of side

slip. The principal feature of the new type is the substitution of chain

for wire in the side hoops. After careful experiment it has l>een found

that the chain can be relied npon for strength. Indeed, it has the advan

tage over wire in this respect, as it is not affected and weakened by

rust. The adoption of chain hoops has made the non-skids much

easier to attach. It has also overcome a difficulty with regard to fitting,

as it is easy to shorten the chains should the Non-Skid be too large, and

the company are purposely sending them out when new with the hoop

chains a little too long, to meet the case of re treaded or extra size tyres.

With the chain hoops the non-skids collapse into a much smaller space,

and can be carried in the car in a small canvas bag, which can be con

veniently stowed in the tool box or under the seat.

Clothing.

Messrs. Charles Baker and Company's Stores, Ltd., have

come well to the front in connection with motor clothing for ladies and

gentlemen, ami their selection of raiment for summer and winter

motoring was conspicuously complete and stylish. A glance at the

articles disposed on their stand gave evidence of the great advance that

 

Fig. 63.—Baker and Co 's Motor Coats for Ladies.

this department of motoring has made iu recent years, and iu overcoats,

ulsters, waterproofs, and similar garments for both ladies and gentle

men, the firm have paid regard to ap|icarance as well as utility. Their

selection of gloves, aprons, caps, rugs, leggings, puttees, &c, was as

extensive at their range of tailoring materials, and their presence at

the exhibition will doubtless result in their further recognition as

tailors conversant with the needs of motoring as well as familiar with

the arts of the cutter.

The Beresford Him.

Since its introduction at the last Stanley Show, the Beresford Patent

Motor Kim has made considerable advance in public favour. This

motor rim overcomes many of the disadvantages whhh attend the

satisfactory attachment ana detachment of tyres, saving labour and time.

It has no complicated mechanical details, so that it is not only free from

liability to get out of order but is able to be manufactured at a price

which cannot fail to prove a factor in its adoption. The detachable

flange is sprung over the rim in such a way that the inflation of the

tyre locks it into the outer edge or flange of the rim itself. To get at

the tube all that it is necessary to do is to deflate the tyre, spring the

flange over the rim, and slide the tube and cover on, reversing the

operation to replace. This is the work of a few seconds, and, requiring no

S'eat muscular effort, constitutes one of the great claims made by the

eresford RlM Company, Ltd., who are introducing the device.

Flooring for Oarages.

The Cork Asphalt, Ltd., had some specimens of their pavement

on view. This pavement has the quality of non-absorption, and evidence

of its value on this account can lie furnished in the courtyards of many

of the royal palace* as well as at several important railway stations. It

is a compound of bitumen and other materials,including cork ; and being

durable, elastic and non-absorbent to moisture, is hygienic and sanitary

in use. It is of a non-slippery nature, so that the necessity of sprinkling

the surface with sand is obviated—a decided advantage in the case of

motor garages and similar establishments.
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The Windham Detachable Bodies.

The Windham Sliding Detachable Motor Body Company, of

Clapbam Juuction, S. VV., had on view several examples of their

detachable and interchangeable bodies as built for Daimler, Renault

and Star, and, in fact, for any modern type of car. Apart from the

advantage of the detachable body in giving access to the differential shaft

of chain-driven cars and to the live axle of gear-driven vehicles, and the

brake mechanism of both, its main feature is, of course, the facility it

affords of converting a car to different purposes. Thus, with one chassis

a motorist may have on hand a side entrance double phaeton, landaulet

for town use, or shooting brake body, any one of which can be placed in

position in less than a minute, or a luggage- carrier can be fitted con

verting the vehicle into a two-seated touring car. Again, for trades

men's use, the pleasure body, either closed or open, may be readily

replaced by a delivery van, the spare bodies all being stored on their

own legs, the height of which is so adjusted that the lower edges of the

bodies are on a level with the flitch-plate guides on the chassis.

It may be remembered that we gave an illustrated notice of the

system in the M.C.J, of November 18th, 1905 ; as, however, since

that time various improvements have been effected on it, the follow

ing description may be of interest :— Brielly, the system consists in fit

ting to the side members of the frame of the chassis a small and

light steel Hitch plate. When in position this forms an L-shapod

guide, the vertical and horizontal surfaces of which measure only

about an inch. The lower edges of the sides of the boly, which are

provided with a long brass strip, are made of corresponding shape,

so that the latter may slide into position from I lie rear. Ihe

guide plate is at intervals slightly countersunk, to receive rollers,

which facilitate the sliding action of the body. The fit is so accurate

that it is impossible to detect that the body is of the detachable

type ; the extreme forward portion of the bottom part of the body

is cut aslant, and abuts closely to the rear ends of the woodwork of

the front seats. When quite "home" the body automatic illy locks

 

Fig. 64.—AILimousine and a Side-Entrance Body, both made detachable on

the Windham system, for a Renault Car.

itself in place by means of two special catches, in such a way that there

is no danger of its becoming accidentally detached. To ensure additional

rigidity of the body, and to prevent any tendency to rattle, the rear ends

of the guide plates are formed with V groves in which fit corresponding

projections on the rear of the body in such a way that their

existence is hardly noticeable. Another recent improvement is

a safety catch in connection with the side doors, which

prevents the body being slid back unless these are locked,

so that there is consequently now no danger of the varnish

of the door panel or the mudguards being inadvertently damaged.

Another important factor of the : Windham system is the provision of

wooden legs with rubber-tyred castor wheels ; these are intended to be

kept in the garage, but can, if desired, be so arranged that, as the body

is drawn from the chassis along the guides, the rear pair of legs shall

fall automatically into position, thus enabling the body to be withdrawn

by one man, and without the use of any lifting tackle. The forward

pair of legs can be fixed in place ere the body is entirely clear of the

chassis, after which it may be wheeled away to its place of storage.

The illustration given herewith (Fig. 64) depicts a Kenault car which

has recently been provided with two detachable bodies on the

Windham system. While it is impossible to detect where the

rear part is joined up with the forward fixed section, by simply

opening the tool chest at the rear and lifting the safety catches it is

possible to pull the detachable portion to the end of the guides in a few

seconds, this without the use of any tools. Altogether the Windham

arrangement is a step forward in motor-body construction, and one that

has already met with recognition at the hands of carriage builders, it

having been adopted amongst others by such well-known firms as

Messrs. Holmes, Mulliner, Alford and Alder and Holland and Holland.

We may add that it is applicable to all sizes and types of chassis, and

that existing bodies can be adapted to the sliding detachable principle.

Motors.

Mr. F. C. Blake occupied a stand with his 6-h.p. double-cylinder

marine motor set, 25 h. p. four-cylinder marine motor sets, and other

well-designed exhibits of special interest to those concerned with the

development of the motor-hoit. One of his specialities is a 12-h.p.

four-cylinder engine designed for use in launches up to 35 ft. The

cylinders are ca9t in pairs with water jackets in one piece, eliminating

head joints. This motor is fitted with high tension electrical ignition,

Blake's patent high speed trembler coil and distributor and Longuemare

carburettor. All the parts are automatically lubricated by splash

lubrication and the doors fitted to the crank chamber are commendably

large.

Cape Cart Hoods.

Messrs. S. Swan and Co. had a good display of cars and acces

saries, the latter including Cape cart hoods, wind screens, lubricators, &c.

Special attention may be drawn to the firm's' Cape cart hoods and

g'as* screens made in their own factory and possessing many points

of distinction. A special type of fitting was that arranged for side-

entrance cars made with brass fittings complete with the side and

back curtains. There is a mica window. at the back. The- necessary

straps and irons for fitting are supplied, making the whole device a

very complete addition to the car. Folding glass screens in walnut and

mahogany were also on view. Tyres, valves, electric buzzers, accumu

lators, horns, lamps, axles, &c, were included in the comprehensive

exhibit of Messrs. Swan and Co.

The O.S. Speed Indicator.

Mr. W. S. Searlk limited his exhibit to a couple of really notable

specialities, one being the Sehulze manograph, which is coming largely

into service in British as well as foreign motor-car works, the other

the O. S. speedometer, a reliable and durable instrument that is attract

ing considerable attention. This is simple in construction and accurate

and reliable, and won the first prize in the trials of the French Auto

mobile Club la*t year. Accuracy is gained by the use of the magnet

system, the magnet turning in a closed circuit to give an immediate

indication and prevent demagnetising. The system of transmission in

the O. S. speedometer is a departure from the ordinary method, and all

the working parts are hidden under the body of the car. We propose

to describe the ingenious apparatus in an early issue.

The Validus Non-Skid.

An effective display was made by the "Validus ' Non-Skid

Motor Tyre Company, whose specialities have been well thought

out before being placed on the market. Among the exhibits we

noticed a new feature in retreading, viz., the Validus rubber retread,

canvas studded. This is particularly designed for front wheels and

secures a much firmer grip on the road than does the ordinary rubber

retread, 'and acts practically as a non-skid. The Validus rubber

combination non-skid is composed of a rubber and canvas band with

a leather studded tread on the surface. The speciality of the com

pany is fitted with a renewable tread—a point in favour of the

economy of the device which should not be overlooked.

Cort's Non-Skid.

The detachable non-skid motor tyre band introduced by Mr. W. S.

Cort, of Market Harborough, has been successful in preventing skid

ding, while, at the same time, preserving the tyre from punctures.

Should it ever become loose on the tyre it can be quickly tightened by

a nut specially provided for the purpose. In attaching or detaching no

screwing is required, as the band is fitted with clips which fit into the

rim. In the case of tyres without bead, the clip3 are made to fit round

the spoke, so that provision is made for the adoption of Mr. Cort's non-

skid on any type of tyre.

The "Vulcan Specialities.

Messrs. (Ieipel and Lanue drew special attention to their speed

indicators and odometers known as the Vulcan. The former are simple

in construction and reliable in operation. They are electrically-

operated, the apparatus consisting of a small magneto dynamo driven

from the car's front wheel, connected to a dial which is actually a

voltmeter, the needle of which follows the variations in current generated

by the magneto in proportion to the varying speeds of the road wheel.

An entirely new feature is introduced this year in fitting a phos

phorescent dial, which allows of the indicator being read at night time.

The dial is extremely luminous and requires but a short exposure to

daylight to render its surface active. The Vulcan Odometer is a hub

cap mileage recorder. The odometer is arranged to be fitted to the hub

cap of the " off" front wheel as to become an intregral portion of the

same. Messrs. Geipel and Lange also had a collection of voltmeters,

auto-tremblers, &&, as well as the Vulcan positive-stop lovor, which

affords a positive stop action for the ordinary type of " straight through"

change speed lever. The Vulcan lever ensures that the centre of the

gear cannot possibly be passed without a definite looking action. It is

impossible for any gear to be pissed over without the driver being well

aware of the fact and having made a voluntary movement to pass on.

Bent Timber.

Messrs. Beavan, Hoog and Co. showed a good assortment of

their productions in bent timber as supplied for motor-cars, motor-'buses,

and all descriptions of automobiles. Motor-'bus wings and bends, Cape

cart hoodsticks, panels for the seats of cars, rails and wings, and, in fact,

every description of bent timber for the car, was to be seen on their

stand.
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Fig. 65.

Motor Bodies.

Some excellent specimens of modern motor body building work were

shown by Meters. CHARLES S. WlNDDVER AND Co., Ltd., including a

seven-seated limousine. The interior is upholstered in drab cord, lias

plate glass -windows, electric lights, and is fitted with every convenience

for the comfort of the most exigent motorist. A ntatly designed side-

entrance double-phaeton was also shown.

The Prested Battery.

In our issue of February 16th we described and illustrated some of

the Prested electrical specialities which attracted interest to the stand

of the Prested Miners' Lamp Co., Ltd. Among these was the

Prested coil fitted with a new patent trembler and cut-out in many

types, ranging from that supplied for the 250-h.p.

\Vestinghouse gas engine to the small trembler

coil required for a motor-bicycle. The success of

the Prested battery has been most marked, and

in many competitions it has assisted motorists to

distinction. Attention may be drawn to the battery

W. T. L., which presents an excellent workman

like appearance. The case is made by special

machinery from one solid piece of teak, so that no

leaks are possible. liy a chemical process the

wood is made acid-proof and non-conductiDg. The

plates are seven in number, separated by perforated

and corrugated celluloid, making short circuits impossible. After being

placed in the cell a composition in a molten state is run along ihe edges,

holding the sections rigidly in their places. The plates and cell con

sequently form a solid block, which no amount of vibration can possibly

affect. The battery is furnished with vents jin. in diameter, allowing

the plates to be viewed from the top. The Prested Company also showed

the neat form of test lamp illustrated in Fig. 65.

T. and M. Accessories.

Messrs. Trier and Martin, Ltd., had some good specimens o

high-grade mechanical work on their stand, including the T. and Mf

lubricator, a tyre-teeter, and the T. and M. patent multiple-jet car

burettor, which we described and illustrated on page 150 of last week's

issue. The lubricator shown on the stand had a smart appearance and

works by pressure from the exhaust. rach of the drip tubes are

separately removable for cleaning purposes by simply slackening the

lock nut and cup, and the filling hole is of a diameter large enough to

insure rapid filling with no spilling or waste of oil. In the new tyre

tester brought out by Messrs. Trier and Martin. Ltd., the motorist is

provided with a ready means of testing his tyies in a minimum of time,

and with an instrument both accurate and durable.

" Eclair " Pump Connection.

Mr. H.J. Harding made a special feature of the "Eclair" instan

taneous pump connections for motor-cars and motor-cycles, which have

previously been described in the M.C.J. This is automatic in action and

will fit all types of valves, thus dispensing with the necessity for special

adapters. As a simple, durable and airtight connection the "Eclair"

has points of advantage which were evidently appreciated by many

visitors to the Motor Car Show.

Tyre Bepairs.

The Defiant Non-Skid and Tyre Accessories Company had

a selection of their detachable non-skid bands and "Gnaviter" steel

studded leather and rubber treads for renewing non-skid covers, as well

as a selection of specimens of tyre and lube repairs. The " Gnaviter :'

tyre gauge was also on view, this being an excellent device, inasmuch

as it is impossible to exceed a determined pressure in the tyie. The

Defiant Company is specialising on tyre work, and its bands have

features of a distinctive character.

The Gare Wheels.

The " Gare" tangent wheels attracted attention to the stand of the

Tangent Wheels, Ltd. The novelty of this system of building the

wheel consists in the line of each spoke passing to one side of the axle,

or tangentially to it and to the hub. Every spoke is of full width at the

nave and at the felloe, the ends being wedge-shaped instead of being

made with shoulders or butted ends. Steel plates are employed to

strengthen and secure the spoke ends and the several felloe sections.

The plan adopted gives strength and assists the resilience of the wheel—

two important considerations that will appeal to every motorist of ex

perience. Tangent wheels of the open spoked type can be made of

any ordinary size, and for any usual load, and suited for either horse-

drawn or-rootor;pTtjpelled vehicles. ' They'can also be made to take any

ordinary form of solid or pneumatic rubber tyre.

New Lubricator.

An interesting type of pressure feed lubricator was shown for the

first time by Messrs. W. D. Fair and Co., of Knightsbridge, S.W.,

in which some distinctly good points were incorporated. The appear

ance of the device is not far dissimilar from the ordinary pattern of

lubricator. The oil tank has a gauge into which air is pumped, forcing

the oil upwards through the sight feeds, which are filled with water to a

point within \ in. of t he top. Thence the oil issues through perforated

brass discs lifting celluloid discs resting on these and flowing into holes

leading into the lubrication pipes, from whence it is communicated to

the working parts. The device is simple and effective, and provided art

undoubted attraction to the display of Messrs. W. D. Fair and Co.

The Advance Manufacturing Company, Ltd., showed a range of

3 to9-h.p. engines, and alsr. their cycles fitted with these motors. The

company have attained a large measure of success in connection with this

branch of motorism, and their machines are constructed on thoroughly

up-to-date lines and with good workmanship evidenced on their part.

Mr. H. W. Southall, jun., showed the Gibson Power Indicator,

by means of which both the compression and explosion preBsuies

developed in each cylinder under the actual working condition on the

road can be ascertained. The Southall tyre gauge was also shown— u>

accurate and reliable instrument, the good points of which have already

been made known to readers of the M.C.J.

Messrs. Kossuth and Co., the famous Parisian art printers, gave

English visitors some idea of the excellence of their work by the dis

play of a series of coloured posters suitable for dtawing attention to

motors-cars, &c Some notion of the excellence of their work has

been obtainable on the hoardings of late, the posters of the Cordingley

Show having been executed by this firm from the special design of a

leading French artist.

The Zenith Motor Engineering Company ehowed their new

Zenith tri-car fitted with a 6-h.p. twin-cylinder J. A. P. engine and

Longuemare carburettor. This is built on the double frame spring sus

pension principle, a system of construction which the makers claim to

obviate all vibration and risk of side-slip. The new Zenith bi-car, with

a 3J-h.p. Fafnir engine, is constructed on the same principle, the frame

absorbing all vibration before it can be conducted to the lower frame, on

which the entire weight of the rider and the engine is carried.

The patent seamless serrated copper, brass, and steel oil cans, petrol

squirt cans and other specialities exhibited by Messrs. Joseph Kayes-

and Sons, Ltd., occupied a conspicuous position in the Arcade. The

firm also showed their patent forced feed lubricating oil cans as well ss

their oil economiser for lubricating oils for motor cars. Strength and

durability as well as good features of construction characterise the pro

ductions of this firm, which is catering with considerable success for the

requirements of motor garages as well as of private owners of motor-

vehicles.

A large collection of motor trunks, motor clocks, &c., were shown by

Messrs. Finnigans, Ltd., whose specialities include several trunks

adapted for the use of motorists going on tour. We particularly noticed

two or three types shaped for fixing on the grid at the rear of vehicles,

these being obtainable in colours to match the other parts of the car to

which they are attached.

Messrs. Day and Co. had a selection of two-cycle motor marine

engines ranging in power from H-h.p. to 25-h.p., as well as a motor-

launch built by Messrs. Summer* and Payne of Southampton. Thi*

was fitted with a .'ij-h.p. engine and attracted considerable attention,

as did also the working model of the Gies reverse gear. This consists

of a gripping device, two machine-cat pinions, and a short drive by a

steel sprocket chain.

Motor Accessories.

Thi French Motor Accessories Co., Ltd., bad a comprehensive

display of electrical fittings for motor-carriages, these being of excellent

design and finish. They also showed the head,

side and rear lamps of Ouvrard snd Co., of Paris,

for whom they are the agents, and with the Clerget

non-skids, Fulmen accumulators, and A.V. plug-",

made up a really interesting exhibit. Of these we

illustrate (Fig. 66) the A/V. plug, the central

electrode of which, for magneto ignition, can be

expanded to allow for wear of the external

electrode. The plug can be obtained for coif

ignition or double ignition by coil and magneto.

Among the literature distributed at the stand

was a splendid catalogue for the 1907 season,

extending to more than seventy foolscap pages,

and containing reference to nearly 200 accessories

stocked by the French Motor Accessories Co., Ltd.

The speciality of Fastnut, Ltd., has been

so frequently referred to in connection with exhi

bitions that it will now suffice to say that it is-

a guaranteed device for holding nuts, securing

them under any amount of vibration.

The Lyxavon Company had on view their

grease removing soap—a preparation of interest

to the many motorists who have had difficulty

in removing the dirt which eeems inseparable

from'motoring.

Baseley's lubricating oils were shown on the

stand of Mr. F. C. Blake, in the gallery, atd

secured much attention from expert visitors.

The De8clee patent non-skid and gaiter, as well

as other good types of devices for the prevention

of punctures, were shown by Messrs. Desclee AND Co.

Plugs and igniters were conspicuous on the stand of Messrs.

Leo Ripault and Co., which was occupied by a selection of high-

class accessories, &c. These included accumulators, synchronised coils,

non-skid bands, &c, and the various specialities of La Societe Oleo,

for which the firm are the British agents.

.. . {To be concluded.)
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[Letters to the Editor should be addressed to the

S7-33, Charing Cross Rood, FP.G]

SIX CYLINDERS v. FOUR.

To the Editor or The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—The subject of six v. four cylinders is sufficiently important as a

technical measure of engine capability to invite examination. The points

at issue appear to arrange themselves in the following order, namely,

first cost, efficiency, comfort, and flexibility. In the first case, the question

is not so much a comparison of existing cars, in which six or four cylinders

are involved, as it is whether the cost of the one is greater than the other.

As engines, power for power, it is undoubtedly impossible to make a six-

cylinder engine as cheaply a« a four-cylinder, because, with a correct

design, the weight of four cylinders will be less than the weight of six

smaller ones of the same power and stroke, and all engineers will recog

nise this as an ordinary condition, that the incidental machining of six

small cylinders will take a longer time than the machining of four a

little larger. The diffeience in the machining s^eed rates would be very

little, but the setting and handling of six cylinders would take

just about one-third more time than tor the four.

Six sets of valves and the necessary gearing would cost more than

four sets for the four cylinders. The weights and different qaantities

of surface to be machined are practically negligible j therefore the cost

 

The Double Landaulet recently supplied by the New Engine Company

to the Marquis of Eipon,

Attention may be drawn to the great depth of the front seats, together with the

excellent accommodation for four passengers in the back part of the body.
Despite thia, and althongh the wheel baae is only 10 ft. H In., the back scat is
still well in front of the back axle. It will be seen, too, that side doors have
been fitted to the forward portion of the vehicle, adequately protecting the feet

of the passengers on the front seats.

again is one-third more for the six. The crank shaft for the six-

cylinder would be of lighter section, but longer ; and six cranks would

take longer to machine than four. Therefore, again, the 6-throw crank

would be roughly one-third dearer than for four. Six complete sets of

connecting rods, brasses, bolts, &c, would again represent about one-

third more cost, because the difference in the weight of the material

may be nearly equal, but the cost of machining and fitting is six times

in one case to four of the other. Six complete sets of pipe fittings and

connections will cost a great deal more than four sets. .Extra length

of crank case is a necessary condition, meaning extra expense, in spite

of the fact that a little weight might be saved sectionally, because of
the more equal distribution of the power effect. ■

As a general conditional workshop measure a six-cylinder engine,

power for power, is likely to cost at least 25 per eent. more than a four-

cylinder. The flywheel is purposely left out for further reference, and it

may be presumed that the difference in size and weight of chassis need not

vary much for the two different engine conditions, because, however the

power may be distributed at the crank shaft, the fact remains that each

revolution, presuming tie same strokes to be equal, carries the same

(•mount of power to the driving wheels. It is assumed that in a correct

design the speed of revolution of the six and four-cylinder engines are

alike. Therefore, the function of the flywheel is an attempt to equilibrate

inaccurate movement and unequal forces by storing surplus energy at

one period and giving it out at another, and it is obvious that, where the

spacrts are divided on the flywheel into six parts for the six-cylinder

end four parts for the four-cylinder, the weight of the rim in one case can

be lighter than that of the other, because there is less surplus energy to

stoic between the intervals. Whatever opinions exist in regard to flywheel

weight, it is nevertheless a fact that weight of flywheel (represents in

some way something more than mere weight or mass resistance

measured at the rim, and this Mr. Dunlop appears to appreciate. Now,

it is quite evident that the nearer the impulses are together there must

be less variation of speed, and, consequently, smoother running, even

for equal powers.

What may be termed the unbalanced thrust of the six-cylinder

engine must be less in proportion to the overlap of the six-crank action.

Now, the total thrust horizontally of both the six and four-cylinder are

equal as to magnitude, but less as to detail. Therefore, the tipping

moment of the six-cylinder must be less than that of the four, because

the forces are applied six times in one case and four in the other. The

advantage for the six-cylinder, in regard to this influence, is, therefore,

as 2 is to 3, but there is an overlap in the six-cylinder, which is a

part balance for the opposite thrust. Thereby the tilting moment is

atill further reduced.

The flywheel action and effect is to lift the wheels off the ground

on one side, and to push the frame over on the other, the general

tendency being to tilt the car to the side to which the top of the

wheel is running. It is an obvious conclusion that the heavier the rim

the greater the tilting effort, which is proportional to the weight. Now,

a flywheel for a six-cylinder engine, diameter and speed being alike,

need only have two-thirds of the weight of the rim ot the four-cylinder

wheel. This may represent 301l>. to 401b. weight of metal, and the

centrifugal force is in proportion. There seems a self-evident fact that

the non necessity of keeping up this centrifugal force gives greater

freedom to engine revolution, because there is a less actual resistance,

atid under a less resistance the speed of the engine can be correspond

ingly reduced. Efficiency should, therefore, be augmented, unless

other conditions intervene to prevent it, snch as the increased surface

area of cylinder exposed bo the same quantity of hot gas, but this

■does not alter the fact that a lower turning moment means the

possibility for a lower speed.

Generally, the above observations inclnde comfort and flexibility,

and apparently these receive a decided advantage from the use of six

cylinders as against four, whilst the question of efficiency may be equal

for both in regard to heat, but in regard to mechanical efficiency it would

seem that the six-cylinder is again advantageous. How much these

advantages count against first cost, upkeep, and more parts to look after,

besides six instead of four sparking periods, ai e matters users and owners

have to decide.

Very many things occur in actual work which are mare or less

incidental to human care on the one hand or lax inattention on the other,

but the previous deductions are, more or less, purely conditional to

engineering principles. Frictional resistances present doubtful issues,

meaning that increase of surface sometimes means increased loss, whereas

increase of surface for equal pressures may mean reduced aggregate

resistance, and, looking at the conditions from a practical standpoint,

the frictional resistance for six and four cylinders for equal power seems

to be a case of six of one and half a dozen of the other.—Yours truly,

John Batey.

THE SCOTTISH RELIABILITY TRIALS.

To thvb Editor or The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—I have been looking through the rules governing the Scottish

Automobile Club's Reliability Trials and the Frame's Hill Climb. The

standpoint from which I have been considering them is that of the Ford

Junior Car, whioh is a four-cylinder, two-seated car. The bore of the

engine is 3 ; in. and the stroke 3| in. Rule No. 7 of the Scottish Auto

mobile Club's regulations provides as follows :—" Any car showing more

than 15-h.p. on the basis of the following formula shall have a seating

capacity of not less than four :—

Cylinder diameter in inches 2 x number of cylinders.

2^5

This formula, as you will observe, takes no account of the stroke

of the piston, therefore a car fitted with an engine having a short stroke

and comparatively wide bore is unfairly handicapped. For engineering

purposes, the utility of which is thoroughly acknowledged by all com

petent designers, the stroke of the Ford engine is less than the bore of

the cylinder, therefore, although we only rate the engine of the vehicle

at 15-h.p. according to the above-mentioned formula, it works out as

follows :—

= 22i h.p.
15 15
—T X — X 4 X
4 4,

The Scottish Club hold their trials presumably that the public may

ascertain what is the most reliable car in each class, the class being

ascertained upon a basis of price, but they consider it necessary to

stipulate that when cylinder capacity exceeds their given formula the

car must carry four persons, irrespective of price. I already understand

that it is necessary to prevent, say, a 60-h.p. Napier car, the chassis of

which costs £1,000, competing as a two-seater, and also that the clubs

concerned desire to avoid the fiasco as shown under Tourist Trophy con

ditions, where cars have been specially built for that competition and

priced irrespective of their sale value ; but what possible object is there

in handicapping a manufacturer out of giving the public ample power

in a two-seated car, provided that such vehicle is being sold to the

general public in hundreds at the same price as a two-seated car

equipped: with only one or two-cylinder engine ?

My point of complaint is that I am prohibited from entering a Ford

Junior Car, which is designed to carry only two persons, in either the

Scottish Trials or Frame's Hill Climb, in consequence of the authorities
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•laving tacitly admitted that the car is in u class to itself and has no

-competitors. Now, if the Scottish and Herefordshire Clubs would make
-•in actual instead of the tacit admission, I woald be well content ; and

ior the guidance of those persons who pay attention to the awards of

the Scottish and Herefordshire Clubs in Class 1 of their competitions, I

fceg to state that I hereby oll'jr to submit the Ford Junior car to any

test, for general reliability, average speed within the legal limit, hili-

-cliinbing and economy, based upon a handicap of price.

I contend that price is the real handicap, as in fact the Scottish

Club themselves admit by classifying their competition under six In- ids

defined according to price of chassis. There is, in my opinion, nothing

more calculative to restrict proper enterprise in the automobile bu-iness

than for a manufacturer to be handicapped out of giving ample power

-at a moderate price, and I shall be much obliged if you will publish my

views as above expressed upon this matter.—Yours truly,

Percival L. D. Perry.

SIX WHEELS OR FOUR.

To ran Editob or The Motor-Car Journal.

SIR,—As a motorist I have been much interested in the recent

Automooile Club Side-Slip and Skid Prevention Competition, and the

verdict of the judges appears to be so much at variance with the result

■of the trials that it is difficult to understand. It was obvious to all who

were present at the trials at the Clement-Talbot works that the only

■device which succeeded in obviating the side-slip was a six-wheeled

■device entered by Mr. H. B. Molesworth. To quote from one of the

subsequent newspaper reports, " With the exception of the three pairs of

wheels the etlbrts of the others might, without exaggeration, be described

-as floundering?."

An extract from another report states that, " Only one device,

known as the Molesworth, succeeded in the trials imposed. The roadway

used had been smeared with an attractive mixture of Thames mud, soft-

soap and other emollients, applied to a thickness of some inches, and as it

originally had a very steep camber, was abont the thing one negotiates in

nightmares. The vehicles contesting had to perform various hair-raising

evolutions on this track, with the result that most of them were saved

from utter demolition only by grace on the part of the observant angels

and the dexterous use of sacks of shavings, applied in fender fashion.

The 'bus fitted with the .Molesworth device (lashed down the course at a

good fifteen miles per hour, braked suddenly and continued its course in a

perfectly straight line ! It waved in and out in a snake-like manner in

the steering test, always travelling on its longitudinal axis. In short,

it proved that the skidding problem has been solved." In the face of

these statements it is difficult to understand how the judges could pos

sibly have arrived at their decision. I enclose my card, and remain—

Yours truly,

Motorist.

LOSS OF POWER.

To tee Editob of The Motor-Oar Journal.

Sir,—Replying to " ML K. C. S.'s" query in the last issue of the M.C.J.

the speed of this c»r depends entirely upon the ratio of gears, if, of course,

the ratio is only sufficient to give the speed mentioned, with the engine

running at its maximum speed. The only remedy would be to raise the

gear. This should only be done slightly, as I very much doubt if, with

the h.p. mentioned, any great increase could be obtained.—Yours truly,

H. J. T.

CARS IN HYDE PARK.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—I am glad you are taking interest in the movement I initiated

in the hope of getting our motorist friends to be able to use Hyde Park

daring the season.

Many people have sold their horses this year and depend entirely on

their cars for carriage exercise, and it seems a very harsh measure to

prevent them from driving in a park which they have used for years with

their horses.

Some years ago, when the automobiles were not as perfect as they

are to-day, there might have been some ground for such a prohibition,

but to-day a well-kept car should be absolutely noiseless, and there is

do reason why it should emit any obnoxious smell or vapour. In

fact, a good petrol car should be practically just as unobjectionable as an

-electric car.

Under these circumstances, would it not be possible for cars to be

admitted in Hyde Park, during the season, just the same as ordinary

3iorse carriages? But, in any case, if the conservative methods are too

strong for these radical changes, could we not arrange for a certain part

of the park to be reserved to a certain extent to motor-car awners T For

instance, the road leading from the powder magazine to Hyde Park

Corner, which was very much used during the bicycle craze for cyclists,
•would make a very nice show ground for the latest motor equipages,

which probably will be the feature of the coming season. Again, the

road from Victoria Gate to Marble Arch might be allowed to be used for

the same purpose.

Such a permission would mean a great deal of pleasure to the

private owners, and, at the same time, would also be very important to

the automobile industry generally, and there is no doubt that many ladies

object to buying motor-cars for the very reason that they are not

allowed to use them in the park where they hare been in the habit of

driving

I feel quite sure that, if you will lend your support to this move

ment others will follow, and, public opinion being on our side, this regret

table by-law will be removed.—Yours truly,

Wroth P. C. Lethbridge.

A CAR AT THE CAPE.

To THE Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—It is now three years since my 10-12-h.p. Argyll car arrived in

South Africa. She came tuned up and ready for the road. Within

three hours of her arrival I unpacked the crate, filled up with oil and

petrol, and ran out into the country : Since then she has continued to

give every satisfaction, and has been not only useful, but, thanks to her

steady running, a source of great pleasure, and has made many motor

convert". During this period she has covered a distance of 13,447

miles. I have used her in all weathers, and for the pxst six months

and more, have discarded my horees, using her constantly. Only twice

has she failei me ; the first time we dashed into a sand pit and damaged

the differential gear, new pinions were made locally, but a9 they were

cut in cast steel, they i were too brittle and did not last long. No blame

can attach to the car for this accident. The second time, one of the

governor weights broke its moorings and cracked the front of the

aluminium casing, interfering with the 2 to 1 gear. Had the governor not

been enclosed, I should not have needed help to bring the car home.
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With these two exceptions, my repair bill has l>een practically nil, as'

I do all minor adjustments myself, and most of my "spares," some

sent out with the car and others ordered at the suggestion of friends,

remain untouched. ,

I have but one fault to find with the car, one shared by every

British and Continental car I have come across so far, and that is for

our rough ;and sandy roads there might be more clearance.—Yours

truly,

W. Roger Chew.

M.B. & C.M.Ed.

THE SIDE-SLIP COMPETITION.

To the Editob or The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—Many of your readers were doubtless interested in the Uoyal

Automobile Club Side-slip Trial Competition, the result of which has

been made public.

To those who have followed the fortunes of the various devices

through the severe and protracted tests imposed, the report and recom

mendations of the judges must appear incomprehensible, and quite at

variance with the actual results and independent reports of the daily

press and trade journals, almost without exception.

The report entirely ignores the results of the preliminary tests at

Ladbroke Grove ; it was universally acknowledged, and the 1,000 miles

trials subsequently proved it to Be the only test, so far as actual side

slip was concerned.

It was just as universally acknowleged that the only 'bus that

would not side-slip was the Molesworth six-wheel device.

The last clause of the report contains an apologetic reference to

this device, in which it says it was presented in a condition that did

not do itself justice.

As responsible for the running of the 'bus during the trials, I had

the authority of the Club secretary, after the test, that it had conformed

in every respect to the requirements of the judges. Again, after the
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1,000 miles test no errors was made by the Club to ascertain the merits

or otherwise on the points mentioned in paragraph, 13 of the

regulations.

To my knowledge not one of the judges even boarded the 'bus during

the trials to test its efficiency and effectiveness. There was no official

examination of the tyres either before or after the trial, and yet the

recommendation specially mentions " the effect on the road and tyres."

As regards the brake efficiency of the device, they were not even ex

amined by the official observers, as running events proved. I repeatedly

asked that the device be subjected to a separate brake and driving

efficiency test without result.

Space forbids going into the other tests mentioned in this report.

It is more a matter of i egret that the Automobile Club should signalise

its royal title by the report of a competition which, instead of discover

ing a device to prevent side-slip, will effectually prevent any further

competition of the kind under its auspices.—Yours truly,

G. Simpson Taylor.

THE DUST NUISANCE.

To the Editob of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—Is any of the dust raised by an automobile caused by disturbed

atmosphere, and, if so, about what percentage : or is it entirely due to

the action of the wheels on the road ?—Yours truly,

A. C. M.

Messrs. H. M. Honsox, Ltd., ask us to warn all concerned in the

motor trade against a man apparently between 25 and 30 years of age,

medium height, clean shaven, and speaking with a foreign accent, who

commences with a telephone communication to the effect that his

principal is hung up in some country place, and that he requires some

 

The Motor Club—A View of the Theatre.

tyres and also a space reserved for garage. A few hours later this person

puts in an appearance, mentions some well-known name, saying he is

disabled with a burst tyre and has been despatched for the purpose of

obtaining a new one, and as soon as he gets the tyre fitted will bring

the car in to garage on the following morning. Should he succeed in

getting the tyre, nothing more is heard of him.

Frome's Hill Climb.—Mr. D. M. Weigel writes that he has not

entered a car in the Frome's Hill climb owing to the difficulty of com

prehending the value of the formula given in connection with the

event

A correspondent writes giving his favourable experience of the

Imperial's Company's tyTes fitted to the driving wheels of his 8-11-h.p.

Peugeot.

iifWOCCW

The Cadogan Garage and Motor Company, Ltd., inform us that

Mr. Oswald L. Lister, their late managing director, has resigned his

position, and has now completely severed his connection with the

company. Mr. Frederick W. Moore, late of the Lancaster Motor

Garage, has been elected to fill the vacant position.

So many are the sizes and so varied are the styles of finish of the

well-known Bowden wire mechanism that it would probably puzzle the

average buyer to remember the catalogue numbers pertaining to each

without some aid to memory being provided him. This has been

provided by the makers, the E. M. Bowden's Patents Syndicate, Ltd.,

by an ingenious system of numbering in series, the units 1, 2, 3, &c,

representing the successive sizes of the mechanism, while the addition

of the tens, '21, 22, 31, 32, and so on, describe variations in the style of

finish. The system, which is fully tabulated in the firm's catalogue,

should prove very handy when ordering.

CLUBS AND ASSOCIATIONS.

 

THE MOTOR CLUB.

The Motor Club, which has just been established in premises at

Prince's Buildings, Coventry 8treet, near Piccadilly Circus, London, W.,

has for chairman Col. W. J. Bosworth, with Sir Archibald J. Mac-

donald, Bart., as vice-chairman. The executive committee consists of

Messrs. D'Arcy Baker, L. G. Dalzell, Harvey du Cros, jun., S. F. Edge,

Walter Gibbons, Charles Jarrott, Maurice Jenks, Walter Jenks, J.

Amery Parkes, S. Schlentheim, and Charles Temperley. The club has

been tormed by a number of influential motorists who have recognised

the absence of a centrally-situated club house. Although the Auto

mobile Association will have no definite interest in the club, the affairs

will be administered in conformity with the spirit of that organisation,

viz., "sportsmen working for sportsmen." <^ne side of the building-

faces Coventry Street, the other Whitcomb Street, a broad

side thoroughfare which will be of convenience for members

arriving and departing in their cars. Among the attractions of the new

club building is a theatre with sitting accommodation for 250 persons,

and this will be utili-ed for entertainments and lectures on subjects of

interest to motorists, while "the politics of motoring will be left to-

t hose institutions which already exist for dealing with them."

Adjoining the premises are the offices of the Automobile Association,

and special arrangements have been made by which the cars of memhers

will be stored, and, if desired, taken charge of at the door by the Club

engineer. The terms of subscription to the Motor Club will be, town

members five guineas, country members three guineas, foreign and

colonial members one guinea. For members of the Automobile Associa

tion, the subscription to that organisation and the town membership of

the Motor Club will be six guineas, and for country members four guineis-

for the joint subscription.

THE MOTOR UNION.

At the April meeting «f the General Committee of the Motor Union-

there was a large attendance. Twenty-two automobile clubs in various

parte of the country, in addition to the Royal A.C., the Commercial

Motor Users' Association, the Auto-Cycle Club, and the individual

members were represented.

Mr. C. D. Rose, M.P., Chairman of the Union, presided. It was-

reported that thirteen essays had been received for the competition on

the subject of "Motor Legislation: Preparation for the Forthcoming

Parliamentary Struggle."

Forty applications for legal advice and assistance on motoring matters

and motoring questions were dealt with.

Mr. Rose stated that the Hon. Arthur Stanley, M.P.,and himself

had been added to the Standing Committee on Law to which the Lights-

on Vehicles Bill had been referred, and he expected that the Bill would

come before the Committee next week.

A report was presented dealing with various private Parliamentary

Bills, and in connection with the PurtS'lown and Horndean Light

Railway it was decided to oppose the order before the Board of Trade-

if necessary. It was also decided to approach the local club with regard

to the provisions of the Sunderland Corporation Bill, in which it is-

proposed to inflict a penalty where any person drives any vehicle across

aDy footway.

The Union decided to take fresh action in the matter of theHayling.

Island Bridge tolls, information having been received that the lessee

had re-imposed the charge of Is. for motor-cars crossing the bridge.

The membership of the Union was reported to be upwards of

15,000.

YORKSHIRE A.C.

Thk Yorkshire Automobile Club held their opening meet a*"

Harrogate on Saturdays 200 members and friends were present and

thoroughly enjoyed a very pleasant meeting. The club made the-

Hotel Majestic its headquarters, where the chairman, Mr. E. H. Hepper

and Mrs. Hepper entertained those present to afternoon tea, the

guests including Mr. F. Braine, Dr. and Mrs. Hughes (Hali

fax), Dr. and Mrs. Williams (Halifax), Mr. and Mrs. J. W.

Whitehead, Mr. and Mrs. Cooper (Ilkley), Mr. and Mrs. Comfort,

Mr. Levich, Mr. Fred Shaw, Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Woodhead, Mr.

and Mrs. J. M. Woodhead, Mr. and Mrs. T. Lea, Miss Shaw, Mr. H.

Wood, Mr. Constantine and Mr. Constantine, jun., Mr. Scriven (Brad

ford, Mr. Waring, Mr. Palmer, Mr. and Mrs. A. Farnell (Bradford), Mr.

and Mrs. Scott, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Braithwaite (Leeds), Mr. and Mrs.

Walker (Bradford), Mr. Kent (Bradford), Mr. C. J. Tonstall, Mr. and Mrs-

Bingham, Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Watson, Mr. and Mrs. Clough, Mr. and Mrs,

Maugh (Bradford), Mr. J. E. Rhodes, Mr. Collinson, Mr. Sagarr

(Halifax), Mr. Scoby Smith (Middlesbrough), Mr. E. A. Barker, Mr.

J. F. Redeal, Superintendent Quest, and Mr. VV. H. Hanson (Barnslev),

Mr. and Mrs. L. Hey (Leeds), Mr. W. H. Arnold Foister, Mr. H.
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AVyles, Mr. Robertshaw (Leeds), Mr. A. Towler (Ilkley), Mr. and Mrs.

S. S. Dixon (Bradford), Mr. and Mrs. Pilling (Bradford), Mr. L. A.

Whaley (Harrogate); Mr. J. A. Fawcett, Mr. H. Pickles (Leeds),

Mr. W. J. Slinesby (Bradford), Mr. W. Tempest (Leeds), Mr. and

Mrs. Rhodes, Mr. S. McFarlane and party, Mr. and Mrs. G. W.

Blackburn (Harrogate), Mr. and Mrs. Robert Crossley, Mr. and Mr?.

T. M. Claughton, Mr. and Mrs. W. Penrose-Green (Leeds), Mr. G.

Barrett (Leeds), Dr. S. and Mrs. Rumboll (Leeds), Mr. and Mrs.

-J. b. Pickford, Mr. and Mrs. W. Armitage, Mr. A. S. Russell, Mrs.

Russell, Mr. and Mrs. R. M'inn (Leeds), Mr. and Mrs. E. Faiers

(Bradford). Mr. and Mrs. A. W. McLeod (Leeds), Mr. T. A. Hall

<Leeds), Mr. H. D. Leather, Mr. R. Hepper, Mr. and Mrs. H. A.

Jones (Bradford), Mr. Pickering, Mr. Campbell, Mr. and Mrs.

Dunnington, Mr. H. Dnnnington, Miss K. Dunnington, Dr. Har-

greaves, Dr. Solly, and others.

MOTOR CYCLING CLUB.

A large number of spectators witnessed the open hill climb of the

Motor Cycling Club, at Sharpeuhoe Hill, near Lut n, on Saturday.

The timekeepers were Messrs. F. Straight and F. T. Bidlake, and

Messrs. Kobert Todd, S. H. Fry, and A. G. Reynolds were the judges.

The be?t times in each class were made as follows :—

Motor Bicycles.

Class I. (3 starters).—Scales, 3£-h.p. Ryto, 1 min. 1 1-5 sec. ;

Legrand, 2J-h.p. Matchless, 1 min. 1 3-5 sec. ; Gains-ford, 3-h.p. Advance,

~2 min. 3 1-5 sec.

Class II. (13 starters).—Brice, 34-h.p. Brown, 46 3-5 sec. ; Urodie,

5-h.p. Noble, 49 1-5 sec. ; Webb, 34-h.p. Quadrant, 54 sec.

Class III. (10 starters).—Genn, 44-h.p. Minerva, 41 3-5 sec. ; Wells,

-5-h.p. Vindec, 45 sec. ; Sale, 5-h.p. Vindec, 46 1-5 sec.

Class IV. (4 starters).—Collier, 6-h.p. Matchless, 41 3-5 sec;

Wells, 5-h.p. Vindec, 44 2-5 sec. ; Sale, 5-h.p. Vindec, 45 2-5 sec.

Passenger Classes.

Class V.—Ilsley, 5-h.p. Phoenix, 2 min. 11 1-5 sec.

Class VI.—Montgomery, 5-h.p. Montgomery sidecar, 1 min. 56

3-5 see. ; Osborne, 5-h.p. Rex sidecar, 2 min. 14 3-5 sec.

Class VII.—Montgomery, 5-h.p. Montgomery sidecar, 1 min. 58

4-5 sec.

THE AUTO-CYCLE CLUB.

Entries for the meet in the grounds of Mr. F. S. Philipson-Stowe,

at Blackdown House, Fernhurst, on Saturday, May 11th, will be classi

fied as follows :—

Bicycles.

Class 1.—For machines not exceeding 110 lb. in weight, and with

engines having a cylinder capacity not exceeding 300 cubic centimetres.

Variable gears allowed. Class 2.—For machines with engines not

exceeding 80 by 80, or 402 cubic centimetres. Class 3.—For machines

with engines not exceeding 85 by 85, or 482 cubic centimetres. Class 4.

—For machines with multi-cylinder engines. Each cylinder not to

exceed 500 cubic centimetres. Class 5.—For machines with any size

engine eligible in the above classes.

Passenger Motor-Cycles.

Class 6.—lie-starting test.—In this competition machines will be
•sent off in the ordinary way and re-starttd on a steep portion of the

hilL The medals to be awarded to the riders making the best time from

the re-start to the finish. Class 7.—For machines not exceeding 100 by

10O, or 780 cubic centimetres each cylinder.

In Classes 2 and 3 a silver medal to be awarded to the machine

fitted with a variable gear which accomplishes the best performance.

Silver and bronze medals will be awarded in each class, a gold medal

being awarded for the most meritorious performance of the day.

BERKSHIRE.

The annual meeting of the'Ilerkshire A.C. was held at the Great

Western Hotel, Reading, on Saturday, when Major E. R. Portal presided.

It was reported that the membership had reached 120, and the balance

in hand was £420. As an indication of the amount of business trans

acted it was mentioned that the hon. secretary's outward correspondence

had amounted to no less than 444 letters, apart from notices of meetings,

invitations for club meets, telegrams and other incidental communi

cations, and it had been largely supplemented by that of the hon,

treasurer.

The Chairman announced that only three nominations had been

received for the three vacancies on the committee, these being in favour of

Mr. Chas. H. Dodd, Mr. R. H. C. Harrison, and Dr. Norman H. Joy,
■whom he declared to be duly elected. It was decided to admit ladies to

membership. A lengthy discussion took place on the question of the

tar-spraying competition, and disappointment was expressed that the

Roads Improvement Association had not seen its way to accept the invi

tation of the club to conduct these tests in Berkshire. The Chairman,

in reply to Mr. J. Fredk. Hawkins, informed the meeting that no eflort

had Deen spared, both by offers of financial help and general co-operation,

to bring these trials into the county ; but the committee of the Roads Im

provement Association had been reluctantly compelled, from a variety of

considerations, to select a stretch of road outside the club's area. The

debate was continued by most of those present, and the following resolu

tion was ultimately adopted unanimously :—" That a sum not exceeding

£100 be spent at the discretion of the club committee in connection with

the forthcoming tar-spraying trials of the Itoads Improvement Associa

tion, provided that the section of the tests upon gravel roads can be held

in the neighbourhood of Ascot." It was decided to make arrangements

for the holding of a club luncheon, and that this should be on a Satur

day about the end of May, if possible. The business concluded with

votes of thanks to the honorary officers of the club.

VICTORIA.

The Automobile Club of Victoria (Melbourne, Australia), held

their annual meeting at the club rooms, Collins Street, on March 15th.

The annual report and balance-sheet was adopted, and the following

officers appointed or, elected :—Patron, His Excellency the Governor of

Victoria, Sir Reginald Talbot ; president. Sir John Madden, Chief

Justice and Lieut. -Governor of Victoria: vice-presidents, Hon. Frank

Stuart, Dr. Weigall, and Mr. Harry Maddox ; treasurer, Mr. E. C.

Holmes; auditors, Mr. F. G. Wilson, F.I.A.A., and Mr. Thou.

Rollasson ; committee : (in addition to those whose term has not

expired), Dr. Vance, Messrs. W. R. Griniwade, J. Beswicke, G. Corlett,

and J. Brockelbank. Several important matters were dealt with, includ

ing the question of removing to other club premises. The club held a

reception the following evening at the club rooms to welcome their

president, who has just returned from a lengthy tour round the

world.

SOUTHERN MOTOR CLUB.

THIS club will hold an open hill climb on Juno 22nd under tlie

auspices of the Royal A.C. There will be seven classes for various

sized cars, and gold medals and certificates will be awarded in each. A
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silver medal will be given to the car doing the best performance of the

day. One specially interesting class will be that for cars ridden in the

Tourist Trophy Race without alteration to the engine or gears used. The

novelty of this fixture will be the class for lady drivers only. Entries

can now be received by the Sports Secretary, Air. S. W. Phillpott, 18,

Gosberton Road, Balham.

IRISH MOTOR YACHT CLUB.

The new Irish Motor Yacht Club, which is to be affiliated to the

Motor Yacht Club, is rapidly growing in numbers, and is commencing

work in a vigorous fashion. A very attractive programme, of which

particulars will be published shortly, has been sketched out for the

coming season. A fortnight's meeting on the Shannon is proposed, which

should attract marine motorists from every part of Ireland, and, doubt

less, not a few from this country as well.

ESSEX.

The season's opening meet of the Essex Automobile Club was

held at Braintree. After luncheon a competition followed for the

cleanest engine and mechanical paits after running thirty miles. Mr.

H. M. Fletcher, of Loughton, ottered a silver and bronze medal as

prizes, and Messrs. T. Clarkson, Chelmsford, and G. C. Tijou, Woodford,

acted as judges. The awards were as follow :— 1, Mr. Burnett Tabruin,

J.P.; 2, Mr. Gurney Fowler.

The first meet of the Liverpool A.C. for the season will be held

to-day (Saturday), between 3 and 5 p.m., ac the Brine Baths Hotel,

Nantwich, by the invitation of Mr. Wm. Becket Hill (chairman o
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the club) and Mrs. William Becket Hill, who are entertaining

members and their friends to tea.

The Junior A.C. will hold a speed judging test on the 11th prox.

The Limerick A.C. have inaugurated their season with a speed

judging competition.

A club is being formed among the motor-cyclists of Acton, Chiswick,

Hanwell, and Southall.

To-day (Saturday) the Leicester, Derby, Nottinghamshire and

Wolverhampton A.C.'s will hold their inter-club meet at Ashby-de-la-

Zouch.

The members of the Motor Cycling Club will hold their annual

London to Edinburgh run on the 17th prox. This event is open only to

members of the club.

The Sackvilla Hotel, at Bexhill, will be the headquarters of the

Crystal Palace Automobile Club during the races to be held on the

Bexhill track at Whitsuntide.

The Bohemian Motor Club, of which Mr. F. J. Ellis, 40, Genesta

Load, Plumstead, S.E., is secretary, will hold a motor-cycle meeting

on the Canning Town Track on the 4th prox.

At a meeting of the Winal and District Automobile Club held

last week, the name wss changed to the Cheshire Automobile Club.

Mr. J. Alfred S. Hassal, 6, Lord Street, Liverpool, is the hon. sec.

The fixture list of the Leicestershire A.C. for the season is con

veniently arranged for the pocket, and in addition to the usual

information contains a suggestion that members should continue to

drive with care and consideration for other users of the road.

CASES UNDER THE MOTOR CAR ACT.

—

Exceeding the Ten Miles Limit.

The Kingston-on-Thames borough justices have imposed fines of £3

and 128. costs on three motorists for exceeding the ten miles an hour

speed limit which is in force in the principal streets of the borough, while

a motor-cyclist, for a similar offence, was ordered to pay £1 and costs.

The Bench dismissed a summons against Herbert Otto, of 125, Eveiing

Boad, Stoke Newington, for exceeding the ten mile speed limit with a

motor-car, for, although the police, wbo timed him with a stop-wateh

alleged that his pace was twenty-five miles and 1,515 yards an hour, de

fendant said that he kept close behind one of the electric tramcars, which

the conductor stated was travelling at about twelve miles an hour.

Cases at Leeds.

At Leeds Police Court, Oscar Martin, of Edgerton, Huddersfield,

has been fined £5 and costs for driving a motor-car to the public danger,

and Harold Chambers, chauffeur, was ordered to pay 20s. and costs for

failing to produce his licence. Sergeant Brook stated that on the day

in question the car was driven up Briggate at a furious pace—some seven

teen miles an hour. Several pedestrians had to hurriedly get out of the

way. The car turned round into Upperhead Bow. The police after

wards leaned that it had gone int j Lands Lane, and it was found un

attended at the top of the arcade.

No Light.

J. William Fowler, engineer, Twywell, was summoned at the

Thrapston Police Court for being the driver of a motor-car not having

a lighted lamp at the rear of the same, at Kingstead, on March 26th.

—Defendant said it was quite by accident that the lamp was out. It

was a very light night, and it was impossible to detect that the lamp

was out. It was re-lighttd and burnt quite brightly. He had driven

a motor for six or seven years, and had been very careful as regards the

regulations. The constable in his evidence said that as soon as he blew

his whistle Mr. Fowler stopped the car. The licence was promptly

shown and the lamp relit ; but that did not prevent a fine of Is. and 6s.

costs—one of those irritating circumstances to which motorists have to

submit with as good a grace as they can.

Dangerous Driving.

Lord Vernon (a minor) has been convicted by the Bakewell magis

trates for driving a motor-car to the danger of the public. Mr. William

Nixon, who presided over the Bench, asked the defending solicitor how it

was that an admitted previous conviction at Manchester was not endorsed

on the licence, and was assured that it was not the practice of the stipen

diary to do this unless he considered the case of such seriousness as to

warrant it. Mr. Nixon replied that his interpretation of the law was

that it gave them no option but to endorse the licence in the case of every

conviction, and at Bakewell they could not follow the Manchester

stipendiary's example. In imposing a fine of 40s. and endorsing the

licence, Mr. Nixon expressed the hope that Lord Vernon would see the

propriety of paying greater respect to other people's safety.

William Hicks has been summoned at Brighton Bench for driving

a motor-car in a manner dangerous to the public, having regard to afl

the circumstances of the cose on Grand Junction Boad on March 31st.

The chief constable (Mr. W. B. Gentle), in his opening statement,

mentioned that, in trying to pass another motor-car, defendant drove his

car so that, although the censtable on point duty jumped out of the way,

the wing of the car caught him and " bowled him over like a ninepin."

After some deliberation the magistrates imposed a fine of 50s. and

costs, or a month's imprisonment.

Exceeding Legal Limit.

Seven defendants were fined sums varying from £3 to £5 each at the

Horsham Court last week for exceeding the legal speed. Before the

cases were heard, the clerk read a memorial from the inhabitants of

Cowfold on the subject of the dangers of excessive speed, and begging

that action should be taken in the matter.

A batch of motorists, stopped in the Arundel district during Easter

for exceeding the limit, haver been summoned at the Arundel County

Bench. Fines of 30s., £4, and £5 were imposed. Ernest Herbert

Kenton, of Clapham Itoad, S.W., pleaded guilty to driving a motor-car

on March 31st at the rate of 27 miles and 480 yards per hour, at

Walberton. P.C. Alee stated that when defendant was stopped another

car drove up and the occupant remarked that their scout was at the back,

and signalled the road " all clear." Defendant submitted that it was

hardly fair to place a trap on such a steep incline. He had his brake on

going down the hill, perfectly well knowing that in Arundel they

regarded the question of the speed limit rather strongly. He bad no

wish to offend or get into trouble, and he was endeavouring to keep his

car down to the limit. When he was stopped a passing tramp remarked

that it was a shame. Defendant was ordered to pay a fine of £4 and 9s.

costs.
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DE DIETRICH DEVELOPMENTS.

Although various rumours have been in circulation during the past

month or so with regard to impending developments of the De Dietrich

business in this country, we have refrained from referring to the same

until the various negotiations had been completed and we were in a posi

tion to give accurate and official information. This being now available,

we hasten to give publicity to the facts, for which we are indebted to

Mr. W. M. Letts. At one time the firm of De Dietrich and Company, of

Luneville, was simply known as manufacturers of railway rolling stock,

it not being until ten or eleven years ago that they commenced the con

struction of motor-cars, with Baron de Turckheim at the head"

of affairs. It was then all one concern, but two or three

years ago the railway branch was separated from the motor

business, the later being given the title of La Societe Lorraine

des Anciens Etablissements de Dietrich et Cie, de Luneville, with a

capital, we believe, of £200,000. Last year, owing to the development of

their business, the capital was raised to £300,000, and just recently,

owing to % further and larger increase in demand, and to further contem

plated extension in the direction of establishing factories in different)

parts, their capital has been increased to no less than £600,000, which

amount has been very largely over-subscribed, there beins; consequently

no intention of asking the public to subscribe to any of their various

enterprises. One of the rumours that have been current has had reference

to the Isotta-Fraschini factory at Milan. What has really happened in

connection with this is that the De Dietrich concern, wishing to find

another factory, as Luneville was not capable of turning out as many

cars as they wanted, started negotiations with the Isotta-Fraschini

Company, and eventually secured a large interest in that undertaking.

The cars which will be manufactured in Italy will all be designed from

the central office, the same as those to be built in England, ana will bear

the name De Dietrich, and carry the Lorraine cross, the trade mark of

the Societe Lorraine. With respect to England, Messrs. Jarrott and

Letts some two years ago secured the manufacturing rights for De

Dietrich for this country, but the Societe Lorraine, wishing to come them

selves and manufacture over here, opened up negotiations with these

gentlemen, with the result that they sold the rights back again to the

Societe Lorraine, and that a company called " Lorraine Dietrich, Ltd.,"

controlled by the Societe Lorraine, of Luneville, has been formed. The

capital of £100,000 has all been taken up, so that there will be no flotation

here. The following comprise the board of Lorraine Dietrich, Ltd. :—

Lord Bibblesdale (chairman), Sir West Kidgeway, Kichard de Neufville,

Prince d'Arenberg, Baron de Turckheim, M. Ernest Carnot (son of late

President of the French Kepublic), M. Estier (vice-president of the

Societe Lorraine des A. E. de Dietrich and Company, de LunevilleX

M. Leon Turcat, and W. M. Letts. The company has purchased the Ariel

factory at Birmingham, taking it over with all it' machinery, plant, and

freehold land adjoining, and the manufacture of De Dietrich cars will be

commenced there almost immediately under the direction of Mr. Charles

Sangter. Finally we may mention that the general idea of the De

Dietrich policy is that the various models which will be manufactured in

the different factories will be settled by the different boards, who will

all meet either in Paris, London or Milan, as may be necessary, to decide.

The Rushmore motor lamps are being used in connection with the

Entente Cordiale motor service between London and Paris.

An attractive show card has been issued by Messrs. J. and R. Old-

field, of Birmingham, the makers of the Dependence lamp, a new cata

logue of which has just been issued.

The Electric and Ordnance Accessories Company, Ltd., Stellite-

Works, Cheston Boad, Aston, Birmingham, inform us that they have

special machinery for manufacturing high grade springs for motor-cans,,

and are also well equipped with automatic gear cutting machinery

for spur, spiral and bevel wheels.

Mr. Arthur Hoare, the managing director of the Bombay Motor

Car Company, Ltd., is shortly coming to England on a few months'

leave. As Mr. Hoare contemplates arranging fresh agencies and other

wise expanding the business of his company in India, it may be useful to-

mention that British manufacturers can get into communication with

him c/o. Messrs. John Birch and Company, Ltd., 3, London Wall

Buildings, London, E.C.
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ROAD REPORTS.

The Surrey County Council and the Rural District Council of

fleigate have ju?t entered into an arrangement to tar long stretches of
■the main road before the Whitenn traffic.

Thorns on the Roads.—The Turriff District Committee of the

Aberdeen County Council had before them last week a communication

with reference to thorns and glass strewn on the highways. The sani

tary inspector stated that the nuisance that road users complained of, as

well as the scattering of pieces of barbed wire about the roads, cost him

-on an average twenty shillings per annum for repairs to the tyres of his

cycle. It was eventually agreed to instruct the road surveyor to call

the attention of people who might lay down the things complained of to

the danger they entailed.

Oxford.—Addressing a recent meeting of the County Council,

Viscount Valentin. M.P., the chair man, pointed out that the mileage

of main roads in Oxfordshire was 486. The average cost for three

.years of rural roads was £55 per mile ; that of urban roads £130. The

total cost of the roads for the past year was £29,731. The Motor Car

Act, 1903, which has been extended for another year, imposed con

siderable administrative work on the council in registering cars and

Council, and the surveyors of the various Rural District Councils in

West Sussex. The tar was sprayed on the road under an air

pressure of 350 lb. to the square inch. The sprayer has very much

the appearance of a water-cart, and consisted of a motor-trolley with

a tank attached and an appliance whioh evenly distributes ordinary coal

gas tar over the road, forcing it on to the surface at such a pressure as to

drive it well into the macadam. Granite responds most readily to the

treatment as it provide* a clean surface. The tar is heated as the steam

motor is propelled over the road, and the distribution is effected through

six nozzles, the nozzles being about one foot from the ground and

surrounded by a tarpaulin sheet to prevent the sprayed tar from being

spread upon anything but the road. A width of about 7 ft. 8 in. was

covered in one operation, and a mile of roadway, one width, can be

covered in an hour. The roads were quite dry, and had been prepared

by the Couuty Surveyor (Mr. Mcintosh) for the purpose of the demon

stration.

Kent.—The main road through the village of Dunton Green, in

Kent, has been much improved by the application of tar for the pur

pose of allaying the dust nuisance. Last summer the question of doing

thij work was raised by members of the Otford Parish Council, who

approaohed the Royal A.C. and the Motor Union with the view that

 

Motoring in Java.—Crossing a River by the Ferry near Soerabaija.
[De Auto.

■cycles and granting and renewing drivers' licences. The total fees for

three years amounted to £617 3s., and these fees go to the County

Fund."

Harrow.—At Harrow Weald, Sir W. J. Crump, J.P., and

Messrs. Gore and Lush propose to treat the highways near their

premises with a special preparation to allay the du.su

Camberley.—At Camberley, through which about three miles of

the main road from London to Basingstoke, Southampton, and the

south-west of England runs, the effect of motor traffic has been pretty

considerable. During one day of the Easter holidays over 500 motor-

driven vehicles were counted passing through. The local district

-council, under contract with the Surrey County Council, maintain five

miles and seven furlongs of main roads at a cost of £1,000 a year,

which works ont at a rate of 4d. in the pound. Itefore the introduction

of motor traffic these roads were maintained at a cost of £5 per mile

■ per year. Now the cost is said to be £200 per mile per year.

Horsham.—At Horsham last week a demonstration was made

with a Tarspra machine. The experiment took place on about a mile

of roadway at Roffey, and was closely watched by many members of

the West Sussex County Council, including the chairman, Earl
■•iVinterton, Lord Leconfield, and General Godman, officials of the

motorists might assist by contributing towards the expense. The total

cost was £60. The Kent County Council agreed to contribute one half

and the parishioners undertook to raise £15. The Royal A.C. and the

Motor Union then decided to contribute the remaining £15. One coat

of tar has already been applied with beneficial results, and the second

coating is expected to be completed very shortly. The efforts made

have been much appreciated by the villagers, and Mr. A. E.

Partridge, hon. secretary of the Parochial Committee in charge of the

matter, states in a letter just received that the committee are very

grateful for the help of the motoring organisations.

Yorkshire.—With reference to the laying of three miles of roadway

between Fullord and Escrick with tar macadam, reported last week, w«

are informed by Mr. F. A. Camidge, the solicitor to the Escrick Rural

District Council, that it would be well if all motor traffic were diverted

from the road in question for about six weeks.

Motor Jobmasters, Ltd., of Westminster, are furnishing liveried

chauffeurs with their motor-cars on hire.

Messrs. Alfred Herbert, Ltd., have issued a new edition of

their catalogue, Sec ion E., containing full descriptions of their capstan

lathes.
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COMPANY NEWS.

New Companies Registered.

The Border Motor and Cycle Company.—Registered with a

capital of £1,500, and oil ice at Galashiels.

Premier Accumulator Company.—£40,000. To acquire the busi

ness of electrical engineers carried on by Messrs. A. Schanschieff and

H. Stephens at Northampton, as the Premier Accumulator Company.

First directors, Messrs. Stephens and A. Schanschieff. Cattle Market

Road, Northampton.

Renard Road and Rail Transport Corporation.—£250,000.

To adopt an agreement with Edward Surcouf et Compagnie, Renard

Syndicate, Limited, and Seymour and Gordon, Limited, and to carry

on the business of manufacturers, buyers, sellers, and letters to hire of

motor-cars and other conveyances, &c. The signatories include Lord

Ribblesdale, Messrs. E. Manville, P. Dawson, Claude G. Hay, M.P.,

and Major-General J. C. Ardagh, R.E.

THE AUTO CYCLE CLUB'S TRIAL.

The Auto-Cycle Club's quarterly trial was held over the usual 125 miles

course, starting and finishing at L'xbridge, on tbe 18th icst. There

were nineteen starters, three passenger machines and four motor-bicycles

being entered in the new light-weight class. None of the latter made

non-stop runs. One of them, the lj-h.p. F.N., ridden by W. Leamaar,

had only one stop, but the other three retired.

The fastest times up Dashwood Hill were made by the following :—

M. (ieiger, 6-h.p. N.S.U., 1 min. 11 3-5 sec, 1 : O. C. Godfrey, 5-h.p.

Rex, 1 min. 12 sec, 2 ; F. W. Applebee, 3J-h.p. Rex, 1 min. 45 1-5 sec, 3.

The fastest machine in the passenger class was M. W. Randle's 10-h.p.

Lagonda, 2 min. I03-5seo.

Non-stops were made by :—Motor Bicycles : R. Stote Fox, 4i-h.p.

F.N.; (). C. Godfrey, 5-h.p. Rex; J. D. Hamilton, 3i'-h.p. N.S.U.; S.

Foreman, 3-h.p. G.B.; W. G. McMinnies, 5-h.p. Vindec Special ; and F.

W. Applebee, 3J-h.p. Rex.

Passenger Machines.—M. VV. Randle, 10-h.p. Lagonda; G.

Aldington, 5-h.p. Kerry Abingdon ; C. A. Ringwood, 9-h.p. Riley.

DRIVING ACROSS THE FOOTPATH AT BLACKPOOL.

The Blackpool magistrates have had before them seventeen

summonses against a number of employees of Motors (Blackpool), Ltd.,

the proprietors of a motor garage on Central Beach, for driving motor

cars across the footpath. Mr. Hodgson, who defended, stated that in

view of the decision in favour of the Corporation in the test case taken

to Quarter Sessions, it had teen agreed to pay a penalty in one case, the

others to be withdrawn on payment of costs, which were heavy. The

learned chairman of the Quarter Sessions had agreed to state a case, and,

without prejudice, in the event of its being carried further, the defen

dant in the first case pleaded guilty. The Bench imposed a fine of

2s. 6d. and costs in the first case, and costs only in the remainder.

PUBLIC MOTOR SERVICES.

—♦—
Mr. Gibbon Brooks is making application to the Watch Committee

of Cardiff for licences for six motor-cabs, which he proposes to place

upon the streets of the town for hire at fares similar to those in vogue

in the metropolis.

A proposal to licence motor vehicles for service in Ramsgate has

been placed before the local authorities.

The Hon. Walter Guinness, L.C.C., speaking at the annual meet

ing of the Hackney Carriage Proprietors' Provident Institution, said the

results attending the introduction of taximeter motor-cabs in Paris

showed that such vehicles were not going to have things all their own

way. Although they were paying very well in London at present it

was doubtful whether they would be so profitable when competition

became keener.

The Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway Company have made a

beginning with their motor-'bus services in the County Palatine.

nnnOOOrWin

MOTOR'BUS accident.

A remarkable scene was witnessed on Saturday night in Fulham

Road. Thirty-seve'n members of the cyclist company of the 4th

Volunteer Battalion Royal Fusiliers were riding in a narrow part of

the road, when a motor-omnibus, in order to avoid a stationary cart,

deviated to the right and struck one of the cyclists, who was thrown to

the ground, one of the wheels of the omnibus passing over his right arm.

Thirty-five of the Volunteers, who were riding at the rate of about ten

miles an hour, came on, and one after the other were thrown to the

ground. Many sustained slight injuries and numerous machines were

damaged.

i ■BCCOCBca

POLICE TRAPS.

In St. George's Road, Southwark, the police have measured a

furlong along which the drivers of motor-'buses are timed.

The Kingston police trap is now in full working order, to the

discomforture of motorists going that way.

Suspicions of a police trap along Briggate, Leeds, have been aroused

in the minds of local motorists, owing to the activity of the police-

against drivers in that thoroughfare during the last few days.

Several police traps are in operation on the road from Kendal to-

Windermere, and motorists in the Lake District should take heed of

this warning.

Indignation is being freely expressed locally at Henley-on-Thames

at the action of the police in trapping motorists on the Fair Mile. It is

thought that if the present official attitude is continued it may do injury

to the place during the coming boating season.

Late in the evening the police are amusing themselves by trapping

motorists over a measured furlong in Portland Place, Regent's Park.

Times have been taken on Hillingdon Hill, near Uxbridge, during

the last few days.

■ ■POQQQB— i

BUSINESS NEWS.

-♦-

Dunlop tyres were fitted to the Napier car on which Mr. E. A. PauV

made his reord run to Monto Carlo.

A new list of the Sawyer Non-Skid bands has just been issued and

can ue obtained from the Motor Stores, 315, Euston Road, N.W., where-

a complete selection of the three styles in which these well-known non-

skids are made can be seen.

We learn that the Bowden Auxiliary Air Inlet, described in our

columns towards the end of last year, has been remodelled for 1907. The

pattern of the air holes has also been modified to allow of a more minute

gradation of the amount of air admitted.

Messrs. Harvey Frost and CoMPANY,LTD.,39,Great Eastern Street,

E.C., have issued a useful little book on the subject of repairing motor

tubes. It is likely to be of service to all motorists, and Messrs. Harvey

Frost will be pleased to send copies to readers of. the M.C.J.

Writing to the British Medical Journal, Dr. A. Howard Pirie states-

that he began his motoring career as an absolute novice with a Speedwell

car a year and seven months ago, and that his expenses for repairs have

so far amounted to 17s. 6d. " I drive myself, and have a lad to clean the

car. I have the car out almost every day., and have bean to Land's End

and back with it, and had it with me on two other holiday tours. For

reliability and freedom from repairs I think it will be difficult to beat

the record of this car. It cliraed into and out of Lynmouth last year,

aud anyone who knows these hills knows how often a horse is required

to help a car there. It has never failed to climb a hill or anyroad so-

far."

Vieo, Ltd., 14, New Burlington Street, London, W., have sent us a

photograph of a Hall motor lorry fitted with Vieo wheels, which has now

been subjected to the severe test of 9,501) miles, and, according to the users,

the wheels have saved them considerable expense, as, when compared with

other lorries that they have had in use doing similar work fitted with

ordinary wheels, the latter have had to be rebuilt at least three times

during the same time in which the pair of Vieo wheels have teen run

ning. The lorry weighs three tons unladen, and has teen carrying an

average daily weight of two-and-a-half tons, at speeds from seven or

eight miles per hour, so that they have been used for fairly heavy

work. The only repairs which have been effected to the Vieo.

wheels during the whole of their running are the replacement of the

iron tyre on the floating rims owing to their cracking, apparently at

the weld, because they were too light in the first instance, some of the

rubber rollers have also been renewed, but the wheels now appear quite

as fit for their work as they did at first.

The Vulcan Motor and Engineering Company (1906), Ltd.,

Southport, inform us that their 14-h.p. car which performed in the

flexibility trials was of their standard type, supplied to the London and

Parisian Motor Company, Ltd., last November, and has run some thou

sands of miles in various parts of the country since. The car can be

inspected at the London agent's garage, Burwood Mews, Burwood Place,

London, W.

Mr. Horace Walker, of Bristol, has written to the Deasy Company

stating that his 24-h.p. Deasy car has done 1,500 miles since leaving the

works, and that he has had no trouble, nothing having been touohed

Bince the first 100 miles, when a few minor adjustments were made.

The body of the new Leader car illustrated in our last week's

Issue was, we learn, built by the Waterloo Motor Works, of Cnicheley

Street, York Road, S.E., and turned out complete within three weeks

from the date of order. Since this company's coach-building department

was started six months ago the staff in this department has been

increased from two to twelve men, orders being at present in hand

for ten bodies and several Cape hoods and wind screens.

Messrs. Humber, Ltd., will be pleased to send the address of

their nearest depot or agent to prospective purchasers of their cars.

They ask us to state that their guarantee only applies to cars which are

obtained direct from themselves or their duly appointed agents.

The Baron de Turckheim, head of the Sooiete Lorraine des-

Anciens Etablissements de Dietrieh and Cie, of Luneville, has just

been appointed a Knight of the Legion of Honour, this distinction

being bestowed upon him by the French Government in recognition of

his having so largely developed the industrial movement in the east of

France. It is also interesting to note that up to eleven years ago the

De Dietrich Company was only known in connection with the building of

railway rolling stock, and that the Baron Turckheim was instruments.)

in persuading them to enter the motor industry, since when this branch

has developed to an enormous extent.
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WING to the fact that the entries for the Inter

national Heavy Touring Car Race are not

sufficiently numerous to justify the setting apart

of a separate day for that race, it ha? been arranged that

it shall take place at the same time as the International

Tourist Trophy Race. Instead of the formerly announced

dates of these races (the last Tuesday and Thursday of

May), Wednesday, May 29th, has been chosen for the

double event. The "Graphic" Trophy Race is sec down for

Thursday, the 30th, and it is possible that the Auto-Cycle Club's

big race will also be held on the Thursday. This event will

immediately follow the Irish Reliability Trials announced for

May 22-25, and which have attracted an entry list of nearly a

hundred. Evidently the summer months are to be a bu3y time

for motorists generally.

The Commercial

Vehicle Trials.

The supplementary regulations of the

Commercial Vehicle Trials to be held in

September next—commencing on the 9th

of the month and continuing for about

four weeks—have now been issued. As

we mentioned last week, the test will take

the form of a tour passing through the chief commercial centres

■of England and possibly Scotland, and will be conducted on the

lines of the famous 1,000 Miles Trial of 1900. Entries should

be sent in by July 13th, and after August 10 th no further

entries will be accepted. The classification will be as follows :—■

Class A, for vehicles carryihg net loads of 10 cwt. ; B, 20 cwt. ;

C, 30 cwt. j D, 40 cwt. ; E, 60 cwt. ; F, 100 cwt. ; G, 120 cwt.

The approximate-mileage per day for each class will range from

seventy to thirty, and all the vehicles entered must comply

with the Acts of Parliament and Statutory Orders relating to

such motor-vehicles. In making the awards the judges will

take into consideration the selling price and the performance of

the vehicle in regard to : accessibility ; adequacy of platform area

and convenience for loading ; adhesion ; ease of manipulation ;

finish and workmanship ; freedom from nuisance to the public,

e.g., smoke ; general appearance ; brakes ; condition after trial ;

cost of carnage per net ton-mile ; cleanliness ; hill-climbing ;

manoeuvring ; quiet running ; repairs and replacements ; springs

and steering gear.

♦ ♦ ♦

The Frome's Hill climb of the Here

fordshire A.C. has become an event of

considerable importance in the motor-

world, and this year's competition, taking

place on Friday, the 3rd inst., has at

tracted 110 competitors with cars and a

couple of motor-cycle entrants. The cars range from the 6-h.p.

Rover to the 40-50-h.p. Gracile which Mr. C. H. Saunders will

drive, and the 40-50-h.p. Richard-Brasier entered by Mrs. A. M.

Foster. Count Kolowrat (Laurin and Klement), Viscount

Ingestre (Clement-Talbot), Capt. G. LI. Hindes-Howell (Iris),

Capt. W. E. Owen (Junior), Capt. Hughes Morgan (Daimler),

Messrs. C. Jarrott (Sizaire-Naudin), E. Lisle, jun. (Royal Star

ling), F. Eason (Buick), T. Rimner (Vulcan), H. W. Cranham

(Horbick), H. Luff Smith (Siddeley), W. M. Letts (Sizaire-

Naudin), C. Friswell (Standard), J. E Hutton (Berliet), P.

Frome's

HIM.

Brodtmann (Daimler), Cecil Edge (Napier), F. F. Wellington

(Spyker), and G. O. Thompson (Straker-Squire) are among the

entrants, and, given a day of decent weather, a very enjoyable

as well as interesting time -should be spent under the auspices

of the Herefordshire Club.

- - ♦ ♦ ♦

The Yorkshire A.C., which, by the

way, held the second meet of the season

Trials at at Ikiroughbridge on Saturday, has

Saltburn. decided to hold some important speed

trials at Saltburn on Saturday, the 22nd

prox. There will be thirteen events, ten

of which will be for touring cars, the remainder for racing

vehicles. Several valuable trophies will be competed for, and

the Marquis of Zetland, as well as the local Urban I istrict

Council, is lending support, while adequate policing arrangements

will be made by Major Bower, the Chief Constable of the North

Riding of Yorkshire. Intending competitors can obtain further

details with regard to this interesting meet from Mr. C. P.

Wilson, the hon. secretary of the Yorkshire A.C., Town Hall

Chambers, Victoria Square, Leeds.

♦ ♦ ♦

The annual report of the Automobile

Club of Victoria just to hand has many

An Australian features in common with the yearly

Club. reviews which come to us from motoring

organisations here at home. The com

mittee found it necessary last year to

form a Motor Defence Fund with objects somewhat similar to

those of the Motor Union, and its value has been seen in the

withdrawal of several threatened actions by the police. The

mere existence of such an organisation has had a good effect.

The club is fostering an agitation in support of the main roads

becoming a national care, and is urging upon local authorities

the importance of maintaining the highways in a useable state.

Lectures, debates, tours a\l runs, petrol consumption tests,

speed trials, and similar events made up the year's programme

of this Australian organisation, which, by the way, has appointed

as its official organ the colonial " Punch."

' Gamage, Holborn.

Mr. A. W. Gamage is so well known

to the motor world—both in connection

with the popularisation of the sport, as

witness the contests he has incited

between the North London and the

Southern clubs, and as one who provides

them with everything they want—that the coming of age of his

eldest son is a matter of general interest. So far as Mr. Erie

Muir Gamage is concerned he was feted and honoured at

a dinner at the Holborn Restaurant, when over *00 guests

assembled to offer their congratulations to father and son. It

was a happy gathering, with heads of departments and

employees genially; clinking glasses in honour of the event, and

fenuinely demonstrating their esteem for the house they serve,

'he speechmaking was hearty and unconventional, and the way

in which Mr. A. W. Gamage testified to the good work done by

all about him revealed a touch of that appreciation of the efforts of

others which is one of the healthiest factors in business generally
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and has proved of vital value in the development of- the great

establishment in Holboin. At the festive gathering Messrs. J.

Dunn, W. A. Vincent, and J. S. CarKer were vice-chairmen, with

Mr. A. W.

 

We have all heard the story of the

man who, apparency " of great posses-

Great Expectations sions," wandered round an exhibition

of the Amir. eagerly scrutinised by tha»Bttendanta and

courteously informed by all with cars

se^ultimately disappointing every

body by buying just nothing at all. Great expectations seem to

have been indulged in by trie? ""attendants at the various stands

at the Calcutta Motor Car Exhibition when the Amir of

Afghanistan visited that display during his memorable trip to

India. His Majesty decided to devote a morning to inspecting

the exhibits, and frock coats and top hats were duly donned for

the occasion. " Show polish " was plentiful about *the show,

and all were craning their necks and smiling their sweetest to

beguile the ruler of Afghanistan their way. His questioning at

the various stalls was suggestive of great things to come, and he

 

H.M. the Amir of Afghanistan alighting from the Siddeley Car which

he used during his recent stay in Bombay.
His Majesty expressed the greatest satisfaction with the quietness and smooth
running of this vehicle, and. as a mark of his pleasure, speciaily appointed the

Wolseley Company's agents in Bombay to his service, i.- - .— —i

went into the minutest details w.th regard to the merits of

most of the cars. So great was the Amir's interest in the

exhibition that the spirits of motor-car dealers waxed high,

while one sage attached to the Amir's staff thought it probable

that the Amir would purchase the entire exhibition. Such,

however, was not His Majesty's intention, for after visiting

every stall, sitting in the cars, blowing the horns, and turning on

the lubricators, His Majesty announced his choice, and forthwith

purchased one acetylene lamp !

•Ware the

Whistle.

Not so very long 'ago motorists were

inclined to scrutinise the feet of loungers

on the highway, the presence of big boots

generally being regarded as indicative of

the presence of policemen in disguise.

When we had become expert in that

point of view the methods of the foemen changed somewhat,

and the big boots were secluded behind hedgerows, while hand

kerchiefs waving in the breeze supplied the motorists with a clue

as to the presence of blue [officialdom. Again methods have

veered, and heed must nowjje paid to any whistling that seems

to come from the hedgerows. Mr. Max Pemberton, who writes

stories as well as drives cars, was found in a police trap at

Henley, and ;duly appeared in the police court. The superin

tendent acknowledged that the Fair Mile was, as we have

recently informed readers, the centre of local police operations.

He said he had the distance measured for a trap, and about ten>

yards was added to the 440 yards to allow a " run in." Then

the police constable came forward and told the Bench that he

was at the end of the trap, and started his watch the moment

the car entered the measured distance on receiving the signal

from his brother officer. He had to stand in a barrow in order

to see the starting signal. When the car got out of the distance

he whistled to another constable to stop the car. Cross-

examined, he said he had had experience of timing with Inspector

Jarrett, so that he knew the method very well. But after

Mr. Pemberton had testified to his knowledge of the existence

of the trap and to the presence of a speedometer on the car-

registering 15 miles an hour when the police stopped him, the

magistrates dismissed the case. Not even the whistle of the

policeman trained by Inspector Jarrett could secure a conviction.

Motor Cabs in

London.

London will soon see a great develop

ment in the motor-cab business, which

has already done something to improve

the aspect of the city. The appearance

of the stylish vehicles with their open or

closed tops, according to the vagaries of

the weather, has certainly made a good impression on visitors

to as well as residents in the Metropolis, and that this has

sound financial basis was proved by the speech of the chairman

of the United Motor Cab Company in London on Monday. He

mentioned that the average earnings of the General Motor Cab

Company by the taximeter in the first four weeks had been

£2 Is. 3d. per cab per day ; last week the average rose to £2 3s.

per cab per day. Mr. Davison Dalziel says his company has

ordered 500 motor-cabs for London, delivery of which will

commence early next month, and by the end of the autumn the

mechanical "growler" wiil prove a popular rival to the

numerical strength of the London hansom.

♦ ♦ ♦

The output of cars at the leading

British works continues to show no

_ . . , diminution : in fact, it grows every month
Freedom or Choice. j , ' ' , ° , , *\

and shows no sign of an early slackening.

Judging from the number of entries in

the Madrid exhibition, a goodly number

of English firms are looking to other markets to take their

production; they must also take care they do not close the

opportunities of sale in their own country. Every chance of the

sale of cars will have to be secured, and in view of the keen

rivalry that is certain to come upon the trade before very long

new firms in the industry will be well advised in keeping them

selves from entangling engagements calculated to limit their

choice of trading methods and means of publicity.

Lights

on Vehicles.

Captain Kenton's Lights on Vehicles

Bill has just come before the Standing

Committee on Law of the House of

Commons, when it was discoveied that

considerable opposition to the measure

had been received from Liverpool and

Manchester and very little from the agricultural districts, which

it was thought would have been the principal opponents to the

proposed legislation. The Liverpool Dock Board and similar

bodies had called the attention of the Government to the danger

of fire in their warehouses in the event of the provisions of the

Bill being stringently enforced ; and Mr. George Harwood and

Mr. Harmood Banner, representing northern constituencies,

described the measure as a " monstrous interference " with

business places like Liverpool and Manchester, and moved to

omit from the obligation to carry lights on vehicles in all well-

lighted areas, a proposal which, although finally rejected,
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obtained a considerable measure of support. Ultimately Mr.

Herbert Samuel agreed to meet the wishes of Liverpool

opponents, with the result that the measure was carried a step

further.

♦ ♦ ♦

Steadily the number of county

automobile organisations is increasing,

The and we are glad to hear of the steps

Bedfordshire A.C. being taken for the formation of an

automobile club for Bedfordshire. A

meeting will be held within the next few

days, when the matter will be fully considered, the idea being

to found a strong organisation to provide facilities for meetings

of Bedfordshire motorists, fostering the interchange of ideas

and experience, and discouraging any reckless and inconsiderate

driving that may be reported, and generally to extend the

influence of the movement in the county. Lord Ampthill, Mr.

A Preposterous

Proposition.

Lord Brasset, addressing the Burnley

Chamber of Commerce in his capacity of

President of the Associated Chamber of

Commerce, announced a few days ago

that further taxation on motor-cars would

doubtless come next year, and that the

annual charge of £10 for vehicles used for pleasure would not

be thought excessive, nor would £5 for those employed for

professional or business purposes be considered beyond the

motorists' ability of payment. We do not know what

authority his lordship has for this supposition, but can at

once inform him that the amounts mentioned would inflict

hardship upon the industry, and bring into opposition to

the Chancellor of the Exchequer the fully organised forces of

motorists throughout the country. It would be well if public

men, when considering means of revenue, would pay some

regard to the wider aspects of the question. The man who

 

 

The Brooklands Motor Track, Weybridge.—Laying the Asphalte.

Percy Barlow, M.P., Mr. Guy Pym, D.L., Mr. Howard Howard,

Mr. Arthur Brown, of Luton, and other prominent motorists

are interested in the new club, and Mr. Gregory J. M. Whyley,

of Dame Alice Street, Bedford, is acting as hon. sec. pro lem.

Vapour Emission

Competition.

The Expert and Technical Committee

has agreed to recommend to the com

mittee of the Royal A.C. that the Vapour

Emission Competition shall not be held

in May, as originally suggested, but shall

be postponed until the autumn, when it

might be held in conjunction with a town motor carriage com

petition. The two competitions would, however, be quite

separate. A further suggestion is that heavy vehicles shall, if

possible, be allowed in the Vapour Emission Competition. The

technical committee will shortly publish a statement as to the

manner in which the Vapour Emission Competition will be con

ducted, with suggestions as to the best methods for preventing

an excess of carbonic oxide gas being given off at the exhaust.

motors contributes considerably towards various industries with

out having to be taxed because he sees in a motor-car the means

of economy in time and labour. Many subsidiary industries have

benefited from the development of Motorism during the last

ten years, and those engaged therein, in common with actual

motorists, would deplore anything calculated to harass or impede

the progress of an industry which, as our export returns have

lately shown, promises to become a great factor in the com

mercial activity of the country.

• ♦ ♦ ♦

During the past week the Right

Honourable Sir J.J H. A. Macdonald,

Scottish Reliability Lord Justice-Clerk of Scotland, President

Trial. of the Club, drove' Mr. R. J. Smith on

his Daimler over about 500 miles of the

trial route. The roads, which on the

upper parts are now free from snow, were found to be generally

in very fair order, and the secretary notes that there is a satis

factory advance in the condition of these roads evidenced from
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year to year. The arrangements for the trial in outlying parts

are now in an advanced stage, and considerable interest is being

evinced throughout the route on the subject. The extension of

the trial to five days, and the inclusion of Inverness in the

itinerary, will lend new interest and give increased work to

the competitors. Entries close on the 14th inst.

♦ ♦ ♦ ,

It is only a week or so since we

chronicled the successful completion by

M. Van Marcke of a 10,000 kilometre

tour of France on a 45-h.p. six-cylinder

Hotchkiss car. The identical vehicle

has now been brought over to this

country, and on Monday last started on a mush more notable

undertaking—a 10,000-mile trial in Great Britain under the

observation of the Royal Automobile Club. From the map

which has been prepared wo find that in the course of its long

journey the vehicle will visit all the. principal towns, with the

notable exception of Birmingham, in England and Scotland,

from Land's End in the south to Inverness in the north, and

-from Yarmouth on the east coast to Holyhead on the west

The trial, during which the car will participate in the Irish and

Scottish reliability competitions, is expected to last until

The Six Cylinder

Hotchkiss Tour

of

Oreat Britain.
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The Hotchkiss Six-cylinder Car Starting from the R.A.C. on its
Photo by] 10,000-mile Trial- {Argent Archer.

-July 13th, the daily distance averaging just under 140 miles.

£>o far as possible the vehicle will be driven over different roads,

only 2 per cent, of the running being over routes that have

previously been traversed. Previous to the start, which took

place from the Club house in Piccadilly, W., at 2.30 p.m., on

Monday last, Capt. Corbet, of the London and Parisian Motor

Company, entertained a number of friends to luncheon, among

them being Mr. J. J. Mann, of the Hotchkiss Company, who

explained the object of the trial. Our photo depicts the car

leaving for Newark, the first day's destirution, with Mr. C. P.

Harrison, who will be the driver for the initial part of the trial, at

the wheel. We may add that Mr. A. H. Binyon is acting as the

observer on behalf of the R.A.C, and that the destination on

Tuesday was Nottingham, a run to Burton and back to the lace

-city being made on Wednesday.

♦ ♦ ♦

We understand that Mr. Haldane, as

Secretary for War, has entered into an

Soldiers as arrangement with the Technical College,

Motorists. Glasgow, for providing a series of de

monstrations on the mechanism of motor

cars to the soldiers in Maryhill Garrison.

This further recognition of the necessity of acquainting the

military with a knowledge of motoring may be regarded as

going to prove the important part that mechanical vehicles will

play in the operations of the Army in the future. From Ports

mouth to Glasgow is a far cry, and- the fact that at both

extremities instruction in automobilism, is being given under

military auspices is gratifying to men like Lt.-Col. Mayhew

and others who have urged, in season and out, the necessity of

this country pioneering the movement in military motorism.

Having provided a supply of drivers, Mr. Haldane will next

have to make provision for the necessary vehicles for them to

steer.

♦ ♦ ♦

The new edition of the Motor and

Cycle Trades Directory of Great Britain

A Motor Trade and Ireland, with which is incorporated

Directory. Porter's Cycle and Motor Trades Direc

tory, has just been issued by the Lanca

shire Publishing Company, Ltd., 10,

South Street, Finsbury Pavement, E.C. This is now in its

eleventh year, and there are nearly three thousand more names

in this edition than in the previous issues. At the same time

care has been taken to eliminate firms which have ceased their

connection with the industry. There are two distinct divisions

in the book, viz., geographical and trades, and apparently every

endeavour has been made to secure accuracy, while the arrange

ment is well calculated to facilitate reference. In addition to

the directory of the United Kingdom there is a Continental

motor trades' section, which will be of corsiderable service to

all engaged in the automobile business. The volume extends to

over a thousand pages, and, compared with earlier editions,

demonstrates in an emphatic manner the great growth of the

motor industry. The Lancashire Publishing Company, Ltd.,

are to be congratulated upon their enterprise as well as upon

the manner of its execution.

♦ ♦ ♦

" Punch " was at the Agricultural

Hall, London, in the early days of April,

Fun on an f°r he refers to the aeroplanes at

Airship. the Cording! ey Motor Show, and

secured an idea thereat. Now he pro

poses to hold an Aeroplane Competition

in the vacant building plot between Aldwych and the Strand,

his " Priceless Esteem "being offered as encouragement to the

most successful inventor, and, probably—though he does not

say so—to all the competitors generally. The suggested classi

fication is as follows :—A, air skidders of not less than 1-goose

power ; B, Aeroboomerangs : to create hilarity by recoiling on

the exhibitor's head ; C, Turtleplaues : diffusing joy by flapping

vigorously with their wings and flopping to the ground in an

inverted position ; D, Daisy-cutters : to raise a laugh by travel

ling along the surface among the L.C.C. brickbats in search of

spring wild-flowers ; E, Set-pieces : to please the junior members

of the company by a firework display—will not be expected to

budge from the starting-point. There will be, in addition, a

miscellaneous class for models constructed of sardine tins and

bits of newspaper and string, for giant tip-cats, for colossal

grasshoppers, for man-lifting fleas, and for all other risible aids

to aviation. Designers and inventors will accordingly please

walk up—they are not called upon as yet to fly, but only to add

to the gaiety of London.

Amongst recent purchasers of Daimler cars is Lord Gerard,

who has bought a 28-Daimler chassis of lOJ-ft. wheelbase.

His Grace the Duke of Sutherland, who last year

acquired a 16-b.p. De Dietrich, has just ordered a 40-h.p. car of

the eame make from Messrs. Jarrott and Letts, Ltd.

Messrs. West, Ltd., have entered two cars for the forth

coming Tourist Trophy race which will comprise a number of

special points. An Aster engine of 16-20-h.p. will supply the

motive power, while the gear-box is being arranged to give four

speeds and a reverse, with the direct drive not on the top but

on the third speed. Wire road wheels of the Rudge-Whitworth

detachable type are being fitted to the cars, which will have a

wheel bane of 9 ft. 6 in. and a track of 4 ft. 7 J in.
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THE PROGRESS OF AUTOMOBILISflfl IN

SOUTH AFRICA.

By C. E. Bradford, Hon. Secretary of the Natal

Automobile Club.
•

THE motor-vehicle in South Africa, both for pleasure and

commercial purposes, is at present only in its infancy,

but to those acquainted with the industry it must be

apparent that the next few years will see an enormous growth in

the use of self-propelled vehicles. At the present time there are

approximately between 200 and 300 cars in Cape Colony, between

600 and 700 in the Orange Eiver Colony and the Transvaal, and

about 150 in Natal. The majority of these machines are used

for town purposes, only a very small proportion of them being

kept in the country. The great drawback to the advance of the

motor movement may be summed up under three heads:—(1)

The roads outside the larger towns are, on the whole, in a very

bad condition, no thought ever having been given to the proper

construction and grading, and a large number of rivers which in

the rainy season have a considerable body of water in them are

unbridged and without ferry, and in some places only an apology

and to bring before the general public the enormous future irk

this land of vast distances of the mechanically-propelled vehicle,,

either steam or petrol.

As regards speed limit, we are fortunately not worried with

restrictions other than in one or two of the larger towns, such as

Capetown, Johannesburg, Bloemfontein and Durban, and even

these restrictions have not, so far, been harshly imposed. The

various town councils have, when approached, always taken a

very lenient view of the matter, and have recognized the

necessity of a fair margin being given, and that the automobile

must needs be permitted an advantage over the horse vehicle as-

regards speed. The rough nature of the main roads of the

colonies in itself acts as a speed regulator—long, straight,

level surfaces are practically unknown, and in touring if

an average speed of 16 to 20 miles per hour is maintained it is

as much as can be expected from the best constructed car.

Garages are few and far between, barely half a dozen towns

being able to boast of this luxury ; Capetown, Johannesburg

and Durban are fairly well supplied in this respect, but In the-

majority of the other towns one is compelled to resort to the-

local cycle agent, whose knowledge of up-to-date cars is very

meagre. The requirements of Durban motorists are met by two.

 

Hemery on the De Lnca-Daimler Car which he drove in the Targa Florio Race.

or a drift ; (2) Until quite recently it was practically impossible

to rely on a supply of petrol, and in making a tour any distance

from the railway arrangements had to be made for forwarding

supplies to different points en route by bullock wagon ; (3) There

is no car up to the present that has been built especially to

suit the requirements of tourists in the South African

colonies. Several long trips have been undertaken by one or two

of the more enthusiastic motorists, and thee experimental runs

have been of great service in bringing to light the many defects

from which both the European and American-built automobiles

suffer, and have also dispelled the prevailing idea that South

African roads, although rough, are impossible for motor traffic,

either for pleasure or commercial purposes.

The trip from Capetown to Johannesburg has been accom

plished on several occasions, both on European and American

machines, from 6-h.p. upward. The run from Durban to

Mantzbui'g, a distance of only sixty miles, which was considered

quite a task owing to the bad surface of the road and its heavy

grades, has now become a favourite trip for the more venture

some of our motorists, and has been accomplished by fully a

do2en in the last few months in a little over three hours. There

is not the slightest doubt that the formation of automobile clubs

in the chief centres is doing a great deal to further the industry

companies, the South African Motor Company and the Natal

Motor Garage, Ltd. New premises are in course of construction)

for these two companies, and arrangements are being made to

equip them with a complete up-to-date repairing and charging

plant. One of the most grievous mistakes made by manu

facturers has been in granting sole agencies for the whole, of

South Africa to firms who have only a place of business in one

town. These firms in turn appoint sub-agents, the purchaser

consequently having to pay so large a price for his car by the

time it reaches him that many are debarred from the pleasures

of motoring, owing to this unbusinesslike arrangement. To-

this cause may be assigned the fact that a number of purchasers

of cars have placed their orders direct through a buying house,

either in Europe or America. Manufacturers would be wise be

fore granting sole agencies to make inquiry regarding the district

covered by firms requesting them, and, unless they have branches-

of their own business throughout South Africa, control should

only be given in the district in which they are directly

represented.

(To be concluded.)

The Royal A.C. will treat thirty-one miles of the race*

track in the Isle of Man with Akonia dust preventor.
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CONTINENTAL NOTES.

The Herkomer i Touring Trophy Contest.

The entries for the 1907 contest for the Herkomer Touring

Trophy have reached a total of no less than 176, of which the

majority (108) are German vehicles. The foreign element

forms quite a small proportion, the Italians being most largely

represented with twenty two entries, the French coming naxt

with thirteen cars of various makes. The English contingent

consists of two Napiers, two 45-h.p. six-cylinder Siddeleys, a

Belsize, and a 40-h.p. Argyll entered by Mr. Robertson Grant,

who, it will be remembered, drove a 16-20-h.p. Argyll in last

year's contest.

♦ ♦ ♦

A Danish Touring Car Trial.

The Danish Automobile Club is organising a trial of touring

cars to be held on the island of Seeland on the 26th prox. The

event is open to all fully-equipped touring cars belonging to

members of the D.A.C. or any affiliated club ; the total distance

to be covered being 300 kilometres. Each vehicle will be allotted

300 marks, from which points will be deducted for all stoppages. ,

♦ ♦ ♦

The Kaiser's Prize Race.

The Kaiser, in company with his brother Prince Henry of

Prussia, last week went over the course on which the contest for

the prize he has offered is to be held. It is reported that the

 

A View of the Course on which the" Contest for the Kaiser's Prize

will be held.—A right-angle turn at Oberursel.

[Allgenutiru Automobil Ztitung.

Government authorities will require one or two parts of the

course to be neutralised, and also a restriction in the number of

competitors.

♦ ♦ ♦
A Hill Climbing Competition in Spain.

A hill climbing competition is to be held in Spain on May

22nd. It will take place at Puerto del Guadarrama, and classes

will be provided for (1) two-seated cars up' to 600kilog.; (2) tour

ing cars ; (3) commercial vehicles for lo*ds up to two tons, and

(4) public service machines having accommodation for at least

fourteen persons.

♦ ♦ ♦

Motor-Cars for Military Purposes.

The French military authorities are devoting considerable

attention to the utilisation of motor vehicles in time of war,

and again last week called upon a number of automobilists on the

reserve list to present their cars at Vincennes for inspection and

trial. Sixty-two vehicles put in an appearance, and afterwards

they were subjected to a stiff cross-country ran, in which both

the hill-climbing capabilities and the brakes were thoroughly

tested.

m ♦ ♦

An "Economical Wheel" Trial.

The Automobile Club de Seine-et-Oise is organising a trial

of " economical wheels " for motor-cars—that is, some system

interposed between the axles and the road which shall serve as

a less costly substitute for pneumatic tyres, while retaining the

easy riding qualities of the latter.' The cars to which the

arrangements are fitted will be required to cover a distance of

3,500 kilometres, and the awards will have regard to the first

cost of the wheels on a total weight—1,000 kilometre basis, and

to the cost of up keep. The five successful competitors will be

eligible to continue the trial for a further 1,500 kilometres for

the Mirand-Devos cup, which is being offered in connection with

the event. Particulars of the trial, the entry list for which

closes on the 6th inst., can be obtained from the Technical Com

mission of the A.C.S.O., 10, Avenue Debasseux, Versailles.

♦ ♦ ♦

The Elastic Wheel Competition.

Of the thirteen cars which started in the trial of elastic and

spring wheels from Paris to Nice and back, a total of 2,080

kilometres, eight succeeded in covering the whole distance; of

these three vehicles were fitted with Ducasble tyres, three with

Elastes tyres, one with Cosset spring wheels, and one with the

E. L. wheels. The jury met on Friday last week to examine the

condition of the wheels and tyres after the long journey, and

have since made the following awards :—Class I., cars having

engines of a total piston area of not more than 127 sq. centi

metres, 1, Ducasble tyres fitted to an 8-h.p. De Dion ; 2, Elastes

tyres on an 8-h.p. Demeester. Class II., vehicles of maximum piston

area of 347 sq. cm., 1, Elastes tyres on Motobloc car ; 2, Cosset

spring wheels on Panhard. Class III., cars of maximum piston

area of 472 sq. cm., 1, Ducasble tyres on 24-h.p. De Dion, and 2,

Elastes tyres on Cornilleau Ste. Beuve car. On Thursday the

Elastes Company entertained their fellow competitors in the

trial to a banquet, when a suggestion was made that makers of

spring and elastic wheels and tyres should form a society with

the idea of developing the use of the same on automobiles.

♦ ♦ ♦

Miscellaneous Items.

A company has been formed in Prague, Austria, to intro

duce a service of motor-cabs into the town. A motor-car

exhibition was opened in Stockholm on Tuesday last, the

30th ult. A motor-car race from Moscow to St. Petersburg,

a distance of 425 miles, is to be held on the 7th prox. The

three Germain cars entered for the Grand Prix are not special

racing cars, but ordinary standard Chainless cars, specially

lightened, in view of the fact that they have only to carry a

light racing instead of the usual touring body. The French

Minister of Finance has informed the Touring Club of France

that in future no duty will be exacted from automobilists enter

ing French territory for petrol contained, bona fide, in. their

reservoirs. This privilege extends only to the subjects of other

nations who accord a similar favour to French citizens, such as

England, Belgium, Switzerland, and Germany. Temporary par-

mission to this effect had been already given during the past

year, and the Minister of Finance has now made it a permanent

rule.

The Swift Company have entered two cars for the Irish

Trials and two for the Scottish Trials. For the former they are

sending their latest twin-cylinder vehicle, and a new production,

an 18-24-h.p. model. Both cars are fitted with engines of the

Swift Company's own design and manufacture. Of the machines

for the Scottish Trials one is another entirely new model,

15-1 8-h.p. four-cylinder, and the other a twin-cylinder vehicle.

The Master of the King's Household, the Right Hon. Lord

Farquhar, has just taken delivery of a new 60-h.p. six-cylinder

Napier limousine, on which he has started for a tour in Spain.

The body of the car seats five in the interior—three on the main

rear seat and two on additional seats—so arranged that they

enable the passengers to face forward, and yet, when not

required, they fold clo3e against the sides of the body. A

speaking-tube, folding tables, electric lights, and other refine

ments that make for utility and comfort, are also embodied in

this luxuriously designed carriage. The interior is upholstered

in green ribbed cloth, and the painting is in alternate stripes of

dark green and black.
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There are thirty-one en

tries for the International Tour

ist Trophy Race, and sixteen for

the International Heavy Touring

Car Race.

His Royal Highness the

Duke Ludwig of Bavaria

has bought a Metallurgique car, which he

the Herkomer TouriDg Trophy contest.

Mr. Hampton, South Qaay, Douglas, will supply com

petitors in the Manxland races with a petroleum spirit having

a specific gravity of 0-715 to 0*725 at 60 deg. Fahr., as required

by the Royal A.C.

HERE AND THERE.

 

intends to drive in

 

 

Elevation and Plan of Chassis of West 20 22 h. p. Car, showing at A the

Shock-absorbing Device referred to in the last issue of the " H.C.J."

Two Daimler cars are entered by amateurs for the Frome's

£11 Climb. The Daimler Company is not officially represented,

and these cars are only of the 1906 pattern, which was so suc

cessful in hill climbing during the past season.

The Bexhill magistrates have dealt with due severity with

four lads who threw an orange at the car of a motorist, breaking

the glass of his screen, and causing injury as well as annoyance.

All such cases should be reported to the police.

The chairman of the British Moss Litter Company, Ltd.,

has told his shareholders that the sales of moss litter last year

were within £900 of the previous year—" thus showing that

the motor industry has not materially affected the moss litter

trade."

Mr. R. Tingey, of the Parade, Leamington Spa, sends a

waistcoat-booklet relating to the Regent Hotel garage in that

pleasant town. At the hotel a 20-h.p. car is kept for hire by

visitors, and accommodation is provided in the garage for forty

automobiles.

Mr. C. R. Bradford, the hon. sec. of the Natal Automobile

Club, has recently contributed a series of articles on " The Progress

of Automobilism in South Africa " to the " Horseless Age," some

interesting extracts from which are reproduced elsewhere in the

present issue.

The Riley Cycle Co. inform us that in view of the demand

for their different models, and especially for their 9-h.p. car,

i hey looked forward to doing good business at the Cordingley

Show, but they did even better than they expected. The 9-h.p.

went well, but the other models, especially the 12-h.p., were

in good demand, the volume of trade being better than at any

previous show at which they had exhibited. They consider that

the percentage of visitors really interested in cars was very high

at Cordingley's.—" The Motor Trader."

Messrs. W. J. Peckham>

Ltd., have a garage for sixty

cars in the Osborne Road, South-

sea, which is open by night as

well as by day.

We le <rn that the Fiat Com

pany are building 500 motor-

cabs for service in London. They will be of 12-h.p., and will

be fitted with four-cylinder engines.

Messrs. Hall, Capris and Co., Ltd., inform us that the

Isotta-Fraschini cars which competed in the Targa Florio contest

last week were, so far as the chassis was concerned, standard

patterns taken from stock. Their times were very uniform,

only twelve minutes separating the three vehicles which finished

the run of 450 kilometres, and which secured the seventh,

ninth, and eleventh positions. In the first round of the course

the fastest time was made by the vehicle driven by Trucco.

Messrs. Bransom, Kent and Co., Ltd., have issued from

40, Great Eastern Street, B.C., a catalogue of tools and machinery

required in the motor trade, which will doubtless be in good

request from, owners of garages throughout the country as well

as from private motorists who see to things themselves. Braziers

and forges, chucks, drilling machines, grinding tools, lathes, pipe

bending tools, screwing machines, stocks and dies, &c, vul-

Canisers, &c, find illustration and description in this list.

A "new contract system" is being introduced by the

Automobile Contract Company, Ltd., of 51, Conduit Street, W.,

who are willing to supply any reputable make of car on this

plan. The customer selects the car, which is purchased by the

Automobile Contract Company, by whom it is supplied to the

client on hire with right of purchase. One third of the value is

paid down, and the remainder can be settled at any time within

twelve monihs. The hiring can be terminated within that

period on terms which are fully explained in a new leaflet jus*

issued by the company.

We illustrate herewith a novel type of body of doctor's

coupe recently designed and built by Mr. Wm. Vincent, of

Reading. The idea of the design is to obtain the advantages of

a limousine body with a side entrance, within the limits of a

short chassis, which admits of a moderate-priced car being

supplied. There is ample room for two adults in the back, and

 

with the door closed a good space for luggage is formed on the

floor boards. The body is built of mahogany panels on asb

framing and is upholstered in cloth, with wide and com

fortable cushions and upholstery. There is, of course, no reason

why this type should not be mounted on a larger chassis, but

the primary object is, as mentioned above, to get a small

limousine on a short wheel-base car.

Messrs. S. F. Edge and E. Powell have been giving

evidence before the meeting of the departmental committee

appointed by the Board of Trade to inquire and report with

reference to the participation of this country in the great

international exhibitions.
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A BRANCH garage has been opened by Mr. John Hoyle, of

Brighouse, in Weymouth Street, Halifax.

Judge Sir ^Villiam Selfe has asked the conundrum, " Is

a motor-omnibus a lady because it wears a bonnet 1 "

Messrs. Moore, of Brighton, Ltd., have taken a further

block of property in Regency Mews, Brighton, for the extension

of their garage.

The Manchester Motor Garage Company, of Hardman

Street, Deansgate, Manchester, has been appointed the official

Motor House of the Manchester A.C.

The Argyll Motor School in Newman Street, London, W.,

is proving increasingly popular and attracting a large number of

people for whom situations are likely to be found, as well as

private owners of cars.

 

The Complete Set of "Rapeasy" Tools for Mounting or Dismounting Tyres.

(See page 214.)

We understand that both Mr. Frederic Coleman and Mr.

Claud Johnson are having a preliminary run next week over

the Scottish Reliability Trial course—under the official obser

vation of the Royal A.C.—but their cars will not be in com

petition with each other in any way. Readers will, therefore,

not confuse this event with the trial resulting from the White

steam car challenge, and which will be held later.

The Motoring Annual and Motorist's Year Book for

1907 comes to hand in its usual excellent form, extending to

500 pages, and forming an encyclopaedia of the year's auto-

mobilism. In addition to the " Who's Who " of motoring, the

section relating to clubs and motoring organisations is extending

to great dimensions, and the editors are to be congratulated on

the growth of the volume. Its earlier publication in the year is

the only suggestion for improvement we would offer our

confreres.

Goggles are to be supplied to the motormen employed on

the tramway system of the Ilford District Council.

The Motor Drivers' Employment Agency, 199, Picca

dilly, W., has received an application from a lady who wants a

situation as motor-driver.

Among last week's deliveries of engines from the Ailsa

Craig Motor Company's Works at Chiswick was a 20-30-h.p.

Ailsa Craig petrol motor for Messrs. John Wilesmith and Com

pany's new hydroplane.

Mr. H. Garner, the well-known motor factor of Nantwich,

is making a feature of the sale of Humber cars, giving clients a

choice of styles and models from a large stock ready for delivery.

Lord Justice Romer has been a sportsman for the whole

of his career, and is now quite as enthusiastic over motoring as

he was over cricket and rowing in his younger days. His Lord

ship drives a 30-h.p. Beeston Humber.

The first automobile built, about 1893-4, by the Haynes

Automobile .Company, of Kokomo, Ind., has been acquired by

the Smithsonian Institution at Washington, U.S.A„ in whose

museum it will be kept as one of the first petrol motor-cars con

structed in America.

Messrs. Brown and Hughes, of Netherwood Road,

West Kensington Park, W., have sent us a sample of " Taylor's

Oriental Veneering Cream," for which they have secured the

British agency, and which will be found, as judged by the

samples of work exhibited at the recent Cordingley Show, an

excellent means of maintaining the polish of all the varnished

portions of motor-car bodies.

From Messrs. Perry, Thornton, and Schreiber, Ltd., Long

Acre, W.C., who have acquired the British agency for the Ford

cars, comes a copy of the latest catalogue of these vehicles.

Two models are made, viz., 15-h.p. four-cylinder and 40-h.p.

six-cylinder, full particulars of which are given in the list. We

may add that examples of both types are now on view at the

firm's depot, where they may be inspected and tested.

Messrs. Jarrott and Letts, Ltd., have sent us an inte

resting photograph, which unfortunately does not lend itself to

reproduction. We may state, however, that it depicts Herr

Hegel, of Copenhagen, putting his 60-h.p. De Dietrich to a novel

use during the heavy snows of the past winter—that of hauling

a sleigh. Herr Hegel writes that he has had as many as twenty-

five people on board the sleigh, and that he has easily attained

a speed of 40 to 50 kilometres per hour. Non-skids are, of

course, of no use in the snow, so big ropes were twined round the

driving wheels, these being found to answer perfectly.

Calling at the works at Alexandria the other morning to

take delivery of a new 26-30-h.p. Argyll, Mr. Hamilton, of

Argylls Liverpool, Ltd., accompanied by Mr. Charle3 Mclver,

the well-known yachtsman and member of the Royal Clyde

Yacht Club, drove this car from Glasgow to Liverpool without a

gear change, a distance of 214 miles, in good time, making an

absolutely non-stop run. This run is particularly interesting in

that it demonstrates the extreme effectiveness of the new throttle

valve and control fitted to these cars, and by means of which

any Argyll car can be driven at a speed varying from four miles

an hour to forty on the top speed alone.

A new nut and bolt lock washer has been put before the

motor industry by the Gripper Company, Ltd., of 2, Bream's

Buildings, Chancery Lane, E.C. The principle of construction

makes it impossible for the nut to slack back whether screwed

down tightly on the work or not, while no strain is placed on

the thread. In the centre of the washer is a Dshaped aperture

for the bolt, three spring fingers being placed on the outer cir

cumference. In the locking ring are teeth to engage and lock

with the spring fingers in the washer, the aperture between

being the shape of the nut, hexagon or square, with the sides

slightly raised to prevent the rotation of the nut. When fitted

it is impossible to move the nut, even with a spanner, without

first removing the locking ring. The " Gripper " nut and bolt

lock washer is especially adapted for the bolts on the engine and

shaft bearings, and the device can be made of any metal, the

principle of action not depending upon the adoption of any

particular material.
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SOME USEFUL NOTES.

-♦-

One should always be on the look-out for " squeaks," for

any such unusual noise is evidence of lack of lubrication and

generally foretells a breakdown unless heeded at once.

♦ ♦ ♦

In taking down gears and other parts of the mechanism of a

motor-car, care should be taken to see that all the parts are so

marked that no mistake can be made when the re-assembling is

done. Special precautions must be taken with the ignition and

valve timing, as the lea it error in resetting these may be

attended with disastrous results.

♦ ♦ ♦

There is a cause of misfiring which is not usually dis

covered very quickly ; in some cases there is an intermediate

wheel between the exhaust and inlet and crankshaft gear

wheels, this being frequently made of fibre, and after considerable-

usage it wears very tain on the teeth, with the result that the

timing is not at all accurate, and misfiring occurs at high speeds.

By fitting a new wheel the trouble will vanish.

The perfect curing or vulcanisation of a tyre repair is best

tested by the thumb nail. Should the part vulcanised leave an

impression after being indented by the thumb nail, it is a sure

sign that it is under-cured or under-vulcanised, and should

again be applied to the vulc&niser for a short time. On the

other hand, as Messrs. Harvey, Frost and Co., Ltd., point out in

their Instruction Book on tyre repairing, should it feel hard,

brittle, and entirely irresponsive to the tomh, it is a sign that it

is over-cured, and this latter should at all costs be avoided,

as it is at all times preferable to under-cure rather than over-

cure. It should be quite possible to be able to impress the part

which is vulcanised ; at the same time it should be responsive

and not in any way retain the impression made.

» • *

It frequently happens that when a motorist has run up to,

and come to rest at a point at which he desires to stop, on top

speed, a little difficulty will be found in returning the change-

speed lever to the neutral notch in the quadrant or gate. This

is due to the fact that the teeth of tbe toothed pinions on the

sliding sleeve on the gear-box do not at the moment exactly

coincide with the spaces between the toothed wheels on the gear-

shaft, and the pinions will not pass each other. Of course, the

clutch can be let in slightly, which would alter their position

with regard to each other, but not infrequently the teeth still

foul. The depression of the brake pedal, however, and the

■consequent grip of the brake bands on the drum, will, by reason

of the slight play in the driving shaft, cause the gear shaft to

move just enough to permit the passage of the wheels on the

sliding sleeve through their fellows, and allow the neutral notch

to be at once attained.

♦ ♦ ♦

The condition of the tyres is a matter about which

motorists should frequently take notice. A deflated rear tyre,

especially if there be much weight towards the rear of the car,

often gives a peculiar " feel " to the steering, as if the vehicle

were travelling over a greasy road. The rear of the car swings

about abnormally, as if there were a slight skidding tendency.

When a driver feels this sensation, when running on a good dry

road, he should immediately think of his rear tyres. Of course,

a deflated tyre causes unusually sharp jars to be transmitted to

the portion of the car over it, and the mud-guard and other

attachments in its vicinity shake and rattle more than usual

when the wheel is running on its rim with the tyre deflated.

These signs may, however, pass unnoticed when a car is pro

ceeding at a moderate pace over perfect roads. A deflated front

tyre will usually make itself known by the excessive jar which

is transmitted to the car body, and by the difference in the

steering which it causes. The car tends to swerve to the side

upon which the injured tyre is located. Signs of tyre trouble

should be instantly heeded, as there is not only the certainty of

damaging the inner tube and cover beyond repair, but the

danger of serious loss of control of the car if high speeds are

indulged in.

THE SIOCO MOTOR TYRE INFLATOR.

WE illustrate a new tyre inflator designed to obviate

the use of the ordinary pump and the hard work

associated therewith, which has just been put on the

market by the Scotch and Irish Oxygen Company, Ltd., of the

Bosehill Works, Polmadie, Glasgow. As will be seen from the

illustration, the arrangement consists of a neat wooden box in

which are fitted two seamless steel cylinders containing carbonic

acid gas (CO,,), and equipped with the necessary tubing, pressure

gauge, &c. A spring safety valve is provided at E ; this can e

adjusted to blow off at any desired pressure, so that there is no

risk of over inflation and consequent damage to the tyres. Even

without the safety valve, there need be no risk of over-

inflation, as the gas can immediately be shut off when

the proper pressure is reaorded on the gauge, but the safety

valve provides against possible defective working of the

gauge or inattention of the operator. By means of a special

fitting the tyre valve is kept open while the gas enters

and the correct tyre pressure is recorded on the gai»e

The cylinders are made of solid-drawn mild steel, in accordance

with Board of Trade requirements, and are annealed and tested

 

to a pressure of 3,360 lbs. per square inch without permanent

stretch. As the pressure of the gas in the cylinders (at say

85° Fahr.) is only about 1,100 lbs., it will be seen that there is

a good margin of safety. The makers also inform us that no

apprehension need be felt as to danger of explosion in the event

of the cylinders receiving a shock or fall, as, on account of the

special quality of steel from which they are made, they will

stand a tremendous amount of hard usage without risk. The

inflators are made in various sizes and in two capacities—1 and

2 lbs. of COa—1 lb. of the gas, which is claimed to have no

harmful effect on the rubber of the tyres, being sufficient to fully

inflate an 870 by 90 mm. tyre five times. Arrangements are

being made to supply fully charged cylinders for discharged

ones promptly and at moderate rates.

From Messrs. Morgan and Co., Ltd., of Long Acre, W.C.,

who have just taken up the British agency for the Adler

cars, comes a copy of the catalogue they have issued of these

vehicles. This is one of the most complete booklets of the kind

that we have so far received ; it extends to sixty-two pages and

comprises an elaborate description of all the principal details of

the Adler cars, the text being elucidated by very clear drawings

and photographs. As showing the exhaustive character of the

work, it may be stated that there are altogether no less than

thirty-two illustrations, the majority of these each occupying a

full page.
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The Cordingley Show.

(Concluded from page 193.)

1 i(-

 

PETROL VEHICLES

The Star Cars.

The exhibit of the Star Engineering Company was one of£much

interest, not merely because of the 30-h.p. six-cylinder car that

was on view, but also because of the improvements embodied in the

older models. Dealing first with the '" six," this is throughout on

modern lines. The cylinders, which are cast in pairs, are 4j in. bore

by 5 in. stroke. The engine is fitted with magneto ignition and the

carburettor is of - a special automatic type ensuring slow and quiet

running ; the lubrication is also automatic, and worked by a small

plunger pump operated by an eccentric on the cam shaft ; the supply

of oil is drawn through a filter from a reservoir underneath the crank

chamber, the pump forcing it through all the bearings, whence it

returns through a niter to the reservoir. The gear is of the firm's

usual type, giving three speeds and a reverse, with a direct, drive on

the top speed, the shafts in the gear-box being fitted with Hoffmann

ball bearings. The transmission from the differential shaft to the road

wheels is by side chaias on to sprockets formed solid with the large

internal brake drums on the rear wheels. Two foot brakes aie also

provided on the differential shaft. The frame is of pressed steel of

supported on long springs, ample length behind the dashboard being

available for a roomy and comfortable body. In view of its relatively

low price the Star Company are experiencing quite a brisk demand or

this model, on which the engine control levers are now mounted on the

steering wheel. A 7-h.p. Star car was also to be seen at the stand.

Among the changes which have been made in this popular model are a

honeycomb radiator in place of the usual gilled type, an H section

stamped steel front axle instead of the tubular one of last year, and push

pedals for the clutch and brake. Reference should not be omitted to the

display of paits of the 14-b.p. car supplied to the Royal Automobile[Club

about a year ago, the excellent perfoimance of which was alluded to in

a recent issue. *'> ,

The Gracile and J -P. Cars.

The recently amalgamated concerns, the Gracile Motor Car Com

pany, Ltd., and the J. P. Motor Company, had a joint stand,' on

which some excellently finished cars weie shown. Reference may first

be made to a24-30-h.p. Gracile. This is provided with a four-cylinder

engine 110 mm. bore by ISO mm. stroke, with both high-tension magneto

and accumulator ignition. The lubrication is maintained by a gear-

driven oil pump which draws oil fiom a large sump in the engine base

 

Fig. 67.—The Engine of the Star Six-Cylinder Car.

deep section. The throttle and ignition levers are fitted on the centre of

the steering wheel, and there is also a foot accelerator. The cooling

is by a gear-driven pump and a radiator of the honeycomb type. The

next car was a standaid 18-h.p. "Star" of the Tourist Trophy type,

fitted with a side entrance double phaeton body. The engine comprises

four cylinders, 4J in. bore by 5 in. stroke, fitted with high-tension

magneto ignition. Four speeds forward and a reveise, with direct

drive on the fourth, are provided, the change-speed lever working in a

" gate." The gear-box is fitted with ball bearings, and is built on the

same lines as that of the six-cylinder referred -to above, the top portion

being so arranged that it can be removed without disturbing any other

portion or the gtar shafts, or taking the box from the frame. An attrac

tive side-entrance double phaeton of the 16-h.p. four-cjlindertype was also

on view ; the cylinder dimensions in this case are3Jin. bore by 5 in. stroke.

Motorists of moderate means looking for a four-cylinder car within their

limits may inquire with advantage into the merits of the 10-h.p. car, of

which a chassis, a side-entrance double phaeton, and a landaulet were

shown. The cylinders are 3£ in. bore by 4J in. stroke, the vehicle beiDg

fitted with mechanical lubrication, three speeds and reverse, with direct

drive on top speed. This car is being supplied either with a side chain

drive or with a live axle. The frame, which is of pressed steel, is

 

Fig. 68.—The J.P. 18-24-h.p. Four-cylinder Car.

chamber, and forces it into a tank on the dashboard, from which it flows

by gravity to the engine bearings. The clutch U of the leather-

cone type, a universal joint being provided on the shaft which

connects it with the ball-bearing gear-box. The latter is adapted

to give four speeds and a reverse, with " gate " control, the

final drive being by side chains. The rear springs, which are of three-

quarter elliptic type, are of a special pattern, the lowest leaves being

curled round at the ends, so as to form a shock damper.

Of the J. P. cars two sizes were on view—10 12-h.p. two-cylinder and

18-24-h.p. four-cylinder, both being live-axle vehieles, which, while com

prising no startling deviations from modern practice, appear to be of

sound construction, while their moderate price should recommend them

to many motorists. The 18-24-h.p. car (Fig 68) is provided with a

Gnome four cylinder engine set in the fore part of a pressed tteel frame.

The valves are all mechanically actuated and the ignition is by high-

tension mageto, and also by accumulator and coil, the latter beirg>

fitted as a reserve. The clutch is of the leather-faced cone type of large

diameter. Three speeds and a reverse are provided, with direct drive

on top speed through the cardan shaft and bevel gear to the live axle,

the latter being of exceptionally strong construction. The weight of

the car is carried by the sleeves, the drive to the road wheels being
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through squares on the ends of the internal shafts. The vehicle is well

sprung, a transverse spring at the rear supplementing the usual longi-

tndinal ones. Ball bearings are provided throughont except on the engine.

The Avon Oars.

The Avon Motor Manufactttrino Company, of Keynsham,

Bristol, who are devoting themselves to the manufacture of cars for the

man of moderate means, showed the Avon two-seated trimobile, a three-

wheel machine, the body of which is arranged so that the passengers can

 

Fig, 69.—The Avon 7-6-ii-p. Lignt Car,

sit side by side instead of tandem fashion, as in the nsual tri-car. The

engine is a single-cylinder of 5J-6-h.p. with coil ignition and

Longuemare carburettor. The motor is located under the seat and

drives through a leather cone clutch, three speeds and reverse gear-box,

and single chain to a live axle. Fig. 69 depicts the Avon light car ;

which is provided with a 7-8-h.p. single-cylinder motor, which, like the

54-6-h.p., ia fitted with a novel arrangement of governor. The latter is

of the spring type, and is placed on the same shaft as the circulating

pump, both being driven direct from the engine flywheel by a leather

facen friction wheel. The governor acts on the throttle of the car

burettor through a lever, but hand control from the steering wheel is

also available. The transmission is on the same lines as the tri-inobile,

the gear giving three forward speeds and a reverse with a direct drive on

the top. Of interest to tradespeople was tne Avon 7-8-h.p. light

delivery van ; this is practically built on the same, chassis as the

vehicle illustrated, but is fitted with a special body divided

into two separate receptacles, so that more than one class of

goods can be carried. The Avon Company are also supplying

their 5J-6-h.p. engines and gear-cases separately to tri-car and

motor-boat builders, the former being furnished complete with

water circulating pump, governor, exhaust valve lifter, &c,

the excellent finish combined with moderate price rendering

them well worthy of attention.

The Motor House.

A large stand was occupied by the Motor House, who took

occasion to illustrate the business done in the Euston Road

with regard to the Bale of cars. A good collection of new

vehicles was on view, fitted with various types of bodies, wind

screens and hoods, &c. Among the cars shown was a 12-16 h. p.

Peugeot with brougham body and a canopy extension over

the driver's seat. Several other vehicles were on view, and

the complete selection should do much to extend a knowledge

of the ability of the Motor House to dispose of cars of any type.

Clarendon Motor Cycles.

The Clarendon motor - bicycles were shown by Messrs.

Hammon and Smith, Ltd., who have built their muchinos

with a view of overcoming vibration and jcrkiness on the

road, no matter at what speed the engine may be running.

The machines shown were of 3-h.p., and visitors could

not fail to notice the strength of the frame, the method of

construction being such as to do away with all risk of a

fracture of thU vital part of the machine. The cylinder of

the engine is cast in one piece and the radiating flanges are

arranged to combine neatness in appearance with efficiency

in results. The cylinder is 77 mm. by 81 mm. and fitted with

mechanical inlet valve. Four bolts secure the attachment of

the motor to the frame, support being also given by a loop tube in ia

vertical position. The Clarendon motor-bicycles certainly attracted

much attention in that department of the Show.

Wooden Wheels.

A large display of wooden wheels for all classes of motor vehicles,

including lorries} and 'buses, was made by the Automobile Wheel

Company (1907, Ltd.), whose original twin-spoke artillery wheel has

i specially designed to withstand severe sine strains. The company

have good facilities at their works in Peckham to construct any types of

wheels from designs prepared for them, and also undertake repairs of

every description in connection with wheels.

Ignition Specialities.

The Globe Automobile Exporters, for whom Mr. J. H. Shaffir,

of Coventry, is the English agent, had a large collection of motor acces

sories and ignition apparatus, included in tne range of the latter being

" Vestale " coils, sparking plugs, distributors, contact breakers,

switches, &c In The " vestale " coil either two, three, four or

six wooden-cased coils are provided, fitted either with the

" Vestate" rapid trembler or with tbe J. Carpentier trembler

as required. The coils arc effectively separated from each other,

the double thickness of the wood of each coil-case ensuring

that no induction shall take place between one coil and

another. If it becomes necessary to remove or adjust any of

the coils, owing to the wear of the platinums, or from any

other cause, the single screw which maintains the coil in its

case in the coil box is loosened, and the particular coil can

be removed for examination or adjustment. The coil can be

removed and replaced in a few moments. A complete selec

tion of accessories was shown at this stand, which attracted

considerable notice during the progress of tlie Exhibition.

The Lor/an Cn-s.

Two novel cms of American construction were shown by

the Logan Motor Car Agency, of Eenchurch House, E.C.,

one taking the form of a light delivery van for butchers or

provision dealers' use, and the other a ten-seated char-a-

banc suitable for use in conveying pleasure parties at seaside

resorts. The vehicles as regards the chassis are identical, so

that the following particulars may be taken as applying to

both. The 10-h.p. engine comprises two horizontal opposed

cylinders, 4iV in. bore by 4 in. stroke, set in the fore part

of the frame, with its crank shaft at right angles to the

axles. The engine Ls air - cooled, both externally and

internally, this heing effected by using an open crank

case, allowing the air to pass in an out like a bellows at every stroke of

the pistons, the explosion driving the hot air out and the return sucking

the cool air in. Tne insides of the pistons are provided with radiating

spikes to carry the heat of tbe pistons through tne crank ends instead oi

making it necessary to conduct it through the cylinder walls. The out

side radiation is secured by the mounting of copper flanges on the cylin

der, each resting over the other in such a way that it insures a positive

contact at all times. The valves are of the vertical type and all mechani

cally operated. The ignition is by coil and accumulators, while the

lubrication is effected by a special form of mechanical oiler which ia

operated by the engine, and which forces the oil to the various bearings.

The power of the engine is transmitted through a contracting band

clutch to a sliding pinion type of change-speed gear giving two speeds and

reverse, operated by one lever and so constructed as to give a direct

drive on tne top speed. From the gear-box the power is transmitted to

 

Fig, 7o—Ine Logan Delivery Van.

a short countershaft through a cardan shaft and bevel gear, the final

drive being by a single chain to a live axle. Holler bearings with ball

end thrusts are used on the various shafts. The body is supported- on

a specially-designed trnssed frame carried on double elliptic springs both

at the front and rear, an arrangement which is claimed to reduce

vibration to a minimum, and to permit of the employment of Swinehart

coneave 3 in. solid rubber tyres. We understand that orders have been

placed for several of the light char-a-bancs tor a projected pleasure

service in the Isle of Wight.

C
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HEAVY STEAM VEHICLES.

The Bobey Steam Wagon and Tractor.

Messrs. Robey AND Co., Ltd., of Lincoln, made their debut at the

Cordingley Shows with two excellently finished machines, a five-ton

steam wagon and a tractor, some particulars of which are given below.

The wagon (Fig. 71) which is suitable for loads of five tons and for

hauling an additional two tons on a trailer, is fitted with a vertical

boiler of the submerged fire tube typo, having a welded firebox with an

ordinary fire grate. The outer top casing of the boiler is enlarged for

 

Fig. 71.—Elevation and Flan of Bobey Steam Wagon.

the purpose of securing increased water surface and steam space, and

also with the object of enabling the top to be removed by breaking two

bolted joints, when it is necossary to clean and scale the inside of the

boiler. The engine, which is of the compound type, is fixed close up under

neath the frame. The drive from the crankshaft to the axle is by

geaiing throughout, the accurate meshing of the driving pinion on the

second motion shaft and the spur wheel on the axle being secured by a

patent universal coupling and swivel. The engine work, gearing and

nind axle are enclosed in a dust-proof and oil-tight casing, and run in

an oil bath. The road wheels are built up with cast steel centres and

spokes, on the outer ends of which are secured hard wood felloes. T he

tyres are of nickel steel, the inner periphery being bored out with a

slight taper ; into the tyres the centres, together with the wood

felloes, are forced under a very heavy hydraulic pressure, the

result being a very strong and almost entirely silent wheel.

The tractor, which is built in accordance with the requirements of the

Heavy Motor Car Order (1904), is provided with a locomotive type of

boiler, so constructed that a large number of lj-inch tubes can be

employed. The engine U of the compound type, with cylinders 4J in.

and 7i in., by 9 in. stroke. Link motion of the usual type is employed,

and an auxiliary valve, to admit live steam to the low-pressure cylinder,

is fitted. The tractor is supported on a patented system, which requires

the use of only one laminated spring. A useful feature of this machine,

which is provided with a driven feed-pump, injector, water lifter, Blip

winding drum, and thirty yards of steel wire rope, is that the gearing,

road wheels, hind axle, &c, can be removed without driving a single

key.

The Savage Steam Wagon.

The exhibit of Messrs. Savage Bros., Ltd., King's Lynn, com

prised one of their latest type steam wagons, designed for loads of six tons

and to haul a further four tons on a trailer, the machine being capable of

taking this load up gradients of one in twelve. The boiler is of the

water-tube type, the working pressure being 210 lba. per square inch.

The main feed pump, which is worked from the second motion shaft, has

two suction valves, an auxiliary double acting steam feed pump of large

capacity being also provided. The engine is of the compound type, with

improved single eccentric valve gear, enclosed in one casing with the

transmission gearing, the whole running in oil. The cylinders are 4i in.

and 7J in. diameter respectively by 6 in. stroke, the normal speed being

450 revolutions per minute. AH the moving parts are lubricated

automatically by the splash, and all main beatings are fed with oil under

pressure by a pump worked fiom the feed pump eccentric. The amount

of oil delivered can be regulated by means of a cock on the side of the

main casing. Two speeds are provided, the drive from the differential

shaft to the road wheels being by extra strong roller chains. The main

frame is of channel section steel, braced by five cross members. The

rear axle is a solid steel forging of rectangular section, and the front one

of girder section steel, the wagon throughout being built on substan

tial lines.

The "Little Giant" Tractor.

Messrs. Tasker and Sons, of the Waterloo Iron Works, Andover,

who were among the first to take up the construction of tractors,

exhibited one of their " Little Giant B 2 type machines, fitted with

a patent spring gear which allows perfect freedom to the axle to adapt

itsolf to any inequalities of road surface, while the driving gear

revolves on fixed centres and drives the axle through the medium of a

floating ring. The boiler is well stayed throughout and built for a

working pressure of 160 lb. pei square inch. The cylinders of the com

pound engine are 5 in. and 7J in. diameter by 8 in. stroke. The

travelling wheels are, front 3 ft. 4in. diameter with 5 in. tyres and

hind 4 ft. 6 in. diameter with 9 in. tyres, but can be made of any

width to suit purchaser. A loose winding drum with forty yards of

best steel wire rope is provided. The travelling speeds are six and

three miles per hour, and the tractor will haul a load of five to eight

tons, according to the road.

The " Sentinel " Steam Wagon.

There are many features of interest in the " Sentinel " six-ton steam

wagon (ten tons with a trailer) exhibited by Messrs. Alley and Mac-

lellan, Ltd., Glasgow, who are represented in London by Messrs. E. W.

Rudd and Co., Page Street, Westminster. The outstanding feature of the

vehicle is its simplicity, which enables a comparative novice to drive the

wagon with ease, and to acquire a knowledge of its mechanism in a very

short time. The boiler, which is built for a working pressure of 230 lbs.

per square inch, has 61 '3 square feet of heating surface and 3'6 square feet

grate area. It is of the vertical type with cross water tubes, and centrally

fired from the top. For cleaning purposes the fire box may be dropped

through the outer shell without disturbing any connections on the latter.

The water level is above the tube ends, and is such that the steepest

gradients may be climbed without exposing the crown. The draught is

regulated by a water ashpan controlled from the cab, and the fire grate

is arranged to tilt on trunnions for clinkering. A superheater

sufficient to superheat the steam about 100 deg. F. is provided.

The engine is of the horizontal type, having two cylinders 6J in.

diameter by 10 in. stroke ; it is secured to the frame in such a manner

that any twisting of the latter due to uneven roads or loading cannot

cause binding of the crank shaft bearings. At five miles per hour the

engine makes only 174 revolutions per minute. The valve gear is

similar in principle to that of a petrol engine, as a cam shaft paates

underneath the cylinders and operates mushroom poppet valves, separate

valves being used for admission and for exhaust, and, by moving the

cam shaft axially, the cut off can be varied to give different degrees of

expansion. The whole of the motion work and the cam shaft run in

oil, in a dust-proof casing. The unusual dimensions of the engine have

enabled the makers to dispense with a second-speed gear, as all varia-

 

Fig. 72. -The Sentinel Steam Wagon.

tionsiof power and speed can be obtained by the throttle valve. The

latter again is quite novel, the main regulation of the steam being by

a stop valve, for, on turning the handle at the top, the valve is raised

off its seat, but the orifice through which the steam passes can be

instantly closed by a foot lever. In practice the driver regulates the

pace and power of the wagon by the hand stop valve, but any slow

down or stoppage for traffic purposes is effected by depressing the

!
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pedal without taking his bands off the steering wheel. The drive

is transmitted from the crank shaft to the differential on

the live back axle by an extra strong roller chain. The

driving road wheels miy be instantly locked together when necessary by

engaging a pawl pivoted to the off- wheel hub, with a notched disc keyed

to the axle. The road whoels are of the firm's patented cushioned

adjustable form, and are such that should the tyres stretch or the felloes

shrink they may be adjusted in a few minutes by means of the conical

felloe rings. The centres are of cast steel, the felloes of oak, and the

tyres of mild steel. The latter with their felloes may be

bodily removed in a very short time and winter timber tyres

substituted, or the tyres when worn ont may be easily renewed.

The front wheels are pivoted to the axle on the centre line of the wheel

t reads, and are turned in the pivots through a screw and lever gear oper

ated by a large hand wheel. With this arrangement there is no tendency

to turn when the wheel strikes an obstacle. The steering is operated by

a screw and nut working in an oil bath. Throughout the wagon special

material has been used, and great care exercised that the proportions are

ample. The wagon on view in (Fig. 72) was a repeat order from Mr.

John Smart, Royal Deeside Carrier, Aberdeen, and, as will be seen, is

lit ted with a flat lorry platform.

MISCELLANEOUS EXHIBITS.

Motor Body Work.

A splendid display of motor body work was made by Messrs. Sayers

and Co., whose debut at the last show was regarded with much interest.

Prominent on the stand was a limousine body, fitted to a 30-40-h.p.

Fiat chassis. This was a duplicate in design and finish of a vehicle

which Messrs. Sayers and Co. recently sent to India for the use of the

Amir of Afghanistan during his tour. It also attained distinction in

winning the Gold Cup presented by the Maharajah of Couch for the

bast appearance car in the Bombay Motor Show. A grand limousine

trimmed in granite cloth, a touring phaeton with special " Sayerico "

doable extension hood and storm curtains, and a hmousine-landaulet

 

Fig. 73.—The "Sayerico" Hood.

were also exhibited. This latter makes a complete open or closed car

without the necessity of removing the top, all parts being made to fold.

Iu addition to their motor bodies Messrs. Sayers and Co. had a good

display of accessories, such as wind screens and the ironmongery con

nected therewith. The "Sayerico" has become well known, and the

collapsible ladder for reaching the top of covered vehicles in connec

tion with the carriage of luggage was also shown. All the produc

tions of the firm are characterised by grace of outline and general

effect as well as by good sound principles of workmanship.

The Cowey Speed Indicator.

Specialities in the way of speed indicators and speed recorders

were shown by the Cowey Engineering Company, Ltd., whose

accurate and reliable instruments have long had the confidence of the

leading motorists in the country. The firm's patent speed indicator is

a well-designed device with a drive—off one of the front wheels—com

posed of bevel gearing and a flexible chain, securing a sound mechanical

and positive method of transmission. The indicator is steady and

accurate under all conditions of vibration, and requires no attention,

adjustment, or oiling. It may be described as being mainly composed

of three essentials, viz., a heavy balance wheel, a spring, and a pro

pelling device. The spring is connected up to the balance wheel by

means of a small chain iu such a manner that it tends continuously

to draw the balance wheel in one direction (the direction or zero on

the indicator), while the propelling device gives a series Of inter

mittent impulses to the wheel which tend to draw it in the opposite

direction. The faster the vehicle travels the more numerous will be

the impulses given to the balance wheel by the propelling device, and the

spring having more work to do in overcoming the effect of these

impulses will oe deflected and allow the balance wheel to be angularly

displaced to a greater or less extent. The balance wheel in its turn

operates the indicating pointer and moves it into a position which repre-

sents the speed at which the vehicle is travelling. By the adoption of

this novel principle the indicator is enabled to do its work effectively

nnder any conditions, and is also unaffected by frictional differences in

the adjustment of its various parts. The indicating pointer is in con

sequence absolutely steady at all points of its dial, from five to sixty

or 120 miles per hour as the case may be, and is entirely free from any

quivering or shaking, no matter what speed the oar is travelling at, or

how great is the vibration. The Cowey recording speed indicator was

also shown on this stand.

Motor-Car Accessories.

In the Arcade a comprehensive display of motor-car accessories,

&c, was made by Messrs. J. C. Lyell and Company, Ltd., whose

specialities include several novelties for which they are prepared to

appoint agents in different parts of the country. Among these is the

" Ursus " non-skid, in which the usual rivet form of stud is replaced by

a metal strip about one inch by a quarter of an inch, and firmly secured

in the tread. The behaviour of this new form of non-skid will doubt

less be watched with interest by motorists. The "Clair" silencer for

motor-cars and motor-cycles was also on view, and distinguished by the

absence of complicated parts, being a succession of chambers with outlets

allowing of the complete suppression of noise without reducing the power

of the motor. The escape of the gas is made direct, and there is no chamber

where unconsumed gas can accumulate. Efficiency as well as simplicity

secured for the "Clair" silencer first award in the trials of the Auto

Club de France. Another novelty was the " Rearguard " safety device,

which is actuated by a "Bowden wire operated by a pedal or lever, so

that when the driver intends to slow down or turn a corner the lid of the

little apparatus is automatically raised, revealing the word " Stop," so

warning any oncoming cyclist or driver as to possible danger. It can be so

arranged that the disc is illuminated for night travelling. Messrs. Lyell

and Co. also showed the " Vic " lamps, which are demountable in every

part, and in which a steady light is secured by means of a valve which auto

matically regulates the generation of the gas. The"Suchanek " cartographe

was to be found on this stand, and, as it is now being adapted to English

purposes, it becomes a matter of considerable interest. This is a combi

nation of a map, mileage recorder, chronograph, and alarm disc, so that

the motorist has the map of the road constantly before him, with danger

ous coiners, steep hills, and—aided by a study of the M.C.J.—police traps

marked in a very distinctive fashion. The route map unrolls itself mile

by mile proportionately to the speed of the car, and the motorist can thus

ascertain his exact location at any point of his journey. When tbe

English road maps are complete we may make further reference to an

ingenious device which should become familiar on our roads during the

coming season. Motor jacks, charging batteries, plugs, voltmeters, &c,

mado up a very interesting display.

Electrical Specialities.

Messrs. Harry W. Cox, Ltd., showed their ignition coils and

also the CM. accumulator. In the latter a special feature is made

of the design of the grid securing the efficiency as well as the dura

bility of the device. The bars of the grid being on either side allows

the active material to form a complete block, and it is held in by

the wedges which are situated at opposite angles of tbe cells. No

part of the frame is in the compound, consequently the latter does

not crack and fall out when the lead expands. The separators are

placed in channels on either side of the plates. On the bottom of

the two outside plates of the section are placed four feet, two on

each side. Across these is fixed a bridge of celluloid. This serves a

doable purpose. It keeps the section well off the bottom of the cell,

and at the same time holds it securely together and prevents the

separators from moving. Messrs. H. W. Cox, Ltd., issue a capital

catalogue, prefaced by some useful instructions for charging accumu

lators and containing descriptions of many interesting specialities.

Petrol and Lubricants.

The name of Messrs. Carless, Capel and Leonard is so well

known to the motorist that its mention will conjure up visions of petrol

as a fuel for motor-cars. In addition to the standard grades used in this

country the firm showed samples of petrol especially suitable for tropical

countries. They also had on view samples of various oils suitable for

lighting or fuel purposes, and they made a large display of lubricating

oils, particularly of those specially prepared for motor-car service. The

, special Carline lubricating oil is suitable for motors of moderate h.p.

and for the bearings and cylinders another lubricating oil has been

introduced. Lubricating grease, graphite greases, " S " lubricating oil

made up a representative collection of lubricants. The patent Benzine

safety lamp shown at the 1906 Show was also on view. This should

be adopted in all garages where it is desired to reduce the fire risks to

a minimum.

Motor Oils, &c.

Messrs. GRINDLKY and Co. showed* collection of their motor oils

and greases similar to those they have supplied to the leading motor-

omnibus companies of London. These are of excellent parity and

specially prepared in various grades for different parts of automobiles.

They are distinguished as the "Pioneer" brand, and special attention

may be directed to the oils for the lubrieation of motor cylinders and

bearings which Messrs. Grindley and Co. guarantee to retain their

lubricating properties at high temperature. Graphite grease, white

solidified oils and other preparations completed an essentially utilitarian

display.
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Motor Components.

Messrs. Frank Morbiss, Ltd., of the Commercial Motor Works,

King's Lynn, were well to the front with a good display of their various

useful components for motor builders and repairers, and especially to

owners of Daimler, Panhard, and commercial vehicles generally. For

ten years past this firm have made a feature of supplying component

parts for the building of a complete car, or spare or renewal parts for

owners and users generally at a reasonable figure. The various

specialities exhibited include the well-known " Morriss " gear sleeve, with

detachable first, second, third and fourth speeds all most easily renewable,

for Daimler, Panhard and Panhard-type cars. Samples of old sleeves

converted and fitted with the "Morriss" renewable speeds were also

shown. Other exhibits included motor gearing of all kinds, cylinders

for increasing the power of old pattern engines, together with a special

cam gear set for converting old-type automatic-valve engines into m.o.v.

A combined ball-bearing and spring drive clutch for all types of

commercial and touring cars, whereby all shock of starting is eliminated

on the gearing and shafts, was also displayed, as well as differential ball

bearing thrusts for old Daimler and Panhard type cars, &o. The

commercial section of Messrs. Morriss' exhibit also included two useful

types of two and four-cylinder engines having a bore of 110 mm. by 150

mm. stroke, every working part being contained on the motor itself,

enabling it to be dropped into position and coupled direct to the clutch

with a minimum of trouble. Other parts included wheel steering sets

fitted with hand and foot accelerator gear, wheal and countershaft

brakes, radius rods with internal rubber buffer for absorbing shock of

stopping and starting, and a well-designed, strong and efficient type of

aluminium radiator suitable for omnibus or lorry work and for pleasure

cars.

The " Bapeasy " Tyre Lever.

From the way in whioh Messrs. Patterson's Engineering and

MotorCarWorksreceived orders as well as inquiries for their "Rapeasy "

tyre lever it would appear that they have an invention of attractiveness

to the motorist who has experience of the road. The labour of mount

ing and dismounting motor tyres is no light undertaking, especially to

novices, and it is to facilitate this work that the company have intro

duced the tyre lever illustrated on page 208. In fact with the aid of such

a tool a lady may mount a tyre without any great effort. Easy of

manipulation, it is also Bimple and safe, while the operations on the stand

during the Show proved that no strength was required to effect the

purpose. Without the aid of the other illustrations with which Patter

son s Engineering Works embellish their catalogue it is difficult to set

forth the methodof working the lever. It may be pointed out, however,

that there is no danger of nipping the inner tube or distorting the bead

ing, while the largest tyres can be mounted or dismounted in a minimum

of time. The firm also had on view a new detachable rim flange—a simple

and reliable arrangement in which the bolts and nuts are dispensed with.

This is done by the provision of beaded studs in the felloe of the wheel

which pass through wedge slots in the flange. A twist of the latter and

a swing bolt locks the flange in position.

Welded Tanks.

There is no need to dwell upon the importance of securing the

proper construction of tanks, barrels and other containers of inflammable

spirit. This is recognised by all familiar with motor work, and has been

taken advantage of by the Steel Barrel Company, Ltd., to

recommend the petrol tanks made with the help of their system of

electric welding. By this means leakage is prevented, while the strength

of the joints, which in other types meet, is immeasurably strengthened,

for in this case the edges of the adjacent sides are welded to become

integral with each other. The advantages of welded steel tanks are,

that the joints are permanent and durable and not subject to cracking

and leakage. Many motor-'buses, cars, &c., have been damaged in

consequence of leaky tanks, in which the solder or brazing has given

way through the results of vibration, which might have been prevented

by the adoption of tanks made by the Steel Barrel Company, Ltd.

The Vivian Non-Skid.

The Vivian Non-skid tyre was shown by the company of that name,

und it is interesting as marking a new departure in connection with

devices to withstand skidding. In place of the usual band and studs the

tyre is constructed of alternate layers of dark and light rubber, which

vary in resiliency as the tyre revolves and reaches the point of resistance

at the ground. The light portion of the rubber takes such a fonn

against the darker sections that it is said to provide a fulcrum preventing

dragging and actually assisting the speed of the vehicle to which it is

fitted. It is said that the Vivian Non-skid tyre throws less dust than

ordinary tyres, and certainly it has an advantage so far as appearance is

concerned. We hope to have opportunity for personal experience of this

non-skid before long.

Chrome Leathers.

Time was when it was assumed that the only chrome leather suitable

for non-skids was that obtained from France ; now such a view has been

changed by the enterprise of firms like Messrs. Wm. Walker and Sons,

Ltd., an examination of whose exhibit proved useful to all interested

in leather work. Here was to be found a selection of chrome butts

specially prepared for non-skid bands both vulcanised and detachable.

These are characterised by suppleness, lightness in specific weight and

freedom from stretch ; they are made in three grades, viz. , with a firm

finish to take the rivets or studs of the treads, a mellow finish for the

outer covers, which are shaped and vulcanised to the tyre, and with a

thin mellow finish for the inner strips which are fitted to protect the

tyre from being chafed by the backs or the studs or rivets. In addition to

chrome leather Messrs. Walker and Son had a show of clutch leathers

and machine belts. Supplementary to the ordinary degrtased leathers the

firm are making a speciality of clutch leathers cut from curried or greased,

the employment of which renders unnecessary the use of any lubricant

or dressing.

Motor-Car Accessories.

Messrs. Monnet, Plasse and Co., who are the sole agents in this

country for Messrs. Mestre and Blatge, had a comprehensive display of

accessories, including lamps, horns, watches, speedoutfteis, plugs, coils,

&c. On their stand we noticed a good selection of jacks, notable among

these being the new " Universal" type. Spare parts for De Dion,

Panhard, Darracq and Clement care were also shown on the stand.

The Autoclipse.

Messrs. George W. Hour, Ltd., made a bold show of _ their

Autoclipse motor lamps, which have previously been described in our

columns. These lamps give a powerful light, and with the prompt aid

of a small disc, the glaring effect on the road can be suppressed by the

driver with the help of a Bowden wire from the dashboard. The

" Accurate " speedometers were also shown, as well as the brackets, &c,

for the lamp, which certainly secures a desirable result in a very reliabl j

way.

A New Radiator Fan. _

A new design of air-inducing fan for use in conjunction with the

radiators of petrol cars was displayed by the Electric and Ordnance

Accessories Company, Ltd., Aston, Birmingham, who claim it to be

capable of performing double the duty of the ordinary pattern. Other

exhibits on view included flexible wire shafting, a spherical toggle joint

for shafts and a direct tubular-spoked voituretto road wheel. In the

latter the spokes are threaded directly into sleeve bosses of a cast metal

hub, the outer or rim end being internally threaded and locked to the

rim by a snap-headed screw.

Name Plates.

Excellent work was shown by the Standard Metal Engraving

Company, who make a speciality of name plates for cars in metal and

ivoroid. These can be left witn the natural polished metal finish or

relieved with colours so as to render them an artistic plate for dashboard

plates, step plates, axle cap plates, &c. Special mention may be made

of the company's radiator plates, on which the name of the car can be

executed or any distinctive design facilitating the identification of the

vehiole to which they are affixed. Already many of the leading cars are

supplied with such plates by the Standard Company, which has lately

removed to larger premises in Buchanan Buildings, 24, Holborn, E.C.

The company do not limit their work to the automobile industries, but

make name plates and dials for any branch of the engineering industry.

Clothing'.

Messrs. H. J. Nicoll and Co., Ltd., had some very fashion

able garments for lady motorists iu rainproof frieze, rainproof twilette,

and other cloths that secure warmth without the great weight associated

with early efforts to cater for fair motorists. These coats can be

lined with leather, fur or camel hair, and present an appearance which

should at once secure the appreciation of all who travel by car. Equally

good praise may be bestowed on the garments for gentlemen. A

speciality of liveries for chauffeurs is made by Messrs. Nicoll and Co.,

Ltd.

Miscellaneous displays were made by Messrs. Richard James

and Co., whose polishes and creams have each their recognised place

among such goods ; the Telia Camera Company, whose operators were in

attendance for photographic purposes ; the West End Motor Car

Packing Company, who were giving particulars of their plans for packing

and shipping cars and heavy vehicles ; Messrs. J. and E. Marx, whose

"Garlio cloths for cleaning and polishing motor-cars are as well

known as their stencil plates for numbering registered cars, &c., and

Messrs. Brown and Hughes with Taylor's Oriental veneering cream

for preserving and brightening the body work of motor-cars. Mention

may also be made of the typewriting office established by Miss G.

Saunders at Stand 213, where typewriting and shorthand work was

satisfactorily performed for exhibitors throughout the week. Messrs.

Boyce, Barnes and Co. had also a display of a capital soap for cleansing

dirty hands. Messrs. Darrell and Co. showed, for the first time,

Darrell's Dirt Defter—an excellent preparation for removing dirt from

the hands with cold water. At this stand also M. Rene Kreher, the

London agent for M. F. Champagne, of Paris, showed accumulator and

tool boxes. The latter are or handsome appearance, and have been

specially designed to fit on foot boards. The compartments arc well

arranged, and the whole idea is well thought out and executed.

tBCCMW

Messrs. Reo Motors, Ltd., inform us that over 100 tons of Reo

chassis are, at the present moment, on the high seas bonnd for London,

by the Atlantic Transport line. At the recent exhibition at the

Agricultural Hall twenty-eight complete Reo cars of the two types,

10-h,p. and 18-h.p., were sold to private buyers, whilst agents from all

parts of the country vied with each other in fixing up contracts for

exclusive agencies for their various districts—an excellent testimony

of the way these vehicles are rapidly gaining popularity in this

country.
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ORRESPONDENd

[Lt tcrs to the Editor thould be

37-33, Charing Orou Road, W.C.\

 

SOME JNOTES OF AN EASTER TOUR.

To TH* Esitob o» The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—" Have you had a breakdown ? ' the perversity with which

people will ply you with this question, should one make a stop on the

road, is really astonishing. I had a bit of bother on the outward run on

Good Friday through one of the cylinders misfiring, and during the ten

minutes' stop made in remedying the trouble I believe the same question

was addressed about a dozen times. Late in the evening we had another

•top on the road, as the acetylene headlamp refused to work, and whilst

investigating the cause the same thing occurred. Firtt a pasting

pedestrian plied us with the question, then someone in a passing trap.

After a few minutes' interval a couple of lovers loomed out of the

along the Front, but still it did not prevent those irrepressible.boatmen

from asking us if we wanted a " Boat out, sir."

Speaking of boatmen, it has always been one of life's mysteries to

me how the boatmen at the average sea-side resort get a living. At

Deal and other places I have seen them on the Parade. They sit on a

box and sleep for the most part of the day, only waking up at meal and

beer times or at intervals to chivvy small boys off their boats. On Bank

Holidays, and for about four weeks of the busiest time of the year, they

may make a few shillings, all the rest of the year they sleep or look

through telescopes at ships at sea, or watch the tide coming in and going

out. And all tne winter—what do they do in the winter ? I give it up.

We left Deal by the coast road tbat leads through Sandwich to

Margate and Ramsgate, and that is evidently a favourite one with tour

ing motorists, judging by the number of cars that were to be seen. At

the toll bridge at Sandwich there is a Is. toll to pay on a car before one

can proceed, and the toll-keeper makes an entry of the number of the

car in a book as a receipt. As it can only be avoided by a

circuitous inland route, it is evident that considerable revenue is derived

from this source. From Sandwich to Pegwell Bay is a dead level and

practically straight stretch of road of about four miles and of a surface

equal to the finest bit of French road. It would form an ideal course for

a kilometre or mile speed test.

I

 

It.if

The Scene at the Start of the Targa Florio Race.

gloaming, coming to a stop in front of the car. For a few seconds they

regarded the car and ourselves in silence. Then the swain addressed us

in this way ." Hare you had a b ." The sentence was not finished.

I thought my friend who was assisting me in the operation was going to

brain him on the spot. Instead he let forth "No, you ." "Can't

you see we're doing this for fun ?"

In company with a great many other motorists I stopped at Folke

stone on the opening holiday niche There is a very select and fashion

able air about Folkestone which is rather freezing. Perhaps this is

because there are no shops along the front,—beg pardon, Lees—but

only swell hotels and private houses. It is one of the few remaining

seaside places where the electric tram has not penetrated. Instead,

there is a fine and evidently popular service of motor brakes, that run

to Hythe and elsewhere, which service they say is going to be consider

ably extended this year. We tried about a dozen hotels in vain before

we could get accommodation, and even then had to pay Savoy price.

The following afternoon we looked in at Deal, an interesting old place,

reached by capital roads, and with its golf links amongst the finest in

the country, is yearly becoming more popular with motorists. The

most surprising thing about Deal is the number of public-houses adorned

with some seafaring sign, such as the " Deal Lugger," " The Ship and

Anchor," " The Deal Smuggler," &c. The afternoon we were there

there was a bit of a sea fog on. We had to feel our way through this

The Isle of Thanet is a perfect maze of roads. One can approach

Margate and Ramsgate, for instance, by about twenty different roads,

and near Pegwell Bay »e struck a curiosity in signboards, each arm

pointing in an opposite direction to Ramsgate. We tock the left hand

road and presently struck a veritable maze of roads and cross-roads.

After a few miles, during which we lost sight of the sea altogether, we

enquired of a native if we were on the right road for Ramsgaub, which

met with the reply that we were heading for Canterbury, but if we took

the second on the right' and third on the left we shonld strike the Rams

gate road. We followed the advice and ran into a blind road that led

into a cowshed. However, we reached Ramsgate at length by the

hideous tramway road, which, with its poles and overhead wires, is a

distinct eyesore. The trams run down a very stiff hill to the harbour,

there being an acnte bend at the foot, so that in the event of a runaway

tram nothing could possibly stop it running off the rails and going clean

into the harbour and eight or nine feet of water. For one thing, I note

they do not souse the rails with water on this stiff drop. Ramsgate was

a trifle slack in the matter of amusements, the chief attraction being

a fine band on the east cliff. After putting the car up and contracting

at an hotel, we had dinner, after which we started for a stroll round

the town. From the old harbour jetty, with its huge landing stage

at the end, where thousands of Londoners are transported by the

steamers every day in the summer, one gets a most romantic view of
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the town, with its lights gleaming and shining in the dark waters of the

harbour. Facing you is the old stone pier marching out into the Channel,

the old stone soldier that has braved a thousand seas. The sun always

sets behind the cliff, throwing the town into a deep rich purple shade

dotted and sprinkled with light, yellow, green and crimson. Across

the water came the long-drawn-ont melancholy ho-oo-oot of the siren of

the Goodwin Sands. Amongst the boats moored in the harbour was a

trim little petrol launch, evidently a sea goer.

We left Kamsgate long before the holiday trippers had arrived, but

not before the " Mirror " and " Chronicle " motor-vans, that had made the

journey down early in the morning, and in such good time, too, that the

two papers were on sale considerably before any others. The homeward

run lay through Margate and the mostly level road to Canterbury, that

was in excellent trim. At Canterbury we left the direct road and

were soon travelling over a most picturesque road that led past Chilham

and Chartham into Charing, which is entered by a stiffish hill with

an acute bend at the foot. We arrived at Maidstone shortly before

one o'clock, and sat down, with four or five others, to a midday meal of

roast beef and—have you ever tasted it—pudding pie. Kentish folk are

proud of pudding pie, which is a speciality of the county. It is a Lenten

dish, though why this is so, and what connection pudding pie has with

fasting, I cannot tell you, and I don't think that many bora and bred

natives could either. What I can tell you is what pudding pie is like.

It is something like a milk.pudding, something like an open tart, and

something like a cheesecake, and something like a custard, and if this

description is not enough to make you have the taste of pudding pie in

your mouth, it should be. Anyhow, we ate that pudding pie and were

careful to explain how much we enjoyed it. We should have eaten a

dish of hot cross buns for dinner rather than let a single word of dis

approval make us appear ungrateful for the genuine hospitality, excellent

 

The 28 43 h. p. Daimler Car recently delivered to Sir Owen Scourfield. The

coachwork is painted crimson lake, with fine red lines and upholstery

to match.

fare, and most reasonable tariff, we obtained from the hands of mine

host at that Maidstone hotel.

After Maidstone the traffic increased and the roads became most

loose and dusty, though the going was excellent. At Riverhead the

Hastings road was joined, and carefnl driving was necessary the rest of

the way owing to the number of brakes and wagonettes, the usual

accompaniment of Bank holiday on the Sevenoaks road. We reached

home well before lighting up time, dusty, but sunburnt, after a most

enjoyable Easter holiday.—Yours truly,

C. M. F.

COMPARATIVE IGNITION TESTS.

To ths Editob of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—Mr. S. F. Edge's tests in regard to the value of ignition

flame, and relative b.h. p., are not only interesting but instructive, as

they tend to overthrow some of the apparent values, given no doubt in

all good faith, still in opposition to reasonable expectation. Personally,

I know that a hot flame is an easy starter, but given the hot flame as a

start from a magneto, under low starting conditions, the usual work

ing speed gives a more intense spark of an unnecessary magnitude,

resulting in an excessively hot cylinder and burnt-up lubrication. As

Mr. Edge remarks, given a correct flame spark, no further power is

ga ned by increasing it. A red hot poker will not inflame petrol,

neither will an electric spark lire it, if generated within the body of the

substance, whilst a flick of red dust from a cigaiette end will do the

trick. Just enough spark power is required to pierce a dense gas, suffi

cient to heat a local amount to attain the critical volume of vapour which

will fire, even as a piece of paper Jheld under a weight will not inflame

until the pressure is relieved, the heating of a portion of a substance

locally expands it, and as it seems props asunder the pressure, releasing

or rather relieving the combustible of the superincumbent weight,

whereby the condition is attained for firing it. It is quite obvious that

a given amount of heat is required in any one substance, neither more

nor less, and when this is obtained any increase of flame or sparking

power is wasted energy. The accumulator system gives one power

spark for all speeds under one compression condition ; the high-tension

magneto gives one spark at low or starting speed, and a different spark

for every increase of speed. Therefore, as the spark for the start is

ample, then any increase of spark power is wasted and useless.

The chief and main advantage "of magneto ignition is its

constancy ; whilst the magneto and its power is intact,

which it may be for years, then sparking is a certainty, whereas the

accumulator declines from a best point to a useless one within given

periods, and therefore needs recharging ; but any contention that more

horse-power is got from the spark from one system, as against the spark

from another, is tantamount to saying that the spark adds to combustible

value, which is nonsense, under the one restriction that the spark acts to

fire, and when the substance is lired it is done, and nothing can increase

it. Another point must be borne in mind, viz., that the engine supplies

the power for the magneto, and whatever its efficiency, mechanical, it

can never exceed 100 per cent., but is very likely 90 percent. ; therefore

of the power given to produce the spark at least 10 per cent, is lost,

whereas with the accumulator and coil the power to produce the spark

is outside of engine effort, and consequently so much power is saved to

the engine. And on the supposition that the magneto supplies sufficient

spark at a very low speed to do the work, then as the power to drive at

higher speeds increases, roughly as the square root of the difference, then

the power lost is in proportion, and this is only given to form some

relative proportion for asserting fact.

Now, saving in power is not everything, whilst expediency and con

venience is a necessary measure of efficiency. Further, Mr. S. F. Edge's

figures are interesting because they show a horse-power for the Napier

engine which accounts for that motor's performance, and this, in itself,

is an instructive item, testifying to the uselessness of dogmatic formula,

that leaves out a floating and very varying power factor in regard to

handicapping power probabilities.—Yours truly,

John Batey.

THE DAIMLER ACTION.

To thb Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—As the effect of the decision of the Court of Appeal given on

the loth ult. in the case of the Daimler Motor Company 1904, Ltd., and

the London Daimler Company, Ltd., seems from the reports thereof which

have appeared in some of the weeltly motor papers, including your issue

of the 20th ult., to have be?n misunderstood, I am requested by my

clients to point out that the injunction granted by that court in no way

affected the main issue on which my clients successfully contested the

action in the court below, viz., that the defendants are entitled to use

the word "Daimler" both in their title, and as applied to cars built or

sold by them under their licence rights, so long as they use it in such a

way as not to be likely to cause confusion with the plaintiff company.

The plaintiffs, in fact, in the course of the proceedings, expressly

abandoned their wider claim to restrain the defendants from using the

word "Daimler" at all, and the injunction granted by the Court of

Appeal was only on the minor point, viz., against the use of the

particular name " London Daimler " or any other name not sufficiently

distinguishable from that of the plaintiffs.

I shall be obliged if you will publish this in your next issue.—

Yours truly,

William J. Hunter.

Solicitor for the defence.

THE COST OF CARS.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—There has been a considerable amount of correspondence in the

motor Press recently on the comparative price per horse-power of various

makes of cars. In this connection it appears to me extraordinary that

so many of those who are interested in the sale of cars at once hasten to

point out that those makes they sell are, at any rate, among the low-

priced ones. Now, all this appears to me to be lending in quite the

wrong direction. It is to my mind a significant fact that while most of

the English firms are making every effort to hold out the inducement of

low price to would-be buyers, foreign firms of the best standing prefer to

employ the very finest materials and workmanship and charge for them

proportionately. And, what is equally significant, the firms who make

these high-class, and, therefore, proportionately (although not actually)

high-priced, cars are selling more cars than ever before. As an example

taKe the Westinghouse. While this car works out at a fairly high pries

per horse-power, I do not think there is anyone with real engineering

knowledge and practical motoring experience who will not agree that —

considering the high-class workmanship and the great care taken in the

making—the price of the car is in any way inflated. This, at all events,

was the opinion of those who saw the Westinghouse chassis at the recent

Cordingley Show.

One of your most prominent advertisers, who makes a very high-

class and expensive car, in his advertisement a short time ago compared

his car to a thoroughbred and the cheap cars to a cart horse. This is nn -

doubtedly the right way to look at the matter, and it is a great pity tna
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an attempt should be made to persuade people that the really high class

of motor-car can be built cheaply. It is surely no more reasonable' to

suppose that a cheap car will be as good as a more expensive one, than

thtt a cheap pair of boots will be as good as a higher priced and belter

made article. --Yours truly,

G. P. H. DK FrEVILLB.

STARTING THE ENGINE.

To THX Eoitoh or The llotor-Cnr Journal.

Sir,—As a regular reader of your valuable journal, I should like

to have your opinion, or any of your readers, as regards starting the

engine of a car with a live axle, by getting the oar away on the face of

a hill, then letting in the clutch instead of starting in the usual

way. Do you think this method is detrimental to the gears ?—Yours

truly,

T. R.
[The method of starting the engine by letting in the clutch when

the car is in motion is not one that can be commended to form a habit

of, as not only the gears but the crankshaft of the tngine may easily

be strained if the operation is not performed skilfully. The car should

be put in its top gear, the ignition retarded, and the throttle as far

closed as the engine will just run at. The clutch should next be with

drawn and then the side brake released, and as soon as the car has

gathered sufficient way down the incline, the clutch can be let in very

carefully, taking care to release it promptly if there i* any "snatching,

before the speed of the engine and gears synchronise. Provided that

sufficient skill is exercised no harm whatever need result. On some

cu« it can be done so sweetly that not the slightest snatch can be

noticed.]

RE ENDORSEMENTS AND RENEWALS OF LICENCES.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—As a question of vital interest to all concerned in motoring, I

venture to ask you to be good enough to accord the following space in

your valuable columns. I was recently fined quite a nominal sum, viz.,

6s. 6d. and 4s. costs, for driving a car on the footpath (in order to avoid

36 yards of unrolled metal), my licence being endorsed also. A few-

days afterwards—my licence having nearly expired—I duly applied for

renewal of same, quoting the exact words constituting the endorsement ;

now, instead of copying this exact y as it stood, on the luck of my

renewal, I found that they had added the alternative, " In distress seven

■days' hard labour." As nothing of the kind had either been mentioned

at the court or entered in the endorsement, I wrote protesting, and

claimed that I had the ri«ht to demand that nothing other than that

already framed in the original endorsement should appear on the renewal.

In reply to this I was informed that the term " H.L."—meaning hard

labour—should have read " imprisonment," with a request that 1 should

return it for correction. Now the question arises, have the authorities

■the right to add anything whatever to one's existing endorsement?

I trust you will pardon the length of this letter, but as it appears to

xne to be a matter of some importance to all motorists, I shall be glad to

have some opinion.—Yours truly,

Alder.

[The point raised by our correspondent seems to indicate an excess

of zeal on the part of the person making our, the renewal ot licence. In

the sixth Schedule of the Motor Car Kegulation and Licensing Order,

1903, the note is appended, "Particulars of any endorsement of any

licence previously held by the person licenced must be entered on the

back of this licence." That is specific enough, and the authorities

should be content with merely copying the endorsement on tbe old

licence without such addition as that which has been made in the above

case. Motorists who have had similar experiences as our correspondent

are invited to acquaint us of the facts, as the matter is one upon which

authoritative opinion would be useful.]

A TYRE TRIAL.

To THB Editoe of The Motor-Car Journal.

SIR,—With reference to tbe Petrol v. Steam controversy which is

at present exercising the minds of many motorists, I make the follow

ing suggestion, which I hope you will consider of sufficient interest for

insertion m your columns.

Mr. Claude Johnson has undertaken to match a Rolls-Royce

against Mr. Coleman s White steam car.
th.: . :„ * ] . r _ .This is too good an opportunity for a tyre trial to be lost, and I offer

detachable tyres against Michelin, Continental,to match Moselev ... >nn, continental, or

Dunlop tyres. I would provide detachable tvres for four wheels,

namely, the near front and off back of the Rolls-Koyce and the oil front

and near back of the White, the other four tyres to be the ordinary kind

as made by one of the three firms named.

I would rely solely on the usual spares and repair outfit carried by

the ordinary motorist, and my opponent should, in addition to this, lie

allowed to call at any garage on the route traversed tor replacements.

Only one man for each car should be allowed to touch the tyres, and I
■would stake £100 that the detachable tyres lose less time on the trial.—

Yours truly,

Oswald G. Moseley.

EXPERIENCE WITH TYRES.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

SIR,— As you get many enquiries as to the cost of tyres, &c., I

think that it is only fair that people should hear both sides of experi

ences. I have had on trial on my car three types of tyres, viz., A., B.

and C. On working up the cost per mile for my one wheel fitted with

the C tyre, it is hardly believable when I state that it cost over Is. ]>er

mile.

I started first with a brand new 875 by 105 cover. By the time I

had covered 300 miles the canvas was showing. I sent the tyre back to

the makers, who stated that it was no fault of the cover and charged

£5 5*. for retreading it. This cover was not on more than three weeks

before the grooves were worn down and the tyre burst at the side, and I

now have to purchase a new one for this wheel. The tyre was fitted to a

105 mm. rim, which was about 1 mm. out of size, and the makers give the

excuse for the tyre bursting by saying that it was owing to the rim being

the wrong size.

My experience with the A. and B. (both on hack wheels) has been

quite different. They have each covered about 1,500 miles and neither

have been pumped up, and for comfort in riding and resiliency are to be

strongly recommended, while with the other tyre it is practically im

possible to tell the difference between that and a solid.—Yours truly,

A Constant Reader.

[The contrast between the three examples is certainly striking.]

 

Kerry Maids a-Motoring Go.

The Misses Firth, Webster, Erekine, Bell, and Carriogton, of the Vaudeville and

Daly's Theatres, on a 16-20-h.p. Argyll Csr.

THE FLEXIBILITY OF MOTOR-CARS.

To the Editor OF The Motor-Car Journal.

SIR,—In view of the interest being taken in this subject, we pro

ceeded, on Saturday lasc, 10 a trial of our three cais on the Hog's Back,

about four miles from Guildford. The cars consisted of two Cadillacs,

models A. and B., single-cylinder, 5 in. bore and 5 in. stroke ; and of a

Rochet-Schneider, with cardan shaft drive and four cylinders, each

100 mm. bore and 140 mm. stroke. Knowing beforehand tbe quickest

speed these cars can attain on a level as at present geared, i.e., twenty-

five miles per hour for Cadillac Model A., twenty-seven miles for Cadillac

Model B., and ihirty-six miles for the Rochet-Schneider, we restricted

our trials to driving at the lowest speed possible on top gear, without

slipping the clutch and using the throttle only. With the aid of a level

ana straight edge, we selected a stretch of practically level road and

taped 200 yards along it. We were able to drive the Cadillac Model A.

over this length in 1 mia. 57 sec., and a second time in 1 rain. 57 sec., the

Cadillac Model B. in 1 min. 45 sec., and again in 1 min. 33 sec. ; and the

Rochet-Schneider in 45 sec, and again in 50 sec. Taking the lowest

speed in each case, tue speeds work out at 3'5, 3 9, and 818 mile.1 per

hour respectively.

Now comparing these lowest speeds with the highest the cars can

run in our hands, we have :—

Lowest Highest
Car. miles per hour. miles per hour.

Cardillac, model A 3'5 25

„ B 39 27

Rochet-Schneider 3-18 36

These figures give a greater flexibility for the single-cylinder cars

as compared with the four-cylinder one, in approximately the ratio of
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7 to 4i. We consider this result as likely to be of great interest to

many of your readers, hence this communication to you in the expecta

tion of your taking the same view. We would, to some extent, qualify

the result by stating that, in more experienced hands than our own,

the flexibility, as shoim above, of the Rochet-Schneider could probably

be improved upon, but certainly not, in our opinion, to such an extent

as to bring it up to the ratio of the Cadillacs.—Yours truly,

JAS. C. Madeley) ,,„,„„
J. W. Madeley }M.M.I.C.K

! AUXILIAKY EXHAUST VALVES ADVOCATED.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

SIR,—I have read many varying discussions in the M.C.J, relating

to the above subject of four versus six cylinder engines, and that

some severe offers have been made to match a four against a six-cylinder

car. Personally, I am of opinion that the four-cylinder advocates have

not yet struck the right note to warrant their competing with their

adversaries. Now if a standard four-cylinder engine of good repute

were fitted with an auxiliary exhaust, it would I ea hard nut for the six-

cylinder to crack, and what I am going to point out is that four

auxiliary valves with their various accoutrements will cost infinitely

less than two more cylinders, valves and all, both in the initiate and

subsequent upkeep. The auxiliary exhaust valve should be placed at

the extreme bottom of the piston's stroke and be so designed as to

relieve 65 per cent, of the working charge ; the remaining 35 per cent,

would expand and thus become cool while passing back up the cylinder

and through the ordinary exhaust valve. The net result of this idea is

a clean cylinder, chock full of combustible mixture ready, for the next

 

The Thames 50-h.p. Six-cylinder Car recently supplied to Baillie Taylor,

of Carnoustie, N B.

The vehicle was recently driven from London to it* destination, a distance ol
about 6:*0 miles, entirely on top gear. The owner, who is a well-know n agriculturist,

is seen standing at the side of his new car.

working stroke, more compression and maximum efficiency with

minimum heat. It means death to the carbon deposit bugbear, and in

theory, at all events, it neutralises the shock given out by the

momentarily-released working charge through one valve at tlie top of

the cylinder, An auxiliary exhaust will give buoyancy and resiliency

akin to the steam car, and the efficiency of ao engine so fitted would far

exceed the misleading conventional estimate of h.p. based upon the

b»re and stroke of the cylinders. I have often wondered that such an

important refinement in valve construction was not decided upou against

the invasion of the six-cylinder engine.—Yours truly,

Herbert J. Chapman.

Charging Accumulators from Primary,Batteries.—" Anti-

magneto" writes :—" I am a motorist, and reside at some distance from a

charging main. As I wish to adopt electrical ignition in place of the

magneto, I intend to charge my own accumulates, and contemplate in

troducing' the Boron battery system, which, I am informed, is the most

reliable. I should be glad if any readers who have tried this will kindly

give their views on the same."

The directors of the newly-formed Vauxhall Motors, Ltd., include

Mesprs. William Gardner, Leslie Walton and Percy E. Kidner, two

of whom are still connected with the Vauxhall and West Hydraulic

Engineering Company, Ltd., so that continuity of the policy which has

built up the reputation of the last-named concern is assured.

•rl

CLUBS AND ASSOCIATIONS.

 

AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION.

The Automobile Association will have an exhibit illustrating ite

work at the Travel Exhibition, which is to be held in the Horticultural

Hall, Westminster, next month. Members of the A.A. will be entitled

to free admission on presentation of their membership cards.

In view of the large number of motorists who announced their in

tention of attending the Frame's Hill Climb, on the 3rd inst., the Auto

mobile Association decided to patrol the road from London to the scene

of the contest. An official road was chosen as follows :—Uxbridge, High

Wycombe, Oxford, Witney, Northleech, Andoversford, and Cheltenham,

thence via Ledbury to Hereford. This road was thoroughly patrolled,

and motorists visiting the hill climb were advised to follow this <

SOUTHERN MOTOR CLUB.

The club had a competition on Saturday over a course of about 10O

miles on southern roads for the Howlett Challenge Cup and Gold Medal.

Each competitor on starting was given 300 marks and half a mark was

deducted for every stop ; tyre stops counted half a mark for every four

minutes. The winner had to make a non-stop run, and the even running

of the machine was also taken into consideration. The competitors

were sent off alternately in opposite directions on a circular course which-

was not known to them until the actual start. The winner proved to be-

Mr. A. Carpmael on a 9-h.p. Riley Tri car. He lost no marks. Mr. G.

Aldington (5-h. p. Twin Kerry Tri-car) was second with 297 marks, Mr.

S. Newton third with 296 marks on an 18-h.p. Royal Star car, Mr. W. R.

Smith (16-20-h.p. Mutel), was placed fourth with 294 marks. The pre

vious holders of the cup were, in 1905, Mr. W. H. Lorkin, in 1906, Mr. Hv

Jones. Thin trophy has to be won three times, not necessarily in succes

sion. Mr. Malconi Brooke started on his new six-cylinder car, but unfor

tunately had not gone far when a wire fused, placing him out of the run

ning. It was theoirthday of the new Malcom six-cylinder, and it

its first road trial.

WOLVERHAMPTON.

The Wolverhampton Automobile Club held its opening meet in-

the Wolverhampton West Park recently, when between sixty and

seventy cars assembled. The Mayor of Wolverhampton (Councillor A.

B. Bantock), attended the meet on a Sunbeam car, while quite a

number of local celebrities were in attendance. After the meet, several

cars proceeded, in spite of the weather, to Newport for tea. In a town

which has such strong connection with the motor industry as Wolver

hampton, locally built cars might be ' expected to predominate, and this
■was proved to be the case by the fact that sixteen Star cars and thirty-

two Sunbeams were present, as compared with eighteen of all other
makes. , ■ _ ■

KENT CLUB.

The club held the first of its luncheon meets at the Royal Star

Hotel, Maidstone, on Saturday. Dr. Charles Firth, vice-Chairman of

the club, took the chair. After the luncheon a committee meeting;

was held, and the following were elected to membership of the club :—

Mrs. H. E. Straker, the Rev. — Boyd, Mr. H. B. Smith, Mr. R. H. Steen,

Mr. A. B. Pilcher, &c.

MOTOR CYCLE UNION OF IRELAND.

The open meet of the season of the Motor Cycle Union of Ireland

was held on Saturday last at Portmarnock. The following are the

details :—

One Mile Novice Scratch.

For members who never won any prize in any event promoted by

the Union. N. E. Drury (3-h.p. Triumph), 1 ; J. Gould (3J-h.p. More-

hampton), 2 ; J. T. Beahan (3^-h.p. Minerva), 3.

One Mile Members' Handicap.

C. W. Smith (34-h.p. Triumph), 1 ; H, G. Ferguson (2J-h.p. Minerva),

2 ; N. E. Drury (3- h.p. Triumph), 3.

Ten Miles Go-as-you-please Race Members' Handicap For

Shaw Cup.

H. G. Ferguson (2J-h.p. Minerva), 30 sec, 15 min. 31 1 sec, 1 ; R.

Walsh (2J-h.p. F. N.), 2 min. 30 sec, 16 min. 36 sec, 2; H. Moqnev

(2J-h.p. F. N.), 2 min. 30 sec, 17 min. 20 sec, 3.

Flying Kilo.

The following took part in the competition:—H. Mooney, 2J-h.p.

F. N. (15 sec.) ; H. G. lerguson, 2J-h.p. Minerva (6 sec.) : J. H. Drury,

3-h.p. Triumph (5 sec.) ; N. E. Drury, 3-h.p. Triumph (5 2-5 sec.) ; H.

Quinn, 4-h.p. Roc (8 sec) ; W. Ladley, 5 h.p. Twin Minerva (2 sec.) ; J.

Gould, 3-h.p. Morehampton (8 sec.) ; J. T. Beahan, 3A-h. p. Morehamptora

(3 2-5 sec); E. W. Smith, 3 h.p. Triumph (6 sec); C. B. Frau (Klin),

scratch.
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DERBY AND DISTRICT.

On Saturday the opening run of this club took place, when, as on

the; last several occasions, the venue chosen was Ashby-de-la-Zouch, and

in spite of the inclement weather there was a large gathering of motorists

and their friends. On this occasion the members of the Derby and

District A.C. were joined by those of the Leicester, Nottingham,

Wolverhampton and other Midland clubs. Shortly after three o'clock

the cars commenced to arrive, and were stabled in the spacious yard of

the Royal Hotel, advantage being taken of the interval before tea to

renew old acquaintances and make fresh ones. The president of the

- lull, Mr. Francis A. Bolton, was present on his 35-h.p. Daimler. About

4.30 the members and their friends adjourned for tea, which was served

in the Royal, Hotel ball-room, after which, towards six o'clock, the weather

having meanwhile greatly improved, the cars began to disperse.

CLASS 3.—MCLTT-CTLINDER MACHIHE9 NOT EXCEEDING 80 BTiSO.

 

The Southern Motor Club's Competition.—Mr. 8. Newton on his 18-h.p.

Royal Star Car.

SOUTHERN.

The handbook of the Southern Motor Ciub for 100" is to hand in its

usual attractive form, accompanied with No. 1 of the Southern Motor

Club Gazette, edited by Mr. J. W. Lewis Cufley and full of matter

of club interest.

THE MOTOR CYCLING CLUB.

This Sharprahoe Hill Climb, held on April 20th, was the first comi>c-

tition of this club's season and the first open event the Club has organ

ised Everyone is agreed that it was a great success. The results of the

handicap will be found below. The thanks of the Club are due to Mr.

W. A. Sale, of Luton, for the work he did in connection with this hill-

climb.

if. p. and make
of Engine.

I I

o I p

■J. P. Legrand _

Vf. O. Scales ..
D. H. Gainsford

CLASS l.—Single Cylinder Machines sot Exoeediko 80 by so.

i 2J J. A. P.
3} Fafnir
3 Advance.

Rvto

Advance

70' 76' 292; ISO?' 142J I 86" WS
801 80: 402 1751 136 I 71 J 92"1

76, 82i 371 1B0J 168J i 125jJ 143-4

CLASS 2.—Single Cylinder Machines, ant Capacity.

R, M. Brlca
st mi- i Webb ..

J Marshall
F. Halbert
J. li.O. Brodie..
F. A-p^lebee, Jun.

J. S. Hirwood ..
F. w. Applebee

F. Mussell
.Stanley Webb ..
V. C. Mustard ..

Quadrant
Triumph
Triumph
Noble
Rex
Triumph
Rex
Quadrant
Triumph
Triumph

3! Brown 82 88, 404 150
3( Quadrant M 88 453 178j
31 Triumph 82 >6 454 163)
3J Triumph 82 86 454 1651
6 Noble 90 95 604 179
31 Rex 82 89 469 181]
:;» Triumph 82 86 454 176
8} Rex 82 89 489 178
3} Quadrant 81 88 453 191}
3J Triumph 82 86 454 168}
31 Triumph 82 86 454 1691

 
46>; 71-3
64 ; 81-9

ifl
857
87-1
SS-0
90-0
98-4
99-4
1084
1061

W. H. Wells

W. A. Sale
E. ftwlnne
Count Kolowrat

O.C.Godfrey ..
W. H. Normeau
S. Browne

R. S. Osborne . .

Minerva
Vindec Special
Vindec Special
Vindec Special
Laurln Klement

Rex
n. s. ir.
LuniuinCoudert

Rex

CLASS 4.

4{ Minerva

5 Peugeot
6 Peugeo'.
5 Peugeot
4 Laurln

W. H. Wells
W. A. Sale
C. K. Collier
R. M. Brlce

A. I. Ilsley

139
H71
152
148)

(061
124{ I
1521 !

1431
1321

Mclti-Cylinder Machines, ant Capacity.

75 7«l «70f 179)1 1571 |

6 Rex
5-6N.8.U.
6 Lurquin

Condert
6 Rex

70 76 681

76 76 670
75 76 670

75! 76| 670

70| SO1 614
76' 80 724
75! 93 795

80 804
80 724167,'

181

181}
182

221J

J>6

"J
45
461
511

so;
47
5Sj

S3-,

80'J
8U'4
94-4

103-7

1051
1110
81-6

185-7
1678

Vindec Special
Vindec 'Special

Matchless
Brown

! 6 Peugeot
6 Peugeot
6 J.A.P.
51 Krown

76, 7o| 170: 175f
761 95' 862 157)
82 90 960i 198

162
144J I

153

Mil

**?
llj

88-2
»2-8
118-6
147.2

CLASS 5.—Single-Cylinder Passenger-Machines.

. | Phccnlx Trlmo 1 5-6 Minerva I 90|100l 636/ 672 | S02J 13111 85.6

CLASS 6.—Twin-Cylinder Passenger Machines, not Exceeding 80 by 80.

W. Montgomery Montgomery ;
j Sociable

R. S. Osborne .. < Rex and Side
I Car 15 Rex

77 80' 744 338 2611 U6J 145-1

76 80 724 l 350 , 260 , 1S4J 1697

CLASS 7.—Multi-Cylinder Passengeii Machines, any Capacity.

W. Montgomery)! HoMontgomery
Sociable 5 Antofne 7441 336 261) 1181 147 9

C R. Collier and W. W. Genu tied for the fastest time over the course.

AUTO CYCLE CLUB.

Ox Saturday the Auto Cycle Club held its team penalty contest

over a seventy-three miles course, from Woodford to Stump* Cross and

back again The minimum time was 3 hours 45 min., and the maxi

mum 4 hours. The performances of the competing organisations were

as follows :—

Starters. Non-Stop

Woolwich M.C ... 7 ... 4

Essex M.C . 11 ... 8

North-AYest London ... 5 ... 3

West Essex 5 ... 2

Walthamstow M.C. ... 6 4

Lewisham A.C. ... 3 ... 1

Auto Cycle C. ... 5 ... 4

Black Prince 1

Motor C.C ' ... 1 ... 1

Southend M.C ... 8 ... 2

47 29

That there should have been 29 non-stop runs'out of the 47 starters is a

tribute to riders and machines alike.

 

Mr. David H. Kyd, a well-known Barrister-at-Law. on his new

10-h.p. Beo Car.
This gentleman It already an expert motorist, ar.d is delighted with his car, which
he uses for town work, as well as for long tours to the southern and western counties

of England.

HULL.

The annual meeting < f the Hull and District Automobile Club was

held at the Imperial Hotel, Hull, Dr. W. H. Coates presiding. The

secretary (Mr. ,B. Haucoc-k) real tin.- annual report. It was stated that
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diatrict councils had been written to regarding the state of roads, &c.

and individuals who had proved an annoyance to motoriots had been

communicated with. The treasurer (Mr. A. E. Hagestadt) presented

his annual report, which was highly satisfactory, there being a large

balance in hand.

A rote of thanks was accorded to Colonel W. H. Harrison -Broadley,

M.P., for acting as president, during the pist year. Mr. A. J. Atkinson

was elected president and Sir Seymour King, M.P., K.C.I. E., Mr. Guy

Wilson, D.S.O., Colonel W. fl. Harrison-Broadley, M.P., and Dr.

W. H. Coates were elected vice-presidents ; Dr. W. H. Coates was re

flected chairman, Mr. Bergh Hancock hon. secretary, and Mr.
H. Whiteley hon. treasurer in place of Mr. A. E. Hagestadt (resigned).

Messrs. A. E. Hagestadt) and J. Richards were elected auditors. It

was agreed to write to the Education Committees of Hull and the East

Riding regarding the nuisance caused by the throwing of missiles by

children, and asking them to instruct the head teachers to draw the

attention of children to this matter.

IRISH.

The following have been appointed repairers to the Irish A.C. for

the year 1907 :—Messrs. John Cleary, Fair Green, Tullow, Co. Carlow ;

Cleary and Company, Bagenalstown, Co. Carlow ; Motor Car

Repairing Company, Dublin Street, CarloW ; R. Pulvertaft and Sons,

1 19, George's Street, Cork ; Thompson Brothers, Custom House

Quay, Wexford ; R. H. Poole, Charleville Squ*re, Tullamore,

King's County ; John Alexander, John Street, Londonderry ; D. J.

Thompson, Great James Street, Londonderry; A. J. Brandon. Abbey-

leix, Queen's County ; J. J. Ward, Eyre Square, Galway ; Corrib Motor

and Engineering Company, William Street, Galway ; James Healy,

Henn Street, KUlarney ; W. F. Peare, Catherine Street, Waterford ;

T. K. Hinds, Kildare ; Northern Motor Company, Ltd., 38, Chichester

Street, Belfast; John Appereon, 31, Francis Sireet, Newtownards, Co.

Down; W, Christy, 58, George's Street, Limerick: burke Engineering

 

The Leon Bollee Car, with Landaulet Body by the Victoria Carriage Works,

Ltd., recently supplied to Mr. Gerald Loder, of Ardingly, Sussex.

and Motor Company, Clonmel ; D. H. McDowell, College Street,

Armagh : Henry Cooke, Mill Street, Rallyroena ; P. J. Fulham,

Lawrence Gate, Drogheda ; John McCollum, Mill Street, Coleraine ; P.

Barrett, Carrick-on-Sbannon ; T. Williamson, Francis Street, Dundulk ;

B. Gannon, Dunleer, Cn. Louth ; S. F. Haines, Cumberland Square,

Birr; J. W. Buchanan, Strabane, Co. Tyrone ; and J. Wright, Newry.

LIMERICK.

The members of the Limerick Motor Club opened the season on

Thursday last week with a meet at Adare, Co. Limerick, the residence

of Earl Dunruven, K.P., patron of the club. During the afternoon

a series of speed trials were indulged in by the members of the club.

The course was two miles in extent and the pace limited to sixteen miles

per hour. Mr. Malcolm D. Shaw was the successful competitor, driving

Lady Shaw's car just on schedule time. The following took part in the

contest :—

Lady Shaw's 14-h.p. Whitlook-Aster 1

F. C. Clieve, 12-h.n. Arrol-Johnston 2

R. Roche, 15-h.p. Darracq 3

A. E. Browning, 9-h. p. Adams-Hewitt: Sir Thomss Clieve, 10-h. p. White

steam; Sir C. B. Barrington, Bart., 9-h. p. Cadillac; Sir Alex Shaw,

6-h.p. Wolseley; M. I). Shaw, 8-h.p. Darracq ; A. Blood Smyth, 6-h.p.

Siddeley ; Major Wise, 20-h.p. Spyker ; R. de Ros Rose, 1 6-h.p. Sunbeam :

T. D. Atkinson,, 20-h.p. Darracq ; G. S. Browning, 10-h.p. Peugeot ; and

G. Goodbody, 10-h.p. Argyll.

BLACKHEATH AUTOMOBILE CLUB.

The opening run of the Blackheath Automobile Club took place on

Saturday. About forty members and friends assembled at The Beacon,

Westerbam Hill, for tea. Among those present were Messrs. J. H.

Bowden, 10-12-h.p. Humber ; W. F. Butcher, 12-16-h.p. Cleinent-

Talbot; A. Cunis, 6-h.p. Regal ; H. A. Cunis, 18-h.p. Regent; O. V.

Flather, 15 h.p. Ariel ; A. Jackson, 10-12-b.p. Georges-Richard ;

Professor C. J. Lambert, M.A., 10-12-h.p. Argyll : Messrs. T. Marshall,

12-h.p. De Dion ; A. W. Wansby, 8-b.p. Horley ; W. Whiteway, 14-16-

h.p. Renal ; H. Beadle, Rover.

The open hill climb of the Essex Motor Club has been postponed to

the 11th in'st.

During the Whitsnn holidays the Junior Automobile Club will have

a tour into Shakespeare's country.

The Wolverhampton and District A.C. will hold a hill-climb at

Harley Bank, Wenlock Edge, on June 15th. According to the regu
lations, '• no steam cars are eligible to compete, nor cars of which the

cylinder diameter in inches squared and multiplied by the number of

cylinders exceeds 125."

The next meeting of the Institution of Automobile Engineers will

be held at the Institution of Mechanical Engineers, Storey's Gate, St.

James's Park, S. W., on Wednesday next, when a paper will be read by

Professor H. L. Callendar, on " The Eflect of Size on the Thermal

Efficiency of Motors."

Particulars have been issued of the Open Hill Climb promoted by

the Southern M.C., to be decided on the 22nd prox. at Captain Kydd's

Hill, East Grinstead. Cars will be weighed in East Grinstead, and1

Mr. S. W. Phillpott, 18. Gosberton Road, Balham, S.W., will supply

further particulars of what promises to be a very interesting trial.

DANGEROUS DRIVING AND SPEED LIMIT.

-♦—
At Raglan, on Saturday, Mr. Harold Brewer, Cardiff, was summoned

for driving a inotor-car in a manner dangerous to the public on Good

Friday. Mr. F. C. Shackel, Cardiff, defended. P.S. Jones, Raglan,

stated that- the car driven by the defendant covered 354 yards in 25

seconds, which would be a few yards under 25 miles an hour. Mr.

Shnckel objected on the ground that the defendant was not charged with

excessive speed. In cross-examination the sergeant stated that there-

were no people on the road. He also stated that there was no danger to

anyone, and if it had not been for the speed the car was travelling he

would not have reported the case. Mr. Shackel contended that as there

was no danger to anyone, as the prosecution admitted, the suniruons-

should have been either for exceeding the speed limit, or under Section 1

for driving at a speed dangerous to the public. The Bench upheld the

objection and dismissed the case.

SMOKE EMISSION FROM MOTOR-CARS.

-♦-
An important appeal with reference to the emission of smoke from

motor-cars was heard in the Divisional Court on Thursday, last week,

the Motor Union having undertaken the case on behalf of one of its-

members. Mr. Horace Avory, K.C., and Mr. Grimwood Mears,

instructed by Mr. Staplee Firth, appeared before the Lord Chief Justice,

Mr. Justice Darling, and Mr. Justice Phillimore, to support a rule nisir

which bad previously been obtained to quash the conviction of the

Eddisbury Justices.

Mr. W. E. Rowcliffe was summoned and convicted by the Justices

under Section 30 of the Highways and Locomotives (Amendment) Act,

1878, for allowing smoke to issue from bis motor-car. It was argued by

Mr. Avory that a motor-car was defined by Section 1 of the Locomotives'

on Highways Act, 1896, and the enactments mentioned in the Schedule

to that Act were not to apply to light locomotives, and that such

schedules contained (inter alia) part 2 of the Highways and Loco

motives (Amendment) Act, 1878, and that part 2 contained Section 30„

under which section the Justices erroneously convicted Mr. Rowcliffe, on

the ground that the car he was driving on the day in question was a

locomotive which did not as far as practicable consume its own smoke.

They convicted under this Act, notwithstanding the fact that they

described it both as a locomotive and as a motor-car, and then ordered

his licence to be endorsed under the Motor Car Act.

The Justices tiled evidence in support of their conviction. It was

stated that from the facts before them at the hearing of the petty

sessions a great volume of smoke was emitted from the motor-car, which-

was probably due to carelessness. Mr. Avory at once pointed out that-

upon the Justices' evidence alone this brought the case within the Act,

which states " that if from any temporary or accidental cause, &c"

After considerable argument the Lord Chief Justice gave judgment, in

which he stated that the conviction must be quashed, and as the en-

dorsemerit on the appellant's licence could only be justified if there had

been a conviction, and as such conviction had been quashed, the endorse

ment must be erased.

many years managed the

vell-know

Mr. W Hacker Arnold, who for

affairs of Messrs. Henry Whitlock, Ltd., the well-known coach and)

carriage builders of Holland Gate, Kensington, W., informs us that he

is now conducting the business at 24-27, Orchard Street, Oxford

Street, W., in conjunction with Messrs. J. A. Lawton and Co., whose

reputation for high-class work is well known in the trade. Messrs-

Henry Whitlock and Co. are in a position to supply high-clase-

n iot or bodies and carriages of every description, and have exceptional

facilities for the immediate delivery of Mercedes, Panhards, and other

leading types.
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ROAD REPORTS.

Luton.—The roads in Luton and district are generally in a good

condition for motorists. »

Torquay.—The road from Torquay to Dartmouth has been quite

unsuitable for motor traffic, owing to the laying of a pipe under the

middle of the road. The road is very narrow, and heaps of clay and

stones render the patsageof cars a difficult atid damaging task.

Signposts on Ikish RQArs.—The Irish A.C. is interesting

itself in the erection of signposts in various districts, and the hon.

secretary has interviewed the chairman of the KUdare County Council

with reference to the subject. As a result probably three suitable sign

posts will be erected in tne town of Kildare.

Boston.—The roads round about Lincolnshire are now in very fair
■order. The level crossing over the Great Northern Railway on the Slea-

ford road, about a mile from Boston, should be taken very slowly, as the

driver comes over a high-backed bridge and regularly drops on the crossing,

which is not over good for the springs, as our correspondent has found

out ; the reverse way is just as bad.

Eastbourne.—Success having attended the covering of the surface

-of the Grand Parade at Eastbourne with tarred slag, the surveyor, Mr.

A. E. Prescott, is having Terminus Road, the principal thoroughfare in

the town, re-covered with this material before the Whitsun traffic.

Lewes.—Two miles of the Brighton road have just been tar-

sprayed. These are just outside the borough boundaries of Lewes and

have been dealt with in an experimental way by the Tarspara machine,

the demonstration being carried out under the observation of the sur

veyors of the Rural District Councils of East Sussex.

when picked up was dead. The motor-car also collided with an electrio

standard. The prisoner gave evidence in his own defence. When he

saw the man in the road he blew his horn twice, put on his side brake

and another brake, and this caused the car to begin skidding, which

prevented full control just before the deceased was struck. Then it

skidded another seven or eight yards. The evidence of the prosecution

as to speed was exaggerated ; he was not going even fifteen miles an

hour. The jury stopped the case, and found the accused not guilty.

On Monday the Lambeth coroner held an inquest on the body of

a lad who was knocked down and run over by a motor-car with fatal

results. The driver of the car said that he was driving a "JO-h-p.

Darracq from London to Reigate. He saw the children some distance

ahead oi him as he was proceeding along Brixton Hill and sounded the

horn and eased up, when the decerned, who had nearly reached the

opposite pavement, suddenly turned back just in Iront of the car. The

witness did all he could to prevent the accident, and pulled up within

tour yards. The jury returned a verdict of "Accidental death," and

exonerated the driver from all blame.

Miss Brassey, a relative of Lord Brassey, of Clock House, Edge,

Malpas, has lost her life in attempting to save a pet dog from being run

over by a motor-car. The story told by the driver of the car, Thomas

Mason, of Liverpool, was to the effect that as he was returning to

Birkenhead from Stratford-on-Avon, on nearing Clock House, Edge, he

noticed a dog crossing the road and a lady running across after it a few

yards in front of the car. He apDlied both brakes, stopping the car

within its own length, but not before the mudguard of the left front

wheel knocked the lady down. He was travelling at fifteen to eighteen

miles an hour. The car contained a party of four, and belonged to a

 

Mr. J. Keele on the Belsizc 60 80 h. p. Six Cylinder he has purchased, and which he will drive at the most important race meetings during

the coming season, including that at Bexhill, on Whit-Monday. The photo from which the above picture was reproduced was taken outside

the works at Highgate of Messrs. J. Keele and Co., the London and district agents for Belsize cars, just after the car had arrived by road

from Manchester, the journey having been made without a single involuntary stop.

Romford.—The urban district council, which for two seas ins has

<rreated the local roads with a dust laying preparation, has passed a

resolution in favour of legislation to compel the owners of cars to con

tribute to the cost of the roads.

Worthing.—There is every likelihood of a great extension of road

making experiments in the town of Worthing.

Northwich.—The Northwich Council have adopted chloride of

Mine for street watering, to abate the motor dust nuisance.

Rkioate.—We understand from the surveyor to the Reigate Rural

District Council that the statement as to the intention of his Council to

tar long stretches of the main road before Whitsuntide is incorrect, no

euch arrangement having been made.

nryftCW"

MOTOR-CAR ACCIDENTS.

Ralph Creak Taylor, chauffeur to Colonel Lockwood, M.P., was

indicted I at the Central Criminal Court on Saturday for the man

«laughter"of Richard Margerura. Mr. Arthur Gill prosecuted ; Sir

Charles Mathews and Mr. C. J. Mathews defended. About half-past

•eleven on the night of March 15, the prosecution stated, the prisoner

was driving a motor-car from Colonel Lockwood's residence in Essex to

his house in London. In the Seven Sisters Road, near the turning into

St onel 'ridge Road, Mr. Margerum was standing on the pavement wait •

dng for a tramway car to Finsbury. Presently a tramway car arrived,

and as he stepped into the roadway the prisoner's motor-car came up

mil struck him with such force that he was carried some distance, and

Liverpool gentleman. Medical aid was summoned, but Miss Brassey

succumlied to her injuries shortly after the accident.

—-*«ICCCCJC*Ji '

THE LINCOLN MEET.
—

In connection with the Whitsun meet of the Motor Union, at

Lincoln, a party will be conducted round the Cathedral and Castle by

the Rev. Canon Hick", M.A., on the 18th inst. For the 'procession a

most interesting route has been chosen and a special "itinerary" has

been written by the Sheriff of Lincoln (Dr. Mansel Sympson). This will

be embodied in the official programme. At Canwick Hall the guests

will be received by Lady Cholmeley on behalf of her father and mother

(Mr. and Mrs. VValdo Sibthorpe). The gymkhana will commence at

3.30 p.m. At the dinner in the County Ast-einbly Rooms the toast list

will be short ; besides the loyal toast the only others will be "The

Motor Union" and "The County and City of Lincoln." The guests

will then adjourn to the reception rooms, where conversation will be un

disturbed.

^

* Messrs. Wf.igel Motors, Ltd., inform us that they have terminated

their agreement with Messrs. Huntley Walker and Co., and that they

are no longer their agents for the London district.

We are informed that the Holland Braneh of the Continental Tyre

and Rubber Company, Ltd. , has been transferred from Rotterdam to 1077

PrinsengraCht, Amsterdam, where the business will be carried on in a

more extensive way.
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COMPANY NEWS.
—*—

New Companies Registered.

Stella Motor Company.—£1,000. Manufacturers of and dealers

in motors, &c. First directors : Messrs. H. P. MacConnell and G. Elkin,

20, Avonmore Road, Kensington.

Holland Park Motor Company.—£5,000. To adopt an agree

ment with Messrs. J. G. H. Wood, F. Jackson, and R. V. Asbury, for

the acquisition of the business carried on by them as the Holland Park

Motor Company. No initial public issue. First directors : Messrs. F.

Jackson, R. V. Asbury, and F. Hurd-Wood. Managing directors, £100

each per annum. 124, Holland Park Avenue, W.

Minton Motor Rim Company.—To adopt an agreement between

Messrs. V. H. Minton, F. C. Minton, and G. E. Minton of the first

part, Messrs. A. E. Skidmore and H. G. Mills of the second, and Mr.

A. O. Wright of third, and to carry on the business of manufacturers

of rims, tyres, &c. First directors -.Messrs. A. O. Wright, V. H. Minton,

A. E. Skidmore, and H. G. Mills. 60, Newhall Street, Birmingham.

Messrs. Elwell-Smith Petrol Safety Gas Company.—£1,000.

To adopt an agreement between Messrs. H. Elwell-Smith and A. C. M.

Anderson, and to acquire and turn to account any inventions, &c.

Simms Magneto Company.— £100. Magneto and motor manu

facturers, &c. No initial public issue. First directors to be appointed

by signatories.

OBSTRUCTING A MOTORIST.

The Lancaster county magistrates, who have done a good deal in

the way of fining motorists, had before them on Saturday a case in which

a motorist was the aggrieved party. A week ago two cattle drovers

were charged on police informations, with oostructing the highway near

the Crook o' Lune, Caton. According to the evidence P.C. Ferguson

saw the men with a herd of cattle, which occupied the whole of the road,

and they declined to make a way through the herd for a motor-bicyclist

numed Slinger, of Lancaster. The police officer got the cattle to the

side of the road, and asked the defendants why they had not let the

motorist pass. He took the names of the men, and when he tried to serve

the summonses he found the names and addresses given were false, and

he spent two days in finding the men.

Mr. Barton,' a magistrate and an agriculturist, got the case adjourned

for the attendance ot the motorist, who was alleged to have come upon

the men at a great rate and to have almost run them down. On Satur

day Mr. Slinger gave evidence corroborating the police testimony, and

added that he was going slow. He had his wife with him, and the men

would not make any effort to get the cattle to the side of the road. He

had to bring his motor to a standstill. After a long corsideration in

private the Chairman announced that the Bench would deal leniently

with the defendants, and fined them 5s. each, without costs. The Bench

also gave the men time in which to pay. It was subsequently stated

that Mr. Barton had paid the tines.

■ weeeeecon ■

POLICE TRAPS.
—

According to Mr. Plowden, the magistrate at the Marylebone

Police Court, what every motor driver may hope and pray for is that he

may never fall into a trap.

Cheshire is now familiar with police traps for motorists, and on

the roads leading from Birkenhead special care shuuld be taken.

A trap about two miles to the west of Marlborough, on the London-

Bath road, is becoming a source of profit to the authorities.

Shooters' Hill Road is again being infested with police traps, and,

»s a result of official observation, four motorists have just been fir.ed

20s. and costs at the Greenwich Police Court.

Riverside motorists have knowledge of motor traps in the neighbour

hood of Walton-on-Thames, Hampton Court, &c

Motorists should be careful when driving from Lewes to Eastbourne

or Hastings, as there is a trap on the road across the Dicker Common ;

also at the cross roads near Arlington, on same road. There were

seventeen victims before the Bench, at Hailsham, on Wednesday week,

and none got off. The police evidently like trapping on this road, and

a resident is not averse to giving them every information and facility for

their work.

Complaints by a motorist at Chester on Saturday against the

police method of timing cars in Cheshire did not save him from being

fined, with costs.

^■ipnQQQQQQ^^—

AERONAUTICS.

The Hon. C. S. Rolls has made an ascent from Short's Balloon

Works, at Battersea, in his balloon " Britannia," which reached

a height of 5,500 feet, carrying nine passengers, who included Lord

Dalmeny, Lord Northland, Sir Hugo dte Bathe, Sir Charles Ross and

Captain Corbet.

SCOTTISH RELIABILITY TRIAL, 1907. •

The Scottish Motor Trade Association, Ltd., have placed at the

disposal of the trials committee a prize value £10, to be awarded to

the member of that association competing in the trial whose fuel con

sumption per ton mile is lower than that of any other member

competing.

PUBLIC MOTOR SERVICES.

-♦-

The Bolton Tramways Committee has engaged a motor-'.bus for

an experimental service.

An afternoon motor service, has been established between Hythe,

Dymchurch, Komney, and Littlestone.

Petitions have been presented to the Great Western Railway

Company from residents about Falmouth in favour of the establishment

of a road motor-service in the Roseland district.

By a majority of one the Todmorden Town Council have agreed to

the purchase of more motor-' buses for public service in the town.

Daily motor-car trips are being run between Canterbury and

Folkestone.

The Brighton Watch Committee have decided that motor-cabs

constructed to carry four adult persons inside will be licensed as first-

class hackney carriages, and that motor-cabs constructed to carry

fewer than that number of adult persons inside will be licensed as-

second class hackney carriages.

—aoMOOOOw ■

"DONT'S" FOR MOTORISTS.

—♦-

Don't forget that even pedestrians have their rights.

Don't blow your horn as if ft was the last trump.

Don't leave too many tools on the road.

Don't forget to pump your tyres ; a pump in time saves ninety

and nine.

Don't kill more dogs than you can help ; it's bad for the car.

Don't forget that on the road it is usually the unexpected that

happens. —Truth.

^M<OflOOOBB1 m .

BUSINESS NEWS.

-♦-

The winners of four events in the Motor Cycling Club's hill-climb-

at Sharpenhoe Hill, Luton, rode motor-cycles fitted with Dunlop tyres.

The Motor Supply Company, Ltd., have removed from Jennya

Street to large new premises at 111, Piccadilly, London, W.

Bowley's motor spirit and lubricating oil are, we learn, being

used by the Hotchkiss six-cylinder car in its 10,000 mile trial through

Great Britain.

The Shrewsbury and Challiner Tyre Company, Ltd., have issued a

circular of their pneumatic tyres and of other detachable rims which can

be attached or detached within a minute. Their London address is Page-

Street Works, Westminster, S.W.

A useful list of agents who have been appointed by the Elastes-

Company, and who have the requisite mounting levers to deal with the

tyres of provincial clients who are thinking of adopting this successful

innovation, has been issued by the Elastes Co.

The Electric Ignition Company, Ltd., of Sampson Road North,

Birmingham, inform us that the following American motor firms have

placed contracts with the holders of the patents under which they

manufacture accumulators, viz., the Winton Motor Carriage Company,

the Wayne Automobile Company, the G. N. Pierce Company, the

Pope Manufacturing Company, and the Victory Motor Car Company.

With reference to the Targa Florio Race, we learn that the two-

De Dietrich cars which competed, and which finished fourth and sixth,

were fitted with ordinary standard 40-h.p. engines. Messrs. De Dietrich,

tell us that they were very greatly handicapped by being unable to get

the vehicles out in time to have much practice, and when they reached

Sicily they found the roads very bad owing to heavy rain. It is

interesting, too, to notice that there was only a difference of 39 sec. in.

the running times, Duray sovering the 450 kilometres in 8 h. 39 min.

7 sec., and Gabriel in 8 h. 39 min. 46 sec.

Mr. F. Eason, who has been connected with the motor trade for

nearly ten years, informs us that he has resigned his position with«

Messrs. Jarrott and Letts in order to enter into partnership with.

Mr. H. H. Sternberg, who has been associated for some little time

with the Mors Company. The new firm, which will be known as-

Messrs. Sternberg and Eason, have secured the sole British agenoy for

the Buick motor-cars manufactured by the Buick Motor Car Company

Flint, Michigan, U.S.A., one of the largest motor-cir manufacturers la

the States. In addition to handling the Buick cars, they will act as

general agents, and are prepared to supply any make of car from the

new depot they have established at 15, Poland Street, Oxford Street,

London, W.

An important addition to the motor-car show rooms of London has

just been opened at 2, Albemarle Street, Piccadilly, W., by Messrs. John.

I. Thornycroft and Company, the well-known engineers of Chiswick,

Southampton and Basingstoke, where examples of the various models of

the Thornycroft cars are now on view. Three models are now made,

viz., 14 and 30-h.p. four-cylinder and 36-h.p." six-cylinder vehicles.

The new premises, which are situated close to Piccadilly, comprise

a tastefully decorated show room and offices on the ground floor, with

ample accommodation for the storage, repair and cleaning of cars in the

basement, which is reached by a hydraulic lift capable of carrying a load

of two tons. Iu the basement are also situated the general ana petrol

stores. The show room will be well lighted during the winter months by

numerous Tantalum lamps and heated by electric radiators, and visitors:

will find that their comfort has been carefully studied in the general

arrangement of the premises. With the opening of their new show

rooms Messrs. Thornycroft have brought out a new catalogue giving

illustrations and full particulars with prices of their latest models.
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The Thermal

Efficiency

of Motors.

COMMENTS. V

-♦-

Professor Callen dar gave a sugges

tive and well-nigh exhaustive paper on

" the effect of size on the thermal effi

ciency of motors " b.fore the Institute of

Automobile Engineers on Wednesday.

It is scarcely necessary to remind readers

that the thermal efficiency of an internal combustion motor is

limited by the heat lost during ignition and expansion to the

cooler walls of the cylinder, and also to the heat remaining in

the exhaust gases at the end of the expansion being rejected

unused. The former losses, Professor (Jallender pointed out,

are in part avoidable ; those of the second kind are in a sense

unavoidable, and constituted the main subject of bis paper. He

went on to say that, other things being equal, a small engine

is less efficient than a large one, and referred to some of the

general results of some reliable experiments with a small petrol

motor. In our next issue we hope to publish the conclusions to

which these have led the Professor—results of considerable im

portance to the designer of the modern car.

Mr. Rudyard

Kipling's Views.

Mr. Rudyard Kipling was a dis

tinguished guest at the fifth annual

dinner of the Automobile Ciub jof South

Africa, held at Cape Town, and sub

mitted to the company the toast of the

Royal Automobile Club of Great Britain

and Ireland. In the course of an interesting speech he made

some comparisons between the condition of the roads in the

old days of stage coaches and that of to-day, when automobiles

seem in a fair way to take the place of the ancient form of

locomotion. Referring to the London and Brighton run in

1896, which he himself witnessed, he humorously remarked

that there were now no cars like those. Since the advent of the

motor vehicle, "the loafer, the botanist, the tramp and the

dog " had had to clear out of the way. Thanks to the efforts of the

Automobile Club, and of those who had done much to further the

organisation of the motoring community, many public prejudices

had been removed, and so well had the movement prospered that

it now promised to go higher, and he thought that in five years

—sanguine prophet that he is—the airship might be in general

use. In this connection he thought that South Africa would be

a popular site for aeronautics. But before they invade the clear

skies of our Colonies, airships must be able to rise in the murkier

atmosphere of the Alexandra Palace.

Unattended

Horses.

The decision of Mr. Justice Bray in

the case of Ward v. Smallwood, wbich

came before him on Saturday by way of

an appeal from the Northumberland

County Court judge, is hardly satis

factory to the public in general nor to

motorists in particular. In this case the plaintiff was driving

his moior-car from Morpeth to Newcastle-on-Tyne along the

•Great North Road, when he saw in front of him a covered van

drawn up at the side of the road while the driver was delivering

goods. Just as the motor-car drew level with the van the horse

swerved into the middle of the road, and the automobilist was

driven into a ditch in order to avoid a collision. The car was

damaged, and it was urged on behalf of the plaintiff that the

driver of the van was negligent in leaving the horse unattended.

The county court judge had held that there was no negligence

on the man's part in leaving the cart and going into a cottage

with bread. The Divisional Court dismissed the appeal, with

costs. It was a question of fact which the county court judge

had decided, and Mr. Justice Bray asked if every baker in the

country was to be obliged to send a man arid a boy with his

bread cart. We would ask his lordship if horses of uncertain

temper and liable to sudden frights are to be allowed to stand

unattended on the roadside. In the early days of motoring the

subject was often keenly discussed, for the unfamiliarity of

horses to motor-cars resulted in several accidents. Now,

according to the latest legal dictum, we have no legal remedy

for the risks we run.

♦ ♦ ♦

Following the recent conference of

road makers and road users held at

The Road Olympia, when the time at the disposal

Question. of speakers did not allow anything like

adequate discussion, there will be a

further meeting at which the papers read

will be fully debated. This will take place at the Institution of

Civil Engineers on Monday and Tuesday, June 10th and lltb,

with Sir John Wolfe Barry, K.C.B., in the chair on both days.

The Roads Improvement Association has taken the matter

thoroughly in hand, and the conference should do much to focus

public attention on the experiments which will shortly be con

ducted under its auspices. It is to be hoped that many of the

road surveyors who have given the subject any practical study

will be prominent in the discussion. The ultimate solution of

the problem can only be arrived at by the joint efforts of those

who make the roads and those who use them, hence the import

ance of the gatherings shortly to be held.

♦ ♦ ♦

A new problem has arisen in the

For Man and councils of the Metropolitan Drinking

Beast—but not Fountain and Cattle Trough Association,

for Car. That worthy institution, which has for

years provided drinking water for man

and beast, has discovered that motor

vehicles aro also among the recipients of its liquid bounty. The

man who cleans the trough at Hyde Park Corner—one of the

busiest centres of London's roar and traffic—reports that several

conductors of motor-'buses are in the habit of taking water from

the trough. This predatory habit has been reported to the

Westminster City Council, and the Clerk has been instructed to

take proceedings against the next person discovered taking water

from the receptacle for any purpose other than drinking, i.e., if

he is discovered by someone in authority.

♦ ♦ ♦

The spell of sunshine which brightened

the landscape on Saturday brought from

The Accident their winter inactivity many a motor-car

Season. and motor-cycle. Unfortunately the

week-end was signalised by an unusually

large number of fatal accidents, while

the number of serious mishaps was equally extended. This is

regrettable, and we notice many of the daily papers have taken

prompt advantage of the fatalities to revive some of the old

prejudice against the car. On Monday morning three of the

B
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London daily journals gave up half tbeir placard space to

alarming their readers with notifications of these accidents, and

in chronicling the sad happenings detail embellishments were

not omitted. Of course it is the primary duty of a newspaper

to chronicle news, and the general press has to cater for all

classes of readers, but that is no reason why opportunity should be

so readily taken to secure a recrudescence of the feeling that was

rampant some months ago. At the same time a careful study of

these fatalities proves conclusively that the danger lies, not so

much in the automobile, as in the vagaries of the public. In

London most of the mishaps arose from indecision on the part of

the victims ; in the country carelessness on the part of cyclists

was the cause of two or three which loomed large in the public

print. Now that the touring season has commenced care muse

be exercised by all road users alike, so that life may be secure

and nothing done to mar the progress of the motor-car industry.

♦ ♦ ♦

During the recent visit of the Prince

and Princess of Wales to Scotland they

were the guests of Lord Blythswood at

Blythswood, Renfrew—one of the most

enthusiastic motorists north of the Tweed.

He is particularly partial to the White

steam car, and their Royal Highnesses went to most of their

The Princess of

Wales

in a Steam Car.

 

A Fiat Trip.

public functions in a vehicle of that type. In the accompanying

photograph the Princess of Wales is seen alighting from Lord

Blythswood's 30-h.p. White car at Blythswood House after her

visit to Govan to lay the foundation stone of the new infirmary

there. His lordship may be easily recognisid in the photograph.

London to Brighton is a familiar run

to motorists ; it is now being popularised

by the Fiat Company among the non-

motoring public, who appreciate quick

and comfortable travel. The institution

of the motor coach service has been a

pleasing innovation of this season, and has done something to

advance the interests of the movement at London by the Sea,

where Fiat Motors, Ltd., have established a fine garage—

notable among the motor establishments of the south of England

—in St. James Street. This has lately been extended, and to

commemorate the development a luncheon was held at the Royal

\ ork Hotel, Brighton, on Tuesday. The day was not an ideal

one for motoring, and the venturesome souls who were conveyed

thither from London in fourteen Fiat cars, a motor-'bus and a

motor-coach found the skies in tearful mood. True the dust

laid ; but spirits, too, were depressed, and everyone was

glad of the halt at Crawley.

♦ ♦ *

Then again to Brighton, where Mr.

D'Arcy Baker welcomed the company,

London to and in the presence of Sir John BlaKer,

Brighton. several ex-mayors, Mr. Victor Miller,

and other well-known people, the rain

storms were forgotten and enthusiasm

revived. The extension of the company's operations at

Brighton is an event of considerable local importance ; it also-

means much to the crowds of motorists who make the place

a rendezvous throughout the season, and who will be glad to-

near of this considerable addition to the facilities for the repair

and storage of cars in the town. Among the guests was Mr.

K. Okura, a well-known Japanese gentleman, who already owns

a 30-40-h.p. and a 120-h.p. Fiat, and who is about to take to-

Japan a six-cylinder vehicle of the same type.

Like Browning's mills of God that

grind slowly but " they grind exceeding

small," the limbs of the law may appear

somewhat laggard at times, but they do-

not always forget. This was made clear

at the Arundel Police Court on Monday,

when Mr. Montague Graham White and Mr. C. F. Cave were-

summoned for offences alleged to have been created so long ago

as July 22nd and August 3rd last year respectively. Nearly a

year has thus elapsed since they exceeded the legal rate of speed,

so that detailed evidence must have been exceedingly difficult, if

not impossible, to obtain. In the first case the fine was £8 and

costs, and in the second £5 and costs, the magistrate, in fining

Mr. Cave, remarking that six persons had been killed on Satur

day and Sunday by motor-cars, and declaring that the public

had a right to protection. If the latter statement is correct why

do the police not do tbeir duty instead of leaving thieves and

vagabonds alone while they are setting traps for motorists ?

The Law's Delay.

Police

'Justice.'

A new view of police justice is sug

gested by the action of the Chief Con

stable of Huddersfield in wishing to

withdraw a case against a motorist after

causing him to incur considerable ex

pense. Mr. Cardwell, of Nottingham,

was summoned for driving a motor-car at a speed of twenty-

four miles an hour, and when the defendant appeared at the

Huddersfield Court, Chief Constable Morton said that, having

regard to the fact that the speed was not much over the legal

limit, and that the defendant had been put to considerable-

expense, he should prefer to withdraw the case. When, how

ever, the chairman of the Bench pointed out that such a course

would establish a precedent, he went on with the matter, and in

the end a fine was imposed. It would appear from this policy

of vacillation that the police themselves were uncertain as to-

whether their action was really warranted, and whether they

were doing right in taking proceedings at all. Certainly, how

ever, it is a new reading of English law if a constable can, after

involving heavy expenditure on the part of a defendant, suggest

getting rid of the case without the latter being allowed to plead,

on his own behalf.

♦ ♦ ♦

Legal proceedings have been initiated

by the Kensington Borough Council

Heavy Motor Traffic which may lead to the most important

in Kensington. litigation which has taken place since

the Motor Car Acts came into force. The

Borough Council have obtained the fiat

of the Attorney-General to apply for an injunction to restrain

the owners of certain motor vehicles from using on any highway

in the borough any locomotive engine or other vehicle " of such

construction or in such manner as by noise or vibration to cause

a public nuisance." The firm against whom the injunction has-

been applied for are members of the Commercial Motor Users'

Association, and the case has been brought before the Executive
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Committee. It has been suggested to the Association that the

firm in question have been made the defendants in this action

" because in their case the employment of such engines is not

very vital to them, and they £ould without much loss return to

the use of horse-drawn vehicles, but if the firm do not defend

this case, and the injunction is given against them in default, it

will constitute a very serious precedent, and from inquiries that

have been made it is evidently the intention to proceed in turn

against all users of motor vehicles, in order that borough

authorities may obtain the power of preventing any class of

commercial and public service, and possibly pleasure vehicles,

using their streets." The matter is also under the consideration

of the Motor Union.

♦ ♦ -♦

Elsewhere we detail the results of

the Frome's Hill climb promoted by the

Herefordshire Motor Club on Friday last

week. This event is now regarded as the

opening of the sporting season so far as

• Motorism is concerned, and, judging by

the way it was supj orted, motorists do not seem to have tired of

Motor Sports.

suggestion of the promoters of motor services and of the engi

neers of London 'bus companies. New inventions are always

considered with a view to the publication of particulars pro

vided they appear to have points of novelty or utility, and

correspondence on such matters is welcome. With the return

of the motorist to the road and the revival of the dust nuisance

the brains of inventors will doubtless get to work again, with, it

is to be hoped, due consideration of scientific data and facts.

One, at least, of our correspondents is searching for knowledge

in this direction, and wants to know the proportion of dust

caused by atmospheric disturbance and by the body of the car

passing over the loose surface. Who can tell .'

Petrol and

its Price.

Notwithstanding the widely-ex

pressed desire on the part of motorists

for a cheaper fuel, and the efforts made

by distributing companies to supply

something that will answer the purpose

and yet be less expensive than the ordi

nary motor spirits, the demand for the cheaper grades (of

heavier gravity) shows little increase. Experts seem to be

 

 

The Frome's Hill Climb.—General View of the Starting Point.

hill climbs, either as spectacular events or as trials of cars. If

anything, Friday's meet was too successful from a popular point

of view, the spectators crowding on to the course and seriously

hampering the movements of the competitors. Such a testimony

of the public interest will perhaps be regarded by the promoters

of the Brooklands Motor Track, illustrated in our last issue, as a

hopeful augury for the success of their venture.

♦ ♦ ♦

Regular readers are well aware of

the information we give from time to

New w time with regard to the institution of

new motor services and the development

of those already in operation. This

feature has resulted in the recognition of

the M.C.J, as the organ of the Public Motor Services in many

parts of the country, and the organisers of such are thanked for

their encouragement of our efforts to chronicle the doings of

such methods of public convenience. Evidence of how we are

regarded in that respect has been unusually plentiful since the

Exhibition at the Agricultural Hall, and numerous inventors of

non-skidding devices have brought their notions to us at the

turning their attention to other fuels, such as alcohol, paraffin

and even acetylene, but long before these can in any appreciable

way take the place of the lighter motor spirits there is

a large amount of the heavier spirit available, which far

exceeds the so-called substitutes in value as a motive power.

With reference to the suggested reduction in price of petrol

by reason of the Suez Canal route being opened to naphtha

steamers, it has been reported that this saving will amount to

50 per cent. Such a calculation is absurd. At the most it

cannot be expected to materially reduce retail prices, for if the

whole of the freight from Eastern fields to the United Kingdom

were saved, and the spirit transported at no cost whatever, it

would make a difference of only l£d. per gallon. Motorists

already have the opportunity to effect this saving by using

heavier spirits, such as the "Anglo "760," without waiting for

any reduction in price on account of restrictions in the

Suez Canal. For motorists with heavier cars this should

be attractive enough to warrant their using the heavier

grade as the warmer weather comes on—no change or adjust

ment of carburettors other than a libiral supply of air being

necessary.
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THE PROGRESS OF AUTOMOBILISM IN

SOUTH AFRICA.

By C. E. Bradford, Hon. Secretary of the Natal

Automobile Club.

(Concluded from page 205.)

THE commercial side of motoring has not up to the present

been developed to any extent. There are, however,

several vehicles in use for trade purposes in Capetown

and Johannesburg, and thos>e have given , the greatest satis

faction. About four years ago one of the largest firms of

cartage contractors of Durban launched out in this direc

tion and acquired ten or more petrol lorries. These rendered

excellent service, but when the trade slump came it was

discovered that, in order to reduce their cartage plant, a

better return could be obtained by disposing of chese vehicles

in England than by selling off their horses and wagons. The

former, course was resorted to, but I am given to under

stand that on the revival of general trade conditions, and when

hones can be realised at. anything like value, motors will again

lie adopted. The South African breweries have used several

heavy steam lorries for collection and delivery, and they have

proved successful .in. every way. Motor-'bus services have been

 

A Daimler Car waiting for the Ferry at Bemmel, to cross the Rhine.

tried in Johannesburg and Durban, but, owing to the fact that

the trials occurred some three years ago, when these vehicles

were practically in the experimental stage, and the old difficulty

of obtaining qualified mechanics and drivers cropped up, these

services were abandoned. There is ro doubt that this field,

given the right class of vehicle and good management, is capable

of, great development. The success of the commercial vehicle,

either for passenger or goods traffic, depends largely on the man

at the- -wheel, and up to the present such ventures have not been

•in the h*nds of practical men. The matter of motor vehicle

communication between small villages lying some distance from

the railway line has, on several occasions, been considered by the

Natal Government, -and it is quite within the range of prob

ability that aw experiment will be made by instituting a service

between Howick railway station and Howick village,,a distance

of about five miles. As regards the use of the motor-wagon for

the transport of farm produce, there can be little room for doubt

that this will have to be adopted at an early date. This is a

country in which the many ills which cattle flesh is heir to so

frequently manifest themselves, necessitating the isolation of

certain districts, owing to rinderpest, tick fever, &c. Thus

rthe transport of goods and produce by the slow, old-fashioned bul

lock wagon and horse power render that means of locomotion

impracticable. It is the writer's opinion that, given a suitable

. class of vehicle for farm purposes, there is a large opening for

the light delivery wagon. That farmers have so far failed to

patronize this style of transport is solely due to the fact that the

many benefits to be derived ^ave never been demonstrated to

them.

Another class of commercial vehicle for which there will

also, no doubt, be a good demand is the delivery vehicle for

loads up to about two tons. The specification of the same, so

far as can be ascertained at present, should be on the following

lines :—The motor should be of the vertical four-cylinder tj'pe

and of about 15-h.p. The water cooling system should be of

extra capacity, and the ignition by magneto of either the high

or low tension type; the latter has proved most satisfactory in

this climate, and seems to be less liable to break down. The

carburettor should be conveniently placed and should be capable

of easy adjustment owing to the great difference of temperature

in the summer and winter seasons. The crank case should be

built with large inspection doors and the whole of the engine

should be so placed as to be easily handled, or removed without

difficulty. The lubrication system should preferably be. of the

mechanical cla«s, working and stopping with the engine. The

transmission for this class of vehicle should be of the simplest.

The' sliding change-speed car, with threo speeds forward and

reverse, should have substantial pinions, the speed to be three, six

and ten miles per hour normal. The axles and springs should be of

especially strong build, and the wheels; should be about 34 inches

in diameter and shod with either solid or block rubber tyrts.

The majority of private cars are those owned by doctors,

and until a great improvement has taken place in the roads of

the colony there is only a very small field for the high-powered

heavy touring car.

The streets of the principal towns are, on the whole, fair.

In Durban, as yet, there are many miles of sandy roads that have

to be hardened. The roads within the town area are maintained

by the municipal authorities. The main roads of the colonies

are constructed and maintained by the Governments, and are

under the control of the Public Works Department. A large

sum is spent annually on these roads, but, owing to the bad

system of construction and repair and the scarcity of proper

supervision under which the repairing gangs work, this money is

practically wasted. The trunk roads were constructed in the

early days when there were no railways, and the whole tran-port

was by coach or bullock wagon, and are merely cuttings through'

the hills, with no macadamizing whatever ; and in summer (the

wet season) they are mud tracks, and in the winter (dry season)

sand beds. A few of the larger rivers are bridged, but many

with 18 in. to 2 ft. of water have to be forded, consequently

it is advisable to place the carburettor and magneto on tars as

high up as possible. Motorists still live in hopes of a better state

of affairs coming about at an early date, as in all the Parlia

mentary elections throughout South Africa of late years ex

tensive use has been made of motor-cars by candidates both for

town and country.

There are several automobile clubs, the oldest being that of

Capetown, with a membership of about 100. The next is that

of the Transvaal, with a membership of nearly 200. The Natal

Club has fifty members, and a new club has just been formed in

Bloemfontein. The clubs are working together for the general

interest of the movement, and, as the majority of the wealthy

men in the colonies are owners of cars, their influence is felt to a

considerable extent. The whole of these clubs keep up an active

programme of runs and gymkhanas,.as well as occasional trials.

On the whole, the automobile world in South Africa is in a

flourishing state, and onl}- suffers for want of proper exploiting

by manufacturers or their representatives.

In connection with the A.C.F. Grand Prix race the Secre

tary of the Royal Automobile Club has arranged that there

shall be a permanent official of the Service of Mines at Dieppe

prepared to issue drivers' licences, and to attend to other

formalities in connection with the circulation of British cars in

France. An agent has also been appointed to take charge of

members' triptiques, accommodation has been secured for thirty

cars, and an option covering fifty rooms has been obtained from,

the Hotel Metropole.
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The Frome's Hill Climb.

THE Frome's Hill climb has come to be regarded as the Hereford as judge, the officials of the R.A.C. as timekeepers

Alpha of the motoring season of the year in this Mr. A. TWnsend as marshal in place of Mr. J. W. Orde, who

country, and has prior place, in point of time, to the was unavoidably absent, and Mr. Groom as hon. sec. Thanks to

Tourist Trophy, the Irish and Scotch Trials and the countless the efforts of the Automobile Association as well as to the early

inter-club events that contribute to the activity of motorists in hours at which many of the competitors travelled to Hereford,

the United Kingdom. Some measure of its importance may be those who went by road .were generally unmolested, and it was a

gauged from the fact that it attracted 112 entries, while a better sanguine, happy crowd that s t forth to Frome's Hill on the morn-

estimate was obtainable at Hereford on Thursday of last week, ing of the 3rd inst. More than a hundred of the entrants had

when practically the whole of the British motor trade wended reported themselves. There was a freshness in the air. and the

its way to the ancient city of Hereford—awakened from its dust had been effectively laid by a good shower on the. previous

 

The Frome's Hill Climb.—Viscount Iugestre on a 15-h.p. Clement-Talbot which proved the winner of Class 3.

somnolence by the tooting of horns and the whizzing of cars,

that quickened the pace of everybody about that region.

The hill where the annual open hill climb of the Hereford

shire Automobile Club takes place was first discovered by

motorists during the Light Car Trials of 1904—an event which

was held in the' apple country, owing to the persistent advocacy of

Mr. Wilfrid Groom, the hon. secretary of the county auto

mobile club, whose endeavours for automobilism have been of

no light value to the movement in Herefordshire and round

about. He has now the satisfaction of knowing that the Frome's

Hill climb is one of the popular events open to motorists, having

this year produced a larger entry than any other trial that

w ill take place. Frome's Hill is about a dozen miles distant

from Hereford, and the course over which the cars were timed

by Messrs. Ebblewbite and Straight was 3,867 ft. in length, with

an average gradient of 1 in 11-22, and 1 in 6 37 at its steepest

point, not far from the summit. It is of a sinuous character

and altogether as much a test for the driver as the car. "J

The event of Friday last was well officered, with Mr. J. T.

day. -lust as in Manxland nature revels in her green and gold,

so Herefordshire was bespattered with green and white as we

went by orchard-lined lanes with trees laden with their snowy

blossoms. Many of the Press set forth on the petrol-electric 'bus

of the British Thomson-Houston Company, which made the trip

in less than an hour and arrived in good time to give us oppor

tunity of bidding good-morning to earlier birds than ourselves.

The cars were lined up in a meadow at the foot of the hill,

and there was a great crowd of spectators, but probably the

largest concourse of observers was at the top, where the rise of

practically one in six was likely to prove troublesome. So far

as hill climbs are concerned one is much like the other, and in

regularity of starts and the celerity with which the vehicles were

despatched that of Friday was equal to its predecessors ; so that,

when we have said that by the luncheon all the cars had had a

trip up the hill, an idea of the capital organisation of the event

may be gleaned.

In Class I. there were twenty-five entries, ranging from the

6-h.p. single-cylinder Rover entered by Mr. James Fryer, the well-
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known motor agent, of Ross, to the 12-h.p. two-cylinder Riley

driven by Mr. Victor Riley. All these small vehicles made a

Sood showing, and memories of last year's successes of the All

ays cars were recalled when tha 10-h.p. Alldays passed a

Darracq on the way. That prepared spectators for the official

return, which showed that the five fastest vehicles in the class

were as follows :—

Car.

9-h.p. Kiley

10-h.p. Alldays

10-h.p. Alldays

10-h.p. Alldays

lOJ-h.p. Clyde

Entrant.

V. Rilev

W. Allday ...

F. W. Huband

S. Downing ...

G. Hi Wait ...

Time behind the

fastest.

m.

0

0

0

0

0

K.

0

HI

Hi

17

174

24-28-h.p. Metallurgique. the good bill-climbing powers of which

have often been demonstrated by Mr. Oscar Cupper. In this

class, too, account must be taken of the splendidly consistent

team running of seven 1 8-h.p. Siddeley cars entered in Class III.

There was only twelve seconds difference between the slowest

and speediest of the lot—a regularity of running that occurred

again in the fourth class, thus adding to the good account of itself

which the Siddeley ca- has always rendered on Frome's Hill.

The Rovers, the Coventry Humber, the West-Aster, and the Star

were also conspicuous in this class, the fastest time in which was

made by the Metallurgique, with runners up as follows :—

Time behind the

Class II. only attracted nine entrants, eight of which faced

the starter. Much interest was taken in the American repre-

flentafcives, the merits of the Reo being already known, and the

Buick having yet to make fame in this country both for itself and

Car.

24-h.p. Metallurgique

20-24 h.p. Clement-Talbot

15-h.p. Clement-Talbot

16-20 h.p. Calthorpe ...

18-28-h.p. Clement

Entrant.

O. Cupper ...

W. Stokes ...

Viscount Ingestre

G. W. Hands

A. Mosses ...

fastest,

m s.

0

0*

5

5

15
 

The Frooie's Hill Climb.—A General View of the Finishing Point.

for Mr. Frank Eason, who signalised his entry into business on

his own account by running the car into fifth place in the fastest

time category, despite the fact that the vehicle had only just been

received and had not been tuned up. The order of running was

as follows :—

12-16-h.p. Clement-Talbot

— Vulcan

12-16-h.p. Clement-Talbot

— West-Aster...

18-h.p. Buick

Earl of Shrewsbury ... 0 0

T. Rimmer 0 25

T. H. Woollen 0 48J

P. R. Lamb 1 185

Frank Eason 1 2l|

In many respects the most interesting class was the third,

the entries numbering twenty-six, ranging from the 15-h.p.

Coventry Humber entered by Mr. Walter Phillips to the

24-32-h.p. New Leader of Mr. Robert Goodenough. With the

«xception of the six-cylinder Horbick, all the vehicles were of

the four-cylinder type, and the fact that they were of a popular

power for touring purposes gave the public a concern in their

performances. The event proved a triumph for the Clement-

Talbot cars, which eventually won gold and silver medals ; distinc

tion' also being obtained by the 18-28-h.p. Clement and the

By reserving the larger cars for the later events of the morn

ing the in teres, of the spectators was well maintained and

Class IV. was anticipated with some zest. There were thirty-

two entries, including the 15-h.p. six-cylinder Standard of

Mr. Charles Friswell, the others ranging from the 18-h.p.

Siddeley to the 35-45-h.p. Gladiator. Remarkably good runs

were made by the T.T. Arrol-Johnston, and the 40-h.p. Berliet

and the 24-h.p. Buick also did well. The B.T.H. petrol-electric

'bus was entered in this class, but it had had its run before in

Class I., so that the course was afterwards clear for the cars of

smaller passenger capacity. In the end the fastest runners in the

fourth class were :—

Car.

40-h.p. Berliet ...

" T.T." Arrol-Johnston.

30-h.p. Siddeley

— Brasier

24-h.p. Minerva

24-h.p. Buick

Entrant.

J. E. Hutton

vice J. S. .Napier

Owen Clegg ...

S. Saunderaon

D. Citroen ...

H. H. Sternberg

Time behind the

fastest.

8.m.

0

0

0

0

0

OS

9f

15J

}0 16J
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Class V. had eighteen entrants, three of which were six-

cylinder cars^ viz., the Napier, Minerva, and Simms-Welbeck.

The h.p. of all the vehicles was in the 30-40-b.p. category, and

some very quick runs were made, the Spykers, Iris, La Buire,

Napier, Daimlers, and Ariels all appearing to do well, and in the

end it was found that the fastest times of the day had naturally

been made in this class. Mr. H. Holder on his Daimler romped

up the hill in 1 min. 26 2-5 sc.:., and Capt. Hughes-Morgan

followed, but 3 1-5 sec. slower—also on a Daimler—the order of

time being :—

Time behind the

fastest.

Entrant. m.

H. C. Holder 0

Capt. D. H. Morgan 0

Hollingdrake Auto Co. ... 0

E. Herrington 0

1'. Brodtinann 0

Car.

{5-h.p. Daimler

Daimler

La Buire

Ariel Simplex.

I laimler

».

0

35-h.p.

40-h.p.

30-h.p.

30-h.p.

7

8

It may be mentioned that the La Buire arrived too late to

he eligible for the competition, but was allowed to be timed, so

that a record of its capability could be obtained.

S.M.

B.M.

Cert.

G.M.

S.M.

B.M.

Cert.

G.M.

S.M.

B.M.

Cert.

G.M.

S.M.

B.M.

Cert.

Name of Car.

10-12-h.p. Clement-Talbot

9-h.p. Sizaire-Nandin

9-h.p. Sizaire-Nandin

Number of

Bore. Cylinders. Entrant.

... 100 mm. ... 2 ... T. W. Bowen.

... 120 mm. ... 1 ... C. Jarrott.

... 1-20 mm. ... 1 ... R. B. Bird.

Class 2.

12-16-h.p. Clement-Talbot ... 85 mm.

12-16-h.p. Clement-Talbot ... 85 mm.

West-Aster ... 88 mm.

14-h.p. Climax 84 mm.

Class 3.

15-h.p. Clement-Talbot ... 90 mm.

20-24 h.p. Clement-Talbot

18-28-h.p. Clement ... .

24-28-b.p. Metallurgique

Class 4.

24-h.p. Mass

24-h.p. Deasy

24-h.p. Deasy

Brasier ...

".1

100 mm.

95 mm.

102 mm.

110 mm.

105 mm.

In;, mm.

112 mm.

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

Earl of

Shrewsbury.

T.H. Woollen.

P. R. Lamb.

CliniaxMotors

Ltd.

Viscount

Ingestre.

W. Stokes.

A. Mosses.

O. Cupper.

A. F. King.

P. Graham.

E. W. Lewis.

S. Saunil erson.

 

The Promt's Hill Climb.—Competitors Preparing to Leave Hereford.

It was unfortunate that the last event of the morning was

marred by an accident, a spectator being knocked down and his

leg broken by the rider of the motor cycle entered by the hon.

secretary of the meet for club motor-cycles. The silver

challenge vase in this event was won by a 5^-h.p. Bex motor-

bicycle in 1 min. 5 1-5 sec, being at the rate of 52 miles per hour.

With regard to the open events detailed in the foregoing

report, the official awards of gold, silver and bronze medals as

well as certificates were announced at the dinner held in the

Town Hall Assembly Booms, Hereford, on Friday evening, when

we learned that the City of Hereford Trophy for the most meri

torious performance had been awarded to the 12-16-h.p.Clement-

Talbot car, driven by Mr. George Day. The Clement-Talbot firm

were also successful in securing the gold medal for the best team

performance, all the awards being made on the R.A.C. handicap

basis.

Class I.

Number of

Name of Car. Bore. Cylinders. Entrant.

G.M. ... 8-h.p DeDion 3^ ... 1 ... Newey Motor

Co., Ltd.

Class 5.

G.M. ... 40-h.p. Napier 4 in. ... 6 ... Cecil Edge.i

S.M. ... 30-40-h. p. Daimler 124 mm. ... 4 ... Paul vans

Brodtmann.

B.M. ... 35-h.p. Daimler ... 134 mm. ... 4 ... H. C. Holder.

Cert. ... 35-h.p. Daimler 134 mm. ... 4 ... Capt. G.

Hughes-Morgan.

With regard to the behaviour of tyres in the competition, it

is of interest to record that forty of the vehicles were fitted with

" Continentals," which behaved so well that these cars won a

gold medal, two silver awards, two bronze distinctions and also

four certificates. In addition to this, Captain Hughes Morgan's

Daimler, which made the second fastest time, and Captain

Brodtmann's Daimler, which was credited with the fourth fastest

time, were also fitted with Continental tyres. Three gold medals

were awarded to cars with Dunlop tyres, and other vehicles

similarly fitted were placed in Classes 3, 4, and 5. The fastest

time in the competition was on a Daimler fitted with Dunlop

tyres, and it is a remarkable coincidence that both these and the

Continental tyres each obtained nine awards.
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With regard to the details of this successful event, we may

mention that not only were the Sjnbeam and Wolseley cars as

the service of the officials, but the Wolseley staff of draughtsmen

rendered good help in working out the handicaps.

In the evening Mr. A. W. Foster, the president of the

Herefordshire Motor Olub, took the chair at the dinner,

at which the officials and competitors in the day's pro

ceedings were present. Following the loyal toasts, Mr. Charles

Jarrott proposed " Prosperity to the Herefordshire Automobile

Club," and referred to the part played by the local club in develop

ing the sporting aspect of the industry. In acknowledging the

compliment the President dwelt upon the recent advance in the

British motor-car industry, and expressed the pleasure of the

Herefordshire Club in being able to do something to give

motorists the opportunity of testing the good quality of their

cars. Mr. T. H. Woollen gave the toast of " The City of

Hereford and Donors of the Trophy," which had been won by

his firm, and Mr. H. C. Beddoe responded, calling attention to

A NOVEL CAR.

-♦ -

THE accompinying illustrations depict the interesting 40-h.p.

six-cylinder car which Mr. S. F. Edge has recently had

completed for his own use. The vehicle, as will be seen,

is fitted witn an exceedingly small and light body, the reason

for ton being that in view of Mr. Edge's twenty-four hours'

prospective run on the Brooklands track he is doing a large

amount of driving, and naturally wishes to do it with the mini

mum amount of tyre expense. The car is not only light by

virtue of its body, but it will aho be noticed that the frame itself

is cut out wherever possible. In other respects it is on standard

lines. The road wheels ara of Pugh's detachable wire type, so

that if tyre troubles are experienced at any time, it is only the

the work of a minute or two to change either the front or

back wheel, as the spare wheel fits on either of the hubs.

In our opinion the appearance of the wire wheels

in this car makes it look much better than if they had been

 

A Napier Six-cylinder "Runabout."

the good state of the roads, and the charms of the county from a

touring point of view. Other toasts followed, concluding with a

compliment to the hon. sec, Mr. Wilfred Groom, whose rising

•occasioned hearty applause, testifying to the satisfaction he had

given competitors and spectators alike in the organisation of the

event.

rsW-wA new process by which steel or wrought or cast iron are

rendered rust proof was brought to our notice during the

■Cordingley Show by Mr. R. Warner, of the London Sherard-

ising Company, Ltd., Hythe Road, Willesden Junction, N.W.

This method is particularly useful in the case of motor fittings,

springs, &c, and, besides retaining the rust-resisting properties

of the ordinary hot-dipped galvanised goods, it is pointed out

that the zinc covering is alloyed into the surface of the part

" sherardised," and becomes firmly incorporated therewith.

Brass or copper thus treated will resist strong sulphuric acid

solutions. The coating is an even one throughout, and screw

threads are left clein and sharp, and articles that have been

sherardised will take a lasting and brilliant polish.

the heavier looking wooden wheels, besides the fact that

they are claimed to be stronger and raise less dust. The

first illustration shows the car with the hood down and

with the small wind screen in a vertical position ; the latter can,

. however, be set at any angle desired. Picture No. 2 shows

the mechanician in the act of jacking up the back wheel, as he

would have to do in practice to change it. To do this the hub

cap is merely unscrewed, when the wneel comes off and the new

one fits in place. There is a special locking device preventing

the wheel coming off by accident. No. 3 shows the special

spanner for screwing up the hub cap, which automatically allows

the locking device to come into operation as soon as it reaches

the correct spot. No. 4 shows the car with its hood up, and Mr.

Edge assures us that he can drive for hundreds of miles in pouring

rain and be as warm, dry, and comfortable as in a covered

vehicle.

i QOOOQOSQft ii

Motorists who repair to Bexhill for Whitsuntide will be

pleased to learn that Messrs. L. Russell and Co. will have their

spacious garage in Wickham Avenue open during the holidays.
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STANDARDISING TYRE AND RIM

SIZES.

FOR some time past the French Chambre Syndicale de

l'Automobile and the pneumatic tyre manufacturers

have been considering the question of standardising the

sizes of motor-tyres and rims, with the view of reducing the

great variety of sizes at present in use. At a joint meeting of

the two bodies iecently held it was agreed to recommend the

adoption of the twelve sizes shown in the subjoined table.

Curiously enough, the Mechanical Branch of the American

Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers has been

studying the same question. At the present time there are

said to be no less than twenty-three sizes of tyres in use on

motor-cars in the United States. This the Association proposes

to reduce to eleven, those decided upon being given below :—

French American

Standard Sizes. Standard Sizes.

700 x 85 mm. 1 , 28 x 3 in. (700 x 75 mm.)

710 x 90 mm./ 30 x 3 in. (750 x 75 mm.)

 

30 x 3J in. (750 x 88 mm.)

32 x 34 in. (800 x 88 mm.)

32 x 4 in. (800 x 100 mm.)

34 x 3J in. (850 x 88 mm.)

34 x 4 in. (850 x 100 mm.)

34 x H in. (850 x 114 mm.)

36 x 4 in. (900 x 100 mm.)

36 x 44 in. (900 x 114 mm.)

36 x 5~in. (900 x 125 mm.)

750 x 85 mm. 1.
768 x 90 mm.JT

810 x 90 mm.

870 x 90 mm.

815 x 105 mm.

875 x 105 mm.

820 x 120 mm.

880 x 120 mm.

^20 x 120 mm.

935 x 135 mm.

* These tit the same rim.

t The same rim will take both these sizes.

We understand that the difficulty which confronted the

American manufacturers was the various sizes of rims on the

market, the makers of single piece rims not working to a

uniform size diameter and depth of clinch. Through the efforts

of the Association they have all, however, agreed to a standard

size rim to be inspected and passed by the tyre makers. By a

.glance at the table it will be seen that the sizes which the

French and American associations propose to adopt differ con

siderably. The idea of standardising tyre sizes is an excellent

one, but its utility will be nullified if each country sets up a

different series of standards. In view of the great development

of automobile touring, the matter, if it is to be taken in hand

thoroughly, appears to us to be one which calls for an inter

national agreement, and we would venture the suggestion that

both of the bodies above mentioned should defer the definite

adoption of the proposed standard sizes, and that a deputation

from both should meet in Paris or London—when British motor

tyre manufacturers might be invited to join the movement—

during the coming summer to decide upon a uniform range of

sizes.

iinicccemi

Mr. J. Meikle, of Messrs. R. A. Munro and Co., of

Glasgow, has been advocating the use of " Scotch oil "—a

mineral oil with a specific gravity of "950—by motorists. He

believes it could be delivered in London at 3d. per gallon.

Mr. Ernest Esdaile, of 124, Birchanger Road, South

Norwood, has been asked to give evidence before the Royal

Committee of Inquiry into Indian Railways as to the utility of

commercial motor-cars as feeders to the railways and as to their

usefulness for the collection and delivery of goods. Mr. Esdaile,

who has motored many miles in the East, should prove a

valuable witness, and any of our readers who have views on the

matter should communicate with him.

From Messrs. Angus Murray and Sons, of the Craigton

Engineering Works, Glasgow, comes a copy of the catalogue of

" At hoi 1 " cars —the latest addition to the list of British auto

mobiles. Two models of live axle vehicles are being made,

25-h.p. four-cylinder and 12-h.p. double-cylinder." The change-

speed gear is of a patent type, all the pinions being disengaged

on the top speed, which is a direct drive. The engine and other

parts of the mechanism are all made in Messrs. Angus' own

works,, and, being standardised, are turned out on the inter

changeable system.

HERE AND THERE.

Salford is to be provided with a motor ambulance.

Practising on the Isle of Man course begins on the,10th inst.

Mr. S. A. Jones has a garage on tbe River Road, Little-

hampton.

A new motor depot has been opened at Dunblane by

Mr. W. A. Mackenzie.

A motor-garage is attached to the Bridge House Hotel at

Staines, of which Mr. T. Taylor is the ptoprietor.

The county of Buckinghamshire has received £269 in

twelve months as fees for the registration of cars and motor

drivers' licences.

The final run of the 40-h.p. Siddeley car trial took place

last week, when a total mileage of 10,0D3 was reached, 7,C.">9 of

which were run without an involuntary stop.

Lady Paget has just taken delivery of a 28-35-b.p. Isotta-

Fraschini, fitted with the largest and most comfortable limousine

body which Messrs. Hall, Capris and Company, Ltd., have

so far turned out.

In view of the growing demand for motor-cars in the

Argentine Republic, it may be of interest to British motor-car

manufacturers to learn that it is proposed to hold a motor car

exhibition in Buenos Ayres in October next.

Messrs. George Polkey, Ltd., of Birmingham, have

issued a pamphlet of illustrations of ship lamps, in which we

notice motor-boat lamps are included. These are evidently-

designed with the same care and thought that is indicated in

the firm's lamps for cars.

The accompanying illustration depicts the 40 h.p. six-

cylinder Iris car which was recently driven from London to

Madrid, where it is now being exhibited by Iris Cars, Ltd.

A start was made at 8 p.m. on Saturday, the 27th ult., in time

to catch the night boat at Newhaven. There was no intention

of creating a record on the trip, which was made under touring

conditions, by Mr. H. Clifford Earp. Bordeaux was reached on

the evening of the 29th ult., and Madrid, 960 miles, at 3 p.m.

 

on Thursday, the 2nd inst. Only brief telegrams bave been

received concerning the run, but it is satisfactory to learn that

both the car and the Palmer tyres, with which it was shod, went

through without any trouble of any sort, notwithstanding the

poor quality of the Spanish roads. We may add that the body

of the car, which was built by Messrs. Alford and Alder, is

painted white, which, in combination with light green upholstery,

makes a very handsome vehicle.

According to the " Indian Motor News," the number of

motor-cars running in Calcutta has now reached 500 ; in Bombay

there are over 800 ; on the other hand, Madras is said to have

only thirty.
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Baron Castlemaine, D.L., J.P., Lieutenant of Westmeath,

has just ordered a 24-h.p. Deasy car.

A NEW safety starting handle for use in connection with

petrol cars has been put on the market by the Crown Patents

Company, of Bank Parade, West Kensington, W.

The municipal authorities of Boston, U.S.A., have pur

chased five Reo cars for the use of those of its officers whose

duties take them into comparatively outlying parts of the city.

Among suburban motor engineers who are favourably

located for attending to the wants of motorists when mishaps

overcome them are Messrs. C. A. Robinson and Co., of the

Parade, Streatham—on the main London-Brighton road.

The block of buildings at the junction of Hope Drive with

Castle Boulevard, Nottingham, has been taken over by Humbers,

Ltd., and will be fitted up as a modern garage, space being

reserved for local private users as well as for visitors to the city.

A 30-h.p. six-cylinder Brooke car has just completed a 1,000

miles long distance trial, the daily journeyings having been as

follows:—London to Stamford, via Brighton, 193 miles; Stam

ford to Newcastle, 184 miles ; Newcastle to Edinburgh, thence

to Berwick, 180 miles ; Berwick to Doncaster, 175 miles ; Don-

caster to London, 162 miles ; London to Worthing and back,

112 miles.

We illustrate herewith the Washburn pressure gauge, a

device for use in connection with tyre inflators, hailing from

America, and which is being intro

duced into England by Messrs. Markt

and Co., City Road, EC. The gauge,

which is made entirely of metal, and

cannot get out of order, is a combined

swivel and right angle connection and

safety valve, which can be used on

any style or size of pump. It is so

constructed that it has simply to be

set at the number of pounds pressure

wanted, and when this is obtained no

more air will go into the tyre, but

pass out through the gauge, making a

sound so that the operator will readily

understand he has obtained the pres

sure desired. The gauge is numbered

from 60 to 110 pounds, and one of its

features is that the amount of pressure

is given at the valve of the tyre, and

not at the base of the pump.

Motorists generally will be

interested in the half-yearly bargain

list of the Motor House, which con

tains particulars of several good lines in accessories, tyres, and

clothing, to be disposed of on the favourable terms usually

associated with this establishment in the Euston Road, N.W.

, A catalogue of the lamps and horns for motor-cars made

by the Rejna-Zanardini firm, of Milan and Turin, for which Mr.

C. F. Bertelli, 1, Albemarle Street, W., is the London agent, is

to hand. The lamps are well constructed, from the scientific as

well as from the mechanical point of view, securing employ

ment of all the luminous rays where wanted and doing away

with the aberrations that sometimes occur. Illustrations are

given of the Zanardini spherical parabolic projectors with central

lens, the spherical lenticular projector and other good patterns

of these lamps, which have quickly attained a wide popularity

in this country.

A little booklet which should prove useful to all motorists

in fact, to all who have to do with motor-cars—is that which

has just been issued by the Aston Motor Accessories Company,

Ltd., Aston Lower Grounds, Birmingham. The work, which

has been prepared by Mr. F. de Veulle, has for title " AMAC "

wiring diagrams, and comprises a series of diagrams showing

the ignition wiring arrangements for single and multi-cylinder

motors for both accumulator and magneto (high and low tension)

ignition and for combinations of both of these. The Aston

Company inform us that they will be glad to send copies of the

little book to any motorist on application.

PLOW

 

Mr. Henry Garner has recently made very extensive

alterations to his garage on the main London and Holyhead

road at Nantwich, and will be pleased to render assistance to

any motorist touring in Cheshire.

Among recent purchasers of Napier six-cylinder cars are

Admiral Sir A. K. Wilson, V.C., C.V.O., K.C.B., Commander of

the Home Fleet ; Mr. Hudson E. Kearley, M.P. ; General Milc-

Spitzer and the Rt. Hon. Sir Gorell Barnes, President of the

Probate, Divorce and Admiralty Divisions, the latter's vehicle

being a 40-h.p. landaulet.

Mr. K. Okura, who is the owner of a 120-h.p. and

30-40 h.p. Fiat, hat just purchased a six-cylinder car of the same

make for his father, Mr. K. Okura, of the well-known Japanese

firm, Okura and Co., Tokyo, engineers and contractors to the

Imperial Government of Japan. It is interesting to note that

the vehicle, which is to be shipped to Japan very shortly, is of

exactly the same type as the one which was recently supplied to

the King of Spain, the first Royal personage to take delivery of

a six-cylinder car.

Dr. Ehrke, of Kempsey, Worcestershire, writes :—" I think

it may interest you if I report one of the many non-stop long

distance runs I have done on my 8-10-h.p. Talbot. I left

Worcester at 10.40 a.m. oh a recent Monday morning, and went

via Warwick, Northampton, Bedford, Cambridge and New

market to Norwich, arriving at 5.15 p.m., without a stop of any

sort, and without alighting from the car, a distance of 177 miles

in 6 h. 35 min., that is to say, at an average speed of over twenty-

seven miles per hour. I returned to Kempsey (181 miles) two

days later without stopping the engine, only alighting to put on

a Stepney wheel."

M. Baudry de Saunier's " Annual," a copy of which has

just reached us, is one of the most complete and up-to-date

encyclopaedias of automobilism yet published. The volume,

which extends to close on a thousand pages, is arranged in

dictionary style, and contains, in addition to biographies of the

principal automobilists of Europe, paragraphs relating to every

subject in which a motorist is interested, addresses of motor

car builders, agents, members of the Automobile Club of

France ; in fact, it is practically an " Enquire Within upon

Everything," so far as automobilism and motor boating and

aeronautics are concerned. The book has been compiled by

M. Baudry de Saunier, and is published by M. Hubert Baudry,

20, Rue Duret, Paris.

The following is a report from one of the passengers on

the Hotchkiss six-cylinder car which is now undergoing a

reliability trial of 10,000 miles throughout Great Britain, and

which lately finished a 6,200 mile non-stop run in France. The

first run was to Newark, a distance of 126 miles, on Monday,

the 29th ult., and nothing worse happened than the meeting of a

severe hailstorm near Stamford. Nottingham (155 miles) was-

visited on Tuesday, a run to Buxton and back (171 miles)

formed the programme on Wednesday, 167 miles were covered

on Thursday, and 147 miles on Friday. The runa were all non

stop, and the tyres fitted to the removable rims have given no

trouble. The car stayed at Leicester over the week end, when

a move was made to Leeds for three night?, and thence to New

castle for the rest of the week.

In addition to handling the Mascot and Zust cars, the

Farman Automobile Company, Ltd., do a large garage business

at their extensive premises in Long Acre, W.C., and also, what

is not generally known, an extensive trade in spare parts-

for cars of different makes. The managing director, Mr. A.

Pereno, recently showed us over this department, and we were

surprised at the large stock that is kept on hand. Spares for

Panhard, Darracq, Clement, Mors, Argyll, Mascot, Zust, and

other well-known makes have each their separate nests of bins

and cupboards, so that motorists' requirements can be met with

dispatch. Another department in which a rapidly-increasing

turnover is being recorded is that of accessories, a large stock

being kept on hand of all the leading makes of tyres and non-

skids, acetylene and paraffin lamps, &c. Altogether this old-

established concern is keeping well to the front in catering for

the multifarious requirements of automobilists,
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CONTINENTAL NOTES.

The A.C.F. Grand Prix Race.

A good deal of practice is now being put in on the Grand

Prix course, among those who have driven round it during the

past week being Messrs. Edmond and Richez, on Kenault cars,

Messrs. Brasier, Baras, and Barillier, on Brasiers, and Messrs.

Rene de Knyff and Heath, on Panhards. The three racing cars

which Messrs. Kenault have built for the event have been on the

roacf some little time, and have been subjected to several tt ial

runs. In general appearance they closely resemble the vehicles

which proved so successful in last year's event. The four-

cylinder engines, which are 165 mm. bore by 150 mm. stroke,

are nominally rated at 100-h.p., but are expected to develop at

least 20 per cent, more than this. The familiar type of Renault

dashboard radiator is retained, the water circulatibn being on

the thermo-Hyphlon system. Ignition is by Simms-Bosch high-

tension magneto, and the lubrication is by pump. The power is

transmitted through a leather cone clutch, three speeds and

reverse gear-box, with direct drive on top speed to the rear live

axle, which is not provided with a differential gear in the usual

way—a practice which Messrs. Renault successfully adopted in

the 1906 race. '

♦ ♦ ♦

A Moscow-St. Petersburg Race.

As was briefly mentioned in the last issue of the M.C.J. , a

motor-car race from Moscow to St. Petersburg, a distance of 425

miles, is to be held on the 7th prox., under the auspices of the

Automobile Club of Russia. The competitors in the racing

section will be divided into three classes :—1, motor-cycles ; 2,

cars up to 24-h.p., i.e., of a maximum bore and stroke of 100 by

120 mm. for four-cylinder engines ; and 3, cars over 24-h.p. The

touring category will be merely divided into motor-cycles and

care. The start will be made at two o'clock in the morning, and

six controls will be established en route, where supplies of petrol,

oil, &c, will be available. The official finishing point will be at

Tsarskoye Selo, which is twenty kilometres from St. Petersburg.

The final part of the route will be covered in procession by all

the cars which have arrived by two o'clock in the afternoon on

June 8th. The Grand Duke Sergius Michaelovitch is taking

considerable interest in the event, the prize fund for which

already exceeds X800.

♦ ♦ , ♦

The Kaiser Prize.

The German Government has notified the Kaiserliche Club

thst the number of competitors in the race for the Kaiser's Prize

must be restricted to forty competitors. As a consequence it

has been decided to hold an eliminate iry contest on the 13th prox.

The vehicles which have been entered will be divided into two

groups, the fastest twenty in each over two circuits of the

course being eligible to compete in the Kaiser contest.

♦ ♦ ♦

The Spanish Motor-Car Exhibition.

Considerable interest is being taken in the first Spanish

motor-car exhibition, which was opened in the Palais de l'lndus-

trie des Arts, M;idrid, on Saturday last, by King Alphonso, who

arrived en automobile. Altogether there are about 100 exhibitors,

all the leading French manufacturer?, who have given consider

able support to the show, having cars on view. Germany is

represented by the Mercedes, Benz, and Dixi vehicles ; Italy by

Fiat, Bianchi, and Diatto-Ciement. The British exhibitors of

pleasure cars include the Daimler, Napier, Iris, and Austin con

cerns, while Messrs. Straker and Squire, Ltd., are showing in

the heavy vehicle section. The exhibition will remain open

until the 19th inst.

♦ ♦ ♦

The Provencal Small Car Competition.

An interesting competition for light cars was hold on

Sunday last by the Automobile Club of Marseilles. The contest,

which was a combination of speed and regularity, was held on a

SOikilometre course, which had to be cbvered eight times to give

a total' distance of 240 kilometres (150 miles). The! competitors

were divided into four classes : (1) Single-cylinder cars of a

maximum bore of 100 mm.; (2) ditto, up to 125 mm. bore;

(3) Cwo-cylinder cars, m%ximum bore 105 mm. ; and (4) four-

cylinder cars up to 85 mm. bore ; the total weight of the

vehicles having to be proportionate to the bore. The classifica

tion was on novel lines, as, while every encouragement was

given to make good times, regard was also had to regularity.

The times were taken for each lap, and the competitors given a

number in accordance with their times, the fastest being first,

and so on, the positions in the final classification being as given

by the total of the numbers allotted for each round. Thus it

was possible for a car which ran consistently well to come out

better than one which secured leading positions in several

circuits and low places in the others. Twenty-four entries had

been received, and of these eighteen started, these comprising

one each Alcyon, Fouillaron, Laurentia, Delage, Lion-Peugeot,

Cottcreau, Werner, and Bolide, three Siziare-Naudins, two

De Dions, three Peugeots, and two Demeesters. The winners

were :—Class 1, Masse (De Dion), 12 points (time 5.h. 8 min.) ;

Class 2, Romano (Sizaire-Naudin), 1 1 points (5 h. 54 min ) ;

Class 3, Plaisant (Peugeot), 8 points (5 h. 52 min.) ; and

Class 4, Collard (Peugeot), 11 points (4 h. 14 min.), the latter

making the fastest time of the day.

♦ ♦ ♦

 

The N.S.A. First-aid Motor Cycles used in connection with the

Hamburg Fire Brigade.

♦ ♦ ♦

The King of Slam's Visit to Europe.

The Siamese Legation in Paris has purchased four Brasier

cars for the use of the King of Siam and suite during his visit to

Europe. Last week His Majesty motored from Genoa to San

Remo in a 25-36-h.p. limousine.

♦ ♦ ♦

Miscellaneous Items.

According to the " Annuare Generale de l'Automobile "

there are now 31,700 motor-cars in France. Dr. Stocss, who

drove the Horch car to victory in the 1906 Herkomor Touring

Trophy Competition, will defend his title and will again drive a

Horch in the Trials which will be held from Tuesday, June 4tb,

to June 11th. Twenty-two entries have so far been received

for the trial of touring cars which is to be held in Denmark on

the 26th inst. Owing to the large number of motor events

which are to take place this season it has been decided to post

pone the projected automobile relay race from Kiel to Vienna.

It is announced that Hemery will drive a Benz car in the

Kaiser's Prize race in Germany. The entry list for the trial

of industrial vehicles which is to be held by the A.C.F. from the

20th inst. to June 10th closed last week with a total of forty-

eight machines—forty-two French and six Swiss. Fifty-two

entries, including a Rover car, were received for the three days'

reliability trial of light cars which is this week being held by the

Deutsche Motorradfahrer Vereinigung. Eighteen entries have

been received for the Swiss heavy vehicle trials which are being

held from the 10th to the 14th inst., sixteen of the machines

being of Swiss construction, one German and one French.

An Argyll car has been entered for the Criterium de France and

Coupe de la Presse event*, which are to be held in August next.

C
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[Letters to the Editor should be addressed to the

37-33, Charing Cross Road, W.C.]

THE SOUTHERN MOTOR CLUB'S COMPETITION.

To THl Editor or The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—In the repoit of the Southern Motor Clubs' competition, on

the 27th ult., it is stated that the Malcolm six-cylinder had not gone far

when a wire fused, placing it out of the running. I Bhould be glad if

you would permit me to say that this is entirely wrong, as the car rau

consistently for two circuits and about half another. The car was sent

off at Coulsdon, then to Kedhill, Godstone, Purley, and back toCoulsdon,

and it ran perfectly throughout. On the second round Redhill was

reached exactly to the minute ; Godstone, half a minute out, Purley

half a minute out : and Coulsdon within seconds of the

previous round. On the third round I had reached Godstone,

taking the course the opposite way round, when the engine began to

misfire badly, and overheated, so I had to stop ; the fault was with the

high-tension wire, which, unfortunately, had fallen on to the rear

cylinder and melted the insulation. Owing to this I lost thirty

 

The Targa Florio Race.—Gabriel on the Do Dietrich taking a nasty

. corner at Cerda.

minutes, but I returned to Coulsdon, completing my third round with

out further trouble. Considering the car was only on the road the pre

vious evening for three hours, the performance is, in my opinion, excellent.

The three rounds represented roughly sixty miles.—Yours truly,

Malcolm Brooke.

THE VAPOUR EMISSION COMPETITION;

To thm Editor or The Motor-Gar Journal.

Sib,—Like other correspondents, I was astonished to find that the

Royal Automobile Club paid little or no attention to the visible vapour

due to lubrication, and dwelt almost entirely on the invisible and odour

less constituents which resulted from the combustion of the petrol.

Nevertheless, these exhaust results are of the very greatest importance

and interest, but I think myself that if we could have in each case the

brand and tests of petrol used, the results would be of still greater

value. Using a spirit distilling at a low temperature, we might find

that less hydrocarbon passed into the exhaust unchanged, and again,

when using a spirit such as Borneo, which contains a considerable per

centage of hydrocarbons of the (tar) benzol series, we might find that the

percentage of carbon-monoxide was greater.

In conclusion, I feel very strongly that the Club will not be perform

ing its duty unless it undertakes investigations with the object of en

lightening both the motorist and the manufacturer as to the best course

to adopt to secure the nearest approach to an ideal composition of the

exhaust.—Yours truly,

A, DUCKHAM.

THE COST OF CARS.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—Adverting to the letter of G. P. H. de Freville, in your issue

of the 4th inst., all he says as to quality of the high-priced c*r may be

perfectly true, but would he kindly say why, whilst a railway express

locomotive, all of finest material and workmanship, weighing from eighty

to ninety tons, may be bought for £4,500 or so, a car of equal quality, and

weighiag about a ton, costs sometimes as much as £2,000 ? Making all

allowance for the fact that car builders have had to sink a lot of money

for experiments which wore made years ago, does it not seem that the

car builder has a very good idea of the meaning of profit ? The market

price of the shares of some of the manufacturing companies seems to bear

this out.—Yours truly,

W. L. C.

TRIALS.

To thb Editob or The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,*—The letter of Mr. P. L. D. Perry, on page 1 94 of your current

issue, suggests a problem which is still unsolved by the organisers of the

trials and tests which are arranged from time to time in the automobile

world.

He has a car which is manifestly outside the classification as

devised by the committee responsible for the Scottish Reliability Trials.

There are other vehicles on r.he road, and on the market too, which

cannot be entered in any of the recognised classes in the trials. They

have merits which should be tried ; and if their mechanical details are

such as to prevent their inclusion in the existing category a new class

might be arranged in which vehicles not already provided for could be

run and observed—though not allowed to compete for the award.

This would enable every designer to give opportunity for his

vehicles to be compared with other types and secure the publicity that

should be accorded every new idea in the motoring world. At the same

time it would not controvert the present, ideas with regard to classifi

cation, but would prevent the constant complainings that now occur

when a great trial is announced.—Yours truly,

A. E. T.

CHARGING ACCUMULATORS FROM PRIMARY

BATTERIES.

To the Editob or The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—In reply to "Anti-Magneto's" query as to the charging of

accumulators by means of the Boron battery, I beg to state that I have

used a Boron battery for this purpose since last September, and have

found the greatest comfort from doing so, as 1 live about five miles from

the nearest charging station. I also find that the accumulators retain their

voltage longer than they did. When the first cost is paid off, re-charge

ing by primary batteries costs very much less.—Yours truly,

G. A. L. Rawstorne, Lieut.-Colone'.

To thi Editob or The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—As a chauffeur of over eight years' experience, will you kindly

allow me to give " Anti-Magneto a hint on this subject ? I have had

entire control of five different cars. One fitted with magneto ignition

was the cause of endless trouble and annoyance, and do what I would I

could never induce the car to work satisfactorily. I certainly have no

wish to renew acquaintance with the magneto system. Of the remain

ing four cars, all fitted with coil ignition, the accumulators belonging to

two were charged from the mains ; these ears worked much better than

that which had a magneto, though the results were not quite so good as

could be desired owing to frequent insufficient charging of and not un-

frequent damage to the accumulators at the charging .stations. In the

remaining two cases the accumulators have been charged by Boron

batteries, and the results have been unquestionably more satisfactory

than either the magneto or the main-charging system. With the Boron

battery and charging under my own supervision, I can not only rely on

my accumulators being properly and fully charge*! but can obtain the best

possible result from the cars. I have recently seen a cabinet fitted to a

car, by means of which two spare accumulators can be charging while

the car is running, a very admirable arrangement.—Yours truly,

Scorcher.

REVERSING A MAGNETO.

To thk Editob or The Motor-Car Journal. ■

Sir,—Can you or any of your readers let me know how to reverse an

Eisemann magneto, as it turns the wrong way ?—Yours truly,

W. AULD.

[It is not possible for the ordinary mechanic to reverse an Eisemann

magneto in a satisfactory manner, as the rotation would then be in an

opposite direction to that for which the make and break is designed.

However, if the magneto were only an old one, and the boat mechanical

efficiency not aimed at, our correspondent could alter the machine by

reversing the cam and securing it to the shaft in such a position that

the platinum contacts separate immediately after the maximum pull of

the magneto is felt, when the armature is rotated in the desired direction.
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The high tension contact pawls would tend to dig into the distributor disc,

which would make it necessary to take these offtheir supports and place

them pointing in the opposite direction. Care would have to be taken

that the segment on the disc is in contact with one «f the pawls when

the platinum contacts separate. This adjustment can be made by re

moving one of the gear wheels and replacing same a tooth or two back

wards or forwards as may be necessary. As previously pointed out,

however, this is but a makeshift, and for a properjob the magneto should

be sent to Messrs. G. T. Riches and Co. or other firms who specialise

in magneto repairs.]

TRAFFIC REGULATION ON THE EMBANKMENT.

To THl Editob OF The Motor-ear Journal.

Sir,—The Thames Embankment is at last becoming one of London's

important thoroughfares. For a long period it was but little used by

vehicular traffic, but the coming of the motor-car and the rapid adoption

of the same by City men quickly wrought a change. If proof of this be

needed, one has only to station himself, say, at Charing Cross Railway

Bridge between 9.30 and 10.30 a.m., when the number of automobiles

that pass by will doubtless cause considerable surprise. The latest addi

tion to the traffic on the Embankment is that of the tramcars, the two

lines for which are both laid on the river side of the road. There may

have been good reasons for placing the two lines together, but in my

opinion it is fraught with danger, as the arrangement has quite upset the

ordinary rule of the road. For example, I waa driving home on my car

from the City the other day, naturally keeping on my own side—the

left. I had not gone far before I saw a tram coming towards me at a good

speed ; I had either to pull in close to the kerb or pass the tram on the

DRIVING CERTIFICATES.

To tub Editob or The Motor-Car Journal.

SIR,—The way in which the Royal A.C. maintains its propaganda

to secure candidates for its examination is really a very business-like

method. Hardly an opportunity is missed, and one wonders sometimes

whether the dignity of such an institution is always considered by those

responsible for the organisation. I have just received a circular from the

Club wherein it is said that "the owner who is in possession of the Club's

driving certificate has valuable testimony of his competence to drive, in

■ the event of legal difficulties, and if he wishes to tour abroad with his

car, he may obtain a French driving certificate before leaving England,

thus obviating the necessity of undergoing an examination in France."

Is it really necessary to undergo an examination in France?—Yen is

truly,

A Touring Motorist.

CIRCUMVENTING POLICE TRAPS.

To the Editob op The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—There is increasing evidence that the police mean to be very

busy with their vile trapping system this summer, and no doubt, as

before, just on those nice stretches of open road where there is

absolutely no danger, and not the least possible inconvenience to any

one. This is very unfair, and more so because it is a well known fact that

many motorists who get caught are only running it fine, or, to be more

precise, they are running as near to twenty miles per hour as they can

estimate, and perhaps not exceeding that speed, but the men with stop

watches say 26 miles, 30 or 35 per hour as the case may be, and the

 

 

 

The Inauguration. of a Renard Road TrainiService at Dejointes (Cher) France. [La Locomotion Automobile.

wrong side. I have since watched the traffic on several evenings and have

found many drivers and numerous cyclists embarrassed as to the right

way to pass the approaching trams. I venture to suggest that Scotland

Yard or other responsible authorities should issue some regulations with

regard to traffic on the Embankment. The sooner it is done the better,

as if it is delayed I shall not be surprised to hear that a nasty accident

has taken place.—Yours truly, . W. HeTHERINGTON.

EXCESSIVE PETROL CONSUMPTION.

To THl Editob of The Motor-Car Journal.

SIR,—1 have run a 7-h.p. Panhard for more than two years, and

have travelled about 20,000 miles ; it is a very reliable car and the

gears and engine are still as good as new. Hie weight is 17 cwt.,

but I find the petrol consumption excessive. In an ordinary up and

down country I get only twelve to fourteen miles out of a gallon.

Can you or any of your readers suggest a remedy ? The makers can

only recommend reduction of spray. This merely reduces power.—

Yours truly,

C. R. E. Whkatley.

[Panhards take a lot of wearing out, but perhaps this one had seen

service before the 20,000 miles our correspondent has driven it. The

efficiency of the engine may be somewhat reduced by Blight loss of

compression, reduced lift of exhaust valves, or want of perfectly cor

rect strength and lift of springs of the inlet valves. As regards the

gears there may be a drop in the alignment somewhere, and another

very frequent cause of loss of power is chains that are stretched and

partly ride on the teeth of the sprockets. If the car has solid tyres,

about eighteen miles on a gallon would not be bad for this car, but if

it has pneumatics, then it ought to do over twenty.]

result is a heavy fine, much loss of time, and considerable annoyance.

Of course, we are aware that it is the law as it stands to-day, but surely

it is one of those laws which does not receive much respect, as I know of

many who, like myself, go carefully at all times, slowly where necessary,

but otherwise as fast as we want to in the open, and we take our luck ;

of course, making enquiries on the way as to how the land lies ahead.

1 myself have piled up a considerable mileage, and my first fine has yet

to come, although I have had a few near squeaks.

The suggestion I have to make may, to some, appear unworkable,

but if carefully thought out could be arranged, ana for those touring

would prove a real boon.

Let the Motor Union or A.C. keep a register of all police traps

throughout the country, and then, any member taking a trip from, say,

Sheffield to London, could write asking for information as to dangerous

parts, &c, and would no doubt be saved a lot of anxiety, and possibly

a few fines. I also think that there would be less risk of fast driv

ing through towns when a motorist knew that he had a clear road

further on. «t_ v .

It might appear that there would be difficulty in getting the

necessary information for the register, but I do not think so ; I am sure

all secretaries would take the matter up, and individual members would

do their best, even to the trouble of wiring information of any new

traps they came upon, or heard of. I think if this system was pro

perly worked, it would soon tire the police of the trapping business.—

Yours truly,

_ Jno. H. Hall.

VAUXHALL Motors, Ltd., Luton, inform us that they have

appointed the Burlington Carriage Company, of 31."., Oxford Street,

London, W., sole London agents for the 12-16-h.p. Yauxhall cars.
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New Combination Petrol-Electric Vehicles.

A notaule feature of the recent Cordingley Show was the display

of combination petrol-electric vehicles, in which the power of the engine

is transmitted to tfee rear road wheels by electrical in place of the. usual

mechanical means. No less than three systems were on view, all making

their initial appearance at exhibitions in this country, and comprising

many noteworthy features, as will be seen from the appended descriptions.

The Mercedes-Mixta Cars.

Reference may first be made to the Mercedes Elbctric Company,

who had on view a 45-h.p. touring car, Fig. '2, and a 40-h.p. single-deck,

thirty-four-seated 'bus on the Mercedes-Mixte system, which has been

developed by the Austrian Mercedes Company, of Vienna. The prime

mover in both- these vehicles consists of a four-cylinder engine, of the

power mentioned above, and located in the usual way under a bonnet in

the fore part of the frame. In place of the clntch and gear-box of the

ordinary petrol car a small dynamo is mounted on an extension of the

crank shaft of the engine, the current generated being' transmitted to a

lever-actuated controller of the type used on electrie motor-cars, and

thence by two cables to two series-wound motors, the latter being built up

in the hubs of the rear road wheels. The motor shell forms the wheel-

hub proper, and is itself formed with a centra! bearing, receiving the axle

upon whinh the road wheel rotates. Each armature is keyed

to the hollowed axle through which the cable is projected and secured

 

Fig. 1.—The Electric Hub Motor of the Mercedes-Kixte Car, with

cover plate removed.

A, Commutator Segments from Armature ; .C, Collecting Brush Holders ; F, Field
Windings ; S, Hollow Asle, containing Cables, D.

by a nut and lock nut, while around the armature, and solid

with the shell, are the fields. These rotate to turn the wheels when

the current is transmitted, series fashion, to the armature, the com

mutator and spider on which the contact brushes are fixed being inside

the hub-plate on the outer side of the wheel. This plate is secured by

screws, the removal of which exposes the commutator and brushes, which

can thus, if necessary, be examined in a very few minutes. Furthermore,

either motor can be removed from the wheel with but little difficulty.

It is claimed that the motors are able to develop a relatively high power

for their size and weight, this being due to the fact that the fields

revolve about the armature, instead of the latter rotating within the

former, as in the majority of electric motors ; the result being a compara

tively low tangential for the fields and a high output of power for the

current received. Tn the Mercedes-Mixte system no accumu

lators are used, and, as the hub motors are independent of each

other, this forms another advantage claimed for the system, in

that it obviates the use of the usual differential gear, as well as all

mechanical power transmission apparatus. The braking system is also

interesting. The mechanical brakes, actuated respectively by a pedal

and a hand lever, are in no way different from the internal expanding

and band types used on ordinary petrol cars. It may be noted, however,

that as the pedal brake comes into action it operates a switch which cuts

out the current, for the time being, from the dynamo to the motors. In

case of failure of the mechanical brakes, an electric brake may be

immediately constituted, with the whole power of the petrol motor be

hind it, by simply reversing the current to the motors from the dynamo

by meving the lever to the reverse position. ( ireat hill-climbing efficiency

is claimed for the system, for the engine can be run at its maximum

Speed, the dynamo and electric motors :being designed to take this

without being overloaded. ... ■ ' ; ... ..H .T . • v., > • ■ >

The Hart Durtnall 'Bus.

The Hart-Durtnall Syndicate, Ltd., of Luton, attracted
considerable attention with an exhibjt^ pfT"«f . JuwKlsornely-•finished

double-deck petrol-electrical 'bus, Tig. 3, ' which' is of interest

 

Fig. 2 The Mercedes Mixte 45-h.p. Petrol-Electric Car.

owing to the employment tor the first time, we believe, on

an automobile of a polyphase generator Mid a poly^li se current-

induction motor. Tne object of the designers has been to

produce a system of power transmission that shall be both simple

and reliable, permanently Mlent, and one that will require prac

tically no attention as regards maintenance, and also a trans

mission that will be constant in maintaining high efficiency

throughout its life, and made up with the minimum of parts. The

motive power is supplied by a 40-h.p. four-cylinder engine, located

under a bonnet-in the fore part of t'ie frame in the usual way. The
 

Fig. 3.—The Hart-Durtnall Petrol-Electric Bui.

smallengine is coupled direct to the four-pole polyphase generator, a

1'aK.W. series-wound continuous-current exciter and one half of a

special magnetic clutch. The spindle of the other portion- of this

clutch passes through the polyphase current induction motor, a univer

sally-jointed or cardan shaft thence conveying the power through a

worm gear drive to the rear live axle. The motor, which has no brushes

nor commutators, freedom from trouble on this account being . conse

quently claimed, isfitted with a self-contained rotor ; it is only employed

on putting the car into motion or on steep hills* for as soon as a fair
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rate of speed is attained the magnetic clutch is engaged and the

power of the engine is then transmitted direct to the rear road wheels,

the generator and motor turning idle, and acting as flywheels. It is

claimed that the car can be driven on the direct drive, that is without

the intervention of the generator and motor, at as slow a speed as four

to five miles per hour, simply by controlling the admission of gas to the

engine, the electric system being only called into operation on starting

or on climbing steep hills, when the load may be too great for the

existing gear ratio. The engine is put in operation in the ordinary way,

and as soon as the car is ready to start, the controller allows the small

continuous-current exciter on the generator spindle to supply an excitation

current at low voltage to the alternator field windings. Polyphase current

is thus generated, and is conducted through reverse and two-speed switches

 

Fig. 4.—Flan of Chassis of Hart Durtnall Petrol-Electric 'Bus.

A, Motor ; C, Gen. rat. ,r -, D, Clutch ; E. Motor ; K, Cardan shaft ; 0, Differential Gear.

to the stator windings of the motor and thence to the rear axle. As soon

as the car gets away, a direct drive is obtained by placing the magnetic

clutch winding in series with the field of the generator, which weakens

the field, and at the same time brings the clutch gently into contact.

As soon as this takes place, a bridge-piece short circuits the generator

field, and the exciter then only furnishes current to the clutch wind

ings, which give a firm grip and a direct drive at about twelve miles

an hour. Should it be necessary to stop and restart on a steep gradient

the two-speed switch is placed in the low-speed notch. This gives

increased torque at the road wheels, the engine running at its maxi

mum and the car slowly. When the vehicle is pulled up sharply,

the exciter field is short-circuited before the brakes are applied, and

in starting off, the exciter cannot pick up again until the driver takes

his foot off the brake-pedal, and the band brakes are clear of the drums.

The bridge contact then opens up the field, allowing the exciter to

build up, and the car starts again, A further feature of the system

is a magnetic brake, which automatically comes into operation when

by the engine. The battery is always maintained in a state of charge

by the dynamo, and serves, beyond its role of reserve power, for the

automatic starting of the engine, for the clutch and the brake, for the

ignition, for the lighting, and any other accessory services, such as foot

warmers, electric signals, &c. The engine is of 24-h.p., and comprise*

four cylinders 100 mm. stroke by 100 mm. bore, with mechanically-

operated valves, and ignition by make and break contact in the

cylinders themselves. The intensity of the spark is varied by

increasing or diminishing the self-iuduction of the induction coil.

The water cooling of the engine is on the thermo-syphon principle,

 

Fig. 5.—The Carburettor with Electro-magnetic Regulation, at

employed on the Auto-Mixte Car.

through a radiator with air-inducing fan. The rotary speed of the

engine ii limited to that imposed by the dynamo, which it drives ; the

crown of the electric-magnetic clutch, which serves also as a fly-wheel

to the engine, is keyed, like the dynamo, on the end of the main shaft.

The result of this direct coupling is that the engine never runs at an

angular speed above that which corresponds to the speed of the car

itself. The dynamo is of the four-pole type with series drum winding

and shunt excitation, provided with auxiliary commutation poles with

series excitation, which allows the brushes to be placed in a neutral

zone and assures a good commutation, even with intense currents and a

feeble field, without sparking. The use of auxiliary poles allows of

 

Fig. 6 -Chassis of Auto-Mixte 24-h p. Petrol-Electric Car.

descending hills. The 'bus exhibited was driven to the Show from

Luton via Dunstable, a distance of forty miles, in just under two hours,

on a petrol consumption of 6 '667 miles to the gallon.

The Auto-Mixte Car.

Great interest was evinced in the exhibit of the petrol vehicles

built on the Henri Pieper system by La Societe l'Auto-

Mixtk. The vehicles on view comprised an elaborately-finished

limousine, closely resembling in outward appearance a petrol

touring car. The design of the machine is on exceedingly novel lines,

the general arrangement being briefly as follows :—A petrol engine

drives a shunt-wound dynamo keyed on to the main shaft. The

dynamo works as a motor or generator according as the E.M.F. is

inferior or superior to that of the battery. In the first case it produces

an excess of power ; in the second it absorbs the excess power supplied

the variation of the angular speed of the dynamo, by the simple shunt

variation alone, between 400 and 1,600 revolutions per minute, the same

as that of the engine which drives it. The battery consists of twenty-

four Tudor cells connected in series and specially designed to supply

heavy currents without deteriorating ; it can momentarily

discharge at 200 amperes, corresponding to eight K.W. with

a weight which does not exceed three cwt. Running in parallel

it thus adds its power to that developed by the petrol engine. The

regulation of the latter is such that it works at full gas admission as

soon as the battery gives out current and tends to discharge itself.

After the assistance thus rendered the battery automatically lecharges

itself, with a current which diminishes in intensity as it approaches the

state of complete charge, i.e., as its E.M.F. increases. The battery

gives about fifty volts, all the electrical parts (excitation, ignition, clutch,

brake, and lighting) being designed to normally work at this voltage
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The carburettor, which is provided with electro-magnetic regulation, is

of the ordinary Longuemare type, the mixture admission valve being,

however, controlled automatically by the action of a soft iron core

suspended from a spring and placed in a solenoid with two windings. One

of the latter, of fine wire, is shunted across the terminals of the battery.

The other winding—a series one— s placed in the circuit connecting the

dynamo to the accumulators. The tension of the spring, to which is

suspended the core, is so regulated that when the accumulators are

properly charged the dynamo neither produces nor absorbs current, the

petrol engine develops just the necessary power to drive the car, through

a cardan shaft and bevel gear, at its regulation speed, and to keep in

movement the generating plant so as to supply the small current

necessary for the auxiliary service? of the battery. The current con

troller constitutes with the steering wheel and the clutch or brake pedal

one of the three organs necessary for the complete control of the car.

ThepositionO of tbecontrollercorrespondstoall the circuits open. Pass

ing from this to position (slow speed) produces successively :—(1) The

closing of the exciting circuit of the dynamo on the battery without any

-external resistance ; (2) the planing of the armature in derivation with

the battery with stirting resistance in series, causing the petrol engine

to run under the action of the electric motor ; (3) the closing of the

ignition circuit ; and (4) the short circuiting of the starting resistance.

The successive positions from two to twelve correspond to increasing

speeds, regulated by the excitation of the dynamo. In passing from one

to the other the entire car accelerates itself, and for each period of

acceleration energy is taken partly from the battery which drives

the dynamo and engine, making it produce the complimentary

torque, and partly from the engine, of which the gas admission

opens itself fully and causes it to produce its maximum power

and thus relieve the battery. The reverse effect is produced

when the lever is pulled back. The dynamo at higher excitation

works as a generator, and recharges the battery, at the same time

closing the gas if the charging circuit tends to become too heavy.

Backwards from O the controller has three positions, one for electric

braking, one for commencing the reverse motion, and one for running

backwards. The electro-magnetic clutch and brake consists of an iron

disc, the surfaces of which are face to face to crowns, also of iron, one

of which—niovuble—is fixed on the prolongation of the dynamo shaft,

the other being fixed to the frame. Each of these crowns has a

magnetising coil in which passes an electric current of an intensity

variable by the clutch and brake pedal. The adherence is in proportion

to the current, which, very weak at the beginning, allows the plate to

slip on clutching. Numerous advantages are claimed for the system in

the way of quiet running, efficiency, simplicity of coutrol, Sec, and

the makers state that with an equal maximum power the chassis of the

Auto-Mixte car is no heavier than that of an ordinary petrol car, the

weight of the parts suppressed in the latter being equal to, if not more

than that of the dynamo and accumulators.

CLAIM A0AIN5T MOTORIST DISMISSED.

♦

At the Newcastle County Court, Major Chapman has been sued by

a vanman for £100 damage for personal injury alleged to have been

caused by the negligent driving of a motor-car by the defendant or his

servant. The plaintiff was standing in the road of Grainger Street,

when he was knocked down by the major's motor-oar and badly injured.

For the defence it was contended that the car was driven carefully and

that the man staggered back on to one of the lamps before being

knocked down, lhis view was urged by Mr. H. S. Mundahl, instructed

by Mr. J. A. Williamson, and his honour Judge Greenwell, in giving

judgment said :—"The case put forward on behalf of the plaintiff

was one which would entitle plaintiff to recover without any

possibility of doubt, because nobody travelling along streets in

a crowded condition with his eyes open .would be entitled to

ride down anybody, whether sitting, standing, or lying on the road. The

evidence, however, was weightier on behalf of the defendant than that

of the plaintiff as to where the plaintiff was, and what he was doing.

He (his Honour) took it that plaintiff and his brother were crossing the

road, and that they had crossed in front of the car. People who stood

about the roadway on a Saturday night most have some responsibility

rast upon them ; if they were nervous so that they were alarmed, and

jumped back when a motor-car or tram passed, and were injured, they

had no one to blame but themselves for being in that position when they

had not sufficiently strong nerves. It seemed to him there had been no

negligence on the defendant's part to justify him (his Honour) in saying

he was liable. Judgment, therefore, must be for the defendant.

Defendant did not ask for costs.

Messrs. Jarrott and Letts, Ltd., have just received a repeat

order from Lord Alwyne Compton for one of the new 30-40-n.p.

Crossley chainless cars, which is to be fitted with a limousine body,

the car being for the use of Lady Alwyne Compton. This is the

third Crossley car owned by Lord Alwyne Compton.

The It. A.l '. has issued a -certificate with regard to the trial of the

consumption of lubricating oil used on a 40-h.p. six-cylinder Napier.

The car was recently submitted to a 510} mile ran, divided into three

consecutive daily journeys to Southampton, .Bath and Daventry and hack

respectively, during which t he amount of lubricating oil used was 1 pint

8J oz., which is equal to 2,ti66 miles to the gallon.

A RELIABILITY RUN THROUOH NORTH WALES.

The open space in front of St. Margaret's Church, Bowdon, presented

a very animated appearance between 7.30 and 9.30 on Saturday morning

on the occasion of the reliability run of the Manchester Automobile

Club. There was much inspecting or the cars to see that tyres were

right and engines in order, much filling of petrol tanks, oiling, &c, and

general careful preparation for the journey. As one car after another

ran up the officials allotted the observers, who had been nominated by

each competitor, to the car to which they were to devote their attention

in seeing that the rules and regulations vrtre adhered to. Thirty-one

members entered their names for the run, and twenty-nine started for a

spin of 132' miles through Cheshire and N jrtli Wales. It was a new

departure on the part of the club, but t-o much interest has been

aroused in it that it is safe to cay that it will not be

the last. Of the twenty-nine cars that commenced the run

twenty-eight covered the entire cour-e, and the defaulting car, through

delay from a mishap to the steering, stopped short at Bettws-y-Coed.

The principle underlying such a run is that it shall be a test of the

reliability and efficiency of the various types of cars entered by the

members. Marks were therefore given for reliability, quick starting, and

economical consumption of petrol. 1,000 marks were the maximum, mane

upas follows, 750 for reliability, 50 for starting, and 200 for petrol con

sumption. Of course reliability involves speed, as well as safety and

freedom from breakdowns, but the minimum time of 7 h. 20 min. for

the whole journey works out to only 18 miles per hour, and any excess

above this speed involved a loss of marks.

The route determined upon by the committee lay through Chester,

Denbigh, Pentre Voelas, Bettws-y-Coed, Capel Curig, Beddgeiert, Port-

madoc, Blaenau Festiniog, Dolwyddelen, and terminated at Bettws-y-

Coed Station, thus, while giving the motorists a journey through most

varied and picturesque country, satisfying the conditions required for

a reliability contest in the highest degree. The numerous towns and

villages en route called for the exercise of that restraint and care with

out which the steerer of the car is liable to find himself involved in un

pleasant altercations with the inhabitants or possibly noted by the

argus-eyed man in blue ; then, again, the narrowness of some of the roads

with many twists and turns and the steepness of the gradients were a

severe test of the skill in driving and the brake control of the car.

The car on which the present chronicler journeyed started at 8.35,

and after passing Northwich, Delamere, andTarbin, Chester was reached

at 10.17. The ancient city is always interesting, though on occasions

such as reliability runs the mind is occupied with matters remote from

historical reminiscence. Yet the old-world appearance cf the place

forces itself upon one no matter how flying the visit may be, and we

remember in the tranquillity of the country at the end of the day that

we have careered on the most modern of migratory inventions through

the Roman Deva, where once camped the regions of the Imperial City,

and the Norman knights jousted and revelled, or, like Jamshyd, "gloried

and drank deep."

At Ruthin the main road was left and a detour made round by

Denbigh, thirty miles distant from Chester. The maximum time

allowed between the two places was 2J hoars and minimum 1 h. and

40 min., but we covered this stage in the exact minimum time. Its

castle forms a good landmark in the approach to the town from Ruthin,

and one was almost tempted to stop and enter if only to ascend the

stairs and view the famous and beautiful Vale of Clwyd, but there was

serious business before us. Our route-book warned us of a road narrow

in places with a closed gate to be opened by cottagers, and our previous

study of the road had informed us of stiff hills to be negotiated, for we

rise from 250 ft. at- Denbigh to a height of 1,521 ft. on the Mynydd

Hiraethog before reaching Pentre Voelas. We expected to have obtained

some fine views of distant Snowdonia as we made our way along this

rough, lonely road across the moorland, but a change came over the

scene and we were mercilessly pelted with hail, which continued for

above half an hour.

At Pentre Voelas we arc only some 700 ft. above the sea-level

and join the great Holyhead road about seven miles from Bettws-y-Coed,

where the -first stop can be made, an hour being allowed for lunch. As

we moved rapidly along to the halting-place we obtained glimpses, in

the breaks of cloud, of the noblest peaks of the district, Snowdon with

Moel Siabod to the right, Y Tryfan with its sharp peak, the Glyders,

and, farther north, Carnedd Dafydd and Carnedd Llewelyn, almost

rivalling Snowdon itself.

The second portion of the route was a most severe test of the

staying power of the cars, particularly in the hilly district near Blaenau

Festiniog and Dolwyddelen, but twelve cars completed the whole run

so as to gain the non-stop certificate of the club. The further awards

of medals will be made after the calculations necessary have been

worked out by an independent outsider to be appointed by the com

mittee.

The following twelve gentlemen made non-stop runs :—Messrs. H.

Bright (Argyll) ; J. Arrowsmith (Horbick) ; R. Jackson (K. Jackson);

F. R. Hesse (Daimler) ; Joshua Hall (Mercedes) ; Jos. Makin (Belsize):

.J. Higginson, jun. (De la Buire) ; G. J. Crawford (Lauchester) ; H. P.

Bury (Belsize) ; H. Hollindrake (Dela Buire) ; A. E. Crowdy ( Wolseiey

JSiddeJey) ; W. J. H. Stonier (Belsize).

—aa—

The demand for the "Garantire" tyres introduced by the Motor

House, of Huston Road, N.W., has been so great that we learn the

factory is now working night and day to cope with the inquiries.
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CLUBS AND ASSOCIATIONS.

 

ROYAL A.C.

The Marquis of Breadalbane has just obtained the Royal A.C.

driving certificate. A badge will shortly be issued to all who have

passed the examination.

The Dust Committee of the Club suggests a competition of a

scientific character in the summer.

The entries for the " Graphic " trophy include Mr. J. E. Hutton's

40 and 60-h.p. Berliet and Mr. G. S. Barwick's 35-b.p. Daimler.

Six entries have already been received for the Commercial Vehicle

Trials, and at least a dozen other firms have signified their intention of

submitting vehicles for trial.

Supplementary regulations have been issued in connection with the

" Henry Edmunds challenge trophy to be competed for at Carter's Hill,

Underriver, Kent, on the 8th prox. This competition is restricted to

vehicles fitted with engines which comply with the following formula :—

-Cylinder diameter in inches squared multiplied by the number of

cylinders must not exceed 100. On the same day the competition for

t lie Carter's Hill cup will take place, this being restricted to vehicles

fitted with engines of which the cylinder diameter in inches squared

multiplied by the number of cylinders does not exceed 6a.

WEST SURREY

The annual closed hill climb of the club was held on Saturday,

Mav 4th, at Tunnel Hill, Pirbright, by permission of the Aldershot

authorities. The course, of one mile, is of an average gradient of

1 in 25, the maximum being 1 in 94. The handicap R.A.C. formula

and results were as follows :—

Cars over 12-h.p.

R. Kirke

F, Houghton

O. O. Wrigley

R. W. Buttemer

E. E. Pullman

R. Vogan

A. King

A. C. Tessier

R. S. Robertson
•('apt. Lang

-G. H. Gill

Dr. Minchin

■J. F. Ponsford

-Col. Fairtlough

Dr. Bond

24-h.p. Dennis

14-h.p. Renault

28-h.p. Daimler

14-h.p. Renault

15-h.p. Durkopp

20-h.p. SimmsAVelbeck 5 4.5

16-h.p. Rover 2-5

Cars 12-h.p. and under.

Handicap.

Sec.

29 1-5

22

scratch

17 2-5

62 2-5

Gross Time.

Min. Sec.

2 52 4-5

2 59 1-5

2 44 2-5

3 30 1-5

4 27 2-5

3 36 2-5

3 39 2-5

12-h.p. De Dion

6-h.p. Wolseley

10-h.p. De Dion

10-h.p. Victoria

8-h.p. De Dion

8-h.p. Clement

12-h.p. Darracq

10-h.p. Argyll

57 2-5

59 1-5

81 1-5

34 4-5

116

72 2-5

41 1-5

9

3 47

4 4 3-5

4 30

3 46 4-5

543 4-5

5 8 3-5

5 16 2-5

6 56 1-5

Net Time.

Min. See.

2 28 3-5

2 37 1-5

2 44 2-5

3 12 4-5

3 21

3 30 3-5

3 39

2 49 3-5

3 5 2-5

3 3 4 5

3 12

3 47 4-5

3 561-5

4 35 1-5

5 36 1-5

Mr. J. W. Orde acted as judge at one end, Mr. Barker officiating in

the same capacity at the other, while the handicapping was undertaken

by Messrs. Straight and Ebblewhite. A picnic tea concluded the pro

ceedings, which were well attended by members of the club, about thirty

cars being present.

AUTO CYCLE CLUB.

Twenty-three entries have been received for the international

Tourist Trophy Race for motor-cycles, to be held in the Isle of Man

-during the last week in May. The last day for receiving entries is

May 14th.

The following are the entries up to date for the International

Auto Cycle Tourist Trophy Race :—Mr. J. Schulte, Triumph (2) ; H. A.

Collier,- Matchless (2) ; Albert Brown, Brown ; H. G. Cove, Minerva ■

'C. B. Franklin, J.A.P. ; W. D. Coplestone, Peugeot; A. VV. Wall. Roc

(2) ; Wm. Williamson, Rex (4) ; Isle of Man Motor Company ; W. H.

Wells, Vindec Special ; R. W. Ayton ; J. D. Hamilton, N.S.U. ; J.

Schink, N.S.U. ; T. Silver, Thomas Silver; Stanley Webb, Triumph;
■H. Rene Fowler, Norton ; and H. Martin, Kerry.

SOMERSET.

The annual meeting of the above club was held on Saturday, when

an " At Home " was given by Mr. and Mrs. Armitage, at Haygrass,

"Taunton. Favoured with fine weather and good roads a large number

availed themselves of the hospitality of the host and hostess.

The chair was takenby Mr. Jackson Barstow, J.P., D.L., one of the

vice-presidents, Mr. Armitage being the hon. sec. The annual report

and balance-sheet showed that the number of members is 116, an increase

■during the year of thirteen, and the balance in hand amounted te

£141 153. 9d. The hon. sec. regretted that the size to which the club

had gTown, and the extra work entailed, prevented him from continuing

in that capacity, and, to the regret of all, his resignation was accepted.

The following officers were elected :— President, Sir Wroth Lethbndge ;

vice-presidents. Mr. J. Baretow, Mr. John Hargreaves, Mr. R. A.

Sanders, and Mr. A. Armitage ; committee, chairman Mr. A. Armitage,

(Taunton). Messrs. Aspinall (Weston), Beauchamp (Stone Easton), Col.

Barrett (Taunton), Dr. Benson (Bath), Blake (Bridgwater), Dawe

(Weston), Elwes (Somerton), Hippisley (Stone Easton), Vaughan Jenkins

(Bath), Chester-Master (Bridgwater), Metcalf (Cheddar), and Wills

(Bridgwater). The hon. sec. elected for the ensuing year is Mr. R. B.

Graves-Knyfton, the Manor, Uphill, Weston-super-Mare.

MOTOR CYCLE CLUB.

Doubtless the attraction of the Frame's Hill meet militated against

the number of entrants in the Motor Cycling Club's competition for the

" Albert Brown " trophy, which was decided on Saturday. This event is

restricted to vehicles mainly of British manufacture, and of a maximum

catalogue price of £550. Starting from Slough the route was via

Maidenhead, Henley, Oxford, High Wycombe, Beaconsfield, Farnham

Royal, and back to Slough—a distance of about seventy-live miles. In

the afternoon a second trip over the same course but in the reverse

direction was included in the run. The regularity of running and petrol

consumption test based on the total weight carried were factors in arriving

at a decision.

In the end the winner was Dr. H. A. Jowett on his 8-h.p. Bover,

while non-stop runs were also made by Messrs. J. S. Harwood, J. Platti-

Betts, and F. J. Jenkins—all on Rover cars.

NORTH-EASTERN AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION.

The usual monthly meeting of this association was held in New

castle last week, when there was a good attendance of members,

Capt. H. Streatfeild being in the chair. The question of the Kagpath

 

Profile of Bagpath Hill.

hill climb was fully discussed and it was decided to make this an open

event this year under the rules of the R.A.C. The following were

appointed a committee to make local arrangements, viz., Dr. McHame,

secretary, G. S. Barwick, W. Haggle, F. T. Maling, A. N. L. Wood,

J. Nattrass, Dr. Buckham, J. D. P. Taylor-Smith and C. R. F. Engel-

bach, also the chairman and hon. sec. of the Association.

MOTOR YACHT CLUB.

The first weekly handicap for members' motor-boate will take

place to-day (Saturday), on which occasion the one design sailing

boats will make their debut on Southampton Water.

BHf\The club has been requested by the Nottinghamshire A.C. to

assist them in arranging their motor-boat races on the Trent on

July 6th, and has consented to do so.

IRISH.

The Irish Automobile Club has arranged to hold a hill climb

towards the end of July, under romewhat novel conditions. The trial

is to be on two hills of very different gradients. One contains very

steep stretches of road, some being as bad as one in five. On this hill a

low geared car will have a distinct advantage, while on the other hill the

gradients are much easier, and will give a speedy car an opportunity of

showing what it can do there. The cars will be run under the observa

tion of the Irish Club, and no sprockets may be altered or adjustments

made during the time. The bills are situate close together, which

greatly facilitates the proposed arrangements.

THE MOTOR UNION.

The membership returns of the Motor Union of Great Britain and

Ireland show a record increase for the first four months of 1907. No

less than 2,000 new members have been enrolled, or an average of about

120 per week. The total membership of the Union is now between

15,00() and 16,000. The recent developments of Motor Union activity
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have also met with striking success. The insurance scheme which came

into operation on the 1st of January has received support far in excess

of the most sanguine estimates of the Committf e. The Motor Union

car badge, which has recently been issued, has also met with the approval

of the membership. Within three weeks from the date on which their

issue commenced over 1,000 had been disposed of. Particulars of a new

scheme for protecting the highways of the country and ensuring the

^fety of the public— in which the co-operation of the local authorities,

clergymen, and landowners is to be invited—will shortly be announced.

Mr. K. A. Stevens is forming a motor club for the Straits Settle

ments.

On Thursday the East Lancashire M.C.C. held a hill-climbing

competition on Sawley Brow.

A MOTOR-CYCLE club is being formed in the Cirencester district,

with Mr. W. G. Inward, 3, Corin \illas, Cirencester, as hon. secretary.

At a meeting of the Committee of Management of the Society of

Motor Manufacturers and Traders, the following were elected memhere :

—Elastes Company, Ltd., W. H. Tye, Aster, Ltd.,Miesse Petrol Car

Syndicate, Ltd., Rossleigh Motor Company, and North Eastern Garage,

Ltd.

For the convenience of members visiting the Bexhill Races at Whit

suntide, the 'Motor Club Committee have secured an option upon a

limited number of bedrooms at the Sackville Hotel. All the important

roads leading to Bexhill will be specially patrolled by the A.A. during

the race meeting.

■eccCQBOt

MOTOR TOURING IN AUSTRIA.
—

The American Consul at Carlsbad reports that during last year a

large number of automobilists visited this district, in which the well-

known Austrian watering places of Carlsbad, Marienbad, and Franzenbad

are situated, and as scarcely any owners of cars were acquainted with the

regulations in force regarding foreign automobilists, great inconvenience

was experienced. As the number of motoring visitors is likely to be

 

The 14-h.p. Four-Cylinder Car recently aupplied by the Star Company

to His Majesty's Government for use on the Gold Coast.

The vehicle Is mud with a &ptci&]I>-<iesigued Cape Cart hood, hating storm
curtains and glass screen, which entirely protec:s the whole of the passengers

from rough and stormy weather.

even greater during 1907, travellers using automobiles should make

themselves acquainted with the legal rules and regulations now

in force, because those who do not understand them may rind

themselves subjected to disagreeable positions and meet with

many troubles and annoyances which could be avoided. The

follow ing is an extract from the rules and regulations in regard to motor

vehicles entering into Austria :—For every automobile passing the

frontier, no' matter whether the car remains in the country or not, and

without any reference to the machine being oldor new, or for private use

or business purposes, the full custom-house duty levied must be paid in

cash if the machine remains in the country, or the amount is requested

to be deposited if it is to be taken out of the country. It is very

important that travellers should provide themselves with sufficient

Austrian money before they enter the empire. A duty must be paid or

deposited as follows . for machines weighing up to 800 lbs., £3 per 100

lbs. ; from 800 to 3,600 lbs., £2 8s. per 100 lbs. ; from 3,600 to 6,400 lbs.,

£2 per 150 lbs. ; and above 6,400 lbs., £1 4s. per 150 lbs. On producing

the receipt when leaving the Austrian Empire the money deposited will

be returned to the owner. A machine brought into Bohemia may

be used fourteen days without restriction. After that time the use

is only permitted if it has been subjected to a technical examination by

a commission appointed by the chief court of administration at Prague.

A tax of 120 crowns (about £4 17a. 6d.) is required to be paid for this

examination. Vehicles coming from certain countries with which the

Austrian Government has made a special agreement, as for instance

Bavaria, Italy or Saxony, can be used without an examination for three

months. All persons driving motor-cars in Bohemia longer than eight

days must undergo an examination at Prague or Reichenberg to obtain

a licence, for which a tax of fifty crowns (al out £2) has to be paid.

Drivers from Italy may drive three months without any examination

or licence. The speed of a car must never exceed nine miles an' hour

in towns and villages, or twenty-eight miles on the open road ; during

a fog, at crossings, curves, and in all places where special care should

be exercised, the speed must not exceed three and a half miles. In

inland towns and villages it is not permitted to drive with an open

silencer.

teeccenas

A QUESTION OF LIABILITY.

In the Court of Appeal, before the Lord Chief Justice and Lords

Justices Moulton and Buckley, the case of Harris v. Fiat Motors,

Ltd., has been heard. It was an appeal by the plaintiff from a decision

of the Divisional Court.

The defendants had had a motor-car belonging to a Sheffield

gentleman to repair, and they despatched it back to Sheffield in charge-

of a chauffeur named Watts, with instructions that he was not to leave

the wheel while on the journey. Watts picked up another chauffeur

named Biscombe whom he knew on the road out, but continued driving

the car himself until Grantham was nearly reached. Something had

gone wrong with the car, which began to rattle, and AVatts asked his

companion to take the wheel while he went on to the back seat to

ascertain, if possible, the cause of the trouble. While Biscombe was

driving, the car and a van belonging to the plaintiff, Mr. Percy Harris,

a Grantham tradesman, came into collision. The plaintiff sued the-

defendants in the county court to recover damages for injury thus

caused to the van. The action resulted in a judgment for the plaintiff,

with £80 damages. The defendants appealed, and the Divisional Court

ordered the judgment to be set aside and judgment entered for the

defendants on the ground that Biscombe not being their servant they

were not liable. The plaintiff appealed.

Mr. English Harrison, K.C., and Mr. H. Walker appeared for the

plaintiff; Mr. Montague Lush, K.C., and Earl Russell for the respond

ents.

The Lord Chief Justice, in giving judgment, said he thought this

appeal ought to be allowed. Referring to the circumstances under which

Watts eave up the wheel he said it was impossible to argue with any

success that Watts was not acting within the scope of his employment

when the accident happened. Watts was in charge of the car, and when

something went wrong it was in the interest of his employers, and it was

his duty to try and find out where the mischief lay. The prohibition

given to Watts in the circumstances had no bearing on the case. The

defendants were liable, in his opinion, and the verdict for £80 in favour

of the plaintiff must be restored. The lords justices concurred. Judg

ment accordingly with costs.

AUTOYIOBILE ACCIDENTS.

On Saturday evening a pedestrian in Stoke Newington was

knocked down and killed by a motor-'bus. Later in the evening a

similar casualty occurred in Trafalgar Square.

Two fatalities occurred on Saturday in which motor-cyclists caused

the death of pedestrians in Heme Hill and Holloway respectively.

AN inquest was held on Friday of last week on Mrs. Susan Ryder,

48, of 58, Churchill Road, South Croydon, who was killed by a motor-car

in the Brighton Road two evenings before. The evidence showed that

the deceased was chasing a dog which was frightening some children,

when she was caught by the car and knocked down. Mr. Arthur

Jacobs, owner of the car, said he was driving at the rate of twelve

or thirteen miles an hour. The deceased appeared to hear the

motor horn and ran across in front of the car. He put the brakes

on hard and the car stopped but swerved round, pivoting on the

front wheel. He thought she was struck by the mudguard. Medical

evidence was that death was not due directly to the injury, but to shock

acting on a fatty heart. The jury returned a verdict of "Accidental

death," and exonerated the driver from blame.

A Midhurst c owman named Henry Albury was cycling up Gravel

Hill, near Petersfield, on Sunday afternoon when he was knocked down

by a motor-car driven by Dr. Stanley Welby, of Petersfield. The man

died afterwards. The man was on his way with his wife to visit some

friends at Clanfield. He was zigzagging up the hill when the collision

occurred, and being deaf evidently did not hear the motor horn. When

the car reached him he suddenly swerved across the road in front of it.

Mr. Adney Payne, the well-known music-hall proprietor, was in-

j ured in a motor-car accident on Sunday at Tunbridge Wells. Mrs. Adney

Payne wasdriving the car, when a cyclist suddenlycrossed from his own side

of the road right in front of the car. If there was a collision Mrs. Payne

knew it would be certain death for him, and in trying to avoid him she

ran the car right on to the pavement and into a bank. The two near

side wheels came right off and the ear overturned. The two friends who

were passengers and Mrs. Payne were not badly hurt, but Mi. Adney

Payne was very much cut about the he»d.

 

A 45-h.p. four-cylinder Mercedes standard touring car, driven by

Mr. A. G. Brown, has, we are informed, just beaten the London to

Monte Carlo record by 4J hours, the total time being 29 hours 20-

minutes. The car was timed by Mr. Stenson Cooke, on its departure

from the Motor Club, Coventry Street, Piccadilly, W., at 8.25 a.m., on

Wednesday, the 1st inst., and according to a telegram received by

Messrs Ducros Mercedes, Monte Carlo was reached at 1.45 p.m. the

next day.
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CASES UNDER THE MOTOR CAR ACT.

In Regent's Park.

At Marylebone, a batch of summonses against motor-car drivers

for exceeding the speed limit of ten miles an honr in the Regent's

Park have just been dealt with. Among the defendants wai Herbert

Horwood, who was understood to be chauffeur to the Chancellor of

the Exchequer. He was accused of driving at a speed of twenty-t*o

miles an hour, and bis only remark in answer to the summons was,

"This is the renowned trap." Mr. Plowden imposed a penalty of £3,

with 2s. costs. Lord Alexander Thynne was also summoned for

driving at the rate of twenty-five miles an hour in the Regent's Park,

but did not appear. Mr. Plowden imposed a fine of 20s. and costs.

Exceeding Legal Limit.

- Several motorists have just been fined at Alton (Hampshire) for

-exceeding the legal limit. Similar batches of alleged offenders have

also been before the Arundel bench.

A Matter of Endorsement.

Several motorists have been summoned this week before Mr. Mar-

-sham, at Bow Street, for driving motor-cars in St. James's Park at a

greater speed than ten miles an hour. After hearing the evidence, Mr.

Marsham said he intended to convict, but be adjourned each case pend

ing an appeal which has been made to the High Court against his

decision that convictions of this kind, under the Parks Regulations Acts,

must necessarily be endorsed on the offenders' licences. Mr. Marsham

said it was a point that ought to be decided, and he had frequently

-offered to state a case.

 

MOTOR CYCLING RECORDS.

The Bohemian Motor Club held a motor-cycle race meeting at

Owning Town on Saturday, when C. R. Collier proved successful in

those who join in will have a charming time. By the way, it is just as

well to write early for hotel accommodation to Mr. Godfrey Lowe,

St. Catherine's, Lincoln.

The programme of the Motor Union meeting at Lincoln on the

18th is as follows:—11 a.m.. meeting of the general committee and

official reception by the mayor; 11 a.m., inspection of Cathedral and

Cistie ; 2 p.m., assembly of cars in the G.N.R station yard ; 2.30 p.m.,

procession to Canwick ; 3.3(1 p.m., gymkhana; 7 p.m., dinner in the

County Assembly Rooms, Lincoln.

mbCOBbbw

ROAD REPORTS.

Cuckfield.—The Urban District Council of Cuckfield is doing

much useful work in connection with tarring the roads in its district.

Newhavkn.—The Newhaven Rural District Council consider that

the grant of £65 last year by the County Council for the upkeep of the

Lewes to Newhaven road was entirely inadequate. During the man

oeuvres the Council spent £557 on it. Deducting £130 paid by the

military authorities, £427 <vas left to be contributed from the rates.

They are reminding the Council that the Lewes to Newhaven road is on

the main motor way to France via Newhaven and that it has considerable

automobile traffic.

Stoats Nest.—The Brighton road in the neighbourhood of Sto its

Nest was on Saturday last in anything but a satisfactory condition,

several patches of unrolled new metal having been left for the benefit of

the week-end traffic.

KILMARNOCK.—A public inquiry is being held at Kilmarnock with

reference to an application from the Town Council for the restriction of

the speed of motor-cars to ten miles per hour in certain roads. Mr.

George Rennie, Glasgow, in giving evidence for the objectors, stated

that he had timed the Corporation tramcars over measure! distances,

 

The Start at Slough for the Albert Brown Trophy Competition.

Photo by]

The Event was won by Dr. Jowett, whose 8-h.p. Rover is seen In the foreground.

[if. If. AthvmrOt.

muraerous events, and also beat the one mile flying start record for 76 by

'76 mm. machines. The previous record was his own, 65 3-5 sec, and on

Saturday he covered the distance in 64 1-5. ' Collier rode three matches

against the Irish champion, C. B. Franklin, winning all three. In the

one mile match Collier beat his opponent by 150 yards in 1 min. 30 2-5

sec. ; in the three miles he won by a few yards in 4 min. 13 4-5 sec., and

in the five miles he passed Franklin in the last lap and won by a couple

of lengths in 6 min. 55 3-5 sec. C. R. Collier also won the live miles

scratch race in 5 min. 46 1-5 sec., C. C. Bennett being second, and J. Per

kins third. Bennett won the five miles handicap, with 25 sec. start, in

'6 min. 2 1-5 sec D. K. Clark, 35 sec, was second, and C. R Collier,

scratch, third. The three miles tourist handicap fell to H. A. Collier,

10 sec, in 4 min. 19 sec, W. W. Genn, scratch, being second, and S.

Webb, 15 sec, third.

THE MOTOR UNION AT LINCOLN.

Those who participate in the Motor Union meet at Lincoln on the

18th should make a point of taking part in the tour arranged for the

-following day. The route is via Horncastle to Somersby and' Tennyson's

■country and The Wolds, and then on to Harrington, South Urmsby,

•Calceby Ruins, Skeddleby and Partney lo Spilsby, where Franklin was

born, and where there is much to see, then op to Keal, for the fine view

•over the Fens and to the Norfolk coast, Revesby, Scrivelsby (the town of

the King's champion), Tattershall Castle and Woodhall Spa. In this

run there is some of the most beautiful scenery in the (county, and

and on the Hurlford Roai he found them going at the rate of 15*1 and

15-4 miles an hour, and between the Cross and Riccarton at 14-5, 14 7,

13'8, and 14 miles per honr, and from the George Hotel to Beansburn at

fifteen miles an hour.

Perthshire.—The inquiry with regard to motor-car traffic in

Perthshire has been resumed before the General Superintendent to the

Local Government Board. The Central district of the county want

eight roads closed to motor traffic and the Western district six, though

neither has been able to show that any accident has occurred on any of

these highways.

Tunbridge Wells.—There is a large and. increasing amount of

through motor traffic on the principal main roads including the St. John's

Road, Mount Ephraim, Pembury, and London roads en route to Brighton,

Eastbourne, Hastings, and other South Coast towns. The roads are

maintained in a good state of repair, and well scavenged, thus minimising

the dost nuisance, which has received much attention. The Corpora

tion were the first to use oil gas tar for dustUying, which was

successfully employed several years ago, and has since been used by

several other public bodies. This year the St. John's Road for a length

of 600 to 700 yards is being widened to 60 ft. and laid with slag tar

macadam. Several miles of the London road, Mount Ephraim, and

Langton roads are also to be treated, as soon as the weather permits,

with tar by means of the " Tar-Spra " machine, and by the " Laissailly

apparatus. The High Street Bridge, which was formerly narrow and

congested, has been rebuilt and very substantially widened and will be

opened by the Mayor on the 16th inst. Mr. W. H. Maxwell, A.M.I.C.E,

is the Borough Surveyor.
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FORTHCOVUNO EVENTS.

MAY.

Saturday, 11th.

R.A C. examination at Leicester.

Meet of the Derby and Wolverhampton A. Clubs at Lichfield.

Run of the East Surrey A.C. to Old Ship Hotel, Brighton.

Opening meet of the Ipswich and East Suffolk A.C. at Clacton.

Nottingham A.C. meet on the Welbeck track.

Aero Club ascent at the Crystal Palace.

Auto Cycle Club's open hill climb at Fernhurst.

Manchester A.C. inn to Haddon Hall.

Speed judgment competition of the Walthamstow M.C. at Ongar.

Speed judgment competition of the Junior A.C.

Sunday, 12th. .;.

Southend M.C. run to Burnham on Crouch.

Cardiff M.C. run to Whitchurch and Raglan.'*

North London A.C. run to Hocklirl'e.

Rdn of the Birmingham M.C.C. to Great Witley!

Run of the Junior A.C. to Aston Clinton. ' ' ' '

Tuesday, 14th.

Meeting of the Roads Improvement Association.

Entries close for the International AutoCycJe Tourist Trophy Race.

'. Wednesday, 15th.

R.A.C. examination at 119, Piccadilly, W.

Friday, 17th.

Motor C.C. run from London to Edinburgh.

Saturday, 18th.

Motor Union meeting at Lincoln.

Entries close for the R. A.C. " Graphic " Trophy.

Cleveland Branch Yorks. A.C. run to Hutton Hall.

Meet of the New'Forest A.C. at Beaulieu.

Southern M.C. run to Cambridge and thence to Lincoln.

Southend and District M.C. tour to France commences.

Sunday, 19th.

West Essex A.C. run to Newmarket.

Monday, >20th.

Crystal Palace A.C. race meeting at Bexhill.

AVednesday, 22nd.

Tar spreading machine and tar preparation competitions.

Lighting-up Times—London.

llth—8.35 ... 13th—8.38 ... 15th—8.41 ... 17th—8.44

12th-8.36 ... 14th—8.39 ... 16th—8.42 ... 18th—8.47

THE ROYAL NORTH OF IRELAND YACHT CLUB.

-♦-

The annual motor gathering under the auspices of the Royal North

of Ireland Yacht Club was carried to a successful issue on Saturday,

at Cultra, Co. Down. The following are the details :—

Class A.

Min. Sec.

Mr. H. C. Craig 28-36-h.p. Daimler 15 2-5 1

Mr. J. Cunningham 30-40-h.p. Daimler 1 55 2-5 2

Mr. S. P. Corry 30-h.p. Hrnnber 1 2 2-5 3

Class B.

Min. Sec.

Mr. G. Craig 15-22-h.p. Daimler 17 4-5 1

Mr. R. E. Workman 14-22-h.p. Germain 1 17 2-5 2

Mr. W. C. Mitchell 15-20-b.p. Panhard 1 27 3-5 3

Class C.

Min. Sec.

Mr. R. Workman 12-h.p. Darracq 1 48 1

Mr. V. Craig 8-10-h.p. Swift 1 34 3-5 2

Mr. C. W. Cookscn 8-h.p. Rover 2 9 3-5 3

SCOTTISH RELIABILITY TRIAL, 1907.

The following additional entries have been received :—William

Turner (Imperial), Capt. Theo. Masui (Germain), Northern Engineering

and Manufacturing Company (Spyker), Sternberg and Eason (Buick).

The entries at ordinary fees close on the 14th inst.

—oaaooaa—

The " Wescot " overall, for use in garages, &c, is being placed on

the market by the Engineers' Universal Supply Stores, of 25, Sumner

Street, Southwark, S.E.

The Swift Motor Company, Ltd., have sent us a copy of the new

catalogue they have just issued. It gives particulars and illustrations

of the various models of Swift cars— 9-10-h.p. two-cylinder, 10-h.p. three

cylinder and 12-14-h.p. and 18 24-h.p. four-cylinder. Four pages are

devoted to useful information on the handling and care of the Swift .

vehicles, while a useful feature is the inclusion of a large and clearly

marked illustration showing the parts which need lubrication.

COMPANY NEWS.

' ' ' ' New Companies Registered.

Filmer and COMPANY.—£2,000. Manufacturers of, dealers in, and

letters to hire of automobiles, motors, &c. First directors : Messrs. C. C.

Filmer and S. F. Sharp. Middle Row, Maidstone.

Skinner and Company.—£8,000. ,To take over the business of

jobmasters, manufacturers of and dealers in automobiles, &c, carried on

by Skinner and Company,, Ltd. (in liquidation), at! Hastings and St.

Leonards. First directors : Messrs. F, G. Tyrrell, G. H. Swatland, H. A.

Fuller, H. A. Pearcb, and W. Parks (managing director).

Argylls Shkffield, Ltd.—Registered with a capital of £6,000 to?

adopt an agreement with Argylls Motors, Ltd., relating to the appoint

ment of the company as selling agent for Sheffield.

' Vivmus Agency Company.—£10,500. To acquire the exclusive

rights to buy and qell the Yivinus motor-cars in the United Kingdom

and British colonies, and with a view thereto to acquire the rights con

ferred by the liquidators of Les Ateliers Vivinus Societe Anonyme

under an aer ement dated April 17th, 1907.

Iden. Motor Company.—£10,000. To acquire the business cat ried.

on by Mr. G. Iden, at Coventry, as the Iden Motor Company and the

Parkside Engineering Company. First directors : Messrs. G. Iden,

R. E.; Skipwith. and F. O. Wright.

■oaooOooa—

ARMY MOTOR RESERVE.

In the Army Orders for May the fall dress to be worn by the Army

Motor Reserve is given as follows :—Forage cap : Olive green, band of

dark green cloth, gold cord round crown, peak embroidered as for

infantry field officers. Tunic : Olive green cloth, collar and cuffs of dark

green cloth, ornamented with J in. gold lace and Russia braid, as for

infantry of the line, eight buttons in front. Sword-belt: Gold-laced on

dark green Morocco leather. Shoulder belt : Gold-laced 2 in. wide on

dark green Morocco leather, gilt buckle.

■ ooOOQOoa» ■

PUBLIC MOTOR SERVICES.

Trial trips have taken place of the motor-'buses which are to estab

lish a passenger service between Stranraer and Drummore.

A Motor-omnibus service is being established by the Great

Western Railway Company in the Llandyssul district.

A service of motor-'buses is about to be started in the Glossop

district.

Some new single-deck motor-'buses are to be put on the Harborne

route at Birmingham.

An average of three motor-cab drivers are now being licensed every

day by the Scotland Yard authorities.

A suggestion for the formation of a motor-bus service between

Midhurst and Hasleniere has been made at a meeting of the local

Ratepayers' Association.

—Be——

POLICE TRAPS.

Halifax, Hnddersfield, and Bradford now possess their police traps

for the capture of motorists.

A new trap has been set up by the police in the Lancaster district.

This is on the Burton road, the finish of the measured distance being at

the junction of the Burton and Milnthorpe roads. The trap has one

cross road in it.

Thk trap at Carnforth, Lancaster, is again in full working order.

BUSINESS NEWS.

The Carlton Garage, Ltd., have removed from New Burlington

Place, Regent Street, S.W., to larger premises in Great Central Street,

Marylebone Road, N.W.

The performance of the Elastes- filled tryes on the 40-h.p. Siddeley

car, which has just finished a long distance reliability trial, act!

which reached a mileage of over 10,000, is excellent testimony to

the hard work to which it is possible to subject the tyres. It is note

worthy, too, that the car has never had a road stop during the whole

time of this trial through tyre troubles.

Turner's Motor Manufacturing Company, Ltd., of which Mr.

J. Burns Dumbell is the managing director, inform us that they are

in no way connected with the petrol car now , beirg marketed by a

syndicate in the title of which the name Miesse occurs.

Mr. H. G. Norms, until recently manager of Aries, Ltd., informs

us that he has just taken over the management of Itala Automobiles,

Ltd.
A good deal of attention is now being devoted by motor manufac

turers to the development of the automobile movement in Spain, and

we are glad to find that British manufacturers are taking steps to secure

a share of the trade which is now being developed in that country. Dur

ing the past week we have received copies of two catalogues of British-

built cars, printed in Spanish. Tbeiirstis that issued so long ago as

May, 1906, of Messrs. S. F. Edge,' Ltd., describing the Napier cars, while

the second comes from Iris Cars, Ltd., and deals fully with the latest

types of Iris vehicles. Both lists are got up in excellent style, the text

being embellished with a large number of illustrations,
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ATTERS have moved forward since the

first repairers were appointed by the

Automobile Club in the early days of

the movement, and it has frequently been

thought that a revisal of the original list might

be useful. Recently the subject was brought

before the notice of the central authorities
• by the Northamptonshire Automobile Club,

who have suggested that a distinction should

be made between the various classes of re

pairers in the general interest of motorists. The method pro

posed by the Northamptonshire Club, which has given the

matter considerable attention, is that the R.A.C. should decide

upon two or three classes of repairers, according to the facilities

possessed by the various firms, and that the county clubs should

in some measure become responsible for seeing that those people

placed on the various lists fully come up to the requirements.

We understand that the question of classification of repairers

has been deferred for a season, but that meanwhile the Auto

mobile Club has' determined to request all the motor firms who

were appointed prior to May of last year to apply for renewal of

their certificates. In the future local repairers will be required

to apply annually for renewal, and it is evident that the R.A.C.

intends to thoroughly overhaul the arrangements in this

connection.

Motor Ambulances.

The City of London electric motor-

ambulance service was opened on Mon

day afternoon at the temporary station

in the Newgate Street ground belonging

to St. Bartholomew's Hospital. During

the ceremony of inauguration a test call

«ame from Old Jewry police station. The ambulance wa* there

in just over three minutes, and was back with its"p%tient"

within ten minutes. Sir Alfred Newton, chairman of the Police

Committee of the CorpDration, presided over the proceedings,

and there were also present Sir Edward Henry, the Chief

■Commissioner, Captain Nott-Bower, the City Commissioner, a

large number of representatives of the City Corporation,

ambulance associations, and medical men interested in the

scheme, which forms part of the plan now being developed in

■order to bring the ambulance service of the Metropolis to an

efficiency that has previously been lacking.

♦ ♦ ♦

Journalists from the Irish capital,

chronicling the gay doings at the

. . . . Puncbestown races the other day, seem
An irisn N9te. tQ hayfl uti[ised the mofcor.ear for the

purpose of out-distancing each other.

One who set out with the idea of

observing the roads a? well as the people describes how he was

not long on the way to Naas—in whoso long-streeted town the

cars were weighed for the Irish Gordon Bennett race—when he

passed the Hon. A. H Ruthven, whose motor-car had become

disabled through tyre troubles. Some distance beyond they

were passed by the car of Mr. C. E. Sutton, a leading Dublin

solicitor, and then the journalist observed the road. "One thing

struck me very forcibly on the way to the course from Naas,

says this plain-speaking writer, " and that was the niggardly

manner in which the roads are made. They are more like

boreens than roads, and at many places it is nearly impossible to

pass those who are not so fast as you are—in a motor-car.

How cars and horses and men and women are not dissected on

these miserable flat courses called roads is a mystery to me "—

and to others.

In

Manxland.

As in previous years, the authorities

in Manxland are doing what they can

to promote the success of the Tourist

Troplry race, and (it may be incident

ally remarked) to preserve the lives and

property of the islanders. The famous

mountain road over Snaefell has been widened at least 4ft., so

that the passing of cirs will now be possible. Further improve

ment has been made at the iron gates on the mountain road,

and a bad corner cleared away. In the town of Peel, too, the

Commissioners are making important alterations for the con

venience of the participants in the race. We may add that it

has been settled that not only shall the two races be run on the

same day, viz., Thursday, the 30th inst., but that the Tourist

Trophy cars shall be started first, the heavy touring vehicles

following. The distance for the Tourist Trophy race will be six

times round the course, with a total of 241 miles 5 furlongs 140

yards, and that for the heavy touring car racs will be seven

times round the course, with a total distance of 281 miles 7 fur

longs 200 yards. This alteration from the Wednesday to the

Thursday is made at the special request of the Island's High

way Bjard. The Auto Cycle Club's Tourist Trophy race will

take place on the 28th, and the competition for the " Graphic "

trophy will be on the 31st inst.

The Dangers of

Petrol.

A RBCKNT mishap, unfortunately

attended by two fatalities, in a London

motor depot has drawn attention to the

dangers tbat lurk in the careless use of

petrol, and many firms have taken heed

of the warning of the coroner's jury

against permitting smoking in places woere petrol is likely to be

about. The subject has also been before the explosives depart

ment of the Home Offtae, who have drawn up a new regulation

with regard to the matter. This has been discussed by Captain

Thomson, chief inspector of explosives, Earl Russell and Sir

Boverton Redwood, with the result that approval has been made

of the following brief regulations, the spirit of which, as well as the

letter, should be observed by all having petrol under their care.

—" In a storehouse, or in any place where a light locomotive is

kept, or is present, petroleum spirit shall not be used for the

purpose of cleaning or lighting, or as a solvent, or for any purpose

other than as fuel for the engine of a light locomotive ; provided

that, where due precaution is taken to prevent petroleum spirit

from escaping into a sewer or drain, and provision made for

disposing safely of any surplus petroleum spirit, and where no

naked light is present, quantities not exceeding one gill may b9

used for the cleaning of a light locomotive at a safe distance

from any building or much frequented highway, or for the

repair of tyres under suitable precautions. This regulation

shall apply to premises on which petroleum spirit is kept for the

purpose of, or is being used on, light locomotives, whether such
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premises are licensed or not, unless the local authority see fit,

in the case of licensed premises, to grant an exemption by a

special term of the licence."

♦ ♦ ♦

The Automobile Club in London has

fostered the scheme for the examination

Registration of °* motor-car drivers ; the corresponding

Drivers. organisation in Scotland is now de

veloping what promises to be an excellent

plan for the registration of drivers.

Only those men who obtain the certificate of the E.A.C. will be

considered in connection with employment. Two registers will

bo kept by the Scottish A.C. : A, of drivers open for employ

ment ; B, of the characters of the men who are in the service

of members of the club. Thus opportunity will be afforded of

assisting capable and well-conducted men to situations, and

warning employers against the inefficient and unreliable men

who would seek to handle the steering-wheel. The committee

are satisfied that in time these registers will become valuable

records. They will accumulate the opinions of each successive

employer as regards each man registered. In their earlier

stages the reports may in many cases have to be applied for

from previous employers, after inquiry for them has been made

by a prospective employer, but it is expected that the value of

the register will become so recognised that the members will

 

On the occasion of the opening of their new Garage at Brighton last

week the Fiat Company took a number of their friends down by road

from London- The above illustration shows the party at Crawley.

furnish them as a matter of course. It may also be possible, in

cases where the applicant to a member has been previously

employed by a non-member, to obtain records for inclusion in

the register relative to these, and altogether it should become a

great protection amongst members of the Scottish A.C. against

unworthy or incompetent servants.

♦ ♦ ♦

Much has been written during the

last decade with regard to the industrial

uses of alcohol, more particularly as to

its value as a source of motive power.

The report of the Departmental Com

mittee issued some time ago caused a

set-back in the expectations of those who looked to alcohol as an

alternative for petrol in connection with automobiles, and since

then the agitation has been somewhat spasmodic. The publica

tion of Mr. J. G. M'Intosh's book on industrial alcohol by

Messrs. Scott Greenwood and Sons may do something to revive

interest in the matter. The author points out that if this

country intends to build motor-cars for the colonies it is very

desirable that we should be experimenting with alcohol engines,

especially as the high price of petrol would give them a commercial

advantage. One of the most serious objections to the use of

Industrial Alcohol.

alcohol is the extraordinary corrosion which it is alleged takes

place. Mr. Mcintosh deals very completely with his subject,

from the manufacture of industrial alcohol to the plant for its

distillation and rectification, as well as its uses in various manu

factures. The volume is well illustrated in addition to being

well written, and should prove of considerable value to all making

experiments in the direction of securing the utilisation of alcohol

as an alternative to petrol as a motor fuel.

Motor-car Imports

and Exports.

April proved a very active month as

regards the importation of foreign motor

cars and parts into the United Kingdom,

the returns just issued showing that the

number of vehicles which reached this

country was no less than 620, their value

being given as £228,427. Parts were responsible for an

additional £299,071, which gives a total of £527,498—the

largest for any one month that has so far been recorded—as

against £403,229 in the corresponding month of last year, and

£293,903 in April, 1905. For the first four months of the

current year the figures are : Number of cars imported, 2,038 ;

value of same, £812,522 ; imports of motor parts, £879,743 ,

total. £1,692,265. For the similar period of 1906 they were :—

2,179 cars of a value of £842,620 ; parts, £684,671 ; total,.

£1,527,291. Turning to the exports of British motor-cars and

parts, the number of cars shipped during the four months ending

with April was 631, of a value of £248,705 ; to this have to be

added parts estimated at £159,380, which gives a combined total

of £408,085, as contrasted with only £199,570 in the correspond

ing four months of 1906.

♦ ♦ ♦

His Excellency the Lieut.-Governor

of Victoria, Sir John Madden, who has

A Colonial recently returned from a round the

View. world trip, was entertained by the

members of the A.C. of Victoria (of

which he is president), vice-president

Dr. G. Weigall occupying the chair. The clubroom was

crowded, and included amongst the guests were several members

of Parliament and prominent public men. - Sir John Madden

gave a resume of his travels, and had some very flattering com

mendations for the motor-ear and motorists. He said the letter

to the Royal A.C. secured for him a very pleasant time both in

the club and at many outside functions, and he felt very grateful

to that body. In Great Britain he said he was able to see from

a motor-car considerably more of the sights than would have

been possible otherwise. He was there at a time when motor-

'buses were more odorous than they now are, and described that

vehicle to his fellow clubmen in Australia as somewhat objection

able. Mr. Harry Maddox, vice-president, proposed " The

Visitors," to which Mr. Norman Bayles, M.L.A., and Chief

Commissioner of Police Mr. T. O'Callaghan responded. Alto

gether a very pleasant and enjoyable evening was spent.

♦ ♦ ♦

In the years before the suburbs had

their present palatial trading establish-

Part of the ments, leading drapers were in the habit

Entertainment. of providing ordinary 'buses for the

conveyance of their patrons. Now the

same idea is being developed in connec

tion with modern theatrical enterprises. Mr. Charles Frohman

is introducing a novel scheme to suburban patrons of the Hicks-

Theatre who are desirous of seeing " Brewster's Millions." A

private motor-omnibus will on the evenings of Wednesday,

Thursday, and Friday next leave the neighbourhoods of Tooting,

Wood Green and Lewisham at an advertised hour, and will be

at the disposal of patrons of the play, who upon purchasing

their tickets will be given a motor-omnibus ticket upon appli

cation, provided, we are informed, all the seats in the same have

not been allotted. Doubtless the idea will catch on until the

provision of motor-'buses may suggest to Brewster a new means-

of disposing of his millions.
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The influence of the motor-car in con

nection with the improvement of roads

Roads in ' is not confined to countries like our own.

Mexico. Mr. E. G. Westlake, who has lately

taken a trip on the " Thomas Flyer "

through Mexico, says that although

there is not to be a direct Government appropriation for auto

mobile roads for some time on account of the fear that the

people will think the officials are fixing highways for their own

comfort, there will be no lack of capital to do the work. Already

the country club members have contributed enough to make

many miles of road. There is a stiff grade of several thousand feet

on the Cuernavaca road, involving a climb to a height of 11,000

feet. It will be less than a year, in all probability, when tours

to these cities will be weekly features for the residents of the

city of Mexico. Six years ago there were deep ditches and

causeways leading to the elegant homes in the city where to-day

the streets are asphalted under an agreement of the contractors

to keep them in first-class condition for a period of ten years.

tions and wealthy with more than an ordinary share of Nature's

gifts. And so we hail with pleasure the appearance of Devon in

Messrs. Methuen and Company's series of " Little Guides," more

especially as the Rev. S. Baring Gould is the author. He knows

Devon as well as any man and loves it with a Kingsley-like

affection. Among modern men none can write with such

knowledge and enthusiasm, and all who intend to tour Devon

this year must have the Rev. S. Baring-Gould as their

guide. Everyone knows the county is hilly. There is, in fact,

hardly a level tract, save in the silted-up portions of the river

estuaries. Dartmoor and Exmoor are traversable by car, and the

county usually radiant with foliage and flora of varied range, at

least three species of flowering plants being peculiar to Devon.

The high roads are for the most part excellently made, but badly

engineered—the exception to the good construction being in the

sandstone region from Crediton to near Okehampton. When

the roads were re-engineered at the beginning of the 19th

century, instead of being carried along the valley bottoms the old

packhorse courses were followed. The result is seen in a

 

Mr. Roland Hodge, Managing Director of the Northumberland Shipbuilding Company, at the wheel of his new 28 h p. Daimler Car.

The body of the Yehicle, which was built by Messrs. Henry Angus, Sanderson and Co., of Newcastle-on-Tyne, is of special design, the rear seat folding up
out of the way when not in use. The cushion is, of course, taken off, the two sides hinged down, and the back hinges oven the .top. The complete set

then turns over and It is entirely hidden from view.

In the environs in almost every direction men are at work

improving the roads for automobile touring. At Cherubusco

the improvements are remarkable, and will be supplemented

soon by a half-mile speedway for the private use of the club

members. Embankments along the drainage and irrigation

canals are to be widened and prepared for touring. Inasmuch

as these will afford a hard and almost sun-baked road surface

for eight or nine months in the year the value of these roads

will be appreciated by tourists.

♦ ♦ ♦

Though characterised by narrow wind

ing lanes made famous in song and story,

A Touring the county of Devon is beloved of tee

County. motorist in search of the beautiful. There

is a charm in this glorious region that few

other English districts possess, and,

although guide-books galore already have familiarised the

public with its delights, we welcome yet another—for new

aspects constantly occur with regard to a county rich in associa-

sucr cssion of undulations which would have been quite unneces

sary had the roads been lengthened somewhat. Fortunately,

however, even the minor cars of to-day can mount the major

obstacles of yesterday, so that these difficulties only add to the

variety of the journey.

"The Voice of

the Siren."

The phrase " considerate driving " has

been prominently before us during the

last few years, and has become mainly

associated in the public mind with

the safety of pedestrians and others.

There is another aspect, however, sug-

gesttd by Mr. F. P. Armstrong, who happens to live on a

main road where he is subject to the annoyance caused by the

siren and the exhaust cut-out on cars and motor-cycles. This is

a matter that motorists should seriously consider, because

public opinion is, after all, largely a matter of personal observa

tion, and people cannot be expected to become enthusiastic in

favour of that which causes noise and alarm when comparative
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peace should prevail. It is understood that the matter is to be

brought to the notice of all provincial clubs, and they can do

much to prevent a recurrence of the complaint by publishing a

warning in their next circulars to members. We shall be glad

to hear from the officers of such organisations who take the

matter in hand, so that those who are less prompt in their action

may be incited to emulation. In the meantime the letter on the

subject in our Correspondence columns from Mr. C. D Rose,

M.P., the new president of the E.A.C., will be read with con

siderable interest and approval.

♦ ♦ «

Motorists should remember that at

Beverley, Newmarket, Horsham, and one

Where Pace or *wo other places, regulations are en-

Is Slow. forced limiting the speed of motor-

vehicles and prohibiting their passage

along certain roads. Although > it was

set forth in the regulations empowering such limitations that

notices giving particulars of the Order were to be conspicuously

displayed, this is sometimes honoured in the breach ; or, as at

Horsham, by the exhibition of the notice in an obscure and

unobtrusive position. Here Middle Street is the thoroughfare

where the speed of cars is to be reduced to five miles an hour,

a->d at each extremity of the street is the special sign indicating

the regulation. But, owing to the bend of Middle Street, it is

almost impossible to see the sign until too late to avoid the lynx-

eyed police, who have caught many motorists who have,

unwittingly, disobeyed the injunction. The County Council

should take steps to place the sign in a better place, so that those

who ride may read.

♦ ♦ ♦

Motorists are the most clubable of

men. Early trials on the road were

Marine Motorists always accompanied by evidences of good

as Clubmen. feeling for others, and the development

of the motor movement has been marked

by a desire for mutual htlp and assist

ance that has contributed greatly to its success. From one end

of the country to the other organisations are again becoming

active, and in the world of marine motoring this is particularly

marked. Away at Norwich the Norfolk Automobile and Launch

Club combines the movement both on land and water, and its

annual dinner, just held under the presidency of Mr. H. L.

Clark, was a great success, one of th9 most interesting utterances

in the speech-making beiDg an invitation for the Motor Union to

visit Norwich next year. In Scotland a national motor-boating

club has been formed from the Glasgow branch of the British

Motor Boat Club, and on Saturday the Sussex Motor Boat Club

opened its summer season with a cruise, winding up with tea at

the Royal York Hotel and a motor-car drive along the Brighton

Front. About fifteen motor-boats took part in the trip at sea.

♦ ♦ ♦

Onk of the most novel May Day

parades that London has yet seen was

Meets for the procession of commercial vehicles

Industrial Vehicles, which started from the Thames Embank

ment a few years ago, and proved to the

oomewhat sceptical people of those days

that the motor vehicle has commercial use as well as pleasurable

possibilities. Since then little in that way has been done until

recently Mr. Leo Harris and some of his friends organised a

similar parade of heavy vehicles. The movement thus in

augurated is now being placed on a permanent basis, and during

the c iming season some provincial meets for commercial vehicles

will take place. The first of these will be held at Reading, on the

15th prox., and the second at Maidstone, on the 27th of the

following month. Previous experience has led the organisers of

these meets to advise that vehicles should proceed to the meeting

place independently, to avoid long processions along country

roads. But, arrived at the rendezvous, the vehicles will traverse

the respective towns according to a previously arranged itinerary.

Subsequently the vehicles will be available for individual de

monstrations to possible buyers. A committee has been formed,

with offices at 379, Strand, W.C., and with Mr. Leo Harris as

hon. secretary, to carry out the organisation of the event.

♦ • ♦ ♦

Considerable interest is being taken

in Ireland in the Reliability Trials, which

The Irish commence there on Wednesday next over

Trials. an interesting course. The first day's

run will be from Dublin to Portrush, a

distance of 150 miles ; on Thursday the

journey will be back again to the capital over a 168 miles route.

The next day's objective will be Wnterford, and then on the

Saturday the trial .will conclude with a return journey, the

distance traversed being 563J miles. The luncheon stops each

day will be Newry, Armagh, Glendalougb, and Abbeyleix.

♦ ♦ ♦

On Taesdav, the 30-h.p. White steam

car, which has been making a Reliability

A Steam Car Trial under the official observation of the

Record. Royal A.C., concluded its very successful

tour. The run of 1,871 miles wasJan

absolute non-stop journey, made all the

more interesting by the fact that the route to be covered in

the Scottish Reliability Trial wai included in the itinerary,

thus demonstrating the value of the White car as a touring

vehicle. This added testimony to the reliability of the steam

car should prove gratifying to Mr. Frederic Coleman, who has

seen his car successful both in town carriage competitions and

also in a long-distance non-stop run.

Dr. Bourne, the Archbishop of Westminster, is to be

presented with a motor-car by his co-religionists in England.

Works previously devoted to the manufacture of agricul

tural machinery at Wickford (Essex) are, it is reported, about to

be re opened by a motor firm.

The "Bystander" of the 8th inst., which had a capital

caricature of Lieut.-Col. Mark Mayhew, of the Army Motor

Reserve, reported that twenty-eight Reo motors were sold at

the Cordingley Motor Show.

Mr. Archibald Ford's attempt at the 1,000 miles non-stop

record run between Manchester and Liverpool on a 10-1 2-h.p.

Darracq car had to be abandoned through the fracture of a small

fork actuating the clutch. He had driven continuously night

and day fer 41 hours, and had covered 694 miles.

DURING the House of Commons debate on the report stage

of the Budget resolutions, Mr. Hicks Beach submitted that if

the Chancellor of the Exchequer intended to raise an increased

revenue from licences on motor-cars he should give the extra

amount received to the local authorities responsible for the

upkeep of the roads.

Messrs. Smith, Parfrey and Co., of the Pimlico Wheel

Works, Hammersmith, have expressed their sympathy with the

objeot of the new Automobile Standardisation Committee,

expressing the view that if three or four standard sizes were

agreed upon by manufacturers they would be enabled to make

considerable reductions in prices for wheels and spare parts.

The Windham Sliding Detachable Motor Body Company,

of Clapham Junction, S.W., have sent us a photograph of a

40-h.p. 1907 Berliet chassis fitted with a Windham patent side-

entrance body which is interchangeable with a brougham, built

for Sir Henry Norman, M P., one of the vice-chairmen of the

Royal Automobile Club. The bodies have been completed in

the short space of about a month from delivery of the chassis,

and as Sir Henry Norman is making his wedding tour on

the car, it has been equipped in the most complete manner, the

fittings including Truffault shock absorbers, Bleriot head lamps,

carriage side lamps fitted to the dash, Allen's patent wind

screen, a Stepney spare wheel, a double extension hood and

side curtains, a disappearing Windham luggage grid, a Jones

speedometer, dissolved acetylene lighting, electric horn, side

lockers below steps, detachable leather covers over sprockets

made on the Windham system, &c. The front wheels are shod

with Palmer and the rear with Continental non-3kid tyres.
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FLEXIBILITY.

WHAT IT MEANS AND HOW IT IS OBTAINED.

THE term " flexibility," as applied to a petrol motor, is

one which has come to be very generally used, and is not

always employed with an appreciation of what the

word implies. In fact, different people at different times use

the term with somewhat diverse meanings. An engine which

can be run under load without marked unsteadiness at an

extremely low rate of speed, and which is also capable of run

ning at a very high speed with load, is said to be " flexible,"

and a motor which is capable of very prompt acceleration

under load without showing signs of distress is also spoken of as

being flexible. The first-mentioned capability in an engine per

mits of the car being driven at very widely varying speeds on

the top speed, and practically obviates the necessity of the use

of lower gears, the only need of the latter being to secure the

additional torque necessary for severe hill climbing. The second-

mentioned quality of a motor is expressed by the commonly

used expression that the motor " picks up quickly," and it per

mits of sudden bursts of speed on the level, or of acceleration on

hills. Generally speaking, it may be said that flexibility is that

characteristic which permits of a motor being worked at widely

different speeds and allows of these changes being realised with

the utmost promptness.

It may be interesting briefly to review the factors which

permit of a wide speed range. First and foremost, the arrange

ment of the throttling device must be such that, on the one

hand, .a very slight, uniform amount of mixture may be ad

mitted for low speed running, and, on the other hand, a free and

uncontracted supply must be available for high speed operation.

More important still, the quality of the mixture during

periods of extremely small demand must be perfectly adapted to

that condition, and during times when enormously large volumes

of gas are required the quality must still be wtll adapted for

those altered conditions. If these specifications are not followed

loss of flexibility will be occasioned. If an engine, running under

a nearly closed throttle, at low speed, draws—as it is likely to

do—too weak a mixture to be pei fectly explosive when mixed with

the exhaust gas left in the clearance spaces of the cylinders, ex

plosions will probably be missed and the engine will fail to run

regularly at very low throttle openings. Under this condition

it should be remembered that the compression is low, and mix

tures which might explode infallibly at high throttle openings may

prove uncertain. If the quality of the mixture at full throttle is

too rich, it will be slow burning, and the engine will not speed up

under load, owing to the low initial pressures developed and the

large losses to cylinder walls and through the exhaust. A

mixture which would be too weak at low throttle to ignite readily

under the low compression and large exhaust admixture then

prevailing will ignite with certainty when used in full charges.

A high degree of flexibility may be secured by employing a mix

ture of slightly abnormal richness at small rates of gas demand

and a more normal mixture at large degrees of consumption.

The enhanced flexibility of modern petrol motors is largely

due to improvements in carburettors. It is closely dependent,

too, upon the manner in which gas is admitted to the cylinders

by the valves. Unless the latter are so liberally designed that

the engine may draw an amount of gas unlimited, so far as the

valves and ports are concerned, it cannot run at so high a speed

as it would otherwise attain. Flexibility is thus sacrificed. On

the other band, unless the valves are so operated that ihey open

infallibly and uniformly during periods of minimum pas demand,

the engine cannot run regularly at low speeds, and flexibi ity is

again sacrificed at the other end of the scale.. The adoptiun of

the mechanically-operated inlet valve has done much to « ards

securing uniform engine operation at low throttle openings.

The use of large valve and poit areas, with ihe most intimate

connection with the combustion space, has led to h gh maximum

engine speeds and thus to flexibility. A late closing of the in

let valve has been found to secure the entrance to the cylii der

of full charges at high speeds, and this means that hi 'her engine

ipeeds may be maintained under load than would otherwise bo

possible. Then, too, an early opening of the exhaust valve

allows the cylinder to clear itself more fully of the burnt gases,

largely prevents back pressure and permits of higher sustained

speeds under load. These two practices in valve timing tend

toward a high degree of flexibility.

The moment of inertia of the flywheel, a function of its mass

and mean diameter, has an important bearing upon the minimum

rate at which a motor can run under load, and hence upon the

property of flexibility. If too small or light a flywheel is used,

a point will be reached in the slowing down of the motor when

the energy stored in the wheel will be insufficient to carry the

engine past compression, and the motor will stop. This point

will be reached the sooner in proportion as the rate of com

pression employed is high—the capacity of the flywheel remain

ing the same. With a motor of a given number of cylinders

and compression pressure, the larger the capacity of the flywheel

the slower it cm run under load without signs of distress. On

the other hand, the use of a very large flywheel prevents the

realiastion of a high degree of flexibility as defined from the

standpoint of prompt acceleration, which may now be considered.

The rapid changes of speed, under load, which constitute the

property of prompt acceleration or "picking up," depend pri-

 

The Mercedes Car at Monte Carlo on the completion of its recent

ran in record time from London.

marily, remarks Mr. Albert L. Clough in the " Horseless Age,"

upon the manner in which energy is furnished by the motor

during its cycle, or, in other word-, the distribution of its power

production. The sudden opening of the throttle of a motor, and

the rapid addition of energy derived from the explosion of a large

accession of mixture, are absorbed in two ways. It goes either

to the acceleration of the c*r or to the acceleration of the fly

wheel. W iih a given addition of energy to the system, per unit

of time, the larger the demand made by the flywheel the less

energy will go into car movement, and the less will be the rate

of the vehicle's acceleration. The proportion of the total energy

absorbed in flywheel acceleration will mainly depend upon the

number of cylinders of the motor, a certain horse-power being

assumed, and upon the rate of revolution of the engine in respect

to the car speed.

[To be concluded.)

The question is often asked as to whether it is possible for

a lady to drive a car. Tn this connection we may mention that

Miss La"6, of Leicester, has writt- n to Messrs. Humber, Ltd.,

stating that she recently drove a 15-h.p. Coventry Humber car

from Leicester to London, via Kettering and Bedford, without

hitving once to change gear. " Seeing that this necessitated

climbing Clack Hill, cut of Market Harboro', it shows that a lady

need not be afraid of the 15-h.p. car on account of the gear-

changing, as my experience has been that this cai- will take any

ordinary hill on the main roads without any change whatever."
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SIGNS FOR BRITISH ROADS.

 

A1

N important part of the policy of

the Motor Union has consisted

in efforts to secure considerate

driving on the part of its members, and

also by motorists generally. This is par

ticularly desirable in the neighbourhood

of schools, churches, sharp corners and

the like, where want of knowledge of the

whereabouts of such buildings and turn

ings has led to many mishaps.

In order to give a practical turn

to its plans, the Motor Union has now

prepared a series of signs to be erected in suitable positions,

and they hope that public authorities, hospital managers,

landowners, the clergy, schoolmasters and private residents

may put up such cautionary signs for the public safety as well

as the convenience of those who motor. The idea is a feasible

one, and we are glad to know that the suggestion has already

been well received in many quarters. The Uxbridge Urban

District Council is a case in point. In view of the increase of

motor-car traffic through the town, Dr. Lock recently offered to

provide the district with a notice board requesting motorists to

drive slowly through Uxbridge. On consultation with the police

authorities it was conceded that the notice should be ereoted

■close to St. Andrew's Church, and this is being done. What

has occurred in this Middlesex town may well be done elsewhere

if motorists will take the initiative.

In Fig. 1 we give a reproduction of the sign that is provided

for erection at cross and converging roads, carriage drives, foot

paths, &c, the entrances of which are concealed. Others
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provided are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. In every case the name

•of the town or village is specially cast. For the word "school,"

"level crossiDg," &c, may be substituted. The maximum

width of the signs is two feet, and, doubtless, these warning

indications will become familiar objects of the roadside.

We spent a few minutes the other day in looking over the

extensive stock of second-hand cars at present available at the

depot in Euston Road, N.W., of Messrs. W. A. McCurd, Ltd.

They range from an 8-h.p. single cylinder Rover to a 24-36-h.p.

De Dietrich, and comprise examples of all the leading models,

many of them being provided with covered bodies. Mr. McCurd,

the managing director, makes a point of keeping the vehicles

ready for a trial trip, so that, now there is a promise of more

settled weather, any intending purchaser can have his require

ments promptly filled. Mr. McCurd's latest departure is the

■establishment of works at Willow Walk, Kentish Town, N.W.,

for the manufacture of Cape cart hoods and glass wind screens.

This branch of the business is to be carried on as the Cape Cart

Hood Company, and we understand that not only is it the

intention to supply high grade goods at moderate prices, but,

what is equally important, to fit them to cars with as little delay

as possible, Mr. McCurd knowing from experience that many

motorists have been deterred from having these useful adjuncts

applied to their vehicles owing to the time usually occupied.

IN AND ABOUT LINCOLN.

IT is very evident that the Motor Union Meet at Lincoln

to-day (8aturday) will be a very enjoyable function, thanks

to the enterprise of the Lincolnshire Automobile Club.

Lincoln is admittedly an interesting place, but we think

those who take the run arranged for after the meet, &c, will be

surprised to find how very beautiful the county really is.

The tour is a circular one, through Tennyson's country and the

Lincolnshire Wolds, and much really delightful scenery will be

passed through, as well as some historical places.

A run of twenty-one miles along a good road takes us to

Horncastle, a town of much historical interest, and then in a mile

or two Tennyson's country is reached. Somersby is the centre,

and a halt should be called to look over the quaint church,

Tennyson's birthplace, the " Moated Grange," and Holywell

Glen, the last mentioned a place one can spend an hour or

more in.

Up to Harrington Hill there are many charming scenes,

notably Bag Enderby and Harrington Hall, and when the hill has

been surmounted (it is very steep) a magnificent river unfolds

itself. A lovely run along charming lanes takes us through

South Ormsby, &3., and via Skindleby and Partney to Spilsby,

where another halt should be called. Here Sir John Franklin

was born, and a fine statue has been erected to him. The

" butter cross " in the market-place is worth noticing, and the

splendid monuments to the Willoughby family (ancestors of Lord

Willoughby de Eresby, M.P.) should be inspected. The

"Avenue "and the "Shades" will of course be visited. The

latter is a place of very wide fame.

On leaving Spilsby another pretty road takes us through

the two Keals, E. and W., and from Keal Hill is another mag

nificent view over the Fen country and to the Norfolk coast. A

succession of pretty views, charmingly diversified, are passed as

we make for Revesby, the home of the Stanhopes, and where is

a picturesque and famous inn. Then through wooded lanes and

a water splash we make for Scrivelsby, the picturesque home of

the King's Champion, and along more lovely roads to stately

Tattershall Castle, over 400 years old, but not looking so ancient,

and then on to Woodhall Spa, where the motorists are left to

stay or make their way home.

Apart from the scenery around, the ancient city of Lincoln

has much of real interest, as is revealed in the New Guide by

Dr. E. Mansel Sympsoo, J.P., the Sheriff, which has just been

published by Messrs. Methuen and Co. Of great historical

renown since the very earliest days, the city has a picturesque

situation. In the earlier years of the last century it was known

as the place of orchards, although the rapid growth of the

manufacturing industries of the city has besmirched the scenes

pictured by De Wint and Turner. The town is still full of

archaeological and aesthetic delights to the visitor. The castle is

beautiful beyond the charm of most castles ; the Minster is a

crowning glory, the best view of which, according to Dr

Sympson, is that from the south side of the Witham, near

Washingborough. Even Ruskin acknowledged the greatness of

Lincoln Minster, for in " Modern Painters " he declared that

" the only art work which France and England have done nobly

is that which is centralised by the Cathedral Church of Lincoln

and the Sainte Chapelle." Beyond these two great buildings

there is much of interest in the Stonebow, the ancient gate of

Agricola, the Palace of John of Gaunt, and other historical

possessions fully described in this guide, which will provide a

pleasant souvenir to those who to-day will be seeing Lincoln for

the first time, their appetite whetted to know more of a city

which has played a notable part in the history of the country.

Extensive works, covering an area of over 10,000 square

feet, have been opened at 108-110, High Street, Camden Town,

by Mr. F. H. Melhuish for motor-body building and repairs.

Iris Cars, Ltd., have sent us a photograph of a 25-h.p.

Iris landaulet for town use recently taken out to Sydney by

Mr. H. R. Dixson, director of the Dixson Tobacco Company,

Ltd., one of the largest concerns of the kind in Australia.,.
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CONTINENTAL NOTES.

♦

A Noteworthy Run from Paris to Madrid.

M. Sorel has just accomplished an excellent run on a

standard 60-h.p. 1907 model De Dietrich car, fitted with double

pbaeton body, from Paris to Madrid, in the splendid time of

28 hours 14 minutes, thus establishing a new record. M. Sorel

left Paris on the 6th inst. at 2 o'clock in the afternoon, and

reached Madrid at 6.14 p.m. the next day. It was pouring with

rain practically the whole of the distance, the roads being con

sequently extremely bad. It is interesting to compare M. Sorel's

time with that of the quickest trains running from Paris to Madrid.

The express, which starts at 10.23 p.m., takes 32 hrs. 39 min. ;

the Rapide, starting at 7.40 p.m., accomplishes the journey in

27 hrs. 43 min. : while toe fastest train, the South Express,

takes 26 hrs. 5 min., so that the performance of the De

Dietrich speaks much for the reliability of the vehicle.

♦ ♦ ♦
Oarracq retires from the 1907 Races.

t "5 Some surprise has been caused in French motoring circles

by the announcement that the Darracq Company will not com

pete in any of this season's races, although they had entered

vehicles for all the important events, including the A.C.F.

A Two-Cycle Engine Competition.

The Technical Committee of the French Automobile Club

has just issued the rules of the competition of two-cycle engines

. suitable for motor vehicles, which is to be held in October, at

the laboratory of the A.C.F. at Levallois. The trial will be open

for motors of from 8-h.p. to 24-h.p., and will consist of (1) a

six hours' test under load ; (2) a three hours' run under half-

load ; and (3) a three hours' test running light, at the same

speed as is recorded in the load trial. All classes of liquid fuel

—petrol, alcohol, heavy oil, &c.—will be permitted. The points

on which the judges will base their awards are : (1) the weight

per horse-power of the engine, and (2) the cost of operation in

francs per horse-power per hour. Competitors will be allowed

one day for the erection of their engines on the test bench, and

a second day for any preliminary running they deem necessary ;

on the third day the six hours' test under load will be made, and

on the fourth day the two three-hour runs. Entries at £4 per

motor will be received until July 31st, and must be accompanied

by drawings and description (in French) of the various engines.

• ♦ *

Miscellaneous Items.

The French Chambre Syndicale de 1'Automobile has voted a

sum of £200 as a prize in a competition, which is to be organised

 

A Turn in the Corniche Road. A Tunnel near Monte Carlo.

TOUKING IN THE SOUTH OF

The Trench Custom House near the Italian Frontier.

FRANCE. [Motor, Sew York,

Grand Prix. The situation has arisen through the Italian

Fiat Company having secured Wagner to drive one of their

cars in this year's races, and it is by way of publicly protesting

against what M. Darracq conceives to be a disloyal aud unsports

manlike act on the part of a foreign rival that he has taken the

decision alluded to above.
•^r ♦ ♦ ♦

French Motor-Car Imports and Exports.

At the meeting of the Chambre Syndicale de l'Automobile

last week it was announced that the imports of foreign motor

cars and parts into France during the first three months of the

•current year had attained a value of only £65,240, a decrease of

£2,920 as compared with the corresponding quarter of last year.

On the other hand, the exports of French motor-cars aud parts

-during the same period have increased from £1,345,080 to

£1,527,480.

♦ ♦ ♦

The Austrian Light Car Trials. ,

Forty-nine entries have so far been received for the Relia

bility Trials which are to be held in Austria on the 24th, 25 th

and 26 th inst., under the auspices of the Austrian Automobile

Club. The event will comprise a run from Vienna to Klagenfurt

.and back, two hill climbs and a speed trial over a measured

level distance being included in the programme,

by the A.C.F., for the best liquid fuel to take the place of

petrol. A 60-h.p. De Dietrich car has been entered for the

Moscow-St. Petersburg race, which will take place on the 7th

prox. During the time the cars are competing in the Her-

komer Touring Trophy Competition in Saxony a vehicle of the

Kaiserliche Club will lead the way, and ho comparing car will

be allowed to pass it. King Alphonso has just placed an

order for a 22-h.p. Berliet car. Owing to the large number

of motor events which have been organised for the 1907 season,

the Turin Automobile Club has decided to postpone the relia

bility trial it proposed to hold next month. An automobile

club is being formed at Trieste, Austria. A meeting of dele

gates of the various national automobile clubs is to be held in

Homburg on the 15th prox., on the occasion of the Kaiser's

prize race. It is reported that negotiations are in hand for

the establishment of a branch factory at Cracow for the manu

facture of Germain cars in Austria. The Kaiser is reported

to have placed an order for a 50-h.p. Adler car, which will be

fitted with a six-seated body. An international motor-car

exhibition is to be held in Copenhagen from the 28th September

to the 7th October next. After the 18th inst., no practising

will be allowed on the A.C.F. Grand Prix course until further

notice. . , . .
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THE Q. & R. CARBURETTOR.

WE illustrate herewJth a new carburettor which has

recently been devised by Messrs. A. Gunston and A.

Richardson, and which is stated to be giving excellent

results in practice. The object of the inventors has been to

devise a carburettor which shall give a constant mixture at all

engine speeds and loads, and at the same time shall not possess

any delicate springs or moving mechanism, special attention

 

Fig-. 1.—Sectional View through Float and Spraying1 Chambers.

having been devoted to obtaining a variable flow of petrol

through the jet without the usual complications, and, further, to

cause the variation to act automatically. Referring to the

illustrations, Fig. 1 gives a section view through the float and

mixing chambers, and Fig. 2 a transverse section through the

latter. As will be seen, the device consists essentially of a

constant level float chamber F C supplying petrol to a peculiarly

formed spray jet S J. Two air inlets are provided, the main one

M A causing the air to flow across the petrol jet, and an

auxiliary air intake A A, which is set at right angles to the other.

The, auxiliary air inlet is controlled by the horizontal movement

of the piston throttle P T, and, owing to its position, any air

which is admitted through it meets the gas formed by the main

air rushing past the jet at right angles, causing an intimate

mixture to take place. The air inlet M A is formed with a

circular groove in which are drilled three holes at varying heights

above the level L of the spirit in the float chamber. The effect

of the suction of the motor is to cause the petrol to rise into the

circular .groove above referred to, and to issue through one

 

Fig. 2.—Transverse Section throngh Mixing Chamber.

or more of the orifice?, the quantity issuing depending on the

suction of the engine. An exhaust jacket E J is provided to

maintain the mixing chamber at an even temperature. When

once correctly adjusted the carburettor requires no further

attention, all the variations in petrol and air supply being per

formed automatically, the only control lever being that connected

with the piston throttle. We may add that the carburettor is

being put on the market by the Central Garage and Motor Com

pany, of Sawclose, Bath.

SOME USEFUL NOTES.

-

A GOOD guide to tyre inflation when no pressure gauge is

fitted to the pump is to take two of the spokes of the wheel,

one in each hand, and stoutly shake the car, noticing whether

the wheel moves to and from the operator while the part of the

tyre on the ground remains stationary. If any side roll is

apparent the tyre is not sufficiently inflated.

<r ♦ ♦

0NB cause of unnecessary wear in chains is failure to keep

the sprockets in proper alignment. In cars fitted with side

chains this condition may arise through the shifting of the axle

sidewise under the springs, or the unequal length of the distance-

rods. Care should be taken in adjusting the chains to see that

these rods are taken up or let out equally, so that each pair of

chain rings revolves in the same plane.

♦ ♦ ♦

It occasionally happens that the user of an acetylene lamp

fails to get a good light owing to the fact that the generator

dots not have a sufficient supply of water. Every time the

generator is supplied with carbide see that it has plenty of

water ; one is as essential as the other. The gas tips should be

kept open and clear for the passage of gas, and a small hair

wire should be used to clear the holes, which sometimes get

carbonised. If one hole stops up, the pressure, being unequal,

may cause a jet of gas to strike the lens mirror and crack it.

Care should also be taken to see that all connections leading

from the generator to the lamp or lamps are tight. Sometimes

condensation causes water to accumulate in gas cocks and tubing,

which should be cleaned out.

♦ ♦ ♦

The efficiency and economy of a petrol motor depends in a

large measure on perfect compression. Special attention should,

therefore, be paid to this point, as any leakage in piston rings,

valves, plugs, packings or porous cylinder walls directly affects

the working of the engine.

♦ ♦ ♦

Nothing is too small or unimportant to be considered in

the running of a motor-car. For instance, the petrol tank,

though it is simply a metal receptacle, quite frequently does its

share towards making trouble, especially the tank with the

gravity style of feed. On more than one occasion a weak engine

has been made strong by simply opening up the vent hole in the

tank-filling plug or drilling one where none was provided, as

with no vent the petrol level is held up by the formation of a

partial vacuum above it, and will not flow to the carburettor

freely enough to make the requisite amount of mixture. Another

point in the gravity system is the liability to an interruption in

the flow on a steep hill when the petrol becomes low in the tank,

on account of the lack of fall from the tank to the carburettor.

This can be got over by arranging a small supplementary tank

under the bonnet near the carburettor, while we have heard of

one motorist who surmounted the difficulty by backing his car

up the hill, thus putting the tank at a higher level than the

carburettor and giving the petrol the needed fall.

♦ ♦ . ♦

To determine whether a chain is seriously worn it should

be stretched out tight on a smooth floor, and then its ends

should be pushed toward one another, without buckling it out

of a straight line. The difference in its length when tightly

stretched out and when its ends are forcibly pushed together

is the sum total of the wear of the rivets. If this amounts to

two inches or more in a chain of usual length, it should be

replaced. It is a bad practice, however, to put a new chain on

badly worn sprockets, so that the condition of the latter should

at the same time be inspected.
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The Speedwell 25-h.p. Car.

f^OME brief paiticulars of the new Britiah-built cars

of the New Speedwell Motor Company, Ltd., were
k— given in our report of the Olympia Show, but the

more complete description we are now ablo to publish will

no doubt be read with interest, as, while the design gener

ally follows the usual arrangement of live axle vehicles,

the details show many departures from the ordinary practice.

Three sizes are being built, viz., 10-12-b.p. two-cylinder, 25-h.p.

four-cylinder, and 40-h.p. six-cylinder. The following particulars

relate to the 25-h.p. car, but, except where specially mentioned,

they m ay be taken as applying to all the different models. The

engines (Fig. 4) have the cylinders cast in pairs, with the inter-

o

d

Fig. 8) runs in two rows of adjustable ball bearings with the

riven pulley supported centrally between the fork that carries

the bearings, and the bracket is bolted on to the front of the first

cylinder in such a manner as to distribute the strain from the

driving belt ecpially. The belt is automatically retained atthe cor

rect driving tension by means of a volute spring beneath the fan

carrying fork, a long pin passing up through the spring, so that the

latter cannot sway sideways, but can tmly move in a vertical direc

tion. The carburettor is of the automatic float feed type, located on

the right hand side of the motor. The hot air for the mixture is

taken from a pocket around the exhaust, and combined with the

cold air in proper proportions. The device is automatic in action,

 

Fig. 1 and 2. -Elevation and Flan of Chassis of Speedwall 25-h.p. Car.
-•>-'

changeable valves all operated off a single cam shaft. The

dimensions of the cylinders are: 10-12-h.p. 99 mm. by 130and

25-h.p. and 40-h.p. (six-cylinder) 100 mm. bore by 130 mm. stroke.

The base chamber can bo dismounted without interfering with

the crank shaft or clutch, allowing a ready inspection of all the

internal parts. Except on the 10-12-h.p. car dual high tension

ignition is provided—magneto and accumulators. The speed

of the engine is controlled by two small vertical levers projecting

from the centre of the steering wheel but not turning therewith.

The magneto and water circulating pump are driven off a cross

shaft by a worm-gear on the cam shaft, and the radiator is of the

honeycom,b type. The water is pumped from the bottom of

the radiator to the cylinders, upward to the top and out

through a pipe which is in connection with the upper end of

all cylinders, and thence through a flexible rubber connection

to the top of the radiator, where it is cooled. The fan spindie

additional air being supplied at high engine speeds-W .an- autjfr

matic air valve, which is controlled by the speed of one motor.

The petrol is fed by gravity to the carburettor from a tank p'aeed

under the front seat. The silencer is alfo of a. new type; it

consists of a long narrow cylinder, three openings being provided

at the engine end of same, through which air is drawn in with

the exhaust. The action is stated to correspond to that of the

carburettor spray, the cold air being drawn into and through the

central tube by the inertia of the exhaust gases issuing from the

expansion chambers of the silencer, and as it mingles with these

latter before they emerge, the heat and consequently the pressure

is so reduced that there is no noise, while the effie'ency of 'the

engine is augmented. The lubrication of tbe motor is effected

by the pressure of the exhaust, leads conveying the oil to ever'

principal bearing; the base chamber is also provided wit

partitions, so that the splash remains constant.

t
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Coming now to the transmission, the clutch, which in the

■ two large cars is of the multiple diso type running in oil, is, as

will be seen from Fig. 5, contained in the gear box, and attached

direct to the main driving shaft, increasing its strength and

securing alignment between clutch and gear. The plates of the

clutch are self-separating, they immediately ceasing to grip as

soon as the pressure of the spring is releasod, enabling a change

 

Fig. 3.—Section through Fan and Pulley Spindle, and Support;

of speed to take place quickly and without noise. The separation

of the plates is effected automatically by means of spring tongues

formed on each alternate plate. The gear-box is adapted to give

three speeds forward and a reverse, with direct drive on top speed,

the control being bya small lever working in a special form of"gate"

quadrant. The gearing is locked in either position, the whole of the

locking mechanism being contained within the gear-box. The final

transmission is through a cardan shaft and bevel gear to a live axle,

which latter forms another of the special features of the Speedwell

vehicles. The axle (Fig. 6), which is built up of two members, is

claimed to combine all the advantages of the chainless drive with

 

Fig,81—Seneral View ofJ Valve Side of Speedwell 25-h.p. Engine.

the safety and strength of the solid forged steelaxle. It is so

arranged that the weight of the car is entirelyjborne by the lower

axle, which is made of forged steel, and runs across from one

to tbe other without any break or joint. The wheels run on the

ends of this axle, and no weight is thrown on the driving

mechanism. The differential is supported on this solid axle,

through the bosses of which pass the live shafts which transmit

Jhe. power to the road wheels by means of dog clutches. The

whole of the driving gear can be dismounted without interfering

with the wheels or jacking up the car ; the differential case is

made in two halves, parting horizontally, making the inspection

of the crown bevel driving pinion and differential gear an easy

matter ; further, the gearing can be lifted out by simply drawing

 

Fig. J.—View of Clutch and Change-speed Gear-box. ' ,

out the two driving shafts on either side after removing the wheel

hub caps. The inner ends of tbe shafts are square in section,

and fit in corresponding square holes in the side bevel wheels of

the differential. It may here be mentioned that ball bearings

are employed throughout except on the engine.

The rear dumb irons arc replaced by halves of semi-elliptic

springs, and a special feature is the double pivoted spring shackles,

which are claimed to allow the springs greater action without

strain than when secured hi the ordinary way. The bottom

leaf of the portion which displaces the dumb iron is set outwards

at right angles and curled round to form a bearing for one of tbe

bolts of the shackles. Provision has been made for oiling all the

joints of the springs and shackles, by tbe insertion of concealed

and dust-tight oilers which do not project beyond the ordinary

level. The arrangement of the brakes is interesting, the usual

system being reversed—that is to say, the pedal is connected up

to the internal expanding metal-to-metal brakes working inside

drums connected with the hubs of the rear road wheels, a special

compensating device to equalise the action of the two brakes being

provided. The emergency brake, which is controlled by a hand-

lever at the side, works on a drum at the rear of the gear-box.

 

Fig. 6 —The Speedwell Bear Axle. . ■

The frame is of pressed steel, narrowed at the dashboard to

give a wide steering lock. It has four cross ties, all gusset

plated, the front one serving as a cradle to carry the radiator.

It will be seen, too, from Fig. 1 that the power transmission

mechanism is all in one line, the crank and cardan shaft being

in the same plane throughout. The wheel base of the vehicle is

9 ft. 6 in., and the track 4 ft. 6 in., which enables a roomy side-

entrance body of the open or closed type to be fitted. Altogether

the new Speedwell cars reflect great credit on their designer

and should ta'te a prominent position in the growing list of

British-built vehicles.
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 To meet the convenience

of motorists at Whitsuntide the

Dunlop Tyre Company will keep

all their depots open during the

holidays. v

Well equipped with repair

plant, the new Star garage of

Messrs. Broadway and Co. should

passing through Alnwick.

We learn that the Royal Automobile Club has just awarded

the " Dewar " Challenge Trophy for the most meritorious per-

HERE AND THERE.

 

be of service to motorists

 

x'ormance in a long distance trial taking place between January

1st and December 31st, 1906, to Messrs. Dennis Bros., Ltd., of

Guildford, for their record run, on one of their cars, of 4,007

miles without an involuntary stop. We give an illustration of

the vehicle herewith, and may add that it could have un

doubtedly doubled the distance, as the run was unfinished ;

the same car has since been supplied to Mr. Hylton Lamotte,

Shirley, Croydon, who has himself driven it 20,000 miles

without a single mechanical stop. According to the certificate

given by the K.A.C. in respect of the car, " the roads were

heavy and wet during the greater part of the trial, and on

two occasions part of the run was taken through snow. At

the official examination on completion of the run the entire

mechanism was found in remarkably good condition. The

road wheels, gear-box, and live axle are fitted with ball bearings

throughout, and all those examined were in perfect condition.

The engine was in perfect condition, including piston rings, all

bearings and valves." This is not the first time

that the reliability of the Dennis machines has

been demonstrated, as in the 1,000 miles relia

bility trial of 1903 one of their cars attained

fourth highest marks out of 140 competitors,

and was second among the English-built vehicles

—in fact, it obtained 2,991 marks out of a pos

sible 3,000, ,. .

One of the new Renault motor-cabs caught

fire early on Saturday morning in Brixton Hill.

The driverr tried to put out the flames, and

was badly burned while doing so. Four fire-

engines had to be summoned before the fire

could be extinguished, and the cab was practi

cally destroyed. The fire is reported to have

been caused by an overflow of petrol.

The Tramways Committee of the Leices

ter Corporation have leased to Mr. G. H. Wait,

who is well known in connection with the

Clyde motors, a large portion of the old tram

way depot, to be used for a motor works and

garage. This will accommodate about fifty

cars, and Mr. Wait is being joined in the enterprise by Mr. C. B.

Warner, of Quorn.

A new garage in Norfolk Street, Sheffield, has been built

for the Hattersley and Davidson Automobile Company.

Messrs. Rice Bros., of 63

West Street, Horsham, have a

number of motor-cars for sale

or. hire, and also undertake all

classes of repair work.

It is definitely fixed that

the drivers of the Weigel cars in

the A.C.F. Grand Prix race will be Messrs. D. M. Weigel and

Pryce Harrison, with Mr. Robert Laxon as reserve. ■

The value of the motor-cars and parts exported from the

United States during March last amounted to £109,069, as com

pared with only £58,712 in the corresponding month of 1906.

England headed the list with £29,324, Canada being second

with £24,904.

Application is being made to the Local Government Board

by the East Sussex County Council for a speed limit of ten

miles an hour for motor-cars on that portion of the London-

Brighton road in the village of Handcross, between the 33rd

and 34th milestone.

Messrs. C. A. Vandervell and Co., of Warple Way,

Acton Vale, W., the makers of the " C.A.V." accumulators,

have sent us a sample of a new ignition switch they have lately

introduced, and to which we hope to refer more fully in a

subsequent issue.

The discharge by a metropolitan magistrate of the driver

of a motor-car in which Sir Wilfrid Laurier, the Canadian

Premier, was passenger, for exceeding the speed limit in Regent's

Park, was clearly, as Mr. Plowden expressed it, a case of

preferential treatment. '

The Vicar of Midhurst, the Rev. Frank Tatchell, deserves

the thanks of motorists for his offer to provide direction signs

at the corner in Midhurst where West Street—leading to the

Chichester road—and the Bepton, Petersfield, and Petworth

roads join. Hitherto it has been very easy for drivers to go the

wrong way on arriving at that spot.

The first motor-car was introduced into the Canadian

province of New Brunswick in 1903, and in the spring of 1905

a law regulating the speed of automobiles and prescribing

registration was adopted. At that time there were only twelve

cars in the province, but by the spring of 1906 the number had

been doubled, and an automobile club was formed, through

whose efforts more money was spent for the improvement of the

public highways in one year than had been spent for many years

prior to that time. Fully 75 per cent, of the cars now in use

in New Brunswick are of American manufacture, despite the

import duty of 35 per cent., the remainder being of French,

English and Canadian construction.

 

ThelSpeedwell 25-h.p. Limousine-Landanlet (*'« pagclZbl.)

A coroner's jury on Tuesday returned a verdict of man

slaughter against Miss Elsie Fox, whose motor-car collided with

a covered van near Royston. The driver of the latter received

injuries resulting in his death.
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Motor-boat racing will be a feature of Oulton Regatta

next week.

A garage for cars has been provided at the Irish Inter

national Exhibition at Dublin.

Sheffield is to have a motor fire engine, fitted with _a

40-h.p. four-cylinder Argyll engine.

A 16-h-p. Albion car has lately been supplied to the War

Office for use in the Curragh Camp, Ireland.

SHOULD the entries warrant, a class for motor-'buses will be

arranged in connection with the Southern M.C. climb on

Captain Kydd's Hill on the 22nd prox.

' A number of gentlemen connected with the Scottish motor

trade have entertained Mr. Kenneth Henderson, manager of the

Scottish Automobile Company, Ltd., to dinner. < ■ ■

The Daimler Company inform us that in addition to several

orders from private individuals, as a result of their showing at

the Madrid Exhibition, they have booked an order for a 28-b.p.

car from the Duke of Sarogossa.

 

 

Details of Rear Spring Connections on Speedwell 25-h.p. Car. (See page

The Mayor qf Hastings has forwarded- a. copy of, someCnotes

on Hastings and St; Leonards, compiled by Mr. A. SVyWilson,

Medical, Officer of Health of the borough, and deal i rig "with its

climatology and sanitary condition. Its perusal shouja convince

readers of the delights of the place for all in search of health.

The Annuaire I.V.A. de {'Industrie Velocipedique et Auto

mobile en France, which has just been issued, should prove

useful to all interested in the cycle and motor trades in France.

From the copy which has reached us from the publisher, M. F.

Gebert, 31, Boulevard Magenta, Paris, we note that the direc

tory is divided up into a number of sections, including those

referring to motor car and cycle manufacturers, agents, makers

and dealers in automobile components, ignition apparatus, lamps,

bodywork, motor-boats, tyres and wheels, especial care having

been taken to verify the addresses. A useful feature of the

Annuaire is the alphabetical list of trade names, which enables

the name and address of the maker of any car, cycle, motor or

automobile component to be quickly turned up.

The cost of the Brooklands automobile track will be about

£150,000.

The Continental Tyre and Rubber Company have now a

tourists' office at their Paris depot.

„ , .. Considerably over 100 entries have been received for- the

motor meet at Bexhill on Monday and Tuesday next.

It is roported that the motor-'bus is to be introduced into

Palestine, a service between Jerusalem and Bethlehem being

projected.

The Scottish Accident, Life and General Insurance Com

pany, Ltd., of 115, George Street, Edinburgh, is undertaking

motor accident insurance.

The death took place on Wednesday morning of Mr. Adney

Payne, who received injuries in a motor-car accident a fortnight

ago. The deceased gentleman was the father-in-law of Mr.

Walter Gibbon.

The Belhaven Engineering and Motors, Ltd., is the title of

a company formed to take over the business carried on by Messrs.

R. Morton and Sons, Ltd., at Wishaw. Industrial

vehicles will have a prominent place among the com

pany's productions.

fFROM the Franklin Manufacturing Company,

Syracuse, N.Y., U.S.A., comes a very artistic cata

logue describing the latest models of Franklin cars, the

great feature of which is the employment of air-cooled

engines, which are made in sizes ranging from 12-b.p.

four-cylinder to 30-h.p. six-cylinder.

Thk Automobile Club of New South Wales have

decided to support the proposal of the Dunlop Rubber

Company to institute an inter-state motor contest, to

be held in November next, the course being Brisbane to

Adelaide, a distance of 1,850 miles, during which some

of the worst Australian bush roads and tracks will be

encountered.

Recent purchasers of 30-h.p. Hotchkiss cars

include Lady Newborough, the Right Hon. Sir

Frederick Milner, Lt.-Col. Cotton Jodrell, C.B., and

Mr. H. St. George. The London and Parisian Motor

Company, Ltd., have also received orders from Captain

C P. B. Wood, D.S.O., and Mr. R. E. Myddelton for

45-h.p. six-cylinderJiotchkiss cars.

The industrial prosperity of Coventry is leading to

enormous building developments, as shown by the fact

that at recent meetings of the General Works Com

mittee of the City Council plans were approved for

i - ■ close upon two hundred houses, mostly for the working

classes. Another effect of the rapid development of

the town is seen in the demands that are being made

upon the school accommodation, which is at present

being severely taxed.

The second week of the long-distance reliability

trial for a six-cylinder Hotchkiss car has seen

some very interesting roads traversed under weather

2^1>' conditions that have varied from fine and warm to

cold and wet, with some thunder. On Monday, the

6th. inst., the car journeyed to Leeds from Leicester by a

• -deyious route, embracing Ashby-de-la-Zouch, Derby, Worksop,

and Doncaster. On Tuesday York, Scarborough, and Hull were

visited, and back to Leeds by Beverley. On Wednesday the

party had its first taste of Midland manufacturing districts in a

run through Huddersfield, Sheffield, and Chesterfield, and thence

on country roads via Goole and York to Leeds. On Thursday

Newcastle was reached, Friday's run being through Hartlepool

and Stockton to Boroughbridge and back via Leeming Lane to

Darlington and on to Newcastle ; while on Saturday last the car

ran to Carlisle and Penrith and back via Alston and Durham.

The vehicle has been running perfectly, and, barring one nail

puncture, the tyres have given no trouble, and up to date are in

wonderful condition after their 1,700 miles of road travel. This

week Monday and Tuesday night were spent in Sheffield,

Wednesday in Cambridge, Thursday in London ; while to-day

(Friday) a star* will be made for Dublin via Hereford and

Holyhead.
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ORRESPONDENC

 

[Letter* to the Editor should be addressed to

97-33, Charing Gross Rood, W.C.]

THE KAISER'S PRIZE RACE.

To TH« Editor or The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—Yon will no doubt remember that the Kaiser's Prize race has

been phenomenally successful in gaining a great number of entries.

Unfortunately, at the last moment, this success seems as if it wan going

to completely spoil the race, as the German Club have seriously sug

gested that i he race shall be run in the form of two eliminating trials,

and that then the first twenty cars in each eliminating trial shall run

in the Kaiser Prize. It seems to me that a perfectly easy way out of

the difficulty would have been to have limited the entries to one car

from one maker. I am glad to see the Royal Automobile Club are pro

testing against this alteration of the rules ; but people often seem to

wonder why British manufacturers do not more frequently enter cars

in foreign competitions, and this is one of the reasons— that you never

can be sure up to the last moment whether the rules will not be altered

from those under which you enter. I hope that great prominence will

be given to this very serious alteration, which certainly would have pre

vented many people from entering.—Yours truly,

S. F. Edge.

TOURING.

To THl Editor of The Motor-Oar Journal.

Sib,—Referring to the letter by " A Touring Motorist " on the

subject of driving certificates, I certainly do not see that the dignity of

the R.A.C. is at all impaired by their notifying members of the

advantages that they claim for their driving c> rtificates. As to the

actual usefulness of these certificates, that is another matter ; it is quite

true that by their aid it is possible to obtain a French driving certificate

without examination, which otherwise, allow me to inform your corre

spondent, in reply to the query contained in the termination of his letter,

is impossible. With regard to the practical usefulness of the R.A.C.

driving certificate, apart from the matter of obtaining the French

" Permit, de Conduire," I cannot see much good in it ; one cannot

imagine a bench of magistrates reducing one's fine, or even taking in

evidence for the defence, the fact the summoned motorist had a driving

certificate as a defence, or even an extenuating circumstance. My

remark as to the doubtful utility of the certificate in England applies

only to the owner's certificate- There is no doubt that the paid driver's

certificates are an exceedingly useful institution.—Yours truly,

Alan A. L. Hickman.

A SIMPLE HUB BAND BRAKE AND HOW TO MAKE

AND FIT IT.

To the Editoe Of The Motor-Oar Journal.

Sir,—So many cais are fitted with band brakes and so many are

inefficient that perhaps this short letter may be of use to amateur

motorists. The majority of band brakes are actuated by a lever titled

on the driving side of the car, and working on a quadrant fitted with teeth
. a . • - 1 • L! .1.1 . 1 : 1 .1 L. L.1J « a

t engage with a projection on the lever, which can thus be held fixed.

The bands work on a drum fixed to the rear wheels, and are usually

lined with cast iron or wrought iron segments or with leather, Gandy

belting or some patent lining, the bands themselves being as a rule made

either of spring, or strips of blue lagging steel. The first is, as a rule,

rather hard and apt to fracture, ana the latter has a tendency to stretch.

The drums are either of malleable cast iron or of phosphor bronze. The

usual iniquitous practice is to have a malleable cast iron drum with

band lineis of either steel or wrought iron, with the result that in a very

short time the drums become mere skeletons and what little suivives

tumbles off, and if there is nothing for the band to grip, the consequence

on a hill may be the reverse of agreeable. My personal recollection

includes a run beyond the legal pace down Hog Trough Hill and a

broken collar bone. Another criminal feature in the usual apology for a

brake is that a steel cable is employed to connect the bands with the

lever, the idea being that the cable permits of compensation so that the

two bands go on at the same time. Stiffness prevents this, but what

happens is fraying of the cable and giving way, with resulting useless-

ness of the brake. The idea, like a good many others, is excellent on

paper, the cable passing through a hollow metal tube to the end of which

is fixed the actuating lever, and the cord passes over projections at

either end to a triangular rocking piece to which the bands are fixed. As

the lever is pushed forward the ends over which the cord passes are

depressed and thus the cable is tightened and the brakes put on ; in

actual working the cord does not work over the projections, so the brakes

are not thus equalised, but, as already stated, the cable rubs there and

finally breaks.

Perhaps the easiest thing will be now to shortly state how I fitted

the new brakes on my own car, and, as they have been in constant use for

nearly two years and still hold, I do not think I need say more in their

favour. The drums were but skeletons, still they answered as patterns,

and Messrs. Ginman managed, by faking them up, to oast from them two

in phosphor bronze ; of course a groove had to be turned up and the fix

ing holes drilled, otherwise they were fixed as they came from the

foundry. The bands were made of 1 in. by in. hoop steel, the ends being

turned over and riveted so as to make eyes for the bolts that held the

band to the rocking piece. They were lined with Frood's lining 1 in.

by £ in., the latter being fixed by countersunk rivets. The rocking pieces,

which were forged from a bit of 1 J in. square mild steel, were V-shaped,

with a piece standing up for attachment to the actuating lever by forged

rods with U-shapea ends in which the upright portion was held by a

§ in. bolt. The brackets were forged out of 2$ in. by 1 J in. mild steel,

and the accompanying sketch shows their shape—a Hat base held in

 

position by the central bolt of the carriage spring, the U bolts also

fixing the sides to the axle. From the upright arm there is a over

hanging portion with a clearance hole (} in.) so made that when the

bands are hum: from a bolt passed through this clear-nice hole they are

exactly central with the groove on the drum. The connecting rods

aretalso shown in the drawings. They are attached to the tranverse

metal tube by an eye bolt, with a nut on either side of the projection,

on that tube, and thus any slack can be taken up, and in addition the

brake is positive, the rods pushing it oft when the actuating lever is

pushed back. In my case I employed three-eighth rods drawn out of

the solid and half-inch eye bolts. The ends of the transverse metal

tube must of course be cranked out so that they are also exactly in

line with the drum, and the bands must likewise be hung so that they

are also exactly true with the groove—that is, the centre of the band

must be over the centre of the drum. The advantage of this band

brake is that all distance rods are dispensed with, so that when the

brake is on it is on, and when off it is off, and cannot foul the drum.

Eight forgings are required, excluding the suspension and other bolts.

There are two brackets, two rocking levers, two connecting rods with

U's at each end, and two eye bolts. A long half-inch bolt answers for

the suspension, and four pins (hardened) are needed to hold the bands

to the rocker, and a jj or J in. bolt for connecting the connecting rod

to the eye bolts which are fixed by a nut on either side to the ends of

the rod worked by the brake lever.

 

HtHfHOcl

Any blacksmith will make the forgings, the material for which can

be obtained from most ironmongers: if not, from Messrs. Buck and Hick

man, of Whitechapel Road, E.C. In order that the bands shall always

hang central and not foul the rims on the drums, the suspension bolt

must be a perfect fit in the clearance bole of the overhanging part of

the bracket, and as there is considerable wear it should be case-hardened

or made from "tool " steel. For the same reason the pins holding the

bands to the rocker must be also case-hardened or made of tool steel.

Malleable cast brackets would do as well, but for these a pattern is

essential, and in order to stand the strain they must be stouter and cast

with a central web as an extra support for the upright part. Personally,

I prefer forgings, and, in addition to being stronger, t hey are cheaper.

Should any reader decide to make one of these brakes and desire any
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further information I, with your permission, shall be most happy to

reply to any enquiries in the correspondence column of the M.V.J.—

Yours truly,

Charles T. W. Hiesch.

THE SOUTHERN MOTOR CLUB'S COMPETITION.

To THl Bditob of The Motor-ear Journal.

Sir,—With reference to the letter from Mr. Malcolm Brooke, which

you published on page 234 of the M.C.J. , I think it only right to that

gentleman to entirely t-ubstantiate every statement he makes. I do not

know exactly at the moment how our report to you came to be worded

as it was, but I am looking into it. As regards Mr. Brooke's 18-h.p.

six-cylinder Malcolm car, on looking at the report of the observer, I find

that this ran perfectly for the first two rounds and for the best part of

the third round, and then, owing to the ignition wire dropping on the

cylinder, the insulation became burnt through and a short circuit was set

up, causing a delay of some thirty minutes. Altogether independent of

this result, I have since had a iuu on Mr. Brooke's car, aud must say

that my impressions are distinctly favourable.—Yours truly,

S. W. Phillpott,

Hon. Sports Secretary, S.M.C.

The magneto has no tremblers, so possibly its behaviour is more

consistent, still it is purely a question of timing and adjustment. All

talk about the different resulis owing to the different character and

chemical properties of the spark magneto, as against accumulator and

coil, is the purest moonshine. So long as the spark is not less than a

certain minimum temperature, and occurs at exactly the same point in

all four cylinders every time, the power will be the same. We were

allowed by the Daimler Company to experiment on one of their engines,

and we made a winding and trembler to suit their distributor. That our

theory is correct was proved ; there was no difference in power between

the magneto and accumulator and coil ; the coil and accumulator used

were of our manufacture.—Yours truly,

C. A. VANDERVELL AND Co.

THE COST OF CARS.

To thb Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—I am afraid I cannot understand the point of view of your

correspondent " W. L. C," who compares the price of a railway engine

and a motor-car. As the price given for a chassis is that of a few

racing cars only, and is, therefore, considerably inflated, it is probable

that the £4,500 given as the price of a locomotive is correspondingly low.

  

Motorists leaving Lallan's Plain, Aldershot, on the news that the Review which was to have been held last week had been

cancelled owing to bad weather.

ACCUMULATOR V. MAGNETO IGNITION.

To nam Editoe of The Motor-Car Journal,

Sir,—We have followed with interest the correspondence relating to

Accumulator and coil versus magneto ignition, more especially as we

have ourselves gone rather thoroughly into the matter from a scientific

point of view, in order to try and hnd out the real reason for the widely

different results people seem to obtain from the same apparatus. We

realised very early that when a practical motorist says he obtains more

power from one or the other it cannot always be imagination ; and the

experiments we have carried out prove conclusively that a coil which

gives good results on one engine will certainly not do bo on another. In

one experiment carried out by the writer, with two coils having different

windings, the same engine gave 33-h.p. with one and 36-h.p. with the

other. Both coils gave, apparently, the same spark on the bench. It

was not a question of trembler speed, as the first coil worked better and

gave more power on a six-cylinder engine. The determining factors

• appear to be the length of contuct on the low tension side of the

distributor, speed of engine, and construction of trembler. Nearly every

tvee of engine seems to have one particular trembler, or trembler

adjustment, that it suits best, and it is just as reasonable to expect an

engine to give its best power on any coil as it would be to fit a

. .carburettor of any make or size at random and expect perfect running

right away.

In any case, is it not obvious that it is the very fact that the chassis of

a motor-car weighs only about a ton that makes the price high T And

does your correspondent really suggest that a railway locomotive has

either the high-clats workmanship or materials found in a high grade

car incorporated in its design. —Yours truly,

G. P. H. de Frevillk.

TRIALS.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—Your correspondent " A.E.T.," whose letter appears on page 234

of your last issue, has evidently missed the point of my letter to which

he refers. He seemingly, suggests that the Scottish Automobile Club

could not do differently than they have done, and that any car which

will not conform to the handicap formula of the Scottish Club is ipso

facto something extraordinary. On the first question, I would refer you to

the rules covenns the Irish Reliability Trials, which rules allow any car

selling for less than £2?0 to compete as a two-seater, irrespective of

engine capacity ; and on the second Question I would mention that Ford

cars, which are excluded from the Scottish trials under their handicap

formula, have the largest sale of any motor-cars in the whole world.

The point of my previous letter was that primarily price is the real

handicap in all reliability trials, or, in other words, the public wish to be
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informed which i- the best and most reliable car at the cheapest com

parative cost. This fact is partially recognised in all handicap trials,

'■tit its practical utility is nullified by the Scottish Club when they

-demand that, irrespective of price, no car developing more than 1 1 ■ h.p.,

according to their arbitrary and erroneous formula, shall compete as

a two-seater. I contend that if I can bona file sell the public a c ir for

£200 which will beat any other car being soli to the public for a similar

sum, I should not be prohibited from demonstrating the qualities of my

car because I am giving the publio more h.p. than the other fellow. I

recognise that technical formultB are necessary, but such formulae are

quite secondary.—Yours truly,

Percival L. D. Perry.

SIRENS AND EXHAUST CUT-OUTS.

To thb Editob of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—The attention of the cjmmittse of the Royal Autmobile Clnb

has been called to the increase in the use of sirens and exhaust cut-outs

by certain motorists, and to the annoyance and inconvenience which

such a practice causes toother users of the highway, and, in accordance

with a resolution passed at a meeting of the (Join mat so on the 1st inst.,

I venture to appeal to motorists.through the medium of your columns, to

assist the committee in the endeavour to put a stop to what may other

wise become an intolerable nuisance.

My committee earnestly request all drivers of m >tor vehicles who

use the siren, and those who are in the habit of using the exhaust cut

out, to di*oontinu9 this practice, as the me of either is unnecessary, and

their continuance must inevitably tend to arouse a not unreasonable

hostility from the public.—Yours truly,

C. D. Rose,

Chairman of the Committee of the K.A.C.

OPENING FOR GARAGE.

To the Editob or The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—May I be permitted to encroach on your valuable space to

ask if any of your readers can give me the benefit of their advice on

the opening of a garage and repair shop. I mean, as to a town on

any main road, where they think an opening would be beneficial to

both the writer and to motor owners.

I am a stranger as to the best routes in England where a shop

could be made to pay. I thought I would ask you for the benefit of

your advice.—Yours truly,

M. W.

PUTTING ON NEW TYRES.

To the Editob o» The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—Anyone who Has had much of this kind of thing to do will

admit that it is not a very easy matter to get the tyre on exactly straight

for the valve, as although one may get it right to commence with, yet

the leverage it gets to put it on the rim very often moves it a quarter of

an inch, and, being new, and a very tight fit, it is impossible to move it

back without partly taking it off the rim again, ana this performance

maybe repeated any amount of times. I have seen some men cut the

edges of the tyre around the valve hole so as to give a wider margin to

work to, but this is not at all a smart way. and cannot add to the

strength of the tyre itself. The other day 1 tried a dodge which I have

previously heard of, and as it answers so well I give it to my friends for

what it is worth. Turn the wheel round so that the valve hole is at the top,

then get an old valve and drop it in the valve hole, now take the tyre and

not as much of it on as possible, seeing that the edge of the tar side goes

under the old valve just inserted. This will keep the tyre in its correct

place all the time whilst the last security bolt has been inserted, then it

may be slipped out and the tube put in. There is absolutely no possibility

of the tyre moving partly around whilst getting the first edge on, or

when putting in the bolts ; with an 880 by 120 tyre, it is not much fun

making a slight mistake. Trusting this information will be useful to

some of your readers.—Yours truly,

Jno. H. Hall.

We have an inquiry for the name and address of the maker of the

Arco Hint tread.

Mr. W. F. Parker, of 68, St. Giles, Oxford, lost on Sunday, some

where between Guildford and Bracknell, the top of a tool-box, and will

be pleased to hear from anyone who may find the same.

Beween the " Red Lion " and Harrow Weald, a lamp and bracket

from a tri-car has been found. The owner can have the same by giving

-description and paying expenses to Mr. George Walmer, 19, Clay Hill,

Boshey, Herts.

The Miesse Petrol Car Syndicate, Ltd., of Pelham Street, South

Kensington, London, S.W., inform us that they hive no connection with

the Turner Motor Manufacturing Company, of Wolverhampton, and

that the Miesse petrol car is manufactured by the original Jules Miesse,

and " also that Mr. Justice Warrington, on May 10th, refused to grant

the Turner Motor Manufacturing Company an injunction with costs

restraining us from using the word Miesse in connection with the cars

manufactured by Jules Miesse."

THE LONO DISTANCE TRIAL OF A SIDDELEY CAR.

As we briefly mentioned in our last issue, the long distance trial of

the40-h.p. Siddeley car under the auspices of the Royal Automobile

Club came to a successful conclusion on the 1st inst. with a total mileage

to its credit of 10,003, of which 7,089 miles were run without an involun

tary stop. From the earliest days reliability has been the prominent

feature of the cars designed and built by the Wolseley Company, and the

records of various trials afford striking testimony to their consistently

successful performances. The trial joit concluded, however, has proved

to be certainly the most severe test ever yet attempted with a motor-car.

The vehicle was in charge of Mr. Martin G. Duncan, the official observer

for the R. A.C., and driven by Messrs. A. Farrell and G. Fletcher, who

took turns at the wheel. A new and very successful feature of the trial

has been the method adopted by the Club of making various towns

throughout the country local centres, from which daily runs were made.

In this way motorists generally have been able to follow the daily pro

gress of the car, while public interest has been stimulated. As was

to be expected, the weather has been at times very severe, while the

roads in some districts were almost impassable. This was particularly

the case over the routes mapped out in Devonshire and Cornwall, and

it is interesting to note that the drivers, even after penetrating into

the far north of Scotland, consider that the Cornish roads provided the

worst travelling of the tour.

The car—a 40-h.p. Siddeley—was of the heavy touring type, and no

pains were spared as regards its appointments to ensure the comfort of

driver and passeugers. It was fitted with a Cape cart hood extending

right over the front seats, and a specially designed double-folding wind

screen was provided in front. During cold weather an ingenious

method was adopted whereby hot air was drawn up from the motor to

warm the occupants of the vehicle. This was effected by means of a

baffle plate, worked from the driver's seat, and fitted in the protecting

 
 

tray placed underneath the motor and gear-box. Another special feature

must be noted in that the tyres were filled with Elastes, and it must be

admitted that this had an important bearing on the result of the

trial, as no stoppages from tyre troubles were experienced on the road

throughout the whole of the long journey, although at times mile after

mile of loose stones had to be negotiated. It was seldom that at the

end of a day's run the drivers failed to find an assortment of nails

embedded in the tyres.

The Trial was not without its incidents, but no stoppage had to be

reported until the 2,914th mile, when the gear change lever broke. This,

on examination, was found to be due to a slight flaw in the metal.

After this was replaced, the car recommenced its attempt to establish a

fresh non-stop record, and maintained great regularity in its daily

running thenceforward until the end of the trial, with the exception

of one occasion on which the car was delayed by running off the road

through being bored into a ditch by a horse attached to the tail of a

cart. This happened near Lancaster, and did not affect the non-stop

record, as no fault attached to the driver, who was obliged to avoid what

might easily have been a very serious accident. The engine was kept

running until the Official Observer gave instructions to stop it,

three horses having to be requisitioned to get the car out of the ditch.

Another " traffic " stop occurred in Scotland when attempting to cross the

famous pass of Glenshee. Here the road was found to be covered to a

depth of nearly twenty-five feet with a huge snowdrift, and althongh

attempts were made to dig a way through, the task eventually had to

be abandoned, and an alternative route substituted. It was while in

Scotland that a lucky horse shoe was picked up, which was prompt I y

attached to one of the rear spring hangers and faithfully served its duty

as a mascot during the remainder of the trial.

It has been suggested that the strain of driving cantinually day

after day would have affected the health of the drivers, but so far from

this being the case they find themselves now in a far better condition
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physically than when they started this long tour, an experience which

is also shared by the official observer. At the conclusion of the trial

the working parts of the car were dismantled for examination by the

Technical Committee of the R.A.C., and their report on the whole trial

will shortly be issued. This much is certain, that mechanically the car

has come ont of the test with the highest honours.
CLUBS AND ASSOCIATIONS

THE TOURIST TROPHY RACE.

—•—

The cars which the Star Engineering Company have built for the

Tourit-t Trophy Race are of the chain-driven type. The four-cylinder

engines are 4 in. bore by 5 in. stroke, the normal speed being 1,000

revolutions, at which 20-h.p. is developed. The gravity-fed carburettor

is of the Star Company's automatic type, and two forms of high-tension

ignition—magneto and accumulators—are provided. The change-speed

gear gives four speeds forward and a reverse with the direct drive on

the top, the speeds at the normal rate of the engine being 10, 20, 30,

and 42 milts per hour. The cars have a long wheel base and the road

wheels are shod with 875 mm. by 105 mm. tyres.

Messrs. Humber, Ltd., Coventry, have also furnished us with a few

particulars of the car they have built for the event. The engine com

prises four separately-cast cylinders ±\ in. bore by 4 J. in. stroke. The

change-speed gear, which is gate controlled, gives four speeds and

reverse, the direct drive being on the third. The various ratios are

8-002 to 1, 3-9 to 1, 2-5 to 1, and 198 to 1. The transmission is by a

cardan shaft and bevel gear to a live axle. Tbe road wheels are carried

 

AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION.

The Automobile Association patrols will be on special duty between-

London and Bexhill during Whitsuntide. The official route chosen by

arrangement with the Crystal Palace A.C. is:—Lewisham, Bromley,

Farnborough, Sevenoaks, Tonbridge, Lamberhurst, Robertsbridge,

Battle, Ninfield, Bexhill.

The Automobile Association patrols will be specially mobilised for

service on the Great North Road for the Motor Union meeting at

Lincoln, the route being Barnet, Hatfield, Hitchin, Buckden, Stilton,

Stamford.

JUNIOR AUTOMOBILE CLUB.

The Junior A.C. held a speed judging competition near St. Albans

on Saturday. The winner was Mr. C. W. Brown. Miss Agnes Wood

was second, and Mr.- S. W. Stewart, third. The Ladies' Nomination

Sweepstakes resulted :—Mrs. C. W. Brown, driver H. Cook, 1 ; Mrs.

Branson, driver E. A. Merskel, 2; Mrs. Carter, driver A. J. Boult, 3.

 

The above illustration depicts the Winning Team of Talbot Cars at Frome's Hill, taken after the vehicles and their respective engines

had been dismantled, inspected and certified as correct, with the Hereford Trophy and Medals shown in the centre.

Reading from left to right they are as follows :—1. Mr. T. W. Bowen's 10-h.p. two-cylinder, declared second in Class 1, awarded silver medal. 2. Mr. W.
Stokes' 20-h.p., second In Class 3, awarded silver medal. 3. Lord Shrewsbury's 12-16-h.p. . with driver Q. Day at the wheel, winner of Class 2 and awarded
gold medal, and finally declared winner of the whole contest, with highest marks for efficiency, and awnrded the Hereford Trophy. 4. Viscount Ingestre's
15-h.p., with His Lordship at the wheel, winner of Class 3 and awarded gold medal. 6. Mr. T. H. Woollen's 12-15-h.p., with driver J. Hedge at the wheel,
second in Class 2, awarded silver medal. Mr. T. H. Woollen, the general manager of Clement-Talbot, Ltd., is seen standing between the winning car

No. 33 and Viscount Ingestre's No. 39.

by the axle casing, so that the live shafts have only the driving effort to ,

transmit. The differential gear is of the straight pinion type and ball

bearings are used to all parts except the engine.

The vehicle which the New Leader Motors, Ltd., have built for the

event is rated at 20-h.p. ; the engine is of the four-cylinder type, 3 J in.

bore by 3J in. stroke, the normal speed be>ng 901) revolutions per miu.

Both accumulator and coil and high-tension magneto ignition are

provided ; the water circulation is by thermo-syphon, no pump being

employed. .1 he carburettor, which is of the automatic type, is gravity

fed. Four speeds and a reverse are provided, with direct drive on the ,

top speed through a cardan shaft and bevel gear to a live axle. The

vehicle, which has a wheel base of 8 ft. 11 in., is shod with 32 by 3J in.

Dunlop tyres.

Three years have been added to the life of the Canadian patents on

tbe Dunlop tyres, which, as a result, will not expire until the year 1910.

On bis arrival at Madrid, after his record run from Paris on a De

Dietrich car, M. Sorel, wiring the result of his performance, attributed

part of bis success to the working of the Blei iot headlights he was using

on the car, and particularlv to the powerful Bleriot " petrol oxygen

projector," which, sending a luminous beam of light over a mile ahead

of the car, enabled him to keep a pace of nearly forty- live miles an

hour during the whole of the night, without danger to himself or to any

other user of the road.

THE MOTOR UNION.

In consequence of the favourable decision secured by the Motor

Union recently in tbe Divisional Court on the question of smoke emission

by motor-cars on tbe highway, the Legal Cases Committee have resolved

to support financially an appeal by the L'ttle Malvern Granite Company,

who are members ot the Commercial Motor Users' Association, against

a conviction of one of their drivers by the local magistrates for that he

did " unlawfully use on a highway there a certain locomotive not

consuming as far as practicable its own smoke." Expert evidence wa&

given showing that the tractor was constructed upon t he most approved

modern principles and could only emit smoke from a temporary or acci

dental cause. The Justices, however, held that the tractor did not

satisfy the conditions of a light locomoiive, as defined in the Act of 1896.

The appeal will be heard at the Worcester Quarter Sessions.

AUTO CYCLE CLUB.

IT has now been definitely decided that the Motor cycle Tourist

Trophy iace shall be held over a course starting from Peel to Bnlla-

craine, which is practically level. From Ballacraine the route runs

thr-.ugh Glen Helen up Cieg Willeys Hill. This is the most severe hill

on the course, and has a bad left-angled corner, but an average 3J-b.p.

motor-bicycle can easily climb it. From the lop of this hill there is a

gradual descent to Kirk Michael. From here, by a sharp turn to the

left, the coast road to Peel is taken ; this part of the course is compara-
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tively easy, although there U a very had corner, " The Devil's Elbow,'

. it) ml half way. Altogether the course is an ideal one for the motor

cycle, and competitors should have no difficulty in maintaining a fair rate
■of speed on the fuel allowance, viz., ninety miles to the gallon for single

cylinders, and S9venty-five miles to the gallon for twin cylinders. This

course will be covered eleven times, making a total distance of 175 miles.

The special petrol provided by the club is known as the R.A.C. brand

and has a specific gravity of '715 to '725. Those competitors who are

going over at Whitsuntide to practise on the course are urged to use

■extreme care, because part of the course is the same as that used by the

cars. They are also particularly requested not to use cut-outs on their

machines, nor to practise on the course on Sundays ; any infringement

-of this regulation will render the machine and driver liable to instant

disqualification.

MANCHESTER.

The following are the official awards in connection with the run of

the Manchester A.C., fully reported in our last issue:—1, J. Higginson,

Jan., gold, medal; 2, E. J. Woolley, silver medal; 3, F. Eckersley,

bronze medal.

Considering the hilly nature of the route, which 132 miles long,

the fact that twenty-seven out of twenty-eight starters arrived at

Bettws-y-Coed before seven o'clock in the evening speaks well for the

'manufacturers of the modern car ; in fact, so small a percentage of marks

was lost under the head of " reliability " that the factor mainly govern

ing the result was economical petrol consumption, as will be observed

■from the following list :■—

MARKS GAINED AND DETA

generally approved, and a Sub-Committee consisting of Messrs. Charles

Wheeler, Iltid Witherington, and H. Thompson Lyon, was elected to

represent the Association in the matter.

The question of tram-rail imperfectims in regard to their damaging

effects upon commercial motors was considered, but it was resolved that

the matter should be deferred until a case occurred.

The secretary reported as to an aetiou against Messrs. Wild and

Robbins by the Kensington Borough Council in respect of the annoyance

to the inhabitants by the use of heavy motor vehicles in that borough.

He reported that the solicitor acting tor the Association had had a con

ference with the solicitor of the Kensington Borough Council. The

decision of the Legal Cases Committee of tht Mo .or Union in respect of

this matter was reported. It was re-olved that a letter should be sent

to the members calling attention to whit had occurred, and warning

them as to worn gears, so as not to be liable to attack as being con

sidered a nuisance.

EAST LANCASHIRE M.C.C.

The East Lancashire Motor Cycle Club had its second annual hill-

climbing competition for the Harold Eccles Challenge Cup at Sawley

Brow last week. The event created a good deal of interest, entrants from

Clitheroe, Huslingden, Accrington, Preston and Blackburn drawing

followers fro n those districts. Sawley Brow is accounted a stiff climb,

and although its gradient is given in the contour road-books as averaging

one in ten, actually from measurements taken by responsible local

authorities the gradient in places touches 1 in 6-3. The best performance

was that of Mr. Weldon, of Preston, who drove the 3}-h.p. Triumph'

OF PETROL CONSUMPTION.

Entrant.

1. J. Higginson, jun.*

2. E. J. Woolley...

3. F. Eckersley ...

4. H. Hollindrake*

f-6. J. Makin*

6. G. J. Crawford*

7. A. E. Crowdy*

8. H. Bright* ...

9. Joshua Hall* ...

AO. J. Hoyle Smith

81. H. P. Bury* ...

32. S. Wallwork ...

13. W. J. H. Stonier*

14. R. Jackson* ...

15. M. Beaver

16. Colin Mather ...

17. F. R. Hesse* ...

18. J. A. Bennett...

19. F. G. Cundy ...

20. J. Arrowsmith*
•21. D. A. Parkyn...

Petrol con Marks for

No. of Petrol used Weight of sumption Marks for reliability, Total

Type of Car. cylin

ders.

in gallons car with per ton petrol cons. starting, Mams.

(132 miles) load in tons. mile in max. 200. &o. Max.

gallons. 800.

80-100-h.p. De La Buire 4 ... 8-0 2 3375 -
•0259 ...

200 800 ... 1,000

12-h.p. Lanchester 2 ... 5.625 ... 1 '55 0275 ... 188-6 ... 797 ... 985-6

12-h.p. Lanchester 2 ... 60 1-6875 ... 0269 ... 192-6 ... 780 ... 972-6

35-50-h.p. De La Buire 4 ... 8125 ... 2025 ...
•0304 ...

170-8 ... 800 ... 970-8

18-24-h.p. Belsize 4 ... 6 968 ... 1-725 ... 0306 .. . 169 4 ... 800 .„ 969-4

20-h.p. Lanchester 4 ... 65 1.5625 ... 0315 .. . 164-7 ... 800 ... 964-7

18-h.p. Siddeley 4 ... 6-475 ... 1-5375 ...
•0319 ..

162-7 ... 800 ... 962-7

10-12 h.p. Argyll 2 ... 4-5 1 0375 ...
•0327 .. . 157-8 ... 800 ... 957 8

18-28-h.p. Mercedes 4 ... 6-75 ... 1-4875 ... 0343 .. 150-9 ... 800 ... 950-9

18-24-h.p. Belsize 3 ... 80 17125 ... 0358 .. 1466 ... 799 ... 945-6

24-30-h.p. Belsize 6 ... 8-468 ... 1-775 ...
•0361 ..

143-6 ... 800 ... 943 6

12-h.p. Lanchester 2 ... 7-0 1-4625 ... 0363 .. 1431 ... 787 ... 930 1

18-24 h.p. Belsize 4 ... 90 1-6875 ...
•0404 ..

128-5 ... 800 ... 928-5

40-45-h.p. New Eagle 4 ... 10-5 1-8625 ... 0427 .. 121-5 ... 800 ... 921-5

12-14-li.p. Clement-Talbot ... 4 ... 7125 ... 1*2 0449 .. 115-3 ... 797 ... 912-3

18-24-h.p. Belsize 4 ... 9 1875 ... 1-35
•0374 .. 138-8 ... 772 ... 910-8

30-35-h.p. Daimler 4 ... 13-406 ... 2 1375 ... 0475 ... 109-2 ... 800 ... 909-2

20-3 .'-hp. Belsize 4 ... 9-375 ... 1-475 ...
•0481 ..

. 107-7 ... 798 ... 905-7

40-h.p. Napier 6 ... 10-437 ... 2-087 ...
■0377 ..,

136-9 ... 761 ... 897-9

18-24-h.p. Horbick 6 ... 110 1-55
•0537 ...

96-5 ... 800 ... 896-5

7-h.p. Motor Manufacturing Co. 2 ... 7-625 ... 1-075 ... 0537 ... 96-6 ... 798 ... 894-6

The car of J. A. Morris was withdrawn from the competition, and the following were disqualified either for shedding passengers or for non

compliance with the rules in the opinion of the judges, viz. :—J. B. Mallalieu, G. Crosland Taylor, L. Sumner, William Kay, William Hyde, and J.

.Duckworth.

An asterisk denotes that a non-stop certificate has been awarded.

The fourth run of the Manchester Automobile Club was held on

Saturday, the destination being Haddon Hall. The choice of three

-routes was given in the letter to the members notifying the arrange

ments, and by adopting the suggestions of the committee a procession

■of cars on any given route was avoided. Compared with certain

portions of the course near Blaenau Festiniog and Dolwyddelen,

traversed on the previous Saturday in the reliability run, the gradients

between Whaley Bridge and Buxton, or the latter town and Maccles

field, were not difficult to negotiate, for they only varied from about

.1 in 26 to 1 in 15, and so by half-past four some twenty cars were

parked on the greensward by the meandering Wye, in close proximity

t<> the Hall, and about sixty members and friends partook of tea in

<the rooms contiguous thereto. By six o'clock cars were leaving the

precincts of this historic home of the Vernon9, to pursue their various
•ways homewards. Among tne members present were Messrs. J. A.

Morris (president), J. Hoyle Smith, A. J. Jones, J. Duckworth,

Brownsword, D. A. Parkyn, J. Higginson, junr., S. Wallwork, C. Frost,

H. Frost, C. Occleston, H. Hollindrake, Herbert Bright, J. Makin,

11. Scott, and Stone.

THE COMMERCIAL MOTOR USERS' ASSOCIATION.

A MEETING of the Executive Committee of the Association was

•held last week, when it was reported that a number of motor manufac

turers had proposed certain meets of commercial motors in the provinces,

the first of which was to be held at Reading, on June 15th, 1907, and

*hat they would like the co-operation of the Association. The idea w.ts

entered by Mr. H. H. Edmondson. He won the cup and medal on ban licap,

and also the special medal for fastest time. At the conclusion of the

event the winners repaired to Clitheroe, where the weights were confirmed,

and the prize-winners announced as follows :— 1, Mr. Weldon, Preston,

driver for Mr. H. H. Edmondson, Preston ; 2, Mr. D. Duckworth, driver

of the 3',-h.p. Ariel for Dr. Nutter ; 3, Mr. A. N. Orr, Preston, on a

3J li.p. Triumph. Passenger class : 1, Mr. J. Scott, 4.J-li.p. Humber

tri-car ; 2, Mr. D. Strong, 4J-h.p Humber tri-car.

Dr. Stephen-on and Mr. Arthur ISirtwistle acted in the capacity of

judges, and placed at the disposal of the club cars in which to convey

the officials to the venue. Messrs. F. H. Wilkinson and G. Nnttafl

officiated as marshals of the course, and Mr. R. L. Cowburn was time

keeper. Mr. P. Isherwood undertook the duties of starter.

YORKSHIRE CLUB.

ON Saturday the third annual hill-climbing competition, under the

auspices of the Huddersfield branch of the Yorkshire Automobile Club,

tooK place for the second time over a mile and 840 yards course on the

way from Meltham to Isle of Skye, on a steap section. The day was

fine, and a large number of people turned out to witness the races, which

were conducted in the presence of the police. The road is very free

from heavy traffic, and one of the most suitable in the district. There

were four classes for small, medium, and large cars, and acup was offered

for the best performance. The following are the results ;—Class A, for

single-cylinder cars (five starters) : J. E. Dyson, Huddersfield, 3-<>4-h. p.

De Dion, time 5 min. 58 1-5 sec, points 90; class B, for two-cylinder
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cars (seven starters) : W. Singleton, KirkburtoD, 8'33-h.p. De Dion,

4 min. 55 sec. , points 98; class C, ior three or more cylinder cars up

to and including 20-h.p. (nine starters) : A. M. V'biteley, Huddersfield,

1666-b.p. DeDion, 3 min. 28 3-5 sec, points, 99; class D, for three

or more cylinder ears over 20-h.p. (five starteis) : D. S. Crowther,

Huddersfield, 32-h.p. Napier, 1 min. 54 4-5 sec, points 99'8.

D. S. Crowther took the cup for the best performance. The others

took medals. There were thirty-ore entries in all, and only seven non-

competitors. Mr. W. H. J estop, president of the Huddersfield branch.

 

The Isotta-Fraschini Limousine recently supplied by Messrs. Hall,

Caprii and Co. to Lady Paget.

acted as referee ; Mr. F. A. Reed was the starter. Mr. A. Fattorini

and two assistants were the timekeepers, and Mr. E. Gordon Learoyd

was the secretary.

On Saturday last the Yorkshire1 Automobile Club held a meet at

Helmsley, where tea was served at the Black Swan Hotel, after which

the party visited various object* of interest in the vicinity.

HERTFOEDSHIRE.

A FIFTY miles Fuel Consumption Trial was carried out by the

Hertfordshire County A.C. on Saturday. The route was from Hatfield

to Biggleswade, via Hitchin and Henlow, and return. There were nine

starters—six cars, one tri-car and two motor-bicycles. All finished the

complete journey with the exception of one car, which was delayed over

the maximum time allowed for the journey through tjre troubles.

The following are the results of the competition in their order of

merit :—

Driver.No. Car.

1. 16-20-h.p. Rover '

2. 40-h.p. Napier

3. 8-h.p. Rover ...

4. 16-20-h.p. Sunbeam

5. 10-h.p. Argyll ...

1. 9-h.p. Riley tri-car

2. 3$-h.p. Minerva

3. 3J-h.p. Triumph

F. J.

H. C.

W. A.

C

J,

Jenkins

Tryon ...

Peurkes

McWhirter

E. Young ._

Motor-Cycles.

H. R. McLatchie

AV. S. Stafford

J. S. Harwood

Miles per Gallons per

gallon. ton mile.
... 30-4 :.. • -021

.„ 21 ... 0022

... 30-9 :.. -029

... 201 031

...Delayed through tyre

trouble.

57-25

111

105

•050

■055

00O

The carrying out of the trial and the judging were performed, as in

the past two years, by Mr. D. Corse Glen, and the hon. secretary,

Mr. \V. Whittall.

ESSEX.

An open hill-climb was held at Lippett's Hill, High Beech, on

Saturday. The winners, decided on handicap, were :—

Class 1. (Passenger Motor-cycles).—A. Carpmael, jun., 9-h.p. Riley,

scratch.

Class 2. (Single-Cylinder Motor- bicycles). — J. Marshall, 3J-h.p.

Triumph, 11 sec.

Class 3. (Multi-Cylinder Motor-bicycles).—W. G. Minnies, 5-h.p.

twin Vindec, 19 sec.

Class 4. (Members' Cars).—E. H. Richards, 18-24-h.p. "J.P.,"

15 sec.

Class 5. (Motor-bicycles only, with stop and restart).—Open,

T. Hulbert.

Members, E. Varney, 2t-h.p. Crownfield, 40 sec.

KENT.

A meeting of the Kent Automobile Club was held at Canterbury

on Saturday, the fixture including a club luncheon at the County Hotel,

and a committee meeting after the lunch. There was a good attenu ance,

nearly forty members and friends being present. After luncheon the

Chairman, Mr. J. C. Morgan, pointed out that the club was the county

club, and that one of its chief aims was to create a better feeling between

motorists and other users of the highway. Sir George Collard, who-

replied on behalf of the guests, said that he realised that the motoring:

movement was growing enormously, and he conceived it to be the duty of

authorities to see that the roads and streets were kept in as good a con

dition as possible, whilst he equally conceived it to be the duty of bodies

like the Rent Automobile Club, by their example and influence, to see

that the roads and streets were need in a proper and considerate-

manner. He was afraid that the streets of Canterbury were rather

narrow, but he was glad that the club had been able to hold such a

successful meeting in the Cathedral city.

BLACKHEATH.

A meet of the Blackheath Automobile Club was held on Saturday

at the Camden Hotel, Perubury, where about twenty members and

friends sat down to tea. The run down and back was a delightful one,

the Kentish scenery being at its best. Among those present were

Messrs. W. F. Butcher, L. Beadle, O. V. Flather, A Jackson, T. E.

Quick and \V. Whiteway.

CHESHIRE. •

A successful meet—the first since the formation of the club—was-

held at the Brine Baths Hotel, Nantwich, on Saturday, when the

members and their friends were entertained by the Chairman of the-

Committee, Mr. A. G. Jeans, J. P. The President of the club, Mr.

Thomas H. Jackson, J. P., attended in company with thirty-two other-

members, the total gathering including guests numbering close

upon 150.

Particulars concerning the club can be obtained from the hon.

Secretary, Mr. J. Alfred S. Hasaal, 6, Lord Street, Liverpool.

HEREFORDSHIRE.

Mr. Wilfird Groom, hon. sec. of the Hereford A.C, writes :--

Please announce in your next issue that in Class 3 of the Frome's Hill

Climb, Mr. Eastmead's Sunbeatn won the certificate, not the car first

mentioned, also that Mr. H. C. Holder won the silver medal in class "v

and Mr. Brodtmann the bronze, not nice versa.

MOTOR YACHT CLUB.

The Motor Yacht Club season opened on Saturday with a race on

Southampton AVater. On the handicap the results were :— 1, Mr.

Nicholson's Squirt ; 2, Mr. Summer's Phoebe ; 3, Mr. S. F. Edge's

Napier IV., and Captain Cumming's Commander.

 

On Thursday last week two of the Laurin and Element Standard

8-9-h.p. Cars accomplished a splendid non-stop run from London to

Holyhead.

The car shown above was driven by an amateur, and the other by Messrs.
Laurin and Kleraent's regular driver, Mr. Toman. The two cars left the Lauriit
Klement depot in Tottenham Court Road, W.C., just after six o'clock, and, not
withstanding the wretched weather which endured all day, Holyhead was

reached without a single stop, the amateur completing the distance of 265}
mill s in 10 h. 10 min., and the firm's car in 10 h. 19 min.

SCOTTISH MARINE MOTOR CLUB.

The Scottish Marine Motor Club, Limited, has been formed out of

the Glasgow branch of the British Motor Boac Club. Lord Inverclyde

and Lord Angus Kennedy have been elected commodore and vice-

commodore respectively, and Captain Leschallas, of Ardentinny, rear-

commodore. Mr. Gibson, of Messrs. Crawford, Herron, and Cameron,

writers, is the hon. secretary, and Mr. Hart the hon. treasurer. Messrs.

Cullum, Carswell, jun., Low, and Dunlop are stewards. The season
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will commence with an opening cruise on June 8th ; regattas on July

6th and August 10th. with events for all classes of motor-boats ; and a

closing cruise on August 31st.

Lord Battersea has consented to become a patron of the North

London A.C.

The Motor-Cycle Union of Ireland held an open hill-climbing meet

on Saturday.

At the annual meeting of the North Wales Automobile Club a

membership of 96 was reported.

 

The New 18-24-h.p. Car which the Swift Motor Company have juat

put on the market. The vehicle is of British construction through

out, the engine being of the firm's own design and construction.

The run of the Southern Motor Club to Cambridge and Lincoln at

Whitsuntide has been cancelled in favour of a tour to Bexhill.

The Sussex Motor-Boat Club held its opening cruise on Saturday,

luncheon being previously taken at the Grand Hotel, Brighton.

The Bristol M.C.C. is being formed, with Mr. J. B. Kellar as

president and Mr. H. W. Cent, 37, Aberdeen Road, Bristol, as hon.

secretary.

There are nearly 300 motor-cyclists in the Leicester district, and

Mr. T. Townsend, the Old Castle Inn, The Newarkes, Leicester, is

endeavouring to form a local motor-cycle club. . ,

Under the auspices of the Engineering and Scientific Association

of Ireland, Mr. D. J. Smith will read a paper on " The Steam Car," at

the Royal College of Science, at Dublin on the 27th inst.

The Liverpool Automobile Club will hold their next club meet on

Saturday, May 25th, at Hooton Hall, Hooton, near Chester, by per

mission of the directors of the Hooton Park Club, Ltd.

A GENERAL meeting of Bedfordshire automobilists for the purpose of

formally founding a club for the county will be held under the auspices

of the Motor Union, at the Swan Hotel, Bedford, on the 29th inst.

Communications for the club should be sent to the hon. secretary, pro

», Mi. Gregory J. M. Whyley, Dame Alice Street. Bedford.

CASES UNDER THE MOTOR CAR ACT.

Exceeding Legal Limit.

Mr. Herbert Aldin Smith, a director of the Firm of Smith and

Sons, was summoned, at Marylebone. for driving a motor-car in Regent's

Park at a speed exceeding ten miles an hour. Mr. A. Gill, barrister,

prosecuted and Lord Rnssell defended. Two Park constables timed the

defendant over a measured furlong at 11.20 p.m. on April 11, with the

aid of lamps and stop-watches, and, according to their calculation, the

car travelled at a speed of over nineteen miles an hour. A third con

stable endeavoured to stop him by waving two white flags, but he drove

on, and had to be stopped by a constable of the Metropolitan police. He

did not stop, he said, because he could not see in front of him, owing to

the plate-glass in front of the car. He also explained that he was the

inventor of a speedometer, which was affixed to the car, and showed it

to the officers, pointing out that he had been travelling only a fraction

over ten miles an hour. In answer to the summons Mr. Smith con

tended that his speedometer was far more reliable than the officers'

stop-watches and their system of timing. Mr. Plowden : Is it infal

lible ?—Mr. Smith : Yes. Mr. Plowden declined to go into the rival

merits of the stop-watch and the speedometer—and found on the other

evidence in the case that the summons had been proved, imposing a fine

of 40s. with costs.

No Licence.

Among the motor cases heard at the Chichester County Bench on

Saturday was one in which Newton James Clayton, of Selsey, was

summoned for driving a motor-cycle and failing to produce his licence to

a police constable at Bognor. P.C. Aliff having given evidence, in

which it was shown that defendant said he had left the licence in another

jacket, Mr. E. B. Wannop, for defendant, suggested it was a case which

might be dismissed on payment of the costs. Mr. W. P. Cogan, for the

police, said he had no objection to this course, which the Bench consented

to adopt.

At Chichester, on Saturday, five motorists were fined for various

noes. Four other cases were heard at Horsham. One of the latter

t a blank cheque, which was filled in to the amount of £2 8s. 8d.

SPEED TRIALS AT CL1PSTONE.

Each of the last two years that the Nottinghamshire Automobile

Club has held speed trials on the Clipstone track of the Duke of Portland

the weather has been perverse. But on Saturday last, the third occasion

of the trials, it was delightful, with the result that there was one of the

best meets yet held in the Midlands.

The officials were :—President, Mr. Chas. Hardy ; judges, Lieut-

Colonel R. L. Birkin, D.S.O., and Captain K. K. Bagnall-Wild, RE. ;

clerks of the course, Messrs. W. Don Foster, A. Barlow, and R. L.

Jones; starters, Messrs. G. H. Kirk and W. D. Wells; clerks of the

scales, Messrs. H. D. Snook and A. N. Lee ; marshals, Messrs. J .

Cowen, J. C. Buckley, A. R. Atkey, R. G. Hogarth, and B. W.

Winter ; timekeepers, Messrs. Chas. Perry, J. H. Scothern, and G. E.

Batcher ; and hon. secretary, Mr. Booth Granger.

The three events resulted as follows :—

The WILSON CHALLENGE CUP.—Flying kilometre handicap for tourist petrol cars -.
open to members of the club. First prize, Wilson Cup and Gold Medal ; second.
Silver Medal.

Entrant and car.
Formula
Time.
Sec.

30
35 2-5
42
32 1-5

1. F. A. Bolton, 35-h. p. Daimler
„ /L. L'Estrange, 28- 6-h.p. Daimler
z- I R. G. Hogarth, 12-lB-h.p. Clement-Talbot

W. D. Wells, SO-h. p. Daimler

C. Edge. 60-h,p. Napier 25 4-5
C. Edge, 40-h.p. Napier 312-5
J. A. uoran, 24-li.p. Minerva 32 2-5
K. W. Lewis, 24-u.p. Dc&sy 34 1-5

Victor Riley, 9-h.p. Riley 42 4-5
M. Bowden, 35-h.p. Darracq 30
R. M. Wright. 15-h.p. Humber 33 2-6
8. Downing. 10-h.p. Alldays 46
H. Belcher, 15-h.p. Talbot 41 2-5
E. J. Wickers, 40 h.p. Welgel S3
B. Crlpps. 14-16 h.p. Argyll 39 1-6
R. R Latham, 18-2i-h.p. West 40 3-6

C. Jarrott, t»-h.p. Sizaire 43 3-5
R. C. Craven, 9-llh.p. Clement-Talbot . . . . 47 3-6
H. D. Snook, 10-12-h.p. Humber 40 2-5
A. N. Lee, 8-10-h.p. Coventry-Huniber .. .. 43
R. L. Jones, 16-20-h.p. Huinber 33 2-5
W. E. Dowson, 16-20-n.p. Rover 33 3-5

P. E. T.ejsider, 16-h.p. Clement-Talbot .. 40 4-6

Actual

Time.
M. s.
0 35
0 40 4-5
0 47 2-6
0 40
0 34 4-6
0 40 4-6
0 42
0 44 2-5
0 63 3-6
0 41 1-5

0 52 1-5
0 56 3-5
0 63 4-5
0 45 4-6
0 52 2-5
0 57
1 0 2-6
1 6
1 0 4-6
1 6 1-5
0 56 4-6

1 7 1-5
1 24 4-6

Differ
ence.
Sec.
5
5 2-5
6 2-5

7 4-5
9
9 2-5
9 3-6

10 1-5
10 4-5
11 1-6
13 4-6

11 3-6
12 2-5
12 4-5
13 l-B
16 2-5
16 4-5
17 2-5
20 2-5
22 1-5
23 2-5
28 3-5

SCRATCH EVENT.—Fa>test time flying kilometre, for any type of touring car, open
to any member of the club ; prize, a gold medal. urime'

Entrant and car. M- ■■
1. Cecil Edge, 60-h.p. Napier 0 36 4-5

Charles Hardy, 15-h.p. Daimler 0 SS
F. A. Bolton, 35-h.p. Daimler 0 40 2-5
W. D. Wells, 30-h.p. Daimler 0 43 4-5

G. H. H. Kennedy, 35-45-h.p. Renault 0 44
J. A. Doran. 24-h.p. Minerva 0 46 1-5
E J. Wickers. 4C-h.p. Welgel 0 19 2-5

H. Bowden, 35-h.p. Darracq 0 49 3 5
L. L'K.trange, !8-36-h.p. Daimler 1 32 4-6

ONE MILE HANDICAP.—Standing start, for petrol cars, the property of private
members of the ciub, driven by owner. First prize, gold medal ; seeoud, silver
medal.

Entrant and car.

. P. E. Tresidder. 15-h.p. ClementTaltwt

;. F. A. Bolton, 35-h.p. Daimler
J. C. Wilson, 20-h.p. Humber
R. ft, Latham, 18-22-h.p. West ..
W. D. Wells, 30-h.p. Daimler
H. D. Snoo«, 10-12-h.p. Humber
A. N. Lee, 8-10 h.p. Coventry Humber . .
R. L. Jones, 16-20-h.p. Humber ..
R. U. Hogarth, 12-16-h.p. Clement-Talbot

Formula
lime.
M. s.

. 1 6
. 0 47 3-5
. 0 53 4-5

. 1 6
0 37 2-6

1 4 1-6
1 9
0 62 4-5

Actual
Time.
M. s.
1 33 2-5

" 1 17 2-5
1 35 1-5
1 521-6
1 2S2-5

1 58
2 3 4-5
1 51 1-5

Differ
ence.

Sec.
2S 2-6
2ft 4-6
41 2-6
47 1-5
51
63 4-5
54 4-5
58 2-5

 

The 20-h.p. Vulcan Car which has been entered by Capt. Corbet for

the Tourist Trophy Race.

After the races a dinner was held at the Swan Hotel, Mansfield,

when several toasts were honoured, including that of "The Nottingham

shire Automobile Club," proposed by the^Mayorof Mansfield, and " The

Visitors," for whom Captain Bagnall Wild and Mr. S. F. Edge replied.

In view of the many motorists who pass through London during

holiday time, Messrs. Friswell, the motor-car dealers, wish it to be

known that they are keeping their establishment at 1, Albany Street,

Regent's Park, N.W., open both day and night during Whitsuntide.

This will enable those who require repairs, garage facilities, &o., to

procure same without delay.
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

MAY.

Saturday, 18th.

Motor Union meeting at Lincoln.

Entries close for the R.A.C. " Graphic" Trophv.

Cleveland Branch Yorks. A.C. run lo Hutton Hall.

Meeting of the New Fore-t A.C. at Beaulieu.

Southern M C. nn to B°>xhill.

Southend and District M.C. tour to France commences.

Monday, 20th, and Tuesday, 21st.

Crystal Palace A.C. meet at Bexhill.

Wednesday, 22nd.

Cardiff M.C. reliability run.

Start of the Irish A.C. reliability trials—closing on the 25th inst.

1 ar-spraading tests on the Houns'ow and Staines road.

Thursday, 23rd.

Limerick M.C. hill climb at Windy Gap.

Saturday, 25th.

Last day for practising on the Iile of Man course.

Aero Club race for the Harbord Cup at Ranelagh.

Mr. F. A. Bolton receives the Derby, Leicester, Mid-Staffs and

Notts A.C. atOakamoor.

Reliability trial of th« Ipswich and Eist Suffolk A.C.

•South Devon A.C. hill climb at Tavistock.

Thursday, 30th.

K.A.C. Tourist Trophy and Heavy Touring Car Races.

JUNE.

1st.—Entries close for Henry Edmunds Challenge Trophy.

22nd.—Southern Motor Club's open hill climb on Captain Kydd's Hill,

East Grinsiead.

JULY.

6th.—Inaugural races on the Brooklands Track.

13th. —Entries for R.A.C. commercial vehicle trials close at ordinary

fees.

AUGUST.

20th.—Open competition for light cars organised by the E*sex Motor

Club over a 200 miles course.

SEPTEMBER.

8th.—Industrial Vehicle Trials commence.

May 18th—8.45

„ 19tb—8.47

Lighting-up Times—London.

... 20th—8.48 ... 22nd—8.50 .

... 21st—8.49 ... 23.-d—8.52 .

■ ■0080088* ■

ROAD REPORTS.

24lh—8.54

25th—8.56

Durham.—The Durham County Council are shortly commencing the

re-building and widening of several bridges in the county as follows :—

Ruby Beck Bridge, at the west end of Soaindrop village, two bridges in

Lanchester village near the church, bridge on the Newcastle ana Sun

derland road at the junction of the road to South Shields. Motorists are

asked to take other routes where possible, and, if they find it necessary to

cross these bridges, to use special care in driving.

Llandaff.—The Llandaff District Council is considering the sug

gestion of their surveyor that a quarter of a mile of road should be laid

with a damp-proof coarse placed between the ballast and the top

metalling.

Dorchester.—The Dorchester Rural District Council had before

them a complaint forwarded by the county council from the War Office

(Army Motor Reserve), with reference to the condition of the roads

within a radius of about seven miles from Weymouth, over which

motor-cars were med in a recent staff-ri le. The rough condition of the

surfaces was a subject of general complaint in the reports of the officers

of the Army Motor Reserve. Tyres which were in good condition at the

commencement of the ride were cut by the loose flints and almost ruined.

The chairman of the rural district council said it struck him that the

proper answer to give to the complaints of these officers was that if it was

thought desirable for Imperial purposes that the rural districts should be

provided with first-class motor tracks the district authorities must look

to the Imperial authorities to pay the expense. It was decided to send

a reply to this effect.

■ BOOPOOBB* ■

AMONG recent orders for Napier cars secured by Messrs. S. F. Edge,

Ltd., are a 60-h.p. six cylinder chassis for Sir Marcus Samuel, a 40-h.p:

chassis for Field- Marshal Earl Roberts, and a 40-h.p. lanlaulet for Dr.

W. F Abbott, of Hereford.

One of the New Engine Company's cars fitted with a landaulet body

was recently successfully driven up Porlock Hill, Devonshire, by Mr.

J. C. Mort. He started alone, bat, finding the car going strongly, he

picked up several passengers, the vehicle finishing the climb with five

aboard.

PUBLIC MOTOR SERVICES.

The total receipts taken on the motor-'buses at Eastbourne for the

week ending the 4th inst. were £135 6s. 9d., and the total number of

passengers carried 26,684.

An auspicious beginning has been made by the motor-'bus service

from Stranraer to Drunmore.

Considerable improvement in the motor-'bus service at Ryde, Isle

of Wight, is reported, bnt complaint is still rife among visitors that

Ventnor is not similarly served.

One hundred residents having, through the Duke of Westminster's

representatives, petitioned the Westminster City Council asking

them to memorialize the Home Secretary desiring bim tt restrain

motor-omnibus companies from sending their vehicles through Eaton

Square ; the subject has been before the Law and Parliamentary

Committee, who at Thursday's Council meeting reported that numerous

complaints of a similar nature have been received from other parte of

the city, and that it would be an "undesirable precedent" to

memorialize the Home Secretary on behalf of the inhabitants of a

particular area. They however, intimated that they have under

observation the effect of the regulations issued by the police governing

the licensing of motor-omnibuses.

^^»Q8QOOjO»> —

POLICE TRAPS.

At Friar's Oak, Sussex, about ten miles from Brighton, is a police

trap, where motorists should be careful.

Some of the roads leading from Wolverhampton are being infested

with police traps.

MAUY of the motor traps in Cheshire extend over five or six miles

of quiet country road.

There is a measured mile near Haddington, upon which several

tourists have lately been trapped.

The village of Trefnant, on the main road from Mold to Rhyl, no »

has its police trap.

A police trap has been set up on Bromley Common. Several

victims have already been caught.

Several traps have been notified on the Great North Road, including

Shilton, Alconbnry Hill and Backden.

ON the North Parade, Horsham, motor-cars are now being timed by

the police.

There is a police trap in frequent operation at Westhampnett, those

caught therein being taken to the Chichester court.

The chief constable of Blackpool gives a timely warning to

motorists not to infringe the liw with regard to speed daring the

holidays.

No less than four police traps have been working lately in the

Lewes district—often simultaneously. They are located on Dicker

Common, and at the Arlington oross roads—on the way from London to

Eastbourne. There is another at the Berwick cross roads on the Lewes-

Eastbourne road, and afourth near the Swan inn, Chorley, on the Lewes-

London road.

^

BUSINESS NEWS.

-♦-
Messrs. Rowland Barnett and Company, Ltd., of 3, Hanover

Square, Newcastle-on-Tyne, have been appointed agents for the sale of

Weigel cars for Northumberland and Durham.

ON Wednesday the Northern Automobile Company, Ltd., held

their monthly auction sale at the Oak Lane Garage, Bradford.

Now that Spain looms so largely in the public eye, the appended

extract from a letter recently received by the Danlop Company is not

withont interest. " I have recently returned from a somewhat extended

tour in Spain on my 30-40-h.p. Daimler. In many parts we penetrated

the roads are almost indescribable, consisting of very deep winding

ruts caused by the ceaseless mule-cart traffic, hundreds of miles of

endless unrolled stones, and frequent river-beds, either dry or hidden

by raging torrents of water. Obviously, under those conditions, the

excessive strain on tyres and continual risk of puncture cannot but

result in a good deal .of trouble ; but, in spite of all this, you will be

interested to hear that a pair of Danlop studded non-slipping covers,

880 mm. by 120 mm., ran throughout the trip without even so much

as wanting to be pumped up."

The two six-cylinder Siddeley cars which will compete in the

Herkomer Touring Trophy competition have been entered by Mr. Lionel

de Rothschild snd Mr. Vere Key-Seymer, respectively,

During his recent visit to Italy, King Edward VII. made use of

two Daimler cars daily.

Messrs. R Reynold Jackson and Company, Ltd., have appointed

Messrs. Trackson Bros., Ltd., Brisbane, agents for the Jackson cars in

Australia.

Messrs. S. Sherman and Son, of 57, New Compton Street, London,

W.C., are making a speciality of repairing damaged motor-car lamps.

Messrs. S. F. Edge, Ltd., have sent us a photo of the 40-h.p.

six-cylinder Napier car with double landaulet body they have

recently supplied to the Right Hon. A. J. Balfour for town or country

use. 1 he vehicle is magnificently finished and is fitted with two extra

seats inside, and has a removable canopy.

Messrs. G. T. Riches and Company, of 19, Store Street, London,

N.W., have been appointed by Messrs. C. A. Vandervell and Company

their wholesale agents for the West End of London.
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COMMENTS.

ALLOONING and travel above terra firm*

is becoming a holiday pleasure with

many sportsmen. At Easter several

notable ascents were made from the 'private

grounds of the country, and this Whitsuntide,

despite the chilly air and coolest showers,' news

of similar adventures comes from various parts

of the country. Sir John Shelley has been

entertaining a party at Avington Park, near

Winchester, during the Whitsuntide, for a

ballooning expedition. Arrangements were made with the

local gas company for an ascent of three balloons on Saturday,

but the wind was too high, and it had to be abandoned. The

ascent was made on Monday afternoon, however. In the Hon.

Mrs. Harbord's balloon, the Nebula, were the owner, Lady

Shelley, the Hon. C. S. Rolls, and Major Baden-Powell ; in the

Venus were Mr. and Mrs. Moore-Brabazon and Mr. Orr-Ewing ;

and in a third ballocn Professor Huntington, Miss East, and Sir

John Shelley. The balloons sailed away in the direction of

Portsmouth, and all the passengers subsequently returned safely

to mother earth. There was a time when country gentlemen,

wishing to give their friends an exceptional pleasure, arranged

for automobile rides. Now that motor-cars have become the

commonplaces of travel, the balloon provides a variant on the

ordinary experiences of mankind.

♦ ♦ ♦

Not only is Spain becoming an impor

tant factor in international automobile

Cars in business, but Portugal also is becoming

Portugal. an importer of j cars. In 1903 only

twenty-six motor vehicles were taken

into the.country for regular service ; the

following year the number rose to thirty-four ; in 1 905 to sixty ;

and in 1906 to ninety, of a total value of £51,979, as well as

three chassis, upon which, for the first time, the carriage builders

of Portugal were to place bodies of native origin. Of the ninety

cars received last year, fifty-seven were supplied by France, four

teen by Italy, seven by Belgium, six by Germany, five by Great

Britain, and Spain sent a solitary one. The figures are not

large, but they are significant of the development of a new

market for makers.

Public Notification

of Speed-restricted

Areas.

Our reference last week to the neces

sity of those local authorities which have

secured the Local Government Board's

sanction for the reduced speed of motor

cars giving prominent notification of

such restriction has received further

evidence in a case just heard at the Retford Police Court. A

motor-cyclist from Rotherham, who was unaware of the fact that

the speed of motor-cars in certain thoroughfares of Retford had

recently been hmited to ten miles an hour, was summoned by

the police for riding beyond that speed and also in a manner

dangerous toithe public. The case was heard in the absence of

the defendant, who did not arrive until its conclusion. He was

then fined in each case, although there was no evidence to show

that the authorities had made any notification of the permission

of the Local Government Board for the imposition of the

reduced speed limit. Such restrictions should certainly be made

clearly known in the thoroughfares to which they apply, other

wise injustice to strangers will be the only result. The point

has received added importance lately, as the number of these

speed-restricted areas has increased, and is one of which the

automobile organisations in these districts should take especial

note.

♦ ♦ ♦

Despite the unseasonable and un

reasonable character of the weather during

The Whitsuntide, motorists were prominent on

Holidays. the landscape and managed to get a fair

amount of enjoyment between the

showers. Many of the London corre

spondents of provincial journals have drawn attention to the fact

that the King, the Prince and Princess of Wales, and the Duke

and Duchess of Connaught all adopted the automobile when they

abandoned London for the holiday. In the provinces the garages

generally did good business, not only in storing cars for visitors,

but in hiring them for parties seeking fresh fields and pastures.

♦ ♦ ♦

In connection with the risks that

travellers run by reason of untrimmed

„. . „ . hedges that exist on the roadside, an

8 * ' > object lesson has just been brought to

our notice which suggests the necessity

for local authorities to be made fully

aware of the dangers of such growths. On Sunday a serious

accident occurred at Catterick Bridge, near Richmond. A

motor-car, driven by Mr. J. Nattras, of Stockton, was proceeding

via Scorton to Richmond when, at the four lane ends near the

hotel at Catterick Bridge, it came into collision with a motor

cycle. The roads cross each each other at sharp angles, and

owing to the high hedges neither of the drivers could see the

approach of the other vehicle. Considerable injuries were

inflicted on the passengers, and both machines were very much

damaged. The accident emphasises the necessity of local

authorities obeying the statutes which enjoin that landowners

shall attend to such matters, and that the local authorities shall

see that no neglect of such duty is allowed.

The Irish

Trials.

On Wednesday the Irish Reliability

Trial commenced with a run of 150 miles.

A start was made from Dublin at 8

p.m., and three hours later the oars were

timed to reach Newry, where a stop of

one and a quarter hours was enforced.

Portrush was reached shortly before 5 p.m., and there the

capacity of a dozen hotels was taxed to the utmost. There are

no fewer than seventy-one entries, the first five being the 6-h.p.

Rover, the 7-h.p. Star, the 8-10-h.p. Rover, the 9-h.p. Adams-

Hewitt, of English make, and the 10-h.p. Chambers—a local

production. The entries are classified into two divisions,

Section II. being restricted to members of the R.A.C. or

affiliated clubs, and driven by them or a member of the family ;

Section I. includes all the trade entrants. Further, there are
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eight classes separated by distinction of price. Of the seventy-

one vehicles the 40-h.p. Ford and the 40-45-h.p. Hotchkias have

six-cylinders, and single-cylinder vehicles are represented by the

Rover, Adams-Hewitt, and Cadillac ; double-cylinder cars by

the Star, Chambers, Swift and Darracq ; the Turner-Miesse steam

car is the solitary example of a three-cylinder vehicle. All the

other entrants are of the four-cylinder type. With regard to

tyres, the Continental and Dunlop are most largely represented,

and cars are also fitted with the Palmer tyres. Mr. Watson's

22-30-h.p. Berliet in Class F has Sirdar tyres, and the 15-h.p.

Ford is provided with the Ajax on both front and back wheels.

Of the fifty-five cars in Section I. eighteen use Carburine, fifteen

Shell spirit, thirteen Pratt's, four Bowley's, and two each Borneo

and Giant motor spirit, the steam car employing paraffin and

Shell spirit as fuel. Owing to going to press ere the conclusion

of the first day's run we are compelled to reserve a report of the

Trial till our next issue. The event should do much for the

movement in Ireland.

 

The Hotchkiss Six-Cylinder Car which ii at present undergoing a

10,000 miles Reliability Trial, outside the Clinton Arms Hotel,

Newark.

A New Dust

Preventive.

On Thursday last we had an oppor

tunity afforded us of testing the qualities

of " Hahnite " as a dust preventer, when

a patch of road of 100 yards in length,

crossing Barnes Common, was submitted

to public inspection. This road had

been treated to a coating of " Hahnite " three weeks previous to

our visit, and proved to be in a dustless condition—in very

strong contrast to the road leading to it. In conversation with

the local road surveyor, we were informed that since the treat

ment with this preparation the road had not required watering,

nor had any surface dust been taken from it ; whereas, in the

case of the ordinary road, it was found necessary to wat6r from

three to seven times per day, according to the state of the

weather. He further informed us that he had gone into the cost

of treating the road with " Hahnite," and found the expense per

annum worked out less than the outlay necessary for merely

watering the roads. Taking into consideration the advantages

of " Hahnite " as a preventive of dust, a preserver of the road,

a healthy disinfectant, and an assurance against skidding, to say

nothing of its economy, there is no doubt that this production

should commend itself to everyone in authority in residential

neighbourhoods where there is much vehicular traffic, whether

by horses or motor-cars.

Ways of Travel.

Mr. B. J. F. Bentley, who has already

gained some fame as an explorer in Africa

Exploring Africa by and other parts, started on Saturday

Motor-Car. ]a8t for an overland trip to Abyssinia in

connection with a special commission he

has undertaken for the Urban Bioscope

Company. Mr. Bentley has made similar journeys before, but

his passage across the desert has previously been made in the

orthodox way on camels. His latest trip, however, will be

undertaken with an 18-h.p. Siddeley car. The party are

travelling via Dover, Calais and Marseilles, thence by

steamer to Djbouti. From there the real difficulties of the

expedition will be encountered as the car proceeds on its way

to the centre of Africa. The full itinerary is as follows :—

Djbouti, Galamo, Arabderi, Dullul, Kallelu, through the

Makanesa Mountains, Harral, Jebel-Ahraar, Hawash Gorge,

Zuqualla Mountains, Adda, Addis-Abeba. Mr. Bentley, who

was entertained by the Wolseley Company .at lunch on Friday

last week, expects his tour to extend to seventy days out and

home, the return journey being made from Addis-Abeba to-

Khartoum, and thence, ria the Valley of the Blue Nile, to Wadi

Haifa, Cairo and Alexandria.

♦ ♦ ♦

Opened by Colonel W. J. Boswortb,

and varied in its collection of exhibits,

the Travel Exhibition now in progress

at the Royal Horticultural Hall, West

minster, provides a suggestive ramble

for the man who stays at borne. Here

are shown the equipments necessary for adventures in Iceland

or Patagonia, and the requirements essential to the enjoyment

of travel in all the continents known to man. The display also

suggests many pleasant places in our own country which are

unknown to the average man or woman, and tells how they

may be reached with the minimum of discomfort. On this

point the motorist may proudly assure his friends of his, inde

pendence of time-tables and the long waits occasioned by the

intervals at which trains run.

♦ ♦ ♦

Nothing could have been more ad

mirably stage-managed in demonstra

tion of the inconvenience of the level

crossing on public highways than the

passing of a Midland Railway train over

the High Street, Lincoln, on Saturday.

This led to the procession of cars being " held up," and the

loading officers of the Motor Union were able to stand and

contemplate the scene. Such survivals of the last century are

familiar enough in country places, but the way in which this

particular crossing dissects the main thoroughfare of such an

important city as Lincoln is really remarkable, and Saturday's

experience should stimulate the Motor Union to renewed activity

in that direction. In this connection we are glad to know that

the Great Northern Railway, recognising the danger of the level

crossing, has adopted a system of continuous bell ringing on the

Hatfield and Luton branch of their line, so that at the two level

crossings on that section approaching H rivers or pedestrians have

ample warning of oncoming trains. This is particularly impor

tant where there are sharp turns in the neighbouring roadways,

or where high hedges obstruct the view ahead. >

♦ ♦ ♦

In many respects the speech of Mr.

Embletnn Fox at the dinner of the

Motor Union at Lincoln on Saturday

was the most notewoitby utterance

during the whole gathering. He spoke

as a chairman of Quarter Sessions who-

had never had to fine a member of the Union for exceeding the

speed limit, and there was a sense of glowing pride as he

declared, "You also see before you the chairman of a County

Council who has been from the first convinced of the futility

of a speed limit." Such an introduction gave him a pleasant

reception at the hands of the assembled motorists, and those

Level

Crossings.

Roads in

Lincolnshire.
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from the south could not fail to contrast the varying views

that prevail in different parts of the country. Mr. Fox went on

to speak of the excellence of the roads of the county. In

Lindsey, he said, they claimed great credit for having antici

pated the advent of the motor-car in regard to the roads, and

they were endeavouring, consistently with their duty to the

ratepayers, to improve the roads with a view to motor traffic,

fie did not say that tar macadam would he the panacea for the

•dust nuisance, but he thought it fairly held the field at the

present moment, and the County Council was doing a good deal

in that respect. And on this point most of the visitors had

conclusive proof.

♦ ♦ ♦

This week the long - anticipated tar-

spreading tests, organised by the Koads

(joad Improvement Association on behalf of

Experiments. the K.A.C. and the Motor Union, are

being held on the Houuslow and

Staines road. The trial of tar-spreadiDg

machines is also taking place, these being tested on tbe same

discover an apparatus that will economically spread a suitable

preparation of tar so that it may penetrate deeply into the road

and bind the materials instead of forming a separate coating on

the surface. There are about 20,000 miles of main road in

England and Wales alone, and the successful competitors have a

wide constituency for future work

♦ ♦ ♦

Next week the Tourist Trophy races

will take place in the Isle of Man, and

The Tourist it is unfortunate that the practising

Trophy. should have been characterised by a

larger number of mishaps than has taken

place on previous occasions. On

Wednesday a West car ran into Sulby Bridge and was seriously

damaged, while an accident occurred to a Thornycroft on Snae-

fell. Another accident was also reported from Ramsey. There is

really nothing fresh to add concerning the events, except to sa}'

that with racing on Tuesday, Thursday, and Friday, those who

venture across to Douglas from the mainland will have a busy

time. All the best steamers will be run by the companies daily
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road, between Baber Bridge and the Staines boundary, as well

as on the Hint road between Twickenham and Kempton Park

and the gravel road between Virginia Water and Beading at

Ascot. The trial on the latter highway, which is under the

control of the Berkshire County Council, will take place on the

morning of Friday, the 24th, following which the Berkshire

Automobile Club is entertaining the judges' committee and

various representatives of official bodies to lunch. The rules

governing the competition have previously been given in the

M.C.J., and it is satisfactory to know that ci<ht tar-

spreading machines and nine preparations of tar h-.ve

been entered. Most of the latter have already been used

on busy roads in various parts of the country, so that

the competition is one of a thoroughly practical nature,

and the Roads Improvement Association are sanguine as

to the good results that will follow their enterprise. Tarring

the roads has so far proved its value as a palliative for laying

dust, but the fact that it has generally been applied by hand has

made it toojexpensive for many local bodies. It is hoped to

from Liverpool at 10.30 a.m. and 2.45 p.m., commencing on

Monday next. The charge for the conveyance of cars from

Liverpool to Douglas, or vice verso, is 40s. per car.

The Handbook and Guide of the C.T.C. for 1907 is to

hand, with the usual well-known features, together with miscel

laneous information for the guidance of motorists and a table of

railway rates for motor-cycles. The list of hotels in England, Scot

land, Wales and Ireland will be of service to motorists on tour.

The British and Colonial Daimler-Mercedes Syndicate, Ltd.,

whose headquarters are at 532, Oxford Street, London, W., are

putting on the market a new all-British c<r, which is to be

known as the Daimler-Mercedes. The vehicles, which are being

built under licence from the Daimler Motoren Gesellsehaft, the

makers of the Mercedes cars, are being constructed by the

Yorkshire Engine Company, of Sheffield. For the current year

only two models are being turned out, viz., 30-h.p. four-cylinder

and 45-h.p. six-cylinder, the bore and stroke of the engines of

both being HQ mm. by 130 mm.

B
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FLEXIBILITY.

WHAT IT MEANS AND HOW IT IS OBTAINED.

(Concluded from page 247.)

WITH a motor of given horse-power, the energy required

to accelerate to a given extent the flywhoel, which

must be used, will be inversely as the number of

cylinders. Thus a single-cylinder engine will be drawn upon for

energy so largely by the flywheel that the acceleration imparted

to the car in a unit of time will be greatly reduced. With a

twelve-cylinder motor, for instance, which can be operated, if

desired, with no flywheel at all, chere will be no large call for

energy to be stored in the rotary form, and it will practically all

go toward the acceleration of the car. Engines having numbers

of cylinders lying between these two extremes are capable of

more rapid accelerations, other things being equal, as the number

of cylinders is greater. '

The high degrees of flexibility possessed by motors having

many cylinders and their quality of rapid acceleration are

explained customarily by saying that the explosions come very

" picking up " power which the single-cylinder car would possess

as compared with the four.

In point of fact tbe fly-wheel of a single-cylinder engine,

while much heavier per horse power than that of a four-cylinder,

is kept down in weight from practical considerations at the

sacrifice of steady running, whi'e those of the multiple-cylinder

engine, which may be comparatively light, are made liberally

heavy in each instance to secure a high degree of steadiness of

operation.

There is thus less difference between the flywheel we'gbts

per horse power in engines of one to six cylinders than would

be supposed, but still a large variation in favour of the multi-

cylinder types.

The engine of few cylinders which has to have stored at all

times in its flywheel enough energy to carry it over several idle

strokes, one of which may be a compression, and at the same

time keep its vehicle running, will always make large demands

upon each explosion for the replenishment of this store of

energy, and will be able to impart for accelerative purposes to

its car a comparatively small amount of energy per unit of time
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close together, or even overlap, and the energy given out by the

engine becomes more nearly or quite continuous, there being no

time allowed for the car to slow down between power impulses.

This explanation covers the ground fairly well. Tbe fact is that,

as the cylinders are increased in number, so that there are few

or no complete idle strokes, the flywheel capacity may be greatly

reduced, as there are no considerable periods in the cycle when

no energy is being developed, and during which not only

must the speed of the engine but that of the vehicle be

kept up by energy withdrawn from the flywheel, after being

stored in the wheel during preceding power strokes. The size

of flywheel, which must be used on any engine, is that which will

secure a fairly smooth action of its motor at full throttle, when

slowed down to a couple of hundred revolutions per minute er

so, with a single-cylinder motor of a certain horse-power. To

secure as great a degree of steadiness of running as that obtained

with a four-cylinder engine of the same power would require a

wheel of more than a dozen times the capacity of that necessitated

with four cylinders. This, of course, is out of the question, and

cannot be carried out in practice, but if it were it is easy to see

the enormous call which the flywheel of the single engine would

make upon the motor during acceleration, and the relatively low

and hence will be less flexible in point of rapid bursts of speed

than other types.

Finally, it may be said that in order to secure the utmost

of what is known as flexibility, the following conditions, and

propably some others, are desirable. A motor freely drawing a

perfectly proportioned mixture through a well-adapted throttling

device ; well timed and liberally proportioned valves, and tbe

greatest practicable subdivision of the explosive impulses, that is,

the largest practicable number of cylinders, and, finally, a short

stroke and a high rotative speed. The inevitable increase of fly

wheel weight and capacity with every attempt to concentrate the

power production in a lesser number of cylinders acts, it must be

remembered, in a beneficial way, as well as in the adverse manner

as regards flexibility already spoken of. The larger the fly-wheel

storage of energy, the larger is the reserve available to be drawn

upon to help a car over sudden short resistances. The fly-wheel

is always a steadying influence, and is thus by nature a deterrent

to changes of speed—either acceleration or deceleration.

The Edinburgh Fire Brigade is about to adopt a petrol fire

engine, of a pumping capacity of 500 gallons per minute.
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THE MOTOR UNION AT LINCOLN.

 
NO ma

t

man's education is com

pleted in the schools,

fact, it can really be

said not to have begun till he

forgets some of the ordinary

lessons of his early years. Ac

cording to most geographical

primers the whole of Lincoln

shire ia flat—a great expanse of

dreary fenland, with never an

elevated mound, and nothing to

compare even with the hills of such

a county as Essex. But, after

taking part in the gatherings

which comprised the May meeting

of the Motor Union, this belief of

youth is entirely dispelled, and the great organisation of motor

ists, of which Mr. Rees Jeffreys is the resourceful secretary,

invitations to county magnates to have rides in cars—for educa

tional purposes.

The meet at Lincoln last Saturday followed the orthodox

lines, and, thanks to the forethought of Mr. Godfrey Low, the hon.

secretary of the Lincolnshire A.C. (which now numbers over

200 members), a distinct success was achieved. The municipal

welcome was cordial, for the mayor (Col. J. S. Kuston,

J.P., P.L.) is both a city father and an enthusiastic

motorist, while the sheriff, Dr. Mansell Sympson, J.P., com

bines civic virtues with motoring interest and literary ability.

Both these gentlemen were in their robes of office when they

received the General Committee of the Motor Union in the

Guildhall over the Stonebow—a handsome fifteenth-century

gateway that is the hub of the city, from which everything

seems to radiate. Colonel Ruston was able to point to tbe

record of Lincoln—with regard to its friendly attitude towards

motorists—as an assuranco of that toleration which welcomes

any harbinger of progress. He told us that throughout the

wide county of Lincolnshire there was none of the harsh treat

ment of motorists that was noticeable in some places, and that

both the Chief Constable of the city and of the county viewed

 

The Motor Union Meet at Lincoln.—The Visitors' Cars in the Great Northern Hallway Company's Yard.

must be regarded as a peripatetic missionary of England—to the

English. Three times a year it is bringing motorists from all

parts to the central cities, where arcbreological lore, social

delights, municipal recognition, and that spirit of camaraderie

that has done so much for the advancement of Motorism are

cultivated in exercises which have the farther advantage of

educating the people and luring from the stable to the garage

those whose pockets are sufficiently lined to leave them a margin

for upkeep after purchasing a car.

A provincial meet of the Motor Union is really a revival of

the old three volume novel—each book having some kind of

sequence with the others. As a rule the first was necessary to

an understanding of the successor. So it is with the tripartite

nature of these Motor Union meets. Arranged in order of pre

cedence they are—

1. Business meeting.

2. Gymkhana.

3. Dinner and speeches.

As the diy wears on serious matters recede, and, beginning with

the consideration of the dubious methods of local authorities,

the affair generally ends with banter of chief constables and

Motorism in a sympathetic spirit, the latter inviting the A.C

to co-operate with him in securing consideration for all users of

the road. Reply was voiced by Mr. C. D. Rose, M.P., who then

proceeded to occupy the chair for the committee meeting of the

Motor Union.

Several important matters were considered by the committee,

which resolved to increase its subscription to the expenses of the

tar-spreading competitions to £400 ; to remit the question of

enforcement of the speed limit in certain districts to a sub

committee for further consideration ; to make grants towards

legal expenses in special cases, and to continue negotiations

with the railway company with a view to the improvement of

the ferry accommodation between New Holland and Hull for

motor-cars. The secretary reported that 1,200 motor-car badges

had been issued, that fifty-nine applications for advice had been

dealt with during the p«st month, that seven more clubs had

affiliated, and 200 motorists had joined the Union direct, raising

the number of members to over 15,000. It was also agreed to

present medals for competition to the Wolve hampton, Sheffield,

Sussox, Kent, and the Naval Automobile Ch lz

Unfortunately the weather was not so vr.im in its welcome
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as the civic ruler?, nor so hearty in its greeting as the ecclesias

tical authorities. While the committee of the Motor Union was

deliberating in the room over the Stonebow, Canon Hicks'and

the Rev. F. Kay were conducting a party of motorists over the

cathedral. They did not omit to point out the swineherd on the

north-west tower, who stands blowing his horn quite oblivious of

the traffic below. Mr. Kay was a delightful guide to the nobly

proportioned nave, and learnedly told how comprehensive is the

great fane of all the . styles of architecture from the days of

Remigius. But outside the cathedral the wind was high and

lusty, and when motorists went forth canopies were raised and

windproof garments donned in preparation for the unfriendly

weather which seemed in store.

Luckily there was a brighter outlook as the cars assembled

in the Great Northern Railway Company's yard—a spacious

ground kindly placed at the disposal of the organisers by the

railway company, which has done much for the city, and affords

travellers the best route for reaching Lincoln either from north

or south. Nearly a hundred cars were assembled, and it was a

gallant processic j that set forth for a circuit of the city. Led

by the mayci, it was soon sent on its way. We were on a

3u-h.D. Daimler, driven by Mr. J. HuskinsoD, the manager of the

 

Nottingham depot—a ccmbination that, secured a pleasant run

along the sinuous route, with its varying gradients and frequent

halts and starts, not one of which interfered with the perfect

delight (the weather, of course, being always excepted) of tbe

run. Passing two churches with S*xon towers, we made way to

the Stonebow, to the left of which the police directed the

drivers, from whence we went to Yarborough Road, where

we had a fine view of the extensive preparations for the Royal

Show, of which all Lincoln is talking. Just touching the Ermine

Street, which runs in a straight line to the Humber, the route

was under the Newport Arch of Agricola, and then through tbe

Exchequer Gate Arch to the grand West Front of the

Cathedral. Round this we skirted by the statue of Tenny

son and the Pottergate Arch, from whence was a glimpse

of the valley of the Witham, to Canwick Hall—for which we

had been prepared by the capital itinerary given by the Sheriff.

So far the way had been upward and we were on a hill with the

city of Lincoln smoking in the hollow below. Thence the road

was a descent to tramlines and—quite a touch of mediaeval ism—

a level crossing across the High Street. By way of demonstra

tion a train was driven through, while motor-cars, tramcars, and

a crowd of miscellaneous traffic was stopped—such a halt as

the people of Lincoln have to suffer every day, and many times

during the day. Once beyond the crossing the way lay along

a fine wide thoroughfare, and then up Canwick Hill to Canwick

Hall, the hospitable home of the Sibtborpa.

There Lady Cholmeley received the visitors in the absence

of Mr. and Mrs. Waldo Sibthorp, and then an interesting

gymkhana was held in the cricket ground. The cars were well

arranged round the enclosure, the arrangements made by Mr. S-

Oglesby being excellent. Judging was undertaken by Mr. C.

D. Rose, M.P., Earl Russell, Mr. Charles Hardy, and Mr. Rees

Jeffreys. The marshals were Major Cole, Captain Newsum,

Messrs. W. A. Tomlinson, W. J. Newsum, C. Nelson, and God

frey Lowe. Mr. W. R. Pennell was starter. There were three

events. In the starting and stopping race Mr. H. Moyses, of

London, was first, and Dr. Husband, of Crowland, second.

Musical chairs, as usual, formed an attractive item on the pro

gramme, Airs. Russell Matthows, London, and Miss Gamble,

Lincoln, being adjudged equal. The " tying the knot " race was

provocative of mirth, and was run in three heats, the final

resulting in the win of Major and Mrs. R. S. Ruston, Shrews

bury, and Mr. and Mrs. S. W. Philpott, London. Then followed

tea and the prize distribution, the drive back into Lincoln city

being a "go-as-you-please" kind of adventure.

In the evening the proceedings were concluded by a dinner

in the County Assembly Rooms, at which Sir Hickman Bacon,

Bart., presided, supported by Earl Russell, Hon. A. Stanley,

M.P., the Mayor and the Sheriff of Lincoln, Major J. A. Cole,

Captain Mitchell Innes, Captain Deasy, Messrs. C. D. Rose, M.P.,

W. Embleton Fox, C. H. Roberts, M.P., Ballin Hinde, G. T.

Langridge, Rees Jeffreys, W. E. Rowcliffe, Hopkins Walter, C.

Hardy, C. H. Dodds, A. McAlpin, T. B. Cawood, T. C. Aveling,

and other well-known motorists.

After the loyal toasts Sir Hickman Bacon testified to the

value of the Motor Union and the excellent work being done by

the organisation of motorists into a central body. Mr. C. D.

Rose responded to the toast of the Motor Union, and congratu

lated the local club on its activity. A humorous speech was

made by the Hon, A. Stanley in proposing " The County and City

of Lincoln," to the first portion of which the chairman of the

Lindsey County Council, Mr. W. Embleton Fox, responded, de

claring his views as to the futility of the speed limit, and the

endeavours of his Council to improve the roads for motor traffic.

The Mayor and Parliamentary representative also replied, and

speechmaking was brought to a conclusion by Earl Russell and

Major Cole.

Thus ended the first of the Motor Union's provincial meets

for 1907—a thorough success, towards which the efforts of the

Lincolnshire A.C. adequately contributed.

—^

For throwing stones at Mr. R. P. Houston, M.P., when in

his motor-car along the Finchley Road, N.W., two men have

been fined XI each and costs.

The village of Buckden his a couple of hotels, and the story

of how certain motorists commenced their lunch in one and

finished at the other was told at the dinner table at Lincoln in

the evening. Evidently police traps are not the only terrors of

that village.

Our illustrations of the Newport Arch and the Cathedral

are from the Guide to Lincoln, by Dr. E. Mansel Sympson, J.P.,

Sheriff of Lincoln. This is tbe standard work on the history

and antiquities of the city, and we are indebted to the publishers,

Messrs. Methuen and Co., for permission to reproduce these

interesting sketches which accompany our report of the Motor

Union meet.

The Southern Motor Club contingent included Messrs.

Allen Vickers, H. Luff-Smith, W. L. Lorking, and S. W.

Philpott, the latter having run through from town without

tyre troubles—thanks to the P^lastes with which they were •

filled. Y9ry different was the experience of the Hon. Arthur

Stanley, whose tyre burst nearly thirty miles from Lincoln—a

condition of things which was pointed out to him by every

policeman he subsequently met.
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CONTINENTAL NOTES.

The Darracq Company and their Racing Cars.

It will be remembered that the Darracq Company last week

announced that their cars had been withdrawn from all raoing

events by reason of their driver, Wagner, having agreed to

drive a Fiat. We learn, however, that the Darracq cars still

promise to figure prominently in the events of 1307, for, within

a short space of time after the firm offered the vehicles for sale,

together with a right to run in the event for which they had

been entered, the offer was accepted by some very keen and

well-known sportsmen, including the wealthy amateur driver

Count Florio, who has purchased two of the Darracq flyers, one

of which he will drive in the Kaiser's Prize Eace, while an

amateur friend of the Count will take charge of the other.

Herr Branda, another well-known Continental sportsman, has

purchased a third car, and will also be seen at the wheel driving

a Darracq in the same event.

• ♦ ♦

The New Panhard Racing Cars.

We give an illustration herewith of one of t"he three racing

Prix of the Automobile Club of Belgium, this last-named even

having the same regulations as those adopted for the Kiiser

Prize race, it having been decided to run the Circuit des

Ardennes contest under the old conditions. If it is found

impossible to obtain the necessary permission for a three days'

meeting, the second and third events are to be run off on the

second day of the meeting.

The Paris Ostend Motor-cycle Reliabillty*Trial.

The Auto-cycle Club of France has definitely decided to

hold its Reliability Trials of motor-cycles from the 20th to the

23rd June. The competitors will be divided into five categories,

viz. :—1, Motor-bicycles of a cylinder capacity of one-third of a

litre ; 2, motor-bicycles quarter of litre cylinder capacity ; 3,

tri-cars half litre cylinder capacity ; 4, voiturettes with single-

cylinder engines up to 90 mm. bore ; and 5, voiturettes up to-

100 mm. bore. On the first day the run will be from Paris to

Boulogne (270 kilometres) ; on the second, Boulogne to Ostend

(117 kilometres), where a speed trial will be held ; on the third,

frorj Ostend to Rouen (273 kilometres) ; and on the fourth, from

Boulogne to Paris (135 kilometres).

 

M. Duteniple on one of the new Panhard Racers for the A.C.F. Grand Friz.

As will be seen, the Panhard Company have followed the Renault practice in building the radiator In front of the dashboard.
fore part of the bonnet will also be noticed.

The eurions •nape of the

cars Messrs. Panhard and Levassor have built for the A.C.F.

Grand Prix race. The vehicles, which will be driven by Messrs.

Le Blon, Heath, and Dutemple. are fitted with an engine com

prising four separate cylinders, 185 mm. bore by 170 mm. stroke,

the normal rating being 125-h.p. As will be seen, the radiator

is located at the rear instead of the front of the motor, and

practically forms the dashboard. Attention may also be drawn

to the curiously-shaped wind-cutting bonnet. The ignition is by

Eisemann high-tension magneto, and the carburettor a Krebs

with bydraulically-controlled automatic air inlet. The clutch is

of the Hele-Shaw multiple disc type, and the change-speed gear

gives four speeds forward and a reverse, the final drive being

bv a cardan shaft and bevel gear to a rear live axle.

♦ ♦ ♦

The Ardennes Meeting.

On account of the former dates coinciding with the fair at

Neufchateau, the Automobile Club of Belgium has altered the date

of the Ardennes meeting, which will begin on July 25th with

the Circuit des Ardennes race. On the following day there will

be the race for the Liedekerke Cup, and on' the 27th the Grand

The Fatal Accident to M. Albert Clement.

Parisian motoring circles met with a rude shock on Friday

last week when the news came to hand that M. Albert Clement,

the son of M. Clement, the manufacturer of the Clement-Bayard

cars, had met with a fatal accident when practising on the Seine-

Inferieure circuit, on which the race for the A.C.F. Grand Prix

is to take place in July next. Friday was the last day on which

practising with racing cars was allowed by the authorities,

and young Clement had obtained a few days' leave from his

military service, in order to put one of the three Clement-Bayard

racers entered for the forthcoming event through its paces on

the actual course. He was accompanied by M. Gaudermann,

who was also to drive a similar car in the Grand Prix. All went

well until a sharp curve at Saint Martin-en-Campagne, a little

village about 13 kilometres from Dieppe, was reached. For somo

reason or other the deceased failed to take the corner success

fully, for, running wide, he grazed some houses, and ere

he could get the car back on to the road it ran into a heap

of sand, which caused it to leap and get entirely out of control t

the vehicle practically smashing itself to bits ere it came to a
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stop. Gaudermann, who was early pitched out, got off with

slight injuries, but young Clement, who was pinned in the vehicle

by the steering wheel and pillar, was so seriously injured about

the neck that he succumbed within a few minutes. Gabriel and

Rougier, who were also practising on a De Dietrich, were

practically the first to arrive on the scene, and although they

procured medical assistance without delay it was of no avail.

 

The remains of the Racing Car on which II. A. Clement lost his life,

The deceased was an expert driver, and although only twenty-

three years of age had taken part in a number of long-distance

races. The funeral took place in Paris on Sunday last, all the

well-known members of the Freuch motor industry being present.

• ♦ »

Belgian Motor-Car Imports and Exports.

So far this year there bias been a slight decline in the

importation of foreign motor-cars and part3 into Belgium, the

returns for the four months ending with April showing a total

of only £51,299 as compared with £53,907 in the first four

months of 1906. On the other band, the exports of motor-cars

.and parts from Belgium during the same period show an increase

from £116,902 to £117,074.

• ♦ ♦

Miscellaneous Items.

The Royal Automobile Club of Portugal is considering the

■question of organising a race from Madrid to Lisbon during the

1908 season. It is reported that Henri Fournier, who won

the Paris-Berlin race on a Mors car, and who has not participated

in speed contests for some years, will drive an Itala machine in

the forthcoming Kaiser's prize race. Under the title Le

Syndicat des Fabricants D'Antiderapants de France, an associ

ation of manufacturers of non-skids has just been formed in

Paris. A motor-car exhibition was opened in Zurich on the

16th inst. So far, no less than 192 entries have been received

for the Herkomer Touring Trophy Competition. The annual

hill-climbing competition at Chateau Thierry is to be held on the

15th of September next, while that at Gaillon is fixed for the

20th October. It has been officially decided that the com

petitors in the Commission Sportive Cup race, which is to be

run at the same time as the Grand Prix, shall make six rounds

of the Seine-Inferieure circuit, thus'covering a total distance of

about 462 kilometres. In view of the growing number of

cars in the Kaiser's garage, His Majesty has just created a new

post, he having appointed Lieutenant Zeysz as Marshal of the

Imperial Motor Stud. The Automobile Club Bourguignon is

organising a hill-climbing competition at Val-Suzon, ne-ir Dijon,

for the 2nd June. The third international motor-car and cycle

exhibition at Milan was opened on Saturday last. Among the

English cars exhibited are the Daimler, Siddeley, and Napier.

THE O.S. ODOSPEEDOMETER.

SCARCELY a week passes without its lesson to the motorist

to equip his car with a speedometer as a necessary

apparatus with which to controvert evidence of the police

on occasion. On the principle of the supply following the

demand, several devices have been brought out, and among

these were three or four notable types shown at the recent

Cordingley Show. We would specially refer to that shown by

Mr. Searle, 33, Glasshouse Street, Regent Street, London, W.,

whose instrument won the first prize at the A.C.F.'s trials.

In this type a new form of drive is introduced, so that the

power is taken from the countershaft instead of the road wheel.

An aluminium pulley wheel is employed to transmit the power

by a flexible steel cord to another pulley wheel, which is

attached to the end of a flexible shaft which drives the indicator.

Toe first pulley wheel being split can be readily attached to the

sprocket shaft or the car.lan shaft, so that the drive can be well

protected from damp and mud. The steel cord is practically an

endless one, ensuring a certain drive that is not likely to slip.

The indicator is of the magnetic type. Within the casing

is a magnetic horseshoe upon a vertical spindle with its poles

projecting upwards. This is coupled to the flexible shaft already

referred to, so that it is directly driven by it. Immediately

above the magnet is a copper disc on a spindle resting in

jewelled bearings ; at the other en 1 of the spindle is a pointer

working over the face of the instrument. A thin iron plate is

imposed between the disc and the dial to form an armature.

The rotation of the magnet induces in the copper disc

currents of electricity which cause the disc to try and revolve in

unison with the magnet itself. Owing to the provision of a fine

hair-spring, however, continuous rotation of the copper disc is

impossible, for after it has been deflected but a little distance

from its zero position, the torsion of the spring balances the

torque of the magnetism, and the disc in consequence remains in

equilibrium, with its pointer indicating the speed at which the

car is travelling.

 

The device is so extremely simple in its parts that derange

ment is hardly likely to take place, and so accurate is the

adjustment that the indicator may be relied upon to work well

under any conditions. In addition to the acknowledged accuracy

of the instrument, is the merit of neatness and economy of cost.

The indicator is made to register 10,000 miles, as well as to

show the rate of speed, and is of high-grade workmanship as

well as of good design. It is also fitted with a trip recorder of

the usual type.
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THE BEXHILL MEET.

' ' —♦—
BEXHILL has been a busy scene this Whitsuntide, thanks

to the enterprise of the Crystal Palace Automobile Club,

which organised a series of automobile races on the well-

known track at that favourite resort. All day on Sunday motor

ists were arriving from various parts of the country, and it is

estimated that nearly 500 motor-cars were housed in the town

on Sunday night, while others came along before the racing on

Monday morning.

The secretary of the meeting was Mr. Henry Hollands, with

Mr. A. V. Ebblewhite as starter, the latter gentleman and Mr. F.

Straight beingthe handicappers. Earl de la Warr, Messrs. F. W.

Baily, S. F. Edge, and E. J. Pape were clerks of the course,

which was lined with thousands of people, whose interest in the

racing was keen until they grew tired of the long waits between

the events, and disappeared to find their amusement elsewhere.

Fortunately for their pleasure the threatening weather improved

during the day, so that they had not so much complaint to make

on that account.

after the long process of elimination had taken place the final

was as follows :—

Car. Driver.

1.—60-b.p. Napier S. Smith.

2.—60-h.p. Napier C. Edge.

3.—30-h.p. Star F. R Goodwin.

The scratch race for touring cars of a chassis price of more

than £700 brought a field of four Napiers and two .Isotta-

Fraschinis, and in the end Sir. S. F. Edge s Napier defeated that

driven by Mr. H. C. Tryon.

The fifth event was limited to cars with engines and chassis

of the dimensions similar to the Kaiserpreis competition, and

was run in two heats with a run over for Mr. Cecil Edge. In

the end the order was :—

Car. Driver.

1.—60-h.p. Napier C. Edge.

2.—40-b.p. Junior Capt. Owen.

3.—30-35-h.p. Simms-AVelbeck ... G. H. Woods.

During the day Mr. S. F. Edge made an attempt on the

previous Bexhill record, and actually attained a speed of 63 -38

miles per hour one way and 73-77 miles per hour down the

 

The Bexhill Race Meeting.—A Runaway Heat.

The proceedings commenced with an appearance competition,

in which Mrs. A. E. Cohen won the ladies' section with a

16-20-h.p. Chenard-Walcker, and Mr. T. H. Nash the gentlemen's

section with a Unic. y "«

The serious business of the day began with the handicap for

tonringmotor-cycles, which attracted fifteen entrants, the winners

being H. A. Collier (3|-h.p. Matchless), E. M. Brice (3i-h.p.

Brown), W. H. Wells (5-h.p. Vindec Special).

The handicap for cars whose cylinders are under sixty-

five was run in eight heats, which left two 9-h.p. Sizaire-

Xaudins, two 12-h.p. De Dions, one 10-h.p. Adams-Hewitt, one

9-lO-h.p. Cadillac, 15-h.p. De Dion, and one 14-h.p. Vulcan for

the second round. In the end the result was :—

Car. Driver.

1.—10-h.p. Adams-Hewitt K. R. Smith.

2.—14-h.p. Vulcan L. Russell.

The next event on the programme was the competition

for tho Earl de la Warr's cup, to be awarded to the car ■* hich won

two out of the three following competitions -.—Quarter-mile,

flying start ; 110 yards slow speed on top gear ; half-mile-stand

ing start, on top gear. This brought twenty-seven entries, and

hill. But, altogether, the impression of the first day's meeting

was not a pleasant one, protests being almost as frequent as races,

and the arrangements for informing the spectators and com

petitors of the order of things not quite so good as might have

been expected.

Complaints on Monday, followed by a night of calm, did

much to restore the equanimity of public and competitors alike,

so that on Tuesday a great improvement was noticeable. Every

thing seemed to be awakened and throbbing with a new zest.

Smart starts and close finishes delighted the crowd that again

lined the track and enabled the meeting to be brought to a satis
factory conclusion. ■ »

An appearance competition opened the programme, Miss

Dorothy Levitt winning the prize in the ladies' section, and Mr.

S. F. Edge on a two-seated Napier being first in the gentlemen's,

with Mr. R. Gatti on a 40-h.p. Itala second.

The motor-cycle race was won by Mr. H. A. Collier on a

6-h.p. Matchless, Mr. R. M. Brice being second on a 5^-h.p.

Brown.

For the cup given by Mr. E. J. Pape, of Moor Hall,

Ninfield, Sussex, there were twenty-three entrants, the handicap
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starts being allotted on the basis that will servo in the speed

trial in connection wjith the Herkomer Trophy. In this event

two Spyker cars got into the final, the result of which was as

follows :—

Car. Driver.

1. —15-20-h. p. Spyker Hantekeet.

2.—30-40-h.p. Spyker Van Haasalt.

In the scratch race for touring cars of a chassis price of

.£700 and under, there were fifteen entrants and the final result

was :—■

Car. Driver.

1.—40-h.p. Napier F. G. Cundv.

2.—40-h.p. Junior Capt. W. E. Owen.

The race for cars of a chassis price of over £700 brought out

the same field as the corresponding contest of the previous day,

and produced the following result :—

Car. Driver.

1.—80-h.p. Napier C. Edge.

2.—10-h.p. Napier S. Smith.

At the end of the events Mr. S. F. Edge made an attempt

on the record secured by him on the previous day, but only

attained a speed of 72-58 miles per hour, against the earlier effort

of 73-77 miles per hour.

Apart from the performances of the cars, interest attached

to the good behaviour of the Dunlop tyres, which were fitted to

r11 the winning vehicles.

LINCOLN ECHOES.

-♦-

Messrs. Gilbert and Son, Ltd., are the Lincoln agents

for the Siddeley car, and their works are well equipped with a

staff thoroughly understanding repair work.

♦ ♦ ♦

Canon Hicks, who conducted a party of motorists over the

cathedral, is a motorist, the owner of a Humber car, which he

uses in travelling to preach in the various churches of the diocese

of Lincoln.

♦ ♦ ♦

Mr. H. Moyses, who is in charge of the new Thornycroft

showroom in Albemarle Street, Piccadilly, W , drove through

to Lincoln on Friday, returning on Sunday to town, and

continuing his journey to Bexhill.

♦ ♦ ♦

Although Mr. C. H. Roberts, M.P. for Lincoln, explained

that he is not a motorist, he has many motoring relatives, not

ably the Hon. Geoffrey Howard. M.P., whose enthusiasm for the

car is well known in tbe Lake district.

♦ ♦ ♦

Many of the curs visiting Lincoln last week were put up at

the splendid garage of Messrs. K. M. Wright and Co., near the

G.P.O. Mr. Wright has many important agencies for new, as

well as facilities for the repair of old vehicles.

♦ ♦ ♦

Among the garages met with on the Great North Road by

tho3e who journeyed to Lincoln from London was that of Messrs.

Murtith Bros., of Huntingdon, who add to a well-equipped

establishment a real knowledge of the motor-car.

♦ ♦ *

Eleven motor-cyclists of Lincoln started from the city on

Monday morning in the 100 miles reliability trial organised by

the Lincolnshire Motor Cycle Club. Other members of the

Club started simultaneously from Sleaford, Boston and Louth.

■» ♦ -

During the nieht of Friday Mr. H. Luff-Smith, of the

Wolseley Company, played the part of the good Samaritan to

many of the motor- cyclists engaged in the London to Edinburgh

run. The perils of the road were many, and punctures were

somewhat numerous. From his S ddeley car he was able to

assist a number with petrol—and advice.

——^——

At their works in the Station Road, Bexhill, Messrs. L. A.

Russell and Co. have a full stock of accessories, petrol, &c., as

well a9 a well-equipped charging plant for accumulators. Their

repair plant is well up to date, and altogether the firm are in

a position to cater for the wants of every car owner who may

be in difficulties.

A SIX-JET CARBURETTOR.

A SOMEWHAT novel form of carburettor for petrol motors

ha9 recently been put on the market by an American

concern, the Willet Carburettor Co., of 764, Ellicott

Square, Buffalo, U.S.A. A feature of the arrangement is that

instead of the petrol being sprayed through a single nozzle it

passes out of a set of six, only two of which, marked F, are seen

in the sectional view given herewith. The six nozzles all draw

their supply of spirit through the pipe Fl from the float

chamber C. Each nozzle F projects through a small circular

opening G in a cress partition of the mixing chamber. At low

motor speeds air entering through the side opening B rises

through the holes G past the nozzles and sucks up the requisite

quantity of spirit. When the engine is running fast an inverted

V-shaped auxiliary air valve E is brought into action, it being

lifted against the tension of its spring E1 by the increased

suction of the motor. When it lifts the air takes the course past

its sides indicated by arrows K, which current is directed by the

slope of the sides of the valve E towards the top of the six

spraying nozzles, thus mixing with the petrol from the latter

and the air rising through the openings surrounding them.

By means of a thumb nut W at the carburettor top any

degree of tension can be put upon the spring E1. Tbe passage

of mixture to the motor is under the control of the

 

revolving barrel throttle Kl, which controls the exit passage

A through attachment with the arm K. The float in the

chamber C is made of cork, and is held in position on its central

spindle by means of a small spring-retained clip, to that by

removing the cover it is an easy task to raise or lower the float.

The inlet of spirit is under control of a ball \ alve in the bottom

of the float chamber, and beneath the valve is a screw-retained

cleaning plug M. A drain cock is fitted at D, while pro

vision is made for adjusting tbe outlet from the pije F1 to the

nozzles by means of an adjustable needle valve. Among the

advantages claimed for the new device is its ability to give good

results with the lower grades of petrol, owing to the intimate

mixing of the spirit and air, and also that it enables the engine

to run at an extremely low speed.

The American Society of Automobile Engineers in its

constitution defines the word "automobile" as follows:—"The

term 'automobile' as used by this society is intended to cove-

any self-propelled vehicle operating on or under the surface of

the earth, or water, or in the air." This covers motor-cars,

motor-boats and airships.

The extensions to the Falcon Motor Works, Falcon Road,

Guildford, will add considerably to the facilities possessed by

Mr. E. A. Humphreys for the storage of cars, the repair of

vehicles, and the stocking of spare parts, && The premises aru

situated just off the main London and Portsmouth road near the

London Road Station at the entry to the town.
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THE LOCATION OF CONTACT MAKERS.

-«>-

UNTIL a year or so ago the contact makers of petrol

motors were almost invariably located on the front end

of one of the cam shafts. If the engine was the only

thing to be considered this arrangement would be ideal, as it

represents the simplest and least expensive construction. How

ever, in a motor-car the best design of every part depends to a

great extent upon its relation to the adjacent mechanism. The

•contact maker is no exception to this rule, and besides its con

nection to the engine its accessibility as well as the directness of

 

The 26-30-h.p. Straker-Squire C.8.B. Car which is taking part in the

Irish Reliability Trials.

The vehicle, which has seating capacity for five persons, Is fitted with a four-
cylinder engine, 110 mm. bore by ISO mm. stroke. The control of the motor
is by means of a variable lift to the inlet valves, which, like the exhaust, are
entirely enclosed. The car weighs 26 cwt., and has a wheelbase of 0 ft. 6 in.

the control connections and electrical connections have to be

considered. With the device in front the rods for the ignition

advance and retard control often pass through a considerable

number of tight places, and in many instances several bell cranks

are necessary. These complicated connections are unsightly, are

apt to rattle and readily become loose, involving considerable

play and uncertain timing. To obviate these difficulties some

very neat designs of ball and socket and double hinge joints have

been brought out.

A forward location of the contact maker w'th a multi-

cylinder motor involves long wires whose front ends are con

siderably exposed to dampness when ordinary connections are

used. As the radiator is usually close to the front end of the

engine crank case, it is often a difficult matter to inspect a contact

maker located in front. These are, remarks an American writer,

some of the considerations which have induced designers to

add somewhat to the complication of the motor in order to place

4,he device more conveniently. There is a very strong tendency in

recent designs to add a special vertical shaft, driven from the

-cam shaft by bevel or spiral gears. This shaft is sometimes

placed in front and more frequently at the rear, but the preferred

location is at the centre of the motor, between the cylinders,

with the contact maker somewhat higher than the cylinder

heads. When the motor has the valves located in the cylinder

bead, operated by a single cam shaft on top, another location' of

the contact maker becomes possible. In a recent design of this

kind the cam shaft is extended to the rear and the ignition make

and break device mounted on the end in such a way that it

extends through to the dashboard. This gives very short wires

and permits ready inspection. Control connections, however,

are not so simple unless they are of the type in which the finger

levers are under the steering wheel. Take it all in all, no rule

can be laid down for the best location for contact makers ; only

-a careful study of the requirements in each case can lead to good

results, and this study will be well repaid by the increased

ction of the user.

 
 

HERE AND THERE.

Mr. J. Bond has opened the Central Motor Garage,

Cannock, Staffs.

Prince Leopold of Bavaria has just placed an order for

a 50-h.p. Zust car.

The garage of Mr. R. F. Surplice, at Pangbourne, near

Beading, has been considerably enlarged.

Two motor-cars have been purchased by the West Riding

(Yorkshire) County Council for the use of their road inspectors.

Messrs. Gibsin and Inge, of the North Berks Motor

Garage Co., have opened premises in Abingdon-on-Thames as a

motor garage.

" Motor massacres " is the heading under which the

" Buxton Free Press " chronicles reports of accidents in which

motor-cars are involved.

Behind the Queen's Hotel, at Dundee, is a well-appointed

garage for thirty cars, owned by the Dundee Motor and Cycle

Company, Ltd., of 128, Nethergate, Dundee.

Lord Alexander Thynne has placed an order for a 35-h.p.

" Nottingham " model, and Sir A. B. Grierson one for a 28-h.p.

'■ Milverton " model car, with the Daimler Motor Company, Ltd.

The sandwichman has found a new form of attraction, and

on Saturday visitors in London saw a dozen taximeter cabs

employed for publicity purposes in connection with the Waldorf

Theatre.

During the course of his visit to the shipbuilding yards

on the Clyde last week end our Japanese Royal visitor, Prince

Fushimi, and his suite inspected the large motor works of the

Argyll Company at Alexandria.

It is reported from Paris that the increasing vogue of the

motor-car is ruining the diamond trade. One diamond firm

which recently failed are said to have ascribed their difficulties

to the growing popularity of the automobile.

 

The above illustration shows a recent addition to the Birmingham

Fire Brigade equipment with a latest-type heavy vehicle chassis,

driven by a 30-h.p. Siddeley vertical four-cylinder motor.

The body provides seating accommodation for sixteen men, including the driver,
and the vehlole when fully loaded can attain a speed of twenty miles an hour.

The New Leader car which has been built for the Tourist

Trophy race is of 10-12-h.p., the four-cylinder engine being

3J in. bore by in. stroke. The change-speed gear is adapted

to give three speeds forward and a reverse, with direct drive on

top. The live axle has only the driving effort to withstand, the

weight of the car being carried by the axle casing.
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The District Inspector of co. Wicklow is the possessor of a

1 2-h.p. Turner-Miesse car.

The charges for weighing motor wagons adopted by the

Belfast Harbour Board are as follows :—Not exceeding 5 tons,

3d. ; from 5 tons to 10 tons, 6d. ; above 10 tons, Is. each.

The Central Motor Works of Keighley have been removed

to larger and more conveniently situated premises in Hanover

Street, Keighley, where there is a large garage, and motor

accessories are kept in stofk.

 

Miss Muriel Hinde on the 24-h.p. Deasy Car she recently purchased,

and on which she made a non-stop run from London to Edinburgh

last week. The achievement is a notable one, as Hiss Hinde is not a

professional driver, but an enthusiastic sportswoman.

A SUCCESSFUL long distance run on top gear has been

accomplished on a 14-16-h.p. Argyll on a journey from

Alexandria to London: All hills en route were negotiated

with ease, demonstrating the flexibility of a four-cylinder engine.

Messrs. Smith and Son, of Doncaster, have completed

the alterations to their carriage works, and have opened it as a

fully-equipped garage with accommodation for over 100 cars.

They are in a position to carry out all kinds of repairs and also

supply petrol, oils, grease, &c.

During the first eleven days of September next a petroleum

congress will be held in Bucharest, and in connection therewith

an international exhibition of petroleum and petroleum deriva

tives and products is being organised. The Koumanian Govern

ment has invited all foreign Governments and petroleum distillers

to participate in the event.

Mr. C. H. Coopkb, of Willcott Road, Acton Hill, bad just

returned from a short ride with a friend, whose house he entered

for a few minutes, placing his 3-h.p. Triumph outside. On

leaving he was surpiised to find it had gone, and no trace of

it has since been found. The incident suggests a growing

knowledge of motoring as well as a warning to cyclists.

The following extracts from a letter received by Mr. S. F.

Edge from Mr. Wilfrid H. Dolphin, chief motor engineer to

H.H. the Nizam of Hyderabad, are of interest :—" H.H. the

Nizam's garage is, I think you will agree with me after you have

read the list, one of, if not the finest in the world, exclusively

owned by one person. I give you below the list of his cars :—

Five 40-h.p. six-cylinder Napier?, one 55-h.p. four-cylinder

Daimler, two 30-h.p. four-cylinder Brasiers, one 30-h.p. four-

cylinder Pe Dietrich, one 30-h.p. four-cylinder Argyll, two

24-h.p. four-cylinder Fiats, four 20-h.p. four-cylinder Richard

Brasiers, one 18-20-h.p. four-cylinder Hotchkiss, one 18-h.p.

four-cylinder Napier, one 12-16-h.p. four-cylinder Fiat, and a

luggage car is about to be added. I, myself, have the honour of

■ d iving His Highness on all occasions, but the others are all

driven by native drivers, trained by myself. My staff consists of

forty-two men, over twenty of whom are now first-class drivers."

Messrs. Dennis Bros., Ltd., have just completed three*

motor char-a-bancs for the Llandudno Motor Garage Company,

Messrs. W. Cole and Sons, Ltd., whose garage is at 235,.

Hammersmith Road, W., make a special feature of the hiring of

motor-cars for pleasure parties and professional use. They have

recently issued a scale of charges which is presented in a very

pleasing form.

The Hotchkiss six-cylinder car now undergoing trial under

the observation of the Royal Automobile Club arrived in London

on the evening of Thursday, last week, having accomplished

about one-quarter of the distance contemplated without any

mechanical troubles. No stay was made in London, the car

having left on Friday for Holyhead, via Hereford, where a halt

was made for the night. This week the run on Monday started

and finished in Dublin, the vehicle then being handed over to-

the Irish Automobile Club for their trials, 30 that there was no

opportunity for special adjustments.

The Motor Union of Great Britain and Ireland have

decided to make a financial grant towards the costs of Dr.

Mercer, a Liverpool member, in resisting a claim for damages

brought by the relatives of a cyclist who was fatally injured by

Dr. Mercer's car in October last. The accident happened in the-

Warrington Road, Whiston, where the cyclist collided with the

motor-car, as the result of which he sustained a fractured skull.

At the coroner's inquest the jury returned a verdict of "Acci

dental death," and said that no blame attached to Dr. Mercer.

Notwithstanding these findings a writ has now been issued

against Dr. Mercer for damages, and the case will be heard at

the Liverpool assizes in July.

We illustrate herewith a neat little set for charging

accumulators which has lately been put on the market

by the Premier Accumulator Co., of Northampton, and

which should prove of interest to garage owners a:id motorists

who have difficulty in getting their batteries re-charged. As

will be seen, the set consists of a small J-h.p. petrol engine,

coupled direct to a dynamo with a small switchboard,

including ammeter, voltmeters, switch cut-out, &c, fixed on the-

top of the dynamo. The plant is self-contained and very port

able, all being fixed on one bed-plate. The dynamo has an

output of 25 amperes at 10 volts, so that it is capable ot

charging thirty-two 4-volt batteries of the 25 ampere-hour

ignition size, arranged two in series and sixteen in parallel, or

 

other sizes in proportion. The Premier Co. inform us that the-

set has been running daily for the last eight weeks, and that it

will run continuously for twelve hours without the engine get

ting hot, and without any attention whatever. Particular

notice is drawn to the steadiness of operation of the plant, as

when the engine is running on full load no variation in the volt

meter needle can be detected, and the difference in variation

when full load is suddenly thrown off the engine is only 4 per

cent.
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ORRESPONQ

 

Letters to the Editor should be addressed to the offices,

27-33, Charing Cross Road, W.C.]

THE COST OF CAES.

To THl Editor or The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—In reference to the correspondence now going on in your

irans on the comparative cost of a railway locomotive and an auto

mobile chassis, I will not attempt to discuss the correctness or other

wise of the figures quoted, but, in justice to one of the most perfect

pieces of machinery of the present day, I must beg to differ with the im

plied opinion of Mr. G. P. H. de Ereville that the locomotive has neither

the higli-class workmanship nor materials found in a high-grade car.

The modern locomotive is undoubtedly the most reliable piece of
: —• working to-day, and the materials used upon it are the finest

understand what they are copying. In the course of long experience, in

which we have tried piratically every form of brake in common use ami

many which are not, we have observed that a slight divergence from a good

design may result in failure, and that the production of a sound brake

requires no little judgment and resource. Our advice to the amateur is to

have confidence in the manufacturer aud to consult him when in

difficulties. He finds no advertisement from faults in his products anil

is only too anxious to set them right. It must be added that almo-t

inevitably he finds that ignorance is the cause of evil, and misunder

standing the forbear of more abortive notions applied to motor-oars thau

we should care to state.—Yours truly,

Tom Williams.

TRIALS.

To thb Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—In your issue of 4th May I have read Mr. Perry's letter on

the " Scottish Club Trials," and also the reply in the next issue signe t

" A. E. T." The point of Mr. Perry's letter is that the object of

reliability trials is to decide the qualities of various makes of cars upon

a handicap formula, the chief factor of which is, of couise, the price.

This " A.E.T." appears to have ignored. Mr. Perry, I gather, has a car

 

The Bexhill Baca Meeting.—A View at the Starting Point.

obtainable, whilst the workmanship is the finest of its kind obtainable.

The proof of all this is the fact that it is a wonderful occurrence for a

serious breakage to occur on a locomotive. When one thinks of the

terrible strain on the side rods alone of a locomotive running at high

speeds—and on the Great Western at any rate the speeds are high—com

bined with the heavy loads, the up hill and down dale work for over four

honrs at a stretch without a stop, it seems to me a marvel that our

locomotives stand the strain put on them in the magnificent way that

they do.—Yours truly,

Alan A. L. Hickman.

A SIMPLE HUB BRAKE AND HOW TO MAKE AND

FIT IT.

To THi Bonos or Tht Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—We should like to extend a friendly warning to those motor

ists who may have read the letter on the above subject in the la.it issue of

the M.C.J, and contemplate altering their brakes. Brake design is

essentially a matter so intimately connected with the rest of the car

that to tamper with it is nnwise unless backed by expert knowledge.

Copyists should always bear in mind that copying is no good unless they

which could compete in Class 1 of the Scottish Trials, but because it i»

15-b.p., and therefore a large engine, it is forbidden to compete with

cars fitted with smaller engines, costing more than Mr. Perrry's car.

It is most unjust that a manufacturer who gives a really good car with

15-h.p. engine at a low price is forbidden to compete with other cars

whose manufacturers give less horse-power, and the cars are higher in

price.—Yours truly,

A. M.

CHARGING ACCUMULATORS WITH PRIMARY

BATTERIES.

To the Editor or The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir.—"Anti-Magneto " has been well advised to select the Boron-

battery as a reliable means of charging his accumulators, and, should his-

experience of the same prove as satisfactory as my own, which I do not

doubt, he will certainly have no cause to regret acting upon such advice.

I have used a 6-cell battery constantly for the past four years for charg

ing my 30 and 40 amo. hours accumulators, and have found then

extremely simple to manipulate ; no special or technical knowledge is

necessary to use them to the best effect ; they require practically no
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at tention while in use ; they prove much more economical and certainly

more satisfactory than main-charging, and, which is of most importance,

are thoroughly reliable and efficient for the purpose of charging

accumulators.—Yours truly,

H. Bingham.

TRAFFIC ON THE THAMES EMBANKMENT.

To the Editob of The Motor-Gar Journal.

Sir,—Referring to the letter of Mr. W. Hetherington on traffic

regulation on the London Embankment, in a recent issue of the M.C.J.,

I should advise this gentleman to treat the tramway traffic as a separate

road ; that is to say, as if it were a railway running by the side of the

road. At any rate, this is how I should treat it, until some specific

regulations were made to the contrary.—Yours truly,

Alan A. L. Hickman.

A 'BUS DRIVER'S KNOWLEDGE.

To the Editob of The Motor-Oar Journal.

SIR,—I was riding on the top of a horse 'bus in Camden Town last

week, seated near the driver. A motor-'bus was immediately in front of

us and an explosion occurred in its silencer. The driver of my 'bus

turned to me and said, " Is that one of its tyres busted ? " I said, " No,

'buses do not have pneumatic tyres." Driver : " Ah ! I do not know

much about machinery, I ain't no botanist !"—Yours truly,

GOWER.

 

On the occasion of Sir Joseph Ward's visit to Dumbarton twelve

Argyll Cars were used to convey the party to Arroohar. The above

illustration depicts the vehicles in front of the Argyll works at

Alexandria.

WATER CIRCULATION TROUBLES.

To the Editor of The Motor-Gar Journal.

Sir,—I have lately bought a second-hand 8-h.p. Darracq single-

cylinder car, which runs well except for overheating. The water boils in

less than half an hour; the tank is under t ht bonnet and the radiator in

front ; the water runs from the tank into the pump, then to the radiator

and from there into the engine. Should this be so ? I think the water

should come from the tank into the radiator, then to the pump, and from

there to the engine, to cause the water to circulate quickly. I should be

very glad if you could answer this query for me.—Yours truly,

C. BOOKEK.

[Both the system of circulation as at present arranged and the

alternative ciicuit suggested by Mr. Booker are wrong. The best

arrangement is :— From the bottom of the tank to the pump, from the

pump into the bottom of the water jacket, then from top of cylinder to

top of radiator, and thence back to top of tank. By doing as we suggest

the hot water will go straight to the radiator, and the pump will draw

t lie eoldeat water in the circuit to deliver to the cylinder. As the car is

a second-band one, we advise the examination of the pump itself, the

cleansing out of the radiator with a strong hot solution of caustic potash,

and a careful scrutiny of the pipes for " kinks " or dents. We also are

strongly in favour of the installation of a manometer on the dashboard.]

CHANGING ENGINES ON A CAR.

To the Editob of Tht Motor-ear Journal.

Sir,—I own a two-cylinuer car, which gives about 11'5-h.p. Given

that the driving Bhaft and gear-box would stand the alteration, would it

be possible to replace the engine with a four-cylinder engine of about

14-h.p. ? Could the framework of the chassis be lengthened ; and what

would be the approximate cost ? The present gear is very large and

strong, and in perfect condition. If any of your readers, in trade or

otherwise, could give me any help or information on this subject, I should

be very grateful.—Yours truly,

A. G. P. GlPI'S.

[The present gear of the chassis being strong, there will be no object

tion on that score to the substitution of a four-cylinder engine in place of

the two-cylinder one, especially as the difference in power is so little ;

and, moreover, to compensate even for that, the much sweeter pulling

and flexibility of the stronger engine must be taken into consideration.

It is probable that no lengthening of the frame may,be requisite,because,

whilst it is usual to find quite a large space vacant under the bonnet of

a twin-cylinder engine, it is possible to buy a four-cylinder of greater

power which can lie got in with a little contriving without the expense

of lengthening the frame. If, however, this is necessary, it need not be

a very expensive matter, and a section can be riveted in without being

in any way unsightly. Without inspection of the chassis it would be

mere guess-work to estimate the cost. Perhaps the radiator will bo

found insufficient for the new engine, and the cheapest way out of this

difficulty will be to purchase a few feet of gilled tubing, which can be

stowed away out of sight under the frame. This can be coupled up in

conjunction with the present radiator.]

DEPOSITS IN PETROL MOTOR CYLINDERS.

To the Editob of The Motor-Gar Journal.

Sir;—My attention has been drawn to a letter in your journal of

April 20th last, page 169, on the cause of cylinder deposits in petrol

motors. An editorial note states that this is due solely to carbon

obtained from the oil used. As this is somewhat of an inaccuracy,

may I beg to draw your attention to an article on the subject in the

" Motor Cycle " of April 17th last ? This is not the first time I have

had to examine cylinder deposits, and I may say that in every case I

have found a very large proportion of road dust of some composition or

other. In this case it was at least 50 par cent. I thought you may possiblj

be interested to learn of such examinations, which are what I am very

often doing in connection with motor-cars for firms in Coventry.—

Yours truly,

Stacey Jones.

WATER MARKS ON PAINT.

To the Editob of The Molor-Car Journal.

Sir,—I have found a number of water marks on the paint work of

my car, especially on the bonnet and the dashboard. When the vehicle

is washed a hosepipe is used with a brush to take off the thickest dirt.

Afterwards it is washed all over with a sponge and leather, a little

paraffin being also used, the latter in the proportion of a teacupful in a

bucket of water.

The place where the car it kept is, unfortunately, rather damp,

there being no heating apparatus in the house, and it has occurred to me

that the paint was never properly set or these watermarks would not

have arisen.—Yours truly,

A. JM.

ENGINE TROUBLES.

To the Editob of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—I should be much obliged if you or any reader of the M.O.J.

will tell me what is wrong with my car. I had it taken down and the

engine fitted with new rings to the pistons. I fitted it up again, I think,

in exactly the same way as it was before I took it down, but it will

not start. I have tried everything I can think of, but with no better

results. I may say it always started very easily before. My car is

an 8-h.p. Daimler.—Yours truly,

A Constant Reader.

[We should think it most probable that the gear wheels controlling

the lift of the exhaust valves and the ignition have not been put back

in their proper relation. There is a double chance of being wrong, as it

is necessary to see that the marks on the cam pinion mesh with the

intermediate wheel, as well as those indicating the proper place for the

crank-shaft pinion and the intermediate. The teeth of the pinions are

usually stamped with letters in such a way that two letters en the

adjacent teeth of one wheel are either aide of a similar letter on one

tooth of the wheel it meshes with. It is just possible that the ignition

is wired up wrong, so that the second cylinder spark takes place when

the first should fire. We presume the new rings are a proper fit and

that the engine has good compression in each cylinder.]

A SEEMING PARADOX.

To the Editob of The Motor-Gar Journal.

Sir,—Passing along the Strand the other day, I could hardly be

lieve my own eyes when I saw one of the Renault cabs with its front

wheels travelling in one direction and the off-side rear wheel rotating

the opposite way. The car was being pulled up at the time and the

curious spectacle was only apparent for a moment. I have thought
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the matter over, and, so far as I can see, the explanation is either that

one of the road wheels was failing to get a good grip of the road, or

that the brakes had been applied somewhat suddenly, causing the rear

road wheels to lift slightly off the road, allowing the differential gear

to come into play. I should be glad to know from you or any of your

readers whether my surmise is correct.—Yours truly,

Xknophon.

[This apparent freak is to be explained as follows :—The driver in

pulling up his car applied the brake that transmits its retardive effect

through the cardan transmission with enough power to nearly, or

perhaps quite, lock it. The result being that, if one of the road wheels

loses its adhesion, say, because of going over a patch of grease, the

wheel that still grips the ground will necessarily rotate it in the reverse

-direction. Let " Xenophon " try the experiment of jacking up either one

of the rear wheels and putting the gears in mesh, turn the engine round,

and he will see that the raised wheel revolves forward. Then let him

iack np both wheels and lock the cardan shaft by means of the foot

brake, and he will find that if either of the road wheels are rotated, the

other will more in the opposite direction, due, of course, to the action of

the differential gear.]

THE PRICE OF CAES.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—Mr. de Freville may, if he likes, call the price of a chassis

£1,000 only, but he must not dispute my estimate of £4,600 for a rail

way locomotive weighing say 90 tons, for tins is probably over the

mark. Taking the weight of a chassis at a ton, its cost would run out

cylinder Belsize consumed less than an 18-24-h.p. three- cylinder car of

similar make-

Again, in Hertfordshire a 16-20-h.p. Rover ran 30-4 miles to the

gallon, whilst an 8-h.p. Rover only ran 30'9 miles to the gallon. Now,

all the instances quoted above were tests for actual petrol consumption,

and are therefore probably accurate. What, then, is the explanation that

an 80-100-h.p. car was run for the same as a 7-h.p., and that the

Lanchester, and Belsize, and Rover cars of much greater weight and

h.p. were run on a smaller actual consumption (not relative) of petrol

than the much lighter and lower power cars? This emphasise* what I

have before said, that there is something radically wrong with the appli

cation of the petrol vapour to the internal combustion engine, when such

absolutely contradictory results as the above are obtained. Perhaps

some of your readers may be able to offer some sort of explanation ?—

Yours truly,

D. 2804.

IS THE DEMAND FOR HIGH-POWER CARS

DECLINING?

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sik,—As a close observer of motoring matters, I am glad to note an

indication that the tendency toward increased horse power has at last

reached a limit. Predictions to this effect have repeatedly been made in

the past, but so far they have always proved premature. It is evident,

however, that the possible number of purchasers for high-powered

machines, which are not only high priced but expensive to maintain,

must be very limited. One cause of the impending return to more

 

The Humber Team of Four Cars which is taking part in the Irish Reliability Trials.

at about twenty times that of a locomotive (£1,000 per ton for car,

£50 per ton for locomotive). I maintain that the workmanship on a

car is no better than that on a locomotive of the first cla-s, though

more eostly. as being on a smaller scale ; and it can hardly be the case

that the whole of the materials used in the former are even ten times

as costly as those employed on the latter—" let alone " twenty times as

•costly. Your correspondent does not comment on my remark as to the

high market value of the shares in some, at least, of the manufac

turing companies—there are instances in England of 300 per cent,

premium. I still think that these makers have a truly wholesome idea

• it the meaning of the word " profit " ; may they long find customers on

their own terms.—Yours truly,

W. L. C.

VARYING PETROL CONSUMPTION,

To thb Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—You have kindly twice recently inserted letters from me

relative to the above subject, which only brought forward two laudatory

letters about De Dion engines. May I now call attention to the result

of the Manchester competition, given in your issue of the 18th

in9t., which more than emphasizes the great discrepancies which occur,

and of which some explanation would be satisfactory? An 80-100-h.p.

car consumed 1 gallon to 16$ miles, and weighed 2i tons. A 7-h.p.

M.M.C. car consumed almost exactly the same ! A 20-h.p. Lanchester

consumed 6'5 gallons to 132 miles, whilst a 12 h p. Lanchester actually

consumed 7 gallons in the same distance ; whilst a 24-30-h.p. six-

reasonable horse-power is that users of powerful oars find that it is only

on extremely rare occasions that they can advantageously use the full

power of their huge engines, and all the rest of the time the surplus power

and consequent weight are a disadvantage. The craze for high power

originated in France, where it has already run its course, the demand

there now being mostly for cars of 16 to 20 h.p., or at most 24-h.p.—

Yours truly,

Slowcoach.

The Frome's Hill Climb.—The Daimler Company have sent us

a letter in which they state that " the Clement-Talbot Company have

written us pointing out that the claim which we have made in recent

advertisements is incorrect. We claimed second, third, and fourth on

handicap at Frome's Hill, which would naturally convey the impression

that this referred to the combined performances. As a matter of fact,

the advertisement was placed in good faith, but, owing to a clerical

error, we omitted to state " In Class 5, for Heavy Cars." An intimation

to this effect in your columns will be greatly appreciated."

The chauffeur at Godstone Place, Godstone, Surrey, has found the

hub cap of a Mercedes, which he will be pleased to return to the owner.

Opening for Garage.—Several correspondent* have replied to

M. W., to whom their communications are being forwarded.

Prince Hatzfeldt, who already possesses two Mercedes cars of

70-h.p. and 35-h.p. respectively, has placed an order for two further

Mercedes cars with Messrs. Dccros Mercedes. One of the cars will

a 40-h.p., and the other a 20 25 h.p.
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CLUBS AND ASSOCIATIONS.

 

ROYAL AC.

The Royal A.C.'s. new motor house in Brick Street, Piccadilly!

was opened on Monday. It is situate-' only some thirty or forty yards

from the Club's motor house in Down Street. Accommodation for ahout

eighty cars has been arranged, and a laboratory for tests of various

kinds is to be provided.

Speedometers, &c, can now be tested by the calibrating instru

ment of the R.A.C. and certificates of performance issued.

The Club proposes to hold Dust Trials about the third week in

June, probably on the Brooklands track. An artificial dust track of

fine road dust, from limestone roads if possible, will be mode, and the

placing of the cars will be done from photographs.

The entry list for the Graphic Challenge Trophy Race is closed.

The following entries have been received :—Messrs. F. W. Baily (holder

of trophy), 50-h.p. Napier; J. E. Hutton, 60-h.p. Berliet ; J. E. Hutton,

40-b.p. Berliet ; George S. Barwick, 35-h.p. Daimler ; \V. Hillman, 20-h.p.

Hillman-Coatalen ; John S. Napier, 38-45-h.p. Arrol-Johnston ; Capt.

W. E. D. Owen, 40-h.p. Junior; S. F. Edge, 45-h.p. Napier; Thomas

Henshaw, 35-h.p. Daimler. S^-i

The race will be held on Friday, May 31st, on the Slein Lewaigne

Hill, near Ramsey, Isle of Man.

 

Hiss Dorothy Levitt on the Napier Six-Cylinder Car that she will

drive in the Herkomer Touring Trophy Competition.

The Club's headquarters in the Isle of Man will be at the Peveril

Hotel, Douglas.

The Carter's Hill Meeting.—This meeting takes place on Saturday,

June 8th, at Carter's Hill, Underriver, Kent. There will be two com

petitions ; one for the " Henry Edmunds" Challenge Trophy, and the

other for the Carter's Hill Cup. For the former, the cylinder diameter

in inches squared multiplied by the number of cylinders must not exceed

100, and for the latter sixty-five. Ten entries have already been received

for this meeting.

The attention of the club has been called to several runs from

London to Monte Carlo advertised as having recently taken place. The

club is of opinion that these runs come within the conditions of the Com

petition Rule reading as follows :—" Any owner, manufacturer, dealer,

agent or driver, taking part in or directly connected with any trial or

competition otherwise than under regulations made by the Club, and

obtaining extensive advertisement therefrom, shall be deemed to be

gailty of a breach of these rules ; " and desires to point out that it is in

communication with the Automobile Club of France with reference to

these runs. The Club is not prepared at present to give official recog

nition to them, and anyone taking part in them may render himself

liable to disqualification.

A set of Patin tyres has been entered by the Patin Tyre Syndicate,

Ltd. , for a trial of 6,000 miles, starting on the 23rd inst. The tyres are

fitted to a 20-h.p. Martini, and the Club's standard routes will be

followed.

AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION.

At the last meeting of the Executive Committee of the Automobile-

Association the number of new members was unusually large, and con

tained the following well-known motorists :—The Earl of Dudley, the

Earl of Onslow, the Earl of Shrewsbury and Talbot, Viscount Ingestrer

Viscount Knntsford, Lady Alexander Paget, Lady Tangye, LoruT

Alexander Tbvnne, Sir Ernest Cassell, Sir F. Pollock, Sir H. Ashman,,

and Sir John Campbell.

The Secretary reported that no fewer than 290 motorists had joined

the association during the past three weeks, that is, since the new offices

at Princes Buildings, Coventry Street, W., were opened, and that although

the third financial year of the Association only commenced on May 1st,,

renewals of subscriptions from existing members ■ had already been

received to the extent of over £1,000.

It was reported that members of the A. A., especially those living in

the country, were applying for membership of the Motor Club in-

numbers which far exceeded the committee's most sanguine anticipa

tions.

THE MOTOR CLUB.

The new Motor Club, Coventry Street, W., is justifying it exist

ence. At the smoking concert which followed the last house dinner

not only Was there an array of musical talent but some excellent up-to-

date pictures were shown on the bioscope of motor-car racing, tyre

repairs on the road, &c. There was a large attendance, and the energy

of the Motor Club committee was warmly commended by members.

Applications for membership are pouring in, and the waiting list runs

into three figures.

YORKSHIRE CLUB.

Speed trials will be held by the Yorkshire A.C. on the sands

between Saltburn and Redcar on Saturday, the 22nd prox. The com

mittee of the Yorkshire Club will be clerks of the course, with Mr.

E. H. Hepper as chief marshal, Mr. J. Brodgen as starter and Mr. C. P.

Wilson, Town Hall Chambers, Leeds, as clerk of the meeting.

Entries will be received up to June 12tb, and competitors in the-

open events must be on the competitors' register of the R.A.C. All

touring cars entered for the trials will be rated upon the formula of the-

D2N
R.A.C, this being ,D being the bore in inches, N being the number

2"5 ■. .

of cylinders and 2-5 a constant. Each competitor will, on his entry

form, declare the bore and stroke of his cylinders. The committee or

the sub committee appointed for that purpose reserve the power or

right to call upon any competitor to take oil' a cylinder or cylinders to

enable them to check the bore of same.

vap There will be nine events open only to members of the Yorkshire

A.C and its affiliated branches. The open events , include a race for

touring cars the chassis price of which doqs not exceed £800 ; a contest for-

raciDg cars not exceeding 1,000 kilos, in weight to establish a " Yorkshire

record," and events fpr racing cars of any weight.

NORTH BERKSHIRE.

A M08T successful opening me°t of the North Berkshire A. C. was held

at Wytham Abbey, by invitation of the Earl of Abingdon (President), and

the Countess of Abingdon. The cars arrived at 3.30 p.m., and were-

drawn up in line in front of the house, and in spite of the heavy rains it

was well attended. Lord and Lady Abingdon received their guests. Tea ■

was served in the dining room, after which a committee meeting waa

held and the fixtures for the coming season discussed.

Amongst those present were Lady G. Bertie, Lady B. Bertie, Captain-

Henderson (vice-president), Lady "violet Henderson, the Hon. Ethel

Dormer (hon. treasurer), the Hon. Constance Dormer, the Hon. Mrs.

Stewart, the Misses Anson, Mr. Campbell, Major and Mrs. Ferrar, Miss

Penruddock, Mr. and Mrs. Darwin Hey, Miss Goodson, Captain and

Miss Loder Syinonds, Mr. Claude Theobald, Captain and Mrs. Theobald,

Mrs. Frederick Morrell, Mrs. Peel, Mrs. and Miss Piggott, Mr. and Mrs-

West, Mrs. Sankey, and Miss Constance Fletcher (hon. sec.).

NEW FOREST AC.

By invitation of Lord Montagu of Beaulieu, a hill-climbing handicap-

was held by the New Forest A.C. and Hampshire M.U., at Hill Top,

Beaulieu, on Saturday. The winners were :—Dr. N. Aldridge, 6-h.p.

Rover; Dr. H. Hemsted, 10-12-h.p. Humber ; Lord Montagu, 20-h.p^.

Rolls-Royce ; and Captain R. T. Dixon, 30^40.h.p. Daimler.

SHEFFIELD.

Under the closed competition rules of the R.A.C. the Sheffield

A.C. will hold a hill climb <m the loth prox. There will be three

classes :—1, for the Harvey Foster Challenge Cup ; 2, open to members',

unconnected with the trade ; and 3, a single-cylinder car contest.

WINNIPEG AUTOMOBILE CLUB.

The annual meeting of the Winnipeg (Canada) Automobile Club-

took place recently, when Sir Daniel McMillan, Lieut. -Governor of
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Manitoba was elected patron. Forty-seven new members were elected,

bringing the total membership of the club to over 100.

It was decided to promote a reliability contest extending over a

period of not less than three days. The entries will lie divided into two

classes, the first for touring cars and the second for runabouts.

A special legislative committee whs also appointed to watch the

interests of automohilists in regard to any measures that the authorities

may bring forward for the control of automobiles in Manitoba, and a

special member's card will be provided, signed by the president and the

chief of police, in order that the memtars can be saved the necessity of

proceeding to the police station under arrest in case of trouble, the card

being accepted as a guarantee for appearance when summoned to attend.

The good roads movement organised last year is receiving the

support of every user of a vehicle of any description, and great efforts

are being made to lioost the movement to a successful issue. Govern

ment support is being sought for road improvements and a special grant

will be asked for at the next session of the provincial legislature.

MOTOR CYCLING CLUB.

Ox Friday evening, from the top of Highate Hill, the third annual

run of the Motor Cycling Club from London to Edinburgh commenced.

There were ninety competitors, eighteen of whom were on cars, ten on

tricars, and the remainder on motor-cycles. More than half of the

starters reached the Scottish capital within schedule time. Among the

-car-owners who took part in the ran were Messrs. K. B. Banks (25-30-h.p.

CASES UNDER THE MOTOR CAR ACT.

A Triple Charge.

Howard Holgson has appeared at the Wolverhampton Police Court

to answer three summonses charging him with driving a motor-car in

Dudley Street and not stopping when requested by the police, driving

at a speed dangerous to the public, and driving at a speed exceeding

twenty miles an hour, to wit, forty miles in Tettenhill Road. The first

case proceeded with was for refusing to stay when signalled by the police.

Evidence was given by the police that on the night of April 23rd two

officers put up their hands as a warning for the car to stop. Hodgson

said that he did not sea the constables in the street, or at all. neither did

he hear anyone shout for him to stop. Joseph Albert Arnold, .1.1'..

stated that he was in the car at the time, but he did not see any police

men in the road. This summons was dismissed.

A second summons for driving at a speed dangerous to the public

was then taken. P.S. Bridges stated that the car was proceeding at

nearly thirty miles an hour. The defendant stated that he was not

driving at a dangerous speed. He did not think the rate was more than

ten or twelve miles an hour. In this ca»e Hodgson was fined £5 and

£2 10s. co*ts. The summons was then taken for driving at a speed

exceeding the limit in Tettenhall Road, but the case was dismissed

on the ground of insufficient evidence.

A case was heard at Bromley (Kent) on Monday in which K. C. Brown,

of 14, Devonport Street, Hyde Park, was summoned for exceeding the

 

M. A. Clement, who met with a fatal accident last weak, near Dieppe.

Brown), Vandervell (Daimler), J. W. Stocks (8-h.p. De Dion), F. W.

Peckham (12-14-h.p. Maxwell), and J. Van Hooydonk (9-b.p. Phoenix).

Miss A. M. Hind drove a 24-h.p. Deasy, which was the first car to

reach Edinburgh.

The Blandford and District A.C. is being formed by local motorists.

POLICE TRAPS.

Motorists are being timed on the main road through Lancaster.

The Berwick cross-roads at Lewes continue to be watched by the

police, and scarcely a day passes without its victims.

The South Common, at Chailey (Sussex), ii the scene of a well-

policed trap.

The Lewes police, we are informed, intend working their traps

regularly. Automobilists will do well to beware at all times when

travelling on any of the following roads from Lewes :—The Brighton

road, the Eastbourne road, the Chailey road, or the Hastings and Battle

road. -^3

The Lancashire county police are paying great attention to motorists.

In addition to the " traps near Carnforth, north of Lancaster, there is

now one on the south side of the town, on the level road between Galgate

aud^Lanca8ter,^past| Bailrigg.

speed limit across Bromley Common. The police deposed to timing the de

fendant over a courseof 220 yards, the time recorded for the distance mak

ing the speed over twenty-seven miles per hour. Cross-examined by the

defendant, the constable who timed him said the distance was measured

with a surveyor's chain, but no steps had been taken to see that the

chain was of the length described by the surveyor. He was timed a« he

passed a milestone, but no trouble was taken to see that anything was

in line with the stone. The Bench thought the measurements and times

accurate, and said that in any case there was sufficient margin. Defend

ant was fined 20s. and 9s. costs.

Heavy Motor Traffic.

A new point in the regulations relating to heavy motor traffic has

just been dealt with by the Bradford Stipendiary Magistrate (Mr.

Charles Skidmore), who was called upon to decide whether a motor

wagon trailer should be fitted with an efficient brake. The defend

ants were Taylors' Drug Company (Limited), Leeds, who were summoned

for permitting a motor-car to be driven to which a vehicle with an

inefficient brake was attached. The driver of the vehicle was also sum

moned. Mr. A Neil, on behalf of the defendants, admitted that a

slipper brake was the only brake attached to the trailer, but he con

tended that a brake was not necessary. There was no provision in the

Heavy Motor Car Order of 1904 for the use of a brake on a trailer.

The Stipendiary held that a brake was necessary, but the point being

a new one, the defendants were only ordered to pay the costs.
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Ten Cases at Lewes.

In one day ten cases against motorists have been heard at Lewes,

and not one of the defendants escaped being fined.

Where Speed is Limited.

Kichard Hepplewhite was charged at Ketford Borough Police Conrt

with riding a motor-cycle over ten miles an hour and in a manner

dangerous to the public. P.-c. Wheaton said defendant came out of

Bridgegate into the Market Square at a speed of sixteen miles an hour,

although the new order of the Local Government Board limited the

speed at that spot to ten miles per hour. A fine of £2 and costs was im

posed in each case. Defendant did not arrive until bis case had been

heard, and the evidence was read over to him. He protested against the

statement that he was going at sixteen miles an hour. He had only

riddenJa month, and did not know there was a speed limit in the borough.

Motoring in the Parks.

The Motor Union are supporting Mr. McCall, K.C., who is a

member of the General Committee of the Union, in an appeal to the

Divisional Court against the endorsement on his driver's licence of n

conviction for exceeding the ten mile speed limit in one of the Royal

parks. A rule nisi for the certiorari to bring up and quash the

magistrate's order has been granted by the Divisional Court. Mr.

Avory, K.C., and Mr. Cleave, in asking for the rule nisi, contendert

that the endorsement was wrong, because under the Parks Act there

is no power to endorse a licence, while the Motor Car Act gave power

to endorse only on a third conviction for exceeding the speed limit

under that Act. It was also contended that the ten mile speed limit

fixed by the regulations was not in existence in January, 1904, when

the Motor Car Act came into force, and therefore the Motor Car Act

 

The Motor Cycling Club's Bun from London to Edinburgh.-The first

four arrivals at Levenhall, the last control.

could not apply to it, as the offences there mentioned are existing

offences. If the magistrate's order is held to be correct, then the con

viction for exceeding a speed limit fixed by Parliament brings the penalty

of endorsement only in the case of a third offence, whereas exceeding

a speed limit fixed by Commissioners brings that penalty I for the first

offence. This construction, it is contended by many,] is entirely

opposed to the intention of the legislature.

Exceeding the Legal Limit.

The whereabouts of a new police trap for motorists was made known

at Lancaster Police Court on Saturday. It is on the road between

Lancaster and Galgate, and has already yielded several defendants.

Thomas Cox, of Blackburn, for travelling over the distance at twenty-

three miles per hour, was fined £5 and costs. Edith B. A. Miller, of

Lowton, Essex, wus fined £5 and costs for travelling at twenty-four miles

an hour over the same distance. Wm. Birtwistle, cotton manufacturer,

Blackburn, was fined £5 and costs for travelling at twenty-five miles an

hour over the same piece of road. When stopped he told the police it

was a piece of nonsense to stop a car on a plain road like that. Wm.

Coates, of Blackpool, was summoned for travelling at twenty-five miles

an hour on the same length. He was fined £5 and costs, and for failing

to produce his licence £1 and costs, his licence being endorsed for the

second time. Charles de Tobert, of Chester, did not appear in answer to

a summons charging him with riding a motor-cycle at Carnforth at

twenty-three miles an hour. The police evidence was that when stopped

defendant said that he would not attend court. He now sent a brief

letter to the Bench, stating that owing to the exigencies of business he

was unable to appear. The Bench adjourned the case for a week, the

Chairman (Mr. W. Garnett) stating that defendant had been most dis

courteous to the magistrates, and if he did not appear next week they

would issue a warrant. >

Exceeding Speed Limit.

A batch of motorists was summoned, and fined, at Ayr one day

last week for exceeding the speed limit ; similar hiuls of motorists

have also been before the magistrates at Kingston.

■ ■ccccccco

SCOTTISH RELIABILITY TRIALS.

The entries for the Scottish Trials have now been closed. There

are over 100, including Adams-Hewitt, Cadillac, Jackson, Hover, Swift,

Darracq (4), Ford (2), Chambers, Lanrin-Klement, Reo, St.

Vincent (2), Argyll (3), De Dion (2), Imperial, Buick, Bell (2), Cal-

thorpe, Adams, Ailsa, Vulcan, Maxwell, Rex, Mass (3), Leader, Albion,

New Arrol-Johnston (4), Belsize (2), Coventry Humber, Vauxhall,

Germain, C.C.C., Swift, Unic, Atalanta (2), Nordenfeldt, West (2),

Chenard-Walcker (2), Beeston Humber, Siddeley (2), Sunbeam, White

steam (2), Horbick, Berliet (3), Ariel-Simplex, Austin (2), Straker-

Squire, Armstrong-Whitworth (2), Junior (2), Iris (2), Vinot, Maudslay,

Pilgrim, Thornycroft (2), Clement Gladiator (2), Climax, Daimler,

Ariel (2), Spyker, N.E.C., Maudslay, Benz, Porthos (2), Brasier, Simms-

Welbeck, Rolls-Royce, Mercedes, Hotchkiss, Thames, and Minerva.

THE ARMY MOTOR RESERVE.

Staff tours, topographical surveys, &c., which are now becoming

so popular a method of instruction in the Army, have been carried out

with considerable frequency in the various "commands" during the-

current year. To facilitate the conduct of these tours over extended

areas of country it has been, invariably, found necessary to employ the-

motor-car, and the utility and efficiency of the Army Motor Reserve

has, in consequence, been particularly demonstrated. Statistics pre

pared at the headquarters of the corps show that since last January

no less than forty-two staff tours, &c, were provided for. This entailed

the employment of 115 officers of the corps, with their cars, for an

aggregate period of 302 days, during which a total of 25,673 miles was-

traversed on duty, establishing a record for the same period during

previous years. Among the tours carried out, those conducted by

General Lord Methuen in the vicinity of Newbury, the Commandant of

the Staff College on the South Coast, and in the Isle of Wight, and by

General Sir H. H. Settle in the intricate country near Portland and

Weymouth, were of considerable importance and special interest.

On the occasion of the recent annua! visit of the officers of the Staff

College, Camberley, to the battlefields in Alsace-Lorraine, Colonel Mark

Mayhew drove the Commandant, General H. H. Wilson, D.S.O., and\

Colonel Sackville-West. Two other officers of the corps, viz., Major

Leveson Scaith and Lieutenant Vicomte de Satge, were also present

with their cars. This is the first time that cars of the Army Motor

Reserve have been utilised for military duty abroad.

■ sBeeeee—

AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS.
—« —

An inquest was held at Brentford on John Petchey, fifty-six, a

roadman, who died from injuries caused through being knocked down by

a motor-car in Brentwood on May 6th. The car was being driven by

Mr. George Cording, of Regent Sireet, London. All the witnesses

agreed that the car was travelling slowly at the time, and that the

accident was unavoidable, the man stepping in front of the car without

noticing its approach. A verdict of accidental death was returned, and

the jury exonerated Mr. Cording from all blame. The coroner said he

wished all motor-ears could be said to pass slowly through Brentwood.

A Sale (Cheshire) coroner's jury on Monday returned a verdict of

manslaughter against William Bracewell, of Carrington, in regard to the

death of John Nairey, a farm labourer, of Ashton-on-the-Mersey, who

was knocked down and killed by a motor-car. Bracewell said lie did

not see anyone on the road at the time. The car was going at the rate

of seven miles an hour. The coroner committed Bracewell to take his

trial at the next Chester Assizes, bail being granted.

A coroner's inquiry into the death of Mr. Adney Payne has been

held at Tunbridge Wells. The chief witness was Mrs. Ad»ey Payne,

who gave an account of the accident which was the cause of her hus

band's death. She told how she was driving the car to Tunbridge Wells,

when a point was reached at which the road was divided by a sharp*

bank. At right angles was another road, from which a cyclist suddenly

emerged. She had either to run over him or make an immediate turn in

the opposite direction. She decided on the latter course, ran into the

bank, and the car was thrown upside down. Mr. Payne's principal

injuries were fractured ribs. He made capital progress, and would have

recovered but for the fact that a clot of blood made its way to his heart

and caused his sudden death. The jury, in finding a verdict of accident,

offered Mrs. Payne' their sympathy.

Mrs. Alfred Aslett, wife of the general manager of the Furness

Railway Company, accompanied by her nephew and niece, was

travelling on hunday from Bowness to Ulverston, and when between

Storrs and Newby the chain of the motor-car came off. The vehicle

was descending a steep hill at the time, and, the brakes failing to act,

the car ran violently down the hill, overturning at the bottom. AIL
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the occupants were thrown out. Mrs. Aslett and her niece were

medically attended. The other occupants suffered from severe shock.

In turning a curve at Hulton Park, Atherton, near Bolton, on Sun

day, a motor-car was overturned, throwing out the three occupants, Mr.

James Cameron and Mr. Donald Fergujon, of Edinburgh, and Mr.

Macdonald, of Perth, who were on a holiday tour to the South of England.

They sustained bruises, but fortunately escaped without serious injury.

A loose horse grazing by the roadside brought a motoring party to

grief near Astbury, Congleton, before daylight on Sunday morning.

Mr. Melville Ashworth, of Manchester, was travelling from London to

Manchester. The lights of the car startled the hotse, which got in the

way of the vehicle, and the driver could do nothing to avoid running

into the animal. The collision caused the car to swerve into the hedge,

and one of the wheels was smashed. Its occupants fortunately escaped

serious injury, but they suffered the inconvenience of waiting on the road

for four hours until another vehicle was obtained to carry them forward.

COMPANY NEWS.

Meetings and Reports.

Hotchkiss Ordnance Company.—At the annual meeting of the

Hotchkiss Ordnance Company in London, the chairman said that last

year they were obliged to face a very serious strike, which practically

paralysed their manufacture for two months. Under these circum

stances he thought the profits of the year might be considered as

satisfactory. A reserve of £20,000 had been made in the accounts of

the French oompany in order to provide for certain contingencies and

strengthen the finances. In the usual course this sum would have

been transferred to the English company in the shape of dividend,

and the profits would then have been shown as £40,449 in place of

a 26,449. The directors had every reason to hope that in future further

reserves of this nature would not have to be made. The ordnance

trade during the year was active. The manufacture of chassis at St.

Denis had been continued with satisfactory results. The report was

adopted.

Argyll Motors.—The directors have declared an interim dividend

at the rate of 10 per cent, per annum on the ordinary shares, and at the

"ate of 6 per cent, per annum on the preference shares.

John I. Thornycroft and Company'.—The report of this company

for 1906 shows that the profits amount to £25,329, including about £8,000

brought forward. Motor-car sales are improving, and reference is made

to the show-room opened in Albemarle Street, W. Unfortunately, how

ever, the action of the London police authorities has occasioned some

concern to the directors in connection with the motor-omnibus branch of

the business.

New Companies Registered.

Halleys Motors, Manchester, Ltd.—This company has just

n registered with a capital of £10,000 to adopt an agreement with

Halleys Industrial Motors, Ltd., and Mr. R. Gale relating to the

appointment of this company as selling agents for Lancashire and

Yorkshire (except Middlesbro'), to manufacture, cause to be manu

factured, let on hire, and deal in motor vehicles and their accessories,

&c. The number of directors is not to be less than three nor more than

five. The first are Messrs. G. H. Halley, R. Gale, A. A. Jackson, T. B.

Blyton, and E. J. Walthew (chairman). Registered office, 88, Mosley

Street, Manchester.

Mackli.s's Sectional Tyre Syndicate.—£1,000. To acquire

certain inventions relating to wheel rims and pneumatic tyres, and to

adopt an agreement with Messrs. A. N. Campell Macklin and R D.

Hodgson.

Scott-Stirling Motor Company.—£70,000. To acquire the busi

ness of manufacturers of and builders of motor-omnibuses, commercial

motor vehicles, and motor-boats carried on by Scott, Stirling and Co.,

Ltd., at Twickenham. First directors : Messrs. J. Scott (chairman), J.

Stirling, and L. Miles. Strawberry Vale, Twickenham.

Argyll Motors (South Africa).—£10,000. Agreement with Mr.

J. W. Courtis. First directors : Messrs. J. W. Courtis, C. A. Sexton, and

H. S. Rogers. Registered office : King's House, King Street, Cheapside,

E.C.

The Renard Road and Rail Transport Corporation, Ltd.,

have just issued their prospectus in connection with an issue of 12o,000

£1 preferred shares. Lord Ribblesdale is chairman of the company, with

Major-General Sir John Ardagh as deputy chairman, the board also

including the Hon. Claude Hav, M.P., Capt. C. Longritlge, Mr. Philip

Dawson, M. Laurent and M. Surcouf. Col. Crompton and Mr. B. H.

Thwaite are the consulting engineers.

MOTOR LAUNCHES ON THE THAMES.

At Brentford, on the prosecution of the Thames Conservators,

Gordon Jardine, of Trinity Street, Cambridge, has been fined £2 and

costs for recklessly navigating a motor-launch on the Thames off

Twickenham. Mr. Glenshaw, for the Conservators, said there was a

yawl drawing 3 ft. of water, and with a free board of 2 ft. 6 in., moored

off the bank near Milman's Yard at Twickenham. The occupants of the

yawl saw the motor-launch driven by the defendant coming from the

direction of Eel Pie Island at a high speed, throwing up a large stern

wave. On the motor passing the yawl the wave was so high that the

freeboard of the latter was submerged and the moorings were in danger

of being carried away.

ROAD REPORTS.

Bucks.—In the quarterly report of the Highways Committee of the

Bucks County Council it is stated that? complaints respecting the nuis

ance arising from the dust raised by motor-cars have been received from

various parts of the county, with urgent requests that the County Council

should lay down some dust-preventing material to obviate the nuisance.

Complaints of this kind have been sent by residents at Salt Hill, Slough,

Beaconstield, Eton Wick, Little Missenden, Princess Risborough, Che-

ham, Winslow, and other places. The committee consider the case of

Salt Hill to be the most serious of all, and have instructed the county

surveyor to lay down tarmac on the worst portion of the road there.

Kelvedon.—Two motor danger signals have been erected at the

main approaches to the town, one at the foot of Feriing Hill over the

bridge, and the other on the Witham side of the dangerous bend into

High Street, and about a hundred yards above the crossing from Church

Street into Maldon Road. It is thought by many of the parishioners

that a third post is much needed near the White Hart Hotel, which is

immediately below the bend and crossing, there being no caution what

ever at the top of the High Street, converging, as it does, into this two

fold danger.

Dalkeith.—The borough surveyor has drawn the attention of the

Town Council to the damage done to the roads and streets by the motor -

'buses plying between Edinburgh and the surrounding district. It has

been resolved to purchase 50 tons of patching metal and to regulate the

places for the 'buses stopping at Eskbank.

Cheshire.—A series of important recommendations in regard to

the motor dust nuisance have been adopted by the Cheshire County

Council. The Main Roads Committee recommended the Council to

treat about ninety miles of main roads with calcium chloride, and in

 

The above illustration depicts Mr. E. H. Atchley's latest Daimler

Car, of which he has recently taken delivery.

It 1b of 30-35-b.p., with a 10) ft. wheelhaae, and the coachwork It of the Canley
type, painted white, with red upholstery. This is the third Daimler car which

Mr. Atchley has purchased.

addition offered to the urban authorities one-third of the cost of treat

ing forty miles of main roads passing through their districts. Mr.

Pedley, vice-chairman of the committee, said that this proposal was an

organised attempt to deal with the dust nuisance. The cheapest

remedy they had discovered was a solution of calcium chloride, the cost

of which would average £16 a mile per annum on rural roads and £30

on urban roads. Roughly speaking, these dust-laying experiments

would cost £3,600, of which £1,200 would be found by the county and

£2,400 by the districts in which the work was to l>e carried out.

Brighton.—On the recommendation of the Works Committee, the

Brighton Town Council have resolved that durirg the coming summer

Akonia and calcium chloride in about equal quantities are to be used

upon the King's Road, and that portions of the Marine Parade, Fresh-

field Road, Palace Place, Prince's Place, and Rose Hill Terrace be tar

treated. The tarring of Madeira Road will be done as soon as weather

permits.

^

Thorough braking efficiency is indispensable on all cars, large or

small, no matter what may be their power and weight, and anyone who

may feel at all dubious as to whether he is properly equipped in this

respect should see that matters are set right without delay. Improve

ments to existing brakes, likely to be lasting and effective, may be diffi

cult and costly, but a remedy may be found in fitting additional brakes

to the front wheels. As these are also the steering wheel*, it might be

imagined that such a brake fitting would be difficult, but the problem

has long since been solved by the E. M. Bowden's Patents Syndicate,

Ltd., with the aid of their wire mechanism.
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

-♦-
MAY.

Saturday, 25th.

Last day for practising on the Isle of Man course.

Aero Club race for the Harbord Cup at Ranelagh.

Mr. F. A. Bolton receives the Derby, Leicester, Mid-Staffs and

Notts A.C. at Oakamoor.

Reliability trial of the Ipswich and East Suffolk A.C.

South Devon A.C. hill climb at Tavistock.

Meet of the Liverpool A.C. at Hooton Hall, Chester.

Meet of the West Surrey A.C.

Touring Car Competition of the Kent A.C.

Sunday, 26th.

South Herts A.C. run to Clacton-on-Sea.

Run of the Kensington A.C. to Cambridge.

Tuesday, 28th.

Auto Cycle Club Tourist Race.

Tourist Trophy cars to be within the Club enclosure at Douglas.

Thursday, 30th.

R.A.C. Tourist Trophy and Heavy Touring Car Races.

The Great Yarmouth M.C.C. 75 miles Penalty run under Auto Cycle

Club's rules. Entrance forms from the secretary, Mr. F. ^ orts,

Somerton, Yarmouth.

Friday, 31st.

It. A.C. Graphic Tourist Race.

JUNE.

Saturday, 1st.

Entries close for Henry Edmunds Challenge Trophy.

Cleveland Branch of Yorks A.C. run to Rokeby.

Motor Cycling Club's hill climb at Sharpenhoe.

West Essex A.C. run to Blackmore.

Reliability run of the North-Ea=it Lancashire A.C. to Carlisle.

Sunday, 2nd.

Meet of the Motor Cycling Club at Frensham Ponds.

Wednesday, 5th.

Start of Herkomer Touring Trophy Competition from Dresden.

Saturday, 8th.

R.A.C. Henry Edmunds Hill Climb.

Sunday, 9th.

The Motor Cycling Club will meet at the "Cock," Epping, at 11a.m.,

for a trip to Maldon.

Friday, 14th.

Race for the Kaiser's Prize on the Taunus Course, Germany.

Saturday, 22nd.

Southern Motor Club's open hill climb on Captain Kydd's Hill, East

Grinstead.

Tuesday, 25th.

Scottish A.C. Reliability Trial.

JULY.

2nd.—A.C.F. Grand Prix Race on the Seine Inferieure Circuit, near

Dieppe.

6th.—Inaugural races on the Brooklands Track.

10th.—R.A.C. South Harting hill climb.

13th.—Entries for R.A.C. commercial vehicle trials close at ordinary

fees.

20th,—Motor Union meet at Southport.

AUGUST.

20th.—Open competition for light oars organised by the Essex Motor

Club over a 200 miles course.

SEPTEMBER.

9th.—Industrial Vehicle Trials commence.

Lighting-up Times—London.

May 25th—8.56 ... 27th—8.58 ... 29th—9.1 ... 31st—9.3

„ 2(Sth—8.57 ... 28th—8.59 ... 30th—9.2 ...

PUBLIC MOTOR SERVICES.

A deputation of motor-omnibus drivers and conductors from the

Erincipal Metropolitan omnibus routes has waited on members of the

labour Party in the House of Commons with a view to expressing their

objections to the number of hours they work and to the deductions said t»>

be made from their wages. It was also stated that the men's pay was

insufficient to permit of Is. weekly being deducted from drivers and 6d.

from conductors to cover accidents, with a further liability to pay one-

third share of the cost of accidents up to £10. On the question «f

double punishments the men asked for some right of appeal, pointing

oat that, after t hey had been lined by a magistrate, to suspend or revoke

their licences for a long period meant starvation.

A new motnr-'bus is now in service with the Cardiff Tramways

Company, Ltd.

A motor service is being proposed between Fishgnard and

St. David's.

A road motor service is desired by the St. Martin's (Oswestry)

Parish Council, and the Great! Weaiern Railway Company is to be

petitioned to establish one.

The Willesden District Council is supporting the petition of the

residents of Willesden Lane against the proposal to run a motor-' bus

service along their road to Kilburn.

The General Purposes Committee of the Paddington Borough

Council are recommending the Council to take proceedings against the

promoters of certain motor-'bus services running through its area.

Licences have been granted to three motor omnibuses to ply

between Cardiff and Whitchurch.

The motor-'bus service between Heme Bay and Canterbury which

was inaugurated last year is being resumed.

The Mersey Railway Company have started a motor-'bus service

between Rock Ferry and Port Sunlight.

SOLDIERS AS CHAUFFEURS.

An unusual motor-car prosecution was heard at Newcastle on

Saturday. Colour-Sergt. H. Scott, of the Northumberland Fusiliers,

was the defendant, and it was alleged that he drove a motor-car at

Gosforth on to a footpath and into a wall, knocking down a boy named

Lamb. Scott acknowledged the offence, and said h; was learning to

drive a motor-car in pursuance of the Army Council scheme. The day

of the accident was the first on which he had been out with a car, and

he was accompanied by a competent instructor. On a quiet stretch of

read he took the car over, and the accident happened when he was

trying to turn a corner. He took it too wide, and the instructor seizing

the handle, wrenched it the other way, the accident being thus caused.

James Elsey, the instructor, giving evidence, attributed the accident

solely to Scott's error of judgment. His own action did not contribute

to it in any way. In answer to the Bench, Scott said he had several

years' service yet to run. If a conviction were recorded against him

it would have the same unfortunate result as a conviction by a district

court martial. On hearing this the Bench decided to dismiss the case

on defendant paying costs.

maeeetam

BUSINESS NEWS.

Demonstrations of the Harvey Frost vulcanising 'system will

shortly be given at 27, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.

Belsize Motors, Ltd., Manchester, have recently shipped six

20-30-h.p. four-cylinder cars to India ; they have also despatched a

number of cars to Australia, and in the course of a few weeks will be

sending a full consignment to Mew Zealand.

The Electric Vehicles Development Company, Ltd., have recently

opened new premises at Eaton Garage, Elizabeth Street, S.W., where

accommodation for about twenty cars is provided. Six charging boards

have been installed, and a separate battery room and workshops arranged.

Good progress is being made with the erection of the additional

factory which Messrs. Hans Renold, Ltd., are building at Heaton

Mersey, near Manchester, and it is expected that the machinery will be

started within the next two months. The new establishment will be

almost double the size of the present large works in Brook Street, Man

chester, being 742 feet long by 222 feet broad, with a floor space of no

less than 170,000 square feet.

Mr. A. M. Mills, an American motorist who is at present making

a tour in England, has written a letter to Messrs. Sternberg and Eason,

in which he states that " When I first decided to go in for motoring, 1

made careful inquiries as to what was the best car to buy, and was

strongly advised to go in for a Buick, with the consequence that I bought

one of the two-cylinder type. I ean assure you I have never regretted

my choice, for I nave travelled 7,000 miles on my car, and have never

had a mechanical hitch of any description. My repair bill has been

practically nil with the exception of £8, that I paid for the vehicle to

be overlooked previous to my bringing it to London."

Messrs. Humber have received the following letter from Messrs.

H. G. Norton and Co., of Cheltenham :—" We informed you in 1906

that a client of ours had completed 10,000 miles on his Coventry

Humber, since July, without a hitch, and we are more than pleased to

let you know that he has now completed over 25,000 miles, and car has

not yet been overhauled."

The Stepney Spare Wheel has obtained such a vogue that the most

sanguine expectations of the company have been exceeded. Some of the

contracts placed by leading motor-car concerns are sufficient in them

selves to return the original shareholders a very handsome dividend.

It is noteworthy that English manufacturers are competing in

racing events on the Continent this year to a far larger extent than

before. Only recently the Daimler Company sent three of their newest

type of cars to the Targa Florio race in Sicily. The Wolseley Company

are now sending two cars to the Herkomer competition, and the Rover

Company competed with a 6-h.p. Rover car in the small car trials in

Germany, which have just concluded. The Daimler Company are now

despatching three Daimler cars to the Kaiser's Prize race, and it is

interesting to note that all these cars are fitted with Continental steel-

armoured non-skid tyres.
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COMMENTS.

-♦-

YEN for such important gatherings

as the provincial meets of the

Motor Union there is often a

^•J difficulty in finding adequate interesting

-A entertainment in the sporting section of

. ) the meeting. The assemblies of purely

county clubs often create more interest

owing to the personal note which usually

runs through such events. Hence the

man who can suggest some variant for the gymkhanas that now

serve for the amusement of others will deserve well of the

organisers of such events. In this connection we would com

mend the main feature of the joint meet of the Derby, Notting

ham, Leicester, and Mid-Staffs Automobile Clubs to the attention

of other organisations which arrange for their members to com

mingle in social intercourse. In the hill climb at Oakamoor the

four visiting clubs were each at liberty to enter four cars.

Each car having made the ascent against the watch, the sixteen

were then drawn in pairs and handicapped according to their

trial times, the eight winners going into the second round.

In this the handicap was made on the shortest time made by the

first round winners, and so the event was run through, the third

round handicap again being taken on the best time made by the

winners of the previous round, and so with the final heat. Each

driver was honourably bound to do his best in the trial run, and

although the majority of the cars did faster times on their sub

sequent trips, it was probably due to the fact that the drivers

had become more familiar with the peculiarities of the hill. The

close finishes that marked the proceedings fully justified this

novel method of arranging a competition.

♦ ♦ ♦

Mr. Cathcart Wason has returned

to the campaign which he wages so per

sistently against the motor-car, and on

Monday was to the front at Westminster

with questions addressed both to the

President of the Local Government Board

and the Home Secretary. It appears that Mr. Wason had

heard that there was recently a hill-climbing competition at

Frome's Hill, and, according to the information which he seems

to have received, some vehicles obtained a higher rate of speed

than that with which he is familiar. Putting these two facts

together he was able to propound a question with the added

suggestion that in future competitions on public highways some

regard should be paid to the provisions of the existing law. The

reply of Mr. Burns should be reassuring to Mr. Wason, and at the

same time satisfy motoring organisations which do not organise

such events without first acquainting the local police and generally

obtaining the co-operation of the district authorities. As the Presi

dent of the Local Government Board stated, the administration in

such matters is practically in the hands of the local authorities,

and from his own information he knew that the police were

present at Frome's Hill, and " that they took precaution to safe

guard from danger the spectators, who were, moreover, aware

that a competition was taking place." Mr. Burns declared that

he was not in a position to take action in cases of that kind,

although personally of opinion that except in very special con-

Public Trials on

Public Roads.

Modern Motoring;.

ditions, and early in the morning, no speed or other trials-

should take place on a public thoroughfare. Here again cold

water was thrown on Mr. Wason, who wanted these events

stopped altogether, the official view being that the police of each

locality can very well safeguard the lives of those within their

area without the intervention of Whitehall. Mr. Burns might

have gone further to testify to the ability of the police to look

after property within their districts, if they were not so generally

occupied in trapping innocent motorists merely using the roads

in an ordinary way without any suggestion of exceeding the

legal limit.

♦ ♦ •

Comfortably resting in a Florentia

motor carriage we rode out to Ascot oi>

Friday last by way of Hampton, Sunbury

and Virginia Water. Comparisons may

be as " odorous " as Mrs. Malaprop de

clared they were ; but they are natural,

and we could not forbear a mental glance to the early days when

the motor-car was regarded solely as an open-air vehicle and the

covered body was an unanticipated luxury. In showery weather

the latter has its use, and it is becoming almost universal. At the

Lincoln Meet of the Motor Union, for instance, the cars wer&

drawn up in the formation of a square, and presented a very

stolid array. But when the lawny glades of Canwick Hall

were swept by east winds and accompanying rains, hoods and

brougham tops went up. the gymkhana ground was not

unlike a tented fit Id. Now that the reliability of the car has

been established the body builder is having a fine chance of

distinction, and the modern motor-carriage has become almost a

Road-Pullman. This can be enjoyed without detracting from

the view—and what a view is now presented by the delightful

highways of Berkshire, with their pathways carpeted with the

fallen red and white May and their natural walls of horse chestnut,

lilac and laburnum. Mr. Ballin Hinde, the treasurer of the

Motor Union, who was of our party on the run to Ascot, has

just returned from the glare of the eastern sky, and could,

perhaps more than the rest of us, relish the greenery of ati

English landscape or the cool prospect of Virginia Water.

Technical Instruc

tion in India.

With a view to the development of

the motor industry in the Presidency of

Bombay the Governor has proposed the

formation of a clacs of motor instruction

at the Victoria Technical Institute at

Bombay. A special grant has been

placed at the disposal of the Director of Public Instruction, and

this will be spent in the purchase of automobiles and the erection

of the necessary shed in which to house them. The scheme has

been well received, not only by private motorists, but also by the

leading firms engaged in the motor trade of Bombay. The diffi

culty of obtaining intelligent drivers has hitherto retarded, to some

extent, the sale of vehicles, and the new project of the Governor

will probably induce a better class of men to come forward for

motor driving. It is expected that, at first, there will be some

difficulty in persuading the men to stay sufficiently long to be

well qualified, so great is the demand—but this, of course, is a

matter which will right itself in time. The fact that the Indian

authorities are recognising the importance of having efficient

R
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drivers is certainly of interest, and may perhaps stimulate those

responsible for technical education in Britain. .' '* '
„ ■! ■■' \ •' ♦ ;•

**"•*•*' ■ LONDON motorists have long experi

enced exclusion from the parks, and, de-

Cars in the spite the recent protestations on behalf of

Parks. the petrol car, it would seem that they

will have to keep outside the gates for

some time to come. Now the idea is

•extending to the provinces, and we understand that the Parks

Committee of the Bradford Corporation have decided to recom

mend the City Council to adopt the following bye-law :—" That

no motor-car, motor carriage, motor-bicycle or tricycle, or other

similar mechanically-driven vehicle, shall be allowed at any time

to enter or pass through any of the parks in the city." Of

course, local considerations must always govern these extradition

orders ; but they are sufficiently important to suggest that no

authority should permit such an order to be made until the

motorists' organisations have given the matter serious considera

tion. Otherwise much inconvenience may result in the future.

 

His Majesty King Edward entering his Daimler Car at Sorrento,

Say of Naples, during his recent visit to Italy.

In the Air.

It was an unusual sight that was

witnessed at the Ranelagh Club Grounds

on Saturday afternoon, when the Aero

Club organised the great race for the

Harbord Cup. The idea was that the

aeronauts were to attempt the descent at

a point indicated by the committee just prior to the ascent, and

those coming to earth nearest the point were to be adjudged

the winners. Goring railway station proved to be the designed

meeting place, and about four o'clock the balloons, ranging in size

from the Lotus and the Padsop No. 3, each with a capacity of

35,000 cubic feet, to the Aero Club No. IV., Enchantress and

Diamond, each of 50,000 cubic feet capacity, set forth. Interest

was keen—so was the wind, which rendered futile the efforts of

some of the Iobs practised airsmen. In the result Mr. F. H.

Butler landed only 100 yards from the winning-post, with Col.

J. E. Capper not far away, and the Hon. C. S. Rolls three-

quarters of a mile off. While this event was in progress another

incident of interest was taking place at the Wandsworth

Gasworks, from whence a party of fifteen ascended in the

" Mammoth "—the largest balloon ever sent up. It has a

, capacity of 108,000 cubic feet, ani after an easy voyage des

cended gracefully near Basingstoke.

When in want of a motto to go

around the Court House of Haywards

Haywards Heath, the magistrates might well apply

Heath. to motorists for the suggested lettering.

Nothing could be more appropriate than

the wording, "All hope abandon, ye who

enter here." We do not recollect any case of a motorist sum

moned before the Petty Sessions there who has escaped

conviction. If there be any such, we shall be glad to hear, and

extend a meed of publicity to a rara avis. Last week's proceed

ings, when a batch of eight motorists were hauled before the

Bench and all convicted, is very similar to scores of previous

sittings. Sergeant Waghorn was the leading police witness in

every instance last week, he having been in charge of the

measured furlongs at New Timber and Friar's Oak, Clayton.

Despite the declarations from defendants on oath and the

evidence of their speedometers, Waghorn gave opposite testi

mony, and although some of the motorists were able to show

that the time occupied by their journeys was well under the

legal limit, the Haywards Heath magistrates accepted the police

testimony and rejected any other. In the course of the evidence

it transpired that one of the police was in cyclist's attire when

engaged in the wretched business of setting traps, and

altogether the whole farce was of a kind calculated to bring the

English law into ridicule and disrespect. Cannot something be

done to prevent travesties like this occurring in this particular

county ?

♦ ♦ ♦

"All your strength is in union," was

the sage remark of a philosopher. It

The Need of is very applicable to the motor movement,

Unity. especially in view of impending legisla

tion of a permanent character which

cannot be long delayed. Hence we

welcome the generous spirit in which Mr. C. D. Rose, M.P.,

referred to the courtesy of the Automobile Association in

helping such of the members of the Motor Union as were going

to the Meet at Lincoln from the south. There was, he observea,

no question of friction ; and it is to be sincerely hoped that the

leaders of the various organisations will all work together

for the common good. Here and there, it may happen,

activities of one society may seem to imitate the energies of

another. Let anything of that kind be called flattery ; and

regarded as complimentary rather than predatory. There are

enough enemies outside the movement ever ready to pounce

upon anything likely to fan the prejudice of the public ; we do

not want friction within, and the excellent tone of the speech of

Mr. Rose should be appreciated and followed by all loyal

motorists.

♦ ♦ . ♦

From pigstye to church tower is a

distinct elevation ; and we should be

glad to think that the notions of the

police who have thus advanced in

altitude had been similarly raised. In

the early days the residential pen of

porkers was a favourite hiding-place for policemen in charge of

traps; then they came from their undignified positions and

lurked behind hedges; and, latest move of all, a sergeant in

Warwickshire has gone aloft to the church tower of Shipston-on-

Stour, from whence to announce by signals to policemen below

the approach of automobiles. We remember that, at Yarmouth,

it was once the custom to scour the land by field-glass in order

to scent the motorist on the road. Probably this invasion of

ecclesiastical property would have proved remunerative to the

county funds ; but there are greater powers than the police in

English villages, and the rector called upon the policeman to

descend to earth and conduct his trapping exploits from the

level ground. Really it would seem that the presumption of the

police is on the ascending scale; but for the sense of fairness

which leads others to secure the discomforture of the trappists.

Meanwhile, the best way to circumvent this un-English attitude

of the police is to acquaint our readers with the traps established

Police Traps.
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Dublin.

throughout the country, and that, with the help of loyal friends,

we are able to do from week to week.

♦ ♦ ♦

Last week the Reliability Trials

organised by the Irish Automobile Club

were held, and many motorists from this

side of the strip of water that divides

the two islands renewed acquaintance

with the roads of the Emerald Island.

In many places distinct improvement compared with the experi

ences during the Irish fortnight following the Gordon Bennett

raco of 1901 was observed, as far as the roads are concerned.

This is all to the advantage of the country from a touring

point of view. From Messrs. Methuen and Co. comes a

reminder of another interesting aspect of Ireland, in the

form of a new guide to Dublin, written by Mr. S. A. Fitz-

patrick, whose encyclopaedic knowledge has resulted in one of

the best accounts of the ancient city on the Liffey that we hive

clivities of the Royal Irish Constabulary again led to their

encouragement of the competitors. Two or three distinctive

points of organisation deserve merit, and the innovation of hold

ing a class for amateurs as well as one for the trade appealed to

a large circle of motorists who entered cars and went well

through the Trial.

Notice of

Prosecution.

On Wednesday last week, at the Petty

Sessional Court at Highgate, Mr. Sidney

Smith was summoned by the police for

driving a motor-car at the rate of thirty-

five miles an hour. The police stated

that defendant proceeded along the

highway at the rate of thirty-five miles an hour, and that when

a constable stepped into the road to stop defendant he went on

and did not stop ; that a constable called upon defendant a few

days after and warned him of the prosecution. The defence was a

denisl that any constable stenped into the road or that the speed

 

The Irish Reliability Trials.—Th» at Abbeyleix.

seen. In fact, it gives an insight into the historical records of

Ireland, as woll as serves as a guide to the topographical

features of Dublin. The volume should be read and studied

before acquaintance is made with the city itself. Few places

are so favourably situated from a motoring point of view as

the " Dear, dirty Dublin " of Lady Morgan, for within a few

miles are Kingstown, Dalkey and Bray, the bold cliffs of Howth,

the beautiful coast scenery around Killiney and the wild defiles

of the Wicklow mountains.

The Irish Trials.

In 1906 the Irish Reliability Trials

suffered from the fact that they were

held on the same dates as the more try

ing event in Scotland. This year they

T have had the field all to themselves, with

c the result that success has attended the

enterprise of the Irish A.C., which is to be heartily congratulated

•on the splendid result of their endeavours to promote a really

enjoyable trial. For there were few misadventures to mar the

pleasure of the journey to anyone, while the sporting pro-

alleged was accurate. It was further stated by Messrs. Kenneth

Brown and Co. that Section 9 of the Motor Car Act provided that

a warning of the intended prosecution must be given at the time

the offence is committed, or sent to the owner of the car within

twenty-one days. In this case no notice was given at the time,

and the verbal warning by the police two days afterwards was

ineffective, as the notice could only then be in writing. Further,

that in point of fact the notice of the intended prosecution was

served after the summons had been issued and served upon

defendant, in that the summons was served in the afternoon

and the notice in the evening. The Bench, after consideration

with their clerk and the police, dismissed the summons, and we

would advise motorists to take note of the case for reference

should they ever find themselves in a similar difficulty.

Among the borough surveyors of the South of England, few

have given such attention to the subject of dust prevention as

Mr. W. H. Maxwell, A.M.I.C.E., of Tunbridge Wells, who does

not regard the tar palliative, as it stands to-day, as a complete

and final solution of the dust problem.

C
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LAYING THE DUST.

At the Bncklow Council meeting, Mr. Egerton referred to the use of

the roads by motor-cars, and said the Cheshire County Council were

going to give the main roads a dressing of calcium chloride, which

would involve an expenditure of about £3,000. This, he understood,

would be met by the county paying one-third and the districts two-

thirds. Were they justified in making the roads better for the

motorists? It was absurd for them to widen roads and pay for the

extra upkeep for the sole benefit of the owners of motor-cars. He pro

posed that they do not undertake to do it—a suggestion with which the

Council concurred.

THIS report has come under our notice during the last few

days. It represents a school of thought that now seeks

to influence the road question in this country, the

Bucklow Council accepting the horse-drawn traffic as the per

manent condition of things ; while the proceedings of a sensible

body would have shown a desire for progressive development

and an acceptance of no form of locomotion as final.

While each of these two views are finding sturdy advocates

on local bodies, motorists themselves are doing something not

Friday.—Three miles of gravel road between Virginia

Water and Reading at Aseot.

On the first day of the trials the King drove over the road

that was being experimented with1, and on Friday last quite a

large concourse of experts watched the proceedings, while repre

sentatives of several Government departments were also present.

The weather was hardly of an ideal character so far as the dust

was concerned, but the judges were fairly well satisfied as to the-

conditions. The competitors were as follows :—

Aitken's patent pneumatic tar sprayer, which has hitherto

been exclusively used in the county of Fife, and which dis

charges the tar from the spraying nozzles in a highly diffused

state securing equal distribution 'and penetration of the surface.

Emulsifix, which has been at work in Lancashire and which

spreads tar oils in a sub-divided state by means of emulsifying

the same mechanically with water, 'it, <

Johnston's Lassailly patent, tar road binder, whicn em

ploys two machines, a heater and a spreader, working simul

taneously. This machine has treated seventy miles of road in

connection with the Grand Prix race of the A.C.F.

Tarmaciser, the feature of which is the heating of the tar

 

The Tar-Spreading Trials near Staines.—One of the Machines at work.

only on their own behalf, but also in the interests of the country.

On three days of last week, under the auspices of the Roads

Improvement Association, and financed by the R.A.C. and the
■M.IJ.—initials intelligible enough to every loyal motorist—

some experiments were conducted which may have an important

bearing on what has become known in current conversation as

the dust problem.

Starting from the basis that tarring is the best available

palliative for laying dust, the Association has endeavoured to

discover a machine which shall apply the tar in such a way that

the surface of the road shall be welded together so as to

prevent the disintegration often associated with traffic. In

previous issues we have detailed the rules governing the trials

which took place over three classes of road on three successive

days, viz. :—

Wednesday.—Four miles of the Hounslow and Staines

macadam road between Baber Bridge and the Staines boundary.

Thursday.—Two miles of the flint road between Twicken

ham and Kempton Park.-

whilst it is being distributed, before being brushed into the

interstices of the road. ,

Tarspra is the title of a tar-spraying machine drawn by a

motor-vehicle. The tar is forced through pipes to the atomising

nozzles at the rear of the appliance, where it is discharged in the

form of a fine spray. This vehicle was entered in three sizes, o£

200 gallon, 700 gallon, and 1,000 gallon capacity respectively. ,

The Thwaite anti-road dust system had a distinctive

feature in raising the temperature of the tar to a degree to-

ensure that it will set like enamel on the materials of the road.

The complete sequence of the Thwaite patented apparatus is

intended to spray the tar in ' combination with the mechanical

spreading of the sand.

Considerable interest was taken in the method of applying

the various machines, and also in laying the dozen preparations

submitted to the test. Some time will elapse before really

effective judging can be given \ but meanwhile the experiences-

of readers travelling by car' over any stretches of the roads upon

which the experiments were' carried out will be useful reading.
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THE LATE MR. A. QOVAN.

^ft^, T T is with feelings of great regret that

M | we have to chronicle the death of one

^^HMb'i of the leaders of the British motor

fl trade—a talented pioneer of the move-

'v - ment, and one of its most capable adminis

trators. Mr. Alexander Govan, whose

^^^T death, while still on the right side of

,,^BL*.J forty, thus removes one of the most re

spected motorists from our midst, was a

man of sterling worth and sound judg

ment, and the British automobile industry

has lost one of its great forces in our

deceased friend.

Mr. Govan's name will always be associated with the

development of the great works at Alexandria, of which he was

the managing director. He was a native of Glasgow, and

learned practical mechanics in Bridgeton, gaining the theory in

the Technical College. Originally interested in the cycle busi

ness, be, with Mr. W. A. Smith, acquired bicycle works in

Glasgow late in 1899, and commenced there the Hozier

Engineering Company in 1900. With keen prescience they

recognised the future of the motor-car, and Mr. Govan produced

his first Argyll car in 1901—a 3A-h.p. vehicle that, even at

that date, gave promise of greater things. These came when

the Automobile Club trials took place in that year in connection

with the Glasgow Exhibition, and the Argyll won distinction

and attained a reputation which it has not only maintained

but increased under Mr. Govan's guiding hand.

So well did the business prosper that the turnover in the

succeeding five years rose in the proportion of 100 to 1,751,

and even that was nearly doubled in the following twelvemonth.

Tangible embodiment of the success attained was evidenced in

the erection of the great works at Alexandria, which were

formally opened in June of last year, although they bad been

in partial operation some time before.

All through the removal of the factory from Glasgow to

the town under the shadow of Ben Lomond Mr. Govan had

borne the heat of the day, and his decease when in the prime of

life, and when beginning to enjoy the harvest of the strenuous

labours of the last decade, is almost a tragedy of human hopes

and aspirations. He was in his usual state of health a few days

ago, but while lunching was attacked with ptomaine poisoning

and died, after ten days' illness, in the early hours of Monday last.

The event not only cast a gloom over the town of Helensburgh,

where he resided, but a deep shadow over Alexandria, which

owed so much to his enthusiasm and energy.

Mr. Govan had the quality of tenacity, as well as of tact,

and though success came to him at a comparatively early age,

it never spoiled the frank nature and cordiality of the man.

Unobtrusive with regard to his work, he associated little with

motoring organisations, although ever ready to encourage the

formation of societies of every kind among the workpeople.

Esteemed by all, his memory will ever be recalled with admira

tion and regard—and this knowledge of the universal esteem

in which Alec Govan was held will assuredly be a thought of

consolation to his widow, to whom we tender our respectful

sympathy.

ueoCCCMJUi

While we naturally are most anxious that the dust nuisance

shall be allayed, if it cannot be prevented altogether, we would

advise those responsible for the conduct of experiments to ascer

tain the influence of the road dressing upon tyres and other

substances that come into contact with the surface of the high

way. The " Lancet " has been drawing attention to the dangers

that lurk in the use of certain compounds in this connection, and

while the objections to preparations which practically act as

acids do not obtain with last week's trials, the subject has proved

sufficiently important to warrant the notice of the "Lancet."

Our contemporary trusts that the ultimate dust preventer on

the roads may not prove to be a remedy worse than the disease

—a wish that motorists will express with equal heartiness.

THE TOURIST TROPHY RACE.

Douglas, Wednesday.

LOCAL feelings, coupled with the mishaps that have

occurred, have led to many reflections among the visiting

motorists ; and the view has been expressed that the

Tourist Trophy is almost spent, and that we shall see few more

such events in the Isle of Man. The outcry that arose last year

with regard to the way in which local feelings were disregarded

in some respects led to the enforcement of very severe rules on

the present occasion ; and scarcely had the motorists been

rehabilitated in the good opinion of the natives than a string of

accidents occurred that has led come local public men to hope

there will be no further permissions for the race to take place.

But just now everyone is talking of the event that is to- take

place to-morrow, and the result of which will be known

throughout the country by Friday morning.

One of the principal conditions with regard to the Tourist

Trophy race is that the vehicles are required to run at least

twenty-five miles per gallon of petrol, the spirit furnished having

a specific gravity of from -715 to '725, as against "695 to "705

last year. The distance to be covered has been raised from

161 miles to 241 miles 5 furlongs 140 yards, or six laps of tho

course, but on the present occasion no limit has been placed on

the chassis weight. The driving-wheels have not to be less than

32 in. in diameter, the wheel track not less than 4 ft. 6 in., the

distance from the dashboard to the front edge of the back tyres

 

One of the Rover Tourist Trophy Can.

not less than 5 ft. 3 in., the platform behind the dashboard not

less than 7 ft. G in. long, and the body covering the whole area.

The total load to be carried by the chassis is this year 1,400 lbs.

as compared with 1,125 lbs. in the 1906 ovent, so that the task,

in view of the petrol allowance being unchanged, is a more

difficult one. The cars must be capable of being driven half-a-

mile at a speed of 12 m.p.h., or less, on the level on the top gear

without the manipulation of the clutch, and also capable of being

stopped and re-started on a hill of about one in six. As will be

seen from the table, which-gives a full specification of the com

peting vehicles, the contest has this year attracted only

thirty-one entries, as against forty-nine in the 1906 race, while

the withdrawals that have taken place have reduced the probable

starters to twenty-three.

The Heavy Touring Car Race is an entirely new event

intended for the development of ideal touring cars, such as are

usually fitted with covered bodies. The horse-power, and con

sequently the speed of the competing cars, is limited by fixing a

definite allowance of fuel for a given distance, viz., sixteen miles

to the gallon, tho petrol having a specific gravity of between

•715 and '725 deg. F. As in the T.T. race, a minimum road

wheel diameter is fixed, being in this case 36 in. The minimum

distance from the dashboard to the front edge of back tyres has

to be 5 ft. 9 iD., and the platform behind the dash 8 ft. 6 in., the

body to cover this area. The minimum total load to be carried by

the chassis, including bodv. driver, mechanic, ballast, spare parts,
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spare tyres, tools, luggage, and provisions, but not fuel, water, or

•oil, is 1 ton. Four speeds forward and a reverse are allowed, and

•each car must be capable of being driven half-a-mile at 12 miles per

hour or less on level ground on the top forward gear without

manipulating the clutch, and of stopping and restarting on a hill

of about 1 in 6. A feature of the H.T. vehicles is the provision

of a wind screen behind the front seats, as representing in some

measure the resistance offered by the covered bodies usually

 

One of the 18-h.p. Star Tourist Trophy cars. The vehicles are built

on the Star Co.'s standard lines, the only variation being that it is

fitted with wire instead of wood wheels, shod with Dunlop tyres,

rhey are fitted with handsome Roi des Beiges side-entranee bodies,

upholstered in best leather, and painted a rich dark red lined with

black and yellow.

provided in this class of vehicle. The top of the screen has to

be at least 8 ft. high from the ground and 5 ft. 3 in. wide. Six

teen entries were received for the Heavy Car race, but of these

only nine are expected to start. The distance to be covered in

this case was originally 200 yards short of 282 miles, or seven

rounds of the course, but on Monday evening a meeting of the

Competitions Committee was summoned, when a joint com

munication from the nine competitors was read, pointing out

that, owing to the severity of the course and the excessive

weight carried, it would be impossible to complete the rounds

in the time allowed by the Highway Board. Agreeing with

this view, the Committee decided that there should be only

five circuits, or about, 201 miles.

Yesterday was a very busy day here, and although the

weather has been fitful, we are hoping for a fine day to-morrow.

The way in whifih the rule with regird to punctuality was

enforced last year had evidently been appreciated by the com

petitors, and only one was not in by the specified time—viz., Mr.

Goodenough's Leader, which was three minutes late in arriving

oh the enclosure in Alexandra Drive, and consequently was

disqualified.

 

The Arrol-Johnsten Tourist Trophy Car,

The engine, which is rated at 25-h.p., comprises four vertical cylinders, 4J In.
bore by 6 in. stroke. Both huh-tension battery and mazneto ignition ar«
fitted. The change-speed gear gives four forward speeds and a reverse, with

direct drive on the top. The oar has a wheel-base of 9 ft. } in.

It had been decided on the previous evening that the

Slow Test should be from Braddan Bridge to Quarter Bridge,

and that the test hill for the Hill Climb should be up the

Alexandra Drive. Very few of the islanders were aware of

these arrangements, with the result that the tests were carried

through with only a few spectators. There is really nothing to

 

say about these preliminary events, as all the cars successfully

passed both tests, and were driven into the enclosure, where

the afternoon was spent in the official examination.

The Motor Cycle Trophy race aroused far more interest,

and the event gave a capital beginning to the races of

the week, although the cold, biting air was not agreeable
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either to riders or observers. No fewer than twenty-five

competitors faced the starter for the distance of 150 miles,

and in the end the winner of the single-cylinder class proved

to be C. R. Collier, on a 3£ Matchless, with J.A.P. engine.

J. Marshall was second, and F. Hulbert third, both on 3J

Triumphs. In the twin-cylinder class R. Fowler was first on a

Norton motor-cycle with 5-h.p. Peugeot engine, W. H. Wells

second on a Vindeo Special with 5-h.p. Peugeot engine, and

W. M. Heaton third on a 5-h.p. Rex.

The Continental Tyre and Rubber Company will present

a cup value 250 guineas to the winner of the Isle of Man

Tourist Trophy Race, and another of the same value to the

winner of the Heavy Car Race, if fitted with their tyres. It

will be remembered that the first trophy was won by Mr. Napier

on Continentals, which are fitted this year to two Berliets, two

Aries, West, and Straker-Squire cars in the Tourist Trophy race,

and to the 35-h.p. Daimlers, two Berliets, and others in the

" Graphic" race.

PARTICULARS OF THE COMPETING CARS IN THE INTERNATIONAL TOURIST

TROPHY AND HEAVY TOURING CAR RACES.

TOURIST TROPHY CARS. 

CarNumbtr.
Wheel-base.

PriceofChassis

withTyres. Pressureor (IravilyI'eed.
Numberof

ForwardSpeeds.

Powertransmitted

Car. Driver.
Stated

h.p.

H.P.

by Track.
Tyres.

Bore and

stroke of

Engine.

Ignition.'

"Direct"

on. byt.

R.A.C.

Rating.

ft. in. ft n. mm. £. mm.

2 Darracq A. Lee Gainness 18 24-5 9 0 4 6 810 by 105 145 100 by 120 G A & C, H M 4 3rd P

3 Darracq K. Lee Guinness 18 24 5 9 0 4 6 810 by 105 445 100 by 120 G A & C, H M 4 3rd P

4 Berliet B. M. Porporato 22 24-5 9 5 4 6 875 by 105 540 100 by 120 P L M 4 4th C

5 Berliet J. E. Hutton ... 22 24-5 9 5 4 6 875 by 105 541 » 100 by 120 P L M 4 4th C

7 Arrol-Johnston ... E. J. Roberta ... 25 27 9 01 4 6i
810 by 901

815 by 105 J
500 105 by 127 P A & C, H M 4 4th P

8 Arrol-Johnston ... J. S. Napier 25 27 9 0(S 4 6i
810 by 90)

815 by 105 1
500 105 by 127 P A&C.HM 4 4th P

0 Metallurgique O. Cupper 24-23 26 9 01 4 6
870 by 90

878 by 105 j
570 103 by 116 G A & C, H M 3 3rd P

10 Thornycroft T. Thornycroft 14 22-5 9 6 4 6 875 by 105 550 96 by 96 G A & C, H M 4  P

11 Scout J. P. Dean ... 17-20 20 • 9 1* 4 7J 810 by 100 440 90 by 115 G H M 3 3rd P

12 Coventry-Humber W. G. Tuck ... 16-20 38 9 2J 4 6* 810 by 100 775 124 by 121 P A & C, H M 4 3rd P

IS Beeston-Humber.„ T: C. Pullinger 16-20 27 5 8 11 4 6
810 by 90)

815 by 105 J
4424 105 by 130 G H M 4 4th P

14 Star H. Goodwin ... 18 255 9 2 4 6 875 by 105 425 102 by 127 G A & C, H M 4
• 4th

c

15 Star... G. Prew 18 25-5 9 2 4 6 875 by 105 425 102 by 127 G A & C, H M 4 4th c

16 West-Aster D. S. Hodges ... 16 20 19 9 6 4 7i 815 by 105 500 88 by 130 P A & C, H M 4 3rd p

19 Vulcan T. Rimmer 20 25-5 9 04 4 7 815 by 105 425 102 by 121 G A & C, H M 4 3rd p

20 Clement G. Brand 18 22 9 44 4 74 815 by 105 530 95 by 130 G ll \l 3 3rd c

21 Gladiator M. Ross Browne 18 22 9 41 4 7* 815 by 105 530 95 by 130 G H &( 3 3rd c

22 Rover E. Courtis 20 23 9 0 4 7 810 by 90 400 97 by 110 G A & C, H M 4 3rd p

23 West-Aster R. H. Collier ... 16-20 19 9 6 4 74 815 by 105 51 M 88 by 130 P A & C, H M 4 3rd p

24 Hillman-Coatalen L. Coatalen ... 20 28-5 9 8 4 64 810 by 100 750 108 by 114 G A & C, H M 3 2nd p

25 Rover E. R. Folker ... 20 23 9 0 4 7 810 by 90 400 97 by 110 G A & C, H M 4 3rd p

27 Leader R. Goodenough 10-12 19 5 8 11 4 10 810 by 90 315 89 by 89 G A & C, H M 3 3rd p

28 Vinot and Deguin-

gand N. Littlejohn ... 24 27-5 9 10} 4 74 870 by 90 595 105 by 140 G HM 4 4th c

HEAVY TOURING CARS.

1 Straker-Squire

(C.S.B.)
L. R. Squire ... 25-30 30 10 1 4 74

915 by 105"\

920 by 120J
600 110 by 130

P &

G
LM 3 3rd P

2 Berliet W. Watson ... 40 36 —
870 by 90 \

920 by 120/
720 120 by 140 P LM 4 — C

4 Thornycroft H. Niblett ... 30 32-5 9 101 4 8 920 by 120 650 114 by 127 p a A & C, H M 3 3rd P

G

6 Gladiator G. Fenton 25 27 5 10 10 4 7 920 by 120 650 105 by 140 P H H 4 4th —

8 Ariel-Simplex C. Sangster 30 45 10 3 4 10
875 by 105 \

920 by 120J
670 134 by 139 P A & C, H M 4

4th

4th

P

T>

8 Arrol-Johnston .. E. H. Araott ... 40 46 11 1 4 64 915 by 105 750 136 by 152 P A & C, H M 4
1

10 Beeston-Humber ... C. Cooper 20-30 36 9 8 4 64 920 by 120 4724 120 by 140 P H M 4 4th P

12 Ariel-Simplex ... A. E. Harrison 30 45 10 3 4 10
875 by 105 \

920 by 120 J

920 by 120

670 134 by 151 P A&C.HM 4 4th P

14 Beeston-Humber... G. P. Mills ... 30 36 9 8 4 64 4724 120 by 160 P H M & L M 3 3rd P

Thirty-one cars were entered in the Tourist Trophy Race, and sixteen in the Heavy Touring Car Contest, the missing num bers in the table

representing those which have been withdrawn. All the vehiales fitted with four-cylinder engines.

* Ignition.—Tyj>e: L Low-tension magneto, A and C= Accumulator and Coil, H M= High-tension magneto,

t Power Transmitted by.—P. — Cardan Shaft, C=Chains.
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THE IRISH RELIABILITY TRIALS.

AGAIN have the Irish people shown themselves the sports

men they proved to be during the famous Irish Fort

night of 1903. While the attitude of the hospitable

residents of the Emerald Isle has remained the same, the manners

of the motor-car may be said to have improved. Such a fact

received demonstration in the Reliability Trials held from Wednes

day to Saturday of last week, with Dublin as the pivot and the

Irish Automobile Club as the controlling power.

Looking at the event from the chronological point of view,

the Club adopted a proposal that has been urged in these

columns more than once in connection with the Tourist

Trophy event, viz., that the late comers, instead of being barred

from the contest altogether, should be allowed to run on payment

of a further fee. Thus accidental delays would not necessarily

lead to disqualification ; while the expense would deter entrants-

from unpunctuality. Although 3 p.m. on the 21st ult. was the fixed

from the mistake of losing the way indulged in by many of the

drivers, i Between 4 and 6 p.m. all the sixty-eight cars had

finished the journey, fifty-seven of them making non-stop runs.

On the second day we lost one competitor before the start

from Portrush, Mr. R. M. Inglis, who had driven a 12-14-b.p.

Adams, not feeling well. The journey was a trying one of 170

miles, and, although there was not much rain above, the roads

were very damp all the way back to Dublin, where the night

was spent. Some variety was given to the day's experience by

a speed trial being arranged on Magillan Strand, where the

Ariel car made extremely fast time.

On the Friday the run to Waterford from Dublin was not

so long as the second day's journey, but seeing that the route ran

over the hills of Wicklow, the first part, at least, was severe

enough. Despite, this, however, forty-two of the fifty-nine that

started in the morning reached the southern city by the evening,

and. a^dozen others had only minor difficulties to contend with.

The scenery was charming enough to satisfy the traveller, while

 

Photo by] The Irish Reliability Trials.—The Cars at Newry. [Chancellor and Son.

time for the arrival of competing cars at the official enclosure, a

little grace was allowed on payment of a fee of £1, and this

saved four cars from having to stand out altogether.

The start of one Trial' is very much like the other,

arid the crowds very similar, whether in Glasgow or Dublin.

There were seventy-one entrants for the event, three of which

were non-starters, so that the actual number leaving the Irish

canital on the 22nd ult. was sixty-eight. They had a fine run of

1 50 miles in good weather. Lunch was taken at Newry, and a

chat among the competitors at Portrush in the evening dis

closed only a few minor troubles. Changing a plug cost the 42-

h.p. Brasier the loss of five minutes, as it did also a Coventry

Humber. Choked fuel feeds affected the Adams-Hewitt, and the

Chambers vehicles and a De Dion, a 16-h.p. Rover and the Vulcan

each lost a mark or two through late starts after the luncheon hour.

Mr. A. W. Inglis on his9-10-h.p. Adams-Hewitt was the first at

Newry, and Mr. T. W. Murphy's 8-h.p. Rover obtained the

premier entry into Portrush, local knowledge having saved him

the hill climb towards the Wicklow Gap gave the opportunity of

a wait in which to enjoy the scene. Here we had one of those

long halts that have become unpleasantly familiar in the Scottish

trials, and reflected on the advantage that would have been ours

had' the large and small .cars been divided into two detachments

with good intervals of time separating them from each other.

Fortunately the trials ended in sunshine and the weather was

the best that had been allotted to ' the visitors throughout the

trip. There was a hill climb at Graiguenamanagh, over a rise

as long as its name j and again the cars demonstrated tneir

capacity. Later in the day a reminder of the old Gordon Ben

nett days occurred as we reached Maryborough and ran across

the Curragh—the scene of some memorable flights in 1903.

The first hill-climb took part on the third day, and was over

a course of one mile seventy-one yards between Hollywood and

Wicklow Gap. The gradient averaged one in fourteen. The

second climb took place on the Saturday at Graiguenamanagh, the

course being one of 1,718 yards.
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At the end of the four days' run it was seen that fifty-nine

cars remained in the competition, so that only nine had dropped

out of the running—a very good performance having regard to

all the circumstances of the event. Briefly summarised the

results of the trial so far as they are at present revealed will

be found in the following table, the asterisk denoting that the car

made a non-stop run on all four days of the Trial.

With reference to the cars that are not credited with four non

stop runs, it is only fair to say that ill-luck was the cause of some

■of the omissions from this list of perfect running, and that the

following had non-stops on three days of the trial, viz., the 7-h.p.

Star, 15-h.p. Ford, 12-h.p. Singer, 20-h.p. Belsize, 16-20-h.p.

Chenard-Walcker, 15-h.p. De Dion, 22-h.p. Orleans, 18-24-h.p.

Austin, 30-h.p. Siddeley, 28-42-h.p. Brasier, 25-30-h.p. Austin,

and 30-40-h.p. Ariel-Simplex.

First Second

Car. Driver. hill hill

climb. climb,

m s. m. s.

6-h.p. Rover R G.Wilkinson... 7 30 1-5 ... —

7-h.p. Star W. D. Tamer .. 6 43 3-5 ... 6 3 4-5

«-h.p. Adams-Hewitt ... A. W. Inglis ... 4 52 3 5 ... 4 54 3-5

O-h.p. "Chambers J. Hurst 6 17 2 5 ... 11 56 2-5

*0-h.p. Cadillac F. S. Bennett ... 5 37 4-5 ... 5 39

5-h.p. Ford.„ P. Perry 5 11 3-5 ... 3 51 1-5

10-h.p. *Swift J. Lowe 4 16 4-5 ... 4 16 3-5

15-h.p. Ford R Archer 8 11 2-5 ... 5 11 3-^

10-h.p. *Swift F. Carter 4 52 ... 5 49 4-5

10-h.p. 'Chambers J. H. Chambers ... 6 21 3-5 ... 6 4 4-5

10-h.p. "Cadillac S. Stones 6 36 4-5 ... 6 23 4-5

10-h.p. "Chambers C. E. Chambers... 6 38 2-5 ... 6 1 2 5

12-h.p. Singer A. Alderson ... 4 20 2-5 ... 4 5 2-5

12-h.p. "Argyll T. Naismith ... 5 39 2-5 ... 4 47

16-h.p. "Calthorpe G. W. Hands ... 3 13 ... 3 11 3-6

15-h.p. "Humber J. B. Dunlc.p, jun. 5 44 3-5 ... 5 30 1-5

15-h.p. "Unic R. J. Mecredy ... 5 2 1-5 ... 3 28 3 5

10-h.p. Turner-Miesse ... H. Pearson ... 4 41 ... 3 49 3-5

20-h.p. Belsize R. Crossley ... 8 6 3-5 ... 3 1 2-6"

15-h.p. Unic E. M. Stirling 4 12 2-5 ... 3 59 2-6

15-h.p. "Clement-Talbot ... H. G. Day ... 3 12 3-5 ... 2 40 2-5

-20-h.p. Rover L. Maberfy ... 5 7 2-5 ... —

18-h.p. "C.C.C A. Armitage ... 4 6 3-5 ... 3 42

14-h.p. Argyll . W. R. McTaggart 4 24 ... 3 45 4-5

14-h.p. Argyll H.Kenny 5 42 2-5... 5 10 2-5

15-h.p. "Clement-Talbot ... S. J. Robinson ... 3 5 3-5 ... 2 38 1-5

16-h.p. Chenard-Walcker B. Taylor 4 27 4-5 ... 3 57 3 5

15-h.p. DeDion G. B. Geake ... 5 18 ... 5 37 3-5

18-h.p. "Siddeley A. Farrell 3 46 4-5 ... 3 38 1-5

20-h.p. "Clement-Talbot ... F. Blake 3 38 4-5 ... 3 10

24-h.p. "Minerva T. M. Greer ... 3 29 1-5 ... 3 13 3-5

30-h.p. Beeston-Humber... G. M. Meares ... 5 44 1-5 ... 2 29 4-5

16-h.p. "Sunbeam F. Eastmead .„ 4 1 1-5 ... 4 39 1-5

22-h.p. "Berliet ... ... F. Wilson 3 45 4-5 ... 3 11 3-5

15-h.p. Spyker W. Couchman ... 4 16 2-5 ... 4 53

25-h.p. "Straker-Squire ... S. Straker 3 22 3-5 ... 2 46 1-5

18-h.p. Austin H. P. Wilson ... 3 47 ... 3 3 4-5

18-h.p. "Siddeley — Page 3 39 2-5 ... 3 20 2-5

-20-h.p. "Clement-Talbot... H. Robinson ... 4 4 2-5 ... 2 52 2 5
■20-h.p. "Beeston-Humber... G. Simmons ... 3 46 2-5 ... 2 39 4-5

40-h.p. "Ford E. Anthony ... 3 50 3-5 ... 3 36 2-5

18-h.p. "Swift R. Burns 4 1 3-5 ... 3 12

18-h.p. Austin Harvey du Cros, jr. 3 37 4-5 ... 2 57

20-h.p. "Clement-Talbot ... W. Sexton ... 3 13 2-5 ... 2 38 1-5

14-h.p. "Climax C. H. Lamb ... 4 51 4-5 ... 4 20 3 5

25-h.p. "Brasier ... T. M. Downey ... 2 50 4-5 ... 2 22 1-5

30-h.p. "Siddeley ... ... C. W. Grazebrook 2 55 3-5 ... 2 26 2-5

32-h.p. Maxwell ... ... H. B. Browney ... 3 40 4-5 ... 3 19 2-5

35-h-p. "Daimler T. Henshaw ... 2 3 3-5 ... 1 49 3-5

28-h.p. "Ariel-Simplex ... T. Cordery ... 2 30 1-5 ... 2 59

30-h.p. "Siddeley A. Callam 3 0 2-5 ... 2 31

35-h.p. "Gladiator W. F. Peare ... 3 8 2-5 ... 2 24

25-h.p. "Austin W. du Cros ... 3 45 4-5 ... 3 14 1-5

25-h.p. Austin S. Taylor 3 33 2-5 ... 3 5

28-h.p. Brasier S. Saunderson ... 3 5 4-5 ... 2 33

30-h.p. "Ariel-Simplex ... P. Lewis 2 25 4-5 ... 1 57 4 5

25-h.p. "Iris A. C. Earp ... 3 47 4-5 ... 3 40 3-5

40-h.p. "Hotchkiss E. A. Tubb ... 3 40 3-5 .„ 2 59 1-5

22-b.p. Orleans L. Knox 40 5 1-5 5 43

■ iWCCQCCB—

HORSE POWER RATINGS OF

PETROL MOTORS.

IT is not only in this country that the question of evolving

some system with regard to the rating of petrol motors

on a uniform basis is attracting attention. The matter has

been for some time receiving the consideration of the Mechanical

Branch of the American Association of Licensed Automobile

Manufacturers. As is well known, the horse-power rating of an

engine varies considerably, various formulte for computing the

same being used, no two giving the same results. After having

the advisability of a universal rating under consideration for

several months, the standards suggested by the above-mentioned

society are to be takea from a brake test at the flywheel, in

conjunction with a formula suggested by the committee. Two

units are to be used, the lower being the actual rating from the

brake test, as computed from an indicator at 1,000 feet per

minute piston speed, and the higher number to be the maximum

horse-power developed from superior workmanship or the results

of a better type of motor. For example, in a 20-24-h.p. engine,

20^would be the aotual horse-power at a piston speed of 1,000

 

At 3, Kushey Green, Catford, the Austen Motor Compmy

of Lewisham, are about to open a new motor-car garage.

The premises of Messrs. Crabtree and Sons, at Wisbech, are

being extended to cope with the requirements of the mMor

business they have developed during the last few years.

Mr. £. Borde at the wheel of the 10-14 a. p. Ariel Car which he

recently drove from Paris to Madrid in forty-four hours, notwith

standing the stormy weather and bad roads encountered in Spain.

feet per minute, and 24 the horse-power developed when not .

under normal conditions. Thus the lower of the two figures

is to be regarded as the real measure of the motor's power and

as a fair one, tending only to encourage the development of the

greatest possible power at the normal piston speed designated

and at an actual rotative speed suited to the tastes of the

designer. However satisfactory the new departure may be, it is

to be observed that the mere establishment of a formula without

other safeguards cannot serve to guarantee even an " official

rating," unless obtained under official supervision, and it has,

consequently, been suggested that the Association should itself

conduct tests of sample motors at its own laboratory, thus fixing

the catalogue figure for each type produced by different

makers.

A NEW motor repair shop has been opened at 69, Broad

Street, Pendleton, near Manchester, by Mr. W. H. Smith.

A NEW motor company has been formed at Kidderminster,

of which Mr. H. Charrington, the secretary of the Mid Stafford

shire A.C., is one of the directors.
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THE WEIQEL EIGHT-CYLINDER CAR

FOR THE A.C.F. GRAND PRIX.

—♦-

WE are able this week to give a photo of one of the two

eight-cylinder racing cars Messrs. Weigel Motors,

Ltd., have built for the A.C.F. Grand Prix race. The

vehicles are of interest, not only on account of the number of

cylinders, but also because of the fact that they will be the only

two British machines in the international contest. The side

members of the pressed steel frame are of a large depth, and

to give additional strength are lined with wood. The great

feature of the machines is the eight-cylinder engine, which is

nominally rated at .80-h.p. at a speed of 1,000 revolutions per

minute; the cylinders, which are built in pairs, are 130 mm. by

140 mm. stroke. The crank shaft has four throws, the two

connecting rods of each pair of cylinders working on the same

pin. Mr. Weigel claims that this is the first time that an engine

has been built on this principle, or that eight cylinders have

been erected in a row. The cylinders are fired in the following

order—from the forward end of the motor—1-8, 4-5, 3-6,

SUBSTITUTES FOR PETROL.

-►-

SOME interesting experiments have recently been carried

out, at the instance of Mr. S. F. Edge, to see how

Benzol, a coal-tar product, compares with the ordinary

petroleum spirit as a fuel for petrol motors. They were carried

out with a standard six-cylinder Napier engine, and the results,

which are given in the appended table, show clearly that for all

practical purposes the b.h.p. of Benzol is as good as petrol, and

although the former is very much heavier than the ordinary

spirit, the engine appeared to start quite normally and easily.

Temperature Average of

Spec. of testing tbree tests

Grav. room. b.h.p.

Ordinary petrol ... -687 ... 67-1 Fahr. ... 64 25

,, ... 699 ... 69 8 644

-713 ... 65-3 „ ... 64.4

„ -714 ... 608 65-5

„ ... -759 ... 67 1 635

Benzol ... ... -873 ... 76^2 ,, ... 64-1

The tests were made with everything standard, no alter-

 

 

 

Mr. D. M. Weigel and the Eight-Cylinder Sacer he will drive in the A.C.F. Grand Prix Contest.

2-7: The mixture is furnished by a single carburettor—the

Weigel «tandard—this being placed in mid position, the inlet

pipes being Unusually large in diameter and length. The

ignition i is by low tension magneto, one being provided for.

each set of four cylinders. Only two forward speeds are

provided in addition to the reverse, the drive being through

a cardan shaft and bevel gear to a live axle. The car,

which 18 geared to a speed of ninety-five miles per hour, is

expected to run ten miles to the gallon of petrol, the regu

lations of the race stipulating nine and a-half miles per gallon. ■

In the picture artillery wood wheels are shown, but for the race

the cars will be fitted with wire wheels having rapidly detach

able rims, shod with Dunlop tyres. We may add that the whole

of the! parts used, with the exception of the gear-box and the

specially wide . chassis, are the same as are employed on the;

Weigel 40rh.p. standard touring vehicle. The cars, which are

also being entered for the Vanderbilt Cup race; will be driven in,

the Grand Prix by Mr. D. M. Weigel, who is seen in the tore*,

ground in the illustration, and Mr. Pryce Harrison, the reserve

man being Mr. R. Laxon.

ation to the jet or carburettor whatever being made. As the

latter was set to give the best results with petrol, it is quit&

conceivable that if it were specially adapted to the Benzol

better results would be obtained. The samples tested included

both American and Borneo . spirit, of varying specific gravity.

Mr. Edge, in sending' us the particulars of the test, remarks

that, " It seems to me that it devolves upon manufacturers who

can supply Benzol spirit to tell motor users how and when they

can supply it, and at what price, as it would seem desirable

that a large number of motorists should try it and that all in

terested should hear. the results of tests from different people."

-^BOaQQQQQQlli ^

Mr. E. W. Jackson, J.P., who has an extensive garage ir»

Hallgate, Doncaster, is having a second establishment erected in,

Frenchgate, in the same town.

The Aylesbury Motor Car Company are keeping their

garage' in Kingsbury Square, Aylesbury, open during thejnight

as well as the day. They have excellent accommodation for a.

score of cars, and every facility for the repair of vehicles.
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 - There are about 145 taxi

meter motor cabs in operation

in London.

Visiting cards with the

best motoring route from the

city to their residences printed

on the reverse side is the latest

fad that is said to have been adopted by residents in the suburbs

of New York.

The vice-president of the Swedish Automobile Club, Mr.

C. Lyon, is making a tour of England.

H.H. the MAHARAJAH of Patna has recently .acquired a

40-h.p. Siddeley car for his personal use in India.

An exhibition of motor drawings will open at the Ryder

Gallery, 47; Albemarle Street, London, W., towards the end of

the month.

The Daimler Company are informed that at tho baptism of

the son of the Duke of Santonio the Duches3 Montellano arrived

in her Daimler car.

Owing to tho reduction in the Canadian postage, the annual

subscription to the Motor-Car Journal to Canada has now been

reduced to 8s. 8d. post free.

On his way to Newquay by motor-car Mr. A. J. Balfour

'.ost his way and spent a couple of hours on the Bodmin moors

before picking up the correct route.

The Vulcan Motor Company have recently completed a

20-h.p. motor tower wagon for the Southport Corporation for use

in connection with the electricity department.

One of Lord Rothschild's motor-cars caught fire while

waiting at the entranco to Crewe Railway Station, and was

almost destroyed before the fire could be subdued.

Among the recent purchasers of 60-h.p. six-cylinder Napier

cars are Sir Montague Allan, of the Allan Steamship Line,

Montreal ; Major P. G. Shewellj of Cheltenham ; and M. Henri

de Malglaive, of Algiers.

Tub body of the car driven by Mrs. Cohen, which took

fitst prize in the appearance competition at the Bexhill meet,

was finished in the paint shops of Messrs. E. and H. Hora, Ltd.,

in Peckham Road, London, S.E.

The d.ite of the Reading meet of commercial vehicles, of

which Mr. Leo Harris, 379, Strand, W.C., is hon. sec, has been

advanced by two days, and will take place on Monday, the

17th inst. Capt. H. K. Bagnall-Wild, of the War Office, and

Mr. C. Wheeler, of the G.P.O., have been added to the organising

committee.

A new record run between Monte Carlo and London has

just been established by Mr. H. R. Pope, of Itala Motors, Ltd.

Leaving the former town at 3.30 a.m. on Sunday last on a

40-h p. Itala with three passengers and luggage, London was

safely reached at 8.46 on Monday morning, the long journey

being thus completed in 29 hours 16 min.

Awakened by a noise in her bedroom early on Saturday

mo ruing, Mrs. Milsom, wife of a magistrate at Reading, saw a

man standing by the dressing table. She gave the alarm, and

tho man decamped. Several motor-cars were requisitioned by

the police for the pursuit, and the burglar was caught about five

miles off. He was taken back by motor-car to Reading in charge

of the police;

Already the electric motor-ambulance which has been

placed at St. Bartholomew's Hospital, London, has been in

requisition. The experience on the first occasion led Dr.

Macdonagh, the house surgeon, to express the opinion that it

would be the means of saving many lives and preventing much

suffering. There was scarcely any vibration, and the patient

was inside the hospital in a quarter of the time usually occupied.

Last week, under the heading "Exploring Africa by

Motor-Car," we announced the departure of Mr. B. J. F. Bentley

on an 18-h.p. Siddeley car for an overland trip to South Africa.

We now learn that Lieutenant Graetz, of the Prussian army, is

preparing to make an attempt to cross Africa by motor-car. He

will leave Berlin in a few days for Dar es-Salaam, on the east

coast, taking with him a car speoially constructed for the hard

ships and perils of the Dark Continent.

HERE AND THERE.

 

Mitchell's Garage, in

Wardour Street, W.C., has been

appointed as the offk-ial garage

of the Motor Club.

A new garige has been

erected at Carrick-on-Shannon by

Messrs. Barrett and Co , who

accessories for the convenience ofalso keep large stocks of

motorists in the west of Ireland.

The Atlas Vacuum Cleaning Company, Ltd., of Leamington

Street, Manchester, is making a special feature of the doming

of the rugs and cushions of motor-cars from dust by their new

patent process.

The Mayfair Motor Company have placed at tho disposal

of the chairman of the East London Hosp'til for Children, a

6-h.p. Mayfair car, which is to be raffled for the benefit of the

hospital fund. The vehicle will shortly be exhibited in the firm's

showrooms at 22, Mortimer Street, London, W.

The Daimler Company have now received further particulars

of the noteworthy hill climb which took place in Spain during

the Madrid Exhibition. Mr. E. M. C. Instone, in his 45-b.p

Daimler car, weighing 1,590 kilos unladen, climbed the Guad-

arrama Mountain in 8 min. 57 sec, and a 30 h.p Daimler, driven

 

The Duke of Ziragoza at tha wheel of a 45-h.p. Daimler.

I.y Mr. Graham, mounted it in 12 min. 43 3-5 sec. This last car

weighed unladen 1,580 kilos. Although the ascent was officially

timed, it appears that some doubt has been expressed, and conse

quently a further trial was made on the 2lnd ult., in which Mr.

Instone made the ascent in the remarkable time of 7 min. 20 sec,

beating his own record by no loss than 1 min. 37 sec. The timo

was taken by the Duke of Zaragoza, secretary of the Royal

Automobile Club of Spain, and was witnessed by the Marquis

de Tara:ana, the Marquis de Valdaglesias, Count de Berberana,

and many other prominent Spanish sportsmen.

A rLEASANT souvenir of the rrome's Hill climb comes to

hand from Messrs. Tilley and Son, of Ledbury, who have pub*

lished a set of eighteen picture postcards of that successful

event.

Messrs. Jones and Leslie, Ltd., whose works arc at

7, Carlisle Street, Dean Street, London, W., are well equipped

for the prompt carrying out of repairs to all types of motor-cars,

-special attention being given to the re-bushing of crank shaft

and other bearings.

Messrs. Smith and Sons, Ltd., who are well known to

motorists in connection with speedometers, &c, are introducing

scarf pins and brooches which are exact models of the Daimler

cars, and are produced in gold, diamonds and enamel. This

jewellery is likely to find favour with Daimler patrons.
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Mr. P. L. HuskINSON, " who represents the Daimler Com

pany in Nottingham, has his headquarters at 96-98, Derby

Road.

According to Mr. Gladstone, the Home Secretary, the

number of accidents in London reported to have been caused in

the streets by motor-cars, motor-cycles, and motor-omnibuses

during the six months ended April 30th hut was 4,451. Of

these accidents personal injury resulted in 1,175 cases, and fatal

injury in 41 cases.

We illustrate herewith a somewhat novel and interesting

car, which has just been completed by Messrs. Sayers and Co.,

of Vauxball, S.W., for the Maharajah of Dhar, for the use of His

Highness and the British Resident, Major Dalley. The vehicle

has many unique features, it having been specially designed and

constructed to withstand the climatic conditions under which it

will be employed. As will be seen, the body, which is mounted

on a Daimler chassis, takes the form of a large shooting brake,

seating twelve persons including the driver ; the back part is

arranged with two side entrances and one at the back, with side

seats, in wagonette style, each individual seat being arranged to

fold up separately, thus allowing good space for luggage.

Further, if required to carry native servants of two distinct and

separate castes, they can be separated by means of removable or

sliding divisions. The framework of the body is built of teak,

the panels being of mahogany ; the whole is highly varnished in

 

natural wood finish, no paint being used except on the wings

and wheels, which are painted a neat brown in keeping with the

appearance of the car. The whole of the vohicle is covered

with a specially largo hood, devised on a new system, to allow

it to fold down on the back in the same way as an ordinary

double hood. It is fitted with side curtains all round, which

completely enclose it, and would adequately protect the occu

pants of the caravan in the most tropical of rain storms. The

upholstery of the car is done in cane seating, each seat being

made up on a separate wooden framework with spiral springs,

no horsehair being used.

—^'Referring to the London to Monte Carlo record, Messrs.

Ducros Mercedes, Ltd., stated to the Dunlop Company that the

selection of their tyres had been fully justified, as they gave no

trouble of any kind, but acted as considerable factors in achiev

ing the excellent performance of beating the previous record by

4 hours 14 minutes.

Messrs. Timson Bros., of Snow Hill, Birmingham, and

Duke Street, Liverpool, send a copy of their Motor Catalogue

for the season. This extends to fifty-two pages, and is practi

cally comprehensive of everything that the motorist is likely to

require in the way of lamps, oils, sparking plugs, horns, jacks,

carburettors, lubricators, goggles, &c. Reference may also be

made to the electrical accessories and to the high-speed trembler

coils illustrated in the catalogue, which will be of considerable

use to agents.

Visitors to Woodhall Spa will be interested in the garage

which Messrs. Campbell and Co. have opened at the Beaufort

Works in that pleasant resort.

The Parsons Non-Skid Company, L'd., are moving to

210, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C. These premises are

opposite the Daimler Company's depot.

The Continental Tyre and Rubber Company, Ltd., have

renewed their offer of a cup, value 250 guineas, to the winner of

the Tourist Trophy event, if the car is fitted with Continental

tyres. A cup of similar value is also offered to the winner of

the heavy touring car race, provided the car is fitted with their

well-known make.

The 14-20-h.p. Unic car belonging to Mr. T. H. Nash, of

St. Paul's Cray, which took an appearance prize at the Bexhill

meet, had a body fitted by Mr. J. C. Beadle, of Dartford and

Foot's Cray, Kent. The car was supplied to the owner a year

ago, and the way in which the paint and coachwork has stood

the test of time is a tribute to British carriage work.

The Reigatc Garage and Motor Depot, of London Road,

Reigate, are building a new six-cylinder car which is to be

known as the Sweetzer-Baker. The engine, which is rated at

20-30-h.p., has a bore of 80 mm. and a stroke of 90 mm. The

vehicle is being fitted with a Bradley multiple disc clutch, and a

four-speed change-speed gear controlled by a " gate " lever.

Turner's Motor Manufacturing Company, Ltd., of Wolver

hampton, have just issued a new catalogue of the Turner-Miesse

steam cars. The list has been handsomely produced, the

different types of carriage bodies which can be fitted .to the

chassis being shown by coloured illustrations. Full particulars

are given of the various details, while a number of testimonials

from users of these cars are also included.

Automobilists who intend to take their cars this season to

Germany to attend the various races there, especially the

Kaiser's Prize and Herkomer Competition, are invited to com

municate with the Tourists Enquiry Department of the Conti

nental Tyre and Rubber Company, Ltd., 102-108, Clerkenwell

Road, London, E.C., who are in a position and prepared to

furnish any information required with regard to roads, &c. The

Handbook for Germany can also be obtained at the same time.

The Bridgwater Motor Co., Ltd., Eastover, Bridgwater,

send their first illustrated catalogue of motor-car accessories—a

branch of their business which has developed to a considerable

extent during the last few seasons. Here are illustrated the

latest types of lamps, horns, pumps, electrical accessories, motor

tool outfits, non-skidding devices, &c. Several pages are devoted

to motor tyres, and the company are making a feature of

re-treading motor covers and repair work generally. The list

will be a convenient work of reference to motorists in the west

country.

The fittings of the motor-car of to-day compared with

. those of a decade ago ure a distinct advance in comfort, and, it

must sometimes be confessed, luxury. Mr. S. J. Clarke, of 6,

Much Park Street, Coventry, is the agent for the Umbra hand

screen designed for the convenience of lady motorists. By its

use goggles can be dispensed with. The screen is adjustable, so

that the height can bo varied to suit individual requirements,

and is held with the knob of the stick' resting on the lap. As

an efficient protection against wind, dust, and rain the Umbra

screen has undoubted merits.

So far the Hotchkiss six-cylinder car which is undergoing a

long distance trial under the auspices of the R.A.C. has done

3,519 miles in the United Kingdom, including the Irish Relia

bility Trials, and the total mileage of the vehicle up to date,

including the 6,200 miles which it covered in France, is 9,719

miles. On its return from Ireland the car is visiting Wales, the

south of England, and will then go up to Scotland to take part

in the Scottish Reliability Trials. We believe this is the first

six-cylinder car to have accomplished so long a trial, and also

the first car of any sort to embrace the Irish Reliability Trials

a id the Scottish Reliability Trials in its programme. Up to the

present time the whole distance has been accomplished without

any mechanical trouble, the only mishap so far being a sprung

carriage spring.
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CONTINENTAL NOTES.

Substitutes for Petrol. *

On the recommendation of the Marquis de Dion, the Com

mittee of the French Automobile Club have adopted in principle,

and have referred to the Technical Commission, the proposition

that a competition should be organised of cheap substitutes for

petrol while retaining the advantages of the latter, and being

capable of use in the same engines. In order to further this

movement some very influential support has been forthcoming

from the leaders in the French motoring world, the Marquis de

Dion having himself promised £200 on behalf of his firm, and

further asked the A.C. to vote a sum of £400. The Chambre

SyndicaleMeTAutomobile has already votod £200, and a similar

sum has been subscribed by Baron Henri de Rothschild, with a

proviso that the new carburant shall be put on the market at a

fixed price. M. Deutsche de la Meurthe has put his name down

for £800. The President of the Committee, in acknowledging

the subscriptions, expressed the hope that the competition would

be productive of results of supreme importance to the industry.

♦ ♦ ♦

The Criterium of France.

The Mors Company has entered throe cars for the A.C.F.

Criterium de France, which i?, after the Grand Prix, perhaps

the most important ovent to be held in France this year. The

rules provide that the cars will be allowed twenty litres of petrol

for every 100 kilometres ; the minimum weight will be 1,600

kilogrammes, including the passengers, but not including spares,

tyres, and tools. The contest comprises an endurance trial

extending over four days, in which the competitors have to

cover about 1,600 kilometres. The cars which survive the

eliminating trial will be subjected to a 400 kilometre speed trial

on the fifth day. No extra petrol will be allowed for this event,

the competitors having to take on beard before starting the

80 litres allowed for the whole race.

♦ ♦ ♦

Unofficial Runs.

At the last meeting of the Committoe of tho Automobile

Club of France, a letter from the Eoyal A.C. was read proposing

the disqualification of any manufacturer making records with

his cars from town to town or country to country on unguarded

roads, on the ground that the making of these records involves a

rate of speed in excess of that allowed by law. The Committee

of the A.C.F. thereupon passed a resolution disapproving entirely

of these attempts at making records and of the publicity ensuing

therefrom, and decided that very severe measures should be

taken to prevent such attempts in the future.

♦ ♦ 4

The Kaiser's Prize Race.

It has been definitely decided to hold the eliminating

contest for the Kaiser's Prize Race on the 13th inst. The

trial will, however, not be one to eliminate cars, but firms,

and it has been resolved that it shall be optional with the

successful manufacturers whether they put in the same car and

driver in the actual race as competed in the eliminating, or

whether they select one of their other cars and drivers. The

decision has already brought in further protests, as it is held that

the new arrangement gives an advantage 'to those makers who

have entered several cars over the smaller firms which have only

built one car, and which, if successful in the eliminating contest,

will have little or no time to get their vehicle prepared for the

actual race.

♦ ♦ ♦

A French Reliability Trial of Heavy Vehicles and Town Cars.

Under the auspices of the French Automobile Club a

reliability trial of heavy vehicles and covered town cars com

menced on Monday of last week, and will continue until the

10th inst. Forty-eight entries were received in the heavy

vehicle class, and of these the following forty were duly

weighed :—One each Mors, Prudhomme, Cohendet, Turgan,

German Daimler, and Gullierme ; two each Orion, Latil, and

Panhard ; . three each Delahaye, Aries, and Saurer ; four each

Peugeot and De Dion ; five Brillies, and six Darracq-Serpollets.

Out of the six town cars entered only three turned up, viz.,

two De Dions and a Vinot-Deguingand. The heavy vehicles are

divided into the following four classes :—(1) Cars capable of

carrying up to 500 kilogs. ; (2) ditto, from 500 to 2,000 kilogs. ;

(3) ditto, from 2 to 3 tons ; (4) ditto, over 3 tons ; and (5)

public ssrvice vehicles, cirrying at least ten persons. The cars

in the first four classes will be required to make twenty daily

runs averaging 150 kilometres, and the fifth class an equal

number of trips extending to 200 kilometres, all starting and

finishing in Paris. These will serve as a test of endurance, the

vehicles surviving it being subjected for a final classification to

a fuel consumption trial. The regulations with regard to the

town carriages arc tha same except that carburetted alcohol

must bo usod as fuel, and that the total weight of the vehicle

has to be in proportion to the piston area of the engine.

♦ ♦ ♦

The Fiat a rand Prix Racing; Cars.

The Fiat racers for the A.C.F. Grand Prix Contest are, we

learn, the same vehicles as were used last year ; they have,

however, been overhauled and improved in some of the details,

specially as regards the carburettor. The engines comprise four

cylinders, 180 mm. bore by 160 stroke, the normal rating being

130-h.p. The ignition is by Simms-Bosch low-tension magneto,

and the clutch is of the Hele-Shaw multiple disc type. The

vehicles will be driven by Laneia, Naararo and Wagner.

♦ ♦ ♦

 

One of the 22-h.p. Berliet TourUt Trophy oars.

♦ ♦ ♦

An International Automobile Conference.

As has already been mentioned in the M.C.J. , the next

meeting of delegates of all the recognised national automobile

clubs is to be held atHomburg on the 15th inst., on the occasion

of the Taunus race meeting. It is proposed to discuss at the

conference not only racing matters, but also questions of inter

national traffic, such as the handling of cars on the frontiers,

uniformity in numbering, official examination of types of

vehicles, taxation of foreign cars, &c.

♦ ♦ ♦

Miscellaneous Items.

An international motor-car exhibition is to be held in

Ostend from July 10th to 17th. -The Automobile Club

du Rhone is organising a serieB of flying kilometre speed trials

for the 23rd inst. The Kaiser has just placed an order for

an Opel 50-h.p. car with limousine body. The Prcfectural

Authorities of the Seine, in Paris, aro organising a competition

of chassis suitable for use as motor ambulances, as well as one

for the best form of body to be fitted to the vehicles. : A

Motor Volunteer Corps has just been organised in Switzerland.

The first Brasier six-cylinder car in Austria reached Vienna

a few days ago. A Motor Cab Company has just been formed

in Lyons. The municipal councillors of Manchester and

Salford, who paid an official visit to Lyons last week, also

journeyed to Grenoble, where they were taken for an automobile

tour by the members of the Automobile Club du Dauphine.
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[Letters to the Editor should he addressed to the offices

27-83, Charing Cross Road, W.C.]

HAS THE TOURIST TROPHY BENEFITTED THE

; , INDUSTRY %—A SUGGESTED SIX DAYS' RACE.

' ", To the Editor or The Motor-Car Journal.

, Sir,—The first part of the heading of this letter can at once be

answered by an emphatic negative. The firms who have won the race

for the two years it has been established might well assert to the con

trary ; but, as matters stand at present, the prevailing impression

amongst the general motoring community is that the heavy expenditure

incurred by the Automobile Club provides only a splendid advertise

ment for the lending cars in eaeh contest. Whatever may have been

the aims of the original promoters, most people have the idea that the

Tourist Trophy was meant for the encouragement of the moderate

priced car that could average a speed of about legal limit with four per

sons aboard. Commencing with a fuel limit of 22J miles to the gallon,

this was reduced last year to 25 miles to the gallon, and looking

at the results attained by the finishing cars in the last contest it

was saf3 to assume that the petrol Consumption would be again cut down

for 1907.—but the Races Committee thought otherwise—and that the

object could be better achieved by increasing the minimum total weight.

 

The Leader Tourist Trophy Car,.to which a special interest attaches

in so much that it is the smallest-powered car entered for the con

test. The vehicle is one of the standard vehicles of the New

Leader Motors, Ltd., with practically no alterations or additions

whatever except that the body has been built to comply with vac

regulations. Unfortunately, it arrived too late at the Club Enclosure.

. " {Sccp6U€ 288.)

Now this carrying of addllional weight cannot very seriously affect

results, for amount the vehicles that completed the distance were some

whose weight was considerably in excess of the conditions, and the

ethers carried tyres, tools, and spares that were not absolutely essential.

Yet we find in one case a competitor finishing at what would have

averaged very close to the winner's speed in miles per hour but for

sundry mishaps, still with over 1J gallons of fuel unconsumed. With

these experiences behind them, competitors, by shaving just within all

the rules as to weight and body dimensions and proportionately cutting

down tyres and tools, can be on the starting mark with practically the

same total weight as in 1906. The increased height of the tops of the

■seats from the ground may make a slight difference, but nothing that

will be very appreciable.

The question of the genuine touring vehicle versus the so-called

freak has been threshed out until it is quite threadbare, and we are still

no nearer a recognised definition that would be acceptable to all thoso

who are interested. These are mere surface details when compared

with the more important consideration as to whether real and lasting

improvements have been involved or incorporated with the stock

article vended to the public. It is true that what are euphemistically

termed "Tourist Trophy models" can be purchased at fancy prices, yet

it is questionable in how many respects these would conform to the

ve hides that actually competed. Certain sections of the trade have

already arrived at the same conclusion, and, having clamoured with

strength, have prevailed upon the Club to institute another race for

their especial benefit, and so urgently necessary was the heavy contest

required for the improvement of design that the enormous number

of fifteen cars have entered at ordinary fees 1 Maybe the speed reducer

in the form of a wind screen eight feet high from the ground has preyed

upon the nerves of some of those who Roped to overshadow the per

formances of the smaller vehicles in respect to speed and thus surround

their own machines with all the kudos and glory attaching.

One point that does not seem to be grasped by those who may be

influenced in purchasing a car by a performance in any Tourist Trophy

event is the ability of one man to so drive as to attain results impossible

of achievement by ninety-nine out of every hundred average drivers.

The personal equation is more prominent in this contest than in any

other event of the year, and manufacturers have to use just as much

judgment in the selection of the driver as they employ in the design and

construction of the vehicle placed in his control.

' Automatic carburetting devices have hitherto not contributed very

much towards the positions of the leading cars, momentary variation

by hand of the fuel supply at the spraying jet and the amount of air

mixed therewith being the factors that have led to success. Over

such a course as that in the Isle of Man, a skilful driver can, com

paratively, humour an engine with mere whiffs of petrol for the best

part of the course, the seven miles climb from Ramsey to the Bun

galow on Snaefell causing the largest drain on the fuel supply.

Given a similar machine to the majority that competed in 1906, no

ordinary driver can possibly run twenty-five miles to the gallon of

fuel, and he can reckon himself pretty smart if he manages seventeen

miles for the same quantity. This is, of course, a matter with which

we were all fairly conversant before the Trophy was instituted, and it

would be futile to suggest that the contests have evolved anything

new or startling in petrol saving methods.

We can fairly credit the Tourist Trophy races with having

resuscitated tangent-spoked wire wheels, but, although interest has been

renewed in these fitments, the experiences of competitors only confirm

knowledge .gained twenty years ago. Users of the old "ordinary" or

high bicycle proved that the 'lighter the driving wheel could be built

the better the machine would travel, and these same conclusions were

more than confirmed with the safety pedal bicycle* Fashion plays a

larger part in the design of saleable articles, whether they be molor-cars

or suites of furniture, than does the actual fitness for a particular object

in view, and no better proof of this statement can be adduced than the

fact that present-day purchasers of cars do not want wire wheels, and

would not have them even by the inducement of lower initial cost. They

are infinitely stronger and more suitable in every respect, but it is waste

of energy to endeavour to educate the motoring public into such a belief*

Can we learn anything that may tend to improve frame and body

construct ion ? The duration of the race is not sufficiently long to provide

informative data on either of these points, and at no part of the course

is the speed very much higher than is reached by the average touring car

on unfrequented stretches of road. A four hours' trip at forty miles per

hour over decent surfaces cannot impose any sort of strain on the

machine, and is quite a regular performance forlight touring cars on the

Continent. Perhaps if the race was run for eight nours on six successive

days the weaklings would inevitably be eliminated and the survivois

could certainly claim to have done something remarkable that would be

worth a considerable amount of advertising to blazon forth to an admiring

world. This may appear an impossible sort of scheme, but when exist

ing facts are taken into account is worth consideration. The Isle of

Man authorities have already consented to close some of their roads for

nearly the whole of three days this present May, and the majority of the

inhabitants there have the real sporting instinct so ingrained in their

character that the establishing of a full racing week , might be easily

accomplished. Each year that the event has been held much money has

in consequence been distributed throughout the island, and where only

a few hundred persons are tempted to «ross for the sake of witnessing a

half-day's racing at present, many thousands would undoubtedly be

attracted by the sustained interest, in a six days' event. 1 he Manx

people are never averse to turning an honest penny, and they make no

secret of their desire to induce visitors to spend as much money as pos

sible. Prove to these wideawake business men that the Tourist Trophy

races on the lines here suggested would cause ten times more cash to be

expended than the 1906 event brought along, and the combination of

good sport and easy money making would successfully overcome any

scruples that might otherwise be engendered.

Run in this way, the contest would resolve itself into a racing

reliability trial, and we should then be able to discover the practicable

touring machine. The popularity of the Scottish reliability trial is

sufficient pro»f that manufacturers are only too eager to enter cars in

a competition where,as far as human foresight can provide, the regulations

automatically tend to reject the elements of luck. We should still

have makers building special engines, but, with the knowledge before

them of having to sustain the stress of forty-eight hours' travelling

under racing conditions, there would be a greater disposition to test

out every possible device to ensure no part being unnecessarily weakened.

From the advertising point of view, a reliability race would be of

infinitely larger value than the existing half day's scramble, and the

cars that could emerge successfully from such a search out of their weak

points would be fully entitled to all the patronage that must follow.

This is not the place to discuss motoring politics, yet the thought

must be expressed that by an extended scheme of the character roughly

sketched above the lioyal A.C. would retrieve some of the laurels our

Scotch friends have secured.—Yours truly

Streatham,
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THE CONTROL OF MOTOR RACE MEETINGS.

To Editob oi The iiotor-Car Journal.

Sir,—If an example were needed for the necessity of the formation

of a strong body to absolutely control every automobile race meeting

held in the United Kingdom, such an example has been provided in the

Bexhill meeting on 'Whit Monday, announced as being run by the

Crystal Palace Automobile Club. In my opinion, the Royal Auto

mobile Club should immediately take steps to prevent a repetition of

such a meeting, and, furthermore, should frame rules and regulations

governing all meetings which are run by clubs, or otherwise, in con

nection with which outside entries from the trade and private users—

other than members of the club itself—are solicited. The top speed

contest, held by the Crystal Palace Club, a little time ago, had a

semblance of being organised for the benefit of a particular firm, but

the Bexhill meeting went much farther than this.

The " Sussex Daily News " of the 21st ult. start tbeir report of

the meeting by saying that " the first day's race meeting at Bexhill

was the worst farce ever conducted in the name of a motor-car race

meeting." I personally should have liked to have believed that much of

the muddle and confusion which existed at the meeting was due to the

incompetency of the officials, but this, I am afraid, would hardly be

ever, that this handicap had been altered, and the Germain actually had

to give the smaller oar 9 seconds, but this alteration was made after the

printing of the programme, as were most of the other events, and of these

alterations most ofthe competitors knew nothing.

I noticed in this competition that a 14-h.p. Spyker with 90 mm.

bore by 110 stroke had to gWe 34 seconds start to the winning car, and

as the winning car actually covered the distance from scratch in

46 2-5 sec., it meant that the Spyker car had to cover the half mile

—this was apparently the distance of the race—in 12 2-5 sec. in order to

equal the performance of the actual winner ; whereas the single-

cylinder Sizaire would have to cover the distance in 28 2-5 sec. in order

to get home, equivalent to something over sixty mires an hour—rather

a hard task for a single-cylinder car. It was announced that the starts

had been allotted by the Royal Automobile Club, but at the same time

there is not the slightest doubt but that the Club intended the times in

question should lie added on to the actual running times of the car*,

and the way in which this event was earned out by the officials of the

Crystal Palace Club was undoubtedly grossly improper.

In any race run under the Royal Automobile Club formula, weight

and wind resistance have to be set forth in order to allot the starts. No

attempt was made by the promoters of the meeting to have this done, or

to check the body dimensions of the cars, or to ascertain the windage
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accurate. Perhaps in order to put the matter more clearly, it would be

well to deal with the programme.

The first event announced to take place at 2.30 on the Whit

Monday afternoon was a handicap race for touring motor-cycles. This

was run off with some little delay, but without special incident. Event

No. 2 was a handicap open to cars whose cylinders I )._, N are under sixty-

five inches, and in the programme was set forth a so called handicap

allotted by the Royal Automobile Club. The handicap was set out with

the handicap time against each name. Whether the time placed against

each name was,the time given to each car by way of a start or not was

not vouchsafed in the programme, but it was eventually interpreted by

tbe officials to mean that the start in question was the time which each

ear had to allow to the limit car. Nothing was stated in the programme

aa to the distance of the race. The results worked out in a ludicrous

fashion. For instance, the little 9- h. p. Sizaire with one-cylinder, with

120 mm. bore, weighing 13 cwt., was placed on the same mark as an

>8-22-h.p. car with four-cylinders, 85 mm. bore by 120 stroke, and, by

some generosity of the bandicapper, received 3 3-5 seconds start from a

four cylinder 15-h.p. car with 95 mm. bore and 120 stroke, whilst another

single-cylinder car with 125 mm. bore actually received 15 2-5 seconds

start from tbe Sizaire, and the winner of the competition, a car with,

single-cylinder, having 118 mm. bore, actually received 18 seconds start

from the Sizaire cars. The 14-h.p. Germain four-cylindei;, 92 mm. bore!

by 112 stroke, was by the programme set forth as receiving from the little,

single-cylinder Sizaire 16 seconds start. I was informed afterwards, how-

h Hill Climb.

This formality may have been carried out in the winner's case

after the event, but my suggestion that , it should be done prior to the

running of the race was scouted. It seems to me that under no circum

stances should the Royal Automobile Club allow its name to be used in

connection with events run in this slip-shod fashion, and, in giving out

handicaps, a regulation should accompany such handicaps as to tbe

course of conduct of the promoters of the meeting, in order to secure

fairness to all competitors.

There is one thing I would like to ask for, however, in connection

with this particular meeting, and that is the production of the

original entry forms of competitor?. These forms were sent in, with the

dimensions and weights set out, to the Secretary of the Club, and io

would be interesting to know whether any additions to, or alterations

thereof, were made in the same, prior to their being laid before the

official handicapper. I think in cases where the details in connection'

with all cars in each handicap are not published, that the entry form

should be sent direct to the Royal Automobile Club, otherwise there is

nothing to prevent alteration being made in the forms, and the com-:

petitor has no knowledge on what basis he has been handicapped against

his fellow-competitors, and on what points he has been penalised. . It wonld.

have been less important had the procedure which was adopted at Frame's

Hill and in connection with the Nottingham Club's speed trials at Welbeck

been carried out, because there qualified and expert officials were appointed

to check the weight ofeach par and the area of windage, and no competitor^

vf'ai allowed1 to vary his car after such dimensions had been taken.
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Event 3 was the titbit of the afternoon. This was a race in

which each competitor had to cover " a quarter of a mile flying start,

110 yards slow speed on top gear, and a half a mile standing start on

top gear." The subtlety of this race, arranged for the special benefit

of powerful six-cylinder cars, is very clear. The 110 yards slow speed

on top gear was evidently inserted with the sole object of preventing

very powerful four-cylinder oars taking part, and, as there is practically

only one firm making very powerful six-cylinder cars who could possibly

enter, the result was certain, even before the race was run. It was

amusing, however, to see the failure of the six-cylinder competitors as

well as the four-cylinder competitors, in this slow speed farce. It is

unnecessary for me to burden with wearisome details, but the fact

remains that in the final of this competition cars took part which had

hopelessly failed in connection with slow speed contests and had been

disqualified. I do not know how it was done, but the fact remains

that they were in the final. I heard oue discontented competitor

enquiring the reason why he was not in the final after apparently

. having done well in the preliminary heats, and I heard a wonderfully

ingenious explanation being given to him, but he did not understand it,

and I most certainly did not, and it was obvious that the other by

standers were equally in the dark. The worst of it was that none of

the competitors, and most of the officials, did not know what they were

doing or what was taking place. One individual on the course appeared

to be very clear on every point, and the result was seen in the official

results, which were announced on the following day.

Event 4 was interesting, " Scratch race for touring cars, chassis

price over £700," as four cars of one make were the only entrants. Two

other cars of another make were in the programme, but they were put

in—so the entrant informed me—without his authority, the cars in ques

tion being actually entered, so I was informed, in Class 7. Therefore,

we had the very interesting spectacle of an open race confined to one

make of car. What credit the winning of a gold medal or any other

medal would be under these circumstances I fail to see. In the dimness

of the evening the start for the last race of the day was made, but at

7.30 I retired to the hotel for dinner and have no knowledge of what

took place, although I was informed that cars were still endeavouring to

eliminate themselves to allow the announced winner to gain the

expected and well-earned victory. The second day's proceedings I know

nothing of. One day was enough for me, and I curtailed my holiday and

returned to town disgusted with the whole proceedings.

Now, Sir, what I do say is, that there is yet a considerable amount

of life in the sport of automobilism ; but, if life is to be maintained, the

holding of meetings by clubs of mushroom growth under their own rules

and regulations, for the favouring of their own particular friends, should

they so desire, should be immediately stopped. Apparently an im

portant matter in connection with the running of an automobile sales

department will be the.running of an automobile club to hold meetings

for the special benefit of one's own particular cars. I am sure, anyhow,

that any further efforts of the Crystal Palace Automobile Club to obtain

open entries for any of their gymkhana races will be rewarded with the

success they so richly deserve after the display last week. One thing is

perfectly clear in my mind, after witnessing the so-called open race

meeting at Bexhill, and that is, that unless the Koyal Automobile Club

—which is the proper body under the circumstances—takes the question

of regulations and rules, and classificat ion of cars, under its direct con

trol, every sporting automobilist, including those in the trade interested

in automobile racing, will become disgusted and the sport absolutely

killed.—Yours truly,

Charles Jabrott.

THE E.A.C. AND UNOFFICIAL TRIALS.

To thb Editor or The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—You will, no doubt, remember that some considerable time

ago the Automobile Club passed a resolution as follows :—" Any owner,

manufacturer, dealer, agent, or driver taking part in, or directly con

nected with any trial or competition, otherwise than under regulations

made by the Club, and obtaining extensive advertisement therefrom,

shall be deemed to be guilty of a breach of these rules.". It is most

extraordinary that, with this resolution still unrescinded, manufacturers

are still able to take these unofficial runs and have the greatest publicity

given to them in the Press.

On February 15th it will be remembered that there was a run from

London to Edinburgh, in which three cars took part, two of them under

official observation of the Koyal Automobile Club and the other not

officially observed, and yet the newspapers reported the three in exactly

the same way, as if they had all been under the same observation.

Although the Royal Automobile Club's attention was drawn to this,

nothing has been done so far as one can find out. Again, some recent

runs from London to Monte Carlo have been made without Club

sanction, or official observation, and still no comment is made by the

Club.

It seems to me that if these various records are to be kept clean

and above suspicion, the. Royal Automobile Club ought, in justice to

itself, to make it abundantly clear what records are officially certified

by them, and when other uncertified records are claimed, either act in

accordance with their rule, or admit at once that they have not the

power to carry out the rules they themselves passed,' and that all and

sundry are free to make records, publish them in the Press, and claim

them, and that the Club has no jurisdiction in the matter whatever.

The present arrangement is unfair to those firms who are loyal to the

Club, as it goes without saying that unofficial trials, as a whole, must

be more successful than official, which have all the details of the

results published, whether successful or unsuccessful, the unofficial

runs being only published when success is claimed.—Yours truly,

S. F. Edge.

EFFECT OF WHEEL ALIGNMENT ON TYRES.

To thb Editor or The Motor-Gar Journal.

Sir,—From time to time we have noticed in your valuable columns

that you have drawn attention to the importance of keeping the front

wheels in alignment. Apart from the danger of the steering-gear break

ing down owing to the great strain there is thrown upon it, there is also

the question of the heavy wear on tyres. This matter has been brought

before us prominently of late.

As you are aware, some time back we placed the " Garantire " tyre

upon the market, the feature of this tyre being that owing to our having

perfected the design and using only the finest material, we are able to

give a guaranteed mileage of 4,000 miles.

So far, we have had four tyres returned to us as not being up to the

minimum mileage. In the first case, our client wrote stating that his

tyre had not only worn unduly, but had bur&t at 3,000 miles, and under

our bond required a new tyre per return.

Another informed us that although he had only run his car a little

over 1,000 miles he was already upon the canvas ; he likewise wanted

a new cover " by return," and so wrote the others, giving varying dis

tances, but all far short of even the guaranteed distance.

In each case we wrote for the covers. As each tyre arrived it

needed no expert to discern the trouble. The treads clearly showed

that the front wheels were not running in parallel. That being so we

wrote our clients to that effect, and the replies we received all disputed

the point. Our next step was, therefore, to assure each of our clients

that his wheels were out of truth, by making actual teste. In each case

we found the front wheels were from 1 in. to 2 in. out of line, so that a

constant skidding action was upon the tread.

Our clients were one and all surprised at the turn of events, though

not the less pleased at having the fault pointed out.

We think the point is interesting to even those manufacturers who

are not in a position to guarantee their goods, for with a non-alignment

of the front wheels there must be undue wear of tyres and hard remarks

upon the poorness of quality of the material, and, having no further claim

upon the maker once the tyre is paid for, a customer is naturally reticent

to write and complain. Consequently a maker is blamed for faults for

which he is in no wise responsible, and it behoves car-owners to assure

themselves by periodical teste that the front wheels of their car are in

alignment, as a liad rut in the road, or even a gentle collision with a kerb

in approaching it diagonally, may cause a slight distortion, which will

play havoc with the front tyres in the course of a few hundred miles.—

Yours truly,

The Proprietors of the Motor House,

Percy Easton, Director.

A SIMPLE HUB BRAKE AND HOW TO MAKE AND

FIT IT.

To thb Editor or The Motor-Gar Journal.

SIR,—I notice with interest Mr. Tom Williams's remarks on the

above subject. If mere repetition is proof, a simple hub brake is of no

value. On reading his condemnation of it, a paraphrase of a well-known

piece of Dryden suggested itself to me.

" And your correspondent may aspire to gain renown,

By writing himself up and pulling others down."

But has this gentleman given proof of what he alleges? In fact,

has he brought forward any one argument ? No, he merely states it is

no good ; leave all such things to the makers, and if their production

fails, I presume the coroner will have to settle on whom the responsi

bility rests. . The proof of the pudding is in. the eating, and I am pre

pared to hold by a simple hub brake. I therefore suggest that Mr.

Williams selects a hill and accompanies me in my car, if he will honour

and trust me. He can dismount on the hill, and if the brakes do not

hold on that hill—of his own choice—in both directions, I am willing

to give £5 to any charity he names, providing he will give a tenth of

that amount in what I know he must consider an absolute impossibility,

namely " the holding of a simple hub brake."—Yours truly,

Charles T. W. Hirsch.

A TRIBUTE TO SLOUGH.

To thb Editor or The Mttor-Gar Journal.

Sir,—While the A. A. does not pretend to act as a censor of motor

car manners, and while we are content for our badge to be honoured

without flaunting it as indicative of so-called considerate driving, I

beg the hospitality of your columns to appeal on behalf of the town of

Slough. For the past few months we have had a patrol on special point

duty at each end of that town to regulate, and, when necessary, restrain

the speed of cars through the streets. This with the cordial co-oper

ation of both the local council and police. Many of the complaints

which led to our action were against what are known as red letter

•cars, i.e., those bearing trade identification marks.
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I have discussed the subject with several gentlemen of note in

"Slough, and hasten to pay tribute to their fair and sportsmanlike attitude

towards automobilism. Indeed, it is no breach of confidence to assert

that on the open roads of Berkshire one may drive at quite nineteen

miles per hour without persecution, if only the villages and towns are

treated gently. Surely this is fair. What matter if a gentle amble

^through Slough does involve an extra five minutes? In those minutes

• a considerate motorist—badge or no badge—will make ten times five con

verts to automobilism, and this, after all, is important.

Prevention is better than opposition ; the A. A. patrols are obviating

the necessity for a special speed limit through Slough, which without

any doubt would hive been applied for and granted ere this. I ask the

friendly aid of motor-car firms, and suggest with all diffidence that

managers might more carefully select the routes along which drivers are

ordered to "test" cars. Mileage, speed, petrol and consumption are

i frequently reckoned without sufficient consideration being given to the

number of towns through which the men have to pass. I submit with

even greater diffidence that it has seldom occurred to the gentlemen to

make special allowance for town driving, on the principle of controls in

•long distance road contests.

The sportsmanlike spirit displayed by Slongh administrators cannot

be too highly praised. Fair runs and no favour are too few and far

between ; it may be hoped, therefore, that our patrols' efforts to prevent

furious driving through Slough will not be disregarded.—Yours truly,

Stenson Cook.

HEDGE CUTTING.

To thi Editob of The llotor-Car Journal.

Sir,—It is very necessary, in the interests of the safety of the public,

that hedges, at corners and cross-roads, should be cut or trimmed so as

to ^ive drivers and others a view of the approaching traffic. The Motor

Union appeals, therefore, to local authorities to exercise their powers

under Section 65 of the Highway Act, 1835, to cause any tree or hedge

that obstructs the view at cross and side roads to be cut or pruned.

Members of the public are requested to draw the attention of occupiers

. And the local authorities to cases where such action is necessary.—Yours

■ truly,

W. Rees Jeffreys.Sec. Motor Union,

TOP GEAR DRIVING.

To thb Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—There seems to be a widely-held belief amongst motorists

that there is some special virtue in being able to drive continuously on

the top gear. Many drivers are so reluctant to use the change-speed

lever that they will keep on "top" until practically the last gasp of

the motor. I, for one, fail to see where the merit is in remaining upon

this gear with the motor knocking and hammering, straining itself and

-every part of the car by its jerky action. It is, of course, conducive to

fuel economy that a car should be operated upon the top gear up to its

full load—that is, up to the point at which it begins to slow down

noticeably under full throttle ; but nothing is gained, not even economy

•in fuel, by allowing it to slow down to the point at which the revolu

tions become jerky. Even speed is sacriiied, for the car will frequently

make better time if a change is made to the next lower gear. To many-

it is a matter of pride to say that they have traversed certain hills on

the high gear. With such it often happens that "pride goeth before a

-fall," for a broken crankshaft or badly loosened bearings generally

rresults from an adherence to the practice of " worrying " over hills on the

top speed, rather than drop to " third " or even " second."—Yours

, -truly,

Corinthian.

THE MOTOR UNION HANDBOOK.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—I am sorry that I cannot commend the Handbook Committee

■ of the Motor Union on its promptness in getting out the annual hand

book. Here we are with almost half the year gone and yet.no hand

book. If it is delayed much longer it might as well he left over and got

ready for the 1908 season, so that it might be sent out early in January

■ next. Perhaps Mr. Rees Jeffreys, the secretary, will^ay when the work

may be expected to be issued, as the touring season is now rapidly

■ approaching, when one may have occasion to refer to the book.—Yours

truly,

A Yorkshire Member.

Trip to Penzance.—A correspondent who proposes to take a

seventeen days' motor trip from Hastings to Penzance on an 8-h.p. car

- wishes for information as to the hotels, &c, en route, via Portsmouth

and Exeter and returning via Bath and Reading.

On Sunday last, a large quantity of spare parts, tools, &c, fell out

- of a 40-h.p. Weigel car between London and Brighton. Messrs.

Weigel Motors, Ltd., will be obliged if anybody finding same will

- communicate with them. ,ic'<2>5

Cars for South America.—One of our South American readers,

- Senor Mariano Rostey, of E. Matto Grosso, Corumba, Brazil, writes

that he is anxious to receive catalogues—in Spanish or French where

i possible—from motor-car manufacturers.

CLUBS AND .ASSOCIATIONS.

 

R.A.C.

A J. P. and two members of the Metropolitan Police Force have

been awarded driving certificates as a result of the examination held at

the Clubhouse on the 18th ult.

THE AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION.

The A. A. patrols have been out in force at week-ends since the

holidays at Whitsuntide. Practically every main road round London

was dealt with in addition to several long stretches in Yorkshire and

Huntingdonshire, and one or two outposts in other parts of the country.

For the Motor Union Festival at Lincoln and the races at Bexhill the

expenses of a special deployment on the roads to both these towns

increased the A. A. wages bil) by more than £50. General approval was

expressed of the practical utility of the yellow badged cyclists, and the

kindly reference which Mr. C. D. Rose. M.P., Chairman of the Royal

Automobile Club aud Motor Union, made in his speech on the Saturday

has aroused much appreciation among the supporters of the A. A.

 

— The 25 h.p. Speedwell Car, fitted with landaulet body, just delivered

to the iBight Hon. Viscount Colville of Culroas by the New Speed

well Motor Company, Ltd.

COMMERCIAL MOTOR USERS' ASSOCIATION.

New members of the Commercial Motor Users' Association include

leading firms in the iron, brewery, dairy, piano, druggist, milling, furni

ture, and other industries. In view of the forthcoming trials a large

influx of new members is expected.

NORTH EASTERN ASSOCIATION.

The Year Book of the North Eastern Automobile Association for

the current season is extremely comprehensive, and reflects credit on

those who have been responsible for its compilation, la addition to the

usual information for club members, there is a list of the leading hotels

in Northumberland and Durham as well as of the retail dealers of petrol

and garages in the two counties. The maps showing the roads out from

Newcastle, Sunderland, Durham, Darlington and Stockton are extremely

gooi, indicating the locality of leading garages as well as sharp turns.

Following the rules of the North Eastern Automobile Association are

those governing the local clubs affiliated thereto, and also a list of

members, including a dozen M.P.'s who are honorary members. At the

end of the book we notice several ruled pages for memoranda and

particulars of motor runs during the season.

ESSEX:MOTOR CLUB.

To encourage light car owners and makers, this club is including a

class in their 200 miles non-stop rjliability trial on June 22nd for cars
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selling priee of which does not exceed £250. The competition will take

place on a qniet course in Essex, having its base at Ongar, and will con

sist of 100 miles non-stop in the morning and 100 miles non-stop in the

afternoon, the cars being under official observation the whole of the

time, and no adjustment; being allowed during fie luncheon interval.

Flexibility in the form of a slow speed drive on top gear will be included

in the points for finding the winner. Full particulars can be obtained

from the assistant honorary secretary, Mr. Ernest Bass, of Ongar.

CARDIFF MOTOR CLUB.

The reliability run inaugurated by the above club took place on

Wednesday, last week. The competitors, numbering about a dozen,

started off from Boath Court at 10.30 a.m., the route being to Boss,

via Usk, Baglan, Monmouth, and Pencraig, and with the exception of

one car, which lost time owing to punctures, all the entrants arrived

within the scheduled times. Alter lunch the judge (Mr. B. Hall, Boss)

restarted the party home, the route being via St. Owen's Cross, Maislow,

Whitchurch, Monmouth, to Baglan, where a halt was made and the

times checked by Mr. T. Savary (Usk). Tea was here partaken of,

after which a start was made for home, which was reached about

8 o'clock, six cars completing the journey without losing a mark.

Those who lost marks were chiefly troubled by punctures: Mr. S. Hall

(Cardiff) took the times at the home control, g

LINCOLNSHIRE MOTORCYCLE CLUB.

There were twenty-five starters in the Beliability Trial of th°

Lincolnshire Motor-Cycle Club, and twenty-one finished the difficult

course of ninety-five miles, which took in the towns of Sleaford, Boston,

Spilsby, Louth, Wragby and Lincoln. The riders started from any

town on this circular course, and very considerable interest was taken

in the event. Each rider had to make out a schedule of time, and,

checked at various points, the rider who did the most meritorious per

formance, keeping closest to his schedule, was to win thejsplendid silver

challenge cup offered for the event, silver medals being awarded to all

riders making non-stop runs.

The brothers E. K. and H. G. Cole, Boxholme, went out together,

and, carrying a time-table on their handlebars, only deviated 2J min.

in the whole ride, and that between Sleaford and Boston, eighteen miles,

during a very bad storm. They therefore tie for first place,- and are to

decide whether they will run it off or one withdraw. 15. E. Cole ude a

3i-h.p. Brown, and H. G. Cole a 3i-h.p. N.S.U. Alan L. Shaw, Gran

tham, riding a 3^-h.p. Minerva, oame third, his total deviation being

only 5 min. ; A. D. Bates, Lincoln, four-cylinder F.N., was fourth with

a total deviation of 9 mins. ; H. Mills, Grimsby, 2j-h.p. De Dion, fifth,

with 14 min. ; J. W. Porter. Grantham, 2|-h.p. Minerva, was 15 min.

outside his schedule time ; A. C. Mackenzie, Lincoln, 5-h.p. twin Bex,

21 min. ; J. A. Mettham, Grantham, 3J-h.p. Minerva, 21 min. ;

C. Moore, Lincoln, 5-h.p. twin Bex, 22 min., and J. Kirby, Lincoln,

3£-h.p. Lincoln Elk, 28 min. These all stand for non-stop medals,

subject to checking.

BLACKHEATH.

A PAPER chase was held by the Blackheath A.C. on Saturday, and

the novelty of the event was much appreciated by the members present.

Professor Carlton J. Lambert, M.A., was the hare, and, although not

allowed to exceed an average speed of fifteen miles an hour, successfully

eluded capture. About forty members and friends arrived to tea at

Down. Among those present were :—Messrs. W. F. Butcher, H. Beadle,

L. Beadle, H. J. Fisher, O. V. Flather, A. Jackson, Protessor C. J.

Lambert, Messrs. T. Marshall and W. Whiteway.

MOTOR UNION.

Mr. Harold Brewer was recently summoned at Baglan for driv

ing a motor-car to the danger of the public, the case being ultimately

dismissed. It is interesting to note that Mr. Brewer, who is a member

of the Motor Union, was carrying the Motor Union car badge at the

time of the occurrence, and instructed Mr. F. C. Shackel, of Cardiff,

one of the local solicitors of the Union, to defend him. As the Union

are satisfied that Mr. Brewer did not in fact drive to the danger of

the public, he is entitled to have one half of his legal expenses refunded,

which will be forwarded to him by the Union in due course.

SOUTHERN MOTOR CLUB.

This club was fully represented by its delegates at the Motor

Union meet at Lincoln. At the gymkhana, Mr. 8. W. Phillpott was

most successful, taking three prizes in three events. The delegates

and members rode direct from Lincoln through to Bexhill, being the

official club rendezvous, where thirty other members were met, and the

trip was thoroughly enjoyed by everyone.

On the return journey information was received of a police trap on

the Dicker road, and, after a careful watch, anelectrical timing trap was

discovered. The trappists were discovered behind a thick coppice, and it

was only by sound that the cars were timed. The members stopped all

cars and showed the occupants the spectacle of the gentleman in blue

quietly reading novels behind the hedge.

The competition for the Uamage cup will take place to-day

(Saturday) on the Bath road ; meet at Bercley Arms, Hole, Cranford

Bridge, and not on the 8th, as previously noted. There will be a picnic

on Sunday, the 2nd inst., at High Wycombe, meet at Chequers Hotel,

Uxbridge, at 11.30 a.m. On the return journey tea will be taken at

Marlow. vans

Entries are now coming in for the climb on the 22nd inst. at Kydd's-

Hill, East Grinstead, and the event promises to evoke widespread

interest, especially in the motor-'bus class and that for the lady drivers,

some prominent names having been received.

THE MOTOR CLUB.

The first motor run in connection with the above club will take

place on Sunday, June 9th, assembling in Coventry Street, London,

W., at 10.30 a.m. The run will be to Brighton, where luncheon will

be provided at the Boyal York Hotel.

The Motor Club is moving rapidly. Though scarcely seven weeks-

old, the membership now stands at over eight hundred, and there is a

waiting list of one hundred more. The club will hold a gymkhana at

Hastings later in the season.

MANCHESTER.

Last week the Manchester Motor Club had a very interesting:

reliability trial. The route on the first day (Thursday, 21th ult.), was

from Manchester to Aberystwyth, through Stockport, Warrington,

Chester and Wrexham. Twenty-one cars started. No mishap occurred

on the early part of the journey, but the occupants of two cars took

refuge from the rain at Ruabon, and as they stopped their engines they

were booked by the judges for an infringement of the rules. Lunch was-

taken at Bala, and the journey resumed through Dolgelly to Aberyst

wyth. The following claimed non-stop runs :—J. Higginson (Hollin-

drake De la buire), P. Bell (Bell), E. Jones (Horbick), V.New (Siddeley),

Butter (Humber), V. Grey (Allday), T. Garner (Singer), T. Garner

(Darraeq), Cranham (Horbick), Wright (Humber), M'Niell (Cottereau),

J. Newton (Scat), F. C. Hunt (Humber). (

The trials were continued on Friday, the destination being

Stratford-on-Avon, by way of Builth, Hereford, and Tewkesbury. The

last day's programme of the Manchester Motor Club's reliability test

was entered upon on Saturday morning from Stratford-on-Avon. It

consisted of a speed test on Sunrising Hill, between Stratford and

Banbury. The two preceding days had been severe tests of reliability,

made more difficult by the rain and the bad state of the roads, and this

influenced the committee in decidiag to allow all cars to he tuned up

before the third day's test. Out of the twenty-one cars which started in

the trial seventeen successfully climbed the hill. The official results

will be made known in a few days.

MOTOR-CYCLE CLUB OF VICTORIA

The Motor Cycle Club of Victoria (Melbourne) held their 100

mile road race on April 22nd, on a twenty-five mile course a few

miles outside Melbourne. The course included two very stiff hills to

be taken twice, and the race waB run for the greater part during some

severe showers of blinding rain. Despite this, Mr. H. F. Hall, on a

5-h.p. Peugeot, did the first fifty miles in 1 h. 12 min., and the full

100 in 2 h. 26 min., thereby winning the first trophy, a trophy for

fasted time, and the 100 Miles road record, equalling 43'3 miles per

hour. Mr. J. R. McKenzie, on a 3}-h.p. Peugeot, was second, 2 h.

41 min., and Mr. E. Brown, 3^-h.p. Peugeot, third, 2 h. 49J min.

There were twenty starters, and, despite the inclement weather,

a large number of visitors watched the race and cheered the winner at-

the finish. A large number of motor-cars and motor-cycles were also

on the road. The arrangements were ably carried out under thej

direction of the hon. secretary, Mr. McArthur.

THE ROAD IMPROVEMENT ASSOCIATION.

Ik connection with the trials organised by the Koad Improvement

Association, and referred to on another page, the numerous company

adjourned to lunch, at the invitation of the Berkshire A. C, at the Grand

Stand luncheon room, Ascot, on Friday, where Major E. R. Portal,

the President of the Berkshire Automobile Club, was supported by

Mr. C. D: Rose, M.P., the Hon. Arthur Stanley, M.P., Col. Boswortb,

Sir George Livesey, Sir H. Praed, and many of the city and county-

surveyors of the country. After the loyal toasts had been honoured

Dr. Guglielminetti proposed the toast of "The Roads Improvement

Association," referring to its work as essentially in keeping' with the

practical spirit of the English people. He said that in Paris they

were organising for Christmas next a great anti-dust congress, from

which important results were anticipated. As illustrating the inter

national character of the road question, he went on to say that while

we owed good roads all over the world to two Englishmen, Telford

and Buchanan, it was to the French that the experiments with regard

to tar were pioneered.

Response was made by the Hon. Arthur Stanley, M.P., who-

referred to the vexed question as to whether the keeping of roads in

order should be a matter for the local authorities or for the nation.

The experiments which they had seen were necessary, and it was obvious

that no Government or county authority could undertake such work ;

hence the value of such an Association, which, with the help of the

R.A.C. and the Motor Union, has been able to carry on', experiments

that would he, for the benefit of all classes of users of the road. It wast*

the advantage of the movement that these should be undertaken by as
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.Association which embraced all classes rather than by any organisation

definitely deveted to automobilism. It was worthy of note that this

•question had been removed from the " taint of the motor " and they were

then meeting at the headquarters of the equine. If was often said that

-they could not have all this new traffic on the roads because they were

not snited for it ; but that was not the position which Telford and his

immediate successors had taken up. They saw that better means of

-communication were necessary and set to work to. find them. That was

the position which was taken up by the Roads Improvement Association,

the toast of which had been so well proposed by D. (iuglielminetti.

Mr. C. D. Rose, M.P., Chairman ot the ll.A.C, proposed" The road

-authorities of the United Kingdom," and paid a tribute to the good

work which was being done by the road surveyors and other experts.

He hoped that the experiments they had been able to carry out would

.give results which would assist these authorities in allaying the dust

trouble, from which motorists suffered as well as other people. There

were great difficulties ia the way of preparing a scheme wliich wonld

adequately safeguard the local authorities in the matter of the control

and maintenance of the roads, but doubtless a solution would be found,

--and in the meantime they heartily recognised the good work that was

being done by the existing authorities.

Response was made by Mr. C. A. Ferard, the chairman of the

Highways Committee of the Berkshire County Council, who referred

to the revolution which had taken place in the road traffic within the

last six years. A new condition of things had been created which was

not contemplated by the original builders of the roads, and inequalities

4iad arisen which were particularly hard on counties like Berkshire,

CASES UNDER THE MOTOR CAR ACT.

Dismissals.

Col. Chalener Knox has been charged at Dublin with driving a

motor-car at an excessive speed. After hearing the evidence the

magistrate said te did not think this was a case for a conviction, er

even a caution. It was a proper case for the police to bring, and on

Colonel Knox paying the police expenses, 17s. 3d., he would dismiss the

At the Uckfield Petty Sessions, Wm. Conlan, Lewes, successfully

contended that the accident which was responsible for his appearance in

Court was the result of a side-slip, anil'1 was not caused by any negligence

on his part. In opening, Mr. Lawson Lewis, who appeared for the

police, stated that defendant attempted to drive between a cart and a

three-horse wagon on the road leading from Sheffield Park Station to

the Sheffield Arms, with the result that he collided with a wheel of

the former vehicle. This statement was borne out by several witnesses,

all of whom expressed the opinion that the car was driven recklessly.

Without retiring the Bench decided to dismiss the case.

Charles Andrews, Pemberton Gardens, London, was summoned

at Hove County Bench for negligently driving a motor-car on the

London Road, Patcham, on April 28th. The magistrates, after hearing

the evidence, retired to consider their decision, and, on returning, said

they considered the case not proved and dismissed it.

Fines amounting to £51, exclusive of costs, were imposed at

Lancaster on eight motorists charged with exceeding the speed limit.

 

An Argyll climbing Cudham Hill, Kent.

■where a rate of Id. in the pound did not produce more than £4,000.

They were far removed from the source of tne road materials, and thirty-

-eight miles of the Bath road ran through their county, which was

largely used by motorists who were not licensed within that area.

Mr. Robert Todd, in proposing the toast of " The competitors," said

'that it spoke well for the future success of the tar treatment of roads

when, although the system had only been in use a little time, they

bad been able to get so many machines to compete, and so many

(preparations to be tested.

The toast of " The Berkshire Automobile Club " followed, and then the

returned again to the roads, where the experiments were

Thk new club rooms of the Western India Motor Union have been

•opened with a reception, at which opportunity for gauging the enterprise

of the organisation was taken advantage of by many leading motorists

in the Dependency.

Upon the occasion of his visit to Hatfield on Saturday last, Prince

Foshima and suite made use of two Daimler cars placed at their disposal

by the Brompton Motor Company.

The Maudslay Motor Company (1907), Ltd., are removing their

London depot from 213, Knightsbridge, S.W., to more commanding

premises at 60, Piccadilly, VV., where, after the lstinst., a selection of

cheir latest models will be on view.

The fines on motorists at Haywards Heath on Wednesday of last

week amounted to £81 9s. 5d. including costs.

For travelling at a rate exceeding twelve miles an hour a motor-

'bus driver has Jbapn fined £3 and coats at the Lambeth Police Court.

Dangerous Driving. ,

The Bingham magistrates have had before them a Newark motor

car driver, summoned for driving a car at a speed and in a manner

dangerous to the public at Uamston, on May 5tb. The defendant was

Arthur.!. White, of Portland Street, Newark, and he pleaded not guilty.

Police-Constable Mollis deposed that about seven p.m. he saw defendant

driving a motor-car towards Nottingham at a dangerous speed. Harry

Spencer said the car passed him at a tremendous speed. He estimated

it at forty miles an hour, and he reported the matter to the police.

William Henry Johnson, of the Milton's Head Hotel, Nottingham, said

he hired the car to go to Southwell. He did not consider White drove

the car recklessly or at a dangerous pace. It took an hour and three-

quarters to come from Southwell via Newark to Parliament Street,

Nottingham. A fine of £5 was imposed on the charge of driving at a speed

dangerous to the public.

A Triple Charge.

At the Thames (London) Police Court, Henry Annett was sum

moned for unlawfully driving a motor-car without a licence, and further

for fraudulently using a driver's licence under the Motor Car Act ; and

Robert W. Chapman, of Ley Street, Ilford, was also summoned for allow

ing Annett to use his licence. On behalf of the defendant, counsel said
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that Annett was a mechanic, and as a motor-car had broken down at

Croydon, Messrs. Webster sent him there on another car driven by

Chapman, to repair it. He did so, and on returning found there was

heavy traffic in the Mile End Road. Being a more experienced man

than Chapman he drove the car, although he had not got a licence.

Just as he did so a boy rushed into the car and was killed, but it was

roved no blame attached to Annett. When the latter was asked for

is licence he produced the one issued to Chapman, his excuse being that

his wife was very ill and that he wished to save her worry. On the first

summons Annett was fined 10s. and 30s. costs, and 30s. on the second

one. Chapman was ordered to pay 30s. and 10s. costs, and his licence

was endorsed.

No Light.

The Aberdeen police are watching the lights of motorists, and in a

case just heard the Sheriff said it was a misfortune that the light should

have gone out in the particular case before him ; but the law compelled

the possession of a light, and the delinquent driver was fined £1, with

the alternative of three days' imprisonment.

Exceeding Legal Limit.

At the Spittlegate (Grantham) Petty Sessions a motor driver, em

ployed by Mr. Bum?ide, at Tollerton Hall, Notts., was summoned for

driving a motor-car at a dangerous speed at Manthorpe, on the 28th

April last. Defendant pleaded guilty. P.c. Aldenby said on the date

named he was in Manthorpe, when he saw a car coming from the direction

oi Grantham. It was travelling at such a furious rate that he was un

able to see how many occupants there were in it, or the number in front.

He afterwards got the number from the back. "A fine of £5, and costs

£1, was imposed.

AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS.

A CAR with the identification plate L.C. 5,877 was proceeding along

Roehampton Lane on Sunday afternoon, when it failed to take the curve

at the village end of the road, and crashed into the wall of Manresa

House, the Jesuit College. Owing, perhaps, to the fragile character of

the obstruction, nobody was injured, but a considerable stretch of the
brick partition was demolished. *• '

A MOTOR-CAR crashed into a milk cart at the corner of Uxbridge Road

and Bath Road, at Slough. The car, which was owned by Mr. Arthur

Lu Cios, of Regent Street, was considerably damaged.

The Langholm and Carlisle mail gig was approaching Longtown late

on Monday when a motor-car dashed into the rear of it. The gig was

upset, and the two occupants thrown out and seriously injured.

At the White Horse Inn, Mare Hill, Fnlborough, on Saturday

afternoon, Mr. F. W. Butler, the West Sussex coroner, held an inqnest

on the body of Emma Leadbetter, who died on the previous Thursday

from injuries received through being knocked down by a motor-car,

owned and driven by Mr. James H. Deakin, of Hollingbourne, Kent.

After hearing the evidence, the jury returned a verdict of accidental

death and exonerated the driver from all blame in the matter.

A remarkable accident occurred on Saturday afternoon at

Cordon Road, Camberley. Colonel Ruxton was driving a spirited horse

in a dog-cart when he met Major Buckley's motor-car, driven by his

chauffeur. The horse became unmanageable, and jumped through the

plate glass wind shield of the motor-car. Colonel Ruxton was thrown

out into the road, and received an injury to his shoulder. The

chauffeur escaped with a few scratches. The horse had its throat cut

by the glass, and received several deep cuts on the chest. One of its

shoes was also torn off, and it will probably have to be destroyed.

Mr. J. T. Milburn, a Cardiff stockbroker, his wife, two

daughters, son, and chauffeur were seriously injured in a motor acci

dent at Coedkernew, near Newport, on Saturday evening. To avoid a

horseman, some dogs, and a trap, tbe car was diverted sharply to the

side of the road, and running up a bank it turned right over.

Two men travelling to Alnwick on a motor-cycle and trailer met

with a serious accident at Felton Bridge. The cycle struck the

parapet of the bridge, and the rider was thrown over the wall and fell

into the river below, a distance of 25 feet. He was got out and taken

to a doctor, who found that he was suffering from a fractured knee-cap.

The London to Brighton postal motor-van met with an unusual

accident the other morning. While proceeding through Burgess Hill,

tbe steering apparatus failed to act, and the vehicle crossed to the off

side and collided with a street watering post. It then dashed into a

brick wall, which was knocked down, and the motor-van came to a stop

in a flower bed outside the house occupied by Mr. T. H. Jeffries, who was

awakened by the noise. He hastily dressed and procured the assistance of

some workmen in the village. After an hour and a half the motor-van

was got into the road, and proceeded to Brighton with the mails. The

driver and sorter escaped injury.

The business of Messrs. Docker Bros., who are well known as manu

facturers of paints, varnishes', &c, is being converted into a limited

liability company with a capital of £150,000. We understand there will

be no initial public issue.

One of the latest cars delivered by the Wolseley Tool and Motor

Car Company is a 45-b.p. six-cylinder Siddeley landaulet. The pur

chaser is Mr. W. T. Madge, of " The Globe " and " The People," whose

satisfactory experience of an 18-24-h.p. Siddeley induced him to order

the more powerful and modern vehicle for touring.

A JOINT MEET AND HILL CLIMB.

By the invitation of Mr. F. A. Bolton, J.P., of Moor Court, Oak-

amoor, the president of the Derby and District Automobile Club, the-

members of the Nottinghamshire, Derby and District, Leicestershire, and

Mid-Staffordshire Automobile Clubs had a joint meet in tbe wilds of

North Staffordshire on Saturday. From Derby, Ashbourne, and Leek

the roads were quite busy with motor traffic,- and there were about

eighty cars with their passengers present.

The primary object of the gathering was to have a hill-climbing

competition, for which each club was permitted to nominate tour of its-

members, the trophy at stake being Mr. Bolton's silver challenge cup.

Each of the sixteen competitors had a trial run up the hill, in which he-

was in honour bound compelled to do his best. The cars were then

drawn in pairs, and handicapped according to their trial times, the object

being to provide close and exciting finishes. In the subsequent rounds

tbe handicap was reframed. There was one particularly exciting heat

in which Mr. Charles Hardy, on his 45-h.p. Daimler, was called upon to-

five 1 mia. 21 sec. to Mr. A. H. C. Wenger, on an 18-22-h.p. Beeston

lumber, and the Bcratch car just caught and passed the other a few

yards from the post. The winner of the cup was Mr. J. B. Marsden

Smedley, of the Derby and District Club, on a 24-h.p. De Dietrich, Dr.

R. G.Hogarth, of the Notts. Club, being the runner-up on a 12-16-h.p.

Talbot. The times in the trial spins, on which the handicaps were-

framed, and the results of the various heats, are appended :—

DERBY AND DISTRICT CLUB.

M S

Mr. Arthur Ford, 30-35-h.p. Daimler 1 th

Mr. J.B. Marsden Smedley, 24-h.p. De Dietrich 2 31

Mr. L. P. Mell, 15-h.p. Darracq 3 27

Mr. George B. Fletcher, 10-12-h.p. Humber 5 10-

NOTTINGHAM CLUB.

Mr. C. Hardy, 45-h.p. Daimler ... 1 19'

Mr. H. Bowden, 30-h.p. Darracq 2 22'

Dr. R. G. Hogarth, 12-16-h.p. Talbot 3 49>

Mr. A. N. Lee, 10-12-h.p. Humber 4 15-

LEICESTER CLUB.

Mr. W. Coltman, 12-14-h.p. Fiat 3 32

Mr. J. A. Doran, 24-h.p. Minerva. 1 55

Mr. J. A. Harper, 15-h.p. Humber 2 50

Mr. R. Herbert, 14-h.p. Vulcan... .„ 2 59

MID-STAFFS. CLUB.

Mr. C, H. Riley, 18-22-h.p. Daimler 2 2T

Mr. A. H. C. Wenger, 18-22-h.p. Beeston Humber... ... 2 40-

Mr. G. F. Brindley, 12-14-h.p. Clement-Talbot 2 46-

Mr. F. W. Podmore, 10-12.h.p. Coventry Humber 3 30

In the first round Mr. F. W. Podmore, beat Mr. Arthur FoTd ; Mr.

J. B. Marsden Smedley beat Mr. L. F. Brindley ; Mr. A. N. Lee beat Mr.

L. P. Mell ; Mr. R. Herbert beat Mr. G. B. Fletcher ; Mr. Chas.

Hardy beat Mr. A. H. C. Wenger ; Mr. W. Coltman beat Mr. H. Bowden -r

Mr. J. A. Doran (holder) beat Mr. C. H. Riley ; Dr. R. G. Hogarth

beat Mr. J. A. Harper.

In the second round Mr. A. N. Lee beat Mr. R. Herbert ; Dr.

R. G. Hogarth beat Mr. W. Coltman ; Mr. J. A. Doran beat Mr. F. W.

Podmore ; Mr. J. B. Marsden Smedley beat Mr. Chas. Hardy.

In the semi-fihils, Mr. J. B. Marsden Smedley, 24-h.p. De Dietrich

(45 sec. start), beat Mr. J. A. Doran, 24-h.p. Minerva. Time, 2 rain.

41 sec., and Dr. R. G. Hogarth, 12-16-h.p. Talbot, beat Mr. A. N. Lee,.

10-12-h.p. Humber (40 sec. start). Time, 2 min. 20 sec.

The final resulted : Mr. J. B. Marsden Smedley, 24-h.p. De

Dietrich (11 sec. start), beat Dr. Hogarth, 12-16-h.p. Talbot. Time,

2 min. 16 sec.

The officials were :—Judge, Mr. F. A. Bolton ; timekeeper, Mr.

Charles J. Allin (Derby A.C.); starter, Mr. G. H. Kirk (Notts. A.C.) ;

clerks of the course, Messrs. Alan McAlpin (Leicester A.C.), Booth.

Granger (Notts. A.C.), and J. Comes Nevitt (Mid-Staffs. A.C.).

Following the hill-climb the motorists adjourned to Moor Court foi

tea, and Mr. Bolton handed the cup to Mr. Smedley, who suitably-

responded.

PUBLIC MOTOR SERVICES.

—

Mr. C. Chapman's new motor char-a-banc has made its first public-

journey from Grassington. It is intended for service between Grassing-

ton Station and Buekden. The makers of the engine and chassis are-

Commercial Cars, Ltd., and it was supplied through Messrs. Grace and

Sutcliffe, of Keighley. The body was locally built by Mr. W. V.

Patrick, of Grassington.

In consequence of a complaint by carriage proprietors that the new

motor char-a-bancs were plying for hire without being licensed, the

motor vehicles at Llandudno are to load only on private land.

A new motor-omnibus service has been inaugurated between

Cricklewood and Victoria, London, S.W. s—

The stringent action of the Metropolitan Police with regard to the

motor-'buses plying for hiie is occasioning much concern among the

owners of such vehicles. No fewer than sixty-five of the Vanguard line-

are in garage undergoing alteration with a view to their quieter running:
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to meet the objections of the police. At least two other companies have

been ordered to take practically all their vehicles off the streets.

A public motor service, with cars of 30-40-h.p., has been inaugu

rated for tours in the Snowdonian districts. The excursions include

the loop tour and Snowdon, and one to the famous marble chnrch at

Boddelwyddan.

A daily motor service has been established between Chatham and

Koohester.

A new char-a-banc, by Messrs. Durham, Churchill and Co., is about

to be put into service by the Penrith and District Motor Service Com

pany, Ltd.

^

COMPANY NEWS.

New Companies Registered.

Foes Accumulator Company.—£10,000. To acquire patent No.

17,238 of 1905, for improvements in electrodes for secondary batteries,

and to adopt an agreement with Mr. H. F. Joel, A.M.I.C.E. No

Initial pnblie issue. Table A mainly applies. 110-11, Strand, W.C.

_Wick Motor Engineering Works.—£5,000. To acquire the

business of the Wick Motor Engineering Works and Garage, now

carried on by Mr. R. T. Gill, at D'Avigor Road, Hove. First directors :

Messrs. R. T. Gill, R. W. R. GUI, and R. D. Rason. D'Avigor Road,

Hove.

Hodges and Mason.—£2,000. To take over the business of motor

and cycle dealers carried on at High Street, Christchurch, as Hodges and

Mason, 31, High Street, Christchurch, Hants.

ROAD REPORTS.

Royston.—Following on the recent fatal motor-car accident at the

cross-roads at Royston, the Royston Urban Council have determined

to apply for an order limiting the speed of motor-cars through the town

to eight miles an hour.

Withington (Lancs.).—Alderman Copeland presided at a meeting

of the Withington Special Committee of the Manchester City Council.

The excessive speed of motor-cars passing through the district was com

plained of in a letter from the Chorlton-cum-Hardy Ratepayers'

Association, which stated its willingness to support any action of the

committee in obtaining through the Local Government Board a fixed

speed limit within its own area. This is now being asked for.

Beckenham.—Arrangements have been made for the spraying of

the Beckenham roads with tar as soon as the weather is convenient.

Beckenham was one of the foremost towns to try experiments in over

coming the dust nuisance, and as a result came to the conclusion that

of the materials at present available, tar which had undergone a rough

process of distillation was the best.

The Thames Towing Path.—The Local Government Board have

fixed Jnne 5 as the date of the public inquiry, at Hampton Wick, in con

nection with the proposal of the Office of Works to prohibit the driving

of motor-cars along t lie river-side towpath between Hampton Court and

Kingston bridges.

Scotland.—Applications for the ten mile speed limit have been

made to the Scotch authorities by the Town Councils of Grantown-on-

Spey, Forres and Penicuik.

 

The 30-h.p. six-seated Beeston-Humber Landaulet supplied to Lord Justice Homer. The car is of the standard type in every respect, aad

his lordship has expressed approval of its satisfactory running.

Thompson-Bennett, Ltd.—This company has just been registered

with a capital of £5,000 in £1 shares, to adopt an agreement with Messrs.

J. A. Thomson, P. F. Bennett, and J. H. Chambers, and to carry on in

England and elsewhere the business of manufacturers of and dealers in

all Kinds of component parts, accessories, and fittings used in the con

struction and propulsion of motor vehicles. Mr. P. F. Bennett, who

was with the Electric Ignition Company, Ltd., will be the managing

director, and Mr. J. H. Chambers will be manager of the works, wbicn

are located in Heneage Street, Birmingham.

Cleveland Car Company.—£35,000. Manufacturers of and

dealers in motois, motor engines, &c. No initial public issue. First

directors : Messrs. C. F. Dixon, 0.iB.|Pease,and C G. Huntriss. Smith-

field Road, Darlington.

Peter Lek and Sons.—Registered, with a capital of £5,000 in

£1 shares, to acquire and carry on the existing businesses of oil re

finers and motor spirit merchants. Registered office : 7, High Street,

Glasgow.

Devon Automobile and Carriage Company. —£20,000. To take

over the business of motor manufacturers and agents, carriage builders,

&c., carried on at Exeter as Stand Held and White. First directors :

Messrs. S. M. White (managing director), A. B. Brain well, and A. H.

Gibbs. 8, Sidwell Street, Exeter.

Boon and Porter,—£9,000. To acquire the business carried on at

161, Castelnau, Barnes, as Boon and Porter, to take on lease or sub-lease

certain premises connected therewith, and carry on the business of

motor engineers, &c. First directors : Messrs. C. W. Drabble, E. G.

Drabble, A. Boon, and J. H. B. Porter. 161, Castelnau, Barnes.

Ashford.—The County Surveyor of Kent has arranged for a warn

ing sign to be put up at Potter's Corner, Ashford, where the road i£

banked the wrong way for tnrning, so that a car going more than

twelve miles an hour is unable to keep to its proper side of the road.

Derby.—In connection with the question of signs in the borough of

Derby, the Derbyshire Club has decided that a letter should be sent to

the Highways Committee of the Derby Town Council, asking if they

would support the erection of warning triangles in the town, thus bring

ing to the notice of strangers passing through the various dangerous and

congested places.

We learn that Mr. George J. N" earing has resigned his position as

works manager with Messrs. Huntley Walker and Company, buea vans

Vauxhall Motors, Ltd., have appointed the Glasgow Automobile

Company, of 83-85, West George Street, Glasgow, as the sole agents for

Scotland for Vauxhall cars. v jrs vans

The reliability of the " Brown " motors was again proved in the

London to Edinburgh ran promoted by the Motor Cycling Club, when

a Brown 25-30-h.p. ear, driven by Mr. R. B. Banks, and two Brown

5-h.p. twin-cylinder motor-bicycles did the whole journey without

mechanical troubles of any kind. The Brown was the first car to arrive

at Newark, Wetherby, Leaven hall, and Edinburgh.

The Valor Co. have received an order from the Royal Automobile

Club for a dozen ef their three-gallon' size "New Era" petrol fire

extinguishers, for the equipment of the new garage in Brick Street,

Piccadilly, W.
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

MAY.

Thursday, 30th.

R.A.C. Tourist Trophy and Heavy Touring Car Races.

The Great Yarmouth M.C.C. 75 miles Penalty run under Auto Cycle

Club's rules. Entrance forms from the secretary, Mr. F. Worts,

Somerton, Yarmouth.

, , Friday, 31st.

R.A.C. Graphic Tourist Race.

JUNE.

Saturday, 1st. i

Entries close for Henry Edmunds Challenge Trophy.

Cleveland Branch of Yorks A.C. run to Hokeby.

Motor Cycling Club's hill climb at Sharpenhoe.

West Essex A.C. run to Black more.

Reliability run of the North-East Lancashire A.C. to Carlisle.

Derby A.C. 'a Gymkhana at Coventry.

Motor Yacht Club races.

Sunday, 2nd.

Meet of the Motor Cycling Club at Frensham Ponds.

Southend M.C. run to Colchester.

Monday, 3rd.

Motor-boat race at New York for Gordon Bennett Cup.

Tuesday, 4th.

The cars in the Herkomer Touring Trophy Competition will be weighed-

in at Dresden.

Wednesday, 5th.

Start of Herkomer Touring Trophy Competition from Dresden.

Saturday, 8th.

R.A.C. Henry Edmunds Hill Climb.

Gymkhana of the Coventry M.C.

Hill climb of the Blackheath A.C.

The Kensington A.C. will hold a Gymkhana in the grounds of Chiswick

House, Chiswick.

Sunday, 9th.

The Motor Cycling Club will meet at the " Cock," Epping, at 11 a.m.'

for a trip to Maldon.

Friday, 11th.

Race for the Kaiser's Prize on the Taunus Course, Germany.

Saturday, 15th.

Conference of officially recognised automobile clubs at Homburg.

Commercial vehicle meet at Reading. Mr. Leo Harris, hon. sec, 379,

Strand, London, W.C.

The children of the Leicester Cripples' Guild will be taken for a drive

by the members of the Leicestershire A.C.

Saturday, 22nd.

Southern Motor Club's open hill climb on Captain Kydd's Hill, East

Grinstead.

Tuesday, 25th.

Scottish A.C. Reliability Trial.

Wednesday, 26th.

Hastings Automobile Meeting. Appearance Competition and Gymkhana,

organised by the Automobile Association and the Motor Club.

Thursday, 27th.

Newcastle Motor Club's run to Edinburgh and back.

Saturday, 29th.

Aero Club race for the Hedges Butler challenge cup.

JULY.

2nd.—A.C.F. Grand Prix Race on the Seine Inferieure Circuit, near

Dieppe.

6th.—Inaugural races on the Brooklands Track.

10th.—R.A.C. South Harting hill climb.

13th.—Entries for RA.C. commercial vehicle trials-close at ordinary

fees.

15th to 18th.—The annual automobile meeting at Ostend.

20th.—Motor Union meet at Southport.

27TH.—Commercial vehicle meet at Maidstone.

AUGUST.

20TH.—Open competition for light cars organised by the Essex Motor

Club over a 200 miles course.

SEPTEMBER.

9th.—Industrial Vehicle Trials commence.

OCTOBER.

19th.—Gordon Bennett Aeronautical race at St. Louis, Missouri.

June 1st—9.4

„ 2nd—9.6

Lighting-up Times—London.

.. 3rd—9.7 ... 5th—9.8 ... 7th—9.10

4th—9.8 ... 6th—9.9 ... 8th—9.11

POLICE TRAPS.

The East Sussex police have been busy with their patent electrical

timing apparatus, and three traps have been set for motorists at New-

timber and Clayton, near the South Downs.

There is a motor trap in the Kennington Road, London, S.E.

A police trap has been set up on Bromley Common, Kent.

Driving from Carlisle to Glasgow, a Cumberland reader has found

a new police trap at the village of Kirkpatrick, eleven miles from

Carlisle. The trap is being worked by two plain-clothes constables with

a third man in uniform, and is in daily operation.

There is a police timing arrangement along the London road,

leading from Ware to Hoddesdon, a distance of about three miles.

A MEASURED distance is being worked (both ways) seven miles east

of Chollesford, on the Chollesford and Newcastle road (Roman road). It

is 300 yards long, and is situated just where the Corbridge road tarns

off

The police are watchful at Cubbington, and three motorists were

fined the other day at Milverton in consequence.

Motorists about Woodford on the last two Saturdays have found

police activity very keen, traps having been laid in the High Road and

also at Epping New Road. The trap set up at the latter point on the

18th alt. resulted in five victims being summoned at Stratford Polioe

Court on Saturday last.

In a stretch of four miles on the south side of Lancaster the police

hare eleven traps for motorists, some of them overlapping.

BUSINESS NEWS,

-♦- I

The "Garantire" tyre, which has been well placed on the

market by the Motor House, 314-316, Euston Road, London, N.W.,

is guaranteed for 4,000 miles. /

Amongst recent purchasers of Clyde carjs through the Century

Motor Company, of Holland Gate, W., are Dr. J. T. Tasker-Evans, of

Hertford ; the Rev. W. Jackson, of Maidstone, and Captain Niblock,

of Greenwich.

The Law Car and General Insurance Corporation, Ltd., 4, St Paul's

Churchyard, London, E.Q., have issued a pamphlet of handy notes for

employers in connection with the Workmen's Compensation Act.

In the face of the recent performances of Rover cars in open com

petitions, they must be admitted to be amongst the least expensive in

upkeep of any cars on the market. In the Albert Brown Trophy, on the

11th ult., their petrol consumption was remarkably low, being 411 for

the 6-h.p. vehicle, and 35} for the 8-h.p., and in the Hertfordshire Club's

Consumption Trials the 20-h.p. Rover scored with 30°4 miles to the

gallon, the second car only averaging 20J miles.

The purchase of a Daimler car by the Duke of Zaragoesa is ex

tremely important from the fact that this nobleman is regarded as one

of the leading authorities on engineering subjects in Spain ; moreover he

is a director of the Northern Railway of Spain. In addition to the sales

to the Spanish nobility already chronicled, further successes of the

Daimler Company in Spain consist in their having been awarded a silver

medal at the exhibition for their coach-work, and a bronze medal for

stand decoration.

We learn that the coil used in connection with the ignition on the

Siddeley 40-h.p. long distance trial car was one of the Electric Ignition

Company's manufacture, and that it gave every satisfaction.

Earl Russell has just taken off the off-side front wheel of his

30-h.p. Daimler, which was fitted with Palmer tyres. The car weighs

about two tons with passengers in running order, and has been driven

over all sorts of roads, so that the performance of running 12,240 miles

without a puncture is remarkable.

Sir Kenneth Matheson last week ordered a 24-h.p. De Dietrich

from Messrs. Jarrott and Letts, Ltd., who also sold a 40-h.p. de Dietrich

and a 24-h.p. of the same type to Mr. J. Bliss and Mr. C. Braun respec

tively. The week's business of the firm included the disposal of a 40-h.p.

Crossley car to Mr. A. Barclay Walker.

Ariel Motors, Ltd., inform us that arrangements have been made

for the Ariel-Simplex cars to be manufactured in Coventry, where the

manufacturing facilities will be trebled or quadrupled to what they have

ever been before, while the business is to be much more vigorously pushed

than hitherto. The company has opened a large depot at 101, New Bond

Street, London, W., the premises occupying the wnole of a five-storey

building, where the latest models of the Ariel-Simplex cars can be

inspected.

Captain Deasy has resigned the chairmanship and joint managing

directorship of the Deasy Motor Car Manufacturing Company, Ltd., but

remains on the board as an ordinary director.

Miss Vesta Tilley's chauffeur fitted a Dunlop grooved tyre to

. the near front wheel of the popular artiste's 24-30-h.p. Panhard car, and

which, although run considerably over 6,000 miles (en route Miss Tilley's

London and provincial engagements), has never given him a moment's

trouble. He examined the tyre the other morning, and was surprised to

notice how little of the tread had worn away. The cover looks good

enough for another 2,000 miles before it will want re-treading.
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B'

OTH the Rover and the

I lumber companies,whose

cars did so well in the

Isle of Man last week, are to l>e

heartily congratulated pn the suc

cess of their entries. The race was

atrial for the drivers' as 'well as

the vehicles, and Mr. E. Courtis

and Mr. G. P. Mills, who steered

the cars to victory in the Tourist Trophy race and in the Heavy

Touring Car race, deserve to be associated with the praise of the

cars. ' Speed was out of the question on such a day as Thursday!

when the mountain was hung with mist and the 'roads made as

heavy going as could be imagined. But the consistent running

of the winners and some of the other competitors was a feature

of the event which should satisfy critical observers as to the

touring qualities of the cars. AVith regard to the races them

selves, there seems a consensus of opinion that just as the value

of the Gordon Bennett race was lost in the improvement that so

rapidly took place in cars, so the Tourist Trophy event has been

lessened in value by the development that has taken placo in car

construction—and, it may be added, the importance of the

Scottish Reliability Trial. It will bo interesting to watch the

next meetings of the Races Committee of the Royal A.C., with

a view of discovering the official estimation of the criticisms that

have been levelled at the races in Manxland.

Police

Uniforms.

To render the Army indistinguishable

to the enemy on the veldt soldiers were

dressed in khaki for South Africa. A

similar idea may, perhaps, underlie the

intention of the Standing Joint Com

mittee of the Dorset' County Council,

which is supplying grey uniforms to the county constabulary.

It is, however, officially announced that this change of uniform

has been made owing to the clouds of dust which were thrown

up on to the blue-black coats of the police ; the less sombre hue

is calculated to render the police of a less dusty appearance ;

hut they will not be so easily apparent to passing motorists.

Fortunately the county of Dorset has not yet shown any desire

to compete with Surrey in its detestation of the car and its

•driver.

The Brooklands

Motor Track.

Thk issue of the regulations in con

nection with the Brooklands Motor

Course, near Weybridge, reminds us that

preparations are well forward, and that

the trade and the public will soon have

an opportunity of enjoying speed trials

under privata auspices. With the exception of the days upon

■which racing is to take place, the course will be open for motor-

oars of a maximum axle weight of 2,700 lbs. on week days. The

admission of cars will entitle them to drive at any speed on a

left-handed course round the oval part of the track. The speed will

be recorded for any distance not exceeding five miles, and for this

certificates of performance will be given. Racing will only be

.permitted after the necessary arrangements have been made

with the officials, and drivers will be required to drive as close

to the inner edge of the track as the speed at which they are

travelling will admit without putting a side-strain on the wheels.

Doubtless many makers will avail themselves of the opportunity

thus presented of gauging the speed of their vehicles under

conditions that will not cause any risk to the public, and which

may, at the same time, provide spectators with, a new sporting

interest. , '-.,-.■' '-.. • •• • \ .• • 1

! .. ' ♦

On Monday and Tuesday next, at the

, Institution of Civil Engineers, the ad-

The Road journed conference of road makers and

Conference. road users will meet, when important

resolutions will be submitted, not only

by the Roads Improvement Association,

but also by some of the county surveyors and others whose

practical experience should be exceedingly helpful to the meet

ing. Mr. E. J. Lovegrove, the borough engineer of Hornsey,

will propose the formation of a State Highway Commission or

Department to classify roads, and formulate a scheme for the

maintenance and improvement of new national arteries. The

Roads Improvement Association propose that a committee

should be appointed to wait upon the Government to submit the

resolutions arrived at, and urge that the State should contri

bute more largely than heretofore to the cost of construction of

main roads. There are important organisations outside the

automobile movement which will be represented, and the con

ference should prove a good basis upon which to build up a

movement for the improvement of the main highways of the

country.

♦ ♦ ♦

According to the calendar,

Saturday last was June 1st, and summer

The Weather and was upon us. Those who ventured forth

Trade. on their cars must have felt they were

back again in March, or transported for

ward to October, so cutting was the wind

and so heavy the rainfall. Verily, the English climate ' is

maintaining its character of inconsistency and unsettling

industry with a vengeance. The prospective motorist

delays his trial trip from day to day ; the dealer scarcely dare

go forth in search of customars, and, it must be confessed, there

is a quietness about business that must be disconcerting to. all

except those who have booked orders far ahead. Firms who

showed at the recent Exhibition and secured the inquiries of the

visitors to the Agricultural Hall are congratulating themselves

on having been saved from some of the anxiety that has been

brought upon the trade by the vagaries of the summer—we had

almost written winter—of 1907.

♦ ♦ ♦

Tins is the season for trials. Ireland

has just had hers—in an automobile

A Notable sense; England has transferred her tests

Trio. to Manxland ; and Scotland will have

her trial at the end of the month. In

connection with the latter event, which

seems, by the way, to grow in importance every year, a notable

contest will run concurrently with the main test. Only three

drivera have driven in each of the two preceding trials without

absolute loss of marks. They are Mr. H. liamoisy (Germain),

Mr. R. Crossley (Belsize), and Mr. F. S. Bennett (Gaddlac), thus
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bringing the cars o Belgium, England and America respectively

to the front. This is a distinction both for driver and vehicle,

and as the trio has again entered for the Scottish Reliability

Trial, their repeated success would be generally popular.

A Trial in India.

Further evidence of the position that

automobilism is winning for itself in

India comes in a letter from Mr. N. M.

Marshall, of 1, Esplanade Road, Bombay,

who is inviting the support of British

manufacturers for the reliability trials

which the Motor Union of Western India intends to hold during

the Christmas week of the present year, covering a distance of

600 to 700 miles. He will be pleased to receive entries from

home motorists. " I am making a great endeavour to place the

Motor Union of^Western India in the most prosperous condition,"

says Mr. Marshall, " and since I have taken its secretaryship we

held a gymkhana, the first of its kind in India, and have estab

lished club rooms in the finest position in Bombay, as well as

forwarding the interests of motoring in this presidency in a

manner that has not been previously done." It is also proposed

to hold an exhibition in February next.

 

Mr. F. E. Carter, of Sunderland, on the Swift 10-12-h.p Car which

he drove in the Irish Reliability Trials, and which made a non-stop

rnn throughout.

♦ ♦ ♦

The publication of new works on the

motor-car would seem to be unnecessary

Motor-Car and almost impossible. But Mr. W.

Principles." Whitman has contrived to write a volume

which occupies its own niche in the

library of the motorist, and to run on

lines dissimilar to any of the many publications that have been

devoted to the automobile. The object in view is clearly defined

as being " to explain the principles that underlie automobile

construction and operation, and to illustrate the movement and

mechanical combinations adopted in present day practice." This

idea is kept well in view throughout the volume of 250 pages,

which is embellished with fifty diagrams, and made easy of

i eference by a capital index. The description of the " gasolene "

engine indicates the author's acquaintance with American practice,

and the use of the word " petrol " might be of service. The

arrangement is excellent, Mr. Whitman dealing firstly with the

four cycle engine, its various parts, the question of carburation—

why " carburetor " is thus spelt we know not—ignition, trans

mission, running gear, &c, are all dealt with, and then follows a

chapter on Troubles, followed with another on how to locate the

same. This volume not only explains the principles of the car

and the functii ns of its various parts, but it has a practical

aspect in assisting the motorist who may be in difficulties. Mr.

Sydney Appleton is the publisher, and the woik will be of value

to everyone about to take flight into the world of mechanical

carriages on common roads.

♦ • ♦ ♦

Last week we gave the times in the

two hill climbs which formed an interest-

The Irish ing feature of the Irish reliability trials ;

Trials. now we are able to know the official

results of the speed test over a three

miles course on the Magilligan sands.

In Class A the 6-h.p. Rover was the only entrant, and did the

trip in 7 min. 32 2-5 sec. ; in Class B the speediest vehicles

were the 9-h.p. Adams-Hewitt (5 min. 13 1-5 sec), the 15-h.p.

Ford, jun. (5 min. 25 3-5 sec), and the 10-12-h.p. Swift

(5 min. 33 2-5 sec). The 10-h.p. Chambers excelled in Class Cf

and the 16-20-b.p. Calthorpe was the fastest in Class D with

4 min. 11 2-5 sec. to its credit. As has been the case so often

this season, the 15-h.p. Clement-Talbot was conspicuous in its

class, as was also the 20-h.p. Rover and the 15-20-h.p. Unic.

Class F was a very strong class, and again the Clement-Talbot

car occupied premier place, followed by the Beeston Humber and

the 25-30-h.p. Straker-Squire. In Class G two Ariel Simplex

cars tied for first place, and a car of the same type was also

first in Class H.

♦ ♦ ♦

Recently we referred to the interview

between a deputation from the Institute

Railway Charges on °f British Carriage Manufacturers, the

Motor Bodies. Motor Section of the London Chamber of

Commerce, the Society of Motor Manu

facturers and Traders, and the railway

companies at the Railway Clearing House, with reference to the

carriage of motor-car bodies. The points raised by the deputation

have since received the consideration of the goods managers of

the railway companies, atd Mr. H. E. Perrin, the secretary of

the first-named association, has been informed that the following

classification charges are now being adopted :—" Carriage

bodies, unfinished, in the white or lead coloured state, without

underframes or wheels, minimum weight 5 cwt. per carriage

body, Class 4. Motor-car bodies, unfinished, in the white or

lead coloured state, as carriage bodies. Minimum, 5 cwt. per

consignment." The companies regret that they have not been

able to make any alteration in respect to the other points raised

by the deputation.

♦ ♦ ♦

The 30-h.p. White steam car has been

granted the R.A.C. certificate for a 1,871

A White Car Perfor- m^es i0ng distance trial. There were no

mance. stoppages en route, although this included

twelve days' run over such trying

stretches as have been familiarised in the

Scottish Reliability Trials. In addition it may well be noted that

the total time spent in adjustments to the vehicle while in the

gararges during the period was 1 h. 2 min., or at the rate of 5\ min.

per day. The car ran 1,511 miles without any overhauling prior

to] its run of 1,871 miles under Club supervision, while the

petrol only worked out at 9-1 2 miles per gallon or 18'89 ton

miles per gallon. We understand the actual distance travelled,

as shown by the speedometer, was greater than the loute

mentioned by the Club lo an extent which made the car show

about nine and a half miles to the gallon fuel consumption.

When we consider the condition of the reads, the character

of the route, the fact that Mr. Coleman had steel studded

tyres on the back wheels, the weight of the car and the

Cape hood, raised some of the time, the result is very satis

factory indeed. The car was loaded down so that it weighed

33 cwt., that being about the weight of one of the standard

30-h.p. White landaulets. Furthermore, luggage and passengers

were carried so as to make the total weight of the car 41 "4 cwt*
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On the completion of the run the car was dismantled for examina

tion, and the Technical Committee of the Club found the parts

in generally good order.

♦ ♦ ♦

Ancient quarrels between workers in

various trades have not been wholly

Motor-Car quelled, and now and again they

Work. threaten to revive in the automobile

business. The other day at the Irish

Trade Union Congress the representative

of the coachbuilders proposed :—" That Congress is of opinion

that the ; coachmaking parts of motor-cars exclusively belongs

to members of the coachmaking trade, and would strongly

condemn any infringement by the members of other trades ;

and further, this Congress appeals to the gentry and motor-car

-agents of Ireland to have their car bodies made, painted, and

trimmed at home." The chairman moved the motion out of

order, so that the world has not heard the last word on the

subject. ^The motor-car industry has not yet been restricted to

the Bench was that he had no one to leave with the animal while

he was absent delivering goods. In reply the magistrate held

that it was the duty of the company to provide such a person—a

suggestion that might well be made whenever carters or drivers

are similarly summoned before the Bench. The dangers of run

away horses were sadly illustrated in several places last week

end, and such instances should convince magistrates of the dire

consequences of leaving horses without anyone in charge. The

uncertain temper even of the best regulated equines in public

is a factor that should be acknowledged by all having dealings

with such animals.

We recently referred to the practice

which had unfortunately grown up in

one or two Scottish counties, where the

central body had declined to grant per

mission for the restriction of motor-car

speed, and where the local surveyors had

actually erected signs imposing such limitations entirely contrary

Unauthorised

Restriction

Signs.

 

The Fleet of Brown Cars which is at present being used by the Commission on Congestion in Ireland The photo from which the illustration

is reprodnoed was taken in Dublin Castle Yard, and shows four 20-22-h.p. four-cylinder vehicles and (in the centre) a 40-h.p. six-cylinder.

any narrow limits so far as the overlapping of the various

branches is concerned, nor has any insular patriotism restrained,

to any such degree as was indicated in the Irish resolution, the

business in motor-car bodies. This can only come about when

the supply exceeds the demand—and that is not necessarily

dependent upon the Irish Congress.

♦ ♦ ♦

Often have we referred in these

columns to the dangers connected with

Unattended horses being left unattended by their

Horses. drivers when the latter are looking after

business or are otherwise engaged else

where. Even when such cases are

rightly brought before the police courts, the magistrates have

generally shown a leniency that has been wholly lacking when

motorists have been in question. Hence we are glad to observe

that at length some of the judicial authorities are beginning to

recognise that this offence must be punished with greater

severity if the nuisance is to be stopped. An employee of a

railway company has just been charged at Altrincham with

leaving his horse unattended in the street. His explanation to

to the wishes of the Secretary for Scotland. It would appear that

the northern part of the kingdom is not alone in this

presumption on the part of officials. It will have been noticed

that some of our contemporaries have reported that the speed of

motor-cars at Milbourne Port (Somerset), had been fixed at six

miles per hour. It is true that signs have been erected in the

village giving notice to this effect, but they have not had the

sanction of the Local Government Board, and we are glad to

learn that Mr. Rees Jeffreys is in communication with the White

hall authorities with a view to securing the removal of these

irregular signs. Motorists are under no obligation to pay any

attention to such notices or to similar iutimations which, we under

stand, have also been put up in and near the town of Warwick.

Local bodies should certainly remember that the Motor Car Act

reserves to the central authority the right to impose such limita

tions, and no local council has any right to erect these signs

without such permission.

Tourists in the Highlands who are without cars, and who

wish to see how the cars perform in the forthcoming Trials, will

be interested in the new official guide of the Highland Railway.
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THE ARGYLL SCHOOL.

THERE are drivers, and drivers. Some go over objects

that come their way; others avoid them. Therein lies a

difference that means much, in cash, time and temper, to

the person who has occasion to employ such folks. These

reflections are true with regard to methods of equine locomotion ;

they are doubly accurate in matters of mechanical traffic, and

are occasioned no\, only by coroners' remarks but also by judicial

dicta as directed at motorists in court of late.

Mechanical knowledge, and a certain quality of

nerves, are indispensable to the man or woman who

will seek , to drive a motor-car. Much of the latter

can be attained by practice ; all that is necessary

of the former can bo gleaned in the Argyll Motor School which

Mr. Eustace H. Watson has established in Newman Street,

London. This has already developed a proficiency in many

novices who have found favour with owners of cars in several

mansions of the country. Hence the difference between this

really practical academy- and some other establishments that

take the maximum of fees and gives the minimum of instruc

tion. For, as everyone in London knows, the Argyll School has

credentials that few other institutions possess. Then, too, its

facilities for overhauling cars in the garage and workshop, teach

ing driving in busy traffic, as well as upon the silent highway,

under efficient supervision, are of very high order indeed.

Mr. W. A. Higgs is in charge of the instruction, and his

experience in various institutions has enabled him to admirably

qualify himself for teaching. Many can theorise ; but Mr.

Higgs aims at combining practical with academic knowledge,

and thoroughly equipping his pupils for any emergency.

The schoolroom is equipped with lantern and blackboard

for demonstration purposes, and the presence of a chassis,

which is dismantled, on the premises is evidence of the thorough

character of the mechanical training that is given. The other

morning we called at the school and listened to half-an-hour's

lucid explanation of the work and details of the carburettor—

the scientific " whys and wherefores " being explained in simple

language, in which technical terms were gradually introduced,

thus familiarising the audience with the necessary vocabulary of

their craft.

This was part of a course which is being pursued for about

 

Pupils Attending the Lectures in the" Argyll Schoolroom.

a month—the morning being spent* in such lectures together,

the pupils handling various parts and catechising Mr. Higgs and

his assistant. Then in the afternoon the learners are taken into

the garage, where habits of orderliness are instilled and

precautions for safety duly emphasised. From this they go upon

the road in charge of competent instructors who are specially

set apart for this duty. This is no fair-weather course, and the

are instructed J in all conditions of weather, so that

when they become responsible for the driving of a car greasy

roads and heavy traffic are not likely to disconcert them.

It is just a year since the school was started, and an average-

of forty pupils in attendance testifies to the good work being

done. Failures have been rare, owing, we believe, after examina

tion of the actual methods of training, to the care taken by

Mr. Higgs, who seeks to give confidence to otherwise nervous-

people, and encourages his proteges in estimating speed, judging

distance, and other necessary factors in the perfect driver.

 

A Practical Demonstration on the Road.

Instruction is begun on the 10-12-h.p. two-cylinder car,,

and finished on a four-cylinder vehicle of higher power ; and, to

meet the convenience of those who wish to become expert

drivers, the courses are arranged so that the afternoons and

evenings can be selected by private owners for instruction,

and the mornings by those who intend to make their living

by driving. Special classes are also being provided for ladies,,

while opportunities can be obtained for individual instruction

so far as the technics of the matter are concerned. Varied are

the pupils—comprising mechanics and coachmen, the latter with

a knowledge of the road but little inkling of mechanical theory,,

the former vice versa. Chauffeurs who have not had the

advantage of systematic training go to the Argyll school for

"finishing courses," and others begin with the rudimentary

instruction.

It is very clear that the Argyll school is doing a useful.'

work, and, more than that, it is doing it in a thoroughly sound

way, contributing to the ranks of motorists and chauffeurs men.

and women who know what they are about, and therefore likely

to do much in the conversion of the public to a friendly regard

for the car.

The gold medal in the North-East Lancashire [ A.C.'s-

reliability trial has been won by a 30-h.p. Siddeley car.rsKx fWf>

The Rover car on which Mr. Courtis won the Tourist

Trophy, and the " Matchless " motor-cycle on which Mr. C. R.

Collier won the Auto Cycle Tourist Tiophy, were both fitted with

the Bowden system of control.

THE Secretary of State for the Home Department has made-

arrangements with the German Consul-General in regard to

formalities to be observed by British motorists who intend to-

use their cars in Geimany. The only thing now required is that

every motorist should carry a copy of the entry of registration*

of the car in the register kept by the local authorities, and also

of the driver's licence. Each of these documents must be

authenticated by the Home Office and also at a German

Consulate. As far as the Home Office is concerned, this will be-

done free of charge. Tbe fulfilment of these formalities does-

not, however, exempt motorists from any charge imposed under

the German Customs or motor tax laws.
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The Tourist Trophy Race.

DESPITE the efforts of

the Royal Automobile

Club, annually renewed

and annually less inciting to the

motor industry, the Tourist

Trophy race has not shown itself

of vital importance or even

possessed of the elements of

permanence. Compared with

1905 the entries, starters, and

finishers have all decreased, and

the attempt to infuse interest

into the event by running a

" bigger brother " concurrently

with the Tourist Trophy race

made for confusion rather than

excitement. The decadence of

the event, upon which one of our

correspondents had a very sug

gestive articlejast week,isbrought

out with greater lucidity by the following figures than any mere

words can convey.

Starters. Finished. Winner. Speed.

1905 ... 42 ... 18 ... 18-h.p. Arrel-Johnston

Mr. G. S. Napier ... 33-9 m.p.h.

1906 ... 29 ... 9 ... 20-h.p. Rolls-Royce

Hon. C. S. Rolls ... 39-5 m.p.h.

1907 ... 22 .. 2 ... 20-h.p. Rover Mr. E. Conrtis 28-8 m.p.h.

 

Mr. E. Courtis at the wheel of the Rover Car on which he won the

Tourist Trophy Race.

were to be wider and the load

increased to 1 ,400 lbs. But these

were all of minor degree when

compared with the change in the

weather. Water all around is

what is expected on an island ;

but there is no general desire

that it should cover the land as

well. Yet that is what the rain

did on Thursday last week.

At the start it was noted

that many of the cars were pro

vided with non-skids, a wise

precaution, the value which was

quickly apparent, as other

vehicles side-slipped along the

course at intervals.

The first car despatched by

Messra. Ebblewhite and Glaze-

brook was the No. 2 Darraeq,

driven by Mr. A. Lee Guinness, and then the others. Within an

hour we got news of the contestants, Mr. J. Reid, who drove

in place of Mr. T. C. Pullinger, being second at Ramsey,

although he had started eleventh. The best running, however,

was made by Mr. L. Coatalen, who ultimately made the

fastest round of the day, reaching a speed of 37$ miles per

hour. Unfortunately for him a leaky petrol tank was an early

 

The Tourist Trophy Bace.-The Scene at the Starting Point.

Even the weather clerk added to the mystification of

competitors, and the good weather of 1905 and 1906 deserted

the course. Many alterations had been made with regard to the

race, petrol of a higher specific gravity was allowed, two more

circuits than last year had to be travelled, the tracks of cars

signal of distress. All the starters managed to complete the lap,

the fastest in 1 hr. 4 min. 39 sec, and the slowest in

1 hr. 55 min. 41 sec. At the end of the circuit, Mr. J. E.

Hutton on his Berliet abandoned the attempt, owing to the

delay occasioned by repairs, consequent on losing an oil plug
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out of the differential casing. The undershield had been pre

viously removed and the mud thrown up from the roid caused

the change-speed control to jam.

In the second round the spectators in the Club enclosure

had a little excitement when the Vinot (No. 3), Darracq,

Ariel-Simplex (No. 12), in the Heavy Class, and Rover (No. 22),

came al'>ng in racing style, all having been handicapped, in com

mon with the other cars, by the mist on the mountain road. At

the beginning of the lap circumstances seemed to go against Mr.

. Co.italen, who skidded at Quarter Bridge and damaged a rear-

spring, which finally broke on the mountain road, causing him to

relinquish the race altogether. Mr. J. Reid on the Beeston

Humber again showed up well, taking leading place, closely

followed by Mr. J. S. Napier on the Arrol-Johnston, and Mr. O.

Cupper on the Metallurgique.

Despite several incidents which were almost of an exciting char

acter, there was only one absentee in the official record of the

second round, that was tie 18-h.p. Star driven by Mr. S, Prew.

On nearing Quarter Bridge, when .beginning the lap, the wheels of

his car failed to keep to the ground and the vehicle charged the

parapet of the bridge with such force that the axle was bent and

she car totally unable to continue in the running. At first it

times of some competitors indicated troublous journeys. Mr.

Napier lost an hour owing to a choked petrol pipe. The

Beeston-Humber was again credited with the fastest run, Mr.

Tuck on the Coventry-Humber being second.

Four cars fell out in the fifth round, viz., the Berliet driven

by M. Porporato, 24-h.p. Vinot and the 16-20-h.p. Coventry

Humber. The former had been much delayed by the change-

speed control mechanism beoming jammed. The Humber,

which had steadily improved its position on each round,

damaged a wheel and was delayed by tyre troubles ; and the

Vinot unfortunately ran out of petrol. In this round the

Metallurgique, which had run very consistently, came bounding

to the front and Mr. E. Courtis on his Rover got into the fourth

place. He started eighth on the fi'St round.

Excitement rose above the rain as the sixth round was in

progress. News came early that Mr. Cupper had been stopped

on the Metallurgique for want of petrol, the Clement's supply

gave out at Peel, Mr. A. L. Guinness was stranded at Hill-

berry corner, Mr. J. S. Napier's Arrol-Johnston suffered

the same fate, while that driven by Mr. E. J. Roberts

had a broken universal joint, necessitating the abandonment of

the effort. The Thornycroft was stopped by a broken coil. We

TOURIST TROPHY CARS.

Car

number.

Car. Driver.
Stated

h.p.

Time of each Lap.

1st Circuit. 2nd Circuit. 3rd Circuit. 4th Circuit. 5th Circuit. 6th Circuit.

h. in. s. n. ■a. 8 h. in. 8. u. m, h. ni. B. n. m. s.

2 Darracq ... A. Lee Guinness 18 1 20 22 1 20 30 1 23 20 1 25 50 1 24 54 —

3 Darracq . K. Lee Guinness 18 1 27 34 1 24 52 — — — —

4 Berliet B. M. Porporato 22 1
•25

36 2 47 27 1 27 3 1 30 62 1 48 62 —

5 Berliet J. E. Hutton ... 22 2 27 9 2 27 6 — — — —

7 Arrol-Johnston ... E. J. Roberts ... 25 1 18 7 1 13 8 1 13 5 2 11 19 1 14 44 —

8 Arrol-Johnston ... J. S. Napier ... 25 1 40 29 1 19 15 1 18 47 1 19 18 1 19 31 —

9 Metallurgique 0. Ciipper 24-23 1 in 6 1 14 55 1 20 39 1 23 8 1 33 4 --

10 Thornycroft T. Thornycroft 14 1 40 54 1 21 46 1 23 3 1 23 35 1 40 1 —

11 Scout J. P. Dean ... 17-20 1 55 41 1 5-2 40 2 59 14

25

— —

12 Coventry-Humber W. G. Tuck ... 16 20 1 20 8 1 17 29 1 1!) 23 I 20 —

40-

—

13 Beeston-Humber... J. Reid 16-20 1 13 52 1 14 29 1 16 22 1 15 56 1 54 1 39 57

14 Star H. Goodwin ... 18 1 26 IS 1 26 57 1 37 2 1 55 15 _. 1 ■ 46 92 —

15 Star- G. Prew 18 1 25
■Mi — —

,
— . . — —

16 West-Aster R. H. Collier ... 16-20 1 26 11 1 26 24 — — —

19 Vulcan T. Ritnmer 20 1 32 15 1 3-2 39 1 33 6 1 37 6 1 37 28 —

20 Clement G. Braud 18 1 30 21 1 28 16 1 32 39 1 35 45 1 33 29 —

21 Gladiator M. Ross Browne 18 1 31 1 1 :i2 5 1 34 13 1 38 2 1 42 33 —

22 Rover E. Courtis 20 1 22 25 1 21 46 1 20 58 1 23 0 1 27 25 1 27 50

23 West-Aster P. Lamb 16-20 1 27 46
1 1

3 12 28 3 5 34 — — —

24 Hillman-Coatalen L. Coatalen ... 20 1 4 39 23 56 — —  

25 Rover E. R. Folker ... 20 1 SO 21 I 26 4 1 36 36 1 39 44 1 80 53 —

28 Vinot and Deguin-

gand N. Littlejohn ... 24 1 16 63 1 26 9 1 18 6 i 18 43

was reported that the mechanic was hurt, but this proved to be

an exaggerated statement. The second round was more evenly

contested than the first, there being only a difference of less than

40 minutes between the 16-20-h.p. Beeston Humber, which

obtained second place, and the 17-20-h.p. Scout of Mr. Percy

Scout.

The third round began to tell on the competitors and

weeded them down to 15. After doing very well in the first

lap3 Mr. K. Lee Guinness had the misfortune to break a wheel

in his differential gear near Ramsey. Mr. R. H. Collier's West

Aster overturned in the mist on Snaefell and two wire wheels

were fractured after two rounds of consistent timing, and Mr.

P. Lamb slid down the mountain side owing to a skid and

was in trouble. Mr. L. Coatalen was the other starter who was

missing at the end of the third round. As already mentioned,

he had had to contend with a leak in his petrol tank, and

in the second round had skidd, d into a bank. Damage repaired

after a quarter of an hour's delay, he went forward with a rush

and was going gamely when a broken spring compelled his

retiral in the third circuit.

The fourth round was maintained by all who had gone

safely through the third, and none failed, although the 3iow

were officially not fie I that the Vulcan, Gladiator, Star (No. 14)

and Rover (No. 25), had been stopped on the fifth round,

and then came the mesage that the Rover was in sight, and,

8 hrs. 23 min. 27 sec. from the stait, Mr. Courtis was acclaimed

the winner, Mr. J. Reid following on the Beeaton Humber, the

time for which being 8 hrs. .'-8 min. 17 1-5 sec.

HEAVY TOUKINO CAR RACE.

SHORTLY after the last of the Tourist Trophy cars had

been despatched the first of the Heavy contingent went

on its way, and it t-oon became difficult to follow the

fortunes of the separate events. Last week we ga-e fulj par

ticulars of the cars that were regarded as probable starters, and

these were all at the starting line, being despatched in the order

given. Below we give the table of limes, showing the progress

of the event lap by lap, and the way in which the various cai s

ran through the four laps was reaily lemarkable. There were

few incidents in the event. The first whs provided by Mr. E. H.

Arnott on the Arrol-Johnston, whose tront axle was f. und

to be bent near Peel on the first round, and no time was

recorded. The two Ariel-Simplex cars ran well together,

that driven by Mr. C. Sangster making the quickest
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time. The second lap was the fastest of the day in this

competition, and the car driven by Mr. A. E. Harrison proved most

speedy, followed by the Berliet and Mr. G. P. Mills, on the

30-h.p. Humber, who, starting last, got into third place on the

second circuit. In the next round Mr. Mills got into the second

position, with Mr. Sangster first, the latter retaining his lead in

the fourth lap, where the other Ariel-Simplex followed him

closely. Unhappily, however, for the success of the Ariels,

one ran out of petrol before reaching the mountain on the final

lap and Mr. Harrison was also brought low from the same cause.

Mr. L. Squire ran carefully every round, having regard to his

petrol consumption, but was debarred from going on the fifth

owing to the expiry of the time limit. Mr. C. H. Cooper on the

Beeston-Humber, Mr. W. Watson on the Berliet, and Mr. H.

Niblett on the Thornycroft, all failed on account of their petrol

supply being exhausted, their times being given in the following

table:— - -

'styim^S Heavy Touring Cars.

The following table sets forth the cumulative running times

and Mr. G. Fenton on the Gladiator being second in

7 hr. 31 min. 35 sec.

As in the Tourist Trophy event both the cars that finished

were fitted with Dunlop tyres, that thus secured a notable

victory.

THE " GRAPHIC " TROPHY.

This was presented by the proprietors of the " Graphic " and

" Daily Graphic " for international contests of tourist cars

carrying four passengers (including the driver). It will become

the property of anyone winning it three years in succession, but

until so won it remains in the custody of the R.A.C. The trophy

was won for the first time at Castlewellan, Ireland, in July, 1903,

by Messrs. Humber, Limited, and for the second time in the Isle

of Man, in September, 1906, by Mr. C. A. Glentworth with a

50-h.p. Napier. The race this year started on Friday, the

31st nit., from the foot of Slein Lewaigne Hill, near Ramsey.

The length of the hill as from Balline Bridge (electric railway

crossing) to the " Rest and be Thankful " public-house is about

2,550 yards, and the gradient between these places is 424 ft. The

 

The Tourist Trophy Race.—Mr. £, Courtis finishing the Contest on the winning Rover Car

for four circuits. Mr. G. P. Mills on the 30-h.p. Beeston-

Humber won the race, his total time being 7 hr. 11 min.,

an average speed of 28- 1 miles per hour. The 25-h.p. Gladiator

driven by Mr. G. Fenton was the only other car finishing the

fifth round : —

1st Lap.

h. in. s.

1 49 in*

1 22 14}

1 47 Ojt

1 25 39J
1 13 54

No.

1
•j

4

5

i;

«

in

12

14

Car.

25-30-h.p. Straker-Squire

40ih.p. Berliet

30-h.p. Thornycroft

25-h.p. Gladiator ... i

30-h.p. Ariel-Simplex ... 1

4U-h.p. Arrol-Johniton ...

20 - 30 - h. p. Beeston

Humber

30-h.p. Ariel-Simplex ... 1

30-h.p. Beeston Humber 1

In the fifth round only

2nd Lap.

h. m. s.

3 35 33

2 44 11+

3 26 2}

3 2 34

2 49 37J

3rd Lap.

h. m. s.

5 24 45}

4 10 34

5 4 44*

4 34 38j
4 1 37*

4th Lap.

h. m. s.

7 23 19

5 51 64

6 44

6 4 45

5 15 31

20 54

14 17it

29 32 i

the

2 40 52

2 29 44|

2 54 11

12 16

28 28 £

IS 48

Beeston-Humber

5 42 13

5 45 64

and the

Gladiator remained, the former driven by the old racing cyclist,

steepest part occurs half-a-mile before the public-house is reached,

and is 1 in 12.

There were fourteen entries, and at the start Mr. S. F.

Edge's 45-h.p. Napier was disqualified. This car was made as

light as possible by taking away as much superfluous metal as

could be done without, whilst the dashboard was little more than

a metal plate. The chassis was built on the girder principle.

The car, after examination by the Com nittee of the

Royal Automobile Club, was disqualified, aid although the

driver lodged an appeal it could not be considered in

time to allow him to compete in the race. Another non-

starter was Mr. G. S. Barwick's 35-h.p. Daimler, which met

with an accident a few days previously, and on Friday morning

last only seven cars were present at the start, the result of the

race being as follows :—

1, 60-h.p. Berliet, Mr. J. E. Hutton, 3 min. 40 2-5 sec.

2, 40-h.p. Berliet, Mr. W. Watson, 3 min. 45 3-5 sec.
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3, 35-h.p. Daimler, Mr. T. Henshaw, 3 roin. 54 3-5 aec.

40-h.p. Junior, Captain W. E. D. Owen, 4 min. 10 sec, 30-h.p. Ariel-Sim

plex, Mr. C. Sangster, 4 min. 13 2-5 sec. ; 40-h.p. Berliet, M. Porporato,

4 min. 31 4-5 sec. ; 20-h.p. Hillman-Coatalen, Mr. L. Coatalen, 4 min.

37 4-5 sec.

The 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, and 6th of the cars in the above

list were fitted with Continental tyres, which, altogether, gave a

very satisfactory account of themselves in the Island last week.

In the Tourist Trophy and in the Heavy Touring Car race

Continental tyres established a new record for durability,

because none of the cars which were fitted with this make were

delayed through tyre troubles.

It is worthy of note that both the Rover cars in the Tourist

Trophy race were the same vehicles that were unfortunately shut

out from the enclosure last year.

Among interesting points with regard to the cars in the

Tourist Trophy race we many mention that the Humbers that

won and came second in the H. T. and T. T. race respectively

were fitted with the Eisemann magneto, supplied by the United

Motor Industries, Ltd.

The Hillman-Coatalen car which made the fastest round in

t he Tourist Trophy race was fitted with the Castle coil and L.M.

sparking plugs.

 

The Vain Assembling Shop at the Perfect Speed Indicator

Faotory, Watford.

At the end of the Tourist Trophy race the winning Rover

had 32 ozs. of petrol and the Beeston-Humber 2i ozs. In the

Heavy Car race the winning Beeston-Humber had 142 ozs. left,

and the Gladiator 232 ozs.

^

The inquiry into the proposed prohibition of motor-cars on the

tow-path from Kingston Bridge to Hampton Road commenced

on Wednesday.

Under the title " The Care of the Car," Argylls London,

Ltd., have just issued a new catalogue, which is amongst the most

complete publications of the kind we have so far received. The

work opens with a very complete description of the extensive

works of the Argyll Company at Alexandria, N.B.,this bring

followed by an equally interesting account of the very complete

depot of the London concern in Newman Street, W. 'I hen

follows an interesting article on "The Argyll Car: How it is

Constructed, Maintained, and Driven," by Mr Eustace H.

Watson, this giving full particulars of the cars as well a« very

clear illustrai ions of the more important details. Then follow

the specifications and prices of the various Ar, yl' mod>ls, with

illustrations of the different forms of bodies with which they can

be fitted, and a series of testimonials from satisfi d users.

Altogether the book is on« wor>hy of the Argyll concern, and is

one which will be found of interest by all motorists.

A VISIT TO THE "PERFECT" SPEED

INDICATOR FACTORY.

NOW that the silent testimony of speed indicators is-

frequently accepted by magistrates in preference to

the uncorroborated evidence of poltceconstablesin furious

driving cases, the question of the accuracy of these useful

instruments is one of paramount importance. With the view

of demonstrating the care and attention given to this point in

the manufacture of the " Perfect " speed indicators, Messrs. S.

Smith and Sons, Ltd., last week invited a number of Press repre

sentatives to inspect their factory at Watford. The visit was pre

ceded by an excellent lunch at the Trocadero, after which a fleet

of cars, comprising a Daimler, two Florentias, and a number of

Renault cabs, conveyed the party by road to the works, which we

found to be exceedingly compact and well-arranged ; moreover

they are pleasantly s tuated, and, what is of great value to the

workers, are well lighted.

Accustomed as we are to the tools employed in motor-car

factories, the small and delicate tools necessary for the manu

facture of the speed indicators came upon us somewhat as a sur

prise, and, like many others of the visitors, we spent considerable

time in watching the various work in progress in the small parts

shop—particularly the making of small worms, return springs,-

counting wheels, the alternate teeth of which are partly cut away,

and small screws, these being threaded and the slot cut in the head

at the same time. Other departments which are all well equipped

with suitable plant include the automatic machine shop, the pattern

making shop, the main assembling room and the examining andcali

brating shop. Of interest in the last-named sect on was the special

machine onwhich the indicators are tested andcalibrated. This con

sists of a large electrically-driven disc, against which a small

friction wheel is set at right angles in such a way that its position

on the face of the disc ai>d consequently its speed can be varied as

desired. To the spindle of the wheel is at ached on either side a

flexible shaft; one end drives a standardised indicator, while the-

other operates the instrument under test, the dials being accu

rately marked off to suit each particular apparatus.

The works, which have already been twice extended, being now

three times their original size, give employment to over 100

persons, at d are capable of turning out about 150 instruments

per week—speed indicators, milometers, combined speed indi

cators, motor-watch and communicators, and the "Perfect"

taximeter. The latter is one of Messrs. Smith's latest pio-

ductions, and comprises a number of improvements, among

wl ich are a blank space on the dial until the cab is engaged, and

a record of fares for the proprie'or, which is accurately kept at the

back of the instrument, and which includes the extras. The drive

from the road wheel is also by a new method, adding greatly

to the durability of the connection. We may add that every

part of the various insti uments is manufactured in the factory -r

cases are planed and polished, dials are marked offand painted, all

the nickelling is done on the premises ; indeed, the whole apparatus

from start to 6n sh is completed within the works.

Altogether the 'visitors had ample evidence afforded them

that Messrs. Smith, whose business was es'abbshed some seventy-

five years ago, are leaving no stone unturned to ensure for

their indicators and other motor-car accessories an equally world

wide reputati >n as that obtained by their high-class watches,

and we weie pleased to learn that so great is the demand both*

at home and ab'oad that a fact iy has recently been established

in the United States to supply the American market.

—ceccccco—

From Messrs. Montague Ha»nt and Co., of ClerkenwelL

Boad, London, E.C., we have received a copy <>f their latest

catalogue of motor-car accessories. This is a very complete

production, extending to ilose upon 120 pages, and gives par

ticulars, prici s, and illustrations of everytMng that a motorist

is likely to rt quite in connection with bis car. We might add

that Messrs. Hawnt are now keeping a stock of all the leading

shes of Stepney spare wheels, for which they report an

increasing demand.
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CONTINENTAL NOTES.

A French View of the Tourist Trophy Race.

The success for tbe third time of a British-built car in the

International Tourist Trophy race is attracting rather more than

pissing notice in France. Writing in the " Auto," M. Faroux

says :- " We (France) must admit ourselves beaten, and this in

a test the regulations of which are admitted by universal

consent to be tbe best so far devised. We cannot even urge that

we were badly represented, for the cars which defended French

interests were among the best known. Why was France beaten

—by excess of confidence and by treating the matter too lightly.

English makers, who have made great progress during the past

year, recognised that the conditions required careful study, and

that equal care was required in building cars to comply with the

sime, while we have been content to compete with ordinary

stock cars. The Hnglish market is such an important one for the

French industry that we have no right to compromise our

supremacy, especially as it is no secret that hitherto we have

profited by the relatively small production cf English makers, a

peting cars in Dresden. No less than 1 <S9 entries have been

received, and while the majority of these are German, the

international interest taken in the competition is shown by the

fact that several Belgian, Swiss, French, Italian and British ears

are competing. This country's representatives included Mr.

Robertson Grant on a new four-cylinder Argyll (120 mm. bore

by 140 mm. stroke), Miss Dorothy Levitt and Mr. Cecil Edge on

six-cylinder Napiers, Mr. Lionel de Rothschild and Mr. V. Ker-

Seymer on six-cylinder Siddeleys, and Mr. F. Loeser on a six-

cylinder Belsize, but only the first three are actually competing.

The majority of the cars entered put in an appearance, and were

subjected to close inspection by tbe officials to see that they

complied with the regulations. A large number were dis

qualified owing mainly to unsatisfactory body work, with the

result that the number of actual starters has been reduced to

134 vehicles. The trial comprises six daily runs, a speed trial in

the Forstenrieder^Park, near Munich, and a hill climb on the

Kesselberg. • The i first day's journey, on Wednesday, was from

1 >resden to Eisenach, on Thursday from Eisenach to , Mannheim

and on1 Friday'from' Mannheim to Lindau. Fetes and :entertain

 

The Tourist Trophy Race. - M. Forporato starting on the.Berliet.

consideration which will next year have lost much of its

importance,"

♦ ♦ ♦

The A.C.F. Grand Prix Race.

The start for the Grand Prix race has been fixed for 6 a.m.,

competitors leaving at minute intervals. In the case of the cars

entered for the Coupe de la Commission Sportive event, these

will be started at 9 a.m. on the same day at five minute intervals.

Altogether about 4,000 foot and 400 mounted soldiers will be

engaged in protecting the course on the flay of the race, in

addition to 700 policemen, 400 of whom will be mounted. The

soldiers will be located at intervals of 100 metres (.'!28 yards),

whilo first-aid depots will be established at d'Ancourt, Envermeu,

Douvrend, Wanchy, Capval, Londinieres, Fresnoy, Folnv,

Mesnil-Reaume, Eu, Criel, Saint Martin-en-Campagne, and at the

fork near Dieppe.

♦ ♦ ♦

The Herkomer Touring Trophy Competition.

The annual competition for the Herkomer Touring Tropin',

organised by the German Imperial and Bavarian Automobile

Clubs, commenced on Tuesday with the reception of the com

ments for the visitors are being organised at most of the places

at which the competitors rest over night.

The Provence Sportive Hill Climb. *

A hill-climbing competition organised by the '* Provence

Sportive " of Marseilles, was held on Sunday lust on a 500 metre

course on the Platrieres hill. The competitors were divided

into fifteen classes, the best time of the day being made by

M. Cottin on a Cottin-Desgouttes car, who climbed the hill in

44 3-5th sec.

♦ • ♦

Apparatus to prevent Cars from being Stolen.

The French Association Generale Automobile is organising

a competition of apparatus which will prevent motor-cars from

being stolen or used after leaving the hands of the owner. The

contest is of a practical and useful character, for the stealing of

cars when left temporarily in the street unattended is nowa

days far from being uncommon, and most automobilists have a

strong objection to allowing their cars to be taken surreptitiously

oil1; of garages by their mechanics or others, who run risks for

which the owner of the car is himself responsible. The Associa

tion Automobile has therefore decided upon carrying out a trial

C
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of devices which can be adapted to a car to prevent its being

driven unknown to the owner. The awards will be based upon

the ease with which the device can be fixed, its price, weight, and

dimensions, its invisibility, and quickness of action. No charge

is made to enter the competition, but entries should be sent to

the Secretariat, Association Generale Automobile, 8, Place de la

Concorde, Pari', before the 31st July.

♦ ♦ •

 

Fig. l.-The " Auto-Carrier."

A Swiss Heavy Vehicle Trial.

A five days' reliability trial of heavy vehicles has juat been

held in Switzerland under the ampices of the Swiss Automobile

Club. The daily journeys were Zurich-Basle, Basle-Berne,

Berne-Thoune, Thoune-Lucerne, and Lucerne-Zurich, the total

distance covered being 423 kilometres. The competitors were

divided into three categories—(1) cars for 1 iads up to 1 £ tins; (2)

ditto from 1^ to 3 tons; and (3) ditto over 3 tons ; and of the

seventeen which started fourteen went through the complete

trial. The winner in Class 1 was a Peugeot 1 A ton lorry ; in

Class 2, a Safir 3-ton lorry made by the Safir Automobilfabrik of

Zurich, and in Class 3 a Saurer 4-ton wagon.

♦ ♦ ♦

The Ostend Automobile Meeting.

• It is announced that the annual automobile meeting at

Ostend is this year to be held from July 13th to 16th. On the

first day there will be an exhibhVon of the competing cars and

a carriage body competition ; on the second a reception and

banquet ; on the third a five-kilometre speed trial for racing

and touring vehicles ; and on the fourth a series of flying kilo

metre and standing mile events.

♦ ♦ ♦

Public Services in (iermany.

Arrangements are in hand to establish a motor-'bus service

between Weissensee and Lichtenberg, near Berlin. A company

has also been formed to run a number of motor-'buses between

Goestemunde and Stotel.

♦ ♦ ♦

Miscellaneous Items.

The late Professor Poirier, who was one of France's leading

physicians, has bequeathed his car to his chauffeur in remem

brance of the latter's faithful services. The first motor-car

exhibition in St. Petersburg was opened on Saturday last, and

will continue until the 17th inst. A motor-omnibus service

has just been started between Aix-en-Provence and Greoulx-les-

Bains. With a view to abating the dust nuisance, the road

way of the Avenue du Bois de Boulogne, Paris, is to be given a

tar coating. The Geneva section of the Swiss Automobile

Club is organising a hill-climbing competition from Gex to the

top of the Faucille mountain for the 23rd inst. The distance is

10A_ kilometres, and the average gradient one in fourteen.

The Automobile Club of Barcelona, Spain, is organising a hill-

climbing competition for the 15th inst., to be held on the San

Cugat del Valles road. It is announced from Lisbon that a

co-operative society is being formed to introduce motor-'buses into

the Portuguese capital, The Automobile Club Bourguignor

held a hill-climbing competition over a 3-8 kilometre course on

the Val-Suzon hill, near Dijon, on Sunday last. The best time

of the day was made )by M. Mottard on a De la Buire car,

3 min. 5 sec.

THE 2|" AUTO-CARRIER. "

WE illustrate herewith a three-wheel delivery van, which,

in view of its extreme handiness and relatively low

cost, should meet the requirements of a very large

number of tradespeople. While the general design is that of a

tri-car, the construction is on somewhat more substantial lines.

The main frame consists of ash members, reinforced by strong

side panels of birchwood. The engine is carried by a small

tubular frame supported in clips from the ash side-members,

which it serves to keep square and rigid. The motive power is

supplied by a 5-h.p. single- cylinder engine, fitted with two large

external flywheels, which give great flexibility and steady run

ning at low speeds. The flywheels are cast with the spokes in

the form of fan blades, for effectually cooling the motor. Both

valves are mechanically operated, and the lubrication of the

engine is automatic from a reservoir in the crank-chamber,

which holds sufficient oil for a day's work. Ignition is by coil

and accumulators, although a magneto can be fitted if desired.

An interesting feature of the ignition and throttle levers is that

they are automatically adjusted to the proper position when the

starting handle is engaged. They are also so arranged that they

may be locked together so as to form one lever, when the one

movement performs the following functions in correct sequence :

Throttle, ignition adjustment, exhaust valve opener and switch.

The motor is located under the driver's seat, which is hinged

to give access to the various parts. The drive is by a Renold

chain direct from the engine to a multiple-disc clutch and two-speed

gear, all carried on the back axle. The steering is by a tiller at

the side, and double brakes are provided, these having a neat

and quick form of hand adjustment. The machine, which has a

wheel ba*e of 5 ft. and an overall length of 8 ft., weighs only

3 cwt., yet is able to transport a load of 5 cwt. We have had an

opportunity of inspecting the machine, which is a'so made as an

ordinary tri-car with passenger body interchangeable with trade

carrier, in operation, and were somewhat surprised at the slow

speed at which it could run on its top gear, this being due to

the heavy flywheels provided. Another advantage of the

 

Fig. 2-The Engine of the "Auto-Carrier."

machine, which has been put on the market by the Autocars and

Accessories, Ltd., of West Norwood, S.E., is its ability to turu

in a very small circle.

i ■cccoecc—

A bright show-card illustrating their motor hoods and

wind screens has been issued by Messrs. Lowe, Bevan and Co.,

of Clarence Works, Birmingham. The "Pioneer" is one of

their leading types of wind screens, its method of attachment

having many points of excellence.
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The annual subscription to

the M.C.J, for Canada is now

8s. 8d.—a matter of considerable

interest in view of its growing

circulation in the Dominion.

Sir Wm. Evans Gordon

has just acquired a 12-h.p. Stir

car from the Star Motor Agency. The vehicle is being fitted

with a detachable side-entrance body so that it can be used when

desired as a two-seater with luggage space at the rear.

 

HERE AND THERE.

 

 

Mr. F. Lewis on the 30 40 h.p. Ariel Simplex Car he drove in the

Irish Reliability Trials, and which has also been entered for the

Scottish Trials.

Mr. R, Blewitt is now the proprietor of the Beetle and

Wedge Hotel, Moulaford, Berks, which has facilities for repairs

to motor-boats as well as a garage for motor-cars.

Three chauffeurs have been remanded at the Marylebone

Police Court. They were discovered by the police in a Paddington

garage, having got a large car from its place, preparatory to

having a midnight spin, which was prevented by the action of

the police.

Motorists at St. Anne's, near Blackpool, on Saturday after

noon, found that a large quantity of wire nails had been carefully

arranged on the roadway on the Headroomgate Road. Enquiries

discovered four boyish delinquents, and the authorities are

considering what steps should be taken to prevent a recurrence

of such a dangerous practice.

At the annual meeting of the Salmon and Trout Associa

tion last week a committee was appointed to communicate with

the R.A.C. with reference to the effect following the tar treat

ment of roads. It was alleged that the surface water on the

highways thus treated has had the effect of killing the fish in

many rivers in which anglers are interested.

Scarcely a week passes without bringing with it a warning

as to the dangers of glass shields. Last week a car collided with

another, and one of the drivers was cut about the face with

broken glass j this week comes the report of a horse rushing

towards a car, smashing the glass shield and doing much injury

to the people in the vicinity. To lessen the risks of the ordinary

glass Messrs. Pilkington Bros., Ltd., of St. Helens, have adap'ed

their patent polished wired glass to the purposes of motor-c*r

screens. This gives strength, does not obtrude itself upon the

vision, and provides a new measure of safety to the passengers.

If fractured in an accident it cannot fall out in pieces, and

altogether can be well commended. It is manufactured in any

length and width. The wire is introduced in such a way as to

practically become an integral part of the glass, giving strength

and not losing in transparency. Hence its value in motor-car

wind shields—an important use in view of the Employers'

Liability Acts, as well as on the score of immunity from danger,

being given by its use.

Messrs. M'Donald and

Son had a successful auction of

motor-cars at the Great Eastern

Motor Mart, Annandale Street,

Edinburgh, the other day.

In the motor cycle Tourist

Trophy race in the Isle of Man

the winning " Matchless " machine was fitted with a Gillett-

Lehmann controller to the carburettor, which Mr. Collier found

to be eminently satisfactory.

At the Clerkenwell Sessions, George Stephenson, who, in

1905, was sentenced to imprisonment in connection with a bogus

motor school, has just been ordered eighteen months' hard labour

for having defrauded various persons in connection with a motor

car instruction syndicate in London.

Mr. Edward William Willard, of 32, Paradise Street,

Birmingham, is well known in the motor trade, and his

specialities in motor body fittings, hood fittings, glass screens,

&c, include some really good points. The " Forward " hood

joint and extension is a well-made and excellently-finished

device likely to be of service; while a large section of our

readers will be interested in Slack's studs for non-skidding

bands. These are being stocked by Mr. Willard, and can be

fitted to any make of tyre, leather band, or garter. They are

interchangeable, and motorists who have suffered inconvenience

from the studs of their bands coming loose will appreciate these

advantages.

The London and Parisian Motor Company, Ltd., inform us

that the week ending Friday, the 31st ult., was one of almost

monotonous success as far as the reliability trial of the 40-h.p.

six-cylinder Hotchkiss car is concerned. The vehicle arrived in

Holyhead on Sunday, the 26th ult., having completed the Irish

trials successfully, and on Monday the run was to Liverpool via

Conway, Chester and Warrington. Tuesday and Wednesday

were spent in making ci'cu'ar runs round the neighbourhood,

 

The Hotchkiss Six-Cylinder Car at Menai Bridge.

and on Thursday Liverpool was left for Manchester, running rta

Chester, Whitchurch and Stafford, a most disagreeable day, as

the rain never ceased falling in torrents. The car, however, ran

through without any involuntary stop. Friday was just as bad

as regards weather, when the run was also chiefly in Cheshire.

Saturday saw the car in the neighbourhood of Preston and

Kendal, and on Monday a start was made for Wales, where the

best part of the week has been spent, finishing up in London

to-day (Saturday), prior to visiting the south coast. Up to the

1st inst. the car has covered 4,468 miles in England,
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It is reported that the tollgate in the College Road,

Dulwicb, is to be abolished.

A new garage has been opened in the Nothergate, Dundee,

by the Rossleigh Motor Company, Ltd.

The Sheppee Motor Company have acquired the business

of Messrs. G. E. Gibbs and Co , of Thomas Street, York.

Mrs. Brown-Potter has recently acquired an 18-22 h.p.

Horch car, which she is taking with her to South Africa

 

The 35-h.p. Iris Car with landaulet body recently supplied by Iris

Cars, Ltd., to Mr. W. Willis, of Braated, Chart, Kent

Commencing in July, General Booth, of the Salvation Army,

will have a fourth motor-car tour for evangelistic purposes.

A raffle for an Argyll motor-car, arranged by the Hon.

Lois Buller, has produced £577 for the Brixham Cottage Hospital.

The 20-h.p. Belsize car made the ascent of Hollywood Hill,

in the Irish Reliability Trial, in 3f min.—not the time originally

reported.

Messrs. Prideaux and Sons, of Barnstaple, are giving

attention to the motor-car business, and had several vehicles on

view at the Devon County Show recently held at Bideford.

The arrangements at Pitlochry for the housing of the cars

taking part in the Scottish Reliability Trials will be in the hands

of Mr. W. Blues, motor agent, who has arranged for the erection

of a largo marquee, where they will be housed during the night

of the 28th inst.

Last week a cyclist lost his head and ran immediately in

f ront of a Deasy car driven by Miss Hind, who, to avoid a collision,

steered into a bank and luckily suffered very little beyond up

setting the steering gear. The Deasy Motor Company ask us to

contradict a rumour that has got abroad that the steering gear

was the cause of the accident. ": ...

Mr. Alfred Butt, the managing director of the Palace

Theatre, London, who is, by the way, a keen motorist, made

elaborate preparations for his bioscope staff to photograph the

races in the Isle of Man. Notwithstanding the miserable weather,

some excellent results have been obtained.

The Motor Repair and Supply Company have recently

opened a garage and repair shop at 107, Bridge Road, Hammer

smith. The premises, which are situated at the foot of the north

end of Hammersmith Bridge, are well adapted for the purpose, and

the plant which has been put in will enable all classes of repairs

to be carried out. The equipment includes an accumulator

charging plant and also a tyre vulcaniser, while a couple of

inspection pits are available.

The report that one of the West-Aster cars which ran in.to

the bridge at Sulby, in the Isle of Man, was seriously damaged,

was somewhat exaggerated, not in respect to the damage to the

bridge, which was charged diagonally, and, unhappily, not in

respect to the mechanician, who was seriously hurt, but the car

itself suffered but little, and was soon on the road again.

Fortunately the wheels (Rudge-Whitworth detachable wire

wheels) stood up perfectly and saved the wholesale scrapping that

a collision with a wall usually occasions.

A new garage for motor-cars has been opened in Cheshire

Street, Market Drayton, by Messrs. Halloway Bros.

Several White steam cars are about to be sent off to India

for the service of the Punjab Motor Transport Company.

The Wilts County Council is applying for a regulation

prohibiting the driving of motor-cars along Crab Lane, Mer*.

The stipendiary magistrate of Leeds, in a case heard the

other day, stated that in law there was no right or wrong side of

the road.

The Motor Union Insurance Company, Ltd., have prepared

special policies for amateur motor-cyclists, including insurance

against third party claims.

Illustrative of the signs of the times, we may mention

that at the Richmond Horse Show next week there will be an

enclosure specially reserved for motor-cars.

The members of the trade in Dublin are urging the Port

and Docks Board to relax the present regulations relative to the

shipment of motor spirit at the port of Dublin.

Consequent on the doath of Mr. A. Govan his colleagues

on the board of Argyll Motors, Ltd., have asked Mr. W. A.

Smith, the chairman, to add to his present duties those

of managing director, and he has agreed to act provisionally in

that capacity. Mr. E. H. Watson, the chairman of Argylls

London, Ltd., has accepted the vacant seat on the board ■ Mr.

A. M. Thomson will continue as general manager ; Mr. Allen

Coats has been appointed assistant manager ; Mr. R. McCormick

has been appointed assistant secretary in order to aid Mr.

Cruickshank in his largely augmented duties ; Mr. McKay will

continue as works manager. All these appointments have been

made from the present staff, and reliance may be placed upon

the continuity of the policy of the company.

An ingenious vulcanising equipment for garage use has

been introduced by Messrs. Harvey Frost and Co., Ltd.,

embodying the H. F. " Car " vulcaniser, which has been materially

improved. This appliance, however, will also be sold separately

as previously. The complete plant consists of two independently

operated vuleanisers fitted to a light portable stand. By means

 

The 30-h.p. Siddeley Car recently delivered to the Countess of

Bessborough.

The body, which la of the limousine type, built by Hooper, is fitted with a
speaking tube, electric lights iiiBide, luggage rail on top of body, and patent

leather wings.

of this complete apparatus repairs to the inside of a tyre cover,

as well as repairs to the outside, can be effectively carried out

simultaneously when desired. Recent users of the " Car "

vulcaniser can adapt it to the new apparatus without any

difficulty. As we announced last week, Messrs. Harvey Frost

and Co., Ltd., have taken premises at 27, Charing Cross Road,

for the purpose of demonstrating the equipment, which, in its

complete form, has undoubted advantages.
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A SOUTH GERMAN RELIABILITY TRIAL

FOR TOURING CARS.

— >-

THE Frankfort, Alsace Lorraine, Baden, Rhenish and Wur-

temburg automobile clubs are organising a reliability trial

for touring cars, which will extend from August 27th to

September 1st r.ext, and which will be open only for members

of the clubs named. The competing vehicles will be divided into

three classes :— (1) Cars with engines having a cylinder capacity

of from 2£ to 5 litres ; (2) cars with engines having cylinder

capacity of from 5 to 8 litres ; and (3) cars with engines having

cylinder capacity of from 8 to 11 litres. The competition

comprises a tour of South Germany, a hill climb and a speed

trial, the programme being as follows :—August 27th : Reception

of cars at Frankfort-on-the-Main ; August 28th : Frankfort-

Stuttgart - Triberg ; August 29th : Triberg - Basle - Mulbausen-

Strasburg; August 30th: Strasburg-Hagenau-Baden-Badcn-

Karlsruhe-Mannheira ; August 31st : Hill climb on Kiinigsstuhl,

near Heidelberg : September 1st : Speed trials on the level

between Seckenbeim and Mannheim. The cars must be fitted

with touring bodies having four seats, bonnet, mudguards, &c,

and be driven by petrol without admixture. At Frankfort both

the radiator and the bonnet will be sealed, and at the end of

each day's tour the driver, who must be an amateur, will havo

the right to remove, under surveillance, the seals, for the purposo

of taking in petrol, oil and cooling water. Competitors are to

do their own controlling, each receiving sixty seals for bonnet
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THE COST OF MOTORING.

-•-

MUCH has been said and written on the subject of what

it actually costs to run a motor-car, but rarely has suoh

conclusive evidence been given as that forwarded

by Mr. A. N. Lee, of Cavendish Crescent, South, The Park, Not

tingham, who has kept a complete and exact record of what it

has cost him to run his Coventry-Hjumber from October 10th,

1905, to May 9th, 1907, a period of nineteen months. Mr. Lee

accompanies his statement, which we reproduce herewith, with the

following letter :—" It shows the cost per month since October

10th, 1905, to May 9th, 1907, viz., nineteen months, and also the

total running expenses, including new tyres and anything else

that I have had new. I oan substantiate my statements by the

production of receipts where necessary, which tally with my

daily record of running. In the trials at Welbeck, for which I

entered, I did the flying kilometre in 1 min. 5 1-5 sec, which

will tell you my speed per hour. In the standing start mile

I covered the distance in 2 min. 3 4-5 sec, which is about

28 miles an hour. These times pretty well prove that there

is not much the matter with the car, which has done 8,000 miles.

I have the same commutator and sparking plugs as were sold

on the car when new. The trembler screw points I have had

rc-platinumed. The blades are the same as bought: I do not

keep a chauffeur, and for the speed trials I did not get anyone

to tune up the car, but simply ran it as I should have done had

I been going out for an ordinary run. I am so pleased with

the car that I shall not sell it, although I had thought I would get

a higher powered engine. I may add that I am now on my

second set of tyres only."

It will be seen that the total cost, including every possible item,

for nineteen months, is £61 5s. 4d., which is at the rate of rather

less than £40 per annum and just over ljd. per mile. The-e

.■•re the actual figures of a private user, ami offer a most valuable

evidence of the cost of runtiing a car. The Coventry-H umber

is, of course, well known as an inexpensive car to maintain, and

this, as well as its low original cost and reliability, has been one

of the secrets of its success. The record of petrol is shown as

paid for, not as used. Up to the date of the record 386 gallons

had been used, the remaining 3 gallons being in the tank, work

ing out approximately at 19-5 miles to the gallon. On long

continuous journeys the car will run 24 to 26 miles per

gallon.

The Irish Mctor Directory for ly07 is just to hand from

Mr. W. Tempest, of Dundalk, who has certainly succeeded in

producing a very comprehensive list of owners of cats in the

Emerald Isle. The directory is classified into owners of cars

and also motor-cycles, and extends to 100 pages. Following

these are 70 pages of information with regard to legislation,

hotels in Ireland that cater for motorists, and also agents for

petrol and repairers of vehicles. Mr. Tempest also sends a

pamphlet on the Law and the Motorist, giving in a handy form

some of the information which is included in the larger work,

which contains names and addresses of more than 4,000 motorists

in Ireland,

and radiator, the penalty being ten points for every seal used up.

At the same time secret fly ng controllers will keep a sharp look

out for any car which is travelling with the seals removed. The

first prize je a work of art known as the Taunus Wanderpreis,

worth £1,250, and must bo won twice by the same competitor

before becoming his own property. Besides this the winner will

secure another prize of honour worth £500, and an additional

sum of £2,500 lies at the disposal of the committee for prizes.

Every competitor who (;oes through the whole trial will receive a

silver cup. The chauffeurs, too, are not being overlooked, money

prizes ranging from £15 to 30s. being offered in connection with

the first fifteen cars.

■ «JC«CCCJW ■

We have received from Mr. J. G. Moody, motor engineer,

Harpenden, Herts, a sample tin of a new dressing for clutches

which he has just placed on the market. The dressing, to which

the name " Velvine " has been given, is guaranteed not to

contain resin or any sticky substance, or anything injurious to

the finest leather. It is the result of considerable experiments

ex lending over two years, brought about by the numerous

complaints of Mr. Moody's motor clients as to their clutch

troubles. The maker informs us that it has been thoroughly

tested by many motorists, and in no case has it failed to com

pletely remove the trouble—that is, providing the clutch leather

was not hopelessly burnt. We may add that arrangements

have been made with Messrs. Montague Hawnt and Co., ■ of

Clerkenwell Road, E.C., to supply the preparation to motor-car

agents.
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[Letters to the Editor should be addressed to the offices,

27-SS, Charing Cross Boad, W.C.]

HAS THE TOURIST TROPHY BENEFITED THE

INDUSTRY—A. SUGGESTED SIX DAYS* RACE.

To thb Editor ow The Motor-Gar Journal.

Sir,—I have road with great interest the letter in the last issue of

the M.C.J, with regard to the Tourist Trophy. I quite agree with your

correspondent that the Tourist Trophy races are no test for a oar, and

as only the slowest paces were done, owing to the petrol consumption

limit, by all the cars concerned, they were only subjected to ordinary

touring conditions. I do not agree with your correspondent that it is

necessary to race for six days in order to show which oar is thebjst. I think

if we had a race with a given cylinder capacity limit, without any petrol

limit, and the fastest car to win, that the weak spots would very quickly

be discovered. It is quite certain there is no test so severe on a motor-car

as a speed race, as it means the frequent employment of brakes, and the

quickest acceleration possible, the whole time, and this means a great

strain on any car. I myself on my 24-28-h.p. Metallurgique in the

Tourist Trophy race never even usea my accelerator pedal, as I wished

lo cut petrol down as far as possible, and hardly used my brikes. As I

Car race, the suggestion he makes is worthy of seriou i consideration.

At the same time 1 do not personally agree with his solution—that of an

eight hours' race on six successive days. What I would suggest is the

adoption of siiniUr rules to those which have been agreed upon for the

fortneoming Criterium de France. In this event, which is for touring cars of

a minimum weight of 1,600 kilogrammes, including the passengers, .hu t not

spares, tyres, tools, &c, there is a fuel allowance of 20 litres per 100 kilo

metres, equal roughly to 1 4 '3 miles per gallon. The e are details which may

be changed to suit either the Tourist Trophy or Heavy Touring Car trials ;

the point to whioh I wish to draw attention is that the Criterium con

sists of a four days' endurance trial, averaging 250 miles per day, and it

is only the competitors who survive this who will be permitted to take

part in the final event—a 250 mile speed trial—still with the fuel limit,

on which the result of the contest will be decided. This teems to me an

ideal competition, and one whioh should try the endura".C3 qualities of

motors to the utmost. ^Yours truly,

C. J. Coope.

THE RACES AT BEXHILL.

To thi Editor of The Motor-Car Journal,

Sir,—My committee have carefully read your criticism of the Bexhill

meeting and agroe with you that the trials.on Monday were too protracted.

After the experience Tuesday's events were run through with every

holy's approval, in fact, many people said that the meeting was too short.

We welcome the straightforward criticism from your paper.

On considering an "Unsuccessful Competitor a " letter my committee

have different feelings. They consider that Mr. Jarrott's attack on the

R. A.C. handicapping formula is most unsportsmanlike, as it must be well

 

The Heavy Touring Car Race.— Mr. O. P. Mills on the victorious Humber Car at Glenmoor.

used an absolutely standard car, and as this is fitted with only three

speeds, I was put to a great disadvantage in comparison to other cars

which had four speeds, and were mostly so high-geared that it was said on

all sides tint nu»t of the cars competing in the Tourist Trophy race and

the Heavy Car race were not capable of climbing a hill of one in six,

which we were supposed to take according to the regulations. The cars

for some reason or another were not subjected to this test ; in other

words, the gearing was especially made for that particular circuit, and

most of the cars competing in the Tourist Trophy races were certainly

geared in such a way as would not recommend itself to the ordinary

buyer.—Yours truly,

Oscar Cupper.

To thb Editor or The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—Referring to the letter in the last issue of the M.C.J, on the

subject of the suggested six days' race for the Tourist Trophy, this

would no doubt be an interesting event if it could be arranged on proper

lines, but at the present tim? it would be rather difficult, I think, to get

th«i drivers to undertake anything of the kind, with the gruelling of

Thursday la:?t week so fresh in their memory.—Yours truly,

The Rover Company, Ltd.,

H. Smith.

To thb Editor or The Motor-Gar Journal.

Siu,—I was very much interested in the letter from " Streatham "

which appeared under this heading in the last issue of the M.C.J. In

view of the decreasing entries which are being received for the Tourist

Trophy race, and the apparent lack of interest in the Heavy Touring

known to Mr. Jarrott that Col. 1 1 olden has given a very large amount

of time and energy to initiating a handicapping formula that shall be

fair to all. This formula has now been tried three times, once at

Frame's Hill, once at Nottingham, and once at Bexhill.

Mr. Worby Beaumont, who worked out the handicap on behalf of

the R. A.C, did his work conscientiously 'ami accurately, and Mr. Jarrott's

criticism of a single-cylinder car having to give a start to a large four-

cylinder car is strange, considering that the very car which he mentions,

thelittle car in which[he is interested, actually beat the four-cylinder under

the handicap, and, as Mr. Jarrott knows, his little car did very well in the

first and second rounds and probably would have done very well in the

final but for it breaking down. My committee can only assume that

Mr. Jarrott can never have read the R. A.C. handicapping formula, or

he would understand that wind resistance and weight are quite as im

portant factors as horse-power and number of cylinders.

If he knew so much about the way to handicap, why did he not ask

his partner, Mr. Letts, who had accepted a position as an official of the

meeting, to place before my committee Mr. Jarrott's knowledge on the

subject. But if my committee may be allowed to say so, they t liink the

R.A.C. quite a sufficiently strong body to control race meetings, that

their rules are exceedingly adequate and complete, and that (he handi

capping foimula, thanks to the honorary work of Col. Holden, is far in

advance of anything that has been done previously. It may not yet be

perfect, but why does not Mr. Jarrott give the R.A.C. the benefit of

his handicapping knowledge, so that they may improve their formula V

Criticism is exceedingly cheap.

Mr. Jarrott's statement tint the Clnb intended that the starts

should have been added to the actual running times is incorrect. The

officials authorised by the Club to deal with this matter did so on the

correct basis and in accordance with the R.A.C. 's regulations. My

t
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committee suggest that they would like to receive from Mr. Jarrott

particulars of the officials who carried oat their duties in a grossly im

proper manner, as Mr. Jarrott suggests.

In regard to Mr. Eason's letter my committee would like to point

out that the Serpollet steam car record has stood, although attempts

were made to beat it by the Mercedes in 1904 and the Daimler, 1905, so

it is hardly correct to say that any high powered present day touring

cars could beat it. Mr. Eason evidently forgets that when M. Serpollet

made his record he had the advantage of nearly half a mile longer track

than exists at the present day. Regarding his complaint that Mr. S. F.

Edge should have beaten this record, he has evidently forgotten that

invitations were sent to Messrs. Jarrott and Letts for a speedy Da

Dietrich car, and invitations were sent to other owners of speedy motor

cirs, but of the five invitations sent out Mr. Edge was the only one who

accepted, and my committee's thanks are due to bim for carrying out

litis item on our programme.

Dealing with Monday's meeting as a whole, my committee admit

there were two serious delays, first in regard to Event 3, in which tins

entries were considerably more numerous than they had anticipated ;

this particular competition was novel and difficulties undoubtedly did

arise. The second serious delay arose through a driver being seized with

a fit on the mark as he was going to start, and he had to be laid on the

track for some considerable time, while medical aid was summoned. My

committee wish to draw attention to the fact that the whole of the

criticism has arisen from unsuccessful competitors.

It is only fair to my committee that it should be made very clear

that Tuesday's meeting met with all-round praise both for interest and

the expediency with which all the events were run off.—Yours truly,

Hknry Hollands.

- THE R.A.C. SIDE-SLIP COMPETITION.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sik, —In furtherance of my letter on the Royal Automobile Club

Hide Slip Competition, which you kindly printed in your issue of April

20th, I enclose you copy of a report by Mr. Worby Beaumont on the

Hartridge tyre.

In view of the award by the Royal Automobile Club, it is a strange

coincidence that " the lengthy series of experiments carried out by Mr.

Worby Beaumont in compliance with the instructions of the Hartridge

Tyre Syndicate " covers exactly the same period of time as the incep

tion and completion of the trials instituted by the R.A.C., viz.,

November, 1906, to April, 1907. This, in itself, would occasion no sur

prise, but it happens that Mr. Worby Beaumont is consulting engineer

to the Royal Automobile Club, and one of the judges at the trial, in

which the certificate and prize of £100 was awarded to his clients.

The obvious conclusion is, I am afraid, the only explanation to the

facts as stated in my former letter. It is certainly to be hoped that

the Royal Automobile Club (if they do not reconsider the report and

recommendations in question) will endeavour to prevent coincidences

of this kind at any of their running or future competitions.—Yours

truly,

G. Simpson Taylor.

THE TOURIST TROPHY ARRANGEMENTS.

To thb Editoh of The Motor-Oar Journal.

Sir,—I beg to point out that the arrangements for the accommoda

tion of the Press at the Tourist Trophy and Heavy Car races at the Isle

of Man might easily be improved upon. The Press tent in the R.A.C.

enclosure daring these races, on Thursday last, was invaded by a crowd

of spectators, for whom no shelter from the continuous rain had been

provided.

There were two scoring boards, one for each race : that for the

Ueavy Car race was hidden from view by the judges' box, which, by the

way, was a fine weather erection, and its occupants suffered considerably

daring the day ; the times on the other scoring board were rendered

indistinct by the rain, and frequently obscured by spectators and officials.

As notes are sent to the board markers giving competitors' times and

positions in each round, it would considerably help the Press representa

tives if duplicates of these notes were also at the same moment sent to

them, and provision made for sheltering chattering spectators and

gentlemen intent on engineering sweepstakes elsewhere.—Yours truly,

J. B. King.

THE CONTROL OF MOTOR RACE MEETINGS.

To IBM Editoh of The Motor-Gar Journal.

Sib,—I notice in reference to the liexhill meeting that Mr. Jarrott

has been at some pains to explain his views to the publio through the

medium of your valued columns, and cannot understand how he can

have so misread the handicap as to have made the glaringly inaccurate

statements which he has done. In reference to Event No. 2, he states

that the 9-b.p. Sizaire car with one cylinder, having a bore of 120 mm.

and weighing 15 cwt., would have had to cover the distance, namely half

a mile, in 28 2-5 sec. in order to have equalled the 10-h.p, Adams car

which won the gold medal in this event. .Such, however, I fail to find

proved by the figures.

Taking the times as stated in the Press, I find that in heat 4 the

published time of the 9-h.p. Sizaire is 03 4-5 sec. Now surely Mr.

Jarrott does not think that these times were the actual running times

from start to finish. If so, does he realise what they mean, namely that

the Adams car covered half a mile from a standing start at an average

speed of thirty-nine miles per hour ! Obviously absurd .

For Mr. Jarrott's enlightenment, the actual figures shonld read as

follows :—10-h.p. Adams: 46-2-5th sec, plus the handicap, namely

34 sec, equals 80 2-fth sec, or an approximate average speed of

twenty-two and a half miles per hour. Whereas that of the Sizaire works

out as follows : 63 4-5th sec, plus 18 sec. handicap, equals 81 4-5th sec.

I think that generally a lot too much has been said about the

handicapping at liexhill, and certainly I cannot help thinking that a

very false impression has been created in the public mind by the state

ments that have been made.

Mr. Jarrott further states, in reference to the 14-h.p. Spyker car,

that it would have been necessary for this car to have covered the

distance in 12 2-5th sec. in order to have equalled the performance of

the Adams car, which is equivalent to something over 150 miles per

hour. Such is not the case. The actual time in which the Spyker

would have had to cover the distance would have been 46 2- 5th sec.

which is equivalent to just under thirty-nine miles per hour, quite a

different matter. In conclusion, it seems tome a most extraordinary

thing that, no matter what the event may be, so long as it is connected

 

The Heavy Touring Car Race. -One of the Ariel-Simplex Cars on the

Horse Shoe Carve at Glencarn.

with automobilism, there is at the tail of it a string of protests and

grumblings as to what should or should not have been, with a long list of

invidious comparisons.—Yours truly,

\ R. R. Smith.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sib,-—We had the pleasure of hearing Mr. Jarrott's comments on

the sporting character of the Fronie's Hill Climb, and feel certain that

all entrants, winners and otherwise, endorsed his views. The very

opposite, however, must be said of the Bexhill meet. We venture to

say that had any horse race meeting been held under the same cir

cumstances, the onlookers wonld have broken up the whole show from

the palings to the judge's box ; as it was, the public showed their con

tempt of the whole meeting by leaving the course.

The lack of organisation and want of knowledge on the part of the

handicappers was deplorable, and the least said on this subject the

better. We understood from the invitation form that all events were

open ones. May we therefore ask why Mr. S. F. Edge was alone

invited to attempt to beat the previous Bexhill records for touring

cars, namely that of 54 '53 miles per hour by M. Serpollet on his steam

car, which was made five years ago? Surely any present day high-

powered touring car would have no difficulty in Seating this! Ami it

seems to as the whole meeting was arranged for the benefit of one par

ticular make of car, and we consider that it is very hard that makers

should go to the big expense and needless worry for a one-horse show,

which sentiment we feel sure will be endorsed by all other competitors.

Moreover, it is surely against the rales of all sporting contests for a com

petitor to act in an official capacity, and have power to disqualify any

of his opponents.

In our opinion all motor race meetings should be controlled by a

committee approved by the Royal Automobile Club, and not by local
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motor clubs. This would not only bring the motor races to the same

level as that of other sporting events, but would be of the greatest

benefit to both the public and the manufacturers, as such a commit ec

would see that every competitor had a proper sporting chance—Yours

truly,'

. F. Eason.

TYRE CUT STOPPING PREPARATIONS.

To th« Editor of The Afotor-Car Journal.

Sir,—For several years f used, with excellent results, some stuff

exiled Parocert, rubber dissolved in sulphide and sold in collapsible

tubes, like Pneu-cure, and a more solid material called Westwood

Tyre-stopping, both made by the Westwood Tyre and Rim Company,

of Birmingham. Used according to directions these two completely

stopped any small cut in the tyres andi seemed to amalgamate with the

rest of the tyre, and 1 understand the Westwood Tyre and Rim Company

are not now in existence,' and ,1 cannot get anything that answers so well

for the purpose. It seems a pity that so good a thing should be completely

lost, so I am writing to you hoping that you will publish a query about

it, which may catch the eye of some of the people responsible for its

manufacture, and it may be made again. The two had to be used in

conjunction according to directions, and the result was really splendid.—

Yours truly,

II. L. L. A.

 

sTlie Tourist Trophy Race. -The two Star Cara at Kirkmichae..

A SIMPLE HUB BAND BRAKE.

To TH» Editor or The Motor-Car Journal.

SIR,—I was very much interested in Mr. Hlrsch's letter with illus

trations of an effective brake in your issue of the ISth ult., as the same

is very applicable to my small car, which could easily be altered, the

lever, rods and drum being similar. If not troubling Mr. llirsch too

much, would he kindly inform me if the brake band is lined, and the

dimensions of the rocker, also what part of the spring is the bracket

clipped to, as of course the body c'.ipi the top of spring. My brake

drum is flanged, and is 1J in. wide and 9 in. diameter.—Yours triily,

H. S. Baldwin.

THE BIKDLIP HILL CLIMB.

To thb Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—As you are probably aware, we have arranged for our annual

hill climb to be held at the well-known Birdlip Hill on Saturday, June

29th. The competition is open to members of the Bristol and Gloucester

shire Automobile Club and to motorists residing within the city of

Bristol and the county of Gloucester ; but it has been arranged for a

sub committee meeting to be h;U a few days before the race to election

payment of the ordinary fees, any gentleman residing outside these dis

tricts who desires to enter for the hill climb. There will be fourteen

classes, and I shall be happy to send full particulars to any lady or

gentleman desiring the same, on application to me at 87, Baldwin Street,

Bristol. Last year we received complaints concerning the practising of

cars on the hill, and we have made a rule that no practising whatever

shall bo allowed on the bill) and the police have boon requested to report

any car found so doing.

I might add that we in Gloucestershire are on exceedingly good

terms with the police, and up to now have never had such a thing as a

police trap throughout tUe county, and we feel, therefore, more disposed

to fall in with any of their desires, especially as we have received their

official sanction for the holding of the climb.—Yours truly,

E. H. Atcrley,Hon. Sec.

THE TREND OF MOTORCAR DESIGN.

To the Editor or The Motor-Car Journal.

Silt,- The progress of automobilism during the past decade has been

rapid, and the great strides made both in the design and construction of

motor-cars is marvellous. Ordinarily there is no end to innovations, but,

so far as the automobile is concerned, a point seems to have been

reached when radical changes are things of the past. That there will be

changes each year goes without saying ; yet, although the car of 190S

will differ but slightly from the car of this season, and the car of 1912

will differ little from the vehicle of 1911, there will be a marked

difference between the car of 1907 and that of 1912, the changes coming

about through the ordinary means of evolution. The sensible manufac

turer of to-day is not seeking for radical departures, he is out to make

money, and so long as he can stick to a model year after year, providing

it U reasonably up-to-date and in keeping wit h the public demand, there

is no need for material changes and innovations, for it is better to perfect

a good thing than to experiment with something that the public may not

want. Not only so, but in following this plan he will be better dble to

meet the increasing demand for a reliable vehicle at a moderate price. —

Yours truly,

J. H. R.

CHANGING ENGINES ON A CAR.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

StR,—Referring to Mr. Gipps's letter in the M.C.J, of the 26th ult.,

it is quite possible and fairly easy to replace a two-cylinder engine by a

four-cylinder. I make a speciality of this, and have two in negotiation at

present. The hew engine should give the increased power at about the

same revolutions as the old one, otherwise the speed of car will be affected.

In the case mentioned I should say that a four-cylinder Sk in. by 4 in.

giving 14-16-h.p. at 1,000 revs, would do. This engine would occupy

about 25 in.' in length, exclusive of flywheel. The cost would depend on

work in fitting, but probably between £40 and £50 would cover it.—

Yours truly,

A. Saunders.

THE BADGERED MOTORIST.

To ihi Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

SIR,—So uinch fun has been cast at the motorist who, l«ing a

member of several organisation", loyally decorates his vehicle with many

badge", that I cannot forbear to. tell my confreres of the real value of

such a device. Mr. Harold Brewer, a member of the Motor Union, was

recently summoned at Raglan for driving his car in a manner dangerous

to the public. He instructed Mr. F. C. Shackel, the Union's solicitor

at Cardiff, to defend him, and the summons was dismissed. The circum

stances were reported to the Union, who are satisfied that Mr. Brewer

did not, in fact, commit the offence with which he was charged. As he

was carrying the Motor Union car badge on his car at the time of the

occurrence, Tie is entitled to one half of his legal expenses, which will be

refunded to him by the organisation in due course. Evidently the

wearing of the badge is, after all, a means towards the economical

running of the car.—Yours truly,

F.

Mr. STENSoN Cookk, the secretary of lh<? Automobile Association,

will be pleased to hear from motorists whose chances of appeal from police

court decisions have been upset by magistrates inflicting liues of an

insufficient amount for that purpose.

The R.A.C and Unofficial Trials.—Mr. S. F. Edge writes: —

" Referring to my letter in reference to the forgotten R.A.C. rule, there

is a sentence which reads as follows : — ' There has only been one of these

runs that I could find was done in a manner beyond suspicion,' which

should have read ' there was one of these runs done in a manner beyond

suspicion.' The matter may not seem of much moment, but, reading it

as originally sent you, it read as if Mr. Paul's was the oaly drive above

suspicion, whereas, of course, it is quite clear that Mr. Jarrott drove from

London to Monte Carlo, and his run was independently verified."

The Archiiialp Patent Wheels. -We have an enquiry for the

name and address of the maker of these wheels.

A DAIMLER axle cap has been found by Mr. Cox, of Swanley, Kent,

who will be pleased to return it to the owner.

Mtt. W. A. Vincent, of Carnage'?, Holborn, will be pleased to

have tho name and address of the gentleman who left his sample of tyre

stopping with him for testing recently.

MB. Sydney IIy.uan, 29, Leicester Square, W.C., lost a new

Collier cover, which skipped oil' the top of his car ou the 25th ult.,

between London and Winchester, which road he travelled m Kingston,

Staines, Bagshot, and Basingstoke ; he is ottering a reward of £2 for the

recovery of the cover.
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CLUBS AND ASSOCIATIONS

 

AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION.

Among the 170 members elected at the last meeting of the Auto

mobile Association Committee were the Duchess of Marlborough, the

Hon. Mm. Sergison, General Sir C. J. Burnett, the Earl of Huntingdon,

Col. P. E. Monckton, Col. R. Pilkington, Col. Heyworth-Savnge, Capt.

H. H. D. Tothill, B.N., Major S. F. Williams, K.E., the Hon. Mrs.

R. A Smith, Major W. A. Robinson, Viscount Colville, Lord Rossmore,

Capt. Arthur Ritchie, and Major G. Kynaston Cockerill.

The A.A. patrols were on special duty for the Tourist Trophy Race,

an exceptionally long stretch of road being covered, viz., from London to

Liverpool and Leeds to Liverpool.

LADIES' A.C.

The members of the Ladies' Automobile Club have again this year

n invited by the Committee of the Grosvenor Club to »isit that club's

enclosure at Henley during the regatta week.

For the convenience of members of this club the Grosvenor Clnb

have arranged that as each car enters the car enclosure its driver will he

given a number, which will have to be returned before the car can be

taken away.

The L.AC. Committee have arranged for the cars of members to be

garaged during Ascot week at the Ascot Motor Works, Ltd., Windsor

Road, Ascot.

There are at the present time 380 members of the L.A.C., and

among those who have been elected this year are Mrs. C. B> ddington,

Miss B. C. Burns, Mrs. Cator, Mrs. Pickersgill Cunlift'e, Lady Emily

Dyke, the Countess of Dysart, the Hon. Mrs. Assheton Harbord, Lady

Louise Loder, the Dowager Duct ess of Manchester, the Hon. Lady

Miller, the Hon. Mrp. George Napier, Mrs. Newton, Miss Beatrice

Savile, Mrs. Frame Thompson and the Hon. Mrs. G. Williams.

WELSH A.C.

A hill-climbing competition was promoted by the Welsh Auto

mobile Club at Llangennech (Carmarthenshire), on Salnrday. Twenty-

six cars competed for a challenge cup presented by Capt. Hughes-Morgan,

of Brecon, who, according to the award, had the car of highest efficiency

himself. He withdrew his claim, however, and the cup will go to

another competitor.

Llangennech Hill provides in its length of 3,000 ft. variations of

gradient calculated to provide a test as thorough as it is severe, with its

total rise of 190 ft., an average gradient of 1 in 15, and 1 in 8 at the

steepest part ; and there are ample facilities for a flying start.

The following are the results, with the best times made. The

actual times on the run are not officially given, but the speeds made are

indicated by putting the time of the fastest car at X, and giving all the

other times as X plus the number of minutes they were behind that

Plus.

Capt. D. Hughes Morgan's 28-b.p. Daimler

Mr. Basil Valentine's 30-h.p. Beeston Humber ..,

Mr. T. P. R. Richards's 24-h.p. Minerva

Mr. Cory Yeo's 28-h.p. Darracq

Mr. F. E. Jacobs's 20-h-p. Danacq .„

Mr. S. Williams's 10-h.p. Alldays ...

Mr. Geo. Ace's 15-h.p. Coventry Humber ,

Mr. Evan Williams's 10-h.p. Alldays

Mr. E. M. Player's 14-h.p Thornycroft

Mr. E. Miller's 20-32-h.p. Dsrracq

Mr. W. T. Far^s 16-18-h.p. Danacq

Mr. J. S. Brown's 12-h.p. Darracq

Mr. R L. Sail's 10-12-h.p. Coventry Humber

Mr. John Player's 7-h.p. Panhaid

Mr. W. Thomas's 8-10-hjj. Lecorie

Mr. Gregor's 10 12-h.p. Danacq

Mr. Hubert S. Thomas's 10-12 hj>. Argyll

Mr. A. E. Reynolds's 12-16-h.p. Talbot

Mr. H. Solomon's 10-12-b.p. Beeston Humber

Mr. D. Harries's 10-12 h.p. Coventry Humber

Mr. A. A. Jones's 10-12-h.p. Argyll

Mr. M. Whittington's 8-h.p. De Dietrich

The above gives the order in which the cars covered the hill in point

of time, takii'g the best time given in the two runs al'owed. The

formula for handicapping cannot be woiked out for a day or two, and

then befoie publication will have to come before the committee, which

will have to interpret one ot the rules, which, it is said, as it stood on the

day of the contests, did not quite conform with those of the Royal Auto

mobile Clnb.

m. s.

0 0

0 8 4-5

0 16 1-5

0 47

0 49 2-5

0 56 4 5

1 1 2-5

3 1-5

14 2 5

15 2-5

15 3-5

23 1-5

32 2-5

1 32 4-5

1 33 4-5

1 34 1-5

1 43 2-5

1 53

1 54 2-5

2 9 1-5

2 17

4 29 3-5

It was Mr. Morton Evans who suggested that Llangennech Hill

should be the scene of the contests, and Mr. Basil Valentin (the president)

and the committee of the Welsh Automobile Club readily adopted the

suggestion. Mr. and Mrs. Morton Evans dispensed hospitality at their

charming residence, Plas Issa, most lavishly. The officials were :—Mr.

C. H. Harvey (the hon. secretary), Mr. A. G. Moffet (the marshal), Mr.

James Livingstone (the judge), Mr. T. Herschal Jones (the starter),

Messrs. W. H. T. and S. H. Webber (the timekeepers), Mr. Tom John

(the clerk of the scales), and Mr. H. Mar-ball and an array of other

clerks of the course.

MANCHESTER AUTOMOBILE CLUB.

The Manchester A.C. held the fifth run of the season on Saturday.

The meeting-place was the Izaak Walton Hotel, Dovedale, but the

weather being exceedingly bad the turnout was much less than usual.

Leaving Manehester, a drizzly rain was falling, and the sky remained

obstinately overcast the whole afternoon, while the limestone roads in

the neighbourhood of Buxton were in a slippery condition. Those who

took the route via Macclesfield andLeek fared much better and obtained

tolerably good going. Among the members present were Messrs. J. A.

Morris, A. E. Jones, B. Heywood, Parry, Woolley, G. J. Crawford, and

Young.

MANCHESTER MOTOR CLUB.

The reliability trial of the Manchester M.C., reported in last week's

M.C.J. , was won by Mr. H. Hollingdrake's 35-50-h.p. De la Buire car, of

which we give an illustration. The full number of marks weie 500 for
•reliability, 100 for hill-climbing, and 100 for petrol consumption, and the

 

Ifr. E. Hollingdrake on the Tie la Buire Car which won the Manchester

Motor Club's Reliability Trial.

Dela Buire car was awarded the full number of marks. The first day

run was from Altrincbam to Aberystwilh, a distance of 126} miles.

The second day's run was from Aherj stwith to Stratford-ou-Avon, a

distance of 146 miles. The petrol consumption was l:U gallons, or over

20 miles to the gallon, and the car with its load of passengers ana

luggage weighed about two tons.

COMMERCIAL MOTOR USERS' ASSOCIATION.

The first of the provincial meets of commercial motor vehicles,

which are being heh ui der the auspices of the Commercial Motor

Users' Association, will be held <>n Monday, the 17th inst., at Reading.

The support of the Mayor of Reading an« other local gentlemen has

been obtained, and it is expected that makers of commercial moior

vehicles will take advantage of tin- opportunity afforded them of demon

strating the efficiency of their vehicles. The car- will assemble in

the Market Place, Reading, at 11a.m., and will be conducted through

the principal tborougi fares in processional order, with ih- Major and

mem i en- of the local committee at their head. 'I he eidry fee for each

vehicle is one guinea, v Inch includes admission to the official luncheon

at the Reading Town Hall, at the conclusion of ihe procewinn. Full

particulars of the meet, together with entry forms and order forms in

respect of seats at ihe official luncheon, may b> obtained on applies' ion

to the hon. secretary of the meet, Mr. Leo. Harris, 379, Strain , London,

W.C., or the secietary of the Commercial Mo'or Users' Association,

Mr. Rees Jeffreys, 1, Albemarle Street, Piccadilly, London, W.

SUSSEX*A.C.

A MOTOR gymkhana was ai ranged I'y the Sussex A.C. a* Worthing

on Saturday in > id of the funds of th. Worthing Hospital. It «as« x ren ely

nnfortunate that the weather was so uniavnumhb . as the ( lub C m-

mittee and Mr. F. H. Nye, the secretaiy, had worked hard to make
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the gymkhana a success, and a pleasant afternoon would have been

ensured under brighter atmospherical conditions.

The clerks of the course were Messrs. A. Scrase-Dickins, H. S. W.

Eyre, and J. P. Cockerell ; Mr. C. F. Frowd was the starter ; Mr. C.

Haines timekeeper ; the judges, Earl Russell, Messrs. E. E. Miller,

C. E. Collins, E. H. Myddeton-Gavev, and E. E. Braby ; and the

marshals, Messrs. V. R. Lucas, M. F. Mieville, and W. H. Tribe. The

following are the results of the events decided :—

Bending Race—1, Mr. G. Hill, 8-h.p. Darracq; 2, Mr. S. A.

Jones, 10-h.p. Darracq. Also competed : Mr. Scrase-Dickins, 9-h.p.

Talbot ; Mr. H. Musker, 35-h.p. Daimler ; Councillor G. H. Warne,

28-h.p. Daimler ; Dr. J. Nodes, 10 h. p. Humber ; and Mr. W. H. Tribe,

10-h.p. Peugeot. The winner's time was 1 min. 32 sec

Slow Race.—1, Mr. G. Hill, 8-h.p. Darracq ; 2, Mr. S. A Jones,

10-h.p. Darracq. Time : 1 min. 3 2-5 sec.

MOTOR CYCLING CLUB.

This club held a climb on Sharpenhoe Hill, near Luton, on Saturday,

and although the awards have yet to be made, the following times will

be of interest. All the other classes were for motor-cycles.

1, S. F. Edge, 80-h.p. Napier, 51 2-5 sec.

2, P. Graham, 24-h.p. Deasy, 1 min. 12 1-5 sec.

3, F. J. Jenkins, 16-20-h.p. Rover, 1 min. 25 sec.

There also ran J. W. Stocks, 24-h.p. De Dion, 1 min. 43 4-5 sec. ; E.

Perman, 16-h.p. Bell, 1 min. 47 3-5 sec. ; C. A. Vandervell, J7-21-h.p.

Daimler, 1 min. 54 sec. ; J. van Hooydonk, 8-h.p. Phoenix, 2 min. 4 4-5

sec. ; F. R. Johns, 16-20-h.p. Rover, 2 min. 42 2-5 sec ; S. H. Fry, 6-h.p.

Rover, 2 min. 50 sec ; and J. Platt-Betts, 6-h.p. Rover, 2 min. 53 sec.

 

The Welsh Automobile Club's Hill Climb—A View at the Starting Point.

NORTH-EASTERN A.A.

In our issue of the 11th ult. we gave a profile of Ragpath Hill,

where the North-Eastern A.A. will hold open and closed hill-climbing

competitions on Saturday, the 15th inst. Forms of entry will be supplied

by Dr. J. McHaffie, the hon. sec. of the competition, Talbot House,

Tyne Dock, South Shields, to whom they must be returned by noon

on Tuesday next. The hill is sixteen miles from Newcastle-on-Tyne,

via Burnopford and Annlield Plain.

scottish"a.c.

The first issue of the Scottish Club Handbook is now in the

printers' hands and will be issued to the members in the course of the

next few days.

A considerable proportion of the members of the club have applied

for the badge, which can now be had on demand. It is available both

in brass and nickel silver to suit the mountings of the car, and its design

has met with very general approval.

Last week, at the suggestion of the Secretary for Scotland and in

lieu of a public inquiry on the subject, the Club secretary drove Mr.

Alex Stuart, advocate, the Commissioner for the Secretary for Scotland,

to Castle Douglas, where, in company with an official of the burgh, an

inspection was made of the roads upon which the Town Council desire

to have ten miles per hour restrictions.

BEDFORDSHIRE.

At the inaugural meeting of the Bedfordshire A.C., held at the

Swan Hotel, Bedford, last week, it was agreed to ask Lord Ampthill

to be president, and Mr. W. A. Attenborough, Mr. Percy Barlow, Mr.

Gny l'ym, and Sir Julius Wernher were elected vice-presidents. The

following were elected to serve on the committee :—Messrs. W. H. Allen

Adams, Browning, Brackenbury, Colby Sharpin, Archdale Sharpin,

Parbury, Hope, Jessop, Wells, R. Allen, Rev. C. B. 1 1 niton, Dr. Bower,

Dr. Smithson, and C. R S. Payne.

JUNIOR AUTOMOBILE CLUB.

The committee of this club have decided to hold, at an early

date, a 200 miles reliability trial, in which entries will be limited to

cars selling at or under £300. As the amateur element predominates

very strongly in this club, the tentative entrant has no cause to

apprehend that he will be handicapped by being expected to meet on

equal terms the drivers of motor firms. Mr. S. C. Darrington, " Oak-

thorpe," Brownlow Road, New Southgate, N., is the hon. sec. of the

event.

Mr. Holmes Kingston has been appointed secretary of the Motor

Club.

GASES UNDER THE MOTOR CAR ACT.

Dangerous Driving.

A schedule of times prepared on a motor tour from South t«

North Wales proved a novelty in a motoring prosecution before

the Llangollen magistrates on Monday, when Mr. A. K. Reese,

Victoria Road, Penarth, was charged by Sergt. James Wyse,

Llangollen, with (a) driving a motor-car at a speed dangerous

to the public, and (b) with refusing to stop his motor-car when requested.

Mr. S. Lloyd Carter (Carnarvon), pleaded not guilty on behalf of

the defendant. After bearing police evidence, Wm. Hughes, Penarth,

said he was an electrical engineer and district manager of the Westing-

house Company. He accompanied Mr. Reese and his guests, and they

were on a tour throughout Wales. To make the tour more interesting

witness along the route kept a correct record of all stoppages and

starting times. He worked out the average times and found that in the

six days' tour of 5291 miles they did 12-6 miles an hour. They left the

Raven Hotel, Shrewsbury, at 12 noon, and arrived at Llangollen at

4.30 p.m. (30J miles). Their speed at Llangollen was under 10 miles an

hour. The prosecution had no idea of speed. The car was not capable

of the speed cited of 25 miles an hoar. The Bench after a lengthy

private deliberation said they considered the evidence conflicting about

dangerous speed, and the first charge would be dismissed. The Bench

were quite clear there was a refusal to stop the motor-car when requested,

and they had to convict on the second charge, but thought the case

would be met by the defendant paying the costs.

Not Giving Warning op Approach.

At Bromley (Kent), on Monday, Robert Veitch, chauffeur to Lady

Angela Forbes, was summoned for negligent driving though Beckenham,

and, further, with not sounding bell.Tiorn, or other instrument to give

sufficient warning of his approach, on May 22nd. Police-constable 140 P

said he saw the defendant driving a car about ten miles an hour up

High Street in the direction of Southend Road, over the railway bridge.

At the same time a young lady cyclist, who had turned out of

Albemarle Road, was riding in the same direction. The cyclist was

going up the rise of the bridge, and about 3 ft. frem the kerb, when the

motor-car, without giving any warning, dashed i»to her back wheel and

threw the young lady on to the path. He was fined £3 for negligent

driving and £2 for not giving warning of his approach, and costs.

Defendant gave the name of his employer as surety, and was allowed

time in which to pay.

Exceeding the Speed Limit.

At the Arundel Borough Bench, on Monday, four cases were heard

against motorists for exceeding the legal limit. Fines ranging from £5

to £8 were imposed in each case. On the same day four cases were

heard at Worthing with similar results, and another at Eastbourne.

The Karl of Carnarvon has been fined £5 and costs for exceeding the

legal limit at Walton-on-Thames.

A Birmingham motorist has been fined £10 and costs at Market

Drayton for recklessly driving a motor-car. The defendant ran his

vehicle into a flock of sheep, killing two outright.

Mr. J. W. H. Dew informs us that he has resigned the works

management of the New Speedwell Motor Company, and is now prac

tising at 100, Rusthall Avenue, Chiswick, W., as an automobile de

signer and consulting engineer.

Messrs. Humber, Ltd., desire to thank the very large number of

their agents who have sent congratulatory messages on the performance

of the Humber cars in the Isle of Man. As it is quite impossible for

Messrs. Humber, Ltd., to separately acknowledge the hundreds of these

telegrams which were received on Friday last week, they desire to take

this opportunity of expressing their thanks.

At the Madrid Exhibition, the Palmer Cord tyres fitted to the

40-h.p. Iris car, by their excellent appearance after the run from London

to Madrid, became quite an attraction. His Majesty King Alphonso

showed great interest in them, making a careful examination, while the

King's sister, the Infanta of Spain, favoured the Palmer Company with

an order for a set for her own use.
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COMPANY NEWS.

New Companies Registered.

Brixton Motor Works.—£3,000. To adopt an agreement with Mr-

H. F. Harding for the acqiiUition of the business carried on by him as the

Brixton Motor Works. First directors : Messrs. H. F. Harding and S.

Arnott 283A, Brixton Road, S.W.

The Dumfries Motor Company. Ltd., to acquire and carry on the

whole business of dealers in motor-cars end motor-car accessories, &c,

now carried on at 78, High Street, and 93, English Street, Dumfries.

Capital £7,000.

Mero, Limited.—This company has just been registered, with a

capital of £2t>,000 in £1 shares, to manufacture, let on hire and deal in

motors, launches, flying machines and vehicles, and to adopt an agree

ment with Messrs. E. G. Meyer, F. A. Kelley, J. H. Kelley, A. J. Mud-

ford, S. Mndford, S. A. Steel, and J. H. Hothardt. Registered office :

3, Central Chambers, High Street, Sheffield.

The National Motor Mail Coach Company,1 Ltd.—The sub

scription list of this company has just closed so far as 100,000 of the

ordinary shares of £1 each are concerned. It has been formed to take

over certain postal contracts now enjoyed by Mr. G. H. Hayes, of Plum-

Mead, and to develop the same. Sir Martin Conway is chairman of

the company, of which the Hon. F. W. Stanley, Messrs. H. A. Johnson,

W. E. Pountney, and Major Vereker are the other directors. The

offices are at 71 and 72, Strand, W.C.

Brouoh's Pneumatic Syndicate.—£2,000. To acquire and turn

to account any inventions connected with pneumatic sorings for motor

cars and other vehicles, and to adopt an agreement with Mr. W. Brough,

Rowland House, 6, Eldon Street, E.C.

on at Barcelona and at Queen Anne's Chambers, Westminster, as the

Belmont Tyre Protector Company, and to adopt an agreement with

Emilio Rodriquez, Pauline Rodnquez, \V. Mnrdock, and Miguel

Franquet. Linden Arcade, High Road, Chiswick.

British Motorium.—£100 (£1). Agents for and manufacturer* of

motor-cars, &c. First directors : Messrs. B. M. Goode and F. Goode.

Dalmer Motor Tyre Syndicate.—£400. To adopt an agree

ment with Mr. R. Dalmer for the acquisition of certain patents rela ing

to motor-car wheels, tyres, and apparatus, and machinery therefor,

including patents for Germany, the United States of Amend, France,

Italy, Belgium, ami Austria. 36, Camomile Street, E.C.

A. Pulvjsrman and Company.—£5,000 To lake over the busi

ness of motor accessory dealers carried on hy Mes»rs. A. Pulverman and

Company, at 30, Ked Lion Square, W.C, and elsewhere. No initial publio

issue. First directors • Messrs. A. Pulverman and G. E Browne.

Ashwohth AND Wilson, Ltd.—This company has been registered

with offices at 285, Deansgate, Manchester, and a capital of £10,000, to

act as agents for dealers in motor-cars, &c Among important agencies

held by the company are those for Berliet and Stella cars.

Meetings and Reports.

A. W. GAMAOE.—The tenth annual general meeting of A. W.

Gamage (Limited) was held recently. Mr. A. W. Gamage, who

presided, said the directors were pleased to meet the shareholders again

with a satisfactory report. Their business had been forging ahead tor

some years. The goodwill stood at something like £40,000, but it was

worth at least £100,000. He believed they were going to have a brilliant

year in 1907. Up to the present date of the current year the turnover

showed a considerable increase. Mr. J. S. Parker seconded the motion,

and the report was unanimously adopted.

 

The Tourist Trophy Eace.—The Weighing-in Enclosure.

Crewe Motor Company.—£100. Copthorne House, Audleni,

Cheshire.

Auto-Vapour Syndicate.—£5,000. To acquire certain inventions

and processes relating to the vaporisation of petrol and other fluids,

and to adopt an agreement with the Agency and Finance Syndicate,

Ltd.
Vici MOTORS (1907) (Ltd.).—This company has been formed for

the purpose, primarilv. of taking over as a going concern and extending

the undertaking of Vici Motors (Ltd.), and to provide the further

working capital fou> d necessary by the estimated increase in the

business. The capital of the new company is £60,000.

Aruylls, Hampshire.—£10,000. To adopt agreements (1) with

the Argyll Motor-, Ltd., relating to the appointment of this company as

selling »gents in Hampshire, (2) with Mr. G. H Cox, as liquidator of

the G. H. Cox, Southsea Cycle Company, Ltd., for the acquis tion of the

business carried on by that company at Portsmouth, and (3) with Mr.

G. H Cox and Mr. P. H. Goodman for the acquisition of the business

of motor factors and agents carried on by them at Castle Road, Ports

mouth. No initial pii' die issue. 41, Castle Road, Southsea.

Humphery and Liwkntaal.—£750. To acquire a certain in

vention in respect of which British letters patent have been applied

for, with right, to apply for patents in ceriain foreign countries, to adopt

an agr ement wiih Messrs. A. Liwentaal and E. J. Humphery, and to

carry on the business of manufacturers of and dealers in motors.

Sun Gas Company.—£10,000. To acquire patents and other rights

for improvements connected with the manufacture of acetylene or other

hydro-carbons from carbide and by-products thereof. No initial public

i-sue.
Belmont Tyre Protector Company.—£5,005. To take over

the business of manufacturers of the " Belmont " tyre protector carried

Belsize Motors. —The first annual meeting of the Belsize Motors,

Ltd., was held at the Midland Hotel, Manchester, on Wednesday

last week. The Chairman (Mr. G. P. Dawson) called attention to the fact

that early in the financial year large additions to both the buildings

and the plant had to be undertaken, in order to cope with the he *vy

increase in trade, and later on further extensions and additions were

found to be necessary, mainly on accounr, ot the success of the new

model 2i)-h.p. four-cylinder car placed on the market by the firm. The

state of the order-book was most sati-factory. The gross profit on the

year was £15,139, out of which provision must be male for interest on

debentures (£918) and depreciation (£4,410). Thi meeting decided to

pay a dividend at the rate of 5 per cent, p r annum, free of income tax,

which, after paying directors and auditor* fees, will leave, appr ■ximatelv,

£5,168 to be carried forward. The retiring directors (Mr. G. P. Dawson

and Mr. G. Higginbothsm) were re-el-cted.

•

THE Daimler Company are advised by the De Luca Daimler Co.

that Count Florio Irought one of the three D rimler cars which ma e

such excellent showing in the recent Tar 'a Fl ri r race.

We learn that the ftover car which won the Tourist Trcphy race
■was fitted with C. A.V. accumulators. This is particularly g atilying

to Messrs. C. A. Vandervell and Co., as it puts the finishing touch to

qui'ea long list of successes recently gained by well-known cars with

their accumulators.

Mr. Harry Smith, the managing director "f the Rover Company,
Ltd., wri'es :—'• I shall be *rlad if you will kin ly allow me to thank,

through the medium of your paper, the numeons friends who have wired

and written congratulating ua upon our aucce-s in toe Iniernatinnal

Tourist Trophy Race."
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ROAD REPORTS.

-♦-

Ware.—The most direct route for motor-cars passing through the

town of Ware to and from London is by a bridge over the railway line

about 250 yards on the London side of the crossing in question. Drivers

of motor-cars are apparently unaware of this route, as it is not shown

on the maps.
Wimbledon.—At a meeting of the Wimbledon Town Council the

Surveyor reported that the use of calcium chloride for dust prevention had

proved successful during last summer. It had been efhcient for the

purposes for which it was used, and had reduced the cost of repairing the

roads, while it had effected a saving in watering of about £160. It was

decided to provide a sum of £120 in the current half-year's estimates for

the purchase of calcium chloride for use on the roads during the coming

summer.
Somerset.—The Motor Union are asking the Milbourne Port

(Somerset) Parish Council why they have fixed up notices at the chief

entrances to the village restricting the speed of motorists to six miles an

hour.
North Wales.—A representative conference of North Wales

authorities last week pressed for Government aid in the settlement of

the motor dust question.
Bedfordshire.—In the county of Bedfordshire, Mr. W. H. Leete,

the Surveyor, is adopting tar macadam where an entirely new surface is

needed, whilst other sections of the roadway are being tar painted as a

palliative for the dust nuisance.
Isle of Ely.—An experimental length of tar macadam is being laid

in the Isle of Ely by Mr. Perkins, the County Surveyor. In his district

franite screenings are now being used in place of road scrapings as a

inding material for the surface of the highways.

Haywards Heath.—Motorists passing through Haywards Heath

a few days ago complained of punctured tyres, and further investiga

tion has discovered several sharp-pointed nails strewn about the roads

for a considerable distance. We trust that the perpetrator of sucli a

dastardly freak may be discovered.
Hertford.—In the Fore Street, Hertford, is a short stretch of

tarred road which has proved the efficacy of its treatment from the

point of view of allaying the dust. On account of the short streets in

the town, motorists should drive with particular care.

Llandudno.—The asphalting of the parade road has greatly

mitigated the motor dust nuisance. About five miles of the streets

are being tar-painted. Until recently highways leading to Llandudno

were all narrow country roads, and unsatisfactory as to gradients. Now

one excellent road has been provided, that via Deganwy and Llanrhos,

and others will be improved as soon as possible.

Takspra.—The following particulars relating to the "Tarspra"

method are of interest at the present moment. The total mileage

completed and on order by the Tarspra Company exceeds eighteen

hundred miles. Kent is responsible for 166, Newcastle -241, Westmorland

10, Chester 10 ; Sheffield, Nottinghamshire, Birmingham, Hull, and

Nuneaton divide 100 miles between them ; while Glamorganshire,

Bridgend, Swansea, Neath, Bristol, Essex, Taunton, and Weston-super-

Mare are responsible for many more.

AUTOMOBILE RACING IN MEXICO.

The first automobile race meeting in Mexico was held on the

12th ult. ; it was organised by the Automobile Club of Guadalajara,

on a 35 kilometre course near the town of Guadalajara. The race,

which was for "La Copa Jalisco," was over a distance of 177-7 kilometres,

representing roundly five laps, the contestants being required to come

to a full -to]) at the completion of each round, all repairs and time

lost in taking on fuel and the like counting as running time. The

start and finish was near Casa Fuerte, an old fort on the hill

side overlooking Guadalajara, where a big grand stand was erected.

To prevent accidents fr«m spectators overcrowding the course the

promoters had secured a detachment of mounted federal and state

troops to patrol the couise. The competitors were :— Galleri (120-h.p.

Mors), Berrito (30-h.p. Packard), J. L. Lawrence (25-30-h.p. Pope-

Hartford), and Baseini (Welch). Of the above the first and last only

succeeded in covering three laps. The winner was J. L. Lawrence,

who on the Pope-Hartford covered the total distance in

3 h. 17 min. 54 sec, Berrito (Packard), taking the tecond place in

3 h. 53 m. 9 sec.
On the following day two races for ordinary touring cars were held

on the same course, the distance being, however, reduced to two laps4 equal

to 71 kilometres. In the first event there were five competitors—a

Thomas, a Packard, a Mors, and two Fiats ; the event was won by A.

F. Lernellera on the Packard, in 1 hr. 2 min. 5 sec, Juarez being second

on the Mors, in 1 hr. 23 min. 10 sec. There were only three competitors

in the second race—two Buicksand a Haynes, the winner being Dees on

a Buick. Time, 1 hr. 33 min.

Since taking the Mills at Harpenden, the New Motor and General

Rubber Company, Ltd., have laid down an entirely new plant for tube

vulcanising, and are now in a position to treat over 1,000 tubes per

week.

" HENRY EDMUNDS' " TROPHY.

For the " Henry Edmunds " Challenge Trophy and the Carter's'

Hill Cup, to be contested to-day (Saturday) at Carter's Hill, Underriver,

Kent, the entries number fifteen and sixteen respectively. For the first

event the entries are Messrs. George S. Barwick (30-h.p. Daimler), J. E'.

Hutton (40-h.p. Berliet), W. Hillman (Hillman-Coatalen), John S.

Napier (40-h.p. Arrol-Johnston), Paul Brodtmann (30-40-h.p. Daimler^

Frederic Coleman (30-h.p. White Steam), W. T. Clifford-Earp (26-30-h.p.

Nordenfelt), Montagu S. Napier (40-h.p. Napier), K. O. Kura (24-h.p.

Fiat), Arthur E. Perman (35-b.p. Iris), Capt. G. Hinds Howell (35-h.p.

Iris), L. Carle (45-h.p. Mors), E. Herington (30-h.p. Ariel-Simplex), G.

Stanley Monck (35-h.p. Horch), A. C. HUls (24-h.p. Martini).

For the Carter's Hill Cup race the cars to take part will include :

—24-h.p. Junior, 22-h.p. Berliet, 12-16-h.p. Vauxhall, 20-24-h.p. Talbot,

12-lG-b.p. Clement-Talbot, 25-b.p. Arrol-Johnston, 24-28-h.p. Metal-

lurgique, 18-28-h.p. Clement, 22-h.p. Minerva, 14-h.p. Thornycroft,

20-h.p. Westinghouse, 17-20-h.p. Scout, 20-h.p. Talbot, and 18-h.p.

Germain.

AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS.

i

Mr. Will Evans, the comedian, had a narrow escape from serious

injury whilst returning home from one of the music-halls on Thursday of

last week. As his motor-car was proceeding along the Bayswater

Road its passage was suddenly stopped by a brougham which emerged

from a side drive. The chauffeur ran the car on to the pavement,

b.it in so doing it struck the back of the brougham, knocking tbe-

driver off his seat into the roadway. The car was pulled up between

a pillar-box and the railings, and Mr. Evans was thrown to the oppo

site side of the vehicle and seriously shaken.

A sad motoring fatality, the second in the city within a week,

occurred on Saturday at Nottingham. The victim was Doris Eggle-

stone, the four-year-old daughter of a working jeweller, who was-

attempting to cross a busy thoroughfare when she was knocked down

by a motor-car owned by Mr. Groves Hind, of the Park, Nottingham,

which was proceeding very steadily. She died shortly after her admis

sion to the infirmary.

POLICE TRAP5.

A motor trap has been discovered at Killinghall, near Harrogate.

Visitors to that resort by the Ripon road should: exercise care or their

pastime may become expensive.

The police in the district of Wharfedale, and particularly about

Ilkley, are said to be eagerly watching motorists of more than dismal-

speed.

A police trap has been established near Colchester, and the Watch

Committee have provided the police with stop watches to be used in con

nection with the same.

Motorists proceeding through Canterbury are warned to be

careful, the local authorities having- apparently started a crusade against

drivers of motor-cars parsing that way.

Among the towns where the police are very active just now are-

Arundel, Lewes, Maidstone, St. Albans, Halifax, Lancaster, Canterbury,,

and Harrogate.

On Monday the Beckenham Council resolved to draw the attention

of the superintendent of police to the dangerous speeds at which many

motor-cars are being driven through Beckenham, Bromley, Croydon,

Wickham, and other roads, and agreed that special efforts shall be made-

on the part of the police to carry into effect the provisions of the Motor-

Car Act.

On the Chester road, between Thingwalland Neston, is a police trap-

six miles long.

AERONAUTICS.

At Chichester, on Saturday, the Hon. C. S. Rolls made a balloon'

ascent from Colonel Daniell's place, Oaklands Park, accompanied by Sir

Hugo de Bathe, the ascent being made in aid of .the funds of local

charities. Mr. Rolls intended to make Sir John Shelley's seat at

Avington Park, near Winchester, and by a careful selection of the

currents this was accomplished so exactly that the balloon was brought

down on the lawn in front of the house, the occupants alighting not

twenty yards from the front door. The prize for the motor capturing

the balloon was won by Mr. H. Humphry, of the Farrington Works,

South Street, Chichester.

Sir Hugo de Bathe has commissioned Messrs. Short Bros., of

Battersea, who were exhibitors at the recent AgriculturaLHall Show, to

build him a balloon.

The Monarch Motor Accessories and Gear Case Company, 'Clarence

Street, Coventry, have taken up the manufacture of radiators, bonnets,,

tanks, &c. They are fitting up their factory with up-to-date appliances

under the supervision of Mr. F. J. Page, late a company director with the

Doherty Motor Components, Limited, who has had ten years' experience

in this branch of trade.
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The Extension of the Agricultural Hall.
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H A L L !

At Cordingley's Motor Show at the Agricultural

Hall, London, next year, considerable improvements

will be noticed by visitors, among these being

extensions to the annexe, familiarly known as the

Minor Hall.

Herewith we give a plan showing the increased

space. The present capacity is known to the Ex

hibitors, who will be interested to learn that with

the addition of the new building, which is to be

built as an extension, the size of the Hall will be

enlarged to several times its present dimensions,

thus giving ample facilities for the display of heavy

vehicles promised for 1908. A fine entrance hall

will be erected in Barford Street, adding much

to the convenience of visitors.

 

BcurforcL Street Entreenee

152 O
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS. BUSINESS NEWS.

JUNE.

Saturday, 8th.

£ tn. Henry Edmunds Hill Climb, Carter's Hill, near River Hill.

.j, liana of the Coventry M.C.

1 . iimb of the Blackheath A.C.

The Kensington A C. will hold a Gymkhana in the grounds of Chiswiek

House, Chiswiek.

Speed judging contest at Cranford Bridge, two miles from Hounslow on

the Bath Road, between the Southern M.C. and the North London

A.C. for the Gamage challenge cup.

Annual Gymkhana of the Hertfordshire County A.C. at the Grove,

Watford.

Derly and District AC. Hill Climb.

Joint Meet of the East Surrey and Kent Clubs.

Sunday, 9th.

The Motor Club's run to Brighton,

The Motor Cycling Club will meet at the " Cock," Epping, at 11 a.m.,

for a trip to Maldon.

Monday and Tuesday, 10th and 11th.

Conference of the Roads Improvement Association at the Institution of

Civil Engineers, 11 a.m.

Thursday, 13th.

Notts A.C. Crippled Children's Dating.

Friday, 14th.

Race for the Kaiser's Prize on the Taunus Course, Germany.

Saturday, 15th.

Conference of officially recognised automobile clubs at Homburg.

Commercial vehicle meet at Reading. Mr. Leo Harris, hon. sac, 379,

Strand, London, W.C.

The children of the Leicester Cripples' Guild will be taken for a drive

-Haby the members of the Leicestershire A.C.

Joint meet of the Bristol and Gloucestershire and Hereford A.C.'s at

Cheltenham.

Hill Climb of the Ipswich and East Suffolk A.C.

North Eastern A.A. Hill Climb, Ragpath-side, near Lanchester.

Saturday, 22nd.

Yorkshire A.C.'s meet at Saltburn.

Southern Motor Club's open hill climb on Captain Kydd's Hill, East

Grinstead.

Kettleby hill climb of the Derby, Leicestershire, and Notts A.C.

Tuesday, 25th.
•25-29.—Scottish A.C. Reliability Trial.

Wednesday, 26th.

Hastings Automobile Meeting. Appearance Competition and Gymkhana,

organised by the Automobile Association and the Motor Club.

Thursday, 27th.

Newcastle Motor Club's run to Elinburgh and back.

Saturday, 29th.

Aero Club race for the Hedges Butler challenge cup.

Birdlip hill climb of the Bristol and Gloucestershire A.C.

Joint meet of the Liverpool, Manchester, N.E. Lines., Sheffiild and

Yorkshire Clubs at Bagton.

JULY.

2nd.—A.C.F. Grand Prix Race on the Seine Inferieure Circuit, near

Dieppe.

4TH.—International cross Channel race for motor-boats from Dover.

6th.—Inaugural races on the Brooklands Truck.

lOTdL—R.A.C. South Harting hill climb.

13th. —Entries for R.A.C. commercial vehicle trials close at ordinary

fees.

15th to 18th.—The annual automobile meeting at Ostend.

20th,—Motor Union meet at Southport.

27th.—Commercial vehicle meet at Maidstone.

AUGUST.

20th.—Open competition for light cars organised by the Essex Motor

Club over a 200 miles course.

SEPTEMBER.

9th.—Industrial Vehicle Trials commence.

OCTOBER.

19th.—Gordon Bennett Aeronautical race at St. Louis, Missouri

MARCH, 1908.

Cord ngley's Motor-Car Exhibition at I the Agricultural Hall,

London.

We understand that Mr. F. F. Wellington's agreement with the

British Automobile Commercial. Syndicate, Ltd., expired on the 31st

ult. His numerous friends will be glad to know that he has taken

over the management of the Spyker business from June 1st, and all

personal correspondence should now be addressed to him c.o. the

Trompenburg Manufacturing Company, Amsterdam.

A leaking petrol pipe connection is unfortunately a somewhat

common trouble when travelling, and many have been the devices

introduced from time to time to render the motorist immune from

such annoyances. Among the really successful inventions the flexible

tubing and unions of E. M. Bowden's Patents Syndicate, Ltd., holds

a prominent place. It requires care in fitting, but, once properly

attached, the motorist is not likely to be troubled much with leaky

pipe connections afterwards.

J. C. Lyell and Company, Ltd., of 55, Victoria Street, Westmin

ster, S.W., have opened a branch office at 84, Rue de Richelieu, Paris.

The Glasgow Automobile Company, Ltd., West George Street,

Glasgow, have been appointed agents for the Iris cars in Glasgow and

the West of Scotland.

There seems to be an erroneous impression abroad'with regard to

the Maudslay Motor Company (1907), Ltd., owing to announcements

having appeared in the Press relative to the old company (i.e., the

Maudslay Motor Company, Ltd.), having gone into liquidation, withont

any mention of their having transferred the business to the new company,

which is now actively carrying on the same.

Orders have been received by the Daimler Cempany from the Right

Hon. Earl of Dartreyand Lieut, the Hon. A. Strutt, the latter having

ordered a 30-h.p. car of SJ ft. wheelbase fitted with five-seated body, and

the former an open carriage of the Rugby type.

PUBLIC MOTOR SERVICES.

Broadstairs is being suggested locally as a convenient centre for

the establishment of a raotor-'bus service, and we understand that the

District Council have expressed their willingness to give all possible

facilities for the establishment of such an enterprise.

Having regard to complaints made to the Brighton Town Council

with regard to the motor 'buses in the town, the Watch Committee have

suggested to amend the regulations so that that referring to this matter

shall read, " The machinery of the motor-omnibus shall be so constructed,

used, and maintained, as to prevent, so far as practicable, noi-e, the

emission of smoke or vapour, and the dropping of oil on to the roads,

and effective means shall he taken to pievent, as far as practicable, the

splashing of mud by the wheels."

The Sheffield Corporation Tramways Committee is putting teveral

types of motor-'buses to the test.

A motor-'bus is now running between Rochdale and Bacup.

A motor-car is being run by tbe Anderson Autocar Co., of

Greenock, between that place and Inverkip during the summer months.

At the last meeting of the Court of Common Council of the City

of London, a letter from the borough of Camberwell was read on the

subject of motor-omnibuses. The matter has been referred to the

Streets Committee for fall consideration.

June eth-9.11

9th—9.12

Liohting-up Times—London.

... 10th—9.13 ... 12th—9.14

... 11th—9.14 ... 13th—9.15

14th—9.16

15th—9.16

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

All communications intendedfor insertion in this Journal or relating

to Editorial matters should be addressed to The Editorial Depari -

ment, Motor-Cab Journal, 27-33, Charing Cross Road, London

W.C, and must be written on one side of the paper only. Letters must in

all cases be accompanied by the name and address of the writer, as no

notice will be taken of anonymous communications.

The Editors cannot undertake to return MSS. or drawings, although

every effort will be made to do so m the case ofrejected communication*

Where such are regarded as of value, correspondents are requested to

retain copies.

The Editors do not hold themselves responsiblefor the opinions expressed

by their correspondents, or for statements andfacts which do not appear

in the editorial columns.

To insure insertion communications and contributions must be w>

the Editors' hands by Tuesday forenoon of the week in which the samr

are intended to appear. Disappointment may be caused by non-compliance

with this rule, and to avoid this earlier recewl, ifpossible, is necessary.

Photographers, both professional and amateur, are invited to send

photographs of current events or ofmotoring scenes and incidents. The fee,

if any, required for reproduction should be stated in each cast; otherwise

no liability will be accepted.

The Editors and Publishers beg also to state that they will accept no

responsibility for unsolicited contributions, even if used, unless payment

for same is directly specified inforwarding, and the terms arranged before

publication.
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VHE conference of road users and road

makers, held under the auspices of the

Roads Improvement Association, on the

first two days of the present week, has served

to bring into prominence the demand for greater

encouragement from the State in the construc

tion of the main roads throughout the country.

In the old days before railways, applications in

this direction were more recognised than has

since been the case, but the opening up of the

new means of locomotion has again brought the matter to the

front. Practically all the speeches on Monday were directed

towards this end, the reasonableness of which is apparent on a

moment's reflection. Motorists who take out their registration in

one county probably do less travelling in that district throughout

the year than they do in other counties towards the maintenance of

whose roads they have contributed nothing ; so that the system

of county registration works out very inequitably, and gives

force to the arguments of the surveyors of Middlesex, Lincoln

shire, Norfolk, fiornsey, and other places, who have been urging

that something more than local effort is needed to secure

unformity in the upkeep of the great main arteries of the

■country. The Chairman presented a report from the National

Dustless Roads Committee, and it was decided to ask the

Board of Trade to use its influence to secure a grant from the

Treasury in order that experiments might be carried out. It

was stated that the committee had £50 in hand with which to

•do j£3,000 worth of work. It was decided to wait upon the

Government, and a deputation was appointed, the members of

which include Sir John Wolfe Barry, Lord Montagu of Boaulieu,

Lord Lovat, Sir John Thornvcroft, the Hon. Arthur Stanley,

M.P., Major Coates, M.P., Sir W. Bull, M.P., Mr. Robert Todd,

Colonel Crompton, Dr. Hele-Shaw, Mr. C. D. Rose, M.P., Messrs.

Howard Humphreys, E. J. Lovegrove, J. A. Brodie, Douglas

Mackenzie, H. T. Wakelam, E. G. Mawbey, H. P. Maybury,

And representatives of societies and institutions interested in

■the question.

♦ ♦ ♦

On a wide road, not intercepted by

crossways for a distance of a few miles,

and with no houses in the locality, the

police were operating near Handcross on

Sunday. Sergeant Waghorn, who, with

Superintendent Marks and Inspector

•Jarrett, form a trio of well-known antipathy to motorists, was

qii command—not on the high road, but lurking somewhere

behind the hedges, as is the manner of the police of that part of

Sussex. There was no traffic about, and along the stretch where

operations were carried out neither cyclist nor pedestrian was in

view. A car with wind shield and a heavy top was proceeding

fleisurely along, the occupants chatting and smoking on their

way. Suddenly the two arms of a man were seen waving in

the air, and the car stopped—a very easy thing to do having

regard to the pace at which it was going. The occupants were

surprised to find the cause of the halt was a policeman, who

commanded them to wait the arrival of the sergeant from

behind the hedge. A summons was promised, and thin will be

returnable at Haywards Heath court, from which no motorist

Legalised

Highwaymen.

escapes. Thus is the safety of the public highway disregarded

by the police, who seem more often engaged in such pursuits

than in guarding the lives and property of the residents on the

roads from London. The matter has become a scandal, and the

time has come when the antics of the police should be raised in

the House of Commons—if the County Councils will not move

in the matter. Had life been endangered by the orderly

travelling of Sunday at the particular point to which we refer,

a very different view would be taken ; but under the circum

stances this action must be regarded as un-Bhglish, and not

unlike the legalisation of highway robbery.

Sir H. M. Praed, keen sportsman

that be is, has sent us an excellent letter

Dust and the in reply to the recent strictures that

Fishes. have been made on the use of dust pre

ventives. Whenever anything calculated

to prove of public advantage is brought

forward there are always opponents ready to throw any kind of

missile at such improvements. Last season it was gravely

asserted that the dust raised by motor-cars injured the orchards

of Kent, although the apple growers of Devon and Somerset

ascribed the freedom of the trees from blight to the kindly

offices of the skimming of the road ; and now that efforts are

being directed to assuage the nuisance, other folks are

denouncing the new means with vigour, if not always with

reason. It has been said that the dust preventives now being

applied to the roads will be washed by the rain into the rivers,

and that fish will be poisoned in their retreats. To this charge

Sir H. M. Praed replies in a letter of such moderation as to

carry conviction to every reader.

♦ ♦ . ♦

The proposal to close the Barge Walk,

along the side of the Thames from

On the Kingston Bridge to Hampton Court

Towing-path. Bridge, to motorists was supported by

three district councils at the inquiry held

last week by Mr. F. G. Willis on behalf

of the Local Government Board. In addition to this number of

local public authorities, the officials of the Office of Works and

Public Buildings also raised their voices, and the Hon. Sir

Schomberg McDonell was particularly averse to the presence of

motor-cars on the path where the track was, he said, only nine

feet wide in parts. Another of the officials of the Office of

Works, who was, by the way, unable to suggest any accidents

which had occurred, raised the point that the dust caused by

motor-cars was a great nuisance to persons in small boats on the

river. It appears that on the 25th and -96th ult. a census of

vehicles using the towing-path was taken, which showed that on

this particular Saturday and Sunday it was used by 72 motor

cars, 12 motor-cycles, 997 bicycles, and 89 horse-drawn vehicles,

Mr. Rees Jeffreys represented the R.A.C. and the Motor Union

as well as the West Surrey Automobile Club at the inquiry, at

which considerable testimony in favour of closing the path to

motorists was tendered—in fact, the weight of evidence being

so considerably in favour of the proposal that motorists will

await the result of the inspector's personal visit and inspection

with some anxiety as well as interest.

B
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Legislation.

Mr. H. C. Brodie, M.P., has been

inquiring of the President of the Local

Government Board -whether it is the

intention of the Government to introduce

legislation with a view to put into effect

the recommendations of the Royal Com

mission on Motor Cars, whose report has now been before the

country a good many months. In a printed reply Mr. John

Burns has referred to the recent announcement by the Prime

Minister with regard to the st.te of business in the House of

Commons as justifying the decision not to introduce any new

Bill with regard to motor-cars this year. Certainly, in view of

th« pressure of Government measures, there would not be any

opportunity for adequate thought, and we recognise that when

any change in the present statute is proposed considerable dis

cussion will be raised in Parliament. Under the circumstances

it is probably as well for the future of the industry that legis

lation is thus postponed, as time is on the side of the motor

movement, and every week brings with it new converts swelling

the volume of public opinion in favour of, and lessening the

opposition to, the advance of the new locomotion.

 

Prince Fushimi arriving at the Argyll Motor Works at Alexandria,

N.B., on the 20th nit.

♦ ♦ ♦

The views of the motor-car trade have

now been obtained on the Dust Compe-

Dust tition proposed to be held by the E.A.C.

Competition. towards the end of the present month on

the Brooklands motor track, and the

majority of the replies received are

extremely favourable, so that ic is hoped a large entry will be

.secured . Prizes will be given to the best cars entered by makers,

and there will also be a few private cars which will compete

separately. The Club would welcome the entry of any car

specially designed or fitted with special designs for dustlessness,

even if not already on the market, but all cars entered must be

of ordinal y working types, and with ordinary working bodies.

The Club has pointed out to firms in the industry the great

benefit to the trade generally of anything that decreases the

public prejudice which is undoubtedly due to the dust nuisance,

and, secondly, the distinct trade value of having a car well

placed in the competition. The placing of the cars will be done

from photographs—a method which has been found extremely

accurate, and has given satisfaction when previously employed

at the Crystal Palace. Theie will be two runs for each car at

eighteen and thirty miles per hour, and any cars having, in the

opinion of the judge?, specially interesting points will be tried

further as far as time permits. There will also be a standing

trial of exhaust dust raising, and any other trials which time

will allow.

Although still in advance of last year,

May proved a rather quiet month as

Motor-car Imports regards the importation of foreign motor-

and Exports. cars and parts into the United Kingdom,

the returns just issued showing that the

number of vehicles which reached this

country was 3G3, their value being given as £172,204. Parts

were responsible for an additional £224,421, which gives a

total of £394,625, as against £393,803 in the corresponding

month of last year. For the first five months of the current)

year the figures are :—Number of cats imported, 2,401; value of

same, £984,726 ; imports of motor parts, £1,102,164; total,

£2,086,890. For the similar period of 1906 they were :—2,687

cars of a value of £1,059,670 ; parts, £861,424 ; total, £1,921,094.

Turning to the exports of British motor-cars and parts, the number

of cars shipped during the five months ending with May was

762, of a value of £297,936 ; to this have to be added parts

estimated at £201,730, which gives a combined total of £499,666,

as contrasted with only £255,556 in the corresponding five

months of 1906.

Tit for Tat.

A few days ago when the Home

Secretary, replying to a question in the

House of Commons, stated that the

number of accidents caused by auto

mobiles during six months ending April

30th last was 4,451, a great outcry was

raised by those who' would seek to continue the reign of the

horse. These good folks will find further food for reflection in

the number of street accidents caused by horse-drawn vehicles

during the same period, the return of which has been presented

by Mr. Gladstone at the instance of the member for South

west Ham. During the same period there were no fewer than

9,951 such accidents, in 2,892 of which personal injury was

caused. This habit of raising a hue and cry in connection with

motor-car accidents is sensibly declining, but is unfortunately

still existent, and it is well sometimes to be reminded of the

dangers connected with horse-drawn traffic.

The Winning

Rover.

There was a " sound of revelry " in

the proceedings at the complimentary

dinner which was given to Mr. E.

Courtis, in Coventry, last week. He

has attained much distinction as the

winner of the Tourist Trophy race on a

20-h.p. Rover, which made such a capital showing in that event,

for, while others fell out by the way, the Rover ran well to

victory. Col. Wyley, the chairman of the Rover Company,

presided, Messrs. Harry Smith, A. H. Griffiths, F. Ward, F. J.

Jenkins, W. B. Goodwin, and other well-known Roverites being

also present. Mr. Harry Smith announced that the same cars

and drivers would again compete for the Trophy in 1908—a

statement received with enthusiasm, as a second win for the

Rover would make a record in the history of the race. Last

year the identical Rover that won on May 30th arrived at the

enclosure too late for participation in the race, so that its win this

year was all the more noteworthy.

Lady Motorist

thanked by

ine Bench.

In a case heard at Cambridge a

motorist has been charged with driving

a motor-car in a manner dangerous to

fee public at Drayton. Mrs. Burkett

stated that she was motoring from

Bedford to Cambridge. When nearing

Drayton her chauffeur drove to the side of the road to

allow two cyclists to pass who were coming towards them. She

was surprised to see the cyclists go on to the grass track till she

saw another car, with a great noise, rush by her own,

striking it as it went past. Her own car was going front

fifteen to twenty miles an hour. The other went by like an

express train. Witness added that she was giving evidence

because she did not think other motorists should be classed with

the road bullies who went about in motors. The lady Was
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publicly thanked for giving evidencs, and the defendant was

fined £5. The incident should do something to convince the

public that motorists do not, as a body, condone the discourtesies

that occasionally occur on the road, but that they have regard

for the comfort and convenience of others. After all, the use of

the roads must be a matter of give-and-take between the various

classes of traffic on the highway.

The Motor Club

Run.

Conforming to the original intention

that the Motor Club was to be an asso

ciation of sportsmen concerned mainly

' with the pastime rather than the politics

of automobilism—the initial club run

was organised for Sunday last. It was

the second day of summer—a season which did not commence

until Saturday—and about fifty cars were officially recorded as

starting from the clubhouse in Coventry Street for the run to

Brighton, via Crawley, when a short halt was made by the

majority of the participants. The way was led by Mr. C. Jarrott

on his 40-h.p. De Dietrich, with Colonel W. J. Bosworth, the

the letters A—J 7-5 maintained a position along the centre of

the roadway a considerable distance, and whenever a car wanted

to pass the driver never budged, despite the long-continued

hooting of the horn and shouting of the passengers close behind

the first vehicle. The driver of the latter waved his hand when

nearing Crawley, evidently signalling the second car forward,

but when the latter drew up the first continued in its track,

nearly sending the other vehicle on to the path. Ultimately it

did give way a little just before the town was reached, but the

incident was one of those irritating occurrences that dispel the

freemasonry of the road and give colour to some of the asper

sions cast at motorists by opponents.

Tramcars v.

Motor-' Buses.

respective merits of

obtained information

With a view to secure the most

modern method of locomotion in the city,

the Tramways and Electric Power and

Lighting Committee of the Liverpool

Corporation have been considering the

tramways and motor buses. They

with reference to the latter vehicles

 

The Bun of the Motor Club to Brighton.—Some of the Cars at Crawley.

club's genial chairman, as his passenger. Incidents were few,

showers were sharp and sudden, and the weather added to the

pleasure of the trip, the Automobile Association's scouts having

evidently kept an eye on the Clerk. Unfortunately the road was

not wholly clear of police traps, Sergeant Waghorn being located

in the grounds of a private house on the London side of Haudcross.

♦ • ♦

The use of the traders' identification

mark should be jealously guarded by the

The Use of firms to whom they are assigned, for, it

Traders' Numbers. must be confessed, many of the incidents

that have produced bad feeling against

motorists might be traceable to the

drivers of vehicles carrying such signs. The intention of the

authorities with regard to such marks is quite clear, and on club

runs, such as that of the Motor Club last Sunday, they should

be conspicuous only by their absence. Certainly, if they do

appear, the drivers should have regard to the wishes of other

users of the road, and not imitate the manners of the carters

and drivers of lumbering vehicles, of which complaint has often

been made by motorists. Some miles from London a car bearing

from the general managers of various tramway under

takings, and, as a result, have come to the conclusion that

motor-'buses cannot as yet be operated in Liverpool with any

hope of financial success. The ordinary person might have

imagined that direct testimony from the motor-omnibus people

would have better enabled the committee to have come to a

decision, but apparently the advisers of the Liverpool Corpora

tion in this matter have been content to ascertain the views of

the tramway authorities. Anyhow, we learn that a comparison

has only to be made between a tramcar capable of carrying

seventy-three passengers, earning lL17d. per car mile over the

whole tramway system, as against a motor 'bus having a carrying

capacity of about half that of a tramcar, with an earning capacity

in the same ratio, the operating and maintenance charges being

much higher. The fare chargeable on the 'bus would, therefore,

require to be about double that charged on a car in order to

make the earning capacity equal to that of the latter. If, however,

the same progress that has been made during the last twelve

months should continue, and the operating and maintenance

costs are reduced, the question of motor-'buses might be con

sidered at Liverpool at a future date.
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THE ANATOMY AND PATHOLOGY OF

FRICTION-DRIVEN PUMPS.

By Charles T. W. Hirsch.

THE water circulation of many cars is still effected by

a pump driven by friction off the fly-wheel, and the

disturbed functions of this method of preventing over

heating is such a source of annoyance and delay that a few notes

on the subject may be of interest. As, before considering the

morbid affections of any part, it is essential to understand the

normal appearances, I propose firstly to briefly discuss the

physiology or healthy structure of this important part of a car.

Roughly, it consists of, usually, a gun-metal casing in which a

circular metal disc provided with grooves is made to revolve

rapidly by means of a steel spindle, to the other end of which is

keyed a friction wheel, kept in contact by a spring or springs

with the flywheel of the engine. The back of the casing is

concave on the inside, and the ridges on the disc are cut to the

same cone ; the inner side of the casing is prolonged in the

shape of a tube, thus forming a bearing for the spindle, a lubri

cator being provided. On the more recent patterns the end of

the tube has a packing gland to prevent leakage. The water

coming from the tank is spun in a screw fashion by the pump

wheel through the cylinder jackets apd radiator, and then back

to the tank, from whence it starts on its journey once more.

 

We illustrate above a new model Dennis Car recently completed by

Messrs Dennis Bros., Ltd.

The hood has keen specially constructed to that It allows no wind or draught
to the occupants when It Is closed, as shown in the picture, and when the
hood is down it is an entirely open carriage. The chassis is fitted with a
30-35-h.p. engine of Messrs. Dennis's own construction, having a bore of
120 mm. and a stroke of 130 mm. This vehicle has a four-speed gear-box,
with a highly-geared fourth speed to reduce petrol consumption, and a direct
drive on the third, with no gears in mesh, changing being effected by a

"gate" control.

When the pump does not work the water does not circulate,

with the result that over-heating troubles, with consequent pre-

ignition and loss of power, may occur, if, indeed, not more

serious complications, such as burning up of the lubricant in the

cylinders, seizing of the piston, &c. Difficulties connected with

the water circulation can be divided into two classes : (a) the

functional, in which no actual lesion can be found, and (b) the

organic or structural, in which a definite morbid change has

taken place. Dealing first with (a) functional disturbances,

these being due to (1) obstruction in the circulating pipes, such

as air locks or kinks in the rubber tubing connecting the

metallic pipes. Occasionally in connecting a piece of rubber

hose to the metallic tube the outer layer only is pushed on,

while the inner portion forms a sort of valve-like obstruction to

the passage of the water. As to (b) organic causes, these may be

taken under three groups : (1) due to obstruction in the circu

lating pipes, (2) non-action of the friction wheel, (3) indisposition

of the pump wheel. In addition to the functional causes men

tioned under a, there may be deposits of lime, due to hard

water, in either the pipes or the cylinder jackets themselves,

which might more or less prevent or impede the passage of the

water ; foreign bodies, such as dust or grease, may do the same.

Non-action of the friction wheel.—To use an Irishism, the

wheel may act but not act, that is, seem to go round perfectly,

but still not drive the spindle, the key fixing it to the latter

having come out or been sheared off, and the wheel going round

on the spindle instead of driving it. The friction wheel may be

held up by the cap of the packing gland working loose and

catching in the wheel. The leather or fibre forming the periphery

of the wheel may be worn out of truth, or be greasy and slip,

and thus not rotate at sufficient rapidity to keep the water cool.

Occasionally the wheel works off its key, and the nut holding it

on the taper end of the spindle slips off and the wheel falls oft"

and is lost, with resulting stoppage of the pump. The wheel

is kept in contact with the flywheel by one or two bolts fastened

to a rectangular shaped bracket suspended from the car frame,

springs between the bolt head and the pump keeping up the

tension. The bolts may fall out or the springs be too weak and

thus the tension not be sufficient to cause the wheel to revolve.

The spindle may itself seize as a result of want of lubrication.

The pump wheel.—The grooves on this may wear so that

it does not form pockets when working and pressing against the

inner side of the casing, and thus the action of the pump either

ceases or is not sufficiently strong to keep the water circulating

quickly enough. The same result will occur if the concavity on

the inner surface of the casing is scored so that the wheel cannot-

come up flu3h when working. These are the troubles that may

occur, and, excepting those enumerated in the last group, the

diagnosis is easy ; in fact, knowing what may occur, a careful

examination will reveal all the causes except those connected

with the pump wheel. Having excluded all but the last-named,,

the pump should be removed, opened up, and the pump wheel

and spindle taken out, when, if the grooves are worn or the

spindle has seized, an inspection will reveal the fact. The

diagnosis having been made the treatment is simple.

In cases of an air lock, open the cock at the radiator, if

there is one, otherwise break a water joint and run the engine

until the air is driven out and the water comes. The new joint

should be made with either rubber or asbestos. I always carry

a piece of asbestos board for this puipose ; that about | in. thick

is the best. For a kink or bend blocking a rubber tube a new

piece should be used. Steam hose pipe is the best to use ;

copper wire may be employed to secure the hose to ti e metal

tube, but the " Bell " water tube clip is safer and easier to-

apply. Deposits of lime are best prevented by using distilled

water. This costs but a few pence a gallon, and saves no end of

trouble. Deposits can be got rid of by washing the whole of

the water system through with a strong solution of soda. A

patent fluid is, I believe, sold, which I understand is most

efficacious.

Much trouble will be avoided by keeping the friction wheel

well on to its key or feather on the spindle with two nuts, and

in addition by putting a split pin through the lock nut and the

spindle. If there is a packing gland, the cap should be fixed by

either a set screw or a spring catching in serrations in the cap.

Fibre makes an excellent friction wheel. Of course it wears

out, and a wood wheel | in. wide fixed to the spindle by a

\ in. steel bar passing through the wheel and the spindle is

a good substitute. In this case the advantage is that " Frood's "

patent brake lining can be fixed round the wheel by countersunk

screws. It can be had J in. or f in. thick, wears well, always

grips, and is unaffected by either water or grease. The bolts

holding the pump to the supporting bracket should be held by

two nuts with a split pin through the lock nut ; this will obviate

the possibility of losing the pump The lubricator must, of course,

always be kept full of thick grease. In case of wear of the

pump wheel a new one can be fitted, in which case the inside of

the casing may require refacing in the lathe. The packing

gland should occasionally be repacked with either asbestos cord

or hemp, well greased with candle grease.

i ■eeeecBB—

On Tuesday a beginning was made at Sheffield with tar-

spraying six miles of road.
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THE FUTURE OF THE TOURIST

TROPHY RACE.

By T. C. Pullinger.

AFTER carefully reading the letter by "Streatham" in the

Motor-Car Journal of the 1st inst., with regard to the

Tourist Trophy Race, I am sorry to say that I cannot

endorse what he says in a good many instances. In the first

place, I should think he has never driven a Tourist Trophy car

himself, or he would not say that an average driver could only

get seventeen miles to the gallon out of a Tourist Trophy car.

Speaking personally, I am willing to wager that any ordinary

driver will get nearer twenty-three or twenty-four miles to the

gallon out of the Beeston-Humber Tourist Trophy car than seven

teen miles, and this without any very skilful driving. To speak

of humouring the engine with a mere whiff of petrol for the best

part of the course proves that " Streatham " has not any very

practical experience as to what an engine wants to get it

to run. It is not by giving whiffs of petrol that you will

get round the Isle of Man course on a day like the

30th of [ May at an average speed of twenty-eight miles

(

an hour. In fact, unless the carburettors had not been of

infinitely better design and much more economical -than those

made some years back, the astonishing results obtained this year

would never have been attained. Speaking again personally,

although I have some fourteen or sixteen years' experience in

motor-car designing, I must candidly admit that I have learnt

more about carburettors during the last two years than I did in

ten years previously, and this absolutely thanks to the Tourist

Trophy Races.

I am not at all in favour of continuing the race under

present conditions. I think that, from an advertising point of

view, as "Streatham" points out, it is only the first car that

gets the benefit, although the second and third, and for that

matter the first ten, have put in a remarkably good performance

and deserve a larger share of the credit. On the subject of wire

wheels I am again not of jour correspondent's opinion. I

believe that it is the duty of the manufacturers to educate the

public up to what is known to be the best thing, and if wire

wheels are better than the ordinary artillery pattern—and this

I believe myself to be a fact—then I think it is our duty to i

inform the public and to prove to them as far as is possible why

such is the case. As to learning anything that may tend to

improve the frame and body construction, I do not know that a

great deal has been done in this line, but certainly it has caused

me to try different metals where I probably should not have

done so had I not had the question of weight always before me,

and I must say that I have been rewarded by being able to get

a car much lighter than I should otherwise have done, and this

same car has now stood well through the two races of 1906

and 1907.

As to running a racing reliability trial—I have rno real

objections to this, although I should think myself it would be

quite impracticable to ask the Manx people to close their roads

for six days consecutively ; they might possibly be persuaded to

do so for a few hours per day, and in this I think, with your corre

spondent, that the extra test of durability would be advantageous

"What I should like personally to see would be a race pure and

simple for cars of a maximum bore" of, say, 100 mm. and a

minimum chassis weight, leaving all the rest of the details to

the manufacturer, and Whether it is a race of one day or two or

three consecutive days would not be of any vital importance

as long as the' distance was sufficient to give the cars a good

trial. It must be remembered that the Isle of Man course is a

sporting one, it has its ups and its downs, its good and bad

roads, and for a thorough test of a car it is what I consider an

ideal circuit.

There is another point that I think should be taken into

consideration, if possible, with these races and trials, and that is

the selling price of the car. If one maker is capable of making

a car which will win the Tourist Trophy race and sell it to the

public at a price much inferior to his competitors, then I think

that he ought to receive the support of the public to a far

greater degree than another one who wins the race with a car

that he is not capable of putting on the market except at a

higher figure. I do not propose to suggest how this price factor

could be made to enter into the rules of the competition in a

practical manner, but no doubt the Technical Committee of the

Royal Automobile Club could solve the difficulty. To resume,

my opinion is that the Tourist Trophy races of the past have

done an infinite amount of good in improving light tourist cars,

including their carburettors, but that I should favour in the

future a trial more of the nature of a race without limitations of

weight to be carried by the chassis.
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AROUND NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE.

UNIQUE in its method of organisation, the North-Eastern

Automobile Association has done much useful work for

the automobile movement. It comprises a large and

important area, and has branches at Berwick, Morpeth, Hexham,

Newcastle, South Shields, Gateshead, Sunderland, Durham,

Hartlepools, Stockton, and Darlington. All these centres of

activity can be influenced for mutual protection whenever local

prejudice may threaten to assail the rights of motorists.

Fortunately, however, there is a considerable friendliness

between the public and the motoring community of the north

east coast, and the motor gatherings organised by the Associa

tion are generally well supported by the localities. Last year,

for instance, about 5,000 people attended the hill-climbing com

petition at Ragpath Hill, and the open contest—the committee

have wisely extended the interest—there to-day (Saturday) will

be the event of the year in that neighbourhood.

Tyneside has perhaps not received its deserved meed of

favour from the motorists of other parts. The south-west and

some portions of the east coast have been visited by the leading

organisations, and the Yorkshire Club has given motoring fame

 

1. Business Headquarters, N.E.A.A. 7. F. Little & Co.'s Garage.

2. County Hotel. Social Headquarters. 8. J. Duncan Hodgson's Garage.

3. North Eastern Garages, Ltd. 9. K. A. Young & Co.'s Garage.

4. Kirsop & Co.'s Garage. 10. Sanderson's Garage.

5. George & Jobling's Garage. 11. W. Galloway & Co.'s Garage.

6. Rowland Barnett's Garage.

to Saltburn ; but beyond that motorists have not gone in any

preconcerted parties. Perhaps next year the Motor Union may

be prevailed upon to visit the district ; meanwhile, individual

visits may be made enjoyable. The accompanying sketch map

of the leading streets of Newcastle-on-Tyne, showing various

points of practical interest to motorists, is taken from the Hand

book of the North-Eastern Automobile Association, it having

been placed at our disposal by Mr. J. E. Hodgkin, the hon.

secretary of the Association.

The motorist fleeing from the smoke that overhangs

Newcastle will have plenty of ways out of the city—either to

the coast or to the beauties of Tyneside, full of their historical

associations with a very distant past. Considerations of space

prevent more than the briefest enumeration of these, but

strangers going northward from the Eagpath Hill climb should

not omit a run out to Tynemouth, Cullercoats, and Whitley, the

firm sands of the latter place providing good motoring experi

ences at times. Still further north an interesting expedition is

that of tracing the Roman wall, extending from Wallsend to

Bowness, on the Solway, a distance of about seventy-three miles.

Travelling to the west of Newcastle it is a splendid run through

Wylam, where George Stephenson's birthplace still stands ;

Prudhoe and its castle, where a romantic country is entered and

the dark tones of the lower Tyne forgotten ; Stockfield, where

Watling Street falls into the high road and runs parallel with

the railway towards Corbridge, a delightful little town, once a

Roman settlement of great renown. From here there is a

delightful run to Morpeth, with just a bit of a climb out of

Corbridge, a descent into Milford, and a hill climb into Morpeth.

A rich pastoral country is now entered, and at Hexham is one

of the most picturesque towns in the district.

With regard to the roads, it may be assumed as generally

accurate to say that they will be found in the most favourable

condition for motoring in the spring or early summer, when the

full benefit of the winter repairing can be enjoyed. From New

castle itself there is the choice of a couple of good roads west

ward to Carlisle, one through Chollerford and Greenhead, the

better one, however, being that to Hexham, indicated on the

accompanying sketch map. Care, however, must be exercised in

some of these districts, for—owing, we are told, to the speedy

motoring of strangers to the locality—a few police traps have

been established and are in very frequent operation. Between

Newcastle and Morpeth there are two or three of such danger

spots, notably at Stannington. There is also a trap in existence

on the Newcastle-Chollerton road near the junction of the road

to Corbridge, two miles west of Whittledean Reservoir. So far,

however, these have not been greatly productive of revenue to

the county.

SCOTTISH NOTES.

On Tuesday, the 25th inst, the Scottish Reliability Trial for

touring cars will start from Glasgow and occupy the remainder

of the last week of the present month. Although the event will

be on the same lines as those of 1905 and 1906, the routes to be

followed will provide a severer test of the competing vehicles

than those traversed hitherto. In a previous issue we gave a

full resumd of the rules and conditions ; it will now suffice to

add that Class 4, which was for vehicles the selling price of

which ranged between £400 and £600, has been divided

into two sections, and the classification will now be :—Class 1,

to £200 ; Class 2, to £300 ; Class 3, to £400 ; Class 4, to £500 ;

Class 5, to £600; Class 6, to £800; Class 7, above £800.

The meeting of observers will be held in the St. Enoch Hotel,

Glasgow, at 5 p.m. on the 24th inst., on which day the cars will

be weighed at the public weighbox, 409, Pollokshaws Road,

Glasgow. Passengers, too, will have to be weighed by 7 p.m.

on that day.

♦ ♦ ♦

The start will take place at Barrland Street, off Maxwell

Road, Eglinton Toll, Glasgow, on the 25th at 8 a.m., an hour

which- will be kept for the start throughout the week. Mr.

R. J. Smith's headquarters during the trial will be :—Tuesday

Station Hotel, Perth ; Wednesday, Palace Hotel, Aberdeen ;

Thursday, Station Hotel, Inverness; Friday, Fisher's Hotel,

Pitlochry. Storage depots will be established as follows :—

Glasgow, the Kennedy Motor Company's depot, Bairland Street,

and the Corporation Tramway depot, Albert Road ; Perth, in

the Little South Inch, Edinburgh Road, provided by Messrs.

J. Pullar and Sons ; Aberdeen, Messrs. Claud Hamilton's depot

in Union Row; Inverness, Messrs. Macrae and Dick's depot,

Academy Street ; and at Pitlochry in a marquee on ground lent

by Dr. Anderson.

' ♦ ♦ ♦

Owing to the rebuilding of Advie Bridge it has been de

cided to continue the route of the Trials on the north-west side

of the Spey, where it is joined by the south road beyond

Craigellachie.
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THE HERKOMER TOURING TROPHY

COMPETITION.

-♦-

AS was announced in our last issue, the start of the third

annual contest for the Herkomer Touring Trophy took

place at Dresden on Wednesday, the 5th inst. No less

than 189 entries had been received, of which six were British,

six Swiss, fourteen French, twenty-five Italian, and the remainder

German. The reception of the cars on the 4th inst. proved

mildly exciting, as the inspection committee exercised their

duties rigorously. No less than 161 cars put in an appearance,

and of these seventeen were rejected mainly because the body

work did not comply with the rules. Loud protests were made,

and eventually it was decided to allow the disputed cars to

join in the run " lwrs conanirs,"—that is to say, they would

his steering gear. No. 13, a Stower car, was also disabled, it

overturning owing to the driver taking a sharp turn too fast.

Fortunately the passengers got off without serious injury. Herr

E. Ladenburg (Mercedes), who won the Trophy in 1905, was

the first to reach Mannheim, where 131 cars were entered at

the control. As a result of the many accidents due to the exces

sive speed, the organising committee decided to disqualify all

cars causing accidents, as a result of which five vehicles have

been already put out of the trials. Up to this point Mr. C.

Edge (Napier) bad lost two marks owing to loss of pressure and

Mr. Robertson Grant (Argyll) five points on account of a burst tyre,

the other British car, driven by Miss Levitt, having a clean record.

Lindau, 337 kilometres, was the destination on Friday, the start

from Mannheim taking place at 6 a.m. The course included a

very steep hill, extending over 5 kilometres of winding road,

whioh tried the capacity of the cws, especially as it was also

 

The Herkomer Touring Trophy Competition.—The Cars leaving Wurzburg.

be officially controlled like the others, but would not be

taken into account as regards the award of the prizes.

The first day's run, on the 5th inst., was from Dresden to

Eisenach, ria Zwickau and Leipzig, a distance of 358 kilometres,

and of the 161 vehicles which started 141 completed the day's

journey, during which several accidents occurred. In Freiberg a

car ran over and seriously injured a man who was trying to save

a dog. Another man was run over and hurt outside Freiberg,

and a child was also knocked down and had to be taken to the

hospital with both legs cut off. The cars arrived in Leipzig

before they were expected, and ere the measures taken for

keeping the course could be put into force. Sorel's De Dietrich

car caught fire in the last named town and was considerably

damaged. He, however, managed after a slight delay to continue

the ran. The three British cars did extremely well, the Napiers

making non-stop runs, and the Argyll being delayed only by a

puncture. On Thursday, the 6th inst., the run was from Eisenach

to Mannheim via Wurzburg, 337 kilometres. Dr. R. Stoess, the

winner of the Trophy last year, had unfortunately to withdraw

his Horch car owing to colliding with a bridge, which damaged

raining heavily. Of the 128 cars which reached Lindau only

seven were reported to remain in with no lest marks.

Saturday's run was from Lindau to Munich (222 kilometres),

and included a series of speed trials over a 6-9 kilometre course

in the Forstenrieder Park, near the latter town. Several accidents

occurred during the day, the most serious being that to a 40-h.p.

Minerva, which was acting as the following official car, and which,

to avoid a collision with a private automobile, was forced into

the ditch. Captain Mormann, the hon. secretary of the Bavarian

Automobile Club, received the worst injuries, as his left arm was

broken in two places, besides being severely braised. The

driver and other passengers fortunately got off with minor hurts.

In the speed trials marks were given to the cars according to the

nearness with which they covered the measured distance, to a

fixed speed ratio allotted per cylinder capacity, so that a car

doing faster time than the theoretical basis received so many

marks in that proportion, while those slower had a similar pro

portionate amount scored against them. The three fastest times

were as follows :—

1.—Herr Willy Poge, Mercedes, 2 min. 51 3-5 sec. (+ 65 marks).
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2.—Herr Hermann Weigand, Mercedes, 2 inin. 57 3- 5 sec. ( + 59 3-5

marks).

3.—Herr F. Erie, Benz, 2 min. 57 4-5 sec. (+ 59 3-5 marks).

Miss Dorothy Levitt (Napier), was tenth in 3 min. 9 sec. ( + 50 4-5

marks), and Mr. Cecil Edge twelfth in 3 min. 13 4-5 sec. (+ 46

marks).

Sunday was devoted to an exhibition of the cars in Munich

and to a carriage body competition, while on Monday morning a

start was made for Augsburg (221 kilometres), a hill climbing

competition on the Kesselberg being included in the day's pro

gramme. There were several mishaps, but fortunately none of

them had serious consequences. Much • disappointment was

caused by an accident to Herr Poege, who had been considered

a warm favourite for the hill climb. He ran his Mercedes off the

road at the double turn and broke the differential gear. Herr

Flinsch's Mercedes also over-ran the road and broke a front wheel.

Just outside Augsburg Mr. Cecil Edge is reported to have also

broken a connecting-rod, thus leaving only Miss Levitt's Napier

and Mr. Grant's Argyll as far as British cars are concerned. As

regards the Kesselberg hill climb no official figures are so far

available, although it is reported that Mr. C. Edge made the best

time, viz., 5 min. 47 sec.

Only 110 competitors were left in at the start of the last

day's run, on Tuesday, from Augsburg to Frankfort-am-Main.

 

The Herkomer Trophy.

Although the actual results of the contest will not be made

known for a fow days, it is unofficially reported that the winner

is Herr Edgar Ladenburg. on a 70-h.p. Mercedes, who was also the

victor in 1905. A Metallurgique is said to be second, with either

an Adler or another Benz third. Miss Dorothy Levitt, on her

six-cylinder Napier, was amongst the early arrivals at Frankfort,

making a non-stop record throughout. Mr. Robertson Grant also

finished on the Argyll.

i BP88O0W '

Herr M. Krayn, of Kurfurstenstrasse, Berlin, a well-

known publisher of technical books, has just commenced the

issue of a new series known as the Automobiltechnische Biblio-

thsk or Automobile Technical Library. Copies of the first two

volumes have reached us ; one is from the pen of Herr W.

Pfitzner and Herr R. Urtel, and deals in an exhaustive manner

with the automobile motor and its construction, while the

second, which is by Herr W. A. Th. Muller, deals equally

thoroughly with the automobile train, with special reference

to the Renard system. Both works are freely illustrated by

clearly-drawn diagrams, and should prove of interest and utility

to motor engineers, j

THE HARTLEY SPEED AND MILEAGE

RECORDER.

A SPEED and mileage recorder for motor-cars has been

brought out by Mr. Henry Hartley, of 39, Corporation

Street, Birmingham, which allows the motorist to know

the distance travelled, the time taken to each mile, and the dura

tion of each stop. The apparatus consists of a governor driven

 

Fig. 1

either by a friction wheel or by a positive drive. When driven by

a friction wheel, as shown in Fig. 1, constant contact is maintained

with the periphery of the tyre by a spring in tension, which is

attached to the body of the chassis. The friction wheel, which

has an unvarying circumference of eighteen inches, can be applied

to wheel tyres of any diameter, and, as every second revolu

tion counts one yard of travel, the mileage recorded is exactly

that covered by a car wheel of any varying diameter.

When the wheel is actuated by positive drive, fittings of various

sizes are required to suit the different diameters of the car wheels.

With regard to contact there is a direct pull by Bowden cable

from the governor to the scriber, which actuates the latter ; this,

travelling on a worm, makes an indelible and permanent record

on a revolving chart (Fig. 2); the scales being graduated both for

time and distance. The chart revolves by clockwork at the rate of

four inches per hour, whether the car be in action ct not ; as the

drum, unless purposely stopped, continues to revolve while the

car is stationary. A special record of every mile travelled is

also marked by a dot on the chart by means of a cam and gearing

in the governor box, to which a second cable is attached, actuating

a pen in the recording instrument. Attached to the ■criber is an

indicator with a point, so that at any moment the rate of speed

 

Fig. 2.

at which a car travels can be seen by the motorist, as the

recording instrument is fixed on the dashboard directly under

his eye ; thus a twofold purpose, that of an indicator and

recorder also, is achieved. Another important object is attained

by an automatic adjustment, which can be set to operate at a

maximum limit, in order to prevent the car exceeding the desired

speed.
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CONTINENTAL NOTES.

•>—

The Moscow-St. Petersburg Race.

Considerable interest was evinced in the race from Moscow

to St. Petersburg, which, organised by the Automobile Club of

Russia, was run off on Friday last week. The competitors, who

numbered twenty-seven, were divided into three classes:—(1)

Motor-cycles (eleven entries), (2) cars having engines up to

100 mm. cylinder bore (ten entries), and (3) ditto over 100 mm.

(six entries). The actual finishing point of the race was at

Tsarkoye-Selo, 425 miles from Moscow, the last 12J miles to

St. Petersburg being made in procession. The start took place

at 2 a.m., the vehicles being despatched at two-minute intervals.

The race, the first of the kind in Russia, was a victory for Duray,

who, on a 60-h.p. De Dietrich, made the best time, viz.,

9 h. 22 m., equal to a speed of 46^ miles per hour ; Champoisseau,

on a 30 h.p. C.G.V., second in 12 h. 53 min.; Folkin, on a Fiat,

third, in 13 h. 14 min.; and Landon, on a 45-h.p. Mors, fourth,

in 14 h. 4 min.

♦ ♦ ♦

Motoring in Spain.

At Vittoria last week, on the occasion of the Corpus Christi

festivities, an interesting competition reserved for touring cars

ninety-two entries were received for the event—thirty-two

German, twenty-one French, nineteen Italian, ten Belgian, four

British (three Daimlers and a Xapier), three Austrian and three

Swiss ; and, in consequence of the German Government con

sidering this too large a number of powerful cars to be allowed

on the course at one time, the German Imperial Club were

forced, in spite of protests, to resort to an eliminating contest.

This was held on Thursday, the competitors being divided into

two groups, the first twenty in each in a 240 kilometre trial—

roundly two circuits—being eligible for the race proper, of

which a full report will be given in the next issue of the M.C.J.

♦ ♦ ♦

Military Motor Vehicles in Austria.

Some interesting trials have recently been made by the

Austrian military authorities with two motor road trains, for the

transport of soldiers and war material. One of f/je trains

consists of a 30-h.p. combined trailer and lorry, with nominally

two trailers, for a total load of three tons ; the other is of

45-60-h.p., and, with three trailing wagons, can haul a total load

of eight tons. In the trials above mentioned, which lasted three

days, train No. 1 had three trailers, and No. 2 four, these being

provided with rough seats for the soldiers. On the first day the

vehicles were driven from Vienna-Neustadt, up the Semmering,

 

M. Baras on the Brasier Car he will drive in the A.C.F. Grand Friz Race. The vehicle is fitted with a four-cylinder engine,

165 nun. bore by 140 mm. atroke, nominally rated at 120-h.p.

was held on the road from Vittoria to Bilbao and back. The

race was organised under the patronage of " Les Sports," and

was won by Lomas on a 20-28-h.p. Darracq, who covered the 1 45

kilos, in 2 hours 8 min., which, considering the number of steep

hills to be climbed, was a good performance ; the second was

Prado, also on a Darracq, time 2 h. 11 min.; the third, Luis

Alfonso, on a Fiat, 2 h. 14 min.; fourth, Dumay, on a

Renault, in 2 h. 14 min. 55 sec.

♦ ♦ ♦

French Motor Car Imports and Exports.

At the last meeting of the Chambre Syndicale D'Auto

mobile de France it was announced that the imports of motor

cars and parts into France during the four months ending with

April last had amounted to a value of £111,280, an increase of

£6,920 over the corresponding period of last year. As regards

similar exports from France, these reached a total of £2,077,520,

an increase of £229,600.

♦ ♦ ♦

The Kaiser's Prize Race.

With the completion of the Herkomer Touring Trophy con

test on Tuesday, interest in German motoring circles became

centred in the Kaiser's Prize Race, which is to be run off on

Friday, the 14th inst, on the Taunus course. No less tban

up which the annual hill-climb is held. On the second day a

test was made on sharp curves and on rough ground, while the

third was devoted to ascertaining the speed capabilities on the

level. Altogether the authorities are reported to be well

satisfied with the results of the trials.

♦ ♦ ♦

Public Services in Italy.

Arrangements are being made to inaugurate a service of

Darracq-Serpollet steam vehicles for the transport of goods

between Milan and Genoa and between Verona and Milan.

« ♦ ♦

Miscellaneous Items.

The Automobile Club du Rhone, of Lyons, is organising a

series of flying kilometre speed trials on the road between Chores

and Anse for the 16th inst. -The Mont Cenis Pass between

France and Italy has within the last few days been opened to

motor-cars. It is reported that the German manufacturers

of motor tyres intend to raise their prices on the 1st prox.

owing to the increased cost of raw materials. It is expected

that about fifty cars belonging to members of the Volunteer

Corps will take part in the forthcoming German military

manoeuvres. A 20-30-h.p. Labor car was last week driven

from Paris to Marseilles in 1 5 h. 45 min. by M. Hours.
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A WE1GEL OUTING.

WE gave an illustration, together with some particulars,

of the first 8-cylinder car which Messrs. Weigel

Motors, Ltd., have built for the A.C.F. Grand Prix

race, in our issue of the 1st inst. The second vehicle—a sister

car—having now been completed, Mr. D. M. Weigel, on Sunday

last, invited a number of Press representatives and friends to

accompany him on a run to Brighton, in order that they might

have an opportunity of watching the behaviour of the racers on

the road ere they are taken over to France ready for the race on

the 2nd prox. The party met at the Hotel Metropole, North

umberland Avenue, W., where a fleet of six 40-h.p. Weigel cars

were in readiness for the visitors, and a little after the appointed

time a start was made by a somewhat unusual route for London-

by-the-Sea. Mr. Weigel led the way on the first of the racers,

followed by Mr. Pryce Harrison on the other, and the relatively

quiet manner in which the two low-built powerful machines

wended their way through the traffic was astonishing. Passing

through Hammersmith, Mortlake, and Richmond, a halt

was made at Kingston in order to replenish the water

tank of Mr. Harrison's car. The latter had only been completed

on the previous day, and as this was practically its initial run

on the road, sufficient time had not elapsed to get everything in

had induced him to enter for the Grand Prix race, although the

late publication of the conditions had not enabled him to put in

hand the special cars he desired, the two machines1 he had

completed being each practically a couple of Weigel cars rolled

into one. Mr. Weigel created a mild sensation when he

announced that, provided the rules for the A.C F. race are

made known by the end of September next, he would build

three special racers for the contest " which will win.",* He added

that it had been finally decided he himself would not drive in

the forthcoming contest on the Seine-Inferieure circuit, but that

the cars would be driven by Mr. Pryce Harrison and Mr. R.

Laxen, whom he had no doubt would do their best to bring the

Grand Prix to England. Mr. Weigel also announced that the

two racers will be entered for the Circuit des Ardennes and

Vanderbilt Cup contests, these two, in conjunction with the

Grand Prix, forming, in his opinion, the three principal contests

of the year.

In the afternoon a start was made on the return 'journey

to town, and, although the weather was not so propitious, the

rain which fell had more than a counterbalancing advantage in

the resulting freedom from dust. Beyond a halt at Crawley,

where it was found that the police had been actively at work,

our homeward trip, which was made on the car driven! by

M. Emile Brouard, was a non-stop, and proved an excellent

 

The Run of Weigel Cars to Brighton.—The two racing oars, with Messrs. D. If. Weigel and Pryce Harrison at the respective wheels,

Photo by] leading the way from Reigate. [Campbell-Gray.

perfect running order. In this case it was the lubricator which

was at fault, which had caused the engine to overheat slightly,

the water in the radiator rising fountain fashion several feet

high when the filler cap was cautiously removed. After a

slight delay a fresh start was made, racer No. 1 going off as

quietly and as easily as a touring car, while No. 2 proved some

what stubborn and inclined to smoke much too freely for the

comfort of the passengers in the succeeding cars. However, the

trouble was of brief duration, and Mr. Harrison had coaxed his

machine into good behaviour ere Reigate was reached, a brief

stay being made at the town to allow the inevitable photograph

to be taken. From this point onwards a good pace was kept up,

the only trouble experienced being the blinding dust, which

penetrated the most perfect of goggles. We had but brief

glimpses of the racers, for, speedy as our car was, it was, of

course, not able to keep up with the eight-cylinders ; ever and

anon, however, Messrs. Weigel and Harrison pulled up so that

the party might gather together. The descent of Handcross Hill

was safely made, and, following the usual road through Bolney,

Patcham and Preston, Brighton was reached about 2 p.m.

At the excellent lunch which followed at the Hotel

Metropole, Mr. Weigel, in responding to the toast wishing his

ears success in the forthcoming event, outlined the reasons which

testimony to the speedy and quiet-running qualities as well as

the reliability of the Weigel cars.

The County Councils' Association is urging the Government

to deal with motor-car legislation at an early date ; but it is*

generally conceded that the present fulness of the Ministerial

programme will prevent anything like prompt attention to this

suggestion.

The corporation of Henley have decided to re-open Henley

Bridge to heavy motor traffic. During and since the extensivef

repairs made to the foundations of the structure the bridge has

been closed to all heavy traction traffic, to the great discomfort of

timber and brick hauliers, who have had, for at least six months

past, to go as far round as Reading in order to cross the river.

A liquid metal polish known as Polysol has been placed

before motorists by Messrs. Henkel and Co., who recommend its

use in connection with the bright parts of motor-cars. It is not

accompanied by any unpleasant odour, while its non-inflamma

bility is another point in its favour. In quickly securing a polish

Polysol does not scratch the surface of the metal, but gives it a

durable gloss. The preparation does not corrode and rapidly

secures the desired effect.
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Mr. Arthur Mellor, in

the extension of his works at

Commonedge, Marton, Black

pool, has arranged for a motor

garage.

The road from London to

Hastings, via Bromley, Seven-

oaks, Tonbridge, Lamberhurst, Hurst Green, and Battle, will be

specially patrolled by the scouts of the Automobile Association

on the 25th, 26th, and 27 th insts.

 

HERE AND THERE.
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The 28-43-h.p. Limousine recently supplied by the Daimler Company

to Sir Frank Forbei Adami.

The United Motor Industries are about to transfer the

manufacture of accumulators from Coventry to a new factory in

London, where they will also make the Castle coiLs.

Last year's report dealing with patents and trade marks

has just been issued, and shows a large increase in the appli

cations due to activity in the motor-car industry.

Ten entries have so far been received for the Commercial

Vehicle Trials, as follows :—Milnes-Daimler, Ltd. (six entries) ;

Halley's Industrial Motors, Ltd. (two) ; Messrs. Savage Bros.,

Ltd. ; and Messrs. J. and E. Hall, Ltd.

According to a dispatch from Pekin, five vehicles—a

40-h.p. Itala, a 15-h.p. Spyker, two 10-h.p. De Dions, and a

6-h.p. Contal tri car left the Chinese capital on. Monday in an

attempt to carry through a race across Mongolia and Siberia to

the European frontier and thence to Paris.

Hoddesoon Urban District Council are about to apply to

the Local Government Board for an order to limit the speed of

motor-cars passing through the streets of the town to ten miles

an hour. Other towns and villages in Hertfordshire are dis

cussing the advisability of taking a similar step.

In the Irish reliability trials the behaviour of the Eoyal

Sirdar grooved non-slipping pneumatic tyres fitted with the

patent non-nipping tubes was exceptionally good, and those

motorists whose cars were thus equipped were able to go through

the test runs with practically no sign of wear and very few cuts

on their tyres.

Mr. John E. Gibbs has disposed of his works at Thomas

Street, Y ork, and has started under the name of John E. Gibbs

and Maclean, at Fawcett Street, York. These are much larger

premises, and a complete plant of high-class tools has been

installed. A speciality will be made of repairing work, with a

special department for steam cars.

On Thursday last week Mr. F. F. Wellington, who has

just severed his connection with the British Automobile Com

mercial Syndicate, Ltd., to take up the management of the

Trompenburg Manufacturing Company, the manufacturers of the

Spyker cars, entertained a party of friends to dinner prior to

his leaving London to take up his residence in Amsterdam. The

utmost cordiality prevailed, Mr. Wellington, in reply to the

well-wishes of his guests, expressing the hope that ho would still

frequently see them, and inviting them to visit him at any time

in the Dutch capital.

At a public meeting held

in Bexhill condemnation of the

motor races held - in the town

during the season has been

strongly expressed.

In addition to their garage

and works, the Halifax Motor

Car Company have extensive showrooms at 44, Northgate, where

they have now on view a set of the component parts utilised in

the building of their new car, the County.

From Messrs. Sternberg and Eason, tho British agents, we

have received a copy of the new catalogue of Buick cars. This is

a handsomely got up publication and gives particulars of the

various models, including a 22-h.p. double-cylinder and 24-b.p. four-

cylinder. The illustrations are very clear, and include not only

general views of the vehicles but detailed drawings of the leading

components.

British made Dunlop tyres were fitted to the winning cars

in both the Tourist Trophy race and the Heavy Touring Car race.

In addition, both the 16-20-h.p. Beeston-Humber, second in the

light class, and the 25-h.p. Gladiator, second in the heavy class,

together with all the cars which finished the course for the

T. T. race, were shod with these tyres.

Messrs. Gilbert and Son, Ltd., of the Lindum Works,

Lincoln, will have the management of the motor car garage in

connection with the Royal Agricultural Show at Lincoln. The

space at their disposal will be sufficient to provide accommoda

tion for nearly 300 cars under cover. They will also have a

repair department in telephonic communication with their own

works.

On Thursday, the 6th inst., the 45-h.p. six-cylinder

Hotchkiss car completed over 5,000 miles in the 10,000 miles

reliability trial under the official observation of the Royal

Automobile Club, and up to the present has acquitted itself

magnificently. Since April 29th this vehicle has completed

daily journeys averaging 160 miles over all varieties of roads in

England, Ireland and Wales, the daily runs being of almost

monotonous success, without necessitating any mechanical adjust-

 

The Hotchkiss Six-Cylinder Car at Conway Castle.

mcnts. In addition to this performance this identical car

went through a similar tour of 6,250 miles in France, taking all

roads absolutely without any involuntary stoppage—an excellent

testimony to the workmanship and material.

Lord Portsmouth has, in the House of Lords, voiced the

desire of the War Office to get into touch with such organisations

as the Automobile Club, in order to find an outlet for the employ

ment of those who leave the Army.

0
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A MOTOR garage scheme is in contemplation for the city of

York.

The Schulte Cup, for the Edinhurgh to London run, has

been won by an 8-h.p. Rover.

The Crystal Palace A.C.'s hill climb on Captain Kidd's

hill has been postponed to the 27th prox.

A motor car recently stolen from a Harrogate garage has

been found on the road, near Thirsk, having been abandoned by

the thief after a breakdown.

The well-known White Lion Hotel at Cobham, on the

Portsmouth road, is only two miles from the new Brooklands

track—a matter of interest to motorists journeying thither from'

London via Kingston and Cobham.

For the " East Anglican Daily Times," the Derby race was

reported by a correspondent who went from Ipswich to Epsom

on a 14-h.p. Argyll car driven by Mr. W. H. Scottorn, of

Messrs. W. H. Scottorn and Co., the well-known motor agents of

the town on the Orwell. They travelled to Stratford, and thence,

by way of Poplar, the Blackwall Tunnel, and Greenwich, con

trived to escape the ordinary London street traffic before getting

into the busy scenes on the road to the Downs. Messrs. Scot-

torn are prepared to run motor vehicles for public hire in

connection with the Bury St. Edmunds pageant next month.

In the advertisement of the Bowden Patent Mileage

Recorder, which appeared in the M.C.J, of the 1st inst., a wroDg

bl ick was inadvertently used, the illustration appearing therein

being that of the well-known Bowden Carburettor Agitator. The

accompanying illustration will give the reader an idea of the

appearance of the Bowden Mileage Recorder, one of the leading

features of which is that it

dispenses with the customary

flexible shaft while retaining

the much-favoured dashboard

position. This is accomplished

by utilising the Bowden wire

mechanism to transmit the

movement from the road

wheel to the mileage dial.

By way of short description

we may explain that the

eccentric flanged ring shown

on the left is fitted to the

hub of one of the steering

wheels, the eccentric form of

the ring causing the small

castor wheel to rise and fall at every revolution, thereby

imparting a rocking motion to the lever to which it is attached,

which movement is transmitted in turn to the dashboard

mechanism shown on the right by means of the Bowden wire.

That thi3 form of transmission is thoroughly reliable would

appear to be proved by the fact that it has been tested to over

80,000,000 movements before giving out.

A good deal is at present being heard of a new smokeless

fuel known as Coalite. It is manufactured by a special process

from coal, in such a way that the valuable constituents of the

latter, which in tho course of ordinary burning are wasted, are

converted into by-products of great commercial value. First

among these by-products is said to be a new British-made motor

spirit, to which the name Coaline has been given. As the

results of exhaustive experiments in the manufacture of Coalite,

made by Dr. S. Rideal, Professor Vivian Lewes, and Mr. T.

Parker, M.I.M.E., M.I.C.E., it has been ascertained that, in

treating 3,000,000 tons of coal, no less than 7,200,000 gallons of

benzol, toluol, naphtha, &c, are obtained, a large proportion of

which is admirably fitted for use as motor spirit. As the pro

moters of the new Coalite industry have laid their plans to handle

the above quantity of coal at the outset, it will be seen that the

general use of Coalite in place of coal would involve the pro

duction of a quantity of motor spirit far more than sufficient to

meet the whole of the present demand. In fact, it is claimed

that the supply of Coalite for London alone would mean the

production annually as a by-product of 30,000,000 gallons of

Coaline motor spirit.

 

Messrs. Gerhard and Backie have opened the Brook-

lands Motor and Cycle Works at 12, Deptford Bridge, S.E.

The second place in the Manchester Motor Club's reliability

trial was won by Mr. V. Foxwell Gray, on a 10-h.p. Alldays,

who thus secured the silver medal.

Motor-cabs were conspicuous in the traffic going to the

Derby, and it is estimated that about 200 vehicles belonging to

the General Motor Cab Co. were thus engaged.

At the Bath and West of England Agricultural Show,

Messrs. S. and A. Fuller, of Bath, had a good display of motor

car bodies. Motor-cars, including a 40-h.p. Siddeley with a

three-quarter landaulet body, were shown by Messrs. Perry and

Turner, Ltd., of Bristol and Cardiff.

Mr. A. A. Remington, who has been connected with the

Wolseley Company since its formation, was married on Wednes

day last week. His colleagues at Birmingham, London, and

Crayford gladly availed themselves of the opportunity to show

their regard and esteem for Mr. Remington, who has been

responsible for both the designs of the Wolseley and Siddeley

cars for many years.

Last week we referred to the value of the motor-car in

assisting the police of Reading to capture a burglar. We under

stand that the particular vehicle that was offered for the assistance

of the authorities was driven by Mr. E. Stafford, the manager of

Mr. Harry Julian's motor works in the Market Place, Reading.

The thief when captured was conveyed back to Biscuitopolis on

the car, and remarked that that was his first motor ride.

Elsewhere in the present issue will be found an article in

which Mr. T. C. PullingBr, of the Humber Company, Beestm,

expresses his views with regard to the future of the Tourist

Trophy Race. Mr. Pul linger, who is well able to deal with the

subject, in view of the success of his cars, not only in this event,

but in the Heavy Touring Car Race, makes some interesting

suggestions, on which we shall be glad to have the opinions of

our readers.

In a case heard at the Shoreditch County Court on Tuesday,

the counsel against a motor-'bus company unsuccessfully asked for

a verdict in his favour, as under section 13 of the Locomotive and

Highway Act of 1861 any vehicle propelled by an unknown force

was a nuisance until it was scientifically tested. He submitted that

the motor-'bus was a nuisance, and had not been scientifically

tested, and therefore should not have been put on the road. But

the judge thought differently.

The new list of the Talbot cars fori 907 is a good illustrat'on

of tho advance that has been made in what we term the com

mercial literature of the Automobile. This is issued from the

works of the Clement Talbot Company, at Barlby Road, Ladbroke

Grove, London, W., and its features include useful drawings of

cars and their parts, with keys that will be of service to the novice.

The prospective motorist will also be interested in tho method

adopted to show the four standard colours in which the cars are

painted. The abridged specifications of 8-10-h.p., 10-12-h.p.,

12-16-h.p., 15-20-h.p., 20-h.p., 35-45-h.p., and other cars are

brightened with pictures showing the winners of various races of

the past season where this type of vehicle displayed its excellence.

Mr. T. H. Woollen, the general manager, is to be congratulated

on the production of this list.

In an appropriate white cover comes the latest publication

of the White Company, of 35, 36, and 37, Kingly Street, Regent

Street, London, W.—a list relating to the well-known steam cars

popularised in this country by Mr. Frederic Coleman. Included

in the contents is an authentic account of the recent 1,871 miles

non-stop run of a 30 h. p. White car over the Scottish Reliability

course and other equally trying routes, illustrated reports

showing the appreciation in which the White car is held in the

Dutch East Indies and in the Punjab, as well as records of the

competitions in which the car has figured so creditably, including

the Town Carriage competition of the R.A.C. The technical

descriptions are concise and well illustrated by diagrams

facilitating the comprehension of the points of simplicity and

accessibility possessed by the working parts of a car which has

come right to the front by merit, until, like Browning's hero,

Mr. Coleman can say " I stand upon achievement."
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orrespond:

 

[Letters to the Editor should be addressed to the offices,

27-55, Charing Cross Road, W.C.]

THE FUTURE OF THE TOURIST TROPHY RACE.

To thb Editor of The Motor-Sar Journal.

Sir,—I have had the pleasure of addressing a letter, copy of which

I enclose, to the Secretary of the Automobile Club of Great Britain and

Ireland.—Yonrs truly,

Copy. D. M. Weigel.

The Secretary,

The Automobile Club of Great Britain and Ireland,

119, Piccadilly, W.

Dear Sir,—Although not present at the recent Tourist Trophy

race, I am given to understand by various members of the trade, and

attention of all foreign manufacturers, especially were they directly

challenged to compete, and would also create great interest amongst all

English and foreign motorists ; in fact, it would be a race run upon simi

lar lines as the Targa Florio, which has met with such universal success.

I trust, Sir, that your committee will give my letter due consideration

and I hope their reply may be satisfactory. —Yours truly,

(Signed) D. M. Weigel.

To TBI Editor ot The Motor-far Journal.

SIR,—Your correspondent who refers to the Criterium de France

as a suitable model for the development of the Tourist Trophy idea

need not have gone so far afield. In the old days the Scottish Trial

consisted of a run from Glasgow to London, making halt at Leeds

on |the way. Could not we have a trial starting from London,

making the Yorkshire town the objective of the first day's run, going

on to Glasgow for the second, and then, covering the routes for, say,

a couple of days in the present Scottish Trials on reliability lines,

conclude with a race over the almost deserted highways of certain

Highland districts for a final effort, allowing only cars that had

attained a certain standard of performance in the first efforts to

participate in the last day's run ?—Yours truly,

T. Jones.

 

Tho Carter's Hill Cap Competition.-The scene at the foot of Carter's Hill, Underriver, Kent.

also private motorists, that the race lacked that enthusiasm so essential

to a sporting event. Might I suggest that this is due to two causes ?

1. The want of an International character in the race.
•i. The difficulty and expense of complying with the intricate and

peculiar character of the rules.

With due respect, I would suggest that there is a way to continue

the races organised in the Isle of Man by creating greater interest, and

yet limiting the speed, and confining it to touring cars and

perhaps recalling all the advantages and interest of the old Gordon

Bennett cup. I am prepared to offer a suitable trophy for a race

in 1908, to be run on the following conditions:—-L To be limited to four-

cylinder cars, the bore of each cylinder to be not more than 130 mm.

2. The weight of each car to be not less than 2.3 cwt., all on, but exclu

sive of oil, water and petrol. 3. Eich car to be occupied by two

passengers only, including driver. 4. There to be no other rules of

any description as regards body, tyres, wheels, or anything else. 5. That

two other firms outside my own firm compete on behalf of Great Britain,

and those two firms to join us to be Daimler and Kolls-Koyce, or, if the

Club prefer it, there be an eliminating race, in which all English manu

facturers can compete. 6. With the object of nmkingitan international

event, the Automobile Club of Great Britain and Ireland directly chal

lenge any three makers of France, Germany, Italy, Belgium and America,

to enter cars to compete against us.

I believe that a race promoted upon these lines would draw the

THE R.A.C. AND UNOFFICIAL TRIALS.

To thi Editor or The Motor-Gar Journal.

SIR,—Our attention has been drawn to a letter which has appeared

in the motor Press, in which a correspondent finds fault with the Koyal

Automobile' Club for their behaviour in connection with a top-gear,

non-stop delivery, from London to Edinburgh and on to Dundee,

successfully carried out by me on a 50-h.p. Thames six-cylinder car.

According to this correspondent, the performance, regarded in the

light of a " trial," was a contravention of one of the Club's rales,

which lays it down that participation in any " trial or competition, other

wise than under regulations made by the club " shall be deemed a breach of

the official rules, where "extensive advertisement " is obtained therefrom.

He appears scarcely so well informed as he might be about what actually

transpired between the Koyal Automobile Club and ourselves. In order

that no doubt on the subject may remain we shall be obliged if you will

allow us an opportunity ot stating exactly what did occur. Our attention

was drawn by the secretary of the Club to the rule above mentioned,

immediately after the delivery of the car, and an explanation was

requested. In our reply, which was acknowledged as satisfactory by the

Club officials, we -imply stated the actual facts. The run in question

was undertaken in no way as a competition or trial, but simply as the

method of delivering the car selected by our customer in Scotland.

Our customer's representative was on the ear throughout the run, and.
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naturally, both he and we were anxious to see what the car, -with full

touring equipment and limousine body, was capable of doing. We

claim no " record " of any description whatever and are content that

the existing record should still stand, although we are aware that it

was made with a car which was specially prepared for the event, being

fitted with a light open body, &c—Yours truly,

W. T. Clifford-Earp.

THE CONTROL OF MOTOR RACE MEETINGS.

To the Editor of The Molor-Car Journal.

Sir,—Replying to the letter written by Mr. Hollands on behalf of '

the Crystal Palace Automobile Club in connection with the Bexhill farce,

I would point out that I never questioned the excellence of Colonel

Holden's formula, or the accarate manner in which the handicap was

worked out by Mr. Worby Beaumont. I stated in very emphatic

language that the organization of the meeting was disgraceful. None' of

the particulars supplied by various competitors on which the handicap

was framed by Mr. Worby Beaumont were checked by the Crystal

Palace Club, and even the handicap, as drawn by Mr. Worby Beaumont,

was not adhered to.

I make no complaint as an unsuccessful competitor. I did not

compete at the meeting and had no intention of competing, as I had

had an opportunity of seeing exactly what would take place in connec

tion with any competition promoted by the Crystal Palace Club in

connection with the Bexhill top speed trial. My sole object in criticising

 

Mr. Burnett Tabrum's 12-14-h p. Argyll which won the Light Car Class

at the Essex County A.C. hill climb at Laindon, on Saturday last.

was to warn would-be competitors in other events which might be run

by this club of the sort of treatment- they would expect to receive. I

have no doubt that, for the purpose of the Crystal -Palace Club, it is

necessary that outside entries should be obtained in order to give the

necessary veneer to the winning cars, but it is just as well that entries

should be made with full knowledge. Mr. Smith's letter would be inter

esting if it were accurate. His figures are air wrong and I still adhere

to the figures set out in my previous letter. Had he seen his own car on

the track near the finishing post before the opposing vehicle was allowed

off the starting line, he would have appreciated exactly the task which

his opponents were set to do. i

No, Sir ! The Crystal Palace Automobile Club is flavoured too

strongly, with commercialism, and the sooner it stops trying to inveigle

members of the industry into entering for " open events," the better it

will be for the sport.—Yours truly,

Chas Jarrott.

THE HENRY EDMUNDS HILL CLIMB.

To tot Editob o» The Motor-Gar Journal.

Sir,—As a competitor in the Henry Edmunds' Hill Climb held by

the Royal Automobile Club on Saturday, I was astounded to find, on

my arrival at the hill, that the entry of a certain steam car had been

accepted to compete against the petrol cars, although the size of

the petrol cars was restricted under the following formula :—

Cylinder diameter in inches squared multiplied by the number of

cylinders must not exceed 100 inches.

To my astonishment, upon raising the matter with the officials of

the Club, I was informed that the entry of the steam car was in order.

The idea of putting steam and petrol cars together, relying on cylinder

dimensions, seems to me to be so absurd that if it is persisted in it will

mean that these club competitions will be looked upon with ridicule ;

I am certain that in France there will be much derision at such an

idea.

Everybody knows that a steam car, with the aid of a specially

large boiler (which would be quite unsuitable for an ordinary touring

car) can obtain a very big head of steam, which will enable a car to

rush up a short hill at a very high speed.

How the Royal Automobile Club could ever have imagined that

the two types could be put together under such a very inadequate for

mula I fail to understand.—Yours truly,

L. Carle.

APPEALS AGAINST TWENTY SHILLING FINES.

To the Editob or The Motor-Gar Journal.

Sir,—I notice that attention has been drawn in the Press to the

fact that under the present Motor Car Act magistrates, by inflicting a

fine of 20s. and refusing to increase it to 21s., prevent an appeal against

their decisions. This is an old question which three years ago occupied

the attention of the Motor Union, who have carried the matter as far as

it can be carried until the new Bill is introduced. The Union laid the

facts in connection with the matter before the Royal Commission on

Motor Cars (see my evidence,^questions 587-690), and as a result the

Royal Commission have recommended that there should lie a right of

appeal whenever the conviction has been endorsed upon the licence,

irrespective of the amount of the fine. The Union go flarther, and in

their legislative policy, which has been laid before the (.ievermnent and

Parliament, they propose :—

" That in view of the action of some magistrates in fixing the

line at twenty shillings and refusing to increase it to twenty -

one shillings, so as to prevent an appeal, there should be a right

of appeal in all convictions in connection with the use or owner

ship of a motor-car.

The question whether *' costs " should lie added to the fine for the

purpose of arriving at the necessary minimum has also been raised in t he

King's Bunch Division and settled. In the case of Rex v. Novis, May,

1905, it was held that the cost (18s.) could not be added to the fine (20s.),

in order to give the defendant the right of appeal under Section 11.—

Yours truly,

W. Rkes Jeffreys,

Secretary Motor Union.

VARYING PETROL CONSUMPTION.

To che Editor o» The Motor-Gar Journal.

Sir,—In your issue of May 25th I notice a letter from " B. 2804 " in

which he mentions the petrol consumption of the 80-100-h.p. La Buire

car in the reliability trials promoted by the Manchester Automobile

Club, and compares this consumption with other cars of less horse-power

—J gall

occur, and states that some explanation will be satisfactory.

There are many points bearing upon petrol consumption, which I

will give as follows :—1, perfect carburation. 2, economical trans

mission throughout from the engine to the road wheels. 3, flexibility of

the engine, whereby you are enabled to run on your highest gear at very

slow speeds, and 4, thorough knowledge of how to drive your car most

economically.

The results obtained on the 80-100-h.p. La Buire in this competition

rest, in the first place, principally iwith the unique carburettor

fitted to the car, and, together with the other points I have enumerated,

above all assisted to create the wonderfully low petrol consumption in

this contest. I myself lately drove a35-50-hlp. La Buire in a reliability

trial with a petrol consumption of over twenty miles to the gallon

(viz., Manchester Motor Club Trials, May 23rd to 25th). The 7-h.p.

car " I) 2804 " mentions in his letter I believe is an old machine without

any modern improvements.—Yours truly,

Henry Hollinodrake.

To the Editob o» The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—Referring to the letter of " D. 2804 " in the M.C.J, of the 25th

nil., a.- the owner of the 7-h.p. M.M.C., perhaps I can give some explana

tion which may elucidate the varying amounts of petrol used. The

80-100-h.p. De La Buire was one of the latest pattern cars, with a carbu

rettor easily altered and adjusted to give different mixtures under vary

ing conditions, and its owner had, by going over the course, previously

carefully tuned it up, until he attained what must undoubtedly be called

an excellent performance ; every advantage was taken of the down grades

to stop the engine and let the car run by gravity, starting again at the bot

tom. The 7-h.p. M.M.C. is an old car I have had five or six years, and has

none of the fine methods for adjustment of carburation found in modern

cars. The only alteration that can be made is by turning a tap to admit

slightly more air, this adjustment being done when the car is standing.

My man inadvertently left this closed, the result being we used even
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more petrol than is usual for such a length of run. Over and above

this, owing to the heavy state of the roads and the brakes being

unprotected from the weather, the engine had to be run on tbe down

grades and on the level the engine was kept at its utmost speed to

enable the car to be got in the controls within its allotted time.

The 12-h.p. Lanchester mentioned did the worst of the three of that

horse power, one nsing one gallon less and the other even better ;

the one alluded to is also an old car, whereas the 20-h.p. was entered by

the representative of tho Lanchester Company in Manchester, and

doubtless he was doing all he knew all the time for low consumption,

whereas to the purely amateur driver it is not a matter of such vital

importance. Your correspondent is wrong, I think, regarding the petrol

consumption of the 24-30-h.p. six-cylinder Belaize ; it consumed rather

more than the three-cylinder 18-24-n.p. car, viz.—8*46875 gallons for the

former and eight gallons for the three-cylinder ; the latter car is also an

old pattern, and no doubt the better consumption of the six in compari

son is brought about by improvements the Belsize Company have made

in their later models.—Yours truly,

D. Adamson Parkyn.

DUST PREVENTIVES AND FISH.

To thk Editor or The Motor-Gar Journal.

Sir,—As an ardent trout and salmon fisherman, and at the same

time one who has been taking an active interest in the prevention of the

dust nuisance, as well as in the permanent improvement of the roads, I

wish tc allay the apprehensions of my brother anglers, which have been

caused by articles appearing in many of the daily papers. Undoubtedly

there have been liquid preparations for application to roads which, when

carried in sufficient quantity after rain to brooks and rivers, would

poison or asphyxiate fish, and possibly might be injurious to human

beings, animals, or birds, but, out of the numerous solutions for the

purpose, I feel sure that some can be nsed without injurious results.

It is, however, on the subject of the use of tar itself, for the preven

tion of dust on roads, that I wish to say a few words. Tar has been, for

a number of years, poured or sprinkled on roads, and afterwards

distributed by hand labour, which necessitated such a quantity being

applied that the surplus beyond what was required for saturating the

material and forming a film on the surface might, and did, find its way

into gutters, gullies, and water courses. Methods for applying the tar

have, however, been improved, and, by means of machines recently

invented, it can now be sprayed on to and into roads under very high

pressure, in such a way that it forms part of the road itself, leaving no

superfluity to run off or be carried away by water. It is calculated

that not more than one-third of the tar previously used is now found

necessary. This, of course, resnlts in a great saving of the expense of

treating roads, an economy still further increased by the rapidity with

which the operation can be conducted, while expensive hand labour is

replaced by scientific machinery and steam traction. The cheapness and

rapidity of the process will enable highway boards to waterproof all, cr

nearly all, the main roods of the country in a comparatively short

time.

I am informed that one company alone, established for this purpose,

has already orders for more than 1,400 miles of road, which are now

being executed as quickly as the weather will permit, it being essential

that the road should be dried before the tar is applied. Mention has been

made of the fact that gas works are prohibited by law from allowing

their waste water to escape into streams, but the waste products ate

q uite a different thing from the tar itself. It is a pretty good proof that tar

is not harmful to fish when it is remembered that fish hatching boxes and

nurseries are generally coated with tar. The Roads Improvement

Association, assisted by two of the most important of the automobile

associations, have been holding very exhaustive trials and competitions

near Ascot, Staines, and Twickenham, with different preparations and

machines for allaying the dust and improving roads. When their awards

are made, and their authoritative report issued, it may be confidently

predicted that they will not recommend the use of any substances that

could be injurious to the health of either fish or animals, and there being

among the judges some of the most eminent chemists will ensure their

verdict being reliable.—Yours truly,

Herbert Mackworth Praed.

A SIMPLE HUB BAND BRAKE.

To thi Editoe or The Motor-ear Journal.

Sir,—I am glad to hear that Mr. Baldwin is interested in this

subject, and I have much pleasure in replying to his queries. 1. The

brake band is lined. I use Flood's patent lining, one inch wide

by a quarter inch thickness. 2. The rocker is well shown in the

sketch published in the U.C.J, of May 18th. - When in position it is

Sradically an inverted Y piece ; suitable dimensions of rocker for tbe

rums mentioned in Mr. Baldwin's letter would be : Height over all 3jJ in. ,

thickness of material, jj in., depth of boss, . If in., distance of boss to

eyes for band attachment 1 in., and distance of boss to end of lever

2 in. My rocking piece was forged from a piece of 1J in. square mild

steel, and any blacksmith should be able to make one with these

dimensions and the drawing on page 235 of the Journal. 3. The

bracket is held in position on top of the centre of the spring by the U

bolts holding the spring to the axle, and tbe vertical portion i- forged

so as to clear the body of the car, and so that the band suspension bolt

or pin is exactly over the centre of the brake drum.

Any other information I can give is at your correspondent's] ser

vice.—Yours truly,

Charles T. W. Hirsch.

TWO-CYCLE PETROL MOTORS.

To ths Editor or The Motor-Gar Journal.

Sib,—I was very pleased to read in a recent issue of the M.C.J.

that the French Automobile Club is arranging to hold a competition

of two-cycle motors, as it will undoubtedly nave the result of drawing

more attention to this type of engine, which has undoubtedly been

somewhat neglected by automobile engineers in the past. Despite

the advanced state of reliability and efficiency to which the Otto or

four-cycle motor has been brought, there appears to be no question

that it is not generally regarded as representing finality of design in

this direction. With its more or less numerous moving parts of small

size and its inherent defect of producing but one power stroke in

every alternate revolution, it goes without saying that, from an

engineering point of view, the four-cycle engine presents ample room

for improvement. It has long been recognised by experts that the two-

cycle principle offers the foundation upon which to build in this

direction, and what is needed is investigation and experiment such

as is at last being encouraged by the A.C.F. If half as many

builders had been devoting their attention to the evolution of the

two-cycle motor as has been the case with its comoetitir, it is safe

to say that more would be known and heard of the former than is at

present the case.—Yours truly,

Two Cycler.

 

Mr. C. A. Olentworth on the ttO-h.p. Six-Cylinder Napier he is driving

in the Kaiser Prize Race in Germany.

Unfortunately the date on which the conditions of the race were made
known to the British competitors was too short to enable Messrs. S. F. Edge,
Ltd., to make a special car for it, and therefore they entered one of their
60-h.p. slx-cyiinder vehicles, 5 in. bore, 4 in. stroke, and endeavoured to lighten
the car as much as possible by removing weight in frame and axles and

fitting a special t>pe of radiator.

ARE EXHAUST GASES POISONOUS?

To tub Editor or The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,— I have frequently seen it stated that the exhaust from petrol

cars is poisonous and renders the air where automobiles are extensively

used unfit for breathing. There is also considerable objection on the

part of the non-motoring public to the unpleasant smell of the exhaust

gases, and repented attempts have been made of late to deprive the

exhaust products of their oojectionable qualities. The unpleasant effect

of the exhaust gases on the olfactories is undoubtedly a less serious

matter than their injurious effect on the breathing organs. That the

exhaust under certain conditions has an intoxicating narcotic effect is

well known. If an epgine is operated for an extended period in a closed

garage, persons within the room will experience a very severe headache

and sometimes even become unconscious. This effect is undoubtedly

due to carbon, monoxide gas in the exhaust, which is highly poisonous

and produces Exactly the effect on the human system as is observed in

such cases. It is only natural that when a motor is operated in the

garage for the purpose of making carburettor adjustments, &c, the

mixture should occasionally become too, rich and carbon monoxide be

produced. But in the regular operation on the road the mixture need

never be too rich to any appreciable extent, as it is mere economical to

run on a mixture containing considerably lees petrol than the

theoretically coriect amount, and as an excess of spirit is plainly

indicated by a heavy black smoke in the exhaust. In any cose the

simplest method of avoiding the discharge of carbon monoxide into the

atmosphere is to avoid its production by suitably adjusting the feed of
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petrol and lubricating oil. There are, however, a number of methods of

disposing of the carbon monoxide fitter it is produced. It may be

absorbed by an acid or ammoniacal solution of cuprous chloride, or it

may be transformed into carbon dioxide by some strong oxidizing com

pound, such as copper dioxide, lead chromate, &c. But it is hardly

conceivable that any such chemical process can compete in practice with

the simple mechanical adjustment of the fuel and lubricant, and it

would be greatly to the advantage of the automobile movement if

drivers in general paid a little more attention to these points. —Yours

truly,

- . W. Stevenson.

WIND SCREENS.

To thu Editor o» The Motor-Gar Journal.

Sir,—With reference to making glass screens safe for use, my

suggestion is that a glazier's diamond should be drawn along the glass on

both sides of the glass on the lower side of the frame.

-t^/This will ensure that if anyone is by an accident thrown forward,

the glass will give way all along the lower side, so that no stiff-pointed

triangles will be left which may lacerate anyone coming down on the

frame after being thrown through the glass.

If the scoring be done only on the lower sides of the sash, there will

be no risk of the whole glass being thrown out by the shocks of the road,

and there is no serious danger of injury to be guarded against, except

from the weight of the person falling down on the frame.—Yours truly,

J. H. A. Macdonald.

- »■ [The suggestion of the Rt. Hon. J. H. A. Macdonald, Lord Chief

Justice Clerk of Scotland, is one worthy the attention of motorists

generally.]

 

The 28-38 h. p. Ariel-Simplex Landaulet recently built by Ariel

Motors, Ltd., for Mr. Caleb Smith, Liverpool,

In order to meet the regulations regarding the transportation of cara on the
- • Woodside pasungjr steamers, which require motor vehicles not to exceed

6 it. S in. in height and 6 ft. 6 in. hi breadth over all. In lorder that the; may

n pais under the captain's bridge, Mr. Smith's landaulet has, as will be seen,
been provided with a special folding canopy.

OPENING FOR GARAGE.

To thi Editor or Tht Malm-Oar Journal.

Sir,—Referring to " M. W.'s " letter enquiring where to open a garage

and repair shop, I should certainly not advise him to open on any main

road with the idea of catching passing motorists, as they are getting

so experienced, and the average modern car carries all that is necessary

for an ordinary day's journey. Most towns seems to me to be pretty

well equipped with garages, &c.—Yours truly,

H. C. L.

SUBSTITUTES FOR PETROL.

To tot Editob or The Motor-Gar Journal.

Sir,—It may interest your readers to know that I and a few other '

motorist friends in Harrogate have been trying benzol in onr cars of

Panbard, Belsize, Decauville and Mercedes types, and, without any alter

ation to carburettors, find generally a decided increase in power, an

increased mileage per gallon above ordinary petrol, and no particular

difficulty in starting up. If any difference is observed, it is due to the

higher specific gravity of benzol requirin » more suction than petrol for

the >ame air, but this is all right directly the engine starts up. The

slightly lower thermal value benzol is said to have is more than compen

sated tor by the economy in price and quantity used par charge being

less on account of more air being required to meet its higher per cent, of

carbon. It has also on this account a better cooling ' effect on the

cylinder walls.

n every way, given a properly regulated air supply (say an auto-

matic extra air inlet for top speeds), there is nothing to prevent anyone-

obtaining improved results over petrol with increase of power at a much

lower cost and no more nuisance of smell than with petrol. The brand

of benzol we used was 90 per cent- distilled by the Whitwood Chemical

Company, of Norman ton, and gave every satisfaction.—Yours truly,

Geo. S. Sayner.

To thi Editob oi The Motor-Gar Journal.

Sir,—I was a little disappointed to read the result of Mr. Edge's

tests on the brake horse-power given by benzol compared with petrol.

We have been using benzol on one of our Milnes-Daimler cars for some

little time, and with considerable economy in the quantity required per

mile. Our loads vary from day to day, so that it is not possible to get

comparable results so exact as one could wish, but, as far as we can see,

the economy is between 20 and 30 per cent. The carburettor requires

more air, and a cold engine is more difficult to start up, but this latter

trouble can easily be obviated by tquirting a little petrol into the com

pression cocks. As long as the engine is warm there is no difficulty

whatever in starting or stopping with beazol. The spirit we use is a

rectified one commonly known as " 90s," and we can at our tar distil

ling works, Ordnance Wharf, Rlackwall Lane, East Greenwich, supply

it to any motorists who are interested in substitutes for petrol.—Yours

truly,

Charles Carpenter.

Chief Engineer, South Metropolitan Gas Company.

INCONSIDERATE DRIVING.

To th» Editob or The Motor-Gar Journal.

Sir,—Knowing your feeling about cars driven at excessive speed to

the danger of others, I would mention a case of which I was a witness.

It might have been a serious accident to two bicyclists on Sunday last.

A car bearing a London mark was coming along the road at high speed

between Warrington and Rainhill, and passed between warning signs at

four cross-roads without either reducing speed or giving any signs of its

approach ; it forced the two cyclists on to the side walk, otherwise they

would have been run down. This is thi sort of work that brings motor

ing into disrepute, and so those who have some consideration for others

on the road are classed with such a road hog as was driving the above

car.—Yours truly,

An Eye Witness.

fortunately such cases are, we believe, extremely rare. They

deserve the reprobation of all who have the welfare of the industry and

pastime at heart.]

THE TERMINALS OF COILS.

To thb Editob or The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—I should be glad if you would kindly let me know why some

induction coils have an earth terminal, and some not.—Your trnfy,

F. Becker.

[Some induction coils are fitted with an earth terminal to facilitate

testing, but the simplicity of the three terminal arrangement seems to

have caused its almost universal adoption. When an earth terminal is

fitted, the primary coil is connected between the terminal which goes to the

liattery and the terminal which is connected to the contact breaker.

The secondary is connected to the extra earth terminal, which is. then

connected to earth, the other end of the secondary being attached, of

course, to the high tension terminal and thence to the plug. The

primary circuit is completed through earth when the contact maker

connects it, and the secondary has its earth circuit quite separate.

Modern practice has, however, dispensed with the extra terminal, and

the secondary is connected to the terminal for the contact breaker.]

The address of the Arco Rubber Flint Proof Tread Compmy is

wanted by a correspondent.

Regal Cars.—We have an enquiry for the names of fimn

stocking spare parts suitable for the 6-h.p. Regal cars.

Tyre Cut Stopping Preparations.—Messrs. Joseph Bourne and

Son, 7, St. Mary's Row, Birmingham, write, in reply to " H. L. L. A."

that they have some Paracert and Westwood tyre stopping in stock.

Messrs. Wastnage and Co., Ltd., of the garage, Kilburn Gate,

N.W., ask us to say that their clothing stores were burglariously entered

on Sunday, and chauffeurs are invited to inform the firm should any of

the coats be offered for sale.

At Corbridge-on-Tyne a brown canvas bag has been found contain

ing tools, &c, dropped from a car going towards Newcastle. The owner

should apply, giving description, to Mr. Mead, carrier, Middle Street,

Corbridge-on-Tyne.

Hub Cap Found.—On Sunday a lad picked up in the road at Hurst

Green a brass hub cap marked " Rochet-Schneider," which the owner

can have on application to Mr. W. Hartnup, of the Ivy Motor Agency,

Hurst Green, Sussex.

Lost, on June 9 th, between Dunmow, Braintree, Colchester and

Clacton, a motor-car tyre pump, believed to have been lost one mile out

of Colchester on the Clacton ro .d. If this should come under the

notice of the finder, Mr. W. A. Bruce, 116, Golden Lane, E.C., would

be glad to hear from him.
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CLUBS AND ASSOCIATIONS.

 

COVENTRY M.C.

A capital afternoon's sport was provided by the Coventry Motor

Club on the cricket ground at Coventry on Saturday. The TourUt

Trophy Rover car was on the gronnd, and its progress round the course

elicited much cheering from the ring of spectators.

BBEAThere were seven events on the programme, the results being as

follows :—

Motor-bicycle slow race.—First, Mr. Geoffrey Smith (3J-h.p.

Triumph) ; second, Mr. H. R. Fowler (5-h.p. Norton).

Obstacle race for cars.—First. Mr. W. Phillips (20-h.p. Coventry

Humber); second, Mr. F. "Ward (8-h.p. Rover).

Lady passenger race.—First, Mr. J. C. Maude (15-h.p. Humber) ;

■second, Mr. A. K. Gould (15-h.p. Humber).

To and fro motor-cycle race.—First, Mr. S. L. Fletcher (lj-h.p.

Motosacoche) ; second, Mr. H. R. Fowler (5-h. p. Norton).

Potato race for motor-cars.—First, Mr. C. H. Ainsworth (8-h.p.

tlover) ; second, Mr. F. Ward (8-h.p. Rover).

Tilting at rings for motor-cycles.—Fir«r, Mr. G. Smith (3J-h.p.

Triumph) ; second, Mr. J. B. Bowen (5-h.p. Vindec).

time in the 2|-h.p. class. In the twin-cylinder class, L. A. Smith,

Grimsby, 5-h.p. Vindec, went up in 40 3-5 sec ; H. Hta^ensen, Grimsby,

43 sec, and F. Richardson, Lincoln, 5-h.p. Vindes,5-h.p. Vindec,

47 sec.

MANX A.C.

Thb Manx A.C. has thirty-three resident and thirty-five non-resident

members. The second annual meeting was held in the president's (Mr.

George Drinkwater's) office in Douglas. The president was in the chair,

supported by the hon. treasurer (Mr. Oeorge Gillmore) and the hon.

secretary (Mr. Douglas Everard). The balance-sheet was unanimously

passed. It disclosed a very satisfactory state of affairs, the club having a

fairly substantial credit balance (£9 17s. 10d., since considerably reduced)

in the bank.

The president (Mr. George Drinkwater) was unanimously re-elected.

The vice-president (Mr. J. W. Orde) was also re-elected, as were the

hon. treasurer and secretary, and the members of the committee.

THE MOTOR CLUB.

The growth of the Motor Club, which now numbers a thousand

members, was evidenced on Sunday by the large number who attended

the opening run to Brighton.

By 10.30 a.m. nearly fifty cars had assembled at the Club House in

Coventry Street, London, W., and, marshalled in two long ranks, they

presented a very striking appearance. All the cars reached Brighton in

good time without mishap, and at 1.30 p.m. 150 members and their

friends sat down to lunch at the Royal York Hotel, presided over by

 

The Coventry Motor Club's Gymkhana.

Musical chairs.—First, Mr. A. S. Butler (10 12-h.p. Humber); second,

Mr. S. J. Davies (28-h.p. Daimler).

AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION.

Numerous complaints have lately been received by the Auto

mobile Association with reference to furious driving of motor-cars in

the neighbourhood of Ashford, Kent. The road from London to Folke

stone has hitherto been practically free from police persecution of

motorists, and it is very desirable that this pleasing state of affairs

should continue. In order, therefore, to mitigate the evil caused by a few

inconsiderate drivers, A.A. patrols are now on special duty on either

side of Ashford, with strict orders to regulate, and where necessary

restrain, the speed of motor-cars, reporting every bad case of driving to

the Secretary, at Princes Buildings, Coventry Street, W.

LINCOLNSHIRE M.C.C.

The really wonderful growth of the Lincolnshire Motor Cycle

Club was demonstrated at the meet at Leadenliam Old Hall on Thurs

day week, when Mr.' Robert Morley entertained the members. Though

heavy rain fell for several hours, there were quite 100 members pre

sent, including a strong contingent from Grimsby, fifty miles away.

A hill-climb was included in the very interesting programme, and

some good performances were put up. The hill at Welbourne is a

-steep one of 700 yards. A. L. Shaw, Grantham, :t ', h.p. Minerva, went

up in 43 1-5 sec. ; E. rt. Cole, Uoxholme, 34-h.p. Brown, 46 sec. ; R. N.

lUorley, Leadeaham, 3J h.p. Brown, 48 2-5 sec. ; R. M. Wright, 3i-h.p.

N.S.U., 49 sec. T. Jones, Grinnby, 2J-h.p. Minerva, did 56 sec, best

Col.JBosworth, the club's chairman. The homeward journey was begun

at four o'clock, many of the members returning to the club for dinner.

Col. Bosworth drove with Mr. Chas. Jarrottina40-h.p. De Dietrich,

and the following were amongst those who took part in the run :—

Messrs. Harvey Du Cros, 45-h.p. Mercedes; Walter Gibbons, 50-h.p.

Itala ; L. Schlentheim, 20 -24 -h. p. (Clement-Talbot ; C. Cordingley,

4<>-50-h.p. Florentia ; C. Temperley, 55-h.p. Isotta-Fraschini ; S. rj.

Pearce, 60-h.p. Napier ; E. I). Heinemann, 28-36-h.p. Pilain ; Clifton

Robinson, 135-h.p. Mercedes ; Chas. Sangster, T.T. Ariel ; Huntley

Walker, 50-h.p. six-cylinder Darracq ; Walter Dewis, Mercedes ; E. A.

Bowden, 25-h.p. Iris ; J. de Solla, 60-h.p. Fiat ; W. King Perrin, 40-h.p.

Bianchi ; M. de Brou, 20-30-h.p. Florentia ; L. Carle,:45-h.p. Mors ; H. T.

Vane, 60-h.p. Napier; A. Capris, 50-h.p. Isotta-Fraschini ; G. W. Houk,

30-40-h.p. Cosmo and Wylie, Minerva. Messrs. Sternberg and Easou

were also present with two Buick cars.

INTER CLUB MEET.

The following clubs have accepted the invitation of the Manchester

A.C. to be present at the Inter Club Meet and Gymkhana at Buxton on

the 29th inst, viz., Bradford A.C, Cheshire A.C, Derby and District

A.C, Halifax A.C, Lincolnshire A.C, Liverpool A.C, Mid-Stafford

shire A.C, N.E. Lancashire A.C, Sheffield and District A.C, Wolver

hampton and District A.C, North Yorkshire A.C, Yorkshire A.C.

Members of the Motor Union, on presenting their Motor Union or

affiliated club membership ticket, will be admitted to the ground with

their cars, and the passengers on their cars, free of charge. Entries for

the gymkhana should be made to Mr. J. B. Thistlethwaite, 40, Bra/ennose

Street, Manchester, by the 22nd inst.
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DERBY AND DISTRICT.

On Saturday the annual hill-climbing competition for the Derby

and District A.C.'s silver challenge cup took place, the site again

chosen being on the hill at Hazlewood leading from the railway

station to the church.

The course is a gradually increasing gradient and constitutes an

admirable test, not only of the cars, but of the driving capabilities of

the drivers.

The cars assembled in the railway station yard at Hazlewood,

where each was weighed with its occupants and the measurements and

other details of the cars were taken, after which they were lined up at

the foot of the hill and were in turn despatched to the top, each driver

striving to do his best against the watch, one ascent only being allowed.

Some excellent ascents were seen. Appended is a list of the competitors,

their cars, and the times made :—

M. s.

C. Turner Leech (18 22-h.p. Daimler) 2 16 3 5

H. W. Eaton (14-16-h.p. Swift) 3 50 2-5

J. C. Wilson (16-20-h.p. Humber) 1 52

H. G. W. Dawson (7-8-h.p. Swift) 5 22 2-5

Arthur Ford (30-55-h.p. Daimler) 1 18

M. Ross-Browne (25-h.p. Gladiator) 2 13 1-5

Geo. B.Fletcher (10-18-h. p. Humber) 3 J3

Geo. B. Dearie (5-h.p. Rex side car) 2 10 1-5

Spencer Downing (10-h.p. Alldays) 3 314-5

P. L. D. Perry (15-h.p. Ford) 2 15 3-5

Herbt. Jefferson (JO-12-h.p. Humber) 3 0 4-5

H. A. Johnson (22-h.p. Crossley) 3 16 3-5

L. P. Mell (15-h.p. Darracq) 2 34 1-5

Mr. A. Ford thus secures the fastest time medal with his 30-55-h.p.

Daimler.

At the conclusion of this competition a further contest arranged

on handicap lines took place, for which special silver and bronze medals

were offered. This competition, which was arranged in such a form as

to be easily followed by the spectators, was on the lines instituted by the

Derby A.C. and was based on the times made in the former contest.

The cars were drawn in pairs and the slower one dispatched up the hill

with its time allowance, and so on in the following rounds, until the

event was run through. Curiously enough, two 10^12-h.p. Coventry-

Humbers were left to decide who should take the silver medal, Mr.

George B. Fletcher securing the verdict at the expense of Mr. Herbert

Jefferson. The following are details of the various rounds :—

First Round.

I.—C. Turner Leech (18-22-h.p. Daimler) a bye.

2.—P. L. D. Perry (15-h.p. Ford) scratch, 1 ; ^Spencer Downing

(10-h.p. Alldays) 1 min. 16 sec. start, 2.

3.—L. P. Mell (15-h.p. Darracq) a bye.

4.—G. B. Fletcher (10-12-h.p. Humber) with 1 min. 3 sec. start, 1 ;

G. B. Dearie (5-h.p. Rex side car), scratch, 2.

5.—H. W. Eaton (14-16-h.p. Swift) a bye.

6.—H. G. W. Dawson (7-8-h.p. Swift) a bye.

7.—H. Jefferson (10-12-h.p. Coventry-Humber) with 1 min. 8 sec

•tart, 1 ; J. C. Wilson (16-20-h.p. Humber), scratch, 2.

8.—M. Ross-Browne (35-h.p. Gladiator) with 55 sec. start, 1 ; Arthur

Ford (30-55-h.p. Daimler) scratch, 2.

Second Round.

1.—Geo. B. Fletcher (10-12-h.p. Humber), 57^ see. start, 1 ; C.

Turner Leech (18-22-h.p. Humber), scratch, 2. ^

2.—P. L. D. Perry (15-h.p. Ford), scratch, 1; L. P. Mell (15-b.p.

Darracq), 19 sec. start, 2.

3.—H. G. W. Dawson (7-8-h.p. Swift), 1 min. 32 sec. stait, 1 ; H. W.

Eaton (14-16-h.p. Swift), 2.

4.—H. Jefferson (10-12-h.p. Humber), 48 sec. start, 1 ; M. Koss-

Browne (25-h.p. Gladiator), scratch, 2.

Semi-final.

1.—Geo. B. Fletcher (10-12-h.p. Humber), 58 sec. start, 1 ; P. L. D.

Perry (15-h.p. Ford), 2.

2.—H. Jefferson (10-12-h.p. Humber), scratch, 1 ; H. G. W. Dawson

(7-8-h.p. Swift), 2 min. 21 sec. start, 2.

Final.

Geo. B. Fletcher (10-12-h.p, Humber), 12 sec. start, 1 ; H. Jefferson

(10-12-h.p. Humber), 2.

The winning car on this occasion went up the hill in 2 min. 55 sec.

while the loser took 2 min. 50 sec.

NORTH-EAST LANCASHIRE A.C.

The North-East Lancashire non-stop run to Callander and back

to Kirkstone Inn was not only a trial of cars, but a still greater trial to

drivers, •bservers and passengers. Fourteen cars started on Friday,

and no fewer than thirteen of them reached Callander. Returning on

the following morning, the stiff pass of Kirkstone, by which the journey

was concluded, proved to be very trying for some of the cars, but most

of them arrived at different times during the evening at Bowness.

The trial resulted in six securing noa-stop for the whole journey,

these being A. Birtwistle, Blackburn (34-45-b.p. Daimler), F. Birtwistle,

Blackburn, (60-h.p. Mercedes), A. S. Buiy, Accrington (30-h.p. Belsize)

Mrs. T. M. Crook, Hoghton (35-h.p. Mercedes), A. E. Crowdy, Manchester

(30-h.p. Siddeley, and J. S. Stafford (16-20-h.p. Argyll). Mr. Crowdy's-

car, driven by Mr. W. G. Garnett, of Clitheroe, was the first to arnve-

at Callander on the outward journey, and the second to reach Kirkstone

Inn.

BLACKHEATH A.C.

A hill-climbing competition was held on Saturday last at Hixey-

down Hill, ne*r Ightham, Keot. Eleven members competed for a chal

lenge cup presented by Mr. Alexander Duckham and for three prizes to-

be presented by the club. Hixeydown Hill is of the same average

pradieno as South Harting. The length is 1.377 yards, with a total rise of

341-67 ft., the average gradient being 1 in 12-09,' and at parts 1 in 9-02-

and 1 in 8 "28.

A standing start was made, and the following is the order of the cars

in point of relative time of ascending the hill, irrespective of handicap :—

Plus.

XL s.

Mr. W. F. Butcher (12-16 h.p. Clement-Talbot) ... 0 0

Mr. E. W. Stabb-Johnson(7-h.p. Star) 0 56

Mr. F. Thome (20-22-h. p. Brown) ... 0 16 2-5

Mr. J. H. Bowden (10-12-h.p. Coventry-Humber) ... 1 211-5

Dr. R. Debenham (10-12-h.p. Coventry-Humber) ... 1 30 4-5

Mr. H. A. Cunis (18-h.p. Regent) 1 42 2-5

Mr. A. Jackson (10-h.p. Georges Richard) 2 12 1-5

Mr. L. Beadle (8-h.p. Regal) 2 29 3-5

Mr. T. Marshall (10-h.p. De-Dion) 2 40

Dr. J. S. Goodall (8-h.p. Swift) 4 14 4-5

Dr. Kingsbury (6-h.p. Rover) 4 24 3-5

In regard to the two last-named cars, it should be mentioned that

each earned passengers in excess of their seating accommodation, and

both came out fairly well in the handicap.

The horse power was worked out on the formula

d* 3 /—g: N.

, Where D = bore in inches.

S = stroke in inches.

N = number of cylinders.

and the handicap on

Total weight in lbs.

Time in sec. x H.P.

The highest result being the winner, viz,, Mr. W. F. Butcher, this-

car, it will be observed, being also the fastest in actual time. Mr. L.

Beadle obtained the second prize, and Mr. T.jj Marshall the third)

prize.

The figure of merit on the handicap of the first three cars was high,

and with a small margin of difference, being respectively 1*06, 1-037, and
•971. The second fastest actual time of the four-cylinder cars was Mr.

F. Thome's 20-22-h. p. Brows. The fastest and second fastest of the two

two-cylinder cars were Mr. E. W. Stabb-Johnson's 7-h.p. Star and Mr.

A. Jackson's 13-h.p. Georges-Richard respectively. The award of„the

prizes is subject to verification by the judges. ■—

The event was thoroughly enjoyed in delightfnl weather by 'some-

sixty members and friends. The cars were weighed at the Bat and Ball

near Sevenoaks Station, and tea was taken at the Sir Jeffrey Amherst

Hotel, Crown Point, Seal. Professor Carlton J. Lambert, M.A., acted

as judge on the course, Mr. A. Duckham starter, and Mr. Hugh Beadle-

timekeeper.

SOUTH DEVON.

In the hill-climb of the South Devon A.C. at Moorshop Hill,

Tavistock, on the 25th ult., the results have been declared as follows :—

Dr. A. P. Drummond (9-h.p. Sizaire), winner of club cup; Dr. W. C.

Hamilton (10-h.p. Alldays), winner of Mr. E. Parsons' cup ; Mr.

T. R. Perkin (12-16-h.p. Clement-Talbot), winner of Sir John Jackson's-

cup ; Major A. L. Gallie (30-h.p. Daimler), winner of the president's

cup.

ESSEX COUNTY A.C.

ON Saturday the Essex County Automobile Club held an interesting

hill-climbing competition at-Laindon. The cars^were weighed in the-

morning at Brentwood Station, and, after luncheon at the White Hart

Hotel, proceeded to the hill, a distance of seven miles, the direction of

which was indicated by confetti on the road. - ~——-—

The distance over which the cars ran was 756 yards, with an average

gradient of 1 in 7J.

Splendid weather favoured the hill climb.

In the scratch race the fastest time was made by R. R. Smith.,

driving Mr. Seaton Edge's 60-h.p. six-cylinder Napier, Mr. J. Mason,

40-h.p. Darracq, being only 2 2-5 sec. slower._Both cars had Dunlop

tyres.

The handicap for cars of 15-h.p. and under was won by Mr. Burnett

Tabrum's 14 h.p. Argyll, Mr. E. J. Boake, 12-h.p. Corre, being second.
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Our photograph of the winning'car.in this amateur event is the copyright

■of Argyll's London, Ltd. — —-~- *,

The handicap for cars over 15-h.p. Ayent to Mr. Gurney Fowler's

35-h.p. Renault, driven hy A. S. Field.

Later tea was dispensed by Col. and Mrs. 'Weston, at Goldsmiths,

Laindon, when all enjoyed both the hospitality provided and the view

that could be obtained of the surrounding country.

KENT AND EAST SURREY.

On Saturday, June 8th, the members of the club were invited to

Whyteleafe Grange, Warlingham, the residence of Mr. and Mrs. Evelyn

-Jones, to meet the members of the East Surrey A.C. The Kanelagh

Club Band played throughout the afternoon, and in every way possible

the members of the two clubs were most hospitably entertained by their

host and hostess. The large stable yard was soon crowded with cars of

all makes, the inspection of which proved an attraction of great interest

to the guests.

Among some of those present were Rev. A. B. Boyd, Mr. and Mrs.

Madely, Mr. W. Willis, Colonel Latter and Miss Latter, Mr. and Mrs.

Killick, Mr. A. M. Killick, Mr. and Mrs. Kemp, Mr. E. J. Frazer.Mr.

and Mrs. Pain, Mr. and Mrs. E. Mumford Preston, Mr. E. Shirley Price,

Mr. and Mrs. Baythan, Mr. C. E. Wright, Mr. and Mrs. Norman, Mr.

.^nd Mrs. Batchelor, Mr. and Mrs. Granville Kenyon, Mr. D. Robertson,

Ebblewhite as starter, Mr. J. Lyons Sampson as clerk of the scales,

Capt. R. K. Bagnall-Wild, R.E., as marshal, Messrs. A. V. Ebblewhite,

T. D. Dutton, C. I*. Glazebrook and T. Straight as timekeepers ; Mr. J.

W. Orde was the secretary of the meeting. The timekeepers are to be

congratulated on the celerity with which they worked the times out, Mr.

C. D. Rose, M.P., being able to announce the results within a few

minutes of the close of the events.

In the climb for the Henry Edmunds trophy Mr. G. S. Berwick, who

won the event last year, was again present on his 38-h.p. Daimler, and

the presence of several Tourist Trophy drivers gave added interest to

the scene.

We give the results in tabular form for ease of comparison, the lirst

column being the times for the straight run, the second for the run with

a stop and restart, and the third the aggregate time upon which the

result was decided. The h.p.'a are those by the R.A.C. rating. Captain

Howell was unfortunate enough to stop his engine on the second run ;

Mr. Kura, too, was confused by the signal to restart, and Mr. Coleman

was unlucky in losing a couple of minutes on the first effort, though his

second attempt gave the spectators proof that he was a formidable rival.

Straight Run with Aggregate,

run. stop.

M. s. M. s. M. e.

1.—Mr. G. S. Barwick's 33-h p.

Daimler... ... 1 IS 1-5 1 23 3-5 2 41 4-5

 

The " Henry Edmuadi " Challenge Trophy Competition. -Mr. K- 0. Kura starting on hit 24-h.p. Fiat.

Mr. and Mrs. Hutchings, Mr. and Mrs. Brownfield, Mr. and Mrs.

Daniel, Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Price, Mr. Pusey Major, Dr. and Mrs.

Brookhouse, Mr. and Miss Ellerton, Mr. and Mrs. Frankheis, Mr. and

Mrs. Whittington, Mr. and Mrs. Rosling, Mr. Julian Whittington, Mr.

Thomas Hart, and Mr. Harwood.

THE "HENRY EDMUNDS" CHALLENGE TROPHY.

On Saturday the competition for the Henry Edmunds Challenge

Trophy and the Carters Hill cup were held by the R.A.C. at Carters

Hill, Underriver, Kent. This was the third time the. former had been

•contested, the latter being a new competition. The test was 1,000 yards

in length, with a rise of 312 feet, the average gradient being 1 in 11*225,

and the steepest a stretch of 33 yards of 1 in 6J, a little more than half

way np the hill. In the Henry Edmunds' competition the cars had

to make two runs, the first being straight up the hill, and the second

including a stop about half-way, within an indicated distance of fifteen

yards. The positions were determined on the aggregate of the two

times. In the Carters Hill cup competition tne cars made one

straight run.

The clerks of the course were Col. H. C. Holden, Captain Dyke

Aclandand Mr. Robert Todd, with Mr. M. O'Gorman as judge, .Mr.A. V.

-Mr. J. E. Hutton's 36-h.p. Ber-

liet 1 18 2-5 1 24 4-5 2 43 1-5

fMr. L. Carle's 38-h.p. Mors ... 1 34 4-5 1 43 1-6 3 18

3. 1 Mr. C. Sangster's 36-h.p. Ariel

( Simplex 1 31 1-5 1 46 4-5 3 18

r..--Capt. Howell's 40-h.p. Iris ... 1 32 8-8 1 51 2-5 3 24

G.--Mr. A. E. Perman's 40-h.p.

Iris 1 48 1 45 2-5 3 33 2-5

7--Mr. G. S. Monck's 32-5-h.p.

Horch 1 58 2-5 1 51 4-5 3 50 1-5

8.--Mr. W. Hillman's4>h.p. Coata-

len 1 54 2-5 1 56 4-5 3 51 1-5

9.

fMr. K. O. Kura's 38 5-h.p.

Fiat 1 56 3-5 2 41 1-5 4 0 4-5

1 Mr. A. C. Hill's 27 5-h.p.

Martini 1 54 2-5 2 6 2-5 4 0 4-5

11.—Mr. F. Coleman's 30-h.p.

White Steam 4 50 4-5 1 25 4-5 li 16 3-5

12. —Mr. M. S. Napier's 38 o h. p.

13. —Mr. P. Hrodtmann's 38-h.p.

Napier 1 IS 2-5 — —

Daimler 1 19 3-5 — —

Mr. G. S. Barwick with his Daimler again secured the trophy. His ear
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■was fitted with Continental tyres, which were also on the Berliet and

Mors vehicles which ran second and third respectively.

In the Carter's Hill cup each car was only allowed one run, and the

winner proved to be Mr. 0. Cupper on his 25-h.p. Metallurgique, whose

performance was an excellent one. The times are appen "

Mr. O. Cupper's 25-h.p. Metallurgique

Captain Masui's 26-h.p. Germain

Mr. Stokes' 24-h.p. Talbot

Mr. J.S. Napier's 25-h.p. Arrol -Johnston

Mr. J. E. Hutton's 24-h.p. Berliet

Lieut. Goold-Adams 25-h.p. Metallurgique

Visct. Ingestre's 26-h. p. Talbot

Mr. T. H. Woollen's 24-h.p. Talbot

Mr. A. Mosses' 22-h.p. Clement

Captain Owen's 25-h.p. Junior

Mr. T. Tbornycroft's 22-h.p. Thornycioft

Mr. A. Gaal's 24-h.p. Westinghouse

Mr. P. C. Kidner's 21-h.p. Vanxhall

Mr. R. Meldrum's 19-h.p. Scout

The winning car was tittfd with Dunlop tyres, as were also the

second, third, and fourth cars in the race.

M. s.

1 24 4-5

1 34 2 5

l 35

l 43

l 46 2 5

1 47 4-5

I 50 2-5

1 52 2-5

1 59

2 16 1-5

2 18 2-5

2 19 i-3

2 28

3 1 1-5

COMPANY NEWS.

New Companies Reoisterid.

Surrey Motor Agency.—£500. Agreement with H. R. W. Bruce.

No initial public issue. H. R. W. Bruce is governing director for life,

subject to holding 100 shares. 16, St. George's Road, S.E.

Italian " Rapid" Motor Company.—£5,000. As title. First

directors : Messrs. H. P. MacConnell and G. Elkin. 20, Avonmore Road

Kensington, S.W.

G. Stevenson (The Kent and Sussex Garage).—£10,000. First

directors : Messrs. H. Soper, F. C. Barrow, F. C. Booty, and F. Travers.

Robert Woodman and Co.—£1,000. To adopt an agreement

with Mr. R. Woodman for the acquisition of the business of a motor,

cycle, and athletic outfitter carried on by him at Bourne and Spalding,

first directors: Messrs. R. Woodman and P. W. Brown.

Weigels Motors (1907).—£55,750. To acquire the business of

Weigel Motors, Ltd. No initial public issue. Mr. D. M. Weigel is first

managing director.

Hillman Coatalen Motor Car Company £50,000. To acquire

the interest of Mr. W. Hillman and Mr. L. Coatalen in a motor-car of

new design, &c. No initial public issue.

THE MOTOR CAR AS A CARRIAQE.

In the course of his paper before the Institution of Automobile

Engineers on Wednesday, Mr. Gilchrist said :—The building of a

satisfactory motor-car body is not quite so simple as it would appear

to be, and some consideration should be shown to the requirements of

the carriage builder. Where a shaft drive and live axle is used the gear-

case and all connected with it is fixed within three feet of the dash

board, and by taking up the flooring boards in front all the essential

parts can be easily reached. Where a side chain-drive is used,

the front boards have still to be lifted, and, in addition, the centre

boards for a distance of about two feet in front of the hind wheel

tyres must be left loose. A body cannot with advantage be made to

suit both types, except by making it to slide off the frame or to lift

up. The first mode of removal implies a flat frame and only certain

types of body. The body made to lift up ia more generally suitable

for the frames which have curved members. A body which is made to

remove readily without bolts securing it to the chassis frame cannot be

made so lightas one which is permanently secured to the frame. With

bodies the hoods of which are made to open and close, or open phaeton

bodies with doors, this is an im porta nt matter. Whether the body hasto be

made to slide offor lift up ur be permanently fixed, the body of tlie landau

type has to be made stiffer in the framing and plating than the body of the

brougham type. The over-all width of the framing has much to do with

the sizes and consequent weight of the timbers used in the construction of

cars, especially with the wide bodies seating three on the hind seat.

In all chain diiven cars the sprocket and fittings should be kept

below the level of the frame ; the body can then be brought over the

sprocket case and partially conceal it. The wheel track of the car has

been gradually approaching the normal carriage track of 4 ft. 8 in.,

but there is an important difference in the construction of the horse-

drawn carriage and the motor-car. The hind wheels of a brougham

or landau with a track of 4 ft. 8 in. will measure 4 ft. 8 in. between

the tyres at the level of the axle in front, and 4 ft. 9 in. at the top.

The wheels of a motor-car with a track «f 4 ft. 8 in. will measure

4 ft. 4 in. between the tyres at all points. (This varies with the

size of the tyres.) To give the same room for the body as in a

horse-drawn carriage the wheels should have a track of about 5 ft.

This is not always practicable ; by placing the wheels further back

so that the centre is in line with the back of the body the

desired effect may be obtained. The seating accommodation

required determines the size of the body, and the type the

weieht. The average distance from the dash-board to the back

of the front seat is 3 ft. 8 in. ; in many cars of the phaeton type it

is 4 ft. The length of body beyond the driving seat, to seat four

people vis a vin with reasonable comrort, requires to be 5 ft. 4 in-

between the backs. If the four psssengers are facing forward, the

length required is about the same if thsre is foot room underneath

the driver's seat. The manufacture of a satisfactory body may be left

to the carriage builder, but the engineer who is designing a motor-oar

should know something of the space required to accommodate the

passengers.

■ "WWOiMO*——

MOTOR CAR INSURANCE.

A case of importance to owners of insured motor-cars was heard

before Judge Rentoul at the City of London Court on Friday week. Mr.

Whateley, instructed by Messrs. Araery-Parkes, Macklin and Company,

appeared for the plaintiffs, Messrs. Chenard-Walcker Motors, Ltd., of

Brighton, and Mr. Gillway, instructed by Messrs. Boyfus and Beyfus,

for the defendants, the General Accident Assurance Corporation, Ltd.

The action was brought to recover the sum of £20 12s. 4d.

indemnity under a policy of assurance, the plaintiffs having been

called upon to pay this amount to the Brighton and South

Coast Motor Garages, Ltd., of Brighton, in respect of a judg

ment obtained against them. It appeared that Mr. Offord,

who is secretary to the plaintiffs as well as manager to the Brighton

Garage Company, was driving one of the plaintiffs' cars on

November 13th last in Brighton. In going up a hill he missed gears,

and in order to save it from running backwards he turned it into the

pavement, with the result that it smashed the railings, and did other

damage to the house of a Mr. Slatter, who made a claim against the

Brighton Garage Company. The plaintiffs immediately gave notice to

the insurance company of the accident. Mr. Slatter then brought an

action in the Brighton County Court against the Brighton Garage, and

the insurance company repudiated liability on the ground that they

were not the assured under the policv of indemnity. The Brighton

Garage contended that the Chenard-Walcker Motors were liable, but

judgment was given against them on the ground that Mr. Offord was also-

in their employ, and the Brighton Garage Company, whose premises are

the same as the Chenard-Walcker Company, benefited by the sale of

their cars.
The Brighton Garage then applied to the Chenard-Walcker Company

for payment of the amount of the judgment debt and costs, which they

ftaid after giving notice to the insurance company, who repudiated all

iability. The plaintiffs now contended that they were bound to>

indemnify their agents, the Brighton Garage, and they in turn were

entitled to be indemnified by the assurance company. J lie defendants

submitted that there was no legal liability on the part of the plaintiffs

to pay the Brighton Garage, and they did so without their consent and

without giving them an opportunity of resisting payment, and that the

terms of the policy had not been fulfilled by giving notice of the claim

made against the as-mred by the Brighton Garage. ■•*H

His Honour upheld the view of the plaintiffs and gave judgment for

the amount claimed with costs.

POLICE TRAPS.

A police trap has been reported at Lexden, near Colchester.

The game of tiap-setting by the police and exposure by the

motorist is now a feature of American news, and the Automobile Club

of America is organising a system of regularly acquainting their members

of speed traps in various localities.

There is a four-mile trap between Berkhamsted and Tring.

Among traps that have lately secured motoring defendants for the

Hurst Green (Sussex) Petty Sessions are those at Hurst Green, Burwash

Highway, Swiftsden and Etchingham. Sergeant Waghorn seems to be

the director in chief.

At Retford the police have lately become active against motorists,

who should exercise considerable care, whether driving into or from the

town.
Information comes of a police trap on the Christchurch and High-

cliffe-on-sea road. The trap is 220 yds. in length and is between the turn

ing where this road branches off from the Bournemouth and Lyndhurst

main road and the entrance to Highcliffe Castle. v?h»

At Limpley Stoke, on the Bath to Frome road, the police have lately

been active in opposition to motorists.

At Killingliall, near Harrogate, on the Ilkley-Ripon road, the police

have a measured quarter of a mile.

At Rogate, on the Portsmouth road, a trap has been in operation

of late.

There is a trap between Epping and Harlow, on the London to

Cambridge road. visa

The neighbourhood of Handcross is infested with police traps, and

Sergt. Waghorn is frequently in operation between the 19th and 20th

milestones on that road.

Care should be taken on the Seaside road, Eastbourne, where

police watchfulness has lately proved a sad experience to several .visiting

motorists.

At Westhampnett, on the Chichester and Arundel road, a police

trap ia in fairly constant operation.

■ ■CCCCeOCP ■

Eleven of the twenty-eight cars engaged in the hill-climbing

competition on Carter's Hill on Saturday last were fitted with

Continental tyres.
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CASES UNDER THE MOTOR CAR ACT.

Exceeding the Limit. •"!"». >C.,-rvao>

Eighteen motorists were summoned at the Harlow Petty Sessions

on Saturday. Fines were inflicted on fifteen of the defendants and the

other three cases were adjourned.

The Production of Licences.

Me. Walter H. Johnson, of Cumberland Mansions, We»t Hamp-

stead, was at Kingston fined £5 for exceeding the speed limit at Walton.

He informed the justices that he " produced " nis licence to Police-

Superindentent Marks, who copied his name and address therefrom. He

(Mr. Johnson) held the licence open in his hands and told the super

intendent that that was all be was entitled to, but the superintendent

and a constable with him took the licence from him by force. If be

(Mr. Johnson) had held on to it the licence would have been torn. The

Clerk (Mr. F. J. Bell) said that it was a douhtfnl point, but they could

not waste the time of the Court by looking into the matter then.

Dismissals.

Miss Elsie Fox was charged at Royston, Hertfordshire, on

Thursday of last week, with the manslaughter of William Parish, who

died as the result of injuries received in a collision with a motor-car

driven by the defendant. Mr. J. H. Murphy appeared to prosecute for

the Treasury, and Lord Robert Cecil defended, Mr. S. J. Miller appear

ing for the relatives of the deceased. The defendant had been committed

for trial on the coroner's warrant on a charge of manslaughter. After

hearing the evidence, the chairman of the Bench said the magistrates did

not consider there was sufficient evidence to send the case for trial, and

the defendant would be discharged.

The Duke of Westminster was summoned at Eddisbury, near

Northwich, on Monday, to answer a summons for driving a motor-car

at excessive speed on Chester Cup day. Some witnesses said the pace

was "like an express train." He parsed through Kelsall village at a

speed estimated at thirty-five to forty miles an hour. An hour later the

defendant returned by the same road at a great pace. For the defence

it was urged that there was no traffic on the road and consequently

there was no danger.

ROAD REPORTS,

Yorkshire.—The lion, secretary of the North Yorkshire A. C. has

obtained the consent of the North Riding County Council to the erection

of a warning notice near the level crossing at Barton Hill Station, and

has pointed out to the East Riding County Council the advisability of

warning posts being erected at Canton.

Cuckfield.—Captain Sergison, J. P., who presided over a full

attendance of the Cuckfield I rban Council a few days ago, said the

County Surveyor had informed him that the Council could have" tar

money or water money for dust-laying operations during the summer,

but not both. He (the Chairman) thought they might have tar rather

than water.—The Council have purchased a considerable amount of

refined tar, but their experiments this year have not proved so satisfactory

as those of last year. Whether due to the weather or the tar was not

decided. It was resolved to apply to the County Council for the use of

the tar-spraying machine.

The Tarmaciser.—The judges in the tar-spreading competition

arranged to inspect and report upon the Tarmaciser on Wednesday on

a portion of the main road between the Cray River Bridge, Foots Cray,

and Swanley Janction, by permission of Mr. H. P. Maybury, the county

surveyor of Kent.

Cbicklewood.—The Willesden District Council has recently made

np Temple Road, Crick lewood, but, owing to the extraordinary tiaffic

passing along the same, for which the London Power Omnibus Company

is responsible, the road has been seriously damaged. The company has

complained to the council about the condition of the road, and at Tues

day's meeting of the council the Law and Parliamentary Committee

recommended that the attention of the company be called to the provi

sions of the Highways and Locomotives Amendment Act, 1878. They are

also to be informed that the council will be prepared to provide a more

suitable surface material on the company undertaking to contribute

towards the cost thereof.

Worthing.—The Worthing Council are hoping to turn to good

account the clinkers produced at the refuse destructor. The Borough

Surveyor (Mr. F. Roberts) has found that with a mixture of tar the

broken clinkers can be used for road-making. In several parts of the

borough the material has been laid, and the results have been satisfactory,

especially at West Bnildings, where there is a fair amount of traffic. It

has now been decided to use tar clinker for the carriage-way in Warwick

Street.

Scrbiton.—The Surbiton Urban District Council on Monday night

were recommended by the Highways Committee to make an application

to the Surrey County Council requesting them to apply to the Local

Government Board for an order limiting the speed of motor-cars passing

along the Ewell road, Brighton road, and so much of the Portsmouth

road as is within the Surbiton urban area to a speed not exceeding ten

miles an hour. A resolution to this effect was adopted by the casting

vote of the chairman and it was also decided that a copy of the recom

mendation should be forwarded to the Esher and Dittons Urban District

Council, requesting that, with a view to the safety of the public in both

districts, they should adopt a similar course.

AUro.vlOBILE ACCIDENTS.

-♦-

Mr. Percy Sylvester, coroner for Mid-Wiltshire, conducted an

inquiry on Saturday at West I.avington into the death of William

Holmes, aged two and a half years, who was knocked down and killeil

on Friday near his father's house by a motor-car driven by Sir

Frederick Douglas Cunningham. A gill of fourteen years, who saw the

accident, said the child started out from the roadside when the car was

about two and a half yards away, and two yards from the gutter. Sir

Frederick and his chauffeur both gave evidence to the effect that the

pace of the car was slow, and that the accident was unavoidable owing

to the suddenness with which the child ran into the road. The jurj

returned a verdict of "Accidental death," entirely exonerating the motorist

fiom all blame.

Mr. Charles Morbey, well known in horse-racing circles, was

motoring at Chippenham, Cambridgeshire, with his three young" sons

and a chauffeur on Sunday afternoon, when the car I roke down and

overturned. Mr. Morbey fell under the vehicle, and tbe car had to be

raised before he could be liberated. He sustained cuts about the head

and body, and was removed to his home at Soham. The three sons

and the chauffeur escaped serious injury.

At Lambeth, on Monday, Dr. Hens)owe Wellington held an inquest

on the body of an unknown man, aged about sixty years, who was con

veyed to St. Thomas's Hospital dead, on Thursday of last week, having

been killed by a motor-car. The car was being driven by a motor driver

instructor, who was exonerated from all blame oy the jury. The coroner

said the driver had given his evidence very fairly. He (the coroner)

would remaik, however, that it was an unfortunate matter that motor

car people expected other people to get out of their way. They came

 

The 12-16 h p. Vauxhall which has been entered for the Scottish

Reliability Trials. Seated on the car are Messrs. Percy Kidner and

Lewis Walton, directors of Vauxhall Motors, Ltd.

upon the road, and seemed to think they were masters of the highway

and that everything was to give way to them, either by standing still

or clearing out of the road to let them go by.

On Monday a terrible accident took place on Sun Rising Hill

Warwickshire, the scene of many hill climbs during the last few years

Mr. and Mrs. Blake, of Philadelphia, and Mr. and Mrs. H. Johmon

of California, who had only been in England a few days, had hired a

24-h.p. car in Oxford for a trip through the Midlands. They left the

University city about 10 a.m. with the intention of making" for

Stratford-on-Avon. All went well till they reached the Sun Rising Hill,

which is the most dangerous of the four hills leading from Oxford

shire into the Warwickshire country. They reached the hill just before

noon. Mr. Ballard, of Stratford-on-Avon, who was.walking with his wife,

saw the car descending the hill at a geod pace. A second later the

car turned over on exactly the same spot where two Norfolk gentlemen

from Diss were killed three years ago. Mr. Ballard rushed to the spot,

and found Mr. Johnson under the car and the others lying in jured in the

ditch. The car itself was a wreck. Mr. Johnson was extricated, and,

with Mrs. Johnson, was removed to Rupert Cottage, Mr. and Mrs.

Blake being taken to Sun Rising House. Without recovering conscious

ness Mr. Johnson died shortly after the accident, and the condition of the

others is serious indeed.

A distressing motor-car accident, by which a little boy, aged nearly

seven years, lost his life, was witnessed in Reading on Tuesday after

noon. While Mrs. Blandy was being driven by her chauffeur, Charles

Bowyer, along Bridge Street, the lad ctepped off the footway, and darted

across the road in front of the car. The lamp struck him by the side

of the head and he was knocked down, his head being nearly severed.
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

JUNE.

14th (F.).—Race for the Kaiser's Prize on the Taunus Course, Germany.

15th (8.).—Conference of officially recognised automobile clubs at

Hornburg.

The children of the Leicester Cripples' Guild will be taken

for a drive by the members ot the Leicestershire A.C.

Joint meet of the Bristol and Gloucestershire and Hereford

A.C.'s at Cheltenham.

Hill Climb of the Ipswich and Fast Suffolk A. C.

North Eastern A. A. Hill Climb, Ragpath-side, near

Lanobester.

Lincolnshire A.C. meet at Crowland.

Motor Cycling Club's open competition for cars.

Wolverbamton A.C. '•ill climb at Hailey Bank.

Sheffield A.C.'s hill climb. .

15i,h|'(S.).—Open hill-climb of the Auto C.C. at Fernhurst, Haslemere.

16th] (S.).—Southend M.C. run to Newmarket.

South Herts A.C. run to Weslcliffe-on-Sea.

17th (M,).—Commercial vehicle meet at Reading. Mr. Leo Harris,

hon. stc, 370, Strand, London, W.C.

18th, 19th, 30th, 21st.—The new motor track will be open to members of

the Brooklands Automobile Racing Club, by invitation.

19th (W.).—Meeting of the general committee of the Motor Union.

20th (Th.).—Lincolnshire A.C. hill climb at Tetford.

21st (F.).—New Forest, A.C. gymkhana at Southampton.

22nd (S. )—Yorkshire A. C. 's meet at Saltbui n.

Southern Motor Club's open hill climb on Captain Kydd's

Hill, East Grinatead.

Kettlebv hill climb of the Derby, Leicestershire, and Notts

a.a

West Surrey A.C. run to Bognnr.

Sussex A.C. visit to Netley Abbey.

Sharpenhoe Hill climb of the N.W. London M.C.C.

N.E. Lancashire A.C. speed judging competition.

Open 200 miles non-stop run of the Essex M.C.

Kensington A.C. run to Southampton.

23rd (Sun.).—West Essex A.C. and Essex M.C. run to Malton.

24th (M.).—North Wales A.C. hill climb.

25th „;(T.).—Closing- of entries for first meet on the Brooklands Motor

Track.

Scottish A.C. Reliability Trial starts for Glasgow from

Perth, 159fi miles.

26th (W.).—S.A.C. Perth—Aberdeen, 158| miles.

Hastings Automobile Meeting. A ppearance Competition and

Gymkhana, organised by the Automobile Association

and the Motor Club.

27th (Th.).—S.A.C. Aberdeen— Inverness, 160J miles.

Newcastle Motor Club's run to Edinburgh and back.

28th (F.).—S.A.C. Inverness—Pitlochry, 154g miles.

29th (S.).—S.A.C. Pitlochry—Glasgow, 122J miles.

Aero Club race for the Hedges Butler challenge cup.

Birdlip hill climb of r.he Bristol and Gloucestershire A.C.

Joint meet of the Liverpool, Manchester, N.E. Lanes.,

Sheffield and Yorkshire Clubs at Buxton.

JULY.

2ND.—A.C.F. Grand Prix Race on the Seine Inferieure Circuit, near

Dieppe.

4th.—International cross Channel race for motor-boats from Dover.

6TH.—Inaugural races on the Brooklands Track.

10th.—R.A.C. South Harting hill climb.

13th.—Entries for R.A.C. commercial vehicle trials close at ordinary

fees.

15th to 18th.—The annual automobile meeting at Ostend.

20th.—Motor Union meet at Southport.

27th.—Commercial vehicle meet at Maidstone.

AUGUST.

10th.—Open light car competition of the Essex Motor Club.

20TH.—Open competition for light oars organised by the Essex Motor

Club over a 200 miles course.

SEPTEMBER

9th.—Industrial Vehicle Trials commence.

OCTOBER.

19th.—Gordon Bennett Aeronautical race at St. Louis, Missouri.

MARCH, 1908.

Cordingley's Motor-Car Exhibition at the Agricultural Hall,

London.

Lighting-up Times—London.

June 15th—9.16 ... 17th 9.17 ... 19th—9.19 ._ 21st—9.19

„ 16th^9.16 ... 18th—9.18 ... 2l)tn—9.18 ... 22nd—9.19

Out of 161 cars which started in the Herkomer Touring Trophy

Competition 113 were, we are informed, fitted with Continental tyres.

Messrs. Mors (England), Ltd., inform us that recent purchasers

of 45-h.p. Mors cars include the Due d'Elchingen and the Marquise de

Vistabella.

THE QAMAGE CHALLENGE CUP.

ON Saturday the Speed Judging Competition for the " Gamage "

Challenge Cup took place at Crantord Bridge, near Hounslow. The cup

was presented by Mr. A. W. Gamage for competition between the North

London Automobile Club and the Southern Motor Club. The first com

petition took place last year, the result being a win for the Southern

Club by 1,037 yards, the teams consisting of six members from each club.

This year the position is reversed, the North London Club winning

by 11 miles 640 yards, the teamB consisting of eight members from each

club. The following table gives a list of competitors and performance :—

Name. Rate for Actual Rate. Error.

Judging. Miles per hr.

Mr. Lendrum 17 .. 16 02 •98

Mr. Cutler 13 .. 13-83 S3

Mr. Smith 19 18-23 1-77

Mr. Cannon 14 1711 3-11

Mr. Robertson ... 18 19-33 1-33

Mr. Vincent 15 .. 16-46 1-46

Mr. Paul 16 .. 16-8
■8

Mr. Clements 12 .. 15-67 3-67

Total error ... 12 miles 1,637 yards.

The total error of the Southern Club team was 24 miles 553 yards.

ALLEOED MISREPRESENTATION.

Before Mr. Justice Channel!, in the High Court of Justice, an

action was brought by Mr. H. A. Lytton to recover from Mr. D.J. V.

Langhorne (carrying on business as the Metropolitan Garage Associ

ation) damages for misrepresentation or for secret commission, for

neglect in looking after an electric landaulet, plaintiffs property, and

for a statement of account in connection with the hiring of the car.

His lordship gave judgment in favour of plaintiff, awarding £100

damages. The inference to be drawn, he said, was that Mr. Lytton had

been induced to buy the landaulet for £175 by the statements of

defendant that he had no interest in the matter. The facte, however,

were clear, that instead of £175, the sum required by the owner of thu

car was £100, and under these circumstances plaintiff, according to law,

was entitled to recover £75. There were, however, certain expenses

incurred by defendant in connection with repairs which had to be set off

against the receipts from the hire of the car, and he thought the damage

sustained had been £100. Judgment accordingly.

BUSINESS NEWS.
-•€>—

The winning Rover car in the Tourist Trophy race was fitted

with the Guenet coil, and the Godiva mica-porcelain plugs were fitted on

the Rover, Star, and Vulcan cars. Mr. E. J. Hardy, Bishop Street,

Coventry, is the British representative for these accessories.

Mr. V. Foxwell Gray, of 264, Deansgate, Manchester, is the sole

Manchester agent for the Alldays cats, one of which, a 10-h.p., made an

excellent performance in the recent Manchester Motor Club's relia

bility trials.

The Stepney spare wheels are being introduced into Holland by Mr.

C. de Goiter, of Oosterparkstraat, Amsterdam, who has been appointed

the Dutch agent.

The Beeston-Humber cars are going well in India ; after a shooting

tour test of several hundred miles over the roughest of roads, the Lieut. -

Governor of Bengal, Sir A. H. I. Fraser, K.C.S.I , last month bought

the car, a 30 h. p., for the Government College of Engineering, where a

motor school has been opened. On his recommendation two other

similar cars were sold.

From Mr. S. F. Edge comes an interesting photo of a horse-drawn

cab and hansom and a 40-h.p. six-cylinder Napier, which shows that the

modern automobile, even with its long wheel-base, is shorter than the

shortest and most handy hoite-drawn carriages on the streets. By

actual measurement the car mentioned above is 7 in. less in length

over all than a hansom cab, and 3 ft. 10 in. less than a four-wheeled

cab, the latter, of course, including the horses.

The British Motor Company, of Deansgate, Manchester, have

written to the Star Cycle Company, Wolverhampton, stating that the

6-h.p. little Starling car they purchased on the 18th ult has given

equal satisfaction to the previous vehicles. From the 22nd to the 26th

nit. it ran 750 miles in a total of 40 hours, running without once being

stopped for adjustment or repairs of any nature. An independent

observer took the second seat for each day, and during the second and

third day it was engaged in the reliability trials of the Manchester

Motor Club, the road traversed being from Manchester to Aberystwyth,

finishing at Stratford-on-Avon.

Mr. W. F. Peare used the A.V. plugs of the French Motor

Accessories Company, Ltd., on the 35 45-h.p. Gladiator which he drove

through the Irish Reliability Trials, and afterwards drove to complete

1,000 mile9 non-stop run. He had not the slightest trouble with them.

Mr. C. Hooydonk has removed from Leather Lane, E.C., to more

central premises in Shaftesbury Avenue, W.C, where he will hold a

large stock of all motor accessories, including the " Dependence" lamps,

for which he is the sole London agent.
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 COMMENTS.

T

The Saltburn

Races.

'HE committee meeting of the Royal

Automobile Club last week was a

very full one, and many matters of

importance were discussed. Probably;' rn

view of recent references to the "badgered

motorist," the decision to have a new badge

will occasion some amusement. Of a more

•~?s-> serious character is the intention of the

leaders of the club with reference to the

instruction to the Competitions Committee to hold an inquiry

in regard to the recent automobile meeting at Bexhill. This

is to be gone into at once, and a report submitted to the

next meeting. Another useful piece of work done at the same

meeting was to vote £150 for the sign-posting of Watling Street,

on the understanding that a similar sum will be donated for the

purpose by the Motor Union. A aub-committee has also been

appointed to inquire into the scope and possible usefulness of

the Children's National Guild of Courtesy to automobilism, by

imparting instruction calculated to increase the safety and con

venience of the highways. The Dust Competition, previously

arranged to be held this month, has been postponed to an early

/late in July, so as not to clash with the Scottish Trials, which

•commence on Tuesday next.

♦ ♦ ♦

A new feature in the organisation of

motor races must be placed to the credit

of the Yorkshire Automobile Club, which

is holding a series of speed trials on the

sands between Saltburn and Redcar

to-day (Saturday). The local district

■council having expressed a wish that the public should be pro

tected as far as possible during the race, the club, in addition to

obtaining the co-operation of Major Bower (the Chief Constable),

have insured at Lloyd's against third party risks. This innova

tion will probably add considerably to the expense, and, having

in view the fact that speed trials at Saltburn have hitherto been

■carried out without accidents, shows the conscientious regard for

Public Opinion felt by the Yorkshire Club in the matter. The

•public barrier is being extended to a length of two miles, and

>the entries constitute a record for this meet, including several

high-powered cars, and drivers of national reputation as well as

•of county fame.

♦ ♦ ♦

The first provincial meet of the Com

mercial Motor Users' Association was

The Reading held on Monday at Reading, this being a

Meet. development of the run to Ripley

organised by Mr. Leo Harris in the

early spring. Nearly thirty commercial

-vehicles of various types assembled in the market place and

made a peregrination around the town, the representatives of

■their manufacturers being subsequently plied with questions as

to cost, upkeep, &c., from curious observers as well as interested

•local commercial people. The Corporation gave every facility

for the comfort of those concerned in the Meet, and the mayor,

Mr. Edward Jackson, and the Corporation officials received the

•visitors. Subsequently a luncheon was held, and Colonel R. E.

Crompton, the chairman of the Association, replied to the toast

of " Commercial Motoring," expressing the view that a general

improvement of the roads cannot long be delayed. This would

quicken the interest now being taken throughout the country in

the development of the commercial side of automobiles.

♦ ♦ ♦

1 A CURIOUS comment on the alleged

accuracy and infallibility of the methods

Police of trapping indulged in by the police

Infallibility. of East Sussex has been furnished to

Alderman Holman, who is the chairman

of the Lewes Fire Brigade Committee,

and who takes an interest in fairplay to the public. The

National Fire Brigades Union held its competition at Lewes

recently. The device ordinarily employed by the police for

timing motorists was used in connection with the competition.

Its failure to secure accurate timing and the uncertainty of

operation, even when operated by a gentleman of the name of

Waghorn, were so conspicuous that the competitors called the

attention of Alderman Holman to the matter. This is important,

in view of the many prosecutions, amounting to persecution,

that take place in East Sussex ; and motorists on their defence

in that region should not fail to acquaint the magistrates of the

erratic character of the device, as was amply shown at Lewes.

♦ ♦ ♦

The climb at Captain Kydd's Hill,

near East Grinstead, organised for to-day

Capt. Kydd's (Saturday) only needs such weather as we

Hill Climb. enjoyed at the beginning of the week to

make it a thorough success. Earl Russell

will be the judge, and the enthusiasm of

the officers of the Southern Motor Club will secure the assistance

of many well-known motorists in keeping the course and

generally supervising details. Nearly seventy entries have been

received. In the class for ladies, Mrs. Kirton, Mrs. Wylie, and

Miss Muriel Hind will compete; Mr. E. Courtis, who won

the Tourist Trophy race, will drive a 16-20-h.p. Rover, and Mr.

0. Cupper, who won the Carter's Hill Cup on the 8th inst., has

entered his 24-28-h.p. Metallurgique. Half-a-dozen of the cars

that were entered in the Tourist Trophy race form Class 7, and

the actual winning car in that event will be handled by Mr.

E. R Folker. A full list of the entries is given on another page

♦ ♦ »

Recently there has been an outbreak

of motor trapping in Essex, which seems

Essex to point to an emulation of the activity

Trappists. of the Surrey and Sussex police. At

the Harlow Petty Sessions fines amount-

to £128 were recently imposed on one

day, eighteen cases against motorists being heard—all resulting

from a trap between the sixteenth and twentieth milestones

from London on the Cambridge road. The police superintendent

stationed several constables with instructions to take the numbers

of the vehicles that went that way, as well as the times they

passed. Every policeman was provided with a watch which

had been previously set by the superintendent's watch, and they

were instructed to give the motorists the benefit of fractions of

a seccid. The magistrates gave no leniency, however, and,

although speed indicators were called in evidence against the
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police, the testimony of the latter was held to be conclusive in

every instance. The chairman of the Bench refused to accept

an invitation to re-measure the distance—the correctness of

which was challenged—and altogether the whole proceeding

was as intolerable as anything that has occurred at Haywards

Heath. Essex has several virile motoring organisations, and

they should speedily establish a system of making known among

their members the existence of these traps, which have lately

been frequently worked near Harlow, Colchester and Woodford.

In all these districts extreme caution is generally necessary on

Saturdays and Sundays.

♦ ♦ ♦

The arrangements for the next pro

vincial meeting of the members of the

Motor Union at Southport, on July 20tb,

are well forward. On this occasion the

Union's hosts will be the Liverpool A.C.

and Self-Propelled Traffic Association,

one of the pioneer motoring clubs. The General Committee will

meet in the morning, when the members will be officially wel

comed by the Mayor, and after the meeting is over the members

of the Committee will be entertained to luncheon by the Mayor

The Southport

Meet of the

Motor Union.

 

During the visit of the Kt. Hon. Sydney Buxton, the Post-Master

General, to Coventry lost week the Daimler Company placed one of

their cars at his disposal. The above illustration depicts Mr. Buxton

and Mr. A. E. W. Mason, M.F., the well-known novelist, arriving at

the residence of Col. Wyley, the President of the Coventry Motor Clnb.

and Corporation. The Earl of Derby has invited the members

of the Union and their friends to Knowsley, and it is expected a

large number of members will accept this invitation in order

that they may meet the President of the Liverpool A.C. and the

late Chairman of the Motor Union in the stately home of the

Stanleys. The eighth provincial dinner of the Union will be held

at the Prince of Wales Hotel, Southport, in the evening.

♦ ♦ ♦

The provincial meet of the Motor

Union in July comes at an opportune

time, for there is much local agitation

against motorists in general and the

owners of motor char-a-bancs and public

service vehicles in particular. The South-

port Company-house Proprietors' Association have been consider

ing the speed at which motor-cars travel along the Marine Drive,

and suggesting that steps should be taken to deal with the

matter. In fact, a deputation has been appointed to interview

the Watch Committee. Naturally the Association is interested

in the visitors to the town ; they must take care not to drive

them away by any unreasonable attitude.

Local Agitation.

The Commercial

Vehicle Trials.

Arrangements are now going well

forward for the Commercial Vehicle

Trials, which will commence on Septem

ber 9th from Brentford. The first

stopping place will be at Beading, and

on the following days the stopping

places will be Hungerford, Chippenham, Bristol, Gloucester,

Worcester, Birmingham, Stafford, Newcastle-on-Tyne, Man

chester, Liverpool, Manchester (second visit), Huddersfield,

Leeds, Sheffield, Mansfield, Nottingham, Leicester, .North

ampton, Bedford, St. Albans, London, making twenty-two

actual running days. All the vehicles will start from the

same place each morning, and a variety of routes will be

adopted from town to town. At Bristol, Birmingham, Liver

pool, Manchester, Leeds, Sheffield, Nottingham and Bedford the

vehicles will remain two nights in order that an exhibition may

be held in the day-time. It is the intention of the committee

to meet weekly during the next two or three months, so that no

details to secure adequate organisation shall be omitted. Mr.

J. W. Orde will be in charge of the Trials, the other officials-

being Mr. A. E. Greathed, who will be responsible for the

routes ; Mr. Martin Duncan, who will arrange for motor-house

accommodation and the exhibitions ; Mr. E. W. Sprsgue, who

will prepare the observers' instructions ; and Mr. J. Stewart

Mallam, who will take the reports, &c. A special office for the

Trials has been opened at 108, Piccadilly, W., the address of

the r.ew motor-house of the R.A.C., and altogether a com

prehensive organisation is in progress.

East

Sussex.

Mr. Henry Moore, of Brighton, who-

has been lane-wandering by motor-car in

and about Sussex, makes some interest

ing suggestions to those who tour that

way. In exploring East Sussex he ad

vises motorists to take the coast way to>

Newhaven, then to Seaford, and, turning round by the Church,

cross the river Cuckmere and ascend a very steep hill to Friston.

Then begins a steep descent through Eastdean, which should be

ridden slowly and with caution. Through old Eastbourne the

descent must be made with great care. After continuing along the

Seaside Road for about four miles to Pevensey Castle, the car

should be turned for Hurstmonceux Castle, leaving the main road

for about a mile. Then retracing this miie, continue about half

a mile. Turning right where the road terminates, the route lies

through Boreham Street down a steady hill, and, passing Ash-

burnham Park on the left and Normanhurst Court on the right,

Battle is entered. Thence to Hastings and the steep hill to Ore,

Winchelsea and Rye are worthy a visit. Udimore and Cripps-

Corner are next visited ; then Hurst Green, Etchingham and

Burwash ; thence it is impossible to mistake the road as far as-

Blackboys, from whence the route lies through Hallands, Short-

gate, and over the Broyle (a wide road four miles in length,

quite straight, with broad grass on either side) to Ringmer and

Lewes. Here there is a right-angle turn to the right in the

main strfcet, and after crossing the river, and making the very

sharp ascent up School Hill, Lewes Castle is seen. The

motorist has covered roaghly 110 miles by the time he returns-

to Brighton, which is only eight miles distant.

Police

Provocation.

In our reports of cases against motor

ists we recently gave an instance of

provocation on the part of the police

which, unfortunately, is only typical of

their attitude in some parts of the south,

and is deserving of further notice. The

motorist was called upon to produce his licence to Superintendent

Marks, and held the document open in his hands so that the

official could copy any necessary information therefrom. This,

however, did not satisfy the Superintendent, who is alleged to

have taken the licence from the motorist by force. Had the

latter endeavoured to retain his hold, it would have been torn.

There is no doubt that it is of importance to motorists who are
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likely to be defendants that they should conform to the Act as to

the " production " of the licence, but it is unwise for them to

allow the police to form a prejudice by any writing that may be

on the obverse side. Unfortunately, when the defendant asked

for the opinion of the Court on the matter, the only reply he

obtained was that the time of the magistrates could not be

■wasted in that way—an answer not likely to act as a deterrent

to Superintendent Marks in his general policy of aggravation.

Progress in China.

A well-attended meeting of motor

car owners was held recently at the

residence of Dr. A. MacLeod at Shanghai,

for the purpose of discussing the affairs

of the Automobile Club of China during

the past year, and to devise ways and

means of effecting repairs, &c. The membership now numbers

■over forty and is being constantly increased. During the past

year the committee have made certain alterations in their

dealings with the Standard Oil Company and the Vacuum Oil

Company in regard to the supply of lubricants. Recommenda

tions were made to the Municipal Council regarding the issue of

car licences and the examination of chauffeurs, both native and

foreign. It was suggested that efforts should be made to secure

passes by suction into the cylinder of the engine to be exploded"

The apparatus is simple in construction and may be adapted to

any high-speed gasolene motor. It is claimed that whereas

denatured alcohol is too slow in vapourising and too slow in

explosion to give effective value to high-speed motors, and

whereas acetylene gas is too powerful and violent to be used

pure as a motor fuel, a combination of the two gives a perfectly

satisfactory fuel which costs less than gasolene.

♦ ♦ ♦

An appeal heard in the High Courts on

Wednesday has resulted in an important

decision being given against the London

magistrates who have been in the habit

of endorsing the licences of drivers con

victed of exceeding the ten-mile limit in

the Royal parks. Against such a judgment of Mr. Marsham at

the Bow Street Court the Motor Union have appealed. The

case was heard on Wednesday before the Lord Chief Justice,

Mr. Justice Darling, and Mr. Justice A. T. Lawrence ; Mr.

Horace Avory, K.C., and Mr. Cleave, instructed by Mr.

Staplee Firth, being for the appellants, and Mr. Ask with,

K.C., instructed by the Treasury, being for the respon

dent, Mr. Marsham. After legal argument the justices

The Endorsement

of Licences.

 

The three Buick Cars which took part in the Motor Club's Run to Brighton on the 9th init.

The two first care are of the two-cylinder type, while the one a't Che rear is a four-cylinder. In the Brat vehicle Mr. F. Kason, of Messrs. Sternberg and
Kaaon, is at the wheel, and at the oack are seated Mr. Horace Golding, the well-known Illusionist, and his wife ; in the second car Mr. John L. Poole,

foreign sales manager of the Buick Company, is at the wheel, and next to him is M r. Da Re9der, the musical director of the Tlvoll.

a skilled mechanic for the purpose of repairing tyres, &c, for

the members of the club. Several were in favour of getting a

suitable man either from America or England. The meeting

finally decided on a resolution that the committee be authorised

to go carefully into the matter of tyre repairs and the over

hauling of machinery, &c, and also endeavour to secure suitable

premises for a club building, and the engagement of a skilled

mechanic from abroad if one could not be secured in Shanghai.

♦ ♦ ♦

. Mr. E. Seymour Bell, the British

Commercial Agent in the United States,

A New Gas for hfts reported that a patent has recently

Power Use. been secured in the United States for a

process of producing gas for power pur

poses, which may prove to be of consider

able interest to those engaged in the automobile industry, and,

incidentally, the alcohol trade. This is evidently the system

referred to in our issue of March 30th. The new process consists

of bringing a spray of atomised, diluted aleohol into contact with

calcium carbide, thereby forming an explosive vapour. This

product, which is a combination of air, alcohol vapour, and

acetylene gas, is what is known as " alkoethine." The vapour

decided that the magistrates had no legal right to endorse the

licences of motorists convicted on the first or second occasion for

exceeding the ten-mile limit in the Royal parks. The Motor

Union and Mr. Staplee Firth may be congratulated on the

successful issue of the appeal.

♦ ♦ ♦

It is regrettable that people should be

found to lend the aid of their high

Police Tran hedges for the machinations of the police

in trapping people who do not endanger

others on the road. But we suppose

there will always bs a small minority

careless of the general coavenience in the selfish enjoyment of

their own privileges. Prejudiced magistrates and trapping

policemen have much in common, and apparently they can

obtain the assistance of the county gentry in some few places.

Fortunately there are places where a different spirit prevails,

such as Shipston-on Stour, where the police, using the church

steeple for the purpose of keeping a look-out on motorists, were

ordered down by the rector. They had, however, managed to

catch a trio of motorists, who were summoned recently to the

local Petty Sessions, where they were each fined £2 and costs
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THE BROOKLANDS RACING TRACK.

-O

T: who journeyed to Weybridge on Monday found a

iece of typical Surrey landscape without a police trap.

ot only were the motorists able to drive up to the

legal limit, but go beyond it without fear of the service of sum

monses. It was the occasion of the preliminary canter over the

new motor track which has been made through the enterprise of

Mr. F. Locke-King, and which gives opportunities of speed to

British motorists that are not possessed by the sportsmen of any

European country. The track will be under the authority of the

Brooklands Automobile Racing Club, and the first great race

meeting will be held on Saturday, the 6th prox. Meanwhile

competitors will have opportunities for rehearsal, and those who

intend to use it as “a safety valve to their speed proclivities”

will doubtless familiarise themselves with its banking and

Cur"Wes.

Pear-shaped in outline, the track measures two and three

quarter miles round, with a width of 100 ft. A straight run of

one kilometre has been provided for finishing purposes, so that

the length of the circuit and the finishing distance will be just

over three miles. In each circuit there will be two miles on the

Essex, Lord Alington, Colonel H. C. Holden, Major W. E.

Donohue, Mr. C. D. Rose, M.P., Mr. C. Cordingley, and Mr. E.

de Rodakowski were present, and were included in the large com

pany who took luncheon together in the dining-room at the top.,

of the hill. Mr. Locke-King bade them welcome, testified to

the splendid assistance given in the preparation of the track by

Colonel Holden, and then asked Mrs. Locke-King to head the

procession of cars that went around the course.

The processional order was quickly dispelled as the sense of

speed grew upon the drivers, and the delights of exceeding the

legal limit without risk of police or hurt proved too keen for

orderly ceremonial. Forty cars and more progressed with

safety, and for awhile all were agog with a new sensation. Then

came “the man with the red flag,” and the cars were driven

demurely into the “paddock” while the fleetest vehicles swal

lowed distance at a rate which no Surrey policeman could

estimate.

Then we literally “saw speed” along the straight, for,

it must be confessed, the extent of the track rather mini

mises the impression gained by the onlooker. It is so.

stupendous as to dwarf speed, and cars travelling on the

distant part of the loop, looking from the hill, scarcely

The Brooklands Racing Track.—A view of the Paddock.

level, while the radii of the banked curves are 1,000 ft. and

1,500 ft. respectively. The track, in the planning of which

Mr. F. Locke-King has been greatly aided by Col. Holden, R.E.,

has been constructed with as little disturbance of the landscape

as possible, and the hill through which it passes at the northern

end secures a natural vantage ground for the public. Two

tunnels and a bridge give access to various parts of the track,

from which the spectators will be excluded by railings of for

midable aspect.

All along the course a system of telephonic communication

has been established, so that the officials at headquarters will be

made immediately acquainted of any unexpected incident at any

point on the track. Grand stands are provided near the finish

ing point, and although one or two obstructions in the centre of

track obtrude themselves upon the view, the public will be able

to enjoy the sport under conditions that are unparalleled, and

that are not likely to be exceeded anywhere else.

All the motor world was there on Monday to participate

in an event which marks the beginning of a new aspect of

Motorism. Many who have not been so closely identified with

speedy motoring as Messrs. C. Jarrott and S, F. Edge were

present, and some members of the Jockey Club seemed to have

wandered from Ascot to Brooklands. The Duke of Westminster,

Earl of Carnarvon, Lord Lonsdale, Lord Montagu, Lord

convey the idea usually imagined by eighty or ninety miles per

hour. Still the pace was there, and a 100-h.p. Darracq driven

by Mr. Warwick Wright developed a speed of approximately

ninety miles an hour. We had a run round the track on a Mass

car of reliable and speedy character in the company of Mr.

Okura on his 120-h.p. Fiat, a Tourist Trophy winner of the past,

a six-cylinder Napier, Beeston and Coventry Humbers, several

Daimlers, including Mr. Frank Rendle's 45-h.p. car with four

passengers up, and still speedier, an 80-h.p. Berliet driven by Mr.

E. Hutton, who sported his racing colours of red and white, and a.

great company of other cars of high degree.

-ooooooooo

THE Motor Union on Wednesday obtained a judgment to

the effect that motor-car drivers' licences shall not be endorsed

on a first or second conviction for exceeding the ten-miles.speed

limit in the Royal parks. - * ... ."

IN connection with the Hastings Automobile Meeting,ion

the 26th inst; the addresses of the leading local garages may be

of service. On the London Road, at St. Leonards, is that of

the Hastings and St. Leonards Motor Car Company, Ltd.; at

the East Ascent, St. Leonards, is the Royal Victoria Garage,

and on the Western Road that of Messrs. Skinner and Co. Nir.

J. S. Walker has a garage at the Royal Concert Hall, and Mr.

E. Stally in the Queen's Road, Hastings.

~ || - ***
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The Kaiser's Prize Race.-The Scene at the Starting Point.

the contest for the Kaiser's prize, organised by the

T": great event of the past week on the Continent has been

German Automobile Club. Considerable interest was

taken in the event, no less than ninety-two entries having been .

received, viz., thirty-two German, twenty-one French, nineteen

Italian, ten Belgian, four British (three Daimlers and a Napier),

three Austrian and three Swiss. The main provisions of the

regulations called for vehicles fitted with engines of a cylinder

capacity of 8 litres-equivalent to a motor of about 50-hp.–

and weighing at least 1,175 kilogs, without fuel, water, oil,

parts, or tools. The course on which the contest was held is

practically the same as that on which the Gordon Bennett race

took place in 1904. It had, however, been reduced to 118 kilo

metres, this having to be covered four times, giving a total

distance of 472 kilometres, or 295 miles. The principal towns

and villages passed through were Usingen, Gravenwiesbach,

Weilburg, Winden, Riedelbach, Esch, Konigstein, Overursel, and

Homburg. The starting point was near Kloster Thron, between

Saalburg and Wehrheim, and here not only had a large grand

stand been erected, but a special box for the Kaiser. The

weighing in took place on the 12th inst., when, of the ninety-two

entries, eighty-one cars duly appeared and passed the scales.

Owing to the decision of the German Government not to

allow all the vehicles to compete in the actual race—considering

the number too large—two eliminating races, comprising two

laps of the course, or 147 miles, were held on Thursday, the

13th inst., in each of which half the contestants took part, the

fastest twenty cars in each series being eligible for the race

proper. The first eliminating contest started at 4 a.m., in the

presence of the Kaiser, Prince and Princess Henry of Prussia,

the Grand Duke and Duchess of Hesse, Prince and Princess

Frederick Charles of Hesse, and many other notabilities.

Unfortunately wet weather prevailed, which rendered the roads

highly dangerous. There were thirty-nine starters in the first

eliminating, these comprising the following cars —Durkopp,

Opel (three), Rebour, Argus,£ Benz, Fiat, Mercedes

Mixte, Minerva, Martin-Lethimonnier, Mors, De •Dietrich,

Darracq, Protos, Pipe, Horch, Adler, Vinot, Mathis, Ehrhardt

Eisenach, Isotta-Fraschini, Zust, Daimler, Porthos (two),

Gobron, Martini, Bianchi, Mercedes, Itala, Metallurgique,

Napier, Piedboeuf-Imperia, Graf and Stift, and N.A.G. The

The Kaiser's Prize Race.

German cars were painted white, the French blue, English

green, Belgian yellow, Italian red, Austrian black and yellow,

and Swiss red and yellow. Thirty cars finished the first round,

the best time being by Lancia on a Fiat (1 h. 26 min, 17 sec.).

Those that fell out included Flohr (Argus), Burton (Mercedes

Mixte), Villemain (Martin-Lethimonnier), Trucco (Isotta

Fraschini), Maggione (Zust), Bush (Daimler), Stricker (Porthos),

Peters (Porthos), and Spamann (Benz). The second lap was

completed by twenty-five cars, with the result shown below.

The competitors who failed in this round comprised Taddeoli

(Rebour), Buchner (Horch), Glentworth (Napier), Sach (Graf

and Stift), and Delrich (Opel). Glentworth and Bush are

reported to have been disabled owing to collisions with telegraph

poles.

Result of first eliminating contest:

No. Driver. Car. H. M. S.

1. Lancia ... Fiat 2 56 17

2. Opel ... Opel 3 1 0

3. Hautvast Pipe 3 2 56

4. Geller ... Adler 3 2 56

5. Cagno ... Itala - - 3 5 26

6. Wilhelm Metallurgique ... 3 8 5

7. Joerns ... Opel - - 3 10 8

8. E. Schmidt Durkopp ... 3 11 39

9. Florio ... Darracq ... 3 11 50

10. Hemer -- - Benz 3 12 25

11. \'hrabazon Minerva ... 3 14 56

12. Duray ... De Dietrich 3 16 1

13. E. Jeannin Sud. A. F. - 3 35' 18

14. Henze ... Piedboeuf-Imperia 3 37 43

15. Doué ... Gobron - 3 41 36

16. Adelberger Protos 3 44 20

17. Schmidt Eisenach ... 3 44 41

18. Tommaselli Bianchi ... 3 48 25

19. Jenatzy Mercedes... 3 50 55

20, Beutler Martini ... - 3 57 6

21. C. Salzer N.A.G. ... - 3 58 54

22. Fery ... Vinot - - - 3 59 52

23. Mathis ... Mathis ... 4 3 17

24. Kirchheim Ehrhardt... 4 16 1

25. Lavergne Mois 4 28 25

Another batch of thirty-nine competitors faced the starter

in the second eliminating event, which was run off later in the

day in somewhat finer weather. -

it comprised Fiat (two), Mercedes Mixte, Minerva (two), Martin

The cars which took part in
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Lethimonnier, Darracq (two), De Dietrich (two), Pipe (two), Horch

(two), Adler (two), Vinot, Ehrhardt, Eisenach, Isotta-Fraschini

(two), Zust, Daimler, Porthos, Gobron, Martini, Bianchi,

Mercedes (two), Itala (two), Gaggenau (two), Rochet-Schneider,

N.A.G. (two), Durkopp, Opel, and Benz. Nazzaro (Fiat) was

the first away, completing the premier lap in 1 h. 24 min. 19 sec,

the fastest time of the day, Wagner, on a similar car, being

second. %The round was successfully accomplished by all but

six of the drivers, those who failed to pass the grand stand being

Ducom (Martin-Lethimonnier), Conti (Zust), Lucke (Gaggenau),

Krapff (Horch), Tamagni (Isotta-Fraschini), and Rob] (Gaggenau).

The two Fiats maintained their record for reliable running,

Nazzara and Wagner again making the fastest times. Five cars

fell out on this circuit, viz., Hoffmann (Horch), Bereis (Ehrhardt),

Ernecke (N.A.G.), Bojano (Benz), and Goebel (Adler). The

latter is reported to have met with a fatal accident owing to his

car overturning at a bad corner at Esch. One of the Horch

■cars, too, met with a bad accident at Gravenwiesbach, both the

driver, ^Krapff, and mechanician being seriously injured.

Appended is the order and times of the cars which finished

the two circuits.

The first twenty in each of the two preceding tables quali

fied for the actual race, and we append a further list giving the

combined order of classification of the two eliminating contests.

As the times are given above we have not repeated them, but it

will be observed that not only did the complete Fiat team get

through but actually made the three fastest times of the day.

Table showing combined result of the two eliminating

contests :—

No. Driver.

1. Nazarro

2. Lancia

3. Wagner

4. F. Opel

5. C. Deplus

6. Hautvast

7. Geller

8. Cagno

9. Wflhelm

10. Gabriel

11. "WillyPoege.

12. C. Joerns

13. Salzer

14. E. Schmidt ..

15. Florio

Car.

Fiat.

Fiat.

Fiat.

Opel.

Pipe.

Pipe.

Adler.

Itala.

Metallurgique.

De Dietrich.

Mercedes.

Opel.

Mercedes.

Durkopp.

Darracq.

No. Driver.

16. Hemery

17. Fournier

18. Minoia

19. Guyot

20. Rougier

21. Fabry

22. Salzmann

23. Moore-Bra-

bazon

24. Duray

2d. Maserati

26. Michel

27. Ison

28. Beck

Car.

Benz.

Itala.

Isotta - Fras-

chini.

Minerva.

De Dietrich.

Itala.

Eisenach.

Minerva.

De Dietrich.

Bianchi.

Opel.

Daimler.

Martini.

 

The Kaiser's Prize Race,—The Royal Box near the Grand Stand.

Second eliminating contest :— . .

No. p Driver. Car. li. M. s.

1. Nazzaro Fiat 2 50 20

2. AVagner Fiat ... „. 2 56 55

3. Deplus Pipe 3 1 45

4. Gabriel De Dietrich 3 9 45

5. W. Poege Mercedes 3 9 .36

6. Salzer Mercedes 3 11 37

7. Fournier Itala :i 12 32

8. Minoia Isotta-Fraschini 3 12 42

9. Guyot Minerva 3 13 1

10. Rougier De Dietrich 3 13 27

11. Fabry Itala 3 14 2il

12. Salzmann Eisenach 3 14 20

13. Maserati Bianchi 3 16 52

14. Michel ... Opel 3 111 5

15. Ison Daimler 3 25 28

16. Beck _ Martini 3 25 53

17. Branda Darracq 3 28 0

18. Scholz N.A G 3 31 10

19. Viton Rochet-Schneider 3 32 33

2(1. Terry Gobron 3 3.-, 54

21. Hespel Vinot 3 37 14

22. Jarosch... Durkopp 3 38 8

'23. Tasca Darracq 3 44 1 1

24. Colin Defries Porthos 3 53 54

25. Lee Guinness Minerva 3 55 29

26. Gasteaux Mercedes... 3 56 39

'27. De Caters Pipe •1 1 4!»

.28. Fischer... Adler 4 2 39

29. Brauda

3(1. Scholz

31. Viton...

32. Jeannin

33. Terry...

34. Henze

Darracq.

N.A.G.

Rochet-

Schneider.

SUddeutsche.

Gobron.

Piedbceuf-

Imperia.

35.

36.

37.

38.

39.

4(1.

Doue .„

Adelberger

C. Schmidt

Tommaselli .

Jenatzy

Beutler

Gobron.

Protos.

Eisenach.

Bianchi.

Mercedes.

Martini.

The Kaiser was again present at Kloster Thron to witness

the actual contest for his prize on Friday, the 14th inst. The

weather was a considerable improvement on that of the pre

ceding day, with the result that better times were made. The

start took place at 6 a.m., when all but one of the forty selected

cars were on the scene, the missing vehicle being Jeannin's

Suddeutsche. The cars were sent off at two-minute intervals—

not in the order they finished the eliminating, but in that of

entry—E. Schmidt, on a Durkopp, being the first away, and

Fournier, the old Paris-Berlin champion, last on an Itala at

7.16 a.m. The speedy qualities of the Fiats again made them

selves evident, the two fastest times in the first lap being

made by Nazzaro and Wagner, only 7 sec. separating them.

The Pipes also did well, two of them, driven by Hautvast

and Deplus, being close on the heels of the Italians.

Thirty-four cars finished the first round, those that fell out

being Duray (De Dietrich), Wilhelm (Metallurgique), W.
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Poege (Mercedes), Florio (Darraeq), and Guyot (Minerva).

The second round considerably altered the outlook, Hautvast

and Deplus proving the speediest and running into the first

and second places, Nazzaro falling back to the third position,

followed by two Opel cars. Twenty-nine finished the circuit,

Brauda (Darraeq) and Hemery (Benz) retiring with broken

wh«ela, the other withdrawals being Gabriel (De Dietrich),

Moore-Brabazon (Minerva) and Ison (Daimler), the only English

representative in the contest. The third circuit brought

another change in the position, again putting Italy in front.

Lancia, whose Fiat in the first and second laps had been going

steadily, but not as fast as Nazzaro's, was now travelling at a

terrible pace, making the quickest time of the day so far, viz.,

1 h. 22 min. 28 sec, beating his own record again in the last round

by completing it in 1 h. 21 min. 52 sec. At the end of the third

circuit the general classification gave Nazzaro as the first in 4 h.

1 2 min. 13 sec, Hautvast (Pipe) being second 33 sec. behind, with

No. Driver. Car. H. M. S.

4. Michel Opel

Fiat

5 49 35

5. Wagner 5 50 53

6. Lancia Fiat 5 51 1

i . Minoia Isotta-Fraschini 5 51 15

8. Fournier Itala 5 53 1*

9. Salzer Mercedes... 5 57 33

10. Cagno Itala B 59 12

11. Schmidt Eisenach li 3 31

12. Beutler Martini 6 5 1 1

13. Bougier De Dietrich 6 S 15

14. Jenatzy Mercedes... 6 8 54

15. Beck Martini 6 21 n

16. Fabry Itala (i 29 1

17. Tommaselli ... Bianchi ti :u 45

18. Scholz N.A.G (i 35 33

19. Schmidt Durkopp 6 46 45

20. Adelberger Protos 13 s

After the contest there was a rush for the Koyal box, where

the Kaiser himself distributed the trophies, Nazzaro taking the

 

Nazzaro on the Fiat Car on which he won the Kaiser's Prize Race.

another Pipe in the third place. Salzmann (Eisenach), Opel (Opel),

Doue (Gobron), Geller (Adler), and Henze (Piedbceuf-Imperia)

fell out in this lap, leaving twenty-four competitors for the last

circuit, in which, as already mentioned, Lancia established the

record for the course. Deplus (Pipe), who up to that point held

the third place, and was travelling with great regularity, unfor

tunately damaged his steering gear. Viton (Rochet-Schneider),

Maserati (Bianchi), and Terry (Gobron) also retired, the number

of competitors who completed the four laps being an even

twenty. Hautvast (Pipe) was the first to finish, but he had

started thirty-four minutes in advance of Nazzaro, who, arriving

well in advance of his time, proved the winner of the contest,

his speed for the four laps, or 295 miles, working out at an

average of about fifty-three miles per hour.

The result was as follows :—

No. Driver.

1. Nazzaro

2. Hautvast

3. Joerns ...

Car.

Fiat

Pipe

Opel

H. M. S.

5 34 26

5 39 10

5 39 49

Kaiser's prize, Hautvast (Pipe), the cup for the first foreign-

built car after the winner, and Joerns (Opel) the national trophy.

The race was a brilliant victory for the Fiat Company, and,

coming as it does so soon after their success in the Targa Florio

contest, speaks volumes for the design and workmanship of their

cars. In conclusion we may add that of the thirteen German

cars which took part in the actual race, eight finished, the

respective figures for the other countries being Italy eight out

of nine, France one out of eight, Belgium one out of six, Switzer

land two out of two, and Great Britain nil out of one. '

—aooooaw

At 370, Stratford Road, Birmingham, Mr. E. C. Penzer has

established a garage, and is also developing considerable business

in motor accessories.

Some of Mr. Jarrott's French friends have presented him

with a very handsome engraved silver plaque as a testimonial of

the sporting features of his recent drive from London to Monte

Carlo on a 40-h.p. Crossley car.
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THE ALPHA PETROL MOTORS.

-♦-

WE illustrate herewith one of the series of well-designed

petrol engines which, under the name "Alpha," are

now being manufactured by Messrs. Johnson, Hurley,

and Martin, Ltd., of Gosford Street, Coventry. The one shown

is the 12-16-b.p. four-cylinder type, and, as will be seen, the

cylinders are cast in pairs and provided with large water jackets ;

the bore and stroke is respectively 93 mm. by 105 mm., and at

a speed of 1,000 revolutions per minute 18-h.p. is developed.

The inlet and exhaust valves, which, like the valve lifters, are

interchangeable, are operated off a single cam shaft. The cams

themselves are of hardened cast steel and the shaft of mild steel.

The latter is enclosed in the aluminium base chamber, so that it

obtains a full share of the splash lubrication. The connecting

rods are made from steel forgings, and the crank shaft, which is

provided with large bearings of Hoyt white metal, is made from

a special quality of high-tensile steel. Provision is made for

fitting both accumulator and magneto ignition, the contact

maker for the former being mounted on the upper end* of a

vertical spindle driven by bevel gear off the cam shaft. The

 

firm also make a 25-30-h.p. four-cylinder motor as well as two

sizes—8-10 and 12-15-b.p.—of twin-cylinder engines.

As indicating the excellent results the Alpha engines are

giving in practice, we may mention that one was fitted to the

16-20-h.p. Calthorpe car driven by Mr. G. W. Hands in the

recent Irish Reliability Trials, when the vehicle not only made a

non-stop each day on a petrol consumption averaging about

twenty-three miles to the gallon, but made the fastest time in

its class (under £350) in the three-mile speed trial on Magillan

Strand, viz., 4 min. 11 sec, or nearly forty-four miles per hour,

and also in the Hollywood and Graiguenamanagh hill-climbs.

—88QQQBW

-\*A dissected model of a motor-car has been published by

Messrs. G. Philip and Son, Ltd., this being supplemented by a

concise description of the working parts of the automobile. It

is illustrated by a series of useful photographs and outline

drawings, while the various parts of the car are shown in the

model, upon the publication of which we would congratulate

the publishers.

At the beginning of the touring season attention may use

fully be drawn to the Ara vulcanising process, the proprietors

of which have lately opened a West End depot at 100, LoDg

Acre, W.C., where demonstrations are in daily progress. Ara,

Ltd., is the title of the concern that has taken over the business

of the Ara Material Patents and Manufacturing Corporation.

They have issued a new booklet setting forth the established

advantages of their system, which can now be obtained from

their City office, 33, Chancery Lane, E.C., or the West End depot.

CONTINENTAL NOTES.

-♦—

The Grand Prix Race.

Active preparations are being made for the A.C.F. Grand

Prix race, which is to be held oa the Seine Inferieure Circuit on

the 2 ad prax. The Fiat racing cars for the contest reached

Dieppe on Saturday last. A rumour is current to the effect that

a protest is being sent to the French Automobile Club against

the participation of the Darracq cars in the race, on the ground

that the event is open only to manufacturers and not to private

The French Trials of Industrial Vehicles and Town Carriages.

The French Automobile Club has now announced the

awards in the reliability trial of industrial vehicles and town

carriages recently held. The contest consisted of twenty runs,

ranging from 150 to 200 kilometres, the c*rs surviving the same

being subjected to a fuel consumption trial for the final. classifica

tion. Out of the forty vehicles which started only fifteen went

through the ordeal, the winners ia the different classes bjing :

Industrial vehicles for loads up to 2 tons, Delahaye; ditto, from

2 to 3 tons, Darracq-Serpollet ; ditto, over 3 tons, De Dion ;

public service vehicles, Aries, and town carriages, Da Dion.

♦ ♦ ♦

The Herkomer Touring Trophy Competition.

The awards in connection with the third annual competition

for the Herkomer Touring Trophy have now been made known.

The trophy itself is secured by Herr Ladenburg—who also

won it in 1905—in respect of his Benz car (cylinder capacity

8-01 litre) driven by Herr F. Erie. The following also made

non-stops in the contest, prizes being awarded to the first six in

the list :—

Entrant. Car. Cylinder Capacity.

Han* Ascnoff Metallurgique 3*72

Helnrich Opel Opel 7 43

Carl Neuinaier Benz 6 "52

H. Weingand Mercedes 7-99

A. Schmierer Adler 4*16

K. Benz Benz 5 98
F. Dahmen • Opel 8-dl

J. O. Mandl Benz 611

A. Horch Horch 5-82

A. Kathe Horch 2-73

G. Griming Adler 416

G. Braunbeck Benz 8-01

S. F. Edge 'Napier 772

W. Opel Opel 6-33

E. Ladenburg Mercedes 9-24

K. v. Ollendorff Germain 3 59

Dr. R. Stoss Horch 2 73

Karl Prince of Isen burg... Mercedes 7'99

Paul Beckmann Beckmann 8-62

* Driven by Miss Dorothy Levitt.

The result of the classification in the Forstenrieder Park speed

trials is—(I) A. Weingand, Mercedes; (2) E. Ladenburg, Bens

(driven by F. Erie) ; and (3) H. Opel, Opel. The premier car in

the Kesselberg hill-climb was the Metallurgique, driven by

H. Aschoff, while the elegance contest was won by F. Gutschow's

Mercedes.

♦ ♦ ♦

The International Automobile Conference.

A conference of delegates of the various national auto

mobile clubs was held at Homburg, Germany, on the 15th iust.

Several matters were discussed, but no important decision was

arrived at. It was decided to approach the German, French,

Belgian and Austrian Governments with regard to facilitating

the entry of motorists when on tour with their cars from one

country to another. It was also agreed to hold another con

ference at Ostend, on July loth, to discuss the question of

drawing up a uniform series of regulations for international

motor r aces. In connection with this matter, the representatives

of France proposed a minimum weight of 1,100 kilogs., with a

petrol allowance of 20 litres per 100 kilometres. Italy is re

ported to have been in favour of races without any restrictions

whatever, and England for one in which the chassis must not

exceed 1,200 kilogs., and have engines of a maximum cylinder
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7.k>to of not more than 150 mm. A further decision was the

appointment of a central secretarial office of the recognised

national clubs, with headquarters in Paris.

♦ ♦ ♦

The. I ate M. Serpollet.

A sum of £1,026 has so far been received in connection with

the fund to establish a monument in memory of the late M.

Leon Serpollet, and it has been decided by the committee to

organise a competition for the most suitable design. It has also

been resolved to purchase the first steam car built by the

deceased, and to include it in the historical collection at the

•forthcoming Paris Sahn, after which it will be offered to the

museum of the Arts et Metiers in Paris.

♦ ♦ ♦

An Elegance Competition in Prance.

During the course of the next Paris Salon, which, as

-already announced, is to take place from November 12th to

December 1st, an elegance competition is to be held, the idea

fceing to encourage the production of more artistic and com--

Dutch, French, German, and English, of idiomatic expressions

which may be found useful when touring, gives the principal

places of interest in Nijmegen and the routes of a number of

motor tours that can be made from the town.

♦ ♦ ♦

Belgian Motor-car Imports and Exports.

To the end of May last the imports of foreign motor-cars

and parts into Belgium this year hud attained a value of £63,238,

as contrasted with £57,627 in the first five months of 1906.

During the same period the exports of motor-cars and parts

from Belgium increased from £157,019 to £162,900.

♦ ♦ *

A Competition of Fuel Consumption Indicating Instruments.

A competition for instruments for indicating fuel consump

tion is being organised by the Association Automobile Generalo

of Paris. The instruments must be capable of being fitted to all

kinds of motor vehicles, and must constantly show the fuel con

sumption, as well as the revolutions per minute, as long as the

motor is running. Intending competitors must present a drawing

 

Herr F. Erie on Hen Ladenburg's Benz Car. Toe Winner of the Herkomer Touring Trophy Competition.

fortable motor-cars. The event is intended more for private

owners than manufacturers, and in making the awards the jury

will have regard to the form of the carriage, the condition in

which it is Kept, its quietness, freedom from smoke, vibration,

Ve„ and also to the appearance of the passengers themselves.

»> ♦ ♦

Touring in Holland.

Judging from the series of views which we have received

from Mr. M. L. Jorritsma, the manager of the Hotel Keizer

Karel Nijmegen, motorists anxious to discover new places to

visit will find Holland an interesting country, and Nijmegen an

excellent centre for excursions. They will find their wants

•excellently catered for at the Hotel Keizer Karel, which is one

of the largest and best equipped in the town, and is provided

with a large fireproof garage. As illustrating the attention which

is being given by the manager of the hotel, we may mention

that he has just issued a booklet entitled " Vademecum voor

Automobilisten," which, in addition to containing a vocabulary in

of their instrument and demonstrate the apparatus in use on an

automobile. The first prize is £40 and the second prize £8. No

entry fee is required, and entries will be accepted up to July 31st

next.

v * * *

Public Motor Services in (ierman.i .

A public motor-car service has just been established between

Lensahn and Eutin. A company is also being formed to

inaugurate a service of motor-'buses in the town of Altona.

♦ ♦ ♦

Miscellaneous Items.

The seventh annual Motor-Car Exhibition in Brussels is to

be held from the 17th to the 26th December next. The

Automobile Club de la Sarthe, of Le Mans, is organising a series of

flying kilometre speed trials for Sunday next, the 23rd inst.

It is announced that Hemery will drive a Mercedes car in the

A.C.F. Grand Prix race. It is reported from Berlin that the

Kaiser is interesting himself in a scheme to establish a large

motor racing track in Germany.
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A RUN ON A "LEADER" CAR.

AT the invitation of Mr. T. Shaw, of the High Holborn

Motor Agency, we last week had an enjoyable run on

the Leader car which was entered by Mr. R. Goodenough

for the Tourist Trophy race, but which was unable to compete

owing to its arrival a few minutes late at the official enclosure.

This was particularly unfortunate, as the performance of the

vehicle, in view of the fact that it was the lowest power car

entered, would have been watched with more than usual interest.

Except that the body had been built to comply with the regu

lations of the Tourist Trophy contest, the car is one of the

standard productions of the New Leader Company. The engine

comprises four separate cylinders, having a bore and strcke of

85 mm. by 90 mm., and althnugh nominally rated as 10-12-h.p.,

gives, according to the R.A.C. formula, over 19-h.p. It is

equipped with coil and accumulator ignition, with provision for

fitting a high-tension magneto. The transmission is through a

large diameter leather clutch to a three-speed and reverse gear

box, and thence by a cardan shaft and bevel gear to a live axle,

the latter, as well as the gear-box shafts, being provided with

roller bearings and ball thrusts.

Leaving the Motor Club in Coventry Street, W., Mr. Shaw,

who was at the wheel, first gave us an excellent indication of

the flexibility of the engine by driving in the traffic at a very

alow rate on the top speed, the engine and car answering

instantly to the slightest touch of either the foot or hand throttle

lever. Our destination was Virginia Water, but a roundabout

route was chosen, so that the hill-climbing capabilities of the

machine might be tested as well as its speed qualities on the

level. Witn this object in view the main road was left at Kew,

and, passing over the river, the car was headed for Richmond,

where the famous hill from whence spreads out one of the finest

views in the Thames Valley was quickly surmounted. Then

followed a speedy run across Ham Common to Kingston, and,

passing once more over the river, good-bye to the tramlines was

said at Hampton, from which place excellent time was made

through Sunbury to Staines along a wide and tar-sprinkled road,

the resulting freedom from dust being much appreciated. The

ascent of Egham Hill offered no difficulty to the car, which a few

minutes later pulled up at the prettily located Wheatsheaf Hotel,

at Virginia Water, where the photograph from which the accom

panying picture was reproduced was taken. The return journey,

which was made via Bedfont and Hounslow, proved equally suc

 

cessful, the vehicle proving itself not only capable of attaining a

very high speed on the level, but of being manoeuvred through

traffic with a minimum of trouble on the part of the driver. On ihe

top gear, which is a direct drive, little more can be heard than

the ticking of the tremblers of the coil ; in fact, the vehicle is

exceedingly quiet and easy running, qualities which testify to

the care which has been paid to the design and to the selection

of material. As a two-seater, with luggage space at the rear,

the car forms a splendid touring vehicle for the man of moderate

means ; at the same time, as the illustration shows, the wheel

base is sufficiently long to enable a roomy side-entrance body to-

be fitted to the chassis.

THE DUNLOP TYRE MANIPULATOR.

THE Dunlop Pneumatic Tyre Company, Ltd., have taken

up the manufacture of the ingenious tyre lever devised by

Mr. Robert Connell, of Gainsborough, and of which some

particulars were given in the if.C./.about fifteen months ago. The

tool, which is being put on the market under the name of the Dun

 

lop Tyre Manipulator, is mainly intended to facilitate the opera

tion of removing and fixing in position the valves of inner tubes and

the security studs. Motorists know by experience that the task

of inserting these is rendered difficult owing to the fact that as

one edge of the cover is lifted to a suitable position, the opposite

bead has a tendency to slip forward and partly or completely

cover the stud or valve holes. By means of the new lever this

difficulty is entirely overcome ; the tool consists of a duplex tyre

lever provided with pivoted extensions. To lift the cover the

lever is inserted in the ordinary way until the projections on the

upper arms are forced past the beaded edge. At the same time

projections on the extensions or lower arms are forced just

beyond the lip of the rim. The handle of the lever is now lifted,

taking with it the edge of the cover by reason of the latter rest

ing on the lugs. As the handle is raised the lower end of the

extension arms becomes fixed against the opposite bead of the

cover, preventing the latter moving forward, owing to the

resistance set up by the projections on the same bearing against

the rim. By means of the lever the cover can be held up by one

hand, leaving the other free to insert the security bolts or the

valve stem in their respective holes without any difficulty, while

simply lowering the tool to almost a vertical position enables it

to be easily slipped out of engagement with both cover and rim.

The Manipulator is readily adaptable to all sizes of tyres, but

is sent out with strut pieces adjusted to take up to and including

100 mm.

An American motorist is using a wind screen on his car

made of wire gauze instead of glass. The screen is made of zinc

wire, the gauze being so fine that it easily excludes dust. It is

stated to offer less resistance to the wind than glass, and that it

is just as easy to see through.

Messrs. F. S. Cleaver and Sons, who are well known in the

soap trade, have introduced their " Antioyl soap," for the use of

motorists and others who have occasion to remove traces of

grease or oil from their hands. In addition to its exceptional

cleansing properties the soap softens the hardest water, and we

have no doubt that many motorists will give a trial to this new

preparation. We have found it most satisfactory in use.
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The Motor Union have

obtained two more convictions

for obstruction on the highway,

making a total of nine during

the past few months.

During the pist week Mr.

James Fryer has exhibited the

Beeston-Humb«r car that was one of the two to finish in the

Tourist Trophy race, at the Herefordshire and Worcestershire

Show, at Hereford.

The Brooklands Automobile Race Club has beon provided

with one of Messrs. W. and T. Avery's latest makes of weigh

bridges, which has a capacity of 13,000 lbs., is graduated by

1 lb. divisions, and is especially sensitive to \ lb.

The Port and Docks Board of Dublin has adopted a

suggestion of the harbour master that the shipment and dis

charge of petrol be permitted in the port provided it be taken

direct from the steamer to the cart, and from the cart to the

steamer at the various berths.

The Holland Park Motor Company have a well-equipped

garage at 124, Holland Park Avenue, London, W., where they

are able to also carry out repairs, charge accumulators,

vulcanise tyres, &a. The garage is open day and night, while

we may add that several cars are kept for hiring-out purposes.

A TWENTY-FOUR hours' motor-car race has just been held

on the Point Breeze track, in Philadelphia, U.S.A. There were

ten starters, of which five finished the long contest. The winning

car was a 30-h.p. Autocar, built by the Autocar Company, of

Ardmore, Pa., which in the twenty-four hours covered a distance

of 791 miles.

Recently a motor-car belonging to Mr. James de Roths

child took fire at Crewe station through a lighted match being

unconsciously dropped in the petrol running from a leaky pipe.

The car had been burning ten minutes before Mr. T. Gibson, of

24, Nantwich Road, Crewe, got to it with a " New Era " extin.

guisher. The result was instantaneous ; the flames, which were

reaching sky high, were quickly quenched.

The Marchand-Dufaux racer for the A.C.F. Grand Prix is of

Italian construction, but has been built from the design of Messrs.

Dufaux Freres, of Geneva ; the motive power is supplied by an

eight-cylinder engine, 125 mm. bore by 150 mm. stroke; at

1,300 revolutions per min. it developes about 125-h.p. Ignition

is by Simms-Bosch high tension magneto. The transmission is

through a multiple disc clutch, three speed gear-box and side

chains.

A well-equipped new garage at 147, Norfolk Street,

Sheffield, has been opened for business by the Hattersley and

Davidson Automobile Company. The ground floor of the

premises will accommodate forty vehicles, and one side of the

premises is completely occupied by a long inspection pit. The

petrol store has a capacity of 350 gallons, and in addition to

ample facilities for storing spare parts, tyres, &c, the dressing-

room accommodation for both lady and gentlemen visitors is a

distinctive feature.

Messrs. S. J. Bale and Company introduced the motor car

into North Devon some years ago, and have several times

extended their motor works at Newport, Barnstaple, to cope with

their growing business. The latest departure has been to

acquire the premises lately utilised as a carriage factory by

Messrs. Moor and Sons, and to adapt them to the purposes of

a motor garage having accommodation for thirty cars. The

establishment will be well stocked with tyres and spares, and

should prove a great convenience to visiting motorists.

Messrs. Humber, Limited, have sent us a copy of the 12th

edition of their booklet entitled " Humber Cars and How to

Manage Them," one of which is issued to every owner of a

Humber car. The work is well got up and gives very clear

instructions as to the management and upkeep of the various

Humber vehicles, these being supplemented by some exceedingly

useful lettered drawings, mounted on canvas, showing the

various parts of the vehicle, especially those which may require

attention. Undoubtedly the work is one which no user of a

Humber car should be without.

HERE AND THERE.

 

In connection with the Ox

ford pageant an official motor

garage has been organised under

the management of Mr. W. F.

Parker of that city.

Arranged by Councillor

Gates, a motor-wagon has been

leaving Worthing for London every morning, bringing fruit and

produce to Covent Garden. The experiment thus far has been

a great success so far as the saving of time is concerned.

The exports of motor-cars from the United States during

April last attained a value of £137,228, as compared with only

£81,666 in the corresponding month of last year. Canada

proved to be the best .customer, t iking £34,889 of the total,

England being second on the list with £31,855.

We illustrate herewith an ingenious terminal for the high

tension wires of the ignition system of motor-cars which has

just be?n put on the market by Messrs. S. W. Martyn and Co.,

of Pratt Street, Camden Town, N.W. The arrangement

consists of three metal parts and one of an insulating medium.

As will be seen from the sectional view, the end of the high-

tension cable is bared in the usual way ; two parallel cuts, one

on either side of the wire, are thou made in the rubber, \ in.

from each side and ] in. deep, so that a small brass piece, through

the centre of which the cable passes, can be securely fixed in

position by pushing the insulation well home into the slot and

the lugs into the cuts in the rubber. The strands of the cable

are then spread over the cone face on the outer end of the little

brass piece, and the ends cut off level with the bottom of the

 

thread. The piece is then screwed home in the other brass

piece, so firmly securing the cable between two cone surfaces, a

perfect mechanical and electrical joint being obtained by finally

screwing into place the fibre sleeve. The terminal is connected

to the plug through a spring clip action, obtained by double

cross saw cuts in the outer brass piece, and an adapter, which can

be fixed permanently on the plug. The arrangement is such

that the high-tension wires can be readily detached to enable

any cylinder of the engine to be instantly tested, the fibre sleeve

in addition serving as a locking device for the wholo, permitting

this to be done without risk of a "short." The terminals are

made in four standard sizes to take any diameter of high-

tension cable between f in. and § in.

THE Thornton Engineering Company, of City Road, Bi ad-

ford, have purchased the Bradford Motor Car Company, of the

same town, and the Rosse Motor Car Company, of Saltaire, and

will combine the two concerns with their own. Large stocks of

cars and accessories will be kept and repair work undertaken.

The requirements of India in moior-car details have, remarks

the " Indian Motor News," long been ignored by the majority of

manufacturers at home. It is satisfactory to be able to record

signs of improvement in this direction, and the question of

magneto ignition is one of the first importance. There can be

ho doubt that the majority of troubles which have hitherto

fallen to the lot of motorists in India have been due to ignition

troubles, and in most of these cases accumulator difficulties are

prominent. Magneto ignition has become a sine qka non for cars

in India, and we anticipate that during the next cold weather

90 per cent, of Indian cars will be fitted with magnetos.

O
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A motor car body works is about to be established at

Nuneaton.

Another motor meet is propojed to be held at Bexhill

on August Bank holiday.

Carlisle is now included in the list of Ordnance Survey

maps published by Mr. T. Fisher Unwin.

Much local comment is being made at Leeds about the

favour with which the municipal officers regard motor-cars.

The Parks and Gardens Committee of the Brighton Town

Council have restricted the speed of motor-cars travelling through

Preston Park to four miles per hour.

The smart work of the Folkestone Fire Brigade in dealing

with an outbreak of fire on the premises of the Folkestone

Motors, Ltd., last week, prevented any very great damage

being done.

Among recent purchasers of S.P.A. cars from Messrs. Hall

and Capris, Ltd., are Mr. Leonard Williamson, of Southport, and

Mr. G. Grigg, of Cann House, Crown Hill, Devon. The former

his acquired a 60-h.p. six-cylinder and the latter a 40-h.p. four-

cylinder vehicle.

A tank, containing 2,000 gallons of motor spirit, exploded

on a London and North-Western Railway sidiog at Birmingham

a few days ago. There was a terrific report, and the oil, which

had taken fire, was thrown in all direction?. The flames shot to

a great height, and considerable alarm prevailed in the neigh

bourhood. Fortunately the lid of the tank was not fastened or

the consequences would have been serious. As it was, one man

was badly injured and considerable damage was done to rolling

stock and other property.

We are now able to give an illustration of the new two-way

switch which, as we stated in a recent issue, has lately been put

rir-^» °" tne rnarket by Messrs. C. A.

40fl| |fe Vacdervell and Co., o^f Acton Yale,

W. It comprises but two moving

/"""^dS B parts— the lever and the spring

^jfrnk K against which it presses, the arrange-

J^^^^^^^^^P ment being such that the lover is

EI . positively locked in each position, so

that it cannot be jolted on or off.

With the view of rendering the

switch dust proof the cover is made

to turn with the lever, the size of the slot for the latter being

thus reduced to a minimum. While this is certainly a useful

feature, it causes the motorist to have to judge by the eye

whether the switch is on or off, and we would suggest that a

small indication of the " off " and two " on " positions be marked

on the fixed disc portion of the switch.

Disappointment is expressed amongst the owners of motor-

boats at the lack of encouragement given by the Brighton

Aquarium Committee to the proposal to form club pro noises at

the eastern end of the Aquarium Terrace. It is claimed that a

number of gentlemen in London would. become members of the

Sussex Motor-Boat Club if such readily-accessible head quarters

were established, and that Brighton would reap advantage in

various ways.

We have again to chronicle another week of success for the

six-cylinder Hotchkiss undergoing a 10,000 miles reliability

trial under the supervision of the Royal Automobile Club.

Last week the vehicle was subjected to perhaps the severest test

yet undertaken, owing to the mountainous roads. In addition

continuous wet cut up the surface, so that they resembled cattle

tracks. Motorists can judge by the undermentioned programme

of last week's runs that the course selected was intended to

display the car over most trying country, and again it made an

absolutely non-stop run of 980 miles. Appended is a summary

of last week's runs :—June 10th, London to Bournemouth, 150

miles ; June 11th, Bournemouth to Exeter, 164 miles ; June 12tb,

Exeter, Taunton, Barnstaple and Exeter, 163 miles; July 13th,

Exeter to Plymouth, IG0 mil s; June 14th, Plymouth to Land's

End and back, 185 miles; and June 15th, Plymouth to Weston-

super-Mare, 158 miles. The total mileage up to date is 7,345.

During the present week the car has been working up the West

of England, and is due to reach Glasgow to-day (Saturday).

The Ladies' Quaker City Motor Club has just been formed

in Philadelphia, U.S.A.

Lord Stanley, of Coworth Park, Sunningdale, has placed

an order for a 40-h.p. six-cylinder Napier.

The Duke of Wellington has purchased a 23-h.p. limousine

of the Stratford type, with a wheel base of 11 J ft., from the

Daimler Company.

Messrs. Argylls (Ireland), Ltd., have opened a new

depot at 121, Old George Street, Cork. The repairing as well

as the garaging of cars will be undertaken.

At the Hastings Automobile Meeting, which is being

organised by the AA. and the Motor Club for Wednesday next,

every car displaying the A.A. badge will be admitted free to the

enclosure. ' ' ' ■ :

The " Automobile " of Milan has sent us a copy of a useful

booklet it has just issued under the title "A Catalogue of

Catalogues " ; it gives brief descriptions of the different cars now

being turned out by the rapidly increasing number of motor-car

factories in Italy.

Mr, R. J. Mecredy sends the sad news of the mental

collapse of Mr. Colman O'Connell, who had assisted at many of

the events of the Irish A.C. A fund is being raised by our

Dublin confrere in the interests of the wife and family. Those

who know Mr. O'Connell will certainly liberally and quickly

contribute.

The latest production of the County Chemical Company,

Ltd., of the Excelsior Works, Birmingham, is the Sun Proof

tyre paint, a preparation which, when applied to tyres, gives

them the appearance of new, whilst at the same time it gives

them a coating which in a great measure prevents the injurious

effects of sunlight upon rubber, so preserving the life of the

tyres.

The Middlesex Motor Carriage Company, Ltd., are opening

a fine new garage at Nos. 1-15, Avenue Clo3e, Poplars Avenue,

Willesden Green, N. W., where they will have extensive facilities

for garaging cars, and well-equipped workshops for the repair of

the same. " Lock-ups " are available for private customers, and

the establishment is fully equipped with machinery, vulcanising

plant, and opportunities for the charging of accumulators.

Calculated to add to the pleasures of touring by car, the

new Tabloid tea, introduced by Messrs. Burroughs, Wellcome

and Co. should quickly become popular. In this the stem and

midrib of the leaf is removed and the remainder compressed into

such a small space that tea sufficient for making 50 to 100 cups

can be carried comfortably in the pocket. The tea is excellent,

and the way in which it is prepared for tourists equally

satisfactory.

A new combination of battery and coil and low tension

magneto ignition for use on motor-cars is being introduced by

Messrs. L. E. Wilson and Co., of Imperial Buildings, Cross

Street, Manchester. It is known as the Wilson-Birtil twin

ignition regulator system, and comprises a battery and a suitably

wound coil, which will furnish a spark with the ordinary low

tension plug, and a series of special switches, the whole arrange

ment being contained in a small box fixed on the dashboard.

In January last Mr. Gretton Mynn fitted the Fastnut

Patent Washer to all the bolts on one of the motor-cabs of the

Rotary .Steering Syndicate, Ltd. It was sent to Scotland Yard

and passed by the Chief Commissioner of Police, who approved

of the washers. The cab has been running ever since, and on its

return to the works last week for overhauling Mr. Mynn person

ally examined every nut and bolt, and found that in every case

the washers had carried out all that was claimed for them by

Fastnut, Ltd.

A smart young trooper in the 16th Lanctrs recently

deserted and visited the works of Messrs. Dennis, Ltd., of

Guildford, explaining that he wished to purchase a motor-car.

Having selected a vehicle he went for a day's trial, a driver

being supplied. The trooper made a round of calls as far as

Aldershot. The next day he hired a motor-car from the

Pilgrim's Way Motor Works at Farnham, evidently with the

idea of having another good day, but was interrupted by the

police, who had been communicated with by Messrs. Dennis.
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THE SCOTTISH TRIALS.
•j " ■ -•- /.

N Tuesday next the Scottish Reliability Trials will

commence from Glasgow and continue throughout the

weok. ' -

In a previous issue we gave a complete list of the entries,

which number 104^ divided into seven classes according to price,

n<s ffJlnwa -

o

as follows

Class.

1

2 .

3 .

4

6 .,

6 ,

.,- . 7 .

Range of price,

below £200 ...

£200—£300...

£300—£400...

£400—£500...

£500~£600 ,.

£600^£800...

over £800 ...

No. of entries.

10

16

14

15

... . 20

... 20

9

The action of the committee in dividing the original Glass 4

into two is justified by the large entry in the Classes 4 and 5,

as seen above. '/ ' . , .

With regard to the nationality of the cars, the United

Kingdom supplies sixty, of which thirty-eight are English,

twenty-one Scotch, and one representative of the Emerald Isle,

the exact distribution being as follows :-

British

French ..

American

59

26

8

French and English , .j 3-

German 2

Italian ... .... ... 2-

Ireland, Austria Belgium and Holland each supply one car to

the entry list. ■ . *

In Class 1 all the vehicles entered have a seating capacity

of two, with the exception of the four-cylinder 15-h.p. Ford,

which seats four passengers. Single-cylinder cars in that cate

gory are the 10-b.p. Adams, tha 9-10-h.p. Cadillac, the G-h.p.

and 8-h.p. Rovers, and the 8-h.p. Jackson.

Among the entries in Class 2 the four-cylinder cars have

the majority, although a good showing will be made by two-

cylinder vehicles like the Reo and the Buick—both of 1 8-h.p.

The 14-h.p. St. Vincent and the 20-h.p. Imperial will be fitted

with Palmer tyres. In this class, too, are entered the 15-20-h.p.

Ailsa, 15-20-h.p. Calthorpe, 12-14-b.p. Adams, 14-b.p. Vulcan,

10-12>-h.p. Leader, 12-15-h.p. Rex, and the 18-h.p. Mass.

Mrs. Riley will be the only lady driver, and she will appear

in Class 3 on a 20-h.p. Belsize. Mr. W. Raikes Bell is responsible

for the entry of the 20-24-h.p. Werbell, and some interest will

be taken in the performance of the 18-22-h.p. C.C.C. entered by

Mr. A. Haygrass. The 12-16-h.p. Vauxhall, the 12-14-h.p.

Unic, 15-l8-h.p. Swift, and 16-20-h.p. We3t-Aster are other

cars classed in the third division.

Class 4 attracts many famous cars of previous trials, suoh

as the 30-h.p. Beeston-Humber, 16-20-h.p. Sunbeam, 26-30-h.p.

Argyll, 18-h.p. Siddeley, 18-24-h.p. Horbick, 24-h.p. Mass, and

18-24-h.p. Austin. Here, too, will be found the only type of

steam car in the trial—the 20-h.p. White—and also the 24-h.p.

Junior, the 22-h.p. Climax, and the 26-30-h.p. Nordenfelt.

Classes 5 and 6 are responsible for nearly one half of the total

entries, and in these categories are such cars as the Siddeley,

Berliet, Ariel-Simp'.ex, Straker-Squire, Iris, Vinot, Pilgrim, Ford,

West-Aster, Daimler, White, Spyker, Maudslay, Brasier,

Porthos, and other well-known makes. There will be four six-

cylinder vehicles in the two classes, viz., the 20-h.p. Climax, the

40-h.p. Ford, the 40-h.p. Minerva, and the 30-35-h.p. Simms-

Welbeck.

Class 7 is the smallest in number of entries, though the

highest in price and power. Here the proportion of six and

four-cylinder cars is five to four, the 40-45-h.p. Hotchkiss and

60-h.p. Thames being examples of the former.

With regard to tyres, wo understand that the 18-h.p. Reo

will be fitted with removable flanges, the new Arrol-Johnston

with Doolittle rims, the 12-16-h.p. Vauxhall with Samson's

non-skids, the 30-h.p. Beeston-Humber with Cave rims, the

Juniors with detachable rims, the 22-h.p. Rerliet with Con

tinental rims, the Gladiators with Jante's " M. L." non-skids,

and the 30-h.p. Thornycroft with Vinot rims.

It has been decided that only Pratt's, Shell, Giant and Car-

burine brands of spirit shall be used, and that the supply must

be obtained from the authorised firms each day.

SCOTTISH NOTES.

—•—

The Secretary of the Scottish Automobile Club has received

a communication from the County Council of Lanark, stating

that representations have been made to the Road Board of that

county with reference to the excessive speed at which motor

cars pass through the villages of Stopps, Murrhead, Chryston,

Moodiesburn, Mollinsburu, Gartcosh, Auchinlechr Bishopbriggs,

Jellyhill, Cadder, Auchinairn and South Lenzie, in the Lower

Ward of the county, and asking that the Club would use its

influence with its members to prevent any further cause for com

plaint in this direction. The County Council of Lanark have in

various ways nnd on many occasions shown a friendly attitude

towards automobilism, and we would appeal to motorists to see

that their request receives every consideration.

♦ > ♦.

The Great North of Scotland Railway Company are

organising tours , during the summer months by the Dee, the

Don, and the Spey, 'motor char-a-bancs being employed in con

junction with the railroad to secure for tourists complete trips

through the Highlands. .' f . ,

 

Map of Route of Scottish Reliability Trial.

Girvan, Ayrshire, has two new garages. Mr/C. M. Lawson

has opened one in Dalrymple Street, where he has a well-

equipped repair works, and in the Old Street Mr. R Dickie

has established a repair shop and garage.

♦ ♦ ♦

The Council of the Institution of Automobile Engineers has

passed a vote of condolence to the family of the late Mr.

Alexander Govan, who was their colleague in the direction of the

Institution.

♦ ♦ ♦

The War Office have appointed Captain Hayter to repre

sent them during the Scottish Trials.

On the occasion of the recent opening of the Droitwich

Brine Baths four Coventry-Humber cars were placed at the

disposal of the medical visitors.

The Wolseley Motor Company have issued a very inter

esting little pamphlet giving an illustrated account of the recent

Long Distance Trial carried out under the auspices of the Royal

A.C. by one of their 40-h.p. Siddeley cars.
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[Letters to the Editor should be addressed to the ojices,

87-8S, Charing Cross Boad, W.C.]

MOTORING.—A PARTY ASSET.

To th« Editob o» The Motor-Gar Journal.

Sir,—Particulars have been sent me of a Hastings Automobile

Meeting organised, not by local people, but by the Automobile Associa

tion ana the Motor Club. I cannot understand why these associations—

the one formed to clear the Toads of police traps and the other to

promote the social side of the movement, should De mixed up in this

affair. Why should they divert their energies from their useful functions

to play with a Borough Entertainments' Association ?

Can it be because the local M.P. is also concerned with one of these

societies ? If so, I object very strongly to anything being done which

savours of political favour. The strength of the 11. A. C. and the Motor

Union in influencing public opinion has arisen from their holding aloof

from partisanship and doing nothing which could be construed into

assisting party politicians.
Recognising the splendid services already rendered by the Associa

tion, and anticipating equally good work from the Motor Club, I

write with no spirit of unfriendliness, but would remind the officials

of both organisations that they must avoil anything likely to ba

regarded as assisting to uphold or increase^the prestige ofJocal M.Ps.

—no matterito what'party they belong. •

 

Mr. K. Okura, a Japanese Gentleman and a prominent Motorist in

this country, at the wheel of his 120-h.p. Fiat, on whloh he will

compete for the Montagu Cup in the opening meet at Brooklanda.

And we may be sure that in such a place as Hastings the incursion

of visitors associated with a motor gymkhana will be regarded as a

Eolitical asset, and that the organisers of such an event will not be

eld wholly blameless in the matter.—Yours truly,

A.A. MemijER.

THE DEFINITION OF A TOURING-CAR.

To th« Editob ow The Motor-Gar Journal.

■=■'- Sir,—I enclose you copy of letter which I have addressed to the

Seoretary of the Royal Automobile Club to try and get from them some

definition of what is a touring car suitable for their competitions. I

trust you will use the influence of your paper to cause the Automol.ile

Club to move in the direction of properly defining what is a touring car,

so that everybody may know exactly what they mean, and then in tour

ing car competitions everyone will meet on the same basis.—Yours

truly,

S. F. Edge.

Copy.

J. \V. Orde, Esq., Secretary, The Royal Automobile Club,

119, Piccadilly, W.

Sir,—Can your Competition Committee give me any idea of what is

a proper car to run in the touring competitions for next season ? Is it

not possible for them to say some minimum length of wheel base, some

minimum weights, or give some indication to manufacturers of what is a

touring car and what is not? I have always tried very hard to

correctly interpret rules that are made. We are just altering models

for next year, and I want to know what is a touring car and what is

not. If I could have some guidance from your committee it would be much

appreciated.

I suggest that the Royal Automobile Club would be doing a service

to the whole motor trade as well as to private users if they would now

lay down what sort of car comes within the definition of a touring car

in different sizes, so that everyone can compete on an equality next year

in the different events, and that we should not see before ns a repetition

of apparent inconsistency such as is taking place this year in different

competitions. In the Tourist Trophy race, certain conditions are laid

down as to what constitutes a.touring car, both as to wheel base,

minimum weight and size of body. In that race one is allowed to lighten

down or do anything in reason provided one keeps within the

conditions. In the Graphic Trophy, a touring car there apparently

depends on the personal opinion of two or three gentlemen, and all the

elaborate conditions laid down for a touring car under the Tourist

Trophy rules are swept on one side, and new ones, of which no competitor

prior to the event had any knowledge, are apparently brought in to

decide whit is a touring car and what is not. In the Henry Edmunds

Hill climb a similar unsatisfactory state of affairs is also in existence,

except that it seems in some way worse, as apparently any sort of fuel

is allowed, and competitors can use picric acid, oxygen, or any other

illegal aids to speed. Some of the ears are limited in h.p., and others

are practically unlimited,.and, in fact, it seemed so doubtful as to what

one car really developed in the way of h.p. that the R.A.C. itself failed

even to rate it.

Now I think you will agree with me that if three events held by the

R.A.C. within a few days of one another are so divergent in the appli

cation of the rules it is impossible for any woulu-be competitor to

know what type of car he should bring to these events with a reason

able chance of success. It seems to me that if minimum weights, mini

mum wheel base, minimum height of seat* and bodies were settled on,

this would give manufacturers an opportunity then of producing, to

these sizes, the best possible vehicles for the particular purpose. Any

competition which depends upon the individual opinion of gentlemen,

however competent, whose opinion is only to be brought into operation

i at the start of the competition, must be unsatisfactory, whereas, if rules

were laid down beforehand, everyone would know what they were, and

r?gretable incidents would, in the majority of cases, be avoided.—Yours

truly,

(Signed) S. F. Edgh.

THE DUST NUISANCE.

To thi Editob of The Motor-ear Journal.

Sir,—You have at various times published a number of articles on,

and references to, the question of dustless roads. Experts .are agreed

that if a waterproof road could be made with granite as the aggregate,

most of the difficulties as to efficiency and cost would be solved. There

is nothing to equal granite for durability, but the great trouble so far

has been in finding a matrix which would permanently bind it. Were this

forthcoming, we should have a road which would compare with asphalt

as to the length of life and easy haulage, and yet be non- slipping and

far quieter, while the cost would compare with that of ordinary

macadam, owing to the principal ingredient being the same, viz.,

granite. But that difficulty of the matrix has been hitherto

insuperable. Resort has always been made to tar, but no previous

treatment of tar has yet succeeded in getting it to bind granite

for any length of time, and, in addition to that failing, tar has

certain inherent defects which must be eliminated in order to make

it suitable for road construction. l-'or instance, it becomes soft

in warm weather, brittle in cold, and makes a dangerously greasy

compound in wet weather, while tar-impregnated dust on road surfaces

is more harmful than that given off from ordinary macadam. So com

pletely has tar, as previously treated, failed to bind granite, and so

complete has been the failure to find a better matrix, that, in despair,

granite has been thrown overboard. There is no doubt that road-

makers will be compelled to return to granite, for only that material

will permit of better roads being constructed for heavy traffic, at less

total cost than those now in vogue (by means of the reduced maintenance

oharges over a greater life). Palliatives, such as tar painting or other

methods, and inefficient waterproof macadam, will simply add

enormously to the rates instead of reducing them, and will not provide

better roads.

That a waterproof road with a granite aggregate is even now avail

able is proved by reference to the States. Such roads have been in exist

ence there for years, and to day total a mileage of many hundreds, in

many cities from north to south and east to west, standing extremes of

climate far in excess of any we have hero, proving exceedingly durable

under heavy traffic, non-slipping on gradients of one in nine, perfectly

dustless and mudless, and at a cost within the means of the humblest

road authority.—Yours truly,

Chas. F. Vaughaw

To the Editor or The Motor-Car Journal.

SIR,—I have devised an apparatus for the prevention of dust raised

by motor-cars, developed on the following data :—

First.—I recognise that the wheels of motor-oars are the great dust

raisers, and that they throw out the dust in throe directions, viz., two

side splashes or mere displacement.

Second.—And to my view the most important point, that they

throw out the dust at a tangent equal to about the diameter of the
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wheel (a .-imple experiment proves this) and that the wheels throw this

dust against the inrush of air that the body of the car naturally makes

when in motion. That is to say, in simple colloquial language, the dust

is thrown in the teeth of the wind, with the result that we all Know so

well.

Third.—That the body of the car raises a certain amount of dost, but

not to the extent of the wheels. This dust is raised by mere displace

ment and not thrown against the inrushing air, as is the case with the

wheels.

Fourth.—That it is the whirlwind of air caused by the car's motion

that causes the dust cloud to be formed from the dust raised by the car

and its wheels, not from the dust left on the road.

With these few data I have developed my contrivance, which

consists of an apparatus for the collection of the dust thro An up by the

car and wheels ; and also for compressing the air under the bony of the

oar and forcing it against the inrushing air so as to counteract that

inrush, and in this way prevent the vortex (or whirlwind) taking place

in the dust raising-area, which I consider to be the space the car occupies

at any given moment when in motion and a few feet to the rear of the

car, due to the wheel force which I de-cribed above. The apparatus itself

is of very simple construction, and not expensive to make, and all that

I lack is the opportunity of thoroughly testing the contrivance, and

I shall be glad to hear from any persons who possess motor-cars and are

sufficiently instructed in this subject to give it a thorough and practical

coupled with the fact that the steam car on this occasion defeated the

successful car in the Henry Kdmunds Trophy, for which he was so

disappointed a competitor.—Yours truly,

W. Galloway.

testing.—Yours truly,

William Butterly.

CHARGING ACCUMULATORS FROM PRIMARY

BATTERIES.

To t'hb Editor ot The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—In a recent issue a correspondent gave his satisfactory experi

ences of the use of a Boron battery for charging accumulators. I h*ve

used one of these for a long period but with varying results. Originally

it was very satisfactory, but latterly has caused me trouble through

not charging properly. If your correspondent can give me any hints I

shall esteem his kindness. It always gets the same treatment, viz.,

4 oz. chromic acid, powdered, is mixed with 4 oz. (measured) commercial

sulphuric acid; this is put in the outside jar and filled nearly to the top

with ordinary tap water. The porous pots are filled with I oz. commer

cial sulphuric acid and 11 oz. water. The battery will probably charge

the first accumulator all right, but then falls off and fails to charge pro

perly. I am told the battery should keep good for weeks, but after about

twenty-fonr hours the liquid gets olive green, which I am told is an indica

tion that the battery is exhausted, although it has done very little work.

Can any of your readers help ? The last time I attempted to charge

2-20 amp. car accumulators and 2-10 amp. cycle accumulators (not at

 

The Herkomer Touring Trophy Competition.—The Speed Trials in the Forstenrieder Park, near Munich.

STEAM CARS IN HILL CLIMBING COMPETITION.

To tsm Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—I am diffident about criticising any of your correspondents,

but the letter in the last issue of the M.C.J, from Mr. L. Carle, of the

Mors Company, appears to call for an answer. Having no interest

whatever at stake in the Henry Edmunds Trophy, I am struck with the

totally one-sided and unsporting view that your correspondent takes.

His unfairness is particularly noticeable when he says that " A steam

car, with the aid of a specially large boiler, which would be quite unsuit

able for an ordinary touring car, can obtain a very big head of steam,

which will enable the car to rush up a short hill at a very high rate of

speed." I was not a spectator of the contest, but I read that the only,

steam car present was a 30-h.p. White, which, whatever may be the

opinion of Mr. Carle, has only very recently proved itself fairly

suitable, to say the least of it, for a touring run of a

magnitude which no one could find fault with. Either

the 30-h.p. White steam car is more suitable for ordinary touring than

Mr. Carle thinks, or the car in question must have been fit tad with a

specially large boiler for the particular occasion. Mr. Coleman could

perhaps re-assure your correspondent. If Mr. Carle has no positive

information than the White steam car was so fitted, the suggestion

appears to me a very improper one.

Steam cars were also admitted in the hill climb conducted by the

North Eastern A. A. on Saturday, in which case I am in a position to

guarantee that ths steamers there competing were not fitted with

specially large boilers, but were standard models exactly as may be

seen in various parts of the country. This may interest Mr. Carle,

onee, of course) they all showed I \ volts on coming off, lasted a week or

two, and then all failed practically together, leaving me stranded on two

occasions.—Yours truly,

Enquirer.

POLICE TRAPS.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—I saw a letter in one of the motor papers some few weeks

back advocating a method by which police traps could be broken up,

the idea being that a motorist on being caught should retrace his steps

to some convenient position behind the trap, and there remain until

some other car came along, when it in its turn should do its duty as

sentry.

It may interest your readers to know that- on returning from the

Bexhill meeting, after having been warned that a police trap was in

existence between Horsebridge and Uckfield, on the road known as the

Dicker, I found a car waiting at the end of this road, the driver of

which acquainted me with the fact that a motorist had been caught

and had set this method in operation ; they having done their share of

sentry work, requested me to do the same, which I was most pleased to

do, and, accompanied by another car, with which I was travelling, we

waited until another car came along, driven by Mr. Warwick Wright ;

he then took his turn, and we proceeded slowly along ; we were thus

enabled to discover two guardians of law and order, one being in uniform,

quietly reposing behind a hedge, they being at the end of the trap,

and we also found the electrical timing apparatus. Soon after dis

covering this we decided it would be of interest to discover where the
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trap started, and on retracing our steps we met Mr. Warwick Wright

and his party, who informed us that they had actually done this, the

officers being hidden behind a thick clump of trees on private grounds,

and their position being such that it would hare been impossible for

them to see any car passing, and it was therefore assumed that they

had to judge the time by hearing only as the cars passed. Our party

decided to wait for some time, as we thought that other motorists

might like to see what we had found, and after waiting about three

hours a message evidently came that the trap was to be abandoned,

the uniformed men came out of their lair, and one of them told me that

I had been waiting about long enough. We had an interesting con

versation with them, in the course of which we learned that a motorist

had endeavoured to break up the trap by driving through it blowing a

policeman's whistle, but, as they were on special duty, they took no

notice of this whistle ; in fact, the sergeant in charge of the party informed

me that if one of our party was being murdered and we blew a

policeman's whistle for aid they would have taken no notice of it.

We were informed that a certain resident was the instigator of this

tiap, it being laid entirely on his grounds, and be allowed his private

servants to assist. It was very evident to me that the villagers

residing there were disgusted, as we were constantly being warned by

them in various ways to drive slowly, as this unsportsmanlike method

of trapping was in operation. I think if this method of breaking up

traps were universally adopted we should hear no more of them.—

Yours truly,

S. W. Phillpott.

THE TREND OF CAR DESIGN.

To thi Editob of The Motor-Gar Journal

Sir,—"J. H. R.'s" letter in a recent issue of the M.C.J, raises a

point of the utmost interest to present and prospective motorists and

 

Rougier on the Do Dietrich Car on which he finished thirteenth in

the Kaiser's Prize Race-

manufacturers. We should like to voice our opinion that the craze for

high powers and speeds is on the wane, although the principles of car

design will not alter mucli in the future. The evolution of the car to its

present state is due to the demands of motorists. These seem to be

fairly satisfied now by a high-class vehicle, moderate in price, power and

fuel consumption, capable of from 6 to 40 m.p.h. on top and of tackling

a hill of 1 in 8 at say 18 to 20 m.p.h. In future we think more attention

will be paid to the comfort of the passenger, such as the extended use of

foot warmers and draught preventers, rather than to additional

mechanical refinement. Pour cylinders, ball bearings and a live axle

have won the battle for anything under 20-h.p., and such a car, simple

and reliable in construction, easy to control and drive, is, in our opinion,

what the man in the street is after.—Yours truly,

Vauxhall Motors, Ltd.

LIVE AXLE v. CHAIN DRIVE.

To the Editob op The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—I am glad to see that the above-mentioned subject, about

which 1 addressed a letter to you some months since, is engaging the

attention it deserves. The opinions of some of your correspondents are

interesting, but the partisans of chain driving generally seem to forget that

live divided shafts are as necessary in that form of construction as with

the live axle. The fact should not be overlooked that an increasing

number of French firms are using live axles in their high-powered

racing chassis, yet the cars they offer to the public are chain driven.

From reading the correspondence some would appear to believe that

because in a locomotive running on a smooth track the driving and

weight are taken on one heavy cranked axle, it is just as good practice

in motor-cars which have all the shocks of the road to withstand. This

is quite an erroneous view, which should be expelled from the minds of

theorists. In the majority of live axle cars the driving gear is subjected

to all the vibration and strains that cm only be taken satisfactorily by

a solid steel stationary axle. My experience and study of the question

have shown me that a transmission system embodying such an axle

without the use of chains is, under, certain important conditions of

construction, mechanically perfect.—Yours truly,

. E. H. Owen.

THE TOURIST TROPHY AND HEAVY CAR RACES.

To To Editob op The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—As a cycle manufacturer the result of the two races lately held

in the Isle of Man has been a source of much satisfaction to me, as I

believe it has been to others in the cycle trade. I have often

heard it said that motor-car construction was the province of heavy

engineering works rather than that of cycle manufactories. Such

erroneous ideas should now be once and for all dispelled, as the winning

cars in both of the events were the production of firms which bad previously

made their mark in the cycle manufacturing world.'—Y»urs truly,

MlDLANDEE.

THE FUTURE OF THE TOURIST TROPHY RACK

To thi Editob op The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—With reference to the suggested six days' race in lien of the

tourist trophy, I certainly think that the best test of cars would be

one on the lines of the Scottish Reliability Trials, to be concluded by a

speed test over some course such as the tourist trophy. This would test

any car severely, and one slight mishap, such as tyre troubles, would not

necessarily lose the competitor the prize, as in the present instance it

practically would do.—Yours truly,

R. GOODBNOUGH.

LONG DISTANCE RELIABILITY RECORDS.

To thi Editob op The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—I am in no way inclined to discount a run of 10,000 miles on

any car, and the recent achievement, which at present is se extensively

advertised by a certain tirm is quite a creditable one, but when one finds

that over thirty-three hours—no doubt of feverish haste and legitimate

preparations beforehand—were spent in repairs and replacements, it

surely becomes somewhat of a farce to call this a record, and I should say

the less said about it the better. I know of cars, and your readers must

know of many more, which have run 10,000 miles with very much less

time spent on repairs than this so-called record car.—Yours truly,

Herbert S. Watson.

THE MOTOR ACCIDKNT ON SUNRISING HILL.

To the Editor op The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—Owing to many papers having announced that the car which

met with the accident was hired from an Oxford garage, I have a great

many enquiring if it was one of my cars.

As I nave been hiring out motor cars now for more than nine years'

nnd keep a large stud, this report may injure my business, so I shall be

obliged if you will insert this letter informing, the public that it was not

one of my cars, neither has the driver ever been in my employ.—Yours

truly,

A. F. Parker.

WATER CIRCULATION TROUBLES.

To thb Editor op The Motor-Car Journal

Sir,—Referring to Mr. C. Booker's letter in a recent issue of

the M.C.J. , the water connections, in this instance, are according to

usual practice, and if the pump is working and the connections free, should

prove efficient. I should be inclined to think that the cylinder was foul,

as this, in many instances, is the cause of overheating. If the cylinder

is dismantled and thoroughly cleaned, no doubt a great improvement

will be found.—Yours truly,

J. H. T.

Thb Acre Rubber Company, Ltd., 58, High Street, Kloomsbury,

W.C., are the makers of the Arco flint proof tread, about which a corre

spondent inquired last week.

A Lanchester wheel cap has been picked [up in Kensington High

Street ; it can be obtained by applying to the Century Motor

Company, Ltd., Holland Gate, Kensington High Street, W.

The Germain Racers for the Grand Pkix.—Capt. Masui writes

that the Germain cars are fitted with engines of only 35-h.p., the bore and

stroke tieing 102 mm. by 110 mm., and the normal speed 1,800 revs, per

inin. " Of course, with such a small car the Germain works do not

expect to win the race, but are endeavouring to prove the reliability

and regularity of their manufacture."

Thb Tourist Trophy Race.—Mr. P. R. Lamb, of Messrs. West,

Ltd., writes :—" I have noticed in several journals the report published

that my West-Aster car (No. 23) in the Tourist Trophy Race retired

owing to a nasty side-slip on Snaefell. This was not the case ; I

retired on completion of the third round owing to mud clogging the

gate gear selector bars, which were exposed owing to the dust shield

having been removed early in the week for the sake of clearance. Id

other respects the car ran splendidly, never suffering damage of any

description, and has since been continually on the road."
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CLUBS AND ASSOCIATIONS.

 

AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION.

Great preparations are being made at Hastings for the Automobile

meeting there on "Wednesday next, which is being organised by the

Automobile Association and the Motor Club. All the motoring visitors

to the town on that day are invited to follow in the procession which
■starts from Warrior Square at 1 1 a.m. sharp. Several valuable prizes

have been offered by prominent local residents.

DERBY AND DISTRICT AND MID-STAFFS.

AUTOMOBILE CLUBS.

~» On Saturday last a hill-clirabing contest for the possession of the

■newly -established Uttoxeter Challenge Cup took place on the hill be

tween Marchington and Uttoxeter.

The cup has recently been obtained mainly through the efforts of

the members of the Derby A.C. residing in Uttoxeter and district, and is

to be competed for annually.

»—» The Derby Club extended an invitation to the members of the Mid

>t ;ilt'« A.C. to take part in the competition. The former club were also

presenting silver and bronze medals to the winner of the cap as adjudged

by the K. A.C. on their formula, and to the runner-up respectively, while

a silver medal was also given to the driver making the fastest ascent.

In addition to the cup contest, a handicap competition was after

wards held, the start each car received being based upon the times made

in the former contest. Silver and bronze medals were also given by the

Derby AC. to the winner and runner-up in the final heat of this compe

tition.

Appended are particulars of the competitors and the times made in

theVun-up for the cup :—

F. A. Bolton (45-h. p. Daimler)

Arthur Ford (30-5o-h.p. Daimler)

J. Keele (30-h.p. Belsize)

H. Ford (24-40-h.p. Bianchi)

•C. T. Leech (18-22-h.p. Daimler)

R. Ford (12-16-h.p. Clement-Talbot)

. L. P. Mell (l£-h.p. Darracq)

Miss E. A. Southom (12-16-h.p. Clement-Talbot)

C. E. Riley (18-22-h.p. Daimler)

G. F. Brin'dley (12-14-h.p. Clement-Talbot)

R. G. Meade (12-14 h.p. Clement-Talbot) ...

G. B. Fletcher (10-12-h. p. Humber)

Spencer Downing (10-h.p. Alldays)

H. Jeffereon (10-12-h.p. Humber)

. G. F. Reading (10-12-h.p. Wolseley)

Alan Ford (8-h.p. Brazier)

A. M. Chambers (6-h.p. De Dion)

H. W. Eaton (12-14-h.p. Swift)

W. Smith (8-h.p. Rover)

It will thus be seen that Mr. F. A. Bolton (president of the Derby

A.C.) takes the silver medal for fastest time on his 45-h. p. Daimler, this

notwithstanding the fact that Mr. Bolton only took possession of his new

mount late the previous evening.

The times made in this contest, together with the horse power of the

cars and other measurements, will be forwarded to the Royal Automobile

Club, who will decide what are, in their opinion, the two best perform

ances.

In the handicap competition several excellent ascents were seen.

In the semi-tinal, heat 1 was won by R. Ford (12-16-h.p. Clement-

Talbot), scratch ; C. E. Riley (18-22-h.p. Daimler), 12 sec. start, being

second. Heat 2 was won by R. E. Meade (12-14-h.p. Clement-Talbot),

with 21 sec. start; C. T. Leech (18-22-h.p. Daimler) scratch, being

second.

In the final R. Ford (12-16-h.p. Clement-Talbot) scratch, was first.

The trials were witnessed by far the largest number of spectators

-ever seen at a hill-climbing contest held by the Derby A.C, and it

was most encouraging to the officials of the clubs that the meeting

aroused so much interest in the neighbourhood. The starters were

Messrs. E. H. Fryer, and L. P. MelT; timekeepers, Mr. Chas. J.

Allin (hon. sec. Derby A.C.) and Mr. P. E. Joule (assist, sec. Derby

A.C); marshals, Messrs. A. E. Chambers, Arthur Ford, Alan

Ford, H. Ford, and R. Ford ; clerks of the course, Messrs. C- T.

Leech, H. P. Huggins, A. H. Collumbell_ and J. Cornes-Nevitt (hon.

«ec. Mid-Staffs club).

M. s.

- 50

- 59

1 13

1 20

1 32 4-5

1 40

1 41 1-5

1 43

1 52 1-5

1 53 3-5

1 54 4 5

1 56 2-5

1 59

2 1 35

2 14

2 25 1-5

2 30 2-5

2 40

2 53 4-5

course of fifteen miles had been mapped out via Loitock Gralam, Allo-

stock, to Lower Peover. A speed of eighteen mil.-- per hoar was given,

and the driver covering the distance nearest that rats ot spsed was to

be declared the winner. The condition* differed slightly from those of

previous occasions, and in lieu of being divested of all timing apparatus

an observer accompanied each car. When the calculations were made

at the close of tue contest it was found that Mr. A. Foxwell Gray

(10-h.p. Alldays) had nearest approached the given time, with Mr. J. H.

Bennett (15-h.p Humber) second, and Mr. G. Charlesworth (10-12-h.p.

Clement-Talbot) third. Nine cars competed.

THE COMMERCIAL MOTOR USERS' ASSOCIATION.

A meeting of the Executive Committee of the Association was

held on the 12th inst. The action of the Paddington Borough Council

with regard to noisy motor traffic was considered, and Mr. S. D. Gilbert

promised to draft out counter petitions for users and ratepayers and send

in to the secretary. It was resolved, should the matter become

urgent, that a special Executive Committee be called.

Mr. F. C. A. Coventry reported as to the trials, and stated that

the Association had been invited to nominate live judges to serve at

these t rial.-. It was resolved that Dr. H. S. Hele-Shaw, Messrs. F. C. A.

Coventry, W. G. Lobjoit, Douglns Mackenzie, and H. Thomson-Lyou

should he nominated. The action of the Westminster and Soathwark

Highway Authorities as to the damage caused to the roadways by the

oil and petrol from motor-omnibuses was considered, and the action of

the police in enforcing traps to be fixed was reported.

It was resolved that a special cup should be offered in connection

with the commercial vehicle trials, to be awarded for cleanliness in

respect of the dropping of oil, to be known as " The Commercial Motor

Users' Association Cup for Absence of Oil-droppings." It was

reported that an enquiry had been received from Messrs. Bass, Ratcliffe

and G ret ton stating that they had found a difficulty in keeping empty

casks on their petrol lorries, and asking whether other brewer members

of the Association had been faced by a similar problem. These were

 

MANCHESTER MOTOR CLUB.

The speed judgment test of the Manchester Motor Club was spoiled

•on Saturday last by the inclement weather, rain falling the whole of the

time. The meet was arranged for the Kilton Arms, Hoo Green, and a

The 40-h.p. Siddeley side-entrance Double Phaeton recently supplied

by the Wolseley Company to the Soke of Devonshire.

circularised, and it was found that several firms used nets over the load.

It was suggested that probably a double set of springs, one set for use

when the vehicle was carrying full casks and the other when carrying

empty casks, might meet the difficulty.

SOUTHERN.

A start will be made at 2 p.m. tn-day (Saturday) in the open hill

climbing contest on Captain hydd's Hill, near East Grinstead. The

headquarters of the Southern Motor Club for the meet is at the Dorset

Arms Hotel, East Grinstead, and the secretary of the contest, Mr. S. W.

Phillpott, will be distinguished by his crimson rosette.

We have been notified of the following entries :—

Class 1.—For touring cars whose cylinder diameter in inches

squared and multiplied by the number of cylinders is under 35. 6-h.p.

Rover, 8-h.p. Rover, 8-h.p. De Dion, 9-h.p. Sizaire et Naudin, 9-h.p.

Riley, 10-h.p. Alldays, 9-h.p. Riley, 10-14-h.p. Gregoire, 9-10-h.p.

Cadillac, 8-10-h.p. Dairacq, 10-12-h.p. Darracq.

Class 2.—For touring cars whose cylinder diameter in inches

squared and multiplied by the number of cylinders is 35 and under 50.

12-16-h.p. Clement-Talbot, 12-16-h.p. Talbot, 12-16-h.p. Vauxhall,

14-h.p. Lindsay, 14 h.p. Vulcan, It h.p. Vulcan, 16 20-h.p. West Aster,

18-h.p. Osterfield. '

Class 3.—For cars whose cylinder diameter in inches square and

multiplied by the number of cylinders is 50 and under 75. 20-h.p.

Belsize, 21 h.p. Deasy, 24-28-h.p. Metallurgique, 18-h.p. Malcolm, 12-h.p.

Vici, 20-h.p. Arrol Johnston, 18-h.p. Germain, 25 35-h.p. Gladiator,

24-h.p. Minerva, 24-h.p. Minerva, 20-30-h.p. Florentia, 16-24-h.p. Vinot,

24-h.p. Martini, 15-h.p. Clement-Talbot, 20-h.p. Clement-Talbot,

16-20-h.p. Rover, 20-h.p. Miesse Petrol, 14-h.p. Thomycroft, — Standard,

18-28-h.p. Clement, 18-h.p. Darracq, 18-h.p. Darracq.

Class 4.—For touring cars whose cylinder diameter in inches

squared and multiplied by the number of cylinders is 75 and under 100.
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24-h.p. De La Buire, 25-b.p. Straker Squire C.S.B., 30-b.p. Lindsay,

25-h.p. Austin, 90-40-h.p. Daimler, 30-h.p. Thornycroft, 45-h.p. Mors,

40-h.p. Napier.

Class 6—For touring cars whose cylinder diameter in inches squared

and multiplied by the number of cylinders is 100 and under 150. 35-h.p.

Iris, 35-h.p. Daimler, 40-h.p. Gracile, 35-h.p. Daimler, 45-h.p. Thorny

croft, 30-35-h. p. Brooke, 60-h.p. Napier, 40-h.p. Gobron Brillie.

Class 6.—For lady drivers only. (Cars must be eligible to compete

in classes 1, 2 or 3.) 6-h.p. De Dion, 24-h.p. Deasy, 6-h.p. Wolseley.

Class 7.—For cars actually run in, entered and accepted for the

Tourist Trophy race of 1907. 20-h.p. Bover", 16-20-h.p. Bover,

24-28-h.p. Metallurgique, 16^20-h.p. West Aster, 18-h.p. Durracq,

25-h.p. Arrol-Johnston.

* The winner of the 1907 race.

LEICESTERSHIRE.

The members of the Leicestershire Automobile Club on Saturday

placed a number of cars at the disposal of the Leicester Guild of the

Crippled for the purpose of taking some of the cripples for a short motor

run. A start was made from the Bishop Street Schools with ninety

cripples and their helpers in thirty cars.

The destination was Queniboroujjh Hall, near Syston, and the route

thither was via Belerave, Birstall, Wanlip, to Syston. Tea was provided

by their host, Mr. fl. W. Beynolds. This was followed by a few brief

speeches, in which it was stated that the example of Mr. A. MacAlpin

(the secretary of the Automobile Club), in arranging the cripples'

onting was being followed by motor clubs in other towns.

The return journey was through Syston and Thurmaston, but the rain

came down in torrents. Most of the cars had hoods and covers, which

were much appreciated, and those in the open ears were well supplied

with wraps and waterproofs. Despite the weather, everyone was happy.

Amongst those who kindly lent cars were Messrs. Sutton, J. Bennett,

 

A

Mr. W. A. McCurd at the wheel of his 24-h.p. Hinerva.

P. Baker, Dr. H. W. Bereham, J. A. Doran, A. L. Hewitt, G. H.

Wait, Herbert, Captain Byron, J. A. Harper, Jackson, Harding,

H. E. Barran, A. B. Partridge, J. Frisby, R. Daniels, W. Cox, Dr.

Patrick, W. Bentley, Gipson Clarke, Major Robinson, Dr. Scoot, Daw-

burn, Earp and A. MacAlpin.

EDINBURGH M.C.

This club met on Saturday last for its annual hill climbing competi"

tion ap Soutra Hill. There were twenty-six entries, all arriving at the

starting point. There were three gold medals and a silver cup, the latter

presented by the Humber Company for the best time for a Humber car,

which was won by Mr. J. S. Honeyman on his four-cylinder 30-h.p.

Humber. Another winner in his own class was Mr. John

Graham on his Daimler. Mr. Stirling Paterson on his Ariel made

the fastest time—3 min. 47 sec. In the two-cylinder class Mr. John

Robinson (Peugeot) was awarded the third gold medal. The climb was

run in a downpour of rain, though the weather was fine both before and

after the competition.

IPSWICH AND EAST SUFFOLK.

On Saturday, at Lawford Hill, near Manningtree, the Ipswich and

East Suffolk A.C. held a successful hill climb, forty-chree out of frfty-

four entrants actually taking part in the event. Unfortunately the

weather was very unfavourable. Bain fell heavily in the morning and

continued for two hours without intermission, making the task of

climbing the hill less easy than it would have been. The cars had to be

weighed with their passengers at ManniDgtree, and facilities for this

necessary preliminary were provided by the G.E.R. Company.

Shortly before two o'clock the sky cleared considerably, and as the cars

took their places in readiness there were hopes of a fine afternoon. The

vehicles were drawn up in a long line behind the starter, Mr. L. H.

Vulliamy, who had the assistance of the police in preserving a clear

course, while a constable was also at the other end, where Lieut. -Col-

Carthew was in charge as judge and official timekeeper, with Mr. A. E.

Newby, who made the timing apparatus, as assistant. The road on

the north side of the hill was lined with spectators, thanks to the kind

ness of Mr. Richardson and Mr. Ogilvie in allowing them to enter

their fields. Mr. W. H. Scottorn kindly lent his motor for use as

Secretary's office. Mr. W. G. Fisk marshalled the cars at the start,

and Mr. C. K. Moseley looked after them at the finish. The following-,

is the result, the time given being the number of seconds above the

fastest time, which is represented by 0:—

Ladies' Class.—Miss Rainer 1, Mrs. Egerton 2.

Amateur Section.

Class 1.—W. Reed Hill, De Dion, 57 4-5 sec, 1 ; C. K. Moseley,

De Dion (driven by J. Gorbam), 59 1-5 sec, 2.

Class 3.—J. Gordon Stewart, Talbot, fl sec, 1 ; E. L. Rowe, Humber,

20 sec, 2.

Class 4.—D. Hepworth, Humber, 30 1-5 sec, 1; J. Grey, Winton,

27 sec. , 2.

Trai>k Section.

Class 1.—C T). Castell, Talbot, 43 sec, 1 ; F. Scottorn, Rover

43 1-5 sec, 2.

Class 2.—C. R. Garrard. Talbot, 9 2-5 sec, 1 ; H. C Gooding,

Singer, 29 3-5 sec, 2.

Class 3.—E. Marriott. Talbot, 5 1-5 sec, 1 ; J. R. Egerton, De Dion,

15 3-5 sec, 2.

Class IV.—C. R. Garrard, Talbot, 6 sec, 1 ; Mawdesley Brooke,

Brooke (driven by A. E. Andrews), 17 4-5 sec, 2.

Class V.—Mawdesley Brooke, Brooke, fl sec, 1 ; W. H. Astell,

Orleans,. 3 sec, 2.

Mr. A. Gordon Stewart won the prize offered by the committee for

the best performance in the amateur section, and Mr. E. Marriott won

the prize; for the best performance in the trade section, Mr. Mawdesley

Brooke, however, doing the fastest time.

The first in each class received a silver medal and the second a

bronze medal.

The next club competition is the speed trial at Sudbourne Park on

the 13th prox., by permission of Mr. Kenneth Clark, for which special

arrangements are being made by the hon. secretary, Mr. Gordon.

Stewart.

SOUTHEND AND DISTRICT.

The principal club run of the season of the Southend and District

Motor Club took place on Sunday, when members and their friends were

the guests of Captain Newman, J. P., D.L., and Mrs. Newman to lunch

at the Cups Hotel, Colchester. The party numbered nearly fifty. The

event proved a most successful one and was even favoured by ideal

weather, there being practically no dust. Captain Newman pointed out,

in reply to the toast of his health, how gratifying was the success so far

attained by this young club, which in practically seven winter months,

in a most unsuitable motoring centre such as South East Essex is, had

enrolled fifty-four members, including twenty-two ear members and

twenty-five tri-carists and motor-cyclists. After a most enjoyable

gathering the party returned home rather carefully, for the police trap-

at Lexden, just outside Colchester, was still in working order. The hon.

secretary of the club is Mr. A. Warnery, " Chalet Suisse," Baxter

Avenue, Southend-on-Sea, Essex.

NORTH-EASTERN A. A.

ON Saturday last the North-Eastern Automobile Association held

it annual hill climb on Ragpath Side, Lanchester. This hill is about

seven miles from Durham, and is probably the stiffest gradient in the

North of England. The total length of the hill is exactly half a mile,

with a rise of 233 feet, giving an average gradient of 1 in 11-3, the

worst part of the hill, near the top, being 1 in 5-3 for a distance of about

forty yards.

The hill is beautifully situated from a spectator's point of view, the

whole of the course from start to finish being visible from the hill sider

where many thousands of spectators were grouped.

The weather was favourable on the whole, and a fairly strong west

wind tended to help the competitors up the hill.

The organisation of the competition was in the hands of a special'

committee appointed by the Association, consisting of Dr. McHaffie,

hon. sec. of the Hill Climb Committee, Messrs. Maggie. Taylor-

Smith, Dr. Buckham, Nattrass, Wood and Newall, also the chairman

and secretary of the association, Captain Streatfeild and Mr. Hodgkin.

Capt. W. C. Blackett, the chairman of the Durham section of the

Association, acted as judge, and the timekeepers appointed by the-

R.A.C. were Messrs. C. P. Glazebrook and T. D. Dutton. Mr. J. E.

Hodgson, hon. sec. of the Association, acted as chief marshal in bringing

the cars up to the start, and the actual starting of the cars was done

by Mr. Glazebrook, one of the timekeepers.

In addition to the usual method of timing by synchronized watches,,

a telephone was installed at the start and finish, by which the

results were checked, Mr. Glazebrook holding the transmitter in his-

hand and shouting the word " Go " through the instrument, so that the

start was notified at the top of the hill the same moment as at the

bottom.
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Very valuable assistance was rendered by a staff of police under

Superintendent Murphy and Inspector Dryden, and, in spite of the fact

that there were between 5,000 and 6,000 spectators present, no accident

•of any kind occurred during the afternoon.

There were nine classes, the first two being for motor-cycles and the

remainder for motor-cars.

The results of the competition could not be prepared on the same

day, but the fastest time was made by W. E. Galloway, on a 15-20-

>h.p. Stanley steam car, his time plus X being 1 min. 15 2-5 sec.

t-^The results are given below :—

Class.

1. No motor-cycles finished.

C. B. Grimshaw (8-h.p. Grimshaw motor-cycle)

Dr. Patterson (10-h.p. Alldays)

W. Olliff (12-14-h.p. Singer)

S. Davies (Isotta Fraschini)

George and Jobling (18-h.p. Siddeley)

Mrs. Galloway (8-h.p. Stanley) ••

Arrol-Johnston Company (16-25-h.p. Arrol-

Johnston)

E. W. Leather (40-h.p. Berliet)

S. F. Edge (40-h.p. Napier)

W. E. GalUway (15-20-h.p. Stanley)

G. S. Barwick (35-h.p. Daimler)

S. F. Edge (6OJ1. p. Napier)

2.

3.

4.

'>.

5.

6.

■6.

7.

7.

8.

:8.

3.

fin

M.

1

2
•2

2
->

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

21 45

48 2-5

22 2-5

21 2-5

25 3-5

35 3-5

59 2-5

33 1-5

36 3-5

15 3-5

25 2-5

17 4-5

NEW FOREST A.C.

Oh Thursday next, the 27th inst., a hill climb is being organised at

Stoney Cross, in the New Foiest, under the auspices of the New Forest

Automobile Club and Hampshire Motor Union. Several prize* are

l>eing offered in connection with closed competitions. There will also

be two open classes for cars, one the list price of which is £400 and under,

and the second for cars of which the list price is over £400. Mr. C. J.

Heydon, of Westover Chambers, Bournemouth, is the hon. secretary of

the meeting.

MOTOR C.C.

The Motor Cycling Club held a contest for the Rover Cup on Satur

day, starting from Uxbridge and going by way of Oxford, Chipping

Norton and Evesham to Worcester, a distance of ninety-five miles. The

return journey was via Tewkesbury, Gloucester, Oxford, Henley and

Slough, back again to Uxbridge, 122 miles. The time allowed for the

out and home journeys was five and six hours respectively. The con

ditions of success were to make two non-stop runs and arrive at

Worcester and Uxbridge as near as possible to the allotted time.

The start was made in a rainstorm and the weather was most

unpleasant throughout the day. Several vehicles made non-stop runs,

but we await the committee meeting of the club to give the official

announcement of the result.

The following were the starters :—Messrs. J. Van Hooydonk, 8-h.p.

Phoenix ; R. O. Clark, 9-h.p. Sizaire et Naudin ; P. L. D. Perry,

 

The Boyal Starling Car lately supplied to Lieut. Bastard, of Bhurtpore Barracks, Tidworth.

The car is fitted with a 10-h.p. two-cylinder engine and a gear-box giving three forward Bpeeds and a reverse ; the

and bevel gear to a live axle. Ball lshaft gear to a live axle. ! bearings are used to all parts except the

transmission is by a cardan

In Classes 5, 6, 7, and 8 the first-named i3 the first of the closed

entries, the second of the open,

The handicap results are not known yet, but the challenge cup pre

sented by the N.E.A.A. has been won for this year by Mr. W. E.

Galloway.

THE AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION OF BENGAL.

.----■■Thk annual meeting of the Automobile Association of Bengal was

Jield on March 27th, when the following officers were elected by the com

mittee. The Hon. Mr. G. Gordon was elected chairman in place of Mr.

C. J. Stevenson, retired. Mr. J. E. Oakley was re-elected vice

-chairman, and Mr. E. J. Sanor secretary. The work done by the

Association during the past year has been of a varied nature and many

matters of interest to motorists have been dealt with to the material

advantage of all concerned. Many improvements in the roads near and

round Calcutta have been made, notably in that running from the Tolly -

.'nnge Club through the Steeplechase course to Gurriah and thence to

Ballygunge, which was entirely remetailed during the rains, so that it is

now possible to motor in comfort along this road, instead of running the

risk of a broken axle as hitherto. On the Grand Trunk Road out to

Barrackpore all the level crossings have been made smooth and the bad

portions of the road repaired. Similar action has been taken with regard

tA the Grand Trunk Road from Howrah to Serampore.

15-h.p. Ford ; J. Browning, 9-h.p. Riley : H. A. Bates, 15-h.p. Ford ;

F. W. Peckham, 12-14-h.p. Maxwell ; E. H. Antony, 15-h.p. Ford ;

J. Piatt Betts, 8-h.p. Rover; E. March, 8-h.p. Rover; J. S. Harwood,

8-h.p. Rover ; C. W. Brown, 8-h.p. Rover ; O. L. Bickford, 15-h.p.

Ford; E. R. Folker, 8-h.p. Rover; F. J. Jenkins, 16 20-h.p. Rover;

R. C. Davis, 12-h.p. Enfield; W. Perks, 12-14-h.p. Singer; W. V.

Jolly, 8-h.p. De Dion.

SHEFFIELD.

Saturday—wet and fitful throughout the country—was the day of

the hill climb of the Sheffield and District A.C. at Grindleford. Twenty-

seven entries had been received for the three events of the meeting :

(1) Open to all members; (2) open to members unconnected with the

trade ; (3) for single-cylinder cars. So keen were the entrants that,

despite the adverse conditions, twenty-two of them put in an appearance.

The course, as usual, was from Grindleford Bridge to just below

Fox House, a distance of about two miles and a quarter, with a gradient

of one in eight in parts, and one in seventeen on the average. The start

ing point was a few yards past the cottage over the bridge, and the

finishing point the lodge gates at Longshaw. Mr. W. E. Cope was

stationed at the starting point, and Mr. T. Lonsdale was at the finishing

point. The first car to cross the line was Mr. H. Burgon's 15-h.p.

Clement-Talbot, and other cars were sent off at intervals of about two

minutes. When the timekeepers had compared their times it
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found that Mr. Albert Farnell of Bradford, had done the fasti st time,

viz., 4 miii. 30 1-5 sec. As last year, he drove a 30-h.p. Daimler, hut

with the roads in a terribly treacherous condition he naturally took

longeron Saturday, his time last year being 3min. 23 sec. Mr. J, F.

Gregory's 24-h.p. F.I.A.T. went very well indeed, running two trials

with only a second difference in the time—his fastest being

5 min. 352 1-5 sec, and he proved the second fastest. Last year on a

16-h.p. F.I.A.T. Mr. Gregory took 6 min. 43 sec. Mr. Percy

Richardson was third on his 20-h.p. Brotherhood, his time being

5 min. 34 3-5 sec.

Mr. J. F. Gregory proved a good winner in Class 2, with Mr. A. S.

Fawcett second. In class 3 Mr. H. Beesley did very well with his single-

cylinder 6-h.p. Wolseley, and beat his first time by about 10 sec.

The times were as follows :—

Class I.

A. Farnell, 30-h.p. Daimler

J. F. Gregory, 24-h.p. F.I.A.T.„

P. Richardson, 20-h.p. Brotherhood

F. W. Husband, 10-h.p. Alldays

J. H. Hall, 20-h.p. Darracq

B. Hind, 12-h.p. Clement-Talbot

H. Burgon, 15-h.p. Clement-Talboo

B. M. Turner, 10-h.p. Alldays

Class II.

J. F. Gregory, 24-h.p. F.I.A.T

A. S. Fawcett, 22-h.p. Minerva

J. H. Hall, 20-h.p. Darracq

F. R. Watson, 15-h.p. Darracq

W. Johnson, 15-h.p. Clemenl-'lalbot

H. Beesley, 6-h.p. Wolseley

B. T. Turner, 10-b.p. Alldays

T. H. Firth, 12 h. p. Wolseley

Dr. O'Connor Parsons, 12-h.p. Swift

A. Worrall, 10-h.p. Darracq

Class III.

H. Beesley, 6-h.p. Wolseley

G. D. Flather, 6-h.p. Wolseley

F. B. Cawood, 6-h.p. Wolseley

W. Watte, 8-h.p. De Dion

SOCIETY OF MOTOR MANUFACTURERS AND

TRADERS.

At a meeting of the Societvof Motor Manufacturers and Traders, on

Thursday of last week, Mr. FT. Manville was elected president of the

society in succession to Mr. Sidney Straker, to whom a testimonial is to

be presented as a recognition of the services he has given in that

capacity.

To the vacancy on the Council caused by the death of Mr. A. Govan,

Mr. R. Dennis was elected, and a sub-committee was appointed to confer

with the R.A.C. with regard to the holding of reliability trials next

year.

Min. sec.

4 30 1-5

5 33 3-5

. 5 34 3-5

6 32 3-5

6 55

. 6 69

. 7 30 3-5

9 25 1-5

, 5 32 1-5

6 4 4-5

. 6 57

. 7 3 2-5

7 4

9 41 3-5

!) 43 3-5

10 46 1-5

. 11 7 4-5

. 11 42 4-5

. 9 31 4-5

11 9 3-5

. 11 38 3-5

. 12 10 4-5

GASES UNDER THE MOTOR CAR ACT.

Exceeding Legal Limit.

At the Edgware Police Court, Robert S. Coeshall, chauffeur to

Major Williams, of the Royal Engineers, has been summoned for exceeding

the speed limit in the parish of Hendon on the 22nd ult. Mr. Parkes

defended, and elicited in the cross-examination of the police that although

the defendant when stopped requested the constables to show him the

measured distance over which he had been timed, they refused to comply

with his request. The defendant's solicitor contended that this was a

most unfair proceeding, as it prevented the defendant from obtaining

any evidence which might help in defending bim at the trial. The

Bench upheld this contention, and dismissed the summons. Upon an

application for costs against the police the Bench granted the sum of

15s. 6d.

On Friday, the 14th inst., eight oases were heard at Harlow against

motorists. One of the defendants had been previously convicted five

times.

On Monday four motorists were each fined £7 and costs by the

Spelthorne Bench, for exceeding the legal limit.

At Horsham, on Saturday, there were six cases against motorists,

five for exceeding the legal limit and one for driving to the danger of

the public. The police won in every instance.

COMPANY NEWS.

New Companies Registered.

Edgar Mayall Motor Transport Company.—£3,000. Pint

directors : Messrs. H. Kershaw and E. Mayall. 203, Manchester Road,

Mossley.

"Silent" Automobile Syndicate.—£10,000. Agreement with

Messrs. G. L. M. Dorwald, J. C. H. Grant, and L. V. Rothschild. No-

initial public issue. First directors : Messrs. J. C. H. Grant, L. V.

Rothschild, F. Nash, and E. Bredermann. 6, Old Jewry, E.C.

Silent Change-Speed Gear Company.—£50,000. To acquire

licences for working patent No. 20,464 of 1901, granted to Mr. G.

Fouillaron, relating to change-speed gear, and patent No. 27,185 of 1905,.

for improvements therein. 5, Budge Row, E.C.

Newcomb Non-Skid Syndicate.—£2,000. To adopt an agreement

with Mr. S. W. Newcomb for the acquisition of certain letters patent,

property, and rights. No initial public issue.

New York Motor Cab Company.—£303,000. To adopt an agree

ment with the United Investment Corporation, Limited, and to carry oni

the business of proprietors of motor-cabs, &c.

Julian's Motors.—£5,000. To adopt an agreement with Mr. H.

Julian for the acquisition of the business of a motor-car engineer, dealer

and repairer carried on by him at Friar Street, Reading. No initial

public issue. First directors : Messrs. H. Julian. F. Tunbridge, and

F. J. Smith. 140-1, Friar Street, Reading.

A 45-h.p. six-cylinder Napier made fastest time at the Wolver

hampton A.C.'u hill climb on Saturday.

The Reading and District M.G. held a hill climb on Wednesday of

last week, which was won by Mr. A. Brown. Mr. F. Deacon, the

secretary, acted as starter.

Ihe Midland A.C. has issued an effective tear-off calendar for use

up to May, 1908. It also reminds motorists of the Club's Shelsley

W aleh hill climb on the 12th prox., entries for which close on July 8tli._ [' - —- - ■ , vuv»aw» . ... .. u.uu 111. U U1JT OKU.

HE Auto-Cycle Club will have a twenty-four hours' run from London

y 26th and 27th. The start will be made onto Plymouth and back on July '^om mm ui. me si,ari win ne made on

the evening of the first day from the Angel Hotel, Thames Ditton, and

the run will be confined to members of the club.

The "Leathber" band introduced by Messrs. R. and J. Pullman,

Ltd., of Godalming, is designed to combine the advantages of a leather

band with the appearance of a studded rubber cover.

The first sod of the new Fiat Works at Wembley was turned on March

8th. Since then great developments have taken place, aud the buildings

are now nearly completed. In the main erectiDg shop, which measures

177 by 60 ft., there will be sufficient space to deal adequately with the

repairing and overhauling of a very large number of vehicles. Adjoining

this is another large shop which will be used as an engine room, and in

addition there is a large covered space for the storage of finished cars and

chassis. The two storerooms measure 150 by 35 ft. each, the smith's

shop 50 by 20 ft. There are inspection pits and sinks for washing cars,

a range of lavatories and messrooms, and outside a large open cement

yard 150 ft. square. TheolHces are situated at one end of the building,

which contains a large entrance hall, waiting room, telephone room,

general offices, clerks' offices, offices for the works' manager, managing

director, and lady typists. There are also rooms for the caretaker and

works' manager, who will live on the premises. The factory stands on

five acres of ground, and it is piobable that it will be finished during the

course of this week and that the works will be in full swing by the end

of the month.

ROAD REPORTS.

Hythe.—An important road tar-painting experiment took place i»

the presence of local town councillors a few days ago.

Clare's Tar Compo.—Large quantities of Clare's patent compo have

been supplied to the Corporation of Liverpool, and many important

orders are pending in the London district.

Stratford-on-Avon.—The majority of the roads in this district

are in good order, althongh on the Wilnecote and Aston Cantlow side

they are not so well made. Repairs have taken place on the Evesham.

Road.

Hove.—The Hove authorities are considering to what extent they

shall avail themselves of the proposal of the East Sussex County

Council to spend £2,000 extra on the treatment of roads with tar ana

dust-laying preparations.

Breconshire.—Mr. Howard, the* Breconshire County Roads

Surveyor, claims to have solved the dusi problem. About twelve

months ago experiments were carried out on parts of the main road from

Brecon to Abergavenny, and the Breconshire County Council are so satis

fied with them that they have,instructed Mr. Howard to lay down six

teen miles of his road preparation. Mr. Howard has patented his-

invention.

Quarrite.—The Northern Quarries Co., Ltd., of Grange-over-Sands,

have issued a handbook illustrative and descriptive of " Quarrite,"

which is suggested to authorities dealing with the dust problem. It is

claimed that this paving when laid produces a solid uniform body with

close road surface, free from dust and waterproof, which can be renewed

after years of wear at a very low cost. Those who go to the next

provincial meet of the Motor Union will have an opportunity of seeing

the " Quarrite," which has been laid in the carriage drives of the Prince

of Wales Hotel, Southport.

The Godiva plug is of British manufacture, the production of Mr.

E. J. Hardy, Bishop Street, Coventry.

The British Ever Ready Electrical Company, Ltd., of Emerald

Street, London, W.C., are introducing a novel and ingenious device

known as a tyre-jack for removing and repairing outer covers without

trouble.
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A QUESTION OF SALE.

Thomas Dunstone, of Carlyle Street, Brighton, sued Messrs.

Turner and Company, of St. James's Street, Brighton, motor and cycle

agents, before Judge Scully, at the Brighton County Court, for £1(5 16*.,

price of a motor-bicycle alleged to have been sold by plaintiff to defend

ants. Plaintiff said that on May 2nd last he saw Mr. Turner with re

ference to the sale of a 4-h.p. Alldays motor-bicycle. Mr. Turner

agreed to purchase it for Hi gs., and on the following day one of the

defendants employees fetched the machine, away. When, however,

witness went for the money, defendants would not pay. For the defence,

Sidney Turner said plaintiff had previously left the bicycle at the shop

for sale by defendants on commission, and as they had been unable to

sell it, he had taken it away. On May 2nd they had an inquiry for a

motor-cycle from a gentleman, so witness saw Mr. Dunstone and ex

plained the circumstances to him and agreed with him that if the cus

tomer were suited with the machine, defendants would buy it for 16 gs.

When witness showed the machine to the customer, he refused to have

anything to do with it. His Honour held that the plaintiff had not made

out his case, and gave judgment for the defendants with costs.

■■■ ■WWTQOOOOrti ■

OIL FROM MOTOR-'BUSES.

The legal question of the nuisance caused by oil dropped by motor-

omnibuses was involved in a case at Lambeth, in which A. T. Coleman,

a motor-omnibus driver, in the service of Messrs. Thomas Tilling

(Limited), was summoned by Mr. C. W. Tagg, town clerk of Camberwell,

for infringing one of the local by-laws by allowing a quantity of " filth,"

viz.. refuse oil, to fall from the engine of his omnibus on to the roadway,

and was fined 5s. and costs.

Mr. G. W. Marsden, solicitor to the Camberwell Borough Council,

said many complaints had been received from ladies whose clothes had

been soiled in crossing the road.

Mr. W. Roy, a street keeper, in the service of the borough council,

said he saw the defendants' omnibns standing at the corner of Hye Lane,

Peckham, on the 21st ult. A quantity of lubricating oil dropped from

the v ehicle into the roadway.

In cross-examination, Mr. Koy said it was a fact that Messrs. Tilling

kept a man at the spot to clear up the grease from the road.

Mr. Hopkins said he supposed they all recognised that we were in a

transitory stage—somewhere between horse traction and motor traction

—and the difficulty was to fit in the two. One of the things that one

noticed was that the roadways were covered with a film of oil, and that

London mud saturated one's boots with oil, and no longer brushed off

one's clothes. The consequence was that the matter was being very seri

ously taken in hand by the authorities, and motor-omnibus companies and

motor-omnibus drivers would be sure to be put to every kind of incon

venience so long as this habit continued. This was, so far as he knew,

the first summons against a motor-omnibus driver for oil filth, and there

would be quite a nominal penalty—os. and costs.

COMMERCIAL VEHICLES AT READING.

The meeting of commercial vehicles at Reading on Monday was a

great .success. Many of the vehicles arrived in Reading on Sunday

evening, and their drivers availed themselves of the offer of Mr. \V .

Vincent, of Castle Street, to provide free garage for all who took part in

the meet at his new and commodious premises. The vehicles were

marshalled in procession order on Monday by Mr. Leo. Harris, the hon.

secretary of the meet, who had the assistance of mounted policemen and

a number of constables in preventing the crowd from interfering wuh

the arrangements.

The following vehicles took part in the run around the town :—

35-45-h.p. Maudslay 'bus, 33-40-n.p. Darracq-Serpollet 'bus, 30-h.p.

Wolseley-Siddeley 23-seated char-a-banc, 24-n.p. Durham-Churchill

26-seated char-a-banc, 40-h.p. Fiat 'bus, 20-h.p. Straker-Squire 'bus,

40-h.p. Dennis 4-ton lorry, 9-h.p. De Dion-Bouton single-cylinder

16-cwt. van, 12-14-h.p. West-Aster 15-cwt. van, 16-h.p. Lacre 24-cwt.

van, 12-15-h.p. Arrol-Johnson 2-ton lorry, 8-h.p. Sturmey "Parsons"

8-cwt. van, 36-h.p. Commercial Car, iU-ton van, 12-15-h.p. Arrol-

Johnston 1-ton van, 40-h.p. Ryknield 5-ton lorry, 20-h.p. Halley 30-cwt.

van, 20-h.p. Dennis 2J-ton van, 14-h.p. Gloverley 1-ton box van, 10-h.p.

Adams 15-cwt. van, 40-h.p. Fiat 5-ton lorry, 30-40-h.p. Darracq-

Serpollet 4-ton lorry, 20-25-h.p. Simms-Weibeck 2-ton van chassis,

20-h.p. Thprnycroft 2-ton wagon, Reading Corporation's 5-ton Foden

wagon, Mr. Ilted Witherington's 5-ton Foden wagon, and Mr. W.

Sonndy's 5-ton Yorkshire wagon.

unTWOOaao—

THE LIABILITY OF THE EMPLOYER.

Jcdge Woodfall has had to decide at Westminster County Court a

point of law interesting to motorists. A medical man hired a chautl'eur

from the proprietor of a garage for two days while his own man was ill,

and paid the proprietor 10s. for two days' wages for the man. An

accident occuned while the chauffeur was driving, and the point was

whether he was the doctor's servant or the servant of the owner of the

garage. His Honour found that the chauffeur was for the two days the

coachman of the doctor, who was therefore liable for any damage

r out of the accident.

CLAIMS AOAINST MOTORISTS.

A Somerset farm hand, named Ernest Dark, has been awarded

£300 damages, at the assizes at Wells, against Walter Sarel, an

architect, of Frimley Green, Surrey, for injuries received in a motor

car accident. It appeared that Dark, who was leading two farm

horses, was struck by Mr. Sarel's car. He was fearfully injured, and for

the past two years has been lying in Sherborne Hospital. The prin

cipal evidence was given by a fanner, who witnessed the accident,

and who said the car was travelling at the pace of an express train.

Miss Connie Ediss, the welf-known (iaiety actress, last week

appeared in court as the defendant in a claim for damages for personal

injury brought by Moses Lee, of Lewisham, who had been knocked down by

the defendant's motor-car, in which she was travelling and which was

being driven by her cousin. The defendant denied negligence and

pleaded that the plaintiff was guilty of contributory negligence. In

the end the jury awarded the plaintiff £135 damages.

PUBLIC MOTOR SERVICES.

A letter has been addressed by Scotland Yard to the various

motor-omnibus companies stating that complaints are still being made,

especially by the borough councils, of the nuisance caused by oil and

grease being dropped by motor-omnibuses. The companies are warned

that the regulations on this subject will be strictly enforced, and any

vehicle found to be defective in this respect will be considered to be

unfit for public use and dealt with accordingly.

The Northern Garages, Ltd., have a motor wagonette now in

service for pleasure parties in the Oldham dist rict.

In connection with the Royal Cornwall Show at Liskeard the

Great Western Railway Company have l>een mnning a motor-service

from Callington to Liskeard every day.

 

The S0-60-h.p. Metallurgique Car which competed in the Kaiser'i

Prize Race. The vehicle was ninth in the general classification in

the Eliminating Contests, but met with an accident in the first

round of the actual event.

The Brighton, Hove, and Preston United Omnibus Company have

applied for twenty-four motor-'bus licences. The Watch Committee of

Hove have recommended the council to grant these licences, and also six

licences for motor-omnibuses between Hove and Worthing, to the

Sussex Motor Road Car Company, Limited, on condition that these

same omnibuses obtain licences in the adjoining borough of Brighton,

and for the same period.

At their meeting on Wednesday, the Llandudno council were asked

to decide upon a toll of 4s. per trip for the motor char-a-bancs which made

excursions round the Great Orme's Head marine drive. These excursions

are well patronised, as are also the fifty-mile tours in connection with

which well-appointed four-in-hand stage coaches are called into

requisition.

AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS.

At London Colney, near St. Albans, on Friday of last week, Colonel

E. H. Carlile, M.P. for Mid Herts, was driving in his motor-car with

two friends from Canterbury, Mr. and Mrs. Barrett, when, near a

turning by the river Colne, their car came into violent collision with

another coming in the opposite direction. So great was the force of the

impact that all the occupants of the curs were more or less injured, and

the cars were completely wrecked.

Whilst a party of motorists were going from London to Brighton,

on Saturday afternoon, the car collided with a laundry van. The horse

was knocked down, tbe cart damaged, and the motor, which was driven

by Mr. S. G. Brown, of Great Winchester Street, London, then ran into

the corner of the Royal George Hotel. Tbe travellers suffered from

shock, but were not seriously hurt. They were afterwards driven to the

railway station in a cab.
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21st

22nd

(F.).

23rd (Sun.)

24th (M.).

25thi(T.).

FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

—♦—

JUNE.

—New Forest A.C. gymkhana at Southampton.

—Yorkshire A.C.'s meet at Saltbnrn.

Southern Motor Club's open hill climb on Captain Kydd's

Hill, East Grinstead.

Kettleby hill climb of the Derby, Leicestershire, and Notts

A.C.

West Surrey A.C. run to Bognor.

Sussex A.C. visit to Netley Abbey.

Sharpenhoe Hill climb of the N.W. London M.C.C.

N.E. Lancashire A.C. speed judging competition.

Open 200 miles non-stop ran of the Essex M.C.

Kensington A.C. run to Southampton.

Meet ofthe Cheshire AC. at Llynhelig, Lloc, near Holywell.

—West Essex A.C. and Essex M.C. run to Maldon.

—North Wales A.C. hill climb.

—Closing of entries for first meet on the Brooklands Motor

Track.

L.G.B. Inquiry at Ilford into application for a 10-mile speed

limit.

Scottish A.C. Reliability Trial starts for Glasgow from

Perth, 159| miles.

26th (W.).—S.A.C. Perth—Aberdeen, 158| miles.

Hastings Automobile Meeting. Appearance Competition and

Gymkhana, organised by the Automobile Association

and the Motor Club.

27th'(Th.).—S.A.C. Aberdeen—Inverness, 160J miles.

Newcastle Motor Club's run to Edinburgh and back.

—S.A.C. Inverness—Pitlochry, 1543 miles.

—S.A.C. Pitlochry—Glasgow, 122J miles.

Aero Club race for the Hedges Butler challenge cup.

Birdlip hill climb of the Bristol and Gloucestershire A.C.

Joint meet of the Liverpool, Manchester, N.E. Lanes,,

Sheffield and Yorkshire Clubs at Buxton.

Motor Cycling Club 100 miles Private Owners' Reliability

Trial

Motor Yacht Club races.

Southern M.C.'s midnight run to Southsea.

Bradford A.C. hill climb.

JULY.

2ND.—A.C.F. Grand Prix Race on the Seine Inferienre Circuit, near

Dieppe.

4th.—International cross Channel race for motor-boats from Dover.

6th.—Inaugural races On the Brooklands Track.

10th.—R.A.C. South Harting hill climb.

13th.—Entries for R.A.C. commercial vehicle trials close at ordinary

fees.

Meet of the Cheshire A.C. at Plas Newydd, Llangollen.

Sheffield A.C. outing for crippled children.

15th to 18th.—The annual automobile meeting at Ostend.

2#th.—Motor Union meet at Southport.

27th.—Commercial vehicle meet at Maidstone.

28th

29th

(F.).-

(S.).

AUGUST,

light ears <

31ub ever a 200 miles course.

20th.—Open competition for light oars organised by the Essex Motor

SEPTEMBER.

9TH.—Industrial Vehicle Trials commence.

OCTOBER.

19th.—Gordon Bennett Aeronautical race at St. Louis, Missouri.

Cordingley's

London.

MARCH, 1908.

Motor-Car Exhibition at the Agricultural Hall,

Lighting-up Times—London.

The lighting up time for London during the whole of next week will

be 9.19 p.m. ; at Glasgow 10 p.m.

ii iimfwooaan' i

The Hillman-Coatalen Motor Company, Ltd., is erecting a large

new factory in Folly Lane, Coventry.

MesssHS. Lowe and Wood, Broad Street, Birmingham, have

received an order for a Spyker landaulet from Mrs. Isabel Jay.

Molts (England) Ltd., 45, Great Marlborough Street, London, W.,

are now receiving deliveries of the Mors 18-20 h.p. car introduced at the

last Paris Salon. Apart from the graceful design of the chassis and the

fact that this is the first live axle model turned out by the Mors Company,

a noteworthy feature is the extreme quietness of operation. The vehicle

is specially built for covered-in carriage work, where silence is necessary,

anil is particularly suitable fcr use in town by reason of the fact that it

has a very sharp lock on the front wheels, which enables the chassis to

be turned in a narrow roadway. Other points of interest include gate

change speed-gear, direct drive on top, and the new contracting metal-to-

nietal clutch.

POLICETRAP5.

Between Birkenhead and Chester the police have lately shown

considerable activity with timing arrangements and telephonic

communications.

At the village of Horsley, which is about ten miles from Newcastle-

on-Tyne, a measured distance is used as a police trap by the local

police.

A police trap has been set in the outer circle of Regent's Park,

in the neighbourhood of York Gate. This trap has been in operation

at midnight, and a driver of a taxi-cab has been stopped for exceeding

the 10 m.p.h. limit which is in force in the park. The trap is illumi

nated by means of lanterns.

A regular police trap has been working during the last two Sundays

in the village of Thatcbam, on the main Bath road. Motor-ears com

ing from London are timed over a supposed quarter of a mile, and

a summons follows charging them with exceeding the legal limit.

The method employed is : A constable in plain clothes hides in an old

schoolhouse, one window of which commands a good view of the

approaching car ; he opens the door and signals to two other men in hiding,

at the other end of the street ; these men bold the watch, and in turn

signal to a man in uniform, who stops the car.

The Burton Road trap, and those known as the Scotforth Road and

the Galgate traps have lately been in frequent operation by the

Lancaster police.

For the benedt of those motorists going down to Weybridge, Mr.

Chas. Jarrott informs us that the lower road to Brooklands, through

Hersham, Waltham Common, and Weybridge, is simply swarming

with police. The most straightforward method of getting to the track

is to go down the main road through Cobham, and then take the second

turning on the right after passing the top of Pain's Hill. Motorists

using this road who are also-memhers of the A. A. will obtain assistance

from the A. A. scouts patrolling the road.

BUSINESS NEWS.

Mr. John Hargreates, of Templecombe, Somerset, has purchased

the six-cylinder Napier which recently beat the previous records from

London to Monte Carlo.

The Municipal Council of Alexandria, Egypt, has just bought a

Coventry-Humber car for the use of the President of the Municipality.

Mr. F. H. Manley, the Humber agent in Alexandria, writes that the

President is exceedingly pleased with the purchase.

The annual outing of the employees at the Coventry works of

Messrs. Humber, Ltd., is taking place this week end to Boulogne, with

the option of staying in either London or Hastings. It is expected that

about 1,500 will participate in this trip, accompanied by the manager,

Mr. Walter Phillips, ami several leading officials of the company.

Mrs. Llewellin, of Poole, who was recently killed in a motor

accident, was insured with the Motor Union Insurance Company, Ltd.

The car in which Mrs. Llewellin was travelling skidded when

turning a corner, with the result that it ran up a bank, and the

occupants were thrown out. While lying half stunned on the ground a

telephone post which the car had knocked over fell upon Mrs. Llewellin,

who died from injuries received. The Motor Union Insurance Company

promptly sent a cheque for £1,000 to the deceased's next of kin, although

she was not travelling in her own car at the time. It is, however, one

of the features of this insurance policy, that members should be

protected against personal accident when travelling in any car.

Mr. C. Stern has written to the Mors Company stating that he

has just returned from Monte Carlo with a 24-h.p. Mors landaulet-

limousine, which he has been driving for the last three years, and on

which he has now done over 65,000 miles. He has been three times from

London to the South of France and back, as well as to Italy, Switzer

land, all over France and England, without having the slightest mechan

ical trouble whatever.

Mr. W. H. Dorey, of 14, Rue Torrieelli, Paris, has introduced a

new electric motor horn, whics works in conjunction with an ordinary

4 volt accumulator and is operated by a small push button on the steering

wheel.

The new factory of the New Speedwell Motor Co., Ltd., at Hornslow

is rapidly approaching completion.

Mr. J. W. H. Dew informs us that although he has resigned the

works management of the New Speedwell Motor Company, Ltd, he will

still continue to act as designer and consulting engineer to the company.

In view of the growing demand from India, the Colonies, and

abroad, Messrs. S. F. Edge, Limited, have just issued a special colonial

catalogue giving particulars of the successes of the Napier six-cylinder

cars and of all points, such as lists of accessories and tools, with prices,

shipping measurements and weights, the prices of carriage bodies, cost

of packing, a complete cable code, and other matters necessary for those

living abroad.

IN the two important motor-racing events which have just been con

cluded in Germany, viz., the Herkomer Competition and Kaiser's Cup

Race, Continental tyres have considerably added to their laurels. In

the former the trophy was won for the third time in succession on

Continentals, and tbe first seven cars were also fitted with similar tyres.

In the Kaiser's Cup Race, two out of the three cups which were presented

by the German Emperor were secured by cars fitted with Continental

non-skids.
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COMMENTS.

At the June meeting of the General

Committee of the Motor Union, held at

The Motor Union. 119, Piccadilly, W., there was a large

attendance of motorists, repre-enting

automobile clubs from all parts of the

country, and also the Royal Automobile

Club. Mr. C. D. Rose, M.P., Chairman of the Union, presided.

It was decided to present Motor Union medals to the following

■clubs in connection with competitions to be held this year :—

Kent A.C, Sussex County A.C., Ipswich and East Suffolk

A.C., Naval Motor Club, Nottinghamshire A.C, Bristol and

Gloucestershire A.C, and West Surrey A.C. The Essex County

A.C having called the attention of the Union to the great

danger existing to traffic, particularly on the roads between

London and Chelmsford, and between London and Bishops

Stortford, caused by drivers of hay carts being asleep while

in charge, and the inadequate means taken to stop such danger

by the police, it was agreed to communicate with the Chief

Constable of Essex. The successful competitors in the recent

competition for the best essay on "The Preparation for the

Forthcoming Parliamentary Struggle " were announced, the

winner of the first prize being Mr. David M. Menzies, M.A. No

less than seventy-two applications for advice and assistance in

connection with the use and ownership of motor-cars were con

sidered, and in three cases financial grants were made. Several

successful prosecutions for obstruction and stono throwing on the

highways were reported. The Union decided to compile a draft

set of rules of the road, for the guidance of motorists and other

road users, which will be done in consultation with the chief

constables and authorities. It was reported that applications

had been received for over 1,400 car badges, and that twenty-

four road signs to indicate special traffic had been ordered from

the Union.

♦ ♦ ♦

Now that the Scottish Reliability

Trials are nearing a conclusion, the

trade generally will welcome a rest until

Trials. nexj seagon> when, it is highly probable,

the R.A.C. may be again in the lists.

While there may be some natural desire

that the great trial of the year should take place in England, it

must be confessed that it would be difficult to find such a suit

able course as seems natural to the Scottish Club. They have,

certainly, a great advantage in that respect, although there is a

fairly general feeling that if London could be included in the

itinerary greater publicity of a general kind would be gained.

But the interest of the event would be decreased considerably,

for we can scarcely imagine a route which included the Metro

polis presenting such a test as that which comprised the Capital

of the Highlands and the wondrous passes and mountain roads

over which the cars have travelled during the last few days.

♦ ♦ ♦

In our last issue we were able to

announce the decision of the Court of

Removal of Appeal, given at the moment of going to

Endorsement. press, in the case of the driver of a motor

car convicted for exceeding the ten-mile

limit in a Royal park, who had his

licence endorsed by the magistrate. Elsewhere in the present

issue we report the judgment at greater length, and are pleased

to be able to announce that now that these endorsements have

been pronounced illegal, the Motor Union are considering the

steps to be taken to secure their removal from the licences of

those mot < >iists who have been convicted for exceeding the speed

limit in the parks, and whose documents have been endorsed

contrary to the intention of the Legislature.

♦ ♦ ♦

In a case against the Hon. C. S. Rolls »

heard by Mr. Marsham at Bow Street

Motor-cars in Police Court on Monday, for an alleged

the Parks. offence of exceeding ten miles an hour in

St. James's Park, Mr. Staplee Firth men

tioned the recent decision of the Lord

Chief Justice, Mr. Justice Darling, and Mr. Justice Lawrence, in

which they were unanimous in quashing the endorsement on a

motorist's licence, and he pointed out that this case decided that

as the ten mile limit is brought under the Parks Regulation Act,

and there is no provision under that Act to endorse the licences,

any offence created by Regulations since 1st January, 1904,

under the Parks Act is not an offence in connection with the

driving of a motor-car within the meaning of Section 4 of the

Motor Car Act, and licences cannot be endorsed. Mr. Firth

informed Mr. Marsham that in consequence of the above decision t

the Motor Union had elected its chairman, Mr. C. D. Rose, M.P.,

the Hon. A. Stanley, M.P., and himself as a committee, to take

such steps as might be necessary to remove all the endorsements

of motorists' licences for exceeding the speed limit in the Parks.

Mr. Marsham at once stated that he would cause the endorse

ments to be removed from the licences in all cases which he

himself had dealt with, and that be would also do anything he

could to assist in having the endorsements removed in other

cases. Mr. Firth, having suitably thanked his Worship in the

matter, stated that he would endeavour to make his Worship's

decision known to all motorists who had been convicted, and

whose licences had been endorsed, so that they could present

the same at Bow Street Police Court to have the endorsements

removed.

♦ ♦ ♦

A Local Government Board inquiry

of considerable importance to suburban

Speed Restriction London with regard to the speed limit of

at llford. motor-cars was held at Ilford on Tues

day. Acting upon a resolution of the

Ilford Urban District Council, the Essex

County Council made application to the L.G.B. to apply the

speed limit of ten miles per hour to the County Council main

roads in the district of Ilford, which comprise about three and

a quarter miles of the well-known Romford road, the main

road from London to the Eastern Counties. Several county

councillors, urban councillors, and council officials gave evidence

of the congested state of the roads in question, the danger to

pedestrians, and the reasonableness of the application. The

proposed restriction was opposed by the Royal Automobile Club,

the Motor Union, the Essex County Automobile Club, the West

Essex Automobile Club, the Essex Motor Club, and others.

Their contention was that the restricted speed limit was unneces

sary and undesirable—unnecessary because the local authority

had failed to take advantage of the powers they now had, to

prosecute persons driving at a speed exceeding twenty miles an

hour or to the danger of the public ; and undesirable because so

far no accident had yet occurred on the roads proposed to bo
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scheduled, and because vindictive prosecution might be set up

by individuals interested.

♦ ♦ ♦

Probably the gentlemen responsible

for the recent meet of commercial

The Commercial vehicles 'at Reading, and who contem-

Vehicle Trials. plated holding a second gathering of the

kind at Maidstone, are well advised in

postponing further re-unions of the kind

until after the trials of the R.A.C. have been held. These have

been long in preparation, and now that there seems a likelihood

of their actually being held interest is rising perceptibly.

Already fourteen entries have been received—four from the

Wolseley Co., two from Halley's Industrial Motors, Ltd., one

from Messrs. Savage Bros., another from Messrs. J. and E. Hall,

and half-a-dozen from Messrs. Milnes-Daimler, Ltd. Other

makers will also be represented, and from the information we

were able to publish last week it will be seen that the Trials will

be of a thoroughly practical character, and of such a nature as

to give general confidence in the vehicles that successfully go

through the ordeal. No entry will be accepted after August

10th, and on July 13th the fee for each vehicle entered will be

increased.

 

Duray at the wheel of his 6C-h.p. De Dietrich Car on arrival at St.

Petersburg after winning the Moscow-St. Petersburg Race.

♦ ♦ ♦

This is the season of open-air club

delights, when county and local auto-

„. . „ mobile associations seek to increase their
ven s- membership by bringing together mem

bers and friends on terms of social inter

course. Many of the clubs, like the

Hereford, Essex, Southern, Yorkshire, Nottingham, and another

half-dozen, wisely make some serious competition an incident in

the club year—a course for which much may be said. Here again

there is likely to crop up the vexed question of trade influence

in club life, and care must be taken lest the social aspect is

weakened by undue prominence being given to the commercial

side of such organisations.

♦ ♦ ♦

The deputation from the L.C.C. which

waited upon the* Chancellor of the Ex

chequer the other day with reference to

the Finance Bill now before Parliament

had a word to say with regard to motor-

'buses, Mr. Ernest Gray assuming a

very sombre tone in asserting—without too close a regard to the

fact—that " motor-'buses are now almost monopolising the streets

of London." Against this, however, Mr.'Asquith pointed out

Local Taxation.

that a very large proportion of the owners of motor-cars take

out their licences in London and then use the roads of other

counties. This is what actually happens to a very great extent,,

and upon such a basis the present agitation for national roads is

laid. The Chancellor's reference was valuable as indicating

that the Government is not overlooking this aspect of affairs,

which may assist them in meeting reasonable desires of motorists

in the matter.

♦ ♦ ♦

There are times when even official

severity may be lessened in favour of

Courtesy to courtesy to strangers, and the question

Visitors. has just come to light in connection with a

gentlemanwholives at Nice, and who some-

months ago came to England for a few

weeks' holiday, bringing his motor-car with him. He arrived here,

and within a short time found he had come within the provisions of

the carriage licence duty, the Board of Inland Revenue requesting;

him to pay licence for car, chauffeur, &c. No such imposition is

inflicted on English visitors who go to France, where the authori

ties recognise that the motorist is a person who generally

manages to financially benefit the district in which he stays.

Hence the welcome which is accorded on the Continent to motor

ists, who are allowed to use their vehicles without having to pay-

such carriage licences as were intended for permanent residents-

in the United Kingdom. In the individual case the point may

seem a small matter, but surely it is one which the Inland

Revenue authorities might regard with sympathy, not only

because of the value to English trade in attracting motorists from

other countries, but also as an assurance that the entente cordiale,.

of which we have heard so much of late, is something more than

a mere sentimental expression.

♦ ♦ ♦

Many good folks are anticipating the

opening of the Brooklands Automobile

Racing as producing a new and de

lightful sensation. Their hopes must

not run too fast, for disappointment

may be their lot. As an occasional way

of spending an hour or two some of the public may go to Brook-

lands, but whether there is sufficient interest in the sport to

maintain a constant stream of patrons is a matter that no man

can foresee. We wish well to the promoters in their really

great enterprise; but, in view of the way men slept near the

Grand Stand towards the close of the one Gordon Bennett lace

in the United Kingdom, and how few go over to the Isle of Man

for the motor races, there may be reasonable ground for the lack.

of optimism in some quarters. Hence the anxiety with which

July 6th is being regarded in certain quarters of the auto

mobile world.

♦ ♦ ♦

Following its success in the endorse

ment of licences for conviction in the

Water for Royal parks case, the Motor Union has

Washing Cars. ai80 won a case 0f considerable general

importance. Dr. Mackay, of Harrogate,

had been in the habit of using water for

washing his motor-car, and, in common with every other

motorist, saw nothing beyond the ordinary in the procedure.

But this did not meet with the approval of the Corporation of

the town, who summoned him before the Knaresborough

magistrates for water rent, contending that the water used in

washing his motor-car was not being employed for a domestic -

purpose. The magistrates convicted, whereupon the Motor

Union took the matter to a higher tribunal, and the case was-

before the Appeal Court last week. The Lord Chief Justice

held, and Justices Darling and Lawrance concurred, that the-

supply of water for washing the car did not come within the-

definition of a supply for business purposes referred to in.

Section 12 of the Waterworks Clauses Act, 1863, and the Court

dismissed the appeal. The value of such a decision to private-

motorists is at once apparent.

Brooklands.
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The Flying;

Machine.

Already fljing machines, dirigible

balloons, and aeroplanes have a history.

As to the future, no man can as yet

more than prophesy. Messrs. A. VV.

Marshall and H. Greenly have set forth

to record the one and anticij ate the other

in their little volume on flying machines just published by

Messrs. Percival, Marshall and Co. The public interest in the

Aero Club section of the recent Exhibition at the Agricultural

Hall was sufficient proof of the fascination that this proposed

method of locomotion has obtained over the minds of the people ;

it must be confesstd, however, that even with their score of illus

trations the authors have not wholly convinced us as to the lines

along which success is likely to be achieved. Much useful work

has been done, but the media in which experiments must take

place are of so varied and unstable a character that no set plans

can yet be determined. However, it is well that the efforts of

at Liverpool they were able to receive their automobile a few

hours later without " even a small scratch." Then the tour com

menced, the car being headed straight for Stratford-on-Avon,

where Miss Marie Corelli's houseboat shared favours with

Shakespeare's birthplace. In view of the sad accident to-

American tourists recently, the warning which Messrs. A. L.

Bennett and B. F: Sherman—the motor voyageurs from

whose log we are quoting—comes as a coincidence, for

they discovered that from Stratford-on-Avon "the roads

aie a delight to the motorist as regards condition, but they have

many bad turns and hills, and fast driving is almost impossible,

and dangerous always." As regards general conclusions, the

travellers found England and Switzerland the most interesting

from a motoring point of view ; the long stretches of ro id in

France and Germany finally became monotonous, while the flat

paved roads of Holland destroyed its pleasures for our American,

cousins. rmrui

 

Sir William Treloar, the Lord Major of London, and Party motoring through the streets of Berlin.

each succeeding generation should be briefly chronicled, and the

principles set forth for the guidance of future experimenters.

Many were agreed that the recent Exhibition was the beginning

of a new movement in the direction of flying ; and although the

antics of some of the machines when attempted to be flown at

the Alexandra Palace were somewhat incongruous, we are not

unhopeful that in the process of time the hopes of Santos

Dumont and other pioneers may be realised.

♦ ♦ ♦

A couple of American motorists re

cently made a rapid motor tour across

An American Europe, travelling 4,000 miles in a

Impression. month. Some of their impressions are

entitled to further publicity. They

advise their fellow-motorists from the

States to sail from Boston in preference to New York, the

reason being that at the former port it is not necessary to crate

the cars; time and money can be saved by shipping them uncrated,

a condition not allowable from New York. When they arrived

Roads for

Ireland.

Under the title of " A Keal Need of

Ireland," Mr. J. Harris Stone, writing

from the Oxford and Cambridge Club,

urges the point, so frequently made in

these columns, that the development of

the roads of Ireland is essentially neces

sary to the prosperity of the country. Unfortunately, the

county and local authorities are not all convinced of what, to us,

appears a truism. They would have had a great scheme of road

transit in full operation by now had they realised the importance

of the matter at the time of the Gordon Bennett race in Ireland.

Mr. Stone mentions several highways that were begun after the

Famine of 1847, and are still unfinished. Their completion

would secure considerable advantages to tourists as well as to

local residents—hence their national value. Connectingjroads

thus imperatively needed might be made in various parts of

Connemara, from Eecess to Leenane, at Oughterard, and in

Achill, to say nothing of other lesser-known places that might be

easily and profitably developed in this way.
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A PUNCTURED TYRE INDICATOR.

THE puncture fiend still continues to be one of the greatest

drawbacks to motorists, most automobilists having, un

fortunately, suffered at one time or another from punc

tured tyres. While a burst is usually accompanied by a loud

noise, and so gives the motorist plenty of warning, the car can

cover a considerable distance ere a small puncture makes itself

felt, and in the meantime the outer cover may be seriously

damaged and the inner tube ruined, owing to driving on a

 

Fig.. 1.—The Indicator as fitted to one of the Road Wheels.

deflated tyre. During the past week the Horley Motor and

Engineering Company, of Horley, have brought to our notice a,<\

ingenious arrangement they have devised to obviate this, and,

at the same time, to render it unnecessary for the driver to

anxiously peer over the side of the car to ascertain the condition

of his tyres after passing over a bad piece of road. The Horley

 

Tig, 2.—Details of the Indicator.

device is designed to give audible warning of a deflated tyre,

by causing the latter to ring a little electric bell on the dash

board; as will be seen from the accompanying illustrations,

secured to the spoke of the road wheel is a small apparatus,

consisting of a small gun-metal cylinder, within which is a

plunger, and a spiral spring to maintain the plunger in its

outward position. The plunger is carried on a rod passing

entirely through the cylinder, and at the end which extends

outwardly towards the periphery of the wheel has a rounded head-

The other end of the rod, extending, as already explained,

through the cylinder, is provided with a bright rubbing surface

to provide electrical contact with a fixed piece carried on the

axle. This fixed contact is connected up with an electric circuit,

in which is an audible signal, viz., a bell, fixed to the dashboard

of the vehicle, and a dry battery which furnishes the current.

The fixed contact has a curved surface, so that the rotating

contact engages and disengages smoothly as the wheel revolves.

In operation the apparatus is fixed to the wheel by appropriate

clips. The head of the plunger rod extends as far over the

surface of the rim as desired, and when a tyre from any cause

becomes deflated the head strikes the ground, pushing the

plunger inwards and causing it to strike the fixed contact at

every revolution, thereby completing the circuit and ringing

the bell. By having one of the devices fitted to each road

wheel a check can be kept on all the tyres ; the contacts

for each are all so connected up that when the circuit is com

pleted by any one of the " tell tales " the bell is rung at every

revolution. We understand that a syndicate is being formed to

put the new device on the market, and as this is to be done at a

moderate price the idea is one which may commend itself to a

large number of motorists.

STEERING GEAR ADJUSTMENTS.

-♦—

WITH the summer touring season now in full force,

there will doubtless be a recurrence of the string of

mishaps, many of them fatalities, that are made so much

of by the daily Press and in the accounts of which " deranged

steering gear figures so prominently. Of course, all motor acci

dents of the class in question are not traceable to the steering

gear by any means, any more than so many fires of unknown

origin are caused by " defective insulation " of the electric-light

wiring. Many a fire which the ubiquitous scribe has put down to

this cause has been found to have taken place in buildings totally

innocent of electric wiring of any kind ; in the same way more

than one fatal collision between a motor-car and a telegraph pole

which has been attributed to a deranged steering gear, has, in

some marvellous and unfathomable manner, left that same

steering gear in perfect working order after the shock of the

accident. The moral is, remarks an American writer, plain,

however, for of all the highly important' parts of the car, it is

probably safe to say that the steering gear comes in for less

attention in the way of inspection than any other which has

equally vital functions to perform. It is subjected .to severe

shocks at all times and the wear on its working parts is con

siderable, but it is seldom dissected for inspection except when

necessity actually demands it. No car should be put in com

mission for another season's running without having this properly

attended to. The entire steering gear and its connections should

be dismounted, thoroughly cleaned, and any parts that show

undue wear replaced. It should then be well oiled, the joints

packed with fresh grease and covered with pliable leather, all

adjustments properly made, and carefully reassembled.

Advantage should .also be taken of the opportunity to test the

front wheels to see that they track properly ; this is not exactly

a dangerous fault, but it is very hard on the tyres and renders

steering more difficult and may lead to injury.

Messrs. Thomson-Bennett, Ltd., of the Arden Works,

Birmingham, have sent us particulars of some of their new

ignition specialities. These include the " Internal Wheel " con

tact breaker, in which the contact is made by means of a roller

carried at one end of a special arm. The advantage claimed for

the arrangement is that, however worn the insulating ring may

become, uneven running and consequent misfiring is prevented.

Other specialities of the firm include the Thomson-Bennett

switches, which are provided with specially strong handles, and

which have no loose parts likely to become detached and so

cause trouble.
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The Scottish Reliability Trials.

 

The Scottish Trials. -The Cars waiting to be Weighed-in.

Glasgow, Monday.

THERE is a rush for parapluies, sou'westers and everything

calculated to stave oft" rheumatics, pneumonia, and other

associations which some pessimists are already connecting

with the annual motor run round Scotland organised by the

Scottish Automobile Club. Not only is the rain steadily pitiless

in this damp city of St. Mungo, but news from the northern

limits of the tcur is equally depressing. A wet time is generally

expected in the Highlands, and those cars fitted with hoods and

canopies are the envy of passengers assigned to fair weather

vehicles.

Fortunately the event is not a race—in the Continental or

Tourist Trophy idea of the term. It is a trial of reliability, and,

as is shown by the M.C.J, route card issued to visitors in

Scotland this week, the speed is regulated by a system of con

trols. A maximum number of marks will be assigned for the

run, and deductions will be made for every minute the vehicles

 

The Ford 40-h.p. Six-Cylinder Car which is taking part in the .
Scottish Trials. •- 1 •" 1

are stopped during the tour—tyre troubles excepted. Stoppages

aggregating one hour on account of tyre repairs will not be

deducted from the marking ; but all beyond that period will

count against the car in its place for reliability or medal awards.

The headquarters of the trial committee have been trans

ferred, this year, to the other side of Glasgow, and nil this

morning vehicles were being weighed at the Public Weigh Box

in Ppllokshaws Road, whence they were driven to the Corpora

tion i Tramways Depot, or to the garages of the Kennedy

Motor Company, Ltd., at Eglinton Toll. Here they are

being supplied with petrol under official supervision, the supply

being measured, so that the fuel consumption during the trial

may be entered on tt>e certificates. Examination of the vehicles

is also proceeding, to see whether the entries in Classes 3, 4, 5,

6, and 7 are fitted with standard side-entrance bodies, the

minimum dimension from the front of the dashboard to the

front of the rear wheel tyres being required to be 4 ft. (? in.

The fuel tanks must be of a capacity for the maximum single

day's journey, fitted on the bottom with a draw-oft' tap to

facilitate speedy emptying for the purpose of determining fuel

consumption. ,

 

The 18-h.p. Buick Car which is taxing part in ttie Scottish Trials.

, i ....

Awards will be made on the following basis

Keliability

Starting

Hill climbs

Fuel consumption

Marks.

. 750

. f>0

. 100

. 100
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FULL LIST OF STARTERS.

Official

No.
Car. Driver.

Class 1.

No. of

Cylin

ders.

Bore and

Stroke.

•28 10-h.p. Adams

39 9-10-h.p. Cadillac

47 8-h.p. Jackson

52 6-h.p. Rover

60 10-13-h.p. Swift

71 8-10-h.p. Darracq

92 15-h.p. Ford

96 10-h.p. Chambers

99 8-h.p. Rover

105 8-9-h.p. Laurin-Klement

3 18-h.p. Reo

15 14-h.p. St. Vincent

24 12-14-h.p. Argyll

36 8-h.p. De Dion ...

46 18-h.p. Buick ...

54 16-h.p. Bell

62 15-20-h.p. Calthorpe

72 10-12-h.p. Darracq

76 15-20-h.p. Ailsa

82 14-h.p. Vulcan ...

97 18-h.p. Mass

100 10-12-h.p. Leader

R. R. Smith ...

F. S. Bennett ...

R. R. Jackson

R. Wilkinson ...

J. Low

G. Hamilton ...

H. A. Bate ...

J. Chambers ...

T. W. Murphy...

W. E. Burkin ...

Class 2.

. H. Gordon Sharp

J. M'Lean

.. J. Downie

.. W. V. Jolley ...

.. G. Huszar

.. P. Bell

.. G. Hands

.. A. Brown

.. H. Kennedy ...

.. T. Rimmer

.. M. L. Livings ...

.. R. Goodenough

Class 3.

5

18

22

-26

38

44

48
.->•)

61

86

95

Kil

106

9

11

17

19

23

25

30

32

42

49

58

102

104

16-h.p. Albion

12-15-h.p. Airol Johnston

14- 16-b.p. Argyll

20-h.p. Beltize

15-h.p. Coventry Humber

12-16-h.p. Vanxhall ...

14-h.p. Germain

18-22-h.p. C.C.C.

20-h.p. Rover

15-18-h.p. Swift

12-14-h.p. Unic

20-h.p. Bell

20-24-h.p. Werbell

16 20-h.p. West Aster...

J. Mcintosh ...

E. H. Rosenheim

W. Scott

Mrs. E. A. Riley

W. G. Tuck ...

P. C. Kidner ...

H. Ramoisy ...

A. Armitage ...

W. H. Clarke ...

R. H. Every ...

E.M. Stirling ...

W. WingBeld ...

E. Bell ...

P. R. Lamb ...

16-20-h.p. Chenard-

Walcker

16-25-h.p. Arrol Johnston

30-h.p. Beeston-Humber

16-20-h.p. Sunbeam ...

26-30-h.p. Argyll

18-h.p. Siddeley

16-20-h.p. Argyll

20-h.p. White

18-24-h.p. Horbick

24-h.p. Mass

18-24-h.p. Austin ._

24-h.p. Junior

20-24-h.p. Werbell

26-30-h.p. Nordenfelt ...

Class 4.

J. A. Peacock ...

E. J. C. Roberts

J. Reid

F. Eastmead ...

J. Allen

C. W. Walker...

C. J. Waldie ...

J. Pullar-Phibbs

H. W. Cranham

W. R. Ledgard

P. E. Harry ...

W. E. Hives ...

N. J. Bell

J. H. Wilson ...

4J x 6 in.

5 x 5 in.

100 x 120 mm.

97 x 110 mm.

102 x 110 mm.

90 x 120 mm.

3Jx 3|in.

3J x 41 in.

114 x130 mm.

90 x 110 mm.

4f x 6 in.

88 x 130 mm.

84x110 mm.

100 x 120 mm.

41 x 5 in.

3,",: x 4J in.

93 x 104 mm.

100 x 120 mm.

3J x 4£ in.

3Jx 44 in.

95 x 120 mm.

3J x 3} in.

4} x 5 in.

44 x 61 in.

90 x 120 mm.

4 x 4J in.

3Jx 4Un.

38 x 3| in.

92 x 110 mm.

95 x 120 mm.

97x110 mm.

90 x 110 mm.

75 x 110 mm.

4 x 5 in.

100 x 105 mm.

88 x 130 mm.

88 x 130 mm.

4.13x4.92 in.

120 x 140 mm.

95 x 140 mm.

105 x 140 mm.

4 x 44 in.

96 x 130 mm.

3 x 54 in.

80 x 90 ram.

110x130 mm.

44 x 5 in.

100 x 120 mm.

80 x 90 mm.

112x140 mm.

2 30-40-h.p. Chenard-

Walcker

13 30-h.p. Siddeley

16 24-30-h.p. St. Vincent ...

34 22-h.p. Berliet

37 24-h.p. I)e Dion

40 28-30-h.p. Ariel Simplex

50 25 30-h.p. Austin

55 25-h. p. Straker-Squire . . .

56 28-h.p. Armstrong-

Whitworth ...

63 25-h. p. Iris

65 24-32-h.p. Vinot

70 20-30-h.p. Pilgrim

73 20-28-h.p. Darracq

77 14-h.p. Thornycrott ...

79 18-28 b.p. Clement ...

80 18 28-h.p. Gladiator ...

91 20-h.p. Climax

93 40-h.p. Ford

98 30-40 h. p. Mass

107 28-32-h.p. West-Aster ...

Class 5.

]!. Taylor ... 4

H. Prosser ... 4

W. M'Lean ... 4

E. Leather ... 4

J. W. Stocks ... 4

T. Cordery ... 4

J. Hadley ... 4

W. T. Lord ... 4

G. H. T. Slaney 4

H. Clifford Earp 4

C. H a r m a n

Wigan ... 4

F. L. Martineau 4

S. Girling ... 4

T. Thornycroft... 4

A. Mosse* ... 4

M. Ross-Browne 4

T. Watson ... 6

E. A. Anthony... 6

A. F. King ... 4

R. Collier ... 4

Class 6.

4 24-h.p. Albion

8 24-30-h.p. New Arrol-

Johnston

10 38-45-h.p. New Arrol-

Johnston

14 40-h.p. Berliet

20 30-h.p. Daimler

31 30-h.p. White

41 30-40-h.p. Ariel Simplex

45 30-h.p. Spvker

51 30-h.p. N.E.C

59 40-h.p. Junior

64 35-h.p. Iris

66 35-45-h.p. Maudslay ...

67 20-30-h.p. Maudslay ...

75 40-h.p. Minerva

78 30-h.p. Thornycroft ...

81 35 45-h.p. (iladiator ...

87 30-40-h.p. Brasier

88 30-35 Simm8-Welbeck...

94 24-32-h.p. Porthos

G. M. Young ... 4

W. S. Macharg 4

12 40-50-h.h. Rolls-Royce...

21 60-h.p. Belsize

27 45-h.p. Mercedes

29 35-45 h. p. Ariel Simplex

35 60-h.p. Berliet ...

74 50-h.p. Darracq

83 40-45-h.p. Hotchkiss ...

103 60-h.p. Thames

J. S. Napier ... 4

W. Watson ... 4

Capt. F. V.

Wentworth ... 4

Frederic Coleman 2

P. Lewis ... 4

J. G. Raphael ... 4

. J. C. Mort ... 4

. Capt. W. E. D.

Owen ... ... 4

. A. Clifford Earp 4

C. C. Maudslay 4

Buchanan Shiel 4

. A. C. Muir ... 6

. H. Niblett ... 4

. W. F. Peare ... 4

S. Saunders ... 4

. A. F. Kemp ... 6

. Wilfrid Foulis... 4

Class 7.

Claude Johnson 6

R. Crossley ... 6

T. C. Fletoher... 4

T. Shaw 4

A. J. Brookes... 4

D. McNeill ... 6

Capt. Corbet ... 6

W. T. Clifford

Earp 6

120 x 130 mm

4jj x 5 in.

105 x 140 mm.

100 x 120 mm.

104 x 130 ram.

4f x 54 in.

44 x 5 in.

110 x 130 mm.

5 x 4 in.

4J x 54 in.

105 x 140 mm.

44 x 5 in.

112 x 120 mm.

3J x^ 3J in.

95 x 130 mm.

95 x 130 mm.

80 x 90 mm.

44 x 44 in.

135 x 140 mm.

105 x 140 mm.

44 x 44 in.

44 x 5 in.

5| x 6 in.

120 x 140 mm.

130xl50i

3 x 6 in.

5,V* 51 in.

130 x 130 mm.

44 x 44 in.

130 x

5 x

5 x

44 x

105 x

41 x

115x

H2x

105 x

UOx

150 mm.

54 in.

5 in.

4 in.

120 mm.

5 in.

140 mm.

130 mm.

125 ram.

120 mm.

41 x 41 in.

51 x 5 in.

120 x 150 mm.

5U x 51 in.

140 x 140 mm.

112 x 120 mm.

120 x 120 mm.

5 x 5 in.

These will be expressed in the following formula :—

Lowest fuel con-

Marks gained sumption per ton

in hill-climbing x 100 miles in

Marks gained , Marks gained , tests. , cla*s.
for reliability. for starting. "•" Number of hill- Fuel consump-

climbs. tion perton.miJe.

Writing midday we learn that there will be only a few

withdrawals. The twin-cylinder Adams in Class 2 was not

ready in time for the Trial, to the 10-h.p. single-cylinder which

Mr. R. K. Smith is to drive will be the sole representative of

that make. Both Mr. Smith and Mr. F. S. Bennett, who will

again steer the 9-10-h.p. Cadillac, were in last year's event.

In 1906 Mr. R. L. Jefferson drove the Rover in Class I. j

this year the 6-h.p. and 8-h.p. Rovers will be driven

by Mr. R. Wilkinson and a well-known Irish pressman respec

tively. Considerable interest attaches to the entry of the 15-h.p.

Ford, which has been brought north in order to see whether the

chassis constructed for a two-seated car, slightly altered, will go

through such a severe test with four passengers. Mr. J. H.

Chambers is here with a 10-h.p. ?ar—the only Irish vehicle in

the Trial. Hitherto his firm have been content with an 8-h.p. as

the maximum of power, but the new 10-h.p. two-cylinder car is

of heavier build. It has single chain drive running in oiL

and has a low petrol consumption. In this class, too, is the

10-12-h.p. Swift that did so well in the Irish Trial.

In addition to the Adams car the Maxwell is likely to be a

non-starter in Class II. Only three of last year's drivers again

appear in the class, viz., Mr. H. Gordon Sharp on the Reo,

which made its debut in this country in last year's event, and

only escaped a non-stop run by losing a minute in starting ; Mr.

T. Rimmer, who made an equally good run on the 14-h.p.

Vulcan, which he is again driving, and Mr. J. McLean.

Classes 3, 4 and 5 will see several of last year's drivers

again on their seats. The ArrokJohnston team will be as before.

Mr. H. Ramoisy, who has now taken part in five of this series

of trials on a Germain, will again drive a 14-h.p. car ; Mr. G.

H. Slaney will drive the 28-h.p. Armstrong-Whitworth, the

40-h.p. car of that type being withdrawn. Two Mass cars are

entered, one being driven by Mr. A. F. King as before ; Capt

Wentworth (Daimler), Messrs. T. Shaw (Ariel-Simplex), B.

Shiell (Maudslay), R. Crossley (Belsize), C. Johnson (Rolls
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Royce), J. Reid (Beeston-Humber), and M. Ross Browne (Gladia

tor), are others who have become familiar in these trials and who

will start again in the morning. Three brothers Earp will handle

the Iris (two), and Thames cars, and other interesting personalities

will be noticed in the list of starters. Two steam cars are entered,

both Whites, and one will be driven by Mr. Frederic Coleman,

who recently familiarised himself with the course under the

official observation of the K.A.C.

Perth, Tuesday.

The cars left Glasgow in fine weather, being despatched

with the punctuality characteristic of the Scottish Club. Seated

on the Straker-Squire car driven by Mr. W. T. Lord, we were

■oon amid traffic ard trams. The way was through Alexandria,

where the Argyll Works are situated, and new rows of work

men's houses are an abiding memorial to the late Mr. Alec Govan.

Ben Lomond stands sentinel beyond, and we drove for miles

along the Loch, glistening in sunlight. The cars proceeded in

orderly array, we being preceded by the Austin and followed by

an Iris for miles. At the Glencoe hill-climb Major Lloyd mar

shalled the cars, Mr. F. Straight sending them away up the

timed hill. The Straker-Squire car went splendidly, passing a

Maudslay and a Thornycrolt—both in trouble. An impetuous

marshal waved the flag for us to stop and caused us to lose quite

seven or eight seconds, all to no purpose. By Rest-and-be-Thankful

Stone Mr. Eustace Watson and a crowd of motorists awaited the

cars, which then sped on to Inveraray, the procession round Loch

Fyne being without incident. At Dalmally Mr. Mitchell, with six-

inch Palmer tyres on his Siddcley, and Mr. W. Vincent (of Messrs.

A. W. Gamage, Ltd.) were seen, and there we lunched. The

drivers of the smaller cars fed at Inveraray, so that news was

scarce. Shortly after Dalmally a group of pressmen were seen

standing disconsolately by a laggard car, and at Crianlarich the

four occupants of a Chenard-Waleker were lifting a lamb from

the centre to the side of the road. An earlier car had stunned

the animal, and the quartette's explanation of finding it occa

sioned shouts of " Ba, Ba ! "■—the only humour of the trip thus

far. At Kenmore, where al fresco te* was a welcome innovation,

explanations were acc ipted that the lamb is probably mutton by

now. Skirting the policies of Taymouth Castle, rain pelted up

through the birks of Aberfeldy and the woods of Birnam, calling

for sou'-westers that were expected to be useful. We entered

Perth in a pitiless rain, driving into a tented field, where Messrs.

Langridge and Adam supervised the storage. Our Straker-

Squire ran throughout with delightful rhythm of motion, and,

 

The 30 h. p. Beeston-Humber Car which is taking part in the

Scettiih Trials.

although the 160 miles of sinuous switchback tests a driver, Mr.

Lord was able to demonstrate the simplicity of control asso

ciated with this silent-running car. On such a vehicle, main

taining its regular course, the incidents seen are few and far

between.

Of the ninety-six cars that started, all are reported here

save three. Universal regret is expressed at the ill-luck of M.

Ramoisy, on the Germain car, who has clone non-stop runs in

both previous trials. To-day he made the fastest time in his

class, and was going grandly when he took the bend at the top

of the hill by Rest-and-be-Thankful Stone too fine, with such

effect on his car that he withdrew at Inveraray. Mr. J. S.

Napier, on the New Arrol-Johnston (No. 10, Class 6), withdrew

at Dalmally, and Mr. C. Maudslay withdrew his Maudslay

(No. 6, Class 6) after the hill climb. Non-stop runs are credited

to the 30-h.p. Beeston-Humber (No. 11, Class_4) ; in Class 5 to

 

The 8 h.p. Jackson Car which is taking (.arc in the Scottish

Reliability Trials.

No. 2, 30-40 h.p. Chenard-Waleker, No. 13, 30-h.p. Siddelev,

No. 50, 25-30-h.p. Austin, No. 55, 25-h.p. Straker-Squire, No. 91,

20-h.p. Climax ; in Class 6, No. 4, 24-h.p. Albion, No. 14, 40-h.p.

Berliet, No. 20, 30-h.p. Daimler, No. 30, 30-h.p. White, No. 41,

30-40-h.p. Ariel Simplex, No. 45, 30-h.p. Spyker, No. 59, 40-h.p.

Junior, No. 67, 20-30-h.p. Maudslay, No. 81, 35-45-h.p.

Gladiator, No. 87, 30-40-h.p. Brasier, No. 88, 30-35-h.p. Simms-

Welbeck; in Class 7, No. 12, 40-50-h.p. Bolls-Royce, No. 21,

60-h.p. Belsize, No. 27, 45-h.p. Mercedes, No. 35, 60-h.p. Berliet,

No. 74, 50-h.p. Darracq. The first three in each class in the

Kest-and-Be-Thankful Hill Climb were as under :—

Class 1.—No. 60, 12-h.p. Swift, 1 ; No. 28, 10-h.p. Adams, 2 ; No. 96,

10-h.p. Chambers, 3.

Class 2.—15-20 h.p. Calthorpe, 1; No. 97, 18-h.p. Mass, 2; No. 82,

14-h.p. Vulcan, 3.

Class 3.—No. 44, 14-h.p. Germain, 1 ; No. 22, 20-h.p. Belsize, 2 ;

No. 18, 14-I6-b.p. Argyll, 3.

Class 4.—No. 42, 24-h.p. Mass, 1; No. 19, 26-30-h.p. Argyll, 2;

No. 49, 18-24-h.p. Austin, 3.

Class 5.—No. 40, 28-38 h.p. Ariel Simplex, 1 ; No. 80, 18-28-h.p.

Gladiator, 2 ; No. 50, 25-30 h.p. Austin, 3.

Class 6.—No. 41, 30-40-h.p. Ariel Simplex, 1 ; No. 14, 40-h.p. Berliet,

2 ; No. 64, 35-h.p. Iris, 3.

Class 7.—No. 29, 35-45 h p. Ariel Simplex, 1; No. 12, 40-50-h.p.

Kolls-Royce, 2 ; No. 35, 60-h-p. Berliet, 3.

The cause of Mr. J. S. Napier's withdrawal is said to be seized

gears. The happenings to the cars in the smaller classes are not

yet officially reported, but taken altogether the day's run has

been most successful.

Perth, Wednesday Morning.

To-day's run is to Aberdeen, the cars in Class 4 starting out

first, led by the Nordenfelt. Mr. A. Campbell Muir is not

driving, having decided on that course at the last hour. He

was, however, seen on the route on Tuesday calling for a rope

for the disabled Arrol-Johnston. The weather this morning is

dull, but fortunately it is not raining.

The members of the Billericay Farmers' Club have decided

to inaugurate a service of motor-cars to collect dairy produce in

the district, and deliver it in London.

A DOZEN cases against motorists for exceeding the regula

tion limit of ten miles an hour in Richmond Park were heard at

Kingston on the 20th. Fines were inflicted in every case.
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CONTINENTAL N0TE5.

British Cars in Switzerland.

The Swiss Automobile Club held a hill climbing competition

on a 10-kilometre course, from Gex to the summit of the

Faucille, on Sunday last. The awards were based on a formula

which took in the cylinder dimensions, the time occupied, the

weight, and the fuel consumption. The best time of the day—

13 min. 20 sec.—was made by a Cottin-Desgouttes car, but the

rirst place on the formula was taken by M. Firmenich, on a

10-12-h.p. Humber.

* ♦ ♦

Forthcoming Races in Belgium.

A three days' race meeting is to be held by the" Belgian

Automobile Club, in the Ardennes, towards the end of next

month. On July 25th there will be the Circuit des Ardennes

(in accordance with the rules of the German Imperial Club).

This will be held on an 85'7 kilometre circuit, which, starting

and finishing at Bastogne, takes in Longlier, Habay-le-Neuve,

and Mai telange, this having to be covered seven times. The

<_ars must be fitted with engines of a capacity of not more than

first day's run, on the 20th inst., was from Paris to Boulogne

265 kilometres ; the second from Boulogne to Ostend, 125 kilo

metres; the third from Ostend to Rouen, 185 kilometres; and

the fourth, on Sunday last, from Rouen to Paris, 130 kilometres.

The Roussel voiturette, in the 90 mm. class, the only entrant in

its class, made a non-penalised run throughout, as did all but

the Le Metais car in the 100 mm. car section. During the course

of the contest a speed trial was held on the road near Ostend,

the competitors being timed over a five kilometre course, which

they bad to cover in both directions. The best aggregate time

for the ten kilometres (8 min. 50 sec.) was made by Giuppone on

a Peugeot motor-bicycle, Griet, on a Demeester, doing the best

(10 min. 33 sec.) in the car section. The result of the trial will

be announced later.

♦ ♦ ♦

The Annuaire de Route de I'A.C.F.

The French Automobile Club has just issued the new

edition of its annual handbook entitled l'Annuaire de Route.

The work, which is edited by M. Louis Dumontpallier, President

of the Foreign Relations Committee of the A.C.F., is of a handy

 

 

The Southern Motor Club's Hill Climb.—The Cars on the way to Toy's Hill.

8 litres, and must weigh at least 1,175 kilog., this comprising the

body, tyres, oil and fuel, &c. On July 2Gth the contest for the

Coupe de Liedekerke will be run off, this being over six rounds

of the Ardennes Circuit. The race is reserved to four-seated

touring cars, the engines of which have a cylinder capacity of

not more than 3J litres. Finallyj on July 27th there will be

the Circuit de3 Ardennes, held under the rules of the Belgian

Club, which admit racing cars without any restriction as to

weight or fuel consumption. The contest will be over the sime

•distance as that of July 25th.

♦ ♦ ♦

The Paris Ostend Paris Reliability Trial.

The Auto-cycle Club de France has held a four days'

reliability trial for motor-cycles and voiturettes during the past

week. There were four starters in the class for motor-bicycles

of a third of a litre engine capacity, seven in the quarter litre

motor-bicycle category, four in the light motor-bicycle section,

four in the tri car class, one, a Roussel, in the voiturette category

(up to 90 mm. cylinder bore), and six in the two-seated car

section (up to 100 mm. bore), the latter comprising two

Alcyons, two Demeesters, a Fouillaron, and a Le Metais. The

size, and contains a vast amount of useful information. In order

to facilitate easy reference, the book has been divided into four

sections, the first dealing with France, the second with foreign

countries, the third with Algiers and the coast of Tunis, and the

last one with the itineraries. In the French section, the sketch

plans of towns, giving the main routes of entrance or exit

thereto, will be found particularly handy. The information

from former editions relating to Customs formalities, transport,

taxation, &<j., has been revised and brought up to date to

March 31st last, and several new features have been added, such

as "The Rule of the Road," "The Motoring and Sporting

Press," "Affiliated Societies of the A.C.F.," &c. Altogether the

Annuaire is a work which can be recommended to any motorist

contemplating a tour on the Continent, and especially in France.

♦ ♦ ♦

The Best Routes In and out of Paris.

Motorists visiting Paris for the first time with their cars

usually select the widest and most direct roads into the city, and

arrive without anything but a good opinion of the same. It

may be useful to point out, therefore, that the paved highways

need never be followed in leaving or arriving at the French
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■capital. The main road to St. Germain, for instance, is mostly

pave\ Wise motorists, however, leave the city through the Bois

.de Boulogne, cross the Seine at Suresnes, climb the Suresnes

hill, turn sharp to the right under the railway, pass behind Fort

Valerien, and reach St. Germain by a road comprising twenty

feet of pave and as many kilometres of excellent macadam. The

old highway from Versailles to Paris via Viroflay and Sevre?,

too, has been abandoned to the steam tramways and market

■carts, the modern road being by the Cote de Pieardie, Ville

d'Avray, St. Cloud, Suresnes, and the Bois de Boulogne. It is a

hilly road, but, excepting the short Suresnes hill, has an excellent

macadam surface, not an inch of pave', and is moreover perfectly

•dustless, the entire twenty kilometres having recently been

treated with tar. A Taride detailed map of the environs of

Paris will show how to get into the capital from almost any

point without suffering pave tortures. Good work has been done

by the Touring Club of France in opening loop roads through or

around pav<--stricken towns. Examples of this are to be found

between Paris and Fontainebleau, the macadam loop roads being

indicated bv conspicuous sign posts.

♦ ♦ ♦

A Combination Motor Car and Motor Boat.

A somewhat novel vehicle has jnst been brought under the

notice of the French Minister of the Navy ; it is a combination

motor-car and mot >r-boat. The vehicle, the body of which is

•boat shaped, is provided with the usual road wheels and, in

addition, with a rudder and a propeller. The steering wheel is

connected up to both the front road wheels and the rudder, while

the shaft from the gear-box to the differential shaft is prolonged

to the rear to carry the propeller, a lever being provided whereby

the rear road wheels can be thrown out of gear and the engine

connected up to the boat driving mechanism. The idea of the

•designer, M. Ravaillier, is that his machine can be used either

on land or water, and, so far as the brief trials in Paris and on the

Seine are concerned, he has demonstrated the practicability of
■the combination. .

♦ • ♦

Another Elastic Wheel Competition.

Still another- elastic wheel competition is to be held in

France. It is being organised by " Le Poids Lourd " in con

junction with the " Auto," and will be confined to devices suitable

for use on industrial motor vehicles and public service cars. The

competition will take place in September next, and the com

petitors will be divided into five categories as follows :—Class 1,

delivery vehicles of a capacity of from 50 to 500 kilogs. : Class

2, ditto, from 500 to 2,000 kilogs. ; Class 3, ditto, from 2,000 to

3,000 kilogs. ; Class 4, ditto, over 3,000 kilogs. ; and Class 5,

public service machines having accommodation for at least ten

persons. The trial will consist of seven daily runs of from 100

to 150 kilometres on a circuit in the North of France, the total

distance to be covered ranging from 700 to 1,000 kilometres,

according to category. The cars in Classes 1, 2 and 5 will be

required to attain an average speed of 15 kilometres, in Class 3

12 kilometres, and in Class 4 10 kilometres per hour.

* ♦
An Historical Automobile Section at the Paris Salon.

The historical cycle section at the last Paris Salon having

proved such a success, it is now proposed to organise one for

early motor-cars at the exhibition in November and December

next. M. G. Rives, the manager of the undertaking, is said to

"have also had the loan promised of the first De Dion machines,

a, Panhard Paris-Bordeaux car, Jenatzy's "Jamais Contente,''

on which several world's records were established, &c., so that

an interesting display should result.
♦ '♦ ♦ ■•

Miscellaneous Items.

The Wolseley Tool and Motor Car Co., Ltd., have applied

for a space at the next Paris Siilm. The Stelvio Pass, which

ia at an altitude of 2,756 metres—the highest in Europe is now

open for motor traffic. It is situated on the road from Milan to

(Innsbruck. A series of Flying Kilometre Speed Trials was

held near Antwerp on Sunday last ; there were thirty-two com

petitors, the best time being made by M. Deplus, who, on a

Pipe car, covered the distance in 31 2-5 sec.

THE A.C.F. GRAND PRIX AND COUPE

DE LA COMMISSION SPORTIVE

RACE5.

THE great event of the coming week is the race for the

A.C.F. Grand Prix, with which has been combined that

for the Coupe de la Commission Sportive. Both contests

are being organised by the French Automobile Club, and are on

novel lines in so far that they are being held under what are, for

France, entirely new conditions, the old rule of a weight limit of

1,000 kilogs. having been abandoned in favour of a restricted

petrol allowance. In the case of the. cars in the Grand Prix the

latter has been fixed at 30 litres per 100 kilometres, equivalent

to 9-47 miles to the gallon. No less than thirty-eight entries

have been received for this event, which is the one on which

interest will principally centre. The appended table shows the

competing cars, together with the distinctive numbers with

which they will be marked, the names of the drivers and the

order of starting. As will be seen, France will be represented

by twenty-four cars (painted blue), Italy by five (red), Germany

by three (white), Belgium by three (yellow), Great Britain by

two (green), and the United States by one (white and red). . ■

 

Map of the Seine Inferieure Course on which the race for the A.C.F.

Grand Friz is to be held.

< )rder of Distinctive

Starting. Car. Driver. Sign.

1 ... Fiat .. Lancia . . ... F-l
o ('orre .. D'Hespel ... C-l

3 Darracq Caillois ... D-l

4 ... Loiraine-Dietrich .. Duray ... LD-1

5 ... Porthoe Strieker ... PI .

li Dufaux-Marchand Dufaux ... DM-l

7 ... Bayard-Clement .. Garcet ... BC-1

8 Motobloc .. Pa<;e ... MB-1

a ... Renault . . Sisz ... R-l

10 Germain Peipere ... GE-1

u ... Panhard .. Heath ... PL-1

12 ... Christie Christie WC-l

13 ... Mercedes Jenatzy ... Ml

14 VVeigel Lixin ... W-l

15 ... Gobron-lirillie... Bi^olly ... GB-1

16 ... Aquila-Ttaliana .. Kichat... ... A-l

17 ... Brasier ISarillier ... B-l

18 ... Fiat .. Nazzaro ... F-2

19 ... Darracq .. Riga! ... D-2
•20 ... Lorraine-Dietrich KiiHgier LD-2

'21 ... Bayard-Clement ' ... Alezy .. BC-2
•22 ...

Motobloc ... . „ Pierson ... MB-2

23 ... Renault ... Edmond ... R2

24 ... Germain ... Degrais ... GE2

-2.5 ... Panhard ... Le B!on PL-2
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Order of Distinctive

Starting. Car. Driver.' Sign.

26 ... Mercedes .. Salzer M-2

27 ... Weigel Harrison ... W-2

28 ... Brssier .. Baraa ... B-2

29 ... Fiat Wagner ... F-3

30 ... Darracq Hanriot ... D-3

31 ... Lorraine-Dietrich .. Gabriel . ... LD-3

32 ... Bayard-Clement F. Shepard ... ... BC-3

33 ... Motobloc Courtaae ... MB3

34 ... Renault . . Richez ... R3

35 ... Germain .. Roch-Brault ... ... GE-3

S<i ... Panhard .. Dutemple ... PL-3

37 ... Mercedes .. Hemery ... M-3

38 ... Brasicr .. Bablot ... B-3

The Bayard-Clement cars are of 100-h.p. ; the Darracqs,

120-h.p. ; Motobloc, 110-h.p. ; Corre, 90-h.p. ; Panhard, 110-h.p. ;

Kenault, 110-h.p. ; Lorraine-Dietrich, 125-h.p. ; Germain, 35-h.p. ;

Weigel, 80-h.p. ; Brasier, 120-h.p.; Dufaux-Marchand, 125-h.p.;

Aquila-Italiana, 90-h.p.; Mercedes, 130-h.p. ; Christie, 130-h.p. ;

Fiat, 110-h.p.; and Gobron, 100-h.p. The Weigel, Porthos and

Dufaux cars have eight-cylinder engines, the Aquila-Italiana six

cylinders, all the others having four-cylinder engines. With

one exception—the Christie—the vehicles are all provided with

magneto ignition.

The contest for the Coupe de la Commission Sportive is for

a smaller type of car, for which the quantity of fuel allowed is

only 15 litres per 100 kilometres—equal to just under 19 miles

are thus 769-8 kilometres and 461-9 kilometres. The starting

point, where quite a little town, comprising a grand stand,

cafes, buffets, garages, &c, has sprung up, is located about

a couple of miles from Dieppe. Thence the course runs-

in a south-easterly direction through Envermeu to Lon-

dinieres, when it turns sharply to the north, passing Sept

Meules, to the little town of Eu, and thence ria Criel-sur-Mer,

following the coast line back to Dieppe. While the circuit has

some fine stretches of level open road where fastj running

may be attained, there are one or two portions between Dieppe

and Londinieres where the road is narrow, being at some points

less than fifteen feet in width. From Envermeu to Londinieres

the road runs alongside a light railway, there being no fence

between it and the road, but the authorities, for the purposes of

the race, have widened ihe road by three metres in order to-

allow ample room for passing. The railway is crossed at

a right angle just before reaching Londinieres, after which

there is a sharp winding ascent for two kilometres, from

which point, until the little town of Eu is reached, is the

fastest part of the course, it being a switchback and practically

a straight road. At Eu the competitors will pass through the

principal square of the town, and, turning sharply to the left,

enter upon the last angle of the course. From Eu to Criel good

running may be expected, and thence to Tocqueville the cars

will pass along a fine stretch, the road being wide and straight,

 

The A.C.F. Grand Friz Eace.—A View on the Course at the fork near Dieppe.

per gallon. Curiously enough, this race has not met with the

support of French motor-car manufacturers which the organisers

anticipated. It was at first intended to run it on the day

following the Grand Prix, but, owing to the paucity of entries

—as is shown in the subjoined table, there are only nine—it is

being run in conjunction with the more important event.

The Coupe de la Commission Sportive Race.

Order of

Starting.

1 ...

2 ...

3 ...

4 ...

5 ...

6 ...

7 ...

8 ...

9 ...

Car.

32-h.p. Gillet-Forest

50-h.p. Darracq ..."

40-h.p. H.I.S.A....

35-h.p. La Buire...

40-h.p. Porthos ...

50-h.p. Darracq ...

80-h.p. H.I.S.A....

35-h.p. La Buire...

35-h.p. La Buire...

Distinctive

Driver. Sign.

De la Touloubre ... GF-1

DeLanghe ... D-l

Depasse ... H-l

Dumaine ... LB-l

Defries ... P-l

Demogeot ... D-2

Moulin ... HI

Mettard ... LB-2

Dessaigne ... LB-3

Considerable time was spent in examining suitable courses

on which to hold the races, and eventually that known as the

Seine Inferieure Circuit was selected. As will be seen from the

accompanying sketch map, it is triangular in shape, having as

points the three towns of Dieppe, Londinieres and Eu. The

cnuwe measures 76-988 kilometres, and the competitors in the

Grand Prix have to make ten laps and those in the Coupe de la

Commission Sportive six rounds. The respective total distances

and affording opportunities for excellent racing. Altogether the

circuit is considered to be a unique one from the point of view

of absence of natural difficulties, but it is considered that its

short length and the absence of many long straight stretches

will cause it to be slower than last year's route. Nevertheless,

the passage of the cars in front of the grand stands about

every half-hour will afford an element of excitement from

a spectacular standpoint, which has been lacking on former

occasions.

A good deal of money has been spent in getting the course

in good condition and in rendering it free from dust. No less

than thirteen foot-bridges have been constructed across the track

at different points for the convenience of the public, for the

protection of whom it is estimated that 8,000 soldiers and police

will be employed. The reception of the cars takes place on

Monday next, when the operation of filling and sealing the

petrol tanks will be proceeded with. Special precautions have

been taken to prevent fraud, any attempt at which will entail

instant disqualification. The race itself is fixed for Tuesday,

July 2nd, the competitors in the Grand Prix being sent off at

minute intervals from 6 a.m., while those in the Coupe contest

will follow at five-minute intervals, starting at 9 a.m. A full

account of both contests will be published in the next issue of

the M.C.J.
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 Motorists will find interest

in the new biograph pictures of

the Wcybridge motor traok now

being shown at the Empire, in

London.

The feature of the annual

race meeting at Ascot last week

was the large number of motor-cars. It is estimated that on one

or two of the days not less than 1,000 vehicles were in the

district.

The sub-committee of the Leeds Institute Schools have

decided to establish at the secondary school courses in motor

car engineering, should a sufficient number of students como

forward.

The Sirdar Rubber Company have received a large order

for Royal Sirdar pneumatic tyres, both grooved non-slipping and

plain, for the Sultan of Johore, who, we understand, has about

sixteen or seventeen motor-cars.

Another transformation scene is being effected in Belfast,

where the old Hippodrome and Circus building in Chichester

Street is to be adapted to the purposes of a motor garage, under

the control of Messrs. J. B. Ferguson, Ltd.

We regret to announce the early death of Mr. John Arthur

Croxson, the manager, since its formation, of the Electric Lan-

daulette Co., Ltd., Chelsea. Deceased, who was in his fortieth

year, succumbed to exhaustion following an operation of a very

painful nature.

A NEW toll is now in force on the private road leading

from Brooklands Station, near Manchester, to Prospect House,

Ringway. The toll for motor-cars, which was formerly 3d., has

been increased to Is., and motor-cycles, which were not charged

for previously, have now to pay 3d.

In view of the near approach of the R.A.C.'s Commercial

Vehicle Trials, the question of holding further provincial meets

of commercial motor vehicles has been deferred until after those

trials have taken place, and the committee that organised the

run to Reading has adjourned sine die, on the understanding that

a meeting is convened about November next.

The 1907 edition of the Automobile Handbook of the R. A.C.

and Motor Union has just been issued. The new volume is

much larger than the 1906 edition, the increase in size being

accounted for by the additional information contained between

the two covers. One of the many new features is the series of

maps of towns in which speed limits have been sanctioned, the

portion to which the limit applies being indicated.

The Alpha petrol motor illustrated in the last issue

of the M.C.J, was wrongly described as being of 12-16 h. p.

The normal rating is 16-20-h.p., the four cylinders, which are

cast in pairs, being 93 mm. bore by 105 mm. stroke. At a speed

of 1,000 revolutions per minute tho engine develops lS-h.p.

Messrs. Johnson, Hurley and Martin also make a 25-30 h.p.

four-cylinder motor as well as two sizes—8-10 and 12-15-h.p.—

of twin-cylinder engines.

Auranukments are being rapidly pushed forward for the

motor trip to be given to the crippled children of Southport on

Saturday, July 6th. The trip is again being arranged by Messrs.

Armstrong and VV. U. Coddington, who so successfully organised

a similar event last year. Tho motor-cars will call at the various

homes and pick up the children, and convey them thence to the

Promenade, where the procession will start about a quarter jwst

two for a run to Sefton, where the children are to be entertained

to tea.

The Daimler Motor Company have recently put down a

new charging plant to enable them to cope with the increased

number of accumulators that have to be charged. The

equipment includes a dynamo and motor and a largo switchboard.

The motor developes 10-h.p. and is directly coupled to the

dynamo, which is capable of giving 130 amperes at 65 volts.

The accumulators are charged in groups of twelve 4-volt accu

mulators in series, the groups being in parallel with each other.

The current in each group can be regulated and is read on the

smaller ammeters on the switchboard. To ensure a thorough

charging the rate is kept low and a long charge given.

HERE AND THERE.

 

At the Blackwall Station

Wharf, on the 19th inst., the

Bishop of Stepney dedicated a

new motor-boat to the service of

the Missions to Seamen.

Motorists in the neighbour

hood of the South of London

may obtain Benzole, suitable for use in motor-cars, from the

South Metropolitan Gas Company, at their Tar Works, Ordnance

Wharf, East Greenwich.

The Motor Union of Nyassaland has been formed with

Mr. J. I!. Blcnkinson, of Zomba, Nyassaland, via Chinde, East

Coast of Africa, as secretary, and Sir A. Sharpe, K.C.M.G., as

president.

The Navan Engineering Works is one of the many Irish

engineering establishments that have lately been turning their

attention to motoring. They have every facility for assisting

motorists at their place in Mill Street, Navan.

The Argylls " Motorist " for May-June contains tributes to

tho late Mr. A. Govan by Mr. W. A. Smith and Mr. E. H.

Watson, who were intimately associated with him in the develop

ment of tho great industrial concern at Alexandria.

The following is a summary of last week's runs of the

Hotchkiss six-cylinder car under the observation of the K.A C. :—

 

The accidental meeting of the Six-Cylinder Hotchkiaa Ctr and cne

of the Weigel Grand Friz Racers at Sherborne, Wiltshire.

Monday, June 17th, Weston-super-Mare to Bristol (circular run),

154 miles ; Tuesday, June 18th, Bristol to Farringdon and back,

126 miles; Wednesday, June l'.)th, Bristol to Alccster, 167

miles ; Thursday, June 20th, Alcester to Kidderminster, 165

miles; Friday, June 21st, Kidderminster to Lancaster, 166

miles; Saturday, June 22nd, Lancaster to Glasgow. The carj

which is this week taking part in the Scottish Reliability Trials,

has now done 7,113 miles in Great Britain and Ireland, and

6,200 miles prior to this in France, making a total mileage of

13,313, without any mechanical stop.

A committee of representative Manchester motorists,

consisting of Messrs. W. Hyde, J.P., Sawley Brown, W. Cots-

worth, and C. B. Holmes, is busily engaged in organising the

third .annual motor ride for Manchester and Salford crippled

children, which is to be held on Saturday, July 6th. The

destination is Chelford, where Colonel Dixon has placed the

whole of his grounds (Astle Hall) at the disposal of the com

mittee. On account of the dust nuisance, it has been decided not ,

to form any procession. The cars will assemble in Albert Square

about 2 o'clock, whence alternative routes will be taken to Chel

ford, the trip comprising a round of about forty miles. Over

sixty cars have, so far, been promised, and it is hoped to reach

100 by next week.
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A new garage has been opened by Mr. W. Thompson, in

Castlo Street, Northwich.

Tenders for a chassis suitable for a landaulet body are in

vited by the Metropolitan Asylums Board by the 8th prox.

Visitors to the Lake District will be interested in the new

garage erected at Bowness by Mr. Herbert Croft, of Kendal.

Alderman J. Scott Foster, J.P., of Portsmouth, has re

cently taken delivery of an Argyll 14-16-h.p. two-seated car.

Messrs. Avery and Roberts, Ltd., of G4, Stanley Street,

Liverpool, have sent us a sample of the Auto Nut Pliers they

have recently introduced, and of which we give an illustration

herewith. Several advantages are chimed for the new tool

 

which will readily appeal to motorists ; principal among them

is that it is specially adapted for use on all nuts up to h in.,

such as on coils, batteries, commutators, and all small nuts. It

can be used either vertically or horizontally, and has jaws which

are cut to an angle of 120 degrees, so that it fits perfectly

without damage to nuts. The pliers, by means of which nuts

can be screwed on or off in all sorts of awkward places where

it would be impossible to work with ordinary spanners and

wrenches, also comprises wire cutters and nippers, burner hole,

and ordinary pliers, so that it can be used for screwing up the

caps on tyre valves, and the nut's on sparking plugs. Alto

gether the Auto Nut Pliers forms a useful addition to the tool

box equipment.

The Council of the borough of Bromley (Kent) have applied

for a regulation limiting the speed to ten miles per hour in some

parts of the town.

Messrs. Charles Letts and Co. send a copy of their Log

Look for motorists, which will be exceedingly useful to those who

tour by motor-car.

Mr. David M. Menzies, M.A., has been awarded the first

prize in the Motor Union's essay competition on "The Prepara

tion for the Forthcoming Parliamentary Struggle."

The " Ideal " Motor Hood Company, of 4.'!, Parson's Green

Lane, Fulham, S.W., is placing upon the market the hood of

that name made under Hopper's Patents. This can be easily fitted

to any type of side entrance car, and, while not obstructing the

outlook when down, gives ample protection to the front scats when

raised and extended. The same company has introduced the

" Ideal" motor folding seat, which is fitted to the inside of the

car, allowing the occupants to sit facing forward, and folding up

compactly behind the driver's seat when not in use.

The attention of motorists will be centred on the Brooklands

racing track at Weybridge this week, owing to the attempt of

Mr. S. F. Edge to drive his six-cylinder Napier car at the rate

of sixty miles per hour for twenty-four hours. The start is

fixed for 6 p.m. on Friday, the 28th inst., when Mr. Edge

intends to try and drive right through himself. For the pur

pose of testing the difference of similar cars driven by fresh

drivers, he is ahio arranging for two other 60-h.p. six-cylinder

Napier cars to be driven by relays of drivers, a fresh driver

every two hours, so as to push the cars to their utmost limit.

A hundred years ago the stables of the New London Inn,

at Exeter, could accommodate 300 horses. Now its chief con

cern is with automobiles, for the accommodation of which a

spacious garage has been erected with private lock-up3, as well

as general facilities for the storage of vehicles belonging to

visitors to the city. While the garage has been erected by Mr.

Pople, the proprietor of the hotel, administration wdl be under

taken by Messrs. Gould Bros., who have had much experience

of the motor business. The firm will now have three automobile

establishments in Exeter— works on Southernhay, a showroom at

the corner of London Inn Square, and the parage behind the

New London Hotel,

In the Scottish Reliability Trials sixty-six cars entered are

Dunlop tyred.

The toll for privato motor-cars at Llandudno has now been

fixed at Is., and for public cars at 4s.

The King's journey by motor-car from "Windsor to London

on Monday was interrupted between Stainej and Egham by a

puncture, which caused a slight delay.

The Chancery Division of the High Court has declined to

give the Elcctromobilo Company, Ltd., the oxclusive use of the

word clectromobile in the way of trade.

Mr. H. Waymouth Prance, A.I.E.E., 39, Westbourne

Gardens, W., is rendering useful service to prospective motorists

by expert examination of second-hand cars before purchase.

At a meeting of the North-East Iiancashiro Automobile

Club on Saturday last a resolution was unanimously passed to

petition the Fylde Rural District Council and the Lancashire

County Council to abolish the toll-bar over the Freckleton

Marsh, and make the road a secondary one.

The Vulcan Rubber Company, of 308, Euston Road,

London, N.W., have sent us a sample of the Vulcan rubber

cement they have lately introduced for repairing cuts and

gashes in the outer covers and inner tubes, a preparation which

will bo found extromely useful in keeping motor lyres in good

condition.

The Argyll School at Newman Street, W., is now in the

capable hands of Mr. Alfred Carter, late Quartermaster-Sergeant

Royal Marine Artillery, who gained a sound reputation as a

tutor with the Royal Marine Artillery Technical School (Motor

Branch), Eastney, and who has been very successful in training

mm of both son ices as motor drivers.

We have had an opportunity of inspecting a section of the

new Avon motor tyre with round and square treads, and with

the non-slipping cross-grooved type. This tyre certainly appears

to carry with it all the elements of success, for the fabric is

manufactured of the best Egyptian cotton, of great strength,

which, before being incorporated in the tyre, is thoroughly

impregnated with pure Para rubber. In this way it is made

very waterproof, and is less likely, therefore, to become rotten

tinder the action of wet than if such precautions were not taken.

Tho casing is also made of pure Para rubber, and the tread is so

 

treated as to become remarkably tough and durable, while its

thickness is such that it ought to be very immune from punctures.

The tyres, which arc entirely British, are made in all standard

sizes, from G5 mm. to 135 mm., at Melksbam, Wilts, by the

Avon India Rubber Company, which is a firm having long and

varied experience in the handling of rubber for all purposes, and

which enjoys the privilege of contracting for the Admiralty

and other Government departments. This company also bear a

high reputation for their solid tyres suitable for all types o'

motor-vehicles, from heavy 'buses to pleasure cars.
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THE DAIMLER-MERCEDES CAR.

—*—

WE give herewith two illustrations of the new Daimler-

Mercedes 30-h.p. car, which, as announced in a

recent issue of the M.C.J. , is being put on the market

by the British and Colonial Daimler-Mercedes Syndicate, and

one of the first of which we were last week able to inspect at

the company's depot at 532, Oxford Street, London, W. The

new vehicle is a British-built replica of the well-known Mercedes

car, being, in fact, built under licence from the Daimler Motoren

Gcsellschaft patents for the British and Colonial Company by

the Yorkshire Engine Company, Ltd., of Sheffield, a largo and

old-established concern, which has for years been making loco

motives for the leading railway companies throughout the world.

While, generally speaking, the Mercedes designs have been

closely followed and adhered to, a few modifications have been

made, in order to meet the requirements of British motorists,

such as placing the magneto and pump on opposite sides, to

facilitate adjustments. The frame is of pressed steel, narrowed

at the front to increase the lock of the steering wheels. The

engine comprises four cylinders, in. bore by 5 in. stroke,

cast in pairs. The valves are located on opposite sides, being

mechanically actuated off separate cam shafts. The gear wheels -

operating the latter are located at the front end of the engine,

and are not enclosed. We understand, however, that this will bo

done in future models. The ignition is by gear-driven low-tension

magneto, the make-and-break mechanism being fitted at the corners

of the cylinders, and the alvance and retard obtained by means of

a sliding cam shaft. The feature of the pressure feed carburettor

is the provision of a device controlled from the dashboard whereby

the quantity of spirit delivered through the jet can be varied.

The water circulation is maintained by a gear-driven pump and

a honeycomb radiator ; a current of air is drawn through tho

latter by a fan formed by the arms of the flywheel. The water

jackets, which are of liberal dimensions, are closed by a detach

able cap which fits on the cylinder heads. It may be mentioned

here that the water pisses into and out of the jackets through

the caps, a partition being provided to ensure a perfect circula-

 

Fig 1. View of Exhaust Side of Engine on Daimler- Mercedes Car.

tion round the cylinders. The speed of the engine is controlled

by both hand and foot levers ; a governor is also provided, this

being connected up to a sliding spindle, the rear end of which

pushes more or less a lever connected with a throttle valve

attached to the carburettor. The lubrication of tho motor is

maintained by the prossuro of the exhaust.

The transmission is through a Hat disc metal-to-metal clutch

and jointed shaft to the gear-box, which is supported at three

points and which is adapted to give four speeds and a reverse.

The control is by a single lever working in a gate ; a locking

device being provided to prevent any but the right pair of

pinions getting into mesh. The design of the gear-box is on

excellent lines, the pinions not only being wide but of large dia

meter. The final transmission is by side chains to the rear

road, wheels. A foot lever controls two contracting metal to

metal band brakes—one on the forward end of the gear-box

side shaft and one on the differential shaft ; the usual hand lever

actuates internal expanding brakes connected with the hubs of the

rear road wheels, which are shod with new Garantire motor tyres.

 

Fig. 2.—Bear View of Chassis of Daimler-Mercedes 30-h.p. Car.

The wheel base of the car is of a length which will permit of any

style of side-entrance carriage body being fitted. Ball bearings

are used to all parts except the engine.

In the course of a short run through 1 he traffic on one of

the new cars we were able to verify the claim for quiet and easy

running, and can well believe the statement that it is an ex

cellent hill-climber and can attain a good turn of speed on the

level. The Mercedes cars have long held a high place in motor

ing circles, and the advent of a British-built sister vehicle is of

more than passing interest, especially in view of the relatively

low price at which it is being put on the market.

" Automobile Dealers^ and Garages " is the title of a useful

book recently published by the American Motor Car Manu

facturers' Association, a copy of which has just reached us. It

is a paper-bound volume of 176 pages, on which is printed a

complete list of motor-car agents and garages in the United.

States, Canada, Cuba, Hawaii, and Mexico. The diffeient States

are arranged alphabetically, while the list of dealers in each

State is alphabetically arranged under the city or town named.

The Pullman Non-skid bands are the subject of a new

catalogue which comes to us from Messrs. R. and J. Pullman, Ltd.,

of the Westbrook Mills, Godalming, Surrey. These detachable

non-skid bands have been before motorists for several seasons and

have proved most effective in use. The band consists of sections

of leather studded with steel rivets covering the surface of the

tyre and attached to two chains which follow the circle of the

rim. The band takes the entire rub of the road, and stones and

grit cannot possibly work in between the band and the tyre, so

that the durability of the device is well regarded. Particulars

are also given of the tyre repair department established by the

firm at their works. The electric chamois leather, specially pre

pared by the firm to clean all parts of motor vehicles, the

" Kaspine " tyre preserver, and the " Kaspine " lubricants, &c,

are also described in the excellont list. The whole of the work

in connection with the tyres is carried out by Messrs. Pullman,

Ltd., in their own factory, which is fully equipped with all the

plant necessary for rubber repairs.
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ORRESPONDENC

 

[Letters to tlie Editor should be addressed to the offices,

27-S3, Charing Cross Road, W.C.]

CHARGING ACCUMULATORS FROM PRIMARY

BATTERIES.

To thf Ediiok or The Motor-Gar Journal.

Sir,—I notice in the last issue of the M.C.J, that "Enquirer" is

experiencing trouble with his charging battery, und I ilo not doubt but

that his letter airs a grievance common to many motorists who, having

recognised the great advantages connected with the ability to charge

their own accumulators, have invested in one of the numerous charg

ing sets now on the market. I do not wish to convey the idea that

these new charging sets are of no use ; on the contrary, it is my opinion

that a good one, properly looked after, will pay for itself in a very short

time. Nine out of every ten of the advertised charging batteries are

simply modifications of the old bichromate single-fluid cells, the zinc rod

or plate being placed in a porous pot with dilute sulphuric acid instead

of in the chromic acid solution with the carbon plates. This is the

point at which I think a vital mistake has been made. The separation

of the two liquids has not materially increased the capacity of the cell

to furnish a steady current for a long time—the main requirement in

accumulator charging—for the chromic acid is still present as the oxid

ising agent, and it is mainly on how the latter does its work that the

strength of the cell depends.

 

F. Edge on his Six-Cylinder Napier Car in training on the

Brooklands Track for his twenty-fonr hours' ride.

Phutu by] . ' [Campbell-Gray.

This brings mo to

there is

purposes

a point that I with to strongly emphasise ;

no ceil, except the Daniell, which is unsuitable for charging

, that will supply such a strong current for such a great length

of time as the Uunsen. This cell, as many of your readers are no

doubt aware, consists of a eu.rl>on iod standing in a porous pot, which

in turn stands in an earthenware or glass vessel. Surrounding the

porous pot is a zinc cylinder -one or two plates act quite as well ;

the liquid in the porous pot is concentrated nitric acid, that in the

earthenware pot dilute sulphuric acid. It will thus be seen that the

only difference )>etween this cell and the modilied bichromate is that

nitric acid surrounds the carbon plate in one and chromic acid in the

other. Of these two liquids, the nitric acid is by far the more

powerful oxidising agent, hence the Bunsen cell lias correspondingly

greater powers of endurance than the chromic acid cell.

With regard to "Enquirer's" dilBculty, it is quite true that the

liquid in the outer cell turns green when exhausted, but then this clearly

shows that the solution has given up all its available oxygen, and this

in turn points out that the battery has been working. There are, there

fore only two explanations of his difficulty, and these are (1) either the

battery was overworked during the short time it was in use, or (2) the

amount of chromic acid used to recharge the battery is insufficient. If

" Enquirer " is of an experimental turn of mind, he might try

substituting strong nitric acid for the chromic acid solution in

the outer cells — providing, of course, that he does not object

to the offensive smell which is an inseparable quantity with nitric

acid. This is the only drawback to the use of the Bunsen cell, but it

may be overcome by placing the battery in an airy place when in use.

A Bunsen charging battery may be easily constructed from four or five

jam jars, Leclanche porous pots and carbons, and the same number of

zino plates, which may very often be picked up cheap at a blacksmith's or

ironmonger's.

The nitric acid may be used over and over again till exhausted, and

the weak sulphuric acid will last out three or four complete charging*.

With a home-made battery like the above plus the little necessary caro

and attention, a motor-cycle accumulator can easily be charged at a

cost of not more than 3d.—Yours truly,

Elektrik.

To the Bditck or Tht Motor-Gar Journal.

Sir,—As a very old user of Boron cells, I am pleased to be able

to reply to " Enquirer." I have used for the past five years two sets

of Boron cells. One is a six-cell parallel set which I keep my 40 and

HO amp-hour accumulators constantly replenished with, free from

any difficulty and at a trivial expense. The other is a four-cell set

for cycle and small car accumulators ; the latter, if properly used, is

capable of charging two or three accumulators at the same time. In

this case the cells are connected together in series, the accumulators

in parallel. I prefer to use sodium bichromate on account of its

cheapness and equal efficiency to chromic acid. The fact that your

correspondent's accumulators show 4J volts when disconnected is

proof that the batteries are thoroughly charging and performing all

that is required by them. The reason the accumulator does not

retain its charge is either that the plates have become softened by

use, as accumulator plates have only a certain longevity, or that a

slight crack in the partition of the accumulators allows the voltage

to fall. This I know from a lengthy experience to be a fact, over

75 per cent, of the failures in accumulators being traced to this cause.

The fact that the solution in the cells turns green quickly would

show that the porous pots in the cells have probably perished ; these

pots will not last indefinitely, the impurities in the chemicals in time

deteriorates them. Your correspondent would get quicker charging

at less expense by using a set of the sensitive lead negatives which

the Boron Battery Company now supply with, their latest pattern of

cell, which leaves nothing to be desired for charging any form of

accumulator.—Yours truly,

James Philtot.

APPEARANCE IN COURT.

To ths Ediron or The Motor-Gar Journal.

Sir,—I notice a paragraph in the Press this week with reference to

the fact " that justices in various parte of the country are taking excep

tion to the practice of motorists who do not appear in person to answer

a summons." It recommends " motorist defendants to either appear at

the hearing, or to take the precaution beforehand of finding out whether

the justices will excuse their non-attendance."

I would like to point out that the A.A. has already recognised this,

and has instituted a special department by means of which members are

relieved of all trouble of attending more or less trivial cases. A small

subscription per annum' provides for legal representation at any number

of cases in one year. In this arrangement my committee have followed

the well-known policy of the Automobile Association, namely, to obtain

these benefits for members without the Association making one penny

profit.—Yours truly,

Stenson Cooke,

Secretary, Automobile Association, Princes Buildings,

Coventry Street, W.

THE LONG DISTANCE RELIABILITY TRIAL OF A

SIDDELEY CAR.

To thk Editor of The Motnr-Uar Journal.

Sir,—Having received the official certificate from the K.A.C. dealing

with the recent long distance trial of a 40-h.p. Siddeley car, the following

comments and supplementary information may be of interest to your

readers, and at the same time help to clear up any misundentanding as

to the conditions under which this trial was carried out. The car made

consecutive daily runs for sixty-seven days with the exception of Sun

days, although the weather conditions were at times abnormally severe.

Twenty-seven days were wet, and soon after the commencement of the

trial the severest gale of recent years was experienced, while in Scotland

the car became embedded in a snowdrift. With regard to the adjust

ments which were made, it should be noted that these were only done

when the official observer was making his weekly inspection of the

various parts. The adjustments required were very simple, and no

effort was made to hurry over them, otherwise they could have l«en

eflected in much less time. Those adjustments which were absolutely

necessary we find occupied 11 hours 3(i minutes and 55 :seconde,

(note the seconds), the work done in this time being the adjustment

hi end play on the gear shafts, taking up slack in chains, adjusting

brakes, magneto ignition, &c. Calculating the cost of this work on an

ordinary repair shop basis of 2s. 6d. per hour, we have a total of 29s.

for 10,000 miles, while at the finish of the trial we find that what new

parts are required to put this car in perfect running order amount only

to the fitting of new bushes and pins to the front spring shackles at a

cost of Is. lOd. inclusive.

Dealing with the question of tyres, the number of replacements

was abnormal and requires further explanation, and we are glad to have

this opportunity of stating what actua'ly occurrcJ. The "Elastes"
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fillings are made on tyres fitted to rims ; the rims upon which these

tyres were fitted differed in the shape of the edge of the bead from the

rims nsed in tie trial. In consequence of this the " Elastes," which

is not claimed to be eo adaptable as air, was altered in form when fitted

to these new rims, causing a sawing action to arise at the head of this

bead, cutting through the sides of the tyres ; this accounts for the

abnormal use of tyres on the trial, and is due to an error of judgment

in fitting rims differing in an important particular from the standard

rims upon which the " Elastes " fillings were made. The greater number

of the tyres used on the trial were damaged from this cause, and which

it will be seen was due to exceptional circumstances, and the performance

does not reflect in any way on the usual wear of die tyres in question.—

Yours truly,

J. D. SlDDELEY.

TAXING VISITING MOTORISTS.

To the Editor or The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—I live at Nice, France, and my only domicile is in France,

where I pay taxes for my motor. I came to England for a few months

as a visitor and received the usual buff paper requesting me to pay for

my car, my chauffeur, &c. Knowing that motorists who pay taxes in

England, and pass the winter in Riviera hotels, are not taxed by the

French Government, I considered that in these days of entente cordiale

it might be wise to ask for reciprocity.

I wrote to Somerset House, and enclose answer, which may interest

your readers and yourself.

People who purchase powerful cars do so because they wish to

travel. Now, suppose I decide on taking a trip round Europe this

summer and to winter in the South afterwards, is it right that each

state should charge me a motor tax ! If the French State allow British

motorists to winter at Nice without charging the motor tax, and yet

makes its own people pay, is it right, fair, or generous to make

motorists who have no domicile in England pay when they come over

here for a similar period—say, under six months ?

Some people say, or think, we have no motor-car ourselves, we

therefote hate and abominate all men who own motor-cars because we

get the inconvenience thereof and none of the pleasure. They forget

British industry.

Every Britisher who is driven to live abroad and purchase a car

abroad causes loss to his native land, for this good citizen keeps

servants, patronises shops and hotels, and by purchasing a car helps

British labour.

Another silly idea people have is to suppose that, because certain

millionaires own cars, every car owner must be a Vanderbiit. Therefore

because Vanderbiit is a married man, every married man must be a

millionaire. This reductio ad absurdum may perhaps open people's eyes.

I can remember the time when every cyclist's life was. made

unpleasant for him by ignorant and prejudiced persons. That time is

past ; now the motorist has to suffer or go abroad. Thousands are driven

across the Channel, much to the delight of French hotel-keepers, &c. —

Yours truly,

A British Motorist Abroad.

[Copy.]

Inland Revenue, Somerset House.

London, W.C.

Sir,—In reply to your letter of the 2nd instant, I am directed by

the Board of Inland Revenue to acquaint you that the law makes no

provision for exemption from carriage licence duty in favour of tem

porary residents in Great Britain, and the Board have no power to grant

you relief from licence duty in respect of the motor in question while it

L kept and used in this country.

I return the form of declaration enclosed with your letter.—I am,

Mr, your obedient servant, J. B. Byrne,

Assistant Secretary.

DANGEROUS CROSS-ROADS.

To thr Editor o» The Motor-Gar Journal.

Sir,—Although the local authorities in various parts of the country

have erected warnings to apprise motorists of dangerous cross-roads, I

am afraid that drivers of cars are not paying much attention to the same.

I have for a long time observed that the bulk of the serious automobile

accidents that have occurred have taken place at cross-roads. Experi

ence has shown that two obiects, proceeding toward a common point

from different directions, will all too frequently reach it simultaneously,

despite their widely varying speeds. This being so, it behoves every

motorist to exercise the greatest caution in approaching any cross-road

in the country and in no way to disregard the warning signs. If the

latter were heeded oftener there would undoubtedly be fewer accidents

to record. The habit of taking chances is too prevalent amongst a cer

tain section of the motoring public ; it is a specious form of over-

coDfidence horn of an intimate knowledge of the great capabilities of l he

machine, and sooner or later it ends in disaster. Perfect control and

absolute confidence in his car are two requisites of the good driver, but

the motorist who so far abuses them as to take chances at cross-roads is

not only placing himself in danger, but is possibly risking the lives of

others.—Vours truly,

J. Gregory.

GOOD ROADS.

To tu Editor or The Motor-ttar Journal.

Sir,—Much has been said and more written about the dust nuisance

and the shortcomings of road surveyors, and I feel that it is only fair

and right that when one cornea across good roads, »\ ell kept and free

from dust, that it should be brought to the notice of those interested.

Having lived for some years at Harrow, I have always taken great

notice of, and been pleased with the experiments that have been carried

out there by the surveyor, Mr. Percy Bennetts, to minimise the dust.

I was over in that neighbourhood quite recently and noticed that the

roads had just had their summer coating of tar, even the blind roads.

In driving over them there was a feeling of cleanliness and smooth

ness that one only occasionally experiences, and efforts made in this

direction will go far to stamp out the ill-feeling that exists against

automobiles on account of the dust raised by them, and the thanks of

all good pedal pushers are due to the authorities and surveyors who

make them.—Yours truly, •

Tom Williams

SPEED COMPETITIONS, HILL-CLIMBING TRIALS, AND

THE PUBLIC.

To m Editor of The Motor-ffar Journal.

Sir,—The question of competitions such as speed trials, as recently

held at Bexhill -on-Sea, hill-climbing competitions, &c, is an interesting

one, and one which is now very much before the motoring public, ow in/

to the rather questionable way in which the Bexhill trials were con

ducted. If a hill-climb or a speed trial is anything like well advertised,

there will be a large attendance oi the public ; tmt the point is this—

 

The 40-h.p. Itala Car which ii being driven in the PekinParis Race

by Prince Scipio Borgheso.

Attention may be drawn to the novel mudguards, which are io arranged that
they can be readily detached and used aa planks for crossing streams and

marshy land.

what do the public come for ? Does it influence them in placing their

orders for any particular car? In my opinion the public who attend

these meetings may be divided into three classes, as follows :—(1) Those

people who have nothing particular to do, and go about in search of a

sensation (they generally reckon on one or two accidents). (2) Those

people who are mildly interested in cars, and like to have a good chance

of seeing different makes quite closely. (3) Enthusiastic motorists who

are really interested—a good many of whom are deceived by the intricate

formula; governing the event, as well a* the trade trickery. The last

class is the largest, the other two being about equal.

Now the motoiing community and those about to motor should con

sider these events carefully. There is more in them than meets the eye.

If we look through advertisements, we always find magnificent lists of

wins at various events, and usually we find that these wins are restricted

to about two makes of cars. Now, does this prove that these two makes

are the best ? Most decidedly not. If a person or a firm has the money

and the time to spend, it is quite possible, with a selection of two or

three cars, to go and live for a few days at the scene of the particular

event, and tune up the car for it. Gear ratios may have to be altered,

carburettors adjusted, &c, &c., but all this is possible to the man with

the time and money. But what about the people who see the com

petition ? They see a certain car make a magnificent show, and only a

lew of the initiated are aware that the driver has lived on the scene for

about a week, and got his car specially prepared. The car that make*

such a brilliant display is not necessarily the best—generally otherwise.

There are feveral really good cars which have not distinguished them

selves at these events for the simple reason that the people pushing

them are not financially able to go to the great expense of getting

several cars ready in the way described. Hence a good car often gets a

bad name, because the \ ublic fail to understand the trade tricks of hill
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climbs, &c, &c. I would sutrgest a hill-climbing competition as

follows : —No competitor is allowed to know where the hill is, and the

car entered is to be selected by competent judges from the manu

facturer's showrooms as an ordinary standard car, and to be sealed where

necessary to prevent " faking." The poor public would then have some

chance of getting some idea of a good car, as the possibility of trade

trickery would be greatly reduced.—Yours truly,

Brk.htonian.

THE PRESENT SYSTEM OF TRANSMISSION—SOME

REFLECTIONS.

To the Editor oi The Motor-Car Journal.

-—^ Sin,—Does the man in the street rule the design of the modern

automobile ? The manufacturers, of course, make what they think will

sell, and they all certainly appear devoted to the Panhard type. Is

it the best ? or is it that the makers, not aiming at originality or per

fection, and being also in many instances likewise repairers, cling to the

one design, the one idea. Take the recent shows. I think I am not far

otV the mark in saying that over 05 per cent, of the cars exhibited had a

gear-box with a first motion shaft connected by some form of coupling

to the fly-wheel, and thus the crank shaft of the engine, and meshing

with teeth on the second motion shaft in the gear-box, the pinions on

which moved on a square, so allowing of various rates, while the end of

this spindle terminated in a pinion that drore a bevel keyed to the differ

ential sleeve of either a live axle or a differential countershaft, the

direction of the power transmission beine in this manner altered.

 

The Hedges Butler Challenge Cup, presented by Mr Frank Hedges

Butler for the first longest distance balloon and aeroplane race in

England from Ranelagh Club to within live miles of the sea.

As long as the two bevels mesh exactly, though power is lost in

transmission, no harm results ; but bearings, even oall bearings, will

wear, tnd if those on either the countershaft or differential sleeve allow

of a little play, then the result may be disastrous—bevels bottom, teeth

tear out, motion shaft breaks, differential sleeve fractures, &c. Of

course the details in a modern car are improved, the bearings may be of

the hall or roller type, or if not, of manganese or phosphor bronze, and yet

with a propeller transmission these torts will happen. It is true that

there is now less liability to shock ; clutches are less fierce, even the

modern leather-faced friction clutch has, as a result of spring insertions

under the leather, become more gradual in taking up its grip, and of

course the disc type is even more perfect. Ball bearings now replace

the old thrust collars on the bevel ; single and double cylinder motors

are giving place to the four ; but, as I have already remarked, the

{transmission worries, though maybe not as frequent, still occur.

The propeller shaft, with its attendant necessity for rigidity in all its

component parts, seems to be a fixed feature since its first introduction.

Bevels-^I speak feelingly, having four broken ones on my scrap heap-

are expensive to buy, troublesome to lit, and, what is more, wasteful in

transmitting power.

In the old-fashioned, but still running, horizontal engines, such as

the Benz and Wolseley, the power from the engine was carried by

belts in the former type and chains in the latter. Surely some such

system could be employed with the fashionable vertical engine. If the

motor was placed at right angles to the chassis, with the fly-wheel on

one side, or if the crankshaft was built up, the fly-wheels being internal,

the power could be transmitted by a Kenold chain to the first motion

shaft in the gear-box, on to which a clutch could be fitted, as on the

little 6-h.p. Wolseley, and then from the second motion shaft to either

the differential sleeve of the countershaft or the live axle by chain.

The road wheels would then rotate in the same direction as the engine

shaft. There would be no alteration of direction in the transmission,

bevels with their attendant worries would be done away with and

repair bills would shrink. Chains, it is true, break, still it is easy to

carry a few spare links and bolts, and no trouble to thus repair a

chain, whereas, putting aside the almost impossibility of replacing

a bevel on the road, it is no easy matter to replace, even for

temporary purpose", a broken tooth on a bevel pinion. The bsvel

is usually case-hardened, so it must first be softened by heat before

the part where the brokm tooth is can be tapped, then if two

screws are screwed in they can be filed to do duty as a tooth. My

experience of trying to do this on a two to one pinion on the road was

instructive, lengthy, but rather monotonous and unsatisfactory. Still

the dental substitute did carry me as far as a railway station ! A

broken chain need never hang one up ; a spare link can, in emergency,

be held by a bolt, or, if that fails, a piece of a " tommy " makes a good

rivet. I believe with some such method as this that much more power

would reach the road wheels and fewer roadside stoppages take place.

These few words are put out as a suggestion, more with the idea of,

perhaps, opening a matter for discussion. All motorists desire to see

the advancement of the car. Perhaps the more technical readers of the

M.C.J, will follow this up, and, I trust, with fruitful results. Absolute

alignment is difficult to obtain ; but if, as a result of thorough supervision

at the manufactory, it is attained, it is not always maintained, but with

a flexible transmission slight errors do not signify.—Yours truly,

, . C. T. AY. Hirsch.

POOR COMPRESSION.

To the Editor or The Motor-Gar Journal.

Sir,—I have a 6-h.p. 'Wolseley, and have a lot of trouble with com

pression ; I have had a man to see to it but[with no success. Is it likely

that the cam has got out of position, and if so would you kindly tell me

how to set it,—Yours truly,

George Collis.

[Even if the cam has been shifted it is quite impossible that this

can affect the compression. Seeing that the sequence of operations

in engines working on the Otto cycle is induction, compression, ex

plosion, exhaust, a little reflection will show that the position of the

exhaust cam is so timed on the two to one gear that the motor could

not run at all if it had got shifted as our corresgmndent suggests.

The fault undoubtedly lies with some defect in the valves themselves

or their seatings, or else in an escape past the pistons. The valves

should first be seen to. There must be an uninterrupted bright line

round the valves and the seatings, on testing them by wiping them '

clean and twisting under pressure. If these are all right it is possible

that the valve stems are a shade too long, so that when warm they

do not allow the valves to shut properly. If no fault can be detected

in the manner described, the pistons and rings must be overhauled.

Before taking them out a test can be made by giving a dose of

paraffin to the pistons to thin out the oil around them, and then try

the compression and listen for a noise of escaping air when the

starting handle has been pulled to the \ oint of greatest compression.

New rings will probably be required to be fitted.

• ENGINE STARTING TROUBLES.

To tot Editor oi The Motor-ear Journal, '"

' '. SIR,—I have a four-cylinder oar, the cylinder dimensions of which

are 4J by 5 in.; I have run it about 2,500 miles'. When' 1 first

got the machine I could start on compression, now it is impossible to

to start that way; in fact, after standing for some little time. I have to

inject some petrol through the compression tubes before I can start. I

■ have adjusted the carburettor in every possible way, reducing the air

and petrol and increasing both, but all to no effect. The motor has

good compression, and once under way runs excellently : it answers

quickly to the throttle and to the slightest advance of the ignition lever,

but when throttled down will miss explosions and occasionally stop. If

you or any reader of the M.C.J, can render me any assistance I shall be

glad.—Yours truly,

R. Williamson.

[If the compression is still good and the engine originally started on

the switch, it should not be difficult to bring it back to the habit. The

fact of difficulty in starting without putting petrol in the compression

cocks, and also of the tendency to miss and stop when throttled down, is

clearly indicative of a fault in the carburettor. Although the querist

has adjusted the carburettor in every possible way, by ro fucing and in

creasing the air and pet rol, we do not think he has hit on the cause of the

trouble, for it is, in our opinion, more probable that the fault will befcund

to lie in the level of the petrol in the float chamber. For some cause or

another the level may have got reduced—there are several things

that may lead to this, and in consequence the petrol in the jet, which

corresponds with that in the float cnainber, is too low, Our correspon

dent should have this tested, generally about 1 mm. below the top of

the jet is about correct. It is just possible that, although there is appa

rently a good compression when turning the handle round, it may slowly

leak out when at a standstill- To facilitate starting on the switch, the

ignition should be shut off before the throttle is closed an,d the Utter

slionld be kept open until the motor ceases to revolve.]
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CLUBS AND ASSOCIATIONS*

 

THE AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION.

The annual general meeting of the Automobile Association is to be

'Jield at the Trocadero Restaurant, London, W., on Friday, June 28th.

The report for the year ended April 30th last shows a total income

■of £4,715 and a balancs in hand of £596. The increase in membership

lias been most satisfactory. Since the last annual meeting no fewer

than 2,555 motorists have joinei. The committee have conscientiously

followed the policy of laying out where most needed the funds entrusted

to their charge.

Many new schemes put forward by the committee have been taken

up with enthusiasm, in particular that concerning the special A. A.

policy of insurance arranged with Lloyds by the committee on terms

advantageous to the member-", and without any profit accruing to the

Association. Most important and practical work has been done in the dis

play of danger signs and names of villages, which have been, and are being,

erected with the co-operation of Local Councils and A. A. agents. -It is

hoped that this work will be largely increased daring the coming year.

The Road Department has grown from a mere handful of cyclist patrols

to approximately 100, between thirty and forty of whom are on the

permanent staff. The system has been organised on military line*,

sergeants ill" charge of each main road are responsible for the work, and

these in turn are supervised by the road manager, whose work during

the year has entailed travelling over 12,000 miles on a motor-car. In

addition to this, two senior men have for the p ist few months assisted

in linking up every main road throughout the country with local corre

spondents and agents, until at this time the agency system extends from

'.Land's End to John o' Groat's. The following memoers of the committee

retire by rotation in accordance with Rule 10, and, being eligible, offer

themselves for re election : —CoL W. .T. Bosworth, Mr. D'Arcy Baker,

•Captain J. Benett-Stanford, Mr. C. W. Brown, Mr. C. Cordingley,

Mr. S. F. Edge, Mr. Walter Gibbons, Mr. Alfred Harris, and Mr.
•Charles Jarrott.

' =pb The auditors, Messrs. Newson- Smith, Lord and Mundy, retire, and,

being eligible, offer themselves for re-election.

AUTO C.C.

ORIGINALLY arranged for the 15th inst., the open hill climb of the

Auto Cycle Club took place on Wednesday of last week at Blackdown

Tark, Fernhurst, by permission of Mr. I". S. I'hilipson Stow, J. P. The

•officials of the meeting were : Judge, Mr. B. Chatterton ; marshals,

Messrs. E. M. P. Bpileau and C. A. Smith ; timekeepers, Messrs. A. G.

Reynolds and F. Straight; stewards, Messrs. J. W. G. Brooker, A. J.

Macdonald, and H. B. Renner ; secretary, Mr. F. Straight. The results

were as follows :—

Restarting Competition.—In this competition competitors had

to restart on a steep portion of the hill, the awards going to the riders

who had the best time from there-start to the finish, about half a mile :

4, Basil H. Davies (3-h.p. Triumph), 58 1 5 sec; 2, F. Hulbert (34-h.p.

Triumph) 59 2 5 sec. Also competed, E. Gwynne (Vindec machine,

5-h.p. Peugeot engine), G. Aldington (31-h.p. Kerry), D. G. Gilmour

^Bat machine, 9-h.p. J.A.P. engine), E. Burt (T.B.C. machine, 5-h.p.

Peugeot engine), F. W. Applebee (34-h.p. Rex).

Kkstartinc; Competition (for passenger motor-cycles).—1, A. F.

Hsley (Phicnix machine. 5 6-h.p. Minerva engine), 2 min. 17 sec; 2,

Adlington (5-h.p. Kerry), 2 min. 25 sec. Also competed : A. Carp-

mael. jun. |9-h.p. Riley). •* •• ■

Competition for Quad-cars, Fore-cars, Side-carriages,

ok Trailers carrying two Passengers.— 1. G. Aldington (5-h.p.

Kerry), 3 min. 59 2 5 sec; 2, I!. M. Brooks (6-h.p. Singer),

4 min. 13 15 sec. Also competed : A. F. Hsley (Phicnix machine,

.5 6-h.p. Minerva engine).

Competition for machines with engines having a total cylinder

■capacity not exceeding 85 by 85 or 482 cub. cms.. Or the equivalent

volnme swept out.— 1, F. Hulbert (3J h.p. Triumph), 1 min. 41 4-5 sec. ;

-J, R. M. Price (SA-l>.p. Brown), 1 min. 44 3-5 sec. Also competed :

5. Webb (34 h.p. Triumph), G. Aldington (3',-h.p. Kerry), J. Marshall

<3i-h.p. Triumph), F. W. Applebee [3J-h.p. Rex), E. Gibbons (31-b.p.

Triumph), W. Pratt (4i F.N.).

Competition for Machines with Multi-cylinder Engines.— 1,

V. Applebee, jun. (5-h.p. Rex), 1 min. 3D 4-5 sec; 2, W. W. Genn (Eland

nuachine, 4£ h.p. Minerva engine), 1 min. 40 4-5 sec. Also competed :

B. H. Davies (Vindec machine. 5-h.p. Peugeot engine),W. H. Wells (5-h.p.

Vindec). Miss Muriel Hind (5-h.p. Rex), L. A. Baddeley (Vindec machine,

-5-h.p. Peugeot engine), E. Butt (T.B.C. machine, 5-h.p. Peugeot engine).

Competition for Machines with any size Engine.— l, F. Apple

bee, jun. (5-h.p. Rex), 1 min. 29 3-5 sec; 2, W. W. Genn (Eland

machine, 4J-h.p. Minerva engine), 1 min. 32 3-5 sec Also competed :

B. H. Davies (Vindec machine, 5-b.p. Peugeot engine),W. II. Wells (5-h.p.

Vindec), S.Browne (6-h.p. L.C. ), E. Gwynne (5-h-p. Peugeot), L. A.Badde-

Uey (S'indee machine, 5-h.p. Peugeot engine), R. M. Brice (5A-h.p. Brown.)

AERO.

The Aero Club's race for the Hedges Butler Challenge Cup will

tike place at the Ranelagh Club, Barnes, London, S.W., to-day (Satur

day), at 4 p.m. The following entries have been received :—

.Mr. Griffith Brewer " Lotus."

Mr. A. Leslie Buckuall " Vivienne IV."

Mr. E. Bucknall " Enchantress."

Mr. Frank H. Hutler " City of London."

Col. J. E. Cipper, C.B., R.E. ... " Pegasus."

Hon. Mrs. Assheton Harbord ... "Nebula."

Professor A. K. Huntington " Kokoro."

Mr. J. T. C. Moore Brabizon ... " Venus."

Mr. V. Ker .Seymer " Aero Club IV."

Hon. C. S. Rolls " Britannia."

LADIES A.C.

Mrs. Mark Mayhew, a member of the Ladies' Automobile Club

of Great Britain and Ireland, is giving, in honour of her fellow members,

a garden party at Bookhams, Churt, Surrey, on Saturday, July 2oth.

Mrs. Mayhew has arranged for carriages to be at Farnham Station

at 2.30 p.m. to meet all those who do not nappen to be motoring. For

those who propose to go by road the best route from London is the

following :—Battersea Park, Wandsworth, Kingston, Esher, Ripley,

Guildford, Hindhead, Churt. Bookhams is ignite near the Pride of the

Valley at the bottom of Hindhead.

LINCOLNSHIRE.

This year the Lincolnshire A.C. selected Tetford Hill, Tennyson's

country, for the northern hill-climb, and on Thursday week there were

 

The Tetford Hill Climb.—The Winning Car, a Clement-Talbot, sur

mounting the one in seven portion,

some excellent performances on this hill, which is 1,100 yards in length,

and has an average gradient of 1 in 12 and portions I in 7. The results

were :—

Class A.—Up to 12-h.p. (1) Mr. G. E. Sandars, 4J-h.p. De Dion,

3 min. 40 see., 108-8 marks ; (2) Sir H. B. Bacon, 6-h.p. Wolseley,

3 min. 19 sec, 102 8 ; (3) Dr. Jessop, 6-h.p. Rover, 5 min. 15 sec, 84 3.

Class B.—Up to 24-h.p. (1) Dr. R. G. Hogarth (Nottingham),

12 16-h.p. Clement-Talbot, 1 min. 59 sec, 124-2 marks ; (2) Major F. H.

Goddard, 16 20-h.p. Clement-Talbot, 2 min. 33 sec, 103-2.

Class C—Over 24-h.p. (1) Sir H. 1!. llacon, 18 h.p. Wolseley,

1 min. 32 sec, 108" marks; (2) Captain H. £. Newsum,3d-h.p. Daimler,

I min. 13 sec, 102-4.

The special prize for best performance of the day fell to Dr.

Hogarth, whose 12-16-h.p. Clement-Talbot went up in excellent style.

Mr. G. E. Sandars took the second place with his 44-h.p. De Dion, Sir

Hickman Bacon was a very close third with his 18-h.p. Wolseley, his

marks totalling 108-7, as against Mr. Sandars's 108 8. After the

competition Mr. F. W. Shepherd Heywood entertained the members

and their friends at his beautiful place at Holbeck Manor.

NORTH WALES.

The hill-climbing trials promoted by the Automobile Club of North

Wales were hold on Monday, ou the road from Llanrwst, in the Vale of

Conway, to Llangerniew. The road rises 550 ft. in a mile and a quarter,

and, although fairly wide, has numerous sharp turnings. Twenty-one

cars were entered, but only seventeen actually started. All these

successfully climbed the ascent. The cars were handicapped according

to power and the combined weight of machine and passengers. Colonel

J. Evans, Colonel Thos. Gee, and Mr. J. R. Dawes were the judges, and

four medals were won in the following order :—1st, Mrs. Parry's 12-h.p.

Clement-Talbot, driven by Mrs. Parry ; 2nd, E. Noel TborneviU's30*-h.p.

Daimler, driver Gordon Chapman ; 3rd, A. C. Davies's 35-li.p. Daimler,

driven by owner ; 4th, Mrs. Mason's 14-h.p. Germain, driver Harry

Lindop. The first car covered the course in 4min. 3 1-5 sec.
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LEICESTERSHIRE.

The Leicestershire Automobile Club bad a most successful meeting

on Saturday, the occasion being their annual hill-climbing contest,

which was carried out at Ab Kettleby Hill, near Melton Mowbray. The

opening event was timed to start at 1.30 p.m., and shortly after that

hour the first car began its task. The course was over a length of one

kilometre, the total rise in this length being about 265 ft., and the

average gradient 1 in 12. The first event was open to cars of one and

two cylinders. This was won Mr. Victor Riley, on a 9-h.p. Riley car,

who not only took the gold medal for the fastest ti.no (2 min. 4 3-5

sec), but also the gold medal for the best performance on the handicap

formula. B. Warner, 8-h.p. Clyde, was second in 3 min. 14 1-5 see. ;

R. Sufon Clifford, 12-h.p. Brasier, 3 min. 33 4-5 sec, third.

The second event was for fonr-cylinder cars, not exceeding 20-h.p.,

and similar medals were also given. These were both won by Dr. P. E.

Tresidder, on a lo-h.p. Clement-Talbot oar, in 1 min. 39 sec. M. Ross

Browne, 18-b.p. Gladiator, was second in 1 min. 36 3-5 sec, Dr. R. G.

Hogarth, 12-16-h.p. Talbot, in 1 min. 47 2-5 sec, third.

The third event was for four-cylinder cars not exceeding 30-h.p.

The gold medal for the fastest time was taken by A. Ford, on a 30-h.p.

Daimler, in the good time of 1 min. 19 3-5 sec Captain B. Byron, 24-h.p.

Minerva, 1 min. 23 sec, was second, and W. Stokes, 20-24-b. p. Talbot,

1 mis. 28 4-5 sec, third. Captain Byron won the medal for the best

performance on the formula.

The fourth event was for cars over 30-h.p., and both medals in this

section were won by Mr. Cecil Edge, on a 60-h.p. Napier, his time being

1 min. 7 sec.

The challenge cup, presented by Mr. J. A. Hartopp, for the best

performance on formula in the preceding events (restricted to members

of the Leicesterfhire A.C.), was won by Captain Byron, who alto took

 

Mr- W. E. Galloway's Stanley Steam Car which made the fastest

time of the day in the North Eastern Automobile Association Hill-

Climb on the 15th inst.

the silver medal, presented by Mr. R. Sutton Clifford, jun., for the

fastest time, in trie same events, made by a member of the Leicestershire

A.C. The tine was 1 min. 23 sec.

Twenty-eight cars competed in the contest in the Du Pre challenge

cup. The best time was made by Cecil Edge, 60-h.p. Napier,

1 min. 9 4-5 sec, W. D. Wells, 30-40 b. p. Daimler, being second,

1 min. 14 4-5 sec, and Captain Byron, 24-h.p. Minerva, third in

1 min. 22 4-5 sec. The merits of the various performances are to be

declared by the Roval Automobile Club on the new formula.

At the conclusion of the racing an adjournment was made to the tea

tent, where, after a few words from the president, Mr. E. Geo. Mawbey,

M.Inst.C.E. , welcoming the visitors from other clubs, the cup abd

medals were presented to the winners by Mrs. Mawbey. The manage

ment of the competitions devolved upon the following officials, to whose

efforts much of the success of the meeting was due :—Judges, Mr.

E. G. Mawbey and Col. L. L. Powell, J.l'. Clerks of the course, Mr.

Mawbey, Captain Byron, Mr. R. Sutton-Clifford, jun., Mr. A. H. Faulk

ner, and Mr. A. McAlpin. Timekeeper, Mr. P. K. Ward. Starters,

Captain Byron and Mr. Sutton-Clifford, jun. Clerk of the scales, Mr. A.

Stagg. Secretary to the meeting, Mr. A. McAlpin.

KENT.

On Saturday last the members of the Kent Automobile Club visited

West Court. Detling, the residence of Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Austin, by

whom they were most hospitably entertained and a most enjoyable after

noon was spent, over SO members and friends being present.

Members are reminded that entries for the gymkhana elose to day

(Saturday), on which day members are also reminded of the invitation to

Hulsewood by Mr. and Mrs. C. J. Morgan.

WOLVERHAMPTON.

The results of the Wenlock Edge Hill Climbing Competitions-
organised by this club show the following results in open handicap :— i ■

Efficiency

Position. Entrant. Car Description. as per"

formula*.

1 Newey Motor Co 8-h.p. De Dion ... 74"6

2 W. Stokes 20 - h. p. Clement-

Talbot ... 66-4

3 H. C. Holder Daimler 65.3

4 F. W. Bayliss 28-43-h.p. Daimler 618

5 N. Bayliss 16-20-h.p. Sunbeam 60 6

6 F. Eastmead 16-20-h.p. Sunbeam 60 4

7 S. F. Edge 45-h.p. Napier ... 59-2

8 Wm. Alldays 10-h.p. Alldavs ... 58 6

9 Heath's Garage 8-10-h.p. Darracq... 58

(Climax Motor Co 14-h. p. Climax ... 57 3

Hill's Martini 24-h.p. Martini ... 57 3

Chas. Sangster 35 - h. p. Ariel

Simplex ... 57-3:

11 J.W.Davis 28-h.p. Daimler ... 57.18-

12 Birmingham Motor Car Co. Delaunav Belleville 57'lft

/ J. O. Evans 28-li.p. Daimler 55-6

INew Arrol Johnston, Ltd. Arrol Johnston 55 6

14 Spencer Downing 10-h. p. Alldays ... 52

15 T. Cureton 16-20-h.p. Sunbeam 51

1B /L. Meek .'. 10-h.p. Alldays ... 50-6.

10 IG. V. Lewis 18-24-h.p. Austin... 50 6.

17 J. K. Starley ~ 16-20-h.p. Rover ... 50

la jJ.H. Barnett 18-24-h p. Austin 49 *

18 I Geoffrey Bird 35-h.p. Ariel Sim

plex 49-3.

19 Adams Manufacturing Co. 10-h.p. Adams ... 49-2

20 F. A. Stirk 10-12-h.p. Sunbeam 48-6.

21 Tom Thornycroft 45-h.p. Thornycroft 47

22 Humber, Ltd ... 15-h.p. Coventry

flumber ... 466'.

23 Sunbeam Motor Co 30-h.p. Sunbeam ... 46"

24 E. Lisle, jun Royal Starling ... 42-6

25 Newey Motor Co 18-h.p. Siddeley ... 42

26 Wm. Guilcing 16-h.p. Star ... 41*

fJ. B. Dumbell Turner Seymour ... 41

27 J. C. S. Bayntoti 25-30-h.p. Austin 41 6-

[G. H. Evans 25-30-h.p. Austin 416

28 John Marston 16-20-h.p. Sunbeam 41

29 E. Lisle, sen lfl-h.p. Star ... 40 7

30 J. Lisle 18-h.p. Star ... 39

31 E. Lisle, Mm 18-h.p. Star ... 37 6-

32 E. Lisle, jun Royal Starling ... 37 4

33 W.H.Evans 40-h. p. Napier ... 36

34 F.S.Bennett 9-10-h.p. Cadillac... 313

35 AVm. Easoiu Royal Starling ... 20

The winners of silver medals in the open handicap were :—

Class. Winner. Car Description^

1 ... ... Newey Motor Company De Dion.

2. Climax Motor Company Climax.

3 W, Stokes Clement-Talbot-

4 F. W. Bayliss Daimler.

5. H. C. Holder Daimler.

In the club handicap the results were :—

Erlicien 'jr

Position. Entrant. Car Description. as per

formula-

1 Chas. Sangster 35-h.p. Ariel Sim

plex 62-6

2 J. W. Davis 28-h.p. Daimler ... 58

.3 J. O. Evans 28-h.p. Daimler ... £4 6

4 T. Cureton 16-20-h.p. Sunbeam 54 3

„ /J. H. Barnett 18 24-h.p. Austin... 50

0 \G. V. Lewis 18-24-h.p. Austin .. 50

6 F. A. Stirk 10-12-h.p. Sunbeam 48

7 Wm. G uiding ... "... 16-b.p. Star ... 44 0

8 G.H.Evans 25 30-h.p. Austin... 43

9 E. Lisle, jun. Royal Starling ... 42 0-

10 J. Marston 16-20-h.p. Sunbeam 413

11 E. Lisle, sen. .„ ... 16-h.p. Star ... , 40

12 J. Lisle 18-h.p. Star ... 38

13 W.H.Evans 40-h. p. Napier ... 363

14 E. Lisle, sen. lS-h.p. Star ... 36

Winners of gold medals in the club handicap were :—

Class. Winner. Cur Description.

1 E. Lisle, jun. .„ Royal Starling.

2 F. A. Stirk Sunbeam.

3 T. Cureton Sunbeam.

4 J. W. Davis Daimler.

5 Chas. Sangster ... Ariel Simplex..
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Mr. Chas. Sangster wins the Motor Union medal for fastest time in

Club Handicap.

The winning car in the open handicap was fitted with Dunlop

tyres.

NORTH-EAST LANCASHIRE.

The North-East Lancashire Automobile Club held a speed-judging

-competition on Saturday, the run being from Lea Gate to Lythara.

There were thirty-seven contestants and a varied mileage per hour was

.given to the different classes of cars. The results showed that some

-excellent estimates of speed were made. The first prize went to Mr. J.

Hodson, who drove a 16-h.p. Bell car ; he had to run at sixteen miles an

fiour, and he made an error of only 4 sec. Mr. H. Noble, on a 16-24-h.p.

Belsize car, who was 5 sec. out on a speed equivalent to seven

teen r miles per hour, was second, the third being Mr. A. £.
■Crowdy, who on an 18-h.p. Siddeley car timed his driving at seventeen

mile* an hour within 6 sec.

CHESHIRE.

Notwithstanding the wintry conditions prevailing on Saturday

last ninety members and friends of the Cheshire Automobile Club took

part in the meet at Llyn Helig, a beautiful spot on Lord Mostyn's

estate near Holywell, his lordship, as a vice-president of the club, having

kindly granted permission to use the ground for the purposes of the meet.

Amongst those present were Messrs. T. Gibbons Frost and Trevor

Koscawen (vice-presidents), Mr. A. G. Jeans, J.P. (chairman), Col.

A. H. Knight, V.D., Messrs. E igir L. Billson, J. Royston, J. A.

MOTOR RACING ON SALTBURN SANDS.

The Yorkshire Automobile Club held its annual speed trials on the

swds between Redcar and Saltburn on Saturday last, when a record

entry and a promise of fine weather attracted an attendance of about

12,000 spectators. Unfortuua*ely, however, the proceedings were

marred by several severe storm*, which not only gave a drenching to most

of the visitors, but rendered the track anything but good for motor racing.

The events were run off in heats, but, owing to the wretched weather,

little interest was shown in them. In fact, many of the contests were

run in a drenching downpour, and when the signal to start was given

some of the cars, with their driving wheels flying round, could not be

got to move. The event of the day was the attempt to set up a new

Yorkshire record for the flying kilometre. Mr. Warwick Wright, the

holder of the record 'M\ miles per hour), did not compete, but Mr. A.

Lse Guinness provided some excitement by driving his 2O0-h.p. D*rracq

over the measured distance in 20 sec., which works out at a rate of just

over 111 miles an hour. Mr. L. Guinness's run over the uneven sand

track, which in parts was almost under water, was remarkable, and beats

the time he put up on the Blackpool promenade last year.

The following are the results of the different events :—

Closed competition for single-cylinder touring cars, maximum b re

115 mm. ; " Whiteman" trophy, presented by Mr. F. W. Wood, Leeds,

and gold modal.—1, A L. Rhodes, 6-h.p. De Dion; 2, Albert Farnell,

6-h.p. Rover.

Closed competition for two, three, or four-cylinder touring cars,

maximum bore of 111 mm., and rating of 15-3-h.p. {or two-cylinder cars.

 

The Saltburn Race

Stephens, Drs. Dawson and Wilkinson (members of the committee),

.and Mr. J. A. S. Hassal (hon. secretary).

The membership of the East Lancashire M.C.C. is increasing, par

ticularly from the Preston district. The club is arranging a speed-

judging competition for the A.C.C.'s gold medal.

The members of the Leicestershire Automobile Club have received

-an invitation from Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Corah to an " at home " at their

residence, Oadby Hill, Leicester, to-day (Saturday), from 4 to 6 p.m.

On Saturday, July 6th, the Essex Motor Club will take a party

of crippled children from East London for a trip into Epping Forest,

and the committee will be grateful for the loan of cars for tnat day.

Will any motorists who can assist in this matter please communicate
■with Mr. Harold Fuller, Wivenloe, Wynndale Road, South Woodford,

whi) will be glad to give further particulars ?

Mr. Wm. Letts, of Messrs. Jarrott and Letts, sailed on Wednesday

for New York on a business trip, and will be away three weeks or a

month.

The 26-32-h.p. Metallurgique car that came in second in the

Herkomer Trophy Race is the same model as is to be rnn in the Liede-

kerke Cup event in Belgium next month.

Messrs. Mechan and Sons, of the Scotstoun Iron Works, Glasgow,

who are now turning out a large number of pressed steel motor-car

frame*, are also now devoting attention to the manufacture of silencers,

dashboards, undershields and other motor-car components. In brass work,

radiators are a feature with them. Their extensive engineering experi

ence, now approaching half a century, is a sufficient warranty that all

work produced by them is of a class in keeping with their high reputa

tion.

—The View on the Beach.

maximum bore of 91 mm., and rating of 15"2-h.p. for three-cylinder cars ;

and maximum bore of 81 mm., and rating of 16'1-h.p. for four-cylinder

cars. Cup to be won outright ; presented by Mr. J. Charlesworth, of

Bradford.—1,H. Pickles, 12'14-h.p. Singer, four-cylinders, rating 15-8-h. p. ;

2, S. Downing, 10-h.p. Alldays, two-cylinders, rating 11'25-h.p.

Closed competition for two, three, or four-cylinder touring cars,

maximum bore of 131 mm. and rating of 21 -h. p. for two-cylinder cars,

maximum boreof 106mm. andrating of 20'9-h.p. for three -cylinder car-,

and maximum bore of 91 mm. ana rating of 20"2-h.p. for tour-cylinder

cars.—1, T. H. Woollen, 1216-h.p. Clement-Talbot, four cylinders, rating

17'9-h.p. ; 2, H. Johnson, 12-16-n.p. Fiat, four cylinders, rating 20'08-h. p.

Closed competition for two, three, or four-cylinder touring cars,

maximum bore of 142 mm. and a rating of 2d°4-h.p. for two-cylinder

cars ; maximum boreof 117mm. and rating of 25'7-h.p. for three-cylinder

cars; and maximum bore of 101 mm., and rating of 25 '6-h.p. for four-

cylinder cars. Cup presented by Mr. Rowland Winn, Leeds, for annual

competition.— 1, J. E. Mutton, 22-h.p. Berliet, four cylinders, rating

• 24'8-h.p. ; 2, C. Me Adams, 20-h.p. Humber, four cylinders, rating

248-h.p.

Closed competition for touring cars for the club trophy, cars divided

into two classes—one, in which there were seven entries, for cars whose

rating is not above 21-h.p., and another in which there were twenty -four

entries, for cars whose rating exceeds 21 but not 42-h.p. Winner of lir-i

class—\V. Duffield's 14-h.p. Vulcan, four cylinders, rating 19"6-h.p.

Winner of second class—Albert Farnell's 30-h.p. Daimler, four cylinders,

rating 41-9-h.p. Final—Albert Farnell's Daimler won easily.

Closed competition for touring cars, with a maximum bore of

160 mm. for four-cylinders and 130 mm. for six-cylinders, with maximum

rating of 63-h.p. in both cases. Cup presented by Mr. A. H. Brig^s,

Bradford.— I, J. E. Hutton, 60-h.p. Berliet, four cylinders, rating 63-h.p. ;

2, F. A. Bolton, 45-h.p. Daimler, four cylinders, rating 55 8-h.p.
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Closed competition for touring oars carrying full complement of

passengers, the chassis price of which does not exceed £250, including

tyres.— 1, R. Winn, 15-h.p. Ford ; 2, P. L. D. Perry, 15-h.p. Ford.

Closed competition for touring cars carrying full complement of

passengers, the chassis price of which does not exceed £450. Cup pre

sented by Mr. Alf. Masser.—1, P. Graham, 16-20-h.p. Rover; 2, F. W.

Roper, 16-h.p. Vulcan.

Closed competition for touring cars carrying full complement of

passengers, the chassis price of which does not exceed £600. The Y.A.C.

cup to be won outright.—1, A. Farnell, 30-h.p. Daimler ; 2, A. Huntley-

Walker, 30-40-h.p. Darracq.

Open competition for touring car« carrying four passengsrs, chassis

price £800. — 1, A. Rawlinson, 40-h.p. Darracq ; 2, F. A. Bolton, 45-h.p.

Daimler.

Racing cars not exceeding in weight 1,000 kilos. To establish a

" Yorkshire record," present record 96$ miles. Cup presented by Mr.

Penrose-Green.—1, Hon. A. Lee Guinness, 200-h.p. Darracq, speed 111-84

miles an hour.

Racing car of any weight from a standing start.—Hon. A. Lee

Guinness ; 2, M. Sorcin, on the Maharajah of Tikari's 100-h.p. De

Dietrich.

The following were the officials. — Judges, Messrs. A. H. Briggs, J.

Constantine, G. Scoby-Smith, W. Penrose Green, E. Gordon Learoyd,
and A. Towler ; marshal-in-chief, Mr. A. H. Hjpper ; clerk of the scale,

and secretary, Mr. C. P. Wilson ; starter, Mr. J. Brogden ; timekeepers,

Mr. A. Fattorini and assisiants. A'ter the trials the prizes and

trophies were presented to the successfnl competitors by Mrs. Hepper,

at the Alexandra Hotel, Saltburn, the headquarters of the club.

MOTOR RACING AT BLACKPOOL. « "

In the Lancashire Chancery Court at Manchester last week, liefore

Vice-Chancellor Leigh-Clare, the trial of the action taken by the

Attorney-Generaliof the Duchy of Lancaster and Mr. Millar Johnstone

M'Vittie againstavthe Corporation of Blackpool, to restrain them from

holding motor-car races on the Promenade or other public highways

within their jurisdiction, was begun. Mr. Cunliffe and Mr. Cawley for

the plaintiffs, aflti Mr. Cave. K.C., M.P, and Mr. Courthope Wilson for

the Corporation.' The case for the plaintiffs was that in October, 1904,

and again in Jdly, 1905, the defendants wrongfully, and in excess of the

powers conferred upon them by their local Acts or statutes, promoted,

organised, and controlled certain antomobile races upon the Promenade,

which the plaintiffs held is a public highway, and that a speed was

reached by the carsexeeedingninety milesan hour. It was also alleged that

they had obstructed i he Promenade and so prevented the inhabitants from

having access to it and other adjacent .streets, and that they had applied

part of the borough funds to the prize fund for the race meeting.

In October, litOG, against the advice of the Town Clerk, the Corpo

ration had also organised, promoted, and controlled a motor-car race

meeting on the promenade. The plaintiff, Mr. M'Vittie, is a rate

payer of the borough. He alleged that he had suffered damage in

consequence of these proceedings, and he asked for an injunction to

prevent their repetition. For the defence Mr. Cave submitted that

the promenade was not a public highway, but a piece of land vested

in the Corporation us a place of resort for pleasure or health. Vice-

Chancellor Leigh-Clare said that although he had made up his mind

on the matter, the case was one of such considerable importance ,

that he would reserve judgment until July 1st.

SPEED RESTRICTION IN SURREY.

At the County Hall, Lewes, on Saturday last, Mr. F. J. Willis,

Inspector of the Local Government Hoard, held an inquiry into the

application of the East Sussex County Council for a regulation restrict

ing the speed of motor-cars to five miles an hour on a portion of the

highway leading from the Lewes to Eastbourne main road at Berwick

to Seaford, commencing at a point where the boundary of the parishes of

Berwick and A lfriston crosses the road near Wintoi) Farm, thence south

wards through the High Street, Alfriston, past Frog Firle and Tile Barn,

to a point 550 yards south of Tile Barn, a total length of 3,350 yards, or

thereabouts. Among those present weie Mr. G. W. Osborc, J. P.

(Chairman of the East Sussex County Council), Sir James Duke, Bart.,

Major Lister, J.P., Mr. Rupert S. Gwynne, J.P. (Chairman of the

Eastbourne Rural District Council), Alderman Holman (Lewes), Mr. F.

Harrison Barker, Air. Middleton, Gavey, Mr. C. J. Knight (Pevensey),

Mr. W. Pinyoun (Alfriston), Mr. Hugh Wallis (Alfriston), Councillor

Vallance (Lewes), Mr. T. E. "Varley Kirtlan (clerk to the Eastbourne

Rural District Council), Mr. H. J. Woodhams (Alfriston), and Mr. F. J.

Wood, county surveyor. Mr. Merrifield conducted the case for the

County Council, aijd Mr. Rees Jeffreys opposed on behalf, of the Royal

Automobile Club, the Motor Union, the Sussex Automobile Club, and

certain individual members. The county surveyor, explained the plans

and early in the proceedings the Inspector intimated his intention of

inspecting the road. Major Lister, chairman of the committee,

explained that they based their application on local representation.

Mr. T. E. Kirtlan, clerk to the Eastlxmrne Rural District Council, said

there had been within very recent times two serious accidents on that

road. It was in the interests of strange motorists, who would not

be aware of the danger of the hill, that a limit should be imposed.

After other evidence as to the dangerous character of the road, Mr. Osborn>

said the County Council would agree to that. Mr. Rees Jeffreys, who-

represented the R.A.C., the Motor Union, and the Sussex Automobile-

Club, said he had come to oppose the application altogether. The sug

gestion that a limit should be imposed on the north portion— from-

Winton Farm to Frog Firle—was preposterous. With regard to the descent

and ascent and the sharp corner, the Act prescribed that the authority

should set up warning boards. He thought in not doing this the County

Council had not carried out the spirit of the Act. He thought it was

a remarkable testimony to the way motor-cars had been driven along

that road—without any warning 6ign, and with one of the worst

descents in the county—that there should have been only one accident

since motor-cars had been placed on the roads. He thought the best

way to deal with the danger from the top of the hill to

the Seaford end was by a special notice such as "This is-

a dangerous descent with sharp turn at the bottom." If the

application for a speed limit were withdrawn, the Automobile Club

were prepared to erect such warning boards. He would not, however,

offer any opposition to a speed limit over the descent, sharp corner, ami.

ascent, and the question whether it should be five, eight, or ten miles an

hour he would leave in the hands of the Board. The Inspector said the

evidence did not support the imposition of the limit on the north section.

At length it was agreed that the Inspector, Mr. G. W. Osborn, Major

Lister, Mr. Merrifield, and Mr. R. Jeffreys should motor to the spot, it

being understood that if the Inspector disagreed with the withdrawal of

the north portion—Winton Farm to Frog Firle—from the imposition of

the speed limit, the inquiry would be re-opened. The settlement of the

limit and the distance over which it should be in force on the remaining

portion was left to the Board.

• "V^V* V^V''*- 'i i iMWOQQom -•

THE WASHING OF MOTOR-CARS.

-♦—

In the King's Bench, on the 20th, the case of the Mayor, Aldermen,

and Burgesses of Harrogate v. Mackay came before ths Lord Chief Justice-

and Justices Darling and A. T. Lawrence, sitting as a Divisional Court,

on appeal by the Corporation of Harrogate from a decision of the justice?

of the West Riding, sitting at Knaresborougb. It was a claim by the

Corporation of Harrogate against Dr. Ian Mackay, for a rental of 10s.

for a supply of water for the half-year ending December 25th, 1906, to the

respondent for the purpose of washing his motor-car. The claim was

made under the Waterworks Clauses Acts 1847 and 1863, the

Public Health Act, 1875, and the Harrogate Corporation Waterworks-

Transfer Act, 1897. The justices dismissed the claim, but consented to

state a Bpecial case for the opinion of the High Court. The facts as

proved or admitted were that the respondent used a motor-car for the

purpose of his business or profession of a medical man, that he regularly

used water for the purpose of washing the car, the water being taken'

from appellants' pipes, that he kept the car in an outbuilding adjoining

his dwelling-house, that he paid the appellants the water rate for the

half-year, amounting to £1 7s. 4d., but refused to pay the additional

rental of 10s. for the half-year claimed by the appellants, though he

had paid the rental demanded on two previous half-years without

demur. It was submitted on behalf of the appellants that. under the

12th-eection of the Waterworks Clauses Act, 1863, water for domestic pur

poses did not include water supplied for washing carriages, and, there

fore, they were entitled to charge him such a reasonable sum as they

thought lit for the use of'the water.

The Lord Chief Justice said it had been decided fifty years ago, in

the case of Busby v. Chesterfield, that the use,of water for the washing-

of a carriage was a domestic purpose, and he saw no reason to dissent

from that decision. Stockbrokers rode down to the city in their

carriages ever since without paying a rent for the water used in washing

them, and why a distinction should be made in the case of a doctor he

could not see. He thought the magistrates were quite right. . -

Justices Darling and Lawrence concurred, and the appeal was. dis

missed, with costs.

Mr. Mackenzie and Mr. Danckwerts urged the Court to allow an

appeal in view of the importance of the case, but the Court refused
leave. . . ' _ . •

Thk Coventry Chain Co.; Ltd., has recently been liquidated in

order that a larger, company, namely, the Coventry Chain Co., 1907,-

Ltd., may be formed. This company has now been formed, and has-

taken over the whole of the liabilities of the old company, and the-

management will remain exactly the same as heretofore. A new and

enlarged factory is in course of construction, to cope with the increased

demand for " Coventry " motor chains. .
Mkssrs. S. F. Edoe, Ltd., hive sent us a photograph of a GO-h. p. •'

six-cylinder Napier- limousine they have just supplied to Mr. A. J.

Palmer, of Fairford'Park, Gloucestershire. The body has been specially

built to suit Mr. Palmer's own requirements ; the interior is arranged'

for five persons, including two extra-folding seats, which open out from,

either side and meet in the centre. Tables are fitted inside, which fold'

away when not required for use. The roof is beautifully parcelled with

choice wood, and the interior very luxuriously upholstered in a light blue

cloth of delicate tint, the carpet being a deeper shade of blue. The-

whole of the woodwork of the car is polished walnut, and the roof has-

been built specially strong, so that it can be used as a point of vantage

from which to view races, Ac.
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CASES UNDER THE MOTOR CAR ACT.

Exceeding Legal Limit.

At the Hailsham Petty Sessions, on the 19th inst., seven motorist*

were fined from £2 2s. to £4 for exceeding the legal limit when passing

the traps arranged by Sergeant Waghorn.

At Horsham, on Stturday, John Reginald Brown, of Hove, was

fined £5 Is. 6d. for driving a motor at Crawley at the rate of twenty-

seven miles an hour, and failing to produce a licence.

Fumous Driving.

Before the Huntingdon county magistrates, on Satur lay, Dudley

Noble Halliwell, of Regent Grove, Harrogate, was fined £10 and costs

■for driving a motor-car to the danger of the public at Little Stukeley.

The car was stated to have travelled over twenty-eight miles an hour

past a dangerous spot where a little boy was killed by a car a short time

-ago. Wiliam Gilmour, of Wood Hall, Worplesden, Surrey, was summoned

for a similar offence at Alton bury. Defendant admitted exceeding the

limit, but said there was no danger to the public. The magistrates

-expressed their determination to prevent motorists from going through

these dangerous places at anything like the pace defendant admitted.

At Godalming on Monday, Oscar Henry 'Wilcox, chauffeur tolLord

Charles Beresford, was fined £oJand costs for having driven a motor

car at a dangerous speed in the borongh on June 9th. The police

-evidence was that the car covered a measured furlong in 19 sec, which

was equal to a speed of 23 miles 1,204 yards^an hour. The defendant

denied that the speed was as stated, and stated that Lord Charles's

instructions as to driving were to be very careful not to exceed the

limit, always to drive cautiously, to be very careful when going
■through towns and villages, and to remember that the road belonged

to oilier people a9 well as to motorists.

Charles Herbert Cane, of Tangmere, Chichester, was summoned at

the Littlehampton County Bench, on Monday, for driving a motor-car in

the parish of Angmerimr, on June 13th, at an excessive speed. The

evidence of Inspectoi Wakeford showed that the defendant covered a

quarter of a mile, between the Fox Inn, Angmering, and Dapper's Lane,

in 34 seconds, equal to 26 miles 828 yards an hour. Defendant was fined

£4 and 34s. costs.

At Warwick, on Monday, Walter John Arthur, Coventry, pleaded

guilty to driving a motor-car in a manner dangerous to the public at St.

Johns, Warwick, on the 8th inst., and also to driving a ear without a

licence. Defendant said he was trying to discover a defect in a car for

which he was responsible. He was fined £2 in the first case, and 10s.

-and costs in the second. Edward Paddison, 77, Mansfield Street, East

Putney, pleaded guilty, at the same court, to driving a car at the rate of

thirty-three miles an hour on the Myton Road. He was fined £2 and

costs.

At the Coventry Police Court, on Monday, Josiah Job Lee was

lined 10s. and costs for driving a motor-car to the public danger along

the Foleshill Road. Defendant was further summoned for driving the

-car without it having been properly registered. It was shown that no

notice had been given of tin change in the registration of the ownership

■of the car since it came into the possession of defendant. The Bench

fined defendant 5s. and costs.

William Brass, undergraduate, of Trinity College, Cambridge, has

been charged at the Cambridge Police Court with driving a motor-car

in St. Andrew's Street at a speed which was dangerous to the

public. P.c. Wright stated that at 2.30 p.m. on June 11th he was

on duty in St. Andrew's Street, when he saw the defendant

drive his motor-car from Downing Street into St. Andrew's Street

and go towards Regent Street at a dangerous speed. Tnere were a good

many cyclists in the road at the time. The magistrates decided to con-

~vict, and imposed a fine of £5 and costs.

At Barmouth there has lately been an outbreak of police hostility

to motorists, resulting in fines of £5 and costs being inflicted on the

Duchess of Westminster and Horl. Walter Vivian.

A Triple Charge.

H. C. Rose, of Woodside Park, Wood Green, was charged at

Tottenham, on the 20th inst., with being drunk while in charge of a

motor-car, also with causinggrievous bodily harm to Henry Sayer, a cyclist,

through wanton driving, and further with driving the car on a public

highway in a manner dangerous to the public. Mr. Barker prosecuted

for the Commissioner of Police, and Mr. Purcell appeared for the

prisoner. Mr. Barker intimated that it was his intention only to pro

ceed with the first and third charges. The Bench imposed the maximum

penalty of 40s. and costs on the first charge, thx second charge was

withdrawn, and the third dismissed. The prisoner's licence was ordered

to be endorsed.

Case Dismissed.

William Wilson, chauffeur, to Mr. Russell Rea, M.P., was

summoned on Monday for driving in a manner dangerous to the public

oat of the Haymarket across Coventry Street into Great WindrailljStreet,

London, W. Mr. Marshall conducted the prosecution on behalf of the

police and iMr. Staplee Firth appeared for Mr. Wilson. The police

constable on duty stated that hdi had stopped the traffic coming out of the

Haymarket, and notwithstanding this, the defendant came dashing out

at the rate of 12 miles an hour and nearly ran into a shop and

eventually collided with a milk cart, smashing the shafts and throwing

the driver into the road. The defence was a denial of the allegations.

The speed was put down at 4 to 4$ miles an hour, that the traffic out

of the Haymarket, was not being held up and he was the last in a line

of traffic, there be n { two hansom cabs immediately '-in front, of him,

and that when he had got his car partly into Windmill Street he had

to pull up because the cab in front of him stopped. The ca<e occupied

a considerable time, and in giving a lengthy and well-considered judg-

ment Mr. Plowden dealt fully with the evidence and said that what

threatened to In a very bad ea-e of driving to the public danger, from

the evidence of the prosecution amounted to the chauffeur misinterpreting

the signal oi a policeman, and dismissed the summon*.

No Licence.

Harry Key, of Birmingham, who did not appear, has been fined £5

and costs at the Chesterfield County Police Court, for driving a motor

cycle without having a licence, at Tapton, on Slay '29 ch. According

to the evidence of Police-constable Spencer, defendant gave a wrong

address in L^eds, and he was found in Birmingham aftsr considerable

enquiries and trouble. He had been summoned for similar offences on

two previous occasions.

ROAD REPORTS.

SUNNINGDALE.—The Chertsey Rural District Council has agreed to

place danger (motor) signal-posts in several places in Sitnningdale within

its area. It has also resolved to call the attention of the county authori

ties to the condition of the main roads. As instancing the amount of

motor traffic through Sunningdale, it is said that on the day of the King's

Review, recently, the level crossing gates were closed and within five

minutes thirty-six automobiles had assembled.

 

* The Celebrated Spanish Bull-Fighter, Bombitta, at the helm of Mr.

«-=*B. M. 0. Instone's 45-h.p, Daimler- Beside Bombitta is the Duke of

Zaragoza, while in the tonneau is Don Carlos A. Levison, one of the

pioneers of Automobilism in Spain.

POLICE TRAP5.

Trapping is going on merrily in and around Newmarket.

Beckenham is the centre of a trap laid district.

Sergt. Waghorn has been operating traps at Dicker, Chiddingly

and elsewhere in his wide area during the last few days.

Motorists at Brighton are advised to proceed along the King's

Road at a reasonable pace.

The police have a measured stretch on the main road between

Glasgow and Helensburgh, near Cardross.

AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENT.

A serious motor-oar accident has occurred at Llangollen. A 20-h. p.

Humber car, in which Mr. Higginson, owner of the Wrexham Motor

Garage, was driving two gentlemen, was emerging from a sharp turning

into the Holyhead road, when it collided with a car in which Mr.

Harold Copperthwaite, of York, and two ladies were being driven. Mrs.

Copperthwaite, who was riding in front with the chauffeur, was thrown

from her seat, and sustained severe wounds to her head and face. Mr.

Copperthwaite sustained severe scalp wounds. The victims of the

accident had their injuries medically attended, and are progressing

favourably.

Messrs. David Bridge and Co., of the Ca9tleton Iron Works,

Castleton, Manchester, have sent us a copy of a new pamphlet on

india rubber, gutta percha, and bilata machinery, including friction

clutches, haulage plant.-, mill gearing, ice crushers, oil separators, boiler

feeders, couplings, &c, they nave just issued as a supplement to their

existing catalogues. The list is well arranged and fully illustrated,

and a noteworthy feature is that the particulars of the different machines

are printed in English, French and German.
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MOTOR LICENCE ENDORSEMENTS.

Before the Lord Chief Justice. Mr. Justice Darling, and Mr.

Justice A. T. Lawrence, in the King's Bench division, on the 19th innt.,

came the case of "The King v. Marsham (ex parte Chamberlain)," in which

a rule nisi had been obtained for a writ of certiorari to quash an endorse

ment on a motor-car licence of a conviction for driving a motor-car in

St. James's Park at a greater speed than ten miles an hour, contrary to

the regulations made by the Commissioners of Works under the Parks

Regulation Act, 1872, in April, 1904, and published by notice exhibited

in the park. The matter now came on for argument.

The applicant had never previously been convicted of any offence in

connection with the driving of a motor-car, and he was summoned for

an alleged offence on February 13th, 1907, and convicted and fined 40s.

and 2s. costs. The magistrate also caused his licence to be endorsed

with the conviction. The Motor Car Act of 1903 provided

that any court before whom a person was convicted of an offence under

it, or of any offence in connection with driving of a motor-car, other

than a first or second offence, consisting solely of exceeding any limit of

speed fixed under the Act; if the person convicted held any licence,

should cause particulars of the conviction, and of any order of the court,

to be endorsed upon the licence, and should also cause a copy of those

particulars to be sent to the council by whom any licence to endorsed

had been granted. One of the rules made in April, 1904. by the Com

missioners for St. James's and Green Parks, under the Parks Regulation

Act, 1872, provided that "drivers of all vehicles must conform to such

orders for the regulation of traffic as may be given by the park-keepers

or published by notice exhibited in the parks." Another rule laid it

down that cars propelled or drawn by mechanical means should only be

admitted subject to the rules of the commissioners and exhibited in the

parks.

Mr. G. R. Askwith showed cause against the rule, which was

supported by Mr. Horace Avory, K.C., and Mr. J. K. F. Cleave,

instructed by Mr. Staplee Firtb.

Mr. Askwith submitted that the' words of the Motor Car Act of

1903 were so wide that endorsement mutt follow the conviction, as the

appellant had been convicted of an offence in connection with the

driving of a motor-car other than a first or second offence consisting of

exceeding a speed limit fixed under the Motor Car Act, 1903. The speed

limit in this case was fixed under the Parks Regulation Act of 1872.

Mr. Avory submitted .that the words " fixed under this Act" on the

Motor Car Act were surplusage. It would, the learned counsel said, be

absurd that the Court should be bound to endorse a conviction for a first

offence of exceeding ten miles an hour in the park when a conviction

for a first offence of exceeding twenty miles an nour in a crowded street

could not be endorsed.

The Lord Chief Justice said the case was a difficult one, as the

trainers of the Motor Car Act evidently forgot that speed regulations

might be made under the Parks Re^ulaticnAct. He could sot think

that the words of the section, even as framed, included an obligation

to endorse a first or second offence of exceeding a speed limit of ten miles

an hour in St. James's Park simply on the ground that the speed limit

was fixed in some other lawful way. If a man was convicted a first and

second time of driving over twenty miles an hour outside the park, his

licence could not be endorsed. He thought the endorsement should be

quashed.

The other judges concurred, and the rule was made absolute and

the endorsement quashed.

^

MOTOR-CARS IN THE PARKS.

Several adjourned summonses against motor drivers accused of

exceeding the speed limit of ten miles an hour in St. James's Park,

London, W., came on before Mr. Marsham at Bow Street Police Court,

on Monday. Evidence bad been taken on a previous occasion, and Mr.

Marsham had intimated his intention of imposing a penalty, but he bad

ordered a formal adjournment pending an appeal against the magistrates

sitting at this court, who bad ruled that they were compelled to endorse

the licences of drivers convicted of. this class of offence. Mr. Marsham

said that the defendants now before him would have to pay 40s. each,

and 2s. costs, but owing to the decision of the High Court their licences

would not be endorsed.

PUBLIC MOTOR SERVICES.

The Irish Motor Touring Company, Limited, of Haddington Road,

Dublin, started their daily motor service from Dublin to Bray and Ennis-

kerry on Saturday last.

A licence was granted last week for the first motor-cab plying in

the streets of Edinburgh.

The attention of the Commercial Motor Users' Association having

been drawn to the circular letter which the Commissioner of Police

has addressed to the various omnibus companies on the subject of the

dropping of oil and grease fiom motor-omnibuses, the committee has

resolved to offer a special cup in connection with the forthcoming trials

of commercial vehicles, to be awarded for cleanliness in respect of the

dropping of oil.

The licences of the motor-'buses running between Worthing and

Brighton and Hove aid Kemp Town are to oe renewed.

COMPANY NEWS.

New Companies Registered

Auto De Londkes.—£10,000. Manufacturers of and dealers in*

motors, motor-cars, carriages, and vehicles of all kind", &c. No initial

public issue. Registered without articles. 36, Camomile Street^

Moseley Motor Works.—£5,000. As title. No initial public

issue. First directors : Messrs. H. B. Graham, A. .1. Smith, and J. L.

South. 1, Arundel Street, Strand, W.C.

Chambers' Motors, Limited.—£15,000, in £1 shares. To enter

into and carry out an agreement with Messrs. K. M. Chambers, J. H.

Chambers, and Charles E. Chambers, for the purchase of th - business of

mechanical engineers, motor-car and patent bottle -wiring machine

manufacturers, and the interest of the firm in leasehold premises, plant,,

goodwill, &c. The first directors will be the Messrs. Chambers (already

named) and Mr. Charles B. Hurst, of Ballynahinch, Co. Down.

Registered office, Cuba Street, Belfast

British Motobloc Syndicate.—£15,000. To adopt an agreement

with the Societe Anonyme des Automobiles Motobh>c, of Bordeaux, and

to carry on the business of manufacturers of and dealers in motor-cars,,

carriages, cabs, &c. No initial public issue. First directors : Messrs. R.

Jackson, J. S. Critchley, L. Delphin and R. Bodden.

South Ealing Motor Company.—£1,(>00. To acquire from Mr.

L. F. Bishop the business carried on by him as the South Ealing Motor-

Garage. No initial pnblie issue. Registered without articles. First

directors, Messrs. L. F. Bishop, E. G. Browning, L. S. Bishop, S. A.

Day, Miss S. Harris, Mrs. M. Browning, and Mr. H. A. Karman. Ealing

Road, South Ealing.

TOWEI! MOTOK AND ENGINEERING COMPANY, LTD. (3,198). Capital.

£1,000. To manufacture, sell, let on hire, adapt, or deal in all sorts of

motors, engines, locomotives, carriages, or vehicles wholly or partly

propelled by petrol or oil. Directors limited to three, the first being

Major Mathew C. li. Fortescue, D.L., Stephenstown, Dundalt

(managing) ; Mr. Charles T. Alston, engineer, Prussia Road, Hoylake,

Cheshire ; and Mr. \Y. Blundell Thornhill, gentleman, Castle Cosey,

Castlebellingham. Registered office : Castlebellingham, Co. Louth.

Leeds Motor Manufacturing Company.—£2,500. To adopt an

agreement with A. E. Macleod for the acquisition of a patent, a motor

van, and other property, &c. No initial public issue. Registered office :

Balmoral Street, Leeds.

Brazil, Straker and Co.—£80,000. To acquire the business of

civil and manufacturing engineers formerly carried on by Brazil,

Holborow and Straker, Limited, at the Motor Works, Fishponds, Bristol,

and at the Vulcan Ironworks, St. Philip's Marish, Bristol. No initial:

public issue. First directors: J. P. Brazil, H. F. Moseley, H. G.

Holborow, J. N. Williams, and S. Straker.

THE CHARGE AQAINST A LADY MOTORIST DISMISSED.

No evidence was offered by the Crown at the Hertford Assizes on

Monday in the case of Miss Elsie Fox, who was indicted on the coroner's-

inquisition for the manslaughter of William Parish at Royston. She-

was accordingly discharged. Parish was killed in a collision with Miss

Fox's car at the cross-roads as she was returning from Newmarket races.

The coroner's jury returned a verdict of manslaughter, but the magistrates

decided there was no criminal negligence.

TAR FOR DUSTY ROADS.

Among the papers read at the annual meeting of the Institution of

Gas Engineers in Dublin, last week, was'one on "The Use of Tar on

Roadways," by Mr. H. P. Maybury, County Surveyor of Kent. The-

author said that, since 1903. many experiments towards meeting the

demand for dustless roads had been made and numerous chemical com

pounds had been used with more or less satisfactory results ; but it was

now generally conceded that nothing was so effective as coil tar. With

tar at i;.d. per gallon, the cost of painting the surface of a mile of road,

when such work was performed by mechanical means, varied from £30 to-

£4(1: and assuming the whole of the main roads were so treated an addi

tional £1,000,000 would be required. This work would represent a

yearly consumption of 33,40(1,000 gallons of tar, its value being some

thing like £280,000. It would thus appear that a new market of con

siderable importance for that bye-product would shortly be opened up ;

and it should be the aim of every gas engineer to encourage in his imme

diate neighbourhood the use of tar for road purposes by putting the

purchaser upon the most favoured nation terms.

A SECOND-HAND TYRE TRANSACTION.

At the Wandsworth County Court, last week, Edward Harrison, of

4, Central Hill, Upper Norwood, sued the Armand Motors, Ltd., of

Balham, S.W., for £5 damages for alleged fraudulent misrepresentation,

on the sale by defendant of two motor-car tyres. Plaintiff said that he

purchased two motor-ear tyres at different dates from defendants for

£2 10s. each. They were alleged to be reinforced tyres. The first tyre
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wnit to pieces after running 120 miles, and the other got into a similar

condition when it had only covered seventy or eighty miles.

Harold Penney, assistant manager of the Armand Company, said

the tyres were sold to plaintiff as second-hand covers, and not as rein

forced tyres. The judge found for defendant, and said it was unfortunate

that such a serious charge as fraudulent misrepresentation had been

brought on such slender grounds.

i —ccbw

THE SOUTHERN MOTOR CLUB'S HILL-CLIMB.

Notwithstanding unforeseen difficulties the Southern Motor Club

successfully carried out its hill-climbing competition on Saturday last.

It was intended to hold the event at Kidd's Hill, near East Grinstead,

but a resident on the hill called on the police to prevent the contest

being held there. The consequence was that when the competitors' and

officials' cars, of which there were altogether about sixty, arrived at

East Grinstead, it was learned that the police had made most elaborate

arrangements, posting sixteen officers on the hill, and installing an

electrical timing apparatus and a field telephone-. The officials o? the

S.M.C. thereupon decided to alter the venue, and the long procession

of cars moved off to Toy's Hill, a steep and winding hill, about 1 1 miles

long, near Brasted, Kent, about 13 miles away. The alteration

of the venue naturally caused great delay, the last car

not ascending until past seven in the evening. It was decided not to

publish actual times, but to take the fastest time as zero and to give the

difference between that time and the time accomplished by each of the

other cars.

For the first event, for touring cars whose cylinder diameter

in inches squared and multiplied by the number of cylinders was under

35, there were eleven entries, the result being :—R. O. Clarke,

9-h.p. Sizaire -Naudin, zero, first ; F. W. Huband, 10-h.p. Alldays,

36 sec. slower, second ; J. F. Buckingham, 9-h.p. Riley, 49 2-5 sec. slower,

third.

Six sara competed in Class 2—touring cars whose cylinder diameter

in inches squared and multiplied by the number of cylinders was between

35 and 50. The first place was taken by R. E. Deacon, on a 12-16-h.p.

Talbot, zero ; A. J. Sproston, 14-h.p. Vulcan, 19 sec. slower, being

second ; and L. Walton, on a 12-16-h.p. Vauxhall, 30 sec. slower,

third.

There were fifteen starters in Class 3, which was for cars which, on

the same formula as above, came between 50 and 75. The winner was

H. Ramoisy, on an 18-h.p. Germain, zero ; Oscar Clipper, 24-28-h.p.

Metallurgique, 5 2-5 sec. slower, was second ; and E. H. Arnott, on a

20-b.p. Arrol-Johnston, 30 2-5 sec. slower, third.

Class 4 (between 75 and 100 on formula) brought out half a dozen

cars, two of which failed to take the hill. L. Carle, on a 45-h.p. Mors,

made the best time, the second place being taken by O. S. Thompson,

25-h.p.|Austin, 27 2-5sec. slower, and the third, E. Burchett, 24-h.p. De la

Buire, 40 1-5 sec. slower.

Considerable intei est was shown in Class 5 (between 100 and 150),

in which Daimler, Iris, Napier, Thornycroft, Gracile, Brooke, and Gobron

cars competed, with the following result :—S. Smith, 60-h.p. six-cylinder

Napier, zero, first ; J. Goddard,34-h.p. Daimler, 7 2-5 sec. slower, second ;

H. Musker, 35-h.p. Daimler, 8 2-5 sec. slower, third.

In Class 6, for lady drivers, there were only two competitors. Miss

Muriel Hind making zero time on a 24-h.p. Deasy, Mis. Kirton on a

6-h.p. De Dion being 3 min. 53 2-5 sec. slower.

The final event was for cars which competed in the recent Tourist

Trophy race, and resulted as follows :—Oscar Cupper, 24-28-h.p.

Metallurgique, zero, 1st; A. Instone, 25-h.p. Arrol-Johntton, 1 min.

18 sec. slower, 2nd.

The result of the handicap on the R.A.C. formula* will be

announced later. Major F. Lindsay Lloyd acted as starter; while

the judge was Earl Russell, and the timekeepers, Messrs. J. H.

Burley, F. Straight, and H. H. Griffin, official timekeepers of the

Royal Automobile Club, with Mr. S. W. Phillpott secretary of

the meeting. We may add that we journeyed down to East

Grinstead and on to Toy's Hill on Mr. Sternberg's 28-h.p. Mors car,

which behaved in excellent fashion.

MOTOR TRACTION IN LANCASHIRE.

The General Motor Carrying Company, of Deansgate, Manchester

was summoned at Badcliffe on Monday for not having a person in charge,

of a trailer behind a motor vehicle to apply the brake. The managing

director of the company appeared, and told the Bench that there was no

danger involved by the infringement of the law. The Act had been

framed in ignorance of the working conditions in Lancashire, and prose

cutions simply amounted to persecutions against the trade. Between

Manchester and Rossendale no action was now taken by the police, with

the exception of those in the liury county division. A fine of 40s. and

costs was imposed, this being the company's second offence in the

district. ______
—aaaaooaasi ■

Messrs. Lemaire and Thackthwaite, agents for Messrs. Renault

Freres, Ltd., have removed to 119, Regent Street, London, AV.

WlTHIN the last few days Mr. S. F: Edge has received orders for

six-cylinder Napiers from the Duke of Bedford, the Raja of Kheira,

Bengal, Lieut. Marshall Roberts, and Mrs. H. W. Pauling, of Cape

Town.

THE HUMBER COMPANY'S ANNUAL OUTING.

Last week end the extensive works of the (lumber Company, at

Beestou and Coventry, presented anything but their ordinary appearance,

for in place of the usual scene of battle and activity all was quiet, there

being hardly a sign of life about. This was due to the holding of the

annual outing-i of the employees. The Beeston contingent, to the

number of about 1,000, were conveyed in three special corridor trains from

Nottingham Station, on the morning of rriday, the 2 1st inst., ta

Heysham, en route for the Isle of Man, by the s.s. " Londonderry," which

had lieen specially chartered for the occasion, to Douglas. Mr. Edward

Powell, the chairman of Humber, Ltd., presided at the staff dinner, which

took place on Friday evening at the Yilliers Hotel, Douglas,

when about 100 were present. The musical programme which

followed was interspersed with a number of toasts which were duly

honoured. The Chairman, in a brief but interesting speech, replied for

"The Firm," proposed by Mr. W. Millington, while the popular

manager, Mr. T. C. Pullinger, was musically honoured. Messrs.

G. P. Mills and A. H.Niblett, his right hand men, being also toasted.

During Friday and Saturday excursions were made to the places of interest

in the Island, most complete arrangements having been made in order

that the visitors should thoroughly enjoy themselves. Not the least inter

esting feature of the trip was provided by the Beeston-Humber silver prize

band of twenty-four performers, one of the most famous of the works

bands of the Midlands, which, under the conductorship of Mr. J. Irons,

had the honour of being invited by the Douglas Municipal Council to

play on the promenade band stand. The return journey was commenced

at 12 o'clock on Saturday midnight, Nottingham being safely reached at

 

The Beeston-Humber Party arriving at Douglas.

8 o'clock on Sunday morning. The arrangements were of the most

complete character, and reflected much credit on the joint organising

secretaries, Messrs. M. Rallinshaw and H. F. Gray, to whom a special

vote of thanks was accorded at the staff dinner. We may add that the

Midland Railway undertook the task of conveying the large party to

and from Douglas, carrying it through with a degree of promptness and

comfort which was greatly appreciated.

While the Beeston party were in the Isle of Man, three long srecial

trains left Coventry at half-past four on Saturday morning, conveying

Mr. Walter Phillips, the manager, and about 1,500 employees of the

Coventry Works of the company and their friends to London en rovte

for Hastings and Boulogne. An extensive piogramme was arranged for

the day, including arrangement for both land and sea. For those who

did not care to cross the Channel pleasure trips weie arranged to places

of interest in the district. The " Brighton Queen " was especially

chartered for the journey to Boulogne, and the party was received by the

Mayor and the general officials of the town, and conducted round the

colleges, schools, factories, &c. A staff of interpreters was placed at the

service of the tourists, and everything done to make the stay of the

Coventry visiters in Boulogne as pleasant as possible. The return

journey commenced at 11.20 at night, the first train being due back at

Coventry at 4 o'clock the next morning.

The excursion was one of the largest which has ever left the Mid

lands, and, like the Beeston trip, was managed throughout with that

thoroughness which has always been a characteristic of Humber under-

Uii.iLgs, the arrangements reflecting the greatest credit upon the joint

secretaries, Messrs. C. Willson and T. Harrison.

The United Motor Industries, Ltd., of Poland Street, W., inform

us that the Eiseinann magneto can now lie obtained to run off the

half-speed shaft, the rapidity and strength of the spark remaining the

same as with the ordinary model.
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

-•-

JUNE.

2?th"'(F.).—S.A.C. Inverness—Pitlochry, 154f miles.

29th (Sat,).—S. A. C. Pitlochry—Glasgow, 122J miles.

Aero Club race for the Hedges Butler challenge cup.

Birdlip hill climb of the Bristol and Gloucestershire A.C.

Joint meet of the Liverpool, Manchester, N.E. Lanes.,

Sheffield and Yorkshire Clubs at Buxton.

Motor Cycling Club 100 miles Private Owners' Reliability

Trial.

Motor Yacht Club raoes.

Southern M.C.'s midnight run to Soutbsea.

Bradford A.C. hill climb.

Mr. S. F. Edge's 24 hours' run on the Brook lands Track.

End of the Scottish Beiiability Trial.

East Surrey A.C. run to Worthing.

Kent A.C. at Dartford Heath, by invitation of Mr. C. J.

Morgan.

Midland A.C. run for crippled children at Castle Bromwich.

30th (S.).—Motor C.C. run to Woburn.

JULY.

2nd (Tu.).—A.C.F. Grand Prix Race on the Seine Inferieure Circuit,

near Dieppe.

3rd (W.).—Special meeting of R.A.C. committee.

4th (Th.).—International cross Channel race for motor-boats from

Dover.

Joint meeting of the Lincolnshire A.C. and the Lincoln

shire M.C. at Willingham.

6th (Sat.).—Inaugural races on the Brooklands Track.

Motor Yacht Club and Notts. A.C. joint meet and races on

the Trent.

Speed judging competition of the Essex County A.C. at

Saffron YValden.

Kent A.C. gymkhana at Holwood.

100 miles trial of the North London A.C.

Run of the Northamptonshire A.C. to Compton Wyngates.

7th (Sun.).—Non-stop run of the Newcastle and District M.A.C.

10th (W.).—R.A.C. South Harting hill climb.

13th (Sat.),—Entries for R.A.C. commercial vehicle trials close at

ordinary fees.

Aero Club ascent, Crystal Palace.

Speed trials of the Lincolnshire A.C. at Grimsthorp*.

Meet of the Cheshire A.C. at Plas Newydd, Llangollen.

Sheffield A.C. outing for crippled children.

15th to 18th.—The annual automobile meeting at Ostend.

20th (Sat.).—Motor Union meet at Southport.

27th (Sat.).—Commercial vehicle meet at Maidstone.

AUGUST.

20th.—Open competition for light cars organised by the Essex Metor

Club over a 200 miles course.

SEPTEMBER.

9TH.—Industrial Vehicle Trials commence.

OCTOBER.

.19th.—Gordon Bennett Aeronautical race at St. Louis, Missouri

MARCH, 1908.

Cordingley's Motor-Car Exhibition at the Agricultural i Hall,

London.

Lighting-up Times—London.

June 29th—9. 19 ... July 1st—9.19 ... 3rd—9.18

„ 30th-9.19 ... ,, 2nd—9.18 ... 4th—9.17

5th—9.17

6th—9.17

THE OPENING RACE MEETING ON THE

. BROOKLANDS TRACK.
— % —

The motor-car race meeting to bs held on the Brooklands track

oi Saturday, July 6th, has attracted a lar^e entry list, and some excit

ing performances may be expected. The foreign drivers include

Nazzaro, the winner of the Targa Fiorio and Kaiser's prize races, Lancia,

Duray, Demogeot, Fabry, and Gabriel. The English cracks include

Messrs. S. F. Edge, C. Jarrott, Warwick Wright, J. E. Hutton,

C. Sangster, E. M. C. Instone, H. R. Pope, and D'Arcy R. Baker.

The following are the races and entrants :—

Toe Horsley Plate of Si MJ sovs., for motor-cars propelled by means of

internal-combustion engines only, of a cylinder dimension 60 to

under 85. Weight about 3,0001b. Distance, about three miles.—

30-h-p. Thornycroft, 21- h. p. Miss, 25-h.p. Straker-Squire "C.S.B.,"

30-h.p. Thornycroft, 30-40-h.p. Brasier, 18-h.p. Arrol-Johnston,

20-h.p. Brotherhood, 20-h.p. Itala, 30-h.p. Darracq.

The Gottlieb Daimler Memorial Plate of 650 sovs., for motor-cars pro

pelled by means of internal-combustion engines only, of a cylinder

dimension 120 to 165. Weight, 3,000 lb.. Distance about fifteen

miles.—45-h.p. Daimler, 45-h.p. Daimler, 45-h.p. Daimler, 60-h.p.

six-cylinder Napier, 35-h.p. Minerva, 45-h.p. Daimler, 35-h.p. Ariel.

Simplex, 40-h.p. Darracq.

The Byfleet Plate of 550 sovs., for motor-cars propelled by means of

internal-combustion engines only, of a cylinder dimension 110 to

under 135. Weight 3,000 lb. Distance about ten miles.—60-h.p.

Berliet, Itala, 45-h.p. six-cylinder Napier, 35-h.p. Minerva, 45-h.p.

Fiat, 50-60-h.n. Fiat, 30-h.p. Ariel Simplex, 60-h.p. Berliet, Itala,

60-h.p. Lorraine Dietrich, 40-h.p. Darracq, 30-40-h.p. Darracq.

The Stepnenson Prate of 300 sovs., for motor-cars of a price not less

than £600 and not exceeding £700. Weight, 3.500 lb. Distance

about six myes.—30-h.p. White, 40-h.p. Junior, 30-h.p. White,

30-h.p. Ariel-Simplex, 50-h.p. four-cylinder Napier, 30-40-h.p.

Darracq, 30-4G*h.p. Darracq.

The First Montague Cup, value £2,100, for motor-cars propelled by

means of internal combustion engines only, of a cylinder dimension

155 to under 235. Weight, 2,600 lb. Distance, about thirty miles.

—90-h.p. Napier, 100-h.p. Fiat, 100-h.p. Darracq, 120-h.p. Mercedes,

120-h.p. Fiat, 40-h.p. Ariel Simplex, 120-h.p. Mercedes, 100-h.p.

Darracq, 100-h.p. Itala, De Dietrich racer, 120-h.p. Mercedes,

120-h.p. Darracq.

The Marcel Renault Memorial Plate of 550 sovs., for motor-cars propelled

by means of internal-combustion engines only, of a cylinder dimension

85 to under 110. Weight, 3.000 lb. Distance about twelve miles.

—35-h.p. Iris, six-cylinder Iris, 40-h.p. Berliet, 36-h.p. Thorny

croft, Fiat, 40-h.p. Napier, 40-h.p. Junior, Targa Fiorio Fiat,

30-h.p. Ariel-Simplex, 35-h.p. Vinot, 40-h.p. Weigel, 40-h.p. Itala,

40-h.p. Lorraine Dietrich, 35-h.p. Renault, 30-40-h.p. Darracq.

THE ARMY MOTOR RESERVE.

Lieutenant Le Vicomte de Satge de St. Jean drove General

Lord Methuen during night operations, in the vicinity of Folkestone, on

the 7th inst. Lieut. F. Dyer-Dennet was on duty with the General

during similar operations carried out by him, near Sheringham, on the

10th instant.

It is of interest to note that amongst the prospective duties to be

performed by officers of the Army Motor Reserve, four cars have been

detailed to convey the distinguished French military officers, includ

ing the chief of the general staff, who are visiting this country this

week, during the various operations which they will attend at Alder-

shot and elsewhere.

Major-General H. Hutchinson, C.S.I., Director of Staff Duties (in

the absence of the Chief of the General Staff), directed a staff tour in the

Western Counties of England and in South Wales, between

May 27th and June 1st. The following officers of the Army Motor

Reserve attended with their cars, and materially assisted in making the

tour a success ;—Captains R. H. Townshend and A. C. Duckworth,

Lieuts. C. Braby, E. H. Thornewill, E. McNiven, E. E. Richardson,

D D. Ma^pherson, E. Chodwick-Brown, Le Vicomte de Satge and

H. G. Nalder. The chief points of rendezvous were Brecon, Carmarthen,

Hereford, Gloucester and Worcester.

Among other duties carried out by the corps are the following : —

Staff tour under the Commandant Staff College, between Gloucester

and Bath, from May 28th to 31st., attended by Lieutenants F. J. Frost,

J. Peyto Shrubb, R. F. Glyn, and A. C. Edwards. Tour of inspection

of Imperial Yeomanry at North Weald, on June 1st, Lieutenant

R. J. Stilwell. Inspection of manoeuvre area at Salisbury, on June

4th, Lieutenant M. W. Shutte. Staff tour at Aldeburgh under the

Commander Thames and Medway defences, from June 4th to 7th ;

Lieutenants G. E. V. Milbank and C. E. Smith. Staff Tour under the

G.O.C. let Division, at Cirencester, from June 13th to 16th, Captain

A. C. Duckworth.

BUSINESS NEWS.

Mr. W. F. Parker, of the Motor Garage, Oxford, has issued a

useful booklet of Coming Events in his district. It gives, amongst other

things, the programme of the pageant which is being held from June

•27th to July 3rd, a perpetual lighting-up table and a list of the identi

fication marks of motor-cars.

The Glasgow Am. .mobile Company, of West George Street,

Glasgow, have been appointed sole agents for Glasgow and tbe West of

Scotland for the sale of Weigel cars.

The United Motor Industries, Ltd., 45 and 46, Poland Street

London, W., have been appointed sole British agents for the firm of

Dupressoir, makers of axles, frames and chassis parts generally ; also

for the well-known firm of Hannoyer, makers of springs.

The Stepney Spare Motor Wheel, Ltd., have just had- the

honour of supplying His Majesty the Czar with two Stepney wheels for

use on bis car.

We learn that two of the three Nacke cars entered in the Herkomer

Touring Trophy Competition, viz., No. 142 driven by Erich Graf

Kunigl-Ehrenburg, and No. 145, driven by Baron von Gutmannsthal,

obtained full marks and accordingly the gold medal.

The British Automobile Commercial Syndicate, Ltd., inform

us that they have appointed Mr. C. Bertrand, who was formerly with

the A. Clement factory at Levallois-Perret, and the Societe Franco-

Americaine d' Automobiles (E. Lamberjack), of Paris, as their manager,

in succession to Mr. F. F. Wellington.
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COMMENTS.

-♦—

THE inauguration of the

racing season on the

Brooklands Motor Track

by Mr. S. F. Edge, last week en«t,

has certainly excited the countiy

to a very considerable extent. On

all hands we hear expressions of

admiration for the wonderful

tenacity, determination, and

patience of the man who could rush round the course 572 times

in twenty-four hours without cessation. The feat was, however,

more than a mere test of physical endurance, involving as it did

quickness of eye and clearness of head in maintaining such con

sistent running for so long a period. It was to be regretted,

however, that the condition of the track was scarcely up to the

standard of perfection that it was hoped would have been the case,

and we shall watch its behaviour during the season with con

siderable trepidation unless an early assurance is forthcoming

with regard to the firm foundation of the banking. The

spectacle of men throwing sand as the motorist rushed along

was certainly unexpected, and we trust mav not require to be

repeated. Apart from this, however, the fact that Mr. Edge

travelled the 1,581 miles 1,310 yards in twenty-four hours seems

to point to some of the anticipations of the novelists and the poets

being realised. Jules Verne's idea of going round the earth in

eighty days has already been put into the shade, and now Mr.

Edge may show us how to " girdle the world in forty minutes."

♦ ♦ ♦

A fortnight ago we mentioned that a

new badge was in preparation for the

Royal A.C. This, it is intended, is to be
Another Badge. iocated on the front of the cars of

members of the club, thus imitating the

successful example of the Automobile

Association, and following in the course of the Motor Union.

In view of the Royal recognition which has been accorded the

premier motoring organisation in this country, the suggestion is

being made that thp Crown may be incorporated into the design

and the motto, " Honi soi qui mal y pen3e."

Further Taxation

Suggested.

The announcement which Mr. Asquith

made in the House of Commons late on

Tuesday evening will occa«ion consider

able surprise throughout the motor in

dustry, which was hoping for the reduc

tion, and not the increase, of expenses

associated with motoring. The way in which the Chancellor of

the Exchequer suggested an increase on the liquor and motor-car

licences seemed to point to his intention to introduce the came in

the Budget for 1908 ; and unless the Motor Union is able, in

the meantime, to exert the full pressure of its undoubted influence,

we are afraid this threatened imposition will be made. It would

be unfortunate if the motor movement is to be subjected to piece

meal treatment, and perhaps the most satisfactory way of meeting

the case would be to urge upon the Government the advisability, if

not the necessity, of letting the country know its intention with re

gard to legislation as well as to the taxation of motor-cars simulta

neously. Otherwise the Local Government Board will be making

provisions for registration and other matters, and later we shall

have further impositions on the part of the Treasury. If the

industry is to be taxed so that the co3t of the business is increased

to its disadvantage, ic will be as well to know the worst altogether

and not be subjected to the caprices of every department anxious

to " raise the wind."

Waghorn

wins at

Maywards Heath.

Although the magistrates at the

Haywards Heath Petty Sessions, follow

ing their usuil plan of convicting every

motorist brought before them, did not

allow any of the motoring defendants

to escape their clutches on Monday, they

evidently felt some qualms of conscience. On the occasion of the

Motor Club's run to Brighton, Mr. H. T. Vane, Mr. J. De Solla,

and several others, 'were trapped by the ubiquitous Waghorn, and,

despite the fact that it was proved in evidence that the cars

must have been going at only a moderate pace, fines of £5 anu

£'2 were inflicted in both cases. The Chairman of the Bench

remarked that the fine was lower than usual, because it was a

very open and straight piece of road, and they did not think there

was so much danger to the public as in cases for exceeding the

speed limit where there were crossings or a lot of paople about.

Anyone other than a Haywards Heath magistrate would have

declared the trap un-English, and have said something severe to

the perpetrator of such a device in such a place. But they do

strange things at that Court.

♦ ♦ ♦

The fact that Reigate is on the highway

from London to Brighton has given it

Reigate welcomes prominence and populaiity among

Progress. motorists who have some regaid for the

beauties of this pleasantly situated little

town. We doubt, therefore, whether the

policy of the Town Council in giving instructions to the Head

Constablo to rigorously enforce the law with iegard to the

driving of motor-cars through the streets of the torough will

add to the prosperity of the place ; in fact, the only effect it can

have will be to cause motorists to travel by other roads and avoid

Reigate, whose motto, " Welcome progress," seems out of accord

with the decision of the Town Council to which we have just

referred.

♦ ♦ ♦

Following the plan we origina ed in

connection with the Scottish Reliability

Results at a Tral, we give on other pages the

Olance. "Results at a Glance," so that readers

will be able to trace the doings of the

ninety-six cars that st 11 ted and the daily

records of the eighty-two that finished in Glasgow on Saturday

last. The comparative order of each car in the various classes

on the different bill climb* is also given in association with its

mechanical and driving troubles in order to facilitate reference.

A list of the absolute non-stop cars is also given, together

with some notes showing that several others would have

appeared in that category but for driving difficulties,

owing to the exigencies of traffic, &c, which, although not

really vitiating the running of the carr, have nevertheless lost

them the credit attaching to clean records on each day of the

arduous t»Bk. Last year we gave a list of the drivers, which is

B
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again published, as well as the weights of the cars. This informa

tion, together with our daily descrip ions of the country—

shortened somewhat in view of the detailed accounts of the route

with which we have previously furnished our readers—makes up a

succinct and lucid record of the Scottish Trials of 1907 in a form

most accessible for reference in the future as well as for present

reading.

Britishers are sportsmen, and they

will regret to see how records were spoilt

. _ . in the Scottish Reliability Trial, which,
oa ecor s. ag wfl j)ave ajrea(jy 8aj(jj jg described

and catalogued on other pages of the

present issue. A quartette of drivers,

who in 1905 accomplished non-stop performances, repeated their

success last year, viz., Messrs. H. Ramoisy, F. S. Bennett, R.

Crossley, and Claud Hamilton. It was hoped that three of these

—Mr. Claud Hamilton did not drive this year—would perform the

hat trick in 1907, but the Fates decreed otherwise. On the

second day, Mr. Kamoisy, after working his 14-h.p. Germain up

the hill to the Devil's Elbow in the quickest time of his class,

rushed the bank in getting round that piece of roadside

anatomy. The earth not yielding the car had the

 

Hr. Whit Cunliffe, the famous lyrist of the Music Halls, and his

Argyll Landaulet, which he uses to cover his many engagements in

London and the provinces.

worst of the encounter, and the popular driver

became hors dc combat. On the third day even harder fortune

attended Mr. Bennett. His car was one of the last to make the

ascent of the Cairn O'Mount. When we ascended, some portions

of the road were covered with surface mud to the extent of several

inches ; what it was like after sixty other vehicles had ploughed

their way upwards and onwards was described by Observers as

a quagmire. It was really unfit for little cars ; but Mr. Bennett's

9-10-h.p. Cadillac, with two speeds of 7 and 30 m.p.h. respec

tively, ran well until it came to a point where the front wheels were

nearly axle deep in ruts on the surface. They absolutely stuck in

the road, and, the engine not being constructed for ploughing,

could progress no further. Driver and passenger had to dis

mount and lift the car to a firmer portion of the road. For

that Mr. Bennett was penalised one mark, and his three

years' record spoiled. The tale of disappearing records is

almost like that of the ten little nigger boys. They went one by

one, and on the fourth day Mr. R. Crossley was unfortunate

enough to have to withdraw his 60-h.p. Belsize. And so there

were none to make the triple record. Mr. Bennett and many of

thedriversin Classl, which was the last category to ascend the hill,

have, however, entered a protest urging that the Cairn O'Mount

hill should not be taken into calculation for that class ; and the

favourable consideration of such a suggestion would undoubtedly

be well received by the majority of the competitors, who

sympathised with the difficulties ef the little cars on that day.

Credit, therefore, is all the more to be given to Mr. R. Reynold

Jackson, whose S-h.p. Jackson was the only car to make a non

stop run that day.

» ♦ ♦

We wonder if the occurrence of the

Scottish Reliability Trials last week

Rewarding suggested to Mr. Cathcart Wason that

Informers. he should ask the question he did in the

House of Commons on Monday night,

with regard to the publication of the

localities which are infested with police traps by ourselves and

other journals. Apparently he would not be adverse to the

policy of offering rewards for evidence of fast motor driving on

the conviction of offenders ; a policy which, however, Mr. John

Burns recognises as undesirable, and which he certainly does not

intend to adopt. Really, Mr. Wason should understand that

the publication of police traps in our columns is one of the best

means that could be devised for stopping the too speedy driving

of motor-cars. It is well known that considerate motorists

follow the publication of such notices with a view of assisting

the police by taking more than the usual care to avoid, fast

driving in these districts ; and, after all, the object of the police

should be, not to secure convictions of persons when offences

have been committed, so much as to prevent any likely danger to

the public or property on the highway.

♦ ♦ 4

Last week we reported the trial of tbe

action by which it was attempted to

Motor Racing at restrain the Blackpool Corporation from

Blackpool. having motor racing on the sands. Judg

ment was reserved till Monday, when

Vice-Chancellor Leigh Clare dtcided in

favour of the plaintiff. The action was brought against tbe

Blackpool Corporation for an injunction to restrain them

from promoting or engaging in motor meetings on tbe

Parade or other public thoroughfares in the bo/ougb. As

our readers will remember, motor races were held in October of

last year, and in the two preceding years, on the Parade, which

contained tramlines, with the approval and assistance of the

Corporation. The Vice-Chancellor now says that in his opinion

it was the duty of the Corporation to have protected the ordinary

users of the Parade from motor-cars travelling at either a high or

low speed along the Parade, and it was inconsistent with their

duties and in violation of their powers to authorise and assist in

a motor meeting. In the course of an elaborate judgment he set

forth the reasons for such a view, and ordered the Corporation to

pay the costs of the action.

Traffic Board

for London.

On Monday an important deputation

waited upon the General Purposes Com

mittee of the L.C.C. with reference to

the institution of a Traffic Board for the

regulation and control of traffic in the

metropolis. The need for such an

authority Avas recognised by the Royal Commission, which con

sidered the matter some time ago, and practically everyone who

has given the subject any thought at all will agree that the

urgency of the matter is now even greater than when the Royal

Commission reported on the formation of such a body. At pre

sent London traffic is more or less of a kaleidoscopic affair. The

various factors sort themselves out as best they can with the help

of the constable on the roadway and common-sense among the

drivers ; but there is a larger aspect of the matter which

requires consideration. Hence the need for the co-ordi

nation of the existing authorities and the setting up of a

body which should consider and then control the means of in

gress and egress from the city and metropolitan area. Mr.

Charles Booth, who looks at the matter from the point of view of

the student of affairs entirely detached from any interest in par

ticular ways and means, regards the formation of a Traffic Board

as one of extreme gravity and as a potent influence in ameliorating
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the stress of life in the great city. Sir David Barbour, who was

-chairman of the Royal Commission, hopes that in all questions of

transittheproposed board would become the thinking brain of Lon

don. Now that the motor-car is developing at such a rapid rate,

motorists can do much to promote the ultimate success of their

own movement by joining with those who are urging upon the

L.C.C. and the Government alike the necessity of no longer

delaying what all men are agreeing is a very necessary step in

preventing the pressure of London traffic.

♦ ♦ ♦

• • Mr. RogerWallace has been examined

before the Fuels Committee of the Motor

Union with regard to a new process in
ew- which he is interested for the production

of denaturised alcohol suitable for motor

spirit produced from peat. The cost of

alcohol produced by the process, he says, would be about 3d. a

officer on duty. There is every reason for speaking with hope

fulness on this point, as the Inland Revenue authorities are

anxious to afford facilities for the use of alcohol for industrial

purposes, provided the Revenue could be properly protected and

safeguarded. Although Ireland would probably benefit to the

largest extent, as it has the most suitable deposits of peat, which

is however also to be found in large quantities in Scotland, in

Wales, and in England.

♦ ♦ ♦

The Motor Union of Great Britain

and Ireland has issued a striking poster

Protecting the t(' 00 hung m public places, motor

Highways. houses, hotels, clubs, &c, showing some

of the convictions secured by the Union

during the past year for assaults on the

highway, obstruction, and stone throwing. There are seventeen

of these convictions recorded, six being for assault, nine for

 

The Inaugural Meet of the' Bedford Motor Club at Bromham House, the residence of Mr. W. H. Allen, M.P., the Chairman of the

General Committee of the Club.

jgallon in bulk at the works. This material would be 90 per cent,

■ethyl alcohol; the remaining 10 per cent, would be water and a

•denaturant. It would be advisable in many cases to mix with

this alcohol a certain quantity of other hydro-carbons,

"because there is sufficient oxygen in the alcohol to combine

■with the carbon, and the result would be a spirit giving

more perfect combustion than ordinary petrol. It would,

•under these circumstances, be eminently suitable for use in

.an internal combustion engine. Mr. Wallace thinks that there

would be no difficulty in arranging with the Revenue authorities

to amend legislation so that industrial alcohol could be produced

'by this process, and especially for the following reasons :—In the

process there is produced more than sufficient methyl alcohol, at

so cheap a rate that it could be easily used on the premises in

-sufficient quantity to denaturise the whole of the ethyl alcohol

produced at a very cheap cost. This removes what is really one

•of the greatest difficulties at present in the production of alcohol

for the purpose of use as fuel. It would be easy to ensure that

no alcohol left the premises unless duly passed by the Excise

obstruction, and two for stone throwing, obtained in various

parts of the country. These prosecutions have been under

taken in the interests of all members of the public using the

highway, and it is hoped that they will deter other possible

offenders. The union has been successful in every case it has

undertaken, and is prepared to prosecute in others when the

public interest appears to demand such a course. We may add

that copies of the poster for exhibition can be obtained on

application to Mr. Recs Jeffreys, 1, Albemarle Street, London, W.

♦ ♦ ♦

Arrangements have been made for

the dust trials which are being organised

The R.A.C. by the Royal Automobile Club to take

Dust Trials. pjace on tne Brooklands Track on

Tuesday, the 23rd inst. The trials have

been instituted with the object of

encouraging manufacturers to improve the design of their cars

with a view of reducing to a minimum the dust raised thereby,

and to obtain information for the assistance of manufacturers.
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Rovers in South

Africa.

With the advent of the practically dustless motor vehicle much

of the present opposition on the part of the public will, it is

expected, be removed. The competition will be divided into

three classes, viz. :—Class 1, Makers' standard cars, limited

strictly to standard patterns as regularly sold commercially,

any alteration or addition disqualifying the competitors. Class

2, amateurs' cars, inter-club competition limited to two cars

from each club. The cars must be the bona fide property of

members of the competing clubs, and must be run as regularly

used by them on the road. Class 3, experimental cars. This

will include cars specially altered or added to in any way for

the purpose of lessening dust raising. All the cars are to have

an ordinary pattern of body, with at least four seats, and in all

other respects to be of an ordinary working type to the satisfaction

of the judges.

Last week Mr. E. L. Jefferson com

pleted his arduous task of driving an

8-h.p. Rover from Durban, via Ladysmitb,

to Johannesburg, and thence to Cape

Town, via Kimberley. Although we have

not received full particulars of the

journey, he has wired to say that he met with a great'reception,

and, although the roads were vile, in fact there are hardly any

roads at all, as far as we can make out, he appears to have got

through his ordeal with. flyiDg colours. Previously he had had a

great reception at Johannesburg, being met at Boksburg by the

committee of the Johannesburg Automobile Club, and, after being^

introduced to a throng of spectators, was escorted to the Grand

Hotel, and he was afterwards entertained to dinner at the Band

Club on June 7th. His ride has undoubtedly created much

interest in South Africa, especially knowing (as the residents

there do) the enormous troubles that there are to contend with.

The ride to Durban was a terrible experience, especially over the

Drakensburg Mountains, where the road was as bad as any he

had to encounter in his celebrated ride from Coventry to

Constantinople—also on an 8-h.p. Rover. It is an interesting

coincidence that this trip should have been completed last week, for

in 1906 Mr. Jefferson was a participant in the Scottish Reliability

Trials, and many in the Highlands last week were asking for news

of the rover.

♦ ♦ ♦ #

On \\ ednesday, at the Congress of the

Royal Institute of Public Health at

Street Douglas, Dr. H. E. Hele-Shaw presided

Cleaning. at a meeting where a paper on street

oleansing in relation to the growth of

motor traffic was read by Mr. E. Shrapnel

Smith, who particularly directed the attention of the conference

to the question of street washing during the day time, adding :

The value of water as a cleansing agent has been proved in the

principal cities of the world, and few enlightened engineers or

cleansing superintendents have failed to use to the best advan

tage the most valuable and simple of all cleansing agents, a hose

pipe, with suitable nozzle, in connection with their towns' mains.

It is to an extension of this proved and satisfactory method that

users of motor-'buses and goods vehicles look for the elimina

tion of difficulties associated with side-slipping and lack of

adhesion. The owner of a private car is able to secure the neces

sary extra adhesion by covering the tread of his tyres with leather

bands or metal studs, to which course he is positively driven by

the dangerous condition of the street and road surfaces, but the

owners of the heavier types of vehicles, such as motor-'buses and

delivery vans, which machines are certainly of as great economic

value to the country as private motor-cars, are unable to adopt

that method of escape from the risks of using the streets when

the surfaces are in a slippery or greasy condition, and they are

obliged to rely upon the activities of the local authorities. The

problem is, therefore, how to hose down the streets during the day

time, when a considerable volume of traffic is upon them, and at a

time when pedestrians are pursuing their ordinary avocations in

large numbers. It is generally thought, at first sight, that the

use of water under pressure in the presence of such traffic is out

of the question, but the suggested plan is not only a prac

ticable one, but one that has been adopted already in London.

The Southwark Borough Council has been washing its wood-paved

and other streets with water under a pressure varying from

20 lb. to 60 lb. on the square inch, for upwards of a year. This

is done by means of air-prossure watering vans, which constitute

a most desirable addition to the equipment of any cleansing

department. They improve the sanitary conditions of the streets

and they make the surface to clean that the side-slipping nuisance

is largely reduced. >

♦ ♦ ♦

The antipathy aroused by the motor-

'bu»—which still maintains its throbbing

The WBy through the streets of the Metro-

Motor-'bus. polis—reminds us of the feelings which

were caused by the advent of the

railway not quite a hundred years-

ago. Ordinary motorists, those who drive cars that give less-

olfactory offence, do not hail the 'bus as one of their tribe, while

learned knights seem determined to overweight it with their

denunciations. Sir Theodore Martin is one of its most pro

nounced traducers. To escape its invasion of London a few

months ago he went Walesward ; and now that inclination

has brought him back again to his literary haunts, he still

harps on the old chord of hostility to the motor-'bus. Even at

the meeting of the Dante Society he dragged in—metaphorically,

of course—the motor-'bus, which he declared was poisoning some

people, deafening others, and '' it was shortening his life."

Seeing that Sir Theodore is ninety-one years of age, some may be

inclined to doubt the strength of the latter objection. But then

Sir Dyce Duckworth has also been railing against this shortener

of the day's labours, and urging, as did Macbeth, that it

"murders sleep." Add to these gentlemen the Hon. Alfred

Lyttelton, who pelts at the motor-'bus in the House of Commons

by way of Mr. Gladstone, and we have a trio of adverse persons

—fortunately impotent for ultimate mischief, though they may

be powerful for delay.

♦ ♦ ♦

The Rev. J. Page Hopps does not taks-

so kindly to innovations in locomotion as

Seeing the ne does to new ideas in some realms of

Country. thought, and he has written to the

papeis—what a relief to some men is

such a proceeding—denouncing the "lust

of speed " which he sees demonstrated in the lormation of the

Brooklands track. "As for the country," he writes, "it is

rapidly being spoiled for us by these people, who seem them

selves to get nothing out of it but the semi-savage joy of getting

from one place to another in a record number of seconds ; which ,

»s Ruskin said, is ' the sport of a fool.' " Ruskin may bave spoken

of "the sport of a fool," but Mr. Hopps should have refrained

from applying the phrase to those who have pioneered a new

industry in this country. It is very ridiculous to say that the

country is being spoiled by motorists when the automobile is

opening up new delights and giving people a very extended idea

of their native land. Why, the opportunities now presented for

enjoying the country are among the things that make life

bearable in the Twentieth Century. "Would Mr. Hopps expect

us to move about by means of the sedan-chair '! Really he must

keep abresist of the times.

Messrs. Fahy Bros., of Morecambe, have taken over the

Old Lyric Hall, near the Central Pier in that resort, which they

will adapt to the purposes of a- motor-car garage.

Mr. T. Butler has just moved into larger premises in

Green Street Green, near Orpington, Kent. He has now a gar

age and every convenience for dealing with motor-car repairs. ^!

Accommodation for the motor-cars of members of the

R.A.C. or the Motor Union attending the pageant at Bury St.

Edmunds, from July 8th to July 13th, will be provided on very

reasonable terms by the Bury and West Suffolk A.C., which has

its headquarters at the Angel Hotel, Bury St. Edmunds.
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The Scottish Reliability Trials.

 

EACH year the Reliability Trial organised by

the Scottish Automobile Club grows in

intensity and interest. As the test par

excellence for touring cars it is recognised by all

who have experience of roads anywhere. Hence

the satisfaction with which we are able to record

that each succeeding Trial reveals the greater

reliability of the cars and the growing skill of the drivers. For

such an event as took place in Scotland laat week is a strain on

the men who drive as well as the vehicles that are driven. The

weather was as varied as the country that was passed through in

the 747 miles of stern travel. Over the highest mountain road

in Great Britain, across the highest village in these islands, and

under the shadow of Ben Nevis, still hoary with the winter's

snow, the course circled much of Scotland's wildest scenery.

We rose hundreds of feet from valleys rich with their warn est

tints of vegetation into the rugged mountain tracks, crossing

FIRST DAY. Glasgow to Perth.

Last week we were able to telegraph from Perth the

account of the first day's doings, which resulted in the with

drawal of three cars, viz., the 35-h.p. Maudslay, which retired at

Glencroe owing to trouble with its differential ; the 14-b.p. Ger

main, which side-slipped badly on the Rest-and-be Thankful Hill,

sustaining damage ; and the 38-h.p. New Arrol Johnston, which

withdrew at luncheon time, a gear pinion having seized. We

have already published the fastest times in each class in the hill-

climb on that day, and the full record is set forth in the tables

on other pages of the present issue.

The undulating run along the shores of Loch Lomond, with

Ben of that ilk gloomily watching over all, was an enjoyable

experience. It was a pleasant run through Luss, Tarbet and

Arrochar, which the 25-h.p. Straker-Squire (upon which we

rode) practically had to itself, glances of only a few cars,

including the Porthos, driven by Mr. Wilfrid Foulis, and the

 

The Scottish Trials.—The 16-h.p. Coventry Humber at Rest-and-be-Thankful.

miles of barren, stony heath, with never a tree, and scarcely a

break in the monotone of grey and duller brown.

Then the roads. Well, they tried the cars, twisting, rising,

falling, crumbling all the way. Rushing watercourses were

crossed and jumped ; roads destroyed by traction engine traffic

were bumped over, and, regarded as a whole, the Scottish Trial

may be summed up as proof of the merits of any car that safely

made the journey. And of ninety-six that started eighty-two

finished in Glasgow on Saturday after the run of 747 miles.

NON-STOP RUNS.

The cars that made non-stop iuns on every day of the Trial

were as follows :—

Class I.—None.

Class II.—12 -14-h.p. Argjll.

Class III.—14-16-hj). Argyll. 15-h.p. Coventry-Humber.

Class IV.—30 h.p. Beeston'-Humber, 16-20-h.p. Sunbeam, 18 24-h.p.

Austin.

Class V.—25-30-h.p. Austin, 25-h.p. Straker-Squire, 24-32-h.p.

Vinot.

Class VI.—40-h.p. Berliet, 30 h.p. Daimler, 20-30-h.p. Maudslay,

30-35-h.p. Simms-Wellieck.

Class VII.—40-45-h.p. Hotchkiss.

We set out in tabular form the doings of each car, so that

readers may readily know what happened to each vehicle ; while

the succeeding daily chronicles give the incidents.

smaller Iris, by the younger Eup, being obtainable as the way

was taken round the shores of Loch Long. At Ardgartan the

ascent of the Pass of Glencroe began. And such a Pass—a

wilderness, desolate and wild, with great hills casting their

shadows on the zig-zag path that led to the " Rest-and-Be-

Thankful" stone which marks the top of the military road

through this valley of desolation. The commencement of the

hill climb was indicated by the usual assembly of private cars—

a crowd that annually thickens—bringing spectators to the

scene. The length of the hill was 1,706 yards, with gradients

starting with 1 in 20, ascenaing to 1 in 12 5, 1 in 8-3, to 1 in 7,

and finishing with 1 in 21—a fine stiff climb, in which the

fastest cars in each class were the 10-1 2-h.p. Swift, the 15-20-h.p.

Calthorpe, the 14-b.p. Germain, 24 h.p. Mass, 28-32-b.p. Ariel

Simplex, 30-40-h.p. Ariel Simplex, and the 35-45-h.p. Ariel

Simplex—the latter being a remarkably consistent trio to obtain

such distinction in their respective classes. Our Straker-Squire

strode well up the hill, passing the 35-45-h.p. Maudslay and one

of the Thornycroft cars, which proved troublesome to the

driver.

From the hill-climb the road lay by way of Inverary, Killin

and Kenmore—there tea was ready and welcome—Aberfeldy

and the famous woods of Birnam into the city of Perth, where

Messrs. Pullar and Son had prov ided storage accommodation on
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Official

No.

28

39

47

52

60

71

92

96

99

106

3

15

24

36

46

54

62

72

76

82

97

II 00

Car.

10-h.p. Adams ...

9-10h.p. Cadillac

8-h.p. Jackson

6-h.p. Rover

10-12-h.p. Swift

8-10-h.p. Darracq

15-h.p.Ford

10-h.p. Chambers

8-h.p. Rover

8-9-h.p. Laurin-Klement

is-h.p. Reo

14-h.p. St. Vincent

12-14-h.p. Argyll

8-h.p. De Dion ...

1 8-h.p. Buick ...

16-h.p. BeU

15-20-h.p. Calthorpe

10-12-h.p. Darracq

15-20-h.p. Ailsa

14-h.p. Vulcan ...

1 8-h.p. Mass

10-12-h.p. Leader

Driver.

Class 1.

R. R. Smith ...

F. S. Bennett ...

R. R. Jackson —

. R. Wilkinson ...

J. Low

G. Hamilton ...

H. A. Bate ...

J. H. Chambers

T. W. Murphy...

AV. L. Burkin ...

No. of

Cylin

ders.

.. 1 ..

. 1 ..

, 1 .

.. 1 .

.. 2 .

.. 2 .

. 4 ..

2 .

1 .

2 .

WEIGHT OF THE CARS.

Weight

unladen,

cwts. qrs. lbs.

Class 5.

5

6

18

22

26

38

44

48

53

61

80

95

101

106

9

11

17

19

23

26

30

32

42

4!)

68

102

104

16-h.p. Albion

12-15-h.p. Airol Johnston

14- 16-h.p. Argyll

20-h.p. Belsize

15-h.p. Coventry Humber

12-16-h.p. Vauxhall ...

14-h.p. Germain

18-22-h.p. C.C.C.

20-h.p. Rover

15- 18-h.p. Swift

12-14-h.p. Unic

20-h.p. Bell

20-24-h.p. Werbell

16-20-h.p. West Aster...

Class 2.

H. Gordon Sharp

J. McLean

J. Downie

W. V. Jolley ...

G. Huszar

P. A. G. Bell ...

. G. Hands

A. Brown

H. Kennedy ...

. T. Rimmer

M. L. Livings ...

R. Goodenough

Class 3.

J. Mcintosh ...

E. A. Rosenheim

W. Scott

Mrs. E. A. Riley

W. G. Tuck ...

P. C Kidner ...

H. Ramoisy ...

A. Armitage ...

W. H. Clarke ...

R. H. Every ...

E.M. Stirling ...

W. Wingfield ...

E. Bell

P. R. Lamb ...

16-20-h.p. Chenard-

Walcker

16-25-h.p. Arrol Johnston

30-h.p. Beeston-Humber

16-20-h.p. Sunbeam ...

26-30-h.p. Argyll

18-h.p. Siddeley

16-20-h.p. Argyll

20-h.p. White

18-24-h.p. Horbick

24-h.p. Mass

18-24-h.p. Austin

24-h.p. Junior

20-24-h.p. Werbell

26-30-h.p. Nordenfelt ...

Class 4.

14 3

14 1

13 3

10 1

14 1

(i

6

10

5

17

12 0 18

11 1

12 2

13 3

12 2

4

26

26

11

18 0 15

22 1

21 0

12

20

19

18

ir>

19

17

22 0

18 3

1

2

6

14

2

11

3

26

20

6

1

7

16

8

13

7

19

3 12

15

26

21

20

25

22

18

20

21 0

21 3

23 0 26

18 1 25

22 2 20

21 3 3

24 1 10

I

J. A. Peacock ... 4 .. . 23 0 8

E. J. C. Roberts 4 .. . 24 3 2

J. Reid 4 .. . 27 1 ■ 6

F. Eastmead ... 4 .. . 25 3 19

J. Allen 4 .... 27 3 18

C. W. Walker... 4 .. . 23 0 9

C. J. Waldie ... 4 .... 26 0 11

J. Pullar-Phibbs 2 .... 26
•_)

1

H. W. Cranham 6 . .. 24 0 25

W. R. Ledgard 4 . . 26 1 4

P. E. Harry ... 4 . .. 24 0 20

W. E. Hives ... 4 . .. 24 1 11

N. J. Bell 6 . .. 20 3 22

J. H. Wilson ... 4 . .. 25 1 7

2 30-40-h.p. Chenard-

Walcker

13 30-h.p. Siddeley

16 24-30-h. p. St. Vincent . . .

34 22-h.p. Berliet

37 24-h.p. De Dion

40 28-30-h.p. Ariel Simplex

50 25-30-hj). Austin

55 25-h.p. Straker-Squire . . .

56 28-h.p. Arinstrong-

Whitwoith™

63 25-h.p. Iris

65 24-32-h.p. Vinot

70 20-30-h. p. Pilgrim

73 20-28-hj. Darracq

77 14-h.p. Thornycroft ...

79 18-28-h.p. Clement

80 18-28-h.p. Gladiator ...

91 20-h.p. Climax

93 40-h.p. Ford

98 30-40-h.p. Mass

107 28-32-h. p. West-Aster . . .

4 24-h.p. Albion

8 24-30-h.p. New Arrol-

Johnston

10 38-45-h.p. New Arrol-

Johnston

14 40-h.p. Berliet

20 30-h.p. Daimler

31 30-h.p. White

41 30-40-h.p. Ariel Simplex

45 30-h.p. Spyker

51 30-h.p. N.E.C

59 40-h.p. Junior

64 35-h.p. Iris

66 35-45-h.p. Maudslay ...

67 20-30-h. p. Maudslay ...

78 30-h.p. Thornycroft ...

81 35-45-h.p. Gladiator ...

87 30-40-h.p. Brasier

88 30-35 Simms-Weibeck...

94 24-32-h.p. Porthos

12 40-50-h.p. Rolls-Royce...

21 60-h.p. Belsize

27 45-h.p. Mercedes

29 35-45-h.p. Ariel Simplex

35 60-h.p, Berliet

74 50-h.p. Darracq

83 40-45-h.p. Hotchkiss ...

103 60-h.p. Thames

B. Taylor 4 .. . 27 1 0

H. Prosser 4 .... 28 2 4

W. M'Lean ... 4 .. . 27 2 21

E. Leather 4 .. . 21 3 15

J. W. Stocks ... 4 .. . 30 0 24

T. Cordery 4 .. . 30 1 15

J. Hadley 4 .. . 28 o 1G

W. T. Lord ... 4 .. . 26 0 21

G. H. T. Slaney 4 .. . 27 1 9

H. Clifford Earp 4 .. . 26 0 21

C. Harman

Wigan 4 !! 24 3 10

F. L. Martineau 4 . .. 27 2 25

S. Girling 4 . .. 27 3 l(j

T. Thornycroft... 4 . . 19 2 13

A. Mosses 4 .... 23 0 8

M. Ross Browne 4 . .. 22 1 7

T.Watson 6 . .. 24 0 15

E. A. Anthony... 6 . .. 24 2 24

A.F.King .., 4 . .. 30 3 22

R. Collier 4 . ,. 29 1 10

2LASS 6.

G. M. Young ... 4 . .. 28 2 4

W. S. Macharg 4 ! 28 1 1

J. S. Napier ... 4 ! " 35 2 4

W. Watson ... 4 . .. 21 3 19

Capt. F. V.

Wentworth ... 4 . 29 2 10

Frederic Coleman 2 .. 31 2 24

P. Lewis 4 '. .. 30 1 22

J. G. Raphael ... 4 . .. 29 1 13

J. C. Mort 4 . .. 32 1 26

Capt. W. E. D.

Owen 4 . .. 26 3 6

A. Clifford Earp 4 . .. 26
■2 2

C. C. Maudslay 4 . .. 34 2 10

Buchanan Shiel 4 . .. 29 1 6

H. Niblett 4 . .. 29 3 (I

W. F. Peare ... 4 . .. 30 :i 5

S. Saunderson ... 4 . .. 29 2 6

A. F. Kemp ... 6 . .. 30 2 20

Wilfrid Foulis... 4 . .. 26 "? 13

^LASS 7.

Claude Johnson 6 . .. «0 3 -'t

R. Crossley 6 . .. 41 :? 20

T. G. Fletcher... 4 . .. 32 o 12

T. Shaw 4 . .. 33 2 26

A. J. Brookes... 4 .... 28 0 20

D. McNeill ... 6 . .. 31 :? 6

Capt. Corbet ... 6 . .. 32 1 0

W. T. Clifford

Earp 6 . .. 37 1 1

the South Inch. It was a wet arrival, and altogether the cars

must have presented a very depressing spectacle.

It was unfortunate for the 1 2-1 6-h.p. Vauxhall that it had

to stop two minutes for the adjustment of its accelerator rod, for

it subsequently ran splendidly with a non-stop record every day

—a really fine performance. Equally bad luck occurred to the

24-30-h.p. St. Vincent and the 25-h.p. Iris, which lost twenty and

eight seconds respectively, the former in changing speed, the

latter owing to the lack of sufficient pressure in the petrol tank.

Like the Vauxhall car, these had each four non-stops to their

credit at the end of the trial.

5EC0ND DAY.—Perth to Aberdeen.

It was a sullen sort of morning when we trudged d*own to

the bank of the river Tay, in discovery of the whereabouts of

the 35-h.p. Iris car, which was to be our mount for the day, and

although there were hopes of a fine day they were quickly dis

pelled. The Iris was driven by Mr. A. Clifford Earp, whose

motoring experience has been cosmopolitan and comprehensive,

and who now bears upon his forehead an identification

mark associating him with the exciting times in Douglas

in 1904. The car which he drove through the trials

had been driven direct from London to Glasgow, and made a

good showing on each day of the event, the only spot on its

escutcheon being a delay of a few seconds on the Tuesday

in consequence of insufficient pressure in the petrol tank for the

moment. The 35-h.p. Iris had one of the longest wheel bases in

its class, being ten feet, and attracted much attention by its

appearance. It was fitted with Palmer tyres with ribbed

treads, which behaved magnificently not only throughout the

Trial, but also on the run back to London following the

finish at Glasgow. Leaving Perth with the Ariel-Simplex of

Class 6 just before us, we crossed the river, and were soon

passing Old Scone into Guildtown. The outlook was somewhat

dismal, but companionship on the car was enlivened

by the presence of "Kuklos," whose criticisms of cars

and their drivers give zest to the columns of a daily contem

porary. Every car did not get off so well as our particular

flower. The first was especially unfortunate. This was the

Nordenfelt, which was withdrawn owing to the fracture of the

end of the propeller shaft joint. Beyond Cargill station, where

we saw the famous beech hedges about which much has been

written (but all descriptions of which have failed to give an

adequate idea of their beauty), was a ten-mile motor signboard

at the cross-roads, and then we entered Blairgowrie, which was
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a luncheon place of last year's trial. Just beyond the 18-h.p.

Siddeley had fan belt trouble.

The next twenty-five miles of running was over innumerable

humps and steepish hills which tried the drivers as much as they

tested the cars till the Bridge of Cally. Then we began to get

sight of a scene of wild grandeur that later burst into view after

passing the Spittal of Glenshee, where the steep ascent of Cairn -

well commences. By now the appearance of this piece of

untamed nature is well known, and all are familiar with the

awkward turn known as the Devil's Elbow. A crowd had

assembled to see the discomfiture of some of the cars, and notice

the good performances of the others. At the foot the usual

procession was there, the cars awaiting their turn to ascend.

The ascent proved a trying experience for some of the com

petitors, and several Observers had to take walking exercise.

On its way up the privately-entered White steam car had

trouble with a burst steam pipe, which developed to such an

extent that it had to retire on the following day. Mr. Lord

on the Straker-Squire took off a corner of the Elbow without

damage to the car ; others were less fortunate. The clutch of

the 28-32-h.p. West-Aster was slipping. The 45-h.p. Mercedes

had carburettor trouble, but generally all went well. Needless

to say, our Iris made no difficulty at the Elbow.

first away with his 18-24-h.p. HorbicK, but he burnt his

clutch leather, and stopped on the stiffest part of the

hill, subsequently retiring from the contest. He, however,

continued running in an unofficial way, wrapping his clutch with

bed-ticking, which enabled him to run back to Glasgow. The

powerful 40-45-h.p. Hotchkiss, driven by Captain Corbet, made

an absolute non-stop throughout the trials, and rode well up the

hills, improving its position in this respect each successive hill

after Cairn o' Mount. Mr. Frederic Coleman did not make a

good start with his White steam car, but improved wonderfully in

the last mile of the hill. Mr. A. F. King had the misfortune

to shear a pin in the gear-box, necessitating his retirement,

but doubtless found compensation in the success of the

24-h.p. Mass, which not only was first in its class in the Wednesday

climb, but also on every other timed occasion—a consistency of

hill performance only equalled by the 28-30-h.p. Ariel Simplex

driven by Mr. T. Cordery. It was on this Cairn o' Mount Hill

that Mr. Thomas Shaw obtained second place with the 35-45-h.p.

Ariel Simplex, which made the fastest time of any car in the

Trial up hills. It was first at Glencroe, Trinafour, aud Aberfeldy.

On this severe day the C.C.C. car entered by Mr. A. H.

Armitage, of Taunton, spoilt its absolute non-stop record for

the Trial owing to a leaky radiator. Mr. Gordon Sharp, who

 

 

 

The Scottish Trials-—Hr. F. Coleman on the 30 hp. White Steam Car at the Cairn o' Mount Hill Climb.

From the Cairnwell the route was to Braemar, where we

lunched in two contingent?, while the cars waited in the rain,

sheets of it. It was a grand run, in the floods, to Ballater,

through the wonderful plantations of fir and pine, wiih the

yellow broom enlivening the scene. We slowed by the Dee to

take a sidelong glance at Balmoral Castle and Aberfeldie Castle ;

then cast an upward turn to Crathie Church, on the left. Beech

again predominated, and at Ballater and all the villages through

which we passed a Highland welcome was given. Then a

triangular route was taken in order to have tea at Stonehaven

and a hill climb beyond the Clatterin' Brig over the Slack

Burn. We went by Fettercairn to the famous Cairu o' Mount

Hill, with its gradients varying from 1 in 5-4 to 1 in 20.

The timed portion was two miles and thirty-five yards. It was

a feast of things mechanical over natural difficulties. Along the

burn shaggy cattle grazed with indifference to the advent of the

hundred cars ; around great hills formed a Coliseum for the

chariots that were to struggle upward and onward for a couple

of miles. The first cars arrived shortly after four p.m., and

excitement rapidly increased. Many had trouble, but several

fine runs were made, and among the big cars the 30-h.p.

Daimler made the fastest time in Class 6, the 35-h.p. Iris, on

which wo strode forth, being third, with the 40-h.p. Berliet

a good second. Mr. T. Cranham should have been the

had four non-stops to his record, had the misfortune to drop his

passengers on thia day, otherwise he would have given a com

pletely clean account of his Keo, which has extended its reputa

tion in this country since it was first introduced at last year's

trial. Mrs. E. A. Riley, too, was unfortunate in losing a second
owing to water getting into the carburettor. Otherwise she v

had no involuntary halts, and her performance was one of the best

in the whole Trial. The 20-h.p. Rover had to fill in the remainder

of the petrol, and so destroy the absolute non-stop record—

a loss of time, however, in no way associated with tho mechanism

of the car. Captain Owen had to retire owing to the impossi

bility of getting a spare part from London, and so the 40-h.p.

Junior, which made a perfect non-stop run on the first day, was

out of the test. The 24-h.p. Junior did well but for a water

leak on this fateful Wednesday. It ran consistently throughout

the Trial.

A word should be said about the little cars, which had

particularly bad luck in having to wait until all the big cars had

ploughed up the surface of the hill. All the greater credit,

therefore, to the 10-12-h.p. Swift for being the fastest in its

class : and to the 8-h.p. Jackson for being the only car in Class 1

that had a non-stop on that terrible day. Misfortune dogged

Mr. F. S. Bennett, who left his 9-10-h.p. Cadillac in charge of

the Official Observer to go and watch the ascending cai s from the
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vantage corner of Clatterin' Brig. The Observer allowed other

cars to go forward, and when Mr. Bennett returned to the

halting place he found his Cadillac practically at the end of the

string of cars. The rain was pouring in streaky lines that gave

no impression of drops—so pitiless was the downpour. The surface

of the hill, with its gradient in part of 1 in 5'4, had never been

good ; it was by that time of the conristency, to quote Mr. H.

Massac Buist, of the porridge that is indigenous to the country.

And so, when the little 9-h.p. Cadillac ascended the hill, it sunk

in a soft part up to its axle, and the Observer and Mr. Bennett

had to lift it bodily from the morass to a firmer part of the hill.

Then it went well forward, but the surface of the hill had destroyed

Mr. Bennett's hope of a triple record for the three years. He

protested, as did others in the same class, and the point as to

the inclusion of the climb in the records for Class 1 is now

under official consideration.

The hill climb ended, all danger was not over. The descent

was dangerous, and ruts were in the roadway. About five mile*

beyond the 16-20-h.p. Chenard-Walcker struck the bank and

bounded seven feet away, throwing Mr. J. A. Peacock, of Edin

burgh, and his three associates into the ditch. Toe car itself

bridged the gulf upside down, and the wheels were revolving

while, when necessary, and that was seldom, to change gear, it

was done with a silence that told how well Mr. A. Clifford Earp

understood his car.

THIRD DAY.—Aberdeen to Inverness.

This was, by half a mile, the longest day's journey of the

Trial, the minimum time allowed being 8 hours 21 min.

By way of compensation there was no timed hill, but the

Bridge of Avon and then the descent to the hazardous Bridge

of Brown were compensating difficulties in the way of the

voyageurs. The usual prompt scare was made from 'the Granite

City, and we were soon away from tram lines into the open

country. We were on the 15-18-h.p. Swift, a car as good as its

name, drivei by Mr. R. H. Every, from the Coventry works.

The first forty miles of the way were towards Huntly,

with scenery reminiscent of the Peak of Derbyshire all

the way. Tais part of the road had been familiarised to

many of the drivers in the last two Trials, so that

it presented nothing of novelty and little of difficulty.

Historically the region is associated with Bruce and the defeat

of the English forces—as our Scottish Observer was not slow to

point out to the Southron who rode with him. The route

 

The Scottish Trials.-Cars waiting in Aberfeldy for the Hill Climb.

when the next car in the competition came along. Several

vehicles stopped, and after a delay of an hour-and-a-half

the car ran safely into haven at Aberdeen. Fortunately

no one was hurt — an almost miraculous escape. Then

we went beyond the hill over a road that had been planned,

laid out, and never finished. It led the way to a bridge wide

enough for a dog-cart, but scarcely sufficiently broad for motor

cars. Even the heavens wept, and all the lochs must have

deluged their waters upon the wayfarers. The rain came down

as straight and pitilessly as an avalanche. Thanks to our Palmer

tyres the Iris skidded not on the roads, while one car just ahead

slithered over the highway like a variety entertainment. But

all lost interest in the outlook. We dashed on through mud

and water, bespattering the pedestrians, who sheltered where

they could, while the motorists went into Aberdeen to escape

the floods. Once in the Granite City they comforted them

selves as though they had been Noahs, while one, the Pilgrim,

which ran short ot petrol four miles from Aberdeen, found a

motoring Samaritan who lent a tin, enabling them to get on

when the rain had ceased.

As to the Iris car, we can only say that an hour's dosing

after luncheon, when comfortably seated in the tonneau, gave us

proof of the absence of vibration and the steadiness of running,

from Huntly was to Dufftown by way of Deveron Bridge, where

the 12—14-h.p. Unic had a minor trouble. A non-competing

Delaunay-Belleville was descried in the ditch, but otherwise

little was seen of motor matters. The scenery now developed

into woodland, and it was a splendid run by Glen Kinn to

Glenlivet, where the tall shafts of the distilleries formed a

variation in the landscape, which was brightened by the

glistening streams that frolicked in the sunlight. Thus we

strode along for a few miles until the trees disappeared, and we

wereonagreat plain of bog land leading intoTomintoul, the highest

village in Britain. Its trim square, hotels with garages, and

general appearance, gave it an air of prosperity not usually

associated with hamlet3 in such an elevated position. Then we

had a severe run to the Bridge of Avon, where occurred some of

the most exciting incidents of the 1906 Trial. This time

nothing particular happened. At the foot of the bridge the

cars halted to allow the earlier ones to get clear before they raadd

the ascent. Fortunately the surface was good, and most of the

cars strode well forward, Captain Wentworth's Daimler and

the 24-h.p. Mass being well observed. Here, unfortunately,

trouble overtook the 20-h.p. Climax, which, having secured a

non-stop on the previous day, broke its differential at the Bridge

of Avon, and had to retire from the contest.
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Then came one of the great impressions of the Trial—the

drop down to the Bridge of Brown, one of the most dangerous

bits of the whole tour, the turn at the bridge being particularly

vindictive and requiring careful negotiation. The route map

had emphasised the need for care at this point, so that all knew

the risks they were taking, and took them with caution. From

theDce the way was to the delightful overgrown village of

Grantown-on-Spey, where the travellers took lunch and rested

awhile. The succeeding eighty miles were new to most of the

competitors, and interesting to all. They were comforting, too,

being without dangerous descents or stiff ascents—in fact, much

of the way was park like. The Spey Valley was in most

delightful mood, but, the road having dried somewhat, dust was

a bit troublesome, and the 14-h.p. Vulcan and Clement cars were

delayed—the former owing to dirt in the carburettor, and the

latter was bothered with engine troubles. But nothing untoward

happened. As we went north the enthusiasm of the people

seemed to accelerate and crowds greeted us at Forres and Nairn

—two fine towns of popular resort and pleasing appearance. A

few miles further an unfortunate mishap occurred to the 24-h.p

FOURTH DAY.—Inverness to Pitlochry.

Glorious is the situation of Inverness. Overnight we had

heard the plaintive music of the bagpipe, and some had

wandered to the statue of Flora Macdonald in front of the

Castle-prison. Between the town the river Ness flowed like a

delicate silver stream to the sea, and our Scottish humour was

maintained by boarding the 26-30-h.p. Argyll, fitted with an

engine developing 30-h.p. at 1,100 revolutions per minute, and

capable of a range of speeds equal to 9A, 19, and 30 miles per

hour, the direct drive being on the third. It was one of the

Argyll team—a quartette that, as the results showed, fully

sustained the reputation of their country of origin. Driven

by Mr. J. Allen the vehicle ran well, although a leaky water

tank necessitated refilling at the luncheon stop. The run was

through a delightful district, opening up to those who only

know canals in industrial centres a picture of riparian beauty

and serenity of view. Leaving the town we were soon in the

Great Glen and in the presence of the Caledonian Canal—and

of a stranded car, the 16-h.p. Bell, which had fallen a victim

to mechanical worry. Later it suffered from a trouble none

 

The Scottish Trials.—Cars waiting to ascend Trinafour Hill.

Albion^driven by Mr. G. M. Young. We were going over

<3ulloden Moor, with its cairns to the clans who fell in the Great

Rebellion, and the famous Culloden Stone, when some cars were

-seen backing. The first car, apparently, was stopping and the

others came back. A third car ran successfully between the

bank and the second vehicle, but just as the Albion was follow

ing, the latter reared still more and Mr. Young found two wheels

■in the ditch. The tie rod of his steering gear was buckled in the

operation.^ llnverness was but a few miles away and there we

entered a cheering crowd. The Swift had behaved capitally all

•the way, securing a well-deserved non-stop and, taking the

hills in good style—a feat worthy of note, for, while there were

■no timed hills there were many of severe gradient up which we

had to go.

mMsjIn the capital-of the Highlands tales of woe were plentiful,

more regrettable because so many slight causes vitiated non

stop records. Mr. Reynold Jackson had to buy lubricant in

Grantown—and so lost marks, although his other four days were

straightforward runs. As an instance of the way in which

observations were made, we may mention the note of the

Observer on the 60-h.p. Thames, that " -the bonnet was opened to

• close the compression tap."

are immune from. A couple of cyclists were in front of the

vehicle riding in a desultory fashion all over the road. The only

way to avoid them was to run up the bank, and this Mr. P. A. G.

Bell did. The car swerved as though it would topple over, but

luckily righted itself, although the driver was thrown on top of

the bonnet. Unhappily, however, one of the springs was broken,

causing its retirement.

The next twenty miles was a succession of sharp descents,

bad corners, a very stiff hog-back bridge, and other road

peculiarities, testing the skill of the drivers. The scenery was

grand, and the darkened waters of Loch Dochfour stood boldly

out from the greenery of the landscape. And along the shore of

Loch Ness Mature seemed to have lavished a richness of

colouring which gave a rich sotting to the grey rains of Urquhart

Castle. Wonderful mountains loomed large on the landscape,

and so we went along, in the wake of the Chenard-Walcker that,

despite its turtling behaviour of the previous day, was "still

running." We were upon fields of renown in Scottish history,

and the scenes around were associated with the memory of

famous clans and doings. At the head of Loch Ness, Port

Augustus, with its abbey and monastery, stood guard, and we

crossed the canal, again re-crossing by the Bridge of Oich to
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Invergarry Bridge. There were some difficulties in the way, of

which all drivers had been warned, but which nevertheless

almost occasioned alarm when they actually occurred. After

leaving Laggan Locks an exciting experience happened. On the

left band the hills rose precipitously to a great height, and on

the right ran the uneasy waters of Looh Locby by the burial

place of Glengarry. Down the mountain side the waters rushed,

in places forming watercourses across the road. Their impetuous

rush prevents the construction of culverts, and at times tbey are

impassable. But just before the trial they had been partially

filled in, thus halving their terrors to the springs of even the

beet made motor-cars. Bump, bump, bump we went—and still

the springs stood. And yet another bump, and so on for ten

times, until we got to less exciting conditions, and arrived safe

and sound at Spean Bridge, the first control of the day. It

speaks well for motor-cars that not a mechanical defect was dis

covered among the eighty and more cars that passed over those

watercourses, and the accident list at the end of the day only

showed choked carburettors, replaced sparking plugs, adjustment

of electrical connections and similar minor ills that motorists are

heir to.

We noticed the behaviour of the N.E.C. car, driven by Mr.

J. C. Mort, as it crashed over the watercourses, the passengers

riding easily and without jolting, owing to the peculiar springing

1,380 yards, with a total rise of 351 feet, equal to an average

gradient of 1 in 12-9, these ranging, as a matter of fact, from lin

7 to 1 in 21. Last year the 9-10-h.p. Swift, the 14-h.p. Vulcan,

the 16-20-h.p. Beeston-Humber and the 30-h.p. Daimler dis

tinguished themselves at Trinafour. Tbis time the fastest cars

in their respective classes proved to be the 15-h.p. Ford, which

made a capital showing throughout the Trial, the 18-h.p. Mass,

another consistently fast car; the 18-h.p. C.C.C., driven by Mr.

A. Armitage, of Taunton, which ran well on all the hills, and,

but for a leaky radiator on the second day, would have had an

absolute non-stop record ; the 24-h.p. Mass, well handled by

Mr. A. F. King, which was first of its class on every hill, and

which also would have bad a non-stop run but for a two minutes'

driving stop—no mechanical defect; and the three Ariel Simplex

cars.

An amusing incident occurred at the foot of] the hill,

when a short procession was formed of the vehicles awaiting

permission to go. Mr. W. T. Clifford-Earp was on his 60-h.p.

Thames, almost the largest car in the Trial, his engine running

with its characteristic quietness, when the marshal told him he

should not have stopped the motor. In vain did the hero of

Douglas—for his feats and "moving accidents by Hood and

field in Manxland have been retailed anew by the Scottish

press—assert tbat tbe engine was not stationary, and only when
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of the vehicle, the back axle being well behind the body of the

car. Then the run was by Roy Bridge and tbe junction of the

Trieg with the Spean, where we noticed several cairns to com

memorate the temporary resting-place of some on their passage

to a little God's acre bigh among the mountains. Towering

above us on the right was Ben Nevis, bis great head swathed in

foamy clouds hiding his massive brow to our view. But on all

the peaks around the snows of winter whitened the scene—such

an abundance of snow as our Observer (who knew the Grampians

well) had never seen before at the end of June. Amid scenes of

luxuriant vegetation and lonely beauty the cars pursued the

journey to Newtonmora on tbe way to the larger town of

Kingussie—another place of historical note, forming a link in the

sequel to Culloden.

At Kingussie the cars were drawn up in several short lines,

and made the targets for amateur photographers, with the great

rugged peaks rising high above, their bare sides shivering in the

dull day, and vegetation almost non-existent. Then we ploughed

along the mountain pass to Dalwhinnie, a sweet, restful, little

Highland village with its bit of woodland an oasis in a great

barren land, and then a succession of forestal beauty through

Glen Erochy enabled us to reach Trinafour for the bill test of

the day.

At the hill climb tbe cars were not long in getting away ;

nor did many of them delay in the trip uphill—a distance of

he actually sate that such was the case was the marshal satisfied.

The Thames was conspicuous for its quiet behaviour, even

among a host of well-behaved vehicles, and although one or two

driving stop3—caused by the driver's anxiety to avoid mishaps

to others on the road—were recorded, there was no mechanical

trouble throughout the 750 miles. The brakes were never

adjusted, no lubricating oil other than the original supply was

taken aboard, and the thirst was quenched with only five pints

of water up to the evening of Thursday. Altogether the Thames

made a very encouraging debut, doing so well that Captain

Hayter, who represented the War Office in the Trial, selected it

for his seat on the last day—and was as gratified as other

passengers with whom we conversed.

From the Trinafour hill the road was through delightful

scenery all the way to Pitlochry, one of the most delightful

towns in the Highlands. Descending to Tummel Bridge the

road skilled the north bank of Loch Tummel for some miles

until, through the trees, we saw the Queen's View of the loch

—an aspect that monarch and motorist may appreciate in

common. Still falling nearer the level of the sea we passed

Fincaatle Glen to the Bridge of Garry, at the foot of the famous-

Pass of Killiecrankie, and then, between an avenue of larches

with their lissom branches waving a welcome in the breeze, our

Argyll followed Mr. Frederic Coleman, going strong on his

30-h.p. White steam car, into Pitlochry, where a " tented field "
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proved their re3ting-place for the night. Fortunately tales of

■woes were few, and only one need be added to those already

recited, Mr. R. Crossley's 60-h.p. Belsize being placed out of the

running by a pin dropping from the driving shaft a few miles

from its destination for the night. Tyre troubles had been

noted earlier in the day ; but the final mishap destroyed the sole

remaining chance of three annual non-stop runs in succession.

It was Mr. Crossley's first breakdown in the Scottish

competitions.

FIFTH DAY.—Pitlochry to Glasgow.

Not so late as in previous years we started from Pitlochry

for the return to Glasgow—a run of 114j| miles, with a hill

climb and a starting test thrown in. Most of the competitors

had forgotten about the latter ; but one of the rules gave per

mission for the momentary stopping of the cars on any hill on

the route, and the deduction of marks in the event of failure to

restart within thirty seconds. For the first four days nothing

had been said, and rumour was equally silent on the morning of

the fifth. That was a pleasure to come.

Class 5 was the first to go, and being anxious to have an

early return we again rode on the Straker-Squire, on which

Mr. W. T. Lord led the procession from the Highlands to Scot

land's commercial capital. Professor Stanfield, of Edinburgh,

was the Observer, being asked to head the cavalcade in order to

superintend the measuring of the petrol at the garage. There

is an advantage in being fir st. Dust does not choke the petrol

pipe nor clog tbe throat ; but the passengers see nothing of other

cars on the road, unless some venturesome driver risks the loss

of marks by an excess of speed in order to relieve the tedium

of the way. And yet there was plenty to observe in the change

from the Highlands to the Lowlands, wild patches of landscape

alternating with woodland glen and well-cultivated farms ; and

then the succession of inland resorts and the frequency with ■

which villages occurred as compared with the sparse populations

of the districts we had left. A picturesque view was presented ,

as the bridge over the Tummel was crossed, and a tall stone

cross on the top of a lofty eminence opposite Ballinluig made a

landmark. Our Observer knows Scotland and its history, and

with no thoughts of car worries the journey was pleasant indeed.

At Aberfeldy was the hill climb. Loch-na-Craig hill has a

total distance of 3 miles 484 yards, with a rise of 979 ft., equal

to an average gradient of 1 in 17, the range being from 1 in 10

to 1 in 50. Up we glided in fine style into the colder region

nearly 1,000 ft. higher that the town of Aberfeldy. It was

decidedly chilly, but the ascent did not give much trouble to the

cars that followed, the fastest in their respeotive classes being the

10-12-h p. Swift, the 18-h.p. Mass, the 20-h.p. Belsize, the 24-h.p.

Mass, and the three cars of the Ariel Simplex.

After the climb there was a grand succession of mildly wild

country, tame, perhaps, after the experiences of the week, but

exciting enough to the southerner who sees that part of Scotland

for the first time. On to Crieff and Comrio, with their orchards

and fruit farms, and through the Garden of Scotland the way

was delightful indeed. At St. Fillans Loch Earn was sighted,

and for seven miles we led the cars by the shores of that

enchanting stretch of water with its ever-varying colourings in

the sunlight and the shadow. Through Kinghouse and Strathyre

we passed along a narrow road and skirted the shores of Loch

Lubnaig, through the Pass of Leny, and strode straight into

Callander on scheduled time, followed by Mr. Tom Thornycroft,

from whom we had kept our distance all the way from Pitlochry.

At Callander the drivers lunched—the division into two

sections for feeding purposes being again to the general con

venience. Punctually to the minute we started for the last run of

the tour—one of 43J miles, for which a minimum of 2 hours 16

min. was allowed. We neither exceeded it, nor did we go below

it. Just beyond Kippen the Thornycroft and the Clement

passed in front, and we were third into the clachan of Fiptry.

A little further on Professor Barr was discovered in charge of

some blocks of wood, and Sir John Macdonald was pointing his

camera at the oncoming vehicles. Here, indeed, was the stopping

and starting teit, which nearly everyone hid forgotten in the

morning. The cars were halted one by on9—it least all except

the Laurin-Klement, which was stopped for nearly two hours

from ignition troubles, and did not reach Fintry ere the officials

had left the placs. Practically all did well in the test, although

the 18-h.p. Siddeley failed to hold its brakes and was started

from the blocks. The driver of the 20-24-h.p. Werbell stopped

his engine and had to re-start. The 16-25-h.p. Arrol-Johnston,

too, had trouble, the driver stripping his first gear and having to

re-start. Later further difficulties arose, and ultimately the

vehicle was withdrawn at Blanefield, the only retirement of the

day. It is a curious coincidence that all these troubles occurred

in Class 4, every other section of the competitors escaping

difficulties. But more remarkable than that was the fact that

fetv of the vehicles required the thirty seconds limit allowed ;

most of them got away in five or ten seconds, and the test

wai a distinct tribute to the behaviour of the cars. For, it

must be remembered, it took place after the cars had been

running several days and had accomplished about 720 miles of

travel over roads of all kinds—and of no kind at all.

At Lennoxstown busy industry indicated the approach to

some great centre, and the clouds seemed smoky after the clear

atmosphere we had known. Strathblane was passed, a devious,

binuous road was negotiated through Beirsden, and then came

 

Mr. B. J. Smith, the popular secretary of the Scottish

Automobile Club.

tram-lines. Here there was a great city—the city from which

ninety-six cars had departed five days bofore and into which

eighty-two went their way on Saturday—the last one literally

working his passage home through storm and rain—rain that we

had escaped by earlier flight and steadier running through

the day. Of the eighty-two vehicles no fewer than fifty-seven

made non-stop runs for the day, and, beyond what has been

recorded, the causes of loss of marks were mainly trivial. There

were five instances of choked carburettors, and the 18-h.p. Buick,

driven by Mr. Huszir, an Austrian, who had never realised there

were such roads in the British Isles as he went over last week,

had the misfortune to lose seventeen minutes in replacing a

broken sparking plug. This was all the more regrettable, as the

Buick, upon which, by the way, Mr. F. Eason was a passenger,

had had a succession of such good runs that at least one of its

Observers has become an owner of such a vehicle. Mr. J. W.

Stocks, too, had to replace a sparking plug and make other

sundry adjustments, which destroyed the record of his 24-h.p.

De Dion. Trouble, too, oveitook Mr. Frederic Coleman, who,

after three non-stop runs on his White steam car, had a solitary

finish, pluckily driving into Glasgow some time after the others
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of his class. A broken water pump caused an hour's delay, and

he he choking of his burners necessitated another halt of

similar length. He literally worked his passage home, pumping

all the way.

OPINIONS OF THE TRIAL.

Mr. John Adam received the cars at the garage, when their

petrol was measured under the supervision of Professor Stanfield,

who entered thoroughly into the spirit of the Trial, and who

secured a rapid release of the cars as they were reported. We

had a few moments' chat with the first score of arrivals, and never

a grumble did we hear. All gave praise to the Scotch A.C. in

general and Mr. R J. Smith in particular. Col. Jopp, who rode

on the West-Aster during the Trial, agreed that the tour had

been very severe, " buc," he added, " it has been run on

magnificent lines. I have never seen a competition better

organised than this." Mr. Ross Browne, of Nottingham,

who has had previous experience, regarded the present as

the best, and would congratulate Scotland on the possession of

such a trial ground. Mr. W. McLean, who drove the

24-30-h.p. St. Vincent, suggests that next year the quantity

of lubricating oil used should be checked in the same way

as is the petrol consumption. Several cars smoked and smelt

terribly at various parts of the route, and Mr. McLean's idea

generally congratulated on his first Scottish Trial success in>

securing a non-stop throughout the five days, and the second!

place in the hill climb on the last. Mr. W. A. Vincent, of

Gamage's, was a passenger on a car throughout the run. He,

too, was surprised at the unparalleled severity of the route, and

rightly observed that the Scottish Trials will give a list of cars-

in purchasing which no owner need fear, for the vehicles that

went through the Trial are good enough to travel anywhere

in the British Isles. And here we may advise the reader of the

official returns to give no heed to what are described as driving

stops, for they indicate no mechanical blemishes on the part of

the car, or, for the matter of that, on the driver. Mr. Vincent's-

view was also shared by Mr. G. H. Slaney, who steered the 20-h.p.

Armstrong-Whitwortb. He declared that the car which would go

through the Scottish Trials would go anywhere. Hence the value

of performance in the Trial. Mr. 0. Harman Wigan, who-

has been responsible for the appearance of the Vinot car in*

each one of the series of the Scottish Trials, thought that the

1907 test was the best of all. Among those who went

the round was M" Harry Austin, a brother of the designer

of the car of th ■ name. He, too, was delighted with the?

completeness with which the Trial was organised, as well as»

the comprehensive quality of the test. In fact, we believe the
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with regard to the lubricant used may be commended to the

organisers of the event and to discussion by some of the

competitors. Hard as the most recent trial has been, Mr. Harry

Prosser, who drove the 30-h.p. Siddeley, believes that there is

one road in Scotland worse than any yet included in the course,

so that possible further development in difficulties may -be on the

agenda for 1908. But we doubt whether there is really any

need to increase the severity of the trial in that respect, for Mr.

Sidney Girling, whose experience has been as varied as any

other driver, declares that the course is the most difficult

he has ever gone over in this or any other country. In

fact, Scotland has almost a monopoly in this respect. Mr.

Gordon Usmar, who last year drove the Vinot, and this

year acted as amateur mechanician to Mr. Tom Thornycroft,

regarded the conditions of the Trial as not putting such a

severe strain on the driver as the shorter course but longer days

of 1907. Mr. Thornycroft believes the five days to be absolutely

necessary in order to secure the requisite testing of a marketable

touring vehicle, and apparently felt the strain of driving as little

as any one at the wheel. Mr. W. T. Lord, of the Straker-Squire,

found the course much more severe than he anticipated, and was

latter was a revelation to Mr. J. C. Mort, who drove the New-

Engine Company's car that attracted considerable attention by

reason of its unorthodox appearance. He bad scarcely realised

before what a Scottish Trial really meant. He knows now—and

can look back to a successful debut with a vehicle that had been

on the road only a week before for the first time. Some other-

drivers, like Mr. McLean, were suggestive, and did not see why

a speed trial on the level could not be instituted, and the bore-

and stroke brought into a formula in connection therewith.

Honour where honour is due. First and foremost to Mr.

R. J. Smith, most accessible of secretaries, most ubiquitous of

officials, and most efficient of organisers in the automobile world-

Mr. John Adam, too, the convener of the Trials sub-committee,

deserves the thanks of the competitors for his readiness to make-

easy the path of the stranger. Mr. A. W. J. Ferguson is another

member of the committee to be signalled out for distinction, for

he drove round the course each day after the last car had gone

on its journey, picking up spare parts, rescuing passengers and

observers fallen by the way and generally assisting the com

mittee to account for everybody and every car at the end off

each day.
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SCOTTISH NOTES.

-♦-

Last year Mr. K. J. Smith was asked what was likely to

be the course of the Scottish Reliability Trials for 1007, and

replied that it might be the l'JOt! route partially reversed. The

prognostication proved reasonably reliable. When we saw him

in Glasgow on Sunday the subject of next year's event was

raised, and with a characteristic twinkle in his eye he thought

it might not be possible to find a more difficult course, "but," he •

added, " we may be able to turn this year's route upside down."

«> ♦ ♦

We give the number of starting and finishing cars in the

last three Trials. Previously the Scottish tests had taken the

form of a run to London from Glasgow with a night stop at

Leeds.

.Started. Finished.

19<).-> 43 ... 31

1906 79 ... m

1907 96 ... 82

The course for the first year was one of 595 miles ; in 1900 it

was lengthened to 071 ; this year it was 717|, being spread over

five days instead of four.

♦ ♦ ♦

Ireland was represented by Mr. J. H. Chambers, who drove

the new 10-h.p. car named after himsolf, and Mr. W. F. Peare, a

pioneer among the motorists of the Emerald Isle, came from

Waterford to drive the Tourist Trophy Gladiator, which has

been purchased by Sir W. G . Goff, Bart. Mr. T. W. Murphy, .

of Dublin, was also a driver, taking his 8-h.p. Rover over hill

and dale with a detei urination that won the admiration of

brother Pressmen, who viewed the Trial from the rear in

preference to the driving seat.

♦ ♦ ♦

From Mr. Peare's car came a suggestion for tho improve

ment of the Scottish Trials. He had as friend and passenger

throughout the long run a gentleman named Murphy, who was

delighted with the Highlands. When asked if he could suggest

a better route, " Ah, bedad," said he, " just you hould the

Scottish Trial at Killarney."

♦ ♦ ♦

A passenger on the Spyker car throughout the Trial was

Mr. S. A. Frijling, from Amsterdam, who drove a ear ;tt Bexhill.

lie was delighted with the scenery, and tho hills were particu

larly attractive, for, while there are a few steep bits in Holland,

there are no such mountains as those in .North Britain, but the

Spyker took diem all with easy nonchalance.

* . ♦ ♦

Thk average weights of tho cars in each class wore as

follows :—

cwt. I\T. lb.

Class 1 13 0 4-76

Class 2 _ IS 3 11-7

Class 3 22 0 7-5

Class 4 24 3 27'9

Class 5 26 1 14-16

Class 6 29 2 n 71

Class? 33 2 1 8

♦ ♦ ♦

The Pilgrim's progress was unfortunate, inasmuch an Mr.

F. L. Martiueau, who drove the car, had had no opportunity ef

tuning it up before the Trial. The particular vehicle that

he had intended to run was disabled a few days before and the

engine put into another car. This was taken up to Glasgow by

road. On the way the big end seized on three separate occasions,

and had to be scraped up as many times. Consequently there

was no opportunity for overhauling before the Pilgrim wa.i

garaged the day before the Trial. Misfortune seemed to attend

Mr. Martiueau, as, for instance, at Aberdeen, when four miles

away, the day's petrol supply gave out, causing a stop which

vitiated an otherwise good performance that day.

During the Trial it was evident that military manoeuvres

were in progress, but few knew that the Duke of Connaught

was in Pitlochry on Thursday. It transpires, however, that while

returning from that town after the operations at Loch Ordic,

nearDunkeld, on Thursday, the Duke was in a motor-car mishap.

His Royal Highness was in one of three cars descending the

rough hill road to the main road. In seeking to draw to the

side to piss the Lovat Scouts the car stuck. The wheels of

ono side of the vehicle in which the Duke was sitting sank into

a side drain, thus canting up the car. The ditch had a very

soft bed, and, though stones were laid in to enable the wheels

of the car to get a firm hold and so move off, it would not

budge, and a light traction engine was thereupon sent for from

the Scots Greys camp at Tullymel.

» • . ♦

Mr. S. Saunders, who made his debut as a driver in this

Trial, handling the 30-40-h.p. Brasier with skill and judgment,

was retailing over dinner at Aberdeen his encounter with a cat

which lost its life in attempted negotiations. " That's unlucky,"

was the suggestion. " Is it 1 " queried the unwitting despoiler of

poor pussy. " Yes, for the cat," slyly added a confrere, with re

sultant laughter from the motorists, who, tired and weary each

night, regarded the dining hour as a time for relaxation.

♦ ♦ ♦

Two names familiar in connection with the British eliminat

ing trials for the Gordon Bennett team again came before the

motor world—Mr. C. Clifford Earp, the hero of Douglas, in

driving the 60-h.p. Thames, and Mr. Sydney Girling, who steered

the 50-h.p. Darracq. Mr. Earp's brother Arthur, who was his

mechanician at Douglas, was also a driver last week, handling a

35-h.p. Iris in good style, another brother, Hubert, ably steering

one of smaller degree.

♦ ♦ ♦

Mr. T. C. Pullinger was a prominent " free lance " during

the Trial, rendering assistance to stranded pressmen and photo

graphers with his 30-h.p. Beeston-Humber. The car of similar

type in the Trial was driven by young Reid, who was second in

the Tourist Trophy race, and who drove with a careful regard to

economical running. The average was about twenty miles to

the gallon of petrol. Only three gallons of lubricating oil were

used on the 750 miles run.

Rarely has a trial taken place with such comparative

immunity from tyre troubles, forcing upon com |>etitors the

conviction that the leading makers have considerably improved

in manufacture, or that motorists are now fitting more suitable

sizes to their cars. The number of tyre troubles recorded was

as follows :—Tuesday, 7 ; Wednesday, 8 ; Thursday, 9 ;

Friday, 8 ; Saturday, 9. The total loss of time caused by tyre

troubles among the cars that suffered such delay was less than

ten hours. Only five new inner tubes api»ar to have been

fitted, and the Dunlop, Continental, and Palmer companies are

to be congratulated on the success attained.

As a team the Argylls did exceptionally well, and to have

secured the only absolute non-stop runs in Classes 2 and .'5

was an achievement that should delight Alexandria. Then

C. J. Waldie, of Glasgow, is to be commiserated with on his

hard luck in driving the 16-20-h.p. car. When on the hill climb

he put out the sprag, and in trying to lift it broke the wire,

rcfixing it in three minutes. Of the other Argyll in Class 4 it

is to be noted t hat it was among the first four or five ears

in the category on the hill climbs, and that a leaky pump

necessitated the water tank being refilled at Kingussie;

otherwise it, too, would have had an absolute non stop. The

12-14-h.p. and the 14-16-h.p. Argylls not only made non-stop

runs, but also did well on the climbs, the latter being first in

its class on Cairn o' Mount.

♦ ♦ ♦

The 16-20-h.p. Calthorpe car, notwithstanding the terrible

roads which resulted after all the other cars had already gone

up, and which made the car sink into its depth in mud, not only

made fastest time in its class on the hill climbs, but did EO without

having to shed a single passenger. On tho Thursday a stone

thrown up by the tyre unfortunately got into the sprag, and

damaged in the first place the ball race, and, as a further

result, damaged the aluminium case enclosing the differential.

This was a very unfortunate incident, which had nothing to do

with the reliability of the car, but was sheer bad luck.
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THE SCOTTISH TRIAL—PERFORMANCE OF ALL THE CARS IN THE EVENT.

Cur. Flint Day. Hill, i Second Day.

Class l.
10-h.p. Adams . N.S.

39. 9-10-h.p. Cadillac
47. 8-h.p. Jackson..

52. 6-h.p. Kovor . .
80. 10-12-h.p. Swilt

N.S.

N.S.

71. 8-10-h.p. Darracq.
15-h.p. Ford ..

Stopped on hill ..

Valve cotter, 10 m. ; two
hill stops ; shed pas
senger on hill.

N.S
Hill stops ..

96. 10-h.p. Chambers

99. 8-h.p. Kover

105. 8-9-h.p.Laurin-Klement

CLASS 2.
3. 18-h.p. Reo

N.S.

Driving stop, 2 min. ; hill

■top.

N.S.

N.S.

15. 14-h.p. St. Vincent

24. 12-14-h.p. Argyll
38. 8-h.p. De Dion..

46. 18-h.p. Bulck . .

61. 16-h.p. Bell ..

lii 16-20-h.p. Calthorpe .

72. 10-12-h.p. Darracq. .

76. 15-20-h.p. Ailsa

Foul sparking plug, 7
min. ; carburettor, 2 m.

N.S
Broken water connec

tion, 2 min.; filling
water tank, 14 min.

Driving stop, 1 min.

N.S

82. 14-h.p. Vulcan.

97. 18-h.p
100. 10-12-

p. M

!-h.p. Leader

Driving stop, 4 min. ; hill
stop, 2 min. ; clutch
trouble and adjusting
brakes, 9 min.

( 'hanging aparklng plug,
5 min.

N.S

N.S.

N.S
Shed passengers on hill ;

fixing fan belt, 4 min. ;
filling water, 12 min.

Class 3.
6. 16-h.p. Albion ..

6. 12-15-h.p. New Arrol-

Johneton
IS. 14-16-h.p. Argyll .. I N.S.
22. 20-h.p. Belslze.. .. N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

28. 16-h.p. Cov'try-Humber N.S.

38. 12-16-h.p. Vauxball . . Adjusting accelerator
rod, 2 min.

44. 14-h.p. Germain .. R.
48. 18-22-h.p. C.C.C.
53. 20-h.p. Rover

61. 15-18-h.p. Swift

86. 12-14-h.p. Unlc

Di>. 20-h.p. Bell

101. 20-24-h.p. Werbell

106. 16-20-h.p. West-Aster

1. 30-4oSpfSC*-Walcker

9. 18-25-h.p. Arrol-John-

11. 30-h.p. B.-Uumber
17. 16-20-h.p. Sunbeam
19. 26-80-h.p. Argyll
•is. 18-h.p. Slddeley

85. 16-20-h.p. Argyll
30. 20-h.p. White ..

Driving stop, 2 m. ; ad
justing carburettor, 6
m.: engine stop, 1 m.;
adjusting steering
gear, 3 m.

Driving stop, 1 min.

Driving stop, 1 min.
N.S

t

4

1

7

8

3

2
2

IS

IS

s

Two momentary stops.

Shed observer on hill .
N.S.

Shed observer on hill
Driving stops, 2 min.;
changing sparking
plugs, 2 min.

Shed observer on hill . .
Filled water tank ; engine
stop on hill owing to

shortage of fuel.
Hill stop, 25 sec; two
momentary stops.

Shed observer on hill . .

Shed observer on hill, 5
and assisted up-hill.

i

Filling water and repair- 10
iug leak, 18 min.; shed >
passenger on hill.

N.S 2

N.S.
N.S.

Hill stop, 1 min. . .

Clutch trouble, 25 sec. ;
passengers shedon hill.

Clutch slipping, 16 min. ;

gear change loss, 8 sec. <

 

N.S.
N.b.
N.S.

N.S.

Safety valve spring, 8 m.

N.S

Shed passengers - on
Cairnwell and on Cairn
O'Mount.

N.S

N.S
Stop on hill, 1 min.;
tightening nut, 1 min. ;
adjusting water joints,
4 min. and 13 min.

Hill stop, 4 min.; shed 13
passengers.

Adjusting magneto

N.S
1 sec. stop owing to

water in carburettor ;
renewed petrol at
Cults.

N.S.
N.S

Leaky radiator ~
Refilling petrol, 41 min. ;
shed passenger on hill

Removing jammed
sprag, 3 min.; hill stop

Hill stop, J min. ; pas
senger shed at Cairn
well, water in carbu
rettor, 1 min.

Succession of short stops;
engine stop, 1 min.;
passengers alighted on
hill.

Replacing broken pin in
starting handle, 6 m.

7 ' Several stops on hill

1 Car upset; dclay,l h.2Gm.
— N.S

Third Day. Fourth Day

Broken spring in car
burettor, 36 min.

Carburettor, 12 m.; Kill N.S.'
stop, 1 min.; filling oil,

2 min.
Observer shed at a hill . .

N.S N.S.
Shed passenger for re- N.S.

stsrt ; shed passenger,

3 min.
N.S _ N.S.

Ignition changed from
accumulator to mag
neto ; shed passenger.

Driving stops and miss
ing gears, 12 min.; ob

server shed on hill.

Choked carburettor, 40 m.

N.S
New pipe for water tank,

14 min.

Filling lubricating oil, 1 K.
- Ira.; engine stop, 10 sec.
' Engine stop, 2 min. .. R.

N.S

N.S
Delay in starting
Adjusted fan belt, 9 m. ;

hill stop, 1 m. ; burst
Joint in water tank
refilled, 17 m.

Broken sprag wire, 2 m.

Burner troubles, 24 m. ;
filling water tank, 22
m . ; vaporiser troubles,
10 m. ; tightening
valves, 9 m. ; emer
gency petrol used.

 

The figures in the "Hill" column indicate the order of the cars in their respective classes.
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THE SCOTTISH TRIAL-PERFORMANCE OF ALL THE CARS IN THE EVEN T-conimu, I.

Clash 4—continued.

32. 18-24-h.p. Horbick
42. 54-h.p. Mass ..
49. 18-24-h.D. Austin
68. 24-h.p. Junior . .

102 . 20-24-h.p. Werbell ..

104. 26-80-b.p. Nocdenfelt

class 6.
2. 30-40-h.p. C.-Walcker

13. 30-h.p. Siddeley

16. 24-30-h.p. St. Vincent

34. 22-h.p. Bed let..
37. 24-h.p. De Dion

40. 28-30-b.p. A. -Simplex
60. 24-30-h.p. Austin
55. 25-h.p. Straker-Squire
66. 28-h.p. Armstrong-

Whltworth

63. 25-h.p. Irl8 „

65. 24-32-h.p. Vlnot
70. 20-30-h.p. Pilgrim ..

73. 20-28-h.p. Darracq ..

77. 14-h.p. Thornycroft . .
79. 18-28-h.p. Clement . .
60. 12-28-h.p. (lladlator ..

Car. First Day. Hill. Second Day. inn. Third Day. Fourth Day. | inn.; Fifth Day. Hill.

Knglne atop, 1 mln. 12
1

Driving Btop, 1 min. ; | 13
adjusting ignition, 1 in.

Defective petrol supply, 9
1 min.

N.S ! 10

N.S 4

20 sec. lost in changing J 12
gear.

Petrol pipe choked, 1 m. 0
Two driving stops, 2 m. 16

N.S 1 1
N.S „ : 8
N.S 1 8
Driving stop, 1 min. : 5
engine stop, 1 min.

Weak pressure in petrol 14
tank, 8 sec.

N.S I 9
Emergency petrol used ! 19

Adjusting brakeB, 30 sec.

Ignition trouble

91. 20-h.p. Climax.

93. 40-h.p. Ford

98. 30-40-h.p. Mass
10". 28-32-h.p. West-Aster

CLASS 6.
4. 24-h.p. Albion . .

8. 24-30-h.p. A. -Johnston
10. 38-45-h.p. A.-Johnston

14. 40-h.p. Berliet
20. 30-h.p. Daimler

31. 30-h.p. White ..

41. 30-40-h.p. A. -Simplex

45. 80-h.p. Spyker

51. 30-h.p. N.B.C

59. 40-h.p. Junior ..
«t. 36-h.p. Iris
fid. 35-45-h.p. Maudsiay ..
B7. 20-30-h.p. Maudsiay ..
78. 30-h.p. Thornyeioft ..

N.S.

Engine stop, 1 min.

N.S.

N.S.
R. .
N.S.
N.s.

N.8.

■ 15

U
7
2

: «

N.S.

81. 35-45-h.p. QlaUiator ..

S7. 30-40 b.p. Brasler
88. SG-35-h.p. S.-Welbeck
94. 24-32-h.p. Porlhos ..

CLASS 7.
12. 40-50-h.p. Rollt-Rnyce
21. 60-h.p. Relslze..

27. 46-h.p. Mercedei

29. 35-45-h.p. A. -Simplex

35. 60-h.p. Berliet..

"4. 60-h.p. Darracq

83. 40-46-h.p. HotehktsB .
108. 60-h.p. Thames

N.S.

N.8

N.S
N.S
R
N.S
Hill stops, 3 min. ; driv
ing stop, 2 min. ; ad
justing change-speed
lever, 3 min.

N.S

N.S
N.S
Petrol pipe choked,2 m.;
driving stop, I min.

N.S
N.S
N.S

N.S.
N.S.

N.S.

N.S
Failure of pressure to
carburettor 3 times,
total loss 3 min. 49 sec.

Driving stop, 2 min. ..
N.S.
Adjustment of pump

spindle, 1 min. ; re
pairing pump, 14 min.

Adjusting petrol pipe,

1 mln.

Passenger shed on hill..
Engine stop owing to
want of pressure.

N.S

R.
N.S

Driving stop, 1 min.
N.S
N.8
N.S

N.S.

N.S
Overheating, 5

stops on hill.

N.S.

min.

16

Clutch troubles, 27 min.;
adjusting carburettor,
40 min. ; shed pas
sengers on hill.

17

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.
N.S.

Choked vaporiser, 5 m. ;
bolt tightened.

N.S

Air lock in petrol pipe.

10 mln.
Filled water tanks ;
stops on hill.

R.
Petrol choke, 1 min. ..

N.S
Delay In starting, driv

ing stopi1, 3 mill. ;
jammed change-speed
lever, 17 min.

N.S

N.S
N.S
Hill stop, 1 min.

Petrol pipe choked, lm.
N.S.
Ignition, 9 ni. ; changing
sparking plugs, renew
ing radiator connec
tions and filling water,
105 mln.

Repairing radiator, 2 m.
Filing bolt of front mud
guard, 5 mln.

Hill Btop, 1 mln., emer
gency petrol used ; hill
stop, 56 min., owing to
magneto & terminals.

N.S
Driving atop, 1 min. . .

N.S.
N.S.
N.S.

a N.s.

8 N.S
7

11 N.S

10 N.S

1 N.S Tightening nut, 1 min. .
2 N-H N.S
6 N.S N.S
S N.S N.S

!i N.S. N.S

N.S ; 14

n.s ; 12
Tightening water joints j 3
and filling. 4 min. '

Hill Btops 3 min. : pat- 16
senger shed on hill.

Filled oil and water 13
tanks.

I
1 13

I 10

I 2

1

N.S
Broken petrol pipe re
pair 34 min. ; emer
gency petrol used.

N.S.
Engine trouble 3 its 6 m.
Repairing water pipes,

5 min.
R.

New accumulator, 4 m. ;

emergency petrol used

Delay in starting, 2 ni. ;
three engiuo stops
totalling 2 min. 40 sec.

Delay In starting, 5 sec.

Stop 20 sec

N.S

N.S

N.S.

Hill stop, 12 m. 24 sec. ;
dust In petrol pipe,

1 min. 50 sec.
N.8

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

Sand in accelerator,
211 min.

Delay in starting, 2 u:.
N.S
Missed near, 1 mln.

N.S.
N.S.
.N.S.

Adjusting tlirotlle.n 111.
N.S

Engine stop, 1 min.

N.S.
Bonnet opened to close
up compression tap.

N.S. = Noii-atop.

N.S.
N.S.
N.S.

Adjusting bush of con
tact breaker, 1 mln. ;
delay In starting, 1 m.

N.S
Filling petrol, 3 mln. ..

Water in petrol pipe,
11J min.

N.8

N.S.

Connection to fresh bat
tery, 3 miu. ; changing
plug, 3 mln.

('leaning petrol pipe and
carburettor, 14J mln.

Clutch accidentally let
in and engine stopped

N.S.

N.S.

Putting in washer in
pump, 2 min.

N.S.'

N.S.

U.S.

N.S.
N.S.

N.S.

N.H
Missed gear, f> sec.

N.s.

K ..
N.S.

N.S
Fresh lubricating oil
used.

Cleaning carburettor, 9
mln. ; fresh petrol,
3 min.

N.S

N.S

12

II

15

N.S.
N.S.
N.S.

N.S.

Releasing clutch, 1 mln.
N.S

Contact breaker blade,

2 miu. ; petrol pipe,
5 m. ; float chamber,
17 mln.; carburettor,

1 h. 17 m.; new spark
ing plug, i min.

N.S
N.S
N.S.
Two hill stops of 6 sec.

each.
N.S

N.S

Engine stop, 1 mln.; new
air valve, 32 m.

N.S.

N.S
F.iiitins Ltop, 1 mln.
N.S

N.S

N.S.

N.S

N.S.
N.S

Broken water pump,
1 h. 6 min. , burner
choked, 1 h. 3 min.

N.S

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

— V

N.S.

N.S.
N s.
N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.
N.S.

N.s.

N.S.

10

1(1

17

15

11

5

u

• Retired, the pause being given lp the description of the dav'a run. Where ttie blank appears the Obaerver's report U under consideration,
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The A.C.F. Grand Prix Race.

THE great race of the motor year in France is now an event

of the past, and has once" again demonstrated the very

high place in the automobile industry tbat has been

taken by Italian manufacturers. For the past week

Dieppe has been practically en fete, and the scene on

the way to the Tribunes in the early hours of Tues

day morning was a memorable one—a long con

tinuous stream of vehicles of every kind, from a

rambling horse-drawn wagon conveying people at

5 francs a head to the powerful racing motor-car—

while at the grand stand itself the crush of traffic

was so groat that it seeme'l an almost impossible

task to evolve any order- out of the chaos. The

starting point was about a coup'e of miles from

Dieppe, and here quite a little town had sprung

up, every convenience having been provided for

the spectators, even to a large open-air garage, in

which were collected more card than we have

ever before seen together. Arriving on the scene about

4 30 a.m., we had an opportunity of passing along the long

rows of wire cages in which the monster cars were inno

cently standing under lock and key, all ready for the fray.

To the rear, armies of men were busily engaged in making

the final preparations—filling up water cans, arranging rims

and tyres and the. like, while many of the. drivers were

tutting quietly enjoying a final cigarette. The leading tyre

firms each had a large depot in which was a stock of tyres appa

rently large enough to have shod a thousand cars rather than the

thirty seven which actually ran. Practically all the vehicles wore

fitted with detachable rims to onable a rapid change to be made

whenever necessary. Just before six the work of clearing the

course was commenced by the soldiers and the police, and the

boom of a cannon announced that the long anticipated hour had

arrived.

Of the thirty-eight entries as given in the last issue of the

M.C.J., thirty-seven duly faced the starter, the [only absentee

 

N'zzaro the Winner of

tue'Jiace

the third, while the order of the De Dietrich team was Duray,

Gabriel, and Rougier. As is now well known, the cars were

allowed a quantity of petrol equal to 'J'47 miles per gallon, and

had to make ten rounds of a 7G !) kilometre circuit,

giving a total of 769 kilometres, equal to roundly

480 miles. Lancia was the first away at 6.1 a.m.,

the others following at minute intervals, all making

fairly good starts with the exception of Le Blon

(Panhard), who let his clutch in too fiercely and

stopped his engine. All the cars finished the fi'St

round, although some of them took a tremendous

time, notably llichez (RenHiilt) and Bablot (Hrasier),

who, it is reported, collided at Londinieres, the

former's car overturning. The best time, 39 min.

53 sec, for the first circuit was made by Wagner

(Fiat), Duray (Lorraine-Dietrich) being, however,

only 7 sec. behind. The position at the end

of the second round still gave Wagner as first,

with Duray second, Heath (Panhard No. 1 ) being the only

one to fall out in this circuit. Just as Jenatzy (Mercedes)

was completing the round one of his tyres flew off the rim not

far from the grand stand. The tyre was flung among the

spectators, one of whom is said to havo been slightly injured.

Jenatzy and his mechanicians workec^like Trojans to replace the

flying ring, and was given a lusty cheer as he quickly got going

"gain. Thirty-six cars finished the third lap, at which point

Wagner was still leading, with two Lorraine-Dietrichs now close

upon his heels. The fourth round saw the withdrawal of Le Blon

(Panhard), Wagner (Fiat), and Laxon (Weigel). The latter had

great trouble with his detachable rims, which failed to hold at

the great speed attained. We learned that in one round alone

he had to fit as many as seven tyres from this cause. Duray

was now the first man, and enthusiasm among the French ran

very high as he dashed by the Tribunes at a tremendous speed.

Strieker (Porthos), Christie (the only American competitor),

and Alezy (Bayard-Clement) disappeared in the fifth round, so

 

Lancia (No. 1) waiting to start.

being the Aquila-Italiana—the six-cylinder Italian vehicle. A

number of changes took place - in the drivers and their order of

starting, Coliomb taking the place of Count d'Hespel on the

Corre, and Henri Farman, the old Panhard crack, appearing at

the wheel of the second Eenault, vice Edinond, who was ill.

Hanriot drove the first Darraeq^Caillois the second, and Riga!

that of the thirty-seven starters only thirty completed the half

distance. Both Duray and Lancia, between whom the struggle

had been very keen, pulled up at their respective supply stations.

Only the drivers and their mechanicians were permitted to do

any necessary work on the cars, and the way Lanc'a literally

stabbed the petrol tins to cause the spiiit to flow faster had to
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THE A.C.F. GRAND PRIX RACE.

No. Car. Driver. 1st Lap 2nd Lap. | 3rd Lap, 4th Lap. 5th Lap. 6th Lap. 7th Lap. 8th Lap. 9th Lap. 10th Lap
Order at

Finish.

m. s. It. m. s. 1 h. m. s. h. m. s. h. m. b. h. m. 8. h m. 8. h. m. s. h. m. e. h. m. a.
1 Fiat ... .„ Lancia 41 33 1 21 48 2 2 5 2 41 36 3 27 9 4 6 42 4 46 18 5 37 59 6 23 10 — —

Corre „ Collomb 54 48 2 0 54 3 10 0 4 13 13 5 5 27 6 8 2-2 7 2 36 8 10 25 9 23 33 10 24 57 16

3 Darracq Hanriot 41 47 1 22 20 2 2 48 3 49 19 5 39 26 7 28 20     —

4 Lorraine-Dietrich .. Duray 40 0 1 19 54 2 0 21 2 39 10 3 24 55 | 4 3 55 4 43 13 5 23 35    

.-. Porthos Strieker 52 33 1 44 14 1 2 47 38 3 39 40  —    —.

li Dufaux-Marchand ... Dufaux 70 45 2 8 9 3 32 6 4 25 38 5 34 19 6 32 33 8 19 2   —  

7 Bayard-Clement Garcet 47 1 1 35 15 2 23 27 3 4 45 3 45 18 4 31 0 5 25 9 6 12 11 6 53 10 7 34 17 8
8 Motobloc, I'ierron 54 49 1 48 11 2 35 as 3 17 58 4 16 48 5 8 33 r> 54 9 — — — —

!l Kenanlt Szisz 40 39 1 21 55 2 2 28 2 53 27 3 32 42 4 11 56 4 54 13 5 35 IS 6 13 45 6 53 10 2
111 (ieniiain Perpere 08 24 2 6 12 3 7 11 4 20 45 5 26 13 6 34 44 7 43 47 8 45 30 9 49 15 —  

1 1 Panhard Heath 52 33  — —  — —     

12 Christie Christie HO 13 2 9 2 3 20 59 4 58 0 — — — —   

]:: Mercedes Jenatzy 50 11 1 49 49 2 29 5 3 33 41 4 12 49 5 2 15 5 46 53  
_ —

  

14 Weigel Laxon 142 32 3 10 21 3 58 5 — — — —  — —  

I.". Gobron Rigolly 53 25 1 36 9 2 22 32 3 33 50 4 23 47  _ —. —   

17 Brasier Barillier 43 19 1 26 41 2 7 37 2 48 37 3 40 1 4 23 12 5 8 3 6 57 14 6 42 20 7 27 54 7
is Fiat Xazzaro 42 4.". 1 23 29 2 3 37 2 42 40 3 28 30 4 7 20 4 46 0 5 29 34 6 7 38 6 46 33 1

19 DarracVj Caillois 42 6 1 23 34 2 4 55 2 46 6 3 33 15 4 16 14 5 0 7 5 48 24 6 30 11 7 15 58 6

20 Lorraine-Dietrich ... Gabriel 41 32 1 22 13 2 1 27 2 43 2 3 32 25 4 13 20 5 3 8 5 45 23 6 28 30 7 11 39 4

21 Clement-Bayard Alezy 44 33 1 26 23 2 12 5 3 42 49 —  —  — — —-
■22

Motobloc Page 103 19 3 59 27 4 53 21 5 52 34 7 12 16 — — — — — —,

23 Kenanlt H. Farman ... 51 19 1 41 0 5 36 55 6 34 52 7 24 32 8 11 39 —  — — —

24 Germain Degrais 61 43 2 1 3 2 57 34 3 59 33 4 56 25 5 54 10 1 6 31 57 7 55 56 8 52 12 9 50 36 U

25 Panhard LeBlon 42 I 3 37 33 5 51 42 — —  . — —   

26 Mercedes Salzer 41 17 1 32 39 2 23 34 3 20 25 4 I 51 5 2 45 5 52 53 6 36 31 8 0 28 —  

27 Weigel Harrison 46 37 1 46 55 3 9 14 4 34 0 5 20 41 — ;  —, —. —  

28 Brasier Baras 45 46 1 27 25 2 9 10 2 52 57 3 38 3 4 23 8 5 3 25 5 44 8 6 24 42 7 5 5 3

29 Fiat ... Wagner 39 53 1 IS 47 1 59 1  —_ —   — _

30 Darracq Rigal

Rougier

41 59 1 24 44 2 6 6 2 50 42 3 39 11 4 21 11 5 4 12 5 46 1 6 28 40 7 12 36 r.

31 Lorraine- Dietrich 41 35 1 23 6 2 14 33 2 56 26 3 37 25
1

 — — —

32 Bayard-Clement Shepard 46 20 1 32 6 2 16 54 3 1 38 3 53 59 4 37 47 5 21 40 6 5 38 6 05 1 7 39 56 9

33 Motobloc Courtade 51 13 1 40 26 2 31 27 3 19 21 4 17 8 5 4 28 6 7 58 7 1 5 8 0 1 8 48 33 11

34 Renault Richez 136 53 3 4 35 3 55 43 4 48 45 5 32 41 H 16 40 7 6 18 7 50 46 8 35 7 9 30 52 Hi

35 Germain Roch-Brault 72 8 1 2 8 1 3 14 42 4 8 42 5 7 10 6 5 14 7 5 47 8 8 39 9 12 41 10 10 45 15

3ti Panhard Dutemple ... 54 26 1 44 18 2 37 8 3 23 12 4 39 38 5 29 59 6 13 17 7 44 25 — — _

37 Mercedes Hemery 42 25 1 24 34 2 22 16 3 9 5 3 50 36 4 56 45 5 57 26 6 45 15 7 34 48 8 25 20 10

38 1 Hrasier Rablot 114 19 2 36 34 3 19 41 4 1 43 4 51 30 6 7 6 6 49 27 7 32 40 8 14 48 9 12 59 12

he seen to be appreciated. The second to arrive, he was

the first away, having replenished in double-quick time.

At the half-distance Duray led, his time being 3 h.

•24 min. 55 sec, Lancia being second in 3 h. 27 min. 9 sec.

Rigolly (Gobron), Page (Motobloc), Rougier (Lorraine-Dietrich),

and Harrison (Weigel) fell out in the sixth lap. The latter

suffered ftom detachable rims in the same way as Laxon, so that

the hopes of the English spectators in general, and of the Weigel

Company in particular, were dashed to the ground. The order

at this point was—Diuay, Lancia, Nazzaro, and Szisz. Of the

twenty-six which set out on the seventh circuit, those that failed

to complete it included Hanriot (Darracq), and Farman (Renault,

magneto troubles). Lancia fell back somewhat, his place on

time being taken by Nazzaro, Duray still leading. The

eighth round saw the withdrawal of the Dufaux-Marchand

eight cylinder car, which had suffered from overheating

troubles, Pierron (Motobloc) and Jenatzy (Mercedes).

It was in the ninth round that the position of the race was „

entirely altered. Duray, who was then leading by^ six minutes,

to the great grief of the French, arrived at the grand stand on

foot, he having left his car some distance away en panne, the

cause of his stoppage being a damaged ball-bearing in the gear

box. Dutemple (Panhard) retired, and Lancia had fallen back

considerably, the struggle for supremacy now lying between

Nazzaro and Szisz. The last lap was disastrous to Lancia, the

engine of whose Fiat gave trouble, and Salzer (Mei.edcs).

Szisz (Renault) the winner of the Grand Prix last year,

was the first to complete the ten rounds, and the anxiety of

the French spectators was very great as the minutes flew by ;

but Nazzaro, on his Fiat, arrived well in advance of the allow

ance, and was duly proclaimed the victor, thus making the

wonderful achievement of winning the three principal races of

the year so far—the Targa Florio, the Kaiser's Prize, and the

Grand Prix. Nazzaro's average speed works out at just over

seventy miles per hour j his lap times varied between 45 min.

50 sec. and 38 min. 24 sec., the latter, made in the ninth round,

being the fastest circuit of the day by any of the competitors.

His car is fitted with a four-cylinder engine, 180 mm. bore by

150 mm. stroke, and is nominally rated at 1.10-h.p. No infor

mation was available as to the quantity of petiol consumed, but

it was said that Nazzaro had suflici-nt left for a further thirty

miles.

The order of merit at the conclusion of the race was as

follows :—

II. M. S.

1. Nazzaro (F.I.A.T.) 6 46 33

2. Szisz (Renault) 6 . 53 Hi

3. Baras (Hrasier) 7 5 5

4. ( Jabriel (Lorraine-Dietrich) 7 II 3w

5. Rigal (Darracq) 7 12 30

6. Caillois (Darracq) 7 15 58

7. ' Barillier (Braser) 7 27 54

8. Garcet (Bayard-Clement) 7 34 17

9. Shepard (Bayard-Clement) 7 39 i6

10. Hemery (Mercedes) * 25 25

11. Courtade (Motobloc) 8 48 33

12. Bablot (Brasier) 9 12 59

13. Richez (Renault) 9 30 52

14. Degrais (Germain) 9 50 30

15. Roch Brault, junr. (Germain) ... 10 10 45

16. Collomb (Corre) 10 24 57

Of the sixteen cars which finished, one was of Italian con

strue ion, twelve French, one German, and two Belgian, one of

the Germains being still running when the race was called off.

The contest for the Coupe de la Commission Sportive, which

commenced at 9 a.m., attracted little or no attention. This was

for a smaller type of car, for which petrol to an amount equal to

just under nineteen miles to the hour was allowed, on which

they had to make six rounds of the course—a to'.al of 288 miles.

All the nine competitors started, they being despatched at five-

minute intervals. The result is appended :—
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The result of the Coupe do la Commission Sportive contest :—

Order at

finish. Car.

1. Darracq

2. La Buire

3. Darracq

4. Le Bnire

0. La Buire

6. PorthoB

— H.T.S.A.

Driver.

De Langhe

Mottard ...

Demogeot

Sibour ...

Dumaine

Defries ...

Moulin ._

Time for six laps.

H. M. 8.

5 13 25

5 20 19

5 27 56

5 29 2

5 45 40

(i 25 10

completed two laps.

— Gillet-Forest De La Touloubre did not complete first lap.

— H.I.S.A. ... Dupasse ditto.

Throughout the whole of the day the weather was all that

could be wished—indeed, at one time the sun shone brilliantly.

The drivers at the end all showed signs of the severe strain they

had been subjected to, many of them suffering so terribly with

their eyes that they had to have them bandaged up and be led

off the field by their friends.

A NEW CONTACT SCREW.

The Traders' Speciality Company, of St. George's House,

82, Borough. London, S.E., have recently introduced a useful

SOME USEFUL NOTES,

While there is usually nothing fragile ahout accumulators

and their component parts are not over easily broken, it will be

found a wise precaution to carry them on the car as if such were

the case. They should not be rigidly fastened to any part of

the vehicle, but rather should be packed with some springy,

yielding material that will absorb the greater part of the shocks

due to jolting over the road, as well as the more or less constant

vibration to which they are subjected. Tho reason for this does

not arise from any motive of cleanliness, as the matter of spilling

electrolyte is taken care of in the majority of cases by patented

devices which permit the escape of the hydrogen, but prevent

the acid from being shaken out through the vent. The greatest

danger arises from the possibility of loosening the active material

from the plates. When sufficient of the active material has been

loosened the cell will be short-circuited and put out of action.

♦ ♦ ♦

An unusual grating or crunching sound arising from any

part of the car should immediately lead the motorist to stop the

vehicle, in order that the breakage which may have taken place

shall extend no further than need be. Such a warning may

indicate a stripped pinion in the gear-box, trouble in the

 

The Grand Prix Race.—The Dufaux-Harchand and the Mercedes (No. 1! passing through Eu,

little accessory in connection with induction coils known as the

Hunter Automatic Contact Screw, which consists of a hollow

metal cylinder, wkh a small plunger inside, supported upon

spiral spring ; the end of the plunger carries a pure platinum

point one-sixteenth of an inch in length. When the contacts

come together the action is to push the plunger into the screw

barrel against the tension of the spiral spring ; thus severe con

cussion is avoided and the contacts are relieved of all undue

strain. It is also claimed that the new device has a great advan

tage over tho rigid screw, inasmuch as it accelerates the speed of

the break, this being due to the fact that the two platinums

descend a short distance together, when the plunger in the

screw barrel is arrested, whilst the Hat spring blade continues on

its descent. The platinum points may also be set closer together,

so giving a longer period of " make to allow the trembler to

come into operation, there being at the same time no strain on

the flat spring blade which carries the other platinum point.

The screw head is split to allow for the spring adjustment piece

to be locked by the usual locking screw.

differential or in the universal joints. Prompt action may limit

the destruction as compared to what it might amount to if the

car and engine were not immediately brought to rest. Unusual

rattling sounds usually denote that something is loose about the

frame or body of the car, and should be heeded at once. In the

case of a chain-driven car sudden snapping sounds from the rear

of the vehicle may indicate the faulty action of the chains, pro

bably caused by their having worn out of pitch, thus allowing

the links to ride the sprocket teeth and suddenly snap into

place. A broken chain may be the penalty for a failure to act

upon the information thus conveyed.

Very often a squeaking sound proceeding from the engine

gives timely warning of a failure of the lubrication, and enables

the oil supply to be renewed before the cylinders have become

overheated. The driver's ears should be alive to squeaking

sounds proceeding from any part of the car, as they are

indicative of faulty lubrication.
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ON ESTABLISHING A GARAGE.

IN choosing premises for a garage business, it is of the

greatest importance that one should not bo cramped for

space, and whilst, of course, position is a serious item for

consideration, plenty of elbow room is equally so. Want of

sufficient room is one of the bugbears that sooner or later con

front a very large proportion of those who have embarked in the

motor industry without sufficient knowledge or experience of its

requirements in this direction, or who have relied on incompetent

advice in the matter. Motor-cars take up a lot of space, and it

requires a trained eye to reckon with any approximation of

accuracy the number of vehicles that can be conveniently stored

in an empty building. And moreover, as time is money, it is

the height of imprudence to have to pack cars together like

sardines in a box, so that the men's time is continually being

wasted in manoeuvring and contriving, not to mention the

accompanying profanity thereby invoked.

Another evil from a profit-earning point of view lies in the

fact that owners of cars object to make use of garages where the

problem of space is always cropping up, and where, perhaps,

several other vehicles must first be pushed out into the street

before it is possible to admit another. Besides this, there is the

question of damage to be considered. Mudguards get scratc hed

and bent, and lamps get broken, and in consequence the price

earned for storing a car is lost many times over in making good

damages that ought never to occur. The risk in case of fire is

also greatly enhanced owing to the impossibility of extricating

the vehicles stored quickly enough in the inevitable confusion

and excitement.

It is of the utmost importance that ample room be left

between and behind every car, so that anyone can walk comfort

ably around them, and, if necessary, do any desired adjustment

in silu. A good method of stacking cars is in herring-bone

fashion—that is to say, arranged on either side of a central aisle,

with their bonnets pointed at an angle of about 45 deg. towards

the door. Needless to say, the central passage must be wide

enough for the cars to be turned into without a lot of struggling,

backing, and locking,

With a great number of repairs that come in it is necessary

to remove the bodies, which, of course, take up nearly as much

room as the chassis ; and, in fact, when it is considered that they

must be placed in a position of safety, as being the most likely

part of the vehicles to suffer damage, liberal space must he

available for their storage. Here, then, is an additional space to

be borne in mind in basing calculations of the area required to

cope satisfactorily with the size of the business it is proposed to

cater for. Some people hang the bodies up over the cars, but

there are several objections to this procedure.

As competition becomes keener, and the prices for storage,

Arc, will inevitably commence to be cut, it will be found that a

small garage will hardly pay expenses, and thereforo it behoves

anyone to very carefully consider the minimum number of cars

that it is proposed to deal with. We have already stated that

we consider sufficient space of as great importance as position,

and, in fact, we know already of several garages in first-class

sites whose proprietors would gladly change places with their

rivals more abundantly provided with floor space in some back

street. We trust that these remarks may prove of service to

some of our readers in doubt as to a locality for establishing them

selves, and that they will at least keep a weather eye open for

future expansion. Very frequently an option of securing

adjacent premises may be obtained when taking a lease, which,

if the precaution be neglected, may afterwards be lost.

The Whalley, Clitheroe and District Motor-'Bus Company,

of which Mr. AVm. M. Cunningham is manager, have just

achieved a notable performance with their motor char-a-banc.

On Saturday, the 22nd ult., a party from Kishton was conveyed

to Llandudno for a week-end's outing, and on Sunday, with a

load of twenty, a successful attempt was made to drive the

vehicle to the top of Great Orme's Head.

FINGER POST GUIDES.

ANEW volume in the handy "Finger Post" guides

published by Messrs. George Philip and Son, Ltd., is

to hand. This is compiled by Mr. Gerald Fothergill,

who deals with the twelve main routes from London. The

systom adopted has been to devise a scries of diagrams of road

junctions enabling the tourist to know how to avoid the next"

difficult point directly he has left the previous one. By leaving

out the many straight pieces of road without junctions, a larger

scale has been given to these than would otherwise have been

possible. By having the diagrams disjointed the difficulty of

road maps (when roads are at a right angle and reach the edge

of the paper) does not occur, and the plan thus ingeniously

 

followed should prove of considerable value to motorists. By

permission of the publishers we give one of the 500 circular

plans contained in the volume, and which is typical of the

arrangement that is followed throughout. Here is a stretch of the

London-Portsmouth road, so that motorists will see clearly their

way and avoid making detours. In most cases it has been found

practicable to give an indication of the approach of a turning

by showing some adjacent object, such as an inn, bridge, river,

tower or churoh, but in all cases the mileage between the

diagrams is given, and this will act as a guide to the position

of the difficult junction. Each set of circular diagrams is

prefaced by a route map of the particular road with which that

section of the work is concerned.

Just as cycling developed a kind of " road sense " in the

people of the last generation, so motoring is developing the

same kind of interest in those of this ago. And some may

appear dubious as to the value of such guides as that mentioned.

They acquire the " scent " of the main road, and by almost un

erring instinct seem to find the right roads. Increasing use of

the highway gives added confidence, and such experience,

coupled with a system of road signs, will ultimately enable the

traveller by road to find his way about without so many of the

maps and routes that now guide or confuse him. Meanwhile

some of the northern districts deserve similar attention to that

which Mr. Fothergill has given London.

In view of the motor touring season Messrs. A. W. Gam-

ago, Ltd., hitve laid in a stock of Tabloid motor-car medicine

cases. It is now becoming recognised that it is essential to have

on a car, when touring, some means of treating the minor, or

even more serious, accidents which may befall the motorist, and

the Tabloid motor-car case has boon specially designed by Bur

roughs, Wellcome and Co. to give, in the smallest possible space,

the dressings, &c, necessary under such circumstances. It

takes up very little room, is neat in appearance, and is inexpen

sive. It is, of course, intended for first aid in the absence of

a medical man, or before his arrival, for which purpose it is

one of the most useful cases yet introduced-
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CONTINENTAL NOTES.

The Brescia Race Meeting;.

The Automobile Club of Milan is sparing no efforts to

render the Brescia race meeting in September next a brilliant

success, and with the view of securing a large entry list ha.s

just issued the rules and regulations in no less than four

languages. The fir3t race, which will be run on September 1st,

is for the Florio cup ; it will be held on a 61-kilometre circuit,

which, starting and finishing at Brescia, takes in Castiglione and

Lonato. The total distance to be covered is not yet definitely

fixed, but will be between 400 and 550 kilometres. The contest

will be open to vehicles having engines of a maximum cylinder

capacity of 8 litres, and the minimum weight of the car, including;

racing body, tyres, mudguards, &c., is fixed at 1,175 kilogs.

Other conditions with regard to wheelbase, wheel track, distance

behind the dashboard, road clearance, &o», are also provided for

in the rules, which further require the use of artillery wood

wheels, to which detachable rims may be fitted. The winner

will be awarded a cup presented by the King of Italy, and will

also hold for a year the Florio challenge cup, which has to be

competed for seven times, the trophy eventually becoming the

property of the firm winning it the largest number of times. It

is at present held by the Itala Company, who won it in 1905, no

protest the passengers in bad weather. A front glass is

optional. The body must comprise a chest 75 centimetres wide

by 75 centimetres deep and 70 centimetres high, and must weigh

150 kilog., these dimensions being taken as representing the

weight and volume of the samples usually carried by a com

mercial traveller. The total weight of the car, including the

sp3cial body and passengers, is not to exceed 1,100 kilogs. The

awards will be made in accordance with a formula which takes

in the average speed, the consumption of fuel, and the first cost.

* ♦ ♦

The Circuit des Ardennes.

Prsparations for the thre9 races on the Circuit des Ardennes

on the 25th, 26th, and 27th inst. are now well in hand. In

order to prevent the public getting on to the course, a wire fence

is to be erected on each side right round the circuit, while at the

dangerous band at Bastognc a wooden balustrade is to be erected.

The races will start at 5 a.m., and must be finished by mid-day,

at which time the road will be opened for the ordinary traffic.

Practising is being allowed between the hours of 3 and 6 a.m. as

from the 5th inst.

♦ ♦ ♦

International Racing Rules.

In view of the conference of recognised national automobile

clubs which is to be held at Osteni on the 14th inst., the Italian

 

Rougier on the De Dietrich Car he droveSin the A.C.F. Grand Prix Race.

contest having been held last year. No firm may enter more

than three cars, and entries have to be made before the 10th inst.

at the rate of £120 per vehicle or £320 per team of three. On

the following day, September 2nd, the event known as the

Coppa della Velocita will be held over the same course, the dis

tance being between 400 and 650 kilometres. This will be

open to all types of petrol cars, irrespective of weight or power,

and will be run on a petrol allowance basis, viz., 30 litres pen

100 kilometres. Entries, which will be limited to a maximum

of three cars from any one firm, can be made up to July 5th at

£120 per vehicle, and for a further ten days at a 50 per cent,

increase. The first prize in this consists of tho Coppa della

Velocita, valued at £1,000, which will bo awarded to the maker

of the successful car, whilo the driver will win a cup ofibred by

the Automobile Club of Milan.

♦ ♦ ♦

A Reliability Trial of Motor-cars adapted for Commercial

Travellers' Use.

The Automobile Club of Bordeaux is organising a trial of

motor-cars adapted for the use of commercial travellers. It

will take place on July 7 th and the following days, during

which timo a distance of 2,500 kilometres will bo covered. The

competing to will be required to have comfortable beats for

two persons and a hood or canopy with curtains Lo thoroughly

Club has just held a meeting at which representatives of the load

ing car builders in Italy were present. It was decided to recom

mend that, if any restrictions are to be imposed, that of a limit

to the cylinder capacity is the best, and that speed contests should

in future be entirely confined to cars built in accordance with

the conditions agree! upon. The French Automobile Club is

in favour of a fuel restriction of 20 litres per 100 kilometres, and

also of a chassis weight of at least 1,200 kilogrammes.

♦ ♦ ♦

Miscellaneous Items.

Three six-cylinder Siddeley cars have been entered for the

Brescia Circuit by the Sociota Wolsit Officine Leguanesi

Automobili, of Legnano, concesHiotmaires for the manufacture of

Siddeley vehicles in Italy. The Gorman Daimler Company

has lately supplied a motor chemical lire engine to the fire

brigade of Frankfort ou-the-Main. Messrs. T- Cook and Sou

are now running a ssries of daily motor-ear excursions in and

about Paris.—■—It is reported from Berlin that there will be no

further contests for the rlerkomer Touring Trophy, but that a

trial is to be organise! in which more regird will be had to

reliability than to speed. A. banquot in honour of Nazzaro'a

"hat trick "is to be given in Turin on Monday next, by tho

Automobile Club of Italy.
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HERE AND THERE.

The R.A.C. inquiry into the recent motor meet at Bexhill

las been fixed for Wednesday, the 24th inst.

The Motor Manufacturing Company (1907), Ltd., which is

now located at its new works at Manor Street, Clapham, S.W.,

is, in addition to building a new car, devoting considerable

An examination under the auspices of the B.A.C. will be

held on the premises of the West Sussex Motor Company, Ltd.,

East Street, Chichester, on Saturday, the 13th inst.

In the Scottish Trial Palmer tyres were fitted on ten cars.t

Oneofithe latter withdrew from causes other than tyre troubles,

the others went through without a single cover being replaced,

while only two punctures occurred in 27,000 tyre miles.

 

Fig. 1.—The 1902 20-h.p. M.M.C. Car in its original form.

attention to the modernising of old vehicles. Some idea of what

can be done in this way can be gathered from the accompanying

illustrations, Fig. 1 of which depicts a 20-h.p. M.M.C. car built

in 1902, and Fig. 2 the same vehicle after it has been rejuven

ated by the company, and this at a comparatively small cost.

As will be seen, the car has, with its neat bonnet and combined

radiator and tank, as also with_ a side-entrance body in place

St. Albans is so well known to motorists of the north

as well as those of the south, that interest is likely to be

general among cur readers concerning the great pageant to be

held there from July 15th to 20th. The mayor is chaiiman

of the committee, with the Eev. Canon Gloseop as hon. secretary,

and it is intended to set forth eight episodes illustrating

the military, ecclesiastical, and general history of the city

 

 

Fig. 2.-The 1902 20-h.p. M.M.C. Car after being brought up-to-date.

of the old rear entry tonneau, quite an up-to-date appearance.

The Motor Manufacturing Company can, of course, modernise any

type of car in this way, and, having regard to the low prices

which second-hand cars are at present realising, there will no

doubt be many motorists who will prefer to have their old cars

dealt with in this way rather than part with them at a consider

able loss.

St. Albans is twenty miles north of London, from whence it

can be reached via Barnet ; by the Edgware Road via Hatfield.

From the north it is found by the Great North Road to

Hatfield, or by the Holyhead road, upon which it is situated.

That the pageant will be thoroughly up to date is suggested by

the intimation we have received as to the provision of an open-

air motor garage adjoining the grand stand
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Report has it that a new motor-car works will shortly be

established at Reading.

A new garage has been opened in the High Street, Ayles

bury, by Mr. A. T. Adkins.

The municipal authorities of Southampton are inviting tenders

for the supply of a motor chemical fire engine.

It is reported that the scheme for the establishment of

motor car works in Walsall has been dropped for the present.

We hear that the new M.M.C. 35-45-h.p. six-cylinder car

of the Motor Manufacturing Company, 1907, Ltd., is approaching

completion.

The London County Council is inviting tenders until the

9th inst. for the supply of a petrol motor escape van and a- motor

steam fire engine for the London Fire Brigade.

Visitors to the Bury St. Edmunds pageant next week will

fin! a fully equipped garage in High Baxter Street, where Messrs.

Thomas H. jN ice and Company keep a full stock of spare parts

and accessories.

P'rom Argylls Ltd., Liverpool, comes an interesting circular

showing the varied facilities they have for assisting the motorist,

both in his early days and when he has become experienced in

the use of the car. The firm's repair shop and depot is at 25,

Leece Street, where driving and workshop instruction is also

given.

The Star Engineering Company, Wolverhampton, have, we

learn, now been successful in obtaining an order from the Royal

Automobile Club for another Star car, one of the latest 12-h.p.

vehicles, fitted with a side-entrance body, as shown in the accom-

 

Tne New Star 12-h.p. Four-Cylinder Side-Entrance Donble Phaeton.

panying illustration. This makes the third vehicle the Star Co.

have supplied to the Club, the first being delivered in 1902,

•and the second car in February, 1906. Having regard to the

fact that the car has been bought in open competition with the

'whole of the British manufacturers, the Star Co. are not

unnaturally very pleased with their success.

The Daimler car presented to the Coventry and Warwick

shire Hospital by the Daimler Company has not been disposed

of in consequence of the fact that the authorities have declared

that a " raffle " is a lottery. Hence the hospital above named

lhas a Daimler car for disposal, and offers are invited from

ireaders of the M.C.J.

The six-cylinder Hotchkiss car undergoing the trial of 10,000
•miles under the supervision of the Royal Automobile Club did

its work during the past week with the usual brilliancy.

Running from south to north, the car has made a circular tour

round about Glasgow and Edinburgh, returning via Carlisle,

Keswick, Bradford, Doncaster, Newark, Sleaford to Norwich, the

■week's journey, which totalled 941 miles, bsing accomplished

without any iuvoluntary stoppage. The following is a summary

of last week's journeys :—-Monday, June 24th, Glasgow, Ayr,

Lanark, Airdrie, Glasgow, 123 miles ; Tuesday, Glasgow,

Kilmarnock, Dumfries, Edinburgh, 159 miles; Wednesday,

Edinburgh, Lanark, Peebles, Edinburgh, 181 miles; Thursday,

Edinburgh to Keswick, 140 miles; Friday, Keswick, Kendal,

Doncaster, Newark, 168 miles ; Saturday, June 29th, Newark,

King's Lynn, Lowestoft, Norwich, 170 miles. The total distance

covered, so far, is 8,221 miles.

A facetious correspondent suggests that the Brooklands

track should be renamed the Edge-wear Road.

On the 15th inst. General Booth will commence his fourth

motor-car campaign, starting from the Crystal Palace.

The Kew Bridge Motor Company have recently opened a

motor garage and well-equipped repairing workshops at Kew

Bridge, W.

The Home Secretary is reported to be contemplating the in

troduction of legislation sanctioning taximeters and sixpenny fares

for horse drawn cabs.

Motorists will be gratified at the distinction of knighthood

conferred on Professor Hubert Von Herkomer, R.A., whose

enthusiasm for motoring is well known.

Messrs. T. H. Firth, Ben Hind and W. Robinson,

members of the Sheffield Automobile Club, are, organising a

motor outing for Sheffield crippled children for the 1 3th inst.

The O'Connell fund opened by Mr. R. J. Mecredy, of

Dublin, and referred to in a recent issue, has reached £200. We

are glad to learn that motorists have made a good response to

the appeal.

Messrs. Ashworth and Wilson, Ltd., of 265, Deansgate,

Manchester, have supplied the Department of Agricultural and

Technical Instruction of Ireland with a 22-h.p. Berliet car, for

the use of the visiting committee.

Messrs. Yeatks and Son, of 2, Grafton Street, Dublin, have

sent us a copy of the motor accessory catalogue, they have

just issued. It contains illustrations and particulars of a large

number of useful fitments and should be of interest to motorists in

Ireland.

By arrangement with Messrs. Brunner, Mond and Co., and

the Stirlingshire County Council, one mile of road over which

the cars in the Scottish Trials passed on Saturday last, between

Lennoxtown and Strathblane, was treated with calcium

chloride.

Out of thirty meetings in which Daimler cars have been

entered this season, the Daimler Company have secured no less

than twenty-seven fastest times and seven first and second

fastest times. In the Irish Trials they made a- non-stop . run

t hroughout and fastest times (in both hill climbs), and in the

Scottish Trials non-stop throughout and the fastest time in their

class in the Cairn o' Mount Hill Climb. Moreover they have

secured the Wilson Challenge Cup, the Henry Edmunds Hill

Climb Cup and the Yorkshire A.C. Trophy.

The Ordnance Survey Map for Torquay and district has

just been issued by Mr. T. Fisher Unwin, who is now the

publisher of this useful series of maps, among the excellent

features of which we notice that the metalled roads are

indicated in three degrees, first, second and third class, and that

unmetalled roads, double crossings and even letter boxes are now

shown. In view of some unfortunate accidents which have

occurred of late, the dangerous corners and hills may some day

be pointed out in these official maps of the country.

An interesting revival, reminding one of the old coaching

days, is to be made in purely modern style by Messrs. Teste and

Lassen, who are about to start a service of 40-h.p. Weigel cars

running up the Great North Road from London to York and

back during the next three months. A regular service will be

run every Saturday, starting from Warwick Street, W., just after

breakfast, and lunch will be taken at the famous old Coach Inn

at Grantham. The Great North Road is one of the most pictur

esque roads in England, and there are few pleasanter all-day runs

to be found than a journey by road to York.

From the Touring Club Italiano, of Milan, comes a copy of

the 1907 edition of their Annuario dell'Automobilismo, or

Motoring Annual, which will be found exceedingly useful by all

motorists who contemplate a tour in Italy. The work gives,

among other matters, particulars of the scope and objects of th»

T.C.I., a list of the automobile clubs in Italy and other countries,

Customs duties and motor-car regulations, lists of automobile

manufacturers and agents, &c. Of principal interest to motorists

is the last section of the book, which gives an alphabetical list of

towns and villages in Italy, the principal hotels, garages, petrol

depots, &c., in the same being duly set forth.
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ORRESPONDENC

 

[Letters to the Editor should be addressed to the offices,

27-53, Charing Cross Road, W.C.]

CAR ACCIDENTS AND INEFFICIENT BRAKES.

To thb Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—The recent serious accident to a runaway motor-car shows

that there seems to be great need for a reliable system of brakes. In

onr opinion, far too much use is made of, and reliance placed upon,

expanding shoe brakes covered up with a light shell. The result is

that the requisite attention to these small and necessarily delica- e parts

placed in so inaccessible a position is overlooked, and their failure spells

disaster. bbea

In onr cars we have four brakes instead of three, none of which

act upon gear shafts, &c, but direct on the proper part, namely, the

road wheels. The brakes are of the contracting band pattern,

compensated and adjustable, and, not being enclosed in a metal shell,

they do not overheat. As they me of sensible diameter and width they

pull up with ease, and, indeed, it has constantly been remarked that

both our foot and hand operated brakes act with all the "vigour" and

instantaneous certainty of the electric brake, than which it wonld be

hard to find a better. The manufacture of this special system of band

brakes is more expensive than that of enclosed Drakes, but we prefer

not to place the lives of onr clients in jeopardy by any cheaper and far

lees efficient kind.—Yours truly,

The Owen Motor Company.

 

The 9-h.p. Siiaire Car which Messrs. Jarrott aid Letts have just

supplied to the Brooklands Automobile Racinp; Club, to be oied as

the Marshal's oar on the Brooklands Track at Weybridge.

The car ii painted in the club's own .colours—yellow and black—and has an
exceedingly smart appeal aace.

" THE GRAPHIC. " TROPHY.

To no Editob of The Motor-gar Journal.

Sir,—With reference to letters which have appeared in the Press

on the subject of tbe disqualification of Mr. Edge's car in the race

for the "Graphic" Trophy in the Isle of Man. it would be extremely

interesting to learn the precise reasons which led the Royal Auto

mobile Club's officials to adopt tbe course they did. Perhaps Mr.

Edge would enlighten us, and, in so doing, put an end, once for all,

to the wild rumours which have been so rife. Is it a fact that the

car was disqualified on the ground that the body did not conform to

the dimensions laid down by the Club for the definition of a touring

car, or was objection taken on the score of inaccurate engine dimen-

l?—Yours truly,

W. T. Clifford-Ear p.

THE DEFINITION OF A TOURING CAR.

To thb Editob of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—We should like to fully support the letter addressed by Mr.

Edge to the secretary of the Royal Automobile Club, and published in your

issue of the 22nd nit. In connection with the Saltburn Speed Trials a

rule reads :—" Vehicles entering in tbe touring sections shall be of a

recognised tourist type similar to the tourist vehicles sold by the maker

in the ordinary way, with finished body. . . ." Amongst the cars in

the above competition we noticed 45-h.p. vehicles, with swing front seat

bodies measuring from the dash to the back of frame about six feet, with

no room for luggage in the tonneau, or, for tbe matter of that, for one's

legs. We also noticed another standard touring car of 30 40- h. p.

in which it was a work of art for two passengers to squeeze in the

tonneau, and the engine had such a high compression that it was pre

sumably impossible to start by means of the starting handle, as each

time the car could only be started by getting an army of willing helpers

to pu«h it bodily along. This particular car, on paper, did very well in

the tria's, but we should be interested to know if it is the recognised

touring type as usually sold to the public ? We contend the public

would not purchase such a car. and are therefore being deceived by the

results of such competitions, and such rules made to be ignored aie a

farce.—Yours truly,

Ariel Motors, Limited.

THE BROOKLANDS TRACK.

To tm Editob of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—In many published reports anil interviews concerning the

Brooklands track, there teems to be an indication that the curves are

difficult to negotiate at very high speeds. It has occurred to us that

possibly the extra weight thrown on the springs due to centifrugal

force may have something to do with the idea that the track is

bumpy and the steering heavy. At 90m.p.h. on tbe smaller curve

this extra weight amounts to no less than a 55 per cent, increase on

the original weight, being thus equivalent to a heavy body. Possibly

some of your correspondents who have driven on the track might be

able to verify the correctness or otherwise of the above. In any case

it appears to be a matter of interest, especially to competitors.—

Yours truly,

Vauxhall Motors, Ltd.

POOR COMPRESSION.

To thb Editob of The Motor-Car Journal

Sir, —In your last issue I note a letter frt m G. Col I is complaining

of poor compression on a 6-h.p. Wolteliy. A half c< rupies n'on <am is

fitted for starting, and it this became disconnected, or even improperly

replaced, the car might be on half-lomprtssion all the lime. The mosi

frequent causes of loss of power on tl est; cars are weaker irtg of lh<

exhaust sj ring, which ratuea I be valve to elo»e too slowly,and instfh

cient lubrication of the pis ten riuj s. The extant-ion of tbe inlei

vslve stem would not affect I be valve, and if the exhaust stem were t< t>

long surely the scatinps woula be dimmed. Hut it is best to tee to tin-

exhaust spring first.—Youis truly,

IC-H.

THE FUTURE OF THE TOURIST TROPHY RACE.

To thb Editob of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—With reference to the future of the Tourist Trophy race, I

do not think that an extended reliability trial would be any more severe

than racing over 241 miles of roads in the condition tbey were during the

last Tourist Trophy race. My long and varied experience of testing

both high and low powtr cars has taught me that any deftctive part of

the vehicle is almost certain to show itself under such a testes this year's

race was, and anyone who has bumped down the mountain road on a car

with a load of I -'A cwt. on the chassis and going at full speed cannot

help but wonder how on earth the vehicle can postibly hold together at

all.—Yours truly,

E. Courtis.

CHARGING ACCUMULATORS FROM PRIMARY

BATTERIES.

To chb Editob of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—Your correspondent, " Enquirer," n fers to a letter in a recent

issue, giving satisfactory experiences with a Boron battery. There were

several, of which I wrote one. Let me state my method of preparing

the battery, &c, 4 oz. bicarbonate of soda dissolved in a small quan

tity of water, to which is afterwards added 4 oz. commercial sulphuric

acid. I am describing the process for each cell, of course. I then place

the carbon in tbe jar and the porous pot, with the zinc in position to

sink it. Then fill the jar nearly to the top with water. Pour l-12th

sulphuric acid into twelve parts of water by measure, n< t weight, into

porous pot and connect up. While the battery is not in use I take the

opportunity of filing off the roughest of the surface of the zincs and

amalgamate carefully in a bath of quicksilver, and when charging is

completed give the battery a thorough cleaning. I never allow my

accumulators to go below four, and when charging them—two 20 am

pere hour car accumulators—give each one eight ten hours of the battery.

Like our friend " Enquirer," I find mine show 4 5 immediately after

charging and in a few hours go down to about 4 3, where they remain

for weeks and then gradually fall. My batteries are Lithanodes.

There is a small reduction in the voltage of the battery after the

first eighteen hours, but it apparently makes no diffeience in the charg

ing of the second accumulator.—Yours tiuly,

G. A. L. Rawstorne, Lieut. -Co!.
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DIFFICULTY IN STAKTING. .

To the Editor or The Motor-6ar Journal.

Sir,—I should be obliged if you could tell me what is the matter
•with my car ; it has a 40-h.p. engine and starts up with half a turn

in a morning, but after it has been running a while and I stop the engine

I cannot get it started up again without a lot of turning. The valves

have all been ground in, and eveything seems all right excepting the

starting up when the motor gets a little warm. There is always plenty

of power when the car is running.—Yours truly,

Thomas.

[Itis somewhat difficult to assign the reason for this trouble from

the data given. Most engines start up easier when warm, but we have

occasionally experienced cases similar to this one of "Thomas." It

must, we believe, be due to the initial mixture, when the motor is

warmed, being incorrect. We can suggest the following reason : after an

engine has been running, the heat gradually creeps along the induction

pipe and warms all the air between the cylinders and the carburettor.

Therefore in drawing, by turning the starting handle, hot rarified air

past the hot ports and into the cylinders, also heated, a different mixture

will result from that obtained when the motor is started from the cold.

As " Thomas " finds his engine starts with only half a turn when cold,

it is evident his initial charge thus obtained is correct, whilst for the

reason we have assigned it may be otherwise when hot. Once the en

gine is running, the mixture may again become correct, seeing that the

velocity of the i finishing vapour keeps the induction pipe and ports quite

■cold.]

BRAKE OPERATION.

To THE Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—Can you or any of your readers tell me why so many makers

of light cars fit the foot brake on to the countershaft and the side brake

on to the road wheels ? I have noticed this in almost every car out here

in Ceylon except the 8-h. p. Rover. The consequence is the foot brake

is always used and the side brake seldom. The foot brake acting on the

countershaft is naturally a strain on the driving shaft or chain wheels

and the braking strain goes through the differential gear. The hills and

roais out here, especially up country, are fair twisters and wouldialmoet

break a snake's back, and the bends, curves and corners necessitate very

frequent application of the brake.

As the before mentioned practice is so common in cars, I feel sure

there is some good reason for it, but it does appear to me that if the

brakes were the other way about, i.e., the foot brake went on to the

road wheels and the side or emergency brake acted on the countershaft,

there would be much le<s wear on the shaft pinions and differentials, as

the foot brake is the one that is I might almost say invariably used. I

should like to hear your readers' opinion on the matter.—Yours truly,

U 16, Ceylon.

AN ENGINE QUERY.

To tub Exiitoh or The Motor-Oar Journal.

Sir,—Would you kindly let me know through the columns of the

M.C.J, what is the best solution to use to fasten in the plugs over the

 

Mr. 8. F. Edge on the Napier Car on which he last week established his wonderful record on the Brooklandi Track.

ENDORSEMENT OF LICENCES.

To the Editor or The Motor-Gar Journal.

Sir,—Being a constant reader of your interesting and instructive

faper, I take the liberty to ask your opinion and advice on the following :

am a motor mechanic, and occasionally take out cars for testing pur

poses, and whilst testing a ear last week I neglected to see that the

identification plates were on, with the result that I was stopped for driv

ing with only one. What I wanted to know was, had the clerk to the

justices any authority to write on my licence ? The judge, in fixing the

line, said nothing about any endorsement, and on waiting to pay the

fine the clerk asked for my licence and wrote on it the offence committed

and the sentence—5s. and costs or seven days—the latter I don't like to

see.

I may as well mention that I was not exceeding the limit or driving

to public danger ; as a matter of fact the car would not allow of the

former. I shall esteem it a favour if you would inform me whether the

clerk was justified in writing on my licence, not being told to by the

judge ; and if not, whether, on appearing at the next sitting, I could have

it crossed out.—Yours truly,

Rob.

[We are afraid our correspondent will have to be put up with the

endorsement on his licence, which is in accordance with the Motor Car

Act, which provides for endorsement for all offences against the Act,

except the first and second conviction of exceeding the legal limit.]

valves ? I have been told to use boiled Unseed oil, but find this does not

answer, and also that washers do not hold the compression.—Yours

truly,

Charles Priest.

[Our correspondent does not state whether the plugs complained

about screw into the cylinders, or whether they are held in place by a

bridge. If the latter, it is usual to rely on a metal-to-metal joint, the

flange on the plug being ground like a valve on its seating. A little

boiled linseed oil may be smeared round. But if the plugs are screwed

into the cylinders there is nothing to beat copper and asbestos washers.

The best variety of these have the asbestos visible on the inner circum

ference. If washers will not make a tight joint it is the fault of the

plug or its seating, and not the washer. Our correspondent should care

fully clean the contact surfaces of the plugs and seatings, and then

smear the flanges of the former with a little lampblack and oil. Then,

on screwing down the plugs, he will probably find that they only bear at

one point. The reason for this will be that the screw thread is not

square with the face on the top of the cylinder, or the thread on the

plug may be "drunk." When the faulty bearing surface is corrected he

will have no further trouble in making a tight joint with a washer.]

Tyre Lost.—Mr. J. B. Beal, 42A, Wardo Avenue, Fulham, S.W.,

recently lost a 915 by 105 mm. Continental tyre on the road between

Galashiels, Melrose, Jedburgh, Wark, and Hexham, and will be pleased

to reward the finder on its restoration.
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MR. S. F. EDGE'S GREAT RECORD.

-♦-

r"— At six p.m. on the evening of the 28th ult. Mr. S. F. Edge began,

«n(the new Brooklands track, an attempt at a world's record in connec

tion with motoring, and by the same hour on the following day he had

finished his self-imposed task. In a recent issue of the M.C.J, we dealt

with the course at Weybridge on which the long distance record has now

been made. Mr. Edge drove a 60-h.p. six-cylinder Napier car, remaining

at the wheel for twenty-four hours, A supply of petrol sufficient for a

twelve hours' supply was carried on the car, an I the track was brilliantly

illuminated throughout Friday night, five Bleriot lamps, many Wells

lights and thousands of fairy lamps lighting the course for the racar*

and spectators.

Mr. J. W. Orde, the secretary of the K. A.C., was the starter and Mr.

A. V. Ebblewhite was in charge of the ti.nekeeping arrangements, being

assisted by Messrs. J. T. Dutton, H. Glazebrook, J. H Burley, and E.

Fattorini, appointed by the Royal Automobile Club. Mr. Edge was ac

companied on his ride by two other Napiers of the same power. These

two, however, were operated each bv two drivers, taking spells of three

hours each. One was handled by Messrs. H. C. Tvron and A. F. Brown

ing, whilst Messrs. F. Draper and F. Newton took turns at the wheel

of the other, the former being geared slightly lower than the others.

Both these pacing cars accomplished tine performances, the former

covering a distance of 1,538 miles 160 yards and the latter 1,521 miles

SOi: yards.

RuE.\The first lap was covered at the rate of sixty miles per hour. In the

first hour 70 miles 130 yds. were travelled, while at the end of four

Brooklands. Speed. Philadelphia.

per hour.

Hours. Miles. Yards. Miles. Miles. Yard*.

19 .. 1,263 1,170 ... 60 ... 041 651

20 .. 1,327 1,190 ... 64 ... 668 686

21 1,390 1,100 ... 63 ... 703 724

22 1,458 130 ... 68 ... 738 760

23 1,519 300 ... 61 ... 769 797

24 1,581 1,310 ... 62 ... 791 837

Average speed per hour 65-1594 at Brooklands.

There were very few stoppages for other than tyre troubles. After

the first two hours Mr. Edge had to stop to take in a fresh supply of

water ; early in the morning one of the other cars had to have a new

plug fitted, which delayed it about eight minutes ; after driving for

seventeen hours Mr. Edga stopped to change his clothes, and during the

twentieth hour the third car had some trouble with the springs, but this

was quickly put right. During a stoppage for refreshment a Dat, which

had been caught in the radiator of Mr. Edge's car, was extracted. The

management of matters of detail during the run, viz. , feeding, 1 nbrioat-

ing, tyre repairing and petrol supply, was in the hands of Mr. Cecil

Edge, whose task, it may be imagined, was no easy one, and his close

attention to details assisted not a little towards the success of the per

formance, while J. Blackburn acted as mechanician. It is significant of

the great powers of endurance possessed by Mr. Edge that at the end of

his huge task, and after innumerable handshakes, he turned into a tourist

car, and himself drove to his hotel in Cobham to rest.

 

rhoto by)
S. F. Edge starting lor his 24 hours' ride en the Brooklands Track in company with two other Napier Cars.

[Campbell Gray.

hours the distance to his credit was 271 miles 1,160 yds., an average of

over 67 miles per hour. In the next hour the distance was increased to

342 miles 1,350 yds. _ How this rose during the rest of the time can be

seen from the following table, the times in the previous best figures for

1905 being also given.

Brooklands. Speed Philadelphia.

per hour.

Hours. Miles. Yards. Miles. Miles. Yards.

1 .. 70 130 ... 70 ... 44 41

2 .. 140 1,320 ... 70 ... 84 83

3 .. 207 800 ... 64 ... 123 124

4 271 1,160 ... 67 ... 155 160

5 .. 342 1,350 ... 71 ... •199 198

6 .. 407 60 ... 65 ... 231 238

7 .. 474 360 ... 67 ... 276 275

8 .. 537 1,210 ... 63 ... 307 306

9 .. 609 720 ... 72 ... 349 344

10 .. 670 1,200 ... 61 ... 378 362

11 ... 737 480 ... 67 ... 409 299

12 799 1,600 ... 62 ... 440 429

13 866 330 ... 67 ... 469 460

14 938 480 72 498 494

15 1,006 1,640 68 529 523

16 1,068 400 62 560 553

17 .. 1,139 1,100 ... 71 ... 579 584

18 1,203 830 ... 64 ... 609 616 i

The freedom of the trio of Napier cars from mechanical troubles

was a feature of the display, especially when it is remembered that the

aggregate mileage was nearly 5,000.

In chronicling this wonderful feat we would mention that as the

mileage increased the track showed signs of wear and tear in many

places, and the holes that have already shown themselves on the surface

required careful negotiation. It is to be hoped that these matters will

have been attended to by to-day (Saturday) when the firs; great race

meeting takes place.

The three cars used on the track were fitted with Bleriot headlights,

and during the whole of the night powerful new Bleriot petrol oxygen

projectors fitted to private cars were sending their beams or light on the

finishing line, so that the timekeepers could easily identify the vehicles.

Bleriot projectors were also used to light up the cars when they had to

stop for changing tyres or filling with petrol or changing drivers.

On all the three cars the ignition used was the Castle accumulators.

Castle coils, and Napier pings. No change of the 'coils was made, and

not even spares were carried. Mr. Edge - witched. on from his first set

of Castle accumulators to the second after 1,000 miles, but simply as a

precautionary measure.

Another point of interest in connection with this great run is that

it was made on Shell motor spirit.

To their string of Dunlop successes must be added this marvellous

record ride, for, at the conclusion of his arduous task, Mr. Edge

wired :—" Dunlop tyres on my twenty-four hours wore splendidly.

Stood nearly 500 miles at over seventy miles an hour, then removed

as a precaution."
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CLUBS AND ASSOCIATIONS.

 

THE AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION.

The annual meeting of the Automobile Association was held on

Friday last week. Colonel W. J. Bosworth presided, and in presenting

the report, which was published in the last issue of the M. C.J., congratu

lated the members on the success of the association. There was one

grievance which he could not refrain from ventilating, and that was

the action of the Motor Union in adopting a badge which, when cars

were running, was undistinguishable from that of the association.

While payingfa well-deserved tribute to the good work done by the

Union, especially in the prev3ntion of speed limit legislation, he con

sidered that it would have shown a more friendly spirit if it had adopted

a more distinctive badge. The report having been adopted on the

motion of Sir Archibald Macdonald, seconded by Mr. Walter Gibbons,

the following members of the committee retiring by rotation were

re-elected : Mr. DAroy Baker, Captain J. Benett-Stanford, Mr. C. W.

Brown, Mr. C. CordiDgley, Mr. S. F. Edge, Mr. Walter Gibbons, Mr.

Alfred Harris, and Mr. Charles Jarrott.

Among the 354 new members elected at the last committee meeting

of the Automobile Association were :—The Duke of Westminster, the

Countess of Uundonald, the Earl of Nortbbrook, the Earl of Home, the

Marchioness of Ormonde, the Earl of Fitzwilliam, the Duke of Roxburgh,

the Earl of Normanton, Admiral Lord Charles Beresford, Lady Idina

 

The above illustration depicts a handsome 15-h.p. Panhard with

single landaulet body built by W. Vincent, of Heading, which he

has just supplied to Her Highness the Ranee of Sarawak.

There are numerous refinements In the car, which is also fitted with a detach
able front extension, so that it makes when required an entirely open vehicle.
The car Is upholstered in green morocco and painted a dark rich green with

black mouldings.

Brassey, Lord Moreton, Lord Hastings, Lady Vivian, Sir George Cooper,

Lord Henry Neville, Sir E. John, Sir Thomas Dewar, Major Bulkelev-

Johnson, Admiral Tillard, the Hon. C. Baring, the Right Hon. Sir K.

Carson, the Hon. H. H. Tracey, Sir James Rothschild, Sir Lewis Michell,

and Sir Felix Schuster.

NOKTH-EAST LANCASHIRE.

The North-East Lancashire Automobile Club will hold an open

hill-climbing competition on the 19th inst., at Rivington Pike, about a

mile from Horwich, on the main road from Manchester to Preston, and

seventeen miles from the former place. The hill is on private ground,

and admirably suited for a contest of this nature. The trial will be

held over a kilometre, the average gradient of which is 1 in 10'84.

Two valuable silver cups (presented by Mr. William Birtwistle, J.P.,

of Billinge Scar, Blackburn, and Mr. George Burton, of The Lindens,

Fulwood, Preston), and twelve gold medals and twelve silver medals

(the latter presented by Mr. J. Davis, of Hoghton, and Mr. F. Pearce,

of Wilpshire), are to be competed for.

The competition will be divided into six classes:—Class A—Cars
whose cylinder D'JN is under 35. Class B.—Cars whose cylinder D2N is

35 and under 50. Class C.—Cars whose cylinder D2N is 50 and under

75. Class D.—Cars whose cylinder D-N is 75 and under 100. Class E.
—Cars whose cylinder DaN is 100 and under 150. Class F.— Cars whose

cylinder D-N is 150 and over.

The competition will commence at 10-30 a.m. at a place marked

" start " on the seleeted road. No one will be allowed to make a trial

run over the course on the day of the competition.

Every car in Class A must carry one passenger at least in addition to

the driver, and all other competing ears three passengers at least in

addition to the driver. The average weight of the passengers shall not-

be less than ten stone, and cannot be supplemented with ballast. No-

car can be entered in more than one class. Entries must be upon the

form supplied by the club, and reach the hon. secretary of the club, at

Kensington Place, Blackburn, by 12 o'clock on Monday next, at the-

ordinary entrance fees, and by 12 o'clock noon on Friday, the 12th inst.,

at double such fees.

The weighing in will take place near the Crown Hotel, Horwich, or

at some other place to be hereafter notified, on Thursday, July 18th, from,

2 p.m. to 8 p.m.

THE MOTOR CYCLING CLUB.

The following cars made non-stop runs in the recent Rover Cup-

twelve-bour reliability test, and received the awards mentioned :—

Order. Entrant. Car. Driver. Award.

1. R. H. Head 12-14-h.p. Singer ... W. Perks The Cup.

2. F. J. Jenkins 16-20-h.p. Rover ... Entrant ... Silver Medal.

3. Chas. Jarrott 9-h.p. Sizaire-Naudin R. O. Clarke Bronze Medal.

4. J. Piatt Betts 8-h.p. Rover Entrant Certificate.

5. J. S. Harwood 8-h.p. Rover. Entrant Certificate.

6. F. J. Jenkins 8-h.p. Rover E. R. Folker Certificate.

The Inter Team competition for the Motor Cycle fifty guinea

challenge cnp will be held on July 27th. This competition is open to a.

team of six riders from all recognised clubs. Particulars can be

obtained from the trials hon. sec., Mr. R G. Booth, 118, Dartmouth'

Road, Brondesbury, N.W. The 150 miles reliability trial for the Reeves

Cup, and the 100 miles private owners' trial fixed for Saturday last had

to be postponed in order that the conditions of the Reeves Cup competi

tion may De slightly altered to comply with the wishes of the donor of'

the cup.

ESSEX.

The Essex Club held a 200 miles non-stop competition for light cars,,

tri cars, and motor-cycles on Saturday, the 22nd ult., the start being

made from Ongar. Twenty-six competitors started at 6.30 a.m., the-

first round of 100 miles being through High Ongar, Writtle, Chelmsford,

Witham, Marks Tey, Coggeshall, Braintree, Dunmow, Hockerill,

Stansted, and Newport, and then back through Hockerill, Sawbridge-

worth, Harlow, and Epping to Ongar. The scheduled time for the

journey was 5 hours 15 minutes. Of the twenty-six starters, eighteen

completed the first round in the maximum time, and three others finished

outside time. The second round was the reverse journey, the start

being made immediately after luncheon.

Non-stop Run.—Tri-cars, M. W. Randle, 10-h.p. Lagonda ; and F.

Cozens, 10-h.p. Lagonda. Light cars, G. Hunnable, 8-h.p. Rover ; E. J.

Underwood, 8-h.p. De Dion ; J. Van Hooydonk, 8-h.p. Phoenix ; H. A.

Bate, 15-h.p. Ford ; and J. Browning, 9-h.p. Riley. Motor-cycles,

G. W. S. Merriman, 3£-h.p. Rex ; F. C. Mustard, 3^-h.p. Triumph ; F.

Applebee, 3A-b.p. Rex ; S. Webb, 34-h.p. Triumph ; P. S. Anderson, 3-h.p..

Acacia (De Dion engine) ; and C. C. B. Morris, 34-h.p. Rex.

Speed Test.—Tri-cars. M. W. Randle, Lagonda; 2, F. Cozens,

Lagonda. Light cars : 1, H. A. Bate, Ford ; 2, J. Browning, Riley ; 3,

Van Hooydonk, Phoenix. Motor-cycles : I, Mustard, Triumph ; 2,

Applebee, Rex; 3, S. Webb, Triumph.

Slow Test.— Tri-cars: 1, Handle; 2, Cozens. Cars: 1, Hunnable,

8-h.p. Rover ; 2, Van Uoodyonk, Phoenix ; 3, H. A. Bate, Ford. Motor

cycles : P. S. Anderson, Acacia ; S. Webb, Triumph ; G. W. Merriman,

Hill Climbing.— 1, J. Van Hooydonk, Phoenix ;2, H. A. Bate, Ford

3, J. Browning, Riley.

The awards in each class consisted of a silver cup, gold medal, and

centre gold medal for first, second, and third, respectively ; and certificate?-

were given to all competitors completing the distance within schedule

time and making a non-stop.

SHEFFIELD.

The awards in the recent hill climbing competition held by the

Sheffield and District Automobile Club have now been announced. Id

Class 1 Mr. F. W. Huband (10-h.p. Alldays), holds the cup for the coming

year and takes the club gold medal. Mr. W. Watts (8-h.p. De Dion)'

holds the cup for single-cylinder cars (Class 3), and also takes the club-

gold medal. In Class 3 Mr. W. Johnson (15-h.p. Clement-Talbot) wins

the first prize, given by Mr. W. T. Flathor ; and Messrs. F. R. Watson

(15-h.p. Darracq), and H. Beesley (6-h.p. Wolseley), the prizes given by

Mr. P. J. Benson and Mr. G. E. Senior.

HERTFORDSHIRE.

On Saturday last the members of the Hertfordshire County Auto

mobile Club met at Chaulden Boxmoor, Herts., the residence of Mr.

Colliver, whose hospitality and charming grounds the members present

much enjoyed. Unfortunately the weather was unpropitious, a tine morn -

ing being followed by violent thunderstorms all over the county, which

prevented many members from accepting Mr. Colliver's invitation. Tea

was served in the conservatory, wliicli we believe is the largest in the-

county, and afterwards the members amused themselves with croquet-

golf, or a stroll through the grounds, as fancy dictated, and the cordial

thanks of the club are due to Mr. Colliver for a most enjoyable afternoon.
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SUSSEX MOTOR BOAT CLUB.

On Saturday last the. club held a sealed handicap for Baron Van

Hissing's cap. The coarse was ten miles. Ten boats had entered for

the event, but for various reasons only five started, viz., Annie, Messrs.

Akers and Barca ; My Lady Ada, Mr. H. J. Preston ; Firefly, Mr.

W. T. Ashdown ; The Grand, Mr. R. Berner, and Wema, Mr. W. J.

Flack. The Firefly went away at the start and kept the lead for eight

miles, when she stopped from want of petrol. The Grand had only one

cylinder running and retired. The other three boats finished in the

following order :—

Actual Time.

H. m. s.

Annie 1 25 5

My Lady Ada 1 27 14 .

Wema ... 1 41 21 .

Handicap.

M. s.

Scratch

2 10

17 30

Corrected

Time.

H. m. s.

1 25 5

1 25 4

1 23 51

3rd.

-ml.

1st.

IRISH.

The Irish Automobile Club is organising a hill climbing competi

tion for the 27th inst. The cars will be classified as follows :—A, cars

the selling price of the chassis of which with tyres doss not exceed

£200 ; B, between £200 and £300 ; C, between £300 and £450 ; D,

between £450 and £600 ; E, batween £600 and £750 ; and F, over £750.

The selling price for the purposes of the foregoing classification shall

mean the price for the year 1907 of a chassis of the same make and

horse power, or in the event of none such being then made, the original

price of the chassis when new to an ordinary purchaser. All cars must

be driven by internal combustion engines, and must have ordinary

touring bodies substantially constructed and properly upholstered, and,

except in Class A, must have fixed seating capacity for at least four

adults facing forwards with independent side entrance doors to the rear

seats. In Class A, seating capacity need only be provided for two.

In addition to the driver, all cars, except in diss A, must carry three

passengers weighing at least 10 at. each, or a gross weight with driver

of,40 st. In Class A, each car must carry 20 st. The persons carried will

be weighed at the foot of each hill, and any deficiency in the weight of

passengers from the above amount will be made up with ballast con

sisting of sand in bags to be provided by the club. Except for cars

competing in Class A the competition will take place on two hills, the

locality of which will not be disclosed until the morning of the trial, and

the car in Class A climbing the first hill in the shortest time, and the

car in each of the other classes which climbs both hills in the shortest

aggregate time, will be the winner, and will be awarded a gold medal.

A special certificate will be given in each class to the car which, on a

handicap prepared by the committee, has, in their opinion, done the

best performance ; and a silver cap, presented bv Messrs. Humber, Ltd.,

will be awarded to the car which has done the best performance on the

handicap in the entire competition. A silver cup, presented by Mr. Thos.

Henshaw, will be awarded to the car in any class which climbs both

hills in the shortest aggregate time. The entry list closes on the 13th

inst.

Mr. A. J. SALMON, 15, Westland Road, Watford, has been appointed

Press secretary of the Hertfordshire County Automobile Club.

Messrs. \V. Forsyth and H. North have been elected representa

tives of the A.C. of Ceylon to the General Council of the R.A.C.

Mr. Leveson Scarth and Mr. J. B. Geake have been appointed

representatives of the Motor Union on the committee of the Children's

National Guild of Courtesy, which is endeavouring to acquaint its

members with the rules of right conduct on the road.

In view of the trouble experienced by the Southern Motor Club,

the committee of the Crystal Palace Automobile Club has decided not

to hold an event at Captain Kydd's Hill on July 27th. Another suitable

venue is being selected, due notice of which will be sent to entrants at

the earliest moment.
—oaooaw •

COMPANY NEWS.

The annual report of Messrs. Brown Brothers, Ltd., for 1906 states

that the profit for the year, after making provision for the depreciation

of leaseholds and fixtures, amounts to £17,319, to which must oe added

the amount brought forward from last account, £2,274, making £19,593.

The dividend on the preference shares at the rate of six per cent,

per annum (less tax) to 31st December last, amounting to £5,699, has been

Eaid, and £853, being the ten per cent, on net profits referred to below,

as been set aside.

They now recommend that a dividend at the rate of five per cent,

per annum , free of income tax, be paid on the ordinary shares, amounting

to £7,500, and that the balance of £2,455 be carried forward. In accord

ance with the articles of association, ten per cent, of the profits available

for dividend on the ordinary shares have been carried to reserve fund,

which will now stand at £20,127.

New Companies Registered.

Janes Detachable Rim Company.—£1,000. No initial public

■issue. Registered olfice : 50, Moorgate Street, E.C.

AUTOMOBILE PARADE AND GYMKHANA AT HASTINGS.

An automobile parade and gymkhana, organised by the Automobile

Association and the Motor < 'lul> in conjunction with the Hastings and

St. Leonards Borough Entertainments Committee, was held at

Hastings on Wednesday last week, and notwithstanding the dull

weather which prevailed the proceedings went through very satis

factorily. The cars, to the number of about sixty, assembled in the

morning in Warrior Square, St. Leonards, when an appearance and

floral decoration competition was held. The weather was fair and

the course was in good going. Mr. W. Perkins was awarded the

first prize for his 15-20-h.p. De Dion, Mr. W. Dewis's 45-h.p.

Mercedes being second, and Mr. P. Hitchman's Panhard third. In

the floral decoration contest, the first prize went to Mr. Chas. Jarrott,

whose Crosslcy was decked out in pink blooms. Mr. J. G. Hickman,

whose Star car had the appearance of a floral basket on wheels, took

the second place, while Mr. A. H. Philpot's Renault was third. The

gymkhana, which was held in the afternoon, was originally arranged

for on the Central Cricket Ground, but the recent rains pro

hibited its use, so that an adjacent field was used. Six

motor events were down on the programme, including obstacle,

bending, starting and stopping, lady passenger, and other races. The

novelty of the meeting was the automobile musical chairs. Fourteen

cars, each with a lady passenger, were driven round in a circle. Chairs,

one less in number than the ladies, were arranged in the centre. When

the band stopped the ladies had to dismount and ran for chairs, the one

unable to secure a seat having to retire with her car. One chair was

then taken away, and the process repeated until two competitors and

only one chair were left. The spectators were highly amusel at the

 

The Daimler Company have received an order from Sir Edward

Wills for a 28-h.p. chassis fitted with a Hampton body.

The 40 h.p. De Dietrich Brougham recently supplied by

Jarrott and Letts to the Duke of Sutherland,

The body h&s been specially fitted up tor His Once, and the interior la
ligated by an electric lamp in the roof.

straggles of the ladies to reach the chairs, and as the numbers lessened

the interest increased. The winning ladies were Misses Phyllis

Carlisleand Gladys Hocking, and they rodeon Mr. Moyses'30-h.p. Thorny-

croft and Mr. B. C. Carr's 12- h.p. Brasier respectively. The obstacle

race was a test of skill in driving, and in this race Mr. F. HerbertShaw

won on a Napier, with Mr. F. Baisley's 18-h. p. Gladiator second. The lady

passenger's race, consisting of the picking up of ladies at given points,

5roved an easy win for Mr. J. Moyses, who completed the lap in 58 sec,

Ir. C. Jarrott being second in 1 in in . 1 2-5 sec. The starting and stopping

race was won by Mr. Williamson a 14-20-h. p. Hills-Martini, Mr. Shaw being

second. The " Turk's head and tilting at the ting " prize fell to Mr. Williams,

with Mr. Moyses second. The bending race, in which the competitors

had to thread in and out of dummy figures both forward and backwards,

was won by Mr. C. Jarrott on a 9-h. p. Sizaire-Nandin, with Mr. Williams

second. At the conclusion the prizes were presented by Mrs. Harvey du

Cros, who, on the motion of Alderman B. H. W. Tree, J. P., was heartily

thanked. Colonel Bosworth, Sir Archibald Macdonald, Mr. L. Sohlent-

heim, Mr. George du Cros, Mr. Harvey du Cros, jun., and Mr. Walter

Gibbons acted as judges.

AERONAUTICS.

An interesting display of kites was given on Monday, at Sunning-

dale. Berks., by the Aeronautical Society, in the presence of about 3,000

people. Scientific kites flown by Messrs. Balston, Broeden, and Salmon

attained great heights. Mr. Weiss exhibited two model gliders, one of

which travelled nearly a quarter of a mile.
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A JOINT CLUB MEET AT BUXTON.
—

There was a large meet of automobilists at the Buxton Foot

ball Club ground on Saturday last, and a gymkhana was held in the

afternoon, the clubs represented including the Bradford, Cheshire,

Derby and District, Halifax, Lincolnshire, Liverpool, North Yorkshire,

Mid -Staffordshire. North-east Lancashire, Sheffield and Dbtrict, Wolver

hampton and District, Manchester and Yorkshire, the credit for the

organisation of which belongs to the Manchester Automobile Club.

Rain fell heavily when four of the six events had been concluded

and stopped further proceedings. The grass, moreover, was slippery

and the ground soft through previous rains.

The events began with a starting and stopping competition. Each

competitor stood about fifty yards from his car. At the fall of a flag he

sprinted to the vehicle, started his engine, and drove to the end of the

course, stopping with all wheels between a chalk line and a

dummy wall. The first prize for this event went to Mr. V. G. New,

who drove a 30-b.p. Siddeley car. Mr. W. Kenyon took the second

prize with a 12-14-h.p. Clement. In an obstacle race, small obstacles

were placed along the course line, and competitors bad to thread their

way between them both forwards and backwards. In the final round

Mr. dowdy won on an 18-h.p. Siddeley in 1 rain. 15 sec, Mr. F, W.

Huband, on a 10-h.p. Alldays, being second in 1 min. 22 3-5 sec.

In the lady passenger's race the competitors were required to

drive about fifty yards, alight, assist a lady from a chair to one of the

back seats of the car, close the door, resume his seat, and drive another

fifty yards and take up another lady ; then return and repeat the pro

cess of taking up a passenger- Mr. A. Birtwistle, on a 35-46-n.p.

Daimler, was adjudged the winner, and Mr. V. G. New, with his 30-h.p.

Siddeley, was second. A bomb race was a decided novelty. Little

balloons were laid on the course, and the driver of the car that traversed

the distance in the quickest time and burst most bombs was the winner.

 

The above illustration depicts a special Saloon Carriage recently

completed by Messrs. Sayers and Co. for E.H. the Rajah of Alwar.

who ii at present staying in London,

The body, which it mounted On a 30-h.p. Daimler chauli, Is on exceedingly
utnel lines, the Interior arrangements being of a distinct and moH complete

character.

In the end the prizes went (1) to Mr. Hooydonk, who drove a 14-16-h.p.

Argyll car, and to Mr. V. G. New, with a 30-h.p. Siddeley car.

In the evening the competitors and many friends assembled at the

Empire Hotel under the chairmanship of Mr. J. A. Morris, president

of the Manchester Club, when Mrs. Morris presented1 the prizes. After

wards an entertainment was given by Mr. Foden Williams.

—ececcjce—

POLICE TRAPS.
-

Motorists passing through Rugby should " gang warily," as the

police have lately issued several summonses for driving to the public

danger.

AN electricallv-operated police trap has recently been in operation

at the village of Killinghall, near Knaresborough.

A correspondent advises us of a police trap on the old road between

Leamington and Warwick, between the G.W.R. station at Leamington

and the Castle Bridge at Warwick. There is also a trap between

Warwick and Gaydon, on the Warwick-Banbury road.

The police have lately had a police trap in operation at the village

of Sturry, between Canterbury anil Margate, as a result of which several

motorists have been fined for exceeding the legal limit.

At Little Stukeley, near Huntingdon, the police have lately been

very active.

A new trap has lieen established between Warnbam and Horsham

Sussex.

A trap is in almost daily operation between Epping and Harlow.

The Morecambe Motor Garage Company will be pleased to supply

motorists visiting their district with particulars of local police traps.

■ ■oBocew ■

In the Essex Automobile Club's 200 miles Reliability Competition,

a Ford car did a non-stop high gear run, winning the .gold medal. The

petrol consumption was equal to thirty-four miles to the gallon.

THE BROOKLANDS RACING TRACK.

The following races will be run on the Brooklands Track on

Saturday, the 20th inst.

THE SURREY STAKES of 50 sov., added to a sweepstakes of 5 sov.

each (the entrant of the second to receive 20 sov. out of the stakes. >

For motor-cars propelled by means of internal combustion engines-

only, of a cylinder dimension 95 to under 105. Weight 3,200 lbs

About 3f miles. To close July 12th. Entrance : 5 sov., the whole

of which goes towards the stakes.

THE HOLLICK SELLING PLATE of 200 sov. (the entrant of the-

winner to receive 150 sov., and the entrant of the second 50 sov. >

For motor cars propelled t>y means of internal combustion engines

only, the winner to be sold by auction for 500 sov. Weight 2,600 lbs.,

for cars of a cylinder dimension 75 or under, and 3-465 lbs. in

addition for every additional 0- 1 of dimension. About s, miles. To

close July 12th. Entrance: 10 so', p.p. (12 entries, or the race-

may he void at the option of the executive.)

THE WEYBRIDGE STAKES of 50 sov. each (the entrant of the

second to receive one quarter of the stakes). For motor-cars propelled

by means of internal combustion engines only, of a cylinder

dimension under 220. Weight 2,600 lbs. About fourteen miles. To-

close July 12th. Entrance: 50 sov., the whole of which goes

THE CENTURY STAKES of 100 sov., added to a sweepstake of 10 sov.

each for starters only (the entrant of the second to receive 50 sov.

out of the stakes). For motor-oars propelled by means of internal

combustion engines only, of a cylinder <iimension under 145. Weight

3,500 lbs. About 19J miles. To close July 12th. Entrance : 3 sov. r

the only forfeit if declared by July 15th.

THE MANX STAKES of 200 sov., added to a sweepstake of 10 sov.

each for starters only. (The entrant of the second to receive 100

sov, out of the stakes, the entrant of the third to save his stake.)

For motor-cars which were entered for the Tourist Trophy Race,

1907, and which consume 1 gallon or less of petroleum 3pirit,

measured and supplied by the club at the start. Weight 2,200 lbs.

About 29 miles. To close July 10th. Entrance : 6 sov., the only

forfeit if declared before July iOth.

THE HUMBER PLATE of 100 sov. (The entrant of the winner U>

receive 75 sov., and the entrant of the second 25 soy.) For motor

cars manufactured by Messrs. Humber, Ltd., with 4-c'ylindeT engines

of a bore of 3J inches and a stroke of 3? inches. Weight 3,200 lbs.

About 6 miles. To close July 10th. (20 entries, or the race may be

void at the option of the executive.)

THE COMMERCIAL VEHICLE TRIAL.

The following is the list of entries for the K.AC. Commercial

Vehicle Trial to date :—

Entrant. Class. Nett load. Nature or Vehicle.

1. Messrs. Milnes-Daimler, Ltd. B 20 cwt. Motor Van.

2. Messrs. Milnes-Daimler, Ltd. B 20 cwt. Motor Van.

3. Messrs. Milnes-Daimler, Ltd. E 60 cwt. Motor Lorry.

4. Messrs. Milnes-Daimler, Ltd. E 60 cwt. Motor Lorry.

5. Messrs. Milnes-Daimler, Ltd. F 100 cwt. Motor Lorry.

6. Messrs. Milnes Daimler, Ltd. F 100 cwt. Motor Lorry.

7. Halley's Industrial Motors,

Ltd C 30 cwt. Halley Petrol Van.

8. Halley's Industrial Motors,

Ltd D 40 cwt. Halley Petrol Van.

9. Messrs. Savage Bros., Ltd. ... G 120 cwt. Steam Wagon.

10. Messrs. J. and E. Hall, Ltd. E 60 cwt. Omnibus or Lorry.

11. Wolseley Tool and Motor-Car

Co., Ltd C 30 cwt. Siddeley Commercial

Vehicle.

12. Wofceley Tool and Motor-Car

Companv, LtJ C 30 cwt. Siddeley Commercial

13. Wolseley Tool and Motor-Car Vehicle.

Company, Ltd E 00 cwt. Siddeley Commercial

14. Wolseley Tool and Motor-Car Vehicle.

Company, Ltd E 60 cwt. Siddeley Commercial

15 Sidney Straker and Squire, Vehicle.

Ltd B 20 cwt. Covered Van.

16. Sidney Straker and Squire,

Ltd D 40 cwt. Covered Van.

17. Sidney Straker and Squire,

Ltd E 60 cwt. Bus chassis with open

18. Sidney Straker and Squire, body.

Ltd F 100 cwt. Wagon with open

body.

Applications for entry forms continue to be very numerous, and

intending entrants are reminded that entries at ordinary fees close at

12 noon on Saturday the 13th inst. In order that the arrangements

may be completed as soon as possible, the R.A.C. has purchased a

12-h.p. Star Car, which is at present surveying the routes for the

trials.

iiHWCCWJUiii

From Messrs. Jarrott and Letts comes an illustrated pamphlet

iving an interesting account of Mr. Jarrott's recenB record run from

don to Monte Carlo, on a 30-40-h.p. Crossley car.
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CASES UNDER THE MOTOR CAR ACT.

Furious Driving.

At Retford, last week, Herbert G. R. Slings was charged with

driving a motor-cycle to the danger of the public, and also with exceeding

the speed limit. Mr. A. Barlow (Nottingham) defended for the Motor

Union, and objected that the latter summons was bad, as the necessary

twenty-one days' notice had not been giveD. The Bench upheld the

objection and dismissed the case, but fined defendant £2 for driving to

the danger ef the public.

At the Knaresborough Police Court, l*st week, Alfred Hardy, of

Harrogate, was fined £10 and costs for driving through the village of

Killinghall at a dangerous speed on June 16th.

At Ayr Sheriff Court several motorists were last week fined for

furious driving.

The Earl of Carnarvon, of Highclere Castle, was fined at Newbury,

last week, £10 for driving a motor-car at a dangerous speed through

Thatcham village on June 16th.

Herbert Warren was fined £10 and £10 costs at Newport on Satur

day for recklessly and dangerously driving a motor-car at Rnmney, and

with failing to give audible warning of his approach, on May 21st. The

defendant was driving the car from Caerleon to Cardiff, and when near

Rumney ran down a cyclist named John Tobin, who had since been in

hospital.

At King's Heath last week, Richard Hargreaves, employed by the

Wolseley Motor Company, was fined £10 and costs for driving a car on

the Alcester Road, Wythal, on June 17th, at a speed dangerous to the

public.

Exceeding the Limit.

At the Kingston-on-Thames County Police Court, last week, J. P.

Spence, Kensington, formerly chauffeur to the Prince of Wales, was

fined £5 and costs for exceeding the ten miles an hoar motor-car s peed

limit at Richmond Park.

Several motorists have lately been fined at Harlow, Essex, for

exceeding the legal limit between Harlow and Epping, where the

police have lately been very active.

At the Lancaster County Petty Sessions on Saturday last, fines

amounting to £'25 were imposed in four motor cases, as the result of a

trap on the Burton Road at Carnforth.

Nearly twenty London and other motorists were summoned on

Monday at Haywards Heath for exceeding the legal limit on the

Brighton road at Handcross, Bolney, and Burgess Hill. The speeds

ranged from twenty-eight to forty miles an hour. Forty or fiftv cars

from the Motor Club were stated to be on the road at the time of the

Handcross " trap," and it was said that the party had been warned of

the timing operation when at Crawley, but, in spite of this, two or three

got into the net. The penalties imposed ranged from £15 and costs to

£2 and costs, and amounted to over £100 with the costs.

At Dublin, Mr. Robert Burns, cf Coventry, has been fined £10 for

having, according to the police, driven at an excessive rate of speed and

on the wrong side of the road—" Just," said the magistrate, " as if he

were an ordinary Irishman."

saaaowa*

MOTORING IN THE MALAY PENINSULA.

Motoring in the Malay Peninsula is far from being an unknown

art, writes Mr. J. H. Robeon, a medical practitioner of Kuala Lumpur,

in the Selangor. Mr. Robeon, who was the first medical man in the

'insula to use a motor-car in connection with his profession, reports

Perak, Selangor, and Negri Sembilan, the three States on the

> coast of the peninsula, have excellent roads, flat on the coast

and hilly in the interior. A very interesting trip could be made to

the peninsula by visitors to the Far Blast, by landing at Penang from

any of the steamers from Colombo, Madras, Calcutta, or Rangoon,

and staying fourteen days for the next steamer from China. This

would give sufficient time for a detailed visit of the peninsula and

would allow the tourist to see something of the rubber estates and

tin mines.

Landing at Penang, a very interesting trip may be made right

through the States as far as the old British territory of Malacca,

to the south of Negri Sembilan. The trip could be spread over

four days as follows :—First day, Penang to Taiping, capital of

Perak ; second day, Taiping to Ipoh (Perak), a tin mining centre ;

third day, Ipoh to Kuala Lumpur (Selangor), the Federal capital ;

fourth day, Kuala Lumpur to Malacca. The distances average

about one hundred miles a day. Steamers do not go alongside

at Malacca, so that, except in the case of small light cars, it

would be well to work back again from Malacca to the chief

port of Selangor (Port Swettenham). If arriving at Singapore,

it would be necessary to tranship into a local steamer for Port Swetten

ham, for there are no roads up north through Johor, the mainland

opposite the island of Singapore. There are no customs duties on

automobiles. A tourist would probably not be asked to take out a

licence if he had papers with him. Petrol costs about two shillings a

gallon. At Kuala Lumpur, the Federal capital, there is a garage.

A uniform automobile law applies to the four States of the Federation,

and is largely based on the regulations in operation in England. There

is, however, no speed limit, the rules stating that no car shall be driven

at a greater Bpeed than is reasonable or proper, having regard to other

traffic on the thoroughfare.

THE H0R5E POWER RATINO OF PETROL MOTORS.

The committee of the Hertfordshire County Automobile Club

have given considerable time and thougl t to the evolution of a satis

factory formula for expressing the power developed by internal i combus

tion engines. Thanks to the careful research and calculations of Mr.

Tom Thornycroft they have at last arrived «t one which they consider

comes nearer to desired results than any other known formula. It is

thus:—

B*

35,000
- =No. of cylinders.

So much interest haa been aroused by this formula that the com

mittee have bad a set of curves produced which graphically illustrate it.
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The curves, which we reproduce herewith, are based on the rating for

four-cylinder engines.

Mesrrs. Harvey Frost and Company, Ltd., are now fully

installed in their West-end show-rooms at 27, Charing Cross Road,

London, W.

We understand that Argylls London, Ltd., would welcome corre

spondence with owners of two-cylinder Argyll cars who are inclined to

run their four-cylinder models.

Among recent additions to the large number of specialities stocked

by Messrs. G. T. Riches and Company, of Store Street, London, N.W.,

is Fluxite, a flux by means of which metal articles may lie soldered

without cleaning and without the use of resin or spirits. Unlike the

latter, it is claimed that "Fluxite," when left exposed, does not corrode

or tarnish tools or other metal articles in its vicinity, and further, when

used for soldering brass, copper, zinc, &c, it does not leave the slightest

trace of corrosion on the metal.

The new premises of the Great Central Garage, Market Street,

Edgware Roau, Paddington, W., are now completed, and afford every

facility for the carrying on of the business which for many years has

been conducted at 300-306, Marylebone Road, N.W. The premises are

fitted throughout with electric light supplied from the concern's own

installation, and facilities for the charging of electric carriages and

accumulators are to be found. A private telephone box, lift at entrance,

inspection pit and special arrangements for washing are also provided.

All classes of motor-car repairs, tyre vulcanizing, &c, can be carried out

on the premises.
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

JULY.

6th (Sat.).—Inaugural races on the Brook-lands Track.

Motor Yacht Cluh and Notts. A.C. joint meet and races on

the Trent.

Speed judging competition of the Essex County A.C. at

Saffron Walden.

Kent A.C. gymkhana at Hoiwood.

100 miles trial of the North London A.C.

Run of the Northamptonshire A.C. to Compton Wyngates.

East Lancashire C.C. speed judging competition.

7th'(Sun.).—Non-stop run of the Newcastle and District M.A.C.

Southern M.C. launch party.

10th (W.).—B.A.C. South Harting hill climh.

13th (Sat.),—Entries for R.A.C. commercial vehicle trials close at

ordinary fees.

Aero Cluh ascent, Crystal Palace.

Speed trials of the Lincolnshire A.C. at Grimsthorpe.

Meet of the Cheshire A.C. at Plas Newydd, Llangollen.

Sheffield A.C. onting for crippled children.

Meet of the Bristol and Gloucestershire A.C. at Badminton

Park.

.bssex, M.U. open race meeting for the Du Cros trophy.

West Surrey A.C: picnic at Tbursley, preceded by (weather

permitting) dust competition.

15th to 18th.—The annual automobile meeting at Ostend.
•20th (Sat.).— Motor Union meet at Sonthport.

'25th (Th.).—Circuit des Ardennes race under German A.C. rules.

26th (F.).—Coupe de Liedekerke race for touring cars, on the Ardennes

„;2 a course.

Circuit des Ardennes Race under Belgian AC. rules.

26th & 27th.—Auto C.C. twenty-four hours' ride to Plymouth and back.

27th (Sat.).—Aston hill climb of the Hertfordshire County A.C.

AUGUST.

20th.—Open competition for light cars organised by the Essex Motor

Club over a 200 miles course.

SEPTEMBER.

9th.—Industrial Vehicle Trials commence.

OCTOBER.

19th.—Gordon Bennett Aeronautical race at St. Louis, Missouri.

MARCH, 1908.

Cordingley's Motor-Car Exhibition at the Agricultural Hall,

London.

Lighting-up Times—London.

July 6th—9.17 ... 8th—9.16 ... 10th—9.14 ... 12th—9.13

„ 7th—9.16 ... 9th—9.15 ... 11th—9.14 ... 13th—9.12

In Glasgow the lighting up time to-day (Sat.) is 10.2 p.m., and to

ascertain the approximate times on succeeding days 45 min. should be

added to the above figures ; in Birmingham an addition of about 13 min.

is necessary.

ROAD REPORTS.

Witham.—A motor danger signal is to be erected near the Bridge

School at Witham, Essex, and another on the railway bridge, subject

to the consent of the G.E.R. Company.

Bridgnorth.—The roads generally in this district are in good order,

with plenty of metal on the surface. The steam roller is at work on the

Shifnal road.

Tamworth.—The roads generally in this district are in good order.

The Lichfield road is undergoing repair. The Burton and Ashby turn

pikes are in excellent condition.

Essex.—The annual report of the Essex County Surveyor, Mr.

Percy J. Sheldon, states that on March 31st the total mileage of the

main roads in the county was 796 miles 4J furlongs, of which 678 miles

2 furlongs were under the direct control of the County Council. The net

expenditure on the roads outside urban areas was £72,560, and in addition

£42,210 was paid for the maintenance of the main roads in the urban

districts under the control of the local authorities. Mr. Sheldon states

that the locomotive traction traffic continues to increase.and this, together

with the increase of heavy motor-cars on the more important roads—few of

the cars being registered in Essex—makes it impossible to decrease the

cost of maintenance.

Stirlingshire.—The road between Lennoxtown and Strathbane,

which was included in the Scottish Trial itinerary on Saturday, had

been previously treated with calcium chloride.

PUBLIC MOTOR SERVICES.

TAN Argyll 16-20-h.p. char-a-banc has lately been supplied by the

Western Motor Company, Ltd., Glasgow, to Messrs. Anderson, of

Greenock. It is being used on a circular route from Greenock, taking

in Gourock and Inverkip.

The Paddington Borough Council, having recently had many dis

cussions regarding the nuisance caused by motor traffic in the borough,

decided to take proceedings; A case was laid before Mr. Danckwerts,

K.C., and in face of the opinion given by- him legal proceedings were

abandoned. The Council now expresses the opinion that as the nuisance

appears do be general throughout London a deputation representative

of the whole of the Metropolitan Borough Councils should wait on the

Commissioner of Police on the matter.

Avoiding litigation, St Pancras Borough Council has agreed to

accept £98, half the cost of making good damage done to the Cobden

statue base, seven electric arc-lamps, and seventeen gas-lamps damaged

at different times by motor-omnibuses belonging to the Vanguard Com

pany.

In the new licences issued by the General Purposes Committee of

the Worthing Town Council to tbe owners of motor-' bases, &a, several

conditions are imposed with regard to the emission of smoke, the drop

ping of oil and the splashing of mud by the wheels—threefold objections

raised by opponents.

—waaao—

AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS.

A MOTOR-CAR accident occurred at Sheffield on Sunday. The car,

containing Mr. and Mrs. John Meal, of Ashton-under-Lyne, with their

two children and a friend, Mr. Albert .Stringer, of Manchester, skidded

on the tram lines and dashed into a tramway standard. All the

occupants were thrown out and suffered from cuts and bruises.

Mr. J. C.- Bate, the West Cheshire coroner, has inquired into the

motoring accident in which Reginald Ireland, -the six-year-old son of

John Ireland, of Rowton, was killed on the Whitchurch road, about three

miles out of Chester. . The evidence showed that Mr. William Swift

Keyser, a timber merchant, of Florida,' U.S. A., and ' his family were

travelling in a hired motor-car from' Liverpool to 'Shrewsbury. They

left Chester between six and seven o'clock in the evenine,: and when three

miles along the Whitchurch road oame up to a party of boys playing on

the roadside. Tbe chauffeur, George Woods, of Leece Street, Liverpool,

sounded his horn repeatedly,, and the boys ran across the road. He

swerved his car to the 'right with the intention of getting behind them,

and Ireland, tbe last boy, according to the motorists,"seemed to hesitate

which way to go. He attempted to follow the others, and was nearly

across when he was struck by one of the head lamps. ' The driver had

slackened speed as he approached them, and stopped within eight yards

after the accident. The jury returned a verdict of accidental death, and

attached no blame to anyone.

BUSINESS NEWS.
-♦*v . ■

CAV. Caruso, the celebrated vocalist, visited Great Eastern

Street, EC, a day or two ago, and purchased several "Harvey Frost"

vulcanisers, on behalf of his brother, who carries on a motor garage

in Florence, Italy. ....

A cablegram has been received from Cape Town stating that Mr.

R. L. Jefferson, on his 8-h.p. Rover, fitted with Dunlop -tyres, has just

made the trip from Durban to Cape 'Town, via Johannesburg and

Kimberley, without a puncture. • 1 , > \

The United Motor Industries, Ltd., have just issued a booklet

giving the opinions of some users of the.Wagner electric motor horn.

From Messrs. W. T. Clifford-Earpr Ltd., i 74, Mortimer Street,

London, W., comes a copy of their latest catalogue of Thames and

Nordenfelt cars. The former are made in two sizes, 50 and 60-h.p., both

being fitted with six-cylinder engines. The Nordenfelt cars are built in

three sizes, 14-16-h.p., 26-30-h.p., and 35-40-h.p., they being.all provided

with four-cylinder motors. The list is very complete and is accompanied

by a number of very clear illustrations, i

AMONG the firms making a speciality of timber for tbe construction

of motor bodies and road wheels are Messrs. Joseph Owen and Sons, Ltd.,

Liverpool.

No time has been lost by some manufacturers in entering for the

1908 T.T. race. Amongst others, entries have already been sent by

Ariel Motors, Ltd., to the Royal Automobile Club for two Ariel-Simplex

cars in the Tourist Trophy race and for the 1908 Heavy Touring Car

Race.
Argyll Motors, Ltd., announce that during the months of

July, August, and September they will offer monthly cups, each of the

value of 50 gs., for the most meritorious performance of any description,

either speed record, hill-climbing feat, or long-distance record. The

competitions will be open to all Argyll cars, irrespective of the date ot

purchase or the place where they were bought. A special prize of another

50 guinea cup is to be given for the best performance during the three

months in question of any car purchased after the date of this announce

ment.
IN the Sheffield hill climb competition, the President's Cap and

gold medal was won by a 10-h.p. Alldays car, which was fitted with

Dunlop tyres.

We are informed that both the Beeston-Humber cars, which were

successful in completing the course in the Tourist Trophy Race and the

Heavy Car Race, have been awarded gold medals by the Automobile

Club. It is satisfactory to note that so essentially a British firm as

Humber, Ltd., has been successful not only in winning one of the two

events, and having their car seaond in the other, bat that the vehicles so

commended themselves to the Committee of the Automobile Club that

a gold medal has been awarded to each of them.
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S'

OME notable decisions with regard

to the programme of competitions

for the next few months have just

been arrived at by the committee of the

Royal Automobile Club which is respon

sible for trials and competitions. It has

decided that the Tourist Trophy rase

shall take place in 1908 on an improved

basis as compared with previous trials and

not necessarily with fuel consumption as the leading essential.

Then, too, it is proposed to hold a 2,000 miles Reliability Trial

next year, commencing at the end of June and including as many

features of the Scottish Trials as can geographically ba arranged,

as well as a high-speed run on the Brooklands track. This

suggestion, which was put forward by the Expert Technical

Committee, seems to comprehend many proposals that have

lately been made in our caiumns and elsewhere, and, should it

materialise, will give increased zest to the motoring programme

of 1908. The Club has also decided upon a repetition of the

Town Carriage Competition and also the Vapour Emission Tests,

these two events taking place towards the end of October next.

Elsewhera we give a supplementary list of the entries for the

Commercial Vehicle Trials which will be held in September, so

that the Club activities will ba well to the front during the next

few months.

Motor Union

Wins.

Since the middle of June several im

portant legal victories have been obtained

by the Motor Union on appeals to the

Divisional Courts and to the Quarter

Sessions, and we would congratulate the

General Committee on the success of their

efforts in this direction. In fact, appeals have been allowed to

such a degree that it would seem to warrant further activities

of this kind. Not the least interesting of the cases was heard

at the Warwick Quarter Sessions last week, when the allegation

of the appellants that the police evidence against a motorist

■was much exaggerated was actually allowed by the Bench of

magistrates, who quashed the previous conviction. Not often

•do the County J.P.'s disregard the evidence of the police in

motor cases ; hence the interest which attaches to this particular

instance.

What Becomes of

Famous Cars.

It would be interesting to learn what

becomes of the old cars that are dis

tinguished as containing innovations of

note or have won fame on the sporting

side of Motorism. Some are still

travelling about the country. Many an

old Benz with its engine at the rear is still in service, ancient

Daimlers are even now carrying passengers in some rural

■districts, and as recently as last month we saw absolutely one of

the first Argylls turned out at the old works at Bridgeton in

private use near the Grampians. Mr. S. F. Edge's Gordon

Bennett racer had a varied career. After winning the event it

was sold to the late Marquis of Anglesey, who later gave it to his

mechanician in lieu of other things which were due. The engine of

another well-known 50-h.p. car of the same year ultimately found

its way into one of the rail motor coaches of the North Eastern

Railway Company. The car upon which Mr. W. T. Clifford

Earp met with disaster at Douglas had an accidental career.

Originally it was driven by Mr. C. Jarrott in the Irish Gordon

Bennett race, and went to grief. Its mishap in the Isle of Man

is still remembered. Then it was sold to a Kentish gentleman,

who met with so many accidents while using it that he was

glad to find an American customer. In the United States it

participated in several events, and ran third in a 100 miles race,

competing with well-known native productions of that day.

Ultimately it had a serious collision, and the engine was taken

out of what remaiaei in order to provide the motive power for

a motor-boat. And thus are the mighty fallen.

Narrow Escapes.

There are "moving accidents by flood

and field " happening to motorists almost

every time they go for any distance into

the country of which their friends never

hear. Risks are run even in such well-

regulated events as the Scottish Trial,

e.g., the overturning of a car and the projection of its occupants

into a field yards away. We hear of a remarkable accident

which occurred a few days ago in Ireland. A 15-h.p. Humber

was proceeding from Dublin to Killiney—a pleasant drive of

about ten miles—when, about half-way, a large elm tree was

blown down on the car. It fell right across the front of the

vehicle, smashing the radiator, bonnet and headlight in its

sudden descent. Although there were four passengers in

addition to the driver, no one was hurt. The remarkable thing

about the incident was that the engine was not damaged, and

the driver soon had it running again. He tried to back the car

from underneath the tree, but found it was too firmly locked.

Assistance was obtained, and with the help of half-a-dozen

msn the tree was raised whilst the car was backed. It is now

being repaired in the Irish capital, and is little the worse for the

adventure. But the motorists might have been.

♦ ♦ ♦

In the House of Commons the other

night, Mr. Chiozza Money raised the

Motor Services. question as to the alleged nuisance of

motor-omnibuses in London, and asked

the Home Secretary to urge upon the

London County Council the construction

of a complete London tramway service, so as to render these

vehicles unnecessary on the road. Fortunately, Mr. Gladstone

recognises that the Government has no right or desire to give

to any description of traction the monopoly in tho metropolis

or anywhere else. In fact, he went on to say that the early

objectionable features of the motor-'bus are disappearing, and to

suggest possibly that in time the difficulties would be quite over

come. This attitude of mind is not exclusive as far as Mr.

Money is concerned, for on the same evening Sir Wilfred Laurier,

in a speech in celebration of the anniversary of Dominion Day,

urged that nothing was so potent in binding people together as

a means of transport, and the be3t of these was railways. In

view of the success of the motor vehicle in developing communi

cation in new countries, we are sorry that Sir Wilfrid seems so

engrossed in the vehicle that must necessarily run on a specially

made track. It occurs to us that it might be well if, when the

present enthusiasm for the sporting side of automobilism has

somewhat waned, a really organised attempt could be made to

demonstrate the commercial possibilities of a road motor service
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in this country. The unfortunate policy of the Irish local

authorities prevented the development of the Iveagh-Pirrie scheme

a few years ago, but, having regard to the proved reliability of

the motor-car since then, there is no reason why such a sugges

tion should not have a good chance at the present time. Several

folks have proposed to establish such services ; their experiences

would be welcomed in our columns.

♦ ♦ ♦

Quite an interesting variant of the

usual motor meets organised by county

The Notts Club's and other automobile clubs was given

Meet. on Saturday by the Nottingham organisa

tion, which was able to combine motor-

boating with motor-caring for the enter

tainment of the public. Ascents by balloon had also been

promised, but unfortunately the wind made the inflation of the

great silk bags impossible, so that had to be abandoned. But

in place of the Skegness races, which it has usually organised,

the Notts Club was able to run an interesting gathering, afford

ing the public some idea of the diversified character of the

automobile movement.

♦ ♦ ♦

 

Dust.

Mrs. E. A. Riley, of Haslingden, on the 20-h.p. Belsize she drove

throughout the Scottish Reliability Trials, only having one

momentary stoppage recorded against her during the whole five

days.
Photo by] [Lafayette.

♦ ♦ ♦

A few evenings ago there was a public

meeting at the village of Forest Row,

which is on the main road from London

to Eastbourne and Bexhill, to consider

the ways and means of remedying the

dust nuisance, which is somewhat pro

nounced in that region. Ultimately it was decided that certain

portions of the roads in the village should be tarred in

accordance with an offer of the East Sussex County Council

to pay one-half the cost if the other moiety was raised locally.

It must not be assumed, however, that only those who reside

by the roadside are interested in the prevention of dust, for

motorists are also contributing their quota to the solution of

the problem—as was shown by Dr. H. S. Hele-Shaw in his

address to the Congress of the Royal Institute of Public Health

at Douglas last week. His paper on " Road Locomotion in

relation to Public Health " was a thoughtful contribution to the

literature of the subject. He reminded his audience of Professor

Tyndall's emphatic illustrations of the connection between dust

and disease, and showed that motorists generally are fully alive

to the necessity of alleviating the nuisance. In support of this

statement he was able to mention the various trials and experi

ments that have taken place during recent years under motoring

auspices, and to incidentally refer to the forthcoming teste

arranged by the R.A.C. at Brooklands. The truth is that

motorists suffer in common with others, and the public are really

indebted to men like Dr. Hele-Shaw for the trouble they are-

taking in finding a way out of present difficulties.

No Appeal.

Magistrates seem to be averse to-

having their judgments reconsidered by

Quarter Sessions, and the action of those

at the Shoreham Petty Sessions is fairly

typical of the general eagerness to eecape

such possibility of revision. A motorist

was summoned for what is technically known as "furious

driving." It was generally conceded that the case would never

have been brought into court but for the fact that an accident

occurred to a cyclist. He, it was acknowledged by the Bench,

was wandering about the road, and thus placed himself in the-

way of danger. Therefore they only fined the motorist £1 and

costs (£4 15s. in all), but declined to make it a guinea as the

solicitor for the defence suggested. The latter said thac his

client wanted to appeal—that apparently decided the Bench in

adhering to their decision.

A Bishop's

Motoring

Activity.

The motor-car presented by the laity

in the diocese of St. David's to Bishop

Owen has reached Carmarthen, and his-

lordship is finding it of valuable service

in covering his extensive diocese. The

car, a Daimler of 28-30-h.p., was put to

ft severe test on Saturday week, when Dr. Owen, after attending,

a garden party at Windsor, motored to Cheltenham in the com

pany of Archdeacon Evans. His lordship remained in the

Gloucestershire town over Sunday, and on the following day pro

ceeded to Swansea. On the Tuesday he visited Abergorlech,

and on Thursday the car conveyed the Bishop of Llandaff to

Lampeter for the Degree Day. Friday'sprogramme included a visit

to Llanfihangel-Penbedw,in North Pembrokeshire, for the re-open

ing of a restored church, while on the 29th alt. Dr. Owen com

pleted his week's public engagements by consecrating a burial

ground at Felinfoel, near Llanelly—all made easy so far as travel-

was concerned by the motor-car.

Prosecution of a

Fraudulent

Motor School.

The Sussex County A.C., one of the

clubs included in the membership of the

Motor Union, have recently performed a

very useful service by successfully prose

cuting a motor school at Brighton, and

the Union have decided to make a

financial grant towards the costs of the prosecution. The pro

cedure of the motor school in question (which we exposed at the

time) was to advertise that on receipt of 5s. they would secure a.

place for any motor-car driver who might be out of work. They

received money from several men, but never secured, or even

attempted to secure, one of them a situation. They also adver

tised that they taught driving for the sum of £2 10s., though

they did not possess a car, and one or two men who paid the

money were never taught to drive, nor did they see their money

again. It was in respect of these frauds that the Sussex Club-

took action, with the result that one of the offenders-—there

were two of them—was sent to prison, and the other was given

the benefit of the First Offenders Act and released.

Lawyers as

Motorists.

In the old days it was customary for

barristers on Circuit to move about in a

" four-in-hand," a system that was not

finally dispensed with until a quarter of

a century ago. We hear, however, that

something of a revival of this is occurring

in the Leinster Circuit, where some half-dozen members of the

Bar have chartered a motor-car to convey them from the Four

Courts at Dublin to the various Assizes in which they are

engaged. Many instances have lately been given of ecclesiastical

favour for the motor vehicle. This, however, is a pioneer
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illustration of its adoption by the legal profession. Possibly

this close acquaintance with the motor-car may save a good

many foolish legal jokes at its expense in the future.

♦ ♦ ♦

The promotors of motor race meet

ings at sea-side places do not appear

The Press at to have been fortunate in escaping

Brooklands. troubles during the last few years, litiga

tion having followed the gatherings at

Bexhill, Brighton and Blackpool with

considerable effect. At the first-named resort only has there

been any serious attempt to continue the sport as a permanent

attraction. At Bexhill local opposition has lately been very

pronounced, and the Commercial Association of that town have

protested against the holding of race meetings during the holiday

season as not conducing to the financial prosperity of the place.

It would appear that the objection occurs in closing the main

roads to the public for even a day or two, and all things point to

Brooklands Track as likely to become the centre of speed work

in this country. In this connection we would suggest to those

responsible for the management of the pioneer Motor Course in

Europe that they should recognise and assist the Press more than

they have done thus far. All sections of the motor business

Running the

Blockade.

licences, but also declining to inspect motor vehicles for which

such permissions were sought. In view of the development of

motor-'bus traction in London, Birmingham, and other large

cities, the inaction of the Manchester authorities would appeal-

unwarranted and unreasonable.

» • *

There is a Naval Motor Club at

Portsmouth that has recently attempted

to avoid the ordinary ruts along which

club gymkhanas seem to run. They

had a meet in which the idea was

developed that the blockade had to be

.run. Petersfield was imagined to be in the hands of an invading

army and held by twenty-six motor-cars or motor-cycles. The

blockade runner was to be a member well acquainted with the

roads of the district and mounted on a car. Mr. F. T. Jane, the

naval author, who is an honorary member of the club, was

selected to run the blockade, and he made the attempt on his

30 h.p. Beeston-Humber. The invading army was under the

general command of Lieutenant A. Rice, K.N., with Sub-

Lieutenant Tracey, R.N., secretary of the club, as second in

command. The vehicles available for the blockaders ranged

from a 70 h.p. Panhard down to a 3J-h.p. motor-bicycle. The

 

file Inaugural Bace Meeting on the Brooklands Trace.

will acknowledge that those journals which have devoted them

selves exclusively to their interests have been great educators of

public opinion, and have rendered substantial advantage to the

industry as a whole. The position of the motor vehicle from its

commercial side having thus been assisted, we are surprised that

i hose responsible for its development in the sporting sense have

not shown greater eagerness to facilitate newspaper arrange

ments for duly recording and describing the events taking place

on the track. Previous associations will make clear to the

responsible parties the suggestion that " a nod is as good as a

wink," and probably they will see it is to their interest as well

as to that of the public that the regulations with regard to the

various members of the staffs of important motoring journals are

not restricted in such a way as to minimise the importance of

the gatherings to be held on Brooklands during the season.

Motor-'buses for

Manchester.

The fact that the Stretford authorities

have just determined to give a trial to a

motor-'bus for the convenience of the

public should do something to revive

interest in the adoption of such vehicles

in and around Manchester. Hitherto

the authorities of that city seem to have adopted an attitude of

hostility to the motor-'bus, not only refusing applications for

invading army's cars were by the rules divided into twelve

groups, the units of which had to keep within a few miles of

each other at all times. In the result, Mr. Jane succeeded in

getting the whole way into Petersfield unobserved. He did so

by traversing roads over which no motor-car has ever before

been or is likely again to go, as the route necessitated descend

ing precipitous hills on a road that has been practically disused

for a hundred years. It is to be found upon the ordnance

map, running from Hambledon Race Course to the village of

East Meon.J[J5|i

—OBCCCCW

Mr. Claude Bullmore, of Paignton, Devonshire, while

attending the Grand Prix Race, was so impressed with

the excellent running of the Weigel cars that immediately on

his return to London he placed an order for one, the Weigel

No. 1 being his particular fancy. To show how enthusiastic

this gentleman is, he has entered the car for the Circuit dea

Ardennes race, which is being held on the 27th inst. Mr. R.

Laxen, who was one of the drivers in the Grand Prix race, will

drive the car, and Mr. Bullmore, whose initiation into motor

racing this is, will act as his mechanician. Weigel Motors

(1907), Ltd., have entered their other racing car, along with

Mr. Bullmore's, for the Vanderbilt Cup and the Circuit des

Ardennes,
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Notes on the A.C.F. Grand Prix Race.

By D. M.

TUESDAYUast week, when the contest for the A.C.F.

Grand Prix was held, was hardly a lucky day for

England, or for the two Weigel cars. The had luck,

however, which was experienced had nothing to do with either

the vehicles or the men who drove them, any chance that they

may have possessed for victory heing utterly ruined by the-

detachable rims employed. I prefer not to mention the

name of the rims. Unfortunately we had not a chance to try

them, or we should have found out the error of our choice in

plenty of time. They only came into our possession on the

Saturday before the race, when we were in France, and imme

diately we tried them we knew that any chance of success was

out of the question. The experience of Mr. Laxen in the rice

was unique for the tro'ible he had with his rims. He started

Weigel.

with wheels which had not detachable rims, and Laxen, together

with his mechanic, working like niggers, got the front pair on

in twenty minutes—a very creditable performance. His next

lap was without any of these unfortunate experiences, but,

naturally, he had hardly the courage to s;o full speed, seeing

that he still had two of the troublesome detachable rims on his

back wheels. Without stopping he paised on for his third

circuit, and again he was a long time in turning up. When he

eventually did arrive he gave us the information that one of

the back rims had come off, and, unfortunately, injured a man.

I examined the wheels myself and found there was daylight

between ths detachable rim and the permanent rim in places

over one-quarter of an inch, and that the whole thing was

relying upon two very little bolt?, and, coming to the conclusion
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well, but about two and a-half miles from the grand stand his

first rim and tyre came off, flew up into the air, hit a temporary

wooden bridge, and rebounded on to the mechanic, who was

stunned for a few minutes. Laxen naturally looked to the latter

first, believing he was killed. He was anything but dead, how

ever, and after a short rest from the shock put the rim back

again, they believing they had bidly attached it in the first place.

Off they started again, but three or four miles further up the

same rim (a front one) flew off and disappeared into a field,

where in all probability it still remains. They put on their

spare rim and started off again, but in the next three

or four miles the back rim flew off, and that also

disappeired over the hedge. They put on their remaining rim,

but within two or three hundred yards the other side back rim

tame off, and Laxen drove on to the first tyre control on three

wheels, where he picked up another rim and replaced it, and took

with him two spare rims. To cut an unfortunate story short, he

had the same experience in the second half of the lap, and

finished his first circuit with the two front rims tied on with

rope. Altogether the rims came off five times in the first lap.

On his arrival at the Tribune he replaced the two front wheels

on the Weigel car, near Londiniere.

that to continue was dangerous to the drivers and also to the

public, I instructed Laxen to stop.

Harrison's experience was practically the same. He,

unfortunately, started badly, missing a minute in his start. He

punctured a tyre, and occupied, roughly speaking, a minute in

changing, and he completed his first circuit in 46 min. Seeing

that he had never been over the course before excepting once,

on the Thursday morning before the race, when the track was

covered by a crowd of about 30,000 townspeople from Dieppe, I

think it is sufficient proof that the cars were fast enough for the

object they were made for. Harrison finished his first circuit in

a fair time, and we were all somewhat recompensed for the non-

arrival of Laxen. But he failed to turn up on the second circuit,

and we again became anxious. When he eventually did appear

he arrived without any spare rim, and without any rim upon his

offside back wheel. He had therefore shed two rims in the

course of the second circuit. He started the same operations as

Laxen, but instead of taking off his front wheel he took off the

back one, and replaced with wheels not having detachable rims.

This occupied 35 min., and whilst he was working we were given

the unfortunate information that one of the rims had in the
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course of its flight unfortunately hit a woman, and I have

since been informed that there is a possibility of the unfortunate

person not recovering. Having changed his wheels, he started

on his journey, still having two front wheels with detachable

rims. Whilst he was away on his third journey Laxen arrived,

and I made up my mind to stop Harrison as soon as I had the

chance, but he went by the grand stand before I had an oppor

tunity of stopping him. He did not go far, however, and

eventually walked home across the field, with the information, on

this occasion, that both rims had come off together, and he was

minus any front tyres at all ! All the efforts we had made to

put up a creditable performance in the Grand Prix were abso

lutely spoiled by the use of unsuitable rims. The car3 behaved

splendidly, and so did the men, and I have no hesitation in

saying that there was not a more reliable car in the race than

the vehicles we had entered. As regards their chance of winning,

I am quite candid in saying that I do not believe they were fast

enough to beat the Mercedes, Fiat or Lorraine-Dietrich, but I

am convinced there was not another vehicle in the contest that

they could not have beaten on that course in speed alone, and

taking all the luck and chance that helped to throw out the

unlucky ones, I have no hesitation in believing that had the cars

been fitied with good rims we could have been placed third or

ready. The cars that gave me the best impression were the

Lorraine-Dietrich, and they were unfortunate in losing. Duray's

performance, in my opinion, was wonderful ; he had Lancia at his

mercy at the end of the first lap, and I believe could have passed

him in the second one. But, from my own experience, I know

how difficult it is to pass on a narrow course, and he had to wait

his time. In the race between Lancia and Duray there was, in

my opinion, only one in it, and that was Duray. The two men

were ultimately unlucky, both breaking down. Nazzaro's vic

tory, in my opinion, was a piece of luck. At one time Wagner

was miles ahead of him, and his other stable companion equally

so. Now, as these three men were upon the same cars, it appears,

upon the face of it, that Nazzaro was not able or did not care to

go the pace his friends did, or possibly he was driving to instruc

tions. But, no matter what the cause may have been, he had

no chance at eight and a half laps, and it was purely by the

misfortune of his two stable companions and the Lorraine-

Dietrich driver that he came home a winner. As regards the

other cars, I was disappointed in the Darracqs. They were

beautiful little cars to look at, and I greatly fancied them, but

they had no speed in comparison with the other vehicles. The

Renaults I did not fall in love with, and although, through the

accident which occurred to Duray and Lancia, Szisz was actually

 

The Grand Prix Race.—Nazzaro (the winner) on his Fiat car, passing through the little town of Londlslere. The illustration shows how all the

towns and villages on the course were barricaded for the protection of the public-

fourth. I should like to say that the Dunlop tyres fitted to the

cars behaved splendidly, and, as a matter of fact, no fault of any

description can be attached to the tyres. The whole fault was

in the rims, which were not of our make.

So much for England's unlucky venture. As to my general

impression of the race, I think it was the finest that has

ever been held. On the day of the contest itself the organisa

tion was perfect. The rules were carried out within their

meaning—leniently, yet sufficiently strict, and taking into

consideration the fatigue of the men. I consider the officials

were just and fair to everybody, no matter what their nationality.

I can hardly say as much for the day of verification. If races on

fuel limit are to continue, some other system of organisation will

have to take place. My cars were not passed until close on mid

night, which, seeing that racing started a few hours afterwards,

is distinctly unfair to the drivers. There was too much rushing

about ; everything was done correctly, but it was Bedlam let

loo*e. There were thousands of people all round the cars who

had no right to be there, and who impeded the work in progress.

My impressions of the cars, borne out by the times, are

distinctly that the Mercedes were the fastest cars on the course.

Jenatzy's wonderful lap proved that, but either the vehicles had

been lightened too much or the Mercedes Company were not

leading at one time, the machines were not by any means

sufficiently fast to win the race on merit.

We have been very unlucky in the Grand Prix, but we

have had our lesson and will t ike it to heart. Two cars will

race in the Circuit des Ardennes, and, without hoping to win it,

I believe they will be well placed. It must be taken into con

sideration that the two Weigel cars are practically touring

vehicles, being the mere coupling of two touring engines, and I

repeat that I have no hesitation in saying that these cars with

the exception of the three I have named were the fastest on the

Seine Iaferieure course.

Viewing the A.C.F. Grand Prix race as a whole, I consider

that France is still the centre of motor-car racing, and if British

manufacturers wish to obtain a world wide repute and not merely

a local one, they would be well advised to assist each other in

entering cars for the Grand Prix, and I hope that next year,

instead of there being two Weigel cars entered to battle

for England, there will be a good assortment of Daimlers,

Napiers, Wolseleys, and other leading makes. If they all entered

three cars, our chance of winning would be 500 per cent, greater,

and, no matter who might be the winner, ho would certainly

shower credit upon the losers, to the general benefit of the whole

of the British industry.
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SCOTTISH TRIAL NOTES.

-♦-

We cannot but view with repugnance the action of the

police authorities who, on the road between Glasgow and Carlisle,

on the day following the Trial, were on the outlook for motorists

travelling south upon the conclusion of the event. They doubt

less counted upon the fact that the drivers had been carefully

limited to twenty miles an hour for the whole of the previous

week, and that their natural instinct would prompt them to race

southwards on Sunday afternoon. There 'is something almost

contemptible in thus planning to trap them instead of affording

them a warning, which would have served the purpose. As it

was the police were foiled. Two motorists were caught at

Rcclefechan, but they succeeded in warning a car which was going

north, which in turn warned others going south.

♦ ♦ ♦

A neat pamphlet has been issued by the Dunlop Pneu

matic Tyre Co., Ltd., giving the results of the performances

of their tyres fitted to cars in the recent trials. The per

centage of non-stop runs on these has increased year by year

until last month, when 64 per cent, of such runs were accom

plished on the Dunlop tyres. Telegrams from sixty of the

competitors in the trials are given, showing their appreciation

of the performances of Dunlops over roads which were often

in a very bad state.

 

The 12-14-hp. Argyll on the "Best and be Thankful Hill," in the

Scottish Trial.

Dr. A. H. Deane, a member of the committee of the

Motor Union of India, was among the passengers taking part in

the Trial.

♦ ♦ ♦

From London, Major Lindsay Lloyd and Mr. G. T. Langridge

went to render assistance at the Trial, the latter being merrily

engaged in marshalling the vehicles in their retting places for

the night. Then, too, the thanks of the Club are due to the

dozen firms who lent cars for the transport of officials ; to the

police, who directed the care through villages and towns ; to the

road authorities, who did much lo improve the roads the month

before the Trial ; and to the good fehows who, driving free-lance

cars, bothered the competitors on the first day, and who accepted

the Club's invitation to resist the temptation subsequently. To

all these, and many others, the Scottish Club and the com

petitors in the Trial are rightly grateful—and we are glad to ba

a means of communicating this appreciation of willing work to

the gentlemen directly concerned and the motoring community

that is interested in the success of their efforts.

♦ ♦ ♦

Despite the care taken with regard to the petrol supplies

some serious mist ikes were made. Water was supplied to one

of the Argyll* instead of petrol, and the mixture of water with

the spirit spoiled Mr. Sidney Girling's chances of a clean non-stop

record on the 50-h.p. Darracq.

On the last day memories of the Stuarts rofe at Logierait,

where was also a picturesque poorhouse—one of the most ad

mirably located of such institutions in northern Britain. Then

by the Tay, splashing and winding along the valley, dashing over

boulders and murmuring along by Grandtully, with its fine

baronial castle, we entered into a region of agricultural prosperity.

The scenery was reminiscent of fairest Devon, the atmosphere as

delightfully soft, and the country looked as though 'twere yet

spring. They have not had summer in Scotland, although the

beaming sun of the last day of the Trial gave hopes to Glasgow

in that respect.

♦ ♦ ♦

By a clerical error on the part of the secretary's staff in

posting up the provisional results, some hill stops and shedding

of passengers were recorded against the 10-12-h.p. Swift car.

This was, however, incorrect, and was only discovered when a

more minute examination of the reports was being made after

the event. The mistake arose owing to the Observer having

made some notes which had reference to other cars, and which,

were placed against the little Swift. This serious blunder on

the part of the official Observer was copied into the columns of

all the motor journals that gave a complete account of the event,

including the official details. Those, however, who saw the way

in which the car took the hills were puzzled at the entry, more

especially as in tha special telegram published in the M.C.J, of

the 29th we were able to record that the 10-12-h.p. Swift waa

the fastest in its class up the hill on the first day. It made a

remarkably good performance throughout the Trial, as did also

the 15-18-h.p. vehicle from the same works.

♦ ♦ ♦

The bad luck of the Chenard-Walcker in turning over, and

the good luck of the passengers in not being hurt, were two facts

that gave excitement to t^e first^ day's run. This car seems

dogged with misfortune in the Scottish Trial. Last year the

transmission gear of the competing vehicle went awry on Deeside,

sixteen miles from a railway station. It hdd to be stalled in a

stable until equine efforts the next day enabled its return to

to town by train. Fortunately this year no such mishap occurred,

although the somersaulting of the car sonstituted a driving stop,

causing the loss of marks.

♦ ♦ ♦

The floral tributes were as profuse as ever, and bunches of

broom, peonies, rhododendrons, and roses were thrown into the

cars, particularly about Aboyne and Ballater. At the latter place

for the third year, nosegays, with accompanying good wishes to

the motorists, found their way to the cars from Miss Mary

Pittar and Miss Jessie Noble, of Turner Hall. One car received

a bottle of whisky ; another a loaf of bread, in this way.

♦ ♦ *

"'-^In view of the success of Ariel-Simplex cars in the Scottish

Reliability Trials, when they won ten hill climbs out of a possi

ble twelve, it caii hardly be a matter for surprise that other

competitors should have questioned whether extraneous help

was employed. " Oxygen " was so freely mentioned that the

Chairman and Secretary of the Scottish Automobile Club made

an inspection of the Ariel-Simplex cars, and particularly wished

to know what was in the ordinary standard lubricating oil tanks

attached to the chassis frames. These gentlemen were satisfied

in every way, but to prevent any possibility of a misunderstand

ing, Ariel Motors (1906), Ltd., inform us that they know

nothing whatever about the advantages or otherwise of oxygen.

They have never even experimented with it, and have always

used in all the various competitions in which they have been so

successful the petrol supplied by the various clubs or the

ordinary commercial article—sometimes bought from the local

agent on the spot. Without exception they have always used

cars of standard engine dimensions and wheel bases as supplied

to the public and standard touring bodies ; in fact, cars which

they are selling regularly and which they are glad to supply to

anyone and everyone.
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THE HOTCHKISS SIX-CYLINDER CAR.

CONSIDERABLE interest is being taken in the long dis

tance run which is at present being made by a

Hotchkiss six-cylinder car, under the auspices of the

R.A.C., the importance of the trial being increased by the fact

that the identical vehicle had previously made a tour of France,

daring which time it successfully covered over 6,000 miles,

bringing its record to date to about 15,000 miles. Some brief

cam-shaft. The plugs are mounted above the inlet valves and can

be readily removed for inspection and cleaning. The carburettor

is of a special type, the size of the jet being varied iu consonance

with the air inlet, thus the amount of petrol and air is auto

matically regulated in accordance with the position of the throttle,

which latter is controlled by both hand and foot levers. The

admission piping is arranged in such a way that an equal dis

tribution of the gas to the six cylinders is obtained. The water

circulation is mainta'ned by a gear-driven pump and the Hotch-

 

Fig. 1.—Plan of Hotchkiss Six-Cylinder Car.

particulars of the car have already been given in the M.C.J.,

but we are now able to give a more detailed account of the

various features, together with a number of illustrations of the

principal parts. The frame of the vehicle, which is of pressed

steel construction, is narrowed at the front to increase the lock

of the steering wheels, and raised at the rear to give clearance

for the differential casing. A general view of the motor, which

is rated at 45-h.p., is given in Fig. 2, from which it will

be seen that the cylinders, 120 mm. bore by 120 mm. stroke, are

kiss type of honeycomb radiator, an air-inducing fan being

also provided. Compression taps are fitted, and large

inspection covers arranged above the valves. Taps are

also fitted to the lowest part of the water jackets so

as to facilitate drawing off the water in frosty weather.

Special attention has been devoted to the question of engine

lubrication, which is effected by an improved form of lubricator.

The oil tank is located under the bonnet, which not only prevents

any dripping on to the floorboards but keeps the lubricant in a

 

Fig. 2—View of Hotchkiss Six-Cylinder Engine.

■cast in three pairs. The interchangeable valves are located on

opposite sides and operated off separate cam shafts. The half-

time pinions are enclosed in an aluminium casing in front of the

motor, thus effectually protecting them from dust and dirt, and

also muffling all noise. The crankshaft, as is usual in Hotch

kiss cars, is mounted on ball bearings.

The ignition is by Eisemann high tension magneto located on

the left side of the engine and gear-driven off the exhaust valve

fluid condition even in the coldest weather. The circulation of

the oil is effected by a pump operated by an eccentric off one of

the cam shafts, which forces it through sight feeds on the dash

board and thence to the various parts of the engine.

Coming now to the transmission, and dealing first with the

clutch, this is of the leather-faced cone type, small flat springs

being fixed at intervals under the leather to give a progressive

engagement. A double universal joint is fitted on the shaft
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between the clutch and the gear-box, which compensates for any

flexibility of the chassis due to road shocks and ensures it being

always truly centred in the flywheel. The gear-box, a view of

which is shown in Fig. 4, which is supported on cross members

immediately behind the clutch, is adapted to give four speeds and

a reverse with direct drive on the high gear. The control is by

a single lever working in a " gate " quadrant. The final trans

mission is by a cardan shaft and bevel gear to a rear live axle.

The former is provided at each end with a universal joint, that

are provided with very neat adjustment nuts, which are sc*

made as to provide their o*n locking device and a "tommy-

bar," a refinement which, by reducing the trouble of adjustment,,

increases the chance of the brakes being always in order.

The frame is carried by semi-elliptic springs at the front and

rear ; the back springs lie outside the side members, and while-

their front ends arc hinged, their rear ends are supported by a

shackle on long dumb-irons. The front axle is bent downwards

at the centre, and the forks of the steering heads are forged in

 

Fig. 3 .—Elevation of Chassis of Hotchkiss Six-Cylinder Car.

to the front being of the ordinary gi mbal type, while the rear

one permits of the longitudinal as well as angular displacement.

These joints are thoroughly lubricated, both of them being

covered by a dust prtof cap which is filled with grease. The

rear axle comprises two tubular sleeve.*, which are bolted to a

steel casing containing the differential and bevel gear. This

casing is in two parts, assembled horizontally, an arrangement

which permits the removal of the upper part, thus rendering the

one piece with it. The steering gear is of the screw and nut

type, and the ball and socket joint between the lower end of the

steering arm at d the connecting rod is arranged in such a way

that it cannot become disconnected. The car, which is remark

ably quieo and flexible in operation, has a wheel base of

1 1 ft. 1 in. and a track of 4 ft. 7 in., enabling a roomy side-

eutrance bndy of the closed or open type to oe fitted to the

chassis. We may add that the London and Parisian Motor

 

Fig. 4.—The Hotchkiss Change-Speed Gear.

differential readily accessible for inspection and cleaning, or for

changing the gear. The rear road wheels are mounted on ball

bearings secured to the tubular sleeve, and are driven by the

shafts contained in the latter. The live axle proper has

consequently only the driving chain to withstand, the weight of

the car being taken by the sleeve.

The car is provided with two brakes : 1, A foot brake acting

on a drum secured to the end of the main shaft of the gear-box.

2, An expanding hand brake actirg on the interior of two

steel drums on each of the back wheels. The brake rods

Fig. 5.—View of Bevel Gear Drive, with upper half of case removed, ^T-

on Hotchkiss Six-Cylinder Car,

Company, Ltd., are the British agents for the Hotchkiss vehicles,

whicn rank among the high-grade productions of France.

The Rev. Dr. Eyre, of Scarboiough, says that in the near

future every young and vigorous prelate will have his motor-car.

The Competitions Committee of the R.A.C. have investi

gated the records of the Tourist Trophy Race, and have come to

the conclusion that 288 oz. of petrol were left in the tank of the

14-h.p. Vulcan car, and not 188 oz. as stated in enor by the

club officials at the time.
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An interesting little guide

to the beauties of Scarborough

has been issued by the proprietor

of the Broadway Hotel in that

resort.

Mr. Edward Coles, of 10,

Myrtle Road, Acton, W., has

sent us some particulars of an improved two-cycle petrol motor

he has devised, in the development of which he is anxious to

meet with someone to financially assist him.

Several of the winning cars at the Birdlip Hill Climb

used " Shell " spirit, including the Metallurgique driven by Mr.

Oscar Cupper and the Mors steered by Mr. L. Carle.

Mr. G. Church, the proprietor of the " Grand " Motor

Works and garage in South Street, Worthing, has now a com

plete plant for repair work of every kind on the premises.

It is worthy of note that not only did the Brasier Company

secure the third place in the A.O.F. Grand Prix race last week,

but it was the only firm whose complete team of throe cars

finished the entire race, thus repeating its achievement in the

1906 Grand Prix.

Motoring visitors to Lancashire on the occasion of the

Motor Union meet at Southport, on July 20th, will find the

garage of Argylls Liverpool, Ltd., in Leece Street, Liverpool,

well equipped not only for the storage of cars, but for carrying

out any necessary repairs.

A motorist was run down and seriously injured by his own

motor-car at Bath recently. Having apparently not placed

the change-speed lover in the neutral position, he was using the

starting handle in the front of the car, which, thus set in motion,

knocked him into a stone wall.

Lord Kensington has collected over £900 towards the

purchase of a car for tho Bishop of St. David's. In a few days

it will be informally handed over to the bishop, at whose request

it is to be regarded as belonging to the bishop of the diocese,

and not as his private property.

The four Brown cars which have been touring Ireland with

the members of the Royal Commission on the Congestion of

Ireland, have now completed 7,152 miles on Irish roads, and the

only mishaps have been two punctures and a broken petrol pipe

excellent record, taking into consideration the state of the

HERE AND THERE.

 

roads the vehicles have travelled over.

On Tuesday the King went on a motor trip through

Snowdonia, receiving addresses at Bethesda, Llanberis and

Carnarvon, and at Capel Curig, from the Festiniog quarrymen,

a slate fan. The Queen and Princess Victoria motored to Baron

Hill, Beaumaris, where the King rejoined them. The party

then motored back to Menai Bridge and returned to Holyhead.

An 18-h.p. Buick car will go on a twelve hours' non-stop

(engine) run in London traffic on Thursday of next week, the

start being at 9 a.m. from the R.AC, 119, Piccadilly. The

route includes Trafalgar Square, London Bridge, Kingsway, Fins-

bury Circus, Marble Arch, the Bank, Sloane Street, Olympia,

Rosebory Avenue, Regent's Park, &c.—a course involving

repeated journeys to the City and through crowded parts of

the West End.

The Texaleine Company, Ltd., of 33, Chancery Lane,

London, E.C., have brought out a compound which they offer to

motorists for the removal of dirt and grease from the hands.

Texaleine is a rich lathering cleanser, and is put up in small tins

of a convenient size, so that the motorist can carry it with him

when on tour. Those who have not yet found an effectual

remover of dirt will be well advised in giving a trial to this

new preparation.

The last American mail brings the news that the week

previous to Mr. Edge's record run on the Brooklands track a

10-h.p. Ford six-cylinder car set up a new American twenty-four

hours' record, covering in that time a distance of 1,135 miles.

The event took place on the State fair grounds track at Detroit,

Mich., U.S.A. Nine cars competed, and eight succeeded in

completing the long test. The Ford, which proved the winner

by twenty-four miles, was driven in turns by Messrs. P. Kulick

and B. Lorimer.

Motor char-a-banc* for holi

day parties are being hired out

from the Bearwood depot of

the Smethwick Electric Supply

Company.

Mr. Hen ry J. Ranger has

lately opened a new garage at

174, Gloucester Street, Christchurch, New Zealand. The

building is well lighted, and is fitted with a large turntable,

inspection pit, tyre vulcaniser, charging plant, &c.

Mr. Charles Lyon has opened a new motor garage in

Black Lion Street, Brighto->, at the rear of the Old Ship Hotel.

This is open by night as well as by day. Separate lock-ups are

provided for cars," and the Black Lion garage has also a large

stock of accessories, &c. Motor repairs, vulcanising, &c., are

also undertaken.

The great publicity given in the Press to the forthcoming

Godiva Processional Pageant is certain to take a large number

of visitors to the city of Three Spires on August 7th next. Those

of our readers who intend being among the number may be glad

to hear of means of securing viewing and car storage accomo

dation, as there will be no chance of doing so on arrival. They

should communicate as early as possible with Mr. W. E. Ward,

c.o. Messrs. Peto and Radford, Ltd., 128, Much Park Street,

Coventry.

 

Fart Seotional View of Live Axle on Hotchkisi Car. [See pagt til.)

Al, Cardan Joint.

B'. Bevel Union Shatt.
B", Cardan Shaft.
CC. Bevel Wheels.
DDI, Differential Pinions.

E. Differential Case.
PFi, Lite Axle.

OQ>, Axle Sleeve.
I. Brake Drum.
K, Bear Wheel.

L, Ball Bearings.
M, Leather preventing oil

leakage from axle.
N, Bevel Gear Case.

0, Ball Thrust Bearlogv.

The performances of the Beeston-Humber car in the

Scottish Reliability Motor Trials hive beon shown on the bioscopo

at the Palace Theatre, London, during the week. The photo

graphs were taken from a special Beeston-Humber car, and give

an excellent idea of the delightful scenery of the Scottish High

lands, as well as of the character of the course and the severity

of the trials.

The business of Mr. E. Hy. Jones has been transferred from

Church Street, Islington, N., to Thames Bank Wharf, Lupus

Street, and Grosvcnor Road, Pimlico, S.W. The new promises

cover an area of upwards of 100,000 ft., and tho newest and

most approved methods of production will be installed. The

wood-working machine shop alone covers an area nearly equal to

the total lloor area at the Islington premises.

THE six-cylinder Hotohkiss which is at present undergoing

a long-distance trial under the supervision of tho R. A.C. has now

completed 9,000 odd miles in Great Britain, in addition to 6,200

miles accomplished in France before the commencement of the

pre ent trial, making a total mileage done by the car of 15,200

miles, and this without any mechanical trouble- Last week's

runs were as follows :—July 1st, Norwich to Leicester, 157

miles j 2nd, Leicester to Derby and back, 154 ; 3rd, Leicester to

Buxton and back, 153 ; 4th, Leicester to Nottingham, 170 ;

5th, Nottingham to Buxton and back, 153 ; 6th, Nottingham to

London, 155.

0
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New niembers of the R.A.C include Mr. W. J. Crossley,

M.P., and Mr. F. Layland-Barratt, M.P.

It is stated "that by his three victories this year—the Targa

Florio, the Kaiser's Prize, and the A.C.F. Grand Prix—Nazzaro,

who is only twenty-six years of age, gained about £8,000.

Mkssrs. H. D. Woolley and Co., of 25-29, Coleman

Street, E.C., have brought out the H.D.W. pump gauge

perfecter which we illustrate herewith, the actual size of the

device being thus shown. To use the device the end A is

screwed into the pump connection. The swivel C is then

attached to the tyre valve, care being taken that the end E is

sufficiently unscrewed to withdraw the lifting pin B level with

the washer inside the swivel. The end E is then screwed until

 

the needle in the pump gauge is defl.cted to show the a?tual

pressure in the tyre. Should it be thought advisable to further

innate the tyre pumping is continued in the usual way, and

when the required pressure is registered in the gauge the instru

ment is removed, care being taken to unscrew the end E, which

controls the lifting p'ln B. By this means the motorist is

provided with a gauge that registers the air in the tyre, not on

tbe way to it. The simplicity and utility of the device are self-

evident.

An interesting demonstration was given last week at the

Piccadilly Circus Garage, London, W., of a new puncture stjp

which has been brought by Mr. M. G. B. Jefferson from

Australia, where it is said to have already proved its merits.

" M'raculum," as the preparation is called, is a semi-liquid

compound, of :i consistency and colour similar to cream, which is

injected in a cold state through the valve into the inner tube.

As the wheel to which the treated tyre is attached revolves, the

Miraculum is spread on the inside walls of the tube, ready for a

small portion to be forced into the hole formed by the puncture

when the latter is sustained. The nature of the preparation is

such that when in contact with the atmosphere it congeals and

forms a substance not unlike rubber, so completely filling up the

wound. To demonstrate the efficacy of Miraculum a set of

tyres on a 14-h,p. Star car had been treated therewith, Into

one of these a 6-in. nail was forced by a hammer to a depth of

3 in. On withdrawing the nail the vehicle was quickly

driven out of the garage for a short spin, and on its return it

was found that the punctured tyre was standing up quite

hard, indicating that the preparation had properly done

its work. The tyre was afterwards purposely deflated, and

the tube withdrawn, when it was found that it had at

one time or another been punctured' at least six times.

Miraculum adds about 6 oz. to the weight of a cycle inner tube,

the addition to those for motor-cars being in proportion to the

size. It is claimed that there is no loss of resiliency by the use

of the compound, and that its only effect on the rubber is in the

direction of preserving tho same. In proof of this we were

shown a tuba which was treated nearly two years ago, and which

certainly appeared in excellent condition. Another advantage

lies in the fact that it does not prevent any large hole or burst

in the tube being repaired by vulcanisation in the usual way.

Arrangements arc now in hand for the manufacture of

Miraculum in this country, and for treating motorists' inner

tubes with the same, as well as for supplying new prepared tubos.

" No houses to let " is the notice which some Coventry

house agents have lately been exhibiting—a result of the great

development of the motor industry that has taken place there.

The worst stage of the Pekin-Paris motor race has now

been passed by four of the five cars that started from Pekin on

June 10th. Prince Borghesc on his Itala led the way to Irkutsk,

and there M. Godard (Spyker), M. Cormier and M. Collignon

(De Dions) last week enjoyed a short rest. The latest news to

hand is to the effect that the Prince has reached Krasnoiarsk,

380 miles from Irkutsk.

Mr. C. Jarrott has had to put off for the present his

attack on Mr. S. F. Edge's twenty-four houra' record on the

Brooklands track. Prior to Mr. Edge's run he had engaged the

track for that purpose, but the proprietors have refused to allow

any more twenty-four hours' records at present, on the grounds

that the noise and turmoil cause great inconvenience to the

neighbourhood of Weybridge and Byfleet, and tfut the track

has proved to be too freshly laid to successfully withstand the

continuous strain of wheels rolling over the same line during

twenty-four hours. They have, however, promised to give Mr.

Jarrott the first refusal of the use oE the course whenever thoy

decide to have another twenty-four hours' record.

One of the most extensive catalogues which we have lately

received comes from Messrs. Mestre and Blatgo, through their

sole British agents, Messrs. Monnet Plasse and Co., 20, Store

Street, London, W.C. This consists of more than three hundred

pages of large size, with illustration? which must run into

thousands. Eich section is therefore complete in itself, and but

the mere3t indication of the exhaustive character of the contents

can be given. Mention may, however, be made of the " Dietz "

and the Alpha lamp», scores of types of horns, whistles,

goggles, tool kits, jacks, &c, trunks and boxes for motorists

on tour, lubricators, electrical specialities, " Nieuport ' magnetos,

chains, and, in fact, everything that the agent or motorist is

likely to require. Messrs. Monnet Plasse and Co. should find

considerable accession to business from the issue of this compre

hensive commercial volume.

The illustration herewith depicts the patent detachable

motor-car wings or mudguards recently devised by Capt. W. G.

 

The Patent Wing as fitted to the " Windham" Detachable Bodies.

Windham, of tho " Windham" Sliding Detachable Motor Body

Company. It will be noticed that the irons, which arc slotted,

fit into little bolts on the underpart of the wings and are tightened

up with two butterfly nuts, spring washers being provided to

keep them tight. The utility of the idea, which was invented

by Captain Windham, can be readily seen. If one gets a puncture

in the tyres, the wings can be easily detached in three to four

seconds ; also when washing the car, instead of washing the dirt

off the wings on to the wheels, the former can be removed, turned

upside down, and properly cleansed ; also for fitting detachable

bodies the wings, which can be adapted to any chassis, can be

adjusted to suit a wide or a narrow body.
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CONTINENTAL NOTES.

-•-

The Brescia Race Meeting.

Already close upon fifty entries have beon received by the

Automobile Club of Milan for the races which are to be hcl 1 on

the Brescia circuit on September 1st and 2nd. Among them are

three Fiats, three Italas, three Rapids, three De Luca-Daimlers,

three Isotta-Fraschinis, three Ben?., three Wolsits, three

S.P.A.'s, &c.

♦ ♦ ♦

The Parls-Ostend- Paris Reliability Trial.

The awards in the four days' reliability trial organised by

the Autocycle Club de France have now been made known. In

the voiturette class (under 90 mm. cylinder bore) the Roussel

car secured the gold medal, while in the 100 mm. section the

first place was taken by the Demeester vehicle.

♦ ♦ ♦

Cheaper Tyres.

The Continental and Michelin companies have just

announced a reduction in the price of their tyres varying

from a few shillings to over £3 per cover, according to the size.

♦ ~ ♦

The Belgium Criterlum.

The Belgian motoring season opened on Friday, the 12th

inst., with the weighing-in, at Spa, of the cars entered for the

eompetit on known as Le Critcrium Be'ge, organised by the

Antwerp, Flanders, Liege, and Namur-Luxembourg, Spa and

Vomers Clubs. The contest is a novel one, as it comprises an

eliminating reliability run from Spa to Ostend (274 kilometres),

where a series of speed trials on the level and on hills are to be

held, the latter being worked in tho programme of the Ostend

automobile week. Afterwards the competitors, who will be

divided into nine classes, ranging from single-cylinder cars to

powerful four-cylinder touring vehicles, will continue the run to

Calais, Boulogne and Rhcims, Spa again being reached on the

20th inst.

♦ • ♦ .

Lap Times in the Grand Prix.

Tbc appended list shows the lap times of the first three

to finish the A.C.F. Grand Prix race. The best time of the day

was that made by Nazzaro in the ninth round—38 min. 2-1 sec,

which is equal to seventy-five miles per hour. It is noteworthy,

too, that all the three drivers quickened up their speed in the

second half of the race.

Nazzaro. Szisz. Baras.

(Fiat.) (Renault.) (Brasier.)

Lap. M. s. M. s. M. 8.

1. ... 42 45 ... 40 39 ... 45 4(i

2. ... 40 44 ... 41 16 ... 41 39

3. ... 40 8 ... 40 38 ... 41 45

4. ... 39 3 ... 50 59 ... 43 47

5. ... 45 50 ... 39 15 ... to 46

6. ... 38 50 ... 39 14 ... 45 5

7. ... 38 40 ... 42 17 ... 40 17

S. ... 43 34 ... 39 5 ... 40 43

0. ... 38 24 ... 40 27 ... 40 34

10. ... 38 35 ... 39 25 ... 40 23

♦ ♦ • ♦

Fuel Consumption in the Grand Prix.

It will be remembered that the Grand Prix race was run on

a petrol allowance basis— 30 litres per 100 kilometres, equal to

9-47 miles per gallon. Roundly, 231 litres of spirit were served

out to each competitor, and the gold medal for the lowest petrol

consumption has been awarded to the Darracq driven by Rigal,

who, as will be seen from the following table, had 42£ litres of

essence left.

Table showing amount of fuel still in hand at end of race ; —

Driver. Car. Litres.

Rigal ... Darracq 42-49

Barillier Brasier 42-12

Baras 38-83

Caillois Darracq .„ 35-58

Szisz Renault 30-95

Shepard Bayard Clement 30-32

Gareet „ „ 1370

(iabriel Lorraine Dietrich 11-80

Nazzaro Fiat 11 "24

French Motor-Car Imports and Exports.

It was announced at the meeting of the French Chambrc

Syndicate de l'Automobile last week that the imports of foreign

motor-cars and parts into France during the five months ending

with May last had attained a value of only £131,640, a decrease

of £23,720 as contrasted with the corresponding five months of

1906. On the other hand, the exports of motor-cars and part3

from France during the same periods had advanced from

£2,338,680 to £2,665,000.

♦ ♦ ♦

Touring in Southern Europe and Northern Africa.

In the opinion of Mr. George C. Tyler, of New York, who

recently completed an extensive tour in Northern Africa, that

country will eventually bacome a paradise for motorists. This

is Mr. Tyler's fifth season of motor touring in Europe, and in

many respects he regards it as the most delightful. He found a

country of perfect roads, beautiful scenery, and excellent accom

modation, and at the same time was far removed from the

beaten track and quaint surroundings to be found elsewhere.

Mr. Tyler went from Paris to Marseilles, thence to Genoa,

Florence, Rome and Naples, through Calabria and Sicily, and

thence by steamer to Tunis. From Tunis a journey was made

 

The Grand Prix Eace.—Duray and his micanicien returning to'.ihe

Grand Stand after the breakdown of their car.

through Soussa, Monastir, Sfax and Gabes to Tripoli, stopping

at the famous mosque in Kirouan. Mr. Tyler's trip was made on

his new 45-h.p. Renault car, on which he has covered nearly

10,000 kilometres.

♦ ♦ ♦

Miscellaneous Items.

A six-wheeled Brillie motor-'bus has recently undergone

some trials in Paris, using naphthalene as fuel. The N.A..G.

Company, of Berlin, have lately supplied a single-deck motor-

'bus for service in Varna, Bulgaria. A new compound known

as Elastin, to replace air in the inner tubes of motor tyres, is just

now attracting attention in Germany. The first motorist to

make the journey over the St. Gothard this season is said to be

M. Andre Suares, of Cairo, who, driving a 30-h.p. Renault, found

the road still thick with snow in many parts. It is announced

that the Spanish Army Council will shortly require lenders for

about fifteen motor-cars for experimental purposes, scouting, &c.

The Automobile Club du Rhone is organising a hill-climbing

contest on the road from St. Chamond to Mont Pilat for

September 22nd next. Twenty-three entries have so far

been received for the first of the Circuit des Ardennes races and

nine for the second.
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[Letters to the Editor should be addressed to the offices,

S7-SS, Charing Cross Hood, W.C.]

THE RACES ON THE BROOKLANDS TRACK.

To the Editor of The Motor-Oar Journal.

Sir,—I am sure that every automobile sportsman appreciates the

efforts which are being made at Brooklands to popularize the sport of

motor racing. Before this can be achieved, however, good and fair

racing has to be secured, and it is the duty of every entrant, particularly

those in the trade, to assist the B.A.R.C. in every possible manner by

playing the game fairly and squarely. I was therefore somewhat

astonished and surprised to notice the flagrant manner in which certain

cars competing at the open meeting held at Brooklands were fitted up

with oxygen cylinders with special apparatus arranged so as to enable

the driver to use the oxygen during the race at will. Many people ex pressed

supprise at some of the cars being able to spurt for a short distance at a

greatly increased speed, and will now be interested to knowhow it was done.

With the object of making good racing, certain limitations of

engine size are imposed for eacn race, but if we are going to

have this artificial method of obtaining increased power allowed, what

is the good of trying to classify cars? If motor racing is to

be of benefit to the industry, if it is to be of benefit

to the public, and if it is to continue to be a sport, thisjsort of thing

 

One of the Daimler Cars whlA competed at Brooklands on Saturday
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must cease. The curse of commercialism touches all things, but if cer

tain competitors have such a poor idea of what sport is, and how the

game has to be played, then those in authority should teach them.

Before any more race meetings are held, the Royal Automobile Club

should absolutely prohibit the use of oxygen, &c, on any car run in any

event held under their rules, and any infringement of the rule should be

dealt with by suspending the culprits—owner and driver—from all

events for two years.

The B.A.U.C. is running its meeting on horse racing lines, and if

race horses are not allowed to be i loped, why should motor-cars !—Yours

truly,

Charles Jakkott.

THE WORLD'S RECOL'D.

To the Editor ov The Motor-Oar Journal.

SIR,—Whilst tho Press is full of the wonderful performance of Mr.

S. F. Edge at Brooklands Track, when he put up a twenty-four hours'

world's record, many enthusiasts who are writing up Mr. Edge's per

formance are overlooking true facts.

Mr. Edge undoubtedly beat the world's record by a very wide mar

gin, but correspondents have variously mis-stated what the previous

world's record was. In the interests of accuracy, I should be glad if

you would kindly emphasise the fact that the previous twenty-four

hours' world's record was held by a six-cylinder Ford, which on the 24th

of June last, at Detroit, Michigan, ran 1,135 miles in twenty-four hours,

officially observed by the Automobile Club of America.

This performance of the six-cylinder Ford beat all previous world's

records by 30ft miles.— ours truly,

Pkrcival L. Perky.

THE " GRAPHIC " TROPHY.

To THS Editob o» The Motor-Gar Journal.

Sir,—Referring to the letter from Mr. W. T. Clifford Earp, I very

much appreciate the kindness that has prompted him to write and try

and assist me in finding out why my six-cylinder Napier was disqualified

for the " Graphic " Trophy Race. He very properly raises two queries

in his letter, but both these and many ethers I have already taken up

with the Royal Automobile Club, and I am sorry to say that the Club,

no doubt from some very good reasons from their point of view, have not

thought fit to tell me on what points my car was disqualified, nor am I

able to find out from them, although I have asked by letter what altera

tion I can make to the car to make it conform with the Club's require

ments. It could not have been in regard to body dimensions, as they

were considerably larger than other cars which competed in the races.

It could not be on account of cylinder dimensions, as they were correct

and accurate in accordance with the conditions.

Personally, I have not the least feeling in regard to the Club, ;i-

they have acted in a thoroughly bona fide way under their rules in the

matter. My only feeling of dissatisfaction is that they hare not told

me, and apparently will not tell me, what is the point they object to,

as naturally I take a great pride in always keeping to the proper con

ditions in all these competitions. I still believe that my car was

perfectly in accord with the conditions, but even if it was not in accord

ance with the R.A.C., I think that I am entitled to receive from them

the point on which the car did not meet with their approval, so that I

may alter it in any future vehicles. At present Ism in the unhappy

position of being told that my car is not suitable under the rules, but

cannot get anything official or unofficial as to what I must do to make it

suitable. Personally, 1 think this is a mistake on the part of the Club,

as I am only too anxious to carry out the rules, but I have no means of

forcing them to give me the information, and if Messrs. Earp can help

me to get it or get it for me they will do me a favour of a greater magni

tude, probably, than they appreciate. —Yours truly,

S. F. Edge.

HELPING MOTORISTS.

To thi Editob of The Motor-Gar Journal.

SIR,—I should like to make a remark through your valuable

columns about the way, and the spirit, in which the motor repairers in

this (Lancashire) police trapping county are acting towards the motor

ing public in general. I bad left Lancaster recently on my way to

Preston, and hail got some four miles on when we were stopped by an

otticial-looking individual. I naturally imagined that I had got into a

trap, but no ! This said person placed the enclosed card into my hand,

with a few remarks about where to look out, &0. Now I am sure that

all your readers will agree with me that if something was done like this

universally, it would stop a number of the touring motorists from falling

into their snares, especially in this district, where the magistrates seem

to take a huge delight in making the fines as heavy as possible, I would

make these traps known for the safety of your readers travelling from

Preston to the Lake district, or, rather, to be more accurate, from Gai-

stang to Lancaster. There are four measured lengths starting from the

twelfth milestone from Lancaster, then again at the ninth, about fifty

yards before the seventh, and a measured mile commencing from the

first straight length after the sixth milestone. Woe betide fane unhappy

one who gets caught in the latter, as it seems to be the pet snare of the

police.—Yours truly,

Roland Ryman.

[Our correspondent encloses a card in which Messrs. W. Atkinson

and Sons, North Road, Lancaster, say " it is not safe to drive at more

than twelve to fourteen miles per hour from Lancaster for twelve miles-

There are usually four police traps about this district."]

THE EDUCATION OF DRIVERS.

To the Editob^di The Motor-Car Journal.

SIR,—Regarding the motor-car wrecked at Sheffield with the result

ing injury to six persons, as reported in the daily papers, I would like to

point out that this emphasizes very strongly the necessity of the careful

examination of each driver of a motor-car, professional or lay, before he

is allowed to drive a motor-car on the high road. That official examina

tion of the personal efficiency of each driver cannot be too seriously

regarded is perhaps sufficiently obvious, but I may be permitted to point

out a few reasons to more fully demonstrate my case.

In London, as an example, although the same thing is taking place

in almost every large city of the world, horse traffic is gradually becom

ing ousted in favour of mechanical traction. Ignorant, bad, and crimi

nally careless driving is due entirely to the absence of official examination

of the drivers. As the motor-'bus and motor-cab become more in

evidence, as in the natural order of events they are bound to be, the

danger througli ignorant and bad driving will become far greater.

These motor-omnibuses and motor-cabs will he chartered more and more

for extended country trips, especially during the summer months, and

this is only a loophole for more accidents to ensue.

A great many accidents are caused through skidding, and an acci

dent oi this kind is due generally to the driver, mainly by reason of his

ignorance of some of the elementary rules in driving. A driver normally

efficient, unless he has had sufficient experience, may be hopelessly at
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sea and fall to bits in an emergency. There are thousands and will be

many more thousands of new comers owning motor-cars and driving

upon the highways, and as this t rathe increases, without the official

examination of each driver, accidents are bound to happen due to this

increase.

Moreover, there is an enormous number of motor-car drivers who

have not the faintest idea as to the margin of safety in the condition i f

their ears. It should be part of the official examination that each

driver should answer, satisfactorily, questions with legard to the sale

condition of his tyres, wheels, steering, brakes, and so forth. There is

as much danger to the car, its occupants and the public, in a weak front

tyre, defective steering, loose road-wheel bearings, or rickety steering

wheel, as in careless or ignorant driving.

_ Before an engine-driver takes the rails on his own responsibility

he is submitted to a most searching examination as to his capacity.

And yet he drives on rails. In the same way an electric car driver is

carefully examined, yet he drives on rails. But the Government has

allowed many thousands of motor vehicles of all kinds to be put on to

the streets and high roads of this country, with the tremendous traffic

encountered in the streets, and the wicked corners and hills in the

country to be negotiated, without any preliminary examination of their

drivers whatever, and grant a driving certificate for ti e sam of 5s. to

any lunatic or dumb and blind person that aay apply with the necessary

funds in his hand.

If arrangements are not. very soon made for an efficient official

examination of e»ery motor-car driver on the road, a responsibility of

the gravest kind wiil rest upon the Government. It would be interest

ing to have your readers' views on this subject,—Yours truly,

Archibald Ford.

WEEKLY WINS.

To THB EniTOk or The Uotur-Oar Journal

Sir,—The advertisements that have been appearing under the

subject matter of "Weekly Wins" are, I think, open to a certain

amount of criticism owing to other results, such as " Fastest Times,"

appearing under this heading, which are not actual wins. These adver

tisements are very easily apt to mislead the readers by making them

think that all the results that are published in them are wins. As a

case in point, in connection with the hill-climbing competition held by

the Sheffield and District Automobile Club a few weeks ago, a certain

firm advertised the fact under the heading of " Weekly Wins" that one

of their make of cars accomplished the fastest time. As this car was by

a long way the most powerful one in the competition it, of course, easily

accomplished this, but on the official results being published, the car was

only placed fourth, having been beaten by no less than three other cars,

including my ow n 20-h.p. Britherhood, which was only approximately

half the power of the car in question. The advertisement referred to

has to my own knowledge been misread by several of my own acquaint

ances, and as I am sure your readers who follow these announcements can

easily understand that no doubt it is misunderstood by numbers of others,

and the result that this car accomplished the fastest time being pub

lished under the heading of this letter would insinuate that the car, besides

making the best time, also won the hill climb.

I understand that the hill-climbing formula and regulations as laid

down by the Royal Automobile Club was done by them in an effort to

place all cars of varying powers and weight "n an equal basis for compe

tition, so that the most efficient car combined with the hest driving

should be the winner. In consequence, as the Sheffield hill-climb was

held under these rules, it shows that the car referred to was only fourth

as regards the two points of efficiency and driving that the competition

would prove. Personally 1 think if firms are desirous of advertising

under the heading of "Weekly Wirs," they ought, to prevent these

advertisements from in any way misleading the reader, to confine the

matter of the same to actual wins, and, as I have before mentioned, the

wording of some of these advertisements can very easily be misunder

stood that I feel justified in bringing the point up, so that the actual

winners of the competitions may have full credit for their victories, and

not have them discounted in any way by advertisements, the matter of

which is arranged in such a manner as to be easily misconstrued.—

Yours truly,

Percy Richardson.

AN ENGINE QUERY.

To tkb Editor of The Motor-Oca- Journal.

Sir,—When in any difficulty in motor-car matters, I usually turn

to the huge mass of M.C.J.s I have accumulated for years. I am,

however, unable to lay my hands upon an answer to the question as to

whether there is danger connected with the frequent appearance of a

little bluish vapour blowing out of the air inlet of the carburettor

( Longuemare), while the engine is at work, also at the slot in the inlet

bend where extra air is admitted. Is there any risk of fire passing

through the carburettor and reaching the petrol tank on the dash ?—

Yours truly,

Galloway.

[We are pleased to note that Galloway turns to the M.C.J, to solve

his difficulties. A somewhat similar query, i.e., as to the danger of

petrol and paraffin in tanks, was dealt with a short time ago. The

appearance of the bluish Hume out of the air inlet indicates that all the

vapour between the carburettor at the moment has besn cons umed, and

for the time being the danger is over. For all that could happen would

be the chance ignition of any extraneous petrol that might be within

reach of the flame. There is not any risk of the flame igniting the

petrol inside the pipe leading to the tank, which we gather our correspon

dent fears. Petrol must be in a state of vapour to explode, and cannot

even burn without the presence of oxygen. The explosions in the

induction pipe point to too weak a mixture, or a faulty induction

valre.]

TIMING A FOUR-CYLINDER ENGINE.

To th« Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—I should be obliged if you would tell me how I can time my

four-cylinder motor, which has mechanically-operated valves all on one

side.—Yours truly,

Subscriber.

[This can be accomplished by the setting of one cylinder only—the

cams being all fixed on the shaft in their proper positions, bring them into

work at their proper time. The best method is to take the inlet in, say,

No. 1 cylinder; turn the engine round in the direction it his to run,

and determine the position of the piston in the cylinder. When this is

about to descend, say about J in. down the inlet stroke, the valve should

commence to open, and close when the pist >n readies the bottom of the

stroke, or in some instances just over the bottom of the stroke. It will

then be found that the inlets and exhaust are all in their proper order.]

The 40-h.p. Siddeley Car recently supplied by the Wolseley Company

to Her Grace, Lily Duchess of Marlborough.

The body is of the limousine type, built by Messrs. Hooptr and Co., Ltd.
The rear wheels are nlled with "Eiostes."

HUB BRAKE DRUMS.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—Fractuied and worn out brake drums are certainly a subject

of serious concern, especially if the countershaft brake is not in working

order, thi sprag is non-existent, and you happen to be on a hill, you

have to decide so quickly on what to do and how to do it. I can write

feelingly, as this damp weather makes an old-fractured collar bone bring

to my remembrance a rather precipitate rush down Hog Trough hill,

Westerham. It is so easy to decide on the correct treatment when

seated at one's desk uear to a brightly burning hearth ; anyway, more

so when the drum is on the hill and the car with oneself in it is careering

away. This actual personal experience is my excuse for now rushing

into print, flub brake drums are usually made of malleable castings,

steel, or gun metal, and now that the metal-to-metal brake is so fashion

able the drum is apt to wear, perhaps, sometimes more than the band

liner. Steel drums are, of course, the best, and gun metal ones trie-

worst for lasting, and my advice to all fellow motorists is, frequently

inspect the drums and liners. It is, of course, important to use the cor

rect material for the band which is suitable to the drum. Gandy

belting and Frood's patent brake lining answer well with any kind of

drum. The latter is fireproof and certainly has great stopping power.

Wrought iron liners answer with a malleable drum and cast iron with

gun metal and steel.

To fix a new brake drum is rather a trouble, and if by frequent

inspection early wear is detected it can easily be remedied without

much bother or expense. To do this take off the wheel and by fixing
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the hub in the chuck of a lathe the remains of the dram can be ' 1 trued

up." A wrought iron or forged steel ring can then be shrunk on.

Any blacksmith will make such a ring, ane made of 1 or 5-16tli scuff

would do, and if it is made a shade smaller than the drum and put on

hot it will hold, and in addition it can be fixed by a few counter screws.

The hub can then once more be put in the lathe and the centre of the

drum to the extent of the width of the band turned down abont one

sixteenth, and thus a flange will be made. Frequently a brake does

not hold because the drum is no longer true and does not present suffi

cient surface for the band to grip. Gun metal drums frequently wear oval

and thus fail to act. The treatment here set forth is a sure remedy

for such complaints.

The recent casualties due to brake failure seem to be all put down

to accident and chance. I honestly believe that with proper attention

to brakes, including frequent inspection of bands and drums, over nine

tenths could have been prevented.

"None pities him that's in the snare,

And, warn'd before, would not beware."

Yours truly,

AN IGNITION QUERY.

To th» Editor o» The Motor-Gar Journal.

Sir,—Would you kindly inform me what is intended when a coil is

described as Jin. spark,'or } in. ispark, as the case may be? I have

made several alterations in my ignition apparatus at various times, but

never succeeded in getting a spark even approaching such sizes. At

present I am fitting a Hellesen dry battery, as at my country place in

RACE MEETING AT BROOKLANDS.

There was a distinct air of novelty about the race meeting on the

Rrooklands Motor Track at Weybridge on Saturday. It was the first

gathering of the kind, and, although the evidence of popularity was not

conclusive, it showed that the initial effort to organise a motor race meet

ing on horse racing lines could attract a crowd of over 10,000 people.

Hut for the substitution of motoi-cars for horses the scene might have been

an ordinary race-meeting, for all the paraphernalia of Epsom was there,

including the bookmakers. The latter must have found business at first

as monotonous as some of the contests, for not until the races were well

on the way did there seem a disposition on the part of the public to

speculate. And then a certain measure of wariness characterised the

crowd.

Society people beamed upon the new sport, and among well-known

people to be seen were the Duke of Westminster, Lord Lonsdale, Mr.

Lionel Rothschild, Lord and Lady Sefton, Lord Essex, Colonel Holden,

Mr. C. D. Rose, M. P., the Earl of Carnarvon, the Hon. A. Stanley,

Mr. and Mrs. Locke King, Mr. Wilson Noble, Mr. Julian Orde, and Mr.

AValter Gibbons. The members' enclosure was crowded with ladies.

Previous illustrations and descriptions of the track have prepared

our readers for a mental picture of the scene. Most of the races were

of the processional order, and it was generally agreed that the with

holding of times from the public was in [order to afford the basis of a

system ef handicapping which might secure close finishes in the future.

1 he results of the various events were as follows:—

MARCEL RENAULT MEMORIAL PLATE of 550 sovs. (th?

nominator of the winner to receive 400 sovs., the nominator of the
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Norfolk I find charging accumulators a great trouble, and, although the

voltmeter shows plenty of force, I cannot get a visible spark larger,

apparently, than the head of an ordinary pin, and it occurs to nio that I

may not be getting all I ought. My coil is a Nilmelior 7-16 in.

spark. Can you help me with any suggestion, please?—Yours truly,

AH 26.

[When a coil is spoken of as givine a J in. or \ in. spark, it

means that if the secondary terminals, or the wire which goes to the

plug, and a wire from the contact breaker terminal, are £ in. apart

a spark will pass in the open air. It would also do so on the plug

itself if the points could be put far enough apart. Any good coil will

spark through & in. in tins manner, provided that it is propeily

adjusted, and the battery will give the necessary current. It will,

bowever, not epurk through this space under compression. When

using dry batteries for ignition, care should be taken to employ a coil

taking a very low current, as a dry cell will not easily give a

high ourrent for a long time, in the same way tint an accumulator will.]

Will Mr. Godwin, who wrote to the Editor of the M.C.J. , kindly

send his address, which has been mislaid.

Tail Lamp Found.—Mr. G. W. Hodgkinson, the motor agent of

Scarsdale Place, Buxton, sends us a police notification that they have

recently found two motor tail lamps in the Macclesfield district. Those

to whom they belong should apply to Supeiintendent Downes, at the

County Police Office in that town.

Cost of Upkeep.—Mr. Cecil Wilson, of the Manor House, Shriven-

ham, Berk", writes :—" Noticing an advertisement of a car which has been

in use for nineteen months (no distance stated) with expenses totalling

17s. 6d., I would like to place againut ic the record of my 10-12-b.p.

Coventry-Hnmber bought last August. I have been 4,109 miles, my

repairs or upkeep (not counting tyres) have been nil.

of the Marcel Renault Memorial Plate Race.

second 100'sovs. and the nominator of the third 50 sovs.), for motor

cars propelled by means of internal combustion engines only, of a

cylinder dimension of 85 to under 110; weight, 3,000 lb. ; miles,

11*4328 ; entrance 25 sov.

Heat 1.

Mr. S. F. Edge's Napier H. C. Tryon 1

Mr. A. Huntley Walker's Darracq Owner 2

Mr. P. Kerr-Smiley's Renault J. Groves 3

Also ran : Mr. C. Harman Wigan's Vinot Deguinsand and Mr. K.

Okura's Fiat.

Heat 2.

Captain G. Hindes Howell's Iris A. Clifford Earp 1

Mr. F. R. S. Bircham's Iris Owner 2

Mr. H. R. Pope's Itala M. Fabry 3

Also ran : Captain W. E. D. Owen's Junior, Mr. J. E. Hutton's

Berliet, and Mr. C. Sangster's Ariel-Simplex.

Final Heat.

Mr. S. F. Edee's Napier .„ H. C. Tryon 1

Captain G. Hindes Howell's Iris A. Clifford Earp 2

Mr. A. Huntley Walker's Darracq Owner 3

Also ran : Mr. F. R. S. Bircham's Iris, Mr. H. R. Pope's Itala, and

Mr. P. Kerr-Smiley's Renault.

Tryon, on the Napier, led from start to finish, and won by nearly

the length of the straigut, with the Darracq (which p unctured) about

700 yards away from the Iris.

HORSLEY PLATE of 300 sovs. (the nominator of the winner to

receive 250 sovs. and the nominator of the second 50 sovs.), for

motor-cars propelled by internal combustion engines only, of a

cylinder dimension of 60 to under 85 ; weight, 3,000 lb. ; mile «,

3'27995 ; entrance 15 sovs.
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"Mr. A. Huntley Walker's Darracq Owner 1

Mr. Sidney Straker's Straker-Squire \V. T. Lord 2

."Mr. S. Gore Browne's Thornycroft Owner 3

Also ran : Mr. A. F. King's Mass, Mr. S. Saunderson's Brasier,

.Mr. P. Kichardson'8 Brotherhood, Mr. G. Moss's Arrol-Johnston, and Mr.

"T. Thornycroft'* Thornycroft.

This was an easy win fori the Darracq, but there was a fine struggle
•for the second place, which was won by the Straker-Squire by a

bonnet.

■GOTTLIEB DAIMLER MEMORIAL PLATE of 650sdvs. (the nomina

tor to receive 500 sovs. and the nominator of the second J i>'J sovs.) ;

for motor-cars propelled by internal combustion engines only, of a

cylinder dimension of 120 to under 155 ; weight, 3,0001b. ; miles,

15-743 ; entrance 30 sovs. •

Mr. E. M. C. Instone's Daimler Owner 1

Mr. A. Huntley Walker's Darracq Owner 2

Also ran : Mr. Charles Sangster's Ariel-Simplex, Mr. H. S. Keating's

Daimler, Mr. S. F. Edge's Napier, and Mr. J. T. C. Moore-Brabazon's

^Minerva.

The Minerva led at the stirt, and when well ahead was brought to

a standstill with a Hooded carburettor. This let ln«tone's Daimler into

first place, and lie won by nearly a circuit. Some minutes later the other

-car ran home. It had jet trouble, while Keating's had a fuel miship.

:Sangster's bonnet flew open and he retired when a stream of oil

smothered his face, obscuring his vision, while the Napier also had

trouble.

BYFLEET PLATE of 550 sovs. (the nominator of the winner to receive

450bovs., and the nominator of the second 100 sovs.), for motor-cars

propelled by internal combustion engines only, of a cylinder dimen

sion of 110 to under 135 ; weight, 3,000 lb. ; miles, 10-3078 ; entrance,

25 sovs.

Mr. C. Jarrott's Lorraine-Dietrich Owner t

Mr. S. F. Edge's Napier F. Newton t

Mr. A. Huntley Walker's Darracq Owner 3

Abo ran : Mr. J. E. Hutton's l'.erliet, Mr. J. T. C. Moore- Brabazon's

Minerva, Mr. J. E. Hutton's Berliet, Mr. Charles Sangster's Ariel-

simplex, Mr. D'Arcy R. Baker's Fiat, Mr. H. R. Pope's Itdla, and Mr.

J. H. Bell's Fiat.

In this race Mr. Biker's Fiat was bandied by Wagner (who had

made fastest time in three laps of the Grand Prix race a few days before),

but the interest was centred on Jarrott aDd Newton. The latter took

the lead with his Napier, but Jarrott rapidly drove after him, and got on

■even terms. As they entered the finishing straight Jarrott slightly

headed him on the outside. Xewton, however, cime again, and a slash

ing finish resulted in the jud„'e giving the result as a dead heat. It was

(mutually agreed to divide the stakes. Jarrott used Continental tyres

and Newton Dunlops.

FIRST MONTAGU CUP, of 2,100 sov. (a cup value 200 sovs., and

the remainder in specie) ; the nominator of the winner to receive the

cup and 1 ,400 sovs. ; the nominator of the second to receive 400 sovs. ;

ana the nominator of the third 100 sovs. ; for motor-cars propelled

by means of internal combustion engines only, of a cylinder dimen

sion of 155 to under 235 ; weight, 2,600 lb. ; miles, 30-4562. Entrance

50 sovs.

^Vlr. J. E. Hntton's Mercedes Owner 1

Mr. K. Okura's Fiat Owner 2

Mr. F. R. Fry's Mercdes D. Resta 3

Also ran : Mr. G. V. Baxendale's Darracq, Mr. W. J. Wright's

Darracq, Mr. H. R. Pope's Itala, Mr. F. Kendle's Mercedes, Mr. A.

Huntley Walker's Darracq, Mr. D'Arcy R. Baker's Fiat, and Mr. S. F.

Edge's Napier.

Wright's Da'-racq suffered from a fraitured base chamber. Edge's

■car ran out of water. Baxendale's D irracq retired early ; while

"Walker's car, driven by Demogeot, punctured when leading. Mutton

finished an easy winner, with Okura some distance away second, and

Resta's Mercedes third. It afterwards transpired that Resta had

covered one lap extra, this robbing him of the race. Through looking

at his tyre, which was damaged, he failed to notice the signal to enter

the finishing straight.

STEPHENSON PLATE of 300 sovs. (the nominator of the winner to

receive 200 sovs., and the nominatoruf the second 100 sovs.) for motor

cars of a price not less than £600 and.not exceeding £700 ; weight,

3,500 lb. ; miles, 5-997. Entrance 25 sovs.

Mr. A. Huntley Walkers Darracq Marquis de Mouzilly St. Mars 1

Mr. C. Songster's Ariel-Simplex A. E. Harrison 2

Captain W. E. D. Owen's Junior Owner 3

Also ran : Mr. S. F. Edge's Napier ; Mr. F. Coleman's White

■steam car; Mr. Coleman's AYhite steam car, driven by Mr. P.

Northey.

The Darracq car won this race by about 300 yards after a good

■contest for some distance with the Ariel Simplex.

CRIPPLED CHILDREN'S OUTINGS.

Some sixty crippled children belonging to the London County

Council schools at Mansford Street, Bethnat Green, were taken, under

the auspices of the Beaumont Cycling Club, for a day's outing in motor

cars, kindly lent by Messrs. Humber, Brown Bros., the Daimler

Company, Mr. S. F. Edge, and Mr. A. S. Reynolds. The children had

a delightful day and visited various interesting parts of Epping Forest,

bsing afterwards entertained to dinner and tea at Oak Hill Farm,

Theydon Bois. During the afternoon a few of the children who had

l>een brought down in the school ambulances were taken for rides in the

<-ars, nursed by teachers and friends.

On Saturday a Manchester committee provided a motor-car ride for

nearly 600crippled children. About 120 cars were loaned for the occasion,

assembling in Albert Square, where the children were gathered. The

destination was Astle 11*11, Chelford, the residence of Colonel Dixon.

The cars were divided into two sections—one going to Chelford by

Wilmslow and Alderley, and the other by Altrincham and Knutsford.

Each child by this happy arrangement was able to vary the trip by seeing

different country coming and going. The children had a good time in

the grounds of Astle Hall, where they rambled about happily, and after

wards bad tea in marquees erected for their reception. The cars set

off back early in the evening, and the party reached the city in good

time.

Mr. Ambrose Firth has offered to entertain the crippled children of

Sheffield at his residence, The Knoll, Bamford, to-day. Cars will meet

at Leopold Street, Sheffield, at 2.30 p.m., and start al>out 3 o'clock for

Mamford via Hathersaje, returning via Ashopton. Arrangements are in

the hands of the Sheffield and District Automobile Club.

 

We are informed that there appears to be an impression prevalent

upon the part of many motorists visiting the Continent that as soon as

they cross the Channel they cannot obtain Dunlop tyres, and we are

accordingly asked to point out that such an impression is quite erroneous,

as the* Dunlop Company have factories or depots in all the chief

-Continental cities, where locally-made Dunlop tyres can be obtained to

accurately fit British Dunlop tyre rims.

Mr. H. C, Tryon, the winner of the Marcel Renault Plate, on hit Slz-

oylinder Kapler.
Photo by] [Campbell-Gray.

COMPANY NEWS.

New Companies Registered.

Motor Schools.—£6,000. To carry on in London and elsewhere

schools for instruction in motor driving, &c, and to adopt agree

ments (1) with T. Smith, (2) with A. W. L. Morgan, and (3) with T.

Smith, W. H. M. Burgess, F. N. Gihbs, and A. W. L. Morgan. First

directors:—Messrs. T. Smith, A. W. L. Morgan, F. N. Gibbs, and

W. H. M. Burgess. 10, Union Court, E.C.

Motors AND Accessories.—£1,000. Motor ami 'accessory manu

facturers, dealers, and agents, &C. No initial public issue. Provisional

directors:—Messrs. <i. M. Roberts, W. G. Cooper-Kipg, M. M. Gowan,

C Piper, H. Ablio, S. Ablin, and R. R. Weston. 364, Birkbeck Bai.k

Chambers, W.C.

waai i

The Metropolitan Engineering Company have taken larger premises

at 197, London Road, Norbury, and have fitted ttiem up with modern

tools to enable all classes of repaiis to be dealt with. The depot is open

day and night all the year round, and a fully qualified engineer is

always in attendance.

At the recent Royal Agricultural Show at Lincoln, Messrs. Joseph

Owen and Sons, Ltd., of Stanley Road, Liverpool, had on view some fine

specimens of dry timber in ash, oak and other hardwoods, in boards and

planks, suitable for builders of railway carriages, motor-cars, and trade

and pleasure vehicles, in addition to a splendid assortment of wheels,

wheel rims, felloes, spokes and tiaves ; every description of bent timber,

including lancewood, hickory and ash shafts, tonneau bends, wings, and

other requirments for motor-cars.
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CLUBS AND ASSOCIATIONS.

 

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE.

- The first motor carnival organised by the Nottingham Automobile

Club took place on Saturday on theVictoriaEmbankment, Nottingham. In

many other towns the entertaining uses to which the automobile can be

put nave been made familiar by the clubs of the district, but the Notts,

organisation had previously held whatmay be termed their annual public

festival on the beach of Skegness. Owing to the sands becoming unsuit

able, however, the Skegness speed trials, which were such a popnlar

feature, have had to be abandoned, and instead there was arranged th*

gymkhana. The splendid asphalt track for the automobile events is in

proximity to the Trent, enabling motor-boat events to be organised. The

arrangement of this attractive portion of the programme was in the

hands of the Motor Yacht Club, which presented two cups for competi

tion. An enclosure had been made for non-competing cars, a band stand

erected for the use of the band of the City Police, and for the accom

modation of his Worship the Mayor (Alderman J. A. H. Green) and

other distinguished visitors there was a covered enclosure. Alderman

AVitty's 3-h.p. Wyvenho3;2, Mr. P. W. M. Wright's 3-h.p. Billie>.

10 f c. 4 in.

Handicap for Boats of aw Horsf.-powkr : (1J miles).—1, Mr.

T. Sharp's 4.h.p. Lady Rose: 2, Messrs. Riley and Sampson's 2£-h.p.

Chip.

Handicap for Boats of 6-h.p. and Under.—1, Messrs. Cart-

wright, NeiUon, and George'* 4-h- p. To?o ; 2, Mr. H. Daubney*s 4-6-h.p.

Dorothy ; 3, Mr. J. Redmile's 4-h.p. Lily.

Flying Quarter-Mile (Championship of the Trent).—Mr. R. W.

F-tirbink's 15-20-h.p. Fairbanks ; runner-up, Mr. G. Cowen's 15-20-h.p.

AVhite Heather.

At the close the prizes were distributed by the Mayoress, who wa»

accompanied by the Mayor (Alderman J. A. H. Green), and on the motion

of Mr.' Charles Hardy (president of the club) a cordial vote of thanks

was passed to them for their presence and interest.

KENT.

In surprisingly genial weather the Kent A.C.'s annual gymkhana

was held on Saturday in Holwood Park, Bromley, by permission of the

Earl of Derby. Some forty cars and about 150 members and friends

were present. The judge* were Cant, the Hon. F. W. Stanley, Dr.

Charles Firth, and Mr. W. Ballin Hinde. Mr. G. T. Langridge, of

the Motor Union, acted as starter. The other officials were ^Fea8r8.

C. J. Morgan, Col. Latter, T. H. Nash, Qwen Firth, L. C. Fox, J. E.

ltennett, and Capt. Page. Lady Alexandra Stanley kindly presented

the prizes to the winners at the termination of the programme.

 

 

The Nottingham Club's Motor-

Sir John Turney and Councillor W. H. Carey (chairman of the Public

Parks Committee) were amongst the members of the City Council

who were present, amongst the visitors from the neighbouring clubs

being Mr. E. G. Mawbey (president) and Mr. A. J. McAlpin (hon. secre

tary) of the Leicestershire A. C.

The charities of the city, to which the profits of the gymkhana are

to be devoted, are likely to benefit substantially, for at the turnstiles,

which were under the charge of Mr. H. Hallam, over a hundred pounds

was taken. The details of the various events are as follows :—

Glass of Water Race.—Event A, two-seated cars under 12-h.p.;

Event B, four-seated cars. Four seats : 1, Mr. G. B. Fletcher, 10-12-h.p.

Coventry-Humber ; 2, Mr. W. D. Wells, 30-40-h.p. Daimler. Two

seats: 1, Mr. M. Ross-Browne, 10-14-h.p. Renault; 2, Mr. A. N. Lee,

8-10-h.p. Coventry-Humber.

Lady Passengers' Racf..— 1, Mr. W. D. Wells, 30-40-h.p.

Daimler; 2, Mr. A. Barlow, 16-20 h. p. Argyll.

Obstacle Race.— 1, Mr. R. S. Clifford, 12-h.p. Richard-Brasier ; 2.

Mr. R. R. Latham, 6 8-h.p. Baby Peugeot.

Starting and Stopping Race.—1, Mr. M. Ross-Browne, 18-h.p.

Gladiator ; 2, Mr. A N. Lee. 8-10-h.p. Coventry-Humber.

Flexibility Competition.— 1, Mr. A. Lee, 8-10-h.p. Coventry-

Humber; 2, Mr. James A. Doran, 24-b.p. Minerva.

The Motor Union medal for the Ijest performance of the day was

won by Mr. A. N. Lee.

motor-boat races.

Turning, Reversing, and Restarting Race.— 1, Mr. A J-

and Motor-Boat Race Meeting.

The results of the events were as follows :—

Slow Race.—Class 1.—Four-cylinder cars, Mr. Percival Foster,

18-h.p. Mercedes ; Class 2.—Two-cylinder cars, Capt. Page, 7-8-h.p.

Swift ; Class 3.—One-cylinder cars, Mr. W. E. Brewerton, 6-h.p.

De Dion.
Bending Race.—Class 1.—Wheel base over 9 ft., Mr. G. M.

Kenyon, 22-h-p. Minerva. Class 2.—Wheel base under 9 ft., Mr. W. E.

Brewerton, 6-h.p. De Dion.

Spked Judging.—The competitors were timed over a measured

half a mile and the speed was to be at the rate of twenty miles per hour.

Mr. A. Booth Hearn was the winner and was awarded the cup offered by

the chairman. Mr. G. M. Kenyon was awarded the second prize.

Academy Stakks.—In this event each competitor selects a lady

who takes her place at a blackboard. Each competitor is then given a

slip of paper on which the name of an animal is written. The competi

tor starts nis car (paid drivers not allowed to start engines in this event),,

races to the blackboard, stops his engine, alights, and draws the animal

mentioned on the paper on the board. As soon as the lady names the

animal, the competitor re-starts his engine and races to the starting

point. The first back wins. A prize is also given to the lady. The

Srize was awarded to Mrs. Bradshaw, who guessed the drawing made by

Ir. Nash.
Tilting at the Ring.—The chairman's cup was awarded to Miss

Rogers (driven by Mr. Nash) who took all four rings. Lady Alexandra

Stanley (driven by Mr. Kenyon) was second, taking two rings and strik

ing a third.
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During the tea interval the judges had a most difficult task in select

ing the best kept and turned out car out of the ten entries. Mr.

Morgan's six-cyhnder Brooke and Mr. Nash's Unic were eventually

■selected and pronounced a draw.

Musical CHAIRS.—Miss Winnie Firth, driven by Mr. Kenyon,

■obtained the prize.

Captain Page was presented with the gold medal obtained by him

in the B.A.C.'s mechanical pro ficieney examination at Maidstone in April

last.

BARNSLEY.

Thk first competition arranged by the Barnsley and District Auto

mobile Club took the form of a hill climb up the gradient known as

^Stainborough Lowe, near Barnsley, on the afternoon of Thursday last

week. The course measured 1,100 yards, and possessed an average

gradient of one in ten, though in parts it was as severe as one in 6-S, but

all the competing cars, carrying their full complement of passengers,

■negotiated the climb, which is regarded as probably the severest in the

■district.

The president of the club, which was only formed last year, is the

!Rev. T. T. Taylor, who offered a challenge cup for competition, gold and

silver medals being also awarded to the owners of the two cars showing
■the best results, calculated on the usual basis of weight, time, and horse

power. The officials were :—Judge, the Bev. T. T. Taylor ; timekeepers,

Messrs. E. H. Barker, J. F. M. Coles, and Mr. J. Taylor ; secretary,

Mr. H. J. Wells. The official placing of the cars, with the actual time

•occupied in covering the distance, are as follows :—

Dr. W. Craik, Thnrnscoe, 8-h.p. Kover, 246 6 sec. ...

Dr. A. Thomson, Dodworth, 10-h.p. Alldays, 203 " see.

Mr. E. A. Barker, Barnsley, 10-h.p. Star, 205 5 sec. ...

Mr. A. Wainwright, Barnsley, 10-h.p. Alldays, 21.V2 sec.

Mr. E. Turner, Barnsley, 16-20-h.p. Kover, 178-4 sec.

Mr. J. F. M. Coles, Barnsley, 10-h.p. Star, 209-4 sec.

Dr. F. J. Sadler, Barnsley, 10-h.p. Hallamshire, 286 see. .

Mr. W. A. Durnford, EUecar. 15-h.p. Huraber, 230 sec. .,

Mr. .1. Carrington, Barnsley, 15-20-h.p. Darracq, 220 sec. .

Mr. W. H. Hanson, Barnsley, 20-h.p. Horbick, 173-6 sec. .

Mr. C. E. Hoyland, Brierley, 10-12-h.p. Humber, -J56 sec.

Mr. H. J. Wells, Barnsley, 10-h.p. Star, 259 3 s«c

Mr. W. A. Durnford. Elsecar, 12-h.p. Darracq, 2T>8-3 sec. .

Dr. H. A. Banham, Worsbro', 7-h.p. Star. 317 4 sec.

SOUTHERN.

l
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The results of the Southern Motor Club's hill climb at Toy's Hill,

Kent, on the 22nd ult., and described in our issue of June 29th, are now

«to hand as follows :—

Class I.— 1, Sizaire ; 2, De Dion ; 3, Alldays ; 4, Biley ; 5, Bover ;

6, Bover; 7, Cadillac; 8, Darracq; 9, Gregoire.

Class II.—1, Talbot ; 2, Vulcan ; 3, Clement-Talbot ; 4, Vauxhall ;

-">, Osterfield.

Class IIL— 1, Clement-Talbot ; 2, Metallurgique ; 3, Martini ; 4,

Germain ; 5, Clement-Talbot ; 6, Gladiator ; 7, Arrol-Johnston ; 8, Vinot ;
■9, Deasy; 10, Darracq; 11, Belsize and Malcolm; 12, Darracq; 13,

Rover.

Class IV.—1, Daimler ; 2, Mors ;

Napier.

Class V.—1, Daimler ; 2, Daimler

Brooke ; 6, Gracile ; 7, Thornycroft ; 8,

this class were entered and driven by members of the Southern Motor
■Club, the third car also driven by a member of the same club.

Class VI.—1. De Dian (Mrs. Kirton) ; 2, Dea«y (Miss Hind).

Class VII.—1, Metallurgique ; 2, Arrol-Johnston.

Team contest.— 1, Clement-Talbot ; 2, Bover ; 3, Darracq.

3, Austin ; 4, De la Buire ; 5,

3, Gobron-Ilrillie ; 4, Iris; 5,

Napier. The first two cars in

R.A.C.

On Wednesday the South Harting Hill Climb of the K.A.C. was
■held, the competitors being subsequently entertained to tea by Lady

.Russell at Telegraph House. In the open competition for the Yellow

Trophy there were fifty-five entries and tor the closed events twenty-five,

making eighty in all. The proceedings were commencing as we went

•to press.

SCOTTISH A.C.

The offices of the Scottish Automobile Club have been removed to

163, West George Street, Glasgow. The new telephone numbers are :

National 2424 Argyle, Post Office 5948 Central.

The handbook of the Scottish Automobile Club for 1907-8 has just

been issued, the primary object being to afford a concise means of

information to members of the Club on matters relating to motor touring

in Scotland. A list of officially appointed and registered hotels and

repairers is given, the detailed information with regard to charges, &c,

being most comprehensive, as is usually the case in such official publi

cations. The list of ferries with their tolls in Scotland and steamship

•charges will be useful to those on tour, and the selected routes have been

thoroughly overhauled for publication. Altogether the handbook is

characterised by the thoroughness which has become a feature of the

work of the Scottish A.C.

NORTH LONDON.

Ox Saturday a reliability trial arranged by the above club took

pi ice, the following three finishing :—

1. Mr. Max Graddon, 18-h.p. Fiat.

2. Mr. C. Cutler, 15-h.p. White steam.

3. Mr. Perry, 15-h.p. Ford.

Marks were awarded for consistency of running, the times being

taken of three circuits. Competitors were not allowed to look at the.r

watches. Mr. Graddon had only a difference of 3 min. 50 sec. on the

turee circuits of 36 miles each, Mr. Cutler of 4 min. 29 sec., and Mr.

Perry did his third round with only a difference of 2 sec. from his

first.

LINCOLNSHIRE.

The Lincolnshire A.C. having invited the Lincolnshire Motor

Cycle Club to a combined meet, and offered prizes for a hill-climb for

motor-cyclists, advantage was taken of the presence of the two types of

automobiles to compare the speeison the ss-me hill. In the motor

cycles, W. H. Brookes, Market Kasen, 2?-h.p. Humber, won the class

for machines 80 x 80 mm., in 1 min. 95 sec, with 15 marks. In class 2,

for machines over 80 x 80, single cylinder, R. M. Wr.ght, Lincoln, 3J-h.p.

N.S. V., won in 54^ sec, 16-2 marks. Alan L. Shaw, Grantham, 3&-h.p.

Minerva, made fastest time in this class, getting up in 60 sec. In class

3, twin-cylinder machines, G. F. Cusworth, Louth, 5-h.p. Peugeot, wop.

in 39? sec, 121 marks. The best times in the three classes were thus

39J sec, 50 sec, and 69J sec. In cars Sir H. B. Bacon, Birt., 18-h.p.

Wolseley, made 50 sec, Mr. H. Martyn, 10-12-h.p. Humber, 89 sec

Irish.

In the forthcoming hill-climb of the Irish A.C. the chassis will be

handicapped in the following manner:—Cars in Class A (under £200

Voice fan ftp C,A*«(,t.
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The above amusing sketch is reproduced from a drawing sent us by

Mr. A. House, of the Northern Automobile Company, Hanniigha

Bradford.

chassis, two seaters) will receive 14 sec. handicap for each £10 they are

under £200. In Class B (£200 to £300 chassis, tour seaters) 10 sec for

each £10 under £300. Class C (£300 to £450, four seaters) 7 sec. for each

£10thevare under £450. Class D (£450 to £600) 5 sec. for each £10

under £600. Class E (£600 to £750) 4 sec. for each £10 under £750.

Class F (over £750) 3 sec for each £20 under £1,150. The winning carineach

class will be weighed, and the one showing the highest result obtained

by dividing its time ratio by its actual time will be awarded the Hum

ber eup. The time ratio of any car is found by the following :—

120,400 x weight laden

bore 2 mm. x stroke x number of cylinder

HERTFORDSHIRE.

+ 14-34

The Hertfordshire County Automobile Club issue a list of members

with their fixtures for the season. The rules are also included and a

notice issued to members urging them to drive their vehicles " in such a

manner as to cause the least possible inconvenience to others," in order

to educate the non-motoring public to look upon the motor-car with

favour.

The open hill-climbing competition of the North-E 1st Lancashire

A.C. will be held at Rivington Pike, Horwich, near Bolton, on Friday, the

19th inst.

We are informed by the British Petroleum Co., Ltd., that all the

winning cars at Brooklandson Saturday used " Shell " motor spirit.

The Doherty Motor Components, Ltd., held their annual outing last

Saturday, the venue being Stratford-on-Avon. Over forty employees

had a very pleasant day. A sports meeting was held in the afternoons

and prizes distributed by Councillor J. V. Stevens, J. P., to the winner,

of the various races. The evening was given over to harmony.
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GASES UNDER THE MOTOR CAR ACT.

Exceeding the Limit.

On Tuesday the Wokingham magistrates heard a batch of sum

monses against motorists for driving at excessive speed at Sonning,

Wokingham, and other places within the area of their jurisdiction.

At Beaconsfield petty sessions, on Monday, the Earl of Portarling-

ton, of Emo Park, Portarlington, was fined £3 and costs for driving a

motor-car beyond the regulation speed on the Bath road, near Taplow,

on June 16th. The officer who stopped him said his lordship was most

civil ; in fact, it was a pleasure to meet him, and that was more than

they could say of some motorists.

The following appeared at the Kingston Petty Sessions the other

clay for exceeding the legal limit : H. Fleck, Tonrnay Koad, Walham

Green, fined £5, and 8s. 6d. costs; G. S. Taylor, Horseferry Road, West

minster, £5, and 8s. 6d. costs ; G. Jones, Rothschild's Road, London,

£5, and 9s. 6d. costs ; L G. Turner, Mitcbam Lane, Streatham, £5, and

88. 6d. costs ; S. Hame, Oxford Mansions, Oxford Street, £5, and 8s. 6d.

costs ; W. Batchelor, of Clarence Street, Kingston, £5 and costs. The

following were fined £3 and costs : H. L. Doherty, Kennington Gore,

S.W. ; A. J. Wainwright, Holland Road, Brixton ; F. W. Gorman,

Kinnerton Street, Knightsbridge : J. Price, Lower Kennington Lane,

S.E. ; J. P. Scott, Eaton Mews, South Eaton Square, London ; E.

Hedeck, Rutland Gate, Kensington ; F. Crocker, Chilverton Road,

Putney (fined £4) ; and H. Earons, Claridge's Hotel, Brook Street, W.

At Mortlake Petty Sessions, Henry Anthony, a sergeant of the Army

Service Corps, of Government House, Aldershot, has been fined £2 and

costs for exceeding the speed limit in Richmond Park with a War Office

motor-car on June 21st. General Sir John French was in the car.

Dangerous Driving.

A fine of £10 and costs has been imposed on a chauffeur at Slough,

for driving a motor-car at a speed dangerous to the public. The defend

ant was a Frenchman named Leon Ostinelli, in the employ of Mr. Arthur

Du Cros. The car came collision witli a milk cart and the horse was

killed.

Furious Driving.

At Westminster, on Saturday, George Mauder, of St. Edmund's

Terrace, St. John's Wood, was before Mr. Horace Smith, charged with

recklessly driving a motor-car and causing injury to Henry Ledger, of

Juer Street, Battersea. P.c. Gatting deposed that shortly before one

o'clock on Saturday morning he was at Parliament Square. The

defendant, driving at a fast rate, went on the wrongs side of a refuge

and overturned Mr. Ledger, who was riding a bicycle in the direction of

Victoria. The witness took the accused to the station, where he

expressed sorrow for what had occurred. Mr. Smith said it was a very

providential thing that the injured man was not killed outright. He

fined defendant £20 for driving the car in a manner dangerous to the

public. The fine was paid.

A sequel to an accident which occurred at Lancing in May, whereby

a Worthing cyclist, named Jordan, was injured, was heard at the Shore-

ham Petty Sessions en Monday, before General R. T. Godman and other

magistrates, when Mr. Warwick Wright denied driving a motor-car at

a speed dangerous to the public along the lower Lancing .Koad, at Lancing,

on May 12th. For the defence Mr. Harker said it was practically cer

tain that if the accident had not occnrred nothing wouldihave been heard

of the case, and he remarked that the mishap was entirely the fault of

the cyclist. After considering their verdict for some little time in private

the Chairman stated that the Bench were of opinion the cyclist had con

tributed to the accident, as he was wandering about the road. But, in

asmuch as the driver of the motor-car did not reduce his speed so as to be

able to avoid running into the cyclist, the Bench considered he was

driving at a speed which was dangerous to the public, and would there

fore convict. Defendant was fined £1 and costs (£4 15s. Id. in all). Mr.

Harker asked that the Bench would fix the I fine at a guinea, in order

that his client might have the chance of appealing at Quarter Sessions,

but the Chairman stated that the Bench must adhere to what they had

decided.

The Macclesfield magistrates were occupied two hours on Monday

in hearing a summons against Gerald Higginbotham, for riding at a

dangerous speed and not sounding the horn in Park Lane on June 21st.

Mr. Higginbotham on his car and a telegraph messenger on a bicycle

collided, and it was alleged by numerous witnesses that the car was

driven very fast. Rebutting evidence was given by several witnesses.

The magistrates were equally divided for and against a conviction. The

case will lie retried next Monday.

Appeal Allowed.

Last week, at the Warwick Quarter Sessions, Captain Biiggs was

successful in appeal, in which he was supported by the Motor Union,

against a conviction for driving to the danger of the public at Uftoii.

Mr. Stops, the Motor Union local solicitor, contended before the Justices

that the evidence of the police had been exaggerated. Captain Brings

said he saw a constable's helmet through a hedge, and guessed that he

was passing a police timing arrangement ; he therefore slowed down

considerably, and denied that he was driving at a dangerous pace. The

two policemen who gave evidence did not make any attempt to stop the

car or speak to the occupants. Under cross-examination one of the

constables admitted that a man, who was practically blind, further down

the road, was really resting on the side of the road, and that a woman

with a perambulator had ample time to get on to the path before the car

got to the spot. Further evidence was called at the re-hearing in

support of Captiin Briggs, with the result that the appeal was allowed

and the conviction quashed.

Brakesmen on Trailers.

Several firms have recently been prosecuted in the Bury county

police district for not employing a man on a trailer behind a motor

vehicle to apply the brake. On Monday Messrs. Beyer, Peacock ami

Co. defended at the Radcliffe Police Court a charge of this nature.

Though they contended that their method of having a man on the front

of the motor vehicle was better than having him perched on the trailer

behind, fines and costs amounting to about £2 were inflicted.

Driving to the Common Danger.

At the St. Albans County Sessions, Henry Wilkinson, Kilburn, was

charged with an offence under the Motor Car Act. Mr. Arthur Clark,

who prosecuted, explained that the proceedings were not taken under-

Section 9 for exceeding the speed limit ; they were taken under Section 1

for driving to the common danger. The alleged offence took place on

May 19th last, when the ear was driven by the defendant from

London Colney in the direction of St. Albans. After hearing evidence

Mr. Robinson said it laid upon the prosecution to show that defendant

was driving to the danger of the public. But here they had to

take the evidence for the prosecution as it stood. Had defendant

had the benefit of the quarter of a minute each way that

would have reduced the speed to 25 miles an hour. London

Road was a broad road, there was not a single cross-road

anywhere between London Colney and St. Albans, and at the side there-

was a footpath. The driver had been three times warned that morning

that there were police " traps " about, and Mr. Robinson submitted

that knowing this a person would not he likely to exceed the limit. The

Bench retired, and on their return the Chairman announced that they

held the charge to be "not proven " under Section I.

Personal Attendance Required.

The Earl of Caledon, of Carlton House Terrace, was summoned at

Bow Street on Monday for exceeding the ten-mile motor-car limit in the

Mall, St. James's Park, on the 23rd ult. The defendant did not appear,,

and was not represented. In these circumstances the magistrate

adjourned the case, and directed the defendant to be served with a-

summons to attend the court on Monday next.

THE COMMERCIAL VEHICLE TRIAL.

-♦-
Last week we eave the first eighteen entries for this trial. The;

following have since been received : —

Entrant. (.'lass. Net Load. Nature of Vehicle.

19. Darracq-Serpollet Omnibus

Company.Ltd C. 30 cwt. Lorry.

20. Darracq-Serpollet Omnibus

Company, Ltd C. 30 cwt. Van.

21. Darracq-Serpollet Omnibus

Company.Ltd D. 40 cwt. Lorry.

22. Darracq-Serpollet Omnibus

Company.Ltd. ... ... D. 40 cwt. Cbar-a banc.

23. Darracq-Serpollet Omnibus

Company.Ltd. ... .. E. 60 cwt. Omnibus.

24. Darracq-Serpollet Omnibus

Company.Ltd E. 60 cwt. Lorry.

25. Messrs. Charles Burrell and

Sons H. 120 cwt. Steam Tractor.

26. St. Pancras Ironwork Com

pany, Ltd F. 100 cwt. Steam Wagon.

27. Wolseley Tool and Motor-Car

Co E. 60 cwt. Petrol electric chassis-

with body.

Entries at ordinary fees close to day (Saturday) at 12 noon.

The representatives of the R.A.C. on the judges' committee for the-

trial will be Col. H. C L. Holden. R.A., F.R.S., Messrs. W. Worby

Beaumont. Dugald Clerk, MajorT. H. Cochrane, R.E., M:V.O., J. Lyons

Sampson, E. A. Cozens-Hardy, A. G. New, and Captain F. E. D3'ke-

Acland.

It is interesting to learn that the camp, which was a feature of the

starting point of the A.C.F. Grand Prix, was equipped by a British firm,

Messrs. C. Groom, Ltd., of Leadenhall House, London, E.C., who erected

150 Army bell tents and fitted them with 1,000 bedsteads, mattresses,

blankets, washstands, &c.
Messrs. Markt and Company, 6, City Road, Finsbury Square-

London, E.C., have issued a new catalogue of their automobile accessories,

&c., which will be preserved in many motor establishments for ready

reference. The catalogue is based upon the loose leaf system, so that the

firm's clients will be able to insert as insets the additional pages which

Messrs. Markt and Company will publish from time to time. Among

the specialities illustrated are the Jones speedometer, the new Veeder

hub odometer, motor horns with grille and tube, the Clarion motor bells,

volt and ampere meters, the Royal Flarefront searchlights fitted with

the Bansch and Lomb mirrors, securing a powerful and penetrating

light. The fronts of these lamps are flared so that more light is shed

directly in front of the car. The Washburn pressure gauge recently

illustrated in our columns is also described, as well as many motor sundries

indispensable to the motorist and the motor agent.
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DUST AND THE1MOTORIST.

In apaper read last week before the British Institute of Public Health,

Dr. H. S. HeleShaw, Ll.D., F.R.S., referred to the steps taken by the

Koads Improvement Association, the Dust Committee of the Royal

Automobile Club, and the National Dust less Roads Association, to

grapple with the evil of dusty roads. " Those who read the journals

devoted to automobilism," he (aid, "will be aware how much piogress

has been made recently in investigating and experimenting on materials

for the preservation of the road surface and the prevention of dust.

Quite recently very important trials were held on the Staines road, and

also of materials themselves for sprinkling on the road. These materials

may now be numbered in large quantities, and have quite a vocabulary

of their own— those, for instance, treated in the above competitions

bearing such names as ' Crempoid,' ' Compo,' ' Ormenite,' 1 Hahnite,'

' Pulvicide,' ' Marbit.' These materials for treating tha surface of the

roads must not be confounded with the processes for constructing the

road surface, by which a more permanent surface is obtained, which, though

costing more, last as a rule for a considerably longer period. To these

also have been attached a number of weird names, as ' Tarmac,'
■ 'Quarrite,' 'Taafalt,' 'Tarlithic,' ' Kleinprlaster,' 'StroDgile.' Ihe

surveyors of nearly every county, and some city engineers, have been

making experiments with the view of the prevention of dust on the roads

under their control, and there is every reason for thinking that the dust

nuisance will in the immediate future be grappled with in a way that

has never been done before. The fact must not be overlooked that the

more care and expense that is involved to give a surface of any real

value to the macadam road, the more important it is that this surface

should not be destroyed by heavy motor vehicles. Speaking at Liver

pool before the Incorporated Association of Municipal and County

Engineers, on June 20th, the City Engineer of Liverpool (Mr. J. A.

Brodie) remarked that ' the ever-increasing use of heavy vehicles for the

conveyance of goods along the ordinary roads is in many districts

causing road engineers a good deal of anxiety on account of the damage

done to their road surfaces, and it appears not unlikely that the provision

of satisfactory road surfaces for the conveyance of merchandise may

presently form a very important portion of the duties of the municipal

and county engineer.' The increase in the motor traffic and the use of

traction engines naturally tend to accelerate the destruction of road

surfaces, and I have held a strong belief for many years that some substi

tutes for the ordinary wheel will come into use before long.

I have now strong reasons for believing that such a device is quite

practicable, and that it is possible to carry heavy loads at a fairly high

speed economically upon ordinary roads, without injury to them. With

the ordinary wheel I do not believe that this is possible. Mr. Brodie, in

the address above quoted, remarks 'it cannot be doubted that roads so

constructed have fairly met the conditions for moderate traffic up to the

present time. It is, however, well known that the macadam road is

entirely unsuitable for roads carrying really heavy traffic' He himself

only appears to suggest relief from making the roads of more suitable

character. It is important to remember that there are two factors to

deal with in the road question, viz., the road itself, and the moving

thing in contact with it. It is the mutual relation of these two to each

other that constitutes the real preblem to be grappled with. We have

undoubtedly much to learn, but have we done anything during the last

few hundred, or let us say thousand, years to improve the wheel, that is,

as far as its destructive action on the road is concerned ? I am, of course,

not alluding to the pneumatic tyre, although the recent extraordinary

developments in steel-studded tyres, I think, make the road-destroying

properties of the pneumatic tyre in a new state equal to the diagonal

oar of a heavy traction engine. We must look to an early answer to the

question, can we really modify the wheel under its ordinary conditions

of working so as to enable it to carry heavy loads at high speeds, so that

it will neither be destroying itself unduly, nor destroy the road in contact

with which it works * "

—8CBCBCJ0—

PUBLIC MOTOR SERVICES.

The Great Eastern Railway Company has twenty-one mntor-'buses

in service in the Eastern counties.

Representatives of various religious bodies in Wandsworth have

met to consider the disturbance to Sunday services caused by the

noise of motor 'buses in particular, and motor traffic in general. They

have forwarded a resolution on the subject to the Commissioner of

Police.

At the meeting of the Stretford District Council, a resolution of

the Sanitary Committee has been submitted in favour of granting a

licence for a month to Mr. W. Stanway, permitting his motor-' bus to

ply for hire between the boundary of the township in Edge Lane and

the boundary in Lrmston Lane.

In connection with the development of Farnham Common, near Burn-

ham Beeches, the Great Western Railway Company have augmented the

road motor service to and from that place and the railway station at

Slough, while a waiting room has been provided by the Buruham Beeches

Estate Company, Limited.

Thkee motor char-a-bancs have been bought by a firm at Conway,

with the object of running trips to places of interest within a radius of

fifty or sixty miles. One of them will confine its service to the loop tour,

via Nantfrancon and Bettws-y-Coed.

The House of Lords has decided that a railway company has no

right to carry on the business of an omnibus company. The effect of

this verdict is that the motor-'bus service, which has for a considerable

time been run by the Mersey Railway Company, must be abandoned.

The matter came before the House of Lords on an appeal by the Birken

head Corporation from a decision of the Court of Appeal. The 'bus

service was started in connection with the company's trains, and the

'buses were run at a six minutes' interval, but besides carrying railway

passengers they took ordinary travellers, picking up and setting down at

any point on the route. The company's special Act contains no power

to carry on the business of an omnibus company, and the local corpora

tion, who own a system of tramways as well as the Mersey Ferry, brought

an action to restrain the company from continuing to run the 'buses. Mr.

Justice Warrington held that a motor-'bus service was nlta vires, and

granted an injunction. The Court of Appeal, while agreeing with the

learned judge, thought that if the company gave an undertaking to run

'buses for the sole purpose of carrying passengers to and from the

station, the 'buses could be brought within their contention that lit was

incidental to their business of a railway. The undertaking was given to

the satisfaction of the Court, but the corporation were not satisfied and

carried the matter to their lordships' house. The Lord Chancellor said

he thought the case was covered by the Attorney General v. London County

Council—the case of the halfpenny 'buses across the London bridges. It

seemed to him that the decision oi Mr. Justice Warrington was perfectly

right, and must be restored. The other noble and learned lords concurred.

The appeal was therefore allowed with costs.

ROAD REPORTS.

Avoiding Brentford.—A correspondent, recognising the difficulty

of widening the High Street, Brentford, advises motorists to avoid the

place as far as possible. " A glance at the map of Middlesex, " he

says, "shows that the road to Windsor—practically the only road—is

 

The fiat Company's New Factory at Wembley.

linked up at Hounslow with the southern of the two western arteries,

whereas the logical continuation of what, in this instance, is more than

ordinarily the King's highway, should be through Heston to Hanwell.

If a junction were effected between the Bath road, just before it

emerges at the western end of Hounslow, and the main Oxford Street or

Uxbndge road route, one half of the problem would be solved. The

Uxbridge road rans due west through Acton to Sout hall, then takes

a north-westerly direction.

F i. ix ton.—The Flixton Parochial Committee have agreed to widen

the Carrington road, leading up to the new bridge over the Mersey

between Flixton and Carrington, at a cost not exceeding £900.

A Suggestion.—Mr. Arthur Pimm, of 76, Stoke Road, Guildford,

continues his " circular-plan " of educating the British public with

regard to dustless, dirtless, permanent roads. His latest pamphlet

advocates that, to meet the growing motor traffic, we should "abolish

the use of natural stone and form a better shape of road with harder

material, especially iron for wheel tracks."

Battle.—The Surveyor of Battle Rural District Council has been

instructed by that authority to report as to the necessity of providing a

danger sign at Henley Down Corner, Catsfield.

DROITWICH.—The town council are arranging for large notice boards

requesting motorists to drive slowly through the town, fast driving

being dangerous to the many invalids using the roads in chairs and

pony carriages.

i OQUQOOOOT ■■

"The Motor House," of Euston Road, N.AV., have bought the

whole of the assets of the Edinburgh and District Motor Omnibus

Company, including thirteen chassis, and valued at approximately £1 1,000.

This deal was followed up two days later by a purchase of fourteen

45-50-h.p. Leon Bollees, fitted with handsome bodies.
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FORTHCOniNQ EVENTS.

JULY.

13th (Sat.),—Entries for R.A.C. commercial vehicle trials close at

ordinary fees.

Motor Cycling Club hill climb.

Aero Club ascent, Crystal Palace.

Speed trials of the Lincoln-hire A.C. at Grimsthorpe.

Meet of the Cheshire A.C. at Plas Newydd, Llangollen.

Sheffield A.C. outing for crippled children.

Meet of the Bristol and Gloucestershire A.C. at Badminton

Park.

Essex, M.C. open race meeting for the Du Cros trophy.

West Surrey A.C picnic at Tliursley, preceded by (weather

permitting) dust competition.

The Leicestershire Automobile Club will meet at Ashleigh,

Knighton, by invitation of Sir Herbert and Lady

Marshall.

15th to 18th.—The annual automobile meeting at Ostend.

20th (Sat.),—Motor Union m-.et at South port. Reception at Knowsley

(fourteen miles distant) by the Earl of Derby, K.G., at

3 p.m. ; dinner at the Prioce of Wales' Hotel, South-

port, at 7.30 p.m.

Ladies' A.C. meet at Bookham, Churt.

Newcastle M.C.C. speed-judging contest.

Wolrerhampton A.C.'s reliability trial.

'23rd (Tu.).-H. A.C. Dust Trials on the Hrooklands track, commencing

at 11 a.m.

25th (Th,).—Circuit des Ardennes race under German A.C. rules.

26th (F.).—Coupe de Liedekerke race for touring cars, on the Ardennes

course.

Circuit des Ardennes Race under Belgian A.C. rules.

26th & 27th.—Auto C.C. twenty-four hours' ride to Plymouth and back.

27th (Sat.).—Aston hill climb of the Hertfordshire County A.C.

Irish A.C. hill climb.

Motor-Yacht Club eliminating trial for the British Inter

national Cup Race.

AUGUST.

19th to 24th.—Auto Cycle Club's six days' trial.

2uth.—Open competition for light cars organised by the Essex Motor

Club over a 200 miles course.

SEP 1 EMBER.

9th.—Industrial Vehicle Trials commence.

OCTOBER,

19th.—Gordon Bennett Aeronautical race at St. Louia, Missouri.

MARCH, 1908.

Cordingley's Motor-Car Exhibition at the Agricultural Hall,

London.

Lighting-CP Times—London.

July 13th—9.12 ... loth—9.11 ... 17th—9.8 ... 19th—9.6

„ Uth—9.12 ... 10th—9.10 ... 18th—9 7 ... 20th—9.5

In Glasgow the lighting up time to-day (Sat.) is 9.57 p.m., and to

ascertain the approximate times on succeeding days 45 min. should be

added to the above figures ; in Birmingham an addition of about 13 min.

is necessary.

AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS.

A terrible motor-car accident has occurred near Leicester, on the

main road to Narborongh, resulting in the death of ODe person and

severe injury to two others. The car was owned by Mr. Harry Oliver,

who took two young men, named Isaac < albert and Walter Higginson,

for a drive. During the return journey late at night the party were

taking a sharp turn in the road, when they suddenly saw a bicycle light

on the wrong side of the road. The hooter was sounded, but as the car

was going down hill, the speed was only slightly checked. As both

cycle and motor-car were nearing each other they changed their direction.

The brake of the motor-car was rammed on suddenly 10 avoid a collision,

if possible, but this caused one of the wheels to come off, and the car

turned over into the hedge. Gilbert was thrown forward with great

violence, and the overturned motor-car fell on him, killing him instantly.

Higginson was also thrown out on to his head and rendered unconscious,

and he is in a serious condition. Mr. Oliver, the owner and driver of

the car, was also thrown out, but he had a very fortunate escape from

injury.

A motor accident occurred at midnight on Monday on the main

London road at S'aines. A motor-car was being driven by Henry Rump

in the direction of Virginia Water, when it collided with a cart, smashing

it to matchwood. The driver was thrown out and l>adly injured about

the legs. The stemng gear of the car was damaged, and it crashed

through an iron railing surrounding the Metropolitan Water Board's

reservoir, twisting it into a shapeless mass.

A motor-car, hired for a London touring party by Mr. Hexton, ran

into a train at a level crossing on the Isle of Wight Central Railway,

between Newport and Cowes, on Sunday night. The car was smashed,

and a lady occupant of the car sustained concussion and other injuries,

Mr. Hexton's son was also slightly hurt.

Lord Milner, who is staying at Sandhurst, Kent, has narrowly

escaped serious injury while motoring. His lordship was being driven

through the country around Sandhurst when some defect developed, and

the car, which was passing through a narrow lane at the time, ran into

the bank by the side of the road. Lord Milner escaped with nothing

worse than a shaking.

Some excitement was caused in Leicester Square, London, on Satur

day night by a motor-cab suddenly bursting into flames. The chauffeur

and his fare escaped injury by jumping out, and the fire brigade were

summoned, the prompt arrival of a couple of escapes causing some

amusement. The firemen put out the flames with chemical extinguishers,

but the cab was practically destroyed.

A four-cylinder F.I.A.T. car, containing Mr. Cousins (the owner),

Mr. Christian, Mr. Jackson, and a chauffeur, met with a serious mishap

on Hindhead on Sunday. Running along the Portsmouth road, the

party had just passed the Royal Huts Hotel when the car left the road,

ran into a ditch, and then crashed into a telephone-pole. Mr. Cousins

and the chauffeur luckily escaped serious injury, but Mr. Christian was

removed to Haslemere Cottage Hospital, where he lies with three ribs

broken and his head hurt. Mr. Jackson was removed to the Royal

Huts Hotel with hi? head badly injured.

CLAIM AOAINST A CORPORATION.

A case of importance to m itorists has been heard at the Preston

County Court, when Judge Hamilton awarded Frederick Sharpies and

Henry Charnley, of Blackburn, £35 damages against the Preston

Corporation for damages caused to a motor-car through collision with an

electric tramcar. During a block in the traffic in Church Street a

tramcar ran into the motor-car, which had been brought to a standstill,

the accident, it was alleged, being due to negligent driving by a

Corporation employee.

POLICE TRAPS.

Many police traps have lately been notified in the county of

Dumbarton.

Several police traps have lately been reported in the Esher district.

The number of police traps in Essex continues to increase ; especial

care should be tak^n when passing through Coggeshall.

There is a police trap at Wistaston, the victims of which are sent to

the Crewe Court.

A police trap in West Hill Wandsworth, has been in active opera

tion this week. It is between Wandsworth niiin street and Wimbledon

Common.

BUSINESS NEWS.

The Sinsrer car which won the Rover Cup in the M.C.C. competition

was fitted with "Castle" accumulators and coil and L. M. sparking

plugs, for which the United Motor Industries, Ltd., are agents.

Dunlop tyres were fitted to the winning Mercades car in the

Montagu cup race at Brooklands on Saturday, also to the winning

Napier in the Marcel Renault plate, to the winning Darraoq in the

Horsley plate, and to the winning Darracq in the Stephenson plate.

Messrs. Mors (England), Limited, have sent us, a copy of a

booklet ihey have issued, entitled " The Story of a Long Drive," giving

a description with illustrations of a 20,000 kilometre tour of France,

accomplished by three 17-h.p. Mors cars shod with Faloonnet-Perodeaud

tyres.

From Ariel Motors (1906), Ltd., comes a copy of the new catalogue

of Ariel -Simplex cars they have just issued. Three sizes of four-cylinder

vehicles and an equal number of six-cylinder cars are being turned out,

full particulars and illustrations of which are given in the list, together

with some useful instructions for the efficient maintenance of these

vehicles.

Messrs. James Buchanan and Wilson, of 47-51, Stockwell

Street, Glasgow, have been appointed sole wholesale agents for the

whole of Scotland for Messrs. Avery aud Roberts's well-known

specialities, the Auto adjustable box spanner, Auto vice, and Auto nut

pliers.

The Stepney spare wheel coutinues to make friends wherever it is

used. Lord Ampthill, writing from Mitton Ernest Hall, Bedford, says :—

" I have no hesitation in saying that I consider the Stepney spare

wheel invaluable. I have bad occasion to use mine on some half-dozen

occasions, with the result that great inconvenience and delay were

avoided. There was no difficulty about adjusting the wheel in three or

four minutes on each occasion, and after it had been fixed there was no

appreciable difference in the running of the car."

The London and Parisian Motor Company, Ltd., have sent

us a photograph of the six-cylinder Hotchkiss car which Captain Corbet

drove straight through in the day, on Saturday, the 22nd ult., from Lon

don to Hopetoun House, the residence of the Marquis of Linlithgow,

fourteen miles beyond Edinburgh, a total distance of 409 miles. Stops

were made at Doncaster for breakfast, at Northallerton to fill up with

petrol, at Berwick for tea, and Edinburgh, which was reached at five

minutes past ei^ht. On the following Monday the car was driven from

Hopetoun House to Glasgow, in order to take part in the Scottish

Reliability Trials, in which it was the only vehicle in its class to go

through with an absolute non-stop run.
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Legislative

Matters.

COMMENTS.

—

e Somewhat unexpectedly the Lights

on Vehicles Bill passed its third reading

in the House of Commons on Friday week,

and is now on its way to the House of

Lords. The main provisions are familiar

to regular readers of the M.C.J. , but at

the last moment two new points were added, one of which

illustrates the danger of the hasty consideration of important

measures. A new clause now appears in the Bill exempting

from the operation of the Act, when it comes into force, any

vehicle carrying farm produce to stack or barn during the months

of August, September and October. Evidence of the influence

■of the agricultural interests is seen in the acceptance of such a

proposal by Major Renton, M.P. Our Scottish and Irish readers,

however, will be glad to know that the provisions of the Bill are

to be extended to their respective areas. Another matter of

Parliamentary concern was Earl Russell's interrogation of the

Government on Tuesday with regard to their inclusion of

the Motor Car Act in the list of statutes to be revised.

He took advantage of the occasion to deprecate the

Chancellor of the Exchequer's proposed further inroad into

the pockets of motorists, and also denounced police

traps as ridiculous and unnecessary, two points which were

•emphasised by Lord Montagu. Lord Allendale on behalf of

the Government replied that they did not intend to continue

indefinitely the practice of keeping the Motor Act alive by means

of the Expiring Laws Continuance Bill. The most important

question raised in the report of the Commission was that of the

speed limit, which was the crux of the whole matter, and it

behoved the Government to walk warily. Existing legislation

would therefore be continued in the Expiring Laws Continuance

Bill. We agree with his lordship that the delay might not be

regrettable in view of the fact that the industry was a new one,

but cannot help .wondering why the Marquis of Londonderry

should have joined in the debate at the last moment to suggest

■a tax on cars, graduated according to their horse-power.

part in international races next year, and enlarging upon the

conditions of the industry in Italy.

The World's

Record.

The certificate of the official time

keeper to the R.A.C. in connection with

the twenty-four hours' record made on

the 29th ult. by Mr. S. F. Edge on a

six-cylinder Napier car has just been

issued. It confirms the accuracy of the

hour by hour times given on page 419 of our issue of the

G tli i ust., and certifies that in the course of the long run he made

the following records :—50 miles in 42 ' min. 46 2-5 sec. ; 100

miles in 1 h. 25 min. 13 2-5 sec. ; 799 miles 1,600 yards in twelve

hours; 1,000 miles in 14 h. 54 min. 15 2-5 sec.; 1,581 miles

1,310 yards in twenty-four hoars. In celebration of the twenty-

iour hours' ride a dinner was held in London on Monday, when

Mr. S. F. Edge presented souvenirs of the record to those who

-drove the other cars on the track at the time, and also to his

mechanician, J. Blackburn, who accompanied him throughout

the run. Lieutenant-Colonel Mayhew then handed Mr. Edge a

silver plaque upon which was a representation of the famous

motorist and his car. In reply Mr. Edge made an interesting

speech, thanking all who had assisted him on the eventful

journey, promising that his cars should take a prominent

Dust on Roads.

In his annual report to the Essex

County Surveyor, Mr. P. J. Sheldon, who

was the first county surveyor in this

country to use a motor-car in the per

formance of his public duties, draws

attention to a point in connection with the

solution of the dust problem that has not been greatly considered

hitherto. He says he coated about ten miles of roads with tar

with satisfactory results as regards dust prevention and surface

preservation. In his view, the only drawback to impervious

road surfaces, sand one too little considered by enthusiasts

desirous of reforming road administration, is that the nature of

the dust will be entirely altered, and from being comparatively

of a harmless character, as on a macadamised road, it will con

sist mainly of pulverised horse manure with a percentage of

dried or absorbed human sputum. This can be dealt with in

towns where there is an expensive system of orderlies constantly

attending to the streets, but is quite impracticable elsewhere.

The ultimate solution of the dust problem lies rather with the

manufacturers of motor-cars and their users than with altered

road surfaces, and the sooner this is recognised by the legislature

the quicker will relief be afforded to those who live upon main

roads outside urban areas.

♦ ♦ ♦

On Tuesday next some important dint

trials will take place on the Brooklands

Next Week's Track under the auspices of the R.A.C.,

Trial. and, should the weather be favourable,

important results are hoped for by those

responsible. The tests will be divided

into three classes, one being for makers' standard cars, another

for amateurs' cars (this taking the form of an interclub competi

tion limited to two cars from each organisation entering), and

experimental cars which have been specially altered or added to in

any way for the purpose of lessening the dust raised. In the first

class ordinary pneumatictyres must be used withoutnon-skid bands.

It is suggested that some makers will also enter their vehicles in

the third class, fitting them with other tyres or with non-skid

bands or with other types of wheels, so that some comparative

results may be arrived at. It is intended that vehicles shall be

run at twenty and also at thirty miles per hour over a layer of

dust, and that the vehicle will be photographed at each test so

as to ensure accuracy of comparison. No such important trials

have taken place since those held at the Crystal Palace some

few years ago, and the public will not fail to recognise the efforts

made by motorists to satisfactorily deal with one of the most

troublesome problems now attaching to motoring.

Two Charges

Dismissed.

Congratulations are extended to Mr.

Gerald Higginbotham, of Macclesfield, on

the dismissal of the cases against

him at the local courts. On the first

hearing there was a disagreement among

the magistrates, and the matter was re

tried on Monday. Mr. Higginbotham was charged with driving

his car at a dangerous speed, and failing to sound his horn. In

the course of the evidence, it transpired that the motorist came
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into collision with a telegraph boy on a bicycle. In swerving in

order to avoid the lad he crashed into a lamppost, smashing it in

two. On the other hand, it was shown that the accident waa due

to the carelessness of the boy, and in ihe end both cases were

dismissed. Mr. Higginbotham was fortunate in not having to

appear before a southern bench.

The Ladies'

Club.

In the new motor house of the R.A.C.

space is being reserved for the cars of

members of the Ladies' A.C., which is

within five minutes' drive of the new

place in Brick Street, W. This portion

of the establishment is now open to

members of the Ladies' Club upon the same terms as to the

members of the Royal Club. Arrangements have also been

made-80 that in the event of the reserved space being fully

occupied by members' cars, and there being space elsewhere in

the garage, the cars of the ladies may be allowed to stand there

—a concession likely to be appreciated by the members of the

Ladies' A.C., one of the most flourishing and prosperous of the

ladies' clubs of London.

 

Carmen Sylva, the Queen of Roumania, in her N.A-G. Car at the

Municipal Orphans' Home iniBncharest. ™"
lAUgemeine AtUomobil Zcitung, Berlin.)

Brooklands.

Remonstrance with the management

of the Brooklands track as to their

attitude towards the Press has been

fairly general, and what we have already

written on the matter bas met with

general endorsement. A relaxation of

the regulations with regard to the public has already taken

place, and will be observable at the meet to-day (Saturday), the

programme of which appeared in the M.CJ. of the 6th inst.

We understand that access to the car enclosure will be obtained

free from any enclosure at any time during the afternoon.

Motorists will thus be enabled to meet friends there without

difficulty. Cars entering the grounds will proceed to the vehicle

enclosure by the same road as heretofore, but a separate exit has

been provided in order to avoid the steep hill by the entrance

gates. Free passage will be permitted from any enclosure to a

cheaper one. Not only members of the club, but visitors also

in the £1 enclosures will be allowed to circulate in the paddock

between the races. In order that the race officials may carry

out their functions expeditiously and with satisfaction to the

competitors, it is requested that visitors to the paddock will

kindly refrain from crowding round the marshalling line.

Evidently things will be made right in time; but there need not

be too long a wait for that happy period.

There was a novelty about the first

motor-car tour undertaken by General

General Booth's Booth in the interests of the Salvation

Fourth Tour. Army. Now these journeys have become

almost an annual event. On Monday the-

forty-second anniversary of the founda

tion of the Salvation Army was celebrated at the Crystal Palace.

Following a demonstration in the central transept, the General

virtually commenced his " motor campaign," leaving the grounds

of the Palace in the evening in a torchlight procession, and

proceeding to his home at fiigh Barnet. He started with five

motor-cars on Tuesday morning, the first halt being made at

Ware. The trip will last a month, during which period from

seventy-five to one hundred places will be visited, at each of

which meetings will be addressed. The General hopes to be-

able to give, on an average, four addresses a day, finishing up at

the Dome in Brighton on August 16th. The towns visited will

be mainly those urban centres in Lancashire, Yorkshire and

Wales which he has been unable to touch in his previous motor

journeyings.

♦ ♦ ♦

The fact that nearly 10,000 sign posts,

denoting dangerous corners, precipitous;

Road Sizns places, cross roads, and other points of

" danger on the great highways of the

country have been put up under the Motor

Car Act of 1903, will, we imagine, be news-

to'most people. That it is so, however, is fairly certain, for

the information is given on the authority of Mr. Burns,

President of the Local Government Board. The counties that

have been most active in this work are Berkshire, Hertford

shire, Lancashire, Northumberland, Surrey, East and West

Sussex, Essex, and Kent ; the latter heading the list with no-

fewer than 655 such posts. Surprise will, doubtless, be-

expressed that Somerset, Derbyshire, the Holland division of

Lincolnshire, Norfolk, and Monmouth should be reported as

not having yet put up warning signs. The fact, however, that

9,025 are set up will give something of confidence to those

who are in the habit of frequently using the roads, for the

good work is being hastened forward.

♦ ♦ ♦

In July, 1906, the London County

Council authorised application being

Motor-cars in made to the Local Government Board

London. for an additional index-mark in connec

tion with the registration of motor-cars,

the limit of four figures under the marks

"A" and "LC" having been reached. The Board assigned

" LN," but as the available numbers thereunder are now rapidly

becoming exhausted it has become necessary to make application

to the Board for a further index-mark, and the Public Control

Committee recommend that it should be "LB." During tha

month of June last applications were received by the Council

for the registration of 648 motor-cars, 56 heavy motor-care, and

154 motor-cycles, bringing the total number of these vehicles-

registered up to 15,959, 1,527, and 7,460 respectively. The

number of licences to drive motor-cars and motor-cycles issued

during the moath was 2,235, bringing the total number up to-

58,052.

♦ ♦ ♦

The returns just issned relating to the-

importation of foreign motor-cars and

Motor-car Imports parts into the United Kingdom during

and Exports. June last show a decrease as regards

complete cars and an increase in parts,,

in which chassis are comprised. The

number of complete vehicles which reached this country last

month was 400, their value being given as £187,831. Parts-

were responsible for an additional £214,181, which gives a total

of £402,012, as against £388,987 in the corresponding month

of last year. For the first six months of the current year the-

figures are :—Number of cars imported, 2,801 ; value of same,.
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-£1,172,557; imports of motor parts, £1,316,345; total,

■JE2,488,902. For the similar period of 1906 they were :—3,217

•cars of a value of £1,299,262; parts, £1,010,819; total,

£2,310,081. Turning to the exports of British motor-cars and

parts, these continue to show a steady expansion. The number

of vehicles shipped during the six months ending with June

last was 886, of a value of £326,476 ; to this have to be added

parts estimated at £246,730, which gives a combined total of

£583,706, as contrasted with only £304,108 in the corresponding

'half of 1906.

♦ ♦ ♦

At present any person before taking a

motor-car to Germany has to obtain the

authentication of the Home Secretary

and a German Consulate of the entry in

the British registering authority's list

relating to the car and of the driver's

process which involves delay. The German Consul-

•General has now expressed his willingness to authenticate such

Touring In

Germany.

he advises the names of the destinations should be painted

legibly above the driver, so that they may be read from the side

walk as well as from the roadway in front of the vehicle—a

suggestion which, if acted upon, would be to the convenience of

the public. From the police courts comes another proposal of

value and interest to the effect that motor-'buses should be

provided with speed indicators for the guidance of the drivers,

who are now liable to be summoned for exceeding the legal

speed, and yet who have nothing with which to assist their

mental estimates. The point has been raised before, but baa

not yet been acted upon.

* *

Motorists, in common with others

on holiday bent, have been searching for

m w ■ nne weather. According to Mr. A. T.
iNortn waies. storey, they should have a fair chance

of meeting some in North Wales, where

the climate is as varied as the seen

A Guide to the half-dozen counties comprised within that

 

The ParisPekin Race. -Unloading the Spyker Car at Pekin.

-documents without'further formality if they bear the seal of the

^registering authority and are signed, and the Home Secretary

■concurs in the proposal. It is proposed, therefore, by the Public

•Control Committee of the London County Council that in future

licences to drive motor-cars, and copies of entries in the register

of motor-cars, be stamped with a representation of the Council's

■seal. Doubtless other authorities throughout the country will

• adopt a -similar procedure.

♦ ♦ ♦

Mr. J. Brown, of Belfast, one of the

best known of Irish motorists, suggests

Motor 'Bus that the motor-'bus companies in London

Suggestions. should guard their vehicles from the con

fusion associated with the names of the

stations on the railway. He points out

that the words '• Vanguard," " Union Jack," &c, convey little

or no meaning to the man from the provinces, whose desire is to

-avoid mounting the wrong 'bus. To prevent such a contretemps

has just been issued by Messrs. Methuen and Co., and special

attention seems to have been given the roads of the northern

part of the Principality. The district is well provided in this

respect, and, apart from the great main arteries, the country is

traversed in every direction by branch roads and mountain

byways. There is the great western road from Shrewsbury to

Holyhead, and at right angles are two important roads running

on either side of the Conway. Bangor is a good point from

which to make excursions into and about Anglesey, which has

one good highroad, that to Holyhead, running through Gwalchmai

Valley. The way from Chester to Conway and Bangor has

many ups and downs, and at the chief towns en route are roads

opening inland to spots of exceptional interest or beauty.

The Hertfordshire County Council is applying to the L.G.B.

for the limitation of the speed of motor-cars through Watford

to ten miles an hour.
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SOME FACTS ABOUT VALVES.

-♦- '

ABOUT the first job an amateur motorist indulges in is the

grinding in of an exhaust valve, and the quantity

of energy and emery so employed may be good for

the liver and maters of emery powder, and probably much more

so than for the engine. It is so easily carried out, and when it

is done there is the satisfied feeling that the compression is

good ; it is, however,. just as well to recollect that emery is not a

lubricant, and neither a good application for valve guides nor

piston rings. Of course valves do occasionally want grinding in,

and for this purpose Davies' 220 corn emery or Richford's grinding

compound can be employed, and if, after the operation is ended,

all-remains of the substance is washed away with a little paraffin

no harm results. The inlet valve

and its seat can usually be removed

together, but the seat of the

exhaust valve, as a rule, is part

of the combustion chamber, and

thus the exhaust has to be ground

in situ, generally through the inlet .

valve box opening. The top of

the exhaust valve has either a

tapped hole so that a tool pro

vided for this purpose can be

screwed in, or a groove is cut so

that a screwdriver can be em

ployed. To perform the opera

tion, dab with a clean finger a

little emery rubbed into a paste

with linseed oil, or some of the

prepared compound, on the seat,

then lower the valve into position

and with the tool or a screw

driver slowly twist it first one way

and then the other, keeping the

valve well pressed down. After

doing this some dozen or so times

wipe away the emery and replace

it by a drop of oil and repeat the

movements; then wipe with a

paraffin rag the valve and its

seat, and notice if a clean ring

has been obtained on both with

out any depressions ; if so, the job

is done, and by marking the seat

with a little chalk, and replacing

and twisting the valve when dead

home, its perfect fit can be demon

strated.

When the valve is home

there should be just room to insert

a piece of cigarette paper between

the valve stem end and the

valve lifter; this will allow for

the expansion due to heat. If, as j^e

a result of much grinding, the

valve seats a little lower, then

either the stem or lifter must be adjusted so that there is such a

gap between the two, otherwise when running, as a result of

heat expansion, trouble will ensue owing to the valve not closing

properly, with consequent loss of compression and power. In

cars with mechanically-operated inlet valves the same care must

be exercised. When seeing to the valves it is as well to notice

tbat the spindles work easily in the guides. A little graphite is

a useful application to the spindles, being a good lubricant

unaffected by heat. If, as a result of wear, the spindle has too

much play in its guide, the lifter may catch, bend, and be thrown

out, with the consequence that the engine is no longer capable

of "pulling." It is wise to carry a spare valve guide and lifter,

because a bent one requires a blacksmith's fire to straighten, and

these accidents do not, as a rule, occur outside a forge. Worn

 

guides can be used again by getting them rebored a shade*

larger and fitting new lifters with a spindle turned up a little

larger so as just to fit the rebored guide.

Most valves are now machined from hammered forgings.

and are thus not so apt to fracture at the neck as the older kind,

which were made from the bar. When they do break just neat

the mushroom the result is interesting, but the accident is-

pregnant with dire possible complications. The mushroom may

if luck is in one's way, break up, and find its way along the

exhaust, and its remains be ultimately discovered when the

silencer has its spring cleaning. This, unfortunately, is not the*

general termination ; instead, the mushroom has a trial i f

strength with the piston, which, being a casting, gets the worst of

it, with the effect that on the post mortem table a cracked pistoiv

is found and a lump of metal with many flats on it which once

.'.».. upon a time, though its altered

state renders it incredible, wos-

the head of a well-behaved valve.

Occasionally, as a result of heat

and burnt oil, the inlet valve

seating is fixed ; paraffin and

patience will effect its release P

and this may be hurried up bv

placing a cloth over the hole-

and, with the ignition current

switched off, pulling the engine

round. The inlet valve seating is

in some cars coned so as to make

a gas-tight joint with the com

bustion head, in other cases a

copper asbestos ring is used for

this purpose ; failing such a ring,

a grommet made of asbestos cord

rubbed up with red lead answers.

A rather common source of

loss of power is wear of the

exhaust cams, with consequent

diminution in the lift of the

valve and thus throttling of the-

engine, the exploded mixture

being not all got rid of and

therefore a full new charge not

admitted. The remedy for this

is to fit new cams. Spare inlet

and exhaust springs should

always be carried, as they

occasionally break ; in addition,

the exhaust ones may suddenly,

as a result of the great heat

they are subjected to, become

weak and so not keep the exhaust

valve down, and to have to ask

for a tow for so simple a cause-

is exasperating. The inlet valve

is kept up by its spring, which,

bears against a cap, a cotter pin

passed through the spindle keep

ing the latter in position. Occasion

ally the cotter breaks, and, failing

thick split pin makes a good makeshift to carry

Paris-Pekia Eaoe.—The two De Dion Can at the Ten Chang Han

Gate, Pekin.

another, a

one home.

Charles T. W. Hirsch.

The roads on Vancouver Island, British Columbia, are well

adapted for motoring, the soil being generally gravel and rocks,

the heaviest rains not leaving standing water thereon, but drying

up with great rapidit

cars were owned in

While three years ago only one or two-

ictoria, B.C., and two years ago there were

not twenty, now there are over 100 in the town; and a corre

spondent writes that, in view of the growing demand, British

mmufacturers of motor vehicles should give special attention to

Victoria, Nanaimo, and other places on Vancouver Island.
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THE DUNLOP DETACHABLE RIM.

WE illustrate herewith, in Figs. 1, 2, and 3, the new

detachable rim which has just been introduced by

the Dunlop Pneumatic Tyre Company, Ltd. It has

been known for some time that the Dunlop people were at work

on such a device, and the one they have produced is noteworthy

not only for the ease of attachment and detachment but for its

freat simplicity. As will be seen from the photos reproduced

erewith, there are no loose parts connected with the arrange

ment ; the components comprise simply the rim carrying the

inflated tyre (Fig. 2), the wheel (Fig. 1), and the key (shown at

the top of Fig. 3), used to lock the rim on the wheel. Both the

wheel and the rim have four driving pieces X, so placed that

the two fit as one, precisely as though they were dove-tailed into

each other. The locking member consists of a wide U-shaped

ring A of spring steel, of a size to envelope the under and side

surfaces of the felloe. This ring is split, the two ends

being connected at each side by an adjustable link B, which,

when moved to the proper position, pushes apart the two ends of

the ring, causing it to expand to an abnormal diameter. The link

bolds the two ends apart, but when this is released the rim regains

its normal circumference, which is smaller than that of the tyre

rim, and the latter can then be removed altogetherby a pull forward .

 

Figs. 1 and 2.—Tiewi of Wheel and Tyre Kims.

care being taken so to tilt the rim that it clears the hole in the

wheel. When fitting a new tyre it is only necessary to reverse

the process, using the key to expand the loose ring. A flange is

thus formed on each side of the wheel, which prevents any

lateral or rolling movement of the tyre and its rim, which cannot

take any circular movement, being dove-tailed to the wheel rim

proper. The expanding ring, it should be understood, is put on

the wheel prior to its being finally built up, the spokes pene

trating its under surface, the holes for the latter having sufficient

clearance to allow for the movement in the expansion < f the

locking ring. As already mentioned, only one tool is neces» ary

to manipulate the new rim—the key, which fits over the

locking-bar of the link. This, as will be seen, has been given a

handle of adequate length, so that it can be operated quite

easily. The new device has had a very lengthy trial ere being

finally adopted ; and some idea of its utility in lessening the

delay and trouble caused by punctures may be gathered from the

fact that in a recent demonstration a tyre and its rim were

detached and replaced in ~\ sec, so that the Dunlop Company

are well within their claims in stating that the rims could, if

necessary, be changed seven times in a minute.

The examination for driving certificates held by the E.A.C.

at Chichester was a great success.

CONTINENTAL NOTES.

International Motor-Racing Rules.

An important conference of representatives of the recog

nised national automobile clubs was held in Ostend on Sunday

last to discuss the question of the unification of the rules and

regulations with regard to important international road races,

such as the Targa Floiio, Kaiser's Prize, and the A.C.F. Grand

Prix, each of which have been run on a different basis, neces

sitating special vehicles for each event. Delegates were present

on behalf of England, France, Belgium, Spain, Germany, Austria,

Hungary, Holland, and Italy, and, the principle of a maximum

bore and minimum weight having been decided upon, the

English representatives proposed a limit of 152 mm. cylinder

diameter, the French 160 mm., and Germany 135 mm. After

a lengthy discussion it was unanimously agreed that the regula

tions for all high-speed road races should in future be on the

basis of a maximum cylinder bore for four-cylinder cars of

155 mm. and a minimum car weight of 1,100 kilo", such weight

being without passengers, water, or spare parts, but with lubri

cating oil and petrol. The matter of fixing the equivalents to

be allowed to six and eight cylinder vehicles was referred to a

 

Fig. 3. -View of complete Wheal and Tyre, together with' the only

tool required.

technical committee. The next Congress is to be held in Paris

in November next.

♦ ♦ ♦

The Scheveningen Automobile Week.

The annual automobile meeting at Scheveningen, the well-

known Dutsh seaside resort, has been held during the past week.

The meeting opened on the 8th inst. with a carriage body com

petition, the first prizes in the three classes falling to two Fiats

and a Spyker. One the 9th inst. there was a fuel consumption

trial from Scheveningen to Haarlem and back for single-cylinder

cars, which was won by a locally-built car known as the V.L.A.M.

This was followed by a tyre-changing contest and a procession of

ancient and modern cars, in which great interest was shown, the

vehicles in line ranging from an 1896 German Daimler to a

1907 30-h.p. Bee8ton-Humber. Wednesday, the 10th inst., was

devoted to a reliability run from Scheveningen to Dsal and back,

a distance of 94 kilometres, the announcement of the result of

which was postponed. Thursday was set apart for a series of

kilometre speed trials, the cars being divided into categories on

a cylinder bore basis, and a flying kilometre handicap. There

were ten events, five of which were won by Spyker cars, one of

which also secured the Scheveningen gold cup. This event was-

also over a kilometre, and a 15-20-b.p. Spyker, which received
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260 metres, did the distance in 49 3-5 sec, a 50-h.p. Opel being

second, from scratch, in 50 4-5 sec, and a Fiat (233 metres start)

third in 53 3-5 sec. Hoboken, on a 90-h.p. Mercedes, won the

heavy car class in 49 2-5 sec. The meeting was brought to a

close on Friday, the 12th inst., with a procession of decorated

cars and a flower fete.

♦ ♦ ♦

The Belgium Criterium and Speed Trials.

rswmSpa was on fete on Friday last week, when the weighing-in

of the cars entered for the Belgium Criterium took place. On

the following morning about thirty-five cars set out for the first

stage of the contest— to Ostend, a distance of 274 kilometres.

This was safely reached by practically all the competitors after

a stop for lunch at Malines. The first of the series of speed

trials at Ostend was run off on Monday. There were categories

for touring and racing vehicles, the tests being over a distance

Martin-Lethimonnier, three Regina, a M.R.G., a Brillie, a

Rebour, a Charron, and an Argyll—the latter being the only

British competitor. The cars must be fitted with four-seated

side-entrance bodies, and be of a total minimum weight of 1,650

kilog., including the passengers or equivalent ballast. The con-

tost starts on August 2nd with a run from Paris to Clermont

Ferrand ; on August 3rd the journey is from Clermont to Bor

deaux ; on August 4th to Nantes ; and on August 5th to

Trouville. The daily distance is about 250 miles, which is to be

covered at an average spsed of twenty-five miles per hour. Those

competitors who successfully go through the four days' relia

bility trial will qualify for the speed contest, which is to be held

on August 6th on a 78'5 kilometre circuit near Trouville, which,

starting and finishing at Lisieux, passes through Pont l'Eveque,

Cormeille;, Lieuroy and les Quatres-Boutes, this having i to be

covered five times to give a total distance 392| kilometres. This

 

The Belgian Criterium. - The Cars preparing to leave Spa.

of five kilometres from a standing start. Owing to the large

number of entries and to the late start, the times made by the

different competitors are not available at the time of going to

press.

♦ ♦ «

The Criterium de Prance and the Coupe de la Presse.

Preparations are now actively in hand for the Criterium de

France and the Coupe de la Presse contest, which is to be held

by the A.C.F. early next month. The event is a new one, and

is practically a combination of the Scottish Trials and Heavy

Touring Car race lately held in this country. No less than

forty-two entries—thirty-five French and five foreign—have been

received for the event, these comprising three Peugeots, two

Gladiators, a Unic, two Mercedes, three De Dions, a Vinot, two

Germains, a Lorraine-Dietrich, a Gobron, two Aries, three

Cottin-Desgouttes, a Prod'homme, three Cornilleau-Ste. Beuve,

three Mors, two Martini, a Gillet-Forest, a Motobloc, two

part of the trial will be run on a petrol allowance basis, viz.,

19 litres per 100 kilometres, equal to, roundly, fifteen miles to

the gallon.

♦ ♦ ♦

The Semmering Hill Climb.

The annual hill climb up the Semmering organised by the

Austrian Automobile Club is to be held on September 22nd.

There will be classes for motor-cycles, touring cars, racers, and

vehicles built to meet the conditions of the Kaiser's Prize race.

A new garage has been opened at Dunoon by Messrs.

Hubbard and Young. In addition to a workshop for repairs

the firm have a vulcanising plant for tyres.

Messrs. Tilley, Giffen and Co., of the City Motor and

Electrical Works, London Road, St. Albans, had charge

of the garage in the field in connection with the pageant at

St. Albans this week.
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THE VAUXHALL 12-16-h.p. CAR.

-♦-

AS was stated in a recent issue of the M.C.J. , the great

development, during the last twelve months, of the

motor-car department of the Vauxhall and West

Hydraulic Engineering Company, Ltd., has resulted in the

establishment of a separate company. The new concern, Vauxhall

Motors, Limited, is now in going order with a largely augmented

staff both for management and works, and a large quantity of

machinery and appliances of every description has been laid down

for the manufacture of cars, the whole of which are made and

assembled at the works at Luton, which comprise turning,

fitting and erecting shops, smithy, body building, and painting

and upholstery departments. At present the company are

largely devoting attention to a 12-16-h.p. vehicle which is of

British construction throughout and of which a description is

appended.

The main frame is of pressed steel with perfectly straight

side members ; the eDgine and gear-box are supported on a sub-

frame, to which a long mud-protecting shield is attached The

engine (Fig. 1), which is rated at 12-16-b.p., has four separate

cylinders, 3| in. bore by 3| in. stroke. The inlet and ex

haust valves are interchangeable and arranged on opposite sides,

and are mechanically operated. The cam shafts are driven by

silent spur gearing located at the end of the engine, and atten-

 

Fig. 1.—View of Inlet Side of Vauxhall Engine.

tion may be drawn to the fact that the front cross member of

the frame is dropped, so that the cam shaft, complete with its

bearings and half-time wheels, may be withdrawn for purposes

of adjustment or timing. The crank shaft, which is forged and

machined from the solid, is supported by five long phosphor bronze

bearings, carried by boits which pass through to the top of the

aluminium crank case. Four large inspection doors are provided

on each side of the latter, which allow of immediate and

thorough inspection of all the working parts. The crank case

cover has at its rear end an oil sump, from which oil is forced

by means of a plunger pump into the main bearings, and through

tbe hollow crank shaft into the big end bearings of the connecting

rods. This is a useful feature, as only the right quantity of oil

required for lubricating the main parts of the engine is used,

the emission of blue smoke from the exhaust being, consequently,

entirely eliminated. The lubricating pump is so fitted that it

can instantly be dismantled for inspection.

The carburettor is of the automatic float> feed spray type ;

a sectional view of it is given in Fig. 2, from which it will be

seen that the spirit emerges through the jet B, and is sprayed

against the adjustable atomising cone C. An automatic air valve

is provided at D. Not only can access be had to all the main

ports of the carburettor by removing three butterfly nuts, but

the whole device can be detached in a similar way. The fuel,

which is gravity fed, passes from the 8-gallon tank through a

strainer, so that there is no danger of the jet becoming blocked.

The ignition is by coil and accumulators, with a synchronised

high-tension distributor. Magneto ignition can be fitted if

desired, and the engine is designed to receive two sets of

 

Fig. 2.—Sectional View of Vauxhall Carburettor.

A. Body ol Carburettor. C. Adjustable atomising mushroom.
B. Jet. D. Adjustable automatic atr valve.

E. Induction pipe.

sparking plugs for dual ignition. The contact maker and dis

tributor are simple and perfectly accessible, being mounted oi>

the end of a spindle set at an angle of about 45 degrees to the

horizontal, and driven off the radiator end of the inlet cam

shaft. The water circulation is maintained through a framed

 

Fig. 3. -Sectional View of Vauxhall Change-Speed Gear,
irmedlate and direct drive gear- G\ First ana reverse gear striking

bar.
D. Primary squared gearsnaft.
E. Secondary vearshaft.
F. Third and second speed striking

fork.
F'. Third and second speed striking

bar.
G. First speed and reverse gear strik

ing fork.

RRi.

gear I

wheels.erse gear '
V. Clutch shaft.
III. Driving and driven first speed

221. Driving and driven second speed

wheels.
3. Direct drive third speed clutch.

ribbed-tube radiator and a glandless centrifugal pump. The

latter has a spring drive, so that it is impossible for any foreign

substance which may become jammed between the impeller and

pump casing to damage the pump. The cooling is assisted by a
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fan driven from the exhaust cam shaft hy a spring belt, which

requires no adjustment for permanent stretching. Each exhaust

valve has a separate pipe, which conveys the burnt gases to a

collecting chamber, from whence they pass to the silencer. The

speed of the engine is controlled by means of a hand lever and

a foot accelerator. The throttle and ignition levers are

mounted on a bracket attached to the column immediately below

the steering wheel in such a way that they can be operated

without taking the hands from the wheel.

The clutch is of the internal metal-to-metal cone type,

by a metal cover, which can be readily dismantled for inspection,

and only neads filling with grease every 1,000 miles. The back

axle, of which a horizontal section is given in Fig. 4, is contained

in a stiff gunmetal casing, which is stayed to the frame by torqutt

rods. From each end of the casing project two very stiff steel

tubes upon which the rear road wheels are supported. The live

shafts, which are of nickel steel, have squares formed on their

outer ends, which fit into the hub plates, so driving the rear

wheels. The differential casing is fitted with a large inspection

door, through which it is filled with oil, and all the pinions of

 

 

Jig. 4.—Horizontal Section of Back Axle on Vauxhall Car.

Li

running in oil, and so arranged that it can be readily dismounted

without disturbing either the motor or the gear. From the

clutch the power is transmitted by a universally-jointed shaft to

the gear-box to allow for any want of alignmant between the

two parts due to bid roads. The change-speed gear, which is

carried at three points on an underframe (Fig. 3) is adapted to

give three forward speeds and a reverse. The gear-box shafts

are made of nickel steel, in order to eliminate all chance of

springing ; 'they run on ball bearings, and a packing gland is

the spur differential gear, &c, are visible. The bevel pinion cat

be readily removed by swinging the propeller shaft clear and

removing two nuts on the front of the casing. It is supported

by one large ball bearing and a tail ball bearing, which prevents

any spring in the pinion shaft.

The usual foot and hand brakes are provided, these being

of the external metal-to-metal type. Every care is taken to

prevent any rattle when the car is in motion, all the brake lesds

being straight and direct, while easy means of adjustment are

 

Fig. 5.-Plan of Chassis of Vauxhall 12-16 h.p. Car.

fitted at each end to make the case perfectly oil tight ; as for the

change-speed pinions, these are of large diameter, with teeth 1 in.

wide. The control is by a single lever working in a " gate "

quadrant, there being only three moving parts. A large and

instantly detachable cover is provided to the top of the gear

box fc> allow for easy inspection and filling with lubricant.

The final transmission is by a nickel-steel cardan shaft and

bevel-gear to the rear live axle, which runs on ball bearings.

The propeller shaft is provided with universal joints at each end.

The latter are of substantial design, all the wearing surfaces

being case hardened ; they are completely protected from dust

provided. The steering gear is of the worm and sector type ;

the sector lever is bolted directly to the sector, so that there are

no keys to work loose, a special feature of the arrangement

being an eccentric adjusting spindle to readily take up any wear

between the worm and sector. The rear springs, which are

arranged to act as radius rods to the back axle, are 40 in.

long, rendering the vehicle very easy riding. The road wheels

are all of equal size, shod with 810 mm. by 90 mm. tyres. It

may be mentioned that ball bearings are used throughout, except

the engine and the back hubs. The car has a wheel base

of 8 ft. 6 in., enabling a roomy side-entrance body to be fitted.
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 Colonel Hamersley, the

Chief Constable of Cheshire, is

to be provided with a motor-car

by the Cheshire Joint Police

Committee.

The calculations necessary

to the awards in the Scottish

Reliability Trial are proceeding as rapidly as possible, and the

Trials Committee hope that the results will be available for

publication next week.

s^u-From the Continental Tyre and Rubber Company, Ltd.,

comes a selection of telegrams received from competitors in the

Tecent Scottish and Irish Trials who had excellent runs through

out these events on cars fitted with the Continental tyres.

HERE AND THERE

 

 

Mr. E. M. C. Instone on his 45-h.p. Daimler Car on which he won

the Gottlieb Daimler Memorial Plate at Brooklands.

The report of the Fuels Committee of the Motor Union

may be presented to the general committee at the Southport

meeting to-day (Saturday).

The Endolithic Manufacturing Company, Ltd., of 61, Fore

Street, London, E.C., is specialising in name plates for motor

cars, &c. Quick delivery is one of the factors in their success.

In conjunction with the local military tournament on the

"9th prox. at Lytham, a motor gymkhana will be held, of which

Mr. A. Vincent Robinson, Featherstones, Lytham, is the hon. sec.

The Prince of Wales, on his way from London to New

market on Tuesday, reached Baldock, Herts, when the tyre of

the off-side front wheel of his motor car was punctured. At the

•George and Dragon garage the chauffeur, with local aid, re

paired the damage in three-quarters of an hour.

Suffering from tyre troubles recently on the way to the

South Coast, we found the establishment of Messrs. Rice Bros.,

Springfield Road, Horsham, well adapted to meet the urgent

requirements of motorists. The firm has not only a garage but

are well equipped for small repairs and carry a stock of useful

accessories.

In our report of the Scottish Trials we referred to the

stop which was forced upon the 2i h.p. Albion driven by Mr.

G. M. Young owing to the backing of another car on Culloden

Moor. We understand that the committee of the Scottish

Automobile Club have now awarded a non-stop run to this car

for the five days of the trial.

A new type of radiator has been introduced by the

Doherty Motor Components, Ltd., of Coventry, who have long

been associated with the manufacture of motor parts. In the

■construction flat tubes of thin section are used, these being fitted

in double rows embodied with a new type of gill. The latter

are produced from flat sheet brass, being first punched to the

section of the tubes and perforated. When the punched pieces

are formed into tubes the holes are situated on each side of the

tubes and substantially assist in dividing up the air current

through the radiator. This promotes a most effective cooling.

The tubular gills are about one half inch in diameter, and are

threaded on the tubes into close contact with those above and

below as well as those threaded on neighbouring tubes. This

new type 's well calculated to withstand vibration.

At Causeway Head, near

Stirling, motor repair works

and garage are being erected by

the Grampian Engineering and

Motor Company, Ltd.

Passing along Long Acre,

W.C., the other day, we noticed

that Messrs. Morgan and Co., Ltd., have now on view a new

type of Adler car—a9-h.p. vehicle, the engine of which comprises

two V-shaped cylinders 85 mm. bore by 90 mm. stroke.

The L.G.B. have, it is understood, decided to issue an Order

limiting the speed of motor-car to five miles an hour on the hills

south of Frog Firle, Alfriston, Sussex.

Mr. R. Woodhead will give free accommodation at his

garage in Lord Street, Southport, to the members of the Motor

Union attending the inter-club meet there to-day (Saturday).

It was only last week that we wrote about ''old ore and

what becomes of them." A day or two later one of the very

earliest Renault cars pulled up outside the offices of the M.C.J. ;

the miniature car—its wheel base is no more than the length of

some modern engine bonnets—afforded striking evidence of the

wonderful progress that has been made in motor-car construction

during the past few years.

Hitherto better known in connection with solid rubber

tyres, the Avon India Rubber Company, Ltd., of Melksham,

Wilts, are now devoting considerable attention to the motor

pneumatic tyre trade. We gave an illustration of the " Avon "

tyre with non-slipping cross grooved tread in the M.C.J, of the

29th ult.; they also make them with square and round treads;

the firm have sent us a sample pair of the latter for trial, and

we hope to report on them at a later date.

Saturday last saw the concluding day of the arduous task

of the Hotch kiss six-cylinder car of a 10,000 miles tour over the

roads of England, Ireland, Scotland and Wales, under the super

vision of the Royal Automobile Club. This feat has been

accomplished with singular succe3s and the car finished in

splendid condition. In fact, its condition was so perfect that the

London and Parisian Motor Company, Ltd., the sole conces-

sionnaires, have decided to send the vehicle a further 5,000 miles,

 

The completion of the 10,000 miles Trial of the HotchkUs Six Cv Under

Car.—The vehicle at the gates of Hatfield House, Hatfield.

which on completion will, with the trial in France, make a total

journey of 21,250 miles. The following is a summary of last

week's runs :—July 8th, London, Folkestone, Margate, Canter

bury, London, 179 miles ; July 9th, London, Hastings, Brighton,

London, 169 miles; July 10th, London, Petersfield, Brighton,

Lewes, London, 166 miles : July 11th, London, Salisbury, Win

chester, London, 178 miles; July 12th, London, Banbury,

Oxford, Maidenhead, London, 135 miles; July 13tb, London,

Hatfield, 21 miles.
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The grant to the War Office for instruction in motor-driving

and other trades has lately been doubled.

A pine new garage has been erected in the Ashton Lane,

Byars Koad, Glasgow, by the Kelvinside Garage and Motor

Company, Ltd.

The Bombay, Baroda and Central India Railway have

recently put into service several covered carriage trucks, specially

built for the transport of motor-cars.

Thanks to the efforts of Messrs. H. Armstrong and W. T.

Codington, a number of inmates of the children's homes at

Southport have been taken for a motor-car drive, concluding

with tea and entertainment at Edge House, Sefton, by invi

tation of Mr. James Birch.

The value of the motor-cars and parts exported from the

United States during May last reached a total of £131,090 as

compared with only £96,908 in the corresponding month of

1906. The United Kingdom heads the list with £47,150,

Canada taking the second place with £30,015.

We illustrate herewith a new compression tap for use on

petrol motors to facilitate the starting of the same, which has

recently been devised by Mr. Geo.

Johnson, of Messrs. Johnson, Hurley

and Martin, Ltd., Coventry. The

feature of the arrangement is the

provision of a valve by means of

which the amount of compression in

the engine to which it is applied may

be regulated so as not to exceed a

predetermined limit when starting

the motor. It is so arranged that

when in potential action any surplus

contents of the cylinder above the

amount necessary to produce the pres

sure fixed upon automatically escapes

into the atmosphere or to the

silencer. As will be seen from the

drawing, one end of the valve body

is adapted to be screwed into the

combustion chamber of the cylinder

in the usual way, a plug cock near

the base enabling the passage to be

opened or closed at will. The body

also carries an outwardly opening

valve normally retained on its seat

by a spring, the pressure of which,

and consequently the load at which

the valve will open, can be adjusted

by means of a nut on the valve spindle. One of the advantages

claimed for the arrangement lies in the fact that any excessive

pressure in the cylinder is immediately eased, and shocks caused

by back firing are buffered or done away with. A perfect mix

ture may also be drawn into the cylinder and is not interfered

with beyond that any surplus at once escapes when the valve is

in action.

Skegness has come well before motorists in recent years in

connection with the motor races, and many who have enjoyed

their stay there will be pleased with the series of pictures of

interesting spots in and about the town published by Mr. G. F.

Ball, of Lumley Road, under the title of "Picturesque Skegness."

Many owners of motor-cars have visited the town lately, and

local attention is being given to their requirements. The Lion

Hotel has accommodation for cars, and Mr. W. T. Berry has a

repair works in the High Street, Skegness.

The Elephant Chemical Company, of Neate Street, Camber-

wdl, S.E., have sent us a sample of the new " Vulstop " tyre-

stopning they have lately introduced. This is a preparation for

filling up cuts and holes in motor tyres, which will be found

exceedingly us«ful in keeping down the tyre bill. It is claimed

that the preparation will not harden in the tyre, but remains

pliable and full of life so long as the cover is in usable condition.

Vulstop is easily applied, so that motorists need not fear trying

it on that account, and as the tyre can be used within six hours

after treatment, it is well worthy of attention.

 

At 10, Bank Street, Coatbridge, Messrs. Kyle Brothers

have a repair depot.

The "Morning Advertiser" is the latest of the London-

dailies to adopt a motoring column as a regular feature. • -^rj

The Gaelic League has arranged a motor-car tour of the

Irish speaking districts in the interest of its propaganda. The

first part of this will be in Donegal, for which county a motor

car has been placed at the disposal of the League by Mr. F. J.

Biggar, of Belfast.

In a recent issue we referred to the new " Ideal " motor

hood which has been introduced by the " Ideal " Motor Hood

Company, of Parson's Green Lane, Fulham, S.W. We learn

that the company has secured an order from the Regent Carriage

Company to fit one of the hoods to a large motor landaulet

belonging to the Right Hon. A. J. Balfour.

In addition to making the automatic lever for raising the

bodies of motor cars in order to give access to the mechanism,

described in the M.C.J, a month or so ago, Messrs. Pack and

Sons, of George Street, Brighton East, are devoting much atten

tion to motor body building. On the occasion of a recent visit

to their works, we found a number of bodies of the landaulet

and limousine types in course of construction. The firm have

also taken up the district agency for Minerva cars, of which they

have already sold several.

Mr. and Mrs. Chas. J. Gudden, of Boston, Mass., U.S.A.,

who have driven their Napier motor-car 33,768 miles in thirty-

six countries, will leave London next month for a two thousand

mile drive in England and Scotland, over routes not heretofore

driven by them. Following this, drives will be made in

Norway, Russia, Spain, Portugal, and countries around the

Mediterranean Sea, and the world's tour of fifty thousand miles

in fifty countries will be completed in the South American

republics in the year 1911. The drive commenced in London

in 1901.

Messrs. Alexander Duckham and Co., Ltd., of West

Ferry Road, London, E., have issued a set of card maps in a

handy form for the pocket, which will be of great utility to the

motorist on tour. They are produced on a scale of fifteen miles

to the inch, and the series is lettered and numbered in convenient

form, so that with the help of the key map the particular

direction required can be readily found. On the reverse side of

the cards Messrs. Duckham and Co. give some hints on lubri

cation, and also draw attention to the excellent motor oils which

they supply.

The Acme Rubber and Tyre Co., of 343, St. Vincent Street,

Glasgow, have brought out a new non-skid which is likely to

attract considerable attention, coming as it does from a firm that

has long been known as capable and efficient tyre repairers. In

the new non-skid red rubber is used, no leather being employed.

The studs are washered at the back, and a layer of rubber pre

vents contact with the cover, so that the tyre cannot possibly be

injured by friction. When the studs are worn there is no diffi

culty in repair, and from the section which has been submitted

to us we have been well impressed with the method of construc

tion as well as the quality of the rubber employed.

The New Engine Company have been notified by the

Scottish A.C. that the stop recorded against their car on the

fourth day of the Scottish Reliability Trial has been passed as a

traffic stop. Their car is, therefore, credited with four days'

absolute non-stop runs. The stops for adding water on the

second day were due only to the car having been finished in a

very great hurry for the trials. As for the hill stop on Cairn o'

Mount, this occurred on the comparatively easy gradient, and

Mr. J. C. Mort, who drove, can only say that he has not the

faintest idea as to what caused the stop. Four or five minutes

were lost in examining the various parts of the car to see if any

thing was heated. No signs of trouble could be found anywhere,

and when the engine was restarted it raced to a high speed

immediately, and the car completed the run to the top in fine

style without trouble of any sort. With the sole excep

tion of this delay on Cairn o Mount, the car took all the hills

without any hesitation, and, considering this was the car's first

public appearance, it made a very creditable show.
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ON THE RIVIERA.

MOTORING has encouraged delight in the beauties of the

landscape, and to find these the motorist roams far

afield. He is commencing his journeys for tho

year, and although holidaying decisions may have been post

poned awhile because of the weather, the British motorist is now

pleasuring in earnest. An anticipation of the money-circulating

value of the motorist on tour is seen in the work of the Royal

Automobile Club's Touring Department, when a total of £4,561

passed through the monthly accounts of that branch of the Club's

activity, of which £3,847 was paid by members in connection

with Continental customs facilities. Those figures relate only

to one month, and that an early one, of the roving year.

Further, they concern only a section of the great motoring

fraternity. The importance, therefore, of the British motorist

to the foreign host is evident.

Probably the most delightful touring ground of the

Continent within easy acce;s is the French Riviera, properly

speaking, that region bordering upon the Mediterranean west of

the Italian frontier and east of Toulon. On the way the

boundaries—the olive, the vine, the apricot, the peach, and vegetables of

the finest quality. The mutton and beef of the Crau, the Camargue,

and t lie hillsides of the coast ranges are most excellent, and the fish

supply of the Mediterranean is varied and abundant ; loup, turbot, Oion,

mackerel, sardines, and even sole, which is supposed to be the exclusive

speciality of England and Normandy, with langousle and coquillage at

all times No cook will quarrel with the supply of his market, if he lives

anywhere south of Lyons ; and Provence, of all the ancient gowvrne-

mcnlsoi France, is the land above all others where all are good cooks—a

statement which is not original with the author of this book, but which

has come down since the days of the old regimr, when Provence was

recognised as la pctrie dca grands mnitres dt cuisine-

We are taken across the Pays d'Arlcs, one of the subdivisions of

the ill-defined limits that are scattered all over France. It com

prises about sixty towns and villages, the descriptions of which

have been familiarised to readers in the " Monte Cristo " of Dumas.

There is Aries itself, older even than Marseilles—and looking

more its age than the cities of greater progress and prosperity—

and St. Remy with its wonderful gardens of fruits and flowers

and its trading in " grandfather's clocks." Nearer the Moditer-

r mean is Martigne—a paradise for artists and a new land for

tourists—which is practically the gateway to all the attractions of

the wonderful region lying around the Etang de Berre and of

 

Touring in France.—A Mors Car in front ot the Statue of Napoleon at Cherbourg.

journey can be agreeably broken at Nimes, Aries or Avignon,

cities of celebrated art, possessing interests of antiquity that

stand alone without inviting comparison with the newer and more

florid glories of the buildings along the coast. These towns are

not resorts as understood by the modern pleasure seeker, but,

like the mountain country lying but a few miles back behind the

blue waves that flow by Cannes, Mice, Monte Carlo and Men-

tone, they will give new impressions and sensations of delight.

Having ourselves tasted of the pleasures of all this district, we

have perused with all the greater avidity the account of pleasure

trips made by Mr. Francis Miltoun, published by Sisley's, Ltd.,

under the title of " Rambles in Provence and on the Riviera."

This is something more than the historical or archiPologicnl

guide-book of the book-maker. It revels in the ancient spirit of

the region and seems to have caught something of the atmo

sphere of the modern world that is steadily pressing back the

ancient regime. Pictures made "on the spot " add much to the

interest of the work, which revives memories in old tourists and

suggests fresh fields of travel to new ones. Both author and

artist know Provence well ; they start with the material comforts

of the country, and Mr. Miltoun has this to say of the cuisine :—

The very best proof one could wish that Provence is not a poor, im

poverished land, is that the best of everything is grown right in her

the littoral between Marseilles and t!ie mouths of the Rhone.

Thus the traveller is prompted from place to place, and all

that he wants by way of supplement is a good motor-car to cairy

him along. As for road*, suffice it to say that they are French

—with stretches of well-constructed straight highways, and with

scarcely a turn, along which the joy of speed that the late W.

E. Henley versed can be realised to the full. Here and there

some quiet hamlet breaks the line, or a little town adds variety

to the scene. But until he has motored that way, the Britisher

—trapped, nvsbelieved, and doubly fined—scarcely knows the

capacities of his gallant car.

With regard to the Riviera the author writes in the most

interesting style, and, although partisans of other places may sing

their praises, the charms of the Mediterranean coast-line are

likely still to attract their devotees. This is obvious, he says,

for three reasons—( 1 ) accessibility, (2) the moderate cost of getting

there, and (3) the familiarity of the visitors. Any language may

bespoken; anything and everything can be enjoyed; and this •

book is one of the pleasantest companions en voyage.

At Barrhead Messrs. Patterson Bros, have a motor garage

well arranged and equipped.

C
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ORRESFOND

 

[Letters to the Editor should be addressed to the offices,

S7S3, Charing Cross Road, W.C.]

THE USE OF OXYGEN IN RACES.

To th» Editor of The Motor-Car Journal

Sir,—I am pleased to note that other* are at last in accord wil h

me. 1 made great attempts last year to have t'ie use of oxygen and

such aids to speed prohibited, but received very little support or sym

pathy from other competitors, and it was not until the Crystal Palace

Automobile Club held hill climbs, flexibility competitions and speed

teste where oxygen, &c, were prohibited, that cars bad the opportunity

of showing their true form.

I wrote to the secretary of the Koyal Automobile Club so recently

June 12th, as the Club, instead of absolutely prohibitin;' the use of

fgen, actually allowed it in the Henry Edmunds hill climb.

Up to the present the Koyal Automobile Club, with all the argu

ments I can advance again-t oxygen, will not prohibit it in some of their

competitions, and the same remarks apply to the Brooklands lirst meet

ing. There is no advantage in using it, as naturally everybody can do

so, and it simply puts everyone on an equality ; it causes more trouble in

as

oxy

 

Parry (the wife of Colonel Parry, D.S.O.), of Pengweru, Rhuddlan,

at the wheel of her 12-16-h.p. Talbot Car, on which she won the North

Wales Automobile Club's Hill Climb near Llanwrst on the 22nd ult.,

being awarded the Gold Medal.

It will be Doted that the car h standard in every respect, being fitted with
the full Rot des Beiges side-entrance body, and the Illustration shows the car
exactly as Mrs. Parry steered it to victory, fitted with Cape cart hood, wind

screen and heavy shielded wing-.

racing and much more uncertainty ; there can be no good argument for

its use.

I have had most careful tests carried out and can speak from experi

ence that its use, or the use of any similar thing for the same purpose,

should be absolutely prohibited in all motor-car competitions. In the

past we have seen motor-cars winning races which could not do anything

like so well in the hands of ordinary users, and it was after making care

ful experiments that I realised what was being done. In all touring

competitions in which Napier cars have taken part I have expressly run

the cars without the use of oxygen.

I trust, now that my business opponents are agreeing with my cam

paign against oxygen, sufficient weight will be brought to bear from

competito/s to make the use of oxygen illegal.—Yours truly,

S. P. EDGB.

THE RECENT ROAD CONFERENCE.

To ihi Ed 1 1ok OF The Motor-Car Journal.

Sli:,—The resolution passed by the recent Conference of Roadmakers

and Users in favour of compelling "all vehicles to keep to the near side

of the road except when overtaking other vehicles " is a little vague, in

that it does not say how near.

• If quite near, one runs serious risk of damaging the absent-minded

pedestrian, whom we all know placidly walks off the footpath immediately

in front of our motor, hearing not our warning nor giving his, and it

would be necessary to couple with the regulation a decree that

all side paths must be provided with a railing on the kerb just

enough to catch the absent - minded's shins and remind him that there i

a road full of motors just beyond the railings. He would then step over

cautiously, leaving time to avoid him.

If the resolution meant that fast vehicles are to. keep on the near

side of the middle of the road, the driver would then usually have time

to gauge the intended manoeuvre of the absent-minded before ne got under

the car instead of afterwards.—Yours truly,

J. Brown.

July 9th, 1907.

SPEED COMPETITIONS AND HILL-CLIMBING RULES.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—I beg to send yon herewith a copy of a letter I have addressed

to the secretary of the Koyal Automobile Club. The matter is one

which I think can do with some ventilation at the present time, and I

shall be greatly interested to have the opinions of your readers, both

those in the trade and also private owners, on the subject, an I I will

particularly welcome the opinions of secretaries of provincial automo

bile clubs.—Yours truly,

D. M. WlSlGEL.

Copy.

The Secretary,

Koyal Automobile Club,

119, Piccadilly, W.

Dear Sir,—So much has been said in the Press lately by disappointed

competitors who have met with scsnt success at meetings of pro

vincial and affiliated automobile club hill-climbs and other trials,

that I beg to suggest that it is advisable, for the benefit of the sport

and the industry, to endeavour to standardise as far as possible the rules

governing all provincial events, whether open or closed. In other

words, I think it would materially assist the success of all events if

the matter of formula were relegated to one standard.

At the present time we have the Frame's Hill (Herefordshire A.C.)

formula, we have the chassis price formula, the Scottish Reliability

formula, and others, and the consequence is that whilst to enter and

make a good show with these various formula cost manufacturers

(without whose support, indeed, the events would hardly be successful)

a good deal of experimental work, it affords no particular guide to

the motoring public as to the merits of one car over any other, and

in many cases the present formula, embracing as they do factors

for wind resistance, road resistance, and hosts of other details, offer

very little that is interesting to the general public. By the adoption

of a standard formula as indicated above, the onlookers woul I, I feel

sure, be much more interested in the results, if for no other reason,

on account of the simplicity.

Whilst writing on the subject of competitions, there is another

matter upon which I should like to offer a suggestion, and that is the

establishment of different classes of cars driven by the trade and those

driven by the owners, such cars to have been the absolute property of

the driver for at least two months. It is manifestly unfair that the

private owner should have to put his car against works experts with

chassis tuned up to the last notch. And, furthermore, in a manufac

turers' class I would strongly urge that manufacturers be allowed to

race on chassis only. The appearance of this class would give the

event a much more sporting appearance and would enable the sight

seers to much more easily differentiate between one class and another.

In addition, the manufacturers would be grateful for any rule such as

this, that would cost them less to ran than under existing conditions.—

Faithfully yours, I). M. Weigel.

To td Editor of The Uotor-Car Journal.

Sir,—The letters now appearing in the press throw much illumina

tion on the subject of hill-climbing competitions. We now have mem-

bars of the trade frankly admitting that the cars entered by them in

these contests are not standard type at all, but are deliberately faked up

to show well on particular hills, irrespective of their speed capabilities on

the road or whether they could be driven by the average amateur. AVe

will leave the trade and the buying public to form their own opinion of

these methods of commerce. If club competitions are to he sporting

events, and not the hunting ground of advertisement mongers, it is the

duty of those members of the trade who enter " specially adjusted " cars

to either withdraw or organise competitions of their own. They can

then pit their faked-up products against each other to their heirts con

tent. At any rate it seems to me that the much-advertised fastest times

and club wins should be regarded with suspicion by the amateur, and

chould not be allowed to outweigh the many other desirable points on a

car by the buying public.—Yours truly,

T. Williams.

PROVINCIAL CLUB COMPETITIONS.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir.—Might I call your attention to the rules governing the open

hill-climbing competition held under the auspices of the North-East

Lancashire Automobile Club ? I feel sure that the committee of this

club, like that of any other racing club, are desirous of making their

competitions as interesting as possible, but in this particular case I fail
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to see how great interest can be maintained or a good race obtained

where so wide a range is given to cylinder dimensions "in each class.

As an instance, in Class E there is a range between a cylinder dimension

of 100 to 150, or. ronghly speaking, the same class would be open for

four-cylinder engines of 6 in. down to 5 in. It is obvious that there

can be no " race " between an engine with 5 in. cylinders against an

engine with 6 in. cylinders.

I have recently written a letter upon similar lines to the effect

that some standard unit should be adopted by all clubs holding races in

this country, and I would suggest that a meeting of the bird working

secretaries of the various piovincial clubs might find means of regulating

what, np to the present moment, has been a most unsatisfactory method

of judging local events.—Yours truly,

D. M. Weigel.

THE PIONEERS OF MODERN MOTORING.

To thi Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—I have no desire to detract from the fine performance of Mr.

Edge at Brooklands, but I fuel that the old heroes of motoring who did

greater deeds should not 1« forgotten. Especially I refer to the wonder

ful feat performed by the late Monsieur Levassor (founder of the firm of

One feature of most chain-driven cars which is often overlooked is

that the only unsprung weight consists of the wheels and axles, which

may be of a light construction, while in gear-driven cars the whole of the

weight of the neavier live axle, including the differential, rests directly

on the tyres. The mechanism in the latter case is subject to all the

shocks of the road and the tyres wear more rapidly. Chain driving pro

duces, therefore, a decrease in the cost of upkeep of a car and more com

fort in riding.

Mr. Hirsch speaks of chain breakages. Actually breakages never occur

in ordinary circumstances when the size of a chain is in proper relation

to the work it has to do, and reasonable attention is given to it. Chains

will, of course, wear out and so become weaker, but 3 they are correctly

selected in the first instance they are unfit for use through being out of

pitch long liefore they approach breaking point. A chain should on an

average do good work for 7,000 or 8,000 miles, but of course the mileage

is influenced by the character of the roads in the district. Where chains

are well cared for, and especially if provided with gear cases, such as are

fitted by the Sunbeam, Albion and Arrol Johnston companies, it is not

uncommon for them to run double this distance. When unprotected

they should be more frequently cleaned, lubricated and adjusted. If a

partially worn chain is allowed to rust and the joints to become stiff, it

is more liable, especially if loosely adjusted, to mount the teeth. This,

 

The Midland A.C.lHill Climb at Shelsley.Walsh.-The Carl assembled near the Starting Point.

Panhard and Levassor), in 1894, upon ordinary roads, and with a short

wheel base car mounted on solid tyres, and no big head lights after

dark. M. Levassor stuck to the wheel for fifty-six nours continuously

and won the race, " Paris- Bordeaux et Retour," at an average rate of

about twenty-seven mile3 an hour. It is doubtful if any modern motorist

on the vehicle he drove could do this now after being used to the

luxurious high-power cars of to-day, with long-wheel bases and pneu

matic tyres. My only apology in thus addressing you is that your

readers should not forget the great events of the past.—Yuurs truly,

David Salomons.

[Sir David Salomons, Bart. , does well to remind the motor world of

some of the trials of those early pioneers.]

of course, subjects It to ulidue strains and probably is one of the most

fruitful causes of accidents with chains.

Temporary repairs of the kind described by Mr. Hirsch may be un

avoidable in an emergency, but chains so treated would be injured if run

far, and the manufacturer should not 1 >e blamed for after results. Spare

parts of the correct size make a more satisfactory repair possible, and

if never required, as is most likely, will occupy little space.

The case with which it is possible to examine chains and learn

their condition is one advantage resulting from their use.—Yours truly,

CttARLES G. BlNOLD.

THE PRESENT SYSTEM OF TRANSMISSION.

To TBTi EmTOR or The Motor-Gar Journal.

Sir,—It seems to lie true that fashion has much to do with motor

car designs, as Mr. C. T. W. Hirsch suggests in his letter appearing in

your issue of the 29th ult. Competition, however, will eventually

compel motor-car manufacturers to find means for reducing the cost of

running and upkeep, and then we feel sure the simple, flexible, and

economical transmission by chains will receive more attention.

To the Editob o» The Motor-Gar Journal.

SIR,—Your correspondent, Mr. C. T. W. Hirsoh, in the M.C.J, of the

29th ult., appears to have overlooked the screw and worm wheel drive,

in place of bevels. Provided the screw is long enough, wear on the

thrust bearing does not affect the mesh unless, of course, the screw is

very much worn and the change occurs suddenly. The efficiency of the

screw may be less than that of a good bevel ; out then, as Mr. Hirsch

points out, the bevel ceases to mesh properly, and, therefore, ceases to

be a good bevel drive.—Yours truly,

H. Langdon-Davieb.
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CHARGING ACCUMULATORS FROM PRIMARY

BATTERIES.

To TBI Editor or The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—As an old admirer of the M.C.J. , kindly allow me to express

myself briefly upon this subject. I have used the Boron cells, and

find them more than is claimed for them for efficiency in charging any

make or form of accumulators. It is not my intention, however, to

recommend or advertise this cell so much as to call attention to some of

the erratic statements made by " Electrik," who advises the Bunsen cell

for charging accumulators. He does well to advise the placing of the

battery in an airy place : the fumes, even if one cell only is in use, are

most intolerable, and will quickly destroy any metallic article with

which they come in contact ; as to the extremely deleterious nature of

the consequences of the inhalation of the fumes a very slight experience

should be sufficient even for the uninitiated. One d.rop of the acid on

the skin of the hands, &c., will cause a very serious burn, to say nothing

of the more than probable and utterly irreparable damage to clothing

and similar stuffs.

The Bunsen battery certainly gives a powerful current when newly

charged, but this very quickly falls as the nitric acid becomes exhausted ;

the acid, being in a liquid form, cannot be strengthened or recuperated

by the addition of further quantities of depolanser as in the case of a

chromic cell ; the only method that can be adopted in order to maintain a

constant current from a Bunsen battery is to entirely renew the acid as

soon as any depreciation in the current is apparent. Will " Electrik "

be good enough to explain how he manages to prove that nitric acid is a

more powerful oxidising agent than chromic acid ? Has he forgotten the

formulae:—Nitric acid, HNOa ; ohromio acid, Cr03 (combining with

water to form HnCyjO*) f The greater part of the nitric acid in a Bunsen

cell U converted into ammonium nitrate, which renders the cell inert and

disastrous results. The remedy is,to simply stand the accumulators

whilst charging on a board which rests on glass jam jars, and keep the

top of the accumulators as dry as possible.—Yours truly,

C. A. Vandervell and Co.

 

The A.C.F. Grand Prix Race.—Mr. Fryce Harrison Changing the

Wheels on his Weigel Car.

the upkeep of the battery most expensive. By the way, the depolanser

is not the most important feature in a primary battery, not by far so

important as the nature of the carbon surface.—Yours truly,

Analyst.

To the Editor or The Motor-Car Journal.

SIR,—I notice in Mr. Hawstorne's letter re accumulator charging

from primary batteries, which appeared in a recent issne, that he states

he charges his battery with "4 oz. bicarbonate of soda dissolved in a

small quantity of water, to which is afterwards added i oz. commercial

sulphuric acid." This is clearly a mistake, for, besidea'being absolutely

useless as an oxidising material, the bicarbonate of soda—used in making

tea—would at once chemically interact with the sul phuric acid, resulting

in carbonic acid gas being liberated with much effervescence and sodium

acid sulphate being left behind in solution. The writer evidently meant

to say that he used bichromate of soda, not bicarbonate of soda, which

is quite a distinct, and for this purpose useless, body.—Yours truly,

Er.BKTRIK.

CHARGING ACCUMULATORS ON HIGH VOLTAGE

CIRCUITS.

To hi Editor or The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—Clients occasionally inform us that their accumulators have

been burnt up whilst charging on 200 volt or 220 volt lighting circuits,

and we think it would be of general interest to call attention to the

probable reason for this, which is, not excessive current passing through

the battery it -elf, but a leak to earth through a film of acid on the case.

This will sometimes generate sufficient heat to ignite the celluloid, with

A WARNING.

To the Editor or The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—In the interest of the trade and as a warning to others, will

you kindly give publicity to the following incident.

A customer at our Clapham garage asked that some of the firm's

cards might be given to him, in order to recommend the garage to

friends. As there was nothing unusual in this, he was handed three or

four cardB.

Two days after we received a telephone communication from a

certain firm of tyre manufacturers, asking if the man in question was a

member of the firm. Upon being asked the reason of the inquiry, we

were informed that he had called upon the firm and, producing one of the

cards, requested that certain tyres should be sent to his private address,

giving them to understand that he was a member of the firm. Had

these people not had the foresight to communicate with us, the man

would nave purchased goods at trade price. As we have since heard that

he has lately bought several accessories for his car, we can only conclude

that this ruse has succeeded with other firms not quite so particular as

the one in question.

It is really appalling the number of people who, obtaining trade

cards by fair means or foul, make use of them as aliove. This is not the

only incident of its kind that has happened to us, but is a fair

example.

In conclusion, I would earnestly appeal to the trade that in a ca.se

like the above they refuse to supply goods until assured of the cus

tomer's bona fides.—Yours truly,

Union Motor Car Company.

CHANGE-SPEED GEAR TROUBLES.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—Could you or any of your readers explain the reason the change-

speed gear of my car grinds on the second speed ? I have had a new

shaft and one new wheel fitted, but still the grinding goes on.—Yours

truly,

Constant Reader.

[It would assist matters if reiders will give fuller details from which

to diagnose troubles. The grinding noise on the second speed of the car

of " Constant Reader " may be due to several causes that a careful

examination should at once reveal. If, for instance, the wheel with

which the new one meshes is worn on the pitch line the noise may result

in consequence. The depth of the mesh is also important, for if either

too deeply engaged, or, on the other hand, not sufficiently, a grinding

noise will result. If the shaft is too long between its bearings, it will

spring and cause trouble ; for the teeth—especially on the second speed

—will be forced out of mesh, and will moreover bear on one side only.

It is possible, of course, also that the whole shaft is out of alignment, or

that the new wheel supplied has been cut with a milling cutter suitable

for a wheel of a different number of teeth, although of the same pitch.

For each pitch has a set of cutters, each of which is only suitable for a

short range in the number of teeth it can eut with any approach to

mathematical accuracy. Milling cutters being very expensive, it is quite

common for jobbers to employ a cutter for a far greater range of sizes

than they should legitimately employ them.]

EXPLOSIONS IN THE SILENCER

To tkm Editor or The Motor-Oar Journal.

Sir,— I should be glad if you or any readers of the M.C.J, would

kindly explain why my four-cylinder engine occasionally, when

starting, goes off with a bang in the exhaust, and a cloud of black

smoke follows for a few seconds. Also would you explain how I ean avoid

this? I have had it occur about four times this last six months. —Yours

truly,

A Constant Reader.

[Explosions in the silencers huppen occasionally on the best regulated

cars, and are sometimes rather alarming to nervous people. Of coursp,

directly anyone turns the starting handle round the engine will

commence, if the initial charges are not fired in the cylinders, to pnmp

them along the exhaust pipe and so into the silencer. Once there,

the chance of an explosion taking place or not depends on whether

the first time the engine fires there be sufficient continuity of heat to

reach the explosive vapour in 'he box. And the force of the explosion

will depend on the quantity and proportion of oxygen to hydro carbon

of which the particular mixture in question happens to be composed.

Unduly retarding the ignition in starting up is .conducive to these

explosions, as also is the habit of turning the Btarting handle round

repeatedly before switching on. The black smoke snows that the

mixture is too strong.]

" Not in the Trade " writes in agreement with Mr. Percy Richard

son's letter of last week.
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. THE SOUTH HARTINQ HILL CLIMB.

ON Wednesday of last week the annual hill-climb of the R. A.C. at

South Harting was held in weather which was not altogether enjoyable.

It was at a very early hour when many of the competitors left town

for the hill-climb, going by way of the Portsmouth road to Liphook,

where the cars were weighed at the railway station at 8 a.m.

From thence the journey was made to South Harting, where the

competitions commenced an hour before noon. Mr. M. O Gorman was

judge, Mr. A. V. Ebblewhite starter, Mr. J. Lyons Sampson clerk of

the scales, Mr. F. P. Armstrong head marshal, with Mr. J. W. Orde as

secretary, and Col. H.>C. L. Holden, R.A., Major T. H. Cochrane, R.E.,

and Capt. R. K. Bagnall-Wild, R.K., as clerks of the course. The

measured distance was about a mile.

For the " Yellow " trophy there were fifty-five entries, and a large

proportion faced the starter. This is open to vehicles fitted with internal

combustion engines complying with the following conditions :—Cylinder

diameter in inches squared multiplied by the number of cylinders

must not be less than forty-five nor greater than 151 ; and to steam

vehicles the maximum brake horse-power of whose engines for a given

period has been ascertained by the Club, and found within the limits of

corresponding maximum brake horse-power of the internal combustion

engines.

The fastest time was made by Mr. C. Edge, on the 60-h.p. Napier,

with Mr. Frederic Coleman's White steam car a close second. The

result of the handicap was as follows :—White steam (Coleman), 1 ;

Clement-Talbot (Stokes), 2; Clement-Talbot (Deacon), 3; Berliet

(Watson), 4; Clement-Talbot (Hedge), 5; Deasy (Lewis), 6; Clement-

Talbot (Viscount Ingestre), 7; Napier (Newton), 8; Clement-Talbot

(Day), 9 ; Maudslay (Verney), 10 ; Deasy (Graham), 11 ; Daimler (God-

dardh 12 ; Dietrich (Phillips), 13.

Climax . Thoe. Watson ... 23-8 6 80 3 39 3-5

De Dion . J. W. Stock- 26-4 4 4A 4 4 1-5

De Diotf Mou ton .. Walter Munn 20-05 4 90 mm. 4 13 1-5

Germain H. Ramoisy 21 0 4 3 -6221 3 22 3 5

Thornycroft

Thornycroft

. T. Thornycroft . . 48-6 6 *J 2 22 3-5

H. Niblett 32 4 4 ■!'■ 3 11 15

Mass . A. F. King 30 4 110 mm. 3 7 2-5

Iris . H. C. Earp 40 4 5 2 40 1 5

Iris A. E. Pennan . .. 40 4 5 3 23 3-5

Iris . G. J. F. Knowles 43 35 li 4-25 2 50 3 5

Iris . F. R. S. Bircham 43-35 ft 4-25 2 29

Minerva . Miss D. Levitt ... 41 6 105 mm. 2 315 3-5

Buick H. H. Sternberg .. 20-25 2 44 4 6 1-5

Osterfield . D. S. Cox 19-6 4 3* 5 9 1-5

Cadillac ..." .. . F. S. Bennett ... 25 6 4 4 3 53 2 5

Daimler ... . <J. S. Barwick ., 55-8 4 5 906 2 2 1-5

Daimler . 0. Bush 558 4 5-906 6 30 4-5

Clement-Talbot .. . F. Martin 24 8 4 3-937 4 35 4-5

Ilumber ... . E. Gould .. 24 4
H 4 23 4-5

Daimler . Herbert Musker .. 44-44 4 5-27 2 8 1-5

In the closed event No. 1, for vehicles fitted with internal combus

tion engines complying with the following formula :—Cylinder diameter

in inches squared multiplied by the number of cylindeis must not exoeed

sixty-five, the times of the cars were :—

t, a r No-

Name of Car. Driver. ntSlZ' of
RatlnS- cyls

Ford Percival L. D.

Perry 22 5 4 3} 3 23 4-5

T. C. Pullinger ... 24 75 4 345 3 31 3-5

Bore

of

cyls.

Time up

hill.

M. s.

Beeston-Humber ..

 

The South Harting Hill Climb.—The Ford Four-Cjlinder Car on the steep part of the hill.

Below we give the times of the various cars that made the

Name of Car.

' White " Steam

Driver.

Frederic

man

No. Bore Time up

of of hill.
rHnnK- cyls. cyls. M. s.

R.A.C.

Cole-

— 2 3 in. &

Thames W. T. Clifford-

6 in. 1 53 3-5

Earp 60 6 5 2 21 1-5

Lorraine - Dietrich W. H. Phillips ...

S. W. Humphery ..

52-9 4 5f 1 59 1-5

Brooke 43-35 6 *i 2 27 4-5

Talbot W. Stokes 24-75 4 m 2 43 1-5

Deasy E. W. Lewis 27-2 4 4 2 45

Scout J. Perey Dean . . . 19-6 4 34 4 48 4-5

Clement-Talbot ... G. Day 18 4 3-355 3 10 2-5

Clement-Talbot ... J. Hedge 20 09 4 3-543 3 19 2-5

Clement-Talbot ... Viscount Ingestre 27 3 4 4-134 2 14 1-5

Daimler John Goddard 44-6 4 5-281 2 3 4-5

Napier Cecil Edce 60 6 5 1 51 3-5

Napier F. Newton 38-4 6 4 2 17 1-5

Berliet J. Brookes 35-6 4 120 mm. 2 13 1-5

Berliet J. E. Hutton 48-6 4 140 „ 1 57

Gracile C. H. Saunders ... 45-2 4 135 „ 2 25 2-5

Maudslay R. H. Verney 40 4 5 2 30

Berliet W. Watson 361 4 4J 2 3 4-5

Clement-Talbot ... R. E. Deacon 18 4 3 355 3 18 1-5

Deasy P. Graham 27-2 4 4* 3 3 4-5

Alldays M. Taylor 22 5 4 »i 6 8 4-5

Climax H. Lamb 22-4 4 3-74 5 30

Clement-Talbot .

Alldays ...

Alldays

Alldays

De Dion Bouton

Germain ...

Thornycroft

Minerva ...

Cadillac ...

Berliet

Arrol-Johnston .

W. Stokes 24 8 4

E.Armstrong ... 11-25 2

E. J. Blakemore .. 11-25 2

Claude M. Taylor 22 5 4

Walter Munn ... 20-05 4

H. Ramoisy ... 25 75 4

Tom Thornycroft 22-5 4

J. T. C. Moore-lira

bazon 25'8 4

F. S. Bennett ... 25 6 4

J. E. Hutton .. 24-75 4

E- A. Rosenheim... 2-56 4

3 937

H

3i
90 ma.

4-0158

3i

2 48 4-5

5 0

3 35 4-5

5 17 3-5

3 50 1-5

2 15 2 5

3 12 1-5

102 mm. 3 4 2-5

4 3 23 2-6

100 mm. 2 42 1-5

4 2 45 1-5

Mr. H. Ramoisy on the 20-h.p. Germain was the winner, with Mr.

J. E. Hutton's 20-h.p. Berlietsecondand Mr. E. A. Rosenheim on the 20-h.p.

Arrol-Johnston third. Event No. 2 was open only to members of the

R.A.C. and the Sussex County A.C, and nas for vehicles fitted with

internal combustion engines complying with the following formula :—

Cylinder diameter in inches squared multiplied by the number of

cylinders must not exceed forty.

Name of Car.

Lindsay

Adams

Alldays

Alldays

De Dion Routon .

De Dion Bouton .

Renault ...

Driver.

J. Lindsay Scott ...

Reginald R. Smith

E Armstrong

E. J. Blakemore ...

H. J. Stanbon ...

E. J. Underwood

E. B. Wagget ...

R.A.C.

Rating.

15*7

9-02

11-25

11-25

12-37

6-18

12-37

No.

of

cyls.

4

!

2

2

8

1

2

Bore

of

cyls.

80 mm.

4|

3*

H

Hi

3k*
100 mm.

Time up

hill.

M. s.

3 36 3 5

5 38 2-5

5 34 2-5

3 37 2-5

5 0 3 5

4 53 3-5

5 57 4-5
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Name of Car.

Peugeot

Singer

Baby Peugeot

Diiver.

M. F. Mieville

H. E. Hall...

M. F. Mieville

R.A.C.

Rating.

13-6

15-93

6

of

cyls

2

4

1

Bore

of

cyls.

4i:<38

3-937

Time up

hill.

M. s.

4 52 4-5

4 18

7 52 3-5

Mr. J. L. Scott's Lindsay was thus the winner, followed by the All-

days and Mr. H. G. Hall's Singer.

PUBLIC MOTOR SERVICES.

The London and District Motor-'bus Company, the London and

Provincial Motor-'bus and Traction Company, the Motor- bus Company,

and the London Motor Omnibus Companv are about to amalgamate to

form the Vanguard Motor-'bus Company (Ltd). The shareholders in all

the four companies named met on the 10th inst. and confirmed resolu

tions passed at previous meeting-: for the voluntary liquidation of their

undertakings.

The House of Commons Committee has given the Sheffield Corpora

tion power to run motor-omnibuses within the eity, but has declined to

sanction routes beyond the boundaries of the town.

 

Mr. Cecil Edge making the ascent of South Harting Hill on the

60-h.p. Six-Cylinder Napier.

In confirming the permission of the Commissioner of Police of the

Metropolis to allow public motor char-a-bancs in London, Sir £. K.

Henry makes a condition that the gangway shall be at least 15 in. wide

and the means of ingress anil egress safe and convenient.

A collision between two motor-omnibuses near Putney Bridge, in

the early hours of Sunday morning, resulted in injuries to half a dozen

passengers and considerable damage to both vehicles.

The Watch Committee of the Birmingham City Council, has

renewed the licences of two motor char-a-bancs to ply in the city.

Th e Home Secretary is about to introduce legislation to remove the

limitations with regard to the provision of taximeters on horse-drawn

cabs.

Electrobuses wer running on Monday between ;Liverpool Street

and Victoria, London, S.W.

The first of a dozen motor-cabs that are to ply for hire in Edinburgh

has been placed in Princes Street, by Mr. W. K. Muir, 69, Lothian Road,

Edinburgh.

Captain HUGHES Morgan, on his Daimler, made a non-stop ran

in the Welsh A.C.'s Reliability Trials on Thursday of last week.

While on a visit to England recently, the Gaekwar of Baroda pur

chased a 24 h. p. Fiat limousine from the Motor House, Euston Rood,

S.W. This car was«lespatched to him in India when he left our shores,

>vnd is now in daily use, the Gaekwar being well pleased with his

purchase

ON the 6th inst. the annual picnic of Mr. William Lea's employees

at Liverpool was held at Chester. The party, consisting of over fifty,

journeyed to Chester via Warrington in motor-cars. In the unavoidable

absence of Mr. Lea, Mr. C. R. Clark (sales manager) occupied the chair,

being supported by Mr. E. J. Hartenfeld (works manager).

CASES UNDER THE MOTOR CAR ACT.

A Licence Suspended.

The Earl of Caledon appeared before the Stevenage (Herts) magis

trates on the 11th inst. charged with driving a motor-car to the common

danger at Stevenage on June 3rd, also with failing to produce his licence

when requested. His Lordship should have appeared a fortnight before,

but did not do so, and a warrant was issued. He afterwards surrendered,

and was admitted to bail. Mr. Ross Brown, for the defendant, now said

he was not in a position to excuse the second charge, and pleaded guilty.

In regard to the first charge, he asked the magistrates to adjourn the

hearing owing to an important witness being in France.

The chairman said it would be unfair to the prosecution

to adjourn the case. Evidence was then given to show that the

defendant's car left Welwyn at 5.56 p.m., and was stopped in Stevenage

at 6.5 p.m. The distance was 6 miles 992 yards, and the speed worked

out at 43J miles per hour. Sergeant Brice, who stopped the car

at Stevenage, said he did not know who drove the car from Welwyn to

Stevenage. When the car stopped the defendant was driving. There

were many people about the streets, and the pace the car travelled was

extremely dangerous. The Bench convicted, and previous convictions

were proved. At Horsham last December defendant was fined £25 and

£9 costs for driving to the common danger, £5 for not producing bis

licence, and his licence was suspended for three months. The chairman

said the defendant would be fined £30 and costs for driving to the

common danger, and £5, including costs, for not producing his, licence,

and his licence would be suspended for six months.

On the Wrong Side.

At Neath Police-court, Edwin Pullman, a cycle agent, of Merthyr,

was charged with driving a motor-car recklessly on the wrong side of the

road. Riding a motor-cycle in the opposite direction was Mr. Catt, of

Northampton, and there was a collision, the latter being thrown violently

on to a hedge. For the defence it was insisted that Catt was on the

wrong side of the road, that the defendant pulled across to avoid a col

lision, and that Catt, doing the same, ran into the car. Pullman was

fined 50s. and costs for taking the wrong side of the road, and £10 and

costs for reckless driving.

Exceeding the Limit.

Sir Henry Norman, M. P., was fined £3 by the Guildford Justices

on Saturday on police .evidence that he had driven his motor-car at Mil-

ford at a speed of thirty miles an hour, on' a clear road. Sir Henry gave

notice of appeal. He offered to admit exceeding the speed limit, but

denied the thirty miles rate.

There were two prosecutions under the Motor Car Act at Coventry

on the 11th inst. In the case of Henry Hudson, chauffeur to a Leicester

shire gentleman, the offence alleged was driving at a speed dangerous to

the public. He was on the high road between Foleshill and lied worth,

and went over cross roads at, it was alleged, thirty-five miles an hour. A

previous conviction in Northamptonshire was proved, and defendant,

who pleaded guilty, was fined £5 and costs.

The other case was against John Henry Slingsby, a Nuneaton

solicitor, who was said to have driven past Longford Police Station at

from thirty-five to forty miles an hour, and failed to stop when Super

intendent Drakeley signalled him to do so. Defendant and his solicitor

(Mr. W. Maddocks) contested the police evidence as to speed, Mr.

Slingsby's case being that he travelled between Coventry and Bedworth

at the rate of only twenty miles. The magistrates imposed a fine of

£1.

Several motorists have been fined at Ayr, Wokingham, Odiham and

at Huntingdon for exceeding the legal limit.

Cheques not Taken. . ,

A motorist convicted at Kingston of exceeding the speed limit

tendered a cheque in payment of the fine, but the magistrates would not

accept it, and gave him a week in which to pay the money. Mr. W. Y.

Cockburn remarked that recently a motorist who tendered a cheque in

payment of a tine stopped the cheque immediately he got out of court.

bbcA Exceeding Park Regulations.

: -''JAt Bow Street, London, the Earl of Caledon was summoned on

Monday for driving a motor car in the Mall, St. James's Park, at a

pace exceeding the.limit of ten miles an hour. He was represented by

Mr. Granville Kenyon, solicitor, who, on his behalf, pleaded cuilty. A

park-keeper stated that his lordship's car was driven over the measured

furlong at the rate of twenty -one miles an hour. Mr. Marsham (magis

trate) : I have seen something about him in the papers, but that is not

before me. There will be a fine of 40s., with 2s. costs.

The Police at Midnight.

, At Bridlington, on Saturday, a gentleman who had been summoned

under the Motor Car Act complained of the conduct of the police in

calling at his house at midnight, and with having referred to him as a

chauffeur after having been informed he was the owner of the car. The

chairman agreed that the police ought not to call upon respectable citizens

at midnight.

The Seine Inferieure Circuit, on which the A.C.F. Grand Prix Tace

was held, was tarred and rendered dustless by the Lassailly Patent Tar

Road Binder Machine, the total area of 400,000 square metres having

been tarred within a period of five weeks. Mr. Robert Johnston, of 45,

Parliament Street, Westminster, possesses the Lassailly patent rights

for the British Islands.
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CLUBS AND ASSOCIATIONS

 

LINCOLNSHIRE A.C.

The speed trials organised by the Lincolnshire A.C in Grimsthorpe

f'ark on Saturday, by permission of the Earl of Ancaster, were most

-successful, although at one time there was every prospect of their being

spoilt by rain, but happily this cleared before the time announced for

the racing to take place. The conditions, however, were not at all in

viting, and several intending competitors who had entered cars failed

1 1> put in an appearance. The private road through the Red Deer Park

M as not at all in bad condition, and the competing cars were able to

make some excellent times. The length of the course was about a mile,

and it incorporated the stiff ascent—which, at its steepest part, has a

gradient of one in nine, and which has been the scene of several hill-

-climbing competitions.

There were three events, all for cars of the touring type, and the

handicap was on the formula adopted by the Koyal A.C, under whose

•closed competition rules the trials were held. The final results will

not be known until the times jhave been before the Competitions

-Committee of the Koyal A.C, and the club's representative, Capt.

K. K. Bagnall Wild, R.C, attended to take the time', &c These com

petitions also decide the winner for the year of the Newsum Challenge

Cup, for the best amateur performance in the handicap, and, in addition

to the prizes for amateur members of the club only, another, open to all

-members, was far the best performance in the handicap. All the events

were from a standing start, and each competing car carried one passenger,

as well as the driver, "seated side by side in fair manner." The officials

engaged in the trials were :—Starter, Capt. H. E. Newsum ; time

keepers, Messrs. T. E. Foster and W. Mansell ; clerks of the course, Sir

Hickman Bacon, Major J. A. Cole, Capt. R. K. Bagnall Wild. R.E., Mr.
•C. W. Pennell, Mr. C. Hardy, Mr. A. A. Padley ; marshal, Dr. Gilpin ;

.assistant marshals, Dr. Husband, Major Fowler, Mr. C. Nelson, Dr.

■E. H. Cragg, and Mr. W. A. Tomlinson ; hon. sec, Mr. Godfrey Lowe.

The names of the competitors' cars and the official times

"follow :—

Class A, for cars not exceeding 12-h.p. :

M. s.

Rev. T. A. Stoodley (Dowsby), De Dion

Dr. E. H. Cragg (Billingboro'), Babyi Peugeot

Mr. G. E. Sandars (Soampton), De Dion...

Dr. F. Hushand (Crowland), Wolseley ...
•Dr. White (Surneshead), Wolseley i

Time.

3 0 2-5

3 9 2-5

3 21

3 30

3 40 2-5

CLASS B, for cars not exceeding 24-h.p. :—

1 48 3-5

2 14 2-5

2 16 1-5

2 17

2 38 2-5

2 43

2 51 2-5

3 13 4-5

Relative

Efficiency.

3

2

1

Mr. R. S. Hogarth, Talbot

Mr. R. M. Wright (Lincoln), Argyll

Hon. M. Giffard (Boothby), Sunbeam

Mr. R. M. Wright, Humber

Dr. Husband, Spyker

Dr. Sharp (Brant Broughton), Richardson

Mr. C. Gray (Stamford), New Pick

Mr. G. Linnell (Deeping), Argyll

Class C, for cars exceeding 24-h p.

Major R. H. Fowler (Louth), Siddelev 1 9 1-5 ... —

Mr. C. Hardy (Nottingham), Daimler 1 13 2-5 ... 3
■Col. J. S. Ruston (Lincoln), Daimler 1 33 3-5 ... 1

Capt. Newsum (Lincoln), Daimler 1 40 2-5 ... —

Major J. A. Cole (Roxholm), Humber 1 48 4-5 ... —

Mr. A. A. Padley (Market Rasen), Humber ...1 53 2-5 ... 2

Mr. C. W. Pennell (Lincoln), Siddeley 1 56 ... —

Mr. C. Nelson (Lincoln), Siddeley 2 29 4 5 ... —

For the Newsum Challenge Cup for the best amateur performance

on the handicap the winner was Dr. K. G. Hogarth, of Nottingham,

and Dr. Hogarth also won the special prize open to all members of the

club, for the best performance onthe handicap. In Class A Dr. Husband

was first, and.the second prize was not awarded. Dr. Husband also won

the first prize in Class B. and' I >v. P. Sharp was second. In this class neither

Dr. Hogarth nor Mr. R. M. Wright were eligi hie for the prizes. Mr. A. A.

Padley was first prize winner in Class C. and Mr. Chas. Hardy was second.

■Col. Huston's Daimler was not competing for prizes.

NORTH YORKSHIRE A.C.

A HILL-CLIMBING competition, promoted by the North Yorkshire

Automobile Club, took place on Saturday at Garrowby Hill, a portion

-of the main road from York to Driffield, five miles east of Stamford

Bridge. The competition was open to standard touring cars, which were

handicapped under K.A.C formula, and mustered at Stamford Bridge

railway station for weighing and measuring (for wind resistance). The

■cars were weighed with their full complement of passengers, not one of

whom was to be of less weight than 14 stones. Only petrol cars, the

property of members of the club, were eligible to compete. There were

fifteen entrants, and thirteen cars competed. The distance over which

the competition took place was 155 yards short of a mile, the stiflfest

gradient being one in seven, and the average gradient one in 10*61. The

cars were dispatched singly at brief intervals, and the whole of them

negotiated the course, though there was a considerable disparity in the

times made, which were as follows:—

8-h.p. Rover, G. W. T. Wade, Hull, 5 min. 45 2 5 sec. ; 8-h.p. Rover,

C. Wade, Hull, 7 min. 46 sec. ; 14-16-h.p. Fiat, W. Cliff, Melbourne,

4 min. 1 1-5 sec ; 10-12-h.p. Humber, W. F. Greenwood, York, 5 min.

28 sec. ; 15-h.p. Humber, D. W. Jackson, York, 6 min. 1 1-5 sec ;

16-20-h.p. Argyll, P. Saltmarshe, Saltmarshe, 4 min. 8 sec. ; 22-h.p.

Beiiiet, H. A. Watson, York, 4 min. 11 sec ; 20-28-h.p. Darracn, A. J.

Atkinson, Brough, 5 min. 14 sec. ; 28-h.p. Daimler. C. Wade, Hull,

3 min. 34 2-5 sec. ; 28-h.p. Daimler, G. Moor, Hull, 3 min. 26 sec. ; 35-h.p.

Daimler, H. J. Lloyd, York, I min. 53 4-5 sec. ; 45-h.p. Daimler, G. S.

Barwick, Northallerton, 1 min. 32 sec. ; 60-h.p. Itala, O. B Pease, Rich

mond, 2 min. 52 4-5 sec

The result will be announced when the handicap allowances have

been adjusted. There are two prizes, one presented by the chairman of

the club committee, and another by the competition sub-committee.

YORKSHIRE AUTOMOBILE CLUB.

The committee of the Yorkshire Automobile Club has decided to

hold a closed hill-climbing competition during the latter part of August.

 

The Motorists' Welcome, 1897 and 1907.—From a sketch by "

published by the De Dietrich Company.

An excellent hill has been found, and the arrangements are cow being

made and will be published as early as possible.

The following gentlemen have been elected to membership of the

Club :—Mr. W. H. Wilkinson, Bradford, Mr. R. Hutchinson, Leeds, and

Rev. G. A. Marshall, Pickering.

CHESHIRE A.C.

The members of this club held their third meet of the season at

Plas-Newydd, Llangollen, on Saturday last, at the invitation of Mr.

G. H. Robertson, J.P., who is a vice-president of the club. Members and

friends to the number of eighty-five attended, and amongst those pre**-nt

were Messrs. Trevor Boscawen, Dr. Stevenson (vice-presidents), Col.

A. H. Knight, V.D., J. Arnitt Dear, J.P., Col. Mainwarjng. J. W. Harvie,

J. M: Frost, J. P., E. C. Thin, M. Clover, Jun., W. H. S. Oulton,

F. E. T. Briscoe, J. Clarke, Maurice Stern, and W. A. Williams.

MIDLAND A.C.

Again the Midland A.C secured success with their bill-climbing

content at Shelsley Walsh on Saturday. The committee was fortunate in

obtaining the permission of Mr. M. C. Taylor to hold the contest >on the

road leading to the Court House in his private greunds, away frow the

tantalising attentions of the .police. Proceedings began with the

weighing in at Martley, and then a general move was made to Shelsley

Walsh, which is about seven miles from the ancient city of Worcester.

Time was taken over a measused distance of 1,000 yard*, and

praise must be given the officials for the promptitude with which their
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-work whs done. About one third of the length was one in six, the

average being one in eight, while the bends secured the attention of the

drivers to their task. The surface was in good condition, so that good

times were the order of the day.

Excitement was quickly aroused, Mr. J. E. Hutton being one of the

first to make the ascent, speeding away in what proved to be the fastest

time, and securing the silver cup. Some entrants were disqualified because

they were not in a perfectly finished condition for touring, and others had

ill-luck, notably Mr. C. Sangster's 40-h.p. Ariel, which suffered from a

choked petrol pipe. Eventually, however, the outstanding feature of

the competition was the success of the Clement-Talbot cars, which

secured four out of five places in the open handicap and the first in the

closed classes.

The times and handicap points of the leading cars in each chiss

were as follows :—

Open Handicap.

Car. Driver. Points. Time.

M. s.

1. 10-12-b.p. Clement-Talbot T. W. Bowen ... 1675 2 56 4-5

2. 15-h.p. Clement-Talbot ... J. Hedge 1-4857 2 23 4-5

3. 20-24-h.p. Clement-Talbot W. SloTces 1-4856 1 59 3-5

4. 9-h.p. Sizaire-Naudin ... R. O. Clark 1-4850 2 50 2-5

5. 15-20-h.p. Clement-Talbot Viscount Ingestre 1-467 1 31 2-5

6. 40-h.p. Napier ... „ Sydney Smith ... 1-404 1 32 3-5

7. 24-h.p. Deasy E. W. Lewis 1-385 1 54 2 5

8. 35-45-h.p. Maudslay ... R. H. Verney ... 1-348 1 39 3-5

9. 20-b.p. Lanchesttr G. H. Lanchester ... 1-307 2 24 1-5

10. 24-h.p. Deasy P.Graham 1-273 2 9 1-5

11. 16-20-h. p. Sunbeam ... F. Eastmead 1-254 2 38 1-5

12. 10-h.p. De Dion C. J. Newey il-241 4 48

Closed Handicap.

1. 20-24-h.p. Clement-Talbot W.Stokes 1-4856 1 59 3 5

2. 9-h.p. Kiley V. Riley 1428 2 23 1-5

[3. 20-h.p. Lanchester ... G. H. Lanchester ... 1-307 2 24 1-5

4. 17-21-h.p. Daimler A. J. Aetbury ... 1-281 2 35

5. 24-h.p. Deasy P. Graham 1-273 2 9 1-5

6. 10-h.p. De Dion C. J. Newey ... 1-241 4 48

7. 10-h.p. Aliday C. E. Simms 1-183 3 25 2-5

8. 28-h. p. Lanchester ... T. Hamilton Barnsley 1-173 1 59 4-5

9. 35-h.p. Daimler H. C. Holder 1-167 119 1-5

10. 24-h.p. Minerva G. F. Heath 1-147 2 18 1-5

11. 16-20-h.p. Calthorpe ... G. W. Hands ... 1-144 2 18 1-5

12. 10-h.p. De Dion , W.B.Kent 1 114 4 59 3-5

Other competitors and their times were :—

Car. Driver. M. s.

80-h.p. Berliet J. E. Hutton 1 7 1-5

28-h.p. Mercedes C. A. Bird 2 11 1-5

16 20-h.p. Rover H. F. S. Morgan ... 2 41 2-5

25-30-h.p. Austin S. C. Harrison 2 25 4-5

18-24-h.p. Austin S. Hands 2 3 2-5

18-h.p. Siddeley P. D. Lee ... .„ 1 32

60-h.p. Napier Cecil Edge 1 9 2-5

28-h.p. Ariel T. Corderry 1 56 1-5

30- h. p. Ariel P. Lewis 1 25 3-5

35-h.p. Ariel A. E. Harrison 1 111-5

40-h.p. Ariel C. Sangster 2 17 4-5

12-14-h.p. Singer W. Perks 3 41 3-5

10-h.p. Alldays F. W. Huband 3 44 2-5

20-24-h.p. La Hispano

Suiza W. H. Weeks 2 46

30-h.p. Siddeley A. MeCormack 1 48

20-h.p. Alldays C. M. Taylor 3 31 4-5

10-h.p. Alldays S. Downing 4 12 3-5

10-h.p. Alldays E. J. Blakeruore ... 3 18 1-5

)2-16-h.p. Ckment-Talbot H.G.Day 2 26 3-5

10-h.p. Alldays L. Meek 4 26 2-5

30-35-h.p. Ariel G. Bird 1 44 1-5

24-h.p. Minerva G. Patterson 2 39 1-5

9-1 1-h. p. Clement-Talbot W.A.Riley 4 15 4 5

8-10 h.p. Darracq H. P. Barker 2 35 1-5

60-h.p. Mercedes H. du Cros, jun. ... 1 25 3-5

16-h.p. Star W. Guilding 2 48

18-24-h.p. Swift R. Burns 3 4 1-5

35-h.p. Daimler A. E. Ansell 2 2 1-5

45-h.p. Thornycroft ... Disqualified.

16-25-h.p. Arrol-Johnstou J. Fairman ... ... 1 -59 2-5

20-h.p. Arrol-Johnston ... E, A.Rosenheim ... 1 53

15-h.p. Humber A. E. Gould ... ... 3 4 1-5

25-h.p. Arrol-Johnston ... J. S. Napier 4 2 1 5

45-h.p. Daimler G. Ison 1 24 1-5

Last year's event was won by Mr. Frederic Coleman on a White

steam car. This year a change in the programme prevented petrol

»nd steam cars competing together.

S. W. Phillpott, the club's sport? secretary, in recognition of his services-

in the recent open hill climb. The chairman, Mr. A. Vickers, N.C.U.,

in a short speech voiced the appreciation of the members for Mr. Phill-

pott's services, to which that gentleman made suitable reply. The

garden party and gymkhana was to have taken place last Saturday

but was unavoidably postponed.

ESSEX MOTOR CLUB.

On Saturday the Essex Motor Club held their annual race meeting

on the Canning Town Track. Some new records were made as follows :—

C. R. Collier beat the previous record for five miles to the finish of

51 miles 540 yards in the hour; he also rode a mile in 63 sec, beating

the previous best by 1 1-5 sec.

G. A. Barnes created a flying start record for five miles in 5 min.

54 2-3 sec. and for ten miles in 11 min. 12 4-5 sec.

C. R. Collier beat the flying start mile record by 1 1-5 sec, his

time being 63 sec.

In the Five Miles Handicap for Racing Motor-bicycles, with engines-

not exceeding 76 by 76, or the equivalent volume swept out,

D. R. Clarke (2J-h.p. New Century) 25 sec. start, was first ; C. R.

Collier (2J-h.p. Matchless), scratch, second ; H. V. Colver (2f-h.p.

Matchless) 10 sec, third. Won by half a lap ; third man 200 yards away.

Time, 5 mm. 18J sec "

In the Ten Miles Handicap for Tourist Motor-bicycles, with engines-

not exceeding 90 by 90, or equivalent volume swept out, and the gear not

higher than 4 to 1, with 2tJ in. wheels, H. A. Collier (3i-h.p. Match

less), 5 sec, was first; A. E. Dendy (3-h.p. Centaur), 50 sec, second;

G. Aldington, (3J-h.p. Kerry), 40 sec, third. Won by half a lap; 50

yards between second and third. Time, 11 min. 40 1-5 sec.

One Hour Scratch Race for Racing Motor-bicycles, 76 by 76. First

prize, the Du Cros Challenge Trophy (holder, H. V. Colver).—C. R.

Collier (2J-h.p. Matchless), 51 miles 540 yards, first; C. E. Bennett

(2f-h.p. Mansfield), 44 miles 611 yards, second; H. V. Colver (2|-h.p.

Mess), 42 miles 1,319 yards, third.

SOUTHERN MOTOR CLUB.

Over sixty members of this club had an outing on Sunday the 7th

fast, to Bourne End by steam launch from Windsor. The most notice

able function of the day was the presentation of a diamond ring to Mr.

NORTH LONDON A.C.

The gymkhana organised by the above club was held in the grounds'

at the rear of the Green Dragon Hotel at Winchmore Hill, on Saturday

last. Owing to the threatening appearance of the weather the company

was not as numerous as was expected.

The following is a list of the various events with the winners :—

Toll-gate Race.—C. Cutler.

Circle Race.—Max Graddon.

Lady Passenger Race.—Four-seated cars : 1st, Max Graddon ; 2nd,

C. Cutler ; two-seated cars: 1st, R. F. Barker ; 2nd, A. E. Robertson.

Obstacle Race.—C. Smith.

Egg and Spoon Race.—Mrs. Kent, driver Mr. Kent.

Coach House Race.—C. Smith.

*Glass of Water Race.—J. Cogdale, driver C. Cutler.

Motor Musical Chairs.—Mis3 Healy, driver A. E. Robertson.

Captain Cecil Banbury was judge, Mr. C, Cannon the timekeeper,

and Mr. J. T. Barber starter.

The prizes were subsequently distributed by Colonel H. F. Bowles,

J.P., president of the club.

* Time limit, 20 sec Competitors penalised 5 marks for every

second exceeding the 20 sec, and 5 marks for every \ in. of water spilt.

BRISTOL AND GLOUCESTERSHIRE A.C.

The results of the Birdlip Hill climb of the Bristol and Gloucester

shire A.C. are as follows :—

Class A, for two-seated cars the cost of which does not exceed £250;

Gold medal, 9-h.p. Riley, entered by Mr. H. E. Steel; silver medal, De

Dion, entered by Mr. A. G. Elder.

Class B, for cars costing not more than £400. Gold medal, 10-h.p.

De Dion, entered by Mr. R. M. Fisher ; silver medal, 10-h.p. Clement-

Talbot, entered by Mr. W. G. Bridges.

Class C, for cars not exceeding £600 in cost. Gold medal, special

silver medal and special Motor Union medal, 15-20-h.p. Clement-Talbot,

entered by Viscount Ingestre ; silver medal, 12-16-h.p. Clement-Talbot,

entered by Mr. E. A. Stretton.

Class D, for cars exceeding £600 in coat. 24-28-h.p. Metallurgique,

entered by Mr. O. Cupper; silver medal, 45-55-h.p. Mors, entered by

Mr. L. Carle.

The winner of the silver cup for the fastest time of the day was-

Mr. George Young, on a 45-h.p. Daimler.

BLACKHEATH.

On Saturday the BlackheathA.C. had a speed gauging competition and

picnic tea in Holwood Park. The event was thoroughly enjoyed amid

beautiful surroundings by some sixty members and friends. Two runs,

at varying speeds, were arranged over a measured distance in the park.

Fifteen cars competed. The winner of the first prize was Mr. Horace A.

Cunis (18-h.p. Regent) and Mr. Alexander Duckham (14-h.p. Germain)

the second prize. The winner of the prize in the visitor s class was

Mr. C. W. Woodall (15-h.p. Darracq). Professor Lambert and Messrs.

Frank W. Jackson, Quick and Stanley Marshall actedju observers and

timekeepers.
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MANCHESTER A.C.

At the hill-climbing competition of the Manchester A.C. on Wer-

aieth Low, on Satnrday last, the prize for the fastest time was won by

Mr. J Higginson, jun., with his 80-h.p. La Buire. The results on the

formula which had been arranged for handicapping were as follows :—

Class 3, for cars of 24-h.p. and under:—(1) J. Arrowsmith, 18-24-h.p.

Horbick; (2) R. Crossley, 20-h.p. Belsize. Class 4:—(I) H. Holling-

<lrake, 35-50-h.p. La Buire ; (2) A. Birtwistle, ;;5-45-h.p. Daimler.

The H.P. formula used was SN
and for handicapping

Weight

Time x H.P.'

The Motor Union medal for the best performance on handicap

irrespective of class was won by J. Arrowsmith, 18-24-h.p. Horbick.

THE MOTOR UNION.

•ii 7HE Motor Union will visit Southport to-day (Saturday), where they

-will be the guests of the Liverpool Automobile Club. In the morning

the general committee will meet at the Town Hall, and the members of

the committee will be officially welcomed by the Mayor. After the

meeting they will be entertained at luncheon by the Mayor and Corpo

ration. _ In the afternaon there will be a gathering at Knowsley, by

invitation of the Earl of Derby, president of the Liverpool Club and

merit. Motoring pictures on the bioscope formed one of the principil

features of an exceptionally strong programme, and very wonderful were

these reproductions of some really exciting racing. The audience

watched the race for the Grand Prix at Dieppe with tease nerves, and

motorists present agreed that nothing more thrilling has ever been seen

on the bioscope. After the performance a large number of members

adjourned to the Motor Club for supper.

THE AUTO-CYCLE CLUB.

The total distance to be covered by the competitors in the forth

coming six-days' trial will be 1,002 miles. The route chosen for this year's

trial covers some new ground and should be valuable in popularising the

motor-cycle in Wales. All descriptions of roads will be travelled by the

competitors, from the flat roads of the Fen district to the charming but

hilly roads of North Wales, whilst on the last day competitors have to

climb the famous Birdlip Hill after leaving Gloucester.

It has been definitely settled that the annual race meeting will be

held at the Canning Town track on Saturday, August 10th. The M. C.J.

cup will be competed for.

HERTFORDSHIRE COUNTY A.C.

On Saturday the member- and friends of this club were entertained

by Mr. Ernest Webster, the chairman and Mrs. Webster at their

charming place at Berkhamsted.

On S-iturdav the 27th inst. the club will hold an open hill climbing

 

Tbe Vauxhall 12 ltj-h.p. Landaulet. (See page 457.)

father ol'iithe late ch; :uian of the Union—the Hon. Arthur Stanley,

M.P. In the evening the eighth provincial dinner of the Union will be

tield at the Prince )i Wales Hotel, Southport, when the chair will be

taken by Mr. W. Beoket Hill (chairman of the Liverpool Club), sup

ported by Mr. C. D. Rose, M.P., the Mayor of Southport, and many well -

Known automobilists. The main thoroughfares ot Southport will be

illuminated in honour of the occasion.

The latest returns of the membership of the Motor Union show an

influx of members during the past ten weeks which probably constitutes

a record for any motoring organisation. At May 6th the membership
■was returned as 15,500, while it now totals 17,500, showing an increase of

2,000^in thejten weeks an average of 200 new members per week.

THE MOTOR CLUB.

kwf /The Motor Club's re-union at the Palace Theatre (London) last week

was a brilliant success, ail available space was occupied, and the greatest

enthusiasm prevailing throughout the evening. Col. W. J. Bosworth, the

chairman or the Motor Club and president of the Automobile Associa

tion, occupied one of the private boxes, supported by Mr. Walter

Gibbons and Mr. Holmes Kingston, the club secretary, while Mr. Charles

.Taxrott, Mr. L. Schlentheim, Mr. Whittaker and Mr. C. Edge were to be

seen in other boxes.

The theatre wore a festive appearance, the boxes being draped with

the club flag and banners, and every member displaying in his button

hole a'flower made up in the club coluurs and presented by the manage-

handicap oa Aston Hill. Entries close at 6 p.m. to-day (Saturday).

There will be four classes for petrol cars and one for steam vehicles.

The hill-climbing competition of the Essex County A.C, originally

fixed for to-day (Saturday), has been postponed to the 27th inst.

The fastest times at the Southend and District Motor Club's hill

climb last week were made by Mr. Perry's 15-h.p. Ford car and Mr.

Head's 16-20-h.p. Humber.

The Southend and District Motor Club Journal is the latest addition

to official literature, and reveals considerable enterprise on the part of

the committee and no lack of judgment in the editorial sanctum.

The Sheffield and District A.C. will hold its third annual gymWiana

at Niagara Grounds, Wadsley Bridge, on the 25th inst. The usual fea

tures of such events will be arranged, one of the most interesting being

the contest in balancing a car on a rocking platform.

Mr. Joseph R. Bramah, of Chapel Walk, Sheffield, is devoting

mnch attention to the manufacture of radiators and engine bonnets for

motor-cars ; mud-guards are another speciality of the hrra, these being

made in planished steel or aluminium with moulded edges.

Mr. Tom Williams will shortly commence a tour of all the

principal towns in England with a 12-16-h.p. "Vauxhall " car, with the

object ot explaining the details of the machine to members of the

trade. This car will be the 1908 model and fitted with large cylinders

and an inclined engine. Agents who would like to try the vehicle should

write to Vauxhall Motors, Ltd., Luton, for an appointment.
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THE IRISH RELIABILITY TRIAL.

—Q

OFFICIAL AWARDS.

IN our issue of June 1st we gave a full report of the Irish Reliability

Trials organised by the Irish A.C., with Dublin as the radiating centre

from which runs were made on the four days of the trial. We are now

able to give the official awards in connection with the event, prefacin

the list with the intimation that in Classes C, D and H of the limit

section and Class A of the open section no awards were made. Atten

tion should also be called to the fact that the awards of a silver medal

in some classes, and in others gold, does not mean that the cars that

received the former did less meritorious performances; the class of medal

depended on the entries received for each class.

The 200-guinea Dunlop Challenge Cup for the best performance of

all the cars in the open section was won by the 15-h.p. Clement

Talbot car, entered and driven '. Mr. S. T. Robinson, of blin.

The 100-guinea Dunlop Challenge Cup for the best performance of
cars in the limited section was won by the 20-h.p. Clement-Talbot,

entered and driven by Mr. Walter Sexton, the hon. treasurer of the

Irish Club. - . . .

. The Goff Cup for the car showing the least cost per ton per mile

for fuel consumption was won by the 15-h.p. Humber, entered and

driven by Mr. J. B. Dunlop, jun. -

The awards in the price classification classes are as follows:-In

Section 1 (open) the winners of gold medals were: Class B, 15-h.p.

Ford; Class D, 16–20-h.p. Calthorpe; Class E, 15-h.p. Clement-Talbot;

Class F, 30-h.p. Beeston-Humber; Class G, 35–45-h.p. Daimler. Silver

medals have n awarded as follows:—Class C, 10-h.p. Chambers;

Class H, 40-h.p. Hotchkiss.

The order in Section 1 (open classes) was as follows:

CLASS B.

# # # #
3 * : 3 : 4.

Car. Entrant. * * = 3 * £ Total. #

3: #: E # P

E 5T : :

15-h.p. Ford ... P. L. D. Perry 120-0 59.5 48.8 1,199 1,427.3 1

10–12-h.p. Swift... R. Burns ... 115.6 54.1 51.3 1,200 1,421-0 2

7-h.p. Star ... W. D. Turner .. 82.9 41.1 53.1 1,200 1,377.1 3

10-h.p. Cadillac... F. S. Bennett ... 91.8 52.9 48.7 1,176 1,369.0 4

10-h.p. Chambers J. W. Hurst ... 54.9 46.9 51:5 1,183 1,336.3 5

9-h. p. Adams

Hewitt ... ... A. W. Inglis ... 106.7 60-0 52.8 1,106 1,325.5 6

15-h.p. Ford ... R. W. Archer ... 32.5 40.9 18:5 1,160 1,251.9 7

CLASS C.–£150 to £250, four seats.

10 h.p. Chambers J. H. Chambers 120-0 60-0 60.0 1,200 1,440-0 1

9-10-h.p. Cadillac F. S. Bennett 113 4 53.9 48.3 1,200 1,415.6 2

CLASS D.—£250 to £350.

16-20-h.p. Cal

thorpe ... ... G. W. Hands ... 120-0 60.0 46.1 1,194 1,420 1 1

10-h.p. Chambers C. E. Chambers 69.7 44.2 52.7 1,200 1,366.6 2

12-14 - h.p. Singer Singer Motor

Company ... 95.3 439 57.4 1,164 1,360.6 3

12-14 - h.p. Argyll A. Govan ... 74.5 38.2 37.1 1,200 1,349.8 4

CLASS E.—£350 to £500.

15-h.p. Clement

Talbot ... ... S.T. Robinson 116.8 600 600 1,200 1,436.8 1

15-h.p. Clement-\ Wiscount -

£ot --- ... J. Ingestre . ... 113.8 59.0 51.7 1,200 1,424.5 2

15-20-h.p. Unic ... R. J. Mecredy 91.3 52.7 55.6 1,200 1,399.6 3

18-22-h.p. C.C.C. A. Armitage ... 91.4 52.1 52'2 1,200 1,395.7 4

20-h.p. ''. ... R. Crossley ... 120-0 51.9 42-4 1,179 1,393.3 5

15-20-h.p. Unic ... E. M. Stirling... 83.2 54.7 50-2 1,200 1,388-1 6
16-20-h.D. Chenard

Walcker . . ... W. Guttman ... 81.8 46.9 53.8 1,200 1,382-5 7

14-16-h.p. Argyll A. Govan ... 92.3 524 29.3 1,177 1,351-0 8

14-16-h.p. Argyll J. R. Kenny ... 68.8 48.8 39.9 1,172 1,329.5 9

10 h.p. Turner
Miesse ... ... J. B. Dumbell... 89.0 39.3 39.2 1,089 1,256-5 10

CLASS F.—£500 to £650.

30-hp. Beeston

Humber ... T. C. Pullinger 117.3 60-0 57-1 1,200 1,434.4 1

20 h.p. Clement- Earl of Shrews

Talbot ... I bury ... ... 100.4 56.1 58.8 1,200 1,415.3 2

18-24-h.p. Austin Harvey Du Cros,

jun. ... ... 108-8 45-4 58-2 1,200 1,411.8 3

25-30-h.p. Straker

Squire ... ... Sidney Straker 120-0 57.6 32.4 1,200 1,410.0 4

18-h.p. Siddeley... Wolseley Motor

- Company ... 102.4 51.7 52.8 1,200 1,409.5 5

18-24-h.p. Swift... Robt. Burns ... 99:1 45.9 54-5 1,200 1,399.5 6

18-h.p. Siddeley... Wolseley Motor

Company ... 96.6 52.9 47.2 1,200 1,396-7 7

22-30 h.p. Berliet W. Watson ... 96.0 50-1 40:1 1,200 1,386.2 8

16:20-h.p. Sun

beam ... ... Fred. Eastmead 84.3 44-3 56.9 1,200 1,385.5 9

*'' Cle- \Thompson Motor

ment-Talbot J. Company ... 99.0 504 42.5 1,191 1,382.9 10

40 h.p. Ford ... P. L. D. Perry st4 50.9 32.9 1,197 136s2 in

14-h.p. Climax ... Climax Motor

Company ... 78.2 40.8 29.4 1,200 1,3484 12.

CLASS G.—£650 to £850.

35-h.p. Daimler ... Thos. Henshaw 120-0 50.7 51.8 1,200 1,422.5 1

30-40 h.p. Ariel

Simplex ... E. Herington ... 106-1 60-0 52.5 1,179 1,397.6 2.

30-h.p. Siddeley... Wolseley Mo- -

tor Co. ... 95.4 49.3 49.6 1,200 1,394.3 3

28-38-h.p. Ariel

Simplex ... E. Herington ... 87.2 42.8 56.6 1,200 1,386.6 4

35-45-h.p. Gladia

tor - - - ... W. F. Peare ... 80.8 49.8 55.9 1,200 1,386-5 5

30-h.p. Siddeley... Wolseley Mo

tor Co. ... 92.3 50.4 46.6 1,197 1,386 3 6

28-42-h.p. Braser E. M. Stirling... 81.0 47.5 51 0 1,195 1,374-5 7.

25 30-h.p. Austin Thos. Watson... 75.2 45.7 48.3 1,200 1,369.2 8.

# Austin Herbert Austin 73'l 48-4 40-8 1,199 1,361-3 9

25-h.p. Iris ... A. E. Perman... 65.8 43.2 33-5 1,200 1,342.5 10

CLAss H.—Exceeding £850.

40-h.p. Hotchkiss Capt. Corbett... 120-0 60-0 600 1,080 1,320-0 1

In Section 2 (limited to private owners) gold medals were awarded

as follows:-Class B, 10–12-h.p. Swift; Class E, 15–20-h.p. Unic; Class.

F, 20–24-h.p. Clement-Talbot; Class G, 35-h.p. Daimler.

CLASS B.

10–12-h.p. Swift... F. Carter ... 120-0 60-0 60.0 1,198 1,438 0 1

10-h.p. Chambers Jas. Hurst ... 67-4 51.4 49-4 1,183 1,351.2 2:

CLASS E.

15-20-h.p. Unic... R. J. Mecredy 120-0 60-0 512 1,200 1,431-2 1

15-h.p.#: ... J. B. Dunlop, Jun. 89.0 53.3 59.2 1,200 1,402.1 2.

14–16-h.p. Argyll J. H. Kenny ... 90.5 55.6 38.5 1,172 1,356.4 3

CLASS F.

20-24-h.p. Cle- -

ment-Talbot ... W. Sexton ... 120-0 60-0 59.6 1,200 1,439.6 1

18-24-h.p. Austin H. P. Wilson ... 111-0 53-2 58-7 1,198 1,420.9 2

24-h.p. 'in'' T. M. Greer ... 109-1 51-1 51.0 1,200 1,411 2 3

15-h.p. De Dion... G. B. Geake ... 63.7 41.0 32.5 1,146 1,283-2 4

22-h.p. Orleans ... ce: Lindesay

M.nox ... 15.6 33:1 7-3 1,182 1,238-0 5.

CLASS G. -

55-h.p. Daimler... T. Henshaw ... 120-0 59.4 48.5 1,200 1,427.9 1

#' Brasier T. M. Downie... 86-2 60-0 57.4 1,200 1,403.6 2

32-h.p. Maxwell... H. A. Browning 69.7 52.5 29.3 1,172 1,323.5 3.

In the Cup marks the order in Section 1 was:– : .

15-h.D. Clement

Talbot ... ... S. T. Robinson 120-0 60-0 54.56 1,200 1,434:56 l.

35-h.p. Daimler ... T. Henshaw ... 103.6 48.9 50.4 1,200 1,402.7 2.

60-20-h.p. Cal

thorpe ... ... G. W. Hands 108.0 57-1 40.9 1,194 1,400.7 3.

30-h.p. Beeston

Humber ... T. C. Pullinger 92.02 512 56-4 1,200 1,398.8 4.

10 h.p. Chambers J. H. Chambers 90.9 51.9 363 1,200 1,379-2 5.

15-h.p. Ford ... P. L. D. Perry 85.6 46-9 32.2 1,199 1,363.7 6.

40-45-h.p. Hotch

kiss .... ... Capt. Corbett ... 90.5 48.3 22.7 1,088 1,241.7 7

Section 2 resulted as follows for Cup marks :

20-24-h.p. Cle

ment-Talbot ... W. Sexton .... 120.00 60:00 53.38 1,200 1,433-381

# Unic ... R. J. Mecredy 116-4 56.96 53.0 1,200 1,426-36 2:

35-h.p. Daimler ... T. Henshaw ... 114-92 49-46 52-90 1,200 1,416.653.

10-12-h.p. Swift... F. Carter ... 100:20 52-5643-62 1,198 1,394.38 4

-eôooooooom

THE Porthos car which competed in the A.C.F. Grand Prix Race.

was fitted with Peter Simplex rims and tyres.

THE first serious effort of the Palmer cond tyre in the Scottish.

trials was an unequalled success. Ten cars were fitted with Palmers;

nine completed the course, while the tenth covered the greater portion of

the course before it was withdrawn, but suffered no tyre troubles. The

tyre mileage of these cars collectively amounted, to 27,554%, and only

two punctures are recorded in that distance. In the Leicestershire A.C.

meet, Capt. Byron won the Hartopp Challenge Cup and two gold medals.

with his Minerva car shod with Palmer.cord tyres. At the North

Wales Hill Climb, Mrs. Parry won with her 12–16-h.p. Clement-Talbot

fitted with Palmers. In the Leeds to Edinburgh twenty-four hours'

reliability trial for motorcycles, four gold medals were won by riders of:

Triumphs and other machines fitted with Palmer tyres.

MESSRs. CRAVENS, LTD., of Darnall, Sheffield, the makers of the

automatic carburettor described in a recent issue, have sent us a speci

men of a handy little waistcoat pocket gauge for measuring the correct.

at the points of a magneto sparking plug and the distance the

points should, separate at the contact maker, they have lately.

introduced. The two gauges are hinged and duly marked, one showing

the proper gap for the sparking plug, viz., 4 of a millimetre; the other,

the space, recommended by the Simms-Bosch Company for the separation,

of the points at the contact maker, viz., 5 of a millimetre. The

company will be glad to send one of the gauges to any applicant one

receipt of a stamped addressed envelope.
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ROAD REPORTS.

Inverness.—The ten mile speed limit is now enforced through the

main road leading through the village of Newtonmore from a point

opposite to where the Strone road branches from the main street or

road to the junction of the roads leading to Dalwhinnie and Fort

William respectively, nearly opposite the Newtonmore Hotel, thence

(o) to a point on the road leading to Dalwhinnie, fifty yards south-west

of where said road intersects or crosses the road leading to Newtonmore

Railway Station, and (6) to a point on the road leading to Fort

William, 100 yards west of where the road is joined by the said road

leading to Newtonmore Railway Station.

Windsor.—The only main road under repair in the borough dnring

the next month will be the St. Leonard's Road, the road leading from

the centre of the town to Ascot.

Guildford.—Nothing further will be done to the main and district

roads of this town, as regards metalling, until the fall of the year, but

several miles of roadway will be disturbed in putting in new water

mains, including London Road, Aldershot Road, Worplesdon Road and

Woking Road—a f»ct of whidi motorists should make note.

Rrighton.—At present there is no intention or. the part of the

Borough Surveyor of Brighton to repair any of the main roads leading

in or out of Brighton, within the boundary.

Bexhill.—The local authorities have just completed the repairs on

the main roads leading out of the town, and they are all now in order.

No further repairs in the immediate future are contemplated.

Kendal.—The roads within this borough are in good condition and

no extensive repairs will be undertaken within the next few weeks.

Notice boards have been fixed at roads on the borough boundary request

ing motorists to drive slowly through the town.

Southport.—One of the roads in Southport known as Rnfford Road

(about three miles N.E. of the town), is now being converted from a stone

paved road into a tar-macadam road for a length of about a mile. This

is the main road between Southport and Preston, and the portion under

repair is in Crossens village. Motorists using this road for the Dext two

months should exercise great care. Mr. R, P. Hirst, the Borough

Kngineer, is sorry at having to do this work at this time of the year, but

the bad weather prevented it being done earlier.

Hertfordshire.—The Hertfordshire County Council are spending

£200 in tar-coating certain lengths of road as an experiment against dust,

and at the meeting on Monday they contributed £12 to tbe Stevenage

Urban Council towards the cost of treating part of the Great North

Road at Stevenage to obviate "the serious nuisance caused by motor

traffic."

Aberfeldy.—A ten mile limit is now being enforced at Aberfeldy,

which will hate tbe effect of barring to the future Scottish trials a

portion of the hill that was selected for the climb on the last day in the

recent event.

mmm i

THE COMMERCIAL VEHICLE TRIALS.

In our issues of the 6th and 13th inst. we gave the first twenty-

entries in the R.A.C. trial. We now add the later entries

as follows :—

Entrant. Class. Net Load. Nature of Vehicle.

28. A. R. Atkey and Company, 60 cwt.

Ltd E.

29. William Foster and Company H. 120 cwt.

30. Etablissement Turgan, Ltd.... A. 10 cwt.

31. Albion Motor Car Company... B. 20 cwt.

32. Etablissement Turgan, Ltd.... E. 60 cwt.

33. Yorkshire Patent Steam Wag

gon Company

34. Milnes-Daimler Ltd D. 40 cwt.

35. De Dion Bouton, Ltd. ... A. 10 cwt.

36. De Dion Bouton, Ltd E. 60 cwt.

Atkey Gimson Wag

gon.

Wellington St earn

Tractor.

Parcels Delivery Car.

16-h.p. Albion Lorry,

Delivery Van,

Delivery Van.

Delivery Van.

Lorry.

Entries at the ordinary fee of £25 per vehicle were received up to

Saturday last. Until 12 noon on Satnrdsy, 10th August, the fee is £^0

per vehicle. No entries will be accepted after that date.

CRIPPLED CHILDREN'S OUTINGS.

On Saturday about a hundred of Sheffield's crippled poor children

enjoyed the delights of a motor-car trip to Bamford in cars kindly lent for

the purpose by members of the Sheffield and District Automobile Club.

This idea of a motor picnic for children originated with Mr. T. H. Firth,

and he it was who arranged the event which was such a success about

twelve months ago. On Saturday over forty private cars went in response

to Mr. T. H. Firth's invitation, many of them driven by tbe owners

themselves, so that it was possible to take a greater number of children

than on the previous mn.

On Wednesday the crippled children of Accrington and district

were taken for an outing by local members of the automobile club.

The arrangements were in the hands of the Mayor (Mr. T. E. Higham).

Last year the North- East Lancashire Automobile Club organised an

outing for the crippled children of Blackburn and Preston. They were

requested by the Ragged School authorities to repeat the event for the

Blackburn children this year, but the committee pointed out that the

district covered by the club embraced the whole of North-East

Lancashire, and that under these circumstances they felt obliged to give

first consideration to the districts not included in last year's events.

Accordingly, the crippled children of Padiham, Burnley, and Colne on

the one hand, and of Darwen, Chorley and district on the other, have

been the first to be considered this summer.

On Thursday of last week an outing for the crippled children of

Nottingham was arranged by the members of the Nottingham Automobile

Club, who placed forty motor-cars at the disposal of 1 37 unfortunate child

ren. Mr. Booth Grainger, the hon. sec. of the Nottingham Club, had

made excellent arrangtments for the marshalling of the youngsters, and

Mr. C. Hardy led the procession in the first car to Bulwell Hall, where

they were entertained by Mr. J. H. Hardy, whose kindness was greatly

appreciated.

COMPANY NEWS.

New Companies Registered.

Coventry Motor Omnibus Company.—£5,000. First directors :

Messrs. W. R. Taylor. C H. Wootton, H. B. Hailstone, P. E. Overton,

E. Woodhead, and J. Holt. 130, Cox Street, Coventry.

Taxi-cab Company.—£100. No initial public issue. Registered

without articles.

British Motor and Engineering Company (1907).— £50,000.

To acquire the goodwill and assets of tbe British Motor and Engineering

Company, Ltd., now or lately carrying ou buriness at Cave rsbam Road,

Reading. First directors : Messrs. E. C. Bnik and G. S. Ullathorne.

12-13, Henrietta Street, W.C. pP-

Leon Bollee (1907).—£330,000 (150,000} preference and 175,000

ordinary of £1 and 100,000 deferred of Is.). To adopt certain agreements

with the Westminster Syndicate, Ltd., and to carry on the business of

manufacturers of and dealers in motor-cars.

 

The Field Oarage and Tent established by Mr. W. F. Parker, of the

Oxford Cycle and Motor Car Company, in connection with the pageant .

lately held in Oxford.

Delahaye and Co.—The first annual general meeting of this

company was held on Tuesday under the presidencyof.Mr. A..A. Camp

bell Swinton, who said that the piofits for the year 1006 had exceeded

those of the preceding year given in the prospectus. The directors were

able to pay the full 7 per cent, dividend on the preferred ordinary shares,

and one on the ordinary shares at the rate of 7 per cent, per

annum, carrying forward £1,318. Satisfactory progress was made fast

year with the new works, but no profit could be derived from them in

1906. It would accrue in the current year. The turnover for the first

half of 1907 showed a substantial increase over that of the previous year.

They had sold nine cars to the Court of Spain following upon the sale of

a car to the King of Spain. He moved the adoption of the report, which

was seconded by the Hon. Reginald Parker, and carried without

discussion.

^^■•■BQQOBsW

POLICE TRAPS.

Kilmarnock is now the scene of a good many motor traps.

Shooters Hill Road, Blackheath, is again being used by the

police for trapping purposes.

Motorists should be careful in going through Wharfedale, traps

having lately been discovered there, and also on the Leeds and Otley

road.
—^

We learn from the United Motor Industries, Ltd., that the Hotch-

kiss car which has just completed its 10,000 miles run in Great Britain

and Ireland was fitted with the Eisemann high tension magneto, which

gave no trouble throughout. The 10,000 miles is additional to the

previous run of 6,250 miles in France, where also the same magneto was

used without the slightest difficulty.
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

JULY.

19th (F.).—North-East Lancashire A.C. open hill climb on Rivington

Pike.

20th (Sat.).—Motor Union meet at Southport. Reception at Knowsley

(fourteen miles distant) oy the Earl of Derby, K.G., at

3 p.m. ; dinner at the Prince of Wales' Hotel, South-

port, at 7.30 p.m.

Ladies' A.C. meet at Bookham, Churt.

Newcastle M.C.O. speed-judging contest.

Wolverhampton A. C.'s reliability trial.

Derby A.C. s speed judging competition.

East Surrey A'.C.'t run to Farnh&m.

Harrogate A.C. run to HackfalL

Lincolnshire MG.C.'s hill climb at Ludborough.

Newcastle M.C.C. speed judging competition.

N.W. London M.C.C. petrol consumption competition.

Sussex A.C. run to Bodiam Castle.

Southern M.C. run to Worthing.

21st (Sun.).—Essex M.C. run to Yarmouth.

26th (Th.).—Circuit des Ardennes raoe under German AC. rules.

26th (F.).—Coupe de Liedekerke race for touring cars, on the Ardennes

course.

Circuit des Ardennes Race under Belgian A.C. rules.

26th & 27th.—Auto C.C. twenty-four hours' ride to Plymouth and back.

27th (Sat).—Aston hill climb of the Hertfordshire County A.C.

Irish A.C. hill climb.

Motor-Yacht Club eliminating trial for the British Inter

national Cup Race.

Cardiff M.C. run to Southerndown.

East Surrey A.C. run to Cuckfield.

Harrogate A.C. competition.

Notts A.C. hill climb, Hazelwood.

Somerset A.C. 100 miles reliability trial.

AUGUST.

3rd (Sat.).—Southend M.C. holiday tour on south coast.

5th (M.).—Crystal Palace A.C.'s races at Bexhill.

19th to 24th.—Auto Cycle Club's six days' trial.

20th.—Open competition for light cars organised by the Essex Motor

Club over a 200 miles course.

SEPTEMBER

9th.—Industrial Vehicle Trials commence.

OCTOBER.

19th.—Gordon Bennett Aeronautical race at St. Louis, Missouri.

-v... ... MARCH, 1908.

Cordingley*s Motor-Car Exhibition at the Agricultural Hall, London.

Lighting-up Times—London.

22nd—9.3 ... 24th—9.0 ... 26th—8.58

... 23rd—9.1 ... 25th—8.59 ... 27th—8.57

July 2Cth—9.5

„ 21st—9.4

In Glasgow the lighting up time to-day (Sat.) is 9.50 p.m., and to

ascertain the approximate times on succeeding days 45 min. should be

added to the above figures ; in Birmingham an addition of about 13 min.

is necessary.

—0000838—^

AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS.

A West Hartlepool motorist, touring through Lunesdale, collided

with a governess-car containing three ladies at Burrow, between Kirkby

Lonsdale and Lancaster. The vehicle was smashed and overturned, the

pony broke away from the damaged harness, and the ladies were all

thrown into the road.

While Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Reed were driving near Hethersett,

Norfolk, on Monday, a motoi -landaulet, driven by the Earl of Albe

marle, approached from behind. The motor horn caused the horse to

swerve, and a collision followed, Mr. and Mrs. Reed being thrown from

their vehicle, the former sustaining cuts and bruises. The occupants

of the motor-car were uninjured.

A serious collision between a motor-car and a wagonette occurred

at Sawbridgeworth on Sunday evening. The motor-car, belonging to

Captain Wilkinson, R.N., of Blackheath, was damaged, but its

occupants were uninjured.

The Kingston companies of the 3rd Volunteer Battalion East

Surrey Regiment were returning on Monday night to headquarters at

Kingston, along the Richmond road, when a motor-car driven at a

moderate pace by Mr. Frank Bourn, of Tooley Street, Southwark,

dashed into the band. Nine of the bandsmen were knocked down, and

two of them were so badly injured that they are detained in

hospital. The accident occnrred at a dark part of the main road, just

after the Volunteers had left Ham Common.

'neeccmmi

Towakds the end of the month a 30-h.p. Daimler car will be on

exhibition at Messrs. Hale and Co.'s Garage, Barnstaple, in order to con

vince those interested of the hill climbing powers of the Daimler. Runs

over the Devonshire hills can now be arranged.

CONVICTION FOR MANSLAUGHTER.

At Chester Assizes the Lord Chief Justice addressed a grave warn

ing to motorists in passing sentence on William Bracewell, aged 28, a

mechanic, found guilty of the manslaughter of John Nairey Dy negli

gently driving a motor-car at Ashton-on-Mersey on May 17th. The

Lord Chief Justice said he had no doubt whatever that the prisoner was

driving the motor-car recklessly. He thought it right to say that he

recognised in these cases there was no criminal intent, but, on the other

hand, drivers of motor-cars must understand that if they caused death

by negligent driving they would receive severe sentences. It was not

sufficiently understood that when a machine was being driven along the

public roads the lives and property of other people must be respected.

Although he should not inflict upon the prisoner so severe a sentence as

would be passed in ordinary circumstances of manslaughter by negligence,

it must not be thought that if death occurred by this kind of negligence

such light sentences would be inflicted in future. He sentenced the

prisoner to nine months' imprisonment in the second division.

BUSINESS NEWS.

The Daimler Company have received an order from Sir George

Newnes, Bart, M.P., for a 35-h.p. car of the Evesham detachable type

with a 10J ft. wheelbase.

When at Northampton this week we had considerable difficulty in

getting a small car to start, and after going through everything ourselves,

occupying a couple of hours, we asked Messrs. Grose, Ltd., to send along

an experienced man, who eventually discovered the cause of the

trouble to be in the ignition coil. It was a most difficult fault to find,

and speaks highly of the class of men this firm employ. Mr. Grose

informs us that he is doing a large business in detachable tyres and

rubber treading, and has several new things coming along tor next

season.

Among the latest patrons of the Knightsbridge depot of Humbers,

Ltd., are Sir Frederick L. Robinson, Sir S. E. Dallas and Captain Gny

V. Baring, MP.

From Messrs. Edward Joy and Sons, of Leeds, comes a copy of

their new pocket price list of "Filtrate" lubricating oils, which are

already well known in the motoring world for their many favourable

qualities. From the list we learn that " Filtrate " oils were used by

eleven competitors in the recent Tourist Trophy and Heavy Touring

Car races in the Isle of Man.

On Friday night, the 12th inst., a 15-h.p. Coventry-Humber started

from Exeter on a twenty-four hours' non-stop run through the South of

England. The early part of the route lay through the excessively hilly

country of Cornwall and Devon, and then the road to London was taken,

the car returning to Exeter at 7 p.m. on Saturday, the 13th inst., having

been exactly twenty-four hours on the road without a stop. The non

stop capabilities of the Humber cars have been demonstrated this year

in a most remarkable manner, they having been made in every relia

bility trial for which the vehicles have been entered ; these include the

Tourist Trophy and Heavy Car Races, the Scottish, Irish, Welsh,

Dutch, Manchester and the North-Eastern Reliability Trials.

Since the recent demonstration of "Miraculum" considerable

interest has been aroused in the new puncture stop for pneumatic

tyres, which will shortly be placed upon the market. We are given to

understand that the capital of the syndicate about to be formed to

exploit the invention will be very moderate, £25,000. We wish the inves

tors in " Miraculum " success, which, if the preparation does all that

is olaimed for it, motorists and cyclists of the United Kingdom will not

begrudge them.

Owners of motor garages and repairing establishments will be

interested in the motor spirit safe—a specially constructed receptacle

for the storage of two-gallon tins of petrol—recently introduced by Me^rs.

William Tupholme and Sons, Ltd., of 48-56, Bridge Street, Sheffield.

H.H. the Maharaja OF Alwar, of India, has become the owner

of a 60-h.p. six-cylinder Napier, and Messrs. Marcks and Company have

sent orders to England for two 40-h.p. six-cylinder Napiers with specially

designed bodies, for Indian potentates.

Palmer cord tyres have had a long list of wins in one week,

including successes at the Kettlebury hill climb, the North Wales hill

olimb, the Saltburn speed trials, and four gold medals won at the motor

cycle meet of the Leeds Club with machines fitted with these tyres, whose

excellent showing in the Scottish Trial is the subject of a new circular

issued by the Palmer Tyres, Ltd.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

-♦-

All communications intended for insertion in this Journal or relating

to Editorial matters should be addressed to The Editorial Depart

ment, Motor-Car Journal, 27-33, Charing Cross Road, London,

W.C., and must be written on one side of the paper only. Letters must in

all cases be accompanied by the name and address of the writer, at no

notice will be taken of anonymous communications.

The Editors cannot undertake to return MSS. or drawings,

every effort will be made to do so in the case of rejected communicatio

Where such are regarded as of value, correspondents are requested to

retain copies.
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COMMENTS.

QUESTIONS of interest to those who

motor through Surrey were raised

in the House of Commons on Tues

day. Mr. Marnham asked the President of

the Local Government Board whether his

attention had been drawn to the danger and

inconvenience run by the inhabitants of

Weybridge from the influx of motor vehicles,

including racing cars, into that town on days when races were

held on the Brooklands Motor Track ; and whether he would

•consider the advisability of issuing restrictions of such traffic on

the race days through the town of Weybridge in accordance

■with Section 8 of the Motor Car Act, 1903 ? Mr. Burns replied

•that his attention had been drawn to the matter. The urban

district councils of Walton-on-ThameB and Weybridge had

written to the Surrey County Council with a view to an applica

tion being made to frame regulations- relating to motor-car

traffic in their districts. No application from the county council

has yet been received at Whitehall, but the L.G.B. is in com- .

munication with the county council on the subject. Mr.

Trevelyan wanted to know if any steps had been taken to regu

late the traffic in the same neighbourhood on the tow-path

between Kingston-on-Thames and Hampton Court Bridge 1

Mr. Burns said that an inquiry had been held, and as the result

of the report which he had received on the subject he had

decided to retain the riverside resort between Kingston Bridge

-and Hampton Court Palace for the use of the general public free

from the inconvenience and discomfort that would arise there

from motor car traffic. So that motor-cars are to be prohibited

irom that part of the tow-path.

The Recognition

of Drivers.

Reflections on the Scottish Trial

still occur, and not the least interesting

is that with regard to according some

distinction to the drivers. Of course., the

test is one of the car, and the manu

facturer who enters his vehicle is most

-anxious to secure the kudos that may be associated with perfect

running in such an arduous event. There is, however, some

thing to be said in recognition of the driver. It would not be

-difficult to give diplomas to those who handle their vehicles

without experiencing delays on the road ; and there are many

who would, in view of the severity of the test, value highly such

-awards. For the strain upon the driver during the five days of

-such a trial is not a light one, and an official record that such

was successfully gone through would be appreciated.

We have received a copy of the Auto

mobile Handbook, issued under the

auspices of the R.A.C. and the Motor

Union, the publication of which has

already been announced in the Journal.

An interesting feature of the 1907-8

of maps showing the areas where speed

limits prevail, as well as a selection of plans of the principal

towns, indicating official hotels, garages, &c, on the plan adopted

by the North-Eastern Automobile Association, of which we

tecently gave an illustration. An idea of the importance

The Automobile

Handbook.

edition is the series

of the organisations responsible for the issue of this authori

tative book of reference may be gleaned from the fact that

at the time of its compilation they had ninety-four

affiliated bodies in various parts of the world, exclusive

of the allied organisations. Lists of the motor-cars of the year,

particulars of the performances of cars in trials under the

auspices of the R.A.C, and a compendium of the legal position

of automobilists are included in the book, which will also be of

service to all who contemplate touring, whether at home or

abroad. We have only one suggestion to make, and that is that

some particular date of publication should be agreed upon, so a*

to avoid the apparent lateness of such information as is seen on

certain pages ; as, for instance, that of giving the itinerary of

the Scottish Trial of June, 1906—in a handbook issued a year

later, and after the 1907 Trial has taken place. Here the

inclusion of this year's route would have brought the work up

to date. Otherwise its utility, completeness, and accuracy are

unimpaired.

♦ * ♦*

The London motor-'bus seems to be

in the backwaters of prosperity just now,

London Traffic and the whole problem of Metropolitan

Problems. locomotion is in the melting pot. Three

companies have withdrawn their motor

vehicles from the streets; 200 of these

'buses have been ordered from the streets owing to the

development of mechanical imperfection? ; the ratepayers of

many boroughs are petitioning against extensions of such ser

vices ; borough councils have been sending deputations to Sir

E. R. Henry, the Commissioner of Metropolitan Police, and the

various companies which carry passengers in the Metropolis have

formed the " London Passenger Traffic Committee " in order to

protect their interests. Replying to the deputation already

mentioned, the Police Commissioner satisfied the speakers that

the police had been active in the exercise of their present powers

with regard to motor vehicles, and said that a great many motor-

omnibuses had been taken off the streets, or had had the two

days' notice in respect to miscellaneous defects. Things, he

acknowledged, were getting better, but the improvement was

slow. Still we have the satisfaction of knowing that we have

heard the noisiest of the motor-'buses.

♦ ♦ ♦

Despite the exciting events that have

lately taken place in the motoring world,

Motoring and a correspondent of a contemporary writes

Health. to say that not only is there no sport in

motoring, but that devotion to the car is

responsible for the decline of sport. He

maintains that driving a car is merely a form of misdirected

energy and must have a bad effect on the nerves. But against

such a view is the testimony of the doctor who examined Mr.

S. F. Edge both before and after his great ride. His evidence

was conclusive on this and some other point3 of importance in

any review of the health of the country. Dr. L. P. Gibson, of

Cowes, was the medical man in question, and he says that before

the ride a specimen of blood was taken and examined for the

tuberculo-opsonic index, which was found to be 0*85. Another

specimen, taken directly after the race, gave 1*17. That the

power of resistance to the tubercle bacillus should be raised after

the long journey is very noteworthy, and helps to strengthen the

B
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opinion held by many doctors that motoring is an effective

treatment in some cases of tuberculosis, and that the gloomy

prophesies of some anent the bad effects of great speed on the

system were incorrect. " Mr. Edge may therefore," continues

Dr. Gibson, "be congratulated on the success of his ride, and also

on the fact that this effort of his remains as one of the finest

possible object lessons of, and pleas for, the simple life, and as

such is recommended to the young man of the present day to be

read and marked."

♦ ♦ ♦

A reliability test of a novel charac

ter was undertaken on Thursday, last

A Traffic Test week, by Messrs. Sternberg and Eason,

of a Buick Car. under the observation of the R.A.C.,

when an 18-h.p. two-cylinder Buick

motor-car was driven for eight hours

continuously through the streets of London. The trial began at

9 a.m., and included the crowded thoroughfares of the West End

as well as around the Mansion House, which were traversed over

and over again, with a view to showing how easily handled the

car^could be in the thickest traffic. For hour after hour it re

appeared with unvarying regularity at specified spots, where

passengers were exchanged. It had been intended to run the

 

The 18-h.p. Buick Car . leaving the R.A.C. for its Non-stop

Engine Trial.

car in this way for twelve hours, but at 5 p.m., when the vehicle

was proceeding along Stamford Street, S.E., a large van suddenly

drove right across the road in front of the car, and in pulling

up quickly the driver unfortunately stopped- the engine. The

fact, however, that the Buick—which was the identical car

which behaved so well in the Scottish Reliability Trials—

travelled for eight hours in such traffic without incident speaks

very highly for the reliability and excellent qualities of the

machine, and demonstrates that the horizontal double opposed

cylinder engine with which it is fitted is not only capable

of standing the strain of touring work in hilly districts, but also

is particularly well adapted for town use.

♦ ♦ ♦

On behalf of the Motor Union, Mr.

Staplee Firth, on Monday, made an

Motoring in the application to Mr. Denman, at Marl-

Royal Parks. borough Street Police Court, with refer

ence to the endorsement of motorists'

licences for exceeding the speed limit in

the Royal parks. Mr. Firth explained that recently it was held

by the Lord Chief Justice and Justices Darling and A. T.

Lawrence that the endorsement of licences for that offence was

illegal, and he was directed to ask the magistrate to have all

those endorsements on licences that had come under his personal

ruling removed by cancellation. The decision of the judges was

in an appeal from a decision of Mr. Marsham at Bow Street, and

he had expressed his willingness to have the endorsements

removed. Mr. Denman said that before making a definite state

ment as to all endorsements of this nature, he should prefer to

consult bis colleague, Mr. Mead, but as far as he personally was

concerned there would be no difficulty, and he did not think

there would be with other magistrates, as all the endorsements

of this nature were nullities. Mr. Staplee Firth thanked the-

magistrate and withdrew. Mr. Marsham has now agreed that

any licences endorsed by him will be cancelled if the licences are

forwarded to Bow Street for that purpose; and Mr. Denman

has also arranged that any licences endorsed at Marlborough

Street for convictions of this character shall be cancelled upon

application to the Court. Motorists affected by this arrange

ment are accordingly advised to send in their licences without

delay. Application is being made by the Motor Union to the

magistrates sitting at other courts in which Park cases have

been heard, and no doubt similar arrangements will be made.

♦ ♦ «

In our Correspondence columns this

week will be fou'jd a warning against the

Speed in activities of the police to those motorists

Sussex. who are contemplating a visit to Good

wood. In the Arundel district not only

are the police exceedingly vigilant, but

the question of securing a reduction of the maximum speed at

which motor-cars can pass through the borough of Arundel is to-

be brought before the Town Council at its quarterly meeting

this week. Councillor Whittaker has given notice that he will

move :—" That the County Council be petitioned to sanction a

by-law prohibiting drivers of motor-cars and motor- cycles from

going faster than eight miles an hour, commencing at the east

end of the borough and ending by the Chichester road lodges oni

the west." It is urged that the situation of the town renders it

imperative for the speed to be restricted ; on the east it is

approached by a sharp hill leading over the railway bridge, and

on the west are two steep hills—one on the Chichester road and

the other on the Petworth road.

♦ ♦ ♦

Already the various public depart

ments of the State are clamorous for the

The Taxation revenue that is likely to accrue from the

of Motorists. promised increase in motor-car taxation.

Speaking at Newport (Mon.) the other

day, Mr. Sydney Buxton (the Post

master-General) referred to the cost of an universal penny

postage, and said that it was not easy to obtain the money such

a scheme would cost. " Perhaps next year," he went on to

observe, " they would be able to get it by taxing motor-cars."

Doubtless his will not be the only Department to claim from the-

Chancellor of the Exchequer some shtre of the increased taxa

tion, which—should it be ultimately levied—ought as a matter

of justice to go to the upkeep of the roads. If motorists are to

be mulcted in any extra charges, it certainly should be under

stood that the results must be expended in improving highways

that are at present in an intolerable condition, and in making new

roads to meet the convenience of those who have adopted motor

traction as a means of speedy communication.

♦ ♦ ♦

Two important colonial motoring

organisations have just been affiliated to

Colonial tne Motor Union of Great Britain and

Motorists. Ireland. The first is the Automobile

Club of Ceylon, which has a membership

of over 150. This club have elected

Mr. Edward Posling, a member of the Legislative Council

of Ceylon, who is at present in England, to represent

them on the General Committee of. the Union. The second

organisation is the Automobile Association of Bengal, which has

its headquarters at Calcutta, and has for its object the encourage

ment of automobilism and the industry connected therewith in

the province from which it takes its name. There are now

three Indian motoring associations included in the membership
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of the Motor Union. Their flourishing condition proves that

motoring is prosperous in our Indian Empire, while their associa

tion with the parent body at home illustrates the imperial

character of the Motor Union organisation.

♦ ♦ ♦

The most important matter before the

Motor Union at their very successful

The Fuel gathering at Southport was undoubtedly

Question. a presentation of the report of the

Fuels Committee, which has lately been

inquiring into the rise in the price of

petrol ^with a view to suggesting steps for the protection of

private! consumers. Many meetings were held and several

important witnesses were examined, forcing upon the com

mittee the conclusion " that a famine in petrol appears to be

inevitable in the near future. rt Having sifted the evidence, they

point out that they have arrived unanimously at the conclusion

that the efforts of the Motor Union should be in the direction of

encouraging in every way the use and development of a sub.

From time to time we have given a synopsis of the evidence

which has been brought before the committee by various

authorities, which information has been of great value in

enabling the committee to produce the excellent report they

have just issued. On another page we give extracts from

the report which will be of general interest to all concerned with

motoring.

Smoke from

Motor Vehicles.

An important appeal concerning the

emission of smoke from motor-vehicles

on the highway has been won by the

Motor Union at the Worcester Quarter

Sessions. A driver in the employ of the

Little Malvern Granite Company was

convicted by the local magistrates for that he did " unlawfully

use on a highway there a certain locomotive not consuming as

far as practicable its own smoke." The appellant was repre

sented by Mr. Milwar l, instructed by Mr. M. Clive Blewitt for

the Motor Union, and the respondents were represented by Mr.

 

The Hotor Union Meet at Southport.—The Cars at Knowsley Park, the seat of Earl Derby.

stitute, such as alcohol produced from vegetation. According

to the report, alcohol offers a complete and satisfactory substitute

for petrol as far ai its properties are concerned, and the most

important recommendation of the committee is that alcohol

should be produced on a large scale for the purpose of a fuel.

Consequently they recommend that a movement should be

inaugurated with a view of bringing about a reduction in the

restrictions now imposed on the production of commercial

alcohol, and that the R.A.C. should be asked to conduct experi

ments on the comparative merits of alcohol and petrol as a

motor fuel. Further, they are of opinion that modifications in

some of the present regulations for the storage and distribution

of petrol might be made with a view to the reduction of the

cost to the individual consumer. And then the Committee go

on to recommend that competitions should be organised for

paraffin carburettors and vapourisers, awards being given to the

successful competitors. The attention of members is also drawn

to the use of benzole, and it is suggested that a Standing

Committee of the Motor Union should be formed for the

purpose of giving early effect to these recommendations.

J. B. Matthews and Mr. Woodward. The tractor, it was alleged

at the hearing before the Justices, emitted black smoke for a

distance of about 400 yards, but the defendant denied this,

though he admitted that a yellow vapour was emitted while

coming up a hill. Expert evidence was given showing that the

tractor was constructed upon the most approved modern

principles. The Justices held that the tractor did not satisfy the

conditions of a light locomotive, as defined in the Act of 1896.

The arguments at Quarter Sessions lasted a considerable time,

and finally, after the Court had retired to consider their decision,

the Chairman announced that, without going into the question

of whether the appellant's vehicle was amenable to the Highways

and Locomotives Amendment Act, 1878, or not, they found,

according to expert evidence adduced by the appellant, that the

vehicle was constructed on the principle of consuming its own

smoke. That being the fact, they next found that the Justices

below were wrong in holding that the tractor did not consume

its own smoke as far as practicable, therefore the conviction under

the Highways and Locomotive Amendment Act, 1878, Section

30, must be quashed.
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THE LIGHTER SIDE OF TECHNICAL

MATTERS.

IT is quite safe to say that nothing has done so much to

educate the man in the street on mechanical matters to

anything like the extent as has the motor-car. Further, it

has done more to arouse an enthusiastic interest and a desire for

information on technical matters on the part of the average

layman than have the combined inventive results of a quarter

century of the most marvellous progress the world has ever

seen. Naturally enough a thorough knowledge of any piece of

mechanism, or of its underlying principles, is not to be gained

by scraping a bowing acquaintance with it ; such lore as may be

accumulated in this manner must necessarily be purely super

ficial, even though it does permit its possessor to talk learnedly.

In the acquisition of this store of knowledge on the part of

thousands who truly did not know enough to distinguish their

right hand from the left when it came to things mechanical, it

was inevitable that many highly amusing situations should be

brought about, and it is the object in the present instance,

remarks Mr. C. B. Hayward in the " Automobile," to review a

" Well, are you quite sure you did not leave them behind

in the garage, John 1" miv^«j

This naturally precipitated a host of " missing " stories based

on the same fundamental idea, though probably the cleverest

modification was the work of a Chicago scribe, who twined his

recital about a " Cholly " boy who had a plethoric bank account

and " nothing on his mind but his hair." All attempts to sell

him a car had hitherto proved futile, his chief amusement con

sisting of chair-warming in one of the windows of his club. A

mutual friend finally introduced a Chicago dealer, who managed

to land an order for a high-priced car with all the " trimmiDgs "

he could possibly think of to bring up the amount of the bill.

The new owner engaged a high-priced chauffeur and invited his

friends for a trial run. Not many miles out of the city there

were signs of trouble, and the chauffeur began to tinker about

the motor, to the host's great surprise.

" Now, what on earth is the matter ? " he inquired peevishly.

" The motor's missing, sir," replied the hired man in the

uniform.

"Just as I expected," retorted his employer, for the benefit

of his guests. " Even your friends do you. I trusted that man

to get me the best machine on the market and to see that I got

 

The Fleet of ' Pioneer" Motor-'Buses of the London Power Omnibus Company, Ltd., outside the depot at Cricklewood.

few of them. To the wise ones they are one and all mildewed

chestnuts, but unfortunately the category referred to is not an

extensive one, so that both the country at large and the auto

mobile industry is safe for some time to come.

Probably the man who invented the missing cylinder story

was responsible for the advent of an epidemic of similar crimes ;

but, however that may be, the idea was a clever adaptation of a

quasi-technical term—a bit of the current automobile vernacular

in brief, to an existing situation, the recital of which has been

responsible for many a smile. It was originally told—if the

actual origin of the natal form of such circulatory whisps can

ever be really traced—regarding an old lady who was out driving

in the park alone with her chauffeur. The latter brought the

car to a stop several times by the roadside and tinkered with

something under the bonnet, while the old lady maintained a

posture of dignified serenity in the tonneau, utterly oblivious of

the interested group that watched John try to fuss about and

keep his livery immaculate at the same time. After two or three

such halts womanly curiosity got the better of mi-lady, and

she inquired, " John, what can the matter be 1 Why are you

stopping to often to look at things 1 "

"A couple of the cylinders is missin', ma'am, and she don't

pull well," replied the puzzled ex-jehu.

everything that ought to go with it, and now there's something;

missing. I'm going back to the city to get that motor if it costs

me ten dollars for a cab."

Would-be wise owners are also responsible for many; of

these "breaks," not a few of which are highly diverting, to say

the least. For instance, a quite newly fledged owner, who was

riding beside his driver while treating some friends to a spiD,

took occasion to ask his man some questions in order to display

his knowledge.

" Why doesn't she pick up better on hills % " he inquired,

as the motor slowed down and began to labour, due to the fact

that the driver was trying to take a rise on the top speed that

was too much for the car.

" She's losing compression," was the reply.

" That's so," remarked his employer in a relieved tone of

voice, " I thought I heard something drop back there," and he

looked anxiously back along the road to spot the lost com

pression lying on the dusty highway.

(To be concluded.)■ecccoe—

A meeting of protest against a proposed motor garage i»

Alexander Square, Brompton, S. W., has been held in the

Brompton Church choir school.
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THE DORWALD 35-45-h.p. MOTOR.

-♦-

THERE are several interesting features in the new

35-45-h.p. petrol motor which Messrs. G. L. M.

Dorwald and Company, of High Street, Wandsworth,

S W., have lately put on the market, and of which we are here

with able to give some illustrations. It has been specially

designed for all-round work and is suitable for use either on

touring cars or motor-'buses, and also for electric lighting or

 

Fig. 1,—End View of Dorwald Engine,

motor-boat work, as well as for any industrial purpose. In the

first place, it will be observed that the four cylinders are all in

one casting, Mr. Dorwald claiming that not only does this reduce

the cost of manufacture, but results in a steadier running engine,

owing to the greater mass present to withstand the force of the

explosions. Large water spaces are provided round the valve

 

Fig. 2. -General ViewSof Inlet Side of Dorwald Engine.

chambers and cylinders by the jackets, which at the top are

closed by a large detachable .gun-metal cap. By means of these

arge openings it is possible for the founder to see entirely round

every part, and so ensure a sound casting and free waterways as

well as to completely clean out the sand used in the cores. The

cylinders are h\ in. bore by 5\ in. stroke ; the normal speed is

800 revolutions per minute, at which 35-h.p. is developed ; this

can, however, be easily increased to 1,000 revolutions.

All the valves are mechanically operated and interchange

able, the inlets being on the right and the exbausts on the left.

The valve tappets are provided at their lower ends with rollers,

which bear on the cams, and at their upper extremity are pro

vided with adjusting nuts, so that the lift of the valves can

always be set at the required position. The valve tappet guides

are held in place in pairs by a bridge-piece and a single nut, so

that it is an easy matter to remove them. The cams are made

unusually large, the idea being to provide against jumping of

the valve plungers at high speed. The cam shafts, which are

supported on three bearings, are driven in a somewhat novel

way ; on the forward end of the crank shaft is a worm wheel

which drives a worm shaft set across the motor, which shaft, still

through worm gearing, operates in its turn the inlet and exhaust

cam shafts, the outer ends of which are arranged to be connected

up to the water-circulating pump and ignition device—contact

maker for coil and accumulator, or magneto. The valve-

operating mechanism is entirely enclosed in an extension of the

crank case, but is so arranged that it can be readily dismantled,

or the big ends of the forward pair of cylinders easily inspected.

Large detachable covers are provided for a similar purpose as-

regards the rear cylinders in the base chamber, which is of

aluminium.

The pistons, which are turned both inside and out, are

 

Fig. 3.—Part Sectional Elevation of Dorwald Engine.

fitted with four rings, which are provided with locking joint,

and a device which keeps each one in its proper position. The

gudgeon pin is carried in a special form of plate which fits flush

against the inside surface of the piston head, to which it is

secured by two bolts. The centre of the gudgeon pin is near

the top of the piston, so preventing side thrusts on the cylinder

walls, and enabling a short piston with easily-lubricated con

necting rod end to be used. The connecting rods themselves

are of a special section of steel, which are claimed to be lighter

and quite as strong as the usual form. In the absence of a

drawing it may be roughly stated that they are of + section,

the vertical portion having thickened heads, the side extensions

tapering away from the centre, so forming strengthening ribs.

Special attention has been devoted to the design of the nickel

steel crank shaft, the diameter of which varies from \ \ in. at the

front to 1\ in. at the flywheel end. It is supported on three

bearings, which are also proportionate in size to the work they

have to perform, while the big end bearings are each -t in. long.

Another characteristic of the Dorwald motor is that the crank

shaft is desaxi—that is to say, it is slightly out of line with the

centre of the cylinders. The advantage claimed for this off

setting is that during the maximum effort of the power or

working stroke the connecting rod is practically vertical and

parallel with the sides of the cylinder, thus giving a direct

thru>t from the piston to the crank-shaft without side thrust

on the cylinder walls, and so aiding in producing a smooth
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and silent-running engine. The flywheel is 18 in. diameter by

6 in. face, its weight having been carefully calculated to ensure

steady running.

The supply of gas to the engine is by means of a two-way

branch pipe from the Dorwald automatic carburettor adapted to

use either petrol or paraffin as fuel, and of which an illustrated

description has already been given in the M.C.J. The exhaust

is on the left, and is led away by means of two leads so arranged

that good accessibility is given to the valve springs and tappets.

The lubrication of the motor is effected by the pressure of the

exhaust : an ingenious automatic arrangement is provided for

the oiling of the big end and gudgeon-pin bearings. The

former is provided with an eccentric groove, which causes

the oil to pass round and rise to the highest point. As is

shown in Fig. 3, the connecting rods are provided with a central

hole closed at the bottom by a steel bail ; under the action of

centrifugal force the oil passes up through the connecting rod

MOTORING IN SOUTHERN IRELAND.

-♦-

ON the dusty roads of the south of Ireland the motorist

may enjoy himself just now, and the promise of August

is filling all the hotels from Waterford to Glengariff. It

is a good run from Waterford to Cork, passing Cappoquin and

Lismore. From thence the motorist will assuredly go to the

Lakes of Killarney and Glengariff. The best known road is by

way of Bandon and Bantry, and thence by the Prince of Wales

route through Kenmare. A pleasant variant is to go to Macroom

—a place of somewhat dubious appearance—and then take a

twenty-one mile run to Gougane Barra. On the way is one of

the few recommendable hotels to be found in Munster, viz., the

Lake Hotel at Inchigeela, where motorists will find plenty of

amusement. The road is by the lakes of Inchigeela for six or

seven miles, and there is just, but no more, room for a couple of

cars to pass. The scene is reminiscent of some of the Scottish

 

The Paris-Pekin Race—Slow Progress at Nankoe.

to the gudgeon pin, where suitable channels are provided. Any

surplus passes down the inside of the piston to a circular lip,

where it collects and finally passes through holes on to the

cylinder walls. The engine is arranged for dual ignition, two

separate sparking plugs being fitted to each cylinder, which are

also provided with compression and water draw-off cocks.

Altogether, the Dorwald motor bears indications of having

been carefully designed, and its clean and substantial appearance,

as well as its smooth operation, render it well adapted to meet

the various purposes for which it has been produced.

Mr. J. W. Bloomfield has issued an interesting illustrated

booklet of his Bed Lion Hotel, Banbury, from which we gather

that he is now specially catering for the patronage of motorists

passing through that interesting town. The hotel, although of

old-time appearance, is internally on modern lines, and the gar

age in connection therewith has accommodation for about a

dozen cars, including five lock-up motor houses.

lakes, and the way leads to Cronin's well-ordered hostelry, by

the desolate lake of Gougane Barra, which is reached by turning

from the main road for a couple of miles. Then the track should

be retraced and the original route continued through the wild

Pass of Keim-an-eigh—one of the loneliest and grandest of the

roads among the mountains of these islands. Glengariff is

about thirty miles distant, and there Mr. Duke, of the Eccles

Hotel, gives motorists hearty welcome. Quite a large number

of the Americans who have lately been visiting the Emerald Isle

have brought their cars, to accommodate which a garage 25 ft.

by 60 ft. is being added to the handsome hotel at the head of

the harbour of Glengariff. Chatting with Mr. Duke recently,

we found him fully alive to the transformation that the auto

mobile promises to effect in connection with travel in co. Kerry ;

and the day of the motor-car is not far distant in that part of

the world.

Lady Maude Barratt has just bought a 15-h.p. Coventry-

Humber car.
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 The L.C.C. has decided to

arrange for a deputation to the

Prime Minister to urge the

establishment of a London traffic

board.

Mr. Stbaker and Mr.

Burford have been appointed to

represent tbe Society of Motor Traders on the Engineering

Standards Committee in connection with the question of screw

threads.

In the garage of Messrs. George and Jobling, at Newcastle-

on-Tyne, is an electrically-driven tyre pump by which the

labour of inflation is materially lessened, with consequent saving

of time.

In his Stable Handbook Mr. T. F. Dale is caustic on the

subject of the motor-car invasion, and ends by accepting it

philosophically as a not entirely useless scourge if in the end it

teaches people how to drive horses more carefully on the high

roads.

The next examination for the Club's driving and

mechanical proficiency certificates will be held at 119,

Piccadilly, W, on August 14th, the examination arranged for

August 7th having been postponed owing to the proximity of

Bank holiday.

The Glentworth garage and works have been established

in Lower Glentworth Street, Limerick, under the management

of Mr. J. T. Dilworth. The garage is open night and day, and

all classes of repairs can be dealt with, as well as tyre work,

vulcanising, accumulator charging, &c.

The programme of the City and Guilds of London Institute

for the session 1907-8 has just been published by Mr. John

Murray. It contains a syllabus of the examination in motor

car engineering to be held in April next, and advises that the

course of instruction should occupy at least two years.

Mr. M. Davies, of the Shrewsbury Motor Garage, has

just finished a tour of nearly 1,000 miles on a 16-20-h.p. Argyll

car. The way was by the coast roads from Bristol, down

and round as far as Bournemouth, when he struck inland

again through the New Forest to Winchester and Oxford. The

car made the ascent from Porlock in fine fettle, and was dex

terously handled in making the precipitous drop into the town

of Lynmouth.

Two men who have been guilty of fraud on motor firm*

have just been sentenced to penal servitude at the New Bailey,

London. The plan adopted by them was for one of the two to

ring up a firm saying that they were the representatives of one

of the Embassies in London and that their car had broken down.

Calling later, he would endeavour, with the help of his confederates,

to borrow money from the firm with whom he was in communica

tion, sometimes with success. The case may be a useful warning

to others in the trade.

Mr. Chas. Sangster, of the Ariel Motor Company, Ltd.,

has written to Mr. E. De Rodakowski, of the Brooklands Auto

mobile Racing Club, that he cannot see his way to enter for any

future races unless the use of oxygen is barred. He considers

that the use of oxygen should be forbidden, because its use is

distinctly a species of " faking," and it is extremely unlikely to

be so developed as to become a commercial article ; not only so,

but it is highly dangerous, and when used without accident and

with the greatest care and experience it burns up the valves,

overheats the engine, and causes other minor troubles.

The first instalment has been knocked off the additional

5,000 miles trial the London and Parisian Motor Company

decided to submit the six-cylinder Hotchkiss to, and, as usual,

the 899 miles have been traversed without involuntary stoppage.

This brings the total mileage in Great Britain and Ireland to

11,002, and the grand total, including France, to 17,252. The

following is a summary of last week's runs :—July 15th, London

to Newark, 181 miles; July 16th, Newark to Nottingham, 135

miles ; July 17th, Nottingham to Leicester, 169 miles : July 18th,

Lticester, Coventry, Utcoxeter, Derby, Leicester, 154 miles;

July 19tb, Leicester, Grantham, Wisbech, Peterborough, Lei

cester, 157 ; July 20tb, Leicester to Cromer, 169.

HERE AND THERE.

 

Motorists will regret to

learn that Captain H. H. P.

Deasy has been ordered by his

doctor to take a sea voyage and

a long rest.

The St. George's Motor and

Engineering Company, Queen

Street, Leicester, have made extensive alterations and additions

to their works, and have added a garage with accommodation

for twenty cars.

Miss Ratcliffe, who drove a 10-1 2-h.p. Humber doctor's

car in the Birdlip hill-climb, has been awarded one of the special

silver medals for the amateur doing the best performance in its

class. Previous to the competition Miss Ratcliffe had only been

driving a car for about six weeks.

A motor-car belonging to Mr. Stonard, of Leytonstone, was

standing outside a garage at Lewes one day last week, when some

boys tampered with the machine, and it started running down

the steep hill in Station Street. The car knocked down a man

named Sinnock, and eventually dashed into a wall.

The Automobile Club of Southern California is busy

erecting official signs throughout Southern California, to guide

motorists not only to the proper roads and directions, but to

repair shops, hotels, and supply stations where they may expect

good treatment. Similar work in the northern and central parts

of the State is also being done by the Automobile Club of Cali

 

fornia, which has adopted the same set of emblematic road signs,

and will also appoint official repair shops, hotels, and petrol

stores, the only difference in the signs being the change of the

club name in the lower corner. The signs themselves, as the

accompanying illustrations show, are rather out of the common,

the symbols chosen being very easy of ready interpretation.

At Saturday's meeting of the Street Noise Abatement Com

mittee it was stated that the motor-bus and traction-engine

traffic had in the course of two years depreciated the value of

house property in London to the extent of fully £6,000,000. It

would be interesting to know on what basis this calculation is

made.

The Secretary for Scotland has now issued his decision

with regard to the speed limit inquiry at Hawick, and the ten

mile limit has been imposed on the busy portions of the main

routes through the town, the portions of those between the

centre of the town and the burgh boundary, which were also

included in the application, having been exempted from the

order. Mr. William Oliver, S.S.C., Hawick, conducted the

inquiry on behalf of the Scottish Automobile Club.

On Thursday, the 25th inst., the members of the Imperial

Industries Club honoured Argyll Motors, Ltd, by paying a visit

to their works at Alexandria, N.B. Special arrangements were

made for a methodical view of the various departments, and

lunch was provided by the company. The object of the club is

the promotion of social and business relationships between

representative commercial and professional industries, no two

industries in the club being of the same or of a conflicting class.
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MR, ROCCO GATTI has lately acquired a 40-hp. Itala car

from Itala Automobiles, Ltd.

IN the Upper Gray Street, Edinburgh, Mr. H. L. Swears

has opened a garage with accommodation for a score of motor

cars and plenty of accessories.

THE Wicklow County Council is being asked by the Bray

Urban Council to put in force in their area the same regulations

concerning the speed of motor-cars that prevail in the city of

Dublin.

ACCORDING to Col. Roy. Lewis one effect of the displacement

of horse traction by mechanical vehicles, especially in London,

has been the transfer of a large number of horses into rural

districts, where an increase of glanders has been noticed.

WE illustrate herewith a new continuous to continuous

current transformer which has just been introduced by the

‘Crypto Electrical Company, of 155 and 157, Bermondsey Street,

London, S.E., for use in connection with the charging of ignition

and car-lighting accumulators. The machine, which should be

of interest to all garage owners, can be wound on the primary

side for any voltage up to 250 volts, and has an output on the

secondary side of 15 volts 7 amps. The firm have for years been

manufacturing a transformer similar to the above, but the

primary has been wound for alternating current; and having

supplied hundreds of these machines they have been encouraged

to put on the market a machine to reduce the voltage of con

tinuous current mains in the most efficient way possible for the

purpose of charging motor-car ignition and lighting cells. We

frequently meet with garage owners who regard accumulator

charging in the same light as selling petrol—viz., a necessary

evil, owing to the price being so cut. The cost of charging six

accumulators, at a charging rate of 3:5 amps, by means of the

transformer comes out at 4d. for an eight-hour charge, whereas

the same accumulators would cost more than 1s. 3d. when

charged through lamps. The above calculation does not, how

ever, represent the full saving owing to the current used by the

transformer being charged up at the power rate, which is usually

2d. per unit, whereas the lamp rate is never less than 4d. per

unit, and often as high as 8d. This would, of course, completely

alter the above figures, leaving the cost of running the transformer

as before, but increasing the cost of charging through lamps, the

rate of 4d. per unit being equal to 2s. 6d. per eight hours' run.

PolySOL is the distinctive name of a good type of liquid

metal polish brought out by Messrs. Henkel and Co., of Moorgate

Station Chambers, London, E.C. It will give a durable gloss to

the metal parts of motor-cars, and is well recommended by its

many motoring users.

IN connection with the recent South Harting hill climb,

where the Yellow trophy was won by the White steam car, and

the fastest time made by a 60-h.p. six-cylinder car, it is worthy

of note that the 35-h.p. four-cylinder Ariel, driven by Mr. A.

Harrison, was credited with the second fastest time, being beaten

by only two-fifths of a second. This performance confirms the

'endid impression of the Ariel's hill-climbing powers demon

ed in the Scottish Trial.

A BEESTON-HUMBER car has been supplied to the Belfast

Water Works Commissioners.

A COMPANY has lately been formed in Tokio, Japan, to

introduce a service of motor-'buses in that city and district.

ON Tuesday Lieutenant Shackleton's Antarctic expedition

will start from the East India Dock, London. A motor-car is

comprised in the equioment.

THE Index to Wol. VIII. of the M.C.J. will be supplied to

readers who file their copies on receipt of two penny stamps—or

it can be ordered through newsagents.

IN order to meet the requirements of their clients, many of

whom are this year touring in Europe on their cars, one large

American motor-car firm has established a depot in Paris where

a stock of spare parts for their particular vehicles will be kept on

hand.

THE road from London to the Brooklands track on Saturday

last fairly bristled with police traps. We journeyed down on a

25-hp. Straker-Squire car kindly placed at our disposal by

Mr. W. T. Lord, and were fortunate in escaping the attentions

of the police.

THE Daimler Motor Company have intimated their willing

ness to erect danger boards, at their own expense, in places

where they are required. This is in view of the fact that bad

accidents so frequently occur owing to insufficient warning being

given to travellers.

THE Falcon Motor Works at Guildford have lately been

extended, so that the proprietor, Mr. E. A. Humphries, has now

accommodation for fifty cars and ample room for the large stock

of spare parts and accessories which he keeps for the convenience

of motorists passing that way.

THE Caravan Club of Great Britain has been formed to bring

together those interested in van life as a pastime, to arrange camp

ing grounds and generally to further and protect the interest of

amateur caravanists. Mr. J. H. Stone, 72, Stamford Brook Road,

London, W., is the hon, sec. of the new organisation.

THE Executive Council of the Social Democratic Federation

is instructing its members throughout the country to organise

meetings in places where motorists are convicted, urging that

imprisonment without the option of a fine should be made com

pulsory in the event of the third conviction for furious driving.

PRINCE BORGHESE, who is driving an Itala car in the record

run from Pekin to Paris, reached Omsk, Siberia, on Sunday, the

14th inst., having completed about a third of the long journey.

Some repairs to the vehicle necessitated a stop of three or four

days in Omsk, but the Prince expects to reach St. Petersburg by

the end of this week. The last news of him was from Perm.

THE Mechanical Branch of the American Licensed Associa

tion of Automobile Manufacturers has adopted the horse-power

D. x N

2-5

in which formula D represents the diameter or bore of the

cylinder expressed in inches, N is the number of cylinders, and

the 2:5 is a constant determined by computing the average ob

tained from the known horse-power of many four-cylinder
mOtOrS.

MR. FRANK GoULD, motor engineer, of 35, Broadway,

Kettering, has sent us a sample of a patent Tyre Repairer he has

lately introduced. It consists of a strip of chrome leather

mounted on tyre canvas, the latter being provided with snap-on

buttons, similar to those used on gloves. The Repairer is

intended for use in connection with outer covers in which a weak

place has developed or in which a burst has taken place. By

buttoning it round the inner tube at the place where the cover

has been damaged, and, after insertion, re-inflating the tyre, the

strip of leather affords a protection to the tube, and also a

means of getting to one's destination when otherwise, in the

absence of a spare cover, considerable delay would ensue. The

Repairers take up but a very small space, and we can strongly

recommend motorists to carry one or more of them, as the con

dition of an outer cover need then cause no anxiety; in fact,

Mr. Gould informs us that a tyre with a burst 4 in. long has

been run over 100 miles without trouble owing to the presence

of one of his protecting strips.

rating formula by the Royal Automobile Club, viz.,
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CONTINENTAL NOTES.

-Q

Motor Racing in Roumania.

The Automobile Club of Roumania is organising a speed

contest for the end of September, the exact date not yet being

being fixed. The contest will be over a 120-kilometre course,

which takes in Targoviste, Galsti and Tartasesti, this having to

be covered twice to give a total distance of 150 miles. The

competitors will be divided into three classes—(1) cars up to

18-h.p.; (2) cars from 18-h.p. to 45-h.p. ; and (3) cars over

45-h.p.
<> <> <>

A Royal Motor-Car Track in Germany.

The German Emperor is having two cement tracks,

exclusively for motor-cars, constructed on his estate of Schorf

heide. The total length of the tracks is twenty-three miles, and

the breadth thirty-six feet.

<> <> <>

The Circuit des Ardennes.

The first of the Circuit des Ardennes contests—that under

the German Club rules—was held on Thursday, the 25th inst.,

but the results are not available at the time of going to press.

Twenty-six entries were received for the event, viz., four Pipe

The Ostend Speed Trials.

A series of five-kilometre speed trials from a standing start

were held at Ostend on Monday of last week; the cars had to

make two runs, one in each direction, the classification being in

accordance with the best times set up for the 10 kilometres. In

the racing car class five vehicles competed, two Darracqs,

two Mercedes and an Itala, the winner being Rigal (Darracq) in

5 min. 6' sec. Tuesday, the 16th inst, was devoted to flying

kilometre and standing mile contests, the cars being timed in

each direction, and the total of the two runs only announced.

Rigal repeated his victory, doing the two flying kilometres in

50% sec. In the two standing miles, however, he was beaten by

Baron de Caters, who drove his Mercedes, in 1 min. 43' sec.
<> <> <>

A Combination Speed and Hill Climbing Competition.

On Thursday last week the Automobile Club du Nord de la

France held a combination event in the neighbourhood of

Boulogne for the cars competing in the Belgian Criterium. The

programme comprised a 3 kilometre run on the level, a mile hill

climb (average 1 in 10), and a 300 metres hill climb (1 in 14), all

from a standing start. The times were added together to give

the winners, who were as follows:–Single-cylinder cars up to

130 mm. bore, Cissac (Alcyon), 7 min. 6 sec. Four-cylinder

The Winning Team of Talbot Cars in the Irish Trials,

Reading from left to right they represent :—Lord Ingestre's 15-hp. Talbot, which was second in Class E, open section, and made a non-stop run throughout.

Mr. W. Sexton's 20-h.p. Talbot, which made a non-stop run throughout and won Class 2 in the amateur section, and was awarded the 100-guinea Dunlop Cup

and a gold medal. The centre car is Mr. Thompson's 20-h.p. Talbot, which, unfortunately, just missed a non-stop throughout owing to magneto troubles

losing him nine minutes. The next is Lord Shrewsbury's 20-h.p. Talbot, which made a non-stop run throughout, and was second in its class (F) open section.

The remaining car is Mr. S. T. Robinson's 15-h.p. Talbot, which also made a non-stop run throughout, and was finally declared the winner of the Trials,

being awarded the 200-guinea Dunlop Cup and a gold medal for being the winner in its Class (E), open section. It will be noticed that all the cars are

standard touring models in every respect.

cars, a Gobron, three Benz, three Adler, three Gaggenau, four

Minerva, two Aries, three Imperia, a Darracq, a Mercedes, and

a Metallurgique. For the Coupe de Liedekerke, to be held on

the 26th inst., there are nine competitors—three each Metal

iurgique, Vivinus, and Minerva. The third race, under Belgian

Club rules, which impose no restriction of any kind, is to be

held to-day (Saturday). There are thirteen contestants—three

Lorraine-Dietrichs, two Mercedes, a Belgian Rochet-Schneider,

four Bayard-Clements, a Darracq (which is to be driven by

Mr. Huntley Walker), and the two Weigel racers, which will

again be entrusted to Messrs. Laxen and Pryce-Harrison, who

drove the vehicles in the Grand Prix.

o <> <>

The Prince Henry of Prussia Touring Trophy.

Prince Henry of Prussia has notified the German Imperial

Automobile Club of his intention to offer a trophy for an inter

national touring competition, which is to be competed for in three

consecutive years. It is proposed that the trial shall consist of

seven daily runs, a speed trial on the level, and a hill-climb.

It is to start from Berlin and end at Frankfort-am-Main, the

route including Dantzig, Stettin, Kiel, Hamburg, and Trier.

cars up to 85 mm. bore, Wille (Saventhem), 6 min. 54 sec.; ditto

up to 100 mm., De l'Epine (Darracq), 5 min. 49 sec.; ditto, up

to 100 mm., Servais (Germain), 4 min. 47 sec.; ditto up to

120 mm., Wery (Nagant), 4 min. 8 sec.; ditto up to 130 mm.,

Grisard (Belgian Rochet-Schneider), 4 min. 5 sec.; ditto up to

145 mm., Gaste (Radia), 4 min. 27 sec.; ditto over 145 mm,

Franchomme (Peugeot), 4 min. 35 sec, and six-cylinder cars,

Stekke (Minerva), 4 min. 48 sec.
<> <>

Miscellaneous Items.

A return just issued shows that eighty-three motor-cars

were last year imported into Roumania, the majority being of

French construction.—The annual hill-climbing competitions

on Mont Ventoux are to be held on the 14th and 15th September

next.——A new self-starting arrangement for petrol motors has

lately been devised by M. Brasier, of the Brasier Company.——

Two Westinghouse cars have been entered for the Criterium de

France and the Coupe de la Presse contest, bringing the total

number of entries up to forty-four.——It is announced that the

A.C.F. made a profit of £2,800 out of the Grand Prix race.

The money is to be devoted towards the cost of organising the

event next year.
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ORRESPONDEN

 

[Letters to the Editor should be addressed to the offices,

S7SS, Charing Cross Road, W.C.]

SPEED COMPETITIONS. HILL CLIMBING. TRIALS AND

THE PUBLIC.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—The letter from " Brightonian " in the 3I.C.J. of the 29th ult. in

regard to motor-car competitions is most opportune. There is no

question that last year a great many hill-climbing snccesses were scored

by oars with chain drive that made a practice of practically living on

the hill before a hill-climbing competition, and changing their sprockets

until they got the exact one to suit. The class of competition that puts

this kind of competitor out of court was the flexibility competition in

augurated by the Crystal Palace Automobile Club, where the cars not

only had to climb steep hills but also run fast on the level at Bexhill.

If every hill-climbing competition included a ran on the flat and the

whole of the work done on the top speed of the car one would soon see

the best cars always winning, and not simply vehicles with big engines

which are only useful to win hill-climbing competitions.

I have always made a great point of entering the same type of car

 

The Aries car which will take part in the Circuit des Ardennes

Race. The vehicle is fitted with a high spefd engine (2,300 revolu

tions per minute), the bore and stroke of the four cylinders being

160 and 98 mm.

in hill climbs, appearance competitions, flexibility competitions, and

track races, so that people may see that the same car can score equally

well in every type or competition.—Yours truly,

S. F. Edge.

CONTESTS FOR 1908.

To tot Editor of The Motor-Car Journal,

Sir,—I notice a 2,000 mile reliability trial is likely to be arranged

for next year. I venture to ask, through the medium of your columns,

Is it not possible for the R.A.C. to hold an open speed contest for

which Continental firms would consider it worth their while to enter

cars direct from their works and driven by their own expert drivers ?

I am sure the Scottish Trials give us all we require in the way of reli

ability trials where speed is not taken into consideration except in the

hill climbs. I think most people will agree with me that more proof is

required of the reliability of British cars under more severe conditions.

Most people are quite ready to acknowledge that cars made by our lead

ing manufacturers are capable of being^ reliable at about twenty-five

miles per hour over ordinary roads, for this has been proved time after

time, but what proof have we that these same manufacturers are capable

of building cars which can maintain a speed of about sixty miles per

hour over ordinary give-and-take roads for three hundred miles or more ?

We have proof that the Fiat, De Dietrich, Renault, Brasier, and other

Continental cars are capable of withstanding such a strain, and, as is

only natural, the credit of the racing car reflects on its touring brother.

If British manufacturers would prove themselves able to build care

which are reliable under these severe conditions, even foreigners would

give the makers credit for being able to produce a car which would be

reliable at a less rate of speed, because the greater the speed the greater

the test of reliability.

We have been unlucky in most of the big races in which our car*

have been entered, I admit, but surely we are not going to declare-

ourselves beaten and stand aloof. The English representatives in the

last great race were in no way disgraced, and they are to be con

gratulated on their entry. Their inability to finish was in no way

due to the failure of the cars or the fault of the drivers, but the-

failure of British-made detachable rims, which would perhaps have-

held in an ordinary reliability trial, but were found perfectly useless

when subject to a much greater strain. Could not a place be found in

the British Isles where a speed contest for high-poweied care could be held

without much inconvenience ?

In any case I believe that if only British manufacturers would

show, by entering for the Grand Prix, Circuit des Ardennes, &c.,that

they are not afraid to compete against the best Continental houses, under

the most severe conditions, the export of British care to foreign countries-

would increase, and at the same time we would capture more home and

Colonial trade than we are doing at the present time.—Yours truly,

A. H. M. C.

SOME TECHNICAL OBSERVATIONS OF BROOKLANDS

RACING.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—The racing track at Brooklands is already affording observant

competitors many points for reflection. Mr. Edge is credited, as a result

of his record run, with the statement that pre-ignition is likely to take

place in any engine run for twenty-fonr hours at practically its maximum,

rate, owing to over-heating troubles due to insufficient cooling sur

face, while Duray is said to have suffered from the same trouble on.

Saturday last.

In other quarters, too, I hear that lubrication difficulties have been

experienced by some of the drivers, and that the duties of many of the-

mechsDicians on Saturday last were confined to pumping a steady stream>

of oil into the base chamber. In connection with this question of motor

lubrication it would be interesting to know whether the position

assume! by the ctr on the steep portions of the banking affects the

efficiency of the lubrication in any way.—Yours truly,

COBHAMITK.

THE USE OF OXYGEN IN RACES.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

SIR,—I have read Mr. S. F. Edge's condemnation of the use of

oxygen in events open to petrol engines. In an article by another

writer it is suggested that Aapier cars which raced at Brooklands were-

fitted with oxygen cylinders. Mr. Edge does not say ill his letter

that Napier cars were not so fitted at Brooklands. Will he be good

enough either to deny the challenge that has been made, or, if oxygen

was used on Napier cars, admit it ; and if the article lie true, might. I

suggest that he puts the trophies and stakes up again and have them

re-competed for without the utilisation of such a " fake."—Yours-

truly,

D. M. Weigel.

A NEW RACING TROPHY.

To thb Editor of The Motor-Car Journal

Sir,—As you are aware, a unanimous decision, which is momentous,

from the point of view of automobilists, has been arrived at by the-

conference of the automobile clubs of the world at Ostend on the 14th

inst. This decision, by unifying the basis of rating for international

road races for a definite period, and by fixing the size of the largest

engine for which such road races will be held, secures for manufac

turers a very great economy in the number of racing types they can be

called on to build. In fact, for the largest races only one size of car

will be required, viz. , one having a 155 mm. bore per cylinder for four

cylinders or the equivalent piston area, if any other number of

cylinders be decided on. The minimum chassis weight to correspond

to this is 1,100 kilogs. This result, coming after the year in which

the Kaiser Preis, the Grand Prix, the Herkomer Race, and the Targa

Florio are run under entirely divergent rating rules, will be appreci

ated by those who have faced the immense expense involved by these

races, and the conference is certainly to be congratulated.

As the decision of the clubs was unanimous, it is scarcely likely that

any road race inviting cars of a widely different specification to compete

will receive support. It is to be noted, however, that this ruling does

not affect track races or runs for the short records of one mile, one kilo

metre, one hour, &c. Now it seems to be a matter of great importance,

and a matter which the existence of the Brooklands track brings into

the field of practical politics, that the efforts which have been made yea*

after year to build machines of the maximum possible speed and power

should not be entirely relaxed. The past snows how much is to be

learnt from attempts to reach the utmost extremes of engineering possi

bilities. In ten years we have seen to our own surprise that 12-b.p.,.

24 h. p., 30-h.p., and 40-h.p. machines, which were year by year called

freaks or " machines fantastiques " when they appeared on the race-

ground, have taught us how to make touring-cars of the greatest possible

utility ; indeed, we may say that incidentally the appearance of the
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motor-'bus engine, which ha.- about 40-h.p., would have been delayed

many years hut fcr the races, which resulted in these, freak engines being

built and stringently tested.

Without pretending to say whether it will be the motor-boat, the

big motor road tractor, the aeriel motor, the railway explosion engine

or military transport wagon that will benefit most from a race in which

no limit in artificially placed on the power, I think it has been

abundantly proved in the past that automobilism will benefit largely

from deliberately ottering an inducement to makers and inventors to

show what can be done when physical science is confronted by physical

difficulties only, and unhampered by arbitrary regulations. With this

end in view I have offered to the Brooklands Club a trophy, to bo

called O'Corman's (no limb) Trophy, to be competed for annually

over not less than 100 miles. Whether or not this otter be accepted, I

think the subject is worth ventilating.—Yours truly,

' MlRVYN O'GORMAN.

WEEKLY WINS.

To the Editob of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—I wish to strongly protest against the advertisement of

Messrs. S. F. Edge, Ltd., in which they state that for efficiency the

40-h.p. six cylinder Napier beat a large number of cars at South Hart-

ing and Shelsley Walsh, including the Clement-Talbots. This is

entirely misleading, and I append a copy of the results as published by

The Napier cars finished as follows :—6th, "marks on formula,'

1-404 ; 29th, "marks on formula," 1 -0.58—average, 1-231. Average in

favour of Clement-Talbots, -2348. The 15-20-h.p. Clement-Talbot

again beat the 40-h.p. six-cylinder Napier on actual time, on this occa

sion by 1 sec.

In the Memtars' Race, at the same meeting, Clement-Talbots were

placed as follows : -1st, "marks on formula," 1-485 ; 26th, " marks on

formula," 0 910—average, 1-1975. The latter is an obsolete type of car

which has passed through several hands. The only Napier finished

as follows :— 16th, " marks on formula," 1-058. Advantage in favour of

Clement-Talbots, -1395.

I do not think it necessary to comment on the above figures, they

speak for themselves.—Yours truly,

T. H. Woollen.

To the Editob or The Motor-0ar Journal.

Sir,—I was a spectator at the Shelsley Walsh hill climb, and noticed

that in the open event the fastest tiino was made by an 80-h.p. Berliet,

and in the closed event by a 35-h.p. Daimler. Under these circum

stances I am quite at a loss to reconcile Mr. Edge's statement in his

advertisement that he made fastest time at Shelsley Walsh in the club

event. In view of the fact that modern fashion in advertising is to

secure at least a moral victory in every event in which each maker's

 

Mr, Ernest Gould, of Exeter, on the 15-h.p. Coventry-Humber Car on which he recently completed a 24-honn' non-stop run.

Average 65-39.

the Hoyal Automobile Club and the Midland Automobile Club, so that

your readers may judge for themselves as to the accuracy of Mr. Edge's

statement.

At South Harting, Clement-Talbot cars finished as follows :—

2nd relative efficiency 72*25 ^

3rd „ 7160

4th „ 69-50 \

I6th (bracketed),, 68-75 '
••«•■ 7th „ 56-8

32nd „ 43-25

The six-cylinder Napiers occupied tho following positions :-

6th (btacketed) relative efficiency 68 '751 Average

23rd „ 49-35 / 59 5

The average relative efficiency in favour of the Clement-Talbot

over the six-cylinder Napiers is 5'89 per car. The 15-20-h.p.

Clement-Talbot beat the 40-h.p. six-cylinder Napier in actual speed,

their respective times being 2 237 and 2 280 minutes.

At the Midland Hill Climb, Shelsley Walsh, the Clement-Talbot

cars finished as follows :—

1st ... "marks on formula" ... 1-6751

2nd

2nd

5th

loth

(bracketed

with another)

1-485

1-485

1-467

1-217

[Average 1-4658

car competes, it would be interesting to have Mr. Edge's explanation as

to how he came to add this to the fist of successes,—Yours truly,

F. M. Green.

ENGINE LUBRICATION.

To thi Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Silt,—A noticeable change in the fittings of motor-cars is the banish

ment of the lubricating oil supply from the dashboard. At one period

of automobile history it actually seemed to be held desirable to crowd as

much apparatus on the dashboard as possible, but good taste appears to

have moderated this tendency, and now some manufacturers are calling

attention to the simplicity of their dashboard equipments. The carrying

of the engine lubricator on the dashboard has always resulted in more or

less " messiness." Oil is likely to be spilled during the filling process

and is prone to escape around the pipe connections and the gauge glass,

increasing the possibility of soiling the clotting when entering or leaving

the car. The more general use of modern cars during cold weather bag

called attention to the necessity of keeping the oil supply artificially

warmed under such conditions. As the necessity for positive driving

means for lubricators has become more generally recognised it has been

fonnd desirable that the lubricator mechanism should be close to the

motor. These considerations have hod a tendency to bring about the

removal of the lubricator itself from the dash and mounting it on some

part of or near the engine, and whatever spilling of oil may result from
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the filling or leakage of the lubricator reservoir under these conditions

does no particular harm, and the lubricant remains fluid under the

influence of the heat from the motor even in the coldest weather. The

popularity of the system in which a pump draws a large volume of oil

from a well or sump in the engine base, and returns it thereto after

passing it through the engine bearings, has contributed to the passing

of the dashboard mounted oil supply, as the lubricant in this system is

naturally carried elsewhere. The removal of the lubricator from the

reach of the motorist, of course, renders it impossible for him to make

adjustments of the oil feed to the different supply points from the seat,

but this will probably be found of really very slight disadvantage in

I ractice.—Yours truly,

R. J. AsriNALL.

GOODWOOD RACES-A SPECIAL WARNING TO

MOTORISTS.

To thi Editor of The Motor-Gar Journal.

Sir,—I should esteem it a great favour if you would, through the

medium of your columns, issue a special warning to all motorists who

intend to visit Goodwood for the races, that not only all the roads lead

ing to or in the neighbourhood of Goodwood, but also the main roadB for

preferable, when re-charging is a difficulty, for instance, but their

practical extinction for motor-car work shows that the accumulator has

merits that far outweigh any advantages possessed by the dry cells.

The voltage of a dry cell battery can, of course, be increased by adding

more cells, so that it is not correct to state that a dry battery has six

volts, it may have any voltage according to the number of cells.

Another reason for failure in the case of dry batteries is the fact that

the voltage falls when the discharge rate of the current is increased, so

that a battery which will work well on a coil which takes one ampere

will fail entirely on a coil taking three amperes, as the voltage will

probably fall below four on account of the current being too much for

the internal resistance of the battery. An accumulator will discharge

at any rate up to five amperes without drop in voltage, as the coil is

only taking current at intervals.]

Found, between Luton and Bedford, a tail lamp. Owner, on send

ing description to Dr. Smithson, Luton, can have same.

Lost.—Inner tube, Sunday morning, between Kingston and Ripley.

—Apply, Warn King, Poole.

Wanted, a dog ! Would the two gentlemen who left Skindle's

garage, Maidenhead, between half-past one and two o'clock on Sun

day, the 21st inst., on a 15-h.p. Darracq chassis painted red, with a test

body on it, and who were fol'owei by a wire-haired fox terrier, which

 

The Ostend Automobile Week,—A View at the Speed Trials.

several miles in every direction, will be specially trapped by the police.

It behoves all motorists to be particularly careful or to give the jilace u

wide berth, otherwise they may have to pay heavily for the pleasure of

visiting the neighbourhood.—Yours truly,

M. P. MlEVILLK.

DRY BATTERY OR ACCUMULATOR

To thb Editor o» The Motor-Car Journal.

SIR,—I drive an Oldsmobile car with ordinary 4-volt accumulator.

Would there be any reason against using a dry battery in place of the

accumulator ? I understand the dry battery usually gives off a 6-volt

current. Would this damage the coil, or otherwise lie unsuitable for

my use ? Thanking you in anticipation.—Yours truly,

Constant.

[The proposed change of battery is the reverse of what is usually

required, as users of dry batteries generally want to change tbem for

accumulators. Though u dry battery gives six volts on open circuit,

that is to say when no current is flowing, it does not give more than five

volts in use, and this gradually falls to four volts. The dry battery

has a very high internal resistance, the accumulator has none, and as a

rule the latter is preferable. The voltage of the accumulator can be

increased to six volts by adding another cell, and a good modern coil will

not be damaged by the extra volts. In some cases dry batteries may be

they picked up on the further side of the bridge and drove off with, be

good enough to return the dog to Mr. Duncan Campbell, 81, Shaftes

bury Avenue, London, W. !

A Dangerous Village for Motorists.—A oorresi>ondent

writes :—" Motorists who travel into Leicestershire should take a special

note of the several extremely abrupt and sharp turns which are to be

found in the picturesque village of Evington, two miles from Leicester.
at. . : . i ■ . -li l . i . I : . : 1 „ .1 —

motorists to see or hear anything ahead, there are no danger or warning

boards of any kind. Unless a driver is experienced he will find it very

difficult to negotiate these curves, where many accidents have occurred

from time to time."

A Si-orting Event at Brooklands.— Mr. S. F. Edge

writes that he will be very pleased for his six-cylinder car

to meet Mr. Jarrott on his car at Brooklands under the Byfleet

Plate conditions, which are the conditions under which he and Mr.

Newton ran a dead heat, oxygen barred prefetabty. Mr. Edge is

prepared to run this match off at the eatliest date the Brooklands

people can arrange it, and he thinks a suitable stake would be for

each to put down what they divided over the Byfleet Stake. Mr.

Edge adds that it would be agreeable to him if it could be arranged for

three races, the best two out of the three to define the winner.
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RACING AT BROOKLANDS.

-♦-

The second race meeting on the Brooklands track at Weybridge

took place on Saturday last in beautiful weather. The arrangements,

although not yet perfect, were a considerable improvement on those
■which prevailed on the opening day, but whether it was due to the had

impression caused by the latter, or to counter-attractions, the public

were conspicuous by their absence, the total number of spectators in the

paddock and the various enclosures not exceeding a couple of thousand.

More freedom was allowed to the members and those who patronised the

£1 enclosure, and better preparations had been made by the caterers in

the way of refreshments. The band of the Coldstream Guards had also

been engaged. Much has still to be done, however, to render a visit to

Brooklands attractive to the ordinary public, to whom the short con

tests are of vastly more interest than the long-drawn-out events. The

long time which elapses between the various events ii , moreover, very

tiresome to those who are unable to stroll about the paddock in the interval.

The starts of the different contests all took place a considerable distance

from the enclosures, whence it was impossible, except with strong

glasses, to see what was going on. If it could possibly be arranged, it

would be decidedly more interesting, and help to fill up the long waits,

if the starting could be effected within a short range of the spectators.

No times were again issued—this being another point in which an

improvement could be effected. Even if the actual time could not be

made known, it would add to the general interest if the result-board

gave some information as to the speed in miles per hour that had been

attained by the different competitors. Professional betting men were

again present, but, notwithstanding their noiBy solicitations to " back your

fancy, b'isiness was anything but brisk with them. Exploiters of the

Eight entries had been received for the Century Stakes of 100 sov.,

added to a sweepstakes of 10 tov. each for starters only ; the entrant of

the second car received 60 sov. of the stakes. The race was for oars pro

pelled by means of internal combustion engines only, of a cylinder

dimension under 145 ; and the distance 19°586 miles.

There weic two non-starters, Mr. E. M. C. Instone's and Mr. G. S.

Barwick's 55'8-h.p. Daimlers, leaving six cars—Napier, Darracq, Gobron-

Brillie, Charron, Ariel-Simplex, and Lorraine-Dietrich—to take the

held. Mr. A. Huntley Walker, on the 55'8-h.p. Darracq, got away first,

with Mr. C. Sangster, 57'6-h.p. Ariel-Simplex, second, and Mr. F. Newton

(49'9-h.p. Napier) third. In the second lap, however, the latter ran into

first place, the race then resulting in a contest between Newton and

Walker. Mr. C. Jarrott (52'9-h.p. Lorraine- Dietrich) had clutch troubles

on the starting line and did not get away. Mr. H. Vincent, of Reading,

who was driving the 51'8-h.p. Gobron, fell out in the fourth lap owing to

a broken sparking plug, as also did Mr. Sangster on account of a broken

valve spring. Result :—

Entrant. Driver. Car.

1. S. F. Edge ... F. Newton ... 49'9-h.p. Napier.

2. A. H. Walker ... A. H. Walker ... 55'8-h.p. Darracq,

3. J. B. Hissey ... J. B. Hissey ... 48 6-h.p. Charron.

What might have proved a serious disaster occurred just after the

two first cars nad crossed the finishing line. In pulling up one went to

the right and the other to the left to turn round. In trying to avoid

the Napier Mr. Walker put the brakes of his Darracq on exceedingly

hard, with the result that one of them snapped ; the gear is also stated

to have sprung into the reverse, with the result that the driver was

unable to p event the car running backwards down the sandy banking, in

imminent peril of turning over and impaling Mr. Walker and bis

 

Racing at Brooklands.—Mr. Tryon on the Six-Cylinder Napier leading in the Surrey Stakes.

three-card trick were, however, actively engaged in the half-crown

enclosure in fleecing some of the more innocent visitors.

The first event of the day was the Manx Stakes of 200 sov., for

cars which were entered for the 1907 Tourist Trophy Race. The contest

was over a distance of 29'3 miles, for which only a gallon of spirit was

served out by the Brooklands Club at the start. There were only three

entries—Mr. C. Hannan Wigan's 27'3-h.p. Vinot (R.A.C. rating),

driven by Mr. N. Littlejohn ; Mr. F. C. Baisley's 22'4-h.p. Gladiator,

Mr. M. Ross Browne driver, and Mr. T. Thornycroft's 22'5-h.p.

Thornycroft, owner up. The last-named was the only one to finish, the

Vinot running out of petrol lj laps from finish, and the Gladiator

retiring in the eighth round with a punctured float in the carburettor,

t . ■• The second event—the Surrey Stakes of 50 sov., added to a

sweepstakes of 5 sov. each—for cars propelled by means of internal

combustion engines only, of a cylinder dimension 95 to under 105,

distance 3"279 miles, brought out eleven competitors, including a

Napier, a Junior, three Daimlers, an Iaotta-l' raschini, a Lorraine-

Dietrich, a Weigel, an Iris, a Darracq, and a Minerva. The event

proved one of the most interesting of the day, the shortness of the race

—only once round—not only putting the drivers on their mettle, but

attracting the attention of the spectators much more than any of the

longer contests. In fact, the general feeling of the public was that

short races were by far the best. The Daimler team got away first, but

the Napier soon got the lead and maintained it easily to the end.

Result :—

•~ -» No. Entrant. Driver. Car.

1.

2.

3.

i.

o.

S. F. Edge

E. Manvilie

Capt. Howell .

Percy Martin

Charles Jarrott.,

H. C. Tryon .

G. Ison

Capt. Howell.

J. Hodierne ..

C. Jarrott

38 4-h.p. Napier.

41-9-h.p. Daimler,

40-h.p. Iris.

41'9-n.p. Daimler.

41'9-h.p. Dietrich.

mechanician on the spiked iron railings at the bottom. Fortunately,

however, the wheels sunk securely in the sand, which stayed the pro

gress of the machine when it had fallen about four-fifths of the way

down. Happily Mr. Walker and his man got off with nothing more than

a scratch. The incident was, however, an exciting one, and indicates

that some regulations ought to be made as to the direction the cars

should take in pulling up.

Another short distance race—once round the track, 3 '279 miles—

which promised to be of an interesting nature, but which proved a dis

appointment, was the match of 00 sov. between Mr. F. Coleman's 30-h. p.

White steam car and Mr. C. Sangster's 30-h.p. Ariel Simplex petrol car.

Mr. Sangster got first away, and was first round the home banking. Mr.

Coleman was, however, close up, and a tight finish was expected. As

the event proved, however, there was no change of place, for the safety

valve on the steam pipe from the generator to the engine—which had

been Bcrewed down on the White car to enable a higher pressure than

normal to be employed—blew out when a lap had been completed,

Sutting Mr. Coleman out of the running and leaving Mr. Sangster to

nish alone.

The noise and smoke next indicated that the time for the race for

the big cars had at last arrived. This was for the Weybridge Stakes of

50 sov. each, for cars propelled by means of internal combustion engines

only, of a cylinder dimension under 220 ; distance 14-15 miles. Five

vehicles faced the starter—Mr. D. Resta on Mr. F. R. Fry's 75'9-h.p.

Mercedes, Mr. H. R. Pope on his 84'9-h.p. Itala, Mr. A. Huntley

Walker (whose appearance after the incident in the Century States

resulted in his having an enthusiastic send off) on his 80-h.p. Darracq)

Duray, the well-known French racing man, on Baron Turckheim's 80-hip.

Lorraine-Dietrich, and Mr. J. E. Hutton on his 75'9-h.p. Mercedes.

Mr. Button was first away, with Duray and K.-ta in hot pursuit in the

order named. Pope retired in the fourth, round, when the order was
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HuLton, Resta, Walker, and Duray, a position which was maintained

till the end. Result:—

..." Entrant. Driver.

1.: J. E. Hutton ... J. E. Hutton

D. RestaF. R. Fry

3. A.H.Walker ... A.H.Walker

Car.

75'9-h.p. Mercedes.

75'9-h.p. Mercedes.

80'4-h.p. Darracq.

80 4-h.p. Dietrich.•4. Baron Tnrckheira M. Duray

The last event of the day was the Hollick Selling Plate of 200

sbv., for cars propelled by means of internal combustion engines only,

the winner to be sold by auction for 500 sov. ; weight 2,600 lb. for

cars of a cylinder dimension 75 or under, and 3-465 lb. in addition for

every additional 0-1 of dimension ; distance 8-715 miles. Out of ten

entries nine competed, Mr. T. Sopwilh being nnable to get his

Minerva going in the paddock. Mr. A. Huntley Walker (Darracq), led

. from the start and proved an easy winner. Result :—

Entrant. Driver. Car.

1. A. H. Walker ... A. H. Walker ... 34-h.p. Darracq.

2. C.G.White ... C. G. White ... 27 9-h.p. Minerva.

3. .H. J. S. Moyses... IS. Redwood ... 32 4-h.p. Thornycroft.

The other cars which ran, all of which finished, were Capt. W. E.

D. Owen's 27*3-h.p. Aries (Mr. H. E. Hives driver); Messrs. Straker

and Squire's ?0h.p. Straker Squire (Mr W. T. Lord) ; Mr. H. V.

Herman's 27-9-h.p. Minerva, Mr. A. Hnntley Walker's 41-9-h.p.

Darracq (the Marquis de Mouzilly St. Mars);, Mr. S. Saunderson's

31'1-h.p. Braaier and Mr. D. Jameson's 41'9-li.p. Isotta-Erascbini (Mr.

N. Macklin). The end of this race furnished the second piece of

excitement of the day, Mr. Hives' Aries bursting into flames after

it had crossed the finishing line. As tlie other competitors came up they

assisted in running to the side of the track for nandfuls of sand, and

eventually the fire was extinguished without serious damage to the car.

200 sov. for cars propelled by means of internal combustion engines

only, the winner to be sold by auction. Weight 1,800 lb3., for

cars of a cylinder dimension 40, and 3-465 lbs. allowed or added for

every 0'1 difference of dimension, distance 0'5 miles ; the Heath

Stakes of 350 sov. for cars propelled by means of internal combustion

engines only, of a cylinder dimension under 200, distance 2-155 miles.

THE MOTOR UNION MEET AT SOUTHPORT.

-♦-

The eighth provincial meet of the Motor Union was held at South-

port on Saturday last. It was arranged by the Liverpool Automobile

Club, and the prospect of brilliant weather attracted an exceptionally

large number of cars—nearly 200, a considerable increase on the recent

meet at Lincoln. The proceedings opened with a general committee

meeting at the Town Hall in the morning, when, in reply to the Mayor's

speech of welcome, Mr. C. D. Rose, M.P., the chairman of the Union,

said he was sure that the prejudices of the people in the South against

motorists were not shared by people in the North of England. The

committee appointed to consider the question of fuel then presented its

report— a returns of which is given elsewhere in the present issue—the

recommendations being adopted. The Highway Traction Committee

were authorised to place a limited number of trustworthy agents on

the roads to act with the police in warning drivers of dangerous

Slaces, and advising motorists where special caution is necessary in

rivingthrough villages. It was resolved to support the efforts of the

North-East Lancashire Chib to secure the removal of the toll-bar on

Freckleton Marsh, near Preston. It was reported that the Automobile

Clubs of Ceylon and Bengal had affiliated. The Western District

Motor Club and Durham District Motor Cycle Club were admitted to

 

The Brooklands Race Meeting.—The Scene in the Paddock,

' The proceedings were broughti to a close by a sale by auction—the

first of the kind—of the winning car in the Hollick Selling Plate, in

accordance with the rules. Mr. John Waterer, of Chertsey, was the auc

tioneer, but, despite his blandishments and the low reserve price fixed—

£500—no offer was forthcoming for Mr. A. Huntley Walker s successful

34-h.p. Darracq.

The programme for the meeting on Saturday, August 3rd, comprises

the White Steam Car Plate of 150 sov. for White Steam cars of the 1907

30-h.p. type, distance 5-9 miles ; the Levossor Memorial Plate of 500 sov.

for cars propelled by means of internal combustion engines only, of a

cylinder dimension 135 to under 160, distance 10'3 miles ; the International

Plate of 500 sov. for cars propelled by means of internal combustion

engines only, of a cylinder dimension under 135 ; to be driven by subjects

of the country of origin of the vehicle, with that country's flag as dis

tinguishing mark, distauce 8'7 miles ; and the Walton Stakes of 200 sov.

for motor-cars of a price not exceeding £850, distance 3 "2 miles; the

Tappet Stakes of 100 sov. each, for cars propelled by means of internal

combustion engines only, of a cylinder dimension under 6 41, distance 5 9

miles, and the Brooklands Plate of 600 sov., for motor-cars propelled by

means of internal combustion engines only, of a cylinder dimension under

215, distance 3 °2 miles. -• -— •

A meeting is also to be held on Monday, August 5th, when the

programme will comprise the Daimler Plate of 150 sov. for motor-cars

manufactured by the Daimler Company, with four-cylinder engines of a

bore of 134 mm. and a stroke of 150 mm., distance 8'7 miles; the

Belgian Plate of 350 sov., for motor-cars which comply with the regu

lations of the 1907 Ardennes Circuit Race (Kaiser Prize regulations),

distance 11 -4 miles; the Prix de la France of 800 sov.

for motor-cars which comply with the regulations of the 1907 A.C.F.

Grand Prix race distance 15*7 miles; the Oatlanda Selling Plate of

membership. The membership of the Union is now 17,900, representing

99 clubs.

In the afternoon the members of the Union were enUroained at a

garden party by the Earl of Derby. Nearly 200 cars put in an appearance,

and the motorists spent an instructive time in examining each other's

vehicles. In the absence of the Earl, the motorists were received by

the Hon. Arthur Stanley, M.P., and the grounds and hall were visited,

the afternoon being thoroughly enjoyed.
The Hon. Arthur Stanley, M.P., presided at the banquet at the

Prince of Wales Hotel, Southport, in the evening. Dr. Hele-Shaw, in

proposing " The health of.the chairman," said that the tact of Mr. Stanley

was largely responsible for smoothing over any differences that may have

existed Detween the Motor Union and Automobile Club, and Mr. Stanley,

in reply, remarked, amid laughter, that whoever pnt his finger into the

Motor Union's mouth would oc bitten by the Automobile Club.

Mr. H. A. Watson proposed the toast of " The Mayor of Southport

and the Corporation." The Mayor, in reply, assured the visitors that the

considerate motorist would always be welcomed, and he hoped that the

Union would again visit Southport. Mr. G. T. Langridge proposed " The

Liverpool Club," to which, in the absence of Mr. Beckett Hill, Mr. A

Rathbone responded.

One of the earliest 1908 announcements from the large American

motor factories is that of the Ford Motor Company, of Detroit, in which

it is stated that there will be no change in the 1907 six-cylinder model

for the season of 1908.

Akikl Motors, Ltd., have been honoured with an order from the

Right Honourable Lord Digby for a 30-40-h.p. car with Carlton limou

sine landaulet body.
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AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION.

The last executive committee meeting of the Automobile Associa

tion was marked by the pleasant duty of electing nearly 400 new member?,

among whom were the Duke of Westminster, the Duke of Richmond

and Gordon, the Earl of Loudoun, Baron Adolphus Ott, Lord Boston,

Lord Wolverton, Sir George E. Armstrong, Lady Paget, the Lady

O'Hagan, the Hon. D. Scott, the Hon. A. Harbord, the Hon. F. Meynell,

Lady Clark, and Lady de Bathe.

Quite recently several A.A. patrols have been put on point duty at

the entrance to long narrow villages for the purpose of regulating and

restraining the speed of motor-cars. This work has aroused keen

approval from all sides, especially from local authorities.

THE INSTITUTION OF AUTOMOBILE ENGINEERS.

Council Meeting.

A meeting of the council of the institntiun was held on the lHh

inst., Colonel R. E. Crompton being in the chair. The question of the

vacancy on the council caused by the decease of Mr. Alex Govan was

considered, and it was resolved that Mr. L. A. Legros should be invited

to accept a seat on the council.

It was reported that the following papers had been promised and

accepted for next session :—

1907.

October .- Colonel Crompton ... Presidential Address.

November ... Dr. H. S. Hele-Shaw The Fuel Question.

December ... Mr. Dugald Clerk ... The Principles of Carburetting

as determined by Exhaust

Gas Analysis.

1908.

January ... Mr. J. S. Critchley ... Subject not announced.

February ... Mr. F. W. Lanchester Some Problems peculiar to the

Design of the Automobile.

A letter was read from the Engineering Standards Committee invit

ing the council of the institution to nominate two of its members to
meet the committee in conference to take evidence as to ■whether the

findings of the committee are likely to prove acceptable to the automo

bile industry, and it was resolved that Messrs. F. W. Lanchester and

C. R. Garrard should be nominated as the representatives of the Institu

tion of Automobile Engineers. A letter was read from the secretary of

the Institute of British Carriage Manufacturers inviting one of the

members of the Institution of Automobile Engineers to read a paper on

" The Motor from the Engineers' Point of View " at a conference to be

held at Chester in September next.

THE COMMERCIAL MOTOR USERS' ASSOCIATION.

A merting of the Executive Committee of the Association was

held on the 10th inst., Colonel R. E. Crompton l:eing in the chair. The

recommendation of the sub-committee, that no further meet be organ

ised this year, in order to avoid clashing with the R.A.C. trials, was

approved. It was reported that the appeal of the Little Malvern

Granite Company against the decision of justices that one of their light

tractors did not satisfy the conditions of a light loccmolive, as defined

in the Act of 1806, had been won, the Court of Appekl finding that the

justices were wrong in holding that the tractor did not consume its

own smoke as far as practicable, and that therefore the conviction must

be quashed.

A letter was read from the Engineering Standards Committee

inviting the association to nominate two of its members to meet the

Committee in Conference to take evidence as to whether the findings

of the committee are likely to prove acceptable to the automobile

industry, and it was resolved that Messrs. F. C. A. Coventry and E.

Godfrey Brewer be nominated to represent the Commercial Motor

Users' Association. Mr. Howard Humphries reported as to the present

position of the matter of the bridges in Cambridgeshire, and stated

that notice had been served on the Great Eastern Railway for them to

repair the bridges. The railway had approached the County Surveyor

of Cambridge with a view to discussing the extent of the repairs" to

be made.

LINCOLNSHIRE MOTOR-CYCLE.

Under the management of the officials of the Grimsby Centre, a

hill-climb for members of the Lincolnshire Motor-Cycle Club was held

at Lambcroft Hill, Ludborough, on Saturday. The meeting was excel

lently managed and very enjoyable in every way. Results. —Single-

cylinder machines : Plaetow,2J-b.p. Ariel, 68 .1-5 sec, 15"5 ; White, 3-h.p.

Wellington, 56 3-5 sec, 14-51 ; Shaw, 3-h.p.!Minerva, 53 4-5 sec, 14 48 ;

Wright, 3J-h.p. N.S.U., 63 1-5 sec, 14 25 ; Pearson, 3-h.p. Wellington,

64 4-5 Sic, 13 '35. Twin-cylinder machines : Proudman, 4-h.p. Minerva,

57 2-5 sec, 12*4; Smith, 5-h.p. Vindec, 52 sec, 1 1 "22 ; Ensworth, 5-h.p.

Peugeot, 50 2-5 sec. ; Haagensen, 5-h.p. Vindec, 65. sec, 9 7; Willson,

5-h.p. Brown, 64 4-5 sec, 6 -7. Plastow won the open class, Shaw, who

made the fastest time single-cylinder class, being^second.

NORTH-EAST LANCASHIRE.

Glorious weather favoured the North-East Lancashire Automobile

Club for their hill-climb competition up Rivington Pike, near Horwich.

on Friday, last week. The competition was an open one, held

under the rules of the R.A.C., and attracted a big entry from

many parts of the country. Forty-two cars competed, they

being divided into six classes—for cars whose cylinder dia

meter in inches, squared and multiplied by the number of

cylinders, was under 35, 50, 75, 100, and 150 and over 1.50 respectively.

The course was one kilometre in length, and for more than two-thirds

of this distance the gradients were 1 in 10'1 or 1 in 9-9, the last 27 yds.

being 1 in 9 '8. Two gold medals were given in each class, one

to the entrant of the car snowing the best performance under the formula

of the R.A.C. and the other to the entrant of the car making the fastest

time. In the classes where there were six starters two silver medals

were also given, one to the second under the R.A.C. formula and one to

the car making the second fastest time. Each car had two runs, the

fastest counting.

The winners were as follows :—

Class A (fastest time and formula) : Mr. C. Jarrott, 9-h.p. Sizaire

(driver R. O. Clark) ; time, 2 min. 24 3-5 sec.

 

The North-East Lancashire Club's Hill Climb at Rivington Pike.-

The Cars lined up near the starting point.

Class B (fastest time and first formula) : Earl of Shrewsbury and

Talbot, 12 16-h.p. Clement-Talbot (driver, G.Day); 1 miu. 41 1-5 sec.

Second formula, W. J. Griffiths, 12-14-h.p. Singer (driver, W. Perks) :

2 min. 40 4-5 sec. Second fastest time, St. George's Motor Car Com

pany, 10-12-h.p. New Eagle (driver, W. Ashford) ; 2 min. 23 3-5 sec.

Class C (fastest time and second formula) : Viscount Ingestre,

15-23-h.p. Clement-Talbot (driver, F. Blake) ; 1 min. 14 3-5 sec. First

formula, Mr. T. H. Woollen 15-h.p. Clement-Talbot (driver, J. Hedge) :

1 min. 50 4-5 sec. Second fastest time, Mr. A. E. Crowdy, 18-h.p.

Siddeley ; 1 min. 38 sec

Class D (fastest and first formula) : Mr. W. D. Coddington, 30-40-h.p.

Daimler, 1 min. 16 4-5 sec Second fastest time, Colonel Whyllie,

24-40-h.p. Berliet (driver, W. Watson); 1 min. 22 2-5 sec. Secomi

formula, Mr. E. N. Thornewill, 30 h. p. Daimler (driver, Gordon Chap

man) ; 1 min. 29 4 5 sec.

Class E (fastest time) : Mr. Fred Birtwistle. 60-h.p. Mercedes,

1 min. 6 3-5 sec. Second fastest time and first formula, Mr, Fred Birt

wistle, 36-45-h. p. Daimler (driver, O. E, Bush) ; 1 min. 94-5 sec. Second

formula, Mr. E. L. F. Curties, 35-h.p. La Huire (driver, E. L. F.

Curties) ; 1 min. 19 3-5 sec.

Class F (fastest time and formula) : Mr. S. F. Elge, 60-h.p. Napier

(driver, Cecil Edge) ; 52 2-5 sec.
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"•-•Special prizes were as follows:—Silver cup to the entrant showing

the !>est results on the formula : The Earl of Shrewsbury and Talbot,

12-16-h.p. Clement-Talbot. Silver cup to the entrant of the car showing

the best result under the formula, confined to members : Mrs. A. E.

Riley, 20-h.p.Belsize, 1 min. 39 sec. Silver cup for the entrant of the

car making the fastest time : Mr. S. F. Edge. Mr. W. Birtwistle (the

president of the Clnb), acted as judge, Mr. F. Straight as timekeeper and

starter. Mr. A. Birtwistle, of Blackburn, was the hon. sec. of the

meeting, which went off without a single hitch.

THE CKYSTAL PALACE A.C.

,,.r. rjiHE Cjysjt^i paiace Automobile Club have just had presented to

them for competition at their Bexhill meeting, on August Bank Holiday,

a silver cup, Irom the Mayor of Bexhill, Alderman Glover, to be called

the Mayor's cup, and also a 30 gs. cup from Messrs. Spyker, of Amster

dam. Both cups are to be won outright.

Star Hill, leading from Dunton Green to Knockholt Pound, has

been chosen for the club's hill climb to-day (Saturday).

COVENTRY.

The annual hill-climbing competitions of the Coventry Motor Clnb

were held on Saturday afternoon, on Newnham Hill, near Daventry. The

cars, instead of starting at the cross-roads as last year, started from the

bottom of the hill, and finished fifty yards short of the top, the distance

being 1,300 yards.

The gradient is 1 in 30 at the commencement, then 1 in 13, and

towards the end 1 in 7 and 1 in 6. The competition was divided into

 

The Coventry Motor Clnb's Hill-Climbing Competition. -Mr. 0. Street

starting on the 45-h.p. Daimler.

three sections: 1, motor-bicycles of any type; 2, petrol motor-cars of

20-h.p. and under on Coventry Motor Club rating : 3, petrol cars of any

type over 20-h.p. and steam cars of any type. In Class I. there were

twenty -six entries, the results being as follow :—On handicap : 1, K. M.

Brice, 3^-h.p. Brown; 2, G. L. Evans, 31-h.p. Hex; 3, R. W. Ayton,

34,-h.p. Ayton-Uiley. On time: 1, O. C. Godfrey, 5-h.p. Rex ; 2, F.

Appleby, 5-h.p. Rex; 3, W. H. Wells, 5-h.p. Vindec.

vans Twenty-two cars had entered in the second class—that for cars of

20-h.p. and under.

The result on handicap was:—1, W. Guilding, 10-h.p. De Dion; 2,

J. F. Buckingham, 9-h.p. Riley ; 3, E. G. Newey, 8-h.p. De Dion. On

time : 1, Mrs. E. W. Lewis, 16-h.p. Rover ; 2, J. F. Buckingham, 9-h.p.

Riley ; 3, T. Astbury, 17-21 -h. p. Daimler.

Fifteen entries were received for Class 3. On the handicap, the first

place was secured by C. C. Maudslay, on a 35-45-h.p. Maudslay ; P.

<iraham, 24-h.p. Deasy, being second; and Miss Muriel Hind, 24 h. p.

Deasy, third. On time : Cecil Edge, 60-h.p. Napier, was first ; F. H.

Bolton, 45-h.p. Daimler, second ; and G. Street, on Mr. E. M. C. Instone's

45-h.p. Daimler, third.

LADIES' A.C.

Last Saturday just 100 of the memDers of the Ladies' Automobile

Club motored with their friends to the beautiful Hindhead district and

attended a garden party at Bookhams, Churt, the home of Colonel and

Mrs. Mark Mayhew. Mrs. Mayhew, herself one of the pioneer members

of the L.A.C., gvve the party in honour of the club, and, to meet her

fellow members, invited some 300 guests. The day was in every way a

success. Colonel and Mrs. Mark Mayhew welcomed their friends under

an awning on the terrace outside the library, from whence there is to be

had a splendid view of the far-famed Hindhead. Daring the afternoon

everyone found his or her way to the wide open space where nearly

fifty cars were lined up opposite a group of their friendly rivals—the

horse-drawn carriages. Near the cars was stationed the band of the 5th

Lancers, which played off and on until late in the evening. After the

visit to the cars almost everyone sought refreshment at little tables,

daintily and alluringly set forth under quaint many-coloured Japanese

umbrellas. Among those present were Lord and Lady Russell, General

and Mrs. Wilson, Miss Trench, Major and Mrs. Madocks, Mr. and Miss

Pilcher, Mis. Hartung and Mrs. Satchell, Mrs. Geoffrey Marks, Mrs.

Merryweather, Miss Antrobus, Miss Burns and Miss Muriel Thompson.

SOUTHEND AND DISTRICT.

The first hill-climbing competition promoted by the Southend and

District Motor Club was held last week on Langdon Hill, which has an

average gradient of 1 in 10, with a steep portion of about 1 in 6J. The sur

face at the top of the hill was very loose, thus somewhat interfering with

the speed of the vehicles.

The official results are as follows :—

Car Class.

On handicap

marks obtained.

... Unknown as yet.

188

123

120

Was unfortunately

not timed.

The winner on handicap of the gold medal ottered to the winner of

the car class cannot be decided until the number of marks obtained by

Mr. Perry's Ford car are known.

Tri-Cars.

On handicap

On time. marks obtained.

Goodman's 6-7-h.p. Phtenix Quad 1 1

Seager's 9-h.p. Riley ... Made a flying start

instead of a standing

/ start, and was

accordingly not

timed.

Mr.tGoodman in the tri-car class is the winner of a silver medal, as

the number of starters in his class did not reach the minimum fixed for

a gold medal.

Mr. Perry's 15-h.p. Ford

Mr. Spencer's 8-h.p. Maxwell...

Mr. Head's 16-20-h.p. Humber

Dr. Laing's 10-12-h.p. Humber

On time.

... 1

... 3

... 2

4

Mr. Greenfield's 10-12-h.p. Humber... 0

Mr.

Mr.

WEST ESSEX.

The West Essex Automobile Club's competition for the President's

Trophy finished on the 14th inst., with the following result :—

1st. W. E. Gunnett

2nd. C. D. Makepeace

3rd. G. Boddy

S. Wickens

A. Newman

J. C. Brown

V. Baldwin

S.Hood

G. Cowper

A. E. Dendy ...

196 miles non-stop.

194 miles non-stop.

182 miles non-stop.

159 miles nan-stop.

118 miles non-stop.

Go miles non-stop.

23 miles non-stop.

12 miles non-stop.

12 miles non-stop.

12 miles non-stop.

3-h.p. Triumph

7-h.p. Phccnix Quad car

15-h.p. Darracq car

12-h.p. Whitlock-Aster car

3Vh.p. Vindec

3J-h.p. Brown

3i-h.p. Brown

3-h.p. Fafnir

3-h.p. four-cylinder F.N.

3-h.p. Centaur

The above results must be considered very good, having regard to

the severity of the course, which took in the celebrated Langdon Hill

every round ; all the very small mileages were due to failures to ascend

this "hill.

The next competition is for the 1907 cup on August 10th, full par

ticulars of which will be duly sent to members by the hon. competi

tions secretary.

OXFORD AND DISTRICT.

In connection with the Oxford and District Automobile Club a hill-

climbing competition took place last week on Irondale Hill, a very steep

ascent on the Deddington and Chipping Norton road. Oat of the

eighteen entries fifteen faced the starter, Mr. H. Coxeter, of Oxford,

winning with a 9-10-h.p. Swift. Mrs. A. Tisdall Johns, of Banbury,

who drove an Adams Hewitt, was second.

NORTH YORKSHIRE.

The results, after calculation of the handicap conditions regarding

weight, wind resistance, &C, in the climbing competition for touring

motor-cars, held by the North Yorkshire Automobile Club at Garrowby

Hill, near York, on the 13th inst., are as follows :—

1st, Mr. H. J. Lloyd's 45-h.p. Daimler (actual time, 1 min. 53 4 .5 sec. ) ;

2nd, Mr. G. S. Barwick's 45-h.p. Daimler (actual time, 1 min. 32 sec) ;

3rd, Mr. G. Saltmarshe's 16-20-h.p. Argyll (4 min. 8 sec.) ; 4th, Mr. W.

Cliff's 14-16-h.p. Fiat (4 min. 1 1-5 sec.) ; 5th, Mr. G. W. T. Wade's 8-h.p.

Rover (5 min. 35 2-5 sec.) ; 6th, Mr. G. Moor's 28-h.p, Daimler (3 mis.
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:26 sec.) ; 7th, Mr. C. Wade's 8-h.p. Rover (7 min. 46 sec.) j 8th, Mr. C.

Wade's 28-h.p. Daimler (3 min. 34 2-5 sec.) ; 9th, Mr. H. A. Watson's

28-h.p. Berliet (4 min. 11 sec); 10th, Mr. O. B. Pease's 60-h.p. Itala (2

min. 52 4-5 sec); 11th, Mr. D. W. Jackson's 15-h.p. Humber (6 min.

I 1-5 sec.) ; 12th, Mr. A. J. Atkinson's 20-28-h.p. Darracq (5 min. 14 sec) ;

13th, Mr. W. F. Greenwood's 10 12-h.p. Humber (5 min. 26 sec).

HERTFORDSHIRE.

For the annnal open hill climb of the Hertfordshire County Auto

mobile Club at Aston Hill, near Tring, to-day (Saturday), a very satis

factory and representative entry has been received, the number of com

petitors being about sixty.

The cars will be weighed in at Boxmoor Station, L. and N.W.R., and

"the weighbridge will be closed at 1.30 p.m. sharp. The hill contest will

lie started at 2.15 p.m. instead of 3 o'clock as previously announced.

It should be noted that the committee have decided not to allow the

use of oxygen or other extraneous aids to combustion.

Members and competitors should be on the look out for police traps

at Hendon, Edgware, l>etween Edgware and Stanmore, on Bushey

Heath, and the usual loui-mile trap between Berkhamsted and Tring.

DERBY.

ON Saturday last, the members of the Derby and District Auto

mobile Club held a speed-judging competition. The meeting place

appointed was at the cross roads on the summit of Cumber Hill, near

DufBeld, and the route chosen was along Windley Lane, through

Weston Underwood, and back along Kedleston Road to the starting

point. Members were allowed to name the miles per hoar at which

-they intended to do the circuit, and the two ma king the least percentage

of error took silver and bronze medals for their respective performances.

Each car carried an observer to ensure that the driver relied on his

judgment alone. The following were the figures made by the first

three competitors :—Mr. H. G. W. Dawson (8 9-h.p. Swift), who coin -

Sleted the course taking only eight seconds longer than he should have

one. He was closely followed by Mr. Charles J. Allin (hon. sec.) on

an 8 10-h.p. Humber, who with an allowance of 19 miles an hour

made an error of l-43 per cent. Mr. George B. Fletcher (10- 12-h.p.

Humber) was third with an error of 16-16.

THE AUTO-CYCLE CLUB.

The next event to be promoted by the club will be the London

to Plymouth and back ride. Competitors in this event will be started

from the Angel Hotel, Thames Ditton, on Friday night, the 26th inst.,

;at 9 o' clock and are due back at Thames Ditton the following evening

at 8.30 p.m.

The Annual Reliability Trial will commence on Monday, August

19th, and finish on Saturday, August 24th.

Owing to insufficient entries the penalty runs which were to have

been held at Derby and Gloucester on July 13th had to be postponed.

The date now fixed is August 10th.

SCOTTISH A.C.

The committee of the Scottish A.C. have passed a special vote of

thanks to the following firms, who placed their premises gratuitously at

the disposal of the Club for the storage of the competing vehicles and fcr

the other purposes necessary to the trial :— The Kennedy Motor Com

pany, LtcT, Glasgow ; Messrs. Macrae and Dick, Inverness ; Messrs.

Claud Hamilton (Aberdeen), Ltd., Aberdeen. Each of these storage

depots has been erected for the purpose of storing motor vehicles, and

their first use in even' case has been by the Scottish Club for the

reliability trial purposes, in the case of the first two for this year's trial

and in the case of Messrs. Claud Hamilton, Ltd., for the 1906 trial, on

which occasion also the equally large and suitable building of the

'Western Motor Company, Glasgow, was used for the first time.

THE EDINBURGH MOTORING CLUB.

This club held their second hill-climbing competition on Saturday
•last in the grounds of Messrs. Lamb, of Firth House, Roslin, the course

being 605 yards, full of twists and turns, and other motor pitfalls, and in

places very steep, running to 1 in 6. The weather was ideal, and

upwards of thirty cars ran out from Edinburgh and district, a distance

-of about ten miles, to take part in it. The fastest time was accomplished

by Mr. W. L. Sleigh, in 1 min. 8 sec, on a Berliet, which works ont at

over twenty miles an hour. A gold medal was awarded Mr. Sleigh for

his performance. The fun of the meeting was accentuated by a special

-competition for the ladies who were the passengers in the various cars

ascending the hill. At the start they were provided with tumblers filled

with water, whieh they held in their hands till the close of t lie nice, the

prizes going to the ladies who retained most water in their tumblers.

There were five prizes given in this competition.

MOTOR CYCLE UNION OF IRELAND.

A hill-CLIMUINO competition for motor-cycles took place on
•Saturday last in Co. Wicklow, under the auspices of the Dublin centre

of the Motor-Cycle Union of Ireland. The hill on which the competi

tion took place has a steadily rising gradient for about a mile and five

•eighths. There were two classes, in the first pedalling was permitted.

and in the other pedalling was barred, and in addition there was a

slow test, in which the prize went to the rider climbing the hill in the

slowest time without stopping or assisting the machine by pedalling.

In the latter most of the riders went so slowly at the start that they

stopped before coming to the steep part of the hill. The test was

won by Mr. S. Findlater*8 5-h.p. Morehampton (time 10 min. 3 sec.)

who in the earlier trials made a record for the hill by going up in

3 min. 1 3-5 sec. The prizes will be awarded for the best performance

as determined by a formula in which the weight of the machine and

rider and also the horse power are taken into account.

SOUTH AFRICA.

Mr. R. L. Jefferson, F. R.G.S., wh'j recently established a record by

travelling from Durban to Cape Town on an 8-h.p. Rover, was enter

tained at luncheon in Cape Town on June 3<ith bv the Automobile Club

of South Africa at the Grand Hotel. Mr. A. T. Hennessy (the chairman

of the club) presided, and was supported on his right by Mr. Jefferson,

and on his left by Mr. F. G. Connock, who accompanied Mr. Jefferson.

The chairman, in proposing the health of the two guests, said the auto

mobile club was very pleased to have the opportunity of welcoming them.

It was not quite two years since the club had the pleasure of holding a

similar gathering to congratulate Count Kevertera, who made the first

trip from the Rand to Cape Town by motor-car. It was interesting to

note that the cars used by Count Revertera and Mr. Jefferson were both

single-cylinder machines. An attempt had, he believed, been made to

motor from Cape Town to Johannesburg by a large four-cylinder mons

trosity, but he thought the attempt ended in the major portion of the

journey being completed by rail. It was about time the owners (f

 

The IN E.C. limousine Car recently delivered by the New Engine

Company to Lady Hair.

The car hu a wheel base of 10 ft. 6 In., which enables a large body to be fitted to
the chassis entirely within the wheels. The vehicle has given gre-it satisfaction.
Lady Muir considering It an ideal carriage owing to Its smoothness, freedom

from vibration and alienee.

multi-cylinder vehicles did something for their reputation. The toast

was drunk with musical honours. Mr. Jefferson, in reply, thanked the

Automobile Club for their hospitality, and remarked that he had had

a series of receptions since he landed at Durham from Ceylon. When

he reached Durban he knew nothing of South Africa or its roads, and

absolutely nothing of its people. The journey from the Rand to

Cape Town was not nearly so difficult—although it was more

than double the length—as that from Durban to Johannesburg.

The latter was really terrible for a motor-car, and it necessitated a

pace so slow that their general average from Durban to the Rand

was not more than eight miles an hour. Owing to the enormous

spruits it would be almost impossible for a very heavy car to get

from Durban to Johannesburg. He did not think that during the whole

of their drive frsm Durban to Cape Town they had one surly word said

to them ; on the contrary, both Dutch and English had been most

hospitable, and farmers and others had gone out of their way to show

them the road, and render others little kindnesses. Mr. Connock also

briefly replied. The proceedings then concluded, and the members of

the club and their guests motored to Hout Bay, returning to Cape

Town via Constantia. A halt was made at Groot Schuur, where the

party was entertained to tea by the Prime Minister.

A motor club has been formed for Scarborough and t he district

The first run took place at Thorntondaie, Pickering, and Malton on

Saturday last.

On Friday, the 26th inst., a meeting is being held at the Town Hall,

Trowbridge, for the formation of a motor club for Wiltshire. There are

1,100 automobiles registered in the county.
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The oar driven by Dr. F. Husband in Class A. in the Lincolnshire

A.C.'s speed trials was a 6-h.p. De Dion.

Capt. Cecil Banbury, who some time ago consented to become a

vice-president of the North London Automobile Club, and who is taking

an active interest in their events, has presented a handsome silver cup

for competition at the club's reliability* trial to be held next year.

It was on the motion of Mr. H. A. Watt, the member for the

College division of Glasgow, that the amendment to the Lighting on

Vehicles Bill applying the proposed measure to Scotland was inserted.

The committee of the Scottish A.C. have tendered the thanks of

motorists to Mr. Watt for his services in the matter.

THE COMMERCIAL VEHICLE TRIAL.

Supplementing the list of entries already published in connection

with the Commercial Vehicle Trial of the R.A.C., we now give the

following entries which have been received :—

Entrant. Class. Net load. Nature of vehicle.

A. Darracq and Company,

Ltd A lOcwt. 10-12-h.p. Delivery

Van.

A.Darracq and Company, Ltd. A lOcwt. 14-16-h.p. Delivery

Van.

W. T. Cliftord-Earp, Ltd. ... A lOcwt. Delivery Van.

Sidney Straker and Squire,

Ltd B 20 cwt. Covered Van.

Lacre Motor Car Company,

Ltd B 20 cwt. Lacre Van.

Palmer Tyre, Ltd B 20 cwt. Delivery Van.

Dennis Bros. , Ltd C 30 cwt. Petrol Van.

J. I. Thornycroft and Com

pany, Ltd C 30 cwt. 4-cylinder Motor Van

chassis with body.

Durham, Churchill and Com

pany D 40 cwt. Churchill Lorry.

Dennis Bros., Ltd D 40 cwt. Van.

Milnee-Daimler, Ltd. ... D 40 cwt. Lorry.

Durham, Churchill and Com

pany E 60 cwt. Churchill Lorry.

Maudslay Motor Company

(1907), Ltd E 60 cwt. Motor Lorry.

Commercial Cars, Ltd. ... E 60 cwt. Petrol Lorry.

Kir W. G. Armstrong-Whit-

worth and Co., Ltd. ... E 60 cwt. Delivery Van.

Dennis Bros., Ltd E 60 cwt. Petrol Van.

W. T. Clifford-Earp, Ltd. ... E 60 cwt. Thames Delivery

Van.

J. I. Thornycroft and Com

pany, Ltd E 60 cwt. 4-cylinder Motor

Wagon chassis with

body.

St. Pancras Ironworks Com

pany F 100 cwt. Steam Wagon.

Yorkshire Patent Steam

Wagon Company F 100 cwt. Yorkshire Patent

Steam Wagon.

Dennis Bros. , Ltd F 100 cwt. Petrol Lorry.

W. Tasker and Sons, Ltd. ... H 120 cwt. Little Giant Steam

Tractor.

The last day for receiving entries for these trials is Saturday,

August 10th, at 12 noon.

The Anglo-American Oil Company, Ltd., announce that they have

reduced the wholesale price of Pratt's motor spirit one penny per gallon

as from the 22nd inst.

The Ashby de la Zoucn Garage Company have informed the

Coventry Chain Company, Ltd., that a pair of their chains have been in

use on a 16-h.p.car for fouryears, during which time they have travelled

oloee upon 50,000 miles without a single breakage.

W. and F. Thorn write that during the re-building of their

premises in Great Portland Street, W., their carriages and motor-cars

will be on view at Kanelagh House, Lower Grosvenor Place, S.W.,

10, Little Portland Street, W., and 25 and 30, Islington Green, N. All

communications should be addressed to the Factory, 10 and 17, Little

Portland Street, London, W.

Owing to the great pressure at which the whole of the staff of

Clement-Talbot, Ltd., have been working tince the commencement of

the year, in their endeavours to cope with the huge demand they have

experienced for the 15-h.p. Talbot and other models, and as, by working

early and late, they have now practically caught up with their delivery

contracts, they have decided to entirely close the works at North

Kensington for one week, commencing from Friday night, the 2nd

A ugust. till Monday morning, 12th August. The company are making

great efforts to execute before that date standing urgent orders for new

cars and repairs, and ask us to request that any orders for parts, &0.,

which may be required during the week in question be forwarded at

least three or four days prior to that date, as otherwise they cannot

guarantee the execution of same.

THE REPORT OF THE MOTOR UNION'S FUEL

COMMIT I EE.

In September, 1906, the Motor I ;nion decided to appoint a special

committee to enquire into the recent rise in the price of petrol. This

consisted of Dr. H. S. Hele-Shaw (chairman), Messrs. J. L. Lock r

K. W. A. Brewer, Chas. McWhirter, and Kees Jeffreys (sec).

In their report just issued they place the alternatives to petrol in

two main divisions as follows :—

(a) Derived from petroleum and shale. |^ p^jjJJ *filit'

(b) Derived from coal

(1. Dust.

..- 2. Gas from producer.

(3. Benzol.

(c) Derived from vegetation Alcohol.

Then they advise the encouragement of the use of alcohol in motorsr

and the use of heavier spirit for cars. The increased demand for petrol

was shown in the imports, which rose 123 per cent, from 1904 to 1906r

when the total was twenty-seven million gallons per annum. To this

the Eastern oil fields have materially contributed in a progressive ratio,

while the increased home consumption in the U.S.A. has restricted

supplies from that country.

The committee accept the views of experts as to the prospective

shortage of supplies, ana point out that ttie control of the available

petrol is in the hands of two comptnies with which motorists should

co-operate in securing the removal of the restrictions now prevailing as-

to the handling, storing, and licensing of the spirit. The danger of

shortage is declared to arise from natural causes ; hence the recommen

dation to discover alternatives.

Reference has been made to the use of heavier spirit. With regard

to the use of paraffin the committee feel that organised tests shonld1

be made, and hope that a fond will be raised under the auspices of the

K. A. t '. in order that a series of scientific trials may be held. No mere

offer of a reward will by itself result in the solution of the prohlem.

Such a body as the Technical Committee of the R. A.C. might, by so

setting forth the conditions of a trial and examining how far those con

ditions are complied with, not merely encourage inventors to work on

right lines buteducate the users as to the conditions which must be fulfilled

if they want to obtain successful results, as well as in the manipulation

of the carburettors themselves.

But the committee place most emphasis on the question of alcohol

as the fuel holding out the greatest promise. The use of alcohol for heat,

light or power has never had any encouragement in this country, as has

been the case in Germany and France, where the Governments favour

and encourage the production of this spirit. The reason why motor-cur

engines specially designed for the use of alcohol have not been made in

Germany is owing to the fact that the best customers of the German

motor-car manufacturers are in England and other countries where

petrol has up to now been the only fuel used for this purpose.

The advantages of alcohol are comp ired with those of petrol as

follows :—(1) Safety.—Alcohol can be extinguished by water, wherea*

petrol is only scattered under similar circumstances and the area of

conflagration increased. The flash point is considerably higher, being

60 deg. Cent, compared with petrol, which may be taken as anything

down to 10 deg. Cent, below freezing point. This enables the alcohol to

be carried and stored with safety under conditions where petrol would

not be ipermitted, and reduces the cost of freight and insurance. (°2)>

Thermal Efficiency.—Owing to less air being required and a consequent

reduction in the amount of inert gas, the thermal efficiency of alcohol is

as high as 35 per cent., as against something below 20 per cent, in the

case of petrol. (3) Calorific Value.—The calorific value of absolute

alcohol is 12,600 13. X. U., that of methyl alcohol with a specific gravity

of 0'820 is 11,300, and alcohol with the addition of 20 per cent, of water

shows a calorific value of 9,810 ; whereas that of petrol with a specific

cravity of 0722 ranges from 20,300 to 19,300 B.T.U. (4) Practical

Limit of Compression.—The practical limit of compression of alcohol is

about 200 lb. per square inch ; and its explosion pressure is therefore

considerably higher than that of petrel, the practical limit of com

pression of which—in view of possible pre-ignition—is limited to 801b. per

square inch. (5) Complete Combustion.—-With alcohol complete com

bustion is more easily attained, owing to the fact that it distils

completely in its commercial form over a small range of temperature

(80-100 deg. Cent.), a very accurate degree of carburation thus being

maintained. In the case of petrol the range of boiling points extends

between 50 deg. Cent, and 150 deg. Cent. ; such a large range

of boiling points renders accurate carburation at all times more

difficult, and makes the spirit what is commonly known as stal-

owing to the evaporation of the lighter fractions. (6) Propa

gation of Flame.—There is less rapid propagation of the flame

when alcohol is used, which gives a much more uniform pressure through-

out the stroke th\n petrol. (7) Smell.—With alcohol there is approxi

mately no offensive smell in the exhaust, as compared with petrol. (S)

Flexibility.—Alcohol will explode when mixed with air over a wider

range than petrol—4-13 per cent, alcohol vapour in the air being com

bustible, the range in the case of petrol vapour being 2*6 per cent.; thus

the engine will be much more flexible.
There are thra? points, however, on which it is popularly supposed that

alcohol compares unfavourably with petrol. These are :—(9) Corrosive

Effect. -With regard to alcohol, any corrosive effeot that may occur is prob

ably due to impurities in the denaturing agent present in acetone and
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methyl acohol, but these difficulties would be overcome if the carburation is

such as to give complete combustion. (10) Starting from Cold.—As for diffi

culty in starting from cold, it will be probable that alcohol as a fuel will

almost always have a greater or less quantity of benzol mixed with it,

in which case this difficulty entirely disappears. Even without the

^addition of benzol there is little doubt that the question of starting from

cold will be almost entirely overcome by use of a suitable carburettor.

(11) Vaporisation.—Alcohol requires 5£ percent, of its total heat of com

bustion^to vaporise it, whereas, on the other hand, petrol vaporises without

any external assistance. With regard to the heat required to valorise

■t, it is to be noted that inasmuch as a large amount of the heat pro

duced passes off in the exhaust, this is really available for the purpose

of vaporisation and does not represent any thermal loss.

The committee further recommend :—(a) That the Motor Union

support any steps that may be taken, and if necessary inaugurate a

movement, with the object of bringing about a reduction in the

restrictions now imposed on the production of commercial alcohol. (6)

That a prize be offered for the best essay on the subject of the manu

facture and introduction of cheap alcohol as a motor fuel, (e) That

the Koyal Automobile Club be asked to organise and to conduct

impartial and trustworthy experiments on the comparative

merits of alcohol and petrol as a motor fuel, with a view

to encouraging both users and manufacturers to turn their attention

to this subject. That the notice of members of the Motor Union be
■directed to the use of benzol, either alone or in combination with petrol,

as a motor fuel, since it can be used with complete success with the

present type of engines and carburettors ; moreover, it is a home pro

duction, and more economical in use than petrol at the present time.

That a Standing Committee of the Motor Union be formed for the

purpose of triving effect to these recommendations, and generally of

recommending from time to time any line of practical policy in connec

tion with fuel supply that may be desirable in the interests of users of

.motor-vehicles.

AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS.

At an inquest at Edmonton last week on William Lucia, aged five,
•who was killed by a motor-car, a verdict of " Accidental death " was

returned. When the accident occurred the car was passing a tramcar,

going in the same direction, on its off-side, and the jury raised the point

as to whether it was proper for a driver to leave his near side. The

coroner said there was a difference of opinion on the subject, and the

jury ultimately exonerated the driver from blame.

A VERDICT of manslaughter was returned against a chauffeur named

William Adams, at an inquest at Walton-on-Thames on Miss Mayhew,

an inmate of a convalescent home, who was killed on Wednesday week

by a motor-car, which mounted the footpath on which she was walking.

It was stated in evidence that the motor-car was beinj; driven at the

rate of thirty-five miles an hour before the accident, and that after

striking the deceased the car ran a distance of 76 ft. along the footpath

l*fore it was pulled up. The driver of a brewer's van, which was in the

road at the time, said his vehicle was practically stationary, and there

was plenty of room for the car to pass. Mr. McCandlish, the owner of

the car, said it was not being driven at the rate of ten miles an hour, but

Dr. Burrell expressed the opinion that the injuries sustained by the

deceased woman could not have been caused by a car going at that pace.

A serious motor-car accident occurred near Denmark Hill station
■early one morning last week. Mr. Levy, of Hampstead, was driving a

Mercedes car down the *teep hill known as Grove Lane, and when he

was about to turn into Champion Park the tyre came off one of the

front wheels. This upset the steering and the car dashed into the iron

railings along the railway, and fell some 20 ft. down the bank. Mr.

Levy and two gentlemen who were with him were thrown over the

fence, but not seriously injured. They had, however, an extraordinary

escape, as the railway at this point is about 50 ft. below the level of

'the road.

At the Liverpool Assizes last week the dependents of a fitter and

cycle repairer named John Morgan Powell, of Prescot, sought to recover

-damages from Dr. T. U. Mercer, of Hough Green. On October 16th

last the deceased was cycling along the Warrington Road in the direc

tion of his home, and looking at a steam-wagon, which was travelling

along the road in the same direction, when he was run into by the defen

dant's motor-car and sustained fatal injuries. It was admitted that the

defendant sounded his horn, but it was not heard, according to plaintiffs,

by the deceased on account of the noise made by the steam wagon, and

Also that the defendant applied his brakes. The jury were, however,

satisfied that defendant nad done all he possibly could to avoid the

accident, and a verdict was given for him.

G. F. O'Connor, twenty-one, a motor-car driver, of Walworth, was

■charged on Monday, at West Ham, with the manslaughter of Lawrence

Sargeant, aged seven years, by knocking him down and running over

him. On Saturday last, at about six o'clock, O'Connor was driving a

motor-car 'along the Barking road, Canning Town, in the direction of

Southend. The parents of the boy had just crossed the roadway, but

their child was caught by the motor-car, two wheels of which passed over

him. O'Connor pulled up at once and took the child to Poplar Hospital,

but death had taken place. A remand was ordered, bail being allowed.

Shell Motor Spirit has just been reduced one penny per gallon,

a. fact of interest to all motorists.

CASES UNDER THE MOTOR CAR ACT.

Exceeding the Limit.

On Saturday, at the Doncaster West Riding Police Court, James

C. Baxter, Dundee, and George E. Hudson, Leeds, were ordered to pay

penalties of 40s. and costs for having exceeded the legal speed limit at

rikellow, on the 5th inst. The first car was stated to have travelled

over a measured half-mile at a late of 33 miles 135 yds. per hour, and

the second at the rate of 33 miles per hoar.

Two motorists were fined £2 and costs at the Horsham Petty

Sessions, on Saturday, for exceeding the speed limit at I field.

At Lancaster, Mr. Leonard Williamson, of Sonthport, was fined £10

and costs, or two months' imprisonment, for driving his motor-car on the

Garstang road at a speed exceeding the limit.

A large number of motorists were summoned at Kingston, last week,

for exceeding the twenty-mile speed limit and driving to the common

danger, a large proportion of the defendants being stopped as they were

returning from the opening meeting at Brooklands on July 6th. The

evidence of the police showed that the defendants were travelling at high

speeds, ranging from thirty to fifty miles an hour, and Sergeant Lucas,

of the Surrey Constabulary, informed the Bench that thousands of motor

cars going to and returning from the race meeting passed through

Hersham and Walton during the day, and in almost every case they

were exceeding the limit. Fines ranging from £3 to £10 were imposed.

The Duke of Westminster was summoned,before Mr. Curtis Bennett,

at the South Western Police Court, on Monday, for driving his motor

car in Portsmouth Road, Putney, at a greater speed than twenty miles

an hour. Mr. Curtis Bennett imposed a penalty of 40s. with 2s. costs.

Mr. Victor Seymour Egan, 7, Park Lane, Piccadilly, was also summoned

for a similar offence. He stated that the speedometer, which cost him

twelve guineas to obtain, registered the speed at between fourteen and

 

Mr. F. Carter, of Sunderland, on the 10-12-h.p. Swift Car which

won a gold medal in Clasi B. Section 2, for privately-owned Cars.

fifteen miles an hour. Alluding to the police trap, the defendant said

with a smile, it was like a shot from a gun, i; was never felt. Mr.

Curtis Bennett ordered him to pay 30s. and the costs.

A number of chauffeurs were lined by Mr. Marsham, at Bow Street

Police Court, London, for exceeding the speed limit in St. James's Park.

The defendants included the chauffeur to the Earl de la Warr. He was

fined £3 and 2s. costs.

Furious Driving.

A fine of £2, including costs, was imposed upon each of four defen

dants who were summoned at the Uckfield Petty Sessions last week for

driving motor-cars at excessive speed on the Eastbourne Road at

Framfield. The cases were proved hy Sergeant Waehorn.

At the Sparkhill Police Court, Birmingham, H. S. Bevins was

summoned for recklessly and negligently driving a motor-car. A fine

of £10 and costs was imposed.

Three motorists were last week fined at Kilmarnock Sheriff Court

for driving at an excessive speed.

Two Sonthport chaufteurs, named Walter McCommond and

Norman Strickland, were convicted, at Bingham, Nottinghamshire, last

week, of driving motor-cars on the highway at a dangerous speed.

McCommond wss fined £5, and Strickland, who did not appear, was

ordered to pay £6.

At Croydon, last week, William Hylton Lamotte, of Shirley, was

summoned for driving a motor-car at a dangerous speed in Addiscombe

Road, Croydon, on July 2nd, and also for failing to produce his licence.

The Mayor said defendant would be fined £10 and 9s. 6d. costs for

the excessive speed, and he would have to pay 5s. 6d. costs on the sum

mons for not producing his licence.

At Hampstead last week Charles Gibson, a chauffeur, of Fulham, was

fined £10 and costs for driving a motor-car at the rate of over thirty-six

miles an hour on the Spaniards Road, Hamsptead Heath.
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Cases Dismissed.

At the Newcastle Police Court, last week, Cecil Armstrong, a

chauffeur in the employ of Mr. W. Blumer, shipbuilder, of Sunderland,

was charged, first with having disobeyed the signal of a policeman to

stop ; and secondly with having driven a motor-car in a manner

dangerous to the public. After hearing the evidence tendered on both

sides the magistrate dismissed the case.

At the Nottingham Summons Court, last week, Arthur Cox,

chauffeur to Mr. Alf'ed SwiDgler, J.P., of Smalley Hall, Derby, was

summoned on four charges of driving a motor-car recklessly, negligently,

at a speed and in a manner dangerous to the public in Carrington Street, on

June 26th. Police-constable Aubrey stated that on the date in question

he was on point duty in Carrington Street, when he saw defendant

driving a motor-car in the direction of Trent Bridge at a furious rate.

Witness held up both his hands for defendant to stop and also shouted

to him. but he drove straight on. Mr. C. E. W. Lucas, who defended,

said there would be a direct contradiction to the evidence on behalf of

the police. The defendant held a " white licence," and this meant a

good deal in these days of motor prosecutions. Mr. Horace Crossley,

J. P., said the car was crawling along. He had driven hundreds of miles

with the defendant, and had always found him to be an extremely

careful driver. Similar evidence was given by Mr. A. Swingler, Mrs.

Swingler, and Miss Hilda Crossley. The magistrates were of opinion

that, whilst the police evidence was correct as to a car having been

driven in a dangerous manner, a mistake had been made as to what car

it was, and the case would be dismissed.

At Gateshead Police Court, on Monday, Louis Edward Witz, of

York, was charged with driving a motor-car in Durham Road to the

danger of the public on July 5th. The police had secured the number

of the car, but could not identify the driver. Mr. Cronibie, for the

defence, submitted the case could go no further unless they could iden

tify the driver. Other witnesses were called, but they could not speak to

the identity of the defendant. The Bench ultimately said they had de

cided under the circumstances to dismiss the case.

Driving to the Danger of the Public.

At the Southampton Police Court James Edward Winshurst, of

Portswood, was summoned for having driven a motor-car in Above Bar

Street at a speed dangerous to the public on the 7th inst. The Bench

imposed a fine of £5 and costs.

The Earl of Caledon, who has acquired some notoriety lately by

repeated convictions for furious driving, was fined £5 and costs at Slough

last week for driving a motor-car at an excessive speed at Datchet, a

rate of 26 miles per hour being alleged.

Mr. Algernon H. Pease, of Witton Castle, county Durham, was

charged at Harrogate last week with driving a motor-car to the danger

of the public on the Ripon road at Harrogate on June 9th. There were

two further charges of refusing to stop the car when called upon by the

police to do so. The police and independent witnesses judged the speed

of the car at thirty miles an hour, and also said that a lady in the car

looked terribly frightened, and held on to the gentleman as though she

wanted the car stopping. The defence was a total denial of the facts

alleged, and it was contended that the police did not properly indicate

on either occasion that the defendant was to stop. The Bench fined the

defendant £10 and costs for driving to the danger of the public, and

£5 and costs in each of the other cases, making a total of £20 and

costs, with endorsement of the licence. '

Rear Identification Plate not Illuminated.

At the Dorchester Borough Petty Sessions, Ernest Parsons,

chauffeur, of Clifton, Bristol, has been fined 2s. 6d. and costs for driving

a motor-car on May 14th at 9.15 p.m. without having the rear identifi

cation plate illuminated.

COMPANY NEWS.

New Companies Registered.

Radnorshire Automobile and Garage Company.—£1,000.

First directors : W. Miles, F. Miles, A. L. Thomas, W. Jones-Powell,

and C. Jones-Powell. Church-street Chambers, Pontypridd.

Era Motor Hiring Company.—£1,000. First directors : A. S.

McPherson and F. A. Wilkins (managing directors) and F. Wilkins. 54,

Whitechapel, Liverpool.

Motor Wagons.— £20,000.—To adopt agreements with the

Mercedes-Daimler and De Dion companies of Great Britain, Limited, to

acquire certain licences and rights, and to carry on the business of motor

car, omnibus, van, and cab proprietors, &c.

Motorland.—£10,000. To take over the sole selling and agency

rights for the United Kingdom and colonies in respect of Gui cars,

manufactured by H. Gnillemin et Cie, of Courbevoie, Paris, together

with all patent or other rights in connection with the Pasco governor

throttle, the property of W. W. Stanton and P. H. Tiddy, to acquire the

sole selling rights in Great Britain in respect of the Demeester cars,

manufactured at Courbevoie, aforesaid, and to adopt an agreement with

W. W. Stanton. First directors : F. R. Quilter, A. Salter, Colonel

C. H. Shepherd, D.S.O., and W. W. Stanton. 304, Vauxhall Bridge

Road, S.W.

Aristodos Dustless Roads Syndicate. --£2,000. To adopt an

Agreement with J. W. Metcalf to acquire the patents granted to him

for an invention for a new method of tarring roads and apparatus and

machinery Itherefor, together with any subsequent inventions therein.

First directors: J. W. Metcalf, A. Stedal), W. C. Manning, and?

A. S. Manning. Rutland C'hambtrs, Newmarket.

Rignold's Adjustable Carburettor Company.—£1,000. To-

acquire certain patents for an invention for improvements in car

burettors for internal combustion engines, the property of H. R Rignold,

and to take over the business of motor specialists, merhanics, repairers,

and engineers carried on at 27, Ro-coe Street, Liverpool, as Rignold and

Benyon. First directors : H. R. Rignold and J. Taylor (Itoth permanent. )>

H. P. Rose.—£2,000. Manufacturers of and dealers, in motors,

motor-cars, and accessories. &c. Agreement with Mr. H. P. Jones. First

directors : Messrs. H. J. Densham. C. A. Davidson, E. R. Moon, and

H. P. Rose. 28, Frith Street, Shaftesbury Avenue, W.C.

British Motor Cabs.—£2,000. 7, Addison Place, Brixton, S.W.

Herbert Frood Company.—£8,812. To acquire the business

carried on by Messrs. H. Frood and D. G. Holmes at Sovereign Mills,.

Chapel-en-le-Frith, Derby, as the Heibert Frood Company, and to-

carry on the business of manufacturers of brake-blocks and other access

ories for motor-cars.

Incorporated Institution of Automobile Engineers.—

"Limited" omitted from title by licence of Board of Trade. 1,.

Albemarle Street, W.

Argyll Motors, Ltd.—A special meeting of the shareholders of

this company was held in Glasgow last week. Mr. Smith, chairman,

moved a resolution authorising an increase of the capital from £500,000-

to £650,000. He admitted that the proposal had met with opposition

from some quarters, but the proxies returned showed an overwhelming

majority of capital in favour of the increase. Mr. Henry Reynolds

moved the rejection of the resolution, which, he said, must have come

as a great surpri-e to many shareholders, after the increase ot the

capital by £100,000 not many months ago. The amendment did not

find a seconder. Mr. Maybery advised that the directors should be

given an opportunity of going forward. The resolution was adopted.meeeoeom

ROAD REPORTS.

Ipswich.—There will be no large repairs going on on the mam

roads leading out of Ipswich during the next few weeks. Local opinion-

is coming to the conclusion that a uniform system of repairing t he mail,

highways of the country, and also for dealing with the dust question, is

necessary.

York.—The main North Road in the Clifton snd Bootham districts

has been under repair.

Reigate.—None of the main roads in this borough are likely to lie

under repair duiing tlio next few weeks. Extensive works have been

carried out in connection with the main roads in providing dusting sur

face, and further works to reduce dust are to be carried out by Mr.

Fred T. Clayton, Borough Engineer and Surveyor, within the next few

weeks by treating the surface of the roads with tar. The work is being

carried out by the Johnston Lassaily tar binding process. Motorists

generally should drive with care through the two towns, Reigate and Red-

hill. If attention were paid to this by all motorists, it would remove a

great amount of the prejudice at present existing on the part of some of-

the general public.

Harrogate.—The main roads passing through this borough are

treated with " Akonia," and not likely to be in course of repair during

the next few weeks.

GRANTHAM.—The roads are under repair for the Grantham Town

Council, and motorists should have a good run through the district.

Wor jester.—One of the approaches to Worcester at its northern*

boundary, called Ombersley Road, is under repair. When it is finished

the other main approaches from the north, called Droitwich Road, wild

be under repair for abont a fortnight.

Wandsworth.—The Tarspra Company have been engaged on the-

task of tarring the carriageway of the Kingston road from the top of

West Hill, Wandsworth, to the county boundary. The road has just

been remetalled, and advantage has been taken of this fact to try the

experiment of using tar for laying the dust.

Eastbourne.—Experiments in tar-paving having proved very

successful, the Borough Surveyor's Department is now busily employed,

in treating many of the principal roads in the town.

Glamorgan.—As a remedy for the dust nuisance, the Glamorgan

County Council recently tried tarring the Mumbles Road, near Swansea.

At a meeting of the Roads Committee several claims for damages have

just been received. Onei doctor, whose bicycle skidded and caused him

to be covered with tar, claimed 15s., while another medical man put in a

claim for a new straw hat and shirt and the cost of having his suit

(■leaned. Two other claims for 10 gs. and 8 gs. respectively were

received. The clerk said that under the tar-spraying contract the

county council were not liable.

National Roads.—At the annual conference of urban district

councils of England and Wales at Ventnor on Saturday a resolution in

favour of roods for national use being made a national charge was-

unanimously adopted.

East Grinstead.—The East Grinstead Surveyor has made a start

with the long-deferred tar-washing of the roads through the town

During last week the High Street was tar-washed, and a start was made

with the London Road.

La Bourmine, Baron de Magnin, and the Marquis de Heredia are.

among the recent purchasers of Mors cars.
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A MOTOR-CAB INCIDENT.

—♦ —

Lord MONTAGU of Beaulieu figured in a case heard before Mr.

Paul Taylor at Uie Marylebone Police Court on the 18th inst., in which

a motor-cab driver, named Henry Pettier, was summoned at the instance

of the Office of Works for driving a motor-cab in the Outer Circle,

Regent's Park, at a greater speed than ten miles an hour. Evidence

was given that shortly before midnight on July 8th Park-constables

Petherick and Smith limed the defendant's cab over a measured furlong

with the aid of lamps and stop watches, and according to their timing

the cab covered the distance at a speed of eighteen miles an hour. A

third park constable then stopped the cab, and was ."peaking to the

driver about the speed at which he had been travelling, when Lord

Montagu, who was riding in the cab, jumped out, and in an excited

manner caught hold of the constable by the lapels of his coat and

demanded his number. An altercation took place, and the result was the

appearance in the witness-box of Lord Montagu, who denied that he

seized the constables by the collar, though he might have pulled one of

their mackintoshes aside to verify the number. He interfered as a public

duty because he felt the driver was being harshly treated. The cab was

not travelling at the alleged rate. In the end the man was fined 40s.

and costs. Lord Montagu reluctantly interfered in the case only as a

matter of public duty, and because he thought the park keeper did not

treat the motor-cab driver fairly. His lordship voluntarily attended the

court as a witness at great personal inconvenience for the purpose of

giving independent evidence in the interests of justice.

AN APPEAL DISMISSED.
—

In the Edinburgh Justiciary Appeal Court, last week, William Grant

Christie, Saltcoats, appealed against a conviction secured against him in

the Sheriff Court at Kilmarnock, for having driven a motor-car at a speed

of eighteen miles an hour in the village of Seamill, and adjudged to pay

a fine of £7. The distance libelled as that over which the complainer

bad driven at an excessive rate of speed was three-quarters of a mile, and

proof was led, he said, only with regard to a quarter of a mile where

the police had laid a trap. The com plainer, therefore, it was maintained,

had no sufficient notice given him as to what was to be proved against

him. The Lord Justice-Clerk thought it was fairly satisfactorily shown

that the gentleman who was charged had not suffered any injustice, but

it was another question whether he was now entitled to have the

suspension sustained on the ground of want of specification. He did

not think that he was, but his Lordship did not like the form of the

complaint. It would be just as simple and much clearer if the com

plaint always bore that the offence was committed within points which

are to be founded upon being a place within the ten mile limit fixed by

the Secretary1 for Scotland. But he did not think the complaint was

irrelevant. The appeal was dismissed, with modified expenses of £7 7s.

to the respondent.

THEFT OF MOTOR FITTINOS.

At Bow Street Police Court, last week, George E. Pearce, Tooting,

and Charles Payne, Peckham, were charged on remand with stealing

and receiving motor fittings. Pearce was employed as a night watchman

at the Daimler Motor Works, Brownlow Mews, Guildford Street, W.C.

A week ago lie stole from there some motor fittings worth £12 and

handed them to Payne. Detectives Barr and Joslin stopped Payne in

the street as he was carrying the fittings away, and took him into

custody.

Mr. Armstrong appeared for Payne, and said that his client was

the son of one of the oldest and most respected tradesmen in Peckham.

He kept a motor-car for business purposes, and as he wanted to repair

it he got these fittings from Pearce. Up to now Payne had borne an

unblemished character, and he (Mr. Armstrong) suggested that it was

one of those cases which the First Offenders Act was intended to meet.

Sir Albert De Rutzen said there were one or two bad features in the

case. Instead of protecting his master's property, as he was paid to do,

Pearce had robbed them, and he would be sentenced to four months' hard

labour. Payne must have known that the goods were stolen, and he

would go to prison for two months.

wupBtam

BALLOON v. MOTOR.

—♦—
A BALLOON ascent was made at Lister Park, Bradford, on Saturday

by Mr. Reuben Bramhill, a well-known aeronaut in the North of

England, the object being a race against motor-cars. Twenty-eight

cars belonging to the Bradford Automobile Club entered. The

conditions were that the aeronaut was not to travel more than fifty

miles, and was to have his balloon deflated and packed before it

was touched by any occupant of a car. Mr. Bramball ascended about

half-past three, and disappeared into the clouds, the pursuing cars taking

various routes in an E.IN.E. direction. Eventually it was found that

tlio aeronaut had descended near Mirfield, nearly south-east of Bradford,

in a direction entirely opposite to that taken by his motoring competi

tors, and was thns an easy winner.

neeww

All the winning cars at Brooklands last Saturday, in connection

with the second meeting of the Brooklands Automobile Raciug Club,

used Dun lop tyres.

THE DUST TRIALS.

Under the auspicesof the R.A.C. some important trials with regard

to the dust raised by motor-cars were held on the Brooklands Track at

Weybridge on Tuesday, resulting in several photographs which should

give the manufacturers food for thought, if not the basis for innovations

in the construction of cars. Lieut. -Col. R. E. Crompton is the chair

man of the committee of judges, of which Mr. C. W. S. Crawley is the

hon. sec, and these gentlemen with their colleagues were in attendance

taking notes of the performances of the cars.

The tests were made over a 100 ft. course on the straight finish on

the track, this being covered for a width of 10 ft. with limestone dust.

The cars were required to run over this at varying speeds, an endless

cord with ribbons being run alongside the track to secure uniformity in

the running of the different vehicles. The day was well suited to the

purpose, there being no wind sufficiently strong to raise the dust from the

gronnd, and just enough to disperse the clouds of dust made by the

vehicles.

Class I. was for makers' standard cars, the cars which were driven

over the course being the 10-h.p. Adams, 24 30-b.p. Dennis, 10-h.p.

Turner-Miesee steam, 30-h.p. Thornycroft, 30-h.p. White steam, 24-h.p.

De Dion, 15-b.p. Coventry Humber, entered by the Elastes Company,

Ltd., 16-h.p. Vauxhall, two 15-h.p. Fords, 30-h.p. Pilgrim, 20-b.p. Dennis,

30-40-h.p. Spyker, 30-h.p. Lindsay 12-16-h.p. Wilson Pilcher, 24-32-h. p.

Porthos, 28 3H-h.j>. Armsfrone. 36-h.p. Thornycroft, 15-h.p. Mors, 50-h.p.

Thames, and 18-24-h.p. Austin.

 

The K.A C. Suit Trials at Brooklands.—The 30-35 h p. Dennis, with

cascd-in wheels, travelling over the prepared stretch.

In Class II. the inter-club competition for amateurs, nine

competitors ran over the course, the Southern Club being represented by

Messrs. Malcolm Brooke and J. Clingoe on the 18-h.p. Malcolm and

14-h.p. Lindsay respectively ; the Blackheath A.C. by Messrs. W.

Whiteway and A. Duckham, who entered their 16-h.p. Caltborpe and

14-22-h.p. Germain ; the Irish A.C. by Mr. D. Mooney, 20-h.p. Stanley

steam car; the West Surrey A.C. by Mr. G. M. Ledeboer, 10-12-h.p.

Coventry ; the East Surrey A.C. by Mr. F. Hughes, 20-h.p. Dennis ; the

Coventry M.C. by Miss Muriel Hind, who drove the 24-h.p. Deasy, and

Mr. A. F. Slee, a member of the Motor Union, entered his 1903 10-b.p.

Renault.

Class III. was in many respects the most interesting event of the

day, this being for experimental cars altered or specially fitted with a

view to the mitigation of the dust. A 1901 10-h.p. Mors was run by Mr.

Cook, this being fitted with solid rubber tyres woiking on hollow rubber

rings. Mr. J. C. Dennis had a 30-35- h. p. Dennis car with wheels

cased in, the front mudguards not tlared, and an undershield from

the flywheel tapering upwards towards the end of the frame.

The 15-h.p. Coventry-Humber entered by the Elastes Company in Class I.

was also a competitor in this category, for which it was fitted with Elastes

filled round tread tyres. A 20-h.p. Brotherhood was entered by Mr.

Conrad Ingleby, this being fitted with a light canvas screen under the

body and projecting some distance beyond the rear of the vehicle. Mr.

E.Martin was a competitor with a 20-h.p, Velox shod with pneumatic

disc wheels. Considerable interest was aroused in the performance

of the last car to run in this class, viz., the 22-28-h.p.

Vivinus, for the entry of which Messrs. Wayman and Matthews were
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responsible. A special device was fitted consisting of a flat steel bottom

underbody, the full length of the vehicle, with its sides overlapping the

sides of the cars aad with shoes replacing wing-guards on the wheels.

'* Impressions as to the behaviour of each vehicle are necessarily of

little value until we get the photographs before us for purpose? of com

parison. These are now being prepared for the judges, and the results

will shortly be announced.

—0090089—

FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

JULY.

26th (F.).—Coupe de Liedekerke race for touring cars, on the Ardennes

course.

Circuit des Ardennes Race under Belgian A.C. rules.

26th & 27th.—Auto C.C. twenty-four hours' ride to Plymouth and back.

27th (Sat.).—Aston hill climb of the Hertfordshire County A.C.

Irish A.C. hill climb.

Motor-Yacht Club eliminating trial for the British Inter

national Cup Race.

Cardiff M.C. run to Southerndown.

East Surrey A.C. run to Cuckfield.

Harrogate A.C. competition.

Notts A.C. hill climb, Hazelwood.

Somerset A.C. 100 miles reliability trial.

Essex M.C. run to Epping.

Manchester M.C. run to Tideswell.

West Essex A.C. run to Billericay.

AUGUST.

2nd to 5th.—Automobile Club of France Criterium and Coupe de la

Presse.

3rd (Sat.).—Brooklands Automobile Racing Club meeting.

Sussex County A. C. Gymkhana at Eastbourne.

Southend M.C. holiday tour on south coast.

5th (M.).—Crystal Palace A.C.'s races at Bexhill.

19th to 24th.—Auto Cycle Club's six days' trial.

20th.—Open competition for light cars organised by the Essex Motor

Club over a 200 miles course.

SEPTEMBER.

9th.—Industrial Vehicle Trials commence.

OCTOBER.

19th.—Gordon Bennett Aeronautical race at St. Louis, Missouri.

MARCH, 1908. .

Cordingley's Motor-Car Exhibition at the Agricultural Hall, London.

Lightinq-up Times—London.

July 27th—8.5" ... 29th—8.52 ... 31st—8.50 Aug. 2nd—8.46

„ 28th—8.54 ... 30th—8.51 ... Aug. 1st—8.48 ._ „ 3rd—8.45

In Glasgow the lighting up time to-day (Sat.) is 9.40 p.m., and to

ascertain the approximate times on succeeding days 45 min. should be

added to the above figures ; in Birmingham an addition of about 13 min.

is necessary.

——^

PUBLIC MOTOR SERVICES.

The Denholm Co-operative Dairy Society, Ltd., have secured a char-

a-banc motor-car, which they intend running regularly between Hawick

and Jedbnrgh, N. B., for passenger traffic.

A MOTOR service between Redruth and Falmouth will probably be

established by the Great Western Railway Company within the next

few days.

The Brighton, Hove, and Preston United Omnibus Company, Ltd.,

have commenced a half-hourly summer service between Brighton and

Worthing.

With the holiday season now commencing, there are few pleasanter

methods of seeing Yorkshire than by the motor char-a-banc trips run

by the North- Eastern Railway. Daily tours start from Bridlington to

Flamborough for the caves and lighthouse, via Sowerby, a distance of

eleven miles ; to Filey, via Hunmanby and Reitthton, a circular trip of

twenty-two miles ; as well as to Hackness and Thornton Dale, via Scar

borough. There is also a motor char-a-banc service between Ripon and

Studley Park and also at Harrogate. From this latter town the North-

Eastern Railway run seven different motor tours from Harrogate station

yard to all the places of interest in the neighbourhood, the distances of

the runs being from eight to forty miles.

inBBCCWi"

AN ACCIDENT IN A MOTOR FACTORY.
—

Mr. Cecil F. Kauuth, a solicitor, of Crediton Road, Hampstead, was

at Marylebone County Court on Monday awarded £13 and costs for

injuries sustained by falling down a motor pit at Messrs. Panhard's

Works, Acton Vale, W.

Mr. Karuth was inspecting a car when he suddenly disappeared from

view.

The defence was that Mr. Karuth had been guilty of contributory

negligence.

A CASE AOAINST THE POLICE DISMISSED.

Sergeant Hayes and Constable Powin, of the Altrincham police

force, were summoned last week for an alleged assault on a chauffeur named

George Jones, of Bowdon. The case arose out of the arrest of Jones for

drunkenness and disorderly'conduct on July 16th. The case for Jones was

a complete denial of the charge of drunkenness, and allegations were

made to the effect that Powin irritated him. The coristable, it was said,

used unnecessary violence, and when Sergeant Hives arrived,' it was

alleged, he kicked Jones behind the knee. Colonel Hammersley, the

chief constable, gave the officers excellent characters. The Bench dis

missed the summonses against the police, and fined Jones 10s. and

costs on the charge of drunkenness and allowed an advocate's fee of two

guineas.

NO INLAND REVENUE LICENCE.

At the Westminister police court last week Lieut. Henry Sheehy

Keating, of Wellington Barracks, was summoned, before Mr. Curtis-

Bennett, by the Inland Revenue authorities, for employing a male servant

without a licence. There was a second summons for keeping a motor

carriage without a licence.

An Inland Revenue officer deposed to seeing a car in York Street,

Westminster, on June 10th, which it was afterwards found belonged to the

defendant. There was a chauffeur in the car, and no licence was held

by the defendant for either.

<e,\Mr. Curtis-Bennett imposed a fine of £2 2s., including the licence

for the servant, on the first summons, and £4 4s. and £1 Is. costs on the

second.

—COOOCW

POLICE TRAPS.

There is a measured quarter of a mile on the Chichester Road,

Arundel.

A correspondent writes that two police traps are in operation at

Keswick, one being from a bridge near the pencil works at the entrance

to the town and past the High School. The second is on a slight incline

n<;ar Braithwaite Station, three miles from Keswick.

The police have lately been at work on a measured furlong at

Pinner.

The police in the Tintern district have lately been devoting attention

to speedy motorists.

The Skipton Urban Council having asked the local police to pay

special attention to motor-cars passing through the Gargrave Road

district, an outbreak of police trapping may shortly be expected.

BUSINESS NEWS.

The French Minister of War has just bought from Societe Mors the

van which took part in the recent Commercial Vehicle Trials in France.

The Motor House inform us that an error occurred in their adver

tisement in the M.C.J, last week. The Winton cars they are disposing

of at reduced prices are of the 1905 and 1906 models.

Owing to the shabby appearance of the ordinary brown canvas

tyre carrier after some little wear, Messrs. Gamages, in response to

enquiries, have introduced a cover made of black Japanned Roanoid,

which is waterproof, alwaysjooks nice, and is in every respect superior

to the old pattern.

The method of repairing broken or cracked castings of any metal

by welding adopted by the Fitton Engineering Company, of 664, Old

Kent Road, London, S.E., has proved so satisfactory that the most

complicated break or fracture can, it is claimed, be united, and the

casting, which otherwise would be thrown on the scrap heap, rendered

stronger than new and in every way serviceable for a further term of

useful work. The Fitton Company have already found it necessary to

increase their plant to cope with the number of motor-car cylinders sent

to them for repair.

According to the official results of the Irish Reliability Trial,

two gold medals were awarded in Section I., and one gold medal and the

100 guinea Dunlop Challenge Cup in Section IL, to cars fitted with

Continental Red-Black non-skid tyres.

Those having business with the E. M. Bowden's Patents Syndicate,

Ltd., should note that the works in Baldwin's Gardens, Gray's Inn Road,

E.C., will be closed from the 2nd until the 12th August. The warehouse

will be open, however, on August 7th for the convenience of customers

whose requirements can be filled from stock.

Quite an amusing situation has occurred in connection with the old

" Mors " premises in Shaftesbury Avenue, W.C. These premises are

among the most extensive in London, and few firms are in a position to

warrant their taking such premises, consequently they have lain vacant

for some time. It came rather as a shock, then, when, twenty minutes

after the landlord had let them to The Motor House, whose requirements

necessitated them taking further premises, the agents came along with

a tenant to whom they had let the building. However, The Motor

House got in first.

FROM the British and Colonial Daimler-Mercedes Syndicate, Ltd.,

comes a copy of the catalogue they have just issued of the new British-

built Daimler-Mercedes car, of which a description was given in a recent

issue of the M.C.J.
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OT content with a previous rebuff

from the Local Government Board

Inspector, tbe Carnarvonshire County

Council have made a second attempt to secure

the imposition of a speed limit on motor-cars

in Llandudno. At an inquiry just held it has

been made fairly clear that the opposition to

motor-cars on the Promenade and in Mostyn

Road arises from the local tram and cab

interests. This is certainly true so far as

the latter thoroughfare is concerned. At the

first inquiry nothing was proved against the

streets or town. Everyone, including the L.G.B. Inspector,

was agreed that they were " fine and broad " (to quote the

testimonial of the inspector himself), and the only point to

consider was any fresh evidence as to danger. There the

witnesses for the Council seemed to draw a blank ; and they

must have been considerably chagrined when their representative

called Mr. Bees, the Superintendent of Police at Llandudno,

whose evidence should be exceedingly useful to Parliamentary

motorists in forthcoming discussions. There had only been

eight convictions against motorists in the town under Section 1

of the Motor Car Act of 1903, and the police had lost two cases,

" but," added the inspector apologetically, " they were very

weak ones." He then went on to say that he was against any

speed limit, and believed that the rate should be arranged

according to the traffic in the streets at the time. Sometimes

five miles an hour would be too fast, and at other times motorists

would be justified in going twenty miles an hour. The streets

in Llandudno in the afternoon were very clear, but in the

evenings they were very crowded. With regard to the county

of Carnarvonshire there were no police traps, and, in his view, if

a motorist was travelling in the open country with a clear road

it did not matter what speed he was going at. Superintendent

Marks, Inspector Jarrett, Sergeant ^ aghorn, and all the lesser

policemen of the south should take their holidays in Wales and

learn wisdom while off duty.

♦ ♦ ♦

The Highways Protection League is

adding to the gaiety of LDndon and pro

viding opportunities for Mr. J. Cathcart

Wason, M.P., to give examples of his

humour. At the annual meeting the

other day that gentleman made a speech

in which he pointed out that the French Revolution was caused

by the Court and aristocracy " driving at a furious rate,

trampling on the people, and showing utter contempt for the

amenities of other people." Having thus relieved himself of an

important historical fact, he went on to say that nowadays people

were realising that motoring was an expensive amusement that

had "engendered obesity and set up the disintegration and

decay of the nervous tissues." All this will be very amusing

to those motorists who have won renown on the Brook-

lands track, and to the- many hundreds of drivers through

out the country who recognise the motor-car as an avenue

to good health and a means of keeping' in fit condition.

Evidently the Highways Protection League has a few

friends, subscriptions and donations for the past twelve months

Highwi ys

Protection.

The Price

of

Petrol.

having amounted to £281. The expenditure totalled £294, but

from all we can learn the League has left to the motoring organi

sations the duty of protecting the public on the highway, by the

issue of warning signs, &c., and has so far mainly confined

itself to sending letters of an alarming character to the public-

Press. If it really intends to act up to its name it should work

in conjunction with the M.U. and the A.A. in signposting the

roads, and generally safeguarding the public.

♦ ♦ •

Now that the Motor Union report is

out the discussion with regard to the

future fuel for motor-cars is likely to

be renewed with vigour. Sir Marcus

Samuel made an interesting contribution

to the subject the other day at the meet

ing of the " Shell " Company. He expressed amusement at the

suggestion of a petrol famine, and declared that he had no mis

giving as to the ability of those responsible for the trade to-

supply the demand. The reduction in price, instead of being

regarded as a comment upon the report of the Fuels Committee of

the Motor Union, was but an endeavour to encourage consump

tion—a mere coincidence, in fact. There is one element in the-

situation that must not be overlooked, viz., the interdependence

of industries. The price of petrol is not regulated solely by the

demand j much depends upon the outlet for the by-products

which are left when the petrol is refined from the crude oil.

Sir Marcus assures us that at present the market for such

products is remunerative, from which we gather that in his

view petrol has not reached its settled price, and any restriction

of the demand for by-products would raise the rate. It is this

uncertainty that has produced the feeling of unrest among,

motorists, and that is causing them to encourage experiments

with a view to finding a fuel of a lower price.

♦ ♦ ♦

Many are the vicissitudes that have

befallen the Lights on Vehicles Bill,

Lights on which appeared in the House of Lords

Vehicles. on Tuesday, and was almost held up to

public ridicule by Lord St. Aldwyn as an

example of legislation in a hurry. The

proposal for universal lights, which is the basis of the measure,

has been before the country for years, and hence the surprise

with which many of their lordships heard such a declaration. A

new clause was proposed by Earl Beauchamp giving power to

county councils to make orders of exemption from the operation

of the Act of vehicles carrying, in the course of harvesting

operations, any farm produce to stack or barn. After some dis

cussion the clause was agreed to and added to the Bill. And

then, upon the motion of Lord Hamilton of Dalzell, it was resolved

that the Act shall not apply to Scotland. This latter decision

is one greatly to be regretted, and shows again the difficulty of

securing uniformity in British legislation.

♦ ♦ ♦

In a very unostentatious way some of

the rural councils are endeavouring to

. , _ . educate the public mind towards a recog
National Roads. niti(m q£ ^ tMHja^ of making the

main roads of the country a national

charge, as in many of the awakened coun

tries on the Continent. With such an object in view the Settle-

B
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'(Yorks) Rural Council is now circularising similar bodies with

their views in favour of such a course, and asking their opinion

od the subject. The result is that a great deal of discussion is

now going on throughout the country, much of it on very

sensible lines. Thus, at the Westhampnett Rural District

•Council meeting a few days ago Mr. R. A. Gregory put the

subject very clearly before the people of his place when he said

that the State control of our main roads would have to come

eventually. In former days, when the traffic in a certain district

was confined to that locality, on account of the difficulty of

•conveyance, those who used the roads paid for them, but now

the radius of movement was so greatly increased on account of

motor-car traffic that the roads were quite a national matter, far

more so than fifty years ago, when people rarely left their district

by road. It cannot be too strongly enforced that this traffic is

not all of the pleasure kind, but much of the new use of the

roads will be of an essentially commercial character; hence, the

wide view that should be taken of the matter. For instance,

fruit growers around Worthing have contracted for motor-cars

to take the bulk of their fruit by road from Worthing to

London, and obviously it may be very hard indeed on the inter

vening rural districts, both in Surrey and Sussex, who by the

very circumstances of the case get no benefit whatever from the

traffic. Such examples show the importance of getting at least

some contribution from the national funds for the upkeep of the

-roads.

 

Mr. and Xrs. Charles Braun, of Lymington, Hanta, on their

De Dietrich Care.

Both, the vehicles are of the 24-h.p. type ; one is a landauler, which Mrs.

Braun uses personally, and the other an open touring car, with Mr. Braun
at the wheel. After touring some thousands of miles on his old machine
Mr. Braun just recently ordered and obtained delivery from Messrs. Jarrott
and Letts of one of the latest 1807 cars. It is fitted with a very comfortable
low side - entrance touring body, specially designed to meet the owner's

requirements.

♦ ♦ ♦

In East Anglia.

Mr. J. E. Vincent, who combines a

knowledge of automobilism with a ready

pen, writes pleasantly on some of the

eastern counties as a motoring country

in his latest volume, "Through East

Anglia in a Motor-Car." The chapters

are prefaced with some practical observations showing where

garage and repair facilities exist, which might usefully have

been supplemented by the names of the proprietors of such

-establishments. Such information would not have been out of

accord with the character of the work, for Mr. Vincent supplies

his readers with the names and features of the various cars upon

which he made his way through Cambridge, Suffolk, Norfolk,

Essex, and other localities within the area of East Anglia. The

references to the character of the roads, the occurrence of. hills,

■and . the distances on the selected routes will be serviceable to

owners of cars of comparatively small power, enabling them to

avoid the roads likely to present difficulties. Mr. Vincent

is evidently a lover of nature, and writes knowingly of the tree

life of the roads he describes. He knows car-lovers as the result

of long acquaintance, and describes Bottisham as possessing " a

motorist's church," " that is to say," continues the author, " one

of which a passing view gives pleasure "—a characteristic utter

ance of the Times motoring correspondent, who is none other

than Mr. Vincent. Here and there evidences of a local patriotism

occur in the references to Abingdon ; otherwise, Mr. Vincent

has a discriminating mind and sifts the researches of county

historians with a view to popularising hard facts. The book is

the first volume of a series to be published by Messrs. Methuen

and Co., which should be helpful to tourists en automobile in its

characterisation of the highways of the country from the view

of the motorist as distinct from the ordinary maker of guide

books.

♦ ♦ ♦

Those responsible for the management

of hotels should take Mr. Vincent's

Hotel animadversions upon British ideas of

Charges. reasonable charges into account when

presenting bills to motorists in the

future. Unfortunately the law of libel

prevents men from writing the truth with regard to many of

their experiences in connection with hotels, but as a general

principle it is correct to say that "hotel keepers frequently

behave as if they thought the owner of a motor-car must needs

possess an endless supply of ready money, whereas the legitimate

inference from his ownership of an expensive vehicle is that he

has none to spare.'' Motorists go abroad not because they wish

to ignore the beauties of their own country, but often from a

desire to escape the rapacious hotel-keeper, who regards them as

sheep to be fleeced whenever they present themselves at his

doors. In time a more reasonable attitude will doubtless prevail,

and such comments as are made by Mr. Vincent may hasten

the day.

Motor

Lifeboats.

Experiments conducted by the

National Lifeboat Institution in con

nection with lifeboats installed with

petrol motors continue to be made

with varying results. Only partial suc

cess attended the fortunes of the boat

stationed at Newhaven ; that at Walton-on-the-Naze was fitted

with a Blake motor, and has done good work ; another, for

reserve purposes, has been ordered to the Tees for September.

Until the boats have had some years' work at their stations it

will be difficult to gauge the exact degree of success which has

been attained. So hopeful, however, does the outlook seem

that the Committee of Management of the Institution have felt

justified in ordering four more motors for lifeboats which have

been specially built for them, instead of, as in the case of the

three experimental boats, simply adapting existing boats.

♦ ♦ ♦

A coitRESi'ONDENT in one of our

French contemporaries writes as fol-

A Question lows :—" I am tester in a large motor-

of Averages. car factory, and we are instructed, when

trying the speed of a car, to make

the test on the same route in opposite

directions, in order to take account of the wind that may be

blowing and of the gradient, and then to take the mean. The

other day I had a 24-h.p. car to test, and during the ascent I

made a kilometre in exactly GO seconds. In the descent I occu

pied 36 seconds, which makes 60 kilometres per hour up hill and

100 kilometres down hill. I therefore determined the mean to

be 80 kilometres per hour. A friend, who, like myself, is also a

tester, told me that since I made one kilometre in 60 seconds and

another in 36 seconds, I made two kilometres in 96 seconds,

which is equal to 75 kilometres per hour, instead of 80. I

believe that he is wrong, but I cannot explain just where the
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error lies." Perhaps some of our mathematical readers will give

their ideas on the subject.

Inconsiderate

Drivers.

In view of the motor-car legislation

which cannot be mnch longer delayed,

the Motor Union is issuing a strongly-

worded protest with regard to " the

crisis into which a few selfish and incon

siderate drivers have this summer

plunged the pastime of touring." Apparently as a result of

the action of a small minority of motorists a large crop of appli

cations for the restriction of the speed limit of motor-cars has

lately been received by the Local Government Board. So

general is the demand that Mr. Rees Jeffreys wiuld appoar

justified in the superlatives which he has used in writing of the

position. The Somerset County Council has accepted applica

tions for a ten mile limit in no fewer than twenty-two villages.

This is only one instance from the West of England. Similar

applications are being made in Hertfordshire, Surrey, Sussex,

and other southern districts, while the Kent County

Council, which hitherto has consistently refused to apply

for speed limits, is now thought likely to accede to

such requests from four important districts within its area.

More than that, the Bridges and Roads Committee of the county

is communicating with the police authorities 'with a view of

severe action being taken to deal with speedy motorists. Under

supported by the trade j and its members should not be dis

couraged by the uncertainty at present associated with these

climbs.

♦ ♦ ♦

Elsewhere we give the awards in

connection with the Scottish Reliability

The Scottish Trial, issued with the celerity that is

Trial. regarded as a characteristic feature of the

organisation of that northern event.

The Scottish Club deserve well of the

industry, and we trust that in the negotiations now proceeding

between that society and the Royal Club in London full allow

ance will be paid to the position it has obtained in the organi

sation of such trials. A preliminary communication on the

subject from London with regard to next year's event is now

under the deliberation of the Trial Committee for report to the

Scottish A.C., and altogether there is some uncertainty with

regard to the locale of next year's great Trial. But that is

anticipating. We have now before us the results of this year's

event, and would congratulate the medallists on the proud

positions they have attained, while commendation may also be

bestowed on many of the other competitors whose loss of marks

was due to bad luck rather than inefficiency in their cars. As

a matter of fact the vehicles that struggled over the tortuous

roads of the Highlands in weather that was as complete a

selection of samples as any student of climatic conditions

 

Negotiating some of the terrible roads of Southland in the

depth of winter.

Crossing the Marraroa River on the way to Lake Te Anan

and Milford Sound,

MOTORING IN NEW ZEALAND.

these circumstances the Union is pushing with some vigour the

decision of the general committee to place a number of trust

worthy agents upon the roads to act with the police in warning

drivers of dangerous places and advising motorists when driving

through villages and towns where special caution is necessary

The manner in which considerate drivers face the present crisis

• may in no snnll measure influence the Government a year hence

in their promised legislation, for courage of a high order will be

needed on the part of the Legislature to adopt the chief recom

mendation of the Royal Commission to abolish the speed limit

on the open road.

♦ ♦ ♦

Difficulties are as frequent as

weekly wins in connection with hill

Uniformity wanted climbs, and competitors are urging

in Regulations. for some standard definition as to what

constitutes a car that will be uni

formly welcome at all such competitions.

One well-known vehicle that competed at the South Harting

climb of the R. A.C. was disqualified at the Shelsley Walsh event

of an affiliated club a few days later. In tome of these trials

grave discontent has arisen owing to the presence of cars in a

partially finished condition, while these have been allowed to

run in other competitions. Events of this kind are mainly

could desire, demonstrated their reliability in a way to satisfy

the ordinary tourist. On the point of the recognition of

drivers raised in our columns last week something may well

be urged for consideration in future Trials of the kind. Many

of the drivers drove as amateurs, undertaking the arduous task

from a sporting instinct, and they would greatly appreciate

some official souvenir of their success in so important an

event. As it remains the majority have to be content with

a formal letter of thanks from the firm whose car they steer

to honour and profit. And in the case of the professional

drivers the recognition would be equally useful, although

from a different point of view.

Mr. Norman Gutteridge, of Ballindune, Haslemere,

Surrey, has recently returned from an interesting Continental

tour on his 10-12-h.p. Coventry Humber car. He drove it from

Naples to Dieppe in seven days, a distance of 1,215 miles. The

stages were:—Naples to Rome, 145 miles; Rome to Sierra, 140

miles; Sierra to Parma, 160 miles; Parma to Susa, 181 miles;

Susa to Lyons, 179 miles; Lyons to Bourges, 175 miles; and

Bourges to Dieppe, 235 miles. The car ran the whole distance

without a single involuntary engine stop, three passengers and

heavy luggage and spares being carried.

C
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THE LIGHTER SIDE OF TECHNICAL MATTERS.

(Concluded

THEman who is never satisfied with any piece of machinery

that comes into bis possession until he has taken it to

pieces to investigate its interior, usually finding himself

in a predicament when it comes to reassembling it, is also

responsible for not a few of the gems that go to make up the

shining array. One, for instance, bought a motor-cycle, and

after he had had bis first ride on it—it may have been before,

for that matter—started to dismantle it and distribute its

various component parts round about the adjacent scenery, so

that by no possibility could he find them handily when it came

to puttiDg the macliine together again. He got the cylinder off

and took tbc piston out, and then and there he made a most

wonderful discovery. Every one of the piston rings was broken !

lie immediately took to pen and ink and wrote the manufacturer

of the machine a sermon on the evils of trying to deceive innocent

purchasers such as himself by sending out a machine in such a

condition. He would please forward a new set of unbroken

rings immediately or the motor-cycle would be returned at his

expense, and he would be sued for the money !

Another equally good one that concerns the owner of a

motor-cycle relates to the oft-used theme of compression. He had

 

Mr. W. T. C.ifford-Earp on hii 80-h.p. Thames Car.

bad his machine for some time and it had given good service

until recently, when it failed to develop its cutt^mary power,

would not climbihills formerly made light of, and more to the

same effect. The owner was the only motor-cyclist for a good

many miles round, an i his only haven in case of need was a

bicycle repairer, whose knowledge of such things probably did

not greatly exceed the legitimate allowance, though he correctly

diagnosed the case by informing his inquirer that what was

needed was "more compression." Whereupon the motor-cyclist,

quite satisfied at having learned the trouble, was at pains to sit

down and write to the maker requesting that he kindly forward

him a " package of compression by express," as the machine was

quite useless without it.

This was equalled, if not exceeded, by the plaint of the buyer

of a new car who found it impossible to make the motor go, close

following of the maker's instruction on every point to the con

trary notwithstanding. He then set out to make an investigation

on bis own account and was quite satisfied that he had found the

root of the trouble when, on dismantling the silencer, he dis

covered a peculiarity of its internal construction with which he

was evidently not very familiar. The usual irate letter to the

manufacturer telling him how little he knew about motor-cars

in general and bow very little he knew about the particular one

that he had sold or rather palmed oft" fraudulently to the writer

Of the l.ft#r, " How on ea-th can you expect me to, make your

from page 470.)

old machine go," he concluded, "when the pot on the end of the

pipe that comes from the motor is as full of holes as a sieve ?"

But, after all, the tyro and the beginner are not the only

one3 who fall by the wayside when it comes to realising the

limitations of their own knowledge where the technical side of

automobilins; is concerned and who fail to go slow until sure of

their ground. The foregoing are naturally but a few of the very

many stories of this kind that could be told—new ones are

coming to light every day, though the old ones seldom fail to

bring a laugh. In fact, it would requiro a small volume to do

justice to the number of these tales now current, and many of

which are destined to live for years to come, if not as long as

the automobile lasts, through the unending repetition that is

given them wherever motorists congregate. Many of the stories

told of the landlubber and the greenhorn on a yacht are the

same to day as they were a century ago, so it is reasonable to

believe that the automobile classics will suffer the same fate.

I presume an apology should really be in order before

dragging the following to the light again, as within the inner

circle an attempt to tell it is usually heralded with groans, and

it is universally regarded as one of the many that will simply

not go down. But then the inner circle is a very small thing

indeed, and there are doubtless far more motorists who have

never heard it than the reverse. It seems that an elderly

woman had met with a most peculiar accident in which a motor

car was the chief aggressor. In short, she had simply been run

into and knocked down at one of New York's bid traffic spots.

She was not killed, nor in fact very badly injured, despito the

fact that both her age and the speed of the car in striking her

were certainly not in her favour. Had there been no other

circumstances connected with the accident it might have passed

almost unnoticed as but one of the many that appear to bo

inevitable, whatever the nature of the vehicle, under such

crowded traffic conditions and careless humanity in getting in

the way of moving objects. But the car caused the woman to

measure her length directly in front of it and then passed over

her without the wheels touching her ; after it pa sed her clothing

was found to be in a brisk blaze. There must have been an

automobile "stringer" on the spot, and he took two of the

scribes representing leading New York dailies in tow, and told

them all about how it happened. As a result there was a front

page story in two of the next day's morning papers to the effect

that a woman had been run down by an automobile and her

clothing had oaught fire from " a hot coal which dropped from

the carburettor." A handy policeman extinguished the flames

promptly, but it never developed that he found any hot coals or

any ashes to explain the cause of the fire.

It would seem as if the fraternity must have missed an

excellent opportunity to perpetuate a good show-time story by

not patterning after Mark Twain's amused query at the end of a

lengthy and much involved explanation of the working of the

automobile from beginning to end. The well-known humorist

had requested to be inculcated into the mystery of transforming

petrol into speed, and the demonstrator had been at pains to

describe every step in the operation down to the last detail,

including the characteristics of each part of the mechanism in its

function of transmitting the power.

" But what makes the car go 1 " asked the writer in a most

puzzled tone of voice at the end of the long explanation.

Getting into the realm of the demonstrator's and sales

men's stories opens up too broad a trail to pursue much further,

as the number of these that can be told is only limited by the

memory of the teller. Their name is legion, and a booklet filled

with them would make interesting reading. To cite but a single

instance, there may be recalled the " spiel " of the new salesman

who reduced the explanation of the motor's working to the

vernacular. " You see," he said to the seeker after information,

" a lump of gas is sucked inside right here, the piston comes

up asd hits it § whack, the spark jumps in, and there you are,"
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THE CIRCUIT DES ARDENNES RACES.

THEfirst of the three races on the Ardennes circuit organised

by the Belgian Automobile Club was held on the 25th ult.

The rules, which were the same as those for the recent

Kaiser's Prize contest, provided that the engines should have a

cylinder capacity not larger than 8 litres, the weight of the car

not to exceed 1,175 kiiogs. The race took place over a circuit

which, startingandfinishing.it Bastogne, took in Longlier, Leglise,

Habay-la-Neuve, and Martelange, a distance of 85-7 kilometres.

The course had to be covered seven times, giving a total of,

roundly, GOO kilometres or 375 miles. Twenty-five entries had

been received, and of these the following twenty-three actually

started, being despatched at minute intervals from 5 a.m. :—

47 min. 59 sec.—in fact, it proved the fastest of the day—had

now run into the first place, being nearly five minutes in advance

of Wilhelm (Metallurgique), who win followed by Hautvast,

Moore-Brabazon, Jenatzy, and Warwick Wright in the order

named.

The success of the Minervas was foreshadowed at the end of

the fourth lap, when Lee Guinness still led, with Moore-Brabazon

and Koolhoven in the second and third places respectively.

Hautvast, who led for two rounds, turned over at a

dangerous corner at Habay-la-Neuve and was forced to retire, as

did also Jenatzy at Martelange, two of the Pipes being thus ; put

out of the running. The pace perceptibly slackened, thep{ best

 

The Circuit des Ardennes (German Club rules .- Moore-Brabazon, the winner, on his Minerva Car at Longlier.

No. Driver.

1. Warwick Wright

2. Hieronymus

3. Glaisinger

4. Vallee

5. SchuU

6. Hemery

7. Hautvast

8. Wilhelm...

9. Koolhoven

10. Robl

11. Adelberger

12. Villemain

Car.

Minerva.

Gaggenau.

Adler.

Aries.

Imperia.

I'onz.

Pipe.

Metallurgique.

Minerva.

Gaggenau.

Adler.

Aries,

No. Driver.

13. De Guise

14. Hanriot

15. Deplus

IB. Moore-Brabazon

17. Picoli

18. Bartel

19. Henze

20. Spamann

21. Jenatzy

22. Lee Guinness...

23. Pilette

Car.

Imperia.

ISenz.

Pipe.

Minerva.

Gaggenau.

Adler.

Imperia.

Benz.

Pipe.

Minerva.

Mercedes.

, As will be seen from the above, France was represented by only

two cars, Germany by ten and Belgium by eleven, interest in the

latter from a British point of view being increased from the fact

that three of the Minervas were driven by well-known English

motorists. Hautvast (Pipe) made tho best time in the first

round, 48 min. 38 sec, Jenatzy, also on a Pipe, being second and

Lee Guinness (Minerva) third. Twenty-one competitors finished

the lap, those that retired being Villemain (Aries) and Picoli

(Gaggenau). At the end of the second circuit Hautvast was

still leading, but Lee Guinness, who made the fastest time, had run

into second place, being 34 sec. behind, Jenatzy being third,

and Deplus (Pipe) fourth. Seventeen cars were round within the

hour. De Guise (Imperia) was held up for some time, andGlaisinger

(Adler), Vallee on the second Aries, and Hemery (Benz),

retired. Onlyonecompetitorfell out in the third circuit—Spamann

on the third Benz. Lee Guinness, who made another fast lap—

time to the credit of Koolhoven being only 51 min. 57 see.

The fifth lap saw no change in the two first places. Hanriot, tho

well-known French driver, seen at the wheel of a German car for

the first time, was travelling well on his Benz, and had driven it

into the third position, beating Koolhoven by a minute. Robl

(Gaggenau)who had been considerably delayed in the fourth circuit,

finally gave up, Deplus on the third Pipe following his] example.

Lee Guinness stiil led at tbe end of the sixth round, but there

were several changes in the other places. Moore-Brabazon fell

back to fourth, but Koolhoven took his place, the only serious

competitor being Hanriot (Benz), who was only four minutes

behind the leader. The field was reduced to eleven competitors

by the retirement of Adelberger and Bartel, both on Adlers.

Although the outlook at this time was decidedly in favour of a

Minerva success, the last lap bi ought several unlooked-for changes.

The pace quickened, and although Lee Guinness fell back, Moore-

Brabazon got round in 49 min. 42 sec, securing for him the

the race, the result of which i3 shownhonour

below :

No.

of winning

Driver.

1. Moore-Brabazon

2. Koolhoven

3. Lee Guinness ...

4. Hanriot

5. Hieronymous

6. Warwick Wright

Car.

Minerva

Minerva

Minerva

Benz ...

Gaggenau

Minerva

Time.

H. m. s.

6 14 5

6 14 32

6 15 24

6 16 5

6 23 27

6 27 54

Moore-Brabazon's average speed works out at sixty miles

per hour. The result of the race is an excellent testimony to
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the reliability and excellent design and construction of the

jVIinervra cars, which formed a new record by scoring a triple

victory. As will be seen, there was only a difference of 1 min.

31 sec. between the three. The course had to be opened for

public traffic at mid-day, at which time five competitors, in addition

to the six above-named, were still running, viz., Wilhelra

■(Metallurgique), De Guise, Henze, and Schultz ( all three on

lmperias), and Pilette (Mercedes).

The Motor Bicycle Race.

The meeting was continued on Friday with the race for

motor-cycles. There were twenty-three starters for the event,

in which the competitors had to make two circuits of the course

by way of Habay-la-Neuve, Come du Bois des Perdus, and

Martelange, back to Bastogne, making a total distance of

171.428 kiloms. The best time of the day was made by Coutant

on a Werner, his time being 2 hrs. 24 min. 14 sec.

The Circuit des Ardennes (A.C.B. Rules).

ns iSaturday was devoted to the Circuit des Ardennes contest,

under the Belgian Club rules, and the Liedekerke Cup race, they

being run off concurrently. The first named event was one of

speed only, the regulations being reduced to an irreducible mini

mum. In other words, any vehicle ,was eligible, there being no

restrictions either as to weight, cylinder capacity, fuel con

sumption, &c. The contest was over a distance of 375 miles,

 

Mr. P. L. D. Perry on the Ford Junior 15-h.p. Pour-Cylinder Car

which won the Gold Medal in Class B Open Section in the recent

Keliability Trials of the Irish Automobile Club-

representing seven laps. Thirteen entries had been received, but

at the last moment forfeit was declared in respect of three

Lorraine-Dietrichs and four Clement-Bayards owing, it is stated,

to the lack of interest shown in the race by French builders.

This left only six to face the starter, who were despatched at

minute intervals from 5 a.m. in the following order :—

No. Driver. Car.

1 . Pryce Harrison Weigel.

2. L<ie Guinness .. Darracq.

3. Mercedes ... ... ... ... De Caters.

4. Laminne De Laminne-Duchene.

5. Laxen Weigel.

6. Jcnatzy ... ... ... Mercedes.

Jenatzy led at the end of the first round, making the fastest

circuit of the day (47 min -48 sec), but at the termination of the

second lap De Caters was seventeen minutes in front of him, with

Lee Guinness in the second place. The order was unchanged at

the completion of the third circuit, but in the fourth Lee Guinness

ran into first place, having nearly three minutes in hand. No

alteration took placa in the fifth and sixth laps. Pryce Harrison

gave up in the penultim \te round ; both he and Laxen on the

second Weigel are stated to have suffered from tyre troubles, the

former puncturing as m*ny as three times in one lap. The struggle

between the Darracq and the Mercedes was exceedingly keen

throughout the race, and in the final circuit De Caters got round

in four minutes less than Lec Guinness, winning the event by the

narrow margin of one minute. The result is appended :—

No. Driver. Car. * Time.

H. m. s.

1 De Caters Mercedes 6 29 Id

2 Lee Guinness Darracq 6 30 34

3 Jenatzy ... Mercedes G 49 40

4 De Laminne De Laminne-Duchene 7 22 20

De Caters' average apeed works out at 57'8 miles per hour.

The Liedekerke Cup.

The annual contest for the Liedekerke cup, which was to

have been held on the 26th ult., had to be postponed, owing to a

fog, until Saturday. This race is for touring cars fitted with

fully-equipped four-seated bodies and engines of a capacity of

not more than3-75 litres. Two persons—the driver and mecha

nician—had to be carried as well as ballast to represent a t"tal

passenger load of 280 kilogs. Six rounds of the Ardennes

Circuit had to ba made, giving a total of 321 miles. The nine

competitors—all Belgian—-were sent off in the following order,

immediately after the competitors for the Ardennes Circuit had

been despatched :— -

No. Driver. Car.

1. Fischer Vivinus.

2. Wilhelm ... Metallurgique.

3. Moore-Brabazon Minerva.

4. Wilford Vivinus.

5. Ricken Metallurgique.

6. EUkamp Minerva.

7. Pilette Vivinus.

8. Jaeger Metallurgique.

9. Porlier Minerva.

Two Metallurgique cars, driven by Ricken and Wilhelm, led at

the end of the first lap. They were passed, however, by the

Minervas in the second, when Porlier took the first place and

Moore-Brabazon the second. From this time onwards the race

resulted in a struggle b9t\veen the two Minerva drivers, Moore-

Brabazon being slightly in front at the end of the fourth circuit,

but falling into second place in the final. Jaeger retired in the

second lap, owing to upsetting at Bastogne, Wilhelm in the third,

and Ricken, all driving Metallurgiques, in the fifth. The result

of the race was :•—

No. Driver. Car. Time.

H. m. s.

1. Porlier Minerva ... ii 40 11

2. Moore-Brabazon Minerva ... 6 40 46

3. Wilford Vivinus ... 7 15 25

4. Fischer Vivinus ... 7 25 47

Elskamp (Minerva) and Pilette (Vivinus), although still

running;, had not finished the sixth lap when the race was called

off. The average speed of the winner works out at 48-2 miles

per hour. The outstanding feature of the meeting was, of course,

the success of the Minerva vehicles—the achievement of securing

the first thrae plaees in one event and two in another being one

that is hardly likely to be repeated for a long time to come.

Not only so, but the equal running of the vehicles is worthy of

more than passing note—in the big car race on the 25th ult.

there was only 27 sei. differance between the first two cars in a

distance of 375 miles, and in the Liedekerke Cup 35 sec. was

all that separated the first two drivers at the end of 321 miles.'—ecccecw -

A useful Glossary of Technical and Commercial Terms,

Words and Phrase9 in English, French, and German has been

compiled by Mr. H. R. Carter, and published by Mr. Robert

Sutton, 43, The Exchange, Southwark Street, London, S.E. The

words are arranged in equal columns, those in English being

given in alphabetical order, and, so far as we have tested them,

the equivalents in French and German have been reliably com

piled. Several pages at the end are devoted to some useful

tables showing the metrical equivalents of British weights and

measures. The book is published at a relatively low price, and

should form a serviceable addition to the reference library of

engineers and others concerned with the international engineer

ing trade.
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HERE AND

According to a Central

TJews telegram from New York

it has been decided not to hold

.?i race for the Vanderbilt Cup

this autumn.

While practising on the

Brooklands track, Mr. F. Draper,

who was a driver of one of the Napiers during Mr. Edge's

twenty-four hours' record ride, sustained injuries owing to his

•car overturning. We are glad to hear he is progressing

favourably.

Several motor-wagons were surrounded by strikers at

Belfast during the last few days in their efforts to prevent the

carrying of goods belonging to the local railway companies ; but

tfew stood in their way.

The following is a summary of last week's runs of the

Hotchkiss six-cylinder car under the observation of the B.A.C. :—

•July 22nd, Cromer to Leicester, 168 miles ; July 23rd, Leicester

to Hull, 160 miles j July 24th, Hull, Beverley, Thirsk, York,

Hull, 150 miles; July 25th, Hull, York, Caterick Bridge, Thirsk,

Hull, 150 miles ; July 26th, Hull, Beverley, Doncaster, Notting

ham, 154 miles; and July 27th, Nottingham to London, 130

miles—the week's total of 912 miles being made without

involuntary stoppage. The total mileage in Great Britain and

Ireland has now amounted to 11,969, and of this 7,442 miles

have been covered without involuntary stoppage of any descrip

tion, thus breaking the previous World's Record of 7,089 miles.

Mr. Huntley Walker, when driving his Darracq racer

from Boulogne to Brussels last week, to take part in the

Ardennes races, met with an exciting incident. It was just

getting dark, and a sharp turn in the road revealed the closed

gates of a level crossing. Mr. Walker's car was travelling at a

fast pace, and was followed closely by another Darracq. Instant

decision was necessary, and observing no obstruction but the

■closed gates, Mr. Huntley Walker resolved to drive through,

smashing the gates to matchwood. The car was overturned by

the shock, and Mr. Walker was flung into a field, but escaped

serious injury. The driver of the second car applied his brakes

suddenly, causing the car to swerve, and finally it dashed into

the gatekeeper's house. The driver and his mechanic were both

injured, and were sent on by train to Brussels, while Mr.

Walker, after having a spare wheel fitted to his car, continued

his journey by road.

Ara, Limited, have now opened a branch office at 100, Long

Acre, London, W.C., where demonstrations are being given of

their simple yet ingenious method of repairing the inner tubes

and outer covers by cold vulcanization. We called in the other

-day and witnessed the operation of repairing a punctured inner

tube, which occupies relatively so little time that it can easily be

performed on the road-side. Indeed, the Aralising outfit, as it is

■called, occupies so small a space that it can readily be carried on

the car ready for any emergency. The principal feature of the

process is the use of what the firm call "concrete" rubber—

small slips of rubber—a sufficient number of which to repair the

■cut in the cover or puncture in the tube is placed in a little

■receptacle known as an extruder. The whole is now dipped for

ten seconds into a special vulcanizing solution, and then for a

similar period in a second solution to remove any trace of acid.

The concrete rubber is thus transformed into a very soft form of

bulk rubber and is ready to be placed in position. The extruder

containing the material is fixed over the cut or puncture and, by

means of a metal bridge piece and screw, the prepared rubber is

forced on to the desired part. After being left for a few

minutes the extruder is removed, when it will be found that the

insertion has become part and parcel of the tube or cover,

evidence of which was afforded us by cutting through a section

of the repaired tube. The Aralising outfit has already met with-

a, large adoption, and as it becomes better known is like to prove

exceedingly popular among motorists—especially those in the

country who may be some distance from a tyre-repairing estab

lishment. The complete outfit has been put on the market at a

moderate figure, and an extra supply of the repairing materials

can readily be obtained, when necessary, at equally low rates.

THERE.

 

To relieve the pressure at

their depot in Brook Street, W.,

Messrs. J. Koelc and Co. have

opened an additional garage at

17, Hanover Square, W.

Sir Clifton Robinson is

the chairman of the Surface

Transport Committee which has been formed in connection with

the Franco-British Exhibition at Shepherd's Bush, London, next

year.

The General Committee of the Scottish Automobile Club

has remitted to its Trial Committee a communication from the

R.A.C. with regard to the proposed 2,000 miles Reliability Trial

next year. It will be considered by the Committee when those

responsible for the Trial have reported on the matter.

The eliminating race to choose three British representatives

to defend the British International Motor Boat Cup was held on

Saturday in Southampton Water. The course had to be covered

five times, making a total distance of thirty-two nautical miles.

Daimler II. finished first, her time for the five rounds being

1 h. 30 min. 50 4-5 sec. ; Daimler I. was second, time

Daimler III. completed the race in

These three boats are owned by Lord

1 h. 34 min. 36 2-5 sec.

1 h. 43 min. 16 2-5 sec.

Howard de Walden.

The accompanying illustrations depict a new method of

fitting the patent terminals recently introduced by Messrs.

Chater Lea, Ltd. The terminals are usually fitted by slipping

the tubular portion over the insulation of the cable. The

improved way is to file the edge of the tubular portion so that

it is moderately sharp ; the wire is b»red in the ordinary way,

and by wetting the terminal and screwing it into the rubber an

 

excellent joint is made which will hold fast without flattening

the end, although the makers strongly advise that this should

be done in addition. The advantage of this method of fixing

is that there is very little metal exposed, so that there is no

chance of the terminal eyes touching on accumulators or any

other part where close together, and also it permits small-size

terminals to be used with large diameter cables.

Mr. J. G. Grose, of Northampton, whose motoring

experience dates from the early days of the movement, has

lately acquired a 28-40-h.p. Zust car, with side-entrance double-

pbaeton body, from the Farman Automobile Company, Ltd.

Mr. Grose drove the car from London to Northampton by road,

and has already expressed his satisfaction with his new Italian-

built vehicle.

We have received a copy of the handsome Godiva Souvenir

presented by the Daimler Company to the Organising Committee

of the Godiva Procession, which is to take place in Coventry on

the 7th inst. The Daimler is the only advertisement in the

book, this being due to the fact that the Daimler Company have

been entirely unsupported by other firms in their endeavour to

support the Coventry and Warwickshire Hospital. The conse

quence is that the whole expense of the reproduction has been

thrown on their shoulders. The presentation amounts to a sum

of £735 to the hospital, and this, taken in conjunction with the

fact that they have recently presented a Daimler car valued at

£740 to the same hospital, indicates the interest the Daimler

Company is taking in the general welfare of the city of spires

The firm is also taking part in the procession itself with a

Renard Train and other vehicles. Considerable interest is being

shown in the event.
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The accompanying illustration depicts the new Ford four-

seated four-cylinder car which Messrs. Perry, Thornton and

Schreiber, Ltd., of Long Acre, London, W.C., have just put on

the market to meet the demand for such a vehicle at a moderate

price. The chassis is identical with that of the Ford Junior,

which, introduced into this country a year or so ago, is now a

well-known type. The motive power is supplied by a four-

cylinder engine 3f in. bore by 3f in. stroke, and rated at 15-h.p.

Two speeds and a reverse are provided, the transmission being

through an improved form of planetary or epicyclic change-speed

 

gear, cardan shaft, and bevel gear to a rear live axle. The

latter runs on roller bearings. The body is of the double

phaeton type, the entrance to the rear portion being through a

swinging front seat. Before placing the new model on the

market the firm have submitted it to several exhaustive tests,

amongst others being that of the Scottish Reliability Trials,

when one of the machines, carrying four passengers and luggage,

ran through the whole trials without any stop for mechanical

troubles, and made the fastest time in its class in the hill climb

at Trinafour Hill.

The Straker-Squire Company have recently supplied a

number of motor char-a-bancs to the Cairo Public Motor Car

Company, Limited.

The Daimler Company's list of royal clients now includes

H.E.H. the Duke of Connaught, who has placed an order for a

30-h.p. Daimler chassis of 10J ft. wheel base.

The United States Department of Agriculture has published

a bulletin on " The Construction of Macadam Roads," by Mr.

Austin B. Fletcher, special agent of the Office of Public Roads

and Secretary of the Massachusetts Highway Commission.

Motorists who are touring in Sussex and are including

Pulborough in their itinerary will do well to proceed carefully

through the village, as not only is there a sharp descent but

there are some very dangerous and narrow turns to be negotiated.

All three White steam cars entered in the Glidden

tour of sixteen hundred miles over all kinds of roads

have made perfect scores. The model " G." touring car

and model " H." touring car had perfect records for the

Glidden Trophy, and model "G." runabout was equally

successful for the Hower Trophy.

On a meadow near the beginning of the Trinafour

hill climb in the Scottish Trial a motor-car was observed

having broken its chain—apparently owing to neglect

of the same—and providing an object lesson in the

necessity of frequent and regular overhauling of every

part of the car. As usually happens, its cargo on that

occasion consisted of Pressmen anxious to save time.

In a case heard at Bristol conflicting evidence has

been given as to the effect of creosote fumes on flowers. The 35

The gardener in charge of the grounds at Hyde Park

stated that wind from the direction of a newly-tarred road will

kill flowers and shrubs. On the other hand, an experiment by

Mr. Stoddart, the Bristol analyst, showed that a plant could be

kept for several weeks under a glass case with two ounces of

raw creosote without being killed.

Apparently the " Daily Chronicle " has opened its columns

again for a correspondence in which slow moving members of

the public may write recklessly with regard to motor-cars.

Messrs. Griffin and Sleat have opened a motor garage

and repair works in the Pevensey Road, Terminus Road, East

bourne.

Previously to taking part in the Scottish Trial, the 14-h.p.

Vulcan, driven by Mr. T. Ritnmer, successfully competed or*

Saltburn sands.

Rev. J. Page Hopps, of Shepperton, suggests that motor

cars capable of exceeding a speed of fifteen miles per hour

should not be allowed upon British roads.

The Itala Automobiles, Ltd., have issued an interesting

pamphlet describing Mr. H. R. Pope's recent record run from

Monte Carlo to London on the 40-h.p. Itala car.

The Buick Motor Co., Flint, Michigan, U.S.A., have just

appointed an agency for Australia, Tasmania and New Zealand,

and another for the Argentine Republic, Uruguay and Brazil.

The Sirdar Sahab Appa Sitole of Gwalior has recently

acquired a 15-h.p. Siddeley car. The Wolseley Company have-

also received through the K. and S. Cycle and Motor Company

of Bombay an order for a Siddeley car for the Maharajah of

Bikanor.

The secretary of the Widnes and Runcorn Bridge Transport-

Co. sends us an interesting postcard with a map showing the

convenience to motorists afforded by that particular bridge, the-

motor-car tolls for which are 8d. for the single journey, and Is.,

for the return.

Lord Saltoun's chauffeur took his employer's car out

without permission and assaulted a policeman. Result, six:

weeks' imprisonment, with hard labour. Owners of vehicles-

should exercise stringent control over their vehicles, so that

drivers should not be allowed to indulge in these escapades.

Messrs. A. P. Lundberq and Sons, of the Pioneer

Electrical Works, Liverpool Road, London, N., send us>

particulars of the new " Torpin " combination switch and

charging plug they have lately introduced for use in connection!

with the charging of ignition accumulators from directrcurrent-

house circuits.

Messrs. Humber, Ltd., have now a quintette of depots in.

London : on Holborn Viaduct, in Eagle Street, Brooke Street,

Holborn, Cambridge Place, PaddiDgton, and in the Brompton

Road. The latter is at 40-64, and comprises a splendidly

arranged showroom for the productions of the Beeston and the

Coventry works.

Most of those participating in the Scottish trials went-

northward from London by the L. and N.W. Railway on the

Sunday night preceding the event, while the night train on the

last day brought back a full contingent of journalists and others

recognising that the excellent service to Kuston enabled them to-

breakfast in town, while the motorists were steadily pursuing

their way over Snap and other desolate places.

 

h.p. Iris Car which won the Gold Medal in Class VI. in the Scottish .Trials.

It will be remembered that Mr. Joseph Taylor waged a.

long war against the Corporation of Maidenhead with reference

to the tolls for crossing the bridge. His agitation resulted in

an inquiry being held by the Charity Commissioners in Novem

ber, 1902, at which it was admitted that the tolls were irregular.

Litigation occurred later and costs were given against him in.

February, 1905. Mr. Taylor appealed and has just obtained a>

reversal of that judgment.
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CONTINENTAL NOTES.

A German Industrial Vehicle Reliability Trial.

The German Imperial Automobile Club, in conjunction with

the German Society of Motor Manufacturers, is organising a six

days' reliability trial of public service and industrial motor

vehicles, to be held at the end of September or the beginning of

October next. The competitors will be divided into the following

six classes :—Class 1, covered public service vehicles capable of

seating at lease twelve persons. Class 2, delivery vehicles of a

carrying capacity between 750 and 1,500 kilog. Class B, ditto,

between 1,500 and 2,500 kilog. Class 4, ditto, between 2,500

and 4,000 kilog. Class 5, ditto, over 4,000 kilog., and Class 6

motor road trains. The vehicles in Classes 1 and 2 will have to

cover an average daily distance of between 150 and 180 kilo

metres; in Classes 3 and 4, between 100 and 120 kilometres ;

and Classes 5 and 6, 100 kilometres in the case of rubber tyred

cars, and 80 kilog. for those with iron tyres. The contest is open

item is an allowance of 86 centimes per horse power per day,

the War Department supplying the fuel, lubricating oil and

grease. Two men are to be supplied with each wagon ; they

will be paid 2J francs per day, and the time they are on duty

will be reckoned as part of their military service.

♦ • ♦

Belgian Motor-car Imports and Exports.

To the end of June last the imports of foreign motor-cars

and parts into Belgium this year had attained a value of £99,276,

as contrasted with only £90,956 in the first half of 1906.

During the same period the exports of motor-cars and parts

from Belgium increased from £203,444 to £220,784.

• ♦ ♦ ♦. •■

The Motor Movement in Russia.

With the object of developing the motor movement in

 

 

The Circuit des Ardennes A.C.B. rules . -Laxen on the Weigel Car at the torn at Bastogne.

to machines using any form of fuel, and entries from firms only

can be made up to September 1st at £15 per vehicle for any of

the classes, except No. 2, for which the fee is only £10.

♦ ♦ ♦

Motor Vehicles in the French Army.

The French Ministry of War has informed the A.C.F. that

it has decided to purchase the five lorries—two Darracq-Ser-

pollets, a De Dion, a Mors and a Turgan—which gained distinc

tion in the recent heavy vehicle competition. It has also been

decided to make some important trials during the forthcoming

military manoeuvres by employing motor-wagons in the com

missariat department of the 12th and 18th army corps. The

operations will extend over twelve days, and be held in the

Bordeaux, Angouleme and Limoges districts. It is estimated

that forty lorries capable of carrying a load of 3 tons per axle

will be required, and the terms which the authorities are

prepared to allow those manufacturers who are desirous of

furnishing vehicles have just been made known. The principal

Russia a company has just been formed in St. Petersburg under

the auspices of a large German bank. It is proposed to organise

services in different parts of the country for the^transport of

both passengers and goods, and also to introduce a number'of

motor-cabs in St. Petersburg.

♦ ♦ ♦

Miscellaneous Items.

A report is again currcut that a large racing track is to be

established near Paris. The Swiss Amy authorities announce

that they desire to hire several motor-wagons capable of carrying

two and a half tons for the approaching manoeuvres of the First

Army Corps. A company has just been formed in Vienna to

establish works for the manufacture of Fiat cars in Austria.——

The touring car contest for the Rochet-Schneider Cup, organised

by the Automobile Club dAuvergne, is to be held on the

19th inst. So far sixteen entries have been received.——Three-

Mors cars left Paris on Monday on a 10,000 kilometre tour of.

France, Spain, and Belgium.
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SPEED RECORDERS.

-♦-

WE recently spent an interesting hour in the London

showroom of Messrs. Markt and Co., at 6, City Eoad,

Finsbury Square, E.C., extending our knowledge of

the various devices for recording the speed and mileage of

automobiles. The "Jones " speedometer is well known, and has

often been employed with success by motorists giving evidence

in police courts—so that it has legal value as well as mechanical

merits. This is made in several useful combinations, notably

with a maximum hand. It has, in addition to the regular

black variable speed hand, a maximum speed hand of a distinc

tive red colour which moves forward, always indicating the

maximum rate reached by the car. A touch on the resetting

stem releases the hand, which drops automatically and instan

taneously to the speed at which the car is then travelling,

remaining there even when the vehicle is stopped. A single

turn of the resetting stem dispenses with this feature of the

device, and causes both hands to act as one, showing variable

speed only. An important consideration, in view of the frequent

unauthorised use of cara by chauffeurs, is that the resetting stem

may be sealed so that the use of the car in the owner's absence

or without his knowledge can be disclosed.

 

Another interesting combination is that known as the

•"Jones" triplet, which consists of a fifty-mile speedometer-

odometer, clock, and annunciator with electric light attachment,

securing complete control on the part of the owner of the

car over his driver when making a trip. We were also shown

the new " Veeder " odometer illustrated in the accompanying

sketch. This provides the motorist with a really accurate and

satisfactory mileage recorder at a very moderate cost. It is

suitable for any type of car, and can be easily attached to the

outside of the hub cap or oil cap, the odometer being adjustable

on its plate. The striking-pin standard is fitted through a hole

drilled in the centre of the hub cap and screwed into the end of

the axle, or fixed by a nut. The striking pin is adjustable on

its standard to suit the size of the hub cap. Its ease of attach

ment, as well as its unobtrusive appearance, are points of

advantage, to which accuracy and reliability may be added with

assurance.

During the recent visit of the French officers to Windsor

Castle, General Michet, owing to the breakdown of his own car,

made use of the Daimler owned by Lord Esher.

THE SCOTTISH RELIABILITY TRIAL.

-♦—

WE give on page 499 the results of the Scottish Relia

bility Trial which took place north of the Tweed in

June, and which was fully described in our issue of

July 6th. The highest number of marks possible was 1,000 on

the following basis :—For reliability, 750; starting, 50 ; results in

the hill-climbing tests, 100 j fuel consumption, 100. The trial was

over a course of 747 5-8 miles and occupied five days. The

committee of the Scottish A.C., which organised the event, are

of opinion that the satisfactory results of the Trial should be a

source of gratification to the automobile industry in general, and

point out that the performance of the vehicles in Class 1. and the

fact that every car entered in that class completed the entire

trials is especially worthy of note.

The Gold Medals have been gained by, and are awarded

to :—

Class 1.—Vehicles, the selling price of the chassis of which, with tyres,

does not exceed £200.

10-12-h.p. Swift, entered by Mr. Robert Burns, Swift Motor Com

pany, Ltd., and driven by Mr. James Low. This gained 978-4 marks.

Class 2.—Vehicles, the selling price of the chassis of which, with tyres,

exceeds £200 but does not exceed £300.

18-h.p. Mass, entered by the Lancaster Motor Garage, and driven

by Mr. M. L. Livings. This gained 966 5 marks.

Class 3.—Vehicles, the selling price of the chassis of which, with tyres,

exceeds £300 but does not exceed £400.

20-h.p. Bel size, entered by Mrs. Ed. A. Riley, and driven by her.

This gained 966 375 marks.

15-h.p. Coventry Humber, entered by Mr. Walter Phillips, and

driven by Mr. Wm, Tuck. This gained 964"2 marks.

Class 4.—Vehicles, the selling price of the chassis of which, with tyres,

exceeds £400 but does not exceed £500.

24-h.p. Mass, entered by the Lancaster Motor Garage, and driven

by Lieut. W. R. Ledgard. This gained 983-2 marks.

30-h.p. Beeston Humber, entered by Mr. T. C. Pullinger, Humber,

Ltd., JSeeston (Notts), and driven by Mr. .lames Reid. This gained 982'8

marks.

Class 5.— Vehicles, the selling price of the chassis of which, with tyres,

exceeds £500 but does not exceed £600.

28-38-h.p. Ariel Simplex, entered by Ariel Motors (1906) Ltd., and

driven by Mr. T. Cordery. This gained 995-4 marks.

Class 6.—Vehicles, the selling price of the chassis of which, with tyres,

exceeds £600 but does not exceed £800.

35-h.p. Iris, entered by Iris Cars, Ltd., driven by Mr. Arthur Earp.

This gained 964-5 marks.

Class 7.—Vehicles, the selling price of the chassis of which, with tyres,

exceeds £800.

40-50-h.p. Rolls-Royce, entered by Rolls-Royce, Ltd., and driven

by Mr. Claude Johnson. This gained 976 marks.

The Scottish Cup, for the vehicle showing the lowest fuel consump

tion per ton mile over the whole Trial, has been gained by the 24-30-h.p.

New Arrol-Johnston, driven by Mr. Walter S. Macharg, with a con

sumption of -02413 gallons per ton mile, equal to 41-44 ton miles per

gallon of fuel.

The Scottish Motor Trade Association, Ltd., Prize, for the vehicle

entered by a member of that association showing the lowest fuel con

sumption per ton mile, has been gained by the 14-h.p. Thornycroft,

driven by Mr. Tom Thornycroft, with a consumption or "02S27 gallons

per ton mile, equal to 35-37 ton miles per gallon of fuel.

No vehicle fell to be penalised for stops due to tyre troubles.

Mr. Hutton, the magistrate at Greenwich, told a motorist

in court the other day that, whilst he (the stipendiary) knew

nothing about cars, he was on the Bench for the purpose of

teaching speed.

We learn from Paris that the Argyll car—a 40-h.p.—which

has been entered for the Criterium de France and La Coupe de

la Presse will be driven by M. Jules Dubois, whose manipulation

of a little Decauville in the 1,000 miles trial of 1900 in this

country will be remembered by those who took part in that

epoch-marking event.

Officialdom was kind throughout the Scottish Trial, and

in many places the police not only assisted to point the cars the

way but waved the flag of danger or of direction. Mr. Claude

Johnson bad the Chief Constable of Elginshire on his car from

Granton to Inverness, and the road surveyor of the county rode

from Aberdeen to Inverness on one of the two Austin cars which

made non-stop runs throughout the Trial.
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THE SCOTTISH RELIABILITY TRIALS.

-♦-

SUMMARY OF RESULTS—In order of Total Marks Gained.

o

a

o

60

96

39

71

47

99

28

52

92

1(15

97

72

82

46

76

:«

S

100

16

22

a6

■8

48

95

61

5

38

68

108

101

8

42

II

17

49
19

25

58

lii2

23

1

Class l

(not exceeding £2O0).

10-12-h.p. Swift, G.M.

10-b.p. Chambers

9-10-h.p. Cadillac •

8-10-h.p. Darracq

8-h.p. Jackson -

8-h.p. Rover

10-h.p. Adams •

6-h.p. Rover

15-h.p. Ford

8-9-h.p. Lanriii-Klement

Class 2

(exceeding £200, but not

exceeding £300).

18 h.p. Mass, O.M.

12-14-h.p. Argyll -

10-12-h.p. Darracq -

14 - h p. Vulcan •

18-h.p. Buick -

15-20-b.p. Ailsa

8-h.p. De Dion -

18-h.p. Reo

li M 2- h.p. Leader -

14-h.p. St. Vincent -

Class 3

(exceeding £300, but not

exceeding £400).

20-h.p. Belsize, G M.

■ 5-h.p. Coventry Hum

ber, G.M.

■ 4-l6.h.p. Argyll -

18-22-h.p. C.C/C.

20-h.p. Bell

15-18-h.p. Swift

16-h.p. Albion -
12-16-h.p. Vauxhall ■

20 h.p. Rover -

16-20-h.p. West-Aster

20-24-h.p. Werbell -

12-15-h.p. New Arrol

Johnston

i2-14-h.p. Unic-

Class 4

(exceeding £400, but not

exceeding £500).

24-h.p. Mass, G.M. -

,?o h.p. Beeston-Hum

ber, O.M.

■ 6-ao-h p. Sunbeam

18 24 h.p. Austin -

26-30-h.p. Argyll

16 20-h.p. Argyll

24-h.p. Junior -

20-24-h.p. Werbell -

18-h.p. Siddeley

16-20-h.p. Cheuard

Walcker -

1 Marksfor Reliability.

Marksgafiiea

for

HillClimbs.
TotalMarks

gained.

sl

ri6

3457 779 1000 99-4 978-4

36-69 799 73 0 968-3

24-77 795 72-3 i 50-2 917-5

33-66 782 85-5 1 49 31 916 8

24-21 763 66-5 70 0 899-5

2903 756 83-5 31-7 871-2

29-21 669 86 6 83-7 839-3

29-03 748 64. 6 193 831-9

23-05 625 65-2 49-6 739 8

29-9 303 78-0 53-2 434-2

1

15-69 8oo 68-4 981 966-5

21-83 8oo 91-1 71-2 962-3

29-9 795 86-0 49-1 930 1

23-85 735 868 73-0 894-8

18-63 746 77-1 67-8 890-9

16-55 735 66-8 40-4 8422

34-77 724 82-2 26 7 832 9

16-16 723 61-0 38-3 822-3

26-61 687 100 0 32-7 8197

21-79 633 958 81-7 810-5

15-66 8oo 66 4 99975 966:?

22 03 8oo 85 9 78-3 964-2

18.64 8oo 65-8 83-2 949-0

18-81 795 70-0 81-6 946-6

18-59 799 721 57-0 928-1

22-89 779 89-5 58-6 927 1

23-57 770 100-0 50-8 920-8

18-15 798 60-6 59-6 918-2

17-36 774 65-2 61-7 900-9

22-23 725 91-0 53-4 875-4

18-16 725 68-6 75-4 869 0

| 25-78 685 96-6 51-6 833-2

22-83 706 76-8 36-2 819-3

16-75
1 798

85-2 1001) 983-2

1819 Boo 95-3 87-5 982 8

2021 8oo 100 0 79 0 ! 979-0
• 19-95

8oo 94-6 810 975-6

16-44 785 86-2 ! 84-6 ! 955-8

14-88 797 75-3 76-9 9492

1324 762 64-9 66-2 893 1

15-49 767 66-5 1 53-2 885-7

21-21 699 96-7 65-5 861-2

1819 550 87-9 57-6 695-5

1
1

From the Kussa Engineering Works, of Calcutta, we have

received a copy of the motor-car catalogue they have lately

issued. It gives a description of their garage and repair plant,

as well as illustrations of the same; from which we gather the

firm have a well-e<|uipped establishment. The remaining pages

;ire devoted to particulars and illustrations of the Ford,T)lement-

Talbot, Albion, and Darracq cars, for which they are agents.
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16

50
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55
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65

77

2
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107

70

64

8

20

14
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41

45

88

4

61

94

51

81

78

31

12

29

83

10:;

36

74

27

Mi

Class 5

(exceeding £500, but not

exceeding £600).

28-38-h.p. Ariel-8iniple.\,

G.M.

24 30 h p St Vincent

25-30 h.p. Austin -

30-h.p. Siddeley

28-h.p. Armstrong-Whit

worth

18-28-h.p. Gladiator -

18-28-h.p. Clement -

25-h.p. Iris

25 h p. Straker Squire

20-28-h.p. Darracq -

24 32 h.p. Vinot -

14- h.p. Thornycroft,

S.T.P. -

30-40 h.p. Chenard-

Walcker -

40-h.p. Ford

24-h.p. De Dion

28-32-h.p. West-Aster

2£ 30-h.p. Pilgrim -

Class 6

(exceeding £61 hi, but not

exceeding £800)'

35-h-p. Iris, G.M.

24 -30-h.p. New Arrol

Johnston, S.C.

30-h.p. Daimler

40-h.p. Ber lie t

30-40-h.p. Braier -

30-4O-h.p. Ariel Simplex

30-h.p. Spyker -

30 35 h p Slmms Wei

beck

24-h.p. Albion

20 30-h.p. Maudslay

24-32-h.p. Porthos -

30-h.p. N.E.C. -

35-45-h.p. Gladiator -

30-h.p. Thornyoroft -

30-h.p. White Steam car

Class 7

(exceeding £800).

40-50-b.p. Rolls B>yce,

G.M. -

35-45-h.p. Ariel Simplex

40 -415 h.p. Hotchkiss

60 h.p. Tnames -

60-h.p. Berliet -

50-h.p. Darracq •

45-h.p. Mercedes

5 >>

s —«

*2

1 S — .2 ! g

* 3

B . S B ~>

CS Qibi

u

1929 798 97 4 100 0 995-4

21-79 800 100 0 70-5 9705

17-57 800 82-4 84-5 966 9

17-54 799 84.2 81-3 i 964-5

18-46 793 84-8 76-5 954 3

22-7 790 900 69-6 949-6

23 55 792 96-5 60-3 948-8

1917 799 82 3 644 945-7

1586 800 70-6 731 943 7

17-85 799 83-7 591 941-8

14-71 800 63-2 70-6 933 8

26 52 787 95-7 47 6 930-3
'

12 64 769 56-7 52 2 877-9

12-77 703 53-2 : 58-3 814-5

18-18 484 91-9 60-6 8364

12-38 461 60 7 44-9 566 6

12-49 285 57-8 44-2 387 0

22-07 799 88-0 77-6 964-5

24-07 800 1000 59 1 959-1

13-5 800 59-4 91 0 950-4

21-67 800 73-9 66-5 940-4

15-84 795 69 5 72-9 937 4

17 64 764 781 94-6 936-7

18-78 775 82-7 75-7 933-4

11-77 800 52-4 79-0 931-4

19-03 800 80-5 46-3 926-8

13-72 800 59-6 59-0 918 6

18-81 798 75-0 40-0 913-0

16-87 777 801 511 908-2

17-22 735 78-2 80-6 893-8

16-78 736 74-0 68-6 868-6

9-8 307 45-7 65-9 418.6

17-02 799 100-0
1 77 0

976 01

1411 770 89-0 , 100-0 959-0

11-87 ! 800 73-6 1 697 943-3

8-02 796 550 76-2 927 2

11-5 j 790 61-6 736 925-2

10-25 483 61-4 37-4 581-8

12-54 363 75-9 72-2 611-1

rade Association Prize.

S.C.—Scottish Cup.

1

G.M. -Gold Medal.

S.T. P. —Scottish Mo

All vehicles receiving lull marks for Reliability and printed in block

type have qualified for Non-Stop Certificates.

Messrs. Brenchley Bros, and Holman, the Humbei'

agents in Folkestone and Ashford, have just supplied a Beeston-

Humber landaulet to Colonel T. J. Congdon, who figured so

prominently at the battle of Khartoum, and a 15-h.p. Coventry-

number to Canon Tindall, of Ashford, Kent, and they are also

now executing an order for a 15-h p. landaulet for Mr, Laurence

Hardy, M.P., of Sandringham Park, Hythe.

K
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CORRESPONDENCE.

[Letters to the Editor should be addressed to the offices, 27-33, Charing Cross Road, Loudon, l)r.C'.]

THE MOTOR FUEL PROBLEM.

To thi Editob ow The Motor-Car Journal.

SiK,—As one of the witnesses who gave evidence recently before

the Fuels Committee of the Motor Union with reference to the question

of the supply of p3trol, I would ask your indulgence while I make one or

two explanations which are necessary in view of the publication of the

recommendations of the Fuels Committee. The subject ha3 naturally

received careful consideration from myself as being closely associated

with the petroleum industry, and it may be recollected that at two sit

tings of the committee I put forward evident- 3 which has led the com

mittee to frame two of their recommendations. In the committee's

report, just published, I note with considerable surprise that they state

the optimistic views which 1 hold as to there being no possibility of a

shortage of crude oil for many years to come are not supported by the

information they have obtaii.ed.

It is very regrettable that the committee have not seen their way

to divulge this information, which apparently is contradictory to mine

on this point ; but, as having devoted considerable time to this subject

of oil production, I am confident that my contentions cannot be refuted

by facts. I have again and again made it clear that if the motorist will

only go in for adopting generally a spirit of heavier gravity, then a

dearth of supply is removed from the bounds of possibility, while at

the same time a reduction in the price of the article is tolerably

certa'n. Upon this matter, as upon others, to which I will refer later,

it appear* to m« that the committee has been " totally at sea."

By way of c.irrnhnratinj? the statements I made before the com.

 

The'»car 'seen 'ia the above illustration has not broken down. It

depicts Mr. M. F. Mieville's Peugeot. Owing to this gentleman's

activity in endeavouring to warn motorists of the traps, the police

have openly vowed to catch him if they can. Therefore, on coming

to a measured distance, he deliberately gets down and pushes his

car through the trap.

mittee, I need only say that once this heavier grade of motor spirit is

recognised as being suitable for all cirs, our markets are at once opened

to a class of bsnzine which has hitherto been shut out. Roumanian

spirit, for instance, could be supplied in almost limitless quantities, and

the present production of oil in that country would allow of a quantity

being exported sufficient to meet all European demands. To-day

Houmania alone is capable of supplying no less than 90,000,000 gallons

of this motor spirit. I simply mention this to show that when the com

mittee say that my optimistic views cannot be supported, they totally

ignore all facts which corroborate my statements. I am very pleased

to note that this heavier spirit is now being accepted by many motorists,

and consequently there is every reason to hope that this, in itself, will

permanently solve the motor fuel problem. As to price, theie is no

doubt that when this heavier spirit comes more into general use prices

will decline, and as evidence of this we see that during the past few

days petrol has dropptd Id. per gallon throughout the land.

I now come to ui icily deil with that portion of the committee's

report which deals with the alternative fuels to petrol. It is not for mc

to say whether the committee has been biased in favour of finding, at

any oust, some substitute for petrol, but many of their recommendations

not only show a remarkably optimistic view in favour of alternative

fuels, but are nothing more nor less than absurd and impracticable pro

positions. " Alcohol," says the committee, " is the OLe of all the liquid

fuels considered that holds out the greatest promise." But the

Committee abstain from giving any reason which led them to come to

this conclusion. Personally, 1 totally fail to see how alcohol can ever

stand the slightest chance of competing with petrol in this country ; for,

after all, the question must of necessity nairow itself down to that of

£ s. d., and, as the committee puts it, " the best way of ensuring that

the price of petrol shall not become excessive is to have available a fuel

that can compete with it, and that can be produced at a moderate price

in unlimited quantities." Now, according to the committee's own

argument, the calorific value of methyl alcohol is 1 1 ,300 b.t.u., and that of

petrol 20,300 b.t.u. This being so, the value, of alcohol to the motorist

is about one-half that of petrol, and not, as the committee say, two-

thirds. Upon the question of the cost of alcohol the committee is

judiciously very silent, and although it comes to the conclusion that it

can be produced at a moderate price, we are all left to guess what that

price would be, or how it is arrived at. Seeing that the calorific

value of alcohol is about half that of petrol, it stands to reason that the

cost to consumers must be/>0 per cent, less volume for volume. Going

upon volume also, we know tint in the oil trade, with the most perfect

organisation for distribution, the necessary expenditure, after petrol has

reached this country, is about 2d. per gallon before it reaches the con

sumer, and inasmuch as feeing that about double the quantity of

alcohol would be required as compared with petrol, volume for volume,

it is very easy to see that, so far as competing in price with petrol,

alcohol can never hope to make any headway in this country. As 1

say, in the face of these facts, one cannot reconcile the conclusions of

the Fuels Committee, or see why, in its first recommendation, it is so

optimistic regarding alcohol.

The committee also looks upon benzol as solving the fuel problem,

and urges that the notice of the members of the Motor Union should be

directed to its use, as, apart from benzol being a home production, it

can be used with complete success in the present type of engine. Then

it goes on to make the following remarkable statement :—" There are

firms in this country who are willing, should there be a largely increased

demand for benzol, to erect benzol recovery plants in connection with

coke ovens and similar appliances for the treatment of coal ; the

erection of such plants would mean within twelve months an increase

of benzol produced in this country of approximately five million gallons

per annum, which is equal to doubling the present supply."

1 will take the figures of the Fuels Committee for defeating its own

arguments. Approximately the present production of benzol in this

country is 2,500,000 gallons per annum, and for years past this has

been the quantity that has been sold in this country for the making of

aniline dyes. Now, is it leasonable to assume that there is not being

more benzol recovered because it cannot find a ready market ? It is

true that ihe quantity could lie increased by the erection of special and

expensive washing plant, but to what extent ? As I have previously

pointed out, the maximum quantity of benzol that can be recovered is

about 2 lb. per ton of coal, and surely no sane company would ever

dream of laying down special plant for the purpose of recovering about

two-pennyworth of benzol for every ton of coal treated '! This is the

reason why it is foolish to look to benzol as a substitute for petrol, and

the fact that the Fuels Committee is very optimistic about the subject

does not bring it one iota nearer realisation.

There may yet be time for a supplementary report to be

issued by the committee giving reasons which have led it to put for

ward such strange recommendations as the substitution of petrol by

alcohol or benzol. It certainly would be perused very carefully by

those who have studied this interesting question for years, but by no

one would it receive more consideration than by—Yours truly,

P. DVORKOVITZ.

THE WEIGEL CARS AND THEIR DETACHABLE

RIM TROUBLES IN THE GRAND J'RIX RACE.

To rss Editob or The Motor-Car Journal.

Sik,—Regarding the misfortune which occurred to the Weigel cars

in the Grand Prix race in having removable rims which failed to

remain in position on test, I wish to make the following explanation.

As you are no doubt aware, niy rim is not yet on the market, as

the Stevenson Wheel Company, who are manufacturing it for me,

are only now completing the necessary jigs for absolutely standard

ising its production. When, shortly before the date of the Grand

Prix race, Messrs. Weigel ordered, through the Dunlop Company, two

sets of wire spoked wheels fitted with my rims, the gutters for the same,

which were produced under standard jigs, were turned over to the

Rudge-Whitworth Company, to be built up into wire wheels, which

were afterwards returned and the outer rims cut and fitted by hand

to same. In spoking up these gutters it became necessary to recess

the spoke heads from a part of the circumference to ] ermit room for

ny operating mechanism, and this I found afterwards was done by

iieating the gutter and depressing the steel at various points where the

spoke heads came, with the result that the gutter was considerably

enlarged in circumference, and unfortunately the Stevenson Company

did not perceive this change, and fitted the rims to this larger circum

ference than the standard. At the last moment Messrs. Weigel

expressed a lack of confidence in the wire wheels and requested that

wooden wheels should be sent them, so that they could take their choice

in the race. These wooden wheels were made by the Stevenson Wheel

Company and littod with the standardised gutters, but with the excep
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lion of two or three they were only finished after the wire wheels with

all the spare rims had been despatched to Dieppe.

I accompanied the wire wheels'and those two or three wooden ones

myself, and as the racing cars were both of our commission, on their

arrival I had one of the wooden wheels put on their service car, and

this, with six up, was sent on the course at its maximum speed, and

wag taken with all the speed tint safety would permit of, the speedo

meter on the car recording sixty miles an honr on several stretches, and

on one long down grade it touched the maximum of seventy miles an

hour. After the round, the rim was removed and examined and was

found to be absolutely secure, and not moved or chafed in any way,

and those wheels that had them properly fitted did not give any trouble

in the race. On the conclusion of the third round these same wheels

were removed from Han-icon's cur and critically examined, and the

examination showed that no movement whatever had occurred.

The result of changing the rims from the wire wheels to the wooden

ones, therefore, was that, when the rim was in its contracted position, it

still allowed play between it and the gutter, and at the high speed of

the race and by the high vibration thereby induced, the security keys

cut their way throngh the side of the rim, until the latter was permitted

to fly from the wheel, which it did not fit. The disaster was unaccount

able to me (luring the race, as it was to Mr. Wright, the manager of

Messrs. Stevenson, but on returning to Coventry Mr. Wright showed me

held under competition rules of the K.A.C., bat that, on the contrary

the official race card contained a statement to the effect that the races

were governed by the racing rales of the B.A.R.C., M adopted by the

R.A.C. I also enquired whether the R.A.C. had handed over the

control of automobile racing to the B.A.K.C., as the aforesaid statement

would appear to infer, or whether the rule of the R.A.C. providing for

the notification that a meeting is held under the R.A.C. rules hud been

waived or ignored, or whether it was a case of the tail wagging the

dog. As two issue- of the H.A.C. Journal have appeared without the

insertion of my letter, I can only assume that it is not intended to

publish it, and, as the matter appears to me to be one of considerable

importance both to promoters and competitors, I seek the publicity of

your journal.

I t the notification rule (Rule 3) has been waived in favour of the

B.A.K.C., it would be interesting to know the reason why.—Yours

truly. ,

Robert E. Phillips.

SHOULD LADIES DRIVE MOTOK-CARS 1

To thi Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—As a result of one or two accidents recently in which lady

motor-car drivers were involved, the question has been raised whether

 

The Aston Hill Climb. -Mr C. Sangster nearing the top of the hill on his 40-h.p. Ariel Simplex,

a gutter for a wire wheel which the Rudge Whitworth Co. had returned,

having damaged it during their manipulation, and on measurement we

ut once found that they had elongated it and hence caused all the

trouble. No one regrets more than I do myself the misfortune from a

sporting point of view, but I write this for you to know that there is

absolutely nothing inherently wrong with the rim, as I have driven my

present car 8,000 miles, and, for a test, 2,000 miles of that was driven

with the rear wheel unlocked and simply prevented coming off by the

compressing action of an inflated tyre, and as this test included the

rough trip through the Scottish hills and back to the south of England

at speeds which reached the car's maximum of 45 miles per hour fre

quently, no better demonstration, I take it, could be made as to the

stability of the principle, and this, in actual construction, is backed up

by strong cross-keys, which will absolutely prevent the rim coming ott,

even if unlocked and the tyre deflated. — Yours truly,

P. E. DoOLUTLE.

RACING RULES AT BROOKLANDS.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—After the first race meeting of the lirooklands Automobile

Racing Club I addressed a letter to the editor of the Royal Automobile

Club Journal commenting on the fact that none of the announcements

of the meeting contained any intimation that the said meeting was to be

the law should prohibit the fair sex from driving automobiles or not.

Although probably t shall find myself in the minority, I, for one, sec no

objection to ladies taking charge of the wheel, provided, of course; they

have had the necessary tuition and have a good knowledge of the rule of

the road. There is far more danger in a lady driving a restive horse—

danger not only to herself but to other users of the highway, than there

is in the operation of a motor-car at reasonable speed, and if any re- trie -

tions against driving by ladies are ever contemplated, the driving of

restive animals which are apt to become frightened at the sight of motor

cars should first be prevented.—Yours truly,

Xenuphon.

SPEED COMPETITIONS AND HILL CLIMBING

RULES.

To thx Eiutob of The Motor-Gar Journal.

Sir,—Mr. Weigel's letter in a recent issue of the M.C.J, seems to lose

sight of the fact that hill climbing competitions should be efficiency

I ests and not races, though indeed, by the way in which the results are

advertised, he might well be excused for so thinking. Strictly speaking,

fastest times mean nothing, since it is obviously only a matter ot

possessing a big engine and entering a competition against smaller cars.

The lt.A.C. lull climbing formula has been evolved to provide for the

lirst time n means of uomparing efficiencies on a rational basis. 'Whether
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such is the case is a matter of opinion upon which we have recently

expressed our views. As such, the division of competing cars into

classes is only to provide more interest for competitors and possibly more

scope for advertisement, since only one car out of the whole number

competing can have the highest efficiency and be termed the winner. If

there were no classification there would be only one winner. Hence, the

more classes the more winners. The result of the South Harting Hill

Climb shows plainly that the mechanical efficiency of a car is by no

means a function of its oylinder bore or the number thereof.

If hill climbs are to be turned into races, as suggested by Mr.

Weigel, then it seems to us there must be as many classes as there are

types of cars, and the hard-worked secretaries would be worked still

harder. At present all that is needed is a system of handicapping whicli

shall take into consideration at least the most important vari

ables. Given this, and a moderate number of classes to provide sport,

then we believe all contestants would feel that they were receiving as

much consideration as possible in the light of present knowledge.—Yours

truly,

Vauxhall Motors, Ltd.

THE ETIQUETTE OF MOTORING.

To Tm Editor or The Motor-Car Journal.

Sik,—Our social duties and obligations are as troublesome as

technical matters, and a little point that has worried me much of late

may be deemed worthy of ventilation in your columns. I have a car

with a tonneau, and friends have been buzzing about on fine Saturdays to

know whither I am bound. Somehow or other I have come to the

conclusion that they have wanted invitations for the afternoon.

Then comes the question of additions to running cost. Talking to
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a fellow motorist on the matter 1 lind that advanced etiquette is to put

the " stopper " on the motoring guest who by a few tactful words of

admiration at the car's wonderful running qualities obtains for himself

all the pleasures of regular automobile riding with none of the expense

of maintaining the car or of paying for the entertainment at hotel or road

side inn. That which Ls offered now as the correct thing is described as " a

new rule of reciprocity courtesy and hospitality," by which the guests

must do all the spending that is done for refreshment or entertainment

while on the trip, though not extending to the cost of supplies for the car.

That there is a large basis of reason for some such rule of action is

apparent enough, so that the motoring host will not have to consider the

matter of entertaining expenses in connexion with extending invitations

to enjoy the pleasures of his car. There is a tradition of a thrifty owner

who took as many people as possible on his Sunday trips, because, as he

explained, it made more people to divide the cost of the lines, but most

owners have in the past seemed to feel a host's responsibility in every

feature of the trip, a ourdeu which thoughtful guests will find means of

lessening.

To the man of moderate means the problem is sufficently serious to

make me often.wish that my car was a two-seater.—Yours truly,

A. B. Woodcock.

SOME SUGGESTIONS TO INTENDING MOTORISTS.

To Till Ldhob or The Motor-Gar Journal.

Hut,—As one who has been through the mill, as the saying goes,

the following suggestions to intending motorists may not be out of

place. Among the points which he should keep well in mind in selectine

his car are, first, the extent to which the various parts of the vehicle are

made on the interchangeable system aud the custom of the manufacturer

with regard to replacements. The advantages of parts made on the

interchangeable system are obvious. In case any one gives way from

any cause a new part may be obtained from the factory and put in

place of the old one with a minimum of trouble and delay. Unfor

tunately, not all motor-car manufacturers have perfected their

organisation to such an extent that their parts are perfectly inter

changeable ; quite often some fitting is required, and the extent of

this and the cost and delay incurred should be considered by the pro

spective purchaser.
The other element to be considered relates to the prices asked for

snare parts and the promptitude with which they are forwarded. While

there are some who are reasonable in the charges there is, unfortunately,

a tendency among some manufacturers, as I know from experience, to

charge as high prices as oan be obtained for all repair parts. Regard

ing prompt deliveries there are also wide variations. .Some firms will

do almost anything to please a client. Others will keep a customer

waiting several weeks in the middle of the season for a repair to a

model that may be a little out of date. The only method of obtaining

reliable information on these subjects is by consulting owners—as many

as possible—of the make of cars in question, and form one's own

opinion from the answers received.
It may be added that in purchasing a second hand machine it is

good policy to inquire if the firm or company which made it is slill

doing business, and whether spare parts may be readily obtained.—

Yours truly,

EXPERIENTIA.

THE USE." OF OXYGEN IN RACES.

To ill Editob or The Motor-Car Journal.

SIR,—I note a letter on this subject from Mr. Weigel in your last

issue. As a competitor at Brooklands, Mr. Weigel is evidently ignorant

of the fact that oxygen was specifically allowed for at Brooklands races

up to July 20th, therefore the Iris, Junior, and other cars which used it

were perfectly entitled to. The Napier*, I happen to be in a very

excellent position to know, did not use it because it was unnecessary,

but if it had been on advantage they would have used it. They weie

properly equipped with everything to help them to win under the rules.

My idea of a sportsman is one who tries to win under the ruler, and

lakes every trouble and care to win under the rules. For the races at

Brooklands on Bank Holiday, August 5th, oxygen is barred.

I hope Mr. Weigel will enter a car and snow us what he is capable

of doing. I have noticed the claims in the past for his ear, and if he

would like to run one of his 41 '9-h.p. cars against a 38'4-h.p. six-cylinder

Napier, I shall be very pleased to race him, best two out of three, say

one, five, and ten miles or any reasonable distance for any sum Mr.

Weigel likes. I hope he will take up my challenge, when I will drive

personally against him. The money should be placed in the independent

hands of the Brooklands Automobile Club before the race takes place.

—Yours truly,

Sydney Smith.

To the Editob or The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—Mr. Edge's letter amazes me ! He accuses me of being

unsportsmanlike in drawing attention to the evil of the oxygen dope in

motor races, and then would have us believe that he himself strongly

disapproves of the use of oxygen, but I note that he very carefully avoided

saying anything about its use on bis own cars in racing at Brooklands.

I do not wish to disparage the efforts of. the Napier drivers, who handled

their ears splendidly, but will Mr. Edge be good enough to inform an

expectant and interested public whether or not it is a fact that oxygen

cylinders were fitted to Napier cars competing at Brooklands oh the

6th and 20ih instant, as everyone would then be able to form a much

better opinion of Mr. Edge's real views on the matter.

It is interesting to notice that in the rules issued by the Brooklands

Automobile Racing Club dealing with future events the following

appears :—" 20. No fuel other than petroleum spirit shall be used in

internal combustion engines, except where specially provided in the race

proposition, and the use of any other ingredient shall be deemed a

corrupt practice, and dealt with accordingly." Apparently, therefore, the

discussion has been of benefit.

I am quite agreeable to race Mr. Edge on my Lorraine-Dietrich car

under Bytieet Plate conditions—oxygen oarred—provided he will drive

his own car himself. I have no wish to race him for money, and perhaps

a trophy would meet his wishes. On this point, provided Mr. IM_;c

will race, the B.A. R.C. have very kindly ottered a handsome gold cup

for the winner. Apart from the personal element, I may say that my

I)e Dietrich will be running in the International Plate on Monday next,

driven by Gabriel or Duray, and as Mr. Edge's car and driver is com

peting in the same event, there is no need to arrange a special match

for the cars alone.—Yours truly,

Chas. Jarrott.

Accumulator Found.—Mr. F. Sanders, of the Barbourne Motor

( larage, Worcester, has found an accumulator on the main road near his

place. The owner is invited to send a description of the same.

GLOVE POUND.—Mr. A. Waldon, of Dunchnrcb, near Kngby, has

found on the main Leicester road, between Blaby and Lutterworth, a

gentleman's motor driving glove, which he will be pleased to return to the

owner on application.
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NOTES ON THE

By D.

The great Ardennes races were, I say it with regret, an absolute

tfailure for the year 1907. The Automobile Club of Belgium

^appear to have desired to do too much, with the result that they did

nothing. Instead of a classical race, they made a three days' meeting.

The first day's race, held under the Kaiser Preis rules, was practically a

match between Minervas and Pipe cars. There were no Darracqs,
•Clements, Panhards, Dietrich, Brasiers, or, in fact, anybody of note.

'The result was practically a walk-over for the Minervas owing to all the

Pipe representatives breaking their steering gears. Notwithstanding

the fact of the poor entry, great credit is due to the Minerva Company,

. as it is not theirfault if others did not care to compete, apart from which the

remarkable times done by the Minerva cars will stand everlastingly to

their credit.

I went round the course, and saw the remains of the Pipe cars.
■One was down an embankment about 50 ft. deep. Unfortunately, I

understand, the mechanic was killed. Hautvast. tbe driver, was* not

scratched. Jenatzy did the reverse of Hautvast. He ran up a bank

when his steering smashed. Both he and his mechanic came off al 1 right.

Deplus went down an embankment of about 15 ft. slope. He received

ifairly severe injuries, and I am told a woman was killed, for which, not

withstanding his injuries, he was immediately arrested, until he found

security in the sum of 20,000 fr. The Belgians evidently believe in pro

tection. The other Pipe car I did not see.

The second day's racing was confined to motor-bicycles, and I had

.-so little interest in it that I made no inquiries and can give no description .

The third day's race was devoted to the great Ardennes race, but I trust

that no greater fiasco than this will ever take place on the Ardennes

-circuit again. The start was given to six cars, including two Mercedes,

-one Darracq, and two VVeigels, the drivers of all of which appeared to

-to be very much out of place, not appreciating whether it was a race, a

tour, or a joke, but it was mostly taken as a joke. Harrison, on aWeigel,

started first, Guinness second, and Jenatzy last. On the first circuit

<luinness turned up first. Hard on his heels, much to everybody's aston

ishment, came "old man" Jenatzy, the only one of the crowd who really

had done the circuit at racing speed. He had passed everybody, was

<three minutes in front of Guinness on time, and miles in front of every

body and everything, bearing out the remarks that I made in my de

scription of the Grand Prix, that the Mercedes oars were the fastest of

the year, and old Jenatzy the finest driver we had. The old man's luck,

however, as usual, was out. On the second lap he turned up miles

behind everybody, his ear going like a lame duck. Investigations

showed a seized inlet valve, which occnpied him about twenty-live to

thirty minutes to put Tight. Meantime the duel continued between De

Oaters and Guinness ; the latter at the third lap was behind, but eventu

ally he took the lead, which he maintained until the last round but one.

In the third lap, De Caters was in difficulties, his non-return pressure

valve going wrong, and thns giving him trouble throughout the race

iplus other mechanicd troubles. Guinness was going very well for six laps,

that is to say he kept on going, but I can hardly suggest that any

•of them, bar Jenatzy, was ever racing. Averaging between fifty-three

and fifty-five minutes per lap of fifty-three miles is hardly modem

Tacing, and inasmuch as the Ardennes circuit is a far finer course than

the Dieppe one, the speed compares poorly with Nazarro's wonderfnl

average of seventy miles an hour.

After six laps, Jenatzy in one lap actually gained six minutes on

Guinness, who was going round at his usual speed of fifty-three to fifty-
•five minutes, proving that the former was still the game racer of years

;gone by. Even at the sixth lap, had he had the slightest bit of luck,

I believe his racing ability would have brought him through a

winner, but his luck was all out from start to finish.

For the last round home Guinness was leading by four minutes. De

' Caters stopped for some trouble ; I was standing by him and told him :

-"You are four minutes behind. Why bother to do anything? It is

-win or lose, and you surely lose if yon do not hurry." De Caters seemed

to take the tip and went on. Guinness was due to appear as usual

between fifty-three and fifty-five minutes, but he did not turnup, and we

.all became anxious, as I should certainly .have liked to have seen an

Englishman come in first. His four minutes' advance went by and still

too Guinness, but then, in a few seconds, a huge shout went up from

Belgian throats, welcoming their countryman, De Caters, as the winner.

He had started one minute behind Guinness, and having appeared first

■on the last lap, it was'obvious to all he must be the winner. Guinness

followed hard on his heels, and was unfortunate in losing the race by

a minute and a few seconds. It appears that Guinness had had inlet valve

troubles on the last lap, which put him out of the race, but apart from

this, even if De Caters was unlucky with his car, Guinness was equally

«o with his tyres. Every lap he changed his back wheels, and in my

opinion changed perhaps a little too often, out of desire, probably, to be

.sure of no trouble. Had he risked one lap withont a change he must

have won.

So far I have said nothing about the AVeigel cars. If ever these

two cars, bnilt with touring engines, had a chance of winning a classical

race, they had it last Saturday, but-, if in the Grand Prix they were

unlucky with their rims, they were on that day unlucky with their

-tyres. They had between them twenty-four back tyres, and before the

rfixth round was completed the whole of these had been used up, wit

ARDENNES RACES.

M. Weigel.

the result that Harrison at the sixth round had no spare tyres to change,

and was forced to stop. We managed to fix up Laxen with three old

tyres which had been used in practice, so as to let bim finish, as he

desired to do, and whioh he did, the result being that for fourteen laps,

eight for Laxen and six for Harrison, twenty-seven tyres were used up.

Harrison's first lap of fifty-four minutes shows that he was quite fast

enough to have got near the performance of, and perhaps to have done as

well as Guinness. The average of the winner turned out at fifty-seven

miles per hour, and I should be sorry to think that even three cars, given

tyres that would stand, were not capable of averaging such a speed as

this. Harrison had no trouble on the first lap, Laxen one puncture.

In the second round, Harrison changed three tyres on the road, and two

in front of the Grand Stand, making five for one lap, but his fifth

circuit was his record. He changed at both controls, making

four tyres, and also three tyres on the road, a total of seven

tyres for one lap, which occupied him 1 hr. 29 min. Still, I do not wish

to harp npon the tyre troubles. I had been warned by Mr. Eiran, of

the Dunlop Company, that I was bound to have this trouble with the

tyres I was having, as they had no stock, and had to make the tyres

fourteen days before the race started, and he, in fact, begged of me to

use some other make of tyres, but I obstinately refused to use anything

but English-made tyres. The result was deplorable, but, on the face

of the facts, no blame can be attached to the Dunlop Company. The

tyres neither burst nor wore out. All that happened was, tbe outside

covering of rubber came completely off, because they had been too

recently vulcanised. The treads came off in pieces about a foot long
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luckily injuring nobody but the unfortunate drivers, whose hands and

necks were covered in weals, as if they had been struck by a whip. In

one respect I am almost pleased that they did not win the Ardennes

Race, as, had they done so, no glory would have been attached to it,

inasmuch as the race was not a representative one. One thing I am

proud of, however, and that is that they were tbe only cars that went

through the race withont mechanical troubles to any part of the

chassis.

On the same day, and during the same time, was run off the Liede-

kerke Cup, for small cars, having engine of a capacity of 34 litres.

Only three firms entered—the Vivinus, Minerva, and Metallurgique.

After the first lap two of the latter cars collided, so, like on the first day,

it was a duel between two firms, resulting in an easy victory for the

Minerva. At one time it actually looked as if these tiny little cars and

engines were going to beat the racing cars. The betting was actually

only five to one against their doing so. They certainly went wonder

fully well.

In the conversation I had with Baron De Crawhez, he told me lie

was under the impression that French firms had boycotted the Ardennes

Races in their desire to have racing in France and nowhere else, but he

ventured to believe that the Ardennes Races next year would be as

great a success as the Grand Prix, as it was their intention to re-intro

duce tbe rules of the Gordon Bennett Cup, but that instead of the entries

being confined to countries they would be open to individual firms.

The formula is to be the one adopted and passed at the Ostend

meeting, maximum bore 165 mm., minimum weight 1,100 kilos. For

the first time since the old Gordon Bennett Races, Englishmen have

been informed well beforehand of the rules which will apply to a great

classic meeting, and I have Baron De Crawhez's absolute authority to

make the above statement, and I hope, with all this before them,

English firms will make an effort to be properly represented in next year's

Continental races. I for one will answer that Weigel Motors (1907) Ltd.

will be represented by three cars, built specially to fill the programme.
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CLUBS AND ASSOCIATIONS.

CRYSTAL PALACE.

Ox Saturday the open hill climb of the Crystal Palace A.C. was

held on Star Hill, Dunton Green, under the open competition rules of

the R. A.C. Mr. Philip Runciman was the judge, Mr. F. T. Bidlake

starttr. Mr. K. S. Hamin ft clerk of the scales, and Mr. 6. H. Smith

marshal, with Mr. Henry Hollands as secretary of the meeting. The road

used was the old trunk road from London to Hastings, now displaced by

the new road cut round Polhill. The surface was in excellent condition,

and the patrolling and control of the hill were well done by the officials.

The measured distance was a mile in length, the steepest portion being

1 in 9.

There were twenty-three entrants, twenty-one in the first event,

which was divided into five classes and two in the second event. Mr.

John Goddard's 35-h.p. Daimler proved the fastest car of the day, while

the 10-h.p. De Dion entered by Mr. J. W. Stocks was awarded an

additional medal for the best performance on the handicap.

The handicap order gave the first position in each class as follows : —

Class 1, 10-h.p. De Dion ; Class 2, 15-h.p. De Dion ; Class 3, 20-h.p.

Belsize ; Class 4, 35-h.p. Horch ; Class 5, 35-h.p. Daimler.

The following table shows the order of handicap times and also

actual difference in times reckoning the fastest car as zero :—
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going well.

Event I., Class I.

No. Par. Entrant.

1 9-h p. Riley ... J. F. Buckingham

2 10-h. ] . De Dion J. W. Stocks ...

Class If.

,g. Scout Roy Meldrum

Order of Handicap

Handicap, times.

[M. 8.

1 38 3-5

17-20-h

15-h.p. Oe Dion W.'Munn

16-20-b.p. West P. Lamb

Class III

7 20-h.p. Belsize

8 20-h.p. Floren

tia

9 16-h.p. Cal-

thorpe

10 18-h.p. Darracq

11 35-h.p. Horch ..

12 24-h.o. DeDion

J. Keele

M. De Brou

W. Whiteway ...

J. Keele

Class IV.

G. S. Monck ...

J. W. Stocks ...

17

11

12

7

13

16

10

8

9

1 9

2 • 46 3-5

2 10 2 5

2; 13

1 39 3-5

2 21 2-5

Actual

ditl'erence

in times.

|M. s.

1 6 1-6

2 35 2 5

2 55 1-5

1 55 2-5

1 55 2 5

0 44

1 34

39 2-5

5 4-5

52 3-5

0 2-5

1 40 1-5

1 47 1-5

0 37 4-5

1 17 2 5

Nd.

18

14

16

16

Car.

Class IV.—Continued.

Order of Handicap

Entrant. Handicap, times.

Actual

difference;

in times.

Nor-26-30-h.p.

denfeft

30-h.p. Belsize

16-h.p. Daimler

30-h.p. Lindsay

17 30-h.p. Daimler

19 35-h.p. Daimler

20 35-h.p. Daimler

22

28

35-h.p.

35-h.p.

No.

Daimler

Daimler

W. T. Clifford

M. s. M. s.

Earp 15 2 34 1 26 4-5

J. Keele 14 2 28 3-5 0 58 1-5

J. Goddard ... 19 3 47 4-5 3 25

H. Pennington... 20 4 34 3 6 2 5

Class V.

F. A. Potls 18 3 25 2-5 1 46 3-5

H. Mnsker 6 1 39 0 7

John Goddard . . 2 I 33 3-5 0 0

Event II.

H. Musker 4 1 38 3-5 0 6 3-5

John Goddard ... 5 1 38 4-5 0 5 1-5

5 in Class 2 and Nos. 18 and 21 in Class 5 were absentees.

In view of the Bexhill meeting clashing with the races at Brook -

lands and it being very difficult to get sufficient entries to make a.

success of the meeting, the Crystal Palace A.C. has been compelled to-

cancel the meeting they had proposed to hold at the southern coast re

sort on Monday next.

AUTOMOBILE~ASSOCIATION.

The Automobile Association has organised special services of patrols-

on the roads for practically every important function to which motorists^

are attracted during the season.

The Great North Road will, during the opening of the shooting

season, be patrolled in several important districts. This, however, can>

hardly be called a special service, because the operations of the A.A.

organisation have already been permanently extended in Yorkshire,.

Huntingdonshire and the North.

YORKSHIRE.

The committee of the Yorkshire Automobile Club has arranged foi "

a closed hill-climbing competition to take place onGreenhow Hill, near

Pateley Bridge, on the 24th inst. There will be three events. (1) For

single-cylinder cars whose rating
D- N

>5

does not exceed ten. When.

D = bore in inches, N = the number of cylinders, and 2-5 being a con

stant. (2) For 1, 2, 3, or 4 cylinder cars whose rating
D- N does not •

exceed twenty-four. (3) For cars with any number of cylinders whose

D2 N
rating . exceeds twenty-four.

The results will be worked out upon the following basis :—

Total weight in lbs.

Time in seconds x H.P.
Further particulars and entry forms may be had from Mr. Charles i

P. Wilson, hon. secretary, Town Hall Chambers, Victoria Square,

Leeds.

SHEFFIELD.

The third annual gymkhana of the Sheffield and District A.C. wa«<

held on the 25th ult. at the Niagara Grounds, Wadsley Bridge. Dr.

Thorne and Mr. P. S. Benson were the judges and Mr. F. B. Cawood;

the hon. secretary of the event. The results were as follows :—

Obstacle Race.—1, J. H. Hall, 20-h.p. Darracq, 51 sec; 2, E. W.

Hatfield, 6-h.p. Regal. 52 sec. ; 3, F. W. Huband, 10-h.p. Alldays.

" Tying the Knot " Race.—1, F. W. Huband, 30 sec. ; 2, C. Dixon,.

16-20-h.p. Clement, 31 sec. ; 3, E. W. Hatfield, 32 sec

Tilting at the Kings.— 1, F. W. Huband, 19 sec. ; 2, B. Turner..

10-h.p. Alldays (after a dead heat).

Musical Chairs.—1, B. Turner; 2, C. Dixon.

Academy Stakes.—1, F. W. Huband; 2, C. Dixon; 3, J. Barber.

10-h.p. Belsize. Winner's time, 1 min. 13 sec.

Potato Race (for the ladies).— 1, Mr. W. Robinson's car, 10-h.p.

La Plata (driven by Mr. J. Hind) ; 2, Mr. J. H. Hall.

Balancing Car on Rocking Platform. —Mr. J. Hall was the only'

motorist to perform this feat.

HERTFORDSHIRE.

The annual hill climb of the Hertfordshire A.C, held at Aston.

Hill, near Tring, on Saturday, was a great success. There was a good

attendance of spectators, and Mr. Alfred Rothschild entertained the
officials in the grounds of his house at the top of the hill. Among those ■

who assisted were :—Judge, Mr. E. Webster ; clerks of course, Messrs.

James and McWhirter ; marshals, Messrs. Corse Glen and Frank

Shorland ; clerk of the scales, Mr. T. Williams ; press steward, Mr.

Arthur J. Salmon : secretary of meeting, Mr. W. Whittall ; and time
keepers Messrs. Griffin and Straight. The winner of the Aston Cup ■

for private members of the club was Mr. E. Edwards, 24-h.p. Minetva ::
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Mr. W. Frank Young, who'was last year's winner, was second, andihad

bad luck, breaking his pump spindle on the way to the hill ; Mr. Colliver

was a good third. The winner of the prize for best handicap perform

ance irrespective of class, was Mr. C. J. Newey. The results were:—

Class I.

For petrol cars up to 10-h.p. by formula.

Plac

ing.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Plac

ing.

1

2

3

4

Car. Driver. Marks. Time.

10-h.p. De Dion

8-h.p. Jackson ...

9- h.p. Riley

8-h.p. Phitnix ...

8-h.p. Phoenix ...

8-h.p. Rover

8- h.p. De Dion ...

9-h.p. Bentall ...

Class II.

For petrol cars of over 10-h.p. and up to 25-h.p. by formula.

Car. Driver. Marks. Time.

Thorny

Placing

by Time.

C. J. Newey ... 70 6 x + 514-5 2

R. R. Jackson ... 740 „ 1-17 2-5 6

J. Browning 82-9 X 1

J. van Hooydonk 86-2 „ + 56 4

A. F. Ilsley ... 1004 „ 16 4-5 5

J. Piatt Betts ... 107 9 „ 54 4-5 3

Dr. F. C. Fisher 1300 „ 3-49 8

E. E. Bentall ... 141-0 „ 318 2-5 7

14-h.p.

croft

12-h.p. Riley ...

14-h.p. Germain

10-h.p. Alldays

Placing

by Tune.

14 - 16 - h. r

F.I.A.T.

14-h.p. Martini.

14-h.p. Germain

T. Thornycroft

V. Riley ...

C. E. Johnson

W. Frank

Young

H. W. Colliver

E. G. Williams

H. S. Adey ...

J. Lindsay

Scott

E. E. Bentall

Class III.

For petrol cars of over 25-h.p. and v

Plac

ing.

1

15-h.p.

16-h.p.

Lindsay

Bentall

Car. Driver.

2

3

4

5

6

7

S

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

Plac

ing.

1

2

3

4

5

6

35—15-h.p. Maud-

slay

24-h.p. Minerva

24-h.p. Deasy ...

24-h.p. Deasy ...

22-h.p. Minerva

18-h.p. Germain

20-2o-h.p. Simms

Welbeck

24-h.p. Minerva

18-28-h.p. Gladi

ator

24-h.p. Deasy ...

30-35-h.p. Simms

Welbeck

30-h.p. Thorny

croft

35-h.p. Iris

30-h.p. Thorny

croft

25-30-h.p. Austin

20-h.p. Vauxhall

30-h.p. Brooke ...

30-h.p. Thorny

croft

30-h.p. Beeston-

Humber

25-h.p. Iris

R- Verney

E. Edwards

P. Graham

E. W. Lewis

R. Rhodes

R. Ramoisy

A. Kemp

C. Andrews

F. C. Baisley

Miss M. Hind

G. H. Woods

H.

A.

Niblett

C. Earp

B. Redwood

O. Thompson

E. Selz ...

M. Brooke

H. Moyses

C. Cooper

A. E. Perman

Class IV.

For petrol cars of over 50-h.p

78-6 X 1

80 0 x + 5 4-5 2

95 0 11 3-5 3

1009 n 116 7

112-7 »» 1-5 4-3 6

1160 n 29 4-5 5

1188 16 1-5 4

126-2 1-28 9

126 -4 . » 119 3-5 8

> to 50-h. p- by formula.

Marks.

88-1 X 1

88-7 x + 27 1-5 9

90-87 If 24 1-5 8

91-2 (1 21 1-5 7

93-6 II 36 4-5 13

95 0 II 16 3-5 5

97-0 J' 36.3-5 12

102 3 II 53 . 18

104-5 11 42 4-r. 16

1090 II 39 1-5 14

113-3 II 20 1-5 6

115-5 II 40 4-5 15

1163 II 11 3-5 3 '

117-9 II 30 1-5 10

148-7 II 32 11

119-82 II 55 3-5 20

119-84 II 4 4-5 2

126-4 II 48 3-5 17

126 6 >i 16 2-5 4

1377 >» 55 19

Car.

35-h.p. Daimler

35-h.p. Ariel

Simplex

40-h.p. Iris

60-h.p. Thames

40-h.p. 8PA ...

45-h.p. Thorny

croft

40-h.p. Ariel

Simplex

20-h.p. Mercedes

Driver.

by formula.

Marks. Time.
Placing

byTime.

O. Thompson ... 115-5 x + 11 3-5 3

P. Lewis 1180 10 2

F. R. Bircham ... 127-0 41 1-5 8

W. Clifford Earp 1310 I! 32 3-5 6

R. Lamb 133 0 II 31 3-5 5

T. Thornycroft 139-0 II 30 2-5 7

C. Sangster 154-0 II 22 4-5 4

F. Guy Lewin ... 164-0 X 1

Car.
Plac

ing.

1 15-20 Stanley

Class V.

For Steam Cars.

Driver. Marks.

D. J. Mooney ... —

Time.
Plao'ng

byTime.

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE.

A meeting of the committee was held at the George Hotel, North

ampton. There were present the Rev. W. Seggins Pratt (in the chair),

Sir Thomas Hesketh, Major W. Briggs, Lieut. -Colonel A. F. Mulliner,

Dr. A. A. Hape, Dr. Lewis, Councillor S. Yarde, Mr. J. G. Hipwell, Mr.

Charles W. Phipps, Mr. Sidney F. Harris (hon. secretary), and Mr. J. F.

Stops (hon. solicitor).

It was agreed that a hill-climb should be held, and that the hill

leaving Priors Marston for Helidon should form the first part of the

test, taken from a standing start at the cross-roads. After that the

cars should proceed through Priors Marston on to the Byfield road,

where there is a second hill, which could be taken with a flying

start.

A sub-committee was also appointed to arrange a gymkhana at

Has ton Neston on the 17th prox.

AUTO-CYCLE.

The Auto-cycle Club's twenty-four hours' ride from London to

Plymouth and back finished at Thames Ditton on Saturday evening.

Rain held off on the return journey, but the roads were greasy, and

several sideslips occurred, though there were no bad accidents from

this cause.

Out of thirty-three starters the following competitors accomplished

the double ride in twenty-four hours, and so qualified for gold medals ;

O. C. Godfrey 5-h.p. Rex ; R. M. White, 3A-h.p. Hazel ; f. S. Cavalier,

6-h.p. N.S.U. ; R. G. Mundy, 34-h.p. Triumph ; J. S. Harwood, 3J h.p.

Triumph; A. S. Phillips, 5-h.p. Vindec Special ; Martin Geiger, 3J-h.p.

 

The Autocycle Club's 24-hour Bide.—The five leading competitors at

Photo by] Yeovil on the return journey. [*. W. Atkworth.

N.S.U. ; F. C. Dee, 5-h.p. Vindec Special ; W. G. McMinnies, 5-h.p.

Vindec Special ; L. A. Baddeley, 3-h.p. Baddeley ; and W. M. Randle,

10 -h.p. Lagonda tri-car. Silver medals were also offered for completing

the ride in twenty-six hours, but no one qualified for these although

three other riders completed the distance so as to secure certificates,

viz.—E. B. Denbigh, 8-h.p. Eysink, S. Brough, 3J-h.p. Brough, and

A. G. Peppercorn, 2J-h.p. Anglian.

MANCHESTER.

The club held the last run of the season on Saturday, when twenty

cars mustered at Tideswell, near Buxton. The air was fresh, and the

alternative routes, if hilly, were varied and pleasant. After tea at

Tideswell the old chnrch was inspected, and the fine afternoon tempted

many to continue the jonrney through the Derbyshire hills before

returning home.

BROOKLANDS.

The race meeting arranged at Weybridge for to-day (Saturday) has

been cancelled, but that announced for Bank Holiday will take place.

The race for the Daimler Plate will not be held on that day, as originally

announced. In its stead the International Plate and Walton Stakes,

originally fixed for the 3rd inst., have been transferred to Monday's list

of races. An entirely new feature will be the half-mile sprint for the

Oatlands Selling Plate.

Before the next meeting the members' car enclosure, which has been

arranged on a plot of ground bordering the inner edge of the track/,will

be ready for use. It is situated near the fork at the entrance to the
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finishing straight, and will be approached from the Bytteet road through

a new entrance.

In addition to the previous races it has also been decided to hold

the following event, which was originally fixed for to-day, viz., the White

Steam Car Plate of 150 sov., for White steam motor-cars of the 30-h.p.

type of 1907. Distance 5-997 miles. The entrants are Earl Russell,

Lord Blythswood, Sir John Murray, Messrs. F. Coleman, CoL Wentworth-

Forbes, W. Northey, F. Payne, Col. John Wright, E. C. Wright and J. W.

Hunt. In the International Plate, a 60-h.p. Gobron Brillie car has been

entered by a lady, Mrs. G. E. Taylor; and Messrs. J. T. C. Moore-

Brabazon, A. L. Guinness and Warwick J. Wright will drive Minervas

in the Walton Stakes.

ESSEX COUNTY.

The hill-climbing competition of the Essex County A.C. was held on

Saturday>' at Battledown Hill, near Billericay. The result was a win

for Sir Charles Locock, Bart., Mr. J. Gurney Fowler winning the sealed

handicap.

• , IRISH.

The, competitions held nnder the auspices of the Irish Automobile

Club invariably possess the merit of novelty, and the hill-climbing

contest: which took place on Saturday last was not an exception. The

contest was decided on the aggregate time taken by the cars to climb

two hills. One of these had a gradient of 1 in 5'3, and its surface was

very bad. The second hill was longer, but had a better surface and a

much easier gradient. Consequently the possibility of the competing

cars being specially geared to suit the gradient of the hill was put out

of court, and as a further precaution in that direction the location

of the hill was not disclosed to the competitors until the cars

assembled at the club house on Saturday morning. The cars

were classified according to their chassis price, and to the car

doing the fastest aggregate time on both hills a gold medal

was offered, with a silver medal to the second fastest. In addition there

was a handicap in each class, the oars that were under the extreme

limit of price receiving an allowance, but as a matter of fact the car

that won the gold medal in the price classes also won the soecial

certificates offered in the handicap. There was also a cup offered, pre

sented to the club by Messrs. Humber, Ltd., to the class winner whose

performance showed the highest result by dividing its time ratio by its

actual time. The time ratio of the car was found in the following

manner :—

129,400 W

W x S x C

This cup was secured by the 16-hj). Calthorpe driven by Mr. G. W.

Hands. A cup presented by Mr. T. Henshaw for the car doing the

fastest aggregate time on the two hills was won by the donor on his

35-h.p. Daimler.

The two hills selected for the competition were Altidore Hill and

Ballinaslaughter Hill. Both lead from the low-lying land on the Co.

Wicklow coast to the watershed of the River Vartry. Altidore is

1,284 yds. long, with a total rise of 418 ft., while Ballinaslaughter Hill

has a total rise of 611 ft. in 1 mile 755 yds. The sharpest gradient on

Altidore is 1 in 5'3, while the other hill has a bit of one in 6*8. We

append a return showing the time of the first three competitors in each

class on the two hills and their total time, and also the handicap results.

His Excellency the Lord Lieutenant honoured the competitions by his

presence. He drove down in his Daimler car, accompanied by Lady

Aberdeen, and watched the ascent of the cars in the second test.

Details :—

Name and Car. Altidore. Ballina- Total.

slaughter.

M. s. M. g. M. s.

(under £200).

3 15J 4 16 1-5

, + 14-34.

Class A.

1. Mr. P. D. Perry's 15-h.p. Ford

2. Mr. C E. Chambers' 10-h.p.

Chambers _

3. Mr. A. W. Inglis' 9 10-h.p.

Adams-Hewitt

7 29 3-5

4 39 4-5 6 53 4-5 10 35 3-5

4 37 4-5 6 48 4-5 11 26 3-5

Class B. (under £300).

1. Calthorpe Motor Company's

16-h.p. Calthorpe 3 4 4-5 4 10 4-5 7 15 3-5

2. Argylls' Ltd., 14-16-h.p. Argyll

3. Mr. E. W. Boothe's 12-14-b:p. 3 31 4-5 5 3 8 34 4-5

Singer 4 40 2-5 4 55 3-5 9 36

Class C. (under £450).

1. Mr. T. C. Pullinger's 16-20-h.p.

Beeston Humber 2 47 2 5 3 37 2-5 6 24 4-5

2. Mr. J. E. Mills' 12 10-h.p.

Clement-Talbot 3 9 1-5 4 15 7 24 2-5

3. Mr. R. J. Mecredy's 15-20-h.p.

(Jnic 4 31 3-5 6 38 1-5 10 9 4-5

Class D. (under £600).

1. Mr. W. Sexton's 20-24-h.p.

Clement-Talbot 3 19 1-5 4 9 7 28 1-5

2. Mr. T. M. Greer's 24-h.p.

Minerva 3 8 1-5 4 51 7 59 1-5

3. Mr. G. M. Meare's 20-36-h.p.

BeestOn-Humber 3 45 3-5 4 45 3-5 8 31 1 5

Name and Car. Altidore. Ballina- Total.

slaughter.

M. s. M. s. M. a.

Class E. (under £750).

1. Mr. T. Henshaw's 36-h.p.

Daimler ... 1 51 1-5 2 28 2-5 4 19 3-5

2. Mr. S. T. Robinson's 40-h.p.

Weigel 2 27 1-5 3 16 1-5 5 43 2-5

3. Mr. A. V. FitzHerbert's 30-h.p.

Daimler 2 20 1-5 3 43 3-5 6 3 4-5

Henshaw Cup for Fastest Time.

1. Mr. T. Henshaw's 35-h.p.

Daimler 1 51 1-5 2 28 2-5 4 19 3-5

2. Mr. C. L. O'Callaghon's 30-h.p.

Daimler 2 57 1-5 2 47 3-5 5 14 4-5

3. Mr. S. T. Robinson's 40-h.p.

Weigel 2 27 1-5 3 16 1-5 5 43 2-5

Handicap Results.

Class A. (under £200).

Handicap Time.

M. 8.

1. Mr. P. D. Perry's 15-h.p. Ford, received

70 sec

2. Mr. C. E. Chambers' 10-h.p. Chambers,

scr&tcli

3. Mr. A. W. Inglis' " 19-20 h. p. Adams-

Hewitt, received 28 sec.

Class B (under £300).

1. The Calthorpe Motor Company's 16-20-h.p.

Calthorpe, scratch

2. Argylls', Ltd., 14-16-h.p. Argyll, scratch

3. Mr. E. W. Boothe's 12-14-h.p. Singer,

received 10 sec

Class C. (under £450).

Cars received 7 sec. for each £10 nnder £450.

1. Mr. T. C. Pullinger's 16-20-h.p. Beeston

Humber, scratch 6 24 1-5

2. Mr. J. E. Mill's 12-I6-h.p. Clement-

Talbot, scratch 7 24 1-5

3. Mr. Seton Pringle's 15-h.p. Coventry-

Humber, received 91 sec. 9 37 2-5

Class D. (nnder £600).

1. Mr. W. Sexton'8 20-24-h.p. Clement-

Talbot, received 35 sec 6 53 1-5

2. Mr. T. M. Greer's 24-h.p. Minerva,

received 55 sec 7 4 1-5

3. Mr. G. M. Meare's 20-36-h.p. Beestou

Humber, reoeived 60 sec. 7 31 1-5

Class E. (under £750).

1. Mr. T. Henshaw's 35-h.p. Daimler,

received 20 sec 1 51 1-5

2. Mr. A. V. FitzHerbert's 30-h.p. Daimler,

received 52 see 2 20 1-5

3. Mr. S. T. Robinson's 40-h.p. Weigel,

scratch .„ 2 27 1-5

6 9 3-5

10 33 3-5

10 58 3-5

7 15 3-6

S 34 4-^5

9 26

On" Thursday the North-East Lancashire A. C. had a garden party

at Stanley Grange, Hoghton.

The Guernsey Motor Association held its first run last week to

the residence of the Lieutenant-Governor.

The Automobile Club of Ceylon is renting premises at Colombo

for the purpose of a garage for the use of members.

The competition for the Gamage Cup of the West Essex A.C.

will take the form of a non-stop run from the headquarters at Seven

Kings to the 48th milestone on the Colchester road and back again, on

Saturday, the 10th inst.

Of the nine gold medals awarded in the Scottish Reliability Trials

seven have been given to cars which were fitted with Dunlop tyres.

Successf-S of the "Continental" tyres during recent weeks include

fastest times at the Lincolnshire A.C.'s speed trial, the Manchester

A.C.'s hill climb, Midland A.C.'s climb at Shelsley Walsh, and the

Coventry M.C.'s open hill-climb reported in last week"a M.C-J.

A SHORT time ago the Motor House had over fifteen high-powered

cars in stock. Now, probably as a result of the opening of the Brook-

lands track, not a single one remains. It certainly looks as if there are

lenty of private people about who intend to take up motor racing as a

.iobby now that the track is provided, and if the Motor House can find a

ready market for racing cars, it behoves go-ahead makers to list such

vehicles as well as ordinary cars in their catalogues. Although the

demand in nearly all instances has been for a British vehicle, the fact

that very few firms in this country have built racing cars has

resulted in the Motor House having to supply foreign-built machines to

satisfy their clients' requirements.

t
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CASES UNDER THE MOTOR CAR ACT.

Alleged Noise.

Mr. W. T. Lord answered to a summons at the South-Western (Lon

don) Court for failing to stop the action of the machinery of his motor-

>car, necessary for the prevention of noise. Defendant had visited the

motor track at Weybridge, and returning, pulled up in Priory Lane,

Putney. The noise of the machinery was said to be considerable ; so

miuch so that a polo pony took fright and, wrenching itself away from

*iie groom, bolted, causing two lady cyclists to fall into a ditch. P.C.

Welton said the defendant was asked many times to stop the engine.

Defendant said the machinery did not make any more noise than a sew-

'ing machine. The magistrate fined the defendant £5, with £5 5s. costs.

Exceeding the Limit.

At Kilmarnock, a motor-cyclist has been fined £3 and costs, for

•exceeding the ten mile limit in Dairy.

At Lancaster, on Saturday, John Cunningham, chauffeur,

.Edinburgh, and Ernest Henry Bunnay, motor-car owner, Birkenhead,

were charged on separate informations with exceeding the speed limit

•over the Garstang Road trap, El lei. The Chairman said the Bench had

decided to fine easli defendant 50*. and costs, or in default a month's

imprisonment. These amounts are only half what has hitherto been

imposed by the Lancaster county magistrates for speeds up to twenty-five

miles an hour. Beyond that speed the tines have been £7 and £10.

At Haywards Heath Petty Sessions, William K. Lamotte, of Shirley,

ihas been fined £15, with £1 17s. 6d. costs, for driving a motor-car at

.Handcross at a greater speed than twenty miles an hour. Defendant

.has been previously fined £10 for a like offence.

A Registration Point.

At Dudley, John Eades, of Birmingham, has been fined £3 for using a
•motor-cvele without registering it, and with refusing to give his name

And address after an accident. Defendant was making a trial run with a

motor-cycle which he had recently purchased, when he ran down a

•cyclist, smashing his machine and breaking bis arm. >

Alleged Obstruction.

Chester police have initiated a cmsade against owners leaving motor

cars in streets unattended. On the 26th ult. Air. Crosland Taylor, J.P.

Helsby, and Mr. Claremont, of Old Trafford, were charged with wilfully

causing an obstruction. The magistrates' clerk said the way owners left '

their cars standing with the machinery in motion was a periect nuisance.

Mr. Crosland Taylor pleaded that it was merely a technical offence, and

the Bench dismissed Doth summonses on payment of costs.

Dangerous Driving.

Percy Mitchell, of Hampstead, was summoned, at Raglan Petty
•Sessions, for driving a motor-car to the danger of the public. Superinten-

•dent Captain Parker handed a letter to the magistrates, and stated that

if the defendant had in the first place given them the information he had

since communicated, proceedings would not have been taken. Con

siderable correspondence had passed with solicitors in London, and it now

appeared that it was the chauffeur who was driving. He was now

travelling about the country, but they hoped to catch him in due course.

Upon the payment of £3 2s. 8d. costs the summons against Mr. Mitchell

.was withdrawn.

George Lowrie, a chauffeur, was stmmoned at Gateshead, on Monday,
■for driving a motor-car without lights and to the danger of the public.

The police said he dashed across Redheugh Bridge at fifty miles an hour

without paying his toll. He was fined £5 ancl costs for each offence.

Charles E. Smith was also summoned at Gateshead for driving a motor-

oar to the danger of the public. He was fined £5.

Captain John Haig, of the Lodge, Ascot, was fined £18, including

costs, by the Berks magistrates at Wokingham, on Tuesday, for driving

a motor-car at a speed dangerous to the public at Eashampstead. Major

Daikie, of the Royal Field Artillery, Tidmouth, the principal witness,

.-said the car parsed a wagonette, containing three ladies, which he

was driving, at a terrific speed, and it was a merciful providence that

•they were not killed.

Heavy Hauls.

At Morpeth, on the 24th nit. , five motorists were fined sums aggregating

•to £7 ; on the 25th eight were fined £33 and costs at Kingston. On

Monday last five drivers were fined £14 and costs for exceeding the

regulation limit in Bushey Park, and five others were fined £24 and

costs at St. Ives (Hunts) for exceeding the legal limit at Fenstantou.

On the same day £70 were paid by motorists summoned at the Steyning

Petty Session*, and £50 by other victims at Godalming. At Arundel,

too, there was a batch of cases, the fines aggregating £59, and at

Haywards Heath three fines totalled £25, exclusive of costs. On Tuesday,
•it the Beaconsfield Sessions, five motorists were lined £12 5s. and coats

.and a warrant was issued against another—all for exceeding the legal

limit. Three motorists were also fined £5 each at Wokingham.

—^MOQOTQQQMIM —

In the Scottish Reliability Trial live of the gold medallists used

.Shell motor spirit. The winner of the Scottish Cup for the vehicle

showing the lowest petrol consumption also used Shell spirit.

Mr. F. L. Martineau, who drove in the recent Scotti.-h Reliability

Trial", is enthusiastic as to the behaviour of the Palmer tyres fitted to

his Pilgrim car. From start to finish they were not touched, and the

vehicle was driven to and from Scotland from the works at Farnham,

fitted with the same tyres.

THE PEKIN-PARIS MOTOR RUN.

Prince Borghkse has at last crossed Asia on his Itala car and is

now in Europe, he having safely arriv ed in Moscow on Saturday last,

forty-seven days after setting out from Pekin. He left Nijni Novgorod,

where he was entertained by the Yice-Governor of the province, early on

Friday, tlia 2fith ult. The entry into Moscow was most enthusiastic,

the whole populace turning oat to (rive the Prince a royal welome. He

was met eighteen versts outside Moscow by the Italian and French

Consuls and the representatives of the Moscow Automobile Club.

Eighteen cars and many members of the Italian' colony escorted the

Prince into the city, where the lo:il motorists presented him with a

medal. In the evening the Italian colony gave a banquet in honour ol

the intrepid motorist, to whom they presented a beautifully bound album

adorned with a large enamelled gold crest of the city of Moscow, and

containing an address and numerous views of the city and its

environs, while the journalist who accompanied him from

Pekin received a gold pen mounted with a sapphire. In

the course of an interview with the representative of the " Standard "

Prince Borghese, in recounting some of the incidents of the journey,

stated :—" We travelled only by day, and always contrived to sleep

somewhere, either in peasants' huts or inns. Incidents ? Oh, yes,

incidents enough, but— " and the gesture implied that it was hope

less to expect him to begin on that interminable subject. " There was

nothing unpleasant, and it is untrue that the peasantry ever attempt*!

to prevent our progress. The best piece of road from Pekin to

Moscow was undoubtedly the Gobi desert. I was never over

such places as are called "roads" in Russia. When I was

told that a highway existed between Irkutsk and Moscow

I expected to find something like a roid, but I was disap-

 

The Visit of the Imperial Induitries Club to the Argyll Works at

Alexandria.

Sir 0 Hiyter Chubb, Sir T. B. Hitching, the Hon. J. W. Taverner, Sir J.

Boper Partington and Mr. Gilbert Batholomew being received by Mr. W. A.

Smith and hit co-directors.

pointed. I avoided the worst place round Lake Baikal, and took the

ferry across. I believe the road round the lake is impassable for man

and beast, to say nothing of a machine. Forty kilometres an honr

was the best ipeed I have made in Russia, and fifteen kilometres the

slowest. The weather has been bad, and it has rained almost incessantly

since I left Irkutsk, there having been only three fair days. I have

been surprised and gratified by my reception in Moscow. I shall drive

myself to Paris, bnt it looks as if the rest of the trip would prove rather

a test of my internal economy than anything else."

The Prince, who was resting in Moscow until Wednesday, hopes to

arrive in Paris on the 10th inst., two months to a day after his departure

from Pekin.
The last news of the Spyker and two De Dion cars was from

Tscheliabinsk, near the frontier, which place was reached on Monday.

THE IDEAL CHAUFFEUR.

Here's to the man with nerve of steel,

Here's to the man behind the wheel,

Whose eye is true and temper mild,

Who ne'er his lips with curi-e defiled

E'en though he punctured every tyre.

His work is more to him than hire.

He keeps his motor clean and bright ;

He ne'er demurs at trips by night.

If you should meet this man some day,

Please send him to me right away.

G. E. Bird in " Automobile Topics."
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COMPENSATION CASES.

In April John Rons was knocked down by a motor-car when cross

ing one of Bristol's busiest roads. A claim for compensation has just

been heard at Bristol. It was alleged by several witnesses that the car

was travelling twelve or fourteen miles an hour. The jury awarded

£100 compensation.

At Gainsborough County Court, Charles Warboys, of London, has

claimed damages from Messrs. Hose Brothers, Ltd., engineers, Gains

borough, for loss by the death of bis son, Robert E. Warboys, who died

as the result of a collision with a motor-car while cycling to Gains

borough on February -21st last. For the defence the driver of the car and

the other occupant said they saw Warboys 150 yards away as they

turned the bend in the road at the rate of seven or eight miles an hour.

He was on the wrong side and bad his head down. They continued

towards him, sounding the horn continuously. When twelve yards

separated them Warboys raised his head. The driver thought he was

going to turn to the correct side, but he did not. When they were only

two or three yards apart the driver of the car turned with the object of

avoiding the cyclist. The latter turned towards the proper side

simultaneously, and this brought about the collision. Mr. Turrell

contended this was the only course the driver of the car could take.

His Honour, in summing up, said the question for the jury was whether,

when the occupants of the car saw the deceased coming on the wrong

side of the road they were guilty of negligence in waiting until they

were within two or three yards before applying the brakes and putting

on the clutch. The jury after a long absence announced that they were

unable to come to a decision.

At the West Riding Afsizes, en Monday, Mr. Justice Ridley and a

special jury heard an action in which Hugh Curran, a groom, claimed

£500 damages for personal injuries against Mr. T. H. Woollen. Mr. Scott

Fox, K.C., for the plaintiff, said that Curran had been employed to go

out with a horse from Scarborough each evening to meet the coach. On

the 22nd August of last year, while he was riding the horse on the

grass about two miles from Scarborough, a motor-car came up from the

rear and struck the horse on the left flank. The groom was thrown off

and was for some hours unconscious. He was in hospital from August

22nd to February 16th, and was now only able to move about on crutches.

The defendant went into the witness-box. He said he saw the plaintiff

on the horse on his left side sixty or seventy yards ahead. The witness

was about in the centre of the road, and blew his horn twice. When he

was near the level of the horse it suddenly swerved and jumped over the

comer of the radiator, bending the right lamp bracket and doing other

damage. The jury found a verdict for the plaintiff for the amount

claimed.

AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS.

The case of G. F. O'Connor, mentioned in last week's li.C.J. as

having been remanded en a charge of manslaughter at West Ham, has

been again before the magistrate, who discharged the accused wkh the

remark that he did not see that a case of manslaughter was made out.

At the inquest a verdict of " Accidental death " was recorded.

While alighting from a motor-'bus, on which he was travelling from

the Law Courts to his residence in London, the other day, Mr. Justice

Joyce stumbled and has been absent from the couits for a week in

consequence.

A runaway motor-wagon on Wednesday week, on the main read

between Woodley and Stockport, resulted in the Old Toll-bar House at

Lower Bredbury being partly wrecked.

An elderly lady, named Mifs Hooper, of Wimbledon, was inn over

and killed on the evening of the 26th ult. by the motor-car of Mrs. C. N.

Williamson, the novelist. Mrs. Williamson and a lady friend were

being driven through Wimbledon, when Miss Hooper, in attempting to

cross the road in front of the car, was knocked down. The front wheels

assed over her, and she was dragged along the road for some distance

y the hind wheels, receiving such terrible injuries that she died almost

immediately. At the inquest on Tuesday, the jury found that the

fatality was due to a pure accident, and exonerated the chauffeur from

blame.

The heroic conduct of a nurse who lost her life in an endeavour to

save a miirII boy named Greenwell has been told to a coroner's jury at

Streatley, near Reading. Her charge was about to cross the road when

the nurse, named Harris, heard the sound of a motor horn. The road

is narrow and full of curves, and, realising the danger, she at once rushed

and clutched him, but both being flightened they hesitated, and failed to

get out of the path of the car, both being run down. The nurse, however,

flung the child before her, and took the force of the blow of the vehicle

herself, receiving such injuries that she died. The owner of the car, Mr.

Morley, of Eversleigb, Hants, said he was sure deceased sacrificed her

life in saving the child, who was merely scratched.

A " Vanguard " motor-omnibus overturned on Sunday afternoon at

Hackney, and several passengers were seriously injured. The vehicle,

which was on its way from Lpping Forest to Bethnal Green, skidded,

collided with the kerb, and turnea completely over. There were seven

inside and two outside passengers at the time of the mishap and all

were injured.

At Kingston, on I he 26th ult., William Adams, a chauffeur, nineteen

Jears of age, of Epirus Road, Fulham, was charged with recklessly

riving a motor-car at Walton-on-Thames on July 17th and causing the

death of Rebecca Mayhew, a patient at the Metropolitan Convalescent

Home at Walton-on-Thames. Mr. William Lewis appeared to prose

cute on behalf of the Treasury, and Mr. C. L. Attenborough defended. -

The magistrates committed the defendant for trial at the Surrey

Assizes.

While cycling along the Windsor Road between Slough and Eton,

a few evenings ago Mr. Guy Nickalls came into collision with a motor

car. Mr. Nickalls, who had an arm broken, was taken home by the

motorist to Farnham Royal, where he was surgically treated.

A motor car accident occurred at'Kingston-on-Thames on Saturday

morning. A car owned by Mr. Foster, Kingston, and driven by Mr-

Wilson, of the same place, was proceeding along Queen's Boad, in the

direction of Richmond Park, when, in parsing Alexandra Road, it

collided with a grocer'B cart, driven by George Hall. The force of the-

impact overturned the cart, and Hall was thrown on his head into the

roadway, and rendered unconscious. Ho was removed in the motor-car -

to Kingston Victoria Hospital, where his condition was considered

critical.

A motoring" fatality occurred at Nottingham on Saturday. As

Mr. George Fowler, of Basford Hall, was being driven into the city by

his chauffeur past a coal cart, a man who had been noticed counting the-

money he had in his possession stepped from behind the cart in front

of the car, which was proceeding at a moderate pace. The man was

knocked down, one of the wheels of the vehicle going over his head.

Mr. Fowler at once conveyed the unfortunate man to the general'

hospital, where, however, he died shortly after admission.

A serious motor-car accident occurred near Monmouth, a car, con

taining Captain E. Evans, colliding, head on, with that of Mr. J. N.

Booker, of Ro°s. Mr. Booker sustained a lacerated kneu, and Captain.'

Evans's chauffeur, who was shot through the wind screen to the road,

was badly cut by the glass.

ROAD REPORTS.

-♦-
Brentford.—The Rev. T. Henry, Vicar of St. George's, Brentford,,

has suggested that a petition from the ratepayers be prepared for

presentation to the King, asking him to use his best endeavours to-

widen the High Street, Brentford, through . which he frequently passes

on his cars.

Cowfold.—At a general meeting at Cowfold it has been agreed to-

have the main road tarsprayed. It will cost the village about £20 for

the tar, the County Council bearing the cost of labour involved.

Redditcii.—The main roads in this district are now for the most

part in excellent condition. Some of the country lanes and bye-road?-

are rough and uneven. Long stretches of the Bromsgrove road are still

under repair.

RaTHDEUM.—The district council of this Irish resort have passed

several recommendations of the county surveyor in regard to the-

improvement of the roads of the rural district. The report of the

surveyor that Aughavannagh Bridge is in parts " shaky, distorted,,

tilted, sagged, bulged, with stones missing and others split," was

considered. He suggested that £300 should be expended upon it, a-

proposal which was adopted.

West Sussex.—The West Sussex County Council has decided to tar

the surface of any main roads in their area where half the cost is-

contributed by the locality, the county contribution for the whole of such

work not to exceed £100.

Hayes.—At the Bromley Rural District Conncil, on Tuesday, a

letter was read from the Hayes Parish Council suggesting that a danger

signal should be erected near the schools at Hayes as a warning to»

motorists not to drive too quickly, as the road was largely used by school

children. Sir Henry Lennard said at West Wickham ihey had put up

a large placard : " Drive slowly ; schools in front." This has had good

effect, and he suggested that the same plan should be adopted at Hayes.

This was agreed to.

New showrooms have lately been opened at 93, Fulham Road, S.W..

by the Miesse Petrol Car Syndicate, Ltd.

WKIOEL Motors (1907), Ltd., have opened well fitted up West End

show-rooms at 30, Dover Street, W., under the management of Mr. Pryce-

Harrison.

Mors (England), Ltd., have just issued a new catalogue of the

Mors 15 -20- h. p. live axle car, whioh gives full particulars of the vehicle,

together with very clearly prepared drawings ot the different parts of the

chassis. In the course of a run from Rrooklands to town the other day

on one of these cars, in company with Mr. L. Carle, we were very much

impres-ed with its silent and speedy qualities.

We are informed that both the Daimler Motor Company (1901),

Limited, of Coventry, and the Daimler Motoren Gesellschaft of

Unterturkheira Germany, have instituted actions in the Chancery Divi

sion against the British and Colonial Daimler-Mercedes Syndicate, Ltd.,

claiming injunctions to restrain the latter syndicate from using the-

name " Daimler-Mercedes " in connection with motor-cars dealt in by

them.
From Messrs. Brown Bros., Ltd., nomes a copy of their new ■

catalogue of " Brown Cars "; this gives full particulars of the five models,

viz., 10-12-h.p. two-cylinder, 18-20-h.p.,20-22-h.p. and 25 30-h.p., four-

cylinder and 40-h.p. six -cylinder. Illustrations are given of the principal/

parts of the chassis as well as of complete vehicles, the latter iucluding:

not only touring vehicles but a useful 10-12-h.p. traveller's car and a-

20 cwt. delivery van.

i:
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PUBLIC MOTOR SERVICES.

The service of motor-wagons for goods from Lei th to Galashiels U

being largely taken advantage of by merchant* and manufacturers in

the Murder town.

Tin. increasing number of empty properties in the borough of

Poddington is ascribed by the finance committee, in a report issued on

Saturday, to the motor-'bus traffic in the neighbourhood.

On Saturday Messrs. Tilling and Company's motor-'bus service

from Peckham and Cutford to Greenwich was terminated ; on Sunday

the firm initiated a new service from Oxford Street to Sidcup.

Mr. S. A. Chambers, presiding at the meeting of the Automobile

Cab Company (Ltd.), on Monday, said the loss of £10,196 on the year

was mainly due to two causes. They bad been unable to obtain full

delivery of the cabs until November, 1906, which caused them to miss

the best part of the seascn of that year ; while exceptionally bad

weather had been experienced in 1907. As an instance of how the

weather affected their takings, he pointed out that for the week ending

January 12th, when the weather was bad, the takings per cab were only

His. per day; during the Easter holidays, when it was line, they rose to

XI Hi-., and during Whitsuntide, when it was bad again, they fell to

£1 Is. 7d. Of their thirty-two cabs, the average number running was

nineteen or twenty, the remainder being in the hospital, while their ex

perience had led tbem to regard it as not imprudent to write off \ per

cent, depreciation off their cabs. Several shareholders suggested that a

committee should be appointed, but nobody would volunteer to serve on

the committee, and eventually the resolution for the adoption of the

report was agreed to, and the retiring directors, Mr. S. A. Chambers and

Mr. C. G. Henty, were re-elected.

Arrangements are in progress for placing another 400 motor-cabs

on the London streets. The cars will be four-cylinder, of 12 to lb-h p.,

and fitted with a taximeter.

Passenger coaches run every Wednesday over the level roads

through Komney Marsh to the interesting old Sussex town of Rye.

The motor traffic has given several little frequented towns and villages

in the Hythe district a new lea-e of life.

^ -

COMPANY NEWS.

New Companies Registered.

MOTOR Investments EXCHANGE.—Registered in Guernsey.

£15,000. The signatories are: J. LeMessurier, Ecrivaio, Manor Place,

Guernsey ; H. M. Mauger, Sc. Martin's Road, Guernsey ; A. J. Roussel,

Gaelics Road, Guernsey ; P. J. Manger, Port Road, Guernsey ; H. Ogier,

La Croix, Caistel, Guernsey; H. Le Messurier, Hauleville, Guernsey;

G. Ridgway, Manor Place, St. Peter Port, Guernsey.

S. P. Edge (1907), Ltd.—£275,000. To acquire the business of S. F.

Edge, Limited, and to carry on the basinets of m >t or car manufacturers

and dealers, (Sic. 75,Di(0 £1 shares have been offered for public subscrip

tion, tbe Hat of applications for which closed on Thursday.

Heading Motor Company.—£2,000. To acquire the business

carried on at 57, Castle Street, Reading, and elsewhere as Cannadine

und Company, and to carry on the business of motor-car manufacturers

and dealers, &c.

POLICE TRAPS.

The trap in the Shooter's Hill road is again in frequent operation,

its victims being summoned at the Woolwich Police Court.

The Birmingham City Council has been considering the traffic bye-

laws of the town, and in the course of the discussion the chairman of

the Watch Committee promised that the question of the speed of motor

cars passing t hrough Birmingham would have the attention of the chief

constable. Wariness should therefore be practised by motorists in the

district.

The police trap on the Garstang road at Ellel is again in active

operation, leading motorists to the Lancaster court.

Surbiton is again the centre of a carefully planned police trap.

A measured distance of a mile in the vicinity of Bishopton,

Renfrewshire, is reported as having been the scene of police trapping

activities lately.

Cavendish Place is a favourite spot in Eastbourne for police traps.

P.S. Waghorn is operating in ihe Handcross, Friars Oak, and

Bolney districts of Sussex.

A Motor trap is being operated at Fenstanton, on the road between

Huntingdon and Cambridge.

There is a measured furlong in the borough of Godalining.

ON tbe Chichester road, near Arundel, the police trap is in daily

operation ; at Poling is another trap a quarter of a mile in length ;

W albert >n is also the scene of a trap of regular occurrence.

Henfield, Washington and Bramble are three villages from which

large hauls of motorists have lately been made to the Stevning Petty

Session'. Motorists should be careful when passing through these dur

ing the holidays.

The police trap in Loampit Vale, Blackheath, is likely to be in

operation on Monday next.

Under the title "A Remarkable Brochure," Messrs. Humber, Ltd.,

have issued a circular summarising the success of the Humber vehicles

jn the Isle of Man and Scottish trials,

MO TORINO ON THE KIVIERA.

The " ( in niche d'Or" of the Esterel, as the coast road is known, was

only completed in 1893, and as a piece of modern roadway-making is the

peer of any of its class elsewhere. The record of its building and the

public spirited assistance which was given the project on all sides would,

or should, put to shame those road-building organisations of England

and America which for the most part have aided the good-roads move

ment with merely an unlimited supply of talk about what was going to

be done. As a roadway of scenic surprises, the " Corniche d'Or ' of the

Esterel is the peer of the better known rival beyond Nice, though it has

nothing to excel that superb half-dozen kilometres just before, and after,

Monte Carlo and Monaco. The interior route of the Esterel, the Route

d'ltalie, mounts to an altitude of 300 metres, while the "Corniche" is

practically level, with no hills which would tire the least muscular cyclist

or the weakest powered automobile. Since the beginning of the trans

formation of the Esterel 240 kilometres of new roadways have been laid

out. After this great work was finished, came the question of erecting

sign-boards along the various routes and chemins and carrefours and

bifurcations, and the work was not treated in a parsimonious fashion.

Within the first year of the completion of the road building over two

bundl ed important and legible signs were erected by the efforts of a wealthy

resident of St. Raphael, with the result that the value of the Esterel as a

great " pare nation ale " became apparent to many who had previously

never even heard of it.

This delightful track <# unspoiled wildwood is bounded on the

north by the Route d'ltalie, while the ingeniously planned " Corniche "

follows the coast-line all the way to Cannes, which is really the door

by which one enters the Riviera of the guide-books and the winter

tourists.

The " Corniche d'Or," its inception and construction, was really

due to the efforts of the omnitic" Touring Club de France." Formerly

 

The 30-h.p. White Steam Car fitted with limousine body for the

Marchioness of Bute.

the way by the coast was but a narrow track, or a " Sentier de Douane."

To-day it is an ample roadway along its whole length, on which one has

little fear of speeding automobiles, for the simple reason that the jutting

capes and promontories of porphyry rocks are death-dealing in their

abruptness and frequency, and no automobilist who is sane—let it be

here emphasised—takes such dangerous risks. The forest and mountain

region of the Esterel between those two enciicling strips of roadway is

possessed of a wonderful fascination for those who are brain-fagged or

town-tired ; and to roam, even on foot, along these by-paths for a few

days will give a whole new view of life to any who are disposed to try it.

If one purchases the excellent map of the region issued by the " Touring

Clab de France," or even the five-colour map of the " Service Vicinal "

of the French Government, he will have no fear of losing his way among

the myriads of paths and roadways with which the whole region is

threaded.—Mr. F. Miltoun in " Rambles in Provence."

INTER MOTORCYCLING CLUB CONTEST.

FIVE clubs competed in the inter-team contest promoted by the

Motor Cycling Club on Saturday. The competition took place on

12$ miles of road between Daventry and Rugby, with Daventry as

headquarters, and had to be covered several times, the full distance

being 100 miles, with a luncheon stop at fifty miles. The conditions

were for a non-stop run, no adjustments being permitted, and the clubs

were represented by six riders each—viz., four motor-cyclists and two

drivers of passenger machines. The result was a win for the Coventry

Motor Club, with 534 marks, the Motor Cycling Club being second with

479f, Birmingham Motor Cycle Club third with 392, Southern Motor

Cluo fourth with 359J, and the Great Yarmouth and District Motor

Cycling Club fifth with 239 marks.
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

AUGUST.

2nd to 5th.—Automobile Club of France Criterinm and Coupe de la

Presse.

3rd (Sat.).—Sussex County A.C. Gymkhana at Eastbourne.

Southend M.C. holiday tour on south coast ,

The Somerset A.C. run to Weymouth.

Gymkhana of the West Surrey A.C.

5th (M.).—Crystal Palace A.C.'s races at BexhUl(abandoned).

Brooklands A.R.C. Meet.

Meet of the New Forest A.C. at the Burley Pony Show.

10th (S.).—Entries for K. A.C. Commercial Vehicles Trials finally close

at 12 noon.

Annual Race Meeting of the Auto Cycle Club at Canning

Town.

Meet of the Lincolnshire A. C. at Btocklesby Park by invita

tion of Earl Yarborough.

17th (S.).—Brooklands A.B.C. Meet,

Lincolnshire A.C. Hill Climb at Syston Park.

19th to 24th.—Auto Cycle Club's six days' trial.

20th.—Open competition for light cars organised by the E^sez M 'tor

Club over a 200 miles course.

2Uh (S.).— Hertford County A.C. at Lower Aston Hill for a members'

driving test. . s

SEPTEMBER,

0th.—Industrial Vehicle Trials commence.

14th (8.).—Motor Union Meet at Leicester.

OCTOBER,

19th.—Gordon Bennett Aeronautical race at St. Louis, Missouri.

MARCH, 1908.

Cordingley's Motor-Car Exhibition at the Agricultural Hall, London.

Lighting-cp Times—London.

5th—8.41 ... 7th—8.38 !)th-3.36

10th—8.34

Aug. 3rd—8.45 .

„ 4th-8.43 ... 0th—8.40 ... 8th—8.37

In Glasgow the lighting up time to-day (Sat.) is 9.40 p.m., and to

ascertain the approximate times on succeeding days 45 min. should be

added to the above figures ; in Birmingham an addition of about 13 min.

is necessary.

THEFT OF A MOTOR CAR.

—•—
GEORGE Garrard, chauffeur, was found guilty at the New Bailey,

London, on Monday. He was charged with obtaining £100 by false

pretences from Samuel Brown, a motor dealer, Brompton Road, and

pleaded guilty to a second indictment charging him with stealing a

motor-car, the property of Mr. B. L. Rose. Garrard was a chauffeur in

the employ of Mr. Rose, who in June had two motor-cars—a Daimler

ami an Argyll. Garrard was instructed by his master to sell the latter

car, and he accordingly went to Mr. Brown and represented that he

had a Daimler car for sale. Brown having tried the car agreed to give

Uarrard £205 for the car, after Garrard had produced what purported

to be a written authority from Mr. Rose for the sale. Brown parted

with £100, but on making inquiries as the car was not delivered he

learned that Garrard had no authority to sell the Daimler car, and that,

consequently he had been defrauded of his money. The man, however,

had sold the two head lamps, which cost £16, for £4 10s. The Recorder

passe.! a sentence of six months' hard laiwiir.

mateeoam

OARAGE LIABILITY.

In a case heard at Birmingham, Mr. F. A. Byrne claimed £39 from

Motor Plants, Ltd., for damage to a motor-car while in their keeping for

sale on commission. The cylinder was cracked owing, it was alleged,

to the defendant's negligence in not draining the water jackets during

frosty weather. After hearing evidence J udge Bray said it had not been

established to his satisfaction that the damage to the car was caused by

the negligence of the defendants. There would, therefore, under the

circumstances, be judgment for the defendants on the claim.

THE COMMERCIAL VEHICLE TRIAL.

Special difficulties have arisen in connection with the routes for the

heavy classes (classes F, G, and H) in the R.AC. Commercial Vehicle

Trials, for which fifty-five entries have been received. If a weak bridge

is found anywhere along tiie line of direction chosen, it probably causes

a disorganisation of the scheme for that day, and a general substitution

of fresh routes. For six weeks past the R. A.C. has had a car travelling

throughout the districts that are to be invaded, and it is gratifying to

know that the plans as regards routes are now nearly all settled.

Vehicles in Class A travel 70 miles a day, in Class B 00 miles, in Class

C 55 miles, and so forth, bringing up the mileages to be arranged and

mapped to a total of about 300 per day, or 0,000 for the twenty -two

running days, of the trials.

THE DU PRE CHALLENGE CUP.

The contest for the Du Pre Challenge Cup took place on Kettleby

Hill, on June 22nd, the event being restricted to members of the

automobile clubs of Leicester, Nottinghamshire, and Derby and District.

Wei

showin

this y<
Clement-Talbot ; Dr. Hogarth, 12-16 h. p. Talbot ; Capt. Byron, 24-h.p.

Minerva; Mr. H. Wormleighton, 14-h.p. Clyde ; Mr. H. B. Oliver,

24-h.p. Minerva.

ntomobile clubs of Leicester, Nottinghamshire, and Uerby ana uistricc.

Ve have just received the adjudicated result as decided by the RA.C,

lowing that Mr. G. H. Waite'a 8-h.p. Clyde was the winner of the oup

His year. Others in order of merit were Dr. P. E. Tressider, 15-h.p.

BUSINESS NEWS.

Mr. Girbon Brooks, 51, Queen Street, Cardiff, ha* been appointed

agent for Cardiff and district for the sale of Weigel cars.

Calling in at the works of Messrs. Dorwald and Company at 30-32,

High Street, Wandsworth, S.W., the other day, we found them well

equipped to undertake all kinds of repairs to motor-cars at the shortest

notice.
Mr. W. H. Townseni), of 124, Commercial Street, Newport, Mon.,

is making a speciality of the welding of castings by means of his special

oxy.hydrogen process ; he claims to be able to repair every description

of broken or defective castings, and sends us an illustration of a damaged

base chamber which was finding its way to the scrap heap, but which he

was able to restore to its original condition.

In exactly a fortnight from receiving the first Leon Bollee cars out

of the fourteen purchased by the Motor House twelve of them were

disposed of, the twelfth, a handsome landaulet, being sold to the Duchess

of Newcastle.
Arrangements are being rapidly poshed forward for the manufac

ture and marketing of " Miraculum," the new puncture stop forpneumatic

tyres.
The Crypto Electrical Company, of 155-7, Bermondsey Street,

S.E., have appointed Mr. S. Mansel Jones their sole agent for the whole

of South Wales for the sale of their dynamos, motors, alternating to

continuous current Iran "formers, &o.
A tyrk repair establishment has been opened at 215, Shaftesbury

Avenue, London, W.C., by Mr. H. George.

The New Engine Company inform us that they have increased

the horse-power of their smaller N.E.C. car from 15-h.p. to 20-h.p., and

have also lengthened the wheel base from 9 ft. to 9 ft. 6 in., making it

an all-round carriage suitable for any class of work. They have also

got out a new 40-h.p. chassis desigue I chiefly to meet the demand for a

car suitable for extremely large bodies, bo that they now build three

types—20-h.p., 30 h. p. and 40-n.p. Amongst recent orders received are

one for an extra large 30-h.p. Undaulst tor Mr. William J. Parkyn,

of Manchester, a 30-h p. Victoria for Mr. P. Copestake, of Henbeld

and Brighton, a 20-h.p. doable landaulet for Mr. Fred Wallis, the

well-known surgeon, and a 20-h.p. double landanlet for Dr. Owen

Lankfster.

A company has been formed in New Zealand to develop a

new motor tyre made of chrome leather, devised by Mr. W. H.

Bird, of Wanganui. The feature of the new production is the

building up of the tyre in such a way that the edge of the

leather engages with the ground. Small pieces of chrome leather,

cut in the shape of the cross section of the tyre, are placed side

by side until the circle is complete, when it is compressed and

vulcanised to form.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

-♦-
All communications intendedfor insertion in this Journal or relating

to Editorial matters should be addressed to The Editorial Depart

ment, Motor-Car Journal, 27-33, Charing Cross Road, London,

W.C., and must be written on one side of the paper only. Letters must in

all cases be accompanied by the name and address of the writer, as no

notice will be taken of anonymous communications.

The Editors cannot undertake to return MSS. or drawings, although

every effort will be made to do so in the case of rejected communication*.

Where such are regarded as of value, correspondents are requested to

retain conies.
The Editors do not hold themselves responsiblefor the opinions expressed

by their correspondents, or for statements andfacts which do not appeal

in the editorial columns.
To insure insertion communications and contributions must be in

the Editors' hands by Tuesday forenoon of the week in which the same

are intended to appear. Disappointment may be caused by non-compliance

with this rule, and to avoid this earlier receipt, ifpossible, is necessary.

Photographers, both professional and amateur, are invited to send

photographs of current events or ofmotoring scenes and incidents. The Jet.

if any, required for reproduction should oe stated in each cast; otherwise

no liability will be accepted.
The Editors and Publishers beg also to state that they will accept no

responsibility for unsolicited contributions, even if used, unless payment

or same is directly specified inforwarding, and the terms arranged before

publication,
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COMMENTS.

ONSIDERABLE interest attaches to the

Reliability Trial which the Royal Auto

mobile Club has decided to hold next

year—probably in June. So far as present in

formation goes the scheme is to devise a 2,000

miles Reliability contest, included in which will be

not less than 20 miles of timed hill climbs and a run

on the Brooklands Track of 200 miles. Here is a

combination of the Scottish Trial idea with an

essential feature of the Tourist Trophy, it being proposed that

the car which does not finish on the track on the allowance of

fuel provided shall be out of the event. The presumed average

time per mile over the 2,000 miles will be arrived at by the

time per mile on the track in minutes ; then the time lost by delays

on the road will be added in minutes—except the delays on the

hill climbs—and the time occupied in the hill climbs will be

also added in minutes. Classification will in all probability be by

price, minimum weight, minimum wheel base, and minimum piston

area. An event organised on such a comprehensive scale, and

embodying most of the ideas that are comprised in the leading

Continental and British trials, should become a classic institu

tion, and also have the effect of encouraging the trade to con

centrate their efforts on the Trial of the year, leaving the county

*nd other contests of minor degree to amateur owners of cars.

Club

Contests.

Should the 1908 Trial have such a

result we do not anticipate any restric

tion of energy in club life. In fact, it

should be quickened by the chances

offered to amateur drivers to get the

best out of their vehicles. At present

many private owners do not enter for club events because of

the competition of the trade. They feel the opportunities for

success are unequal, and are inclined to hold aloof. This

•question of club competitions is becoming a very difficult

problem owing to the multip'icity of the meetings and the

variety of regulations governing the same, and should be made

the occasion of a conference to draw up some scheme of

•uniformity ere the next season.

The Brooklands

Track.

Monday's prize list at the Brook

lands Motor Track totalled £2,400, and

attracted cars and drivers of inter

national renown. But it cannot be said

to have excited the public to any extent ;

and to the improvements already made

-since the opening day others will have to be added if motor

racing is to become a Bank Holiday sport. Firstly, punctuality

in running the events should be secured ; secondly, the possi

bility of confusion as to the identity of cars on the track should

he eliminated by the numbers being newly painted before they

enter the course ; and thirdly, some indication of the speed

attained should be given at the earliest possible moment after

the race. If the authorities continue to withhold the actual

time of each contest, or decline to publish the rate of speed per

hour, they might at least have the time taken along the finishing

straight duly proclaimed. People like to be able to say they

saw a vehicle going at so-many miles per hour, and even such a

modicum of comfort as we suggest would probably satisfy many.

Otherwise there are indications that unofficial times will leak

out, and then the inaccuracies made public will be worse than

the absence of knowledge altogether.

Petrol

Precautions.

The warning which the London

County Council have again addressed to

the Metropolitan City and Borough

Councils with regard to the discharge of

petrol into sewers is of general impor

tance. They state that, from information

in the possession of the Council, there is good reason to believe

that much waste spirit is discharged into the sewers from private

premise*, and it is suggested that the best safeguard against the

danger seems to be the provision of suitable intercepting cham

bers on the surface drainage at large garages and other premises

where considerable quantities of petroleum spirit are used. Thus

far the immunity from accident from such causes which has been

enjoyed by the automobile industry has been a tribute to the

care generally exercised. These periodical warnings of the

L.C.C. have, however, their service in keeping constantly before

private and trade users the risks associated with the careless

handling of motor spirit.

Dust Trials.

The Dust Committee of the R.A.C.,

the members of which were the judges

in the Dust Trials, has been authorised,

in view of the Vacation, to make and

publish the awards in the Dust Trials on

its own responsibility. The Dust Com

mittee is already in a position to report that the Trials have

yielded very valuable data, that the photographic records give

elear and unmistakable comparative results, and that it will be

easy to correctly and fairly award the prizes in the first two

classes in a few days, i.e., for manufacturers' standard cars, and

for the inter-club compttition for amateurs' cars. It will take

some time, however, to consider whether any award should be

given in the experimental cla«, and to work out the informa

tion derived from the experimental work carried out by manu

facturers and by the Club itself.

♦ ♦ ♦

Last week we reported the circum

stances of a case heard at Leeds in which

Damages against a a groom recovered £500 damages from

Motorist. Mr. T. H. Woollen, who is well known

as one of the most careful drivers in the

country. The plaintiff took action to

recover damages for personal injuries caused in a motor-car

accident which happened a year ago. In opening the case

counsel acknowledged that the motorist was not proceeding at

more than eight or ten miles an hour, and it was not disputed

in evidence that the horse swerved and jumped over the right

hand side of the radiator, doing damage to the car. Athough

some of the jury seemed anxious to respond to the invitation of

the defendant's counsel to inspect the car for themselves, the

judge said he did not wish to see the vehicle, and after his

summing up the jury quickly found for the plaintiff. After

perusing the evidence we feel sure that there were points
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requiring further elucidation ; and it is certainly strange that

juries and judges are not more keenly desirous of confirming, or

otherwise, the evidence that is brought before them by actual

investigation. The damages in this particular case appear

altogether out of proportion to the offence, and Mr. T. H. Woollen

will assuredly have the sympathy of his friends in this his first

experience in a law case in connection with motor matters.

♦ ♦ ♦

The Motor Club continues its pro

gressive way and the membership is

The Motor Club rising rapidly, its influence also advanc-

and Motor Boating, ing in proportion. A most important

development has just taken place by

which the British Motor Boat Club has

joined forces with the establishment in Coventry Street, London,

W., so that members of either organisation will enjoy all the

advantages and privileges of the other. We would congratulate

the Motor Club on thus becoming possessed of a marine section,

and the British Motor Boat Club on this alliance with one of

the most virile of the motoring organisations. The combination

promises to become an important factor in the British automo

bile movement.

 

Photo by]
Touring in Prance,—A Halt in the Esterelle.

. [Mr. A. Wastnage.

It will be remembered that the Com

petitions Committee of the E.A.C. were

The Bexhlll recently commissioned to inquire into

Meeting. the proceedings at the last automobile

race meeting at Bexhill. This investiga

tion has now taken place. Statements as

to the conduct of the meeting, submitted by competitors and

others, were read by the secretary and noted ; and Mr. Robert

Todd, who had previously examined the evidence on behalf of

the R.A.O., summarised the chief points of complaint. These

points had been duly forwarded to the Crystal Palace A.C. in

order to give that club full opportunity to prepare their case.

Evidence was taken by the Competitions Committee from the

following :—Mr. H. Hollands, hon. secretary of the Crystal

Palace A.C. ; Mr. S. F. Edge and Mr. F. W. Baily, Clerks of the

Course ; Mr. E. G. Hemmerde, M.P., instructed by Messrs.

Kenneth Brown and Co., on behalf of the Crystal Palace A.C. ;

Mr. G. Skinner, a non-competitor ; Mr. Chas. Jarrott, a com

petitor ; Mr. A V. Ebblewhite, starter and timekeeper ; and

Mr. F. Straight, timekeeper. Ultimately, after dis

cussion, it was resolved that the permit for the Crystal

Palace A.C.'s hill climb on] the 27th ult. should be allowed

to stand, and that the Crystal Palace A.C. be given the

opportunity of requesting the R.A.C. to cancel the permit

already granted for their Bexhill meeting on August Bank

Holiday. If the secretary of the R.A.C. was not notified of

such request within forty-eight hours of the time at which the

resolution was communicated, the permit was to be cancelled by

the RA.C. without further notice. It was further agreed that

the committee should be informed that the permit for the hill

climb had not been withdrawn, in view of the inconvenience

which would result to competitors from such short notice of the

cancellation of the meeting. It was unanimously resolved i

—" That the committee of the club be requested to instruct the

Competitions Committee to consider and report as to the best

method of ensuring the attendance of competent officials at alt

open meetings.",

♦ ♦ ♦

Following this decision it has been

resolved by the E.AC. Committee

Competent to instruct the Competitions Committee

Officials wanted. to consider and report as to the best

method of ensuring the attendance of

competent officials at all open meetings.

This is an important point requiring the serious consideration of

motoring authorities, and, although it will doubtless be a difficult

task to arrive at a satisfactory solution of the difficulty of providing

such officials for all open meetings, the Committee should carefully

consider the question—as they have now been officially requested

to do. At the meeting of the E.A.C. Committee last week, Col.

Holden, in moving the adoption of the minutes, dealing with the-

inquiry, said that the resolutions indicated that, in the opinion

of the Competitions Committee, the meeting had not been con

ducted in several particulars in strict accordance with the Open-

Competition Rules. This is the first time such an inquiry has been-

held ; we trust such procedure will not be required at any future

race meetings, no matter under whose auspices they are held.

Liability In Motor

car Accidents.

On Tuesday, Mr. J. Bertram, M.P.,.

introduced a Bill into the House of Com

mons, with the object of defining the

liability of the owners or persons in-

charge of motor-cars in cases of accident.

The Bill provides that in all cases of h>

jury to persons, or damage to property arising from motor-cars

on a highway, the owners and the persons in charge shall be-

jointly and severally liable in damages to the person injured, or

his dependents, as defined by the Workmen's Compensation Acts,

or to the owners of the property damaged, unless and until it

can be shown that such injury or damage was due to the wilful

negligence of the person injured, or the person in charge of the

property. As the law stands now, a person suing for damages-

would have to prove that there was no contributory negligence-

on his part. If this Bill becomes law, the owner of the motor

car will have to prove that there was contributory negligence

—a very different thing, and one that will require careful con

sideration by those who look after motoring interests in Par

liament.

Alcohol

from Peat.

The publication of the report of the

Fuels Committee of the Motor Union

and the importance which it assigns to

alcohol in connection with the future of

the motor industry gives added interest

to some experiments recently carried out.

under the direction of Sir William Ramsay by some Swedish

and French chemists. These were made with dried and com

pressed Irish peat which was first mixed with 90 per cent, oft'

water. Diluted sulphuric acid was added to the peat in definite

quantity, and the whole heated to a certain temperature. The

resultant was then cooled, and the acid neutralised with lime.

Fermentation was next set up, the mixture being frequently

aerated, and ultimately alcohol was distilled from the supernatant

liquid. Apart from the bye-products of the process, the system

is valuable, and its simplicity leads to the hope that it may be-

developed on some of the peat lands of Ireland. Mr. Roger

Wallace, K.C., who was the first chairman of the Automobile

Club in the old days when Whitehall Court was the hub of the

automobile world, is interesting himself in the furtherance of the

project, and should his plans mature automobile engineers willi

do well to anticipate the position by carefully studying the

construction of engines designed for use with alcohol.
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In a Swarm

of Bees.

Motorists have strange experiences

on the road, and to the terrors of stone-

throwing by lads and other incidental

dangers of the journey must be added

the attentions of insects, &c, that infest

the highways. The other day as Mr. W.

Boswell, of Horncastle, was riding his motor-tricycle while on his

business rounds in the Fens he ran into a swarm of bees. At a

little distance he had thought they were flies ; when he drew

nearer it was not difficult to discover that they were bees. He

bad to face the music, and, putting on speed, drove as mightily

as he could. They pursued him for a couple of hundred yards,

■and then he got beyond the majority. But a number clung to

his clothing, and as they were subsequently shaken off they

•appeared stupefied, and fell to the ground—as Mr. Boswell

surmises in relating the experience to us, overcome by the fumes

of petrol. The incident is not unique, but exceptional enough

to be worth the recital.

Reciprocity when

Pleasuring.

watching motorists on the road than to allow them to go about

the work for which they were primarily instituted.

• ♦ ♦

A CORRESPONDENT draws attention to

one of the worries incidental to motoring

that have occurred in his experience.

We all know the familiarity of the

acquaintance who learns that his neigh

bour has a new car, and who is not

averse to having spins thereon to anywhere that is forty miles>

distant. Then comes the social aspect of the matter, and in the

end the host—not always a voluntary agent, by the way—finds

his trip somewhat expensive. As our reader observes, the

matter does not concern Midas, but it gives quite a shock to the

professional man who has had a series of tyre troubles, and did

not contemplate the cost of entertaining his neighbours when he

determined to become a motorist. Doubtless the best way to

settle such a matter would be for the host to find the motive

power for the machinery and the guests to reciprocate with

 

Xing Edward and the Prince of Wales leaving Goodwood.

Phtto ty]

In the ear with hit Majesty ii Count Mendsdortf, while in the doorway if the Bake of

who entertained the King last week.
[Ruttell and Sons.

Traps.

There is no doubt that police activity

during the holiday season will be

energetically directed against motorists

on many of the main roads. As usual,

from the south we have reports which

show that a large proportion of the police

force will be located in many villages as well as upon the lonely

iparts of the main road watching motorists. In many of the

northern districts, too, provocation will have to be endured by

thosej who drive cars, as local authorities apparently have an

idea that the holiday seasons are profitable trapping times, and

may be utilised to add substantially to their revenues. Refe

rence to our report of cases under the Motor Car Act last week

-afforded ample illustration of the way in which, to quote the

"Sussex Daily News," " motorists help to keep the rates down."

At Steyning, Arundel, Haywards Heath and elsewhere many

motorists were summoned, and it would really appear as if

there were something in the suggestion made in a northern

■county the other day that it is more profitable to employ police

regard to fuel supplies for the passengers. Should fines occur a

kind of co-operative alliance might be established, for these are

risks to be shared. Besides, an arrangement like that with

J.P.'s aboard would be of considerable educational value.

♦ ♦ ♦

Following the success of the 14—16-

h.p. Argyll cars in Scotland comes news

of a good run of a similar vehicle in India.

A gentleman anxious to test the merits of

the car decided to travel from Poona to

Mahableshwar and back in company

with several other motorists on cars of various makers. A

start was made from Poona at 7.35 a.m., the several cars start

ing simultaneously, and Mahableshwar was reached by the

Argyll exactly three hours later, no stop of any kind having

been made. It was the first up all the hills. An abnormally

good run was made back to Poona and thence on to Bombay, no

trouble of any sort being met with and the engine running as

cool as when tke run was started.

B
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THE PEKIN-PARIS RUN.

i ' ■ *

THE ARRIVAL OF PEINCE BORGHESE IN ST. PETERSBURG.

By Captain W.

BEING the only Englishman who went out to meet Prince

Borghese oti his arrival at St. Petersburg on the 1st inst.,

I have thought it might be of interest to give a few

details of his magnificent reception. Arriving at St. Petersburg

on Saturday morning the 27th ult., I ascertained that the first

motorist expected to arrive was the Prince on his 40-h.p. Itala,

and that he was due on Monday morning. However, owing to

his reception in Moscow, he did not leave there till 6.30 the

following Wednesday morning. As soon as the news spread that

the car had left Moscow, arrangements were made by the Auto

mobile Club of Russia for as many of their numbers as possib'e

to go out in their cars to welcome him and to escort him back

into St. Petersburg.

The rendezvous was made outside the magnificent buildiDg of

the cathedral of St. Isaacs, so at 10 a.m.—the time appointed—

I wended my way there and found several cars with their occu

pants lined up ready for the start. I had the honour of beiug

 

Prinoe Borgheae arriving on his Itala Car on the outskirts of St.

Petersburg.

asked to accompany M. Nicholas Kritch on his Buick oar, who

was appointed to lead the way, flying the C pendant as leader.

Shortly before the departure was made, at 10.30 a.m., a large

English-made motor-omnibus made its appearance, which caused

no little curiosity and sensation ; apparently, it was hired by the

Italian community of St. Petersburg to welcome their country's

representative, who had accomplished such a wonderful feat.

Some time after the procession had started a two-seated Gobron-

Brillie came rushing along, and I ascertained that it had been

placed at my disposal by Mr. N , the head of some enor

mous iron works. As I was, however, already comfortably

situated, I declined it with thanks and the car was sent back.

The journey out was an eye-opener to me as to what is

expected of a car in Russia and also what the vehicles must have

gone through en such a journey as that from Pekin to St.

Petersburg. Owing to a mistake in the route we crossed over

a road that throughout my travels in all parts of the world I

have never seen the equal of—enormous deep holes and ravines

passed through it, loose rocks, weighing anything up to 50 or

100 lbs., and, added to this, the mud was in most places a foot

thick. The cars skidded in all directions, and one, in consequence

of a skid, nearly went down the side of a steep ravine. Having

arrived at a picturesque village about 20 versts out of Peters

burg called Poulkovo (observation station), my friend blew a

trumpet to stop the cars in order that those who were behind

G. Windham.

should have time to collect, when the lot—some eight or nine—

should get together in order to meet the Prince, who was ex

pected about eight or ten versts further on the road. But, before

this could be done, lo and behold, the Prince's car was seen to

appear round the bend of the hill, and before anyone could realise

the fact he was in our midst. Immediately a loud " Hurrah " went

up and he was surrounded by his friends and a large bouquet of

flowers was presented to him. I was lucky to have my camera

ready and got the first photo which was taken of him. After a

lot of hand shaking the various vehicles were ordered on to-

Tsarskoe Selo, where several people had gone out by train to-

meet the traveller, who, being ahead of his time, had to retrace his

steps some few miles.

While waiting in this village I carefully examined the car

and was greatly surprised as to the excellent condition it was

in. There was not, as far as I could see, a single thing about it

which was the worse for its journey, and, considering the awful

country through which it must have travelled, it is indeed truly

wonderful. People in England cannot imagine the kind of roads-

there are in Russia, and it is no little wonder that most of the

cars imported into that country are quite inefficient for the

work expected of them.

Prince Borghese told me that he had only his second pair of

tyres on the front and his fourth pair on the back wheels ; they

are made by Pirelli, of Milan—square-treaded without non-skids—

and judging by the look of them they are about 920 by 120 mm.

on all four wheeta. He carried four spare tyres, two of which,

had not been opened out and were still in their waterproof

wrapping as supplied by the makers. The lamps were self-

contained acetylene, made by Carello, of Turin. The bonnet has

the words, in large white letters, " Pechino " (Pekin) painted or,

one side and " Parigi " (Paris) on the other. The engine was in,

excellent condition, and I could not detect the slightest thing;

wrong in the working of the car except that the radiator was-

steaming somewhat. One cannot be surprised at this, as the car

was not fitted with wings and the mud covered the lower part of

the radiator. Apparently there were no number plates on the

car, and I wondered what Police-Sergeant Jarrett, of Ripley

fame, would have said had he been oh duty at that spot. I

noticed that indiarubber shock absorbers had been roughly tied

on between the springs, showing one the necessity of a properly

sprung car on bad roads.

The ooridg* of cars arrived and formed up into line opposite

the station of Tsarskoe Selo, the Itala ear standing alone directly

opposite the entrance. Here several hundreds greeted the-

prince, and champagne being handed round in the open, a

speech was made in French welcoming the Prince to Russia,,

and congratulating him on being the first man to cross from,

Pekin to St. Petersburg on a motor-car. After this luncheon

was served, and a medal bearing the inscription " Souvenir de-

l'Automobile Club de Russie," encircling the club's initials was-

handed to the prince by the president of the club. On the

reverse s-de was an automobile in gold, and the words Pekin—

St. Petersburg—Paris.

I had a chat with the Prince, and asked him, as an old

motorist of '97 and a member of the English Automobile Club,,

if he had any message which I could convey to the English

club, and he said, "Yes; I am very disappointed that there-

were no English competing, and I hope if ever there is another

journey of this sort made that England will take part in it."'

On thinking over these words I cannot help from expressing

my thoughts that had the British flag been attached to that car

instead of an Italian I certainly should have had a mixed feeling,

of pride and joy. It was only some three years ago since I

went over the factory of the Itala firm in Turin-—then quite an

insignificant and small factory—and again last February I had

the pleasure of being shown round their new works, which are-

far bigger than anything I have yet seen in our country*
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plainly showing one tbe enormous strides Italy il making in

the manufacture of motor-cars.

Luncheon finished, the party, led by our car, proceeded back

towards St. Petersburg. The only stop made was to meet the

Italians, who presented the Prince with an address ; they had

only managed to get out part of the way on account of the roads

being too bad for the 'bus. With the blasting of trumpets and

every head out of the window Prince Borghese entered St.

Petersburg. The cars were temporarily halted under the

shadow of the large granite rock on which stands the equestrian

statue in bronze of Peter the Great, where the prince was

photographed. The cars in procession paraded the Neveski,

finishing up at the Hotel de l'£urope, where the traveller was

received by more friends. A dinner was given to him in the

evening by the leading officers and merchants of the city,

finishing off what might be truly said a very pleasant memory of

a great performance. ■ 1 > ■

Before finally concluding I should like to say a few words

about the motor-car in Russia, having carefully watched its pro

gress during the last four years, in which time I have made

some twenty visits. There is no doubt whatever that there is a

very big business to be done with cars and accessories in that

country. So far, I am sorry to say that it is the foreigner who

has got a footing. English cars are few and far between. I was

informed by several leading motorists in St. Petersburg that the

English did practically nothing at the last motor exhibition held

early this year. Last February I was asked by letter to publish

the fact that a show was to be held at St. Petersburg and to try

and induce British manufacturers to exhibit. This letter was

published in nearly all the leading motor papers, but notwith

standing this I hear that there were only a few motor-'buses and

mackintoshes on exhibition, the cars being conspicuous by their

absence.

A very wealthy merchant, owning enormous steel works,

told me that the car which was wanted for Russia is not a fast

one—as it is impossible to drive them fast—about 14-h.p., and

one which is built fairly high off the ground, and above all one

which is strong. He also told me he was prepared to take over

an agency for a car of this description. But in Russia, he added,

no agent will buy a lot of chassis on the chance of selling them,

but if they were sent out there he would push the sale of them,

and these are the only conditions which would easure a car agency

being taken up. Surely a statement or offer made by one who,

I am informed, is one of the richest men in Russia, is worth the

attention of some English firm.

Motorists who contemplate a tour in France may be

interested to know "Continental" tyres are stocked by the

Societe Automobile du Nord, 12, Kue de la Pomme d'Or, Calais ;

Messrs. Coleman-Fourquet, Garage du Casino, Boul. Sainte-

Beuve, and the Grand Garage International, 83, Boul. Daunou,

Boulogne.

The six-cylinder Hotchkiss car still maintains its record

of reliability by adding yet again another week's non-stop

run to the already large total in its great trial of 15,000

miles under the observation of the R.A.C. Having completed

947 miles during the past week, the absolute non-stop run to

last Saturday's date now amounts to 8,389 miles, and brings

the grand total in Great Britain, Ireland, and France to

19,166 miles.

Two separate challenges for £1 ,000 each have been issued

by Mr. S. F. Edge. In the first he offers to pit a team of six

six-cylinder Napiers, identical with that on which he made his

twenty-four hours' record, against any other team in the world,

on the condition that the cylinder capacity of the acceptors' cars

shall be the same as that of the Napiers. He proposes three

races of three, twenty and 100 miles to be run off at Brooklands

some time this month. The other challenge arises out of a

controversy with Mr. Charles Jarrott with regard to the use of

oxygen, and Mr. Edge* suggests a race for XI,000 stake, under

Byfleet Plate conditions, without oxygen.

THE BAILEY DETACHABLE MUD

GUARD.

-♦-

WE illustrate herewith a new design of patent detachable

mudguards or wings, which has lately been intro

duced by Mr. Wm. Bailey, of Speke Hall, Garston.

The upper illustration gives an underneath view of a mudguard

being placed in position on the brackets, which, while normally

attached to the body of the car, are shown temporarily fixed to-

a bench. As will be seen, the brackets A are of a flat shape, so

made to fit into sheaths B, connected to the under side of the

wing, which, when in position, are secured by winged screws. The

method of connecting the guard to the step, by which means,

all rattle is obviated, is depicted at F. In this case the

sheaths are fixed to the bottom side of the step, and pass

through holes made in the guard. A locking bar F is then

inserted, this being secured by the winged screws D. The

front guards of most cars can be attached in the same way, but

in cases where the wings extend over and down the inside of the<

 

wheel, the sheaths would require to be attached to the side of

the chassis with the opening facing forward, the brackets on the

guard pointing rearwards. Mr. Bailey claims that with mud

guards arranged on his system the set of four can be removed

with the greatest ease within three minutes, thus facilitating

access to the engine, brakes, tyres, &c, and enabling the wings,

to be properly cleansed without the dirt passing on to the

wheels.

Sir John Lawson Walton, M.P., the Attorney- General,,

has just acquired a 15-h.p. Coventry Humber car.

Messrs. F. G. Groome, Ltd., of Whalley, Lancashire, are

encouraging picnic parties to adopt motor char-a-bancs for their

trips. They have several vehicles in this service.

"The Botor Chaperon," by Mr. and Mrs. C. N. William

son, is a novel introduced with a map showing the full geo

graphical extent of the scenes over which the action takes place.

Its utilitarian value is further foreshadowed in the dedication to-

the president of the Rowing and Sailing Club at Rotterdam, and

then the list of illustrations suggests a most extensive and inter

esting itinerary. The novel has a plot which many will follow

for its own sake ; those who do not, will read to the end for the

delightful impression that is given of motor boating along the-

Dutch waterways.
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SOME|NOTES ON RADIATORS.

RADIATOR troubles are, of course, mainly two in number.

One is heating and the other is leaking. It is the duty

of the manufacturer to fit a radiator that will cool

sufficiently in all cases. There are certain ways of estimating

the size of radiators of any given type necessary for any given

motor, but these are only approximate and simply lessen the

amount of labour necessary in the actual testing, which is the

only proper way. When a car comes into the hands of the user

with a radiator that does not cool properly, several things may be

tried in the hope of finding a way out of the trouble. The pump

may not be carrying water through fast enough, and the use of a

larger, more powerful pump may help. If the radiator has vertical

tubes or vertical water passages it will sometimes work better with

out a pump than with one, and this experiment deserves a trial. The

water connections should always be examined, and, if there is any

chance for an air or steam pocket or trap, this should be eliminated,

for it will effectually stop the circulation. The connections should

-♦-

by substituting a rotary pump for the geared one, so that the water

can flow by thermal currents even after the pump has stopped.

If the radiator is going to leak through faulty construction, it

will dc so in the first few days of use. After that a leak is the result

of either accident, freezing or faulty suspension. A radiator should

be supported on the frame in a manner to give it slight play so that

the bending of the frame will not pull it to pieces. When a radiator

is tied to the frame by cross rods running from the right-hand side

of the radiator to the left-hand side of the frame, and vice verm, it

will, remarks an American writer, surely leak.

There is no reason for a radiator leaking on account of freez

ing if the user will be thoughtful enough to put in wood alcohol

before the cold weather comes instead of waiting for the first cold

snap. Forty per cent, of wood alcohol and sixty per cent, of water

will keep a radiator from freezing down to about zero woather.

Leave this mixture in until after the last frost in the spring. If

the radiator shows a tendency to boil over or evaporate rapidly,

 

One of the most interesting items ot the programme at the recent automobile meeting at Scheveningen was a procession of early motor

cars, some of which are shown in the above illustration. No. 1 is a 1900 Peugeot, No. 2-3 an 1896 Daimler, No. 4 a 1901 Peugeot,

No. 5 6 an 1897 Peugeot, and No. 7 an 1889 Delahaye. ID* Auto.

be inspected for carrying capacity. On a 6-h.p. car the smallest

point in the connections should not be bolow £ in. or J in. inside

diameter, increasing gradually as the power increases, so that with

a 40-h.p. car the connections should be in. or more.

Sometimes a radiator will suddenly begin to act badly and

the driver notes that, although the engine is overheating, the

radiator itself is cool. This generally means that the pump is

not working, or, if the latter is in operation, that the water is not

going through the radiator, but is being by-passed at some point.

A steam pocket in the piping will also produce similar results.

When the water boils for a minute or two after stopping

the water, the radiator is probably a little too small. The geared

pump in stopping, of course, stops the water flow and the still

water in the cylinder jacket continues to heat to the boiling point,

producing steam and forcing the water out of the overflow. This

can sometimes be overcome by steam venting the top of the water

jackets or the radiator inlet pipe. It can also sometimes beovercome

replenish it with about half and half wood alcohol and water.

The presence of the wood alcohol will do no harm and cause no

danger, and will in every way act exactly like water except that

occasionally a very slight odour of the alcohol may be detected.

When a slight leak occurs, it may often be stopped temporarily

by throwing in a handful of bran or some similar substance.

A honeycomb radiator, if it has very thin water spaces, will

in time become clogged with lime deposits and should therefore

be flushed out with steam and a little glycerine about once a

season. A thermo-syphon radiator will not work when the

water level gets below the radiator inlet pipes. With this, when

the pipe that conducts the hot water from the motor to the

radiator enters the latter near the top, it is necessary to keep

it well filled with water at all times. When the water in the

radiator is boiling care should be taken in removing the filler

cap, for the chances are that the moment it is detached boiling

water and steam will shoot up through the opening.
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THE CRITERIUM DE FRANCE.

THE Criterium de France reliability contest, which has

been looked upon in France as the principal event

of the motoring year—after the Grand Prix race

—has been attended with unfortunate results, largely as

the result of excessive speed, so much so that on the

•end of the second day, M. Maujan, the Under Secretary

of State to the French Ministry of the Interior, ordered

the event to be stopped. Forty-four entries were received for

the trial, and of these thirty-five were duly weighed in, the

vehicles comprising two Gladiators, two Peugeots, three

De Dions, a Vinot, a De Dietrich, a Gobron, two Aries, three

Cottin-Desgouttes, three Cornilleau-Sainte Beuve, two Martini, a

Gillet-Forest, two Martin-Lethimonnier, three Regina-Dixi, a

Mercedes, a Motobloc, a M.R.J., a Brillie, a Rebour, a Cbarron,

two Westinghouse, and an Argyll, the latter, driven by M. Jules

Dubois, being the only British ear in the competition. The

vehicles were required to be fitted with four-seated side-entrance

bodies, and to be of a total minimum weight of 1,650 kilog.,

vehicles taking part in the Criterium. It appears that Rouiller

was trying to pass a vehicle and the two were enveloped in a

thick cloud of dust. At that moment the other car dashed up

in the opposite direction. The crash was terrific, both cars being

smashed to pieces, four persons—Rouiller, on the Bordeaux car,

and Martin, one of the directors of the company, Villemain and

Metayer on the Martin-Lethimonnier—being killed outright and

two (Amigues and Fauveau) succumbing the same evening to

their injuries. It had been arranged that those competitors who

successfully went through the four days' reliability trial would

qualify for the speed contest known as the Coupe de la Presse,

fixed for August 6th on a 78 5 kilometre circuit near Trouville,

which, starting and finishing at Lisieux, passes through Pont

l'Eveque, Cormeilles, Lieurey and les Quatres-Routes, this

having to be covered five times to give a total distance of 392J

kilometres. This part of the trial was to run on a petrol allow

ance basis, viz., 19 litres per 100 Mlometres, equal to, roundly,

fifteen miles to the gallon. In view of the reliability trial having

 

The Criterium de France.—X. Dubois at the wheel of tie Argyll Car, the only British vehicle in the event.

■including the passengers, or equivalent ballast. The contest

started on August 2nd with a run from Paris to Clermont Ferrand

■(414 kilometres), the subsequent programme being : August 3rd,

Clermont to Bordeaux, 337 kit. ; on August 4th to Nantes,

373 kil. ; and on August 5th to Trouville, 360 Ml., the rules

providing for a minimum average speed of 25 miles per hour.

The first day's run went off without any serious accident or

incident. The start from Paris took place at 5.30 a.m.; the cars

were despatched at half-minute intervals, and all safely reached

•Clermont within the specified time. It was on the run from

Clermont to Bordeaux on Saturday that two disasters occurred,

us a result of which no less than seven persons lost their lives.

In the first accident a Martini car driven by M. Segesmann

dashed into a tree at Camps, near Libourne, owing, it is stated,

to one of the tyres bursting. The driver, mechanician, and two

of the passengers got off with slight injuries, but M. Luquin, a

photographer on the staff of " La Vie au Grand Air," was killed.

■On the news reaching Bordeaux two local journalists named

Amigues and Herbert set out for the scene of the accident on a

40-h.p. car driven by M. Rouiller, the Peugeot agent in that

towD, who was also accompanied by a friend named Fauveau.

All went well for about seven miles, when at a spot called Yvrac

M. Rouiller's car ran full t\\t into one of the Martin-Lethimonnier

been stopped by the Government it was decided to allow the

twenty-eight cars which had reached Bordeaux in accordance with

the regulations to take part in the Coupe contest. The vehicles

were sent off from Bordeaux to Trouville on Sunday in pairs

and at ten minute intervals, strict injunctions being given to

the drivers that any excessive speed would be followed by

contraventions. The race for the Coupe de la Presse duly took

place on Tuesday. We learn by telegraph that there were

twenty-six sta ters and that the contest was won by M. Renaux,

who, on a Peugeot car, covered the 245 miles in 4 hr. 33 min.,

equal to an average of about fifty-four miles per hour.

Still another addition to technical literature appertaining

to motor-car design and construction comes to hand from Dr.

Max Janecke's Verlagsbuchbandlung, Hanover. It is entitled

"Entwerfen und Berechnen von Kr»fi wagen," and is the work

of Herr Ernst Valentin and Dr. Fritz Huth ; it forms one of a

series of treatises on motor-cars—this, the ninth, dealing with

the various components of a petrol car chassis, other than the

motor itself. The text is amplified by 136 drawings and illustra

tions, the subject being dealt with in the exhaustive manner

ufual in German technical works of the kii.d.
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CONTINENTAL NOTES.

The Brescia Meeting. '

The • entry lists for the Brescia race meeting have now

been closed. For the Coupe Florio on September 1st there

are thirty-nine competitors, comprising three each Spa, Itala,

Isotta-Fraschini, Bianchi, De Luca-Daimler, Rapid, Benz, Brixia-

Zust, Suddeutsche Fabrik, Wolsit, Junior, two Rochet-Schneider,

two Darracq, an Eisenach and an Aries. The Coupe de Vitesse,

on September 2nd, has brought in seventeen entries—three each

Bayard-Clement, Brasier, Itala, Spa, Lorraine-Dietrich, a Darracq,

and a Diatto-Clement.

♦ ♦ ♦

The Pekln Paris Run.

Prince Borghese arrived in Berlin on his Itala car at five

o'clock on Monday afternoon on his journey from Pekin to Paris.

The Prince, who was welcomed in Berlin by a deputation of the

Imperial Automobile Club, was to be entertained at a banquet

on Tuesday, the start for Paris being postponed on that account

until Wednesday. The last news of the two De Dions is from

improved and modified. One of the most useful additions is an

atlas comprising twenty-eight road maps of the various sections

of France and Belgium, these being supplemented by one of the

Grand Prix course and fourteen of the Auvergne district. The

Guide is one of the most complete published ; the towns and

villages are arranged in alphabetical order, so that they a-e

easily referred to, and under each is given a large amount of

useful information, such as the leading hotels and garages, the

places of interest in the neighbourhood, &c. Motorists con

templating a tour in France should procure a copy of the Guide

Michelin, for which only a small charge is made to cover the

cost of postage.

♦ • ♦ ♦

Miscellaneous Items.

The post-office authorities at Munich have just put into,

service six motor-cars for the collection and delivery of letters

and parcels.——So far thirty-nine entries have been receivedi

for the Coupe Florio contest to be held on the Brescia Circuit.

 

The Pekin-Fari> Ban.—Two of the ears leaving Irkutsk, Siberia.

Elabouf>.i, in the Government of Viatka (East Russia), which

place was reached on Monday. M. Godard, on the Spyker, is

stated to be some distance behind.

♦ ♦ ♦

Public Services in Russia.

The Russian Ministry of Ways and Communications in St.

Petersburg is inviting proposals until September 1st next for the

establishment and working of a public motor-car service between

Novorossisk and Soukhoum.

♦ ♦ ♦

Public Services in France.

Motor-omnibus services are about to be started between

Clermont-Ferrand, Vichy and Royat, in the Auvergne, and

between Albertville and Beaufort, Savoy,

♦ ♦ ♦

Touring in France.

The 1907 edition of the Guide Michelin, issued by Messrs.

Michelin and Co., of Clermont Ferrand, the well-known tyre

manufacturers, has just made its appearance. A new shape has

been adopted for the book, which has also been considerably

on September 1st. Prince Leopold of Bavaria has recently*

acquired a 50-h.p. Zust car. A 40 and a 100-h.p. De Dietrich,

as well as an 80-h.p. Pipe, have already been entered for the race-

to be held by the Automobile Club of Roumania next month.The Technical Committee of the French Automobile Club-

is offering a gold medal to the constructor of the car which in

the Coupe de Vitesse at the Brescia meeting attains a speed of

at least 62| miles per hour and has the lowest petrol consump

tion. An electric motor-'bus service, in which the vehicles

while running on the ordinary roads collect energy from an

overhead cable, has just been started between the railway

station and the centre of the town of Gmund, Austria. The-

Sociedade Portugueza de Automovilis, of Lisbon, have taken

delivery of a Napier 40-h.p. six-cylinder touring car. The

Ligue Contre l'Alcoolisme, a temperance union of France, has

contributed a sum of 2,000 francs to the prize fund for a com

petition of automobile motors using denatured alcohol as fuel

The annual hill-climbing trial at Chateau-Thierry, France,.

has been fixed for September 29th. A motor-cycle volunteer;

corps is being organised in Germany.
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The garage of Messrs.

John CroaTl and Son, Ltd.,

of George Street, Edinburgh, is

capable of accommodating 140

cars.

The Scottish Automobile

Club have a few copies of the

report of the Reliability Trial remaining, which may be had post

free from the Secretary of the Club, 163, West George Street,

Glasgow, on receipt of P.O. for 2s.

The Cab and Stage Carriages (London) Bill just introduced

by the Home Secretary will, if passed, enable the taximeter to

be used on horse-drawn vehicles at fares not to be less than 6d.

a mile.

A SPECIAL branch of the Board of Trade is being constituted

by that Department to deal with matters relating to London

traffic so far as they come within the scope of that office.

Colonel Sir Herbert Jekyll, K.C.M.G., will be in charge.

Steady progress is being made with the automobile move

ment in South Africa, evidence of which is seen in the fact that

the Star Engineering Co. has lately secured an order for no less

than forty 12-h.p. Star cars for shipment to that part of the

Empire.

At the annual judging competitions held at Harlow in con

nection with the Essex Hunt, Mr. J. Swire, the Master, said

that of the thirty-one couples sent out to be " walked " only

twenty-one couples were returned. Not a few of the couples,

he added, had been done away with by the motor juggernaut.

A. A. Patrol No. 119, who was protecting the entrance to

Basingstoke on the London side, had the good fortune to save a

child From being run down by a motor-car one day last week.

In justice to the motorist, it shoidd be mentioned that the car

was going very slowly, and no blame whatever was imputed to

the driver.

The garage of Mr. Henry L. Sawers, situated at 20-30,

Upper Gray Street, Salisbury Place, Edinburgh, should be a

convenience to motorists visiting that city. In addition to being

agent for Winton cars, Mr. Sawers has a large stock of Rush-

more lamps, Sawyer non-skid bands, and other accessories well

known to practical motorists.

Highways and byeways are numerous in Somersetshire,

the main thoroughfares of which are being recommended (in

the "Little Guide" to the county just published by Messrs.

Methuen and Co.) both for breadth and surface. This new pub

lication is one of the firm's well-known series, in which the main

attractions of the county are well set forth in alphabetical order.

Motorists who are alleged to have exceeded the legal limit

in Philadelphia are not necessarily taken before the local bench

in the first instance. They receive a notice from the town

solicitor, requesting a call to settle the matter ; it is only on

failing to do so that they are taken to court, where, apparently,

conviction is as certain as it is at the Haywards Heath Petty

Sessions.

From the Pope Manufacturing Co., of Hartford, Conn.,

U.S.A., we have received a copy of a most artistically produced

book, entitled "An Industrial Achievement," which gives an

interesting account of the development of the Pope business

during the past thirty years. Following this is a description of

the several factories of the concern in different parts of the

United States, the concluding pages showing the many trophies

won by the different Pope cars.

A- simple tool which is being placed before motorists by

Messrs. Markt and Co. is the " Baby " Auto Torch for the

repair of leaks where the soldering iron is used. Petrol is

employed with this, and although it only occupies a space of

about three inches, it will burn a couple of hours on one filling.

Being absolutely automatic and capable of reaching any out of

the way corners, the " Baby '* Torch will add to the efficiency of

the repair outfit of the automobile. Other specialities in horns,

bells, electrical accessories, are referred to in the firm's new cata

logue, which will be of service to those who are interested in the

high-class grade of i motor specialities Messrs. Markt and Co,

have introduced to the British motorist.

HERE AND THERE.

 

The London and Pari

sian Motor Company have re

ceived an order from the Rt.

Hon. Lord Lonsdale for a six-

cylinder Hotchkiss car.

" The Car to Buy " is the

title of a new volume contain

ing a list of motor vehicles, with full particulars as to prices,

records, &c, alphabetically arranged and classified. It is pub

lished by the Motor Press.

To facilitate the exceptionally heavy postal traffic which

Blackpool experiences during the holiday months, a system of

carriage of the mails by motor has just been introduced. The

mails for all places on the Fylde district coast, including Lytliaro,

Ansdell, Fairbaven, St. Anne's, South Shore, and Blackpool, aro

now being transferred from the express trains at Preston to a

motor vehicle which leaves at 1.30 a.m. In this way the mails

reach Blackpool several hours earlier than has been possible by

train.

Mr. W. F. Kelly, of Messrs. Wayte Bros., Lemon Street,

Dublin, has recently brought out a neat little fitment for attach

ment to the sparking plug, which combines both a wire terminal

and a cut-out, so that with the engine running the firing in the

cylinders can be tested without any fear of shock, or damage to

the coil or magneto. Fig. 1 shows the arrangement in the

ordinary position for giving a spark in the cylinder, and

 

Figs. 1 and 2.

Fig. 2 indicates the cut out in operation. As will be seen, the

high-tension cable is attached to a hinged piece A held in place

by a slot at C. Taking the cable, at a safe distance from the

terminal end, between the fingers, and giving it a combined half-

twist and slight pull, the part A is withdrawn from the slot C,

and to test the spark the tongue B is brought to within a short

distance of the "earthed " portion of the plug, while to cut out

the latter the tongue is dropped into the lower slot D. The

device may also be used as a cut-out switch alone by the inser

tion of a special insulated handle, which can be supplied and

fitted at a small extra charge, and which proves convenient

where circumstances, such as shortness of cable or the presence

of chain connections to the plugs, render it inexpedient to make

use of the combination of switch and terminal.

The latest trade list of Messrs. W. Searle and Co., 33, Glass

house Street, London, W., gives' the revised prices of the

O. S. Speedometer which won the flr*t prize in the speedometer

trials of the A.C.F. last year. The working parts of this

apparatus are singularly few in number, and its patent magnetic

system has the advantage of permanent magnetism. The O.S.

system of transmission is positive and supple, and allows of

taking into account the variations in height of different types

and makes of tyres and correcting, when necessary, to within

1 per cent. The speed of the car is instantaneously and

correctly indicated, whether in increasing or decreasing speed.

Messrs. W. Searle and Co. give a guarantee for the O.S. speedo

meter, by which they agree to keep the device in perfect working

order for a year, irrespective of distance run, and at their

expense, unfair usage excepted.
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An automobile club has just been formed at Rio de

Janeiro, Brazil.

Mr. G. Hope Jackson, of the Engineering Works at Navan,

is undertaking motor repairs.

Repair work to motor-cars is undertaken at the Perth

Motor Works in the High Street of that town.

Miss Daisy Hampson, of Southport, has, we learn, just

acquired a six-cylinder Itala car from Itala Automobiles, Ltd.

The Daimler Company have recently opened a depot in

San Sebastian at 91, Calle San Martin, for the benefit of their

numerous customers in Spain.

Builth Wells District Council has asked the Breconshire

County Council to limit the speed of motor-cars to eight miles

an hour while passing through the urban area. The "Western

Mail " suggests that the chauffeur will, doubtless, walk alongside.

We have lately been trying the Sirdar non-nipping inner

tubes on some of our tyres, and find them possess all the

advantages the Sirdar Rubber Company claim for them in the

way of easy fitting. As will be seen from the accompanying

sectional illustration, the tubes when deflated assume a curved

instead of the usual flat shape. By placing the tube within the

cover in the way depicted, and seeing that there are no creases

in it, it will be found that the tube is about 1| in. from

either edge of the cover, so that it is impossible for it to get

nipped—a cause of many damaged tubes—when fitting the cover.
 

Not only so, but it is unnecessary to partially inflato the tube

before fixing the cover, this effecting a saving of time in making

tyre changes. It is also claimed that the tubes are self sealing,

as when inflated they are compressed both laterally and longi

tudinally, with the result that when punctured the tube tends

to close up instead of stretching open the hole and letting the

air escape. Fortunately, we have not yet been called upon to

lost this particular advantage.

The annual exhibition of drawings, &e., sent in for com

petition for prizes offered by the Coach Makers' Company

revealed the widespread interest of the carriage builder in motor-

ears. The first prize for the drawings of a two-seated motor

car suitable for a country doctor went to Mr. G. D. Thomson,

38, Skene Square, Aberdeen; the company's silver medal was

given to Mr. A. R. H. Hora, -11, Grove Park, Denmark Hill,

S.E., for drawings of a three-quarter landaulet motor-car body.

We had an opportunity the other day, at the depot of

Messrs. Donne and Willans, Ltd., of inspecting one of the latest

models of the 16-h.p. Rochet-Schneider vehicles. This is a live

axle car which has many points of interest, among which may

be mentioned the special automatic carburettor, the "clean"

appearance of the dashboard and the substantial design of the

back axle. The chassis is well adapted to receive either a town

c trriage or touring body, and should fully sustain the reputation

of the makers for high-class work. .

We learn that Ariel Motors, Ltd., are building three racing

cars for the 1908 Grand Prix race of the A.C.F.

The R.AC. has decided that it will not observe any car for

more than 15,000 miles during the present year.

During the progress of the recent motor-cycle run between

London and Plymouth Messrs. Hayward and Slade were in

attendance at the Black Swan Hotel, Winchester, and were able

to render efficient assistance to a motor-cyclist whose machine

had become disabled in the contest.

At a meeting of the Metropolitan Asylums Board, on Satur

day, a discussion took place on a recommendation of the

Ambulance Committee to purchase a chassis for a light ambu

lance of the brougham type. Ultimately the matter was referred

back.

Edinburgh has now its Argyll depot, this being due to the

enterprise of Argylls, Edinburgh, Ltd. It is located in Sband-

wick Place, and is under the management of Mr. J. F. Bradford.

Mr. W. A. Smith has just formally declared the premises opened

for business, among the visitors to the depot on that occasion

being the Lord Provost of Edinburgh.

The Automobile Glub of Victoria (Australia) are thinking

of asking all their members to carry " number plates " on their

cars without waiting for the long-promised legislation. It is

thought that this must have a beneficial effect upon the public

generally, as well as the Legislature. Officers of the police

force and Government and public officials are frequently being

driven out in members' cars as object lessons as to the gross

misuse of the roads by horse vehicle drivers.

Mr. H. C. Smith, of Mount Clare, Roehampton, made an

arrangement with the Commissioners of His Majesty's Office of

Works whereby the public are allowed to drive over Priory

Lane and Clarence Lane (his private property) for the purpo e

of going to and from Richmond Park. As injury was being

done to the surface of the roads and annoyance caused to Mr.

Smith and bis tenants owing to the excessive speed of motor

cars using the lanes, Mr. Smith has, with the concurrence of the

Commissioners, put up a notice in the lanes that the speed of

motor-cars and motor-cycles must not exceed ten miles an hour,

and that any contravention of this regulation will involve legal

proceedings against the offender.

A compulsory winding-up order having been made

against Straker and MacConncll (1906), Ltd., the statutory first

meetings of the creditors and shareholders were held last week

before Mr. H. E. Burgess, Official Receiver. The chairman

reported that the insolvency of the company was attributed by

its officials to the failure of the issue of the capital in April, 1 906,

whereby the necessary working capital was not obtained, the

failure to obtain orders for cars at the Olympia Motor Exhibition

in November, 1906, the heavy expenses connected with the

carrying on of a branch business in Pall Mall, and the fact that

the company was unable to obtain orders for cars there ; also to

the difficulty of obtaining delivery of cars from the manu

facturers within the stipulated time.

Our attention has been drawn to a new scries of signs for

garages and motor repair works introduced by the Chameleon

•Signs, Limited, 318, Dashwocd House, New Broad Street,

London, E.C. They have many points of commendation. Now

that motor establishments are being kept open by night as well

as by day the necessity for an illuminated sign has become

generally recognised, and in the Chameleon device the pro

prietors of such establishments will find exactly what they

require. This is suspended from the wall in the same way as

the ordinary outside lamp, the face, however, being in the shape

of a tyre while the wording is adapted to meet the local needs.

Red and white are the two colours utilised in the new sign, and

these are constantly changing by a simple and automatic arrange

ment not likely to get out of order or to add to the coat of the

advertising appliance. As prominent as the illuminated clock

often seen in our large towns, the new sign should have parti

cular recommendation from the motor industry, especially on the

part of those motor firms whose premises are at the commence

ment of the town, and who desire to arrest the attention of in

coming motorists. < -
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CORRESPONDENCE.

[Letters to the Editor should be addressed to the offices, 27-33, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.]

THE USE OF OXYGEN IN RACES. 1

To the Editob o» The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—I notice a letter in your issue of the 3rd headed "The Use

of Oxygen in Races." ThU is incorrect. The position was that Mr.

Jarrott stated that when Newton, on my six-cylinder Napier, run a

dead heat with him, that it was because oxygen was used. My

ainwer to this is that my six-cylinder Napier with the same driver

will meet Jarrott on his same car for the Byfleet Stakes under

exactly the same conditions as the dead heat was run, but oxygen

barred. Instead of Jarrott agreeing to this, so that I could prove to

him he was mistaken in his statement, he wants to make a match

under entirely new conditions, with different drivers, and apparently

has very little faith in his statement that he can win, as lie is not

even prepared to risk the stakes which were divided for the Byfleet

Stakes.

If he really does want to race against me personally under the

Byfleet Plate conditions, I am quite willing to meet him, trie stakes to

be £1,000 a side. Mr. Jarrott knows full well that I do not go in for

A motor car, unlike a horse, may be pressed to its very utmost for

a considerable distance without any appreciable variation of speed ;

under normal conditions it cannot "spurt to pass another car, a» it is

already doing its beet, and it is in this very respect that motor racing

lacks the interest possessed by horse-racing—on which, however, I fear

my knowledge is very limited, and, in a different degree, in yacht-racing.

The use of oxygen, however, alters this to a large extent, and it

seems to me that automobile racing, especially on a scientifically

prepared track, would be infinitely more attractive if spectators were

a —tired of close and hard fought finishes, snch as the race between

the Napier and the Lorraine- Dietrich at Brooklands on July nth, instead

of a race which soon after the start becomes simply a procession of fast-

travelling cars. 1 do not know whether oxygen was used in the race

referred to or not ; I only cite it as an example of an interesting race.

The advantages given by oxygen are necessarily of a more or less

temporary character, and I do not think that the use of such an adjunct

in a race would by any means prevent the best cars from winning. I

understand the B.A.R.C. propose to exclude the use of oxygen except in

certain special races ; I trust these special races will compiise the larger

 

The Criterium de France and the Coupe de la Piesse.-The ears being weighed in

racing now, but if he wants to race me it must be for something worth

running for and that will cause him to remember it, whether he wins or

l'»c- it. I do not want to hear anything more from him through the

papers: If he wants to have a clean and clear match he can have it, but

when he does it will give cause to one of us to remember it.

In this matter I think all Mr. Jarrott's sportsmanship has been

thrown to the wind to try to belittle Mr. Newton s driving, and yet ho is

afraid, apparently, to meet him under the conditions that he (Jarrott) says

he can beat him under and risk the stakes which were divided. I think

anyone can draw their own conclusions from this.—Yours truly,

S. F. EDGK.

portion of the programme. I may add I am neither connected with any

trade tirm nor any oxygen company.—Yours truly,

GILBERT N. Traveks.

To im Editor o» The Motor-Car Journal.

SIR,—As both a motorist and a spectator I fail to see what the

objection really is to the use of oxygen cylinders; the increased 'possi

bility of any accident through overheating appears to be very, very

slight, and if the use of oxygen is allowed equally to all cars in a race,

I do not see that any suggestion of unfairness can be made in regard

to it. And there is this to be said for it : that by its use far more

interesting racing may be presented, and what is, and will remain, the

chief drawback to automobile racing, viz., the almost certain tendency

for the cars to string out into a procession where nothing except, a

mishap will alter their relative position, appears to be in a very large

degree eliminated.

THE SUPPLY OF PETliOL.

To thi Editor o» The Motor-Car Journal.

SIR,—Sir Marcus Samuel, addressing the shareholders of the

"Shell" Company, is reported to have said : "Supplies of petrol are to

day so ample that . . . there is not the remotest danger of any failure of

petrol supplies." He went on to say that he viewed with " amusement "

the suggestion of the Motor Union there was a possibility of a shortage in

the supply.

The users of motor-cars, however, cannot share the " amusement " o

Sir Marcus Samuel when they know that between November, 1904, and

December, 1906, the price of petrol to the retail agent was increased from

7d. to Is. Id. per gallon. The unfortunate consumer is, therefore,

entitled to ask (and, perhaps, Sir Marcus will explain) why it is that iu

spite of the fact that " in Koetei alone we have proved tetritory extend

ing over a length of more than sixty miles, containing anti-olinals of oil

throughout the entire area," the distributing companies have put up the

price of petrol 85 per cent, in two years.

Sir Marcus, however, made a statement which goes far to prove the

need for the warning which the Motor Union haft given. Petrol spirit

• forms on the average about 5 per cent, of the crude petroleum, and Sir
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Marcus states that " the price will necessarily depend upon whether we

and other producers with whom we hare to compete are obliged to pro

duce crude oil for the sole purpose of making petrol, or whether, as at

present, we can find remunerative markets for the other products which

are left when the petrol is removed from the crude." •

The price, therefore, at which petrol can be sold depends upon the

market for the 95 per cent, of residuals. The Motor Union have been

authoritatively informed that the market for these residuals, of which

paraffin is the most important, is on the decline. Is Sir Marcus pre

pared to assert to the contrary?

If, as he appears to think, that it is within the range of possibility

that one day he will be " compelled to produce crade oil for the sole pur

pose of making petrol." or, in other words, to waste 95 per cent, in order

to obtain 5 per cent, of saleable product, wilt he deny that the shortage

of petrol will be very real, and the price very high 1 Possibly a chemical

process is known to Sir Marcus Samuel which will make it financially

possible to increase largely the proportion of petrol obtainable from the

crude ; and having in the matter of this knowledge the advantage of the

rest of the world, it may have justified him in speaking with Buch con

fidence.

May I venture to suggest to Sir Marcus that he has overlooked in

his speech the recommendation of the committee to motorists as to the

need for using petrol spirit of a greater specific gravity and for inventing

and using a carburettor which will burn paraffin ? If this is done the

" Shell " Company will be able to dispose of the overstocks of residuals

and sell petrol in consequence at a reduced rate, provided, of course, the

financial combinations, composed mainly of foreign interests, controlling

the petrol supplies of the United Kingdom, will not use their monopoly

powers to maintain this spirit at an artificial value.—Yours truly,

W. Rees Jeffreys.

POOR COMPRESSION.

To thi Editor or The Motor-ear Journal.

Sir,—I see from the M.C.J, of the 29th ult. that a correspondent of

yours, Mr. 6. Collis, has bad the same trouble with want of compression

on a Wolseley that I had. May I say what I found and did, on the

chance of its being of use ? After great search I found the leakage was

round the edge of the cups containing the inlet valves. The bridge-

X SPOT WHERE,

t FILED

BOIIEB OIL

shaped pipe rested on the inlet petrol pipe, so that neither of the two

inlet valve cups could be screwed down firm. I gave a few file strokes

to the under side of the pipe, and then with a earners hair brush painted

a little boiled linseed oil round the seat of each cup, screwed them down,

and have bad splendid compression ever since. I shall soak them with

spirit of wine when I want to move them again.— Yours truly,

i J.

 

CHARGING ACCUMULATORS FROM PRIMARY

BATTERIES.

To thr Editor or The Motor-Gar Journal.

Sir,—I have read with interest "Analyst's "criticism of my letter

on primary battery charging, which appeared in the M.C.J, three or

four weeks since. In spite of the writers caustic comments I do sot

nee my way clear to depart in the slightest from my original statements,

and, with your kind permission, I will briefly give my reasons for not

doing so. To begin with, I should like "Analyst" to know that what I

said in the letter was not seme new-fangled theory of my own, but the

outcome of a long experience and study of accumulator charging from

primary batteries, and anyone who experiments with Bunsen and

bichromate cells will arrive at simitar conclusions.

Although " Analyst" writes against the Bunsen cell, I cannot make

out from his letter that be has a very close acquaintance with it or the

chemistry of its working. For instance, he informs me that " the

greater . part of the nitric acid in a Bunsen cell is converted into

ammonium nitrate." Now the chemical action that takes place in a

Bunsen cell is as follows :—The hydrogen, liberated by the action of the

sulphuric acid on the zinc, breaks up the nitric acid into water and

nitrous acid, thus : H2 + HN03 = HaO + HNOa. The nitrous acid,

being an unstable body, again breaks up into water, nitric oxide, and

nitrogen-peroxide, thus : 2 HNOo = H.,0 + NO + N02.

It is probable that there is a little ammonia nitrate formed, but

nothing like to the extent that "Analyst" would have us believe, the

main products of the action being water and nitrogen-peroxide ga«—

since nitric oxide combines with the oxygen of the air to form nitrogen-

peroxide.

The writer also wishes to know how I prove that nitric acid is a

more powerful oxidising agent than chromic acid, and seeks to show

that 1 am wrong by quoting the chemical formula for both acids ; from

whiah, no doubt, I am to infer that because chromic acid contains mora

oxygen than nitric acid it must be a better oxidising agent. Really, I

think I am entitled to ask if " Analyst " knows anything about chemistry

at all. The oxidising power of a body does not, as he seems to think,

depend so much on the amount of oxygen it contains as upon its chemical

stability. Thus, for instance, hydrogen -peroxide, H ./>,,, contains less

oxygen than either nitric acid or chromic acid, yet, being a body that

very easily breaks up, it is a most powerful oxidising agent. Exactly

the same may be said of nitric acid, for, although containing less

oxygen than chromic acid, it is very much more unstable, and con

sequently a better oxidising agent. I also beg to differ from the writer

when he says that the carbon surface of a cell is a more important

point than the oxidising agent. A cell with a moderate carbon surface

but good oxidising agent is worth much more than a cell with a large

carbon surface but poor oxidising agent, although I quire agree that

the larger the surface of the carbon the better.

In conclusion, I beg to state that ordinary commercial nitric acid

lasts much longer than the chromic acid solution. One supply gives

about forty hours' charge, and the fall in current is not half so rapid

as with the bichromate cell. I have, therefore, no hesitation whatever

in saying that, except for the unpleasant smell of the nitric acid,

there is no primary cell on the market to surpass the Bunsen in small

cost of upkeep and great efficiency of Working.—Yours truly.

Elbktrik.

A NEW ERA FOR MOTORISTS.

To thi Editor or The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—I have noticed a tendency of late on the part of the police to

adopt methods by which they have every reason for making themselves

really beloved of motorists and the general public. A constable will

now take up a position at a corner or bend in the road where be can

command a good view of branch roads, and when a vehicle approaches

will signal if the road is clear, or hold up his hand as a note of warning

if special caution is to be taken. This is always done in an unofficious

manner and in a generous spirit—the outcome of a desire to minimise

this a new era by which the force is to become the friend of

the motorist, instead of endeavouring to harass him ? Let us hope this

is the case, and that, instead of looking out for traps set to catch the un

wary, the drivers may now count on being assisted in avoiding danger.

Yours truly,

Ernest E. Adams.

THE TURN OF THE TIDE IN MOTOR BODY DESIGN.

To tm Editor or The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—The illustration, in your last issue of the new oar just supplied

to H.R.H. Prince Louis of Battenberg marks a wise return to the rear-

entrance tonneau. This is an example none too soon. Side entrances in

the majority of cases mean side draughts, as well as unhandiness, if not

danger, in turning, through too great length and distance between the

wheels ; there is, furthermore, no choice between forwards and sideways

position for the passengers ; the rear, with lamp, number, &c, is out of

observation ; long side oaskets are impossible, while rear luggage induces

side-slip. Moreover, after six months' use all side-entrance doors rattle.

An experience of both side-entrances and the rear-entrance tonneau leads

me unhesitatingly to give the preference to a roomy, comfortable form

of the latter as most suited to a motor-car.—Yours truly,

Common Sense.

IMITATION AGAIN.

To this Editor or The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—M*y I ask the assistance of all motorists, whether members of

the Association or not, in conneetion with what appears to be a rather

childish action en the part of our friends the police ?

It consists of donning a yellow armlet, with the presumed object of

passing as A. A. patrols. Two instances of this occurred recently on the

iireat North Road, but the bearing, behaviour, and I may say the boots

of the masqueraders were so obviously dissimiliar from those of oar men

that the deception was promptly discovered, and reported to me.

As is well known, each A. A. patrol carries a special badge bearing

an identification number, and I shall take it as a favour if any motorist

who may have reason to question the bona-fides of a patrol will kindly

stop and demand the man's name and official number, and send par

ticulars to the A.A., Princes Buildings, Coventry Street, W.—Yours truly

Stenson Cooke.

DOES A CAR RUN BETTER AT MIGHT THAN

DURING THE DAY1

To tm Editor or The Motor-Car Journal

Sir,—I have lately seen in the papers one or two queries as' to why

a motor-car, apparently or actually, runs letter at night. I know that

it is a case of fact and not of supposition, and I have always considered

the reason to be that at night, owing to the lowering of the temperature

of the atmosphere, the moisture which was present during the day as

a vapour in the air condenses to its liquid form, and deposit* as dew or

mist, and therefore the mixture of petrol vapour and air which we draw
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into the cylinder has a greater explosive value owing to the reduction

in the quantity of water vapour present. Of course, with a car which

tends to overheat, another factor has to he considered—i.e., that the

lower temperature of the atmosphere will tend to keep cool the

circulating water.—Yours truly,

A. DUCKHAM.

[The matter referred to by our correspondent touches on an inte

resting subject, on which we shall be glad to have the views of readers.]

SPEED TRIALS AND HILL CLIMBS.

To tbs Editob of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sib,—We are afraid that the faith of the motoring public in those

who make and sell cars roust he receiving some severe shocks lately. The

use of special gears for hill-climbing is now supplemented by the use

of oxygen for spurting purposes in track racing. Presumably those

who enter for these events are eager to secure advertisement therefrom,

but it seems to us that the use of such artifices as the above gives results

which are not correct statements of tbo relative merits of the contestants.

This leads to still more misrepresentation when the successes of high-

powered cars are used to advertise those of smaller power of the same

make. There are so many other points about a car tban speed, either

on the level or uphill, that we think manufacturers who have made a

special study of the problems involved in satisfying the modern demand

for silence, ease of control, fuel consumption, &c, should encourage those

competitions in which tin se features are matters of moment. .At present

there are few tests woithy of tbe name other than the Scottish Trials,

and we believe that trials of similar character to tbe Dust Trials at

Brooklands would merit and receive hearty support.—Your truly,

Vauxhall Motors, Ltd.

FRONT WHEEL BRAKES.

To IBB Editob or The Motor-Oar Journal.

Sir,—Seeing how important to every motorist—and indeed to every

road user—is thorough efficiency in motor-car brakes, and looking at

the large proportion of accidents due to brake failure or inadequate

braking power, it seems surprising that so little attention has so far been

paid to front wheel braking. There was a time, perhaps, when this was

regarded as a difficult problem, but the practicability of brakes on the

steering wheels has long since been proved, and, even if only regarded

in the light of an emergency brake, the weight is so trivial and the cost

so small that there seems no real excuse for such a safeguard not forming

part of the equipment of every car.

Probably 90 per cent, of the motor accidents that occur both to the

motoring and non-motoring public might be avoided were a little extra

brake power available at the moment, and seeing how readily this extra

power may be obtained by means of front wheel brakes, the matter seems

one worthy the serious consideration of every careful car owner and

driver. I might also point out as a further recommendation that the

judicious use of tbe front wheel brake is said to minimise, if it does not

entirely eliminate, tbe risk of side-slip.—Yours truly,

Frank O'Connor.

MOTORING IN THE ISLE OF WIGHT.

To TBB Editob of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—Knowing the difficulty of finding real automobile engineers

and trustworthy repairers in the provinces of England, I would like to

recommend to motorists visiting the Isle of Wight the repair depart

ment of the Isle of Wight Motor Syndicate, Ltd., at Tbe Works, near

St. John's Station, Ryde, where repairs of all kinds are attended to

under the personal supervision of tbe works manager, who has working

under him several excellent mechanics from London.

I hope I am supplying a crying want to visitors, and saving them

i the evils of small repairers— I speak from personal experience. I

have no interest whatever in the company mentioned beyond gratitude

and extreme satisfaction at the work they have dene for me.—Yours

HOLLYMOUNT.

WHEELS FOR MOTOR-CARS.

To tbb Editob of The Motor-ear Journal.

Sir,—Referring to the extract of Dr. Hele-Shaw's paper read by that

gentleman before tbe Congress of Health, I am glad to see an authority

in tbe motor world raising tbe question of wheels, for, however luxurious

the pneumatic tyre may be, we must admit that it is no more suitable

for a motor-car tban slippers are to go nawying with, and therefore only

possible for the wealthy. If the motor-car is to be of real, practicable,

everyday use, we must reconsider the subject of wheels. Personally,

I am surprised that the subject has received so little attention from our

leading men. I have lately been using a car fitted with wheels which

i to me to be an improvement upon pneumatic or solid, for they

;ss the following advantages :—Unpuncturable, remarkably free

i skidding and very slight dust-raiser, while being quite as easy to

ride as pneumatic-shod wheels.

I may say that freedom from tyre-trouble greatly increases the

pleasure of riding. I am afraid, however, that fashion, fostered by

capital and the great interests of the pneumatic tyre trade, will greatly

hinder development in this direction. It is a most interesting question,

and to the motor industry very important. Mr. S. F. Edge's and other

records show what perfection the mechanical part has reached. The fuel

question is receiving attention. Now if the subject of wheels and tyres

can be opened up much good should result, for, as at present understood,

they are a source of worry, unnecessary expense, dauger from skidding,

bursting, &c.,and annoyance from dust.—Yours truly,

0. Cook.

SELF-STARTING DEVICES.

To the Editor or The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—I have been told that there is a patent self-starter for starting

motor-cars, but it has not yet been taken up by the public, as it has not

been considered a necessary fitting for cars. In my case, however, if

this starter is any good it would be a great boon, as I suffer from an

affection of tbe heart, and I find most cars are too hard for me to start.

I shall feel greatly obliged if you or any readers of the M.O.J, can give

me any information concerning these starters.—Yours truly, J .«j

MONTACUTK. ~"

A Question of Averages.—" A.M. I.C.E." writes :—" Our friend

the tester has omitted to note that he is dealing with average speed per

hour. He does two kilometres in 96 seconds. The first he does in

60 sec. ; the second he does in 36 sec. The average is one kilometre in

 

The photograph reproduced above was taken at Badworth Hall on

the occasion of a reoent Primrose League gathering, and shows,

reading from left to right, Sir Frederick Mllner, Bart., His Grace

the Duke of Norfolk and Captain Whittaker, the owner of the oar

—a Daimler, which was supplied through!Mr.tO. Clark*, of Retford.

48 or 75 k.p.h. as stated bv his friend. He has failed to note that the

two periods of time are not equal, so that he cannot split the difference

(which is not getting the average speed in miles per hour) of two separ

ate averages. Take it at one hour up and one-half down and see the

results both ways."

Mr. S. Newton, 125, Brixton Hi'l, S.W., will be pleased to hear

from anyone who found three inner^tubes near Stonebridge Park, on

tbe Harrow Road, on Saturday last.

Messrs. W. E. Clark and Company, Station Road, Doncaster,

will be glad to hear from anyone who has found a lifting jack with

aluminium body on the Worksop road near Tickhill.

A. J. H. 5 is the trader's mark the name of the owner of which is

wanted by a correspondent at Ramsgate, who has been struck with the

appearance of a car recently in the district and bearing that number.

We shall be pleased to hear from tho-firm.

Suggestions to Intended Motorists.—Vauxhall Motors, Ltd.,

write : —" With reference to ' Experientia's ' letter in your last issue,

it may be of interest to mention that every component of the Vauxhall

car is plainly stamped with a part number, so that in ordering spares

or replacements it is only necessary to quote the number. This com

pletely specifies the part without reference to either the type of car or

the number thereof. This system has been developed by us to avoid

the confusion caused by clients' descriptions, and to facilitate ordering

by cable, and we believe that such a system is invaluable both to the

manufacturers and users of motor-cars."
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BANK i HOLIDAY AT BROOKLANDS.

Those responsible for the motor race meetings on the Brooklands

Track at Weybridge have been favoured by the most cheerful climatic

conditions, and Monday's weather was strictly according to the rules

that have prevailed there up to the present. The innovation of the

shilling enclosure brought a greater concourse of people than had

previously been seen near the track, but at no time during the meet

ing did the appearance of the great expanse of open ground suggest

t ne appearance of a crowd. A varied programme, the presence of several

drivers of international repute, as well as of Englishmen who had won

renown in recent Continental events, and an extra train service con

tributed to the success of the meeting. The'officials are to be congratu

lated on the results of their effort to attract the Bank Holiday public.

But towards the end of the day the proceedings lagged somewhat and

unpunctuality became more pronounced, with the result that a large num

ber of people left ere the last race was run. Estimates of the total attend

ance varied from 5,000 to 14,000, the true record probably being between

the two figures.

An attempt to infusepopularinterest into the proceedings was made in

The International Plate

of 500 sovs. for cars of a cylinder dimension under 135 and which were

required to be driven by subjects of the country of origin of the

vehicle, with that country's flag carried as the distinguishing mark of

the car. The cars left the paddock carrying the Belgian, British, French

and Italian flags- a feature that was evidently suited to the taste of

those Swho occupied the shilling enclosure. The distance was about

8} miles, and of the ten entrants nine faced the starter, th°. result

beiog ;—

S. F. Edge's 49«9-h.p. Napier (F. Newton) 1 ; Charles Jarrott's 52-9-h. p.

Dietrich (Gabriel) 2 ; T. Thomycroft's 48-6-h.p. (T. Thornycroft) 3.

The Belgian Plate

of 350 sovs., for cars complying wiih the regulations of this year's

Ardennes Circuit race, was the next event on the programme, and

produced a good race between two Napiers for the first two places

and between the Minerva team for third and fourth positions. In fact

the real race was between this quartette. Glentworth, on the third Napier,

never got going well, his engine missing with irritating regularity.

Result:—

S. F. Edge's 60-h.p. Napier (H. C. Tryon), 1 ; S. F. Edge's 60-h.p.

Napier (C. Edge), 2 ; D. Citroen's 521-h.p. Minerva (H. Porlier),3. Also

ran, Mr. J. T. C. Moore-Brabazon's 52T-b.p. Minerva (J. T. C. Moore-

Brabazon) ; A. Huntley-Walker's 48'6-h.p. Darracq (Marquis de M. St.

Mars); D. Citroen's 52-l-h.p. Minerva (A. Janssens) ; S. F. Edge's

61-5.h.p. Napier (C. A. Glentworth).

A sprinting event followed, made conspicuous by the performance of

the Sizaire entered by Mr. Charles Jarrott. This was the

Oatlands Selling Plate

of 200 sovs., for cars of a cylinder dimension of 40 and 1,800 lbs.

3'465 lbs. were allowed or added for every 0'1 difference of din

The distance was three-fifths of a mile along the finishing straight and

the race resulted as follows :—

S. F. Edge's 38-4-h.p. Napier (J. F. Browning), 1 ; Charles Jarrott's

8-9-h.p. Sizaire (R. O. Clarke), 2 ; H. P. Barker's 10-h.p. Darracq (H. P.

Barker), 3. Also ran, F. S. Bennett's 10-h.p. Cadillac (owner) ; J. W.

Madeley's 10-h.p. Cadillac (owner); S. F. Edge's 25-6 Napier (J.

Hennessy) ; J. J. C. Bradley's 20-h. p. Queen (N. Macklin).

. The winning car was subsequently sold for 215 gs. to Col. Carleton-

Smith. '

 

Racing at Brooklands.—D. Besta leading on his Mercedes in the Prix de la France Bace.

Also ran, D. Citroen's 521-h.p. Minerva (A. Janssens); D. Jameson'8

-51'1-h.p. Spa (A Capris) ; D. Citroen's 521-h.p. Minerva (H. Porlier) >

E. Heringtoo's 47"2-h.p. Ariel-Simplex (P. Lewis) ; Mrs. G. E. Taylor's

ol-8-h.p. Gobron-Brilhe (M. Lespagnandelles) ; L. Soncin's 48'6-h.p.

Dietrich (L. Soncin).

Newton made a poor start and finished the first lap behind

Gabriel, Lewis, Thornycroft, Janssens, Porlier, and Capris in the order

named. During the second lap, however, he went well forward, and

Thornycroft and Janssens changed places. Gabriel still led until in the

last round Newton sprinted into the first position. There was a good

Tun for the third place between Thornycroft and Janssens.

The White Steam Car Plate

of 150 sovs. for 1907 White steam cars, was over a distance of six miles,

but the similarity of the cars proved somewhat confusing to the public

in following the course of the event, which resulted in one of the closest

races of the day. The order of the finish was :—

F. Coleman's car (G. Holloway), 1 ; Col. J. Roper Wright's car (W.

Taylor), 2 ; F. Payne's ear (H. Payne), 3. Also ran, bir John Murray's car

<K. Corke), Col. Wentworth Forbes's car (H. Turner), P. Northey's car

(H. T. Cummings), Earl Russell's car (C. Saunders.)

There was close running between the first two all the way, and

the uniformity of performance was a feature of the event.

Only a small field turned out for

The Heath Stakes

of 350 sovs., for cars of a cylinder dimension under 200, over a course

of miles, and the cars finished practically together. Their rush along

the straight resulted as follows :—

J. E. Hutton's 75-9-h.p. Mercedes (J. E. Hutton), A ; A. Hnntley-

Walker's 71-6-h.p. Darracq (Demogeot), 2 ; S. F. Edge's 60-h.p. Napier

<C. Edge), 3.

The great race of the day was the Prix de la France of 800 f

over a distance of 15} miles, for cars complying with the regulations of

the Grand Prix of 1907. Unfortunately the start was considerably

delayed, the labour of dealing out petrol for the allowance of 1 '8 gallon

for the event occupying considerable time. The quantities in the tank

at the start and at the finish were measured and the difference between

these gave the amount of fuel consumed. In the end the result was:—

F. R. Fry's 75 9-h.p. Mercedes (D. Resta), 1 ; J. E. Hutton's

75-9-h.p. Mercedes (J. E. Hutton), 2; S. F. Edge's 60-h.p. Napier.

(H. C. Tryon), 3. Also ran, F. Rendle's 759-h.p. Mercedes (A. G.

Brown), S. F. Edge's 49-9-h.p. Napier (F. Newton) ; H. M. Gordon's

Baron Turckheim's 80 4-h.p. Dietrich (Duray).

Hutton got clear away and led for the first lap, when Resta took

the lead and continued to retain his advantage till the last round, when

he was passed by the other Mercedes. Oh entering the straight, however,

Hutton had ttie misfortune to break his water pipe and accelerator

pedal, while a rear tyre was in shreds. He thus lost first place and

finished second. Tryon, Demogeot, Newton, and Edge steadily improved

their positions as compared witn their running in the first lap. All the

others had trouble with their engines except Debuissy. On the fifih lap

Gabriel had advanced to the fourth place but fell back to seventh. <

The last event of the day was the race for the Walton Stakes

of 200 sovs., for cars of a price not exceeding £850, 38J lbs. being allowed

for every £10 that the cost of the vehicle was below £850. This was

over a course of 3} miles and resulted as follows :—

J. T. C. Moore-Brabazon's £800 Minerva (J. T. C. Moore- Brabazon) 1 :

A. Huntley-Walker's £675 Darracq (owner), 2 ; D. Citroen's £800

Minerva (U. Porlier), 3.
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CLUBS AND ASSOCIATIONS.

 

ROYAL A.C.

The design for the new badge of the Royal A.C. has been sub-

vnitted to the King, who has made alterations therein which were

referred to the committee at their last meeting.

Mr. T. H. D. Berridge, M.P., and Mr. Philip Dawson have been

added to the new premises committee.

The Earl of Shaftesbury and Col. Ivor Philipps, M.P., have been

elected members.

ESSEX COUNTY.

The Essex County A.C. held a gymkhana on Monday at Wickford

in aid of the restoration of the Ran well Parish Church. The resnlts of

the various competitions were as follow :—

Obstacle race.—1st, Mr. Burnett Tabrum, J.P. ; 2nd, Mr. F. Lindus

"Forge.

Starting and Stopping Race.—1st, Sir Charles B. Locock, Bart. ; 2nd,
■Mr. F. Lindus Forge.

Ladies' Passenger Race.—1st, Sir Charles B. Locock, Bart. ; 2nd, Mr.

"Watson.

Hat-trimming Race. —1st, Miss Mason ; 2nd, Miss Miller.

Musical Chairs.—1st, Dr. Tench's passenger ; 2nd, Dr. Cayley's

passenger.

AVeek-end Race.—1st, Sir Charles B. Locock, Bart. ; 2nd, Mr. F.

Lindus Forge.

The prizes were presented by Lady Locock.

ESSEX.

Members who intend participating in the 200 miles' standard rides

of the Essex Motor Club should now begin to prepare. The fixed route

is :—Start at Woodford and journey via Epping, High Ongar, Chelms

ford, Witham, Colchester, Ipswich, Saxmundhain, Kessingland ; check

here and return by the same route. Members may go for these rides

*t any time by giving notice to the hon. secretary at least four days

prior to the attempt. They must complete the 200 miles in twelve

hours, arriving at the various checking places to schedule time. An

■entry fee of 2s. 6d. must accompany each application for trial. Check

ing sheets will be issued, and the rules must oe conformed to. Further

-particulars will be sent on application to the hon. secretary, Mr. 4.. Geo.

Reynolds, Woodford Green, Essex.

SOUTHEND AND DISTRICT.

On Saturday last the Southend and District Motor Club began a

Bank Holiday trip, meeting at the Royal Huts Hotel, Hindhead, on the

Portsmouth road. On Sunday they continued the run across country

to Winchelsea and Rye, and on Bank Holiday followed the coast road to

Folkestone, Dover, Deal, Sandwich and Margate, from whence some of

the party returned to Southend by boat and others continued the journey

via Canterbury and Gravesend. An unofficial run in connection with the

■club was enjoyed by some other members to Clacton-on-Sea. The

'Southend Club has now a membership of sixty, and has arranged to

participate in the annual hospital carnival at that seaside resort on the

14th inst.

WEST SURREY.

The fourth annual gymkhama of the West Surrey A.C. was

held on Saturday, at Prior's Field, Compton, kindly lent by Mr. and

Mrs. L. Huxley.

The winners were as follow :—

Chalk Line Race.—1, Mr. J. F. Kimber (6-h-p. Rover) ; 2, Mr. E.

Williams (14-h.p. Martini) ; 3, Dr. F. W. Bryden (6-h.p. Speedwell-De

Dion).

Tortoise Race (120 yards).—1, Mr. R. W. Buttemer (14-h.p.

Renault) ; 2, Mr. R. Crothers (9-h.p. Darracq).

Starting Race.—1, Mr. E. G. Williams; 2, Lieut. S. A. Gabb (13-h.p.

Darracq).

Passenger Race.—1, Mr. E G. Williams ; 2, Mr.R. W. Buttemer.

Skilful Driving Competition (distance about 700 yds., through six

obstacles).—1, Mr. £. G. Williams ; 2, Mr. J. F. Kimber.

Archery Race.—1, Mr. E. G. Williams ; 2, Mr. J. F. Kimber ; 3,
•Col. Swaine (9-h. p. Cadillac).

Musical Chairs.—1, Mr. E. Fairtlough (12-h.p. Darracq) ; 2, Mr. R.

•Crothers.

MOTOR CYCLE UNION OF IRELAND.

The second race meeting of the season under the auspices of the

Dublin centre of the Motor Cycle Union of Ireland took place on

:Saturday afternoon at Portmarnock. Unfortunately the Silver Strand

was not in its usual condition owing to the fact that the storm on the

previous day brought in a lot of loose sand. The two miles handicap

was won by J. G. Drury, jun., on a 3J-h.p. Triumph, and the twenty

miles handicap (Kavanagh cup) by R. Walshe, 2jf-h.p. F.N.

AUSTRALIA

The Automobile Club of Victoria (Melbourne) held a one-gallon

petrol trial on June 29th, .starting from Windsor (three miles out) and

running through Oakleigh to Fern Tree Gully and back. It was an

ordinary give-and-take road, which included two or three decent hills,

but the roads were in good condition in the main and quite dry.

Twenty-six cars started, including one driven by Mrs. Tom Rand.

The result—on "ton mileage"—was as follows :—I, Mr. W. C. Knight,

10-h.p. De Dion. 41-28 miles; 2, Mr. J. W. Proctor, 8-h.p. De Dion,

34-68 miles; 3, Mr. S. L. Staugbton, 8-h.p. De Dion, 32-22 miles; 4,

Mr. W. S. Ross, 8-h.p. Rover, 31-89 miles ; 5, Mr. R. Edols, 12-16-h.p.

Talbot, 31-40 miles; the sixth, seventh, eighth, and ninth places al-o

I icing filled with 6 or 8-h.p. De Dions. Mr. Knight won the two-gallon

event held last year, and also the Club's "open" hill-climb a fe#

months back on the same car.

The Transvaal A.C. now consists of 180 members.

The Hull Auto Cycle Club had a run from that town to Scarborough

on Monday last.

The North Yorkshire A.C. is endeavouring to popularise its club

room at the Station Hotel, York, among motorists.

The 120-h.p. Mercedes driven by Mr. F. Guy Lewin, of Messrs.

Friswell, Ltd., made the fastest time at the Aston hill-climb of the

Hertfordshire A.C.

 

Mr. T. Cordery at the wheel of the 28-38-h.p. Ariel-Simplex he drove in

the Scottish Reliability Trial, and which won the Gold Medal in Class S.

On the last Sunday' in July several members and friends of the

Blackheath A.C. were entertained by Professor Carlton J. Lambert,

M.A., of the Royal Naval College, Greenwich, at his bungalow, Wester-

ham Hill.

THE COMMERCIAL VEHICLE TRIALS.

No further entries have been received beyond the fifty- five already

notified in the M.C.J. Messrs. Straker and Squire, Ltd., have cancelled

their entry of a petrol-electric omnibus chassis and substituted a two-ton

iielivery van.

The vehiclee will start from the first depot (Messrs. Thornycroft's

Works, Chiswick), on Monday, September 9th.

St. Albans has been omitted from the route, and Biggleswade hue

been substituted, owing to the impossibility of obtaining suitable accom

modation at the former place.

The Sirdar Rubber Company, Ltd., have recently received two

more repeat orders for Koyal Sirdar tyres for His Majesty the King,

and another repeat order for the War Office Ambulance at Aldershot.

FBOMjthe Universal Motor Imports, of Charles I'lace, Drummond

Street, London, N.W., we have received a copy of the catalogue of

automobile com ponente made by the Briscoe Manufacturing Company,

of Detroit, U.S.A., for whom they are British agents. The list gives

particulars of the Briscoe specialities in the way of radiators, engine-

bonnets, mud guards, tanks, metal dashboards, steering wheels, &c.

The radiators are maHe in a variety of patterns and of the honeycomb

and tubular types. Particular attention is drawn to the " Staggered

Gang Fin " radiator, in which the.tubes are not set directly behind each

other, but are staggered so as to give each one a clear front exposure

and so increase the cooling efficiency. '
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CA-bES UNDER THE MOTOR CAR ACT.

Exceeding Legal Limit.

At Huntingdon on Saturday, F. H. Smith, of Park Street, London,

was charged with furiously driving a motor-car at Little Stukeley.

When (topped the defendant stated that the car belonged to the

Military Attache1 at the American Embassy. The defendant did not

appear, but on his behalf a solicitor argued that, being a servant in the

employ of a foreign representative, he was exempt from English laws.

A letter of explanation was read, which stated that it was very embar

rassing to have a servant charged with an offence against English law,

and asking that the charge M withdrawn. The Bench, however,

decided to go on with the case, and imposed a fine of £12 and costs.

At Morflake, on the 31st ult. , fines of £5 each were imposed on six

motorists who had exceeded the ten mile limit in Richmond Park ;

several others were fined at the Milverton Police Court for going beyond

the legal speed in the neighbourhood of Leamington ; at Knaresborongh

two drivers were convicted.

Joseph Jackson, living at East Ham, was summoned at Stratford

for driving a motor-cycle at a speed exceeding twenty miles an hour.

The defendant on July 21st was timed over a measured furlong at Blake

Hall Road, Wanstead. He covered the distance at the rate of twenty-

five miles per hour, and when stopped be said " I did not think I was

going so fast." The defendant was fined 10s. and 4s. costs. Henry

Pollard, of Eritb, was summoned for a similar offence ; he was said to

have covered the furlong at twenty-seven miles an hour. In a letter to

the Bench he said he only paid £4 for the machine. A fine of 10s. and 4s.

coats was imposed.

The Garstang Road trap has proved a costly affair for many

motorists. At Lancaster on Saturday two were charged with exceeding

the speed limit on this road and one on the Burton Road. John Lloyd,

 

The above

Mr. A. House, of the NortherngAutomobile Company, Manningham

Bradford.

sketch is reproduced from a drawing sent si by

" " Mai " '

of Liverpool, had to pay £2 10s. and costs for going at the reported

rate of twenty-three miles an hour, and he had the cold comfort of

being told that had he taken but one second more to traverse the trap

he would not have been summoned.

Dangerous Driving.

Two motor-car drivers in the employ of the Daimler Motor Com

pany were summoned on the 2nd inst., at Buntingford (Herts.), for

driving cars at a speed which was dangereus to the public—offences

alleged to have been committed while they were talcing cars from

Coventry to Harwich en route for Germany. At the conclusion of the

evidence for the prosecution Mr. Staplee Firth, who defended, submitted

that there was no evidence of anyone having been endangered on the

road, and the case was dismissed.

ROAD REPORTS.

SUNRISINO Hill.—The Warwickshire County Council has decided

to erect a danger signal at a distance of 200 yards from the top of Sun-

rising Hill and another about 75 yards from the sharp turn half way

down the hill.

The Preston Road.—The North-east Lancashire A.C. recently

petitioned the Fylde Rnral District Council to abolish the toll-gate on

Freekleton Marshes, on the road to Blackpool, and declare the road a

secondary one. The Highways Committee have recommended the

Council to take over the road if the automobile club will arrange with

the owners of the toll-bar for its abolition and the cost of fencing the

road and other expenses.

Barnes.—The Highways and Bridges Committee of the Surrey

County Council has recommended that body to make application to the

Local Government Board for a ten mile speed at the Bridge Road, East

Molesey, and at Barnes Terrace, High Street, and Church Road, Barnes.

The Council has agreed to take this course.

Bromley, Kent.—The main road at Bromley is being repaired

between the eleventh and twelth milestones from London, and in the

near future repairs will be executed between the ninth and tenth mile

stones in the High Street. The main road is now being coated through

; and Mr. Stanley Hawkins .

i of motorists, as well as of the?

out with tar by the Tar-spra Company

the Borough Engineer, deserves the thanji

local public, for his care of tire roads.

Nelson.—There are no important works of repairing likely to be-

carried ont in this Lancashire town during the next few weeks.

Worthing.—During the holidays it was observed by many

motorists that the main road between Worthing and Arundel bad beeru

torn up to quite an unusual degree. Locally this is attributed to the

heavy motpr traffic which took place in Goodwood week.

Warwickshire.—In Warwickshire the mileage of roads for which

the County Surveyor is responsible is 457 and the cost of maintenance

last year was £32,000, about £5,000 above the expenditure in 1904. That

portion of the Coventry road which was treated with tarmac about fifteen*

months ago has so far stood very well, but, while it has proved to be

entirely dustless, the County Surveyor, Mr. John Willmot, considers that-

its weaiing qualities are still on trial.

Handcross.—Application is being made for a ten mile per hour speed

limit to be imposed on motor-cars at Handcross.

Yarmouth.—No roads will be under repair in this borough during

August. Dust is unknown in the streets of the town, the roads being

watered by Mr. J. W. < ockrill, the Borough Surveyor, with sea water.

Strkatham.—The Rector of Streatham, having called attention to-

the danger arising from fast motor traffic along the narrow portion of

Tooting Bee Road, Streatham, near St- Leonard's Church, the

Wandsworth Borough Council has decided to erect warning boards at.

each end of the road in question, directing motorists and cyclists to

drive slowly. _

Tar Spraying.—The Local Government Board is said to be con

sidering the question as to whether the expenses incurred in the tap

spraying of main roads can legimately be made a special expense for

parochial authorities. On their decision will depend the carrying out

of several experiments now in contemplation in the southern counties.

Blackpool.—All the street works are now completed for the

present season, and nothing is likely to be done to the roads in the

borough of Blackpool for the next two months.

PUBLIC MOTOR SERVICES.

The Great Western Railway Company have been asked to extend

their niotor-'bus service between Newport and Merthyr.

The Home Office is making enquiry into the cause of the recent

motor-'bus accident at Hackney. In reply to a question in the House of

Commons Mr. Gladstone has stated that only seven mishaps to motor-

'buses have occurred in London during the past three months. He also-

paid a tribute to the desire of the motor-'bus companies to adopt any

devices likely to arrest skidding.

Mr. B. C. Marley has drawn the attention of the Surrey County-

Council to the speed at which motor-'buses are driven at Barnes, and

asked the chairman of the Highways Committee if nothing could be done

to regulate it. Mr. Pain, the chairman of the committee, said the clerk

was in correspondence with the President of the Local Government Board

on the subject, and it was hoped that the result would be satisfactory.

The Great Western Railway road motor service between Redruth,

and Falmouth and Falmouth and Portreath has re-commenced.

During the twelve months ended June 30th, 3,137 instances of

motor-omnibuses and cabs being dealt with for noise have been recorded

at Scotland Yard. Two hundred and fifty-seven cases of smoky exhaust

were also chronicled.

Nearly 400 driving certificates have been issued by the R. A.C. to

employees of the Central Motor Cab Company, Ltd., the proprietors of

the red taxicabs now plying in London.

The Motor-" Hus and Traction Company of Ireland, Ltd., has been

formed with a capital of £205,000 to establish motor-omnibus- services

and other forms of motor traction in Ireland, more particularly around

Dublin, Belfast, and Cork. The directors will endeavour to link up-

certain routes on the railway and to act as feeders, thereto. The

company has entered into a contract for the delivery of ten motor-'buses

within a month. The directors aie Lord Headley, Captain R. E.

Palmer, Sir Thomas Myles, Mr. T. L. Plunkett and Mr. W. A. Wallis.

Mr. R. G. Batchelor, 69, Victoria Street, S.W., is the engineer to the

company, and Mr. P. J. Kevans, 31, Dame Street, Dublin, is the secre

tary.

According to a driver who was summoned at the City of London

Court for causing an obstruction by leaving bis motor-'bus for six hours-

in Bishopsgate Street Without, it is a rule of the London Road Car Com

pany that when there is a breakdown the car is not to be moved unto)

seen by one of the fitters ; otherwise the conductor is fined.

Early next month Messrs. A. W. Gamage, Ltd., will close their

Holborn establishment at 7 p.m. instead of 8 p.m. in the evenings, and on

Saturday at 4p.m. instead of 5 p.m. This decision has been arrived at.

as a result of the rapid transit in London, which is causing shopping to

be done earlier in the day and earlier in the week.

We have from time to time recorded some excellent performances

by Palmer Cord tyres, demonstrating their reliability under very severe

conditions. The latest is undeniably most creditable, the Palmers fitted

to Mr. Clifford- Harp's Thames six-cylinder 60-h.p. car having covered

over 2,000 miles, including the Scottish Reliability Trials and the South

Hal ting Hill climb, without a single puncture.
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MARSEILLES AND ITS PEOPLE.

The Marseillais has been portrayed by many a French writer, and his

virtues have been landed and his faults exposed. Mery, a Marseillais

himself, has traced an amnsing character, while Edmond About and

Taine were struck by the Marseillais' love of lucre and violent amuse

ments. Alexandre bnmas has drawn more or less idyllic portray of

him. The topographical transformation of Marseilles in recent times

has been great. It was first among the great cities of France to cut

new streets and build sumptuous modern palaces, says Mr. Miltoun.

The Rue de la Hepublique, if still lined in part with inferior houses, is

nevertheless one of the fine thoroughfares of the world. Its laying out

was a colossal task, cutting through the most solidly built and most

ancient quarter of the city. Neither the aristocratic nor the bourgeois popu

lation have ever come to it for business or residence, but it serves the

conduct of affairs in a way which the tortuous streets of the old regime

would not have done. Many of the great avenues of the city are as

grand in their way as the best and most aristocratic of those in Paris,

and the world of commerce, of the Bourse, and of the liberal professions

lives surrounded by as much sumptuousness and good taste as the same

classes in the capital itself. In other words, " la societe Marseillaise "

is no less endowed with good taste and the love of luxurious appointments

and surroundings than is the most Parisian of Parisian circles—a term

which has come to mean much in the refinements of modern life. " Des

plaisirs bruyants et grosaiers " may have struck the Taines of a former

day, but the twentieth-century student of men and affairs will not place

the Marseillais and the things of his household very far down in the

social scale, provided he is possessed of a mind which is trained to make

just estimates. Le Prado is another of the fine streets of Marseilles.

It is a majestic boulevard, the continuation of the Rue de Rome, beyond

the Place Castellane. Practically it is a great tree-bordered avenue,

which is lined with the gardens of handsome villas. It is as attractive

as Unter den Linden or the Champs Elysees.

—aaaoaow ■

AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS.

In attempting to pass a wagon on the road between Streatley and

Moulsford last week, a motor-car, in which Colonel Lambert was riding,

same into violent collision with the vehicle and its passengers were

seriously hurt.

The coroner's jury has recorded a verdiet of accidental death in the

ease of a little boy who was knocked down by a motor-cyclist; on the

south side of Clapham Common last week. Apparently the nursemaid

in charge darted with deceased from behind a tramcar without notioing

•tie mc 'tor-cyclist approaching.

While a car from Elgin was proceeding along the road near Enrie

United Free Church last week, it roused a calf from the side of the road.

The ear was deflected to the side of the road, where it crossed the ditch,

and, coming in contact with a strainer post, the front axle was broken.

The ear finally came to rest in a corn field, after ejecting the chauffeur

through the glass screen in front. The man was happily little the wont

far the adventure, but the car was greatly damaged.

A motor-cab collision happened on the curve opposite Rossett

Church recently, when a car belonging to Mr. Griffith Williams,

Marlow, collided with a ear the property of Mr. Gibbons Frost,

Chester. Both cars were wrecked, and the occupants were thrown

•ut, but, happily, escaped with a shaking and few bruises.

On Saturo ay a motor-car, owned and driven by Mr. Robert Crippa,

of Nottingham, collided near Melton Mowbray with a cyclist who,

aoming from the wrong side of the road, crossed tn front. He was

knocked down and so severely injured that he died daring the night.

The sadden application of the brakeB caused the motor to swerve through

the hedge, but Mr. Cripps and a oompanion escaped unhurt.

Mr. R. Woodman, a motor-cyclise, of Peterborough, was admitted

to the Spalding Hospital on Sunday night suffering from injuries

sustained through a collision in the dark with a milk-cart.

Mr. 8. S. Mossor, solicitor, Hoibeach, while motoring last week,

collided with a cart which carried no lights. He was pitched out of the

ear and lay on the road a quarter of an hour unoonscious. The driver of

the vehicle, who is unknown, drove off. The>motor-car was wrecked.

While travelling through Southwold on Sunday on the way to

Yarmouth, Mr. Arthur Roberts's motor-car collided with a brake. In the

motor-car were Mr. Roberts, Miss Ruby Celeste, who appears with Mr.

Roberts in his sketches, and the chauffeur. All three were thrown out,

and the car was considerably damaged. Mr. Roberts escaped with a

slight injury to one of his legs, but Miss Celeste sustained severe injuries

to her head, which rendered her unconscious. The chauffeur received

nothing worse than a severe shaking.

A 40-h.p. car returning from the Brooklands track on Monday over

turned near Esher owing to a tyre bursting. The occupants—three

gentlemen and a lady—were thrown out. Miss Dorothy Mitchell was

severely injured internally, and was taken to hospital. The others were

little hurt.

At the Westminster Coroner's Court on Tuesday, an inquest was

held on the body of George Mason, who died in St. GMrge's Hospital

from injuries received in a collision between his cart and a motor-car.

Tha evidence was very conflicting, but it appealed that on Saturday,

while the deeea>ed was diiving along Cromwell Road, a motor-car, which

was overtaking him, collided with the cart and he was thrown on his

head on the roadway. The Jury returned a verdict of " Accidental

death," and censured the chauffeur " for a great error of judgment," the

coroner saying he quite agreed.

COMPANY NEWS.

Company Meetings.

The Renard Road and Rail Transport Corporation, Ltd.—

The statutory meeting of this company has just been held, when Lord

Ribblesdale, the chairman, made reference to the enquiries which have

already been before the directors in connection with the development of

the Renard road train system. In India and Egypt syndicates are in

course of formation to demonstrate locally the merits of the train, and

from Japan an order has been secured for the first demonstration train

to be sent out there. A contract has also been secured for Chili, ami

Messrs. De Roubaix, of Antwerp, have, within the last few days, proved

that a Renard train consisting of a motor and three trucks each carrying

a load of four tons can be run under normal conditions at a total expense

of under 2d. per ton per mile when fully employed. Negotiations are

proceeding for the formation of demonstrating syndicates for Lancashire

and Yorkshire, and the Board is placing a train at the disposal of an Irish

syndicate at the Dublin Exhibition. Captain C C. Longridge also spoke

to the effect that the shareholders would take it as an indication of the

Daimler Company's belief in the Renard train that they had entered

into the preliminary syndicate by which this corporation was formed.

New Companies Registered. wf< . r

Stern-Sonnkborn Oil Company.—£25,000. To aequire (1) that

part of the business of the Oelwerke Stern-Sonneborn Alctien Gesell-

schaft, of Hamburg, Cologne, and Paris, which is carried on in the United

Kingdom and the colonies, dependencies, and Protectorates of the British

 

A leading feature of the Goodwood Base Meeting last week was the

large number of m«tor-cars present each day. The photograph

reprodaced above shows only a few of the many vehicles in the open

air garage.

Crown, under the sole agency of and in part in joint account with J.

Wallach and L. C. Wallach (trading as Wallach Brothers), under the

style of the Stern-Sonneborn Oil Company ; and (2) the business of the

Chemise he Werke fnr Textil Industrie G.M.B.H. , of Hamburg, carried

en in the British Empire ; and to carry on the business of manufacture' -

of and dealers in oils, greases, &c. No initial publie issue. First

directors : Messrs. L. Stern, J. Sonneborn, J. Walla ih, and L. C.

Wallach. Messrs. J. W allach and L. C Wallach are managing

directors.

F.I.A.T. Motor-Cab Company.—£203,000 (200,000 £1 cumulative

preferred participating ordinary and 60,000 Is. deferred). To carry on

the business of proprietors of motor-cabs, omnibuses, ears, carriages,

vans, and other public or private conveyances of all kinds, can iers of

passengers and goods, &c. First directors : Lord Grimthorpe (chairman),

Sir W. J. Bell, D.L., Mr. T. Willcs, Mr. A. Du Cros, Capt. J. Orr-Ewing,

Mr. D'Arcy R. Baker. The subscription list opened on Thursday, and

closes to-day (Saturday). It is intended to put 400 Fiat motor taxi

meter cabs on the streets of London, commencing in November next,

and on a conservative estimate of the takings the profit is estimated to

secure a preferential dividend of 7 per cent, on the cumulative preferred

participating ordinary shares rive times over. The offices of the com

pany are at 62, London Wall, E.C. The directorate is exceptionally

strong, and the company has seemed an advantage in contracting for

the supply of Fiat chassis for its cabs. The cats will be able to do long

distance journeys for pleasure trips, and a considerable nam her of the

vehicles will be fitted to carry luggage for the convenience of the public

With regard to the finance of the company, the preference shares are

cumulative and the surplus profits are divided as to 60 per cent, to the

cumulative preferred participating ordinary shares and 40 per cent, to

the deferred shares.
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

AUGUST.

10th (S.).—Entries for R. A. C. Commercial Vehicles Trials finally close

at 12 noon.

Annual Race Meeting of the Auto Cycle Clnh at Canning

Town.

The meet of the Lincolnshire A.C. to have been held at

Biocklesby Park by invitation of Earl Yarborongh, has

been cancelled owing to the illness of his lordship.

Non-stop run of the West Essex A.C.

Uth (W.).—Cardiff M.C. run to the Leys.

17tb (S.).—Brooklands A.R.C. Meet.

Derby A.C.'s run to Cbatsworth House.

Harrogate A.C.'s hill climb.

North London A.C. run to Great Berkhampstead.

Northamptonshire A.C. gymkhana at Easton Neston.

Newcastle and District Motor-Cycling Club's fuel consump

tion trial.

Lincolnshire A.C. Hill Climb at Syston Park. Entries

close on the 12th inst.

l9th;to 24th.—Auto Cycle Club's six days' trial.

21st (W.).—Meeting of tb« General Committee of the Motor Union.

Lincolnshire M.C.C. at Stamford.
•24th (S.).— Hertford County A.C. at Lower Aston Hill for a members'

driving test.

North-East Lancashire A.C. gymkhana.

Berkshire A.C. gymkhana.

Yorkshire A.C.'s closed hill climb near Pateley Bridge.

27th (T.).—Touring competition through Southern Germany.

31st (S.).—Cardiff M.C.'s run to Chepstow.

SEPTEMBER

1st (S.).—Florio Cup race of the Italian A.C. over the Brescia circuit.

5th (T.).—Vehicles competing in the R.A.C. commercial vehicle trial

must be within the gates of the depot.

Arachon motor-boat meeting.

7th (S.).—Auto Cycle Club's hill climb at Birdlip.

Motor Cycling Club 200 miles reliability trial.

9th (M.).—Industrial Vehicle Trials commence.

14th (S.).—Motor Union Meet at Leicester.

Brooklands A.R.C. meet.

21st (W.).—Nottinghamshire A.C. hill climb.

OCTOBER.

5th.—Brooklands A.R.C. meeting.

19th.—Gordon Bennett Aeronautical race at St. Louis, Missouri.

20th.—Gaillon Hill Climb.

MARCH, 1908.

Cordingley's Motor-Car Exhibition at the Agricultural Hall, London.

Lightinq-up Times—London.

Aug. 10th—8.34 ... 12th—8.28 ... 14th—8.25 10th—8.21

„ 11th—8.31 ... 13th—8.27 ... 15th—8.23 ... 17th—8.19

In Glasgow the lighting-up time to-day (Sat.) is 9.10 p.m., and to

ascertain the approximate times on succeeding days 26 min. should be

added to the above figures ; in Plymouth an addition of about 16 min.

is necessary.

COMPENSATION CASE.

Mr. B. H. Martineau was sued, at Brompton County Court, by

Mr. George Fowler, a leather merchant, of Bethnal Green, for £25 in

respect of personal injuries and damage to 8 pony and trap, said to have

been caused by the negligence of defendant's chauffeur, at Cavendish

Square, W., in March. His honour awarded plaintiff £15 damages.

POLICE TRAPS.

At Monk Fryston, near Selby, the police have instituted a quarter

of a mile trap.

On the Hadham Road, Bishop's Stortford, the police have lately

been watching cars with a view to summoning their drivers.

A new trap has been established near Beverley Brook, in Richmond

Park.

There is a measured distance in the Barrack Road, Christchurch,

Hampshire, in which eleven motorists were recently caught. Their fines

ranged from Is. to £10.

A measured furlong is now the scene of police trapping operations

at Blake Hall Road, Wanstead, Essex.

There is a police tiap between Totton and Southampton on the

Lyndhurst road.

—CBBCCC—

The quarterly report of the Chief Constable of Cheshire

shows a decrease of 226 apprehensions, which, it is openly

suggested in the county, may result from the concentration of

their attention to motorists during the last few months.

BUSINESS NEWS.

Messrs. G. T. Riches and Company, of Store Street, N.W.,

have sent us samples of the C. and A. (copper and asbestos) washers of

which they are making a speciality. They are made in no less than

about seventy-five sizes, ranging from 10 by 15 mm. to 90 by 100 mic.,

and will be tound useful not only in connection with sparking plugs

and valves, but also for making any water and air tight joints in

connection with the piping on motor-cars.

IN the case of controls operated from the steering wheel opinions

apparently differ considerably as to whether it is an advantage for the

levers to revolve with the steering wheel or remain stationary when the

steering vt heel is moved. It is sometimes urged that when the levers

move with the wheel the change in the positions might lead to confusion

in the mind of the driver and cause mistakes to be made, but this would

appear to be mainly theoretical or more would have been heard of the

objectionable features of such a general system in practice. In the

Bowden Controls, operated from the wheel, the motorist has a free choice

and can have either system fitted at will.

The Electric Ignition Company, Ltd., have recently made some

extensive alterations to their premises, including the building of an

elaborate test shop, through which all materials and finished goods will

in future have to pass. This further check on their products will enable

them to guarantee all their manufactures for two years, instead of one

year, as hitherto.

We hear that notwithstanding the fact that Vauxhall Motors, Ltd.,

have recently largely augmented their resources at Luton for taming

out the 12-16-h.p. Vauxhall cars, they have been compelled to pnt on a

night shift to cope with the work.

With our present issue we publish interesting particulars relating

to " Miraculum," the new puncture stop for which it is claimed that,

when injected into the inner tubes of motor-car and bicycle tyres, it

effectually seals punctures and at the same time acts as a preservative

of the rubber. A company, the prospectus of which will shortly be

issued, has been formed for the purpose of acquiring the patent rights

of this compound for the United Kingdom. The capital is £25,000, of

which 20,980 £1 ordinary shares will be issued for subscription at par.

The Board is a very stiong one, and a notable feature of the project

is that the company have made arrangements for the handling and

marketing of their product by the E. M. Bowden's Patents Syndicate,

Ltd. Prospectuses and all further information may be obtained during

the period that the list is open from the brokers, solicitors, bankers,

auditors, and from the secretary of the company, Mr. Arthur E. Cowley,

48, Dover Street, London, W.

Miss Talbot, a well-known figure in Wales, and practically owner

of Port Talbot and the surrounding district, has ordered a 40-o.p. six-

cylinder Napier.

The reoent Irish A.C. hill-climbing competition again proved the

excellence of "Continental" non-skids. Three gold medals, the Humber

cup and the Henshaw silver cup were carried off by cars fitted with

this well-known make.

Mr. W. Kempton Cannon, the well-known jockey, has just pur

chased from the Motor Supply Company, Ltd., of 111, Piccadilly, W., an

8-11 -b. p. Panhard landau let. He has also recently opened a motor

garage in Newmarket.

^■eeBOJOBsBS—

A NOTICE BOARD is to be placed at the bottom of Eotting-

dean Hill, near Brighton, cautioning motorists to proceed slowly

when passing the school in the vicinity.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

All communication* intended for insertion in thit Journal or relating

to Editorial matters should be addressed to The Editorial Depart

ment, Motor-Car Journal, 27-33, Charing Cross Road, London,

W.C., and must be written on one side of the paper only. Letters must in-

all cases be accompanied by the name and address of the writer, as my

notice will be taken of anonymous communications.

The Editors cannot undertake to return MSS. or drawings, although

every effort will be made to' do so in the case of refected communication*

Where such are regarded as of value, correspondents are requested u>

retain copies.

The Editors do not hold themselves responsiblefor the opinions escpreestci

by their correspondents, or for statements andfacts which do not appear

in the editorial columns.

To insure insertion communications and contributions must be in

the Editors' hands by Tuesday forenoon of the week in which the same

are intended to appear. Disappointment may be caused by non-compliance

with this rule, and to avoid this earlier receipt, ifpossible, is necessary.

Photographers, both professional and amateur, are invited to send

photographs of current events or ofmotoring scenes and incidents. The fee,

xf any, required for reproduction should be stated in each cast; otherwise

no liability will be accepted.

The Editors and Publishers beg also to slate that they will accept no

r esponsibility for unsolicited contributions, even if used, unless payment

for same is directly specified inforwarding, and the terms arranged before

publication.
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rITH considerable persistence tbc

authorities of the Brooklands

motor track are seeking to excite

enthusiasm for the events that take place at

Weybridge. We have just received a

revised set of Supplementary Regulations,

in which has been incorporated many of the

suggestions made in the Press for the better

government of the race meetings. Thus,

for the next races, on the 14th prox., every

vehicle will have to carry a metal disc,

painted black, behind the driver's seat. This must be at least

two feet in height and length, and, apparently, the possibility of

confusion as to the identity of the cars on the course is to be

eliminated by, as we suggested last week, " the numbers being

newly painted before they enter the course." The committed

have decided upon a system of handicapping based on allotting

different distances to competing cars in handicap races ; the cars

will carry a uniform weight, and will be started simultaneously

from tbc various starting points allotted by the handicapper.

Colonel H. C. L. Holden will act as honorary official handicapper

to the B.A.R.C. For 1908, 26-h.p., 40-h.p., 60-h.p., and 90-n.p.

have been adopted as the classification for " standard size

races," and four events on these lines will be contested at the

next meeting, as well as a Mercedes sweepstakes and a five-

mile handicap sweepstakes, which, by the way, will be the

longest race of the day—thus pointing to the possibility of a

succession of short and sharp sensations calculated to incite the

enthusiasm of the public.

The Dust

Trials.

The Dust Committee of the R.A.C.

has issued its report in connection with

the trials which were recently held on

the Brooklands track so far as Classes

I. and II. are concerned. With regard

to the experimental Class III. it is pro

posed to issue no report at present, as the results obtained in

the use of the experimental devices entail lengthy investigations

before they can be published in a useful form. It will be

rcmembeied that the rests took place under favourable circum

stances, and fortunately the actinic conditions were suitable, so

thab the photographic records, of which 130 were taken, have

yielded concordant and satisfactory means of estimating the

comparative excellence of the cars. In Class I., for makers'

vehicles of standard design, the first prize, a silver cup, pre

sented by the R.A.C, has been awarded to Mr. Frederic Colo-

man for his 30-h.p. White steam car, and the second prize, the

Club's silver medal, to Mr. E. Gaseoine for a 12-16-h.p. Wilson-

Pilcher car. The silver cup which formed the prize in the inter-

club competition for amateurs' cars, Cla?s II., has been awarded

to the Irish A.C., which was represented by Mr. Dermot

Mooney's 20-h.p. Stanley steam car. It is noted by the judges

that in the inter-club competition for cars driven by amateurs,

smaller dust clouds were made, as a rule, than in Class I., a fact

that was not unexpected, as the clubs entering cars had in most

cases selected the competing vehicles by previous eliminating

tests. In connection with the general arrangements made at the

trial we may mention that the course was covered with lime

stone dust carefully gauged to a thickness of half an-inch by the

use of gauge rake3 between each run. Previous to entering on

the dust patch the cars bad to pass over a dust patch of the

same thickness, but narrower, so that the cars could be driven

over it with the wheels running on the bare concrete clear of the

dust. The object of this was to observe whether any of this

centrally-laid dust would be d'sturbed by the air current passing

under the cars independently of the disturbance caused by the

wheels themselves, and it may be at once stated that in very few

cases was any such disturbance noticed.

No Lights at the

rear—In Scotland.

Recently wo recorded that the House

of Lords had at the last moment agreed

to the omission of Scotland from the

provisions of the Lights on Vehicles Bill.

Already instances have been brought 10

our notice showing that the necessity

for the application of that measure to tbe northern part of

Britain is as great as it is on tbis side of the Tweed. A motorist

driving in the Paisley road at some lit'le distance from Glasgow

ran into a lorry, from which various boards were projecting, the

collision resulting in injury to a coup'o of men. When the case

came before the sheriff, the agent for the motorist pointed to

the absence of rear lights on tbe slow-moving lorry as a contri

butory cause of the accident, which freed the accused to a certain

extent from the charge of negligent driving. This, however,

had no weight with the authorities and a conviction was recorded

with a fine of £5. Often have we emphasized the fact that slow-

moving traffic unilluminated at the rear constitutes a great

danger to the safety of the public on tbe road. And yet this

menace is to be perpetuated in Scotland.

•> ♦ ' ♦

Appropriately enough, in the city

of Coventry motor-cars figured in the

The Godlva Lady Godiva procession, and, although it

Procession. would have destroyed the accuracy of,

the legend to have mounted her ladyship

en a car, the automobile was much en

evidence. A motor-lorry carried the members of the Beeston-

Huraber Prize Silver Band, who led the way. The trades

section of tbe procession was headed by a vertical milling

machine made by Messrs. Alfred Herbert, Ltd. Included in

this part of the spectacle was the motor car presented to the

Coventry and Warwickshire Hospital by the Daimler Motor

Company, and for which the committee, having been prohibited

from balloting, are now waiting offers for purchase. Tho

appearance of the Renard road train was also further proof of

the modernised procession with which the people of the City of

Spires and Cars were delighted last week.

♦ ♦ ♦

EtERY year the chairmen of the

leading railway companies are heard

Traffic deploring the decline in first-class traffic,

Competitors. especially on those lines which serve

racecourses and similar places of pleasure.

This year on the Ascot Cup day no fewer

than 1,0GG motor-cars were observed standing on the racecourse.

Tbis means that at least 3,000 people who would have gone to

Ascot by tbe first-class trains availed themselves of what thry

regarded as a moro pleasant way of reaching their destinatic n.

This constant advance of motor car traffic is one of the problems

that railway managers will have to seriously consider in tbe

B
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near future, for it is not only apparent on such special occasions

as that we have instancod that the motor-car is becoming

ubiquitous, but in the ordinary way motor-cabs and motor-'busea

are now bringing ladies from the suburbs into the West End, and

are seriously affecting thelines which serve that quarter of London.

Eventho motor-car firms that recently made money by hiring

out cars find the competition of the " neat red cabs " a retarding

influence in connection with their business.

A Legal Point.

The dismissal of a case against a

motorist at Guildford, reported in

another column, and the case mentioned

in our legal reports last week, are the

most hopeful omens for motorists that

have lately fluttered from the dismal

dulness of the police courts. They suggest the care which should

be bestowed on the diverse points which occur in particular cases.

Despite the objection which the Bench took to Mr. White's

question as to what the motorist would have done in the event

of a certain contingency occurring, they dismissed the case, the

counsel successfully contending that a hypothetical charge was

brought of driving in a manner which might have been dan-

 

"L« Miserable" (Seepage 540).

gerotis had there been anyone about, and it was his duty to

rebut that attack by showing that had the -hypothetical case

occurred, the conduct of the driver would (not have caused danger

to the public. The point is an ingenious one, which our

readers when summoned to the court should bring before their

counsel.

♦ ♦ ♦

ANOTHER useful point was that men

tioned on page 526 of the last issue of

The Circumstances the M.C.J., when summomes against two

of the Case. motor- car drivers were dismissed at

Buntingford after Mr. Staplee Firth's

submission to the Bench that there was

• tto evidence of anyone having been endangered on the road.

The case is important, not only by reason of the particular

verdict arrived at, but also because of the legal eminence of the

chairman of the Bench, he being the Kt Hon. Sir Robert Iiomer,

P.C., a retired Justico of Appeal. Hitherto cases of alleged

danger to the public have been overawed by the judgment of

Bnlith v. Boon and Mayhew v. Sutton. But it should bo

remembered that when the Lord Chiqf Justice gave his famous

dictum in the latter case the regulations issued by the Local

Government Board under the Act of -1896 were in force. Wc

are now living under tho Act of 1903, which calls into question

" all the circumstances of the case." At Buntingford the prose

cution were apparently relying on the Mayhew judgment, but

for the defence Mr. Firth urged that there was no evidence of

what might have [been on the road—a point which appealed to

the legal mind of the chairman. We can only wish that all

magisterial benches were presided over by men capable of

appreciating the legal point without prejudice.

Tarring

the Roads.

During the last few months many of

the smaller local authorities in the South

of England have been considering ways

and means of securing the tarring of

their roads, with a view to the mitiga

tion, if not the abolition, of the dust

nuisance. Encouraging such a policy, the East Sussex County

Council have recently made known the fact that they were

willing to contribute half tbe cost of tar spraying in villages

where the rural council was willing to find the other moiety.

The result has been that many parish assemblies which had pre-,

viously found it impossible to undertake such work have been

setting the necessary machinery in motion for securing the assis

tance of the County Council. Unhappily, the hope that had been

raised has now been considerably set back by a notice of the

Local Government Board to the Lindfield Parish Council,

declining to sanction the expense of such work as an illegal

expenditure on the part of the parish. Those councillors who

have already signed cheques in connection with the tarring of

the roads in these rural districts are liable to be surcharged,

and the decision of the L.G.B. cannot fail to stop many schemes

that were in progress for rendering the roads of the county

possible for the new traffic. It is held by the central authorities

that the cost of such should be made a county matter instead of

a purely local one. Whilst we must regret the immediate effect

of such a ruling, it seems to suggest that a little argument should

suffice to convince the Local Government Board that the cost of

roads, instead of being a merely county matter, should be a

national charge, and that when that time comes we may reason

ably expect considerable changes in the road surface.

The Recognition

of Drivers

in the

Scottish Trial.

In view of the persistence with which

we urged the recognition of the drivers

in the Scottish A.C. Trial who made

non-stop runs, we are glad to learn that

the authorities have determined thus to

acknowledge the skill and endurance with

which they guided their vehicles to success. The Trials Com

mittee have agreed to present a gold badge to each driver

whose vehicle obtained a non-stop certificate, and doubtless this

recognition will be esteemed by all who become possessed of such

distinction. Those thus entitled to the gold badge of the Scottish

A.C. are, in the order of the classes in which they competed,

Messrs. M. L. Livings, J. Downie, Mrs. E. A. liiley, Messrs.

W. G. Tuck, W. Scott, J. Keid, F. Eastmead, P. E. Harry,

W. M'Lean, J. Hadley, W. T. Lord, C. Harman Wigan, W. S.

Macharg, Captain F. V. Wentworth, W. Watson, A. F. Kemp,

G. M. \oung, Buchanan Shiel, and Captain Corbet.

"The Honour of

the Force."

There is a trap on the Selby and

Doncaster road at Eggboro'. It was

worked the other day by Sergeant

Higson, stationed at the south end of the

quarter-mile, and accompanied by P.-c.

Burland. When a car, driven by Mr.

J. H. Hall, a well-known Sheffield motorist, was crossing the line

at the south end he set his watch, and at the north end received a

signal from P.-c. Wilson with a white flag. He then stopped

his watch. P.-c. Burland corroborated this account of the pro

ceeding in the police-court, and volunteered the informal ion that

he " was in a crouching position, and the sergeant was kneeling

behind a hedge." And these are honourable men, engaged iu
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upholding the dignity of the law and the honour of the force.

Why do they not come out into the open 1 Another instance

of the ridiculous position in which the police often place them

selves was shown at Godalming on Monday, when the constable

said he signalled when the car passed by opening his coat, and

then turned to look at the position of the vehicle, the signalling

occupying less than one second. At the request of the solicitor

for the defence the constable gave a demonstration in court,

and the magistrate timed the signal at two to three seconds.

Limiting; Speed.

Mr. Harold Cox has suggested to

the Home Secretary that devices should

be applied to motor-'buses with a view to

preventing them travelling beyond a

fixed maximum rate of speed. Mr.

Gladstone replied that there was no such

contrivance actually in use, but it was possible that mechanism

which might effect the object proposed might be invented. In

that event the Commissioner of Police would carefully consider

the question of requiring such apparatus to be fitted to motor-

omnibuses in the Metropolis. Should such actually take place

our friends of the Highways Protection League would doubtless

agitate for the application of the speed-restrainer to ordinary

automobiles—and the condition of the motorist would be curious

indeed. The point is scarcely worth considering—save from the

point of view of urging consideration for other users of the

road as the best way of placating the public and the authorities,

so that the next state of the motorist may not be worse than

the present.

Worcester.

Worcester, a pleasant historical city

in the centre of one of the most delight

ful of our English counties, is visited by

many motorists during the course of the

year, and they will find much to interest

them in the' official guide just issued

under the authority of the Corporation by Messrs. Littlebury

and Co. Not far from the city are many equally delightful

resorts ; Evesham, the field of battle, Tewkesbury and Edge-

hill, also the scenes of conflict. The region reeks with the names

of personages of renown—Milton, Baxter, Wesley, Wolsey and

Shakespeare, while inside the city boundaries is the cathedral

and many timber framed structures testifying to the ancient

lineage of the place. A map of the district shows many streams

purling'through the valleys of this delightful Garden. Almost

within an hour's run by motor-car—having regard to the re

strictions of the legal limit—Birmingham and Dudley may be

reached, to bring the visitor within roach of industry ; but in the

other direction, and at no greater distance, are Tenbury, Here

ford, and Ross, while nearer still Evesham, Bromyard, and

Malvern give an alternation of pastoral beauty to delight the

driver, and of hilly eminences to test the car. Altogether Wor

cester is a good centre for the roving motorist who has got over

the passion for speed and wishes to indulge his delight in the

scenery of the .Midlands.

Petrol Precautions.

Last week we were able to indicate

the care and promptitude with which the

London County Council is seeking, in

conjunction with the borough authorities,

to deal with the discharge of petrol into

the sewers. The danger has become a

serious one, and several instances of risk to life as well as actual

damage to property could be given in support of the serious

warning already addressed to our readers. Those responsible

for control of motor-'bus and motor-cab garages should take heed

that no waste of petrol is allowed in the yards, for not only is

such a practice expensive to their companies, but it is also

dangerous to the public. In order to obviate the risks run in

such places, as well as trade and other garages where large

quantities of petrol are about, a simple form of interceptor is

being suggested in connection with the drainage system. This

is a three-chamber device, ;[the drainage going into the first

chamber with a flush and the spirit rising and vaporising above

the water. Thence the drainage flows into the second compart

ment, any petrol that may have escaped from the first chamber

being hero intercepted. Should, however, the matter not ba

clear from this foreign clement a third chamber is provided,

through which it passes ere entering the sewer. Oils, &c, are

taken to the top of the water in the process, and the periodical

inspection of this interceptor will do something to secure the

safety of London's drainage system. We are glad to know that

the responsible authorities have taken the subject in hand ore it

becomes an alarming problem. It behoves the motor industry

to accord their support to such simple precautions as are now

suggested. i..

♦ ♦ ♦

July proved a very active month as

regards importation of foreign motor-cars

Motor-car Imports and parts into the United Kingdom. The

and Exports. number of complete vehicles which

reached this country last month was. 409,

their value being given as £191,967.

Parts were responsible for an additional £253,817, which gives a

total of £445,786, as against £416,814 in the corresponding

 

A magnificent view of Loch Lomond may be had from Stonymlln Road,

which ia only a short distance from the Argyll Works at Alexandria,

N.B. The road strikes to the left nphill for about a mile, with an

average gradient of 1 in 7, and is one of those beautiful little frequented

by-ways that delight the hearts of tourists. It leads on to Helensburgh

amid fine scenery of moor and glen. The above illustration shows an

Argyll car negotiating the hill during a test run.

•

month of last year. For the first seven months of the current

year the figures are :—Number of cars imported, 3,210 ; value of

same, £1,364,526 ; imports of motor parts, £1,570,162; total,'

£2,934,688. For the similar period of 1906 they were :^3,799

cars of a value ttf £1,561,883; parts, £1,165,0J2; .tptsj.

£2,726,895. Turning to the exports of British motor-cars and

parts, these continue to show a steady expansion. The number

of vehicles shipped during the seven months ending with July

last was 1,062, of a value of £400,479 ; to this have to be added

parts estimated at £292,063, which gives a combined total of

£692,542, as contrasted with only £400,479 in the corresponding

period of 1906.

A 20-h.p. motor wagon built in the spring of the year by

Messrs. Durham Churchill and Co. has been running for threo

months under contract with .the Bradford Dyers' Association,

making daily journeys of from fifty to sixty miles on five days

of the week,
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THE COUPE DE LA PRESSE.

—

AS briefly mentioned in the last issue of the M.C.J. , the race

known as the Coupe de la Presse was held on the 6th

inst. on a 78 5 kilometre circuit near Trouville, five

rounds having to be made to give a total distance of 392} kilo

metres. The event was confined to those cars which had success

fully passed through the Criterium de France reliability trial,

and was on a petrol allowance basis, a quantity of spirit equal

to 19 litres per gallon per 100 kilo., or 15 miles to tho gallon,

being served out to the competitors. Twenty-eight cars qualified

for the race, and of these the following twenty-six started, being

despatched at two minute intervals in the order given :—

Car.

Gladiator

Motobloc-Elastes

Brillie

Gillet-Foret

Driver.

Molon.

Barriaux.

He>isse,

Nemo.

Cornilleau-Ste-Beuve Cornilleau.

Cottin-Desgouttes Latune.

ltebour Riviere.

Car.

De Dion.Bouton

Gladiator

Westinghouse .„

Mercedes

De Dion-Bouton

Aries

Cottin-Desgouttes

Di iver.

De Marcay

Vonlatum.

Burckhard.

Gasteaux.

Vrignon.

Valle.

Frances.

the fourth round still saw Sorel easily leading, he being five minutes

in front of Renaux. Perret (Peugeot) had trouble through

a broken spring, which delayed him considerably, the third

place being taken by Vimont (Westinghouse). Petiet (Aries)

was the only one to retire in this lap, leaving twenty cars in tho

running for the last circuit. Sorel, who was looked upon as the

winner, unfortunately ran out of petrol ten kilometres from the

finishing post, and, with Renaux going well, the latter proved an

easy winner, he being four minutes ahead of Vimont (Westing-

house), who was second, Zelolti, a negro driver, being third on a

De Dion. The following table gives the times of the eighteen

competitors who finished :—

Petrol

Time. Consumption.

II. M. Litres.Order. Driver.

1. Renaux

2. Vimont

3. Zelele

4. Vrignon

Car.

Peugeot

WestingLouse

De Diou

De Dion

4 32

4 36

4 44

4 48

 

Ite Coupe de la Presse.—M. Kenauxlon the.winning Peugeot Car passing through Corneilles,

Westinghouse ...

De Dion-l'outon

Arii 8

Vinot-Deguingand

Peugeot

Vimont.

Zelele.

Petiet.

D'Hespe'.

Perret.

Kault.

Cornilleau-Ste-Beuve Morin.

Lorraine-Dietrich Sorel.

Oottin-Desgouttes Cottin.

Charron ... .„ Debray.

Peugeot ». Renaux.

Gobron ;ant Dureste.

'eugeot ..

M.G.R. -

The first lap proved the fastest of the day, Sorel (De

Dietrich) being round in 52 min. 42 sec., followed closely by

Renaux (Peugeot) and Vrignon (De Dion). Three cars retired,

viz., Rault (M.G.R.), Morin (Cornilleau-Ste-Beuve), and Gasteaux

(Mercedes), the latter leaving the road at one of the bad turns

and dashing into a field. Sorel still led at the end of the second

round, Renaux being four minutes behind, and De Marcay (De

Dion) third. The only one who fell out was d'Hespel, on the

Vinot-Deguingand. The order at the end of the third circuit

was unchanged as regards the first two places, but Perret

(Peugeot) had run into the third position. Twenty-one com

petitors finisbtd the lap, the missing one be:ng Frances (Cottin-

Dssgouttes), who broke one of his wheels at Lieuray. The end of

69-2

u'8-6

7<v<

72-7

5. Cottin ... Cottin-Desgouttes ... 4 53 ... 62-3

6. Burckhard ... Westinghouse ... 4 63 ... 69 3

7. Molon ... Gladiator ... .". 4 .r>7 ... —

8. Herisse ... Brillie 4 59 ... —

9. Latune ... Cottin-Desgouttes ... 5 4 ... —

10. Dareste ... Gobron 5 6 ... —

11. Vonlatum ... Gladiator 5 6 ... —

12. Vall6e ... Aries 5 17 ... —

13. De Marcay... De Dion 5 23 ... —

14. Barriaux ... Elastes 5 27 ... —

15. Perret ... Peugeot 5 52 ... —

16. Riviere ... Kebour 6 20 ... —

17. Debray ... Charron 6 36 ... —

18. Nemo ... Gillet-Forest „. ... 7 35 ... —

The winning Peugeot, which was fitted with Continental

tyres on Vinet detachable rims, is rated at 28-h.p., the dimen

sions of the four-cylinder engine being 130 mm. bore by 120 mm.

stroke. Renaux's running was extremely regular, as will be seen

from his lap times, which were respectively 54 m. 57 sec, 54 m.

13 sec, 53 m. 57 sec, 54 m. 20 sec, and 55 m. 21 sec. His

average speed worked out at fifty-four miles per hour
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THE PEKIN-PARIS RUN.

^THE ARRIVAL OF PRINCE BORGHESE IN PARIS.

THE last stage of the long journey which rendered the

attempted trip by motor-car from Pekin to Paris un fait

accompli was made by Prince Borghese on Saturday last,

when he safely arrived in the French capital on his 40-h.p. Itala,

amidst the cheers of the populace, who turned out in crowds to

give him a royal welcome. The Prince left Pekin on June 10th,

so that the journey occupied exactly two months. His route

lay, for the most part, through uninhabited regions, across vast

deserts, where the heat was overpowering, and over hundreds of

miles of boggy and roadless country.

The following incidents of the run as far as St. Petersburg

are taken from the " Daily Telegraph," which with notable

enterprise secured as its correspondent Signor Luigi Barzini,

who accompanied the Prince. On the third day the Itala car

was buried over the axles in a morass, and held up by

immense roots of trees, which had to be cut away with

axes, whilst two days after it had to be drawn through

about eighteen miles of deep sand by coolies and mules. At

Pong-Kiong the " Daily Telegraph's special representative's

telegram on June 18th describing the journey was the first

message despatched from that office, the

only one within a radius of 100 miles,

for six years. Near Urga the car stuck

in a morass and fell on to its side. With

the aid of Mongolians using beams as

levers, and oxen, the car was pulled

backwards out of the swamp. On the

next day the vehicle again sank in thick

mud to the axles, and gradually sank

lower until rescued by Mongolian shep

herds after the carriage work had been

removed to lighten the car. It was a

four hours' task, and the party encamped

/or the night on the Daturdaba Moun

tain. On June 24th the delicate parts

of the car were removed to enable it

to be dragged across the river Iro by

oxen, and on the 25th a sandstorm was

encountered, the car being nearly over

turned. Between Misovsk and Irkutsk,

in Siberia, the vehicle was taken for a

winged locomotive by the villagers. On

July 30th a bridge broke down, and

the car and occupants were precipitated

into a torrent, the passengers having a

Three hours were occupied by Siberians

car, which on the next day narrowly escaped collision

with a railway train. On July 8tb, failing other means of

transport, a sunken boat was salvaged from the river

Kemchuk, and used to carry the car across. It was engulfed

in a bog on July 10th, the united efforts of more than

thirty men and fivo horses being required to extricate the

vehicle. The next day the river Tom was crossed by means of a

boat impelled by four horses trotting in a circle on the deck and

communicating their motion to the paddle-wheels. Just before

reaching Omsk, on July 13th, the brake seized ; the wood of the

carriage-work caught fire, and axes had to be used before the

flames were extinguished. Near Perm, on July 20th, the spokes

of the left back wheel became loose, and were soaked in a bath

all night, but on the next day the wheel collapsed, and was

repaired by a native " telega " maker. The first well-made road

since leaving Pekin was encountered near Kazan on July 22nd.

Thirty versts from Moscow the car was met by a Cossack guard

of honour, the Prince being accorded a great reception on

entering the city, an occurrence which was repeated on his

arrival at St. Petersburg.

In our last issue we published an exclusive account, by

Captain Windham, of the arrival of the Prince in St. Petersburg.

Leaving that city on the 2nd inst. the night was passed near

 

narrow escape,

in salving the

Dvinsk, and on the following day Kovno, 510 miles from St.

Petersburg, was reached. The German frontier was crossed at

Wirballen on the 4th inst., and, pissinj; through Konigsberg,

Elbing, and Marienburg, a halt was called at Stargard. The

Prince's entry into Berlin was to have been a grand function on

Tuesday, the 6th inst.; but he arrived at four o'clock on the pre

vious afternoon, nearly twenty-four hours before the time fixed.

He was met at Landsberg by four automobiles carrying represen

tatives of the reception committee, the German Imperial Auto

mobile Club, and the Italian colony, and, after some discussion,

it was decided to continue the journey, the party pulling off at

the Hotel Bristol, where a large concourse of people had

collected. Tuesday was an off day so far as travelling was con

cerned, but a busy one in other respects, among the principal

items being a welcoming banquet at the Garman Automobile

Club, and another given by the Italian colony in Berlin.

Leaving the German capital early on the morning of the 7th

inst., and escorted by a number of cars which had journeyed

from Paris to meet the travellers, the way was made to Bielefeld

(about 280 miles), a stop for lunch at the invitation of the local

automobile club being made at Hanover.

Another stage was completed on Thurs

day, when Germany was left behind

and Belgium entered, the stopping place

being Lie^e. Paris could easily have

been reached on Friday, the 9th inst.,

but, in order not to disarrange the plans

which had been made for the Prince's

reception, the night was passed at

Meaux, only twenty-eight miles from the

capital.

On Saturday last several hundred

automobilists and cyclists went out to

meet the Prince between Paris and Meaux

in order to accompany him on his tri

umphal entry into Paris. In view of the

relatively short distance Meaux was not

left until about 2 30 p.m. At Joinville,

on the outskirts of Paris, the bridge was

blocked by motor-cars, bicycles, carriages

and pedestrians on either side, and an

immense shout went up as the car driven

by Prince Borghese appeared: in sight.

Thence the drive through Paris, up

the Cours de Vincennes, and along the boulevards to the

offices of the " Matin," the organiser of the run, was a long,

uninterrupted crescendo of enthusiasm. The Prince Borghese

frequently had to stop, his progress being barred by the great

press of people. The crowd was densest along the grand

boulevards, and, in spite of detachments of mounted troops sent

to clear tho way, the procession, headed by a huge motor-

char-a-banc conveying a band, had considerable difficulty in

reaching its destination. In the salons of the " Matin " the

Prince made a modest little speech, in which he protested that

he was not the hero his admirers would have him to be. He and

his companions had accomplished their ride simply by patience

and perseverance and by attacking each day's difficulties and

obstacles without thinking of what the morrow would bring forth.

It was by concentrating all their energy on each stage that they

had been able to accomplish the journey from Pekin to Paris.

Finally, Ettori Guizzardi, the Prince's mechanician throughout

the trip, climbed into the historic car, and, backing it a few feet,

drove it up an inclined plank on to a platform in front of the

" Matin " offices, where it was on view for three days. In the

evening the Prince was entertained at a banquet given in his

honour by the Itala Company at the French Automobile Club.

M. Henri Fournier, the Parisian agent for the Itala cars, read a

long speech complimenting Prince Borghese on the achievement

of his task, and drawing attention to the splendid merits of a
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car which has accomplished a journey unequalled in the world's

history. After the " Matin " toasts, of which there were two,

Count Martignoni expressed the congratulations of Italiin auto-

mobilists, and M. Verona spoke in the name of the Italian Press.

Thtf Prince in replying said he had no speech to make, only

thanks to return. Thanks to the " Matin " for the conception

and promotion of the run. Thanks to the Itala firm for the

splondul machine that had carried him through so successfully.

Thanks to France and its great automobile industry, which by

its labours in earlier days had rendered it possible for mechanical

locomotion to reap such a triumph. Later a grand fete was held

in the Taileries Gardens, with cinematograph and firework

displays.

The appended table shows briefly his progress across the

two continents :—

In the course of an interview at Meaux the Prince stated

that the run through China was fairly good in places, but bad in

ethers. The greatest trial was the Gobi Desert. He never at

anyt time, however, had any difficulty in finding his way, for he

always kept close to the telegraph wires. The car is exactly as

it left Pekin sixty days ago, excepting that one of the rear

wheels, the two back springs, and a front one have been replaced.

At no time throughout the journey were the travellers ever in

serious want of food. " On the whole," he added, " I am tired after

all the banquets and luncheons, and I am glad the race is over.

I could, of course, have arrived in Paris at least a week ago, had

I not been detained by many kind-hearted people who wished to

honor us on our way through their districts. I am not, however,

the least bit physically tired, though I have had sixty days in an

automobile, with only an average of five hours sleep a day. I
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June

Julj

10.—PEKIN. July

11.—Cha-tau-Chung. ■■

12.—Shimpamwan. ■■

13.—Shin-wa-fa. >,

16.—Kalgan. »

17.—50 miles from Kalgan. „

18.—Pong Kiong (300 miles).

19.—Udde.

20.—Tnerin (650 miles). „

21-23.—Urga.

24.—Datnrdaba Mountains. „

25.—Kiatkha.

26.—Verkhnondinsk. „

27-30.—Misovsk (1,260 miles) ; „

1.—Tankoe. »

2.—Irkutsk. Aug.

3.—Zima. »

4.—Nijniudinsk (1,770 „

miles). ii

5-6.—Kansk (2,000 miles).

7.—Krasnoiarsk.

8.—Atohinsk (2,200 miles).

9.—Mariinak. >,

10.—Turuntayeva. „

11.—Tomsk (2,500 miles).

12.—Kolivan.

13.—Kainsk.

14-16.—Omsk (3,000 miles).

17.—Ishini.

18.—Tumen.

19.—Ekaterinberg.

20.—Perm.

21.—Village near Perm.

22.—Melet.

23.—Kazan.

24.—60 miles from Kazm.

25.—Nijni Novgorod.

26.—Vladimir (5,600 miles).

27-30.—Moscow.

31.—Novgorod.

1.—St. Petersburg.

2.—Near Dvinsk.

3.—Kovno.

4.—Stargard.

5-6.—Berlin.

7.—Bielefeld.

8.—Liege.

9.—Meanx.

10.—PABIS (between 7,000

and 8,000 miles.

remain in Paris for a few days ; then I go to Milan, and finish

my journey at Turin on August 22nd."

The Victoria Carriage Works, Ltd., have lately supplied a

24-30-h.p. Leon Bollee car with special landaulet body to Capt.

Cottrell Dormer, of Oxford.

From Messrs. Hans Renold, Ltd., Progress Works, Man

chester, we have received a copy of a new booklet they have just

issued relating to their patent silent chain and sprockets for high

speed driving. This form of chain is now being largely used on

motor-'buses and industrial vehicles, and the work before us deals

very fully not only with its principle of action, but also with the

care and attention which it requires. It is made in various types,

the latest pattern having a patent bearing, which gives a con

siderably increased wearing surface and consequent additional

durability to the chain. The final pages are devoted to some

illustrations showing different applications of the silent chain,

the book generally being one of the most complete of the kind

that we have received.
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A MOTORIST'S CAUSERIE.

—♦—

If some of those anti-motorists who are continually writing

to the daily papers with regard to the dust nuisance could only

be taken for an automobile tour of the southern counties, they

would, I fancy, be astonished at the large amount of work that

is being quietly done in the way of road tarring with the view

of alleviating the trouble. On several recent runs through

Surrey and Sussex to the coast—Brighton, Eastbourne, Bognor,

and elsewhere—I have passed many empty tar barrels on the

roadside, silent evidence of the change that is being made, and

the fact that those responsible for the maintenance of the roads

are fully alive to the necessity of the times.

♦ ♦ ♦

I AM glad to see the subject of cars running better at night

than during the day has been revived. Although not altogether

prepared to agree with the theory advanced by Mr. Duckham, I

am fully in accord with him that engines do run better in the

evening than in the day. Only the other week, when we had

what was, for this wet summer, an unusually sunny day, my car

was running anything but well in the afternoon, the engine

being in a mood of fits and starts, and I tried various remedies,

but all to no purpose, and eventually decided to push along

man, had wished his son to follow in his footsteps and do

his military service, his duties in the performance of which had

brought him amongst the men engaged in guarding the Grand

Prix course.

♦ ♦ ♦ ,

The Continental Tyre Co. have, I notice, lately raised the

question whether it is advisable to fit only one non-skid on the

rear wheel of a car. Many people assert that one non-skid fitted

on either of the back wheels is quite sufficient to prevent

skidding, whilst others whose opinion is equally authoritative

consider that two non-skids are essential. The matter, however,

must be regarded from a practical standpoint, and let me, there

fore, take the following instance. An 18-h.p. touring car was

fitted with a non-skid tyre on one of the back wheels and a

plain tread tyre on the other, and it was observed that the wheel

fitted with the non-skid was subjected to a greater strain, doing,

in fact, all the pulling of the car, whilst the other wheel with

the plain tread barely, and sometimes even did not, touch the

ground. In hilly districts this was even more discernible, espe

cially on slippery roads, the car sometimes making practically no

headway owing to the strain being all on one side. The effect of

the combination was to quickly reduce the tread of the plain tread

tyre to shreds, consequent upon the plain tyre not having the

 

 

The Pekin Paris Bun,—The arrival of H. Godard on the Spyker Car at Tomsk, Siberia.

home as best I could. To my surprise, as the evening wore on

the motor forgot all its troubles and " pulled " as well as it has

ever done. In my own mind I attributed this to the very

reverse of Mr. Duckham's reason, viz., to the moist condition of

the air—a view which is to some extent substantiated by the

experiments which have been made in the way of introducing

water into the explosion chamber. There is no doubt that this

is one of the many " unsolved problems " of motoring, but some

day the true explanation will be found.

Mr. Morgan Donne, of Messrs. Donne and Willans, Ltd.,

the Rochet^Schneider agents, told me the other day of a curious

experience he had over in Dieppe, on the occasion of the Grand

Prix Race. After spending some time at the grand stand he

made his way towards the fork in order to see for himself how

the racers took the nasty turn. Taking up his position near

some French soldiers, he was astonished to hear one of them

address him in good English, " Aren't you Mr. Donne ? "

Explanations followed, and it turned out that the soldier in

question was born in London and had been a traveller in the

motor accessory trade in the metropolis. His father, a French-

same grip upon the road as the non-skid. If the rear wheels of

cars are fitted with tyres of which the co-efficient adhesiveness

varies, it seems to me only natural that the wheel which is less

adhesive will revolve more easily as the motive power is

increased to drive the car forward. This is, however, not with

advantage to the tyre, but at the cost of the materials of which

it is manufactured, viz., the rubber and the canvas. With the

combination of one non-skid and one plain tread tyre it is not

only the latter which suffers, but also the former, which is sub

jected to twice the amount of the ordinary strain. The natural

inference to be drawn is, I think, that both rear wheels should

be fitted with non-skids, but, if there are motorists who think

otherwise, I am open to conviction.

♦ ♦ ♦

With reference to the subject of motoring in the Isle of

Wight, a correspondent, who signs himself "Satisfied," writes

me that he has motored in the Isle of Wight ever since 1899 and

used many kinds of cars. " My repairs have always been done in

thorough business-like way by Mr. A. Clarke, of George Street,

Ryde, whose excellent skill has induced the Automobile Club and

Motor Union to appoint him as their official repairer." Arcanum.
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THE LOCKE CHANGE-SPEED GEAR.

-♦-

WEillustrate herewith the details of an improved change-

speed gear which has lately heen devised by Mr.

D'Arcy Locke, of the Wick Motor Depot, Christ-

church, Hants. The gear has been specially designed for motor-

'bus work, or on other cars in which a frequent change of speed is

necessary. As will be seen, it is of the type in which the pinions

are always in mesh. The extension of the engine crankshaft, or

the main clutchshaft, carries fixed to it two pinions, A and C,

meshing with pinions B and D, carried on short countershafts.

These latter, as also the main shaft, terminate in dog clutches—

at about the centre of the gear-box—by which they can be con

nected at will to other short countershafts or the main tail

shaft respectively ; these countershafts also carry fixed to them

.- PMtT S^THM m K K— -PimT SfCTR>. <y. 1 U-

 

Sectional Flan and Detail Views of Locke Change-speed Gear.

the pinions E arid G, running in mesh with the pinion F on the

tail shaft. Thus, by letting in the required clutch, the first speed

is obtained through the pinions A and B, and thence through

G to F on the tail shaft. Similarly the second speed is through

the pinions C and D and thence through E to F, whilst the

third speed is direct, the two side clutches being disengaged

and the central one brought into engagement. The clutches are

held out by the actuating bar seen at the foot of the illustration,

and are forced into mesh by the spiral springs shown, the

operating bar being actuated by a single lever. The reverse

motion is obtained by sliding the pinion G back into mesh with

an intermediary spur wheel. The drawings show shafts fitted

with plain bearings. These can, however, if necessary, be

replaced by ball bearings, while the Hele-Shaw disc clutches can

be substituted for those of the dog type. Mr. Locke claims that

not only is the gear noiseless, but, the pinions.-being always in

mesh, it is practically everlasting. As the drawings show, the

arrangement is very compact, and, the shafts being short and)

well supported, it is strong and rigid, rendering it well adapted

for hard work.

ACROSS AFRICA BY MOTOR-CAR.

MUCH interest is being shown in Germany in an attempt to-

cross Africa by motor-car which is being made by Lieut.

Graetz, who left Dar-es-Salaam, German East Africa, on

Saturday last, accompanied by Herr von Boeder and a mechanician

n«ned Neuberger. Graetz purposes to make his way to Tabona,

the biggest native town in the Protectorate, using, of course, the

caravan road. From Tabo he will strike off to Bismarcksburg,

at the southern corner of Lake Tanganyika, one of the toughest

bits of German territory. This behind him, the officer will

reach British territory, Karonga on the Nyassa, across which

his car will be towed on a barge. Thence the route runs over

mountainous ground to Fort Jameson and farther on to Mwom-

bDshi, where it intersects the Cape-to-Cairo railway line, and

from this point the road to Bulawayo offers no striking diffi

culties. The next town of any importance in his programme is

Palapye, to the north-east of the Kalahari Desert, which he

 

purposes crossing along the road, about 750 miles, mapped out

by Professor Passarge. "We give an illustration of Herr Graetz's

45-h.p. car as equipped for its long journey. It was built by

the Suddeutsche Automobilfabrik of Gaggenau, and is fitted

with wheels of larger diameter than usual and also a radiator of

increased capacity. The outfit includes a full supply of spare

parts and a telephone apparatus so arranged that it can be

connected up to any telegraph line en route, and two U-shaped

rails to enable the car to cross any soft places or streams that

may be encountered. About 90 gallons of spirit are carried,

and arrangements have been made for additional supplies at

some of the stations to be passed through. Herr Graetz expects

the journey will occupy about six weeks.

Mr. Randel has recently opened a new motor garage in

Colombo, where he has also established a motor repair depart

ment in charge of Mr. T. Young. The garage is 100 feet in-

length by 65 feet in breadth and is equipped with all necessary

machinery for the repair of cars, as well as with the H.F.

appliances for vulcanising tyres. It will be of service to the

growing number of motorists in Ceylon.

The judging for the July competition promoted by Argylls

Motors, Ltd., took place at 17, Newman Street, W., on Friday,,

the 9th inst., when a large batch of claims from private owners

of Argyll cars was thoroughly sifted. The handsome silver rose

bowl, valued at 50 guineas, the prize for the July competition,

was awarded to Mr. J. H. Crowther, of Huddersfield, who had

driven one of the new types of 14-16-h.p. Argylls from Glasgow

to Huddersfield in splendid time, and, in spite of the many stiff"

gradients he had to negotiate, without changing gear once-

during the whole journey.
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The Mayor of Johannes

burg has a motor-car provided

by the municipality, which

allows him £500 a year for its

maintenance.

A mansion at Redhill has

been entered by burglars, who

with the aid of a motor-car managed to get away with about

£1,000 worth of silver and silver plate.

The ferry bridge over the Arun at Littlehampton is to be

superseded by a new steel girder bridge. This will be opened

early next year, and will do much to facilitate traffic along tho

south coast, notably between Brighton and Bognor.

The police in the South Wales district are waging war on

the lads who throw stones, &c, at motorists, and at Penarth tho

other day seven boys were fine 1 10s. each or seven days' im

prisonment for thus endangering the lives of users of the public

highway.

A census of the traffic through Staines on a recent Race

meeting day was taken by the surveyor to the local urban

District Council, and showed that of 8,909 vehicles passing

through the main street of the town, no fewer than 1,366 were

motorcars.

On the Itala c»r with which Prince Borghcsc journeyod

from Pekin to Paris D.W.M. ball bearings were fitted, and none

required renewing during the journey—a tribute to the

efficiency of these bearings, with which the name of Messrs.

Ludw Loewe and Co., Ltd., is identified.

We learn that Mr. W. T. Lord is resigning his posi

tion as the manager of Messrs. Straker Squire's establish

ment in Shaftesbury Avenue, W.C , to rejo n Messrs.

Argyll Motors, Ltd., under which firm he will hold a

responsible position. Mr. Lord will be settled at the

Argyll Works, Alexandria, N.B.

The strikes that have taken place in Belfast have

incidentally favoured the introduction of motor-cars and

wagoni for the conveyance of goods, where previously

hoise drawn traffic prevailed. Curing the past few days

the cross channel steamers arriving at Belfast carried an

unusually large number of vehicles for service in that city.

The H.F. system of vulcanising is becoming a recog

nised part of the equipment of Scottish motor repair

establishments, the necessary plant having been installed

«t Cupar by Messrs. E. Walton and Son, at Montrose by

Messrs, A. Milne and Son, at Brechin by Messrs. A. Simp

son and Son, and at St. Andrews by Messrs. A. Duncan

and Son.

Judging by the illustrations, Mr. J. C. Dare's new

novel, " Champion, the Story of a Motor-Car," belongs to

the sensational class. According to the publishers, Messrs.

Cassell and Co., Ltd., it " palpitates with the energy of the car,

while the treacherous love of one womrvn, and the crowning

truthful love of another, lend sentiment to the throbbing interest

of a telling tale."

The first prosecution under the new bye-laws of the

Thames Conservancy Board has just taken place, the owner of a

motor-boat having been fined seven shillings and costs for

opening a can of petrol on a motor-launch whi'e waiting with

other boats in Molesey Lock.

The acquisition by Messrs. A. W. Gamage, Ltd., of Holborn,

of the business of Messrs. Benetfink and Co., in Cheapaide, E.C.,

is an event of interest in the commercial circles of the City.

This amalgamation of one of the oldest trading firms in Cheap-

side with the modern emporium further West gives Messrs.

Gamage an unique position. Their motor accessory department

has grown to considerable dimensions, and the smaller branch

which Messrs. Benetfink have established in Cheapside will, of

course, be extended and brought up to date, to the convenience

of the many motorists in the district about the Guildhall. In

making this announcement to the Press the other day, Mr. A. W.

Gamage referred with pardonable pride to the development of

his firm, which has paid such close attention to the requirements

of the man who motors.

HERE AND THERE.

 

Messrs. Francis Bros., of

Barnet, are the official repairers

to the R.A.C. in that locality.

During the first half of

the present year the nominal

~ ~ " capital of the motor, cycle, 'bus

and car companies reg:stered in .

England was £4,591,191 ; Scotch and Irish registrations of the

same group totalled £53,500.

The " Ever-ready Soap " is being introduced to the motor

industry by Messrs. Henry Lewis and Co., 274, New Cross Road,

Deptford, London, S.E. T his is recommended to remove grease

and dirt, and, being applicable with or without water, should

prove of great service to motorists in removing objectionable

matter from the hands when such could not otherwise be

possible. It is put up in neat tins and has the advantage of

economy in price as well as efficiency in application.

We illustrate herewith the useful 10-12-h.p. car specially

designed for tho use of commercial travellers which has recently

been put on the market by Messrs. Brown Bros., Ltd. As

will be seen, the body has been devised so that the traveller

and his driver shall be protected even in bad weather, the front

seats being not only provided with a canopy, but with front

glass screen and side doors. The rear portion takes the form

of a largo chest, in which a wide range of samples can be carried.

 

The "Brown" 10-12-h.p. Traveller!' Car.

The chassis is of the Brown 10-12-h.p. two-cylinder standard

type. The change-speed gear is adapted to give three speeds

and a reverse, with direct drive on the top through a cardan

shaft and bevel gear to a substantially-constructed live axle.

Altogether the vehicle is one which should meet the require

ments of a large number of "commercials," and enable them to

cover their ground in much less time than is possible by the

usual horse-drawn broughams, or to considerably increase their

range of action within the usual business hours.

For these motorists who visit Ireland by the Fishguard and

Ro=>slare route of the Great Western Railway co. Wexford is,

practically, the starting point of their Irish tour. The town is

prosperous, according to the idea of prosperity that prevails in

the Emerald Isle, and the Corporation is enterprising enough

to publish a capital guide to the place. On the Quay, Messrs.

Thompson Bros, have a garage and repair shop for motor-cars—

ranking among the largest in the country. They are well

acquainted with all types of cars and keep a large staff of

mechanics for dealing with any vehicles going that way. In

addition to the repair of motor-cars, Messrs. Thompson Bros,

have large stocks of spare part?, tyres and petrol, and their

advice may be usefully sought by English motorists travelling in

that part of Ireland.

E
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Mr. E. W. Glasscock has extended his motor garage in

South Street, Bishop's Stortford.

At Thome, near Doncaster, Mr. G. W. Simpson has a motor

repair establishment, and also stocks petrol and accessories.

Motor-cab weddings are becoming popular in many district?,

and ten motor-cabs were employed by a bridal party in a London

suburb the other day.

It is claimed by the Motor House that their " Garantire "

tyre is the only fully guaranteed tyre upon the market, their

bond, a copy of which is given with every corer sent out,

 

stipulating a minimum life of 4,000 miles. The accompanying

illustration shows the registered design of the tread of the

" Garantire " tyres.

Although the President of the United States has never

been quite won over to the automobile, his young sons are fast

learning how to manipulate a motor-car.

The last news of the Pekin-Paris competitors —M Godard

on a Spyker, and MM. Cormier and Collignon on De Dions, is

from Nijni Novgorod, Kussia, which place was reached on the

12th inst.

Mr. Cuthbert Morrell, J. P., of York, ha3 placed his

motor car at the disposil of some local ministers who are touring

the villages around the city in the interest of the Wesleyan

Foreign Missions.

THE Humber Company have completed at their Coventry

works the firot of a new model of motor-cabs. The vehicle is

fitted with a 10-12-h.p. four-cylinder engine ingeniously arranged

below the driver's footboard.

The motor works of the Elsworth Motors, Ltd., in Bradford,

have come into the market owing to the death of Mr. Elsworth,

who went down in the " Berlin." At tho auction last week the

reserve price was not reached.

The painting of his motor-car number on a piece of card

board tied to the car with a string has not saved a Derby

motorist from being fined 10s. and costs at the Kington (Here

ford) police court for using a motor-car with " the identification

mark at the rear of the same not easily distinguishable."

The new tariff proposals submitted to the Australian Par

liament provido for a tax on foreign motor-cycles of ten guineas

or 30 per cont. and of £10 or 25 par cent, on those of British

origin. In each case whichever sum is the larger will be required.

For motor lorries, wagons, carts, and parts the respective rates

are 35 per cent and 25 per cent.

A repair shop for motor-cars as well as a conveniently

located garage has been established by the Dublin and Glasgow

Motor and Engineering Company, 27, Lotts, oft' Middle Abbey

Street, Dublin. Messrs. W. A. Porteoua and M. Weidner are the

proprietors of the establishment. Both are well able to assist

motorists touring in that part of Ireland.

Motor-cars were greatly in evidence at the Ludlow Agri

cultural Show. Among the many there w ith parties were Sir C.

Rouse Boughton, Bart., Sir Wm. Curtis, Bart., Mr. Hugh Heber

Percy and Mr. Whitaker, of Bromcroft Castle. It would seem

that agriculturists at their annual show are doomed—if it can be

s> put—to have as many motor-cars about them as horses.

Motoring is making rapid progress in the 'Argentine

Republic. A correspondent in Buenos Ayres writes that the

automobile exhibition which is shortly to be held in that city is

already an assured success. Arrangements are also in hand for

holding a road race in November next from Buenos Ayres to

Tigre and back for the El Pais Cup. There is also some talk

of building a motor track in the Palermo Park.

In the Victoria Road, Scarborough, Messrs. Castlehouse

Bros, have opened a well-equipped motor garage with accomoda-

^ tion for about a score of cars.

A motor ambulance car is proposed for Swansea, and at

several local works subscriptions are being collected for its

' purchase. Tho chief constable of the town is interesting himself

in the matter.

The Motor Club of Victoria (B.C.) has issued a circular

giving the rules of the road in British Columbia for the benefit

of visiting motorists. The most important point of difference

between these rules and those usually observed in America is

that one keeps to the left side of the road instead of the right

and in overtaking and passing vehicles going in the same

direction one passes on the right.

At the meeting of McNamara and Co., Ltd., on Tuesday,

Sir J. Pound, who presided, said the Postmaster-General had

expressed satisfaction at the manner in which the company had

carried His Majesty's mails. Their experience with motor

vehicles had been varied but valuable. They had, during the

past few months of the present financial year, managed to.work

their motor-vans more satisfactorily, both as to work done and

with regard to maintenance charges. Motors for commercial

purposes were yet in the experimental stage, but the facilities

they offered for quick transit were likely to be further made

use of.

Prince Scipio Borghese, the hero of the Pekin-Paris run, is

the second son of Prince Paul Borghese, a keen sportsman, and is

only thirty-six years of age ; he is a scion of one of the oldest

Roman, families. Various honours have been conferred upon

them by successive Popes, and they have given Cardinals to the

Church. It was Cardinal Camillo Borghese who ascended the

Papal Throne in 1605 as Paul V. Cardinal Scipio Borghese

built the Villa Borghese, just outside Rome, which a few years

ajo was acquired by public subscription and presented to the

City of Rjme. Prince Mark Antony Borghese, who married

Pauline Bonaparte, the sistjr of Napoleon I., sold to his

brother in-law the Borghese art collection for 13,000,000

francs, receiving in part payment the principality of Piedmont.

At the f ill of the Napoleonic kinglets the Prince lost his

throne and received back a portion of his ancient sculptures.

An ingenious combination water and oil circulating pump

is being made by M. J. de Boisse, of Billancourt (Seine) ; it is

drivon by one set of gearing in the usual way either by pinions

 

or chain, and whilo it is claimed to be impossible for any leakage

of water into the oil or vice versa to take place, the heat of che

circulation water keeps the oil in a liquid state, however cold

may be the atmosphere.

The six-cylinder Hotchki;s has now completed the semi

final week of its undertaking, and has added another non-stop

run of 937 miles to the already large non stop total of 9,273

miles. The car has travelled, including the 6,250 miles in

France, 20,523 miles.
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CONTINENTAL NOTES.

An Anti-Automobile Society In France.

France has at last got its counterpart to the Highways

Protection League, La Societe Protectrice Contre l'Exces de

l'Automobilisme having just been formed by the efforts of M.

Ambroise Colin. The chief object of the new body will be to

secure reforms in the laws concerning accidents due to the reck

less driving of motor-cars, so that those responsible will be hold

more fully accountable. The figures which have been compiled

to indicate the necessity of such reform show that while in 1899

there were only 1,534 accidents in Franco attributable to auto

mobiles, the number increased to 1,860 in 1902, 2,328 in 1903,

3,969 in 1905, and to 4,725 in 1906.

♦ ♦ t>

Motor-Car Sales a Bulgarian Monopoly.

It is reported that the Bulgarian Government has decided

to make the sale of motor-cars in the country a monopoly, and

that offers are shortly to be invited for the undertaking.

ments are also in hand for the starting of a public service

between Rothenburg and Leukeshausen.

♦ ♦ ♦

Public Services in France.

Public motor-car services are being established between

Aix-les-Bains and Chambery and between Grenoble and La

Grande Chartreuse. The vehicles which are being employed

are of the Mors 28-40-h.p. type, fitted with 12-seated bodies.

♦ ♦ ♦

Miscellaneous Items.

Arrangements are in hand for the formation of a Motor

Volunteer Corps in Spain. The Automobile Club of Padua,

Italy, is organising a motor meeting for September 8th,

when a scries of one and ten kilometres speed trials will be

held. A service of motor-cabs is being introduced into the

town of Wurzburg, Germany. The King of Saxony has just

ordered a new 45-h.p. Mercedes car. A French company has

recently formed a company at Stockholm lor the introduction of

 

The Coupe de la Presse.-Tae cars, after being filled :up with the measured quantity of petrol, were hauled to the starting point by horses.

The 1908 French Motor Racing Season.

It is reported that the Competitions Committee of the

A.C.F. is busily engaged in arranging the dates for the principal

motor-car races to be hold in France next year. It is stated

unofficially that the Grand Prix will again take place at the

beginning of July on the same circuit as that employed this

year. The Coupe de la Presso has also proved so successful that

the event will moat probably be repeated under the same rules

and regulations, about a month after the Grand Prix.

A Miniature Four-cylinder Car.

The N.S.U. Company, of Neckarsulm, Germany, which has

hitherto confined its attention to motor-cycles, has just brought

out a miniature four-cylinder car, the engine being rated at

6-10-h.p.

* ♦ ♦
Public Services in Germany.

A company has been formed in Geestcmundc to establish a

service of motor-'buses between that town and Stotel. Arrange-

taximeter motor-cabs in the Swedish capital. It is stated that

sixty vehicles will shortly be placed in service. Thirty-two

motor lorries have already been offered by manufacturers to the

French war authorities for use in connection with the forth

coming military manoeuvres in South-West France.- The date

of the international motor-car race in Roumania has been

fixed for September 27th. The Saxon Ministry of War has

placed an order for a 50-h.p. Nacke car with limousine body for

the use of the Commander-in-Chief. The touring competition

for the Rochet-Schneider cup, which was to have been held on

the 19th inst. under the auspices of the Automobile Club de

TAuvergne, will not take place, the French Government, as a

result of the accidents in the Criterium de France, having

refused permission for the event.——The next motor-car

exhibition in Brussels is to be held from December 21st to

January 2nd next. The "Auto," of Paris, proposes to hold a

reliability trial for single and double-cylinder cars at the end of

October next.
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Correspondence.

[Letters to tht Editor should be addressed to the offices, 27-33, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.

THE CONTROL OF THE ROADS.

To the Editor at The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—It is probably within your knowledge that some differences of

opinion exist between the Motor Union and the Automobile Association

in connection with the adoption by the former body of a badge so like

our own that our scouts often find it difficult to distinguish between

them.

The Automobile Association was formed with the primary object of

employing road agents for the purpose of assisting motorists, while the

work of the Motor Union has been confined chiefly to legislative matters,

and with the latter (until the adoption of a badge), ana with the other

well-recognised functions of the M.U., the A. A. has always been careful

not to interfere.

The sphere of work of these two important institutions being so

widely dissimilar, my committee keenly regretted the misunderstand

ings which had arisen, and feeling that a continuance of them would be

inimical to the interest of both bodies and to motorists generally, set

themselves to try to remedy the present regrettable state of affairs.

To this end, meetings between leading members of both executives took

place quite recently in the Motor Club. Judge of our amazement,

therefore, Oh finding that while these negotiations are still proceeding,

tbe Motor Union is deliberately setting about the ^organisation ofjt

 

Mrs. Brooke, of Westgate-on-Sea, at the wheel of her 15-h.p. Coventry

Humber, which she has driven for considerably over 15,000 miles

without any mechanical trouble.

system of road scouts on roads which are already pitrolled by A. A.

smuts, thereby duplicating the work and unnecessarily draining the

funds of the Motor Union, and are sending to automobile clubs through

out the country a long circular inviting their assistance in so doing, and

concluding with the insidious enquiry :— ,

"Bo you think it would be an additional inducement to motor

ists to join your club, if, by so doing, they could obtain the services

of a disciplined force of road protectors ? "

Envious of the great position the Automobile Association has earned

for itself, apparently jealous of its phenomenal popularity, and despite

the fact that the action in copying our badge was almost universally

condemned, the Motor Union is endeavouring to appropriate the

principal feature of our organisation, and is making one more attempt to

hinder and confuse the work we are doing.

In putting the facts before you, Sir, I think you will agree that the

Automobile Association has a very genuine grievance, and that we are

right in continuing to resent in every possible way this unfriendly and

unsportsmanlike cribbing of our ideas and policy.—Yours truly,

W. J. Bosworth, Col.,

Chairman Automobile Association.

To THJ Editor o» The Motor-Gar Journal.

Sin,—As a matter of some public importance, it may interest your

readers to learn that the Motor Union of Great Britain and Ireland have

resolved to place a number of trustworthy road agents upon the roads to

warn drivers of dangerous places, and to advise motorists when driving

through villages and towns where special caution is necessary.

The Union have been moved to take this step in consequence of the

many complaints that have been received from small towns and villages

on the main roads as to the inconvenience and annoyance caused by the

passage through them of many hundreds of cars. The annoyance so

caused has given rise to demands for the imposition of speed limits of

five and ten miles an hour.

The Committee of the Union do not believe that the multiplication

of speed limits would meet the difficulty, and have therefore resolved to

take tbe above step in the belief that it will be more likely to bear prac

tical results by restraining speed through villages and towns and check

ing the small minority of reckless and inconsiderate drivers who are

doing so much harm to the movement.

Before bringing the scheme into operation the Union communicated

with chief constables throughout the country, with the result that the

co-operation of the police authorities has been generally secured.

The Union agents will be distinguished by a cap, a belt, and armlet.

They will be stationed on the Hastings, Brighton, Portsmouth, Bath,

Oxford, Cambridge, and Leicester roads, the Great North Road, and

others.

The majority of the Motor Union road agents have been appointed

on the recommendation of the chief constable or local superintendent,

and consist mainly of retired police-sergeants and constables, and it is

the intention of the Union in these appointments to give preference to

this class of men and army pensioners in connection with their road

scheme—Yours truly,

C. D. Rosa,

Chairman, the Motor Union.

W. Rbks Jeffreys,

Secretary, the Motor Union.

To thi Editor ot The Motor Car Journal.

Sir,—As a founder member of the Automobile Club, and one who

keenly had its interests at heart up to a few years ago, I, after the rup

ture, certainly did not have the "same confidence, and lost a certain

amount of interest in its policy ; but when the Motor Union was formed,

the possibility of such a body appealed not only to the writer, but to a

large number of other motorists. The squabble between the Automobile

Club and the Motor Union did not add lustre to the former body, and

the very clever secretary of the Motor Union deserved his success in

-aining for his members what was indubitably the proper solution of the

ispute. Much was expected from the Motor Union by motorists, but

what has been done ? Practically nothing. Partial assistance has been

afforded in a few law cases, and there has been a fair amount of success

in preventing a few roads from being closed or falling within the ten

mile limit. In regard, however, to these ten mile limit areas, in most

instances motorists themselves would have been liable to have been fined

for going at anywhere near that speed, for such a pace in many

instances would be well nigh impossible.

Then arose tbe Automobile Association, springing from the ranks

of motorists themselves, it being felt that the formation of such a body

was the only means by which cars would be enabled to be driven in com

fort and safety on the road. Its success was instantaneous, and all

classes of owners readily joined its ranks, until, I understand, there are

5,000 members at the present time. The committee are all drivers and

owners, and embrace all shades of opinion—but they are unanimous in

their love of the car—and woik harmoniously towards making it possible

for motorists to ride in comparative comfort on the road.

What have the Motor Union done in this direction? Nothing.

But, notwithstanding the fact that nearly all the members of the Auto

mobile Association are members of the Motor Union, the latter at this

late hour, apparently frightened at the success of the younger and more

energetic and representative body, tardily have not only closely copied

the Automobile Association badge (a most paltry and unsportsmanlike

action), but are now seeking, by communication with the police, to place

upon the road in stationary positions a certain lot of old fossils dressed

a3 if preparing for a circus, to act as—what ? One was stationed at the

end of the tram line between Kingston and Thames Ditton (Winlow

Bridge) on Saturday last, and very unhappy he looked, his hands folded

behind, except when his back was to the road, and ne'er a sign did he

give, although a large number of cars were passing. The Automobile

Association scouts were on bicycles, and were well in evidence where

they should be, patrolling the roads. The only badges seen on cars were

Automobile Association badges, and very few were seen without this

symbol. Not one Motor Union badge was noted, and for honour's sake

I trust few will be seen.

As a humble member of the Automobile Association, a consistent

road user, and one holding the belief that he has saved the amount of

his membership many times over, I cannot conclude without wishing

every success to the Automobile Association, and trust that its member-

I

ship will go on increasing, and that its power will be extended until it

ultimately becomes the ruling body for Autoxnobilism.- -Yours truly,

Au Initio.
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Mr. EDGE'S CHALLENGE.

To th« Editoh of The Motor-Car Journal.

SlB,—I have read with considerable amusement Mr. S. F. Edge's

challenge. After having carefully prepared six cars, he challenges

the world in the sum of £1,000, or ne suggests that some firm should

eo to the expense of spending £6,000 to possibly capture £1,000, and

further that every firm who wish to compete must make special cars

to fulfil the necessary obligations of their being of equal cubical con

tents to his own.

Mr. Edge's £1,000 are very safe. Possibly the safety was the

reason of the challenge.

Surely there is no need for such a challenge. Mr. Edge has had

his answer at the last Brooklands meeting. According to the account

he won the International Plate. In this case the car was slightly

smaller than one or two others entered in that race. I congratulate

him on that victory. In the Piix de la France I see a 93 " Napier was

beaten by two 75'9 Mercedes. I can hardly congratulate him on that,

but, taking the two races together, they are quiis. In the Heath Stakes

I see a 60Ji.p. car of his make was beaten by two other cars of larger

engine power. He has nothing to be ashamed of in that. In the

Belgium Plate I see his 60-h.p. cars beat cars of a far lesser horse

power. He has nothing to be proud of in that. I also note in the

game race five cars *f various makes finished in front of bis own of a

far greater horse-power than they. In the Oaklands Plate I see he

won, having the honour of having beaten with a 38'4-h.p. car other

makes of cars, including one of 9-10-h.p. He has nothing to be proud

of in such a victory, especially as in the same race four of these small

cars actually finished in front of his own 25-6-li.p. Napier.

What more does Mr. Edge want? It surely suggests to him that

he is only one of a crowd, and that there are other motor-car manu-

"JUSTICE" AT MARYLEBONE.

To tub Editob or The Motor-Gar Journal.

Sir,—I wish to bring to your notice the in justice meted out at

the Marylebone Police Court. On August 1st 1 was summoned for

exceeding the legal limit on a motor-cycle in Kegent's Park on July 14th.

The evidence of the parkkeeper was listened to, mine was ignored, and

in considerably under five minutes from the time the case was called it

was finished, and I was fined £5 and costs. There was no real investi

gation of the case such as would have occurred in a French or any other

court.

The facts were : I was travelling at sixteen miles an hour, which I

admit is above the regulation speed, but at the time I thought the

same speed was allowed in the park as in the suburbs of your city, and

the speed, considering there were no people about, was in no way

excessive.

As I have held an English driving licence for five years and have

never previously been in an English police court, and never had an

accident either on a car or motor-cycle, I consider the fine out of all pro

portion to the offence. Perhaps the magistrate thought I had not paid

enough to the revenues and made it extra heavy, as other motor-cycles

and car owners were fined 5s. and £2 the same day.

I had not the £o in cash in my pocket at the time, and requetted

the presiding magistrate, Mr. Plowden, to allow me to go home tor the

money, but as I only rent rooms (my own furniture) this was refused

me, and when I asked an officer of the court to go with me my request

was ignored.

As a foreigner I consider the English law must be bad indeed to

treat a man as a felon for offences of this nature, and I shall certainly

communicate the case to the French press. I had two witnesses with me

who were prepared to substantiate my statements, but I had to admit

 

A View at Pont L'Eveque, on the Coupe de la Fresse Circuit.

facturers. In the same issue I see a letter signed by Mr. Sidney

Smith calling me to account because a Weigel car was fitted with

oxygen cylinders at some Brooklands meeting. I have made enquiries,

and find that this car was the property of a private gentleman, who,

presumably, can do as he likes. It was not entered either by me or my

firm, nor was it our property, over which we had any control. I should

have been ashamed of a victory won by the utilisation of a " fake." It

is regrettable th?.t Mr. Sidney Smith fails to mention in his letter that

he is an employee ef Messrs. Napier, and I fail to understand why an

employee issues challenges in the face of the fact that I issued one direct

to his firm some little time back, which was relnsed in a somewhat

ungentlemanly style, and which has resulted in a law action.

I have no desire to enter into controversies or receive challenges, or

challenge the subordinates of any firm. I am only prepared to deal with

the principals. I shall be most happy to pit a 40-h.p. standard Weigel

against a 40-h.p. standard Napier, the conditions to be that they are

standard chassis ; they to have the right to pick any chassis out of my

shop, and I to have the right to pick any chassis out of their shop ; the

test to include greatest speed on the flat and greatest speed uphill ;

the same gear in both instances to be used. Mine is not a vainglorious

challenge issued upon lines which cannot possibly be accepted by any

firm, or made to appear as if Weigel Motors, Limited, were the only firm

really prepared to prove it, backed up by a large sum of money. Mine

is a purely sporting challenge issued with the object of bringing gentle

men who are in the habit of issuing challenges of all descriptions broad

cast to a definite conclusion. If they do not so accept it, let me use the

term which is employed continually throughout letters which are written

on their. behalf over a variety of different signatures, viz., " Let them

for ever be silent."—Yours truly,

D. M. Weigel.

I was travelling more than ten miles an hour, which the magistrate

seemed to think finished the case.

Trusting you will find space in your journal for this letter, and

hoping it may save others from like treatment.—Yours truly,

L. Soi>5NCIN.

THE RACE BETWEEN EDGE AND JARROTT.

To tbb Editob or The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—I have, as an enthusiastic motorist, taken the greatest

interest in the possibility of seeing a match arranged between these two

gentlemen, but having read Mr. Edge's last letter I am sorry to see that

he is not very anxious to meet Mr. Jarrott. To seriously suggest that

he will not race for less than £1,000, he surely puts himself on the

basis of a professional jockey or racing chauffeur instead of the sporty

motorist we have been led to believe him. I hold no brief for Mr.

Jarrott, but we all know him for what he is, viz., a clean, straightforward

English sportsman, and I cannot see any need for personalities.

We do, however, want to see this match, and I have a suggestion to

make. In order to remove all trade questions let there be three heats.

The first heat to be run on two Napiers, choice of machine to be by

ballot at the start. The second heat to be run on two Dietrichs with

similar conditions and the third and deciding heat on two cars to be pro

vided by the Committee of the B.A.R.C., the name of which is not

known until the start of the race. The winner to receive a cup and the

loser a souvenir medal, which I feel sure the Club will be willing to offer.

This would overcome all difficulties, remove all question of the race being

run as an advertisement for one make of car or the other, and yet we

should all see what I think we all desire to see, viz., a race between the
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two English crack drivers, and I am certain the public would flock in

their thousands to Brook lands to see the contest. Cannot a meeting be

arranged on the lines I have mentioned ?—Yours truly,

Charles Pinnock.

IS FRANCE LOSING THE LEAD ?

To the Editor or The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—Judging from the results of the important races that have

this year been held on the Continent, 1907 seems to have proved a

very disastrous year to the French motor-car industry. To a certain

extent the huge French export trade in automobiles has been built

up upon racing successes, and it is even claimed that two of the

large firms which have been conspicuously successful in races in late

years export almost their entire production, their cars having a rather

poor reputation for quality in France, and, therefore, not selling

well there. That these big international races, it would

seem, create a market abroad for cars that are not wanted at

home. But as this trade has been favourably affected by

French raoing successes, so it must be adversely affected by failures.

International races originated in France, and for some years French cars

won all the honours. In 1902, however, the Gordon Bennett' Cup was

won by an English car, and the following year it was secured by a

German one. Fortunately for France the apparently invincible com

bination of a Thery and Brasier car the next year won back the coveted

cup and successfully defended it the following year. The international

cup race then ceased to be run, but in the several important races which

took its place France once more proved victorious. This year all the

important races so far have been won by other than French contestants,

although in one of these races the French had an overwhelming

majority of entries, and in all the others they were well represented.

The severe drubbing the French received in the Grand Prix race is not

exactly to be deplored. Their uninterrupted successes during the past

three years engendered a severe affliction of self-veneration and conceit,

while the French automobile press assumed a tone of extreme self-im

portance and would not permit of mentioning the industry of any other

country in the same breath with that of France.—Yours truly,

T. R. Cameron.

TESTING CARS IN THE MIDLANDS.

To thr Editor or The Motor-Gar Journal.

Sir,—I am glad to see that a suggestion has been made that a

motor track upon more modest lines than Brooklands be constructed in

the Midlands. Such a track would undoubtedly prove a boon to motor

manufacturers desiring to test or experiment with cars, which tests have

now to be done on the open road. Run on sound commercial lines,

such a scheme would have every chance of success, provided the motor

car manufacturers in the Midlands supported it.

The testing of cars on public thoroughfares is one phase of the

speed question which is seldom commented upon, probably because it

is noticeable only in those towns where a considerable number of

cars ate manufactured. Wherever there is a large output, such as is at

present the case in Coventry, cars in course of test are met with con

tinually in all parts of both the business and residential districts. A car

that is being tested is no more objectionable than any other if it is operated

with the same apparent care, but the fact is that testers frequently drive

very much faster than the law allows, and faster than ordinary motorists

drive. Car testers as a class are exceedingly skilful drivers, and their

worst fault is over-confidence in their powers. In several instances they

have proved themselves brave and generous enough to take the conse

quences of their recklessness, and have driven their cars into ditches

rather than injure pedestrians. It is not the danger to be apprehended

from this fast driving, therefore, that is its worst feature, but its effect

upon the goodwill of the general public. When a pedestrian escapes a

car which is exceeding the limit, with only a few inches to spare, he

does not usually spend the next few minutes in admiring the skill of

the driver. On the contrary, he wonders how he was lucky enough to

escape being killed, and what can be done to stop the nuisance.

The suggestion of a track for car testing purposes is an opportune

one, for from an economic standpoint it is very desirable to have the testers

under the eye of the factory authorities, for it prevents abuse of cars

and at the same time assures that they are thoroughly tested.—Yours

truly,

W. Dawson.

STEAM CARS IN SPEED TRIALS AND HILL-

CLIMBING COMPETITIONS.

To thr Editor or The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—I see from a recent issue of the M.C.J, that the reason given

for the White steam car breaking down in the match against Mr. C.

Sanger's petrol vehicle on the Brooklands Track on the 20th ult is

that " the safety valve on the steam pipe from the generator to the

engine—which had been screwed down to enable a higher pressure than

normal to be employed—blew out." The secret of the success of steam

cars in races and hill-climbing competitions is thus made known—the

safety valve is screwed down to enable a higher pressure than normal to

employed 1 There has lately been an outcry against the use of oxygen

on petrol cars in such events, this additional aid to " spurts " being con-

sidered as a form of " doping " if not " faking." The question now arises

whether the safety valve incident does not come within the same

category. Certain it is that the car was not being run under normal

conditions.—Yours truly,

Vapeur

A WAIL FROM LIVERPOOL.

To thr Editor •» The Motor-Gar Journal.

Sir,—For several months I have been searching the advertise

ment columns of the motor journals for a second hand motor-car in or

close to Liverpool. During this time enly one Liverpoolite has

speculated in an advertisement. Nearly every town in Great Britain

has advertised motors, London, of course, taking absolutely the peak of

eminence.

What appears so extraordinary to me is that a town like Liverpool

has nothing to offer, whereas Manchester, Birmingham, and all other

towns worth mentioning advertise cars—even such obscure hamlets as

Slocum-cum-Podger can offer a car now and again.

There are hundreds of cars in Liverpool travelling around, also some

pre-historic vehicles that give one a nightmare. Am I to understand

that all the good cars belong to motorists passing through the town, and

the pre-historic cars are all Liverpool has to offer, and so really ashamed

to advertise such obsolete freaks on wheels ?—Yours truly,

J. J. Wilson.

WHEELS FOR MOTOR-CARS.

To thr Editor or The Motor-Gar Journal.

Sir,—Seeing Mr. O. Cook's letter in your journal respecting wheels

for motor-cars, I presume it is meant not only the wheels but the tyres,

which he says are such an improvement upon pneumatics or solids, being

unpuncturable and as easy riding as pneumatics. From 1899 to 1903 I

drove an Orient Express with solid tyres, and when I had done with it

the tyres were nearly as good as when I first had the vehicle. I now

drive a 9-11-h.p. Peugeot, an excellent car, the tyres being the only

trouble, both the driving tyres last week, after about six months' use,

giving out. Would Mr. Cook kindly give me the name of the car and

tyre, as this must be the article I have been lookingfor ?—Yours truly,

E. Plumbridgk.

SELF-STARTING DEVICES.

To thr Editor or The Motor-Gar Journal.

Sir,—In reply to your correspondent " Montacute," I write to say

that I am the patentee of an automatic starting device which works

quite well in the experimental form in which it is at present. The main

difficulty in connection with it is that it seems impracticable to plaoe it

in the market as a fitment for any car, because each different one would

require special details in the design to fit it, and this would make the

cost almost prohibitive. Most probably the starter will become a

feature of some special car, and prove, I hope, to the advantage of both

its makers and the public. If your correspondent would forward

through your office details as to his car, I would have pleasure in giving

him further information, and also the probable cost of a simpler form of

starter which can be made for a much less sum, which, although not

automatic, will prevent all severe stiain in starting.—Yours truly,

BRAKES ON TRAILERS.

To thr Editor or The Motor-Gar Journal.

Sir,—I notice on page 442 of the M.C.J, the remarks on brakes on

trailers. If I am not out of place, may I tell you that I have patented

an automatic brake for all types of drawn vehicles ? The arrangement

is good and cheap and does not require any attendant or attention what

ever, and acts in exact proportian to the load or descent. The device

can be seen in u»e at the Reckleford Iron Works, Yeovil, on a large

haulage van drawn by a traction engine.—Yours truly,

R. DlBSDALL.

The Maidenhead Motor and Engineering Company will be pleased

to hear from anyone who may have picked up a Stepney spare wheel

on the road between Redboume and Bracknell.

The Weigel cars and their Detachable Rim Troubles in the Grand

Prix Hace.—Messrs. Rudge-Whitworth, Ltd., Coventry, have sent us a

long letter in reply to the one from Dr. Doolittle which appeared in the

M.CJ. of the 3rd in»t. They state :—" We ot«erve that Dr. Doolittle

attributes the involuntary shedding of his detachable rim* on the Weigel

cars in the Grand Prix to inaccurate fitting, which he alleges is dne to

some operation, of which he only heard afterwards, which we did to

some wheels which were not used in the race. The facts are (1) Dr.

Doolittle himself advised this process ; (2) the process does not and did

not enlarge the circumference of the wheels ; (3) after this process was

completed a steel band was shrunk on to all the front wheels by the

Stevenson Wheel Company, and an accurate diameter was formed on

them by turning on a lathe. Obviously, therefore, the effect, if any, of

our process was absolutely eliminated in the front wheels, and yet

during the race Laxon's car shed three front rims and Harrison's car

eventually pulled up with both front rims coming off together. '
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CLUBS AND ASSOCIATIONS.

BROOKLANDS.

The next race meeting at Brooklands has been fixed for Saturday,

September 14th. At a recent meeting of the club committee four standard

classes of engines were adopted. Races will be arranged for these

classes at all future meetings, and this announcement will give-manu

facturers a working basis for the designs of next season's racers. The

classes are restricted by the I >-n dimension with weight maximums as

follows :—

Class I.

Class II.

Class III.

Class IV.

D-n dimension.

64

100

1501

Cyl. bore,

about 4 inches

(101 mm.)

about 5 inches

(126 mm.)

about Hi inches

(155 mm.)

about 74 inches

(190 mm.)

Weight

2,000 lbs.

2,500 lbs.

3,700 lbs.

3,000 lbs.

Class III. will comprise all racing engines built under the limita

tions agreed upon for racers at the recent International Automobile

Conference at Ostend.

place will probably be at Brecon. Mr. S. L. Gregor has

secretaryship of the Welsh A.C., and Mr. J
L i_ . I— : . : . i . ■

— resigned

Shimell Andrews has been

111 !

appointed" to the position pro lem., but will be permanently placed at the

next meeting. There will be no further runs this year.

CARDIFF MOTOR CLUB.

This Club will have an open hill climbing competition for motor

cars and cycles (under the competition rules of the R.A.C. and A.C.C.)

on Wednesday, Ssptember 11th, on the hill leading from Caerphilly

towards Cardiff. The hill is 1,194 yards in length, total height 387*03

feet, Ins an average gradient of 1 in 8'6, and the steepest portion is 1 in

6'2. The events will be divided into five classes, to include cms with

cylinders the diameter of which squared and multiplied by number of

cylinders is not more than 151.

Entries clow on the 27th inst. Farther particulars, entry forms,

regulations, iormulte, &C, can be obtained from the hon. secretaries

Queen's Hotel, Cardiff.

AUTO-CYCLE CLUB.

On Monday next the A.C.C. six days' trial will commence, the first

day's run being from Hatfield to Coventry, 193 miles ; on Tuesday from

 

Touring in Trance,—A Hon Car at Host St. Michel.

WELSH.

At a meeting of the Welsh Automobile Club, held at the Tenby

Hotel, Swansea, the recent hill climb and reliability run was discussed.

In the latter there were twenty competitors, most of whom applied for

non-stop certificates. The committee fully discussed the claims of each,

and at the end of their deliberations it was found that sixteen out of

the twenty starters had been successful. They were as follows : —Captain

Hughes Morgan (the donor of the cup and actual w inner of the hill climb

and reliability run), Messrs. Hubert S. Thomas (second in the hill climb,

but who, through Captain Hughes Morgan's withdrawal, came first and

won the trophy), E. Lewis, B. W. Valentin, H. G. Davies, A. A. Jones,

E. Williams, Wm. Thomas, M. Whittington, W. T. Farr, George Ace,

John S. Brown, C. F. Sutton, S. Williamson, F. E. Jacobs, and Mrs.

James Harries.

Those who were not granted non-stop certificates were :—Messrs.

Edward Mills, T. P. Kose Richards, and George Ace (10-12-h.p. Argyll.)

The former had a blade of the cooling fan broken. Mr. Ace's car was

twenty-four minutes late in arriving at the Llandovery control owing to a

burst tyre ; Mr. H. F. Taylor's car went into a ditch, and Mr. Richards

was i stopped through a choked petrol pipe, whilst at the control the car

was started a little before time. Mr. Jacob did not actually finish without

stopping, he having to stop his car when nearing Swansea to avoid run

ning into a gipsy. The committee, however, took this totally unex

pected occurrence into consideration.

The trophies will be presented to the winners, with the certificates,

at a dinner to be held in October. An attempt is being made for the

South Wales, Herefordshire, and Welsh Automobile Clubs to meet

shortly. Nothing has as yet been definitely arranged, but the meeting-

Coventry to Llangollen, 161 miles ; Wednesday to Aberystwyth, 166

miles ; Thursday to Cardiff, 142 miles ; Friday to Gloucester, 170 miles ;

Saturday to London, 168 miles. There are twenty-eight entries in the

motor-cycle class and five in that for passenger motor-cycles. Circuitous

routes will be taken.

AUSTRALIA.

The Automobile Club of Australia (Sydney), held their first half-

gallon petrol consumption test on the 6th nit., the road being from

Kensington (just outside Sydney) to La Perouse and back. Twenty-two

cars faced the starter. The cars were divided into four classes:—A,

six-cylinder; B, four-cylinder ; C, two-cylinder; and D, one-cylinder.

The longest run was twenty-three and a half miles, by Mr. H. S.

Cussack's 8-h.p. Rover. The results (based on a formula) were as

follows :—Clats A, Mr. J. M. Arnott's six-cylinder 40-h.p. Minerva,

10 miles. Class B, Mr. L. W. Page's 12-14-h.p. four-cylinder Innes,

15* miles. Class C, Mr. J. Phizackerley's 10-h.p. two-cylinder

Talbot, 15J miles. Class D, Mr. H. S. Casack's 8-h.p. single-

cylinder Rover, 23$ miles.

ONTARIO MOTOR LEAGUE.

At the last meeting of the committee of the Ontario Motor Leagne

it was decided to affiliate with the Royal Automobile Club of Great

Britain. Official headquarters have been established in the Stair

Building, Toronto, where the secretary will be permanently located.

The League has adopted a comprehensive good road* policy, which,

if approved by the Government, will mean the expenditure of a large
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sum on road improvement throughout Ontario, the plan simply being

to petition the Government to grant one-half instead of one- third of the

cost, as at present, under the Good Roads Act.

The League has also found time to engage in other activities and

has supplied twenty-five cars for a charitable mission, by giving some

seventy odd of the patients of the Home for Incurables a pleasant day's

outing.

— IMflQOTH

THE COMMERCIAL VEHICLE TRIALS

The Royal A.C. has received an entry from Messrs. Mann and

Overton, Ltd., for a 10-12-h.p. Unic van in Class A.

It has been decided that the Club shall undertake to supply the fm-1

for the competing vehicles. Each competitor has now to say what fuel

he wants and the Club will provide it for him (at his expense) in any

quantity he orders. Competitors may supply their own fuel, but it will

have to he sent to one of the stations on the trials and be delivered to

one of the officials before being handed over to the competitor.

To meet the requirements of the law, those vehicles which draw

trailers must carry a man on the trailer to apply the brakes.. Com

petitors may carry any load they like bo long as it is not below the

minimum weight for their class and is not so heavy as to take them up

in the next class.

The vehicles will be on exhibition in the following towns :—Bristol,

Birmingham, Liverpool, Manchester, Leeds, Sheffield, Nottingham, and

Bedford, those at Sheffield and Bedford being held under canvas.

In these depots, except at those where exhibitions are held and at

Leicester, the vehicles will be arranged in the market-places under

 

The 45-h.p. nix-cylinder Siddeley recently supplied by the Wolseley

Company to Lord Howard do Walden. The chassis is fitted with a

Limousine body with extension canopy and screen, the painting being

dark blue and upholstery to match. The wheels are fitted with

Continental tyres.

tarpaulins, as covered storage accommodation of a sufficiently extensive

character cannot be obtained.

On Saturday the following additional entries were received, these

closing the list, which now comprises sixtv-two entrants-—

Class D, Durham, Churchill and Co., a 26-seated "Churchill"

char-a-banc.

Class E, Ryknield Motor Company, Ltd., a 3-ton Kyknield van ;

T. C. Aveling and Company, Ltd., a 3-ton paraffin wagon.

Class F, Kyknield Motor Company, Ltd., a 5-ton Ryknield lorry ;

Fiat Motors, Ltd., a 5-ton brewer's covered lorry and a 5-ton lorry with

removable sides and back.

—paaemmm

WHERE SHALL THE MECHANICIAN SIT ?

Writing in our Fiench contemporary, "La Vie Automobile," M.

Edouard Pontic takes up the question of the increasing popularity of

covered-in cars and the tendency there is among motorists to give

up driving themselves, attributing this largely to the unsolved problem

of the most suitable position on the car for the mechanician. The

following free translation of his article may prove of interest to some of

our readers.

It is a well-known fact at the present moment that an automobile

owner does not drive his own vehicle ; he nearly always leaves it to his

mechanician. In town this is quite comprehensible, perhaps nearly

always necessary. When in the country or when touring it would f eeiii

that it might be otherwise. Thus, however, for many, motoring is

ceasing to be a sport but i« becoming a mere matter of convenience.

Why is this and what sre«the reasons of the change ?

The dust on the roadB, the general inclemency of the weather, and

the fear pf the wind have helped to multiply covered cars . during the

last; few years. The limousine and landaulet are reigning masters ; the

Cape hood does not suffice for the open car, everybody wants to be as

comfortable in a car as in a sleeping compartment. The tyres only seem

to bewail this state of things. The closed car and its protective windows

are in the majority. Do we not further desire a vehicle to do both

services—handy for town and comfortable for madame's visits and

monsieur's business, and also to be available for the road, for we do not

desert it in spite of the summer heat, the dusty roads or the showers ?

Who is to drive a landaulet or a limousine ? surely the mechanic.

Otherwise, when at the wheel of one of these travelling houses, you are

curiously like the servant of your wife, who is in the interior, or of your

friends, who are separated from yon by the window ; they do not seem

to recognise you, and give their instructions through the speaking tube !

The closed-in car demands that your mechanic should drive when in

town, and in the country separates you from the rest of your friends.

That is why motorists are giving up driving themselves.

If, on the contrary, you are in possession of an open car, the classic

double or triple phaeton with a good Cape hood, which you like to drive

yourself for the pleasure of winding about the roads or to feel the power

ful vitality of the motor between your hands, how many difficulties do

you not meet? It is necessary that you should have a mechanician, if

your income allows it, for the vehicle for touring purposes needs oiling,

cleaning, and thousands of other little things that you would not care-

to do, and in this msnner you will be able to be many days on the

road without being tired. But the mechanician, where do you place him

in the car while you drive all day ? What a question to ask, one would

say. The mechanic sits in the front to your left, of course. That is-

quite proper, but you do not generally travel alone ; you have a wife,

some friendB, or relations, who are accompanying yon, and who are

seated behind in the phaeton. You cannot speak to them, or, if so, only

a short time during the journey.

One would, I am sure, like to speak to someone during the day's

run; the steering of the car does not take up all the time so as to prevent

one from exchanging a few words with one's nearest companion. One

can speak to the mechanician, it is true : but, if yon have other persons

with you, it is only natural that you would prefer their company. But

you cannot do this, for if you place your wife or one of your friends on

the seat next to you, what would besome of the useful mechanician ? If

you put him behind to sit in the company of your friends, they would,

perhaps, resent this ; besides, -the mechanician would be put in an

awkward position, and it is quite unusual for this to be done. This is

another reason w*hy motorists are giving up driving.

The question is, when the owner drives his car, where is he to place

the mechanician ? In the old mail coaches, drawn by horses, it was very

easy to solve the problem, the servants were inBide and the master on

top. But who in the world wants to revive old customs ? In the case

of a motor-car the matter is undoubtedly a difficult one. Let us study

the case. One can, it is true, seat the mechanician on the front floor

board with his feet on the step. This used to be frequently done, a

cushion being given him to make the boards less hard.

To seat the mechanician on the footboard is, however, a custom which

has been done away with for a long time in France, although it is still

followed in Germany. The Dowager Queen of Italy has found an excel

lent solution to the question. A gentleman of the Royal suite drives

her high power triple phaeton, and a seat is installed for the mechanician

above the step to the left, and of nearly the same height as the front

seat. The idea is perfect for a large, imposing Royal car, which com

prises seven comfortable seats, and has 140 mm. tyres and a powerful

OO-h.p. engine. Private vehicles—I am only thinking of the good 25-h.p.

touring car—do not come np to such a standard, and the question I wish

to put is, where shall we locate the mechanician ? Will someone

suggest a solution ?

MOTOR CYCLINO RECORDS.

—

On Saturday, on the Canning Town Track, the Auto Cycle Club held

its annual race meeting for the Motor Car Journal cup and other trophies.

In the One Mile Time Trials C. R Collier (Matchless motor-cycle with

J.A.P. engine) established a new flying start record for 76 by 76

machines, doing 62 sec. in place of his own 63 sec. C. E. Bennett

(Mansfield cycle with Buchet engine) was second in 63 sec, and H. V.

Colver (Matchless) third in 67 2-5 sec.

The Five Mile Handicap for the Motor Car Journal Challenge Cup.

was run in two heats, the result of the final being G. Aldington

(Kerry), 60 sec. start, 1 ; C. E. Bennett (Mansfield), scratch, 2 ; A. A.

Chase (Chase), scratch, 3. Aldington won by nearly a lap in 6 min.

57 3-5 sec.

In the One Hour Scratch race, 76 by 76, the result was H. V.

Colver (Matchless), 51 miles 146 yards, 1 ; C. E. Bennett (Mansfield),

43 miles 1,318 yards, 2; M. Gei'ger (N.S.U.), 43 miles 140 yards, 3.

T. A. Carter (Matchless), and G. H. Gerhard (Brooklands), retired soon

after the start. Bennett rode well for twenty-three miles, when he was

delayed by a burst front tyre. He made fresh records as follows:—

One mile (standing start), 1 min. IS 1-5 sec. ; five miles, 5 min. 41 sec. ;

ten miles, 11 min. 24 2-5 sec. ; fifteen miles, 17 min. 12 1-5 sec. :

twenty miles, 22 min. 58 sec. After Bennett's tyre punctured Colver

took up the running, and set up new figures for thirty miles with

35 min. 32 2-5 sec, and thirty-five miles with 41 min. 23 4-5 sec.

An interesting event would have been the match between the

brothers, C. R. and H. A. Collier, on the one side and J. Marshall and
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F. Hnlbert on tlie other. The ilistance was five miles ; the former

couple rode their Matchless machines and the latter their Triamph

m ichines, which were used in the Tourists' Trophy race. The event,

however, was brought to an abrupt abandonment in the tenth lap.

Hulbertand H. A. Collier had been making a splendid race for first

place, and, in passing the former, Collier touched his opponent's machine.

Hulbert and his bicycle were sent bowling over and over, the rider then

grazing his face along the track. Fortunately no bones were broken,

and he suffered only cuts and braises to his hands and face—a remark

able escape considering that they were travelling at over fifty miles an

hour.

The Five Miles Open Handicap, 76 by 76, resulted:—C. E. Bennett

(Mansfield), 15 sec. start, 1 ; C. K. Collier (Matchless), scratth, 2 ; H. V.

Colver (Matchless), 5 sec. 3. Time, 5 min. 40 2-5 sec. Bennett won by

a lap from Collier, and beat the record which he had just made in the

hour race. Only a wheel divided second and third.

COMPANY NEWS.

New Companies Registered.

Motoe Sundries.—£1,000. Agreement with Mr. H. J. Tonka.

First direotors : Messrs. E. A. Gedge, W. A. Turquand, H. J. Tonks,

and E. Funk. Norfolk House, Laurence Pountney Hill, London, E.C.

Rogers' Hub Wheel Syndicate.—£250. Motor and accessory

manufacturers and dealers. Central Chambers, Commercial Road,

Portsmouth.

Miraculum.—£25,000. Agreement with Mr. W. Bowden.

Puncture-composition manufacturers. First directors : Messrs. H.

Oooney, E. J. O'Reilly, J. R. Nisbet, and G. T. Langridge. 48, Dover

Street, W.

Car Supply Company.— £3,000. Mr. II. Wolfenden, jun., is

governing director for life, subject to holding £1,000 shares. 34, Knights-

bridge, S.W.

Edinburgh Garage and Motor Auctions.—Registered with a

capital of £5,000. No initial public issue.

Societe Anonyme des Accumulateurs A.C.S. (Systeme de

Skdnbff).—£140,000. To adopt an agreement with Cesar Trouin and

Sigismond de Szepczynski, and to carry on the business of manufacturers

of electric accumulators, electrical plant and accessories thereto,

engineers, &c. 790-792, Salisbury House, E.C.

London Taxi Cabs.—£10,000. To carry on the business of motor-

cab and vehicle proprietors, &c. The directors may increase the capital

to not more than £500,000, in 495,000 preferred ordinary shares of £1

each and 100,000 deferred shares of 1b. each.

Mercedes Mixte.—£125,000. To enter into two contracts (1)

with Mr. R. G. E. Wemyss, and (2) with Mr. S. Sri Ion. and to carry

on the business of dealers in (but not manufacturers of) motor-cars,

carriages, cabs, omnibuses, vans, and other public er private convey

ances, and fittings for all kinds of motor vehicles, garage proprietors,

&c.

British Automobile Improvements.—£10,000. Agreements (1)

with Mr. S. Alley, and (2) with La Socit'-tc des Appareils Electriques

Ignis. No initial public issue.

Tubular Wheels. —£20,000. To adopt an agreement with Mr.

V. H. Minton and Mr. A. O. Wright, anil to carry on the business of

manufacturers of and dealers in wheels for motor and other vehicles,

&c. No initial public issue. Registered without articles. 25, Ludgate

Hill, Birmingham.

AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS.

A WOMAN was knocked down by a motor-car at Box, on the great

Bath Koad. She was dragged soma distance, and died an hour later.

A LAD named Charles Taylor, who has been in the boys' camp at

Mcrsthain, Surrey, slipped from the tail board of a van at Merstham,

the other afternoon, and a motor-car ran over him, causing almost

instantaneous death.

A serious motor collision occurred at Preston on Saturday, several

having miraculous escapes. A tramcar temporarily obscured the view

of Charles Richardson, who while driving a motor-car failed to observe

a cyclist named Nightingale crossing the road until nearly upon him.

The motorist swerved his car on the footpath, striking James Wignall.

who was hurled into a wall. Nightingale struck the side of the car and

his bicycle was wrecked.

A fatal motor-car accident occurred in Cross Street, Manchester,

on Saturday. A man named Connor stepped off the pavement to cro»s

the street and, hesitating, was run down by a passing motor-car. He

was taken to the infirmary in the car, where his skull was found to be

fractured, and he died within half an hour of admission.

As General Booth and his touring party were pissing through Neath

in four motor-cars on Saturday, the leading car knocked down a four-

year-old boy named Parsons. The lad was picked up and carried to a

surgery close by, but was found not to have been severely injured,

having, in fact, only received a slight scalp wound. General Booth,

who was much concerned at the occurrence, expressed his deep regret.

At Hammersmith Mr. Drew has held an inquiry concerning the

death of Gerald Reed, age 19, who died in the West London Hospital,

as the result of injuries sustained through coming into collision, while

cycling, with a motor-car. The evidence of several independent witnesses

was to the effect that about ten o'clock on Bank holiday moiniog a

motor-car was being driven from Kensington towards Hammersmith

Broadway, and outside the West London Hospital it pulled into the

centre of the road to pass an omnibus going in the same direction. Tin

deceased was cycling in the opposite direction, at the rate.of twelve or

fourteen miles an hour, with his head well down over his handle bars.

As soon as the driver of the car saw him he sounded his hooter, and the

deceased looked up and turned to hU off-side, evidently intending to pjss

between the two motor vehicles. Then he seemed to lose his head, and

turning to his near side ran into the front of the oar, which knocked him

off his machine and ran over him. The jury, ia returning a verdiot of

" Accidental death," expressed the opinion that the accident occurred

through the deceased losing his head, and they exonerated the driver from

all blame.

On Monday night a motor-oar was proceeding from Brighton to

London when, in allowing a passage to anotLer car, near Kingswood, it

collided with a direction post, and, turning a somersault, fell into a

deep gravel-pit. The oar was wrecked, and 'the chauffeur, Ernest

l'riddington, was pinned underneath. Though badly braised he had

no bones broken. The occupants of the car were somewhat seriously

hurt, and were taken to London by another car which was passing.

On Monday morning a boy was run over and killed by a Great

Eastern motor-'bus in Bethnal Green Road, K. The lad was running

behind a van, clinging to the tailboard, and when near Wihnot Street

a man shouted to him to get off. He left the van, and ran to the near

side without looking where he was going. He was caught by the 'bus,

nnd the near side front wheel passed over his chest, causing instantaneous

death.

Mr. H. Thomas, of Twickenham, was cycling along the Richmond

road on M?nday when he collided with a motor water- cart belonging

 

One of the Daimler cars which took part in the Gortiva! Frooesiion

in Coventry,

to the local district council. The vehicle passed over his chest, killing

him instantly.
An inquest has been held at Birmingham on Frederick Brooks, who

was killed while cycling in the neighbourhood of the Itromsgrove l.ickeys

on Wednesday of last week. It was alleged that Brooks was knocked off

his machine by a motor-carat Rednal, and that the driver of the car went

ahead. On hearing the result of the accident the owner of the car, Mr.A. J.

Astbury, commnnicated with the police. Mr. Astbury, who was driving,

Mr. and Mrs. Charles, who were in the, car, and the chauffeur, all swore

that the cyclist was in an unsteady condition, and fell after the car had

passed. The jury returned a verdict of " Accidental death," but the

foreman stated that the jury thought the driver ought to have stopped

to sen what had happened.

On Sunday an accident occurred on the Aberfoyle road, near Balfron,

N.B., in which a motor-car, swerving to avoid a cyclist, came to grief.

All its five occupants, Mrs. Vereker (daughter of Sir Charles Cayzer,

Bart.), and her family were thrown out, one being seriously injured.

A motor and ctiar-a-banc acci flent occurred at the four cross-roads

near Bickington village, about four miles from Newton Abbot, on Tues

day. The Torquay char-a-banc, heavily laden with passengers, was crossing

the highway leading from Exeter to Plymouth, going to Haytor, when a

motor-car, proceeding in the direction of Plymouth, dashed into the

body of the char-a-banc, lifting it off its bearings and hurling it into the

road. The occupants of the char-a-banc sustained a severe shaking.

Getting out of control on Tuesday a motor-wagon ran away down

Highgate Hill and collided with a van, which arrested its progress.

Joseph Jackson, the driver of the van, was injured.

At an inquest at St Pancras on Tuesday concerning the death of a

volunteer who was run over by a motor-'bus, the jury returned a verdict

pf " Accidental death," adding that in their opinion the company own.-

ng the 'bus should give substantial pompensationi
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CASES UNDER THE MOTOR CAR ACT.

Exceeding Legal Limit.

At the South-West London Police Court, Edward Green, J.P.,

residing at Ashtield, Dringhouses, Yorkshire, has heen summoned for

driving a motor-car at an excessive rate of Bpeed over a measured fur-

loDg in Priory Lane, Putney, which he was alleged to have covered at a

speed of £2j miles an hour. A penalty of £3 and costs was imposed.

For motoring up Kingston Hill at the alleged speed of twenty-seven

miles an hour, on the 6th ult., Mr. Warwick J. Wright has been fined £3

and costs.

Charles Chester, of Cricklewood, who was fined £3 at Gnildford on

Saturday for driving a motor-cab at the rate of thirty-six miles an hour,

strongly protested that it was impossible for his cab to do more than

twenty miles an hour. Prior to being trapped by the police the cab had

broken down on four separate occasions, and just before entering

Godalming the cab broke down altogether, and he could not get it to

budge an inch. He telephoned to London for a fitter, who arrived at

about midnight with another cab, into which he transferred his fares.

They resumed the journey to town, but five miles on, in Guildford High

Street, the relief cab refused to move. He had to remain in the street

the rest of the night with the cab, and it was nine o'clock the next

morning before a third vehicle arrived.

No Light.

At Bromsgrove, George Wagstaff, Hewell Road, Barnt Green, was

charged with driving a motor-car without having a lighted lamp attached.

P. c Pheysey proved that not one of the lamps was alight. Mr. Morgan,

the owner of the ear, said defendant was driving him home to Barnt

Green from Birmingham, and, on the way, a cart which was on the wrong

side of the road ran into them. The horse pnt its head through the

glass screen of the motor, and the lamps were damaged. They tried to

make one serviceable lamp oat of two injured ones, but the lamp kept

going out, and they stopped six times in nalf-a-inile. He (Mr. Morgan)

got out at Selly Oak and returned home by train, the driver going on by

road. It was late at night, and the man could not leave the vehicle in

the road, because that would have been an obstruction. The case was

dismissed on payment of costs.

Dangerous Driving.

At the Haywards Heath Petty Sessions, on Monday, Mr. D. M.

Weigel was summoned for driving a motor-car on the highway at Hand-

cross at a speed (fifty-six miles an hour) dangerous to the public, on

June 9th. There was a second summons against defendant for refusing

to stop the car at the request of a police-constable in nniform. P.s.

Waghorn testified to being in charge of the tuning apparatus, which

showed that the car covered the measured furlong in 7 j sec. He gave

P.c. Edgeler a signal to stop it. In cross-examination he said that

altogether six men were engaged in connection with the timing

operations, but witness did not think that anybody except P.c.

Edgeler saw the number of the car. The information given to him by

P.c. Edgeler on June !(th appeared in his book several pages after

the record of particulars from Mr. Weigel on July 5th.

The defendant gave evidence to the effect that he drove a racing car

A 4 K K to Brighton on the day in question. They had engineered a

meeting of twenty cars of their make for a trip to Brighton. Two

Weigel racing cars were with the party. Descending Keigate Hill the

clutch of witness's car fired, "setting fire to the car and myself." Wit

ness hurriedly alighted and got the fire extinguished. At Reigate he

ascertained that the clutch would not transmit more than eight or nine

horse-pawer, and slipped. He could onlv use the first speed from Kei

gate to Brighton. He could not exceed fifteen miles an hour except

down hills, when he let it go. After a heai-iDg of six hours the case was

adjourned to the 16th inst.

Driver Sent for Trial.

Robert Evrard, 21, a French chauffeur, was committed for trial

on Saturday, at Marlborough Street, on a charge of manslaughter. A car

which he was driving in Oxford Street, London, W., on Tuesday, ran

into two children, killing one, May Smith.

On Tuesday an inquest on the child was held by the Marylebone

coroner, when the jury found that she was killed by being run over by

a motor-car in Oxford Street, and that the driver of the car drove at

too fast a pace at the time, and neglected to sonnd his horn, and was

therefore deserving of severe censure.

Why Goggles?

At Kingston, Captain Randolph Wemyss has been snmmoned

for driving a motor-car to the danger of the public at Ether on July

28th, and for failing to produce his licence. He was fined £10 for

driving dangerously and £1 for failing to produce his licence. Edward

Oliver Arter, a chauffeur, of 21, Old Bond Street, W., was similaily

snmmoned. Tbe Bench thought there was a doubt in the case, and

dismissed the summonses, the chairman remarking that it was a pry

that goggles were used by motorists, as it made the task of identification

much .more difficult.

Heavy Hauls.

Several motorists were fined at Morpeth on the 7th for furious

driving, and many others for the same offence at Sbngh ; on Saturday

half a dozen others were fined £3 3s. and costs each at Carlisle ; four

others were fined an aggregate of £5 and costs at Reigate. On Monday

ten defendants were summoned at Christchurch for exceeding the speed

limit on the main road leading from London to Bournemouth. Fines of

£1 and oosts were inflicted and none escaped. On the same day a

nnmber of motorists were summoned at Southampton and fines amounting

to £46 in addition to costs were inflicted. Fourteen cases against

motorists were heard at Godalming, in six of which the fines aggregated

£22 and costs. Convictions were recorded in every instance. At

Warwick, on Monday, fines amounting to £8 5s. were inflicted on four

motorists caught in traps on the Banbury and Myton roads respectively.

On Tuesday, fines of £5 were imposed in each of six cases heard at

Lewes, and at Wokingham five motorists were fined to an aggregate

amount of £41. At the Lambeth Police Court four defendants suffered

loss to the extent of nearly £5.

Police Watch ■ v. Speedometer,

Two motor-car cases from Sheffield have been heard at Snaith. In

the first Mr. J. H. Hall, 51, Crescent Road, Sharrow, was summoned for

exceeding twenty miles per hour at Eggboro' on July 17th. Mr. Wing,

of Sheffield, appeared for the defendant, and after the police evidence

said his client would directly contradict the statement of the officers.

The officers admitted that defendant knew of " the trap," and knowing

that he would have been foolish to travel at the rate of twenty-six miles

an hour. He had been a motorist for years and had travelled 40,000

miles on the road, never having been in trouble with the authorities.

Mr. Wing said it was impossible for the police officer to give the signal

as suggested, and said it would not be sate to convict on the evidence.

The testimony of Mr. Hall and his witness having been heard,

the magistrates decided to hear the second case, and George Knibbs,

driver for Mr. Walter John Walsh, of Sheffield, was charged with

exceeding the limit. For the defence Mr. Wing said defendant had

a speedometer on his car, and was going at eighteen miles an hour. The

speedometer was actually perfect, ana defendant called attention to it,

and offered to take the officers back, and run the car with the watch,

but they declined. Some people thought it was un-English to adopt

these traps, but when the police did adopt them they should not refuse

to have their methods tested.

The Chairman said they had decided to convict, and the defendants

would be fined £4 each, to include the costs.

Mr. Wing gave notice of appeal in Mr. Hall's case, and the

recognisance was fixed at £50.

Dismissals.

At Eddisbury sessions, on Monday, Albert Stock, of Whalley Range,

Manchester, was charged with driving a motor-car at a dangerous speed.

A police officer and three private witnesses declared that the defendant

drove along Chester Road at forty miles an hour. The defendant

averred that he had driven every member of royalty, including Princess

Christian, who had presented him with a diamond and ruby pin in

lecognition of his careful driving. He denied the excessive speed. The

case was dismissed.

Before the Guildford County Bench on Saturday, Geoffrey Taylor,

of Bayswater, was summoned for driving to the common danger on the

Portsmouth road at Thursley. Mr. Moresby White, who appeared for

the defence, asked the defendant whether, if a lady had suddenly crossed

the road on her way to church, the chauffeur would have slowed up at

once. Defendant replied. "Certainly." The Bench took exception to

this question, but Mr. White contended that a hypothetical charge was

brought against them of driving in a manner which might have been

dangerous nad there been anyone about. As the Lord Chief Justice had

pointed out, it was the duty of the defence to rebut that charge by showing

that had the hypothetical case 'occurred their conduct would not have

caused danger to the public. Tbe Bench dismissed the case.

Exceeding Park Limits.

At Bow Street Police Court, on Monday, Lord Aberdare was fined

40s. and 2s. costs for exceeding the ten miles an hour limit in St. James's

Park. At the same court Frank Markham, chauffeur to Earl Cawdor,

was summoned for a similar offence. Mr. Staplee Firth defended, and

although Mr. Marsham said he quite accepted the evidence of the

defendant and Lord Cawdor, he was satisfied that the furlong was

correctly measured, and that the defendant was exceeding the maximum

speed, although he would not say by how much. He therefore imposed

a fine of 40s. and 2s. coats. *

ARMY MOTOR RESERVE.

The inspection of the first Division, Aldersliot Army Corps, which

General Sir John French has just completed, began with a Staff Tour.

The Army Motor Reserve furnished a detachment of thirteen officers,

under the command of Captain A. C. Duckworth. Prior to the com

mencement of the tour, Lieutenant-Colonel Mark Mayhew, commanding

the Army Motor Reserve, inspected the detachment at Surbiton.

Second Lieutenant the Hon. R. Kitson drove the Right Hon. R, B.

Haldane, K.C., M.P., during the recent cavalry manoeuvres in Scot

land.

The Aldershot Army Corps mamcuvres are to be preceded by a most

important Staff Tour, probably in Sulfolk, and the Army Motor Reserve

will be required to provide about forty cars for this service. During the

actual manoeuvres many of the officers and their cars will be retained

for duty.
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PUBLIC MOTOR SERVICES.

NOTWITHSTANDING the decision of the local Council not to gr^nt

licences to motor char-a-bancs to ply for hire, visitors may, by journeying

to Deganwy or Llandudno Junction, yet enjoy the motor tours through

Walei arranged by the Llandudno Motor and Garage Company, Ltd.

The tours include Bettwsycoed, Snowdon Loop, Llanrwst, &c., and also a

new one to Llandudno visitors, i.e., through Colwyn Bay, Abergele,

Denbigh, Ruthin to Corwen and home via Cerrigydrnidion, Pentrevoelas

and Bettwsycoed.

The Folkestone Motor Company, Ltd., have put a new motor vehicle

with accommodation for nineteen passengers in service between Folkestone

and Hythe. The body was built by Messrs. Maltby, of Sandgate.

The Watch Committee of the Brighton Corporation have favoured

applications by the Sussex Motor Road Car Company with respect to

the service of motor-' buses between Worthing and Brighton, and a motor-

coach service between Worthing and Seaford.

Sir Edward Henry, the Chief Commissioner of the Metropolitan

Police, has made an inquiry into the recent motor-omnibus accident at

Hackney. It appears that the omnibus in question was of a somewhat

lighter pattern than the majority of those in use in London. At the

time of the accident the roadway was in a very greasy condition, and,

though the information shows that the driver was proceeding carefully,

the omnibus skidded badly about thirty yards from the point at which

it came to grief. It then skidded again, striking the kerb with force,

and overturned. Having regard to the immunity of omnibuses from

accidents of this nature, Sir Edward says be does not consider that

additional regulations are at present required to gnard against similar

disasters.

The motor-omnibuses of the Star Company which ran between

Oxford Street, London, W., and Peckham have been temporarily with

drawn from public service with a view to a complete overhaul.

_ The London cab-drivers have been holding meetings of protest

against what they allege as an undue preference given to motor-cabs by

the Home Secretary. Their main ground of protest seems to be the

reduction of the shilling fare to sixpence.

A MOTOR-'iius service will be established at Cambridge next week.

A new service of motor-omnibuses, run by the All British Chassis

Company, Ltd., and which are to bear the letters "A.B.C.," commenced

running in London on Monday between Oxford Circus and Liverpool

Street, via Holborn.

ROAD REPORTS.

Hertford.—The main roads about the borough of Hertford are

reported to be in good condition, and no repairs are likely to be required

for some little time.

Lichfield.—Several roads in the Lichfield district have lately been

under Tepair, notably the Rugeley and King's Bromley road and between

Lichfield and Handsacre.

Ware.—The Local Government Board has decided to sanction a

speed limit of ten miles an hour in certain streets in Ware, including

Baldock Street, the High Street, Bridge Foot, AmwellEnd, and portions

of Watton Road, Star Street, and Viaduct Road.

Slough.—The Bucks County Surveyor has made the following re

port with reference to the Bath Road, near Slough, and the Highways

Committee of the Bucks County Council have directed that copies of it

Bhall be sent to the Motor Union and the Automobile Club :—" I regret

to again have to report further injury to the Bath Road by steel -studded

wheels of fast driven motors. A thick coating of Clee Hill granite,

rolled last winter along Ditton Park, has been cut away down to the

gravel foundation, leaving dangerous holes, which had to be filled with

granite rammed into liquid tar."

Somerset.—The last surviving toll-house on the highways of Somer

set is about to disappear, arrangements having been made whereby the

road from Bleadon to Uphill, near Weston-super-Mare, will be thrown

open and improved.

Barnet—Application to the Local Government Board, through the

County Council, is now being made by the Barnet Urban District Council

for the ten mile motor-car limit in High Street, Wood Street, Union

Street, New Road, Alston Road, and the Avenue, Barnet.

Llandudno.—The Llandudno District Council has obtained the

sanction of the Local Government Board to levy tolls on visitors using the

Marine Drive and the Promenade round Great Orme's Head for three years

from the 6th inst.

Knaresborough.—Mrs. Boyd Carpenter has complained to the

Knaresborough Rural District Council that the carriage work of her

motor-car had been damaged by liquid tar off the roads while driving

between Killinghall and Ripley, and holding the Council liable for

damages-

POLICE TRAPS.

LYMINGTON is likely to have its police trap in the near future.

What is locally termed a " police control " in the village of

Horslev has been responsible for the appearance of nine motorists at

the Hexham Petty Sessions.

JJ'he village of Killinghall, near Harrogate, is the centre of police

trapping woik in that district.

On the hill leading down into Holford, on the Minehead road, is a

police trap. It is about half a mile from the village and on the Bridg

water side.

A trap is being frequently worked at the bottom of Williton Hill, on

the road between Minehead and Taunton.

Telephonic communication between the various police headquarters

in Essex is now frequently employed in connection with cases of rapid

driving by motorists.

At Lexden, near Colchester, the police have a measured furlong

which Colonel Howard, the chairman of the Colchester bench, regards as

an insufficient distance for a proper test of the speed of a passing car.

Several police traps are reported from Cumberland, and hardly an

important village in the county is safe from the motorist's point of view.

Around Warwick police activity has become marked, and motorists

should be careful when driving through Kineton, Kenilworth and the

neighliouring towns.

A police trap is in operation in the village of Kingstown, three

miles to the north of Carlisle, and on the main road to Glasgow.

At Moortown, Leeds, the police have a measured distance—full of

danger to motorists.

 

The Schoolmaster: Now, by boy, tell me what "en punt!" means.

Bo; : Please, sir, I don't know. I have only been out on a —— car.

[Reprodtteed from a tketch by Gir, iettied by the Clement-Bayard Co.

Egghoro', on the Selby and Doncaster road, is the scene of a police

trap in frequent operation.

The Warwickshire police have established a series of traps for

motorists for a distance of about twelve miles between Nuneaton and

W'ilnecote, on the Watling Street Road, and in five days there have

been nearly a dozen victims from various parts of the country.

■CCCCPCBC

A POLICE trap has been established in Priory Lane, Putney.

A TRAP is being worked at Pillerton I'riors, Warwickshire, about

five miles outside Stratford-on-Avon, on the way to Banbury road, and

about two miles from Sun Rising Hill.

THE STORAGE OF PETROL,

A BREACH of a petroleum licence was brought to the knowledge of

Mr. Plowden at the Marylebone Police Court on Monday. The New

Motor and General Rubber Company, Ltd., of 374, Euston Road, N.W. ,

were summoned by the L.C.C. for keeping petrol at their works without

a licence, they having liecome unlicensed through violating the conditions

of the licence granted them on December 14th last.

In March bust, at the special request of the company, a clause was

added to the licence permitting them to keep a pint of pure petroleum

spirit in the ground lloor work-room. When, however, the Council's

inspector (Mr. Butler) went there on July 22nd he discovered twenty-

four gallons of the spirit in a wooden barrel and ten gallons in another

vessel. A wowlcn barrel, it was pointed out, was no protection against

lire, and had a lire occurred the results might have been very serious.

The defence was that the spirit had not been there long, and the

intention was to send it away.

Mr. Plowden, from the Bench, remarked that every moment wus a

moment of danger, and imposed a fine of £10, with 23s. costs.
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

—♦—

AUGUST.

17th (S.).—Derby A.C.'s run to Chatsworth House.

Harrogate A.C.'s hill climb.

North London A.C. run to Creat Berkhampstead.

Northamptonshire AC. gymkhana at Easton Neston,

Newcastle and District Motor-Cycling Club's fuel consump

tion trial.

Lincolnshire A.C. Hill Climb at Syston Park. Entries

close on the 12th inst.

East Surrey A.C. tub to Ksher.

Walthamstow M.C. run to Welwyn.

Birmingham Motor-Cycling Club hill climb at Kednal.

18th (Sun.).—Newcastle M.C run to Barnard Castle.

Western District M.C. run to Beaconsfield.

19th to 24th.—Auto Cycle Club's Bix days' trial.

21st (W.).—Meeting of the General Committee of the Motor Union.

Lincolnshire M.C.C. at Stamford.

24th (S.).— Hertford County A.C. at Lower Aston Hill for a members'

driving test.

North- East Lancashire A.C. gymkhana.

Berkshire A.C. gymkhana.

Yorkshire A.C.'s closed hill climb near Pateley Bridge.

Fast Surrey A.C. run to Littlehampton.

Somerset A.C. gymkhana at Weston.

Sussex County A.C. hiU'climb.

West Essex A.C. run to Orsett.

25th (Sun.).—West Essex A.C. run to Southend.

Birmingham Motor-Cycling Club run to Shelsley Walsh.

31st (S.).—Cardiff M.C. 's rnn to Chepstow.

Coventry M.C.'s reliability trial.

Lincolnshire Motor-Cycling Club meet at Skegness.

SEPTEMBER

1st (S.).—Florio Cup race of the Italian A.C. over the Brescia circuit.

Southern M.C. picnic.

5th (T.).—Vehicles competing in the R.A.C. commercial vehicle trial

must be within the gates of the depot.

Arachon motor-boat meeting,

7th (S.).—Auto Cycle Club's hill climb at Birdlip.

Motor Cycling Club 200 miles reliability trial.

0th (M.).—Industrial Vehicle Trials commence.

14th (S.).—Motor Union Meet at Leicester.

Brooklands A.K.C. meet.
■21st (W.).—Nottinghamshire A.C. hill climb.

OCTOBER.

19th —Gordon Bennett Aeronautical race at St. Louis, Missouri.

MARCH, 1908.

21st-2Stb.—Cordingley's Motor-Car Show at the Agricultural Hall,

London.

Lighting-up Times—London.

Ang. 17th—8.19 ... 19th—8.15 ... 21st—8.11 .„ 23rd- 8.7

„ 18th—8.10 ... 20th—8.14 ... 22nd—8.9 ... 24th-8.5

In Glasgow the lighting_-up time to-day (Sat.) is 8.45 p.m., and to

ascertain the approximate times on succeeding days 26 min. should be

added to the above figures; in Plymouth an addition of ateut 16 min.

is necessary.

BUSINESS NEWS.

Messrs. Powell and Co. have large premises at 98, High Street,

Marylcbone, W., for the sale of second-hand cars, motor accessories, &c.

They are also equipped for carrying ont any necessary repairs and make

a speciality of keeping a number of cars on hire.

Messrs. DoWBie, McInnes, Ltd., of 45, Bothwell Street, Glasgow,

are introducing a new patent combined speed indicator and mileage

recorder for motor-ears. It is known as the Britannia.

Mr. S. Blacker-Douglas, of Lowestoft, has written to Mors

(England) Ltd., stating that he has had his 19-h.p. Mors car since 19(13,

and during that time he has been through almost every town in Franee.

He has never been held up on the road, and although he must have

travelled quite 40,000 miles on the vehicle it still goes as well as ever.

Mr. ReBERT Newton's motor engineering works, in Wood Street,

Manchester, are well equipped for the repair of motor-cars generally.

The proprietor also undertakes the teaching and driving and advising

clients as to the purchase of motor-cars. His office is at. 4(i, Bridge Street,

Manchester.

Thb Sirdar Rubber Company, Ltd., have written in connection with

a claim made by a foreign manufacturer of tyres, that their firm was

the first to reduce the cost of tyres to the users. They^dd, " In fairness

to ourselves, we shall be glad if you will point out that wo were the

first to do this, and did it mouths ago, because wo came to the decision

that we would not spend money on tyres for trials, races, &<;., or in

assisting those who were taking part in them, which is a very heavy

tax on any tyro maker, but that we would put all such money saved

into the quality of our rubber, and at the same time be able to reduce

the cost to the users. We might mention, too, that we also treat the

trade very liberally, as we can afford to for the above-mentioned reasons.

We give the trade the full benefit of our largest wholesale terms with

out binding them to contracts, being satisfied to rely upon the quality

of our tyres to get their repeat orders ; and although we can, as advertised

at the moment, allow the users 15 per cent, cash discount off our

current list prices, we make such arrangements that the trade » ill not

suffer if they push the sale of these British-made tyres." We may

add that, owing to the rapid increase in their output, the Sirdar Com

pany are seriously thinking of further reducing their prices, because of the

decrease in cost of production.

The Burlington Carriage Company, Ltd., the British agents for the

Delaunay-Belleville cars, are making extensive alterations to their

premises at 315-317, Oxford Street, London, W., to accommodate their

increasing trade.

Messes. Clkment-Talisot have a notice from Mr. (!. S. Munro,

Superintendent of Juries and Awards of the New Zealand Exhibition

(International), that a gold medal has teen awarded to them for their

exhibit of Clemsnt-Talbot cars.

News ha* just been received that a gold medal of the New Zealand

International Exhibition, which has been running for six months and

excited the widest interest in the colony, has been awarded to Humber,

Ltd., for the exhibit of Beeston and Coventry Humber cars.

The British Leather Cloth Manufacturing Company, Ltd.,

of Hyde, have sent us samples of their special leather cloth known as

" Rexine," which is being largely used by motor-car and motor-body

builders for upholstering purposes in place of leather. The material is

claimed to be more than a substitute for leather, inasmuch as it possesses

all the qualities of the latter, yet it is only one fourth the price. As to

its wearing qualities the makers state that it will stand the hardest

wear and tear, that it is scratch proof, will not, crack, peel, stretch or sag.

Long exposure to sun and wet has no deteriorating effect upon it, while

a matter of considerable importance is that it cuts up to much better

advantage than leather, there being no waste. The samples of Rexine

sent us comprise specimens of both the ordinary leather grain material

and those with an embossed pattern, and are in a variety of colours.

Mr. Strelitz, of Perth, Western Australia, is making an extended

tour on the Continent on his 30-h.p. Daimler car, and has already covered

5,000 miles without a single involuntary stop.

Mr. Richard C. Thomas has been appointed London manager to

the International Insurance Company, Ltd., of 2, Haymarket, S.W.,

which makes a speciality of motor-car and motor-cycle insurance. Mr.

Thomas's previous experience in insurance business was with the Ocean

Accident Insurance Corporation as their chief inspector at their Law

Courts branch, having been with them six years.

Mr. C. J. Glidden has just completed his forty thousandth mile

with the aid of Castle accumulators and Castle synchronised coil.

Pitlochry is a favourite centre for Scottish tourists, and

those who motor through that delightful district will be glad to

know that the Pitlochry Garage and engineering works of Mr. W.

Blues, in Main Street, Pitlochry, has been opened with full

facilities for the repair as well aa the accommodation of cars.

An explosion has occurred in a shed upon the premises of

Mr. B. Hancox, in Halesowen Road, Old Hill. By some means

a quantity of petrol was accidentally upset, and the fumes came

into contact with a lighted lamp, with the result that an explo

sion occurred and the shed was destroyed, in spite of the efforts

of the local fire brigade. Two motor-cars were badly damaged.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

-♦-

All communications intended for insertion in this Journal or relating

to Editorial matters should be addressed to The 'Editorial Depart

ment, Motor-Car Journal, 27-33, Charing Cross Road, London,

W.C., and must be written on one side of the paper only. Letters must in

all cases be accompanied by the name and address of the writer, as no

notice will be taken of anonymous communications.

The Editors cannot undertake to return MSS. or drawings, although

every effort will be made to do so in the case of refected communication*.

Where such are regarded as of value, correspondents are requested to

retain copies.

The Editors do not hold themselves responsiblefor the opinions expressed

by their correspondents, or for statements andfacts which do not appeal

in the editorial columns.

To insure insertion communications and contributions must be in

the Editors' hands by Tuesday forenoon of the week in which the same

are intended to appear. Disappointment may be caused by non-compliance

with this rule, ana to avoid this earlier receipt, ifpossible, is necessary.

Photographers, both professional and amateur, are invited to send

photographs of current events or ofmotoring scenes and incidents. The fre,

if any, required for reproduction should be staled in each case; otherwise

no liability will be accepted.

The Editors and Publishers beg also to slate that they will accept no

responsibility for unsolicited contributions, even if used, unless paymi u t

for same is directly specified inforwarding, and tlie terms arranged bijat

publication.
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COMMENTS.

—♦—

THE motor promiees a revival of the

prosperity of the road—not only

because of the distribution of tourists

about the country, but from the commercial

aspect as well. The handling of merchandise

and the conveyance of produce by motor-van

and wagon is also being developed, and should

become a regular feature of business life.

While passenger services are being fostered in

many districts, express mutor transport is being encouraged over

long distances. But it is not only on terra firrna that the motor

will ensure a return to prosperity ; a revival of canal activity

may in some degree be brought about by means of the motor-

boat. On Saturday last about fifty carial managers and directors

and Black Country manufacturers made a trial trip on a motor-

barge. The run took place over the old Birmingham and

Worcester Canal from Breedon's Cross, near King's Norton, to

Tardebigge, near Blackwell, the journey taking about three

hours, and including a run through a tunnel 1} miles in length.

The barge has a 15-h.p. motor, the fuel used being paraffin,

and the machinery occupying very little space and in no way

interfering with the cargo capacity. It was fully demonstrated

that a boat of this type can run at a maximum speed of about six

miles an hour, and an average, including delay at locks, of four

miles an hour, which compares favourably with the two miles an

hour of horse-drawn barges.

♦ ♦ ♦

Club life in the United States is not

confined to the towns and cities; some

of the manufacturers of cars have been

Organising associations of users of their

vehicles. These makers' clubs have held

runs, dined together and discussed in

-solemn conclave. The promotion of such sociability is said to

have good results and to have done much to encourage those

responsible for the production of the various types of cars. In

the early days of the movement some of the French manu-

Makers' Clubs.

Railway Companies

and the Roads.

facturers organised runs of owners on their particular vehicles,

and much useful pioneer work was done in that way. On this

side doubtless the feeling generally is that the automobile in

dustry has outgrown such methods.

* - ♦

In the early days of motor traffic in

connection with the conveyance of

gissengers, the Great Western Railway

ompany experienced considerable diffi

culty with the local authorities through

out Cornwall, whose neglect to maintain

the surface of the roads in good condition made it impossible

for the radway company to run a satisfactory and remunerative

service. In a great measure the difficulties have since been

overcome, district councils and kindred bodies recognising that

the U3e of the roads in such a connection meant prosperity to

many of their districts. The experience of the G.W.K. has,

however, proved a lesson to other companies, and we understand

that the directors of the Great North of Scotland Railway

Company have decided not to accede to the wishes of several

parishes in Aberdeenshire to establish public services of motor

vehicles unless the local highway authorities are prepared to

assist by keeping the roads in order and guaranteeing them

against claims from alleged extraordinary traffic. It is- to be

hoped that the Scottish authorities will recognise the necessity

of conceding to the wishes of the railway company as a

of local development.

Wind-resistance

Experiments.

Elsewhere in the present issue we

publish the results of some interesting

experiments lately carried out by Mr. S.

F. Edge, with regard to the effect of

large covered bodies on the speed of auto

mobiles. The trials resulted in demon

strating that whilst a speed equal to seventy-nine miles per hour

was attained on the Brooklands track when the wind resistance

was not more than that presented by the radiator, dashboard,

and driver, it was reduced to less than forty-eight miles when

the wind resistance area was increased to thirty square feet.

Mr. Edge hopes at an early date to carry out similar experi

ments as regards the effect of weight on speed and petrol con

sumption. We might suggest that it would be interesting to

continue the wind-resistance tests by comparative trials of the

chassis illustrated On page 552, and the same or similar vehicles

fitted with different types of bodies, ranging from the side-

entrance double phaeton to the larger seven-seated limousine.

♦ ♦ »

- . Following Christmas, on December

26tb, 27tb, and 28th, the South Indian

An Indian Motor Union will hold a Reliability
Trial. J ' Trial of 343 miles, divided into three

daily runs, and including a hill-climb on

the Chittoor Ghaut. There will be three

classes, based on price, viz., below £200, not exceeding £350,

and above £350. Each car will be allotted 1,000 marks at

starting, from which a mark will be deducted for every minute

a car is stopped or pushed or assisted in its passage, except when

in control or delayed in starting, An interesting regulation,

necessary where the climate is so different to our own, is that

" no petrol is to be filled into any tank or vessel after sunset or

before sunrise, unless such replenishing is carried out 100 yards
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from any other car." Entries close on November 30tb, and

should be made to Mr. G-. V. Scovell, care of Post Office,

Bangalore. Madras will be the central point of the trial, and

the establishment of Messrs. Oakes and Co., Ltd., the official

garage.

Motoring; in

Ireland.

The value of association in connection

with automobilism has often been demon

strated in Great Britain, and the Irish

Automobile Club is to be congratulated

on the practical work it is doing for the

motorists of the Emerald Isle as well as

for those from this country touring in that part of the United

Kingdom. For some time past the Club has sent petrol to the

North Wall for the convenience of motorists arriving at Dublin

from England, as up to the present it has not been obtainable

there. On the representation of the Club the London and North

Western Railway Company, which has always shown con

siderable enterprise where motorists are concerned, have

erected a special shed for the storage of petrol at the point of

landing, and arrangements have been made whereby motorists

can obtain it at North Wall. This should be a great convenience

to British motorists landing at Dublin.

consistent view of their duties deserves the reprobation of all

who have not yet lost the sense of British justice.

The Medical

Examination of

Drivers.

The medical aspect of automobilism is

of importance as well as of interest, and

the examination of Mr. S. F. Edge after

his record run revealed that, in the case

of a man whose normal condition may be

descrioed as "fit," even such an exercise

had no deleterious effect. But all drivers have not the stamina

of the man who could drive four and twenty hours and regard it

as a mere incident of the week's work. In our correspondence

columns Dr. E. Danvers-Atkinson raises a point of supreme

value, and one upon which the individual experience of our

readers is invited. The man who drives a motor-car should

have a good nerve and sound constitution. Ordinarily, perhaps,

these points need not be laboured ; but it is frequently the

unexpected that happens, and then the man of weak heart or of

dissipated nerves goes to the wall—and his car with him. Dr.

Danvers-Atkinson has specialised in the examination of men for

motor-cab work, and his experience, as mentioned in his letter,

suggests several reasons for the exclusion of unsound men—from

this particular point of view—from the driving seats of

automobiles.

 

Medals for

Drivers.

Mrs. E. H. Turnbull on her 24-h.p. De Dietrich Car.

With a view to encourage continuity

of service, good conduct, and general

steadiness on the part of professional

drivers, the R.A.C. has decided to award

medals to those drivers holding the

Driving and Mechanical Proficiency Cer

tificates who qualify for them, on the following basis :—A

bronze medal will be awarded to the driver holding both the

Driving and Mechanical Proficiency Certificates, who shall serve

in one situation, either in workshop or private service, for a

period of three years. The bronze medal will also be awarded

to the driver holding the Driving Certificate only, who shall

remain in the same service for a period of four years. A silver

medal will be given to the driver holding both the Driving and

Mechanical Proficiency Certificates who shall serve as already

described for a period of four years. The silver medal will also

be awarded to the driver holding the Driving Certificate only

after he has remained in the same service for a period of five

years. A gold medal will be awarded to the driver holding

both the Driving and Mechanical Proficiency Certificates who

shall serve in one situation for a period of five years. In every

instance the time of qualifying service will count from the date

of issue of the certificate.

Against the

Coroners.

Several correspondents have lately

attempted in the public Press to raise a

"hue and cry" against those coroners

who, after investigating all the circum

stances attending the unfortunate deaths

of persona who have lost their lives in

motor-ear accidents, have accepted the verdict of the jury

exonerating the driver of the automobile from blame. " The

leniency of many of our coroners towards motorists does more

than anything to encourage the road hog," eays Mr. Horace

Bleackley, who urges that the Lord Chancellor should be

informed of those coroners who thus express themselves.

Others have written deploring the fact that the decision as

to whether or not the fatality should be regarded as a case

of manslaughter rests with these officials instead of the police

magistrates at petty courts. Those who take this view entirely

overlook the fact that coroners are guided by a jury who cer

tainly are not all motorists, and who are as capable of looking

at things with an impartial attitude of mind as any magistrates

upon the bench. So far as we have been able to observe, the

coroners have had singularly few cases involving the automobile

before them, when the number of vehiclea in use is considered ;

and this attempt to prejudice those who are disposed to take a

The Location

of

Police Traps.

A motorist was summoned by the

police at the South West London Court

for driving a motor-car beyond the legal

limit in the Portsmouth Boad, Putney.

The defendant's counsel took objection

to the summons because it failed to dis

close full information regarding the offence complained of. He

pointed out that Portsmouth Boad was mentioned, but there

was no indication of the exact locality where the speed was

alleged to have been exceeded. In reply, the chief clerk

admitted that the wording was somewhat vague, but Mr. de

Gray declared that it would be against public policy to explain

where the police trap was actually situated. There may be

something in his contention from the official point of view ; but,

on the other hand, the absence of this information absolutely

prevents any opportunity being afforded for checking the

accuracy or otherwise of the statements made by the police.

As the case stood the constable went into the box and asserted

that the motorist had been timed over a measured furlong, but

did not give its location beyond the general fact that it was in

the Portsmouth Road. Mr. de Gray's ruling in the matter cer

tainly seems at variance with all preconceived notions as to the

necessity of exactitude in police-court evidence, and possibly
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some of the motoring organisations may be able to suggest a

question to one of their friends in the House of Commons.

Unless the police are compelled to give full evidence, the chances

of fair play are restricted to very narrow limits.

On I the Towpath.

Rumour is again busy with the Thames

towpaths, and unfortunately is proving

true in many of the reports now being

circulated with regard to the exclusion

of motor-cars therefrom. It is generally

thought that the L.G.B. will grant an

order prohibiting automobiles on the towpath from the Middlesex

side of Kingston Bridge to Hampton Uourt. The prospect of

relief for the users of the river and the river bank at Hampton

Court has stirred some Surrey-siders into action. The towpath

within the jurisdiction of the Urban District Council of Molesey,

from Hamptoa Bridge past Molesey Lock to Sunbury, well over

two miles, is, in the opinion of many residents, totally unsuited

for atiy purpose other than as fuel for the engine of a light

locomotive. Provided that where due precaution is taken to

prevent petroleum spirit from escaping into a sewer or drain

and provision made for disposing safely of any surplus petroleum

spirit, and where no fire or naked light is present, quantities not

exceeding one gill may be used for the cleaning of a light

locomotive at a safe distance from any building, place of storage

of inflammable goods, or much frequented highway, or for the

repair of tyres, under suitable precautions.

Tar Spreading.

Late in May last some tests in the

spreading of tar by means of machines

were carried out under the direction of

the Roads Improvement Association on

certain roads in Middlesex and Berkshire.

Since then the portions of the highway

thus treated have been kept under constant observation with a

view to gauging the durability as well as the immediate efficacy

 

The Towpath along the River Thames between Kingston and Hampton Court, which is to be closed to motor cars.

for a motor road. The authorities have tested local opinion, and

they are now about to approach the Losal Government Board to

extend to them their powers of closing the highway to motor

traffic. It is said the path in places is less than 8 ft. wide, and

in addition to its narrowness, there is a slope towards the river,

which renders it a dangerous road.

The Storage of

Petrol.

On the loth inst. new Regulations

regarding the storage and conveyance of

petrol came into operation by direction

of the Home Secretary. No more than

sixty gallons are to be kept in any one

storehouse, and where two or more such

places are in the same occupation, and are situated within twenty

feet of one another, they are to be deemed one and the same

storehouse. In the storehouse or in any place where a light

locomotive is kept or is present, petroleum spirit must not be

used for the purpose of cleaning or lighting, or as a solvent or

of the work. It will be remembered that, at the same time, a

competition was held for the best preparation of tar for road

purposes, a 100 guineas trophy being offered by the Ballymenagh

Woollen Factory Company. This has now been awarded to

Messrs. R. S. Clare and Co., Ltd., for their patent Tar Compo.

A gold medal of the Association will also be given to that firm.

The competition for the best tar spreading machine has resulted

in thn award of the first prize of 100 guiueas and gold medal to

Mr. Thomas Aitken for his patent tar sprayer illustrated in our

issue of June 1st, and of the second prize and silver medal to

Messrs. Tarspra Ltd., for their Tarspra motor-van.

From the Shrewsbury Arms Hotel, at Rugeley, comes an

illustrated guide to the " Cannock Chase District," which will be

of service to motorists passing throngh the town, giving, as it

does, the principal roads with a useful mileage table. The

Shrewsbury Arms Hotel has an excellent motor garage.
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SOME WIND-RESISTANCE EXPERI

MENTS.

-♦-

SOME interesting trials in regard to the wind resistance of

rapidly moving motor-ears were carried out on the

Brooklands track on Friday, last week, by Mr. S. F.

Edge, with the assistance of two R.A.C. official timekeepers,

Messrs. F. T. Bidlake and A. G. Reynolds. The vehicle which

was used, a 38"4-h.p. (R.A.C. rating) six-cylinder Napier, driven

by Mr. Tryon, had been fitted with a wind screen, 6 ft. wide by

5 ft. high, built up of laths each 6 ft. loDg and 2 in. wide,

so that each lath represented one square foot. Sixteen runs

were made, commencing with the total area exposed to the wind,

and after each run two square feet, i.e., two laths, were removed,

and the result of these runs came out as follows :—

Area of wind resisting

screen.

1st ran, 30 square ft.

2nd „ 28

3rd „ 26

4th „ 24

5th „ 22 „

Time over flying

quarter of a mile.

18* sec.

18 ,,

IT „

16 „

16! ..

Speed in miles

per hour.

47"85 m.p.h.

50-0

52-9

5615 „

54-0 ,,

 

Back View of the Wind-resisting Board fitted to the Napier Car.

Pho [Campbell-Gray.

6th „ 20 » ir ,
let r> oo"5

7th „ 18 ) » 15* » t 570 „

8th „ 16 15f it 57-6

9th ,, 14 j , 15 n . 60

10th „ 12 ,, 14* • > 62-5 „

11th „ 10 , , ... 14 >> 64-2 „

12th ,, 8 »» m »» 6615 „

13th „ 6 »» 12*. »» 7025 „

14th „ 4 » j ... 12 »T 75

15th „ , ■ m >) 73-8 „

16th „ Normal in tf 790 „

17th „ 15 sq ft. arranged as 154 »» 57

trridiron.

18th „ 24 sq. ft. in two blocks 17? T» 51-1 „

with 6 aq. ft. interval

between them.

As will be seen, besides the sixteen runs two others were

made, the results of which are very interesting. First, a run

with each alternate lath removed, leaving a total wind resist

ance area of the screen of 15 square feet. The time, however,

for this run was 15 4-5 sec, giving a speed of 57 m.p.h., showing

very clearly that, althougb there was actually only 15 square

feet of resistance on the screen, owing to the arrangement and

apparent extra skin and corner friction, &c, the resistance was

the same as if it had 18 square feet of continuous surface,

indicating that a large number of small protuberances on a.

motor-car are detrimental to its free running. The next,

test was to have a total area exposed of 24 feet, but

arranged in two portions, the top one consisting of 13 sq. ft.

solid, then a gap of 6 sq. ft., and then the remaining 11 sq. ft.

solid. The total solid area exposed was thus 24 sq. ft., but the

actual effect on the car was as if about 27 sq. ft. were exposed.

It will be noted in going through the accompanying table

that the slowest speed recorded with maximum wind resistance

was 47 85 miles per hour, whereas the highest was 79, a variation

of over 31 miles per hour merely by the addition of wind resistance'

and practically no additional weight. Owners of large touring

cars with wind shields, limousines, etc., will realise from this

the enormous extra work they are demanding from their engines,,

and incidentally from their driving tyres, when they travel fast

against a strong head wind. This extra work, of course, is only

obtained by the consumption of considerably more petrol, and

so the varying petrol results that users sometimes get must be

very carefully considered, as well as the direction of the wind

when petrol consumption tests are being made ; in fact, the only

useful ones are when an "out and home" course are chosen.

We may add that the front area of the car and driver outside

the wind screen area was about 11£ to 12 sq. feet.

—8CCCBCB—

WILD FLIGHTS IN BORNEO.

— • —

PIONEERS of the motor movement look back with feelings

not distant from amusement on the antics of animals in

the early days in this country. But, apparently, never

did motor-car startle sedate British quadrupeds as it does the

animals and people of South Borneo. Thither, a little while

ago, went Mr. C. F. Wearne, a motor expert, of Singapore. He

found a delightful road for motoring, but the progress of the

car along this road was the signal for a wild stampede of the

inhabitants of every kampong that was passed ; and the

farther it penetrated inland the more fearful an object the-

motor-oar appeared to be for the people. Whole villages-

fled off to the jungle wilds rather than face the awful

monster. They seemed to regard the innocent motor-car as the

very Devil himself. Mr. Wearne made several trips up and

down from Bandjermassin to the terminus of the road, but each

successive trip seemed to breed as much terror in the hearts of.

the jungle folk as did its initial appearance among them. On

one occasion the occupants of the car came upon a small group of

fishcrfolk on the river bank almost without warning. With wild

soreeches one and all of them dropped their piscatorial tackle and

fled, disappearing as swiftly as so many rabbits in a warren.

Another time an old man and an old woman were sitting by the

roadside, when, before they knew it, the car had run up almost,

abreast of them. The poor old couple must, indeed, have

imagined that sonic fiend was after them, for, with terrified

shrieks and arms outflung, they rushed straight for the river-

bank, threw themselves into a canoe, and paddled off for dear

life. On yet another trip the motor-car overtook on the road a-

herd of bullocks driven by a squad of natives. Hearing the:

warning " toot " of the horn, the drivers looked behind, and

when they saw what must have appeared to them a new form of,

the Devil, they darted through among the animals and shot,

wildly yelling, ahead. They could not go off at the sides of the

road, for on each flank was a deep bog, so they fled on till the

morass was passed. Meanwhile the bullocks themselves seemed-

to be infected with the terror which had seized upon their.-

drivers, for the whole herd stampeded until they also found-

roadside openings, where, safe from the pursuing monster, they,

could rest their heaving flanks.

A motor-car service between Dawson City and othre-

points in the Klondike region may be inaugurated before another

year has passed, owing to the enterprise of Captain J. B. Hubrick,

of Dawson City, who has purchased a 40-h.p. Pope-Toledo car-

with which to start the enterprise.
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THE ADVANTAGES OF DUPLICATE IGNITION.

WHEN we consider the fact, which surely everyone will

admit, that the ignition systems at present in use can

be made reliable, the question naturally arises, Why

have duplicate ignitions ? Do the advantages outweigh the dis

advantages 1 Well, it is not a case of six-of-one and half-a-dozen

of the other, because a great advantage is there, and it stands

out very prominently, in the shape of providing a means, should

the system being used fail, of reaching home safely, when other

wise it might have been one of those, now happily rare, cases of

being stranded in some out-of-the-way district. With regard to

the possibility of the system being reliable, as stated, and yet

failing, we have only to remember that it is not perfect—some

types are far from being so—and that we are all liable to fail at

times. Having this in mind, one is inclined to say that, although

a duplicate ignition may not be necessary, yet it is a great

advantage. As a matter of fact, there is no doubt that with a

.good accumulator and eoil system of ignition, which receives all

the care and attention i£ should from the hands of a competent

person, an extra and fully-charged accumulator and a few neces-

.sary spares being carried,

the motorist can feel

almost as free from the

anxiety of being stranded

through a breakdown in

the ignition system as

though provided with a

stand-by, the purpose for

-which it so often serves.

In considering the

disadvantages of a dual

ignition, we have to re

member the complicated

wiring that some types

necessitate, and the fact

that two ignitions demand

more attention than one

—as, of course, to have a

duplicate ignition and not

have it prepared for work

is practically equal to

having a fire extinguisher

that has never been

" charged " fitted to a car.

There is yet another dis

advantage of the double

ignition, because the man

of moderate means wants

.the selling price of the car

reduced, and to have two

ignitions generally adds

«ubstantially in the other direction.

"Example is better than precept," therefore let us relate a

true incident by way of illustrating a case where a duplicate

ignition system was being wasted. It will convince some

motorists—those who have any doubt'about it—that it is possible

to be stranded even with two ignitions, and also serve to show

the type of man very often employed as chauffeur, solely

■on account of cheapness, as there are, despite all that is

written to the contrary, plenty of skilled and trained

mechanics, with long driving experiences, ready to start for a

respectable wage. The incident referred to took place during

the visit of the Colonial Premiers to the City. After they

had just passed a certain point of the route, a motor-car came

round the corner, and, for what seemed some unaccountable

reason, stopped dead in the middle of the road. The furious

attempts to make it start brought no more fruitful results than

heightening the colour of the driver's face, and the passengers,

■consisting of a lady and gentleman, got out and proceeded on

their journey in a horse-drawn cab. A motor engineer among

the spectators along the route, and who had been watching the

interesting event, aaked the driver what was the matter, and if

 

Some of the members of the Army Motor Reserve at the Bed Lion. Hotel. iBanbury.

he could be of any assistance. "Oh," said the driver, "it's the

carburettor, I've had a lot of bother with it, I'll have to send for

a repairer to come and take it down." He then went on with

his work, which consisted of pouring about a quarter of a gallon

of petrol into each cylinder. This individual reluctantly parted

with some further information, which was to the effect that the

car—a Panhard by the way—was on hire. The engineer then

said, "It strikes me it is not the carburettor that is at fault

at all, but the magneto. Wash the platinum points with a little

of that petrol. Have you not an accumulator as well 1 " After

mumbling something, which contained a refusal to wash the

platinum points, the driver said, " Yes, I have an accumulator,

but I never use it. Besides, it is not connected up." " Never

mind that," said the engineer, " you jump up, and let me have

a go at it." It was the work of a few moments for him

to connect one terminal of the accumulator to the make-and-

break and the other to the earth terminal of the magneto

coil, afterwards removing the carbon brush of the Eisemann

magneto. The engine started up after a few turns, owing

to the driver flooding

with petrol, and ran

splendidly. Of course, if

anything had been wrong

with the coil or distributor

this would not have been

possible, and it shows the

advisability, when a sup

posed dual ignition is

fitted, of their being so

arranged that they do not

rely too much on each

other ; or, if the compli

cated wiring necessary

with a separate coil would

rather be done without, it

is always possible to carry

a spare coil in case of emer

gency, and so diminish

the risk of ever being

stranded in outlandish

places through ignition

faults.

However, the driver

in our little story, after

imagining that he would

be stopped for a few hours,

while a repairer came and

perhaps took down a car

burettor that there was

nothing wrong with, was,

in less than half-an-hour, able to be on his way again.

J. Morse Scott.

The Great Eastern Eailway Company's guide to the Con

tinent, edited by Mr. Percy Lindley, is to hand, with many ex

cellent illustrations and several good maps, which will be of

service to those of our readers touring in North Holland,

Belgium, Germany and the Tyrol.

Petrol motor designers and all engaged in the development

of the internal combustion engine will be interested in the

new work just published by Messrs. Longmans, Green and Co.

It is entitled " Balancing of Engines, Steam, Gas, and Petrol,"

and is from the pen of Mr. Archibald Sharp, B.S.C., who, as is

well known, has long devoted special attention to the question.

The work is intended for the use of students, draughtsmen, and

designers, to whom it is offered as an elementary text-book.

The subject is, of course, of a highly technical nature, but

graphical methods are principally used, so that there should be

no difficulty in following the line of discussion taken up by the

author.

B
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SOME USEFUL NOTES.

-♦-

Tyres should be examined at frequent intervals for cuts.

These should be cleaned from any sand or dirt which may have

entered, the gash washed out with petrol, and rubber cement

inserted. The gash should then be wound with tyre tape until

the car is again taken out. If it is a severe one, the cut should

be vulcanised at the earliest possible moment.

♦ ♦ ♦

When a car is to remain idle for several weeks, it is

advisable not only to raise the wheels off the ground by means

of jacks, but also to partially deflate the tyres, and remove all

the strain from the inner walls of the outer covers. If this is

done, it will greatly add to the life of the tyres, as they are then

bearing only the pressure of the air with which they are inflated,

whereas when supporting the weight of the car this is exerting a

continual unnecessary strain on the walls of the cover. By

WATER Rl

STAfiTiDG HAMOLE.

A motorist should at least be able to diagnose the troubles

of his car even if he does not make the repairs. A good many

do not care to do the dirty work, but intelligent oversight of

those who do this work is essential if the annual cost of upkeep

is to be kept at its lowest limit.

♦ ♦ ♦

Correct adjustment of the coil tremblers is out of the

question after the platinum points become pitted. If badly

eaten away, as is apt to be the case after long service, the only

remedy is a complete renewal, but if the trouble be still in its-

earliest stages, trueing up with a very light file will usually

suffice. Starting with the points in good condition, it will be

found that trouble from this source can be avoided to a very

great extent by reversing the direction of the primary current

at stated intervals. This arises from the fact that the electro

lytic action is always in the direction of current flow, the

positive electrode or terminal being disintegrated by the passage-

STEERING COLUMN.
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adopting this course it is estimated that the life of the tyres will

be increased by at least half the time the car stands idle, nvn^

♦ ♦ ♦

Few motoriste realise the many complications that arise if

the interior of a cylinder, particularly the combustion chamber

and piston head, are not kept free from carbon deposits. The

intense heat developed by the rapid explosions burns up the

cylinder oil, which forms as a hard deposit in the explosion

chamber. The effect of this is to cause the motor to knock and

often to fire from self-ignition. When this condition exists the

cylinders should be well flushed out with paraffin, which thus frees

the piston rings and allows them to spring tightly against the

cylinder, producing a gas-tight joint, besides softening the carbon

deposits so that the cylinder may be easily scraped out. If every

automobilist would take the trouble to flush his motor with

paraffin at least once a week, he woidd do more to keep his

ngine in perfect condition than perhaps in any other way.

of the current and a perceptible amount of the fused metal in »

very finely divided state being deposited on the other terminal.

It will, therefore, be evident that a reversal of the current flow will

reverse this action, and to a large extent prevent the trouble

that otherwise will arise from it sooner or later. tg..?1^!

♦ ♦ ♦

No part of an engine requires better care than the ignition

system with which it is fitted. Cleanliness is one of the most-

important factors necessary to continuous satisfactory operation.

Especially is this true in relation to the contact-maker and sparking

plugs. Rust should be prevented at all times, and no foreign

matter allowed to collect either on the contact-maker or on the

coil or coils where the tremblers are located. If the single coil

and distributor system is used cleanliness is still more important,

and moisture must be prevented, if possible, from settling on

the high-tension distributor parts; the secondary current will

frequently short-circuit under such conditions.
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THE 30-H.P. BEESTON-HUMBER CAR.

AMONG the most popular of the British-built cars at

present on the market are the Humber vehicles, which

are being turned out in large quantities, both at the

Beeston and Coventry works of Messrs. Humber, Ltd. Three

models are being made—10-12-h.p., 15-h.p., and 30-h.p.—all

fitted with four-cylinder engines. The leading features of each

 

Fig, 3.—Transverse Section through Engine.

of these have already been given in the M.C.J. , but the more

complete description of the larger model which we are now able

to publish will, no doubt, prove of interest, especially in view of

the success of a somewhat similar car in this year's Heavy

Touring Car Bace. The engine comprises four separate cylinders,

110 mm. bore by 130 mm. stroke, with the mechanically-operated

valves arranged on opposite sides. The carburettor, which is

gravity fed and located on the right hand of the motor, is of the

 

3^7

Fig. 4.—Sectional Elevation of Four-cylinder Engine and Clutch.

usual float-feed type, fitted with both automatic and hand-

controlled extra air inlets. The ignition is by high-tension

magneto, with accumulators and synchronised coil fitted as a

reserve. The contact-maker and high-tension distributor is

located on the upper end of a vertical spindle driven by

bevel gear off oue of the half-time shafts ; it passes up

through the floor-board near the dash, so that it is in full

view of the driver. The water circulation is maintained by

a gear-driven rotary pump and honeycomb radiator ; the

latter, which is of a distinctive shape, is provided with an

air-inducing fan driven by a belt direct off the crank shaft.

The pump is supported on the engine base chamber, and is

so arranged that it can be readily dismantled. The ignition and

throttle levers are conveniently placed horizontally across

the steering wheel ; a foot accelerator working in conjunction

with the hand lever, but independently of it, is also provided.

The control of the speed of the engine is not by a throttle valve

in the usual way, but by a variable lift to the inlet valves, this

being obtained by means of a sliding cam shaft, to which

 

Fig. 6 —Sectional View of Gear-box.

the hand and foot levers are connected. The lubrication of the-

motor is effected by a small rotary pump located, as will be seen

from Fig. 4, at the rear of the engine, and driven by bevel

gear off the exhaust cam shaft, thus ensuring uniform and

automatic lubrication of the five main bearings and the big ends-

of the connecting rods. A foot pump is fitted on the dashboard

for forcing oil into the crank case to replenish wastage, while

there is also a continual drip feed from the lubricator on the

dash to the crank case, which latter is provided with a central

partition, eo that a full supply of oil is furnished to each cylinder.

The petrol tank, which is located under the driver's seat, has a

 

■= :. i'ltf. *>. -Part Sectional Plan of Cardan Shaft and Live Axle.

capacity of 10 gallons; a tap is provided inside the frame near

the change-speed lever quadrant, by means of which the supply

can be readily cut off when the car is left.

Passing to the transmission, this is through a large diameter

leather-faced cone clutch and jointed shaft to the gear-box,

which, like the engine, is supported on a subsidiary frame. A

sectional plan view of the change-speed gear is given in Fig. ">

it is designed to give four speeds forward and a reverse, with

direct drive on top speed. The gear, which is controlled by a

single lever working in a gate, is arranged so that the changes

from one speed to another can be made without meshing the
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intermediate gear wheels. For example, a change can be made

from the top to the lowest speed without interfering with either

the second or third speed pinions. Both shafts run on ball

bearings, the main shaft being fitted with an auxiliary ball

bearing to prevent torsion. From the gear-box the power is

transmitted through a cardan shaft and bevel gear to the rear

live axle. The universal joints are made with hardened steel

centres and pins of large diameter. They are enclosed in

aluminium casings, thus preventing all dust and grit getting to

the joints, which are lubricated by means of a special flexible

pipe and grease cap from an accessible position on the cardan

shaft. The differential case on the back axle is split horizontally

for the convenience of inspecting the bevel gear. The road

wheels run on ball bearings of large diameter, and there are ball-

thrust bearings to take the side-thrust on the road wheels, which

are mounted on the axle sleeve, which prevents any side strains

on the live shafts or differential. The driving and bevel pinion

shafts are also mounted on ball bearings, and ball-thrust bearings

are fitted on either side of the bevel wheel and behind the

pinion, thus ensuring perfectly smooth and silent running. A

double torque rod extends from the differential casing to a cross

member of the frame, where it is carried in a spring box.

Ample brake power is provided, a pedal actuating one

working on a wide drum at the rear of the gear-box, and a hand

lever compensated internal-expanding metal-to-metal brake

working in drums connected with the hubs of the rear road

NEXT YEAR'S TRIALS.

THEspecial report which has been prepared by the Trials and

Competitions Committee of the Scottish Automobile

Club with regard to the proposed 2,000 miles Reliability

Trial of the R.A.C. has been presented to a special meeting of

the General Committee: of the Scottish Club, by which it has

been adopted. The report was prepared after many consulta

tions with members of the motor trade north of the Tweed, as

well as the Technical and Industrial Committees of the Scottish

Automobile Club, and may be taken to comprehend the

view of motorists generally, so far as Scotland is concerned.

It is pointed out that such a lengthy trial would be an

undue tax, both as regards time and expense. Moreover,

it could not be satisfactorily conducted under the existing

conditions, by which the vehicles are untouched, except

for replenishing and lubricating, from start to finish. Having

regard to these considerations and to the very strong feeling of

Scottish agents, the Club is firmly against any concurrence with

the proposal in its present form. As an alternative which has

the advantage of not clashing in any way with the policy of the

R.A.C, it is suggested that the Scottish Trials as carried out

this year might be made the first part of a larger trial. In such

an event separate entries would be required for the Scottish

Trial, and its records would be made available to the R.A.C. to

be embodied in this longer trial, as regards these vehicles whose
 

t ig. 7.—General View of 30-h.p. Eeeston-Humber Side-Entrance Double Phaeton.

wheels. The steering gear is of the worm and segment type,

all the joints on the steering levers being adjustable. The

steering arms are carried on ball bearings, and also have ball-

thrust Dealings to carry the weight, thus ensuring easy steer

ing. The front axle has been redesigned, one of " H " section

steel being now employed. As will be seen from Figs. 1 and 2,

in which the various parts of the chassis are clearly named, the

frame of the vehicle is constructed of pressed steel narrowed at

the front to increase the lock of the steering wheels. Special

attention has been devoted to the suspension of the car, the

usual longitudinal springs being supplemented by a transverse

one at the rear. The road wheels are all of equal size, 880 mm.

diameter, and shod with 120 mm. Dunlop heavy tyres. The

vehicle has a wheel base of 9 ft. 3 in., enabling a roomy body

of either the closed or open variety to be fitted to the chassis.

Fig. 7 depicts the standard side-entrance double phaeton. The

car is not only speedy on the level, but is an excellent hill climber,

while its silent running qualities have earned for it an enviable

reputation in motoring circles.

Recent purchasers of Argyll cars include Lord Wenlock

and Major Ponsonby.

Miss Taylor, of Chipchase Castle, Wark-on-Tyne, has

recently returned from a long tour on her 28-h.p. Mors. During

the tiip she covered several thousand miles, half of which was

run on some of the worst roads in Ireland.

makers desire to compete therein. This arrangement would

maintain the prestige of the Scottish Trial as a separate event,

and at the same time enable the Club in London to carry out its

proposal for the longer test.

With regard to the system of marking proposed to be

adopted in the 2,000 mile Trial, and which we outlined in

our issue of the 10th inst., the Trials and Competition

Committee deprecate the allocation of marks over the whole

test on the basis of any performance at Brooklands, and also the

suggestion that accessibility should be made a special point in

the Trial. They appear to be satisfied that, as regards the test

in their own area, the essential conditions and arrangements of

the successful trial in June last must form the basis of any

future ones. While they are adverse to a Trial of such an

extended length as that which now forms the subject of dis

cussion, it is not impossible that the Scottish event in 1908

may comprise a longer distance than before, and under conditions

of even greater severity than the last. In fact, those who have

followed the course of this Trial since its inauguration will note

how the organising committee has gained experience on each

occasion, and has thus been able to secure more thorough tests

year by year.

^

The Biitish Consul in Bolivia says that a service of motor-

vehicles for the conveyance of goods could be established between

Oruro and Cochabamba, and allowed to run for a term not

exceeding ten years without competition.
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A MOTORIST'S CAUSERIE.

-♦-

The coming of the bicycle did much to spread a knowledge

of 1 the use of small tools among people who formerly hardly

knew the difference between a gimlet and a screwdriver. The

motor movement is, however, increasing the mechanical know

ledge of a large section of the public so rapidly that it looks as

if we shall soon be in a fair way of becoming a nation of

•engineers. All this is prefatory to announcing my mastery of a

job I had not previously been called upon to perform, that of

removing an exhaust valve stem, the head of which, after nearly

three years' running, had broken off. Needless to say it had

taken some little time to discover the cause of the engine

stopping, especially as the noise it made when the starting

handle was turned was one to which I was entirely unaccustomed.

That by the way, however ; when the broken exhaust valve was

found, the thing which puzzled me was how to remove the

broken stem, seeing that none of the many devices on the

market intended to facilitate the task found a place in my tool

box. Nil desperandwm ! and, after much cogitation, a heavy piece

of timber was obtained, by means of which, with the aid of a

youth hanging on to the end of the same, we managed to lift the

spring sufficiently to remove the cotter pin. The trouble was

not at an end, however, for, after three years' battering by the

tappet, the end of the valve stem had burred over slightly, so

preventing it from passing through the spring retaining cup.

But with a little patience the task was successfully got through,

And I felt very proud of the performance when, with the new

valve in position, the engine started off merrily at the first turn

of the handle.

♦ • •

Much has been written with regard to the care and attention

that must be given to ignition accumulators if they are to be

kept au point, but I am afraid that, like many others, I have paid

little regard to these useful warnings. The result is that the

usual penalty has had to be paid, for two of my accumulators

have lately gone wrong, and they have to go to the makers to

be put right, at a not insignificant cost. In future I mean to

follow the instructions with regard to the charging of the

accumulators at regular intervals much more attentively than

hitherto. Expericntia docet.

♦ ♦ ♦

In the course of a recent conversation with Mr. E. Watson,

of the Argyll Company, he informed me that one of the parts

which requires lubrication, and which is often missed on Argyll

oars, is the universal joint between the clutch and the gear-box.

This joint has only a very small movement, and on this account

•many drivers consider it not deserving of attention. This is a

great mistake, however, and the sweet running of the car, to

some extent at least, depends on this part receiving a few drops

of oil at frequent intervals. On the least sign of noise from the

joint lubrication should be applied.

> ♦ ♦

I DARESAY that many motorists besides myself have found

from experience that the engine pulls much better after it has

" warmed up." There is undoubtedly such a thing as running

a motor too cool. Sufficiently large radiating surface and a

pump of such great activity might conceivably be provided as

to maintain the water in the cylinder jackets at all times at so

low a temperature as to entail an unreasonable loss of heat

through the cylinder, with a consequent diminution in the

power developed. The radiator and pump should be so pro

portioned that the actual temperature of the water in the jackets

may be as high as is consistent with the continual mainienance

of the inside walls of the cylinders at a temperature just short

of that at which there is danger of interference with lubrication

—particularly the carbonisation of oil upon the pistons—or of

raising any portion of the gas space to a temperature which

might cause premature firing of the charge. Apparently the

desideratum is that the water in the jackets should never quite

reach the boiling point, even when the motor is doing its

hardest work. Arcanum.

VULCANISING TYRES.

—»—

THE vulcanising of tyres has become quite a commonplace

among motorists—thanks largely to the educational

propaganda undertaken by Messrs. Harvey Frost and

Co. during the last few years. Not only have the firm been

quick to adapt their appliances to the growing needs of motorists,

but by providing facilities for training chauffeurs and others in

their use they have secured a steady stream of men well able to

put them to the best service. In the Charing Cross Road—

under the offices of the M.C.J.—they are giving advice and

instruction daily and freely to all interested in the subject of

tyres, their maintenance and repair. The H.F. specialities have

attained universal repute, and the main principles underlying

their work are generally known. The latest introduction is the

H.F. garage vulcanising equipment, illustrated in the accom

panying sketch, which shows the vulcanisers repairing the

inside and outside of the cover at the same time.

The essential value of the equipment when acquired in this

complete form is that both exterior and interior repairs can be

executed simultaneously if required, and also that the lining and

fabric of the tyre can be repaired as occasion demands, thus

preserving the cover on both sides. Each appliance is self-con

 

tained, and can be independently operated, consequently supplied

separately when desired.

This combination will be very serviceable to private car

owners. The two appliances are fitted on a stand provided with

adjustable clamps for bringing them to any desired angle. The

H. F. car vulcaniser, which constitutes part of the equipment,

can be used quite independently if desired, and the whole

arrangement is designed for convenience in handling as well as

for carrying on the car so that it can be readily brought into

use in the event of an emergency repair being needed. The

"Harvey Frost" process of motor tyre repairing is generally

known, but we may mention that it enables new rubber to be

introduced to the tyre cover where the original material is

missing or impaired, and also the canvas and fabric to be

repaired, so that the complete renovation of the tyro throughout

is rendered very easy of accomplishment. Practical demonstra

tions of the value of vulcanising can be seen at Messrs. Harvey

Frost and Co.'s headquarters at 39, Great Eastern Street,

London, E.C.

Owing to the development of the automobile and the conse

quent ousting of the horse in many districts of France, there

has been a shortage of manure in some of the provinces, with the

result that mushrooms are reported to have increased in price.
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CONTINENTAL NOTES.

The 1908 A.C.F. Grand Prix Race.

The Automobile Club of France has officially announced

that the Grand Prix race will again be run between June 20th

and July 5th next year. The regulations will be those adopted

at the International Conference at Ostend, viz., a maximum

cylinder bore of 155 millimetres and a minimum weight of

1,100 kilos, such weight being without passengers, petrol, water,

or spare parts, but with lubricating oil.

♦ ♦ ♦

Road Trials in Prance.

The refusal of the French Government to allow the Rochet-

Schneider Cup reliability trial to be held, as the result of the

excessive speed and serious accidents in the Criterium de France,

is attracting more than passing notice in motoring circles across

the Channel. In the course of an interview with M. Hennequin,

of the Ministry of the Interior, published in " Les Sports," this

gentleman is reported to have stated that no definite decision

had been arrived at concerning the authorisation of future con

tests in France, but it was considered inopportune to allow a

competition having almost the same regulations as one that had

On July 25th he covered 247 miles, on the next day 204 miles,

and on July 27th 254 miles. Tomsk was reached on July 28th,

and after a stay of two hours he continued, travelling the whole

night and the whole day and night of July 29th, arriving io

Omsk on July 30th at eight o'clock in the morning, thus covering

846 miles in fifty-three hours. Continuing in the same manner,

with only four or five hours' stops at night to snatch a short

sleep, he arrived in Nijni Novgorod on August 9th, to the

astonishment of the French drivers, who had arrived on the

previous day. From Omsk the three cars travelled together.

♦ 1 ♦ ♦

A Congress on Industrial Alcohol.

During the course of the next Paris Salon, the second

annual Congress on Industrial Applications of Alcohol will be

held, under the auspices of the Automobile Club de France,

The meeting will be divided into two sections, the first of which

will be devoted to the technical side, and will consider such

questions as the manufacture, denaturisation and carburation of

alcohol ; its suitability for use in motors, for lighting and heating

and other industrial purposes. The second section will devote;

 

Scholz on the N A.G. car he drove in the recent Kaizer Prize Race.

caused several deaths. In future such events must take place

on a closed and guarded circuit, and on roads the surfaces of

which have been treated with a dust-preventing substance.

♦ ♦

To Revive the Gordon Bennett Race.

Baron Pierre de Crawhez, the President of the Sporting

Committee of the Belgian Automobile Club, has written to Mr.

Gordon Bennett asking him if he will offer a new Gordon

Bennett Cup, in connection with the annual Circuit des Ardennes

race. The Baron, in making his application, remarks that since

the Cup contest has been shelved races have lost much of their

old interest and international character, and adds that if Mr.

Gordon Bennett will accede to the request, he will submit a

series of regulations and conditions for the competition which

will meet with the approval of all countries, including France.

♦ ♦ ♦

The Pekln-ParU Run.

The latest news of the Spyker and two De Dion cars

is from Warsaw, Poland, which place was reached on

Tuesday last. As far as Irkutsk M. Godard, on the

Spyker, travelled in company with the two French cars ;

but near this town his magneto was damaged and nearly a

week's delay ensued in Irkutsk to have a new one made. Wishing

to make up for lost time, Godard pushed his car to the utmost.

its attention to the economic questions of supply and demand

the popularising of its use, its distribution, legislation, and taxa

tion, and the utilisation of denaturised alcohol in the Army and

Navy.

♦ ♦ ♦

Miscellaneous Items.

It is reported that the Renault Company will build a 50-h.p.

six-cylinder car next season. A public motor-car service has

just been inaugurated between Castelnau and Lannemezan,

France. A company has just been formed in Elberfeld,

Germany, to run a service of motor-cabs in the town. The

Austrian military authorities have lately placed orders witb

home builders for a number of petrol motor lorries. M. Van

Dam recently drove a 9-h.p. Sizaire-Naudin car from Paris to

The Hague, Holland, a distanoe of 370 miles, in a day. A

motor-'bus service is being established between St. Cloud and

Chatou, near Paris.—Twenty-seven entries have already been-

received for the voiturette and light car trials, which are to be

held in France in October next. .

A French physician, Dr. A. Mouneyrat, makes the state

ment that a five days' automobile trip in the country has the-

same beneficial effects on the human syBtem as life in the open

air for fifteen or twenty days.
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Mr. W. Irving has opened

motor showrooms in English

Street, Dumfries, and at the rear

of these has a garage and well-

equipped repair shop.

A fine of ten shillings has

been inflicted on the driver of a

horse drawn vehicle who did not retain proper control of the

animals at Walton-on-Thames. Had he been a motorist what

would have been the amount of the fine ?

The Local Government Board have now officially assigned

the letters "L.B." as the new index mark for cars registered

within the area of the administrative county of London.

Messrs. Clayton Beadle and Stevens, analytical and

consulting chemists, of 15, Boro', Londou Bridge, S.E., send us

a reprint of a paper entitled "The Examination of Kubber

Tyres," they recently contributed to the " Chemical News."

A new motor depot has been established at 5, Royal

Arcade, Manningham Lane, Bradford, by Mr. C. H. Mitchell, of

Huddersfield. A large stock of accessories is being kept and

plant put down to enable all classes of repairs to be carried out.

The team chosen to represent the Aero Club of the United

Kingdom in the Gordon Bennett competition at the Jamestown

Exhibition this autumn is as follows :—The Hon. C. S. Rolls, Mr.

T. C. Moore-Brabazon, Viscount Royston, and Mr. Griffith Brewer.

Between 4.15 and 6.30 p.m. on a recent Wednesday 67

motor-cars, 13 motor-cycles, 128 cycles, 23 pedestrians, and 13

horse-drawn vehicles passed through Thursley—an item of news

intimated to the Guildford County Bench by a policeman in

charge of a trap there.

The exports of motor cars and parts from the United States

during Juno last reached a total of £146,411, as compared with

only £107,853 in the corresponding month of 1906. The United

Kingdom was responsible for the largest amount, £62,126,

Canada being second on the list with £30,984.

The Daimler Company have received an order from the

West Riding County Council, through Mr. A. Farnel), of

Bradford, for two Daimler cars, one being of the landaulet

type with a wheel base of 9 ft. 6 in., and the other of the

Canley open pattern with a wheel base of 10 ft. 6 4n. They are

both of 30-h.p., and will be painted and upholstered in the

county's colours.

Prince Borghese, the hero of the Pekin-Paris run, met

with quite an ovation when he arrived on his Itala car at Milan

on Friday last week. The day's functions included a reception

by the Italian Touring Club, which presented specially-designed

gold medals to the Prince, Signor Barzini, and the chauffeur,

Ettore Guizzardi ; and a banquet in the evening by the Italian

Automobile Club. Turin, whero the Itala factory is situated,

was reached on Saturday, and here again the travellers were

.enthusiastically feted.

Both the Prince of Wales and the Princess were subject to

delay on Monday, owing to mishaps to their motor-cars while

travelling in different parts of the country. The Prince was

motoring from Bolton Abbey en route for Abbeystead, near

Lancaster, when one of the rear tyres was badly punctured, near

Clitheioe. The Princess of Wales left Marlborough House for

Frogmore by motor-car in the afternoon. When in the neigh

bourhood of Staines the car broke down, and as the mechanic

was unable to effect an immediate repair the Princess engaged a

cab, and continued the journey to Frogmore.

On the occasion of the seventeenth annual cyclists' parade

at St. Michael's Church, Folkestone, on Sunday, the vicar (the

Rev. E. Husband) severely condemned the modern practice of

motoring at excessive speed, which he described as one of the

curses of the Twentieth Century. It had now become, he said,

a terror to pedestrians and cyclists to pass along their favourite

roads, through the fear of being killed by the motors which

dashed past them at railway speed. Just as railway trains had

their separate tracks, so he suggested that " those manslaughter-

ing motors " should be banished from the highways by Act of

Parliament, and be compelled to use separate roads, the cost to

be borne by the motorists themselves.

HERE AND THERE.

 

Stirling has a splendid

motor garage at Causewayhead,

where the Grampian Engineer

ing and Motor Company, Ltd.,

have large repair works.'

Fiat cars are meeting with

increasing popularity in India.

The Maharajah of Gwalior has just taken delivery of a new

state landau, while a six-cylinder 60-h.p. car has been ordered

by H.H. the Maharajah of Pudukatob.

The first of a periodical series of motor-car auctions at

Wolverhampton has been conducted by Messrs. Wilcock and

Cartwright at Messrs. Charles Clark and Co.'s garage, Chapel

Ash, Wolverhampton.

It is a bad plan to argue with a taximeter-cabby. While

doing so the other day a gentleman "saw the meter jump

anotner twopence." Fortunately the claim was not allowed

when brought before Mr. Plowden at a Metropolitan police

court.

Congratulations to Mr. Staplee Firth upon his marriage

on Tuesday last to the daughter of the late Isaac Gregory, of

Richmond (Yorks). We wish bride and bridegroom all happiness.

The latter is well known to motorists and magistrates—being

regarded in a different light by each set of men.

 

The 35-h.p- Daimler Car lately supplied to Sir John 0.

white lines picked out with black, Is o(

S. Thursby

The ccach work, painted dark blue with white lines picked out with black,
the Rugby lype, and is fitted with a Cape cart hood and wind screen.

The Duke of Portland has ordered a second car from the

Daimler Company. . It is of 28-h.p., Rugby type, with a whcol

base of 8 ft. 6 in.

At Dorchester, Messrs. Tilley and Sons have a well fitted

garage, a feature of which is the accommodation for investigating

cars. In place of the ordinary pits facilities aro given for this

being done in a good light and under convenient conditions.

At four o'clock on Tuesday last tho six-cylinder Hotchkiss

car terminated its trial of 21,250 miles, the longest trial on

record, being 6,250 miles distance further than has been

attempted by any other car. The trial commenced in Franco,

where 6,250 miles was accomplished, the vehicle visiting all the

important towns, and finishing the trial to schedule timo at the

French Automobile Club in Paris. Afterwards the vehiclo was

sent over to England by road, and on April 29th it started

again on a further trial of 15,000 miles under the official

observation of the Royal Automobile Club. Of this distance,

10,474 miles was accomplished without a single involuntary stop.

During the course of the trial the car was entered in the Irish

Reliability Trials and was awarded a silver medal. The oar is

now in the hands of the Technical Committee of the RA.C.

undergoing their expert examination, for which purpose it has

been entirely dismantled.
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Lord Burton left England last week for a motor tour in

Germany. t s

A motor-car has been seen on the towoath opposite Halli-

ford towing a sailing boit at the rate of about six miles an hour.<

We illustrate herewith in Fig. 1 the new Thomson Bennett

contact breaker which has recently been put on the market by

Messrs. Thomson- Bennett, Ltd., of the Arden Works, Heneage

Street, Birmingham. As will be seen, it is of the internal wipe

type with revolving roller, the latter being specially arranged to

prevent the contact pieces, which are let into the insulated ring,

 

Fg 1.

from being burnt away at the edges, which causes uneven running

of the roller and consequent irregular firing. In the new device

the roller, instead of being fitted in the usual manner, is fixed at

one end of an arm, the other end of which is in the form of a

slipper piece to act as a trailer. This arm is in turn pivotted at

the centre to a revolving arm fitted into the cam. A metal

earth ring is fitted parallel to the insulated ring ; it is so

arranged that the revolving roller presses on the insulated ring,

while the slipper piece trails behind it and presses against the

earth ring, the roller being, of coarse, not in line with the

 

Fig. S.

t-ailing slipper. It is claimed that by this construction, however

much the contact pieces may burn, or the insulated ring become

worn in course of time, it is impossible for uneven running and

consequent mis-firing to take place, owing to the steadying

effect of the trailing slipper on the roller, which prevents the

latter from leaving the ring and jumping the contact pieces.

Other distinctive features are a continuous earth, connection being

made direct through the roller and the slipper to the earth ring ;

the contacts let into the insulated ring are not formed by

(crewing a pin into the metal, but are made entirely in one piece.

Fig. 2 depicts the ignition switch of the same company. The

feature ot the apparatus is that there are no loose parts to fall to

pieces, the whole of the moving portion being arranged to be

lifted out en bloc when the cover is removed, as shown in the

illustration, while the contacts are positive and unaffected by

vibration. The switches are made in a variety of patterns—

single, two-way, and dual, the latter being for use on cars pro

vided with both accumulator and magneto ignition. Messrs.

Thomson-Bennett are also devoting attention to the manufacture

and repair of ignition coils. , .

Mr. Eustace H. Watson, managing director of Argylls

(London), Ltd., has been appointed managing director of the

parent company, Argyll Motors, Ltd., and Mr. T. Byrom,

who has been Mr. Watson's lieutenant since the inception

of the London company, -has been appointed manager of the

London depot. Whilst Mr. Watson's new appointment will

necessitate his residence in Scotland, he will continue to

superintend the London business. ,

Municipal corporations are becoming quite commercial in

their methods of seeking revenue both for themselves and their

ratepayers. The issue of guide books and attractive souvenirs

is now recognised as part of the legitimate work of the town

authorities, and even such an industrial place as Wolverhampton

has its official handbook. This has almost a romantic title,

" The Heart of the Midlands," and extends its interests to what

Elihu Burritt termed " the green borderland of the Black

Country." . .

From Messrs. Sampson Low, Marston and Co., Ltd., comes

a copy of the " Ought-to-go," which the publishers intimate will

be " quite useless to motorists," which, while literally true, sug

gests its humorous aspect. Interspersed with letterpress that

more or less closely follows the style of several well-known

motorists, are a series of advertisement pages parodying the

public announcements of many of the leading firms in the trade.

Now that the evenings are growing longer the little volume

will do something to dispel the gloom associated with the smoke

rooms of many hotels at holiday resorts.

The issue of the fifth edition of Mecredy's Road Book of

Ireland will be welcomed by motorists. The new edition has

been greatly enlarged, and the excellent sketch maps have been

entirely re-drawn. The present volume deals with the South

of Ireland. A further improvement is the incorporation in it

of a sketch map giving references to all the routes in the book.

With the aid of the sketch map the finding of any desired

route becomes a matter of the greatest ease. Each route is

numbered on the map, and the numbers refer to the printed

description of the route that appears in the body of the book.

Under each town is given the names of the hotels and the local

repairers of motor-cars, and in addition is shown places where

motor spirit can be obtained, accumulators charged, tyres

vulcanised, &c.

A NEW catalogue has been issued in connection with the

Cowey speed indicators, which can be seen at 1, Albemarle

Street, Piccadilly, W. In this device the principle adopted may

, be briefly described as being composed of three fundamental

. parts, viz., a heavy balance wheel, a spring, and a propelling

device. The spring is connected up to the balance wheel by

means of a small chain in such a manner that it tends con

tinuously to draw the balance wheel in one direction, while the

propelling device gives a series of intermittent impulses to the

wheel which tends to draw it in the opposite direction. The

faster the vehicle travels the more numerous will be the impulses

given to the balance wheel by the propelling device, and the

spring, having more work to do in overcoming the effect of

these, impulses, will be deflected and allow the balance wheel

to be angularly displaced to a greater or less extent. The

balance wheel in its turn operates the indicating pointer and

moves it into a position which represents the speed at which the

vehicle is travelling. It is claimed that this system secures that

the Cowey Indicator performs its duties effectively under the

worst conditions of vibration, and is equally steady on good or

bad surfaces. As a reliable instrument the Cowey indicator has

won high praise from users.
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Correspondence.

[Letters to the Editor should be addressed to the offices, 27SS, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.]

♦-

THE MEDICAL EXAMINATION OF MOTOR DRIVERS.

To thr Editor or The Motor-Car Journal.

SlK,—If you will allow this letter the publicity of your columns, it

will, I venture to think, be to public advantage in judging the attitude

we should adopt regarding the proposal of the London County Council

to have its tram drivers medically examined.

•* ' ' My plea for asking for space is my personal experience derived in

similar work for motor-cab companies, in which every man has to

undergo medical examination for fitness before he is allowed charge of

a cab. In the course of testing large numbers of men for this work, I

have come upon instances, not only of heart disease, but of applicants

suffering from the earlier stages of such a grave malady, for example, as

general paralysis, or bearing signs, slight as a rule, of real physical

degeneracy and unfitness. As such early indications would not be

apparent to a layman, it is obvious what an additional safeguard

trie public derives from having such persons excluded from driving

a motor vehicle.

Sudden death from heart disease is by no means the only danger we

must be protected from, and the possibilities to life and limb should a

. driver be the unfortunate sufferer from early brain or nerve disorder

may be easily surmised. With the increased pace and congestion of

tives of the above firms take place, to diseuss the whole matter, with

a view of working in harmony. As I have already stated, three

Weigel cars can be relied upon, and if any of the firms mentioned above

care to communicate with me, with the idea of holding a meeting, I

should be extremely obliged. I see no reason why Italy, France and

Germany should be permitted to have the benefit of the blue ribbon of

the motoring world entirely to themselves.—Yours truly,

D. M. Weigel.

SHOULD LADIES

To th> Editor or

DRIVE MOTOR-CARS 1

The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—If the fact of one or two drivers being involved in accidents

deduces general unfitness to drive, why confine that deduction to the

feminine sex ; why not include the masculine? There are many women

unfitted to drive, there are also many men unfitted to drive and liable

to lose their heads in a tight place, but why judge all women by the

actions of a few, and each man on his own merits ? Hardly fair, is it ?

Last year thirteen English drivers entered for the Herkomer Trophy,

twelve men and one lady. The latter was second in the English team,

and eleventh out of the very large number of competitors (I have not the

exact figures) of all nationalities who entered. This year three English

 

The Syston Park Hill Climb.—Sir Hickman Bacon, Bart., 'the President of the Lincolnshire Automobile Clnb, starting on his Welseley.Car.

traffic in the streets, the problems presented to a driver are more sudden

and complicated. Disease or unfitness must not have place in him to

paralyse his mind or palsy his hand at a crucial moment.

Judging from my experience of the immensely-enhanced safety the

public is provided with by the action of the companies I refer to, there

is left no room for doubt that public opinion should back the London

< 'orfnty Council in its endeavour to insist upon having the tram drivers

medically examined in every case.—Yours truly, . (

, E. Danvers-At'kinson.

THE 1908 A.C.F. GRAND PRIX RACE.

To tm Editor ot The Motor-Car Journal.

Slit,—I have received an official letter from the Automobile Club

of France containing the rules for the Grand Prix of 1908. The

accusation launched at the French authorities so often, and which I

hare myself commented on, in not giving sufficient time for foreign

competitors to manufacture special cars is this year swept away, and

there is no excuse, therefore, for any British firm, and, for the matter of

that, the manufacturers of any other nation, not "toeing the line" in

next year's race.

. _ There are one or two firms in this country who, for the general

benefit of the British industry, should see their way clear to enter.

Amongst others, I would suggest the Daimler, the Austin, the Rolls-

Koyce, Napier, and the Argyll companies, and I should be pleased if

the gentlemen at the head of these firms would give their views upon

the value of the race as a means of presenting^ British productions to
■ the world at large. I would suggest that a meeting of the representa-

drivers entered—two men, one woman ; the latter did best of the three.

In the Scottish Trials this year over 100 men entered and only one woman,

yet this lady succeeded in gaining one of the nine gold medals awarded.

I think it absurd to generalise from a few cases ; bnt, if it is to be

done, it is just as fair to quote the three ladies above mentioned as any

others. If I may be allowed a further personal observation, I would

say that the really good men drivers are not, as a rule, the ones who

object to women driving. I have driven for four years, and have always

found the men who really drive much better than! do the most encourag

ing and helpful ; as to some of the others, I will only say they would

probably be found among the opponents of women drivers.—Yours truly,

V. 33.

EXHAUST EXPANSION CHAMBERS FOR SINGLE

CYLINDER CARS.

To tri Editor of Tie Motor-Car Journal

Silt,—I and doubtless many others would be greatly obliged if you,

or some of your many readers, would favour us with some practical ind

useful information how to fit an expansion chamber between the exhaust

pipe and silencer of single-cylinder light cars of 6 or K-h.p. I can gel

no definite ideas on the subject, and this article does not seem to be on

the market. How should they be constructed? Are they plain

cylindrical boxes, or have they any baffling arrangements, and what

might be their approximate size ? Also, where might one procure such

a thing ? The fitting of such an arrangement seems to be scientifically

sound, and ought to meet the requirements of motorists who possess good

but noisy light cars which are so sensitive to back pressure that they
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cannot <lo with many of the elaborate silencers advertised. These all

claim tojhave no back pressure. I have tried one—by no means a cheap

one cither—and, although it silenced the car, it took almost 50 per cent,

of the engine power away, and had to be discarded. Hoping to elicit

some reliable information on the subject through your kindness.—Yours

truly,

M.D.

[Expansion chambers are very excellent arrangements, and are now

being fitted to a great number of cars. They may be constructed in

various ways ; sometimes they are made of sheet metal, riveted or lap

seamed so as to form a tube ; or they may be a casting, or made out of

drawn tube. Any metal worker could easily make one. For a motor

of the size specified a convenient size would be about Sin. diameter

and 14 in. in length. There should not be any baffle plates in it. Of

' course, suitable flanges must be fastened to either end to join up to the

exhaust pipe; or nuts and unions may alternatively be employed. As

to the remarks about silencers and buck pressure, all of course cause

same, although some are much greater offenders than others. Those

scientifically designed in proportion to the size of the motor should not

absorb more than 5 per cent, of the power of the engine at the outside.

When " M.D." has the expansion chamber fitted, he may be able to relieve

some of the back pressure in his silencer by freeing the baffles in the

same, as the preliminary expansion and cooling of the gases in the

expansion chamber will help the silencing considerably."!

 

An Incident of the Belfast Strike.—An escort of Cameron Highlanders

guarding an Argyll lorry laden with goods at the quay, for

Messrs. J. B. Ferguson, Ltd., the Argyll Agents.

A SUGGESTED PETITION.

To m Editor of The Motor-Gar Journal.

Sir,—On page 546 of the M.C.J, is a list of motor cases for

exceeding the limit, &c, whilst the daily papers give prominence to a

oise where a prominent motorist is heavily fined, his licence suspended

for two years, and, to crown all, he is sent to prison for a month. It is

pleasant to note that an appeal was at once lodged.

Through all these cases it is easy to see that the police get the

best of any argument. They themselves know this, as the magistrates

support the police at all costs, the evidence of the accused and his

witnesses in some cases being entirely ignored. | It is generally supposed

that when there is a doubt the accused is to have the benefit of it, but

how often does a motorist get the benefit of anything? Of course one

says, if he has a strong case he will appeal, but what are his

chances then? Not much. He can expect little justice, and if

he wins his case he will probably find that the police court

and Quarter Sessions court expenses, &c, will amount to over

£20. This is when he wins—when he proves he has not committed

an offence. But if he loses his appeal, then his expenses will quite

possibly total up to £60, and this is a nice nest egg to .drop for a man

who knows himself innocent, but is considered guilty by a few magis

trates merely on the evidence of one or more police officers. How many

motorists to-day know that it is a matter of impossibility to obtain

justice in the police courts, where motorists are summoned for trivial

offences, iu many cases where absolutely no harm has been done to

anyone, and convicted and fined sums out of all proportion to the crime.

How long are we to stand this kind of thing? Surely it is time we

motorists turned, or did something to remove some of the injustices

we have to put up with. We have the Motor Union, the Royal

Automobile Club, the Automobile Association, &c, all very powerful

bodies. Surely they unitedly could do something towards our welfare.

Why not get up a monster petition ? It would be signed by not only

motorists but by hundreds of thousands of the public who have been

made acquainted with the folly of the twenty mile limit, &c. If a

petition were prepared for the abolition of the limit I am sure every

motorist would undertake to get 100 signatures to it, and such a

monster would have a certain weight with theiGovernment. They would

be compelled to take note of it.—Yours truly,

Jno. H. Hall.

DOES A CAE RUN BETIER AT NIGHT THAN DURING

THE DAY t

To THE EDITOR OF The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—The question of speed in the dark as compared with that in

the daylight is indeed a debatable point. As Mr. Dnckhani says, a

factor—and a most important one, the lower temperature of the atmos

phere—has to be considered, and this, I venture to think, together with

that ever-existing worry, "mixture," was " Arcanum's " trouble.

I have for years observed that, whether one be walking, horse-driving,

or motoring, the pace always seems greater in the dark than in the

daylight. This, 1 venture to suggest, is to be explained to some extent

by the fact that in the daytime one can see the pace as well as feel it,

but in the darkness one can only feel it. To substantiate this theory,

I have noticed that when one comes to a town or village well -lighted,

the pace, which is really the same as it had been in the dark, seems

perceptibly slower.—Yours truly,

H. Francis-Wilus.

To THi Editor o» The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—Referring to the paragraph which appeared in your last issue

on this subject, may I say that I have tried introducing an excess of

moisture with the air by mechanical means, and have always found that

the car runs badly, and, as described in your article, in " fits and starts."

As soon as this auxiliary supply of moisture was cut off the engine

resumed its even running. I think the instance which you give in your

note really substantiates my contention, because there is no donbt

that during a sunny day, especially in a wet season, there is an

unusually large amount of water existing as a gas in the air, and in

the ordinary course of events this moisture would be deposited as soon

as the atmosphere became cooler.—Yours truly,

A. DUOKHAM.

To thr Editor o» The Motor Car Journal.

Sir,—Referring to Mr. A. Duckham's letter in a recent issue of the

M.C.J., he does indeed open up an interesting subject, but in my opinion

he has not dispensed with it. He points out that the admitted better

running of a car at night is due to the moisture in the atmosphere being

condensed and .the air being cooler. But the atmosphere, however clear

it may appear, always contains a quantity of aqueous vapour, an impal

pable transparent gas. In 100 parts of air there are only -45 parts of

aqueous vapour. Surely this is too minute to make all that difference

to the gas being drawn into the cylinders ? The remaining 99'55 parts

are the other constituents, oxygen, nitrogen, and carbonic acid gas.

After sunset the different objects on the earth's surface radiate the heat

they have absorbed during the day, and proceed as the evening

advances until at length they acquire a lower temperature than the air

above them ; condensation ensues as the air gets chilled below the point

at which it can hold its vapour in suspension, and a deposition of moisture

takes place. The vapour, of course, originates by evaporation during

the heat of the day. Now I contend that there mnst be other influences

at work. Take, for instance, the land breeze which blows out to sea,

and is as easily distinguished as is the sea breeze on land. After sunset

the land loses its heat by radiation more rapidly than the sea, the cold

air therefore makes its way out to sea, displacing the warmer air there.

Thus I endeavour to show that the maximum aqueous vapour condensed

is only '45 per cent., but I believe that the trees and verdure, while

absorbing this moisture, give off their oxygen a»d the earth carbonic

acid gas, while the air is lighter and cooler, as suited to the motorist's

requirements.—Youis truly,

Herbert J. Chapman.

To the Editor o» The Motor-Car Journal.

Sin,—I have frequently noticed that my car ran better in the even

ing. I attributed it to being dark and my own imagination, as J have

been told by motorists that one is apt to think that they are travelling

quicker in the dark than they really are.—Yours truly,

Modern Jehu 434.

BENZOL AS FUEL.

To thi Editor oi The Motor-Car Journal

Sir,—I am a motorist of five years' standing, and drive a 7-k.p/

Star car seven days a week, wet or tine. I have used benzol about eight

weeks, and find I get more power, no sooting, and less consumption

than with petrol. No alterations of any description were required to

the car, the tank simply being filled with benzol and the engine starting

at once. I pay 9d. per gallon for benzol and eet it from ' the

Whitwood Chemical Works, Normanton, Yorkshire. I hare no interest
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in its sale, but, apart from its lower price, I am convinced I get better

results with it than with petrol.—Yours truly,

G. H. Pearce.

LOSS OF POWER.

To thr Editor or The Motor-Gar Journal.

Sir,—Can you or any reader tell me how to put an 8-h.p. motor

right which shows loss of power ? I have fitted a new piston and rings,

ground in the valves, and apparently the compression is perfect. The

magneto gives a good spark so far as I can see, and the carburettor

seems all right. Is the loss of power connected with the carburettor

or the magneto ?—Yours truly,

R. Johnson.

[Our correspondent's trouble is probably due to the ignition being

timed too late. If this were so, the engine would appear to be running

all right whilst stationary, but would alow down immediately the load

was put on. Failing this, the exhaust valve might be carefully exam

ined to see that it is timed to lift at the proper time. This, if not cor

rect, would also cause loss of power.]

A PUMP QUERY.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

SIR,—I should be glad if you or some reader of the M. O.J. would give

me some advice as to the best material to use for repacking the stufhng-

boxes of water circulating pumps. I use hemp or "spun yarn" with

Sease having a high melting point, but sometimes it does not seem to

it as long as it ought.—Yours truly,

Brixtonian.

[The trouble that many people experience in packing pump glands

does not arise so much through the choice of material selected, as

because they do not apply it in the right manner. Take, for instance,

flax, which is commonly used soaked in Russian tallow. This should

not be wound as tightly as possible round the pump spindle, as it is

liable to bind so tightly as to torn with it, and so get torn to pieces.

The best thing to do is to make a " grummet." This is a washer of the

packing material, which may be of flax, hemp, spun yarn, or thin

asbestos string, and is made as follows :—A ring of, say, a fine strand of

asbestos string is first wound into a coil that is a very easy fit on the

spindle to be packed, and around this is wound (in the fashion that a

pneumatic tyre cover is wound with canvas atrip to protect it), one or

more layers of flax, until the required thickness is obtained to enable

the " grummet " to be pushed on comfortably. A mixture of tallow and

graphite should be melted into it before applying to the spindle. Pack

ings thus made cannot seize on the spindle, but, when tightened home by

the stuffing gland, will hold water well, and wear a long time.]

VAPOUR LOCK IN PETROL FEED PIPE.

To thr Editor ot The Motor-Gar Journal.

Sir,—Some time ago I increased the capacity of my petrol tank,

and so bi ought its bottom level below that of the jet in the carburettor

and consequently I had to fit a pressure feed. In carrying out these

alterations, it was also necessary to alter the position of the petrol feed

pipe, and I brought this in a somewhat sharp curve over and close to the

exhaust pipe. I immediately found that when the engine was allowed

to run slowly, the carburettor gradually emptied, and would not refill,

although I had considerable pressure on the tank ; but, on the other

hand, if I kept the engine constantly racing, I experienced no such

difficulty.

It took me some little time to ascertain the cause of this trouble,

which finally turned out to be that when the petrol was running quite

slowly through the feed pipe a vapour lock formed in the top of the

bend over the exhaust pipe, whereas if the engine raced, the more rapid

flow of petrol kept it sufficiently cool to prevent this vaporisation. The

trouble was immediately got over by taking the feed pipe in a gradual

slope below instead of over the exhaust. As I heard from Sir Boverton

Redwood the other day of a motorist suffering with this what seemed

to me inexplicable trouble, I thought the explanation might be of

interest to some of your readers.—Yours truly,

A. DUCKHAM.

IGNITION TROUBLE EXPLAINED.

To thk Editor or The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—I have lately had an experience that may interest some of the

readers of the M.C.J. I was driving my four-cylinder car in a storm,

and after driving about five miles two of the cylinders commenced to

misfire. A brief examination showed all the tremblers working, the

sparking plugs clear., the contact maker in good order, and the car

burettor in the same condition. After running a few miles on two

cylinders the engine stopped entirely, and with all the tremblers still

working, disconnecting the terminals trom the plugs and holding them

near the plug ends, or close to the cylinder heads, would not show any

thing but a suggestion of a spark, though at times I would receive a

shock when handling the high tension wires close to the top of cylinders.

At this time, it being dark and still raining, I left the car at a garage.

The next morning I went ever the wiring and found that two cylinders

were in order, but noted that the plugs of those that were not firing,

when laid on the top ot the cylinders, each gave a faint spark simul

taneously. This being an indication of a short circuit between them, I

took one of the units out of the coil and found it wet at the bottom,

showing that the rain had penetrated the coil box in some way, caus

ing the two coils to short-circuit by reason of the water forming a con

tact between them.—Yours truly,

R. J. Cooper.

DIFFICULTY IN STARTING.

To thr Editor or The Motor-Oar Journal.

Sir,—My experience in regard to the difficulty of starting up a hot

engine is similar to that narrated by " Thomas " in the issue of

July 6th last. I am inclined to think that richness of the mixture is

the cause of the trouble, since tickling the carburettor seems to have

no effect. There are three ways of overcoming the difficulty, the first

two being of use in the case of an involuntary stop, and the third prov

ing efficacious when the stop is voluntary. The first is to lose no time

in giving the starting handle a turn as soon as the car stops, leaving the

carburettor alone. If this fails the carburettor may be tickled, and if

the engine fails, as it probably will, to start, wait a minnte or two and

try.again. This time the motor will start without any difficulty as a

rule. The third method is that adopted for starting on the switch,

namely, to open up the throttle at the moment of switching off. This

ensures a full charge of the proper mixture in one of the cylinders.—

Yours truly,

C. W. E. P.

 

Prince Borghese at the wheel of the Itala Car he successfully drove

from Pekin to Paris.

THE QUESTION OF TRANSMISSION.

To thr Editor or The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—At present it is the custom to decry the use of chains on

motor-cars ; analysis of the results of the Scottish Reliability Trials if,

therefore, very interesting, showing, as it does, that while this year

10 per cent, of the cars starting broke down through gear defects in

transmission, in no case did trouble arise from chains. In the trials

for 1905, 1906 and 1907, there were altogether twenty-one complete-

breakdowns in transmission gear, but not one through chains. In the

same three trials, chain troubles only caused delays amounting to 29

min., twenty-eight of which were in 1905 and none in 1907 ; defective

Hears caused 6 hours 40 min. delay. The analysis does not state how

many of the gear troubles arose with gear-driven live-axle cars, but

it is safe to assume that some at least are included.

Chain driving has other important advantages besides reliability,

which make it specially suitable for motor-car work. I deal only, how

ever, with chain reliability, as this is often questioned, and these severe

trials show so conclusively that chains are less liaole to failure than

gearing.—Yours truly,

Chari.es G. Renold.

Dr. Atti.ee, of 65, Grosvenor Street, W., picked up a fawn-

coloured motor dust-coat, on the road between Helston and the Lizard,

on the 15th inst. He left it at the Helston Police Station.

Mr. D. M. WeIGEL asks to be permitted, through the medium of our

columns, " to thank those hundreds of people, unknown to me and un-

acqwa:nted with me, who have been good enough to both write and wire

their sympBthy with me for the sentence I have received at the hands of

the Haywards Heath Bench. I, having lodged an appeal, am unable to-

comment further, but I deeply feel the kindness of utter strangers from

all over the world, and the expressions of their sympathy."
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CLUBS AND ASSOCIATIONS.

LINCOLNSHIRE A.C.

The Syston Park Hill Climb, promoted by the Lincolnshire A. C.

was favoured with fine weather on Saturday. Sir John Thorold, Bart.,

had granted the club the use of his park, and the stiff hill along the

private road made a capital spot for the trials. The total distance of

the hill was about 1,240 yards, with a gradient of 1 in 9-6 at its steepest

part. The competition was divided into three classes all for cars of

the touring type. The handicapping formnla was that adopted by tlw

R.AC., and Lieut. Chippendale, R.E., as representing that body, attended

to check the times, and work out the orjer of merit. In addition to

prizes offered in each event by the club, the President's cup was also

competed for. This went to the best amateur performance on the

handicap, and will be held by the winning member for one year.

Appended are the results :—

Class A.—for care not exceeding 12-h.p.

H.-p. as per

R.A.C.

Make of car. Hating.

... De Dion ... 4-5

... Wolseley ... 81

... Rover ... 8-1

... Pengeot ... 89

... M.M.C. ... 6-2

Name of com

petitor.

J. A. Cole ...

C. Hardy ...

C. W. Pennell

Sir Hickman Bacon

H.-p. as per

R.A.C.

Rating,

.. 35-7

.. 55-8

.. 34 4

.. 32

Time

Min. sec.

1 40 2-5

1 14 1-5

1 58

1[38

Relative

efficiency

... 43

41-1

40-9

36'6

Name of com

petitor.

*G. E. Sandars

Sir Hickman Bacon

C. Vincent Smith ..

W. F. Miller

G. Garnett

Time Relative

Min. sec. efficiency

3 34 3-5 ... 67-8

3 38 ... 48

3 31 4-5 ... 47 3

4 25 1-5 ... 40-8

4 511-5 ... 40

Make of car,

... Humber

... Daimler

... Siddeley

... Wolseley

* Winner of first elub prize, t Winner of second club prize.

Mr. Massingberd- Mandy was not eligible and competed only for the

special prizes.

The admirable manner in which the arrangements were made for the

gathering was freely commented upon. The hon. secretary (Dr. God

frey Lowe) bore the lion's share of the work, the other officials being :—

Starter, Mr. A. R. Pennell ; timekeepers, Messrs. T. E. Poster and

G. W. Robinson, N.C.U. ; clerks of the course. Sir Hickman Bacon,

Major Cole, Messrs. C. Hardy, A. A. Padley, C. W. Pennell, and Lieut.

Chippendale, R.E. ; marshal, Capt. Chas. Parker, J. P. ; assistant

marshals, Capt. Newsum, Dr. W. J. Gilpin, Dr. Miller, and Dr.

Mason.

* Winner of first club prize,

less than six starters.

Second prize not awarded, there being

LINCOLNSHIRE M.C.C.

A successful hill-climb for motor-cycles was held at Casthorpe

Hill, Barrowby, near Grantham, on Thursday of last week, and some

excellent performances were made. G. P. Sentance, lj-h.p. Enfield,

won the small power class, and Alan L. Shaw, 3£-h.p. Minerva, that
 

The Syston Park Hill Climb.—Mr. H. J. Haider starting on the Germain Car on which he won the Second Friie in Class B.

Class B.—For cars not exceeding 24 h.p. for machines over 76 by 76 mm. Shaw put up a splendid performance,

doing 36 sec. for the 700 yards, a speed of thirty-eight miles anhoui,

beating the twin-cylinder machine. J. A. Mettham, hon. secretary ot

the Grantham centre, 4&-h.p. Minerva, won in the twin-class, with

K. M. Wright, 6-h.p. N.S.U., second. Shaw won the prize for best per

formance on the handicap.

aA. L. Black ... Clement- 17 95 .. . 7 10 4-5 . . 71-6

Talbot

*R. G. Hogarth ... ... C lenient - 17-95 .. . 1 36 1-5 . . 67 6

Talbot

F. W. Jecock ... Clement- ... 156 .. . 2 34 2 5 . 57

Talbot

tH. J. Nalder ... Germain .. 21 . 1 45 . 51-2

C. J. Tracey ... Argyll . 22-3 .. .2 5 1-5 . 44

W. A. Tomlinson ... ... Humber . 19-fi .. . 2 14 4-5 . . 41 8

P. Sharp ... Richirdson.. 137 .. .3 0 3-5 . . 38
W. Hadden Owen ... ... Humber 196 .. . 3 1 4-5 . 38

F. W. Mason ... Rover 22 3 .. . 2 19 4-5 . . 29

* Winner of first dub prize, f Winner of second club prize,

a Winner of President's cup and special prize open to all members

of the club for the best performance in the handicap.

Class C. For cars exceeding 24-h.p.

O. F. Massingberd-Mundy ... SI'S ... 1 [26 3-5 ... 67 8

*F. R chardson Daimler ...41-9 ... 1 23 1-5 ... 47 3

+ H. E. Newsum Daimler ...55-8 ... 1 6 4-5 ... 46-6

THE MOTOR UNION.

A number of mis-statements have been put into circulation with

reference to the Motor Union Road Scheme, so that it would appear de

sirable to give some further particulars respecting the objects of tbe

Union in instituting it, and we have been requested by that body to give

publicity to the following :—

It has been asserted that the scheme is an imitation of the efforts of

an organisation which has placed a number of scouts upon the open

roads to warn motorists of police timing arrangements. The opposite is

the truth. No Motor Union agents have been placed upon the open road.

They have been appointed to act in towns and villages after consultation

with the local authorities and tbe police.

Two of the principal objects of the Motor Union are to protect the

considerate driver and to secure the abolition by Parliament of the speed
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\imit. The Union has carried out a very successful campaign in this

direction. It has succeeded in convincing a Royal Commission to

recommend, in the interests of the public, the abolition of the general
■-peed limit ; it has prevented the multiplication of speed limits of five

«,nd ten miles an hour throughoutthe country ; it has secured the reason

able administration of the restrictive clauses of the Motor (Jar Act in

nine out of every ten districts. The success of its work has been im

perilled by the inconsiderate action of a small minority of drivers who

travel through towns and villages in a manner which appears to the

!>ublic to be dangerous. As a result applications for ten miles speed

limits are being made by nearly every minor local authority in Surrey, and

are under consideration by many local authorities in Kent, Sussex,

Herts., Essex, and elsewhere. The same condition of affairs is also

prejudicing Parliament and the public against acting upon the report

■of the Royal Commission.

In order, therefore, to prevent the Union's arduous labours of the

past four or five years being brought to naught, it lias decided to place

responsible agents in those districts from which complaints of inconsider

ate driving are most frequent, and where reduced speed limits have been

proposed. This is the origin of the Motor Union road system. It has

been further suggested that before taking this action it should have

approached the Automobile Association, a Body which had placed scouts

upon the road, and should have invited it to undertake this work on

behalf of the Union. This com Be has in fact been taken. A proposal

was placed before the Association which would have added many

thousands a year to its revenue, in order to enable it to place men in

tho-e towns, villages and dangerous places where they are most

required. Fortunately, the field of labour is so large that there is room

for both organisations. There are upwards of 100,000 miles of open

roads in England and Wales. There are also some 10,000 towns and

villages. The duty the Motor Union owes to the 19,000 motorists and

the 100 affiliated clubs who look to it to protect their interest- and

«ecure for them just laws, demands that in certain towns and villages,

And at danger spots, men shall be placed to perform the duties indicated

.above, and also to act as the servants of the membership.

AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION.

Amongst the 400 members who were elected at the last committee

meeting of the Automobile Association are to be noticed the names of the

Right Hon.Whitelaw Reid, the Right Hon. R. B. Haldane, M.P., the Earl

of Kenmare. the Duke of Rutland, Marquis de la Granja de San San-

turino, Viscount Masserene, Lord Edward Spencer Churchill, Lord Michel-

liam. Lord Wandsworth, Countess of Essex, Sir Bache Cunard, Bart.,

Sir Howard Vincent, M.P., Sir Henry Yorke, K.C. 15., the Lady Arm

strong, and Major-Gen. Sir W. Knox, K.C.B.

CONFERENCE OF MOTOR-CYCLISTS.

Acting on the initiative of the Lincolnshire Motor-Cycle Club, a

conference of motor-cycling clubs is to he held' at Lincoln on Saturday,

September 21st, to which every club in the United Kingdom is to be

invited to send two delegates, preferably the chairman and hon.

secretary. Notice of proposals for discussion are invited. Mr. Robert

Todd will preside, and Mr. F. Straight, secretary of the A.C.C., will be

secretary of the conference. A meeting of the Council of the Auto-

Cycle Club will also be held, and in the evening a public dinner. Mr.

G. J. Wilkinson, hon. secretary of the Lincolnshire M.C.C., is carrying .

out the local arrangements.

EAST LANCASHIRE M.C.C.

A STANDING committee for the rest A the present season has been

appointed by the Ease Lancashire M.C.C, consisting of Messrs. E. Hall,

J. H. Scott and W. Crabtree, in addition to Mr. F. H. Wilkinson, the

chairman, Mr. T. Robinson, the hon. secretary, and his assistant, Mr. 1 >.

Strong. A committee has also been appointed to deal with the proposed

gymkhana. This consist" of Mr. J. W. Higson (Preston), Mr. J. W.

Critohley (Preston), Mr. H. H. Edmondson (Preston), Mr. A. Welden

(Preston), Mr. H. Garstang (Blackburn), Mr. Bullen (Blackburn), and

Mr. D. Duckworth (Blackburn).

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE.

By the kind invitation of Mr. C. W. Bartholomew, one of the pro

moters of the club, the members of the Northamptonshire Automobile

Club have visited Blakesley Hall. There were twelve cars, each con

taining about four passengers, the members present including Dr.

Simpson (Towcester), Dr. Hope (Byfield), Mr. C. L. Wilson, Mr. Alfred

Webb, Mr C. Wicksteed, Mr. J. H. Nichols, and Mr. Arnold Wick-

steed (Kettering), Mr. J. C. Hipwell and Mr. Herbert Mobbs (Olney),

Dr. Henshaw. Mr. W. Parker Gray (Northampton), Mr. Henry

Hawkins (Everdon Hall), and the hon. secretary, Mr. Sidney F.

Harris.

WEST ESSEX.

The West Essex Automobile Club held a reliability trial recently

for a cup. There were twelve comoetitors. The distance to be

covered was from Seven Kings Hotel, Ilford, to the lorty-eighth mile

stone on the London and Colchester road and back. Tbe conditions

■ id not allow the competitors to replenish their stock of petrol, nor to

stop unless absolutely compelled to do so by traffic exigencies. The

result was as follows:—1, A. Newman (3J-h.p. Vindec Special) and

W. E. Gunnett (3-h.p. Triumph) a tie, both being witbin five seconds of

schedule time; 3, V. Baldwin (3}-h.p. Brown), fifteen seconds over

schedule time.

HERTS.

I.N connection with the members' hill climb on September 7th, a

massive silver challenge cup will be competed for. It has been

presented by Mr. James Jay. There will, no doubt, be a fine entry on

this occasion, as already a large number of members have intimated

their intention of competing for the handsome cup.

HULL AND DISTRICT AC.

Mr. George H. Strong, Prudential Buildings, King Edward Street,

Hull, has been elected hon. secretary to the Hull and District AC in

place of Mr. B. Hancock, resigned.

MOTOR-CYCLE UNION OF IRELAND.

On Saturday afternoon the members of the Dublin centre of the

Motor-Cycle Union of Ireland held a hill-climbing contest in Co. Wick-

low, on the road leading from Glencree to Sally Gap. The hill selected

wa* a very severe test, but it was an ideal locale for such a competition,

as the road runs through a wild and absolutely deserted district. The

result will be decided on Professor Callender's formula. The fastest times

are appended :—S. Findlater, 8-h.p. Morehampton, 3 ruin. 204 5 sec., 1 ;

J. G. Drury, 3}-h.p. Triumph, 3 min. 56 2-5 sec, 2 : N. E. Drury,

5-h.p. Vindec Special, 4 min. 13 3-5 sec., 3 ; C. B. Franklin, 2j(-h.p.

J.A.P., 4 min. 27 3-5 sec., 4.

Colonel anh Mrs. Cornwallis West have been " at home" at

Newlands, their New Forest seat, to the members of the New Forest

Autmiobile Club and the Hants Motor Union Addressing his visitors,

the Colonel deprecated the absence of notice boards in Hampshire.

LYTHAM MOTOR GYMKHANA.

A motor gymkhana was organised by Mr. A. Vincent Robinson, in

conjunction with a military tournament, on Friday, the 9th inst., in

Lytham Hall Park.

 

Mr. A. Cayley, of Blackburn, on his Coventry Humber Car.

The officials were as follows :—Judge, Mr. Francis W. Thompson

(Heaton); starter, Mr. A. F. Saul (Lytham); clerk of the course, Mr.

Harry Williams (Lytham) ; stewards, Messrs. D. Dugdale, J. Pearson,

A. Lees, J. Cooper, C. E. S. 'Jones, E. Butcher, S. Matthews, J.

Thompson, Dr. Douglas Staley, J. Kidney ; timekeepers. Messrs. W.

Swann, J. Ainscough, R. Coupe, T. Bancroft, and F. Mayor ; hon.

secretary, Mr. A. Vincent Robinson, Lytham.

For a first year meeting the gathering may be described as a

success. The weather was line, there was a good gate, a large number

of entries, and a wide range of cars from 6 to 40-h.p.

In the result the prize-winners were:—

Potato Race.—1, Mr. J. E. Simpson (Lytham), 6-h.p. Rover; 2, Mr.

A. Cayley (Blackburn), Humber.

Balloon Race.— 1, Mr. A. E. Crowdy (Manchester), 18-h.p. Siddeley ;

2, Mr. H. W. Cranham (Manchester), 18-h.p. Horbick.

Obstacle Race. —1, Mr. A Cayley (Blnckburn), Coventry-Humber ;

2, Mr. C. C. Paterson (Liverpool), 15-h.p. Ford.

Motor-Cycle Tortoise Race.—1, Mr. E. Musham (Lytham), 3-h.p.

Aster ; 2, Mr. J. Hamer (St. Annes), 3£-h.p. Minerva.

Musical Chairs.—1, Dr. Eason (Lytham), 6-h.p. Rover, with Miss

Yates as passenger.

Recent purchasers of Napier 60-h.p. six-cylinder cars included the

Duke of Bedford and Sir V'm. Avery.
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CA5ES UNDER THE MOTOR CAR ACT.

A Question of Name and Address.

At Hampetead, Captain J. A.Innes,of Roffey Park, Horsham,appeared

in answer to two summonses charging him with failing to give warning

of the approach of his motor-car, and also with failing to give his name

and address after an accident. It appeared that defendant was driving

his motor-car, in which he was accompanied by several friends, at

Shootup Hill, Cricklewood, when a gentleman alighted from an omnibus

a few feet in front, but on the opposite side of the road, and then crossed

in front of the car. The defendant tried to avoid him, but the gentle

man was knocked down and somewhat seriously hurt. The defendant

pulled up a short distance away, and Captain Hargreaves, one of his

party, went back to see the injured man and gave the number of the car,

But not the name and address of the owner. Mr. W. Taylor-Parkes,

contended that as Captain Innes was not personally asked for his name

and address he could not be convicted for not giving it. The Bench,

after consideration', upheld the point thus raised, and dismissed both

summonses.

"Short Cuts."

In fining a motor-car driver £5 and £3 3s. costs at Marlborough

Street Police Court, for driving dangerously inmHyde Park and knock

ing down a cyclist, Mr. Denraan said it was a pernicious habit of some

drivers to take the shortest cut in going round a corner, and nothing

was more conducive to accidents.

Exceeding Legal Limit.

Arthur Pickwell, of Lincoln, was summoned before the Huntingdon

Bench, on Saturday, for driving a motor-car to the danger of the public

at Alconbury. Defendant stated that his employer and his wife, who

had only been married a few hours previously, were the occupants of the

ear, and were on their honeymoon. The speed through the village

where the trap was laid was given at over 25 miles an hour. A fine of

£5 and lis. 6d. costs was imposed.

Dangerous Driving.

At Bath on Saturday, Mr. Stanley Bond, of Wimbledon, was fined

£5 for driving to the danger of the public on the Great Bath road

between Box and Bath. Three cyclists riding towards Bath were met

by the defendant, who, it was said, " went past like a flash." The first

rider threw himself off his machine, the second rode into a heap of stones

and damaged his lamp, and the third said he was knocked off by the

car and hurt his nose, head, and foot. The defendant and his sisters

said his pace was moderate, and that there was plenty of room for the

cyclists. The third rider swerved into the car, and to avoid him the

car was turned into the bank. Defendant said he stopped two and a

half minutes, and went on when his sister saw that all the cyclists

were standing up and were not injured.

The Case of Mr. D. M. Weigel.

On the 16th inst. the hearing was resumed at the Haywards Heath

Police Court of the summonses against Mr. D. M. Weigel for driving a

motor-car at a speed (fifty-six miles per hcur) which was dangerous to

the public at Handcross on June 9th, and for refusing to stop at the

request of a constable in uniform on that occasion. The magistrates

£resent were Colonel Campion, C.B. (in the chair), Mr. T. Bannister,

[r. A. J. Bridge, Mr. G. C. Hawes, and Mr. H. Faure Walker. Particu

lars of the evidence previously given appeared in the M.C.J, of Saturday

last. Messrs. A. V. Ebblewhite and H. J. Swindley having given

evidence as to the impossibility of reading the number of a car under

the circumstances alleged by the prosecution.

Mr. J. P. Va etta, for the defence, urged that it was preposterous

to ask any tribunal to believe that P.c. Edgeler eaw the number on

defendant's car, "A4 K K," under the circumstances alleged by him,

and that he communicated it directly afterwards to P.s. Waghorn. He

submitted that it was a case of reckless speculation on the part of the

police, and that there was not a tittle of reliable evidence to justify a

convicticn. There was an abundance of evidence by the defence contra

dicting the police story.

The Bench having consulted in private for twenty minutes, the

Chairman intimated that there would be a conviction. Colonel Campion

added that the magistrates were satisfied that P.C. Edgeler's evidence

was correct ; that he did see the number and that he reported it to P.s.

Waghorn ; and that was corroborated by Superintendent Brooman's

statement that the number was reported—the whole case seemed to hang

on that—on June 10th.

A previous conviction by the Huntingdon justices against defendant

for driving a motor-car to the danger of the public in June, 1005, was

proved by P.c. Iseac Hook.

In announcing the decision, the Chairman observed that this was a

flagrant case of extremely dangerous driving, which might even have

caused serious accident. As there was a previous conviction for driving

to the danger of the public, the Bench could not deal with the first

summons less than by passing sentence of a month's imprisonment, and

also by suspending defendant's licence for the unexpired term and dis

qualifying him from holding a licence for two years. For refusing to

stop defendant would be fined £10 and costs £10, the latter amount

being probably half the costs of the whole action.

Recognizances were entered into, counsel for the defence intimating

that an appeal was contemplated.

Heavy Hauls.

On the 14th inst. fines amounting to over £60 were inflicted or>

drivers of motor-oars at Harriet for exceeding the speed limit ; twenty-

nine motorists going to and returning from the Goodwood races were

summoned before the Worthing bench for exceeding the legal limit ;.

fines aggregating £99 16s. were inflicted at the Halesham Petty Sessions ;

and on the same day seven drivers were fined £38 and costs for similar

offences at Chiddingly.

Friday, the 15th inst., was motor day at the Midhurst Petty

Sessions when fourteen motorists wore fined £20 and costs. Fines aggregat-

£50 were imposed on thirteen motorists at Southampton ; at Kingst)n>

eleven motorists were fined sunn ranging from £1 to £5.

Seventeen motorists were haled before the county magistrates at

Canterbury durine the first three days of this week for driving to the-

danger of the public at Bridge, Sturry, and Upstreet parishes. Two of

the cases have been adjourned, and the penalties imposed in the others-

amounted to a total of £70.

THE AUTO-CYCLE CLUB'S SIX DAYS' TRIAL.

—♦—

The six days' reliability competition of the Auto-cycle Club com

menced on Monday, the day's run being from Hatfield to Coventry, a

distance of 170J miles. Two late entries were accepted, but there were-

two non-starters—viz., W. G. Brooks, 5-h.p. Bex, and W. Bidler, 6-h.p.

Leader, so that the number of starters remained at thirty-six. Of these,,

thirty-one were in the motor-bicycle elass and five in the tri-car section,

among the latter being a lady driver, Mrs. Hilda B. Hewlett, who was-

Miss Muriel Hind's passenger in the Land's find to John o' Groat's trial*

last year. The weather kept fine until some miles past Kly,

when rain fell in torrents, and made the roads very hard going. The-

gradients so far had been easy, but near Weys Milne a severe hill was

encountered, and proved trying to lower-powered machines. Afterwards-

the roads improved, the hills not presenting much difficulty, and the

surface being in good icondition. R. M. Brice was early in trouble,

and experienced delay soon after leaving Hatfield. W. Smith and J.

Lingentelder had to stop on the hill near AVeys Milne, and F. Applebee,

inn., was held up for ten minutes with water on the magneto, just-

before Downham Market, the midway halting-place. All the compe

titors reached Coventry in good time except F. W. Applebee and C. A.

Potts.

The second day's run was from Coventry to Llangollen, the dis

tance being 163J miles. M. Handle and C. Potts did not start. F. W.

Applebee got away with the rest, although he did not arrive until

eleven o'clock on Monday night, having had to dismantle his engine by

the roadside. The conditions at the start were trying. It was raining;

heavily, and the roads were very greasy. Troubles soon began, Mrs. Hilda

B. Hewlett breaking a chain and damaging the gear. J. F. Svans had spark -

ing plug trouble before reaching Matlock, and a little later broke a chain.

Several still' ascents had to be made. F. Applebee, jun., was delayed

several times with his magneto, and also by the belt, and S. W. Carter-

had trouble with his lubricating oil. At 9.30 p.m. the majority of the

riders reached Llangollen, the leaders arriving in good time, but it was-

considered unlikely that some of those in the rear would reach tile-

day's destination that night, as they has been reported over four hours

late at the midday halting place.

The cycles represented in the trial are the 5-h.p. Brown, 5-h.p.

Vindec Special (six), 5-h.p. Rex (two), 3i-h.p. Rex (two), 6-h.p. N.S.U.

(two), 5-h.p. N.S.U., 3J-h.p. N.S.U. (two), 5-h.p. Bat (two), 9-h.p. Bat,.

3J-h.p. Triumph (six), 3J-h.p. Hazel, lj-h.p. Motosacoche, 34-h.p. Phelon-

Moore (two), 4-h.p. Indian, 3-i-h.p. Minerva. In the tri-car class ar,e-

10-h.p. Lagonda (three), 6-h.p. Rex Lilette and 6-h.p. Addison.

COMPANY NEWS.

New Companies Registered. •

Hahnite (1907).—£60,000. To acquire a certain invention for an.

improved oleaginous mixture for sprinkling on roads and the like, to

develop and to turn to account the same, and to adopt an agreement

with Captain A. C Way, D.S.O. Hahnite, Limited, have consented to

this registration. 3 and 4, Great Winchester Street, E.C.

H. M. Hobson.—£40,000. To acquire the business of H. M. Hobson;,

Limited, of 29, Vauxhall Bridge Road, S.W., to adopt agreements (1) with

H. M. Hobson, Limited, and S. W. Hughes, the liquidator thereof, and

(2) between H. M. Hob-Bon, E. A. H. de Poorter, G. Cheeseman, T. P.

Searight, and P. Ebert, and to carry on the business of manufacturers of

and dealers in motor-cars and omnibuses. No initial public issue.

L'Estranoe and Hay.—£10,000. To take over the business

of a consulting engineer, electrician, dealer in and repairer of and

instructor in the use and management of motors of all kinds, and

proprietor of motor garage carried on by Mr. A. H. C. L'Estrange at 7,

Arundel Street, Strand, W.C., 21, Bride Lane, E.C, and the mews at

142, Doriet Road, Clapham Road, S.VV. No initial public issue. First

directors: A. H. C. 1/ Estrange and Lieutenant the Hon. S. M. A. J.

Hay. The ClockTHouse, Arundel Street, Strand, W.C.

Ariel Motor Company, Ltd—The Ariel Motor Company, Ltd..

is being voluntarily wound up simply to comply with the Companie.'--

Act. The company was absorbed by Ariel Motors (1906) Ltd., upon the-

reconstruction of the business last year.
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AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS.

An accident has occurred in the Edgware Road, W., owing to the wet

and greasy state of the road snrface. A motor-car was proceeding

towards the City when it tnrned completely round owing to a sideslip,

and collided with an electric standard by tbe roadside. " The body of

the car was wrecked," says the imaginative reporter, "fortunately

leaving the front seats and their occupants intact."

A terrible accident was narrowly averted on Saturday on the

De La Warr motor track at Bexhillon-Sea. Two gentlemen in a

motor-car had reached the end of the track at the top of Galley Hill,

and bad backed to make the downward journey, when suddenly the

motor burst into flame. With great presence of mind the motorists

jumped oat just before the iar was precipitated over the cliff on to the

beach 50 ft. below. The occupants escaped unhurt, but tbe car was

.entirely destroyed by the flames, nothing but the metal work remaining.

The car belonged to Mr. John Leon, of West Kensington.

Another motor-car accident has occurred on the Montrose road.

The chauffeur to a Cardiff gentleman had left Arbroath to meet his

employer, whom he expected to find returning to Arbroath in another

car. He missed his road at the top of Barngreen and proceeded on the

Brechin road instead of the Montrose road. Discovering his mistake,

the chauffeur went along Tarry road to the Montrose road. When

turning into the Montrose road the steering gear failed to act, and

instead of taking the turn the car crossed the road at a considerable

pace, mounted the bank, crossed the ditch, and crashed into the bank

and stone dyke on the other side. The driver was bruised about the

legs, but suffered most from shock, and although he was able to walk

into Arbroath he was subsequently removed to the infirmary, where he

remained a few days. The damaged car was removed to the repair

works of Mr. Moore, Keptie Street, Arbroath.

In Tadcaster, on Saturday, a collision occurred between a motor-car

belonging to Dr. Macaulay, of Halifax, and a bicycle ridden by Mr.

George Popplewell, of Appfeton Roebuck. The car was proceeding in

the direction of York, and the cyclist, who was going the opposite way,

in trying to avoid some dogs which were fighting in the street, rode in

front of the car. The car, in order to prevent a collision, was turned on

to tbe kerb, and the cyclist turned as well, with the result that the

two collided and Mr. Popplewell fell on to the front of the car. He

received cuts on the hand, and was severely shaken, and the bicycle was

completely smashed. The car was also damaged. Dr. Macaulay attended

to Mr. Popplewell's injuries, and conveyed him to his home in the car.

Earl de la Wakr met with a slight accident while motoring

down Chantrey Lane, Bexhill, on Saturday night, his car colliding with

a cart proceeding in the same direction which allowed insufficient room

for the car to pass. The occupants of the motor-car sustained minor

injuries, and were medically attended, bnt Lord de la Warr was not

hurt. One wheel of his car was broken off by contact with the kerb

stone.

A fatal accident occurred at Twickenham the other morning.

Mr. Henry Thomas was cycling to his business at Richmond, proceeding

along the Richmond road, when by some means.he came to the ground.

The Twickenham Urban District Council's motor water van, weighing

11 tons when full of water, happened to be passing in the near vicinity,

and before Mr. Thomas had any chance of escaping into safety the

near hind wheel passed over his body and instantly crushed him to

death.

A fireman in the employ of the L.C.C., stationed at Huston Road,

is in tbe Great Northern Central Hospital, suffering from severe internal

injuries as the result of a fall from a motor fire engine. The engine

was being tested on the steep roads of Highgate. When near the

junction of Archway Road and Southwood Lane the wheels skidded

on the lines of the electric tramway, and White was thrown from his

seat.

Lord Hugh Grosvenor was thrown ont of a motor-car on Sun

day while going to Reading railway station with other officers of the

1st Life Guards. The car skidded and turned over, and Loid Hugh

was pinned to the ground. Hia right hand was badly lacerated through

earning into contact with the broken window. He lost a good deal of

blood, and, though he is progressing favourably, will not be able to take

any further part in the manoeuvres.

ROAD REPORTS.

Darlington.—In giving judgment against the Darlington Corpora

tion for damages in a case following a collision between a tramcar and a

waggon, Judge Templer, at the Darlington County Court, has described

the place where the accident occurred as a " regular death trap. " Trees

line one side of the road, leaving only three inches to spare should an

ordinary vehicle and a tramcar pass at this point. " Motor-cars," said

the Judge, " go as hard as they can on both sides of the road and tram-

cars in the middle. What are other vehicles to do, to say nothing of

the poor cyclist ? " It was perfectly ridiculous, he added, for the

Corporation to allow trees to be there. Possibly they may now remove

them.

Godalming.—A part of the High Street of Godalming, which is on

the main Portsmouth road, will be closed to vehicular traffic on and

from Sunday, August 25tb, during the laying of some expermental lengths

of new paving. Through traffic to the South will pass via Queen Street,

Croft Road and Holloway Bill, and that for the North via Church

Street, Borough Road and Chalk Road. Mr. J. Herbert Norris, the

Borough Surveyor of Godalming, hopes to finish the work in the early

days of September.
Ditchljng.—At the north end of Ditcbling Common is a gate

across the road which is generally closed, and is, at nights, without

lights, to prevent cattle straying from the common.

AVinchkster.—Motor warning boards have been discussed at the

quarterly 'meeting of the County Council. Complaint is being made

that the county is much behind others in the matter of caution boards.
A special committee is to go into the matter and report. ■-■ -- - •'

Ireland.—The annual report of the Local Government Board

for Ireland, just presented to Parliament, deals with the results of

the employment of direct labour in the construction and maintenance

of roads in Ireland. It would appear that the system of maintaining

these Toads by direct labour has apparently given general satisfaction

in the counties where schemes have been adopted. In Cork the length

of roads to be worked by direct labour has been increased from 300

to over 1,000 miles. Similarly in Tipperary 741 miles are to be dealt

with. In Clare the County Council are dealing with 569 miles of

roads.

Eastbourne—It has been officially notified that under the Motor

Car Act, 1903, the L.G.B. has made a regulation restricting the speed

of motors to five miles an hour along a portion of the road at Frog I - irle,

between Eastbourne and Seaford. The regulation comes into force

to-day (Saturday).

East Grinstead.—Satisfaction is being expressed at East Grinstead

at the action of the local Council in haviDg the main roads in the town

 

Mr. S. T. Robinson at the wheel of the lS-h.p. Talbot Car with which

he won the 200-guinea Dunlop Cap for the best performance) of all

the cars in the open section of the recent Irish Bellability.Trials, j

tar-washed. Portions of the side streets immediately joining the main

roads are now being tar-washed, as it was found that dust was blown

i mm these places on to the principal thoroughfares.

Prestwich.—Steps are being taken to widen Bury Old Read, Prest-

wich. Negotiations are in progress with Lord Wilton's representatives

in regard to the proposed improvement scheme affecting Sinister Lane.

Ifield.—The llieM Council are calling the attention of the R.A.C.

to the speed of certain motorists in tbe habit of passing through the

village. Miara

Devon.—The Barnstaple Rural District Council are recommending

the Devon County Council to ask for the Countisbury Hill to be closed

to motor traffic. This hill, in the Lynton and Lynmouth district, is well

known to motorists, and many of the inhabitants of those places are

hoping that the request will not be granted.

Supplementing what we published last week with regard to the

Argyll Trophy competition being won by Mr. J. H. Crowther, of

Huddersfield, we now give the names of some who were honourably

mentioned by the judges, including Mr. H. S. Thomas, of Llanelly ; Miss

Janet Maclachran, who has driven a 26-30-h.p. Argyll 28,000 miles;

Messrs. C. M. her, A. Fenoings, A. Duncan, C. Luxmore, J. H.

Harrison, E. A. Miller, S. B. Almay, F. C. Hudson and Dr. C. J. Marsh,

of Yeovil, who used a 12-14-h.p. Argyll 4,000 miles during July,for pro

fessional purposes and had no single involuntary stop.
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

AUGUST.

24th (S.).—Hertford County A.C. at Lower Aston Hill for a members'

driving test.

North-East Lancashire A.C. gymkhana.

Berkshire A.C. gymkhana.

Yorkshire A.C.'a closed hill climb near Pateley Bridge.

East Surrey A.C. run to Littlehampton.

Somerset A.C. gymkhana at Weston.

Sussex County AC. hill climb.

West Essex A.C. run to Orsett.

25th (Sun.).—West Essex A.C. run to Southend.

«uea Birmingham Motor-Cycling Club run to Shelsley Walsh.

31stI(S.).—Cardiff M.C.'s run to Chepstow.

Coventry M.C.'s reliability trial.

Lincolnshire Motor-Cyoling Club meet at Skegness.

East Surrey A.C. run to Chobham.

SEPTEMBER.

1st (Sun.).—Florio Cup race of the Italian A.C. over the Brescia circuit.

•-• Southern M.C. picnic

5th'(T.).—Vehicles competing in the R.A.C. commercial vehicle trial

must be within the gates of the depot of Messrs. J. I.

Thornyoroft at Chiswick by 12 noon.

Arachon motor-boat meeting.

6th-7th.—Commercial vehicle trial—examination of vehicles.

7th (S.).—Auto Cycle Club's hill climb at Birdlip.

Motor Cycling Club 200 miles reliability trial.

Bristol and Gloucester A.C. meet at Lyppiatt Park, Stroud.

9th (M.).—Industrial Vehicle Trials—first day's run.

14th (S.).—Motor Union Meet at Leicester.

Brooklands A.R.C. meet,

loth.—"Thejlndustrial Motor Review" for September will contain a

pictorial and descriptive report of the Commercial

Vehicle Trials of the RAC.

21st (W.).—Nottinghamshire A.C. hill climb.

OCTOBER.

19th.—Gordon Bennett Aeronautical race at 8t. Louis, Missouri.

MARCH, 1908.

21st-23th.—Cordingley's Motor-Car Show at the Agricultural Hall,

London.

costs for being drunk in charge of a horse and landau at Matlock Bath

on Bank Holiday. Compared with the punishment inflicted on the

motorist the more cruel and the more drunken the offender the less the

fine.

Aug. 24th—8.5

„ 25th—8.2

Lighting-up Times—London.

l.„ 96th—8.0 ._ 28th—7.56 ._ 30th—7.50

... 27th—7.58 ... 29th—7.54 31st—7.49

In Glasgow the lighting-up time to-day (Sat.) is 8.31 p.m., and to

ascertain the approximate times on succeeding days 26 min. should be

added to the above figures ; in Plymouth an addition of about 16 min.

is necessary.

■■wweeeew

CRIPPLED CHILDREN'S OUT1NOS.

Forty-four of the children attending the Chaucer Street school

for mentally and physically defective cluldren, at Oldham, had a happy

motor-car drive on Wednesday of last week. From Chaucer Street to

the Yorkshire moors and back again was the limit of the outing.

Motor-cars were used to convey the party, and Messrs. D. Orme, P. S.

Stott, J.P., T. R. Marsden, S. Dronsfield, T. Rothwell, J.P.,Dr. Robert

son, F. Smith, Mellor, Mellodew, Piatt Hall, and F. Whitehead had

promised their vehicles.

The crippled children of Darwen were favoured with a motor-car

trip to Lytham on the same day by members of the North-East Lanca

shire Automobile Club. Unfortunately the weather was very wet, and

consequently the pleasure of the outing was somewhat interfered with.

PUBLIC MOTOR SERVICES.

Both I'the Stretford and Urmstou District Councils have granted

temporary licences to Mr. W. Stanway, of Old Trafford, to run a motor-

'bus within their respective areas during the next month.

Motor-omnibus companies are conducting a series of experiments

with a view to ascertaining the most profitable routes in London. A

short time ago the Vanguard Company found a new service in the one

they opened from Loughborough to Shepherd's Bush, via Brixton and

Clapham. Twenty vehicles have now been put on the road between

Tufnell Park and Brixton, running via Regent's Park, Westminster

Bridge, and Kennington.

^

THREE OFFENCES—AND THREE FINES.

At the Matlock Petty Sessions, Henry Butler, of London Road, Derby,

bad to pay 18s. for leaving his motor-car on the highway at Matlock

Bath for twenty-fire minutes on the 7th inst.—Inspector Robinson,

R.S.P.C.A., summoned Lawrence Hodgkinson, a Matlock cabdriver,

for cruelty to a horse at Matlock on August Bank Holiday. Fined

10s. 6d. —Arthur Cnitchley, a Matlock cabdriver, was fined 5s. and 7s.

POLICE TRAPS.

Clapham Road, London, is now the scene of a police trap, frequently

in operation.

On race days in the South of England police "controls" are now

established on all the main highways, and many of the lesser important

thoroughfares leading to such courses.

At Uppingham, on the road from Kettering to Oakham, is a steep

descent on which motorists are frequently being timed.

Several traps are reported from the Kentish district, and are

frequently in operation, notably at Heme Bay, Canterbury, and

Margate.

At Dirleton, Haddingtonshire, the police have a measured dis

tance within one of the ten mile speed limit areas.

The trap at Fenstanton is again in active operation, and a batch of

half a dozen victims has just been led to the St. Ives Petty Sessions.

In Wellington Place, Nuneaton, the police now delight in trapping.

Ox the Esher Road, Thames Ditton, the police are watching and

timing motorists.

Brighton Road, Coulsdon, is now a recognised danger spot to

motorists.

In the Lea Bridge Road, Leyton, the police have apparatus for

timing motor-'buses, motor-cars, &c.

There is a police trap at Woodford (Essex), starting from the

Catholic Church and finishing 100 yards past Green's Motor Works—

a distance of 220 yards, all down hill.

BUSINESS NEWS.
■ ■ »■

We understand that the Right. Hon. Lord Castlemaine, of Hoydrun

Castle, Athlone, has just taken delivery of a 24-h.p. Deasy car.

The Maudslay Motor Company, Ltd., have written to the Coventry

Chain Company, Ltd., stating the Coventry chains used on the 20-3O-h.p.

Maudslay car which made a non-stop run in the Scottish Reliability

trials gave the utmost satisfaction, the chains being only adjusted once

during the trials. ■ i 1

Ihe Sirdar Rubber Company, Ltd., have received an order to convert

the wheels of the demonstration car of the Royal Navy at Devonport

to Royal Sirdar tyres.

Mr. J. A. A. Pickard, of Sorton, Manchester, writes :—" Having

now been close upon 3,000 miles on a Humber 10-12-h.p. doctor's car I

can only say that it is an ideal two-seater. One day I ran from Man

chester to Oxford via Worcester and back, 300 miles, with never a hitch,

and on Saturday last I ran to London and back in the day entirely suc

cessfully. The distance was380£ miles; up journey eight and half

hours, return ten hours. I left at dawn and was back at 11 p.m. and '

stopped nearly two hours in London."

The controversy as to whether ladies can successfully drive motor

cars has been conclusively proved by the splendid performance put up

by Mrs. Ed. A. Riley in the Scottish reliability trial. In spite of the

fact that she was pitted against the pick of the trade and professional

drivers, she drove her 20-h.p. Belsize, shod with Continental tyres,

throughout the trials, winning the gold medal in Class III. against all

competitors.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

All communications intendedfor insertion in this Journal or relating

to Editorial matters should be addressed to The Editorial Depart

ment, Motor-Car Journal, 27-33, Charing Cross Road, London,

W.C., and must be written on one side of the paper only. Letter* mutt in

all cases be accompanied by the name and address of the writer, as no

notice will be taken of anonymous communications.

The Editors cannot undertake to return MSS. or drawings, although

every effort will be made to do so in the case of refected communications.

Where such are regarded as of value, correspondents are requested to

retain covies.

The Editors do not hold themselves responsiblefor ihe opinions expressed

by their correspondents, or for statements andfacts which do not ofpeat

in the editorial columns.

To insure insertion communications and contributions must be in

the Editors' hands by Tuesday forenoon of the week in which the same

are intended to appear. Disappointment may be caused by non-compliance

with this rule, and to avoid this earlier receipt, ifpossible, is necessary.

Photographers, both professional and amateur, are invited to send

photographs of current events or ofmotoring scenes and incidents. TheJet,

if any, required for reproduction should oe stated in each case; otherwise

no liability will be accepted.

The Editors and Publishers beg also to state that they will accept no

responsibility for unsolicited contributions, even if used, unless payment

tor same is directly specified inforwarding, and the terms arranged before

publication.
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"THE INDUSTRIAL MOTOR REVIEW."

"THE INDUSTRIAL MOTOR REVIEW," which, established

in February, 1903, can claim to be the oldest journal iu

the world exclusively devoted to the interests of the com

mercial and industrial motor vehicle, has beeu acquired by

Messrs. Cordingley & Co., and is now published from the office

of The Motor Car Journal. 27-33. Charing Cross Road,W.C.

It will continue to be issued as a Monthly Review, devoted to

the development of the Industrial Motor Vehicle, and afford

ing a means ofinter communication between users and makers

of commercial vehicles of every description. Under the

new proprietary, those features which have proved accept

able in the past will be continued and extended, while

innovations to increase its influence with all interested in

the motor movement will be introduced.

"The Industrial Motor Review" is published at 6d. ; post

free 8id., on the 15th of the month. Annual subscription,

8s. post free.

 

COMMENTS.

-♦-

POLICE methods vary in various places.

In Surrey and Sussex the guardians

of the law and the inciters of disorder

among motorists love to trap the unwary

user of the road by short distance " controls,"

preferably down hill ; in Hertfordshire and

some other places the longer trap is in vogue ;

in places where common sense prevails the

police have long ago abandoned such devices,

and trust to ordinary means for the detection

of illegalities. We commend the example of

Capt. J. G. Mayne, the Chief Constable of

East Suffolk, to the police authorities elsewhere as worthy of

imitation in preference to the system of laying devices and

watching behind hedges. He sends us a copy of a notice for

which he desires publicity among motorists. " Complaints have

been received of the excessive speed—having regard to the

circumstances of the locality—at which motor-cars are driven on

that section of the Ipswich-Felixstowe road which passes through

the parishes of Trimley and Walton, and the reasonableness of

such complaints having been tested by police observation,

drivers of motor-cars are consequently cautioned and their

attention drawn to the Motor Car Act, 1903, Section 1,

which deals with reckless driving." We gladly publish this

official intimation, confident that motorists will appreciate

the spirit in which Captain Mayne has approached the matter.

Probably there are other chief constables who will recognise

Chat such a notice may prove far more effective in lessening the

number of cases of too speedy travel than would the orthodox

Surrey or Sussex plan of allowing the law to be broken—and

then pouncing, like a Waghorn, Jarrett, or Marks, upon their

luckless victims.

Resignation

from the

Motor Union.

Sir Archibald Macdonald., Bart.,

feels so strongly upon the subject of the

appropriation of the Automobile Associa

tion's scouting system that he has felt it

necessary to sever his connection with

the Motor Union, and incidentally with

the Royal Automobile Club. On August 14th he wrote to Mr.

Julian Orde, the secretary of the latter body, asking whether it

was possible to resign the one without the other ; and on August

lGth Mr. Orde replied that, under the existing agreement with

the Motor Union, there was no possibility of such a thing.

Thereupon Sir Archibald Macdonald wrote immediately resign

ing his membership of both bodies as a protest—as will be seen

from our correspondence columns.

The Commercial

Vehicle Trials.

The Traders' Marks.

A glance over the itinerary of the

Commercial Vehicle Trials, which, comr

mencing on the 9th prox., will continue

for a month, indicates how well this has

been planned to impress the leading

industrial centres with the merits of the

commercial vehicle. From Reading they will journey through

an agricultural country to Bristol, and then, by way of Birming

ham, will go through the Potteries on to Manchester, Liverpool,

and the shief centres of Yorkshire, returning by way of Not

tingham, Leicester, and Northampton to town. One of the

great difficulties of the organisers has been to secure suitable

storage places, and for this purpose a variety of buildings has

been requisitioned. The market places will be utilised at

Mansfield, Manchester, Stafford, Newcastle-under-Lyme, Chippen

ham, and Hungertord ; tram depots at Gloucester, Leeds,

Nottingham, and Leicester; fair grounds at Bedford, North

ampton, Sheffield, and Huddersfield ; while the hay market will

be utilised at Liverpool and, " most unkindest cut of all," the

horse market at Worcester. The number of vehicles on the road

will be between fifty and sixty.

♦ ♦ ♦

Those engaged in the commercial side

of automobilism must be careful with

regard to the use of the traders' mark,

and should also take care that the record

of cars bearing such an index is carefully

kept. The L.G.B. regulation on this

point is Article XII., to the effect that " on every occasion on

which the general identification mark is used on a motor-car the

manufacturer or dealer shall keep a record of the distinguishing

number placed on or annexed to the identification plates on that

occasion, and of the name and address of the person driving the

motorcar on that occasion." We have italicised two words that

are frequently neglected and which have been held to be of great

importance by both police and magistrates. Therefore the trade,

should insist that every entry of a name should also include the

address. Recently at Bolton a London firm has been summoned

for neglect of this and also for running a motor vehicle on more

than one "trial" trip fully loaded. The authorities, apparently, are

exercising vigilance ; motor traders must be equally on the alert.

• • ♦

That motoring has developed the

international spirit has often been urged

Cross-Channel by its advocates, and evidence can be

Motor Traffic. found in the returns of cross-channel

traffic between English and French ports.

Last season's figures show that a total of

1,460 cars were landed at the four English harbours from France,

while 1,195 were received from this country at the same number

of French ports, which, would also indicate that rather more
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motorists come from France to England than go across the

Channel from this country. The exact figures were as follow :—

From Dover to Calais 17, vice verst't 35 j Folkestone to Boulogne

517, vice versa 701; Newhaven to Dieppe 171, vice veisd 322 ;

Southampton to Havre 490, vice vend 402. This exchange of

visits is only just beginning; it will moan much for both

countries ere another decade has gone.

♦ * *

The Duke of Kutland, who is presi

dent of the Buxton Horse Show Society,

and also an owner of motor-cars, made

some interesting remarks at Buxton on

Saturday. He stated that " one of the

funniest things he had heard was that an

old member of the Jockey Club had been engaged to start

motors in a race from the gate." Then he went on in a more

serious vein, and urged that in the legislation which will have

to be revised ere long some commonsense notions will have to

prevail enabling people to go faster in places which are safe, and

compelling them to go at a limited speed in districts where fast

driving was unsafe. This differentiation between safe and

Safe" and

"Unsafe"

Courses.

 

A.A. Enterprise.
In view of the trouble experienced at night by motorists and other users of
the road, the Automobile Association have improved upon the ust-ful scheme
initiated by them last year, of mounting name plates in com-plcuous places at
the en rnnce to villages. The latest enterprise is the placing oi lamps which
will be Kept alight ti roughnut the night under the supervision of their agents
In various places. Many villages having no light whatever after, say, 11 o'clock,
this introduction will be of service to every user of the road end particularly
to A.A. members, as it serves the double puri o e of guide and indicates the

whereabouts of A.A. agents.

unsafe courses is a plea which will be respected by every motorist

who has given real thought to the subject. We have never

contended tor unreasonable freedom in pat-sing through villages

and places where the population is likely to be found on the road

way ; but unfortunately the opponents of the motor movement

have not been equally generous in their view as to the rights of

motorists on these great stretches of the highway where there

are neither turnings nor houses, from whit h people are likely to

come on the roads as motorists are passing by.

♦ ♦ ♦

A CURIOUS anomaly with regard to

the new taximeter cabs now plying their

way in London is th-it whilst they are

only licensed to curry two persons they

have sitting accommodation for four

passengers inside and one outside.

These vehicles have been accepted by the authorities and duly

licensed by them, and yet when the driver of such a cab secured

Two, Four, or

More.

fares to occupy all the seats he was summoned at the City of

London Summons Court for carrying an excess of passengers.

When the case was heard the solicitor for the defence pointed

out that there was a plate on the vehicle on which it was stated

that for each extra person above two a charge of 6d. was made.

Such permission was accorded by the Scotland Yard authorities,

and ultimately it seemed to be agreed in court that the practice

of the police was to take no notice of four persons being in a

taximeter cab, but only to proceed against the owner when they

found another seated alongside the driver. The point is an

interesting one as another illustration of the pliability of rules

and regulations, and also of the absurdity of the present system

of licensing motor-cabs. Surely it would be just as easy to

license these for four persons, and so save drivers the worry or

risk of summons whenever they conformed to the unwritten law-

as allowed by Scotland Yard itself.

The Observation

Car.

The enterprise of the Great Western

Railway Company in running a motor

char-a-banc through London for the

delight of provincial people anxious to

see the sights of the Metropolis, deserves

financial success as well as mere popu

larity. It indicates, too, that railway companies, instead of

deploring the inroads of other forms of traffic into their revenue-

returns, should settle the matter for themselves by retaining

their passengers in their own vehicles. Excursionists from the-

West of England to Paddington are shown around London in-

a Motor char-a-banc, from which they never escape to swell the-

volume of other people's business. Tram, tube, 'bus, and cab are

all defeated of their prey, the G.W.R. retaining the interest of ;

their passengers by the adoption of a system of inclusive fares

for rail and road.

Motoring

in the Parks.

Although cases of exceeding the

Regulation limit in the Royal Parks-

have most frequently occurred in con

nection with Richmond and Hyde Parks,,

the same regulations are enforced in all

the open spaces under the jurisdiction

of the Commissioners of Works. Briefly summarised, they

insist that the driver of a car shall stop when required by a

park keeper or police constable, and that it shall not be driven at

more than ten miles an hour or to the inconvenience of any person

using the park. Plying for hire is prohibited as well as the use-

in the parks of automobiles for the purpose of instruction.

These rules are in operation in St. James's Park, the Green

Park, Hampton Court and Richmond Parks, and Kensington

Gardens, as well as Holyrood Park, Edinburgh. With regard to-

special regulations, cars are prohibited on certain roads within

those open spaces, and generally we would enjoin upon motorists

the advisability of acting strictly within the letter of the law in

all such places. For fines are no lighter, even where the danger

is slightest.

The Mechanism

of the

Motor Car.

The fact that the work on " Motor

Car Mechanism and Management" by

Mr. W. Poynter Adams has already got

into a second edition testifies to the

general interest with which the petrol

motor is regarded. The new edition of

this useful book, published by Messrs. C. Griffin and Co., Ltd.,

contains an additional chapter on the management of cars and.

also an appendix, giving diagrams of important parts of the motorr

which will help to familiarise the reader with the general1'

principles of construction. There is also an excellent glossary of'

terms used in connection with the automobile. The various

chapters on the engine, accessories, electrical ignition, multiple

cylinder engines, chassis, &c, are written with an avoidance of

extreme technicalities that will be useful to the motorist in his

early days. Some general conclusions with regard to conduct on

the road in passing vehicles and avoiding obstacles are also in

cluded, and if these could be instilled into the minds of all who
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handle cars the possibility of accidents would be minimised to a

considerable extent.

Motor

Ambulances.

It is satisfactory to learn that the

motor ambulance service, the inaugura

tion of which by the City of London

Corporation we chronicled three months

ago, has been entirely successful. Dur

ing that period 258 calls were answered,

these being limited to two-thirds of the area of the City of

London. In five cases out of six the time occupied from the

anival of a constable at the scene of an accident, when the

motor ambulance was employed, was exactly half that when the

ordinary hand vehicle was used. From the reliability point of

view, too, the ambulance has distinguished itself in never having

broken down or been in an accident itself—in fact, the record

up to date is such as to justify the extension of the experiment,

than 100 mile* 200 motor-cars were passed, " we only met Borne

■two or three motorists who were inconsiderate in the matter of

dust, and two who were evidently unfit to be trusted with a car."

Alas ! those two may cause whole columns of vituperative corre

spondence in the general Press.

A Dubious

Point.

A curious point' has arisen in Had"

dingtonshire. The driver of a motor-car

has been summoned for driving at a

speed of seventeen miles an hour in

Dunbar, where there is a ten miles an

hour restriction on the speed of motor

cars. It appears that about one-eighth of the measured distance

was within the boundary of tbe borough, where the speed limit

does not prevail, so that although the motorist was exceeding

the speed allowed over a portion of tbe trap, he was well under

the authorised legal limit at the other end. We do not
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especially in suburbs and places where comparative freedom

from traffic would give the motor ambulance a greater oppor

tunity for distinguishing itself. That it should have saved time

in the crowded area of the City of London is indeed justification

of its adoption, and should be an encouragement to Sheffield,

which has just adopted an Argyll motor ambulance.

♦ ♦ ♦

It is reassuring to motorists to find

their experiences with regard to equine

The Good Conduct behaviour on the roads confirmed by an

of Horses. investigator of our contemporary the

"Field." He has lately been driving

horses on the main roads of Surrey and

Sussex for four days, and has come to the conclusion that, despite

the presence of motor-ears thereon, drivers of horses have not

much to fear now. He was on each of the three principal high

ways from London to Brighton, and although in a journey of more

remember the point having been raised before, and the Sheriff

was evidently impressed by the contention on the part of the

defendants' solicitor, who urged that under the circumstances no

conviction could reasonably take place. In the end judgment

was postponed, his lordship agreeing that the point required

careful consideration. In giving his decision his lordship

declared that the trap was entirely within the speed limit—

so that the opportunity for solving an interesting conundrum

comes to nought.

ACCORDING to the United States Consul General in

Colombia, there are only six automobiles there, and he has

gravely reported to his Government that "on account of the

altitude of Bogota, 8,500 ft. above sea level, at least 25 per cent,

of the power of the machines is lost owing to diminished

atmospheric pressure "—a suggestion that indicates the value

of many consular reports.

B
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THE LONG DISTANCE TRIAL OF THE

HOTCHKISS SIX-CYLINDER CAR.

AS was briefly recorded in the last is3ue of the MJ2.J., the

Hotchkias six-cylinder car concluded on Tuesday last

week its 15,1 16\ mile trial under the observation of the

Royal Automobile Club, of which no less than 10.590J miles

were covered without an involuntary stop. The record is the

more noteworthy inasmuch as the identical car had previously

made a 6,250 mile tour of France, the total run in the two

countries thus amounting to over 21,250 miles, being the longest

trial on record. Immediately on the conclusion of the test the

vehicle was completely dismantled, to enable the Technical

Committee of the R.A.C. to minutely examine and report on

the condition of the various components, and to officially seal

the same. We have also had an opportunity, at the depot of

the London and Parisian Motor Company, Ltd., the British

agents, of inspecting the part3, and can only say that the way

they have come through the long and arduous test is a striking

testimony to the high-class material employed in the con

struction of the Hotchkiss cars. One of the features of

the motor is that the crank shaft runs on ball bearings, which,

like the big end and gudgeon pin bearings, show only the slightest

sign of wear, and are good for many thousands of miles, while

the valves bear no Eigns of pitting, notwithstanding that they

 

The Technical Committee of the B.A.C. inspecting the parti of the

Hotchkias six-cylinder car which has recently completed a trial,

under the observation of the Royal Automobile Clnb, of 15,1161

miles, oat of which 10,5901 miles were done without an Involuntary

stop.

have not been ground in for 15,000 miles. The clutch

is of the leather cone type, and, judging by the condition of the

leather, it is safe to say that the day when this well-tried pattern

will be superseded is not yet. The teeth of the pinions in the

change-speed gear-box are in excellent condition ; those of the

sliding wheels show a slight burr on the edges, but not such as

to need renewal, while the dog clutches for the top speed direct

drive have stood up to their work in a wonderful way. We were

specially interested in the behaviour of the bevel gear drive to

the rear live axle, the Hotchkiss Company having from the first

adhered to this form of transmission, an adherence which, judging

from the results obtained, is well founded. Taking the car

throughout, the only parts which would appear to have worn to

such an extent as to need renewal are the composite brass and

fibre wheels which operate the inlet and exhaust valve cam

shafts. Apart from these, the way the components of the

chassis have withstood the long trial, which, it may be pointed

out, is equal to about three years' ordinary running, is a striking

tribute to the designers and constructors of the Hotchkiss cars.

SPEED PROGRESS.

-♦-

In connection with Nazzaro's remarkable performance

in the recent A.C.F. Grand Prix race it is interesting

to note the wonderful increase that has taken place in the

leading speed contests on the road. As will be seen from the

subjoined table, the average rate just attained is almost double

that recorded in 1900.

Average

Event. Driver and car. speed.

m.p.h.

1900. Gordon Bennett ... • Charron, on Panhard ... 38-6

1901. Gordon Bennett Girardot, on Panhard ... 37"2

1902. Gordon Bennett ... Edge, on Napier 34-3

1903. Gordon Bennett ... Jenatzy, on Mercedes ... ,55 '7

1904. Gordon Bennett ... Thery, on Brasier.„ 60O

1905. Gordon Bennett ... Thery, on Brasier 49-0

1906. Circuit de Brescia ... Kaggio, on Itala ... ... H.V7

1906. A.C.F. Grand Prix .;. Szisz, on Renault 63;2

1906. Circuit des Ardennes Duray, on De Dietrich ... 66*1

1907. A.C.F. Grand Prix ... Nazzaro, on Fiat 70"7

A NOVEL HILL CLIMB.

THE Automobile Club de Spa is organising a somewhat novo

hill-climbing competition for September 15th. The event

is to be held on the Malchamps Hill, near Spa,'Belgium ;

the ascent, which measures 5 kilometres, has to be made four times

without the engine stopping, the vehicles making their way back

after passing the timekeepers by a roundabout route to the start

ing point. The competition is open to all types of petrol cars, those

fitted with two-seated bodies having to carry 150 kilogs. of

ballast ; the entries will ba ranged in the order Pawer 0I,

the engines in accordance with the following formu^yaho.largest

being first and the smallest )a«t :—

D2-4Lo*N>

when D is the cylinder diameter, L the piston stroke, and N the

number of cylinders. The total time for the four ascents will

be recorded against each competitor's name, and it is on the

results obtained that the separation of the vehicles into

categories will be based. Thus, the first class will be estab

lished by the car which makes the best time of !tbe day,

and in it will be placed those vehicles of an equal or

greater cylinder capacity in accordance with the ' formula.

Other categories will be formed in the same way. To illustrate

the method which is being adopted, let it be imagined that

twenty entries are received and are arranged in the order of the

cylinder capacity. Further, supposing that the best time was

made by the sixth car, this would be the winner of Class 1, in

which the preceding five vehicles would fall. Category 2 will

be formed by taking the car showing the best time out of the

remaining fourteen. If this were the tenth in the complete list,

cars No. 7, 8, 9, and 10 would fall into the second section, the

same plan being adopted for the remaining vehicles.t Medals

will be presented to the two fastest cars in each category. The

awards as to regularity will also be made on a somewhat novel

plan, in this section only the winners of the different sections

in the speed classification will be taken into account. The

average time for the hill climb will be found by dividing the

gross time for the different ascents by four. The- difference

between the average and the actual times recorded will then be

worked out, the prize—the Pilette cup, which has to be won

twice in succession to become the winner's own property—going

to the vehicle which shows the smallest fluctuation.

The British Fire Prevention Comniittee, though primarily

concerned with tests in connection with modern methods of

building construction, has been recently undertaking a series of

tests with various appliances, intended to prevent outbreaks of

fire, or to extinguish them at the earliest possible moment.

Under this series of trials they have just issued Report No. 122,

dealing with petrol tanks fitted with Safety device*, a perusal of

which can be recommended to motor-car agents and others who

are interested in the safe storage of petroleum spirit.
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Under Cader Idris and 5nowdon to Chester.

BY JOHN Ll. WARDEN PAGE.

IN a former paper I gave some account of the road through

Mid-Wales to Aberystwyth.* In the present I propose to

conduct the reader out of the Principality by one of the

three principal routes that traverse the whole breadth of the

country. The shortest—and it is fairly good—is by way of Dol-

gelley, Bala, and Llangollen. The next—and some of it is pretty

bad—runs from Dolgelley to Festiniog and Bettws-y-Coed on

the Holyhead road. The third is through the town under Cader

Idris and hence to Beddgelert, Carnarvon, and Conway, and so

home, as old Pepys would have said, via St. Asaph and Chester.

For variety this is the best. It is also the longest. But this

need not concern us. Time was made for slaves—and people that

do not motor.

Whichever route be taken the car must be no toy, for there

are stiffish hills in North Wales, and though, with one or two■* ■ ■...*!•*■"" • «<»*"

from the woods, not to speak of the mountains which soar abovc-

them.

Perched high on a spur stands the village of Corris, over

looked by the tall Celtic cross erected to the memory of good Dr.

Hughes, who organised the Welsh Hospital in the South African

War. It stands by the roadside marking a sharp turn, so is a

useful mark, especially to those descending. Corris is famous

for its slate quarries, and the road is fringed on both sides

with enormous quantities of refuse. The mass of discarded

slate to the left looks particularly dangerous, as if at any

moment it might topple over on to the head of the wayfarer.

And now the road becomes steeper, and slowly we climb . to

Upper Corris, a grim, grey village high among the hills. A

litile beyond we reach the top of this long ascent, and with

brakes well on commence the steep descent to Minfordd, a

 

Photo by) ; Talyllyn and the back of Cader Idris. [Gyde. Abtrystuyth.

exceptions, there is nothing that need be labelled "dangerous,"

yet gradients of one in ten are not uncommon. We experience

this at the very start, the direct road to Machynlleth climbing a

hill with a slope of one in nine before we have left Aberystwyth.

Three-quarters of a mile further on there is another little " pinch "

of one in ten, and so on. Luckily, by adding a matter of two

miles or so to the distance, and taking the road through

Llanbadam, we can avoid these trifles. The run along the valley

of the Ystwyth is pretty, and Llanbadarn has an ancient church

which is worth a visit. Then there is an ascent into the good,

but at times steep, road to Machynlleth. During the latter part

of the run the scenery is very fine ; for below us to the left

spreads the Dyfi estuary, backed by wooded foothills, with the

great rangeB stretching up to Cader Idris towering behind.

Machynlleth, round which name no Englishman can get his

tongue, is a prettily situated town with tree-shaded streets and

a decent hotol, the Wynnstay. But there is nothing sufficiently

interesting about it to demand a halt ; so we betake ourselves to

the road for Dolgelley. This follows the lovely glen of the Dulas

to Corris. It is practically all uphill, but the gradient is of the

easiest, rising but four hundred and fifty feet in five miles and a

half. The surface, too, is good, and there is plenty of shade

" Motor Car Journal, September 8th and 15th, 1£06, " Under the Brecon Beacona and

fhronsh Mid-Wales."

farmhouse at the head of Tallyllyn, a lake lying dark beneath

the precipices of Cader Idris. The views of lake and mountain

as we descend are splendid, but the man at the wheel has little

chance of enjoying the same. For again we have reached a

drop of one in ten and the road is narrow and, of course, winding

as well. However, the surface on the whole is passable.

There is no inn at this end of the lake, but the Penybont

Hotel at the other extremity is reached in a few minut es. And,

though off our route, it is well to diverge so far, for the road

along Talyllyn faces some of the grandest scenery in Wales.

For those, however, who are satisfied with a halt at this end, I

may mention that a cup of tea and an egg may be got at a

cottage by the roadside at Minfordd. Possibly, though, you mav

have to search for the good woman among her fowls or waken

the echoes of Cader with your lungs—as we did. But we got

our tea.

From the very door of this cottage the road starts on its

climb up the From Pass—seen in the background of our illustra

tion. It is two miles long, and begins with a gradient of

one in twelve. But it soon becomes easier and is not very

steep. Above tower the mountains. On the one hand Cader heaves

up his great buttresses, on the other tremendous slopes with

dark crags impend. From time to time these—or the loose-

screes of the " wash-outs," find their way across the roj»d in the
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form of an avalanche, and we shall notice many a bit of new

masonry where a breach has been made in the wall sepa

rating us from the gorge below. Down this the little stream that

feeds Talyllyn rushes merrily : high above the white thread of

a waterfall gleams against Cader's flank.

Passing a tarn we reach the summit, 938 feet above the sea,

and immediately commence the fine run (barring a little rough

ness at first) of over five miles down to Dolgelley. On the

way we came upon the lonely and oddly-named inn of the

Cross Foxes. But why the cross foxes 1 Now, one of the

ascents of Cader is up a scree called the Foxes' Path, a path

which no fox in his senses would take. It has been suggested

that, this inn was the meeting place of two very irate Reynards

cross with the toils of the ascent ! I have been up the Foxes'

Path myself and can understand their feelings.

The beautifully-wooded country Teacned after passing the

Cross Foxes is a welcome change from the barrenness of the last

few 'miles. But the descent becomes steeper as Dolgelley is

approached, and, though by no means dangerous, requires care,

 

The river Glaslyn.

for there are one or two sharp curves. The town itself is a clean

little place on the Wnion, a mountain stream coming down the

valley from Aran Mawddy, a hill loftier even than Cader Idris,

though not so fine to look at.

There are two routes from Dolgelley northwards. The first

and longer is by way of Barmouth and Harlech ; the other

through Trawsfynydd. We have been over both, and must

admit that the Barmouth route is the better. However, as it

has been described elsewhere, we will give the one last named.

It begins well enough, the road, a decent one, running

up the valley of the Mawddach, past the pretty village of

Llanelltyd, and the ruins of Cymmer Abbey, which lie on the

eastern bank of the river. Tyn-y-Groes Inn, set in a wooded

nook of the mountain, comes next, a pleasant place to halt for

lunch. For from its doors we can look up the valley very

nearly to the gold mines started by Mr. Pritchard Morgan some

years ago, and which at the time caused quite a sensation, though

little has been heard of them since. Soon after leaving Tyn-y-

Groes the road leaves the Mawddach and ascends by long and, at

times, rather bumpy stretches to a moorland district high and

exposed to every wind that blows. At the end of this comes

Trawsfynydd, a large, cold-looking village 800 feet above the

sea. And henceforward we, for awhile, drive warily. There is a

steep and dangerous cornerleaving the village, the first of a series

of short, sharp hills that for the next mile or two turn the road

into a veritable switchback. Then we reach the hamlet of Maen-

twrog Ucha, at the top of the long, twisting descent to the Yale

of Festiniog. This is one of the worst hills in Wales and should

be taken with great care. It drops 400 feet in a mile and a half

and in places must have a gradient of one in eight or less.

At the bottom lies tne village of Maentwrog, beautifully

situated in the green, wooded strath through which the waters

of the Dwyryd wind to the sea, now close at hand. High on

a hill top in the background appears the little town of Festiniog,

and further away the town of Blaenau Festiniog—they seem

hard up for names hereabouts—with its extensive slate quarries,

dark precipices and noble group of mountains. Maentwrog

means stone of Twrog, whoever he may have been. But there,

beside the church, stands the stone right enough, a Celtic men

hir of hoar antiquity with TWROG graven more or less

plainly thereon.

Crossing the river we enter Carnarvonshire, and passing

beneath the charming hillside domain of Tan-y-Bwlch, run down

the estuary over a good road to the dull little seaport of Pen-

rhyn Deuddraeth. There is a steep ascent through the town,

and we have hardly surmounted it when we have to pull up

for a moment at a level crossing. For a train is due down the

little mountain railway that brings slates (and passengers) from

Blaenau to Penrhyn. It rumbles past, and we note the queer-

looking but very powerful locomotive, which is for all the world

like two engines run into one with a funnel at each end. It

vanishes round the curve ; the gates swing open, and we descend

to the Traeth, e.g. Strand, a great green plain once under the

sea, but now reclaimed and an expanse of pasture land. On a

dead level the road skirts the Traeth and then again takes to

winding round crags and through woodland, with the sharp peak

of Cnicht towering above on the right and Moel Hebog away
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across the valley. And here a word of warning which applies

not only to this road but to all other mountain roads in Wales.

" Keep your eye lifting," as sailors say, for cattle. Never take it

for granted that there is nothing irresponsible round the corner.

I, who write unto you, know. I nearly ran into a heifer here

myself, and, only the other day, a car travelling further " up

along" came suddenly upon a flock of sheep—and several

became untimely mutton. Wherefore, where fences do not

exist, go cannily round corners.

Suddenly we come, not upon a sheep, but upon Pont

Aberglaslyn, the grey arch spanning the torrent that comes down

at the foot of tremendous cliffs from the valley beneath Snowdon.

This pass of Aberglaslyn is, I suppose, the finest bit of scenery

of its kind in Wales, and you can see it all from the road, and

best of all from the bridge. A short, ascent round the wooded

spurs of Moel Hebog and lo ! there comes into view the green

amphitheatre where, girt about by mountains, is the village of

Beddgelert. As we approach it we notice beneath a tree in

the meadow to our right one or two upright stones. These mark,

or are supposed to mark, the grave of Gelert, the hound of Prince

Llewelyn, slain by his master in a fit of cage. For Llewelyn,

returning from the chase, found the baby's cradle overturned, the

baby missing and Gelerc covered with blood. Jumping to

conclusions, he slew poor Gelert with his javelin, only to discover

a few minutes later the baby sound asleep behind the cradle and

a wolf, sound asleep, too, behind the baby. But the wolf's sleep

was the sleep of death. Gelert had killed it and saved the child.

The name of the village perpetuates the poor beast's memory.

For Beddgelert means Gelert's Grave.

Beddgelert is quite a tourist centre. There are two good

hotels, and quite a number of boarding houses. It is a pleasant

place withal, and one is tempted to linger— as a matter of fact I

have lingered here more than once or twice. But we ought, I

suppose, to get on to Carnarvon, for as yet we have come no

great distance, and Carnarvon is a livelier place for the night

than Beddgelert, if less romantic. The road starts up an inter

minable hill, and we have something like three miles of climbing

before emerging upon the moorlands at the very foot of Snowdon,

whose great hollows and precipices are a fine sight further on.

On the left, by the very roadside, is the rock . called (and duly

labelled) Pitt's Head, in profile a grotesque likeness of the emi

nent statesman. Hereabouts starts the " Beddgelert route " up

Snowdon—after that from Llanberis the easiest. But it is not

meant for motor-cars, and no pneumatic or any other tyres will ever

cross Bwlch-y-maen, though, as all the world knows, they have

«1imbed the mou-itain from Llanberis. . But then Du Cros and

Letts had a railway track to go upon, and I am sure that they

would not have negotiated Snowdon by the path. Even as it

was the latter geutleman went perilously near the edge of a

precipice.

The road drops through the village of Pont Khyd-ddu to

Llyn Cuellyn, following the margin of the lake its entire length.

This is a sweetspot—rendered all the more sweet, perhaps, to the

average mortal, by the presence of a hotel. This is a great

place for anglers, who, if guests thereat, may fish in the lake free

of charge. Here another route starts up Snowdon (the hotel, by

the way, is called the Snowdon Ranger) and there is mountaineer

ing galore. Climbers who are satisfied with minor peaks may try

the Elephant mountain or Mynydd Mawr, which rears its great

bulk over the lower end of the lake. Between it and Snowdon

the road enters the pass of Nant Garmon and winds down a

romantic valley to the hamlet of Bettwa Garmon, beloved of

artists. Alittle beyond it we leave the p*ss—the easiest inWales—

and, gettinj into a country more open, descend swiftly to

Carnarvon.

(To be concluded.)

A NOVEL PETROL MOTOR.

-♦-

A SOMEWHAT novel form of single-cylinder petrol motor,

in which an impulse is given to the crank shaft at each

revolution, has lately been devised by M. Boudreaux,

of Paris.'' In the ordinary single-cylinder engine there is, of

course, only one explosion per two revolutions, this resulting in

a very uneven torque and necessitating the use of a relatively

large flywheel. It was to overcome these drawbacks that the

motor, illustrated in section herewith, has been introduced. It will

be seen that the cylinder is not only longer than usual, but has

two diameters, A being the normal and B the larger one. The

piston is also of a special shape, one end P being of a diameter

to fit within the portion A, and the other P1 corresponds to the

eularged part of the cylinder. Both A and B are provided with

valve pockets, in which are located separate sparking plugs and

valves, the exhaust valves, not seen in the drawing, being

apparently located at the side of the inlets. The engine acts

on the ordinary Otto cycle of suction, compression, impulse, and

exhaust strokes, the timing of the valves being so arranged that

& "% ;•
 

when the small piston P is on the compression stroke, the larger

one P 1 is on exhaust. One of these novel motors has been fitted

to a boat, and is stated by M. Baudry de Saunier, in " Omnia,"

to be giving very satisfactory results.

At the Old Street (London) Police Court, on Tuesday, a

man said his occupation—that of a horaekeeper—had gone

owing to the introduction of motor-cars. The magistrate (Mr.

Cluer) replied that the motor vehicles and electric trams had

given employment to a greater number of men than their coming

had displaced, though it was no doubt true individuals suffered.

Continental tyre manufacturers are not only vieing with

each other in the production of motor tyres, but are apparently

sparing no efforts to produce guide books of a most complete

kind for the use of touring motorists. From the Continental

Tyre Company we have received a copy of the 1907 edition of

the Guide Routier Continental, which deals with France, Algeria

and Tunis. The book is assuming bulky dimensions, the latest

having incorporated within it twenty-eight itineraries in the three

countries named. Not only so, but two detailed maps of Paris

and suburbs have been added to facilitate the selection of the

best way out of the French capital to the desired point. The

list of hotels recommended has been revised ; in fact, nothing

has been spared to make the work indispensable to motorists,

who may be well recommended to procure a copy of the same,

especially in view of the f*ct that only a small charge is made

to cover the cost of postage.
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CONTINENTAL NOTES.

The Brescia Race Meeting.

Arrangements are well in hand for the Brescia race meeting

on Sunday and Monday next, September 1st and 2nd. The first

day's race—the Florio Cup—is open to cars having engines of a

maximum cylinder capacity of eight litres and a minimum car

weight of 1,175 kilogs. The event will be held on a 60 79 kilo

metre course, which, starting and finishing at Brescia, takes in

Castiglione and Lonato. Eight laps are to be run, giving a total

distance of 485 9 kilometres (303J miles). Thirty-nine entries

have been received, these comprising three each Spa, Itala, Isotta-

Fraschini, Bianchi, De Luca and Daimler, Rapid, Benz, Brixia-

Zust, Suddeutsche Fabrik, "VVolsit, Junior, two Rochet-Schneider,

two Darracq, an Eisenach' and an Aries. The race on September

2nd is known as the Coppa della Velocita. This is open for all

types of petrol cars, irrespective of weight or power, and will b

operations between Lille, Rotibaix and Tourcoing being already

in an advanced condition.'

♦. ' ♦ ♦

A Hospital for Motorists.

The foundation-stone of a new annexe to the hospital at

Lisieux, France, was laid on Friday last week in the presence of

the relatives of the late Mr. Stillmari, of New York, who was

injured in a motor-car accident a year ago, and who died some

weeks afterwards in the hospital. The annexe is to be erected to-

his memory, and is to be specially used for persons who have been-

injured in motor-car accidents.

♦ ♦ ♦

The Pekin Paris Run.

M. Godard on the Spyker car and Messrs. FCormier and

Collignon on the De Dions arrived in Berlin on Friday last week,

 

The Brescia Race Meeting.-A view on the Course near Castenedolo.

run on a petrol allowance basis, viz., 30 litres per 100 kilogs.

The distance is the same as for the Florio Cup, and seventeen

cars are expected to face the starter—three each Bayard-Clement,

Brasier, Itala, Spa, and Lorraine-Dietrich, a Darracq, and a

Diatto-Clcment.

♦ ♦ ♦

The 1908 A.C.F. (I rand Prix Race.

The rumour that the 1908 A.C.F. Grand Prix race would

again be held on the Dieppe circuit is apparently without

foundation, as the Sporting Commission of the A.C.F. is seeking

information as to suitable circuits in other parts of France of a

length not exceeding 100 kilometres. The event is to be held

between June 20th and July 5th.

♦ ♦ ♦

A Road for Motorists.

King Leopold's plan for attracting motorists to Ostend by

means of a magnificent motoring boulevard between Lille and

that town is now being put into execution. Both on the French

and Belgian territory the work is being actively pushed forward,

and are expected to reach Paris on Friday, the 30th inst. The-

Spyker will then return to Amsterdam by road, after which it

will be sent to London for exhibition purposes.

♦ ♦ ♦

Miscellaneous Items.

Workmen are now engaged on the erection of a monument

at the entrance to the Bois de Boulogne, Paris, in memory of the

late M. E. Levassor, one of the pioneers of the motor movement

in France.——The German Motor Volunteer Corps is to play an

active part in the forthcoming military manoeuvres in Germany,

forty-two cars having already been promised. Herr H.

Bussing, of Brunswick, Germany, is building three 24-30-h.p.

single-deck 'buses for service in Vienna. An automobile club

is being formed at Ostend. Thirty-six entries have so far

been received for the voiturette and light car trials which are to-

be held in France in October next. An interesting report has

just been issued in connection with the traffic problem in Paris,

in which it is recommended that the present horse-drawn 'buses-

shall be superseded by motor-'buses.
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 At Bingley, on the main

road from London to Glasgow,

Messrs. Ferrand and Sutcliffe

have a garage. It is located in

Main Street.

By providing a motor car

for the use of the water engineer

the Dundee people hope to save £50 per annum. Arrangements

are being made for the sale of the horses and vehicles now in tbe

possession of the Dundee Water Committee.

Thr Bishop of Ely has recently acquired an 18-b.p. Siddeley

car ; it is fitted with a single landaulet body built by Messrs.

W. and F. Thorn, of Great Portland Street, LondoD, W.

A 20-30-h.p. Delannay-Belleville chassis has just been

acquired by Mr. C. D. Rose, M.P., the chairman of the Royal

Automobile Club. It has been

fittedwith a side-entrance double-

phaeton body and hood.

In Queen Street, Newton

Abbot, Messrs. Balls Bros, have

a commodious garage and facili

ties for the repair of motor

vehicles.

The Fiat Company have

recently supplied cars to the

Duke of Rutland, Lord Villiers,

Lord Binning, Lord Monson and

Sir George Abercrombie.

The appeal by Mr. D. M.

Weigel against, the sentence of a

month's imprisonment for driv

ing his motor-car at a speed of

fifty-six miles an hour at Hand-

cross will be heard at the

East Sussex Quarter Sessionp,

at Lewes, on October 15th.

A schooner stranded on

Gunfleet sand early on Monday

morning. The , Walton-on-Naze

motor lifeboat, James Stevens,

helped to pull the vessel off tbe

sand at high water. This is tbe

third service rendered by this

motor-lifeboat in a month.

A MOTOR gymkhana was

held in Heathfield Park (Sussex)

the other day, when among the

prize winners were Dr. Lovell-

Keays, Mr. W. C. Alexander,

and Dr. W. J. Webster. A

similar gathering has taken place

at Middleton (Norfolk), where

thirteen cars took part in the

competitions.

A Daimler car will shortly

be on exhibition in the garage

of the Automobile Club of Spain,

at Biarritz, and the Daimler

Company have entered into an

arrangement with the manager,

whereby motorists passing through Biarritz can purchase small

parts, for Daimler cars at the club s garage.

Although primarily intended for those who take their

pleasures on foot, the new edition of " Across the Derbyshire

Moors," by Mr. John Derry, which has just been issued from the

" Sheffield Daily Independent " offices, will be of interest and of

value to motorists who seek the pleasures of travel in the hilly

district of the Peak. The twelve rambles here described, and

each illustrated by a sketch map which showB the roads and

their junctions with admirable clearness, will indicate to our

readers how they can best see the pleasant district around

Sheffield, including Hathersage, Grindleford, Edale, Kinderscout,

And other famous resorts.

HERE AND THERE.

 

 

Touring in Frante. A Moi s Cat at tic Old City Gate of CarcasSSiine.

A NEW wind screen known

as the Invincible is being intro

duced by the Nottingham Motor

Company, of Bradford Chambers,

Nottingham.

Rugeley is becoming a

favourite place with Midland

motorists. It is the centre of an interesting district, Ingestre

Hall, the seat of the Earl of Shrewsbury, and many another

lordly mansion, being within easy reach.

Mr. Oliver Stanton, the well-known motor expert, has

just acquired a 40-h.p. Weigel chassis, which is now being fitted

with a limousine body by Messrs. Sayers and Co.

Mr. B. J. F. Bentley and Mr. Wells, who left Djibuti at

the beginning of the month on an 18-h.p. Siddeley in an attempt

to reach Khartum, via Adis

Abeba, the capital of Abyssinia,

reached Zeila on Friday, last

week. The journey has been

one of immense difficulty owing

both to the sand of the desert

and to the mountainous district

traversed.

The secretary to the Devon

and Somerset Staghounds has

issued an appeal to members of

the Hunt not to allow their

motor-cars- to be moved about

the roads while a hunt is in

progress. When the hunted

stags have entered tbe beautiful

valley of the Exe to try and

shake off their pursuers by a

turn in the water, the field have

more than once found their move

ments impeded by motor-cars.

The "Auto," of Paris, ever

on the search for novel competi

tions, is about to organise one to

test the knowledge of motor-car

drivers in case of breakdowns on

the road. A number of cars are

to be purposely placed en panne

from the same derangement ; the

competitors, who will be unaware

of the cause of the stoppage, will

then be allotted one vehicle, and

the one who gets his machine

going first will be adjudged the

winner.

In a few days a new motor

school will be opened at 10

and 12, Heddon Street, Regent

Street, London, W., by Motor

Schools, Ltd., of which Mr.

Turberville Smith is managing

director, with Mr. Llewelyn

Morgan as general manager. A

permanent staff cf instructors

has been appointed, and arrange-

nients will be made for instruction iQ motor boating at Richmond,

as well as motor-car driving at the school.

North Silver Street, Aberdeen, has a garage owned by

Mr. J. Jackson, and capable of accommodating about a score of

motor-cars.

At the annual sports at Pitlochry—made familiar to motor

ists in the Scottish trial—a motor gymkbana has been held,

with the following results :—Serpentine Driving Competition :

1, Dr. Anderson, Pitlochry; 2, Capt. Wcntworth, of Dallj 3,

Alister Macdonald, Atholl Hydropathic. Lemon Cutting and

Cleaving the Turk's Head: 1, Dr. Anderson; 2, Alister

Macdonald ; 3, Capt. Wentwor-th. Best Decorated Car : 1, A.

Macdonald ; 2, D. M. Stuart, Pitlochry.

E
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Mr. R. T. Lang has been joined by Mr. R. C. Warren in

his business of advertisement adviser.

The Motor Union of Western India is putting up the

Motor Union signs near a school at Bombay.

A NEAT device for electrically igniting acetylene headlights

has recently been placed on the market by the No-Match

Electric Manufacturing Company, 141, Milk Street, Boston,

U.S.A. The arrangement is somewhat similar to an electric gas

lighter, and is shown in the accompanying illustrations. A four

terminal trembler coil is placed under the front or rear seat or

on the dashboard, and the push button for making the contact

can be located at any convenient point near the driver's seat.

The primary side of the coil is connected with the push button

 

Fig. 1.—Diagram of Wiring. Fig. 2.—The No-Hatch Electro-Burner.

and both terminals of the ordinary ignition accumulator. Each

burner is then connected with pne terminal of the secondary

circuit of the coil, care being taken that no contact is made with

any metal part of the burner except at the place where the wire

is fastened. The wires can be run up through the small air

circu'ation holes which are found in the base of all lamps. A

good grade of insulated wire should be used, and this can be

run along the under side of the frame or in any other way

covered from view, care being taken, of course, to keep clear of

the exhaust pipe or other heated parts. When properly installed

in this way with any standard coil it is claimed that both

burners will light simultaneously without fail the instant contact

is made by the push button ; and where the generator is placed

on the running board, or gas tanks are used, the lamps can be

lightel by a touch of the button while the car is in motion.

Mr. J. B. Sandbach is responsible for a new volume just

published by Messrs. J. E. Cornish, Ltd., of Manchester, on the

" Law of Motor Cars." In compiling this the author has had

the advantage of the suggestive advice of Mr. T. W. Grace, of

Manchester, and has also been guided by the many cases decided

under the Act—assistance not available to the authors of the

earlier text-books.

Messrs. Tilley and Son, motor-car agents, of Dorchester,

have lately completed the erection of a large new garage on a plot

of land in Victoria and Hardwicke Streets, Weymouth. The

building is substantially constructed, and practically covers the

whole site of 100 ft. by 88 ft. It is within 65 yards of the sea

front road and rather ever 200 yards from the railway station.

There are three entrances to the garage, the floor space of which

is capable of accommodating over forty cars. The repair shop is

also included in the premises ; this measures -10 A ft. by :57J ft.,

one-half being on a 3 ft. lower level, reached by steps running the

whole length of the building. From the top of these steps the

cars are run on to trestle stages erected over the low-level portion

of the floor, and thus they are brought into a convenient position

for repairs. Adjacent to the repairing shop is a washing yard,

where two or three cars can be treated simultaneously, water

and hose-pipe being conveniently attached. At the extreme end

of the garage are four private lock-up motor-houses ; these are

fitted with iron revolving shutters. The building, which has

been constructed to the designs of Mr. Alfred J. Bennett, C.E.,

architect and surveyor, Weymouth, is lighted by electricity.

Altogether, motorists will find the new garage one of the best

equipped in Dorsetshire.

Sir Wm. G. D. Goff, Bart., has just acquired a 30-h.p.

Beeston-Humber car.

The Hon. Walter Guinness, the new M.P. for Bury St.

Edmunds, is a motorist.

After having heard repeated ad nauseam for many years

that only the United States can turn out machine tools, it is re

freshing to read that European machinery for motor-car manu

facture is finding its way into America. For example, Mr. J.

Joyce, the general manager of the American Locomotive

Automobile Company, of Providence, R.I., is quoted as saying,

" It is a mistake to think that we use machinery a great

deal more than the foreigners do. One of the later inventions

in tool work is a machine for grinding cylinders. This is

peculiarly an American development. On the other hand, we

have in our factory, at Providence, a gear hobbing machine,

which cuts gears by a screw-like movement that is infinitesimally

precise. This we imported, and there is nothing else like it in

this country. We have also at Providence a remarkable milling

machine for turning out camshafts, and this is of English design

and build."

A resonant motor-alarm actuated by the exhaust is that

known as the Gabriel horn—a simple appliance consisting of a

single tube divided into three chambers, each of which produces

a separate and distinct note. The exhaust gases are received into

an expansion reservoir in the horn, and are equally distributed

to the three chambers under a steady pressure. At all times

the volume of sound is under the control of the operator, who,

recognising that there are no complicated parts to get out of

order, has no worry as to his alarm. Messrs. Brown Bros., Ltd.,

who are placing the horn before British motorists, advise that it

should be located against the side of the car, with the open end

forward, although it may be fitted in any desired position. It is

manipulated by means of a pedal from the floor of the car—a

wire cord operates a special valve, which opens the pipe of the

horn, and at the same time closes the muffler exit, thereby

directing the whole exhaust through the horn. Now that the

horn has often ceased to energise the lumbering carter, the

Gabriel horn is offered as an effective variant likely to achieve

the purpose of such a signal.

We illustrate herewith a little device which will be found

useful in connection with tyre troubles, and which has lately

been introduced by M. C. Durand, of 178, Boulevard Pereire,

Paris. One of the most frequent annoyances in fixing a tyre is

the danger of nipping the inner tube, with, as a result, the

bursting of the air chamber before the car has travelled any

 

great distance. When mounting the tyre one hand is usually

engaged in holding up the security bolt, while the other pushes

the beaded edge of the cover into position. By means of the

new device, which is known as the Leve-Papillon Automatique

"Biguet," the security bolt is automatically held up, leaving

both hands free for working on the cover.

On a motorist being fined at Southampton Police Court for

exceeding the legal limit in that town, he informed the Bench

that he should stop his subscription to the Southampton Hospital

by way of compensation. The chairman, who is president of the

hospital, expressed his regret, and also his intention of increasing

his own subscription by £5, the amount threatened to be with

drawn by tho motorist,
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Correspondence.

[Letters to tfie Editor should be addressed to the offices, 27SS, Charing Cross Road, London, J7.C]

THE MOTOK UNION CONTROVERSY.

To the Editor op The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—I should be much obliged if you will kindly publish the

enclosed correspondence, and also this letter. I have resigned my

membership of both the Royal Automobile Club and the Motor Union,

as a public protest against the antagonistic and underhand policy

adopted by the Motor Union towards the Automobile Association.

In future I intend to transfer to the Automobile Association the

subscription which I formerly paid to the other two institutions con

jointly, and would express the hope that if other motorists take the

tirst step, which I have taken, they will also follow me in the same pro

cedure.—Yours truly,

A. J. Macdonald.

(Vice-Chairman, Automobile Association)

The correspondence enclosed is as follows :—

14th August 1907.

Dear Orde,—Will you kindly let me know whether I can resign my

membership of the Motor Union without at the same time adopting a

similar course with reference to my membership of the Royal Automo

bile Club, which I should like to continue if possible under these

circumstances.—Yours sincerely,

A. J. Macdonald.

Royal Automobile Club, lit), Piccadilly, W.,

16th August, 1907.

Dear Macdonald,—I regret very much to inform you that under our

existing agreement with the Motor Union there is no possibility of your

resigning membership of that body, and I hope sincerely that you will

not consider it necessary, in order not to have any association with it, to

resign your membership of the Club.—Yours sincerely,

J. W. Orde.

Dear Orde,—I thank you for your kind letter in answer to my en

quiry of the 14th, which I received with regret.

As no other course is open to me than to resign my membership of

the Royal Automobile Club, in order to enable me to sever my connection

with the Motor Union, I must therefore take that step, and ask you to

consider this letter as my formal withdrawal from the membership of the

Royal Automobile Club.

Will yon please express to your committee my sincere regret at find

ing myself compelled to withdraw from the Club, as, under the circum

stances of the attitude adopted by the Motor Union towards the Automo

bile Association, it is impossible for me to do otherwise than absolutely

to sever my connection with the Motor Union.—Yours sincerely,

A. J. Macdonald.

To the Secretary Woolmer, Liphook,

Motor Union. August 19th, 1907.

Sir,—Be so good as to remove my name from the list of members

of the Motor Hnion forthwith.

I have resigned my membership of the Royal Automobile Club to

enable me to effect an absolute severance between myself and the Motor

Union, in consequence of the attitude which that body have adopted

towards the Automobile Association, of which I have the honour to be

vice-chairman.—Yours truly,

A. J. Macdonald.

THE 1908 A.C.F. GRAND PRIX RACE.

To thk Editor of The Molor-Car Journal.

Sir,—Replying to Mr. D. M. Weigel's letter re the 1908 Grand

Prix Race, in which he asks for the views of several of the leading

English makers upon the value of such races as a means of represent

ing British productions to the world, it seems to me that every make

of car I come across has done something, and won gold medals, cups,

and what not. Also every maker is pushing the sale of his particular

vehicle upon the strength and merit of what it has done in hill

climbs, long distance, reliability, and non-stop runs. Now, can the

views of manufacturers then really be solicited, when everyone knows

that the more successfully a firm is represented in some big event,

the mors business that firm will do? If Mr. Weigel and others would

state their opinions as to what are the qualifications, &c, of the

drivers of these representative cars, upon wnom rest* so much, I am

sure it would interest many besides myself. Will someone tell me

how these men get their posts? Are their berths purchased, as I am

informed? Of course I realise that firms will not place £1,500 worth

(approximately) of machinery in the hands of anyone. And I recog

nise that born instinct, keen judgment, and resource form a large

part of what is required personally. I possess these qualifications

and my ambition is racing. , I am by many influential men acknow

ledged a driver, and I am a master engineer. But to make my

debut on the track with only £200 at the back of me is a puzzle

which some kindly-disposed person might elucidate through the

columns of the M.G.J. Or will they advise me, as some have done,

to give it up.—Yours truly,

H. J. Chapman.

EXHAUST EXPANSION CHAMBER.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

SIR,—In answer to " M D.'s" letter on the above subject in the last

issue of the M.C.J. , a good expansion chamber can be constructed by

having a plain cylindrical box, divided into several compartments by

perforated plates, the perforations commencing large and decreasing in

size toward the outlet. The size, of course, will depend entirely upon

that of the engine, but the larger the expansion chamber in reason the

better. Care should also be taken to have the metal of sufficient thick

ness to properly deaden the noise of the explosion—at, least J in. thick.

This type of chamber should prove very effective, without any back

pressure.—Yours truly,

H.J.

 

Kenilworth Castle, which is during the summer (month* visited by

thousands of Americans, was dismantled by Cromwell during the

Civil War, and has since been abandoned to decay. The above

illustration depicts a Daimler car leaving the ground! of the

Castle.

TON MILEAGE.

To the Editor of The, Motor-Car Journal.

Sir.—Is there not something radically wrong with the method

adopted by the Scottish and Irish Automobile Clubs in calculating petrol

consumption per ton mileage ?

When it comes to real economy in running an automobile, what has

the chassis weight to do with petrol consumption? I have been looking

carefully at the lately published results of the Scottish and Irish relia

bility trials, and, as a result of some rough calculations, have come to

conclusion that a Milnex Daimler 'bus « on Id certainly have won the

Scottish and Coff cups had one competed.

It would seem from a common sense and practical point of view

that the elimination rather than the accumulation of weight in the

construction of an automobile should be rewarded.

Under present conditions I may have a car weighing 20 cwt. doing

twenty miles per gallon, whilst the otnet fellow may have a similar car as

regards carrying capacity weighing 25 cwt. and only doing eighteen

miles to the gallon petrol consumption ; but, although my car is running

further on a gallon of petrol and is also necessarily more economical

on tyres because of less weight, it is the otber feilow who gets the

reward for economy in petrol consumption.

Surely an automobile ought to be as light as possible provided it

is sufficiently strong, and personally I fail to see what the weight of

a chassis has to do with petrol economy. The point which our competi

tion authorities ought to make clear is, which is the car which will run
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the most miles carrying the biggest load with the least petrol con

sumption ; the load, of coarse, being the actual number of persons,

luggage or extras carried upon the car, quite apart from the weight of

the necessary chassis and body.
I have no doubt there is a great deal to be said on this question,

but the present moment appears to be an opportune one to endeavour to

open a discussion, and it will be interesting to hear the views of others

upon this question.—Yours truly,

Percival L. D. Perry.

ANDOVER POLICE ACTIVITY.

To thk Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—In view of the encouragement given by the magistrates to the

police at Andover to prosecute, or shall I say persecute, motorists, it

would be better for the town's welfare if the magistrates encouraged them

to be as active at night-time in looking after the security of the town as

they are in the daytime in setting traps.
When motoring from Cornwall I arrived at Andover at two o'clock in

the morning, and there being no signpost, I was in doubt as to which

was the London road. I stopped, and my friend stayed with the car

while I walked through the principal streets for a quarter of an hour look -

ing for a policeman or pedestrian to direct me. I presume that the police

were all on duty during the daytime, and could not, therefore, be on both

day and night work, for the fact remains that my engine (whioh was a

single-cylinder engine) was making, noise enougli to awaken those who

had a right to be in bed, and yet did not attract the attention of the

guardians (*»c) of the town. Eventually I had to leave by the road which

I thought might lead me to London.—Yours truly,

J. L. Vivian Miixett.

 

Mr. Hubert 8. Thomas, of Llanelly, and his family on their four-year-

old Argyll car. The vehicle was the winner of a non-stop certificate

in the recent Welsh Reliability Run. - •

FINDING OWNERS.

To the Editor op The Motor-Oar Journal.

Sir,—If the County Councils take the interest in the proper regu

lation of motor traffic whioh they profess, they might materially help to

attain their object by making it more easy to discover the names and

addresses of the owners of cars corresponding to any given numbers.

I lately wanted to complain to the owner of the irresponsible man

ner in which his car was driven by his driver. I applied to the County

Council where his car was registered, and was officially informed that I

must send in my complaint for its reasonableneKs to be judged, and, that

being allowed, must then pay Is. for a copy of the register.

In short, there is a barrier of trouble, humiliation and expense to

be overcome liefore we can have the privilege of helping the County

Councils to control the " motor hog."

If the Motor Union can get this absurd regulation modified, its

members will be encouraged to do much more than at present to expose

inconsiderate and daDgerous driving.—Yours truly,

D. W. Samways, M.D., D.Sc, &c.

THE MEDICAL EXAMINATION OF DRIVERS.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—I notice in the M.C.J, a letter from one of your corre

spondents on the subject of medical examination of motor drivers. So

far back as November last, when my Motor Drivers' Employment

Agency was started, I put it strongly in front of employers in the pro-

spectus issued, and, quoting the new Compensation Act, which came into

force last July, I there said that it would be perhaps as well for

employers of motor drivers to guard against the liability necessarily

contingent on an Act of this sort, by insisting on medical examination

of the driver chosen for employment, as it is well known to the medical

profession that, unless sound in mind and body, a driver is a source of

danger to the general public, and of grave responsibility to his

employer.Although we had made arrangements with a fully qualified practi

tioner, not one of the employers who have been supplied drivers by us

have availed themselves of it ; and neither can I gather, during the

course of conversation, that they even think of it ; and I must say that

some of the drivers I have interviewed, wishing to place their names on

the books, were suffering from what your correspondent aptly calls

" really physical degeneracy and unfitness."—Yours truly,

Charles H. E. Rush.

THE CONTROL OF THE ROADS.

To the Editor op The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—The road agent scheme is yet another attempt at a bad

copy of the excellent work of the Automobile Association by the Motor

Union.We have beard so much of the Union just lately that it is necessary

to point out that this title is misleading. The Union is a place where

hard work is done under proper supervision. It is not a place where

other people's work is copied in a leisurely and inefficient manner.

Again, their designation of road agents is wrong. " Relieving officers "

is the correct term to use in conjunction with the Union.

It is needless to say more, but how long will it be before the receiv

ing officer replaces the relieving officer of their new road scheme, and

the staff of the Union enter the real union, where they will be taught to

work independently and efficiently ?—Yours truly,

A. A.

THE QUESTION OF TRANSMISSION.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—It is rather curious that different people draw such very differ

ent conclusions from the same event. I notice that Mr. S. F. Edge, in

writing about the results of the Scottish Trials, draws from these results

the conclusion that a modern motor-car must have a live axle. On the

other hand, Mr. Charles Kenold, in reviewing the results of the Scottish

Trials, points out that during the trials of 1903, 1906, and 1907, trans

mission gear (presumably live axles) caused twenty-one complete break

downs, while chains did not cause any.
I do not think that the most interested partisan of the live axle can

bring forward anything against the chain except its n ikedness, and from

the date of the introduction by the Sunbeam Company of efficient pro

tection for the chains, the chain case movement has steadily gone for

ward, and 1 venture to predict that at the coming Show there will be

quite a number of firms, Doth British and Continental, who have copied

this important development.—Yours truly,

Frederic Eastmead.

SPEED COMPETITIONS AND HILL-CLIMBING RULES.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—With reference to the letter in your issue of the 3rd inst. from

Yauxhall Motors, Ltd., I do not think these gentlemen disagree with

me. At any rate, I quite agree with their letter. They suggest that

" if these hill-climbs are to do turned into racing. ..." I believe

they will agree that these hill-climbs are races, and are advertised a>

such, and that is their sole object. Being races, the object of my letter

was to see if there could not be a method by which all clubs in this

country could be forced to use one formula only. I believe that the

Vauxhall Company will accept that such a proposition would be to the

benefit of all concerned.
I have also suggested that trade cars be run as chassis. I believe

that they, as well as other heads of motor-car firms, will agree that it '

would be a great saving in expense for motor-car manufacturers, and

would have the same result in proving which was the better car, if these

rax:es ever do prove such a thing.—Yours truly,

D. M. Weioel.

SHOULD LADIES DRIVE MOTOR-CARS.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—A somewhat interesting discussion has lately arisen in your

paper in regard to the question of cars being driven by ladies.

Undoubtedly there are certain conditions prevailing which make it in

advisable for a woman to handle a car, particularly in traffic. A woman

is more easily unnerved than a man by sudden complications which call

for instantaneous action, and when it is necessary for her to take her

hands from the steering wheel and push forward or oackward a change-

speed lever, she almost invariably does the wrong thing. What one

really wants is a car which can be handled by constantly keeping the

hands on the steering wheel, and where the change-speed and application

of brakes is done entirely by the feet.
There are other reasons why this state of affairs is desirable. A
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woman cannot be claimed to hare a graceful appearance when endeavour

ing to push into position a change-speed lever which may be 'placed at

any awkward angle on the side of the car, arid certainly a woman's

ambition should be to look as dignified as possible under all circum

stances, and I cannot honestly say that most of my lady friends whom

I see driving cars look at all graceful in the process. I must make one

exception to this statement, however. I do not remember the name of

the car, but I know that the whole of the changing of speed is carried

out, by means of pedals,. and I should be very glad if some one of your

readers who may be familiar with the car in question would recount his

or her experience of the efficiency of this method of changing speed.—

Yours truly,

Margaret Dewell.

MOTORING IN THE NEW FOREST.

To THE Editor op The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir, -It is quite likely that, in consequence of the fast and

apparently reckless driving of some cars, new police methods may be

instituted in the New Forest and the neighbourhood. There is much

complaint, and unless drivers of their own accord mitigate their speed

and behaviour something of the kind is to be feared.

This is not due to the local drivers but mostly to chanffeur-driven

oars bearing the letters "A," "L.C.," and "L.N." The peculiar

conditions which rule in the Forest and on its confines, the narrow, twisty

are jost putting on the market, we have radically departed from the ac"

cepred form of pneumatic tyre in favour of a series of pneumatic studs

Btaggered round the circumference of the wheel, and projecting from a

flat base through a perforated steel rim. This does not in any case

decrease its resiliency, and, from lengthy experiments at high speeds on

very powerful and heavy cars, we find that we can guarantee a

minimum life of 5,000 miles ; that our tyre is an excellent non-skid, and

that it cannot puncture or burst, whilst it has the great merit, from

the point of view of other road users, of raising very little dust indeed

We fully agree with Mr. Cook that if the subject of wheels and tyres

can be opened up much good should result, but we firmly believe that

the desired results cannot be obtained except by entirely new methods

of construction. In view of the demands upon the purse of the long-

sutiering motorist, the tyre question becomes of vital importance, and

we therefore venture to invite your valuable co operation in giving

publicity to these facts.—Yours truly,

The K.T. Syndicate, Ltd.

To the Edttob op The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir —I was greatly interested in Mr. O. Cook's letter on the

above subject, as I am most thoroughly in agreement with bim as to

the unsuitability of the pneumatic tyre for motor-cars. To me the

idea of transmitting the power of an engine even as low as 10-h.p.

through a piece of rubber and canvas is absurd, and I think that every
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roads, make fast driving a danger to users of the cars not less than to

the other users of the roads. Apart from the dangers mentioned, there

is the unpleasant fact that tne motorists who are instrumental in

bringing police tactics into play are in the district for only perhaps one

day. They flit through at full speed and are seen no more, while less

ambitious drivers are caught in the net which was not spread for them.

I am sure no one wishes the New Forest police to emulate their

neighbours in Christchurch, so I hope all readers who may come to the

district will drive as gentlemen and not raise •pprobrium.—Yours truly,

A New Forest Motorist.

WHEELS FOR MOTOR-CARS.

To the Editor op The Motor-Car Journal.

SIR,—In your issue of the 10th inst. we notice a letter from Mr.

O. Cook referring to the extract from Dr. Ilele-Shaw's paper on " Road

locomotion in relation to public health," in which letter your correspon

dent says " that the pneumatic tyre is no more suitable for a motor than

slippers are to go navvying with, and therefore only possible for the

wealthy." There is no doubt whatever that the present form of pneu

matic tyre has the great merit of resiliency, but at the same time, owing

to its shape and lack of grip upon the road, a certain amount of " skid

ding round " takes place at high speeds even in dry weather. This

rapidly decreases the life of the tyre, and at the same time is respon

sible for a great deal of the dust nuisance. This is a defect inherent in

all ring-shaped tyres, owing to their lack of grip. In the K.T. tyre we

one must in time come to the same opinion. To see the number of «■ ir<

hung up on the roads any day with tyre troubles, and also to observe the-

quantity of costly spares carried on many cars, should make any thinking

person come to the conclusion that the system is all wrong.

For myself I would rather give np motoring altogether than put up-

of pneumatic tyres. I increased thewith the worry and

diameter of my wheels ana use solids, and I find this quite satisfactory

for moderate speeds up to about thirty miles an hour, besides raising

very little dust. There is no doubt that the tyre question is the

greatest factor in preventing the motor-car becoming a really popular

vehicle. Apart from tyres, the motor-car is the cheapest known form

of locomotion, while, plui tyre cost, the most expensive, and, until the

general public can be convinced that a car may be quite satisfactory

without employing pneumatic tyres, the man of moderate means will

rightly hesitate belore becoming the owner of a motor.

I hope Mr. Cook will tell us what wheels his car is fitted with, as I

feel sure this will interest a great many ef your readers as well as

—Yours truly, J. BRYANT.

Rushmore Lamps, Ltd., ask to be_ permitted to point out that every

Rushmore headlight and generator is indelibly marked with the name

of the manufacturers, Rushmore Dynamo Works, Plaiufield, N.J.

From the Automobile Association we have received a commnnj^tion

in reply to the statement of the Motor Union saying that t|„,v ,|,,

not propose to make a full reply until the official views of the Motor

Union representatives have been received.
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CLUBS AND ASSOCIATIONS.

, ' THE AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION.

Another important increase in the Automobile Association's

sphere: of usefulness is to be noted, and, in support of the patrol organiza

tion now being, rapidly deployed in Lancashire, Yorkshire, Cheshire,

Cumberland and Scotland, offices have been opened at 30, Cross Street,

Manchester.

Every part of the A. A. work, including the appointment and control

of patrols, erection of signs at dangerous spots, names of villages, &c,

will be dealt with at the Manchester otfices, and members' requirements

in the shape of legal advice, insurance, touring, road information, badges,

&c. will be fully supplied by the local staff and Mr. D. N. Mackay,

the manager.

THE INCORPORATED INSTITUTION OF AUTOMOBILE

ENGINEERS.

The Institution of Automobile Engineers has been incorporated

and its official title is now the Incorporated Institution of Automobile

Engineers.

The certificate of incorporation is dated the 17th day of July, and

the licence of the Board of Trade has been obtained for the omission

of the word " Limited." The memorandum and articles of association

axe signed by Colonel K. E. Crompton, C.B., Dr. H. S. Hele-Shaw, and

Messrs. Dugald Clerk, MInst.C.E., W. Worby Beaumont, M.Inst.C.E.,

 

The Oliddeu Tour,—A Peerless Car ploughing through an

American road,

Mervyn O'Gorman, M.InstC.E., F.C.A. Coventry, and T. B.

Browne.
The memorandum and articles, together with a list of members, are

now being printed, and oan be obtained, together with forms of appli

cation for membership, from the secretary of the Institution, Mr. Rees

Jeffreys, 1, Albemarle Street, Piccadilly, W.

BERKSHIRE

Sir Gilbert and Laly Clayton-East were at home to members of

the Berkshire Automobile Club, at Hall Place, near Maidenhead, on

Saturday.
Four of the events in a motor gymkhana, which was the principal

part of the afternoon's programme, resulted as under :—

Tilting at the King.—Winner, Major E. K. Portal (16-h.p. Fiat);

second, Mr. A. C. Clarke (10-h.p. Siddeley) ; third, Captain \V. Waring

(25-h.p. Brasier).

Potato Race.—Winner, Mr. A. C. Clarke ; second, Major Portal ;

third, Mrs. Portal (10-h.p. De Dion).

Blindfold Driving.—Winner, Miss Muriel Thompson (25-h.p.

Austin) ; second, Major Portal ; third, Dr. Norman H. Joy (6-h.p.

Siddeley). '
This latter test of skill gave rise to much amusement. Each

competitor was started alone, at a distance of 75 yards from the finishing

llag, with the back of the car towards that flag, and the results were

most ludicrous in some cases. Nearly every competitor lost the sense

of direction or length, some driving entirely off the gymkhana ground,

and others stopping before they had gone 20 yards, in the belief they

were at the finish. Miss Thompson came to rest at a point only 39ft.

from the post in 25 sec. Ladies took the prizes in nearly all eases, as

these were awarded to passengers wherever practicable, and it was

required by the rules that ladies should tilt, throw the potatoes, and run

for the chairs. The aggregate scores proved that Major Portal had \

the Motor Union medal.

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE.

The hill climbing competition arranged by the Northamptonshire

A.C. took place on Saturday, the 24th insr., near Newnham ; tbe hill

chosen wasover three-quarters of a mile long with gradients in somepartsof

one in seven, the average being about one in eleven. The following were the

competitors :—The Rev. W. Seggins Pratt, 6-h.p. Rover, driven by Dr.

Lewis; Rev. W. S. Pratt, 16-24-h.p. Fiat, driven by Mr. H. Mobbs ;

Mr. J. C. Hannah, 24-h.p. Minerva; Mr. A. Wickstead, 10-12-h.p.

Humber ; Mr. C. Wickstead, 30-h.p. Humber ; Mr. J. C. Hipwell, 14-

16-h.p. Fiat, driven by Mr. H. Mobbs; Col. Foster, 18-24-h.p. Fiat,

driven by Mr. H. Mobbs ; Mr. H. Nichols, 24-h.p. Darracq ; Mr. H. II.

Greening, 24-h.p. Minerva; Dr. W. L. Dryland, 7-h.p. Panhard ; Mr.

C. L. Wilson, 10-12-h.p. Humber.

There was an exceedingly good muster of members and their friends

and the weather was all that could be desired. The details of the

hill climb were left to a sub-committee, comprising the chairman,

Major P. E. T. HIbWt, Dr. O'Rafferty, Colonel Mulliner, Mr. Sidney

Harris, and Dr. A. A. Hope, who acted as hon. secretary, and the great

success of the meeting was owing, in a very large extent, to the very

able manner in which he carried out his onerous duties. The arrange

ments made by the police, under Inspector Harris, to protect the public

were all that could be desired, everything passing off without the

slightest inconvenience or risk of danger to anyone. Sir Chas. Knight-

ley, Bart., acted as judge, Mr. A. Noel Mobbs as timekeeper, Dr. A.

A. Hope as starter, and Mr. Sidney Harris as clerk of the course. The

results were worked out on the following formula by Dr. Hope

TimexR.A.C. h.p.
WTeight

and Mr. Noel Mobbs, whilst the members and their friends were re

freshing themselves with tea at the Wheat Sheaf Hotel, Daventry.

After tea they were made known, and the winner of the prize, Mr.

H. R. Greening, was heartily congratulated on his success, all who

witnessed his clever performance thinking he thoroughly deserved

first place.

Below are given particulars of the five best performances.

Name of

Car.

Minerva

Minerva

Argyll

Minerva

Fiat

H.P. Owner.

H. R. Greening.

D. P. Taylor .

Dr. Henshaw

J. C. Hannah ..

14-16 J. C. Hipwell .

24

24

16

24

Driver.

Owner

J. C. Hannah

Owner

Owner

Mr. H. Mobbs

Time. Place on

m. s. formula.

1 22 ... 1

1 39 ... 2

2 3 ... 3

1 37?... 4

2 9i... 5

MANCHESTER MOTOR CLUB.

The annual reliability trial for motor-cycles, fore-cars, &c, of the

Manchester Motor Club was successfully carried out on Saturday and

Sunday last. The route lay from a point near Bowdon to the Snowdon

district of North Wales. The distance of each day's trial was approxi

mately 100 miles. A start was made about nine on Saturday morning.

The number of competitors was twenty-four. Of this total nineteen

went the course on the first day without a single tyre trouble, and nine

of them without losing a single point. The aggregate result was very

satisfactory, as fourteen machines completed the two days' trial, and

all but two qualify for club standard medals. Two dead heats took place

for first and second positions, and in the case of the first will necessitate

another trial before the holder of the Triumph Vase can be found.

Messrs. Gross and Tyler both went through the complete trial without

the loss of a single point, and Messrs. Davies and Butler only failed by

one point each. The result is as follows :—J. Tyler and O. Gross 100

points, J. S. Davies and P. H. T. Butler 99, J. E. Rees 98, H. Hurst

97, H. H. Madin 91, H. Reed 89, W. Andrews 85, W. Heaton 85. C. E.

Kettle 84, and A. Moorbouse 82. O. Gross drove a motor-tricycle and

H. Hurst a tri car carrying a passenger.

YORKSHIRE A.C.

On Saturday the members of the Yorkshire Automobile Club held a

hill-climbing competition over seven furlongs on Greenhow Hill, at

Pateley Brilge, near Harrogate. The road was in excellent trim. The

gradient averages one in twelve, but in two places it is as stiff as one in

six. Thirty-one cars competed.

Tlie competition was divided into three sectioni>, tbe first being for

cars whose horse-power, rating by the R.A.C. formula, did not exceed 10.

In this class A. Towler, of Ilkley, who drove an 8-h.p. De Dion, was

first, and A. Farnell, of Bradford, was second on a 6-h.p. Rover. In the

section for cars not exceeding 24-h.p. T. H. Woollen, of London, whose

15-h.i>. Clement-Talbot was driven by J. W. Edge, was the winner, and

T. H. Hall, Leeds, with a 10-12-h.p. Argyll, driven by T. A. Hall, was

second. In the class for more than 24-h.p. there was a dead heat for the

first place between T. H. S. Atkinson, Leeds , whose car, a 15 -20- h.p.
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<"lement-Talb.it, was driven by F. Blake, and A. l'arnell, of Bradford,

who drove a 30-h.p. Daimler. J. T. Hemmingway, Leeds, whose car,

a 30-40-h. p. Daimler, was driven by T. Walker, was second. The best

times were done by Cecil Edge, London, who covered the distance on a

60-h.p. Napier in 1 min 29 sec, and F. A. Bolton, of Osmotherley, on a

45-b.p. Daimler in 1 min. 34 4-5 sec

NORTH-EAST LANCASHIRE.

The annual gymkhana in connection with the North-east

Lancashire Automobile Club was held on Saturday at Stanley Grange,

Hoghton, near Preston. There were thirty-one entries for the eight

-events. Results :—Starting and stopping competition, I, K. Birtwistle ;

-2, P. J. Broadley. Musical chairs : 1, Mre. E. A. Riley ; 2, Miss Huck.

Motor- house—Men : 1, J.' Robinson ; 2, A. E. Crowley. Women : 1, Mrs.

E. A. Riley; 2, Miss Kitty Crook. Academy stakes: 1, A. Birtwisle

and Mrs. Walker ; 2, R Crossley and Mrs. Whittaker. See-saw com

petition : 1, R. Crossley ; 2, A. E. Crowley. Bending race : 1, A. E.

Crowley ; 2, Dr. Stephenson. Doll dressing : 1, Mrs. Riley : 2, Dr.

Stephenson.

HERTFORDSHIRE.

The Members' Driving Test, arranged for to-day, has been postponed

until the 21st prox., wnen it will take the place of the meet at

Hatfield.

The .Members' Hill Climb will take place on September 7th, at

Aston Hill, and not at Aldbury Hall, as formerly announced. ■

MOTOR-CYCLE UNION OF IRELAND.

The members of the Dublin centre of the Motor Cycle Union

of Ireland held their concluding series of speed trials at Portmarnock on

Saturday, when two events were run off. The course was not' in as good

condition as usual, nevertheless interesting sport was furnished by the two

races. The results were as follows :—Two Miles Members' Handicap.—

Final Heat—J. G. Drury, :sj-h.p. Triumph, 25 sec., 1;R. Hewison,2J-n.p.

F. N., 50 sec, 2; W. Ladley, 3i-h.p. Morehampton, 28 sec, 3.—Twenty

Miles Members' Handicap (fcr the Kavanagh Cup), t '. B. Franklin, 2^-b.p.

•J. A.P., 4 min., 1 ; J. G. Drury, 3}-h.p. Triumph, 3 min., 2 ; R. Hourson,

2J-h.p. F.N., 8 min. 30 sec, 3: K. Walshe, 2j-h.p. F.N., 7 min., 4; 1».

Hurse, 2}-h.p. Morehampton, 8} min., 5.

The British Empire Motor Trades Alliance has now been absorbed

by the Society of Motor Manufacturers and Traders, Ltd.

The Sheffield A.C. will hold a pace judging run over a 22 mile

•course, from the Town Hall, on Saturday, the 7th prox., commencing at

-2.30 p.m.

AUTOMOBILE AACCIDENTS.

The Rev. Theodore Berger, rector of Wiveton, Norfolk, was

driving in a trap through Kelling to Weybonrne, when he met a motor

car, which his horse refused to pass. It bolted, but Mr. Berger got it

under control, and was returning to the Weybourne road when he met
■mother motor. The horse again bolted, and the wheel of the trap

colliding with a post, Mr. Berger was thrown out on his held. The

motorists at once started oft ia search of a doctor. Mr. Berger, how

ever, never recovered consciousness, and died within an hour.

There has been a serious collision on the load from Angmering to

Arundel between a motor-car and a pony and van. The collision

occurred near the Poling cross roads. *

A fatal motor-car accident occurred at Cromer on Saturday.

Miss Bertha Birch, of Wymondham, who bad been staying at a con

valescent home, stood outside the gates, and, after a 'bus hod passed,

stepped into the roadway. The driver of a motor-car, the approach of

which Miss Birch failed to notice, endeavoured to avoid her, but she

-was carried a short distance and the car ran up a bank and turned over,

the four occupants being thrown out. Miss Birch was so seiiously

injured that she succumbed in the hospital a few hours later.

A motoe-car, driven by Mr. Frank Shearman, of Penarth, who

-was accompanied by his wife and child and chauffeur, ran into the

balustrade of the English Bridge at Shrewsbury. The stonework of

the bridge was partially dislodged arid the car badly damaged.

A singular accident occurred at Limerick Floating Docks on

Saturday. A motor-car plunged over the quay into 24 ft. of water.

Observing hii danger the driver jumped from the car before it went

over the quay into the basin of the Hock.

On Sunday a motor char-a-banc owned by Messrs. Joseph Tomlin-

son and Sons was travelling along the Manchester road in the direction

-of Sheffield with twenty-nine passengers when a sad accident occurred.

On the long ascent to Moscar a horse drawn carriage passed the convey

ance. Arrived at the crest of the hill, and with the gradient favourable,

a. speed of some six or seven miles an hour was attained. The carriage

however, was overtaken, and the driver thought he could pass it. The

•vehicle was accordingly steered over to the wrong side of the road and

brought alongside the lighter vehicle. Then the disaster happened.

The vehicle had to piss a telegraph pole, and it appeared as though

i. his would be safely done. The front wheels of the char-a-bano and the

first seats passed safely, and then the third seat was swung against the

/pole, and the heads of*a male passenger and of a young boy he was hold

ing up in his arms were literally smashed in by the force of the blow.

Other seats caught against the pole and caused the car to swerve and

skid along the greasy road. For some ten yards it tore along and then

it crashed into the wall immediately below Mr. E. Bromley's residence.

The passengers shot forward, and those on the right-hand side of the

char-a-banc were thrown to the ground. As a result three were killed

and ten were injured.
A CAR hired by Mr. A. Graham, of Lyson Hall, Long Melford, col

lided with a wagon on the Newmarket road at Bury St. Edmunds, the

other day, and was damaged, while one of the passengers was seriously

hurt. The car was towed to Mr. T. Nice's garage in the town for repair.

COMPANY NEWS.

New Companies Registered.

Tralee Motor Garagb Company, Ltd.—Capital, £3,000i To

acquire the business of motor-car agent, dealer in and hirer of motor-cars,

cycles, and accessories carried on by Mr. T. J. Goodlake at Edward

Street, Tralee, co. Kerry. The tir.it directors are Capt. T. J. Goodlake,

4th Battalion Royal Mun-ter Fusiliers, and Mr. J. E. J. Julian,

Kilflyim, co. Kerry, barrister-at-law.
Wayte Brothers. Limited.—Capital, £is,ooo. To acquire and

carry on the business of Messrs. Wayte Brothers, II and 12, Lemon

Street, Dublin, dealers in cycles, motor-cars, •&&., and hirers of motor

cars. Directors : Messrs. A. R. Wayte, J.' B. Wayte,' W. C- Roberta,
and Major Wellesley. Registered office : 36, College Green, Dublin. ■ ■

Hayward and Slade.—£1,005. To take over the business of motor

engineers, &c, carried on by Messrs. J. Cornish-Bowen and A. G. Slade

at Hyde Street, and 82, Parchment Street, Winchester, as Hayward and

Slade. 76, Hyde Street, Winchester.

 

A Cue Of Sour Grapes.

Motorist (whose car has broken down) to his chauffeur : " Those

fellows are going too fast." L'Omnia.

South-eastern Motor Supply Company. —First directors, Messrs.

C. A. Lloyd. F. Wyatt Ediss, J. W. H. Dew, and R. S. Currie. King's

House, King Street, E.C.
Nilmelior (England), Ltd.—This company was registered with a

capital of £5,000, to acquire the sole agency for the British Empire for

the sale of accumulators, magnetos, contact coils and other articles for

the ignition of explosive engines and accessories thereto, and other goods

manufactured hy Societe d Electricite " Nilmelior " (formerly Bassee et

Michel), of Paris, and to carry on the business of dealers in electrical

goods and applianoes of all kinds.

International Automobile Co-Operativk Association.—

£2,000. To idemnify the Automobile Co-operative Association, Ltd.,

against all losses it may incur in carrying on in Italy or other places

outside the United Kingdom the business of manufacturers, sellers, and

buyers of automobiles and their accessories, &c

New Engine (Motor) Company.—£50,000. To adopt an agree

ment with J. C. Mort and G. F. Mort, and to carry on the business of

manufacturers of and dealers in motor-oars and machinery, parts,

fittings, and accessories, See. No initial public issue. First direotors:

Messrs, J. C. Mort and G. F. Mort. Acton Hill Works, Acton, W.

La Societe Metalluroigue de Montbard-Aulnoye, of Mont-

bard (Cote d'Or), France, which is making a speciality of forged steel

pistons for petrol motor*, send us a list illustrating and describing the

same. The steel pistons are claimed to possess many advantages over

those of east iron, not the least of which is their relative lightness,

which enables ii higher piston speed to be attained, so increasing the

power developed by the motor.
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GASES UNDER THE MOTOR CAR ACT.

Appeals.

The Motor Union has decided to support two appeals by motorists

against convictions by the Godalming Bench of Magistrates for driving

to the public danger. In the first cafe it was alleged that the motorist

covered the measured distance of 220 yards at the rate of eighteen miles

an hour, and tbat the second travelled at over twenty miles an honr.

The defendants maintained that no one was endangered and that the

speed was exaggerated. The constables in both prosecutions admitted

in cross-examination that the cars appeared to be under perfect control.

The evidence having been thoroughly investigated by the Legal Cases

Committee, the Union has decided to make a financial contribution

towards the costs of each of the appeals.

On the Footpath.

At Slough, on the 14th inst., Frederick H. Lincoln, The Grange,

Old Windsor, was fined £2 and £1 0s. 6d. costs, for driving a motor-car

on the footpath at Eton. Leave to appeal against the conviction was

asked, and granted.

Exceeding Legal Limit.

Fined at Bradford for exceeding the legal limit, a motor-cyclist

has pleaded in extenuation of the circumstance that he bad been used

to driving in the London parks.

Lord , Kenyon was charged at Crewe, on Monday, with driving his

motor-car at an excessive speed. Superintendent Pearson stated that on

July 28th. his lordship's car was timed between Crewe Station and Wis

taston, and the speed was thirty miles an hour. Lord Kenyon did not

dispute the police evidence as to the speed his car was going, but be was

not aware he was travelling so fast. The Bench fined his lordship £5

and costs.

Heavy Hauls.

At Kingston, on the 22nd. D. Kesta was fined £3 for exceeding the

ten mile limit in Richmond Park. Two others were similarly fined for

similar "offences." Four motorists were fined sums of from £3 to £10

for going beyond the twenty mile limit.

At the Leeds City Court three motorists] have been fined £9 and

costs at one sitting.

On Tuesday five motorists were fined sums aggregating £33 10s. in

addition to costs at Arundel.

Fines of £5 and costs have been imposed on each of four motorists

at Selby for exceeding the legal limit at Haddlesey. At Tonbridge on

Monday, five motorists were summoned, and, strange to relate, one case-

was dismissed, the fines in the others totalling £6.

At Tonbridge on Tuesday six motorists were fined £39 and costs for

exceeding the legal limit at Southborough.

Fines amounting to £28 were imposed at Atherstone on Tuesday.

Eight motorists -were caught in a police trap at Chawton and fined

sums amounting to over £25 at Alton Petty Sessions on Tuesday.

A Licensing Matter.

Mr. H. Van CuUem was summoned at Godalming, on Monday, for

having employed Wallace Molesworth, an unlicensed person, to drive a

motor-car at Godalming on June 29th. P.c. Galloway said when he

stopped Molesworth an occupant of the car said bis name was Van Cutsem,

and that he was the owner of the car. Molesworth was subsequently

convicted for driving without a licence. The motor-car registered: at the

offices of the L.C. C. showed that the registeredowner of the car was Harry

Harcourt Van Cutsem, of Norfolk Street, Park Lane, W. Mr. Triggs

Turner, solicitor for the defence, maintained tliat the onus rested upon tin-

police to prove that defendant knew Molesworth was not licensed. The

magistrates held that the onus rested upon the employer to see that his-

driver was properly licensed. Defendant was fined £3 3s. and costs.

Notice of appeal was given.

 

A Eeminiscence of the Kaiser's Prize Kace —Spectators' cart being drawn out of the swamp, near the Grand Stand, by cattle.

[Allgemeiiie Automata Zettung.

Earl Poulett was showing a new motor-car to a friend in St. James's

Park when he, not thoroughly understanding the car, altered the gear so

that the car covered a measured distance at a speed equal to twenty-three

miles an hour. " His lordship is a very careful driver, and has never been

fined before," said counsel at Bow Street on Monday, but the magistrate

imposed a fine of £3 and costs.

Dangerous Driving.

In fining C. P. Parker, of Bridgwater, £5, and J. Billings, chauffeur,

of Burslem, £10, on Monday, for driving motor-cars to the public danger,

the stipendiary magistrate at Hanley said the accident was due to the

desire of Billings to get in front of Parker and escape his dust. He had

not considered the public a bit. Staffordshire was the county above all

others for motorists who were gentlemen at the wheel and who con

sidered others. If a man could see a mile, or part of a mile, ahead on

a clear road, there was not the slightest danger if he went twenty,

thirty, or forty miles an hour, but, on the other hand, it might be

dangerous to go ten or six.

At the Hove Borough Bench, on Monday, Sidney Gibson was

summoned for driving a motor-car in a manner dangerous to the public

at Hove on August 2nd. After a long hearing the magistrates

dismissed the case.

No Licence.

Jobn Hilton was summoned as the owner of a motor tri car at Esher

for failing to produce his licence when requested by a constable in

uniform on August 5th. P.a. Stringer said the defendant drew up at

the Coburg Arms, and witness pointed out the absence of an identification

plate, and defendant could not show his licence.—Defendant, who now

produced a licence which was taken out on August 6th, was fined 10s.

and 10s. 6d. costs. | .

THE AUTO CYCLE CLUB'S SIX-DAY TRIAL,

Last week we recorded some of the earlier experiences in the six

days' reliability trial of the Auto Cycle Club. During the event two

hill climbs were held, one on Broadway Hill, Worcester, on Friday of

last week, and the other on Saturday, the 24th, on Birdlip Hill.

The trial concluded at Staines on the evening of Saturday, the first

arrival being at 5.15 p.m. and the others following in rapid succession,

until twenty had arrived.

Those who completed the trial were F. Cozens (10-h.p. Lagonda tri

car), A. J. Sproston (5-h.p. Vindec Special), W. G. McMinnies (5-h.p.

Vindec Special), D. G. Gilmour (9-h.p. Bat), A. S. Phillips (5-hj>. Vin

dec Special), W. H. Wells (5-h.p. Vindec Special), T. H. Hastings

(4-h.p. Indian),W. G. Pople (3* h.p. Triumph), F. C. Dee (5-h.p. Vindec

Special), J. H. Slaughter (3J-h.p. Triumph), T. Woodman (34-h.p. Vin-

dex Special), M. Geiger (6-h.p. N.S.U.), J. Marshall (3i-h.p. Triumph),.

R. M. White (3J-h.p. Hazel), W. Smith (lj-h.p. Motosacoche), R.

Moore (3J-h.p. Phelon and Moore). E. S. Myers (3i-h.p. Trinmph),

J. D. Hamilton (3} h.p. N.S.U.) S. W. Carty :3|-h.p. N.S.U.) and F. C.

Mustard (34-h.p^ Triumph).

Mr. T. H. Hastings, who rode the Indian motor-cycle, is a member

of the Crescent Athletic Club, of Brooklyn, and a prominent motor

cyclist of the United States.

Captain Neaves, of the iRoyal Albert, Southsea, has written to-

Ariel Motors Ltd., stating that he has run his Ariel car for 35,1 18 miles

now, and, with the exception of a new third speed gear, this is the first

time the car has been laid up for repairs of any sort. Those now neces

sary simply consist of a new piston ring.
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BRITISH EXPORTS OF MOTOR-CARS AND

PARTS.

In the monthly figures issued by the Board of Trade regarding the

exports of motor-cars and parts from this country only the gross totals

are given, no indication being afforded as to the destination of the same,

nor of the quantities taken by the different countries. The more detailed

return of the export trade of 1906 has just been issued, and, although

somewhat late, the following tables, which deal with the shipments

of automobiles, may not be without interest :-r-

Exports of Motor-Cars of British Manufacture.

1905.1906.

Netherlands

Belgium ...

France

Italy

No. Value. No. Value.

24 9,994 8 3,863

■ 7 3,420 4 2,303

23 15,081 29 15,920

34 20,686 11 6,905

25 8,433 18 5,669

49 36,507 73 60,795

40 ' 22,534 21 11,916

125 45,400 81 27,975

59 17,310 59 20,332

30 14,183 89 26,773

150 . 59,683 204 62,822

30 7,198 30 6,543

111 30,653 87 24,607

3 379 — —

22 8 273 25 5,745

274 89,281 132 42,532

217 62,453 97 20,720

156 43,931 110 30,810

1,379 £495,399 1,078 £376,230

Jmted States of America

Argentine

Other Foreign Countries

Cape of Good Hope

Natal -

Bombay and Karachi ...

Madras

Bengal ... .,.

Eastern Bengal and Assam

Burmah

Australia ...

New Zealand

Other British Possessions

Total Exports of Cars

ExroRTs of Motor-Cak Parts of British Manufacture.

Exported to

Germany

Belgium

France

Egypt

United States of America

Other Eoreign Countries

Cape of Good Hope

Natal

British India

Australia

Other British Possessions

Total Parts Exported

1906. 1905.

£ £

3,711 1,340

12,958 3,429

179,839 60,172

1.275 . ... 119

8,605 5,157

21,36* 8,889

11,591 5,385

12,930 5,933

32,912 14,221

12,058 13,858

26,150 6,069

£323,395 £125,572

THE COMMERCIAL VEHICLE TRIALS.

The list of competitors has been slightly reduced by the with

drawal of a Darracq-Serpollet 30-40-h.p. char-a-banc from Class D, and

a Darracq-Serpollet 30-40-h.p. omnibus from Class E. The total

number ot entries in all classes is sixty. The following alterations

hare to be recorded in the list of entries :—Class B, No. 3, the entry

of the Albion Motor-Car Company, Ltd., has been transferred to the

Lacre Motor-C*r Company, Ltd., and the vehicle is a 16-h.p. 24 cwt.

Lacre lorry ; Class D, No. 9, Messrs. Durham, Churchill and Company,

2-ton lorry, in place of the Churchill char-a-banc ; Class E, No. 20,

Messrs. T. C. Aveling and Company, Ltd., have entered a Brown and

Wade paraffin wagon.

A form of guarantee has been sent to entrants by which the manu

facturers or dealers will undertake to list and sell vehicles or chassis,

including tyres, conforming in every respect to the vehicle or chassis

entered,1 for a period of six months from the date of the beginning of

the trials at the price stated on the Club's specification form.

Of the vehicles entered, forty-seven will use petrol as fuel, five

paraffin, one paraffin and petrol, three coal, three coal or coke, and one

coke.

Forty, or two-thirds of the total, are of British origin, eleven of

French, seven of German, and two of Italian origin.

Several makes of tyres will be employed, viz., the Bergougnon,

Continental, Dunlop, De Nevers, Polack, Palmer Cord, Peter Union,

Sirdar, Shrewsbury and Challiner, and Turner.

With regard to the frames of the vehicles in Classes A, B, C, D,

E, and F, thirty-two are of channel steel, twenty-one of pressed steel,

two^of stamped steel, one of reinforced channel, and one armoured

wood.''

The Nizam of Hyderabad, who already owns a Daimler limousine,

has placed a further order, through the Bombay Motor Company, for a

Daimler 28-h.p. chassis. The India Office have also just ordered a

: 30-h.p. Daimler limousine of the Milverton typs and an opan Canley

type vehicle of similar horse power and wheel b±se.

ROAD REPORTS.

KENT.—At Kent County Council meeting, the Bridges and Roads

Committee reported that the attention of the County Councils' Association

had been drawn to the damage done to roads by steel-studded bands on

motor-car driving wheels. The county surveyor reported that nothing

but tarred macadam sufficed to keep the material on the roads tight.

The cost of this, and of tar painting to abate dust, fell entirely on the

ratepayers of the districts affected. A recommendation was adopted

that the county councils of Buckinghamshire, Essex, Hertfordshire,

Surrey, and Sussex be invited to join in calling the attention of the Local

Government Board to the importance of road authorities being protected

against the heavy additional expense caused by motor vehicle traffic

Wandsworth.—The Borough Council hare made a trial of

" Ermenite." A length of half a mile of Windmill Road was satisfactorily

treated with the substance, which was applied from one of the Council's

watering vans. The effect was to darken the road surface to a chocolate

colour, and for the present, at least, entirely to abolish the dust.

Tar Spreading.—The Thwaite tar road surfacing patent machines

are being used in Derbyshire, Lincolnshire (it was applied to the proces

sional roads to the Royal Show at Lincoln), Berkshire and Surrey.

Ayrshire.—The Secretary for Scotland has declined to accede to

local representation for the restriction of the speed of motor-cars passing

through High Fenwick. The road board meeting at Ayr has decided

to remit the matter to the Standing Committee of the Council to see

if anything further can be done in the matter.

id .11 am.—At a meeting of the Egham Urban Council complaint

has been made of the excessive speed or cars through the main street,

which in places is less than 30 ft. in width. It was decided to work in

conjunction with the Chertsey Council to secure regulations as to slower

speed through the two towns. Police action against motorists who
exceed the limit may shortly be expected. >•

 

The 30-40 h.n. Crossley car just supplied by Messrs. Jarrott and

Letts to the Duke of Sutherland, President of the Royal Automobile

Club, for his personal use at Dunrobin Cattle.

The idea la that the driver ia comfortably enclosed and protected from the
weather, the car having all the advantages of the ordinary limousine. The
back seat Ib hinge<1 and folds up oat of sight when not required. 1 The body
was designed by -Mr. Jarrott, and the work carried out by Messrs. Salmon, of

Newport Pagnell.

Oxfordshire.—Oxfordshire is traversed by several important

roads, which are split up into varying lengths in different districts,

under different authorities, and maintained by methods which lack

uniformity. The road from Banbury to Henley, via Oxford, is repaired

by nine different bodies. The future cost of road maintenance, whether

direct or by contract, cannot, Mr. S. Stallard, the county surveyor,

thinks, fail to increase, and he anticipates that the expenditure in his

county will rise considerably for some years in order to cope- with the

extra demands of modern traffic

Tarlithic is the name of a preparation for dustless roads which the

Tilbury Contracting and Dredging Company (1906), Ltd., claim to be

the only granite adaptable to tarred macadam and paving.

Wokino. —At the entrance to Woking, at the junction of Goldsworth

Road and High Street, on the main road from Guildford to Chertsey,

the Urban District Council Ins erected a girder bridge spanning a forty

feet roadway in place of the old tunnel, which had become a kind of

death trap to users of the highway.

Devon.—The Barnstaple Rural District Council have rescinded

their resolution to apply for the closing of Countisbury Hill to motor-cars.

Kent.—In his report to the Kent County Council, Mr. H. B.

Maybury says that last year about £4,000 was expended upon work in

connection with the laying of dust and the erection of motor-oar signals.

A company has justlJten formed at Dover, Del., U.S.A., to manu

facture Stepney spare wheels for the American market.
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

AUGUST.

31st (S.).—Cardiff M.C.'s run to Chepstow.

Lincolnshire Motor-Cycling Club meet at Skegness.

East Surrey A.C. run to Cbobham.

Coventry M.C.'s 100 mile reliability trial.

Motor Cycling Club's variable speed contest on Sharpenhoe

Hill.

Garden party of the Somerset A.C. at Holford Rectory.

SEPTEMBER.

1st (Sun.).—Florio Cup race of the Italian A.C. over the Brescia circuit.

Southern MLC. picnic.

6th (T.).—Vehicles competing in the R.A.C. commercial vehicle trial

must be within the gates of the depot of Messrs. J. I.

Thornycroft at Chiswick by 12 noon. . <

Arachon motor-boat meeting.

6th-7th.—Commercial vehicle trial—examination of vehicles.

7th (S.).—Auto Cycle Club's bill climb at Birdlip.

Motor Cycling Club 200 miles reliability trial.

Bristol and Gloucester A.C. meet at Lyppiatt Park, Stroud.

East Surrey A.C. run to Paddock Wood.

Southend M.C. run to Gloucester.

9th (M.).—Industrial Vehicle Trials—first day's run. .. .

14th (S.).—Motor Union Meet at Leicester.

Brooklands A.R.C. tneet. . . I

15th. —" The Industrial Motor Review " for September will contain a

pictorial and descriptive report of the Commercial

. Vehiole Trials of the R.A.C. . i

21st (W.).—Nottinghamshire A.C. hill climb.

Southern M.C. Hill Climb.

OCTOBER.

12th.—Close of the Commercial Vehicle Trials. ,

19th.—Gordon Bennett Aeronautical race at Mb Louis, Missouri.

Auto-Cycle Club's quarterly trial.

MARCH, 1908.

21st-2Sth.—Cordingley's Motor-Car Show at the Agricultural Hall,

Lighting-up Times—London.

Aug. 31st—7.51 Sept 2nd—7.4."> 4th—7.41 ... 6th—7.37

Sept. 1st—7.48 „ 3rd—7.43 ... 5th—7.39 ._ 7th—7.34

In Glasgow the lighting-up time to-day (Sat,) is 8.21 p.m., and to

ascertain the approximate times on succeeding days 30 min. should be

added to the aw>ve figures ; in Manchester an addition of about 16 min.

is necessary.

—ceoccc—

THE IRISH TRIAL.

We are asked by the Secretary of the Irish AC. to announce that the

Competitions Committee of the Irish A.C. have had under consideration

the protest lodged by Mr. Mills, owner of the 12-16-h.p. Talbot car,

against the Humber car entered in Class C, and also the protest entered

by Messrs. Booth Bros., who had a 12-14-h.p. Singer in Class It, against

the 14 16-h.p. Argyll in the same class, and. on hearing the evidence

adduced by the objectors and that of the entrants of the cars objected to,

have decided that the protests must be upheld, and accordingly the

Humber car in Class C must be disqualified on the ground that it was

not in the committee's opinion a standard touring car, and that in Class B

the Argyll car must also be disqualified as—having regard to the cata

logue pnce—being wrongly entered in the class referred to. As a result

of these disqualifications, the Talbot car entered by Mr. Mills becomts

the winner in Class C and accordingly its performance has had to be con

sidered for the purpose of deciding the winner of the cup presented by

the Humber Company, with the result that on the forranla its marks

show it to be tbe winner of that cup, which lias accordingly been awarded

to tha car referred to. •

PUBLIC MOTOR SERVICES.

The Tramway Company in Cape Town is reported to be in negotia

tion with the Harbour Board with a view to running a motor-'bus service

through the docks.

A MOTOR-'bus broke down in Fleet Street, E.C., and remained in

that thoroughfare from 12.15 a.m. to 2 p.m., one day last week.

A MOTOR-COACH has started running between Blairgowrie and

Kirkmichael, making two trips daily.

With a nominal capital of £5,000 the Coventry Motor Omnibus

Company, Ltd., has been formed to establish a motor- bus service m the

City of Spires.

Motor-cars are running in public services between Hedmarley and

Gloucester and Cheltenham, on certain days of the week, and between

Staunton and Malvern on another.

—MBOCW—

SCOTTISH RELIABILITY TRIAL.

It would appear that, through an error in the office jf the Scottish

Motor Trade Association in furnishing to the Scottish A.C. the names

of the members of that Association for the award of the special prize

which had been offered by that association to the member thereof who

made the lowest petrol consumption per ton mile over the whole trial,

they included that of the Kennedy Motor Company, Ltd., Glasgow, who

had some time ago ceased to be members. The mistake was only

discovered some time after the public announcement that the prize had

been gained by the 14-h.p. Thornycroft entered by the Kennedy Motor

Company, Ltd. As the result of this the award of the prize is now made

to Mr. Thomas Shaw, Dundee, in respect of his 35-45-h.p. Ariel-Simplex

with a consumption of "03507 gallons per ton mile, equal to 28-51 ton

miles per gallon of fueL

MOTOR CYCLE RECORDS.

At Canning Town, on Saturday, C. E. Bennett beat the motor-cycle

records for seven and eight miles. He made a good start, and got inside

record at seven miles, doing 7 min. 53 4-5 sec., against his own previous

best of 7 min. 56 2-5 sec. He covered eight miles in 9 min., or 5 4-5 sec.

inside record, but in another half-mile his back tyre burst, and he was

thrown to the ground, fortunately without being much hui t.

POLICE TRAPS.

Caklvle's village of Ecclefechan has now its police trap.

Andovek continues to demonstrate its antipathy to those who

journey by automobile.

Gretna Green has now its police trap, and care should be taken

throughout the district generally.

At Barugh, near Barnsley, a quarter of a mile trap has been estab

lished, in which three or four motorists have lately been Caught.

Swanley Junction is the scene of a motor trap.

Alconbury Weston is now the possessor of a police trap for

motorists, from whence they are led to the Huntingdon Petty Sessions.

The Spaniards Road at Hampstead has its police trap.

The Brighton road at Purley is the frequent centre of police

operations in that district.

BUSINESS NEWS.

-♦-
The Vacuum Company's Mobiloil was used on the Itala car driven

by Prince Borghesfi on the run from Pekin to Pai is.

The Motor House have decided to hold a special auction sale on

the ,12th prox., when the catalogue will consist almost entirely of

Daimlers and Napiers of all types and with various bodies.

The Sirdar Rubber Company, as hinted at lately, have, owing to

the increase of business in their pneumatic tyre department, further

reduced their cost of production, and are now giving 20 per cent, cash

discount to users, and a substantial wholesale discount to the trade.

Messrs. Smith, Pabfrey and Company, Ltd., are agent* for the

sale and mounting of the A.P.S. shock absorlier for motor vehicles, and

also for the "Rapeasy " tyre lever, introduced to the trade at the

Cordingley Motor Show in April last.

From' Messrs. C A. Vandervell and Company, of the Warple

Way, Acton Vale, W., comes a copy of the new catalogue they have

just issued. The list gives full particulars of the C. A.V. accumulators,

which are made in a variety of sizes and capacities, voltmeters, induc

tion coils, switches, &c, made by the firm, while considerable space

is devoted to electric lamps, which are meeting with increased use on

motor vehicle;1. Primary batteries, as well as small dynamos with

switch boards for charging batteries, also lint a place in the catalogue.

A NEW air compressor for mechanis&lly inflating the tyres of motor-

vehicles is being introduced by Mr. M. Scott RobinBon, of 24, Norfolk

House Road, Streatham, S.W. . .

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

All communications intended for insertion in this Journal or relating

to Editorial matters should be addressed to The Editorial Depart

ment, Motor-Car Journal, 27-33, Charing Cross Road, London,

W.C., and must be written on one side of the paper only. Letters must in

all cases be accompanied by the name and address of the writer, at no

notice will be taken of anonymous communications.

The Editors cannot undertake to return MSS. or drawings, although

every effort will be made to do so in the case of rejected communications.

Where such are regarded as of value, correspondents are requested to

retain conies.
The Editorsdo not hold themselves responsible for the opinions expressed

by their correspondents, or for statements andfacts which do not appear

in the editorial columns.

To insure insertion communications and contributions must be in

the Editors' hands by Tuesday forenoon of the week in which the s

are intended to appear. Disappointment may be caused by non compli

with this rule, and to avoid this earlier receipt, ifpossible, is necessary.

Photographers, both professional and amateur, are invited to se

photographs of current events or ofmotoring scenes and incidents. Thefee,

if any, required for reproduction should be stated in each case, otherwise

no liability will be accepted.
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"THE INDUSTRIAL MOTOR REVIEW," which, established

in February, 1903, can claim to be the oldest journal in

the world exclusively devoted to the interests of the com

mercial and industrial motor vehicle, has been acquired by

Messrs. Cordingley & Co., and is now published from the office

of The Motor Car Journal, 27-33, Charing Cross Road,W.C.

It will continue to be. issued as a Monthly Review, devoted to

the development of the Industrial Motor Vehicle, and afford

ing a means ofinter-communication between users and makers

of commercial vehicles of every description. Under the

new proprietary, those features which have proved accept

able in the past will be continued and extended, while

innovations to increase its influence with all interested in

the motor movement will be introduced.

' The Industrial Motor Review " is published at 6d. ; post

free 8£d., on the 15th of the month Annual subscription,

8s. post free.
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Y the time these lines appear in

print the sixty vehicles that are to

take part in the Trials next week

wi.ll have been officially received at Chis-

wick, and their examination will be in

progress. Following the precedent of the

Scottish Trial, a meeting of the committee,

judges, competitors, and observers will be

held on Friday. On Saturday a dinner will

be held, at which Mr. C. D. Rose, M.P., will preside, and then at

7.30 a.m. on Monday the long journey will be commenced, the

first stage being to Reading, where the vehicles are expected

to arrive any time after 2.30 p.m. Considerable interest is

being taken in the event, and relays of judges will accompany the

procession each day. In order to anticipate any inconvenience

that may be caused to competitors by non-competing vehicles

following the Trials for the purpose of publicity and advertise

ment, the executive committee of the Trials have, therefore,

decided, in fairness to the competitors, that should these com

mercial vehicles attend the Trials in this way, the firms owning

them shall be dealt with under the terms of the following Com

petition rule :—" Any owner, manufacturer, dealer, agent or

driver taking part in, or being directly connected with, any

trial or competition otherwisa than under regulations made by

the Club, and obtaining extensive advertisement therefrom, shall

be deemed to be guilty of a breach of these rules." This is an

act of justice to the competitors.

♦ ♦ ♦

The Motor Union has accepted the

invitation of the Leicestershire Automo

bile Club to visit Leicester on Saturday

next, the 14th inst. This will be the

last provincial meeting of the Union this

season, and a large gathering of members

and representatives of the one hundred clubs included in the

membership of the Union is expected. The general committee

of the Union, under the chairmanship of Mr. C D. Rose, M.P.,

will hold its usual meeting in the morniDg at the Council

Chamber, Leicester, by the invitation of the Mayor and Corpora

tion, and the committee will be officially welcomed by the Mayor

(Alderman Sir Edward Wood, J.P.). In the afternoon a

gymkhana will be held at the Freeman's Meadows, Aylestone

Koad, the proceeds of which will be given to the fund for the

building of the new Guild Hall for the cripples of Leicester. In

the evening the ninth provincial dinner of the Motor Union

will be held at the Grand Hotel, and motorists who desire to

The Motor Union

at Leicester.

take part in this function should apply to Mr. Rees Jeffreys, the

secretary.

On Surrey

Roads.

The Surrey Roads Rights Conservancy

is now being formed, with a view to do

something to prevent the excessive speed

of motorists along the roads of that

county. No subscriptions will be re

quired from members, the Conservancy

being, it is understood, established by some influential residents

of the county, who intend to appoint representatives in each

district, who will record their experiences to the central autho

rities with a view of taking action against motorists who are

proceeding at an illegal pace. It is the intention of those

responsible for the new organisation to do what they can against

the recommendation of the Royal Commission with regard to

the abolition of the speed limit, and to make the speed question

a test problem at future elections. Verily, the way of the

motorist passing through Surrey will soon be slow indeed. What

with the A.A. scouts on the open road, the M.U. agents in

villages, the police almost ubiquitous, and the Surrey Roads

Rights Conservancy people everywhere, it will be difficult

indeed for motorists to go beyond a walking pace.

By their Signs

ye shall

Know Them.

At a recent meeting of the Society of

Motor Manufacturers and Traders, Mr.

Manville, the chairman, called attention

to various cases which had been brought

to his notice of reckless driving by drivers

of cars bearing trade numbers, and it was

resolved that if any further case was reported to the Society

they would endeavour to deal with it. This, we think, is a move

in the right direction, and we should like the Society to go still

further and endeavour, if possible, to compile a list of traders'

numbers and letters. All motorists have long been aware that

the most reckless and inconsiderate drivers on the road have been

those on cars bearing traders' signs, and we feel that if it is

known that a powerful society is going to deal with the matter,

it will have a beneficent effect on. irresponsible and harebrained

hooligans, whose only desire is apparently to show off and render

other users of the road as. uncomfortable as possible.

When out touring it is not always our desire to travel at

top speed and scurry over the ground to reach our destination

in the quickest of time, but rather to enjoy the beauties of the

country and discuss with our passengers the many and varied

charms of nature and scenery which unfold as on a panorama

while the car speeds on its way. About a fortnight ago we were

travelling steadily along on the Bath road, and a car with a red
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sign came up behind. In response to the sound of the horn we drew

aside and allowed the driver to pass. This did not, apparently,

suit the " gentleman," and he just kept a little in front of us,

so that we had the benefit of the car's dust. We slowed

down, as also did the fellow in front ; and this continued for

several miles, until the ladies—who were three in number—com

plained they could not put up with the inconvenience any

longer. Therefore, perforce, we had to put on speed and pass

the nuisance, and that was the last we saw of him. What the

man's object was we do not know ; but he certainly acted the

pare of an unmitigated cad, and should have been reported. In

future we shall do so, as we—who motor, perhaps, as much as

anyone in the United Kingdom—have suffered very much in

times gone by, and have had to travel faster than we desired to

escape such unwelcome attentions. We trust the heads of the

firms employing such men will make severe examples of them.

 

The New Badge of the Boya? Automobile Clab.

A Manual of

Petrol Motors and

Motor Cars.

The available literature of a technical

nature appertaining to the construction

of motor-cars is steadily being enlarged.

The latest addition is the "Manual of

Petrol Motors and Motor-Cars," by Mr.

F. Strickland, and published by Messrs.

Chas. Griffin and Co., Ltd., London. The author deals very

exhaustively with the design and construction of the various

parts and types of petrol motors, no less than 150 pages being

devoted to this section. After discussing the general arrange

ment of motors, the question of ignition, carburettors, cylinder

pistons and valves, crank-shafts and cams, pumps, fly-wheels,

and pipe arrangements, &c, are exhaustively treated in separate

chapters. The author apparently shares the opinion of many

motor engineers that the four-cylinder engine, if properly made,

gives a turning moment sufficiently even for all ordinary

purposes, the advantages of an increased number of cylinders

being, in his opinion, obtained at the expense of considerably

increased complication. We do not altogether agree with his

remark that in modern cars the throttle control is usually worked

by a governor, for, as a matter of fact, the tendency is nowadays

in the direction of abolishing centrifugal governors and relying

entirely on foot or hand levers, or both, and in some cases by so

connecting up the clutch to a throttle that as the former is dis

engaged, the speed of the engine is automatically cut down. In

connection with his remarks on ignition, too, we notice that Mr.

Strickland falls into the common error of terming the contact-

maker a commutator. Apart from this his remarks on ignition

will be found both interesting and instructive. Following the

motor the author deals equally lucidly with the other important

components of a petrol-car chassis —-frame, steering gear,

clutches', change-speed gear, &c, specially drawn illustrations

being freely made.use of to amplify the text. The work3 con

cludes with a series of tables giving a record of the results of the-

more important motor-car trials that have so far been held in

this country, going back as far as 1899, and concluding with

the Scottish Reliability Trials of 1906. In this short notice we

have only been able to give but a brief indication of the contents

of the work, which bears evidence of very careful preparation,

and, while we may not agree with all the author's criticisms, the

book is one which can be strongly recommended to all engaged

in motor-car design and construction.

Diplomatist* and

the Car.

Society long ago set its seal of

approval upon the motor-car, and the

smart equipages that, dispensing with

horses, now traverse the West End, are

visible evidences of the position attained.

Equally significant, though of a some

what different character, is the proof to be found in some of the

showrooms and sa'erooms of fashionable coachbuilders. For the

depreciation in the value of such vehicles is even greater than

that of motor-cars that have seen their best day. Official circles

are perhaps the hardest to penetrate, and even the King—ardent

motorist that he is—has not ventured to introduce the motor

car into a Royal procession. But it is steadily asserting itself

in Ambassadorial ranks. The Austrian and Spanish Ambassadors

and the Portuguese and Belgian Ministers have used automobiles-

when paying calls for some time past, and now the Swedish

Minister at the British Court has followed suit. French,

German, Russian, and Turkish representatives have yet to be

converted.

Motor-Cars

and

Railways.

The Traffic Superintendent of the

Natal Government Railways suggests

that motor-cars might be adopted in some-

districts in that colony. He has just

written his annual report for the last

twelve months, and in this points out

that the provision of such a service is likely to foster traffic which

might ultimately be developed to such an extent as to require-

.he institution of a light railway. Improved postal facilities to-

outlying districts might also be gained by the adoption of motor

cars, and in many districts of Natal the farmers would be put

into direct touch with the railways by this means. Mr. D. B.

Downie, the superintendent in question, briefly tabulates the

specific advantages of road-motor vehicles as. (a) Reduced capi

tal outlay involved as compared with the establishment of rail

service, (b) Reduced working cost, (c) Elasticity of service,

i.e., the motor-vehicles not dependent on rails; should they prova

unremunerative in one district can be transferred to another.

♦ ♦ ♦

At Chester Assizes the Lord Chief

Justice has been uttering words of warn-

A Judicial ing to motorists who disregard the

Warning. ordinary courtesies of the road, pointing

the moral to the advice by sending a

motor-car driver to a term of imprison

ment for manslaughter. Without entering into the merits of

the particular case that called forth the censure, we must accept

the judge's statement as a fair presentation of the matter.

Motorists must not forget—nor do the majority do so—that the

lives and property of other people on the road must be respected.

Accidents happen without intention, but through careless or

negligent driving on the part of somebody, or possibly want of

familiarity with the particular road. There is no criminal in

tention, but those who drive must be prepared to take the risks

of their own conduct, and, often, chat of other people as well.

This is where much of the danger of the road is associated, and
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even the most careful drivers are too frequently at the mercy of

the careless. To these such salutary lessons as that just

administered at Chester should prove a warning.

Hotel Methods.

Despite the number of people who

have this year been visiting the Lake

District, hotel proprietors there do not

seem to be quite happy with regard to

the position. Whilst motoring has taken

a largely increasing number of people to

see the mountains and lakes, hotel proprietors complain that

it has utterly spoilt the old-fashioned method of business,

which was probably extremely lucrative. They contend that

those who now go in a motor-car formerly arrived in a carriage

or a four-horsed coach, hired a team for most of the days, and

stayed for a week or longer at the same establishment. Now,

however, the motorist is able to go from place to place with

comfort and celerity, and the old days of long stays are no moro

One of the organisations that have

been identified with road questions

The Trams at might very profitably compile a list of

Kingston. the places in various towns where trams

would be unsuitable and even dangerous.

Such a category would enable the Motor

Union or any other body to object to applications for tram lines

being laid where it could be shown that they would prove a

menace to other traffic on the roadways of the country. This

certainly would be a better plan than looking supinely

on the laying of such lines and then going to sleep until

an accident occurred. Motorists should be on the aggressive

in matters of this kind, and not merely on tbe defensive.

We are led to such a reflection by news of the disastrous

collision between an electric tramcar and a coach and four

at Kingston the other day. A heavy responsibility must

weigh on the heads of those who passed the plans for what we

consider the most dangerous tram lines in Great Britain. To

 

The Pekin-Paris Run.—The Arrival of the Spyker and De Dion Cars at Compiegnr, near Parii.

—to the consequent disheartenment of those managers who have

not yet got out of the Nineteenth Century ways.

Naming Towns.

Among tbe curiosities of legislation in

America—where every one of the United

States seems to have its own notions as

to the way to regard the automobile

industry—is the plan adopted in Mas

sachusetts, which may well be imitated

in this country. It is there enacted that every city and town

" shall erect and maintain guide posts on the ways therein or at

such places as are convenient for the direction of travellers and

at such forks and intersections of ways which lead to adjoining

cities and towns." These signposts have to indicate the name of

the place to which the road leads, with the distance thereto, and

are being generally put up as a result i.f recent legislation.

In Britain there is a hazy sort of idea that the Post Office is

responsible for seeing to this.

regulate the single lines and curves a number of men have to bo

employed the whole time the trams are running to wave flag

signals to assure the drivers it is safe for them to proceed. The

rails are watered, the macadam at the sides is generally muddy

and greasy, aud there is scarcely room for another vehicle to

pass. The Motor Union, to whom we look for protection, should

not have waited till the rails were laid, and the local authorities

had secured a restriction of the speed of motor-cars to ten miles

an hour—an impossible speed at any time in Kingston Town—

but should have entirely opposed the laying of the trams in the

streets where they are now laid. It is, alas ! to be feared that

nothing further can now be done in tbe matter unless the

authorities can be persuaded to compel the tramway company

to lay wood paving each side of the lines and so save, perhaps,

possible injuries by " side-slips."

The Stepney Spare Motor Wheel, Lid., of LI' nelly, lav

sent us a copy of the new catalogue of tbe well-known Stepney

spare wheel they have just issued.
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The Brescia Race Meeting.

THE first of the two races—the Coppa Florio—organised

by the Automobile Club of Milan was run off on Sunday

last. The event was held on a 60-79 kilometre course,

which, starting and finishing.at Brescia, took in Castiglione and

Lonato. Eight laps had to be run, giving a total distance of

485 9 kilometres (303£ miles). The conditions were the same as

prevailed in the Kaiser's Prize race, the contest being open to

vehicles having engines of a maximum cylinder capacity of

8 litres, and the minimum weight of the car, including racing

body, tyres, mudguards, &c, wa* fixed at 1,175 kilogs. Other

conditions with regard to wheelbaso wheel track, distance behind

the dashboard, road clearance, &c., wore also provided for in the

rules, which further require the use of artillery wood wheels, to

No. Car.

32. Wolsit

33. Isotta-Fraschini

34. Itala

36. Bianchi ._

Driver.

George.

Sorel.

Fournier.

Anderloni.

No. Car.

37. Brixia-Zust

38. Gapgenau

40. Junior ...

42. Banz

Driver.

De Martino

Comi.

Bran.

Erie.

The speedy qualities of ihe Isotta-Fraschini, which were to

secure the honours of the day, were quickly demonstrated, for

Minoia made the best time in the first lap, 34 min. 4 sec,

Trucco, on a similar vehicle, being only 27 sec. behind. Twenty-

nine completed the premier round, the five that fell out being

Tomaselli (Bianchi), Maggioni and Conti both on Brixia-Zusta,

Primavesi (Rapid) and Sorel (Isotta-Fraschini). Minoia again

led at the end of the second circuit, which proved the fastest of

the day— 33 min. 34 sec, Trucco, however, had trouble, and fell

 

The Florio Cap Rice at Brescia,—Trucco on an Isotta-Fraschini Car passing the Grand Stand.

which detachable tyre rims could be fitted. Forty-two entries

were received, and of these thirty-four faced the starter, the

absentees being Count Florio's Panormitan, a Rapid, three Aries,

and three De Luca-Daimlers. The competitors were despatched

in the following order at intervals of half a minute, the first

man being away at 5.31 a.m., and the last at 5.51^ a.m.

No. Car. Driver.

1. S.P.A Ceirano.

2. Darracq ... Demogeot.

3. Wolsit ... Durlacher.

4. Eochet-SchneiderThienlin.

5. Isotta-Fraschini Trucco.

6. Itala

8. Bianchi

10. Brixia-Zust

11. Gaggenau

12. Bapid ...

13. Junior...

15. Eisenach

10. Benz ...

Cagno.

Tomaselli.

Maggioni.

Hieronymous.

Gallina.

Tainagni.

Schmidt.

Hcmery.

No.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

~M.

25.

26.

27.

28.

30.

31.

Car. Driver.

S.P.A Vetiezia.

Darracq ... Airoldi.

WoUit ... Wilde.

Bochet-SclineiderViton.

Isotta-Frascliini Minoia.

Itala

Bianchi...

Brixia-Zust

Gaggenau

Rapid ...

Junior ...

Benz

S.P.A. ...

Fabry.

Maserati.

Conti.

Piccoli

Primavesi.

Piocioni.

Hanriot.

Appemiiuo.

back considerably, Airoldi (Darracq) being now second, and

Cngno (Itala) third. The lap proved disastrous to Durlacher

(Wolsit), who failed to take the turning at the bridge at Lonito

and was seriously hurt, Hieronymous, Fournier (Itala) and the

Comte De Martino (Brixia-Zust). Unfortunately the latter's

accident had fatal results. According to one account the steer

ing gear of his car broke, while another report is to the effect

that a tyre burst. Whatever the cause, the result was that the

vehicle fell into a ditch, injuring the mechanician and killing the

Count, who was pinned by the steering rod, which pierced his

chest. It is also stated that his head struck against a tree.

Baron de Martino was thirty years of age, and belonged to an

old family of Turin, and took part in the race purely for sport.

Minoia put in another fast round, thus retaining the position

as the leader at the end of the third circuit, Yiton (Rochet-

Schneider) was no<v second and Hcmery (Benz) third. Only

two drivers retired—Cagno (Itala) and (leorge (Wolsit)—leaving

twenty-three to enter on the fourth circuit, which saw no change
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•in the first two places, Demogeot (Darracq), however, displacing

Hemery for the third position. There were three retirals in

this lap—Schmidt (Gaggenau), Fabry (Itala), and Anderloni

(Bianchi). In the fifth round two more drivers fell out—Tamagni

{Junior) and Comi (Gaggenau). Minoia still led easily, with

Hemery (Benz) second, the position being unchanged at the end

•of the sixth circuit, which saw the elimination of Brun (Junior),

Ceirano, and Appendino, both of the latter being on S.P.A. cars.

Hanriot (Benz) ran into the third place, this order being main

tained during the seventh and final laps, which was finished by

(fourteen competitors, the last to fall out being Venezia (S.P.A.).

The Result of the Race.

Time.

Order. Driver. Car. H. M. s.

1. Minoia Isotta-Fraschini 4 39 63

2. Hemery ... Benz 4 49 49

•3. Hanriot . . Benz 4 57 47

4. Tracco Isotta-Fraschini 5 5 56

5. Viton Rochet-Scbneider 5 6 65

<j. Thieulin ... Rochet-Schneider .5 7 25

7. Demogeot ... Darracq 5 10 43

8. Airoldi Darracq 5 13 12

9. Maserati ... Bianchi 5 17 11

10. Erie Benz 5 48 17

11. Piccoli Gaggenau 5 51 19

12. Piccioni ... Junior ... 5 52 37

13. Wilde Wolsit 5 54 23

14. Gallina Rapid 5 57 0

.Mil mill's average speed works out at 65 -8 miles per hour,

■which compares with Nazzaro's 70-7 m.p.h. in the A.C.F. Grand

Prix and 53 m.p.h. in the Kaiser Prize contest, which latter was

«Tin under the same conditions as the Florio cup event. The

Isotta-Fraschini Company thus secure the cup presented by the

King of Italy, and will also hold for a year the Florio challenge

■cup, which has to be competed for seven times, the trophy

-eventually becoming the property of the firm winning it the

largest number of times. It was previously held by the Itala

Company, who won it in 1905, no contest having been held last

year.

The Salemi challenge cup, for the team of three cars

which completes the race in the shortest time, was won by the

Benz Company. In e*ch of the first six rounds the fastest

•time was made by Minoia ; he was delayed, however, about four

minutes in the last two, in which the honours went to Hemery.

Of the cars which started, twenty-three were of Italian construc

tion, seven German, and four French, the number of those of

each country which finished being respectively six, four, and

four. Thus, although they failed to win the race, all the French

•cars which competed succeeded in covering the eight rounds.

In connection with the oft-discussed question of transmission,

we note that of the thirty-four cars which started twenty

had live axles while fourteen were provided with side-chains.

Of the former only six finished the race, as against eight chain-

driven cars, the proportions being :—Live axles, 30 per cent. ;

and chains, 58 per cent.

The second of the races—the Coppa della Velocita—was

iheld over the same course and distance, on Monday, the event

being open to all types of petrol cars, irrespective of weight or

ipower, and run on a petrol allowance basis, viz., 30 litres per

100 kilometres. Seventeen entries were received, but only the

following fourteen started, being despatched at minute in

tervals :—

No. Car. Driver.

•1. Lorraine-Dietrich .. Duiay.

2. Diatto-Clement ... Buzio.

-3. Itala Cagno.

4. Bayard-Clement ... Garcet.

5. Darracq .„ ... Demogeot. 12. Itala

8. S.P.A M. Ceirano. 13. Bayard-Clement

7. Lorraine-Dietrich ... Gabriel. 14. S.P.A.

No. Car. Driver.

8. Itala Fabry.

9. Bayard-Clement ... Alezy.

10. S.P.A Raggio.

11. Lorraine-Dietrich ... Rougier.

Fournier.

Shepard.

E. Ceirano.

All the fourteen vehicles finished two laps, at the end of

which Fabry (Itala) was leading, with Shepard (Bayard-Clement)

second, and Duray (Lorraine-Dietrich) third. In the third

round M. Ceirano and Raggio, both driving S.P.A. vehicles,

retired, the former owing to hot bearings and the latter to a

damaged cylinder. Fabry still held the lead, followed by Duray

and Shepard in the order named. Cagno (Itala) was, however,

travelling at a rapid pace, and in three circuits had improved

his position from eleventh to seventh, his time for the third lap,

31 m. 31 sec, being the fastest of the day. Fabry fell back to

third place in the final round, Duray taking up the running,

with Shepard close on his heels. Halfway through the race

rain fell heavily, and most of the competitors stopped and fitted

non-skids to the wheels of their vehicles. The fifth circuit saw

the disappearance of Buzio (Diatto-Clement), Fournier (Itala),

E. Ceirano on the third S.P.A., and Shepard (Bayard-

Clement). The latter is stated to have skidded and run off

the road down a steep bank. The car was smashed, and

Shepard sustained a broken collar-bone and severe injuries to

his back. The chauffeur got off with slight wounds. Although

Duray was still first, Cagno was now second, being only five

minutes behind, and Demogeot (Darracq) third. Duray

skidded in the sixth lap near the bridge at Lonato, and is

said to have deranged his steering-gear. His luck was out,

however, for although he struggled on his car burst into flames

on the next round, forcing him to retire. Fabry also gave up

owing to engine troubles. Cagno had now run into the first

position, which he held to the end, the race being a battle royal

between him and Demogeot. The former, however, held his

own well, and finished the winner by just over three minutes.

 

Mr. J. Toulmin at the wheel of the Straker-Squire C.S.B. Car.

Mr. Toulmin has recently accepted the position of manager of Messrs. Straker-
Squire, Ltd. Curiously enough Mr. Toulmin bought his oar a few days pre
viously to his being offered and accepting the position of manager of the car

department.

The appended table shows the order and times of the six

cars which completed the contest :—

Result of Copr.v della Velocita Race.

Order. Driver. Car. H^M^'s

1. Cagno Itala 4 37 36

2. Demogeot ... Darracq 4 40 43

3. Rougier ... Lorraine-Dietrich ... 4 45 31

4. Gabriel Lorraine-Dietrich ... 4 50 35

5. Alezy Bayard-Clement 4 53 58

6. Garcet Bayard-Clement 4 59 22

Cagno, whose average speed works out at 65-7 miles per

hour, practically the same as that of Minoia on the Isotta-

Fraschini on the previous day, thus secures the first prize, which

consists of the Coppa della Velocita, valued at £1,000.

As has already been mentioned, the race was run on a

fuel limit basis, 145 "8 litres being served out to each com

petitor. Rougier only used 114-75 litres, Garcet 118'7 litres,

while Cagno consumed 137 86 litres, and Demogeot 139 47 litres.

The gold medal offered by the French Automobile Club for the

lowest petrol consumption thus falls to the Lorraine-Dietrich

Company. While victory remained with Italy, the record for

reliability again went to our neighbours across the Channel, who

had five cars finish out of seven entered, while of the seven Italian

vehicles only one—the winner—finished.

C
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CONTINENTAL NOTES.

A Strike of Parisian Motor-Cab Drivers.

The number of motor-cabs in Paris has been increasing by

leaps and bounds during the past few months, and there are

stated to be now over a thousand plying for hire, against only

300 a year ago. Whether this increased number has reduced

the daily takings of the drivers is not known, but the discontent

which has been prevailing resulted in a strike on Friday last

week, when 450 cabs belonging to the Compagnie Francaise des

Automobiles de Place did not leave the garage, the chauffeurs

refusing to take them out unless the company restored the old

rate of 15 per cent, on the takings, which had been reduced to

12 per cent. The strikers claim that their demands are justified

by the rise in the price of petrol, which falls on them, as they

have to provide their own fuel. This increased price, tbey say,

means a daily loss of 2s. to them. Another grievance is the rule

enforced by the company whereby a driver who runs over a

pedestrian has to pay a fine of 60 fr. if it is his first accident,

and double that amount if the misfortune befall him a second

time, while a third offence results in dismissal. The directors of

the company decline to do away with these fines, which they

ditions as this year's race, it is reported that manufacturers are

to be encouraged to use alcohol as fuel in place of petrol.

♦ ♦ ♦

A Private Road for Motor-car Racing.

The latest proposal of the Marquis de Dion, which has been*

taken up by the Competitions Committee of the A.C.F., is that

a private circuit, at least twenty-five miles round, should be

secured, on which to hold trials of cars. The projected course-

will not take the form of a special racing track, but will be an

ordinary road, preferably in a hilly district.

♦ ♦ ♦

Belgian Motor-car imports and Exports.

To the end of July last the imports of foreign motor-car**

and parts into Belgium this year had attained a value of

£113,584, as contrasted with only £97,484 in the first sevem

months of 1906. During the same period the exports of motor

cars and parts from Belgium increased from £235,464 to>

£260,188.

 

of the Motor Vehicles being despatched by train from Paris for use in connection with the French Military Manoeuvres in the

Bordeaux district.

consider a wholesome safeguard, while they attribute the drivers'

diminished receipts to the general slackness of this time of the

year.

♦ ♦ ♦

The Pekin- Paris Run.

The remaining three vehicles—the Spyker and two

De Dions—which took part in the Pekin-Paris run safely arrived

in the French capital on Friday of last week. The travellers

were met by a large party of motorists at Enghien, from whence

the journey was continued in a sort of triumphal procession, the

route being thickly lined by interested spectators. The party

met with a further ovation at the offices of the " Matin," while

in the evening a banquet was held at the A.C.F.

♦ ♦ ♦

Motor Vehicle Trials in France In 19081

At the meeting of the Competitions Committee of the

French Automobile Club last week, it was decided to recom

mend that a reliability trial of industrial vehicles should be held

by the A.C.F. at the end of April next, and that the contest

known as the Coupe de la Presse should again take place. While

the last-named event will probably be run under the same con-

Miscellaneous Items.

An Automobile Club has just been formed at Trieste,

Austria. A new dust-laying preparation, known as Apokonin,

and introduced by the C. F. Weber Gesellschaft, of Plagwitz,

near Leipsig, is being experimentally tried in various parts of

Germany. The Fiat Company have lately taken out a patent

in respect of a petrol motor, the direction of running of which can

be reversed at will. The Automobile Club du Rhone, of Lyons,

is organising a hill-climbing competition for the 22nd inst. It is

to be held on a five-mile course, from the village of Valla to the

Croix de Chaubouret. A series of one and five-kilometre

speed trials is to be held on the Salon-Aries road on Sunday next,

by the Automobile Club du Provence. Reports from various

centres show that the number of motorists, especially Americans,

who have this year been touring on the Continent is unprece

dented. A motor-cab service is being started in Prague,

Bohemia. The vehicles are of the Laurin-Klement 12-14-h.p.

two-cylinder type. A 24-h.p. Lorraine Dietrich has just

successfully climbed Mount Prarion (Switzerland). The

mountain, which is 1,860 metres high and is opposite Mont

Blanc, has hitherto been considered impossible for automobiles.
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Under Cader Idris and Snowdon to Chester.

BY JOHN Ll. WARDEN PAGE.

THERE is plenty to see in Carnarvon, which is quite a large

town for North Wales. There are the well-preserved

ruins of a castle, the finest south of the Border, and, for

all I know, north of it, there are bits of the Rom?n walls of an older

Carnarvon that called itself Segontium, and a good deal of the

later ones built by Edward the First, who commenced the castle.

A pleasant after-dinner stroll may be enjoyed by the Menai Straits

or in the semi-wild public gardens. Last, but not least, there are

good hotels.

You will be told in Carnarvon that the Eagle Tower (the ono

with the three turrets) was the birthplace of the first Prince of

Wales. Don't believe it. He was born in the town and actually

built the tower. The Castle has had a chequered history. That

famous Welsh rebel Owen Glendwr attacked it, as be did most

other castles in these parts, but

failed. In the Wars of the Roses

it was in the hands of both Yorkist

and Lancastrian. The Roundhead

took it from the Royalist and

the Royalist from the Roundhead.

Ultimately the latter prevailed, and

an order went forth for its demoli

tion. Luckily the order was not

carried out and the magnificent ruin

still towers over the little harbour.

From Carnarvon we turn

eastward and follow the Menai

Straits past Port Dinorwic, near

which the Romans are said to

have crossed into Anglesey, where

they pretty well exterminated

the Druids who lined the oppo

site shore. Beyond Port Dinorwic

the road passes away from the

straits, and Vaynol Park shuts out

Stephenson's great tubular bridge

that carries the railway. The

road goes on to Bangor, but we

may get back to the straits, and

at their prettiest spot, by turning

to the left and dipping down to

the Holyhead road at Menai Bridge.

This Menai Bridge, over which the famous old Holyhead road is

carried into Anglesey, is, as all the world knows, a suspension,

and spans the rushing tide at a height of a hundred feet. An old

writer tells one or two amusing stories about its construction.

After the first chain had been carried across it appears that

three workmen had the temerity to traverse the same, which,

as the curve was one of nearly 600 ft., was sufficiently foolish.

However, even this did not satisfy one of the trio, who, seating

himself upon the chain, made and finished a pair of shoes. Over

this very risky job he took two hours, and sold his work for a

sovereign, "being led to suppose," finishes our author, "that the

shoes were purchased for public exhibition in the British

Museum !"

The scenery about the bridge is beautiful. On the one hand

the wooded hillsides of Carnarvonshire drop steep to the water's

edge ; on the other rise the more gentle slopes of Anglesey, with

the long village of Menai Bridge trailing away along the Beau

maris road. The narrow channel is gay with yachts and

pleasure craft and a tramp steamer struggles slowly against the

tide westward. Beyond her we see the stern lines of the tubular

bridge, which to a great extent has nowadays deprived the

suspension bridge of its occupation. For, before the railway

(Continued from page 575.)

came, all travellers for Ireland via Holyhead had to cross by the

latter.

Bangor lies in a deep valley at the back of the hill, and sees

little enough of the straits except from its suburb of Port

Penrhyn, where the slates are shipped that come down from

the great quarries of Bethesda There is nothing much to see

there—Bangor I mean.—except the cathedral, and this is little

more than a large parish church. Wherefore, away once more,

steering carefully down the narrow, winding street, for there is a

good deal of traffic, and out again into the fine open country

past the modern Norman castle of Lord Penrhyn and his pretty

model village of Llandegai. Here the good Holyhead road

swings sharp to the right for Shrewsbury and London town. e

have had but a few miles of it, worse luck ! for it is one of the best

highroads in the kingdom. But
 

At the Gates of Conway Castle

beware of it on a Bank Holiday.

I once emerged upon it on a Whit

Monday evening, coming from

Festiniog way. I had quite lost

sight of this popular festival :

Bank Holidays do not greatly dis

turb the mountain recsses of

Cambris, but I soon had cause

to remember. Car after car

rushed by, and as there had been

no rain for about two months,

for many miles I breathed dust by

the bushel.

That Whit Monday, by the

way, was a bad day for motorists.

I dined that evening with three

men who were held up for putting

on speed to escape the very storm

that had delivered me from the dust

nuisance. As I surveyed the world

from the hotel steps another motor

ist was being handed over to the

police by an irate driver whose

si anal to stop he had disregarded,

while earlier in the day a car drove

into the Workhouse milk van with

the result that in about two minutes

the streets of the little town were flowing with milk—though

whether the speech of the man in charge flowed with honey is

another matter.

From Llandegai onwards our course lies over the Chester

road, and a good road it is. As far as Conway, fifteen miles from

Bangor, it runs gloriously between the mountains and the sea.

On it or near it there is a good deal to interest anyone but a

record breaker. Near Aber village, for instance, are Aber Falls,

though the upper part of the glen is not to be negotiated by motor

car. Still the fine sheets of falling water are worth a little walking.

Just beyond is Llanfairfechan, a seaside resort with a lovely

country at the back, and good quarters at the Castle Hotel.

Then comes Penmaenmawr, another watering-place, which is

reached by a sudden and sharp rise over the great sea slope of

the mountain from which it takes its name. We look right down

upon the waves, two hundred feet below, and have a splendid

view of the bay stretching from the Great Orme's Head to

Anglesey. At Penmaenmawr the Fairy Glen and SychnantPass

are both worth a visit, and both can be reached by car. The

remaining four miles into Conway, at the very feet of the moun

tains and on the very edge of the sea, are delightful, but there

are more cliff cuttings and one or two gradients are rather sharp.
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Who shall describe Conway 1 The old place sits upon a

sunny eastern slope surrounded by its medieval wails, while the

tide flows to and fro beneath the towers of a castle that for

beauty has no equal in Wales. Like Carnarvon, Conway Castle

was built by Edward I. : unlike Carnarvon, Conway began by

bringing the King bad luck. For while he was himself in it

the Welsh lay siege to the place and, only just in time, did a

fleet sail up the estuary to save him from starvation or surrender.

In fact, the Royal family of that period seem to have had a bad

time hereabouts. For at Deganwy Castle, across the river (of

which only fragments remain) Edward's father, Henry, was also

beleaguered and even in worse case than his son. " We faste

for want of meate," writes one of the garrison, " for a halfpenie

loaf is worth three pence : we starve for colde, wanting our

winter garments, having no more thanne a thin linen cloath

betwixte us and the winde." So quotes the " Gossip Guide," and

a better gossip you cannot have.

MOTOR VEHICLES IN THE FRENCH

MILITARY MANOEUVRES.

SOME important trials in the way of employing motor-wagons

in the commissariat department of the 18th Army Corps

are being made in connection with the French military

manoeuvres in the Bordeaux, Angouleme and Limoges districts,

which commenced on the 4th inst., and will extend to the

14th inst. It was estimated that forty lorries capable of

carrying a load of three tons would be required, aid manu

facturers of such vehicles were invited to submit suitable

vehicles on certain terms, the principal item of which is an

allowance of 86 centimes per horse-power per day, the War

Department supplying the fuel, lubricating oil and grease.

Two men were to be supplied with each wagon ; they

ara be;n? paid two and a half francs r#r day, and the time they

 

Motoring in Wales,—A Six-Cylinder Hotonkin Car at the Bridge of Aberglaslyn.

We cross the river by the Suspension Bridge and hie us to

Llandudno, which, being only a few minutes off" the main road,

of course no motorist will pass by on the other side. And

Llandudno is, believe me, a very good place at which to put in a

night. There are first-rate hotels and always something in the

way of entertainment. The run round the Great Orme, too, is

one of the finest marine drives in the Kingdom. It is private

property, but the toll is not excessive.

(To be concluded.)

Messrs. S. F. Edge, Ltd., have just issued a neat illustrated

catalogue of the motor-car accessories they recommend for use

in connection with Napier vehicles. The list includes lamps and

headlights, electric motor horns, lubricating oil. the Jones

speedometer, spare tyre cases, tyre inflaters, jacks, Castle induc

tion coils, the Napier combined footstool and tool box, &c

are on duty is being reckoned as part of their military service.

In response to the invitation no less than thirty-two vehicles

were placed at the disposal of the authorities, viz. :—Three

De Dion-Bouton, one Auto-Commerciales, one Empress, one

Mors, one Panhard, two Darracq-Serpollet, one Turgan, one

Peugeot, three Cohendet, two Brillie, two Lorraine-Dietrich, one

Aries, one U.D.P.X., six Berliet, one Delaugere-Clayette, one

Pantz, and four Purrey. Eight other vehicles belonging to the

War authorities—two each Darracq Serpollet and Gillet-Forest,

and one each De Dion, Mors, Deluhaye and Turgm—are also

being emploved—so that no less than forty motor lorries are

being use 1 in connection with transport work in the manoeuvres.

In order to obviate the long journey by road from Paris to

Bordeaux, the vehicles, noteworthy among which are two six-

wheel wagons—a Brillie, and a De Dietrich, were by order of

the War Office conveyed to the scene of operations by a special

train from Ivry on Sunday last.
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THE MORS 15-20-H.P. LIVE AXLE CAR.

ONE of the Mors Company's productions of the current

year, which has attracted considerable attention, is the

new 15-20-h.p. model, owing to it being the first live

axle vehicle this old-established concern has turned out. We are

this week able to present some illustrations of the new machine.

t .3 

Fig. 1.—View of Valve Side of Mors 15-20-h.p. Engine.

an examination of which will reveal that great care has been

taken in its design.

The frame is of pressed steel, and is curved upwards at the

rear so as to allow of free movement of the back axle. It is

narrowed in two places—at the front seat, and again just forward

of the dashboard so as to permit of a large lock—rendering the

•car suitable for town use. A feature of the engine (Fig. 1) is that all

four cylinders are in one casting ; the bore is 90 mm. and the

stroke 100 mm. ; 15-h.p. is developed at a speed of 1,000 revs,

per minute. The valves, which are interchangeable, are all

mechanically operated off a single cam shaft. Two large

inspection plates are fitted to the under side of the crank case,

so that the working parts of the motor can be easily examined

and, if necessary, adjusted, without dismantling being necessary.

A special feature of the car is the carburettor, which is provided

with two separate jets and mixing chambers. The small jet is

 

Tig. 2.—View of rear portion of chassis of Hon 15-20-h.p. oar, showing

the three-quarter Elliptic Springe, the strong back axle casing, and the

system of bolting the springs to the axle.

only used when starting up the eDgine or when the latter is

running light—rthat is, with the throttle nearly closed. On open

ing the throttle for more power the small jet is cut off and the

larger one brought into operation, the reverse operation taking

place when the speed of the engine is cut down. The ignition is

by high-tension magneto located on the same side of the motor

as the valves ; it is gear driven and arranged so that it can, by

unscrewing a single nut, be readily removed. The sparking

plugs are located directly over the inlet valves. The water cir

culation is maintained by a novel design of pump driven by a

 

Fig. 3.—The Contracting Band of the Mors metal-to-metal Clutch.

cross-shaft set in front of the crank case, a coupling being pro

vided to admit of easy detachment. The radiator, behind which

an air-inducing fan is provided, is of the ribbed tube type ; a

supplementary water tank is placed inside the bonnet on the

dashboard. The throttle is controlled by both hand and foot

levers, while, in addition, the clutch is so connected up with it

 

:)(Fig. 4.—Bird's-eye view of chassis of Hors 15-20-h.p. car from rear.

that as the latter is disengaged the motor is automatically slowed

down. With a view of allowing the burnt gases to steadily

expand, the exhaust pipe increases in diameter as it approaches

the silencer. The lubrication is effected by means of a pump

driven off the cam shaft and located below a sump in the base
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chamber. The pump draws the oil from the latter and delivers

it to the sight feed lubricator on the dash, when it is distributed

to the various bearings.

The clutch (Fig. 3), which is very simple in design, is of the

metal-to-metal type. Under the action of a clutch spring, a steel

cone is pushed forward between two ball-pointed bolts A, carried

on levers, which tighten two steel bands, lined with cast iron

segments, on to a steel drum bolted to the flywheel. No end

 

Tig. 5.—Sectional View in plan through one of the Bear Wheel Hubs

Of Mors 15-20-h.p, Car.

thrust is imposed on the crank-shaft, and provision for instant

adjustment is provided. A short universally-jointed shaft con

nects the clutch with the gear-box. The latter, which is

suspended at three points, is adapted to give three speeds forward

and a reverse, controlled by a single lever working in a "gate."

The pinions are extra wide, and the sliding members for the

first, second, and reverse speeds are of the multi-feather type, and

cut from the solid. The final transmission is by a cardan shaft

and bevel gear to a rear live axle. The cardan shaft is provided

with universal joints at both ends, that at the rear being also

free to slide in the sleeve bearing of the short bevel driving shaft.

A torque rod of ^^Zl^f pattern is used, the double end being

coupled to the top and bottom of the differential casing. The

fore end is fixed to the transverse member, supporting the rear

of the gear-box through a special thrust bracket. The live axle

has only the driving effort to withstand, the weight of the car

being carried by the axle casing.

As regards the brakes, a hand lever controls metal-to-metal

expanding brakes working within drums connected to the hubs

of the rear wheels, the clutch being automatically taken out

when the hand brakea are applied. A pedal on the right-hand

side of the steering pillar actuates a contracting brake on the

forward end of the cardan shaft, where a rachet sprag is also

provided. Ball bearings are fitted to all parts of the transmission,

as well as to the steering pivots. The front axle is of H-seetidn

steel, and the steering gear is of the worm-and-sector type

arranged to give a large lock. The springs, which are very long,

to give easy riding, are, at the front, of the semi-elliptic type,

while, as will be seen from Fig. 2, three-quarter elliptics are

fitted at the rear. The chassis is adapted to receive any typo of

open or closed side-entrance body.

B0QQ0B0H *

At the London Guildhall on Monday a case was reported

of an alleged lunatic chauffeur who was detained in an infirmary

too ill to make an appearance.

A conference of local authorities in Now Zealand has

passed a resolution calling upon the Government of the colony

to revise the present regulations with regard to motor-cars.

SOME USEFUL NOTES,

There are always a great many things to be gone over in>

putting a car into commission for another season's use after it-

has been laid up for some time. If it is possible to give all of

them the proper attention, so much the better, but there are-

some that should never be overlooked on such an occasion, and

among these an overhauling of the lubricating system easily

heads the list. This is more particularly the case where it is

characterised by the use of a number of small bore tubes con-

stituting the separate feeds. It is almost impossible to so place

the latter that they will not have some part of their length hori

zontal, and any tendency of the oil to gum in the tubes or any

sediment deposited will be concentrated at such points. Even

though the tube be otherwise free, the film of oil that coats

its interior surface when the feed stops may have hardened, thus

reducing its bore considerably. The leads should be dismounted

and, if possible, live steam blown through them. Where not

available, plugging one end of the tube and filling it with petrol

which is allowed to stand in it some time, will serve as an excel'

lent cleanser. It should be supplemented in either case by

pushing a piece of wire through the tubes to make certain that

they are clear throughout their length. Similar attention should

be paid to the interior of the lubricator and the sight feeds,,

while the crank-case should be drained and flushed with paraffin,

to clear out all traces of the old oil, the same process being

applied to the cylinders, thus insuring a start at the beginning

of the season with an absolutely clean lubricating system

throughout.

♦ ♦ ♦

Wire cables operating the brakes and the driving belts of

the radiator fan and lubricator on a new car stretch rapidly at

first, and may require an adjustment after a short period of use-

When this has been done a long period of service may elapse

before another tightening is required.

♦ ♦ ♦

 

Fig. 6.-A Mors lfi-20-h.p. car with laudanlet body.

The motoring beginner will do well to start his driving by

selecting for his place of practice an unfrequented and wide road,

so that he has plenty of room, should he make a mistake, to

correct any error without damage. With plenty of space in

which to navigate, one can readily learn the exact effect of apply

ing the levers and pedals and of manipulating the steering wheeL
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The George and Eailway

Mews, Ltd., of Winchester, have

motor-cars for hire, and at the

George Hotel garage, stock petrol,

tyres, &c.

At the Manchester County

Police Court the chairman of

the Bench told a motorist on Monday that he and his fellow-

magistrates had always held that twelve miles an hour was fast

enough for motor-cars in Manchester and the suburbs.

Motorists calling at the offices of the M.C.J, in Charing

Cro3s Road, W.C., with their cars are informed that one side of

the road is " up " for the wood-paving relaying.

Although the Motor Car Act has been in operation since

1903, it was not until last week that the first charge against a

motorist for furious driving in Spalding was heard at the local

Petty Sessions.

Motorists passing through Lichfield will find Messrs.

Jones' garage a first-class up-to-date establishment, where experi

enced men are kept on the premises night and day. Accessories

of every description are carried in stock.

Messrs. Eyre, of St. Leonards-on-Sea, have lately supplied

a set of their Eyre anti-skids to Mr. J. H. Exshaw, of Arcachon,

France, for his 40-h.p. Berliet. The firm are shortly placing on

the market an improved type of loop made from tarred wire-

bound hemp cable.

 
At Durban, South Africa,

Mr. M. Webster, who has been

in the Scottish motor trade, has

opened a motor garage. It is

located in Field Street.

The Rajah of Mudhol has

ordered, through the Bombay

Motor Company, a 35-h.p. Daimler car with a wheel base of

lOi ft.; it is to be fitted with a seven-seated phaeton body.

Sir Maurice Levy, Mr. T. R. Ferens, Mr. J. E. Sears, Mr.

Vincent Kennedy, and Sir H. Kimber are among the legislators

making motor-car tours during the Parliamentary reeess.

Motor Union signs notifying concealed turnings are being

erected at Shirburn, Blankney, ana Battle, and others indicating

the need for special caution at Great Alfriston, Uxbridge, High-

hurstwood, Welwyn, Great Missendon, and Holywood, co. Down.

Two garages in turnings from the Byars Road, Glasgow,

add to the facilities possessed by the Scottish city for the con

venience of motorists. One belonging to the Kelvinside Motor

Company, Ltd., is in the Ashton Lane, the other is in Vinicomba

Street, in the possession of the Botanic Gardens Motor Garage.

Mr. Eric Barton, late of Messrs. Sir W. G. Armstrong,

Whitworth and Co., is opening a motor works and garage in

Shepperton. The premises are opposite the station, and close to

the main London road. All kinds of vulcanising work will be

undertaken and a large stock of motor accessories kept on hand.

 

Elevation of chassis of Mors 15-20-h.p. live axle car. (See page 59i ).

Several Irish motorists have registered their cars in

English counties—in order, it is said, to possibly avoid the

payment of, the £2 2s. carriage duty, which might be required

if an Irish number revealed the country of registration. Such

a tax is not imposed in the Emerald Isle.

The Sirdar Rubber Company are organising a competition

for users of their tyres, commencing as from the 21st ult., and

terminating January 31st, 1908. Six prizes are offered,

including ten free outer covers and twelve free inner tubes, for

the best records compiled by users of these increasingly popular

tyres.

MESSRS. C. Allen and Sons, of Taunton, send a card of

motor routes from their town, which will be of value to

motorists spending a few days within easy distance of that

pleasant place. The firm gives free garage to members of

automobile clubs, and have a breakdown gang with a car always

ready for emergencies.

In response to the numerous enquiries for the " Continental "

Handbook for Automobilists, 1906, we are asked to announce

that the entire edition of this popular Guide Book has been com

pletely exhausted. The Continental Tyre Company, however,

with their customary enterprise, are preparing a fresh edition for

the coming year, which will embraco an even wider field of

useful and necessary information for the tourist than the last

book contained.

Referring to the paragraph in our last issue re machine

tools in the United States, Messrs. Webster and Bennett, Ltd.,

Coventry, inf. rm us that the machine mentioned for milling

mot r cam shafts is one supplied to the company in question by

them. Messrs. Webster and Bennett have also recently shipped

another of these machines and one of their automobile cam-shaft

grinding machines to the Lozier Motor Company, Plattsburg,

New York. In addition, they have supplied numbers of both

types to the leading French, German, and Italian motor-car

builders.

No douLt as a result of the opening of the Brooklands Track

in this country, a large number of men have recently been

engaged in rendering the Morris Park racecourse, near New York,

suitable for motor track racing. The track is being cut down to

a total of a mile and a quarter and is being banked, so that fast

times may be expected. The surface is also being treated with

a dust-laying preparation. The new track has been established

by a concern known as the Morris Park Motordrome Club,

of which Mr. J. G. Robbin, head of the Riverside Bank, is tbe

president, while Mr. Walter Allen, of the De Dietrich Import

Company, is the secretary. The racing details will be in charge

of a committee composed of well-known automobilists, having as

its chairman Mr. Alfred Reeves, manager of the American Motor

car Manufacturers' Association. The first meeting has been

fixed for Friday, the 6th iust., when a 24-hour race is to be held.

D
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The Gity Garage in Worcester Street, Gloucester, is open

by night as well as day.

A new depot is to be established in Northgate, Chester, by

the Chester Motor Garage Company.

A NEW showroom and garage for the sale of all makes of

motor-cars has been opened at 19-21, York Street, Belfast,

under the title of William Lea (Belfast), Ltd.

The other day we had an opportunity of inspecting a

somewhat novel design of two-seated vehicle which has lately

been completed by Messrs. R. Reynold Jackson and Co. The

chassis has a wheel base of 8 ft. 6 in., and, being low built, with

a long engine bonnet, sharply-raked steering, the two seats

located well to the rear, and a circular petrol tank at the back,

 

t'>o ve'iicle has all the appearance of a racer. The long bonnet

is to some extent deceptive, for it is employed not merely to

give access to the engine as usual, but also to the clutch and

gear-box. The power, in the car we inspected, is furnished by

one of the latest 8-h.p. De Dbn single-cylinder engines with

mechanically-actuated inlet valve, but the chassis is, however,

so designed that it can readily be fitted with a two or four-

cylinder motor. The transmission is through a leather cone

clutch, three speed and reverse gear-box, cardan shaft and bevel

gerr to a strongly-designed live axle. Painted in a silver-

grey colour, the little car has quite a racy loak, and, notwith

standing its relatively low power, should be capable of attaining

a very satisfactory turn of speed. We understand that Messrs.

Jackson have already secured orders for several of the new

vehicles from New Zealand.

The New Engine (Motor) Co., Ltd., of Acton, W., recently

delivered to Sir Thomas Brooke-Hitching one of their N.E.C.

30-h.p. cars, fitted with Alexandra body. He has been using

this for touring purposes in various parts of the country, and is

so satisfied with the vehicle that he has now ordered an N.E.C.

40-h.p. limousine.

An inquest has been held at Carnforth on Samuel Everard,

chauffeur to Mr. Charles Garnett, of Silverdale, who died from

internal injuries caused by a collision with a landau. A verdict of

accidental death was returned, the jury adding a rider requesting

the owner of the land where the accident occurred to remove the

hedges obstructing the road.

Under the Motor Car Act, 1903, the County Council of

Hertford have made application to the Local Government Board

for a regulation to be made to limit the speed of motor-care to

ten miles an hour on several roads and parts of roads within the

urban district of Watford. Objections to the making of any

suoh regulation may be sent in writing to the L.G.B. at their

office at Whitehall, London, on or before September 12th.

It has been known for some time past that Messrs^ S. Smith

and Sons, Ltd., were at work on the production of a reliable

taximeter of British construction for use on motor and other cabs.

The instrument, which has been named the " Perfect," is now

ready for the market, and we understand that already several large

contracts have been secured. The device, which weighs only

about 20 lbs., works on the horo-metric system, i.e., actuated by

time or distance ; the dial is provided with two indicators, one

showing the fare to be paid in shillings and pence, and the other

the extras. The operating mechanism is of simple construction,

bo reducing the chance of failure to a minimum, while the

wo'rkmahship is of the samo high grade quality as has rendered

the firm's motor clocks and speed indicators so popular.

Suggested new namos for somo English villages are

Prattley Parva and Shellton-on-the-Vacuum.

An examination of military candidates will shortly be held

at the Ordnance College, Woolwich, by the R.A.C.

It is easier for a camel to go through the eye of a needle

than for a motorist to enter Brighton without being trapped.

Lady Stanley of Alderley has placed an order with

Messrs. S. F. Edge, Ltd., for a Napier 40-h.p. six-cylinder

limousine.

The Prince of Wales' little motor-car breakdown at Bolton

Abbey recently reminds us that both his Royal Highness and

the Princess are now enthusiastic motorists, whose only

regret is that they did not take to the sport until 1902, when

motoring had long been an established fashion. In the following

year he had a powerful petrol automobile built to his special

requirements, and from the moment of its acquisition he became

a motor enthusiast. The Prince became Vice-president

of the Automobile Club in 1904, and he had with him in India

a complete stud of motor-cars, while the Princess took her

Daimler, thus setting an example to Anglo and other Indians to

patronise home products. The Prince, unlike the King, has his

cars numbered. He had his 22-h.p. Daimler, with which be has

carried out many tours in England, registered with the London

County Council, believing that it would be less conspicuous with

a number plate than if he claimed the exemption to which he is

entitled.

Mr. W. R. M'Taggart, of Argylls Ireland, Ltd., has just

established a new motor record on an end-to-end Ireland run.

He started on his 14-16-h.p. Argyll car at Mizen Head aid

finished at Ballycastle, doing the journey of 388 miles in 15 h.

21 min. The engine was never stopped during the whole

journey. Mr. L. B. Oswald Scaly acted as observer and time-

 

Mr. W. R McTaggart at the wheel of the Argyll Car on which he

last week made a new End to End of Ireland Record.

keeper. The previous record made recently was 19 h. 2 min.,

so that Mr. M'Taggart's run is a distinct improvement on

earlier efforts. The roads throughout the entire journey were

exceedingly rough and bad, with many culverts to negotiate.

The car, as well as making this record, completed a 1,000 miles

non-stop run, and the accompanying photograph was taken when

the 1,000 miles were finished.

Price's Patent Candle Company, Ltd., supply Motorine B,

which is almost the thickest oil sold for water-cooled petrol

motor-engines. This was used throughout one of the recent

15,000 miles trials, Although the lubrication was most

adequate, special attention is drawn to the fact that the

carbonaceous deposit was practically nil, a proof of the excellent

lubricating property combined with freedom from deposit.
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A MOTORIST'S CAUSERIE.

To obviate accidents from backfiring when starting a petrol

engine a French writer recommends that the starting handle

should be taken hold of in a special way. He places the thumb

against the index finger and takes the handle between the four

fingers and the palm of the hand. Should a back kick occur the

hand opens readily and no injuries are received by the motorist.

♦ ♦ ♦

In the course of a conversation with the manager of a large

motor-car factory in the Midlands recently, he expressed the

opinion that the majority of motor-car accidents take place at

cross roads, and that if motorists generally would only exercise

more care in driving there would be considerably fewer disasters

to record. Only last week what might have proved a fatal

accident occurred at the meeting of the four roads at the foot of

the bridge at Arundel, Sussex, where two cars dashed into each

other. Fortunately no one was seriously injured, although one

lady was thrown out and much shaken. In view of the large

number of cars now in use, and the fact that they are met in the

most unexpected places, motorists should beware of driving

rapidly at cross roads, but should slow down, and have their

vehicles well in hand, so as to be ready for a quick pull-up in

case of emergency. There is one district I have particularly in

mind where cross roads are numerous, and where extreme

caution is necessary. It is that which lies between Twickenham

and Staines ; and, although so far no serious accident has been

reported, there have been many close shaves.

♦ ♦ ♦

The letter from Mr. G. H. Pearce in the M.C.J, of the 24th

ult,with regard to the use of benzol in place of petrol, was very

interesting to me, as no doubt it must have been to other motorists

who find their fuel bill increased almost double to what it was a

few years ago. Perhaps Mr. Pearce would kindly fay in what

quantities he obtains his new spirit, whether it is being stored

by any motor-car agents, and also, if he has it direct from the

makers, what the railway charges arc. Another concern which

is supplying benzol suitable for use on motor-cars is the South

Metropolitan Gas Company, of East Greenwich. If any motorists

in the metropolitan district have given this a trial, perhaps they

will follow Mr. Pearce's example and make known the results of

their experiments.

♦ .♦ ♦

Now that the clays are perceptibly shortening the condition

of the lamps, if one does much driving at night, becomes a

matter of paramount importance. Apart from the tail light,

which is frequently a source of worry from the fear of it jolting

out, and a consequent endorsement on one's licence, paraffin

lamps usually give one little trouble, and require attention only

in the way of replenishment with oil and an occasional cleaning

of the burner or renewal of the wick. On the other band,

acetylene lamps are frequently a source of worry as well as of

illumination. It is often found that some solid particles will

pass with the gas to the burner, resulting in clogging it. To

obviate this, a small piece of sponge placed at the outlet of the

reservoir where the gas emerges will be found useful ; this soaks

IDe Auto.

up the moisture and likewise acts as a purifier, with most

beneficial results, as only dry gas can then pass to the burner.

The latter should be carefully cleared with a pricker kept for the

purpose, or a piecfe of the finest brass wire, and then be given a

good scavenging by means of a tyre pump. If much night

riding is indulged in, acetylene head-lights become a necessity,

and to get good results from them they must be kept clean and

regularly attended to after each time of use.

♦ ♦ ♦

The old saying that troubles never come singly applies, I

find, as a result of recent experiences, equally as well to

motoring as to other things. After a series of delays due to

tyre punctures and bursts the tail lamp of my car has recom

menced its old tendency to go out on the slightest provocation.

So troublesome has it been that I feel inclined to " scrap " my

present lamp and invest in a new one, but before doing so

should like to have the advice of those motorists who have

experienced the same annoyance and found a successful solution

of the difficulty. Arcanum.
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Correspondence.

[Letters to the Editor should be addressed to the offices, 87-SS, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.]

♦

THE EFFECT OF WIND RESISTANCE AND WEIGHT
•- ; < ON SPEED.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

SlB,—In continuation of the recent wind resistance tests at

Brooklands on a six-cylinder Napier, I had some farther tests made

on Wednesday last week, the car being gradually loaded to the extent

of 1,036 lbs., bat in this case the wind resistance was constant, the

only variation being additional weight. The timing was undertaken by

Messrs. F. Straight and H. H. Griffin, official timekeepers of the R. A.C.

The car was designed so that the minimum of wind resistance was

introduced into the tests, weights being added to the extent of 148 lbs.

for each individual test.

Three tests were first made with the car stripped of all weights. The

times for a flying quarter mile were as follows :—

1 ... 11 1-5' seconds, equal to 80-35 miles per hoar.

2 ... 10 3-5 „ „ „ 84-90 „

3 ... 10! 4-5 „ „ „ 83-33 „

 

LoadiDguthe Napier CarLfor the Trial,

The full extra weight; was then added, 1,036 lbs., and three ... jre

tests for a flying quarter mile were undertaken as follows :—

1 ... 11 seconds, equal to 81*81 miles per hoar.

2 ... 10 4-r. „ „ „ 83-33

3 ... 11 1-5 ,. „ „ S0-3.-.

The three tests with the car unladen gave an average speed of

S2-865 miles per hour ; the three tests with the car laden gave

an average speed of 81-836 miles per hour; thus only showing

a difference in speed of a little over one 'mile per hour, although

carrying nearly half a ton more weight. The next tests

over the same distance were to see the effect of weight in

starting from rest, and here the addition of weight very clearly proves

what a handicap it is for hill-climbing, stopping, or starting, in fact, any

where where weight has to be set in motion or stopped.

No.

1
•j

ii

4

5

li

7

8

Weight of

Car.

3,084 lb.

3,232 lb.

3,380 lb.

3,528 lb.

3,676 lb.

3,824 lb.

3,972 lb.

4,120 lb.

Time.

Sec.

20 4-5 sec. equal to 43-26 m.p.h.

21 4-5 sec. „ „ 41-28

23 1-5 sec. „ „ 38-79

24 sec. ,, „ 37-5

24 1-5 sec. „ „ 3719

25 2-5 sec. ,, ,, 35 '43

26 2-5 sec 34 09

26 2-5 sec. „ „ 34 09

The net results of the separate tests of wind resistance and effect of

weight on motor-cars seems to me as follows :—For af fairly high rate of

speed on the level wind resistance is the all-important factor, and the

question of a few cwt. more or less makes practically no difference to

the speed of the car. For hill-climbing wind resistance is unimportant!

bat weight is of great importance, and every pound not only a very

serious handicap to the speed of the car but represents an increased con

sumption of petrol.—Yours truly,

S. F. Edge.

ANDOVER POLICE ACTIVITY.

To the Editor of The Motor-Oar Journal.

Sir,—All motorists are well advised to give the little town of

Andover as wide a berth as possible, as was suggested in a letter in

last week's M.C.J. The county police are on the war-path once more,

and having high jinks, the county magistrates enjoying themselves

almost to satiation. On Friday last there was quite a field day, and

several unfortunates went as cheerfully as possible to their inevitable

doom. The principal case was that against Mr. F. K. Davis, of Shaw-

ford, Winchester, who was charged by the police with having driven a

car at a speed dangerous to the public. The defendant was driving to

Andover from Shawford, and when within s few miles from Andover

was unfortunate enough to come into collision with a light four-wheeled

Dny trap which was driven out rapidly from a right-angled bye road,

he right fork of the right hand lamp bracket struck the rear wheel of

the vehicle, which was overturned, the groom coming in for somewhat

severe injuries. Mr. Davis and the occupants of the car did all they

could for the man, and took him to the doctor at Stockbridge. Much
of the evidence for the prosecution was • very contradictory,

and no notice taken or the fact that the oar was

only doing five miles an hour at the time of the accident. One

valuable witness was a labourer who "worked hard for his living,"

and who said that at the time he was in front of his cottage smoking

his pipe at 4.30 in the afternoon ! The usual plea of not hearing the

horn was, of course, trotted out, although sufficient evidence was forth

coming that the hooter was extensively used. Even the hardy son of

the soil was to deeply engrossed in contemplation of the iniquitous

new-fangled methods of locomotion as not to hear the warning note.

Mr. St. Gerrans appeared for the defence, but his persuasive

forensic eloquence produced no impression on the local Bumbles, and a

fine of £10 and £3 10s. 6d. costs was inflicted. Nntice of appeal was

given, and I shall watch with interest the result.—Yours truly,

A Hampshire Motorist.

FINDING OWNERS.

To the Editor of The Molor-Car Journal.

Sir,—I notice in your valued paper of August 31st that a corre

spondent, Dr. Samways, complains somewhat bitterly of a regulation of

the County Council which does not allow of the whole army of pre

judiced persons interfering with motorists by supplying names and

addresses of owners. He must be aware that with the large percentage

of the police actively engaged in trapping motorists instead of attend -

ing to their ordinary duties, there is little chance of a driver piloting

a car in an irresponsible manner for very long. He does not say

whether he was personally endangered or even inconvenienced by the

circumstances to whieh he calls attention, but I have not the slightest

doubt that he could have brought this " dangerous criminal " to justice,

and surely, if it costs him a shilling, it would have been worth his

while.

It would be a preposterous thing if anyone was able to go indis

criminately to the authorities and get the names and addresses with

out any questions being asked. If this were the case we should not

only be harassed by any interfering pedestrians who fancied a motorist

was driving to the possible danger of anything on the road, bat I can

imagine oar letter boxes crammed with circulars and advertisements

from firms able to make use of the motor-car registry. —Yours truly, ,

Tourist.

[On this question we would point out that the County Council

has no right to supply anyone with entries from its register of motor

cars without payment. The regulation of the Local (iovernment

Board on this point is as follows :—The Council shall also supply to

any other person applying for a copy of the entries relating to any

specified motor-car, a copy of those entries on payment of a fee of one

shilling, if he shows that lie has a reasonable cause for requiring

such a copy.]

INCOMPETENT REPAIRERS.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—Recently I had an experience of repair work whieh, for the

welfare of the motoring community, should be shown up, and an attempt

made to, rectify in the near future. Having occasion to have a petrol

tank brazed owing to a small leakage, I took it to a firm of so-called

motor and cycle engineers, in a email town in the West Country.

Upon my calling for the tank in two hours' time, 1 found no brazing

done, but a large quantity of spelter left untidily, and three inches from
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the place it required brazing. Asking -what it meant, I wan told it

had been spilt. On examining it, I found a hole two inches wide had

been burnt through the end of the tank, and that I was able to push a

piece of wire through in three places. This untidy spelter was meant to

cover the hole that had been burnt by them, thinking I should not

detect it.

The result is that an entire new end has had to be fitted to the

tank, causing a lot of unnecessary expense and delay. I find that no

member of the firm has had any experience of motor or cycle engineer

ing. Is it not time that some examination was made compulsory to

prevent this class of repairers from setting perfect death traps to motor

ists upon the road ?—Yours truly,

A Victim.

WHEELS FOR MOTOR-CARS.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—In the last issue of your interesting journal a letter appears

from the K.T. Syndicate. My reply is, where there is an air cushion

on the edge of the wheel, there must be a tendency to roll, which is an

important factor in sideslips, besides the ever-present danger of ruptur

ing the inner tube. For many years manufacturers, backed with

unlimited capital, have been trying to produce an unpuncturable tyre,

but to-day it is as uncertain and more costly than it was fifteen years

ago. What is wanted is a new sort of tyro, which will combine as

many of the following advantages as possible :—Reasonable coat ; non-

skid—without being destructive to our roads ; not so fragile as to

necessitate carrying a lot of spares. When such a tyre is

adopted, the motif industry will go forward by leaps and bounds, for

without a doubt the tyre question is, as J. Bryant says, the greatest

drawback to the general adoption of motor-cars. Even the fuel question

is involved, because the more generally motors are used the sooner

chemists and the Government will settle the alcohol question, which

would go a long way towards remedying the agricultural depression and

give us a never-failing supply of fuel instead or being at the mercy of a

few monopolists. Solid tyres do not solve the question ; we must

accept the pneumatic as the standard of resiliency. Anything that

will beat it as well as eliminate the troubles I have mentioned should

command attention.—Yours truly,

0. Cook.

CRAWLEY.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—Now that the A. A. are doing such good work on either side

of Crawley, scouring the roads and preventing motorists falling into the

hands of the police, they (the police) are doing tbeir utmost towards

trapping them in Crawiey High Street, through which they have two

measured quarter of a mile traps and one of a turlong, and as the local

people here are agitating for a speed limit through the town, motorists

will d© well to be on the alert, otherwise they may fall into their hands,

as they hide in people's yards or doorways wherever they can secrete

themselves.

Trusting this may be a little help towards preventing motorists

getting caught both at Crawley and the Handcross to Crawley district,

where the noteworthy Waghorne has been during the last few days.—

Yours truly,

Fair Play.

A ROVER CAR QUERY.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—I should be obliged if you would advise me over the following

difficulty. I have an 8-h.p. Rover ; the big end fell to pieces when I

was bringing it home and did a certain amount of damage. I have been

very careful since, as I have not had it thoroughly overhauled by the

makers, they being so far away. One day I noticed a squeak and could

not locate it. The motor was running badly, when hot it at times lost

compression. When out on one occasion, finding it had lost compression,

I put in a new exhaust valve, as I had been over all other possible

causes. On starting the engine up it kept on exploding through inlet

pipe—it was on half compression—the valve was adjusted all right.

The trouble suddenly stopped but came back in a day or so. I came to

the conclusion that the cam was in some way opening at the same time

as the exhaust. On taking out the cam I found it worn like a blister on

extreme corner ; the exhaust part, too, had not been wearing on the

centre. Would this account for the trouble ? The rod that carries the

arm which actuates the varying compression seems in its place and free ;

the arm is just flush with the inner edge of the hole for the exhaust

tappet in engine casing. Do you think a new cam will put it right,

and was the damage caused by the smashing up of the big end ; the

rod was bent and the bolts twisted up ?—Yours truly,

W. D. Blanchard.

[Such an accident to a motor as the smashing up of the big end,

involving the bending of the connecting rod and the twisting of the

bolts, is almost sure to cause other trouble, and we think our corre

spondent would have been wife to have packed the engine and sent it

straight away to the makers, for the carriage by goods train would not

be much, and the firm who made the motor are the best people to tackle

such a job. From what we can gather we think it is probable that

something is strained in connection witli the cam-shaft, perhaps even

the cam-shaft itself has got bent, or the fork that controls the sliding

of the taper cams. It is not quite clear what the querist means by

" wearing like a blister," but in any case a new cam will be advisable

if the contour is in any way worn, or raised at the corner or else

where. It will be l>est to have the engine overhauled carefully and

the cam-gear examined to see whether any part is bent, as we believe

must be the case. The original cause of the trouble was undoubtedly

want of sufficient oil in the crank-chamber.]

WATER CIRCULATION.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—I should be obliged if you would kindly tell me if it is wise to fill

the radiator of my car with cold water when the engine is very hot !

If my tank and engine are very hot after a forty miles run, I should

otherwise find it necessary to wait a considerable time for the water to

cool naturally. By adding cold water my engines, &c, become cool

very quickly.—Yours truly,

Novice.

[In answer to our correspondent's query re putting cold water in

the tank when the engine is hot, there is no danger whatever in doing

this, providing the water is constantly above the cylinder head. If the

water be allowed to get below, and the cylinder became over-heated,

there would be the danger of cracking the cylinder, but if care be taken

to give a plentiful supply, there is no danger of this, as by putting in

cold water the hetet gradually diminishes.]

 

The 30-40-h.n. Peugeot Landaulet recently supplied to Mr. C. £. B.

Long, Down End, Fareham, by Messrs. Wadham Bros., of Waterloo,

ville, Hants.

SELF-STARTING DEVICES.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—In your issue of Augu&t 10th there is an enquiry re " self

starting devices " for motor-cars, and in reply to same I venture to

give a few particulars which may be useful to your corre

spondent. In December, 1905, the Automobile Club of France

(A.C.F.) held a competition of above-named devices, details of which

were duly published in the M.CJ. on December 30th of that year.

Briefly, there were seventeen entries, of which eleven actually competed,

and these were all of foreign make, the idea having apparently been

left seriously alone by English inventors. Various methods were

adopted to bring about the desired results, and so far the most suc

cessful devices were as follows :—M. Isnard'sCinogeneand the Mors Co.'s

apparatus, these sharing the first prize of £120 ; next (or third place)

came the device of M. Lemale ; while honourable mention was accorded

that of M. A. Saurer and M. Pellorce.

It is, of course, impossible to describe in detail the principles of

the self-starting devices referred to, but no doubt particulars can

either be obtained from the manufacturers direct, or from repretenta-

tives on this side of the Channel. I may mention that Messrs. W.

Lecoq McBride and Co., of 67a, Shaftesbnry Avenue, London. W.C.,

hold the British agency for the Cinogene apparatus. Fiat Motors,

Ltd., of Long Acre, London, W.C., fit a self-starter to their cars, but

whether it is a device of their own, or one of those already referred to,

I am unable to state.

Regarding self-starters, T lielieve most of them are fitted to high-

powered cars, but "Montacute's " letter throws no light upon what type of

car he uses, or contemplates using. There are some good small cars on the

market that hardly require a self-starter, and if your correspondent in-
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speets the Swift, Starling, Rover, Clyde, and a few others, I feel sure

he will obtain a car which will require very little exertion to start, un

less it is absolutely necessary for him that a self-starter be fitted irre

spective of horse-power.—Yours truly,

Frank Stone.

OVERHEATING TROUBLES.

To the Editor of The Motor-Cwr Journal.

Sir,—Perhaps some of your readers can help me to overcome the

overheating troubles I have lately experienced. The pomp throws a

stream of water over 10 ft., but, nevertheless, after travelling about

three miles at fast speed the engine invariably stops from overheating,

though the water in the tank never boils, I have tried the following

unsuccessfully:—(1) Complete repairs to pump; (2) new coil; (3) new

piston-rings ; (4) new joints throughout the circulation. I begin to think

that the defect must be due to " furring " of the cylinder jacket, thougli

only a thin coating of rust is visible.—Yours truly,

L. Thompson.

[Our correspondent's trouble from overheating is most probably due

to the " furring of the water jacket, or, failing this, a stoppage in the

return pipe from the radiator to the tank. This would cause steam to
 

remove all the plugs, -and scrape away all possible signs of furring, more

especially around the valve chamber. In the event of this failing, the

inside of the water tank may be found "furred " or choked around the

return pipe from the radiator.!

 

Tae 30-h.p. Siddelev v4-ieated Sightseeing Vehicle which is being

run in London by the Motor Jobmasters, Ltd., in conjunction with

the Great Western Railway. (See page 570 last w«u<.)

THE CONTROL OF THE ROADS.

To the Editor op The Motor-Cwr Journal.

Sik,—Your correspondent "A. A." is evidently not a motorist.

Motorists have been for years past, and are now living under the benefits

secured for them by the work of the Motor Union. That body, in

conjunction with the " K.A.C.," has secnred against strong opposing

forces the limited liberties and tolerance motorists now enjoyed. The

" A. A." is a young organisation and has attempted something beyond its

powers. Its system of road control is inefficient, as witness the recent

unsuccessful attempt to patrol even the Brighton road on the occasion

of the " A.A." run. In whatever way the "A. A." may be intending to

improve there is no sufficient reason for the Mitor Union to lie upon it<

oars and leave its own membership unprotected. As a member of all

three bodies I welcome the work of the Motor Union in extending the

system of road scouts, or agents, or whatever they may be termed. So

long as the Motor Union increases the facilities for a motorist when

using the highways, we as motorists have only to be thankful.—Yours

truly,

John Wallace.

AN ENGINE QUERY.

To the Editor op The Motor-Oar Journal.

Sir,—I am at present boring out a pair of water-cooled cylinders

-and fitting new pistons, and it is desired to bring the compression np to

approximately modern practice. The bore is 3 3-16 in. and the stroke

.3 in. ; therefore the volume swept by piston is 23*94 cubic in. I should

like to arrive at the cubic space of the combustion chamber. Of course

various makers have their own ideas as to this, but I should like to

strike an average. Perhaps some of your readers would give their idea

as to the correct ratio between the cubic contents swept by the piston

and the corresponding cubic space of combustion chamber to suit any

given volume swept by the piston.—Yours truly,

Cycle Mechanic.

[The average compression used in petrol motors is about 75 lbs. to

the square inch, although, as our correspondent remarks, it varies

according to the ideas of the makers. The tendency in modern

design is to increase the pressure as much as one dare, withont

the risk of pre-ignition, as, of course, high compression is

conducive to efficiency. The maximum limit is over 90 lbs. to

the square inch, although this depends largely on the design of the

engine, especially as regards the careful jacketing of the combustion

head to ensure proper cooling, whilst other considerations are the

piston speed, proportions of flywheel, and number of cylinders. The

constant torque of a six-cylinder engine, for example, will allow of a

very high compression being employed, if the water cooling is nicely

proportioned. As it is difficult, owing to the shape of the crown and the

pockets in a combustion head, to calculate the exact capacity of them

without considerable trouble, a good way of arriving at the same is to

fill up with water, and measure the quantity of this up to a certain

height, when the cylinder is inverted. When this is known, and the

desired compression settled on, it is an easy matter to find out bow high

the piston must travel to obtain it. As a gas at atmospheric pressure

equals about 15 lbs. to square inch, if compressed to half its bulk will

register 30 lbs., if to a quarter 60 lbs., and so on. But an allowance

must be made for heat, which augments the pressure. If the engine is

an old one, " Cycle Mechanic" will do well not to exceed 70 lbs.]

COIL TROUBLES.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—My BasseVMichel trembler coil on a two-cylinder Panhard car

Centaure engine, has been giving a lot of trouble owing to the points pit

ting, and hence frequent adjustments, and, as this is the second coil of the

same make which has gone wrong, I intend to try another maker. Will

you kindly tell me which coil you recommend ? I have heard Carpen-

t ier's well spoken of. Where can I get these in London, or what other

make should I try ? Also can I fit, without altering ignition, a coil which

does not have tremblers, so as to save the frequent adjustments ? Any

suggestions you or your readers can make will be appreciated.—Yours

truly,

T. Bevkrley.

[Excellent coils of English manufacture can be obtained from any

of the leading accessory dealers and coil makers. Our correspondent

cannot use a non-trembler coil without altering the contact breaker, sub

stituting a trembler blade contact breaker in its place, but we

should advise him to obtain a good trembler coil of English make,

and no doubt he will find that he obtains satisfactory result". The

name Carpentier refers to the definite type of trembler, which is litted

to many types of coils, both British and foreign. If an engine is run

at a very high speed it would enable the trembler to be dispensed with,

but this is not practicable for ouv correspondent's purpose. A new coil

can be fitted without altering any of the existing arrangements on the

ignition circuit.]

SOME SUGGESTED SMALL IMPROVEMENTS.

To the Editor of The Motorcar Journal.

Sir,—Now that the general lines ef motor-cars have reached a point

when any radical alteration is unlikely, the time seems apropos to

mention a few small details to the improvement of which the attention

of manufacturers may usefully be directed. For a long time—practically

since the establishment of the industry—it has been possible for a cyclist

to purchase a machine suited to his stature. In the case of motor-cars,

however, this period has not yet been reached, the vehicles nearly all

being turned out, as regards the steering and controlling mechanism, to

one standard, as if drivers were all of the same build.

Apart from the fact that no two persons are naturally inclined to

do the same thing in exactly the same fashion, many cars are so con

trived as to make the operation of driving inconvenient, if not dangerous

at times, to some motorists. The length of leg, the length of aim, the

height of the shoulders above the seat, and even the size of hand, all are

more or less involved in the ease with which a driver may accustom him

self to a certain car, not to mention habitual posture when sitting. In

deed, it is quite likely that the slouching attitude which many drivers

frequently affect is due more to circumstances than to any lack of self-

respect, or to laziness.

In regard to the possibilities of adjustment of the steering and con

trolling mechanism to suit individual requirements there are, I venture

to assert, certain -possibilities which have not as yet been thoroughly

exhausted. For instance, numerous arrangements have been made for

adjusting the position of the steering wheel longitudinally of the car,

while a vehicle is made in America in which it is possible to adjust the

height of the wheel above the footboard. This latter appears to be a

step in the right direction and evidently can be accomplished with less

risk to the mechanism than the older method of swinging the entire

steering column, besides furnishing a means of adjustment in another and

more necessary way.

As regards the clutch and brake pedals, these too might be made

adjustable, at least as to height above the floor. I further consider that
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none of the controlling devices which are requisite to ordinary running

operations should be mounted on the dashboard. There are, no doubt,

many other motorists who have suffered inconvenience owing to this in

ability to alter the position of the steering wheel, pedals, &c, who, cow

that the question has been raised, might express their views on the

subject.—Yours truly,

T. K. Harrison.

CORROSION OF ACCUMULATOR TERMINALS.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—For some time past I have had a great deal of trouble in

keeping the positive terminal of the ignition accumulator on my car

free from corrosion ; it very rapidly assumes a green colour, and on

the inside a crystal formation is seen. I should be obliged if you could

give me any hints how to prevent the corrosion. —Yours truly,

R. H. Flood.

[Corrosion of the terminals is caused by one of two actions. It may

oe the result of the action of acid upon the metal of the terminal, or

it may be caused by electrolytic action from the passage of a very small

current of electricity between the two teiminals. If caused by the first

action, it can be prevented by carefully cleaning the terminal with a

weak solution of ammonia and water, and then with pure water. When

quite clean cover the terminal with vaseline. If the corrosion arises

bom the second action, it requires more care to entirely remove the

trouble, and as our correspondent says that his positive terminal is the

one giving trouble, electrolytic action is probably the cause. To prevent

this, first clean the terminal in the same manner with ammonia and

water, and cover it with vaseline. Also make a groove round the stem

of the lead pillar on which the terminal is mounted, and fill this groove

with vaseline. Then make certain that no passage of electric current

is allowed to cross from one terminal to another by thoroughly drying

the space between the two, and when quite dry put a dressing of vase

line on the surface between the terminals. To ensure success the old

corrosive deposit should be entirely removed, clean very thoroughly

with water after the ammonia, and anoint every part that is exposed

with vaseline except the surface on which the wires make contact.]

A SLOW CAR ON HILLS.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal,

Sir,—I have a Germain 8-h.p. chain driven car which is rather slow

op hills. When going up the last portion of a rise I have to drop on

to the low gear. The wheels are 910 by 90 mm. Do you think this the

cause of the vehicle being so slow 1 The engine holds compression well

and the timing is all right. I should be pleased if you or your readers

•could explain the trouble.—Yours truly,

J. H. T.

[If our correspondent had given some particulars of his gearing

ratio, it would have been easier to form an opinion as to the cause of

his car being slow on hills. Wheels 910 mm. (36 in.) are certainly

large in diameter for an 8-10-h.p. car, but it does not follow that the

car is over-geared. J. H. T. says nothing as to the speed on the level,

which is most important data, as, if the engine pulls well and fast on

the top gear on flat roads, he will only be " robbing Peter to pay

Paul " if he puts smaller sprockets on to lower the gear for hills. He

must therefore judge if he can afford to sacrifice lowering his top speed.

Of course if the engine never reaches its maximum number of revolu

tions on the high gear, it will be advantageous to try a pair of sprockets

with, say, one tooth less than at present. Anyway, it is not an expen

sive experiment. To alter the ratio of the bottom gear only would

be very costly. As he seems to think the engine is in proper order, it

is hardly any good suggesting anything in that direction ; although, as

probably the extra power required to make the car take hills better is

only slight, it is quite likely that a good engine tester could tune it up

to give the extra amount wanted.]

A LUBRICATING OIL QUERY.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,— I shall feel obliged if you can tell me the best lubricant for

■a 24-h.p. Fiat car. I have tried several but cannot get an oil that

gives entire satisfaction.—Yours truly,

S. C. Stiles.

[The Fiat Company have an oil which is specially made for them,

-and which has been in use by owners of Fiat cars for the past four years

with entire satisfaction. It can be supplied from stock in one gallon

tins.]

MISFIRING TROUBLES.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—I shall be greatly obliged if yon or any of your many readers

'will assist me in the following trouble. I am having difficulty with the

rear cylinder of my four-cylinder car, which is fitted with the usual

bigh-tension accumulator ignition. When the engine is running slowly

this cylinder fires just when it thinks it will, which is very seldom, yet

it will repeatedly start up on it, but when this is accomplished it then

remains inactive for many revolutions. When the throttle is opened,

and the ignition lever in any position, it fires regularly ; but as the car

is very sluggish anil will not climb on its top speed anything like it

used to do, and also gets very hot, I attribute the loss of power to this

cylinder.—Yours truly,

R. Sinclair.

[Our correspondent's trouble seems to point very strongly to a faulty

coil ; probably the condenser has broken down, or'there is a bad con

tact on the primary. Trouble of this kind is sometimes caused by the

burnt oil getting foul of the point of sparking plug, and although when

tried out of the cylinder proves all right, short circuits inside when

replaced. Thh appears to be the only suggestion, if the coil, sparking

plug, &c., are correct.]

A TEST FOR WATER IN PETROL.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—I hope you will find space for the following, as one who is

always ready to assist his fellow-motorists in difficulties. I was stopped

by a driver near Seacroft, late on a recent Sunday ; he had run out of

petrol and had purchased a bottle of whisky, believing it to be all right,

as alcohol is advocated as a substitute for spirit. I beg to warn motor

ists, however, not to repeat the name unless it has been tested by a

densimeter, spg. 700. In connection with this, may I mention a simple

test which I used on this occasion in place of the densimeter, by

putting a few drops of the whisky or petrol on a coin ; if it evaporates

and leaves the coin dry, it is all right. If any water has been added to

it, it will remain on the coin. For a long time the engine refused te

start ; I tried the usual methods of testing accumulators, sparking plugs

and carburettor, and pulled at the starting handle till I was tired and

weary, but all in vain. The car was stopped on an incline about

1 in 14 ; we ran off all the petrol and secured a tin of fresh petiol,

wiped out the carburettor, put a little spirit in each cylinder, and the

engine started, enabling us to get the car on the level and then to a

descent, when the motor again stopped and all the usual methods as

before failed. I applied my rule, and it revealed the fact that there was

water in the petrol. It struck me, when the car was on the incline, that

when we ran the petrol off there would be some liquid left in the rear

of the tank owing to the inclined position of the car. When the vehicle

was on the level this mixture of wnisky, water and petrol came to the

front of the tank ; on the next descent, which was about half a mile

long, the rear wheels were at a higher level than the front ones and by

the law of gravity the denser bodies were at the bottom of the tank. I

disconnected the petrol feed pipe from the carburettor, raised the needle

valve and made sure that all was run off, then connected up and flooded

the carburettor ; the motor started straight away and my fellow-motor

ist went on his Way more than pleased.—Yours truly,

S. I'ICKLES.

Catalogue Wanted.—Mr. A. C. Clark, 4 and 5, George Street,

Kyde, I. W., writes :—" Will any reader of the M.C.J, oblige with a list

of the Leader 8-10-h.p. four-cylinder, two-seated car ? It is, I find,

impossible to obtain the same from makers, and the owner's car is

delayed on the Russian frontier, admission being refused unless sush

printed maker's specification be produced."

THE MOTOR UNION AND THE AUTOMOBILE

ASSOCIATION.

Important negotiations have recently taken place between a sub

committee of the Motor Union and representatives of the Automobile

Association for the purpose of discovering a scheme which would enable

the two bodies to work together in close co-operation for the benefit ef

the automobile movement. In spite of all efforts, however, no mutually

satisfactory scheme of co-operation has been devised.

The history of the negotiations is recorded in a lengthy correspond

ence, copies of which have been sent us by both parties. Represent

atives of the Motor Union have twice met the Automobile Association

in conference. At the meeting of July 9th the representatives of the

Association asked the Motor Union to submit a proposal for a working

arrangement. The outlines of a proposal were accordingly laid before

them, and tbe offer finally rejected on the 8th ult.

Mr. Walter Gibbons, referring to the letter from Mr. C. D. Rose,

M. P. , Chairman of the Motor Union, in which he states that the road

agents of the Motor Union are stationed entirely in towns and villages

wherein, so far as his knowledge extends, no police traps exist, asks

how can he, Mr. Rose, account for the fact that these road agents or

scouts are supplied with a code of signals enabling them to signal, 1,

to stop ; 2, tojproceed cautiously ; 3, all is clear. " Upon which only one

construction can, Mr. Gibbons adds, be placed, that of warning motor

ists against police traps. If, therefore, it is not the intention of these

scouts to discover police traps and give warning of their locality, why

are they empowered to signal " all is clear "I Is it to aid motorists to

dash through villages at fifty miles an hour ? "

We have received from Mr. Walter Gibbons a copy of a letter he

has addressed to the R A.C. resigning his membership from the Club as

a protest against the " unnecessary interference" of the Motor Union

with the work of the Automobile Association.
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THE MISTRAL OF PROVENCE.

" T T was September, and it was Provence," are the opening

I words of Daudet's " Port Tarascon " ; but not every

writer waa so kind to the wonderlul country, and

Madame de Sevigne's exaggerated pictures of the " perfumed

idleness of the Provencaux" and of the "mistral," that dread

north wind of the Ehone Valley, are answered by Mr. Miltoun,

who thus brings meteorology up to dat2 in his "Rambles in

Provence " :—

The " terrible mistral " is not always so terrible as it has been

pictured. It does not always blow, nor, when it does come, does it hlow

for a long period, not even for the proverbial three, six, or nine days, but

it i», nevertheless, pretty general along the whole south coast of 1' ranee.

It is the complete reverse of the sirocco of the African coast, the wind

which blows hot from the African desert and makes the coast cities of

Oran, Alger, and Constantine, and even Biskra, farther inland, the

delightful winter resorts that they are. In summer the " mistral," when

it blows, makes the coast towns and cities of the mouth of the Rhone,

and even farther to the east and west, cool and delightful even in the

hottest summer months, and it always has a great purifying and health

ful influence. Ordinarily the "mistral "is faithful to tradition, but for

long months in the winter of 1905-06 it only appeared at Marseilles, and

then only to disappear again immediately. The Proven, al used to

pray to be preserved from /Eolus, son of Jupiter, but this particular

season the god had forsaken all Provence. From August 31st to

September 4th it blew with all its wonted vigour, with a violence

which lifted roof tiles and blew all before it, but until the first of

the following March it made only fitful attempts, many of which

expired before they were born. There were occasions when it rose

from its torpor and ruffled the waves of the blue Mediterranean into

 

One of the latest Star Six-Cylinder Cars fitted up as a special Shooting
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The vehicle Is fitted with a six-cylinder engine, 4} In. bore by 5 in. stroke,
with magneto ignition and also synchronised high-tension coil and accumulator.

The car illustrated has just been despatched by the Star Engineering Com

pany to South Africa.

the white horses of the poets, hut it immediately retired as if shorn of its

former strength. " C'est humiliant," said the observer at the meteor

ological bureau at Marseilles, as he shut up shop and went out for his

Aperitif. All Provence was marvelling at the strange anomaly, and really

seemed to regret the absence of the " mistral," though they always

cursed it loudly when it was present—all but the fisherfolk of the

Etang de Berre and the old men who sheltered themselves on the sunny

side of a wall and made the best use possible of the "chemince du Roi

Rene," as the old pipe smokers call the glorious sun of the south, which

never seems so bright and never gives out so much warmth as when the

" mistral " blows its hardest. A Martigaux or a Marseillois would

rather have the "mistral" than the damp, humid winds from the east

or north-east, which, curiously enough, brought fog with them on this

abnormal occasion. The cafe gossips predicted that Marseilles, their

beloved Marseilles, with its Cannebiere and its Prado, was degenerating

into a fog-bound city like London, Paris and Lyons. At Martigues

the old sailors, those who had been toilers on the deep

sea in their earlier years, told weird tales of the " pea soup

fogs of London—only they called them purees. One thing, how

ever, all were certain. The " mistral " was sure to drive all this

moisture-laden atmosphere away. In the words of the song they chanted,

" On u'sait quand y' r viendra." " A'a-t-il prendre enBn !" " Je ne sais

pas," and so the fishermen of Martigues, and elsewhere on the

Mediteranean coast, pulled their boats up on the shore and huddled

around the cafe ttoves and talked of the mauvaix imps which was

always with them. What was the nee of combating against the

elements ? The fish would not rise in what is thought elsewhere to be

fishermen's weather. They required the " mistral," and plenty of it.

—aaoaw ■

Mr. W. Rodham Drinkwater, recently with the technical

department of the K.A.C., ban been appointed sales manager to the

British Motoblcc Syndicate, Ltd., 12, Regent Street, London, S.W.

A 50-MILE RUN FROM BRIGHTON.

Mb. Henry Moore, of Brighton, continues his suggestions for lane-

wanderings in Sussex. His latest advice is for the motorist to turn up from>

the sea at the Grand Avenue, and get to the Upper Shoreham Road,

keeping on to Old Shoreham— six miles. The journey is continued

round the serpentine turn at the Rising Sun Inn. Then through

Beeding, Bracnber, and Steyning care should be taken when rounding the

sharp corner at the bottom of the hill in the latter village. The way

should then be continued till the sign-post pointing to Thakeham is-

reached and the main Worthing and London road is crossed. Mounting

the rising ground straight ahead, turn to the left at the first fork roads,

and in a few yards there is a road cut through a fir forest. At the next

fork road turn to the right, and again to the right half a mile further on.

The road direct to Pulborough is to the left within a few yards. Straight

on towards Thakeham is through one of the most fascinating little pieces

of scenery anywhere, for the steep winding road has been cut through

a ridge of rock, and rugged, verdure-clad, rocky sides stand twenty feet

above the road, and are surmounted by trees, which, meeting, form an.

avenue of great beauty. At the bpttom of the short hill be\ond a glimpse,

of water adds still further charm. About a mile from this, at the fork

roads, go to the left, and again sharp to the left at the next turn, which

is another mile on, for West Chiltineton, which, after a mile and a halt'

of narrow winding lane, is approached by ascending a corkscrew bend up

a very steep rise, which should be driven with care, in case a reckless

driver is coming in the opposite direction. Then bend to the left on

leaving the village, and keep straight on to Storrington, say four miles,

where, turning to the left, the Worthing and London road is struck at

Washington ; at the pond go straight on to Worthing, and to Brighton,

along the coast.

ROAD REPORTS.

Minehead.—The Urban District Council this year tarred the-

principal roads in the town to prevent dust, and the experiment has

been so successful that it has been decided to considerably extend the

system next year.

Brentford.—The text of the petition which is to be presented to-

the King, begging for a widening of Brentford High Street, has now

been finally approved, and is being sent round for the signatures of

those regularly using the road.

FARNHAM.—The Farnham Rural District Council has considered a

letter from Mr. P. J. Henriques, of Normandy Park, Guildford, askin»

for motor danger-signals to be erected in the vicinity of a cross-road

near his lodge. Mr. Bryan Hook stated that he was a motorist, and he

never took the slightest notice of danger signals. The signals were put

ur> very recklessly, and were not erected where they were really wanted.

They should be taken down and redistributed. It was decided to

reply that in their opinion the signals were not required.

Kingston Bridge.—At an inquest concerning the death of a cyclist

who slipped under a wagon on Kingston Bridge, the opinion was expressed

in evidence that the wooden paved tramway track at the foot of the

bridge was a danger to motorists when watered, and had caused many

accidents. The jury added a rider to their verdict that the Kingston

Town Council should be requested to clear the tramway track of niuoV

at the spot before watering it.

Kent.—The Chairman of the Dartford Petty Sessions regards the

corner of the road leading from Crockenhill m one of the most dan

gerous corners in the county.

AnsTRTjther.—The Clerk to the West Anstrother Town Council

has been instructed to write the Scottish A.C. to provide warning boards-

to place at the Buckie House corner, at which there has been some,

serious motor-car accidents. *

Stjtton Coldfield. —The Borough Surveyor of Sutton Coldfield

says that specially made roads of a dustless character would cost £1,200

per mile, a figure which he has arrived at in connection with the recent

reconstruction of the Manor Road in that district. In the experiment

under notice, a 2 in. layer of ashes was spread upon the scarified and

lightly-rolled road surface. Next a layer of fine asphalt 1 in. in thick

ness was placed on the ashes, the asphalt being then covered with 3 in.

of best hard granite. For two days the new metal was rolled, till finally

the asphalt could be observed working up through the granite. The-

whole surface was then dressed with tarred chippin^s and well rolled.

Folkestone.—The road from London to Folkestone is reported in

capital order.

THE RULE OF THE ROAD.

-♦-

A correspondent recalls Lord Erskine's lines on this much-

discussed subject :—

" The rule of the road is a paradox quite,

In riding or driving along,

If you keep to the left you're sure to be right,

If you keep to the right you'll be wrong.

" But in walking a different custom applies,

And just the reverse is the rule,

If you keep to the right you'll be safe, right, and wise,,

If you keep to the left you're a fool."
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CLUBS AND ASSOCIATIONS.

NOKTH BERKSHIRE AUTOMOBILE CLUB.

By invitation of Captain and Mrs. Loder Symonds, the North

Berkshire A.C. carried out a most successful meet on Saturday, the 31st

ult. at Hin t on Manor. The programme commenced with a hill olimb on

Duxford Hill. The results were decided on the formula which was

I at the Aston Hill Climb.

Place.

1

2

3

Car.

12-16-h.p. Peugeot..

40-h.p. Mercedes ..

10-h-p. Peugeot

1 5-h.p. Humber

9-h.p; Jackson

9-h.p. De Dion

8-h.p. Cadillac

28-h.p. Ariel

8-h.p. Cadillac

Owner. Marks.

Mrs. Viner Ellis ... 302

Mr. Ivor Truman ... 352

Captain Loder Symonds 402

Mr. H, Barrett ... 408

Mr. Darwin Hey ... 413

Mr. H. Woodward ... 439

Mr. Hayward ... 501

Mr. E. Bond 522

Mr. W, O. Rooper ... 648

After enjoying the hospitality of Captain and Mrs. Loder Symonds,

a concours d'adresse was held in the charming grounds. This event was

highly popular, as it enabled everyone to take part. It provided a driving

test whilst carrying three lady passengers, whose separate duties were to

carry a glass of water without spilling it, throw potatoes into baskets,

and tilt at the ring. This as well as the hill climb was voted a

huge success, and was won by Mr. H. Woodward with Lady Betty Bertie,

Mis-* May Loder Symonds and Miss Hippisley.

Amongst those present were the Countess of Abingdon, Lady Betty

Bertie, the Hon. Ethel Dormer, hon. treas., Mr. and Mrs. Barrett, Mr.

and Mrs. Bond, Mr. and Mrs. Darwin Hey, Mr. Ivor Truman, Captain

Loder Symonds, Mr. P. Fletcher, and Miss Constance Fletcher, hon.

secretary.

NORTH-EASTERN AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION.

On Saturday, the 31st ult., the members of the above association

and their friends were invited by Lord and Lady Barnard to an " At

Home " at Raby Castle. This historic seat is one of the " show " places

in the North of England, and about 600 acceptances of the invitation

were received. The weather proved propitious. During the afternoon about

100 motor-cars, besides a large number of motor- bicycles, arrived io the

park, and were arranged in rows, forming a very imposing spectacle.

The whole of the castle, the gardens, and the park were thrown open

to the visitors, and Lord Barnard had engaged the band of the 1st

V.B.D.L.I., winch played during the afternoon in the gardens.

Afternoon tea was served in the Baron's Hall, after which the prizes

in connection with the Ragpath Side Hill Climbing Competition on June

15th last were presented by Lady Barnard. These included the following :

—The " Barnard " challenge cup, presented by Lord Barnard for

annual competition. The committee had decided this year to award it to

the winner of the handicap for members' cars, and it was won by Mr.

Edw. W. Leather on his 40-h.p. Berliet. A second cup was presented

by the association for the fastest time made on the hill by any standard

touring car, the property of the member. This was won by Mr. W. E.

Galloway on his 25-h.p. Stanley steam car. Other prizes included

silver medals to Mr. E. W. Leather, who won the " closed " handicap,

Mr. 8. F. Edge, who won the " open " handicap, Mr. E. J. Tiffen, who won

the Motor-Cycle " closed " handicap, and Mr. A. Stewart, who won the

Newcastle-Edinburgh reliability run on June 27th last, this competition

being organised by the Newcastle Motor Club.

After the ceremony Capt. H. S. Streatfeild, chairman of the

association, tendered the thanks of the association to Lord Barnard for

his hospitality. To this Lord Barnard replied, stating that he himself

used his car tor business and pleasure rather than for sport. Mr. J. E.

Ilodgkin, hon. sec. of the association, then thanked Lady Barnard on

behalf of the members for presenting the prizes, and the proceedings

terminated.

Mr. W. Rees Jeffreys, secretary of the Motor Union, was'present

during the afternoon, bat was unfortunately delayed in his arrival

owing to some slight trouble with his car, and was therefore not able to

be there in time for any conference with the members of the committee

on questions affecting motorists in the north of England.

This is the first social event of this nature which has been organised

by the North-Eastern Automobile Association, and, in view of the great

satisfaction given to the members, it is hoped that it may be repeated

in future years. The arrangements at Raby Castle, which were very

complete and well organised, were in the hands of Mr. C. Fogg-Elliott,

Lord Barnard's estate agent, to whom the thanks of the association are

specially due.

THE AUTO-CYCLE CLUB.

The Auto-Cycle Club have issued the marks lost on running time

for the six days' trial, which was held from August 19th to 24th. The

following lost no marks :—W. H. Wells, 5-h.p. Vindec ; T. Woodman,

34-h.p. Vindec ; M. Gieger, 6-h.p. N.S. U. ; J. H. Slaughter, 3i-h.p.

Triumph ; E. S. Myers, 3^-h.p. Triumph ; J. Marshall, 34-D.p. Triumph ;

R.M. White; 3i-h.p. Hazel ; R. Moore, 34-h.p. Phelou-Moore ; T. K.

Hastings, 4-h.p. Indian ; W. G. Pople,:U-h.p. Triumph ; J. D. Hamilton,

3|-h.p. N.S.U. ; S. W. Carter, 3J-h.p. N.SVU. ; F. C. Mustard, 34-h.p.

Triumph ; D. G. Gilmour, 9-h.p. Bat ; and A. J. Sproston, 5-h.p.

Vindec.
Marks were lost by W. G. McMinnies, 5-h.p. Vindec, 11 ; F.C. Dee,

5-h.p. Vindec, 17; J. B. Hart-Davies, 34-h.p. Triumph, 32; F. Cozens,

10-h.p. Lagonda tri-car, 53; W. Smith, lj h.p. Motosacoche, 67; and A.

Stanley Phillips, 5-h.p. Vindec, 112.
The following retired :—R M. Brice, 5-h.p. Brown ; J. C. Lingen-

felder, 4-h.p. N.S.U. ; O. C. Godfrey, 5-h.p. Rex ; Eli Clark, 34-h.p.

Rex ; F. W. Applebee, 34-h.p. Rex ; T. H. Tessier, 6-h.p. Bat; E. Nel

son, 5-h.p. Rex ; C. A. Potts, 6-h.p. Bat ; W. Milnes, 34-h.p. Phelon-

Moore; W. Riddle, 6-h.p. N.S.U. ; H. G. Potts, 34-h.p. Minerva; F.

Applebee, jun., 6-h.p. Rex Litette tri-car; J. V. Evans, 6-h.p. Addison

tri-car ; Mrs. Hewlett, 10-h.p. Lagonda tri-car; and M. W. Randle,

10-h.p. Lagonda tri-car.

SOUTHERN MOTOR CLUB.

The Club's 100 miles Reliability Trial for Motor-cycles took place

on Saturday, 3lst ult., on a circular course starting from Godstone to

Parley Corner, Red Hill and back to Godstone, four times round,

eighteen entries being received. Six faced the starter at Godstone, viz.,

C. H. Pugh (4J-h.p. Stevens), T. E. Goodley (34-h.p. Triumph), G. M.

Beeeroft (5-6-h.p. Vindec Special), C. Joaes (6-h.p. Antoine), W. Pratt

(34-h.p. Griffon), and G. Aldington (5-h.p. Twin Kerry). The winner

proved to be Mr. C. Jones, who had only two minutes' difference in

comparative moiling on each circuit, aud he took the gold medal and

certificate. Mr. G. M. Beeeroft was second and was awarded a certificate.

 

The Churchill Char-a-banc as it appeared on the occasion of the

Outing given to the children of the Bradford Poor Children's Mission.

The vehicle was kindly lent by Messrs. Durham, Churchill and Co.'s

Bradford Agent, Mr. Walter Jackson.

WEST ESSEX.

The result of the non-stop competition for the Carnage cup has

been decided by the committee as follows :—1, V. Baldwin (34-h.p.

Brown) ; 2, J. C. Brown (3}-h.p. Brown) ; 3, C. D. Makepeace (7-h.p.

Phcsnix (joadcar). The next competition will be held on the 8th inst.,

and will take the form of a 100 Miles Petrol Consumption and

Reliability Trial, from the Cock Hotel, Epping, through Harlow,

Sawbridgeworth, Ugley, and Newport to the fortieth milestone on the

Cambridge Road and hack, a distance of fifty miles, this coarse to be

covered twice. Minimum time two and a half hours, maximum three

hours for each section of fifty miles. The start will take pi ace at 10 a.m.

CRYSTAL PALACE.

Mr. Henry Hollands has found himself compelled, through ill-

health, to give up the hon. secretaryship of the Crystal Palace A.C,

and Mr. F. W. Baily has been elected to the post.

The committee of the club, whilst accepting with regret Mr.

Hollands' resignation as secretary, have co-opted him to be a member

of that body.

SOMERSET.
«

At the invitation of "some dozen Weston-super-Mare motorists the

members of the Somerset Automobile Club have been entertained at a

gymkhana and garden party given in the Recreation Grounds at that

resort. There was a representative attendance, including Dr.

C. J. Talbot, Messrs. H. and T. Blake, H. Spiers Houston (12-14-h.p.

Achilles), Captain W. Vaughan-Jenkins, Colonel Stuart, Colonel Shers-

ton, Messrs. C. F. Haywood (S-h.p, Rover), F. Bailey, M. B. Castle
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(9-11-h.p. Clement-Talbot), S. Austin, W. Yattnan, F. B. Beauchamp

<30-40-h.p. Daimler), S. B. Alway (14-16-h.p. Argyll), A. W. Metcalfe.

F. Clark (10-12-h.p. Clement-Talbot), H. Hippesley, A. Armitage, F.

Wills, A. E. Johnson (H-Hi-h.p. Argyll), F. J. Tucker (28-h.p. Daimler),

H. J. Blackmore, Rev. W. R. Pearson Strange, Messrs. W. P. Paddon,

R. B. Gravea-Knyfton, hon. secretary of the association (14-10 h.p.

Argyll), F. Blackmore (9-10-h.p. Swiit).

COVENTRY.

On Saturday last twenty-one machines participated in the Relia

bility Trial organised by the Coventry Motor Club for the private

owners of motor-bicycles. The test included a hundred miles run with

a surprise hill-climbing test. The course of the trial was from Daventry

to Towcester, Brackley, Chipping Warden, Badby, and Daventry, which

was covered twice. The start was made from the garage of Mr. H.

Reynolds, and the run was remarkable for the even behaviour of the

machines. In the end Mr. C. S. Burney (3J-h.p. De Havilland) won the

Schulte cup, Mr. J. S. Harwood (3i-h.p. Triumph) the Rex gold medal,

and Mr. A. B. Jepson (3A-h.p. Triumph) the club silver medal.

DERBY AND DISTRICT.

The committee of the Derby and District A.C. have decided to

hold a hill-climbing competition ao Rangemore next year, when we

understand an active policy with regard to competitions for members

will be inaugurated.

Mr. Robert Knowles has withdrawn his recent resignation ar.d

 

Tho above illustration depicts the ohange-speed gear pinions which

were taken from the six-cylinder Hotchkiis Car after the reoent trial

of 21,250 miles. It will be seen that the wheels and shafts, which

bear the seal of the Royal Automobile Club, show little, If any,

signs of wear.

expresses the hope that the club will do more to look after the proper

repair of the highways by the local authorities.

The South Devon Automobile club is holding a meet at Ashburton

on Saturday, the 14th inst., the headquarters being at the Golden Lion

Hotel.

A motor-cycle club for Crewe is being formed with Mr. A. R.

Tatham, 39, Derrington Avenue, as hon. sec.

The Hull Auto-cycle Club has appointed Captain J. A. Foster as

chairman and Mr. T. H. Straker, 12, Percy Street, Hull, as hon. sec.

The Daimler Company have made arrangements with Messrs. Dal-

getty and Company, Ltd., Burke Street, Melbourne, who will shortly

be opening garages at both Melbourne and Sydney for the sale of

Daimler cars in Australia. Messrs. Dalgetty will have two demonstra

tion cars, and also six stock vehioles, together with a large assortment

of spare parts, for the convenience of the increasing number of Daimler

owners in the colony.

From the Electric Ignition Company, Ltd., Birmingham, comes a

copy of the new showcard and catalogue of E.I.C. ignitiauties they have

just issued. The former is of a novel and bold design and will be of

interest to agents. The new lint gives full particulars of the E.I.C.

sparking plugs, coils, accumulators, switches, contact makers, high-ten

sion distributors and other ignition accessories, among the new features

being an improved double ignition switch.

CASES UNDER THE MOTOR CAR ACT.

A Brother Officer's Motor-car.

At Bradford, Dr. S. Lodge was summoned for driving a motor-ear

without giving audible and sufficient warning of the approach of his car.

The Chief Constable stated that on August 6th Dr. Lodge was driving

a car near Manningham Park Gates. Colonel Sichel, who was standing

neir the causeway, complained that sufficient warning was not given ot

the approach of the car. The informant, however, was now desirous

of withdrawing from the case. Colonel Sichel explained that when he

laid the information he was nnaware that Dr. Lodge (who is surgeon-

lieutenant in the Bradford Rifles) was a friend and brother officer.

The summons was withdrawn on payment of costs.

Heavy Hauls.

At Highgate, on the 28th nit., four motorists caught in a trap at Whet

stone were fined £17 and costs. A batch of six motorists have since been

lined sums of £1, 18s., £4, and 4s. lOd. for passing too quickly over a

police trap. The Basingstoke benoh imposed tines of £21 and costs on

motorists at a recent sitting. At Kingston, on the 29th ult. , five motorists

were fined £3 each for exceeding the ten-mile limit in Richmond Park.

Six motor-car drivers have been fined in Kilmarnock court. Fines of

£3 each hare been inflicted on eight motorists by the Alton bench.

Exceeding Legal Limit.

Robert Moore, of Harrogate, was fined 40s. and costs, at Bangor,

for driving his motor-bicycle during the recent motor-bicycle reliability

trials in North Wales at the rate of thirty to forty miles an hour. He

was reported by the local secretary of the trials.

At Stirling the authorities have obtained authority for the imposition

of a ten mile limit, and the sheriff has deoided that heavier fines shall be

inflicted on victims in future.

A fine of £5 and costs was inflicted on the 30th ult. by the South

ampton county magistrates on Mr. S. F. Edge, for driving a motor-car

at a speed of slightly over thirty miles an hour at Bassett. The police

evidence was not disputed, but the defendant's counsel said the road was

clear at the time, and with the car in such experienced hands there was

practically no danger.

Five motorists have been fined at Greenwich sums ranging from

£2 2s. to £4 2s. for exceeding the speed limit. Mr. Hutton said that if

these cases increased the penalties must be more severe.

Obscure Idf.ntification Mark.

Herbert B. Fitzlierbert, of London, was, at Rowley, Staffordshire,

fined £10 and costs for a breach of the Motor Car Act, by travelling from

London to Tividale in a motor-car the identity mark and figures of

which were obscured. Defendant pleaded that he left London hurriedly

and a workman carelessly attached a card to the vehicle.

Dangerous Driving.

At Horsham Petty Sessions on Saturday, Percy:George Gibbs, of 3,

Clarendon Mews, St. Alban's Road, Kensington, was fined £5, costs

£2 13s., for driving to the danger of the public at Crawley on July 28th.

P.c. Scott, of Bow Street, proved a like conviction last February, and

. <ilso a conviction at Kingston-on Thames last month. •

At the Llandrindod Wells (Radnorshire) Police Court, Thomas

Hampson, Madley Manor, Staffordshire, was fined £3, including costs, for

driving a motor-car in a manner dangerous to the public at Llandrindod

on August 4th. Defendant is the chauffeur to the Earl of Huntingdon,

and stated that he was driving at not more than twelve miles an hour.

The statement was confirmed by the Hon. Reginald Coventry, who was

in the car in company with the Countess of Huntingdon and the Earl.

Mr. Archibald Rosling, motor-car manufacturer, was charged at

Thorpe (Essex) with having driven a motor-car to the public danger.

Mr. Ogle, barrister, said the defendant was going at only sixteen milei

an hour, but by a majority of five to four the Bench fined the defendant

£L

At Norman Cross, on Tuesday, H. B. Cresswell, of Arlington Street,

London, VV., pleaded guilty to driving a motor-car to the common

danger at Stilton on August 3rd. He admitted two previous convictions

and was fined £25 and coats. His present licence was suspended until

iti expiration, and he was declared disqualified from obtaining another

licence for two years.

What is a Signal?

What is an intelligible signal to a chauffeur was the point which

the Newcastle magistrates have been called upon to decide in a case in

which Walter Sanderson, the driver of a car, was charged under the

Motor Car Act. Robert Ord, a farmer, was riding a hunter along the

I'onteland road, when he saw the car rounding a curve a hundred

yards away. He waved his hat as a signal to Sanderson to stop, but

lie did not. The horse began to rear and plunge, and finally bumped

itself against the fence. The driver slowed down, and passed at about

ten miles an hour. It was contested for the defence that the waving of

a hat was a signal that no chauffeur would understand, and that Ord

ought to have held up his hand, but the migistrates thought otherwise,

and imposed a fine ot 40s. and costs.

Lack of Knowledge.

Paul Webb, a visitor to Malvern, who was summoned at the Petty

Sessions for neglecting to stop a motor-car when requested at Malvern

Wells, was ordered to pay the costs, as he was an American citizen and

ignorant of English regulations.
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A Quartette of Summonses.

Fine? to a total of £12 and costs have been imposed, at Manchester,

upon Alec Stewart Fraser, manager for the Darraeq Motor-car Company,

341, Deausgate, Manchester. Ha appeared in answer to four sum

monses, which charged him with driving to the danger of the public,

refusing to give name or address, failing to produce a driver's licence

when requested to do so, and for using a motor-car without being

registered. A constable gave evidence that on July 31st, at Urmston,

Fraser was driving the car, which contained three persons, at a speed of

twenty or twenty-five miles an hour. When called on to stop he took

no notice ; he would not give his address nor show his licence. The

defendant explained that he resented the manner in which the plain

clothes officer demanded his name. Mr. Annii ige. the presiding magis-

strate, ordered Frasei^s licence to be endorsed, and told him it would be

forfeited if he were again convicted.

No Lights.

W. H. Bolton was charged with driving a motor-car at 12-45 a.m.,

on July 10th, without proper lights, in Marlow. At the previous petty

sessions he failed to appear in answer to his summons, to take any

notice, and a warrant was issued. On his promise to attend, the London

police did not arrest him. On the case being called on at the present

court, defendant was not present, and the chairman said he thought he

ought to have been arrested under the warrant. Later on defendant

arrived, and was censured for his conduct. P.c. Young repeated the

evidence given at the previous hearing, and P.c. Pheasant corroborated

the same. The Bench fined him £2 and 14s. 6d. costs, and endorsed his

licence. Defendant challenged the right to endorse his licence for the

offence, but was promptly informed differently. Defendant said he had

not tbe money to pay. The Chairman said he would be detained until

it was paid.

—ecpecoa—

AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS.

As the outcome of a motoring mishap, Mr. J. A. Pyne, who was

mayor of Deptford list year, is lying in a critical condition at the

Cottage Hospital at Colwyn Bay. Mr. Pyne, who was on a visit to the

Welsh watering place, and a friend, who was driving, were riding in a

motor-car along the main road of the town at a moderate speed, when a

lady cyclist, who had lost control of her machine and was on the wrong

side or the road, approached. To avert a collision the car was turned

sharply round a hedge. Mr. Pyne was thrown forward, and his fore

head came into violent contact with an angle of the wooden post, his

frontal bone being smashed. He was at once conveyed to the hospital,

where an operation was performed.

On Saturday afternoon an Eastbourne motor char-a-banc, owned

by Mr. Ray, was being driven towards Willingdon village, three

miles distant, when, at a narrow part of tli9 road, a motor-car came

down the incline. By some mischance a collision occurred, with I lie

result that the motor char-a-banc was driven np the bank and over

turned. Two lady passengers were thrown across the road and

severely shaken.

An inquest was held at Croydon on Saturday concerning the death

of John Osborn, of Gosport, who, while cycling on August 0th, near

Pnrley, was thrown from his machine by colliding with a motor-car.

The car was being tried for the Queen. On the chauffeur's behalf Mr.

Parkes appeared, at the instance of Sir Henry White, private solicitor

to the King. The jury returned a verdict of accidental death.

The Birmingham coroner has held an inquiry touching the death

of Howard Millington, who sustained fatal injuries as the result of a

collision with a motor-car. He was cycling behind a motor-car travel

ling towards Birmingham, and when it slowed down at a curve lie turned

into the road and collided with a car coming in the opposite direction.

The owner of the car took hint to a hospital, but he died on the way.

A verdict of accidental death was returned, and the coroner was requested

to ask the Automobile Club to erect a danger board at the curve where

the accident happened.

The East Sussex police are engaged in trying to trac9 a motor-car

which on Monday was the cause ot a general smash-up on the road

between Newhaven and Lewes. The motor-car, containing a lady and

gentleman, encountered a wagonette and a market trap, Deing driven

one behind the other. It passed tbe wag mette, but collided with the

trap, knocking it over. The horse bo'teu, smashing the trap and cutting

itself severely. One of the wagonette horses bolted and narrowly

escaped a collision with some cyclists. The car continue 1 its journey.

A most successful motor-cycle competitor attributes his wins very

largely to the constant use of the puncture-proof band made by the

Peter Union Tyre Company. This is an endless band of red rubber of

fine quality, feather-edged, so that it can be inserted and remain snugly

between the tube and cover, in tyres of any manufacture.

News has just been received from Natal that at the competitions

held by the Natal Automobile Club at Durban recently two first prizes

were won by the Napier car belonging to Mr. W. R. Poynton, one of the

first motorists in Natal.

Thb HotchkUs car which has lately completed a reliability run of

over 21,000 miles was fitted with D.W.M. ball baarings, for which

Messrs. Ludw. Loewe and Company are sole agents for the British

Empire. Durini ths long trial ths bearings required no adjustment

whatever.

COMPANY NEWS.

New Companies Registered.

Norton Manufacturing Company.—Tois company has just been

registered with a capital of £2,000, to take over the business carried on

at Deritend Bridge, Floodgate Street, Birmingham, as the Norton

Manufacturing Company, to enter into an agreement with Mr. J. L.

Norton, and to carry on the business of maker* of motor-cars, com

ponents and accessories.

Imperial Motor Industries. —£3,000. Agreement with Messrs.

H. K. Nathanson and H. Petty. No initial pnblic issue. 15, Castle

Street East, W.

Optima Tyres.—£1,000. To acquire English letters patent held

by Messrs. Fortier, Beaulieu Jeune, of Ronnnes, to manufacture and sell

in the United Kingdom and British Colonies articles made under such

letters patent, to acquire the agency for the United Kingdom and

British colonies and dependencies for the sale of motor tyres, Bands, and

covers. First directors : Messrs. W. H. Ellis and H. R Wilding, both

permanent, 119, Regent Street, W.

Yarmouth Motors. — £2,000. No initial public issue. First

directors : T. S. Robinson and E. Lewis.

A Quick Cab Company.—£14,000. To acquire the sole agency for

the United Kingdom and British colonies and dependencies for the sale

and hire of cars built by the Societe Automobile "Ours." No initial

public issue. First directors: Le Comte de Bellissen, Messrs. A. C

Dunlop, H. Michael, and W. L. McBride. 67a, Shaftesbury Avenue, W.
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As will be remembered, the Heavy Touring Car race this year

was won by a Humber Car, We reproduce above the certificate

which has been awarded by the Royal Automobile Club to Mr. T. C.

Pullinger, wno entered the vehicle.

THE COMMERCIAL VEHICLE TRIALS.

On Thursday, the 5th inst., the vehicles competing in the R.A.C.

Trials were due at Church Wharf, Chiswick. That day was mainly

spent in getting them sorted into their respective classes, and weighing

ft the North and South Western Junction Railway will b«>gin on the

Friday. While the vehicles are in this depot the judges will make an

examination in order to award marks for the following point) :—Accesd-

bility, adequacy of platform area and convenience for loading, ease of

manipulation, finish and workmanship, general appearance, and

manoeuvring.

In order to encourage punctuality in starting, each morning of the

trials, which commence on Monday next, the Club has decided to offer

£6 in money and a silver medal in each class to be given to the drivers

for punctuality. The judges will also take punctuality (both as regards

starting in the morning and running to schedule time) into consideration

in making the awards.

The Club has not been notifiei of any further withdrawals, so that

it is expected and hoped that the full number of vehicles, nimely sixty,

will be presented for trial.

Major A. Leslie Renton, M. P.,who served with distinction in the

SoUih African w*r aid was present at the relief of Ladysmith, displaced

an order for a 35-h.p. Iris seven-seatsd limousine.
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

-♦-

SEPTEMBER.

7th (S.).—Motor Cycling Club 200 miles reliability trial.

Bristol and Gloucester A.C. meet at Lypniatt Park, Stroud.

East Surrey A.C. run to Paddock Wood.

Southend M.C. run to Gloucester.

Herts County A.C. hill climb at Aldbury Hill.

Scottish A.C. motor-car driving competition at Hamilton

Palace.

Southern M.C.'s gymkhana at Battersea Rise House, Clap-

ham Common.

Dinner in connection with the R.A.C. Commercial Vehicle

Trials, at the Trocadero, London.

9th (M.).—Auto Cycle Club's hill climb at Birdlip.

Industrial Vehicle Trials—first day's run to Reading.

11th (W.).—Cardiff MC. open hill climb at Caerphilly.

13th (F.).—Exhibition in connection with Commercial Vehicle Trials

at Bristol.

14th (S.).—Motor Union Meet at Leicester.

Brooklands A.R.C. meet.

East Surrey A.C. run to Cranleigh.

Essex M.C. 200 miles non-stop run.

Harrogate M.C.C. hill climb.

15th.—"The. Industrial Motor Review" for September will contain a

pictorial and descriptive report of the Commercial

Vehiole Trials of the R.A.C.

21st (S.).—Nottinghamshire A.C. hill climb.

Southern M.C. closing run at Ewell.

Auto Cycle Club meeting at Lincoln.

Derby A.C. run to Doveaale.

Blackheath A.C. run to Westerham.

28th (S.).—Ipswich and East Suffolk A.C. petrol consumption trial.

OCTOBER.

12th.—Close of the Commercial Vehicle Trials. Final run from Baldock

to Dalston, London, N .

Auto-Cyele Club's quarterly trial.

MARCH, 1908.

21st-23th.—Cordingley's Motor-Car Show at the Agricultural Hall,

London.

Liohtinq-up Times—London.

Sept. 7th—7.34 ... 9th—7.30 11th—7.25 ... 13th—7.20

„ 8th—7.32 ... 10th—7.27 ... 12th—7.22 ._ 14th—7.18

To ascertain the approximate times in Gla"gow an addition of 20 min.

should be made to the aoove figures ; in Manchester an addition of about

7 min. is necessary.

OBSTRUCTING A MOTORIST.

At Bedford Divisional Sessions, a local carman was summoned for

unlawfully preventing George Tompkins from passing on the highway

at Bromham on August 2nd, and pleaded not guilty. Complainant

stated that he was driving a motor-car on August 2nd, at Bromham,

and was travelling towards Bedford. When neariog Bromham he saw

the defendant driving a van in front of him, with three other men.

The van was on the wrong side of the road, and when about fifty yards

away witness sounded his hooter several times, but they did not take

the slightest notice. He continually sounded his hooter, and the van

completely obstructed him from passing by pulling close in. Defen

dant said the obstruction was done accidentally and not intentionally.

He was fined 5s. and costs 10s. (id.

PUBLIC MOTOR SERVICES.

Worthing.—Excursions by motor-'bus or char-a-banc now extend

from Worthing to Brighton, Newhaven, and Seaford on the east, Little-

hampton, Arundel and Bognor on the west, and to Storrington and

Pulborough on the north.

Thk Town Council of Eastbourne have been memorialised against

the running of motor-omnibuses on the sea-front.

Thk Pateley Bridge Rural District Council are up in arms against

the motor, char-a-bancs running on the country roads to Brimham

Rocks.

POLICE TRAPS.

Nkau the Castle Howard (York) reformatory, a measured quarter of

a mile has been set by the police.

Just outside Alton, on the Winchester road, is a police trap.

Another will generally be found at Lyraington Bottom, Medstead.

meeemuun

Owing to confusion with other establishments with a similar name,

the directors of the Motor Academy, Boundary Road, Notting Hill, W.,

have determined to change their name to that, of the National Motor

Academy, under which title it will in future be known.

BUSINESS NEWS.

The New Zealand Farmers' Motor Company, Ltd., have been ap

pointed sole agents for New Zealand for Weigel cars. Mr. Ernest

Short, the managing director of the company, who has been on a visit

to this country, fixed up the agency through Messrs. Tozer, Kemsley

and Fisher, Ltd.
Included in the recent Godiva Procession in Coventry was thn

Humber Company's Silver Prize Band, the twenty-seven performers of

which were accommodated on a single 15-h.p. Coventry- Humber car.

They were, in fact, paraded through the streets on a platform mounted

on a chassis, similar in every respect to that which the company supply

for their touring cars.
A company has just been formed with the title Nilmelior (England),

Ltd., for the purpose of sailing the products of La Sooieti d'Electrici»£

Nilmelior, lately known as Messrs. Bassee-Michel and Company, in tnis

country. Premises have been secured at 36 and 37, Alfred. Place,

Tottenham Court Road, London, W., where a complete stock of Nilmelior

soils, magnetos, &c, will be carried.
The Electric Ignition Company, Ltd., have received a letter

from a motorist who has been using the E. I.C plugs in connection with

a high tension magneto. The plugs are of the firms 4 B type, and, although

they are not intended for magneto work, have run the car for 4,000

ndles, and the cost of fitting new points, thoroughly overhauling the

plugs, and making them capable for at least a further 5,000 miles, only

amounts to a few shillings.
Messrs. Henky Royston and Company, St. James's Street,

Manchester, have sent us a sample of the cloth they sell largely, made

up into covers for motor-cars to protect them from dust when they are

in the stable or on exhibition. The covers are usually made 160 in. wide

by 200 in. in length, but any size can be supplied.

The largest motor yet shipped to China has recently left the works

of the Ailsa Craig Motor Co., at Chiswick. The engine, which is

destined for a boat built at Hong-Kong, is rated at 100-h.p. ; it is of th«

diagonal type with twelve cylinders. Magneto as well as coil and

accumulator ignition is fitted ; all the cylinders exhaust into a long

iron tube 6 in. in diameter placed between the two rows of cylinders,

and from this the gases pass into two funnels containing silencers. Along

the centre of the iron tube runs a perforated pipe spraying fine jets ot

water, which are instantly converted into steam, thus effectively cooling

and silencing the exhaust.
In connection with the question of motor vehicles being able to

tnrn in ordinary thoroughfares, Messrs. Mors (England), Limited, claim

that their 10-14-h.p. or 15-20-h.p. vehicles (both iour-cylinder and live

axle) can turn round in their own length and describe the figure 8 in a

roadway of Hsual width without approaching the kerb. Both these

types can have a carriage fitted to carry four persons comfortably.

After a lengthy test with Elastea-filled tyres fitted to an 18-h.p.

Siddeley, the Bickford Motor Company, of Camborne. Cornwall, report

that there appears to be nothing to choose between Elastes and pneu

matic tyres for resiliency, and only a trivial loss in fuel consumption and

speed, whilst the total absence of punctures greatly increases the general

reliability of the car. "As to economy generally, we are not yet

prepared to speak definitely, as this will depend on the number of covers

which one filling will wear out, liability to accidental damage, &c.

Even should there be no actual money saving, however, the increased

reliability and total absence of tyre worry render this substance very

well worthy of attention.''

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

—♦■-

All communications intendedfor insertion in this Journal or relating

to Editorial matters should be addressed to Thk Editorial Dbpabt-

ment, Motor-Car Journal, 27-33, Charing Cross Road, London,

W.C., and must be written on one side of the paper only. Le.tt.ert must in-

all cases be accompanied by the name and address of the writer, as no

notice will be taken of anonymous communications.

The Editors cannot undertake to return MSS. or drawings, although

every effort will be made to do so in the case of rejected comm'micatiom.

Where such are regarded as of value, correspondents are. requested t»

retain comes.
The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for the opinion* expressed

by their correspondents, or for statements andfacts which do not appear

in the editorial columns.
To insure insertion communications and contributions m>tst be in

the Editors' hands by Tuesday forenoon of the week in which the sam:

are intended to appear. Disappointmentmay be caused by non-compliance

with this rule, and to avoid this earlier receint, ifpossible, is necessary.

Photographers, both professional and amateur, are invited to send

photographs of current events or ofmotoring scenes and in^f/ents. The /'«,

if any. required for reproduction should be stated ineaoh cast, otherwise

no liability will be accepted.

The Editors and Publishers beg also to state that they will accept no

responsibility for unsolicited contributions, even if used, unless payment

for same is directly specifie'l in fnrmarding, and the terms arranged before

publication.
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"iTHE HUDTTSTRIAL MOTOR REVIEW," which, established

inl;February, 1903, can claim to be the oldest journal in

the world exclusively devoted to the interests of the com

mercial and industrial motor vehicle, has been acquired by

Messrs. Cordingley & Co., and is now published from the office

of The Motor Car Journal, 27-33. Charing Cross Road,W.C.

Itlwill continue to be issued as a Monthly Review, devoted to

the development of the Industrial Motor Vehicle, and afford

ing a means ofinter-communication between users and makers

of commercial vehicles of every description. Under the

new proprietary, those features which have proved accept

able in the past will be continued and extended, while

innovations to increase its influence with all interested in

the motor movement will be introduced.

'The Industrial Motor Review" is published at 6d. ; post

free 84d., on the 15th of the month. Annual subscription,

8s. post free.

 

COMMENTS.

THE horse has not yet disappeared

from the streets of London, and had

he had the advantage of an elemen

tary school education would probably take

comfort in the speech of Sir John Pound to

the shareholders of the London General

Omnibus Company, Ltd., the other day.

The company has been put to enormous

expense in complying with the stringent

requirements of the Commissioner of Police

with regard to motor vehicles. The compe

tition of the various companies had resulted

of the omnibus-miles, with serious loss to

most of the concerns. According to Sir

John it is a matter of calculation with regard to certain

motor-omnibus companies now running at a loss how long

-their financial arrangements would permit their continuing

as going concerns. Some horse-omnibus companies and pro

prietors had already withdrawn their motor vehicles. The stud

of horses belonging to the London General Omnibus Company is

maintained at 14,000, the average lives of the animals being five

years and four months. The concern has no more motor-'buses

on the road than was the case a year ago ; and having regard to

the serious aspect of things with regard to traffic in London it

would appear that the horse has not yet entirely lost his

(position.

in the reduction

the revenue of

The Effect of Dust

on Health.

In his annual report to the County

Council Dr. F. E Fremantle, tho Medical

Officer of Health for Hertfordshire, refers

to the development of motor traffic

bringing a new problem to the front.

He says that the effect of ground dust

vpon health was fi.st discovered in the South African war, and

experiments have shown that infection may and does take place

through this channel. The effect of a dusty atmosphere on the

respiratory organs has long been known and guarded against it

factories and mines, where "miners' consumption,".as a result of

the rock-drill, is still a common danger, despite modern inven

tions to avoid it. Road-dust is a danger which must similarly be

avoided. It is an especial danger in the Home Counties, where

the quality of roads and scenery, its situation as regards

through traffic, and the number of residents who work in

London, are considerable factors in swelling an already excep

tional motor traffic. To abate this danger to health less dust

must be made, and such as is made must be less disturbed and

scattered. For this purpose new methods may be introduced

for road-paving, as has been done at Rickmansworth, where

dust-laying compositions appear to have been effectual, and the-

New Road, tarred once last summer, still shows an improven

ment over others. This problem is of greater importance os

urban than on rural roads ; and experiments in road-surfacef

for towns may well be encouraged by medical officers os

health.

Scenes

in

Surrey.

The wayside rambler rarely writes

books nowadays ; hence Mr. John

Murray's re-itsue of " Field Paths and

Green Lanes in Surrey and Sussex," by

Mr. L. J. Jennings, comes as a refresh

ing reminder of the pleasures that are

no longer generally enjoyed. Mr. Jennings journeyed by train

and on foot, chatting with wayfarers, sextons, beggars, and

others who crossed his path. All these get out of the way of

the motor-car ; and the old time conversations have been cur

tailed. Still the book is of interest to those who travel through

the two counties, telling them of much they have missed by

keeping to the high road and leaving the bye paths to be over

grown with grass. The author's feeling when he first saw

Hindhead is worth quotation. "It is with surprise," he says,

" that in this lonely waste one sees between the Devil's Punch

Bowl and the top of the hill a fine, broad, and well-kept road ;

nor is that surprise diminished when you come upon it and find

that it is as hard and smooth as any road in a private park could

possibly be. There are very few marks of wheels to be found

upon it, but abundant traces of sheep." He looked upon the

scene and wondered, " Will the tide of English summer travel

ever again turn toward England itself." We fancy the residents

of that part of Surrey would answer in the affirmative.

♦ ♦ ♦

Mr. C. G. Harper has obtained con

siderable reputation in connection with

Round hiB books on various roads of the coun-

Town. try, and his latest, entitled "Rural

Nooks Round London" (chiefly in

Middlesex and Surrey), is a good ex

ample of the historical phase of much of his work. Here we have

a compendious history of many of the suburbs to the south-west

of tbe city. From personal recollections Mr. Harper is able to

demonstrate that London has been going westward during the

last quarter of a century, and how districts like Acton were

almost silent villages back in the centuries, whereas now they

have become great roads of bricks and mortar. Until 1863

Londoners possessed no means of being carried from one distant

B
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point to another across the great city other than those afforded

by cabs. The coat was 9d. from Notting Hill to Charing Cross,

and the pace was not exhilarating. What the tube railway has

done in that direction, the motor-'bus is now doing in many

others. Mr. Harper's book i« illustrated with a plentitude of

photographs, is published by Messrs. Chapman and Hall, Ltd.,

and will be of interest to many of our readers.

♦ ♦ ♦

One of the most strange suggestions we

have lately heard with regard to the

Sunday restriction of motoristB is that they

Motoring. should be prohibited from travelling

during church hours on Sundays. " In

some places," says a Whitby journal,

" quiet worship is impossible by reason of the noise of motor

cars, and the sooner tbe Government puts a stop to the practice,

except in the case of doctors, the better." This is about as silly

as the trapping of drivers on unfrequented country roads. In

many places notices are now shown indicating the proximity of a

church, and the motorists going by are generally careful to avoid

the blowing of their horns. This is surely all that can be

expected, and the only effect of such a suggestion will be to raise

a smile.

♦ ♦ ♦

 

Touring in Spain and'France.—Two Daimler Cars near San Sebastian.

The front vehicle is in Spain and the rear one in France, a post on

the left side of the bridge indicating the frontier boundary.

♦ ♦ ♦

Applications for speed limits are

coming along, and from Kendal in the

for**'* north to Egbam and Chertsey in the

Speed Limits. south local authorities are considering

applications to the Local Government

Board. The places named have gone

further ; they have decided to request their County Councils to

take the necessary steps to secure the official restrictions. If this

sort of thing is successful some of the anti-motorists may be

emboldened into a plea for prohibition. These pin pricks from

various parts of the country are not only harassing the amateur,

they are thwarting the activity of the trade.

♦ ♦ ♦

Now that the taximeter is being

recognised as an essential part of the

Accuracy In equipment of the motor-cab, we would

Taximeters. lay stress on the necessity of perfect

accuracy being ensured in its use,

otherwise it will become a snare for the

unwary and a dishonest harvest for the cabby who has acquired

anything of the nature of the old-time driver of the horsed

vehicle. Several cases have been before the courts where doubts

arose which were not dispelled even by expert evidence. Our

own experience has confirmed the uncertainty that is felt by

frequent use of the taximeter-cab, and altogether there is, at

present, a dubious feeling with regard to the device that calls

for the serious attention of all concerned in the development of

the new form of traffic. Electric meters have to undergo official

test, gas-meters are similarly subject to authoritative survey,

and the cash registers are equally well overhauled and officially

attested as correct. To tamper with any of these things is

a criminal offence leading to the police court and branding the

offender as one of the wicked. We would urge that the same

stringent methods should be applied to the taximeter; that

they should be subject to official examination and verification,

and that anyone found robbing the public by tampering with the

mechanism should be liable to all the pains and penalties visited

upon those who prefer gas or electricity. Otherwise the last

stage of those who patronise the London cabby will be worse

than the first.

♦ ♦ ♦

At the twentieth autumnal meeting

of British Carriage Manufacturers, which-

Carriage Builders opened at Chester on Tuesday, Lieut.-

and Motor Cars. Colonel Mulliner, of Northampton, in

his presidential address, referred to the

immense growth of the motor industry-

He said there was a diminution in the number of bodies pur

chased either in the raw or finished state from the Continent,

British manufacturers of motor chassis having evidently-

recognised the fact that the carriage-building done in this-

country for automobiles was as good, if not better, in design

and finish as the best Continent*! work. Sir William Angus,,

who followed, said he firmly believed there would be a revival1

in the coach-building trade, as he thoughb the motor-car

was not at present fulfilling its real mission. Ladies did not

live for the solo purpose of rushing through the air at fifty miles

an hour. That novelty would soon wear off. There was not a

more beautiful object in the world than a well-dressed woman in

a carriage. Ladies would not go about for ever disguised as-

ghosts. Even a respectable horse that was not afraid of a motor

car was frightened by the goggles which looked out of it ! This-

phase would pass away, for while the automobile wou'd remain

the most convenient carriage for getting into the town or for

covering long distances, it could not equal the pleasure carriage

for taking the air and meeting friends.

♦ ♦ ♦

In our issue of the 31st ult. we

referred to an interesting point that had

A Dubious arisen at Dunbar, where a prosecution

Point. arose in connection with a trap laid, it

was alleged, over a portion of a road

where a ten-mile speed limit was in

operation. The Scottish A.C. have had under consideration the

decision of the sheriff of Haddingtonshire in convicting the

driver of a member of the Club for exceeding a speed limit of

ten miles an hour in Westbarns over a portion of road whioh is

partly within the county and partly within the burgh of Dunbar..

The objection was urged at the hearing that the application

upon which the speed limit was fixed was made by the County

Council of Haddington, who have no jurisdiction over the roads-

within the burgh, tbat the notice boards have been improperly

erected, and that consequently the speed limit cannot be applied

to that portion of the road under the burgh's control. It has

been agreed that, if an appeal be taken to the High Court, the

Club will lend support to the same.

♦ ♦ ♦

At a meeting of the Lower Ward

District Committee of the Lanarkshire

Educating County Council, held in Glasgow recently,

Councillors. a recommendation of the District High

ways Committee was submitted to the

effect that application should be made to

the Secretary for Scotland for the imposition of a ten mile speed

limit in the villages and populous places throughout the lower

ward of the county. On the motion of Mr. John Adam, of

Larchgrove, it was agreed to delay consideration of the matter
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for a month, and Mr. Adam undertook that during that time he

would arrange that motor-cars should be placed at the disposal

of the members of the Council in order that they might be

driven over the roads in question and be in a better position,

after the experience thus gained, to discuss the matter at a

future meeting. A number of the members of the Scottish

Automobile Club are lending their cars fitted with speedometers

for this purpose—a means of practical education that recalls the

strenuous work of the Ecglish Club in the old days of Whitehall

Court,

♦ ♦ ♦

Throughout the country experiments

have been, and are, in progress with

Water on the regard to the alleviation of the dust

Road. nuisance. That is not the only incon

venience to which motorists, in common

with other users of the road, are sub

jected. High hedges, twisty corners, and other peculiarities of

That the 1907 season is rapidly draw

ing to a close is indicated in the returns

Motor-car Imports relating to the importation of foreign

and Exports. motor-cars and parts into the United

Kingdom during August. The number

of complete vehicles which reached this

country last month was 342, their value being given as £166,863.

Parts were responsible for an additional £231,881, which gives a

total of £398,747, as against £398,110 in the corresponding

month of last year. For the first eight months of the current

year the figures are :—Number of cars imported, 3,552 ; value of

same, £1,531,389 ; imports of motor parts, £1,802,046 ; total,

£3,333,435. For the similar period of 1906 they were :—4,413

cars of a value of £1,823,087; parts, £1,301,918; total,

£3,125,005. Turning to the exports of British motor-cars and

parts, these continue to show a steady expansion. The number

of vehicles shipped during the eight months ending with August

last was 1,259, of a value of £476,205 ; to this have to be added

 

Touring in Italy -Crossing the famous Col di Tenda, which is at an altitude of 6,140 ft. above sea level.

[Allgemetiie Automobil Zeitung.

our English highways, are now being considered, and the motor

car is revealing the necessity for many improvements that were

previously not very urgent. The experience of Mid-Sussex may

be regarded as typical of many another place. At Pookbourne

Lane, Hurst, increased traffic is showing the necessity to bridge

a stream which crosses the road. In the days of long ago a

stream across a road was a rural feature of not much importance

if it could be comfortably forded by the pedestrian, but when

motors or modern carriages have to encounter a stream, some

times three feet deep, there arises a demand for improvement.

The Pookbourne Lane improvement has been deferred in the

hope that some of the motoring community may contribute

to the cost. This is not the only water splash in the home

counties, and the matter is important enough to warrant

serious consideration on the part of some of the organisa

tions that are endeavouring to make the roads passable ' to

motorists.

parts estimated at £323,071, which gives a combined total of

£799,276, as contrasted with only £420,760 in the corresponding

period of 1906.

—CC0OCO8—

A Yokohama correspondent writes that the number of

motor-cars at present in use in Japan is very small, there being

probably not more than twelve, owned, with one or two excep

tions, by foreigners in the vicinity of that city and Tokyo, where

one would expect to find them numerous. Few are up to date,

and several could be classed " freaks."

Carburation, Ltd., of Byron House, Fleet Street, London,

E.C., who, a few months ago, brought out a patent carburettor

controller and fuel economiser, which has attracted much notice,

are now introducing a new design of carburettor in which the

Gillett-Lehmann system is incorporated, together with other

novel features, to which we hope to refer in a subsequent

issnp.
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OXYGEN AND 1T5 USE IN PETROL

MOTORS.

WHATEVER may be the opinion regarding the use of

oxygen in the races at Brooklands, there can be no

dispute as to the universal desire to promote the

feneral efficiency of the internal combustion motor itself.

Ixperiments are constantly in progress with fuels of various

kinds, which almost invariably have for their composition a

hydro-carbon base. It may not be out of place to refer here to

the chemical action which occurs in the engine, by which

mechanical energy is produced from the heat energy, obtained by ,

the combustion of the mixed gase?. Briefly, it is this: The

gases themselves, produced in the well-known process of carbura-

tion, are first compressed, and then, by the electric spark or

otherwise, ignited, with the evolution of tremendous heat and

pressure. The heat naturally arises from the chemical union of

the mechanically mixed gases, and the rise in temperature which

accompanies the combination during oxidation increases the pres

sure by tending to expand the volume of the gases.

heat. In other words, the thermal efficiency of the latter cqm-

bination is far higher than that of the former. Further, when

an oxy-hydrogen mixture is exploded and water is produced, and

water only, as the product of combustion, the general efficiency

of the engine is necessarily higher. The water which is pro

duced tends to lower the excessive temperature to which the

cylinder walls otherwise rise. This, while theoretically a loss of

thermal efficiency, is a gain in mechanical efficiency, as an undue

rise in the temperature of the cylinder walls neutralises its

tendency to conserve the ultimate thermal efficiency by limiting,

by immediate rarefication of the gases, the supply necessary to

maintain it. From this it follows that the most perfect form of

fuel possible would be an oxy-hydrogen mixture, as this would

eliminate the inert nitrogen entirely from the equation, and

would substitute throughout a complete combustion of fuel with

the highest heat value, for the partial combustion of one of

lower efficiency.

This perfect fuel, however, has not yet arrived, but with the

rapid march of progress in chemical science it may not be long

before it does. In the meanwhile we are confronted with the

 

The Hertfordshire Club's Hill Climb at Alton Hill. -Mr. H. S. Adej's 14-h p. Germain Car making the Ascent.

When a hydrocarbon, like petrol, paraffin, or benzine, is

used, the chemical process is essentially the oxidation of the

carbon with a portion of the oxygen of the air to form carbon

dioxide ; another portion of the oxygen also uniting with a

volume of the hydrogen to produce water. Now, in addition to

this change, there is a mechanical process going on which is

actually andj entirely a loss of energy. The air, from which the

vital element oxygen is obtained, contains three parts or there

abouts by volume of nitrogen, an inert gas which acts merely

as a diluent, being swept into and out of the cylinder without

taking any active part in the chemical processes. It forms (the

nitrogen) a considerable part of the exhaust gases, the balance of

which are the uncombined or unconsumed hydrocarbon mixture

—evident by its characteristic odour—and the carbon dioxide of

the combustive process, to which must also be added the partly

vapourised heavy hydrocarbon lubricant.

When oxygen unites with carbon to form carbon dioxide

there is an evolution of much heat ; but when oxygen unites

with hydrogen to form water, there is a far greater evolution of

problem of getting the best results from the fuel we use

ordinarily. Here, in the use of additional oxygen, we see the

endeavour to increase the thermal efficiency by supplying in

sufficiently great volume the necessary oxygen to ensure as

nearly as possible complete combustion of the fuel used. Given

an inexpensive method of producing liquid oxygen and liquid

hydrogen, with a convenient means of storing them on the car,

together with a simple apparatus for permitting their re-vapori

sation and mixture, we shall have made a distinct advance

towards the perfecting of an already excellent mechanical inven

tion. The increased thermal efficiency would have a distinct

bearing upon the experimental side of the science of aeronautics,

in which, even in these days of extremely high efficiencies per

pound weight of engine, there must be greater reductions to

assist in the production of the mechanical bird. J. W. F.

Mr. S. J. Bull has retired from the management of the

Waterloo Motor Works, which will be carried on under the

supsrvision of the Hon. Lyndhurst Bruce.
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Under Cader Idris and Snowdon to Chester.

BY JOHN Ll. WARDEN PAGE.

{Concluded from page 595.)

THE way out of Llandudno

takes us along the wide

esplanade and over the

•neck of the Little Orme, and the

road is steep and winding. On

the other side lies the watering

place of Colwyn Bay—in fact,

^ilong this coast there is a pro

cession of catering places. How-

-ever, we do not see much of them,

for ere long we turn inland for

St. Asaph. Climbing out of

Colwyn Bay we run downhill

through the pretty village of

Llandulas ami past Gwrych Castle,

where Lord Dundonald lives, a

place beautifully situated at the

base of wooded crags, and turn

through the little town of

Abergele towards the Cathedral city. The best of the scenery is

mow behind. The mountains are things of the past. Still the

•country is anything but tame, especially about the Vale of Clwyd,

where St. Asaph nods drowsily. As we approach it we pass

Bodelwyddan church, the spire of which has been a prominent

object for miles. This, one of the most costly village churches in

 

The River See at Chester.

Bodfari and thence to Mold, over

the slopes of the bold range that

bounds the Vale of Clwyd on

the east. The pyramidal mass on

the summit of the loftiest, Moel

Fammau, represents the ruins of a

monument set up to mark the

Jubilee of King George the third

of pious memory. Mold has a fine

church which was once steeple-less

—a fact commemorated in the old

rhyme :—

Pretty Mold, proud people,

Handsome church without a

steeple,

though what cause the inhabitants

had for pride we know not.

Close to the town, marked by an

obelisk, is the field of Maes-y-

Garmon, the traditional site of the great battle of Alleluia,

where in a.D. 448 an army of Christians, led by Germanus (hence

Garmon) and Lupus utterly routed an immense host of Picts

and Scots, and in the other direction is Tower, an old mansion

which takes it name from an embattled tower, centuries older

than the house. This place has a grim history. In the Wars of

 

Castle Street, Conway.

the country, is well worth seeing. It cost £60,000 and is (as

it well may be) a marv.-l of costly stone, sculpture and carving.

St. Asaph is hardly more than a village, and the Cathedra], the

smallest in England or Wales, has little of interest about it.

The last thirty miles, from St. ^jjiph to Chester, a^e soon

-disposed of. The road turning south crosses the Clwyd and

ascends gradually through a picturesque country to the village of

the Roses the tower was the abode of one Reinallt ap Qryffydd

ap Bleddyn, a Welsh chieftain always at feud with the citizens

of Chester. Matters culminated in his seizing the mayor,

carrying him to Tower and there hanging him. This could not

be tolerated. The citizens attacked the keep in such force that

Master Reinallt, thinking discretion the better part of valour,

retired and hid himself close by. The infuriated citzens rushed
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headlong into the house. Then Reinallt emerged from conceal

ment, turned the key in the door, and set the place on fire ! Few,

if any, returned to Chester, for those who escaped the fire this

truculent Taffy put to the sword. Those were pleasant times.

The country about Mold is not improved by the presence of

collieries and other blots of commerce. Neither are the roads,

which in places are loose. Still there is not much to grumble at.

At the village of Broughton many motorists will diverge a mile

or two to visit Hawarden Castle, where Mr. Gladstone lived and

died. There are really two castles at Hawarden—an ancient and

a modern. Of the former little but an ivy-mantled keep remains.

It came into the hands of the Glynnes (Mrs. Gladstone was of

this family) in the time of the Civil Wars, when Sergeant

Glynne, a friend of Cromwell, bought it after its assault and

capture by General Mytton—the same amiable gentleman who

threw the Irish defenders of Conway into the river tied back to

back.
Hawarden Castle is the last place of interest in Wales. At

Saltney we cross the boundary of Flintshire and are in England.

And the beginnings of England are not good. The road is bumpy

and there are tramlines which accompany us the last two miles

into Chester. But if the approach thereto is indifferent, Chester,

SOME USEFUL NOTES.

The fact that a sparking plug will spark outside the

cylinder is no guarantee that it will discharge properly when

under compression in the cylinder, as the added resistance of

the air gap between the spark points, caused by the gas pres

sure when the engine is compressing, is often enough to cause

the discharge to pass by preference, through defects in the

insulation, which are, however, not serious enough to manifest

themselves when the spark has an easy path between the points.

♦ ♦ ♦

There is a curious belief, which is very widely current, in

regard to cleaning sparking plugs when they have become-

fouled. One often sees the most minute care being exercised-to-

carefully brighten the metal of the points, while, at the same

time, the condition of the insulating surface between the central

electrode and the shell of the plug is ignored. As a matter of

fact the presence of soot or carbon on the points is of no

account whatever, unless there be enough to form a conducting

bridge between the live and the earthed electrode. The matter

that really demands attention is whether there is a layer of

carbon on the surfaces of the insulation over which the current
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it must be admitted, makes a good finale to our tour, and I

am sorry that an account of its " rows," its walls, its Cathedral

can find no place here. As the bricklayer said when he finished

his day's work, " That is another story."

—MQQ98B— —

The latest addition to the ranks of British motor-car

builders is Messrs. H. Coltman and Sons, of the Midland Iron

works, Loughborough, an old-established firm of engineers. We

have been aware for some time that Messrs. Coltman have been

at work on the production of a car, to the designs, and under the

supervision of Mr. Wm. Wilson, and we are now able to

announce that the first car is on the road undergoing its initial

trials. The vehicle is fitted with a 20-h.p. four-cylinder engine,

in which a number of special features are incorporated, notably

in regard to the ease of accessibility of the valves and the cam

shafts, and also the dual ignition, which is effected through one

switch and a single set of plugs. The transmission is through a

cardan shaft and bevel gear, the latter being so arranged that

the large bevel wheel and the differential can readily be taken

out without removing the road wheels. We understand that,

with a test bodj7, the new car—with which we hope to deal more

fully in a subsequent issue—has already been driven close on

2,000 miles, and has fully answered the expectations of the

makers.

can find a path and along which it can short circuit. It is' the>

insulation that needs cleaning rather than the points, and^the

plug may have to be taken apart to allow this to be properly done.

♦ ♦ ♦

If a good spark is obtained at the plugs, it can safely] be

presumed that the electrical system is working correctly. If a

good spark is not obtained, the following may locate the

trouble :—First, the accumulators may be run down. Test them

with a voltmeter—they should show at least four volts. Second,

a loose connection at some point in the electrical system. Go-

over all connections, and make sure that all the terminals are

perfectly tight. Third, broken wire, either in the wiring or in the

coil. If the trembler of the coil works properly, the trouble is-

not in the latter. Fourth, a loose connection or a short circuit-

in the contact maker caused by dampness, weak springs, or the

plugs being loose or worn. An examination at each of these*

should show where the difficulty lies.

♦ ♦ ♦

A large excess of oil in a certain cylinder is likely to cause

a more extensive and rapid deposit of carbon on its piston head

than will accumulate upon the others. Sooner or later, especially

when doing hard work, this cylinder is almost sure to develop

pre-ignition, and bad "knocking" will be the result. The

scraping off of the offending carbon crust is the obvious remedy.
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SOME HINTS REGARDING

LOW-TENSION MAGNETO IGNITION.

AT different times various accounts have been given of

troubles in connection with magneto ignition ; as this

form is increasing in popularity, a few hints on the ad

justment and operation of the rotary type of low-tension mag

neto may be of interest and utility to many motorists. In the

first place reference may be made to the acompanying sketches,

Figs. 1 and 2, of the make and break mechanism which forms a

necessary adjunct to the low-tension system, and which we have

prepared with the view of enabling the following remarks to be

readily comprehended. A is the ignition cam ; B the cam lever ;

C the adjustable spindle for timing ; D the striking lever ; E,

the ignition plug lever ; F the contact lever ; G the tension

spring for the contact lever ; H the tension spring for the cam

lever ; and P the ignition plug.

On several occasions we have seen motorists on the road,

owing to their engine, from one caube or another, refusing to run,

taking these parts of the ignition system down, whereas they

should never require touching except in a workshop. The part

which goes wrong in nine cases out of ten is either the contact

lever F or the ignition plug P, which wears slightly owing to

the continual tapping and the excessive heat at the point of

contact. When these contact points have worn so as to reduce

the space X to a minimum, a short circuit is formed, the result

of which is that it is impossible to get a spark in any of the

cylinders. Therefore, when a petrol motor misses fire and stops

 

Fjos. 1 and i.

owing to ignition troubles, all that is necessary is to^first see

that the conductor wire from the magneto is in order ; secondly,

to see that the springs G and H are all right ; and thirdly, to

turn the crankshaft round until the striking lever D rises to its

highest point, in order to see that there is a space between the

levers D and E. This space should be about one-sixteenth of an

inch in width on most motors ; it may vary a little on some

makes, but the right position can soon be ascertained. The

adjustment is made by loosening the nut which secures the

ignition plug lever E, setting the lever in the desired position and

securing it in place by the nut. The crankshaft should next be

turned further round until the striking lever D falls sharply on

the ignition plug lever E, thus breaking the contact between the

contact lever F and the ignition plug P, a spark occurring at the

same moment between these two points.

In the case of a four cylinder engine, the timing of which is

considered to be wrong, all that is necessary is to turn the

crankshaft round until one of the striking levers D falls sharply

 

Fio. 3.

on the ignition plug lever E, and at this point put a chalk mark

on tho flywheel rim ; repeat this with all four cylinders, and

note that tbe chalk mark falls precisely on the same centre for

cylinders No. 1 and 3, and directly opposite on the flywheel and

on the same centre for cylinders No. 2 and 4. From Fig. 2

it will be noticed that the cam A has a gradual rise to the top

and then a quick fall ; the tension spring H pulls the cam lever

against the cam, and is of sufficient strength to overcome the

tension of the spring G. Thus, when the highest point gets

past the lever B, the lever D then strikes E and breaks the

contact between F and P, and at this instant of breaking the

contact the spark occurs. If the cams are of the slow type,

as shown by the dotted line, the method for fixing the timing is

the same, except only that the flywheels should not be marked

until the lever D just touches the lever E.

With regard to the magneto and the magnets becoming

demagnetised, there are those who imagine this happens at very

short periods. This is, however, not the case ; we have already

had a magneto running for over six years, and it is in perfectly

good condition to-day, and has not yet been re-magnetised. The

principal point about tbe magneto is to see that it is set

correctly for the timing. Fig. 3 shows the armature in the

correct position for firing when the ignition lever is set in its

retarded position, and the line A indicates approximately the

position of the armature when the ignition lever is fully

advanced. When once the magneto has been set correctly

(and this is usually done on the test bench) it should not be

disturbed again, as it is then fixed to give the best possible

working results. If, however, one has the idea that the full

power is not being obtained from the magneto, all that is neces

sary is to detach the wire from the conductor rod or sparking

plug and turn the motor, at the same time touching the base

work of the magneto with the wire to see if a spark is obtained.

If there is no current passing, the most likely thing to have

happened is that some dirt has found its way between the spring

contact points at the end of the armature spindle. It is a very

good plan to wipe this occasionally with a piece of rag, and thus

remove any grit that may get between these points.

The spring contacts on the end of the armature spindle

g
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on some magnetos are quite unfit for use on motors, and they

have been the cause of considerable trouble in the past. The

contacts are too small and also too lightly made ; and it might

be well if manufacturers of these machines would look into this

pout and improve the design for conveying the current from

the armature. A good piece of insulated wire should always be

used between the magneto and the ignition plug or the con

ductor rod, and care should be taken that there are no loose

strands which might cause a short circuit. By keeping these

points in mind, more especially the contact at the end of the

armature spindle on the magneto, and the space between the

levers D and E, no serious trouble need be experienced with the

low tension rotary-type magneto ignition system. One great

feature about it is that very accurate firing is assured, which

enable the very best possible results from the motor in regard

to power to be obtained.

A SAFETY STARTING HANDLE.

ANEW safety starting handle for use in oonnectioM with

petrol ami heavy oil engines has lately been introduced

by the Gas Motorenfabrik of Deutz, Cologne, Germany.

The arrangement is such that, once the engine is in operation, or

when it gives a back kick owing to too early ignition, the handle

 

is automatically thrown out of engagement ere it can inflict any

injury to the operator's hands. Referring to the illustrations, it

will be seen that the handlo a is fixed by the nut b on the conical

surface e of the spindle d. The rear end of the latter is so formed

that it can, by pushing in the starting handle, be engaged with

the pin / which passes through the prolongation of the engine

crank shaft. G is a bracket from the motor in which the

starting handle is supported. As soon as the engine starts up

and its speed exceeds that at which the handle is being turned

the pin / slides on the rear faces of the connection e and tends

to automatically push it away out of engagement with the

crank shaft.

Passing now to the means adopted to prevent a back kick of

the engine—owing to the ignition being too far advanced—

injuring the operator, it will be seen that the spindle d is sur

rounded by a bush i, which is free to slide in the hole g of the

bracket G-. In the rear end of the bush is mounted a free-wheel

clutch, shown separately at 3, somewhat similar to those now

used in bicycles. While the bush is normally quite free of the

spindle d, it is rendered, by means of the clutch, solid therewith

the moment the engine shows any tendency to give a back kick.

When this occurs the pin /, which is fixed in the bush, and

which, when the starting handle is placed in position, becomes

engaged with a hook m (shown in the plan view No. 2) formed

on the top of the bracket, slides on the inclined face of the hook,

and so pushes the handle out "f engagement.

MOTOR AUCTION SALES

-♦- - j

THE motor-car has not only altered the aspect of the

streets ; it has transformed the outlook of the shops

that line the same, and scarcely an important thorough

fare in the west end of London fails to bear witness to

the progressive development of the automobile industry.

Long Acre's transformation has become a hackneyed sugges

tion of the change ; Piccadilly and the more aristocratic

roads and streets going westward tell the same tale. A

little to the northt in the region of which Euston Road is

the centre, has no variant in the general confirmation

of the strength of the motor-car trade. It has ousted older

businesses to the rear, and now asserts itself as a regular and

recognised business of the country. This is true of London ;

it is also equally certain with regard to the provinces, where,

emulating the Metropolitan example, auction sales are now re

garded as mutually helpful in the way of business.

But with regard to Euston Road, the Motor House, or rather

the two Motor Houses, of which Grand Maison d'Automobile,

Ltd., are the proprietors, occupies an unique position. To vi»it

the establishment nearest the Tottenham Court Road is an

education in the art of liberal decoration, for the showrooms

seem to typify the high-class range of the stock, including not

only the utilitarian touring car for the professional man, whose

enjoyment of the pastime is limited to the week-end, but the

lordly vehicle for a duke or the speedy car for the Brooklands

racing track. Here, as a matter of fact, is a permanent exhibi

tion of cars for all classes of private owners.

Then there are the auction sales, that take place every

Thursday, attracting buyers from the provinces —both private

and trade - as well as regular visitors from the London area.

The auction sales have developed well, and many an owner

who realises the limitations of his small car sends it to the Motor

House, where it is generally disposed of at a price that is reason

able—to those who buy and those who sell. Hence there arc

always gentlemen on the look-out for reliable vehicles of a tyi>e

not too antiquated, and who go to Euston Road in the confidence

of being able to supply their wants. It follows, therefore, that

the auction sales of the Motor House arc always full of interest

—of a really practical kind.

The other day we looked in at one of the?e non-reserve

sales. Cars of every type were among the lots catalogued for

sale—Lanchesters, Darracqs, Panhards, Wolseleys, M.M.C.'s,

Gladiators, Peugeots, Napiers, and, in fact, all the best-known

cars of British or foreign origin, find their way to the Motor

House. The auctioneer asks for a bid, just by way of a start,

and a timorous call of £50 or £60 comes from the tonneau of

one of the cars, in which the prospective purchasers sit while the

miscellaneous assortment of parts, spares and accessories is

being oll'ercd. Then by easy stages the biddings advance ; the

auctioneer dwells on the advantage of the canopy in wet

weather, the detachable body in dry, and the general features of

the particular car that distinguish it beyond all others. Mean

while the busy buyers assiduously watch for opportunities, and

thus the afternoon passes away, scores of cars changing hands,

and many men coming from the sale-room actual motorists who

previously did not own a car.

To assist users and drivers of Napier six-cylinder vehicles,

Messrs. S. F. Edge, Ltd., have drawn up a diagram which

enables the driver to make quite certain that he is not missing

any point when lubricating his car. As every detail which

requires attention before a day's run is numbered, he can walk

round his car and count each grease cup as he turns it, and so

be quite certain that he has not missed one ; and the same

applies to the points which require oiling. A copy of the

diagram is being given to every owner of a Napier, mounted on

stiff cardboard, and arranged to hang up in the garage, so that

it should be of great assistance in helping the chauffeurs to keep

their cars in perfect running order.
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The British Motor Body

Company, Ltd., have large pre

mises at Bannormi 11 Works, Aber

deen, where they are doing much

in motor-carriage work.

Motoring has been taken

up with great enthusiasm by the

people of Argentina, and it is predicted that in the near future

Buenos Ayres will be one of the leading cities of the world in

the number of its automobiles.

 

The London and North-Western Railway (Company Ihavei recently

built a large slope at the Camden Town Goods Station to enable

them to deal promptly with the motor-oars they carry to London.

The photo reproduced above shows a group of Argylls just arrived

for Argylls London, Ltd.

A MOTOR gymkhana will be held in aid of the Ross-on-Wye

Golf Club on Tuesday, the 17th inst. Mr. T. W. Coombes, of

Ashfield, Boss, is the hon. sec. of the event.

A CORRESPONDENT writes that there are at present about

seventy pleasure cars and some twenty to twenty-five motor-

lorries in use in Singapore. These latter are used owing to

their ability to negotiate the hills with fairly large loads.

A CORRESPONDENT of one of the daily journals suggests

that those owners of motor-cars who lack passengers when travel

ling should take strangers aboard, "and so help to bridge over

the gulf between motorists and the public, and also help to make

country life a little more social."

A new cradle for carrying spare tyres on the car is being

put on the market by Messrs. Wm. Cole and Sons, Ltd., of

High Street, Kensington, W. The device, which can be

detached from the carl>y undoing a single screw, is very simple,

and is adapted to take any size of spare wheel, rim, or tyre.

Under the guidance of Mr. W. Shave, the works manager,

we recently had an opportunity of going over the works of the

Albany Manufacturing Company at Cumberland Park, Willesden

Junction. The exterior of the premises gives but a faint idea of

what must be one of the largest and most important works

devoted to motor-car repairs in the country. At the time of our

visit there were close upon 300 hands engaged in the different

departments, prominent among which is that devoted to the manu

facture and repair of radiators, where we saw many familiar

patterns being dealt with. The buildings also include a foundry

for the production of repair castings in iron and aluminium, a

plating and polishing shop, wheelwright and body painting and

repair works, machine tool department and a tool-making section.

Perhaps the most striking of all was the dismantling and erecting

shop, where there appeared to be collected the cars of every

make and pattern. With an establishment of this description,

with facilities for making any pait of a motor vehicle, the

Albany Manufacturing Company are able to carry out any class

of repairs without having to wait an indefinite period for replace

ments from the maker, a feature of great advantage, especially

in the summer months, when the loss of one's car for a few weeks

is a consideration.

Mr. W. Bland, who has

a garage in the Poulton Road,

Southport, has been injured in a

fire which broke out on a motor

car in that establishment.

In connection with a bazaar

in the Cambridge Hall, South-

port, to-day (Saturday) a 14-h.p. Vulcan motor-car, now on view

at the garage of Mr. Harold Bell in Tulketh Street, Southport,

will be offered for sale by auction.

We regret to learn that Mr. Rees Jeffreys, secretary of the

Motor Union, has been ordered to take a month's rest and to

undergo a course of treatment at Harrogate. He hopes, how

ever, to be present at the Leicester meet to-day (Saturday.)

The new bridge which has been constructed over the river

Witham at Langrick will prove a boon to local users of the road.

Hitherto the nearest bridge on the south was at H >ston, five

miles away, and on the north at Kirkstead, nine miles away.

Mrs. Pierpont Morgan has just completed a successful

tour through the north of England and Scotland on a 30-h.p.

touring car, placed at her disposal by the Motor Supply Co.,

Ltd., of 111, Piccadilly, W. She was accompanied on the tour

by Miss St. Clair, the daughter of Archdeacon St. Clair, and

Miss Gregory.

The United States exports of motor-cars have at last over

taken and passed the imports, which were so lone in the lead.

This is revealed by the figures just issued by the U.S. Bureau of

Statistics of the Department of Commorce and Labour, for the

fiscal year ending June, 1907, which show that the exports

totalled £1,100,000, and the imports £900,0^0.

The new list of the Stepney Wheel Company gives illustra

tions of the various patterns made for use in conjunction with

artillery or cycle type motor-wheels, together with full instruc

tions as to the fitting of the same. A new departure is seen in

a new spare wheel specially adapted for cars having unequal size

road wheels, and another pattern designed for use in connection

with cars the wheels of which are shod with Collier mechanically-

attached tyres. Several pages of testimonials from satisfied

users of the Stepney form a fitting conclusion to the list.

We illustrate herewith the special single landaulet body

which has recently been completed by Mr. John C. Beadle,

 

carriage builder, Dartford, for a 24-b.p. De la Buire chassis to

the order of Messrs. Rimmcr and Co., of Great Portland Street,

W. As will be seen, the feature of the body lies in its suspension

on Cee springs, which renders it exceedingly comfortable riding

and well adapted for town use. On completion tbe vehicle was

subjected to a very severe test of 250 miles before being

delivered, carrying five adults, and it was eminently satisfactory,

scarcely any vibration at all being felt. We may add that the

car in question has been acquired by Mr. Hugh Andrews, of

Winchcombe, Gloucestershire,

 

HERE AND THERE.
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Motor-cars are let for hire by Messrs. J. W. Greenwood,

Ltd., of Portland Place, Halifax.

A CHAIR of motoring will be established at the opening of

the next term in Washington University, St. Louis, U.S.A.

Messrs. Farr and Son, proprietors of the Auckland

Motor and Carriage Works, Bishop Auckland, are making a

speciality of motor car bodies.

- • Motorists will be interested in hearing that it has been

practically decided to engineer a new road between Lynmoutli

and Minehead, obviating the necessity of going up and down

Countisbury and Porlock Hill.

A CORRESPONDENT writes and describes " a rocky-faced and

jowl-cheeked individual," somewhere from " down-under," who

was on the Brighton road last Saturday—car, a Daimler, cream-

coloured, sign " L.N. 5865—blocking the road and preventing

other cars passing. We regret we cannot publish further of the

communication.

The Slough Urban District Council have decided to ask the

Bocks County Council' to apply to the Local Government Board

for a speed limit of ten miles an hour for motor-cars passing

through Slough. They have further resolved to draw the atten

tion of the County Council to the damage done to the roads by

the steel-studded bands on motor-car wheels.

Messrs. J. and R. Oldfield, Warwick Street, Birming

ham, are now fitting a driving mirror to their side lamps, both

electric and paraffin, at a small extra cost, an arrangement which

should prove very useful to motorists on the road, and especially

 

so in crowded thoroughfares. Mirrors are now looked upon by

many automobi lists as a necessary accessory to a car's equipment,

and Messrs. Oldfield's device is, we understand, meeting with a

rapid adoption.

During the Scottish Reliability Trials in June last, Mr.

E. J. Mitchell, of the Palmer Tyres, Ltd., traversed the same

route as the competing cars on his 18-h.p. Siddeley car, fitted

with 6 in. Palmer tyres, which attracted considerable attention.

These have now covered a distance of over 5,000 miles, and on

examination the other day wo found that beyond a slight

wearing down of the rimmed corrugations the tyre was perfectly

free from cuts and dentations.

Despitk the deadness of the season, no fewer than 243 new

members were elected at the fortnightly meeting of the Execu

tive Committee of the Automobile Association on Tuesday last,

among them being the D'ichess of Beaufort, the Duke of Aber-

the Earl of Dalkeith, the Earl of Abingdon, the Earl of

" ", Sir William Coener, Lord Forester, Lady Gordon

1 Gerald Grosvenei, Sir Henry lumber, Lady Hen

rietta Guinness, and Sir Alfred Cooper.

Owing to the fact that cars are now being built of such

large dimensions, difficulties have been caused in loading up on

some lines when cars have been sent by rail. The Midland

Railway Company has accordingly had some special covered

trucks made, suitable for this traffic, and possessing the following

dimensions :—Height at side, 7 ft. 1J in. ; height in centre

(inside), 9 ft. These trucks will take a car measuring 7 ft. 5 in.

in width, and in addition other trucks have been made measuring

31 ft. in length, and capable of carrying two cars. When these

special trucks are required it is, of course, advisable to give

notice to the company a day or two in advance.

 

We understand that considerable improvement has recently

been effected in the Elastes filling for pneumatic tyres. .

During this month the Aldershot command will engage in

military manoeuvres, and motor-cars will again be extensively

used during the operations. . ... * .

Mr. R. Nicholson, of Morpeth, has written to the Local

Government Board suggesting that local authorities should be

encouraged to provide suitable housing accommodation for the

men whose duty it is to keep rural roads in order.

In connection with the note in our last issue with regard to

troublesome tail lamps the " Signal " Motor Company, of 85,

Sisters Avenue, Clapham Common, S.W., draws our attention to

the " Signal " tell-tale, which operates by thermostatic action,

and consists of an electrical contact opened by the heat of the

lamp flame. Immediately the lamp becomes extinguished this

contact closes and illuminates a small electric lamp fixed on the

dashboard, and warns the driver that his tail lamp is out.

i On Tuesday last Mr. S. F. Edge entertained Mr. Charles J.

Gliddcn to lunch at the Cafi Royal, London, W., in order to

enable him to meet a number of prominent motorists, and to

relate to them some of his experiences whilst twice encircling

the globe by motor-car. In proposing the health of the guest,

Mr. Edge said that it was five years since Mr. Glidden pur

chased a 24-h.p. Napier, on which he had now driven a distance

of 42,367 miles in thirty-five countries in 337 days of running,

having crossed the' Arctic circle in Sweden, and created the

record which he still holds for " farthest north " on a motor-car

as well as reaching the most southerly road in the world in

New Zealand. It seemed to him that the secret of successful

touring had been found by Mr. Glidden in his system of never

pushing a car overmuch. For instance, if he intended to run

for ten hours during any day he was content to cover 150 miles

in that time. Without question, going steadily was the whole

secret of touring great distances at a minimum of expenditure.

Mr. Glidden, in responding, said that he had found ample leisure

during his travels to take over 2,000 photographs and to write

over 200,000 words concerning his experiences. Since using his

old British-built petrol car he had travelled through 11,000

cities, towns, and settlements. The rest of his tour, which he

hoped to complete in 1911, would be chiefly among the countries

around the Mediterranean and in the Southern American States.

THE preliminary open-air trials of the first military dirigible

balloon to be built in England were carried out on Farnborough

Common on Tuesday last with satisfactory results. It was

towed out from its shed by a detachment of about fifty men of

the Balloon Companies of the Royal Engineers, under the

direction of Colonel J. E. Capper, R.E., superintendent of the

balloon factory. The balloon is of the shape of a huge sausage ;

it is about 90 ft. long and is covered from ond to end with a fine

network of cordage, which meets about 10 ft. below, where It is

fixed to a light steel framework. Below this again is a boat-

shaped car of light steel framework covered with canvas. An

eight-cylinder provides the motive power, it being connected to

propellers fixed on either side. Mr. F. S. Cody, who has been

attached to the Balloon Department for experimental purposes,

was in charge of the engines ; Colonel Capper steered, and

Captain King, of the Balloon Department, completed the crew.

The lifting power of the balloon was first tested, and this was

found satisfactory. The engine was next tried, and the balloon,

ballasted so that the keel was just a few feet off the ground, was

propelled along at a good pace by means of the fan-like pro

pellers. The surplus ballast was then removed, and, the Sappers

being ordered to let go the trail ropes, the balloon rose quickly

up over the common to about a thousand feet, with its head to

the wind. The engine was put in motion, and the airship

started, and at once moved forward against the wind, rising and

descending as the wings at the sides were altered. The steering

apparatus was afterwards brought into play, and three parts of

a circle was made, the arc described being about a mile and a

half in extent. A defect in the engine water circulation neces

sitated a descent, but, this having been put right, the airship was

again tested in the afternoon, completing a circle of about three

miles, and again descended near Jersey Brow. It was then

replaced in the shed to await further trials.
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CONTINENTAL N0TE5.

Motoring In the Paris District.

The Touring Committee of the French Automobile Club

in a recent circular once more calls the attention of motorists to

the fact that a special service exists on the club premises for the

purpose of measuring-up petrol tanks on motor-cars, and that

owners will save themselves considerable annoyance at the

Octroi gates on entering and leaving Paris if they can present

tanks measured in this way. It is not necessary to be a member

of the A.C.F. to take advantage of these arrangements. Octroi

officials everywhere now recognise the accuracy with which the

measurement is carried out, and accept the certificate given by

the club as to the capacity of any tank, no matter what the

■bapc.

♦ ♦ ♦

The French Rule of the Road and the Position of the Driver.

-' - Ah is well known, the rule of the road in France is the

reverse of that obtaining in Great Britain, vehicles being required

to keep to the right arid pass on the left. Notwithstanding this,

the driver's seat and the steering wheel and control gear of

motor-cars are arranged on the right, the same as on British

minute inquiry in each cose, and as far as possible obtain the

evidence of witnesses on this point. If it is finally proved that

the majority of accidents are due to fast or reckless driving very

severe measures will be taken, and in addition to heavy fines the

licences of motorists will be withdrawn.

♦ ■* ♦ ♦

Taxation of Motor -Cars In Austria.

The Lower Austrian Diet is considering a proposal to impose

an annual tax of 1,000 kronen (£40) on motor-cars, and of from

100 to 200 kronen (£i to £8) on motor-cycles. Advocates of the

measure argue tbat the tax is rather in the nature of compensa

tion for the dust nuisance and the damage wrought to the roads

by the passage of motor-cars travelling at a high speed. Manu

facturers, on the other hand, declare that so heavy a tax will

spell ruin to their industry, as it will deter many would-be

motorists from purchasing cars.

♦ ♦ ♦

A New Car for the Kaiser.

The Kaiser has just added a Fiat six-cylinder car to his

stud of automobiles. The vehicle, which was supplied through
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machines. The result is that the driver of an automobile

wishing to pass another vehicle does so at great risk, inasmuch

as he is unable to see in crowded traffic whether there is a clear

road ahead, or whether another carriage is approaching in the

opposite direction. Furthermore he is badly placed to make a

safe tnrn in the road, which must be to the left. In view of this

M. Charron, of the C.G.V. firm, is urging, with some reason, a

change in the construction of motor-cars for use in France to the

extent that the driver's seat and steering wheel should be located

on the left side, with the change-speed and hand brake levers

arranged in the centre of the floorboard between the driver and

the passenger.

♦ ♦ ♦

Motor-car Accidents in France.

In view of the continued frequency of motor-car aceidentsi

the French Ministry of the Interior has notified the authorities

of the different Departments that more stringent measures must

be taken in the future. The Prefecture of the Seine has, as a

result, issued an order that whenever an accident occurs a special

report is to be made as to the speed at which the car was going

at the time of the collision. The police agents are to make a

E. E. C. Mathis, of Strassburg, is fitted with a side entrance

double phaeton body, a wind screen and hood being furnished

in connection with the rear seats. :

♦ ♦ ♦

Miscellaneous Items.

Forty-six entries have so far been received for the reliability

trial of industrial motor-vehicles which is to be held in Germany

in October. A 28-h.p. Mors car was last week driven to the

summit of Mont Kevard, near Aix les Bains. The feat has

attracted considerable attention in the neighbourhood, as no

horse-drawn vehicle has so far been able to make the climb.——

Seven entries have so far been received for the competitive trial

of two-cycle petrol engines which is to be held in October by

the French Automobile Club. The French Post and Tele

graph Office are about to invite tenders for the transport of the

mails between Draguignan and Castellane, Lower Alps, by

motor-vehicles. The Swiss Automobile Club has recently

issued an exhaustive I load Book ; it contains town plans, road

maps, distance records, a list of hotels' and motor-car repairers,

and notes concerning places of historical interest or 1 of

exceptional picturesqucness.
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Correspondence.

[Letters to the Editor should be addressed to the offices, 81'S3, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.]

WHAT SHALL WE DO WITH OUR BOYS 1

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sib,—It is really getting somewhat monotonous to hear the same

reply vouchsafed from about 90 per cent, of the rising male genera

tion when they are asked as to what they intend to be when they grow

up. "With a unanimity that makes one wonder what is going to

become ot all the other trades and professions, the youth of to-day

plump for the motor industry. The reason is not far to seek ; for,

putting on one side the money getting side of the question, there is no

doubt that a combination of fascinations is presented to the youthful

mind by a life in the works where motors are manufactured.

With one huge factory after another being built, and one gigantic

company after another being floated, the motor trade certainly looms

large on the horizon, and it is no wonder that parents feel relieved at

finding their sons choosing of their own aocord a calling with such

apparently rosy possibilities. But, whilst admitting to the full the

enormous field that is opening up, and without any wish to proffer

advice of the wet blanket description, I believe that parents will do

well to study the question a little carefully before concluding that a

royal road to fortune is offered to their progeny by the advent of the

automobile. ,
Because there is always room at the top, and since it is a common

failing with fathers and mothers to mistake mediocre' intelligence in
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their own offspring for transcendental genius, it is in many cases bard

for them to think otherwise than that, however overcrowded the ranks

may be, their Jock will inevitably squeeze through the ruck.

But what I feel called upon to point out is, that it is a pity that

mauy a good business or profession, built up by years of unremitting

toil by a father, and which he has fondly hoped will be continued by

his Bon, should have to fall into strangers' bauds or perhaps be buried

altogether, simply because that yaung man is crazy to sit behind the

steering wheel of a motor-car.

And again, unless one has influence, really good positions in the

motor industry will toon be quite as hard to get by honest merit as in

any other branch of engineering, perhaps inor<j so. The days of crude

experiments are over, and with settled designs and methods of working, a

much larger field of labour supply is open for employers to choose from;

in fact, were it not for this, half the factories would be short of competent

hands. Companies once established replenish their staff as required

with wondrous ease ; all the officials, from the managing director down to

the foremen, hive friends and relations waiting for berths, and, therefore,

it is only to be expected outsiders must take their turn.

With ever> body rnshing helter-skelter into the motor line there

will be necessarily somewhat of a vacuum in those branched of industry

which have or will become more or les« neglected for it, and therefore

it may be well for the more perspicacious to pause and look around for

pos^inle ctreers, whose future, for the reasons we have stated, promise a

field with less coinpiviu jii and at least equal pecuniary advantages.—

Yours truly,

Works Manager,

THE CONTROL OF THE ROADS.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—With indescribable astonishment I read in your issue of

September 7th the letter concerning control of the roads, signed by

Mr. John Wallace, written, from the manner in which he has handled

the matter, either in utter ignorance or ignorance feigned in order to

better give currency to statements intended to be of detriment to the

interests of the Automobile Association.
To commence with, your correspondent is entirely misinformed as to

facta. The Automobile Association has taken part in no run this year,

and the particular event referred to was that of the Motor Club, whose

choice of roads brought them into close contact with Sergeant Wag-

horne, the smartest man in the force, personally responsible for the

vigilance exercised by the police on the Brighton road, who, owing to

the run having been so extensively advertised, was very much on the

Sit* vive, dividing his attention, by means of circuitous routes across

elds, between his various measured stretches without our scouts being

aware of the fact. Thus it was that that excellent sportsman, Mr.

Cordingley, became the first and only victim ; the other two cars which

were stopped, a six-cylinder Napier (not driven by Mr. Edge, but a

private owner), and a Fiat, preferring to continue their neck-and-neck

race regardless of consequences, than to slacken speed at the warning

which was given by the scout*.
The Automobile Association was instituted by a few sporting

motorists with a view to making roads possible to all. But for its

intervention, I dare not contemplate what the Brighton, Portsmouth

and other main roads would be to-dav, and, in my opinion, the highest

tribute possible is paid to its organisation in the fact that out of 753

cars registered in the books of the scouts as using the Brighton road

on the dav in question, only one was trapped. Its popularity is wide

spread, and as an instince of this I would inform your correspondent

that one noble lord recently forwarded a cheque for 10 gs. beyond his

annual subscription, in recognition of the association's services in

enabling him to now freely use one of the main roads leading from

London, hitherto debarred him, without being pestered by the police.

—Yours truly,
Walter Gibbons.

THE 1908 A.C.F. GRAND PRIX RACE

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

SlK,—Replying to Mr. H. J. Chapman's letter in your issue of

August 31st, I trust he will take no offence when I tell him that it bos

been a rarity with me to come across anyone who does not believe him

self capable of driving a racing car with success in the classical

races held on the Continent. He will probably be surprised to hear

that when I first announced that I would make and enter Weigel cars

in the Grand Prix and Ardennes races I had upwards of 200 letters from

various people unknown to me, assuring me that they were wi t hou i doubt

the finest drivers in the world. If, however, I can be of any utility to your

correspondent, and he is desirous of becoming famous as a racing man,

I should advise him to get employment in a firm who build racing cars,

and do his best to so obtain the appreciation of his employer as to get

into the testing department, from which be will ultimately become an

expert in all those branches which are required to make a good racing

man.
If, however, he believes that he is the only capable driver, and that

firms are losing by not employing him, he will never be successful. Most

continental racing men have been recruited from the workshop, where

they have proved their ability and reliability, and earned the confidence

of the firm employing them. I trust your correspondent will take my

letter in the spirit in which it is written, and I hope at some future date

to welcome him as a successful racing debutant.—Yours truly,

D. M. Weigh*

FINDING OWNERS.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—Your correspondent " Tourist," replying in your issue of the

7th inst. to my letter on the above subject, upholds the position of the

County Councils and Local Government Board in refusing to give the

name and address of a motor-car owner without reasonable cause

assigned, and the payment of one shilling.
If " Tourist's " view be a correct one, it follows that it is not our

business to trouble about inconsiderate and dangerous drivers whose

exposure the authorities deliberately discourage. It is, moreover,

absurd for County Councils to appeal to any motor union or associa

tion for assistance in checking, or for our journals to exhort their

readers to expose the unknown and unknowable "motor-hog."
If it be the general desire of motorists that their names shall If

a police and registration office secret, let us accept the consequence of

pur choice, and take gratefully the speed limits, traps and penalties
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imposed upon us through the inconsiderateness of tlie few whom we

are not supposed to be able to trace and influence !

"Tourist" prefers that the pjlice1 Bhould know him rather than

that the public should, and seems to have less horror of summonses

than of trade circulars and advertisements, and his view may or not

be the popular one.

Personally I feel that, as road restrictions are multiplying so rapidly,

it is time every facility and encouragement were given to motorists

and the public generally to appeal directly, by letter or otherwi»e, to

owner* of cars who inadvertently, or through unscrupulous chauffeurs,

are inviting the restrictions which we all deplore.—Yours truly,

D. W. Samways.

MOTORISTS AT KINGSTON.

To the Editor of The Molor-Oar Journal,

SIR,—Is it not now high time that motorists united together to boy

cott Kingston in the same way that Andover was boycotted some twelve

months ago? Many motorists will remember how this latter town

accumulated vast sums at its local police-court by trapping motorists.

Ky uniting together and boycotting Andover completely, the trades

men ofjthis town soon raised such an outcry against their local police

that at the present time motorists rarely appear at the Andover

police-court, and then only when it is thoroughly deserved. Surely

the action of the Kingston police has now reached such a pitch that

the same treatment should be dealt out to Kingston by motorists as

was dealt out in the case of Andover. Owing to the excellent work

executed on the main roads south of London by the A.A. scouts the

not lake' chances, and she brings her car and its human freight home

without damage. None of the accidents which the newspapers play u]

with inch long headlines occur when women are driving. Someone

recalled this fact the other day when a number of experienced drivers

were discussing the subject, and a veteran of the industry who was

there remarked that not only was this true, but it had been his experi

ence that the cars which he had sold for women to drive had been the

subject of less repairing than those which were driven by men, particu

larly by professional chauffeurs. One reason for this, he thought, was

that women did not try experiments with cars. When the cars were

running well they usually let them alone. This, he thought, was an

exceedingly desirable trait.—Yours truly,

J. W. Haynbs.

To the Editor of The Motor-Cur Journal.

SIR,—The question exposes a point which does not receive due con

sideration ; that point is individual natural adaptability. I have

taught many people to drive, and 1 notice that while tome can talk

" motor " quite legibly for hours, others, who say little, can drive and

manipulate their machines with a quiet, amateur determination show

ing excellent judgment and ability lying dormant and being called upon

by the circumstances taking place during their tuition. Among tin

people, in my experience, the ladies aTe prominent ; they take to it like

ducks to the water, if they are naturally adapted to it, but if they aie

not then you cannot toach them.

I think a lady's delicate handling of a car is just as much envied by

he men, as was their extremely graceful attitude of riding the cycle,
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police ;bave been compelled, in order to secure a revenue for the

Kingston borough, to direct their attention to several by roads, where

traffic is scarce. J, for one, have spent many hundred pounds in

Kingston, hut for the futuic shall spend my money elsewhere. Tf

only all motorists who are in the habit of patronisirg KingBtou for

the week-ends and at other times would unite together and boycott

this place completely, Inspector Marks and his confederates would soon

be requested to direct their attentions elsewhere, or, at all events, to trap

the dangerous and not the harmless motorist.

At the present time neither the police nor the magistrates of Kings

ton seem to make any distinction whatsoever between the careful and

the inconsiderate driver. The Kingston police area covers Kingston,

Kurbiton, Walton, Esher, Cobham, and neighbourhood. A large

number of motorists have already expressed their intention to join in

this movement, hut it is necessary that the boycott should 1* general

in order to be successful. —Yours truly,

B. M. Thornton.

SHOULD LADIES DRIVE MOIOR-CAHS 1

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,— t have observed that women who learn to drive cars are as a

rule exceptionally capable after they have mastered the mechanical

details of the work. It is true that they are not as daring as men in

all emergencies. But this, to my mind, is rather a recommendation

than a drawback. Most men take too many chances with cars. The

desire to perpetrate the unusual seems to overcome them. Judgment

may be good with them nine hundred and ninety-nine time?, but the

thousandth chance .taken is apt to be their downfall. A woman does

when tho machine for ladies came into vogue. I would much preier,

anyway, to be driven by a lady " artist" than by a man who "manages

to get through."—Yours truly,

Herbert J. Chapman.

A CARBURETTOR i TROUBLE.

To TMS Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—Having purchased a new 14-16-h.p. car, I find there is a difli-

culty in the carburettor which the suppliers of the car cannot remedy,

viz.— flooding after the vehicle has been stopped and wasting petrol

through the air inlet pipe. If you can suggest a remedy I shall feel

obliged. I may say that the suppliers of the ear have fitted a piece of

piping on to the air inlet and let the end up between the cylinders.

This only receives the overflow and does not prevent the cause, as the

end of the pipe joined to the inlet was not properly soldered, and of

course allowed the petrol to escape.—Yours truly,

W. C.

[This trouble is in all probability caused by a badly adjusted level in

the float chamber in relation to the amount of vacuum in the induction pipe

when the engine is working. This results in t he petrol in the lloat chamber

rising to such a height to establish equilibrium that it is considerably

higher than the top of the jet, and therefore each time the motor is

stopped the surplus fluid runs out into the mixing chamber and so lime

the inlet pipe. The difference in inertia between petrol and air is very

great, and if the suction is too fierce round the jet nozzle in relation to

the normal level, the stream of fluid Will continue to spray out for an

appreciable time after the throttle is shut. On the other hand, should

the level be normally too low, there will bo great trouble in starting.
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If the carburettor is of the type with removable air cones it will be as

well to try a larger one, provided that on careful testing the level of the

petrol appear - to be about 1 mm. lower than the top of the jet.

Carburettors with weighted needles are great offenders in flooding,

as also are those with heavy floats.

The extra piece of inlet pipe that has been put on can only make

matters worse, and if it hail concealed the petrol, instead of, by bad

soldering, allowing it to escape, it would have made it almost impossible

to start the motor.

MOTORING FREEMASONRY.

To the Editor of The Molor-Oar Journal.

Sin,—An idea has occurred toime whereby the unhappy lot of a

broken-down motorist might be considerably relieved. If an influential

jiower such as yourselves would inaugurate a kind of Freemasonry and

issue a neat sign that well wishers to motorists would exhibit say in

their gates or windows, such a sign would imply that the paity would

be willing toassist, in dire necessity, the petson requesting help. How

often has a motorist been prevented from continuing his journey for

the want of a piece of wire, petrol, carbide, paraffin, accumulator or plug,

which he is willing to pay for but cannot get? I have already dozen? of

people that would do it, and I should be glad to join. A list also could

be published of those people who join.

I should be glad if you would publish this letter, and I trust such an

union will be started, and thus forge another link in the chain of Free

masonry among motorists.—Yours truly,

Fred Catling. *

 

Mr, B. Johnson, of Messrs. 8. F. Edge, Ltd., has just returned from

Portugal, where an agency for Napier Cars has recently been

arranged in the centre of Lisbon.

The photograph reproduced above »how« the six-eylinder Napier he drove to
the principal towns round Lisbon, at the cattle which Ur. Hugo O'Neill bnilt
at Caacaea. Mr. O'Neill, who la a keen motorlat, Is aide-de-camp to H.M. the
King of Portugal, and a direct descendant from the laat King of Ireland.

LIGHTS ON HORSE DRAWN VEHICLES.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

SIR,—Your note witli regard to the necessity of lights being made

compulsory on all vehicles is often demonstrated here in Cambridge.

The other evening, while motoring just outside the town, I came upon a

cart which was going in the same direction as myself. It had no light,

either in front or at the rear, and had it not been for my powerful

acetylene lamp 1 should most certainly have dashed into it. As it was

1 was as near it as I should ever want to be. Suddenly swerving I just

managed to miss the cart, and had the road been at all greasy I should

certainly have run into a ditch. We motorists are compelled to carry

lamps. Why cannot the rule be universal ?—Yours truly,

A Night Driver.

TYRE TROUBLES.

To the Editor of The Molor-Car Journal.

' SIR,—I have a heavy, high-powdered 9-h.p. tri-car, and have trouble

with the back tyre bursting and throwing the machine over. Is there

any kind of tyre or tube that would not go flat on puncturing or burst

ing? Elastes, I am afraid, would be too heavy. The tyre is 700 by

75 mm. and has a Grose non-skid fitted. I believe the studs of this get

lint and canee the tyre to burst. Is there any way of filling the inner

tube to prevent this happening !—Yours truly,

Will Bishop.

THE COMMERCIAL VEHICLE TRIALS.

The Commercial Vehicle Trials promoted by the Royal Automo

bile Club are now in progress, the vehicles having started on their

procession on Monday morning.

To inaugurate this important event a dinner was held at the

Trocadero Restaurant on Saturday, at which Mr. C. D. Rose, M.P.,

presided. In the course of his speech Mr. Edward Manville, president

of the Society of Motor Manufacturers and Traders, reterred to this

event as marking an epoch in the advance of the motor industry in this

country. As a proof that all the competitors were serious in the matter,

he mentioned that fifty-nine of the sixty machines entered had appeared

for inspection, and that fifty-six of that number would actually

start. Mr. VV. Worby Beaumont said that the trials were the fruit of

four years' planning, and Mr. J. D. Siddeley mentioned that manufac

turers were looking to the trials to supply available data to designers

or experience in the future. Other speakers made interesting com

parisons with the trials of 1898 iu Lancashire ; 50 per cent, more vehicles

were entered for those tests than for any others of like kind hitherto

held, while half-a-dozen more makers were represented. Those trials cost

£700, whereas the forthcoming trials will cost £4,000, towards which sum

the Society of Motor Manufacturers and Traders have contributed 10

per cent.

Punctually at 7.30 on Monday morning the vehicles in Classes F

and H got into line outside Messrs. Thornycroft's works, at Chiswick,

for their journey to Reading. < )f the ten entries, the two Fiat vehicles,

which could not be got ready in time for the trials, did not start. An

hour later the secund class, D, was sent on its way ; Class E was des

patched in two batches at 9 and 10 o'clock respectively. The Siddeley

brewers' dray had not put in an appearance at the depot owing to an

accident whilst journeying to that place. The other non-starter was

the Atkey-Gimson lorry, which bad to retire owing to an accident to

tbe gear-liox, just as it was preparing to leave the depot. The last

clast to leave was A, the six veuicles in which had to traverse the

longest route to Heading, namely seventy-one miles.

The run was uneventful, and absolute nou-stop journeys were made

by thirty-three of the competitors. Analysing tne involuntary stops

for mechanical troubles, we find that of six venicles in Class A (10 cwt.

loads) only two made non-stop runs ; in Class H (20 cwt. loads) live out

of six had a clean record ; in Class C (30 cwt. loads) five out of seven ;

in Class D (two ton loads) three oat of eight ; in Class E (three ton

loads) fourteen out of eighteen ; in Class F (five ton loads) two out

of eight, and the lorry with paraffin fuel only lost one minute ; in

Class H (five ton loans in trailers) two out of three. The vehicles

making non-stop runs were, Class A, the 10 1- -h.p. Darracq, the 10-12-

h.p. Uuic j Class B, the Straker-Squire (two), Lacre (two), and Palmer

tyre Thames ; Class C, Halley, Siddeley, Darracq-Serpollet, Dennis,

Thornycruft ; Class D, Straker-bquire, Mlines- Daimler, Churchill ; Class

E, Munes-Daimler (two), Hallford, Siddeley, Straktr-Squire, Wolseley

petrol-electric, De Dion-Bouton, Churchill, Maudslay, Dennis, Com

mercial Cars, Thames, Thornycroft, Ryknield ; Class F, Milnes-

Daimler, Dennis ; Class H, Burrell, Foster.

On Tuesday the vehicles left Reading during the morning for Hunger-

ford. Class A followed a route of seventy-two miles through Basing

stoke, Winchester, Andover, and Burbage. Cla-s B travelled through

Streatley, Dorchester, Oxford, and Wantage, while classes F, G, and H

went by the direct road through Purley, Thatcham, and Newbury, a dis

tance of thirty miles. Cbippenham was the stopping place on Wednes

day and Bristol on Thursday, the cars being placed on exhibition on Fri

day at the Avonside Engine Works.

■■ ■eeccocBBi ■

THE CANNING CUP.

-♦-

After providing sport for the members of the Motor Cycle Union of

Ireland for a number of years, the Canning cup passed out of the

possession of that body on Saturday last, when C. E. Murphy (3^-h.p.

Triumph) made it his own by a second successive win. The contest took

the form of a reliability trial from Dublin to Carlow and back, a dis

tance of about 100 miles. Murphy was the only competitor who suc

ceeded in covering the distance with a clean record within the limit of

time fixed.

""WOOOOOQ** ■

PUBLIC MOTOR SERVICES.

At the last meeting of the Goring Parish Council, a debate took place

on a question raised as to the danger caused by the speed at which

motor- buses and cbars-a-banc travelled along the narrow roads through

the village, and it was mentioned that at one point the highway was

only fourteen feet wide. It was suggested that the route should be

diverted to the main road, but it was pointed out in this connection

that the motor-'buses were a convenience to some of the Goring

residents, and that a variation of the route would take the vehicles

away from the village. It was eventually resolved to write to tbe

District Council of East Preston, expressing the opinion that the speed

of motor-'buses and chars-a-banc along Goring Lane should be limited to

five miles an hour.

The Heron Motor Company, John Bright Street, Birmingham,

are increasing their machine and repair department to cope with the

increased number of orders received for their mechanical pump.
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CLUBS AND ASSOCIATIONS.

THE MOTOR UNION.

In order to encourage motor club meets the Motor Union presents a

medal from the design of Professor Sir Hubert von Herkoiuer, R.A., on

the application of any of its affiliated clubs, which is usually awarded

by the Club to the competitor who makes the best all-round performance

daring the day. During the pretent season medals have been granted to

the following :—Coventry, Essex County, South Wales and Mon., Notts.,

Bristol and Glos.,West Suney, Kent, Sussex County, Ipswich and East

Suffolk, Naval, Wolverhampton and District, Sheffield, Manchester,

Cheshire, North-East Lancashire, Northamptonshire, and Leicestershire.

AUTO-CYCLE CLUB.

The awards in connection with the Auto-Cycle Club's six days'

trial have been made as follows :—

First Class Certificates and Gold Medal.—J. H. Slaughter (3i-h.p,

Triumph), E. S. Myers CU-h.p. Triumph), J. Marshall (34-h.p. Triumph),

W. H. Wells (5-h.p. Vindec), R. Moore (3i-h.p. Phelon-Moore), F. C.

Mustard (3Vh.p. Triumph), W. Smith (li-h.p. Motosacoche). All the

above, except the 1 J-h.p. Motosacoche, scored the highest possible of

1,326 marks. The Motosacoche had 1,213 marks, but was specially

mentioned by the judges.

First Class Certificates.—W. G. Pople (3A-h.p. Triumph), S. W.

Carty (3j-h.p. N.S.U.), T. Woodman (34-h.p. Vindec), R. M. White

(3i-h.p. Hazel), T. K. Hastings (4-h.p. Indian), J. D. Hamilton (3f-h.p.

N.S.U.), J. B. Hart-Davies (3A-h.p. Triumph), D. G. Gilmour (9-h.p.

Bat), A. S. Phillips (5-h.p. Vindec), W. G. McMinnies (5-h.p. Vindec).

fastest time. The Musical Chairs event brought out nine cars, from a.

30-h.p. Renault toau-h.p. Rover. The event proved exciting to both

competitors and spectators, Miss Wilkins, after a keen struggle, securing

the prize. Mr. Aldington won the Motor Bicycle Sea Saw Race, Miss

Wedell and Mr. D. Evans the Tilting at the Ring car contest and

Miss Ramsey and Mr. Aldington the similar trial for tri cars.

The most exciting event of the day was the Blindfold Driving Test, in

which the cars had to be placed at one end of the course backwards to

the winning post. The competitors were in turn blindfolded, and

placed six yards from their car. At the word to go they had to grope

tor their machine, get in, and drive backwards towards the left, then drive

forward. Six or seven competed ; the first round resulting in a dead heat

between Mr. D. Evans on a Napier and Mr. C. J. Webb on a M.M.C.

Each had another try, and, to the surprise of all, a dead heat was

again announced by the judge. A third opportunity was given

to each of the two competitors, and on this occasion Mr. Webb

succeeded in getting nearer the goal than this rival, and so carried off the

well-fought-for prize. Mr. Catherhood was victorious in the Tri-car Blind

fold Test. The final event was a Medley Race, in which the drivers had

to run to their ears, drive partly round the track, pick up a lady

passenger, who had first to tie a bow round the driver's neck, while

the driver tied a sash round the lady's waist. Proceeding, a supply of

potatoes had to be picked up, which the lady passenger had to drop

into flower pots. Afterwards the lady had to carry an egg on a spxm

and the driver to burst a toy balloon with one of his road wheels. The

prize was won by Mrs. Wallington and Mr. Pattison on a Panhard.

Although the weather was dull the rain held off and a very enjoyable

 

 

The members of the North Eastern Automobile Association and their friends were invited by Loidjand Lady Barnard to an at home

at Baby Castle. As will be seen from the photograph reproduced above, there was a large muster of can.
Photo by] [J. G. Brigham.

Second Class Certificates.—F. C. Dee (5-h.p. Vindec), F. Cozens

(10-h.p. Lagonda tri-car).

Team Prize.—The Triumph Company, for the performance of

Messrs. Slaughter, Myers, and Marshall, each of whom gained full

marks.

Light-weight Prize, presented by Mr. A. J. Wilson.—Awarded to

the li-h.p. Motosacoche.

Private Owner's Prize, presented by Mr. T. K. Hastings.—Awarded

to F. C. Mustard, 3J-h.p. Triumph.

Prize for Best Performance on a Variable Gear Machine, presented

by Captain L'Estrange.—Awarded to the Phelon-Moore machine.

Motor Cycle Medals for Best Performances of Private Owners.—

Bicycle Class : F. C. Mustard. Passenger Class : F. Cozens.

Appearance Prize.—4-h.p. Indian of T. K. Hastings.

SOUTHERN.

The Southern Motor Club held a very successful gymkhana on

Saturday last in the grounds of the historical Battersea Rise House,

Clapham Common, S. W. The first event was a Glass of Water Race, in

which the driver had to hold a glass of water in one hand and start the

engine and drive the car round the track with the other. A glass

of water had also to be carried by the lady passenger, the winners

being the pair who lost the least water between them. Several

cars and tri cars competed,' the honours falling to Mr. and Mrs.

S. W. Phillpott in the former section, on a 6-h.p. Wolseley, and

to Miss Ramsey and Mr. Aldington in the three - wheelers. A

Potato Race for Motor - bicycles followed, and was won by Mr.

Davies, be succeeding in making two rounds of the track, placing the

potatoes in flower pots and afterwards collecting the same, in the

afternoon was spent. Mr; Allen Vickers acted as judge, Messrs. F. C.

Pattison and P. T. Worger were the clerks of the course, and Mr.

S. W. Phillpott the secretary of the meeting.

AERO.

The Aero Club of the United Kingdom is represented at the

conference of the International Aeronautic Federation now taking place

at Brussels. t -

The committee of the club is urging that membem in charge of

balloons shonld take particular care only to trail in suitable country, and

to at once rise when there is any likelihood of a rope doing any damage.

They also hope that any member in charge will at once take steps to

make compensation for any damage done by trailing, and to report: to

the club.

HERTFORDSHIRE COUNTY.

Os Saturday, tiie 7th inst., the Hertfordshire County A.C. held its

annual members' hill-climbing handicap, the hill selected on this occasion

being Aston Hill, near Tring.

There were twenty-one entries in the three classes into which the

programme resolved, Class I., for motor-bicycles, having had to be

cancelled on account of a sufficient number of entries not having been

received. In Class II., for tri-cars and quad-cars, only one machine

succeeded in climbing the hill, a 5-h.p. Riley, entered by Mr. Victor

Riley, and was therefore adjudged the winner in its class.

Class III., for cars up to 20-h.p. by the Thornycroft formula, was

also won by Mr. Victor Riley, who drove his 12-h.p. Riley and made a

very tine performance, making third fastest time of the day. He also

made the best handicap performance in all classes.
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In Class IV., for cars of over 20-h.p. by formula, Mr. Edwards (24-h.p.

Minerva) made fastest time for all classes and also secured the Jay

Challenge Cup for the best performance in Classes III. and IV. by a

private member of the club. The nrizs for best handicap performance

in this class was won by Mr. Tom Thornycroft with his 14-h.p. Thorny-

croft Tourist Trophy car.

The full results of the handicap were as follows :—

Class II.

Place. Car.

5-h.p. Kiley

1.

2.

3.

4.

1.

2.

3.

4.

6.

6.

7.

8.

12-h.p. Riley

8-h.p. Phoonix

8-h.p. De Dion

15-h.p. Ford

Owner. Driver.

Mr. Victor Riley ... Entrant

Class III.

Mr. Victor Riley ... Entrant

Mr. J. van Hooy-

donk Entrant

Mr. F. C. Fi-her ... Entrant

Mr. Rudyard ... Entrant

Class IV.

14-h.p. Thornycroft Mr.

24 h. p. Minerva ... Mr.

15-h.p. Humber ... Mr.

18-28-h.p. Gladiator Mr.

28-38-h.p. Gladiator Mr.

25-h.p. Austin ... Mr.

24-30-h.p. M.P. ... Mr.

28-35-h.p. Pilain ... Mr.

T. Thornycroft

E. Edwards ...

F. VV. Sherland

F. C. Baisley ...

F. C. Baisley...

O. Thompson ...

J. Stunning ...

E. Heinemann

9. 14-h.p. Germain ... Mr. H. S. Adey

10. 16-20-h.p. Kover ... Mr. F. J. Jenkins

Entrant

Entrant

Entrant

Mr. J. Fenton

Mr. W, Scarf

Entrant

Mr. W. Monk

Mr. E. Heine

mann

Entrant

Entrant

Marks.

1041

0-782

0 905

1-103

2-400

0-883

0-930

1*099

1- 128

1132

1193

1-200

1-204

1-317

1-420

NORTH-EAST LANCASHIRE A.C.

A motor trip for cripples at Preston on Saturday was given through

the kindness of the North- East Lancashire Automobile Club. Two

hundred children were taken to Lytham. The day was fine, and over

forty cars were employed. The children were driven ronnd the town

before leaving for Lytham, via Wrea Green and Moss Side. The return

journey was made via Freckleton Marsh.

The result of the pace judging competition held by the Sheffield

A.C. on Saturday last was that Mr. T. H. Firth was first and Mr.

Beesley was second.

ROAD REPORTS.

Holyhead.—The Holyhead road just outside Shrewsbury will be

under repair for a month. The length between the borough boundary and

Shelton Oak has long been in a shockingly bad state, giving motor-cars

an extremely bumpy run there.

Longton.—The stipendiary magistrate at Longton, Staffordshire,

has tuggested that one of t' e associations acting in the interest of

motorist* should put up signals at Trentham warning motorists to drive

slowly.

Glamorgan.—The Glamorgan County Council has received

numerous claims for damages in respect of accidents upon the Mumbles

road, which has been treated with tar to prevent the dust nuisance.

Several horses had slipped, and people been thrown from vehioles on the

tarred road. The County Council repudiate liability.

Wimbledon.—A notice board is to be placed on Wimbledon Hill,

opposite " Droxmont," notifying drivers of motor-cars and other vehicles

of the cross roads at the foot of the hill.

Chichester.—The rain of last weekrendered the surface of the main

roads of Chichester quite soft, and as soon as a little traffic had passed

over them, they were covered with thick black mud—in places several

inches deep. The tar, with which the roads have been treated, was being

trodden into private houses and shops, with results most exasperating to

owners and occupiers.

Scotland.—The Scottish A.C, after negotiation with the respective

county councils, have had special caution signals erected at various

places in Renfrewshire and Kincardineshire where very special warning

to motorists was thought to be necessary. The signals are of enamelled

iron, triangular in shape, and bear the crest of the club in the centre.

Hawick—The Secretary for Scotland has issued his determination

in the matter of the application for a speed limit in the burgh of

Hawick. A speed limit has been granted in the congested and narrow

streets in the centre of the town, but otherwise the objections which were

urged by the club to the application have been sustained.

The repair shop of the National Motor Academy and Exchange, Ltd.,

in Boundary Road, Notting Hill, London, W.,is being increased to nearly

double its size. Practical instructions in motor repairs will now

constitute a course of study at the Academy.

To cope with the demands of their trade in tube repairs, &c, the

Defiant Non-Skid and Tyre Accessories Company have recently acquired

the vulcanising works at 39, Furnival Street, Holborn, E.C., and with

these extended facilities will be able to handle all descriptions of tube

and tyre repairs, non-skid bands, &c, with the greatest despatch.

CASES UNDER THE MOTOR CAR ACT.

Heavy Hauls.

The Ayrshire Constabulary are still keeping a sharp eye on

motorists who drive at an excessive rate of speed in limited areas

throughout the county. Half-a-dozen cases were brought before Sheriff

Mackenzie at Kilmarnock Sheriff Court the other day. They were all

fined £3 and costs.

A batch of motorists has been in the Mortlake Police Court, where

they were informed by the Bench that a distinction was made between

the driver of a motor-car and a motor-cycle.

At the Horsham Petty Sessions on Saturday five motorists were

fined £16 and costs for exceeding the legal limit at Crawley andSlinfold.

Batches of motorists have appeared this week at Arundel and

St. Neots. On Saturday thirteen motorists were fined at Newcastle-on-

Tyne, four at Grantham and three at Alnwick.

Exceeding Park Regulations.

Captain the Hon. Henry Beresford attended before Mr. Denman at

the Marylebone Police Court to answer a summons accusing him of

having driven a motor-car in Regent's Park at a greater speed that ten

miles an hour. Mr. Cohen, solicitor, defended. Park constable

Petherick gave evidence that shortly before midnight on August 29 he

timed Captain Beresford's car over a measured furlong in Regent's Park

with the aid of a chronograph and another constable. The car covered

the distance at a speed of 18 miles 1,320 yards an hour. Other evidence

having been giving by park constables, Captain Beresford stated that he

was driving the car on this occasion and was accompanied by his wife

(Miss Kitty Gordon), Mr. Rose and a chauffeur. Mr. Denham said he

had no doubt that the defendaut exceeded the speed limit, and fined

him 40s., and 2s. costs.

Visible Vapour.

James Patterson, 5, Friar-stile Place, Richmond, was summoned for

allowing visible vaponr to issue from a motor-car in Richmond Park.

Park-keeper Bardens said the car was emitting a very dense cloud of

vapour. Defendant said the vapour was due to a temporary cause, and

he was much obliged to the keeper for telling him, as he was able to

adjust the lubricator in about three seconds. He had driven through

the park about 1,500 times and was careful to follow the regulations.

The Bench imposed a nominal fine of 5s., this being the first prosecution

of the kind from Richmond Park.

Dangerous Driving.

Mr. Oscar Lewisohn, of Ascot, husband of Miss Edna May, was

summoned at Eastbourne, on the 6th inst., for driving a motor-car at a

dangerous pace in Terminus Road, and with failing to stop when signalled

by Police-constable Ashenden, on August 18th. Two previous convic

tions were proved, and the defendant was fined £25, including costs.

At Thornberry Petty Sessions, Mr. Wingfield Digbv, of Sherboume

Castle, Dorset, has been summoned for dangerous driving. The case

was dismissed.

The Carnarvon magistrates on Saturday imposed the heaviest fine,

viz., £10, they have yet entered upon their books in a case of reckless

motor driving.

The Abergele j ustices were occupied for some time on Saturday in

hearing a charge of recklessly driving a motor-car against Mr. W. D.

Coddington, 80, The Promenade, Southport. The police witnesses said

that the speed of the defendant's car mnst have been twenty-five miles

per hour. For the defence Mr. Connor contended that it was not reekless

driving, and that it was a matter of impossibility for the car to have

travelled around the corner at twenty-five miles an hour without danger

to its occupants. The corner was a dangerous one, and was well known

to every motorist on that account, and also on account of the fact that

it was closely watched by the police. Again, he contended that so

long as the road was clear there was neither a right nor a wrong side.

The case was dismi»sed.

At Wetherby, F. W. Gilliard, of Bradford, has been fined £10 and

costs for driving a motor-car to the danger of the public at Boston Spa

on Sunday, August 8th. It was alleged that defendant tried to rush

between the rear of another motor-car going in the same direction and

a horse and trap coming in the opposite direction, with the consequence

that a lady cyclist was forced into the gutter, while several other persons

had narrow escapes. Defendant pleaded that there was no danger to

anybody.

Exceeding Legal Limit.

At Chapel-en-le-Frith, Edward J. Oldenton, of Coventry, was charged

by the police with driving at an excessive speed on the Sheffield road,

near Bamford, on July 27th. The evidence of Sergeant McCulman and

P.-c. Walldron was to the effect that in consequence of complaints as to

the excessive driving of motors on these roads they were watching in

plain clothes. In the spacj of four hours eighteen motor-cars and very

many char-a-bancs, cycles, &c, passed them at a point near Cutthroat

Bridge, above Lady Bower, on the Moscar road. The Bench imposed a

fine of £5 and costs, and said heavier penalties would be inflicted in

future cases.

Andover Again.

Before the County Bench at Andover on Friday, the 6th inst., four

cases were heard against motorists, who were fined as follows :—£3 and

costs 14s., £3 and costs 12s.,. £5 and cost", £3 and costs 8s. The first

three cases arose at Wallop, the last, at Barton Stacey.
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RACING AT BROOKLANDS.

A race meeting will be held at the Hrooklands Motor Track at

Weybridge to-day (Saturday), for which the following entries have been

•made :—

The Five Mile Handicap Sweepstakes of 10 Sov. for

Acceptors.—(The entrant of the second to receive one-quarter of the

stakes.) For motor-cars propelled by means of internal combustion

engines only, of a cylinder dimension of 125 or under. Weight 2,700 lbs.

Distance about five miles. 5 sov. will be returned to those declar

ing forfeit within 48 hours after publication of the handicap. S. F. Edge,

45di. p. Napier ; Lb -Col. C. D. Carleton Smith, 40-h.p. Napier ; Capt. G.

Llewellyn Hinds Howell, 35-h.p. Iris; J. E. Hutton, 40-h.p. Berliet ;

J. E. Hutton, 60-h.p. Berliet ; F. Guy Lewin, 30-h p. Peugeot ; Harvey

du Cros, Jun., (in hp. Mercedes; K. Hennery, 60-h.p. Berliet; Tom

Thonycroft, 45-h.p. Thornycroft ; E. G. Williams, 40-h.p. Martini;

Walter Phillips, 20-h.p. Humber; G. F. Heath, 24-h.p. Minerva; A.

Huntley Walker, 30-h.p. Darracq ; Hon. H. L. Bruce, 40-h.p. Darracq;

'O. Capper, 24-28-h.p. Metallargigue ; O. Clipper, 50-60-h.p. Metallur-

gique ; Hugh P. MacConnell. Targa Florio Bapid ; L. Carle, 50-h.p. Mors ;

Corry Hurford, 60-h.p. Mercedes.

The Mercedes Handicap Sweepstakes of 20 Sov. for

Acceptors.—(The entrant of the second to receive one-quarter of the

stakes). For motor-cars propelled by means of internal combustion

engines only, of a cylinder dimension of 175 or over. Weight 2,700 lbs.

Distance about X J miles. 15 sov. will be returned to those declaring

iforfeit within forty-eight hours after publication of the handicap. S. F.

Edge, 80-h.p. Napier; E. Drabble, 120-h.p. Mercedes; J. E. Hntton,

Corry Hurford, 60-h.p. Mercedes ; Lewis Aspinall, 50-h.p. Kaiserpreis

Minerva.

The First 90-h.p. Kace of 150 Sov.—The entrant of the winner to

re;eive 100 sov.; the entrant of the second 40 sov.; and the entrant of

the third 10 sov. For motor-cars propelled by means of internal

combustion engines only, of a cylinder dimension of 22.V1 or under.

Weight 3,000 lbs. Distance about five miles. J. E. Hutton, 120-h.p.,

Mercedes; Warwick Wright, 100-h.p. Darracq; F. K. Fry, 120-h.p.

Mercedes ; A. Huntley Walker, 120-h.p. Darracq ; E. Drabble, 120-h.p.

Mercedes.

In those races which have not attracted the minimum number of

entries previously determined and announced by the executive, the

value of the prize money will be proportionately reduced.

In the Five Mile and Mercedes Sweepstakes Races which will be

held on the Brooklands Course to-day, the following are the first actual

handicaps that have been arranged by the Club, although weight allow

ances have been granted by formuhc in selling races at previous meetings.

For the Five Mile Handicap the following allowances have been

muli:—3. F. El^a, 45-o.p. Naoier (scratch) ; J. E. Hutton,

60-h.p. Berliet, 76 yds. start ; H. Du Croe, 60-h.p. Mercedes,

76 yds.; R. Hennessy, 60-h.p. Berliet, 76 yds.; T. Thorny

croft, 4.">-h. p. Thornycroft, 76 yds. ; Corry Hurford, 60-h.p. Mercedes,

76 yds. ; L. Carle, 50-h.p. Mors, 87.8 yds. ; O. Cupper, 50-h.p. Metal

lurgique, 98 yds. ; F. Guy Lewin, 30-h. p. Peugeot, 481 yds. j

H. McConnell, Rapid, 481 yds. ; G. LI. Hinds Howell, 35-h.p. Iris ,

618 yds. ; E. Williams, 40 n. p. Martini, 659 yds. ; Lt.-Col. C. D.

Carleton-Smith, 40-h.p. Napier, 738 yds. ; W. Phillips, 20-h.p. Humber,

750 yds. ; Hon. Lyndhurst Bruce, 40-h.p. Diriacq, 761 yds. ; J. E.

Hutton, 40-h.p. Barliet, 927 yds. ; A. Huntlev Walker, 30-h.p. Darracq

 

The Commercial Vehicle Trials.—Some of the lorries en route for Reading.

120-h.p. Mercedes ; F. R. Fry, 120-h.p. Mercedes ; A. Huntley \Valker>

120-h.p. Darracq ; A. Huntley Walk»r, 120-h.p. Darracq.

The First 40-h.p. Race of 150 Sov.—(The entrant of the winner

to receive 100 sov.; the entrant of the second 40 sov. : and the entrant

of the third 10 sov. For motor-cars propelled by means of internal

combustion engines only, of a cylinder dimension of 100 or under.

Weight 2,500 lbs. Distance about 2i miles. Lt.-Col. C. D. Carleton

Smith, 40-h.p. Napier; Capt. G. Llewellyn Hinds Howell, 35-h.p. Iris ;

Harvey du Cros, Jun., 40-h.p. Austin; S. Gore-Browne, 24-36-h.p.

Fiat ; E. G. Williams, 40-h.p. Martini ; A. Huntley Walker, 30-h.p.

Darracq ; M. F. Mieville, 40-h.p. Berliet.

The First 26-ii.p. Race of 150 Sov.—The entrant of the winner

to receive 100 sov. ; the entrant of the second 40 sov. ; and the entrant

of the third 10 sov. For motor-cars propelled by means of internal com

bustion engines only, of a cylinder dimension of 64 or under. Weight

2,000 lbs. Distance about 2A miles. F. S. Bennett, 20-h.p. Cadillac;

J. E. Hutton, 22-h.p. Berliet; J. E. Hutton, 22-h.p. Berliet; H. du

Cros, jun., 20-25-h.p. Mercedes ; Tom Thornycroft, 14-h.p. Thornycroft ;

H. E. Hall, 14-h.p. Germain ; Walter Phillips, 15 h.p. Humber ; A.

Huntley Walker, 16-18-h.p. Darracq; E. A. Rosenheim, 16-25-h.p.

Arrol-Johnston ; O. Cupper, 24-28-h.p. Metallurgique.

The First 60-h.p. Race of 150 Sov.—(The entrant of the winnir

to receive 100 sov. ; the entrant of the second 40 sov. ; the entrant of

the third 10 sov.) For motor-cars propelled by means of internal com

bustion engines only, of a cylinder dimension of 150'1 or under. Weight

2,700 lb i. Distance about 3| miles. E. Herington, 35-h.p. Ariel-Simplex ;

S. F. Edge, three 60-h.p. Napiers; Capt. Hon. D. Carleton, 60-h.p.

Napier ; J. T. C. Moore-Brabazon, 35-h.p. Minerva; A. Huntley

Walker, 30-40-h. p. Darracq; O. Clipper, 50-60-h.p. Metallurgique;

(120 mm.), 927 yd*. ; A. Huntley Walker, 30-h.p. Darracq (117 mm.)

1,050 yds. ; G. F. Heath, 24-h.p. Minerva, 1,565 yds. ; Oscar Cupper,

24-h.p. Metallurgique, 1,750yds.

The Mercedes Handicap will be over a distance of three and a quarter

miles and the following allowances have been made:— S. F. Edge, 80-h.p.

Napier (scratch) ; A. Huntley Walker, 120-h.p. Darracq (190 mm.),

87 yds.; A. Huntley Walker, 120-h.p. (180mm.),232ydj. ; J. E. Huttoa,

120-h.p. Mercedes, 387 yds. ; F. R. Fry, 120-h.p. Mercedes, 387 yds. ;

E. G. Drabble, 120-h.p. Mercedes, 387 yds.

COMPANY NEWS.

New Companies Registered.

C. Hooydo.nk and Co.—£1,000. To acquire the business of a

motor component ani accessory dealer and agent carried on by Mr. C.

Hooydonk, formerly at 6, Leather I. me, E.C., and now at 45, Broal

Street, BloDmsbury, with his agencies for Dependence lamps and

Longuemare carburettors. First directors : Messrs. C. Hooyndonk

(managing director) and D. Mills, 45, Broad Street, Bloomsbury, W.C.

Autocar Mart.—As title. No initial public issue. Registered

without articles.

StltiN Motors.—£1,009. No initial public issue. Registered

without articles. Mansion House Chambers, E.C.

The Coventry Chain Company (1907) Ltd., have sent us a handy little

cigarette case, duplicates of which, they inform us, they will send to any

of our readers, gratis, on application to their works at Coventry.
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

SEPTEMBER.

14th (S.).—Motor Union Meet at Leicester.

Brooklands A.R.C. meet.

East Surrey A.C. run to Cranleigh.

Essex M.C. 200 miles non-stop run.

Harrogate M.C.C. hill climb.

Cheshire AC. gymkhana.

Sussex County A.C. run to Hindhead.

West Essex A.C. 100-mile reliability run for motor-cycles.

15th. The Industrial Motor Review" for September will contain a

pictorial and descriptive report of the Commercial

Vehicle Trials of the R.A.C.

18th (W.).—Commercial Vehicle Exhibition at Birmingham.

21st (S.).—Nottinghamshire A.C. hill climb.

Southern M.C. closing run at Ewell.

Auto Cycle Club meeting at Lincoln.

Derby A.C. run to Dovedale.

Blackheath A.C. run to Westerham.

Brooklands A.R.C. meeting.

Hertfordshire County A.C. members' driving test.

23rd (M.).—Inaugural dinner in connection with the northern offices of

the Automobile Association at Manchester at the

Midland Hotel, Manchester.

28th (S.).—Ipswich and East Suffolk A.C. petrol consumption trial.

Midland A.C. at Tudor Grange, Solihull.

OCTOBER,

5th (S.).—Brooklands A.R.C. ir.ert.

12th.—Close of the Commercial Vohicln Trials. Final run from Baldock

to Daiston, London, X.

Southend M.C. closing run of the season to Witham.

19th (S.).—Auto-Cycle Club's quarierly trial.

MARCH, 1908.

21st-23th.—Cordingley's Motor-Car Show at the Agricultural Hall,

London.

Liohting-up Times—London.

Sept. 14th—7.18 ... -f6th—7.13 ._ 18th—7.9 ... 20th—7.4

„ 15th—7.16 ... 17th—7.10 ... 19th—7.6 ._ 21st—7.2

To ascertain the approximate times in Glasgow an addition of 20 min.

should be made to the above figures ; in Manchester an addition of about

7 min. is necessary.

AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS.

A sekious accident occurred on Sunday at Berried ale, Caithness,

to a motor-car in which Sir William Crnickshank and his wife, son, and

daughter were on their way north to Barrock House. When descending

Berriedale Brae, the chaufleur lost control of the car. To avoid certain

calamity at the foot of the hill, he ran the car into the wall by the

roadside. All the occupants were thrown out, and the ear, which took

hre, was destroyed. Sir William, his wife, and daughter were removed

in an unconscious condition to Langwell Cottace Hospital, near the

shooting lodge of the Dnke of Portland. Sir William recovered con

sciousness on Monday. The others were cut and bruised, but not seriously

hurt.

A cyclist, named Edward Akers, living at Pennythorn Road, Peck-

ham, was killed by a motor-car outside the village hall of Bromley

Common, Kent, on Saturday, He was cycling to Farnboiough when the

"motor-car collided with him. A doctor who was called pronounced life

extinct. He was removed to the mortuary, and the chauffeur was taken

to Bromley Police Station.

A motor fatality occnned at Edmonton on Saturday night,

Several boys ran after a heavy motor-lorry, belonging to Mr. J. Joyce,

of Tottenham, and one of them caught hold of the side of the rear

vehicle. He was jerked off and fell under one of the wheels, which

passed over him, crushing his leg. He was removed unconscious to

Tottenham Hospital, where he died a few hours later.

An irjqnest was held on Monday at Portmadoc respecting the

death of Mr. Cyril Bury, a civil engineer, who, while cycling on Sunday

afternoon, crashed into the motor-car of Mr. Harold Tunnyrlifle, of

Cbuichill, Somerset, at a curve on Penygwryd Hill, Carnarvonshire.

He and his brothers were cycling to Portmadoc, and Mr. Tunnycliffe

was going from Beddgelert to Llandudno. The evidence snowed

that deceased lost control of his bicycle. He fractured his arm and

leg, and died five hours later. A verdict of "Accidental death" was

returned, and the motorists absolutely exonerated.

Vauxhall Motors. Limited, Luton, have appointed Messrs. Scott,

Morgan and Company, Christchurch, New Zealand, as agents for the

12-16-h.p. Vauxhall car.

In the I'ekin-Paris run the Spyker oar covered a distance of 7,500

miles from I'ekin to Moscow with the same set of Hutchinson tyres

on the back wheels. Such a distance is <;ood work under any circum

stances, but, taking into consideration the state of the roads over which

this run has been made, the distance is almost unsurpassed for one set

of tyres.

POLICE TRAPS.

At the Mortlake Police Court a park-keeper, giving evidence-

against a motorist summoned for exceeding the regulation limit,

admitted that the trap was " rather down-hill.

Ripley is again the centre of police operations against alleged

speedy motorists.

Bamford is the scene of police activities—a point of interest to

Sheffield motorists.

Ecclefechan.—At the cross roads on the main highway between

Glasgow and Carlisle, Stirling, in Wallace Street, the police now time

motorists.

Newtimber, between seven and eight miles from Brighton, has a
police trap. ■»

Ciiristchurch, all the roads leading into the town are dangerou>

at various times.

Hampstead, the Fitzjohn's Avenue trap is again at work.

Tadcaster has its police trap—energetically and frequently

operated.

A police trap is in operation on the Bangor and Holyhead road,,

near Holyhead.

BUSINESS NEWS.

" The greater part of our work arises out of the defects of other

firms' material or workmanship, with, of course, a lot from simple-

smash-ups," remarked the manager of the motor department of Messrs-

Smith, Parfrey and Company, on the occasion of a recent tour round

the Pimlico Wheel Works, in Fnlham Palace Road, S.W. "It is no

strange experience for us to have a car's wheels delivered here in a

couple of sack", or have a car shot ant of a builder's cart, like a heap

of gravel. In fact, unless you saw some of our jobs arriving, you would

never believe that a car could be so utterly wrecked as are some of

them." The company do a large amount of repair work for insurance-

orlices. Messrs. Smith, Parfrey and Company's experience of wheel-

building and spring work antedates the first of motor vehieles by many

years. Some of their most satisfactory jobs have been those in which

they have transformed a most uncomfortable machine into a luxuriously

easy riding car, simply by modification of the springing. They now do-

the under carriage work of most of the leading garage and motor repair

works concerns in the kingdom.

A new material \<fr brazing cast iron, known as Castolin, is

being introduced into this country by Mr. W. H. Lilienfeld, of 11,

Queen Victoria Street, London, E.C , and it is claimed that by its

means it is possible to so repair damaged castings that they will not

break a second time in the same place. Castolin is a product which has

been worked out in the laboratories of Messrs. Wassermann and Com

pany, Lausanne, Switzerland ; it is rubbed into the pores of the broken

surlacei", which have been previously cleaned with a wire brush. The

pieces, joined together accurately with clamps, are placed in a clear

charcoal fire, assisted by a gas blow pipe for large castings. When they

have become hand- warm more of the Castolin is rubbed into the

fracture, and the line of the sime covered with plenty of borax and

" Castolot " spelter. The casting is then replaced in the fire and

brought up to a red heat until the spelter runs freely with a bluish

flame. The brazed casting, after polishing, is stated to be as good as

new in appearance, and, as has been shown by repeated tests, the

fracture will resist bieakage better than the rest of the piece. The

product should be of interest to motor-ear repairers, as, in dealing with

damaged castings, not only is the latter itself saved but also the time

usually wasted in getting another easting from the foundry.

■ inQOQIJjyjf ■

M R. E. Arnott has sent us particulars of a new wheel

for motor vehicles in which he has become interested. It is

known as the " Lynton " resilient wheel, which is claimed to-

give the resiliency of pneumatic tyres with none of the draw

backs of the latter. Not having had so far au opportunity of

inspecting the wheels, we can only briefly mention that they are

built up of two discs, one fixed to the hub and the other free

to rock slightly in :<ny direction, and a solid rubber tyre of

special section, and that the road shocks are absorbed at the

point of contact of the tread on the road and at the sides of the

tyre at the top of the rim.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

All communications intended for insertion in this Journal or relating*

to Editorial matters should be addressed to The Editorial Dkpaiu -

ment, Motor-Cab Journal, 27-33, (Jharing Cross Rood, London,

W.C., and must be written on one side of the paper only. Letters must im.

all cases be accompanied by the name and address of the writer, as no

notice will be taken of anonymous communications.

The Editors cannot undertake to return MSS. or drawings, although

every effort will be made to do so in the case of refected communtcatwiys.

Where such are regarded as of value, correspondents are requested to

retain copies.
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"THE INDUSTRIAL MOTOR REVIEW."

"THE INDUSTRIAL MOTOR REVIEW," which, established

in February, 1903, can claim to be the oldest journal in

the world exclusively devoted to the interests of the com

mercial and industrial motor vehicle, has been acquired by

Messrs. Cordingley & Co., and is now published from the office

of The Motor Car Journal, 27-33, Charing Cross Road,W.C.

It will continue to be issued as a Monthly Review, devoted to

the development of the Industrial Motor Vehicle, and afford

ing ameans ofinter-communication between users and makers

of commercial vehicles of every description. Under the

new proprietary, those features which have proved accept

able in the past will be continued and extended, while

innovations to increase its influence with all interested in

the motor movement will be introduced.

"The Industrial Motor Review" is published at 6d. ; post

free 8id., on the 15th of the month Annual subscription,

8s. post free.

COMMENTS.
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UNICIPAL officers are becoming

motorists. They recognise that

the motor-car is something more

than a means of amusement ; it saves time,

economises labour, and thus contributes to

the general efficiency of the public service.

Most of the leading corporations and many

of the county officials now own automobiles,

with which they make tours of inspection, and generally speed

along their duties in a way that was not previously possible.

Birmingham presents an excellent object lesson with regard to

the city use of the motor-car. Its Tramway Department owns

a car for its inspectors in their daily surveys of the line;

a motor lorry is employed to convey stores from one depot

to another ; a motor repair wagon is always ready for break

downs on any part of the syetem, and a motor tower wagon has

lately been added to the automobile stud. Consequently, the

horse is being displaced throughout the tramway system of the

Midland city. The Water Department has to supervise seventy-

four miles of watercourses, and two motor-cars are employed, the

aggregate mileage of which will be about 18,000 this year. A

couple of light vehicles are in service in the Electricity Depart

ment, and two larger ones are owned by the Fire Department.

Thus it will be seen that the motor-car is engaged in almost

every department of the municipal activity ; and it is gratifying

to know that in no branch of the service has it failed to justify

its use.

The Chassis and

the Body.

Mr. G. H. Baillik has been giving

his views on the motor-car from the

engineer's point of view. He discussed

the practicability of getting proper

accommodation for five or seven people

within a wheel base of reasonable length

without giving up the perfections with which ten or fifteen

years of work had endowed the modern chassis. Up to the last

year or so the chassis builder has troubled little about the

comfort or convenience of the carriage ; he has striven for relia

bility and efficiency. It was perhaps better to reach the end of

a journey with a certain amount of discomfort than to be

stranded half-way in the most luxurious vehicle. A standard

type of chassis has been evolved as the result. Mr. Baillie

considers that it is possible to attain an ideal motor carriage

having a centrally-swung body on a wheel base of reasonable

length, but only by disposing the engine within the length

oicupied by the body. The only way which seems generally

practicable in his view is to adopt a horizontal engine

with longitudinal shaft, with cylinders opposed or side by side

The experience of tho last few years, however, affords very

little encouragement to the designer of such a chassis. Some

years ago horizontal engines were fairly common in England,

and very common in America, but none have survived. All

have been discarded in favour of vertical engines. Carriage-

builders cannot achieve the same progress as the engineer

while they have to submit to the dictation of their customers

as to what kind of body they must build for the chassis the

customers buy. The chassis-builder has submitted to no such

dictation. He builds his own chassis, and the carriage-builders

should, in their customers' as well as their own interests,

adopt the same attitude. It would be the first step towards

making bodies in quantity, instead of one by one. The

second step must be made alongside the chassis-builder, and

is to determine standard sizes of frames.

The Delivery Van.

That the day of the light motor de

livery van is near at hand is evident from

a careful observation of the streets of

the Metropolis. The speedy conveyance

of goods is an essential part of modern

business ; the motor-car is the most rapid

means yet available for getting about the streets ; and there are

indications at all the trade exhibitions, such as the Bakers'

Market at the Agricultural Hall, London, last week, that traders

of every variety recognise the early advent of the new force in

traffic. In fact, the more far-sighted of manufacturing firms are

preparing for a great movement in this regard during the coming

season, and interest is likely to be somewhat diverted from the

purely pleasure car to the lighter type of commercial vehicle

required by tradesmen for quick delivery. So far as it has been

tried it has succeeded ; and its scope is infinitely large.

Lincolnshire's

Attitude.

Elsewhere we publish a letter from

Dr. Godfrey Lowe, written at the request

of the committee of the Lincolnshire

AC, which we would commend to the

serious consideration of our readers in

other parts of the country. The Fen

district has hitherto been singularly free from the police traps

which have spoiled the landscape for motorists in many places.

But the conduct of some drivers who reside outside the county,

although sometimes travelling therein, threatens to destroy the

goodwill that now prevails between automobilists and officials.

The result would be harassing to the local motorists, whose good

behaviour is recognised by the local police, and also a deterring

force to the general prosperity of the movement. We trust,

therefore, that the warning of Dr. Lowe and his colleagues will
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not be in vain, and that, by maintaining that careful regard for

the comfort of other people in the county which has hitherto

characterised motorists, harsh treatment by the police authorities

will be averted.

The Motor in the

Harvest Field.

According to the " Industrial Motor

Review " great interest is being taken in

France in the subject of the motor in

the harvest field, and British inventions

have been taking part in some important

trials at Chalons - sur - Marne. In the

English Fens, too, some interesting experiments have lately taken

place which should do much to establish the position of the petrol

motor in farming operations. These were held on the farm of

Messrs. Dennis Bros., at Kirton, a typical agricultural village

four or five miles from Boston, in Lincolnshire. An acre of

standing corn was cut, bound, threshed, and ground by the

motive power of an agricultural tractor working with a petrol

engine of 50-h.p., and an acre of ground was also ploughed, cul

tivated, drilled, harrowed, and sown for a new crop within

seven hours. This constitutes a world's record. The tractor,

thresher, drum, mill, cultivator, drill, and harrow were all British

make, while the harvesting machine hailed from Canada. The

tractor was by Messrs. Saundersons, of Bedford.

 

The Cardiff Club's Hill Climb. Mr. C. Garrard at the wheel of the

15-h.p. Talbot, the winner of the contest, the- car being awarded' a

silver cup for the most meritorious performance The vehicle alio

secured the Gold Medal in Class III.
Photo by] Iff. J. Jcnkint, Cardiff.

Motor Cycling

Organisation.

Motor-cyclists am gathering in force

at Lincoln to-day (Saturday) in order to

discuss the organisation of the movement

generally and the development of club

life in particular. At present the Auto-

Cycle Club is the responsible authority

for the motor-cycling world ; but although there are more than

one hundred societies in Great Britain belonging exclusively to

motor-cyclists, only a few have seen their way to affiliate with

the central body. During the present year the unsatisfactory

character of the position has been forced upon all identified

with the motor-cycle, with the result that the Auto Cycle

Club has wisely joined with the Lincolnshire Motor Cycle

organisation in convening to-day's conference. The meeting

will be officially received by the deputy Mayor of Lincoln, whose

interest in motoring was demonstiated when the Motor Union

met in the same city a few months a40. Apparently an

endeavour will be made to contain the controlling influence

within the Auto Cycle Club, while providing fuller latitude for

the representation of provincial opinion thereon. It has frequently

bean pointed out that when the Koyal Commission sat motor

cycles had no voice in the matter, their views being only

incidentally brought forward by the advocates of the motor-car.

Mr. Frederic

Harrison's Views.

Strange ideai have evolved from the-

active and fertile brains of leaders of

s ctions of people whose notions present

difficulties of belief to the majority of

people. Not everyone could understand*

Comte and several of his friends ; Mr.

Frederic Harrison is an exception, as may be proved by his-

appreciation of those whom many would regard ss peculiar.

Some may even go so far as to say that Mr. Harrison has

peculiar views himself, and the " Times " of Saturday bears

evidence on this point. For there, in all the glory of large-

type, is an epistle from the Priest of the Positivists that breathes

the spirit of O'd .Moore in its portentous avalanche of disaster.

• Verily the coming of the car has brought peril into the land—

lowered rateable values, slaughtered animals, terrorised people,

and, worse than all, caused Mr. Harrison to indict a letter to-

the Press. After calling "certain motorist i " brutes and the

patrons of an " idiotic sport," the plan is unfolded by the

author in words which we cannot do better than quote in their

entirety. This is done in the succeeding paragraph.

The New

Tolls.

" Along all main roads erect small toll-

boxes having a swing iron bar across the-

roadway, at intervals of about fifteen

miles apart. Each toll-house to contain

• a police official and to be connected by

telegraph or telephone with the next

toll-house on either side. By a new and amended Motor Act

every motor would be required to pull up at the toll-bar, where

the exact time would be entered and compared with the time of

the last toll-bar passed, thus obviating all question of any

' measured half-mile.' The motor would then pay the toll-barr

due—say from 10s. to £5, according to its " h.p."—and in

case of infringement of the law, the car would be detained

in the garage attached to the toll-house. The dues paid on-

passing each bar would serve for a special county fund to repair

and tar the road, and meet expenses of bar and officials, tele

phone and other charges. No more police traps, no more

uncompensated injury to public property, no more bolting of

road hogs ! The record of each run between bars would be con

clusive evidence, and the motorist would fairly pay for the

losses he caused. The amended Act should also abolish the-

derisive alternative of a fine for misdemeanour. The only legal'

penalties for deliberate and systematic offences should be-

lmprisonment of tHe actual driver, or owner if present at the

offence, or the confiscation of the car, and its ultimate sale, to -

go to the special county motor defence fund."

A Prospect

of the Future.

This is really a delightful prospect.

England is to be " harrisoned ' with a cob

web of toll bars, studded with policemen,

who will collect tolls—corresponding to--

fines—detain cars, and generally regulate

the roads of the country as though they

were the exercise yards of a county penitentiary. The electrical .

industry would rejoice over the supply of telegraphs and tele

phones, the police would probably play cards in their toll boxes

instead of hide and seek bi hind the hedges, and the authorities -

generally would have a good time in annoying motorists. But the

complexity of the scheme is its condemnation. Something

simpler would be to place trees across the path, as was done at

High Wycombe in the early days.

The Motor Union

at Leicester.

Last week's meeting of the Motor

Union at Leicester was the final gathering

of that organisation so far as the pro

vinces are concerned for the present year.,

Looking buck over the programme of

1907, the preceedings at Leicester were

as varied and interesting as either of the preceding gatherings-

at Lincoln and Southport, the local club and the municipal.
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authorities combining in their welcome to the visiting motorists.

At the dinner which is always a prominent feature of the day's

gathering, Mr. C. D. Kose, M.P., presided, being supported by

many of the chief men of the county and borough. The chair

man referred to the good work done in influencing public opinion,

and after referring to the Fuels Report and the question tf danger

signals, went on to say that they could not always expect to sail

on a smooth sea and under an open sky. A small cloud bad

arisen on the horizon. He recognised the work done by the Auto

mobile Association in its own sphere, but the provision of road

agents had been forced on the Union by its own members, by

the authorities, and by the public, and greater attention had to

be paid to inconsiderate driving through towns and villages

where speed limits were demanded. They had taken a generous

course in suggesting arbitration between the two bodies, and he

trusted that their advances would be accepted in the same spirit

by the Automobile Association. Major J. A. Cole, J.P., Mr. E.

G. Mawbey, Mr. Rees Jeffreys, and Mr. G. T. Langridge also

spoke.

varied efforts of all parties to effect sales of cara so as to get

quite clear for the opening of the 1908 season.

♦ ♦ ♦

The second week of the Royal Auto

mobile Club's Commercial Vehicle Trials

Commercial whs begun on Monday, when the cars

Vehicle Trials. travelled from Gloucester to Worcester

by various routes. Although some of

the classes had to negotiate difficult

country, the weather was glorious and the roads were in

excellent condition, and the splendid result of forty-five non-

stops, not counting the performances of three cars, which are

under consideration, was achieved. On Tuesday, fifty-four

vehicles reached Birmingham, and up to the night of that day

thirteen vehicles had made non-stop runs for every day of the

trial?, these being a Darracq delivery van and a TJnic van in

Class A, a Lucre box van in Class B, a Dennis van in Class C, a

HaUford lorry, a Siddeley wagon, a Straker-Squire van, a

Churchill loiry, a Dennis van, a Commercial Cara lorry, and a

 

Xing Edward spent last week at Buffjrd Abbey, near Dmcaster. as the Guest of Lord and Lady Saville. The photo reproduced above depicts His

Majesty leaving the Abbey for a motor trip. tmUt

Photo by]

Amid the confusion that prevails in

some departments of the automobile

The Plaint of the industry the plaint of the agent is borne

Agent. in upon us by correspondence and con

versation, combining to confirm the im

pression that his lot, like that of the

policeman, is not a happy one. In many cases makers of cars

by speeding production have attempted to hustle the vehicles into

the showrooms of their clients, who have found conditions some

what adverse to t neir going to customers in similarly quick time.

Both parties have been disappointed, and the roseate hue that was

prognosticated at the dinners and banquets with which the long

evenings of last November were beguiled has been as intermittent

as the sun of 1907. This discontent has resulted in agents and

manufacturers attempting to shuffle quietly from each other's

sight in the hope of effecting better arrangements for the year

'hat is coming. Hence the tension which is generally felt

throughout the industry—one result of which is seen in the

Thornycroft lorry in E Class, a St. Pancras steam lorry in

Class F, and the Burrell steam tractor. On the run from

Worcester to Birmingham, thirty-six of the cara achieved non-

stops, and in most of the other cases the stoppages were brief ;

all the arrivals being before 6 p m. On Wednesday, the com-

pjting vehicles were exhibited at the Aston Lower Grounda.

Sir A. J. Macdonald, one of the pioneers of motoring in

th;s country, has recently taken out a patent for a new non-skid

device. Tne arrangement comprises a pair of depending arms or

sprags pivoted to the frame of the vehicle, a little to the rear of

the back axle. The arms are normally held clear of the road sur

face by springs attached to the frame, but can be lowered so as to

press firmly on the road by means of a pedal connected to longi

tudinal rods linked to the frame and passing rearwards from

beneath the driver's seat to the arms. The longitudinal rods

are connected to the sprags through springs, which allow the

sprags to yield on encountering a lump in the road.

B
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THROUGH HOP LAND.

A PLEASANT RUN WITHIN EASY REACH OF LONDON.

NO more delightful run can be had at this time of the year

than through the hop districts of Kent. Moreover, for

the most part, the way lies over tarred roads. Those

who indulge in a car ramble through the smiling county of Kent

at this season will, doubtless, be struck by the resemblance that

exists between the landscape of our charming home county and

that of Southern Italy. The wreathing hops rising in regular

avenues against a sky of cobalt, the bright patches of colour

afforded by the multi-coloured kerchiefs of the pickers, all serve

to enhance this pleasing resemblance. With a small stretch of

imagination one is transferred to the sunny South, where the

wheels of life run easily in well-lubricated grooves.

Gladly I accepted the invitation from a friend owning a

20-32-h.p. car to accompany him in a motor pilgrimage through

Hopland. Leaving London by way of Lewisham and Bromley,

the traffic of the Sevenoaks road involved careful driving. At

Farnborough we passed a road agent, but, as wo preserved a

decorous pace through the village of this name, our friend did

naught but wave his hand,

seemingly indicating that the

road was free from any trap

ahead. To Riverhead the road

is tarred, the long rise through

Sevenoaks being taken in good

style, as was the succeeding stiff

rise to the crown of Riverhill.

At the last bend there was a

large car stationary, evidently

through over-heating, as the radi

ator was steaming vigorously.

Shortly before Hilden-

borough a short cut to Tun-

bridge Wells, vid Penshurst,

was taken. This road is not

generally known, but effects a

saving of some miles over the

direct road. Moreover, the

scenery along this stretch is

simply delightful. Cosy, pic

turesque, flower - embowered

country homes lay buried on

either side of the road, and

it was difficult to realise, judg

ing by the surroundings and

absence of traffic, that we were

but a little over a score of miles

distant from town. Through

Leigh, with its old church and

houses, the way lay over a

delightfully shaded road into Penshurst, passing Penshurst

Place and grounds—one of the finest seats in Kent. At the far

end of the village was noticed a novel blending of the old and

the new, a curious old blacksmith's shop, that appeared as if it

had been undisturbed fur centuries, yet bearing the modern

legend, " Motor Repairs."

Shortly after Penshurst the road forks. We followed the

left hand road leading past a fair-sized hop garden, and then

commenced a stiff climb to Fordcombe. This was taken without

falter, though it is not far short of Westerham in gradient.

Then past Langton and its green a gentle undulating road led

on to Tunbriilge Wells Common, the views from this point,

especially overlooking Crowborough, being grand. Quite un

necessary to state, the road wa3 tarred, and, judging by the

amount of -car and carriage traffic, it was evidently the height of

the season there. Despite the vaunted attractions of rival

Continental resorts, the " Wells " still holds it3 own as a

fashionable and popular inland watering resort. And the place

bears a hallowed memory in motor history, for was it not on the

broad common that the first motor meet in this country was

 

The Ivel Agricultural Motor on trial at Chalons, France,

held 1 Here also resides Sir David Salomons, the pioneer of

English motorists, and a local agent displays photos of some of

his most historical cars.

A long rise out of Tunbridge Wells led to Pembury, on the

Hastings road, which, however, is left at the end of the village,

the left hand road leading to Paddock Wood and Marden. After

a few miles over level and winding road we were in the thick of

the hop country. Gardens with splendid crops bordered each

side of the road, and extended back for some considerable dis

tance. Picking was in full progress, and it was interesting to

see even tiny mites of children assisting. Here and there against

the tender grey-green of some distant woodland rose the thin

shafts of smoke that denoted the encampments of the hoppers.

Blue and ethereal rose the vapour cf the camp fires, till, touching

the more azure blue of the heavens, it dissolved and was lost,

bearing with it the soul of the appreciative beholder to realms

far above the sordid cares of earth.

We were lost in admiration of the scene when—whop ! Our

soul fluttered back to earth with a broken wing, for a well-

directed clod of earth caught us shrewdly on the left cheek.

The trail of the road hog was laid across our paradise, and we

searched with wary eye for the hop-hog. Who did this thing f

By a strategical retreat under

cover he was lost to view, and

we were left to rub our injured-

head dolefully, what time we

reflected upon the debased

nature of mankind in general'

and hop pickers in particular.

We would fain have dismounted

and joined battle with him.

Thrice is he armed who hath

his quarrel just. But fifteen

times must he be armed who

would venture to bring matters

to a crisis with a hop picker

backed by forty-five com

panions. Whereon we drove on,

leaving the hop hog to further

vent his spite upon the next

unfortunate motorist who might

happen to come along. Turn

ing to the left after Paddock

Wood, we followed the road

to Wateringbury, at which rail

way station many hundreds of

hop pickers are deposited.

Thence the road led past Offham

with its green and well-pre

served quintain post. A few

miles further the main Maid

stone road was joined at Borough

Green, and almost reluctantly

we turned the bonnet London-wards. At Ightham, an

old-world village, we stopped for dinner with appetites

well whetted by the run. The George and Dragon, like many

of the houses of the quaint old village, has escaped the

desecrating touch of the modern restorer, and, with its ancient

timbered front and old-fashioned interior, is a welcome contrast

to the modern inn. Following an excellent meal we started for

the homeward run, the stiff hill out of Ightham being taken in

excellent style. Then through Seal and past the Bat and Ball

station at Sevenoaks, the outgoing route being joined at Rive

Head. Thus ended as pleasant a trip as is to be found within

a forty mile radius of London. C. M. i

A Buenos Ayres correspondent writes that commercial

motor vehicles are being extensively used in the Argentine

Republic. Scarcely a business house of any standing can be

found that does not own at least one delivery van, and any

passer-by may see in the streets of Buenos Ayres huge vehicles

of this sort carrying big loads to the several railway stations.
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THE WEIQEL 25-H.P. CAR.

WE are this week able to illustrate and briefly describe

the new 25-h.p. car which Weigel Motors, Ltd., have

just put on the market, te meet the demand for a

British-built vehicle of medium power. Figs. 1 and 2 show the

feneral arrangement of the chassis in elevation and plan ; it will

e seen that, although tbe car is built very low, and thus

eminently suitable to receive landaulet bodies, clearance has not

been sacrificed. The frame, which is of 3 per cent, nickel steel,

is composed of three cross members and two side members.

The side members, which are of ~| section, are narrowed

at the forward end to permit of a large lock to the steering

wheels, and raised and " outswept " at the extreme rear to clear

the back axle, and to allow the rear half springs to be bolted

direct in the side members, thus doing away with the usual

the tappets are adjustable in length eo that the necessary clear

ance may be regulated to a nicety; while, to ensure perfect

alignment between the valves and tappets, the flanges at

the base of the cylinders are extended to carry the valve

tappets, which bear on the cams through the medium of rollers.

The crank shaft, which is of vanadium steel, and ground dead

to gauge at all the journals, is supported on threo long phosphor

bronze bearings, lined with white metal, a system of felt washer

oil retainers being employed to prevent any oil escaping

from the crank chamber. Compression cocks are provided to

each cylinder, while there is a tap to the base chamber of. each

pair to enable the spent lubricating oil to be drawn off. The

standard ignition is effected by a gear-driven Simms high-tension

magneto located on tbe inlet side, provision being made for the

fitting of a supplementary accumulator ignition it desired The

magneto, as also the pump, can be instantly dismounted without

 

Fig;. 1 and 2. Elevation and Flan of Chassis of Weigel 25-h.p. Car.

attachment by brackets. The springs are of a good leDgth, a

feature being the provision of an oil channel between each leaf ;

furthermore, all the shackle bolts are formed hollow to permit

of efficient lubrication.

The motor (Figs. 3 and 4), which is bolted direct to the

side members of the frame, comprises four cylinders cast in pairs,

the dimensions being 110 mm. bore by 120 mm. stroke. Mr.

Weigel informs us that the cooling system has been specially

studied to insure immunity from over-heating under the most

severe climatic conditions, and so meet the requirements of

motorists in the Colonies as well as in this country. To this

end very large water jackets are provided, in addition to a high-

capacity gear-driven centrifugal pump and honeycomb radiator

with air-inducing fan. The interchangeable valves—in 25 per

cent, nickel steel—are of large diameter, and are placed on

opposite sides of the cylinders, the inlets being on the right and

the exhausts on the left. To obtain absolute silence in running

disturbing any of the timiDg gear, a special ring coupling being

placed between each of these units and its driving shaft.

The power is transmitted from the engine to the gear-box

through an oil-containing metal disc clutch and a system of

universal joints, which not only allow for any want of alignment

between the engine and gear-box, but also permit the clutch to

be dismantled without disturbing either of the two parts just

named. The self-contained clutch spring rides on a ball thrust

race, and another ball thrust race is placed behind the clutch dis

engagement collar. The gear-box (Figs. 4 and 5), is arranged to

provide three forward speeds, with a direct through drive on the

top gear, and one reverse. There is no split in the aluminium

gear-box, but a large and rapidly-detachable cover affords an

easy method of inspection. The gear wheels and shafts are

made from "Ubas" steel case-hardened and ground where

necessary : all the shafts run on Hoffmann ball bearings, and

oil-retaining felt washers are employed to prevent any unsightly
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■escape of oil. The method of striking the gears is on special

lines, it being absolutely positive both in action and locking. It

is effected by a rocking lever working through a gate quadrant,

the rocking lever engaging with either striking shaft as it rocks

through the gate. The spring-operating arms, together with the

special profile of the gate, positively lock the gears in mesh, and

a detent rod prevents the reverse gear being inadvertently

From the gear-box the power is conveyed to the' back' axle,

by means of a cardan-shaft and bevel gear.. The shaft is\psovided

with a specially designed universal joint at each' end, tfie- torque

 

Fig. 3.—Sectional Elevation of Motor.

being resisted by a > rod ending in a swinging ball and socket

joint. As the road wheels are carried on the axle casing the live

shafts have only to withstand the driving effort. Ball load and

thrust bearings are employed where necessary, and the bevel and

crown wheels are formed with a large tooth profile which should

ensure extreme silence in running.

The steering gear is of an improved worm and segment type,

both the worm and the segment being supported on adjustable

ball bearings. All the steering joints are formed by a ball piece

held between two sockets. The front axle is of the dropped

 

Fig. 4. -Cross Section of Hotor.

type and is- of I. section nickel steel ; the weight of the car is

supported on ball thrust races fitted under each swivel.

The gear-box carries two external contracting brakes ; the

' one at the front of the gear-box comes into operation when the

clutch pedal is depressed beyond a predetermined limit, and

serves to prevent the gear pinions spinning, thus avoiding all

> noise and wear when changing gear. The main foot brake,

immediately in the rear of the gearrbox, is quite independent of

the clutch, and is of ample proportions. The adjustment of both

these brakes is readily effected by turning a self-locking butterfly

nut, a system of springs preventing any rattle in the connections.

Expanding brakes, operated by hand through a side lever, are

provided in the rear hubs, while a ratchet sprag is formed on

the differential casing for use in case of emergency. [

The car has been specially designed to take a side entrance

or landaulet body, and from the foregoing brief particulars it

will be gathered that it forms a worthy companion to the 40-h.p.

vehicle introduced b^ the same firm about a year ago.

 

Fig. 5. -Sectional Elevation of Gear Box.

The R.A.C. has issued a certificate in connection with the

petrel and benzol consumption test, made with a 40-h.p. six-

cylinder Napier, on August 23nd and 24th last. For the petrol

test Shell spirit was used, specific gravity 7 20. The total dis

tance run was 200 miles, and the amount of spirit used was 10

gallons 3 oz., equal to 19-96 miles per gallon. For the second

test Bowley's benzol was used, specific gravity over 730. The

total distance run was again 200 miles, and the consumption was

10 gallons 3 pints, equal to 19 27 miles per gallon. For both

 

Fig. 6.-CrosB Section of Gear Box.

the above tests the same route was followed, viz. :—From the

13th milestone to the 113th milestone from London, on the

North Road, via Stevenage, Wansford and Grantham, and back

over the same route. The weight of the car on both days was

the same, viz., 3,226 lb., and there were four passengers carried.

We may add that no adjustment or alteration was made to the

carburettor for the benzol. Seeing that at was of much greater

specific gravity than the petrol, the carburettor should obviously

be slightly altered to obtain the best result, but even under the

adverse conditions the trial was very satisfactory.
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THE MONT VENTOUX HILL CLIMB.

AHILL-CLIMBING meeting was held last week end on Mont

Ventoux (France) under the auspices of the Automobile

Club Vauclusien. The course is 21*6 kilometres long, the

gradient varying from 1 in 16 to 1 in 7. The starting point was at

Bedoin, between which place and the finishing point there is a

difference in altitude of 5,245 feet, or nearly a mile. The first

day—Saturday—was devoted to the motor-cvcles and light c»rs.

M. Sizaire climbed the hill in 43 min. 27 3-5 sec. on his Sizaire-

Naudin, making the best time in the 120 mm. single-cylinder

class ; in the category for single-cylinder (from 121 to 140 mm.;,

Giuppone on a Lion-Peugeot was first in 48 sec. ; in the four-

cylinder (71 to 80 mm.) section Lachannay on a De la Buire

in 46 min. 38 2-5 sec. ; in the four-cylinder (81 to 90 mm.) class,

Belleville on a Brouhot in 35 min. 30 1-5 sec. ; and in the four-

ylinder (91 to 102 mm.) class, Souchal on a Brouhot in 29 min.

14 sec. The proceedings on Sunday were confined to the trials

CONTINENTAL NOTES.

The Provence Speed Trials.

Considerable interest wa3 shown in the series of flying

kilometre and five kilometre speed trials held by the Automobile

Club de Provence on the level road between Salon and Aries on

Thursday, the 12th inst. The honours of .the day fell to Bablot,

who, driving an A C.F. Grand Prix Brasier racer, covered the

flying kilometre in 23 4 5 sec, and the five kilometres in

1 min. 56 4-5 sec , the latter being equal to 96*3 miles per hour.

Kougier, on a Lorraine-Dietrich, was second, his times being

respectively 26 1-5 sec. and 2 min. 4 2-5 sec. ; and Haeusslin, on

a Rochet-Schneider, third in 32 1-5 sec. and 2 min. 38 2-5 sec.

Two Sizaire-Naudim, a Prima and a Demeester competed in the

class for single-cylinder cars up to 120 mm. bore, M. Sizaire

•proving the fastest—51 1-5 sec. for the kilometre and 4 min.

16 4-5 sec for five kilometres. The Citigory for four-cylinder

vehicles between 103 m n. and 116 mm. hore resulted in a dead

 

The Provence Speed Trials.—Bablot on the Brasier Car on which he made the fastest time of the day.

■of racing and high-power touring cars. The best time of the

day was made by Rougier on a Grand Prix Lorraine-Dietrich,

his time being 19 min. 30 2-5 sec, as against Babl 't's (Brasier)

19 min. 59 2-5 sec. The record for the climb stands at 19 min.

13 sec, this having been set up by Cagno on a Fiat in 1905.

The winners of the touring car sections were :— Class 5, four-

cylinder engines, 103 to 116 mm. bore, Feuillet (Brouhot)

28 min. 4 3-5 sec. ; Class 6, ditto, from 117 to 125 mm. bore,

Marze (Cottin-Desgouttes) 25 min. 16 4-5 sec. ; Class 6a, ditto,

from 123 to 129 mm., Hamelle (Mors) 28 min. 22 sec. ; Class 7,

•ditto, from 125 to 140 mm., Gaste (Radia) 25 min. 44 1-5 sec. ;

and Class 8, six-cylinder cars, from 40 to 60-h.p., Jenne (Rossel)

24 min. 54 4-5 sec.

■ i . .

The Renard road train which has been on view at the

Tropical Industries Exhibition at Liverpool this week arrived

in the city on Friday week, after a journey from Coventry.

Leaving the latter town at seven o'clock on Friday morning it

arrived in Liverpool a few minutes after nine o'clock the same

•evening— a distance of about 112 miles.

heat between Kiss, on a De la Buire, and Barthelemy, on an

Itala, both covering the kilometre in 39 4-5 sec. Kiss, however,

proved the faster over the longer distance—3 min. 17 2-5 sec.,

as against 3 min. 4 1 3-5 sec.

♦ ♦ ♦

The Semmering Hill Climb.

The annual hill-climbing competition from Schottwein up

the Semmering, promoted by the Austrian Automobile Club,

promises to be a big success, over a hundred entries having been

received. The event is to be run off on Sund*y next.

♦ ♦ ♦

Motor Vehicles in the French Military Manoeuvres.

The most important feature of the military manoeuvres just

completed in the Gironde district of France has been the experi

ment with motor instead of animal traction for the commissariat

wagons. Bordeaux was fixed upon as the terminus point, and

every morning a convoy of motor wagons left that city with

bread, oats, sugar, coffee, tinned meat, &c. In eight or nke

hours it covered the s xty odd miles separating it from the can

tonment zone of the 18th Corps, returning to the starting point
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next day. In this way two convoys of forty wagons were able

to revictual the army corps. The experiment has been entirely

successful, and has placed beyond doubt the immense advantage

of mechanical traction for revictualling armies in the field.

♦ ♦ ♦

The 1908 A.C.F. Grand Prix Race.

Two new circuit for the 1908 A.C.F. Grand Prix race

have already been proposed. One, wtiich measures 100 kilo

metres, is situated in Maine-et-Loire ; there are no level crossings

on it, and only five or six small villages are passed through.

It is situated near Angers, the principal places on the route

being St. Jean, Becon, Cande, Ch*mptoc<5, and Sc. George's.

The second circuit is situated between Bourges and Nevers ; it

ia 71 kilometres long, and, except for the level crossings, is said

to be an ideal course.

♦ ♦ ♦
An Automobile Caravan.

M. A. de Fabregues, a member of the Marseilles Auto-

motor-vehicles.—■—A public motor-car service is being established

between Memel and Libau, Russia. The Conseil-General de

Loire-Inferieure is open to receive offers for the establishment of

a public motor-car service between Nantes and Berval, for which

it has voted a subvention of £400.-^—Recently, when travelling

upon her car from Biarritz to San Sebastian, the Queen of Spain

experienced tyre troubles, and was unable to proceed until

Senor Don Angustq Porogordo arrived upon the scene with his

28-h.p. Daimler car and supplied the necessary outer cover.

La Socidte le Taxauto Nantais has just been formed in s Nantes

to introduce a service of taximeter motor-cabs into the 'town.

A start is being made with six 12-h.p. vehicles. In order to-

stimulate interest in motor cars some influential gentlemen in

Norway have recently taken up the question of organising an

automobile club. Eleven motorcars and seven lorries were

used in connection with the recent manoeuvre* in Switzerland.

Some trials with a new agricultural motor constructed by

M. Gougis have lately been carried out near Auneau (Eure-

 

The Six-wheel Car built for the' Khedive of Egypt by the Lorraine-Dietrich Co.

mobile Club, has recently l ad constructed a motor caravan

which will render him independent of hotels when touring in

various parts of France. The vehicle, which is provided with a

35-40-h.p. petrol motor, comprises a dining saloon with a table

for eight persons, the chairs being convertible to bedsteads, a

lavatory, and a kitchen with cooking stove.
♦ ♦ ♦ . ■

Motor-Car Regulations in Russia.

The Russian Ministry of Ways and Communications has

drawn up a series of regulations with regard to motor-car traffic

in Russia. All automobiles must be submitted to the authorities,

who, after examination, will issue a certificate that the Fame are

safe. The maximum speed permitted on the open ro»ds is

sixteen miles per hour, this being reduced in towns and villages

to thirteen miles.

♦ ♦ ♦

Miscellaneous Items.

Herr Scheibler, of Aix-la-Chapelle, has lat jIv completed a

double-deck motor-'bus for service in Abyssinia. A motor-car

race from Odessa to Nicolaieff and back (Russia) is to be held on the

27th inst. Tenders are about to be invited for the transport

of the mails between Amiens and Doullens (Somme), France, by

et-Loire), France. It i=i reported from Turin that the makers

of the Rapid car have suspended operations owing to financial

difficulties.

The fleet of Brown cars which is used by the members of

the Royal Commission on Congestion in Ireland has now com

pleted over 13,000 miles without having given the slightest

trouble.

An American firm of motor-car builders is organising a

competition for chauffeurs employed by motorists owning vehicles-

of their construction who do the best work and show the most

common sense in 1908. That the records may be absolutely

accurate in detail, each contestant will be required to have his

report acknowledged by his employer, and sworn to before a

notary public. The rules require that each competing chauffeur

must drive for the same owner throughout the contest. The

first prize is £200, the award being baaed on average cost of

repairs per mile. Thus not only will drivers be encouraged ta

retain their positions but also to keep their repair bill down to a

minimum by handling the car intelligently, keeping it constantly

in good running condition, and especially in avoiding reckless

driving. >
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 Several members of the

Gaelic League are on a motor-car

tour through the Irish-speaking

districts of Donegal.

The tenders received by

the London County Council for

the supply of a motor-escape van to the fire brigade vary in

amount from £860 to £1,300.

Manchester is considering the adoption of motor vehicles

for certain of its municipal officers.

A small car at a cost of not more than £150 is to be

purchased for the official use of the Motor Union.

Fifty-three entries have so far beeli received for the

reliability trials of voiturettes and light cars which are to be held

in France next month.

HERE AND THERE.

 

 

The 30-40-h.p. Fiat just supplied to the Duke of Rutland by Fiat Motors,

Ltd. The vehicle is fitted with the Fiat special automatic starting

device. Over the driver's seat is a substantial roof for the carriage of

heavy luggage, while the interior of the body, which may be opened

or closed at will, is a fine example of comfort and adaptation to

practical requirements.

The Union Motor Car Company, 21, Denbigh Street,

Victoria, S.W., have secured the British agency for a new Italian

car—the S.M.B., made by the Societa Meccanica Bresciana. The

first chassis is expected to arrive very shortly.

At the Brussels Aeronaut'c Conference, the Aero Club of

Great Britain has been represented by Prof, Huntingdon, Messrs.

Roger Wallace, K.C., the Hon. C. S. Rolls, Griffith Brewer,

F. H. Butler, and H. E. Perrin. Next year's gathering may take

place in London.

The Chi- Supply Company, Ltd., have opened showrooms

at 34, Knightsbridge, "VV., next dcor to the Ladies' Park Club,

where they are exhibiting examples of -Vars piado hy the Maison

Duhanot of Paris, for whom they are the British sole agents.

A stock of motor accessories is also heing kept on hand.

With the sanction of the Indian Government, the Motor

Union of Western India has decided to hold Reliability Trials on

December 26th, 27tb, 28th, and 29th. The test will be over a

distance of about 600 miles, from Bombay to Kohlapore and

back, via Mahableshwar, the last day's run being 185 miles long.

Damage to the extent of £50 has been done to a motor

lorry near Reading under peculiar circumstances. A motor-car

got into difficulties, and a lorry belonging to Messrs. Durham,

Churchill and Co. went to its assistance, and itself became

disabled. The lorry was left by the roadside all night unattended

and with no light. A gentleman, seeing that it was a source of

danger to traffic, tied a bull's-eye lantern to the lorry with a Etring.

The cord burnt through, the lamp fell on the lorry, setting it on

fire, and causing the damage mentioned.

The annual dinner of the

Motor Union has been fixed for

November 13th.

The latest departure of the

Vanguard Motor 'Bus Co., Ltd.,

is the undertaking of goods

transport under contract, and they have already undertaken such

work for Messrs. Barclay, brewers.

In the London Road, Hatfield, Mr. J. Gray has provided a

garage with accommodation for fifty motor vehicles.

An inspection pit is a feature of the garage which is owned

by Messrs. Passey and Hill, Ltd., at Ross, in Herefordshire.

Mr. R. W. F. Cecil, son of the late Lord Francis Cecil, has

just ordered a 26-30-h.p. limousine from Messrs. J. B. Ferguson,

Ltd., Belfast.

We learn that two motor-cars have been sent out to

Mombassa for the use of Mr. Winston Churchill in his forth

coming tour through Central Africa.

Messrs. Argylls (Liverpool), Limited, have secured a

trial order from the proprietors of the "Liverpool Echo " for a

10-1 2-h. p. Argyll newspaper delivery van, similar to those sup

plied to the "Glasgow Evening News."

Sergeant Baker was charged at Folkestone with perjury,

it being alleged that he gave, false evidence in a prosecution

which be, as traffic inspector, brought recently against a motor

car driver, whom he summoned for loitering, to the general

satisfaction of the townspeople. Baker was discharged without
any evidence on his behalf being offered. • ■

A delivery van that is creating a great deal of interest in

the Commercial Vehicle Trials is that of the Palmer Tyre, Ltd.

As will be seen from the accompanying illustration, the body—

built by Messrs. Bayleys, Ltd., of Newington Causeway, S.E.—

has been specially designed to represent a section of tbe well-

known ribbed-tread Palmer Cord tyre, and is of a decidedly

unique construction* The Palmer Tyre, Ltd., have received so

many inquiries from motor-van builders and users regarding tie

possibility of using pneumatic tyres for delivery vans, that they

have decided to avail themselves of tho opportunity to demon

strate the capabilities of Palmer Cords for work of this descrip

tion. The van has been designed for a load of 15 cwt., but a

specially strong back axle and rear springs have been fitted

for the trials, during which'the vehicle is carrying a load of

one ton. Tbe Palmer Tyre, Ltd., are confident that their 5-inch

 

tyres will be capable of dealing with the additional load without

the slightest trouble. Beyond: tbe special and original type of

body, the van dees not differ {from the standard 15 cwt. Thames

delivery van chassis supplied by W. T. Clifford Earp, Ltd. At

tbe conclusion of the trials tho van will be utilised by tbe Palmer

Company for ordinary delivery requirements, • > - .i

C
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In Stanley Place, Chorley, the Ghorley Motor Company

have opened a garage.

At Ross, Herefordshire, Messrs. G. and W. Butcher have a

motor garage with repair works.

We illustrate herewith the latest model of the Duco portable

turntable introduced by Messrs. Brown Bros., Ltd. This simple

and ingenious device is made of iron throughout, and so sub

stantially constructed that the heaviest motor-car can be moved

about on a pair of them, and so easy is their movement that one

man can turn a vehicle in any direction. For the handling of

 

cars at close quarters these turntables are especially useful, and

for use in garages they save tyres, time, and labour, while

facilitating the cleaning and washing operations. They work

equally well under either the two fronc or two rear wheels, and

by using four it is possible to turn a car completely round in its

own length.

The motor fire-engine belonging to Finchley has broken

down on several occasions recently.

" That's a life-belt," remarked an urchin in the Strand one

day last week as a taximeter cab passed with its Stepney wheel,

attached.

Messrs. Reynolds and Podmoke, of Stockport, near

Manchester, are making a speciality of coach-built bodies for

motor-cars.

Speaking at Tiverton Town Council, Mr. T. Lake said he

looked upon motor-cars as " The Devil's Own Team." They

made the country intolerable.

The motor garage of Messrs. Evan Jones and Son, at

Carnarvon, is in Castle Square. The firm have also a depot in

Bangor Street, in the same town.

The Lancashire Steam Motor Co., Ltd., Leyland, have

lately completed an 18-seated single-deck petrol motor-'bus for

the Metropolitan Asylums Board.

Messrs. Durham, Churchill and Co., Grimesthorpe

Sheffield, are building a 15-cwt. delivery van to the order of the

Sheffield Corporation for the collection and distribution of money

and tickets in connection with the electric tramways.

To the end of July last the exports of motor-cars and parts

from the United States this year have attained a value of

£849,098, as compared with £593,857 in the corresponding

period of 1906. England heads the list with £267,031, Canada

being second with £180,077.

The Sculcoates (Yorkshire) Rural District Council have

decided to apply to the Local Government Board for the

necessary powers to deal with motor cars, it having been brought

to their knowlcdgo that there was a possibility of motor-'buses

being run between certain villages within the area of the county.

In connection with the recent visit of the American Assis

tant Postmaster-General to Cork, Messrs. Argylls Ireland, Ltd.,

supplied the Cork Harbour Board with a 16-20-h.p. Argyll car,

in which the distinguished visitor, accompanied by the High

Sheriff of Cork and Mr. James Long, J. P., chairman of the

Harbour Board, drove to Blarney, via Carrigrohane, where they

inspected the castle. v

The question is often asked, Does Brooklands assist the

motor trade 1 The proprietors of the " Motor' House " are of

the opinion that it does. While not finding any decrease in the

demand for the fastest cars, they say that the track has been of

considerable service to them in regard to some of the older,

though fairly powerful, cars. Many people will not believe that

some of the cars of two or three years ago are anything like as

fast as the more modern cars. But when they take them round

Brooklands against the clock and tho wind, tboy will, probably,

discover their error in judgment and, in nine cases out of ten,

complete the bargain.

Mr. I). C. Cruikshank has opened a motor garage at

29, Diamond Street, Aberdeen.

" The Maid and the Motor-man " is being performed at

the Gaiety Theatre, Manchester, with a " gentleman chauffeur "

as a leading character.

Paraffi n should never be used in any way whatever tor

washing motor tyres. Covers are best and most safely cleaned

with a sponge and the smallest possible quantity of clean water.

The Sheffield motor char-a-banc accident has resulted in

another death, a young woman named Edith Slack succumbing

to her injuries on Monday. This is the fourth death as a result

of the accident.

Mr. Arnold Herbert, M.P., has suggested to tho

President of the Board of Agriculture that a large part of

the increasing cost of maintaining the roads should be thrown

upon the national exchequer.

Sir Herbert Jekyll, the head of the new Traffic Depart

ment for London, was motoring recently at a speed that he

estimated at twenty miles an hour. Accepting police evidence,

however, a fine of £5 on his chauffeur was imposed by tho

magistrates at Kingston.

Messrs. Gutteridge and Zambra, Ltd., of 308, Euston

Road, N.W., have opened a motor repair works at 108, Drum-

mond Street, Hampstead Road, N.W. Garage accommodation is

provided for fifteen cars, and general repair work will be c*rried

out, the establishment being well equipped for that purpose.

Four Dundee firms—Thomas Shaw, Limited ; the Kossleigh

Cycle and Motor Company, Limited ; the Dundee Motor and

Cycle Company, Limited ; and Mr. F. W. Raikes Bell—are

being asked to quote for a suitable motor-car to be used by Mr.

George Baxter, water engineer, Dundee, for his official duties.

Many of the large market gardeners in Middlesex now

convey their produce to Covent Garden Market, London, by

means of steam tractors and trailers. Among them is Mr. A. W.

Smith, of Feltham, whose Wallis and Steevens' tractor, hauling

two trailers piled high with fruit baskets, is a regular feature of

West End traffic.

The motor lifeboat, which is intended to serve Teesmouth

and Hartlepool Bay, is now about to leave the builders' hands.

She will be the only motor lifeboat on the North-east Coist, and

will bo the third to be brought into use in the country by the

National Lifeboat Institution. She will be taken to her destina

tion by Mr. W. Gales, of the firm of Messrs. Robinson and Co.,

motor engineers, West Hartlepool, who will be accompanied by

half-a-dozen of the Seaton Carew lifeboatraen.

While motorists naturally pay full regard to the appear

ance and fitments on their motor cars, the smaller matters are

often overlooked. Especially is this tho case with regard to such

things as goggle?, in con

nection with which atten

tion might well be paid to

the fitting as well as the

appearance. The use of

ill-ventilated and badly-

constructed devices of this

kind quickly injures the

eyes. Recognising this

fact, Messrs. Aitchison and

Co. have brought out a " col- '

lapsible cup " motor goggle,

which obviates many of the

dangeis connected with the uso of the cheaper varieties that are

on the market. Mr. Aitchison is a well-known optician and

authority on the eyesight, and, while paying full regard to scien

tific construction, has provided a speciality that fits without

pressure on the face, affording comfortable and easy wear. The

goggles are well ventilated, and fitted with special lens. The

flexibility of the cup form secures safety, as the spring fronts, if

forced to the face by a blow, collapse at once, so that the force is

projected from the face without injury. The Aitchison motor

goggle may be obtained from the firm at 14, Newgate Street, E.C.,

or any of the London branches of the firm, a? well as from their

Yorkshire establishment at 37, Bond Street, Leeds.
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Correspondence.

[Letters to the Editor should be addressed to the offices, S7SS, Charing Cross Road, London, W.d )

♦

I have noticed that after passing tha finishing line some competitorsRACING AT BROOKLANDS.

To tm Editor or The Motor-Cf Journal.

SIR,—It will be remembered that the promoters of the Brooklands

Automobile Racing Clnb, when asking for the support and patronage of

the principal motor manufacturers ana the sporting public, did so upon

the grounds that the Brooklands course would give every manufacturer

an opportunity of testing the capacity of his curs, and that the public

would be certain that the administration of these races would be with

out partiality. I venture to think that these promises in actual practice

hare been, unfortunately, very slightly adhered to, and that a complete

open system of competitions cannot and does not take place at these races.

The real cause of this unfortunate state of affairs seems to be the

desire on the part of the powers that be to arrange or strain the regula

tions so that the British manufacturer shall have a decided preference

over hia foreign rival. The proof of this statement is exemplified in the

regulations made by the club for entries of cars whose cylinder capacity

has been limited to 126 mm. (about 5 inches). Now these are the

Irive to the right with the view of turning round to the left, and that

others do just the opposite, with the result that either collisions are

inevitable, or that in endeavouring to avoid the same something equally

bad may happen. I think it would be wise if the officials were to issue

instructions that no stopping and turning round will be permitted, but

that the cars must continue—at a slower pace naturally—right round the

track. This would only occupy a few minutes longer than at present and

would, I am sure, tend to greater safety.—Yours truly,

A Spectator.

IS IT POSSIBLE TO ELIMINATE THE CHANGE

SPEED GEAR?

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—The question whether it is possible to eliminate the change-

speed gear in petrol cars is one that has been raised at intervals ever

 

The Cardiff Automobile Club's Hill ClimbinglCompetition.—Hr. 6. Stevens on his Royal Starling Car taking the first bend.

dimensions of most of the British-built cars, but the principal foreign

makers standardise their cylinders of this type at* ISO mm., and this

difference of 4 mm. prevents many cars such!as theifullowing from being

entered in this class, and of course it would be worse than useless for

them to enter in the next class, where the cylinder dimension is 155 mm.

:r> 45-h.p. Renault 130 mm.

40-h.p. De Dietrich... 130 mm.

40-h.p. Itala 130 mm.

28-h.p. Peugeot 130 mm.

40-h.p. S.P.A. ._ 130 mm.

40-h.p. Weigel ...130 mm.

and many others.

If these regulations stand, the foreign maker must build a special

engine, and therefore the cars they enter in these races will not be Bimilar

to those sold to the public.—Yours truly,

Fair Play.

40-h.p. Rapid

28-40-h.p. Zust

30-h.p. Daimler

30-h.p. Spyker

40-h.p. Junior

40-h.p. Nordenfelt .

130 mm.

130 mm.

130 mm.

130 mm.

130 mm.

130 mm.

To thb Editob or The Motor-Car Journal.

Snt,—It is. a curious fact that all the accidents that have so far taken

place on the Brooklands Track have occurred after the race was over—in

the polling up operation. As one * ho has attended mo? t of the meetings

since the internal combustion motor was first adopted as a source of

power for automobiles, and there appears to he very little doubt that it

will continue as a thorn in the side of the motor engineer for aitlong

while to come. Much has been done, it is true, but, in a certain sense,

what has been accomplished has actually tended to leave matters

further from the realisation of this ideal than was the case at the

outset. The necessities of the situation have been appreciated, and a

practical change-speed gear developed from extremely crude beginnings ;

during the same period the motor itself has undergone a marvellous

amount of improvement, but this has stopped far short of the culmina

tion desired, and its shortcomings still loom up as large as ever. There

are occasional outbreaks on the part of various enterprising firms in

organising top speed runs to show the motor world in general that the

change-speed gear is no longer an absolute necessity—it is merely an

emergency reserve and a friend in need for the inexperienced driver.

But the majority of manufacturers still continue to put a three or four

speed gear-box on their cars. Such performances as thoso referred to

show what can be done by a bkilful diiver with a clear road, but forcing

a motor of the present type until it is ready to gasp its last will not

benefit it nor bring the sooght-for result any nearer. Cylinder multipli

cation has appeared to offer a quasi remedy for the evil, and so far as the

use of the six-cylinder motor has made it possible to do a much greater
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proportion of the driving on the high-gear, it may he said to have accom

plished the object in view, but considered as a whole the problem

remains practically unaltered. It is quite evident that the inability to

start under load is one of the principal drawbacks of the internal com

bustion motor, and, viewed at the present ' stage of development, it

appears likely that the need of an intermediate step between the engine

and its load constitutes a shortcoming that falls in the same category

in any such exacting and variable service as that called for by motor-

vehicles.—Yours truly,

A. T. MlLLINGTON.

THE A.C.F. GRAND PRIX RACE.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—Referring to my letter of August 31st, to which Mr. Weigel

has been good enough to reply, I do not think it can in any way

be so construed as to imply tbat I am the only driver. I simply made

a statement, thereby showing that if I want to be successful I must rely

upon my own ability, that my ambition is racing, and thati ambition is

fanned by the remarks of people I have driven. At all events, please

exonerate me from any thought of pride or presumption to real racing

ability ; whatever I do I must do for my living, and I know that 1 could

do more if I only had the opportunities.

Mr. Weigel has placed the thin edge of the wedge in sight for me,

i.e., I must get employment with a firm who build racing^ears|; now

 

A six-cylinder Ban Giorgio car (an Italian Napier) being tested up the

Grand St. Bernard, a very severe road. At the helm is Mr. Bruce Ball,

technical director of the San Giorgio Company. The car depicted was

driven from the works without previous trials, and completed a run of

476 miles with one stop to adjust a fan belt.

who will lirst satisfy themselves as to the probability of my being a

remunerative acquisition to their workshops and then employ mc. I

would give up my business, motor dealing, and start at once where

there was a chance of—as Mr. Weigel so nicely puts it—being welcomed

ajb some future date as a successful racing debutant. At all events, ho

does not advise me, so far, to give up the idea.—Yours truly,

H J. Chapman.

A STEAM CAR ENTHUSIAST.

To im Editob o» Tht Motor-Car Journal.

Sir —Why is there so much prejudice about steam cars ? There is

hardly any correspondence about them, and none of that mechanical

analysis that appears with regard to petrol cars. The following may be

of interest to those who neither express their views' nor cry their wares.

1 sold to a gentleman a 10-h.p. White steam car, second-hand, and three

years old. The sale occurred on the evening of the 9th inst. in London,

and on the following day I drove tlie buyer home to Grimsby, where

we arrived in time, for tea. Not wonderful ; no, but just read the de

scription of the car again and add to that a heavy limousine top, tools,

spares, petrol, parcels, and two passengers as well as myself. We did

not have the slightest trouble ; the ride was delightful and the pur

chaser delighted with his bargain We only stopped a few times for

water and then glided off immediately. No starting handle, gears, or

clutch to worry about, and the smooth, noiseless, easy running was a

revelation to the owDer. The buoyant athletic movement is a real

luxury which can only be acquired in a petrol car costing four times the

price of the steamer. There is no doubt that some of the early types of

these cars poisoned the minds of people who still retain the fear of

sitting on a boiler and watching the water level.—Yours trulv,

h: j. c.

LOSS OF COMPRESSION.

To thb Editob of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—Would you please give me a little advice on the following ? I

have a 10-12-h.p. Aster engine which goes fairly well, but the compres

sion in one cylinder is not so good as in the other. I have had new valves

fitted complete (inlet and exhaust) and had them very well ground in.

I have also had new piston rings put in, but still this is of no avail, the

compression being still as bad as ever. I may say tbat the following

strikes me as being peculiar. I always find a certain amount of oil

floating on the water in the water tank. How does it get there? Do

you think there is a leak inside the cylinder head, thus allowing escape

of compression, and also a little oil into the water jacket ?—Yours

truly,

W. P. Loft.

[The oil that is fonnd in the water tank may come from the lubri

cator of the circulating pump. If there is a hole in the combustion

chamber that lets the compression escape into the water jacket, it is

probable that water from the jacket will be drawn into the cylinder

during the suction stroke, and if this is the case, there would likely be

trouble in starting up, and on opening the compression tap when running

there would be sieam ejected. The way to test the matter is to take

down the suspected cylinder and turn it upside down. Then couple the

water jacket to a supply of water under pressure ; the bouse supply

if from the main direct will be sufficient, otherwise a force pump mutt

be obtained. If there is a leak, a glance into the bottom of the cylinder

will reveal it. Whilst the cylinder is down for examination the crown

of the piston should also be inspected, as this may have a blow-hole or

1« porous. If, when these tests have been carefully made, the cause is

not ditcovered, it will be necessary to suspect that the work of fitting

new valves and rings has not been done properly. Has the cylinder

been tested as to being desd true in bote, or is it scored at all ':]

MOTOR-CARS AND PATRIOTISM.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—The writer of an article on " The Army and the Motor-car,'

in the current issue of a service journal, states tbat many officers in the

army are adopting the motor-car as the most convenient and expeditious

means of transit in the discharge of many important military and

social duties. He also mentions the fact that they largely patronise an

all-British made car. This is as it should be. In a contemporary I

read a report of an American's tour round the world on a British motor

car. If a London-made car can establish such a wonderful record, does

it not seem wholly unnecessary and unpatriotic to spend good British

money, as is done in many cases, on imported foreign -made cars, none

of which are in any way superior to or as good as the Britif h article ?—

Yours truly,

H. F. TkU'PKL.

Major, Army Motor Beserve.

TYRE TROUBLES.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—I was interested in Mr. Will Bishop's letter re tyre troubles,

inasmuch as 1 have been experiencing the same kind of difficulty. My

car is a V-h.p. four-seater, 1 began the season with plain Dunlop tyres,

750-85, but owing to the greasy state of the roads, caused by much rain,

and also by >vater-cai ts, had to have recourse to some kind of

non-skid. I was advised to have non-skid bands vulcanised

on the two back oovers. A fortnight after 1 received them

—during which time I had had no tyre trouble whatever—the

near hind tyre burst with a loud bang, one afternoon when I was visit

ing a patient in the country, after I had been running ten miles at a

pretty smart pace. I found about an inch of the edge of the outer

cover lifted out of the rim of the wheel, and the inner tube projecting

and a hole in it, the length of my hand. A week later the same thing

happened, but this time more of the edge of the outer cover came out

of the rim. It then got to be an almost daily occurrence, actually

happening three times m one day. I decided to use my spare Dunlop

cover which bad no non-skid on. Then next day, after I had driven

about two miles, the off-side hind tyre suddenly went down ; I

immediately jacked up the car, and found the inner tube very hot :

I felt the studs and could hardly bear my bare hand on them, whilst the

leather band of the non-skid was absolutely at atmospheric temperature.

I put in new inner tubes on both wheels aud once more lesortcd to the

non-skid bands. My motor agent suggested that I had nipped the

tubes with the dogs, ,or the beaded edge of outer cover. Three times I

have allowed them to fix the tubes themselves, blow them up and test

with gauge, but it still happened. The last time I had a brand new

tube put in, properly blown up by them, and had gone two miles to Visit
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a patient, and, whilst in the house, heard a report like a cannon. On

coming out, 1 discovered about nine inches of the edge of outer cover

oat of the rim, and ii slit in the tube into which I could easily get my

hand. I took the tube out and found it quite hot, the studs on the non-

skid very warm, but the leather, beiDg a non-conductor of heat, as

usual, cold. I take it that there is great frici ion between metal studs

and the ground, causing the metal to become very hot, but, as the leather

is a non-conductor of heat, mof t of the heat finds its way to the lining of

the outer cover and so to the inner tube, which when the tyre is inflated

is practically part of the inner surface of the outer cover. As a medical

man I should be glad to hear further on the subject, as such frtquent

occurrences as burst tyres is a matter of very grave importance.—Youis

truly, , . * -\ ,.,

• •" ■ - • Gal-en.

FAST MOTORING IN LINCOLNSHIRE.

t To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—I am requested by the Committee of the Lincolnshire A.C.

to enlist the kind offices of the Press in a very urgent matter. For

some time complaints have reached us from all parts of the county,

but more especially from the south-western portion, where the main

roads to and from the noith pass through the county of Lincolnshire,

as to the reckless driving of motorists and as to the damage caused

to the roads by heavy cnrs being driven at a hiph speed.

Our relations to the authorities and with the police, which have

hitherto been so cordial, are in danger of assuming another aspect, and

we have received information that i cry strict measures will shortly be

taken unless greater moderation is observed. I bbe.\

This club is entirely sympathetic with the authorities in this

matter, and my committee has decided to assist the police in every

possible way to check what has undoubtedly become 3 public danger

and a nuisance.

It is more especially in connection with fast driving through

villages and at cross roads that complaints arise, and motorists are

earnestly requested to observe the utmost caution in this respect. My

committee feels that the attention of motorists has only to be called to

the matter for an improvement to occur.—Yours trulj,

Godfrey Lowb,

Hon. Secretary Lincolnshire A.C.

THE CONTROL OF THE ROADS.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—As a casual reader of the A.A. and M.U. controversy, it

seems to me that the position taken up by the former is childish.

Even if the badge idea did originate from the A. A., why on earth

should not the M.U. adopt one? Assuming Oxford first thought it

expedient for her representative athletes to wear dark blue, did she

turn up her eyes and ask the vengeance of the gods when Cambridge

adopted light blue for the same purpose ? Of course not ; she, I have

no doubt, welcomed the distinguishing mark.

Then the scout and road agent ideas—the latter neither infringes

nor duplicates the work of the former, and while the former aids

scorching and incidentally the dislike of the public to motorists, the

latter is intended to ensure considerate driving and to popularise

motoring. However the quarrel may end, the ordinary motorist is

distinctly the gainer now, and, like myself, probably believes that com

petition is good for the public, and that the A.A. has seized an excellent

opportunity to advertise itself.—Yours truly,

A. C. Thompson.

CAUSE OF WATER BOILING.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—I have a 20-h.p. four-cylinder car which has not caused any

trouble until recently, when the water in the radiator commenced to

boil so badly as to force its way out through the filling plug when the

latter is screwed down tight and the vent pipe is open. The engine is

getting enough oil.—Yours truly,

Ripley.

[The trouble is apparently due to a failure in the circulation. We

would advise a careful examination of the pump ; if this should be in

order, follow on through the connections, radiator, &c. The cylinders

being foul or too nch a mixture will also cause the water to boil.]

SULPHATED ACCUMULATORS.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—I should be glad if you or any of the readers of the M.C.J, could

advise mewhat to doin the followingdifficulty. One of my accumulators

has unfortunately, owing to neglect, become rather badly sulphated,

and it is not possible to get it charged. I may add that I am able

to charge the cells from a 100-volt electric lighting circuit—Yours

truly,

W. Jameson.
[The remedy for sulphation in an accumulator is charging for a

very long period at a low charging rate. If possible, the acid should

be emptied out and weak acid of 1'050 specific gravity substituted, but

if this is not easily done it is not an absolute necessity. The accumu

lator should then be charged at half its normal rate for a long period of

time. The sulphate will then be gradually reduced, or that part of it

which is too hard to be acted upon will be diiveu off >y the gas bubbles

when "gassing" begins to take place. Some authorities recommend

the addition of a little soda (sodium hydrate) to assist the action, but

practical users have found that it makes very little difference.' As the

charging can be done from a 100-volt circuir, it »ill be no trouble to

arrange for a low current, one 16-c. p. lamp being put in circuit for every

4 ampere required. Change to ordinary acid after the sulphate has been

removed.]

THE NEW ROUTE TO IRELAND.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—Having noticed that the Koyal A.C. has been asked to advise

its members not to take their cars to Ireland by the Fishguard route or

vice vena, which means missing touring through Pembrokeshire—one of

the most picturesque counties in Wales—I have made a special point of

going to Fishguard to inspect the facilities afforded by the Great

Western Railway Company for the embarkation and disembarkation of

cars by the new route, and find that motor-cars can and have been

dealt with satisfactorily at Fishguard, where the cars have every

attention. The remarks wh'ch have heen n-aVe are unfair to the new

 

The Germain Car on Tour.

The Germain cars which ran in the A.C.F. Grand Prii Race in July last were
ordinary touring can fltted with racing bodies. Captain Maaui had one of
the vehicles fltted with a two-seated touring body, and has Just completed a
three thousand mile tour In the Vosges, Savoy, and Dauphine, touching Aix-
les-Balns, Chamber/, Qrenoble, Briancon, climbing the steep roads ot Mont
Cenis, the Little St. Gothard, &o. The road from Grenoble to the Col du
Lautaret, where the photo reproduced above was taken, has an ascent averag
ing one in ten, and thia was covered at an average speed ef 43 miles per

hour, notwithstanding the sharp turns and difficult passages thereon.

Rossiare route and prejudicial to the interests of motorists wishing to

avail themselves of the facilities afforded by the railway company for

the conveyance of motor-cars to and from Ireland, for it was apparent

to me during my tour of inspection at Fishguard that the arrangement*

were such as to ensure cars being expeditiously and carefully dealt with.

Special fitted trays are provided on which cars are run prior to their

being lifted on or from the turbine steamers by the electric cranes, and

cars arriving l.y road at Fishguard too early for immediate shipment

are accommodated on the platform under a verandah at, the station in

close proximity to the steamer berths.

These are the principal features which appealed to me during my

personal enquiries and observations, and I am satisfied motorists have

nothing to fear from want of attention, as my experience is that much

care is taken to satisfy motorists, the railway company showing that

they are anxious to cater for motor traffic.—Yours truly,

George Ace.

Captain Beresfobd, of Flemmington, Gollanfield, Inverness-shire,

has picked up near Oollanfield station a number plate B. A. 211, which

the owner can have on application.
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CLUBS AND ASSOCIATIONS.

THE MOTOR UNION.

iNfconnection with the meet of the Motor Union at Leicester on

Saturday last, a gymkhana was held in aid of the local Guild of the

Crippled.

vr BThe officials were :—Judges, Mr. Rose, M.P., and Mr. E. G.

Mawbey ; starters, Mr. Rees Jeffreys and Capt. Byron ; timekeepers,

Messrs. F. K. Ward and S. C. Winks ; hon. secretary, Mr. A. McAlpin.

The results were :—

~--.£Glassi of Water Race.—1st, Major Cole (30-h.p. Hamber) ; 2nd,

Mr. J. A. Harper (15-h.p. Huinber).

Lady Passenger Race.—1st, Air. J. A. Doran (24-h.p. Minerva) ;

2nd, Mr. J. A. Harper (30-h.p. Beeston Humber).

Tilting at Rings.—1st, Mr. A. Cayley (10 12-h.p. Humber) ; 2nd,

Mr. A. E. Gould (15-h.p. Humber).

irAiAdam and Eve Race.—1st, Mr A. Caley (10-12-h.p. Humber) ; 2nd,

Mr. J. A. Harper (30-h.p. Beeston Huinber).

Musical Chairs.— 1st, Mrs. E. A. Riley (20-h.p. Belsize) ; 2nd, Mr.

-J. A. Doran (24-h.p. Minerva).

The/prizes were distributed by Lsdy Marshall.

During August 700 new members were enrolled in the Motor Union,

making an aggregate total membership of over 19,000. 320 Motor Union

badges were issued during the month.

T"HE Motor Union is issuing a list of rules and courtesies of the

road, which it has compiled for the guidance of all users of the high

way. Neglect of the amenities of the road is often due to ignorance,

It was decided that a sub-committee be appointed to report on the

existing caution notices throughout the county, and to draw attention to

those positions in which they consider caution notices are necessary,

also that a letter be sent to the Motor Union to this effect.

The Secretary reported that his attention had been drawn to a

very dangerous corner on the Oundle and Peterborough road near Warm-

ington, by Mr. John Crisp. It was resolved that a letter giving full

information be sent to the Clerk of the County Council, and that Mr.

Crisp be informed of the action taken. *

CARDIFF.

The officials of the Cardiff Motor Club are to be congratulated upon

their successful competition held on Wednesday of last week, at

Tynygwrw Hill, Caerphilly. This venue is some half-dozen miles from

the Welsh metropolis, and the occasion attracted not only a good entry

of motorists but a large attendance of interested spectators. The length

of the measured portion of the hill up which the climb took place was

3,582 ft., with a total rise of 3S7 ft., the average gradient being 1 in 8*6

with 1 in 6*2 at the steepest part. The hill was admirably chosen for

the purpose of the trial, the bends therein being a good test of the

drivers. The handicaps were arranged Recording to the R.A.C. formula,

and the officials were :—Judge, Mr. C. J. Thistle ; clerks of the coarse,

Messrs. J. W. Courtis, F. C. shackel, and T. Butt Ekins ; marshal, Mr.

Albert Williams ; secretaries, Messrs. H. B. Jotham and S. Hill ; clerk

of the scales, Mr. W. Wood ; timekeepers, Messrs. F. Straight and

A. C. Reynolds ; starter, Mr. F. Straight ; handicappers, Messrs. H.

Hadden at d E. Owen.

 

The Motor Union Heet at Leicester.—Some of the Members' Can at the Gymkhana.

and the Union, desiring that the rules shall be as complete as possible,

is inviting suggestions on the subject.

WEST ESSEX.

Thk competition for the 1907 challenge trophy was held on the 8th

inst., but the results have not yet been passed by the competitions sub

committee, and will be published later. The next competition is for

the club challenge cup, and will be held on the 22nd inst. It will take

the form of a 100 miles reliability run, ron6ned to motor-cycles, tri cars,

side cats, trailers, or quad-cars. The course will be from the Artichoke

Hotel, Shenfield Common, thence to Billericay, through Stock to Wid-

ford, and back to the Green Dragon by main road (about one mile on

the Chelmsford side of Brentwood), a distance of fifty miles, such course

to be covered twice.

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE.

A MEETiKt; of the committee of the Northants A.C. has been held

at the Ceorge Hotel at Northampton. Tnere were present : Mr. Alfred

Webb (in the chair), Dr. A. A. Hope, Dr. Lewis, Mr. C. Phipps, Mr. J.

C. Hipwell, Mr. Sidney F. Harris (hon. sec), and Mr. J. F. Stops (hon.

solicitor).—Mr. Arnold Wicksteed reported that he was obstructed by a

carrier's cart on the Kettering toad on August 24th, and although he

sounded his horn continuously, the carrier would not let him pass for some

considerable time. He also said that Mr. Nicholls was also prevented

from passing on the same day by the same carrier, and Mr. Webb said

he had had a similar experience the following week. After full

discussion it was resolved that the hon. solicitor, Mr. F. J. Stops, be

instructed to prosecute for the three obstructions, the committee feeling

that the rights of members must be protected, '.

The results were as follows :—

In motor-cycles the gold medal for single-cyclinder machines not

exceeding 85 mm. by 85 mm. was won by R. M. Brice (3^-h.p. Brown),

and the silver medal by W. Pollard (3?, -h.p. Quadrant). In the claw for

multi-cylinder machines, 0. L. Sammers (5-h.p. Vindec Special) won the

gold medal and J. C. Moore (5-h.p. Hex) the silver medal.

In cars the successes of the Talbot cars were an outstanding feature

of the day, as will be seen from a perusal of the following re ulte, the

figures following the name of the cars being the figures of merit : —

Class I., for cars whose cylinders D'-N are under 35—nine entries :

1, C. J. Newey, 10-h.p. Do Dion, 76 95 ; 2, R. E. Lrigb-Jones, 8-h.p. Do

Dion, 76-28 ; 3, V. Riley, 12-h.p. Riley, 72 09.

Class II., between 35 and 50 rating—four entries : 1, G. Dav,

12-16 h,p. Talbot, 83 44 ; 2, J. H. England, 12-16 h.p. Talbot, 73 64 ; 3,

W. Biscombe, 12-16-h.p. Talbot, 64 92.

Class III., between 50 and 65 rating—ten entries : 1, C. R. Garrarl,

15 h p. Talbot, 97 95; 2, V. H. Woollen, 15-h.p. Talbot, 76 68 ; 3, W.

Stokes, 20-h.p. Talbot, 74708.

Class IV., between 65 and 90 rating—thirteen entries : I, Viscount

Ingestre, 15-20-h.p. Talbot, 84 41 ; 2, G. F. Heath, 24-h.p. Minerva,

78-27 ; 3, P. Grah ,m, 24-h.p. Deasy, 74 89.

Class V., between 90 and 150 rating— 1, E. W. Lewis, 35 h.p.

Daasy, 64 64; 2, W. Parker Thomas, 35-h.p. Daimler, 64-26; 3, II.

Hollingdrake, 35-h.p. Buire, 63-32 ; 4, N. Parish, 40 h.p. Buire, 61-38;

5, Capt. I). Hughes Morgan, 45-h.n. D .imler, 58 67 ; 6, P. Lewis, 35 h.p.i

Ariel-Simplex, 57"29 ; 7, Gibbon Brooks, 40-h.p. Weigel ; 8, S. Smith,

60-h.p. Napier; 9, E. A. Bowden, 35-h.p. Iris; 10, R. Cory, 50-h.p.

Darracq.

The first in each class was awarded a gold, the second a silver,

and the third a bronze medal. The winner of the silver cap for the best
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figure of merit was Mr. T. H- Woollen, whose 15-h.p. Talbot was second

in Class III. The 60-h.p. Napier in Class V. aid fastest time, but, at

■the dinner that followed. Mr. Parker Thomas announced that .Mr. Edge

having surrendered the silver cup to the second car—the 35 h. p. Daimler

—he (Mr. Thomas) as the holder would be glad to otter it to the club

lor competition again next year under similar conditions.

CHESHIRE.

Ox Saturday, under the auspices of the Cheshire A.C., a motor gym

khana was held on the show groanJ of the Wirral Agricultural Society

*t Bebington. There were thirty-five constants in five events, which

resulted as follows:—Appearance competition, Mr. A. L. Re* (2<l-h.p. »

Delaunay Belleville) took first prize, and Mr. D. T. Brown (70-h.p.

Mercedes) second prize in Section' A ; and Mr. J. A. Stephens <15-h.p.

De Dion) first prize, aDd Mr. W. Gerald Barker (40-h.p. Napier) the

second prize in Section B. The Tortoise race was won by Dr. A. J.

Wallace (16-20-h.p. Sunbeam), Mr. A. E. Crowdy (Siddeley) being

second. Mr. Crowdy also won the Victoria Cross race, in which Captain

A I kin (16-h.p. Star) was sscond. Dr. S. Wilkinson (9-10-h.p. Cadillac)

won the Police. Trap race and Mr. J. L. Smith (16-'20-h.p. Clement-

Talbot) was secand. The Bomb race fell to Mr. A. G. Jeans (24- h. p.

De Dion), with Mr. J. H. Temple (22-h.p. Berliet) second.

At the close of the competitions the prizes were distributed by

Miss King (Oxton), to whom a vote of thanks was afterwards tendered, on

the initiative of Mr. A. G. Jeans, seconded by Sir Percy E. Bates, Bart.

The success of the gymkhana was mainly due to the energy of the

honorary secretary (Mr. J. A. Hassal) and of the hon. treasurer (Mr.

William Jackson), who had the co-operation of Dr. Wilkinson, Mr.

J. A. Stephens,! Sir Percy Bates, and Dr. Stevenson. Mr. James Moon

.acted as starter, Mr. J. ArnittDear as marshal, and Mr. D. T. Brown,

Air. W. Hind, and Mr. L. Stevenson as judges.

NORTH WALES.

With the exception of a brief shower of rain, fine weather favoured

the motor gymkhana promoted by the North Wales Automobile Club,

held on Gwydyr Castle Park, Llanrwst. Competing cars were

divided into two classes—those ot over 9 ft. wheel base and those not

over 9 ft. wheel base. In the former class were entered Mr. A. E.
■Crowdy (30-h.p. Siddeley), Mr. A. C. Davies (35-b.p. Daimler) and Mi.

Phil. t>. Lee (18-h.p. Siddeley) ; while in the latter class were Mr. J. E.

Alkin (16-h.p. Star), Mr. W.'H. Buxton (14-h.p. Germain), the Rev. F. P.

Watkin Davies (12-h.p. Unic), Mr. E. O. Watkin Davies (18-h.p.

Germain), Miss Gwladys Davies (5-h.p. Oldsmobile), Dr. H. Grey

Edwards (10-12-h.p. Humber), Mr. R. Norton (8-h.p. Rover), Col. S.

Sandbach (6-h.p. Siddeley), Mr. H. D. D. Walthall (24-h.p. Germain).

Ac the conclusion of the events prizes were distributed by Lady M'Laren,

of Bodnart.

On* Saturday the South Devon A. C. held a tuccetsful meet at

Ashburton.

CASES UNDER THE MOTOR CAR ACT.

Dangerous Driving.

Lord Vernon was, at Stockport, fined £10 and costs and his licence

•endorsed for driving his motor-car through the streets of Stockport at

an excessive speed. The deputy town clerk said the defendant was

travelling at the rate of nearly forty miles an hour through streets

which were filled with people, and he frightened many of them out of

their wits.

Inspector Jarrett figured at the Reigate County Bench on Saturday,

being the principal witness against motorists who had been summoned

for various offences. In the case of John Rapley, chauffeur, of Burstow

Hall, Horley, whom the inspector charged with driving a motor-car to

the danger of the public, it was stated the officer had a narrow escape.

Inspector Jarrett said the defendant, who was travelling at the rate of

about thirty miles an hour, drove the car straight at him. He was

on his bicycle at the time, and to escape being run down jumped off

into the grass just as the car passed within a few inches of him. He

was of the opinion that the defendant lost control of his car owing to

a motor fcout acting " like a maniac." Under cross-examination

Inspector Jarrett said the reason why he jumped nil his machine was

because he thought discretion was the better part of valour, ami he

was not desirous of being run down by a motor-car. The allegations

were denied, but defendant was fined £3 and costs.

At Newton-le-Willows, Charles Gartland, of Marton, Leamington,

Warwickshire, was fined £10 and £10 los. costs for driving a motor-car

to the danger of the public at Winwick, Warrington, on August 7.

Heavy Hauls.

At Wimbledon three motorists were, one day recently, lined £9 and

«osts for various technical offences.

Five motorists have been lined £1 each at the Woolwich court.

Under the Motor Car Act a batch of motoring defendants were

fined at the Moot Hall, Newcastle, on Saturday last.

Cars as Obstructions.

At the Bridgwater Police Court Ernest Edward and Frederick

Morgan, motor-car drivers, of Taunton, were summoned for unlawfully

leaving two motor-cars in High Street for an unreasonable period, viz.,

one hour, so as to obstruct the free passage of the highway, on Sep

tember 4th. Mr. E. G. Boulting, of Taunton, appeared for the

defendants, who pleaded guilty, and were fined 5s. and costs each.

Driving into Sheep.

A Leeds chauffeur named Charles Butler has been summoned at

Otley for driving a motor-car into a flock of sheep on the highway at

Burley-in-Wharfedale. A farmer called on defendant to stop, but he

ran full speed into the; sheep; killing and maiming several. Butler

was fined £5, or one month's imprisonment. '*

»* '. A" Warrant Jssued.

At the Haywards Heath Police Court Albert Dodds was charged

with driving a motor-car at a greater speed than twenty miles an hour,

at Clayton, on July 14th. P.s. Huhtley gave evidence that he arrested

prisoner on a warrant the previous evening in Mayfair. Asked by the

Acting1 Clerk (Mr. Ellison) why he did not appear to the summons,

prisoner said that, being away, he wrote pleading guilty, and he

thought his letter would have reached the Bench in time. Prisoner

was remanded until Monday next, bail being allowed in prisoner's own

recognizance of £20.

No Rear Light.

At the Otley Police! Court, Albert Kaye, a HuddersfieM draper,

« as summoned for driving a motor vehicle without a red rear light at

Otley on August 4th, and also for refusing to stop when requested.i>y

a constable in uniform. P.c. Berarose said that at eleven o'clock on

. the night in question he was on duty at Otley, when he saw the

vehicle pass without a red rear light. He whistled and held his hand

up, and the driver pulled up and nearly stopped. The witness went

to get the name of the driver, when the car was set off at a fast pace.

 

A new design of Limousine body built and fitted to an Ariel chassis to

the order of Mr. E W. H. Beaton, by Mr. Max Graddon. Attention

m»y be drawn to the construction of the sides, which are made detach

able, transforming a closed town limousine into an open touring car

with canopy.
Photo by} I Wak. fi eld, Brmtjord.

On making inquiries at Huddersfield he found that the defendant was

the owner of the car, but on seeing Mr. Kaye, the latter refused to

give the name of the driver. For driving without red rear light a fine

of 2s. 6d. and the costs was imposed, and for refusing to stop the

defendant was ordered to pay the costs.

Exceeding Legal Limit.

At Carlisle, on Saturday, the county magistrates had to deal with

a number of charges against motorists of driving at excessive speeds.

The fiist defendant was John Innes, Fen Court, London, whose speed in

the village of Kingstown, three miles north of Carlisle, on the main road

to Scotland, was stated by the police to have equalled thirty-one miles

an hour, on August 24th. The bench imposed a fine of three guineas

and costs and ordered the licence to be endorsed. The Chairman added

that the bench were determined to pat a stop to dangerous motoring in

the village.

Speed Limit in St. James's Park.

Jules E. Vidoux, a chauffeur, living at Bills Park, Hertford,

appeared before Mr.' Fenwick at Bow Street Police Court on Monday,

charged on a summons with driving a motor-car beyond the legal limit

in St. James's Park. Park-keeper Gould stated that he timed a motor-car

driven by the defendant over a measured furlong in Birdoage Walk,

and found that ii travelled at the rate of miles an hour. Lady 1 'an del

Phillips was in the car, and stated that she never allowed her chauffeur

to drive more than 16 milos an hour, even in the country. Mr. Fenwick

said-it was perhaps impossible for park-keepers to estimate the speed of

a motor to a nicety, but it was evident that in this case the legal limit of

ten miles an hour had been greatly exceeded, and the defendant most

pay 40s. and 2s. costs.
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RACING AT BROOKLANDS.

The race meeting on the Brooklands Track, Weybridge, on

Saturday last was unfortunately marred by what proved a fatal

accident. It occurred at the conclusion of the sixth race, in which

nine competitors took part, and in which Mr. H. Vincent Hermon, who

was driving Mr. J. T. C. Moore-Brabazon's Minerva racer, had finished

sixth. The preceding competitors were all slowing up, but Hermon

took the .'harp bend at the junction at such a high speed that he was

forced up the banking. Apparently fearing he was going over the top,

he seems to have sharply turned the steering wheel, the wheel marks

on the track showing that the car practically took a semi-circular

course down the bank, eventually turning over on its side at the

bottom, with the bonDet pointing in the opposite direction to which it had

been travelling. The two rear wheels were smashed to pieces and the

driver, Mr. Heimon, and the mechanican, Slade, were both thrown out.

Assistance was quickly available and the two injured men were carried

into the club house in the Paddock, where a nurse and a doctor weie at

once in attendance. About half-an-hour later a bulletin was issued to

the effect that Hermon had sustained a broken arm and minor cuts and

bruises, that Slade had no broken bones, and that both were going

on as well as could be expected. After the races were over Slade, although

covered in bandages, had so far recovered as to walk out with his friends.

Hermon, however, wascairied away on a stretcher to Brooklands Hotel,

Weybridge. He was, as it transpired, much more seriously injured in

ternally than was at first thought, and passed away about 8 o'clock

the same evening. At the inquest, held on Monday, the jury, after

hearing the evidence, gave a verdict of "Accidental death."

so that the competitors could be easily distinguished, and by announcing

the average speed in miles per hour attained by the winning cars in the

various races.

The opening contest was fixed for 2.30 p.m., and prompt to time

nine cars turned out for The First 26-h.p. Race of 120Sovs., which

was for cars of a cylinder dimension of 64 or under, and over a distance

of 2J miles. The winner received 80 sovs., the second 32 sovs., and the

third 8 sovs. In view of the relatively low power of the vehicles the

experiment was tried of starting on the finishing-line, so that the race

might take place from beginning to end in view of the spectators.

Oscar Cupper, on a Metallurgique, got away at the start, and led for

three-quarters of the distance, when he was passed by the Arrol-Johnston,

Germain, and the Humber. Nearing the straight the Germain overtook

the Arrol-Johnston, the former winning by two lengths. The result was

H. E. Hall's 21-h.p. Germain (entrant driving), 1 ; E. A. Rosenheim"*

25-6-h.p. Arrol-Johnston (J. S. Napier), 2 ; and W. Phillip's 25'ti-h.p.

Humber (W. G. Tuck), 3. The winner's time averaged 53A miles

per hour.

The First 40-h.p. Race of 97£ Sovs. brought out a field of six

cars of a cylinder dimension of 100 or uider. The distance was a short

one—21 miles—the vehicles entering the finishing straight without

Eassing along the fork. The struggle for first place lay between

ieut-Colonel C. D. Carleton-Smith's 38-4-h.p. Napier (H. C. Tyron)

and Capt. G. Hinds Howell's 40-h.p. Iris (A. Clifford Earp). The former,

however, drew away and won by about seventy-five yards. The result

was : Lieut. -Colonel C. D. Carleton-Smith's Isapier (Tyron), 1 ; Capt.

G. L. Hinds Howell's Iris (A. Clifford Earn), 2 ; A. Huntley-Walker's

35-7-h.p. Darracq (entrant), 3 ; M. F. Mieville's 35-7 Berliet (entrant)*

 

The Brooklands Sace Meeting. The scene on the Track immediately after the acoident.

A regrettable disturbance following the accident ; a number of people,

includ ing several photographers,clambered on to the track and the officials

somewhat excitedly began pushing them down the banks, so that for a

brief period the scene was anything but a decorous one. Later on, one

particular photographer, who had been somewhat roughly handled,

mainly owing to his persistent efforts to secure a snapshot of the acci

dent, returned to the charge behind the paddock. Unnecessary force was

again resorted to, with the result that for a few minutes there was

a free fight between the officials and the photographer and his

iriends.

Apart from the accident the meeting was by far the most interesting

so far held, the spectators numbering about 5,000. New departures were

seen in allowing cars with their passengers to occupy the land on either

side of the finishing straight towards the fork, the members' enclosure

being cn the paddock side and the ordinary motoring visitors' opposite,

a goodly array of vehicles in both sections being en evidence.

It was evident, too, that the officials are keenly alive to the necessity of

rendering the racing more attractive to the public. Not only were the

races started promptly but they were all over short distances, while an

innovation was seen in a couple of handicap events, in which the

starts, which had been worked out by Col. Holden, were given in yards.

Although considerable time was lost in the five mile handicap in getting

the seventeen competitors on their marks, the race proved most interesting,

for while at the start the cars were spaced out all over the course, they

soon closed up, and there was an exciting finish. The interests of the

spectators were also studied by having large numbers affixed to the cars,

4; H. du Cros, jun.'s 36-1-h.p. Austin (J. Hadley), 5; and E. JG.

"Williams's 39-4-h.p. Martini (entrant), 6. The speed averaged 68$ miles

per hour. SWT" «^

By the non-starting of Warwick Wright's SJt'o-h.p.'Darracq, The

First 90-h.p. Race of 84 Sovs. proved a battle royal between three

75-9-h.p. Mercedes. The distance was about 6 miles, the winner

receiving 55 sovs., the second 22 sovs., and the third 5J sovs. J. E.

Hntton led for nearly a lap, when lie was passed by E. G. Drabble, who

won by eight lengths from Hutton, the latter beating D. Resta on F. K.

Fry's car by a length. A protest was lodged against Mr. Hntton, who

had gone to the starting post without weighing in, owing to delay

caused in repairing a damaged petrol pipe. The second prize was

consequently awarded to the car driven by D. Resta. A speed equal to

92J miles per hour was attained by the winner. Hutton's Mercedes

bore little semblance to this well-known make of car, for the radiator

had been removed and its place taken by a circular brass water tank,

from which a series of nine small copper pipes extended along the

sides and round the back of the vehicle.

Considerable interest was shown in the first Five Mile Handicap

SvfEKPSTAKKS held on the track. The race, which was over about 5

miles, was for cars of a cylinder dimension of 125 or under. No less

than nineteen entries had been received, and of these seventeen competed,

the largest number of cars which has so far been seen in a race at

Brooklands. A considerable delay ensued owing to the time taken up

in getting the competitors on to their dilferent marks, the handicaps

anging from scratch to 1.750 yards, or nearly a mile. The race proved
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exciting throughout, the progress of the scratch man as he passed

the different competitors being closely watched. It was only

ou enteriDg the home straight that he caught the leaders, hut

a couple of lengths separatirg the first two at the finish.

The result was : S. F. Edge's SO-h.p. Napier (F. Newton) scratch, 1 ;

Lieut.-Col. C. D. Carleton-Smith's 38-4-b.p. Napier (H. C. Tyron), 738

yards, 2 ; Mr. A. Huntley-Walker's 35'7-h. p. Darracq (entrant) 927 yards,

3. Theotheis finished in the following order :—C'apt. G. Hinds-Howell's

40-h.p. Iris (A. Clifford-Earp) 61S yards, 0. Cupper's 48 3-h.p.

Metallurgique (entrant) 98 yards, A. Huntley-Walker's 33'9-h.p. Datracq

(K. Hauesler) 1,053 yards, J. E. Hutton's 357-h.p. Berliet (entrant) 927

yards, G-. F. Heath's 27 9-h.p. Minerva (entrant) 1,505 yards, T. Thorny-

croft's 48-6-h.p. Thornycroit (entrant) 76 yards, Mr. R. Hennessy's

48-6-h.p. Berliet (entrant) 76 yards, O. Cupper's 25-6-h.p. Metallurgique

(F. Burgess) 1,750 yards, F. Guy Lewin's 41'9-b.p. Peugeot (entrant)

481 yards, H. Carle's 48-3-h.p. six-cylinder Mors (entrant) 878 yards,

E. G. Williams's 394-h. p. Martini (entrant) 659 yards, H. P. MacConnell,

4P9-h.p. Bapid (entrant) 481 yards, and C. Hurford's 48-6-h.p. Mercedes

(entrant) 76 yards. The speed of the winning car was equal to 65} miles

per hour.

Event number five was a Match for a 50 Guinea Cup between

Sir Ralph Gore's 75-h.p. Mercedes and, Mr. Guy F. Lewin's 80-3-b.p.

Hotchkiss, over a distance of about. 5} miles. Lewin was in trouble

almost from the start with his clutch, which prevented bim getting his

third speed in. Consequently he was nearly lapped by the Mercedes,

which covered the distance at a speed of about ninety miles per hour,

notwithstanding that just before entering the finishing straight one of the

rear tyres Hew off, the driver continuing on the rim.

It was in the First 60-h.p. Race of 120 Sovs. that the fatal

accident occurred. The contest was over a distance of 3J miles, the

entrant of the winner receiving 80 sovs., the second 32 sovs., and the

third 8 sovs. The event was for cars of a cylinder dimension of 150*1 or

under. Eight vehicles started out of nine entered, tbe result being S. F.

Edge's 60-h.p. Napier (driver, S. Smith), 1 ; S. F. Edge's 60-h.p. Napier

(F. Newton), 2 ; Oscar Cuppers 48'3-h.p. Metallurgique (owner), 3 ;

Capt. the Hon. D. Carleton's 60-h.p. Napier (Glentworth), 4 ; Mr. A.

Huntley-Walker's 55-8-h.p. Darracq (owner), 5; Mr. J. T. C. Moore-

Brabazon's 52-1-b.p. Minerva (H. V. Hermon), 6; S. F. Edge's 60-h.p.

Napier (J. F. Browning), 7; Mr. E. Herington's 58-h.p. Ariel-Simplex

(A. Harrison), 8. The race was a well-contested one, Mr. O. Cupper's

Metallurgique running strongly for a good part of tbe way. One of the

tyres of Smith's Napier came off about two miles from the finish, but

he continued on the bare rim of the wire wheel. The speed attained

was equal to about 761 miles per hour.

Five entries had l>een received for The Mercedes Handicap

Sweepstakes of 20 sovs. for acceptors (the entrant of the second

receiving a quarter of the stakes), for cars of a cylinder dimension of

175 or over, but. only three cars faced the starter. The contest was over

a distance of about 3J miles. Mr. S. F. Edge's 94-h.p. Napier, driven by

C. A. Glentworth, was on the scratch mark, while Mr. J. E. Huton on

his 75'9-h.p. Mercedes and Mr. E. G. Drabble on a simular car each

received 387 yards start. Tnere was a good struggle for the first place

between the two Mercedes, but eventually Drabble drew away anu won

easily, Hutton being second and Glentworth third.

WCMWi

AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS.

A motor-car accident has just occurred on the Cambridge main

road. Mr. J. P. Granville, of Dulwich, was motoring from Newmarket

to London, and when descending a hill near Audley End a traction

engine emerged from a brickyard half-way down the hill, while

on the opposite side of the toad were some school children. Mr.

Granville's first consideration was to avoid the children, and in doing

so he collided with the traction engine, smashing the front of his car.

Two ladies were with Mr. Granville in his car, but, fortunately, all

escaped with a severe shaking.

While Dr. Felix Lane, of 26, Almeric Road, Clapham Junction,

was proceeding in a taximeter cab on Monday along the Embankment,

a portion of which is under repair, the chauffeur, in his efforts to avoid

a van, apparently lost control of the steering-gear, and the motor dashed

with great violence into a gas standard in the centre of the road.

Every pane of glass in the vehicle was smashed, and Dr. Lane was

hurled through the broken framework, his face and head being badly

cut.

Herbert WARRELL, a motor-omnibus driver, of Eswyn Road,

Tooting, was charged on remand at Tower Bridge, on Monday, with the

manslaughter of James Hales. Warrell was driving a motor-omnibus along

Newington Causeway, and to avoid running over a man who started

to cross in front of him he ran the vehicle on to tbe pavement. In

doing so he knocked clown a post, which, in falling, struck Hales and his

brother, who were standing talking in the middle of the pavement. Both

men were knocked down, but while one was practically uninjured,

Hales was rendered unconscious, and died soon afterwards at Guy's

Hospital from fracture of the skull. At the coroner's inquest the jury

returned a verdict of accidental death, and exonerated Warrell from

blame. Warrell was subsequently discharged at the police court.

ROAD REPOR 1 a.

Bromley.—An effort is being made by the road authorities in

Bromley (Kent), to secure a reduction in the speed < f motor vehicles

travelling through the town. The borough council are taking action

in the matter, and have applied to the Local (iovernmeDt Board for a

regulation to be made that no penion shall drive a motor-car through

certain streets at a speed exceeding ten miles an hour.

Keswick.—The highroad between Keswick and Windermere was

early in the season treated for the prevention of dust arising from the

rrotor-cars. The result leaves a surface so greasy and slippery that

horses can with difficulty keep their feet. A correspondent suggests at

this season of the year, when coaches are so often overladen, such a

state of things is sheer cruelty to the horses.

Crieff.—At a meeting of Crieff Town Council the question of the

speed of motor-cars in the burgh streets has been again under consider

ation. The Secretary for Scotland, in reply to a former request by the

Council to restrict the speed to ten miles an hour, refused to grant an

order to all the streets, but stated that he would be prepared to con

sider an application for such regulations in which certain streets were

specified. After a discussion, a report by the Roads Committee was

approved of, in which most of the streets in the town were scheduled as

being dangerous for a speed of motor-cars exceeding ten miles an hour,

and asking the Secretary for Scotland to grant an order to that effect.

Worcestershire.—During the course of the discussion on motor

cars and highways at the last meeting of the Worcestershire County

Council, Mr. E. J. Bigwood stated that he did not believe they could

adopt any system likely to allay the dust at a cost of less than £35 a

mile per annum. visa

Battle.—The Battle Urban District Council have adopted a

 

of the " Motor House" Bale Boom on the

Daimler and Napier car sale.

of the

The Sirdar Rubber Company, Ltd., have received an order to fit

Royal Sirdar solid tyres to guu carriage tractors for the War Office.

resolution calling upon the County Council to place danger warning

boards at specified points within their area. *f~ vitia

Musselburgh.—The Town Council of Musselburgh havefmade

application to the Secretary for Scotland praying tliat regulations

should be made restricting the rate of speed for motor-car trafhc to ten

miles an hour (on certain highways) within the limits of the burgh, b- ■

Exeter.—The road from Exeter to Moreton Hampstead is in a

highly dangerous condition for motor-cars, owing to excavations about

ten miles from Exeter.

Tarred Roads Compensation Claims.—The Esher and Dittons

Urban District Council, which has been making experiments on the

main road in its district with a view to combating the dust nuisance by

spreading tar preparations thereon, has decided to resist three claims

for compensation made by two cyclists for damaged clothes, and by a

motorist for injury done to his car, the contention being that due

notice was given of the experiment, and that warning notices were

posted at either end of the length of road treated.

CrOWisorough.—At Monday's meeting of the Uckfield Rural

Councilattention was called to the state of theStation Road, Crowborough,

and it was decided that its repair should be immediately proceeded

with.

^

Rapid progress is l>eing made with the erection of the Huinber

Company's new works in Folly Lane, Coventry. At present one section

is completed so far as the building is concerned, und is being used for

body-building purposes.

Mr. G. T. Hilton, the Rugby agent for Humber cars, reports that so

far this year he has run a 15-h.p. Coventry and a 30-h.p. Beeston Humber

over 30,000 miles on hire, and has not failed on a single journey with

the exception of an occasional puncture.
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

SEPIEMBER.

21st (S.).—Nottinghamshire A.C. hill climb.

Southern M.C. closing run at Ewell.

Auto Cycle Club meeting at Lincoln.

Derby A.C. run to Dovedale.

Black heath A.C. run to Westerham.

Hertfordshire County A.C. members' driving test.

West Essex A.C. run to Shenfield.

Notts A.C. hill climb.

North London A.C. run to Hatfield.

Motor Cycling Club run near Luton.

23rd (M.).—Inaugural dinner in connection with the northern offices of

the Automobile Association at Manchester at the

Midland Hotel, Manchester.

25th (W.).—R.A.C. examination for driving certificates.

28th (S.).—Ipswich and East Suffolk A.C. petrol consumption trial.

Midland A.C. at Tudor Grange, Solihull.

29th (Su.).—Run of the Southend and District M.C. to Bishop's Stort-

ford.

OCTOBER.

5th (S.).—Brooklands A.R.C. meet.

Speed judging competition of the West Essex A.C.

12th.—Close of the Commercial Vehicle Trials. Final run from Baldock

to Dal st on. London, N.

Southend M. C. closing run of the season to Witham.

19th (S.).—Auto-Cycle Club's quarterly trial.

MARCH, 1908.

21st-23th.—Cordingley's Motor-Car Show at the Agricultural Hall,

London.

Liohtinq-up Times—London.

Sept. 21st—7.2 ... 23rd—6.58 ._ 25th—6.53 ... 27th—6.48

„ 22nd—7.0 .„ 24th—6.55 ... 26th-6.51 _ 28th—fl.46

To ascertain the approximate times in Glasgow an addition of 20 min.

should be made to the aoove figures ; in Manchester an addition of about

7 min. is necessary.

CLAIMS AGAINST MOTORISTS.

In the Under Sheriffs Court at Bristol, Mrs. Maria Merrick, an

elderly lady, living in Clifton, has been awarded £650 damages against

Mr. Clifford G. Rattray, of Frome. The claim arose out of a motor

accident on May 16th, when Mrs. Merrick was run over by a car, which,

it was alleged, the defendant was driving negligently.

A CLAIM was made by H. E.Tierney, labourer, against Mr. W. Eden

Walker, J.P., of Saltburn, on Tuesday, in the City of London Court, to

recover £50 damages, for being knocked' down, on March 21, in Knight-

rider Street, owing to the furious driving of what was alleged to be the

defendant's car. Tierney said the car made off as quickly as possible,

but not before the number (LC 8,457) had been taken. Mr. Harry Dobb,

defendant's counsel, said that the number was correct, but the car was

in Yorkshire at the time in question. It had not been out of the

county within months of the accident. For the plaintiff, several

witnesses were called, who said they were qnite sure the defendant's car

did the damage in question. Mr. Walker, the defendant, said he was

quit 3 sure the car did not do the damage. He had two cars, and the

other was in the South of France. The plaintiffs suggestion that the

number plates had been exchanged was absurd, as they were painted on.

The jury stopped the case, and found for the defendant.

POLICE^ TRAPS.

At Littlebourne the police have a motor trap leading to the Wingham

Petty Sessions.
At Stilton there is a trap worked by a couple of police-constables

who are generally located behind two telegraph poles.

A new trap has been started at the foot of Alconbury Hill, which is

being worked regularly.
At the Frystone Park corner of Selby, Inspector Pattison, of

Shirburn, who ib obtaining considerable local notoriety in connection

with motorists, lias a measured quarter of a mile.

Giving evidence at the Kingston Police Court, a police-sergeant has

acknowledged that the motor trap, of which he was in charge, was partly

down one hill and up another, with a stretch of level ground between.

At Esher, on the Portsmouth road, is a motor trap in frequent

operation.
Between th« fifth and seventh milestones on the Queensferry

road from Edinburgh a motor trap is in frequent operation.

The police have measured a quarter of a mile on the main road

from Huddersfield, along which motorists are timed. Information as to

its exact whereabouts was refused by the police-sergeant at the

Saddleworth Police Court, on the ground that if he gave the information

it would l>e reported in the motoring press.

Near Mitchell Hill, Chapeltown, Leeds, is a measured distance of

a quarter of a mile.
Pvecombe, Patcham and Southwick are three well-known Sussex

villages in which traps are constantly in operation.

PUBLIC MOTOR SERVICE.

Nearly 6,000 passengers were carried during August by the London

and South-Western Railway motor-omnibus service, which runs between

furii nam and Haslemere Stations, via Hindhead, Churt and Frensham.

This constitutes a record for any month since the service was started

two years ago.

—mOQQQBOS^^»

BUSINESS NEWS.

Messrs. Teste and Lassen, Warwick Street, W., are about to in

troduce a new London-built car. The vehicle is of 14-20-h.p., and is

fitted with a four-cylinder engine. , ■ ■

The Atlas Engineering Company, of Levenshulme, Manchester,

have sent us an illustration of a new metal wheel for touring oars and

an improved detachable adjustable rim they have recently introduced.

The Apollinaris Company, Ltd., of Stratford ' Place, Oxford

Street, W., are employing a 30-40-h.p. Daimler for the use of their

travellers.
At the Oak Lane Garage, Bradford, of the Northern Automobile

Company, Ltd., Mr. Albert House held an auction sale of ears, &c, on

the 18th inst.
The Heavy Vehicle and Export Department of Fiat Motors, Ltd.,

is now under the charge of Mr. Sidney W. Lewis, who has had many

years' experience in such matters. For sixteen years he was connected

with Messrs. John Birch and Company, Ltd., engineering merchants,

of London, and during the latter part of this time was in charge of the

motor export department. He has travelled round the world, and

thereby gained much knowledge and experience, which has since

proved invaluable to the firm he represented. For this reason his

services are likely to prove equally valuable to Fiat Motors, Ltd., who

are now making a special feature of their motor export department.

Agencies are already established in India, Egypt, and Australia, and

negotiations are in progress in connection with further representation

in the Straits Settlements, South Africa, Ceylon, and New Zealand.

Fifty cars are being built to orders received from India—five of them

were despatched to Bombay last week—while fifteen are now on the

road to Australia, and twelve will be sent to Cairo within the next

three months. - • ■

Motor Schools, Limited, have been appointed official instructors

to the British Motor Boat Club. The instruction launch is moored off

Messrs. Hart and Harden's Bhed at Kingston Bridge.

On the main road into Ledbury from the cathedral cities

of Worcester and Hereford Messrs. F. G. Swift and Co. have set

.up an excellent motor repair shop.

Ledbury is an interesting district, associated with the name

of Mrs.. Browning, the poetess, and visitors have been availing

themselves of the facilities for motoring in the locality provided

by Mr. W. L. Tilley, of the Motor Garage in the High Street.

At the Central Criminal Court, on Monday, before Mr.

Justice Bray, Robert Evrard, aged twenty-one, a chauffeur, of

Paris, was sentenced to six months' imprisonment with hard

labour for the manslaughter of May Smith, aged fifteen, who

died from shpck following a fractured skull camed by being

knocked down by a motor-car in Oxford Street.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

All communications intendedfor insertion in this Journal or relating

to Editorial matters should be addressed to The Editorial Dkpari

ment, Motor-Car Journal, 27-33, Charing Cross Road, London,

W.C., and must be written on one side of the paper only. Letters must «t

all cases be accompanied by the name and address of the writer, as no

notice will be taken of anonymous communications.

The Editors cannot undertake to return MSS. or drawings, althoujh

every effort will be made to do so in the case of rejected communicationi

Where such are regarded as of value, correspondents are requested to

retain conies.
The Editors do not hold themselves responsiblefor the opinions expresstd

by their correspondents, or for statements andfacts which do not appear

in the editorial columns.
To insure insertion communications and contributions must be it

the Editors? hands by Tuesday forenoon of the week in which the samt

are intended to appear. Disappointment may be caused by non-complianse

with this rule, and to avoid this earlier receipt, ifpossible, is necessary.

Photographers, both professional and amateur, are invited to send

photographs of current events or ofmotoring scenes and incidents. Theft,

if any, required for reproduction should be stated in each case, otherwue

no liability will be accepted.

The Editors and Publishers beg also to state that they will accept no

responsibility for unsolicited contributions, even if used, unless payment

for same is directly specified inforwarding, and the terms arranged before

publication.
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"THE INDUSTRIAL MOTOR REVIEW."

"THE INDUSTRIAL MOTOR REVIEW," which, established

in February, 1903, can claim to be the oldest journal in

the [world exclusively devoted to the interests of the com

mercial and industrial motor vehicle, has been acquired by

Messrs. Cordingley & Co., and is now published from the office

of The Motor Car Journal, 27-33. Charing Cross Road,W.C.

If.will continue to be issued as a Monthly Review, devoted to

the development of the Industrial Motor Vehicle, and afford

ing a means ofinter-communication between users and mazers

of commercial vehicles of every description. Under the

new proprietary, those features which hare proved accept

able in the past will be continued and extended, while

innovations to increase its influence with all interested in

the motor movement will be introduced.

' The Industrial Motor Review " is published at 6d. ; pott

free 84d, on the 15th of the month. Annual subscription,

8s. post free.

COMMENTS.

 
LL the records are not made at Brook-

lands. In New York there is a fine

thoroughfare, Upper Amsterdam

Avenue, similar 'to our own Oxford Street

in London. Instead, however, of a decently

smooth surface, it has cobble stones not

unlike some of the highways about Preston,

while, for motor-car drivers, there is a ten-

mile limit, as though it were some Sussex borough. Apparently

it has been used by at least one of the automobile firms as a

Bplendid place whereon to test the possibilities of motor-cars. A

driver was doing this successfully when he was esoied by a

couple of detectives, who were out in Commissioner Bingham's

automobile, looking for just such drivers. They were at 105th

street when ihey saw a cloud of dust up the avenue, rapidly

Hearing them. Next moment an automobile flashed by them,

and they started in pursuit. For a mile and a-half they were

behind, and one of them, timing the flying automobile on his

stop watch, found that part of the distance had been covered at

the rate of six miles a minute. At Seventy-fifth street the automo

bile slowed down and the driver was arrested. When the police

gravely told the judges in the Special Sessions Court that the

defendant was travelling at the rate of 360 miles an hour, the

•motorist looked somewhat askance. The judges were appearing

to question the police veracity—it would have been accepted

implicitly in Surrey—when the motorist hurriedly whispered to

his lawyer, who quickly entered a plea of guilty. The defendant

was fined 100 dollars, in return for which he has legal testimony

as to the speed of his car. Possibly he may hand the certificate

to Mr. Ross, the American gentleman who is anxious for speed,

on his return to the States.

♦ ♦ ♦

In another column we mention a few

of the educational centres at which in-

Technical struction in automobile work will be

. Education. given during the coming season, and

shall be glad to have the assistance of

our readers in extending publicity to

any other institutions which thus have regard to the needs of

the time. From the outset we have done what was possible to

foster this movement for technical education in motor-car work

at the polytechnics and technical institutes, recognising that

both theoretical and practical knowledge of the motor-car was

one of the best means to secure efficient drivers, and so ensure

the safety of the road so far as the automobile was concerned.

The opportunities for obtaining information have increased very

considerably of late, and this development is to be welcomed for

more reasons than one. In the early period it was urged that

chauffeurs were often careless and not always competent. The

adoption of a higher standard of knowledge of a practical kind

is probably the best means of preventing such failings in the

future ; hence the encouragement that should be given those

educational authorities which are enterprising enough to establish

classes of this kind, especially when they are supplemented by

actual driving tuition.

y ♦ ♦ ♦

Mr. W. Y. Cockburn, the Chan-man

of the Kingston-on-Thames CountyBench,

On the at which many hundreds of motor-car

Towpath. prosecutions have been heard, has been

referring to the continued running of

motor-cars on the Barge Walk, which

stretches along the Middlesex bank of the Thames from Kingston

Bridge to Hampton Court Bridge, and in respect of which a

Local Government Board inquiry for the closing of the walk to

motor-cars was held at Hampton Wick on June 5th last. Mr.

Cockburn says he understood that a statement was officially made

shortly after the inquiry to the effect that, on account of the

danger to pedestrians and other persons using the Barge Walk,

it was decided to close it to motor traffic, but on visiting the

walk recently he was very much surprised to find motor-cars

still running there. He and others were anxious to know when

this order was going to be given effect to, for there could not be

the slightest doubt that persons who frequented the place were

in danger so long as motor-cars were allowed to be driven there.

Mr. Cockburn added that he had heard of many cases where

cyclists and persons owning carriages had given up going along

the Barge Walk on account of the danger. We understand that

the order has since been issued.

Rear Lights on

Vehicle*.

In our Correspondence columns a

victim of police watchfulness with regard

to the rear lights on motor-cars asks as

to the legality of the endorsement of the

licence for such a small offence under the

Motor Car Act of 1903. We are sorry

we cannot do other than confirm the view that magistrates have

it entirely in their power in endorsing licences ; in fact, the Act

gives them no option in the matter. The particular Article

dealing with the subject is Section 4, which declares that

particulars of the conviction and of any order of the court shall

be endorsed upon the licence for all offences save the first and

second under Article 9, which deals with the legal limit. This

is a point that in any future legislation will have to be carefully

considered, as in this particular instance no inconvenience or

danger to the public has been caused, and, as every practical

motorist knows, the rear light trouble is not an easy question for

solution. In towns and places where traffic is congested in well-

lighted streets, the heinousness of the crime is not so apparent
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aa elsewhere, and surely there should be some magisterial

discretion allowed.

Benzol v. Petrol.

During the past month Mr. F. K.

Rider, of Leeds, has been using benzol

daily for his car (8-h.p. Rover), with

most satisfactory results. He finds he

can obtain considerably more power with

this fuel, the car climbing on top-gear

hills that he had hitherto been obliged to change gear for. On

removing the cylinder, after a month's running, there was a

slightly greater deposit of carbon on the cylir der walls and

piston head than with petrol, but as regards the condition of

the valves there is no appreciable difference with the two fuels.

On starting up from cold he finds it a little more difficult with

benzol, owing to its greater specific gravity. Mr. Rider made

an additional air inlet to his carburettor, but that is only

required on hot days, the carburettor working equally well with

petrol or benzol. Of course, the great advantage of using benzol

is the price, which works out, including carriage, at lOd. per

gallon. This experiment was conducted on a weekly mileage

average of 250 to 350 miles, and travelling at thirty-five to

forty miles to tho gallon.

 

Mr. Paul Brodtmann, managing director of the Continental Tyre

and Bobber Co. (Great Britain), Ltd., at the wheel of hi* 45-h.p.

Daimler, fitted with Continental Non-skids, on the summit of the

" Brocken," Hartz Mountains. Germany (height 3,768 feet.)

♦ ♦ ♦

Now that the Automobile Association

has gone northward, motorists in the

The A. A. In Lancashire areas should become more

Manchester. confirmed week-enders than they have

hitherto been. There is plenty of good

work to be done, and well done, by the

scouts of the A.A., and they should quickly attack the traps in

the Lancaster district, the roads leading thereto being a con

spicuous centre of operations. Carlisle, too, is another danger

spot, and if the Association's agents succeed in disheartening the

police in those two places alone they will justify the opening of

the office in Manchester from which operations will be superin

tended. The development of their defensive policy has been

well conceived and efficiently carried out, for the duties of the

scouts do not end with protecting members of the A.A. from the

provoking and un-English methods of the police. The system

which has been adopted secures their aid in many other ways,

while the plan of road reports places at the disposal of the

members information that may often be valuable in resisting

unfair claims for alleged delinquencies on the road, as well as in

combating police evidence. The Association is to be congratu

lated on its going northward ; the North should reciprocate this

attention by supporting the society as loyally and as numerously as

those in the south have shown themselves convinced of its fitness.

The Troubles

the Police.

Acknowledging

an Error.

The alleged infallibility of the police has

received some great indentations of late,

of and suggestions of perjury, with magis

terial disregard of police evidence, have

shattered the idol that some people had

set up with regard to the accuracy of

the policeman's word. Motorists have long chafed under the

system of never doubting a constable's oath adopted by buColic

magistrates when questions of speedy travel were involved. They,

therefore, are not surprised that the police, emboldened by the

ease with which they can persuade the Bench against motorists,

are now extending their prevaricating operations into other

directions. But they will quickly over-reach themselves, if they

have not already done so. Now and again there are indications

that the magistrates in some districts are not so gullible as of

yore. Thus the other day a motorist was summoned before the

Kingston Bench for exceeding the speed limit at Esher. Mr.

William Taylor-Parkes defended, and submitted that the method

adopted in ascertaining whether he had exceeded the speed

limit was a very unsatisfactory one, as it was very difficult to

estimate the speed of an approaching car unless it actually

passed the person judging. The Bench upheld this contention,

and dismissed the summons, the chairman stating that the car

ought to pass the observer, and the method adopted by the.

ponce was very unsatisfactory.

♦ ♦ ♦

And now comes another instance of

police evidence similarly discredited.

Prosecutions against two Darwen cotton

manufacturing firms for exceeding the

speed limit with motor-lorries have had

a singular ending at Bolton. Messrs. T.

and R. Eccles, Lower Darwen, had been fined £5 for a similar

offence at the same place, and notice of appeal was given. Sub

sequently the chief constable of the county communicated with

the appellants' solicitor, informing him that it had been ascer

tained that the police had made a mistake in a quarter-mile

measurement, and under these circumstances he proposed tbat

the conviction should not be recorded and that the payment of

the fine should not be enforced. Prosecutions in the other cases

were, therefore, formally withdrawn. That the police measure

ment should have lacked correctness is not a new fact in the

situation ; but that the police should have acknowledged their

error is truly remarkable. We wish we could regard the incident

as an omen for an improvement in their behaviour throughout

the country.

♦ ♦ ♦

The great procession of motor-vans,

lorries, and heavy vehicles is now in its

third week, and has been turned towards

London again. On Tuesday the vehicles

in the trial were on exhibition in the

North Haymarket, Liverpool, and on

Wednesday the vehicles ran to Manchester for the exhibition

there on Thursday. Up to Saturday last the following cars had

made non-stops since the beginning of the trial :—A6, Unic

Van ; B12, Lacre Box Van; 018, Dennis Covered Van ; E30,

Hallford Lorry ; E32, Siddeley Canvas Tilt Wagon ; E33»

Straker-Squire Open Van; E41, Dennis Van; E43, Commercial

Cars Lorry ; E45, Thornycroft Lorry ; F52, St. Pancras Lorry,,

and H58 Burrell Steam Tractor. Many of the others have

made most creditable performances, and a better aggregate

result was noted in the second week than in the first. There

are now fifty-three vehicles remaining in the competition.

♦ ♦ ♦

For some time past rumours: have been

current that the French mot6r-car industry-

has not this year ; been in a very healthy

condition, and that the 1907 season is clos

ing with a much heavier stock than usual

of unsold cars, more especially of those of

relatively high power. For a long time France had practically a

monopoly as regards motor-car construction, but within the past

The Commercial

Vehicle Trials.

The Position

of the

French Motor Car

Industry.
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few years many Large factories have sprung up not only in this

country but also in Italy, Germany and the United States, with

the result that French builders, who have hitherto relied on the

export trade as the main support of their business, are meeting

with increased competition ^t every turn. With the view of

ascertaining whether the disquieting reports have any foundation

in fact, the Motor-Car Journal recently caused a special enquiry

to be made as to the present position of the motor-car industry

in France. Tae first instalment of our correspondent's report,

which is a very exhaustive one, will be found in the present

issue.

Tarred Roads.

It would appear that the troubles of

the authorities who, to avoid dust, have

adopted preparations for the surface of

their highways are only just beginning.

Cases of compensation are 'becoming

frequent, and although the authorities

have not yet conceded anything in this way, complaints are

becoming almost as rife as the dust in the days before the

tarring. At Chatham an unexpected sequel has followed the

Chatham Town Council's experiments in tarring the highway in

asserted his belief with regard to the measures to be taken for the

suppression of dust. These are of two orders. (1) Mitigative :

Sweeping, sprinkling with water, either pure or with an addition

of deliquescent salts (chloride of calcium or of magnesium,

Aconia). (2) Curative (specially for macadamised roads) :

Sprinkling with water with an addition of bituminous oil (Wes-

trumite, Ripidite, Goudrogenite, Hahnite, &c.) ; the sprinkling

is easy, but the effect will not last long in the ca3e of motor-car

races, festivities, &c. ; sprinking with petroleum (particularly

in Cdifornia) ; tarring the roads. The latter is recommended

in the resolution which Dr. Guglieminetti will submit to the

Congress of medical men ; it also seem], despite the complaints

that have been made, to be most generally in favour among road

authorities.

Quite a joyful note prevailed in the

speech of Mr. F. W. Griffin at the

Spalding Foal Show dinner last week.

Mr. Griffin is a well-known breeder and

exhibitor of Shire horses. He said he

did not think Sbire horse breeding was

ever on such a sound bisis as it was to day. There had never

Horse v. Motor.

 

Mr. Charles £. Shaw, M.P., of Tettenhall Wood, at the wheel of hii new Star six-cylinder Car, This is the second vehicle which the Star

Engineering Company have supplied to Mr- Shaw.

New Road, in that borough. The tar adhered to the boots of

people who had to cross the road, and the floor of the new

church of the Presbyterian community was badly soiled, marked,

■and discoloured. The executive of the church has called upon

the TowniCouncil to bear the cost of scraping and polishing the

floor, but the Corporation declines to admit any responsibility.

It remains to be seen whether the elders will seek to enforce

their claim by legal process, but the point is interesting, similar

-Complaintsjhaving been made elsewhere.

♦ ♦ ♦

In this connection we notice that Dr.

Guglieminetti, who proposed the first

Tarring the trials in connection with tarring the roads

Roads, i at Monaco in 1901, maintains his con

viction that this system gives the most

" satisfactory results. "When he came to

England to take cognisance of the trials held at Ascot under the

auspices of the Roads Improvement Association he w:is very

•emphatic on the point, and rejoiced at what he regarded as

advanced English opinion on the subject. This week, at the

Congress of Health which is being held at Berlin, he has again

been a time when the foreigner was so much on the look-out for

good Shires. He himself had never had a better year. People

were coming from all countries and asking for Shires, and hs

believed there was a great future for Shire horse breeding.

He was convinced that motor power was not going to hurt

them. Those who drove motor-cars knew that they cost

a great deal of money, and for moving heavy traffic he was

quite certain they would never do any good. The motor-omni

buses were being taken off, for they were not paying a dividend,

and the railway people had told him that they had tried motor

power and it was no good to them, and that they had more

horses working to-day than ever. He recommended that they

should stick to Shire horse breeding. We are afraid that Mr.

Griffin scarcely reads the signs of the times aright, for the Com

mercial Vehicle Trials now in progress are revealing something

of the possibilities of the motor-van.

A REWARD of £5 is being offered by the Automobile Club

of Indiana for the arrest and conviction of any person throw

ing glass on the streets or public highways of Indianapolis,

U.S.A
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EXIT THE C.T.C.

WE motorists talk so much of touring that it is curious to

reflect that we bave not yet founded a body to cater

specially for our needs as tourists. We are mighty

particular to see that our cars are touring cars. We take part

in endless competitions to preve that they really are touring cars.

We use them for touring purposes with great assiduity, yet, as I

have said, we have no organisation whose special duty it is to

shepherd the motor tourist. In this we contrast somewhat

curiously with our cycling friends, who have a Cyclists' Touring

Club, yet admit to themselves that they have as a body ceased

to tour, and now merely race or potter.

Some time since, r» cognising the incongruity of the situ

ation, some of those in the ranks of the C.T.C. endeavoured to

amend its constitution so as to include motorists in its scheme.

But the ossification of idea and enthusiasm so apparent in the

changed character of the club's membership was too far advanced

to permit such a modernisation, and it was rejected. Out of

ihat rejection arose a turmoil and a strife that bas practically

That being so, the body to whom we must look for ra

development on the lines of a touring organisation is the Auto

mobile Association. That young society has, up to the present,

successfully concentrated its efforts on a narrow but much appre

ciated programme, and there is no reason to apprehend any

immediate diminution of its necessity or use. But the present

absurd condition of affairs in the official control of road traffic

cannot be prolonged beyond a year or so, and, with an accession

of sanity and justice on the part of our rulers, something of the

raison d'etre of the A.A. as at present constituted will have

disappeared. But in any event I offer it as a suggestion that

the Automobile Association should adopt in this country the

functions so admirably performed for French tourists by the

Touring Club de France. It ha3 the organisation ; it has the

officials, the energy, and I should say the funds necessary for an

admirable start. It possesses the nucleus of a Touring Club of

Great' Britain, if those running it care to adventure. Such a

programme would only be a development of the A.A.'s present

lines, for it commenced some time ago to erect inform ition and

distance plaques at the entrances and exits to all our southern

 

A well-known apot in Surrey.—An Argyll Car at the Hautboy Hotel, Oct ham.

rung down the curtain on the Cyclists' Touring Club as a popular

or even a live organisation. A discredited management, a

depleted membership, and bitter personal animosities dividing

its councils, mark the beginning of the end. Like many another

and similar body, it bas outgrown its usefulness, and it remains

for the new tourist—the motorist—to organise some body to

take up the white man's burden.

Motoring in this country has probably quite as many socities

founded to care and tend us as is probably good for anybody

concerned. They have begun to wrangle for the right to do

this and that, and we have the unedifying spectacle of the Motor

Union poaching on the very clearly defined preserves of the

Automobile Association at a time when it would be better

employed endeavouring to retain the support and allegiance of

the long suffering and discontented motor-cyclist. The Motor

Union has too much on its hands, and it would be well advised

to restrict its programme and to cover that programme

thoroughly. Its legislative functions and responsibilities are far

too important to be jeopardised in the fashion that seems highly

probable if its energies are allowed to branch out in the bewil

dering fashion that has characterised recent developments at

No. 1, Albemarle Street, W. Its programme requires pruning.

villages and towns. A little elaboration of these towards the-

T.C.F. model is all that would be required, and the institution of

a touring bureau for the issue of maps, guide books, &c, would

not, I am sure, overweight the abundant capacity for work of the

capable staff. There is an admirable model to hand in the-

T.C.F. It has avoided the error of entering upon a trading pro

gramme for its members which has injured the Motor Union and'

the Cyclists' Touring Club. The hotel scheme of the latter is am

anachronism. It certainly would not be desirable to cumber up-

the touring department of the A.A. with such an involved and

trouble-begetting device. By the time that it had all our roads

properly signalled and boarded, and its bureau provided with

all the multifarious information which would be required by its-

members, it would find its hands just as full as efficiency

could permit. Triviator.

Messrs. Evan Jones and Son, who have depots at Peny-

groes, Ebenezer and Pwllheli, have their headquarters at

arnarvon, where motorists passing through the town are always

welcome at their garage in Bangor Street. They have a smaller

depot at Castle Square.
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AN EARLY MORNING MOTOR RIDE.

-♦-

I WAS dining one evening last week at a well-known Italian

restaurant in Wardour Street, W., and during the coffee I

was joined by the amiable "restaurateur," the proud

possessor of a 24-40-h.p. Fiat, and he proposed a motor trip on

the morrow, which I accepted with much gusto. To my surprise,

however, when making the final arrangements he suggested that

his chauffeur should call for me at 5 a.m. the following morning.

1 demurred for some time, thinking of the unusually early hour,

but at last I acquiesced, and at 5 a.m. was aroused by the toot of

the Fiat standing at my door in Regent's Park. It was not

many minutes before I was seated in the car and being driven

towards the well-known hostelry of my previous night's enjoy

ment. There, on our arrival, 5.30 a.m., was mine host waiting

with hot coffee, rolls, &c, for our consumption. We were here

joined by a Maltese gentleman, and started at 6 a.m., the route

suggested being via Sevenoaks to Bexhill for breakfast, thence to

Hastings, and on to Bodiam for lunch, then to Tunbridge Wells

for tea, and town for dinner.

Our route lay through the South-east portion of London,

and it being a Saturday we experienced some delay occasioned

by the early morning market traffic, but having successfully

negotiated it we were soon out of London careering at a

delightful pace towards .Sevenoaks. I cannot properly describe

the exceptional exhilarating feeling to be obtained at such .

an hour of the morning. It happened to be a fine day, not too

cold, and the air seemed impregnated with some sweet odour

which seemed to lift one from Mother Earth. The country was

at its best. We reached Sevenoaks before 7 a.m. ; we did not

stop, however ; the car was going splendidly, and on we went

through the deserted town, when we were surprised to meet, at

such an early hour, a pack of hounds with the huntsmen in their

scarlet liveries. After slowing down to admire the pretty

picture it was not many minutes before we were well on our way

again. The surroundings, the country, the early morning life,

were so delightful that before I was aware of the fact we were on

the outskirts of Bexhill. Not very long after we pulled up at the

Metropole Hotel, and were soon seated in its cosy dining room

enjoying our omelette and coffee.

Breakfast over, a walk to view the motor track and a lounge

round the town was the next item on the programme. At 11.30

we ware again seated in the Fiat making tracks through Hastings

towards Bodiam for lunch. Not in any hurry, we reached tue

Castle Hotel comfortably at 12.15. Heie we were met by some

friends of mine host who had ridden over earlier in the day and

had ordered us a good old-fashioned lunch, which 1 believe this

hostelry has a reputation for, or at any rate ought to have.

After the lunch, to which we all did justice, a walk to view the

castle remains was suggested—and they are really worth a visit,

being, in my mind, in as good a state of preservation as any

ruins in England. An hour or so was spent in exploring the

surrounding country, and then we again started on the car, this

time making tracks for home through the delightful scenery

•surrounding Tunbridge Wells. Passing through this town we

pulled up at the Royal Oak Hotel at Tollbridge for tea. Leaving

there at about 5.30 p.m. we were soon flying up the long and

^tedious ascent before the drop into Bromley. It was not long

After that we were on the outskirts of our destination.

The difference between our going through New Oro38 and

returning on Saturday evening is better imagined than described.

However, thanks to the excellent handling by the chauffeur, we

arrived home safe and sound at about 6.30 p.m., thoroughly

convinced that to obtain a perfect motor drive free from traffic

and police traps and to realise the beauty of nature in its early

attire it is necessary to start your journey with the morning

deliveries of the milk. J. H.

Of a motor-cyclist, fined for exceeding the speed limit, at the

Greenwich Police Court, the magistrate observed, " He has one

excellent qualification for a motor-cyclist, he is so deaf that he

cannot hear the objurgations that probably follow in his track."

THE BRAMLEY VALVE ATTACHMENT.

NOTWITHSTANDING the many varieties of tooli on the

market to facilitate the removal of the valve springs of

petrol motors, there are still a large number of motorists

who have not equipped themselves with such useful appliances.

The result is that engines are frequently kept running in a

mediocre condition when, were it possible to easily remove them,

a grinding in of the valves would effect a considerable improve

ment in the power developed. With the new attachment which

has lately been introduced by Messrs. Bramley and Co., of

Okehampton, Devon, and which we illustrate in Figs. 1 and 2,

all difficulty in this direction is now removed, for hy its use it is

possible to compress the spring in order to withdraw the

retaining cotter entirely by hand, or at most by the use of a

light cycle spinner. Referring to Fig. 2, the usual spring-

retaining cup and cotter are shown on the right, while on the

left are the three parts which form the components of the

Bramley device. First there is an externally threaded sleeve

which is slipped over the end of the valve stem and secured in

place by passing the cotter through the hole in both the sleeve

and the stem. The spring and its cup are next slipped

over the valve stem, and then a nut is screwed on the sleeve

 

Fig. 1.—The Bramley Valve Attach- Fig. 2.—The Component Farts of the

mem as fitted in position. Bramley Valve Attachment.

compressing the spiing as it proceeds, until a groove

formed at about the centre of the sleeve is uncovered. A

crescent-shaped washer which acts as a lock-nut is then placed in

the groove, and the nut screwed down on to it until the whole

is securely locked together. No alterations are needed to the

engine to convert the valve3 to the new system, the only change

necessary being a slightly shorter spring which the makers

supply, and which they guarantee to exert the same pressure

when in position as the old one. Judging from the model

Messrs. Bramley have sent us the idea is as effective as it is

ingenious. The only point which is, we fancy, likely to cause

annoyance is the crescent-shaped washer, which in its present

form is inclined to "lip out of position, and probably fall into the

mud shield below the engine, ere it is gripped by the nut as the

latter is screwed back. This might be remedied by the use of a

spring washer or a pivoted one made caliper shape to encircle a

great portion of the sleeve.

The Ro38-on-Wye Rural Council are getting up a petition to

send to Parliament that all licences in connection with auto

mobiles should be paid into one fund all over the country, and

divided amongst the different counties towards road main-

ten Mice.
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CONTINENTAL NOTES.

The Semmerlng Hill Climb.

The annual hill climbing competition up the Semmering

organised by the Austrian Automobile Club, over a ten kilo

metre course, attracted a very large number of entries, the

competitors being divided into several classes. The best time

of the day was made by Poege, who drove his 120-h.p. Mercedes

up the hill in 7 min. 29 1-5 sec, beating the record made

last year by Braun on a 100-h.p. Mercedes by 10 1-5 sec.

♦ ♦ ♦

A Novel Hill Climb.

The Automobile Club de Spa held a somewhat novel hill-

climbing competition on the 15th inst. on the Malchamps Hill, near

Spa, Belgium. The ascent, which measured five kilometres, had

to be made four times without the engine stopping. The com

petition was open to all types of petrol cars, those fitted with

two-seated bodies having to carry 150 kilogs. of ballast;

the entries were ranged in the order of the power of the

engines in accordance with a formula, the largest being first

and the smallest last. The total time for the four ascents

was recorded against each competitor's name, and it was on

the results obtained that the separation of the vehicles into

categories was based. Thus, the first class was established

by the car which made the best time of the day; and in

it were placed those vehicles of an equal or greater cylin-

average and the actual times recorded was then worked out, the

prize—the Pilette cup, which has to be won twice in succession

to become the winner's own property—going to the vehicle which

showed the smallest fluctuation, this proving to be De Spirlet's-

Clement-Bayard, whose time for each of the four trips did not

vary more th an 8 sec.

♦ ♦ ♦

The Mont Pllat Hill Climb.

The Automobile Club du Rhone held an interesting hill-

climbing competition on Sunday last up Mont Pilat, near

St. Etienne, France. The road, which comprises many sharp

turns, is five miles long, the average gradient being 7 per cent.,

or about 1 in 14. The usual categories for touring and racing

cars were provided. Rougier, on his Grand Pnx Lorraine-

Dietrich, repeated his Mout Ventoux victory of the previous

Sunday by making the best time of the day, he climbing the

hill in 6 min. 20 sec. Bablot, his biggest rival, had, unfortu

nately, to retire half a mile from the finish owing to the

breaking of the clutch of his Brasicr. Halut on a Mors was

second in 8 min. 51 sec. In the 120-140 mm. cylinder bore

racing category Mottard, on a De la Buire, made thej climb

in 8 min. 16 sec.

♦ ♦ ♦

International Races for Touring Cars.

Some important resolutions with regard to international- races

were passed at the recent meeting of the Automobile Club of

 

Austrian Military Eoad Trains in Course of Trial on the Semmering Hill. lAUatmeine Automobil Zeitung.

der capacity in. accordance with the formula. Other categories

were formed in the same way. To illustrate the method

which was adopted, let it be imagined that twenty entries

were received and arranged in the order of the cylinder

capacity. Further, supposing that the best time was made

by the sixth car, this would be the winner in Class 1, in

which the preceding five vehicles would fall. Category 2 would

be formed by taking the car showing the best time out of the

remaining fourteen. If this were the tenth in the complete

list, cars No. 7, 8, 9, and 10 would fall into the second sec

tion, the same plan being adopted for the renin ining vehicles.

Twenty-one cars took part in the event, ranging from a

129-52-h.p. (by formula) Metallurgique to a 34'64-h.p. Clement-

Bayard. The best time of the day was made by Moermann on

a 104-96 h.p. Mercedes (time, 15 min. 4 2-5 sec), the Metal

lurgique referred to above being second in Class 1 in 16 min.

32 1-5 sec The winners in the other classes were :—Dabmen

(10036-h.p. Opel\ 17 min. 8 4-5 sec. ; Gregorius (91-8-h.p.

itala), 17 min. 23 sec. ; Wilford (44-4-h.p. Germain), 20 min.

11 2-5 sec. ; Bourlaid (34-6-h.p. Germain), 23 min. 55 1-5 sec. ;

and De Spirlet (34'G-h.p. Clement-Bayard), 25 min. 8 2-5 sec.

The awards as to regularity were also mode on a somewhat novel

plan. In this section only the winners of the different categories

in the speed classification were taken into account. The average

time for the hill climb was found by dividing the gross time for

the different ascents by four. The difference between the

Italy. It is suggested that, in addition to tho annual classic

contest for racers, several speed events open to touring cars

shall be organised under the regulations of the International

Committee of Delegates of National Clubs. With a view of

limiting the steadily increasing number of international races,

the Club has further suggested that only recognition shall be

given to races run on the open road over a minimum distance of

20 kilometres, to be notified in the first quarter of 1908, and in

which a guarantee is given as to the technical and sporting

organisation arrangements.

♦ ♦ ♦

Miscellaneous Items.

The motor-car has made its appearance at the Vatican,

Cardinal Merry del Val having lately acquired a limousine.

The tenth anniversary of the founding of the Mid-European

Motor-car Union is to be celebrated by a banquet in Berlin on

October 1st. A public motor-car service is shortly to be

started' between Hofheim and Okriftel, near Wiesbaden,

Germany. The Peugeot Company have lately patented a new

petrol motor in which the inlet and exhaust vaives are of the

piston type and actuated by a single cam. The annual

hill-climbing competition at Chateau-Thierry is to be held

on Sunday next, the 29th inst. An entry list of nearly

sixty vehicles has been obtained, among them being two

Napiers.
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The Present Position of the French

Motor-Car Industry.

(By a Special

WHEN an industry attains the rank of sixth in importance

in relation to a nation's exports, and more especially

when this industry is of a mushroom growth, repre

sented by the motor-car trade, conditions and statistics are care

fully watched and commented upon both by national economists

and by foreign rivals, to discover defensive measures in the one

case and weakness and trade possibilities in the other. . Franco

now occupies that unenviable position, which has come about by

the credit which has attached to the rumours of the past few

months regarding the state of its internal market and exterior

trade. One by one certain facts have come to light which,

culminating, have led people to suppose that there is more than

a passing depression to disturb the hitherto strongly marked

upward tendency of French trade ; but, however keenly the signs

of the times have been discounted, there remains little upon

Correspondent.)

it being of note that very little of this export trade ever returns

in like form. For the first time in twenty-five yeais the value

of exports of French, produce has exceeded that of the imports,

and Frenchmen are drawing comforting conclusions from the

fact. Conditions which have been constant for half a decade

cannot be considered conclusive, and the present feeling is that,

however elated statistical facts may cause the makers to feel, a

wave of depression would be brought about if it could be shown

that "buds were as scarce as bloom was plentiful." The status

of the trade in France is undergoing a serious alteration, for

whatever quick changes have come about in past years of the

trade history, these changes have been for the better. The

present change is not so easily diagnosed, and wears two aspect"

—the internal trade prospects and the exterior market for,

French oars and parts. Of the two points of view the exterior

 

 

louring in France.—A Mors Car at the Gate of the Old Castle at Caen.

which to seize as the nucleus of the story of the threatened crisis

in the industry. Inasmuch as France has been in the vanguard

of European nations in matters concerning the internal com

bustion motor, quantity and quality, practice and theory being

included in the French claim to a grand superiority, it is but

natural, so it is said, that the turning point in motor-car indus

trial progress should likewise see the day amongst the busy

factories on the banks of the Seine.

Trade has been dull in France for the whole of the year,

and the fact has escaped nobody. But whether this portends a

"oming crisis, or merely a passing depression, is a searching ques

tion, which only a general and critical study of the changeable

market conditions can answer. Reference has been made to the

exceedingly youthful character of the automobile industry and

the high position it has already taken in the wealth of the

nation. The most important of French industries is the old-

established silk trade ; wine exports sre fifth on the list, closely

followed by the value of automobiles and parts exported, a

lona-iide figure amounting in 1906 to six million pounds sterling.

trade is by far the more important and fraught with greater

danger to French factories ; for, whilst the internal trade may be

suitably protected, the foreign market cannot, and, moreover,

the latter is an ever-increasing factor in the welfare of the

French automobile trade.

It is a fairly sound statement that if the special conditions

now confronting the trade in France were to affect any other of

the leading French industries the word crisis could rightfully

be applied, and confidence would be lacking. This is the great

difference between the motor-car and other trades. The latter

are directed and managed by older established and perhaps less

energetic firms than is the youngest of French industries, and a

serious change in the market conditions would mean ruin to

many. The automobile traders, however, are new to the work,

and buckle to with ability and energy to combat rumour and

fact, and this factor has to be reckoned with in all essays upon

the present trend of affairs in the motor industry.

Dealing first with the internal aspect of the question, upon

which volumes might be written and endless debates started it
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must be stated that the present position of affairs has been to

some extent brought about by the lop-sided growth of foreign

trade, which has caused attention to be given to the birds in the

bush whilst neglecting those in the hand. The latter, in view of

French tariff possibilities, has always been a sure thing for

French firms, and only recently has there been the stimulus of

competition added to home trade to cause lively bargaining

between agents and buyers. The possibilities of home trade

are by no means played out, and there remains a deal to be done

in order to bring about a healthy trade in France. True,

business is slack, but, on the other hand, till recently little has

been done towards making trade.

wn*'^Such has been the ease with which French production has

been disposed of in past years, that it is small wonder that

competitive tactics have been rather tabooed among the makers

in France. It has been impossible to purchase the same car in

Paris that has been sold at a given figure in London. This

peculiarity is not confined to motor-cars. Many other products

of French industry are sold at higher rates at home than abroad,

simply by reason of the artificial tariff wall which deadens com

petition, as the word is understood in Great Britain at least.

The above may be said to have held good until the beginning of

last year, when another element appeared in the trade, this being

the organisation of new works fitted with the most modern

machine tools, and devoting their energies towards the pro

duction in bulk of one or two models. The effects would have

 

Mr. A. Lee Guinness at the wheel of his 200-h.p. eight-cylinder

Darracq Eacer on the Brooklands Track. On the 20th inst. he

attained a speed of 115 4 miles per hour, whereupon the car was

bought by Mr. Dugald Boss.

been noticed immediately in the swamping of the market and

the quick decline of prices at home (for these new firms had not

achieved the reputation requisite to build up a large foreign

trade), had there not arisen just at that time an enormous

demand for chassis designed for town use, and especially for

public hiring business, as represented by the taximeter motor-cab.

This " taxi business, as it is familiarly known, caught up every

maker who could spare a corner of his shops for the work, and

some well-known firms went so far as to build large additions to

their factories, where only chassis for motor-cabs have been made.

The demand for these vehicles has been almost unlimited, and large

orders of almost unprecedented importance have been handled

both for Paris and the principal European and American capitals,

in addition to smaller orders for large towns. But huge demand

brings about a plentiful supply, and the newer firms referred to

above, which have grown up, one may say, by the dozen within

the past two years, have brought the question of supply and

demand to a more normal basis. . There is less profit to be made

from the construction of chassis for motor-cabs now than there

was eighteen months ago, for the reason that prices have declined

although the demand is still great. Firms are again turning

their attention to their normal output, and it is found that the

trade in touring cars has suffered largely within the past year.

The reasons for this are not far to seek. The introduction of

taximeter cabs upon the city streets has put off many a customer

who, for business or pleasure, had need of a town vehicle ; for

the hire of a cab, even for several hours daily, has been proved

to be less expensive than the keeping of the private car and a

chauffeur, not to mention the repair bill, which somehow seems to

remain at a constant figure whatever the daily service of the

vehicle. Thus professional men, just beginning to consider the

acquisition of a light car, have postponed their purchase until

vehicles are cheaper than the hire of a motor-cab, a state of

affairs which is sure to come about in the long run. The light

car business was beginning to be studied with success in France

when the taximeter cabs first appeared, and the result has been

the falling off of sales of these handy vehicles, a decline in trade

which may be considered as relative rather than actual, since the

number sold has certainly increased. So much may be said for the

light car, which has proved itself an essential adjunct to city life.

The situation is still worse as regards the high-powered car,

the 40, 60, and 80-h.p. vehicles which were so wont to be pushed

by agents a year or so ago. There is still a demand for these

cars, since fashion will have its way, and there are those who do

not count cost of upkeep compared to the delight of handling a

high-powered machine. These cars were very quickly found

quite unsuitable for city work, and of use only for teuring and

long country trips. With the convincing proof of the capabili

ties of the 30 or 35-h.p. vehicle, however, as brought to light in

the various endurance trials, speed meets, hill-climbing contests,

<!fec, it came to be seen that the uneconomical running of the

heavy four and six-cylinder cars was very much out of proportion

to the actual advantages of possessing a vehicle capable of doing

certainly four or five miles an hour more than the moderate-sized

machine, which latter also could easily hold the road at speeds

beyond the limit either permitted in tolerant France or com

patible with comfortable and safe travel. The doom of the sale

of the heavily-powered car was, moreover, more than apparent

from the splendid doings of tne small-powered car in the Grand

Prix and other road contests. The swing of the pendulum rang

in the fashion for the handy medium power car.

The number of pleasure cars in France is not so great as may

be imagined, and leaving out the hundreds of taximeters which

are placed in service monthly, it is certain that seventeen or

eighteen thousand. can. of more than two seats are all that are in

service. Of two-seated cars there may be 3,500. This total is

not overwhelming having in mind the size of French factories

and the aggregate production. A two mile circle with Puteaux

as its centre would include factories capable of producing; 500

cars per week. Certain it is that either the demand in France

is really small, or the trade is not pushed as it should be. The

writer inclines to the latter opinion, and is backed up in the

statement by the unprejudiced spirits in the French Automobile

Club. It is just here that the export trade affects the interior

trade, for, to aggravate the existing conditions, there has been a

very marked tendency this present year towards a decline in the

exports of complete can. This aspect of the matter is dealt with

later on, but the main result has been that ears which were

offered at a premium early in the year in Paris are now sold at a

reduction—anything to clear stock before the Salon—which is a

month earlier than usual this year. It is not that the makers

are full up with stock. They had, for the most part, exclusive

contracts with large agencies, and disposed of their 1907 pro

duction before the needs of the market were known. The agents,

however, have found themselves in a difficult position as regards

their contracts, and the fly in the treacle was observable even in

1906 when Brasier cancelled his contract for the disposal of his

entire stock to an exclusive agent, and started dealing direct with

the public. That makers did not do this before is a proof of the

heavy demand and scant supply. In view of the congested

conditions of agents' garages, and the hesitation shown by the

latter to renew their contracts, makers are now taking the bull

by the horns and making arrangements to dispose of their pro

duction in the way recognised and practised by all trades

except those snugly stowed away in a monopoly.

(To be concluded).
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SOME NOTES ON LOSS OF POWER.

WHETHER the car be a four-cylinder high-powered one

or merely a 5-h.p. single-cylinder it is equally liable

to the indisposition known as loss of power—a form

of laziness, if you choose to call it so, but one for which there is

always a cause, and this, if diagnosed, can be treated, and, what

is more, cured. The causes which bring about loss of power can

be considered under three headings :—1, poor compression ; 2,

poor ignition ; 3, poor water circulation.

Poor compression may be due to leakage at either the inlet

or exhaust valves, sparking plug, compression chamber, if it be a

detachable one, or the piston rings. If a little soap or oil is placed

round a suspected joint and the engine started up, escape of

bubbles will reveal the position of thfi leak, and when found it

can be remedied. If a sparking plug porcelain is'broken, a new

plug is necessary ; if the inlet valve or plug joint " blows," a new

wasker is required. Copper and asbestos ones are now made of

all srzes and shapes, Tjut failing a suitable one a grommqt of

asbestos cord rubbed up with a little red lead will always make

a' gas-tight joint. Inspection will reveal if the valves are true

trembler blade, and with a very fine file dress them so that

they are square with one another, then replace, and, with the

contact-maker at contact, adjust the trembler to give a good

"buzz." If the accumulators are run down, get them

re-charged, and if away from home borrow a fre3h set. If

none can be obtained, it may be possible to get home by

adjusting the sparking plug points a little nearer to one another.

The usual place where contact trouble occurs is at the contact

maker ; the fibre wheel may be worn out of truth with the wipe,

or the latter may itself be irregularly worn. A new wipe can be

fitted, or the old one can be filed true. If the fibre ring is much

worn, it will need spinning in the lathe, but on the road the wipe

can be usually adjusted so as to get the engine to take one home

with a good pull. Often the spring that keeps the wipe in con

tact merely wants bending or pulling out 6o as to cause it to

press more firmly against the ring. Mud or oil on this part is a

frequent cause of stoppage, but occasional cleansing will prevent

this. Loose terminals or partly broken wires, too, may be the

cause of poor ignition, also imperfect insulation of the Jeads^.The

latter at the accumulators often corrode ; after, attaching them- it

is well, to smear on a.liyje grease, which will prevent thejacid,

which often slightly escapes, fpom attacking them, i All exposed

 

Two of the Fiat Cars employed in the Fublic Service which has lately been established between Schio and Rovereto, Italy.

\L'Automobile.

if not, and they are pitted, they require grinding, so that the

valve fits on its seat perfectly. This can be proved by taking

out the valve and marking the seat in a few places with chalk,

then replace the valve and press it well home. Move it round

with a screw-driver, then lift it out, and if the fit is correct it

will at once be seen. Gumming of the piston rings may be a

cause of their not holding the compression. Pulling the engine

round after injecting a little paraffin through the compression

cocks is the treatment. Scoring of the cylinder or worn

piston rings pre the last and, I believe, least frequent causes

in this class. The treatment will depend on the extent

of the damage ; new piston rings may be needed, or if

the liner is badly scored it may need relapping, and, if much is

so removed, a new piston as well as rings. With proper lubrica

tion, however, a car should run for three or four years on one

set of rings, and the cylinder should not require lapping in

double that time, but this all depends on proper and sufficient

oiling.

Poor ignition may be due to the plug, coil, accumulators or

contacts. If the plug is sooted, it should be taken out and

cleaned, or a new one put in. If the platinum points on the

coil trembler have worn irregularly, remove the screw and

wires should also be well insulated. I believe in putting them

through rubber tubing and then lead gas piping, and using

tinned copper wire covered with vulcanised rubber ; this may be

dearer, but it obviates all possibility of a " short."

If the water circulation is imperfect, the engine will heat,

the cylinder oil may then burn and the rings, among other possi

bilities, not hold compression ; in addition, the cylinder will be

so hot that the gas will expand so much that a full charge

cannot enter, and what does, as a result of the excessive heat,

will explode prior to full compression, so it is as well to see to

the pump and also that the water tank contains water. A few

facts about friction pump worries were discussed in the M.C.J.

of June 15th last, so I will not enter on that question again.

Charles T. W. Hirsch.

TBE Newport (Isle of Wight) Town Council is considering

the question of securing power to restrict the speed of motor

cars to six miles an hour in the borough, and the surveyor is

furnishing information on the subject to the Lccal Government

Board.
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THE "YUNEEK" CARBURETTOR.

WE illustrate herewith a new automatic carburettor

known as the " Yuneek," which has lately been put

on the market by Messrs. Jai. Adams and Sons, of

Union Street, London Bridge, S.E., and which is claimed to give

a perfect mixture of air and vapour at all engine speeds. The

device, which is designed for use in connection with either

petrol or paraffin, comprises a number of interesting features,

not the least of which is that by unscrewing a single nut it can

be taken entirely to pieces for cleaning purposes. Referring to

the drawings, Fig. 1 gives a sectional view of the carburettor as

made for use with petrol. As will be seen, the float and

spraying chamber are not separate, as usual, but are concen

trically arranged. The petrol enters the float chamber A

through the pipe B, the outlet to which, as the float rises, is closed

by the needle valve shown. The spraying nozzle D, which is

connected with A through the elbow piece C, passes up through

the closed end of a double-coned tube E, which forms the

spraying chamber. A series of slits are formed in the lower

portion of the tube E, through which the necessary air for

admixture with the sprayed petrol is drawn in. In order to

 

Figs. 1, 2 and 3.—Sectional Views of the " Yuneek" Carburettor.

A Float Chamber.
B Petrol Inlet.
Bi Needle Valve.

C Petrol Pipe from Float Chamber.
D Spraying Nozzle.

' E Spraying Tube.
F Air Admission Slits.
G Air Regulating Ring.
H Automatic Air Inlet Valve.
J Additional Air Regulator.

K Piston Throttle.
O Connection for Admission Pipe.
P Heating Chamber for use with

Paraffin.
Q Screw-shaped Pipe for Heating

Paraffin-Air Mixture.
£ S Connections for branch from

Exhaust Pipe.
T Removable Screw for Introduction

of lamp far initial heating.

regulate the air supply at this point a perforated ring G, shown

separately in Fig. 3, is provided round the tube, by means of

which the slits can be more or less closed as desired.

Attached to and above the float chamber is a special fitting,

which forms one of the noteworthy features of the carburettor,

as it comprises the branch to which the inlet pipe is attached, an

automatic valve H, which allows additional air to be drawn in by

suction, in accordance with the requirements of the engine, a

hand-controlled rotating valve J, by which the amount of

additional air can be adjusted and a piston throttle operated

either by hand or foot through suitable connections. The

rotating valve J is closed at the top and open at the bottom ; in

its sides, opposite the extra air and mixture inlet parts, holes are

formed of such shape that while the air admission can be more

or less contracted, a full passage is always ensured for the

mixture, the regulation of the supply of the gas being entirely

performed by the piston throttle. The latter is also so

arranged that when the car is running down hill the mixture

can be entirely cut off, and a blast of cold air drawn into the

dngine straight through the valve II, in this way not only

cooling it but effecting a considerable economy in fuel. In fact,

one of the claims made for the new carburettor is that it effects

a saving in petrol of at least 25 per cent. A screw is provided

below the needle valve to enable any deposit to be readily

removed, a similar fitting being located below the spraying

nozzle, which permits the latter to be cleared of any obstruction

without it being necessary to remove it from the tube E.

So far we nave dealt with the carburettor as arranged for

use in connection with petrol ; to adapt it to work with paraffin

it is only necessary to add to t^e inlet port O the fitting shown

in section separately in Fig. 2. This comprises a heating

chamber P, through which part of the exhaust gases are caused

to pass, by means of pipes attached at R and S. In the centre

is a nickel tube Q, made in the form of a screw in order to

increase the heating surface over which the mixture passes ere it

enters the explosion chamber of the engine. The makers claim

that by heating up the tube Q for a few minutes by means of a

lamp, the flame of which is introduced at T,the engine can be put

in operation directly on paraffin, no petrol being necessary, and

that, owing to the complete combustion, there is no objectionable

smell nor dirty exhaust. The carburettor is being made in two

sizes—one for engines up to 20-h.p. and one for those from 20

to 100-h.p., the form of the spraying tube being varied to suit

different powered engines, the one we examined drawing its

initial air supply not through slits F at the side, but through

holes in the bottom of the tube E

AN ACCIDENT IN THE HIGHLANDS.

THE dangers of motoring in the Highlands have been

fully revealed to the participants in the Reliability

Trials organised in past years by the Scottish Auto

mobile Club ; they receive new emphasis from the regrettable

accident which occurred a few days ago on the Glen Affaric road,

in Inverness-shire. Lord Tweedmouth had lent his car to the

house staff at Guisachan (lately acquired by Lord Portsmouth

from Lord Tweedmouth) to visit friends at Affaric. They had to

travel over one of the worst pieces of road in the Highlands. It is

only 8 ft. 6 in. in width, the angles in it are sharp and difficult to

negotiate, and the surface is by no means satisfactory. The party

were being conveyed back to Guisachan in two journeys, and one

half were safely landed there by the chauffeur. The others, after

waiting for the car to return, set out to walk to meet it. When

it arrived the chauffeur could not turn the car in the narrow

road, and had to go on a mile and a half. Mr. Hancock and

Mr. Unwin stepped in, while the ladies decided to continue their

walk until overtaken by the car. The most dangerous part of

the road was negotiated in safety, and the car turned and started

on the final run to Guisachan. It was going at a fair speed, and

when running uphill and taking a very sharp curve to the left

the right front wheel went slightly off the roadway and,

Unnoticed, got on the outside of a strip of sharp rock. The car

kept running, and the rock pulled its head over the embankment.

The near part swung down, and the car tumbled on its side and

lay on the rocky bank, about twelve yards from the road. Mr.

Unwin, who had been sitting beside the chauffeur, was caught

beneath the vehicle and was killed instantaneously. Mr. Hancock

and the chauffeur were thrown clear of the car, and both received

injuries, but not of a serious nature. Too great care cannot be

exercised when driving along such narrow roads.

The local authorities controlling the district of Hammer

smith, Twickenham, Ealing, Hampton Wick, Hanwell, and

Teddington, through which the trams of the London United

Tramways, Ltd., run, are considering the question of applying

for an injunction restraining the company from running their

cars, should tthey fail to comply with a notice to abate a

nuisance which has been served upon them. Teddington has

taken the lead in the matter. It estimates its losses from the.

depreciation of house property since the advent of the trams at

£30,0.00, and another £30,000* for loss on empty houses.
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 In addition to a motor am

bulance an Argyll Motor Fire

Brigade tender is being supplied

to the Corporation of Sheffield.

In his report on the recent

army manoeuvres in Ireland

General Lord Grenfell says the value of the Army Motor Reserve

was fully exemplified during the operations.

Messrs. Wilson and Stockall, Ltd., of Bury, are

building an ambulance body for a Panhard chassis which has

been acquired for the borough of Swansea.

A new garage has been opened in the Bridge End Road at

Nairn by Messrs. Knowles and Camming.

Cars are being let on hire by Messrs. Sutton Brothers, who

have a garage in Lower Oxford Street, Swansea, where they also

have plant for general motor repair work.

We learn that Mr. Andrew Fletcher of Saltoun has bought

the 60-h.p. De Dietrich car which was driven by Mr. Charles

Jarrott in the famous dead heat on the Brooklands Track. Mr.

Fletcher is having a handsome Roi de Beiges body fitted to the

vehicle, which will in future be used for touring purposes.

The Automobile Association is appealing for subscriptions

on behalf of the costs incurred by Mr. Joseph Taylor in con

nection with the freeing of Maidenhead Bridge from tolls. It

has headed the list with twenty guineas, and motorists generally

should show their appreciation of Mr. Taylor's endeavours to

lrssen the inconveniences of the roads.

On Tuesday, at Prescot, Thomas Gregson, a master baker,

of Lymm, was fined 40s. and costs for being drunk while in

charge of a motor-car ; for not producing his licence he was

fined 20s. and costs ; and for reckless driving he was fined £5

and costs, while his licence was suspended until it expired in

February next. It was stated that the defendant had been con

victed on five occasions for being drunk and driving recklessly

with motor-cars, and he had had his licence suspended for six

months.

Mr. Percy Richardson, who left London for Sheffield some

months ago, has called attention to the absence of warnings at

many points of tho Derbyshire highways where they should be

put up with a view to averting accidents. Experience has led

him to contrast the excellent way in which the roads in South

Yorkshire are covered in this respect by the responsible authori

ties, and we would associate ourselves with his hope that thoee

responsible in Derbyshire may be equally alive to their duties to

the public.

Messrs. Hall, Capris and Co., Ltd., of Riding House

Street, Langham Place, London, W., the British agents for the

S.P.A. cars, send us particulars of a new self-starting device for

petrol cars they are introducing. The arrangement, which is

he " Universal," consists of a small dynamo that can

cars, the only modification necessary in the

providing the fly-wheel with a light toothed

In addition to its use for automatically starting

dynamo can be used to furnish current for

ignition purposes, for the illumination of the vehicle, the elec

trical heating of the steering wheel, &o.

The claims of a large number of competitors in connection

with the August section of the competitions promoted by

Argyll Motors, Ltd., have been considered by the judges, who

have agreed that the trophy should be awarded to Mr. J. W.

Schofield, of Dean House, Uxbridge Road, Ealing. This gentleman

owns a 10-12-b.p. Argyll three years of age, which has already,

according to the Smith speedometer, covered ov»r 30,000 miles.

During the bad weather in the early days of August it carried a

heavy limousine body, 2\ cwt. of luggage, and five passengers

over 2,000 miles through the hilliest districts of France and

Devonshire without a single mechanical mishap or adjustment

in fourteen clays. Other competitors honourably mentioned by

the judges were Mrs. Senhouse, of Cockermouth ; Messrs. Hermon

Sykes, of Huddersfield ; A. A. Jones, of Swansea ; E. R. Prince,

of Queen's Park ; A. Alexander, of Kensington ; Hugh Cony-

bcare, of Ingatestone ; Thomas Whaley, London j and T. A. Hall,

of Leeds.

HERE AND THERE.

 

known as the

be fitted on all

motor being in

crown or rim.

the motor, the

According to the County

Court judge at Bishop's Stort-

ford, motor-cars are ruining tho

country and revolutionising

society.

The secretary of the Motor

Union is now the possessor of an 8-h.p. Rover car to be used in

connection with his official duties.

Mr. E. A. Tomkin, 53, Cross Street, Abergavenny, is

stocking motor accessories, petrol, &c, and is also undertaking

motor repair work.

Anti-motorists in Paris are spreading a rumour that the

trees lining the famous Champs Elysees are being killed by the

exhaust of the numerous motor cars which travel along that

thoroughfare.

A number of motor volunteers are being employed in con

nection with the military manoeuvres at present being carried

out in Spain.

In one of the four cases heard at the Carlisle bench on

Saturday the motorist had taken tho precaution of photographing

the constable into whose trap he had fallen. The production of

this evidence of identification amused the court, though it did not

lead to a mitigation of the fine.

Calling in at the depot of Messrs. Sternberg and Eason,

in Poland Street, London, W., the other day, wo had an oppor

tunity of inspecting the new 24-b.p. Buick car. As will bo seen

from the photograph reproduced herewith, it is fitted with a very

smart three-seated body, which, although built in America by

 

the Buick Co., is on the latest

the four-cylinder vertical type,

French lines. The engine is of

the change-speed gear, which is

of the usual sliding type, giving three forward speeds and a

reverse. Tho car is extremely silent, and will climb most hills

on top speed.

The funeral of Mr. H. V. Hermon, whose fatal accident on

the Brooklands track has elicited much sympathy with his rela

tives, took place at Wargrave, near Reading, on Thursday weok,

when wreaths of floral tribittos were sent by many friends,

including Sir R. T.- Hermon-Hodge, Mr. and Mrs. Moore-

Brabazon, Mr. and Mrs. Locke-King and the Committees of the

R.A O, the Brooklands A.R.C., the Automobile Association and

the Motor Club.

Messrs. J. M. Dent and Co. have issued a little work,

" Romantic Essex," by Mr. li. A. Beckett, which will be of in

terest to all who tour that county by car. Unfortunately for

the hostelries of Essex the road from London lies through the

drab and dreary district of East London, and not until tho

suburbs of ForeBt Gate and beyond are left does tho highway

become tolerable. But once at Brentwood and rambling around

Chelmsford, Colchester, Braintroc, Maldon, and other less known

places, the county is full of historic interest, and not lacking in

rural beauty—as Mr. R. A. Beckett ploasantly proves.
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The accompanying illustration represents the accumulator

charging plant recently installed in the Daimler Company's

Works at Coventry by Messrs. C. A. Vandervell and Co., of

Acton Vale, \V\, who make a feature of supplying and fitting

up complete charging plants of any capacity. The switch board

measures 11 ft. by 3 ft., and has, mounted at the back of it,

a field rheostat for the dynamo, with hand wheel in front. A

reverse cut-out is fitted, to prevent the accumulators discharg

ing through the dynamo in the event of the latter accidentally

stopping. The main ammeter and voltmeter are 9 in. in

diameter, and of the dead-beat moving-coil type, reading up to

175 amps, and 75 volts respectively, while there are 20 ammeters

 

of 6 in. diameter to the charging circuit. The resistances arc

fitted in separate porcelain units for each step and may be easily

replaced. There are double-pole main switches and fuses, with

a"safety fuse to each circuit. The dynamo is capable of a normal

output of 70 volts 160 amps, continuously. It is possible to

charge at one time 275 " C.A.V." accumulators of 100 amps.

4 volts, the normal rate being 7 amps., with a possible maximum

of 10 amps. If necessary, the dynamo runs at 960 r.p.m., and

is coupled direct to one of the Coventry Corporations 15-h.p.

motors. We believe, so far as motor factories or garages

in Great Britain are concerned, that the installation is

unique.

Mr. A. F. Wallace, a director of the Bank of

England, has lately acquired a 14-16-h.p. Argyll car.

Kubhmore Lamps, Ltd., have recently fitted Rush-

more headlights to Princess Henry of Battenburg's

40-h.p. Daimler car.

An offer of £2,000 to be utilised as prizes for the

promotion of the use of alcohol for motor and industrial

purposes has been made to the Motor Union by Peat

Industries, Ltd.

Dr. H. S. Hkle-Shaw is the chairman of the

Standing Committee of the Motor Union formed to

watch new developments in connection with the fuel

supply for automobiles.

We had an interesting conversation a few days ago

with a visitor from Toronto, and we were glad to learn

that the automobile movement is making good progress

in Canada, and that British-built cars are growing in

favour.

A motor lifeboat ran some trials on Saturday from

Yarmouth with the Lifeboat Institution's local officials

on board. She made up to eight knots an hour. The

boat is destined for service at Seaton Carew, on the

north-east seaboard.

The latest departure of Elastes, Ltd., is the intro

duction of a moveable flange rim by means of which Elastes filled

tyres can not only be fixed in position without in any way straining

the cover, but the latter when worn can bo removed, theiElastes

boyau withdrawn and placed in a new cover and replaced in

Eositio'n without difficulty and in a short space of time. We

ope to deal with the new rim more fully in a later issue.

Sk;nor Marcont, of wirele38 telegraphy fame, has lately

acquired a Fiat 40-h.p. four-cylinder car.

Among the latest orders for Crossley cars received by

Messrs. Jarrott and Letts are one for a 30-h.p. car for Lord

Alwyne Compton and a limousine for Mr. A. Barclay-Walker.

The showrooms of the Bristol Wagon and Carriage Works

Company, Ltd., at Lawrence Hill have recently been enlarged

for the convenience of the motor department of the company,

which now finds employment for 1,000 people.

Mann's Patent Steam Cart and Wagon Company, Ltd ,

of Hunslet, Leeds, have lately completed a novel confectioners'

van, to the order of Mr. W. T. Davies, Cobden Steam Confec

tionery Works, Pontypridd, to be used for advertising purposes

as well as carrying goods. The vehicle is of the firm's two-ton

size designed for a speed of eight miles per hour.

Volume III. of the Automobile Technical Library, pub

lished by M. Krayn's Verlagsbuchlandlung, Berlin, is devoted

to carburettors. It is from the pen of Herr H. Dechamps, and

contains illustrated descriptions of all the principal carburetting

devices at present in use. Although printed in German, the

work is one which should prove valuable to automobile engineers.

We learn that Mr. John E. Gibbs, managing director of

John E. Gibbs and MacleaD, Ltd., of Fawcett Street, York, has

during the last three years made a number of very interesting

experiments in connection with superheated steam. There

are many steam cars, especially those of the Gardner-Serpollet

type, which have been laid on one side from some little defect

or other, which, of course, seriously affects the running of the

vehicles, and has made them practically of no use, but the many

experiments that Mr. Gibbs has made and the results which ho

has been able to obtain have so far proved that the several

troubles which arise in connection with these machines can be

easily overcome.

Messrs. Jamhs Neale and Sons, of Graham Street, Bir

mingham, the manufacturers of the Radyot wind screen, are

placing on the market an improved type of screen. The chief

feature of the .new design is a motal frame in place of wood. To

prevent noise and jarring the glass is embedded in rubber and

felt, which constitutes a very satisfactory cushion. The metal

frame gives a showy and very light appearance. The joint of

 

this screen has also been improved, all the wearing parts being

now made of steel. Four different positions or angles can bo

obtained by manipulating this joint, and there is perfect rigidity

at each one. These metal screens are finished in either brass or

nickel, and some idea of their general appearance will be gleaned

from our illustration.
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Correspondence.

[Letters to the Editor should be addressed to the offices, t7SS, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.)

THE SPOETING SIDE OF MOTORING.

To ths Editob o» The Motor-Oar Journal.

Sir,— I have been taking careful notice daring the. past year of the

events—hill-climbing and speed—held by the various automobile clubs

throughout the United Kingdom. With very few exceptions success

has attended the effort of each club to provide sport and amusement for

its members.

It would be impossible at the present time to predict the future oi

club life in connection with the sporting side of an torn obi lis in, but there

exist to-day a large number of excellent clubs with active committees,

doing much to popularise motoring in this country. It cannot be gain

said that the success of these Mubs depends in a large manner on the

" camaraderie " existing between the members. Therefore hill-climbs,

•peed events, gymkhana.*. &c, confined to the local club's members are

of real value because of the opportunities they give for the members to

chance bas a private member against a trade member having a fleet of

special vehicles at his command ? This sort of thing has been going on

for some time past, but I think that things came to a climax during

the past season, and it is foolish to expect that the bona- fid* sporting

club members will stand it much longer, as nothing is more likely to

kill the success of club events than to have trade interlopers running

down from London to scoop up the prizes.

I am not suggesting that trade members should not be admitted to

club membership ; on the contrary, I think that the energy and

enthusiasm of the local trade members in connection with some clabs

has much to do with their success, but, to prevent the abuse I have men

tioned on the part of big trading concerns, it would be far better that

some special rules should be passed by every automobile elub in the

country.

Firstly, that every car entered in a members' event should be his

 

One of the N.A.G.iChars-a-banclin lervice in Alexandria, Egypt.

meet and to know each[othtr. During 1907 the members of the various

clubs have loyally supported their own club's events, and some of the

keenest racing of the year.bas.been witnessedjn these closed races.

In this connection it would appear to the advantage of the trade

that everything should be done to encourage these club events, and the

friendly rivalry between the members, and I must say that en the whole

this has been recognised. This fact, however, brings out the more pro

minently the action of certain traders who have joined a large number

of the provincial clubs all over the country solely and entirely for the

purpose of taking part in, and winning, these closed clnb events, pri

marily arranged for the benefit of bona-fide [members. These " pot

hunters " having all the advantages and facilities of being in the trade,

take pait in, and compete, not for the sport or the pleasure of it, but

merely to unable them to make use of a victory for the purposes of a

trade advertisement. In some cases the principal member of the firm has

not joined the club, but has substituted a subordinate, and, in spite of the

rule properly passed by some clubs to the effect that the car of each com

peting member must be his own personal property, the firm's special

car bas been trotted out, to the discomfiture and chagrin of the private

members taking part ; not enly thip, but in some instances one of the

professional dnveis of the firm lias driven the car in the club com

petition, p< sing, I assume, as the member's driver.

Undue credit is given in these events to the fastest time, and what

own personal property. Secondly, either bar all members connected

directly or indirectly with the trade from competing, or, as an alternative'

confine the entries for eachjelub'.event to members residing within, say,

twenty-five miles from the clnb's headquarters, or actually resident in

the county. The latter rule might place some of the private members under

the ban, but this would be a case of the smaller suffering for the benefit

of the greater.

vs* Anyone studying the lisfof results of club events during the past

year will immediately appreciate how necessary it is that something

should be done. The result would be an increased interest on the part

of members in club events and keener racing. A better feeling would

prevail and a more appreciative interest in the club's welfare would

follow, whilst the only sufferers would be those members of the trade to

whom the law of fairness counts nothing, but whose actions are based,

not upon the spirit, but the strict letter of the law.—Yours truly.

Cha». Jarrott.

REAR LIGHTS.

To «hi Edit on or The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir, -Being a constant reader of your valued paper, I take the

opportunity of asking you for a little advice. I was entering a town in

Lancashiie recently, and intended to stop at the hotel there. About
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ten yards before reaching the hotel I heard a police whistle go, and

when I palled ap a sergeant and constable approached and informed

me that my rear lamp was oat. I was not aware of the fact, and told

them so.

He stepped to the back of the car and said the lamp was cold, thereby

inferring that the lamp had been out a considerable time. After

giving all particulars I resumed my journey. The result is a summons,

Now I should like to know if the magistrates have the power to

endorse my licence for this offence, as I have got the idea that they can

not do so. I should be pleased if you will furnish me with the above

information.—Yours truly,

Motor Mechanic.

[We deal with this point in our " Comments " on another page.]

•:' , RACING AT BROOKLANDS.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—I have seen photographs in the papers this week showing the

condition of the wheel Of the Napier car which succeeded in getting

over the finishing line first in the race in which Mr. Hermon was

unfortunately killed. As most of the spokes are oat it is to my mind

a marvel that the whole thing did not collapse entirely prior to the

finish of the race, when being driven at such a high speed. Surely if the

Napier driver had no regard for his own neck, in common fairness to the

other competitors he should have stopped.

I should like to ask what would nave happened had the wheel in

question collapsed entirely prior to the finish. The probability would

have been that half-a-dozen cars would have been smashed up. This

form of reckless driving ought not to be allowed where lives of other

men arc jeopardised.—-Yours truly,

Spectator.

 

Probably the Motor car has never served a more worthy purpose than

when Messrs. Argylls Hull, Ltd., inaugurated a Motor Outing for

the Crippled Children of Hull. A fleet of twenty-one oars, mostly

Argylls," as shown in the photograph reproduced above, conveyed

the children into the country, where a delightful day was spent.

TYRE TROUBLES.

To th« Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—I have been very interested in reading the correspondence

appearing under above heading, and have noted the unfortunate experi

ences of " Ualen " as detailed by him in the last week's issue. " Galen "

raises the question of the heating which takes place in motor covers in

a very interesting way, but I think that this question is very much

misunderstood. Many motorists consider that heating takes place as

the result of road friction. This is not so, the chief cause of heat

ing being dae to the friction of the strands of which the canvas fabric

of the tyre is composed. Another canse is that, owing to the work

which is done by the air inside the tube, it of necessity gets hot during

a run. It is common knowledge that a skilful blacksmith by hammer

ing a piece of iron on an anvil can make it a dull red heat, and when

one considers the number of concussions or shocks which have to be

absorbed by the air in a motor tube, it is not surprising that a very

great amount of heat is generated from this source.

I think that the fact that heat is principally generated inside the

tyre can be fairly well established, and it is undoubtedly a very great

cause of damage to covers. The leather non-skid band which completely

envelops the cover prevents the radiation of the internally generated

heat, and consequently, during a non-stop run of say thirty to fifty

miles, allows the cover to get much hotter than anything which is made

of extremely perishable substance, as canvas and rubber, should. Non-

skids are undoubtedly a necessity, and a type should be chosen much the

same as one with which the writer's firm is identified, consisting of studs

built into a rubber and canvas fabric on the tread of the tyre. A non-

skid on these lines, instead of tending to heat the cover, really makes

it much cooler than the ordinary tyre owing to the fact that the

shanks of ' the rivets penetrate right into the body of the cover and

absorbing the heat there radiate it from their outer surfaces. Leather

bands are very successful in certain cases, such as one in which it is

advisable not to subject a cover to further vulcanisation, but there is no

doubt that, owing to the leather being a non-conductor of heat, many

instances such as that described by "Galen" are caused. It is rather

difficult to say that is the cause of the trouble he has experienced, as

from his description it is quite possible that the cover was improperly

fitted. It is impossible for a tube which has only been rnn two miles,

and is brand new, to burst with ordinary use in the manner described.—

Yours truly,

George A. Roberts.

To thi Editor or The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—Referring to "Galen's " letter in your issue of 21st inst., I have

had two bursts and one blow out inside of a week when using studded

covers. I sent the tyres to be re-treaded and repaired by the Acme

Rubber and Tyre Company, in Glasgow, putting them on with flaked

graphite instead of using French chalk. I have had them on for

about fifteen days, and nave travelled 1,265 miles over some of the

worst roads in Scotland, viz., Glensbee, Braemar and Grampians. I

would suggest that for his size of tyre your correspondent should use

a band separate from the cover on the rear wheels. I am in no way

connected with any tyre firm, but will write you later as to the

actual mileage run on these two tyres when they are unserviceable.—

Yours truly,

Graphite.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—Replying to Mr. Bishop's inquiry in a recent issue of the M.C.J-

there are several makes of American single tube tyres that will permit of

being driven deflated for some distance, but, on account of the method of

repair not being popular iu this country, they are seldom used here. The

"Goodrich," "Goodyear," and "Collier" (old pattern), are types that

your correspondent might investigate with advantage. To fill the tyre

with any composition, either solid or semi-solid, will of course render it

heavy and decrease ths speed and resiliency, besides the risk of having

tlat places develope, if the tyre is left standing long with a weight on it.

The wear and tear on the tread would also be greater than with an air-

tilled chamber. " Miraculum " appears to lie u good thing ; this is a

liquid which is claimed to stop lisk of punctures, and probably some of

this injected in a good strong single tube tyre might suit Mr. Bishop. A

larger diameter tyre would also help matters a lot, if there is room for it.

In any case an 80 mm. tyre can be fitted instead of the 75 mm. on the

same rim.—Yours truly,

C. A. E.

MAGISTERIAL TREATMENT OF A MOTORIST.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—Will you kindly allow me through your valuable paper to

state the disgraceful way I have been treated ? On Monday last, at

Enfield, I was summoned for driving my car without a front light. It

had just gone out when I was stopped. I was sentenced to pay a fine

of 26s. I had not the money with me. I was put in the cells for seven

hours along with a lot of prisoners, some of whom were absolutely

dirty, waiting to go to prison for twenty-one days. Through the kind

ness of our inspector, Mr. Twigg, I was allowed twenty-one days in

which to pay my fine. I may say I have had eleven years' experience

and have not a single accident recorded against me. The magistrates

have made my licence very nearly useless through endorsements. I

think that something ought to be done for our protection, for the police

seem to do as they like with us.—Yours truly,

A Motorist.

MOTOR BODY DESIGN.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—We have been much interested iu the reports of the meeting

of the Institute of British Carriage Manufacturers. Though we are

carriage builders ourselves, we are not members of the Institute, and

therefore are unable to take any part in the proceedings. We notice

that Sir William Angus is very hopeful that motor-cars will receive a

set-back in favour of horse-drawn carriages, because the motor-ear could

not meet the desire of ladies for elegance and for possibilities of display.

Doubtless Sir William is quite right in supposing that some sort of

town carriage which will have an extremely elegant appearance, and

which will permit of ladies driving in them dressed in the same fashion

able manner as when they drive in their victorias, is an absolute

necessity, but we think he is quite wrong in supposing that the motor

car manufacturers cannot adapt themselves to this need. In our

opinion they will certainly produce the type of carriage required as the

necessity for it becomes more obvious. As a matter of fact we ourselves

have built victorias which are, as nearly as possible, copies of the horse

drawn victorias. Our own type of chassis is peculiarly suitable for
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-this kind of body, as we are able to get the body, completely within the

-wheels and give the same convenience for getting in and out as was

obtained with the horse-drawn carriage.

We at the present moment hive in hand a 30-h.p. car fitted with

•a victoria body, and this is not for a lady, but for a gentleman who

happens to prefer that type of carriage, but it scarcely seems that

there can ever be much market for very powerful and consequently very

expensive cars fitted with bodies which are only suitable lor a rather

limited amount of work. The victoria is undoubtedly an ideal car

riage for park use, for afternoon runs out into the country, for paying calls

and for the general purposes for which a lady usually requires her car

riage, bnt it is very donbtfnl whether anyone would choose it for tour

ing. In our opinion something like 20-h.p. is the correct power for

Mich a car. It is then light and easy to handle, the upkeep is cheap,

and the car can be turned out at a reasonable figure, even with the very

Inchest class finish and the most elegant body work. It then becomes

quite possible for owners of moderate wealth to have, beside their big

all-round touring car, a couple of small cars, one a landaulet and the

other a victoria, so that they are fully equipped for all types of driving,

just as was usual in the days of the horse carriage.—Yours truly,

J. C. Mort, Director.

New Engine (Motor) Co. , Ltd.

COIL TROUBLES.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—Our attention has been drawn to a letter over the signature

T. Beverley in your impression of September 7th, in which your

correspondent states that ne has had trouble owing to the points pitting,
<*••. In your footnote yon give him some practical advice, but appa

rently you are unacquainted with the existence of this company, which

has been formed in this country for the purpose of selling the produc

tions of the Societe d'Electricite Nilmelior, lately known as Messrs.

o3assee-Michel.

If Mr. Beverley will send his coil to us, we shall be only too pleased

to examine same, and let him know where the trouble lies. Until we

have examined the coil, we would prefer to make no further comment

"beyond stating that as far as we can ascertain the particular coil

•referred to would be manufactured somewhere about four years ago, and

doubtless in that time it has passed through various hands. Incident

ally, we might mention that up to the present the Societe has manu

factured some 635,000 coils, and may therefore claim to know some

thing of the subject, and to be in a position to turn ont nothing but first-

class work.—Yours truly,

Nilmelior (England) Ltd.

WHY MOTORS LOSE POWER.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—I notice from time to time that correspondents write com

plaining of loss of power in their engines. As a motor driver I am

--surprised that the majority of cars show as much power as they do. You

meet motor drivers occasionally who take a pride in keeping the power

of their engines up to where it ought to be, but by far the greater class

seem to be thoroughly satisfied if the car runs at all. There are three

great causes for loss of power in a petrol motor. Probably the most

-serious offender is the lack of compression. The valves should be cure-

fully ground in and care should be taken that there are no leaks

either around the sparking plugs or the valve caps. The ignition is also

usually carelessly taken care of, and it is a fact that the intensity of the

electric spark is a most important factor if the motor is to develope its

■full power. A third and last cause is improper mixture of the petrol and

Air ; or, in other words, the carburettor should be properly adjusted.

There are, of course, several factors that enter into each of the above

three general causes, but it can be taken as an axiom that when

the compression, the electric system, and the carburettor are all in

.proper condition, the motor will show np its full power.—Yours truly,

Old Hand.

WHEELS FOR MOTOR-CARS.

To the Editob op The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—In your issue of the 7th inst. there is a letter from Mr. O.

Cook, adverting to one from us in the M.C.J, issue of the 31st ult. The

various advantages which Mr. Cook demands in a new tyre, viz.,

unpuncturability, reasonable cost, non-skidding without destruction of

roads, no necessity to carry spare*, all these and more are conferred by

the " K.T." tyre. Mr. Cook states that " where there is an air cushion

on the edge of the wheel there must be a tendency to roll, which is an

important factor to side-slips." I would point out to Mr. Cook that the

question of rolling depends even more on the balance and height from

the ground of a chassis and its body than on the tyres, but that, in any

case, a vehicle shod with pneumatic tyres on the periphery of the rim

« rolls less than a vehicle with any other method of tyring ; that a vehicle

with steel wheels propelled on the road at any pace above twenty miles

-an hour becomes almost unmanageable from rolling ; that an ordinary

solid rubber-tyred vehicle at thirty miles an hour is a positive danger

.from this cause ; and that on any decently designed car fitted with

nneumatics, there should be no tendency whatever to roll at any speed

below forty miles an hour, which I think all fair-minded men will agree

is quite a sufficient speed for use on our present day roads.

It is a fact so well known to engineers that, the only correct place to

absorb vibration is on the outer circumference of the wheel, and that the

only conceivable means of absorbing vibration as well as road shocks is

to be obtained by a combination of rubber and air, that I need hardly

enter into any controversy as to the merits or demerits of devices calcu

lated to absorb the vibration at the hub instead of the outer circum

ference of the wheel.—Yours truly,

A. Ernest Gelder.

The K.T. Syndicate, Ltd.

ARE SPEEDOMETERS USEFUL?

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—In view of the now general adoption of speedometers on

motor-cars, it would be interesting to learn whether their use has had any

effect on the way vehicles fitted with them are usually driven. The use of

such instruments, of course, prevents the danger of unconsciously exceed

ing any given speed, and thui enables the driver who is desirous of observ

ing the speed limit to do so. On the other hand, the driver who is trying

to attain high speeds is ever attempting to urge the index of his instru

ment to a higher figure. It is probable, however, that the motorist who

is out for speed will drive his car at its maximum rate, speedometer or no

speedometer. One thing is certain, that with a car equipped with a

speed-indicating device, all excu-es as to ignorance of the rate at which

the vehicle was travelling become invalid.—Youis truly,

Berkshire.

 

Mr. Henry Dubs, of Cloncaird, Haybole, Ayrshire, at the wheel of the

80-h.p. De Dietrich Touring Car of which he has just taken delivery.

The car is fitted with a specially rakish side-entrance body, to hold five
passengers. The rear seat Is very low, so that the passengers at the back are
sheltered from the wind. Equal sized wheels are fitted to take 935 by 135

tyres.'

EXCESSIVE PETROL CONSUMPTION.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—Being a constant reader of the valuable articles in the

M.C.J., and advice in the past to motorists on practical points, I

should esteem it a favour if you would give me some information on

the following matter. I run a 6-h.p. De Dion two-seater, and find

the carburettor (De Dion) consumes a terrible amount of petrol for

the mixture ; something like one gallon for only sixteen miles. I

have adjusted the spray jet several times but this has been of no

practical use.—Yours truly,

F. P.

[There must be something very much out of adjustment for this

little car to consume a gallon of petrol in sixteen miles, as no less than

thirty to forty miles can be got out of them for this amount- It is

probable that the nose of the needle valve, either by wear or improper

grinding, has worn a ridge round it, on which it sits. This will cause

an undue amount to be sprayed when it lifts. The remedy is to have

the nose skimmed up true, and then the length carefully readjusted

by the set screw provided for regulating the same. It is possible, of

course, that someone has reamered out the hole the needle valve sits

on bsyond the standard diameter, in which case a new jet must be

obtained, as no amount of adjusting or grinding in will serve if it has

been spoilt in this way. Another possibility is that the float has

punctured and let in some petrol, but in this case our correspondent

would be troubled with Hooding when the engine stops unless the tap

is turned off.]
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CLUBS AND ASSOCIATIONS.

THE AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION.

On Monday the inaugural dinner in connection with the Northern

Offices «f the Automobih; Association in 30, Cross Street, Manchester,

was held at the Midland Hotel, Manchester. Col. W. J. Bosworth

was in the chair, supported by most of the members of the committee,

who had travelled especially from London to be present, as well as by

many of the leading officers of northern clubs, including Messrs. J. H.

Baldwin, J.P. (chairman Halifax A.C.), W. Birtwistle (president North

East Lancashire A.C.), J. Fraser (hon. sec. Manchester M.C.), A. G.

Jeans (chairman Cheshire A.C.), 'J. A. Morris (president Manchester

A.C.), J. Porter (Blackpool and Flylde A.C.), D. N. Mackay (northern

manager A.A.) and Stenson Cooke (secretary).

The loyal toast having been enthusiastically honoured, Mr. W. E.

BowcHfFe proposed " The Automobile Association." He said the advan

tages to be derived from joining this body were entirely dissimilar to

and the policy divergent from those- of either the Motor Union or the

Boyal Automobile Ciub, and therefore there was no reason why these

bedies should be in the slightest degree at vaiianee. Be regretted there

should have been any misunderstandirg between the Motor Union and

the Automobile Association. It was, however, - very gratifying that

there wlas a prospect of a settlement of- these different es in the near

future. He trusted that a " modus vivendi" wonld te found to remove

any unnecessary competition between the two associations, particularly

Bobert Peacock, Chief Constable of Manchester, who was unable to be-

present. Last week, he said, an application was made by a gentleman

to introduce a motor service to link up the Manchester suburbs, but

the report of the Chief Constable and City Surveyor was unfavourable,

though the same type of motor had been used by the Scotland Yard

authorities.

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE.

On Saturday, the Nottinghamshire i Automobile Club held a hill

climbing competition at Hazlewood Hill.tbetween Dutfield and Belper.

The arrangements were of the usual excellent character associated with

the organisation of events by this very successful club, of which Mr. Booth

Granger is hon. sec, and the hill afforded a capital venue for the

trial It has an average gradient of one iu eight, being considerably

steeper in some places.

The ears were divided into'three classes, viz.. not exceeding I5-h.pM

not exceeding 30-h.p., and exceeding 30-h,p. "In Class A there were'

two entries, In Class B eight, and Class C nine. The results were

latter prizes being awarded unless there were six starters, so thai

these were withheld in respect of the lo-ji.p. and not exceeding 30-hj.p. '

J Jr-.io:. u'i '■ ' .

 

ThelNottingham Automobile Club's Hill Climbing Competition.—Br. Hogarth on his 12-16-h.p. Talbot, the winner of the Hardy Cud.

n view of the Parliamentary fight in motoring legislation, which in

future would be far more severe than in the past.

The Chairman, Col. W. J. Bosworth, in responding, referred to the

difference with the Motor Union, and said that when an invader came

into their territory ami collared a few of their cities he thought that

could hardly in iairness be called " a holding out of the olive branch."

He hoped, however, that those differences would be arranged. It was

Mr. JaiTott who was the first to entertain the idea thut they should

have scouts on the roads. After two years' work they had succeeded in

making the roads fairly comfortable round London, and now they wanted

to do the same in such an industrial city as Manchester.

• Mr. S. F. Edge, in proposing "The Northern Branch of the

Automobile Association," said he felt the branch ought to have been

formed in the early days. He emphasised the importance of covering

the roads of Great Britain with scouts, who gave all motorists

a certain comfort and freedom from annoyance. There was no associa

tion in which the small annual subsciiption of two guineas ensured

more to the pleasure of the motorist. Members interested in the

motor business, he added, had nothing to gain by working in such

an association.

After Mr. S. Noiris replied, Mr. Walter Payne proposed "The City

of Manchester." Councillor H. Boss Clynes replied in the place of Mr.

cars. There was also the Hardy Challenge Cup, whichjs taken by

the owner, for the best performance on the handicap, a miniature

repli.ca of which was provided by Mr. A. N. Lee. Dr. Hogarth, who

was the organiser of the meeting, gave a prize for the fastest time.

Each car started dead from a mark. In a little over half an hour

Classes A and B were run off. Then a little delay occurred through

vehicular traffic. Afterwards the proceedings went on apace, and

shortly after four the officials were able to announce the result of the

hill-climbing competitions. Some remarkably good times were made,

the best being 72-4 seconds, and the worst 185 seconds. The details

were :—

Car.Name.

1. Victor Biley

2. A. King

3. Dr. B. G. Hogarth

5. Dr. P. Tressider ..

7. Mr. Ko-s Browne...

8. P. Graham.

10. J. Wilson .

B.A.C.

Bating.

Class A.

12 h.p. Riley 124-h.p.

9 11-h.p. Swift 12 8-h.p.

Class B.

12-16-h.p. Talbot 17-9-h.p.

15-h.p. Talbot 20-1 h.p.

l")-b.p. Mas* 22 3-h.p.

... 24-h.p. Deasy 27-6-h.p.

_ 20-30 h.p. Humber 30-h.p.

Time.

Sec.

114

185

115

120

128

99

117-3

Bel.

Eff.

67 9

40 0

Prize.

1st.

77 0 Barred.

72-1 1st.

fi5-4 —

70-3 ' —

47 0 —
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Name. Car.

Class C.

R.A.C.

Rating.

Time. Rel.

Sec. Eff.

Prize.

14. P. L. Huskinson

12. R. M. Wright

11. H. Belcher...

13. H. Bowden...

15. Miss Hooley

16. E. W. Lewis

17. F. A. Bolton

18. C. Hardy

30-h.p. Daimler 419-h.p. 77 2 67 5 1st.

28-h.p. Daimler 35 7-h.p. 100 0 81 1 2nd.

30-h.p. Hnmber 357-h.p. 125-0 40 0 —

35-h.p. Darracq 419-h.p. 108-4 4 1 0 —

35-h.p. Daimler 48-6-h.p. 90-8 49 6 —

35-h.p. Deasy 486-h.p. 81 0 57 -8 —

45-h.p. Daimler 55'8-h.p. 72-4 54-9 —

45-h.p. Daimler 55-8-h.p. 75 8 561 —

The Hardy Cup was won by Dr. R. G. Hogarth and the prize for

tfastest time by Mr. F. A. Bolton.
■^In class B Dr. Tressider took the first prize. Dr. Hogarth being

barred in consequence of his capturing the Hardy Cup.

The most interesting races of the day were the "special heat

-competitions." The handicap was so framed that each car was called

upon to do its best if it was to win. The cars were run in pairs, and

handicapped' on the time taken in the competition proper—e.g.. Car A

took 1 miii. 30 sec to negotiate the hill, and Car B2mm. 30 sec, the latter

had 1 min. start from Car A. Two prizes were given, the first being a

silver cup by Mr. Ross Browne.

In the first round Mr. Ross Browne beat Mr. C. Hardy in the

first heat. Heat 2.—Mr. Bolton beat Mr. A. King. Heat 3 —Mr. E.

W. Lewis beat Mr. R. M. Wright. Heat 4. -Mr. J. C. Wilson beat

Mr. P. Graham. Heat 5.—Dr. Tressider beat Miss Hooley. Heat 6.—

Mr. Belcher beat Mr. Riley. Mr. Huakinson a bye.

In the serond round Mr. Wilson beat Mr. Huskinson easily. Dr.

Tressider beat Mr. Bolton by 50 yards. Mr. Ross Browne l>eat Mr.

Lewis. Mr. Lewis was rapidly overhauling his opponent, and only

suffered defeat by the length of the ear. Mr. Belcher a bye.

The result of the ladies' driving competition was:—1st, Mrs. W.

Shirley on a (i-h.p. De Dion ; 2nd, Mrs. C. H. Bailey on a 28-36-h.p.

Daimler.

Competitors in the " tilting at the ring " were handicapped by

having the sun shining in their eyes. The result was :—1st, Mr. G. V.

Mason, on his 10-12-h.p. Gladiator; 2nd, Mr. Francis Miles on a

16-20 h. p. Star; 3rd, Mr. W. Graham on his 28-36-h.p. Daimler.

The spectators got much amusement out of the glass of water race,

in which the result was :—1st, Mr. R. Edwards's 18-22-h.p. Daimler

(Mr. E. Thompson Willows driving); 2nd, Mr. G. F. Mason's 10-12-h.p.

Gladiator ; 3rd, Mr. R. W. Hunter's 10-12-h.p. Darracq.

The final motoring event was the ladies' passenger race. The result

of tlrs event was :—1st, Mr. E. Edwards's 18-22-h.p. Daimler (driver,

Mr. E. Thompson Willows) ; 2nd, Mr. G. F. Mason's 10-12-h.p. Gladi

ator ; 3rd, Mr. Rowland Sully's 15-h.p. Darracq. As. however, Mr.

Mason had already won two prizes, the secoad prize was given to Mr.

Sully.

The " Motor Union Medal " for the highest aggregate of mirks

was won by Mr. G. F. Mason.

The arrangements were principally in the hands of the hon.

secretary (Mr. J. Thompson Willows), and other officials were :—Judges,

Colonel Henry Lewis and Colonel A. James ; starter, Captain Lionel

Lindsay; timekeepers, Principal E. H. Griffiths anl Mr. Evan Lewii;

and marshal, Mr. T. Butt Ekins.

The Naval Motor Club at Portsmouth, of which Lieut. A G. Tracy

is lion, secretary, has a membership of sixty-five.

At a garden party held by the Somerset A.C. at Woodborough

House, near Bi*h, every event has been won by a Dumler oar.

U.v Saturday afternoon the members of the Dublin cantre of t'ie

Motor Cycle Union of Ireland held their concluding nill climbing oiu-

 

The Commercial Vehicle Trials.—A halt for luncheon.

In the third round Mr. Belcher beat Dr. Tressider easily.' Mr.

Wilson beat Mr. Ross Browne. The latter gave up in the final stretch,

and allowed Mr. Wilson to pass the post an easy winner.

In the final Mr. Wilson beat Mr. Belcher. Half way up the larger

of the two Humbers lost ground through the engine failing to respond at

a critical moment, and the smaller Humber came in a comparatively easy

winner.

The officials were :—Starter, Mr. G. H. Kirk ; timekeepers, Mr. C.

Perrv and Mr. J. H. Scothern ; clerks of the course, Mr. C. Hardy and

Dr. Hogarth ; marshal, Mr. A. R. Atkey ; handicappers, the Competitions

Committee of the Royal A.C. ; hon. secretary of the meeting, Mr. Booth

Granger.

SOUTH WALES.

The motoring and polo gymkhana which was organised jointly by

the bouth Wales Automobile Club and the Cardiff and County Polo
■Club was held with great success at the polo ground, Whitchurch, on

Saturday, when nineteen motor-cars were entered for the various

■events.

In the obstacle race the fastest time was made by Mr. E. Thompson

Willows, driving Mr. E. Edwards's 18-22-h.p. Daimler. However, he

■displaced two of the hat- boxes, and Captain Hughes-Morgan, whose

40-h.p. Daimler did quick time, was also unfortunate in the same way.

The quickest time by a car which kept within the course all the way

was by Mr. Rowland Sully's 15-h.p. Darracq, with Mr. Sully at the

steering-wheel. The result according to the handicap was thus :—

1st, Mr. V. E. Brukewich's 15-h.p. Itala ; 2nd, Mr. W. Graham's

t28-36-h.p. Daimler; 3rd, Mr. G. F. Mason's 10-12-h.p. Gladiator.

petition of the season at the Sugarloaf Hill, in Co. Wicklow. In both

classes the fastest time was made by Mr. Seaton Findlater on an 8-h.p.

twin-cylinder J.A.P. machine, and his best time, 2 min. 33 4-5 sec,

constituted a record f»r the hill.

The 150-miles reliability trial for the Agnes Wood Trophy is feing

organised by the Junior A.C. for to-day (Saturday). The start and

finish will be within twenty miles of London.

Mr. C. R. Garrard's 15-h.p. Clement, which obtained the highest

figure of merit, viz., 97-95 at the Caerphilly hill climb of the Cardiff

M.C. , was awarded the silver cup at that meeting—not the car of Mr. T.

H. Woollen, as originally recorded. The Clement- Talbot cars which won

Class 2, Class 3, and Class 4 on the formula at that inset also did

the fastest time in those classes and secured record figures of merit,

namely, 97 95, 84 41, 83-44.

THE MOTOR UNION.

The Motor Union has decided to support and to make a grant

towards the costs of the appeal by Sir Henry Norman, M.P.. against

a conviction by the Guildford ben ijh of magistrates for driving to the

common danger. Sir Henry was time! over a measured stretch of ioad

near Godalming, and was summoned for the offence mentioned above,

the alleged speed being thirty miles per hour. In evidence it was

elicited (1) that the sergeant who worked the arrangement did not

know into what fractions of a second his stop-watcn dial was divided ;

and (2) that there was no vehicle or person of any kind whatever on

the road. There is a clear view of the road, which is wide. The

constable signalled by " unbuttoning his coat ami showing his white

waistcoat." The Bench imposed a fine of £3 without cost'.
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CASES UNDER THE MOTOR CAR ACT.

A Dutchman's Nescience.

Morie Maas, described as a Dutch merchant, of the Castle Hotel,

Richmond, was brought under a warrant before Mr. Francis, at West

minster Police Court, charged with driving a mbtor-cir without a

licence, and with failing to stop after a 'collision. Richard White, a

cabdriver, said that on the 4th inst. the defendant was in collision with

him at Knightsbridge, smashing three spokes, a wheel, and one lamp of

the cab. The witness shouted to him to stop but lie did not. Henry

Woodhams, chauffeur to the defendant, said that the latter was driving

at the time of the collision, for which the witness thought the cabman

to blame. Mr. Maas was licensed to drive in Holland, and was not

aware that he could not do so in England. Mr. Francis imposed a tine

of £10 for driving without a licence, and £20 for not stopping. Two

cabmen had been obliged to attend the court three times, and he allowed

them 30s. each, which the defendant would also have to pay.

Dangerous Driving and Exceeding the Speed Limit.

At the Horsham Petty Sessions. P. A. Rul*ns was summoned on

Saturday for driving a motor-car to the danper of the public at Crawley

on the 7th inst. Sergeant Bristow stated that on the Saturday after

noon in question he was timing motor-cars on the London road at 4.40

and timed the car in question, the speed over the measured quarter of

a mile being at the rate of thirty miles an hour. Just before entering

upon the quarter of a mile defendant passed a danger signal ; he then

came round a dangerous bend at the Sun Inn, and met a car coming in

the opposite direction, a road joining the main road at right angles near

the spot. Defendant, sworn, said he was going from Ascot to Turners

Hill, and at an even pace of about fifteen or sixteen miles an hour. The

Bench decided to convict for driving to the danger of the public. There

was a further summons for exceeding the speed limit on the same

occasion, and defendant was fined in each case £5 and costs.

At the Retford Borough Police Court, last week, Edward Speranza,

of Teddington.' was charged with exceeding the twenty miles per hour

speed limit at Retford on the 1st inst. Evidence was given by Inspector

Meakin, who estimated the speed at which defendant drove his car

fromthe Great Northern Railway bridgeto the Whinneymore Lane corner,

on the Great North Road, at from thirty to thirty-five miles per hour.

In cross-examination witness admitted t hat he did not use a stop-watch,

and could only estimate the speed by his observation of the car for a

distance of 300 yards. A fine of £5 was inflicted. A fine of the same

amount was inflicted on a chauffeur from Eltham who exceeded the ten

miles speed limit in the town.

Amongst a batch of motorists summoned at the Hove County Bench

recently for driving at excessive speed on the Brighton road, at

Pyecombe, was Mr. P. W. I 'addon, of Albemarle Street, London, who was

said to be travelling at the rate oi thirty -seven miles per hour.

Defendant pleaded guilty, but urged in mitigation of the fine " that

the car was on Saturday last involved in a terrible tragedy in which his

partner had been killed." The magistrates, remarking that they could

not listen to sentiment, imposed a fine of £5 and costs. The partner

alluded to was Mr. Vincent Hermon, who was fatally injured at Brook-

lands.

At the Spittlegate (Grantham) Petty Sessions, on Saturday, four

cases against luotorists were heard. Mr. G. G. Fellows, who was

summoned for driving at a dangerous rate, was described by the police

as a "thorough gentleman," he thought the constable the " nicf st

policeman he nad ever met," and was only fined 20s. and costs.

Another motorist who did not agree with the police estimate of speed

was fined £2.

The Production of the Licence.

Lieut. Keating, of the Grenadier Guards, Wellington Barracks,

London, has been summoned for failing to produce his licence tor

endorsement within a reasonable time after conviction at the Kingston

Court, and a letter having been read by the chairman from defendant's

solicitor regretting the oversight and explaining that the defendant was

away on manoeuvres, the summons was dismissed on payment of costs.

, ..Heavy Hauls.

At Lancaster, on Saturday, three motorists were lined £15 and costs

for exceeding the legal lin.it, anil at the Carlisle Court the fines and

costs in four cases against motorists aggregated £26. Five motorists

have been fined at the Midhurst Petty Sessions, four at Surbiton, and

seven at Kingston—all on one day. ■ ■

In a Sussex Court, on Monday, eight motorist? were fined sums

ranging from £2 to £10 for exceeding the legal limit.

On Monday, at the Haywards Heath Petty Sessions, seven motor

ists were proceeded against by I'.s. Waghorn and lined various sums,

aggregating £29 and costs. On the same day fourteen summonses were

heard ay the Arundel county and borough magistrates, and fines of ftiS

imposed, with costs.

Tin: Continental Tyre Company, owing to the great demand for

their goods in Birmingham and district, are opening a depot in that

city. Suitable premises have been acquired at 256, Corporation Street,

and in two or three days the branch will be opened under the man

agement of Mr. E. P. Coulter. A large and varied stock will be held,

and customeis will no doubt appreciate the fact that delivery will be

obtainable much quicker than when ordering from London.

RACING AT BROOKLANDS.

Another race meeting has been arranged by the Brooklands A. R. C-

for the 12th prox., entries for which close on the 3rd prox. . The events

to be run are as follows :—

The Second 26-h.p. Race of 150 Sovs.—For cars propelled by

means of internal combustion engines only, of a cylinder dimension of

64 or under. Weight 2,000 lbs. Distance about 2i miles.

The Second 40-h.p. Race of 150 Sovs.—For cars propelled by

means of internal combustion engines only, of a cylinder dimension of

100 or under. Weight 2,500 lbs. Distance about 2J miles.

The Second 60-ii.p. Race of 150 Sovs.—For cars propelled by

means of internal combustion engines only, of a cylinder dimension of

150' 1 or under. Weight 2.700 lbs. Distance about 3} miles.

The Second 90-h.p. Race of 150 Sovs.—For motor-cars propelled)

by means of internal combustion engines only, of a cylinder dimension

of 22.V1 or under. Weight 3,000 lbs. Distance about'21 miles.
The Medium Handicap Sweepstakes of 10 Sovs. • for

Acceptors.—For motor-cars propelled by means of internal combustion

engines only, of a cylinder dimension of 104 to under 122. Weight-

1,700 lbs. Distance about 5 miles. Entrance: lo' sovs., of which 5 sovs.

will be returned to those declaring forfeit within 48 hours after

publication of the handicap.

The October Handicap Sweepstakes of 10 Sovs. for

Acceptors.—For motor-cars propelled by means of internal combustion

engines only, of a cylinder dimension of 150 or over. Weight 2,900 lbi.

Distance about 5J miles.

The entrance fee for the first four events is 74 sovs. p.p.. and the-

entrants of the winners will receive 100 sovs. ; the entrants of the

second, 40 sovs., and the entrants of the third, 10 sovs. The entrance

for the handicaps is 10 sovs.

The executive of the Brooklands Automobile Racing Club make a

point of measuring the cylinders of various cars entered for races at

the conclusion of every meeting, in order to verify the dimension?-

given by entrants on their entry forms. The selection of such cars is

entirely haphazard, and at the conclusion of the race meeting on the

14th inst. (reported in our last issue), the following cars were officially

measured:—
In the first 26-h.p. race, Mr- O. Cupper's 25 -6 Metallurgique, bore

3-997 in. ; Mr. E. A. Rosenheim's 25-6 Arrol-Johnston, bore 3*999 in.

In the first 40-h.p. race, Lt.-Col. C. D. Carleton-Smith's 38"4 Napier.,

bore 4 in. (six cylinders) ; Mr. A, Huntley-Walker's 35-7 Darracq, bore-

4 727 in.

In the first 90-h.p. race, Mr. E. G. Drabble's 7-V9 Mercedes, bore-

6 87 in.

mmtetm

AUTOMOBILE INSTRUCTION.

-♦-

Below we give some information with regard to technical instruc

tion in automobile matters at the leading institutes in the country :—

The Municipal School of Technology at Manchester, of which Mr.

J. H. Reynolds is the Principal, has not, as yet, arranged for any

classes in motor-car engineering, but has included a course of road

cirriage and motor-car body building in its programme for the coming

season. ?mea

At Leeds, the Higher Education Department is organising a

course of lectures on motor-car engineering at the technical school by

Me. J. C. Bennett Mitchell. The course will follow the syllabus of

motor-car engineering issued by the City and Guilds of London Insti

tute.
An extended prospectus of the day and evening classes in motor

car engineering at the City of Bradford Technical College has been

issued by Professor G. F. Charnock, the head of the department.

The Northampton Polytechnic Institute, St. John Street, Clerken-

well, E.C., was among the first of the London educational institute^

to include the motor-car in its syllabus, and automobiles are again in

the curriculum for the coming season. Lectures, laboratory work and

drawing and design will be included in the course of instruction under

Mr. C. E. Lirard, assisted by Mr. D. G. Snodgrass.

( 'lasses for instruction in petrol motors will tie held at the Borough

Polytechnic Institute, 103, Borough Road, S.E. Mr. A. Marsden is

the instructor, assisted by Mr. W. Hill. This course is intended as a

complete course for motor repairers, drivers, and amateurs driving their

own cars.

Day and evening courses of instruction for motor-car engineers,,

mechanics, drivers and others ate being held at the Polytechnic. 307-

311, Regent Street, London, W., under the direction of Mr. H. J.

Spooner. The equipment of the workshops includes a 10-h.p. two-

cylinder Daimler motor. Messrs. J. S. Mathias and J. Johnson are the

instructors in driving.
The Polytechnic Road Carriage and Motor Body Building Schools

are in Balterton Street, Oxford Street, W., undei the direction of Mr.

Ernest Bailey. A sppcial course of evening instruction is being given

in road carriage building aid motor body building.

Monday morning the classes in motor-car engineering at Battersea

Polytechnic, Battersea Park Road, London, S. W., will commence as-

well as the lessons in driving, which have been a feature of the instruc

tion offered at this institution hitherto.
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THE MOTOR CYCLISTS' CONFERENCE.

At the Guildhall at Lincoln, on Saturday, the 21st inst., a confer

ence of motor-cyclists was held, when there was a large attendance of

motor-cyclists from all parts of the country. Mr. R. Todd (chairman

of the Auto-cycle Cluh) presided. The Deputy Mayor of the city

(Councillor A. C. Newsum) welcomed the delegates to the city. The

City Sheriff (Dr. E. Mansel |Sympson) explained the Corporation regalia,

and at the close of this a vote of thanks was accorded to the Deputy

Mayor and the Sheriff for their welcome to the city, on the proposition

of Sir. R. Todd (the chairman), seconded hy Mr. A. W. Foster (chair

man of the Lincolnshire Motor-cycle Club).

The first business on the agenda was a resolution from the Newcastle

and District Motor Cycle Club, to the effect " that the. time .has now

arrived when the Auto-Cycle Club should reconsider its position with

respect to the support of motor-cycling; considering the altered circum

stances, so as to further encourage the affiliation of provincial clubs, and

enhance the sport of motor-cycling." There were several other resolu

tions on the agenda, and a lengthy discussion took place on the matter,

several speakers expressing the feeling that the Auto-Cycle Club had

neglected the interests of the motor-cyclists in favour of car owners.

The combination of the Auto-Cycle Club and the Motor Union was

described as unnecessary, and the opinion was expressed that one

organisation should suffice for motor-cyclists. Ultimately the following

resolution, proposed by Mr. G. J. Wilkinson and seconded by Mr.

Bates (Newcastle) was carried :—" That the Auto-Cycle Club be recon

structed, and form an Auto-Cycle Union, composed of affiliated clubs,

which shall control all local matters, the clubs being represented on

the Auto-Cycle Union Council on the basis of one for each twenty-five

members, or proportion thereof, the council to control the sport and
safeguard the interests of motor-cyclists." ■ '

The Conference further agreed to the election of a committee of

nine to meet and confer with the Council of the Auto-Cycle Club on

matters of detail. In the afternoon a meeting of the Council of the

Auto-Cycle Club was held, also in the Guildhall. There was a long

discussion, and in reply to questions Mr. Rees Jeffreys defended the

action of the Motor Union, quoting figures regarding the benefits

received by motor-cyclists in response for the money paid by

them. He gave statistics to show that only £150 was received by

the Union from motor-cyclists, whereas quite £300 was spent on their

behalf. Eventually the following proposition of Mr. G. J. Wilkinson,

seconded by Mr. McCardie, was agreed to nem. con.:—"That the reso

lution of Mr. Wilkinson from the Conference held thie morning be

approved in principle, and that it be referred to the General Committee

to meet the Committee appointed at the Conference, and discuss the

best means of carrying such resolution into effect, and to report to a

special meeting of the Council as soon as practicable."

. A dinner m connection with the conference and council meeting

was held in the evening at the Hotel Central, when Mr. A. W. Foster

(chairman of the Lincolnshire M.C.C.) presided, and the vice-chair was

occupied by Dr. Godfrey Lowe (vice-chairman of the Lincolnshire M.C.C.)

After the loyal toasts, Dr. Lowe proposed the toast of " Our Motor
Organisations." >■

Mr. K. Todd (Chairman of the A.C.C.) responded on behalf of the

Royal A.C., and said that the A.C.C. and the Motor Union had got on

smoothly and comfortably together. In some respects the interests of

car owners and motor-cyclists were separate, but in nine cases out of ten

they were practically the same.

Mr. Rees Jeffreys also responded and asserted that the'work in which

the Motor Union was engaged was of an enduring nature, and one which

those who followed would approve and ratify. The work was one which

was benefiting the motoring movement. He was perfectly convinced

the future had nothing but happiness and prosperity for the Motor Union

so long as it continued on its present lines, with one single aim—to

mprove and advance all motor industries of the country. Mr. F. Straight

(secretary of the A.C.C.) offered a third response to the toast, and thought

the result of the meetings that day would be beneficial to motor

cyclists generally. >

Mr. R. Todd submitted the toast of "The Lincolnshire Motor Cycle

Club." Theresponsecamefrom Mr. A. W. Foster, who paid a tribute to the

energy of the secretary. It was a year the previous day since they be

came an established club, and he thought they could pat themselves on

the back a little for having brought a club together of 250 members.

Mr. G. J. Wilkinson (the secretary) also responded, and said they were

very much honoured by the esteem in which the Licolnshire Motor Cycle

Club was held throughout the country.

The next toast was that of " The Visiting Clubs," and this was

proposed by Mr. Wilkinson, who remarked thai that day they set out

on a new era, and saw their cause much strengthened.—Replying,

Mr. J. H. Hall, of Sheffield, said they were all feeling delighted with

themselves that they had gone that day a good many steps further up

t he ladder. The Press were toasted at the initiation of Mr. C. A.

Smith. Dr. Godfrey Lowe gave " Our Visitors," and Mr. J. Van Hooydonk

replied.

A new preparation know as Motoflor, for giving a pleasant odour

to the exhaust of petrol cars, is being put on the market by Messrs.

Regidor and Doumin, of 40, Trinity Square, London, E.G. It is added to

the petrol in the proportion of 2 oz. to 5 gallons, and is claimed to in no

way alter the nature of the uspirit.

OYMKHANA AT ROSS.

-• —

Last week we briefly mentioned the motor-car gymkhana held on

the ground of the Ross Golf Club, and which was a great success. It

should result in a substantial reward to the Golf Club, which undertook

the organisation. There were 133 entries, and Mr. T. H. Coombes, the

secretary, is to be congratulated on the way in which the event was

organised. The first in each contest were as follows :—Ladies' Passenger

Race, Mr. S. Pardoe (15-h.p. Panhard) ; the Academy Stakes, Mr. C. L

Llewellyn, jun. (10-12-h.p. Humber) ; Tiltine at the Ring, Miss M. A.

Webb (10-12-h.p. Humber) ; Lofting and Tutting Race, Mr. C. L.

Llewellyn, jun. (10-12-h-p. Humber) ; Tortoise or Slow Race, for

mechanics, J. Campbell (12-16»h.p. Albion) : Blindfold Race, Mrs.

Dudley Beaumont (12-h.p. Gladiator); Musical Chairs, Dr: Cutfield

(12-h.p.Siddeley)..

OBSTRUCTING MOTORISTS.

At Highgate Police Court, Theodore Lehmann, of Queen's Avenue,

Muswell Hul, and John Ardite, of Porcheiter Gardens, Bayswater, were

charged with failing to keep on the left or near side of the road at

Whetstone, thereby obstructing the traffic. P.c. Overall, 56 SR, stated

that the defendants obstructed a mot >r-car for over fifty yards. Mr.

Lehmann asked that he might be allowe 1 to take the whole responsibility,

as his friend, a Frenchman, could noo ride very well, and entrusted

himself solely to his guidance. He knew that he had committed an

offence, and when the gentleman in the car stopped and told him so, he

apologised, and the gentleman accepted the apology. Mr. Merton Jones,

solicitor, said he was the motorist. It was quite true that Mr. Lehmann

apologised. Sir Alfred Reynolds : The police constantly receive

complaints from motorists and others of obstruction on the Great

North Road, and it is their duty to take action. However, in this case

 

The Unic 10-12 h.p. Tan No. 6, diss A, which if taking part in the

Commercial Vehicle Trials.

defendants have erred unwittingly, and justice will be met by the pay

ment of costs in each case.

ROAD REPORTS.

Exetbr.—As far as is possible Mr. T. Moulding, the city engineer

and surveyor of Exeter, endeavours to keep the roads over whichTie has-

jurisdiction useable by motor-cars when they are under repair. Local

motorists appreciate this regard for the convenience of users of the road.

Worcester.—Thecounty steam-roller has been at work on the Wor

cester and Alcester road and repairing will be in progress for some time.

Alvechtjrch.—It is noticed that the main Birmingham road

through Alvechurch is crumbling, and that the surfaces of the bye-roads

are also in a very loose condition.

Speed Limit Applications.—In several place? ',he local authorities

are urging County Councils to apply for the limU- ' jion of the speed of

motor-cars to ten miles an hour, notably Slougn, Guisborough, and

Kingswood.

Petworth.—-The Petworth Parish Council have had erected at the

entrances to the town boards with notices urging motorists to drive

their cars slowly.

Seaford.—The Lewes-Seaford road is inadequate to modern traffic

both as regards width and surface, while its extraordinary contortions

are the gibe of the travelling public. The number of motoring visitors

to Seaford has grown during the past few years to a remarkable extent

while people taking their automobiles to the Continent over the New-

haven-Dieppe route are ever on the increase. The Newhaven Rural

District Council have just expressed the opinion that the road shonld

be improved, and suggested that the County Council should make extra

grants for the purpose.
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

-♦-

SEPTEMBEK.

28th (S.).—Ipswich and East Suffolk A.C. petrol consumption trial.

Midland A.C. at Tudor Grange, Solihull.

Birmingham M.C.C. run to Feckenham.

29th (Sn.).—Run of the Southend and District M.C. to Bishop's Stort-

ford.

Cardiff M.C. rnn to Cowbridge.

East Surrey A.C. run to Midhurst.

Lincolnshire A.C. meet at Grimsby.

Western District M.C. run to Ewell.

31st (M.).—Chatham M.C. run to Port Victoria.

Commercial Vehicle Exliibition at Leeds. . .

OCTOBER.

3rd (Th.).—Brooklands A.R.C. entries close.

Speed judging competition of the West Essex A.C. .

12th (S.).—Close of the Commercial Vehicle Trials. Final run from

Baldock to Dalston, London, N.

Southend M.C. closing run of the season to Witham.

Brooklands A.R.C. meeting.

17th (Th.).—Demonstration of Commercial Motor Vehicles in Glasgow,

under the direction of the Commercial Vehicles and

Industrial Committee of the Scottish A.C.

19th (S.).—Auto-Cycle Club's quarterly trial. (

NOVEMBER.

13th (W.).—Annual Dinner of the Motor Union.

MARCH, 1908.

21str-28th.—Cnrdingley's Motor-Car Show at the Agricultural Hall,

London.

Sept. 28th—6.46

„ 29th—6.43

Lightino-up Times—London.

Sept. 30th—6.41 Oct. 2nd—5.32

Oct. 1st—6.39

4th—5.28

3rd—5.30 — 5th—5.26

COMPANY NEWS.

New Companies Registered. •

Divisible Rim and Motok Tyre Syndicate.—£2,000. To acquire

a patent belonging to Mr. T. Dunn, and to carry on business indicated by

title. No initial public issue. Registered without articles.

International Motor Traffic Syndicate.—£100. 14-15, Bed

ford Chambers, Covent Garden, W.C.

Selbach Industrial Motors.—£10,000. First directors : Messrs.

O. C. Selbach (managing director), G. M. Gibson, N. M. Lawrance,

L. P. Piellat, and S. B. Saunders. Bush Lane House, E.C.

Langdon-Davies Motors (Canada).—£1,000. First directors:

Messrs. F. B. O. Hawes and A. E. Alston. The Langdon-Davies Motor
■Company, Limited, have consented to this registration.

Empress Motor Company.—£10,000. To take over the business

•carried ou by Messrs. A. M. Tejeria, F. Smith, and C. A. Fletcher at

180a,? Stockport Road, Manchester, as the Empress Motor Company.

180a, Stockport Road, Manchester.

William Lee, Belfast, Ltd.—Capital £5,000. To carry on business

ol motor-car manufacturers and dealers. Directors not loss than two

nor more than Ave, the first being Messrs. William Lee, Moseley Hill,

Liverpool ; E. J. Hartenfeld, York Street, Belfast ; Samuel Patton,

Lame; and Herbert N. Harte, Liverpool. Registered office, 19-21,

York Street, Belfast.

' ■BBBBB8P—

AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS.

£-~'A singular motoring accident has taken place on Standedge, the

high moorland midway between Manchester and Huddersfield. Mrs.

"Waring, of Southport, left Huddersfield in the morning with two lady

friends to return to Southport in a 40-h.p. car. Going down the brow

at Ragstones, Denshaw, the wheels began to skid, ana a jerk came so

violently that Mrs. Waring and her niece were thrown over the high

back of the car on to the road. The third lady is reported to have

been so horrified that she > could not speak, and the driver had gone

nearly half-a-mile before he knew that Mrs. Waring and her niece

were not in the ear. He turned back and found them on the road.

They were placed in the car and taken to the house of a doctor at

Delph. Mrs. Waring sustained severe cuts and concussion of the brain.

The girl is suffering from shock and injury to the head.

AT the West Ham Coroner's Court, on Monday, Mr. W. J. Attwater

held an inquest on Robert ( 'anhain, aged sixty-one, who was knocked

down by a motor-cyclist on Friday of last week. William Hardcastle,

who was riding the machine, and was badly injured, was arrested on

a charge of manslaughter. The evidence showed that the deceased man,

whose sight was rather defective, was crossing High Street, Stratford,

when Haidcastle approached, riding the cycle at a moderate speed.

Canham hesitated, and then, according to one of the witnesses, " walked

right into the cyclist." He was knocked down, and Hardcastle was

thrown across the road, and sustained severe injuries to the face. The

coroner said he would adinirn the inquest in order that a post-mortem

-examination might be made.

CRIPPLED PEOPLE'S OUTING.

Between fifty and sixty poor children and a number of aged

cripples living in Carlisle enjoyed a pleasant motor tour organised by

Mr. J. H. B. Johnston, on Saturday afternoon. They assembled at

the Crescent and through the kindness of a number of local motorists

were taken by car to Bowness-on Solway, by way of Kirkbampton and

Cardurnoch. At Bowness, a substantial tea was provided. Carlisle

was reached in the evening without mishap of any kind. Those who

sent cars were Messrs. Claude Lowther, Theodore Carr, R. Dais, J.

Fendley, G. C. Glenny, T. Graham, P. Hayton, J. Holliday, J. Hodgson,

W. Hetherington, H. F. Leavers, H. A. P. Mawson, and J. Palmer.

MOTORIST v. TRAMCAR.

John Wyatt, a chauffeur, was, at Kingston-on-Thames, fined

£2 17s. 6d., including costs, for obstructing a tramcar at Kingston

Road, New Maiden, on August 8th. According to the evidence the

defendant was in charge of two motor vehicles—one car towing a disabled

cat—along the tram track, hindering the cars for 12& minutes, several

trams being held up. The defendant, it was alleged, was stuffing a

punctured tyre with grass gathered from the roadside, and, although the

passengers of the electric car dismounted and offered to assist in towing

the disabled car off the track to a side road, a man with defendant calmly

took out his pipe and commenced to smoke, saying they would not move.

^

PUBLIC MOTOR SERVICES.

The Scottish Motor Traction Company will, during the winter,

continue their motor-'bus services between Edinburgh, Uphall, Loan-

head, Penicuik, Gorebridge, Bonnyrigg and Dalkeith.

Banff.—A suggestion that the Banff District Committee should

regard the motor-omnibus service between that town and Strichen as of

the nature of ordinary road traffic has not been acceded to by that body.

The chairman reminded the meeting that as road trustees they must

administer the Act as it stands.

THE Great Eastern Railway Company forward particulars of their

motor services which commence on the 1st prox. and will continue most

probably to the end of the year. These include motor-omnibuses for the

conveyance of passengers, light goods and parcels between Norwich and

Loddon, Ipswich and Shotley, Chelmsford and Writtle, Colchester and

West Mersea, Lowestoft ana Southwold. Time tables have been issued

in connection with these services on similar lines to those used in

connection with the ordinary train services.

It will not be long now before the British Motor Cab Company, Ltd.,

with its British built motor-cabs, is upon the streets. The caos will be

shod with British tyres, namely, the " Garantire," while it is interesting

to note that " Automobilia," of Marble Arch, W., have secured the first

contracts for uniforms and waterproofs.

POLICE TRAPS.

There is a motor trap being worked between Truro and Redruth,

Touring parties to the Land's End should be on the look-out.

Police watchfulness is keen on the Perth and Cupar-Angus road.

On the Brighton road, to the south of Crawley, the police have a

measured distance. ■

The Otley Road (Headingley) police trap has had several victims

during the past few days.

Around Petersfield several traps are in daily operation.

In the village of Walshford Bridge (Knaresborough) is a measured

quater of a mile watched by three constables, two of whom are provided

with stop watches.

A new trap has been set up at Yealand Redmayne, on the Miln-

thorpe (Kendal) road, from telegraph pole 342 to an ash tree between

poles 334 and 335, with a cross road, Moss Lane, from Yealand to

Burton.

The Kiagstown trap, on the main road from Carlisle to Scotland, is

in active operation.

At Walshford Bridge, on the Boroughbridge road, is a trap leading

to the Knaresborough Petty Sessions.

Motorists travelling on the main road between Wellington and

Shrewsbury should beware. There are several police pitfalls on

the way.

The Slaugham cross-roads is again provided with a police trap.

About fifty yards from the gate where the footpath leads from the

Canterbury road to the Swingfield and Lydden road, near Dover, a trap

is frequently in operation.

In the parish of Foston, on the Great North Koad, between New

ark and Grantham, is a trap.

—ae——

A SET of Dunlop tyres and spares has been ordered for the car per

sonally used by the Emperor of Japan.

The Belhaven Engineering and Motors, Ltd., of Wishaw, N.B.,

are shortly opening a new garage and repair shop at 265, Hope Street,

Glasgow.

We have received from the Continental Tyre and Rubber Company'

Ltd., a souvenir of D. Resta snatching victory from J. E. Hutton, for

the Prix de la France, at Brooklands, last Bank-holiday. The sketch

depicts in a most spirited manner D. Resta's powerful Mercedes car

racirp at 90 mile3 an hour on Continental tyres.
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"THE INDUSTRIAL MOTOR REVIEW."

" THE INDUSTRIAL MOTOR REVIEW," which, established

in February, 1903. can claim to be the oldest journal in

the world exclusively devoted to the interests of the com

mercial and industrial motor vehicle, has been acquired by

Messrs. Cordingley & Co., and is now published from the office

of The Motor Car Journal. 27-33. Charing Cross Road,W.C.

It will continue to be issued as a Monthly Review, devoted to

the development of the Industrial Motor Vehicle, and afford

ing a means ofinter communication between users and maters

of commercial vehicles of every description. Under the

new proprietary, those features which have proved accept

able in the past will be continued and extended, while

innovations to increase its influence with all interested in

the motor movement will be introduced.

"The Industrial Motor Review" is published at 6d. ; post

free 8id., on the 15th of the month. Annn%i subscription,

8a post free.

 

COMMENTS.

LSEWHERE we have something to

say with regard to the clothing of

motorists in the cool days of

autumn and the colder days of winter. This

sketch will be continued in our next issue,

and will present motorists with an idea of

the leading styles available for their comfort

this season. Generally we have considered

the car and given greatest prominence to its

parts and features ; but the reference to the clothing of the

man at the wheel, and passengers also, will serve a useful purpose,

and next week's contribution on the subject will be of even

greater interest than the present.

♦ ♦ ♦

On Thursday, the 3rd inst., Mr. W.

N. Twelvetrees gave his presidential

London address before the Civil and Mechanical

Traffic. Engineers' Society, on the question of

London street traffic regulation. This is

a subject that has been much discussed

since motor-cars began to quicken the congested traffic of our

City streets, and we agree with Mr. Twelvetrees that one of the

greatest hindrances to vehicular traffic is due to the compulsory

stoppages necessary for permitting passes of vehicles along inter

secting routes ; although mention might also be made of the too

long halts allowed to stationary vehicles by the cab stands. In

that part of Cannon Street near St. Paul's is an object lesson

«very morning, which is only possible in the City, and if the

vehicles were not permitted to line the roadway up to a late hour

in the morning, much of the congestion between the City and the

West End would be avoided. The same thing is true in other

districts. Mr. Twelvetrees also revived the idea of gyratory

traffic regulation, which was first proposed for London by Mr.

Holroyd Smith, about a decade ago. Unfortunately, we seem to

make tittle progress to a practical realisation of these schemes.

Papers have been read and discussed for years past, but the

traffic seems to become thicker than ever.

♦ ♦ ♦

Although perhaps of wider extent

than a scheme for London only is the

A Million for Roads. "*«f8ti°n Put ^ward this year by the

Koacls Improvement Association. This

is an ambitious project—probably flying

high in order to realise but a moiety of

its desires. The Association asks for a modest million pounds

sterling from the Exchequer to be distributed among the various

road authorities for the purpose of (1) widening main roads ;

(2) removing dangerous corners; (3; cutting new reads; (4)

putting in foundations to weak roads ; (5) encouraging the use

of better road materials ; (6) making existing roads dustless.

It is urged in support of the idea that the changes proposed by

the Chancellor of the Exchequer in local taxation accounts pave

the way whereby the State should contribute more liberally and

equitably towards the cost of the construction, improvement and

maintenance of roads. It is also proposed tbat the taxes of all

classes of road vehicles should be reconsidered and revised and

paid into the Imperial Exchequer to form a nucleus of the

proposed fund, it being the declared policy of motorists that they

do not object to paying extra taxes providing they are reason

able and the funds so raised are devoted to the improvement of

roads under a central department.

♦ ♦ ♦

At Penzance the surveyor to the West

1 'en with Rural Council has reported that

A Niggardly there were in his district thirty danger-

Council, ous hills and coiners where motor signs

were really necessary. To place these in

position would require about £56 as a

maximum expenditure. Unfortunately for the safety of the

lives of motorists and others using the roads, the economists in

the illustrious Council of West Penwith were in the majority,

and accepted a proposal that only £20 should be spent on warn

ings this year, as a tentative measure. The Council, having thus

reduced the estimate of the surveyor, proceeded to select three

of his thirty dangerous places for early attention. Such an

instance of the fussiness of local authorities is, perhaps, somewhat

exceptional, but it illustrates the difficulty of surveyors and other

officials in efficiently carrying out their duties.

♦ ♦ ♦

On Saturday, the Public Health and

Local Government Officers' Association

Hand v. Machine In for Sussex paid a visit to East Grinstead,

the^oads. when Mr. Woollam read a few notes on

highway and sanitary administration in

East Grinstead. The chief interest, how

ever, centred in his views and methods in the upkeep of the

roads and the tackling of the dust nuisance. The dust nuisance

had, he declared, been solved there—at any rate temporarily, by

the application of tar to the surface. During the past three

years they had been tarring their roads in increasing quantity,

and this year a continuous length of three miles had given

unqualified satisfaction. Mr. Woollam mentioned that through

the public spirit of his Council he had been able to attend tar

experiments in several places, and he had formed the opinion that

no tar spreading machine was at present able to turn out the

work as it could be done by hand. He, however, did not wish to
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disparage the machines ; in fact, he advocated affording the

makers every possible encouragement, and he quite anticipated

that, at no distant date, an efficient machine would be met with.

A well-constructed tar-paved road was as near dustlessness as they

could get, while tar had splendid preservative properties. Motor

cars did not cause the slightest injury to roads so treated and

they were much better for traffic, both reducing vibration to a

minimum and reducing noise. The greatest drawback to tar

macadam was the initial cost.

congratulate the motorists of Brighton, as we recently did those

of Ipswich, on the possession of a chief constable who intro

duces common sense into his methods of administration.

Automobiles as

Road Rollers.

. At the meeting of the Gwyrfai Rural

District Council at Carnarvon a discussion

has taken place respecting the damage

done to the roads by heavy motor-wagon

traffic, and it is satisfactory to find that

the surveyor to that body recognises

that motor-wagons are equally entitled to the use of the roads

with ordinary vehicles. Personally, he said, he was inclined to

think that motor-wagons did more good than harm to the

highways, for during a certain portion of the year they acted as

steam-rollers. This view is not often officially represented to

the local authorities, but it is one that should not be overlooked

by advocates of motor vehicles, and we should be pleased to

hear from any of our readers in districts where local surveyors

take a similarly reasonable view of the matter.

 

The Kancheeter Motor Clnb's Hill Climb.-Kr. Henry Hollingdrake at

the wheel of his 35-50-h.p. De La Bulre Car, the winner of the over

£550 section.

Police Methods.

At the Kingston Police Court, Super

intendent Marks, whose name has a

familiar sound about it, has mentioned

that his officers are now abandoning the

timing of cars by stop watches in many

places owing to the activity of the scouts

warning motorists as to the presence of traps and pitfalls by the

way. The police, therefore, are relying upon "estimating" the

speed at which cars are travelling, and in several cases before

the court the policeman gave the speed, adding the words " in

my opinion." This adds another terror to the motorist, for, while

the police trap was often unfair in its operation, it is absolutely

impossible for policemen to gauge the speed of cars travelling

upon the road with any degree of accuracy. Fortunately the

police in all parts of the south are not so vindictive as those of

the Kingston district have shown themselves to be, and the

instance of reasonableness given by our correspondent " Rover "

•n another page is a welcome exception to the general rule. We

Irish Roads.

That there is need for the work of

the Irish Roads Improvement Association

is acknowledged by everyone who has

ever travelled over the highways of the

Emerald Isle. At the same time, all

must recognise the assiduity with which

the Association is promoting public opinion favourable to local

authorities devoting money as well as attention to the improve

ment of the roads of the country. Considerable work has been

done in acquainting surveyors of stretches of roadway which

were in a deplorable state, and these have in many cases been

improved in consequence. We understand that an appeal will

shortly be made to Irish owners of motor-cars urging them to

take greater interest in the work of the Association, which is

certainly one of the most promising factors in the outlook for

better ways in Ireland.

' ♦ ♦ ♦

Such a view is interesting, as coming

from the other side of the Irish Sea, for it

A National is practically a reflex of the view that is

Question. growing in this country, viz., that the

road question will have to be treated as a

national matter, and, instead of the local

and parochial tinkering with short stretches that has hitherto

been the rule, whole mileages across counties will have to be

under the supervision of specially-appointed men or authorities

with power to look at the subject from a wider view. Such a

proposal is now an accepted plank in the motoring platform, and

is one of the points upon which practically all are agreed.

♦ ♦ ♦

The Rev. E. M. Gibson, vicar of Cbarl-

wood, who is chairman of the Reigate

A Rector's Rural District Council, has on several

Charitable (?) View, occasions condemned motoring. At the

last meeting of this authority a com

munication was received from the Kings-

wood Parish Council stating that a serious motor accident had

occurred at the corner of the main road leading to Mogador,

owing to some trees inside a fence having grown to such a

height as to block the view of the road. The Parish Council

asked that some steps should be taken to prevent further acci

dents occurring. It was suggested that if the finger-post was

moved to the north side of the road it would meet the case.

To this a councillor disagreed, and said if a small committee was

appointed and met some of the gentlemen owning land, and

who were motorists, they might give a small strip of land, and

so widen the road at the corner. The Rev. E. M. Gibson

opposed the suggestion, saying if people would go motoring

round dangerous corners at a fast pice they would have to take

the risk. He thought the finger-post should be removed, but

nothing else done. Mr. C. H. Harrold opposed any alteration

which would give further facilities for motoring at a hieh

speed, and, better than the reverend gentleman, added he only

hoped all the motorists would kill themselves. He was against

spending a penny of the ratepayers' money in facilitating the

motor traffic. The roads were all right, and therefore he

thought nothing should be done.

' Killing no

Murder."

Fortunately this view is not the

universal opinion of chairmen of rural

district councils, nor is it expressed by

many clergymen. Really, we should have

thought that the maiming of limb or tin1

destruction of life would have been

abhorrent to these gentlemen, who seem to believe, with

those of earlier centuries, in " killing no murder "—provided, of

course, that the person slain is a motorist. We condemn, with

no uncertain voice, the conduct of those who rush through

narrow lanes scattering poultry and people and devastating the
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country side, and would view their progress to the police court

—even that at Haywards Heath—with a feeling tbat both

justice and motorists would be done. But surely the horseless

and tbe motorless users of the roadway have the right to live.

And if the safety of all section* is likely to be increased by

lowering hedges, rounding corners, and setting up warning

boards, it ill becomes an advocate of peace and goodwill to hope

—as did Mr. C. H. Harrold at that meeting—that " motorists

would kill themselves." They are not likely to do that ; but we

trust Mr. Harrold will keep on the grass of the sidewalk.

♦ ♦ ♦

One or two interesting developments

in connection with the touring of private

Associated owners of motor-cars have lately been

Touring. brought to our notice, and seem to sug

gest the possibility of economy and plea

sure combined. A motorist of only

moderate means has had a good time recently by letting his car

on hire, with himself as a kind of gentleman-driver, for a month's

tour in the Lake district and the Highlands of Scotland. Others

have arranged with gentlemen wishing to see the Continent that

they should accompany them on their cars, the sharing of ex-

the existing thoroughfares into districts which have recently

been opened up. What is wanted is that the Government should

take over the main roads from the local bodies and super

vise their control. It seems strange that a local shire, naturally

very parochial in its acts and intentions, should have charge of

a national highway. The municipalities have had from the

Government vast sums of money for works of a national charac

ter—main roads and bridges, &c.—but it has been shown that

the money has been used as often for local improvements, which

saved them direct taxation.

♦ ♦ ♦

William Porter, of Birmingham, was

summoned at the Sparkbill Police Court

for driving a motor tri-car at Greet

Disgusted. without having the rear identification

plate illuminated. Defendant said the car

had been in an accident, and the lamp

was broken. He was merely fetching it for a gentleman. He

had been in trouble twice, and had decided to give up motor

driving. He had come to the conclusion that it was better to

work in a fac'ory than drive outside. He would be more safe.

Asked to produce his driving licence, the defendant said he had

 

The English Commission at the Recent Swiss Military Manoeuvres, near Fribourg. I'-" sportive.

penses materially assisting the motorist to an extended holiday.

The outdoor pleasure of motoring lends itself to this sort of

thing, and with a little enterprise several motorists have been

able to add to their pleasures during the recent season. This is

even better than the suggestion of our correspondent last week,

that motorists should invite the public to occupy vacant seats

on their cars.

♦ ♦ ♦

Touring by the motor-car is not in

dulged in to the extent it should be,

The Outlook in writes our correspondent at Melbourne,

Australia. because of the general bad state of the

roads. Once off the main highways the

going is very patchy, and if the cars

happen to be caught in the rain there is trouble. Unfort mately

for the State, the condition of the roads has been deteriorating

for the past twenty or twenty-five years, owing to the faulty

methods of the local bodies—municipalities—adopted for their

repair. Anything above twenty-five miles an hour on the most

of them is ruinous to the springs and, sometimes, to the under

carriage, ?if the latter has not suffiVunt clear <nce—»ay nine

inches at least. The Government promises to introduce a Miin

Roads Bill into the House during the present session, but, from

>vhat can be gathered, it will, probably, be for the extension of

torn it up. He was determined not to do any more motor

driving for anybody. His licence had been endorsed for fast

driving, and on the present occasion he was fined 20s. There is

a good deal of sound philosophy in the decision, and we would

sympathise with Mr. Porter. The system of endorsing licences

for merely technical or minor offences is discouraging to men and

should be revised.

♦ ♦ ♦

Not by airship, but by car and

steamer. Elsewhere we give some com-

. ments of a motorist who has been to the
in s>kye. We q{ gkye He noticed that al, the

horses in the island gave trouble at

sight of a motorist, and that stray cattle

and sheep abounded on the roads, to say nothing of herds of

deer. Dogs, too, were an unmitigated nuisance, and unusual

care was necessary in driving through villages. A good plan

with regard to petrol is for intending visitors to communicate

with Mr. J C. Mackay at Portree and arrange with him for

supplies, or to secure the help of the manager of the Sligachan

Inn in the matter. Roads vary with the weather in the Isle of

Skye to a greater extent than in most other places, but fortu

nately the experience is that they dry quickly after the heavy

rains.
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MOTORINO AROUND LYNMOUTH.

SOONER or later in the course of their experience all

motorist get, or should do, to Devon. And then the way

is naturally made to Lynton and Lynmouth—two lovely

spots, which every lover of fine scenery should see. In fact,

the north coast of Devon is a delight to all who appreciate

natural beauty, especially when—as in the case of the motorists

shown in the accompanying illustration—a 30-h.p. White steam

car is the vehicle on which the journey is made. The car is seen

coming up the famous Lynmouth Hill, the town lying just

out of sight down on the sea level behind the cliff, over which

the road leads, as shown in the photograph. The illustration

gives a very good idea of the long climb it is necessary to

negotiate in taking the main road to the eastward out of

Lynmouth.

During the summer the question of motoring bas been well

to the fore in the district. At one time the proposal was made

bury. That successfully overcome, the road is considerably

easier thence to Porlock, ten miles distant from Countisbury.

The way should be very carefully taken, for the descent to-

Porlock is a stiff drop with nasty twists that have to be watched

for all the way down. Once again on fairly level ground there

is a good road to Minehead, which is about as far from Lyn

mouth as that delightful spot is from Barnstaple. r«bNu

Many motorists who have faith in themselves and then

vehicles return to Barnstaple by the reverse way—thus becom

ing familiar with the district from the two points of view. The

interest of the Barnstaple country is as varied as the scenery,,

historic associations crowding at every point of view, while the

architecture of the county, both domestic and ecclesiastical, is-

full of quaint points and features, that give new impressions to-

the visitor at almost every turn.

wewnw

The advantages of the motor fire engine are ""certainly

becoming more widely recognised, as is evidenced i by the

 

Touring in Devon»hire.—A Whit* Steam Car on Lynmouth Hill.

to close Countisbury Hill to such traffic, but that has been vetoed,

and, as we were able to recently announce, it has now been

practically decided to make a new road between Lynmouth and

Minehead, which will obviate the necessity of the long pull asso

ciated with Countibbury and Porlock hills. Both these steep

hills have long been familiar to those who follow the motor move

ment. Only three or four years ago the news of an ascent

of these gradients by a motor-car was a matter of public

interest and importance; now it is regarded as almost a

commonplace proceeding.

A few directions may be useful to those who go that way.

Barnstaple is a convenient centre for the excursion. From

thence it is six miles to Loxhore Inn, another four and a half to

Blackmoor Station, with gradients of 1 in 7 to negotiate, and

then a run of nearly eight miles brings the traveller to the scene

shown in our illustration.

From thence we commend the trip to Minehead to those

who wish to test the power of their cars and their own capacities

as drivers. It is an ascent all the way—two miles—to Countis-

increasing number of fire brigades that now have this class of

apparatus in use. We learn that Messrs. Merryweathcr and

Sons, of Greenwich, have recently dispatched a petrol motor

fire engine to Glasgow, shipped a motor " Fire King " steam fire

engine to Singapore, and also sent a petrol motor fire escape and

hose tender to Bombay, whilst they have received orders for

motor steam fire engines for Londonderry and Widnes.

Names of places should be painted over the Post Offices-

in various towns, but no systematic indication of the names

of places has yet been attempted ; and in any future legislation

in this country with regard to the control and management of

roads the point should be raised as to the advisability of imitating

American practice in this respect. Often motorists trust to luck

as to the name of the hamlet through which they are passing,

and sometimes they go entirely through large villages without

seeing any indication of the names of the same.

Mr. George Souter, in Greyfriars Street, Elgin, is

specialising on repairs to motor-cara. He has a garage with an

inspection pit.
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The Present Position Of the French

Motor-Car Industry.

(Concluded from

THE question is, are the present conditions in France indi

cative of merely a passing wave of depression, or is it the

downfall of the French 1 Not a single Frenchman will

be found to admit the latter, and, indeed, from present indica

tions, it would be hard to give a definite answer in the affirma

tive. Depression there certainly is, and this is a result more of

lack of business instinct at home, and of relative falling off in

foreign demand, than of any possible turning point in the history

of the trade or the cessation in the everyday utilioy of the motor

car.

To get a comprehensive idea of the situation the export

trade must be considered in the light of recent statistics.

France, undoubtedly, got a long pull in the world's trade in

page 652.)

United States, regarding which French constructors were hoping

against hope that fashion and reputation would' maintain their

lucrative trade in high-powered cars to that country. Figures

unofficially circulated seem to show a falling off equal to 30 per

cent, in the number of cars. vThe quantity of cars sent to the

United States, however, has never been very important, although

the value of components has been, and is still, a large source of

trade between these two countries. Exports to Germany have

barely increased in proportion to those of previous years, but to

other European countries France is increasing her exports. The

situation as regards England ts well known in that the number

of exported cars is decreasing, but the individual power and

likewise the average value of the cars is increasing. The main
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motor-cars, owing to special conditions which are no longer

ignored by those desirous of obtaining a portion of this lucrative

trade. The issue of the attempts of trade rivals has been

watched at home and abroad with the keenest interest, which has

been enhanced by the ever growing needs of the market. Month

by month the actual trade figures and their import have been

placed before the public and the manufacturers in such a way

as left no room for doubt in the minds of the constructors

regarding the trend of the future trade in motor-cars. Last year

it was evident that Italy was about to make an effort to wrest

from the French agencies the best part of the Italian home trade.

Italy has succeeded in this desire, for during the present year

French exports to Italy have largely decreased, due to the

increase in the Italian output. Exact figures established by the

French authorities are rather late in appearing, but from indica

tions to hand it would seem that the French exports to Italy

have decreased over 50 per cent, during the first eight months

of 1907. A similar tale is told in respect to trade with the

increase in net sales to Great Britain is, of course, in parts, arid

the French constructor who did not seize upon these facts in the

early days would almost deserve that his trade would suffer in

consequence.

Inasmuch as Great Britain is noted as the great exchange 6i

the world as well as a prodigious consumer and producer, it was

scarcely likely that the ratio between British imports and exports

in the motor-car trade would be allowed to pass unnoticed. It

has been dinned into the ears of French makers by the private

efforts of the Societe1 d'Encouragement de l'lndustrie Automobile,

as the trade association is known in France, as well as by the

Press, that however great an eclat might be given to the

French Salon, its relative importance as a centre of trade was, if

anything, inferior to the British shows, and if French constructors

have not paid this fact the attention it deserves,- it is that their

trade returns have hitherto been satisfactory.

There is another phase in French- automobile trade which is

steadily making way, and will probably become as important in

B
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value of trade done as the motor-car factory. This is the

specialist in parts, such as carburettors, radiators, wheels, frames,

&c. French factories rarely fit bodies to their chassis, the

coachwork being ordered outside. Up to now, however, they

have largely supplied their own forms of carburettors, coolers,

wheels, frames, etc. The demand for low and high tension

magnetos brought about the specialist in this line, and from

present appearances the carburettor will soon be supplied by

similar firms. Clutches, crank shafts, gear-sets, ball bearing?,

wheels, &c, are mostly in the hands of part makers, and

the tendency is still stronger towards this cheapening of

production. This year especially several firms have had

reason to find their own make of carburettor insufficient for

the service demanded, and are changing cither to others of their

own or outside design. This movement, however, would not in

any way affect the prosperity of the trade, but is a sign that

competition is beginning to have its well-known effects in the

automobile as in other trades.

From the preceding it will have appeared that there are

large stocks of high-powered machines on the French market,

and that these are mostly in the hands of agents, owing to con

tract conditions. The constructors have suffered as regards the

failure of certain agents to relieve them of their product, and in

several instances new trade conditions have been set up as the

result of bad faith on the part of the agents. However slack the

 

A Reminiscence of the Fekin-Paris Bun.—The arrival of Prince Borghete

on his Itala Car in Turin.

year may have been, it must be admitted that there have been

no big failures or bankruptcies in France, which is a plain

indication that tbe growth of the factories, until recently, at

least, has not been at the expense of prudence. The general

feeling among the public is now, and has been for over a year,

that no one should invest in automobile securities or promote

new concerns with the hope of large returns. The French

capitalist is now a shy bird ai regards the automobile business,

and the proof is in the fact that several firms—ai d tome of

these the best known in France -have appealed to the British

•Stock Exchange when reconstructing their company by increas

ing capital or otherwise. The marktt price of the shares of the

French compitnies quoted either on the Pari) Bourse or the

London Exchange is 30 to 50 per cent, above par, if we except

the electric vehicle combines, which are not in the same flourish

ing state as their competitor*.

■ Some credit must be given to French makers for the way they

are tackling the industrial motor trade in France. The indus

trial application long lagged behind in France, and even now

requires all the careful nursing of the military authorities' to

instil life into the trade. French commercial firms outside

Paris have not been quick to appreciate the economical value of

motor vehicles in their business, and inside Paris there is the

eternal question of the artificial price of fuel— -at present well

over two shillings a gallon- -about a shilling of which is municipal

and state tax. The keenness of commercial life and practice as

known in Great Britain is not so paramount to French methods,

and the trader reflects well about such as important step as the

acquisition of industrial cars, when the crying need really does

not exist. The same thing applies to professional men. Tyres

for light cars generally cost in France—good as the roads are—

about £40 per annum—that is, a complete set at £10 per wheel.

For this sum, in the country, a smart turnout can be kept, and

country labour for driving is infinitely cheaper than the specialist

in motor-car driving as imported from a city. Doubtless, when

French makers seriously study the small and cheap car, and give

up their notions in respnet to making them copies of their

larger vehicles, a demand will arise the end of which would be

difficult to foresee, but a practical and cheap small vehicle is only

at present produced in a limited quantity by one or two very

prosperous firms. Had French makers been ready with good

small cars, there would have been no cry of dull trade in France.

To summarise the situation, it must be admitted that this

year the slump in prices is the result of general slackness of

trade, owing first to the disregard of French makers to the

needs of their home trade ; secondly, to the changing conditions

of French export trade, which has nothing in it at present to

justify a hoped-for return to the old conditions. Thirdly, the

changing demand for email cars, in spite of the large production of

high power vehicles, bas completed the trouble of French makers.

The redeeming feature of the situation is the immense demand

for taximeter cabs both for home and abroad, whereby many of

the chassis intended for touring cars have been turned over into

the hired cab ranks. Even four-cylinder cars of 16 and 20-h.p.

are to be found in their place on the ranks, and, to entice the

wary client, it is boldly stated that the tariff is the same as that

for the 8-10-h.p. cabs which do such excellent service both to

their owners and hirers.

Another detail which adds a cheerful note to the situation

is the undoubted demand for industrial cars, omnibuses, both for

city and rural service, for which latter the field is immense in

France, whereby a slackness of trade in touring cars is some

what counterbalanced by the brisk business in commercial

vehicles. At the tenth annual Paris Salon, the only official

exhibition held in France, special effort will be made to give the

desired eclat to the industrial aspect of the trade, the space

devoted in 1906 to this branch of the trade having been largely

increased for this year.

It is also believed that the well-known French genius and

inventiveness will go far towards keeping France in the van as

regards design and construction of motor-cars, and even if the

quantity does not largely increase, the quality will be there and

the French factories will do well even on present lines. More

over, if woise days come, there will probably be witnessed a

further effort on the part of French makers to produce the car de

luxe at a high price and in limited numbers, the actual

factory cost being high, but the profit beiDg larger still. Articles

'tie luxe are well known in France, and the sales of such product

can well stand a high rate of profit. True, the reputation for

luxury stands the Frenchman in good stead at times, for his

de lu.ee is often only what is known as comfortable by his near

neighbours.

The large stock of this year's models will probably be

gradually sold to agents, and will most of them find their way

ii\to agents' hands either in Paris or pleasure resorts on the sea

coast, and will do good service lor years to come by being let out

on hire at prices which may or may not be maintained at the

present rather prohibitive rate. And then again, in view of the

fact thst the coming Salon will not alter the design of cars to a

very large degree, the changes being essentially in detail rather

than in principle, it is certain that many cars will be dubbed 1908

pattern after ihe various novel details have been added. But

this brings up the question of what the next Salon has in store

for the world, and on this point all mouths are mute, which may

or may not indicate that extraordinarily good things are in store

for those who wait.
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ELASTES-FILLED TYRES.

JUST about a year has elapsed since Elastes as a filling for

the inner tubes of pneumatic tyres, in place of air, was

placed on the British market. Since that time Elastes,

Ltd., the company responsible for its introduction and

manufacture in this country, have naturally gained a large

amount of experience with their special product, as a result of

which some changes have lately been made in the mixing of the

chemical components of Elastes. The modifications are but

slight, but have, we are informed, brought about a considerable
 

Fig. 1,—Section of Elastes Detachable-Flange Kim.

amelioration both in the resilient and durable qualities of the

material.

The most important improvement, however, which has been

effected has been the adoption of a detachable flange rim, bv

means of which the work of mounting the Elastes-filled tyres

is not only considerably facilitated, but enables the owner of a

motor-car to have outer covers readily changed on his own

premises should they sustain any bad cuts, or show any signs of

wear. Furthermore, in the old method of mounting with the

fixed rim not only were the covers subjected to considerable

strain in levering them over the rim edge, but it was also found

that in some cases the outer beads of the tyres failed to bed

properly in the rim, but wedged themselves into the filled inner

tubes in suck a way as to subject the latter to a permanent dis

tortion which considerably curtailed their useful life. The

utility of the new detachable rim, which is shown in section in

Fig. 1, thus finds demonstration in several ways. The fixed

portion of the rim A is an ordinary standard one, with the outer

edge cut away to the shape seen at C. The detachable flange

consists of a weldless steel ring of the section illustrated at E,

B being what is termed a return piece which fits in a groove D

in the felloe. A ring of rubber, K, is laid in the groove to form

a water-tight joint, so that no damp can find its way inside the

tyre. The flange is secured in position by twelve equi-distant

bolts, F, which pats through holes in the felloe. A noteworthy

feature of the construction is that to detach the flange the bolts,

and not the nuts, are removed. The latter are of the

special form shown in Fjg. 1, and are fitted into the

inner side of the felloe, and held rigidly in position by

means of feather keys G engaging in corresponding slots cut

in steel washers H permanently secured to the felloe.

This plan of fixing the detachable rim has been adopted to

facilitate the mounting of the tyre, as it enables the bolts to get

a hold of the threads in the nuts while the removable flange is

still seme distance from the felloe. One of the illustrations

of the greup (Fig. 2) shows the method of inserting the boyeaii

in the outer cover ; when fully inserted the tyre can be placed on

the rim hy band, although it may be necessary to ease the last

part of the bead into place by means of ordinary tyre levers.

The detachable flange is then secured by starting two or three

of the bolts, after which the others are inserted, and aa they are

screwed heme the tyre is gradually pushed into the proper

position.

While the detachable flange might be secured by a smaller

number of bolts, the Elastes Company prefer to divide the strain

over a dozen, and point out that the time occupied in attaching

the flange in the case of Elastes is no greater than that taken ii:>

the cate of removable lims with a smaller number of bolts and

inflating an air tube. As regards adapting present motcr-car

wheels to the new detachable flange, which is equally well suit

able fcr uee with ordinary pneumatic as with Elastes tyres, the

main alteration necessary is the provision of a slightly deeper

felloe on which the groove I) has to be formed. The Hastes

Ccmpany have found by experience that the use of security bolts

in connection with their filled inner tubes are unnecessary, and-

they, therefore, have ceased to employ them. The holes for the

same, as aho for the valie, are, however, provided in the fellce. ,

atd while usually plugged up, the plugging can readily be filledi

up should the motorist desire or find it necessary to return to

air-inflated inner tubes.

The adoption of a detachable flange has also brought cut

an improvement in the methods of manufacture.*- When exposed

to the air, Elastes-filled tubes tend to permanently expand, so--

that it is necessary to stock them enclosed in outer cove re fitted

on duplicate rims. The mounting of these has hitherto neces

sitated the employment of special tools and plant, and has been-

accompanied by the consequent strainiDg of the fabric of the

covers to get the beaded edge into its place. The operation is

now performed entirely by hand by using a special detachable

"storage "rim (Fig. 2), which really .consists of two half rims

held together by clamps, and on which the boyemu is held in

place until required. Although the Elastes Company, Ltd., will

still continue to undertake the fitting of Elastes tubes to motor

car wheels, it will be possible in future, where it is not feasible

to send the latter to the factory, to despatch a boyeau on a

" storage " rim to the motorist, who, after he has had the

necetsary alterations made to his wheel?, can have the tyres

 

Fig. 2.—The above group of illustrations show respectively an Elastes-

filled tyre mounted on a "storage" rim a wheel with moveable flange •

detached; inserting a " boyeau " in an outer cover; the complete wheel

and trie ; and the method of eating the last part of the beaded edge

over the lip of the rim.

fitted on his own premises and renewals effected with a minimum

of trouble and delay whenever the same are required.

The new Lord Mayor of London (Sir John Bell) and the

Sheriffs (Mr. David Burnett and Mr. C. C. Wakefield) were •

formally chosen amid much quaint ceremonial at the Cuildhal

on Saturday. Mr. E. Newby asked Sir John Bell a few ques

tions ' prior to his election, including one asking him to unite •

with the mayors of the boroughs of the Metropolis to try .

to do something to protect people on the King's highway from

being run down by motor-cars. Sir John Bell answered in the •

affirmative.
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CONTINENTAL NOTES.

Military Motor Roads in Germany.

It is announced from Berlin that the German War Depart

ment is considering a project which cannot fail to be of the

1 highest strategical importance, that of connecting the principal

towns in Alsace-Lorraine by a new high-road, specially designed

for military motor-cars. A start would be made with a road

between the river Main and the frontier, Frankfort, Kaiser-

■ lantern, Sarrebruck, Metz, and Strasburg being the principal

i towns en rmte. Later it is proposed to build a road between

Strasburg, Karlsruhe, Mannheim, and Wurzburg, and a third

between Cologne and Mayence.

♦ ♦ ♦

A Russian Motor Car Race.

A motor-car race between NicolaietT and Odessa, South

Russia, a distance of seventy-eight miles, was held on the

2l8t ult. Twenty-seven entries had been received ; only seven

teen started, however, and of these thirteen succeeded in

covering the whole distance. In the light car section the winner

was Luchesi, on a Lion-Peugeot, who covered the distance in

3 h. 7 min. 54 sec The best time in the section for cars of

of the principal sections in the touring car class were as follows :

—Single-cylinder vehicles from 101 to 125 mm. cylinder bore

Sizaire (Sizaire-Naudin), 2 min. 42 2-5 sec. ; ditto over 125 mm.

Guippone (Lion-Peugeot), 2 min. 35 4-5 sec. ; four-cylinder cars

over 141 mm. cylinder bore Paul Faure (Mercedes), 1 min.

14 3-5 sec, this being the third best time of the day ; six-

cylinder cars up to 90 mm. bore Busson, on a Basson-Dedeyn (a

new French-built six-cylinder car), 2 min. 25 2-5 sec. ; ditto from

91 to 110 mm. Van Dick, on a Rossel, in 2 min. 10 1-5 sec. ;

and ditto over 111 mm. bore Jennes, on a Rossel, 1 min.

23 3-5 sec.

♦ ♦ ♦

A Motor Racing Track for Belgium.

The Automobile Club of Antwerp is interested in a scheme

for the establishment of a motor-car race track in tke Campine

district of Belgium. It is proposed that it should be about five

miles long and elliptical in shape. Negotiations for tke purchase

of the necessary land are now in hand.

♦ ♦ ♦

A Fuel Consumption Trial.

A somewhat novel competition is to be held in the neigh

bourhood of Bordeaux on the 13th inst. The event, which is

 

Some of the Light Delivery Tana taking part In the Commercial Vehicle Trials.

from 12-h.p. to 18-h.p. was made by Pettrilo on a Rochet-

Schneider, 1 h. 56 min. 16 sec, and in the heavy car category

'by Jourevitch on a Mercedes in 1 h. 57 min. 18 see.

♦ ♦ ♦

The Chateau Thierry Hill Climbing Competition.

- The annual hill-climbing competition organised by " L'Auto "

was keld at Chateau Thierry, France, on Smday la6t. The

contest was held over a mile course on a hill known as the

•Chesnay, which averages 1 in 10. The hill begins right in the

town, and becomes steeper and steeper as the summit is reached.

The roads at the turns had, however, been improved and

i repaired, bo that the cars could get round without it being

necessary to slow down to any appreciable extent. The best

time of the day was made by Olieslagers, who on an Albatross

motor-bicycle climbed the hill in 1 min. 7 4-5 sec, -equal to a

speed of fifty-three miles per hour. In the category for ears

built in accord with the rules of the Criterium de France the

winner was Blaizot (Martin-Lethimonnier), 1 min. 47 sec. Of

• the cars of the Kaiser's Prize Race type the honours fell to the

Pipe, driven by Jespers, I min. 12 sec, the second best time

and the fastest in the car section ; Emery, on a Benz, being

second in 1 min. 16 4-5 sec. The Targa Florio car class was

won by Metargy, on a Daroacq, in 1 min. 30 3-5 sec, and the

category for Coupe de la Commission Sportive vehicles by De

iLanghc, also on a Darracq, 1 min. 28 sec, Cozic, on an Italian-

built Hisa car, being second in 1 min. 45 4-5 sec. The winners

known as La Coupe de TAutoloc, will be opened to all classes

of petrol vehicles. One kilogramme of spirit will be served out

to each competitoi, and the exact distance run on this quantity

of fuel will be carefully measured. The awards will be made on

a handicap basis by multiplying the weight of the vehicles in

running order by the distance covered, the winner being the car

which shows the highest figure. Close on a dozen entries have

already been received.

♦ ♦ ♦

Miscellaneous Items.

A public service of Darracq-Serpollet steam vehicles for the

transport of both passengers and goods is being established

between Epernay and Pierry and between Moussy and St. Martin

dAblois, in the Marne district of France. Already fifty-seven

cars have been entered for the reliability trial of voiturettes and

light cars which is to be held in France this month.

A public service of motor vehicles is being started between

Hofheim- and Okriftel, in the Taunus district of Germany.

M. Michelin, the head of the well-known Clermont-Ferrand

tyre firm, has just taken delivery of an 18-h.p. Germain chainless

car for his own personal use. The Automobile Club of

Marseilles is organi-ing a hill-climbing competition for the

13th inst. A demonstration of Miraculum, the new puncture

stop, was given in Paris last week. An automobile exhibition

was opened in Copenhagen on the 28th ult.—Some trials with

motor-'buses are now being made in Brussels.
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 Mr. J. Mkldrum, of the

Esplanade, Dundee, is letting

cars on hire, and has a H. F.

vulcanising equipment for deal

ing with tyres.

The Urban District Council

of Sittingbourne is making an

appeal to motorists to drive with consideration through their

town, the entrances of which are marked by caution boards.

The County Council of Kent is about to erect signposts,

similarly designed to those in use on the French highways, on

the road from Dover and Folkestone to London. These should

be appreciated by French motorists on tour.

A meeting of the Society of Engineers is to be held on

the 7th inst., at the Royal United Service Institution, Whitehall,

S.W., when a paper will then be read entitled " Liquid Fuels for

Internal Combustion Engines," by Mr. Robert W. A. Brewer,

A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.M.E.

The Essex and Suffolk Foxhounds recently had an unfor

tunate experience with a motor-car. The pack met at Ardleigh

for cub-hunting, and were returning to the kennels, after killing,

when the hounds were run into by a motor-car. A valuable dog-

hound was killed on the spot.

Telescopic guides and supports, instead of hinges or joints,

which can work loose, are used for the wind screen shown in the

two photographs produced herewith, so that the upper half of

the screen can be raised and lowered like an ordinary window

sash, without risk of fouling the steering wheel or any other

HERE AND THERE.

 

Ix the Victoria Road, Swan

sea, Messrs. Pryce, Trow, Ltd.,

have a motor garage, where they

are stocking motor accessories,

petrol, &c.

MKSSKS . ( 1 KORGK ACE, LTD. ,

of Wind Street, Swansea, are

hiring cars to visitors and also rendering assistance to motorists

in trouble with their vehicles.

The most powerful motor-van employed in the work of

newspaper distribution in this country is now being daily used

by " The Liverpool Courier." The vehicle, which is a 30-h.p.

Daimler, forms a rapid and effective means of distribution. • —■ -

The imports of motor-cars and parts into South Africa,

according to the returns of the South African Statistical Bureau,

amounted during the first seven months of the current year to -

£69,344, as compared with £66,357 in the corresponding period

of 1906.

Henky Copsey, a chauffeur, residing at Islington, hai been

committed for trial at Bromley, Kent, on a charge of the man

slaughter of Edward Akers, aged 19, at Peckham. It was

alleged that the deceased, while cycling, was knocked down by a

motor-car driven by the accused, and witnesses stated that the

car was tra/elling from thirty to thirty-rive miles an hour.

A Shanghai correspondent reports that motor garages

and repair shops are springing up in all directions, and that the

number of motor-cars and motor-boats in use, which are mostly

in charge of native chauffeurs, is rapidly increasing. Shanghai

 

fittings in the neighbourhood of the dashboard. The car to

which this particular screen is attached is one of those which

the Waterloo Motor Works, of Chicheley Street, York Road,

S:E., let out for hire to clients, and the body and screen have

been made by them. • ■

At Ascot, a few nights, ago a Chobham doctor was re-filling

the petrol tank of his motor-car when a lamp held near ignited

the spirit, enveloping the car in flames. The owner's son, who

was in the car, was badly burnt about the face and hands, and

the doctor was also burnt about the hand.

Two Ifapier six-cylinder engines, one of 38-4-h.p. (R.A.C.

rating) and one of 60-b.p., the cylinder bores being respectively

4 in. and 5 in., were recently submitted to a fifteen minutes'

test ok the bench at the Napier works. The certificates issued

by the Royal Automobile Club, under whose observation the

trials were made, show that the 38'4-h.p. engine developed

64'2-h.p. at an average speed of 1,748 revolutions per minute,

and the SO-h.p. motor 94 3-h.p. at 1,588 revolutions.

A three" thousand mile test of a 40-b.p. six-cylinder

Napier using Simcar benzol, a British fuel with a specific gravity

of 880, and which can be soli retail at the factory for about Is.

per gallon, was commenctd on Monday last under the auspices

of the R.A.C. with the view of seeing whether the fuel has any

bad effect on an engine, or whether ic leaves any abnormal

amount «f deposit. The car is running a daily distance of

150 miles out and home from Hatfield, on the Great North read.

is the only other port in China, besides Tsingtau, where Motor

cars can be used with any success. The roads in the settlement

are excellent macadam and run for twenty miles into the-

country.

The fire-brigade authorities at Berlin have for some time

past been making experiments with two motor fire-engines, one ■

being electrically driven and the other operated by steam. As a

result of the trials, it is stated that bcth systems are suitable for

the requirements of the German capital, and that the electrical

vehicle in particular, on account of its readiness, comes into con -

sideration in the first rank as a substitute for the engines drawn

by horses.

Users of cars fitted with accumulator ignition will be-

interested in the news that after much experiment the City

Ignition Company, of Spencer Street, Goswell Road, London,

E.C., claim to have produced a coil which will satisfactorily

ignite the charge in petrol motors in conjunction with a two-'

volt instead of the usual four-volt battery. The makers claim

that the new " Voltoo" coil, as it is known, only takes l-5th of

an ampere, giving at the same time a better spHrk than th« •

majority of four-volt coils. Furthermore, owing to the extremely

small volume of the primary current, the difficulty of pitting

of the platinums is done away with, thus reducing to a minimum

the expense and trouble of constantly renewing, trimming an*)

adjusting the platinum points. We hope to practically te«t the.

new coil at an early date. . .
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A Swansea solicitor has successfully prosecuted a lad for

throwing missiles at his car. -i

Owing to the improved methods of manufacture and to the

Increased plant put down at the works in Hanover and Willesden,

the Continental Company announce a substantial reduction in

the price of motor tyres as from the 1st inst.

A J.P. caught in the Fensttnton crap asked the police who

stopped his car, " Don't you think you can find something better

to do than lying in a ditsh watching motor-cars 1 " and was fined

X6 and costs by the St. Ives Banch on Monday.

The Coventry Chain Company (1907), Ltd., Coventry, have

lately introduced a new motor roller chain, the feature of which,

as will be seen from the accompanying illustration, is the worm
 

roller. In the ordinary type ot chain the rollers are drilled

from the solid bar of metal, and, being intact hollow cylinders,

are stated by the Coventry Company to have a natural ringing

noise, which is claimed to" be destroyed hy making them of

spirally-wound strip steel. , Not only is the new departure said

to result in an exceedingly quiet-running chain, but also that it

^affords other advantages, .viz.,, that the rollers being made of

strip steel, there is less likelihood of fracture, owing to the

grain of the metal following the circumference ; that the metal,

being in strips, can be obtained of an absolutely uniform

character, and that it can be uniformly case-hardened on all it]

surfaces. While a chain running in perfect alignment on well-

designed sprockets and kept well adjusted should give little or

no trouble on the score of noise, it is quite true that when

■ these requirements are not met, especially in the ca3e of worn

chains, some cars have a tendency to become unduly noisy, and

any new attempts to overcome the difficulty are well worthy of

attention. The behavioar of the Coventry Company's new

• chain in actual use will consequently be watched with interest.

A 24-HOURS road race was held on the 7th ult. on the re

constructed racing track at Morris Park, New York. The event

was won by Bernin, on a 35-h.p. Renault, who covered 1,079

miles in the time ; Smelser, on a 40-h.p. Lozier, was second, with

972 miles to his credit; Kilpatrick, on a 35-h.p. Hotchkiss,

third, with 892 miles ; and Campbell, on a 35-h.p. Allen-King

ston, fourth with 681 miles. The five other cars which started

failed to finish.

There will shortly be placed upon the market, states the

'Industrial Motor Review, ' a new field motor designed for

ploughing, mowing, reaping or hauling. Ploughing, however,

will be performed on the double engine system, a master device

having been patented which permits of two motors weighing not

more than five tons negotiating a heavy four to six furrow

balance plough without possibility of the motors being pulled

out of position.

An innovation in motor auctions will be made on Saturday,

the 26th inst., when Messrs. Hampton and Sons, of Cockspur

Street, London, S.W., will inaugurate a series of sa!e3 on the

Brooklands track at Weybridge. We understand that the firm

only intend accepting cars for sale when they have satisfied

themselves that they can be recommended to purchaser;, who will

also be given an opportunity for the trial of vehicles on the

already famous course.

The receipt of a catalogue of heating stoves from Messrs.

Walter Barry and Sons, of Downing Street, Manchester, reminds

us of the approach of the winter season, when in frosty weather

special attention must be devoted to the boating of the motor-

house to prevent troublesome and costly additions to the repair

bill owing to burst cylinders. Messrs. Berry make a variety

of stoves ; a speciality, however, is their combination of a gas-

heated hot-water boiler and radiator, the former being located

outside the motor-house and the latter inside.

A fire has occurred at the motor body works of Me3srs.

Harper, in Broad Street, Wolverhampton.

The Tasmania Motor Company, Ltd., is erecting new

premises at Launceston, and is developing its automobile business

generally.

The first motor auction sale at Doncaster has just taken

place in the hall erected by Messrs. Jackson and Co., of the

Hall Gate Motor Garage.

The ancient and interesting Eastern counties borough of

Beccles is the subject of an illustrated handbook recently

published by Mr. A. E. Mickleburgh, of the Waveney Press of

that town. The picturesque gabled houses, the winding river,

and the general environment of Beccles are illustrated in a

scries of well-executed half-tone views. There is also chronicled

a well-written history of the town from the time of the

borough's charter in 1584.

The latest bulletin of the White Company deals largely

with the progress made in the works during the last seven years.

It also contains a description of the new factory where the well-

known White steam car is made. The illustrations give a

graphic idea of the extent and equipment of the works, every

thing being of the most modern description. An account of the

technical features of the car is also included in the list, which,

like the vehicle it represents, is about as good as it can be.

At the R.A.C. Exhibition, Aston Lower Grounds, Birming

ham, on the 17th ult., a series of tests were made with the New

Era petrol fire extinguisher. The trial took the form of the

extinction, in from four to twenty seconds, of huge blazes pro

duced from such highly inflammable materials as shavings, tar,

petroleum, and cans of petrol. In each case the result was the

same—a jet from the New Era utterly annihilating the names

when at their hottest. The demonstration was a great success,

and afforded convincing proof of the merits of the appliance in

use.

The accompanying illustrations show a neat spare tyre

carrier equipped with a 36 by 5 in. tyre and fitted to a six-

cylinder " Thames " car. The chief feature of the arrangement,

which has been devised by Mr. W. T. Clifford-Earp, is the

absence of unsightly arms and stays when the carrier is not

actually in use. The position in which it is placed has a decided

advantage over tho standard side fixing, wh'ch prevents access to

 

the driver's se it from the off Ride, and interferes with the easy

manipulation of the gate change speed, besides detracting from

the general appearance of the car. It will be noted that the

lower stays are folded down and are quite inconspicuous when

no spare tyre is carried ; the upper stay is hidden by the Capo

cart hood. No part of the tyre is in contact with the back of the

car, so that damage to ptint and varnish is impossible. The

carrier is being fitted to all standard six-cylinder " Thames "

vehicles.

Alas'. Gloucestershire has fallen into line with Surrey,

Sussex and other poLce-ridden districts, the first trap in tbe

county having been set on the day that the A.uto-Cycle Club

recently intended to have a competition on Birdlip Hill.
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THE CLOTHIER AND THE CAR.

WHEN on the memorable run to Brighton which

awakened our people to the knowledge that the legal

restrictions on the automobile had been removed by a

tardy Legislature there was much amusement at the eccentric

appearance of those who occupied seats on the cars, whether as

drivers or passengers. Many of the wayfarers resembled bears

and other animals favoured by nature with hairy coverings to

keep out the cold. Others appeared clad in leather raiment,

and stiffly walked about shiny and strange to the spectators,

who grinned and gaped at the curious medley of men and

machines.

The wonderment they caused has quite subsided ; motoring

has become one of the orthodox methods of progression, and

those who delight in its joyB resemble other men. Especially is

the fact apparent at such a time as the present, when the

motorists' clothiers are relegating dust coats to the rear and

bringing out "warm winter clothing" that shall protect those

who motor from the stress and storm of our English climate anil

jet be unobtrusive to the public. In short, the motorist wishes

 

The Dunlop Rubber Company's Latest Style.

to appear as other men, clothed in garments that Bhall not

attract tho notice of small boys in November.

-~ Now that leading sartorial firms have come to his assistance

in this matter the motorist may congratulate himself. He is

well provisioned in this respect ; and not only are the houses

that originally set out to supply accessories looking to his wants

with regard to clothing, but the fashionable tailors are becoming

equally solicitous to supply him with specially designed clothing.

Their advent to the industry has probably had something to do

with the displacement of leather and furs from the early

favour, although both are still used, and largo quantities of fur

garments can be seen in West-end showrooms. Latterly Irish

frieze has been most in favour for gentlemen's clothing, and

liveries in meltons have been the rule. In each case this is an

advance for master and man.

But perhaps the best method of illustrating this develop

ment is to mention one or two leading designs of some of tho

principal firms engaged in the business, reserving to next week

reference to other well-known houses that have contributed to

the improvement in design that has been so noticeable during

the last season or two.

THE DUNLOP RUBBER COMPANY, LTD.

THE Dunlop Rubber Company, Ltd., of Manor Mills, Hirmingham,

have become specialists in motor clothing, and an inspection ot their

goods reveals the fact that all the productions in the way of raiment have

been designed by a practical motorist. We all know the weakness of the

local tailor in attempting to design clothing really protecting

from implement weather. He is apt to give his mind solely to

the provision of ample amounts of material, on the principle

that if there is the quantity of cloth in a coat it must be

1
 

A Speciality of the Dunlop Rubber Company.

warm. The cutters of the Dunlop Rubber Company, however, while

never stinting their material, do not give a garment an ounce of unneces

sary weight. Even the stoutest, most weather-repellant coat they

build is pounds lighter than many garments of similar design and

warmth. Everything thoy produce has beeu designed, rut. and put

together by people who know just how loose, how tight, how warm, and

how heavy it is needed to be to afford maximum protection, yet be free

from any suggestion of encumbrance of movement or limitation of free

dom, walking or riding.

A. W. CiAMAQE, LTD.

MESSRS. A. \V, Gamaok, Ltd., whose motor department is one of

the chief features of the great building in llolborn, have brought out a

 

The lining of Gamage's "Hoturai" Attaching the lining and flmthin/ .

Coat ready to attach. the operation.

new coat known as the " Motnra " for the sea?on. This is made" in real

Irish frieze and has a taking cut and finish. An important point in con

nection with this garment is the detachable lining, this being attached

by a very convenient form of fastening by means of which the coat can

be made complete with the leather lining fixed inside the coat in" lets

than a minute. It fit as easily detached in mild weather,

D
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ami, without the lining, (hi: Cu.it will then give sufficient

warmth. In these changeable days, when warm noons are

succeeded by cold and chilly nights, the idea of the detachable lining

is one to be recommended, and the way in which it is worked out in

Means. Gamage's speciality is certainly admirable. The "Motura"

coat is also made in light-weight Scotch liomespnn. Another excellent

garment is the firm's " uhder-coat," made in camel fleece, tan leather and

chamois leather. This is suitable for either lady or gentleman. It is

easily put on or taken off and can be regarded as a wrap to give

protection against colds and chills without the appearance

of being a motor-coat. In addition to other Hues of motor clothing for

adults, including Russian foil skin coats, special attention is devoted to

juvenile attire, in which several good styles can be seen in Holborn.

Those in grey goat and cheverette goat skins are notably effective both

from the points of utility and appearance- A large department is also

devoted to motor clothing for ladies, the various garments all being cut

and designed by experts. The " two-in-one " coat is specially designed to

combat the piercing wind and rain. This is made in a choice selection

of Scotch and Irish tweeds and showerproof covert coating. It is warm

and comfortable and light in weight. Messrs. Gamage's list contains

illustrations of these clothes and the book will be of interest to all ladies.

 

AUTOMOB1LIA.

In the heart of the West End is the establishment of Automobilia,.

Ltd., with finely-positioned showrooms at 532, Oxford Street, \V.,

nearly opposite the Marble Arch. Here is a fine

show of clothing of high degree for both ladies and

gentlemen. The department is under the sway of

an expert, a man who has seen the evolution of

the motor garment as already referred to, and who

has, moreover, ministered to the change in a very

marked degree. We illustrate two of his most

effective and latest designs in ladies' clothing,

combining ideas of shapeliness, comfort, and light

ness, with the wind and rain-rejecting qualities

that go to make up the perfect garment. The

"Mercedes" coat is leather lined to the waist, and

presents a handsome appearance, while the ladies'

coats generally are made in good serviceable cloth,

although one particularly striking pattern in green

'leather is so well worked up as to look almost like

cloth—a novel idea that will be of interest to

many of our fair readers. In men's clothing the

"Auto" coat first deserves mention, this being

a type which is of remarkably good value and

design. It is made of Irish

frieze, and is lined with chrome

dressed leather, fitted with Prussian collar and

gauntlet cuffs. The collar can be quickly and

easily manipulated to allow the coat to be used for

ordinary walking purposes, and is only equalled in

popularity by the " Brookland," which is of some

what similar design, but has a special detachable

lining, such as is being successfully introduced into

clothing. Thus the coat can be equally serviceable

in spring, autumn, or winter—a range of adapta

bility that gives it favour among a large section of

motorists. In liveries for drivers, Automobilia,

Ltd., have several good suits in superior blue or

green Meltons, and t heir cleaning suits and over

alls are excellent for use in the garage. In addi

tion to the wide range of motor garments, such as

coats, the firm have many good styles of caps, tStc,

all made under personal supervision, and embody

ing fashionable ideas with regard to the head

dress. Reverting again to the coats as a distinct

feature, which has given Automobilia, Ltd., such

a high position among tailors, we may mention

that advice is freely given both with regard to the owner's garments

and the chauffeurs' livery.

CHAS. BAKER AND COMPANY, LTD.

At the Motor-Car Exhibition, Messrs. ( 'has. Baker and Company,

Ltd., were able some years ago to make a successful debut to the motor

ing public with designs of clothing that indicated practical knowledge of

the requirments of the man who drove and the man who rode on cars.

The styles with which they commenced have been well maintained in

design and finish ; the experience of the recent seasons having enabled

them to keep well abreast of the time in this respect. Irish frieze has

undoubted merits in the eyes of motorists, withstanding rain and inclement

weather. One design for the winter is lined with tweed and introduced

to the public at a reasonable rate that should command attention from

those ot an economical frame of mind. Tweed coats lined with leather

and designed so that they have somewhat the appearance of ordinary

garments when walking are another line in which the firm exoef.

Chrome leather linings of the detachable order are a feature of the goods

for the new season, and both for quality and style Messrs. Baker and

Company .Ltd. .have come well to the front, their establishments inHolbora

andal p in the Tottenham Court Rd., W., being well-known to motorists.

 

Not only is the firm meeting requirements of gentlemen motorists but

their ladies' coats present features that should appeal to lady motorists.

Among these is a chrome leather three-quarter coat in cream or brown,

of stylish appearance. In other sections of the business will be found

special lines in liveries for drivers, which have the merit of being neat

and serviceable, without the ostentatious display that was once associ

ated with chauffeurs' clothing. The new designs in these liveries in blue

or green array cloth, have distinctive styles likely to be appreciated.

Heavy overcoats for the winter are also made to match.

ROBINSON AND CLEAVER.

In their large establishment in Regent Street, W., Messrs. Robinson

and Cleaver have a special department for motor accessories and

clothing. The latter is of interest as illustrating what skill and enter

prise can do for the motorist when combined with the practical know

ledge without which no tailor can bring out a garment that shall

be thoroughly satisfactory in all its details to the modern motorist.

They, too, recognise the value of Irish frieze as a material for

clothing, and have been able to introduce various little

ideas giving a distinctive character to their garments. An

attractive design shown us on the occasion of our visit was a frieze

coat of special value with a storm collar and wind cutis, securing ample

protection from the weather. These are made in a quality and pattern

suitable for drivers. For wear under the ordinary overcoat an attrac

tive chrome leather garment has been devised. This is double breasted

and loose fitting and will solve a problem of some difficulty to motor

ists. A chamois waistcoat with sleeves has had considerable vogue and

is likely to continue its popularity. Liveries and clothing for boys are

also in the range of production of Messrs. Robinson and Cleaver, whose

association with the motor industry is a matter of considerable

importance.

—— aoaooaa*—

MOTORING IN SKYE.

RECENTLY the secretary of the Scottish A.C. supplied a member

with information regarding access to the Isle of Skye with a car. Two

possible routes were suggested :—
1. Via Glenshiel to Domic, and thence by ferry to Lochalsh. and

by ferry to Kyle Akin.
2. Via Dingwall to Strome, thenco by ferry to Stromo Ferry—

thence to Lockalsh, and by ferry to Kyle Akin.

One or two comments on these may be of service to other motorists

going thus far north. Via Glenshiel.—I tried this, but the weather was

shocking, and the road up the glen soft and difficult, so I turned back.

The objective should be Totaig not Dornie, since the latter place is

hilly and dangerous, whereas that to Totaig is only undulating and

has no steep ascents. There is a good ferry-boat plying between Totaig

and the Kyle of Lochalsh. The ferry-boat from tne latter place to Kyle

Akin is not a large one ; my car has a 9 ft. 6 in. wheelbase, and it was

only just accommodated ; the transport of a longer car would be at some

risk to the car. Via Dingwall to Strome.—Undoubtedly the better

route, road fairly good all the way. From Strome Ferry to the Kyle of

Lochalsh the road is soft and sandy in stretches—and there is a very

steep ascent with a dangerous descent.
The icute to Skye via Kyle Rhea is impossible, as the road fro-n

Glenshiel, after leaving the Totaig road, passes up the extremely dan

gerous hill called Mam liatachan; it passes up with five acute elbow curv. s,

and I am told it is unfit for vehicles of any Kind.

The Skye roads are of the second variety, with occasional stretches

of good surface. The road from Kyle Akin to l'ortree has generally a

fair surface, but, with one exception, the bills are not worse than those

on the mainland. The exception is a hill between Broadford and

Sligachan called Druim nan Cleochd. This has a stiff gradient with

one right-angled.turn ; by themselves they would present no difficulty,

but the surface is made of loose sandy gravel, two or three inches deep

on the steeper parts. My car has been up twice without trouble, ana

has thereby become notorious, as I understand that lately no other cars

have got up without assistance. (Anyone who wishes to avoid the road

should take the mail steamer from Lochalsh to l'ortree ; it sails daily at

2 p.m.) The ascent of the hill from the Sligachan side is stiff, bnt any

car could manage it.
Sligachan to Dunvegan via Struan.—Good road, probably the best in

the island.
Portree to the Quirang.—Second class to Uig—thence rough, with a

long ascent, not severe gradient, bn t very heavy going, owing to the peaky

nature of the " Formation." It is astonishing how these peaky roads

delay a car. The same kind of road is found when driving from

Sligachan to Glen Brittle, fourteen miles, the first three for four on a

main road, then into the moorland type, streams to ford, doubtful wooden

bridges to cross. One very steep descent into Glen Brittle, dangerous.

On the whole, I was agreeably surprised with the roads, and do not

regret taking my cir over. At the same time I recognise that it is

too heavy for some of the roads ('26 cwt. unladen) and that with a 10 or

12-h.p. modern car I should have had an equally good time and been

able to travel much faster and mere easily. A single-cylindered car

would do well.
I went to climb, and for that purpose the Glen Brittle road is the

route, as it leads into the heart of the island. Arjy other climber who

wishes to use a motor should bring a 10-12-h.p. light car. The only

doctor in the island flies about on a 10-12-h.p. Hnmber.
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RACING AT BROOKLANDS.

To wbx Editor o» The Motor-Gtr Journal.

Sir,—On opening my morning paper a few days ago I was con

siderably startled by a headline announcing that " Mr. Edge Defies tbe

World." On reading the announcement I saw that Mr. Edge, in

despair of finding anyone to race against him for the sum of £1,000,

had decided to increase the stakes to £10,000 on each side. My friends

assure me that Mr. Edge does not seriously mean to race anyone but

is only amusing himself by issuing challenges to the world, and that I

shall find that some impossible conditions are attached to this challenge,

that he. does not mean to compete against racing cars but only against

touring cars. I cannot, however, believe this, and I take his challenge

as seriously meant, and in the same spirit I am willing to accept it.

I am quite willing to race him for one mile and for 500 miles, the

stakes in each race to be £5,000 a side. In the one-mile race I believe

that Mr. Edge has only one really fast car, therefore I am quite con

tent to race Mr. Edge with one car only. If he prefers to have three,

he can do so, and if any one of his three can beat my one I am quite

content to lose. For the race for 500 miles I have only three cars, there

fore I would ask Mr. Edge to limit his team to the fastest three cars.

The only conditions that I must insist on being adhered to are that

both races are run under the recognised International Racing Rules, i.e.,

the rules that are laid down for the principal continental races. The

three principal races on the Continent this year, the French Grand

Edge that he has not won almost the whole of the events competed

for at Brooklands. He has devotad much time and trouble, not only

to the preparation of his cars, but to advice as to the best method of

classification, which Mr. Edge is clever enough to realise is of infinitely

more service in winning races than is the actual preparation of the

cars. He is certainly to be sympathised with on the failure of the

90-h.p. Napier to win the biggest event so far competed for at Brook -

land-<, viz., the Montagu Cap, value £'2,000. Even the nicest

calculations sometimes go wrong when one remembers that the maximum

dimensions allowed tor this race were 235 and that Mr. Edge's Napier car

came in at 234 having therefore an advantage of about 20 per cent,

over other competitors before the start, and t hat also the only car

which was certain to beat Mr. Edge's Napier; because it had always

beaten it, viz., Mr. Lee Guinness Darracq, was debarred from com

peting because it happened to be slighly in excess of the dimensions

allowed for the race, which were very considerately closed immediately

the Napier car was let in. Now all this was very considerate to the

English manufacturer, and it must have been a sourco of much annoy

ance to Mr. Edge that after such nice calculations had l>een made in

regard to the dimensions allowed for the race his car should have the

misfortune to break down and a foreign car to win the event. Possibly

when the car can be induced to go fast again we shall then have the

second long-promised Montagu Cup race.

When the proposal was first mooted to the various competitors of

making classes for standard sizps of cars to be competed for each

 

The Meet of the Lincolnshire Automobile Club at Cleethorpes.

Prix, the Circuit des Ardennes, ami the Brescia Race, were all run

under the conditions laid down by the French Automobile Club for this

year's Grand Prix,

The French Automobile Club is the recognised head of International

racing affairs, and as such I cannot think that Mr. Edge can have any

objection in racing under the conditions as laid down Dy them for this

year's Grand Prix. If Mr. Edge considers that his six -cylinder cars are

at a disadvantage owing to their petrol consumption, I am quite willing

to revert to last year's International Racing Rules which governed the

Grand Prix, and which, as he knows, were restricted by the weight of

the car only. These rules were practically the same as governed the'

Gordon Bennett Race.

One of my friends tells me that Mr. Edge wishes to race on the

conditions which governed certain races which have been held at

Brooklands. and in which races the Napier cars, it is hardly necessary

to say, have been successful. If this is all Mr. Edge's challenge con

sists of, then in my opinion it is no challenge at all, but if Mr. Edge

seriously wishes to have a race I am quite willing to meet him as stated

above, and it may also comfort Mr. Edge to learn that I am quite

content to run in the long distance race three of what he is pleased to

term obsolete four-cylinder cars. I may also inform him that these cars

are not even new cars, but were built for last year's French Grand

Prix. The whole of tho four cars that I would race against Mr. Edge

would be Darracq cars, and I think the event, if Mr. Edge is agreeable

to my proposal, would settle once and for all the question of whether

or not the Napier or the Darracq car h"s the best justification for

claiming to be the fastest racing car in the world.

This letter is not written in any spirit of disparagement of either

Mr. Edge or the Napier ca>8. My sympathies are entirely with Mr.

meeting, which classes were to be 26-h.p., 40-h.p., 60-h.p., and 90-h.p.,

the proposal was unanimously agreed to, but it was on the under

standing that these classes were only intended to come into force next

season, by which time everyone would have had a chance to build

cars to compete in, these classes, and therefore there could be nothing

unfair in whatever sizes were selected, but it was never anticipated

that these classes would be immediately put into force and be

competed for during the present season, as it was apparent to every

one that barring Mr. Edge no one had cars which could compete

with any chance of success in either the 40-h.p. class or the 60-h.p.

class, and that any events run under such heading were practically in

the form of a free gift to Mr. Edge.

Although I myself entered cars in each of these two classes at

the last meeting I only did so to support the same and to try to

prevent the classes billing through. I protested to the secretary at

the time of my entry, stating that I did so with the full knowledge

that I bad no chance of success owing to my cars being so much less

than the Napiers. I informed him that both events were foregone

conclusions for the Napier cars on the formula adopted, and also that

the five mile handicap was a gift to the same vehicles.

Commendable as is the idea of favouring the British manufacturers,

surely it is not sport when carried to such extremes as this. Capital

entries were secured for the opening meeting and several of the best

known Continental drivers came over to compete and everyone seemed

anxious to give the venture Itheir support, but what do we find as the

result after several meetings? Almost all the principal people have

withdrawn from t-upporting the meetings. Surely there must be some'

thing wrong when the Daimler Company abstain from competing.

Again, Mr. Jarrott did his best in supporting tbe meetings with his t)e
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Dietrich cars, but he also is now abstaining from competing. Again, the

Fiat Company, who have won all the big Continental races this year,

supported the first meeting, and sent their best driver over, bat since then

they no longer compete. In the face of all this we again see the extra

ordinary mistake made for the last meeting of the year keeping to these

same classes. It will astonish me very much if either the 40-h.p. class

or the 60-h.p. class obtain any entries outside the Napier cars.

As a member of the Brooklands Club, and I think I may justly say

a good friend of the club, I have supported the meetings in every pos

sible way, and, apart from Mr. Kdge, I have entered more cars and paid

more in entrance fees than anyone else, but without the knowledge that

Mr. Edge always had that many of the races for which he was entering

were practically gifts to him. 1 have tried to explain to the gentlemen

who frame these classes that this is not the way to achieve success, and

that, however anxious they maybe to please Mr. Edge, by overdoing so

they have caused the rest of the competitors and the trade to hold

aloof.
Next year, of course, there will be nothing unfair in having these

classes, as by that time other manufacturers will have been able to

build cars to come up to the maximum dimensions allowed, and I do not

think we shall then have quite so much of the Napier successes. It is

sincerely to be hoped that the classes will not then be altered.

If Mr. Edge agrees to my conditions, I am quite willing for the race

to take place any time during October, and that the stakes be

immediately deposited with Lord Lonsdale, the president of the

Brooklands Club, and all questions of details left absolutely to the

discretion of, say, Lord Lonsdale and Colonel Holden, two of the stewards

of the Club. In regard to the time-keeping for the short distance speed

race I would suggest that we have the official timekeepers of the French

and English Automobile Clubs. To conclude, should Mr. Edge consider

 

Mr. Chas. McArthur, M.P., on the 26-30-h.p. Argyll Car supplied by

Argyll! Liverpool, Ltd., for use during the political campaign in the

Kirkdale division of Liverpool. Mr. McArthur is seated immediately

behind the driver.

he is placed at the smallest disadvantage by the conditions stated by me'

1 am willing that he should pick out his fastest cars and I will do the

same, and we will waive all question of rules or conditions whatsoever

and let the race be unconditional, the fastest car to be the winner

ii respective of either petrol consumption, weight, or engine capacity. I

do not know that Mr. Edge can possibly wish anything fairer than this.

—Yours truly,

A. Huntley AValker.

To the Editor of The M,,tor-Car Journal.

SIR,—I have read with interest " Spectator's " letter in last week's

Journal. I was a witness of the terrible accident that o ccurred at

Brooklands, and from my point of view I think that the diiver of the

Napier car who caused the accident ought to be severely censured for

failing to stop on the proper side, according to the regulations. If the

driver of the Napier covered two-thirds of the track without a tyre surely

he could have gone a few yards further and stopped without getting in

the way of the cars behind him.—Yours truly,

A Lovek ok Fair Play.

PETROL IN MANCHESTER.

To tsb Editob oj The Motor-Car Journal.

Sin,—I should like to put your readers on their guard against some

of the stull' that is sold in Manchester under the name of "petrol."

I was in Manchester early last week with a 40-h.p. W eigel, and on

applying at the garage which I used for petrol, my mechanic we* told

that the only spirit he could obtain was some local brand, none of the

well-known brands being available. I do not quite know what this

particular spirit is, bnt it has a very peculiar odour, something like

naphtha, and on pouring some of it into the hand it does not evaporate

but lies there like paraffin oil.
I found that in order to start the engine on the several occasions that

we had stopped it in a journey of about 600 miles all the air had to be

shut off from the carburettor, and that the air supply port had to be

stuffed with a sponge cloth in order to get the engine to fire. Not

even when the motor was warm would it start readily with this

peculiar spirit, and next morning, on examining the low tension plugs,

I found they were covered with a peculiar scale, rather light in colour

and resembling lava.
The odd part of it was that this petrol was sold to my man in tirs

painted the colour of and bearing the name of a very well-known brand

of petrol. I hold no brief for any individual brand, but certainly think

that, as a matter of public interest, your readers ought to be warned of

the facts that I have stated above. —Yours truly,

C. E. Whittakeu.

TYRES AND TYRE INFLATION PRESSURE.

To thb Editor or The Motor-Omr Journal.

Sir,—No doubt we are to believe the motoring public owe a debt

of thanks to Mr. Edge and the Dunlop Company, for the interesting

experiment regarding tyres recently conducted at Brooklands. The

results, however, are so obviously what might have been expected that,

except for the advertising value to the two firms interested, they can

carry no weight.
We have learned nothing more than what we already knew, and it

is only logical to assume that the highest speeds would be attained

with the front tyres as hard as it is possible to inflate them, and the

rear tyres just hard enough to allow a sufficient adhesion for driving

purposes. The road adhesion on the front tyres is so much lost power,

consequently, if the tyres could be shaped like a V with the point in

contact with the road surface, the traction effort necessary to propel the

car would be very small, especially over a surface such as the track at

Brooklands. Consequently the speed would be greater.

The reports I nave read do not fay whether square and round

tread combinations were tested for their relative merits. The ideal

combination for a touring car, which alter all is of much more conse

quence and real interest to the average motoiist, is a Bquare tread' on

the driving wheels and a round tread on the front wheels, all [ramped to

the highest pressure recommended by the tyre makers for that particular

size.
With the round tread tyres on the rear driving wheels whilst

travelling at such high speeds as were used in the trials the " slip "

due to road vibration is very noticeable if the tyres are hard, conse

quently it was found advantageous to reduce the pressure to 90 lbs.

This had the eftect of cushioning the shock and allowed the driving

wheel to remain in contact, with the road surface a longer time, thus per

mitting a more even and more constant transmission of useful power.

If a reasonable speed had been tried in conjunction with a car of

moderate power, fitted with a heavy touring body, I am convinced

the results would have been very different to the conclusions which

the originators would have us believe they arrived at. From a racing

point of view no doubt the test was regarded as necessary in order

to verify an opinion already arrived at, but for all practical purposes

the published results are misleading.—Yours truly,

Cecil Lamb.

A STEAM CAR ENTHUSIAST.

To ibm Editor ov The Motor Gar Journal.

Sir,—Your correspondent "H. J. C. " asks . in your issue of 21st

ult. " why there is such a prejudice about steam cars," and to show the

absurdity of it he relates how he drove the purchaser of a heavily-

laden three-year-old 10-h.p. White steam car from London to Grimsby

in an afternoon without the slightest mishap and with a luxury of

motion that delighted the passengers. Such runs, however, on up-to-

date steam cars are nothing wonderful, they are done every day ;

but, in spite of the present perfection — I want absolnte perfection —

of the steamer, a certain prejudice still remains in the mind of the

publio that they are unreliable and not to be trusted. Why?

The advent of the Locomobile several years ago, which was thrown

on the English market at an absurdly low price, £150, without any

of those essentials that had to be added to make the car reliable, as

they were always breaking down from want of them, poisoned the

mind of the public, against steam to such an extent that the petrol

car makers had it all their own way, and took every advantage of

the position by boycotting them in the Fress and in open competition,

and so the public were kept ignorant for a long time of the improve

ments that were being mode in the steamer, and unable, therefore, to

form any opinion as to the value of them.

Things, however, are gradually changing, and steam, which holds

the world's records for hill-climbing and speed, is gradually forcing

its way to the front, after many years of great opposition and

unsportsmanlike hostility. Only lost week in one of the daily papers

it was stated that Mr. Lee Ouinness on his 200-h.p. ear did a mile

at the rate of 114 miles per hour. At the end of this paragraph it

certainly stated this speed was not a world's record, which stood at
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127! miles per hoar, but no mention was made of the fact that the

car that did that wonderful speed was a 30-h.p. Stanley steamer.

There is nothing for the public to fear now about steam cars, of

which there are many line makes on the market. There is no com-"

parison between them and petrol cars of double the power for what they

can do and the way they do it, and they do their work without " talk

ing." There are no gears, clutches, or electrical connections to trouble

about and the latest cars are practically fool proof. It is positively

delightful to ride on a steam car, as those who have had that pleasure

can testify. I believe that if half the money and a quarter of the

brains had been spent on steam tint has been spent on the internal

combustion engine there would be few of the latter on the road.—

A'ours truly,

J. C. P. Perry,

Major, K.A.M.C.

SUBSTITUTES FOR PETROL.

To thb Editor op The Motor-Cor Journal.

Sir,—Would you or some of your readers be kind enough to give

me some information about benzole ? Some weeks ago a correspondent

flave some account of it. but I did not take any particular interest in

.it at the time, believing it unobtainable in my district. What I wish

to know is, can it be used through an ordinary carburettor, what is

the difference in mileage per gallon, and does it. have any bad effects

on valves, such as pitting badly, or inside cylinder walls ?—Yours

truly, ,'

F. W. HODDER.

[Our correspondent's enquiry was apparently anticipated by Mr.

6. F. Rider, of Leeds, whose experience" in the -use of benzol were recorded

on page 646 of the last issue of the M.C.J,]

MOTORISTS AND TOURING.

To the Editor or The Motor-Cor Journal.

Sib,—I think members of the Motor Union have a grievance in

'that, whilst members of the K. A. C. can pay their customs deposit and

receive their driving licence and registration numbers before taking

their cars across the Channel, the Motor Union, with a much larger

membership, apparently cannot give them this facility. The assurance

(hat the Motor Union will recommend an agent who will assist mem

bers through the formalities is not much consolation now it is gener

ally known that these agents meet the boats and will equally see mem

bers and non-members through. Nor the fact that someone, if not the

ps. company, will charge a commission on the deposit. That the

-deposit will be made in English money and returned, as the member is

embarking, in foreign currency. That he will, after possibly wasting some

"hours, have to drive with temporary permits till the proper ones can

-catch hiin through the post, or he picks theni up on his return to port of

departure (if they have not miscarried in the meantime).—Yours truly,

J. M. B.

WHEELS FOR MOTOR-CARS.

To th« Editor op The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—Re your correspondents, Messrs. A. E. (i elder's and O. Cook's

letters anent wheels for motor-cars, they apparently have not yet heard

that there is a solid-tyred wheel which fulfils all Mr. Cook's require

ments, namely, unpuncturability, low cost, Sec, and which, moreover, is

guaranteed for three years so far as the wheel is concerned, and for a

minimum of 10,000 miles tyre life, ahout four times as long as the

average life of a pneumatic. The peculiarity of the combination is

that the shock is absorbed at the periphery of the wheel like a pneumatic,

-consequently it is suitable for speeds far in excess of forty miles an

■ hour. There are no springs or buffers of any sort, the principle of its

action being entirely new. Naturally I cannot describe at length the

■action, as I should be trespassing too much on valuable space, but the

wheel I refer to is the Lynton.— Yours truly,

Ernest H. Arnott.

To th» Editor of The Motor-Gar Journal.

Sir,—I am afraid that it would take too long to answer all Mr.

A. E. (.; elder's statements, and I rather think that we should be over

looking the real question at issue, viz., the necessity of providing a

-wheel or tyre for all-round use on a motor-car. The majority of motor

-"users azree that something more is wanted. Speed against safety and

weight is not demanded, else they would Lot so readily use the heavy

leather bands. Comfort is of the greates importance, because it means

that vibration is diminished. Safety is another important item, so it

.'must not be liable to bursts or side slips. Cost must be reduced if we

are to retain the average nser, for, as Mr. Br> ant says, " The motor

car, less expense of tyres, is the cheapest form of locomotion, plus tyres
■ cost the most expensive."

Each year increases the need of such a tyre. Surely it will soon be

.produced ! Will fashion allow it to be used ?—Yoms truly,

O. Cook.

POLICE COURTESY.

To the Editor of The Motor-Cor Journal.

Sir,—I have had a different experience to " A Motorist " in your

last issue. My light went out in Brighton, and I w is getting down to

relight it when the " man in blue " hove in sight. He took my name

and address and looked at the licence and was almost apologetic over it.

I received a note from Mr. Gentle, the chief constable of Brighton, asking

me not to let it occur ag tin. This is only in accordance with what I

always hear concerning him, but it is distinctly worthy of note that one

chief constable at any rate recognises such occurrences are accidents and

that we do not do it for amusement.—Yours truly,

Rover.

A CHANCE FOR A GARAGE

To th» Editor op The Motor-Gar Journal.

Kir.—Knowing of the great interest you take in all matters con

nected with motoring, I venture to trouble you with this letter. I am

anxious to start a motor basiness in a small place on a main road (in

England), on the following lines :—

(a) To open a shop stocked with motor accessories, including cover?,

tubes, petrol and oils, &c.

(6) To employ a mechanic capable of dealing with small repairs and

adjustments.

(c) To keep a motor-car for hiring out, with driver.

I should be so glad if you could kindly help me by indicating a

place suitable for me to try my luck on the lines suggested. —Yours

truly,

F V.

" [Our correspondent will probably find that most places are already

served in this respect, or perhaps some reader can supply the informa

tion desired.]

 

Bosnia and Herzegovina has recently adopted a new postage stamp, or

which a motor mail van is the subject of the illustration.

A MYSTERIOUS NOISE

To the Editor op The Motor-Cor Journal.

Sir,—I should be glad if you or any reader of the M.C.J, could assist

me in overcoming a difficulty experienced in my car. It is fitted with a

tij-h.p. single-cylinder engine, and when I put the car on top speed it

knocks or gives a sharp clink every time it fires, no matter how much 1

retold the ignition. The moment I put it on the lower speeds the clink

ing stops. It is only on the top speed that this happens, even when the

car is going full speed.—Yours truly,

Kjngstonian.

[The clinking noise is no doubt caused by the cardan shaft having

become worn, and would only be detected when the car is on top speed,

this because the engine is running much less rapidly than when on the

lower gear, and, in consequence, would give an uneven transmission, which

is overcome when the engine is running at its normal speed.]

A NOISY CARBURETTOR.

To thb Editor op The Motor-Cor Journal.

Sir,—I shall be obliged if you will kindly inform me of a remedy for

the air intake of a carburettor making so much noise ; c&a I fix ray car

burettor so that it will work quietly, or will I have to get a new one!

It seems to me there ought to be some way to silence the noise.—Yours

truly,

R. J. Simpson.

[The air intake of a noisy carburettor may be silenced by means of a

miniature silencer being fitted, this to entirely cover the present opening.

If carefully fitted, this should remedy our correspondent's trouble.]

Scotch Courtesy.—From C. D. L. comes correspondence in refer

ence to an incident which occurred at Braemar in August ; but it

scarcely seems within the limits of newspaper controversy.
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CLUBS AND ASSOCIATIONS.

-♦-

JUNIOR AUTOMOBILE CLUB.

The Junior Automobile Club's " Agnes Wood " Challenge Cup was

contested for on Satuiday. The conditions of the competition weie that

the trophy should go to the driver making an absolute non-stop run for

1E0 miles, except for replenishing with oil, fuel, and water at the half-

distance, tut the engine had to be kept running the whole time. There

were three starteis—Mr. C. W. Brown, Mr. Chester Fox, and Miss Agnes

Wood alldiiving Hover cais. The course was from Barns t to within five

miles of Coventry and back, and the speed was checked at several points.

The competitors were started at four-minute intervals. All made non

stop runs, and approximated so closely to the stipulated speed that it

was a difficult matter for the officials to decide the winner. This

proved to be Mr. Brown, who at some of the controls was enly a few

seconds at variance with the schedule, and whose total time in excess

of schedule at various points exactly equalled his total time behind

schedule at other points. Mr. Chester Fox was a close second, and

Miss Agnes Wood was third.

MANCHESTER.

Thf.ee were thirty entries for the annual hill climbing competition

of the Manchester Motor Club last Saturday, at a spot the location of

which need not be given in the press. The first three competitors in each

class were :—

 

The 60-h.p. Napier which made the fastest time at the Manchester

Motor Club's Hill Climb.

Class A (for two-seated cars, chassis price not to exceed £175.)— 1,

Mr. J. Newton's 6-h. p. Rover (driver E. Ridgway) which made the fastest

time and also won on the handicap ; 2, Mr. J. T. Ward's 6-h.p. Rover ;

3, Mr. V. G. New's 6-h.p. Siddeley.

Class B (for cars, chassis price not exceeding £325.)—Mr. R. H.

Carlisle's four-cylinder Argyll (T. F. Waugh, driver) ; 2, Mr. R. Newton's

14-h-p. Vulcan ; 3, Mr. T. Garner's H-h.p. Singer.

Class C (for cars up to £450 chassis'price.)—1, Mr. Hollingdrake's

Talbot; 2, Mr. R. Crosaley's Belsize ; 3, lit, H. D. Ashworth's

Cottereau.

Class D (for cars up to £550 chassis price).— 1, Mr. AV. Stone's

Clement; 2, Mr. J. Arrow-smith's Horbick (driver, H. W. Cranham) ;

3, Mr. T. Gainer's Beeston-Humber.

Class E (for cars over £550 chassis price). —1, Mr. H. Hollingdrake's

four-cylinuer De la Buire ; 2, Mr. H. Hollingdrake's six-cylinder De la

Buire (Mr. Hodgkinson, driver) : 3, Mr. J. Newton's six-cylinder 60-b. p.

Napier (Sidney Smith, driver). The last named car, of which we give

an illustration on the hill, made the fastest time.

Mr. F. C. Hunt was the judge, Messrs. J. H. Baynes and W. T.

Munroe timekeepers, and Mr. J. Lowe startei .

LINCOLNSHIRE AC.

On Saturday the Grimsby members of the Lincolnshire A.C. enter

tained the other members of the club, and there was avery large assembly

of motorists from all parts of the county to accept the hospitality of the

Grimsby men. The. beautiful park at Grimsby was placed at the

disposal of the motorists, and a space was reserved for the cars. After

light refreshments the cars were drawn up in a long line,. Mr. W. T.

Swaby, as the first motorist in Grimsby, taking the lead, Mr. Alec

Black, as the second, following him, and having the Mayor and

Mayoress, Aid. and Mrs. Jacob Pickwell, on his car. A start was

made for Cleethorpes, the popular and rapidly growing seaside resort.

As the oars passed through Grimsby a very large number of people

turned out to see them, the display including several excellent vehicles

The entire route was well lined At Cleethorpes, the procession was

taken to the Kingsway and there cinematographed, the lilms being

shown at the l'alnce at night. At the end of the Kingsway the earn-

•turned into the Esplanade and were driven back to the park. Hera

high tea was served, the excellent band of the 3rd Lincoln Volunteers

playing a choice programme of music.

A most pleasant time was spent, the hosts attending to tin' wants

of their guests in quite excellent style, and when the large party broke

up it was with the feeling that it was one of the most enjoyable

gatherings held by the Lincolnshire A.C.

THE INCORPORATED INSTITUTION OF AUTOMOBILE.

ENGINEERS,

The first meeting of the coming session of the Incorporated Institu

tion of Automobile Engineers will be held at the Institution of

Mechanical Engineers, Storey's Gate, St. James's Park, S.W., ort

Wednesday, when Colonel Crompton, C.B., R.E., will give his presidential'

address on "The Future of Automobile Engineering."

SOUTHERN MOTOR CLUB.

The Southern Motor Club held a hill-climbing competition on Saturn

day, with the following results :—Single-cylinder motor-cycles.—J.

Brodie, 1 ; A. Ablett, 2 ; W. L. Lorkin, 3. Double-cylinder motor-cycles.

—C. Jones, 1 ; G. Aldington, 2. Passenger-cycle class.— Holt, 1

Patterson, 2; Aldington, 3. Large care.—Goddard, 1; Patterson, -2.

One and two-cylinder cars.—Carpmael, 1 : S. W. Phillpott, 2 : Mr. VVylie,

3 ; Mrs. Wylie, 4. Difference between fastest and slowest time.—C.

Jones, 2 rain, 51 sec., 1 ; G. Aldington, 2 rain. 19 2-5 sec., 2 ; J. Brodie,

1 rain. 11 4-5 sec, 3 ; W. L. Lorkic, 59 3-5 sec., 4.

WILTSHIRE.

The inaugural meeting of the Wiltshire Automobile Club was held

at Westbury, Wilts, on Saturday, when Dr. Tubb Thomas, who has-

been chiefly instrumental in its formation, said there were nearly eighty

members.

Mr. George Palmer, Backhouse Park, was appointed president,

and it was decided to affiliate to the Motor Union and the Royal Auto

mobile Club. The meeting was followed by a motor gymkhana.

The Bradford M.C.C. is arranging an interesting winter pro

gramme.

At the Essex Motor Club's gymkhana at High Beach on Saturday '

Miss Muriel Hind on her24-n.p. Deasy won the first event for cars.

Mil. Whalev, of the Central Motor ( ;*rage, Long Eaton, was starter

and handicapper at the recent hill climb of the Long Eaton and District

M.C.C. at Woodhouse Hill, near Melbourne.

Arrangements between the Motor Club and the British Motor

Boat Club have bsen completed at the Motor Club House, Coventry

Street, London, W.,and the amalgamation of the two clubs is now un-

fuit accompli.

With reference to the open hill climb of the Auto-Cycle Club

which was to have been held at Birdlip on September !(th last, but which •

had to be postponed, it has now been decided to hold the event on sharp

enhoe Hill, a few miles north of Luton, to-day (Saturday), starting at

2 p.m. The weighing will take place at 11 a.m., the motor-bicycles being

weighed at the foot of the hill, and the passenger machines at the Great

Northern Railway Station, Luton.

Mr. Jules Fagard, of Liege, the manufacturer of the Sthenos car

burettor, is now in this country with an entirely new model of the well-

known carburettor, which has been tested with perfect success on several 1

makes of cars.

Speaking of a set of 915 by 105 mm. steel-studded tyres fitted to his

70-h.p. Mercedes, Baron Friedrich von Born, of Budapest, writes to the

Dunlop Company:—" The car has a weight of some 2,000 kilos, but they

have run more than 5,000 kilometres. In spite of the great speed and

weight of the car and the condition of the roads they have behaved

splendidly, and have worn so well that I have been able to have them

retreaded in Vienna.

Messrs. R. Reynold Jackson and Co. inform us that they have

cont racted for the sale of no less than twenty-two Jackson cars in four

days, and arrangements are being made to double the output for 190S. .

We learn that these vehicles can now be obtained through the Chelsea

Motor Garage, S5, King's Road, Chelsea, S.W., and on easy payment* -

through Messrs. William Whiteley, Ltd., Queen's Road, Bayswater,W.

Messrs. Jackson are open to fix up agency arrangements with enter

prising and reliable concerns in Scotland and Ireland.
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-CASES UNDER THE MOTOR CAR ACT.

Heavy Hauls.

The Whitley Bay magistrates have had five motorists before them

on one day. Fines of 20s. and costs were imposed ineachcuse.

A large batch of summonses against motorists has been disposed

of at the Kingston Bench. For driving to the danger of the public three

penalties of £10 each were imposed. For exceeding the limit on the

Portsmouth road six were fined £28 and costs. For exceeding the

ten-mile limit in Hichmond Park four motorists were fined an aggregate

of £8. On Saturday seventeen motorist* wee fined £73.

At Cromer several motorists have been fined in one batch for

■exceeding the legal limit. Six motorists have been summoned for

driving to the danger of the public at the St. Augustine's (Canterbury)

Petty Sessions. All were fined. Three drivers have been lined at

Snaith.

Four motorists were fined £2 each on one day at Kingston for

exceeding the speed limit in Richmond Park.

At the Shoreham Petty Sessions, on Monday, five motorists were

fined £27 and costs.

£2.1 for Three Offences.

Sydney Collings, of West Hampstead. who was fined £25 and costs

■or six weeks' imprisonment, at the I.ewes Petty Sessions, on September

Trentham, or round the dangerous corner from Stoke. Each defendant

was lined 40s. and costs.

Infringing Commons Bylaws.

Thomas Bannister, of Barnes, was summoned for driving a motor

car over the turf on the Wimbledon and Putney Commons, contrary to

the by-lawa, on the 18th ult. Keeper Arthur stated that he saw

defendant driving his motor-car over the turf and told him he was

infringing the by-laws. Defendant replied that he was there tir the

purpose of testing his car. Witness asked his name and address, which

were refused. He then started to drive round the triangle at the Wind

mill, running on to the turf at each corner. Witness called for

assistance and defendant was eventually taken to the police-station.

Defendant said he was only testing his car, and wanted to see if he

could turn it in 2o feet. He admitted going on to the grass once. Mr.

Schwann fined the defendant 40s. and 8s. 6d. costs.

Within a " Limit " Area.

Harry Passant, of Coventry, was summoned for exceeding the ten

mile limit prescribed under an order of the Local Government Board

for Clarence Street, Kingston, on September 1st. P.c. Jones said he

timed the car over a measured furlong and found the speed to be

18 miles 779 yards per hour. P.c. Beck corroborated. Defendant was

placed in the witness-box and said he was a chauffeur of considerable

experience. There was a tr-im-car ahead at the time he was stopped,

 

The Chiteau Thierry Hill Climb. The Scene at the Finishing Point.

B7th, fer three different offences under the Motor Car Act, has been

released from Lewes Gaol, the money in payment of the balance of the

tines being forthcoming.

At Hailsham, on the 2(ith ult., seven motorists were fined £51

and costs. P.s. Waghorn was a witness in each case, all the defend

ants having been trapped on the Eastbourne road, Polegate.

Exceeding Legal Limit.

At Stoke Police Court it has been stated that on August 31st an

•electrical apparatus for gauging the speed of motor-cars was placed

over a measured quarter of a mile between Trent Vale and Newcastle-

•under-Lyme, and a policeman with a stop-watch was stationed at either

end. As a result William J. Davies, employed by Dr. Halton, of

Newcastle, and Thomas Dudson, of Hanley, were each summoned for

<lriving to the danger of the public. Davies, it was stited, covered the

■distance in 46 4-osec, equaljto arateof alittle over nineteen miles an hour,

and Dudson's time was given as 46 1-3 sec. Although convicting both

•defendants the Stipendiary pointed out that the prosecution had centred

everything on the pace of the cars between the given points, and nothing

was stated as to their pace over the canal bridge from the direction oil

and it would have been quite impossible for him to have pulled up

within the few yards he did had he been driving at eighteen miles an

hour. The car was pulled up within three yards. The penalty was 40s.

and costs.

Disclosing Name of Driver.

There was a batch of motorists before the Huntingdon Divisional

Bench on Saturday, the most important case being one in which the

Darracq Company were summoned for refusing to give information as

to the driver of a particular car. The police had timed the car and

signalled to the driver to stop, but he went on. They took the number,

and finding that the car belonged to the defendants, they applied to

them for the name of the driver. To this the defendants replied that it

was impossible for them to comply without a number of inquiries,'which

they had neither time nor inclination to make. The Bench fined them

£20, and agreed to grant a case if asked for.

A Motor-Cyclist at Birdlip Hill.

Two motor-cyclists and one motor-car driver appeared before the

bench last week for motoring too quickly up BirJlip Hill. Supt,

Biggs (Stroud) remarked that the specific charge against the defendant
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was that of having exceeded the limit of twenty miles an hour allowed

for motor-cycles and cars to travel up Birdlip Hill. He believed that

this was the first occasion in this county that anyone had been

summoned for travelling over a measured dhtance at a greater speed

than the Act allowed, and also that this was the lirst time that a trap

had been set to catch motor cyclists breaking the law. The facts were

that the Auto-Cycle Club arranged for a bill-climbing competition to

take place on Birdlip Hill on September 6th, but that, in consequence

of the large number of complaints which the Chief Constable received

from residents in the neighbourhood, Admiral Christian instructed him

(Supt. Biggs) and Inspector Dennis, of Gloucester, to take

proper means to prohibit the cow petition. In pursuance of those in

structions, they went to Birdlip and measured a quaiter of a mile on

the hill, which at the point in question had an average gradient of

about 1 in 14 ; it was, in fact, neither the steepest nor the flattest

portion of the lull, but with a little of both, ihe Auto-Cycle Club

met at Birdlip on September 8tb, but in consequence of an intimation

that the police would be there in great force on the following day to

prevent the competitions, they went elsewhere to carry ont their purpose.

The defendant, however, appeared st Birdlip on the 9th. Be (Mr. Biggs)

watched him go up the hill three or four times, and, testing the pace

by means of stop watches, inspector Dennis and himself found that on

one of these occasions defendant covered the quarter of a mile in 31 sec.,

which worked out at a pace of over twenty-nine miles an hour. A fine

of 10s. and costs was imposed.

ROAD REPORTS.

Dundee.—The Dundee, Broughty Ferry, and District Company

have had under consideration the condition of a private road through

which the tramway line passes between Dundee and Broughty Kerry.

 

EThe Earl of Craven has recently taken delivery of his fourth Daimler.

This car, which is deputed above, ii a 45-h.p.. having a wheel base

of 9 ft., and is painted dark bine with white lines.

The manager reported that the surface was being greatly damaged by

motor-car traffic, and in respect that the road has to be kept in repair

by the company, it was agreed that all permits for traffic should be

withdrawn.

Coventry.—Several of the roads in the city have lately received

dressings of tarmac.

Warwickshire.—New warning signs are appearing at several

dangerous places in Warwickshire, notably in the village of Kineton

and near Compton Verney.

Wandsworth.—The prolonged, line weather has enabled the

Wandsworth Borough Council to continue its dust-laying experiments,

and a stretch of Trinity Boad baa now been treated with " Ermenite,"

applied from one of the council's watering vans.

SUSSEX.—An important motor speed limit inquiry is pending in

Sussex. The County Council for the eastern portion of the county has

applied to the Local Government Board to fix the spejd-limit for

jiotors through the neighbourhood of Handcross, on the main London

and Brighton road, at ten miles per hour. A public inquiry into the

matter will shortly be held by a Local Government Board inspector.

TheTe Ls likely to be considerable opposition to the proposal.

During General Booth's recent motor tonr the actual mileage run

by the General's car was 1,728 miles. In all, nine different cars were

used on the tour, and the whole of them were fitted with Moseley's

detachable tyres, thirty -eight tyres being used in all. The number of

miles covered by these nine cars reached a total of 19,712, and in

covering this very great distance only six punctures occurred, these

being'of a very minor nature.

AN INTERESTING TOUR.

The following is the story of an ambitious fortnight's motor tour as

told by the winner of the August competition promoted by the Argyll'

Company :—In giving an account of a most pleasant holiday spent by

four friends and myself on board my 10-12- h.p. Argyll car, it is not the

mileage that I think cal's for special comment, although this was by no

means small, doing nearly 2,000 miles in fourteen days, but the con

sistent running day after day in a remarkably hilly country of a small 1

powered car very much overloaded witli passengers and luggage, and

over some of the vilest as well as some of the best roads possible to be

found for motoring. The oar was purcha»ed in June, 1904, at the works

at Bridgeten, and has done just on 30,000 miles as recorded by my
Smith's speedometer. It has a large limousine body and weighs •

21 cwts. stripped. To this was added 2\ cwts. of luggage and five

people averaging a little over 10 stone each.

We started on Sunday, August 4th, going through Basingstoke,

Winchester, Southampton, llournemoutb, Poole to Lulworth Cove and

back to Poole for the night. Next day we ran through Wimborne

to Salisbury and back to Southampton. Here we shipped the car to'

Havre, and leaving the next morning after the troublesome Custom House-

formalities were got through, which, by the way, were made much easier

for us through the kind assistance ot the Boyal A.C., we sped away

through St. Homainsand Lilleborne to Caudebec, and from there we made

a circuitous route to the South of the Seine, arriving at Bouen in the

evening. . . w

Next morning we left early and went m Louviers, Evreux,

Bonnieres, Nantes, Pontoise, and St. Cerraains, to Paris. We now

spent Thursday and Friday sightseeing in the gay city, a good part of

this being done on the car. On Saturday we ran to Neufchatel and

Dieppe, returning next day to Paris via Longueville, Kouen, Les

Andelzo, and Magny. On Monday we made a circular trip via Clar-

mont, Beauvais, Chaumont, Pontoise, to Paris. During our stay in<

Paris we put up at one of the finest and best managed garaees it has ever -

been my luck to stay at, viz., the Paris Automobile, Rue D'Anjou. On.

Tuesday we retraced our route to Rouen and Caudebec, staying the

night at the last named place, and next morning we proceeded to Trou-

ville, Honfleur, and Havre, recrossing to Southampton on the Wednes

day night. Here we lost half a day waiting for some of our luggage -

which was lost on the boat, but got away about 2 o'clock in the pouring .

rain to Bournemouth, and from there to Lulworth Cove.

Friday morning away again through Lynn Regis, Exeter and

Torquay to Plymouth. On Saturday we ran to Launceston, Bideford.

and Barnstaple to Ilfracombe, and on the Sunday we returned by

Taunton, Shepton Mallet, Krome, Marlborough and Reading to London,,

arriving there at about six o'clock after spending the most enjoyable

fortnignt 1 ever had. During the whole of the tour the distance

covered as registered by speedometer was 1,918 miles, and not a

spanner or tool of any description wa9 used on the car with the

exception of tyre levers, tyres being our only and I am sorry to say

frequent cause of delay, owing to the extreme heat whilst touring in>

France, but fortunately we had one of those most useful accessories-

with us, viz., a H. F. car vulcaniser, without which I don't think any

motorist ought to venture on tour. On the whole the roads might be-

described as good, but for the first ten or fifteen miles out of Paris

in every direction we took I have never met with such villainous

surface, and also the cobbles through every village in France are terrible, .

and it is a marvel to me how the car, loaded as it was, got through

without broken springs. Then again the hills we met with after

leaving Rouen ana again in crossing Devonshire were frequently one

in seven, and on no single occasion aid we have any trouble in getting

up them with full load of luggage and passengers. The petrol con

sumption for the whole tour worked out at 26j miles per gallon.

MOTOR-CA.R-1ST v. MOTOR-CYCLIST.

Before the Newport (Mon.) county magistrates Wm. Muston, of

Newport, was summoned by J. J. Galloway, of Cardiff, for obstruction

on the highway by taking the wrong side of the road. Prosecutor said*

when lie told defendant he ought to keep to the right the latter replied,

"I left you plenty of room to pass." Prosecutor, who was in a motor*

car. said he would summon him. Defendant now said he bad no inten

tion of obstructing. He was cycling to St. Bride's to take photographs,

and in passing over Ebbw Bridge turned to the right side to get water

for his apparatus. He was fined 10s. and costs.

THAMES CONSERVANCY REGULATION.

At Feltham, on Monday, .lohn D. Campbell, of Sutton, was

summoned at the instance of the Thames Conservanoy for unlawfully

striking a match whilst on a petrol motor launch in Molesey Lock onu

August 31st, contrary to the Thames Motor Launch Bye-laws, 1906. He

was further summoned for navigating the launch after sunset without-

carrying the regulation lights.

The Chairman : But how is a man on a motor- boat to light his pip

it he is not allowed to strike a match ?

Mr. Ernest Glenshaw (for the prosecution) : It is only in a lock, sir.

they are not allowed to strike a match.

The Bench fined the defendant 20s. for striking the match, and 10s.

for having no lights.
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COMPANY NEWS.

Patent Flexible Motor Syndicate.—£0,000. To acquire from

Mr. C. J. Montgomery the benefit of an existing invention relating to

improvement a in petrol or gas internal combustion or steam engine

driving gear, &c. No initial public issue. 25, Castle Street, Liverpool.

Grosvenor Motor Company.—£10,000. To take over the business

of a garage keeper and motor-car repairer carried on at Old I'ost Office

Yard, Chester, t>y Mr, E. France-Hayhurst. No initial public issue.

First directors : Messrs. W. S. McDowell, R. H. Storey, E. France-

Hayhurst, and Captain J. E. Alkio.

Connauoht Motor and Carriage Company.—£12,000. No

initial public issue. First directors : Messrs. P. P. Ness and 8. C. God-

frey.

Sabeli.a Motor-Car Company.—£2,000. Agreements (1) with

Mr. F. Sabel, (2) with Mr. F. Sabel and Mr. J. I). Pattullo, and (3)

with Mr. A. T. VVsrae, No initial public issue. First directors :

Messrs. F. Sabel and J. D. Pattullo. 5, Cowley Road, Leytonstone.

A. Darracq and Company (1905).—The dividend on the preferred

ordinary share- has been declared for the half-year ending September .

30th, 1907, at the rate of 7 per cent, per annum, and a further dividend

of 3 per cent, per annum has been declared (making 10 per cent, for

the year) hy reason of the payment of 10 per cent, per annum on the

ordinary shares having been made.

8tepney Spare Motor Wheel.—The directors, in submitting

the balance-sheet showing the results of the company's operations for

the nine months from November 23rd, 1906, to August 31st, 1907, state
■that under the purchase agreement the business was deemed to have

been carried on for the benefit of the company for two calendar

months prior to the registration. The accounts show a net profit of

£20,930. The directors recommend that a dividend be paid at the rate

.of 20 per cent, per annum, calculated from the date of the incorpora

tion to the end of the financial year, which will absorb the sum of

£13,528, that the sum of £5,000 be carried to a reserve account, and

that the balance, namely, £2,401, be carried forward. The directors

see no reacon why the demand for the wheels should not continue to

increase. A branch company has been registered in Germany, with

headquarters at Lindowerstrasse, Berlin, under the title of the Stepney

Auto Reserve Rad, G.m.b.H. Stepney wheels are now being manu-

Jacoured at the Berlin works as well as at Llanelly.

AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS.

A coroner's jury at Bournemouth returned a verdict of "Accidental

death" in the case of Mr. George Montray Verschoyle, a Dublin

resident, who was thrown out of a motor-car near the town and

expired in hospital. The car belonged to Mr. J. Ewen, and the

accident was caused through a tyre becoming detached, causing the

motor-car to run up a bank and overturn. Mr. Ewen told the Court

he arranged to put two cars on public service in the town. Witnesses

for the corporation stated that the cars were examined in a general way,

and not by an expert. In returning their verdict the jury recommended

that all mechanically-driven vehicles plying for public hire in the borough

should first be examined by a lully-qualitied motor-engineer.

Mr. Hancock, secretary to Lord Portsmouth at Guisachan House,

Inverness-shire, has almost recovered from the effects of the Aff'aric

motor accident, reported in our last issue. The chauffeur has also

recovered. Many people cycled to Aflaric to visit the scene of the

accident. The motor-car remained for some days where it fell, twenty

feet below the embankment.

As a motor-car belonging to Mr. T. Sharkleton, of Heaton, was

being turned from Oak Lane into the Keighley road, the wheels skidded

on the greasy setts, and the car swerved into the front of a tramcar.

The front of the motor-car was badly damaged.

On the Ashbourne road, near Derby, a serious accident to motorists

has occurred owing to the bursting of a tyre. The accident occurred at

Mackworth, and resulted in the car turning a complete somersault, the

rear portion of the car being hurled forward and pinning four of the

unfortunate occupants underneath. The fifth, who escaped uninjured,

hurried for assistance, and his companions were extracted from their

terrible position with all possible speed. All were more or less injured.

Soon afterwards a car belonging to Mr. H. H. Raphael, M. P., arrived

on the scene, and the chauffeur placed this at the disposal of the unfor

tunate victims.

AN inquest was held on Monday at Rushilen concerning the circum

stances attending the death of Mr. Frank Whitworth, who was killed

in a motor accident. The evidence showed that he had travelled by

motoT-car on Saturday night from Wellingborough, and when entering

Rushden he passed two pedestrians. In front of them were two other

pedestrians, whom he apparently did not see. After passing the firrt

couple safely he ran into the second couple, both of whom were knocked

down and seriously injured. M r. Whitworth was thrown off his machine

and fractured his skull, death resulting 011 Sunday. A verdict of

"Accidental death " was returned.

A coroner's jury at Chester has found that no blame was

attributable to the driver or occupants of a motor-car which knocked

down and killed a child named Walter Smith on Saturday night. An

-ye-witness stated that the child ran immediately in front of the car,

which was being driven at a speed of six miles an hour.

A motor aicident occurred near Firle last week. Mr. Cecil Chand

less, of Sherrington Manor, was leaving home for a tour in Lincolnshire.

.Just after leaving Firle he saw in front two horses being exercised by

a groom—one ridden and the other led. Mr. Chandless suddenly

steered into the gateway of the road leadiag to Glynde from Pay Gate

Cottage Beinsr confronted with the gate he seems to have endea

voured to turn into the road again. Toere was insufficient room to do

this, and the car crashed into the cottage, knocking the wall in, and

finally coming to a standstill with half of it inside the house, on top

of the debris. In fact, the car practically took off a big corner or the

building.

AUTOMOBILE INSTRUCTION.

-♦-
SUPPLEMENTING: the information we gave in our last issue with regard

to the various opportunities for instruction in motor-car work that now

exist, we give the following : —

Mr. J. F. Ronca i* the teacher of motor-car engineering at the

G.E.R. Mechanics' Institution, at Stratford. The syllabus is of a very

practical character, embracing steam and electric vehicles as well as

petrol cars.

The Institute of Chauffeurs, Ltd., of 94, Victoria Street, S.W., have

made a feature of automobile instruction for the last four years, during

which time some 2,000 men have qualified as chauffeurs and motor-car

drivers, not to mention a goodly number of lady pupils who are now in

a position to take entire charge of their various cars.

The National Motor Academy, of which Mr. George Sherrin is

the secretary, has a well-equipped school in the Boundary Road, Notting

Hill, W.C. In addition to lectures in the schoolroom it has a private

track for practical instruction in driving and a workshop for acquainting

pupils with practical repair work. Day and evening classes are held,

and an hour daily is devoted to practice in tyre work. The scheme of

tuition includes a fortnight's course of instruction, a private tuition

course, and a thorough knowledge of garage repairs.

 

On the occasion of the recent visit of the Provincial Grand Lodge of

Freemasons to Henham Hall, Butfolk, the seat of the Earl of Scrad-

broke, two Churchill chari-a-banc were employed to convey the guests.

The Paddington Technical Institute is holding two classes weekly

in motor-car instruction. Last year they had more than 130 students

and Mr. W. Hemingway, the teacher, had a very successful course.

New classes in automobile instruction have been started at the

Woolwich Polytechnic, meeting on Mondays and Thursdays. These will

follow the City and Guilds of London Institute syllabus and be conducted

by Mr. W. Hemingway, who is a pioneer instructor in automobilism, his

teaching experience dating from 1898.

As showing the satisfaction which these cars give their owners, the

Daimler Company have sent us a 'photograph in which is shown a fleet

of a private gentleman who runs no less than five Daimlers. The first

glance at the photograph would convey the idea that it was one of a club

meet, but this is not so, every car having been purchased by the same

gentleman.

Those who have once tried using a petrol strainer between the tank

and the carburettor are not likely afterwards to dispense willingly with its

aid; but it is not often Isuch clear and definite proof of the utility of any

fitment is available as that secured recently by the E. M. Bowden's

Patents Syndicate, Ltd. One of the trade clients of that firm, a large

motor dealer in the Midlands, finding that the Bowden petrol strainer

fitted to a car no longer worked freely, returned the offending article to

the works, where an examination showed it to be completely choked—

not only the straining gauzes but the body as well—with the sediment

intercepted on its way from the tank to the carburettor. The number

of involuntary stops saved to the driver of the car in question by means

of this useful little attachment must have been considerable.
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

-♦-

OCTOBER.

7th (M.).—The L.G.I!. Order for the restriction of the speed of motor-cars

to tea miles an hour when passing through Ilford comes

into operation.

12th (S.).—Close of the Commercial Vehicle Trials. Final ran from

Baldock to Daiston, London, N.

Southend M.C. closing ran of the season to Witham.

Brooklands A.R.C. meeting.

17th (Th.).—Demonstration of Commercial Motor Vehicles in Glasgow,

under the direction of the Commercial Vehicles and

Industrial Committee of the Scottish A.C.

19th (S.).—Auto-Cycle Club's quarterly trial.

NOVEMBER.

13th (W.).—Annual Dinner of the Motor Union.

DECEMBER.

7th (S.).—Annual Dinner and Presentation of Prizes in connection with

the Essex Motor Club.

MARCH, 1908.

21st-2Sth.—Cordingley's Motor-Car Show at the Agricultural Ball,

London. i

PUBLIC MOTOR SERVICES.

The F.l.A.T. Motor Cab Company, Ltd., has made satisfactory

arrangements with regard : to its garage, which is situated- in a. most

central position close to Victoria Station. The first delivery of cabs is
expected to be running early in December next. >■ ' ." .' ,

Primarily formed.- to provide Folkestone with an up-to-date motor

service, the South Eastern Motor Supply Company will also establish
a garage in that town and undertake a general motor trade.- ■ The

directors are Messrs. J.W.: H. Dew, R. S. Currie, C. A. Lloyd, and

F. W. Ediss. The capital is £10,000 and 'the registered office is at

King's House, King Street, E.C.

AERONAUTICS.

Mr. John Dukville and Mr. C. F. Pollock ax-ended fioin Chelsea

in the former's balloon La Mascotte at one a.m. on Saturday, and having

passed to the north of Oxford, over Upton-on-^eyern. the Malvern Hills,

Hereford, and the wildest parts of the Welsh mountains, descended near

Lampeter, Cardiganshire, at 8.20 a.m., having travelled about 190 miles

in 7? hours.

The balloon Satellite, with Mr. Philip Gardner and Mr. Short on

l>oard, which ascended from Battersea on Thursday night last week at

10.15, descended three miles from Ellesmere, at a place called Knolton

Bryn, Flintshire, at 5.30 a.m. on the Friday morning, the distance

covered being about 200 miles.

—wee—i

A DISMISSAL.

At the Tonbridge Petty Sessions, David Broomhold has been

summoned for driving a motor-van at a speed which was dangerous to

the public. After the police evidence the defendant said he had lor

nearly two years driven motor 'buses in London, and had for four years

driven motor-cars. On the day in question he was drawing 5 tons 10 cwts.

and his motor-van was geared up to twelve miles an hour. He went

into the town at about five or six miles an hour, and he slowed down

to four miles. When he got to some sheep he had to slow down to two

miles an hour to get by. He passed four constables and one sergeant in

the High Street, and not one of them spoke to him. Mr. Gregory, in

addressing the Bench, remarked on the unfairness on the part of the

police in not stopping the car and giving the defendant an opportunity

of protecting himself. The Bench dismissed the case.

POLICE^ TRAPS.

Near the Mile House, on the Chichester road, at Arundel, is

a measured distance.

There are several traps on Bury Hill and on the Worthing road,

in Ferring parish, near Arundel.

There is a police trap within the ten-mile limit at West Kilbride,

(Ayrshire).

A police trap of 440 yards at Thornholm village, on the Bridlington

and Driffield road, has been discovered to be 455 yards long. That is

in Yorkshire—not Sussex.

There is a police trap just outside Colchester, on the main road to

Clacton.

Among the Kentish villages in which police traps have been laid

are Chislet and Sturry.

At Rat-ley and at Pillerton Priors are traps leading to the Kine-

ton Petty Sessions.

The High Road, Hayes (Middlesex) has its motor trap.

Between the police station and the National Schools a^Llandrindod

Wells is a measured stretch of road 330 yards long.

AUTO CYCLE CLUB.

In order to meet the wishes of some of the cluha eligible to oompete

in the final of the Penalty Run of the A.C.C., which was to have taken

place on the 28th' ult., the Auto-Cycle Club has postponed this event

until Saturday, October 12th. The competition will be run off over a

course in the neighbourhood of Derby. The length of the route selected

is about thirty-eight miles, and this will be traversed three times.

BUSINESS NEWS.

Price's Patent Candle Company, Ltd., forward from their

Belmont Works at -Battersea, S.W., interesting souvenirs in

commemoration of the Tourist Trophy events of 1905, 1900 and 1907.

In addition to providing interesting photographs of the winners as well

as the result of the Tourist Trophy races, the souvenirs also draw

attention to the part played by Price's Motorine in connection with these

events.

Admiral Foley, who has just been appointed to take charge of the

Home Fleet, has purchased a 15-h.p. Humber car from the Motor Supply

Company, Ltd., of 111, Piocadilly, London, W,, which he intends using

in connection with his official duties.

During the past year the Hele-Shaw clutch has rapidly increased

in popularity with the British and. French trade,, and its use is now

spreading to the other side of the Atlantic. To develop this branch of

the business, arrangements have been concluded wnerby the sole

American rights are vested in Mr. Powell Evans, of the Merchant and

Evans Company, Philadelphia. The manufacture of all types of clutches

has already commenced, and from present indications it appears that the

Hele-Shaw clutch will have a good vogue on American cars for the 1908

season. i

The Coventry Chain Company, Ltd., write us as follows :—" You

will he glad to hear that, owing to the notice you were good enough to

nut in your paper concerning the cigarette case we were giving away, we

have had applications, for between 4,000 and 5,000, and we should be glad

if you would apologize for us for the delay which is bound to occur in
despatching the cases to some of the applicants. ■ We have plenty more

for distribution, but must ask that future requests be accompanied by

2d. in stamps for postage."

Mitchell's Garage, in WardourStreet,.London, W., has been quite

a rendezvous for American tourists during the season now closing. Call

ing there the other day we noticed at least half a dozen American cars

in addition to a large number of British and Continental vehicles.

It is interesting to note the advantage which is being taken by

members of the medical profession, who now fully realise the usefulness

of the motor- oar, of the present flooding of the second-hand car market

and the consequent low prices obtaining—so writes Mr. H. Waymouth

Prance, A.I.E.E., consulting automobile engineer, of 39, Westbourne

Gardens, W. , who makes a speciality of carrying out expert examinations

of second-hand cars.

Foi: 190s season three sizes of Weigel cars are to be made, viz.,

25-h.p., and 40-h.p. four-cylinder and 60-h.p. six-cylinder. The 25-h.p.

and 40-h.p. models will each be made in two lengths of chassis.

Mk. Walter Wellman, of the Wellman Chicago Record-Herald

Polar Expedition, just before he started on his voyage towards the North

Pole, wrote to the De Dietrich Company, Ltd., expressing his great satis

faction with the 70-80-h.p. Lorraine-Dietrich motor supplied for the polar

airship "America." He reports :—" We find the motor economical in its

consumption of petrol, and it would be difficult to design or to desire a

better motor for the propulsion of a great airship, in which safety,

endurance and economy are greater desiderata than lightness of weight."

To ensure more harmonious action on the part of drivers

after having passed the winning post at the completion of races

the Brooklands authorities have issued special instructions, and

cancelling those formerly issued, which requested drivers to pull

up as soon as possible after crossing the finishing line and to

remain standing until all cars bad completed the race. Under

this new scheme there will always be a width of 50 feet available

on the track should a car come along the banking under the

members' bridge passing towards the railway side of the track

at full speed. Certain hours will be reserved on each of the

practising days which precede a race meeting for the purpose of

affording competitors an opportunity to familiarise themselves-

with the new lfmit line.

Messrs. Million-Gciet, a well-known Paiisian firra of motor body

1 nilderv have opened an English depot.at 48, Old Bond Street,London,W.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

—

All communication* intendedfor insertion in this Journal or relating

to Editorial matters should be addressed to The Editorial Depart

ment, Motor-Car Journal, 27-38, Charing Cross Road, London,

W.C., and must be written on one side of the paper only. Letters must •'"

all cases be accompanied by the name and address of the writer, at no-

notice will be taken of anonymous communications.
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THE INDUSTRIAL MOTOR REVIEW," which, established

in February, 1903, can claim to be the oldest journal in

the world exclusively devoted to the interests of the com

mercial and industrial motor vehicle, has been acquired by

Messrs. Cordingley & Co., and is now published from the office

of Tba Molar Car Journal, 27-33, Charing Cross Road,W.C.

It will continue to be issued as a Monthly Review, devoted to

the development of the Industrial Motor Vehicle, and afford

ing ameans ofinter-communication between users and makers

of commercial vehicles of every description. Under the

new proprietary, those features which have proved accept

able in the past will be continued and extended, while

innovations to increase its influence with all interested in

the motor movement will be introduced.

"The Industrial Motor Review" is published at 6d.; post

free 84d., on the 15th of the month. Annual subscription,

8s. post free.

comments!

THAT the motor - car is

effecting considerable

alteration in the social

life of the nation is a truism.

The late Sir Francis Jeune was

one of the first of the public

men in the early days of the

Motor Movement to draw atten

tion to the enlargement of the

radius of social pleasure that

was being made by the auto

mobile. Now every country

house is possessed of its automobile—not, perhaps, the latest

model of the car, but some reliable vehicle that can make its two

■or three journeys to and from the station for the conveyance of

guests, while the " old grey mare " is plodding along with a

single consignment of luggage. The mansions of greater extent

are now having added to their outbuildings substantial garages

for the accommodation not only of the owner's, but also for the

visitors' cars—a development of couutryside architecture which

was probably pioneered by the Hon. Evelyn Ellis in the first

completely-equipped building of the kind that he ereoted at his

place near Windsor. The importance of design in a garage will

be recognised by motorists even more than by architects and

buildeis themselves. Many details have to be considered, and

the exact location in relation to the exits and entrances from

the estates is not the least essential factor in the whole

scheme. In this connection we may mention that the

additions made to the Royal stud of automobiles, and the popu

larity of the car among those who visit the King at Windsor,

has made the provision of an extensive garage there

an urgent matter. As a first practical step, the Crown has

purchased a number of properties in Park Street, Windsor, lead

ing to the Long Walk and adjacent to the Castle precincts. The

tenants have been given six months' notice to quit, when the

houses will be demolished, and others, as they are acquired, to

make room fo- a number of improvements about the Castle, one

of the most important being the provision of a Royal garage for

motor-cars.

 

The nervousness of a couple of '

was apparently the cause of a motorist,

A Case for Mr. R. F. Williams, being brought

Appeal. before the Westminster magistrate last

week charged with reckless and negligent

driving of a motor-car. Mr. Williams

was driving in the Brompton Road when the ladies in question

left the side walk for the road, necessitating the brakes being

put on suddenly in order to avoid a collision. Of course, a

crowd assembled when the car skidded and the French

mechanic, in his excitement, jumped out. The policeman, who

could not have seen the original occurrence, then said he should

charge the motorist with drunkenness and with driving to the

common danger. Mr. Williams was taken to the police station,

detained in the cells for several hours, and ultimately let out on

baiL On the case being tried the charge of drunkenness was

dismissed, the only evidence that was heard on his behalf being

his doctor, although he had seven other witnesses, five of whom

be had never seen before, to testify to his sobriety at the time.

The charge of reckless driving was then proceeded with. A

hairdresser's boy estimated the speed at thirty miles per hour,

and a fine of £20 and j£10 costs was imposed. The case is

certainly one that should be carefully considered by those who

act for the protection of motorists, with a view to an appeal.

♦ ♦ ♦

Much of the success that has attended

the development of the industrial motor

A Qood Word vehicle must be attributed to the drivers,

for Drivers, who have been responsible for the

manipulation of the automobiles through

the streets as well as their care in the

garage. Firms employing motor-vans in their business have

generally been able to attract a good class of steady men, who

have continually endeavoured to improve their knowledge of

their vehicles, so as to be able to deal with any emergencies that

have arisen. We are glad to know that there is also full

co-operation in this matter between the Army authorities and

many commercial leaders who are associated with the motor

movement. The scheme recently instituted by the War Office

for training time expired soldiers in the driving of motor vehicles

is now in full swing, and there are busy times in store at the

Clarence Barracks, Portsmouth, which are the headquarters of

the motor training section. Recently a second-hand 12-16-h.p.

M.M.C. car was purchased, and this is now being examined by a

class of twenty-five men. Local motorists are also invited to

extend the men's knowledge by occasional demonstrations with

their cars of other types. At the end of the training the pupils

undergo an examination for regimental certificates as to their

ability as drivers, and all also enter for the Royal Automobile

Club driving certificate examination.

♦ ♦ ♦

Of the making of societies there is

apparently no end, and it has remained

A Society f°r Mr. Bryan Scurfield, of Manchester,

of Pilots. to inaugurate one which certainly has

novel features, although the necessity for

its organisation may be doubted in many

quarters. He notes that no vessel is allowed to cross the bar of

the Mersey without a pilot in charge, and having seen that small

children and ot ers are often in " abject terror " when crossing

the road, he seeks to adopt the idea of the Mersey pilot, and
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form a society of pilots to help people to cross the busy streets.

The " Society of Pilots " would be for men and women. There

would be no subscription and only one rule, viz., to assist children

and infirm persons in the streets to cross. This he regards as

more useful in the present development than the mere abuse of

motor-cars, and hopes in a few weeks to be able to report con

siderable progress in the idea thus indicated.

♦ ♦ ♦

Evidence at two or three recent

inquests on the victims of accidents in

Exaggerated which motor-cars were alleged to be con-

Reports, cerned, proves that the old habit of tbe

general Press in carelessly ascribing

most of the unfortunate mishaps on the

highways to the presence of automobiles has not been entirely

departed from. Occasionally the spirit of fairness prevails,

as was shown by a Manchester journal which recently

published an account of a motor-car mishap, which was modified

the next day into a statement that " a wheel of the motor-car

stuck for a few minutes in a hole in the road ; neither the vehicle

nor its occupants were injured." We had hoped that the state of

mind indicated by such reports was no longer in the public

Press. The practice of exaggeration may be easy to follow, but

it is often harmful in its results.

 

Mr. and Hrs. Percy Woodland on the 45-h.p. Mors car they have

recently acquired.

Liquid Fuels.

On Monday, Mr. R. W. A. Brewer

gave a paper "on Liquid Fuels for Motor-

Cars, before the Society of Engineers, in

which he pointed out the advantages of

the adoption of large " heavy oil " engines

for marine purposes, as compared with

gas-producing plant and gas engines. A synopsis was given of

what has been accomplished by makers of heavy-oil engines and

paraffin engines, and the two methods of carburating air by

means of paraffin were discussed, necessity beirjg urged for an

accurately-measured feed of oil for each working stroke, as dis

tinct from the utilisation of a spray carburettor. He showed that

the specific gravity of petrol has increased during recent years, and

said that carburettors should be modified to satisfactorily utilise

petrols of even a greater density than those now on the market.

The advantage of the adoption of a spirit of a greater specific

gravity than 0 720 was clearly demonstrated. Tables were

given showing the results of the author's experiments upon tbe

rate of evaporation of various petrols and the effect of heat and

air currents. These proved that higher temperatures materially

affect the rate of evaporation of petrols of greater density, whilst

the effect of air currents is less marked. Results of road tests

upon carburettor loss and strength of explosive mixture were

compared with those put forward theoretically and as the result

of laboratory experiments. The necessity for some alternative

fuel was admitted, and Mr. Brewer showed that the results of

the benzol tests are very satisfactory, the distance covered by

the car per gallon of fuel being a marked increase as compared

with various brands of petrol. Alcohol was tested when mixed

with a proportion of another liquid fuel and without any

alteration to the engine. The results obtained show great

promise for this fuel, and enabled the author to-refute statements

which have been made with regard to alcohol being an impossible

fuel for a motor-car engine.

The Use of the

Camera.

Many motorists are photographers

in fact, the car has done much for the

camera—or rather the makers of the

same. But not often has the camera

proved so useful to the car as in the case

at the Holt (Norfolk) Petty Sessions,

when Mr. F. R. Home, of Reigate, was summoned for driving

through a " measured distance " at Bodham at a pace exceeding

the legal limit. The defendant said the trap was thirteen yards-

beyond the quarter of a mile alleged by the police, and Mr.

T. B. Wood, Professor of Agriculture at Cambridge, said he took

a photograph, which was produced. The camera was placed on

the gate where the sergeant stood. The witness said it was

impossible to see the end of the trap from where the sergeant,

stood, and the Bench retired to consider. Upon their return the

chairman said the Bench had decided to dismiss the cafe.

Motor-car Imports

and Exports.

A very appreciable decline took place

last month in the importation of foreign

motor-cars and parts into this country.

The number of complete vehicles whica

reached tbe United Kingdom during

September was 286, their value being

given at £143,835. Parts were responsible for an additional

£133,556, which gives a total of only £277,391, as against

£314,625 in the corresponding month of last year. For the

first nine months of the current year the figures are :—Number

of cars imported, 3,838 ; value of same, £1,675,224; imports of

motor parts, £1,935,602; total, £3,610,826. For the similar

period of 1906 they were :—4,821 cars of a value of £2,009,533 ;

parts, £1,430,097 ; total, £3,439,630. Turning to the exports

of British motor-cars and parts, these continue to show a steady

expansion, September's total of £136.478 forming a new record.

The number of vehicles shipped during the nine months ending

with September last was 1,578, of a value of £575,509 ; to this

have to be added parts estimated at £360,245, which gives a

combined total of £935,754, as contrasted with only £510,266

in the corresponding period of 1906.

♦ ♦ ♦

Horses straying on the highway are a

source of danger to motorists—perhaps

Horses on the more so to them than to any other users

Highway. of the highway. An instance has occurred

at Rushton, when a motor-car, owned

and driven by Mr. T. F. Spencer, a

veterinary surgeon of Kettering, and having as a passenger

Superintendant Hooper, the chief of the Kettering Divisional

Police, crashed into a drove of horses while descending the steep

hill leading from Desborough to Rushton, flanked on the west

side by the wall surrounding Rushton Park, and on the other by

a high-banked hedge, whilst the overhanging trees almost com

pletely shut out the wan light given by the rising moon. Half

way down the hill is a gateway leading to the farm premises

belonging to Rushton Hall, and it is supposed that the hoist s

must have either inadvertently strayed from those premises or

from a field on the opposite side of the road. At all events, the

car was running down the hill at a fair speed, when the form of

a horse suddenly loomed in front of the vehicle. The narrowness

of the road made it impossible for a collision to be avoided, and

the front of the car struck the animal with great force, bowling
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itjover and over along the road. Unfortunately the car swung

Tound, and, colliding with the Park wall, turned topsy-turvey.

"The occupants were fortunately thrown clear of the car, but not

■without injury.

♦ ♦

On Saturday we were interested in

the spectacle of " Nulli Secundus "

The Military passing in front of the office of the

Airship. M.C.J. , after paying respects to the War

Office, and on its way round St. Paul's.

The Royal Engineers are to be con

gratulated on the success of their enterprise, and Colonel

"Capper's initial voyage from Aldershot marks a new era in

.aerial navigation that should cause a renewal of interest in the

subject. While the a'rship remained at the Crystal Palace

•it was visited by Colonel Templar, Professor Huntington,

the Hon. Mrs. Assheton Harbord, Mr. Harold Perrin, and

other well-known aeronautical experts. About noon on

Monday preliminary preparations were made for the ascent.

The propeller blades, wh'ch had been removed over-night,

■were re attached, and the engine was set in motion. The

number of individual vehicles dealt with. At the same time the

comparative solitude of some of the City streets compared with a

few months ago is proof of the serious character of the police

attack on noisy 'buses. But the emptiness of many of the

vehicles along main routes suggests a continuance of the present

unsatisfactory financial position.

♦ ♦ ♦

After their long pilgrimage, those

engaged in the K.A.C.'s Commercial

The Commercial Vehicle Trials return to-day (Saturday),

Vehicle Trials. and will, doubtless, be welcomed by an

interested crowd at the motor-'bus

garage, Shrubland Koad, Dalston.

According to the provisional record, the cars which had made

non-stops since the beginning of the trial on September 9th up

to Saturday last were :—A6, Unic Van; B12, Lacre Box Van;

C13, Halley Van; CI 9, Thornycroft Lorry; E30, Hallford

Lorry; E32, Siddeley Canvas Tilt Wagon; E33, Straker-Squire

Open Van; E43, Commercial Cars Lorry; E45, Thornycroft

Lorry ; F52, St. Pancras Lorry ; F53, Yorkshire Steam Lorry,

and H59, Welliagton Steam Tractor. On Monday the vehicles

 

The British Military Airship "Nulli Secundus" rounding St. Paul's Cathedral in the course of its flight from Aldershot to London on Saturday last.

propellers,'acting as fans, had the effect of drying the structure,

which continued rapidly to lose the moisture that accumulated.

Colonel Templar was, however, of opinion that it would hardly

be possible for the ascent to take place owing to the heavy state

of the atmosphere, and after efforts extending over two hours,

the attempts to resume the journey were abandoned for the day.

Motor-'Buses In the

Metropolis.

The Commissioner of Police for the

Metropolis has lately addressed a letter

to the Borough Councils with regard to

the alleged nuisance from motor traffic in

the streets. He emphasises the views

expressed in our recent issues, and

■says that it would be "unreasonable to hold out any hope of

anything he could do in doing away with noise. He could only

keep on applying pressure, but he thought that they must trust

more to the evolution of the machine than to police measures."

Apparently some confusion has arisen with regard to the 6,211

omnibuses which had been "put off the streets," this being really

a record of the number of complaints which the police had brought

against vehicles, and as such notices were served on some motor-
abuses on several occasions, it clearly does not represent the total

proceeded from Nottingham to Leicester ; on Tuesday to

Northampton ; on Wednesday to Bedford, where they were on

exhibition during Thursday ; on Friday to Baldock, and to-day

they will come to London.

♦ ♦ ♦

The many motor visitors who have

during the past season tasked the hotel

in accommodation in the Donegal Highlands

Wild Donegal. have apparently convinced some of the

local people of the necessity of setting

their roads in order without delay. They

are realising that those who go by motor-car are not the least

valuable of the clients at hotels, and a list of motorists who

have lately visited Donegal includes a Japanese Viscount, a

German Baron, the Governor of Kassala, several members of

Parliament and American tourists. Unfortunately, however,

they could not speak with universal favour of the roads over

which they travelled. A motoring party from Kent recently

declared that six weeks on the Donegal roads bad been more

destructive on the tyres than a year's run in England. Points

like these we are glad to notice are being taken up by the Irish

Press, and if they will emphasise the lessons to be learned some

mitigation of the present unsatisfactory position may be secured.
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A LITTLE TRIP IN ESSEX.

I THINK it is Raleigh who says :—

Abused mortals, did you know

Where joy, bean's ease and comforts grow,

You'd scorn proud towers,

And seek them in these bowers,

Where wind sometimes our woods perhaps may shake,

But blustering care could never tempest make.

And such an old-world country lies, now that the motor-car has

come, at our very door, and, what is more, we have often

probably passed it by, in seeking more distant scenes and

thinking merely of distance o'ercome and police traps evaded.

Chance, or rather a troublesome friction-driven water pump,

necessitated a halt on the main Colchester road not far from

Chelmsford, and as, when a new fibre had been fitted and trued

up in the lathe, it was too late for the journey I had had in view,

and mine host bad told me of lovely country bye roads, I

wandered where Oliver Goldsmith once lived, through Spring

field, claimed to be the original of that author's famous Deserted

Village. Here I branched off past the inn to the right and so

by Cuton Hall, turning off to the left on reaching the Great

Baddow road, and so gently ascending amid beautiful surround

ing scenery to the site of the old Danish Camp, Danbury. At

 

Mr. H. Hollinftdrake's 15-h.p. Talbot Car which proved the winner

of the under £450 Class in the Manchester Motor Club's reoent

hill climb.

the top of the hill is an ancient church, with a lofty wooden

tower, from whence the ships can be seen passing in the Thames

and Crouch, in the south the Kentish hills, on the north the fine

cathedral of Essex—as the inhabitants like to call the old

Thaxted Church—and on the west the Palace of the Bishop of

St. Albans. The inn here, "The Griffin," is mentioned by Sir

Walter Scott in the preface to " Waverley."

The Little Baddow road, which turns off to the left, can

now be followed ; for about a mile and a-half it is well wooded,

beech, and a tree often taken for it—the hornbeam—being

numerous. A turn to the left leads to the Chelmer, where good

pike fishing can be had. Boreham House and Hall merit a visit.

In the Great Hall—now a chapel—are the initials of Henry

VIII. and Anne Boleyn, sculptured with love-knots. The road

now crosses the main Colchester route, and should be followed

to Brent Hall, and from there to Little Waltham across the

Roman road to Great Waltham. The Norman church in this old

village, which is one of the largest in Essex, contains many

interesting frescoes and brasses, and in the vicinity are

many fine old mansions. If time permits, a turning on the

left at How Street can be followed to Pleshey, the old

town of the Tumuli, once the seat of the High Constables'

of England. Old Roman entrenchments surround the place,

and a mound marks the site where in ancient times a castle

stood. To the right, near the Mount, leads by Ringtail Green

and Hartford End to Felstead, a pleasant village overlooking

the Chelmer Valley. An old house has some quaint wood

carvings, one setting forth the name of the builder and date—

1594. There is good accommodation in the town ; but, as Little

Dunmow was near, and I was keen on seeing the scene where

the flitch of bacon is presented, the journey was continued there.

A most comfortable inn was found, and I soon heard all about

the town which Ainsworth's novel has rendered famous. In the

time of Henry III. a Robert Fitzwalter started the presentation

of a flitch of bacon to such married couple who had not repented

them, sleeping or waking, of their marriage after the lapse of a.

year and a day. Kneeling on sharp stones, the applicants had!

to swear before the prior and convent this oath :—

You shall swear by the custom of our confession,

That you never made any nuptial transgression

Since you were married man and wife,

By household brawls or contentious strife ;

Or otherwise at bed or at board

Offended each other in deed or in word ;

Or since the parish clerk said Amen

Wished yourselves unmarried again,

Or in a twelvemonth and a day

Repented not in thought any way,

But continued t rue and in desire

As when you joined hands in holy quire.

If to these conditions without all fear

Of your own accord you will freely swear,

A gammon of bacon you shall receive,

And bear it hence with love and good leave ;

For this is our custom at Dunmow well known.

Though the sport is ours, the bacon's your own.

The winning pair were then installed in an armchair, which can

still be seen in the church near the east end, and then the day

was given over to general festivity. The church is a very inter

esting one and contains an alabaster monument to Walter and

Matilda Fitzwalter, the latter's head being supported by a pillow

held by angels. Some remains of the old Priory can be seen,

and in the neighbourhood some interesting Roman pottery has -

been discovered.

A return to town can be made through Hatfield forest and

Bishops Stortford, the birthplace of Cecil Rhodes, or a further

route may be taken through Easton, the seat of the Countess of

Warwick, a glorious mansion, and so on to the Sheffield of

Queen Mary's time—Thaxted—a charming quaint old town

with timbered plastered houses, situated on rising ground

and commanding a fine view cf the valley of the Chelmer.

The inhabitants are justly proud of their church to St. John

the Baptist. There is a splendid tower and spire dating from

1424, and the richly-carved ceiling and ancient pulpit are

specially worthy of note. A pretty undulating road leads to •

Debden, and, though Essex does not boast of many floral rarities,

the small fruited goose grass is not to be found elsewhere, and

can be seen here as well as the sickle-leaved hare's ear, and, of

course, the saffron, said to have been, according to tradition,

introduced hidden in a palmer's staff. Those in search of quaint

old cottages should turn off at Smith's Green, and take the road

through Rook End to Newport. Here Nell Gwynne is said to

have lived ; the house is known as the " Crown," and can easily

be found. We have now come to the main Cambridge road, and

a turning just beyond the Park at Shortgrove goes to Saffron

Walden, of murder fame. It is on the bank of the Slade, a

tributary of the Cam. Edward the Sixth's Almshouses and the

museum on Castle Hill are worth seeing, as well as Lord Bray-

brooke'a mansion, a mile to the west of the town. C, T. W. H.

Several of the local authorities in the villages of Perthshire

have lately requested the chief constable of the county to con

sider the question of the speed of motor-cars on the main roads,

and the Blairgowrie District Committee has further suggested

that the police should be provided with stop watches, as is the

case in many localities on this side of the Tweed.
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THE NAPIER 30-h.p. CAR.

NOW that the 1907 season is practically closed announce

ments are rapidly being made as to the new mode's

which the various manufacturers are putting in hand

for next year. One of tbe first programmes to reach us is

that of Messrs. S. F. Edge, Ltd., from whom we learn that the

1908 models of Napier cars will number no less than seven, as

follows :— 18-h.p. four-cylinder, chain drive; 4 5-h.p. four-cylinder,

 

Fig. 1,—View of carburettor side of Napier 30-h.p. six-cylinder car.

chain drive ; 30-h.p. six-cylinder, chainless drive ; 40-h.p. six-

cylinder, chain drive ; 40-h.p. six-cylinder, chainless drive ;

60-h.p. six-cylinder, cha'nless drive ; 80-h.p. six-cylinder, chain

less drive. Chief interest undoubtedly centres in the new

30-h.p. car which is being put on the market at such a relatively

low price as to bring six cylinder vehicles within the reach of a

larger clientele than hitherto. At the same time an examination

of the chassis reveals the fact that it comprises all the special

features of the Napier vehicles and that the workmanship is of

the usual high order associated with the makers' name.

The frame, which is supported on five springs, is well

strengthened by cross members, tbe pair of the latter to the

rear of the gear-box being additionally supported by diagonal

rod braces. Fig. 1 gives a view of the motor taken from tbe

right side of the chassis. As will be seen, the cylinders are cut

in pairs, the valves being all located on the left and operated off

a single cam shaft. Ample water jackets are provided, a feature

being the provision of an additional circulating pipe from the

valve surrounds or jackets to the radiator. The latter is furnished

with a large top extension to enable a relatively large supp'y of

water to be carried.

The mixture is furnished by a simplified form of semi

automatic carburettor, in which the centrifugal governor,

hydraulic regulator, and their connections have been eliminated ;

it is claimed to furnish a peifect mixture at all speeds from 80

to 2,400 revolutions per minute, and is placed on the light side

of the motor, the inlet pipe passing between the rear pairs of

cylinders. Two air-valves are provided, ore acting automatically

in accordance with the suction of the engine, and the other

operated by means of a lever on the dashboard. Special

reference may be made to the novel arrangement of throttle

control, which is so contrived that it is impossible to

"race" the engine except by us'ng the accelerator pedal.

The hand lever on the steering wheel is connected to the

throttle in such a way that, beyond a certain engine speed, any

fuither movement given to it has no effect; this speed is

determined by the throttle opening that will just pass a

sufficiency of gas for easy starting, but no more. By this means

it is impossible for a careless chauffeur to run the motor at an

excessive speed, with the usual noisy roar, on starting up, and

the customary rash to the steering wheel to close the throttle is

obviated. A small lever connected with a Bowden wire

mechanism is provided in front of the radiator to enable the

carburettor to be flooded wben starting up the engine. Tbe

petrol is pressure fed to the carburettor, an adjustable valve being

available for regulating tbe admission of the exhaust pressure

to the petrol tank, and a filter is also provided to prevent any

foreign matter passing. A petrol filter is similarly fitted in con

junction with the carburettor.

The ignition is of the Napier standard type of coil and

accumulator with synchronised high-tendon distributor. Tbe

latter is located on the dashboard, and is operated off tbe cam

shaft through a vertical spindle fitted with a universal joint.

The high tension ignition wires are neatly enclosed in an

aluminium tube which extends across the top of the engine.

The advance and retard is controlled by a lever on the steering

wheel, on which latter is also mounted an ignition cut out. The

lubrication of the engine is effected by a small pump working in

a well at the lowest part of the base chamber. Tbe exhaust

from each pair of cylinders passes by a separate pipe to an

expansion chamber, whence they pass to the silencer proper.

Coming now to the transmission, a clutch of the multiple

disc type is employed, a joint being introduced cn the shaft

between it and the gear-box to enable either part to be dis

mounted without it being necessary to disturb the other. A

small clutch brake is also provided to facilitate gear changing.

Considerable improvement has been effected in the gear-box,

which is adapted to give three speeds forward and a reverse.

On the top speed a direct drive is obtained, all the pinions

being then entirely out of mesh. As will be seen from

Fig. 2, the main shaft, with the direct drive shaft, is supported

by to less than four ball bearings, the external bearings

being fitted with stuffing-boxes to prevent any possibility of

leakage of oil. The lay shaft is carried on three bearings.;

any whip of the shafts is thus prevented, while, owing to tbe

very wide but fine teeth of the pinions, noise is reduced to a

minimum when on the second or low speed. The gear is con

trolled by a lever working in a gate. Attached to the sector is

a small lever by means of which the sprag at the rear of the

gear-box is brought into action. The final drive is by a cardan

shaft (provided with joints at each end) and bevel gear to a well-

 

lij. 2'—The Change Speed Gear.

supported live axle, the torque of the latter being taki n l>y a

triangular rod which extends from the differential casirg to one

of the cross members of the frame.

Ample braking power is provided. A pedal actuates a wide

external brake at the rear of the gear-box ; the hand-operated

brakes are of the internal-expanding type, and are prov ided with

an effective compensating device. The dashboard fittings are of

the simplest, while the dashboard, instead of being of aluminium

as usual in the more expensive Napier cars, is made of 9-ply wood

(thicknesses or sheets of wood closely pressed together), which

is proof against cracking and warping

<B
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CONTINENTAL NOTES.

Belgian Motor-car Imports and Exports.

To the end of August last the imports of foreign motor-

curs and parts into Belgium had this year attained a value of

£120,286, as contrasted with only £103,873 in the first eight

months of 1906. DuriDg the same period the exports of motor-

oars and parts from Belgium increased from £258,957 to

£291,143.

A Competition for Drivers.

As has already been mentioned in the M.C J., the "Auto "

of Paris is organising a competition to test the knowledge of

motor-car drivers in case of breakdowns on the road. The

" Concours de Pannes," as the event will be known, has been

fixed for November 3rd. A number of cars are to he purposely

hill-climbjng competition and race. The usual categories for

both touring and racing vehicles will be provided, and the first

part of the programme will consist of a series of runs over a level

kilometre with a flying start over a distance of three-eighths of a

mile down-hill, the competitors being sent off one at a time.

The fastest two in each class will afterwards be sent together

over the same course, but in the opposite direction, the times for

the standing mile and for the flying kilometre being both takeD.

The Oaillon Hill Climb.

The annual hill-climbing competition at Gaillon organised

by the " Auto " is this year to be held on the 20th inst. The

event is to be held on the Sainte Barbe hill, the times being

taken for the flying kilometre. Classes are being provided for

both touring and racing machines, several categories being

provided in each section.

 

SNAPSHOTS OF THE SEMMEKING HILL CLIMB ORGANISED BY THE AUSTRIAN AUTOMOBILE CLUB.

1.- Hemeiy on Eenz Car. 2.—Deplus on a Pipe. 3.—King on a Siziirc-Naudin

pi. iced en panne from the same derangement, repairable by

means of the tools and spares on the vehicle. The competitors,

who will be unaware of the cause of the stoppage, will then each

bo allotted one car, and the one who gets his machine going first

will be adjudged the winner, a maximum of twenty-five minutes

being allowed. To further test the capabilities of the drivers,

those who fulfil the above task within the time will be required

to detach and refit the tyre of one of the rear wheels of the car.

The two events will be separately timed, but in the event of a

dead heat in either the award will go to the one whose

aggregate is the lowest.

Speed Trials at Evreux.

A somewhat novel me:ting is being organised by "Les

-ports," of Paris, for the 27th inst. The event, which is to bs

held near Evreux, will consist of a combination of speed trials,

{AWjemtine Automclil Zatung.

A Trial of Two Cycle Engines.

A trial of two cycle pstrol engines suitable for use on motor

vehicles commenced on Wednesday at the laboratory of the

French Automobile Club at Levallois-Perret. Seven motors

have been entered, viz , two Tony Hubei -Peugeot, a Billard,

a Chastannet, a S.V.U., a Legros, and a Picot.

Miscellaneous Items.

An automobile club has just been formed at Freiburg-im-

Breisgau, Germany. The fifth annual motor-car exhibition in

Turin is to be held from January 18th to February 2nd

next.—The Touring Club of Italy proposes to organise a trial

of motor-'buses at Plaisanee.——The trial of industrial motor

vehicles organised by the German Imperial Automobile Club

commenced in Berlin on Monday. Fifty-two entries were

received, and of these forty-nine started.
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FRENCH PREPARATIONS FOR THE

1908 SEASON.

-♦-

(From our own Correspondent.)

THE French Salon, as it is popularly termed, will open its

doors early this year—the 1 2th November, as at present

fixed. It will remain open until the 1st December, and

it is expected, as the tenth, annual show of a mighty industry, to

surpass all other efforts from a spectacular ,and commercial

aspect. The coming of the show brings up the annual question

regarding the novelties which will be on view. Year by year

these novelties have decreased in relative importance and

numerical strength, as the excellent productions from the best

French firms neared perfection, as at present conceived, of the

motor-car and its allied industries. A year or two ago it was

recognised that no very great changes could now be sprung upon

an amazed world on the opening of any particular show, but

nevertheless the details offered to examination do not present

trade, and, secondly, to defeat the weapon of cheapness which

it is expected will be used by the Italians in the coming season.

The French certainly are awake to the fact that competition is

to be feared in both these quarters.

A novelty which should be looked for at the Paris Show is

that relating to a perfected carburettor for heavy oils, and also

for the use of denatured alcohol. In view of the increase of price-

of essence, and the probable rarity of this fuel in the near future,

French makers have been studying the application of heavy oils

and alcohol in larger numbers. Further, it will certainly be

found that increased and detailed attention has been given to the

matter of engines for motor-boats. The perfected car has left the

boat far in the rear, and the marine engine has been receiving

increased attention by some firms of repute, in order to bring

the motor-boat into line with its dry land confrere, and j make

the motors worthy of the hull.

There will not be a few firms who will confine their

1908 output of automobiles to two or three different models,

and the announcement will probably be made before the show
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less relative interest to the client who warms up to the tiring

trudge through avenues of motor-cars as his knowledge of

automobile mechanism becomes more pronounced.

French makers are usually and comprehensively reticent

regarding the good things in store at each successive Salon, but

were any great change anticipated it is probable that the usual

.muteness would be somewhat relaxed in ratio to the importance

of the novelties embodied by any particular maker.

It is known that at this year's Salon there will be held a

competition of automatic starting arrangements. This was a

novelty at the 1906 Salon, but little practical application of the

proposals then put forward appear to have been made. This

year, however, in response to a well-expressed desire on the part

of several French and foreign makers, the matter of automatic

starting arrangements will take the form of an open competition

among the exhibitors.

As regards the cars themselves a further effort will be made

to simplify existing models with a two-fold object in view.

First to fight the anticipated extension of the American export

that certain firms have determined to take the bull by the horns

and establish the nucleus of a factory in other countries for the

manufacture of cars according to their design, the exportation of

parts being, of course, a part and parcel of the policy of these

attempts to obtain new business. French firms recognise that

they must do this for their self-protection, and the example

already set by some well-known French firms will - certainly be

followed by others in Italy. United States and Great Britain

before very long. At present there is a stock of cars in France

which will meet the demand for many months, unless the coming

show brings with it a return to the brisk days of a year ago.

The Earl of Malmesbury has recently purchased from the

Daimler Company a chassis with a wheel base of 10i ft.

The chairman of the Carlisle Bench, in recently fining a

motorist £10 and costs, said that in similar cases in future they

will add to the monetary penalty the further disability of the

suspension of the licences of motorists thus convicted.
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CHARGING ACCUMULATORS FROM

ELECTRIC LIGHT CIRCUITS.

IN -our correspondence columns this week one of our readers

■,* raises a query as to the method to be adopted to charge

his accumulators from the 200-volt continuous current

electric light circuit in his house. As the question is one that

may be of interest to a large number of motorists, we have gone

into the matter somewhat more fully than usual, and have pre

pared a diagram, reproduced herewith, showing the necessary

connections.

To charge accumulators from a house supply, it does not

signify whether one or two are being charged at a time, as the

greater part of the voltage or pressure is used in the lamps that

must be in circuit. As only five volts are required to charge

one, and ten volts to charge two four-volt accumulators, and as

the house supply is 200 volts, it is necessary to guard against

getting . this full pressure on to the accumulators, by having

lamps of the ordinary type used in the house in circuit with the

batteries, so that the current flows through the lamps and then

on through the accumulators. The lamps regulate the actual
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Diagram of Arrangement for Charging Accumulators from 200-volt

Continuous Current Electric Light Circuit,

The switch bridges across from C to either A or B according to its position.
When the switch is at A the switch Is acting as an ordinary wall switch, and
the current flows through the lamps as usual, but when it is at B the current
can only flow to the wall plug, and from thence through the accumulator
when the plug top has been fixed In position. The accumulator connections
can be made before the plug is put In, to avoid risk of shock, and the plug
must always be put in the same way, that Is with the positive side on the
side which should be marked positive. A line of paint down one side of the

china plug will make this easy.

current that the accumulator gets—that is to say, as a 16-c.p-

lamp takes one-third of an ampere, you will require to have

three such lamps in circuit if you wish to have a current of an

ampere through the accumulators. An electrician with full

knowledge of what he was doing would charge the accumulators

from a switch that is controlling three lamps on an electrolier,

the switch being kept at the off position, and the two wires from

the accumulators being connected with the switch so as

to bridge it. The accumulators then form a circuit through

which the current can pass, though the switch is not on.

The best method for safe working is as follows :—

Procure from an electricians' depot a small base board fitted with

a two-way tumbler switch and an ordinary wall plug. These

are wired up on the board, as in diagram, and two wires of

different colours, preferably red and black, are wired to the wall

plug top, these being provided for connecting to the accumu

lators. The charging board has to be inserted in the wires on

one side of a circuit supplying, say, five lamps, and when fixed

the positive and negative terminals should be tested for, and the

wall plug marked so that the red wire is always positive when

the plug top is put in, and the black wire is negative. These

are then always connected to the correct terminals of the accu

mulators, namely, positive to positive, and negative to negative.

When the accumulators are not charging the plug top can be

taken out and the switch turned to A, when the current flows

direct through the circuit as usual ; but with switch at B the

current is deviated round through the wall plug, and with the

plug top in, and the wire3 joined up to the accumulators, the

circuit is completed through them. With five lamps in circuit

the current will be about li amperes; this can be increased or

decreased by altering the candle-power and number of the lamps.

There is no possibility of short-circuiting the accumulators by

this arrangement as the two-way switch prevents this, and the

plug top, with its connecting wires, makes a safe and easy

method of connecting the accumulators without risk of shock

from the circuit. It would be advisable to have the work done

properly by a wiring electrician.

UNATTENDED MOTOR-CARS.

WHETHER it be merely a coincidence, or whether there

is a national outbreak of police vigilance against

motorists who leave their cars unattended, we know

not. Certainly there have been many cases before the courts of

late, and the reader can be assured that it is dangerous to leave

his motor vehicle in the street. A motorist residing in Bath

recently drove up to a restaurant in the High Street, Bridgwater!

He left his car by the pavement while he made a hurried tea in

the shop. Result, a summons to appear before the Bench,

charged with obstructing the traffic. Fortunately, he was able

to say that a carriage and pair were also outside the restaurant,

and the magistrates dismissed the case—owing to an equal

division of opinion among them. At Matlock three motorists

similarly called to court have been less fortunate, fines following,

apparently as a matter of course.

On this matter of leaving cars unattended motorists should

be familiar with the legal aspect. This is not difficult to follow.

The first part finds expression in the Motor Cars (Use and Con

struction) Order, 1904, Clause 2 of Article IV. of which,

referring to the driver, says, " he shall not, when on the motor

car, be in such a position that he cannot have control over the

same, or that he cannot obtain a full view of the road and traffic

ahead of the motor-car, or quit the motor-car without hiving taten

dm precautions against its being started in his absence, or. allow the

motor-car or a vehicle driven thereby to stand on such highway so as to

cause any unnecessary obstruction thereof."

In taking action against the motorist the police should

actually prove the obstruction. Often they are very careless in

their evidence on such point, and if the motorist can produce

witnesses who passed him on the roadway in vehicles while his car

was stationary, division on the Bench may lead to his acquittal.

Wb had an opportunity the other day of inspecting the first

of the new Badminton caw which are shortly to be put on the

market by Badminton Motors, Ltd. The vehicle is of 14-20-h.p.,

and while following the general lines of live axle vehicles, com

prises several interesting details, notably as regards the clutch

and cardan shaft. The four-cylinder engine, which is 90 mm.

bore by 110 mm. stroke, is provided with an automatic carburettor

of the Kreb3 type and high tension magneto ignition. The clutch

is of the disc pattern, alternate bronze and steel plates of rather

greater thickness than usual being employed. The cardan shaft

is entirely enclosed in a casing, which acts as the torque rod ; it

extends from the differential case to a crescent-shaped piece

pivoted to one of the cross members of the frame. The cardan

shaft and casing are thus free to adjust themselves to the

inequalities of the road. The first chassis has been built in

France, but we understand from Messrs. Teste and Lassen, of

9, Warwick Street, London, W., who are interested in the new

concern, that arrangements are in hand for the complete produc

tion of the vehicles in this country.
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New members of the R. A.C.

include Earl Poulett, Lord Alex

ander Tbynne, Captain H. R.

Hayter, and Mr. W. Campbell,

K.C.

An order has recently been

issued announcing that motor

cars may be imported into Paraguay free of import duty for a

period of two years from June 26th last.

We illustrate herewith a new chassis which is being intro

duced by the Hotchkiss Company for the 1908 season to meet

HERE AND THERE.

 

 

Chassis of the new Hotchkiss 16-20-h.p. Car.

the growing demand for a high-class car of moderate horse-power

and price. The vehicle, which follows the usual lines of the

Hotchkiss cars, is provided with a four-cylinder engine rated at

16-20-h.p., the bore and stroke being respectively 95 mm. and

110 mm. The ignition is by high-tension magneto, and the

speed of the motor is controlled by both hand and foot levers.

The transmission is through a leather-faced cone clutch, gate-

controlled change-speed gear giving four forward speeds and a

reverse, cardan shaft and bevel gear to a live axle. The brakes

are of the internal expanding type and the pressed steel frame is

narrowed at the front to give a large lock, and raised at the rear

to clear the differential casing. Special attention has been

devoted to the suspension, three-quarter elliptic springs being

employed at the rear. The car, which has a wheel base of

9 ft. 6£ in., is mounted on equal sized road wheels, 875 mm.

by 105 mm. tyres being fitted. The London and Parisian Motor

Company, the British agents, inform us that the new model

has been subjected to extensive trials and has proved itself to

be both speedy on oi dinary roads and a good hill-climber.

An inquiry by the Local Government Board Inspector for

the limitation of the speed of motor-cars to ten miles per hour took

place at Bromley, Kent, on Monday ; on Wednesday a similar

inquiry was held at Mere, Wiltshire, into the application of the

County Council to close the road to motor-cars.

Mr. T. Spong, of 205, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.,

is open to contract on weekly, monthly or yearly arrangements

for the supply of tyres, tubes, oil, petrol, &c, for any make of

car. He is also arranging for cleaning and garaging cars, and

generally placing timself at the service of motorists.

A CURIOUS incident has just come to light in connection

with the recent visit of the King to Perth, when he passed

through the General Station en route for Advie. Two days

afterwards His Majesty's motor-car, while passing up North

Methven Street, was stopped by a constable of the city police.

Unaware of the fact that the car belonged to His Majesty, with

quiet dignity the constable inquired of the chauffeur why the

car was not registered. With a smile His Mitjesiy's chauffeur

politely informed the constable that such a privilege was only

extended to the King, and the constable, comprehending the

situation, allowed the car to pass.

St. David's Free Church,

in the Ward Road, Dundee, will

shortly be transformed into a

motor garage by Mr. Thomas

Shaw.

Captain Wood's 30-h.p.

Daimler made a non-stop run in

the Aga Khan Motor Reliability Trial for cars driven by

amateurs last month. It was also first in the Khandalla Ghat

hill climb.

The 8-h.p. Rover car employed by the Motor Union

inspector for road agency work has now completed 4,000 miles

in a little over six weeks.

The Cheshire Automobile Club has passed a new bye-law to

the offect that persons employed or engaged in the motor trade

shall not be eligible to take part in the competitions of the club.

We join with the Rev. Canon Barrett, of Barnet, in hoping

that motorists passing through the town on Sundays will do so

with as little noise, particularly horn blowing, as possible during

the time the congregations are at church.

Tuition in motor tyre repairing is now a feature in the

educational programme at "some of the London and provincial

polytechnic schools, Messrs. Harvey Frost and Co.'s vulcanisers

being frequently used for demonstrating purposes. The firm

are willing to loan an appliance to any established school.

Mr. Thomas Strong is arranging for the Clifton Baths

Garage, Cliftonville, Margate, to have accommodation for fifty

vehicles. Private lock-ups for cars will shortly be added. At

his place in Victoria Road, Margate, he stocks accessories and

sundries, and undertakes all kinds of motor-car repairs as well as

the letting of cars for hire.

The accompanying illustration shows the 10-h.p. six-

cylinder Napier which started on the 30th ult. on a 3,000 mile

trial of Simcar benzol under the observation and supervision of

the Royal Automobile Club. The distance run on each day

 

The Car starting from the Bed Lion Hotel, Hatfield.

since the commencement of the trial is 150 miles, the consumption

of fuel on the first day being 7 gallons of benzol ; on the second

6 gallons 4 pints 11 oz. ; on the third 6 gallons 3 pints ; and on

the fourth 7 gallons 5 pints 8 oz., giving an average for the four

days of twenty-two miles per gallon.

An excellent garage with accommodation for a score of cars

is run by the Monmouth Motor and Cycle Company, Ltd., in

Priory Street, Monmouth. An attendant is to be found on the

premise3 by night as well as by day.
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Mr. H. Garner, of Nantwich, has joined Argylls

(Midlands) Ltd.

In the London Soad, Derby, Mr. H. Butler has opened a

new garage and motor works.

During the month of September 164 motorists joined the

Motor Union directly as individual members.

In connection with the centenary fund of the Primitive

Methodist Churches a motor-car campaign for the county of

Lincolnshire has commenced at Crowle, a car having been placed

•t the disposal of the deputation by Mr. T. E. Watkinson, J.P.,

of Grimsby.

Colonel E. E. Crompton, C.B., has given his opinion

that the Dust Committee of the E.A.C. has learned a great deal

as the result of the recent experiments at Brooklands, and they

will be able to place a definite report before the manufacturers

which will be of great service to designers.

Subscriptions of 50 guineas and 20 guineas have been

given by the E.A.C. and the Motor Union respectively towards

the appeal on behalf of Mr. Joseph Taylor, of Maidenhead,

whose work in connection with the freeing of the Maidenhead

and Windsor tolls is well known to motorists.

The Eelations Committee of the E.A.C. is to be called

together on the 23rd inst. to investigate the situation arising out of

the controversy between the Motor Union and the Automobile

Association in so far as the club is affected by that controversy.

It is being asked to report to the first meeting of the club Com

mittee, to be held in November.

We illustrate a new jack

which has lately been put on

 

known as the "Duco" No. 3,

the market by Messrs. Brown

Bros., Ltd. The tool, which is

fitted with a patent universal

handle joint, has a body made

from best hematite iron, and

annealed ; the screws are of

steel, and the other parts of

malleable iron. The jack, which

is fitted with hand adjustment,

and will lift a ton, weighs

5J lbs.; its height when down

is 10 in., and ;when extended

16 in., giving a range of 6 in.

On the invitation of Mr.

Turpin, the work's manager, we

recently made a tour of inspection of the Panbard Works at

Acton, W. Since acquiring the new premises a considerable

extension has taken place in all branches, the firm being now

able to undertake repairs to any make of car, Spyker, Horch,

Humber, Decauville, Austin, and other vehicles being under

treatment at the time of our visit. A special feature is made of

the lengthening of chassis and conversion of the now obsolete rear-

entrance vehicles to the more convenient and roomy side-entrance

type ; as this alteration requires coach-builders' work, a very

complete installation has been put in, comprising body-building,

upholstering, painting and enamelling and wheelwright depart

ments. Another important branch is the manufacture of the

Dunlop detachable rim, and the adapting and fitting of the same

to the present type of road wheel. Eepairs to cylinders by the

acetylene-oxygen welding process were also in operation, wffile

other departments include those devoted to the repairing of

ignition magnetos, lamps, &c. ; there is also a very complete

smith's shop in which all patterns of forgings are turned out and

axles straightened. With such facilities the Panhard Works

are able to make any part not procurable from the original

makers, and thus guarantee a date of delivery for any repair

work undertaken. In addition to this important side a very

large stock of spare parts for Panhard cars is kept on hand, this

section requiring four floors of the building to accommodate

them. Mr. Turpin has shown the keen interest he takes in the

well-being of his large staff by providing very fine mess rooms

and recreation rooms for the employees, while the neatness and

order evident throughout the whole establishment points con

clusively to the fact that the system employed under his direc

tion is complete in every detail.

A mail motor service is to be started between Coshara

Petersfield, and Haslemere.

Mr. W. Smith, of Eton Stret, Eichmond, has a garage for

sixty cars at his works in the Quadrant Eoad, near the railway

station.

The attempt of Lieut. Graetze to cross Africa by motor-car

has been quickly frustrated, the car being at present stranded

about 200 miles from the starting point, with four cracked

cylinders.

The Scottish A.C. have agreed to appropriate £500 for

the erection of road signs and to remit to the Touring Committee'

to consider the matter fully and submit a scheme to the next

meeting of the General Committee.

In a recent number, the New York " Motor " published an

interesting article on the equipment of a private garage, from

the pen of Mr. Wesley Hawkes, a condensation of which will

be found elsewhere in the present issue.

Benzol, as a fuel for petrol motor vehicles, is now being,

supplied by Messrs. Sadler and Co., Ltd., Middlesbrough ; th&

Staffordshire Chemical Co., Chatterley ; and the Simon and

Carves Bye-Product Coke-Oven Construction and Working

Co., Ltd., Manchester.

A FINE of 40s. and costs was imposed, at Feltham Petty

Sessions, on Monday, on the navigator of a motor-launch in

Teddington Lock cut on a recent Sunday, without special care

and caution, and at a speed and in a manner so as to endanger

the safety of such vessels. Waves set up by the launch washed

into a punt and wetted the occupants, soaking the carpets,

cushions, and clothing lying at the bottom of the craft.

At the recent Notts A.C. Hill Climb, held at Hazlewood

Hill, Daimler cars made the first, second and third fastest times

of the meeting. This makes the twenty-fifth time during the

past season that Daimler cars have made fastest times of all cars

competing at club competitions, and the second occasion on which

they have made first, second and third fastest times. The

majority of the wins were made by privately owned and driven

cars of standard pattern.

During the stay of the commercial vehicles in the E.A.C.

trials in Sheffield, a visit was paid to the works of Messrs. W.

Jessop and Sons, Ltd., at Brightside. About twenty of tke<

leading representatives of the motor industry following the triais

went down in a motor-'bus, and spent a very enjoyable morning.

Messrs. Jessop have paid great attention to the requirements of

motor manufacturers, and have successfully applied their efforts

to the production of the special steels which the industry calls

for.

At the testing station of the British Fire Prevention Com

mittee, Eegent's Park, N.W., an interesting demonstration was-

given on Wednesday last week with petrol tanks fitted with

safety devices to prevent explosion in case of fire. The display

was arranged by the Safety Non-Explosive Beservoir Company,

Ltd., of Alderman's House, Alderman's Walk, E.C., who provided

vessels fitted with the safety device made in accordance with the

Henze patents. This consists of a metal safety plug and an

interior wire gauze safety tube, constructed on the well-known

principles of the wire gauze cylinder in the Davy miner's lamp.

A metal petrol tank, similar to that carried on many motor-cars,

was surrounded by wood and other inflammatory materials,

forming a huge bonfire. The tank was half-full of petrol, and

the bonfire was lighted, petrol being poured on it to' increase its

intensity. After some minutes the fusible plug in the tank

melted, and was blown out by the gas accumulated in the tank.

In the ordinary way an explosion bursting the tank would have

happened, but, instead, the gas simply lighted and was easily

extinguished. A further demonstration was given by placing an

ordinary motor-spirit tin filled with petrol and a safety petrol

tank in the bonfire together. The can of spirit, after being in

the fire for some time, blew up 30 ft. in the air, and landed some

twenty yards away. The safety tank, on the other hand,

behaved admirably, the plug and gauze tube allowing the gas to

burn quietly, no explosion taking place. The new invention is

one worthy of the close attention of all interested in the safe

storage of petrol and other inflammable liquids.
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SOME USEFUL NOTES.

In a single or even a double-cylinder motor it is very easy

to determine whether there is a freedom from leaks and whether

the proper compression pressure is attained, by the " feel " of

the starting handle when the latter is turned over, with the

ignition switched off and the throttle partly open. If, when the

handle is being pulled against the compression stroke, there is a

constantly increasing resistance transmitted to the hand through

the starting handle up to the time that the dead centre is

passed, no matter how slowly the handle is turned, one may feel

confident that the compression is good. If, on the contrary,

there is no such springy resistance, unless the handle is rotated

suddenly and energetically, and if the compression stroke may

be completed with very little effort when passed slowly and

gradually, the compression is faulty.

♦ ♦ ♦

Good modern petrol motors, when in cordition, operate

practically without any knocking sounds. The motorist's ears

should, therefore, be on the alert for any unusual noise proceed

ing from the engine. When a knock that is evidently not attri

butable to a too advanced ignition begins to develop, the danger

signal which it conveys should bs at once heeded. If such

sounds develop rather suddenly it is a fairly sure sign that the

engine has become hot from lack of oil or of water circulation.

If the cause is pre-ignition, due to incandescent carbon deposits

in the combustion space, the trouble will probably have been

noticed before and will cause no immediate anxiety. The diffi

culty may be due to a loosening of the connecting rod bearings

on the crank pins or to a loosening of some ether mechanical

fastening about the motor.

♦ ♦ ♦

If the cylinders of a petrol engine become more than nor

mally hot and the pistons move with difficulty and squeak, the

trouble is probably lack of cylinder lubrication, while, if the

cylinders are very hot and the radiator is comparatively cool,

the difficulty is presumably one of lack of water or of defective

circulation. A hot engine, if attended to at once and allowed to

cool gradually, will probably not be seriously injured by the

experience. The copious feeding of oil to the heated parts and

a very cautious supply of cold water to the engine jackets, so

long as they a^e intensely hot, are advisable.

♦ ♦ ♦

" Knocking " due to the engine's overheating and self-

igniting its charges is of a peculiarly sharp, almost metallic,

clanging nature, and is generally accompanied by considerable

emokc arising from the burning off of oil from the outsidesof the

cylinders. There is usually, too, a very offensive and pungent

exhaust produced from the incomplete combustion of the charges,

■when the mo'or runs after the current is switched off. A knock

produced hy mechanical looseness is of a less sharp nature, but

louder, and shakes the oar more noticeably.

♦ ♦ ♦

IMPERFECT inflation is responsible, to a greater extent than

auy thing olso, for tyre "bursts" and quick disintegration.

When a tyre is not sufficiently pumped up the walls are con

tinually bending backwards and forwards as the car moves, with

the same result as when a wire or piece of metal is bent backwards

and forwards, that is, beat is engendered in the threads, as a

result of which they soon weaken, and in a short time the inner

walls are no longer strong enough to support the air pressure

multiplied by the weight of tho car, and " bursts " result.

♦ ♦ ♦

Lack of lubrication in a particular cylinder may sometimes

cause so much friction at that point that the cylinder will lag,

and, especially at low throttle openings, will add little or nothing

to the power of the engine. Under such conditions the particu

lar cylinder will probably heat excessively, and may become so

hot as to develop pre-ignition and "knocking." Conditions

such as these are, however, likely to be detected during the

operation of starting the motor, or by a squeaking sound when

tho engine is running.

A NEW AUTOMATIC ENGINE

STARTER.

—

IN connection with the recent correspondence on the subject

of engine starting devices the following particulars of a

new arrangement which has lately been put upon the

market by the Auto Improvement Company, of Hudson Street,

New York, U.S.A., may be of interest. The starter, which is

known as tho "Ever Ready," is designed for attachment to ti e

front of a car in the place usually occupied by the starting

handle. The device, which is enclosed in a brass casing, con

sists of a spiral spring of considerable weight. Pre-supposing

the spring E to have been wound tight, it is released for staiting

by a slight rotation of the lever D about its spindle, which

releases the clutch band or shoe F, through a toggle linkage,

from engagement with the disc, upon which are mounted the

pawls I (Fig. .'J), engaging with the ratchet wheel H mounted

upon the spindle with the forward member of the jaw clutch C

(Fig. 1). The inner end of the spiral spring E is positively

connected with the internal ratchet J, and the engagement for

starting is thus accomplished through J and its pawl, which are

mounted on the disc with tho pawls I, and the ratchet and pawls

 

II and I. The lever D, through the action of a spring shown in

Fig. 3, normally holds the brake band F in engagement with the

disc, it being released by a pedal on the driver's footboard, and

connected to D by a wire or rod. After the engine has been

started the pawls L, which are enclosed within the spherical

shaped part of the casing, engage, as shown in Fig. 2, with a-

member attached to the spindle, upon which is carried the inner

pinion of a set of planetary gears. With the spring wound to

the limit set by its adjustment, the pawls L are shifted endwise

on the spindle by a thread-actuated device until they are released

from engagement with the pinion. When the spring is unwound

they are again brought into engagement by the screw. The

spring is rewound by the engine through the jaw clutch C, the

pawls L and the planetary set, with a reduction of motion of

10 to 1 from the engine shaft, and is held in a wound condition

by the brake band F until that band is again released by the

pedal through the movement of the lever D. The forward end

of the device is provided with a clutch for the engagement of a

telescopic starting-handle with cither the rewinding pawls or the

engine shaft direct through the clutch C. Should the device,

through failure of the engine to start owing to imperfect

carburation or ignition, become unwound, it may be readily

rewound by hand with only a small expenditure of energy on

the part of the operator.

The British Consul General at Constantinople reports that

the importation into Turkey of petrol motor bicycles and cars

has been authorised by a recent Customs circular. Their use in

towns is, however, prohibited.

P
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THE CLOTHIER AND THE CAR.

-♦-

F^OLLOWINU what wo wrote last week with reference to

the clothing of motorists, we would now emphasise the

position that Irish frio/.e has taken in connection with

the subject, while the introduction of the detachable lining is

another point of interest. In fact, this latter development is one

of the most noticeable features of the present position. They

both arise from the desire to secure motor clothing that shall

appear as not out of the ordinary when the motorist is walking,

and to have one garment always available, no matter what the

weather may be like.

A. DUNHILL, LTD.

Among those who have specialised it; motoring equipment, Messrs.

Alfred Dunhill, Ltd., of Euston Koad and Conduit Street, London,

early attained distinction, which thoy have maintained through succeed

ing seasons. The desire has been to bring out raiment for motorists

which can also be worn when not on the car without attracting undue

attention to the wearer. In this connection mention may be made of

 

The "Hililrgdon" Coat.

the " Hilliugdou" coat, a stylish garment of specially clo: c woven Irish

frieze, which is one of the most practical motoring coats we have

lately inspected. The wind, which in many garments is not wholly

excluded from the chest when the wearer is in a sitting position, is effec

tively kept out in the Hillingdon coat by the introduction of a wind flap

buttoning on to the same buttons as those which close the coat over the

chest. An extra wide skirt is given to the coat, rendering it comfortable

when the wearer is sitting, and, in fact, it acts as an apron. Being

pleated at the back, so that it can be taken in by a short belt, an

ordinary appearance is given to the garment when walking. The style

of buttoning the collar to give security to the neck from wind and rain

is ingenious and effective, and the firm are to be congratulated on the

success of their efforts in this direction. " Umbrella coats and other

distinctive motor costumes are also included in the stock of clothing for

gentlemen. In the ladies' department art; many fashionable garments,

«ome striking novelties being shown in leather costumes, notably one in

soft green leather with undcrvest of pale embroidered mauve suede and

hat to match. There is also an excellent " slip-on " wrap in vicuna for

all seasons. This is provided with ingeniously arranged collar and

sleeves which can be worn in a variety of different styles. Drencher

proof tweed coats, Harris spun tweed coats, the " Kennard " mackintosh,

designed by one of the pioneers of lady motorists, and hats, hoods, and

veils are also included in their specialities. The catalogue issued by

Messrs. Alfred Dunhill, Ltd., in connection with their clothing depart

ment is one of the must complete works of Hie kind lately published.

HOARE AND SONS.

At their Central House, -252-2.54, High Holborn, W.C., Messrs.

Hoare and Sons have a selection of motor clothing which will commend

itself (o many motorists in the reasonableness of its price. For the

season they have introduced the "Smok-ett" coat, which is described as

a waterproof without rubber. As a long double-breasted motor coat

with ample skirt the garment should iind much favour. It is light when

worn, of good appearance, and amply withstands storm, wind and rain.

As a new garment for motorists the " Smok-ett " should attract consider

able attention and become a recognised fashionable garment. Mention

must also be made of other standard styles designed and executed in

the workshops of Messrs. Hoare and Sons. The "Hex " can be supplied

with all-wool or leather lining as desired, and affords adequate pro

tection against all weathers. It can be worn on or off the car without

exciting the notice of the man in the street. The fur-lined motor coats

which the linn supply combine a high grade of cloth with choice fur,

and should satisfy the most exacting patrons of such goods. As an

advance on the original parapluie the "Storm smock" brought out by

Messrs. Hoare and Sons is a distinct success, securing the same im

munity from wet, but, dispensing with the rubber neck, having an efficient

substitute in a new plan of closing the neck and chest, by a protector

which adds to the protection from the weather. Motoring " slip overs,"

a patent motor cloak with telescopic sleeves, and other garments testify

to the li rm's good work as motorists' tailors. They are also specialising

on liveries, in which department the same regard to reasonable prices is

shown.

WHOLESALE FUR CO.

Although men have not increased their partiality for fur garments

when motoring, ladies seem to have naturally retained their liking for

raiment of that description. A reference to the specialities of the Whole

sale Fur Co., of 201, Kegent Street, W., is proof of such a fact, for there

are to be seen several types of fur-lined motor coats, handsome in appear

ance and evidently warm and comfortable to wear. An elegant model is

that known as the 1'anhard. This has a large storm collar, to turn up or

down, and, made in the firm's specially selected dark natural musquash,

lined with grey and white squirrel, is a most effective coat. The Darrauq

coat, in mole grey squirrel, is a stylish and graceful model. This is

trimmed with silver pointed fox, and can be had lined rich quilted or plain

.-at in. Lined with the latter material and made in natural musquash, the

coat is indeed a striking garment. Recognising that garments of this

description have to he worn on diverse occasions, frequently over a

dinner gown or ball dresi during an evening drive, wheu warmth com

bined with lightness in weight are so especially desirable, or at other

times over tailor-made gowns and coats and similar garments whilst

hunting, driving, motoring and travelling, it is important that thote

should be ample room for all such contingencies. With this important

point in view special attention has to be given to the arm-holes and

sleeves, so that the coats slip on readily and are worn with comfort,

without sacrificing elegance of style ; also the appearance of unnecessary

bulk is avoided. The firm have also brought out a new automobile coat

known ss the Brooklands, produced in elegant shades of heather mixture,

tweeds, Cheviots, &c., in various fur lining.

LOVEGROVE'S.

Messrs. Lovegrove's, the well-known motoring tailors, are removing

from 175, Piccadilly, to the first floor of 169, Piccadilly, London. W.,

where they are showing a comprehensive selection of clothing ot the

latest styles, both for ladies and gentlemen. Among the specialities are

very smart ladies' leather boleros in several colours ; skirts of leather

and cloth skirts trimmed with leather intended to be worn with the bolero,

a combination which makes a useful and stylish costume ; ladies' leather

motor coats lined with fur or camel fleece. An excellent waterproof

overall is another good line. In motor hoods the linn has several good

types, the " Sandringliam " being a very interesting accessory. This is

made in coloured leather trimmed and lined with various furs as reiiuiied.

l!y bending a wire lying within the rim the shape can lie altered for variety.

In gentlemen's clothing are some fashionable garments in Irish friezes,

tweeds, etc., including a travelling coat which has lieen much appreciated

by medical motorists, who have recognised the hygienic principles upon

which it is constructed. It is made from frieze cloth lined with camel

Ueece, and interlined with a special woven material. It has large

pockets to hold bulky cases. A section of the business in which Messrs.

Lovegrove's have attained much distinction is concerned with liveries.

In these we noticed a special landaulet livery, designed specially for

use in town. The collar, cuffs, and hat are trimmed in bold contrast.

A chauffeur's livery is also made in velvet cord refines, friezes, and

meltons, in colours to match the car. In addition to the garments we

have enumerated, the (irm have a large selection of caps, gloves, tec,

and are able to clothe the motorist in the latest styles, based upon a

practical acquaintance with the requirements of motorists.

—^mooooqoooqm

Messrs. Henry Angus, Sanderson and Co., of Westgate Koad

and Percy Street, Nowcnslle-on-Tync, have been appointed by Messrs.

S. F. Edge, Ltd., sole agents foi the six-cylinder Napier cars for North

umberland, Durham, and Cumberland.

We learn that the Samson Non-skid Company have installed an

up-to-date vulcanizing plant at their factory at H y the Koad, Willesden

Junction, and are now able to undertake all classes of repaii work as well

as the re-rubbering of tyre covers.
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Correspondence.

[Letters to the Editor should be addressed to the offices, t7SS, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.)

♦

MOTOR CAE DESIGN.

To th» Editob of The Motor-Cur Journal.

Snt,—A considerable amount of discussion took place at the recent

meeting of the Institute of Carriage Manufacturers, as to the ideal type

of motor-car. The discussion was taken part in not only by carriage

builders but also by engineers ; and while obviously, so long as the pre

sent standard type of oar is so enormously in the majority, the average

motor-car engineer is fairly well tied to nphold that type, it was equally

obvious from the discussion that not only most of the carriage builders

were dissatisfied with the present type "but that also many engineers

recognised its faults and desired to see radical improvements.

A very interesting paper was read by Mr. Baillie dealing fully with

the various types of cars which are manufactured. He was kind enough

to refer to the N.E.C. ears at considerable length. It seems to ns

that whatever view is held as to future development, it is a subject

on which could be based a very interesting discussion in your paper,

aud theatre work, and for doctors. It must take the place of the train

for ever increasing distances, and all this besides being a mere speed

vehicle for sporting purposes.

It goes almost .without saying that for a car to fulfil all these pur

poses it must be thoroughly reliable and stoutly built, besides being as

free as possible from complication, easy to keep in order, and simple to

drive. This standard has been pretty well attained by all cars of repute.

Given a careful driver, there are many cars on the market which can be

depended upon as consistent performers. No new type of car which does

not possess these features can hope to succeed. These points were

scarcely mentioned in the discussion by the Institute of Carriage Manu

facturers ; instead, the points raised were those we had in mind five

years ano when we designed our cars. They are perhaps best put by

giving the faults of the standard type of car. These are lack of comfort

convenience and accommodation and poor appearance.

In short, the engineer in perfecting his part has disregarded the

passenger, the raison d'etre of the car. He has failed to realise that

 

The Adier Fahrradwerke Geselltchaft, the makers of the Adler Cars, have recently established a large open-air motor-driving track in Frankfort-

am-Main. Among its features is a series of panoramic pictures, one of which is reproduced above, representing the humorous side of motoring and

cycling, by Herr Emll Kneiss, a well-known artist of Munich.

one which would be of real value to manufacturers and to the buying

public as well ; for even the strongest advocate of the common type of

car of to-day must admit that there is a great probability of newer

forms establishing themselves in a strong position. We ourselves have

devoted five years to the production of an uncommon type of vehicle.

We let out to secure advantages which we believe an ideal car must

have, and in onr opinion we have completely succeeded.

The general outline of our cars was arranged at the very com

mencement. If any of your readers will carry their minds back to

the early days of the movement, they will recollect what dreadful

things were the motor-cars of that period, small, uncomfortable,

uncouth, things apart, scoffed at as the competitors of elegant

luxurious carriages. So that, withont wishing to boast, we really were

a long way ahead when wo drew, five years ago, the outlines of the

cars which we are actually building to day. Between that time and

this the motor-car has changed enormously in its uses and in its fitness.

It is, nowadays, a necessity, the private Pullman of the wealthy and

the greatest source ofpleasure of the well-to-do. Every day sees its

influence spreading. The horse for carriage purposes is on the very

verge of extinction, so that now the motor-car must take the place of

the elegant town carriage for the park, for shopping, for calling, for dinner

as his part was perfected so it could be modified, that its general outline.;

were the outcome of early imperfections. Besides this, in overcoming

certain defects he has very materially made other faults still worse.

The bonnet is certainly the outcome of first, faulty engines whirl,

required to be constantly got at, and secondly, ill-considered and faultily

designed motors, which were intended to occupy positions other than

under the bonnet. The six-cylinder engine has very much increased the

disadvantage of the bonnet. The lionnet being in existence, it follows

that comfort, convenience, accommodation, and appearance must all suffer

from serious limitations. Once the body is driven back over the rear

axle, there must be unduly stiff springs to prevent the body and axle

bumping together ; this means discomfort from road vibration. Then,

the back seat being behind the axle instead of in front of it, its move

ment is magnified, adding to the discomfort. Furthermore, to get the

carriage a reasonable height from the ground, small wheels must be used,

since the body cannot be lowered unless the axle is lowered. Then the

rear wheels coming far forward in i elation to the back (or main) portion

of the body, there is great difficulty in securing a really convenient door.

Also the body is high, to avoid hitting the axle, two steps have fre-

tuently to be arranged, and getting in and out of the car becomes quite

ifficuft.
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I!y throwing the body hack indefinitely behind the rear axle any

accommodation can be secured, but owners object to the discomfort

which must be incurred or the accommodation curtailed. Appearance

is a matter of personal taste and habit, but a fairly safe rule is that

what is evidently best suited to the purpose will have the best appear

ance ; and this applied to motor-cars means that the more carriage there

is and the less machinery, the more there is obviously comfort and con

venience and good accommodation, the better will the appearance of

the car be.

The two facts which in our opinion are becoming more and more

obvious every day are that the only object of the car is that it shall

minister to the enjoyment and comfort of its owner, and that the early

mechanical imperfections are so far eliminated that the design of the

machinery can be radiea'ly altered to secure the improvements of a car

in the sense of a carriage. To-day, in the light of experience, it seems

quite obvious that the reason why some bonnetless cars have not

succeeded better is that their designers have not understood the real

reason why the bonnet must go. Almost invariably their great

ambition has been to secure a short wheel base. In our opinion this is

a very minor consideration, and, since a short wheel base means

unquestionably loss of comfort, it is a feature that would tell rather

against than for a car. In the case of our own vehicle we score to the

extent of nearly 3 ft. in length by suppressing the bonnet. Our car

has a wheel base of 10 ft, 6 in., which corresponds exactly with the

wheel base of any similar vehicle with a bonnet. By keeping this

wheel base we get the body slung completely within the wheels and so

secure extraordinary comfort. By shortening the wheel base we should

 

Mr. Chat. Kaclver, of Messrs. David Haclver and Co., Liverpool,

and Beechfleld, Heswall, at the wheel of his 10-12-h.p. landaulet,

which he constantly uses for running across the Wirral peninsula

to Birkenhead twice"' a day, and frequently to Chester and the

surrounding district.

turn in a somewhat smallei circle, but the car would be even more un

comfortable to ride in than the one with the bonnet.

The difference between the ordinary type of vehicle and our own

is well brought out in tho following table, which shows how easily

we can get our liody "within the wheels" and how impossible it is

when the engine is under a bonnet :—

Distance from
Car. Wheel Base. dash to front

of rear wheel.

Flat 10 ft. 6 in. ... S ft. 84 In.

Napier lift. ... 6 ft 31 In.

Delannay-Belleville ... 10 ft. fi in. ... 5 ft. 8 in.

New Kngine Co 10 ft. fi in. ... R ft. 4J in.

Briefly, what we claim for our type, and what we believe all

designers will have to endeavour to secure, aie that the body is com

pletely within the axles and slung low, so that we can get the maximum

comfort possible and have convenience of ingress and egress, for we are

not hampered in the position and design of the door, and the step and

floor of the car are low. AVe also secure greater accommodation on the

same wheel base ; and since the whole space is given up to the carriage

body, and since the car is very obviously a comfortable and convenient

carriage, it has therefore an improved appearance, as compared with a

vehicle with a bonnet.—Yours truly,

J. C. MpRT.

New Engine (Motor) Co., Ltd.-

- THE NEW ROUTE TO IRELAND.

To the Editob of The Motor-Car Journal.

.Sir,—I have been following with much interest the series of letters

which appeared recently in your widely-read Journal re the excel

lent Fuhguard-Rosslare passenger route between England and Wales

and the South of Ireland. In a business connection I really cannot

understand why the Great Western Railway Company do not advertise

or make known to motor-car owners the splendid facilities offered by the

route for the conveyance of motor-cars, inasmuch as to my mind it is

one of the most perfect routes in that respect I know of, having excel

lent and up-to-date methods for the careful shipment and the dis

charging of all cars committed to their charge.

By booking their cars by this route, owners have one hour to rest

themselves and to see their cars transferred safely from the direct boat

to the main road, this work being carried out under the supervision

of Inspector Davies, who always sees to the discharging of motor-cars

personally, and has, I may add, about ten years' experience of this class

of work. The freight charged on motor-cars up to one ton is £2 3s. Id.,

and up to fifty cwt. £2 13s. from Fishguard to Waterford (direct

steamer). A magnificent cross Channel steamer leaves Fishguard every

night, Sundays excepted, at 11.45, arriving in Waterford at 7.35 the

following morning, while owners themselves can take ti e mail passenger

steamer leaving i isbguard for Kosslare and Waterford 2.20 a,m., and

arriving at the latter place at 6.25 a.m., and are thus actually in Water

ford before their cars.

Here, too, from the telephone office at the Waterford terminus,

the tourist can order his supplies of petrol, lubricating oil, charged

accumulator, tyres, and if necessary he can order repairs to be carried

out on his car and make his mind easy that they will lie carefully

carried out in " the birthplace of motoring in Ireland." Hoping this

information may prove useful and encourage more motor tourists to come

over and sfe the beauties of the South of Ireland.—Yours truly,

W. F. Peare.

" ONLY A DOG."

To the Editob or The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—Can any of your readers help me to find out the owner of .1

car which on Saturday last, at 3.25 p.m., near my residence, " Villacot,"

Laleham Koad, Staines, ran over and killed my valuable fox terrier dog ?

Apart from being a great pet, he was very highly bred, and a prize

winner at recent shows, and his loss to me is considerable. The chanf-

feur would have stopped, but his master made him go on. The car was

a nearly new one, with hood and glass wind shield, and was painted a

royal blue with red lining. Unfortunately I was not near enough to

see the number, but I should know the car again, as would six others

who witnessed the occurrence.—Yours truly,

Harold S. Barrett.

WHEELS FOR MOTOR-CARS.

To thi Editob of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—In your valued issue of October 5th, Mr. O. Cook utterly

ignores my two letters in previous issues, in which I point out in detail

that the various advantages he asks for are to be found in the " K.T."

lyre. Personally I have no desire to turn this correspondence into an

advertising medium, but I think I may justly ask Mr. Cook to read my

eailicr letters more carefully liefore he again states that we are over

looking the real question at issue. Cf course, until Mr. Cook does

reply to my statements there is nothing more to be said. I have made

certain propositions which I claim to lie demonstrable, Mr. Cook is at

liberty to leave them or assail them as he thinks fit.

With respect to your correspondent—Mr. K. H. Arnott— I have had

an opportunity of seeing a diagram of the resilient wheel he mentions.

As far as I can see, the whole value of this idea lies in permitting the

base of the rubber tyre to spew, and so, to some extent, change its shape.

If I am wrong Mr. Arnott will perhaps be good enough to correct me.

Now practically the same result is achieved in theory in the Swinehart

tyre, which has a narrow neck of rubber below the tread, and in the De

Nevers, by the slats cut right through the tread of the tyre at intervals.

In other words, Mr. Arnott depends in his tyre on the elastic property

of rubber, unaided by air. May I point out that, theoretically, this

cannot give the desired results. The rapidity of action of the best steel

springs is about eighty-mx times per minute, the rapidity of action of

the best commercial rubber, such as is used in high-class solid tyres, is

abont ninety times per minute, but the rapidity of action of air is

approximately 1,800 times per minute.

Undor average road conditions, the rapidity of action of rubber

alone allows a speed cf about eighteen miles an hour, although it can

be " overdriven above that speed, but beyond this the atoms of rubber

cannot.be compelled to vibrate ; consequently beyond this point it »

impossible for either steel springs or rubber, or any combination of

the two, to absorb vibration, which brings us back to the statement

in my last letter that the only conceivable means of absorbing vibra

tion, as distinct from shock, lies in a combination of rubber and air,

until someone discovers some material which has a rapidity of action

very greatly exceeding that of either steel or rubber.

When I stated that a pneumatic tyre would run at, forty miles

an hour under average conditions without inducing rolling, I rl\d not
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mean to say that this was by any means the limit for either the

ordinary pnenmatic or the " K.T. " tyre, but only stated forty miles an

hoar as being, in my opinion, quite a big enough speed for any reason

able man on the public roads at any time.

I can, if necessary, give yon the results of many tests lioth in

the laboratory and on the road, which verify the figures and theory

which I have enunciated, but, unfortunately, it would take many times

the length of this letter to lay same out completely, and would, perhaps,

be outside the scope of this controversy.—Yours truly,

A. Ernest Gelder.

TYRE TROUBLES.

To thi Editor or The Motor-Cur Journal.

Sir,—There is little doubt that your correspondent Mr. Roberts is

correct in stating that the heating of a pneumatic tyre when in use is

chiefly due to the concussion of the blows struck by the road against

the tyre, which is in the direct line of force between these blows and

the rim of the wheel. The rim acts as the anvil upon which the tyre is

pounded. It is to avoid this action that the Lynton tyre and wheel are

so desigmed that the tyre is never in the direct line of force referred to,

and I attribute the remarkable coolness of the new tyre when in u- e and

its consequent long life, almost entirely to the elimination of the

hammering action.—Yours truly,

Ernest H. Arnott.

To thb Editob or The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—I think if your correspondent "Galen" (in your issue of

September 21st) will use tyres filled with " Elastes " with non-slipping

treads, he will greatly diminish his tyre troubles. He should also have

the Elastes moveable flange rim fitted to his driving wheels. If he will

refer to the correspondence columns of " The Lancet " of September 21st

he will find further infoi mation on this fubject. I have no financial 01

other interest in the Elastes Company.—Yours truly,

C. E. Abbott.

■WERE VERSUS WOOD WHEELS FOR MOTOR-CARS.

To thb Editob or The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—A serious motor-car accident happened recently near King's

Lynn owing to the collapse of the wheel-. In all probability the car

was fitted with wooden wheels ; the natural inference is that this kind

of wheel is not always safe. Could such a mishap occur if a car were

fitted with wire wheels? In the 60-h.p. race at BioOklands on the 14th

ult., one of the tyres on a Napier car, which was fitted with wire wheels,

came off almost at the start, but the car went right through the race

minus one tyre, travelling towards the finish at over eighty-five miles an

hour. The strain on the wheel must have been terrific, yet it held up

and was only shaken loose in the process. This raises a question as to

the relative value of wood and wire wheels for motor-cars. Can any of

your readers express an expert opinion on the point?—Yours truly,

H. F. Trippel.

Major, Army Motor Reserve.

AN ACCUMULATOR CHARGING QUERY.

To thb Editob or The Motor-Car Journal.

SIR,—I should be glad if you could give me some information as to

the method to be adopted to rbarge my ignition accumulators from the

electric lighting installation in the house of the apparatus necessary in

connection therewith. The supply according to tbe meter is contin

uous current 200 volts 30 amperes. I may wish to charge the accumu

lators singly or two at a time. Any information you can give me will

be greatly appreciated.—Yours truly,

R. J. Bentley.

[The question raised by onr correspondent being one of general

interest, we have prepared a diagram showing the necessary connec

tions. This, together with an explanatory article, will be found else

where in the present issue. ]

A STEAM CAR ENTHUSIAST.

To thb Editob or The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—In furtherance of my letter of the 21st ult. and Major Perry's

reply to same, I note that that gentleman points out that a 30-h.p.

Stanley did 127J miles per hour, and a 200-h.p. Darracq 114 miles. Now

I wonder what would be the speed of a 200-h.p. Stanley. I observe that

a White steam car enthusiast presents us in the M.C.J, with an

interesting little account of a steam car tour around Lynmouth. We

want to hear just a little every week about steamers, if it is only just

to let the " petrolians " know that they are still extant. Personally, as I

said in my previous letter, 1 should like to see some technical analysis

of steam cars published now and then; accounts of their construction,

accomplishments and failings, would tend to fairiliarise people with

steamers and show the great possibilities of steam as the motive power

of road vehicles. Many admit their superiority in hill-climbing, but

maintain that the cars cannot keep up the pace, are coon worn out,

and are a great deal of trouble. I could never see it, but my opinion

is only one, and is simply the result of dealing in all makes of steam

and petrol cars. I certainly think that the maximum power and speed,

the minimum weight and complication, the least destructive effect on

the driving tyres, and the mo3t luxurious riding, is attained in the steam

car.—Yours truly, ".^

HERBERT JrCHAPMAN.

A DIFFERENTIAL GEAR TROUBLE.

To thb Editob or The Motor-ear Journal.

Sib,—In running my cu up hill the other day the collar at theieml

of the main shaft of the differential broke, allowing the shaft to slip back

and the teeth to come out of mesh. I got home—about a mile—with

difficulty, and feund several teeth broken. I should be glad if you could

inform me whether the shaft slipping would be likely to have caused

the breakage of the teeth ?—Yours truly,

R. Jennings.

[The fact of the shaft slipping back and allowing the teeth of the

differential gears to come out of mesh would be quite sufficient to account

for the broken teeth, as stated by our correspondent. In fact, it is

a wonder that he was able to get home on his own power at all, as

all the driving strain is taken on the teeth of the differential pinions.

It was, no doubt, due to the pinion becoming jammed that the drive was

transmitted, as the car generally remains stationary if these wheels

become broken.]

Thk Motor Manufacturing Company, Ltd., writes :—"Some little

time back we received a telegram money order f om Twyford, Berks,

 

The first State public motor-car service has lately- been established

between Neumarkt and Predazzo, in the South Tyrol. The illustration

■hows the old horse-drawn conveyance at the side of its modern rival.

asking for three piston rings to be dispatched, but no name was men

tioned, and we have not been able to trace the sender. If this meets the

eye of the sender of the money order, perhaps he will communicate with

us, when we can execute his command."

Garage in Bombay.—We have an inquiry from a Bombay firm

anxious to be introduced to a manufacturer or seller of motor-cars in

England, who would be willing to assist in opening a garage there.

A Steam Car Enthusiast.—Major J. C. P. Perry writes:—In to

day's issue of your journal I notice there is a slight error in what you so

kindly inserted for me. The sentence, " I want absolute perfection,"

should read " I won't say absolute perfection."

Mr. Edge's Challenge.—Considerable correspondence has passed

this week between Mr. A. Huntley Walker and Mr. S. F. Edge with

reference to the latter's chal lenge to match his team of Napier cars against

the world. In reply to Mr. Huntley Walker's letter, Mr. Edge pointed

out that it was a condition of his challenge, when increased from

£1,000 to £10,000, that it was to be accepted during September, but Mr.

Walker's challenge was not issued until after that date. Expressing

his willingness, however, to overlook this omission, Mr. Edge also

agreed to racn under the 1908 international conditions, or under the

Grand Prix 1907 rules, lie suggested that the races should take place

on the Brooklands track on the 19th inst. In a further letter from Mr.

Walker, the latter states that the Broeklands track is not suitable for

a long distance race, and suggests that the 500 miles' race should form

part of one of next year's international races. He is willing, however,

to run the short race at Brooklands to-day (Saturday). The copy to

hand of the last letter from Mr. Edge states, " I see you now wish to

back nut of the long distance race by pretending Brooklands is not a

suitable place to hold a long-distance race. On this point I do not

agree with you, and I would be willing to race you there, neither of us

to use removable wheels or rims."
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CLUBS AND ASSOCIATIONS.

AUTO-CYCLE CLUB.

Fine weather favoured the annual open hill climb of the Auto-Cycle

Club, which was held at Sharpenboe, near Luton, on Saturday. The

event was originally fixed for Birdlip, but was prohibited by the police.

Sharpenboe did not prove so severe as Birdlip. the smallest powered

machine being able to ascend without pedalling. The positions, according

to time taken, zero representing fastest in each class, were as follows :—

Class I. (machines weighing not more than 1 10 lbs. and not exceeding
■2-h.p.).—W. Smith (lj-h.p. Motosacoche).

Class II. (80 by 80).—J. P. Legrand (2£-h.p. Matchless), zero ;

H. S. Catling (2J-h.p. Anglian), 22 3-5 sec. slower.

Class III. (85 by 85).—W. Pollard (3J-h.p. Quadrant), zero;

G. Le Evans (3i-h.p. Rex), 1 3-5 sec. slower; E. S. Myers (3J-li.p.

Triumph), 9 1-5 sec. slower.

Class IV. (twin cylinders, total capacity not exceeding 750 c.c).—

O. C. Godfrey (5-h.p. Rex), zero; F. Applebee, jnn. ( 5-h.p. Rex), 1 sec

slower ; W. H. Wells (5-h p. Yindec Special), 4 1-5 sec. slower.

Class V. (any sized engine).—O. C. Godfrey (5-h.p. Rex), zero ;

G. Lee Evans (3}-h.p. Rex), 3-5 sec. slower; F. Applebee, jun.,

{5-h.p. Rex), 2 1-5 sec. slower.

Class VI. (Variable Gear Competition). Two runs up the hill.—

H. S. Catling (2$-h.p. Anglian), 2 mm. 1 2-5 sec. and 2 min. 11 4-5 sec,

total, 4 min. 13 1-5 sec. 1 ; C. A. Potts (SJ-h.p. Phelon-Moore), 2 min.

41 2-5 sec. and 2 min. 27 1-5 sec., total, 5 mm., 8 3-5 sec, 2.

Class VII. (Passenger Machines).—Wilbur Gunn (10-h.p. Lagonda),

zero ; F. Applebee, jun. (6-h.p. Rex Litette), 30 2-5 sec. slower.

The following receive silver medals on A. C.C. formula:—Smith,

872 marks ; Catling and Legrand, tie, with 1,020 marks ; Pollard, 875

marks; O. L. Summers, 5-h.p. Vindec, 1,005 marks (Class IV.); Lee

Evans, 836 marks; S. Riley, 5-h.p. Riley, 870 marks (Class VII.)

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE.

A meeting of the committee has been held at the George Hotel,

Northampton, Mr. F. Bostock presiding. The secretary reported that

owing to the Kettering carrier, whom the committee decided to prosecute

for obstruction, having sold his business, the prosecution was withdrawn.

The following were appointed a sub-committee to consider the question

of road signs throughout the county :—Dr. Hope, Dr. J. C. O'Rafferty,

Mr. S. Yarde, Mr. Humphrey Bennett, Dr. Simpson, Mr. J. C. Hip-

well, Captain Sowerby, and Lord Lilford.

The secretary reported that Dr. Henshaw had written saying that

whilst driving his motor-car along the Weedon Road, on September 17th,

lie had been obstructed for a considerable time by a motor mail van,

the driver not allowing him to pass. Captain Goacher, representing

Messrs. Mulliner and Co., the owners, and the driver of the van con

cerned, attended the meeting. The driver, on being questioned, stated

that he was not aware he had prevented Dr. Henshaw from passing.

As soon as he knew a car was behind he drew to one side. If there

had been an obstruction it was quite unintentional, and he was sorry

for it. He admitted, however, that when driving a motor mail van

it was almost impossible to bear the horn of a car approaching from

the .rear. Captain Goacher, on behalf of his firm, slid he would con

sider whether some contrivance might be fixed on the vans to enable

drivers to see vehicles approaching Jrom behind. The chairman

expressed the committee's opinion that the driver in this instance was

not to blame.

BROOKLANDS.

In addition to the races already announced for to-day's (Saturday)

meeting at Brooklands, a private stakes has been arranged between

Lieut-Colonel Carleton-Smith (40-h.p. Napier), Capt. G. Llewellyn

Hinds-Howell (36-h.p. Iris), and Mr. J. Dennis (40-h.p. Dennis). This

event will be of the nature of a handicap over a distance of about five

miles.

The starts for the Medium Handicap are as follows :—C. Hobson

(Brasier), 0 ; A. GoUbchmidt (50-h.p. Pipe), 74 yards ; O. Cupper

<50-60-b.p, Metallnrgique),269; S. F. Edge (40-h.p. Napier), 432; E. W.

Lewis (35-h.p. Deasy), 586 ; E. de Wilton (30-h.p. Ariel), 644 ; Capt. W.

E. D. Owen (40-h p. Junior), 718 ; A. Huntley Walker (30-h.p. Darracq),

<)25 ; H. P. MacConnell (24-h.p. Rapid), 1,120.

HERTFORDSHIRE.

The closing event of the Hertfordshire County A.C.'s season, a

meet at the Bull Hotel, Redbourne, Herts., took place last Saturday,

when a fair number of members mustered, considering the time of year

and the uncertain weather prevailing.

Among those present were Mr. and Mis. E. Webster, Mis« Webster,

Mr. and Mrs. Hinshelwood, Mr. and Mrs. E. Baker, Mr. S. F. C. Baker,

Miss Orchard, Mr. and Mrs. T. Williams, Mr. ami Mrs. F. Peterson, Mr.

and Mrs. H. O. Harper and Miss Harper, Mr. D. K. Hal , Messrs. H. W.

and A. H. Colliver, Mr. H. Oakley Smith, Mr. N. V. C. Turner, Miss

Yerey, Mr. and Mr* Edwards, Dr. H. A. Rudyard, Mr. J. van Hooy-

donk and Mr. Lowry.

INCORPORATED INSTITUTION OF AUTOMOBILE

ENGINEERS.

In view of the fact that the opening meeting of the session of this

society clashes with one of the most important days of the Commercial

Vehicles Trials, it has been thought advisable to postpone the meeting

of the Institution from the 9th inst. to November 20th. This meet

ing will be held at the Institution of Mechanical Engineers, Storey's

Gate, St. James Park, S.W., at 8 p.m., when Colonel R. E. Crompton,

C.B., R.E., will be in the chair, and will give his presidential address

on " The Future of Automobile Engineering." ' 1

SCOTTISH.

With a view to interesting the commercial public in commercial

motor vehicles and demonstrating the advance which has been made in

these, it has been arranged to have a parade of commercial vehicles

in Glasgow, on the afternoon of Thursday, October 17th. Vehicles will

meet in Blythswood Square at a quarter to two o'clock, and it is intended

that they will be driven through the principal streets in and around

the pity between two and four o'clock. The Club cemmittee have

agreed to offer prizes to the drivers of the best kept vehicles as under :—

Steam vehicles, two prizes of 20s. and 10s. ; petrol vehicles with a carry

ing capacity exceeding 26 cwt., three prizes of 20s., 10s., 5s. ; petrol

vehicles with a carrying capacity not exceeding 26 cwt., three prizes of

20*, 10s., and 5s. The judges will be appointed by the Trials Com

mittee of the Club.

The committee appeal to the owners of all commercial vehicles to

assist them in making; this demonstration and parade a success. They

have fixed upon the Thursday as being more likely than a Saturday

to suit the convenience of the majority of the owners of sush vehicles.

They hope that, for the short time involved, a large majority of the

owners will be able to allow their vehicles to take part. Manufacturers

and dealeis are invited to send vehicles, but these will not be eligible

for the award of a prize. The matter of carrying loads is optional.

The committee propose having similar parades in other centres at later

dates, and Mr. R. J. Smith, the secretary of the Club, 163, West George

Street, Glasgow, will be pleased to supply information to intending

entrants of vehicles.

MOTOR-CYCLE UNION OF IRELAND.

The members of the Dublin centre of the Motor Cycle Union of

Ireland wound up their competition season with a series of speed trials

at Portmarnock on Saturday last. Some very fast speeds were

accomplished, S. Findlater on an 8-h.p. twin-cylinder machine covering

two miles with a turn in 2 min. 55 sec. He won the handicap very

easily from scratch. Mr. E. Drewry on a 5-h.p. twin was second in the

two miles and won the twenty miles race ; C. B. Franklin, the holder

of the cup offered in the latter, being fourth. In the latt er race Findlater's

belt slipped badly, and he bad to retire. Mr. T. W. Murphy acted

as starter and timekeeper.

Mr. T. H. Ryland has resigned from the hon. secretaryship of the

Midland A.C. Mr. F. H. Cerritohas been elected as his successor.

The result of the 100 miles Petrol Consumption and Reliability

Trial held on the 18th ult. by the West Essex A.C. has been announced :

—First, G. Baddy, 15-h.p. Darracq ; second, W. E. Gannett, 3-h.p.

Triumph ; third, A. Ainsworth, 1^-h.p. Motosacoche.

Place for a Garage.—The many replies received to F. V.'s

inquiry in the M.C.J, of the 5th inst have been forwarded to that gentle

man.

Ariel Motors (1906) Limited, have sent us photographs depicting

the interior of one of their showrooms and the entrance to their garage

at 101, New Bond Street, W. The showrooms are among the finest in

London and cover an area of 8,711 superficial square feet. We under

stand that the company are now in a position to undertake all kinds of

repairs to Ariel-Simplex cars at their London headquarters.

Extensive improvements are being made in the showrooms of the

Deasy Motor Car Manufacturing Company, Ltd., at 10, Brompton Road,

S.W. They are coupling up with their present premises those known

as 3 and 4, Park Mansions Arcade, which, when completed, will give the

company accommodation for about twenty cars, besides providing

excellent offices, and a large basement for adjustments, &C.

Messrs. J. Keele and Co. will shortly be moving into their new

and larger premises in New Bond Street, W. Owing to their increasing

business during this last season, they found it necessary to take

premises in Hanover Square, in addition to their present place at Brook

Street, and also at Higbgate. By the end of November they hope to be

in the new establishment, bringing all West-end departments under one

roof. The premises selected are in one of the best positions in London,

with a showroom measuring 170 ft. long by 30 ft. wide; where Messrs.

Keele and Co. will be able to make a large display of the Darracq

Enfield, and Belsize cars, for which they are the sole London,

agents. At the back of the showroom will be workshops and garage.

Messrs. J. Keele and Co. have no intention of closing their works at

C'auston Road, Highgate, as they have a large business in the north of

London.
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THE EQUIPMENT OF A PRIVATE

GARAGE.

In a way, the outfitting of a private garage, or motor house, is very

like furnishing a house. There are certain essentials to be provided, and

certain definite principles to be followed in their arrangement. Beyond

this there is an almost infinite range of possibility in which utility and

convenience and comfort may be supplemented by luxury. There are

certain essentials which must be procured, and certain methods of

arrangement which tend to the greatest convenience in actual use.

And, on the other hand, there are a thousand and one things which

may be useful sometimes, but which add one more item to the cost

of the whole, take up a portion of valuable space, and hence may be

classed as luxuries. The main point to be taken into account in con

sidering any problem of -the sort is, of course, the kind of occupancy

to be provided for. That is to say, is the use to be permanent or

transient, or, in the case of the garage, is it to serve merely as a

repository, or must provision be made for a certain amount of repair

work ? And if so, how much ?

In coming to a conclusion on this point, a good deal

•depends upon the owner, perhaps more upon the type of

vehicle which is to be housed, and most of all upon the location and
■degree of isolation from motor repair depots. For while some owners

are possessed of a desire to do, or at least to be able to do, all that is

required in the permanent upkeep of the car, others are quite willing to

get on with as little mechanical work as possible. Moreover, when cars

are kept at some distance from the factory or agency, the owner should

have on hand at all times a more or less complete stock of spare parts, and

hose, or, better still, an overhead washer of the swivel type. In addition

to this, there must be several water pails, a good soft carriage sponge

or two, they being now obtainable so fitted in a retaining device that

the water from the hose runs through them while they are being used,

and a long handled narrow brash suited to the purpose of cleaning

inaccessible parts of the gear. Such a brush may be purchased, and

should be chosen with an eye to securing the most pliant and yielding

bristles possible, so that the painted surfaces shall not be marred by its

use. For filling the tanks, suitable funnels fitted with strainers should

be provided, those used for petrol, water, and oil being, of course, provided

with filtering gauzes of different mesh. For cleaning and polishing

several soft chamois skins should be procured, those which are used in

cleaning the brass work being kept, for obvious reasons, religiously

separated from those which are used on the body surfaces.

It will be found to be a great convenience in caring for the rugs

and such motor clothing as is to he kept in the garage, if a closet

be provided for this especial purpose. This should i»e furnished with

several deep shelves as well as plenty of hooks, and if there be room

on the floor for a trunk or camphor chest, its utility will be apparent

when the coming of warm weather compels the laying aside of furs

and heavy rugs. In addition to this, and also, in the event of no

such provision being deemed needful, it is well to have a long

horizontal pole mounted along one wall in suitable brackets, which

keep it several inches from the sheathing, over which rugs and dust

covers may be thrown for drying and safe keeping.

In connection with the ordinary maintenance of the rolling stock,

there are several articles which are very desirable, if not quite essential,

to the owner. For instance, there should be some sort of a turntable, or

a substitute. This well may be a portable turntable, and, indeed, where

it will become necessary to shift the machine or machines about to any
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-space must be provided for them. Hence, taking it all in all, the task

has alxrat it quite as large an element of choice as has that of selecting

the car itself, or even that of picking oat a route for an afternoon's run.

There are, however, certain necessities which, in any event, may be set

.down as a sort of liasis for the ultimate choice, and these may be supple

mented at the owner's will.

On coming into possession of a motor house the first point for the

owner to consider is the degree of provision which has been made for

the daily care of the car, and the storage of running supplies. If the

building has been designed especially for the purpose, it is to be supposed

that a washing place has already been provided, supplied with plenty of

running water, and properly drained, and also that some method of stor

ming and handling motor spirit has been installed. For the storage of

lubricants, cotton waste, brass polish, varnish cleaner, &c, a suitable

closet should be arranged, and handily located. This need not be

very large, and requires no elaborate fittings, except that the shelves

which are to hold greasy or inflammable materials should be lined with

sheet zinc. The metal forms a protection which, besides being kept

clean very easily, will not absorb oils as does wood, and hence is far safer

than the latter alone. In this closet space should be provided for the

storage of all funnels used in refilling the tanks and hooks for the polish

ing cloths. The closet should be ventilated at the top and bottom so

'that any fumes may pass out readily. In this way what fire risk there

is may be bronght entirely within a limited zone, and the danger from

accidental or spontaneous combustion thereby greatly reduced, especially

when the door is stoutly fastened, and the key habitually carried by the

•owner or his driver.

As to the equipment required for the other portion of the garage,

rfor the washing process itself there must be at least a good length of

House at St. Point, near Macon.

extent, some device of this sort will be found a great saving both in

tinn and labour. Another utility, and one which may be obtained

without difficulty, is a sat of jack?, four in number, of such a height

that when mounted on them the whee's of a car will clear the floor by

at least an inch and a half, with the tyres fully inflated. These should

be staunchly niide, with as narrow a base as passible, stability being

seoured by a good length on the floor, and should be fastened together

with bolts running from side to side, rather than by nails or screws.

Also, a fairly large-sized double-acting tyre-pump permanently mounted

in an accessible location, or a power pump with air-tank attachment, and

fnrnishei with a good length of hose, will be found to be a relief over

the common foot pump, when tyre troubles have to be wrestled with.

In the case of cars usiag accumulators for igaition purposes, some sort

of charging outfit will have to be provided. This may be a mercury arc

rectifier or some other device such as are now on the market for this

especial purpose. Current- measuring instruments, such a.-- the voltmeter

and ammeter, will be found to be valuable in testing batteries, which it

is always wise to do before the car is taken oat.

In locating and erecting a work-bench, which is absolutely necessary,

even though no great amount of repair work be contemplated at the

outset, two factors are of the utmost importance, namely, strength and

stability. For probably nothing can contribute more of anguish

to the heart of the workman than to be compelled to labour on

a rickety bench. And as the nature of the work which is

to be done cannot be foretold in the beginning, it is best

to build for all time, making the structure as rigid as possible, rather

than to risk annoyance later. The uprights should be spaced not

more than five feet apart, and should lie of well seasoned 3 in. by

4 in. timber. The front of the top should be made of a straight
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grained hardwood plank—birch or maple being good woods for the

purpose—and should be fastened down by means of through bolts

countersunk, or by wood screws, put through from beneath. _ This

should be not less than 2} in. in thickness, and should be as wide as

possible., The. remainder of the top may be H to 1 4 in. in thickness,

but the heavier the structure in all respects, the greater the degree

of satisfaction granted to the user. A facing board should be run

along the front of the top, the edge plank overhanging it by at least

two inches, and a couple of drawers, heavily made, and conveniently

placed, should be let into it.

Another absolute essential in addition to the bench is a good

vice, wlrich should be of ample size, and preferably of the swivel

type, which permits of considerable latitude of use. It should be

mounted near one end of the bench and directly over one of the

uprights, where it will best withstand the shocks to which it must be

subjected. It is essential that the location of the bench, and especially

the vice, should be such that ample light is available at all times, and

there should be plenty of room all around the vice for the handling of

large parts upon occasion. - ■ *■

As to the tool equipment itself, as has been said, it is largely

optional with the owner ; it may range anywhere from the furnishing

of a miniature machine shop, including a small lathe, which is very use

ful, and small upright drilling machine, down to the most trivial addition

to the regular touring equipment furnished with a car. In selecting a

tool equipment t he chief thing to be considered is that the tools which

make it up shall I* substantial and adequate to easily cope with the

work to lie done. Nothing is more trying to the patience and wasting

of strength than an attempt to work with tools wnich are not fitted for

the task on hand. Considering, then, the essentials for ordinary repair

work, a fairly complete set of bench tools will be found useful at all
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times. These may comprise a half dozen files, ranging from a heavy

liastard down to a heavy smooth cut, of various lengths,

and including the round and half-round types, and a ward

ing tile for cleaning the contact points of tremblers, &c ;

a couple of wTenches, one large enough to take the heaviest nut

on a car, which usually is the hub cap, and the other an ordinary

bicycle wrench ; a hea»-y machinist's hammer, and a light babbit or

copper hammer, the latter for driving finished parts without injury ; a

breast drill, together with a set of drills ranging, say, from 1-32 in. to

1-4 in., by thirty-seconds, and from 1-4 to 1-2, or the largest size which the

drill chuck will hold, ranging by sixteenths ; a small wrench capable of

handling round pieces ; a hack saw, a pair of 8 or 16 in. gas pliers, and

a pair of screw-drivers, one large and one small, to say nothing of a set

of socket wrenches. In addition to these, a blow torch, together with

a soldering iron and stock of hard and soft solder, will be found almost

indispensable, while a good combination volt-ammeter, of the bench

type, will soon pay for itself. If heavy parts are to be handled to any

extent, or if much overhauling is to be done, a portable crane, or a

differential hoist well placed, will be found a great labour saver. It is

possible to purchase certain combination tools, and complete sets of tools

ready made, some of which are most alluring, owing to their complete

ness and compactness.

It is always desirable to have on hand, ready for service when

needed, a substantial tyre repair outfit, consisting of jacks, levers, &c,

and cement and patches in liberal quantities. In making repairs of

this nature a small vulcanizing outfit will be found to lend perma

nency to the finished job.

With all the tools, as with the other portions of the equipment,

provision should be made for a neat and orderly arrangement, whicli

shall combine convenience and security to the articles themselves,

and economize space, yet without sacrificing anything to efficient

working. By the judicious use of shelves, drawers, and racks on the-

walls, however, this can be accomplished to such advantage, that from at.

spare tyre stowed away in its box or bag, down to the very last grain of

valve grit or emery powder, nothing shall l>e mislaid or injured, and any

work which is to be done can be carried on to the best possible advan

tage, even in comparatively unpretentious quarters.
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COMPANY NEWS.

Norburys.—£10,000. Dealers in and agents for motor-cars, wagons,

&c. No initial public issue. First directors : Messrs. F.J. Norbury, S..

Norris and R. Hilditch. 19, Cooper Street, Manchester.

Anglo-Italian Automobile Syndicate.—£10,000. To carry on

the business of agents lor. motor vehicles, and to adopt an agreement

with Mr. G. A. Reid and others. No initial public issue.

Bruhn's Taxameter.—£1,000 (£1). As title. No initial public

issue. Registered without articles.

Brampton Bros., Ltd.—At the general meeting of Messrs..

Brampton Bros., Ltd., to be held on the 16th inst., the directors' report

will be presented. The profit and loss account shows a profit brought

from trading account of £15,931, and after making allowance for depre

ciation, &c, the available balance is £12,287, from which the Hsuai

ti per cent, dividend will be recommended on the preference shares and.

a dividend of 5 per cent, on the ordinary shares.

Cape Cart Hood Company.—£1,000. To take over from Mr. A.

McCurd the business of a manufacturer of and dealer in Cape cart hoods,

glass wind screens, and other screening devices for motor-cars carried

on by him as the Cape Cart Hood Company, together with the lease ot

the premises in the rear of 3, Willow-Walk, Kentish Town, N.W.' No-

initial public issue. Registered without articles.

Sunbeam Motor Car Company.—In their report'for the year ended

August 31st the directors propose a further dividend of 74 per cent.,

making 10 per cent, for the year, to write off the whole of the goodwill

of £2,000, and to place £2,000 to reserve, making it £4,500, carrying,

forward £1,315.

Argylls (Midlands).—£10,000. To adopt ah agreement with.

Argyll Motors, Ltd., to act as selling agents of that company in Mid

land counties and elsewhere, &c. No initial public issue. First

directors : Messrs. H. Garner (chairman and managing director), E._H.

Watson, and W. A. Smith. 24, New Street, Birmingham. tttfik*'^'*'

Southsea Automobile Company.—£2,500. To adopt an' agree

ment with Mr. G. Vereker for sale to company of Granada Motor Com

pany, Limited, recently purchased by him. No initial public issue.

First directors: Messrs. H. G. Vereker, G. H. Cox, and E. B. Cornford.

One hundred shares.

Simms Manufacturing Company.—£60,000. To acquire the

business of the Simms Manufacturing Company, Ltd., in connection with

motors, motor vehicles and accessories, magnetos, and the like, &c. No

initial public issue. First directors : Messrs. F. R. Simms, H. J. 1 tonkin

and J. W. P. Peters.
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ROAD REPORTS.

Bexhill.—A question of importance has been argued before the-

countv magistrates at Bexhill, relating to the proposal to make np De-

La Warr Read and Dorset Road, Bexhill, under the Private Street

Works Improvements Act, with tar macadam. Mr. T. E. Rodgers,

Town Clerk, explained that it was proposed to make up 1,332 yards of

road, and Mr. Willett represented only 423 yards. The cost of tar

macadam would be only slightly heavier than ordinary macadam. Mr.

George Ball, Borough Surveyor, said the difference in cost between a

foot run on the road in macadam and tar macadam was as 7s. 6d.

to 8s. 8d., and the latter material would save mnch expense in

scavenging, &c. The Chairman (Mr. E. E. Hurst) said the magistrates-

had agreed that the apportionment shonld be reduced by the cost of tar

macadam above the cost of ordinary macadam. The case was adjourned

for the Surveyor to bring up an amended apportionment.

North Berwick.—At a meeting of North Berwick Town Council

Provost Mclntyre moved that the Council make a request to the Secre

tary for Scotland for the restriction of the speed of motor-cars .within

the burgh to the rate of ten miles per hour. The caution post erected,,

had, the Provost said, frequently been entirely ignored. It was agreed

to request the ten miles restriction.

The Great North Road.—The Great North Road runs through

the areas of no less than seventy-two highway authorities, of which

number forty-six are actually engaged in its maintenance, but .all the

seventy-two have some share in its administration.

W orcester.—The roads around Worcester have been in splendid

condition for motoring. The steam roller is working towards the city.

The road from Droitwich to Worcester is uneven, but the main road

from Hartlebury to Worcester has improved.

Ayrshire.—The state of the roads in the county has been enga

ging the attention of the Ayrshire County Council, the convener

stating that he was under the impression that most of the roads were

in good condition, but he confessed that a ride over them in a motor-car

had altered his opinion. It was a matter for the District Committee

to take up, and if they could see their way to improve the roads he-,

thought it would do a great deal of good to the district.

< ■eeacew ■

WORK is approaching completion on a large extension to the works-

of Messrs. Clement Talbot, Ltd., at Notting Hill, W.
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CASES UNDER THE MOTOR CAR ACT.

Exceeding Speed Limit.

For driving motor-cars on the Nairn and Inverness public road

beyond the speed limit three different charges were heard before Hon.

Sheriff-Substitute Lightbody in Nairn Sheriff Court. Thomas Bischoff,

Ditton Hill, Surrey, at present residing ac Loch Coruisk House, Nairn,

pleaded guilty to driving at the rate of thirty-one miles per hoar.

Charles Lurasden, chauffeur to Mr. Grace, of Battle Abbey, Sussex,

at present at Dalcross Castle, Inverness-shire, pleaded guilty to driving

at the rate of thirty-seven miles per hour. Each was fined £5 or one

month in prison. In absence, Arthur Nicholson Stuart, of Harrow,

lately residing at Golf View Hotel, Nairn, was found guilty of driving

at the rate of twenty-nine miles, and was sentenced to pay a fine of £5,

or one month's imprisonment.

Exceeding Le<;al Limit.

Before Sheriff Begg, at Aberdeen, Ralph Egltn, of Oldham, has been

charged with having driven a motor car at a greater speed than twenty

miles an hour on the 11th nit., on the north Deeside road, between

Mannofield and Culter. Deteetive-Inspective William Smith stated

liiat on the date libelled, acting on instructions from the chief constable,

be went to the north Deeside roai to take observations as to the rate of

speed at which motor-cars were being driven, and the accused's car was

travelling at a speed exceeding twenty miles an hour. The Sheriff found

the charge proven, and characterised the case as an extremely bad one,

because the car had to pass through two villages at which there were

rather dangerous curves. If the car was being driven at excessive speed

in order to advertise the possibilities of the car, that was no excuse. He

thought the full penalty ought to be inflicted, namely, £10, with the

alternative of sixty days' imprisonment

Furious Driving.

At the Leeds City Police court, Frederick Clarke, of Belfast, was

summoned for furiously driving a motor-car. The evidence showed that

on July 14 the defendant was driving a car along the Harrogate Road

at Moortown, and he was timed over a measured distance of 220 yards.

The speed attained by the car worked out at 40 miles 1,000 yards per

hour. In reply to the Stipendiary Magistrate (Mr. C. M. Atkinson),

Mr. Arthur Willey, who defended, stated that that speed was a record

as far as the Leeds police were concerned. His Worship stated that

under ordinary circumstances he would have imposed a fine of £7 and

costs, bnt as the defendant had volunteered to come over from Belfast,

and a* he had to pay his expenses, he would only fine him £5 and

casta.

The Mayor of Newport (Councillor Frederick Phillips) answered

two summonses returnable against Mm at the Newport County Police

Court. The summonses were literally for " driving a certain motor-car

recklessly on Augnst loth at St. Mellon's," and for "driving a certain

motor-car in a manner which was dangerous, having regard to all the

circumstances of the case," at that time. After hearing the evidence,

Mr. Moore, for the defence, contended that there was no cas^ to answer,

and the bench, after retirement, concurred, and dismissed the case.

The second summons was withdrawn.

At Birkdale, Benjamin .Maddox, a motorist, was summoned for

driving a motor-car at a speed dangerous to the public over a dangerous

piece of road known as Oxford Crossing, at Birkdale. The defendant

was fined £2 and costs. When the case had been disposed of Inspector

Foster stated that the Birkdale Urban District Council had received a

petition from gentlemen residing in Lulworth Road and Weatcliffe Road

respecting excessive speed of motor-cars. The Urban Council had in

consequence petitioned the police, and it was hoped that after that case

the ground of complaint would be removed.

Rear Liohts.

At the Handsworth Police Court, William Roberts was charged

with driving a motor-car in Sjho Road without a rear light. Defendant

said he was certain the lamp was alight a few minutes before he met

the police officer. The chairman (Col. Wilkinson) said that as a

motorist he sympathised with the defendant. He knew from personal

experience how oifficult it was to keep the rear lamp burning, but at

the same time the law required that a light must be shown at the back

of the car. Defendant would not be fined, or his licence endorsed, but

he would have to pay the costs, 5s,

A Dismissal.

At the Buokross (East Riding) Sessions at Norton, on Saturday,

fifteen motorists were charged with driving beyond the speed Unit and

other offences, the large capture being the result of a trap set by the

police on the main road running between York and Scarborough, near

Maiton. The case to which most interest atta shed was that of David

JStoner Crowther, of Rooklyn, Huddersfieid, against whom two charges

were preferred—ot driving beyond the regulation speed, viz., at thirty-one

mile i sixty-one yards per liour, and of driving to the danger of the public.

Mr. C. Fowentball, barrister, who appeared for the defendant, asked that

the charges should be taken separately, which was done. After the police

had stated that the oftence was committed on a dangerous part of the

road known as. Potter Brompton, where three roads meet, and had ad

mitted that there was no traffic on or near the road at the time, the

barrister urged that there could be no conviction because nobody had been

endangered. H* pointed out that the section of the Act required the

circumstances with regard to traffic, &c, to be taken into consideration.

The Bench dismissed the charge on the ground that there was no evi

dence of the defendant having driven to the danger of the public.

In the second case, for exceeling the speed limit, the defendant

did not deny what the police had stated, that he had gone over thirty-

one miles an hour, but the barrister raised the point of law that the

defendant having been tried on one case in which the facts and the

circumstances were the same, and having been acquitted, he could not

be convicted on the second charge. The Bench said they dismissed the

case on the point of law only.

After this decision the superintendent of police withdrew the charge

of driving to the danger of the public against all the other defendants,

but thirteen of them were fined for exceeding the speed limit.

" Trap " or " Measured Distance."

At Lancaster, on Saturday, Mr. William Robley, Blackburn Road,

Accrington, was summoned for exceeding the speed limit at Ellel.

Sergeant Summerfieid, speaking of the measured distance of a quarter of

a mile on the Garstang road (which he said the defendant covered at

the rate of twenty-five miles an hour), referred to it as " the trap." He

was told by the Chairman (Mr. E. Barton, Carnforth) not to say " the

trap," but "the measured distance." A letter was read from Mr. F.

W. Ogden, solicitor, Manchester, an occupant of the car, to the effect

that Mr. Robley was driving carefully and at a reasonable speed all the

way, that there was no idea of and no need fur scorching, as they had

plenty of time, and that if the speed limit of twenty miles an hour had

been exceeded it could only have been momentarily. A fine of £2 10s.
and costs was indicted. • • -

Motor Day at Arundel.

On Monday, at the Arundel Borough Banco, four motorists were

fined £15 10s. and costs.

Before the County Bench sev»n motorists were summoned and all

fined, the aggregate gain to the county being £31 and coats.

 

From a Sketch]

Touring in Germany.—A Halt en Route.

[PublUhed by the Berlin Company.

Heavy Hauls.

Repjrts from many of the courts show that heavy hauls of motorists

have lately added to the revenue at the Bearsted (Kent) Petty Sessions,

and the courts at Grantham, Christchurch, Malton (Yorkshire), Ripon,

and Carlisle.

Superintendent Marks Again.

On the 3rd iast., at King-ton Petty Sessions, a summons was gone

into by which Mr. E. G. Drabble was alleged to have driven at a speed

dangerous to the public on the Hersham road at Walton between the

" Barley Mow" and Mole House. Mr. T. W. Staplee Firth defended.

Inspector Marks gave evidence that on September 10th he was standing

in the gateway of Mole House looking over the wall when a motor-car

came into hi< view round the corner 70 yards away. When he first

saw it it was travelling at thirty-five miles an hour. The rjad itself was

a very dangerous one. having three very sharp turns within a distance

of under 200 yards, and two market garden carts had just passed out

of his view, going in the opposite direction to the car. After hearing

some witnesses f >r the defence, the Bench intimated that the evidence

for the prosicution was very unsatisfactory and dismissed the sum

mons. . ,

WCBMM

From Messrs. Rubery, Owen and Co., of Darlaston, we have

received a copy of their new catalogue of motor vabide frames. ,vhich

are made both of hydraulically pressed and rolled channel steel. The

linn was one of the first to take up this branch of the industry, and

the new list has been compiled with a view to it being found useful for

reference as a stand ird work, as they now have a 1 irge quantity of dies,

whereby they are enabled to providealmost any design of frame required.

No less than sixteen pages are devoted to illustrations of different

designs of frames, but it these do not meet requirements, Messrs.

Rubery, Owen and Co. are prepared to make dies to customers' exact

needs, or even smith such frames by hand should the quantity needed

not justify the expense of dies. Frame-ends, springs, and spring

carriers, nuts and bolts, &c, are other specialities of the firm dealt with

in the catalogue, copies of which may be had on application.
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

OCTOBER.

12th (S.).—Close of the Commercial Vehicle Trials. Final ran from

Baldock to Dalston, London, N.

Sonthend M. C. closing run of the season to Witham.

Brooklands A.R.C. meeting.

Motor Cycling Club members' petrol consumption tests,

starting from the Bull, Gerrard's Cross.

15th (Tu.).—The " Industrial Motor Review " will be published, with a

full report of the Commercial Vehicle Trials.

17th (Th.).—Demonstration of Commercial Motor Vehicles in Glasgow,

under the direction of the Commercial Vehicles and

Industrial Committee of the Scottish A.C.

19ih (SA—Auto-Cycle Club's quarterly trial.

23rd (W.).—Annual dinner of the South Devon A.C. at the Royal Hotel,

Plymouth.

26th (S.). -Scottish A.C.'s hill climb near Fintry, Stirlingshire.

..NOVEMBER. '/••■„
■

11th (M.).—Opening of Olympia Exhibition.

13lh ( W.).—Annual Dinner of the Motor Union.

22nd (F.).—Stanley Show.

30th (S.).—Annual dinner of the North London A.C. at the Midland

Grand Hotel, London.

. . DECEMBER.

7th (S.).—Annual Dinner and Presentation of Prizes in connection with

the Essex Motor Club.

18th (M.).—General Committee of the Motor Union.

MARCH, 1908.

21st-2Sth.—Cordingley's Motor-Car Show at the Agricultural Hall,

Lightino-up Times—London.

Oct. 12th—6.14 ... 14th—6.9 ... 16th— 6.5

„ 13th-6.12 ... 15th—6.8 ... 17th-6.3

18th—6.1

19th—5.58

PUBLIC MOTOR SERVICES.

In returning a verdict recently in the case of a fatal accident

at Bournemouth, the jury have recommended that all mechanically

propelled vehicles plying for hire in the town should first be examined

by a fully qualified motor engineer. - . ,
The Coroner's inquiry into the circumstances • t>f. the motor-char-a-

banc smash at Moscar, near Sheffield, on August 25th has been

concluded. Albert Frudd gave evidence tbat the car got into the gutter

in endeavouring to pass a carriage travelling in the same direction, and

crashed at a speed of ten miles an hour into the telegraph pole. The

jury, after deliberating for forty minutes, returned a verdict that the

tour persons fatally injured met their deaths through an accident.

They added an expression of opinion that in future all intended drivers

of public motor-cars thould be conversant with the district before

driving.

Thk seventeenth volume of London Statistics just issued by the

L.C.C. give* the number of motor buses in London at 783 and of

horse omnibuses, at 2,964. 1 -

After being the tubject of numerous complaints, motor-omnibuses

have. ceased to run -in- Birmingham. The last service was withdrawn

on Saturday. • ■

Thk Hagley Road motor omnibuses have been taken from the road

mi the' result of pressure brought to bear on their owners by the

Birmingham Watch Committee. We understand that the Birmingham

and Midland Motor Omnibus Company have arranged to replace them

by a service of horse 'buse ».

POLICE TRAPS.

Wk hear of several traps having been successfully worked by police

operators within the borough of Godalmirg.

Motorists going near the Menai Bridge should beware of police

traps on the various cress roads in that locality:

Thk trap at Kingston, between Carlisle and Glasgow, is again in active

service.

ON the Arundel road at Durrington is a motor trap.

The village of Raglan has its police trap—a measured distance of

354 yart s.

In the Charlton I toad, Charlton, the police are now timing

. motorists.

There is a police-trap in Kingston Road, Ham.

Several police traps have lately been set in some of the roads

about Wallonon-Thames.

. Thk police are often watchful at the Muddleswood cross-roads, near

Haywaids Heath. -.

, ' Drwlky Common has become a favourite trapping ground with

the police. These are generally in operation on Sunday afternoons.

CLAIM AGAINST MOTORIST.

At the County Court, last week, before His Honor Judge

Tindall Atkinson, Ernest Broyd sued Preston Cooper, motor engineer,

Halstead, for £3 damages for negligence in driving a motor-car, whereby

he ran over a black spaniel dog.—Plaintiff stated that the driver of

the car, after running over the dog, did not stop. The car was travelling

at a rate of about eighteen to twenty miles an hour.— Defendant main

tained that the dog rushed in the way of the car, and that he was

not going above fourteen miles an hour.—His Honor found for the

plaintiff, and awarded £3 damages and costs.

OBSTRUCTING A MOTORIST.

A summons was brought by Mr. W. A. CUvert, J. P., of Broomells,

Capel, at the Dorking Petty Sessions, against Percy Goddard, of Isle-,

worth, for obstructing the highway at Capel on September 14th by

neglecting to keep the horse and van which he was driving on his left

or near side of the road. Complainant said that he was being driven

in his motor-car. At Hoyle Hill, near Beare Green, he overtook a

furniture van. . There was a man lying on the top of the van, just be

hind the driver, watching the car. As the van was not on the proper

side of the road witness's chauffeur sounded the horn. The nun on

the top of the van looked back: twice, but the van did not move on

to the proper side and there was no room for the car to peas. ' De

fendant, who now said he did not hear the horn, was fined 10s. including
costs. ,■ , , ... . . . , • . •

-MMcnew—

AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENT. '

A serious mptor-omiiibus accident occurred on Saturday afternoon

at Liberton Brae, near Edinburgh. The omnibus, .which had a fall

complement of passengers both inside and out,' was going downhill when

it swerved .to. one side, and overturned. Twelve of the. passengers

received injuries of a more or less severe nature, while five. persons were,

so seriously injured that it was found necessary to remove them for

treatment at the Royal Infirmary;

Slkctric timing ariangements have been introduced into Yorkshire,

being used in connection with the traps on the Scarborough road, notably

at Potter Brompton.

BUSINESS NEWS.

The " Ever Beady " automatic engine starting device illustrated

elsewhere in the present issue is made by the Auto Improvement Com

pany, of 316, Hudson Street, New York.

From Mr. John Roper, of the Gear Works, Dudley Road, Wolver

hampton, come3 a descriptive list of the bevel and mitre gears he is-

making suitable for the differential gears of motor-cars.

The Sheppee Motor Company, of Thomas Street, Lawrence Street,

York, have just issued a catalogue of the various specialities they are-

turning out for steam cars and launches. These include single-acting

horizontal four-cylinder engines, double-acting high-speed engines,

generator feed pumps, throttle valves, regulating valves, feed water

heaters, relief valves, &c. , all designed for use in connection with super

heated steam.

Mit. Huntley Walker has retired from his position as managing,

director of Messrs. Huntley Walker and Company, and the name of

the firm will in future be the " Times' System Automobile Company,

Ltd., with Mr. Chas. Gulliver as managing director. -

Thk proprietors of the National Motor Academy and Exchange,

Ltd., wish it to be made clear that they are not, and never were, in any

way connected with " The Academy of Motoring." They have in the-

last month made considerable extension of their premises in Boundary

Road, Notting Hill, W., renovated the whole of the class-rooms, made

material extensions and additions to the equipment of their workshops,

and have raised the "stud" of instruction cars to seven, of which no

less than five have modern-fonr-cylindered engines.

Tub Vulcan Electrical Speed Indicator, of which many thousands

are now in use, has been recently considerably improved, the result being

to render the instrument still more independent of skilled attention and

care. As is already well known, the instrument consists of a smalt

electro-magnet of some four to five inches in length, having a rotating,

iron armature, tLere being no moving coils, wires or commutator. This

is connected by a flexible wire to an indicating dial, which is a small

hot wire voltmeter, entirely dead-beat and yet immediately

responsive to variations in the speed. In the older type, the-

bearings of the magneto were quite plain and required rebnshing

from time to time as well as greasing. If this was not done, inaccuracy

sometimes appeared after considerable use. In the new pattern

which Messrs. Geipel and Lanae are now sending out, the bearing?

have been redesigned and the highest class steel cone adjusting'

ball-bearings are fitted. The*e are filled by the makers with sufficient

lubricating grease to last many thousands of miles, and may reason

ably be expected to wear considerably better than in the older

pattern. Messrs. Geipel and Lange also inform us that they are now

prepared to supply a recording speed indicator which can be fitted to

the dashboard of a car and, while indicating at any moment the speed

at which the car is travelling, will record on a chart, clearly in view of

the driver, the speed at any moment. At the end of the run, therefore,

the chart can be removed from the instrument, and a view taken of the

whole day's running. The mechanism is extremely substantial and

reliable ; it can be set to give a record 1 in. long in twenty-four hours, or,,

if required, an arrangement can be made to give a record of 1 in. per hour.
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"THE INDUSTRIAL MOTOR REVIEW."

" THE INDUSTRIAL MOTOR REVIEW," which, established

in February, 1903, can claim to be the oldest journal in

the world exclusively devoted to the interests of the com

mercial and industrial motor vehicle, has been acquired by

Messrs. Cordingley & Co., and is now published from the office

of The Motor Car Journal, 27-33, Charing Cross Road,W.C.

It will continue to be issued as a Monthly Review, devoted to

the development of the Industrial Motor Vehicle, and afford

ing a means ofinter-communication between users and make r 1

of commercial vehicles of every description. Under the

new proprietary, those features which have proved accept

able in the past will be continued and extended, while

innovations to increase its influence with all interested in

the motor movement will be introduced.

''The Industrial Motor Review" is published at 6d. ; post

iree 8id., on the 15th of the month. Annual subscription,

8s. post free.

 

COMMENTS.

T was a frequent cry of the opponents of rail

ways in the early days of the last century

that the coming of the locomotive would

lead to the extinction of horses. Something of

the same kind has been heard with regard to the

motor-car, but more enlightened public opinion

has convinced even the most rabid opponents of mechanical

traction that it is not desired to oust any particular form of

locomotion but to do the beat that is possible for the country.

This fact is apparently recognised by veterinary surgeons, for

Professor G. D. Lander, at the opening of the winter session of

the Royal Veterinary College, pointed out that the power of the

motor-car as a source of injury to their profession in general had

been considerably overstated, and that, apart from the horse

practice, there were other established and prospective avenues

open before them. There still remained the farm and other

domesticated animals, and he urged veterinary surgeons to

extend their work in that direction. This is certainly a

reasonable attitude to assume, for, whdst the automobile may

displace activities in certain directions, these will And avenues

for employment if diverted into other ways.

♦ ♦ ♦

The following instructions have been

issued officially for the information and

guidance of all in possession of motor

cars for which storage accommodation is

provided in barracks. A copy of these

instructions is to be placed in a con

spicuous position in every petrol store or where any motor-car,

public or private, is housed in barracks :—Smoking strictly pro

hibited ; no matches or light of any sort to be brought into this

store under any pretext whatever. Petrol tanks must be filled

in daylight, and at a distance of not less than ten yards from

this store ; petrol taps and petrol tank cover* must be kept

closed while in this store. Examine carefully daily for leaks of

every sort, especially at junction of petrol feed pipe ; do not

flood carburettor in store. Engine never to be left running in

the vicinity of the store unattended. Spark not to be left on,

nor spark tested while in store. No empty or partly empty

tins to be kept in the store, nor any tins that have been opened,

nor any leaky tin. Not more than three tins of petrol to be

kept in this store, and the seals of these must not have been

broken. A box of dry sand of not less than five gallons

capacity to be kept in the store to extinguish fire ; water is never

to be used where petrol is concerned. No piraffin or other

mineral oil (petrol excepted) is to- be placed in this store. Cars

are not to be nm into this store by their own power j they must

be run in by hand.

Motor-Cars In

Barracks.

Automobile

Instruction.

In connection with the Polytechnic

motor-car body and carriage building

schools at Balderton Street, Oxford

Street, London, W., which we recently

referred to, a Day School has been estab

lished, intended for the use of the

sons of coach makers and others. Special arrangements have

been made for those who can only spare two or three after

noons a week, thus including the practical work with the

technical training so essential to the young man entering

upon the business of motor-car body or carriage building.

We are glad to learn that opportunities for combining

practical and theoretical instruction are growing 1 both with

regard to engineering and carriage work. Doubtless the

time is coming when it will be generally recognised that a

few hours spent each week in a technical school will be an

advantage to the young fellows engaged in such industries as

those associated with the automobile, in whatever department

they may be. Private enterprise, such as the National Motor

Academy, has provided ample opportunities with regard to the

engineering section, and it is gratifying to learn that the carriage

work is not being overlooked.

Trimming

Hedges.

This is the time of year when owners

of land in the country, as well as resi

dents in the suburbs of large towns, are

trimming their hedges and lopping their

trees. We trust that in doing so

occupiers and owners of property will

take cire that all cuttings and trimmings are immediately

removed from the road, so that users of the highways, including

motorists, will not be inconvenienced. In Andover the Rural

Council/is advertising in the local papars calling attention to the

high hedges at the cross roads, and appealing to occupiers to

keep those adjoining the same as low as poisible. Although, of

coarse, there is no legal obligation for owners to observe such a

request, a general response to the suggestion conveyed would

add considerably to the safety of the road. If the loctl

authorities throughout the country would systematically indicate,

through their surveyors, where hedges could usefully be lewered

and the way made clear for advancing t-affic, it would be a

national advantage.

♦ ♦ ♦

An interesting incident occurred re

cently at a Stipendiary Magistrate's

Court. A motorist had been charged

with driving to the common danger, and

the magistrate, in his summing up of the

case, expressed an opinion that it is very

hard on motorists to suddenly find themselves in a dangerous

Caution In Court.
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place, there being no indication that extra caution is necessary,

and mentioned several danger spots in the district near which

caution boards should be erected. It happened that Colonel

Boswortb, Chairman of the Automobile Association, was in

court to give evidence in the case, and, addressing the magistrate,

he observed that his society was always glad to prevent persons

from unconsciously breaking the law, and that he would there

fore be happy to erect the signs indicated by his worship. The

magistrate asked Colonel Bosworth to convey his thanks, on

behalf of the public, to the Automobile Association, and directed

the chief inspector to confer then and there with the chairman,

the result being that the necessary caution boards will be erected

forthwith.

The Popular

White.

In the Town Carriage Competition in

this country, and at many of the leading

social events of the United States, the

White steam car has proved a fashionable

vehicle. When leaving Oyster Bay, at

the conclusion of the season, for Washing

ton, President Roosevelt and his wife—seen in the accompany

ing photograph- -left their house for the station by one of the

Government's White steam cars. In previous years the departure

of the President from the famous resort has taken place by

ordinary carnage, but President Roosevelt preferred to make

BP ,f

the journey by automobile instead of horse vehicle. Another

distinguished American who has lately shown marked partiality

for the White car is Mr. J. D. Rockefeller, who has purchased

one of the first 1908 30-h.p. model limousines, after two years'

experience with a White car also of the limousine type.

Tramways and

Public Safety.

Correspondence has lately taken

place between the Highways Committee

of the London County Council and

the Motor Union with regard to three

ideas of some importance so far as the

safety of pedestrians in the streets of the

Metropolis is concerned. The result has been to establish three

points, to which we give publicity, so that infringements or

omission to comply with these may be notified to the authorities.

It appears that at busy times of the day officials are placed on

duty at the entrance to all the Council's tramway depots to

control outward and inward traffic, and to hold these up

when cars are about to enter or leave the depots. Then,

again, the Council's conductors are instructed to warn

passengers of the dangers of passing traffic when they are

leaving the cars; while the Highways Committee are now con

sidering what further steps they can take to enforce this warning

upon careless members of the public. An iniponant point with

regard to the stoppage of tram-enrs on the up and down routes

when side by side and effectually blocking the road, has also

been raised by the Motor Union, in reply to which the Council

said that the stopping places on their tramways are so placed

that there shall be a clear distance of about a length of a car

between the two vehicles when they are at a standstill on

different tracks. Moreover, the police are also taking steps to

prevent two tram-cars from stopping alongside one another at

busy points of the main routes. This latter is an important

point, and when motorists find it is being disregarded they will

be acting in the public interest to call the attention of the

nearest policeman to the fact.

♦ ♦ ♦

The question of furious motoi1 driving

on the Great North Road was again

"Hotorlng on the brought up at a meeting of the Standing

Great North Road. Joint Committee of the Kesteven (Lincoln

shire) County Council last week. The

Chief-Constable of the county (Capt.

Mitchell Innes) said he was doing all he could with his very sparse

and widely-spread force to check the nuisance. The police had

stopped 1 24 motor-cars on the road and cautioned them for driving

at an excessive speed. He took action in twenty-one cases,

which resulted in sixteen convictions ; two he withdrew, and

three were dismissed. He believed the nuisance had been dis

tinctly diminished, and he had received tremendous support in

checking it from everybody who was concerned and interested

in decent driving, including motorists and motor organisations.

For the slack season he hoped to be able to carry on with the

force of police he had available, but when the time cunie round

for him to make arrangements for the busy season he would ask

the Committee to appoint a small sub-committee before whom

he could lay his complaints and his suggestions with regard to

obtaining extra police. Without more police assistance he could

do nothing. In the course of a discussion which fol owed it was

stated that damage had been done to the Great North Road by

quick-travelling motor-cars, during the past six months, amount

ing to £1,000. The Committee ultimately decided to endorse

any action the Chief Constable thought fit to take in the matter.

 

The Licenses of

Drivers.

" Leave nothing to chance " is an old

proverb not without its application to

the modern motor-car. A Kingston

merchant has been summoned for em

ploying a chauffeur who was not licensed

to drive. The driver, of course, was also

summoned for being in charge of a car without having the neces

sary permission. On behalf of the motorist it was explained

that he was not aware that the Motor Car Act made it

incumbent on him to see that the driver was properly licensed.

He knows now. In this particular case the chauffeur had had a

licence but it had expired ; hence the delinquency. Owners of

cars cannot be too careful in such matters as the registration of

their vehicles and licensing of their drivers—acts for which they

are legally responsible.

The Orlevances

of Motorists.

A letter in the correspondence

columns of the Times, from Mr. W. M.

Aeworth, is an interesting testimony to

the fact that prejudice against automo

biles is parochial and isolated. He has

been touring on Exmoor and Dartmoor,

and has come to the conclusion that there is no such general

deep-seated hostility to motor-cars as is sometimes suggested by

opponents. When he passes a dozen carters in succession in a

Devonshire lane, and every one of thean draws his cart in to the

bank and stops to let him get by without difficulty, " I cannot

think that he does it with hatred in his heart, in dread that my

motor will damage his cart. And when to my * thank you ' he

replies with a cheery smile, I am convinced that the pleasant

relations between the classes which always have existed in

country districts have not been upset by the advent of motors.

What hostility there is is to be found among the population near

London and on two or three main roads within a hundred miles
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«r so." Then, too, as Mr. Acworth points out, motorists, have

grievances of their own. Roads are made to travel on, and it is

aot fair that, where a proper footpath is provided, a pedestrian

should use the road except witn the same liability which a

driver takes who goes on his wrong side. If road surveyors

would appreciate that neither sharp pebbles nor muddy loam

lire attractive to walk on, possibly pedestrians might sometimes

even use a footpath by preference. Again, there are other road-

hogs besides motorists, and " beery draymen, drowsy carriers,

■careless drovers," and the like, need to be once more educated

up to the same standard of wakefulness and activity which they

•surely must have maintained in the old coaching days.

f' The M'dhurst magistrates on several

occasions have hinted to motor defendants

coming before them that there was a

possibility of severe measures being

meted out to them in the near future,

and at the last sitting of the Petty

Sessions the chairman of the Bench intimated that his brother

magistrates have come to the end of their tether so far as

A Magisterial

Warning.

the method of timing adopted by the police. Drivers heard

nothing of the matter until two or three days had elapsed, and

were therefore unable to prepare a defence. The chairman of

the Bench said there was nothing in the Act to exempt medical

men, although, personally, he sympathised with them, and

wouldn't mind them going 60 miles an hour—he would only be

too pleased. And then he proceeded to line the doctor £3 and

costs. ,■

♦ ♦ ♦

In the course of a case against a

motorist at Croydon on Saturday an

Traps to be interesting piece of information was

Disclosed. given by Inspector Chinn. The defend

ing motorist said he asked the constable

who stopped him on the Brighton road

at Coulsdon where the trap was. The reply of the officer was

that he was not allowed to disclose it. And yet it was, as any

ordinary person can see, very necessary that the defendant

should know where the trap was, in order to check the evidence

of the constable. Then the inspector announced that as the

result of a case at Edgware the Commissioner of the Metro-

 

The Poona Kotor Trials,—Captain Woods at the wheel of the 30-h.p. Daimler on which he won the KhaidUla Ghat Hill Climb.

leniency is concerned. A practical example of this followed when

every motorist coming before them was fined £10, these being

the heaviest fines that have yet been imposed at Midhurst for

offences under the Motor Car Act. Apparently no discretionary

power will be recognised, uniformity in heavy fining being the

magisterial rule in Midhurst.

♦ ♦ ♦

Considerable sympathy must be felt

with the Medical Officer of Health for

Medical Loughton, who has been four times before

■ Motorists, the Justices for speedy driving during the

last three years, and on'y on one occasion,

when the case was dismissed, had there

been any allegations of reckless or inconsiderate driving.

Summoned last week at Ongar, he denied that he was going at

30 miles an hour, because his car was incat able of doing it. On

the day in question he attended a patient at Coopersalc, ai>d

hearing that someone had been seriously injured at a farm fire at

Stanford Rivers he hurried forward. If the police continued to

pillory him in this way it would make the continuance of his

country work almost an impossibility, because th te was pr ba' ly

no day upon which he did not go at the rate of 23 or ^4 mil s

an hour on some part of his journey. Further he objected to

politan Police had given orders that the exact location of the

measured distance should be sho*n. This is reasonable—if we

allow that there is any reason about a police trap—and it seems

scarcely English to have gone on so long without such a regula

tion being made known to likely victims of police vigilance.

♦ ♦ ♦

The last meet for the season on the

Brooklmds Track took place on Satur-

n iri a - day, wnen the organisation of the event

was admirable in every way. Evidently

the inexperience of the earlier events has

been an education for the promoters of

the track; who have had the weather on their side at each meet

they have held. This has been an important factor in the

development of track motor racing in this country. On Satur

day the highest speed attained was in the only long distance

race of the afternoon, Mr. F. R. Fay's 75-h p. Mercedes averaging

92i miles per hour. Mr. O. Clipper, too, was a successful

competitor, taking premier honours in the first race, and

being second in two others with his Metallurgique cars.

The Napier was successful in three events, and won the

most exciting event of the day, beating the Iris by six or seven

feet only.
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SOME NOTES ON HILL CLIMBING.

By Louis T. Weiss.

ONE of the great feats that is credited to almost every car

by its owner is, "She'll take any hill, within almost

any radius, on the top gear." It is certainly necessary

for a car to get over any hill on the road, and it is, no doubt, a

pleasure to surmount it on top speed ; but whether it is advisable

to do so is a question answered in some cases immediately by

the breaking or straining of one of the parts, or later by the

poor condition of all the parts of the mechanism. The most

important factor in climbing hills fast certainly is in having

sufficient motive power in proportion to the weight of the car

which it propels. It does not follow, however, that a high-

powered vehicle should climb hills on the top speed as easily as a

light car with a good deal less motive or horse-power ; first, on

account of the difference in weight to be dragged, and mainly

on account of the relation of the speed of the motor to the

driving wheels.

High-powered cars are generally geared much higher ihan

cirs with smaller engines. This is done so as to be able to

travel fast on the level without running the motor excessively

between the intervals of the explosion, the vehicle will jerk at

each explosion, and all driving and power transmitting parts

will be under a strain for which they were really not designed.

While they may stand it they will certainly not last as long as

the}' would when carefully used. To impress the importance of

this subject and make it clear, lot us figure just how far one

explosion in one cylinder of a four-cycle, four-cylinder motor,

geared at a two to one ratio, must push a car mounted on 34 in.

wheels, and at the same time how many revolutions, or at what

speed per minute, the motor runs when the car is travelling at a

speed of sixty miles per hour.

A mile beiDg 5,280 ft., and the circumference of a 32 in.

wheel being approximately 9 ft., it takes about 587 revolutions

of the wheel to cover one mile. The motor must then make

twice 587 revolutions, or 1,174 revolutions per minute. As in

each cylinder there is one explosion to two revolutions of the

crankshaft, we get 2,348 impulses on the motor shaft in one mile,

which works out at about 2 ft. 3 in. of travel of the car to each

explosion.

Now, supposing we negotiate a bill with 33 J per cent,

gradient, which means one foot rise in three feet advance. If we

ascend it with the car before mentioned, each explosion in the
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fast. The average relation of gearing is about three to one

on the top speed on cars of from -O h. p. to 25-h.p. In cars of

from 30-h.p. to 45-h.p. the average gear is about two and one-

half to one. Still higher powered cars, say from 50-h.p. to

60-h.p., have a ratio which is often less than two to one. These

ratios are spoken of as the average, but there are many high-

powered ears with lower gear ratios when built for special uses.

When, for example, the ratio three to one is spoken of, it

means that the engine shaft turns three times in order to turn

the driving road wheel once. When figuring the ratio or the

speed of the motor when travelling a certain mileage per hour it

is necessary to consider the size of the driving wheels, because

when a car mounted on 34 in. wheels has a ratio of three to one,

its engine runs slower than one of a car mounted on 32 in.

drivers with a three to one gear, both making the same speed.

Consider now what the ratio of gearing has to do with the

hill-climbing abilities of motor-cars. The explosions in the

cylinders behind the pistons ate really pushing the car up the

hill. When the motor is allowed to run fast while the car goes

slow, the explosions occur often, the fly-wbeel will keep up a

continuous, uniform speed, and the car will mount easily and

without jerking. When, however, the motor runs slowly, the

fly-wheel not being heavy enough to advance the car steadily

small cylinder of perhaps 4i in. to 5 in. in diameter, and on a

crank of 2i in. to 2| in. length, must push the car with all its

weight, and against all the friction, 2 ft. and 3 in. ahead,

and consequently raise it one-third of that distance, which is

9 in. Consider what a tremendous strain there must be on

all power transmitting parts, especially when going slowly, for

then the fly-wheel at the speed it turns is not heavy enough to

carry the car steadily ahead and upward. On this account it is

advisable to climb hills on the lower speeds.

rwm«

The Star Engineering Company, of Wolverhampton, have

sent us a photograph of a new motor-tab which they are now

supplying for private and public use. The vehicle is not designed

to suit the London regulations, but modifications are being

introduced whereby the Star Company can construct the cab to

meet the requirements of the Scotland Yard authorities.

The vehicle is fitted with a 12 h.p. four-cylinder engine, 3\ in.

bore by 4$ in. stroke, the ignition being by magneto. The

change-speed gear gives three speeds forward and a reverse, the

transmission being by two side chains to the rear road wheels.

A roomy body, giving comfortable accommodation for two

pnrsons, is provided, as also is an extra lift-up seat for a th'rd

passenger.
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A FORTNIGHT'S TOUR IN HOLLAND AND GERMANY.

By K. M. Wright. . .

IN a fortnight's moior tour in Holland and Germany I have

covered a distance of 2,300 kilometres, and had oppor

tunities of sampling various roads in different parts of the

Continent, and my experience may be of assist mce to others who

may contemplate visiting Holland and Germany by motor-car.

I left Lincoln on Saturday, August 31st, on a 12-14-h.p. Argyll

fitted with hood and screen and every other accessory to make

such a tour a success. The first part of the journey was to

Htrwich via Ipswich, at which latter place ths night was spmt.

The following day through Felixstowe to Harwich, and on board

the Great Eastern steamer " Dresden " for the Hook of Holland.

At this point I was joined by two friends, who accompanied me on

the trip. The Hook was reached at 5 a.m. on Monday morning,

and, the car safely landed, we made straight for Rotterdam, that

town being reached after a very rough journsy over the vilest

roads it had ever been my experience to drive. The roads wera

very narrow, and piving stones of

very large dimensions constituted

the surface. This journey took us

an hour and a half. After light

refreshment we made our way to

Utrecht, where we arrived for lunch.

During this distance the roads were

very bad, with the continuance of

paving stones. After lunch, we con

tinued the remainder of the day's trip

to Arnheim, where we arrived at 5

p.m., just prior to a heavy thunder

storm. Arnheim is a town of pic

turesque dimensions, and is a typical

Dutch centre. ,

Leaving Arnheim on the follow

ing day at 8.30, we made for the

German frontier, a distance of some

sixteen miles, where we got our

Dutch money back as duty paid on

the car at the Hook, but had to pay

it out again to the German Customs

some 200 yards further ahead. Here

we got on some good road, and, mak

ing our way to Cologne, we had a

lovely spin, the only interruption

during this trip being one puncture.

The condition of the road during the

day was much appreciated after the

previous experience, and we antici

pated that if the remainder of our trip

was to continue with such good roads,

we would not think too much of

the bad condition of those in South Holland ; but our experience

the next day, on leaving Cologne for Frankfort up the Rhine,

was not equal to the previous oae. Still, we could not term the

roads bad ; they were moderate. The scenery up the Rhine

from Cologne to Frankfort was quite equal to all that has been

said of it, what with the beautiful river and the mountains on

each side.

We arrived at Frankfort at 7.50, having made a good trip.

The town is a magnificent spectacle of beautiful buildings, wide

streets, and very clean delightful suburbs, and we would compare

it really to Edinburgh, with ths exception that it is not hilly,

and the buildings are of a richer character. Leaving Frankfort

at midday on the Thursday we made for Heidelberg, the

beautiful University town, and on to Karlsruhe, whsre we

put up for the night. The following morning we left Karlsruhe

for Kippenheim, a distance of seventy miles, which was the

home of one of the occupants of the car, and, after taking dinner

at the residence of a family in that small village, where we

received a hospitable welcome, we journeyed to Baden-Baden,

possibly the most fashionable spa watering-place in the whole of

 

Mr. B. M. Wright at the wheel of the 12-14 h.p. Argyll on

which he recently made a tonr in Holland and Germany.

Seated at his side is Mr. W. Lilly, the new Sheriff of the

City of Lincoln.

The photogriph from which the above illustration is reproduced was
taken at Newport Arch, Lincoln—the oldest Horn an arch in the

country.

Germany, arriving at five o'clock. At this place I had decided

to stay for two or three days, and visit the various interesting

places round about with the car, which up to this point had not

given the slightest trouble. During my stay at Baden-BadeD,

which is one of the most lovely spots it has been my lot to see,

1 visited most of the pretty and interesting place3 in the neigh

bourhood, each day finding myself amidst charming scenery with

fiae old castles situated on mountains, thickly wooded, and

approached by long avenues of trees.

On Wednesday, at three o'clock, I and my friends bade

adieu to lovely Baden and made our way to Mannheim, there to

vidt some friends and the large exhibition open at that place.

This we found a very large open show like Earl's Court*

splendidly illuminated, with all sorts of amusements going on,

and was well worth a visit. The next morning, after a most

beautiful run to Mainz, where we took lunch, we went along the

Rhine to Cologne, which was the

finest run of tbe tour, the weather

being excellent and the scenery

charming. We arrived at 6 o'clock,

and, putting up at the Du-Nord

Hotel, made arrangements to make

an eaTly start next morning, as we

had a long journey before us, and

the usual order of Customs to en

counter before reaching Amsterdam,

where we wished to arrive in day

light. • This was satisfactorily accom

plished after a very interesting run

via Zanton, Beck, Arnheim, Utrecht,

the distance, 172 miles, bsing com

pleted by 5.30 o'clock.

Saturday being the last day on

the Continent, we spent the morning

seeing the sights of Amsterdam, and

afterwards ran to Scheveningen, the

famous Dutch watering place on the

North Sea, near the Hague. Con

tinuing our journey to the Hook of

Holland we made all arrangements

to get the car on board the " Dres

den,'' the same boat that we went

over on. After the usual order of

Customs and getting our duty money

back, the cir safely landed on the

boat, and everything done, we

put ourselves up for the night,

and before tbe boat left the quay

we were fast asleep and nothing

m )re troubled us until our call next moming at 5.30 o'clock.

At Harwich, after breakfast on the boat, and seeing my

friend off to London by train, I got the Argvll ready for my

j mrney to Lincoln, where I had wired to say I should be home

for lunch. Starting punctually at 8 o'clock and making my way

towards Manningtree, Bury St. Edmunds, Downham Market,

Wisbech, Long Sutton, Holbeach, Sleaford, I arrived home at

2 o'clock, a distance of 147 mile?, non-stop. This, I consider,

was a very good finish, the little car behaving in a manner that

does credit to the firm who made it, it having covered 1,500 miles

in all in a fortnight, and for the most part over terrible roadsj

I had not even to toush a sparking plug during the whole

journey. The petrol consumption averaged 22 miles for the

gallon, which is not bad for a four-cylinder car.

. There are a few points I should like to mention which may

be- of interest to other motorists taking a similar tour. The

slow vehicular traffic is drawn by oxen, which are very stupid,

and mostly on their wrong side of the road, and the drivers are

nearly always asleep. The lights at night on all heavy si ow-

moving carts are carried underneath the vehicle at the back of

B
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the horses and oxen, which is very misleading. The roads in

Holland are all brick paved, seme very badly indeed, and quick

travelling is not conducive to comfort. Tr e Gej man roads arc

very irdifferent, and for the most part very bad, nothing like

the roads we have in England, and the worst feature is the cobble

stones in the small towns and villages, which are terrible. The

deep " grips " which run across the streets are most dangerous,

being very liable to break the frame springs and axles. The

railway lines are most numerous, and have to be crossed many

times during a day's run in most districts. The warning signs

such as " Drive slowly " and " Autcmobiles 15 kilometres," &c,

are very numerous, ar d this I consider a step in the right direc

tion,, and shou'd be more libsrally done in the villages and main

roads in this country, for there would then be less complaints

khan we have at present.

Taking the trip as a whole, it was one that I can thoroughly

recommend to motorists, or oven non-motorists, as they can hire

ears at a reasonable price, aid get a holiday that cannot be

equalled in this country. I would advise intending tourists,

however, to take a good whip with them, to keep the boys from

TO THE ISLE OF WIGHT.

MOTORISTS are not content with the exploration of the

roads and bye-ways of their own countries ; and

British tourists are no exception. They are often

found wandering in islands adjacent to Great Britain. This

year some crossed to the Emerald Isle to follow the Reliability

Trial there ; others ventured to Douglas and attempted enthu

siasm in connection with tourist trophies. Profiting by the

experience of recent seasons, many journeyed southwarc! and

revelled in the delights of the Isle of Wight. Tie advantage of

such a trip is that the whole island can be finished in one

attempt, and the visitors become quickly familiar with all its

chaims.

How to reach this favoured spot—separated from the main

land and unreachable by motor-car. The London and South

Western Railway Company has two routes to suggest; that via

Lymington has found advocates among a large number of motor

ists since the facilities for dealing with cars at that place have

been made generally known through our columns and elsewhere.

 

A Hotor-Car Landing from the Ferry at Lymington.

sitting on the back wings and hanging on to the hood behind

thenar, as they have a strong weakness for this kind of thing.

At a recent meeting of the Long Island Automobile Club

(U.S.A.), 8n interesting paper was read by Mr. Louis T. Weiss

on the subject of "Hill Climbing," an abstract of which is

given elsewhere in the present issue.

The Industrial Motor Company, of Windsor, have just

completed a 1-ton van for Mr. Harry D. Sillito, of Golden Hill.

The vehicle is the first of three which it is intended to use for the

delivery of bread between the central bakery and Mr. Sillito's

various shops and stores. The motive power is supplied by a

12-h.p. two-cylinder petrol engine.

J^~iThe Empress Motor Company, of Stockport Road, Man

chester, have sent us a copy of the catalogue giving a full

description of the Empress 14-20-h.p. car. The vehicle is fitted

with a four-cylindw engine, and, while following the general lines

of live axle machines considerable care appears to have been

taken in working out the details. Mr. Frank Smith, the

manager of the Empress Company, has lately devised a new

automatic carburettor, which we hope to illustrate in an early

18SU6V

Last summer 130 large automobiles went to and from the Island

by this route, and a considerable growth in the traffic is officially

anticipated in the 1908 season. At Easter this year more than

forty motor-cars weie taken to the island lia Lymington, an

experience that persuaded the L. and 3. W. Railway Company

to treat the Whitsun and August Bank holidays as ordinary

weeks, so far as that class of traffic is concerned.

In addition to the favoured Lymington route, the joint South

Western and Brighton companies have a tow boat service

between Portsmouth and Byde, which is run all the year round.

Unfortunately, there have been numerous complaints of

inconsiderate driving in the Island by some of the drivers of the

heavy touring cars which were there during the season. It

is stated that some of these were driven regardless of the dangerous

character of the roads there, which are very narrow and twisting,

with very bad corners and steep hills. Conduct of this kind

does great harm, causes public prejudice against motorists

generally, and is the more unfair to the resftfont -motorists because

they have done all that is possible to keep on good terms with

the police and the local authorities. The Chief Constable has

informed Mr. Clarke, the hon. secretary of the Isle of Wight

Motorists' Association, that if this reckless driving continues ho

will be driven to enforce the speed limit by timing.
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CONTINENTAL NOTES.

An International Conference on Roads.

The French Government has authorised M. Barthou, the

Minister of Public Works, to take the necessary steps towards

the holding of an International Congress in Paris next year to

consider the question of the preservation of roads deteriorated

by motor traffic and their adaptation to meet the requirements

of the new mode of locomotion.

♦ ♦ ♦

French 1908 Models.

Announcements are coming to hand with regard to the

different models the leading French motor-car builders are

putting in hand for the 1908 season. Thus the Delaunay-

Belleville series will include 15-h.p. and 20-h.p. four-cylinder

with live axles, 28-h.p. four-cylinder, a 40-h.p. six-cylinder with

chain drive, and a 15-h.p. six-cylinder live axle vehicle. Tbe

Panhard series comprises eleven different models—8-h.p. chain

drive, 10-h.p. chainless transmission, one with three and the

days, the first six being devoted to trials with daily stages of

about 150 miles (seven circuits), and only those vehicles which

come successfully through the trials will be eligible to compete

in the speed race on the seventh day over a distance of about 20§

miles (nine laps). During the trials the cars must attain a

maximum speed of about eighteen miles an hour, and all the

parts will be officially sealed and stamped so as to provide

against the possibility of their being replaced during the contest.

In addition to the prize offered for the winning car another

trophy, known as the Coupe de Regularity, will be awarded t*

tbe firm whose team of three cars makes the best performance

throughout the trials.

Miscellaneous Items.

The Belgian Automobile Club proposes to organise a trial of

industrial motor vehicles. M. Henry Deutsch de la Mearthe

has written a letter to the French Minister of War, offering to

make a gift of his airship, the Ville de Paris, to the French

army. The Automobile Club de Nice is busily engaged in

drawing up the programme for next year's Nice Automobile

 

Herr Friedrich Wagemann, of Vienna, at the wheel of his Brasier 50-60-h.p. Six-Cylinder Car on which he has lately completed a lengthy

tonr in the Tyrol. [AUgemtint AvUmoM ZeUung.

other with four speeds; 15-h.p. with chain or chainless drive,

1 8-h.p., 24-h.p., 25-h.p, 35-h.p., and 50-h.p., all with four-

cylinder engines and chain drive and a 60-h.p. six-cylinder vehicle

with side chains. The new price list shows a reduction ranging

from £20 in the case of the 15-h.p. to £280 as regards the

50-h.p. Considerable interest will be shown in the new live-axle

cars, this being the first time the Panhard Company have made

vehicles of this type.

♦ ♦ ♦

La Coupe des Voiturettes.

Interest in French motoring circles is just now centred on

the reliability trial of light cars which is to be held from the

21st to the 27th inst, and for which no less than sixty-seven

entries have been received. The vehicles will be divided into

two classes—(1) those with single-cylinder engines with a

maximum cylinder bore of 100 mm., and (2) those with two-

cylinder motors having a maximum bore of 80 mm. Each car

must be completely equipped for touring, and carry not less than

two persons, the total weight varying in accordance with the

oylinder bore. The event, which is to be held on a 33'8 kilo

metre triangular course near liambouillet, will extend over seven

week.——A public service of motor vehicles is about to be

inaugurated between Vich and Manresa, Spain. The Auto-

mobilo Club de la Sartbe of Le Mans proposes to hold a trial

of industrial motor vehicles early next year. The event will

probably extend over a fortnight and comprise a section for

pubb'c service vehicles. The monument in memory of the

late M. E. Levassor, which is being erected near the entrance to

the Bois de Boulogne, Paris, is to be officially inaugurated during

the course of the forthcoming Salon. A 350 kilometre race

for light cars is to be run off on the Florio Cup course, in Sicily,

on Sunday next. A company has lately been formed in

Upsala, Sweden, to establish a public service in the district.

——The Touring Club of Italy proposes to organise a trial of

motor-'buses at Plaisance. The proprietors of the "Frank

furter Zeitung," of Frankfort am Main, have lately put an

electric delivery van in operation, while the '' Abendzeitung," of

Augburg, is employing a Renault motor vehicle for the rapid

delivery of newspapers. No less than sixty-seven entries have

been received for the annual hill-climbing competition at Gaillon,

which is to be held on Sunday next. Two Napiers are included

in the list.
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TYRE VULCANISING BY ELECTRICITY.

A NOVEL and interesting apparatus for vulcanising repairs

to motor pneumatic tyres by means of electricity has

lately been introduced by the Union Rubber . and

Chemical Company, of Unity Works, Shaw Street, Ashton New

Road, Manchester, and is attracting considerable attention in

motoring circles in the north. The apparatus, which is known

 

Fig. 1.

as the Turco, is exceedingly simple, comprising as it does a small

wooden block, to one side of which is attached a curved plate of

aluminium and a flat plate to the other, The plates are heated

in the same way as an electric heater by means of a coil fitted

within the block and through which a current of electricity for

an ordinary accumulator is caused to pass. Three terminals are

provided on the vulcaniser : only two are, however, used at a

 

Fig. 2.

time, thejpair varying in accordance with whether the flat (for

aii- tubes) or curved (for outer covers) side is being used. The

mnlm operandi is exceedingly simple ; the cover or tube to

be repaired is made ready in the usual manner, clamped on

to the vulcaniser, the necessary wires are attached to the

terminals cn the block, and to those on tfi6 accumulator

—that ton the car sufficing, provided it is fully charged.

It is then left for about twenty minutes, at the end of which

time the repair will be found to be perfectly vulcanised, no

attention having been necessary i!i the meantime. A special

claim for the apparatus is that it cannot be over-heated ; as soon

as the requisite temperature is attained it remains absolutely

stationary, tho danger of excessive vulcanisation being thus

avoided. Two sizes of the vulcanisers are at present being made.

Fig. 1 depicts the Xo. 1 4-volt type in operation upon an air

tube. It is designed to deal with nail holes and small bursts up

to 1 J in. in extent in tubes, and the superficial cuts and gashes

up to the same extent in all types of outer covers. The machine

is fitted with Hat and concave vulcanising plates, both 1 J in. by

]| in. The tube repairs are vulcanised on the flat plate, the

necessary pressure being exerted by means of a convenient

pressure clamp, while outer cover repairs may be vulcanised

without removing the tyre from the wheel, in which case the

concave surface of the machine is securely fastened on to the

cover by means of a convenient strap provided for the purpose.

The current absorbed is at the rate of, approximately, only

2J amperes per hour, but the apparatus should not be

coupled to anything smaller than a 20 amp. hour accumulator.

A large apparatus (Fig. 2), designed for use with an 8-volt

accumulator, is also being made. This is designed to deal with

much more extensive repairs, the flat plate measuring 4 in. by

21 in., and the concave one 3] in. by 3 in. The amount of

electric current absorbed is at the rate of (approx.) 3 amperes

per hour at 8 volts. This voltage is readily obtained by coupling

two 4-volt accumulators in series, the makers recommending that

these should not be of le3s capacity than 30 ampere hours each.

Toe vulcaniser is put lip with its necessary tyre-repairing

accessories, and the whole outfit, in the smaller size, weighs

under a pound, and about twice that weight for the larger one.

A NEW DASHBOARD FITTING.

The accompanying illustration depicts a useful dashboard

fitting for use in connection with electric tail lamps. It repre

sents a tell-tale which can be fixed in any convenient position

upon the dashboard. The idea of a lamp placed in series with

the tail light has already been tried, and, being always alight,

 

has been found an annoyance by some drivers, and if 4-volt

lamps are used an 8-volt accumulator becomes necessary. With

the C.A.V. device, which h.,s just been put on the market by

Messrs. C. A. Vandervell and Co., of Acton Yale, W., the lamp

is held out of circuit so long as current is passing through the

tail light circuit ; but, should this be interrupted from any cause,

the electro-magnetic device in the indicator completes the other

circuit and lights up the indicator lamp, thus warning the driver

that the rear lamp is out. A further refinement is a push-button

on the steering wheel, so connected that the lamp in the indicator

may be lit up at will, quite independently of the tail light,

enabling the lubricators, speed gauge, clock, &c., to be inspected

while driving. The device was originally intended for fitting

to the side of the cupboard of cars with the Daimler type of

dashboard ; a special bracket, however, can be supplied so as to

ensure the light being thrown across the fittings of any type of

dashboard.
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The Peterborough City

Garage, Cowgate, Peterborough,

have been appointed the sole

agents for Brown cars for the

Peterborough district.

Messrs. W. Wilson and

Son, Ltd., of Cambridge Street,

Sheffield, have supplied a fine Roi des Beiges body to a 40 h.p.

Fiat car belonging to Mr. Kossiter Hoyle, of Ecclesall.

 

HERE AND THERE.

 

 

Mrs. Hudsen, the winner of the Manchester Motor Club's Speed

Judgment Competition, at the wheel of her 30-h.p. Beeston-Hnmber.

The teat was to drive at teventeen miles per hour over a distance of

nine miles, Mrs. Hndson being only 8 sec. ont.
Photo by] ' [H. Wade.

The new motor ambulance wagon supplied by the Argyll

Company to the Sheffield Corporation arrived in the city on

Monday. Two bodies have been supplied with the chassis.

The Belmont Motor Works Garage has been opened at

42, Streatham High Road, London, S.W., by Mr. Edwin

Burchett, who will keep the establishment open practically day

and night for the convenience of motorists.

The Unic light delivery van has done exceedingly well in

he Commercial Vehicle Trials. It has a clear record as regards

depot and mechanical troubles, the only delay encountered during

the five weeks test being 78 min., due mainly to tyre troubles.

At a meeting of the council of the Cyclists' Touring Club,

held at Birmingham on Saturday last, Mr. W. A. Russell, M.A.

(Aberdeen), was elected secretary to the club, and Mr. A. W.

Rumney, M.A. (Cantab.), was elected editor of the " C.T.C.

Gazette."

On Saturday, the 26th inst., Mestrs. Hampton and Sons

will hold an auction sale of motor-cars on the Brooklands track.

All the vehicles offered will be passed by the firm's expert, and

will be on the track for trial on the morning of the sale. More

than thirty cars of the best-known makes will be included in the

auction.

Mr. Wm. Long, the proprietor of the Lion Hotel, Buckden,

writes that the photograph reproduced in our last issue of the

Napier car at present undergoing a 3,000-mile trial on Simcar

benzol was taken outside his hostelry, and not at the Red Lion,

Hatfield. Mr. Long has a well-equipped garage, and keeps a

stock of petrol and lubricating oil.

In Oxford Street, . Swansea, Mr. J. S. Brown has a

motor garage and a motor body building establishment of con

siderable extent. In the latter department he is now building

an ambulance body for the Panhard chassis which has been

subscribed for locally in connect'on with the fund organised by

the Chief Constable of Swansea to provide a motor ambulance

for the town.

Messrs. Mann and Owsr-

tons, Ltd., have lately supplied

Unic petrol motor delivery vans

to the " Daily Mail " and the

" Evening News."

Mr. Philip Sayers has

severed his connection with the

firm of Sayers and Co., who have attained prominence in the

motor-body building industry these last few years.

Elsewhere in the present issue will be found an interesting

account of a fortnight's tour in Holland and Germany, made by

Mr. R. M. Wright, the well-known Lincoln motor agent.

We learn from the South Metropolitan Gas Company that

they are meeting with an increasing inquiry for BeDzole as a

fuel for motor-cars in place of petrol.

Messrs. Monnet Plasse and Co., of 20, Store Street, W.C.,

have been appointed agents for the Rapid America two-cylinder

tyre inflator. By means of this pump, which occupies but a

small space, it is claimed that only two minutes are reqiured to

inflate a 120 mm. tyre.

Mr. D. W. Barnett having relinquished his connection

with the firm of Barnett, Pembroke and Slater, Ltd., has secured

some excellently designed and roomy premises at 2, 4 and 6,

Milner Street, Cadogan Square, Chelsea, where he is carrying

on business under the title of the London Automobile Supply

Company, and more especially pushing the sale of the Belgian

" U. S. B." cars, for which he is sole agent. Mr. Barnett has

latterly been employing his inventive faculties, and a new high-

tension distributor, a new sparking plug with automatic detector

device, and an apparatus permitting the use of high-tension

current with low-tension magneto are shortly to be placed on the

market.

We illustrate herewith the first of the new Sheffield-Simplex

45-h.p. six-cylinder chassis, which will make its debut at the

forthcoming Show. The photo was taken on the occasion of the

initial road trial, a matter of ten weeks ago. During the time

 

Mr. Percy Richardson, Managing Director, and Mr. A. Rainforth,

Works Manager of the Sneffield Simplex Motor Works, Ltd., on the

first of the new Sheffield Simplex 45-h.p. Six-Cylinder Cars.

that has elapsed the car has been constantly on the'road under

going the usual preliminary tests, through which it has come out

perfectly satisfactorily. The vehicle is fitted with a 45-b.p.

six-cylinder engine, 4£ in. bore by 4£ in. stroke, and live axle

drive. Like its predecessor, the Brotherhood, it embodies

number of very important and novel improvements, both

design and construction.

a

in
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^Me. A. Whaley has a garage and repair shop in Bridge

Street, Forres.

Mr. C. J. Thornhill, J.P., of Castlebellingham, has lately

ordered a 14-16-h.p. Argyll car.

Messrs. J. Gairn and Co. have a motor-body building

establishment in Annandale Street, Edinburgh.

Lord Leith of Fyvib has lately acquired a 24-30-h.p.

Leon Bollee car from the Victoria C image Works, Ltd.

The absve illujtration depicts the capability of the Mors 15-h.p.

Live Axle Car to tarn round in a road of ordinary width.

The wheelbase of this oar is 10 ft. 3 In., and the diameter of the Inner circle
shews in the picture ii 22 ft, and of the outer circle 82 ft. 3 in. These
flgarea shew how ample is the wheel lock on this car, and how suitable it is

for town driving.

The British and Colonial Daimler Mercedes Syndicate, Ltd.,

have despatched a specially-fitted 30-h.p. Daimler-Mercedes car

to the Central Motor Store and Garage, Lisbon.

The magistrates of Eastbourne have intimated that they

will insist upon the appearance of all motorists summoned before

them, otherwise warrants may be issued for arrest.

Mors (England) Ltd., have issued a little pamphlet on

Motoring on Perfect Roads, which will be of particular interest

to those who reside in East Anglia ; they will send copies to all

applicants to 45, Great Marlborough Street, W.

An organ grinder at Blackpool has recovered in the county

court the sum of £6 4s. on account of damage done to a barrel

organ by a gentleman running into it with a motor-cycle. The

"musician" declared that the organ was sent spinning five

yards, and the tunes, by reason of the concussion, were all

mixed up.

In his evidence before the Royal Commission on Vivisection,

which has just been published, the Hon. Gilbert Coleridge said

he regarded the Vivisection Act of 1876 with the same contempt

that he regarded the Motor Car Act as regards speed limit, for

"every motorist who has a motor-car, of course, breaks the Act."

Mann's Patent Steam Cart and Wagon Co., Ltd.,

Leeds, have secured a further order for a 5-ton steam wagon

from Messrs. W. Hancock and Co., Ltd., The Brewery, Cardiff",

this being the third order secured from this firm this year. A

second 2-ton steam wagon has also just been completed for the

Barnsley British Co-operative Society, Ltd.

Messrs. H. Mawer and Stephenson, Ltd., house fur

nishers and art dealers, of Fulham Road, South Kensington,

S.W., bave in service a motor delivery van which takes the

place of four horses. They are unable for the moment to give

the mileage per week and the cost of operation and upkeep,

but inform us that they find it very useful in the saving of the

carriage of the goods by railway. They add : " We have every

reason to believe that not only are we saving this expense, but

the cost of operation and upkeep is not more than the four

horses, &c, wtiich it supplants. It is also a great convenience

to both ourselves and our clients, as we are able to deliver direct

to houses further afield."

Messrs. Howard and Co. have a garage in the London

Road, Coalville.

H.M. The King of Italy has recently purchased a new

Fiat 25-40-h.p. car.

Grantown-on-Spey is a charming Highland town, in the

High Street of which Mr. R. S. Ross has a motor garage, and

from which he lets cars on hire to visitors.

An advertisement has appeared in a Guildford paper

calling upon electors only to vote for candidates who will

promise to vote for (1) limiting the speed of motors to ten miles

an hour, (2) for imprisonment instead of fines after first offence,

(3) for the punishment of owner and all the occupants of the

car as well as the driver, (4) for the prohibition of insurance

against damages to outsiders.

Mr. Adam has, with the assistance of friends of

the Scottish A.C., taken out a number of the members of

the Lower District Committee of the Lanarkshire County

Council in order that they might have experience of motor-car

driving at various speeds, and special demonstrations have

been given at one particular place at speeds varying from ten

miles per hour upwards.

Under the guidance of Mr. Percy Richardson we had an

opportunity a few days ago of going over the large new works

of the Sheffield Simplex Motor Company, Ltd., at Tinsley,

Sheffield. During the course of our visit we learned that a new

industrial motor vehicle is in course of preparation for next year.

We are precluded from giving full details, but may mention

that the simplicity of control will be one of the features, and

that the engine will be adapted to run on either petrol, alcohol,

or paraffin.

United Motor Industries, Ltd., have sent us copies of

the wiring diagrams of the various patterns of "Castle" coils

which they are now placing inside the lid of the resp active coils,

so that purchasers can always see at a glance the correct way to

wire up the particular type of coil they have to deal with.

They inform us that they will be pleased to send on the correct

wiring diagram to any user of their coils who wishes to place the

same inside the lid, on receipt of particulars as to the coil they

have, and the car to which it is fitted.

 

The.'P&tent Spare Tyre Cradle lately pat on the Market by Messrs.

William Cole and Sons, Ltd., of Kensington, W.

We have received a sample of a new iron cement which

is being introducad by Messrs. Kirletr Bros., Ltd, of 215,

Pentonville Koid, N., for repairing slight cracks or defects in

iron and steel castings, water-jackets of petrol motor-cylinders,

&c When mixed with water to a thick paste, this cement

sets hard in twenty-four hours, without heating. When set,

oil, steam, and water have, it is claimed, no effect on it, and it

can be filed, hammered and polished.
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THE EARL'S COURT GARAGE.

APPEARANCES are often deceptive, and the motorist near-

ing Earl's Court Station, S. W.,would not imagine that the

modest gateway opening near the station led the way to

fuch a spacious establishment as that of the Earl's Court Motor

Garage Co., Ltd. The entrance is a few doors from the railway

ftation, which the rear part actually adjoins. On the occasion

of a recent visit we proceeded through the gateway under cover

for some distance and then found, to the left, a large showroom

for the accommodation of new cars, among which the six-cylinder

" Standard " occupied a well-favoured position. To the rear of

this department is the repair shop, with inspection pit and a wide

rmge of modern tools, under the direction of an expert engineer,

whose knowledge of cars of various types is particularly

extensive. Eetracing otfr steps through a yard devoted to the

washing of cars, and in one corner of which was a petrol store,

we came to the time-keeper's box, in front of which is a starting

" gate," always lowered until a car approaches for ingress or exit,

when it is raised and the time of the particular vehicle duly

entered. This is a distinctly good detail of organisation that

makes for the ease of control and direction which should charac

terise such establishments.

We were how between two rows of private " lock-ups,"

above which were signs of domesticity not often found in a

garage. But the premises originally belonged to a West End

livery stable keeper, and have been adapted to the purpose of

motor-car accommodation by the present proprietors, Mr. A.

Powell being the managing director and Mr. A. W. Hemming s

the manager. The rooms above what were the stables are now

occupied by chauffeurs and their families, thus providing a grea t

convenience in housing cars and drivers each within reach of the

other. In founding this chauffeurs' colony the Earl's Court Oarage

has made an excellent innovation. For the relaxation of the men

a clubroom has been furnished and fitted, and tcose owners who

have been able to secure these private houses for their cars and

house room for their chauffeurs have been provided with a

distinct advantage.

Further rearward is the general garage, a well-lighted

establishment that is evidently well disciplined, judging by the

way the vehicles were lined up, to be easily accessible when

wanted. The storerooms for accessories, the paint-shop, and

other departments are replete with modern fittings and stock, so

that the private owner who garages h:s car there is never at a

loss for spare parts or accessories of any description. The

modern building and general disposition of the various depart

ments enables everything to be done " decently and in order," to

the advantage of the motorist who likes to see the work in

progress. The electrical plant for the charging of accumulators

is complete, and tyre repairs are also undertaken, while those

whose vehicles are under repair can hire others from stock, so

that professional men who are clients of this establishment are

never inconvenienced by the temporary waywardness of their

vehicles. In addition the firm are sole London agents for the

" Standard " car already mentioned, which has become well

known during the past season, particularly the 15-h.p., 24-30-h.p.,

and 30-40-h.p. sizes.

Some idea of the extent of the Earl's. Court Motor Oarage

may be gleaned from the fact that the depth from the entrance

to the end of the main garage is 350 ft, the width being 56 ft.

The depth of the showrooms is about 150 ft., the width being

more than 40 ft., thus giving opportunity for the display of cars

for sale and exchange—in both of which branches the company

have been very active of late. They make a special point of

thoroughly overhauling cars, and trust to the efficiency of their

work as the keynote of a success which is as real as it has

been rapid.

THtt Daimler Motor Company issue an interesting pamphlet

on the adjustment of their vehicles, which will be of service to

those who drive or own Daimler cars. They also send a neat

calendar reminding us of the flight of time as well as of the

automobile.

THE "EDOUARD" WIND SCREEN.

With the advent of rain axA cold winds our thoughts

naturally turn to the question of the various devices that are

from time to time being introduced by the many caterers for the

comfort of motorists, and one of the most necessary and com

forting things is the wind screen. There are many of these on

the market, one of the latest being the " Edouard," manufactured

by Mr. E. W. Willard, of

32, Paradise Street* Bir

mingham. It possesses seve

ral good features, notable

among them being the ease

with which it can be ad

justed to the various posi

tions—six in number. We

notice that provision is made

for adjusting this screen at

30 and 40 degrees towards

the driver, the object being

to enable the standard

screen to be fitted to any

type of car without having

to worry about the distance

of the .steering wheel from

the dash, which distance

varies considerably. The

screen is made to fold down

away from the driver. The

locking arrangement is sim

plicity itself, there being a

steel screw attached to a

curved handle, as shown in accompanying illustration. This

binds the joint together and gives a positive lock, so that it is

impossible for the screen to rattle—unfortunately a common fault

of screens. The device we have inspected was fitted with a solid

metal frame, the glass being firmly embedded in rubber and the

 

 

frame itself being lined with felt stripping three-eighths of an

inch thick. It certainly has a very smart appearance, contrasting

with the ordinary casement style of window frame often seen.

Mr. Willard is also making the screen with mahogany or walnut

frames.

The firm are also supplying under licence the well-known

" Cordon " wind screen with mahogany, walnut, or solid metal

frame. Any of these screens can be fitted with Pilkington's

patent wired glass if desired.

A car for breakdown work is always available in the

garage of the Ashton Motor Company in Chester Square,

Ashton-under-Lyne.
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A* . 'Correspondence.

[Letters to the Editor should be addressed to the offices, S7SS, Charing Gross Road, London, W.C.]

. r. . i, 4 w ..

RACING AT BROOKLANDS. "." .

• . . To the Editor of The .Molor-Car Journal.

Sir.^Id my recent correspondence with Mr. Edge it has been sug

gested that I have made certafn innuendoes and accusations against the

committee of the' Brooklands- Automobile Racing Club. It is difficult

for me to understand how such an interpretation conld have been put on

my remarks. I should .have thought that the manner in which I have

always toied to support the club was sufficient proof that I was incap

able of making any such innuendoes or accusations against the Brook-

lands Club" : but, inasmuch as my remarks have evidently been miscon

strued fa certain quarters, I wish to take the earliest opportunity of

entirely disassociating myself from any such expressions of opinion, and
to withdraw unreservedly Any comments of mine which could possibly

be misconstrued in this manner.

What' I meant to infer and what 1 still think is that a vital

mistake has been made-in commencing the standard classes during

the present year,- as in my opinion by doing this, much, if nut all,

interest has been taken out of the same owing to the fact that only

one manufacturer had cars ready to compete this year in the three

lower classes. I do not think any further comment on this is neces-

subservient to the engineer, and must design his works in accordance

with the chassis supplied to him. The wheel basis, the height from the

ground, suspension, and many other details are already laid out for him

by the chassis builder. I have for some months bsen using for town

work a front-driven town carriage built by the Pullcar Motor Company,

of Preston.

This type of vehicle gives the coach builder an opportunity of carry

ing into efleet designs impossible with the rear-driven machines, either

of the chain or card in type, as the whole of the machinery in this new

type is carried in the space between the front axle and the driver's seat.

The chassis, in reality, does not extand beyond the driver's seat, the

whole of the carriage work with the back axle and spring suspension

bein^g attached by edge-plates to the front mechanical portion ; thus the

carriage portion is entirely free from mechanism. It is easy to conceive

with this arrangement the Opportunities which exist for elegant earriage

work. One fea' ure is especially remarkable, and that is the nearness of

the entrance to the ground.

A few years ago it was not possible to produce a front-drivon

vehicle which could be accepted as a commercial proposition. To-d%y,

however, ^under improved methods of construction, such a vehiole as I

have described is in existence, and is bound to find considerable favour

 

i
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Mr. Oscar Cupper on'the 48-h.p. Metallurgique on which he won the Medium Handicap at ErooMandi,.

sary than to draw attention to the results of last Saturday's racing

at tirook lands, when the whole of these three classes were won by the

same make of car, i.e., the 2G-h.p. class, the 60-h.p. class, and the

40-h.p. class, the latter of which failed to- fill originally and w*s

transformed into a? private sweepstakes.

The idea of having standard- classes I ijrrtte agreed with at the

time it was pfo)K>sed, and I still agree with*, but I and others- certainly

understood that these classes would not come into operation until next

year, when by such time all manufacturer* Would have bad an equal

chance of constructing: car- Ur take part in these classes*—Yours

truly,

A. Huntley Walker.

V' .MOTOR-CAR DESIGN.

' , "' To THE Eimou OF The Motor-Cur Journal. ;

Sir,—I have read with very great interest the paper and discussion

at the recent meeting of the Institute of Carriage Manufacturers at

€ tester, and ttko the contributions which have since appeared in the

Press relating thereto. I ; is very evident that the carriage builders' of

this country have take* *ujj ur'a thoroughly serious manner their fair

proportion of the development of the motor industry, and have done

quite as much as engineers to popularise the" use of motor carriages.

However, 1 think I am correct in saying that np till now no motor

vehicle has been introduced which has given the carriage builder a free

hand in the execution of his work, but there are signs that such a

vehicle is coming into use, at any rate for town work.

With the usual form of rear-driven chassis, the carriage builder is

\

for town work, which, it is fair to say, will be inerjased by the co-opera

tion of the carriage builder. In fact, the vehicle will probably lie more

appreciated by reason of Uie excellence and suitability of the carriage

work than for the advantages of its mechanical construction.—Yours
truly, .■

J. S. Cuitchley, M I.Mech.E.

To ras Editor or The Motor-Cur Journal.

SIR, -We notice in your last issue a letter from the New Engine

Company relative to some remarks made by Sir William Angus at the

n.eeting of the Institute of British Carriage Manufacturers. Sir

William, speaking to a meeting of coachbuilders, expressly stated

that motor-cars had come to stay, and pointed out some of their

special: advantages. His opinion that horse-drawn carriages still had

a use and a future seems to .be generally accepted by the almost

universal approval of the Press. That he did not speak in antagonism

to motors may be well believed from the fact that we have two very

large factories, oneof which is entirely confined to the manufacture of

motor bodies, and hold several valuable agencies.

Sir William Angus and the other directors of this firm have always

felt that there was tremendous scope for the first-class coachbuilder in

the motor body trade; not only as regards external finish and com

fort; but in the general lines and proportions. It has always been our

endeavour to incorporate in our motor bodies the best traditions of the

coachbuilding art, and not to adhere slavishly to the conventional lines.

—Y'ours truly,

IIy. Angus, Sandeissun and Company.
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THE BRITISH AIRSHIP AND FOREIGN ENGINES.

To the Editor of The Motor Car Journal.

SIR,—I saw it stated in a contemporary that Colonel Capper, as a

Britisher, regretted the fact that the engine of the Army airship was of

French construction, but hoped that this nation would be able to compete

with the French in constructing that part of the airship's mechanism.

This is a direct challenge to British engineers, and everyone will appre

ciate Colonel Capper's sentiments. It is now an indisputable fact that,

its far as motor-cars are concerned, the best type of British engine is

superior to any foreign make, and it only remains bo. be shown' that

British engineers can design an engine-for the nation's military airships

which will supersede the French machine by reason of its superior
qualities. En avant. '.—Yours truly, : ■•

H. F. Tripihu.

•' Major, Army Motor' Reserve. ' '

COMPARATIVE TESTS OF MOTOR FUELS.

To the Editob of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,— So much has been stated recently in the technical journal*

with respect to various new fuels that are being placed on the market,

and so much is said in discussions among*1; motorists generally as to

whether one car or another rami at its best or at its worst with various

makes of spirit) that: it was judged opportune by Weigel. Motors-, Ltd.,

to make a few tests with the brands of petrol that are at present best

known on the market

For this experiment, a standard 40-h.p. Weigel engine was selected,

the bore and stroke being 130 mm. and 140 mm. respectively. Three

tests were made with each brand of petrol, and an average was taken of

each of the three tests, with the results set out on the chart we are

&MC10. >

 

sending you herewith. The chart is almost self-explanatory, but it

ought to lie mentioned at the beginning that on Pratt s, Bowley's, and

Shell motor spirit being tested with a densimeter, the difference in

specific gravity between the makes was so small as to be negligible.

It will be noticed that there is practically little difference in the

maximum power given amongst the three brands. What is chiefly

noticeable, however, is the way in which Pratt's spirit takes a compara

tively sudden upward rise at about 600 revs, per min., while the Shell

spirit eeems to pnll very steadily throughout. The indications after

1,100 revs, per min. do not show very much, and for this reason we have

not inserted them in the chart. The same engine with exactly the same

appliances was used throughout the tests, and perhaps it might be of

interest to yon to know that the diameter of the jet was 1°3 mm., the

temperature of the shop in which the tests were made "1 deg., and the

temperature of the circulating water 167 dcg. The tests, of course, were

made electrically—Yours truly,

C. E. WlllTTAKER.

WHEELS FOR MOTOR-CARS.

To thi Editob o? The Motor-Car Journal.

Sib,—In your issue of the 12th mat. Mr. E. H. Gelder charges me

with ignoring two letters of his in previous issues. My reason I thought

was obvious. It is because there is no form of pneumatic tyre which

brings the motor-car wit 1. in the reach of the man of moderate means,

commercial travellers and other classes who would use it but for the

tyre troubles and expense. Let me mention one case :—A firm paid

£40 for a set of covers and tubes. They ran them less than 4,000

miles. There were some delays due to punctures. At this price the

head of the firm cannot see his way to displace any more horses.

This is » typical case of many that have come under my notice. - It is,

in fact, theexperience of most motorists. In my last letter I men

tioned certain points wh'ch should hi studied in the production of a

new tyre. When it it discovered (which it mint be sooner or later)

there will 1>; jmi as many pn»um»tic tyras used, I hive no doubt,

but three times as many cars used. < .

In conclusion, I would remind Mr. Uelder that favourite and pet

theories are continually being upset when examined under new con

ditions. The motor industry has now reached the stage that demands

an economical, reliable and safe tyre. The greatest friends of the

pneumatic cannot claim this. One thing is quite certain, we must

approach the matter with an open mind if we want an improvement,

and, although neither of the tyres mentioned by Mr. Gelder appeal to

my mind, f have no doubt they possess features which recommend

them for some purposes. Itis only by allowing inventors a fair show, and

by this means encouraging them, that we are likely to arrive at the

desired result.—Yours truly,

i , O. Cook.

[This correspondenc ) U now closed.]

WIRE v. WOOD WHEELS FOU MOTOR-CARS.

To mi Editor or The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—We notice in your issue of the ]-2th inst. an inquiry as to the

relative value of wood and wire wheels for motor-cars. As manufac

turers of both we are of opinion that wire wheels are not so liable

to collapse in case of accident, but that in actual strength there is not

much difference. We have made many wood wheels to replace wire

wheels, but have never yet made a wire wheel to replace a wood one,

which plainly shows public opinion iu the matter.—Yours truly,

ROBBIKS AND SONS.

To thi Editob or The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—Replying to Major H. F. Trippel, wire wheels are far stronger

than wood wheels, but for general use not preferable, as they need care

in keeping clean, and if the spokes are allowed to rust in the hubs they

get brittle and break. Wire wheels are n«>t new as applied to motor

vehicles, they were used in some of the earliest cars, but the Lauchester

Engine Co. made a speciality of them, and with great success, as they

paid special attention, as is absolutely necessary, to the building of

them.

Considering the weak rims which are used at present in the con

struction of wire wheels, these wheels are very strong ; bmt if special

hollow rims, such as those which were used in cycles In the past, were

manufactured to suit motor vehicles, we should have wheels which would

yield wonderful results.—Yours truly,

W. 1). Sl'lLLBR.

TRAFFIC REGULATION.

To thi Editob or The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,— I was glad to see in a recent issue a reference to the block

age of traffic which occurs in several congested parts of the City of

London, owing to the way in which the vans of carriers and other

traders are allowed to line up by the kerbstone, often for a considerable

length of time, without interference from the authorities. This, is par

ticularly obiei vable on Monday mornings in the region about St, Paul's

Churchyard, and on neatly every morning of the week along Ludgate

Hill. If the police authorities could devise some plan for keeping this

traffic moving, or not allowing it to remain after 8 a.m., it Would con

siderably facilitate the moving traffic in the busy hours that follow.

The advantages of motor-'buses and even of motor-cabs are freely cur

tailed by the present system—or rather, I should say, 'the want of

method that prevails.—\ ours truly,

LONDONBR.

A STEAM . CAR ENTHUSIAST.

To chi EorroB or The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—There is no doubt that a racing Stanley or White would be

very fast indeed. I should like to see one built. Steam cars have not

received the attention which has been devoted to petrol cars, and in

consequence they are not popular. Nearly all steam cars have been too

lightly built and lacking in the engineering department. Your corre

spondent mentions the White car, in my opinion the best ever before

the public. I had practical experience with the 10-h.p. car, and I can

conscientiously say that it gave me no more trouble than a petrol car,

whilst for its rated jiower it could beat a greater powered petrol vehicle.

Sweet running and a magnificent hill climber, it stood up well. I should

think an up-to-date White car would be a tip-top vehicle.-~Yours truly

> W. 0. s.

PETROL IN MANCHESTER . '. .... , ,

To thi Editob or" The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—I read with much interest a letter from Mr. Whittaker, of

Weigel Motors, Ltd., in regard to some local motor spirit which he

got in a garage in Manchester. 1 fully agree with what Mr. Whit- .

taker says, as I had the same experience as he had. I purchased

the spirit in a garage iu Manchester, about six or seven weeks ago,
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as I wu told, that they had nothing else in stock, with much mis

giving, as I had never heard of the same.

I started home fiom Manchester on my 40-h.p. Pilain and arrived

in London after very much trouble ; this local spirit having entirely

upset the carburation of my car. It took me just about one week

to get rid of the evil effects, as I had nearly to pull the engine to

pieces in order to get it out.

The valves were all coated with a thick hard deposit and all the

pipes were more or less choked up, therefore I think that the public

ought to he warned against a spirit that has such an effect, and I

think that Mr. Whittaker has performed a public service in calling

attention to the matter.—Yours truly,

E. D. Heinemann.

THE USE OF FRENCH CHALK IN TYRES.

To th» Editob of Tht Motor. Car Journal.

Sir,—I should be glad to hear the opinions of readers of the

M.C.J, on French ehalk in motor tyres. The question I wish to

ask is, does it prolong the* life of a tyre, say, of a 10-h.p. car? My

idea is to pat this into the tyre to help to get the tube into place to

make it slip better and prevent nipping, not to prolong the wearing

capabilities of a tyre. Of course, it will prevent chafing, but other

than this will it make a tyre wear any longer ?—Yours truly,

G. W.W.

 

The above illustration depicts the new car the Daimler Company have

jut supplied to Xing Edward, making His Majesty's ninth Daimler.

The vehicle li i 101 ft. wheelbase landanlet, painted In the Royal colours,
lake with black mouldings and lined vermilion. The outside fittings are brass,
and the Interior ones silver. The upholstery is in dark blue Cape goat hide,
and the car I* provided with a full complement of accessories, such as table,
clock, barometer, speaking tube, electric light, Ac. A feature of the car is
the doors, which are fitted with special hinges made by the Daimler Company,
which throw the doors back so that when open the Inside surface of the door

Is level with the post, and not In front as Is usual.

THE TRANSMISSION QUESTION—LIVE AXLE v

CHAINS.

To tan Editob or Tht Motor -Cit Journal.

Sik,—I take it tli.it it may be taken as an hypothesis that: 1.

Manufacturers build such type of cars as they think will sell, that is, as

the public are likely to want and consequently buy ; and, 2, the public

want a oar that is ideal, cheap, simple, always goes and never gets out

r»f order. Does a chain drive fulfil these two requirements more than a

live axle ? If this is so, then the chain drive is an easy winner ; hut is

it ? More chain-driven cars than live axle ones should be on the market

it it were so, but enquiry 'proves the contrary ; more chain-driven cars

should break down than those of the other transmission type, but once

more the reply is in the negative.

Truly Churchill says :

" When fiction rises pleasing to the eye.

Men will believe, because they love the lie ;

But truth herself, if clouded with a frown,

Must have some solemn proofs to pass her down."

In the live axle, chains are not needed ; a countershaft is conspicuous

by its absence, and the transmission is direct by bevel on to the differ

ential sleeve of the axle, to the ends of which the road wheels are keyed.

This is certainly easier to make, and what is of course important to the

makers, much cheaper, but—and it is always the but—the live axle is

heavier than the dead one, therefore more weight on the tyres, and,

what is more, more unsprung weight, which means more liability of

shock to the bevels and also greater wear of tyres. We will take it

that at the motor manufactory, as a result of great care and inspection,

the bevels mesh perfectly, so that there is no undue strain, no possibility

of " bottoming." There is, however, an enormous side thrust on the big

bevel, which Is taken up by a bearing with collars or balls ; this

bearing, as a result of wear, after a time allows of play, and bevel teeth

may tear out, shafts break, all troubles which are beyond roadside

treatment.

The transmission by a propeller shaft must be rigid ; with a chain

a slight error in alignment does not matter, and this seems to be so great

an advantage that the abandonment of a flexible transmission is to me

incomprehensible. Chains are so easily adjusted and replaced, not so

bevels and fixed shafts. Still the public seem to be devoted to the live

axle, and hence, I presume, the large quantity on the market. It is

true, that chains are greasy, messy things to handle, but, if a greasy

coat is not objected to, anyone can adjust them or put a new one on ; but,

from experience, I can say that to take down a live axle and bolt on a

new big bevel on to the differential sleeve is a worrying, unpleasant

job.—Yours truly,

T. W. H.

ROAD SIGNS.

To m Editob or The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—It has been ray misfortune to find myself on most impossible

hills—hills that not hing would induce me to attempt. Being, as a rule,

however, half-way up before realising their severity, there has been

nothing for it but to continue. I would respectfully suggest that a

warning board be placed at the bottom of such hills, thus :—

DANGEKOUS HILL.

Steepest portion

1 in — ?

I am sure there are others who have found themselves in the same pre

dicament and would be griteful for such warning. The two worst ascents

I have in my mind are the Peak at Sidmouth and one ending at Bala, in

Wales. These hills could, and certainly would, have been avoided by me

had I had an idea of what I was about to undertake.—Yours truly,

Peter Yates.

LOCAL AUTHORITIES AND STEAM WAGON AXLE

WEIGHTS.

To thk Editob or The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—May I, through the medium of your paper, bring to the

notice of such readers as are, or propose, using steam wagons, the

attitude of our local authorities here in Bristol ? They are insisting,

to the letter, upon the observance of the law as set forth in the Heavy

Motor Car Act, and, as I believe this action will soon become general,

it behoves users of motor-wagons to be most careful, especially regard

ing loads carried. Very few wagons indeed will carry their advertised

load without exceeding the legal axle weights, i.e., 8 tons rear,

4 tons front, and every buyer of a wagon should insist that the maker

place the full load on th# platform, and with water in tank, fuel in

bunkers, weigh on a public machine. The penalty for excessive axle

weights is £10, and this promises to afford a revenue equal to that at

present derived from users of pleasure cars exceeding the speed limit.—

Yours truly,

Bristolian,

THE SUP OF THE CLUTCH.

To ths Editob or The Motor-far Journal.

Sir,—There is a line of Stilllngfleet which, though automobiles did

not exist in his time, still is most applicable, especially to the slip of a

leather-faced clutch. It runs :—

" No part of conduct asks for skill more nice."

The tyre people tell you to slip your clutch over bad roads, it prolongs

i he life of the tyre ; they omit the effect of this practice on the clutch

itself. A burnt leather is hard and is fierce, and, what is more dangerous,

castor oil is very good for leather and in moderation for clutches,

hut it is not much use applying the oil to charcoal, it cannot soften it.

In going down a hill it is safer to leave the clutch in, with, say, the

second gear in inch, the engine then acts as a brake ; if the throttle is

closed the clutch cannot get hurt and the brakes are saved for another

day. The same applies for traffic and turning a corner ; employ the

throttle, it is much better. I met a man in Norfolk recently who

thought so. In taking corners, he was the personification of careful

ness ; he always slipped his clutch, but did it once too often. At our

encounter he was on his way to Stalham with a single horse in front of

the car ; there were, as well, ten useless non-four-legged ones under the

bonnet, but they could not be brought to exercise their power on the

wheels. He carefully took a corner with the clutch out and then let it

in once more ; there was a little noise and the automobile remained at

rest. He slipped back to the second speed, the result was the same—

then the four-legged horse. I pitied that man ; I saw him again at the

garage at Stalham. His gear-box was down, and the diagnosis of his

car's breakdown was revealed. The bolts holding the big bevel to the

diffeiential sleeve on his countershaft had all sheared off, but the teeth
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of both bevels were intact ; as a result of the six bolts shearing off, the

big bevel fell right away from the small one, thus saving the Veth. He

had better luck than he deserved. He was a bigger man than myself, so

I did not like to preach him a sermon about letting in the clutch with

care ; besides, he was too busy burring over the new bolts to listen. I

feared, too, his quoting :—

"If things go wrong, each fool presumes t' advise,

And if most happy, thinks himself most wise ;

All wretchedly deplore the present state ;

And that advice seems best which comes too late."

This gentleman's trouble—I think it took him five hours to get his

machine on the road again—will be, I trust, an excuse for this letter,

the moral of which is " Do not slip the clutch and let it in with care."—

Years truly,

H.

WHY MOTOES LOSE POWEE.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—Does not "Old Hand " in his letter of the 28th nit. omit

ratherjjan important point in his analysis of the causes for motors losing

power?

I quite agree with the causes he suggests—lack of compression, bad

carburation, and faulty ignition ; but what about valve timing ? It is

my experience that after an engine has run for some months the

distance between the valve stem and the tappet is almost certain to

have increased, causing the valve to open the fraction of an inch too

.'ate and close too soon. This means that the engine in one operation

loses a fraction ef its power, which probably is almost infinitesimal, but

which, when it is remembered that the operations are taking place at

becomes incandescent and readily fires the charge before the fixed time

of ignition. As the exhaust valve also appears to get very hot, it

would be very advisable to see that the water jacket around the same is

quite clear.]

THE HOTEL QUESTION.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—Your reference in Comments to the way in which the average

hotel proprietor regards the motorist is none too strong. There are manyof

these folks who should he pillorised, but I suppose editors do net want

libel cases. But by way of support to your contention I would offer the

following instance from the " Manchester Daily Despatch " showing how

the motorist is " rooked " by some hotel proprietors as compared with

other travellers. Two friends, one a motorist the other a cyclist, put up

together at a hotel in the Lake district. They dined together at the

same table, partook of the same fare, received equal attention, and

occupied similar bedrooms. But the accounts varied as follows :—

Motorist. s. d.

Dinner 3 6

Breakfast 2 6

Attendance 1 6

Garage 1 6

Bed 3 6

Cyclist. s. d.

Dinner ... ... ... 2 0

Breakfast 2 0

Attendance nil

Garage nil

Bed 3 0

Total 12 6 Total... 7 6

When the motorist protested be was merely told that he was only

charged the usual motorist's tariff.—Yours truly,

A Motorist on Tour.

 

Motoring in Brazil.

The Wolseley Motor Company have recently established a branch at Rio de Janeiro, and already the Slddeley can have become very popular in the
country. The above illustrations depict a 10-12-h.p. Slddeley in the mountains. On the lett the car is seen descending from the Bamboos after taking
five people up, this being the stiffest gradient in the district. On the right is seen the Boulders Gavra, where the road p

formed by rocks fallen from 1,000 ft. above.

. passes under the natnral arch

the rate perhaps of 15 per sec. or 900 per min., contributes very materi

ally to the inefficient running of a car.

I do aot think this point should be omitted f rem "Old Hand's"

list of canst- s far motors losing power, as during the time I have been

motoring I bave always found it to be a point of the very greatest

importance.—Yours truly,

Geo. Sherrin.

AN ENGINE QUERY.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir.—I have a 6J-h.p. single-cylinder car which continues to fire

after current has b-en switched off. I also get premature ignition on

the road and knocking on the slightest rise of a hill. The water circu

lation is good, the water never boiling. The timing of the engine is

correct, the exhaust closing at top of stroke. I have tried advancing,

also retarding the ignition a tooth or two, without result ; it appears, on

taking out the inlet valve, that the top of the exhaust valve gets red hot,

i t being of a slightly reddish colour. The silencer is clear, also the

exbaust pipe, and there is no back pressure. The compression of the

engine is good. After running a few miles the engine will sometimes

stop after gradually getting weaker. If you or some of your many

readers can assist I should be very grateful.—Yours truly;

F. MlLLBR.

[The trouble experienced by our correspondent seems to be one with

which many motorists are troubled. The premature firing is without

doubt due to the carbon deposit in the cylinder head, which accumulates

to a very great degree, if not periodically cleaned out. This deposit is

formed by the lubricating oil becoming burnt -rnd forming a scale in the

•cylinder head, which, after the engine has been running for a short time,

• ' We have an inquiry for the name and address of the makers ef the

" Pegasus " non-skid band.

Messrs. C. A. Vandervell and Co. inform us that a firm are

advertising C. A.V. accumulators at a very low price. They have

never supplied the firm in question with any goods whatever, and it is

" obvious that the goods are to all intents and purposes second-ha nd, and

cannot carry our usual guarantee."

Racing Challenges.—We have received a long letter from Mr.

Huntley Walker in reference to a race between Napier and Darraoq cars,

in which he states :— ' I am anxious to end this lengthy correipon lence

between Mr. Eige and myself, and I make him tie following very

clear challenge which cannot bs misunderstood :—lam willing to race

Mr. Edge for one mile and for 500 miles for a stake of £5,00 » in each

race. The one mile race I am quite agreeable to run at Brsoklaads

on Saturday next, the only point t!iat I want to make clear being

that it must be a race pure and simple and not complicated in any

way with conditions, the fastest oar to ba the winner. If Mr. Edge is

willing to allow the mile race to taka place at Salon, in France,

where it is possible to get a straight tw» mil-ra, instead of the Brook-

lands track, and agree to the race being two miles instead of one, I am

willing to give him a start of one hundred yards. Ia regard to the

500 mile race there is a very simple met ho 1 of settling this also.

Mr Edge has stated that he is goinsj to eater three oars in the next

year's French Grand Prix, therefore I am quite willing to take the

three Darracq cars which will be entered in the same race agiinst

Mr. Edge for a stake of £5 00J on each side. There is therefore no

necessity to arrange a special race, let our contest form part of the

big race."

Messrs. Hancock, Wright and Co. have a motor garage at

23, Orrille Street, High Street, Battersea, S. W.
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CLUBS AND ASSOCIATIONS.

MANCHESTER MOTOR.

The concluding competition of the Manchester Motor Club took the

fin in of a speed judgment test for all types of motor-cais and cycles.

Entries weie leceived at the starting point, Hoo Gieen, near Knntsford,

and a distance of nine miles was traversed in the diiection of Lower

teover. A given speed -was announced to each of the seventeen starters,

and the prizes awarded to those covering the distance at the nearest

given speed. The winning car, a 30-h.p. Beeston Humber, owned by

Mr. T. Garner, was driven by Mis. Hudson. At the conclusion of the

speed test upwards of forty members sat down to tea at the Warren-

de-Tabley Anus.

During the winter unofficial xurs will be held at the week ends,

and monthly concerts will be held at the Albion, headquarters of the

club.

LINCOLNSHIRE.

There was a gathering of motorists at Kevesby (a pleasant Lin-

cohishiie retort), on Thun>3ay last week, on the occasion of the last

meet of the Lincolr skire A.C. Bevesby is noteworthy fur it* picturesque

inn and for the Abbey, where the Hob. Mis. Stanhope has tome of the

loveliest gardens in the whole country, and which were thrown open to

the members, as was the deer park, t lie fernery, and other enchanting

places. The meet proper was at the inn, and quite a large number took

tea there afterwards. We understand that it has been decided to hold

a great meet at Bevesby next June or in early July.

At a special meeting of the Lincolnshire A.C. the complaints as to

the speed of cais on the North Boad were contidered and action dis-

COMPANY NEWS.

—♦—

Sedan Auto-cab Syndic ate.—£10,000 (£1). To adopt an'agree

ment between W. T. Skelding and Company, Ltd., and N. C. Gilbert for

the acquisition of the Burnt Tree Engineering Works and the interest

of the said company in patents (1) for an invention of T. Parker for

improvements in motor-cars and (2) for an invention of L. Wirtz for

improvements in variable and reversible gear, &c. 51, Lichfield Street,

Wolverhampton.

Zenith Motors.—£4,000. To take over the business of m otor and

cycle manufacturers, Sec, carried on by Messrs. W. M. Wood and W. B.

Johnson at 101a, Stroud Green Boad, N., as the Zenith Motor

Engineering Company. First directors : Messrs. W. G. Bower (chair

man and managing director), W. J. Tooley, and W. M. Wood.

St. Albans and Luton Motor Company.—£5,000. To acquire

the business carried on by Messrs. F. A. Giffen, B. G. Byers, A. C.

Tilley and F. H. Giffen at London Boad, St . Albans, and at Bedford Boad.

Luton, as Tilley, Giffen and Co., and to enter into an agreement with

Messrs. A. C. Tilley and F. H. Giffen. No initial public issue. Signa

tories to appoint, first directors. 200 share 1 . As fixed by company.

London Boad, St. Albans.

Lowe and Wood.—£5,000. To takeover the businessof dealers in

motor-cars, tyres, and accessories carried on by Mr. C. L. Lowe at 77,

Broad Street, Birmingham, as Lowe and Wood. No initial public

issue. Begistered without articles.

Wasp Cars.—£3,000. As title. Agreement with J. W. White.

Minimum cash subscription, 10 per cent, of shares offered to public.

Stepney Spare Motor Wheel, Ltd.— The first annual meeting

of the Stepney Spare Motor Wheel, Ltd., was held on Friday of last week

at the Midland Grand Hotel, J. on. Ion. Mr. W. B. Jessop, chairman of

the company, presided, and referred to the points of the balance-sheet,

 

The Meet of trie Lincolnshire

cussed. Letters were received from prominent authorities in the county

cordially approving of the action of the L.A.C. committee, and com

plimenting them on the improved conditions. The police have been

instructed to act, and rigorous action is to be taken. The letters sent

out to the M. C.J. and other papers by the Lincolnshire A.C. have, it is

said, already borne fruit.

WEST ESSEX AUTOMOBILE CLUB.

■ The competitions sub-committee announce that the result of the

speed judging competition held on the 5th inst. wa« as follows:—1st,

I. C. Brown, 3i-h.p. Brown : 2nd, A. E. Dendy, 3J-h.p. Centaur; 3rd,

C. D. Makepeace, 7-h.p. Phoenix Quadcar.

Mr. Makepeace is the winner of the club aggregate prize for best

average throughout the season. He secured 49 points, Messrs. Bald

win and Brown being a tie for second place with 47 points each.

At a meeting of motor-cyclists held at the Grand Central Hotel,

Leeds, a new organisation, to be known as the "York County Motor

Cycle Club," has lieen formed.

A NEW patent change-speed gear for motor-cars is being introduced

by Messrs. Mero, Ltd., Benton Street, Sheffield.

We are informed that Mr. W. E. B. Schreiber is no longer connected

with Messrs. Perry, Thornton and Schreiber, Ltd., and that the control

of Ford cars for the British Isles is now in the hands of Mr. P. L. D.

l'erry and Mr. B. M. Thornton, who are the sole directors and share

holders in the company.

Automobile Club at Eeveabj.

which was summarised on patre 083 of our la«t issue. He mentioned the

formation of the German company and also the oiler of an option for the

purchase of the American patent rights by an American company. The

adoption of the report was seconded by Mr. B. L. Wood, woo spoke of

the progress made at the German braneh and the possible development

of business in the United States. The motion was then carried unani

mously, a vote of thanks to the chairman closing the proceedings.

CLAIM AQAINST MOTORIST.

William Knott, of Ford, brought an action against Henry Frank

lin, motor-car proprietor, Shrewsbury, in the Shrewsbury County

Court, to recover £20 damages for the loss of a greyhound dog alleged

to have been killed as a result of the negligent driving of a motor-car

by defendant's son. On May 22nd the plaintiff was driving home from

Shrewsbury, and his case was that the greyhound was running along

side his horse when the car came along at a high rate of speed, with

out soundiog horn or bell, and ran over the dog, the animal dying im

mediately. The defendant and his witness contended that the grey

hound ran in front of the car when it was travelling at a spend of twelve

to fifteen miles an hour, and that the accident was unavoidable. His

Honour said he did not consider negligence had been proved, and there-

would be judgment for the defendant.

■wecec— ■

Messrs. Bateman and Son have opened premises at 18, Western.

Broadway, King's Street. Hamnv rsmith, where they are giving daily

demonstrations on the H.F. ear rulcanizer.
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RACING AT BROOKLANDS.

The concluding meeting for the present season of the Brooklands

Automobile) Racing Club on Saturday proved a great advance on any

that have preceded it. Evidently the officials have wifely read the

papers and profited by the many hints 'and suggestions thrown out by

practical observers of the sport. The members' enclosure was nicely

patronised so far as motor-cars are concerned, and the paddock was well

tilled with members of the B.A.R.C. The enclosures open to the public,

however, never seemed to contain a great crowd, and general interest

in the events only approached enthusiasm at one point during the after-

nooD, viz., in connection with the private stakes, when the contest

between Lientenant-Colonel Carleton-Smith's Napier and Captain

Howell's Iris proved an exciting event. The official attendance was

given at 7,000.

The new arrangements for supplying petrol to the cars just out

side the paddock assisted the officials to start each race punctually ;

in fact, on one or two occasions it seemed as though they too were

racing against time. The result was th»t between 2 o clock and

4.30 p.m. the six events had been decided, and many of the public were at

the railway station for home. Altogether the butinesslike proceedings

were to the advantage of the track, as likely to secure public

approval.

As we announced in our issue of the 5th inst., new regulations

for drivers were contemplated by the management with the view of

diminishing the risk of collision to a negligible amount. These were

enforced on Saturday ; brakes had to be applied and power shut off

immediately the finishing line of small flags suspended across the track

was passed. Drivers were then instructed to reduce speed to between

-♦-

In good time the second 26-h. p. Rack was run. This was for cars

of a cylinder dimension of 64 or under and brought forth six competitors.

The distance was 21 miles, and Mr. O. Clipper's 25'6-h.p. Metallurgique

and Mr. E.J. C.Roberts's 25'6-h.p. Arrol -Johnston made the running early,

but were overhauled by the Napier with the result :—Mr. S. F. Edge's

25'6-h.p. Napier (F. Xewton), 1 ; Mr. O. Cupper's 25'6-h.p. Metallur

gique (Owner), 2; Mr. J. S. Napier's 25'6-h.p. Arrol-Johnston (E. J.

C. Roberts), 3. Also ran : Mr. H. E. Hall's 25'6-h.p. Germain (Owner) ;

Mr. H. G. Nicholson's 25'6-h.p. Britannia (G. V. Fowler) ; and Mr. W.

Phillips's 25'6-h.p. Coventry Humber CSV. G. Tuck). The Humber made

a good start, but the race was really between the Metallurgique and

the Napier, the former securing the victory by ten yards at an average

speed of 551 miles per hour.

The Octoiiek Handicap Sweepstakes was over a distance of

~>i miles, and was for motor-cars with a cylinder dimension of 150 or over.

There were three runrers, the result being as follows :—Mr. F. R.

Fry's 7'59-h.p. Mercedes, 789 yds. (U. Resta), 1 ; Mr. S. F. Edge's

60-h.p. Napier, 1,178 yds. (C. W. Smith) 2 ; Lt.-Col. C. D. Carleton-

Smith's 60-h.p. Napier, 1,287 yds. (C. A. Glentworth), 3. This race was

never in doubt—save, of course, for the possibilty of mishap to the

leader—and Resta won very easily at a speed of 8SJ miles per hour.

Glentworth was second in the first lap but his engine was missing badly

and he was passed by the other Napier in the race.

Half the meeting was thus over and the organisation had fully

justified itself. There was considerable interest in the Second

60-h.p. Race, for cars with engines of a cylinder dimension

of 150'1 or uu.ier. The bookmakers were particularly vehement

 

Racing at Broojtlands.—The Scene in the Paddock.

twenty and thirty miles an hour prior to reaching the bend connecting

the finishing straight with the mam track. On the concrete was painted

a broad black line, curving into the main course and forming a '* limit

line," which was not to be crossed. After making the left hand turn

into the main track speed had to be further reduced until beyond the

the subway tunnel the "stopping line" was reached. No car was

allowed to stop until that point was arrived at. After passing the

stopping line drivers turned in at the gate marked G on the plan shown

•on page 721, avoiding crossing the "limit line" in so doing. The way

was then made to the paddock. These new regulations answered

admirably, and will doubtless be repeated next season.

The first event was a Medium Handicap Sweepstake over a

distance of five miles for cars with engines the cylinder dimensions of

-which were 104 to 122. Of the nine entrants all faced the starter with

the exception of Mr. C. Hobson, who had enteied the 1905 Cordon

Bennett Brasier. The result was : Mr. O. Cupper's 48'3-h.p. Metallur

gique, 269 yds. start (Owner), 1 ; Mr. A. Goldsehmidt's48'6 Pipe, 74 yds.

•(Owner), 2 ; Mr. A. Huntley Walker's 41-9 Darracq, 925 yds. (Owner), 3.

There also ran : Mr. F. S. Edge's 41-9 Napier, 432 yds. (H. C. Tryon) ;

Mr. E. W. lewis's 48 6 Deasy, 585 vds. (Owner) ; Mr. E. de Wilton's

45-7 Ariel, 644 yds. (Owner) ; Capt. W. E. I). Owen's 44-4 Junior, 718

yds. (Owner) ; and Mr. H. P. MacConnell's 419 Rapid, 1,120 yds.

(Owner.) After Mr. Huntley Walker passed the Rapid interest centred

in the performances of the two Belgian cars, which steadily went to the

front, Mr. O. Cupper's Metallurgique giving a very good snowing at an

average speed of 61J miles per hour, and 30 yds. in front of the second.

on the event and in the public enclosure even became

enthusiastic. In the paddock the solitary bookmaker was busv

also. For this race there were live starters, the result being : Mr. S. F.

Edge's 49'9-h.p. Napier (F. Newton), 1 ; Mr. O. Cupper's 48'3-h.p.

Metallurgique (Owner), 2 ; Mr. S. F. Edge's 60-h.p. Napier (F. Draper),

3. Also ran : Mr. G. Knowles's 60-h.p. Iris (A. Cliftbrd-Earp), and Mr.

E. de Wilton's 57'6-h.p. Ariel (Owner). The Iris was unfortunate at

the beginning, and a fierce clutch seriously disturbed A. Clifford-Earp,

until towards the end of the course of 3} miles, when it was too late to

get a place. The Metallurgique made a good showing, but ultimately

the 49'9-h.p. Napier overhauled the others, and won at an average speed

of 77 i miles an hour.

The next event was the best race of the day. It was a Private

Stakes over a distance of 54. miles and resulted in a very hotly contested

struggle, the issue of which was a matter of considerable doubt to the

public, who watched the ding-dong running of the Napier and Iris with

delight and actually raised a bit of a cheer when it was finished. The

keen struggle between the two leaders rather overshadowed Mr. Raymond

Dennis, who stuck well to the race to the end, his plucky endeavour

proving his racing capabilities, while his car was travelling but slightly

slower than the winner. Tryon got away very smartly and was a few

feet ahead before many yards had been travelled. Then the cars were

almost side by side as they entered the straight. At one point it

seemed as though the Iris might be first under the flags, but eventually

the Napier won by less than a length of the car at a speed of seventy-

three miles per hour.
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The last race of the day was the longest on the programme. This
■was the Second 90-H.r. Power Eace of twenty-one miles, for cars with

engines of a cylinder capacity of 225-1 or under. This produced a

field of three, tut, apart from the high speed of the winner—92i miles per

hour—the event was a procession. Resta steadily increased his lead

over the Fiat, which was followed by Mr. Guy Lewin's Hotchkiss,

which was missing in one cylinder until towards the end of the event,

when the driver of the Fiat, instead of taking the straight, made for

the outer circuit, where he was pulled up by the waving of flags.

The summarised results of the meeting give two wins to the

75-9 Mercedes, one to the 48'3-h.p. Metallurgique, the remainder falling

to the Napier stable, one of whose cars, that entered in the second 26-h.p.

race,was notable because of the removal of the two front cylinders of a

six-cylinder engine in order to bring it within the rating formula of

the B.A.C. The Metallurgique firm also took two second places.

Four of the winners were fitted with Dunlop tyres and two with

Continentals, while four of (he events were won on " Shell " motor

spirit.

In accordance with the usual practice, a number of the cars which

competed in the races were officially measured. The following is a list

of such cars, with the official measurements :—Mr. O. Cupper's 48-3-h.p.

Metallurgique, engine No. 888, bore 5*49 in. ; Capt. G. LI. Hinds

Howell's 40-h.p. Iris, engine No. 130, bore 4 998 in. : Mr.S. F. Edge's

60-h.p. Napier, engine Iso. 3327. bore 4-999 in..; Mr. S. F. Edge's

49-9-h.p. Napier, engine No. 3328; bore 4-563 in. (The h.p. given is

according to R.A.C. rating).

Official samples of the petrol used by various competitors were

also taken ; these will be submitted to chemical analysis, and the

results published at a later date.

• SUBWAI

MEMBERS

BRIDGE
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Sketch plan of th« sew wiy the C< arreting Cars return to the Paddock

at Brooklandi.

At the Surrey Quarter Sessions, on Tuesday, the General Purposes

Committee reported as to the public right-of-way across the motor track

at Brooklands. On the advice of the clerk the court had refused to

enrol the certificate for the diversion of the public highway in question.

Their refusal was made the subject of an ex parte application to the

Divisional Court by Mr. Locke King, when a rule nisi was granted order

ing the Justices of Surrey to show cause why a writ of mandamus should

not issue, directed to| tbem, commanding them to direct the Clerk of

the Peace to enrol the above-mentioned certificate. The committee

stated on Tuesday that instructions had been given to show cause against

the rule being made absolute.

A rumour has been current to the effect that, owing to the alleged

over-production of automobiles in America, a huge quantity of cars is

being sent from one of the largest American factories to England for

sale by auction. Mr. P. L. D. Perry, the representative for Great Britain

of Ford cars, has just returned from the L'nited States, where he made the

fullest enquiries as to the report. Tbe result of his enquiries is that

everything would point to the fact that the rumour is entirely baseless ; no

firm in America have any such number of cars in stock as are

rumoured to be coming over here, and no shipping arrangements have

been made for sending even the smallest quantity except through

various agents in the ordinary course of business. As the Ford car has

been specifically mentioned in connection with the aforesaid rumour,

Mr. terry asks us to give an emphatic denial to the report so far as

these vehicles are concerned.

'CASES UNDER THE MOTOR CAR ACT.

A Triple Offence.

At Stroud Petty Sessions, Albert Hutchings, motor-car driver, of

Gloucester, has been summoned for fraudulently using a mark for

identifying a motor-car of which he was driver, for having used the car

without the same being registered, and for driving the car at a speed

dangerous to the public. Mr. A. Lionel Lane, of Gloucester, appeared

for the defence and pleaded guilty to all the charges Defendant look

the car, which had been left at the garage in exchange for another,

and transferred some identification plates from another car to it. The

total penalty for the three offences was £16 Is. inclusive.

Heavy Hauls.

Twenty-four motor-car cases were down for hearing at the last sit

ting of the West Riding Court at Doncaster. At Menai Bridge, on the

Tt It, four motorists were fined. Five chauffeurs have been convicted at

Perth for exceeding the legal limit on various roads in Perthshire. Six

motorists have been fined at St. Albans. £40 has been obtained at one

sitting in fines on motorists at Norton, Yorkshire. At Alnwick, on

Saturday, several motorists were fined for excessive driving. Four

motorists have been fined £10 and costs at Epsom. £5 is now the usual

fine in motor cases at Coventry. A batch of cases against motorists,

resulted in fines aggregating £20 at Retford on Tuesday.

Dangerous Speed.

H. T. Rowlings was summoned at Brighton for driving a motor- oar

at a dangerous speed on the King's Road on September 29th. He

pleaded guilty. The Chief Constable informed the Bench that on the

Sunday in question defendant was driving westwards along the Front

at the rate of seventeen or eighteen miles an hour. He (Mr. Gentle) did'

not represent this as a bad case, and intimated that defendant bad been

driving for about two years without prevous complaint. A fine of 40s.

and costs was imposed.

Taking Friends for a Drive.

G. T. Shnrey, of the King Edward VII. Sanatorium, was sum

moned at the Midhurst Petty Sessions for driving the sanatorium motor-

brake at a greater speed than twenty miles an hour, at Cocking Cause

way, on^September 22nd. He pleaded guilty, but said the offence was

unintentional. P.s. Avis said that besides the defendant there were

fourteen people in the car. A fine of £10, and costs, 9s., was imposed.

The defendant said he would not be able to pay it.

The Chairman : That's nothing to do with us. You had better

make arrangements with your employers. The alternative is tw»

months' imprisonment. No doubt those people (servants at the Sana

torium) who were riding in the car can afford to pay for the pleasure.

He was allowed a fortnight in which to pay.

Motorist Proves an Alibi.

An unusual case, involving the identity of a motorist, was investi

gated by the Kingston Bench, when Henry Gwatkin, chauffeur, of Barnes,

was summoned for driving a motor-car to the danger of the public at

High Street, Esher, on September 28th.

P.s. Stringer said that at night on the date in question he saw a

motor-car approaching at a speed of thirty-five miles an hour. He turned

the light on the car and called upon the driver to stop, but he took no

notice. As the car passed the witness he saw distinctly that the

number was LN2.031.
The Defendant : You have made a mistake. I was in Esher in the

morning, but not at night, and can prove it. My car was in the garage

at Barnes at the time you say you saw it at Esher. My number is-

LN2.031.
P.c. Mattbewn said he also saw distinctly that the number was

LN2.031. He made a note of it at the time.

The defendant repeated that he was not in Esher on the evening of

September 28th, and the manager of a garage in Barnes said the defend

ant went out with the car on tbe morning of September 28tb, and brought

it back at half-past seven o'clock in the evening. Ic was not taken out

again that evening.

The Bench dismissed the summons.

A Warrant Issued.

Brought up on a warrant before Mr. C. R. Kemp, at Lewes Police

Court, on Saturday, for failing to answer a summons for driving a

motor-car at twenty-eight miles an hour at the Berwick cross-roads on

August 5th, Frederick Ingram, of Blackpool, was remanded till

Monday. He inquired if it meant that he would be locked up again.

Mr. Kemp : Yes, I have no power to grant bail. Prisoner : I -wrote

a letter answering the summons and I thought the distance would be

taken into consideration. Mr. Kemp: You have given the police a

great deal of trouble. On Monday defendant was fined £3 and 9s.

costs for exceeding the speed limit, and £2 and 6s. costs for failing

to produce his licence.

The Ariel Motors (19015), Ltd., have issned a photograph of the

certificate gained by the 28-38-h.p. Ariel-Simplex car in the Irish

Reliability Trials. The same ear also secured a gold medal in the

Scottish Trial with 995 4 marks out of a possible 1,000, and the fastest

time in its class in all hill-climbs.
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THE COMMERCIAL VEHICLE TRIALS,

The extensive trial of commercial motor vehicle*, which had been

in operation for five weeks, was concluded on Saturday, when fifty of the

fifty-six vehicles which started reached the Vanguard depot, at Dalston,

London, N. At that depot the judges have, this week, examined the

engines, steering gears, gear boxes, clutches, differential gears, chains,

and wheels. The concluding stage of the trial, on Saturday, was froin

Baldock to London, the routes taken by the different classes varying

from 34 miles for the heaviest vehicles to 71 for the lightest. All of

the vehicles had mechanical non-stop runs except the 10-12-h.p. Darrax]

delivery van, which had to have the carburettor cleaned, and lost 71

min., the Thames canvas covered delivery van, which had to have a

new petrol pipe fitted, and lost 92 min., the Churchill two-ton lorry,

which had trouble with its differential gear and lost 219 min., and the

Milnes-Daimler tip wagon, which lost 8 min.

During the tour the vehicles in Class A have covered about 1,540

miles, those in Class B 1,320 miles, those in Class C about l,210miles, those

in Class D about 1,100 miles, those in Class K about 880 miles, and

those in Classes F and H about 660 miles. The actual Tunning days

numbered twenty-two. The following vehicles lost no time, either in

depot repairs, mechanical or other read troubles:—Lucre one-ton box

-van, Halley 30 cwt. van, Thornycroft 30 cwt. van, Hall foul two-ton lorry,

Siddeley two-ton canvas tilt wagon, Straker-Squire two-ton open van,

and the Thornycroft two-ton lorry with rim sides. The Mann and

Overton "Unic" van lost no time for mechanical trouble or depot

repairs, neither did the St. Pancras nor Yorkshire steam lorries.

The vehicles were very severely tested in the hilly country in the

West Country and the Pennines and on the rough cobbles of Lan

cashire and Yorkshire. It is hoped to be able to make known the

final decisions of the judges about the end of the current month.

Class D. (carrying 40 cwt.l

Halley Platform Lorry

Straker-Squire Open Van

Darracq-Serpollet Lorry

Milnes- Daimler Box van

Milnes-Daimler Lorry

Churchill Lorry

Dennis Covered Van

Churchill Lorry

Class E. (car

Milnes-Daimler Tip Wagon

Milnes-Daimler Pantechnicon

Hallford Lorry

Siddeley Tilt Wagon

Straker-Squire Open Van

Darracq-Serpollet Lorry

Wolseley Petrol Electric Lorry...

Turgau Delivery Van

De-Dion Bouton Tilt Lorry

Churchill Lorry

Maudslay Miller's Dray

Dennis Covered Van

Armstrong-Whitworth Van

Commercial Cars Lorry

Thames Lorry

Thornycroft Lorry

Broom and Wade Paraffin Wagon

Kyknield Covered Van

nil. 75 nil.

722 31 nil.

80 151 81

316 146 nil.

148 (B) ... 50 nil.

466 K 23

nil. 66 niL

86 227 nil.

ing 60 cwt.

236 93 12

310 96 niL

224(A)... nil. nil.

nil. ... nil. nil.

15(A)... nil. niL

31 17 77

548 (C) ... 223 nil.

Retired on tenth day.

3TX) 361 nil.

470 L 25

nil. 7 nil.

nil. 5 nil.

nil. 43 nil.

47 (A) ... nil. nil.

357 78 nil.

nil. nil. oil.

nil. 337 nil.

541 51 3,

 

The Commercial Motor Trials.—The Competitors preparing to leave Northampton.

i*The following is the official return (provisional) of the time lost,

-expressed in minutes, by the competing vehicles :—

Class A. (carrying 10 cwt.)

Depot Mechanical Other road

Tnrgan Parcels Delivery Van

De Dion Bouton Box Van

10-12-h.p. Darracq Delivery Van..

14-16-h.p. Darracq Delivery Van...

Thames Delivery Van

.Mann and . Overton ' Unic " Van

trouble. trouble. trouble.

Ketired on second day.

230 ... 48 nil.

530 ... 288 ... 15

l» ... E ... 62 (F)

676 ... G ... nil.

nil. ... nil. ... 78(H)

" Class B. (carrying 20 cwt.)

Milnes- Daimler Box Van Ketired on fifth day.

Straker-Squire Van „ Retired on tenth day.

Lacre Box Van 89 ... 116

Straker-Squire Covered Van ... 1239 ... I

Thames Van withi Palmer Cord Tyres 57(A)... 90

Lacre.Box Van ... ... nil. ... nil.

Class C. (carrying 30 cwt.)

Halley Van — ... nil. ... nil.

Siddeley Canvas TiltiVi n ... nil. ... 40

Siddeley Mail Van 73 ... 87

Darracq-Serpollet Van nil. .. 5

Darracq-Serpollet Lorry 120 ... 19

Dennis Covered Van nil. ... 16

Thornycroft1 Lorry nil. ... niL

nil.
*>

228

nil.

nil.

nil.

3

18

4

nil.

nil.

Milnes-Daimler Railway Lorry
_ ■ 1 T» T T

Class F. (carrying 100 cwt.)

Retired on nineteenth day.

Retired on eighteenth day.

way

Milnes-Daimler Brewers Lorry ,

Savage Steam Lorry nil. .. 4 ... 343

Straker-Squire Steam Lorry ... 97 ... 25 ... 521

St. Pancras Lorry nil nil. ... 457

Yorkshire Patent Steam Lorry ... nil. ... nil. ... 544

Dennis Open Lorry M N ... nil.

Ryknield Brewers Lorry 131 ... 98 ... nil.

Class H. (carrying 120 cwt., including trailer.)

Burrell Steam Tractor 18 ... 10 ... 200

Foster's " Wellington " Steam

Tractor 303 ... 45 ... 109

Tasker's ' Little Giant" Steam

Tractor 644 ... 468 ... 213

A tyre trouble only ; B, including 128 min. for tyre troubles ; C,

including 35 min. for tyre trouble ; D, lost more than 500 min. on the

third day ; E, lost more than 500 min. on the third and fourth days

respectively and 54 min. ; F, including 50 min. for tyre trouble ; G,

lost 621 min., irrespective of the twenty-first day, which is still under

consideration, the vehicle having completed only half the journey; H,

including 40 min. for tyre trouble ; I, lost more than 500 min. on the

fifteenth day and 873 min. ; K, lost more than 500 min. Ton the

second day and 479 min. ; L, lost more than 500 min. on the fourteeeth

day and 36 min. ; M, lost more than 500 min. on the fourteenth day ;

N, lost more than 500 min. on the fourteenth day and oil min.

A fully descriptive account of the trials appears in the " Industrial

Motor Review " for October 15th, which was published on Tuesday.
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

OCTOBER.

18th (S.).—Auto-Cycle Club's quarterly trial.

Birmingham M.C.C. ran to Aston C'antlow.

20th (Sn.).—Hill climb at Gaillon.

23rd (W.j.—Annual dinner of the South Devon A.C. at the Royal Hotel,

Plymouth.

26th (S.).—Scottish A.C.'s hill climb near Fintry,' Stirlingshire.

Motor-cycling conference at Nottingham.

30th (W.).—Annual meeting of the Marine Motor Association.

NOVEMBER. . .

llth-23rd.—Olympia Motor-Car Exhibition.

12th-30th.—Paris Motor Show.

13th (SV.).—Annual Dinner of the Motor Union at the Hotel Great Cen-

. tral, London.

22nd-30th.—Stanley Show.

30th (S.).—Annual dinner of the North London A. (J. at the Midland

Grand Hotel, London.

DECEMBER.

4fh'(W.).—Southend and District M.C. annual dinner.

5th (Th.).—Exhibition at Berlin.

7th (S.).—Annual Dinner and Presentation of Prizes in connection with

the Essex Motor Club.

18th (M.).—General Committee of the Motor Union.

21st (S.).—Opening of the Brussels Exhibition. . , .

MARCH, 1908.

21st-2Sth.—Cordingley's Motor-Car Show at the Agricultural Hall,

London.

Oct. 19th—5.58

20th—5.57

Lighting-up Times—Londoh.

... 21st—5.55 ... 23rd-5.50

... 22nd—5.53 ... 24th -5. 4S

25th—5.46

26th—5.45

MR. D. M. WEIGEL'S APPEAL.

Ox Tuesday, at the East Surrey Quarter Sessions at Lewes, Mr.

D. M. Weigel appealed against the action of the Haywards Heath

magistrates, who, in August laft, ordered him to undergo one month's

imprisonment and suspended him from holding a licence for two years,

for driving a motor-car at a speed \ dangerous to the public, and for

refusing to stop when called upon to do so.

Mr. Low, K.C., who appeared for the chief constable of East

Sussex, said that, subject to the approval of the Court, he was in

structed to make a suggestion which would have the effect of dispos

ing of the appeal. If Mr. Weigel's licence were suspended for tbe

long period named, and a month's imprisonment undergone, he would

suffer very large pecuniary loss. Counsel was instructed to submit

that the ends of justice would be met by substituting for tbe imprison

ment a fine of £50, and suspending the licence until September, 190s,

instead of for two years.

Sir Charles Mathews, on behalf of the appellant, hoped the Court

would see the justice of this course. He might say that since August,

as a resnlt of the magistrates' action, appellant's firm had suffered a loss

of something like £4,000. The Court could therefore imagine the result

if the sentence of the Hayward's Heath Bench were carried out to the

letter.

After a long consultation in private, Sir Albert Bosanquet, K.C.

(the chairman), said the Court had considered the matter, and the

majority of his colleagues were of opinion that the appeal should be

heard. On the application of Sir Charles Mathews, the appeal was ad

journed until the January Sessions at Lewes.

POLICE TRAPS.

—♦-
There is a timing arrangement in active operation in the neigh

bourhood of Warminster, between Bath and Warminster, and sometimes

between Warminster and Salisbury.

The Wigtownshire Standing Joint Committee is providing stop

watches for the police.

Police activity has lately been marked at Colwyn Bay, particularly

in the Conway road, in the direction of Abergele road.

AT the villages of Woolbeding, Trotton and Cocking police traps

have been established, leading to the Midhnrst Petty Sessions.

At Skellow, near Doncaster, the police are watchful of motorists.

Police traps have l»een established between the second and sixth

milestones on the North Dee side road, in the parish of Peterculter.

There are several motor traps on the road between Maiton and

York, including a measured quarter of a mile on a steep gradient near

the Castle Howard Reformatory.

Horraby and Kingsmoor, two village? on the main road near

Carlisle, have now their motor traps.

Skinfold has a new police trap, leading to the courthouse at

Horsham.

MOVRIL.

We are informed that the appeal case has just been decided con-

firming Messrs. Carless, Capal and Leonard's title to the trade mark

Movril for motor spirit. Nearly two years ago, Messrs. Carless, Capel

and Leonard introduced a motor spirit, to which they gave the name

of Movril, naming it after vril, ths mysterious force, which, in Lord

Lytton's novel, will enable " The Coming Race " to annihilate time and

space and to do a great many other wonderful things, and the root M),

which signifies movement, thus the whole word meaning the vital force

of the motor. Messrs. Bovril, Ltd. opposed the application to register

the word as a trade mirk on the ground that confusion would arise

between their me it essences sold as Bovril and the motor spirit called

Movril.

The appeal was hsard by tli9 registrar of trade marks in Decem

ber last, and he decided to uphold the mark provided the usa of it was

confined to motor spirit. Messrs. Bovril did not accept this- decision

and appealed to the Board of Trade, which has now confirmed Messrs.

Carless, Capel and Leonard's title to the word. ,

AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS.

Lord Aberdare was driving in a motor.-car on Saturday from

.Gloucester to South Wales, accompanied by his chauffeur, when, the car

skidded within a mile of Chepstow, and collided with a wall at the top

of the hill leading into the town. The chauffeur, who was- in, the rear

seat, received an injury to the left hand, but Lord Absrdare escaped

with a few bruises. The car was not much damaged.

On Saturday a motor-car belonging to the Helensburgh Motor

Company collided with a lamp-post at Helensburgh, with the remit

that four passengers were thrown out and injured.

PUBLIC MOTOR SERVICES.

—♦—

The cabs to b ) placed on the road by the British Cab Company

will be made by Argyll Motors, Ltd. They will -bs fitted with the

" Garantire " tyre, and the drivers will have liveries suppliad by Auto-

mobilia, Ltd.

The statement that the motor-'buses of the Birmingham and Mid

land Tramway Joint Committee have been taken off the road on account

of pressure having been brought to bear on them by the authorities is

incorrect. The rcison they have been taken off is to Buit the company's

convenience and to ba thoroughly overhauled. We may add, on the

authority of the Chief Engineer, tbe 'buses have just been re-passed by

the po'ice and licensed for a further twelve months.

- • —WBWJH

BUSINESS NEWS.

The Daimler Company have just appointed Messrs. Guthrie and

Co., Ltd., the well-known firm ot merchants, as their agents for the

Straits Settlements and Malay Peninsula.

Mr Arthur Shippey, of Messrs. Shippey Bros., 13 and 14, King

Street, Cheapside, London, EC, has recently made very great improve

ments in Rubb3rine, and hopes shortly I) place on the market for inner

tubes an improved compound of a spongy fluid nature which will have

great advantages over many puncture proof compounds, with the

additional advantage that owners of cars will be able to inject and pump

the new compound fluid into their tyres without sending their tyres up

to the makers to be filled. A private syndicate is being formed to

patent and develop Mr. Shipp9y's new improvements si as to be ready

for the market in time for the early spring trade of 1908.

The Car Supply Co., Ltd., of 34, Knightsbridge, W.,have opened

a gsxage, with private lock-ups, in Notting Hill Gate, where repairs

and vulcanising of tyres will be undertaken.

The new list of the Dunlop Pneumatic Tyre Company, Ltd., for

1908 is now being issued to the trade. Herein are illustrated the

grooved and steel-studded patterns of the Duolop tyre as well at the

solid motor tyre for commercial vehicles.

We are informed by the Fiat Motors, Ltd., that their new works

at Wembley will be in full swing in the course of a few days. At the

present tims the company's stores and machinery are being removed

from the old works at Scrubbs Lane, Willesden, into the new building,

which will be fitted with all the latest appliances. The factory is best

reached from the Sudbury and Wembley station from Kuston, and those

interested in motoring and engineering will ba welcomed by the company's

works manager.

The special car which the new Arrol-Johnston C ir Company, Ltd.,

have built for Lieut. Shackleton's Antarctic Expedition is this week on

view at the London depot of the company in Princes Street, W. The

vehicle is fitted with a 12-15-h.p. air-cooled four-cylinder engine, and

transmission by cardan sha't and bivel gear to a live axle. The exhaust

gases are utilised not only to heat the carburettor but also a foot-

warmer and a snow melter. Messrs. Stevenson and Company,, of

Glasgow, have supplied the road wheels, the front pair of which are shod

with wood tyres and are so arranged that sleighs can be readily fitted

to them. The rear wheels have also woesien tyres fitted with steel

projections to increise the traction. A complete set of wheels fitted

with Dunlop pneumatic tyres is also provided with the equipment.

The vehicle, which appears well adapted for the work it is intendei

to do, is fitted with a kind of lorry body capable of holding 16 c wt. 1 The

petrol tank capacity i* equal to about 300 miles running.
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.TJRING the recent labour disputes

at Belfast the value of the motor

vehicle was demonstrated on more

than one occasion, and now the threatened

.railway troubles have led many commercial

men to think of the utility of the automobile

for the transport of goods as well as the

conveyance of passengers. Several of the

leading furniture removers already employ

motor lorries and vans for the conveyance of household furniture

over long distances, and Mr. Walter Williams, of Plymouth,

promises "a frequent service of powerful motor-cars between

London and Plymouth daily in the event of the railway strike."

Last week Messrs. Whiteley carried out wbat is probably a

record in furniture removal by motor-van, the whole journey

of about 120 miles from Hounslow to Leicestershire being

undertaken by a motor pantechnicon. Inquiries among several

firms in the London motor trade point to tbe fact that many

leading commercial houses are already securing chassis for

adaptation to the purposes of their business.

An Official

Hint.

In our last issue we made reference to

the seasonable opportunities now pro

vided for owners of property, land, &c,

to trim hedges, and in so doing help to

secure the safety of users of the roads.

Almost simultaneously with our Com

ment the Local Government Board have issued a circular letter

to the County Councils drawing attention to the unfortunate fact

that many such bodies have not exhausted their powers of erect

ing signposts of a warning character to motorists. They rightly

point out that a more extensive use of such posts might tend to

materially diminish risks attendant upon traffic on the roads,

and suggest that great improvements might be effected by cutting

off the corners in a road. It is frequently possible for the

County Council by agreement with the owners of the property

adjoining the highway to arrange the removal of such obstruc

tions, and the L.G.B. have done well to emphasise these points

in the circular which we reproduce on another page.

♦ ♦ ♦

Some idea of the extent to which the

Brighton road is used by motorists was

gleaned on Saturday in connection with

the inquiry by the L.G.B. inspector into

the application of the East Sussex County

Council for fixing a motor speed limit of

ten miles an hour on that portion of the main road between the

Sergeant Waghorn

" Scouted."

the development of the Industrial Motor Vehicle, and afford

ing ameans ofinter-communication between users and makers

of commercial vehicles of every description. Under the

new proprietary, those features which have proved accept

able in the past will be continued, and extended, while

innovations to increase its influence with all interested in

the motor movement will be introduced.

"The Industrial Motor Review" is published at 6d. ; poet

free 84<L, on the 15th of the month. Annual subscription,

8s. post free.

thirty-third and thirty-fourth milestones from London to Brighton

in the village of Handcross. Rev. H. R. White said that the

number of cars passing through the village on Sunday afternoon

averaged 300. Then Sergeant Waghorn, of Lewes, who was

described as "the greatest authority on timing motorists in

England," referred to the working of the electrical timing

apparatus, and told how the scouts of the Automobile Associa

tion tried to thwart his trapping motorists. They shadowed

him at Lewes, and wherever he went they went. There were

500 yards of cable in connection with the timing apparatus,

and, of course, the scouts kept a sharp look out to see when a

car was stopped. But for the scouts the police would make

many more captures. Mr. Kees Jeffreys said that Handcross

had only one policeman, and he had nine miles of ground to

cover. More police should be put on on such an important road.

On this point, of course, opinions will differ, but probably the

Association will reprint Sergeant Waghorn's testimony to the

value of the scouts in economising the expenses of motoring in

their next circular. Of 163 motors and motor-cycles timed by

the sergeant at Handcross on a recent day, only ten were pro

ceeding at a pace that he thought deserved magisterial con

sideration.

♦ ♦ .♦

The Motor Union were successful last

week in winning three appeals to Quarter

Successful Sessions against magisterial decisions.

Appeal*. A very interesting appeal at Surrey

Quarter Sessions was that of Sir Henry

Norman, M.P. Summoned for driving

to the danger of the public, he was fined by the Guildford

County Magistrates, although the police admitted that there

were neither vehicles nor pedestrians on the road when Sir

Henry Norman passed over it. The police further stated that

they did not know iuto what fractions of seconds the dial of their

watch was divided. Tbe second success was in the appeal of

Mr. J. H. Armytage to the Surrey Sessions. In this case the

Godaiming justices had imposed a fine for driving to the public

danger. The speed was given as just over twenty miles an hour,

but one of the constables stated that nobody was in any danger.

The officer who held the watch admitted that the only way in which

anybody could have been in daDger was that something might

have gone wrong with the mechanism of the car. The successful

appellant at Southampton was Mr J. E. Wimshurst, a member of

the New Forest and Hampshire Union. A small boy ran into

the car, which was proceeding along High Street at about six

miles an hour. He sustained slight bruises, and was taken home

by Mr. Wimshurst. The police prosecuted upon the informa

tion of two young workmen ; the parents did not interest them

selves in the occurrence. Yet Mr. Wimshurst was fined £5 and

costs.
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Motorists have so long been familiar

with the varying attitude of the general

The Trade Press of the country towards their

Outlook. Movement that they are not likely to be

' drawn into the ditch of pessimism in which

the "lay" journalist would drag the

motor industry. According to this very luminous person the

whole business is in the nadir of despair, and the leaders of the

trade are as anxious as the Irish peasant to leave their present

location. Rumours of failures, arrangements and suspensions

are so frequently set afloat that we open our " Gazette " with an

uncomfortable feeling, and we walk along the avenues of motor

car showrooms with an air much resembling that of

Macaulay's New Zealander. If the man who knows nothing

about the subject is asked for his view of the automobile

outlook he calls to mind something he has read in his favourite

sheet, and answer* " Ichabod." In fact, this attitude of mind

has been so sedulously cultivated in some quarters of late that

the motor industry would seem to have taken the place of

agriculture as an example of national depression. We would

not be so optimistic as to suggest that everything is wholly well

with the industry, but we would raise a protest against the

wholesale pessimism of certain sections of the Press.

 

A Motoring Touring Party near the East Gate, Chester.

♦ ♦ ♦

The truth is, that, guided by the

prosperous expansion of the business

h t a 'bat followed the 1906 season, the trade
The nope of iqos. naturally looked {or a continuance of

good things. But the climatic condi

tions that prevailed in the early part

of the year militated against any such development, and as the

weather vagaries continued throughout the year the hopes of

any recovery steadily receded. Many makers have accumulated

stocks owing to the restricteddemand, which hasmade the situation

embarrassing in many ways. In many countries of the Continent

a corresponding tendency has been noted, adding to the general

perplexity of the situation. These facts have been magnified

and greatly exaggerated, to the disadvantage of the industry,

and, if continuedwithout some such note of warning as we are

uttering being given, are likely to cause a withdrawal of capital

that will still further complicate the position. Of course business

is quiet now, and those who frequent the exhibition next month

are not likely to do much to infuse a more cheerful hue to the

outlook. This is a waiting period, but the feeling of slackness

must not degenerate into despair. Two Euch unseasonable years as

1907 rarely come together, and, given anything like fair weather

conditions next spring, the Agricultural Hall Exhibition will, as

in former years, inaugurate the selling season in a way that will

dispel many of the clouds now undoubtedly hovering about the

trade—shading its prospects, perhaps, but not entirely sub

merging its future prosperity.

♦ ♦ ♦

Irrational persons are so fond of

writing to the papers with regard to the

. w . „ _. speed of automobiles, that the busyA Motor Mentor. r . • . ■ , , . J

motorist is becoming less and less in

clined to take notice of correspondence

on his pastime in the daily press. Not

often do those who rail at motor-cars express themselves eo

sensibly as Mr. L. T. Hobhouse has done in a letter to the

" Economist," in which he sets forth a series of hostile sugges

tions with such a show of reason that they deserve some con

sideration, although no endorsement, from motorists. He

suggests that motor-car accidents should be the subject of

official investigation in the same way that those which take

place on railways are examined, and that local authorities

should have greater discretionary powers over the automobiles

passing through their districts than is at present the case. Gars

should, according to Mr. Hobhouse, be compelled to carry a

speed indicator at the rear, which should make clear to the

public when a speed of more than fifteen miles an hour was

attained, such to be the general limit, to be reduced to ten

miles an hour, however, in towns and villages. Apparently Mr.

Hobhouse has failed to grasp two points upon which motorists

are almost universally adamantine in their views, viz., that a

speed limit of any kind is bad from every point of view, and

that there must be uniformity of administration throughout the

country.

♦ ♦ ♦

Perhaps a re-statement of our view

on these matters may be useful at the

TW0 present juncture. Experience has proved

Essentials. what motorists believed years ago, that

speed does not necessarily constitute

danger. Given a long stretch of highway

with a few schools and cross-roads upon it ; then suggest a cat of

high speed capable of being throttled down almost instantaneously;

in such a case the motorist might travel at twice Mr. Hob-

house's suggested limit without danger, and quickly slow down at

his discretion to avoid risk at points where traffic was likely to-

be present. Surely that is all that is required. Why unneces

sarily limit the rate of travel, and so inferentially restrain the

endeavours of inventors to attain mechanical perfection ? On

the second point, with regard to uniformity. In traction engine

Sractice, where licences are issued by county authorities, the

ifficulties have proved so great that we would regard with

apprehension any proposal to allow similarly varying regulations

as to motor-cars. But with one central authority and a law

administered in the same degree throughout the country, the

motorist would, at least, not have the excuse of want of know

ledge of his legal position.

♦ ♦ ♦

Magistrates on

Traps.

Coventry magistrates, who have had

some experience of the trapping of

motorists by the police, are beginning

to recognise that these methods are

often subversive of justice instead of

accessories to its administration. A

recent big haul of victims caught in a trap at Allesley enabled

the magistrates to scoop in £15 for the funds of the Court and

also gave the occasion for a little lecture to the police. The

chairman of the Bench said that he and his fellow magistrates

had come to the conclusion that the distance measured for the

purpose of checking too fast motoring should be more than a

quarter of a mile. He declared that a stop watch might not

be absolutely reliable for such a short distance, and went on to

say that the magistrates believed that by timing over a longer

distance better results would be obtained. While not com

mitting himself or his merry men the police inspector promised
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to give the matter consideration, and the magittrites will go

on fining.

♦ ♦ ♦

Those who know the Great North

Road are perfectly acquainted with the

On the Great safety of many miles of the same from

North Road. the public point of view. Whole

stretches can be seen right ahead, and

the 20-mile an hour limit reached with

out risk to anyone. The authorities, however, are becoming

watchful, and at the last meeting of the Doncaster Rural

District Council, Mr. Batty (Wadworth) proposed that the

attention of the county authorities be called to the excessive

speed of motor-cars, particularly on the Great North Road, and

suggested that the magistrates should increase the fine from £5

to £50. Mr. Spedding seconded the motion. Mr. Butler

(Astern) said a police se rgeant told him that during the race

week motor-cars travelled on the Great North Road within two

brief tenure of office. He had travelled much, and had done

some good work in various walks of life—literary and charitable

among the number. In the latter connection he organised the

matinee of the Savage Club in aid of the Lord Mayor's Crippled

Children's Fund last June, and as this year's Master of the

Savage Club Lodge he was gaining the esteem of an increasing

circle. We offer to his family our sincere condolences on the Ioes

of a genial and widely-respected friend. The funeral took place

at Hammersmith on Thursday.

The Circulation of

the Dollrr.

This has been a record season for

American motor-car tourists in Europe,

according to a report recently made to

the American State Department by Mr.

E. R. Mansfield, the American Consul at

Lucerne, Switzerland. He estimates

that 8,000 mctor-cj is have been in tire this Eeascn by Americans-

touiing in Europe, who spent on an average £30,000 a day.

 

The above illustration depicts the 30-40-h.p. Fiat Car, with Limousine body, which has recently been supplied by' Fiat Motors, Ltd.,

' to Mr. and Mrs. Seymcur Hicks.

Mrs. Hicks, who, of course, is better known as Mis* Ellaline Terrlag, la seen at the wheel. The new car ret laces a 20-h.p. model of the rame make which
was purchased three years ago. In the background is seen the Old Forge, Mersthani, the picturesque coantry residence of this popular couple. It tit rives

its name, we understand, from a smithy which has been a feature of the pretty village Bincc the davs of the Norman Cor quest.
Photo by] | [Foultham and BanHetd Ltd.

feet of each other at the rate of 40 miles an hour, and it was

impossible to stop them. Mr. Kellett (Bawtry) said that a fire

would not stop the nuisance- nothing short of six months' hard

labour would do it; while yet another speaker advocated toll

bars. 1 he motion was carried. Cannot something be done to

challenge the exaggerations of these irresponsible persons who

would indict a whole nation on the follies and shortcomings of a

few equally irrespcnsible persons 1

♦ ♦ ♦

All his old friends, as well as the

many new admirers he had gained during

The late his short period of work as secretary ol »

Mr. Kingston. the Motor Club, will regret to hear of

the death of Mr. Holmes Kingston, on

Saturday last, after a few days' illness.

Mr. Kingston was one of the most accessible and agreeable of

secretaries, his urbanity winning him a host of friends in the

Motor Club, to whose fortunes he contributed greatly during his

" Each motor-car carries on an average five persons,'' Mr. Mane-

field writes, " making a total of 40,000 Americans motoring o"

the Continent. The expense" will average £2 per day far each

person, making a daily expenditure by this cla-s of American

travellers in Europe of £80,000. The American automobilist

usually spends two months on the Continent, which brings the

aggregate expenditure up to £4,800,000 for the season."

The Somerset A.C. has offered thirty-six regulation red

triangle ' danger signs to be erected and maintained by the

Somerset County Council on main roads at dangerous corners

and cross-roads. The offer japs been accepted.

The value of the motor-cars and parts exported from the

United States during the eight months ending with August last

is returned at £050,402, as compared with only £667,284 in th«

corresponding period of 1906. England heads tie list as being

America's best customer, this eountry beirg responsible for

£292,894 of the total, Canada being secord with £207,258.
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MOTOR TOURING IN DENMARK.

MANY ardent motorists have by now fairly well exhausted

the beauty spots and places' of interest in France,

Germany, Switzerland, and Austria, and whon a Con

tinental motor tour is suggested they sigh for fresh fields and

pasture3 new. Recantly we had an opportunity of a most

interesting chat with Consul Strelitz, of Fremantle, Western

Australia, who has been touring on his 30-35-h.p. Daimler both

in England and on the continent for the past four months.

Amongst other countries visited, Mr. Strelitz spent a consider

able time in Denmark, and speaks very highly of the roads, the

beautiful scenery, and the country generally, and strongly recom

mends his fellow motorists not to neglect that small though

interesting country at the southern end of the Baltic. „

The arrangements made by Mr. Strelitz with regard to his

visit to Denmark were as follows :—He shipped his car from

Harwich to Rotterdam, and then motored to Hamburg, and from

the latter town went north by way of Kiel, Schleswi^,

Flensburg, Apenrade, Hadersleben, and Christiansfeld, which

town marks the Danish frontier. Here the German number

p'ate is given up, and in about 200 yards the Danish Custom

House is reached. At this point tbe papers relating to the

At Korsoer there are ele/en sets of railway lines to be crossed

and heavy sand to be ploughed through on leaving the boat,

but a judicious "tip" to the sailors results in the laying down

of planks in order to get the car over those obstacles easily.

Great improvement may, however, be hoped for shortly in this

respect, as the Danish Minister of Railways has promised that

alterations shall be made.

For the return journey to Copenhagen the road through

Kgoj'e is followed to M irnasund Station, where the car has to he

put on the traia, the railway company being advised the day

before to have a truck in waiing for this purpose. The vehicle

must be ready for shipping at 10.30 a.m., and be consigned

through Warnemunde. Excellent arrangements are made for

loading, and the car cam be driveu on to the truck. In is best

for the motorist to travel by the same train as the car to ensure

its despatch. The train then proceeds as far as Gjedser, where

ic is p it on the largest train ferry in the world, and, after a trip

of two and a-half hours, Warnemunde is reached. During the

crossing the luggage and papers are examined by the German

Customs officials. O.i arrival the motorist proceeds to the express

goods shed, where he receives his car, pays the freight, &c., and

Chen g>e3, escorted by an officer, to the main Custom House,

where the necessary formalities have to be gon9 through^before

obtaining tbe German number.

 

A View of Lake Como, near Varenna, Italy. A Tunnel on the Road near Alaasio, between San Bemo and Genoa.

TOURING ON THE CONTINENT* lAUgtmettu Automobil Zeiiung.

■driver and the car are examined, and a printed form is given to

the motorist, directing him to report himself at the Town Hall

at Holding, where a statement has to be made in writing, setting

forth the length of the tourist's intended stay in tie country,

the engine number of the car, the horse power and weight of the

vehicle, the English identification number, and the number of

the English driving licence. A permit is then obtained from the

inspector, with two number plates, which are fixed in the front

and rear of the vehicle, for which a charge of about 4s 6d. is

made. An official seal is then painted on the ear in red, and the

.automobilist is advised to look where this device is placed, as a

favourite position is the centre of the door panel.

On thesa formalities being gone through, Dr. Strelitz went

to Frederica. and here took the ferry to Middlefart. This

crossing occupies some fifteen minutes, and the charge is about

four kroner. Oj. disembarking great care should be taken, as

the way is very narrow until the main road to Odensee is joined.

After this Nybourg was aimed at over a splendidly-made and

wide road. From here the ferry to Korsoer is taken, and great

care is needed in getting the car on board, as the approaches to

the boats are bad. A'terations are, however, now in progress.

Mr. Strelitz states that no motoring is permitted in

Denmark either before sunrise or after sunset ; that all except

main roads are closed to motor-cars, and that intending tourists

should obtain the roa i map issued by the Automobile Club of

Denmark, showing the highways on which motoring is allowed.

This association, he says, is most courteous, and will help the

motorist in every way possible. Our informant also advises

that extreme caution should be displayed on the road between

Flensburg and Nybourg, as the inhabitants are so frightened of

motor-cars that at the approach of one they lose their heads, and

an accident may occur if extra precuitions are not taken. There

ia a speed limit of 3D kilometres pw hour in the country and

16 kilometres in Copenhagen, and, though police traps are not

unknown, little is said about any excess provided no one is

endangered. The language nod not deter the visitor, as English

is spoken by all the officials at the frontiers, and on the ferries.

Finally, Mr. Strelitz says, " Go to Denmark ; you will have

fine roads, lovely scenery, some of the best motoring obtainable,

and to do the country thoroughly you only require about a fort

night ; and last, but not least, the hotels are excellent and very

reasonable in their charges."
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THE TRADE POSITION ON THE

CONTINENT.

-4-

(From a Spkcial Correspondent).

FRENCH newspapers, sporting or otherwise, have not pub

lished any of the details concerning the well-defined

crisis through which the automobile trade is passing at

the present moment. They may have most excellent reasors for

not crying aloud regarding the hard times which are now upon

French motor-car traders. Certainly one or two articles have

appeared in which the word " crisis is decried in favour of the

word "evolution," as appeals are made to makers to find new

markets, to study home conditions, or to reduce their prices

as the case may be. What is more certain is that 1908

will see an immense reduction of prices all round. As a ballon

d'essai the Panhard people have published their tariff for 1908.

This fact alone might make people fairly sure that knife edge

competition i3 to be the order of the day, since French con

structors are by no means usually so ready with their prices

before the Show opens. •

It is only last week that rumours were made known that a

well-known Italian company were in difficulties, a fact little fur-

prising to those who know the state of things in industrial Italy.

Whether the crisis in the last-named country is the result of over

production, or whether the poor state of the Italian motor-car

factories is simjly due to the unsatisfactory condition of trade,

is a detail that will appear in the sequel, but it has been an open

secret for some time that many of the Italian works would close

their doors duriDg the coming winter. It is the old cry in Italy

—lack of ready cash cripples expansion just at the moment when

expansion is most necessary, as in the case in point, for with

their fine examples of chassis and the cheapness of labour in

Italy it is certain that Italian cars would be able to find a vent

in a remunerative export trade. There will be some interesting

questions to study in the development of Italian trade in the

near future.

Not only in Italy is the pinch of hard times being felt, as

will soon be seen. In Switzerland the few factories there are

working on reduced output and very reduced personnel. German

firms have been unable to increase their export ; in fact, the

figures show that Geiman exports are less than in 190G.

German development, however, has not presented the phe

nomenal character during the past two years that has occuired

in France, as the recent article in the M.C.J, has shown. If tbe

crisis is to be keen it will bit France hardest of all Continental

countries manufactuiing motor-cars or parts.

There are some commercial men iii Paris who do not

hesitate to foretell that tbe over-production in the rxotor-car

industry will entrain a corresponding depression in the metal

trade in general, and that six months will not elapse before this

depression will be more than apparent. At the present moment,

however, motor-car firms are doing their best to keep up appear

ances until the Salon will have run its time—the tenth, and most

brilliant of all French shows to date. Thus, facts which would

otherwise have come to light are being shaded as far as possible ;

the following are, however, among the rumours and facts which

are now steadily gaining credence in the Paris clubs. The

bodywork factories are working under a very reduced regime,

both as regards staff and hours, and, whilst some are in actual

difficulties, one at least has suspended operations. As regards

the factories for chassis and motors, eight-hour days are the rule

in place of ten, which are commonly worked before the Show,

while, in the case of two or three firms, it is reported that opera

tions have temporarily ceased.

Mr. I. F. Palmer, of the Kingston Motor Works, High

Street, Kingston-on-Thames, has a large stock of tyres and non-

skid bands, from which he is prepared to send supplies to any

place on receipt of news of a breakdown. His place is situated

on the Portsmouth road, and this information may be of service

to motorists journeying thereabouts.

THE WHITEHEAD MOTOR TYRE AND

DETACHABLE RIM.

WE illustrate herewith the novel motor tyre and detach

able rim which has recently been devised by Mr.

A. W. Whitehead, of Glebe Terrace, Far Headingley,

Leeds. As will be seen, in place of a single continuous inner

air tube Mr. Whitehead fills up the circle of the tyre with a

series of segmental tubes, each equipped with its own valve and

enclosed in an ordinary outer cover. The segments are fiat

ended and abut closely against each other ; as already mentioned,

they are each provided with their own valve, the use of an in-

flator with indicating gauge being recommended in order to

ensure that the segments are all pumped up to the same degree.

The ends of the segments are guaranteed to withstand the air

pressure even when one is purctured. In order to facilitate the

removal and replacement of a damaged segment, Mr. Whitehead

has also devised the new detachable rim shown below. From

the latter it will bo observed that the rim is provided with six

key-hole slots which allow it to be p'aced in position by the nuts

of the bolts which are fixed in the felloe being passed through

the holes. On a partial turn being then given to the rim the

 

bolts enter the slots and on tightening the nuts the whole is

held securely together in the form of a complete wheel.

The felloe is provided with a series of slots to allow the valve

spindles of each segment to be moved laterally into or out of

position. To remove or replace a segment the nuts are slackened,

a partial turn given to the detachable rim, which is then removed ;

the nut on the valve spindle is then slackened, when any segment

can be drawn sideways out of the rim without the aid of levers.

The advantage claimed for the arrangement is that when a

puncture takts place only one segment is deflated, and there is

no occasion to stop to repair it, as the tyre does not go down.

Mr. Whitehead, indeed, states that there is no bumping even if

several of the tubes are punctured ; he informs us that he has

given the new tyre a lengthy trial on a 30-h.p. four-cylinder

Argyll car, on some of the worst roads in Yorkshire and

Lancashire, with satisfactory results, and that the outer cover,

detachable rim and inner segments can be taken off in seven

minutes.

During the Olympia Show " The Motor House :' will hold

a special non-reserve auction sale on November 21st, starting

at 3 o'clock p.m. This will be additional to the ordinary non-

reserve sale that will be held on November 7th.
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A SEASIDE PUBLIC SERVICE.

A POPULAR feature in the Folkestone district during the

past summer season has been the public service of

motor-cars, run by Messrs. Albregt and Mead, motor

engineers, High Street, Hythe—four services per day in each

direction between Hythe, Dymchurch, New Komney, and

Littlestone. A regular connection has also been maintained

between Hythe, Sandgate, and Folkestone, while on Wednesdays

a special service was run between Hythe and Rye. We are able

to illustrate two of the vehicles used by Messrs. Albregt and

Mead. Special interest attaches to the machines, inasmuch as

they have been built by the firm from parts of other cars. Thus

tke first char-a-banc in the picture was rc-constructed out of a

24-35-h.p. Dietrich touring machine, using the same engine and

gear-box, and building them into a new pressed steel frame of

the firm's own design. The back axle is built up with nickel

steel stub-ends and channel steel. The wheel base is about 1 2

feet, and tangent wheels are fitted. Seating accommodation is

provided for 24 persons, and an important point is that the total

weight is well under 2 tons, enabling the vehicle to run up to

the 20-mile limit. The second car is an 18-22-h.p. Daimler,

rebuilt in the same way as the other one, but having accommo

dation for only 20 persons. The firm inform us that they have

 

a special form of springing, which, while being very flexible for

light work, is also suitable for extra heavy loads. The smaller

machine has been on the road between Folkestone, Hythe and

Littlestone-on-Sea since last March, and has done upwards of

10,000 miles, besides long country runs to Hastings, Tunbridge

Wells, Ramsgate, &c, the day's run frequently extending to

120 miles.

An English edition of Krausz's Practical Automobile

Dictionary in English, French and German has just been issued

by Messrs. Iliffe and Sons, Ltd. The work, which comprises

over twelve thousand technical terms and words employed in con

nection with motor-cars and motoring, is stated to have achieved

considerable popularity in America. While the dictionary

will doubtless be found useful by many interested in auto-

mobilism in this country, careful revision will be necessary ere it

can be said to thoroughly fulfil its purpose from a British point

of view. For instance, such terms as advance fire, aluminum,

clutch lever, gasoline, gasoline throttle, ground wire, motor case,

non-slip tyre, speed lever, and starting crank are hardly terms

in current use on this side of the Atlantic. The German section

of the book appears to have been well done, but the French

portion, like the English, might with advantage be carefully

gone over before a second edition of the dictionary is put

m hand.

SOME USEFUL NOTES.

As soon as the tread of an outer cover wears down until

the fabric is exposed the tyre should immediately be removed

and sent to the factory for retreading. Otherwise the fabric

will soon be destroyed and the tyre permanently injured in

consequence. When imbedded in rubber and not subjected to

strains or weakened by bending, the fabric used to reinforce the

tyre will retain its strength indefinitely. As soon, however, as

the rubber is removed and moisture from the road it permitted to

penetrate the fabric it begins to disintegrate and in an incredibly

short time its strength and resistance is gone for ever.

♦ ♦ ♦

Blistering and cracking of the finished surfaces of motor-

carriage bodies is often hastened by the practice of leaving cars

unnecessarily long in the direct rays of the sun, and especially

is this the case when the varnish is not perfectly hard before

being put into service. When a vehicle has been spattered with

mud, and is then left standing in the sun for a long time, the

effect is especially bad, as the mud becomes literally baked into

the varnish, particularly if the latter is not perfectly hardened.

In the pro jess of washing the sun-dried mud requires an unusual

amount of sopping to remove it, and is very likely to leave a dull

surface beneath it. It is suggested to owners of new or newly-

varnished cars that they refrain from using them until the

varnish is thoroughly set, and that, when the car is to be left

standing, it preferably be upon the shady side of the roads,

under trees, or in the shadow of buildings. After (driving in

the mud it is very desirable that the car should be washed

before being exposed unnecessarily to the baking action of the

sun's rays. When the first gloss is worn off and the finished

surfaces have hardened completely, precautions of this nature

are of less importance, but a little care in this direction will

make the " new " appearance of the car last longer than will

otherwise be the case.

♦ ♦ ♦

Too great care cannot be taken with a new car to determine

that the lubrication is working properly. The factory trial may

have been made with a test body which carried the mechanical

lubricator, and the apparatus supplied with the car may never

have been tested moi-e than very cursorily. There is nothing

more convincing than disconnecting the oil pipes from their

discharge points and observing if the lubricant is feeding all

right when the engine is running.

♦ ♦ ♦

When leaving a car for any length of time unattended, or

on putting it away for the night, the ignition should be switched

off, the petrol cock closed, the ignition lever retarded to the

proper point for starting, the change-gear lever placed in the

neutral position and the hand brake put on.
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CONTINENTAL NOTES.

The Gail Ion Hill Climb.

The annual hill-climbing competition over the flying kilo

metre was held at Gaillon on Sunday, the event attracting a

large number of entries, of which no less than sixty-five put in

an appearance. The touring class was dealt with first, three of the

sections being won by British-built vehicles, all these being shod

with Dunlop tyres, viz., Bright, on a 6-h.p. Rover, in the single-

cylinder 125 mm. max. bore category (2 min. 51 4-5 sec), Miss

Dorothy Levitt, on a Napier, in the 91 to 110 mm. bore six-

cylinder class (49 see), and Glentworth, also on a Napier, in the

over '111 mm. bore six-cylinder section (35 1-5 sec). In

the racing section the honours went to the six-cylinder

Napier, driven by Newton, the car making not only the fastest

time of the day (26 2-5 sec), equal to 84i miles per hour), but

winning the class for vehicles of any size or power. Sir R. Gore,

out of the sixty-seven entries, sixty-three faced the starters.

The cars have to make seven rounds of the circuit, which is

being guarded by soldiers. Eight of the competing vehicles

have two-cylinder engines, the remainder having single cylin

ders, the majority of which are 100 mm. bore by 120 mm.

stroke. As a result of the first day's trial seven cars were

eliminated, the list of troubles comprising a broken cardan shaft,

seized cylinder, damaged axle, broken chain, collapsed wheel, &c.

♦ ♦ ♦

The 1908 A.C.P. Grand Prix Race.

The Sporting Commission of the French Automobile Club

has now officially announced that next year's race for the Grand

Prix will probably be held during the last week in June or the

early part of July. The rules will be those drawn up at the

international meeting of Ostend, viz., a maximum cylinder bore

of 155 mm. for four-cylinder motors, or an equivalent piston

surface for motors of the six or eight cylinder types. The

 

The Gaillon Hill Climb.-A View at the Starting Point.

on a Mercedes, was second in .'il 3-5 sec, and Rigal,cn aDarracq,

third in 34 4-5 sec. The record for the climb stands to the

credit of Mr. A. Lee Guinness, who last year drove the 200-h.p.

eight-cylinder Darracq over the course in 25 sec

Motor-Car 5 peed in France.

The activity of the recently-formed Scciete Protectrice

Contre les Exces de l'Automobisme is attracting considerable

attention in French motoring circles. The chief object of the

new body seems to be to secure the imposition of an extra tax

on all motorists, in order to provide a fund whereby overyone

who is injured or whose property is damaged by a motor-car

shall receive an indemnity. Naturally considerable opposition

is being shown to the movement.

♦ ♦ ♦
The Coupe des Voiturettes.

The seven days' reliability trial of light cars, over a 33-S

kilometre course, commenced at Rambouillet on Monday, when,

minimum weight of the ears in running order must be 1,100

kilog. (2,420 lb.), without including either water, petrol, or

spare parts and tyres, but with oil in engine base and gear-box.

♦ ♦ ♦
French 1908 Models.

The Peugeot Company has just issued its 1908 programme.

Eight different models are to be made, viz., 9-h.p. single-cylinder,

live axle, 10-h.p. twin-cylinder, chain-drive, 12-h.p. four-cylinder

with either chainless or chain transmission, 18-h.p., 24-h.p., and

50-h.p., all having four-cylinder engines and side-chains, and a

60-h.p. six-cylinder chain-driven vehicle. Except as regards the

50-h.p., which will be slightly reduced, the 1907 prices are being

maintained.

♦ ♦ ♦

Austria as a Touring; Country.

After France, Austria is perhaps the finest touring country

in Europe. It is full of the most beautiful mountain scenery, with

pine clad hills and forests, and an abundance of picturesque
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lakes and rivers. There are delightful old towns and country

districts where the peasants still wear the gorgeously quaint

costumes of the eighteenth century. It is also the sportsman's

paradise. There is no such varied shooting within a limited area

anywhere else in the world, and the fishing is excellent. Hotels

and inns abound, and are always clean and well-managed and

moderate in price. The food is simple, but invariably of good

quality and well prepared, light and pure, and cheap, too.

♦ ♦ ♦

French Exports of Motor Cars.

At the meeting of the French Chambre Syndicate de

l'Automobile in Paris last week, the President announced that

the exports of motor-cars and parts from France during the

eight months ending with August last had attained a value of

£4,16S,640, an increase of £300,000 over the corresponding

period of 1906.

♦ ♦ ♦

Miscellaneous Items.

The Gas Motoren Gesellschaft, of Deutz, Cologne, is taking

up the construction of motor-cars. It is announced that the

business of the Sud-deutsche Automobilwerke, of Gaggenau, is

being acquired by Messrs. Benz and Co., of Mannheim. A.

proposal to establish a public motor-car service between St.

Estephe and St. Vivien, via Loirac, France, is at present under

consideration. No less than thirty-four motor-cars, thirty-

seven motor-cycles and eighteen motor-wagons were employed in

connection with the recent military manoeuvres in Italy.——A

number of electric motor fire engines are to be purchased for the

Fire Brigade of Crefeld, Germany. The municipal authorities

of Cambrai, France, have fixed tie speed of motor-cars at seven

and a half miles per hour, and have forbidden the use of sirens.

The Automovil Club de Guipuzcoa, North Spain, has been

renamed, and in future, by permission of the King of Spain, will

be known as the "Real Club Automovilista de Guipuzcja." The

new pres dent is the Duke of Sotoma\ or. The Dutch agents

of the Fiat Company—Messrs. Verwey and Lugard, of The

Hague—have lately shipped a 12-18-h.o. Fiat car to Sumatra

for the transport of the mails betwe^ n Deli and Tebing Tinggi.

Some trials with a Durkopp petrol motor fire eng ne have

lately been made in Barcelona. A public service of Darracq-

Serpollet rteam vehicles has just been inaugurated between

Lanncnezm and Magnoac, France, by La Society des Auto-

Transports.

THE 1908 DE DIETRICH CARS.

MESSRS. JARROTT AND LETTS, LTD., inform us

that the old-established firm, the Societe Lorraine

des Anciens Etablissements de Dietrich de Luneville,

are producing for 1908 no less than five different models,

ranging from 14-h.p. to\70-80-h.p. Appended is a list of

the different sizes:—14-h.p., four cylinders; 18-28-h.p., four

cylinders ; 20-30-h.p., four cylinders ; 28-38-h.p., four cylinders ;

40-50-h.p, four cylinders; 60-80-h.p., four cylinders ; 70-80-h.p.,

six cylinders. All the features which have made the De

Dietrich so successful in the past have been retained in

the 190S models, and several improvements have been added

as a result of long testi and experiment'. Considerable interest

will be centred on the 14-h.p. car, which will have a live

axle in place of the usual side chains. The 18-28-h.p. can be

supplied with either chain drive or live axle to the choice of the

customer. The chain-driven cars are fitted with a direct drive

to the countershaft on both third and fourth speeds. Each type

of chassis is made in two lengths to accommodate carriage work

of all descriptions. The 14-h.p. is also made with a down-swept

frame in order to bring the rear part of the car nearer the floor

■

line and obviating the necessity of the usual two steps to mount

into the carriage. This feature is particularly advantageous in

the case of town carriages. Owing to the very great demand

for the De Dietrich car it has been found necessary to establish

factories in the following places :—Luneville, Argenteuil, Milan

and Birmingham. These factories are all equipped with the

most modern plant, specially adapted to the purpose of auto

mobile construction, and are already organise 1 and producing

large quantitiei of cars. All the models are made in the Conti

nental factories with the exception of the 20-30-h.p., which

is produced in Birmingham, and has been specially designed to

suit English requirements. It is fitted with a powerful four-

cylinder motor, four speeds and reverse, selector gears with a

gate quadrant, direct drive on high speed to the rear live axle.

The frame is kept low in order to facilitate mounting into the

carriage, and is upturned at the rear to give full piny to the springs

and back axle. The clutch in all the models is of the metallic

disc type, which has been found so satisf ctory in the past.

Her Majesty Queen Marguerite of Ita'y, who is the

pissessor of several motor-cars of various makes, has just pur

chased a " Wolsit " 10-h.p. car.

 

The Gaillon Hill Climb,—Newton on the Six-Cylinder Kapler.
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 The Motor Union's moral

support is to be given to a

member in an action against a

firm for supplying alleged defec

tive tyres.

Mr. Huntley Walker's

stud of racing cars are included

io the sale by auction which Messrs. Hampton and Sons are

holding on the Brooklands Track to-day (Saturday).

Argylls, Liverpool, Ltd., are organising a day trip to

the Olympia Motor Show about the 14th of next month, for the

drivers of Argyll cars in their district.

Messrs. Hancock, Wright and Co.'s garage in Orvillo

Street, Battersea, contains a car for the service of motorists who

have broken down in the neighbourhood.

Auction sales of motor vehicles will be held by Mr. C.

M 'Adams in connection with the motor business he has taken

over from Mr. W. Truscott, at Nelson Street, Bristol.

With reference to the Lymington route to the Isle of Wight,

referred to in our last issue, we learn that more than three

hundred motor-cars have been conveyed that way during the

present year.

Messrs. Dennis Bros., Ltd., Guildford, have sent us a

drawing of the design they have got out for a petrol motor

prison van. The body ia adapted to be fitted to the Dennis

standard 'bus chassis.

With regard to the proposed Motor Trade Benevolent

Fund it has been resolved by the Council of the Society of

Motor Manufacturers and Traders to recommend the commiitec

to come to some arrangement with the cycle trade fund.

Through the instrumentality of the Motor Union the

tolls charged for motor-cars and motor-cycles crossing Hayling

Island Bridge have been placed on a more satisfactory footing.

The toll is now fourpence each way for an ordinary touring car,

and one penny each way fur motor-cycles.

Messrs. Argylls, Ltd., have entered a 12-16-b.p. (by

R.A.C. rating. 17 5-h.p.) four-cylinder Argyll motor-cab for a

petrol (Pratt's Borneo) consumption test under the Club's

observation. The test consists of a run of about two hours

in London traffic and of about three hours in the country.

The committee of the Bath Road Club have decided to

discontinue the Kipley Roadmenders' Dinner Fund. It is pro-

]>osed to devote the balance of the fund in hand as a donation to

the Surrey Convalescent Home at Seaford. The entertainment

of the men working between Richmond and Guildford was

started in 1889.

Recent orders for steam wagons sc cured by the Yorkshire

Patent Steam Wagon Company include one from the Edgar

Mayall Motor Transport Company, Mossley, one from the

Irwell Motor Transit Company, Manchester, one from Mr. L.

Winterburn, carrier, Oldham, and one from the Hoyland Nether

Urban District Council.

Sir Albert K. Rollit has promised to open the forth

coming Stanley Show. The thirty-second annual dinner of the

club wjll be held in the Hotel Metropole on Saturday, the 16th

prox.,. and the invitation smoking concert which is annually

given by the Stanley Cycling Club will be held on November 7th

in the Queen's Hall, London.

A 20-h.p. Scout car belonging to .Mr. R. C. Baker, of

Barford St. Martin, near Salisbury, was in the Shrewsbury

railway accident. On examination the car was found to be

without the slightest damage, owing to the fact that it was

picked so well in the fish van. Unfortunately the driver of the

car sustained somewhat serious injuries. He was accompanying

the ear from the north of Scotland on his return journey.

Now that duller and cooler days are coming upon us,

motorists will do well to consider the means available for

keeping frost out of their motor houses. Messrs. C. Toope and

Sons, the well-known heating engineers and experts of Stepney

Square, Stepney, London, E., have given the matter much study

during recent years, atd are well able to advise upon the subject.

Their catalogue will be of assistance in suggesting plans for

dealing with the difficulty by gas, oil or coke.

HERE AND THERE.

 

Captain Cresswell, who

has recently had his licence

suspended, has no further use

for his 40-h.p. Itala car, and is

disposing, of the same.

From the Dunlop Rubber

Company, Ltd., of the Manor
Mills, Aston, Birmingham, comes an attractive catalogue of their

motor clothing, to which we made reference in our issue of the

5th in st.

Messrs. Lowe and Wood, Ltd., automobile engineers,

of Broad Street, Birmingham, have sent us a photograph of Miss

Isabel Jay seated in the Spyker landauloi which they recently

supplied to this well-known actress.

Figures taken from the New Zealand Customs statistics

show that 357 motor-cars were imported into the colony in

1905. In 1900 410 cars were imported, of which 178, valued at

£25,707, were of foreign construction, and 232 oars, valued at

£40,335, were of British make.

The forty acres of lawn surrounding the Capitol building,

in Washington, U.S.A., are now cut by a petrol motor lawn

mower, run by one man, and costing £300. Three days are

required to cover this amount of ground, whereas it formerly

took two weeks, employing from twelve to fifteen men.

 

The 16- 20-h.p. Delivery Van lately completed by Argylls, Ltd., for

railway service in Mexico.

While the King of Spain was motoring on Sunday through

the flooded districts in the province of Lerida, a temporary

bridge which had been thrown across a river near Pons collapsed

as the royal car was crossing it. The Ring fell into the water,

but happily escaped with no worse consequence than a wetting.

At the Engineering and Machinery Exhibition at Olympia,

W., which closed on Saturday last, Messrs. Drummond Bros.,

Ltd., of Ryde's Hill, Guildford, had an interesting exhibit of

their small lathes specially designed for motor repairing. The

tools are so arranged that they can be readily adapted for re-

boring cylinders, re-bushing gear cases, and similar work.

The Imperial Car Cleaner is a new preparation for cleaning

and renewing the surface of metal, leather, and woodwork of

motor-cars. It is claimed by the American Agencies, Ltd., 38,

Shoe Lane, E.C., who are introducing it to motorists, that the

Cleaner is harmless to varnish, while, at the same time, renewing

its lustre. Dealers in second-hand vehicles, as well as private

motorists, should appreciate the merits of this renovator.

Mr. J. S. Brown, of Swansea, has rendered the Chief

Constable every possible assistance in getting the chassis for the

motor ambulance for the town, and kept it in his garage for

some considerable time. The body is now being built upon the

chassis by Messrs. Wilson and Stockall, of Bury. The ambulance

is to be fitted with all the latest improvements, including heating

with water and hot water basins inside, &c,
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THE new car badges of the R.A.C. will be ready for

members of that organisation on the 1st prox.

THE Maudslay Motor Company have just completed a fine.

35-45-h.p. limousine for the Duke of Sutherland. -

THE Wolseley Company are building a motor-van for the

G.P.O. for service between London and Aylesbury.

MESSRS, STRAKER AND SQUIRE, LTD., have recently sold a

£" Straker Squire C.S.B. car to H.H. the Maharajah of
lkanlr. |

THE business of Messrs. Sayers and Co., 90 and 92, wands. -

worth Road, Vauxhall, S.W., will in future be carried on by the

Automobile Carriage Builders, Ltd., at the same place.

MESSRs. WELTE AND Owens, LTD., the Liverpool and

district agents for the Hotchkiss and Vulcan cars, are establish

ing a motor accessory department in connection with their depot

at 16:20, Colquitt Street, Liverpool. , , , - ". .

UP to Thursday last week the 40 h.p. six-cylinder Napier,

which is at present undergoing a 3,000 miles trial, using Simcar.
benzol :fuel, had covered 2,100 miles. "The amount of'

consumed, was 93 gallons 4 pints 2 ozs, giving an average o::" pil *" - - * t

THE police committee of the Board of Supervisors of San,

Francisco, U.S.A., has directed the preparation of an ordinance

requiring all persons who desire to operate motor-cars within
the limits of i: city and county to pass an examination as to

their proficiency. The regulation will also require that all

motor-cars be fitted with an apron to prevent oil or grease from

dripping on the streets.

| WE illustrate herewith an attachment for motor-horns

which has recently been put on the market by Mr. Walter

Williams, motor engineer, 79, Old Town Street, Plymouth. It

*
-

'-'.
consists of an addition: to an ordinary horn by means of which

the latter 'can-be;operated either by an electric buzzer or the

usual reed at will. The attachment is so made that it can be

adapted to any make of horn. t

*MESSRs: ARCHIBALD GRAY AND Co., of 34, Quarry Street,

Guildford, have now further extended their business by taking

over the premises lately occupied by Messrs. Phillips Bros., Cycle

and Motör'Factors, at 94, High Street. Here they are showing

a large stock of tyres and motor accessories, and have opened a

booking office for the hire of cars. This branch, together with

their Quarry Street depot, is open day and night, including
Sundays. , so

MESSRS. HoDGKINSON AND Co., of Devonshire Road, Bex-,

hill, have now taken up the manufacture of the Eyre anti-skid.

The device has recently been improved by the adoption of loops

made of twisted hemp cable of considerable strength, and covered

with a 'spirally-wound casing of galvanised iron wire. Should

this casing, after some use, show signs of wear at any part, suffi

cient to expose the cable, the portion affected may be removed

and a new piece of wire bound on in its place.

So much has been heard in recent years of the wonderful

new battery which Edison had invented, and which was to

revolutionise motoring, that a good deal of scepticism is now

shown whenever the subject is mentioned. This week the daily

press has announced that at a meeting of the Electro-Chemical'

Society a few days ago Mr. Edison stated that in the course of

experiments extending over three years he had decided that a

battery capable of furnishing power for 12,000 miles was not

superior to the horse. Therefore, he had made a battery “with

a capacity of 50,000 miles before being re-charged.” We await

‘h interest further particulars of the new accumulator, -

. . . /

t

THE Westminster Palace Hotel, opposite the Abbey and

Houses of Parliament, has now its motor garage.

THE chauffeur to the Bishop of Liverpool has been fined for

driving to the danger of the public at St. Helens.

TENDERs are invited by the 28th inst for the supply of

three motor-omnibuses to the Metropolitan Asylums Board.

IN North Street, Glasgow, the St. Vincent Motor and

Cycle Company, Ltd., have a well-arranged and modernly.

equipped garage. * - ** * * * *

A HORSHAM farmer has been summoned by the police for

not clearing the clipping of his hedge from the road—a salutary

warning to others not to be similarly negligent. - -

MESSRS. MACRAE AND DICK have a garage in Academy

Street, Inverness, capable of dealing with 200 cars. A newly

equipped repair shop has been of convenience to many motorists

visiting the Highlands recently. ' ' ' ' - * *

THE Health Resort Bureau have published an interesting

volume on Wintering in Rome, by Dr. A. G. Welsford and •

Dr. G. S. Brock. The reference to the facilities in the city for

motorists will be of interest, and the whole book of use to those

# :* likely to be going to Italy for the benefit of their

ealth. * * -

THE Scottish 'Automobile Club have arranged to hold a

series of examinations for driving and mechanical proficiency

certificates, to be granted by the R.A.C., in the principal: tówns

throughout Scotland, towards the end of November. Forms

may be had from the secretary, Mr. Robert J. Smith, C.A., 163,
West George Street, Glasgow. - "f

. . NEXT year an international exhibition will be held at Shep.

herd's Bush, London, W., which will be known as the Franco-"

British Exhibition, and a strong list of officers has already been

secured. | Many well known experts in various branches of

science, art and industry have consented to be chairmen of the

principal committees, and only exhibits of genuine British and

French manufacture will.be admitted. Applications for British

exhibits should be made before the 15th proximo, to the organis-,

ing committee, at 56, Victoria Street, London, S.W. . . . . . . ."

RECENTLY at 15-hp. Talbot' car laden with six adults

ascended the Water Wynd at Fife without a hitch. Mr. Baxter,

of the Dundee Motor and Cycle:Company, Ltd., Dundee, had

been in the district with the vehicle, when the ability-of the car.

to take a full load of passengers up the Water Wynd, with a '

radient of about 1 in 4, was challenged and accepted by Mr.

xter, who twice, made the ascent along with his driver and '

other passengers. On the third occasion three extra adults were

taken on board, and, with a start of about twenty-five yards on "

the level from the foot of the Wynd, the car ran up with sur.,

prising ease. The car arrived at the top in the High Street

much to the surprise of the large crowds of townsfolk' who

expected the vehicle to “stick in the brae.” " * -

| THERE has recently been published, simultaneously in Paris

**

- (Messrs. Boyveau and Chevillet) and in London (Mr. A. Siegle),

a Dictionnaire Anglais-Francais et Francais-Anglais des Termes

et Expressions usités dans l'Emploi et la Construction des Bi

cyclettes, Motocycles, et Automobiles. The dictionary, which

extends to 368 pages, is the work of Mr. W. E. Bayles, who has

evidently devoted considerable time and trouble to its compila

tion, the terms in both languages, so far as we have tested them,

being correctly given. Furthermore, a plan, as novel as it is

useful, has been adopted, which should render the work ex

tremely popular not only amongst those, engaged in the auto

mobile industry, but with motorists generally. Mr. Bayles'

method is, in the English section, to devote the left-hand pages

to a list of words and their French equivalents. The right-hand

pages are reserved for a brief explanation in French of the

meaning of the principal English words, and, in smaller type,

short phrases showing the actual application of a particular

word. In the French section the same plan is adopted, not only

the equivalent but the meaning of French words being given, as

well as short phrases introducing the different, terms. The dic

tionary should form a useful addition to the reference library of

motorists and motor traders, especially of those having connec

tion in any way with France. . . -

- - - **

-
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Correspondence.

[Letters to the Editor should be addrtued to the offices, S7-SS, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.\

—_4

: TfrADE COMPETITORS IN CLOSED CLUB EVENTS.

i.. ..■ , To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal. ■ ' ■

Sib,—I beg to enclose you herewith a copy of a letter I have

sent round to the secretaries of the various provincial clubs, nearly

all of w horn hare communicated witli me in regard to the trade com

peting in closed club events, la most cases the various committees

are arranging for the framing of rules dealing with the whole subject,

and I am hoping that in consequence the club competitions of next

year will be much more interesting to the private owner.

I am sending this copy on to you in order that you may know

exactly what has taken place. I myself feel that the whole matter

is one which the Competitions Committee of the R.A.C. should have

taken in hand and dealt with, because a real grievance undoubtedly

existed, and many secretaries were not sufficiently "an fait" with

what was taking place elsewhere to know how to deal with it.—

Yours truly,

■ ■ — Chas. Jarrott.

Copt.

Dear Sir,—With reference to my last communication, it may perhaps

interest yon to learn that I have now heard from the secretaries of prac

tically every provincial elnb in the United Kingdom on the question of

trade competitors in the closed club events. Many clubs already have

affected, as the private owner who drives in club competitions for the

sport of the thing will not continue to'do so when he stands at such

an unfair advantage. Signs are not wanting, that such is already the

case, as, though my club has, a large membership, I have had the greatest

possible difficulty in getting' a respectable' entry froiu.my members i he

reason being in every case that members bad not the slightest chance

against the pot-hunting trade members, .and,' therefore, would ' not '

As you are well aware, it is an impossibility to keep a^rovincial

1 1 1 it eventmWv

enter.

club together nnless you have competitions means,

unless this practice can be stopped, that provincial clnbs will in due

coarse cease to exist. ' The thanks 'of all private owners in the '

country are due to you for the excellent lead you have given, and I

am sure the support you will' get will show what a real grievance
this practice lias -become." • J, ■

And thus, having laid the matter as clearly as I can Wfore you, I

need say no more. If, as a result of 'my first communication^ the sport

ing side of automohilism is assisted; then the value of each iutomobile

club is increased.—Yours faithfully, . , .. Chas. JaER0TT;i ■'
, : ... J ■ I 1 til- n iT .,1

RACING AT BROOKLANDS.. . . ;,•] , .', 1 )

i, ,/ To rum Editor qj The Motor-C*t journal.

Sir,—I have read with astonishment i the- letter > by Mr. Huntley

W alker in which he states that ho other car but the Napier has any
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rules satisfactorily dealing with the matter. With two exceptions ,

there is a strong desire on the part of the committees that the private

owner should be encouraged to take part in these club events,' and as

a matter of interest to you 1 am setting out the various' methods

adopted to secure this end.

1. The division of all club events into two classes :

(1) Private owners. (2) Trade members; or ,

2. The passing of a rale compelling all members to take part in,

say, four club runs before being eligible to compete in any club events ;

or , . , .
3. The entire barring of trade members from club events ; or

4. The rule that club events are open only to club members residing

within a twenty-five mile radius of club headquarters.

In addition to the above, I find several clnbs adopt the very excel

lent precaution of putting on club entry forms a statement, to be

signed by the member, that the car entered is his own bona tide per

sonal property. Another excellent suggestion I have received is that a

rule should also be passed by each club" that no entrant in a closed club ,

event shall directly advertise the performance accomplished hy him or

his driver. Obviously this prevents the manufacturers entering directly

through one of the stall' of the firm.

That the necessity for proper legislation has lieen felt by nearly all

the provincial clubs is fully borne out by the following extract from a ,

letter. I have received from the secretary of a flourishing Northern

club :—" The matter yon raise is of the greatest importance and affects

all provincial clubs ; in fact, if the practice is not speedily put a stop

to, a considerable number of clubs, including my own, will be seriously

chance of success on Brooklands track, as Napier cars are specially built

and the cylinders of such large dimensions that they just fit ifttp ,the

different classes. I entirely fail to see the correctness of this statement.

At the meeting held on September 14th my 48'3-h.p. Metallargique ran

successfully in the 60-h.p. race^ where it secured third position, jjeating

two 60-h.p. six-cylinder Napier's, one 57-h.p. Darracq, and two Sl^h.p.

Minervas. ' A'tftne meeting on October 12th my 48-3-h.p. Metallurgique

was first in the Medium Handicap, my 2.">-6-h.p. car was second in the
•26-h.p. race, — - —-J- *i— i-Jf— •">••> •

was second i

competed again !

Napier, 60jh. p. Iris, and 57-n.p. Ariel. These performances T think

certainly prove that a small motor may score over a bigger one', and

there should be no reason why other competitors should not take part at

Brooklands if they have the same confidence in the'eilieiency of their

motors.—Yours truly,

Oscar Cupfer.

THE BRITISH AIRSHIP AND FOREIGN ENGINES.

To th! Editok or The Motor-Car Journal. '

Sir,—Obviously your correspondent is an enthusiast in the cause of

all-British motors, and I suppose that his enthusiast 'does him' credit.

At the same time, he can hardly expect th,at everyone will agree with

what he writes unless, hq is able to substantiate his statements. It is

tolerably apparent from Colonel Capper's action in choosing a French

engine for 'the army airship', tliat'our friends abroad are still holding
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their own, and it would appear to be an incontestable fact, which

unhappily any amount of letter writing will not alter. Evidently the

all-British firms have not made the rapid progress that .was expected,

but perhaps the British engineers whom your correspondent mentions

will do what they can to design for next season an engine which can be

regarded as superior to its foreign competitor.—Yours truly,

C. W. Brett.

MOTOR TRAPS.

To the Editob of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—The part championed by police authorities against motorists

in the administration of the powers vested in their hands is carried to

extremes. The spirit of administration is bad, this leads to the training of

the policenMn to practise measures which are repugnant.

Motorists make up a highly respectable assembly, whose loyalty

to their king and country have placed their cars at the disposal

of the State (in case of necessity). Should such a loyal body be

prosecuted with malignity, unreasonably, by the acoepted standard of

magistrate, who administers law with hatred ! Let the Bench remember

that the policeman is a man of very little education. His training

consequently cannot be one of the same standard as that of his educated

countrymen, in whose ranks are associated some of the best men of the

day.

'-54 It is astonishing to find the result of speed to be responsible

for so few accidents as compared with the remaining portion of the

traffic of the road. This demonstrates that many motorists brought

before the bench are not the criminals, or class of criminals, who are to

be abhorred, and treated with such severity. Is there an Act of Parlia

ment which has been so abused or strained by police authorities as the

present Motor Car Act 1
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Does it not point to the want of integrity by those who practise a

method which goes against the great lesson which every child is

taught from his cradle ? What are the present tactics building up ?

The disrepute of the police authorities, assisted by a Bench who believe

in the infallibility of the untechnical policeman. A visit to the motorists'

camp will show that half the convictions are shown, by their protest, to

be wrong and prejudicial.

Do we live in an age when law retards the progress, commercial

facility, and genius of man ?—Yours truly,

W. T. Lalondb.

THE COURTESY OF THE ROAD.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,— I beg to bring before your notice an incident which occurred

on the 17th inst. in Oxford Street. I was travelling westward towards

Marble Arch on a cycle, on the near side, within a yard and a half of the

kerb ; coming from Marble Arch was a motor-cab, which passed an

electric standard on the off side in the direction in which it was running,

which was the wrong side. The driver then turned into Park Street

very sharply, and took the west corner within one and a-half yards of

the kerb, which was on the wrong side ; he ran into my machine three-

quarters of the width of the road from the eastward corner. I am not

proposing to discuss the right and the wrong of the case as to the

accident itself, but what I strongly condemn is the driver's action after

knocking me down, that instead of stopping and making a humane

inquiry as to any mishap that may have occurred to me, he, without the

slightest hesitation, raced down Park Street as fast as ever his engine

would take him. The passenger, a lady, in the cab at the time stood

up and seemed rather anxious, but whether she endeavoured to stop

him or not I cannot say. I wrote to the company owning the vehicle on

the same evening asking them to make enquiries, but up to the present

moment have not received the mere courtesy of even an acknowledg

ment of the letter.

I would like to point out that, being in the motor business myself,

I am in no way prejudiced against cars, 1 nu this accident has very natur

ally upset my judgment in the matter of motor-cabs, and it is hardly to

be wondered at that there are many people walking about to-day who

are in strong disfavour of motor-omnibuses and motor-cabs, due to

accidents of a similar nat ure. —Yours truly,

S. J. Watson.

POLICEMEN AS PILOTS.

To TKi Editob of The Motor-Car Journal.

SlH,—The suggestion of Mr. Bryan Scurlield, of Manchester, recently

referred to in your columns as to a new society being formed to take charge

of young school ohildren as they emerge from school and safely pilot

them through the traffic, is interesting. This is already done at Leicester.

At each opening and closing of the schools the police officer on duty in

the locality has to be at the principal entrance for ten to fifteen minutes,

and not only does he control the traffic, but he safely pilots the

little children across the road in batches of a dozen or so at a time. I

may add the police officer is often assisted by the school caretaker or

"handy-man."

The idea is well worth copying in rural districts, and policemen

would be thus better employed in safeguarding the juniors than trapping

their elders.—Yours truly,

A. B. E.

SOME INTERESTING EXPERIENCES ON A SMALL

CAR.

To thi Editob of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—Nowadays we only seem to hear of six-cylinders and 24-80-h.p.

cars, &c. ; the small car seems quite out of it ! Quite recently, however,

I decided upon making a fairly long trip from the south coast on a

small car, just to see what would happen. I started with a friend about

1 p.m. from Bexhill-on-Sea, after lirst listening to ascertain if all the

cylinders were liring properly, and proceeded to Lewes'via Pevensey

and Polegate. The road from Hex hill and Pevensey is very bad, being

very twisty and narrow ; we kept going nicely, however, on top speed

in spite of a big head wind. About two miles from Pevensey "some

thing didhappan"; the engine "died." Not possessing an instruct on

book to guide us as to " what to do in a case like this," we decided to

look for ourselves, and soon found that the petrol pipe had broken and the

petrol was pouring on to the road. Once more we thought of the instruction

book, and, as before, had to do without it. My friend, who was a

member of the medical profession, hod an idea—we all do sometimes ;

he cut a piece of good rubier tube from his stethoscope, with which we

united the broken pieces, and ran on till we got to a diminutive and

very countrified blacksmith^ establishment, where we properly soldered

up the pipe.

We had quite an uneventful run to Lewes, having been passed only

by the long-distance six -cylinder Hotchkiss. flaying -had a somewhat

late lunch at the White Hart, ray medical friend left me, having first

presented me with alx>ut three inches of stethoscope rubber, in the event

of another breakage of the petrol pine. So I proceeded alone on the little

car, making for Guildford via Haywards Heath and Horsham. A

perfect run to Haywards Heath, hardly ever coming oft' top speed,

and never by any chance below the second. Taking in a little petrol

at Mr. Wood's establishment I ran easily on to Horsham. Five minutes'

stop there to buy picture postcards, and then straight on to Guildford.

Two miles from Horsham the English climate asserted itself, and a

violent rainstorm threatened to drench me, so I stopped to put on my

parapluie. Nearing Guildford one cylinder showed signs of missing, but

I decided not to trouble, so I pottered on and reached Guildford about

8.35 p.m.

Proceeding next morning about 10 o'clock towards Beading', I had

gone about one and a half miles when I stopped—that's all—just quietly

stopped. Inspection revealed that the petrol pipe had again broken, and

further examination revealed the interesting fact that I had lost the

doctor's parting gift of the stethoscope tube. Kesult, a walk to Guildford

with the broken pipe, another repair and many spare pieces of rubber

tube ; delay one and a half hours altogether. After losing my cap once, and

the road about three times, I got within measurable distance of Bnadine,

when, curiously enough, the petrol pipe again broke, in spite of the flexible

rubber joint. Having temporarily repaired it, I renewed the pipe entirely

in Reading, making it with two rubber joints, to be extra specially flexible.

Leaving Beading in a rain storm about 3.45 p.m. I proceeded to Oxford

via Wallingford, and about ten miles from Oxford I beheld a motorist

stopped at the summit of a hill with the bonnet of his car open. It has been

said that it is motor-car etiquette to ask as you pass if any help is

required, because by the time the answer is given yon will be far out of

hearing. In this case, however, 1 stopped as the gentleman looked so

lonely, and I was sure he bad forgotten the book of instructions. His

engine (a three-cylinder) would apparently only run for about five seconds,

so, tiaving asked nim if he had done all the usnal things in such cases,

such as blowing up the back eyres and adjusting all the brakes, tightening ■

up the clutch spring, &c,, and he stated that he bad, 1 chanced (another
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adea) to suggest that lie should try one of my accumulators (I had two). Of

course I knew it was an absurd thing to do, but mine looked much nicer

■than his ; they had nice red and black terminals, and his looked quite

■different—no colour about them at all ! Curiously enough, his engine

seemed to run quite well on mine, and 1 stood and thought I remembered

Sir A. Conao Doyle's work concerning a famous detective, and, taking to

iheartsome of the hints contained therein, I carefully scrutinised the now

exultant motorist, and, after closely examining his boots, watch chain

and necktie, and the very tidy state of his hair, I came to the con

clusion that he was unmarried, had at least £2,000 a year, and lived

alone in a mansion with nothing but cats for companions. I considered

my deductions good enough, so let him proceed with my battery. Some

people who tell amusing tales, and never hv any chance deviate into the

paths of truth, tell us of the man who is stranded and borrows a

I lattery or a tyre, and neither the man nor what he borrowed is seen

again. So far I have not seen this gentleman again, but I hope to,

as he will doubtless tell me if my deductions were correct; but the

battery, I am pleased to state, was sent off from Reading as soon as he

got there almost, and if this should meet the eye of the gentleman in

'the mansion with the cats, let him accept my best thanks for his

prompt dispatch of my accumulator.

Having arrived at Oxford about 7 p.m. and met a friend, we

■decided to proceed to our destination—Broadway in Worcestershire—

that night, and accordingly left Oxford at 8.15 p.m. The road

■to Woodstock is perfect. A bit hilly to Chipping Norton and very

much so from Chipping Norton to Moreton, where we stopped for

refreshment. The weather for an English summer was magnificent:

we both had good thick winter coats, and even then the blazing fire

at Moreton was very welcome. Leaving Moreton about 11.30 p.m.

with the headlight going, we proceeded to Boughton-oD-the Hill, which

hill we flew up—that is the way all motorists go up a steep hill—on

second speed. Having climbed this mountain we drifted along, and

soon after passed down the Fish Hill into Broadway. A most enjoy

able run, and one which proves that small cars are quite capable of

■doing a fairly big journey with no difficulty and at a minimum of

trouble and expense. The petrol consumption was approximately 35

miles to the gallon.—Yours truly,

Darmenite.

P.S.—I quite forget to mention that the car was a little 5A-h.p.

two-seated Oidsmobile with two speeds.

AN OPPORTUNITY WANTED.

To the Editor or The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—I have read with interest the article in the M.C.J, referring

to the designs of motor-cars, and as this subject has interested me for

Home time, probably there will be no harm done if I mention that if

I were given a fortnight in any motor-car manufactory I would design

and work out ideas to specifications of two types of cars, one for

general pleasure use and a 'bus that would satisfy the most fastidious

for comfort and elegance, and, with leference to the 'bus, one that
■could easily be turned within the distance required by the authorities,

and quite safe with reference to skidding.

1 am not writing for a cheap advertisement, but as a poor inventor

without friends in the industry.—Yours truly,

Interested.

THERMOSYPHON WATER CIRCULATION.

To thk Editor, of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—I should be obliged if you would answer a few questions as to

'-he thermo-sypbon system of water circulation in petrol cars. How is

the syphon principle applied to circulate the water in an automobile ;

that is, how are the water tank and radiating coils located so that the

principle will work properly ! Has heat got much to do with its work

ing !—Yours truly,

New Recruit.

[The thermo-syphon system of water circulation is simply the natural

circulation. The tanks and radiator are fixed above the level of the

cylinder head with the return pipes below the water level. The supply

is taken from the bottom of the radiator, or the tank, into the cylinder,

■and kept circulating by the heat, the hot water passing upward into

'the top of the radiator ; in fact, it may be said that the system depends

entirely on the heat for its operation.]

CARBONISATION IN ENGINE CYLINDERS.

To the Editor op The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—I had occasion recently to dismount my single-cylinder

engine, and on getting the piston out found that the top of it was
■covered by a hard layer of carbon, fully a £ in. thick. I should be

glad if your or any reader of the Journal could tell me what is the cause

of the deposit, and also whether it is any detriment to the eDgine devel

oping its full power. Also what steps should be taken to prevent the

deposit recurring.—Yours truly,

W. Hutchinson.

[The principal source of carbon deposit in cylinders is excessive

'lubrication, sometimes aided as a secondary cause by too rich a mixture ;

' >ut the carbon deposited from the latter is dry and powdery, and does

not appear to harden into a eompact layer without the aid of excessive

oil. The cause of too much oil passing the piston may be worn or stuck

rings, or in a new engine a want of perfect fit that will remedy itself

in the course of a few hundred miles running, while occasionally the

non-functioning of the air escape valve from the crank case (De Dion,

Darracq cars, &c.) promotes the trouble. The deposit on the piston need

not affect the power if the valves are kept clean, but it is not beneficial

to the cylinder: it is sometimes hard enougli'to be poiitively abrasive,

and if present to the extent described by our correspondent is a

symptom of one or mora of the above mentioned defects, which should,

of course, be attended to. Moreover, the presence of much deposit in

the cylinder is often a cause of pre-igaition, refusal to stop on switching

off, &c]

LOSS OF COMPRESSION.

To wbm Editor or The Motor-Cur Journal.

Sir, -Having hail a similar trouble as Mr. W. P. Loft mentions in

a recent issue, perhaps these few lines may be of service to him.

Has he had his valves fitted properly ? A good many motorists, not

only motorists but repairers also, will griqd in a valve, and look at the

head of same for a result. I have had four engines of the same make

give the same trouble, with the compression so bad that, after grinding

the valves in, the engine could be turned over with the little finger. I

remedied them with a cutter.

If he has the old valves by him, and has them put in the lathe, no

doubt he will find them bent, which may have started his trouble and

caused an irregular surface on the valve seat in the cylinder. He

may fit a good many valves and stilt find no ompression, if the seat is

not true. Supposing the seat itself is only touched at one point by the

valve when being ground in, it will sluw a mark all round the valve,
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but not so in the cylinder. Clean off at the seat and see if that shows

the same ; that is the place to look to, not so much the valve.—Yours

truly,

Aitch Emm.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—I shall be glad if you or any reader of the M.C.J, can tell

the reason why there is no compression on my De Dion 9-h.p. single-

cylinder car. The inlet valve is all right, as it will hold petrol. The

exhaust valve has been ground in, so - bat is all right. I have put two

new rings on the piston, and I am quite sure it does not get past there.

The car works all right, but does not take ordinary hills on top speed

owing to the loss of compression.—Yours truly,

T. Evans.

[The loss of compression, as explained by our correspondent, is pro

bably due to the piston rings, and it is past these that the loss occurs.

It is a mistake to imagine that new rings will fit perfectly gas tight in a

cylinder until they have had a considerable amount of running, and gor.

thoroughly worn into their bearing. If the rings are taken out and

examined, it will probably be found that they are only bearing for a

portion of their circumference, the bearing points being either side of

the joint and directly opposite. After the engine has had a good

running the difficulty ought to be overcome.]

Ignition Wire.—" H. J. M. " writes :—" Can yon inform me where I

can obtain high and low tension wire for wiring a car, covered with

flexible brass or lead, suitable for Indian climate?"

The makers of the " Peg-sus" detachable non-skid and motor-tyre

nrotector are Messrs. Middlemore and Lamplugh, Ltd., of Holloway

Head, Birmingham.
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A SUGGESTION FOR INCREASING THE SAFETY

OF STEERING JOINTS * ;

Bv Louis T. Weiss.

Ax nnnsual number of motor accidents have occurred in the

United States recently, aiid in niest cases we read that the steering gear

broke, or that the car, when going at high speed, became unmanageable,

or the driver lost all control of his vehicle, or the car first headed for one

tide of the road and then for the other, finally landing upside down in a

ditch, or succeeded in smashing itself to pieces oo a stone wall, tree,

telegraph or other pole. In most of these cases one or more lives were

lost. There can exist but little doubt that the statement " that the car

became unmanageable" is correct in many of the sad occurrences. The

Technical Committee have had no opportunity to examine any cars alter

accidents bad taken place, and if such opportunity had presented itself,

they would have proved of little value since the cars are mostly a general

wreck. AVe have, however, examined and considered the steering gear

now in general use, and believe that it is certainly faulty. It is sur

prising that manufacturers furnish such a mechaiiitm when they well

know what must result on its breaking down while in use. The kind of

steering gear which we speak of consists of the hand wheel, worm gear

or tut movements, which canses the steering crank to swing in a vertical

plane. This crank is connected to the steering knuckle by means of a

reach or connecting rod swingirg in a horizontal plane, ar.il it is to this

rod we wish to draw serious attention.

Since the steeling crank A moves in an arc of a vertical plane, and

the steering knuckle (not shown) in an arc of a horizontal plane, it is neces

sary that the connecting rod B be so made as to allow for up and down,

and at the same time, side w-a\s or lateral, motiens at each end. A con

venient way to accomplish this is to have the ends of both cranks ball-

shape, as shown at FFifit sketch. The sockets CC partly encircle the

ball end F of crank A. The springs DD exert a prestuie tending at all

times to keep the sockets CC in close contact with the ball F. The nut E

in some cases enters the tube 1! as shown, and in others screws around the

cut*ide of that tube. This tube generally has an oblong hole cut into its

fide large enough to allow the bail end, together with the two sockets, to

parts either by wire or other means, so as to prevent the reach rod from,

falling, jumping, or being jerked out of connection if the sockets CC

should separate.

 

n ove freely and longitudinally in the tube B, [thus forming a yielding

and play-lees connection between the crank A and the steering knuckle.

A'yielding connection is very desiiable, since it prevents snapping off' of

the steering knuckle, as wellas lengthens thelifeof the irreversible steer-

irg mechanism proper.

The mechanism proper, such as the worm and gear, or the nut and

thread, as well as the steering knuckles, are generally very well

proportioned and well made. With the reach rod, which is just as

important as the rest, it is different. When assembling, the ball F is

entered through the opening X, and can come out the same way if the

stckets CC open. Then the rod I; will fall to the ground, and all

c< nnections between the hand wheel and the front wheels of the car are

broken, and the vehicle inns wild. The sockets CC will open when

either of the springs break, and break they will, as the writer has

personally removed one spring in three parts.

It is trne that some makers of cars make the opening buttonhole

shape, and others slit it all the way out to the end, so that the ball can

only be entered from the end, or through the large part of the button

hole opening, and, when in place, these are covered or closed by a nut

or cap, which at the same time answers the purpose of compressing the

spiings, as does E in the sketch. We have then an opening through

which the ball cannot pass and the rod cannot drop ofT. We have

examined such connections and found some where the thin wall of the

tubing had been worn so large that the ball passed through easily. Others

were so that the blow of a fist forced the rod off.

In the accompanying sketch we show a primitive, but quite an

effective way to prevent tire dropping of the rod if the springs should

break so that the car will not run wild. The writer has taken such pre

caution ever since he has run motor-cars, and has, as before stated,

removed one spring in three pieces. After the break the wheels wabbled

somewhat, but the car could still be steered.

We do not recommend this particular method of drilling a hole and

drawing a wire through it and round the tube B in all cases, since some

steering cranks and knuckles would be weakened too much by the hole.

AVe do, nowever, believe it to be a very wise precaution to fasten the

♦ Abstract of taper read before the Long Ialaud Automobile Club.

ROAD REPORTS.

—♦—

Llandudno. -The President of the Local Government Board has

issued an order under the Motor Car Act, 1903, restricting speed to ten

miles an hour in the following thoroughfares in Llandudno :—So

nruch of the Parade as extends from its junction with the North Parade

to its junction with Vaughan Street ; and so much of Mostyn Street

as extends from its junction with Gloddoeth Street to its junctionrwith

Vaughan Street.
Freokleton Marsh.—The road across Freckleton Marsh, which is

the most direct route to Lytham, is liberally strewn with loose macadam,

the surface of which is injurious to motor tyres. Those who have

had occasion to traverse it after nightfall lately must have been in

fear and trembling lest a nasty gash in the tyre should be sustained

in this isolated region. Many travellers on pneumatic tyres prefer this

coast route to Blackpool to tire new main route via Kirkham, but it is to

be feared that, owing to the present condition of the marshes, a great deal

of traffic has been diverted to the main road and the toll receipts affected

in consequence.
Taunton.—The Taunton Chamber of Commerce is urging the town

council to fix boards warning motorists to drive slowly at the borough

boundaries on all the main roads.

Forres.—Restriction of the speed of motor-cars to ten miles an

hour has been sanctioned by the Secretary for Scotland in several streets

of the town of Forres.
Lossiemouth.—Last week the roads and streets in the burgh

received their annual patching ; several other main highways in the dis

trict were also dealt with.

Kingston.—The main London road and Richmond road in the

borough of K ingston-on Thames is under repair.

Bedford.—Portions of the following main roads within the

borough of Bedford will most likely be under repair during the next

two or three months, viz., Kimbolton Road and Ampthill Road.

Finchley.—Finclrley and Hendon have each agreed to contribute

one-third of the estimated cost, £5,700, of a bridge, to carry the road

between Mill Hill and Finchley where it crosses the river Brent, near

Dollis. It is stated that the Highways Committee of the Middlesex

County Council will recommend that the remainder of the expense be

defrayed by the county.
INVERNESS-SHIRE.—The Road Board of the County Council of Inver

ness-shire have recommended proposals to widen the highway near tbe

entrance to the Falls of Foyers, the cost to be borne by the British

Aluminium Company ; to have the Gleann Meadail branch road, in

Knoydart, taken off the list of highways, and to apply for a grant for

township roads in South L'ist and Barra. These recommendations have

been approved by the council.
Doxcaster.—Small portions of the main roads in the Doncaster

district are being made good where worn, but no great disturbance of

motor traffio is resulting.
Bridgwater.—With regard to the main roads here there is a length

of about two to two and a half miles of roads through the borough, and

the times of repair are somewhat erratic owing to the surfaces being so

constantly disturbed for gas, water, post office, telephone and electric

lighting! purposes. Mr. F. Parr, the Borough Surveyor, is to be con

gratulated on the condition of the streets under the many adverse cir

cumstances.
Leicester—At the present time none of the main thoroughfares

in Leicester are blocked for any work, the tramways scheme having been

completed. In connection with tbe repair of any macadamized roods in

the borough of Leicester, Mr. E. George Mawbey, the Borough Surveyor,

always sees that only one half of the road is dealt with at a time, so as

to leave a sufficient width in all cases for the passage of tralfic. This is,

we are glad to note, a practice that is becoming more general throughout

the country.

Messrs. John E. Gibbs and Maclean, Ltd., of Fawcett Street,

Fishergate, York, have designed a new burner for Serpollet and other

steam cars, in which the heavy gun metal casting that was originally

used in these burners has been done away with.

Mr. Arthur Goodwin, who ha< had a long connection with the

motor trade, ha« joined the firm of Messrs. C. A. Vandervell and Co.,

of Acton Vale, W., and is taking charge of the commercial, side of the

business. Owing to the development ot their trade in accumulators and

ignition accessories Messrs. Vandervell are, we learn, arranging for a

large extension to their works.
Amongst the newcomers in the tyre section of the forthcoming

show will be Messrs. George Spencer, Moulton and Co., Ltd., of 77,

Cannon Street, London, E.C., and Bradford-on-Avon, Wilts. This firm

is one of the oldest rubber manufacturers in England, but have hitherto

confined their efforts to the making of their well-known india-rabbei

buffer, draw and bearing springs, &c, for railway rolling stork. Their

experience on railways will now be turned to automobilism, and some of

their new tyres will be on exhibition. It will, however, be some months-

before the new machinery they are pntting down at their mills will lie-

ready to turn out tyres on an extensive scale.
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CLUBS AND ASSOCIATIONS.

SCOTTISH AUTOMOBILE CLUB.

A pahade of commercial motor vehicles took place on the afternoon

of Thursday of last week, organised by the Scottish A.C. The vehicles met

fin Blythswood Square, (ilasgow, and after being examined by the judges,

proceeded at a comparatively slow pace over a selected route embracing

rhe principal streets of the city, the whole course covering a distance

of about five or six miles.

The following members of the Competitions Committee acted as

judges :—Mr. John Adam, convener, Mr. Win. Heid, Mr. Wallace

Fairweather, Mr. John M. Ross, Mr. George F. Paisley, Mr. J. B. Talbot

Crosbie and Mr. J. B. Shanks.

On the return to the place of start Mr. John Adam, convener of the

Competitions Committee, in awarding the money prizes to the drivers

of the vehicles, explained that the prizes were given solely in respect

of the condition of the vehicles and of the engines and to the evident

care displayed by the driver in looking after these, and without any

regard whatever to the constructional or mechanical qualities of the

vehicle, to which latter the prizes had no relation. Prizes were

Awarded as follows :—

, .'lass L Steam Vehicles : 1st, James Muir, driver of Mr. Robert

Dawson's wagon (Fodens, Ltd.), with carrying capacity of 100 cwt.;

2nd, D. Gibson, driver of Scottish Co-operative Wholesale Society's

Ltd.'s lorry (Alley and Mcl.ellan, Ltd.), with carrying capacity of

120 cwt. ; 3rd, Peter Ferguson, driver of United Co-operative Baking

Suciety, Ltd.'s bread van (R. Morton and Sons, Ltd.), with carrying

capacity of 50 cwt.

For some years it has been the practice of the Auto C.C. to limit open

motor-cycle races to those machines fitted with engines having a cylinder

capacity not exceeding 7f> by 76, or the equivalent volnme swept out.

The result has been that the manufacturers of these small engines have

continued to improve them to such an extent, in order to get the i«st

results out of them, that they are capable of attaining a speed of nearly

55 miles an hour, and this speed is unsafe on the existing tracks. It

seems a pity to further limit the size of engines to, say, 70 by 70, for

this size is out very little used : the only other alternative, therefore,

would appear to be to limit the ratio of gearing.

Ox Saturday, the last of the Auto Cycle Club's quarterly trials for

the season was held, when sixteen machines participated in the run front

Uxbridge. The run out to Dashwood was almost without incident.

The following are the performances of each machine up the hill, " zero "

being the fastest performance of the day, accomplished on a 9-h.p.

twin-cylinder Bat, the fastest single-cylinder performance being that of

F, ' 'W. Applebee, who was only

Name. H.P.

1). G. Gilmour ... 9

F. W. Applebee... 3.J

F. C. Dee... ... 5

L. W. Bellenger... 3J

H. <i. Partridge ... 6

G. L. Evans ... 21

H. S. Catling ... 2J

behind that of the twin :—

Machine. M. sac.

Bat zero.

Rex 2W

Vindec Special ... 9

Quadrant 10 2-5

N.S.U 33 4-5

Rex 49

Anglian 57 2-5

 

Some of the Albion Cart in the Glasgow Demonstration of Industrial Motor Vehicles.

Class II. Petrol vehicles with carrying capacity exceeding 26 cwt. :

1st, Jas. Kennedy, driver of Mr. Alex. Kennedy's 12-h.p. delivery van

Arrol-Johnston Car Company, Ltd.), carrying capacity 30 cwt. ; 2nd,

H. Stewart, driver of Mr. R. D. Waddell's lorry (Milnes- Daimler, Ltd.),

carrying capacity of 50 cwt. ; 3rd, V. King, driver of Bow's Emporium's

'lelivery lorry (Albion Motor Car Company, Ltd.), carrying capacity

■40 cwt

Class III. Petrol vehicles with carrying capacity not exceeding

-0 cwt. : 1st, W. Stronach, driver of Pettigrew and Stephens, Ltd.'s

16-h.p. parcel van (Albion Motor Car Company, Ltd. ), carrying capacity

24 cwt. ; 2nd, H. Maenab, driver of " Glasgow Evening News" delivery

van (Argyll Motors, Ltd.), carrying capacity 15 cwt. : 3rd, J. Steel, driver

of Cooper and Company's delivery van (New Arrol-Johnston Car Com

pany, Ltd. ), carrying capacity 20 cwt.

Mr. Adam explained that this was the first effort which had been

made in Scotland to show the commercial community and the public

generally the recent development which had been made in the manu

facture and adoption of self-propelled vehicles for commercial purposes,

and he thought they were to be congratulated upon the extensive and

< aried nature of the display.

Seven of the vehicles were shod with iron tyres, twenty-three with

Royal Sirdar buffer solid tyres, and the remaining twenty-turee with

various other makes vf solid tyres.

AUTO-CYCLE CLUB.

In an official communique of the Auto C.C. we learn :—The time

has now arrived when it has become necessary to enquire whether it is

i lot advisable to further limit the size of engines on the racing track.

W. Smith

E. W. Haswell ...

G. T. Fletcher ...

W. O. Bentley ...

A. G. Peppercorn

M. W. Randle ...

Capt. H. A. Webber 51

C. Gordon Bell ... l|

W. Montgomery 3.J

n

6

n
34

2J
10

Motosacoche 1 2 4-5

N.S.I'. Sidecar ... 13 3-5

Motosacoche ... 19

Bell 1 43 4-5

Anglian 1 44 3-5

Lagonda ... ... 1 53 4-5

Rex de Luxe 1 54 2-5

N.S.I". ._ ... 1 57 4-5

Montgomery Sidecar retired

The following succeeded in making non-stop runs : —G. L. Fletcher,

lj-h.p. Motosacoche ; L. W. Bellenger, :U-h.p. Quadrant ; H. S.

Catling, 2J-h.p. Anglian ; F. W. Applebee, 3i-h.p. Hex : A. G. Pep

percorn, 2^-h.p. Anglian ; M. W. Handle, 10-h.p. Lagonda. The per

formances in the Consumption Trial were as follows :—

G. L. Fletcher ... lj-n.p. Motosacoche 156 oz. 127 -7 miles per gal.

Cant. H. A. Webber 5',-h.p. Rex de Luxe 390 oz. ^ 51 „ „ „

It. A.

M. W. Randle ... 10-h.p. Lagonda 630 oz. = 316 ,, „ „

LEICESTERSHIRE.

A PLEASING little ceremony was performed at the headquarters of the

Leicestershire Automobile Club, where a deputation from the Guild of

the Crippled was invited to receive the proceeds of the gymkhana held

on the occasion of the visit of the Motor Union of Great Britain and

Ireland to Leicester. Mr. E. (i. Mawbey, president of the Leicestershire

Automobile Club, was in the chair, and expressed the pleasure the club

had in presenting a cheque of £71 14s. towards the fund for building the

new hall for the Guild of the Crippled.
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SOUTHEND AND DISTKICT MOTOR CLUB.

The closing ran of the Southend and District -Motor Club took place

to Witham. Luncheon was partaken of at the White Hart, Witham,

between twenty and thirty being present. Among those who started

from Southend were Messrs. Carruthers, Dr. Laing, Mr. Vivian-Millett,

Dr. Hopkins,, Potter, Brittain, Greenfield, Goodman, 1 'aimer, White,

Smith, Crump, Parsons, Herrtage, and Foster Spencer, with the hon.

sec., Mr. A. Warnery.

Ox Saturday the 19th inst., the Junior Automobile Club held a

k-end run to Leamington, returning to town on the following day.

Despite bad weather over twenty members mustered at the Crown Hotel.

This was the last run of the present season for the Junior A.C.

COMPANY NbWS.

New Companies Registered.

Spare Motok Wheel of America.- -£85,000. (£1). To acquire

the U.S.A. patents of the Spare Motor Wheel, the St. Anne Kerosene

Motor Cars, ami the U.S.A. Standard Speedometer, and the undertaking

nod all or any of the assets of tlie St. Anne Kerosene Motor Company,

of St. Anne, Illinois. The Stepney Spare Wheel, Ltd., of Llanelly, has

lonsented to this registration. 2, Clarence Parade, Cheltenham.

S.P.A. Motor Company.—£1,000. To acquire all or part of the

benefit of a contract dated January 12th. 1907, between tjhe Societa

I'ieniontese Automobile Ansaldi Ceirano (S.P.A. ), of Turin, of the one

part and the Spa Motor Company, of London, of the other part, and all

or any of the assets and liabilities of the business of the Spa Motor

Company, and to adopt an agreement with Messrs. H. E. Hall and

H. O. Hall. No initial public issue, first directors : Messrs. H. E.

Hall and H. O. Hall (managing director). 13, Riding House Street,

 

The above illustrationldepict»Etbe£nov el manner in which the Acton

Vale Repair Works of Messrs. Fanhard land Ltvassor utilise the

step for lecuring the spare tyre.

THE COMMERCIAL VEHICLE TRIAL,

Official revisions in the list of time lost registered against the

vehicles which completed the five weeks' running in connection with the

Royal A.C.'s Commercial Vehicle Trials are as follows : —Broom and Wade

pnraffin wagon (Class E), mechanical trouble 237 min., depot trouble

541 min. Thames delivery van (Ao) depot trouble, 841 min. Milnes-

Daimler tip wagon (E28), depot trouble, 330 min. Ryknield covered

van (E47), no depot trouble, and no time lost.

The list, however, is still provisional, being subject to further

alteration.

ARMY MOTOR RESERVE.

During the recent military manoeuvres the Army Motor Reserve

* as continuously employed, sixty-three officers of the corps being

attached to the various iorces. These officers performed an aggregate
of 531 days' military duty, and travelled a distance of •20,000 mile".

Lieutenant G. H. V. Milbank, with his car, was placed on duty with

the German Attaches who had been appointed by the German Emperor

to attend the Army Corps manceuvres.

Metallurgies Cars, Ltd., ask us to mention that in future all

business will be transacted at 30, Lome C.aidens, Regent's Park, N.W.,

to which address all communications thotild be sent.

Owing to the premising debut of their new all-British Badminton

car, Messrs. Teste and Lassen are taking larger premises, their choice

having fallen upon the works in Scrubb's Lane, Wulesden, until recently

occupied by the Fiat Company. Amongst the first sales t( f the new car

have been two for China, one being for Mr. C. Craig, of Shanghai, and

( ne for a Chinese Mandarin whose name is omitted by n quest.

THE L.G.B. AND THE SAFETY OF THE ROAL>

A circular letter has been sent by the L.G.B. to County CounciU-

other than the London County Council, under date October 16th, 1907,.

as follows :—

I am directed by the Local Government Board to state that it

appears from the replies they received to their letter of June 10th

last as to the number of signboards denoting dangerous corners, cross

roads and precipitous places, set up by County Councils in England and

Wales under Section 10 (2) of the Motor Car Act, 1903, that a con

siderable diversity of opinion exists amongst County Councils as to the

action which should be taken by them under this enactment. The

replies show that some county councils have put up a large number of

signposts while others have put up none at all or very few.

It seems to the Board that County Councils may properly be asked,

to consider the expediency of a more extensive and systematic use of

the facilities afforded by the enactment in question, and by other pro

visions of the law, for the prevention of accidents, not only to motor

cars but also to other vehicles and persons on roads in relation to which'

County Councils have powers and duties.

Under the particular enactment to which attention has been drawn,

the County Council are the authority responsible for the erection,

throughout every part of the county which does not comprise a borough

with a population exceeding 10,000 at the last census, of the signposts

intended to denote dangerous corners, cross roads and precipitous places

on or near main roads or other highways. Tt is obvious that the exact

spot to be chosen for the erection of a signpost for any such purpose is

that at which this indication of danger ahead may most advantageously

be exhibited for the guidance of a person not familar with the road

Whether the spot be in the neighbourhood of a cross road which is not

visible until actually reached, or of a steep bill, with a turn in its course,-

itwill, no doubt, occur to County Councils that, in fixing the position

of the signpost, they may profitably avail themselves of the experience

of persons accustomed to drive mechanically propelled vehicles or con

cerned with other traffic in the locality.

While it may be expected that a more extensive use of signposts

will tend to material diminution of the risks attendant upon the traffic

on many roads, the Board think that it may be for County Councils to

consider whether, in certain circumstances, they may not usefully take

other steps for attaining this object. It will lie borne in mind that a

County Council, with respect to a main road, have powers of improvement

and enlargement. Further, as regards other highways, they are autho

rised to contribute towards outlay for these purposes.

Apart from those cases in which obstruction in carriage-way or

cartway is caused by hedges or trees, and from other cases of danger

through encroachment or otherwise, the Board may mention, as an

example of powers which might be exercised for the general benefit, the

improvement to be effected by the cutting off of coiners in a road. In-

such a position, high hedges and banks are often a source of danger, and

the needful alteration or removal of the hedge or bank, whether as part

of the improvement carried out by a County Council, or as part of the

improvement to which they contribute, may well be regarded as an

important feature of the improvement. It may frequently be possible-

for the County Council, by agreement with the owners of the property

adjoining the road, to arrange for the removal or diminution of the ob

struction to view. There are probably many cases in which the owner

would be willing to co-operate with the local authority in the matter,,

and the Board hope that in such cases the County Council may think

it desirable to proceed in this manner. The Board have no doubt that
• the matters to which this letter refers have been considered by many-

County Councils, but in view of the too common occurrence of accidents

they have thought it well to draw special attention to them.—I am,

sir, your obedient servant,

S. B. Provis, Secretary.

In view of the recent enthusiasm raised by the performance of

various airships, it is interesting to note that the Zeppelin airship,

(the largest in the world) has just concluded a trial which lasted nearly

. ight hours, a speed of over thirty miles per hour being attained. The-

envelope of the Zeppelin is not constructed of goldbeater skin, as in the c;i*e-

of t>: c British vessel " Nulli Secundus." but of a much stronger material

ma le by the Continental Tyre Company specially for the purpose.

The new catalogue of the Peter Union Tyre Company illustrates

1 o li the company's beaded edge and Simplex tyre. The former can

be btted to any rim ; the latter has to be fitted on a special rim. The

edges of the tyre are fitted with a wire rope which keeps it firmly

on the rim and requires only one security bolt. Particulars are-

also included of the Peter Puncture Pioot Band, and copies of the

excellent list can be obtained on application to 6, Upper St. Martin's

Lane, London, W.C.

The Secretary of the Royal Commission on Congestion in Ireland

has written to Messrs. Brown Bros., Ltd., respecting the four 20-22-h.p.

Brown cars which have been employed by them on their recently com

pleted journey, stating that the vehicles engaged by the Commission,

which were each employed for about 100 days between April and

October, ran extremely well. " They had a very severe test, being out in

all weathers, mainly on bad roads in the West of Ireland, and, owing to

the uncertainty of our movements, there was but little time for over

hauling, yet we had no breakdown and practically no trouble except the

ordinary tyre troubles."
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CASES UNDER THE MOTOR CAR ACT.

An Appeal Allowed.

At the Surrey Quarter Sessions at KiDgston, Sir Henry Norman,

M.P., on the 18th inst., appealed against a convietioa and a fine of £3 by

the justices of the Guildford division for driving a motor car at a speed

■dangerous to the public at Wi ley, on July 7th. The police alleged that

the car was travelling at a rate of thirty miles an hour, but Sir Henry

denied that the speed exceeded twenty or twenty-one miles an hour,

there being no traffic on th3 road. SirH inry adde I that he felt that if

he were to ba classed among the inconsiderate drivers of motor-cars an 1

road hogs his efforts and influence in the putting down of inconsi ierata

•driving on the part of others, a wo.-k in which he was deeply interested,

would be largely discounted. Lady Norman and the chauffeur having

also given evidence, the court allowed the appeal, but refused to allow

Summons against a Doctor Dismissed.

The chauffeur of a West End physician was summoned by the

police at the South Western Court on Saturday f >r driving a motor-car

at an excessive rate of spaed at Par'* Si le, Wimbledon Com anon. ' The

doctor attended the court and said he received an urgent message to

visit & patient who was very ill, and he give his servant instructions to

travel quickly. Mr. Da Grey (the magistrate) said that if he were taken

ill he would be glad if tha doctor arrivdd promptly. He dismissed the

■case.

Heavy Hauls.

At St. 'Augustine's (Canter jury) Petty Sess'ois, five motorists

have been fined various amounts ajgrega'..iig£14 15*. for furious driving.

The Identification or the Driver.

Francis J. K. Cane*e w»s summoned on Monday, at Bro.nley (Kent)

Police-court, for exceeding the speed limit on the Maidstone road at St.

Paul's Cray. The police evidence was to the effect that a eir was

driven at a speed exceeding twenty-six miles an hour, but the number

only was taken, and the ear was no; stopped. None of the police

witnesses could identPy the defendant as the driver. The solicitor who

defdnded contended that there was no case to answer. All the evidence

weat to show was that a certain car exceeded the speed limit, and

there was no more evidence against the defendant taan against the

Bench itself. The car ought to have baen stopped. However, the

police must briag evidence to identify the defendant as the driver

o; the car. The police contended that the owner of the car must supply

the information, but it was pointed out that the only condition as to

this was in the first section of the Act, and this case did no; come

under that. The Bench dismissed the summons.

A Dismissal.

J. W. Brierley, of Middleton, was summoned at Altrincham on

Monday for driving a motor-car at a speed exceeding twenty mles an

hour through Timperley and Baguley. The pilice evidence was that

defendant's car covered three miles in tj1, minutes, The defendant

daclared that there must have b.en an error, as it was impossible for a

6-h.p. single-cylinder car, carrying six passengers, to travel at that

speed. If the police could get the car to do it he would make them a

present of it. The chairman (Mr. J. W. Sidebottom) sa'd the Bench

were inclined to think there had been a mistake, and they would give

defendant the benefit of the doubt. The case was dismissed.

No Licence when Learning.

Befo e the Maidenhead County Ban di, Diana Bulteel, of Brook

Lo Ige, Cieapside, Ascot, was charged with having driven a motor-car
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[Argent Archer,

■On a recent day at Dumbarton eleven motorists were fined various sums

from £1 to seven guinea- for travelling too quickly in Helensburgh. Six

motorists have been fined £15 7s. 6d. at Coventry after being caught in a

trap at Allesley.

. Furious Driving.

W. H: Welch, of Redcliff Back, Bristol, has been summoned for

furious driving. After hearing both sides the magistrates regretted that

the police had not been able to stop the car and give the defendant an

opportunity to call more witnesses. Still, there had been no'hine

against him before in his many years as a motorist, so they would

.dismiss the case.

At the Kingston Borough Bench, Harold Lawford, of Kinellan,

Wimbledon Gammon, was summon3d for exceeding the ten-mile spaed

limit in Clarence Street. The case was first oefore the court tha

previous week, but was adjourned to allow the defendant to produce his

motor driver's licence. On that occasion he tol t the magistrates that

at the tiiu j he was hastening to fetch Mrs. Herman, whose son tha

p-evious day had met with a fatal motor accident at the Brooklands

Slotor Track. On Wedneslay the Mayor said, under the circum

stances, the magistrates decided to dismiss the summons on payment of

costs.

A case, arising out of an accident at Chiddingly, has been before

the magistrates at the Hailsliam Petty Sessions. Sophia Gertrude
Goad, of Castle Keep, Reigafe, was summoned for driving a motor-car

at Chiddingly on August 14th at a speed dangerous to the public. After

'hearing the evidence of the defendant, the magistrates were evenly

divided in opinion, and the case was dismissed

at Wink field, on August 8th, without having a licence. The defendant,

who stated that she was having a lesson in driving at the time, was

fined 10s., with 7s. 6d. costs.

Unregistered Vehicle.

Richard Curne has been summoned for driving an unregistered

motor vehicle at Shooter's Hill, Woolwich, and Tarspra, Ltd., has been

summoned for aiding and abetting in the commission of the offence.

The firm were further summoned for failing to cause all the paint of

the lettering and figures to be renewed on the registered axle, fume was

fined 20s. and 2s. costs, and the Tarspra Company to pay the costs.

The British Petroleum Company, Limited, send us examples

of the series of Shell motor spirit pictorial post cards they intend dis

tributing at the forthcoming exhibition.

Messrs. Henry Angus, Sanderson and Company, of Westgate

Road, Newcastle-on-Tyne, have sent as a photo of forty of the Daimlers

they have sold this year. Altogether they have disposed of just on

100 new cars as well as several second-hand ones, and report that the

prospect for the coming season seems to be even more promising thin

the last.

Mr. F. E. Coppen, of the London and Parisian Motor Company,

Ltd., is, we learn, taking the new 16-h.p. Hotchkisj, which is being put

on the market for the 1908 season, into all towns of any importance in

England before the Olympia Show, with a view to demonstrating same

to agents and fixing up agencies for the coming season. Should any

agents wish to see the car they should communicate with the London

and Parisian Company
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

OCTOBER.

26th iS.).—Scottish A.C.'s hill climb near Fintry, Stirlingshire.

Motor cycling conference at Nottingham.

Birmingham M.C. run to Roydon.

Auction sale of motor-cars by Messrs. Hampton and Sons,

Ltd., on the Brooklands Track.

30th (W.).—Annual meeting of the Marine Motor Association.

NOVEMBER.

8th (F.).—Society of Motor Manufacturers and Traders' Dinner, Grand

Hotel. Charing Cross.

llth-23rd.—Olympia Motor-Car Exhibition.

12th-30th.—Paris Motor Show.

13th (W.).—Annual Dinner of the Motor Union at the Hotel Great Cen

tral, London.

20th (W.).— Institute of Automobile Engineeis. Address by Col. H. E.

Crompton.

22nd-30th.—Stanley Show.

30th (S.).—Annual dinner of the North London A.C. at the Midland

Grand Hotel, London.

DECEMBER.

2nd (M.).—Cheshire A.C. annual dinner.

4th (\V.).—Southend and District M. C. annual dinner.

5th (Th.).— Exhibition at Berlin.

7th (S.).—Annual Dinner and Presentation of Prizes in connection with

the Essex Motor Club.
18th (M.).—General Committee of the Motor Unicn. ' ■'

21st (S.). —Opening of the Brussels Exhibition.

MARCH, 1908.

21st-2Sth.—Ccrdingley's Motor-Car Show at the Agricultural Hal',

London.

BUSINESS NEWS.

Oct. 26th—5.45

„ 27th—5.42

Liohtinq-ttp Times—London.

... 25th—5.41 ... 30th—5.37

.. 29th—5.39 ... 3 1st -5.34

AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS.

Nov. 1st—5 32

„ 2nd—5.3H

WHILE Lord Dunleath and some friends were motoring to Glasgow

on their way south from Glemlunie Lodge their Daimler car backed into

the public weigh-house at Blairgowrie. The building was struck with

such force that it was shifted back a foot, and was only saved from

overturning by a telephone post immediately in the rear.

A motor mishap has occurred at Meadowbank, Applegarth. N.B.

A chauffeur was driving a car containing two ladies and two gentlemen

on their way from Glasgow to London. When passing beneath the

railway bridge he noticeda postman's gig, which attempted to pass, but,

when almost in line, a small boy, who had been hanging on to the gip,

stepped in front of the car. The driver had no time to draw np, and to

save running over the child he swung his car to the left, with the resnlt

that it struck the back of the trap with consideral le force. The gig was

overturned, but fortunately its occupant was unhurt. The car struck

the banking and toppled over on its side, the occupants being thrown

out. All, with the excep' ion of the chauffeur, escaped without injury,

bat Braidstreet was badly shaken. The car itself was damaged,

and was afttrwards towed to Lockerbie for repairs, after which it was

able to continue its journey. The chauffeur had to return to London the

following day by train.

POLICE TRAPS.

There is a trap between Besi-ingby and Bridlington, r •

AlONU the Upper Worthing Road, in the parish of Poling, the police

have a measured quartered of a mile.

Police traps have been established at Allesley—one on the Mcriilen

side of the village and another close to the Coventry boundary.-

Near Weeton Station, on the Otley road, is a police trap leading

to the Knaresborough court.

Motor traps have been established at Horsley and Corbridge. near

Hexham.
The Christchurch traps are again in active operation.

At Rnxley Hill. Noith Cray, the measured distance is again in

charge of vigilant officers.

Tukrt: is a trap in the parish of Angniering (Sussex).

Motor-car drivers in London have decided to recognise as a call for

their services three blows of a whistle.

We learn that the Ela<-tes Company are now prepared to fill motor

cycle tyres with their wtll-known Elaste* material.

Movrii. is the name niven by Messrs. Carless, Capel and Leonard

to the quality of motor spirit which is ordinarily used of '71>V'720

specific gravity. The firm, of cour.se, still supply their Standard petrol

of -7<H> specific gravity.

The Stepney Sparc Wheel is being intioduced into India by the

Bombay Motor Car Company, Ltd.

The Albany Automobile Company, of 106, Albany Street, London,

N.W., is making a speciality of hiring cars, and have already a large

clientele.

The Sirhar Rubber Company, Ltd., send us a photo which

depicts in a striking manner the growing pjpnlarity of the Sirdar

pneumatic tyrss with groved covers.

Ox Monday the Stepney Spare Wheel, Ltd., received a telegram to

dispatch at once an S80 and 895 adjustable Stepney wheel for the King

of Spain's car.

Messrs. W. Galloway and Co., of Gateshead, have just been

appointed sole agents for Stanley steam cars in London and fifty railed

round.

The new chain making works of Messrs. Hans Renold, Ltd., at

Barrage, near Manchester, are now rapidly approaching completion,

manufacturing operations in one of the departments' having been com
menced last week. 1 ■

Mr. C. H. Bailey, of Barry Dock, who has recently acquired his

seventh Daimler car, has written to the Daimler Company stating that

the 35-h.p. car, of which he recently took delivery, has in every way

come up to his expectations. " I began seven years ago with a 6-h.p.,

which was followed by a 9-h.p., and a little later on by a 1 6-h.p. This

o»r in turn was succeeded by three 23-h.p.'s, and now the 35-h.p. makes

seven, and every one is in use ; even the 6-h.p. is still doing good

work."

L.\pY WAKEMAN has, through Messrs. Rippon Bros:, of Hudders-

field, had a good many ." Arco" non;skid bands, and at this moment

Messrs. Kippon have both a plain and a non-skid cover for repair.

One of these non-skids of the Acre rtubber Company on her ladyship's

14-20 h.p. Renault has run 8,200 miles. After 2,43s miles it was sent

to be " Arco'd." It then ran 3,177 miles to August, 1900, when it

was again sent to be "Arco'd." From September 1900 to April, 1907,

it ran 2,464 miles, when it was "Arco'd" for the third time.

The Hon. Dudley James writes that his 30-h.p. Beeston-Humber

has run over 7,000 miles, and has not been delayed on the road more

than an hour in all. " We frequently do the run from London to Bex-

hill without change of gear, and the car has climbed Llanberis Pass

easily on top speed with four up and a quantity of luggage."

The " London Gazette " of October 15th last contained an announce

meat of the voluntary winding up of a company named the Stanley

Show, Ltd. This does not mean that any alteration is being made in

the lines upon which the Stanley Show is being held at the Agricultural

Hall. The explanation of the announcement is that certain changes are

being made in the constitution of the company which owns the name,

and these changes necessitate the formal winding up of the old company

and the registration of a new company in the same name.

For low petrol consumption the Berliet car, the agents for which

are Messrs. J. E. Hutton and Company, Ltd., is hard to beat, and this

in a large measure is due to the hand-controlled auxiliary air inlet fitted

to all Berliet models, which permits the richness of the mixture to be

varied at will. The following figures were arrived at when experiment

ing with a standard 60-b.p. four-cylinder Berliet, the speeds duriog the

tests averaging sixty miles an hour :—Petrol, auxiliary air valve quarter

open, 11 -35 miles per gallon; Anglo, "76 gravity, auxiliary air valve

half open, IU88; Borneo, '76 gravity, auxiliary air valve half open,

12'63 ; a spirit of -755 gravity, auxiliary air valve half open, 13*1.

From Iris Cars, Ltd., comes a copy of the new catalogue of Iris cars.

The detailed specification of the various models-r25-h.p. and 35-h.p. four-

cylinder and 40-h.p. six-cylinder—with the variations in each particular

feature, are clearly indicated in such a way that, without turning over a

number of pages, one can see at a glance the difference between any

special point of the four and six cylinder models. Another feature

is the showing of all the principal details of the cars in tabulated form,

so that one can instantly see the dimensions or style of any particular

detail. The list, which is well illustrated, conclud'es with a number of

testimonials from various parts of the world showing the " Iris " is

equally satisfactory under all conditions of climate, &c

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

All communications intended /or insertion in this Journal or relatinj

to Editorial matters should be addressed to The Editorial Depart

ment, Motor-Car Journal, 27-33, Charing Cross Road, London,

W.C. , and must be written on one side of the paper only. Letters must

all cases be accompanied by the name and address of the writer, as ><»

notice will be taken of anonymous communications.

The Editors cannot undertake to return MSS. or drawings, althoujh

every effort will be made to do so in the case of rejected communications

Where such are regarded as of value, correspondents are requested to

retain covies.

fhe Editors do not hold themselves responsiblefor the opinions eoojiresttd

by their correspondents, or for statements andfacts which do not appear

in the editorial columns.

To insure insertion communications and contributions m>i*t be in

the Editors' hands by 2'uesday forenoon of the week in which thr samt

are intended to appear. Disappointment may be caused by non-compliancr
with this rule, and to avoid this earlier receipt, ifpossible, is necessary.
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"THE INDUSTRIAL MOTOR REVIEW."

"THE INDUSTRIAL MOTOR REVIEW," which, established

in February, 1903, can claim to be the oldest journal in

the world exclusively devoted to the interests of the com

mercial and industrial motor vehicle, has been acquired by

Messrs. Cordingley & Co., and is now published from the office

of The Motor Car Journal, 27-33, Charing Cross Road,W.C.

It will continue to be issued as a Monthly Review, devoted to

the development of the Industrial Motor Vehicle, and afford

ing a means ofinter-communication betweenusers andmakers

of commercial vehicles of every description. Under the

new proprietary, those features which have proved accept

able in the past will be continued and extended, while

innovations to increase its influence with all interested in

the motor movement will be introduced

"The Industrial Motor Review" is published at 6d. ;

free 84d, on the 15th of the month. Annual sub

8s. post free.

COMMENTS.

 

N our issue of August 24th we gave the

awards of the judges in the competition

organised by the Roads Improvement

Association in May last. These have now been

supplemented by some observations in a report of

considerable interest, in which the performances

of each appliance is referred to. A summary of this is given on

another page. Here we would mention that it is generally

accepted that an application of two coats of tar is necessary for

preserving the road surface, and the judges would have wished

to carry out the trials under that condition, but the weather and

other circumstances did not permit. Therefore it could not be

expected that the surfaces treated with one coat only would be

durable, and the trials in respect of durability do not reflect on

the machines competing. The final judgments and awards in

the Machine Competition have been based upon the machines

only. In ispite of the generally unfavourable nature of the

weather during the Trials, the results on the whole may be con

sidered satisfactory, and much useful information has been

obtained in connection with the comparative merits of the

various materials used, and of the methods of spreading these

materials. Enough has already been done to show that

machinery can be successfully applied for this purpose, and that

its use is both rapid and economical as compared with the cost

of applying the same quantity by hand.

Judges' Observa

tions od the

Dust Trials.

SPEAKING generally the whole of the

machines tested showed originality and

forethought in design, and considering

the short time the demand for this

machinery has been before inventors the

results obtained are exceedingly promis

ing. No doubt most of the machines exhibited can be improved,

and when using the proper material in correct quantities they

are all likely to give satisfactory results. Suitable tar composi

tions are practically insoluble, yield no matter liable to be

washed away into the water courses to pollute and to cause

damage, nor should there be any considerable quantity of tar-

dust ground off the road surfaces after treatment. The judges

believe that the complaints made under this head previous

to these trials have been due to the use of improper materials,

■that is to say, tar from which the more unsuitable compounds

have not been extracted previous to the tar being used on the

road. Now that this is understood it is probable that most of

■these difficulties will disappear. Little has been said in this

report as to the Ascot experiments. The judges consider that

this portion of the work was not satisfactory, for several well-

understood reasons. In the first place, the tar supplied from

the Reading Gas Works was apparently unsuitable for spraying

by machinery. Through some unexplained cause a great deal of

foreign matter found its way into the tar, which blocked the

nozzles of the machines and caused very irregular working.

Heavy rain had fallen on the night previous to the experiments,

and in consequence in many parts the tar, instead of penetrating,

was lifted off by the traffic in the form of a detached film.

♦ ♦ ♦

A deputation of representatives of

the leading County Councils will shortly

The Councils be appearing before the Local Govern-

and the Roads. ment Board to call attention to the

damage alleged to be done to the main

roads by motor traffic, especially in the

vicinity of the metropolis. The county authorities of Kent,

Hertfordshire, and other home districts, are already mo ring in

the matter, and the chairman of the Highways Committee of

Hertfordshire has just indicated that they are associating

with a view to secure a graduated scale of licences pro

portionate to the nominal horse-power of the motor vehicle.

The total amount received as a result should, in their

view, be paid to a central account and distributed in

an equitable manner among the various road authorities. Lord

Salisbury, at Monday's meeting of the Hertfordshire County

Council, also expressed his opinion that the owners of cars should

pay for the damage they were said to cause. These and other

things point to the fact that a combined movement is being

promoted, and we trust that the organisations that have par

ticularly identified themselves with automobile policy will be

watchful as to the arguments and proposals placed before the

Local Government Board by the deputation. In many ways

the proposed gathering is one of the most important steps that

has been taken against motorists within the last few months ;

hence the warning that we feel compelled to give to all at the

present juncture. .

Since writing the foregoing, further

evidence of the interest taken in the

A Parliamentary future legislation with regard to auto-

Motion, mobile matters comes from Sussex.

Writing to the Uckfield Rural District

Council acknowledging the receipt of a

resolution expressing the opinion that the money received by

the Inland Revenue Commissioners for motor-car licences should

be more evenly distributed over the country, Earl Winterton,

M.P., said he thoroughly agreed with it, and he proposed to

move in the matter, so far as he was able, during the next

session of Parliament. Having regard to the fact that Sussex

was more frequented by motor-cars than almost any other
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county in the kingdom, he would suggest that some collective

action by all the road authorities in Sussex should be attempted

with a view to strengthening the hands of the Parliamentary

representatives of the county, who, he believed, irrespective of

politics, would almost unanimously favour an alteration in the

existing law. He was in no respect hostile to motor-cars, but

he was anxious to see a more equitable distribution of the money

arising from licences. The Hon. Hubert Beaumont, M.P., has

also written in similar strain, and it seems fairly certain that

the MotoristB' Parliamentary Party will have to meet to

consider the situation at a very early date in the next session

of Parliament.

New Guide

Posts.

During the past summer Mr. Henry

Moore, of Brighton, has been indulging

in a series of motor trips in Sussex lanes,

with a view to suggesting new routes for

the motorists of that charming county,

so that they may be encouraged to a

better acquaintance with their locality. In the course of his

wanderings he found many confusing corners and several spots

where it was easily possible for strangers to lose their way.

Some of these have been duly reported to the Automobile

Association, which is now putting up such signs as that illus

trated herewith. The sign is fixed at a point where the main
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Mr. Henry Moore, of Brighton, on his 15-h.p. Humber.

Brighton road divides into two, one via Hickstead and the other

via Cuckfield. It is intended to convey to every motorist that

the road via the former place is peculiarly advisable, because the

A.A. patrols are in force there, and not on the Cuckfield stretch.

The significance of the inforn ation will be obvious. In the picture

Mr. Moore is seen at the wheel of his 15-h.p. Humber car.

The Attitude

towards

Motorists.

The views of gentlemen interested in

matters of local government are so often

misunderstood, and even misrepresented,

that opportunities of removing mis

givinas as to their attitude are always

welcomed. We are glad, therefore, to

have the c ntradiction by Mr. C. H. Harrold, of Merstham, in

the letter published on another page, of the report recently attri

buted to him. And ha ing accepted his assurance, we would

add our expression of regret th«t such inaccuracy should have

appeared. With his opinion as to the dust nuisance and its atten

dant depreciation of property on main roads motorists are

greatly in accord, and the experiments that have been conducted

by the Boyal A.C. and other motoring organisations testify to a

desire to lessen the evil. On t.h«i other point, our own columns

have frequently proved the desire of owners of cars to secure

universal consideration for other users of the road as well as

those who dwell near the highways.

The full report of the Fuels Committee

of the Motor Union, including in its

Fuels eighty pages several valuable appendices,

has just been published. The Fuels

Committee, which sat for nearly twelve

months under the chairmanship of Dr.

H. S. Hele-Shaw, F.E.S., was appointed in September, 1906>.

" to inquire into the recent alarming rise in the price of petrol,

and to report what steps, if any, can be taken to protect the

interests of the private consumer." The committee made a.

very thorough investigation, and their report constitutes the

most important and exhaustive publication that has yet been

issued on the subject of fuels for motor-cars. The report deals

with the present supply of petrol and its prospective shortage

and the control of the petrol supply. The possible substitutes

for petrol which have been considered by the committee are

heavier spirit, paraffin, naphtha, benzol, and alcohol A com

parison of the respective merits of petrol and alcohol is given in

the report. The appendices include a brief description of the

fuels mentioned in the report, the evidence of the witnesses

examined, and memoranda on petroleum, petroleum spirit,

paraffin, shale spirit, benzol, alcohol, &c, and a bibliography.

Northern Fairness.

The chairman of the Stratton (Devon)

Bench having advised the local police to

use stop watches instead of ordinary

timekeepers when setting traps in the

future, we would suggest that the authori

ties should be careful with regard to the

class of instruments purchased. St. Helens in the north and

Stratton in the west have a point in common, inasmuch as

both their Benches are familiar with speedy motorists-

whose progreis has been delayed by the police. At St.

Helens the other day there was a batch of prosecutions against-

drivers of motor-cars, and in the course of the proceedings-

the magistrates asked the sergeant and a constable to show

the Bench how they started and stopped tbeir watches..

This having been done, the Chairman remarked that there was-

a trifle of difference between the two. After th -i trial, counsel

for the motorist pointed out that the watches bad been set off

under ideal conditions, and the Chairman observed that there
was great difficulty in starting them. " I could not start one,'r

he said, " unless I did it with a coin." In the next case a.

motorist was summoned for driving in a dangerous manner.

One of the constables, in giving evidence, said the sergeant was

in a field, and when he saw him turn his head round that was-

the signal he got that a motor-car was coming. The Chairman

cut off this evidence abruptly by saying, "There is no use going,

on. This is an absurd case. The evidence as to the speed is

not at all satisfactory."

The Motorist of

Moderate Means.

Some figures given by Mr. L. G.

Chiozza-Money, M.P., in connection*

with a general review of the future of

the automobile industry are not without

value to individual firms in the trade at

the present juncture. It is being freely

said that the limitations of the market for the high-powered

cars that figured so largely in the inquiries of a few seasons ago

have been rearly reached ; the newer race of motorists are of

more moderate possessions than many who figured in

the ranks of the pioneer. And these are the people for

whom makers and agents will have to cater. According to

this M.P., who has specialised on statistics, there are in Great

Britain 124,981 houses of a rental value of over £80 a

year ; less than 10,000 of these are of a value of more than

£300 a year. When we remember the figures that have already

been published as to the number of motor-cars in actual use, it will

be recognised that many of their owners have become motorists..

But there remain the great body of people living in houses-

rented at from £40 to £80 a year. These number 278,268, and

constitute a cla«s of people in which is a large proportion
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of prospective motorists. And the character of the business that

lias lately been noted in London and the chief centres of the

provinces proves that these people are giving heed to the

allurements of the motor-car. Their demands will be the hope

•of the trade in the near future.

New Roads.

The Loss Eural District Council have

decided to send a memorial to similar

bodies throughout the country urging

that the money derived from the regis

tration of cars and the licensing of

drivers should be placed in one common

fund and then distributed among the various counties, to be

used by them for the maintenance ot the public highwavs. In

advocating the proposal, Colonel Middleton pointed out that the

manner in which the fees were now collected was not just to the

rural districts, as the majority of vehicles registered in large

■centres of population used the roads in the countn- more than

they did the streets of populous towns. This is a point that has

been urged frequently and influentially within recent years.

Motorists generally will agree with the suggestion that the

money should be placed in one common fund, but the re-distri-

Road Manners

in

Guernsey.

Many of the British motor clubs have

rules of the road for the guidance of their

members and the safety of the public,

but none have gone so elaborately into the

matter as the Guernsey Motor Associa

tion, which, although only of recent birth,

has developed a great desire to be of service. It was formed

largely owing to the exertions of Lieut.-Col. E. H. Can-Ellison,

and practically comprises within its ranks all the motorists

in the island. The rules for motorists emphasise the necessity

of holding up the band when about to stop, and sounding the

horn when within 100 yards of a corner. The Guernsey

motorist is advised to never, for the sport of the thing, or with

out some very good reason, pass a higaer-powered car, for, " if

caught up by you and passed while it is going slow, you will your

self very shortly be overtaken and passed and subjected to a good

dusting for the presumption." Should a car be met or 'over

taken in evident trouble always slow up and inquire if any help

can be rendered, for welcome help can often be given by taking

a message to the nearest telegraph or telephone office, or by

offering a lift to some of the occupants of the car to or towards

their destination. When two cars Approach one another, both
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buting to the county authorities almost suggests a perpetuation

of the present arrangements. A concensus ot opinion has agreed

that the matter is a national one, and only administration by a

central body is likely to secure efficiency in the great national

roads.

Public Oratory.

The season of club and other dinners

is now upon us and the floodgates of

oratory have been let loose. Last week

the Huddersfield branch of the Yorkshire

Club and the South Devon Automobile

Club held their annual gatherings at

Huddersfield and Plymouth respectively, M.P.'s giving their

benediction to motorists in both places. Mr. A. J. Sherwell and

Mr'F. B. Mildmay, who sit on opposite sides of the House

of Commons, were equally agreed in deprecating the imposition

of a speed limit in the open country, and both deplored the

methods of trapping devised and developed by the; police in

various parts of the country. Apparently, too, they were

united in the belief that extra taxation will be imposed on

motorists in the near future. And then the question will arise

as to the reform of the present system, or rather want of

method, prevailing in. matters of road maintenance.

should invariably slow down till they are well past, for the

mutual benefit of their respective occupants. If possible, try to

avoid spla-ihing with mud, and covering with dust, other

occupants of the king's highway, to which all have an equal

right, the pedestrian most of all. It is safer to slow down and

wait a reasonable opportunity to pass in close traffic than to dash

in where angels would fear to drive ; not only is the latter policy

inconsiderate to all, but it is often criminally dangerous.

In India.

Many leading British makers are

taking advantage of the present lull in

trade to push business abroad. At the

end of the year many well-known types

of cars will be taking part in the

Reliability Trials in India. We are

reminded of the development in the East by the result of the

last Argyll competition, in which mention was made of a run by

Mr. A. Turner Laing, of Bombay, on a 14-16-h.p. Argyll from

Poona to M ihableshawar Hid Station, India. Several of the

hills on this road are some seven or eig'it miles long, one, the

Wai Ghaut, fifty-four miles from Poona, being seven miles long

with a continuous gradient of about one in eight.
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MOTOR1NCI AROUND BECCLES.

THE Norfolk Broads are the delight of boatmen and a

veritable Elysium for those who love the water. The

motorist need not dissociate his favourite pastime of

road travel with the pleasant district on the borders of Norfolk

and Suffolk, of which the ancient town of Beccles may, for the

purpose of a brief holiday, be regarded as the centre. I have

just had a most delightful week-end in that ancient gabled town

 

A View of Beccles and the Eiver Waveney, from the Waveney Valley

Hallway.
[Illustrated Handbook of Beccles.

—kept clear of the county of dumplings by the river Waveney,

where Isaak Walton would have fishfd had the Lea not been

nearer to hand, and where the fishing is free and plentiful.

From London there are two alternative routes to Beccles. By

way of Chelmsford, Colchester—where unfortunately police

traps are freely placed, and as I drove through on my 15-h.p.

Swift I saw the driver of a 6-h.p. Siddeley of the 1904 type in

altercation with a policeman—Ipswich, and a fine run to

Lowestoft. Then a few miles inland the church tower rises above

the market-place of the little town, happily familiar with motor

cars through the enterprise of a company whose vehicles on hire

are often to be met with on the roads thereabout. The other

way is through Epping to Newmarket and Thetford, thence to

Norwich and a southerly run to Beccles.

Motorists from the North and Midlands will probably make

the city of Norwich their apparent objective, and then take this

place on their way to Lowestoft or Yarmouth. In fact, I can

suggest no more agreeable way of enjoying the sea breezes of the

Norfolk and Suffolk coasts than to take daily spins from quiet,

quaint Beccles, which lacks the noisy jollity of the holiday

resorts, and has the distinction of calm evenings—which none

would claim for Yarmouth in the season.

A mile away on the Norwich road is Gillingham, a very

different sort of place to the Kentish Gillingham, near Chatham.

It has a couple of churches, indicating a larger population in some

distant year than is the case in this Twentieth Century. One

has but the tower left ; the other contains some heavy Norman

work of interest to antiquarians and others. But there are

scores of interesting villages, with old churches and lordly

demesnes, within a radius of an hour's run. Blundeston, asso

ciated with David Copperfield, and Somerleyton Hall, built by Sir

Morton Peto, should be seen, and also Bungay, to reach which

from Beccles, Ditchingham House, the residence of Mr. Eider

Haggard, must be passed. I was unfortunate when motoring

that read in not seeing the distinguished novelist. . In fact,

I did not even discover whether he was a motorist—a very

different experience to that which befel me when I motored to

Rottingdean from Brighton some years ago. Mr. Rudyard Kipling

was then living opposite the church, which faces the house

of Sir Edward Burne Jones, and daily motored to the coast,

being such a public character that he has now fled for seclusion

to Burwash. Sir Conan Doyle is bolder, and often motor-cycles

from his home at Haslemere along the Portsmouth road. Now

he is married I suppose he will do more of his travelling by car.

But that is a digression ; having seen the last-named novelists at

the wheel of their vehicles I should like to have met Mr.

Haggard on his car. Perhaps some one else may be more

fortunate and favour the M.C.J, with a snapshot.

Bungay stands on a considerable elevation, and, from the

remains of castle and church, would appear to have had a past ;

now it has little more than a railway staiion and an hotel.

And then, when I had seen and grown tired of the giddy

round of amusement at Lowestoft, I went in search of the British

Holland that tourists rave about—and so near. The road passes

Eastern Broad and Covehithe to South wold, a restful little place

eleven miles away, in the growth of which the 6 E.R. motor

service to Lowestoft promises to be a factor. Continuing the

trip through Aldeburgh, it is a pleasant road to Walberswick,

Blythburgh Common, and Dunwich—once an important

ecclesiastical city ; now there are none so poor to do him

(i.e., Dunwich) reverence. True, the remains are pictu

resque ; that is all. But Walberswick and all the country

around is delightful—a novel bit of landscape. " You can

scarcely move a mile outside without recalling pleasant

Dutch-like memories. The country might have been laid out

and composed' by Dutch painters. Spacious green distances'

under bright silvery Van der Velde-like skies ; cattle feeding that

Paul Potter might have sketched ; dykes and waterways and

high wooden little bridges ; red roofs shining in the sun, backed

by trees and topped by grey church towers, and over all there is-

sunshine and the flavour of the sea." It was a sunny day that

I saw Walberswick, and the silver sheen of the waterways gave

a brightness to the greenery of the landscape. The roads were

splendid—I fancy they are better in Suffolk than in Norfolk—

and going inland awhile a rural ride was enjoyed back to Beccles,

 

The Church Tower, Beccles,

our trusty Swift car not being restrained by the machinations of

the police. In fact, I came to the conclusion that in that p*rt

of the world the police are regarded as the protectors of property

aiid the guardians of dissolute persons, and motorists do not

come under their special notice. For which relief much thanks,

and another trip to Beccles when .opportunity offers. H. B.
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The Argyll 40-h.p. Car.

WE have this week had an opportunity of inspecting the

40-h.p. car which the Argyll Company are introducing

for the 1908 season, and which will make its debut at

the forthcoming Show. The new vehicle, which <'iiTers in many

particulars from previous Argyll practice, embodies several

interesting departures, reference to which is made in the sub

joined description. The frame is made of channel section

pressed nickel steel, well braced with substantial cross-bars.

The front end has a neat taper to the spring horns, while the

rear cross-bar is made with the lower flange shaped to receive

the inverted transverse spring. The front springs are extra

long and semi-elliptical, and the front ends of the rear side spiings

are fixed direct on to nickel steel pins bolted to brackets on the

side members. The rear end is connected to the transverse

spring by means of double shackles, and, as an instance of the

care paid to the details, we may mention that all the shackle

pins are supplied with grease cups.

The engine (Fig. 2) comprises four cylinders, 120 mm. bore

by 140 mm. stroke, cast in pairs, with the interchangeable

which has many novel points ; in addition to performing the

ordinary functions of an automatic carburettor in a perfect

manner, two extra features are introduced which render it more

complete. The first is that it is possible to alter the proportion

of air to petrol while the engine is running, and thus obtain

the best mixture, according to the temperature ard weather.

The second feature is that it is possible to shut off all connection

with the petrol jet, and allow nothing but pure air to be drawn

into the engine. This, in addition to giving considerable

braking power, serves to remove any deposit of carbonised oil

from the pistons and plugs; and last, but not least, by destroying

the vacuum produced when the throttle is closed, prevents oil

from being sucked up into the cylinders. All the operations are

performed by one lever. As will be seen from Fig. 3, the jet

B is located at the base of a long and narrow vertical vaporising

chamber F, to the upper part of which the throttle and automatic

and hand controlled air inlets are attached. Ji is the automatic

valve which is opened in accordance with the suction of the

engine up to a certain position of throttle opening, the air
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Fig. I. -Plan of Chassis of Argyll 40-h.p. Car.

inlet and exhaust valves all on the one side. The valve lifters,

which are adjustable, are operated by a cam-shaft running in

■extra large phosphor bronze bearings. The water space has

been carefully designed for effective cooling ; a large water

jacket cover is fitted on the top of each pair of cylinders, and is

held down by the half compression cocks, these being screwed

on to the extension of the inner plug, which has a hole drilled

through it to give connection to the combustion chamber. The

crankshaft is a heavy nickel steel forging, and runs on three extra

long bearings, which are supported in the upper portion of the

base chamber, enabling the lower half to be removed to give

access to the big ends without disturbing the bearings. The

piston rings are not made with the usual angled joint, but with

a joint which leaves no space for loss of compression, the joints

overlapping one another. The motor is suspended from the

main frame by the top half of the crank case, which is cast with

four inverted U section arms, bolted to the side members.

The water is circulated by a large gear driven centrifugal pump

located on the left side of the motor. The water enters the

cylinder jacket on the left hand side of the engine, just opposite

the valves, and makes its exit through a flanged pipe fitted to

the top of the water jacket cover. A current of air is drawn

through the honeycomb radiator by means of a fan driven by a

Mat belt off a pulley on the extension of the crankshaft. The

mixture is furnished by an entirely new carburettor (Fig. 3),

passing to the mixture through Inles in the piston throttle X.

As the throttle is further opened the air-holes K in the outer

sleeve are brought into coincidence with those marked J in the

piston, the engine then drawing the correct amount of air

through these holes to give a perfect mixture. This is the

position shown in the right of Fig. 3 ; that on the left indicates

the location of the piston throttle when the supply of g as to the

engine is entirely shut off. The motor then sucks pure air

through the holes S and V. As the throttle is opened this air

inlet is closed and the valve gradually opened to the petrol

mixture. We are informed that the new carburettor has been

given a lengthy trial ere being finally adopted, and that it gives

very economical results. The ignition is by means of a gear-driven

high-tension magneto, conveniently located at the right of the

engine, coil and accumulators being also provided as a reserve.

The synchronised contact maker is driven by skew gear off the

magneto th tft, which is, as will be seen from Fig. '2, in a .most

accessible position.

An extension of the last-mentioned shaft is used to drive

the geared oil pump for forced lubrication. The oil reservoir

is cast on the underside of the buttom half of the engine crank

case, and a large overflow cock is fitted to test the level of the

oil. The latter is supplied thereto through a large filling pb'g,

which also acts as an air release, formed in the engine arm, which

has a cored channel to the base chamber. The oil is puxned
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through the pipes, off" which there ia a bye-pass connected

to a tell-tale on the dashboard, into the main bearings,

and finds its way to the base chamber, whence it overflows

through two pipes into the oil reservoir below. The level

is thus kept constant, and so long as a drop of oil remains

in the reservoir the lubrication is perfectly maintained ;

but, as a precaution against failure, the pump is placed on

 

Jig. 2.—Sectional-Elevation! of Engine.'

P. Half Compression Jap. Jfl. Oil Pump.
CI. Inlet Pipe. 01. Oil suction Plp».
Jl. Cartrarettor and Throttle. PI. Oil Delivery Pine.
LI. High Tension Otatrll utor, S. Oil Overflow Tube.
Ml. Msgneto. SI. Water Circulating Pnni|>.
N. Starting Clutch on Main Shaft. T. Oil Strainer. U. Oil Reservoir.

the same level as the reservoir. The oil has to pass through

a large gauze filter before pinning to the pump, which prevents

any grit getting into trie hearings.

Passing to the transmission mechanism, the clutch is of the

now familiar Argyll multiple disc design, fitted with an

 

A. Hot Air Plpt.l
Al. r-eedle Valve.

B. Jot.
hi. Float.
CI. Balance Weight.
D. Throttle Lever.

Dl. Pet-nl Inlet.
F. Bot.t .m Slee»-

Fig. 3.—Sectional Views of Carburettor.

H. Inlet Pipe.
J. Top Sleeve.
K. Dust Shielil.
L. Sliding Sleeve.
M. Auxiliary Air Regulating

Screw.
N. Auxillarv Air TIi>lps.

O Anxlliarv Air Valve.

P. Auxiliary Valve Spring.

Q Extra Air Holes.
«
S. Air Holes.
T. Annular Space in Pliilii ^
V. Air Holes. [Sleeve.
W. Spring King.
X. Perforated Cone.

extra number ot plates.. The disengaging gear has a neat ar.d

clean appearance, and to obtain a very Targe leverage, and

at the same time avoid adding an extra operating shaft, a

specially designed clutch pedal has been adopted, A joint

is provided on the shaft between the clutch and the gear

box to allow for any want of alignment between these parts,

and also to enable either to be dismounted without disturbing

the other. The change-speed gear (Fig. 4), which gives four

forward speeds and a reverse, is of an entirely new design. Toe

fourth speed is indirect ; the direct drive is on the third, and is

obtained by sliding the clutch on the main shaft into mesh

with the clutches on the third speed wheel. All the other

gears are on the sliding principle. The third speed clutch

is carried on two large ball bearings, and the main shaft

has two extra large ball bearings at the rear, while the

front end is run in a phosphor bronze bush imide the third

speed clutch. The sliding gears are all on the main shaft,

which is made square in section to receive them, and the gear

wheels on the countershaft are all solidly keyed on. The counter

shaft is also carried on substantial ball bearings at either end.

The gear wheels are made extra broad and of specially selected

material, the teeth being backed off to enable the sliding pinions

to engage easily. The various speeds are controlled by a single

lever working in a new design of gate quadrant. The latter has

two parallel slots ; the first, second, and reverse speeds are on

the inner slot, and the third and top speeds on the outer one.

A hinged catch is fitted, without lifting which it is impossible to

get into the reverse. Spring levers with a slot to receive the

operating handle have been adopted. When all the gears are in

the neutral position the levers are positioned by their own spring.

 

Fig. 4.—Sectional

A. -Countershaft Ball {tearing Casing.

Al. Foot Brake Drum.
B. Countershaft Ball Bearing.
C. Reverse Pinion.
E. Countershaft 1st Speed Wheel.

F. „ 2nd „
a. ,, 4th .,
H. „ Speed Wheel.
I. Joint to Clutch Shaft.
J. Main Shaft Ball Bearings.
K. n .. Casing.
L. 3rd Speed Clutch Pinion.

View of Change Speed Gear.

M. Fulcrum for 3rd and 4th Speed Fork
Actuating Lever.

X. Main Shaft 4th Speed Wheel •

O. 3rd and 4th Speed Sliding Fork. >
P. 1st, 2nd, and Reverse Speed Sl'linj

Fork.
Q. Main Shaft 2nd Speed Wheel.
E. „ „ 1st Speed Wheel.
S. Main Shaft.
T. Sliding Fork shaft.
Z. Universal Jolut Pivot.

in the gate, and at the same time positioning the operating

handle. Fig. 5 illustrates the control arrangement, and shows

that instead of, as usual, having the gate at right angles to the

slot, it is made on the slope, so that in changing either from the

second to third speed or from the third back to the second, it is

not necessary to change the direction of the push or the pull on

the operating handle, the slope of the gate making the change

very easy to operate.

The power is transmitted from the gear-box to the rear axie

by a cardan shaft having universal joints at both ends ; suitable

covers are' provided to enclose the latter and a supply of grease

for their efficient lubrication. The universal joints (Fig. 6) are

of an entirely new type, the centres of the two crosspins . passing

through one another. This i< arranged by having a large pin

with a small pin passing through it; the sliding movement is

taken up in the fork at the rear end. The live axle has also been

re- Icsigned ; instead of having, as in tha 14-16-h.p. model, four
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castings for the outer casing, the new axle is composed of one

single steel central casing with a large aluminium dust and

inspection cover at the rear, and steel tube extensions to carry

the hubs. There is more than one advantage to be gained from

this ; firstly, the central casing is very strong, not having to

rely on bolts to keep the two halves together as in other types,

■whether they are split vertically or horizontally ; there is also

Less chance of the grease leaking, as the cover joints have no

strains tending to open them. The whole differential casing

with the driving bevel pinion wheel bolted to it can be with

drawn for examination or repair without dismantling the axle

Jfrom the car, or even removing the road wheels. In order to

do this the hub caps are unscrewed, and the axle shafts with

drawn a few inches; the differential bearing ball race covers,

which are held doVn by four studs, are then removed, when

•the driving gear can be lifted out at once for examination.

The driving bevel pinion is made in one piece with the spindle,

and runs on ball bearings, the larger of which are carried close

up to the point where the greatest strain comes. The thrust is

■taken on a special ball race. A slight hole is provided on the

main casing, so that the position of the teeth in mesh can be

«een when adjusting the bevels. The hubs run on large ball

bearings carried on the extension tubes which are fitted into the

■central casing. This leaves the axle with only the driving

■torque to withstand ; no strains due to the weight of the car

are allowed to come on it whatever, the power being conveyed

to the road wheels by dog clutches in the hubs. In order to

■avo:d local strains due to the necessary heating, no brazing

■operations are resorted to ; the tubes are made a special fit for

the sleeves of the main casing ; the latter is then heated to a

certain temperature and the tubes forced home ; on cooling,

the contraction of the casing on the sleeves makes a perfect joint,

a substantial stud being afterwards screwed through both the

casing and sleeve to make doubly sure. The spring bracket is

allowed to float on the axle casing, a torque rod being fitted

with double springs to eliminate shocks in starting and stopping.

It will be noticed that the thrust due to the car swaying is not

 

Tiff. 5.—Details of Change Speed Gear and Hand Brake Control.

A. Change Speed Quadrant. E. lit and 2nd Speed and Reverse For
V.. Change speed and Reverse Lever. Actuating Lever.
<:. Hand Brake Lever. F. 3rd and 4th Speed Actuating Lever.

D. Reverse Catch. G. Change Speed Lever Fulcrum.

transmitted to the differential thrust bearing, but is taken up

•directly in the specially designed ball bearing at the hub end.

Tne front axle is a steel stamping of strong design and of

£ section, while the steering gear is of the usual worm and

sector type. The control levers, which are mounted on the

steering -wheel, are of a new type, the friction of a spring pad

being relied upon for the positioning of both throttle and

ignition. This is claimed to be a great improvement over the

ratchet type, which in many cases does not allow of an exactly

correct position for the levers. The foot brake pedal is on the

same shaft as the clutch pedal, and by a suitable arrangement

of rods and levers is connected up to the brake shoes operating

on a wide drum, keyed on the rear end of the main shaft of

the gear-box ; the brake shoes themselves are hinged on to pivots

on the cross-bar. The operating lever is on the underside,

and the shoes when not in action are prevented from rubbing

 

Fig. 6. -Fart Sectional View of Back Axle, showing alio the Driving

Bevel Pinion.

A. Bevel Wheel.
Al. Differential Pinion.

B. Bevel Gear Casing Cover.
Bl. Aile Ditrrenti.il Wheel.
C. Differential Casing.
01. Axle Casing Set Pin.
D. Differential Bearing Cover.
Dl. End Thrust Ball Races.

E. Axle Casing.
El. Live Axle.

Y. Axle Sleeve.
Fl. Brake Pull Rod.
0. Differential Ball Bearing.
Gl. Brake Actuating Lever.
H. Differential Crosshead.
HI. Brake Pull Rod Adjustment Fly Nut.
1. Sight Hole Plug.
J. Pinion Bearing Casing.
Jl Axle Springs.
K. Pinion Spindle,
hi. Brake Bracket.

L. Pinion Spindle Onter Ball Bearing.
LI. Brake Dost Shield.
M. Universal Fork Flange.
All. Brake Drum.
N. Universal Joint Casing.
M. Road Wheel.

0. Universal Joint Pivot.
01. Wheel Hub.
P. Universal Fork.
PI. Hub Ball Bearings.
Q. Cardan Shalt.
Ql. Hub Cap.
HI. Hub Dog Clutch Drive.
SI. Brake Clip Fulcrum Pin.
U. Grease Plus;.
V. Universal Crosshead.
W. Universal Joint Casing Dust Shield.
X. Pinion Casing Dust Shield.
Y. Pinion Spindle Thrust Ball
Z. Pinion Spiudle Inner Ball Bearing.

on the brake drum by links on an equalising lever kept

in action by a spiral spring. In the chassis we examined the

foot brake was of the contracting type, but we understand

that this is being altered to the internal expanding pattern.

The hand brake lever is pivoted on a boss underneath the

centre of the change-speed lever, and is operated by a spring

catch on the underside of the quadrant, which is cut with a

ratchet to suit. The pull rod is attached to a lever which comes

right in below the chassis and connected to the brake counter

shaft, the levers on which are attached to the operating levers on

the hub brake brackets. The brakes themselves are on the cam

principle, and adjustment is obtained from a fly-nut on the rear

end of the side pull rods, which are covered with leather grease

bags to prevent rusting. The new model is being made in two

lengths of chassis—9 ft. 9 in. wheel base for ordinary side-

entrance vehicles and 10 ft. 6 in. in the case of cars with covered

bodies—the wheel track in each case being 4 ft. 9 in. From an

examination of the chassis it is evident that very careful

attention has been devoted to the design and construction of

the new vehicle, which should give a very good account of itself

during the coming season and fully maintain the Argyll Com

pany's reputation.

A motor lifeboat is now stationed at Newhaven.

Thb imports of motor-cars and pirt» into South Africa

during the eight months ending with August last amounted to

£79,599, as compared with £71,970 in the corresponding period

of 1906.
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CONTINENTAL NOTES.

The 1908 Mercedes Cars. *

For the 1908 season the German Daimler Company, of

Unterturkheim, are turning out three sizes of four-cylinder cars,

the bores and strokes being respectively 120 by 150 mm., 130

by 150 mm., and 140 by 150 mm. Two six cylinder vehicles

will also be made, the cylinder dimensions being 120 by 140 mm.

and 120 by 150 mm. As regards the alterations in design, these

will be largely confined to. the motors, which will be equipped

with oil pumps, inspection holes in the base chamber and plain

bearings to the crank shafts. Low tension magneto ignition is

being replaced by a new system in which a make and break is

combined with the plug. No details have so far been made public

with regard to this arrangement, but we gather that it is some

what on the lines of the Simplex ignition, which attracted atten

tion in this country two or three years ago. With the view of

for those with four cylinders, the winner being the ore who-

most nearly approached his declar. d speed. There were fifteen,

eompetitors, the first place being taken by Bodart, on a Saven-

them car, he being only 34 sec. out on his estimate of 35 kilo

metres. Van Gool, on a Darracq, was second, being 38 seCi.

more than his 30 kilometres.

♦ ♦ ♦

Motor-car Accidents in Germany.

A conference was held at the German Ministry of

Interior at Berlin, last week, to consider the steps to be taken, in.

view of the increasing number of motor-car accidents, to ensure

the safety of the public.

♦ ♦ ♦

The 1908 Targa Florio Race. *

The rules for the 1908 Tarpa Florio race, which is to be

held over a distance of from 400 to 450 kilometres in Sicily in.

 

La Coupe del Voiturettes—The Scene at the Starting Point of the Final Speed Trial.

increasing the easy riding qualities of the cars, long, straight

spring! are being adopted for the suspension of the chassis.

The ParU Salon.

Preparations are now well in hand for the annual Paris

Salon, which opens its doors on the 12th inst. Already the

industrial section is in an advanced condition. The building

which has been erected extends over a great part of the

Esplanade des Invalides, and will be as large for actual stand

space as the Grand Palais, where the pleasure card are shown.

♦ ♦ ♦

A Belgian Motor-Car Competition.

A motor-car competition on somewhat novel lines was he!d

on Sunday last by the Moto Club Anversois. The event was

open to cars fitted with two-seated bodies and carrying 300 lbs.

of ballast, and was over a distance of 115 kilometies. Each

competitor had to declare bis average speed before commencing

the contest, th6 rules requiring a minimum of 20 ki'ometres per

hour for single and double-cylinder cars and of 30 kilometres

May next, have just been'issued. Tbe contest is open for four-

cylinder cars of a bore between 120 and 130 mm., the number cf

vehicles of any one make being restricted to four. The weight

of the machines is fixed at 1,000 kilogs. for those with 120 mm.

cylinder bore engine', plus 20 kilogs. for each sdditiond milli

metre. A very large series of prizes is again being offered, the

winner of the race securing the Targa Florio and a money award

of £600, the second taking £320, and the third £160.

A Public Service In Spain.

A public service! has recently been inaugurated between-

Orense and Verin, a distar ce of 45 miles. Two vehicles are*

employed, these being of the Bnllie 35-45-hp. type; tbe bodies,

which have accommodation for 20 peraons, are of the single-

deck pattern, separate compartments being provided for first

and second class passengers. Although the route is a very hilly

one, each vehicle makes one return journey per day on a petroi

consumption of 60 litres, equal to -42 litre per kilometre.
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La Coupe des Voiturettes.

The seven days' reliability trial-of light cars over a 33-8

kilometre course organised by the " Auto " came to an end on

Sunday last. For six days the competitors had been making

five rounds of a difficult cirjuit near KambOuillet, forty-one

out of the sixty-three which started succeeding in qualifying for

the speed contest on Sunday last. This was held on the same

course, but nine laps had to be covered, giving a distance of just

over 304 kilometres. No less than thirty-one of the drivers

succeeded in getting through the race, which, as will be seen

from the appended table of results, proved a victory for the

Sizaire-Naudin car, driven by M. Naudin.

No. of Bore and Time.

Order. Driver. Car. Cylinders. Stroke, mm. H. m. s.

1 ... Naudin ... Sizaire-Naudin 1 ... 100 by 120 ... 4 38 52

2 ... Sizaire ... Sizaire-Naudin ... 1 ... 100 by 120 ... 4 40 30

3 ... Goux „ ... Lion-Peugeot ... 1 ... 100 by 120 ... 4 41 43

4 ... Cissac.„ ... Alcyon 1 ... 100 by 120 ... 4 46 24

5 ... Bigal Werner 2 ... 80 by 120 ... 4 50 0

6 ... Giuppone ... Lion-Peugeot ... 1 ... 100 by 120 ... 4 51 49

7 ... Bonnard ... Delage 1 ... 100 by 120 ... 4 52 38

8 ... Lefrancois ... Corre 1 ... 100 by 120 _ 5 7 22

9 ... Duvernoy ... Lion-Peugeot ... 1 ... 100 by 120 .„ 5 9 43

10 ... Molon Werner 2 ... 80 by 120 ... 5 11 11

11 „. DeLanghe ... Werner 2 ... 80 by 120 ... 5 18 2

12 ._ Thomas ... Prima 1 ... 100 by 120 5 20 27

13 ._ Lebouc ... Sizaire-Naudin ... 1 ... 100 by 120 ... 5 30 9

14 Laly _ ... Vnlpes 1 ... 100 by 130 „. 5 39 20

15 ... Inghilbert ... Demeester ... 1 ... 100 by 120 ... 5 43 20

16 ... Costa ... Botys 1 ... 100 by 120 ... 5 47 17

17 ... Beyrol ... Passe-Partout 1 ... 100 by 120 ... 5 47 18

18 ... Lecerf ... Passe-Partout ... 1 ... 100 by 120 ... 5 47 20

19 ... Menard ... Delige 1 ... 100 bv 120 ... 5 51 32-

... Vnlpes 1 ... 100 by 130 ... 5 52 44

... Gregoire 2 ... 80 by 110 ... 6 1 47

LeMetais .. 1 ... 100 by 120 ... 6 7 41

.. 100 by 120 ... 6 9 43

.2) ... Barriaux

21 De Mame

22 ... Pernette
•23 ... Boris—

Orel

24 ... Caampoiseau.. Demeester

25 ... Gatoox ... Alcyon ...

26 ... Anzani ... Le Xletais

.27 ... Lachiche ... Orel

28 ... Dogue ... Vulpes

29 ... Behr _ ... Passe-Partout

30 ... Grillet ... Fouillaron

31 ... Robert ... Bailleau ...

1

1 ... 100 by 120 ... »i 12 10

2 ... 80 by 120 ... 6 13 52

1 ... 100 by 130 ... 6 21 44

1 .. 100 by 120 ... 6 31 36

1 ... 100 by 130 ... 6 36 51

1 ... 100 by 120 ... 6 59 54

1 ... 100 by 120 ... 7 20 33

1 ... 100 by 120 ... 7 45 0

The winner's speed works out at an average of just over 40

miles an hour, truly a wonderful pace for a little single-cylinder

vehicle. A regularity prize was also offered for the team of

threo cars which made the best aggregate time. The honours

in this case fell to the Lion-Peugeot cars, all three of which

finished in a total of 14 h. 43 min. 16 sec. The Sizaire-Naudin

team was second in 14 h. 49 mia. 32 sec, the Werner trio third

in 15 h. 19 min. 13 sec, the Vulpes fourth in 18 h. 8 min. 55 9ec,

and the Passe-Partout fifth in 18 h. 34 min. 32 sec. Altogether

the event proved one of the most successful that has been held

in France for a long time, and proved conclusively that modern

popular-priced cars are not only reliable vehicles, but are speedy

•to a degree not hitherto anticipated.

♦ ♦ ♦
A Trial of Agricultural Motors.

The latest enterprise of our French contemporary, "L'Auto,"

is the organisation of a competition of agricultural motors. The

event is to be held early in November and will be open to :

^1) agricultural tractors designed for general haulage purposes;

4^2) self-moving agricultural machines.

'French Imports and Exports of Motor-Cars.

The exports of motor-cars and parts from France daring

the nine months ending with September last attained a value of

,£4,357,840, an increase of £220,640 over the corresponding

nine months of 1906. During the same period the imports of

■foreign motor-cars and parts into France advanced from

£254,560 to £269,520.

♦ ♦ ♦
A Fuel Consumption Test.

A somewhat novel motor competition was recently held in

the neighbourhood of Bordeaux. The event, which was known

as La Coupe de l'Auto.'oc, was open to all classes of petrol

vehicles. One kilogramme of spirit was served out to each

-competitor, and the exact distance run- on this quantity of fuel

carefully measured. The awards were made on a handicap basis

by multiplying the weight of the vehicles in running order by

the distance covered, the winners being those which showed the

highest results. A single-cylinder Sizaire-Naudin two-seated

car covered a distance [of 17 '5 kilometres, and secured 18*6

points—the highest recorded, a Dirracq being second with

17 '3 points, and a distance of 17 '3 kilometres to its credit.

Belgian Motor-car imports and Exports.

To the end of September last the imports of foreign motor

cars and parts into Belgium had this year attained a value of

£135,744, as contrasted with only £118,676 in the first nine

months of 1906. During the same period the exports of motor

cars and parts from Belgium increased from £293,028 to

£341,472.

More French 1908 Models.

" Le Sport " announces that the Renault Company are

introducing a 50-h.p. six-cylinder vehicle for the 1908 season.

The other models to be turned out include 8-h.p. two-cylinder

and 10-h.p., 14-h.p., 20-30-h.p., and 35-45 h.p. four-cylinder, all

having chainless transmission.

♦ ♦ ♦

Miscellaneous Items.

b,.... The new Budget of the Bavarian Government includes a

sum of £125,000 for the establishment of motor postal services

 

■- Some trials with a Saurer 30-h-p. Single-deck Kotor-'But have lately

been made In the mountainous districts of the Southern Tyrol. The

above illustration depicts the vehicle at Panereggie, a little Tillage

located 4,920 ft. above sea level.
[AUgemeine Automotnl Zntung.

in the country. The annual "Congres du Calendrier," for

the purpose of selecting dates in 1908 for the chief European

motor events, so that a) little clashing as possible of fixtures

may ensue, is fixed to take place in Paris at the Grand Palais on

November 22nd. A new petrol-electric car, known as the

GEM, and designed by M. Girardot, will be shown at the

forthcoming Salon by the Societe Generales d'Automobiles

Electro-Mecaniques. The Kaiser is adding an electrical motor

landaulet to his fleet of automobiles. The new vehicle is being

built by the Norddeutschen Automobil und Motoren Gessell-

schaft, of Bremen. The President of the Republic has con

sented to open the Paris Salon, on the 12th November. The

Rover Company, Ltd., of Coventry, will be exhibiting no fewer

than five of their latest models at the forthcoming Paris Salon.

A Scheibler single-deck motor-'bus has lately been put on

service between Baloatesti and Bucharest, Roumania. The

medical men in Vienna are reported to be forming a Doctors'

Automobile Club. The question of the dates of the various

international motor-car exhibitions, with a view of preventing

cltshing, is to be brought up by the German Imperial Automobile

Club at the forthcoming congress of delegates of the recognised

national clubs. A proposal to construct a motor race track

near Coblenz, Germany, is reported to be under consideration.
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THE " PERFECTAT CARBURETTOR.

WE illustrate herewith a new carburettor which has been

devised by Mr. Frank Smith, of the Empress Motor

Company, Manchester, and which is nuw bting fitted

to the Empress care built by this concern. The new apparatus

has been designed with a view of obtaining an unvarying

propoition of petrol and air irrespective of the speed of the

motor or the demands of the latter. As will be seen from the

drawings herewith, it varies considerably from the usual practic",

inasmuch as the orifices for the petrol and air are maintained in

strict proportiuri to each other by valves operating on the petrol

and air inlets. In add lion to this an unvarying partial vacuum

is maintained in the vapourising chamber C, this et abling the

motor to get a su.tablts supply of gas when running at a very

slow speed.

Tne action of the carburettor will be followed by reference

to the sectional elevation (Fig. 1), where E is the jet in which

the petrol is maintained at a constant level by means of the

usual float chamber S. Sliding in the jet E is a tapering

valve needle F, which increases or decreases the petrol supply in

proportion to the extra air admitted by way of the conical

valve B. When the latter is closed the only air inlet is by

the small constant air tbroat T, and the petrol- is- supplied in

correct proportion to this by tbe txtremely small space sur

rounding the larger extremity of the needle valve F. Fig. 1

shows tbe carburettor part* in this position, in which it is capable

of supplying a correct mixture for an engine making its slowest

possible number of revolutions. As soon as tLe speed of the

motor increases the valve £ will open and admit tLe extra air

 

A Adjustable part of vaporiser carry
ing conical air valve.

B. Conical air valve.

C. VaporUlng chamber.
D. Guide for spindle M.
B. Jet tube.
F. Petrol control needle.
O. Flange for connection to admission

pipe.
Piston throttle valve.

J. Cover of throttle cylinder.

Sectional Elevation and Flan of " Ferfecta "

Carburettor.

K. Piston valve control rod.
L. Blots in throttle valve.
M. Spindle connecting air valve and

petrol control needle.
X. Boles communicating to vaporis

ing chamber C.
P. Air inlet hole to valve B.
R. Light spring suppoiting valve B.
S. Fluat Chamner.
T. Tbroat suriounding jit.

flow of air and petrol is obtained which is proportioned auto

matically by the valves controllii g the air and petrol respec

tively. The exact ratio tf tbe air to the petrol may be varied

by raising or depressing the upper portion A, which is screwed

a working fit on tbe vapourising chamber C. This bas the effect

of bringing a smaller or larger diameter of the taptring needle

valve into the petrol orifice and so altering tbe proportion of the

petrol and air. The adjustment when once made takes effect

over the whole range of the carburettor, and, no matter whether

the motor is turning slowly or fast, the mixture remains con

stantly weak or strong according to the original adjustment.

SETTING THE VALVES OF A PETROL

MOTOR.

AN ingenious instrument to facilitate the timing of the

valves of petrol motors has lately been put on the

market by the Auto Supply Company, of 1733,

Broadway, New York. The device consists of a metal

framework A, through holes in the end pieces of which

passes freely a long rod B, with a ball weight at the.

 

and the needle valve F more petrol, the two valves being so

proportioned as to secure absolutely constant ratios.

Owing to the very small throat a slight unvarying partial

vacuum is maintained in the chamber C, and by this an equal

upper end. As shown in the accompanying illustration, a>

scale is held between the two end pieces, and is so arranged?

against a spring in a hole in the lower piece C that by

pressing downward it can be released at tbe upper end and

reversed, one side being provided with the metric system and

the other with the English. A small piece D can be clamped at

any position on the rod B by means of a thumbscrew. The-

device is used in the following way :—It is placed in a vertical

position, so that the base C rests on the cylinder head, and the

rod B projects downward through the compression cock hole or

sparking plug opening, with its end resting on top of the piston.

As the piston descends, the rod B, owing to the ball weight at

the upper end, follows the piston, and when the lowest point of,

the stroke is reached the piece D can be clamped to the rod.

When the lowest point of the stroke has been determined, as-

the piston comes upward the exact distance on the scale before-

the end of the stroke at which the exhaust valve closes can easily

be read. This distance being known, the instrument can be.

placed in cylinders Nos. 2, 3 and 4, and their variations from,

the setting of the first cylinder can be instantly seen. In the-

same way the point in tbe stroke at which the inlet valves open

and close can be accurately determined, and adjustments made-

until all are alike.

iiiwceeerm'i

"Three Speeds Forward" is not a technical work, but

" an automobile love story witb one reverse," by Mr. Lloyd

Osbourne. It is published by Messrs. Chatto and Windus, who>

are to be congratulated upon the way in which the work has been

produced. We would also felicitate the author on the manner in

which he has extended a few ordinary motoring incidents into the

length of a modern novel, With its accompanying excitements,

and interests.

' One thousand four hundred and one certificates andi

licences were granttd under the Calcutta and Suburban Police-

Acts during the year 1906, as against 1,353 in 1905. One-

hundred and twenty-seven private motor-cars and twenty-

six private motor-cycles were registered, and 190 and 26

drivers' and riders' licences for motor-ears and cycles respec

tively were issued during the year. The total number of all

certificates of registration issued in respect of motor cars and

cycles to the close of 1906 was 383 and 89 lespcctively, slid

tbere were 304 subsisting motor-car certificates and 73 motor

cycle certificates.
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The New Forest Motor Gar

age and repair works at Lynd-

hurst have had a busy season,

and are well equipped for useful

service to motorists.

Messrs. W. H. Chapman

and Co. have a motor school and

garage in the Attercliffe Eoad, Sheffield, where they also, under

take the repair of vehicles or the supply of spare parts.

At Dunblane Sheriff Court, James Graham, Achray Lodge,

Aberfoyle, has been fined £7 10s. for contravening the Petro

leum Acts by keeping 8 cwt. of carbide of calcium for making

acetylene gas for his motor-car lamps without having first

obtained a licence.

Thk City Parcel Delivery Company, of Indianapolis, U.S.A.,

is preparing to replace a large portion of its horse-drawn equip

ment with petrol motor delivery wagons. No less than six

vehicles have been ordered to start with, and it is understood

that the number is to be added to later.

Among the latest additions to the varied stock of motor

accessories kept by Messrs. G. T. Riches and Co. at their depot

in Store Street, W.C., are a new siren trumpet, a triplex tyre

pump and a new look washer known as the " Slack," the use of

which prevents any nuts being shaken off owing to vibration.

HERE AND THERE.

 

Messrs. L. Jones and Co

have an excellent workshop in

King Street, Carmarthen, where

they are able to execute all kinds

of motor-car renairs.

Mr. H. W. Van Raden

has severed his. connection with

the firm of H. W. Van Raden and Co., of Coventry, and will

shortly be starting a factory of his own.

The Right Hon. Lord Crawshaw has placed an order with

Messrs. S. F. Edge, Ltd., for a 40-h.p. six-cylinder Napier

car. Viscount Curzon has also ordered a 40-h.p. six-cylinder

landaulet. , .

A motor-car worth £450, which its owner, Mr. Bullock,

of Clifton, Bristol, thought was safe in its garage, was seen

dashing through a Bristol street shortly before midnight on

Sunday. It swervod, collided with an electric lamp standard,

smashed the pillar to fragments, and was itself greatly damaged.

No one could be found in oharge of it, and it was at first thought

the driver was under the wreckage. On Tuesday, Leslie

Johnson, stock-keeper, and Stanley Reed, a clerk, were

remanded on a oharge of stealing the ear. A third man, stated

by the police to be implicated by their statements, is still at

large.

 

[Elevation of Chassis of Argyll 40-h.p. Car- (Seepage 717).

The Burlington Art Miniatures, printed by the mezzo-

gravure process, are new-comers for the delight of all who

appreciate the art treasures of the world. These are issued by

the Fine Arts Publishing Company, and the collection when

complete will embrace reproductions of the most famous pictures

in British and Continental galleries.

The Relations Committee of the Royal A.C. met last week

to consider the situation arising out of the controversy between

the Motor Union and the Automobile Association. After full

investigation of the question certain conclusions were arrived at,

and it was decided, in view of the terms of reference, to report

tbese conclusion* and submit recommendations to the Committee

of the Club at its meeting on Wednesday rext.

Messrs. Hepper and Pons have recently held, at their

Yorkshire Repository, York Place. Leeds, the most important

«ale of automobiles »nd commercial motor vehicles which has yet

taken place in the North of England, the occasion being the

disposal of the new and second-hand cars of the North-Eastern

Garages, from the depots at Leeds, Harrogate, York, Dar

lington, and Newcastle, by order of the receiver for the

debenture-holders. The attendance was exceedingly large, and

bidding was very brisk. Buyerf attended from various parts, of

the country, and all the cars offered wer-e sold. The amount

ro«li«ed. with a few cars sold privately lefore the sale, was over

5,000 guineas. J

The Renard road train has been giving a series of demon

strations of its utilitv in agricultural districts in Ireland, one of

the most interesting taking place in the grounds of the Exhibition

in Dublin. Following the proceedings a meeting of representa

tive men was held under the presidency of Lord Mayo, at which

Lord Ribblesdale, chairman of the Renard Road and Rail

Transport Corporation, pointed out the advantages of the system,

and a committee was formed, with Lord Mayo as chairman, to

consider the best means of securing the svstem for use in Ireland.

" Magnetos for Automobilists : How Made , and How

Used," is the title of a new work which has just been published

bv Messrs. Crosby Lockwood and Son. It is from the pen of

Mr. S. R. Bottone, who intends it to form a handbook of

practicsl instruction in the manufacture and adaptation of the

magneto to the needs of the motorist. In a series of six-

chapters the author deals very fully with the subject, treating

successively with the component parts of magnetos, magnetisa

tion, armatures, &c. Both the low and high-tension systems are

discussed, the principa1 types at present in use being described

and illustrated. In the last chapter Mr. Bottone gives a few

practical hints, and concludes with a comparison of ignition by

high and low tension magnetos, the author's preference lying in

the direction of the latter. In view cf the increased adoption of

magneto ignition on automobiles, the book is one which shou d

be found useful by many motorists.
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" Sunny Worthing " is the title of an excellent leaflet

issued by the local Borough Association.

The Daimler Company have recently shipped to Mr. Tan-

Tat-Yan, a wealthy planter of Malacca, a Daimler car of the

Canley type, fitted with a Cape cart hood.

Much information that is interesting, and much that is

oven curious and quaint, is given in the report on the British

Central Africa Protectorate for 1900 -7 just issued by the

Colonial Office. A striking sign of the march of civilisation is

the substitution of motor traffic in place of the usual method of

transport. We read : " Thore are several motor-bicycles in use

in this Protectorate, so much so that an association styled the

1 Motor Union of Nyassaland,' for the encouragement of

motoring, and for the general advancement of the movement

in this country, has recently been inaugurated. The society

assists members to import petrol, machines, and other essential

accessories."

At 10 and 12, Heddon Street, a well-known thoroughfare

to the rear of Regent Street, London, W., the Motor Schools,

Ltd., have established a well-equipped academy for the complete

instruction of prospective motorists. The lecture halls aro

replete with the chassis and various parts of motor-cars, several

well-known makers having sent typical examples of their work

upon which pupils will be instructed in the use of various parts of

the car. Several cars are available for driving instruction, and

 

the courses of study are arranged with a view to the convenience

of pupils, both as regards class tuition and private instruction.

We give a view of the main lecture hall, which will indicate

the thoroughnesa with which the school is being started. Mr.

Turberville Smith is the managing director, and Mr. Llewellyn

Morgan the general manager, these two gentlemen being assisted

by a staff of well-known motor engineers.

The Brooklands Automobile Racing Club have resolved

that thev will only acknowledge and entertain such challenges

as are issued through the medium of the club secretary, and

that the fact of any challenge (in which the Brooklands motor

course is mentioned as the deciding ground) being issued to the

Press without its having been submitted to and approved by the

club may debar such challenge from being decided on the

Brooklands motor course.

The death is announced of Mr. E. W. Wells, one of the

founder members of the Nottinghamshire A.C., a vice-president,

and chairman of committees from the inauguration of the club in

] 900. Mr. Wflls for the past twelve months has not been able

to attend to any business, and has lived at his house at Skegness

for that t'me. ' He always 1 10k the deepest interest in the affairs

of the club, and was present at nearly every meeting, either

winter i r summer. The funeral took place on Thursday of last

week, when the president (Mr. Chas. Hardy), Mr. A. Barlow, and

Mr. Booth Granger (hon. sec.) were present on behalf of the

committee of the club.

Attempts are being made at Inverness to secure a restric

tion of the speed of motor-cars, despite the fact that there have

been no convictions under the Motor Car Act in the borough.

Good roads have been made on Osea Island, which is being

developed by Mr. F. N. Charrington, and motorists are being

invited to look over this interesting corner of Essex when in the

neighbourhood of Maldon.

The Daimler Company have sent us a copy of the Instruc

tion Book they are issuing to all users of Daimler cars. The

work gives a very clear description of the various portions of the

chassis and the attention they require, the information being

elucidated by drawings and sketches. Of special utility are the

illustrations showing the parts which require lubrication. The

book, which is of a size that can be conveniently carried in the

pocket, should prove indispensable to those owning and driving

Daimlers.

The Electric Ignition Company, Ltd., of Birmingham, have

eent us a copy of the E.I.C. "Wiring Map "they have just

issued. This is an exceedingly useful production, giving as it

does very clearly prepared diagrams showing the methods of

arranging the ignition wiring, where accumulators and coils are

used, for single, double, three, four, and six-cylinder engines.

The firm inform ui that they will send gratis a copy of the map

to any motor-oar agent or interested motorist. For a small

charge a more durable map with rollers and mounted on canvas

c m be supplied.

Mr. J. E. Garratt, of the Veedee Company, 96, South-

wark Street, London, S.E., has brought to our notice an inge

nious device for gauging the height of the lubricating oil in the

base chamber of petrol engines. The apparatus, which is known

as the Oleometer, is so arranged that, by pressing a switch, a

red electric lamp on the dashboard will glow if the crunk cham

ber has received too much oil, while if there is an insufficient

supply this will be indicated by a white light in a second lamp.

In this way trouble due to either over or under lubrication can

easi'v be avoided.

The auction sales of motor-cars at Brooklands were success

fully inaugurated on Saturday, when Messrs. Hampton and

Sons brought nearly forty cars to the hammer. Notwithstand

ing the deplorable weather, which quite demoralised the railway

facilities, a goodly company assembled. All the morning pro

spective buyers were taking full opportunity of testing their

proposed purchases, evidently appreciating the first chance that

has been afforded them by a run round the course of really

testing the merits and demerits of a second-hand car before

purchasing. Although prices appeared to be generally quite

satisfactory, not a few bargains were to be got. Messrs.

Hamptons were so satisfied with the result that they have

decided to hold the second sale at Brooklands on Wednesday,

the 20th inst.

At the autumn meeting of the Association of Municipal

Corporations, held on Saturday in London, among the subjects

dealt with was that of the speed of motor-cars. The question

was raised by the Mayor of Maidenhead, who moved : —" That

the attention of the Association be drawn to the undue speed of

motor-cars, the noises caused by the hooters, and the emission of

vapour—all of which are a source of annoyance to the public at

large ; and that the subject matter of the resolution bo referred

to the Law Committee for consideration and report to the

council." Mr. Alderman Martin, of Reading, seconded. Sir

Homewood Crawford, solicitor to the City of London Corpora

tion, did not consider the resolution strong enough. He pro

posed that the attention of the President of the Local Govern

ment Board should be called to the undue speed of motor-cars

and the other points mentioned in the resolution, and that these

should be described, not merely as a " souice of annoyance," but

as a " danger to the public at large." Instead of referring the

subject to the Law Committee of the Association, he moved that

it was one " urgently requiring the attention of His Majesty's

Government with a view to fresh legislation." The Mayor of

Maidenhead accepted Sir Homewood Crawford's amendment,

and the resolution, strengthened in this way, was unanimously

adopted.
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THE "SEDAN" MOTOR CAB. SOME USEFUL NOTES,

A

N exceedingly novel design of motor-cab chassis is being

put on the market by the Sedan Auto Car Syndicate,

Ltd., Lichfield Street, Wolverhampton. As will be seen

from the accompanying illustration, the frame is in two distinct

parts, the engine and transmission gear being all supported on

the forward frame, the front pair of road wheels acting both as

steerers and drivors. The two parts of the frame are connected

together by a hinged connection so arranged that while perfect

rigidity is ensured each pair of road wheels can be turned in

a similar manner to the "lock" on a horse-drawn four-wheeled

vehicle. Among the advantages claimed for the new design is

the fact that the car ein be turned in a very small radius, and that

it works amongst traffic with perfect ease and safety ; the risk of

skidding is practically eliminated, the drive being on the front

axle, and the engine, gear-box and all driving and steering gear,

together with the driver's seat, being also mounted on the forward

pair of wheels. There is a considerable reduction in the vibra

tion, with consequent reduced cost of upkeep of engine and gear,

Now that the frosty period of the year is approaching, and

with it the danger of buret cylindora and radiators, owing to the

freezing of tho water, the following anti-freezing solution may

be of service :—Use 41 lbs. of pure calcium chloride to a gallon

of warm water. Mix and filter before placing in radiator or

tank. Eeplace evaporation with clean water and leakage with

solution. This is a solution which is largely employed in the

United States ; in this country, however, glycerine is considered

the most convenient preventive. The usual method is to add

about 20 to 25 per cent, of commercial glycerine to the cooling

water.

♦ ❖ ♦

If there is a chance in the circulating system for water to

remain in pockets after draining the system, to prevent freezing

it is a good plan to start the motor and run it on a small quan

tity of gas and slightly advanced sp :rk while the water is

running off. This will tend to clear the pockets, and the heat of

the motor will evaporate any water remaining in the jackets.

 

 

Chassis of " Sedan " Motor-Cab.

The back portion of the car, being essentially a trailer, is

well hung on springs with long centres, and as there are no

working parts underneath, vibration is reduced to a minimum,

and solid tyres can be used. The front chassis is self-

contained and forms an avanltrain, which can be used with

several types of bodies, as, for instance, with a brougham, an

ordinary open car body, char-a-banc, or light delivery van. An

experimental cab has, we are informed, been run in London for

about eight months, and has not only proved its adaptability for

crowded traffic, but is able to turn in a circle of a diameter of

21 ft., or 4 ft. less than the police requirements.

Tho Sedan Company are also introducing a new change-

speed gear known as the Wirtz, which comprises several novel

features, and to which we hope to refer in a later issue.

The Adams Express Company have lately put eighteen one

and two-ton electric motor-wagons in operation in Indianapolis,

U.S.A., and on the same day withdrew twenty-two horse-drawn

delivery vehicles which have been in use in that city for many

years.

Of course, the motor should be stopped before it gets very hot.

In case the pump is of the positive or gear variety, a better

expedient is to disconnect the hose close to the pump between

the pump and the water-jacket, after draining off the water else

where, unless there is a drainage cock provided for this purpose.

The reason for this is that the positive pump will force water to

the engine as long as water comes to it, and this water will be

unable to run back through the pump. In cases where the car

burettor is warmed by circulation of water, care should also be

taken to see that it is properly drained.

Motorists whose cars are fitted with radiators provided

with air-inducing fans should give a little attention now and then

to the belt of the latter. It should not be allowed to become so

loose that the fan does not rotate as rapidly as it should, and

consequently does not draw as much air through the radiator as

when the belt is tighter. To run these fans at high rates of

speed requires more power than is generally imagined, and if

the belt becomes too slack slipping at once results, particularly

where round belts are run on pulleys fitted with V-grooved

rims.
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Correspondence.

[Lettert to the Editor should be addreued to the officet, 97-33, Charing Crou Road, London, W.C.]

SIDE-ENTRANCE CARS A MISTAKE.

To the Editok of The Motor-Gar Journal.

Sir,—The pictures of a remodelled car recently given in the M.C.J.

are a curious example of the lengths to which votaries of " fashion " will

resort. A rear entrance is fashionable in private omnibuses, wagonettes,

governess carts, &c, why should it be banned in a motor-car?

Recently I chose a tonneau in preference to a side-entrance, and I

should always do the same in the future, as a practical experience of

both has convinced me the rear entrance tonneau is the best arrange

ment for a motor-car.

Compare the side-entrance' in Fig. 2 of your illustrations. The

wheel base is bo long as to be inconvenient in turning and unhandy in

tratlic as well as a new source of danger, as evidenced by the recent

numerous accidents (unknown before) of long-wheel base cars over-

turning with fatal results when trying to negotiate sharp corners. Side

draughts(absolutely unknown to the tonneaujas the plagueof wind sweeps

side-entrances and lifts the rug so as to render hooks necessary to keep it

down. The delightfully handy and smart looking long side-baskets are

impossible in a side entrance, a loss for which nothing compensates ;

while luggage at the rear induces side-slip, and the projection of the

many motorists. There are, however, some advantages to be claimed

for the side entrance, and we shall be glad to have the views of those

automobilists whose favour lies towards the modern type of hotly.—Ed.]

BENZOL AS FUEL.

To ths Editor or The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—I have been much interested in reading Mr. Edge's tests of

benzol on the six-cylinder Napier car, and I think you will be inter

ested to hear that my experience with this spirit on my_ 10-12-h.p.

Coventry-Humber car has more than exceeded my anticipations. I

have been using a mixture of seven gallons of benzol to three gallons

of petrol, with the result that not only have I been able to save

some 20 per cent, in the price of the spirit, but at the same time have

driven 21J miles on a gallon over give and take roads as against my

previous best of eighteen miles to the gallon on pure petrol. 1 would

mention that my road test was from London to Bournemouth, andll

did the distance (recorded by my milometer) of 214 miles on my tank,

which holds ten gallons, ana that the results » I have obtained are

without making any alteration whatever to my? carburettor. Person.

 

Li Coups dei Voiturettes. Two of the Competitors Falsing through Hamierei in the Final Speed Trial.

hood beyond the rear (see Fig. 2) constitutes an added danger. All side-

entrance car doors rattle after a few months' use. A side-entrance car

is heavier by an additional person's weight than a tonneau, and tyre

troubles are more frequent. The rear of the car, the most important

part in a fast-travelling vehicle, is out of observation in a side-entrance,

and trouble with extinguished tail-lamps and mud splashed number

plates " out of sight and out of reach," is more probable, to say nothing

of collision with an overtaking car from behind.

A tonneau, with the middle seat down, can at will have the con

tinuous seat and accommodation of a side-entrance, while it has the

unquestionable advantage over the latter of having extra space always

available between the exceptionally comfortable corner seats, when the

middle seat is up, thus giving the choice of a sideways position as a wel

come change from the forward, when so desired.

Concerning the stuffy and noisy interiors of the many forms of per

manently closed limousine and similar bodies now in vogue, I need say

nothing, as passengers therein lose all the unique joy of motoring and

might as well be imprisoned in a railway carriage. To sum up, a rear

entrance tonneau is free from all the many disadvantages of a side en

trance, the present craze for which is so great a mistake, and a personal

experience of both leads me to give the unhesituting preference to the

tonneau.—Yours truly,

Common Sense.

[Our correspondent brings forward some strong arguments in favour

of tlie rear entrance tonneau, which is now looked upon as out of date by

ally, I am very thankful indeed to Mr. Edge and his Napier test for

bringing this spirit into prominence, and in such a disinterested and

sportsmanlike way, for the benefit of motorists generally.—Yours

truly,

William Henry White.

THE ATTITUDE TO MOTORISTS.

To tbm Editob of The Motor-Cur Journal.

Sir,—My attention has been called to a paragraph nnder the head

ing of " Comments " in your issue of October 5th, in which vou state,

referring to " A Rector's Charitable (?) View," that Mr. C. H. Harrold

qpposed any alteration which would give further facilities for motor

ing at a high speed, and, better than the reverend gentleman, added

he" only hoped all the motorists would kill themselves. He was

against spending a penny of the ratepayers' money in facilitating the

motor traffic. You then go on to comment on the wickedness of any

such expression, and say that "it ill l>ecomea an advocate of peace and

goodwill to hops, as did Mr. C. H. Harrold at that meeting, that

' motorists would kill themselves,' and they are not likelv'tfl do that ;

but we trust Mr. Harrold will keep on the grass of the side-walk."

I have to inform you that your statement that VI hoped " all

motorists would kill themselves" is absolutely false, and has 'cause

me the greatest possible pain and annoyance, I am not concerned

with the source of your information, nor am I called upon to express
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any opinion as regards the propriety of any such 'utterance, if actually

made by anyone else.

I, in common with many residents in country villages near London,

suffer extremely through motor traffic. Our roads are rendered dan

gerous, our hedgerows, gardens and houses filltd with dust, and our

rates increased by the lowering of the value of houses fronting cn the

main roads, and the additional expense caused by parage of motors

using the highways, and while I admit that many gentlemen owning

and driving motors use them with every c< nsider&tion for the inhabit

ants of the villages through which they pass, they are, unfortunately, but

a small minority.

I em sure that you will, in justice to me, insert this letter in your

next issue, and oiler some apology to me in the same column of your

paper wherein this libellous statement appears.—Yours t ml v,

Chas. Hy. Hakrold.

THE BRITISH AIRSHIP AND FOREIGN ENGINES.

To the Editor or The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—Your correspondent, Mr. Brett, challenges my statement that

British engines are quite as good as, if not superior to, any foreign ones,

and he desires me to substantiate my assertion. I will do so with plea

sure. In the lecent Gaillon Hill climb competition—one of France's

most important automobile tests—a team of three six-cylinder Napiers

swept the hoard and won three firsts. In the "sans limitation" class,

which was open to the fastest cars in the world, six cars competed,

including a Mors, Darracq, and Mercedes, but the EDglish Napier

defeated the lot besides climbing the hill in record time. Again, on

October 12th, a 60-h.p. six-cylinder Napier attained a lateof speed of

91-37 miles per hour on the Brooklands racecourse, as certified by the

official timekeeper. Now, Sir, these incontestable facts must make

people realise that the best British design and workmanship, even if

equalled abroad, certainly have no superior on the Continent.—Youis

truly,

H. F. Trippell.

THE SLIP OF THE CLUTCH.

To the Editob o» The Motor-Cwr Journal.

See,—Referring to " H.'s" letter in yours of the 19th ult., to leave the

clutch in in all cases of traffic and in hills and corners sounds very much

better in theory than in practice. I have had a car, English make,

leather-faced clutch, in constant use for three years. The same leather

is now on as the maker supplied with car, and it is still in thorough

good condition. With iegaid to using brakes on hills with clutch out,

the same applies to corners and over lough portions of the road. But

engines are not designed as brakes ; if so, why are the makers to par

ticular in putting efficient brakes on the market ?

I should say, take hills slowly, handle brakes gently, with clutch

oat, otherwise quite unnecessary wear and tear in main journal bearings

and gear-box will soon appear.

I would like to read others' opinions.—Yours truly,

A. R.

WHAT IT COSTS TO KEEP A CAR,

To the Editor or The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—As an interested readerof the Journal, but one who is not yet

the possessor of a motor-car, I venture to ask those who have had

experience to let you have for publication in these columns particulars as

to the expense of running and upkeep of a small vehicle. I believe

there are many motorists who keep a record of their running expenses,

and if only they will allow the same to appear in print it might assist

many who are at present waiting to make the plunge. Nowadays

all high-grade cars, I believe, can oe relied upon to give good service,

and if the cost of the car, horse-power, number of cylinders, speeds,

chain or cardan drive, size of tyres (pneumatics or solids) were mentioned,

these would form sufficient guidance to would-be motorists.—Yours truly,

Bedfordian.

THE PRESENT SYSTEM OF TRANSMISSION,

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—Mr. Hirsch's letter in a recent issue of the M.C.J, opens up a

field of discussion, and is in many respects only too true. Many of the

good machines built by persevering, ingenious mechanical engineers are

now passing out of recognition, and are classified as freaks. But the

trend of motor design will undoubtedly find its way back into the old

groove of originality, which will bring in its train finality and perfection.

Cars as a rule are not too complicated, but they are decidedly nngetat-

able, chiefly on account of makers giving detail insufficient attention.

I venture to prophesy, despite the ridicule I shall most assuredly be

greeted with, that the ear, the gentleman's carriage of the future, the

most enduring, efficient, simple and silent vehicle, will have only four

cylinders, separate, and these air cooled, which, if fitted with auxiliary

exhaust valves—on which I have already expressed my opinions in the

M.C.J.—a flywheel of large diameter and medium weight, with large

air-inducing vanes instead of being solid, and inverted Venetians in

the place ot the usual radiator, and possibly air distributors within the

bonnet, a carburettor of adequate capacity. to deal with four warm

but clean and empty cylinders would give the car a real resilient

motion like that of a steam car under the most favourable conditions—

a natural thermal efficiency.

Wire wheels, with detachable side rims, will of course come into

vogue if only on account of their strength and elasticity, and helical

reduction gears with internal expanding clutches of reasonable dimen

sions, vertical cylinders for me always, and a final drive on the Dennis

principle except from a propeller shaft which gradually assumes a larger

diameter up to half its length and then tapers down again towards the

differential casing. Bevel gear drives absorb too much power ; and

chains I am sure will die a gritty, rattling death. The orthodox change-

speed lever together with the gate and quadrant must be discarded, for

both hands are required at the reins of a fast and lively horse ; and 1

consider the same is required at the wheel of a similar car. The Daimler

Company show that they have arrived at years of discretion by putting

the brake lever in the right place to be dropped on immediately for

emergencies. v=ps

A perfectly flat top to chassis, thus pressure fed (petrol, if it is

still used) will predominate, forced lubrication, oilers for everything,

even the springs, and shackles of same. Automatic air inlet valves on

the induction pipe, close to the carburettor. The engine governed on

the throttle, with a foot accelerator so arranged that when up the air

valves and throttle are closed and the carburettor working in its

ordinary way. Three point suspension on double bow springs, and

pneumatic shock absorbers, whose bye duty it should be to store air at a

given pressure, &c. A small winch so constructed as to retain the body

at any angle, thus giving proper access to the working parts requiring

adjustment, whilst the bonnet should be made on the principle of the

roll top desk.

These are, I believe, the kind of improvements that will be embodied

 

Xr. Harry Sell, of Silver Street, Bedford, is using a 6-hp. ear in

connection with his business as a fishmonger and Gamekeeper,

Mr. Sell informs us that he has had the car about six months, and'Dot only does
he And it an excellent advertisement, but also a great advantage over hone-
drawn vehicles (or what he terms " the ont town work " he having a large

number ol customers in the suburLs of Bedford.

in the ear when it is looked upon as the cycle is now, but it will rot

engross the minds of those firms who have their shops stocked with

patterns and castings for the standard car of to-day ; nor of those

people who have shares in these firms, but rather of those enterprising

persons with the capital and ability to place up >n the market such a

simple and reliable vehicle as 1 describe.—Yours tiuly, jft«-..;Ka

Herbeut J. Chapman.

AN EXHAUST VALVE QUERY.

To ths Editob of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—Can you or any reader of the M.C.J, inform me what should

be the cleaiance between the exhaust valve stem and the tappet ? Should

this be equal to that between the inlet valve stem and its tappet?

The engine is a 12-h.p. twin-cylinder.—Yours truly,

W. T. Phillips.

[As the exhaust valve stem gets hotter, and therefore expands

slightly longer than that of the induction valve, it should of the two

have rather more clearance. Adjusting them up with only a small

space reduces noise, but!, on the other hand, racing cars have often a

fairly large one. About 1-32 in. to 1-16 in. space should he allowed :

but it must be borne in mind that the timing is retarded by increasing

the space on the opening and advanced as to closing. This must be

remembered, and in no case should the valve have a clear " lift " of less

than a quarter of its effective din meter. If the engine has been timed as to

its valve setting by the makers with 1-32 in. clearance, there will

probably be a loss of power if this is increased.]
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CLUBS AND ASSOCIATIONS.

AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION.

The authorities of the Paris Salon have allotted a room in the

Exhibition for the convenience of members of the Automobile Associa

tion and Motor Club vi»iting the Exhibition. Tne room is conveniently

situated close to the Salon de 1' Automobile Club de France. A member

of the A. A. staff, who speaks French, German and English, will go over

from the head offices, and be in attendance daily during the Show.

Members of both organisations are informed that appointments can be

made, and letters, telegrams, &c, addressed for their convenience, c.o.

Automobile Association or Motor Club of London, Exposition de

l'Automobile, l'aris.

THE INCORPORATED INSTITUTION OF AUTOMOBILE

ENGINEERS.

A meeting of the Council of the Incorporated Institution of Auto

mobile Engineers was held on Tuesday of last week. The Secretary

reported that the Institution had been incorporated and a licence obtained

from the Board of Trade to omit the word " Limited." It was also

announced that Mr. L. A. Legros had accepted a seat on the Council to

fill the vacancy caused by the decease of Mr. Alec Govan.

1'ie following were elected members of the Institution :—Messrs.

H. P. G. Brakenridge (London), A. Marsden (London), B. H. Morgan

\ London), E. A. Rosenheim (Paisley), R. O. Legg (London).

HUDDERSFIELD BRANCH Y.A.C.

" At the annual dinner of the Huddersfield Branch of the Yorkshire
A.C. on Friday, the •->,"> th ult., Alderman \V. H. Jessop, the president

 

Mr- W. Atkinson, the Blackpool and District Agent for Daimler

. . Cars, en hit 55-h.p. Daimler.

of the club, occupied the chair, among his supporters being Messrs.

A. J. Sherwell, M.P., W. P. Kaynor, J.P., E. H. Hepper (Leeds), K. F.

Campbell (borough engioeer), and E. Gordon Learoyd (hon. secretary

to the club). After the loyal toasts Mr. A. J. Sherwell, M.P., proposed

that of " The Yorkshire A.C." He strongly deprecated the habit of

establishing poiice traps along roads where there was no danger to the

public, and where no charge of reckless driving could be held

to be tenable. He believed in the necessity for a speed

limit inside towns and villages, but he strongly objected to the imposition

of i, speed limit and to the establishment of police traps on public roads

and highways, where there was no conceivable danger to anything

greater than a stray chicken or dog. As far as his views went, he would

abolish that arbitrary speed limit on open public roads. He (the

speaker) was entirely with them, and would lend his influence in the

direction of securing the abolition of an arbitary speed limit, and the

deprecation of those mischievous police traps where no danger to the

puolic might accrue, though at the same time he should be firm in main

taining the speed limit in towns and village's.

Mr. E. H. Hepper, in responding to the toast, said that motorists

were not the black "r>ad hogs" some people would have them btdieve,

and they were only wishful to do what was right in their own sight and

iu the si^ht of the public in their motoring affairs. He referred to the

work of the Yorkshire Club, of which be was chairman, and expressed

the opinion that the efforts of various organisations would result in

stopping the terrible dust nuisance. With regard to roads there had

been a m irked improvement, and the borough surveyors were taking all

precautions to see "that their under-surveyors and road men were doing

their duty. He also urged that it would be an advantage to

road user if all vehicles were properly lighted in the rear, as w;ll as in

the front.

Mr. W. P. Raynor submitted tbe toast of "The Huddersfield

Branch of the Yorkshire Automobile Club," which, he said, was formed

for mutual protection and for social intercourse. The President, who

responded, said tha object of the club was to encourage members to

observe the law of the country, and to do nothing that would bring

into bad repute motoring or motorists. There were 300 motor-cars and

motorists in Huddersfield, and about one-half of that number were

members of the club.

Mr. E. G. Learoyd gave the toast of " The Visitors." Mr. K. F.

Campbell made a suitable response to the toast.

NOB.TH WALES.

An important meeting of the Roads Committee of the North Wale*

Automobile Club has been held at Corwen, when there were present :—

Mr. J. W. Wyatt, Cae Synamon, Carnarvon (chairman) ; Colonel O.

Lloyd; Mr. Evans, Broom Hall; Colonel Sandbach, Abergele ; Major

Turner, Flintshire ; Mr. H. R. Davies, Treborth ; Mr. S. T. Chadwick,

Beaumaris ; and Mr. J. H. Burton, together with a number of the Road

Surveyors of North Wales, who had been invited to attend, and many of

whom had motored from the various counties for the purpose.

The Chairman gave figures showing that the roads of North Wales

cost in maintenance less than half those of the border English counties.

The Surveyors, while generally promising attention to matters of

importance to motorists, pointed out that several useful matters devolved

upon others. The lopping of trees and trimming of hedges in fences adjoin

ing roads was the duty of owners or occupiers ; the efficient renewing of

pipe trenches devolved upon the gas, water, or sewer authorities who made

them, and while motor-cars wanted small metalling, motor lorries and

traction engines needed large metalling on the same roads. Scarifying

adopted as a system would largely increase the cost of road repairing.

Mr. E. Evans, the County Surveyor of Carnarvon, proposed a vote of

thanks tj the club, in the course of which he said there were about 250

cars and cycles registered in the county. These had cost their owners,

say, £50,000, to purchase, and had contributed some £500 to the county

rates. The county, to meet the requirements of this traffic chiefly, had

spent in various ways a sum of £5,000 on 250 miles of roads. In other

words, they had spent ten times as much as they had received directly

from motor-cars. If they took as typical the road through Beddgelert

to Capel Cnrig, a length of fourteen miles, they f >und the rainfall to be

120 inches a year. This heavy rainfall was a factor to contend with

in the repairing of roads when compared with the average

rainfall of forty inches in England. The strip of road had been

motor signalled at a cost of £10. By Portreuddyn they had reduced a

hill in rock, and widened the metalled part at the corner at a cost of £30.

A protruding rock at Aberglaslyn had been partly removed at a cost of

£10. Brynyfelin bend had been eased at an expenditure of £50. The

narrow ruad and bend by the old mill, Beddgelert, had been widened at

a cost of £20. The sharp corners at Clogwyn Gysgfa and Penygwryd

were now being cut at an outlay of £25. Penygwryd Bridge has been

strengthened for motor lorries at a oost of £50. The swampy foundations

on the Penygwryd length had been drained at a co«t of £25. The rocky

protrusions in the surface had been blasted or removed at a cost of £30.

So 'hat motorists had not been badly treated by the authorities of the

district.

SOUTH DEVON. '

Me. F. B. Mildmay, M.P., presided at the annual dinner of the

South Devon Automobile Club at the Royal Hotel, Plymouth , on the 23rd

ult. Others present included Mr. W. E. P. Bastard (cdairruan), Mr. R. H.

Lucy (deputy-chairman), Col. J. W. Robyns, Capt. H. de la Coudamine,

Dr. G. F. Aldous, Dr. W. H. Waterfield, Dr. Fox, Messrs. G. S. 8.

Strode, D.L., J.P., S. J. Lawry, C. G. Eve, C. J. Payne, E. Parsons,

C. R. Fox, P. T. Pearce.iR. Bromhead, H. R. Shires, J. J. Bayly (viee-

president), A. R. Dobnam, R. Bayly, H. G. E. Cross, E. H. Miclewood,

and A. E. Nias (secretary).

In proposing the toast of " The King, the Queen, and the rest of

the Royal Family," the Chairman said nis Majesty had always done

his very best to encourage the manufacture of motors in his own

country.

The Chairman, proposing " Success to the South Devon Automobile

Club," said their obj'ect should be to promote the careful driving of

motor cars, with every consideration for the safety and convenience of

the public. It was one of the functions of the club to work hand in

hand with those anxious to put an ead to the undoubted grievance to

the general public in connection with motor-cars. There had been very

great improvement in England with regard to driving, but even now

the methods of many chauffeurs caused him to shudder. Metor-cars

were in excess of good drivers. Some owners of motor-cars were disposed

to express surprise because motor-cars were to some extent unpopular in

the country. With the roads constituted as they were at present it

seemed tonim that the dust in many cases was positively insufferable,

especially in those trunk roads which cam a out of London. Especially

were they a nuisance to the owners and occupiers of roadside property.

Motorists could truly say they did not. make the dust. They only
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raised the dust produced by the pounding of horses' feet.

The present speed limit had not been a great success, and it seemed to

him in many parts of the country the police were going the wrong way

to work. He did not say that that was in Devonshire, because he was

happy to think they were blessed with an intelligent police, but in some

parts of the country they had a system of timing a man's progress by

the hour, basing their calculation on one-Bixteenth of a mile. It was

apparent that the slightest mistake on the part of the policeman must

falsify the whole of his calculations. That was not a fair way of timing

the rate at which a man was going per hour. He would like to see the

police throughout the country devoting themselves more to the stopping

of driving to the public danger, because that should be put an end to.

His friend, Mr. Bastard, had been untiring in his efforts on behalf of the

club. He initiated the club, and he entertained the club very kindly in

that beautiful country, the Buckland Downs, the other day. He was

glad to think that the club was prosperous in every way. They had

got a good name, and meant to keep it, and he was quite sure the work

they would do would be welcomed by all sections of the community in

South Devon.

Mr. W. E. P. Bastard, in response, said the club might consider

itself the father of automobilism in Devon. The family was now a

large one ; they had between 130 and 140 members. They could

depead upon their president to see that, at any rate, their side of the

question was fairly and squarely put before the House of Commons.

He was perfectly certain that the future of automobilism rested very

largely with themselves. The club had had a most successful hill-

climbing contest. They had put up caution signals in the neighbourhood,

and would have to put up a good many more. By Act of Parliament

that was the duty of the County Council, but the County Council had

been completely deaf to all remonstrances on the subject. Signs were

not wanting that enlightenment was slowly coming in that direction,

and the United Devon Association was now working with the South

Devon Automobile Club in tbe hope of inducing the County Council to

do what was their obvious duty.

Mr. Strode proposed " The president," and said they should bring

the greatest possible pressure upon the County Council for the Devon

shire roads and lnnes were not the safest places for driving. The

Chairman, in response, referred to their great indebtedness to Mr. Nias,

the secretary, who had worked hard for the success of tbe club.

Mr. Nias thanked the president for his kind reference, and the

proceedings then closed.

SCOTTISH.

A hill-climbing test confined to cars owned by members of the

Scottish A.C., and driven by the owner or a member of his family, took

place on the hill leading out of Fintry towards Lennoxtown on Satur

day afternoon. The test was made over about 1,900 yds. of road of an

average gradient of 1 in 15. The event being purely a private and

' ig one no formula was used and no prizes given. Mr. A. G.

) and Mr. John M. Hoss acted as timekeepers, and the following

: the best times made, the time of the fastest car being represented by

X i

Seconds.

Mr. Jack Murray's 40-h.p. S.P. A. ... ... x

, Mr. J. H. Pateraon's 30-h.p. Peugeot x + 14 3-5

Mr. A. Forrester Patou's 40-h.p. Napier ... x + 30 2-5

Mr. Thomas Shaw's 30 h. p. Siddeley x + 33 4-5

Mr. Harry Prosser's 30-h.p. Siddeley x + 39

Mr. Andrew Sharpe, jun.'s, 28-43-h.p. Daimler x + 39 4-5

Mr. Hugh Kennedy's 20-h.p. Ailsa ... ... x + 67 2-5

Mr. J. W. Morton's 16-20-h.p. Ma«s x + 73 4-5

Mr. L. Ci Seligmann's 24-h.p. Gladiator ... x + 91 3-5

Mr. Robert Thorn's 10- 12-h.p. Humber x + 113

Mr. J. W. Scott's 10-12-h.p. Humber ... ... x + 115

THE ORGANISATION OF MOTORCYCLISTS.

A conference between the committee of the Auto Cycle Club

and the eight representatives of the motor-cycle dubs appointed at

the Lincoln Conference was held at the Black Boy Hotel, Not

tingham, on Saturday, Mr. R. Todd presiding. It was decided to

hold the next meeting of the A.C.C. Council in London, on Satur

day, November 23rd, when the question of the constitution of the

A.C.C. will be further considered. The conference recommended :—

(1) That the name be altered to the Auto Cycle Union.

(2) That the social programme be dropped.

(3) That the present arrangement between the A.C.C. and the

Motor Union be reconsidered and dealt with as may be decided by

the old council.

(4) That the question of the reduction of the affiliation fees be

considered and determined by the old council, the committee of eight

to place before it a report and recommendation on the subject.

(5) That the next council meeting be the last of the year.

(6) That a meeting of the council of the new body be held as

early as possible in the new year, but not later than February, at

which meeting all officers be elected.

The place of meeting and time will be fixed by the council at

the meeting next month.

CASES UNDER THE MOTOR CAR ACT.

Many Endorsements.

Heavy penalties have been inflicted by the Kingston County Bench

upon Archibald Gray, of Guildford, who was summoned for having driven

a motor-car at an excessive speed, and for having failed to have the

identification plate illuminated, at Esher, on the 10th ult. Supt.

Marks said there were three endorsements on the licence, and defendant

had been fined sums of £20 and £11. Fines of £10 and costs for the tir*t

, and £3 and costs for the second, were imposed.

The Endorsement of Licences,

j Justices Phillimore and Walton, Mr. H. A. M'Cardie moved

for a rule nisi calling upon the justices of the Northfield Division of

Wercestershire to show cause why an order made by them endorsing the

motor licence of Mr. Moffat should not be brought up and quashed on

the ground that it was made without jurisdiction. In August last,

counsel said, his client was summoned under the Highways Act, 1832,

for causing an obstruction by leaving his motor-car on the highway for

forty-five minutes. The justices convicted him, and under Section 4 of

the Motor Car Act, 1903, endorsed his licence. He (the learned counsel)

contended that the justices had no jurisdiction to endorse the licence, as

the section related only to driving offeiices, and not to offences of ob

struction. The justices appeared to think that as the motor-car had

been driven to the spot where it was left they had power to act on the

section which provided for the endorsement of licences. The point was

of great importance, because if the order of the justices was allowed to

stand it would open up an enormous field of endorsement. Their

lordships granted a rule, Mr. Justice Phillimore remarking that he

did not give the applicant much encouragement.

 

That the development of the motor body building trade is not

being confined solely to large centres is apparent from the fact that

as far north as Aberdeen the British Motor Body Company, Ltd., are

carrying on at their Bannermlll Works an extensive business in

motor bodies. The above illustration depicts a S0-40-h p. Fiat, fitted

with a three-quarter landaulet body, they have built to the order of

Messrs. Beanie and Prosier, Ltd., Glasgow.

No Rear Light.

A chauffeur, who was summoned at Otley for driving a motor-car

without showing a red rear light, pointed out that according to law he

was only required to show a red rear light, and that on the night in question

his side lamps were lighted, and in each of these lamps there was a rear red

pane of glass. The Police Superintendent admitted that the defendant

was technically complying with the law on the point. Of course there

would be the question of showing the identification plate, but this had

not been raised. The case was dismissed.

Exceeding Legal Limit.

John Todman, chauffeur to Mr. Joe Elvin, has been summoned at the

Bromley (Kent) Police Court for exceeding the legal limit along the

Maidstone road. Two police constables who gave evidence for the pro

secution stated that the car covered the measured furlong at the rate of

thirty-three miles an hour. Mr. William Taylor-Parkes, of the firm of

solicitors who act for the Automobile Association, appeared to defend.

It was elicited in cross-examination that the car was not stopped, as the

constable who had been placed to stop the cars was at the other end of

the trap, but a constable suted that he had called upon the owner and

informed him that his diiver would be summoned for exceeding the legnl

limit. The solicitor contended that he hid no case to answer, and pointed

out that under sub-section 2 of section 9 warning must be given of in

tended prosecution e ther at the time the offence is committed or be sent

within twenty-one days afterwards to the owner of the car or to the

driver, this last clause implying that it must be a written notice. The

Bench upheld this contention, and the Superintendent of Police asked

for an adjournment on the ground that the ordinary written notice had
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been sent and that he could give proof of this. The Ch .irman refused

the request and dismissed the summons.

Heavy Hauls.
■ Five motorists were fined £26 and costs at Huntingdon, on Satur

day. Before the Arundel County Bench fines of £5 eacli have just been

imposed on half a dozen drivers of cars. Sev.ral batches of motorists

have been before the Bromley (Kent) sessions lately. Five convictions

have just been recorded at one day at St. Helens. At the Blolield

Petty Sessions .several motorists"have been fined for exceeding the legal

limit. Three motorists have been convicted of similar offences at the

Stratton Police Court. At Ayr Sheriff Court, fourteen motor-car

drivers have just been fined £07 for exceeding the speed limit.

 

The 40-h.p.*Siddeley Car'whicb, the Wolseley Comnany have recently

supplied through their Bombay Agency to H,H. The Maharajah of

Morvi. The chassis is fitted with a tulip side ontrance body, hood

and double glass screen.

Alleged Reckless Driving.

There was a sequel at Lewes I'e'ty Sessions, on the 23rd nit., to

the wrecking of Tollgate Cottage, Beddingham, by a motor-ear, on Sep

tember 24ih, when Mr. Cecil Chandlees was called upon to answer a

.summons for recklessly driving a motor-car on that day, having regard

to all the circumstances of the case. Mr. Staplee Firth appeared to

defend, and a plea of not guilty was entered. Mr. Lawson Lewis

prosecuted. Mrs. Balcombe, the tenant oi the cottage, said she saw the

car turning as though going towards the gate, and then as though it

was attempting to regain the road. The car collided with the cottage.

An old church pew, rather heavy, stood in front , this and a table were

broken up. Some part went indoors, and the rest was strewn about.

The herlge was very high, and caused the gate to be absolutely invisible.

She regarded it as an accident. After further hearing, the chairman

said the Bench were of the unanimous opinion that the evidence

supported the information, and that the defendant had committed an

offence under Section 1 of the Act, and accordingly convicted him,

imposing a penalty of £10 and 15s. costs. Notice of appeal was

given.

A motor-car accident which happened in Pampisford Road, South

Croydon, on September 25th, and which resulted in the death of a

schoolboy cyclist, has been inquired into by the Croydon magistrates,

when C. C. 1 1 inks, of Lynton Road, West Croydon, appeared to sum

monses charging him with recklessly driving a motor-car, and in a

manner dangerous to the public. It appeared that the boy was cycling

on the afternoon of September 26th, when he came into collision with

a motor-car owned by Mr. W. G. Fenn, of Croydon, and driven by the

defendant, who had been at the time of the accident a week in Mr.

Fenn's service. The evidence was to the effect that the driver of the

car, who said he was going at ten, eleven, or twelve miles an hour,

saw the boy two or three hundred yards away coming towards him, the

ro»d being clear. In the end the magistrates dismissed the sum

monses.

Fined in Their Absence.

Stanley Williams and Walter Bland, who did not appear, were

charged at Preston with diiving a motor-oar without lights. P.c.

Wilson said that about 9.30 on the 7ih ult. he saw a couple of cars pass

him in Preston Road, I, en. Both were without rear lights, and the first

one, in charge of Williams, was towing the second one. He turned on

liii lamp and whistled, but they kept on. He caught them up at the

Plough Inn, Ashton, where both the rear lamps had been re-lighted. A

hue of in,, and costs was imposed. Just as the chairman had announced

the Bench's decision the defendants appeired in court, and as they said

that the train service from Prestwich, where they came from, was

awkward, the Bench decided to have the case reheard. P.c. Wilson

repeated his evidence, and the chaiiman said that the Bench would not

alter their decision.

^■OOOJQQOOOS^

The United Motor Industries have been appointed sole British

and Colonial agents for the well-known Dubrulle lubricators.

THE TARSPREADINQ COMPETITION.

The report of the judges on the competition for the best tar-spread

ing machine and the best preparation of tar for road purposes is referred

to in our Comments. The following summary *t the references to the

competing appliances will also be of interest:—

Aitken's Patent Pneumatic Tar Sprayer.—The judges con

sider this to be a well-constructed machine, possessing many important

advantages. It is self-contained and can be moved rapidly from one

p trt of the road to the other. It can also corer a considerable super

ficial area of road in a day's work. By the use of this machine, under

the most favourable conditions, the actual cost of laying on one coat of

tar in a sufficient quantity may be cut down to almost one-fiftieth of a

penny per superficial yard, or with a road six yards wide to approxi

mately £1 per mile. The judges have decided to award the first prize of

100 gs. and the Association's gold medal to this competitor.

..Emulsifix, Ltd.—This machine is of the nature of a special form

of water-cart having means for mechanically mixing tar and tar oil

with a certain proportion of water, and spraying the road before the

mixture has time to separate.

Johnston Lassailly Patent Tar Road Binder.—The work

done by this apparatus was good. A heavier coating of tar was put on

than in the other cases, and chiefly owing to this the durability of the

coating has been greater than any of the othsr competitors.

Tarspra, Ltd.—This company entered three machines. The

judges have decided to award the 7"0 gallon Thornycroft Tarspra

Machine the second prize of 50 gs. and the Association's silver medal.

Thwaite Anti-Road Dust System.—The judges were impressed

by the good working of this machine, which seems to be simple and

effective. The first cost of the apparatus is very moderate, but the

operating costs are not so low as either Aitken or Tarspra.

Mr. Reeson's Patent Machine, used by The Gas Light and

Coke Company.—For putting on a preparation of tar, but not entered

for the tar spreading machine competition. This apparatus consisted

of a tank fitted with gravitation sprinkler and two rotary brushes. At

a special test of this machine on the road between Swanley Junction

and Farningham, Kent—at the same time as the special tests of the

Tarmaciser—it worked satisfactorily and was very favourably com

mented upon. The heating arrangement consisted of a Wells Light

burner, paraffin being the heating agent. The air -pressure for this

heater was obtained by means of a hand pump.

Preparations of Tar.—The preparations of tar tested were of

two classes—those containing very little tar and those in which tar

formed the main ingredient.

 

The 25-h.p. Moter-Van recently supplied to Mr. W. Northrup

McMillan, Proprietor of the Juja Farm, Nairobi, British East

Africa.

As in most cases the roads take the form of roughly lmten trackB traversed

only by native pedestrians and bullock wagons, intersected ofttimes at right
angles by rivers and streams which have to be forded, the car has been
designed to enable the driver to take water nearly 3 ft. deep, and negotiate
the most rutted paths without fear of damaging any portion of the chassis.
Extra long springs are supplied, and sprags and specially-powerful side-oper
ated rim brakes are fit ted. Three speeds forward, brake and reverse motion

are obtained by the Adams pedal-controlled planetary gear.

In this class were the compounds "Crempoid R," "Crempoid D,"

" Ermenite," "' Hahnite,"and " Pulvicide." The results of treating the

roads with all these compounds may be dismissed in a short paragraph.

Within a very short time after their application, i.e., a week in the case

of " Ermenite," a fortnight in the case of the " Crempoids " and " Pulvi
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cide," and a month in the case of " Hahnite," they had practically dis

appeared. The compounds have not the durability of tar, and the judges

do not consider their use as economical. Moreover, complaints have

been received to the effect that the dust raised from the sections of the

roads treated with some of these materials is injurious to the eyes of those

using the roads, and to the frontagers living along their routes.

The preparations containing a large proportion of tar were, on the

whole, very satisfactory. Dealing with thf-m in order of merit:—

Clare's Patent Tar Compo, now known as " Improved

Dustroyd (Clare's Patent Tar Compo)." The quantity or the material

appears to be one gallon to seven square yards applied in two coats. At

the price quoted by the competitor—9Ja gallon d d. London—and after

making allowance for getting the material into position on the road it

works out, excluding toe cose of spreading for a coating of seven square

yards to the galloD, at '57d. per square pard ot road surface,

or approximately £25 per mile of road six yards wide. From

the time of laying until recently it has been uniformly gooJ,

and is now in better order than any other portion of the road.

The surface is now wearing raoidly, especially in the centre. The

judges have decided that the " Ballymenagh " i00 guineas Trophy and

the gold medal of the Association for the best preparation of tar for

road purposes be awarded to Messrs. Clare and Co., of Liverpool.

The Gas Light and Coke Company.—Oil gas tar probably

penetrates deeper than anything else, but it does not form eo durable a

wearing surface, and consequently is not so great a protection to the

face of the macadam as a good tar preparation. It would probably be

very nsefal for the purpose of giving the first coat to a road, to be followed

by one of coal gas tar or other similar substance.

T. G. Marriott's " Marhit."—The third in order of merit of the

competing preparations is " Marbit," entered by this competitor, but

the condition of the section of the road treated is not quite so good a*

that of the first two named.

COMPANY NEWS,

Automobile Carriage Builders.—£2O,C0O. To take over the

business of manufacturers of carriage bodies and other appliances

attached to the chassis of motor cars and motor-omnibuses carried on at

90 and 92, Wandsworth Road, S.W., as Savers and Company, and to

adopt an agreement with Messrs. G. H. H. Freeman, G. J. Plevins, and

H. J. B. Clark. No initial public issue. First directors : Messrs.

G. H. H. Freeman, G. J. Plevins, and H. J. D. Clerk, 90 and 92,

Wandsworth Road, S.W.

Castolin Repairing Company.—£2,000. To take over the

business of engineers and engineering contractors carried on by Messrs.

T. W. Sheffield and W. H. Lilienfeld, as the Castolin Repairing

Company. No initial public issue. First directors : Messrs. T. W.

Sheffield and W . H. Lilienfeld. Remuneration as fixed by company.

11, Queen Victoria Street, E.C.

J. E. H. Monypenny and Co.—To adopt two agreements with Mr.

J. E. H. Monypenny and to carry on the business of manufacturers of

motors, carriages, &3. No initial public issue. First directors : Messrs.

J. E. H. Monypenny, H. Bacon, and W. H. Hodgson. 17, Hanover

Square, W.

Daimler Motor.—The report for the year ended September 30th

states that the conversion of the original preference shares into ordinary

shares has been completed, and of the 100,000 new 6 per cent,

cumulative preference shares authorised to be bsued by the shareholders

73,300 have been allotted. The profit for the year, after provision has

been made for interest on debenture stock, depreciations, bad and

doubtful debts, and all charges, amounts to £124,213; bonuses due to

employees on above profits are £13,805 ; and, after adding balance of last

year's profits (£34,611) and deducting £634, dividend on 73,300 six per

cent, preference shares, there remains a disposable balance of £144,395.

The directors propose : Special fund for renewal of plant and machinery

and for experimental and development work, £20,000 ; dividend of

12$ per cent, on 200,000 ordinary shares, £25,000 ; bonus of 2s. per share

on 200,000 ordinary shares, £20,000 ; general reserve account, £30,000 ;

balance carried forward, £49,395. The above dividend and bonus are

equal to a return of 22i per cent, on the ordinary shares. The

business of the company snows a sulstanual increase over previous

years, thocgb, owing to the reduction in prices, announced at the last

annual general meeting, and the increased value of the cars supplied,

the profit has been materially lessened.

Humbkr, LIMITED.—For the year ended August 31st last, after

making due allowance for bad and doubtful debts, depreciation, and

managing director's commission, there is a net profit of £154,434, making,

together with £9,430 brought forward, an available balance of £163,865.

The directors recommend that this amount be appropriated as follows :

Dividend of 6 per cent, per annum on the preference shares for the yesr

ended August 31st, 1907, £15,0(Ki; dividend of 20 per cent, on the

ordinary shares, £50,000 ; provident fund (including workmen's compens

ation in cases of accident), £5,000 ; general reserve fund, £85,000 ;

balance to carry forward, £8,865. The sales of the company's produc

tions show a further large increase, and the profits realised in all depart*

ments have been satisfactory. The erection of the new works at

Coventry has been energetically proceeded with. The buildings

are now nearing completion and will, it is hoped, be fully occupied

before the pressure ot work is felt next season. The outlook

for text season's traie is thoroughly satisfactory. After mature

consideration, the directors have decided that, instead of meeting

the whole of the outlay out of profits, as originally intended, it is ad

visable that a portion of the expenditure be met by the issue of

further capital in the form of an addition to the ordinary shares. They

recommend that 100.0QO further shares, ranking pari pusau with the

present ordinary shares, be created, and they propose, in the first

instance, to offer these to the holders of the existing ordinary shares.

Rover.—The report of the directors to August 31st states that the

balance-sheet shows £29,782 as available net profit, of which £16,870

has been earned during the year, after payments and reserve for depre

ciation, debenture interest, directors' fees, expenses re new capital, and

removal to new works, &c, amounting to £8,153. Full reserves have

been made for bad and doubtful debts ; £30,000 has been written off the

amount appearing in last year's balance-sheet for goodwill, leaving this

at £15,000 only. It is proposed to deal with the available profits by

paying a dividend of 10 per cent., less tax (£9,727), and carrying

forward to next year £20,054. The past season is stated to have been a

satisfactory one. The prospects for next year's trade are encouraging.

The increase in the company's business necessitates, in the opinion of

the directors, a farther increase in the share capital of £50,000.

A LINCOLN GARAGE.

Motorists are well alive to the attractions of Lincoln. The centre

of a district of good roads and the home of a sane and sympathetic police,

it is also full of interest to the visitor. Crowned by its superb Cathedral

there is no town fuller of archseological interest, whilst Roman remains

confront him on every hand. One of the most notable structures is the

Stonebow, a venerable obstruction in the very heart of the city.t A few

yards away, turning down Guildhall to Newland, the motorist will find

 

all his needs catered for at the splendid garage of Messrs. It. M. Wright

and Company, who are one of the motor pioneers of the country.

The entrance to the garage is situated near the shrowrooms at the

four cross roads—Guildhall Street, Newland, Mint Street and Water

Lane. The lower floor is constructed in two bays, both measuring some

100 ft; long and 100 ft. wide. At the far end is situated a long, well-

constructed inspection pit. Coming back towards the offices is an

excellent washing place. The general repa'r and machine shop is

situated on the first floor, a lift being ready to take the cars right

away. There is a good range of modern machine tools and a staff of motor-

engineers whose knowledge of the various different cars is particularly

extensive. Vulcanizing plant for all tyre repairs is also provided. The

stores are replete with oils, grease, petrol, and tyres. The heating

arrangements are well carried out. A garage ticket is given for every

car entering, so that a correct record can be kept stating the time every

car arrives. This is a good method of organisation and makes things

easy of control and direction, which characterizes such an establish

ment.

The showrooms are made interesting by a display of such

cars as Napiers, Daimlers, Humbers, Argylls, 15el>ize, De Dions, and

other types of vehicles. The department of cars for hire plays a very

important part with the firm, as a number of vehicles are kept for this

purpose, including landaulets, limousines, and open touring cars, and

50,000 miles is an average year's running for these cars.

Mr. K. M. Wright, as principal, is well known in the trade and

drove the first 10-12-h.p. Coventry Humber car officially observed

5,000 miles in five weeks to prove its reliability.

The Car Supply Company, of 34, Knightsbridge, W., inform us

that as sole agents for the well-known French car, the Duhanot, they

hold stocks of spare parts in London for users of these vehicles.
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

NOVEMBER.

3rd. —VAuto's Coccours de Pannes.

tith (F.).—Society of Motor Manufacturers and Traders' Dinner, Grand

Hotel. Charing Cross. Mr. E. Manville in the ('hair.

llth-2Srd.—Olympia Motor-Gar Exhibition.

12th-30th.—Paris Motor Show.

13th (W.).—Annual Dinner of the Motor Union at the Hotel Great Cen

tral, London.

20th (W.).—Institute of Automobile Engineers. Address by Col. K. E.

Crompton.

22nd-30th.—Stanley Show.

30th (S.).—Annual dinner of the North London A.C. at the Midland

Grand Hotel, London.

DECEMBER.

2nd (M.).—Cheshire A.C. annual dinner.

4th (W.) —Southend and District M.C. annual dinner.

5th (Th.).— Exhibition at Berlin.

7th (S.).—Annual Dinner and Presentation of Prizes in connection with

the Essex Motor Club.

18th (M.).—General Committee of the Motor Union.

21st (S.). — Opening of the Brussels Exhibition.

■26th.—Annual Reliability Trial of the Motor Union of Western India.

MARCH, 1908.

21st-28th.—Cordingley's Motor-Car Show at the Agricultural Hall,

London.

Nov. 2nd—5.30

3rd—5.29

LiQHTisa-0P Times—London.

4th—5.28 ... 6th—5.24

oth—5.26 ... 7th—5.23

8th—5.21

9th—5.20

CLAIM AGAINST MOTORIST.

At the Bloonisbury County Court, on Monday, Judge Bacon heard

a claim for £80 by Mr. William Kemp, jobmaster, of Adelaide Road,

N.W., for damages for the loss of a horse in consequence of the same

coming into collision with a motor-car, the property of Messrs. Sydney

Straker and Squire, Ltd., at the junction of Boundary Road and Finch ley

Road.
The case occupied the court a considerable time. Mr. Merlin

(instructed by Mr. T. W. Staplee Firth) appeared for Messrs. Straker

and Squire, and the judge dismissed the claim with costs on the ground

that the accident was brought about by the negligent manner in which

the horses were managed.

ROAD REPORT.

Hertfordshire.—The County Council has added £3,000 tn the

■estimates of the county surveyor lor additional expenditure required

for main roads, in consequence of the continued damage by motor-cars,

lengths of roads having been stripped of granite which he hoped might

have lasted through the winter.

PUBLIC MOTOR SERVICES.

THE Cambrian Railways have a winter motor service between

Pwllheli and Nevin for the conveyance of passengers and parcels. The

local agents are Messrs. Parry, Nanhoron Arms Hotel, Nevin ; J. Jones,

Tonyparc Shop, Morfa, Nevin, and J. Jones, Ship Inn, Edeyrn.

Messrs. TILLING, Ltd., are starting a service of motor-'buses

between Eltham and Woolwich.

iinmeemtjii

POLICE TRAPS.

The Ruinford police are watching a trap on the road to Southport

from that village.
Trapping is being made a feature of police work in Ewell Road,

Ewell.
At Ruxley Hill, Bromley (Kent), the police have a measured

distance.
Traps have lately been laid on the Inverness and Nairn road.

THERE is a trap on the road leading from Beverley past the Victoria

Barracks.
The Alnwick police have established a measured distance of

90n yards on the north road between North Charlton Bridge and the

lodge at Alnwick.
"There is another control of 1,100 yards between the South Gate and

the Alnwick Cemetery.
Walsall motorists should beware of the quarter-mile traps

which have been set on the Mellish road and also on the Birmingham

road.
The trap at Allesley is in almost daily operation, and a warning

rccei.tly given in ojr columns still holds good.

BUSINESS NEWS.

The Elastes Company, Ltd., announce an important reduction in

price in respect to certain sizes of Elastes rilling, par ticulars of which wiU

be sent to any one interested. Considerable improvement has been

effected in the Elastes moveable rim, which, together with the

company's specialities, will be on view at the Olympia Show.

Mr. C. F. Pougher, M.I.A.E., informs us that he is resigning

his position as works manager and designer to the En held Auto-ear

Company, Ltd., Redditch, and is desirous to take up similiar duties

with a good firm or meet with financial assistance to commence

business on his own account.

Aries Motors, Ltd., is the title of a new concern which has

just been formed with a capital of £lu,0<K) for the sale of Aries cars

in England. The managing director of the new concern is Mr. R. L.

Philpot, who until recently was sale manager of trie Wolseley Tool and

Motor Car Company. The new company is establishing a depot at 4,

Princes Street, Hanover Square, London, W.

The National Motor Academy will have a car in attendance

at Olympia for the convenience of anyone wishing to inspect their

premises and to avail themselves of their services.

Mr. C. McAdams informs us that he has taken over the business

lately carried on by the William Trnscott Motor Repository, Nelson

and Rupert Streets, Bristol. Mr. McAdams has been in the trade

since its beginning, and has businesses at Stockton and West Hartlepool.

We understand the auction sales will be discontinued.

The E. M. Bowden's Patents Syndicate, Ltd., will have some

specimens of front wheel brakes included in their exhibits at the

aDproaching shows, and tbey will be prepared to go thoroughly into

the subject therewith anyone who requires further information.

The British Petroleum Company have reduced the price of

" Shell " motor spirit and -760 motor spirit by a penny per gallon.

M. L. Bleriot, of 14-16, Rue Duret, Paris, has been appointed sole

coticessionnaire for the G.L. Carburettor Controller and Petrol

Economiser in France.

The Osterfield Motor Car . Syndicate has been registered with

offices at 55, Park Walk, Chelsea, S.W.

Some time since a pri\ ate car owner asked a firm of car manufac

turers to fit Elastes-sbod wheels to his new car, about to be delivered.

The makers objected. The motorist reported this to the Elastes Company,

who wrote the car manufacturers, asking if this remark was made from

want of confidence in their cars, or from ignorance of Elastes. The car

company replied that they " were under the impression that certain

effects were produced by the use of Elastes," but were making experi

ments and would communicate further. A later letter says that tbey

" have now gone fully into the matter of Elastes tyres, and nave written

withdrawing the objection to fitting these ; we see we were somewhat

wiong in our opinion of same."

We are informed that Messrs. Aster, Ltd., aTe now in liquidation,

having sold their name and goodwill to the Aster Engineering Com

pany, Ltd. The luter concern have iprreased their capital £70,000

by a private issue, the capital now being £120,000. The whole of the

business will be conducted from 4, Princes btreet, Hanover Square,

W. The works, which are at Wembley, Middlesex, are fully

equipped for carrying out a large business in the construction of

engines, gear cutting, and the manufacture of carburettors, pumps

and magnetos, &c.

The Anglo-American Oil Company, Ltd., inform us that they

have made a fnrther reduction of Id. per gallon in the price of their

Pratt's Motor Spirit.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

All communications intendedfor insertion in this Journal or rtlotirn

to Editorial matters should be addressed to The Editorial Depart

ment, Motor-Car Journal, 27-33, Charing Cross Road, Lcndon,

W.C., and must be written on one side of the paper only. Letter* must in

all cases be accompanied by the name and address of the writer, at no

notice will be taken of anonymous communications.

The Editors cannot undertake to return MSS. or drawings, although

every effort will be made to do so in the case of rejected communications.

Where such are regarded as of value, correspondents are requettid to

retain copies.

The Editors do not hold themselves responsiblefor the opinions expretsei

by their correspondents, or for statements andfacts which do not apptat

in the editorial columns.

To insure insertion communications and contributions must be in

the Editors' hands by Tuesday forenoon of the week in which the some

are intended to appear. Disappointmentmay be caused by non-compliance

with this rule, ana to avoid th%s earlier receipt, ifpossible, is necessary.

Photographers, both professional and amateur, are invited tn send

photographs of current events or ofmotoring scenes and incidents. The )<e,

if any, required for reproduction should be stated in each case, otheru \ se

no liability will be accepted.

> The Editors and Publishers beg also to state that they will accept no

responsibility for unsolicited contributions, even if used, unless papm'n t

tor same is directly specified inforwarding, and the terms arranged be/i rs

publication.
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"THE INDUSTRIAL MOTOR REVIEW."

M THE INDUSTRIAL MOTOR REVIEW," which, established

in February, 1908. can claim to be the oldest journal in

the world exclusively devoted to the interests of the com

mercial and industrial motor vehicle, has been acquired by

Messrs. Cordingley & Co., and is now published from the office

of Tbo Motor Car Journal, 27-33, Charing Cross Road.W.C.

It will continue to be issued as a Monthly Review, devoted to

the development of the Industrial Motor Vehicle, and afford

ing ameans ofinter-communication between users and makers

of commercial vehicles of every description. Under tbe

new proprietary, those features which have proved accept

able in the past will be continued and extended, while

innovations to increase its influence with all interested in

the motor movement will be introduced.

'"The Industrial Motor Review" is published at 6d. ; post

free 8i<L, on the 15th of the month. Annual subscription,

8s. post free.

COMMENTS.

 

E1

LSEWHERE we publish the two letters

which conclude the correspondence

that bas lately taken place between the

Motor Union and the Automobile Association,

and which mark the close of a controversy that

excited considerable attention some weeks ago.

In these letters between Mr. C. D. Rose, M.P.,

and Colonel W. J. Bosworth are suggestions

which, if loyally carried out by both organisa

tions—and which no doubt they will be—will

secure a restoration of that cordial feeling

which should animate the various associations for the general

welfare of the motor movement. It has been agreed that the

Motor Union hedge is to be modified to prevent any possibility

of confusion with that of the Automobile Association. The

withdrawal of the road scheme of the M.U. will leave all matters

appertaining to the patrolling of the roads as the special province

of the A.A. On the other hand, the latter organisation will

recognise tbe sphere of the Motor Union work in such matters as

appertain to the dust nuisance and the general question of the

improvement of roads as well as tbe subjects of insurance and

legislative and general legal work. Thus, we trust, ends a

dispute which at one time loomed large in the eves of tbe public,

but which, owing to tbe tactful guidance of Colonel Bosworth

and Mr. Rose, has been reduced to an amicable settlement.

There is plenty of room in both organisations to develope

policies of real value to motorists without in any way over

lapping the activities of each other.

Petrol

Precautions.

As far back in the year as August

10th and 17th we drew attention to the

activity of the Public Control Depart

ment of the London County Council in

warning Borough Councils of the Metro

polis as to the risks that were caused by

the discharge of petrol into sewers. This, as we showed at the

time, had become an increasing source of anxiety to those

responsible for the safety of the men who are engaged in the

necessary service in connection with sanitary work. Now the

matter has gone further, and at the last meeting of the London

County Council a report from tbe Department was presented

which officially recognises the excellent plans that had been

suggested for the mitigation of the dinger. All licensees under

the Petroleum Acts whose use of petrol may in any way

lead to the offence have been served with a copy of the Council's

order forbidding the discharge of the spirit into the drains.

A prohibitive condition is also inserted in licences granted in

such cases ; and warning notices, printed in three languages, for

exhibition in garages, both public and private, are being widely

distributed. Various drainage interceptors designed to retain

petiol have been examined, and it has been decided that one

which has been in satisfactory use for some years at a large

petrol distillery would answer the purpose. They accord

ingly had drawings of this interceptor prepared for the informa

tion of persons concerned, and are now obtaining the provision

of such interceptors at various licensed premises in the county.

In cases of applications for new licences where it it evident that

the use to which the spirit will be put will involve serious risk

of discharges of spirit into the drains, the provision of an inter

ceptor is required before the licence is granted. As a result of

these efforts nearly fifty of these devices have now been con

structed on premises in the area of the London County Council.

It is impossible for the licensing authority to entirely prevent all

discharges of petrol into the sewers, as large quantities of

spirit are kept without licence at private motor-car garages, and

much is used for dry cleaning in private houses, but the danger

will be largely diminished by the provision of interceptors on

those licensed premises where there is a likelihood of petrol

escaping into the sewers.

Cars v. Railway.

Talk of the railway dispute is again

bringing the motor-car to the front as a

public service vehicle, and the suggestion

of a correspondent for a kind of mobilisa

tion of private motor-cars to assist the

public in getting to and from business in

the event of a strike occurring on the railroad is interesting.

Whether private owners would consent to the proposal is a

matter of considerable dubiety, which questions of licensing

would probably settle in tbe negative. There is no doubt that

in many districts local livery stable keepers and similar firms

might organise such a service with fair promise of success, but

no haphazard method would stand any chance of sound

financial consideration. At the same time the discontinuance of

a regular train service might give enterprising motorists an

opportunity of establishing short services across country in many

places. But too much need not be expected for the motor

industry from the misfortunes of the railway companies.

Although tbe judges in the Com

mercial Vehicle Trials of the Royal A.C.

are still busily engaged in connection

with their report, the publication of the

same will not take place for two or three

weeks. This delay is occasioned by the

many elaborate calculations which have to be checked and con-

D

The Commercial

Vehicle

Trials Awards.
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sidered. Meanwhile, however, the awards have been made known

with commendable promptitude, and we would congratulate the

winners of the gold and silver medals upon their successes. A

full list of these is given on another page, from which it will alto

be seen that the drivers have been recognised in a way that

should become a regular feature of such contests.

A New Road in

Devon.

In our Correspondence columns this

week, Mr. li. B. Jeune revives interest in

the making of the new road which has

been proposed between Lynton and

Lynmouth. The Rural District Council

have now undertaken to be responsible

for the work provided there is sufficient financial support from

the locality to warrant the enterprise. Those who have enjoyed

the pleasures of motoring in Devon will doubtless contribute

their quota to the expense, and so provide a means of avoiding

some of the hills that try the cars of small power.

♦ ♦ ♦

 

Owing to the recent heavy rains the main road between Worcester

and Hereford was impassable for three days. The photo reproduced

above depicts Mr. P. W. Barker, of Barker's Garage, Worcester, on

his 20-28 h. p. Darracq. at Bransford, making an attempt—which was

not successful to get through- Mr. Barker took the precaution to

reverse into the water, so that, should it become too deep, he could

get away before it reached the contact maker-

♦ ♦ ♦

Among the accessories that will form

an important section of next week's

The Motor Show at Olympia, speedometers

Speedometer. will have a conspicuous place. These

have come to possess a legal as well as a

mechatiical value, and in the provinces

as well as the metropolis the possession of such an instrument

has been a means of economy to many motorists. In a case

heard recently at the Marylebone Police Court, the magistrate,

after saying that if the defendant had had on his car a speedo

meter which registered and retained the indication of the

maximum speed, the case would bave been dismissed, went on to

observe to the solicitor :—" I don't know if you are aware of it,

but we have many of these motor cases. And inasmuch as it is

proved that there is such a thing as a speedometer which

indicates the maximum speed at which the car has been

travelling and retains it, it seems to me motorists in future will

have no justification for being found on a car without one."

The hint is obvious to those likely to appear before that

particular Bench.

♦ ♦ ♦

Rrnewed activity on the part of the

motoring organisations should draw

Motor C clln within their ranks many motor-cyclists

y who have previously held aloof from

association with their fellows. Such will

be to the advantage of the whole move

ment, for in the ranks of owners of motor-cycles are many

prospective purchasers of cars. And the education of the public

can be better done by collective work than by isolated endeavour.

In many ways the interests of the two sections are identeal ;

and the woes of one are equally the worries of the other—

especially in the presence of such men as Policemen Jarrett,

Waghorn and Marks, an illustrious trio whose names are

familiar wherever the motor moves. At the present moment

the Motor Union and the Automobile Association are urging

upon motor-cyclists the desirability of extending their influence

in organised bodies, and we would add a hope that those who

drive on two wheels will no longer decline the advantages of

union.

♦ ♦ ♦

Those who were in Ireland at the

time of the Gordon Bennett races in that

Tarred Roads and country will remember how the donkeys

Night Riding. had a habit of resting on the highways

at night time, and bow when a dust-

laying preparation was used on the roads

much confusion was caused to night riders. The fact has been

revived in our memory by the suggestion from a lover of night

driving that the tarring of roads is proving inimical to the

enjoyment of such a pursuit. In fine weather, when the country

roads are dry, they present a whitish appearance at night, and

driving is a pleasure. But when this is changed to a dark,

practically black, surface by the application of tar or other

preparation the effect is very disconcerting to the driver of a

car. Objects, of obstruction which may be on the road are not

easily seen, especially should the light from the lamp not be

of tbe best. As soon as such a stretch is reached speed should

be reduced, otherwise it will often be difficult to find the dis

tinguishing line between the road and the footway, or between

the latter and the hedge—or worse.

♦ ♦ ♦

In summing up a case at the Man

chester assizes, Mr. Justice Pickford has

The Pedestrian shown an appreciation of the position of

must be careful. the pedestrian and motorist respectively

that is worth noting as an instance of the

progress of judicial education. A gentle

man had claimed damages for having been run into by a motor

brougham whde attempting to cross the roadway. The judge

pointed out in his summing up, that whilst those who drove

motor-cars must exercise caution, those who used the roadway

were also under some obligation to take care of themselves.

Automobiles have become such common objects in traffic that

people crossing the highways ought to bo on the look-out. This

is a rational view of the position that is being assumed by most

of the judges and magistrates before whom such cases are heard,

and indicates an opinion that will before long, we hope, be

universal on the Bench. When will it reach some of the southern

courts 1

Municipal Motor

Instruction.

Last year the Municipal Technical

School at Portadown, Ireland, ran a short

course of instruction in the mechanism

of motor-cars, and these lessons were so

well attended that the Principal, Mr.

G. H. Woollatt, felt justified in extend

ing the work to some extent. The object is not to teach

driving, and they do not intend competing with any of the

established driving schools. What they do intend doing is

interesting the public in motor traction, and explaining the
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rinciples involved, so that those who would care to do so may

now what points to look for in cars. They have a large

number of mechanics attending the classes, and t^ese men are

already familiar with practical mechanical methods, and only

need a training in the direction of familiarising with the special

methods of dealing with well-known mechanical principles and

devices when these are applied to a light and quickly-moving

vehicle. Other students— a separate class—are dtivers, owners,

and prospective drivers and owners. These, as a rule, require

much more training, and do not wish to much theoretical work.

"Comparative anatomy of cars" or "motor vehicles," would

aptly describe their course of instruction, which consists mainly

of six popular lectures, students being drafted from this to the

shop work upon application. This is regarded as the elementary

class, and from it students are selected to go through a full

course of motor design and construction. It is simply the

beginning of what may become an important department, when

a few years' work has been put in. Those responsible for the

classes are always anxious to have any new devices or methods

proceedings in those cases where motor-cars are driven to the

public danger. But they did not see their way to go further

than this, being convinced that the enforcement of the law as to

driving to the danger of the public was more likely to insure the

safety of those who use the roads than was the restriction of the

speed of motor-cars in certain places. The East Riding County

Council is to be congratulated upon the view it takes with regard

to the automobile pioblem, for, in addition to being strong enough

to resist a widespead petition from councils in its area it has also

put up 150 warning signals indicating to motorists where par

ticular care should be taken on the public highway.

Just as we go to press we have

received from the secretary of the Irish

Inland Revenue A.C. an interesting letter with regard to

Methods. the way in which the Scottish Inland

Revenue authorities use their powers of

inflicting "pains acd penalties" on

visitors from Ireland. The case is alinott identical with that of

 

The Evrenx Spaed Trials.—A General View of the Startir g Point.

communicated by firms, such matter being immediately placed

before the students. Sketches and drawings should be accom

panied by permission to convert the same into lantern slides.

A Sensible

County Council.

We are glad to see that all county

authorities are not inclined to accept

suggestions made by local bodies within

their areas with regard to the limitation

of motor-car speed to ten miles an hour

or less. Recently the local councils of

Bridlington and Burton Agnes asked the East Riding County

Council to apply to the Local Government Board for the restric

tion of speed through all the villages in the East Riding to seven

miles an hour. The Hornsea Council also favoured a restriction

within their boundary. The matter was considered by the High

ways and Bridges Committee and also by the Standing Joint

Committee, which agreed in asking the Chief Constable to take

a French visitor to the south of England that we mentioned

some time ago. Irish residents are happy in the fact that

several impositions with which we are familiar in this country

are not levied in their island. But when one of the

members of the Irish Automobile Club recently went to

Scotland for a few days' shooting, taking his motor-car with

him, he received a communication from the authorities claiming

penalties amounting to .£45. These were ultimately settled by

a payment of £9. Such instances will debar many sportsmen

from the Emerald Isle bringing their cars to this country, and

surely an arrangement could be effected securing freedom from

these imposts to those who bring their cars to ^Britain for a

few days only.

weeeecw

The " County " is the name given to a new car which is

being built by the Halifax Motor-Car Company, of Weymouth

Street, Halifax, and designed by Mr. Edgar Smith.
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MOTOR TOURING IN CANADA.

CANADA has millions of miles of territory which not even

her own people know. The provinces are full of in-

_ „ terest, for their abundant natural resources, their

scenery, and their people. To the motorist Canada otters special

charms. The country has good roads, hotels, garages, and is, in

short, an ideal field in many respects for touring. Ontario is

particularly well fitted for motoring. The conditions in this

province are most favourable, the roads being, on the whole,

very good, mostly well-cared-for macadam, and in many places as

smooth as the roads in France. Of course there are exceptions,

as in all countries. The scenery, also, is attractive, resembling

very much that in the New England States.

Some favourite runs for tourists in Ontario are between

Niagara Falls and Detroit, Niagara Falls to Hamilton and

Toronto, Detroit to Hamilton, Toronto to Montreal and

Toronto to Lake Simcoe. The Niagara Peninsula, through

which the run from the Falls to Hamilton extends, affords

delightful touring. This section is the " Garden of Canada,"

and one of the oldest settled in the Dominion. With either

Hamilton or Toronto as centres, many delightful runs may be

made to different parts of the provin-e. Western Ontario is a

the old town of St. Levis on the cliff, by the left-hand route.

At Scott's Junction, half-way between Quebec and Baueeville,

there is a quaint inn, and at Baueeville is a hotel where one can

obtain good native food, fish, venison and mutton. Leaving

Baueeville, the route is down the Chaudiere Valley to Jersey

Mills. Here turn sharp to the left and climb straight up to the

cathedral at St. Clume, twenty miles away. Thence over the

mountains by devious turns to the Line House, some ten miles

from St. Clume. Descending the Line Hill pass over the line

into the States.

With regard to touring in the rest of Canada, the Land of

Evangeline, Nova Scotia, is probably the most favourite resort.

The roads in this province, one of the oldest in the country, are

very good, and the scenery is attractive for its historical asso

ciations. The number of motor-cars in Nova Scotia is somewhat

limited. A little touring is done in New Brunswick, where

there is a very active organisation of enthusiasts, with head

quarters in St. John, N.B. If one wants to tour in the

Golden West, perhaps the most interesting part of Canada

at the present time, owing to the vast developments now going

on, it is economical to ship the car and start it running

just whenever the scenery and the roads become sufficiently

inviting. With an average dry summer anywhere in Western

 

A Typical Country Road in Canada.

rich dairying district, and the people are progressive and

prosperous. Up north aie the famous Muskoka Lakes and the

•Georgian Bay summer outing ground, where the scenery is

extremely picturesque. North also are the Cobalt Mines. Along

the north shore of Lake Ontario, from Toronto to Brockville,

the old Kingston Road makes a splendid run, but it is advisable

to follow this only as far as Montreal. Between this city and

Brockville it is better to take the boat down through the

Thousand Islands from Kingston to Brockville, which, by the

way, is a pleasant diversion. Some tourists find their way from

the United States into Canada by wa}r of Ogdensburg, across the

Wt. Lawrence River to Prescott by ferry. Thence there is a

good run to Ottawa, the capital city of the Dominion, or to

Toronto and Buffalo.

Touring in Quebec is much more strenuous than in Ontario.

The novel character of the country and its inhabitants will make

up in interest for the difficulties encountered on the roads, which

in many places are somewhat hard to negotiate, but not im

passable, and over many sections quite good. Quebec City is

well worth a pilgrimage in a motor-car. This quaint old city, so

different from all others in America, is a good place to spend a

week's holiday, and there are numerous cbarming runs from it.

The distance from Montreal to Quebec is about 2U0 miles.

Crossing the St. Lawrence by ferry from Quebec one can go to

Canada, the roads are splendid, just natural trails glazed hard

and level. Many of the northerly reaches are hilly. Southward

the country is gently rolling. In many respects the prairie land

has advantages for the. motorist not offered by the older

provinces. For great inspiring distance*, coupled with the best

of air and the finest of natural roads, no land is kinder to the

motorist than Western Canada.

Certain customs formalities must be attended to in entering

Canada. The law requires a deposit of £5 and bond for

double the estimated duties, guaranteeing re-exportation of the

car within three months. The deposit will be returned when

the car is taken out of the country. The motor-vehicle law in

Ontario is, remarks Mr. E. M. Wilcox in the New York

Motor, moderately stringent, the speed limit in the country

being fifteen miles an hour, and in towns and cities ten miles an

hour. Of late, owing to a number of complaints, the provincial

constables have been busy in enforcing the provisions of the law.

What might be called police traps have been in operation in

certain sections. As a pointer to motorists who contemplate

touring in Canada it would be well for them to write the

secretary of the Ontario Motor League to secure the necessary

guide-books and maps. There is only one official automobile

road guide-book published, that being under the auspices of this

organisation.
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A NEW SHOCK ABSORBER.

THE fitting of anti-shock mechanism in addition to the

usual springs of motor-cars has received much attention

in recent years, many attempts having been made to

provide a perfect damper in order that the maximum of comfoi t

may be obtained. The use of a damper greatly improves the

action of the carriage springs, in that whilst the springs absorb

vibration to a large degree the shock absorber resists that recoil

action which so greatly interferes with the comfort of passen

gers. Although the new apparatus illustrated herewith, and

 

7ig. 1.—View of Shock Abaorber as fitted to rear axle of a chain diiven

oar.

lately introduced by the Wolseley Tool and Motor Car Co., Ltd.,

has been designed to fully meet these difficulties, it has the

additional merit of being perfectly simple in its construction. In

action it automatically absorbs the recoil action of the carriage

springs and makes it possible to drive with comfort over the

roughest roads.

The apparatus consists, as will be seen from the illustra

tions (Figs. 1 and 2), of a small circular box mounted on the

frame of the car above either the front or rear axle. Inside the

box is the shock damping mechanism, which is connected to the

main axle by suitable levers and motion reds, these being

adjusted so that any movement of the carriage springs opeiates

the damper. The action of the mechanism in the box is in prin

ciple restricted by its movement through grease, with which the

bix is filled. This movement is controlled by specially-designed

 

Fig. 2.—Device as fitted to live axle vehicles.

valves and by-passes which regulate the return of the damper

to its normal position after the springs hive been depressed.

It consists of two vanes which are attached by two levers to the

car axle. The action is such that any motion of the vanes dis

places the grease, and while this is done quite easily at slow

speeds the resistance increases rapidly as the movement is

quickened. The arrangement whereby increased freedom of

action is obtained while the road springs are under compression

is effected as follows :—The two vanes are fitted with valves,

which in one direction allow the grease to pass through to the

other side of the vane; the recoil action of the spring,

however, closes these valves, the grease only resuming it

previous position through a by-pass, the size of which is

determined in accordance with the weight of the car.

A gland joint is provided in the outer cover of the damper box

where the operating lever passes through, and there is also a

filling hole for grease. To ensure efficient working it is enly

necessary to see tbat the grease is of proper consistency, and that

the box is quite full and free from air bubbles.

We understand that the device has been given long and careful

tests before being placed on the market, and that its efficiency

has been proved under the most trying conditions. It is, of

course, adapted to the Siddeley cars, but is also so made that it

can be fitted to practically any motor vehicle, special brackets

being made to enable this to be done.

THE COLTMAN 20- H. P. CAR.

WE are able this week to give a general view of the new

20-h p. car which has just been introduced by Messrs.

. H. Coltman and Sons, of the Midland Ironworks,

Loughborough, an old-established firm of engineers. The

vehicle, which has been built to the designs, and under the

supervision of Mr. Wm. Wilson, is fitted with a 20-h.p. four-

cylinder engine, in which a number of special features are

incorporated, notably in regard to the ease of accessibility of

the valves and the cam shaft, and also the dual ignition, which

 

is effected through one switch and a single set of plugs. The

cylinders, which are cast in pairs, are 4 in. bore by 4^ in. stroke.

The speed of the engine is controlled by means of two levers

mounted above, but not turning with, the steering wheel. A

novel and simple switch is fixed on the dashboard within easy

reach cf the driver, designed so that by a sliding movement the

ignition current can be either taken from the accumulator or

the magneto. Special attention has been given to the wiring to

simplify inspection or renewals. The clutch is of the metal-to-

metal type, of new design, having very large wearing surface

and mounted on bill bearings ; it is so arranged that it can

be taken out complete by simply withdrawing two pins.

The gate-controlled cbange-speed gear gives four speeds forward

and a reverse, with direct drive on the top ; the controlling bars

are positively locked in each position. The reverse pinion only

rotates when the backward motion is being used. The shafts

are extra large in diameter and very short in length, and are

fitted both with ball thrust bearings and ball journal bearings.

The transmission is through a cardan shaft to a live axle, ihe

latter bung so arranged that the large bevel wheel and the

differential can readily be takt n out without removing the road

wheels. The axle is enclosed in a special steel casmg from end

to end. We understand that one of the new vehicles will be

available for trial runs during the next, fortnight at the Olympia

Motor Garage, Addison Eoad Biidge, Kensington.
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CONTINENTAL NOTES.

Speed Trials at Evreux.

An interesting series of speed trials was held near Evreux,

Prance, on Sunday last, under the auspices of "Les Sports,"

and for which no less than 104 entries were received. The

moming was devoted to the tests over the flying kilometre on

the level, the competitors having a downhill run of nearly a

kilometre ere passing the first time-keeper. The contest was

open to all classes of racing and touring car* and cycles. In the

single-cylinder class—cylinder bore up to 100 mm.—Sizaire, on

a Sizaire-Naudin, put up the excellent time of 47 2-5 sec,

"beating many of the higher-power cars. The record of the day

in the touring class was made by Molon on a Gladiator in

31 2-5 sec., and in the racing section by Riga', on a Dirracq, in

27 3-5 sec. The first two in each category qualified for the

afternoon's event, which consisted in a race over the same

course, but in the reverse direction, which gave 1>00 metres

two series of an hour each, one for deep ploughing, of a depth of

from 12 to 14 inches, and one for light ploughing, from 4i to

6\ in. In making the awards the jury will take into considera

tion the area of land ploughed during the time allowed, the

depth and regularity of the work and the facility of turning of

the competing machines. The second section of the trials will be

devoted to haulage tests and also to experiments in utilising the

tractors as prime movers for fixed agricultural machines. As we

go to press we learn that it has been decided to postpone the

the trills until May next.

♦ ♦ ♦
The Veterans of the French Industry.

An interesting list has been prepared by the Chairman of

the Organising Committee of the Paris Solon of the French

motor-car builders who have exhibited at each of the annual

shows so far held. They are only ten in number, and, as they

may be termed the veterans of the industry, we append their

names :—De Dion-Bouton, Panhard and Levassor, Mors, Peugeot,

 

The Fleet of Motor Wagons employed is the recent French Military Manoeuvres near Bordeaux
[La France AulomobUe.

on the level and 700 metres up hill. The times were taken

over the standing mile ani also the flying kilometre, the awards

being, however, based on the former. Interest in the proceed

ings was increased by sending the competitors off in pairs,

so that while really a speed trial, the spectators were treated to

several keenly contested races. The single-cylinder car class (up

to 100 mm.) again showed the speedy qualities of the Sizaire-

Naadin, the one driven by Leboucq covering the mile in 1 min.

47 3-5 sec. The fastest touring car time was that set up by

Guyot on a Minerva, 1 min. 37 1-5 sec, while the Coupe

d'Evreux was carried off by Rigal, who covered the mile on his

1 >arracq racer in 1 min. 9 2-5 sec.

♦ ♦ ♦
The Trial of Agricultural Motors.

November 10th has been fixed as the date of the trials of

agricultural motors which are to be held by the " Auto " in the

neighbourhood of Paris. It has been decided that the competi

tion will be open for (1) self-moving ploughs, (2) tractors for

hauling agricultural machines, and (3) automobile winches for

hauling machines by cables. The first tests will be divided into

De Dietrich, Delahaye, Krieger, Decauville, Rochet-Schneider,

and La Compagnie Francaise des Voitures Electromobiles.

♦ ♦ ♦

Miscellaneous Items.

A company is reported to be in course of formation in

Moscow to build motor lorries. The "Auto" has postponed

its Concours de Pannes until December 8th. It is proposed

to hold a reliability trial of light cars in the Turin district early

next year. Negotiations are reported to be in hand in con

nection with the establishment of a Renard road train service

between Ceret and Figueras, Spain. The Post Office authori

ties in Nuremburg are adopting motor-vehicles for the transport

of the mails between the various post-offices in the city and

suburbs. Twelve vans are reported to have already been ordered.

-A proposal to establish a motor-car service between Trieste

and Abbazia, Austria, is under consideration. Messrs. Lanrin

and Klement, of Jungbunzlau, Austria, are introducing a 45-h.p.

eight-cylinder car. Arrangements are in hand for the estab

lishment of a public motor-car service between Marienbad and

Konigswart, Austria.
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THE COMPLETE CHAUFFEUR.

. ~*~

IT must be fairly obvious to the moat casual student of the

evolution of species that the genus chauffeur is progress

ing. It is indeed of the highest importance that he snould

march with the times, that he should, steadily and surely, keep

■step as it were with the improvement of the machines which

have brought his calling into existence, and with the require

ments which it behoves him to fulfil. Just what these requirements

are it is the object of this article to specify and analyse, that is in

so far ai they apply to those who aspire, for instance, to the wheel

of a modern and fairly powerful touring car. We believe we are >

quite justified in taking this as the type of the ideal and complete

chauffeur, although there are, of course, those who will cavil at

the definition—those, for example, whose economical tendencies

demand a multum in parvo, a sort of nondescript servant of the

driver-to-fill-up-his odd-time variety. It is also beyond our pro

vince, too, to deal just now with the special qualifications of the

motor-omnibus driver.

In the early days of motoring the most bitter and to a

great extent justifiable complaints were laid to the charge of the

then .existent chauffeurs. Swelled head, ignorance, slovenliness,

unpurictuality.jnd want of manners generally, were rife. The

the proper method of laying a table, grafting rose trees, or the

correct periods for infant nourishment.

Absence of Physical Defects.—Undoubtedly this is a

matter of the gravest importance ; indeed, we do not think that

it can be too strongly insisted on, and oven go so far as to say

that no chauffeur should be engaged who cannot pass a strict

medical examination on certain vital points. For instance, what

awful possibilities of danger are presented by epileptics and

victims of cardiac disease ? Eyesight and hearing should also be

tested, whilst the sense of smell, if lacking chronically, consti

tutes an element of risk. A chauffeur with a clean bill of

health and physical soundness is certainly, therefore, only gifted

with one of the reasonable qualifications of his calling.

Mental Powers.—There is no doubt that, owing to various

causes, a more intelligent class of men now fill the ranks

of those employed in driving cars. The efforts of the

Royal Automobile Club in the institution of examinations and

by the granting of certificates of proficiency have no doubt largely

contributed to raise the standard of mental qualifications. The

ideal driver must possess a very fair share of intelligence and

presence of mind in emergencies. The career of a chauffeur is

full to the brim with incidents, and often of such a nature that

another hair's-breadth would turn them into accidents. The power

 

Mr. Walter Callan, the Secretary of the Royal Commission on Congestion in Ireland, on one of .the

"Brown" Cars used during their investigations.

demand was greater than the supply, and consequently Jack the

Chauffeur in many instances thought that he was better than his

master. But a Nemesis awaited such individuals, the wheel of

supply and demand began to turn, and the inevitable law of the

survival of the fittest commenced its purging operations. The

very imperfections of the cars themselves yielded a source of

•nefarious profit and menace, to the temporary advantage of the

unscrupulous. But, fortunately, all this is fast becoming past

history, and this year the Act dealing with illicit commissions is

a further nail in the coffin of the objectionables.

Let us now examine, however, not the imperfections of the

time that is gone, but the standard of perfection tbat we may

look for at present. It matters not a jot whether we chronicle

in alphabetical order or in sequence of importance the list of

qualification', provided that none are excluded on the one band

■or given undue prominence on the other. "We will therefore

proceed to classify them as follows :—Absence of physical defects,

mental powers, manners, moral character, practical mechanical

training, practical road experience. A chauffeur who can be

classed as Al under each and all of the headings cited is an

unique and perfect specimen of specialised training, and should

not be expected to combine these virtues with .an [insight into

of reasoning, of quickly drawing logical conclusions, are helpful in

dilemmas on the road. A chauffeur well grounded in his technical

knowledge, and with the necessary practical experience in driv

ing, can tell almost intuitively, as soon as the trouble arises, its

exact location and probible cause, and to such a man the remedy

is not long in being applied. Patience and thoroughness, energy

and resource, will carry a man alon j and render him invaluable to

his employer, and to make himself invaluable is the best thing

an employee can do; let him earn the name of being willing and

cheerful, let him have the satisfaction of feeling that his master

cannot obtain a better servant, instead of doing his work glum

and grudgingly when he fancies he is not being well treated.

Manners.—There is no earthly reason why a chauffeur

should be rude, or even in any degree less polite than any other

employee, and yet want of nice manners is one of those failings

that is the most frequently complained about, especially by pecple

who are accustomed to the respectful manners of their grooms

and other servants. Partly from ignorance, and partly from a

foolish desire to show their superiority to other employees, many

chauffeurs think it incumbent on their self-respect to adopt an

offensive and overbearing tone with their equals, and a very

objectionable familiarity with their masters. In neither case are
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their efforts of the least avail, and tbey had much better behave

in a manner that will render them on good terms with their

fellows on the one hand, and not jar the susceptibilities of their

employers on the other.

Moral Character.—A feeling of confidence between the

owner of a car and his chauffeur can only grow up when the

former is satisfied that the moral character of the latter is good.

A man may possess very excellent testimonials and obtain easily

a situation on the strength of same, but confidence grows or dies

as the character is day by day revealed. All chauffeurs cannot

perhaps be geniuses, but all can at least have common honesty.

All can give their employer a sense of security, a feeling that

they can be trusted behind his back. The ideal chauffeur must

make punctuality an invariable habit. Not that sore of punctu

ality that merely enables him to bring his car round to the front

door at the appointed time by the skin of his teeth, perhaps by

leaving undone some duty that he hopes will escape observation ;

but methodical, honest punctuality, that is always ready without

being flurried ; because honest and thorough preparation

has been gone through in good time, instead of being

scamped because no one may be able to notice the difference.

The seeking, or acceptance without.seeking, of secret commissions

is a most pernicious practice, and the brazen effrontery with

which a few unconscientious chauffeurs have practically boy

cotted respectable firms is nothing short of scandalous. Fortu-

 

The two Daimler Can which have been placed at the diipoial Of the

King and Queen of Spain during their visit to this country.

One is of the Milverton limousine landaulet type, with a wheelbaae of lOi ft.,
and the other 1* a fixed limonsine of the Stoneleigh pattern, with a wheelbaae
of 10} ft. Both have seating accommodation for fire to seven persons. They
are painted In the Koyal colours and have the Royal Anns on each door.

nately the practice is likely to be stamped out in the near future,

as both the giver and the taker are now liable to punishment if

the offence can be brought home to them.

Practical Mechanical Training.—Recent correspondence

in a contemporary revealed much diversity of opinion as to the

amount of mechanical training that is desirable in a chauffeur.

The variance appears to lie in the fact that the writers each

looked at the matter from their own narrow and individual

standpoint, instead of taking a broad view of the average require

ments of motor owners generally. For instance, one writer

would aver that any particular knowledge was quite unnecessary

because he had succeeded in training some stable lad in a fort

night, quite oblivious of the fact that he was one of those few

gentlemen with the time and patience to do such

schooling, and that where one might find one

such other as he, there would be ninety-nine who have

neither time, knowledge, nor inclination to act as tutor, and who

would probably never feel contented with such a home-made

hybrid article. There is no doubt that a proper mechanical

training is of vast importance for a complete chauffeur. The

man with a superficial smatterine of mechanical training may

manage to rub along with good luck, and gradually learn his

experience in the service of that class of employer who professe*

to find all that he requires in chauffeurs of this type. He thinks-

he is saving money, and the man knows he is getting a cheap

education, and so both parties are happy. Men who have had a

good workshop experience are plentiful enough, and many of

them do not expect any more in wages than others who could

not tell you the difference between a tile and a float. Of course-

some of the various motor schools are doing useful work, but the

instruction is necessarily inclined to be rushed through in order

to make room for further pupils, and thus the fledgling

chauffeurs are pushed out of the nest somewhat early to flutter

along the road as best they can.

Practical Road Experience.—Although the control of ever*

a large and powerful car is in reality exceedingly easy, it would

be the height of folly to imagine that lengthy experience goes^

for nothing as a factor of safety, and that a green hand, although

apparently to a superficial observer as skilful as one of long

training, is as much to be trusted on all occasions. Throughout

the country the roads are now provided with signs placed as a

guide and warning to motorists, and the complete chauffeur

should not only know all these thoroughly by heart, but should

on all occasions act upon them. They have been placed there

for the joint good of the public and motor-car users at consider

able expense, and those who habitually ignore them, instead of

making a practice of noticing their import, do harm to the auto

mobile movement in general and brand themselves as conspicuous

road hogs in particular. Besides which, individual retribu

tion in all probability awaits a large percentage of those, whose

selfishness may sooner or later land them in the trouble they so-

richly merit.

Now that a very large proportion of motorists tour abroad,

chauffeurs with a knowledge of one or two foreign languages

stand at a great advantage in their chances of good employment.

The foreign chauffeur as an employee of British car owners is

becoming noticeably rarer, partly on account of the steady

increase in the proportion of British-made cars, and partly

because foreign drivers are no longer " the fashion." On the

other hand, some chauffeurs could take one or two lessons with

advantage from their foreign confreres, especially as to adaptability

to surroundings. How quickly, for instance, most chauffeurs

from the continent get accustomed to our ways and regulations,

and make it their business to learn to speak our language as an

additional accomplishment, in some cases making it the third or

fourth they have learnt with sufficient fluency to at least make

their wants clearly understood.

Certainly, therefore, ambitious chauffeurs, instead of pre

tending to despise "foreign lingoes," should make haste to leatn,

conversationally, at least one, French being the easiest to make a

start on. and they should specialise their lessons to the extent of

committing to memory a vocabulary of the names of the various-

parts of motor-cars as well as their accessories.

The chauffeur who would complete his education will be

well advised to make himself thoroughly an fait with the laws

and regulations obtaining on the Continent in all that affects his

calling. These vary very considerably in the various countries.

For instance, in Austria there is a speed limit of twenty-eight

miles per hour in the open country and nine miles per hour in

inhabited places. In Germany there is no legal limit for open

country, the public clanger clause being deemed sufficient protec

tion, and whilst in France there is a limit of eighteen miles per

hour, it is absolutely ignored between towns.

The complete chauffeur should also glean all the information

he is able about the roads, as to surface and gradients of the

principal touring routes, so that he may be in a position to judge

beforehand what sort of preparation to make in the way of

spares, &0. In short, the man who aspires to be at the top of

the tree in this calling, as well as in any other, must be a

walking encyclopedia in all that appertains thereto, and must

leave no stone unturned that will in any way add to his sphere

of usefulness and consequently to his wage-earning value.

A NEW studded rubber non-skid will be shown by tb»

makers of the Samson non-skids at the Olympia Show.
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 The Albany Automobile

Company have a good display oi

cars on exhibition at their show

rooms at 100, Albany Street,

N.W.

We learn that by special

request Mr. J. B. King has

resigned his position as manager of the Trade Information

Department of the Society of Motor Manufacturers.

Thr 40-h.p. .six-cylinder Napier completed its 3,000 miles

consumption trial with Simcar benzol as fuel on the 23rd ult.

The total amount consumed was 132 galls. 3 pt3. 13 ozi., giving

an average of 22 649 miles per gallon.

We learn from the Burlington Carriage Company, Ltd.,

that a 20-h.p. Delaunay-Belleville car model with a handsome

Burlington limousine body has been supplied to H.M. the King

of Spain for use during his visit to England.

Owing to a clashing' of dates with Messrs. Cordingley's

Show at the Agricultural Hall, London, the directors of the

Liverpool Cycle and Motor Show have decided to hold the

Liverpool show a fortnight earlier, i.e., March Gth to 14th.

Mr. Wiu.iam Vincent, of CastleStreet, Reading, informs us

that he has just concluded an arrangement with Messrs. S. F.

Edge, Ltd., whereby he will hold the agency for Napier cars for

Reading and a twenty mile radius ; this will be in addition to

his existing exclusive agencies for Panhard and Mercedes cars.

Mr. Phil Ray, the comedian, after doing his night's turns

at the halls, was going borne to New Maiden in his motor-car,

when his car ran into another motor. No serious damage was

done to either erf or to their occupants, but by a singular coinci

dence the occupant of the other car was Mr. Will Evans, a fellow-

comedian.

A special excursion, at very cheap fares, has been arranged

to enable those interested to visit the motor exhibition at Paris.

It has been promoted, at the suggestion of Mr. H. Hewitt Griffin,

by Messrs. Thos. Cook and Sons, and cheap tickets will be issued

eveiy Friday during December, and will be available for fourteen

days or less.

The Committee of Management orthe American Motor Car

Manufacturers' Association has delegated its general manager,

Mr. Alfred Reeves, to visit the London and Paris automobile

shows, to study foreign conditions, with a view of paving the

way for the fifty-one makers in the organisation to reach the

foreign markets. The best methods for selling cars, whether

through agents or branch houses ; the plan of advertising cam

paign that should be followed, and other details are to be care

fully investigated.

Novemiser 27th will be the tenth anniversary of the King's

first ride in a British automobile This interesting event took

place in tho grounds of Buckingham Palace. In compliance with

the King's wish, the manager of the Daimler Company drove one

of his smartest vehicles to the Palace, atid the Prince (as he then

was) made a tour of the grounds, taking charge of the steering

wheel himself for a short time. It was not until two and ahalf

years later that the King actually became the owner of the car

—a 6-h.p. two-cylinder Daimler. This car did not, however,

long remain in his Majesty's service, being acquired by Lord

Hastings. A year after its delivery a much larger Daimler of

the Lonsdale type was constructed for the King, to be followed

by seven other cars manufactured by the same firm. ' 1

The Motor Radiator Maiufacturing Company, of 18, High

Street, Borough, S.E., have lately introducad a new radiator

made in accordance with Dr. Zimmermann's patent. The feature

of the new apparatus, which in general appearance is similar to

the honeycomb type, is that the cooling surface consists of round

tubes which are horizontally inserted at distances of 1 mm. in

the radiator frame, an i are homogeneously connected with each

other and with the frame by metal walls cast in one piece with

them. It is claimed for the round tubes that they give the highest

obtainable efficiency with regard to the quantity of heat passing

from the water into the air, and that they give a maximum of

strength with a minimum of weight. Furthermore the con

struction is such that there is no risk of loss of water by leakage

HERE AND THERE.

 

Messrs. T. G. Wyatt and

Co. are well-known motor engin

eers in Guernsey. Their establish

ment is at North Clifton and New

Street, Guernsey.

The Daimler Motor Com

pany have been favoured with a

repeat order from His Royal Highness the Duke of Connaught

for a 35-h.p. 10£ ft. wheelbase chassis.

A special stand is being allotted at tho Paris Salon to the

winning cars in the principal motor events in France during

the ptst season, viz., the Grand Prix, Coupe de la Presse, the

Coupo de la Commission Sportive, the Concours des Voitnres de

Petit Tourisme, &c.

The practicability of repairs to cracked or broken aluminium

cases, &c, will again be demonstrated at the forthcoming Stanley

show by Mr. R. W. Coin, of 219, Goswell Road, Clerkenwell,

E.C., whose special knowledge of this metal is acknowledged by

the motor trade generally.

Under the name "Auto-Friend" a German firm hag

recently introduced a device for locking the change-gear lever in

the neutral position, so preventing the car being tampered with

by curious-minded children or being driven away by unauthorised

persons when it is left unattended at any time. As will be Been

from the accompanying illustration, the arrangement comprises

 

a lock, a locking-bar or pin, and a detachable key. The lock is

attached to the foot-board of the vehicle, while the pin passes

through a hole formed through the sector and change-gear lever.

The lock itself is provided with a hinged cover to prevent the

ingress of dust or rain. Tho device is being introduced into

England by Messrs. A. Dunhill, Ltd.

To meet the want? of tourists who can afford to study

comfort, have not too much time, and yet desire to see the

principal beauty spots and most interesting parts of Great

Britain and Ireland, the Daimler Company has .decided to

establish a new department in London, devoted to the hiring out

of first-class luxurious types of motor carriage to convey visitors

right to the places they desire to see, and so save them the

trouble of travelling by a route combining, perhaps, in one

journey several railways with corresponding vexatious wearying

delays in making connections. It is intended the business shall

uphold the present reputation of their well-known cars, and

consequently they are selecting for the work vehicles equal in

every respect to the best they construct. . They will in no way

be distinguishable from a private carriage. The driver's livery

will be equal to the best ; in fact, no . pains will be spared in

order to render the whole turnout smart and attractive. A

branch of the new departure will be an intelligence bureau,

where fullest information can be obtained al to the state of the

roads, best and most interesting routes and tours, where to stop,

cost of shipping, Customs duty, &c.

E
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Mr. Lionel Hainswokth is opening a motor garage in

Queen Street, Morley.

Mr. J. E. Smith, of Gloucester, has a garage in Southgate

Street, coupled with ample facilities for repair work.

Lord G. Dundas, of West Hall, Middleton Tyas, and Sir

Frederick Cawley, Bart., M.P. for Prestwich, have lately

acquired 15-h.p. Coventry Humber cars.

The Bishop of Bristol has dedicated at St. Augustine's

Steps, Bristol, the motor launch Morning Star, which is the

latest addition to the fleet of the Missions to Seamen.

At Stand 102 on the ground floor at Olympia the M.C.J.

will be on sale throughout the Exhibition. Copies of the

" Industrial Motor Review " will also be obtainable at the stand.

In our Legal Intelligence this week we report a case at

Falkirk in which the non-quotation of the Continuation Act

in connection with a motor-car case secured the dismissal of an

action against a motorist.

With the title of " An Indian Trip on a Daimler Car," th )

Daimler Company have just issued an interesting booklet giving

an illustrated account of a trip recently made from Umballa to

Peshawar on one of their care.

Weather permitting, Mr. J. E. Hutton intends to make

an attempt on two world's records on the Brooklands Track,

viz., the hundred miles and the hour, on Friday, the 8th inst.

At present the one hour record stands at 70 miles 130 yards,

while that for 100 miles is at 1 h. 15 rain. 40 2-5 sec.

We illustrate herewith the new non-skid motor-tyre which

has lately been put on the market

by the Avon India Rubber Com

pany, Ltd., Melksham, Wilts. The

hardened steel studs, which are of

special design, are securely riveted

into a tread of rubber and fabric,

the latter vulcanised to the tyre cas

ing under steam pressure. There is a

layer of fabric and canvas vulcan

ised between the base of the studs

a,nd the casing, and, as this pre

vents the studs from injuring the

casing, the covers can in most cases

be re-treaded when necessary.

The Gabriel horn is made in

four sizes and operates from the

exhaust. It is not a whistle or a

siren, but takes more the form of

an organ pipe divided into three

sections and emitting a proper musical chord of three notes.

These notes give a deep sound and not in any way a shrfll

noise. The Gabriel Horn Manufacturing Company, 14, Conduit

Street, W., is introducing it here.

Thei " Industrial Motor Review " for November will be

published, as usual, about the middle of the month, and will

contain some experiences of users of motor-vans for delivery

work, as well as other interesting articles on the modern

motor and its numerous applications to the purposes of

commerce.

In our is=me of September 7th we illustrated the new two-

seated 8-b.p. single-cylinder vehicle brought out by Messrs. R.

Reynold Jackson and Co. With its long bonnet it has a racy

appearance, and, having regard to the doings of single-cylinder

vehicles in last week's French races, should attract considerable

attention. The other day a trio of these cars, painted in

Cambridge blue, drew up outside the office of the M.C.J. They

are fitted with a larger petrol tank than in the original vehicle,

and were the first of a number contracted for by the Cnelsea

Motor Garage, of 85, King's Road, Chelsea, S.W. The pro

prietors of this well-equipped concern are Messrs. C. A. Macrae

and E. Berkeley Ormerod, from whom the new Jackson car can

be obtained. In addition to this agency they have also a garage

and repair works, the former of which is open night and day,

the latter being fitted with a selection of modern machinery.

Cars are also let out on hire, and new motorists instructed in the

art of motoring.

 

The Daimler Motor Company inform us that H.M. the

King has honoured them by placing, in addition to the

landaulet recently supplied, an order for a further 35-h.p.

Daimler chassis.

Mr. J. M'Farlane has opened the City Motor Garage at

C, King Street, Perth, where he has accommodation for about

fifty cars. All kinds of motor repairs are also undertaken at

this establishment.

A new price list of the Continental Tyre and Rubber

Company, Ltd., for the 1908 season has just been issued, and

will be of considerable interest to private motorists as well as to

those engaged in business.

We regret to hear of the death of Mr. E. J. Grey, a director

of the Acre Rubber Company, Ltd. The funeral took place at

Finchley on Saturday, the numerous friends present testifying to

the esteem in which the deceased gentleman was held.

Except for the main road from Quito to Latalounga,

Ambato and Cajabamba, constructed during the administration

of President Garcia Moreno and practically indestructible, there

are no roads in Ecuador adapted to the use of motor-cars.

Mr. George Bernard Shaw has taken to motoring, and

is learning to drive at a reasonable speed at the National Motor

Academy at Notting Hill. Hia views on the police and magis

trates will soon be as interesting as his opinions on politics and

marriage.

We learn that the Victoria Carriage Works, Lti., have

secured the British agency for the Niclausse cars, which made

their debut at the last Paris Salnn. The new vehicles, which

will be on view at Olympia, are being made in three sizes—

15-h.p., 20-h.p., and 35-h.p., all fitted with four-cylinder engines.

The Cape Cart Hood Company, of 3, Willow Walk, Kentish

Town, N.W., have issued a neat list of their specialities, which

are of a high grade of qua'ity. On one of their special hoods

the device is kept extended by brass side joints, which, in

addition to securing rigidity, also add to the appea'ance of the

hood. A special feature of the company's business is the supply

of glass wind screens either in the folding or permanent design.

The company also repair and re-cover hoods, and altogether have

become well known as specialists in this class of work.

Messrs. Stuart, Morrison and Co., of 199, Piocadilly, W.,

the sole agents for Great Britain and the Colonies for the

" Durandal detachable non-skid, have made arrangements for

the prompt retreading of these bands, and in case of urgency

can returmthe band, duly retreaded and repaired, the same day

as they receive it. The " Durandal " was originally invented by

a French motorist as long ago as 1898. The present pattern

has altered but little in design. Large numbers of the taxicabs

in Paris are shod with " Durandals, and we understand that

negotiations are proceeding for fitting many of the London

motor-cabs with them. To every band they send out Messrs.

Stuart, Morrison and Co. attach a label showing the correct

method of fitting and correct tyre pressure, alto other hints for

the using of this excellent non-skid, and if these bints are

carefully followed motorists will be able to save themselves

much of the usual t\ re worry.

The judging for the September section of the interesting

Argyll competition, promoted for the benefit of private owners

of Argyll c>irs, took place recently. The first prize was

awarded to Mr. J. E. Young, of Paternoster Row, E.C., for a

petrol consumption feat which probably constitutes a record.

Witu a four-year-old Argyll, which had already covered 35,000

miles, Mr. Young made a record mileage consumption run

(cert'Stid by the officals of th* Automobile I lub) of 40J m le*

to the gallon, at i avera^ sp d of n net en tWnnty miles

per dour. Tins was >n t siigh ly che p r grade of spirit

than the ordinary, viz., 760 Borneo, and was with a full load and

on give-and-take roads. Two distinct runs were made, and on

the second a result equal to forty-six ton miles per gallon was

recorded. The only addition to the standard make of Argyll

was a Bowden air inlet. We understand that the Argyll

Company are now promoting a special competition amongst their

various agents.
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THE "MERO" CHANGE-SPEED GEAR.

A DEMONSTRATION of a new "fool-proof change-

speed gear which is about to he put on the market by

Mero, Ltd., of the Mero Works, Kenton Street, Shef

field, was given in London last week. We are able to reproduce

a drawing showing a sectional elevation of the arrangement,

from which it will be seen that the essential feature is the

mechanism contained in an extension C at the rear of the gear

box proper. The object of the designers has been to overcome

the drawbacks connected with the ordinary sliding pinion or

train balladeur system of change-speed gear, whicb, except

expertly handled, is liable to be quickly damaged owing to the

difficulty of getting the different pairs of gear wheels into mesh.

To this end the Mero Company, while retaining the ordinary

form of change-speed gear, fit in conjunction therewith a one

way roller clutch or free wheel device A, also an ordinary

sliding clutch B. The latter are mounted on an extension of

the main shaft of the gear-box, to the rear of which the cardan

shaft is attached through the medium of the usual universal joint.

The pedal is so connected up to both the engine clutch and the

auxiliary clutch B that as it is pressed forward both clutches

are simultaneously disengaged. As the drawing shows, a brake

or stop is provided in conjunction with the main clutch, the

result being that as the latter is withdrawn the two shafts in

the gear-box are rendered quite independent both of the engine

and of the car, and are almost instantaneously brought to a state

of rest, when any desired pair of pinions can be brought into

mesh, not only noiselessly, but also without any risk of missing

or stripping the gears, the pinions being free to " give " to the

desired extent in either direction to allow the teeth to engage

with each other. The introduction of the one-way clutch or free

wheel A assists the operation in so far that it is impossible for

the shaft on which it is mounted to drive, owing to the impetus

of the vehicle, the gear-box shaft, when the clutch is disengaged,

the free wheel then simply overrunning in the usual way. The

result is that the driver has no need to trouble himself as to the

exact moment of changing speed, for oven should he drop from

one gear to another before the car has sufficiently slackened its

speed to correspond to the lower gear, the vehicle will continue

to free wheel, as it were, until the road wheels are rotating at

precisely the rate corresponding to the gear which has been en

 

gaged, and the engine speed. When this point is reached the

positive locking clutch comes automatically and quietly into

operation, the drive being thus taken up without any shock.

Although a one-way clutch is employed, provision is made for the

use of the reverse motion when necessary.

Ere definitely putting the gear on the market, the Mero

Company, of which Messrs. E. Meyer and F. Kelley are the

managing directors, and Mr. J. Kothard the chief engineer, has

been submitted to exhaustive trials both on a pleasure car—a

25-30-h.p. Clement-Talbot—and a Straker-Squire 'bus. On the

latter it naa been submitted to a 7,000 mile test in London, and

we are informed that at the end of that time so successfully had

the arrangement worked in practice that the file marks were

still en evidence on the change-speed pinions. It is claimed for

the gear that it is possible to change speed even when the engine

is running fast, and without having to throttle down when

changing on a hill ; it also enables the pitch of the teeth of the

pinions to be so proportioned that even on the low speed little

or no noise is made. Another great advantage it possesses is

that it enables the gear to be changed without noise or injury

even by motorists and drivers who have had no previous experi

ence or training, a feature which renders it well suited for use

on motor-cabs and 'buses as well as on all classes of industrial

motor vehicles. The new gear will be on exhibition at the stand

of the United Motor Industries at the Olympia Show, where we

feel sure it will attract considerable attention.

REMOVING ROAD WHEELS FROM

LIVE AXLES.

IT sometimes happens in a cardan shaft driven car that the

driving wheels obstinately refuse to come off when it is

desired to remove them from the live axle. An in

experienced person will often hammer furiously without even
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starting the wheel, and will probably do some damage. The

following simple implements will, remarks Mr. J. G. Cramer in

an American contemporary, greatly facilitate matteri. Two

hooks S of a good quality of wrought iron or steel, about } in. in

diameter and about 8 in. long, threaded at the end as shown in

the accompanying illustration ; a plate P of the same metal, 10 in.

long and about f in. thick, pierced by two holes 9 in. to 10 in.

apart, through which the stems of the hooks pass. Two strong

nuts B are also needed. First pass the stems through the holes

of the plate and start the nuts on the first thread of the bolts ;

then pass the hooked ends over two diametrically opposite

spokes ; next, rest the plate against the end of the axle and

tighten up the nuts. A blow with a heavy hammer will then

easily start the wheel. There are certain necessary precautions

to be taken :—(1) Protect the paint of the spokes by a sufficient

thickness of rags or waste j (2) mount the apparatus so that the

stems will be equi-distant from the axle ; (3) interpose a piece

of brass between the end of the axle and the plate; (4) tighten

up the nuts uniformly and evenly so that the plate is at right

angles to the axle ; (5) use a heavy hammer and strike squarely.

During the Olympia Show the White steam cars will be

shown on the stand of the White Company, and also on that of

Messrs. Cann, Ltd. Landaulet, limousine, and double phaeton

touring bodies will be displayed on both the 20-h.p. and 30-h.p.

chassis.

The " Ursus " non-skid tyres, which are being put on the

market by Messrs. J. C. Lyell and Co., Ltd., of 55, Victoria

Street, Westminster, S.W., are fitted with case-hardened steel

bars, not studs, which are doubly riveted with a copper , back

plate. It is claimed that it is impossible, even after considerable

wear, to pull these out. Between .the band and the cover is

fixed a strip of asbestos cloth, which prevents the heat pene

trating to the cover. The leather band is chrome dressed, and

is a practical non-skid, which has been run on high-speed cars

for thousands of miles with satisfaction.
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The Olympia Show.

ON Monday next the annual Motor-car Exhibition of the

Society of Motor Manufacturers and Traders will be

opened at Olympia, Kensington, W., by the Duke of

Connaught. Throughout the week—in fact, until the 23rd

inst.—the event will continue in progress, attracting attention

from motorists of every degree. The Exhibition will be^ipre-

repatation for itself in the past. Those motorists or prospective auto-

mobilists looking for 11 fonr-cylinder vehicle at a moderate price should

inspect the Star 12-h.p. chassis. The engine cylinders are 3i in. by

4J in. stroke. The ignition is by a gear-driven high tension magneto.

The gear-box is now arranged to give four speeds forward and one

reverse, with direct drive on third speed and gate chaDge. It is made

with either Bide-cbain drive or a live axle. The driving bevel wheel

is provided witli two ball bearings, one before and the other in rear of

 

Fig. 1.—Chassis of Star Six-Cylinder Car.

ceded by the dinner cf the Society on the Hih inst., when Mr.

E. Manville, the chairman, will preside, supported by Sir

William Treloar, the -Lord Mayer, and Mr. C. I). Rose, M.P.

Below we commence our review of the exhibits. This will be

continued during succeeding issues, until all the principal

changes of design and improvements introduced since the last

Show have been dulv set firth in our columns. The M.C.J.

the wheel, with a ball thrust in between. HoH'mann ball bearings are

used throughout, except on the engine. The wheel-base of the oar is

such as to enable a roomy side-entrance body to be lilt ed. A 12-h.p. ehain

driven ear is also being shown with a landanlet body, this vehicle being

particularly well adapted for the use of doctors and commercial travellers.

Another interesting exhibit is a 16-h.p. car with live axle drive. The
•four-cylinder engine is 3^ in. bore by 5 in. stroke. A feature of the

vehicle is the change speed gear, which gives four speeds forward in

addition to the reverse, the direct drive being, not on the top, as

 

Fig. 2. -Chassis of

i

stand at the exhibition is numbered 102, and will be found on

the ground floor.

Tim Star Cars.

An interesting series of .the popular Star cars, ranging from a

9-h.p. "Little Star" to the striking six-cylinder vehicle illustrated in

Fig. 1, will be shown by the Sxak Engineering Company. The 9-h.p.

two-cylinder ear, which is made v itb either chain or cardan shaft trans

mission, takes the place of the 7-h.p. Star, which has earned so good a

alley 40-h p. Car.

usual, but on the third speed. The new Star six-cylinder car (Fig. 1)

is bound to attract considerable notice, this being one of the moat

imposing vehicles yet turned out by the Star Company. The frame,

which is narrowed at the front to increase the lock of the steering

wheels, is of unusual width at the bends, in order to give strength at

this point. The cylinders are 4J in. bore by 5 in. stroke ; the ignition

is by high-tension magneto, and the mixture furnished by an auto

matic carburettor of neat and efficient design. The transmission is

through a four-speed gear-box—with direct drive on the third, with an
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indirect fourth—cardan shaft and bevel gear to a strongly-built live

axle. As the illustration shows, the chassis has a very clean and smart

appearance. Altogether the Star Company's 1908 vehicles will be

found to comprise all the most modern developments in automobile

construction, and should, in view of their moderate price, meet with

a large clientele.

The Crossley Cars.

On a separate stand Messrs. Jareott and Lkttk have an instruc

tive display of the latest type of 40-h.p. car built throughout by Messrs.

Crossley Bros., Ltd., in their extensive works at Openshaw, Manchester.

ing metal clutch is still retained, but the adjustment has been simplified

and made considerably easier. The four-speed change-gear actuated by

a single lever with gate control and direct drive on top is retained. The

gear is > also now arranged so as to be easily dismounted when discon

necting the gear-box from the frame, in fact every part of the car is

arranged with the idea of easy accessibility. The transmission is by a

cardan shaft and bevel gear to a strongly built live axle. In connection

with the latter it may be pointed out that the main driving axle

itself is so arranged as to be easily drawn out from the casing, ;as shown

in Fig. 4. The latter supports the weight of the frame and carriage

 

Fig. 8.—The 40 h. p. Crossley Double Landaulet just supplied to Mr.

C. J. Whittington, of Betchworth, by Messrs. Jarrott and Letts.

The body has been designed and built specially by Messrs. stamper and Son, of
Wandsworth, and is complete in every respect. Mr. Whittlngton's house Is at
the top of Peebles Hill, the gradient of which is about 1 in 6, and the car has

to climb this two or three times a day.

The chassis is a splendid example of British motor-car construction and

merits close inspection. While the principal features have been

retained, many modifications have been introduced in the 1908 model.

The general appearance of the vehicle has been considerably improved

by reason of the alteration in the shape of the bonnet, which is lower,

and gives the car a very distinctive appearance. The frame

 

Fig. 4.—View of rear end of frame of Crossley 40-h.p. Car shewing the

three-quarter elliptic springs, the petrol tank, and the manner in

which the main driving axle can be withdrawn from! the tubular

casing.

is built low and Is well set up at the back, and instead of

ordinary spring hangers three-q;uaiter elliptical sptings are now fitted.

The motor, which is a splendid example of engine building, is fitted

with low tension magneto ignition, with advance and retard, gear driven

water circulating pump and mechanically-actuated valves. An inge

nious deviee bas been provided on the dashboard for the prevention of

over-lubrication and smoky exhaust. The well-known Crossley expand-

 

Fig. 5.—The Mercedes 45-h.p. Engine,

body, the axle itself having only the driving effort to withstand.

Furthermore the large bevel wheel and the differential gear can be

easily dismounted without removing the body or disturbing the axle.

In addition to the chassis (Fig. 2) there will also be on view a 40-h.p.

limousine specially designed for country work. The interior is

luxuriously upholstered in corded buff cloth and seats five passengers

comfortably, fitted up with speaking tube, electric indicators, electric

lights, &c The whole car is painted dark blue, picked out white

lines, and is a perfect model of an up-to-date automobile. A 40-h.p.

double landaulet, specially designed for town work, will also be shown.

This carriage has accommodation for seven passengers and is complete

in every detai'l.

 

Mercades 7j-h.p. Biz-Cylinder E gise.

The Mercedes Cars.

Some details of the 1908 models of the well-known Mercedes c*rs

were given in the last issue of the M.'.'.J. and we are able to this week

publish the first illustrations of the new 45-h.p. tour-cylinder and

7.">-h.p. six-cylinder engines. The exhibit of Messrs. Ducros

Mercedes, Ltd., will comprise a 20-25-h.p. car, with landaulet body by

Lawton, painted dark green with orange lines, and having seating

accommodation provided for five persons, a 35-h.p. limousine painted

carmine, upholstered in grey corded cloth, a 45-h.p. chassis, a 45-h.p.

car fitted with Roi des Beiges side-entrance body, fitted with double

extension Cape cart hood anu folding glass wind screen, and a 75-h.p. six-

cylinder vehicle fitted with Pullman limousine coachwork of new design.
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painted primrose with Hack lines, upholstered in grey corded cloth in

side. This car has seating accommodation for five persons inside and

two outside. Special attention may he drawn to the 45-h.p. vehicle as

being the one most suitable for use in the United Kingdom. Fig. 5

gives a view of the fore part of the chassis, showing the various parts of

the motor. An important alteration has been made in the ignition, as,

while the low tension system is retained, there are no make-and -break

rods, their place being taken by plugs containing in themselves a device

on the make-and-break principle. Another improvement consists, it

will be noted, in the adoption of valve covers which screw into

 

Fig. 7. -The Dennis 35-h.p. Touring Car.

position in place 1 of; being held by stirrups. An oil pump is

attached to the base of the engine, while inspection holes, which

can be easily closed, are provided in the base chamber. The

Sodem carburettor is replaced by one of the piston throttle type;

wide plain bearings are fitted to the crank shaft, while the intermediary

) pinions in connection with the driving of the cam shafts have been

suppressed. As regards the transmission the principal change is seen in

providing two brakes on the differential shaft in place of one on the

I utter and one on the side shaft of the gear-box. We note also that a

sharper rake has been given to the steering column and that rods are

now used instead of wire cables in connection with the brakes. Fig. 6

depicts the new six-cylinder engine on which, as will be seen, the old

type of low tension ignition is fitted. The illustration clearly shows

the inspection covers, which can be readily detached to give access to

the big ends.

The Dennis Cars.

The piece de resistance at the stand of .Messrs. DENNIS Bros., Ltd.,

Cuildford, will be the chassis of the new 3.">h.p. four-cylinder car

fiey are introducing for the 1908 season. Fig. 8 depicts the carburettor

 

Tig. S.-Thc Dennis 35-h.p. Engine.

Bide of the new motor, which has cylinders 120 mm. bore by 130 mm.

stroke, and which, according to the H.A.C. rating, develops 35'7-h.p.

As will be Been, high-tension magneto ignition is provided, the. distri

butor being mounted on the upper end of a vertical spindle driven oil

the exhaust valve cam-shaft. A special feature in connection with the

new engine is the system of lubrication. The oil is supplied from a

sump in the ci ink chamber, a geared force feed pump conveying it

nnder pressure to all the crank shaft bearings. Over lubrication is

i npotslble, as all surplus oil is automatically and immediately returned

to the sump at the bottom of the base chamlier. All the timing

wheels, also pump and magneto pinions, are enclosed in an oil-tight

case. Another new feature in the 1908 chassis is the introduction of a

new type of gear-box, which is claimed not only to be silent in opera

tion, but to be " fool-proof." The innovation consists in the intro

duction of a free wheel clutch, which obviates any retarding effect

from the gears on the engine. The motor drives the road wheels, but

the gears cannot draw the engine except on direct drive ; the result is

that at whatever speed the car may be travelling the driver can, with

out noise, change to any other gear or to neutral, the effect being that

the car merely free wheels until the pace becomes slow enough to

allow the engine to take up the drive, which it does imperceptibly.

Ball bearings are used throughout the gear-box, and we note that

the Dennis practice of a stationary secondary shaft when on the

direct drive has been retained. The transmission is through the

firm's well-known worm gear to a well-supported live axle.

The new car is claimed to be able to run eighteen miles to the gallon

of petrol. The complete cars on view include a 35-h.p. landaulet

with five seats in the interior, all facing forward. The back seat has

room for three passengers, and the other two being moveable seats

which close up against the sides of the carriage when not in use.

This model ein be used as an entirely open car when required, the

front pillars and glasses folding down Husn with the frame, the front

canopy over driver being also removable. A 35-b.p. brougham—an

elegant closed carriage for town use upholstered in light carnage cloth

and with seating room inside for five pa'sen^era—will also be shown,

as also a 35-b.p. touring car (Fig. 7). This is fitted with a new type

ideal phaeton body and equipped with a hood which enables the

vehicle to l>e used either as a landaulet or touring machine. One

of the standard Dennis 20-h.p. touring cars, with Roi des Beiges

body, will also be on view.

The "E.J.T.R."' Steam Car.

One of the novelties will be the K.J.Y.R. steam car, which is

l>cing introduced by the Hlc.HCI.ERK Motor Car SYNDICATE, Ltd.

; - • r- . .— ,. .„ _,

 

Fig. 9.-Chas«i« of "E.J.Y.B." Steam Car.

of Highclere, Newbury. From Fig. 9 it will be seen that the chassis

is built on similar lines to that of an up-to-date live-axle petrol car,

the ditlerence being that in place of a petrol ongine a "flash" gene

rator, as well as the engine, is fixed beneath the bonnet and that

there is no change-speed gear. The engine comprises three single-

acting vertical cylinders oi 12 i i in. bore by 3J in. stroke, fitted with

cam-operated mushroom-valves. The power is transmitted through a

long cardan shaft and lievel gear to a live back axle in the usual

way. 'J. his vehicle is nominally of 30-40-h.p. The burner is adapted

to use ordinary paraffin oil as fuel, and a distance of about twelve

miles per gallon can be covered. The fuel and water storage is

sufficient for 150 miles, rendering the car, which is the outcome of

several years' experimental work, especially suited for use in India

and the Colonies.

The Turner-Miesse Steam Cars.

Steam car enthusiasts will, as usual, find something to interest them

at the stand of Turner's Motor Manufacturing Company, Ltd.,

Wolverhampton. Three sizes of the Turner-Miesse steamers are this

year being shown, viz., 10-h.p., 16-h.p., and 30-h.p., the wheelbase in

each case being adapted to permit of side-entrance bodies being fitted to

the chassis, examples of a landaulet, limousine and a double-phaeton

being included in the exhibit. These cars are so well known that it is

almost unnecessary to give a description. We may briefly mention, how

ever, that the generator is of the Hash type, made in four sections, so

that the bottom section can be replaced at trifling cost when necessary.

The burner uses ordinary paraffin or kerosene as fuel. Now that the

cost of petrol is advancing this is a point of great importance. In

the colonies, and otter places where petrol is difficult to obtain and pro

hibitive in price, it is an even greater advantage to be able to use
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paraltin. The engine is of the three-cylinder single-acting type, its

great feature being there are no glands or packing to require attention.

The control is extremely simple, one pedal and one lever being all the

driver has to attend to. The lever governs the supply of water to the

generator, and therefore regulates the speed, the pedal instantaneously

cuts oft' the steam and when depressed still further puts a double-acting

brake on the crank shaft. The advantage of this system is that the

driver o»nnot carelessly put on his brake before cutting off the power.

The cars exhibited show several improvements. A burner regulator is

now fitted, by means of which the lurnace can be turned up and down

like a gas stove, so that the car can be kept waiting about, and yet be

ready to start at a moment's notice. A feed water heater is also

fitted, which utilises the exhaust steam to heat up the water on its way

to the generator. This effects the two-fold purpose of cooling the

exhaust steam before it enters the condenser, and of heating up the

water on its way to the generator. The makers claim that this addi

tion improves the running of the car fully 20 percent. The 30-h.p.

Turner-Miesse car is an entirely new model ; it is fitted with a three-

cylinder engine of similar design to the older types, but, of course, of

greater capacity and with several improvements, extra powerful brakes

eing also fitted. The engine can be run free, which in a great conveni

ence for pumping up tyres, &c. The transmission is by means of a

single Renold silent chain. The Turner steam cars in geneial appearance

closely resemble a modern petrol car. There is, of course, no vibration,

and there are no change-speed gears to manipulate, the pace being

entirely regulated, as already stated, by the amount of water that is

allowed to pass to the generator.

The Beeston Humber Cars.

The output of the Beeston factory of >ressrs. Humber, Ltd., is being

confined to two four-cylinder models, of respectively 20-h.p. and

30-h.p., and the exhibit will comprise examples of both, including a

20-h.p. side-entrance double phaeton and a 30-b.p. land an let. Dealing

the foot platform is filled in to prevent splashing of mud. Turning now

to the new 30-h.p. vehicle, this is equipped with a slow-running engine ,

having the cylinders cast in pairs. The bore and Btroke is respectively

120 mm. by 150 mm. The carburettor is very much on the same lines

as that on the 20-h.p. A novel departure is, however, seen in the

ignition, two types of magneto being fitted, the F.isemann high-tension

and a Kimms-Bosch low tension, the tappets of which are

worked by means of an overhead shaft driven by the half-time gear.

( )n this ear the clutch is of the multiple disc type. The four-speed gear

 

 

Kg. lO.-The Humber 30-h.p. Side-Entrance Double Phaeton

with Cape Cart Hood.

first with the 20-h.p. type, which is the outcome of the company's

experience in the Tourist Trophy race, the four-cylinder engine has a

bore and stroke of 105 by 130 mm. The cylinders are separately cast

and have the mechanically-operated valves arranged on opposite sides.

The carburettor is of the automatic type, and is claimed to be very eco

nomical, enabling the car to run twenty miles to the gallon. The throttle

is controlled boihby a foot accelerator and by a lever on the steering wheel.

An automatic system of lubrication is fitted to the crank case, actuated

by a small rotary pump which is gear driven from the engine. The

bitse chamber is provided with a large sump containing oil, while the

Srecaution has been taken to have a foot-operated lubricator on the

ashboard, from which oil can be admitted to the engine when an extra

quantity is necessary. Two systems of ignition are provided—the latest

Kisrftuann high-tension magneto and coil and accumulators. The high -

tension distributor of the magneto is used in conjunction with the

coil ignition. The clutch is of the ordinary leather-faced cone type, a

ball thrust and a neat form of clutch brake being provided. The change-

speed gear gives a direot drive on the top fourth speed, through the

cardan shaft and bevel gear to a live axle, and ball thrust bearings are

provided to take the side thrust on road wheels ; the latter run on ball

bearings on the axle sleeve. The driving shaft and bevel pinion shaft also

run on ball beaiingB, and thrust bearings are fitted on either side the

bevel wheel and behind the pinion to reduce friction. The chassis is

carried on five springs, the transverse one being now supported on a

special bracket, instead of on a spindle bolted on to the frame. The

foot brake, which is lined with cast-iron segments, is very easily adjusted

by means of a butterfly nut fitted with a spring catch. We note, too,

that steel cables have been done away with for controlling the side

brakes, rods being now fitted. The car has a wheel base of 9 ft. 3 in.,

enabling a roomy double phaeton Roi d« Beiges body with side entrance

to be fitted. The whole of the sides of the car between the frame and

Fig 11.—The Engine of the new Fanhard 15 20 h p. Live Axle Car.

box, which is provided with ball bearings, is a new design. When on the

top direct speed the side shaft remains stationary, the pinion which

transmits the drive to it being also moved out of engagement when the

high speed clutches are engaged. The transmission is by bevel gear to

a live axle ; the cardan shaft, which has only one universal joint, is pro

vided with a casing which acts as a radius rod. The springing has been

re-designed, the rear springs being now on the three-quarter elliptical

pattern. Provision is made for the fitting of a self-starting arrangement

to this car. Fig. 10 depicts a 30 h. p. Beeston Humber with sideentrance

double phaeton Dody and Cape cart hood. The latter is of a new design

and is made by the Humber Company. On the wooden members which

support the canvas slots and studs are fitted, so that when the hood is

folded up the members are incapable of moving, and so cannot pinch the

canvas and wear it by chafing. To the front extension of the folding

hood a short curtain is attached, which in stormy weather can be folded

 

Fig 12,-Reir View of Chassis of Fanhard 15-20 h. p. Live Axle Car.

over, so that wind and rain cannot get in between the top of the screen

and the front under portion of the hood.

The Fanhard Cars.

The exhibit of Messrs. Panhard and Levassor is this year an

exceedingly interesting one, as it marks the appearance for the first

time of a Panhard car with a live axle. Of the more familiar types the

display includes an 8-11-h.p. three-cylinder single landaulet, an 18-h.p.

chassis, an 18-h.p. three quarter landaulet, fitted with a new and simple
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«df-starting apparatus, and a 25-h.p. special cabriolet. While the

general lines of these ears remain unchanged several detail alterations

have been made. The high-tension magneto system of ignition is

retained. The magneto is, however, now gear driven. A new lubri

cator is fitted to all models, the principle of which is to automatically

supply the engine with more or less oil as required. The centre of

attraction will, however, undoubtedly be the chassis of the new 15-20-h.p.

live axle vehicle. This is a departure which has only been definitely

introduced after exhaustive trials, the design having been tested on a

transport lorry in the recent French military manoeuvres and on cars

competing in various races. The motor (Fig. 11) comprises four separate

cvlinders with ample water jackets and five bearings to the crank shaft.

The hore is 91 mm., and the stroke 130 mm., while the normal speed is

1,000 revolutions per minute. The mechanically-operated valves are

arranged on opposite sides. Two systems of ignition are provided—

high tension magneto and accumulators. The mixture is furnished by

a hydraulically governed Krebs' carburettor, fitted with hot water jacket .

The clutch is of a new metallic type, and is operated by a push pedal

in place of the press down variety to which the Ponhard Company have

so lone adhered. The clutch is entirely cased in, rendering it oil tight,

as well as dust proof, besides greatly adding to the rigidity of the trans

mission mechanism. The change-speed gear gives four speeds forward

and a reverse, all actuated by one lever. On the top speed the drive is

direct through the cardan shaft and bevel gear to the axle. A feature

of the design of the latter is the ingenious arrangement for allowing

of obliquity of the live axle. The frame, which is raised at the rear

to clear the differential casing, is of pressed steel, wooden side

members being attached to it to form a foundation for the body work

without the necessity of drilling a number of holes in the frame

proper. The springs are of good length, those at the rear being

of the three-quarter elliptical type. A new departure which is now

being applied to the 13-20-h.p. car, as well as to all the other

models, is seen in the fact that in addition to the usual foot and

hand-controlled brakes, an engine brake is now provided. This is

obtained by modifying, through the medium of a small pedal,

the play of the exhaust valves in such a way as to obtain

resisting efforts during the time of inlet, compression and expansion.

The arrangement Is realised by means of extra cams, which act on

the valves by means of a longitudinal displacement of the cam shaft.

This brake, which can he thoroughly depended upon, and the working

of which requires' no effort on the part of the driver, is particularly

adapted to Jong downward slopes and hilly districts ; it prevents

overheating of either the foot or band brakes.

 

Fig. IS.—The SenoM Sotoicope.

Silent Chains.

One of tbe most interesting displays in the Gallery will be that of

Messrs. Hams Remold, Ltd., of Manchester. They will demonstrate

one of their Renold silent chains running at 1,000 ft. per minute. The

Kotoscope will be employed, so that interested visitors will be able to

observe the action of the links coming into gear with the wheel teeth.

The iirm will also show a full range of roller and patent bearing

silent chains in the various sizes designed for pleasure and touring

motor-cars, as well as for motor-'buses and wagons and commercial

automobiles generally, a collection of pieces of roller chains which broke

under test loads reaohing 86,300 lbs., and chain wheel milling cutters.

Other tools necessary for the proper use of Renold chains will be

included in an exhibit of considerable practical importance.

Vulcaniaera.

In the way of novelties in vulcanising appliances, Messrs. Harvey

Frost and Co., Ltd., will have something of interest at their exhibit

in the Gallery. The popular littie H.F. "Car" vulcaniser, which has

found ready acceptance, will be shown in somewhat improved form,

although the features that have contributed so largely to its efficiency

are, of course, returned. The motorist will find bis interest attracted by

tbe H.F. garage vulcanising equipment, which includes the H.F. ™ Car

vuleaniscr previously referred to in our columns. This equipment has

undergone some improvement since last year, ind is even more efficient

than it was before ; so much so, that even in the hands of an inexpert

operator drastic repairs can be executed with expedition and thorough

ness by tbe car owner in his own garage, or by one oi his chauffeurs or

mechanical assistants. The special vulcanising materials and tools, to

which Messrs. Harvey Frost and Co., Ltd., have given much careful

attention, will be shown, in addition to several most interesting trade

appliances, such as the H.F. " Re-treaders,"' both carrying improve

ments, the " Standard " A and B appliances, a very ingenious tool

called the H.F. " Jointless Joiner " for joining motor tultes, &c.

< 'onvincing evidence of the thoroughness of the " Harvey Frost " vulcan

ising process will be available for public investigation.

 

 

Fig. 15.

The " Atlas " Jack.

. Messrs. A. W: Gamage, Ltd., will have their usual comprehensive

display of accessories and clothing of every description for motorists. In

the latter department there will be several novelties of interest, among

them the gentlemen's " Motura " detachable lining coat, recently illus

trated in the' M.C.J. Other specialities in Irish

frieze as well as leather overcoats will also be on

view. In the ladies' section a new reversible coat,

which can be worn with the leather or tweed out

side according to the weather, will be on view, as

well as several good designs of fur coats. In

gloves, hats, veils, caps, &c, there will be a com

prehensive selection ; while several new forms of

trunks for the motor-car will

attract considerable attention.

These are distinguished by

good workmanship as well as

practical utility. Messrs.

Gamage will also exhibit the

special trnnk with which they

secured the Silver Cup at the

show of novelties recently

held at the Hotel Cecil, Lon

don. We illustrate the new

" Atlas " combination pneu

matic and ratchet jack which

the firm are now marketing.

When the jack has raised

the car sufficiently one or both of the pins are inserted in the device,

and the car remains in position until the operators wish to lower it.

Even should the pneumatic section fail, the ordinary ratchet is there to

prevent mishap. The descent of the car is insured by merely releasing

the pin and slightly turning a thumb-screw. The speed and ease of the

lift are points of considerable favour as regards the "Atlas." In Fig. H

the device is shown closed, and in Fig. 15 the ratchet attachment with the

jack is shown. In horns some new forms will be seen, the " windproof "

being a new and ingenious pattern having no trumpet. Whistles to

work off the exhaust and syrens will also be included in the exhibit.

High grade unspillable accumulators, non-skid tyres, sparking plugs,

and all accessories, will be comprised in the display.

Motor Accessories-.

Tha United Motor Industries, Ltd., will have a number of

novelties as well as a complete display of their standard accessories.

The "Castle" accumulators will be shown with entirely new plates,

so constructed that separators are not necessary. At the same time, it

is impossible for any trouble to ensue; the whole of the plate on

either side is always exposed to the action of the acid, and the fullest

possible capacity is therefore always obtained. In the " Castle " coils

the separate condensers will be of interest to car manufacturers, as

they increase the power of any engine at a very little extra cost, and

without any alteration whatever to engine or chassis. A new adjust

able "Castle" trembler, which can be adjusted by the turn of a screw

to take varying voltages at will, is a very ingenious development in

induction coils. The Eisemann magnetos, for which tbe United

Motor Industries, Ltd., are sole British agents, have entirely new lines

for 1908, and these models will be shown. The chief point of altera

tion in the new models of these magnetos is the simplicity of mounting

and dismounting the parts. All the magneto can be taken to pieces

and put together without using a tool. There will also be on this

stand a selection of Dubrulle lubricators, for which this firm are now

British agents. The " Castle " jack is one that is coming rapidly to

the front, and their new screw-up jock, which has an eccentric action,

and which is illustrated in Fig. 17, will be shown. There will he a full
 

Fig. 17.

exhibition of the L.M. plugs, including a new plug known as Model

"O," for magnetos, and a new combined primary and secondary dis

tributor in aluminium case. The latter is a light and compact article,

probably the smallest combined distributor on the market, yet at the

same time effective. A device that will interest many visitors is the

" Nonex,'' which can be fitted to any petrol tank, rendering an explosion

from petrol impossible. There will be a fine range of other " Castle "

specialities, including horns, speed indicators, charging sets, side lamps,

etc., as well as the " Wagner " electric horn and Muted motor.

(To be cmtinued.)
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Correspondence.

[Letters to the Editor should be addressed to the offices, S7-33, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.]

THE TRANSMISSION QUESTION—LIVE AXLE v.

CHAIN.

To tki Editob or The Motor-Cur Journal.

Sir,—In your issua of the 19th ult. I think your correspondent

"T. W. H. " has overlooked what perhaps one might almost say is the

most important factor in public opinion, viz., the silence of most live

axle cars, as compared with that of chain driven ones, due to wear of

the chains, badly cat or worn sprockets, and so forth. Except for this

I think we should find that every car would be constructed with chains,

excepting those makers who, as your correspondent rightly says, go for

cheapness. Have we not two or three notable examples within the last few
•weeks of manufacturers, who were the pioneers of chain-driven 'cars,

suddenly taking to making live axles, and one naturally asks why ? and

the only solution is that the public will have a quiet car.

Further, let us consider the " real " advantages of a chain drive

TYRE TROUBLES.

To THT5 Editok of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—I write to ask if any fellow motorist has had any trouble

similar to the following, and if so, will he kindly advise me as to what

he found the best course under the circumstances ?

I had two new grooved tyres of a well-known English make,

815 by 105, on the driving wheels of my 20-h.p. Humber car, which I

have carefully driven myself, and over good roads only, the tyres being

kept at SO to 82 lbs. pressure, as tested by a gauge, and as recommended

by the makers.

Af'er doing only '2,000 miles, and with the grooves not yet nearly

worn down, the canvas of the off driver split diagonally for a length

of eight or nine inches, almost from one bead to the other, the split being

as clean as though cnt with a knife, the outer rubber (which had no

cut previously) bursting at the same time some two or three inches.

 

The Queen of Holland arriving by Motor-Car to witness the recent Dutch Military Manoeuvres. [2>e Auto.

in order. (1) The strain {i.e., the surface over which a certain

amount of work is distributed) on the differential is less per tooth

in a chain-driven car because the countershaft revolves three times

or so as fast as the corresponding live axle—that is to say that

whereas in the same speed of engine and road wheels the one

tooth in the bevels,' &e., has to do the work of three in the fixed axle

type. (2) When driving with a fierce clutch or other sudden strain

imposed on the mechanism, the chains will give and in some cases act

as an electrical fuse does to a conductor, but who shall say what

happens in a live axle ! (3) In a live axle there is always a big tortional

strain on the propeller shaft, so undesirable in motor construction. (4) Chain

driven cars do not require so many universal joints and their con

sequent troubles as in live axles. (5) No chains should be noisy,

provided they are well made, have been and are well greased and

cleaned and the sprocket wheels are technically correct. (6) In con

clusion, do not these facts, coupled with those of your capable corre

spondent " T. W. H.," and many other points that I dare not mention for

fear of trespassing on your valuable space, point in favour of the

c hain ?—Yours truly,

Kenneth J. Garlk.

I returned the cover to the makers, whose only suggestion is to send

me a new cover at two-thirds list price ; but manifestly, at this price, a

new cover would prove a very expensive one if it would not do one-

third the mileage it should.

If any fellow motorist can suggest a way of getting more wear

out of the cover in place of scrapping it, I shall be obliged.

Would dovetailing a new piece in, as advertised by some firms, make

a satisfactory job 1—Yours truly,

G. S. Packer.

NEW ROAD WANTED.

To van Editob of The Motor-Car Journal.

-I have been asked several times by motorists when the new

road to Lynton and Lynmouth was to be made. Would you kindly

let me say, after much effort, that the Rural District Council have under

taken to make it on condition that £300 is found locally. As it

would lie a great thing to get the work doie before next motoring

season, the money should be found soon. We have got promises of £200,

and should be very glad if any motorists who intend coming this

way would help us by sending contributions to me, at Lynmouth, or Mr.
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T. Jones, Lynton. I need not say the road will be of the greatest

service to motorists, as by means of it the hill at Porlock and

Countisbury will be avoided.—Yonre truly,

E. B. Jeune.

THE TRADE POSITION ON THE CONTINENT.

To the Editob of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—We have reed the article headed " The Trade Position on the

Continent," which appeared in your issue of October 26th. We

venture to point out to you that the new Panhard price list cannot be

regarded by any means as indicating a crisis, or even the commencement'

of a slum? in the automobile industry. This price list U accepted in

France as the saviour of the position, and it has completely checked the

panic which was certainly threatened.

The Panhard list is a perfectly conservative one. The reductions

are in the prices of their high-powered cars, which hitherto were

comparatively excessive. Oa the other hand, the difference in the

prices of the cars of lower power is much slighter. We would feel

obliged if you would give publicity to the fact that we have no old stock

in the English branch of Panhard and Levassor, and that the cars we

have for sale are not 1907 types, but the new 1908 types, and that, what

ever other people may have done, we have studiously avoided over

loading ourselves with old stock.—Yours truly,

Harvey du Ckos.

MOTORING IN SOUTH AFRICA.

To thi Editob of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—I am sending you a photo showing the style of ground

encountered between Port Elizabeth and Bulk River, where there is a

reservoir supplying this town. The car in the photo, which is the first

motor vehicle to get there and back, is my 10-12-h.p. Gladiator, and at

 

the time of photographing we had to shed passengers and use " :nan

power " to get over the crest of the hill, not so much because of the

gradient, about 1 in , but rather owing to the loose sand and small rocks

lying about.—Yours truly,

Fred. E. Corin.

MOTOR PASSENGER SERVICES.

To thb Editob of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—Doubtless it has occurred to you that in the event of a

railway strike motor-cars might play a prominent part in relieving

the consequent congestion of passenger traffic. Being interested in the

industry, we made the following suggestions to the Society of Motor

Manufacturers and Traders, Ltd., and with their approval bring it

before the motor-car manufacturers of this country.

We suggest manufacturers of motor-cars circularize each of their

customers and ascertain whether, in the event of a railway strike, they

would be willing to offer occasional service with their car, for the

purpose of keeping open regular passenger communication between the

large towns in Great Britain. In the event of a sufficient number of

favourable replies being received a meeting of the trade would be called

to consider and arrange the details of district control and management.

In the first instance we are desirous of ascertaining the feelings of

the trade towards such scheme, the object of which, of course, U to

advertise the industry and prove the utility and necessity of th« motor

car. If anything is to be done, a meeting should be convened early to

elect officsrs and proceed to business.—Yours truly,

Rippiniulle's Albion Lamp Company, Ltd.

THE MOTORIST OF MODERATE MEANS.

To thb Editob of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—I was much interested in reading your comment of Novem

ber '.2nd, wherein you referred to some figures given by Mr. Chiozza

Monty, M. P. That gentleman has apparently failed to appreci its the

importance of the dwellers in flats in coming to his conclusions, and has

based his views only on those who oocupy houses.

Si far as London is concerned the extension of the flat system of

living during the last decide has been a notable feature of the situation.

A goodly number of folk* nowadays prefer the convenience of the flit to

the inconvenience of house occupancy, and it is safe to say that many of

these might be added, so far as rental value is concerned, to the category

of rentals of over £80 a year. This section of monied people can also

be regarded as motorists either actual or prospective, seeing that the

economy in house expanses often effected by ths flat system has given

them opportunities for the enjoyment of motoring.

Mr. Money has established himself in a great meisure as an

authority on statistics, and, in view of the interest of this phase of the

question to the motor industry, could he not be persuaded to give us

some estimate as to the additions to his analysis of house owners that

might be made if those who dwell in flits were also reckoned in the

returns ?—Yours truly,

A Suburban Motorist.

THE OUTLOOK.

To thb Editob of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—Is there an approaching slump in the motor industry ? Has

it reached and passed its zenith, or is it that it is being overcrowded by

ambitious aspirants ?

A year or two ago it was comparatively easy for a man well

qualified in his business to secure a good berth. He was even sought

after to fill inferior, though at that time well-paid positions. But to

day he has to search—more often than not without success—for a

position of any kind.

I have based these observations on ray own personal experience

within the last few weeks. I have been connected with the practical

side of the trade for six or seven yaara. I have worked at all its

branches, from the building of chassis to repairing, testing and driving

of high-class cars. During one period I held the position of foreman in

a large and well-known works, and have references as to general

character and ability, yet I cannot obtain a post at the bench or even as

a driver.

I have called on neatly every London establishment of any import

ance and written to score* of others, and have always encountered the

same remarks, "We have no vacancies. Things are very quiet, and

we do not know when trade will brighten up." This seems to be a

deplorable state of things for what is supposed generally to be a

flouri'hing industry just in its infancy.

After being so long associated with the car it will seem strange to

go back into the less interesting, but less capricious and more staid

branches of engineering, viz., the marine and loco, sections. Still needs

must if nothing else is forthcoming.—Yours truly,

British Mechanic.

LOSS OF POWER.

To thb Editob of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—I recently purchased a two-cylinder Decaaville shaft driven

car. No doubt it has seen several years' wear, but for a cheap car works

remarkably well except on hills. As soon as a load is put on the vehicle

the engine loses power considerably and on a very stiff hill is entirely

beaten. What is the probable cause of this ? Will it be the adjustment

nf contact breaker T The one belonging to car is a platinum tipped rock

ing arrangement, but the coil has, I think, been since fitted and is of the

trembler type. Will not this be likely to account for the loss of power ?

The engine does not appear to overheat and everything seems in fair

order, with compression remarkably good. The power appears ample on

the level and the engine then appears to be developing full power, bat

on a hill it seems to have no more power than a small motor-Mr yelp. If

you can help me to get satisfactory working I shall feel grateful.—Yours

truly,

Novice.

[There are numerous causes which may individually or collectively

account for the mysterious loss of power on hills, which seems to be quite

epidemic just now with buyers of small second-hand cars. Since

" Novice is sure the compression is remarkably good (which is a cau-e

that otherwise we should suspect as a probable reason) we advise' bim

to examine the springs of the inlet valves, which in this'case are A.O.V.

Thespring of one in iy be stronger than the other. He should test them

by pressing the ends of the stems together, and then notice if one opens

before ths other lifts from its seat.

Th 9 trembler coil, if a good one, and properly adjusted, should not

adversely affect the power, although a trembler coil gives best results

with a wipe contact. Test the engiae for misfires by running it very

fast, and open the compression taps to watch if there ii a sharp regular

explosion of equal strength in each cylinder. Then again th» carburettor

may require attention ; this is probably a Longuemare, and might give

better results by changing the air cone and spray nozzle.

There may also bs undue friction in the transmission gear, which

is aggravated wli-n the extra load of hill climbing commences. Jack

up the rear wheels and sej if everything is parectly free, and without a

grinding noise on the low speed. Finally, do not expect too much speed

on hills out of a little second-hand car, and be careful in driving

to put in tli i low gaar l> store thi eigine bjtfins to labour.]
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CLUBS AND ASSOCIATIONS.

-•«—

MOTOR CLUB.

In order to celebrate their amalgamation, the Motor Club and the

'British Motor Boat Club have conjointly given a diuner, followed by a

concert to their members, at the Motor Club, Princes Buildings, W.

'Colonel W. Bwworth and Admiral Sir William Kennedy, K.C.B., the

respective chairmen, presided over a large attendance of well-known

members of both clubs. Among those present were Mr. VV. Miall Green,

rear commodore B.M.B.C., Sir Thomas Dewar, Messrs. W. Gibbons,

D. B. Colls, F. May, Mawdsley Brooke, Charles Jarrott, Harvey du

Cros, J. Amery Parkes, W. Jenks, J. F. Avila, and R. B, Robinson,

secretary B.M.B.C.

After the loyal toasts, Colonel Bosworth referred in feeling terms

to Mr. Holmes Kingston, the late secretary of the Motor Club, and the

excellent work he had done. As regards the amalgamation which they

were celebrating, he pointed out the mutual benefit the two bodies

would receive, as each had made its mark in its own sphere.

Admiral Sir W. Kennedy, in replying, thought the idea of the

union an extremely happy one, and anticipated a glowing future from

their combined enterprise.

CRYSTAL PALACE.

Tin: members' hill climb of this club on Saturday was a success.

Close on twenty members had entered their cars, and many others were

Eresent as spectators. Great assistance was rendered to the club by

leu t. -Col. Carleton-Smithjand many others as clerks of the course, &c.

The times were taken by Messrs. F. T. Bidlake and H. Swindley.

The former also worked out the results under the Royal A.C. formula

as follow :—

Efficiency

Car. Entrant. ratio.

1st. ... 10-h.p. De Dion ... Dr. J. E. L. Bates ... -96

2nd 6-h.p. Rover L. Wix -93

3rd. ... 40-h.p. Napier ... S. F. Edge -92 ,

The fastest time of the day was accomplished by Mr. S. I-'. Edge's

CO-h.p. six-cylinder Napier.

THE INCORPORATED INSTITUTION OF AUTOMOBILE

ENGINEERS.

The winter meetings of this Association will be held at the

Institution of Mechanical Engineers, Storey's Gate, St. James's

Park, S.W. The programme for the remainder of the session is as

follows :—December 11th, Mr. Dugald Clark, "The Principles of

Carburatting as determined by Exhaust Gas Analysis" ; January 8th,

Dr. H. S. Hele-Shaw, " The Fuel Question "; February 12oh, M .

F. W. Lanchester, "Some Problems peculiar to the Design of the Auto

mobile "; March 11th, Mr. J. S. Cntchley.

LADIES'.

New members of the Ladies' A.C. include the Hon. Mrs. Bagot.

Mrs. A. E. Clerk, Mrs. Stuart Coats, Mrs. Cornwallis-West, Mrs. H*y

Drummond, the Hon. Mrs. Egerton, the Viscountess Emlyn, Mis.

Eyre, Mrs. George Forbes, Mrs. Egerton Green, Mrs. J. M. Gorham,

Miss Kelly, Mrs.. E. Lingard Lucas, Mrs. McGildowry, Mrs. R. B.

Muii, the Hon. Mrs. E. S. Trafford, and Mrs. Alfred Westmacott.

TRANSVAAL.

A road contest has been held by the Transvaal Automobile Club

for the Park Trophy. This took the form of a two days' reliability

trial. The finst day the run was from Johannesburg to Potchefstroom, the

return journey being made on the following day, a distance of 90 mile*

each way. The event was regarded as a great success and some excel

lent performances were accomplished. One of the most notable was

that of the 10-h.p. Siddeley, which—although the course was by no

means of the best and contained a bad patch of road near Doornkop—

made the entire journey at an a.erage rate of 22 i miles an hour, with

the use of only 4 A gallons of petrol.

The annual dinner of the Hertfordshire C.A.C. will take place on

the 7th prox., at the Hotel Russell, Russell Square, London.

Tickets for the dinner of the Society of Automobile Mechanic

Drivers at the Hammersmith Town Hall, on the 20th, can be obtained

from the hon. secretary, Rawling's Garage, Hal kin Street, Belgrave

Square, S.W.

The annual event of the Motor Cycling Club known as " The

.Show " run will take place on Sunday, November 24th, to " The Old

Sal " at Barnet. All motorists engaged at the Stanley Show are

cordially invited to take part in this run.

' jUMCWiui

Prince Doria of Rome has iust ordered three Stepney wheels.

As there seems to be a misunderstandingamongst motorists with regard to

the Stepney Combination Wheel, it should be noted that this is suitable

for a car having front and back wheels of different sizes. There also

seems to be a wrong impression abroad that the spare wheel is not

suitable for heavy cars. This is erroneoas, since the wheel is suitable

for cars weighing up to three tons.

THE END OF THE M.U. AND A.A. CONTROVERSY.

Thb correspondence between Mr. C. D. Rose, M.P., Chairman of

the Motor Union, and Cilonel VV. J. Bosworth, Chairman of the Auto

mobile Association, referred to in our "Comments," is as follows :—

October 28th, 1907.

Dear Colonel Bosworth,

I must apologise for having so Ion? delayed replying to your

letter of the 15th inst. It was not possible, however, to convene a

meeting of the General Purposes Committee of the Motor Union until

yesterday evening, and I have now the pleasure to inform you that I

am authorised by my committee to say that, with the view to restoring

cordial relations between our two associations, they are prepared to

modify the existing Motor Union badge in snch a manner as may be

mutually agreed upon botween us, and, further, are willing to agree

that all matters appertaining to the patrolling of the roads should be

the special sphere of your Association, and they will accordingly give

instructions for the withdrawal of their road scheme. My committee

agreed to the foregoing on my assurance that your association would,

on their part, be willing to recognise that such matters as sign and

danger posting work, dealing with the dnst question, and the general

question of the improvement of the roads should be left to the Motor

Union under the existing arrangement with the Royal Automobile

Club, and they will also leave the Motor Union all matters relating to

insurance and legislative and general legal work. I earnestly trust that

you will see your way to conhrm the assurance I have given to my

committee, in order that henceforward both associations may mutually

assist one another in the important work that Hen before them.

Yours faithfully,

(Signed) Charles D. Rose.

 

One of the Motor-Bicycles with Side Car Attachment now being used

by tne Austrian Postal Authorities is the Collection of Mails in

Vienna.

C. D. Eose, Esq., M.P.,

1, Albemarle Street, W. October 30th, 1907.

Dear Mr. Rose,

I am much obliged to you for your letter of the 29th inst., and for

your courtesy in sending it in time to be considered by my committee

yesterday. My committee went fully into the questions in your letter,

and I am now authorised to say that we accept entirely the suggestions

wbica you make, and note that the Motor Union badge will be

modified on the lines which we have previously discussed.

You will, I have no doubt, recollect that in our discussion we agreed

that no objection was to be raised to our continuing to put up and

maintain village signs, in accordance with an understanding arrived at

with the Royal Automobile Club and the Motor Union, and to wliieh

I had occasion to direct your attention some time ago, and that also

in abstaining from general legal work, we shall not ba precluded from

undertaking the defence of our individual members or staff, if necessary.

If these small matters are understood, I think I may say that we are

in entire agreement and shall have great pleasure in working hetrtily

with the Motor Union for the benefit of autoraobilism in general. I

cannot close this correspondence without taking the opportunity of

thanking you for your great courtesy and tact, which aloue has made

it possible to put an end to the unhappy situation that had arisen, and

which my committee appreciate as fully as I have had reason to do

myself.—I am, sincerely yours,

(Signed) W. J. Bosworth.

The Calthorpe Motor Company, Ltd., have been favoured with

an order for a 16-20 h. p. Calthorpe landaulet by the Jam Saheb of

Jamnagar, for use whilst His Highness is touring in England.
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THE HOTCHKISS LONG DISTANCE TRIAL.

THE R.A.C. CEETIFICATE OF PERFORMANCE.

April 29th to August 20th, 1907.

This is to certify that a 45-h.p. six-cylinder (ly R.A.C. rating

49'2-b.p.) Hotchkiss car, cjlindeis 115 mm. by 120 mm., completed a

long distance trial of 15,000 miles, under ordinary touring conditions,

and under the continuous observation of officials appointed or authorised

by the Royal Automobile Club, on August 20tb, 1907, the car being

locked up each night by the official observer. The weight of the car

teady (or the road, excluding passengers, was 3,880 lb. The weight of

the passergers and baggage averaged 868 lb.

Dining the 15,000 miles, the oar travelled in England, Wales,

Scotland and Ireland. In Ireland it took part in the Irish Reliability

Trial, visiting Dublin, Portrush and Waterford amongst other places.

The car then returned to England and resumed its tour throughout the

country. •

The record of performance, including all stoppages, repairs, replace

ment and adjustments on the road and in the motor houses is as follows :

On the Road.

In\oluntary stops. Time occupied.

h. m. a.
1st stop .. 12th day .. Leather urease cap on forward end of cardan

shaft fell on exhaust pipe and took lire 1 16 0
2nd atop .. 21st day .. To inspect broken spring on off fiont wheel 0 1 0
■3rd stop.. 80th day _ Petrol failed to reach carburettor on steep hill.

Car driven up backwards 0 S 42

* An accidental detour from the original rcute had caused the lank to be almost

empty at this point.

The remaining 10,474 miles were completed without an involuntary

atop, other than for tyie troubles.

In the Motor Houses.—The total time spent in repairs, replace

ments and adjustments (other than tyre repairs), in the motor houses

during the 15,000 miles run was 9 hours 44 inin. 21 sec, or at the rate of

6 min. 5 sec. per day of twelve hours.

Number of
Brakes. occasions, h. m. s. h. m. s.

Adjusted and repaired brakes 6 .. 2 68 25

Ignition.
Magneto adjustments .. , 6 .. 0 40 17
Cut away cloth wound in magneto, and cleaned gear

wheels 1 .. 0 6 0
Adjusted trembler 2 .. 0 1 80
Changed accumulators 1 .. 0 8 SO

Taped earth wire 1 . . 0 12 0
Kitted washers to plugs 1 .. 0 2 41

1 10 68
Carburettor.

Adjusted or cleaned carburettor 3 .. 0 21 45

Petrol Tank and Auxiliary Pressure System.
Cleaned petrol filter 1

0 2 0
Lubrication System.

Keplsced tap on base chamber and ad justed 1 .. 0 2 0
Replaced leather grease cap on cardan shaft 1 H 0 6 0
Fitted new dashboard lubricator to clutch 1 .. 0 17 17
Cleaned or adjusted lubricators 4 .. " 0 27

0 SO 44
Miscellaneous.

Adjusted footboards and body 1 .. n 2 66

Replaced :l nuts and 1 SpN' pin 4 .. 0 20 £0
Replaced tan belts and adjustments 4 .. 0 27 0
Replaced broken off-front spring. 2 .. 2 36 0

Adjusted pump .. '.. .. .. 4 .. 0 7 60
Replaced 2 ball races in front wheel 1 . . 0 85 80
Rei laced rubber buffer to front spring.. .. ..' .. 1 .. 0 8 0
Replaced two axle caps 1 .. 0 4 23

Cleaned out radiator 1 .. 0 18 0

4 89 if

Totsl 9 44 21

A new petrol tank was voluntarily fitted for a special test, which

was not undertaken, and was not necessitated by any tiouble with the

old tank.

Tyres.

The car was fitted with Michelin studded tyres 880 mm. by 120 mm.

front and hsck.

The record of performance is as follows. (The tyres which did duty

on different wheels bear the same letlets in brackets, other tyres when

removed from any wheel for any cause were not used again even though

iu good condition) :—

On off front wheel Cause of removal.

927 (a)
1,607 (»)

64 (c)
8,181 .. Punc'. ure ; removed In fairly good condition.

1,809 (d) .. BuVst. '
22 (e) .. Burst.

1,865 . . Puncture ; removed in slightly worn condition.
2,469 . . Punci me ; removed in allgtuly worn condition.

1,863 .. Bunt.
1,883 . . ' End of trial ; tyre in good condition.

16,000

On off bind wheel. Cause of removal.

927 (6)
1,075 (a) .. Puncture ; removed in slightly worn condition.

483 (c) .. Badly worn.
54 .. Good condition ; removed as a precautionary measure.

93:i .. Leaky valve.

1,464 .. .. Burst.

On off hind wheel. Cause of removal.

1,788 .. .. Burst.
ill .. .. Burst.
24 («) .. Burst.

878 {'/) . . Burst ; studs worn out.
1,642 .. .. Puncture ; removed in slightly worn condition.
995 .. .. Puncture ; removed in good condition. •

799 .. .. Punctuie ; removed iu bood condition.
1,114 .. .. Burst.
2,198 .. .. Burst.
667 .. .. End of trial; tyre. in good condition.

15,000 •' . ■

On near front wheel. Cause of removal.

927 (/)

1,258 in)
805 .. .. Puncture ; run on rim back to motor house..

1,688 .. Deep cut ; otherwise good condition.

4,192 .. .. Puncture ; studs worn.
4,348 ..- .. Burst.
2,402 .. .. End of trial ; t> re in good condition.

16,000
On near hind wheel. Cauee of removal.

927 (g) .. Puncture ; removed ttuds. slightly worn.

75 (/) .. Puncture ; removed in fair condition.
1,420 . . Burst.

IS . . Puncture ; old tyre.
54 (6) . . Burst and woi n ; studs missing.

1.663 .. Burst.
2.642 .. Burst.
l|220 .. Puncture ; removed in fair condition.
1,762 .. Burst ; removed in fair condition.
1,458 .. Puncture ; removed in lair condition.
796 .. Burst ; removed in fair condition.

1,891 .. Burst ; removed in fair condition.

1,589 ; .'. End of trial ; tyie in fair condition.

16,000 . :'

Ten covers were mounted on the off front wheel, of which eight w ere

used solely on this wheel, counting last cover. Sixteen covers were

mounted on the off hind wheel, of which twelve were used solely on

this wheel, counting the last cover. Seven covers were mounted on the

near fiont wheel, of which six were used solely on this wheel, counting

last cover. Thirteen covers were mounted on the near hind wheel, cf

which twelve were used solely on this wheel, counting last cover.

The longest distance run on any hind cover was 2,642 miles, and oi

any fiont cover 4,328 miles. The majority of the tjres when lemoved

were not entirely worn out. The shortest stoppage due to a puncture

was 4 min. 39 sec, and the longest 1 h. 9 min.

Consumption.
Number of days' trial _ .. 96
Average daily mileage 156-25
Average car miles per gallon 7-71
Average gallon per toii.mlle -06
Average ton- miles per gallon .. ., 16-36

Remarks.

After the completion of the 15,000 miles, covered in iinety-six run

ning days over all classes of roads, between April 29th and August 20th,

1907, the car was driven to the Club Motor House in Brick Stieet. W.,

and was found to be in good .condition upon examination hy the Tech

nical Committee. Practically no play was noticed in the big ends of

the connecting rods, although a slight amount of wear was noticeable in

some of the gudgeon pins. The valves had not been touched during the

trial, and were in good condition, esptcially considering the distance-

over which they had been in use without legrinding.

Except that the reverse idle pinion was slightly burred, the fust

speed driving pinion, and the bevel wheel on the driving axle slightly

worn, the whole of the gear was in good condition. Wear was notice

able in the bushes of the bevel pinions of the differential gear of the

four-way spider spindles, and these spindles were worn at the ends where

they aie held in the differential gear-box, apparently as the result of-'

the holts holding the two parts of the 1 ox together being loose. Slight

wear was observable in the propeller-shaft universal joints. In the

ball bearings of the rood wheels the spring and washer separators between

the balls showed undue wear and deformation. The horizontal spindle

of the steering-arm in the steering-box was much worn at its journals,

and the bearings in the box were also much worn. The pins of the-

front spring shackles were much worn, owiig to difficulty of lubricating^

them.

Considering the great mileage, the wear to whic h attention has been,

directed may be looked upon as small, and less than might be expected,

with tbe exception of the spring shackle pins.

J. W. ORDE, Secretary.

October 28th, 1907.

C. D. ROSE, Chairman R.A.C.

MERVYN O'Gorman, Chairman of

lechnieal Committee.

The many motorists who have been waiting for further news of

Miraculum, the new puncture scaler and ruiili.er preservative, will

be glad to learn that the E. M. Bowden's Patents Syndicate, Ltd., has

now oomph ted its arrangements and is pre pat ed to charge customers'

tyres with this preparation without delay. It, should te noted that

tubes must be sent to the works to be tilled, as at the piesent stage it

is not detmed advisable to eunust the charging nf tyres with

Miraculum to those not acquainted with the methods involved.
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CASES UNDER THE MOTOR CAR ACT.

-♦-

Heavy Hauls.

Thirteen drivers of motor-ears were fined on the .'Ust ult. at

i >swestry, and the licence of a Birmingham motorist was suspended for
■six months, l-'ines of £!i each were inflicted on three drivers at Kingston

for driving to the public danger, and other fines, varying from £3 to £10,

were imposed on five motorists, one of whom has had his licence suspended

for three months—all on the same day. Five motorists were summoned

on a recent day at Guildford. One was ordered to pay the costs of the

summons, the others were fined. Fines of £5 are being imposed on

motorists at Kingston. Eleven motorists were fined £5 each at Don-

caster on Saturday. Ten owners have been fined £100 at Grantham for

exceeding the legal limit on the Great North Koad.

Cumulative Penalties.

Henry Blackburn, motor-car driver, Davis Road, Acton, was fined

on the 31st £25 and 6 gs. costs, or three months' imprisonment with

hard labour, at West London Police Court, for driving a motor-car in a

dangerous manner at Nbtting Hill. William Rolfe was knocked down

and injured. Defendant had previously been fined £'20 and had had his

licence suspended for a year:

A Legal Point ok Interest.

At the Falkirk Sheriff Court, before Sheriff Dean Leslie, Walter

Alexander was charged with having driven a motor-bicycle, which was a

motor-ear within the meaning of the Motor Car Act, without having a

licence for the purpose. An agent, on behalf of the reepondent, raised

-several objections to the relevancy of the complaint, the chief of these

being that there was no averment in the complaint that the Motor Car

Act was still in force, notwithstanding section 21 of the Act,

which stated that the Act would continue in force until

December 31st, 1906, and no longer, unless Parliament deter

mined otherwise. The Act founded upon distinctly stated

that it would expire on December 31st, 1906, unless Parliament

determined otherwise, and he was bound to assume from the

complaint before him that the Act was not in force. The prosecutor

Sointed out that the Motor Car Act had been continued in force until

•ecember 31st, 1907, and he held lie was not bound to quote the Con

tinuation Act. SherilT Dean Leslie said he thought he must hold that

the Continuation Act should have been quoted. He thought it was

very much in the same position as in the case where regulations framed

by the Board of Trade had to be confirmed, and he thought it should

have been stated that the Act was in force. His lordship accordingly

dismissed the complaint as irrelevant.

Exceeding the Speed Limit.

At the Arundel County Bench, on Monday, three cases against

motorists for exceeding the limit were heard. In one Gilbert Smith, of

B.iwes Park, N., pleaded guilty to driving a motor-car on the London

road in the parish of Houghton, at a speed of 28 miles 220 yards per

hour on October 6th.—Police officers from Guildford and Lewes were

called to speak to previous convictions.—The Chairman said the defen

dant would have to pay the costs, £3 2s. 3d., and as that was his third

conviction, three times the usual fine would be imposed, viz., £13 10j.—

in all £16 12s. 3d.—Defendant asked for time to pay, but the Chairman

said they never allowed time. In default of distress defendant

would have to go to prison for six weeks.—Defendant said he could

telegraph for the money, and he was eventually accompanied to the

telegraph office by a police officer for that purpose.

THE ORGANISATION OF MOTOR-CYCLISTS.

The Motor Union has just issued a statement showing how the

revenue which it derives from motor-cyclists is expended. From this

it appears that during the present year affiliation fees and subscriptions

from motor-cyclists amount to £235. The expenditure on behalf of

this section of the motor world and on objects for the benefit of motor

cyclists is as follows :—Legal information and advice, £75 ; fighting

test cases, £25 ; grants for defence of motor-cyclists, £35 ; Parliamentary

expenses, £30 ; highways protection work, £25 ; organisation, £60 ;

speed limit enquiries, £7 ; Automobile Handbook, £25 ; affiliation fees

paid to the Auto-Cycle Club, £33 ; making a total of £315. The difference

between income and expenditure is to be defrayed out of the subscrip

tions received from car owners.

As the result of repeated representations to the committee of the

Automobile Association from influential motor-cycling quarters, it has

been decided to admit motor-cyclists to the privileges a Hon led by the

A.A. on the road at a fee of 10s. 6d., which will entitle them to these

privileges until the end of the next financial year, namely, April 30th,

1908. A badge has been prepared exactly similar to the A.A. car

badge, but smaller, and with a special adjustment for fixing to the

handle bar of a motor-cycle. As this scheme is largely in the nature

of an experiment, in view of the extremely small subscription in com

parison with the advantages and privileges afforded, the committee are

appealing to motor-cyclists for their support and assistance, in order

that the scheme may be sufficiently successful to justify its continua

tion after April 30th, 190S.

AWARDS IN THE COMMERCIAL VEHICLE TRIALS*

The judgas appointed by the Koyul A.C. in connection with the

commercial vehicle trills recommend that the following awards be

made :—

Class A, No. 2, De Dion Box Van, silver medal ; No. 6,

" 1'nic Van," gold medal.

Class B, Nos. 9 and 12, two Box Vans manufactured by the

Albion Company, and entered by the Lacre Motor Car Co., Ltd., gold

medal.

Class C, No. 13, Halley Van, silver medal, and prize given by

Mr. Worby Beaumont for simplicity and freedom from liability to dis

arrangement, &C. ; No. 19, Thornycroft Lorry with rim sides, gold

medal.

Class D, No. 20, Halley Platform Lorry, gold medal ; No. 24,

Milnes- Daimler Lorry, with canopy over driver, gold medal ; No. 26,

Dennis Covered Van, with canopy over driver, silver medal.

Class E, No. 30, " Hallford " Lorry, gold medal and diploma ;

No. 38, De Dion Lorry, with canvas tilt, prize ottered by Commercial

Motor Users' Association, for cleanliness in connection with the dripping

of oil ; No. 40, Maudslay miller's Dray, gold medal.

Class E, No 43, "Cuni'iiercial Cars " Lorry with detachable sides

and tailboard, silver medal; No. 45, Thornycroft Lorry with rim sides,

silver medal.

 

During Tuesday and Wednesday of last week a Standard 16-20-h.p.

four-cylinder West-Aster Motor-Car underwent a continuous Non-

stoD Engine Traffic Test under the observation of the B.s.C, success

fully accomplishing the feat of running 48 hours without a single

engine stop in the dense London traffic. The above illustration

shows Mr. F. Lamb at the wheel of the car at the commencement of

the Trial,

Class F, No. 50, Savage Platform Lorry, gold medal; No. 53

" Yorkshire " Lorry, with flat wooden body, gold medal.

Class H, No. 58, " Burrell " Steam Tractor, gold medal ; No. 59,

" Wellington " Compound Steam Tractor, silver medal.

The judges further recommend that a silver medal be awarded to

F. Mills, the driver of E 35, for resourcefulness in bringing his vehicle

into Leeds under difficult circumstances, and that a silver medal be

awarded to Charles Downs, driver of H 60, for bringing his vehicle into

Bristol after a serious accident.

In connection with the punctuality of drivers, the judges further

recommend the award of £5 and silver medals to each of the follow

ing :—F. Shaw (C 14), M. L. Livings (C 15), E. D. Alexander (C 18),

B. Turner (E 40), H. Waud (F 52), J. Kay (F 53), H. Clarke and H.

Parlett (H 58), Ohailes Smith (H 59), Charles DownB (H 60).

The Army Council has decided to grant two diplomas as follows :—

Class C, No. 19, a Thornycroft lorry capable of carrying 30 cwt.,

on account of the successful use of petroleum fuel in a four-cylinder

internal combustion engine, as it is considered that an engine of this

description is most suitable for army use.

Class E, No. 40, a Maudslay lorry capable ot carrying three

tons, on account of the accessibility of the working parts of the engine,

which is a very valuable leature from a military point of view.
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WITH A MOTOR-CAR THROUGH SOMALILAND.

-♦-

Some interesting and exciting details have just come to hand of the

trip undertaken by the adventurous young Englishman Mr. B. J. F.

Bentley, who, in company with Mr. Wells, left Djibuti in August on an

IS h.p. Siddeley motor-car with a view to crossing Abyssinia and

journeying by the Nile Valley to Khartoum. For many miles there is

no road, and the travellers spent days on end doing nothing but cutting

away bush and removing or breaking up heavy stones to make a passage

for the car before they reached Dire Douoa.

(in their way they encountered considerable danger. "Both in

British and French Somaliland, and also in Abyssinia," writes

Mr. Bentley, " my trip has been looked upon as nothing short

of madness. The Governor of French Somaliland gave me, on

leaving, a document disclaiming responsibility for our safety if

we proceeded into the interior otherwise than by railway. The

only precaution I took was to buy two more rifles for my

two boys, and 2C0 rounds of additional ammunition. From Zeila the

British consnl gave me an escort of tb« Camel Corps as far as Hansa,

and we bad left this place only thirty miles behind us when I began to

smell trouble. From the reports we got from the native runners going

through, it looked as if we weie in for a waim time from the Esa

tribe.

" At Lascelle I stopped for water and bought a sheep from a shepherd

We were busy cooking it when a Government boy going through warned

us that there were some 400 Etas waiting for us in the bush 15 miles

further on. They seemed quite determined to stop us making a railway

(as they called it) through their country. An hour later I could see with

the aid of my glasses numbers of moving objects in the bush, and the

sun shining on their spears gave me no further room for doubt. We

decided to move on ana take no need of them, but they waited. They

were an ugly looking lot, all fully armed. They demanded 'back

sheesh' from us for taking the car through their country. I managed

to pet the head man aside, and reluctantly parted with £3, and told him

to proceed to Gildessa with his followers, and on my arrival there I

would deal generously with them ; but I quite forgot to mention to him

that I was going to Lassarat instead of Gildessa, although the Gildessa

route was the better of the two. The resnlt was that while they

were waiting lor me at Gildessa I slipped through to Addogalla via Las

sarat. But bad luck was in store for us, There is a little shanty

at Ai'dogalla called an 'hotel,' At which we stayed for a meal. The.

Abyssinian governor provided a guard for our car while we were feed

ing. Suddenly there was a tremendous row outside. Wells,

myself, and several other Europeans flapped on our helmets

and rushed outside to see the cause of the trouble. The car

was bidden by a howling mob of some 800 Efas. We slipped back for

our rifles, and on our return all the Abyssinian troops had turned oui

with their rifles loaded. The Abyssinian chief explained that while his

men were guarding the car some Esas came up and demanded

' backsheesh.' He told one man who seemed to be the spokesman to
• move on,' which he promptly refused to do. Whereupon the

Abystinian tapped the Esa over the head with his rifle and carted him

off in a senseless condition to the police station. The news soon spread

to the Esa village, and some S00 of them turned out and surrounded the

ear and threatened to smash it up. Things were looking very serious

for us. The eight < Europeans produced their rifles, and there were

Wells, myself, and two boys, all well armed, as well as twenty-seven

Abyssinian troops. So altogether we numbered thirty-nine well-armed

men. We took up our positions behind the wall of the police com

pound and waited events. Suddenly the Esas cleared off into the bush.

Taking advantage of their absence we ran the car into the police

compound. Shortly after a few of them returned and gave us the

pleasing news that they would wait for us in the bush country.

" It was four o'clock, and I decided to 'phone through to the British

Consnl at Dire Douoa for assistance. An hour later I received a

message that the Governor of Dire Douoa wa« sending troops to our

assistance, and that we were to remain fast until they came. The

following morning the troops arrived, and at 6. 30 we moved off with the

escort of twenty-five men. At Elba we left the troops, and, after

ditticuliies too numerous to mention, with some rivers and heavy timber,

we ai rived at Diie Douoa. From all over the country we have been

receiving telephonic congratulations, even from Emporor Menelik

himself. Our getting here is looked upon as nothing less than

marvellous. The car is the first vehicle of any description that has

ever erossed Somaliland."

OBSTRUCTING A MOTORIST.

At Tunbridge Wells County Bench, a Southborough man was

charged with wilfully obstructing the highway near Pembury, to the

danger of traffic. Mr. Schlenthiem deposed that he lived at Pembury,

and in August last he was travelling in bis motor-car on the Romford

road, when he found a van in the nay. Witness had to stop bis car.

The driver of the van was in a bouse, and whtn he came out he used

strong language, saying he was not going to move bis van for a motor

car. The horse and van were left unattended in the road, and witness

told the man he would summon him, but defendant only swore at

witness. Defendant was fined 2s. (id. and lis. costs.

AUTOMOBILE^ACCIDENTS.

A collision between a motor-car belonging to the Craven Auto

mobile Company, Skipton, and a three-horse wagonette belonging to

Mr. Kendall Chew, also of Skipton, has taken place. The car was being,

driven to the railway station, and Mr. Chew's vehicle, which was

conveying mill operatives from Skipton to their homes at Emb-av, was

proceeding in the direction of the town. The motor-car collided witli

the horses, and they sustained such injury that two of them had to be

destroyed. The motor-car was badly damaged, but the passengers

escaped without injury.
Shortlv after 9.30 p.m. one night last week an accident occurred

at Whaplode (Lincolnshire). A motor-car belonging to Mr. L. C.

Harvey, of Spalding, and containing Mr. Harvey, his driver, and three

ladies, was proceeding from Sutton Bridge to Spalding. The night was

dark, and when passing through Whaplode the occupants of the car

saw lying across the middle of the road in front of them what t hey

took to be a log of wood. Apparently the object was not seen until

the car was too close to avoid it altogether, and the chauffeur—who

states that he feared if he passed over ore end of what he thought to-

be the log the other end would spring up and possibly damage the-

car or injure the occupants—went straight ahead, and passed over it.

Both Mr. Harvey and his chauffeur state that the latter, who was

driving, was slowing down with the object of going back and

removing the obstruction, when they saw a motor-cyclist, bound

in the opposite direction, just about t j mount his machine. They

accordingly shouted a warning to this man, and continued their

journey, leaving him to clear away the supposed log of wood.

Mr. Harvey and party continued their journey, and on arriving at

Spalding passed Police Inspector Cook, to whom he reported that a

log of wood had been placed across the road at Whaplode, and asked

him to make enquiries, complaining that he had encountered similar

obstructions previously. It was not until the following morning that

the motorists learned that what they took for a log of wood was a

human being. At the inquest the coroner entered a verdict to the

following effect :—" That Hairy Fortune died from injuries received

from being run over by a motor-car, and that the jury were of opinion that

the owner of the car, Mr. Harvey, should hare pulled up, having run

over an obstacle which proved to be the deceased man." The

coroner added that he put it in that manner, to show Mr. Harvey was not

aware what the obstacle was. The jury agreed with this form of verdict.

—saaoQaai

A SCOTI1SH APPEAL.

The First Division of the Court of Session, the Lord President,

Lord Duncdin, Lord Kinnear and Lord Dundas on the Bench, heard the

appeal in the case of Macfarlane v. Colam on Friday of last week. This

was an appeal from the decision of the Sheriff of Inverness-shire in an

action at the instance of a carriage hirer against a motor-car owner for

damages alleged to have been caused to a carriage and horses belonging

to the former, caused by the presence of a motor-car at the side of the

road with the engine stopped, near Kingussie, Inverness-shire, where

Mr. Colam, the owner of the car, is a summer resident. No fault was

proved against the motoiist except that, in the opinion of the Sheriff of

Inverness, he was in breach of the statute in leaving a motor-car

unattended, the provision founded on being Section 96 of the General

Turnpike Act of 1831. He mulcted Mr. Colam in £3fi.

The First Division on the 1st inst. sustained the appeal and recalled

the interlocutor of the Sheriff Substitute and found in fact :- (1) That

the leaving of the car in the position described did not constitute aa

obstruction to the highway. (2) That leaving the car for the time

without a person in attendance had no relation to the accident. (3)

That the same happened through the shying of the horses and the

inability of the driver to control them.

Mr. Colam is a member of the Scottish Automobile Club, and the

Club contributed towards his costs l>oth in the Sheriff Court and in the

Court of Session.

"CARRIAGES" ARE "MOTOR-CARS.

In the Court of Sessions at Edinburgh a question of the intention

of the testator, the late John Denholm, The Mains, Eastwood, Renfrew

shire, in the fourth purpose of his will, dated in 1890, has been raised.

By that purpose he bequeathed to his widow his "furniture and plenish

ing, including books, plate, pictures, jewellery, ornaments, and bed

and table linen, and also horses and carriages, live stock, plants, and

garden and stable implements." Mr. Denholm left estate amounting to

£53,000. For many years he kept a brougham and a wagonette, and

one carriage horse, but at the time of bis death in 1907 he had no horses

and carriages, but be had two motor-cars. A question arote as to.

whether the bequest to Mrs. Denholm carried the motor-cars to her, or

whether they formed part of the residue of the trust estate.

The Court held that Mrs. Denholm was entitled to the motor-cars in

virtue of the bequest in her favour. The Lord President said he

thought tne was entitled to construe the word " carriages " in the will

of the testator in the light of what the testator himself did. His life,

showed that he had come to consider as his carriages these motor-cars.

The word carriage itself was certainly wide enough to cover any form of

vehicle in which one was carried ; and the testator allowed his will to

remain unaltered knowing that he had actually replaced his horte car

riages by motor carriages.
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COMPANY NEWS.

Thames Bank Wharf Motor Works.—£75,000. To acquire

the business carried on at Thames Bank Wharf as E. Henry Jones and

Co., and to carry on the business of motor-car and vehicle manufacturers,

&c. 112, Grosvenor Road, S.W.

Rossleigh, Ltd.—The report of the director? of Rossleigh, Ltd.,

presented to the meeting held at Edinburgh on Thursday, snowed a

trading profit during the year ending September 30th last of £5,274,

which, after depreciation, &o., gave a net profit ot £4,417. This, with

the amount carried forward from la st year, has enabled the directors to

recommend the payment of a dividend at a rate of 6 per cent, on the

preference shares and of 15 per cent, on the ordinary shares, and carry

forward a sum of about £6,000.

Dunlop Rubber Company.—The annual meeting of the Dunlop

Rubber Company was held in London on Monday,. Mr. Harvey du Cros,

M.P., presiding. He said the company was in a very strong and

satisfactory position. Its capital was £220,000. The assets were

worth £1,000,029, and the liabilities, other than capital, were £82,500,

and after deducting the capital there was an excess of £605,000 over

every possible liability. He gave statistics showing that the

loss for the first year was £724, since when the profits had gradually

risen until last year they amounted to £490,527. The total earnings

during the nine years were £1,174,099. Having explained the relations

lietween the company and the Dunlop Tyre Company, the chairman

dealt with the conditions of the motor trade. There was almost sure,

he said, to come a depression in the 'bus motor trade, but it was not

correct to say there was anything like a crisis. There was, however, a

revolution going on in the trade. It was a great mistake to suppose

that there was less demand for motors than formerly. On the contrary,

it was increasing. It was larger this year than it had ever been, but

the question of the future was one of capital. He prophesied that the

small makers would eventually be absorbed by the larger. The report,

recommendinga dividend of 100 per cents was adopted.

Dennis Brothers.—The eighth annual report of Dennis Brothers,

Ltd., of Guildford, is just out, showing exceptionally good results. The

directors recommend paying the usual dividend of 12J per cent, and

carrying forward to the reserve fund the sum of £12,000. This after

paying off the amount standing to the goodwill of the company, and

also starting an extra building depreciation fund with £2,000.

Rover Company.—The annual meeting of the Rover Company was

held on Tuesday at Coventry, Sir F. Dixon-Hartland, M.P., presiding.

In proposing the adoption of the report and the payment of a dividend

of 10 per cent, the chairman said the past year had been a very success

ful one. The Rover Company had been able to increase its earnings,

and he ascribed this to the company having taken up the business of

motor making. He reminded the meeting that the cost of removing to

new works had all been paid out of capital, and called attention to

£30,000 goodwill having been written oft. Mr. H. Smith (managing

director) seconded, and the report was adopted. An extraordinary

meeting was afterwards held, when a resolution was adopted lor the

creation of £50,000 new capital.

A QUESTION OF HIRE.

How long the hirer of a motor-car is to be expected to wait during

breakdowns was the interesting point raised at the bearing of an action

in the Clerkenwell Court, on Monday. The Park Motor Company, of

Tottenham Court Road, sued far £4 10s. for hire of a oar.

Mr. Brooks, of Canonbury, the defendant, explained the circum

stances of his Enster Monday outing. The journey was to be to St.

Albans. Within two miles of St. Albans the tyre punctured, and there

was a stop of about forty-five minutes. On the way home, near Watford,

another puncture occurred. The six occupants waited in the town two

or three hours, and then, the car not being lepaireri, they decided to

return by train. At that moment a car arrived to hold three persons,

but they had then taken their tickets.

Mr. Jacobs, solicitor for plaintiffs, said a telephone order was given

for a car for three or four people and, it might be, two children. The

car was despatched, and six adults entered it for the journey. The first

puncture was attended to by the chauffeur. Unfoitunately, it being

Bank Holiday, there was no place where men were available to repair

the second mishap. The defendant counterclaimed for 18s. 2d., repre

senting the cost of railway fares and telephone messages. Evidence was

given that on receiving a telephone meesace the plaintiffs promptly des

patched another car, with a spare cover and tube.

Mr. White, for the defendant, submitted that the plaintiffs could

not recover. The party was to be taken out and brought back again.

They could not be expected to wait for an indefinite lime after a break

down.

The judge said the misfortune did not happen through any fault on

plaintiffs' part. The chauffeur did all he could under t he circumstances,

and had the party waited long enough they conld have returned to

London by motor-car. The verdict would be lor the plaintiffs on the

claim and counterclaim.

—oooaaa—

In view of the great success of the Standard six-cylinder car, Mr.

Charles FrisweD, chairman of the Standard Motor Company, Ltd., is

leaving England on December 6th for India, in order to thoroughly

establish the " Standard" business in that country.

PUBLIC MOTOR SERVICES.

Tradesmen in the Western Road, Brighton, which is the principal

route of the motor-'buses, are petitioning the local authorities to obtain

relief from the alleged annoyance caused by these vehicles.

The London Cab-Owners' Federation are petitioning the Home

Secretary with a view to the introduction of the taximeter in horse-drawn

cabs, with a minimum fare of sixpence. The comparative times and faro

for a motor-taxicab, a horse-drawn taxicab, and an ordinary hansom for

a distance up to three miles are as follows :—

Ordinary

Motor Horsed Hansom

Taxicab. Taxicab. To-day.

4 min., 8d. ... 6 min., 6d. _ 6 min., Is. Od.

8 min., Is. 4d. ... 12 min., Is. Od. „ 12 min., Is. Od.

12 min., 2s. Od. ... 18 min., Is. Ud. ... 18 min., Is. 6d.

The saving is in time on the motor-taxicab and in money on the horsed

variety.

During the ensuing session of Parl:ament a bill is to be promoted

by the Widnes Town Council authorising the l tinning and working of

motor-omnibuses by the Corporation.

A public meeting at Heme Hill has parsed a resolution protesting

against the use of the Dulwich road and neighbourhood aa a route for

motor-'buses.

The receipts from the Eastbourne motor-omnibuses for the week

ended the 2nd inst. were £144 17s. Id., and tbe total number of

passengers carried 26,791.

lmile

2 miles

3 miles

 

3i The 40-h.p. Six-Cylinder Napier Landanlet recently supplied to Mr.

J. Coleman, of Gatton Park, Surrey.

CLAIM AOAINST MOTORIST.

In the Civil Court at the Manchester Assizes, before Mr. Justice

Pickford, William Nut ha 11, of Levenshulme, claimed damages for

having been run into and injured by a motor-brougham belonging to Mr.

H. N. Bickerton, of Marp'e, on May 10th, at Denton. In his summing-

up the judge said that whilst drivers of motor-cars were bound t" be

careful there was some obligation also resting on foot passengers. Many

persons did not like motor-cars ; but they were here, they had come to

stay, and the public had to accept it. These vehicles had become such

common objects that people crossing highways ought to be on the look

out. In ordinary circumstances he should think the jury would have

little hesitation in sayinu that a person stepping suddenly in front of a

vehicle which was admittedly running at a speed of not more than four

or five miles an hour, without looking, was guilty of carelessness. It

was a question for the jury whether the accident was contributed to by

any negligence on the part of the chauffeur in not blowing his horn when

parsing the tramcar. The jury, after a short delibetation, said they

were of opinion that there had been negligence on both sides, and judg

ment was entered for the defendant.

wMw

Some attractive cards have been issued showing the record of suc

cesses on " Shell " spirit during the past season.

The old-established coach -building business of Mr. Frank Allen at

27-29, Long Acre, London, W.C., has been absorbed by the Connanght

Motor and Carriage Company, at the head of which is Mr. S. C. ( !od-

fiey, late manager of the Victoria Carriage Company. In addition to

carrying on the body building part of the business and agencies for

Renault and Siddeley cars, the new concern has secured the sole agency

for the N.A.G. cars, built by the Neue Automobile Gesellschaft, of

Berlin.
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

NOVEMBER.

A SPARKING PLUQ'S SOLILOQUY.

8th (F.).—Society of Motor Manufacturers and Traders' Dinner, Grand

Hotel. Charing Cross. Mr. E. Manville in the chair.

llth-23rd.—Olympia Motor-Car Exhibition.

12th-30th.—Paris Motor Show.

13th (W.).—Annual Dinner of the Motor Union at the Hotel Great Cen-

■ tral, London.

15th.—The " Industrial Motor Review "for November will be published.

20th (W.).—Institute of Automobile Engineers. Address by Col. R. E.

Qrompton. •

22ad-30th.—Stanley Show.

23rd.—The third .Olympia Show number of the Motor-Car Journal will

be issued.

30th (S.).—Annual Dinner of the North London A.C. at the Midland

Grand Hotel, London.

DECEMBER.

2nd (M.).—Cheshire A.C. annual dinner.

4th (W.).—Southend and District M.C. annual dinner.

5th (Th.).—Exhibition at Berlin.

7th (S.).—Annual Dinner and Presentation of Prizes in connection with

the Essex Motor Club.

Annual dinner of the Hertfordshire C. AC.

18th (M.).—General Committee of the Motor Union.

21st (S.).—Opening of the Brussels Exhibition.

26th (Th.).—Annual Reliability Trial of the Motor Union of Western

India.

4t,h-llth.

JANUARY, 1908.

-Dublin Motor Show.

FEBRUARY.

7th-15th.—Manchester Motor Show at Belle Vue.

MARCH.

2,st-2Sth.—Cordingley's Motor-Car Show at the Agricultural Ball,

Nov. 9th -5. 20

10th—5.18

Lightinq-up Times—London.

... 11th—5.16 ... 13th—5.13

._ 12th—5.14 ... 14th—6.15

CLAIM BY A MOTORI5T.

15th—5.10

16th—5.9

In a case just heard at the Salford County Court, the plaintiff was

Ernest Jones, of Urmston, and the defendants were Thomas Ogden and

John Jones, of Urmston. It was Hated that the defendant Jones, re

quiring ahorse and driver in addition to his own, in order to remove

some furniture from Urmston to Knutsford, hired a horse from the

defendant Ogden and also Ogden's servant, a man named Haddock. On

April 24 last, plaintiff was driving his motor-car in Urmston Lane, when

i he saw Jones's van with the two horses approaching him with no man

in attendance. He slowed down and sbouted, but there wa»

no response and the v.tn caught the motor-car, carried away the

dashboard, and did other damage. Then the defendant Jones and

t he man Haddock, who it was stated had been lagging behind, came

np, and Haddock, who arrived first, apologised for not being in charge

of the horses. Mr. M'Keever said the facts had made it clear that he

should not ask for a verdict as against Jones, and his Honour gave

jidsrment for plaintiff as against Ogden for the amonnt claimed - -£9

—and for the defendant with costs in the case of J. R. Jones. Plain

tiff was also given costs against Ogden.

POLICE TRAPS.

Near Whinneymore Lane, on the London Road, at Retford, is a

police "control."

A measured distance of 1,100 yards is worked by the police

between the toll gate and the cemetery at Alnwick.

Motorists travelling on the Epsom-Leatherhead road should be

wary when approaching the former pla^e.

In the parish of Walberton, on the Chichester road, the police have

a measured distance.

At Skellow and also at Rossington are police traps leading to the

West Riding Police Court at Doncaster.

A trap is being frequently worked between the Nag's Head

and Whinneymoor Lane at Retford.

There is a police trap at Ball's Hut, near Arundel, on the hill

both ways.

Owing to !tbe extension of the business of the Motor Accessories

Company, of 55, Gt. Marlborough Street, W., it has been found necessary

bv the proprietor, Mr. \V. J. Shaw, to take into partnership his brother,

Mr. H. E. Shaw, who has a wide experien;e in motors and accessories.

So very simple and useful is my construction and purpose, and so

seldom am I productive of trouble, considering the severity of the work

which is thrown upon me, that the average motorist gives, I am afraid,

small thought to the matter of my construction once I am screwed into

the cylinder and connected to the coil. Nevertheless in proportion to

my size there can be small doubt that I embody more exacting con

formity to olose and contradictory requirements than any other portion

of that curiously perplexing device, the internal combustion motor.

First of all, I must he a plug in the absolute sense of the word, capable

of resisting high temperatures and high pressures and remaining gas

tight throughout all ranges of both and with a liberal allowance for

unusual conditions. Second, I must form a perfect insulation for the

current, throughout the same conditions, and regardless of the

presence of my enemies, oil or soot. Third, I must spark when

ever the current is passed through me, which is to say that

I must show no tendency to accumulate foreign matter on my sparking

points, to become short-circuited for this or any other reason, and that

my sparking action must be available not alone throughout a wide range

of temperature and pressure conditions, but also throughout the widest,

possible range of electrical pressures, thus reducing the necessity of

frequent adjustment of my friends the contact breaker or trembler. The

insulating materials available for my formation, that is to say, those which

are capable of resisting the effects of heat, are, I am sorry to say, either

brittle, hard to work, or possess properties of expansion under heat so

different from those of the metals used in my body as to render me

useful only under standard conditions of temperature, unless special

provisions are made. All things considered, it is rather more to be

wondered at that I last as long as I do than that I fail occasionally

under strenuous conditions of servitude.

BUSINESS NEWS.

Mr. H. Waymouth Prance, A. I.E E., is open to advise visitors

to the Olympia Exhibition with regard to moto'-ears generally.

Messrs. H. M. Hobson, Ltd., have decided to extend the

guarantee of the Pognon ping from six months to twelve mouths.

The Daimler Motor Company announce that they have estab

lished a depot at No. 3, Plaza Celenque, Calle Arenal, Madrid, where

models of the latest Daimler car as well as a stock of spare parts

will be kept. ■ ,

The Gripwell Tread of the Roberts Non-Skid Motor Tyre Tread

Manufacturing Company, of Sc. Mary's Row, Birmingham, is a tread

in which the studs are built up into the canvas and rubber foundation,

which is then vulcanised to the cover in the ordinary way, just as a

plain round tread. This has been before motorists for months, and no

complaint h»s yet been received by the makers—a fact which speaks

highly for its general good quality. The company's detachable bands

are proving popular, whilst the " Fixquick " Band is showing equally

satisfactory. The Roberts Automatic l'yre Tester is simple in manipu

lation and a good means to economy in connection with tyres.

The working parts of the Hotchkiss car which recently completed

a 15,000 miles tour in Great Britain and Ireland, under the observation

of the Royal A.C, will be on view at the stand of the London andParisian

motor Company, Ltd., at Olympia.

Although they applied for 800 ft. of floor space at Olympia, the

British Petroleum fiompany, Ltd., have to be content with 135 ft. They

are trusting, however, to be able to find room there to make clear the

merits of both " Shell " spirit and their -760 heavy spirit.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

-♦—

All communications intended for insertion in this Journal or relating

to Editorial matleri should be addressed to The Editorial DBPAK*-

mknt, Motor-Car Journal, 27-33, Charing Cross Road, London

W.C., and must be written on one side of the paper only. Letters mast n»

all cases be accompanied by the name and address of the writer, at no

notice will be taken of anonymous communications.

The Editors cannot undertake to return MSS. or drawings, .although

every effort will be made to do so in the case of rejected communications

Where such are regarded as of value, correspondents are requested to

retain copies.

The Editors do not hold themselves responsiblefor the opinions expres**o\

by their correspondents, or for statements andfacts which do not appear

in the editorial columns.

To insure insertion communications and contributions must be in

the Editors' hands by Tuesday forenoon of the week in which the same

are intended to appear. Disappointmentmay be caused by non-compliance

with this rule, and to avoid this earlier receipt, ifpossible, is necessary.

Photographers, both professional and amateur, are invited to send

photographs of current events or ofmotoring scenes and incidents. The fre,

if any, required for reproduction should be stated in each case, otherwise

no liability will be accepted.

The Editors and Publishers beg also to state that they will accept no

responsibility for unsolicited contributions, even if used, unless payment

tor same is directly specified inforwarding, and the terms arranged beftrt

publication.
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"THE INDUSTRIAL MOTOR REVIEW."

" THE INDUSTRIAL MOTOR REVIEW," which, established

in February, 1903, can claim to be the oldest journal in

the world exclusively devoted to the interests of the com

mercial and industrial motor vehicle, has been acquired by

Messrs. Cordingley & Co., and is now published from the office

of The Motor Car Journal, 27-33, Charing Cross Road,W.C.

It will continue to be issued as a Monthly Review, devoted to

the development of the Industrial Motor Vehicle, and afford

ing a means ofinter-communication between users and makers

of commercial vehicles of every description. Under the

new proprietary, those features which have proved accept

able in the past will be continued and extended, while

innovations to increase its influence with all interested in

the motor movement will be introduced.

'The Industrial Motor Review" is published at 6d. ; post

free 8id., on the 15th of the month. Annual subscription,

8s. post free.

ALTHOUGH we do not believe ia the

imposition of the ten- mile limit for

motor-cars as a general principle,

we are not inclined t3 raise a controversy

with the Local Government Board for agree-

--_ ing to such a restriction of speed at Hand-

cross. Possibly it may be regarded as a

- concession to public opinion. After such a

mishap as that which happened to a motor

'bus there last year, something had to be

done. No cne was quite clear as to the

most fitting way of dealing with the matter until some months

after, when the East Sussex County Council secured an Inquiry

to secure a limitation of speed. This has now been granted, and

the order will shortly be issued from Whitehall. What a chance

for the police !

 

The

Future Demand.

At many of the meetings of motor

companies recently the chairmen, in

moving the adoption of the reports, have

referred to some of the tendencies exist

ing in the automobile industry, and have

generally confirmed the opinions ex

pressed in these columns with regard to the present position and

the outlook for the future. Last week Mr. W. L. Sleigh, the

chairman of Rossleigh, Ltd., the well-known Scottish motor

agency, spoke at the meeting of that company and mentioned

the fact that buyers of big cars at high prices were not very

numerous at the moment. At the present time, when the

mechanically-propelled vehicle was carrying all before it, and

every year becoming less a luxury and more a necessity, it was

satisfactory to see manufacturers trying to reduce costs. The

consensus of opinion seemed to be that the principal trade would

centre around a moderate-priced car about £300 to £400, and

of about lG-h.p. to 20-h.p. There would, of course, always be the

modele de luxe car, the car of the wealthy, from £1,000 up, and

there would, in the opinion of Mr. Sleigh, be a certain demand

for a small runabout car.

♦ ♦ ♦

There will be no Tourist Trophy

Race in the Isle of Man next year on a

fuel consumption basis, as the Royal A. C.

has come to the conclusion that manu

facturers are now in possession of all the

data which can be useful to them as

obtained from races in which the amount of fuel allowed is

limited. The fixing of a delinita allowance of fuel for a given

distance afforded an easy means of limiting the engine-power

and consequently the speed of the competing cars. The Tourist

The Last of the

Tourist Trophy.

Trophy Race was always a test with the one object of evolving

the most efficient and most economical form of touring car of the

moderate horse-power required by the ordinwy user, and

the conditions left a great deal to the ingenuity of the

manufacturer, inducing him to experiment in various ways

with the object of improving his own particular produc

tions, since the race was not confined to existing standard

types. The purpose of the race has apparently been fulfilled,

and the Competitions Committee of the Royal A.C. has

therefore been considering for some time past the practicability

of holding a race in the Isle of Man, which will give considerable

scope to the manufacturers, and at the same time compare

favourably with any of the Continental races from the sporting

point of view. The proposition put forward is that if the

sanction of the Island authorities can be obtained a speed race

of about 350 miles shall be held there, the race to be based on

maximum bore and minimum weight. Cars will be eligible the

D-n of whose cylinders does not exceed sixty-four (D repre

senting the' diameter of the cylinders and N the number), and

which, in the case of internal combustion engines, shall not have

less than four working cylinders. The minimum weight will be

1,800 lbs., which shall exclude driver, mechanic, spare parts, spare

tyres, tools, but shall include petrol, oil and water.

♦ ♦ ♦

In June of the present year a sub

committee of the Society of Motor Manu-

The Touring Car facturers and Traders w;is appointed to

Defined. consider the holding of the International

Motor Contest of Great Britain next

year, and also to secure the definition of

a touring car for competition. This has met several times, and

the members have now agreed that cars should be divided for

the purpose of competitions into a number of classes in accordance

with the R.A.C. rating, and that there should be fixed in con

nection with each class—(a) A minimum total weight including

passengers ; (b) a minimum surface presented to wind resistance ;

(c) a minimum resistance area for wings ; (d) a minimum

distance between the dashboard and back axle ; (e) that every

car should carry four passengers, except smaller cars, which

should be required to carry only two passengers. In order to

arrive at the proper weights and measurements in connection

with each category, Mr. G. A. Burls tabulated information con

cerning 243 cars. on the market, and upon the results of his

inquiry conclusions.were come to which form the basis on which

the table on page 817 was based.- This has, npw been adopted

by the Expert Committee of the "Royal A.C, and it is hoped

that the definition will be accepted by all motor clubs throughout

the United Kingdom in connection with their competitions

next year.
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The 1908

Event.

Following this acceptance of a defi

nition for touring cars cornea an an

nouncement of the decision of the Society

of Motor Manufacturers with regard to

the multiplicity of competitions in which

makers are invited to participate. They

consider that these have become a tax upon the trade out of all

proportion to the benefits obtained, and that next year the

Royal A.C. should organise one great event only. Having con

sidered many suggestions as to the form of the Trial, as well as

to the system of classification, the committee of the society have

decided in favour of classification by cylinder dimension. They

are recommending that next year there should be held an Inter

national Motor Contest to be organised by a joint committee of

the Royal A.A. and the Society of Motor Manufacturers.

These tbey suggest should consist of (a) 2,000 miles relia

bility trial on the road starting from and returning to

London, (b) twenty miles of timed hill climbs to be included in

the long distance, and the trial to terminate with (c) a 200 miles

race on the Brooklands Track. The records are to be time

records throughout, and will consist of time lost (a) on the road,

(b) in climbing the hills, (c) in the race 011 the track, and (d) in

filling petrol tanks. The latter record is to be based on the

idea that a minute is lost in respect to every gallon filled into

the petrol tank of a car throughout the contest. Tyre delays

will be duly counted. Detachable wheels and rims will, however

 

The above illustration depicts the Star 30-h.p. Six-Cylinder Car,

placed by Mr. H. C. Hall, tbe Colonial Treasurer, at the disposal of

the Crown Prince of Portugal daring; his recent stay in Pretoria.

His Royal Highness is seated at the side of the driver, while at the

rear is Lord Selborne.

be permitted. It is to be noted that such qualities as silence,

flexibility, absence of vibration, &c, which the prospective

motorist can judge in the course of a short trial run on his own

account, will be ignored in connection with the trial now proposed.

♦ ♦ ♦

Thk old story of Bruce and the spider

was illustrated when an unsuccessful

Try, Try. Try attempt on obe hour and 100 miles

Again. records was made on Friday at Brook-

lands by Mr. J. K. Ilutton on a 120-b.p.

Mercedes. Mr. Ilutton started at noon,

•ut on reaching the fork on the first lap his petrol pipe broke

and he was compelled to make a later start to allow of the

defective part being mended. Another start was effected, but

the timing apparatus was not ready, and it was with difficulty

that Mr. Hutton was brought to a halt. About a dozen people

with flags waved for him to stop at the fcrk, but Mr. Hutton 'a

mind was centred wholly on his car, and it was not until he had

passed for the third time that Lis attention was attracted by the

rJa^s. At 2.30 yet another start was made, and it appealed as

if he would have no difficulty in creating new records. The

first four laps were covered at about 90 miles an hour, and the

engine appeared to be running very smoothly, but in the fifth

lap a water joint broke, and he had to abandon all hope of

making any further attempt for the day. But Mr. Hutton will

try again.

' ♦ ♦ ♦

Perhaps one of the most important

announcements at the dinner of the

Motor Daimler Motor Company on Saturday—

Scholarships. if we except the intimation that the

King has ordered the new badge of the

R.A.C. illustrated in our issue of Sep

tember 7th to be affixed to all Royal motor-cars — was the

announcement by Mr. E. Manville that the company had decided

to offer a number of scholarships tenable at their works. The

directors propose to offer these scholarships to successful candi

dates in an engineering examination in July next. There will

be one major and four minor awards, the holders to be

entitled to a two years' course in the Daimler shops ut

Coventry, together with instruction and supervision in the

theoretical side of automobile engineering. In addition

the holder of the major scholarship will receive £100 per annum

for the two years he passes in the works, while the winners of

the minor scholarships will receive £20 yearly during the same

period. In order that the Company shall not lose the cervices

of those whom they thus train, the holders of tbe scholarships

must agree to work with the Company for a further two years,

at a salary of not less than £150 per annum, if their services be

desired. Professor Silvanus Thompson and Dr. Hele-Shaw are

associated with the directors in the development of the scheme,

which is interesting as pioneering the way for systematic in

struction in the motor workshops of this country.

Automobile

Instruction.

In thus initiating a new policy the

Daimler Company are to be congratu

lated. Our columns have recently tes

tified to the universal interest that

attaches to instruction in motor-car work,

and at most of the polytechnics through

out the country courses of study are being arranged, but it is

the first occasion that a private concern has thus boldly gone

forward, not only in finding an opening for intellectual young

engineers, but in devising a plan of utilising their services when

that is complete. One of the most notable features of the de

velopment of Motorism has been the presence of so man}' young

men in the business as well as in the shops. Circumstances

have conspired to give the industry an influx of young and

enterprising fellows, and their learning on right lines is one of

the most hopeful signs that the British section of the industry

will maintain a proud position in the world's automobile business

—not only on the commercial but also on the technical side.

Level Railway

Crossings.

Those who have motored on the Con

tinent have been painfully aware of the

dangers that lurk in the level crossings

on the main roads. They are met with

more frequently in some parts of France

tban here, but even in England they are

a sufficient feature of the landscape to warrant inquiry by the

Motor Union. The Union is instituting this investigation

with a view of subsequently approaching the Board of i'rade

on tbe matter, and meanwhile information on about eight

important matters is required by the organisation with a view

of laying a detailed and accurate report concerning these

crossings before the Board of Trade. Motorists throughout

the country can assist this movement by sending any infor

mation they may possess to Mr. Rees Jeffreys, who specially

desires information on the following points:— (1) Actual

lmgth of time j;ates are closed for the purpose of allowing

trains to pass; (2) number of tiains passing per day ; (3) condi

tion of roadway over crossing ; (4) whether crossing is as wide as

road on either side of it; (5) whetl er portions of tiains are
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allowed to stand on crossings adjoining stations owing to insuffi

cient platform ; (6) whether any shunting is done over the

crossing ; (7) particulars of any accidents caused by the level

crossing ; and (8) whether crossings are sufficiently lighted at

night.

♦ ♦ ♦

It is expected that the entries for the

forthcoming Reliability Trials of the

The Western Motor Union of Western India will con-

India Trials. stitute a record for the Dependency.

Tbe event is arousing considerable in

terest at Bombay, Calcutta, and Madras,

while British and Continental competitors should add to the

excitement. It will commence on Boxing Day, and continue to

December 29th, the four stages being from Bombay to Poona,

from the latter place to Kolhapur, from thence to Mahableshwar,

and return to Bombay. There will be five categories, deter

mined by tbe selling prices of the vehicles in the competition.

Mahableshwar is again included in the itinerary, and there is no

more charming journey than that over the beautiful red roads

from Panchgani to Mahableshwar, while the seation from Satara

Motor-car Imports

and Exports.

business, and it was not even mentioned that the latter has a

high opinion of the White steam car, as have a good many

peoplo on this side of the Atlantic.

♦ ♦ ♦

A further notible decline took place

last month in the importation of foreign

motor-cars and parts into this country.

The number of complete vehicles which

reached the United Kingdom during

October was 368, their value being

given at £153,132. Parts were responsible for an additional

£196,540, which gives a total of only £349,672, as against

£358,255 in the corresponding month of last year. For the

first nine months of the current year the figures are :—Number

of cars imported, 4,206 ; value of same, £1,828,356; imports of

motor parts, £2,132,142; total, £3,960,498. For the similar

period of 1906 they were :—5,201 cars of a value of £2,199,199 ;

parts, £1,598,686 ; total, £3,797,885. Turning to the exports

of British motor-cars and parts, these continue to show a steady

expansion, October's total of £156,416 forming a now record.

The number of vehicles shipped during the ten mouths ending

 

A General View of the Paris Salon which. opeued on Tuesday.last.

to Kolhapur will be quite new to even those who are familiar

with other sections of the route. Mr. N. M. Marshall, who is

joint secretary with Capt. Hutchinson of the Motor Union of

Western India, is organising the event. Plans are in progress for

the camp at Kolhapur to be laid out in most attractive Indian

fashion.

♦ ♦ ♦

Mit. F. A. Coleman, having been

"Spy'd" in "Vanity Fair," has now

The White Car reached another rung on the ladder of

Vanlt^Falr famo he has been climbins since he

" became identified with the White steam

cars. Last week he entertainfd a

company of friends and colleagues to dinner at the Ritz Hotel,

and demonstrated his excellent powers as a host. The gentle

men prosent included Earl Russell, Earl de la Warr, the Hon.

Arthur Stanley, M.P., Sir Edgar Boebm, Bart., Colonel Holden,

Mr. Harvey du Cros, M.P., Mr. C. D. Rose, M.P., Mr. J. W.

Hunt, Mr. Heckstall-Smith, and many other well-known men.

Only two toasts were proposed, the King of England and the

President of the United States. Not a word was said about

with October last was 1,881, of a value of £694,332; to this

have to be added parts estimated at £397,838, which gives a

combined total of £1,092,170, as contrasted with only £615,665

in the corresponding period of 1906.

♦ ♦ ♦

A conference has lately been held

between the various organisations con-

, . _. . nected with the motor trade with regardStandard Threads. ,. . i i r c ft .

to the new standard for fine threads

adopted by the Engineering Standards

Committee being applicable to the con

ditions of automobile construction. After some discussion, a

summary of which appeal* on another page, there seemed to be

general agreement as to the suitability of the British standard

fine threads for employment in motor-car construction. Atten

tion was also drawn to the advantage in lightening the existing

Whitworth standard fine threads by reducing their width across

the flats when employed in motor-car construction. The

desirability of adding certain special standard threads to those

already standardised by the committee was also considered.
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HOW MOTOR CABBIES OBTAIN

THEIR LICENCES.

I WONDER if our country cousir.s, or, for the matter of tbat,

the London public, are aware of the extreme care the

Metropolitan Police authorities take of them as regards

their safety when travelling, especially in cabs, in the metropolis.

Let me just give a brief outline of the ordeal a man has to pass

through to gain a licence to drive a hackney carriage propelled

by mechanical power, i.e., the taxi-cab.

He must first present himself at Scotland Yard, whero a

form is filled up stating name, address, age, height, colour of

eyes, and description of complexion. He is then presented with

a book entitled, " List from which questions may be put to

applicants for licences to act as hackney drivers, to test their

knowledge of London." The questions, which number roughly

about 1,500, consist of routes, squares, hospitals, clubs, public

buildings, theatres, police and county courts, &c. Not knowing

on which particular page he will be examined, the applicant must

perforce commit most of the matter to memory if he desires to

pass on his first application (which does not often happen).

Catch questions such as "Drive me from Westminster Guildhall

to Clerkenwell Sessions House," and again, "Drive me- from

Broad Sanctuary to North London Sessions House, both, of

course, being precisely the same routes, are often put, and if he

 

A Snapshot in the Rue de la Faix, Paris, showing how motor-oars are

now outnumbering horse-drawn vehicles.

fails to answer two out of fifty questions fired at him. at railroad

speed he (whether absolutely penniless or not is all one t3 the

bard-hearted examiner) is put back for a week to pore anew over

the " list from which questions, &c." Answers to all may be

found, he is told, in the London Directory, but some want a

" bit " of finding.

We take it he passes the " knowledge of London " test. He

now receives a " requisition," which is a form he has to have

filled up by his late employer and two householders in the

district where he resides, to certify that he is capable, by being

steady, sober, and of good character, to apply for hire with a

hackney carriage propelled by mechanical power. I may add

that there is a note to the effect that the applicant must appear

for his licence clean and tidy, or the notice curtly tells him that

he may be refused. With this requisition he joyfully hies him

self to the Motor Cab Company, who, on seeing the requisition,

hand him over to an instructor to be thoroughly taught the art

of driving their cabs, great care being taken to test him in traffic,

hill climbing, and the many police regulations. If a fairly smart

man, his instructor pronOuiujes him fit, after the necessary instruc

tion. He is then sent to Scotland Yard with about seven others, and

at 2 p.m. is taken in hand by an Inspector, first to reverse the cab

through trn archway, where so many men, though excellent drivers,

fail through sheer nervousness. Such little details as looking back-'

wards too often, one side to the other, or momentarily removing

both hands from the steering wheel in altering his speed lever

on coming out, often fails a man, and the much-dreaded " Near

side ! Next man up ! " proclaims that he has failed and cannot,

unless petitioning the Commissioner, enter the test for another

fortnight—the second failure means a month's wait. Presuming

he is lucky enough to pass the reversing test, the Inspector

mounts the box and the ordeal of traffic has to be gone through.

A favourite route is, out of the " Yard," over Westminster

Bridge, where on the other side one is apt to pass a tram on

one's off side, crossing Waterloo Bridge, Strand and City. The

Mansion House is a particularly tricky centre, as even a good

driver might pass on the wrong side of one of the many obelisks,

as the order of certain streets is not giveu until almost reached.

Trafalgar Square and Parliament Street are other favourite

traps for the novice.

The lucky ones who have passed the driving test give the

applicant the friendly " wire " that hand signals more than

moderate use of horn are noted with satisfaction by the " powers

that be," and when seeing the gouty old colonel ponderously

crossing the road in Clubland, to pull up and exclaim, " All

rieht, sir, no hurry " ; or in the City, to an excited old lady,

" Take your time, madam ! I'll wait ! " brings forth from the

- much-dreaded judge, " That's right, my man." Among the 101

things that cause failure and tbe " Near side, next man up "

command are changing speeds noisily, stopping dead between

two pavements, thereby causing pedestrians to go round the cab,

neglect to give hand signals, remaining too long on tramlines, or

behind a crawling " growler," accidental stopping of the engine,

non-use of horn, remaining longer than necessary on second

speed. One man who failed twice was heard to bitterly remark,

" A man has to think of about a dozen things and do four of them

all at once," which is about true, and knowing tbat a lynx-eyed

inspector is closely watching every movement of hands and feet,

a man can be considered fortunate indeed if he succeeds in

getting through the first time.

■«w After he has passed the driving test, and his references are

considered good, he is graciously allowed to pay 5s. for his police

licence and badge, besides the 5s. motor driver's licence to the

L.C.C., which he must purchase before he even touches the

steering wheel. Before receiving the cab, and the pleasant news

tbat he may commence earning money, he receives an instructive

lesson on the chassis, so that, in case of a breakdown, if he is

fairly intelligent and takes an interest in his work, he can repair

or put right any little matter which, however simple, often stops

a car.

The Motor Cab Company then fit him with uniform and

accessories, macintoshes, cleaning coats, &c. He is placed, with

a new cab and taximeter complete, on the road, and duly

cautioned that politeness and civility cost nothing, and impressed

with the fact that wherever he is, and whatever time, if the flag

of his taximeter is up he is bound to accept any fare. This will,

I think, show the public how carefully the police study their

comfort and safety, and also contradict those novelists whose

heroes are so often cut off with the proverbial shilling, and,

going to a friendly cab' proprietor, secure a cab being placed at

their disposal. A. N.■ ■aoococw

— -"i In speaking of the ratios of change speed gears of cars, a

simple way of easily obtaining them on any car is as follows :—

Engage the clutch and the gears of which the ratios are to be

determined. Mark the driving road wheel at its lowest point,

and the floor with chalk. Also mark the fly-wheel so as to be

able to count its revolutions. Then push the car, counting the

revolutions on the fly-wheel until the chalk mark on the driving

wheels is again at its lowest point. The ratio will be the number

of turns of the fly-wheel to one of the driving wheel. If, for

example, the fly-wheel has turned two and one-quarter times,

the ratio is two and one-quarter to one. By measuring the

distance between the chalk marks on tho floor in feet, and

dividing it into 5,280, will give the number of turns the driving

wheels make in one mile. Multiplying this quotient by the

number of turns made by the fly-wheel will give the number of

revolutions the motor makes in one mile.
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CONTINENTAL N0TE5.

The Paris Salon.

The tenth annual Paris Salon was opened with great cc'at on

Tuesday last by M. Fallieres, the President of the French

Republic. The display it, as usual, held in the Grand Palais on

the Champs Elysees, and the scheme of decoration and lighting is,

if possible, on a more magnificent scale than ever. Every

available foot of space is occupied, the exhibit! in the main

building being confined to pleasure cars and the thousand-and-

one accessories and components that go to form the modem

•automobile. The industrial motor-vehicles, motor-boats, and

machine tools are shown in a separate temporary building which

has been erected on the Place des Invalided, on the opposite side

of the river Seine. This branch shows a considerable extension

over last year, and is a busy scene of activity, engines and

machines being everywhere shown in operation. In both

sections of the Salon there are many interesting features which

will be fully dealt with in our next and succeeding issue',

pressure on our space in connection with the Olympia Show

compelling us to hold over our report of that in Paris until

next week.

failures or suspensions in the French trade, and it must now be

admitted that the industry is passing through a very acute crisis,

the issue of which will be difficult to foresee, and may depend

upon the hopes held out by the turnover at the Salon. The total

number of men, including those left for military service, appren

tices given leave, and those employed but, a nominal number of

hours per day, is stated to be quite 10,000. The movement bas

by no means stopped, and it is fairly certain that a certain

number of amalgamations and working arrangements are likely

to result from the present situation, more especially as concerns

the interior trade of France.

<♦ ♦ ♦

Public Services in Montenegro.

It is reported from Cettinje that the Montenegro postal

authorities ate preparing to establish a number of public motor

car services for the transport, not only of the mails, but also of

passengers.

♦ ♦ ♦

Luminous Road Signs in France.

Luminous signs are now beginning to be seen in the French

Littoral district, 10 enable chauffeurs to find their way at night.

This is the more neoessary because of the influx of foreign cart

 

Cars arriving at the Paris Salon.

The Position of the French Motor-car Industry.

1 The gravity of the crisis in the motorcar industry

in France may be gauged from the fact that, almost

«n the eve ot the opening of the French Salon, the

deputy for the Ivry district of Paris called attention in the

French Chamber of Deputies to the grave state of affairs, and, in

*>rder to impress upon the Government the fact that distress

among workmen was already apparent, he proceeded to request

■an allocation of a thousand pounds in the provisions of the

Budget now under discussion for the relief of the indigent

families engaged in the motor-car and allied industries. The

motion was, of course, negatived, but the figures put forward by

the deputy in support of the proposal were eloquent. The

•commencement of the slack season among motor - car

factories, at least in France, is at hand, and at the time

when the French deputy made up his return there was

•an official figure] of 4,600 men thrown out of employ

ment, without counting the hundreds who have left for

temporary or regulation military service, and there are also

numbers in partial employment, and nearly all are working

fihort hours. ^Since this incident there have been several other

to the southern resorts of France in the early winter and spring.

Around Nice are placed electrically illuminated signs instructing

motorists to proceed at a speed of 10 kilometres per hour inside

the town limits.

♦ ♦ ♦

Another Light Car Trial.

The Automobile Club of Marseilles has decided to hold a

race for light cars in May next year. Three classes will be

provided, viz. : (1) Single-cylinder cars up to a maximum bore of

100 mm. ; (2) ditto, up to 125 mm. ; and (3) four-cylindor

vehicles, maximum bore 95 mm.

♦ ♦ ♦

Miscellaneous Items.

The first licence to a woman driver of a public motor-cab in

Berlin has just been issued. The annual Dutch motor-car

exhibition is to be held in Amsterdam from the 17th to the 26th

January next. It is expected that the automobile exhibition

in Berlin will be opened on December 5th by the Kaiser. It

is reported that the Nervion Engineering and Shipbuilding

Works at Bilbao, Spain, are arranging to take up the construction

of motor-cars on the Daimler system.

D
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A DOCTOR'S MOTORING EXPERIENCE

IN JAMAICA.

By Jas. Johnston, M.D.

IT HAVE much pleasure in forwarding to the M.C.J, some

| photos of my substitute for a motor-pit. This trestle

■■- serves the purpose admirably, is built on a level with what

we call a "barbecue," that connects my dispensary and out-

rooms. It also has the advantage of being portable; my

coloured man takes it down and re-stows it, or puts it up when

wanted in twenty minutes or half-an-hour.

My car is a Stanley steamer, and, in my opinion, is just the

machine for the colonies. Its fuel is kerosine oil, thus dispensing

with the costly (2s. 6d. per gallon) gasoline, but also evading the

danger of handling this explosive liquid. The mechanism is so

simple that any one with ordinary brains and skill can do all

repairs himself. I have had my car now fifteen months, and in

that time it has only been on the trestle some half-a-dozen

times for minor adjustments. The engine is of 10-h.p., and takes

our steepest hills with ease. The burner is 16 inches from the

ground, so that ordinary rivers are no obstacle. When fired up

in the morning, which takes about as long as would be required

to hitch up a pair of horses to a carriage, the pilot light keeps

up steam for the day, so that it is ready for any call in an

instant. I am not an agent for the car, but I feel sure

\hat many men in the tropics would go in for motoring if they

4
 

Sr. Ja». Johnston at the wheel of his Stanley Steam Car.

knew that a ready, reliable, and speedy means of getting over

the ground can be had at a reasonable cost in the silent, smooth-

running and delightful Stanley.

The terrible eaitbquake of January last was a sad set-back

to Jamaica, and for a time scared tourists from coming with their

motor-cars to the island. We, however, presume this to be one

of the safest spots on earth now for the next 200 years at least.

We have had our eaitbquake, and for health and facilities for

recreation Jamaica staLds without a rival. I have been here

thirty-three years now ; I landed in 1874 a poor consumptive,

and can therefore speak with authority on the subject. There

are some 1,200 miles of first-class roads well adapted for motor

cars, and the rapid reconstruction of hotels that is now in

progress, the ample provision being made for the comfort of

visitors to our snores, and the fact that the various lines of

steamers running from both the Homeland and the States aie

booked right up for the coming season, causes us to feel that a

bright future lies before our trim little resort, and we will not

have long to wait. It is Britain's " New Kiviera."

A NEW leather and metal chain case for motor-cars has

been brought out by Messrs. Grose, Ltd., of Northampton, and

is to be seen on their stand at the Motor Show.

SOME USEFUL NOTES.

The water-circulating system of petrol cars has reached that

state of perfection where it needs little attention other than

refilling the radiator, which should be done as often as required.

If possible to prevent it, the cooling water should never be

allowed to boil. All water used should be strained, to exclude

dirt or foreign matter from the radiator and piping.

♦ ♦ ♦ ±v-'

To replace a cylinder over the piston requires some skill

and patience, as considerable difficulty may be found in starting

the piston rings into the bore without breaking them. If assis

tance can be had, one man to lower the cylinder casting and the

other to carefully work the rings under the edge, relatively little

trouble will be experienced. But if one man alone is to do the

work, then the only way to get the rings in place is to put a

piece of soft wire around them tight enough to draw them below

the surface of the piston—a piece of stout cord will also answer—

and after the edge is started cut the wire and take it off.

A CLOGGED silencer will cause loss of power, a trouble

which may be detected by cutting out the exhaust box in some

way. With a silencer cut-out valve this is a simple matter ; if

there is no such valve, the silencer or the exhaust pipe m; y be

disconnected in order to make the necessary test, and the

opportunity taken of cleaning out the exhaust box.

 

The Doctor's substitute for a Motor Pit.

r>w.« The universal joints on the cardan shaft of a gear-driver*

car should be given special attention during wet weather. While

revolving at a high speed it is almost impossible for any water

or liquid mud to lodge on these joints, as it will be thrown away

by centrifugal force; but when the car comes to a stardstill

there is always a certain amount of liquid mud left around tbefe

joints, and unless they are well lubricated this will find its v ay

into the joints, and stt up a good deal of unnecessary frictkn

and probably squeaking.

♦ ♦ ♦

There are several methods for closing cracks in the water-

jackets of petrol motor cylinders, and the best one to employ

depends upon the nature and location of the crack and the

facilities at hand. One method consists in chipping a dove-tail

groove along the length of the crack and pounding this full of

solder. Another consists in filling the jacket with a solution of

copper sulphate and letting that run (and later ooze) through

the crack into a tin pan, into which the cylinder is set, filling it

back into the jacket as fast as it runs out. Still another method

consists in forming a mould over the crack and filling this with

a mixture of plaster of paris and iron filings, then filling the

jacket with water. The water getting into the plaster of paris-

and iron filings will cause this mixture to < xpand and force some

of it into the crack, thereby closing it. The mould must, of

course, be rigidly clamped to the cylinder.
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 The Pytchley Autocar Com

pany, Ltd., whose garage is in

Sheep Street, Northampton, are

extending their tyre-repairing

department.

The O.S. patent speedo

meters, although not directly

represented at Olympia by Messrs. W. Searle and Co, are

nevertheless to be seen in the hall, where their merits have

been well recognised.

The exports of motor-cars from the United States during

the nine months ending with September last reached a value of

£992,777, as compared with only £728,835 in the corresponding

period of 1906. Of the total the United Kingdom was respon

sible for no less than £300,788.

The master of the Blackmore Vale Hounds (Colonel Percy

Browne) has issued a notice oxpressive of the hope that the

practice of following hounds with motor-cars will be discon

tinued. Last season the cars constantly caused foxes to " head,"

and there was much dissatisfaction at the spoilt sport.

Preaching at Chester Cathedral on Sunday the Bishop of

the Diocese referred to motor-car traffic, and expressed the view

that while this should be controlled partly by the law and partly

by the action of the local authorities, the real control should

come from a public spirit and readiness to consider others on the

part of those who own or drive motor-cars.

The annual Florida race meet is to be held during the last

week of March next. A radical change is to be made in the

programme, the mile or two-mile record events being more or

less subordinated to two long races, one for the racing cars that

were built for the abandoned Vanderbilt Cup race on Long

Island, and the other for cars of 60-h.p. or less.

The Anglo American Oil Company, Ltd., have issued a

neat pamphlet showing recent motor records which have been

won on Pratt's motor spirit. The pamphlet has interest as a

chronicle of the important racing and touring events of the year

in which Pratt's Motor Spirit has attained distinction by assist

ing the cars to victory. The illustrations have more than transient

interest.

A NEW 10-h.p. steam car known as the " Morris " has

lately been put on the market by Messrs. H. E. and F. Morris,

of Stroud Green Eoad, London, N., a firm which has had a long

experience of steam automobiles. Pressure on our space

prevents us describing the new car at length, but we mention

that in outward appearance it closely resembles a petrol vehicle,

the engine and boiler being located under the bonnet in front.

Elsewhere in the present issue we publish some interesting

notes sent us by Dr. Jas. Johnston, of Brown's Town, Jamaica.

This gentleman, who will be known to some in this country as

the Scotch doctor (from Aberdeen) who in 1902 walked across

Africa from Benguella to Zanzibar, is now an enthusiastic

motorist. Although he employs a man to clean and oil up his

cars, the doctor prefers to drive himself and also makes any

necessary adjustments.

Under the presidency of Viscqunt Massereene and Femrd,

the Automobile Co-operative Association entertained a large

number of patrons to dinner at the Criterion Restaurant,

London, on Monday. In proposing the toast of the Association,

Mr. W. Somerville Large, M.I.C.E., explained the objects of the

organisation and the system by which illicit commissions are

being effectually prevented. The society appears to be gaining

a considerable number of supporters, and it is estimated that it

is now catering for the users of something like 4,000 cars.

This week the neV premises of the Motor Agency of the

London and Paris Exchange, Ltd., are being opened at 55-59,

Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C., where the motoring

activities of this well-known company will be developed. Their

premises are centrally situated so far as the motor industry is

concerned, and there is accommodation for about sixty vehicles.

The business will be restricted to the sac and exchange of

second-hand cars, the London and Paris Exchange Motor

Agency having special facilit:es for bringing intending sellers

and prospective buyers together.

HERE AND THERE.

 
A NEW non-skid pneumatic

tyre, known as the " Kemp-

shall," is being introduced by

the Kempshall Tyre Company

(of Europe), Ltd.

Mr. E. T. Bradley, 37,

Surrey Street, Sheffield, having

qualified for the repair of tyres by the Harvey Frost process,

is now adding a department for that work to hit business in

motor accessories.

THE Middlesbrough Corporation have instructed their

borough surveyor to ascertain the costs of municipal motor-

wagons as well as the expenses of up-keep, with a view to the

adoption of the same if the information he obtains warrants the

innovation.

The certificate of performance of the' 48 hours' London

traffic trial of the 16-20-h.p. West Aster car, illustrated in our

last issue, has been issued by the Royal A.C. The distance run

was 482 miles, and the petrol consumption was 16-49 m.p.g., or

27-47 ton m.p.g.

An ingenious tool to facilitate the connecting up of the

driving chains of motor-cars has lately been placed on the market

by the " Autok " Fabrik for Radketten, of Berlin, O. 112. The

device consists of two tongued parts, A and B (Fig. 1), sliding

against each other. The latter part has teeth half-way its length

 

Figs. 1 acd 2.

on the lower edge in which a ratchet pivoted to a lug on the part

A grips in the toothed rack to hold the chain in place, allowing

free use of both hands to connect the chain links. A hand lever

C is pivoted to the ratchet lug, and has on its end a link rigidly

secured to B. By pulling the lever C to the left the two forked

parts draw near each other, as shown in Fig. 2, enabling the con

necting bolt to be readily placed in position. An arm is secured

on the ratchet, which latter is held in position by a little spring

fastened on the lug of A.

The " Gauthier " whistle will shortly be a familiar sound in

our streets, the device of that name now being introduced to the

motoring community by Messrs. Gauthier and Co., 8, Great

Marlborough Street, London, W. The whistle consists of a

brass cylinder, which can be fitted to a tube of any diameter by

means of an external ring or washer. The exhaust gas enters

the cylinder and is allowed to pass away freely into the atmo

sphere at the four large apertures. A piston of special con

struction and self centring, cylindro-conical in shape at its

extremity, moves in the body of the cylinder. This piston

partially blocks up the four outlets, emitting a high or deep

tone, which may be regulated by a screw determining the length

of the piston stroke. Thus the whistle can be regulated to suit,

first, the motor ; and, secondly, the required tone. The Gauthier

whistle is operated by means of a cable, and is actuated by a

special pedal.
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The Koyal A.O. is making an offer for the old War Office

site in Piccadilly, W.

For driving a motor-car over the turf on Wimbledon Com

mon a motorist has just been fined £2 and costs.

Thk "Industrial Motor Review " for November 15th can be

obtained from the stand, No. 102, of the Motor-Car Journal at

Olympia.

The " Million " Motor Works in the Bath Road, Cheltenham,

owned by Messrs. Stretton's, Ltd., are replete with machinery of

every description for repair work. • '

A new garage to accommodate between 250 and 300 electro-

mobiles has been opened in Hertford Street, Mayfair, W., by

the Electromobile Company, of which Mr. Ernest Schenk is

chairman.

New commercial publications of the Daimler Motor Com

pany include a list of patrons and a collection of testimonials,

which establish their claim to have supplied a large proportion

of the nobility with motor carriages.

A syndicate has lately been formed in St. Petersburg to

introduce a service of motor-'buses into the city. Orders for

four vehicles have already been placed with the Sud Deutschen

Automobilfabrik of Gaggenau, Germany.

Good illustrations of close plating and electro-plating are

shown by Messrs. Lowe, Bevan and Co. at their stand at the

Olympia Exhibition, whereon is a selection of wind screens,

Cape cart hoods, &c, of excellent design. Reference to the

special features of these will be made in our next issue.

Messrs. Eisemann and Co., of Stuttgart, have just intro

duced a new sparking plug for use in connection with high-

tension magnetos. The central terminal has triple points, shaped

 

not unlike the points of a gas burner, and across these extends

a wire the two ends of which are fastened into the outer shell

of the plug at opposite points. Around this wire over the end

of the central terminal is wound a short length of platinum

wire, from which the spark jumps across to the points of the

central rod.

Weigel Motors, Ltd., have sent us a copy of the new

catalogue of Weigel cars they have just issued. This includes

full particulars of the different models, viz., 25-h.p. and 40-b.p.

four-cylinder, and 60-h.p. six-cylinder. The various parts of the

chassis are illustrated by reproductions of photographs and line

drawings, while several pages are devoted to instructions for

oiling and cleaning, and testimonials from users of these

vehicles.

One of the largest gatherings of automobiles which has ever

been brought together for the purpose of a wedding will assemble

at the marriage of Princess Louise of Orleans to Prince Charles

of Bourbon, which takes place at Wood Norton to-day (Saturday).

Over fifty closed cars, consisting of very handsome landaulets

and limousines, were sent from the premises of the Motor Supply

Company, Ltd., Ill, Piccadilly, London, W., on Tuesday and

Wednesday, for the service of the many guests attending the

function.

During the last few weeks more than 1 20 Rover motor-

cabs have been sold to agents by the R.M.C. Syndicate, Ltd.,

109, Victoria Street, Westminster, S.W., and other agencies

have been established all over the civilised world. Orders for

several hundred of the same vehicles are now in negotiation,

which amply demonstrates that the Rover motor-cab is expected

to become one of the most popular vehicles of the coming year.

The Rover Company are now working night and day shifts to

•ope with the demand for these motor-cabs, of which -300 are to

be delivered before the end of next March.

Lord Burghclere and Lord Wandsworth have been

elected to membership of the Royal A.C., several members of

which were included in the Birthday Honours.

Mr. G. Church is the proprietor of the Grand Motor

Works and Garage in South Street, Worthing. All kinds of

motor repairs are done on the premises by experienced mechanics.

The London County Council having made application to the

Local Government Board for an additional index mark for

the registration of motor-cars, the Board has within the last few

days issued a fourth index mark consisting of the letters " LB"

Mr. A. Bridge, late of Panhard and Levassor, has now joined

the Hulbert-Bramley Motor Company, of 96, Upper Richmond

Road, Putney, S.W., who are opening capacious premises at 118,

Disraeli Road, Putney, where there will be accommodation for

about fourteen cars, including private lock-ups.

Under the name of " Eatscarbon," Mr. Walter Williams, of

Old Town Street, Plymouth, has just introduced a preparation

for rapidly removing carbon deposits from the combustion

chambers and pistons of petrol motors. The new compound is

claimed to have no harmful effect on rubber and metals, and

oviates the necessity of taking down the engine cylinder for

cleaning purposes.

The Universal Boiler Fluid Company, of Muckomore, co.

Antrim, have sent us a sample of their Osalga liquid compound

they have put on the market for removing and preventing the

formation of scale in radiators and the water jackets of petrol

motors. The firm have hitherto only supplied it in large quan

tities, but are now arranging for putting it up in half and one

gallon tins. The preparation, which will be of interest to those

motorists who have suffered from furred-up radiators, is added

to the circulation water in the proportion of half-a-pint to four

gallons.

Mr. A. House, of the Northern Automobile Company, Ltd.,

Oak Lane Garage, Manningham, Birmingham, has recently sold

a 24-h.p. Stirling single-deck motor-'bus to a large colliery com

pany in Yorkshire. The vehicle is to be used as an ambulance

and also for carrying stores between the various pits of the

colliery. One of the conditions of the purchase was that the

vehicle should carry a load of over a ton from Bradford to the

colliery company's office, a distance of r-bout twenty-five miles,

at an average speed of eight miles per hour, a task which was

easily acsomplished ; in fact, the time occupied in making the

trip worked out at ten miles an hour.

One of the Mercedes electric carriages of the Electric

Landaulette Company, Ltd., made a run of 64 1-5 miles on one

charge, on the 31st ult., under the auspices of the R.A.C. The

weignt of the car was 1 ton 13 cwt. 2 qrs. 10 lbs., and the

passengers were the Official Observer and the driver. The run

was to Windsor and back, and then in Hyde Park and streets

until the battery was so far exhausted as to be unable to propel

the car. The journey from the Club Motor House to Windsor,

via Staines—21 3-10 miles—was done in 1 h. 33 min., and the

return trip from Windsor via Eton and Colnebrook to Hyde

Park Corner was accomplished in 1 h. 36 min.. the distance

being 23| miles.

The engine of the " County " car, made by the Halifax

Motor-Car Company, of Weymouth Street, Halifax, referred to in

the last issue, has four separate cylinders fixed to a raised joining

of the crank chamber, thus providing easy access for detachment,

the cylinder extension being carried inside. The tappets for the

inlet and exhaust valves, which are on opposite sides, are adjust

able. In connection with the cylinder cooling there is a special

water-way entrance, causing a spiral flow of water round the

cylinders in circles to the exit. The crank shaft is provided

with five bearings—one between each crank. The clutch is self-

contained in the flywheel, thereby avoiding all end thrust, and

is easily adjusted by three springs. The gear-box gives three

speeds and reverse with a direct drive on the top speed. The

transmission is by bevel gear to a live axle, and the road wheels

run on a double row of ball bearings on an extension of the axle

casing, the weight thereby being taken off the driving axle

proper. The car is equipped with a side-entrance body having

comfortable accommodation for five persons.
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The Olympia Show.

{Continued from page 778.)

 

A General View of the Show.

SOME TENDENCIES IN DESIGN.

BBFORE continuing our review of the exhibits at the

Olympia Show, which was opened on Monday last

by the Duke of Connaught, it may bo of interest to

briefly survey the general tendencies of the design of motor-cars

as exemplified in the vehicles that are now on view. "When one

tries to pick out any particular tendency in so vast a field as

motor-car construction, a good many difficulties which hitherto

had not been noticed spring up immediately. Of course, the

mere attempt would in some measure at least assume a certain

amount of knowledge. At the time this article was written,

although it was naturally impossible to be en rapport with all the

latest details, still we were able to gain information, and sufficient

anyhow to show clearly what the future will be on many

points. The engine is probably the first thing thought of,

and is developing in two ways. First, the multiple-cylinder

type has come to stay, even in the six-cylinder pattern,

whilst its power is, on the whole, moderate. There are

new six-cylinders of 15-h.p. and 20-h.p., for example, which

seems to point to the fact of a certain demand for them.

On the other hand, the four-cylinder type is in the majority,

and, in these powers, is really quite as efficient as its larger

brother. In regard to another important point, that of ignitioD,

the accumulator is practically dead and buried, being ousted by

the magneto. After all, the average motorist, though he may

be somewhat dense on a good many points, has by this time

learnt to put greater trust in the manufacturers. Of course, it

is quite tiue that in years gone by ignition caused a great deal

of trouble, but it is bardly likely at this stage thst manufac

turers would fit what was unsuitable. At 01ymp;a one is able

to see numerous instances of magnetos displacing the battery,

for the past season proved that as far as the ignition is concerned

trouble very seldom occurred even in classic events.

Much attention has been devoted to automatic lubrication,

and quite time, too, as the long-suffering engines think. What

they have endured in the past while the carel ess driver either

starved them or overdosed them so disgracefully that they had

in self-defence to protest is pretty well known now. As regards

the carburettor, many ingenious experimenters b ave spent weary

hours in trying to solve the problem how to mingle air and

petrol correctly, and still crowds of expectant enthusiasts are

dabbling with the vexed problem of carburation. Of the making

of automatic shutters, self-acting springs or regulators and the

like, there is no end, and finality is not yet. Certainly a

great advance can be seen in some types, for instance the G.

and A., and some of the multiple- jet and the jet-controlled types.

The improvements are great enough, indeed, to make it no

uncommon thing now for a motorist to run half as far again on

the same amount of fuel as last j ear; the average carburettor

is, however, hardly ideal, though one or two exhibits at Olympia

are very promising. mwJ—?

In regard to transmission the live axle type has gained a

great deal of ground, many cars being fitted with it this year as

an alternative to the chain. It has proved so satisfactory in all

types of 1907 cars as to be very popultr with the public. At the

same time the chain drive is retained by many who think that it

is, if not more reliable, at any rate easier to repair ; the chains are

now, however, generally encased to exclude dust and make them

noiseless, a long desired step in advance. The present exhibition

has numerous instances of the use of four speeds, in a few cases

both third and top being direct drive. Gate change-speed control

is also in great favour, as it is invaluable for night driving. The

multiple-disc clutch still retains its old ground, supported some
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what faint-heartedly by its first cousin the plate type, which has

been greatly improved. There are no particular developments

in the frame, steering, springs, or road wheels, excepting that a

wider steering lock is found as a rule.

_ A good point in the new cars is the choice purchasers have

of different chassis lengths in regard to garage accommodation.

As most readers are aware, cars used to be turned out in an

arbitrary length which caused a good deal of trouble in housing

them, but now purchasers have a selection of two or three different

lengths. The same thing can be seen in the body work, as not

only is there a choice of style and size in many cases, but, what

is better still, the price is largely optional. The coachwork runs

the following changes in the design may be taken as applying to the
■whole of the Daimler vehicles, whether driven by chains or without.

A new departure in the engine is the placing of the valve cam-shaft

within the crank chamber, the angular-placed valves being operated

through a curved striker acting upon the valve-stem through the

medium of a rocking arm. The crank-shaft is made hollow, and is

carried on five bearings, in place of three as formerly. Two systems of

 

Fig. 18.—View of Valve Side of Daimler Engine, showing how the

exhaust Jpipe ii now taken to the front of the car iostead of towards

the dashboard as before.

to two extreme?, on the one hand being very luxurious, even

excelling the Pullman car, while on the other the practical side

is not lost sight of, and the man of moderate means has a fair

choice for so small a sum ;u £40, and even £25.

On the whole, the motor-cars of 1908, while showing a

great wealth of detail improvement, are not very different from

the present ones. The point of view of the passenger and owner

have been especially studied, and accessibility and facilities for

repair have bean carefully provided. In view, then, of the

 

Fig. 19.—Ssotional View of new Daimler Change-Speed Gear, showing

double worm drive to differential shaft.

ignition are provided—magneto and coil and accumulator. The latter

system has one trembler and four coile, one in series with each plug

placed just above the cylinder heads. It is claimed for this arrangement

that it permits of the employment of very short high-tension wires and

a low-tension distributor, which latter is mounted on the top of a

vertical bevel-driven shaft. As regards the water circulation, a centri

fugal pump has been introduced, and the radiator and fan have both

 

Fig. 20.—Flan of Chassis of Daimler 30-h.p. Live Axle Car.

immense value of detail improvements, their sound qualities and

lower prices, the motor-cars of next year will appeal to the

public as they have never done before.

The Daimler Cars.

For the 1908 season the Daimler Company are making four sizes

of chain-driven cars—36-h.p., 42-h.p., 48-h.p. , and 58-h.p., the

56-h.p. and 48-h.p. vehicles being made in four lengths of

chassis, and the 42-h.p. in three, and the 58-h.p. in two

lengths. The most striking Daimler departure for the 1908 season is,

however, the introduction of two live-axle models of respectively 30-h.p.

and 38-h.p., the first having a bore and stroke of 110 mm. bv 130 mm.,

and the latter 124 mm. by 130 mm. Except where specifically stated,

been modified to give greatly increased efficiency. The pump baa

duplicate outlet pipes, a pipe being taken from each of these to one pair

of the four cylinders, thus ensuring that both water-jackets shall be

effectively and equally supplied with the circulating cooling water.

Passing now to the transmission, we note that the leather-faced cone

clutch is retained. The gear-box on the live-axle vehicle is adapted

to give, in addition to the reverse, four forward speeds, with the direct

drive on the third. The axle-casing is pressed out of sheet steel in one

.solid piece, and so designed with a removable panel at the rear that

the whole of the bevel gear can be removed without disturbing either

axle or wheels. All the 1908 Daimler cars are fitted with four-cylinder

engines, the cylinder dimensions of the motors on the chain-driven

vehicles being—36-h. p. 120mm. by 150 mm., 42-h.p. 130 mm. by 150 mm.,
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48-h.p. 140 mm. by 150 mm., and 58-h.p. 154 mm. by 140 mm. As

will be seen from Fig. 19, a radical change has been effected in the trans

mission in the chain-driven cars, the usual bevel drive between the gear

box and the differential being replaced by two pairs of spiral gears, one

transmitting the power when the third speed is directly engaged, and

the other when the first, second, fourth, or reverse gears are in mesh.

Furthermore, dust and oil tight chain cases of aluminium are now being

fitted to the 42-h.p. and 58-h.p. cars. These are so arranged that the

adjustment to take up any wear in the chains is effected by rotating

■eccentrically-mounted bnshes which surround the countershaft ends on

either side of the chain-sprockets. These cases are also so arranged as to

take the place of the usual radius rods. The gear case has the effect of

 

Fig. 21.-The Vauxball 12-16-h.p, Landaulet.

rendering the car extremely silent, as well as adding to the life of the

chains. A large inspection cover is arranged in thesideof the case toallow

of the removal of waste grease and oil and the inspection of the chain.

The brakes on all the Daimler cars are now arranged to be operated in

the opposite way to the usual practice—that is to say, the hand lever

actuates the gear brake and the pedal those working on drums attached

to the rear wheel hubs. On the chain-driven cars the gear brake is not

now fitted on the differential shaft, but, as is shown in Fig. 19, on an

extension of one of the gear-box shaft*, the same as in live-axle vehicles.

Owing to lack of 6pace, the oars on view only number four, these own-

prising a 30-h.p. 9£ft. wheel-base live-axle chassis, fitted with a "Black-

down " type of landaulet body, painted Roval blue, lined light blue, and

upholstered in blue leather and cloth ; a 42-h.p. 164ft. wheel-base chain-

driven car, with an " Aston " type of landaulet body, painted light

green, lined light green, upholstered in green leather ; a 42-h.p. chain-

driven chassis, with an " Hazlewood " phaeton body, painted cream,

lined red, upholstered in red leather, fitted with Cape cart hood and

glass wind-screen ; and a 42-h.p. 11£ ft. wheel-base chain-driven chassis,

with a "Longleat" limousine body, painted red, lined gold, upholstered

in red leather.

The Vauxhall Cars.

Although only exhibiting one type of car—a 12-16-h.p. four-cylinder

vehicle—the display of Vauxhall Motors, Ltd., Luton, is an interest

ing one, and the polished chassis on view will well repay inspection. The

engine has separately-cast cylinders 3§ in. bore by 7>% in. stroke ; a special

type of automatic carburettor furnishes the mixture, while the ignition

is by accumulator and single coil, a synchronised high-tension dis

tributor being employed. For those who prefer magneto ignition pro

vision is made for fitting this without difficulty. A noteworthy feature

of the Vauxhall vehicles is that the lubrication of the engine is

effected by a small pump which farces the oil continuously into the

main bearings and through the hollow crank-shaft on to the big ends

of the connecting rods. As only the correct amount of oil can be

supplied, the annoyance of over-lubrication is ODviated. The trans

mission is through a metal -to-metal cone clutch, and gate-controlled

change-speed gear, giving three speeds forward and a reverse, cardan

shaft and bevel gear to a well-supported live axle. The vehicle has

a. wheel-base of 8 ft. 6 in., thus enabling a Toomy side-entrance body

to be fitted to the chassis. The complete cars on view include two

double phaetons, one having a Cape cart hood and front glass screen,

a landaulet (Fig. 21), and a two-seated car with leather kit-box at the

back, this vehicle being well adapted for touring purposes.

The Niclausse Oars.

A new series of cars to this country is seen in the Niclausse, made

fov an old-established engineering concern of that name in

France, and the British concession for which has been secured

by the Victoria Carriage Works, Ltd. Three sizes are

being made—15-h.p., 20-h.p., and 35-h.p.—all being fitted with

four-cyliader engines and cardan shaft transmission to a live axle. The

frame, which k of pressed steel, is inswept in front to allow of a wide

lock. The motor (Fig. 22) has four separately-cast cylinders, with the

crank-shaft slightly dtsaxe—that is, the centre point of the cylinder is

slightly to one side of that of the crank-shaft. The mechanically operated

interchangeable valves are placed on opposite sides. The carburettor is of

a special automatic type, while the ignition is by a high-tension magneto

with a fixed firing point. Retarding the ignition when starting is

rendered unnecessary owing to the fitting of a half-compression device

in conjunction with the exhaust valves, which is automatically brought

into engagement when the 6tarting-handle is used. The lubrication of

the motor is effected under pressure by means of a small gear pump.

The water-cooling on the 20-h.p. and 35-n.p. cars is by a oentniugalpump

driven direct from the engine shaft. A circulation of air through the

radiator is effected both by a fan at the rear of the same and by the varied

arms of the flywheel. The engine is fitted with an automatic governor

acting on the carburettor, which is claimed to effect an economy in petrol

consumption. This can be put out of action by an accelerator pedal,

while the speed of the motor can also be separately regulated by a lever

on the steering-wheel, which actuates a variable lift to the inlet valves.

The clutch is of the multiple-disc metal-to-metal type. The gear-box

is fitted throughout with ball bearings. A double sliding gear is

adopted, controlled by a single lever, giving four speeds forward and

a reverse with a direct drive on the top. The transmission is by means

of a double-jointed cardan shaft of a special design, in which the use

of universal-joint pins is obviated. The rear road wheels are mounted

on ball bearings on the axle casing ; the axles themselves have thus

only the driving effort to withstand, the power being transmitted to the

road wheels through the hubs. The steering gear is provided with

means of readily taking up any wear ; it has also a very wide lock,

allowing the turning of the car within a small radius. The suspension

is effected by four long side-springs and one transverse spring at the

back. The brakes, which are effective in either direction, are all so

arranged that when the foot or hand lever is operated the clutch is

first withdrawn ; the foot brake is also so connected that it automatically

throttles the engine when the brake is applied. Altogether, the

Niclausse form an interesting addition to the list of French-built can.

The Withers Car.

The display of Messrs. Withkrs and Co., Ltd., London, W., com

prise three highly-finished 30-h.p. vehicles. The motive power is sup

plied by an A6ter four-cylinder engine, with two systems of high-tension

ignition—Eisemann magneto and coil and accumulators. The standard

gear box is adapted to give four speeds forward and a reverse, with

direct drive on the top, the control being by a single lever working

in a " gate." One of the cars on view, however, is fitted with the

Wicksteed patent change speed gear. The final transmission is by a

cardan shaft and bevel gear to a welldesigned live axle. Ball bearings

are used to all parts except the engine, and the frame, which is raised

at the rear to give clearance for the differential casing, is supported on

 

Tig. 22 View of Inlet Side of Kielautie 15-h.p. Motor.

five long springs. A new arrangement for starting the engine from the

driver's seat is fitted to one of the vehicles. This is known as Page's,

and consists of a hand lever which actuates a double ratchet device

mounted on the front of the motor. In addition to the main petrol tank,

which is provided with pressure feed, a small gravity supply tank is

provided as a reverse. The cars on view include a limousine with detach

able top, a limousine -landau lvt . and a liei line limousine. The body of

the latter, which is of the firm's own construction, is of novel design,

a small door being provided in the centre of the front seat, which is

provided with a detachable cushion, so that a passenger can change

his position and ride either inside or out, without having to descend

on the road.
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The Wasp Car.

An interesting new 50-60-h.p. six-cylinder ear, known as the

"Wasp," and constructed by the Thames Bank Wharf Motor Works,

Ltd., is to be seen at the stand of the Euston Motor Company. Fig. 2i

shows the car fitted with a aide-entrance double-phaeton body, but that

exhibited, has a Pullman limousine body with detachable sides. The

chassis is fitted with a six-cylinder engine, having cylinders 130 mm.

now located in new works at Clapham, S.W., and have produced a new

35-45-h.p. six-cylinder car (Fig. 24) which makes its public rfefetWat tlie

Show. The frame, which is of pressed steel, is supported on five

springs, a transverse spring supplementing the usual four longitudinal

ones. The engine, which is of a neat and clean design is of a relatively

slow-running type, 38-h.p. being developed at a speed of 1,000 revolu

tions per minute. The cylinders, which are 110 mm. bore by 150 mm.

 

Tig. 23.—The Wasp Six-Cylinder Car.

bore by 140 mm. stroke, coat in pairs, and the valvee arranged on oppo

site sides. The Xenia automatic carburettor is employed to furnish the

mixtuM, while two systems of high-tension ignition are provided. The

speed of the motor is controlled by both hand and foot levers. The

transmission is through a metal-to-metal clutch, comprising two large

shoes, which expand inside the fly-wheel. The change speed gear is of

the usual sliding type, giving three speeds forward and a reverse, the

drive being by double-jointed cardan shaft to the live axle. The latter

is of strong construction, and drives the hubs through dog clutches,

stroke, are cast in pairs. The valves are all mechanically actuated off a

single cam-shaft. The ignition is dual, both magneto and coil and accu

mulators being provided, a high-tension distributor being used in connec

tion with the latter system. The lubrication of the motor is effected auto

matically. The upper part of the crank chamber has three partitions, one

for each two pins of the crank, with oil reservoirs alongside the webs to

the main journals. A large pipe is cast down the centre of the webs and

the ends of each partition, by which oil is fed under pressure to the

journals. The lower part of the crank chamber has three wells to

—?—5—
 

 

Tig. 24.-The M.M.C. 35

the weight of the car being supported on the axle casing. Ball bearings

are used to all parts. The vehicle has the appearance of being both

speedy and smooth-running. At the same stand is to be seen a 15 h.p.

Courier car, fitted with one of the Coventry Simplex Company's four-

cylinder engines. The latter has the valves arranged all on the one

side, a noteworthy fact being that the orank shaft is fitted with ball

bearings. The transmission follows the usual design of live axle cars,

the clutch being of the leather-faced cone type. The vehicle is fitted

with a side-entrance double-phaeton body, and is listed at a moderate

price.

The M.M.C. Six-cylinder Car.

All old motorists will, we feel sure, be glad to witness the reappear

ance of the Motor MANVMaaUBiNo Company, Ltd., which was one

of the first firms in the motor trade in this country. The company are

-h.p. Six-Cylinder Chassis.

carry the requisite lubricant for each pair of crank pins, and can be

removed as a whole, leaving all the bearings in position. The cover

for the timing case is in one piece, and forms a complete oil -tight

joint. The radiator, which is of the honeycomb type, is provided with

an air-inducing fan. The clutch is of the multiple-disc type, and

the change-speed gear, which has " gate " control, gives three speeds

forward and a reverse, with direct drive on top. The standard trans

mission is by a cardan shaft and bevel gear to a live axle, although a

side chain drive can be supplied where desired. The live axle is of

a strong design, and the casing of the driving and driven bevel pinions

is so arranged that different sizes of wheels can be fitted to render

the gearing best suited to individual requirements. A notable feature

of the design is that both the foot and hand operated brakes are all

on drums attached to the hubs of the rear road wheels, one working
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internally and the other externally, both being compensated. With

the exception of the engine crank-shaft, ball bearing* are fitted to all

parte, even to the valve cam-shaft. The wheel-base of the vehicle is

10 ft. 6 in., which enables a roomy closed or open side-entrance body

to be fitted. The M.M.C. Company are also arranging for the produc

tion of a 25-35-h.p. four-cylinder car on similar lines for the 1908

season. The excellent wearing qualities of the old M.M.C. cars have

won for them many friends in the motoring world, to whom an inspec

tion of the new models can be recommended.

Clyde Cars.

The exhibits of Messrs. G. H. Wait and Co., I/eieester, comprise

an 8 10-h.p. two-cylinder two-seated car, a 1214-h.p. three-cylinder

four-seated car, and a 16-20-h.p. four-cylinder side-entrance double

phaeton. The engines are of tho White and Poppe type, the special

feature being the improved inlet pipe from the carburettor, which

 

Fig. 25.—The Clyde Change-Speed Gear.

insures each cylinder taking its charge direct from the mixing chamber,

thus ensuring a constant supply to all cylinders. The principal point

of the Clyde cars lies in the transmission mechanism. The engine is

located at right angles to the usual position, i.e., the crankshaft is

parallel with the wheel axles. A long and silent chain connects the

crank-shaft through the clutch with a short countershaft mounted in

front of the rear' axle. This shaft carries the change-speed gear, which

is adapted to give three speeds and reverse, the drive being transmitted

direct on all speeds to the back axle. The gear, which is controlled by

a lever working in. a "gate," is of the type in which the pinions are

always in mesh, the required pair being brought into action by means

of dog clutches. The arrangement is such that any speed can be

obtained from the neutral position, without it being necessary to pass

through the others. This system of transmission has shown itself to

be very efficient, proof of which is found in the success which has

attended the Clyde cars in- the various hill-climbing competitions in

which they have been entered.

■•V
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The Delaunay-Belleville Cars.

For the 1908 season a wide range of these cars is being made,

comprising six different types—15-h.p. four-cylinder, 15-h.p. six-cylinder,

20-h.p. four-cylinder. 28-h.p. four-cylinder, 40-h.p. four-cylinder, and

40 h. p. six-cylinder, the first three having live axles and the others side-

chain drive. The motor and its component parts, the water and petrol

tanks, Ac., are all grouped together on the fore part of the chassis,

thus forming a unit in which tubing, joints, and other parts are reduced

a minimum. The driving ami transmission gears are entirely con

ned to the steel frame, so that the whole mechanism and its accessories

are independent of the carriage work. The body is attached to the

chassis bv means of four bolts, which need only to lie unscrewed to

"remove tfie body from the chassis without the necessity of interfering

with tubing, joint, or gear. The method o! attachment also facilitate*

the use of interchangeable bodies. The frames are suspended on five

springs, while in all the cars the working parts, such as engine, gear,

&c, are completely enclosed and protected from, dust, mud, ftc., by

steel casings fitted under the chassis, which can be removed with ease.

These casings taper from the centre towards the front and rear, the

shape preventing the air resistance and reducing the amount of dust

which usually follows a car to the smallest possible amount. The 15-h.p.

r • : - s

 

Fig. 26.—The Eagiae of theiDslaunay-Balleville 15-h.p. Six-

Cylinder Car.

four-cylinder car has been specially designed for town use with covered

bodies, or for touring with light open bodies. The cylinders are cast in

pairs, the dimensions being 98 mm. bore by 122 mm. stroke. The valves

are arranged on one side of the engine, being operated off a single cam

shaft. The high-tension magneto and water pump are situated in a

readily-accessible position in front of the motor. The lubrication is on

the well-known Delaunav-Belleville pressure system. The radiator fan

is fitted with a special belt adjustment, which can be regulated with

ease. The carburettor is of the automatic type, with the 'spraying

jet on the lower part and the extra air valve on the upper portion.

The suction of the engine produces two gas currents, which are directed

on to a double cone from opposite directions, thus ensuring complete

pulverisation of the fuel. The throttle lever is situated on a fixed

sector on the steering wheel, and is so arranged that the speed of the

engine can be set to a given number of revolutions, and further accelera

tion be obtained by a ]>edal which acts independently in regard to

opening the throttle to the maximum. The clutch is of the leather-

covered cone type, and, as the male portion is centred on an extension

of the crank shaft, the alignment is constant, and certain. The male

portion is formed of high-grade rolled steel, which allows a much

lighter form of cone to be used than if the same were a casting, and

the reduction of weight of the clutch components and shaft is such that

 

8
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the revolving mass quickly comes to rest when the clutch is withdrawn,

thus allowing change of gear to be made without any objectionable

grating noise. The clutch spring exerts its pressure directly on the

centre of the clutch, and the tension is easily regulated. The change-

speed gear has two sliding sleeves, and a reduction in the sine of the

gear-box has been effected bv using a special system of assembling the

gears, which enables much shorter shafts to be used. Four speeds and

a reverse are provided, with a direct drive on top speed. The back

axle runs on ball bearings, and the driving shaft is fitted with a spring

drive, which effectually absorbs the shocks due to starting and stopping.

The 15 fi.p. six-cylinder chassis has been introduced to meet the demand

for a car that can be used for town work, in addition to ordinary

 

Fig, 28.—View of Engine of Daimler-Mercedes 35-h.p. Four-Cylinder

Car,

touring purposes, and yet combine smooth running and silence with a

low running cost. The chassis is identical in construction in everything

except the engine with the 15-h.p. four-cylinder. As will be seen from

Fig. 26, the cylinders are cast in groups of three, and the valves are

arranged all on one side. The cylinder dimensions are 85 mm. bore by

120 mm. stroke. The ignition is high-tension magneto, and is fixed in a

similar position on the crank chamber to that of the 15-h.p. four-cylinder,

and the same remark applies to the water pump. The 20-h.p. tour-

cylinder car has separately-cast cylinders, with the inlet valves on one

side and the exhaust valveson the other. The dimensions are 110 mm.

by 130 mm. stroke, and, owing to the compression being greater than

in the smaller types, a compression-release device is fitted to enable

the motor to be started without difficulty. The carburettor is situated

on the right-hand side of the motor, and its component parts are so

arranged that dismantling is facilitated in order to inspect same. The

ignition i3 high-tension magneto, and the magneto machine and .water

pump are arranged symmetrically on the front of the engine, and coupled

to their respective cam shafts. They are attached by means of a steel

band, which makes a rigid attachment by the use of a single screw.

They are driven from the cam shafts by cardan joints composed of a

washer hollowed out in the form of a cross, the method of arrange

ment being such that these parts can be easily dismounted. The clutch

is of the leather-covered cone type, the cone being cast in aluminium.

The clutch spring is so fitted that there is no end thrust from same when

engine is running. The tension of the spring can be easily adjusted

by means of two screws placed in an accessible position. A ball thrust-

collar is fitted where the fork which withdraws the clutch operates.

The clutch is coupled to the main gear shaft bv means of an inter

mediate shaft fitted with two cardan joints, which allows the gear-box

and clutch to be easily removable as separate units. The back axle

runs on ball bearings. The differential casting is extended to the centre

crossbar; it is connected to it by means of a case containing shock-

absorbing springs. This arrangement necessitates the use of a cardan

shaft with two universal joints, but it has the advantage of reducing to

a minimum any shock that may take place when starting or stopping

the car. The hand brakes acting on the rear wheels are of the internal

expansion type , they consist of a drum and a hub upon which the two

brake-shoes are seoured. The o)>ening and closing of the shoes is

produced by a set of levers designed to enable great pressure to be

applied. Metal friction-plates are riveted on the shoes, and their shape

is snch that in whatever direction they may be travelling they fling

off anv foreign body which may come in contact with the surface.

Fig. 27 give* a view of the chassis of the 40-h.p. six-cylinder chain-

driven oar. The engine comprises six separate cylinders of the same

bore and stroke as the 28-h.p.—viz.. 115 mm. by 130 mm. The crank

shift is of one piece, and supported by a bearing between every crank

throw. The ignition is by high tension magneto, and in order to

facilitate the starting a half-compression device is fitted. The clutch

is of the leather-faced cone type ; the declutching movement is obtained

by twin cams acting upon a ball thrust bearing. The position of this

collar can be adjusted in order to maintain the same position in the

event of the cone having worn slightly and penetrated further into the

flywheel. The clutch is connected to the change speed gear by an inter

mediary shaft with a universal joint at each end. The sprocket bear

ings are supported independently on the frame of the chassis, while

the back axle is so designed that chain cases can be easily fitted. The

lubrication of all working parts of the motor is effected by means of oil

circulation under pressure, actuated by a valveless pump driven direct

from the crank shaft. The patent for this system was granted on

January 14th, 1897, and Messrs. Delaunay-Belleville have applied it

to hundreds of their steam engines of horse powers ranging from 10 to

7.000 h.p. As regards complete cars, the exhibit of the Bublinuton

(Iakriagk Company, Ltd., the British agents for the Delaunay-Belle

ville vehicles, comprises a 40-h.p. limousine designed to give ample

accommodation for seven passengers. The exterior is an exquisite

scheme of colour, being a special shade of Bordeaux red lined in relief,

and with the undercarriage and wings picked out in lines which blend

in a harmonious manner with the general scheme. The interior is in

French cord, and the upholstering of the seats is most luxurious. A

multiplicity of fittings, such as speaking-tube, electric light, travilling

cases, Ate., are provided. A 28-h.p. landaulet has a somewhat novel

hood, so arranged that the leather part, even after a heavy season's

work, will be practically as smart as when new. Needless

to sav, the body work is of the highest class, the combination of

the Burlington Company's experience in this direction with the

Delaunay-Belleville chassis resulting in a vehicle which has already

achieved popularity in high circles, not only in this country, but

abroad.

The Daimler-Mercedes Cars.

Two interesting chassis of the Daimler-Mercedes cars ~built at

Sheffield are to be seen at the stand of Mr. K. Hy. Jones, a 35-h.p.

four-cylinder and a 60-h.p. six-cylinder. Interest is largely centred on

the latter, which is shown for the first time, and is an excellent example

of modern high-grade automobile construction. The cylinders, which

are cast in pairs, are 110 mm. bore by 140 mm. stroke. The valves are

arranged on opposite sides, being operated by cams formed solid on

their shaft. The ignition is bv low-tension magneto, provision being

made for advancing or retarding the firing point from the steering

wheel. Both foot and hand control of the throttle are provided, the

carburettor being of a special automatic air-regulating type, combining

means of varying the petrol jet by a lever on the dashboard. A

mechanically-operated lubricator driven off the water pump shaft is

 

Fig. 29. Rear View of Chassis of Daimler-Mercedes 35-h.p. Four-

Cylinder Car.

fitted, by means of which the engine receives oil in direct proportion

to its speed. The lubricator is placed under the bonnet, leaving the

dashboard free, except for a single tube that acts as a tell-tale. The

water is circulated by a gear-driven centrifugal pump. The air draught

is assisted by means of vanes embodied in the flywheel, and, in addition,

a fan is fixed behind the honeycomb radiator. The latter, it may be

added, is supported on pivots, so that no strain, and consequent leakage,

is transmitted to it. The clutch is of the multiple disc type ;. the

" gate "-controlled gear-box gives four speeds and a reverse, with a

direct drive on the top. The final drive is by side chains. Ample

brakes are fitted; on the countershaft there are two band brakes work

ing in unison with each other, and operated by a pedal, while on the

rear wheels internal expanding brakes are fitted, these being operated

by either the extreme right pedal or by the side lever, the brakes
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having a dual connection. Ball bearings of extra large diameter are

used throughout the engine, transmission, and wheels. The 35-h.p.

four-cylinder car (Figs. 28 and 29) has already been described in the

M.C.J. In general arrangement it follows the design of the 60-h.p.

car dealt with above, the bore and stroke being the same. In view of

their relatively low price, the Daimler-Mercedes cars are well worthy

of attention. At this stand is also to be seen a new all-steel road

wheel, which is claimed to be not only stronger but considerably

lighter than the usual type.

The Sheffield Simplex Six-Cylinder Car.

One of the features of the Show is the new Sheffield-Simplex 45-h.p.

six-cylinder car exhibited by the Sheffield-Simplex Motor Works,

Ltd., of which Mr. Percy Richardson is the managing director. The

 

Fig, 30.-Sectional Elevation of "Sheffield-Simplex" 45-h.p. Six-

Cylinder Engine.

Vehicle is a successor to the Brotherhood car, and, while retaining many

of the features of the latter, quite a number of improvements have been

introduced, as will be seen from the following description. The engine

(Fig. 30) has the cylinders cast in pairs, with the valves all located at one

side. Each pair of cylinders exhausts into a separate pipe connected at

its lower end with the main exhaust pipe. The cylinder dimensions are

44 in. bore by 4£ in. stroke. The carburettor is of a special automatic

type, in which an air-tight float chamber is employed. Connection is

made between the upper part of the chamber and the admission pipe,

so that the suction of the engine acts both on the float chamber and the

jet. In this way not only an economy in fuel is effected, but a more

perfect mixture ensured. The admission pipe is of a square section,

and while occupying a relatively small space, is so arranged internally

fitted with readiiy-detaohed spring caps are formed in one side of the

engine support arms, these forming a means of quickly replenishing the

oil supply m the base-chamber at any time. Large inspection holes are

provided in the bottom of the base chamber, the mud shield below being

so arranged that it can be readily removed to give access thereto. The

control of the engine speed by means of a lateral-moving pedal, as intro

duced on the Brotherhood car, is retained, but this has been improved

by mounting it on a ball bearing. Ball bearings are fitted not only to

the crank shaft but also to the camshaft—in fact, it may be said that

 

Fig 31. -Front Elevation of "Sheffield-Simplex ' 45-h.p. Six-Cylinder

Engine.

they are used throughout the car. The crank shaft bearings are sup

ported in the top half of the crank-chamber, enabling the bottom portion

to be removed without disturbing any of the parts. A simple but useful

addition is seen in a small projection cast on the 6ides of the cylinders,

which form supports for a screwdriver or any other available tool to

enable the valves to be detached with a minimum of trouble. The

clutch (Fig. 33) is of the Hele-Shaw type, the pedal operating it being

connected to the foot brake. The first portion of the travel of the pedal

disengages the clutch, the further movement applying the brake. The

gear box, which is " gate " controlled, gives three speeds forward and a

 

Fig. 32.-Flan of Chassis of " Sheffield- Simplex" Six-Cylinder Car.

that a full supply of gas for each cylinder is ensured. Two systems of

ignition are provided, the feature of the high-tension magneto being

the combination therewith of a low-tension contact maker for the accu

mulator system. Attention may also be drawn to the high tension igni

tion wiring ; the wires for the six cylinders are all moulded together in

insulated material and encased in vulcanite, an innovation both interest

ing and useful. The water circulation is maintained by a gear-driveu

pump of special design. It is located on the valve side of the motor,

and can be easily detached. The radiator is of the usual honeycomb

type, but of a distinctive shape. It is provided with an air-inducing

fan driven off the pump shaft. The radiator frame is made with only

one joint, so that the risk of leakage is reduced to a minimum. Holes

reverse, with a direct drive on top speed. The gear shafts are hollow

and of large diameter. A point about the change speed control

mechanism is that in place of having to slide the lever and sleeve to

operate the gear change, the lever is furnished with a fulcrum giving

a freer action, greater leverage, and obviating any tendency of the

selecting lever to bind in its bearings. From the gear-box toe power

is transmitted by a cardan shaft aiid bevel gear to the live axle; the

whole of the cardan shaft is enclosed in a casing (see Fig. 37), which

act* as a torque rod. The forward end of the casing terminates in a

globular joint, which not only forms a shield for the joint, but allows

for movement of the back axle in all directions. A support for the

globular joint is carried by a cross member on the frame. Fig. 6t>,
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which gives a plan and elevation of the rear axle, shows that the latter

is of the arched type, and allows the wheel*.- to he splayed as in chain-

driven vehicles. This style of construction is rendered possible by in

troducing two barrel square joints on the live axle, one on each side.

These are shown at B, Fig. 36. The latter illustration shows that the

differentia] case is split horizontally, and can be readily detached ;

moreover, by taking off the axle caps and withdrawing the shafts from

the barrel-square joints the bevel wheel and the differential gear can be

entirely removed from the chassis. As will be seen, the differential gear

 

rig. Six-33.-Sectional View of Clutch of " Sheffield Simplex "

■ Cylinder Car and Operating Gear of tame.

is of the spur pinion type. The weight of the car is carried on the axle

casing, the axle driving the road wheel hubs through dog clutches. The

brakes of the car are also of an interesting design. Both the foot and

the hand-controlled brakes are centred on drums attached to the hubs

of the rear wheels, and are of the internal expanding type. A view of

the drum is shown in Fig. 35, from which it willbe seen that each

brake acts on a separate surface. The frame is of pressed steel, and

 

Fig. 34 The " Sheffield Simplex " 45-h.p. Six-Cylinder Touring Car.

is quite straight, the front and rear ends being tied together by cross

bars. Th'« chassis is supported on five springs, which are of the type

introduced on the Brotherhood car— i.e., they are provided with means

of lubricating each leaf. A good feature, too, is seen in the fitting of

grease cups to all the spring shackles. The feature of the steering pivots

is that they are set slightly out of the perpendicular in order to make

their centres coincide with the point of contact of the road wheels on

the ground, and so facilitate steering. Special attention is drawn to

the lubrication, an interesting form of mechanical lubricator being fitted

to the dashlxmd. There are five pumps in the lubricator, actuated by

a chain-driven cam shaft. Three of thtiu arc connected to the engine,

one to the gear-box, and one to the universal joint of the cardan shaft.

From the latter the oil flows through the cardan casing to the differential

case and thence along the axle to the road wheels. The complete cars

on view include a limousine, a landaulet, and an open touring car to

seat five persons, with Cape hood and glass screen. In the latter luggage

space is arranged under both the front and the rear seats, a sliding

luggage grid being also located nnder the back seat. Tool lockers are

provided, as also accommodation for accumnlators and acetvlene

generators in boxes under the side steps.

 

Fig. 35. Part Sectional Plan and Elevation of Bear Axle of " Shef

field-Simplex" Six Cylinder Car, showing inclined road wheels, spur

differential gear, double hnb brakes and improved brake operating

toggle cam.

The Jackson Car.

As nsual, Messrs. R. Rkykold Jackson and Co. make an interesting

display of the Jackson vehicles, which, in view of their relatively low

 

Figs. 36 and 37 —View of Bevel Gear Drive on " Sheffield-Simplex "

Six-Cylinder Car, the top half of the differential casing being removed.

This illustration also shows the spur differential gear and the barrel-

square joints B, which allow the live axle to be arched. The lower

picture is a view of the Rear Axle of the " She fh eld- Simplex" Six-

Cylinder Car, showing the spherical joint at the forward erd of the

cardan shaft sleeve ; the latter acts as the torque rod.

prices, combined with sound construction, have rendered them exceed

ingly popular. A prominent place on the stand i6 given to the novel

two-seated car illustrated in a recent issue of the M.U.J. This vehicle,

which has the appearance of a miniature racer, is fitted with a De Dion

8-9-h.p. engine, driving through a leather cone clutch and three-speed

gear-box to a live axle. Other cars on view include a 6-h.p. phaeton

and an 8-h.p. dogcart, both being fitted with De Dion engines. Various

detail improvements have been introduced into these vehicles with the

view of increasing their reliability, while to render them more comfort

able to the passengers a transverse spring at Nie rear is now included

in the suspension system.
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The De Dietrich Cars.

The De Dietrich cars are exhibited by Messrs. Jarrott and Letts

on two different stands, the French-built vehicles being displayed on one,
■while the other is devoted to the new British-built De Dietrich. Dealing

first with those which hail from across the Channel, it may be stated

that four models are on view—14-18-h.p., 18-28-h.p., 28-38-h.p., and

40-50-h.p. The last three have four cylinders, with the interchangeable

valves arranged on opposite sides ; the ignition is by low-tension mag

neto, with automatic advance according to the speed of the engine.

At the 6ame time, a hand control is fitted, so that the firing point can

be set to any desired position. To facilitate starting a half-compression

device is provided in connection with the exhaust valves. The lubrica

tion of the engine is effected by a pump driven off the cam shaft, the

oil tank being located below the engine supporting arms on the exhaust

side. A new clutch of the metallic disc type, -with an adjustable spring

tension, transmits the power to the gear "box through a universal joint,

which allows for any slight distortion of the frame whilst travelling

over rough roads, and also permits the clutch to be dismounted without

disturbing the engine or gear box. The latter, which is "gate" con

trolled, provides four speeds forward and one reverse. By a new arrange

ment the third and fourth speeds are driven direct from the engine

to the counter-shaft. The mam shaft carries at its rear end two bevel

pinions, each meshing with its corresponding bevel wheel on the differen

tial shaft. On the first, second, and reverse speeds the power is trans

mitted through a bevel pinion on the side shaft to a separate bevel on

the differential. There are thug three pairs of bevel wheels in connec

tion with the driving gear. Special attention has been devoted to the

brakes. The rear Toad wheels have two large drums, to which are

attached the driving sprockets. Inside these drums are expanding seg

ments, operated by means of a " pull-on " hand lever. A compensating

device is fitted to equalise the pressure on each wheel, and further pro

vision is made to absorb the shocks which would otherwise be thrown

on the brake gear whilst travelling over rough roads with the brakes

on. The differential shaft is provided with two brakes operated by a

single pedal. Pig. 40 depicts the latest departure of the De Dietrich

Company—a 14-18-h.p. live axle car, designed for use as a town car. The

engine is a smaller model of the chain-driven types, high-tension mag

neto ignition being, however, fitted in place of low tension. The clutch

is of the metal disc type, while the gear gives four forward speeds and

a reverse. The rear axle is similar in design to that in the 20-30-h.p.

car mentioned below. The frame can be supplied either curved, as

illustrated, or straight, the former facilitating the fitting of very low

carriage bodies with roomy side doors. As regards the British-built

Lorraine Dietrich, in which considerable interest is being shown, only

one type is at present being turned out—a 20-30-h.p. model, this being

very much on the lines of the 14-18-h.p. referred to above. The car

hag" been designed to suit English roads, and, having a long, low frame,

can be fitted with either touring or town carriage bodies. The engine

has four cylinders cast in pairs, 110 mm. bore by 130 mm. stroke, fitted

ball bearing at the forward end of the crank shaft. The gear box pro

vides four speeds foiward and one reverse, operated by a "gate" con

trolled lever. The drive is transmitted to the live axle by means of a

c.irdan shaft, which is supported by a cold-drawn taper steel tube, the

latter acting as a torque rod. The rear axle is very strong in design,

is oil-retaining, and fitted with ball bearings. The road wheels are

mounted on the outer casing, and are driven by dog clutches fitted in the

wheel hubs. In this way the actual driving shafts do not have to bear

 

Figs. 38 and 39. - Sectional Views of new Bosch Low-Tension Make

and Break Pings employed on the 1908 Mercedes Can-

any of the weight of the car. The rear axle is of the arched type,

enabling the road wheels to be splayed, as in chain-driven cars. This

is obtained by introducing a special for of joint in the live axle.

Self-lubricating ball bearings are fitted throughout the chassis, while

shock absorbers are now provided on all the cars.

The Mercedes Cars. t

We have already given some particulars of the 1908 models of the

Mercedes cars built by the German Daimler Company, together with

 

fig. 40. -Chassis of De Dietrich 14-18-h.p Car.

with low-tension magneto ignition, so arranged as to automatically

adjust the firing point to secure the greatest efficiency at all speeds.

The lubrication is automatic, starting when the engine is started and

ceasing automatically when the motor is not running. It is operated

by means of mechanical pumps, which force the oil up to a sight-feed

lubricator on the dashboard, it being afterwards pumped under pressure

to the various bearings. A feature of the engine design is the adoption of a

two illustrations As we previously pointed out, one oi the new

departures is found in the ignition. While the low-tension system it

retained, the usual make-and-break rod and tappets are all done away

with, their place being taken by a neat electro-magnetic arrangement

arranged in the form of a sparking-plug of little more than the usual

sine. The new system, which has been developed by Herr Bosch, makes

use of an ordinary low-tetision magneto, the current from which
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passes through a distributor, which conveys it in turn to the different

cylinders. Figs. 38 and 39, for which we are indebted to the Allgemeinc

Automobil Zeitung of Vienna, give two sectional views of the make-

and-break plug. The latter comprises a lever which works on a pivot

S, and the lower end of which is normally in contact with the piece A.

M are the pole-pieces of an ordinary magnet, round which is a coil W.

As the distributor makes contact with the different cylinders, a current

of electricity passes through the winding W, which, converting the

pieces M into magnets, attracts the upper end of the lever, as shown in

Fig. 39, the lower end breaking away from A, a large, fat spark

taking place between the two, so igniting the explosive charge. A

 

Fig 41. -Details of Clutch on Napier Cars.

spring causes the lever to return to the position shown in Fig. 38.

The ignition is, as will be 6een, somewhat on the lines of that known

as the Simplex, introduced a few years ago in this country.

The Napier Cars.

Three cars and a chassis, all fitted with six-cylinder engines, form

the exhibit of Messrs. S. F. Edge, Ltd. The vehicles cn view comprise

a 30-h.p. side-entrance touring car with a Cape hood, a 40-h.p. chassis,

a 40-h.p. double landaulet, and a 60-h.p. Pullman limousine. The

new 30-n.p. Napier ohainless car has so recently been described in the

MC.J. that no further reference to the chassis is necessary. Its rela-

be entirely enclosed. The speciality of the hood is that it can be opened

out or shut up by one person alone simply by turning a small handle

fitted on one side. This operation opens the hood entirely in one

minute from its folded state behind the rear passengers to its position

extending half-way over the bonnet, and vice versa. Fig. 42 gives a view

of the chassis of the 40-h.p. car, which, as will be seen, is fitted with

the Budge-Whit worth detachable wire wheels. The engine cylinders

are cast in pairs. The valve tappets have adjustable tops, with the

object of taking up wear, and, in addition, each tappet is fitted with a

small coiled spring, which automatically holds the tappet up to the

valve and eliminates noise. The Napier synchronised ignition by accu

mulator is used, one coil in conjunction with a contact maker and a

high-tension distributor fires each sparking plug in its turn, and ensures

absolutely accurate timing in each and every cylinder. A magneto can

be fitted, if desired instead. The carburettor is of a very simple type,

combining a throttle-valve and automatic air intake and an auxiliary

air-valve controlled by the driver. The throttle lever on the steering

wheel is set to give a maximum speed of about twenty miles per hour,

the increase above this being made by a foot-controlled accelerator.

The drive of the engine is transmitted to the gear-box by the Napier

multiple-plate clutch. Fig 41 shows the various parts of the cluteli

dismantled. The plates or discs C are made of different metals arranged

alternatelv, one set being carried by the box B and the other by the boss

D. The discs in the box B are free to slide inside the same, but not

to rotate; similarly, those carried by D can slide, but not rotate, on

the boss. To convey the power of the engine from the flywheel to

B, and through the discs to D, all the plates are thrust together by

means of springs E pushing the plate F. This forces the whole of

the plates towards the flywheel, and, on account of the number of disc

employed, while each disc has relatively to convey only a very small

amount of power, the total amount of gripping surface is very great.

Three adjusting screws G are provided ; the thrust-block H is for

releasing the clutch, and as this is drawn away from the flywheel it

approaches a disc, I, which act-s as a clutch brake to enable the first and

reverse speeds to be engaged silently. A removable stud J is provided

to enable lubricant to be poured into the clutch-box, which forms an oil-

tight bath for the plates to run in. The change-*peed gear, which is

adapted to give three s]ieed.s forward, runs on no less than seven ball

bearings. The sliding wheels do not move on a square shaft, as usual,

but on "a castellated shaft having eight grooves. The top gear is a

direct drive, and when in use the gear-box merely acts as a long bearing

for the driving shaft transmitting the power to the live axle. The

propeller shaft and live axle shafts are steel forgings ; the latter have

the differential wheels in one piece solid with them, and the whole of

the live axle runs on ball bearings. Other features of the design are

the straight side-members of the Irame and deep section pressed steel

cross-members braced together with tie-rods. The torque rod is widely

6played at the rear end, wheTe it is attached to the casing of the dif

ferential gear, and is connected at the front end to the chassis by the

medium of a ball-joint held between an upper and lower spring strongly

compressed in a vertical box suspended from a hinged joint. The frame

 

Fig. 42.- Chassis cf Napier 40-h.p. Six-Cylinder Car.

tively low price brings the six-cylinder car within the range of a large

clientele, and we are informed that alreadv over 300 have been ordered.

The i ar exhibited has an open touring type bodv. The rear seat is designed

to give ample room for three occupants. The space under both back

and front seatB is designed to take spare parts, and a reserve tyre can

be carried in a convenient bracket fitted on the right-hand side of the

driver over the platform step. An entirely new patented design of Cape

hood is fitted, this being covered with waterproof material and provided

with attachable eide-curtains and a roll-up screen with windows to let

down at the back of the driver's seat, enabling the rear of the car to

is suspended on five long springs, which, in conjunction with the Napier

" road equalisers," prevent any road shocks being transmitted to the

passengers. The 60-h.p. chainless chassis on view is fitted with a Pull

man limousine body, with ample seating accommodation in the interior

for five persons—three on the main seat and two on large and comfort

able additional seats arranged so that the occupants face forward. These

two seats when not in use fold up against the side of the car, leaving

the whole of the interior space available for the occupants of the hina

seat. A folding table is fitted, divided in the centre. The roof extends

forward over the driver's seat, and is supported in front by two hollow
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Bteel pillars attached to the dashboard ; over this is fitted a large glass

wind-screen for the protection of the driver and passenger at his side.

Throughout the whole scheme of this car comfort has been studied.

A thick felt pad extends over the floor, on the top of which is a pile

carpet of a shade in unison with the buff ribbed cloth of the upholstery.

The woodwork, including interior panels and window-frames, is of

polished mahogany. All the windows, with the exception of that at

the back of the car, are arranged to open, and silk blinds on spring

rollers are fitted throughout. Three handsome electric lamps are in

the roof; means of communication between the passengers and driver

the valves are placed on opposite sides. The bore is 3i in., and the

stroke 4$ in. On this car the ignition is by low-tension magneto ; the

make and brake gear is located on the top right side of the motor,

and is operated through a worm gear-driven shaft. Means are provided

for advancing and retarding the ignition. The carburettor is of the

Grouville-Arquembourg automatic type. The transmission is through a

leather cone clutch, three-speed gear box, and cardan shaft. The latter

is provided with a casing, which acts as the torque rod. The exhibit

also includes the C.S.B. 25-30-h.p. side-entrance car built for the Maha

rajah of Bikanir. The car has also an engine with four cylinders in

 

Fig.i43.-Chuiii of S.F.A. 80-h.p. Six-Cylinder Car. (.Seepage sot).

are provided, also ash-trays, mirrors, and all the various fitments

necessary to a well-appointed car. The central portion of the roof is

arranged to accommodate luggage, and a ladder is provided, folded

neatly> out of eight in a box. '

The Straker-Squire Cars.

Prominent in the display of Messrs. Strakf.r and Squire, Ltd.,

are two new. British-built vehicles. One of these is a new 12-14-h.p.

car, k/vown' as the " Shamrock." The motor comprises four cylinders

cast in pairs, 85 mm. bore by 85 mm. stroke, the valves lx>ing arranged

on one side. The ignition is by coil and accumulators, the contact maker

one casting. The dimensions in this case are 110 mm. by 130 mm. Low-

tension magneto ignition is adopted. All the valve gear is enclosed

by large aluminium plates with bayonet catches. Large inspection doors

are provided in the base chamber for obtaining access to the crank shaft

bearings. The control of the engine is by a single lever working on a

quadrant on the steering wheel, which actuates the valve lift from zero

to j on the quadrant, the other 1 of quadrant being half compression,

which is used only for starting purposes. The shaft of the admission cam

is hollow, and presents, opposite to each valve, a slot in which a cam

works perpendicularly to the axis, and allows of it sliding freely and

without play. In the interior of this shaft, and made from a single

 

Fig. 44. -Chassis of the Straker-,

being located on the upper end of a vertical spindle driven off the cam

shaft. The spindle is extended downward to operate the oil pump.

The water circulation is on the thermo siphon system, no pump bein^'

employed. The clutch is of the leather faced cone type. The gear box

is adapted to give three forward speeds in addition to the reverse, the

transmission being by cardan shaft and bevel gear to a live axle. The

brakes are all centred on the rear road wheels hubs, twin brake drums

being provided to each. The vehicle is built with two-seated body, and

should prove a speedy little car. The other new model is a 16-20-h.p.

car (Fig. 44), the four cylinders of which are all in one casting, and

re 16-20-h.p. Four-Cylinder Car.

piece, is another shaft, which carries, at the point where the cams are,

an eccentric, which supports and controls the movement of the cams.

The end of this shaft, extends outside the hollow shaft, and is connected

by a pinion wheel with the control lever ou the steering wheel. The

hollow shaft is rotated directly by the engine. It follows, then, that

as the control lever is moved over the quadrant, the eccentrics are

rotated, and the cams having to mount on them, a variable lift is given

to the valves. The engine is lubricated by a rotary pump in the lower

portion of the crank case, which draws the oil from a sump and delivers

it to the different bearings. The change speed gear is of a patented
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typ*) providing for the teeth of the respective gear-wheels becoming

engaged previous to any load being thrown upon them. The three

speeds and reverse are obtained by two sliding trains, which are movable

on the shaft. In order to obtain the speed desired one slides the corre

sponding train upon the shaft, engagement with the gear-wheels then

takes place without grinding or shock, because the train is still free,

and has to overcome its own inertia till it revolves at the same speed

as the train on the other shaft. A dog-clutch secures the wheels in

their respective positions. The actuation of the two sliding trains is

 

Fl r. 46.—rhe siaaeiey 14-h.p. Siae-Entranee Doable Phaeton.

effected by a single lever working in a novel form of quadrant. The

final drive is by cardan shaft to a live axle.

The Siddeley Cars.

The Wolsbliy Tool and Motob Cab Company, Ltd., are showing

six samples of their "Siddeley" cars—three being in the form of com

plete vehicles and three being the chassis only. They consist of one

four-cylinder 14-h.p., two four-cylinder 18-h.p., one four-cylinder 30-h.p.,

one four-cylinder 40-h.p., and one six-cylinder 45-h.p. All except the

last mentioned, which is chain-driven, are of the live axle type. The

new models for 1908 are three in number—the 14-h.p., the 18-h.p.

type de luxe, and the 40-h.p. live axle. The first mentioned has a four-

cylinder engine of 3 9-16 in. bore and 4 in. stroke, giving under R.A.C.

rating 20-3-n.p. The cylinders are cast in pairs, with the valves located

on one side. Thermo-syphon cooling is employed, and very large water-

pipes are fitted. Coil and accumulator electric ignition is standard, but

magneto can also be had at an extra charge. The commutator is

arranged in front of the dash and above the rear cylinder. A notice

able feature of this, as, in fact, in all the engines, is the separation of

the carburettor from the throttle and auxiliary-air valves, the former

being located on the right of the motor and the latter mounted imme

diately above the inlet pipe on the left. Between the leather-faced cone

ciutch and the gear-box a universal joint is provided. The three-speed

gear-box has a three-point suspension, and is exceedingly compact. The

drive is direct on top speed. The foot-brake is of the external type

on the propeller shaft, and the side-brakes are internal, expanding in

drums on the back wheels. The live axle is well supported, and has

only the driving effort to withstand, the road wheels, which are

mounted on the casing, receiving the power through the hubs. The

vehicle, which has a wheel-base of 8 ft. 9 in., is an exceedingly interest

ing model, and, in view of its general suitability for everyday use and

touring and relatively low price, a large demand may be anticipated.

The new 18 h. p. chassis is founded on the old model of the same power.
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but it has various improvements. For instance, magneto as well as

high-tension ignition by coil and accumulators is provided, while a

gear-driven pump in the oase chamber forces oil to all the engine bearings

direct. The contact-maker is now brought up just above the rear

cylinder and in front of the dashboard. The gear-box is "gate "-con

trolled, and gives four forward speeds, the direct drive being on the

third. The new model 40-h.p. four-cylinder live axle car has l>een pro

duced to meet the demand for a more powerful light touring vehicle.

The bore of cylinders is 5 in. by 5i in. stroke. It is equipped with

high-tension magneto ignition, as well as coil and accumulators. The

transmission is through a metal cone clutch, four-speed gear-box, with

direct drive on the third, cardan shaft and bevel gear. The other

"Siddeley" models for 19^8 are as follows: 10-h.p. two-cylinder, 18-h.p.

four-cylinder standard, 30-h.p. four-cylinder chassis, and 40-h.p. chain-

drive and 45-h.p. chain-drive. On ail the cars the Elastes detachable

flanje rims will be fitted, if desired, at a small extra charge, and a

prominent feature is the provision in connection with the rear axle of

all cars of 14-h.p. and over of the Wolseley shock absorber, illustrated

in the last issue of the M.C.J.

Argylls, London, Ltd.

Unfortunately, owing to cramped position in the Annexe, Argylls,

London, Ltd., are only responsible for two cars—viz., the 16-20-h.p.

with a seven-seated limousine body by Mulliner, of Northampton, and

a 14-16-h.p. Argyll landaulet. Both cars are painted in a rich dark

coach blue, with black mouldings with a fine primrose line. The interior

of each is tastefully upholstered in buff cord and fitted up with all

necessary little details to add to the comfort of the occupants. An

extension is provided over the driver's seat of each car, and is fitted

with a folding glass wind screen and luggage rail. Several improvements

have been effected in the 1908 14-16-h.p. model, these being referred to

in our report of the exhibit of Argyll Motors, Ltd., Alexandria, N.B.

As the 16-20-h.p. car has given such great satisfaction during the past

season,, it is being retained as a standard model for 1908 without any

alteration to the chassis except to facilitate minor adjustments.

The S.F.A. Cars.

The S.P.A. cars, which made their debut in this country at the

Cordingley Show in April last, are now being handled by the S.P.A.

Motor Company, Ltd., of 7, Harrington Road, London, S.W. For the

1908 season four sizes of these increasingly popular vehicles are being

made—viz., 20-h.p. and 40-h.p. four-cylinder, and 30-h.p. and 60-h.p.

six-cylinder, the cylinder dimensions of the first and third being 9b mm.

bore by 120 mm. stroke and of the second and fourth 130 mm. bv 145 mm.

The cars (Fig. 43) made by La Societa Piedniontese A'utomobili Ansaldi-
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Ceirano, of Turin, Italy, are all the Jive axle variety, and, except as

concerns the number of cylinders, are identical as regards the details, so

that the following particulars may be taken as applying to all. The object

of the designer has been to so arrange the leading components that anv

of them may be readily detached without disturbing the others. The

cylinders are cast, in pairs, and have the valves arranged on opposite

sides. The carburettor is of a special automatic type, claimed to give

an exactly proportioned mixture at all engine speeds. The ignition is

by low-tension magneto, the make ; and break of two cylinders being

actuated by a single cam mounted on the upper end of a spindle which

passes up through the cylinder-head casting, 'so giving free access to

the valve springs, and enabling the inlet'pipes to be so arranged that

the mixture from the carburettor has an equal 'distance to travel to each

of the cylinders. The clutch is of the multiple-disc type, and the

change-speed gear, which is adapted to give four speeds and a reverse,

is controlled by a lever working in a gate. On the top speed the drive

is direct, through the cardan shaft and bevel gear to a well-supported live

axle. The latter is of the arched type—a, practice which is now he-

coming general with Italian designers ; two bevel pinions are mounted

on the extension of the cardan shaft, these gearing with their own bevel

wheels on the live axle. The' end thrust is in this way claimed to be
balanced and the strain on the axle 'reduced. Ball • bearings are, of

course, fitted to all parts except the engine. Altogether, the S.P.A.

vehicles are excellent examples of modern high-grade automobile con

struction.

The " Cowey " Speed Indicators.

The "Cowey" patent speed indicators and speed recorders have

been so recently referred to in onr columns that on the present occasion

it will suffice to say that they are to be seen on the stand of the Cowry

KtiorNEERiNG COMPANY, Ltd., of the Archer Works, Kew Gardens, S.W

The " Cowey " trip mileage recorder shows the distance run and should

not be missed by visitors, who will also be interested in the Extension

speed indicator, which comprises two dials, one fitted on the d&shhoard

and the other on the inside of the body of the car in combination with a

clock for the use of passengers. Sound workmanship as well as scientific

principles of design have combined to give the necessary reliability to

these ilevicjs.
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The Argyll Cars.

For the 1908 season Argyll Motors, Ltd., are turning out five

models—viz., 12-16-h.p., 14-16-h.p., 16-20-h.p., 26-30-h.p., and 40-h.p.,

all fitted with four-cylinder engines and live axles. A great many

changes and improvements have been effected in the 14-16-h.p. car, with

the view of making the parts simpler and more efficient. The frame is

the same design the 1907 model, of inverted U section, with the front

spring pockets pressed out of the same material as the side-runners,

giving a maximum ot strength with the minimum weight of material.

In addition to extia long rear side-springs, a transverse spring has been

introduced, which render it more complete. The first is that it is

possible to alter the proportion of air to petrol while the engine is

running, and thus obtain the best mixture. The second point is that

it is possible to shut off all connection with the petrol jet, and allow

nothing but pure air to enter the engine. This, in addition to giving

considerable, braking power, serves to remove any deposit of carbonised

oil from pistons and plugs ; and, last, but not least, by destroying the

vacuum produced when the throttle is closed, prevents oil from being

sucked up into the cylinders. All the operations are performed by one

lever, the arrangement being 6uch that, when the valve is full shut, fresh

 

Fig. 48.-Elevation of Chassis of Argyll 40-h.p. Car

fitted, making the springing of the car. most comfortable. The engine is

of the same design as last year, but the cylinders and pistons are of

entirely new pattern j the water-jacket has been made more accessible,

and fitted with large top cover, while the piston has been lengthened

and lightened. The section of the carrying arms of .the engine crank

case has been altered to secure sufficient space for the steering-gear

box, thus enabling more rake to be given to the steering column. The

lubrication of the engine bearings has also had considerable attention,

a pressure-fed system having been adopted. A small geared oil pump

is fitted to the rear end of the motor, driven by the exhaust cam shaft,

air only passes into the engine. The clutch is of the metal disc clutch
type, a new and simpler disengaging ■ gear having been adopted. The

drive is taken to the gear-box through a universal coupling, designed

to allow the clutch to be dismantled when necessary, without inter

fering at all with the gear-box. The change-speed gear is of the

usual " Gpvan " type giving three speeds forward and a reverse. The

universal joints on the cardan shaft are of an entirely new design, the

centres of the two cross pins passing through one another. The sliding

movement is taken up in a fork at the rear end. To outward appear

ance, the live axle is similar to that fitted last season, but the nubs

 

Fig. 49 —Chassis of "Standud" 40-h.p. Six Cylinder Car.—(ate page 8 8.)

which lifts oil from a sump in the bottom half of the crank case and

forces it to the main bearings, through oil-ways in the crank shaft . to

the connecting rod big ends. A specially-designed tell-tale is fitted to

the dashboard to enable the driver to see that the system is in perfect

working order ; a test cock is also located in an accessible position in

the crank chamber for convenience in filling the oil reservoir to the

proper height. The engine is provided with the new " Argyll " car

burettor, recently illustrated in the M.O.J. The device has several

novel points ; in addition to performing the ordinary functions of an

automatic carburettor in a very perfect manner, two extra features are

are now arranged to run on extra large ball bearings on extensions of

the axle casing, the drive from the live axle to the hubs being by dog

clutches. One of the 14-16-h.p. cars on view is fitted with a limousine

body, finished in blue and upholstered in grey ribbed cloth. Another

model of the same power has a side entrance double phaeton of the

" Model© de Luxe " type. The body has special dimensions, and every

care possible has been taken to ensure the passengers' comfort. The

exhibit also comprises a chassis of the new 40-h.p. car, but, as this

was fully described and illustrated in the M.C.J, only a few weeks

ago. no further reference thereto need be made.
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The Standard Cars.

A car which has, under the segis of Mr. Friswell, gained consider

able prominence during the season is the Standard, built by the

Standard Motor Company, Ltd., Coventry. For 1908 two models are

being made—20-h.p. and 40-h.p., both being fitted with six-cylinder

engines. Both vehicles are, generally 6peaking, on similar lines, so

that the following particulars, except where specifically stated, may

be taken to apply equally as well to one as to the other. The cylinders

are cast in pairs, with the valves arranged all on one side ; the dimen

sions in the case of the 20-h.p. engine are 3i in. bore by 3i in. stroke, and

of the 40-h.p. 4 in. by 5 in. The bottom half of the base chamber can

be detached without disturbing the crank shaft bearings. The ignition

is by Simms-Bosch high-tension magneto, gear driven off the same shaft

 

Fi j. 50.—View of Carburettor Bid* of " Standard " Biz cylinder Engine.

as the water pump. A feature of the automatic carburettor is the

ease' with which the various parte can be detached for inspection. A

tubular radiator is employed, this being of extra large size, enabling a

fan to be dispensed with. On the smaller car the lubrication of the

motor is effected by gravity through a eight feed rack on the dash

board, while on the 40-h.p. a pump is provided, this being fixed to

the lower half of the crank chamber. The central portion of the latter

is made in the form of a well. The pomp forces the oil through a filter,

detachable with equal facility. The differential casing is of the spur

pinion type ; the casing surrounding it is fitted with a large detachable

cover at the rear, to enable the gear to be examined. Ball bearings are

used throughout the gear-box and axles. The chassis is of such a

length as to permit of a roomy closed or open side-entrance body to be

fitted to either model. The vehicles are British built throughout, and

are noteworthy for their 6ilent and smooth running, as well as for their

moderate price.

The Darracq. Cars.

The range of Darracq vehicles for the 1908 season comprises 7-9-h.p.

single-cylinder, 8-10-h.p. and 10-12-h.p. double-cylinder, 14-16-h.p.,

 

Fig. 51.—Rear View of Chassis of Darracq 18-h.p. Car, showing the

H-section back axle, change-speed gear and differential box.

18-h.p., 25-35-h.p. four-cylinder, and 50-60-h.p. six-cylinder. Principal

interest centres on the new 14-16-h.p. and 18-h.p. models, the design

of which, while not entirely novel, inasmuch as a car on somewhat

similar linrs was exhibited by M. Henriod at the 1906 Paris Salon, is

a striking departure from current practice. The details appended, while

applying more particularly to the 18-h.p. type, may also be taken as

appertaining to the 14 l6 h.p. The frames are splendid examples of

pressed steel work, the difference in section at different points to form

 

Fig. 62.—Flan of the Chassis of Darracq 18-h.p. Car,

and distributes it to the different bearings of the engine, the surplus

oil running back to the well. The clutch is of the metal-to-metal type,

consisting, of a single plate held between the flywheel and a floating ring.

The gearrbox is very compact, reducing the length of the shafts to a

minimum. The three speeds and reverse are controlled by a lever

working in a " gate." On the top speed the drive is direct through a

cardan shaft to the live axle. The universal joints are of a special

design. It is exceedingly simple, but somewhat difficult to describe,

in the absence of illustrations. It may be stated, however, that no pins

or nuts are used in its construction. By loosening one bolt, the cardan

shaft can be readily removed from the chassis, the bevel pinion being

supports for various parts of the car's mechanism being noteworthy.

The side-members are inset in the front to increase the steering lock,

and set up at the rear to give a lower centre of gravity to the complete

car. The chassis is suspended on semi-elliptic springs back and front,

with a supplementary transrerse spring behind. The four cylinders of

the motor (Fig. 53) are cast en Sloe, with the valves all on the one

side. Cast integral with the cylinders is an expansion chamber for

the exhaust gases, having longitudinal ribs to assist in dissipating the

heat, a single pipe leading from this expansion chamber to the silencer ;

a similar method is adopted in regard to the inlet valves, one pipe

leading from the carburettor to a port formed midway in the hollow
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■casting running the whole length of the engine, and having communica

tion with the inlet valve ports and interior of the cylinders. The cam

shaft operating all the valves is enclosed in the top of the aluminium

-crank case, the valve tappet guides being held in position by a single

screw, so that removal is an easy matter. Over the valves are fitted

neat screw-in plugs, those over the inlet valves accommodating the

sparking plugs. The cylinders, which have a bore and a stroke of

100 mm. by 100 mm., are held to the crank case by bolts and nuts on

either side, two of the holding bolts passing through the cylinder

flanges extending downwards, and serving to hold the lower and de

tachable half of the centre crank shaft bearing in place. The end

bearings are fixed in a similar way, eo that the bottom half of the crank

case has no connection with the bearings, and can be detached without

in any way disturbing these parts. A hinged inspection door is also

provided in the base chamber, to enable the big ends to be inspected.

The carburettor, pump, and magneto are mounted on the engine, which

thus forms a complete unit. The carburettor has a single jet and

auxiliary valve placed on the top, the air ports being opened by the

same hand lever that manipulates the throttle. A foot accelerator is

also fitted, inter-connected with the hand throttle. The ignition is by

high-tension magneto, which by slackening one nut can be withdrawn

from its seating on the top half of the crank case. To all intents and

purposes the ignition is fixed, inasmuch as there is no connection from

it to the steering wheel. The advance and retard mechanism is con

nected to a horizontal rod ending with a brass knob, which projects

just outside the front of the chassis immediately below the radiator, and

alongside a similar knob on the end of the carburettor "tickler." This

latter is rather unique. Instead of the usual small bell-crank lever for

latter, being deeply bowed, brings the horizontal ends in a line with

the differential driving shafts on either side of the gear-box, passing

through the solid axle, and driving the road wheels through the medium

of a dog clutch. The construction of the change-speed gear elements

can be Been from Fig. 54, which shows the large bevel wheel on one

end of the primary shaft and the differential gear at the other. The

sliding elements are fitted to the primary shaft, with a dog clutch for

the direct drive. Three speeds forward and one reverse are provided,

operated by the single lever, which has a " gate" control. Ball bearings

are fitted to all parts. The box containing the change-speed gears and

differential can be removed en bloc by unscrewing four bolts. The foot-

brake drum is placed on the end of the secondary shaft of the gear-box

on the outside, the brake shoes being of the internal expanding metal

tvpe. The rear road wheels are fitted with similar brakes placed in

the usual position. The innovations will probably be called daring in

some quarters, and certainly they are of such an unconventional nature

that they are creating a considerable amount of interest in motoring circles

It may be presumed, however, that such radical departures would not

be adopted unless they had been thoroughly tested ; in fact, the system

has been employed on the Darracq racers for the last three years. The

complete cars on view include an 18-h.p. with a standard »pen touring

body of the Roi des Beiges type, with seating capacity for five persons.

The 25-35-h.p. car has cylinders of a bore and stroke of 120 mm. by

120 mm. Double high-tension ignition is fitted, while the change-speed

gear, which is situated in the usual position, gives four forward speeds

and a reverse, operated by a " gate -controlled lever. The chassis in

all other respects is the same as the well-known 1907 20-28-h.p. type.

It is, however, now supplied in two lengths, one suitable for a double

 

 

 

Tig. 54.—The New Darracq Change Speed Gear.

Fig. 53—The Darracq 18-h.p. Motor.

Jifting or depressing the float spindle, in order to flood the carburettor,

a small slotted wedge-shaped piece of steel normally rests with its thin

end under the float spindle, the latter, of course, resting in the slot.

When the .wedge is pulled forward by the outside knob on the end of

the connecting spindle, the thicker section of the wedge lifts the float

needle valve. The lubrication of the engine is effected from a reservoir

placed on the dashboard, having feed pipes to different parts of the

■motor, the oil being forced through sight feeds by a pump driven by a

belt off the cam shaft. An auxiliary hand oil pump is also fitted. The

water circulating pump is of large capacity, and placed in front of and

in direct contact with tne detachable section of the crank case covering the

train of gear wheels, it being operated by the same wheel which operates

the magneto. The leather-faced cone clutch is fitted with springs under

the leather to give a more delicate engagement, provision being made

for adjusting the tension of the springs. The most striking feature

of the new car is the transmission, the change-speed gear elements,

differential, and bevel gearing being all contained in one casting dis-

■posed on a solid rear axle with independent parallel driving shafts.

One long cardan shaft conveys the power from the clutch to these

driving shafts, and the usual centrally-located gear-box being elimi

nated. The axle proper, which carries the road wheels, is solid for

the greater part of its length, and is of H section forged nickel steel,

"the ends assuming a horizontal position, and being bored through to

accommodate the driving shafts. The gear-box (Fig. 54), containing the

-change-speed gears, differential, and driving bevels, is of oblong shape,

wand is bolted in a transverse position on the top of the solid axle. This

phaeton and the other for a limousine. The continued demand for a six-

cylinder car is responsible for an entirely new type. The chassis is

modelled on the same lines as the 25-35-h.p. vehicle, due allowance of

course, being made for the increased horse-power of the motor. The

engine dimensions are 120 mm. by 120 mm. bore and stroke. The car

on the stand is of the well-known limousine type, with a seating capacity

of seven people.

Vacuum Mobiloils.

Nowadays the merits of the productions of the Vacuum Oil

COMPANY, Ltd., of Norfolk Street, Strand, London, W.C., are so

well-known that reference thereto need not be lengthy. Suffice it to

siy that the company is represented in the gallery at the show by a

large selection of their vacuum mobiloils. These are specially prepared

for various purposes, that known as A being for the cylinder and crank

chamber lubrication of water-cooled engines, and B for air-cooled engines,

as well as for the single-cylinder tvpe of water-cooled motors. Other

special oils are for gears, and also for steam cars. Included in the

range of specialities displayed is a Mobilubricant which is employed for

all purposes where gretse or solidified oil is generally required. For

electric cars the company h we the " Eleotra " oil ; other specialities

comprehended in the display including vacuum graphite grease for the

lubrication of chains, a leather oil for leather lined clutches, and the

" Hecla" oil for the cylinders of engines employing steam snperheated

above 500 deg. F.
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Pratt's Motor Spirit.
The familiar green cane in which Pratt's motor spirit has been con

veyed for many years draw the attention of visitors to the stand of

the Anglo-Amkbican Oil Company, Ltd. Here, too, will he found

the white cans similarly identified with the transport of the company's

•760 spirit. As usual, additional interest is given to the exhibit by a

collection of samples of petroleum and its products, as well as models

and sketches illustrating various methods of handling and transporting

the same. The organisation of the business so that Pratt's motor

spirit can be obtaired in every village throughout the country is an

achievement of no small importance to the motorist. For wherever he

goes, throughout the United Kingdom, supplies of Pratt's motor spirit

are available.

Acetylene Lighting, &c.
Although the demonstration of acetylene lighting by the Acety

lene Illuminating Company, Ltd., 268-270, South Lambeth Koad,

S.W., naturally constitutes the main attraction at their stand, attention

must be drawn to the specimens of work done by the dissolved acety

lene method of autoganous welding with the oxy-acetylene blowpipe.

The company make a special feature of the repair of cast iron and

steel, broken gear cases, cracked cylinders, &o. , and the examples on

the stand piove the justice of their claim as to the effectual character

of the work done. Cheapness and rapidity are also other merits which will

appeal to many of our readers. With reference to the dissolved acetylene

for the illumination of motor-cars, the company may be congratulated

on the success they have met in getting their cylinders placed in

motor depots throughout the Icountry, the sign "D.A." being now

very familiar in all the leading and many of the smaller places through

out the country—so that those who adopt the system need have

no qualms as to not being able to secure replenishment

of the cylinders, made in a standard size of 20 cubic ft., wherever

they may be on tour. The acetylene is supplied clean, dry and puri

fied ready for use. The cylinders are filled with a porous material

soaked in acetone, gas is then pumped into the cylinders and is dis

solved by the acetone. When fully charged the pressure in the

cylinders is 150 lbs., and as the pressure is released the gas is given

off until the cylinder is exhausted. The standard dissolved acetylene

lighting set for cars consists of a 20 cubic ft. cylinder, a key and

stirrup block, and a combired regulator and pressure gauge, and

having thus acquired the outfit the motorist can light up his car with

perfect safety and great economy. The entire absence of smell and

the extreme cleanliness of the arrangement are points in favour of

the system for which the Acetylene Illuminating Company, Ltd., is

responsible. The latest device to further ensure the economy of Dissolved

Acetylene is the introduction of a bve-pass so that the gas ran be

tamed down in traffic or when the car is to be left standing for any

time.

Pullman's Non-Skids.

Among the makers of non-skid bands and similar devices calculated

to ensure the safety of motor-cars on uncertain roads Messrs. R. and J.

Pullman, Ltd., of the Westbrook Mills, Godalming, Surrey, have

attained distinction. They have been able to combine long acquaint

ance with the leather industry with a practical knowledge of motoring,

with the result that their specialities have not only early attracted

attention when introduced, but have maintained their reputation

through many seasons of service. Their "Leathber" non-skid band is

their "'latest word" in this cotnection. Here we have a band that

is a combination of leather and rubber with hardened rivets embedded

in the latter so that they cannot penetrate through to the tyre—thus

preventing any possibility of injury thereto. The band is vulcanised

on to form part of the tyre, and can be replaced vben the rivets are worn,

when the tyre will be found as gcod as new. An automatic auxiliary

air valve, by means of which petrol consumption can be appreciably

reduced, is also shown on this stand, * here are also Pullman's well-

known tyre levers to facilitate the removal and fixing on of all tyres and

a selection of leather specialities. The fact that Messrs B. and J. Pull

man Ltd., have been established as leather dressers for 200 years should

give confidence to those who adopt their motor gloves and gauntlets,

electric chamois leather for cleaning purposes, &c. Their '* Kaspine

lubricant rs another excellent production exhibited atOlympia.

Bowley's Motor Spirit, &c.

In the original " bright red cans " the motor spirit of Messrs.

Bowr.EY and Son is made known to visitors to the gallery. The

experience of the firm in the distillation and refining of motor Bpirit

dates back a long way into the history of the industry, and the

standard grades bave given proofs of their efficiency under the most

trying conditions. Several qualities of fuel oils are shown as well as

" Carmeiine " for oil engines and motors, the firm's " Champion " motor

oils and motor greases, and Messrs. Bowley and Son's lubricating

oils for all classes of machinery. With regard to lubricants for motor

cars, too much caution cannot be taken in procuring a thoroughly

efficient lubricating oil for petrol motors. Many oils which pass muster

in ordinary cases fail when used on an engine working for long spells

up to its maximum capacity ; the heat and strain on the piston far

exoeeds that of an engine running on intermittent work, and unless an

efficirnt, suitable oil is used, there is excessive strain and wear eet up,

with consequent loss of power and ultimate breakdown. It is, there

fore, particularly necessary, for the efficient lubrication of petrol engines...

to use an oil with a high flash-point to stand the heat in cylinders with

out carbonising, and sufficient viscosity to thoroughly lubricate the hot-

pistons. Messrs. Bowley's "Champion" oil meets all the requirements

of an efficient and reliable oil for this purpose ; it will not " gum," give

any acid reaction, nor at increased temperatures appreciably lose its vis

cosity. Attention may also be drawn to Benzolite, which is rapidly com

ing to the front.

A New Non-Skid and Tyre.

At the stand of Messsrs. J. Liversidge and Son, Ltd., 196,Old Street

E.C., will be found anew non-skid band which bas distinctive features

tbat should favour its trial by motorists who have given thought and

study to the problem of skidding. In his new device the inventor has

sought to combine ideas and produce a band that can serve its purpose

under any conditions. In place of the usual metal studs he has alternate

steel and rubber studs with conical heads, so that resiliency is not sacri

ficed, and yet there is sufficient metal surface on the roadway to prevent

slipping on greasy surfaces. This new non-skid, known as the " Scott,"

is made as a band in all sizes for pneumatic tyres, and we shall anticipate

a run on a car fitted with the device with more than ordinary interest.

The well-known "De Nevers" grooved solid tyres are also

shown in 2h in., 3 in., in., 4 in., and 5 in. sizes.

On this stand will also be found the K.T. tyre, which is now to

be seen on many vehicles—both privat'e and public—in the streets. This-

is a pneumatic stud or non-spring tyre. The rubber is made in a long,

flat strip with projecting studs, which have an air space below. A

circular perforated steel boltless rim, with holes to receive the studs, en

closes the rubber, so that the stud heads are the only projection. The

air spaces are closed with steel washers, some of which are lapped to

take the screw ends of the bolts making the attachment with the wheel.

The rim with the rubber is forced over the binding rim of the wheel

under compression, and the whole arrangement is ready for the road:

The appearance of the tyre resemble a double row of large studs, and is

obviously well calculated to withstand side-slip, whether on large or

small cars. The system of construction is also remarkable in that the

tyre throws up little or no mud laterally—an important consideration in

congested traffic. Besiliency is not sacrificed, while t he durability of

the device is undoubted. The K.T. tyre is certainly an interesting inno

vation and one.with a future.

The Palmer Tyres. *«■.

Interest in the cording machine that is employed in making the

Palmer cord tyres is generally shown by visiters. Motorists are

familiar with the merits of these tyres, the new* catalogue of which

will be useful to all owners of cars applying for the same to 119,

Shaftesbury Avenue, W.C. In addition to the Palmer cord tyres a variety

of accessories in connection with the same are -hown. ami visitors to this-

stand should also inspect the Palmer tyre testing gauge, which has been

designed to test the pressure in pneumatic tyres, an important con

sideration. Simplicity is the keynote of the instrument. It is only

necessary to screw the gauge on to the valve and then bend the flexible

tube, wh:ch latter operation causes the deflating pin of the valve to be

pushed inwards. As a perfect joint is made before the valve pin is-

moved, there is no leakage of compressed air. There are no taps or

valves to get out of order, and no fine holes to get filled np. A special

bracket is provided for carrying the tester, which may be screwed on to-

the dashboard or any other accessible part of the car.

Gears.
The exhibits on the stand of Messrs. David Brown and Sons,

Ltd., are such as will interest motor-car manufacturers mainly. The-

firm have made a close study of the correct form of teeth for spurs,,

bevels and worms, and the result of their investigations is shown in

the 15-h.p. gear cases, worm reduction gears, steering gears, together

with a number of rawhide spurs, paper pinions, spur wheels,

bevels, &c, which are displayed for examination on their stand. The

15-h.p. gear case, the woiking of which is being demonstrated, is the-

outcome of many tests which have been made where the teeth of gears

have to withstand sudden and great stress. The adoption of a greater

angle of obliquity is said to have increased the strength of these gears:

nearly 50 per cent., and whilst diminishing the length of teeth, the are

of contact Is increased, thus giving a greater efficiency. A gear cafe-

similar to that running is dismantled and all the detail parts are avail

able for inspection.

Motor Accessories.

From the very early days cf the motor industry Messrs. G. T_

Riches and Company nave been associated with tho trade in motor

accessories, *nd from 19, Store Street, London, W.C, they are conducting

a wide connection with motorists throughout the country. Hence the-

interest which attaches to their varied display at the present

exhibition. Tl eir accessories, &C, are very comprehensive,

from the "Acme" trumpet' siren to Plaxeline, the latter a

liquid band clenm-e-r removing all grease and gaining favour even where-

other preparations have failed. Eucalyne, Plaxine, "pomiss" bard

soap, &c, as well as a variety of cleaning cloths and other com

pounds and materials for maintaining the good appearance of

both car and driver, are shown. At the stand is a full selection

of exhaust whistle alarms, tyre levers, lubber goggles, tyre-

carriers, &c. The "Store "tool kit is a very type of such indispensable

adjuncts to the car, and attention may also be drawn to the Turco
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electric valcaniser, -which is proving a useful aid to the motorist in

repairing tyre troubles. Messrs. Riches and Company are able to

supply all descriptions of general accessories and spare parts for Pan-

harq, Astsr, De Dion, Darracq, Clement and other leading motors.

The Milometer.

In addition to their exhibit of Nagant-Hobson cars on the ground

floor, Messrs. H. M. Hobson, Ltd., of 29, Vauxhall Bridge Road, S.W.,

are showing the Jenatzy tyres and other specialities in the gallery. At

one of their stands in the latter section of the show the Elliott motor-

meter is also demonstrated. This lias satisfied many speedy as well as

ordinary touring motorists of its accuracy, and, in view of magisterial

acceptance—in some places at iea9t—of the calculations of the speed

indicator, it should nave an increasing popularity. Working parts

have been reduced to a minimum, ana the variety of indications by

the hands is a good feature. It is driven from ' the front off

side wheel by means of a flexible shaft, which can be

readily removed for examination. It runs at about the same

speed as the front wheel of the car. A strong driving gear is

provided, which has the advantage of silence, and the device itself is not

likely to be affected by water, dust, and vibration. The movement of

the pointer is regular, following the changes in speed exactly and

immediately, without going in jumps, recording the mileage per

hour. A cyclometer can also be fitted, which is provided with

three hands of different colours. The white one makes one

revolution of the dial in 100 miles working on a scale which is

clearly subdivided into tens and units. Two small blanks are provided

on the face where the mileage up to date is shown. The black

hand also makes the 100 mile revolution, but also records the

grosrress of the individual trip. In the centre is a smaller red

and making only one revolution per mile and working on a scale which

is graduated in divisions of a furlong—very useful for cheeking police

traps. Messrs. H. M. Hobson, Ltd., also show the Pognoq plug, which

is adopted by the makers of most of the leading cars, aV well as the

Bougie switch. This is of great assistance in testing the engine, as the

particular faulty cylinder can easily be ascertained in cases of misfiring.

Wind Shields, &c.

A new comer to the show is the firm of Messrs. Auster, Ltd., of

the Crown Works, Hertford Street, Birmingham, who show the

" Auster" patent wind shield, Cape cart hood and .seat fittings, as well

as a great variety of looks, handles, fasteners and all classes of furniture

in connection with motor body work. They have a good type of double

folding wind shield, the advantage of which is secured by the utilisation

of the firm's own patent joints. These enable the shield to be adapted

to any angle and to afford ample protection from wind and rain. The

firm's Cape cart hood can be drawn into position from within the car,

thus doing away with the necessity of various props and other fittings

which rather complex the operation of opening out fer use. By means

of the special joint already mentioned any length of throw can be

obtained on one prop and at the same time ample head room is given.

Some good types of tilting seats adaptable to any position in the car

lire also on view, as well as a new door fitting which absolutely ensures

the security of the door when locked. The ordinary slam lock is sometimes

rattled and opened, but with the new fitting of Messrs. Auster, Ltd.,

this can be locked by a hooked lock and thus effectually secured.

The Coventry Simplex Motors.

The Coventry Simplex Engines, Ltd., are exhibiting one of

their latest type six-cylinder engines at the' stand of the Eoston Motor

Company. This is a very interesting production, the cylinders being

cast in pairs with the valves arranged all on one side. The cylinder

dimensions are 3* in. bore by 3J in. stroke ; 25-h.p. being developed at

a speed of 1,500 revs, par minute. The company s own type of auto

matic carburettor furnishes the mixture, a feature of this device being

that the jet can be readily dismounted, and that an air dashpot

is provided in connection with the automatic air inlet. A

neat arrangement of inlet pipe is adopted to insure

an equal supply of the mixture to each cylinder. The main shaft is

made from a solid forging and runs on ball-bearings, while the cam

shaft is arranged so that it can be readily withdrawn. Provision is

also m ide on the base chamber for the fixing of the water circulating

pump and a magneto. A high tension distributor is fitted in conjunc

tion with the contact maker, this being located at the upper end of a

vertical spindle driven by bevel gear off the half-time shaft. Through

out there is evidence of the engine having been carefully designed and

well constructed.

Elastes.

In a recent Issue we illustrated and described the moveable flange

rim brought out by the Elastes Company, Ltd., of 79 and 80, York

Street, Westminster, W.C. They have the device in operation at the.

show. As we have previously explained, the new rim consists of an

ordinary wheel made with a slightly deeper wood felloe. An ordinary

metal pneumatic tyre rim with one bead cut away is affixed to this, and

when bolted up on the wood felloe the flange completes the bead cut away.

A rubber washer is sunk into the wood felloe underneath the flange so

as to prevent wet getting in and damaging the cover. The introduction

of this rim has made it possible ior the Elastes Company to till with

their speciality any tyres which are in fairly good condition. This

should extend the operations of the concern, as hitherto only new

tyics have been dealt with. The rim can be fitted in about a week, a

week longer being required for filling tyres with Elastes. Samples of

Elastes filling are also to be found oa this stand. This has been cjn-

siderably improved from the earliest introduction, anl both the resili

ence and toughness have been increased, with consequent advantage!

likely to be appreciated by those who have given attention to the

merits of this method of abating the worries associated with tyro when

on the road.

Jacks, &c.

Messrs. Lake and Elliott, who are well identified with the busi

ness in jacks, show various types for niotor-cars, including an important

motor jack, with spinning nut quick adjustment. They have brought

out a new type known by the letter H. This has a remarkably quick

adjustment and easy lift. The top is simply lifted to the height of the

axle and the jack closes automatically when the large ollar is slightly

raised. The nuts are controlled by a positive motion which renders

it impossible for one nut only to be engaged. The easy lift' is obtained

by the use of a large ball-bearing to take the thrust. A notable fea

ture of the new jack is the excellent workmanship, which is of a higher

grade than is often associated with such devices.

Motor Tools.

Messrs. Benetfink and Company, Ltd., the old-established firm

in Cheapside, whose acquisition by -Messrs. Gamage, of Hoi born, has

lately taken place, are represented in the gallery by a fnll range of

various classes of tools for use by motorists. Quite an utilitarian ex

hibit of cleaning requisites for service in both public and private garages

is alsy made, and in this connection we may mention the safety lamp for

such establishments which has been placed, upon the market by Messis.

Gamage and is shown at this btand. The motor department of Messrs.

Benetfink has been thoroughly overhauled, and evidently the Cheapeide

house is now well able to do for motorists in the City what the llolborn

house can perform for motorists anywhere. . .

The "Atlas" Jack.

Messrs. Brown Brothers have a good

selection of motor accessories, and their display

will be of interest to motorists generally.

Among the specialities on their stand is the

Atlas pneumatic jaok shown open in Fig. 53.

The speed of operation as well as the ease of the

lift are points in favour of this speciality, wlrch

is well designed for practical efficiency. Having

attached the pump, the jack is placed under the

ear, care being taken to see that the release valve

is securely screwed on to its seat. A few strokes

with the triple pump will lift the heaviest car ;

when lifted one or both pins are put in for safety.

To lower the jack the pins are drawn and the

thumb screw released gently. In addition to

their jack Messrs. Bkown Bros., Ltd., have

several other special exhibits, including the Gab

riel horn and a full range of motor accessories

they h ive marketed under the name of " Duco."

These include jacks, lamps, horns, valve springs, levers, &c, the main

features of which have been duly set forth in our columns when introduced.

In connection with the Atlas jack a triple pump is being recommended,

with four strokes of which the jack can be raised to take any car. The

importance of carrying efficient tools of this class is recognised

by Messrs. Brown Bros,, whose "Duco," Nos. 1 and 3, have

distinctive merits of their own. The first-named is made of malleable

iron with case-hardened gearing, which has an instantaneous adjusting

rachet bar enabling it to be extended by hand in order to bring it instantly

in contact with the car. This ratchet bar is also instantaneously released,

and telescopes itself into the raising part of the jack by extending

(with the fingers) the two round head pins. The telescopic principle

of this jack gives a great lift, making it especially suitable for work

shop use. The lifting action is quick, and is performed with a minimum

of labour, the knuckle joint in the handle obviating the necessity of

stooping when working the jack. The " No. 3 " Duco jack is fitted

with a patent universal hand joint.

Moebius Oils.

Many specialities in motor oils of good quality will be seen on the

stand of Messrs. Moebius and Son, of Howard Road, Stoke Newington,

N.. whose exhibit includes a wide range. Here is the well-known

" Moebius " special " Challenge " motor grease for gear boxes, gear cups,

&c, as well as those of the same brand for air or water cooled engines.

The " Challenge " motor oils are put up in quarts, half gallons, and

gallons as well as in the firm's own patent lubricating can. During

many years Messrs. Moebius and Son's oils have been winning a well-

deserved reputation amongst practical motorists.

Ignition Specialties.

At the stand of Messrs. Thomson-Bennett, Ltd., will be found an

excellent selection of ignition specialities, including a new High Tension

distributor. In this the current is taken from the single coil through

the lid by means of a carbon biush pressing on the revolving Insulated

cam, and thence distributed by a second carbon brush to the several

contacts in the outer casing. The brushes make actual contact and

there is no jump spark. In advancing and retarding the Low Tension

portion is the only part that moves, the High Tension part remaining

stationary. This obviates the breaking of wires which so often occurs.

Such arrangement is secured by fitting the Low Tension apparatus on

 

Fig. 55.
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a second base plate whick moves for the advance while the main body

remains stationaiy. As the Low Tension circuit is broken before the

High Tension there is no burning of the carbons and altogether this new

type is a great advance on much previous practice. The Thomson-

Bennett single trembler four-cylinder coil has a special feature in the

fact that there are four units, each of which is detachable without any

tremblers. These contain the separate High Tension Windings. In

the central position is a fifth unit with a trembler fitted to it and

containing an Auxiliary Primary Winding and a Condenser. These

are held in position by a plated bar across the front which at the same

time makes the common connection between them. But for the fact

that one trembler does all the work the Coil is wired up exactly as a

four trembler type would be. Messrs. Thomson-Bennett, Ltd., are

guaranteeing the device for twelve months. Many other specialities

in. ignition are also worthy of inspection on the stand of this well-

known Birmingham Company.

Ball Bearings.

Messrs. Ltjdw Loewe and Company, Ltd., of Faningdon Road,

Clerkenwell, E.C., have become so familiarly associated with the

D.W.M. ball bearings that mention of their name is almost sufficient

clue as to the exhibits at their stand. This year, however, they show

an alternative type with solid ball cage which will be of considerable

interest to the motor trade. In the D.W.M. Patent Ball Bearings,

the ball races are perfectly continuous, there being no lateral grooves or

inserted pieces to affect the smoothness of the running, or cause deteri

oration. This type of bearing, with its individual spring separators, is

well known, but the alternative type has only just been introduced. In

this the balls are held in a patent cage made of a single piece of bronze.

There are no screws or rivets to become loose, or springs to weaken,

while the bearing is able to withstand a greater overload. The new

bearing, which is illustrated in Fig. 56, has been subjected to severe

tests, and as a result can be recommended for motor

cars. It is made to the same dimensions as the older type.

Among the other interesting exhibits shown by Messrs. Ludw Loewe
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and Company, Ltd., is a registering caliper for inside and outside

measurements. It is graduated on both sides, giving exact readings in

inches and millimetres. Another tool serving several purposes is the

centie marker, which automatically locates the'eentre of any section of

material. Mention may also be made of the new pocket speed indicator

—a convenient and accurate revolution counter which reads direct up

to 10,iKK) revolutions, and can be set back to zero at any time. It can

be used for either left or right running spindles, and, like the

other tools referred to, can be regarded as thoroughly reliable.

Doherty Badiators.

Radiators play an important part in the (rood appearance of the

modern automobile, and the Doherty Motor Components, Ltd., have

an especially attractive "how in tbis department. 1 hey have been

favourably identified with the'manufacture of radiators for many years,

and on the present occasion show a new type in Jwhich the honeycomb

radiator is admirably imitated in a way that gives strength as well as

lightness. In this a flat vertical brass tube is fitted with corrugated sheets

placed on either side so arranged as to give the diamond appearance in

front, the gills not being threaded but simply laid along the brass tube.

Bonnets, silencers, wings, lubricators, &c, form an important section of

the company's display, and attention may well be drawn to a new spare

tyre case made in sheet metal capable of being fitted in any position

on a car. This case is made in three pieces, the lower semi-circular

half being in one, and the upper portion being in two parts, so that it

can easily be removed to insert or take out the tyre. The case is

absolutely dust and weather proof as well as light-tight. A new

carburettor is being brought out by the firm, to which we hope to refer

in detail on a later occasion. The Doherty Motor Components, Ltd.,

are also introducing a new improvement in magnetos, which, how

ever, could not be got ready for the present show, but which should

attract further attention to this enterprising concern ere long.

Brooks' Bands, &c.

Messrs. J. B. Brcoks and Company, Ltd., whose name has been

well to the front with their non-skid puncture-proof tyres and bands, make

an excellent display of their specialities in this department. An impor

tant feature of the bands is the patent stud with hardened steel inset

head. This is not merely a case-hardened head but of special dead hard

steel, and is designed to obtain a hard wear resisting surface whilst.

Set retaining the necessary softness in the shank for riveting. Messrs.

rooks and Company make A large show of spare tyre wrappers which-

are dust-proof and impervious to wet. They enclose the tyre without

wrinkling andean be easily fitted with one hand within half a minute,,

their removal being equally rapid. These tyre wrappers and the firm's-

circular bags to fit within spare tyres are being made in all colours to

suit the upholstery of the car. Patent tool and spare part cabinets,

motor tool kits, and motor tourist luncheon and tea outfits are included

in an excellent display. A new idea in trunks to fit on the grid of the

car is shown, in which two trunks are placed one ou top of the other and

yet the contents of the bottom trunk can be removed without having to

remove the upper one. This is effected by the provision of what is prac

tically a door to the lower device and which is withdrawn to get at the

contents. Either trunk can also be employed as a separate convenience.

Bngelbert's Oils.

Important in connection with the running of the automobile to its-

greatest advantage are the oils and greases used in the lubrication of

the various parts. Some motorists have not always paid full heed to the

necessity of adopting a high-grade oil in this connection until experience-

has shown the folly of carelessness. In the selection of the oil that is to-

be employed the reputation of the makers counts for much, for scientific

knowledge as well as commercial acumen is essential to the production

of the right oils for the right purpose. For the past half century

Messrs. Engelbert and Company, 119-125, Finsbury Pavement, London,

E.C., have been favourably known as makers of high grade

lubricating oils, and when the motor-car began to run on British roads

they applied their previous knowledge of engineering requirements to the-

introdnction of oils for the new power. These were supplied to the trade

and have enabled many a firm to extend its connections owing to their

Cqualit ies and nnfailing uniformity. Now, for the first time, Messrs.

elbert AND Company are exhibiting their own productions under

their own name, and the attractive cans in which their specialities are-

sent forth should rapidly become familiar objects in both public and-

private garages. The motor oil is supplied in gallon and half-gallon tins,

as is also an air-cooled motor oil, a gear oil and an oil specially pre

pared for f team cars. Motor grease is also on view, and the display,,

which indicates the firm's new policy, should be justified by success.

They will also continue to supply to the trade, but private motorists will*

be mainly interested in this development.

Bowden's Specialities.

The E. M. Bowden's Patents Syndicate, Ltd., have a large-

assortment of the various useful motor accessories and specialities manu

factured by them. The Bowden wire mechanician! is on view to

demonstrate how power can be transmitted round a corner without

having recourse to angle levers and similar devices. The value of a

petrol strainer on the fuel pipe is generally accepted, and a new

model of petrol strainer will be found to have several features of special

interest. There is also shown a new "Automatic Hand Regulated/

Air Inlet," a long title fully explaining the article referred to ; a new

exhaust cut out in two sizes, and an improved Bowden Carburettor

Agitator which can be adjusted and fitted by any motor mechanic. The-

exhibit a'so includes specimens of such well-known Bowden fitments as-

the Bowden Patent Mileage Recorder, a dashboard positioned recorder

which dispenses with the usual flexible shaft transmission ; the Bowden-

Gas Throttle, to regulate the supply of gas to a nicety, and the various-

Bowden controls for cars. Then there is a variety of motor-

brakes, including the much-discussed front wheel braking system and

a full range of levers for hand and foot for use with the Bowden.

mechanism, including the new Bowdenloc Lever, a self-locking lever-

specially designed for use with the Bowden wire mechanism. "Mirac-

ulum," the new puncture sealer and rubber preservative now marketed'

by the Bowden Syndicate, is bein-? demonstrated daily during the Show.

Timber.

Messrs. Joseph Owen and Sons, Ltd., are showing all the

materials in timber used in the construction of motor-cars, motor-omni

buses, and automobile vehicles generally. At their stand are-

samples of oak, birch, mahogany, walnut, canary whitewood, ami

yellow pine, in planks, boards and panels as required for framing and

general body work. Their bent timber exhibits include single and'

double tonneaus, front seats, front and hind wings, hood sticks, and

every description of rails. In wheel wood they also have hickory bent

rims, ash felloes and treads, sawn and cleft oak and hickory spokes,

dressed and in the rough. A special section of the display consists of"

mouldings for wind screens.

Motor Frames.

The importance of the frame in connection with motor-cars is too-

well recognised to need emphasis on the present occasion. Everyone knows-

that Messrs. Rubery, Owen and Company have become well identified

with this section of the industry. They make a good show of their

hydraulically pressed and rolled channel motor-car frames. Specimens

of pressings used in the manufacture of these are also shown, together

with rolled channel angle and tee sections. Their pressed sides and

cross-bars can be made in mild or three per cent, nickel steel. The firm

are making these frames for motor-omnibuses, motor-wagons and

industrial as well as pleasure vehicles, and in addition to the separate-

exhibit in the gallery their productions will be found on many important,

stands on the ground floor.

[To be continued.)
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Correspondence.

[Letters to the Editor should be addressed to the offices, 97-39, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.]

t>

MOTOR-BODY DESIGN.MR. EDGE'S CHALLENGE.

T« m Editor o» The Motor-Ctr Journal.

Sib,—On October 14t.li I endeavoured to clear up the state of con

fusion into -which the various challenges between Mr. Edge and myself

appeared to hare got by making it perfectly clear that I never accepted

Mr. Edge's original challenge because of the very elementary reason

that the conditions attached to his challenge would have debarred my

fastest cars from competing. I then made Mr. Edge a very definite

challenge which could not possibly be misunderstood, in order to induce

him to really show that he was desirous of fixing up a race between

us.

I do not know that anything could have been simpler or fairer than

the offer which I mads him, viz., to waive all conditions whatsoever, and

to race him for a stake of £5,000 for a one mile race to be held in

England, the fastest car to be the winner, and the issue not to be

confused by a»y such absurdity as petrol consumption. I also offered

Mr. Edge, if ke was willing to run the race in France, where it would

To warn Editor of The Motor-Our Journal.

Sir,—Your correspondent, " Common Sense," certainly brings for

ward in the;)/. C.J. of the 2nd inst. some strong arguments in favour

of the tonneau seated body over one class of side-entrance body, and

I cannot but think that his experience of the side- entrance car must

have been confined to that class of vehicle turned out at a low figure,

where the study of outline and comfort in a body is a minor consider

ation.
His remark as applied to the private omnibus or wagonette is a

question of stresses and draught which has to be studied to a nicety

by the coachbuilder in all horse-drawn vehicles, but where the ques

tion of ease of ingress and egress is brought into consideration, as,

for instance, the ladies' town carriage, the brougham and landanlet

with the side doors has always held the first position. Where it is

possible to describe a complete circle with a 9 ft. 6 in. or 10 ft. wheel-

base car in a roadway 32 ft. or 34 ft. wide, it cannot be said that

 

Queen Margherita of Italy on her latest Itala Car—a luxurious 80-h.p. Six-Cylinder Vehicle.

have been possible to have a straight two miles, to give his car a start

of one hundred yards. I think the above conditions surely prove that I

was anxious to arrange a short distance race.

In regard to the long distance race, Mr. Edge knows as well as any

one that it is impossible to arrange a long distance road race unless it is

to form part of some big Intel national race, and as there appeared to me

to be a very simple method of settling the question of the long distance

race, I agreed to take the three Darracq cars entered in next year's

Grand Fnx against the three Napier cars which Mr. Edge has stated

he intends to enter, for a stake of £5,000 a side. There could be no fairer

test of the qualities of a racing car than to abide by the result of the

French Grand Prix, which is admittedly the principal racing event in

Europe.

I now would like to state that the only letter which I have

received from Mr. Ed^e in reply is a reiteration of his previous offer

to race me for one mile on petrol consumption. What possible

interest there could be in a mile race which was not to be won by the

fastest car but by the car which used the least petrol it is impossible

for me to understand, nor do I think that anyone can be expected to

treat such a suggestion seriously. As Mr. Edge apparently has no

intention of meeting me in either of the two races in which I have

offered to meet him, and is not content to settle once for all the

question of whether the Darracq or the Napier has the best claims

to be considered the fattest racing car, I must now inform Mm that

I withdraw entirely from any further correspondence or negotiations

in regard to any question of a race between us.—Yours truly,

A. Huntley Walker.

the car is unduly awkward, and if, as your correspondent remarks,

there have been fatal accidents that can be attributed to the length of

wheelba&e of a car in negotiating sharp corners, then the only cause

of same is that the car or cars must nave been driven at excessive

speed around such corners.

"C. S.'s" remarks that side-entrance doors always rattle after a

few months' use convinces me more than ever that his bodies must

have been of the cheaper class of work and could not have been

designed and built by the man whose knowledge of draughts, &c, in

vehicles would ensure his fitting a deep door in such a manner that

it would divert any current of air caused by the front of car rushing

through the air, and prevent same from entering the back of car.

The "delightfully handy side baskets" which chafe the paint

work of the panels and form such a harbour for dust in the wicker-

work can easily be compensated for by the long dnst-proof tool boxes

that can be fitted under the side steps, the tops of which can be

utilised for the conveyance of lnggage which has to be sent in advance

by rail when touring with the tonneau car.

Surely, with all the latest electric and tell-tale lamps on the market

to-day, there is not the necessity of occasionally peering over the back

of the car to see whether the tail light is lit or not. It has just been

argued that the type of car with the driver's seat ec closed is not ideal

for driving In traffic, for the reason that, being so free from noise, over

taking traffic cannot be heard, therefore Tendering travelling unsafe.

No properly closed-in body should produce the drumming noise that

" C. S. rightly complains of with this class of car.—Yours truly,

F. G. Norman.
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To m Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—There is now a good deal of talk about luxurious carriage design.

If this means luxurious riding over rough roads, and not merely luxurious

upholstery, which is comfortable to sit on while the car is at rest,

then there is just one way of securing it—suppress tbe bonnet. The ad

vantages and disadvantages are so very obvious, and the monstrous six-

cylinder bonnet has brought them so palpably before people. There are

cars costing great sums of money, in many cases owned by people who not

only do not drive themselves, but have no inclination to do so, which

have all the appearance of having been designed specially for the benefit

of the engine, or, at the most, for the driver alone. Taking i he space

from axle to axle, say 10 ft. 6 in. as a fair average, the bonnet takes up

3 ft. 6 in. to 4 ft., and even on some six-cylinder cars almost 6 ft., the

driver's seat, say 3 ft. 6 in. to 4 ft., leaving, at the best, 3 ft. 6 in. for

that apparently most unimportant person, the owner. Obviously the

owner and his friends cannot squeeze into that space, so the body is pro-

. longed, say, two or three feet beyond the back axle. Tne owner

naturally demands that his carriage shall not be an unreasonable height

from the ground, at tbe same time the wheel must not be too diminu

tive, so the body and the back axle come rather close together. As a re

sult, stiff springs must be used, or the two will bump together. So here

is the unfortunate owner sitting perched over his back axle on a pair of

over-stiff springs. The result is great discomfort from road shocks,

fallowed by fatigue.

As we have said, there is only one remedy—do away with the

bonnet, and carry forward the body, so that the back seat is well in

front of the back axle. We do not think there are many ways of

doing this. It has taken us five years to perfect our own method. There

is not much doubt about the result, judging by the letters we get, and

 

Mr, Paul Meyan at the wheel of the 40 h. p. Da Dietrich Car which

took the first place In ita class in the recent Speed Trials at Evreux.

The vehicle, as will be seen, is provided with a novel covered body, and weighs,
In running order, Just over two tons. Notwithstanding this the car covered

the kilometre in 40 seo., equal to a speed of about 56 miles an hour.

we have succeeded in getting the comfort without sacrificing power or

accessibility or mechanical efficiency.—Yours truly,

New Engini (Motor) Company, Ltd.

J. C. Mort, Director.

INLAND REVENUE METHODS.

To the Editor or The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—The experience of one of our members a few weeks ago in

-Scotland will probably lie interesting to your readers, as showing the

length 10 which the Inland Revenue are prepared to go when a motorist

is concerned, and the discourteous and indeed outrageous manner in

which they enforce their demands.

The member in question, Mr. W. P. Cairnes, of Progheda, a very

well known gentleman, when in Scotland a few weeks ago shooting,

received an enquiry from the Inland Revenue office, as to whether he

held a licence for his man, motor-car, and dogs, brought with him from

Ireland. To this he replied :—

Sept. 28tb, 1907.

"Sir,—In reply to yours of 24th inst., my residence is in Ireland,

and my dogs are licensed there. I am only a visit >r in this country for

a few days, and never heard of a cass where licences, snch as you men

tioned, were required under such circumstances.—Yours,

(Signed) W. P. Cairnes."

Not hiving received any reply, and being quite ignorant that such

duties could be. enforce! against a temporary resident, Mr. Cairnes

naturally thought the official was satisfied with his reply, that as he was

not a resident, no claim existed, when a fortnight later, to his great

amazement, he was without warning served with three summonses,

claiming penalties amounting to £451. These were settled by a pay

ment of £8 lis. duty, and Ids. costs.

Whether the department were, under the circumstances, legally en

titled to enforce payment of. a full year's taxes from a visitor who un

wittingly brought a motor-car into the country to use for a few days in

connection with his shooting is not my object here t> discuss, bat I

think the quite unnecessarily high-handed and discourteous manner of

levying this unjust tax, and serving summonses without any previous

demands, should be brought to light, and that if this is the method

officials are directed to adopt with visitors to the country, the sooner the

directions are altered the better.—Yours truly,

H. S. Chaytor.

Secretary of the Irish A.C.

TROUBLE WITH BRAKES.

, To THi Editor or The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—I should be glad of your advice as to what I could do to. the

.brakes of a 12-16-h.p., car ; it is chain-driven and brakes consist of

expanding metal-to-metal (actuated by foat) bands inside drums on the

rear-wheels and leather-lined bands worked by side lever outside the

.same drums. The brakes seem to bind—I think it is the outside ones—

and canse the car to lose power, this being especially noticeable on

bills, when the car comes back much quicker than it should. I have

let them out as far as I can to be effective and jacked up the rear wheels

and find they will ran freely forward, but give a droning sound and

bind on the reverse. I find them hot, too, after a run ; the outer

ones are in the last hole connected to rod, so that they cannot be let out

more. Moreover, they are not nearly so effective with full load up, the

side lever going right down before the brakes come on, whereas with

three up it only goes about half-way. Should that be so, or is it the

fault of the springs, or what ? Would the compensating rod be the

cause, as by putting the side lever hard on I can turn one wheel a little

while the other is immovable!—Yours truly,

U. H. H.

[The trouble experienced by our correspondent would appear to be

due to the "give" of the springs causing the brakes to; be tightened

when travelling ; this u often the case on cars fitted with light springs

at the back. The levers being fitted to the frame and the; brakes to the

axle, the give of the springs causes the brakes to be drawn on, this

being usually more noticeable when the car is running light.]

BENZOLE AS FUEL FOR PETROL MOTORS.

To *hb Editor or The Motor-Gar Journal.

Sir,—I have been running my 12-h.p. Lanchester with a wick car

burettor on benzole now for about two months, and am j just finishing

my second fifty-gallon drum. Before I started using benzole I ran this

car 315,000 miles on petrol, fo that I can judge the difference, and shall

never use petrol again as long as I can get benzole. I have now done

over 3,000 miles on it and have made no alteration in any Respect to my

engine or carburettor. It is as clean as petrol, the engine running cooler

on it, much sweeter smelling, and does not soot up the plugs or valves,

and the engine starts up from cold as easily as with petrol.

It seems to me that the superiority of benzole as a fuel for internal

combustion engines is that the explosion is of a more expansive character,

following up the piston throughout the stroke, and this is seen by the re

markable improvement in hill climbing. I buy my benzole from the

Staffordshire Chemical Company, but the difficulty is to get it when

away from home, and it seems a pity that dealers do not stock what is

now becoming recognised as the best and cheapest motor spirit.—Yours

trnly.

Jas. Cadman.

THE LIVE AXLE.

To mm Editob or The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—It teems a curious fact that there are still many people whe

seek to decry the merits oi a properly designed live axle system. As one

of the earliest constructors to apply this excellent form of driving gear to

the motor-car I cannot understand how any really unbiassed man of ex

perience is content to uphold the chain drive. At the present Olympia

show practically every maker stages live-axle cars, and this is true

whether they are British or foreign. A few at present supply chain-

driven vehicles, but, if I may venture a prophecy, this kind of construction

will become obsolete in less than a year's time. Some talk of tortional

strains in the live axle, others of its weight, while a third section points

scorningly at right-angled transmission. These absurd notions are often

fostered by " motoring experts," and it seems to me that such gentlemen

might study with advantage the pages of your journal before they

mit themselves to such extravagant ideas. —Yours truly,

E. H. Owen.

LOSS OF POWER.

To m Editob or The Motor-Oar Journal.

Sir,—If "Novice" sees that his contact makers are set exactly

equal, also that the inlet springs are of the same strength (to test these

put them on the valves, place on a tube, they ought to compress with a

4 oi. weight ) he will find his engine pull all right. Is the float behind

the carburettor ? Sometimes the valves, being so light, will stick on

their seats, so he must be careful not to over-lubricate.—Yours truly,

E. W. Tabor.
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CLUBS AND ASSOCIATIONS.

The committee ef

MOTOR CLUB,

the Motor Club have secured No. 6, West

Kensington Gardens, ia elose proximity to Olympia, which will be open

; the show period u a oranoh of the Motor Club. Everything

ry for comfort and convenience has been provided, and the coin-

it" their enterprise will be so appreciated byit toe are anxious to

their town and country

nature in future years.

■•rubers as to justify arrangements of a similar

SOCIETY OF MOTOR MANUFACTURERS AND

TRADERS.

On Friday of last week Mr. E. Manville, M.I.E.E., President of the

Society of Motor Manufacturers and Traders, Ltd.. presided at the

Grand Hotel, Trafalgar Square, London, at a dinner of the society.

Among the company present were the Lord Mayor, Lord Montagu of

Beaulieu, Sir Albert ftollit, Sir John L Thornycroft, Major Eustace

.Jameson, Mr. Roger Wallace, K.C., Mr. C. D. Rose, M.P., Mr. E.

Powell, Mr. ('has. Jarrott, Mr. G. du Cros, Mr. A. W. Gainage, Mr.

J. p. Siddeley, and Mr. J. E. Thornycroft.

The loyaf toasts having been honoured, Mr. C. D. Rose, M.P., eub-

'ed the toast of "The Motor Industry and the Society of Motor

iffacturers and Traders." He commented upon the rapidity of the

velopment of the motor-car to its present state of excellence, which

uraged the hope that in the near iuture the production of cars

ch were noiseless, smell-less, and dustless, would relieve motorists

,t measure of odium which now attached to them and their

pursuit. In view of the legislation that must take place in the course

ojf time there must be no cleavage or hesitation in their ranks. In the

past legislation had been more or less of a tentative nature ; in the

future it would be permanent, inasmuch as it would be based upon

known facts.

"r. E. Manville, in the course of his response, referred to the

ile work which the society was doing in the development of the

r industry. During the past year the basis of the society had been

"ened so as to include agents throughout the country, and a

e for the establishment of local centres was being carried out so

consolidate all interests, and as a practical effort to stop objec-

r tile trade practices. A meeting of agents from all over the king-

dopi would be held at Olympia during the exhibition, at which it was

hoped arrangements for the formation of these local bodies would be

completed. The trials of commercial vehicles held by the Royal Auto-

raoriile Club, assisted by the society, had proved an unqualified success,

and had proved the absolute superiority of mechanical traction over horse

haulage for commercial purposes. As to the future, the society in col

laboration with the Royal A. C. were preparing for the great event of 1908,

the touring car trials, which were to extend over 2,000 miles, including hill

climbing competitions and a speed trial to finish on the Brooklands track.

He hoped the success of this event would be unparalleled, and would

render it unnecessary to look abroad for the most important trials. The

exhibition at Olympia was cosmopolitan and international. He was

glad to be able to add that steps were being taken for the establishment

of a benevolent fund fjr the benefit of persons dependent upon lh«

industry. He was not yet in a position to go into details, but it could

be taken as resolved that such a fund would be formed, either by the

society alone, or in conjunction with another body.

In conclusion Mr. Manville referred to the services to the society

oi Mr. Sidney Straker, president three years in succession, to whom on

t-lie part of the members he made a handsome presentation.

The toast of " The Guests," proposed by the Chairman, was responded

to by the Lord Mayor, and Lord Montagu of Heaulieu gave " The

Chairman."

NORTHAMPlONSHIRE.

The Northamptonshire Automobile Club held its first annual

dinner at Northampton last week under the chairmanship of Sir

Thomas Hesketh. Karl Russell was one of the guests and proposed

tixe toast of the club.

The speeches of the evening were devoted in the main to a discus

sion of the future of the motoring industry, dust, and other problems,

and the prejudice felt against motorists. Compliments were paid both

to the general condition of the county roads and to the administra

tion of justice.

HEREFORDSHIRE.

As a large amount of correspondence still continues to be sent to

ifi. Wilfred Groom as secretary of the Herefordshire Automobile Club,

h/s asks us to remind readers that he left Hereford some months ago. In

fact , immediately after Frome's Hill climb he took up the managership

of the Edinburgh branch of the Car and General Insurance Corpora

tion. '• - -"d

Communications with the Herefordshire A.C. should be sent to

Mr. A. Townsend, High Town, Hereford.

THE AUTO-CYCLE CLUB.

It is difficult thus early to write much concerning the Tourist

Trophy race for motor-cycles next year, but it is to be expected that it

will be even better supported than that of 1907. That motor-cycling

has benefited by this year s competition is undeniable, and many improve

ments in machines that will be exhibited at the Stanley Show can, in

the official view of the club, be traced back to the Tourist Trophy

Race of 1907.

AUSTRALIA.

The Automobile Club of Victoria held the opening meet of the

season on Saturday, October 5th, at the " Speedway," Albert Park,

Melbourne, about 100 cars turning out. Refreshments were served to

members and their friends in a marquee, and afterwards a run of sixteen

miles was made to Wordialloe, where dinner was served at 6.30 p.m.

The Victoria Motor Cycling Club held a ten mile road race on

October 5th, the winner being Mr. A. J. Scarcebrook on a 31-b.p.

Pengeot. Fastest time was made by Mr. W. Jenkins on a 7-h.p. Peugeot,

equalling fifty-three m.p.h.

The Automobile Club of Australia (Sydney) held their annual

hill climb on September 28th on the Artillery Hill, National Park,

about 120 cars being in attendance. Out of twenty nine entries the

winners were as follows :—

Four-cylinder Class.—Alderman Allen Taylor, 24-h.p. Minerva.

Time, 2 min. 1 J sec.

Two-cylinder Class.—Mr. J. O. Fairfax, 10-12 h.p. Swift. Time,

3 min. 21 sec.

 

Hr. C. H. Kuan, B.A., M.E.. of Canton, being instructed in motor-

oar driving at the National Motor Academy, Notting Hill. He w«a

the first Chinaman to obtain the Royal A.C. certificate for mechanical
efficiency. • ,

Single-cylinder Class.—Mr. J. Liwler, 6-h.p. Wolseley. Time,

4 min. 34J sec.
The distance was 1,320 yards, and thejgrade variedjrom 1 in 20 to

1 in 6. * 13

■-- Mr. D. F. Goddard, M.P., of the Ipswich and East Suffolk A.C,

has been knighted.

A MEMiiERof the Bristol and Gloucestershire AC, Sir Herbert

Ashman, has been created a baronet.

The West Essex Automobile Club has conclnded a very successful

season, and at the annual dinner, to be held at the head-quarters at

Seven Kings (Essex) on January 9th, 1908. medals and trophies to the

value of about £50 will be presented to the winners of the various

competitions held since April last.

AN UNLUCKY RIDE.

The charges against two young men of stealing a motor-car, which

was recently wrecked by collision whilst travelling through a street at

midnight have collapsed at Bristol Police Court. It was alleged they

broke into the garage of Mr. I). W. Bullock, of Clifton, drove the

vehicle dangerously, and damaged an electric standard, against which

the vehicle came to a standstill. Detective- Inspector Tanner now said

he did not propose to offer any evidence against defendants, who were

discharged. The two men say since they were walking on Clifton Down

when an acquaintance driving a motor overtook them and invited tbem

to accompany him on the ride during which the accident happened.

The driver, they say, then disappeared, and they also went oft', as they

did " not wish to be mixed up with any difficulty."
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CA5ES UNDER THE MOTOR CAR ACT.

-♦—
A Double Dismissal.

On Thursday, the 7th ingt., a summons against Mr. Ernest Thome,

tester with Messrs. Legros and Knowles, Ltd., was heard at Kingston.

Superintendent Marks conducted the prosecution, and Mr. W . Frampton,

instructed by Messrs. Kenneth Brown and Company, appeared for the

defence.
The facts of the case were that on the 10th Oatober last, at about

11 p.m., the defendant was stopped near Kingston, and charged with

exceeding the legal limit. On the hearing of that summons, although

the police swore most positively that the defendant was driving

at a rapid rate and far beyond the legal limit, it was proved that

this was wholly inaccurate, that inasmuch as the defendant

only had small paraffin lamns on the car it would be almost an

impossibility to drive at the speed suggested by the police,

because the driver would be unable to see, and on many

points the police differed in their evidence, with the result that

the summons was dismissed. During the cross-examination of the de

fendant by Superintendent Marks he obtained (inter alia) a statement

from the defendant that the chassis, which had a general identification

number,was not used on trial and the Clerk of the Court was asked to make

a note of this. The result was that the police, although the summons

for driving at an excessive speed was dismissed, issued a further summons

against the defendant for driving an unregistered car. In cross-exami

nation Superintendent Marks denied that the defendant said he was

testing the car, and was taking a radiator to Brooklauds. The defendant

gave evidence, as also did the chief tester of Messrs. Legros and

Knowles, Limited, Mr. Sparrow, to the effect that the chassis was being

tested with a number of persons on board, and that a radiator was beinc

taken to Brooklands at the same time for the purpose of being attached

to another car.
Counsel submitted on behalf of the defendant that the summons

must be dismissed. He deplored the methods adopted by the police of

 

A Metamorphosis at the Show. Le Eire.

extracting admissions from a witness nnder cross-examination, and

issuing another summons stating that the whole of the evidence given

by the defendant on the previous occasion bad not been taken down

but merely the words that the car was not used for trial purposes,

although the defendant added that he was out testing it. The

defendant was under the impression at the time that trial purposes

meant with an intended purchaser. Counsel further submitted that it

made absolutely no difference whether there was one man or ten men

on the chassis, or whether the defendant was taking a radiator or pulling

another wagon, the primary object was the testing of the chassis, and

the Aot of Parliament was perfectly plain, and that it was most unfair

of the police to work up a case in the way this one had been attempted

against the defendant, and he suggested it was pure spite because the

first summons had been dismissed.

The Bench after consultation dismissed the summons.

Heavy Hauls.

Several batches of motorists have lately been before the magis

trates at Coventry, Kingston and Grantham, with the usual result.

At the Spin legate (Grantham) Petty Sessions an aggregate of £100

has just teen gained for the borough fund in fines on motorists.

The Third Time of Asking.

In Dundee Sheriff Conrt, William Sim pleaded guilty to two con

traventions of the Motor Car Act by failing to have the tail lamp of his

car lighted, and refusing to stop when requested by the police. The

Fiscal reported that the policeman, who noticed the tail lamp out,

whistled to Sim to stop, but he paid no attention. This officer signalled

to another further on, and he trot on to the middle of the road, whistled,

and held up his hand. Accused responded by sounding his horn, and

circled round the policeman, and made off. A third officer was apprised,

and he succeeded in stopping the motorist. The sheriff line 1 the

accused 10s. fid. for each offence.

PUBLIC MOTOR SERVICE.

A motor service between Tongue and Wick has been commenced,

and the first conveyance of the mails by motor-van has been made

in that district of Scotland.

STANDARDISING SCREW THREADS FOR MOTOR

CAR CONSTRUCTION.

A conference was recently convened by the Engineering

Standards Committee, at the Institution of Civil Engineers, to which

were invited representatives from the Koyal A.C., the Institution of

Automobile Engineers, the Commercial Motor Users' Association, the

Agricultural Engineers' Association, and the Society of Motor Manu

facturers and Traders. The conference was held with a view of

ascertaining how far the series of fine threads laid down by the committee

were adapted to the special conditions of design existing in motor-car

c instruction. The chair was taken by Mr. H. F. Donaldson, Chief

Superintendent of the Koyal Ordnance Factories and Chairman of the

Sectional Committee on Screw Threads and Limit Gauges. It might be

of advantage if we recalled the fact that three series of threads ..ave

been standardised by the committee;: 1, British Standard Whit worth ;

2, British Standard Fine Threads. 3, British Association.

Some evidence was given by, amongst others, Messrs. Lanchester,

O'Gorman, Orcutt, and Godfrey Brewer, and it transpired that for most

purposes the existing standard fine threads were deemed suitable fur

employment in car construction. Mr. Lanchester pointed out that

whereas the gradation in the series of fine threads in sizes relating to

the strength of the bolts was satisfactory in sizes j in. and above, the

jump from a 5 16 in. to a J in. bolt was propirtionally too great and

did not allow of sufficient latitude in design. He suggested for the

committee's consideration the insertion of an intermediate size. He

stated that the screw threads adopted by his firm changed from EnglUh

to metric pitches at a diameter of 5-16 in., where a convenient relation

ship existed between these two systems of pitches based on the fact that

8 mm. closely approximated to a diameter of 5-16 in. and he suggested

a similar step in the committee's tables. It would appear, therefore,

that instead of carrying down the standards to | in. before adopting

the B. A. metric pitches it would be desirable, at any rate for mo or-ca^-

work, to make the change at 5-16 in. and to consider the adaptability of

this to general engineering work.
Attention was called to the necessity of standardising the 'bread

commonly used on sparking plugs, and which has a 1 '5 mm. pitch, since

several firms were manufacturing a thread which, though closely

resembling this, did not interchange with it.
Mr. Orcutt spoke in favour of the limits laid down by the committee,

by the aid of which it was hoped to secure interchangeable work, and

referred to the present unsatisfactory state of much of the work turned

out by the majority of the bolt and nut manufacturers. To his

knowledge, so difficult had one prominent engineering firm found it to

secure anything like reasonable accuracy in the bolts and nuts

supplied from manufacturers' stock that they were about to institute a

nut and bolt departmeut of their own. The difficulty of obt tilling

reasonably accurate bolts and nuts was confirmed by others present,

one memoer of the committee stating that his firm had already been

forced to adopt a similar course to that referred to.

■BBCOCCO—

COMPANY NEWS.

Daimler Motor Company. —The annual meeting of the Daimler

Motor Company (1904), Ltd., was held at Coventry on the 7th inst., Mr.

Edward Manville presiding. The report showed a disposable balance of

£144,395, and recommended a 12} per cent, dividend on the ordinary

shares, in addition to a bonus of 2s. per share, the dividend and banns

being equal to a return of 22£ per cent. The chairman, in moving the

adoption of the report, said that the shareholders might regard the

balance-sheet as absolutely sound. The available assets of the company

as a going concern might safely be taken as exceeding £700,000. Their

trade was improving, the number of cars sold this year showing an in

crease of about 20 per cent, as compared with the sale last year. Tne

report was adopted, and the meeting voted 2J per cent, of the gross

profits to the directors as additional remuneration.
Humber, Ltd.—Mr. E. Powell presided at the meeting of Huniber

(Ltd. ), and, in moving the adoption of the report, said that twelve months

ago he was able to state that the sales of the year then under review

were double those of the preceding year, and no less than three times as

large as they were during the first year of the company's existence.

For the year ended August 31st last they were five times as large as t.iey

were in the year 1900. The increase was mainly in the motor branch of

the business. As compared with the extent of their present business,

the stock as it appeared in the balance- sheet liore a smaller proportion

than it did in the average of previous years. It included very few

■finished cars or bicycles, but was all up to date stock, nearly the whole

of which consisted of models for 1908, parts of cars, &c, going through

the works in the ordinary course. During the coining year several new-

models would be presented. As to the new works at Coventry, had

they had the possession of them during the last twelve months the profit,

which was £154,434 against £106,558 in 1906, would have been £25,000, or

£30,000 larger. Mr. J. W. Davy seconded the resolution. Mr. Hnssey

asked if the £'.25,000 spent upon plant and machinery had been

charged to revenue or capital account, and another shareholder asked

if the directors would consider the desirability of declaring an

interim dividend next year. The report was unanimously adopted,

and the additional remuneration voted to the directors at the- last annual
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CHAUFFEUR ACQUlITEDOF CULPABLE HOMICIDEmeeting confirmed, while a further £1,00(1 was alto voted to the directors

for their services during the past year. An extraordinary general mee£

ing was subsequently held for the purpose of increasing the capital of

lhe company by the creation of 100,000 new ordinary shares of £1 each

to rank pan jiaxsu with the existing ordinary shares. The Chairman

remarked that they proposed in the first instance to offer the new shares

to the ordinary shareholders^ ruin, and those that were not taken up

would l>e offered to the preference shareholders.

Tun Caledonian Motor Car and Cycle Company, Ltd.—The

annual report of this company shows a net profit of £552, which, with the

balance of £94 brought forward from last year, leaves to be dealt with £647,

which the directors proposed to apply as follows :—In writing off deprecia

tion on plant, utensils, and fittings, being at the rate of 10 per cent, on

the co< t of the plant at date, say, £80 : in paying a dividend at the rate

of 10 percent., free of income tax, £482; and in carrying forward 1.0

next account (subject to remuneration of directors) £84 7s. lOd.

S. F. Edue (1907) (Limited).—The statutory meeting of S. F. Edge

(1907) (Limited) was held on the 7th inst. Mr. S. F. Edge, who

presided, said that 283,058 shares had been issued, and at the present

moment only £1,601 remained due thereon. They had made out a

balance-sheet for the purpose of arriving at the figures stated in the

prospectus, and found that the position up to the end of July

was 20 per cent, better than for the corresponding period of last year.

A large number of firms had come to the conclusion that big motor-cars

were a mistake, and had determined that they would make small ones,

but the e were going to be just as badly hit, because that class of trade

was extremely well catereu for by a few existing firms in this country.

The directors believed that with Mr. Napier's six -cylinder principle they

had absolutely succeeded. In the past the trouble had been that the ex

pense of producing it had limited their market, but during the past year

niiornious improvements had been made in the factory, with the result

that cost prices—and consequently selling prices —had come down.

They had specialised, and he believed that it was only the firms able to

specialise who could hope to succeed.

De Dion-Bouton (1907).—A special meeting has been held, when

the chairman (Mr. S. F. Edge) gave particulars of the company's

working since the date of incorporation. The chairman said that the

profits for the six months ended September 30th last being larger than

those of the previous year, the board passed a resolution to declare an

interim dividend on the ordinary shares at the rate of 8 per cent, per

annum, tax free, and to distribute by way of interim dividend among

the ho'ders of the deferred shares a sum equivalent to trice the amount

payable to the holders of ordinary chares over and above 7 per cent, per

annum. In the past there had been a large number of manufacturers,

and thry had been able to sell their output to the public, but they

would i.ot be so earily able to do so in future. The trade would be

taken by a few large houses in France, Italy, Germany, and this country.

In the past season this company received from the De Dion factory 500

motor-cars, all of which had been sold. For next season tbe directors

had committed themselves with the factory for 1,000 motor-cars, and

fie orders in hand were twice as large as those booked twelve months

ago. In answer to questions, the chairman said that it was not thought

desirable to give the amount of the profits for the six months, but they

would be set out in the balance-sheet for the whole year.

A. Darracq and Company (1905) Ltd.—Subject to final audit it

is announced that the net profits for the year ending September 30th last

were about £195,000, giving, with the balance of £40,000 brought forward,

a total of £235,000 to tbe credit of the profit and loss account, and that

a'ter payment of a further dividend of two shillings per share (making

20 per cent, for the year) on tbe ordinary shares, the directors will

place £100,000 to reserve, and carry forward a balance of about £27,000.

Fiat Motor-Cab.—Lord Grimtborpp, presiding on Tuesday at the

statutory meeting of the Fiat Motor-Cab Company, said that in the

oganisation of a business such as the one they were now instituting there

was a large amount of preliminary work to he gone through. In this

connection he might mention the able and useful work which had been

performed by Sir William Bell. In the prospectus it had been stated that

negotiations were in progress with a view to a contract being made for a

garage and for the maintaining of the company's cabs. These had resulted

in a contract which secured for the company a magnificent garage at

Thames Bank Wharf, near Victoria Station. There their cabs would

be maintained, and in every respect properly attended to and looked

after. They had secured tbe services as general manager of Mr, F. Henry

Fowler, formerly of the General Motor-Cab Company. As to their cabs,

under the contract with Fiat Motor (Limited) they had to be delivered

by monthly instalments, and they would expect ten cabs during this

month; but he was given to understand by Mr. D'Arcy Baker, of the Fiat

Motor Company, that twenty-five cabs would be delivered this month.

He was also informed that future deliveries were likely to be ahead of

lhe dates specified in the contract. If these terms were fulfilled it was

certainly matter for congratulation to tbe shareholders that the company

would be in a position to commence earning money before the time

anticipated in the prospectus.

Partington Pneumatic Wheel Company.—£75,000. To adopt an

agreement with Mr. J. Brigden, to manufacture and deal in resilient

wheels for motor vehicles, &c. 838-9, Salisbury House, E.C.

Having been unable to obtain si ace at the Oljmpia Show, the

Star Cycle Company, Ltd., are exhibiting tbe " Boyal Starling " cars at

their d\pot, tbe Star Motor Agency, Ltd., 16, Upper St. Martin's

Lane, London, W.C.

Before Sheriff Shennan and a jury at Dunfermline, John Crawford,

motor-car driver, Granby Street, Newmarket, has been tried on a

charge of culpable homicide. The libel bore that on September 7tb, on

the Great North Road, between Crossgates and Cowdenbeath, Crawford

negligently drove a motor-car, and caused or permitted it to collide with

and run over Isabella, wife of Kol>ert Proud, labourer, Woodend, and

injure her so severely that she died later in the Dunfermline and West

Fife Hospital from the effect of the injuries, and that he thus killed

her. More than two dozen witnes.-es were examined. Some of them

stated that the car was being driven at a high speed, but others testified

that a moderate rate was observed. The evidence generally was of a

matter-of-fact nature. It seemed that Mrs. Proud set out to cross the

road, when the car came into view, and that, in order to avoid her, the

chaffeur ran on to an embankment. The woman was carried along by

the motor, and afterwards run over, her injuries being such that she died

about two hours afterwards. In charging the jury, the Sheriff asked

them to divest themselves of antipathy to motors, and to regard the case

simply as a driving accident. The jury returned a verdict of not proven.

Counsel for the defence was instructed by Messrs. W. and W. Kin lay,

W.S., Edinburgh.

-THE SOCIETY OF MOTOR MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS, LTD-

TOURING CAB STANDARDS (open Cars only).
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1. Distance from Dash to Back Axle :—In the case of " curved " or

" dished" dashboards, the measurement is to be made Irom <he back of

the foremost plane, portion of such dashboard. Cars which so far

depart from the usual design as to render tbe determination of the

dashboard's position difficult, or impossible, shall be deemed to have a

dashboard 28 in. forward of the front portion of the Driver's seat.

2. In measuring Bodies for Wind Resistance Area, the Mean width

at the widest part—usually the back—is to be taken. The height is to

be measured from top of frame to top of body including any projecting

upholstery. If the frame be bent upwards at the rear end, then the

Height is to be taken from the level of top of frame before such upward

bend occurs. The bodies contemplated in Table 4 are Open Touring

Bodies only.

3. By the " Vertical Projection of the two front wiugs " is to be

understood the Sum of the two rectangles indicated in dotted line in

the accompanying sketch. All touring cars are to have as much Wing

Area to the rear wheels as to the front wheels.

MALICIOUS DAMAGE.

At the Saxmundham Petty Sessions, on the 31st ult., at the instance

of the Motor Union, Alfred Cook, Ipswich, was charged under the

Malicious Damages Act with causing damage to a car belonging to

Mr. E. V. Storey, of Caterhara Valley, at Blythbnrgh. Defendant

pleaded not guilty. The prosecuting solicitor stated the damage to the

car was of little moment to his client, and he would be satisfied with

compensation for the damage done to one mudguard, which amounted

to £1 9s. 6d. Defendant was fined 5s., costs 15s. and £1 9s. 6d. damage

or fourteen days' imprisonment.
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

NOVEMBER.

20th (W.).—Institute of Automobile Engineers. Address by Col. R. E.

Crompton.

General Committee of the Motor Union.

22nd-30th.—Stanley Show.

22nd.—The third Olympia Show number of the Motor-Car Journal will

be issued.

23rd.—Last day of the Olympia Show.

26th (Tu.),—Annual Dinner of the Aero Club at the Savoy Hotel.

30th (S.).—Annual Dinner of the North London A.C. at the Midland

Grand Hotel, London.

Last day of the Paris Motor Show.

DECEMBER.

Cheshire A.C. annual dinner.

Exhibition at Berlin.

Annual Dinner and Presentation of Prizes in connection with

the Essex Motor Club.

Annual dinner of the Hertfordshire C. A.C.

11th (W.).—Southend and District M.C. annual dinner.

Incorporated Institute of Auto. Engineers—Mr. Dugald

Clerk on the " Principles of Carburettors."

—General Committee of the Motor Union.

-Opening of the Brussels Exhibition.

—Annual Reliability Trial of the Motor Union of Western

India.

2nd (M.).-

6th (Th.).-

7th (8.).—

18th (M.).

21st (S.).-

26th (Th.).

JANUARY, 1908.

4th-llth.—Dublin Motor Show.

9th (Th.)—Dinner of the West Essex A.C. at Seven Kings.

FEBRUARY.

7th-15th.—Manchester Motor Show at Belle Vne.

12th (W.).—Mr. F. W. Lanchesteron "Problems of Automobile Design,"

at the Incorporated Institute of Automobile Engineers.

15th (Sat.).—Auto-Cycle Club Annual Dinner.

MARCH.

21st-28th.—Cordingley'a Motor-Car Show at the Agricultural Hall,

Liqhting-up Tims—London.

Nov. 16th—5.9 ... 18th—5.6 ... 20th—5.4 ... 22nd—5.2

„ 17th—5.8 ._ 19th—5.5 ... 21st—5.3 ... 23rd—5.1

CLAIM AND COUNTER-CLAIM.

An action to recover £16 12s. for damages to a motor-car was

brought in the Manchester County Court by Mr. William White, builder

and contractor, of Sheffield, against Mr. Thomas Wild, carrier, ol

Gorton. The defendant entered a counter-claim for £12 as depreciation

in the valne of a horse, £2 as charges by a veterinary surgeon, and £2

for five days' keep of the horse and loss of time in attending to it.

After hearing the case, Judge Parry said this was another of the

cases in which there was an element of doubt raised by the conflicting

nature of the evidence. Either the driver of the dray did not take the

precaution of looking up and down the road before leading his

horse' out or did not look properly, because in that event he

could not have failed to see the motor-car. He gave no signal

whatever to the driver of the car, and was clearly negligent. There

was also the question to be considered as to whether the plaintiff also

was not negligent. Under ordinary circumstances he should have been

able to pull up as soon as he saw the horse and dray in motion. But in

this case it happened that the exit from the goods yard was pointing at

such an angle towards Hyde that he thought he was justified in assum

ing that when t he horse actually started moving it intended to go in

the direction of Hyde. Then when the carter, instead of doing this,

began to cross the road the car driver was thrown into an enormous

difficulty ; for to avoid an immediate collision he had to decide in a

moment whether to try to stop or to gain space by pulling away to his

right. He did the best he could by palling across the road, and there

would therefore be judgment for the plaintiff, with costs on the claim,

and judgment against the defendant on the counter-claim.

POLICE TRAPS.

Ei.tham Road, Eltham, has now its police trap.

The police in the county of Durham are being urged by the county

authorities to more persistent action against motorists

Ewell is the centre of energetic police trapping just now.

Maidstone Road, North Cray, has its motor trap. Victims

caught therein are summoned to the Bromley (Kent) Petty Sessions.

Police vigilance is being noted at the Wansford cross-roads, near

Peterborough.

Manchester Road, Bradford, is being well watched by the poficj'

although " traps " do not appear to have been established there yet.

Several traps have been laid in the neighbourhood of Epffim,

notably on the London road, where there is a measured furlong.

Several police traps are shortly to be established at Beckenham,

Kent, at the suggestion of the local Council.

ROAD REPORTS.

+
Lanarkshire.—Messrs. A. Colville and Sens, of Motherwell, N.B.;

are ottering the Middle Ward District Committee of the Lauark Coutyt|

Council a quantity of steel slag for the purpose of testing its v|

in road repair work. It will be tried on three stretches of 100 yi

each.

Lindfield.—The Lindfield Parish Council is making application1 to

the County Council for a speed limit of eight miles per hour " ftif ill

traffic " cars through the village.

AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENT.

A serious accident occurred the other day in Kennington. The

40-h.p. Fiat car, belonging to Mr. Seymour Hicks, illustrated rri our

issue of the 26th ult., was oeing driven from the Aldwych Theatre to

Mr. Hicks's lesidence at Meratham, when, near Kennington Church, ft

collided violently with a Ump-post and was wrecked. In the car were

Mrs. Hicks (Miss Ellaline Terriss), Miss Barbara Deane, and a maid. The'

latter was thrown heavily against the side of the car and sustained £ b*l

gash on the forehead. Miss Terriss and Mips Deane, though badly

shaken, were uninjured. The car was much damaged.

BUSINESS NEWS.

Messrs. W. Searle and Company, 33, Glasshouse Street, W.,

instituting a competition which will be of interest to all interested irt t

speedometers.

The Coventry Simplex Engines, Ltd., Coventry, tHttb

appointed the Euston Motor Company, Ltd., 124, Euston Roa.i, N,W.,

their London agents, who ate exhibiting at Stand 164, Olympia.

The Daimler Company have received an order from the Metro

politan Water Board for a 30-h.p. Stoneleigh limousine car with' s

wheel base of 10$ ft.

Messrs. Edward Wood and Company, Ltd., of 88, 'Cairnon

Street, London, B.C., send a copy of their catalogue of steel structures,

which, doubtless, will l>e of service to some of the motor firms who may

contemplate extensions during the next few years.

We learn that Mr. A. Hirst has terminated his connection with

the Compagnie des Magnetos Simms-Bosch, Ltd.

Tiierb was an error last week in the price* given in the advefttsS-

ment of the Darracq cars. The price of the 14-16-h.p. car with a *"n

chassis is £335, and £355 with a long chassis, the vehicle in both

being fitted complete with a standing touring ear body.

Mr. G. Callow, who has been in the business for some years, ha«

taken offices and showrooms at 19, Bride Lane, Ludgate Circus, E.G.,

from which he is able to supply wire, copper and asbestos washers, c&ils,

plugs and all classes of motor accessories.

Mr. G. D. Howard is now representing the Non-Skid Tread Manu

facturing Company, of Chesterfield Gardens, Harringay, N.

Repairs to both covers and tubes of tyres are now undertaken of

the Samson Leather Treads and Tyre Company, Ltd., 1, New Burlington

Street, London, W., whose non-skids are attracting much notice it

Olympia.

We have recently had a further opportunity of visiting the wbfkfl

of the Acme Rubber and Tyre Company, of 343, St. Vincent Street;

Glasgow, and were interested in several important developments! 61

their non-skid. It is one of the most notable non-skids on the market

It contains no leather, and is composed of rubber and steel, every *tfii

having a large washer to ensure the same being permanent, xftl

company fit all patterns of treads, and will supply samples of ru'tiber

and fabric to those interested.

The revised prices of the Itala cars were given wrongly in tW

advertisement which appeared in our columns hst week. Dnrirfft thl

past few days the directors have announced that for the future the prices

of the new 1908 models will be as follows : —20 -30-h.p. four-cylinder

£650; 35-45-h.p. four-cylinder, £850 ; 50 60-h.p. four-cylinder, £1,16%;

60-b.n. six-cylinder, £1,250; and 80-h.p. six cylinder, £1,350.

The Brighton and Sussex Motor and Carriage Works, ItDj,

18a, Cannon Place, Brighton, have recently carried out a successful

alteration upon a 1902 type 26-32-h.p. Mercedes, by lengthening im

chassis two feet and building a double landaulet body seating seven

in place of the former tonneau. The car has since run about 7,000

miles, frequently with seven or eight passengers, revealing neither

deficiency in power nor defects in reconstruction. Two similar cars tab

now in course of alteration at the company's works.
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••THE INDUSTRIAL MOTOR REVIEW."

" THE INDUSTRIAL MOTOR REVIEW," which, established

in February, 1903, can claim to be the oldest journal in

the world exclusively devoted to the interests of the com

mercial and industrial motor vehicle, has been acquired by

Messrs. Cordingley & Co., and is now published from the office

of r*e Motor Car Journal, 27-33, Charing Cross Road,W.C.

It will continue to be issued as a Monthly Review, devoted to

[NOi 465.

the development of the Industrial Motor Vehicle, and afford

ing a means ofinter-communication between users and makers

of commercial vehicles of every description. Under the

new proprietary, those features which have proved accept

able in the past will be continued and extended, while

innovations to increase its influence with all interested in

the motor movement will be introduced.

"The Industrial Motor Review" is published at 6d. ; post

free 8id, on the 15th of the month. Annual subscription,

8s. post free.

COMMENTS.
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t N Monday, at the London United Institu

tion, Mr. Eric S. Bruce, hon. secretary

of the Aeronautical Society of Great

Britain, made some interesting remarks on the

subject of aeroplanes. He paid a tribute to the

work of M. Santos Dumont, who had made the

first flight within a time limit. The aeroplane

was simply an old friend—the kite—promoted

from a toy to an implement of science, and to be

the basis of the modern flying machine. Before man would

be able to master the air he would have by his intellect

to do what the seagull was doing instinctively, and be

able quiokly to alter his wings and position so as to counter

act the disturbing forces which upset the equilibrium of his

machine. Where the flying machine failed was in lack of

stabil ty to withstand the unseen forces of the air, which threw

it off its balance. What was to be dune to enable man to con

quer the difficulty ? He believed they were on the dawn of a

new hope in the application of the gyroscope, the rotary motion

of which counteracted another motion. Mr. Bruce believed there

was a future in the application of the gyroscope to preserve the

stability of the aeroplane. Personally, he had greater hopes in

the application of the gyroscope than in any other complicated

invention that had been brought forward. If it could supply

aeronauts with this balancing power would it not be a most

striking example of the uses of simplicity 1

Instruction In

Motor-Car

Engineering.

At the last examination of the City

and Guilds of London Institute there

were 144 students examined, 51 of whom

passed. These were from a total of 569

who attended instruction in 28 classes.

Commenting on the results, the examiners

say it is evident that the candidates who sat for the examination

were not sufficiently well acquainted with the rudiments of

general engineering to commence specialising in motor-ear

engineering with advantage. In the ordinary grade this

is particularly noticeable, inasmuch as a large percentage of

the candidates were unable to express their ideas in rough

sketches such as an engineer could easily read. The general

standard of the answers given this year is far below that of the

answers given last year, and this is, no doubt, primarily due to

the insufficient preliminary knowledge to which reference is

, made above, but, from characteristic mistakes being common to

sets of papers, it is manifest that the teaching is also at fault.

This is also indicated by the lack of method and order in the

manner in which the localisation of the cause of misfiring was

attempted. From the way in which pktinum has been called

into request for constructing various electrical parts of ignition

apparatus it is also clear that sufficiently detailed instruction has

not been given to the candidates on the point. Many of 'the

candidates who attempted the question on float chambers fell into

the ludicrous error of representing a float chamber ball valve e s

a common cistern ball-cock, and a number represented the feed

pump for a small steam generator as an ordinary circulating

pump for the cooling system on a petrol car. On another p»ge

we give a selection of the questions that were set.

♦ ♦ ♦

The intimation by the committee of

the Royal Automobile Club to "deter'

The R.A.C. mine the agreement dated the 20th day

and the M.U. of February, 1906, and made betvve<n

this club and the Motor Union of Great

Britain and Ireland," has provided a topic

of conversation at Olympia tt is week. Rumours bail, however,

previously discounted the effect of the news, and most people

merely regarded it as a repetition of what was generally under

stood would take place. The interest taken in the club by the

King has made it very desirab'e that the pirent authority in

motoring matters should be above the Controversies of the

industry—a fact which, perhaps, has had more to do with the

severance than has been commonly suggested. The club will

now proceed to formulate a scheme whereby, after the termina

tion of the agreement, all the advantages hitherto enjoyed

by the Scottish, the Irish, and the provincial clubs, as well as

individual members, will be extended to them by the Royal A.C.

It is of interest to note that the total membership of the local

clubs included in the Motor Union exceeds 11,000, and that in

addition the number of individual members is 4,700. The

Automobile Association has 5,000 members.

North of the

Tweed.

A record has undoubtedly been

made in the past season so iar as the

number of motorists touring Scotland is

concerned, and, despite the harsh welcome

accorded by the Revenue authorities to

those from the Emerald Isle, there have

been many motor-cars in the Highlands from all parts of the

United Kingdom. The visitors' books at the hotels tell a tale

of prosperity, while the activity of the garages and motor repair

shops has been really abnormal. Probably the Scottish Relia

bility Trial has been responsible for some of this favour, the

event securing great publicity for the roads of northern Britain

as a touring ground. The record of petrol sold in Perthshire is

fairly indicative of the great number of motorists who have been

travelling that way of late. At Pitlochry, that charming resort

near Killiecrankie, three firms alone have supplied 21,000
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gallons—sufficient for journeys probably extending 300,000

miles. In the city of Perth itself one agent—Mr. Buchanan

Shiell—has supplied nearly as much to motorists. In some

village districts sales of 2,500 gallons by small agents are also

reported, and at Crieff, which, it must be remembered, is on the

road to Oban and the West of Scotland, Messrs. D. Millar and

Sons have sold over 25,000 gallons. Figures such as these

afford a fair criterion as to the development of motorism in

northern Britain.

♦ ♦ ♦

So many accidents have occurred when

automobiles have been wrongfully taken

A Protective from their garages by their drivers with-

Servlce. out the knowledge of their employers

that interest will be felt in a " Protective

Service " that has been promoted in the

United States for the purpose of suppressing such undesirable,

if not dangerous, habits. Practically the work is based upon

the plan of the scouts of the Automobile Association in this

country, men being appointed to frequent the favourite drives and

 

The Royal Wedding at Wood Norton. -King Alfonso of Spain on

the Duke of Orleans' Renault Car.

resorts of New York and district reporting daily to headquarters

the licensed numbers of all cars that appear to be in use without

the knowledge and consent of their owners. The idea is proving

popular, and its successful oper tion should secure a material

reduction of the repair bill while ensuring a longer life for both

car and tyres. It is notable that often when accidents occur here

the evidence subsequently proves that the vehicles have been

used without the knowledge of the owner, and thus motorists

are given a bad name which is largely undeserved. They will

therefore appreciate the idea that underlies the Protective Service

to which we have referred.

♦ ♦ ♦

Evidently the authorities of the

Paris Salon are not unmindful of the

advantage of securing the attendance of

motorists from this country, and for the

first time London hoardings have been

brightened with pictorial announcements

of the Paris Automobile Exhibition. The fact that two shows

in London and Paris arc in progress at the same time emphasises

Paris and London.

Sign of

Times.

the international character of the industry. It is significant,

too, of the eageni2ss with which the French trade are watching

their British rivals that advertisements of their show should

have blossomed forth on the hoardings of London. But with all

the blowing of horns and attacks on our trade the walls of the

city will not fall so easily as did those of a historic city in the

olden days.

' ♦ ♦ ♦

It is a commonplace saying nowadays

that the motor-car will revive the ancient

the glories of the road and bring back pros

perity to the countryside. Its influence

is great, and many a wayside inn has

been refurbished and made g»y again by

the coming of the car. Hotel-keepers who have had associations

with the horse, and whose prosperity has lain that way in the

past, need not regard the automobile as an enemy. Bather should

they welcome it as an ally as doth the good host of Huntingdon,

who thus proclaims his modernity and enterprise in an advertise

ment in a local journal : —

W. YARNOLD,

JOB MASTER,

SWAN INN, HUNTINGDON.

MOTOR CARS

AND

POSTING IN ALL ITS BRANCHES

ON HOST REASONABLE TERMS.

Telephone: U192.

♦

Telegrvua: " Yarnold, Huntingdon."

A Presentation.

Monday was an important day at the

Motor Exhibition, for not only did King

Alfonso of Spain visit Olympia, but there

was a gathering of participants in the

Scottish Trial to do honour to one

who richly deserved the distinction.

Everyone knows that upon the shoulders of Mr. Robert J. Smith,

the secretary of the Scottish Automobile Club, fell the brunt of

the work, and that to his courtesy, patience, and consideration

has been due much of the success of that event. This fact has

been recognised by the competitors, who on Moiday presented

Mr. Smith with an illuminated address and a gold watch as a

small token of the esteem and regard of all who took part in the

Trial. Messrs. J. D. Siddeley, Eastmead, C. Johnson, T. Shaw,

and Colonel Mulliner voiced the feelings of the subscribers, and

in concluding the pleasant proceedings Sir John Macdonald, the

Lord Justice Clerk of Scotland, added the appreciation of the

automob lists over the Border.

♦ ♦ ♦

Now that the motor-car has got into

• . the Shetland Islands legal difficulties are

Trouble in arising to worry the good people of the

Shetland. islands. At a meeting of the Mainland

District Committee of Zetland, held

recently, a letter was submitted, written

on behalf of Mr. Miles Walker, of Johannesburg, regarding the

damage which was done to his motor-car at the road at the

temporary bridge near Voe. The car had sustained damage to

the extent of £25. The letter further stated that the road there

was not safe for vehicular traffic, and hence the claim against the

County Council. If the money were not paid within a certain

period a summons would be served. The members of the

committee thereupon considered various alternatives to payment

of the amount. The idea of a counter-claim for damage done to

the roads was considered, and also proposals to prohibit motor

cars from travelling over those roads, or restricting their, speed.

But, unfortunately, in the particular case under discussion the

car had been on the road, bad damaged the bridge, and hurt

itself. Eventually, after a prolonged discussion, the mutter was

remitted to the surveyor to learn the facts of the —
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The energetic secretary of the High

ways Protection League has been writing

Accidents to the papers again with regard to the

Streets number of accidents that have occurred

in the last few months resulting from

motor and horse-drawn traffic respec

tively. Most people will, however, be prepared to wait for the

annual returns of the police on the subject before drawing con

clusions. Although a more reasonable attitude is now being

adopted by the general Press with regard to accidents in which

motor-cars figure, either as aggressors or as the victims, it must

not be forgotten that only a small minority of accidents to horse-

drawn vehicles ever reach the public ear, and yet those who are

on the roads frequently are well aware that these ara constantly

occurring. The point, however, is not as to the proportion of

accidents concorned with either form of traffic, bat as to the

best means to be taken to minimise the risks of each, and if our

friends of the Highways Protection League would confer with

some of the motoring organisations on this point some good

would probably result.

♦ ♦ ♦

Visitors to the show have been able

not only to see cars, but also to pick up

The Care of some practical hints of real service. In

Tyres. the gallery quite a collection of useful

suggestions could be gleaned regarding

the care of tyres. There was one expert

advising a novice to be generous with French chalk in the outer

cover for the benefit of the inner tube. The deleterious effect of

rust on the rims, of the acid from the accumulators on the covers,

of strong light on rubber, and other risks to tyres were duly

enforced, and often the advice was of a positive kind. The

necessity of relieving the tyres of the weight of tbe car when

standing idle for many days was also dilated upon, as well as the

advisability of taking corners slowly, not only to avoid accidents,

but also to save the strain on the tyres. Probably the most

repeated advice in the tyre section has been with regard to keep

ing the tyres well pumped up according to the weight of the

car—and here every firm has now its own tabulated views

set forth in catalogues and lists which indicate that the makers

themsalves realise the proneness of motorists to err.

 

Mr. C. D. Rose, M.P., th« Chairman of toe Royal Automobile Club and the Motor Union, at the wheel of his 75 h p. Mercedes car

A Driverless

Car.

The spectacle of a driverless car has

been made familiar to the pleasure-

seeking public by means of the biograph.

Seen from a comfortable seat it causes

amusement ; brought into actual reality

it would occasion alarm. Proof of this

was given the other day in the streets of Forfar, when what

might have been a serious motor accident took place. It was,

however, fortunately attended by no untoward consequences

beyond slight damage to tho vehicle. The car, which belonged

to an English party, and was occupied by several ladies, was

drawn up in front of a shop. During the temporary absence of

the chauffeur it appears the vehicle began to move down the street.

After proceeding for some distance minus its guide, and causing

no little excitement to the occupants, the car was diverted by a

grocer's van, and ultimately came to a standstill. The occupants,

beyond the alarm, were none the worse for their experience.

But what might have been 1 'V-

Excesslve Watering

of Roadways.

Attention is again being directed to

the alleged excessive watering of the

roadway at Kingston by the local autho

rities, and almost one of the first acts of

Mr. W. A. Russell, the new secretary

of the Cyclists' Touring Club, has been

to appeal to the ratepayers of the borough to insist that their

Council shall give heed to recent representations which have

been made on the subject. Several accidents are said to have

occurred on the Bridge at Kingston, which is approached by

roads often in a very greasy state. Excessive watering of road

ways, in the centre of which is a wood-paved tramway track, is

certainly to be deplored, not only in the interests of those who

cycle, but also on behalf of those who motor.

The Edinburgh Town Council now owns motor-cars which

were supplied by Messrs. King and Co. from their showrooms

in Bank Street, The Mound, Edinburgh. . . .

»
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GODS IN OLYMPIA.

NOW there lieth between the Blood which: is in Kensington

and the Via Aperta at the Hammer of Vulcan a spot

named Olympia, huge to look upon, rounded as to its

roof and with frame wrought cunningly of metal. There dwell

the gods in whom lies Power ; and the custom is among men to

go on journeys even in the dark month which comes next after

the Equinox from the ends of the earth to Olympia, that they

may behold their gods and offer much gold to those who keep

their shrines. Oft-times, afier many months, they to whom they

offer gold become gods of their own, and they hold parley with

their erstwhile friends in manner magnifical. When the pilgrims

come at their journey's end—now some there are who drive in

chariots like unto the gods themselves ; some walk wearily on

foot ; some have traversed many a mile in the belly of a great

worm which crawls in the earth ; some are drawn in a strange and

cumbrous vehicle which they call " For all "■—all cloaked in furs

and garments of curious design whereby the rain may not enter

to hurt, nor the cold to be a stumbling-block—they pay their'

whose breast was a riband of blue, and in whose hand was a

statue of gold, " for in that Isle which is in the centre of three

lands, throwing out three legs which stretch from Greeba o'er al

the provinces, I won a trophy of mark and ... . "

1 " If 'tis of trophies that we speak, " interrupted the lordly

Talbot, " I have such a store as hath never been before in the

days of the trade, garnered from all quarters where such things

may be had for the winning."

Thereupon there arose a loud murmuring from all around

and Daimler, who sat in the midst, said he had had many a

weekly win, and Weigel said he was speedy to a fault, and Iris

had won a medal in Caledon, and Argyll gave trophies away, and

there was Vulcan, and Napier, and many another. And they

joined in wordy strife, and there was much wrangling, for every

god had won something, and none knew which was supreme. So

to drown the noise of conflict there was music made by some

who sat apart betwixt Heaven and Earth, and there was heard a

voice and a dry which echoed with ' sounds of lament from a

place where trumpets, which sound to battle, were bought and

sold. . .*.' .-; •

 

A well-known Landmark on the Brighton Road—the Chequers at Horley.

homage to their gods and their money to their guardians, and so

depart.

But it fell on a day that there came no pilgrims, the law of

that land forbidding ; and those who kept the shrines were glad

and sat at home weighing books in the balance, and considering

their position. (Some there were who had much to consider.)

So the gods conversed together, and this was the manner of it.

It was Itala who began, tra ''el-stained yet triumphant, and she

lay in a bower of green and said : " These mortals add year by

year impiety to impiety 1 To-day there came one to me saying,

' What a dirty old thing, whatever is it 1 ' forgetting that I had

sped from Pekin, which is in the East, to Paris, which is in the

West, with a prince in my bosom, and had crossed the swamp

and desert of two Continents without failing ! "

And Dedion said, " Aye, truth ! For thy brother heard simi

lar hard words, who accompanied thee in that journey, though

his strength was but the strength of ten horses."

Then quoth Bibendum, "My strength is as the strength of

ten, because my rubber's pure."

Fia-Torino next replied, " Though such deeds as these be

great, pray remember my prowess ! I carried off spolia opima

from three fields ; I was I irst In All Trials, and to -me was

awarded the D.S.O. of the Motor Show."

"I, too, am among the Gods of Speed," cried Rover, across

When the tumult was hushed, there spake a small voice say

ing, " My masters, I am but a child and a new-comer amongst

you, for I was born in Bristolia, and niy home is in the Avenue

which leads to the fountain where laughing girls sell flowers, and

timid damsels see all who pass. But I bear the triple green

leaves of a distressful island, and my heart is full of hope." And

the gods clapped their hands and cried " Welcome, little sister ! "

Then there arose a god, whom soaae had likened unto a vacuum-

cleaner in jest, for he had no valves in his heart ; and Panhard,

who required no word of introduction, and there were Pilgrim

and Gladiator, and a god of size and weight whose line was

saffron and whose name was Mercedes, and they lifted up their

clutches together and sang, and rattled their chains in tuneful

chorus. And one whose name was Ford, though some called

him Perry, strung numbers together iu wondrous fashion

(for he was a poet), and he recited these verse6 to them all

assembled :

" This yearly show that sees us here again,

How oft hereafter will it wax and wane?

Flow oft hereafter perchance look for us

Here at Olympia t—And for some in vain.1 '

And a deep silence fell, and throe cylinders cracked in their

anguish, and a voice cried " Sold ! " and a tyre was put on in ten

seconds, and great lights glared as at night. J. B.

•
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The Paris Motor Car Show.

 

The Exterior of thaJGrmd PuTIIs in which thelSalonlislheld. —

WITHieven more than the usual eclat., the French .Tenth

Annual Exposition opened its doors on Tuesday last

week, with the united hopes of the entire French

motor industry centred in the efforts which have been unusually

•strenuous this year to get the show into shape nearly .a month

earlier than usual. The organisers are to be congratulated upon

the success attending their efforts,, for the splendid setting of the

<.-Iraiii 1 Palais has been made resplendent with gorgeous stands

more luxuriously appointed than . ever, so much so that the

■visitor, native or foreign, may well be tempted to loosen hi3

purse-strings beyond the limit which would be obtained by a

prosaic show-room display. At least, if surroundings have

any effect at all, then the background of the finest that French

art can produce is calculated to have the greatest and best.

Business is generally expected to be about four times the value

of the goods exposed, and this year there are forty million

francs' worth of cars and accessories insured in the Grand Palais,

which means a probable figure of over six million pounds as

turnover, resulting from the show.

This year thece are 1,100 exhibitors of French nationality,

and 300 foreign firms, an increase of 75 in the former, and 100

in the latter. The floor space of the stands is 40,000 squire

metre*, against 28,000 im last year's show. It is expected that

at least half a million paying entries will be made this year.

The tenth annual show is admittedly the most glorious to date.

The French naturally place a great importance on the show,

and the President of the Republic was accompanied by the

Minister of Commerce and the Minister of War on his rounds

on the opening Tuesday morning. Things have changed within

the past ten years, for at the first exhibition a public Minister

was hardly prevailed upon to visit the exhibition in the small

tent in the Tuileries gardens ; and it is on record that his final

remark on leaving the show was, " But it is very ugly, after all."

The majority of the stands are those of last year, but there

are a few new ones. The De Dion is striking in its size and

novelty, representing a Chinese gateway, reminiscent of the

Pekin-Paris race. The feature of the show, apparent at the

first glance around, is the presence of the small car in great

variety and number. The heavy touring car has lost ground,

and the present vogue is strong for the average of 15-20-h.p.

There are, 'of 'course, plenty of smaller cars to be seen, but

this size of four-cylinder vehicle would appear te be the

popular demand for the coming season, if we except the

cry. for the cheap voiturette, a cry which is oft repeated and

never satisfied with the production offered, for the French

makers do not appear to hit the mark in this respect. Prices

are being quoted more freely than was the case a year ago,

but little confidence should be placed in the value of

French prices at this present moment, for erents in the near

future may place a. different complexion on the matter. They

show but slight diminution over those of the 1907 chassis.

One or two are apparently endeavouring to obtain popular favour

by a cheap chassis, notably Clement-Bayard with a 14-16-h.p.

four-cylinder at 7,500 francs, and Darracq an tj-10-h.p. two-

.cylinder at a price which compares well with that of the Sizaire-

Naudin voiturette, which, with its single cylinder and light

armoured wooden framework, is being offered for 3,500 francs.

The cheap-and-nasty chassis for full-sized cars is n 9t so apparent

as it might otherwise be, for various reasons which it would take

a column of space to explain. All firms are preparing to manu

facture in large series, and apparently fully recognise the fact

that to hold their own in the world's trade their efforts must be

somewhat Americanised.

The well-known and established firms do not this year

depart much from their standard practice, and what modifica

tions there are appear to be more in the nature of additional

details than change in design. In fact, no one appears to

expect anything very startlingly new this year—and they will

not be disappointed ; for, although standardisation is as far on

the horizon as ever, yet the well-tried designs and principles are

not lightly to be given the go-by unless tangible advantages

are to be derived from the modifications to be adopted.

The tendencies of the 'present show are, of course, interesting.

The chain cover question is still somewhat in abeyance, but is

making headway slowly. The AVestinghouse Company fit an

oil-bath chain cover. The Charron, Mercedes, and other* retain

their last year's cover. The matter appears to be more the

result of apathy on the part of the purchaser, or the growing use

of the cardan shaft may have something to do with it, for the

latter is creeping into use on larger powered cars. The Fiat
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how a 20-30-h.p. live axle car this year, and there are several

six-cylinder cars fitted with cardan in preference to chain

drive. For town vehicles of small power the cardan is most

universal. The multiple-disc clutch is growing in favour and

ousting the leather-faced cone variety, which is used mainly for

the small cars. The high-tension magneto ignition is all power

ful, especially in the six-cylinder brigade, with accumulators as a

reserve, this, of course, implying that the low-tension magneto is

dropping slightly out of favour.

The matter of chassis is apparently reaching finality in the

adoption of steel and nickel steel with U section, whilst the

tubular frame has practically disappeared from the show. The

casting of cylinders in groups of two, three, and four, and even

six, as well as singly, has not made any headway or tendency to

a definite solution, for the same firms offer four cylinders in

groups or separately, and no settled opinion appears to hold

sway. But further statistics from an annual show would be

misleading, and the tendency must be gathered from individual

practice as much as from the generality of chassis exhibited.

About thirty firms display over fifty six-cylinder models.

These vary from the neat 15-h.p. of the Lorraine-Dietrioh and

Delaunay-Belleville concerns to the 70 or 80 nominal horse

power of the Italian contingent. High-tension ignition is the

rule, but Brasier, Mercedes, and Itala models have low-tension

ignition as alternative. Six cylinders in one casting are met with

in the new Beatrix model, and a few firms show all six separated.

Twos and threes, however, are in the majority. Perhaps the
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From a Caricatur$ by "Mich"] [in the "Auto."

two most striking sixes on show are the Gobron-Brillte, with

its double-piston type of motor well demonstrated by the

working model on the stand, with glass cylinder walls, and the

Berliet. The last mentioned is remarkable from the fact that it

is capable of giving a powerful aid to the motor at times of

need—what the French call tin coup de collier. When running

down hill or at times when the full, power of the motor is not

needed, the motor operates a geared double stage air-pump, of

which the casting is inside the bonnet to the left of the motor

block. This air is stored in a tank until the time arrives for

the great need, when by a simple manoeuvre of a ratchet on the

steering wheel the air, under a high pressure, is turned into the

cylinders, there to help the horse-power output. The six-cylinder

model of 4-inch bore and 4|-inch stroke, nominally 60-h.p., thus

gives 100-h.p. under the influence of the compressed air arrange

ment. Berfiet appears to have carried out the details with great

care, and the present model is the result of a three years' study.

The idea offers great possibilities to the design of cars along these

lines. This is, however, not the only type of vehicle which has

an auxiliary power, although the other application is of a very

different nature. It is, in fact, the mule, or petrol-electric, system

offered by Girardot, and is based upon the Pieper patents (Figs.

1 and 2 ). The aim of the designer has been to present a car

which offers no encumbering levers, no troublesome speed-chang

ing devices, no starting handle, no controlling organ—in fact,

nothing but a steering wheel and the clutch and brake pedals.

This ideal is obtained by the addition of a dynamo-motor to the

petrol group. When the latter is unable to give the desired

output the electric motor, supplied at 50 volts 25 amperes fron*

a Tudor 24 cell battery, comes to its aid and proves a mott

useful adjunct. As soon as the petrol group is again able to take

care of the car, the motor acts as a dynamo and recharges

the battery, something after the style of the Raworth

regenerative control. The motor is mounted at the rear of the-

engine $ roup and on the same shaft extension. The speed of

the car is regulated by controlling that of the dynamo, by a

ratchet on tbe steering wheel. There is an auto regulator for

the admission of gas to the cylinders, according to the speed of

the dynamo. One lever on the steering wheel selves for the

starting and backward motion, and the second serves to regulate-

the speed. These and the two pedals above mentioned are all

the mechanism to be seen. Tbe model shown is robust and of

excellent general design, and is meeting with great success. It

is certainly one of the best of the increasing number of electro-

petrol or mixed type of cars on show.

It would be too much to expect the Renault firm to mike

any radical change from their excellent design. Their modifica

tions this year are small and partake of the nature of additions-

. and luxurious embellishments. One of the additions to the town,

model four-cylinder 10-14-h.p.has been an automatic self-starter,

operated from a third pedal of small proportions. The pedal

actuates a rod which descends to the shaft, just in the rear of

the clutch, and it engages with a pinion on the latter. A few

strokes of the pedal with the clutch engaged is sufficient to start

the engine. A bronze case protects the mechanism, the whole-

apparatus being simple and neat. On the larger models Renault

fits the compressed air type of self-starter, the compressor being

in front of the engine and geared to the shaft. There is also an

attachment to permit inflation of tyres from the reservoir. The

starting is done by means of a small lever on the dashboard,

after turning a small wheel allowing contact to the cylinder oi

compressed air beneath the chassis. The exhibit comprises a

four-cylinder 24-30-h.p. model with a very luxurious body by

Rothschild, including a table raised from the floor, camping

outfit, electric lighting, lavatory and picnicing outfit, all very

ingeniously hidden from sight. Three-quarter springs are fitted

to the chassis, following a very general practice at the Show

this year.

On the Charron cars the chain case of last year—then an

experiment—has been retained for next year's models. A slight

innovation in the chassis consists in the rubber blocks which are

laid at intervals on the wooden battens covering the frame.

These act as buffers for the bodywork. A large tbree-quarter

spring is fitted to the rear wheels, from which the chassis is

suspended by the intervention of a vertical rod. Their new

90-h.p. model is conceived on similar lines to the existing types,

and is fitted to a neat chassis giving a weight of about 21 cwt.

The firm's practice regarding the casting of cylinders in one

block, and also singly, is evidently not a fixed one, since there

are both varieties on view.

The Rheims Company building the Scar car stow one or

two novel dispositions. Their automatic oiling system is good

for a run of 200 miles, without any attention whatsoever. The

form shown on the stand attached to a six-cylinder crank-shaft

includes a scoop-shaped intake revolving with the crank (Fig. 5),

and ending in a tube connecting to the crank' bearings ; the oil is-

forced into these tubes as the crank revolves, thin insuring

perfect lubrication of the bearings. A cam shaft inside the mailt

cam shaft is another disposition of mechanism which is happily

found. This inner shaft facilitates starting by independently

operating the exhaust valves.

The Burlat car, and more especially the motor, comes very

near to what is termed a freak car, especially in these days, when

a certain standard practice allows that the motor should be rela

tively fixed and the crank revolving. In the Burlat motor the

cylinders themselves revolve around the crank shaft. The ar

rangement is by no means so clumsy as it would appear at first

thought. There are two cars, one fitted with a four-cylinder

motor and another with two groups of four cylinders, making ar»
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eight-cylinder engine. The latter is not extraordinarily long,

owing to the arrangement of the cylinders in groups of four

around the crankshaft at 90 deg. interval. The arrangement

allows one ignition per every fourth thrust by means of a

rubbing contact at one point on which the sparking plugs break

contact, thereby producing ignition. The speed of the motor

can be easily varied from 150 to 1,100 revolutions per minute,

at which latter speed the valves are held open by centrifugal

force, thus avoiding racing. The axis of the crank-shaft is

eccentrically placed relative to the central rotating point of the

four-cylinder motors, the cylinders being thus offset. The whole

arrangement is most curious, and as a rotating motor it is one

of the moat successful ever presented. The carburettor is

automatic, and the mixing chamber is in the crank case, the

crank movement assuring a perfect mixture. The gas is taken

from the base chamber, and thus all feed tubing is abolished.

Finally tke piston rods are rigidly fixed to the cranks. Criticism

ia very freely aimed at the motor, but it is impossible to de y

not only has places for the ladies in the inside of the phaeton,

with its many panelled windows and bright yellow trappings,

but in addition to the driver and a seat beside him the car will

accommodate two other persons over the top of the car, the

footboard forming a protection to the driver's bead. There is a

hood over the two outside seats, and the whole arrangement

gives a really smart appearance. As regards changes in general

design, the Darracq Company are fitting the special combination

gear-box and live axle, which is being shown at Olympia, so that

its features do not need repetition in this week's number.

Among the firms having given renewed attention to the

braking system may be mentioned the Westinghouse Company,

which firm is also fitting stout sheet-iron covers, with oil bath,

to the driving chains (Fig. 3), a most successful application.

The Brouhot brake mechanism also deserves attention from the

fact that the rods are equalised, giving a direct pull on the two

rear drums from a rod exactly in the line of the axis of the car.

The La Buire Company show a new spring-mounted live
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that there is much simplicity and gocd general design bestowed

on tha details of this novel creation.

Tha Panhard models are largely replicas of those of last

year. Braking by means of air admission to the engine is intro

duced, although many leading firms discouraged the idea for

soma long while. This year's novelty consists in the automatic

supply of oil according, not to the speed of the motor, but to

tha output. Not a drop tco much oil is fed to the motor, no

matter what speed the group is running at. The firm have

acquired a licence for the Saurer automatic starter, which is of

the compressed air type, and fits the device to specification.

This also allows a tap for connection of the air resci voir to the

tyres, and a pressure gauge is provided for the latter. The firm

stands to its guns in respect to the retention of armoured wood

chassis.

The Darracq Company, which is making a great bid for

popularity in rcspoct to its 1908 prices, has not a great deal to

show in the way of novelties. On the stand there is a car which

r eminds one very much of the old-fashioned stege coach, for it

axle without joints, a new oil bath disc clutch, and a new car

burettor, with multiple spray jets, permitting an economical

and efficient running under all conditions of operation. A patent

device is provided for greasing the shacklei of all the springs, and

finally a specially supple rear suspension, the lower half of the

elliptic rear spring being lengthened and raised in front as much

as possible with inlaying shackle to the top half of the elliptic

spring, which extends downwards, too, at its rear extremity as

much as the lower half extends upwards in front. The usual

excellent workmanship is, of course, quite irreproachable.

The Gobron-Brillie is perhaps one of the most expensive

cars in the show. The 70-h.p. six-cylinder twelve-piston model

is attracting a deal of attention, and the motor also drives an

air compressor which operates a self-starter. The reservoir is

below the chassis on the off side, and has tap connections for

use in inflating tyres. The car has two clutches worked by one

pedal, the first, being metal-to-metal, coming first into operation ;

the second being leather faced, and comes into action when the

pedal is further depressed. The use of alternate exhaust pipes
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allows one to cool whilst the other is in use. A working model

of the type of double-piston motor is to be seen, and the glass

cylinders allow the whole mechanism to be well examined. The

motor is, of course, adapted to the use of denatured alcohol

fuel, the firm supplying the engine for the Paris alcohol-

burning motor-'buses.

Besides the engrossing interest offered by the presence of

Nazzaro's racer, there is to be seen on the Fiat stand a 20-30-h.p.

cardan shaft model, a new departure in large cars for this firm.

The back axle casing is strengthened by being bolted vertically

along the centre line. The rear wheels are set slightly out of

the vertical plane, together with their live axle shafts, this

being intended to avoid the insplaying of the wheels in case of

overloading. A force pump is now fitted for lubricating, this

being geared to the crank and situated inside the base chamber.

A 35-45-h.p. and a 60-70 h-p. six-cylinder model are also pre

sented as the acme of the Italian firm's production.

The De Dietrich Company has lately purchased an immense

works at Argenteuil, close to Paris. On their latest vehicles

the clutch runs in oil, and is remarkably smooth in action. The

shock absorbers arranged to take the side strains are worth

attention. A new system of lubrication consists in the pumping

of oil from the base chamber. All the models are chain-driven

except the town carriage. The 15-20-h.p. six-cylinder is a very

neat model, with cylinders 80 by 120 mm. It is actually the

 

Figi. 1 and 2.—Elevation and Flai of G.E.H. Combination Petrol-

Electric Car. (Sec page mi.)

smallest six-cylinder in the show. The Belaunay-Belleville six

cylinder has cylinders 85 by 120 mm., and has a slightly higher

maximum capacity. The feature of the chassis is the low-lying

construction, allowing the fitting of very roomy doors.

Another of the Italian invaders is the Bianchi, which also

deserves special mention. This year a new 70-h.p. type is

exhibited, including, amongst other features, a double bottom to

the petrol tank acting as a drain for the impurities in the oil.

Steel rods are used in place of flexible cables for the brake

operation. Another model is the 15-20-h.p. four-cylinder type

with raised rear frame. The consumption of fuel on this car is

stated not to exceed 2i gallons per sixty-two miles. A 40-b.p.

model is also displayed.

The 1 1 ispano Suiza, the only Spanish built car, and made at

Barcelona, is well worthy of notice. The workmanship and

material are quite up to the best modern practice, and the simul

taneous control of the double ignition is a good point, as is also

the patent steering device. [The new models are dealt with in

our Olympia show report.—Ed. M.C.J.]

The Itala firm show some very fine models this year, but

none have any changes of importance from their standard

practice. Their 60-h.p. and 75-h.p. six-cylinder cars are very

attractive and of excellent design. It is difficult to make any

criticism of the cars turned out by this firm.

The particular interest of the Peugeot Company's stand

centres in the chassis of the new six-cylinder car, Figs. 6 and 7.

The engine has the cylinders cast in pairs, with the valves on

opposite sides, the bore and stroke being respectively 130 mm.

by 140 mm. The clutch is of the multiple-disc type, and the

four-speed gear-box gives a direct drive on top to the differential

shaft, the transmission then being by side chains to the rear road

Fig. 3. -The Chain Caie on the Weitinghooie Cars, (See page 825.)

wheels. Throughout the vehicle has a robust construction, and

should fully maintain the Peugeot reputation for reliability.

The Peugeot series of models for the 1908 season comprises

9-h.p. single-cylinder; 10-h.p. two-cylinder; 18-h»p., 28-h.p.,

and 50-h.p. four-cylinder; and the 60-h.p. six-cylinder above

described.

An interesting car built at Lyons, which so far has not been

seen in England, is the Cottin-Desgouttes. This is on the usual

lines of chain-driven vehicles, the series ranging from 12-14-h.p.

four-cylinder to 30-50-h.p. six-cylinder. The 12-14-h.p. is a

new model intended for town carriages. From Fig. 8, which

gives a general view of the Cottin-DeBgouttes motors, it will be

seen that the magneto is conveniently arranged. The carbu

rettor is of special design ; it is exceedingly economical in fuel,

as was proved in the recent Coup de la Presse Contest. The

auxiliary air-supply can be regulated from the dashboard, while

the whole carburettor can be dismantled by removing one nut.

The clutch is of the multiple-disc type, of special design, and

_

I

 

Fig. 4—The Renault Back Axle. (See page 824 )

in other directions the details are of the most up-to-date

character. '* " ' .

Les Etablissements Duhanot, who are n»w represented in

Great Britain by the Car Supply Company, Ltd., of 34, Knights-

bridge, London, YV\, are making four four-cylinder models for

the 1908 season. The 12-h.p. has the cylinders cast en bloc, while
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in the others they are in pail's. A feature of the design is that

the engine and gear-box- are built up in the form of a unit

(Fig. 9), so that any tendency to distortion is eliminated. The

ignition in all cases is by Simms-Bosch high-tension magneto, while

lubrication is effected by a pump operated off one of the cam

shafts. In the smaller model the water circulation is on the

 

Fig. 5,—Crank Oiling System on the Scar Car. (»* w>gt 884.)

tbermo-syphon system, while in the others it is maintained by a

gear-driven pump and honeycomb radiator. The 12-h.p. and

15-h.p. have fibre cone clutches in place of the usual leather

facing, while the 22-h.p. and the 35-h.p. models have multiple-

disc clutches. The transmission is through a ball-bearing gear

box and cardan shaft, with joints at both ends, to the live axle.

The differential case of the latter is provided with a detachable

cover so that the gears can be readily inspected. In view of

their moderate price the Duhanot cars should quickly become

popular amongst British motorists now that they are being intro

duced into England.

Among the voiturette fraternity there is much strenuous

effort to get a presentable car, and at a moderate price.

Inventors are tumbling over each over in the effort to obtain

popular favour, but there is a vast chasm between the best

cheap voiturette on the French market and the small car pre

sented at bottom price by the leading makers, including the

Darracq and the Sizaire-Naudin. The latter, although called a

voiturette, deserves a place among the small car section, and, in

fact, by its performances, has obtained a special distinction this

year by a prominent stand in the Grand Palais.

There is a deal to be seen in the way of friction-driven

vehicles, and there may be half-a-dozen firms of more or less

 

Figs. 6 and 7. -Plan and Elevation of the Peugeot 60-h.p, Six-

Cylinder Car. (See page S26.)

repute which offer examples to the public gaze. The public-

admire the price but not the value offered therefor,' and pass on

with a sigh. The Turricum is one of the best variety of friction

drivs, and the Parvula goes a step further by giving a double

plate drive, the rear plate also rubbing against the driving shaft

by means of a flexible transmission by an endless cord surmount

ing two superposed pulleys. It has been repeated oft and oft

during ihe present show that the man who presents a sound

voituritte at a moderate price will make a fortune, junt

as the one or two makers of excellent small cars are doing. The

case of the three wheelers is somewhat different. The tri-cy( le

construction was in a more advanced state from which to make

a start. The tri-cycle has long received attention at even tl e-

best makers, De Dion and Leon Bollee having turned out some

creditable examples in the early days of motorism. The tri-cars

offer, of course, the driver's seat and one or two others, thus-

immediately giving an advantage over the voiturette on four

wheels. Besides, the tri cycle could not ape the small car, try as

it will, and this is the mistake that the voiturettes are still blindly

falling into. Thus the few firms making tri-cars are selling

perhaps a limited yet certainly a remunerative output.

The present vogue of aeroplane and dirigible experiments

is causing quite a number of firms to produce light motors. The

movement will do a deal of good in producing light motors

for use on small cars. Air-cooled systems are largely patronised.

Among the older firms the Buchet motor is one of the best. The

Esnault light motor designed especially for aeroplane and airship

work, is attracting much notice. For a new engine the Esaault

is of excellent workmanship, and its features give it an originaliiy
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without obtaining for it the reputation attaching to certain other

new productions. The groups shown in the Salon include a

seven-cylinder model sectioned to show the operation. The

cylinders are arranged in groups of four and three, the latter

behind the former. All the cylinders occupy a sector of about

70 deg. distributed fanwise. The cams for each group are on

the rim of a circular plate, mounted directly on the motor shaft.

There are two lifts per cam, one lift giving the exhaust and the

second closing the exhaust and opening the inlet valve. The

appearance and operation of the motor appears to be very satis

factory, and the experiments made with it on the Esnault

aeroplane confirm the confidence of the inventor. The motor is

air-ccoled, and weighs about 100 lbs. for 3o-h.p. nominal output.

The familiar V-shaped arrangement of the cylinders of the

Antoinette motor meet the eye under a tasteful stand, on which

are shown a model aeroplane, with motor in position. The

engine is run without carburettor, but has a force pump for the

fuel feed ; a carburettor, however, can be fitted. Generally, the

feed is made by means of compressed air stored in a cylinder,

and an air-compressor is fitted in consequence. The famed motor

of extra light construction is, of course, well known as regard*

its general lines. The firm is obtaining much success this present

year both in hydroplane, aeroplane, dirigible, and motor-car

departments. The 100-1 20-h.p. sixteen-cylinder motor, with

105 mm. bore and stroke, 1,400 revs, per min., weighs but

290 lbs. complete, and consumes not more than three-quarters of

a pint per horse-power hour.

Among the accessories, the Autoloc device for all kinds of

transmissions, whereby the desired position is automatically

obtained without effort and without any trouble in unlocking.
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has made progress. The makers of shock absorbers appear much

in the same position as in 1906. The specialists in radiators,

springs, &c, are still specialising, but appear to wait upon the

constructors for the next move. There are one or two firms

who are preparecTto sell complete chassis, minus the motor. The

idea may be good for those experimenting with engines, but the

palmy days of the business are past. The builder of the motor

makes up his own chassis, or there is nothing in the business.

Tyre makers are as busy as ever, and it would appecir that the

coming season is going to see some rate cutting in this line—in

fact, the movement has already commenced. Spring wheels are

to be seen galore, but their comparison would need a volume.

Tyre-fitting materials are increasing in number, but removable

rim devices do not appear to be so prominent as prophesied. It

has been found that the idea was somewhat puffed, and tyre

troubles are now not so frequent that their repair necessitates

the carrying of a spire rim, of which the bolts are apt to loosen

and cause trouble in their own particular way.

In the carriage-building section there are one or two

ingenious body-lifting devices on view. There is a patented

device by which the front seat of a short chassis can be pivoted

forward, not sideways, to allow a side entrance. Another

arrangement is a rolling top hood or capot, stowing away at the

rear of the car in an almost invisible manner after the fashion

 

Fig. 9--The Duhinot 12-h p. Engine, Clutch and Gear Box complete
as • salt. (■""''• P«'.rt 826.) ,

of roller blinds. When this is. unrolled it is secured to two

fierpendicular posts, one on each side of the dashboard, which

atter telescope out of sight when the hood is rolled back. It is

a neat contrivance, and, of course, fully patented in all civilised

countries. The general luxury seen a year ago in the best

bodies is even more accentuated. The bodies of some cars are

suspended, with independent springs, quite apart from the

driver's seat and that alongside him. Another neat arrange

ment is a doctor's visiting phaeton, in which the seat next the

driver is included in the enclosed portion, and is fitted with a

marble top table on which the doctor may lay his instruments

or sort various accessories during the run between patients'

houses. A small bookcase is formed below the table, and a

first aid outfit carried. There are,, in fact, more bodies of all

descriptions than ever before, and the general quality is good,

with less of the American cloth variety to be observed.

Among the successes of the present Salon must not be over

looked fie retrospective show, which occupies a very consider

able space in the temporary building erected on the Esplanade

des Invalides. It extends for some fifty yards on each side of

the main entrance, and is two or three cars deep on either side,

comprising fifty or sixty cars in all. The first and earliest-made

car is a very creditable attempt by a French military genius

towards making a road steam-engine, in the year 1760. The

steering wheel, driver's seat, form of chassis (of 10 in. oak

beams), aid wheels with iron studs in the tyres, would remind

one very much of even the recent street oars for shifting

material ; but there the comparison ends. In front of the single

driving wheel, ahead of the car, is a huge caldron for generating

steam. The two pistons act directly on the wheel, and the

clumsiness of the transmission rods is more than apparent from

comparison with the next attempt, dating, however, a hundred

years or so later. The early attempts of Serpollet, of Leon

Bollee, and of De Dion are all on show, including also the Mors

and the Jenatzy cars—a most interesting series of " old junk "

that could well be found on the Continent. Even the Daimler

first models are on view. A glance through the models would

make one imagine that a page of ancient history were open

before him, but a look at the neat card description of each model,

with the dates—1895, 1896, 1898 and 1900—together with the

racers of later date, bring one forcibly back to the contam-

p'ation of the immense and almost lightning-like progress which

has been made during the- present century. This feeling

is more than accentuated if the visitor has just made a round

of the chassis in the Grand Palais. And yet in the

yeirs 1897-8 there was a certain Forest, of Brest, experimenting

with a six-cylinder explosion motor, cooled by water, vertically

arranged by pairs, three cranks on one shaft, magneto ignition

and operated valves. There are also steam road 'buses made in

the year 1878 and thereabouts as well as the early tri-cyele«,

steam, and others of the nineties. The first Renault, the first

Panhard, the first Mors, there they all are, telling with forceful

silence the tale of struggle and success which is the main reason

for their reappearance during the present year. As the French

candidly say, were it not for the famous English Road Act, the

Frendh would not be in their present powerful position vis a-vis

„he motor industry. If the Paris Show is worth a visit, it is

worth it for one feature alone—the retrospective exhibition in

the Invalide3, a fitting place for the old warriors, too.

A GARAGE and repair shop has been opened at Carlyle

Piace, Abbeyhill, Edinburgh, by Messrs. Brierley Bros.

The borough of Salford, following the example of London,

Sheffield, Glasgow, and Swansea, is to have a motor ambulance.

Messrs. Chambers Motors, Ltd., of Belfast, have had a

very successful season following the performance of their cars

in the Scottish Trial.

Londoners near St. Paul's Cathedral on Wednesday after

noon saw a motor-'bus on fire. The flames were ultimately

extinguished by a motor fire engine from the Watling Street

station.

Following imitations of the mediaeval writing, Mr.

Reginald Rigby has written and illustrated some quaintly

humorous poems, which are published by Messrs. Sealey,

Clark and Co. under the title of " Motorynge in ye Myddle

Ages." The work is decidedly interesting, and will help to

beguile a weary hour.

Mrs. R. A. Jones is contributing to the Journal of the

Southend and District Motor Club an account of their first

motor tour. At Shrewsbury they found the Clarendon a com

fortable hotel, with a more reasonable tariff than thoy had dis

covered at Oxford, Monmouth, and Worcester. At Lichfield

they were equally well pleased with the George Hotel.

Messrs. Welte and Owens, Ltd., whose business was

established about three years ago under the style of the

" Enterprise " Motor and Accessory Company, have built up

quite a large trade in motor accessories, and at their large depot

at Colquitt Street, Liverpool, hold a large stock of all the

principal fitments at present on the market. The company are

also the district agents for the Hotchkiss and Vulcan cars.

Messrs. Moxnet, Plasse and Co., 20, Store Street, Tot

tenham Court Road, W., issue a useful list of " a few important

motor accessorie >," including the Nieuport plug for small cars,

the Rapid American tyre inflator, actuated from the flywheel

and pumping up a 120 mm. tyre in a couple of minutes, the

Python horn, the "Monnauto patent road clearer," otherwise a

horn with a deep musical iote, the Carpentier plug, See. ,
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 Mr. A. Morris Thomson,

having resigned his appoint

ment at Alexandria, N.B., has

joined the Darracq Company as

consulting engineer.

A COUNT on behalf of the

Dunlop Pneumatic Tyre Co.,

Ltd., on Tuesday, the 12th inst., showed that on the cars ex

hibited at Olympia there were 2,181 tyres, of which 1,205 were

Dunlops.

The King of Spain spent a long time at the Miraculum

stand at the Olympia Motor Show on Monday, and had two

demonstrations of the efficiency of Miraculum given to him, being

much interested in the matter.

The enterprise of the committee of the Motor Club in

securing premises at 6, West Kensington Gardens, for a branch

elub during the Motor Show, has been amply rewarded. About

a hundred members have sat down daily to lunch, and about half

that number to dinner.

The Damcq dinner at the Cafe" Royal, London, on Friday,

the 15th, was an enjoyable function, in the course of which

Captain Rawlinson referred to the foresight displayed in

designing cars well ahead of the selling season. Speeches were

also made by Messrs. Dunn, J. Keele, Huntley Walker, G.

Heatb, T. Garner, and H. B. Cook.

The Union Motor Car Company, of Denbigh Street, Be1.-

gravia, S.W., supplied the 20-30-h.p. Renault landaulet which

was selected by the King of Spain for his use during his visit to

the Duke of Orleans at Wood Norton on the occasion of the

Royal wedding. The car was driven by Mr. Wolstencroft, one

of the partners in the above firm.

In the R.A.C. dust trials the order of merit of the first

three in the class for makers' standard cars at 20 m.p.h were :—

One 24-32-b.p. Porthos, two 30-h.p. White, and three 12-1 6-h.p.

Wi'son Pilcher. For amateurs' cars the first three places were

taken by Mr. D. Moohey (20-hp. Stanley), Mr. A. F. Slee

(10-b.p. Renault), and Mr. F. Hughes (20-h.p. Dennis).

The Shrewsbury and Challiner Tyre Company, Ltd., have

issued a new catalogue of their patent detachable rim, in which

the wilder sides of the ordinary pneumatic rim are engaged firmly

by the upper bevelled edges of the device, securing easy attach

ment and firm security when fixed. The process of manipulation

is simple, and copies of the pamphlet can be obtained from the

company's offices at Kay Street, Ardwick, Manchester.

The older specialities of the E. M. Bowden's Patents

Syndicate will be mostly shown at the Stanley Show, as at

Olympia, in a new and improved form, including specimens of

such well-known fitments as the Bowden patent mileage

recorder, a dashboard positioned recorder which dispenses with

the usual flexible shaft transmission; the Bowden gas throttle,

which regulates the supp'y of gas to a nicety ; and the Bowden

controls for cars to suit all patterns and all tastes.

The New Speedwell Motor Company, Ltd., have sent us a

couple of photographs of the new works they have erected on

the Staines Road, Hounslow, and into which they will be moving

during the course of the next few weeks. Arrangements are

being ma-ie to continue the manufacture of Speedwell cars at

Chiswick right up to the eve of the removal, so as not to inter

fere with deliveries. The new buildings occupy just over half

an acre of land, and provision is being made for extensions to be

carried out to the extent of about another acre.

The official certificate of the Royal A.C. with reference to

the petrol consumption trial of the 12-1 6-h.p. foiuj-cylinder

ArgyM eab describes the test as consisting of 2£ hours running

in London traffic, a dist ince of 20 J miles being covered, and the

amenut of fuel used being 7 pints, or 23 4 miles per gallon. A

run in the country was then taken, 2 galions 1 pint 8 oz. of

petrol being used, equivalent to 24 miles per gallon. Pratt's

Borneo i-pirit was used in both runs, and the spe< ifio gravity,

taken immediately before the start, was -765 at 58 deg. Fah.

The roads were heavy fur the greater part of tbe country jour' ey.

The engine accelerates quickly, even on top gear from a slow

speed, and the car was easy to handle in traffic.

HERE AND THERE.

 

Upon a 12-H-b.p. Argyl.

chassis the Metropolitan Asy

lums Board are building their

own ambulance body for the con

veyance of patients.

The latest catalogue issued

by Messrs. Van Raden and Co.,

Ltd., of Foleshill Road, Coventry, gives an excellent description

of the manufacture of spun glass accumulators upon which tbe

firm have specialised.

Messrs. Dennis Bros., of Guildford, have sent us an

illustration of the new design they have got out of a three ton

petrol motor tip-wagon. It is designed for speeds up to ten

miles per hour.

During their stay in this country the German Emperor

and Empress are using Daimler cars. On Saturday last no less

than nine vehicles met the Kaiser at Paddington Station, and he

afterwards made a tour of London with his suite.

Mr. Paul Brodtmann, managing director of the Con

tinental Tyre and Rubber Company (Great Britain), Ltd., bad

the honour of being presented to the German Emperor at the

reception held at the German Embassy on tbe occasion of the

Emperor's visit to London. Mr. RicMer and Mr. Ulrich, of the

same firm, were honoured in the same way.

 

The Diimler-Harcedei 35-h.p. Four-Cylinder E' gir.e.

[See page 800 last issue.

" Motor Upkeep " is the title of a new pamphlet issued

by Messrs. Phdip Bereiford, Ltd., of Cecil House, Charing Cross

Road, W.C., which will be of value to many prospective

motorists in assisting them to a se'ection of their car. The firm

underttke to maintain vehicles at an inclusive c >st, and generally

to make pleasant and economical the path of the motorist.

Argylls Hampshire, Ltd., Southsea, have recently

supplied a 14-16-h.p. Argyll to Admiral Sir Percy Scott, who is

in command of the Mediterranean Fleet The car has been

taken aw ty by him on h s fltgship "Good Hope," and will be

put ashore at every convenient place as a means of carrying out

his various offical visits, and aUo as a means nf exploring the

districts. Another naval motorist who ha< lately acquired a

14-16-h.p. Argyll is Admiral Robinson, of H.M. Dockyard,

Portsmouth.

An improvement has been brought out by Messrs. E. W.

Willard and Company, of Paradise Street, Brmingham, in

connection with their " E louard " screen, reeenily dei-cnbtd in

the M.C.J. We have seen one of these mounted with a polished

brass frame, the bott <m p >rtion of which was shaped to sui. the

dashboar I of a 10-12-h.p. Darracq cir, thus d ling away with

the usual meihod of filling up the space between the top of Ue

dash and the bittom of the screen with wood. The screen

looked extremely snurt, and the makers tell us the extra < ost is

but trifling.
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The Star Hotel, High Street, Southampton, now possesses

its own garage with inspection pit.

The Military Tournament and Motor Gymkhana held at

Lytham in August last resulted in a profit of £80.

Ekpair works for motor-cars have been established at

Torquay by the Torquay Garage and Motor Works.

There are no less than 1,403 exhibitors at the Paris Salon

this year, as against 1,225 at that held in December, 1906.

A LIST of the foreign duties on motor-cars is published by

the West End Motor-Car Packing Company, 132, Grosvenor

Road, Westminster, S.W.

A " motor-car livery business " is now being conducted

in San Francisco by ten chauffeurs of that city, who nave entered

into a little combination on their own account. ,"■ .

A bill dealing with tho lighting of vehicles in Scotland on

the lines of the measure which is shortly to become law in

England, Wales and Ireland is to be drafted by the

Scottish A.C.

The Rajah of Mudhol has ordered a 35-h.p. seven-seated

Daimler car from the Bombay Motor Car Company, Ltd., while

the Maharajah of Mysore has just taken delivery of a new

H-16-h.p. Fiat landaulet.

 

Front View of tho Daimler Hereedoi 80-h.p. Six-Cylinder Oar.

( -re page 800 last ittue.

The second motor sale held by Messrs. Hampton and Sons

at Brooklands on Wednesday contained over thirty entries. As

on the previous < c -asion, prospective purchasers were able to try

the cars free of cost round the track on the morning of the sale.

We hear that the Redbridge Mot >r Works, of Red bridge,

near Southampton, are at present building a GO-h.p, eight-

cylinder engine for a racing car. There are a number of

interesting features in the engine, notably in the provision of

an auxiliary exhaust. The crank-shaft will have a bearing

between each cylinder, ball bearings being fitted at the

two ends.

A few days ago a fire broke out at the Irish town of New

Ross, which was likely to extend almost throughout the place

until it was arrested by the arrival of several firemen from

Wateiford with lengths of hose and all the connections for the

hydrants. These were summoned by telephone in the night and

driven from Waterford to New Ross by Mr. W. F. Pnare, the

well-known mot >r agent of Waterford, who will be remembered

by many of our northern readers as having taken part in this

year's Scottish Reliability Trials. Thank-, to the celerity with

which he was able to take assistance, further disaster in the

town was averted.

The Paisley Town Council is considering the adoption of a

motor fire-engine for the borough.

The Dunlop Pneumatic Tyre Company have underiakan a

selling agency for Elastes in the United Kingdom.

In the High Street, Grays, Mr. G. E. Carter has a motor

garage open day and night for the convenience of motorists

journeying in that corner of Essex.

The Shanklin (Isle of Wight) District Council has decided

to erect three notice-boards at the entrances to the town warning

drivers of motor-cars to reduce speed in the streets.

The Renard road train is completing a tour of Ireland, and

during the last few days has been located at the garage of

Messrs. John Robson, Ltd., Chichester Street, Belfast.

Messrs. Tavendale & Co. have a splendid garage at

Lawrencekirk, N.B., and another at Murrayfield, Edinburgh.

They have been busy on repair work throughout the season.

Among the minor exhibits at Olympia is a new card game

known as the *' Motor," which is to be seen on the stand of

Messrs. Gamage, and will doubtless be played by motorists to

beguile some winter hours.

The improved 1908 pattern of the Continental non-skids

has much shorter studs than heretofore, and with the increased

canvas backing gives the tyre even more mileage than in the

past, while in no way reducing its effectiveness as a non-skid.

From the Daimler Company comes a handsomely got-up

book describing a motor-car picnic in Spain, and a tour of a

Daimler car in the same country. The work is fully illustrate*

by photographs, and is of an exceedingly interesting character.

A Gamagk motor clock fitted to the dashboard of a 30-h.p.

Whitlock-Aster car, and belonging to Mr. Sydney Francis,

A.M.I.M.E., was recently being driven through Forest Gate

when the car took fire and was completely destroyed, notwith

standing the efforts of the fire brigade. Tho remarkable circum

stance about the incident, however, was the fact that the cloek

: pn the dashboard, after its extraordinary baptism of fire and

water, was found to be still going. The glass of the clock was

crajked all over, the soldering of the case gave way, the rim of

the case parted with its flange and has lost its glass, the packing

in the interior of the case was quite soddened—but the clock is

still keeping good time.

An excellent catalogue of their specialities has been issued

by the Validus Non-Skid Motor Tyre Company, at whose head

quarters at 109, Victoria Street, Westminster, S.W., can be am

a full selection of their unpuncturable leather non-skids ; leather

and rubber non-sk ds vulcanised to the tyre by cold process, aad

detachable non-skids which are easily fitted and detached either

to new or worn tyres. The company have in stock a large

selection of newly refcreaded tyres, and also call attention to

their Validus rubber retread, into which canvas insertions are

made, rendering it specially suitable for heavy cars. This form

of retread partly acts as a non-skid without causing any

resistance to the steering of the vehicle. Reference is also mads

in the list to the Validus horn and attachment by Means ol

which the rubber bulb is dispensed with. The construction of

the horn is so simple there is nothing to get out of order, and it

has a smart appearance when fitted to the car.

An ingenious six-stroke petrol engine, devised by Mr. A.

Rollason, of Long Eaton, Derbyshire, is described in the last

issue of the " Birmini>ham University Engineering J mrnal.

The arrangement is not only ingenious but gives an exceedingly

high efficiency, tests made with the engine showing that at full

load, at speeds varying from 300 to 1,000 revolutions per minute,

the consumption of petrol was 0-54 lb. per i.h.p. hour, and 0 66

lb. per brake h.p. hour. The thermal efficiency of the engine

per i.h.p. was 25 0 per cent., while the heat rejected to the water

jacket was only 30-7 percent., and exhaust 44-3 per cent. The

analysis of the exhaust gases gave carbon dioxide 6 '3 per cent.,

oxygen 87 per cent., and the exhaust contained no carbon-

monoxide or hydrogen, and was clear and odourless. The com

pression of the engine was 75 lb. per square inch, and the mean

pressure shown on the indicator cards was 90 lb. per square inch.

The mechanical efficiency of the engine was 82 5 per cent., which

must be considered a very good performance.
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CONTINENTAL NOTES.

A German Motor Racing Track.

A scheme to establish a motor racing track in the neigh

bourhood of Berlin is at present under consideration. The

course, which would be about 10 kilometre i long, is situate I

near Teltow.

♦ ♦ ♦

A Live Axle Mercedes Car.

We learn from a reliable source that the German Daimler

Company, which has hitherto confined its productions to chain-

driven vehicles, intends shortly to place a live axle car on the

market.

♦ ♦ ♦

The Motor-Car in War.

The French Minister of Commerce presided at a banquet

given on Th irs lay last week to celebrate the opaning of the

motors. Four of the designs submitted were rejected on the

grounds that they did not meet the regulations laid down. The

first prize has been awarded to the apparatus entared byMe3srs.

Chauvin and Arnoux, while honourable mention is given to that

of Messrs. Wills and Cheron.

♦ ♦ ♦

Public Services in Spain.

A public motor-'bus service has been started between

Caceres and Trugillo. The vehicles used are of the Suddeutsche

(Gaggenau) single-deck type, the body being divided into two

compartments for first and second class passengers. The motive

power is supplied by a 36-15-h.p. four-cylinder engine.

♦ ♦ ♦

Miscellaneous Items.

A State service of motor-omnibuses is to be established next

year between Passau and Zwiesel, Bavaria. The route is via

Tittling and Schonebjrg, and passes through a picturesque por-

 

Prince Alexander Solms, the President of the Austrian Automobile Club, on his 40-h.p. Graf-Stift Car at Gratz.

{AHqancinc Aut*m*bH ZtUtmq,

tenth annuil motor-car exhib'tion in Paris. Covers were laid

for no le3s than 1,200 guests. General Picquirt, the Minister of

War, laid stress on the usefulness of motor cars for military

purposes, an! on tie great rapi iity with whici the troops had'

received supplies by this means during the recent manoeuvres.

♦ ♦ ♦

Industrial Vehicle Trials in Italy.

>The Ital'an Aut >mobile Club, in conjunction with the Tour

ing Club of Italy, is making preparations tor the holding of a relia

bility trial of indusiri I motor vehicles and omnibuses to be held

in the neighbourhood of Plaisance, Italy, in September next year.

♦ ♦ ♦

Petrol Consumption of Motor-cars.

Six c ■mpeoitors entered for the competition organised by

the Association Generate Auto uobile, of Paris, for the bant

apparatus for measuring the consumption of spirit in petrol

tion of the Bavarian Forest. An epidemic of motor lamp

stealing is just now prevalent in Paris. The Great Berlin

Mot r-Omnibus Company is on the point of making an experi

ment with a combination petrol-electric motor-omnibus, whick

his been built n conjunction with the Siemens-Schuckert Works

Company.-.—It is reported that Thery, the old racing champion,

will again be ceen at the wheel of a Brasier in the leading

motor races next year. An Automobile Club has just been

formed at Salzburg, Austria. A motor-'bus service is being

started in Paris between the St. Lazare and Lyons railway

stations The German Ministry of the Interior has ordered

an enquiry to be nude into the present state of the automobile

industry in that country. A company has just been formed

in Milan under the title Tattersall Antomobilist co Italiano, to

cstablinh a large depot for the sale of second-hand cars in Milan,

as also a garage and a motor school.

«-
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The Olympia Show.

{Continued

The B.S.A. Cars.

The name B.S.A. is so well known in the small arms and cycle world

that the advent of the Bibminqham Small Arms Company," Ltd., in

the motor industry is a matter of more than ordinary interest. Two

models are being made, both having live axles and four-cylinder engines,

the 18-23-h.p. having cylinders 98 mm. by 120 mm., and the 25-33-h.p.

115 mm. by 130 mm. The cylinders of the latter are cast in pairs, and

the valves are located on opposite sides ; in the 18-23-h.p. they are all

on the left side. In both the automatic carburettor is set close in to

the middle pair of cylinders, so that there are no inlet pipes in the

ordinary sense of the term. The exhaust cam shaft has half-compres

sion cams to facilitate starting. The crank shaft has a bearing be

tween every throw, the latter being supported on the top half of the

crank case, enabling* the bottom portion to be removed without dis

turbing the bearings. On the 25-33-h.p. car the water circulation is

maintained by a pump, while on the smaller car it is on the thermo-

siphon or gravity system. The radiator is attached to the frame

through a pivoted joint, to prevent any strain being thrown on it.

The smaller engine has high-tension magneto ignition ; the larger

one has both Simms-Bosch low-tension magneto and accumulator and

coil ignition systems. The make-and-break cams are mounted on the

r*g* 812.)

has been devoted to the design of the various details and to the selection.

of materials, in order that the cars shall fully uphold the B.S.A.

reputation.

The Filain Cars.

Three examples of the Pilain vehicles are shown by Mr. A. Pkllaxt

on this stand—viz., 24-h.p., 40-h.p., and 60-h.p. all provided with

motors having four cylinders. The 24-h.p. is fitted with a very hand

some limousine body, the 40-h.p. is shown as a chassis, whilst the

60-h.p. is displayed with, a touring body in the grey, and unfinished.

In the motors of the 24-h.p. and 40-h.p. types the cylinders are cast in

pairs, whilst the 60-h.p. has separately-cast cylinders. Low-tension

magneto ignition of the Simms-Bosch type is fitted to all models, but

some modifications have been introduced in the method of operating

the tappets and trip gear. The clutch has been remodelled, and is now

of the metal disc type, without intermediary springs. Transmission

from the clutch to the gear-box is by means of a cardan shaft. Four

speeds are provided, both the third and fourth being direct drives.

This is obtained by dog clutches engaging with the respective bevel

pinions. The third-speed bevel-pinion shaft is, in fact, a sleeve fitting

loosely on the main shaft carrying the fourth-speed bevel, and of

course engages with its particular crown wheel carried on the differential

 

Fig. 57.—Chassis of the B.S.A. 25-33-h.p. Car.

upper end of vertical spindles, driven by skew gearing off the cam

shaft. The flywheel, which has its arms formed to act as a fan, is

a crucible steel casting. The clutch is of the metal disc type, the discs,

which are of pteel, being provided with narrow radial slots to facilitate

the escape of oil when the clutch is engaged. An Oldham type of joint

is employed between the clutch and gear-box to allow for any want of

alignment between the two parts and also enabling either to be readily

dismounted. The gear-box on the larger car is adapted to give four

forward speeds, and on the smaller model three, in addition to the

reverse. On the top speed the drive is in both cases direct, the control

being by a lever working in a " gate." The selecting rods are enclosed

within the gear-box ; the latter is in one piece, and is provided with

a large inspection lid. The shafts are of nickel steel, short and heavy,

the sliding shaft being castellated. The cardan shaft is provided with

universal joints at each end, while the bevel gear is well supported.

The road wheels run on heavy ball bearings carried on a solid forged

steel tubular axle sleeve, with heavy flanges securely bolted to the

differential case, the power being transmitted to the hubs by the castel

lated ends of the live axle. The differential gear is of the ordinary

bevel type, having pinions gearing into two bevel wheels of large

diameter. The back axle is so arranged that by removing the cover

to the differential case the bevel gear can be readily removed. The

pedal brake works on a drum on the end of the gear-box, and is water-

cooled. The hand brake operates direct on the back wheel hubs, and

is of the internal expanding type. The brakes are of strong construc

tion, with facilities for easy adjustment in case of wear, and the shoes

are all lined with cast iron. The frame is narrowed at the front to

increase the steering lock, and raised at the rear to clear the axle.

From the foregoing particulars it will be seen that, while no startling

departure from current practice has been introduced, careful attention

shaft. The latter is provided with universal joints at each end, through

which power is conveyed to short cardan shafts on each side, which

in turn convey power to the cardan shafts through the intermediary of

a spur wheel engaging with an internally-toothed ring rigidly fixed to

the road wheels, which latter are carried on spindles turned at the

ends of the H section rear axle. The conveyance of the power from

the differential shaft to the road wheels by the medium of these specially

jointed cardan shafts certainly permits all rack from road inequalities

to be absorbed before damage can result to the gear on the road wheels.

The gear-box is of course furnished with ball bearings throughout.

The New Leader Cars.

The New Leader Motobs, Ltd.. Apsley, Nottingham, have con

tented themselves with displaying only one of their models. The one

chosen is the 10-12-h.p., but this is shown in four styles—viz.. a polished

chassis, a four-seated side-entry phaeton, and two examples of two-

seated cars. In general, the models retain the essential features of the

1907 models, but slight modifications have been effected in detail. For

example, the cylinders have now a bore of 90 mm. and a similar stroke,

whilst formerly the stroke was only 85 mm. ; the chassis has be«ii

widened, and the back axle redesigned, so that the wheels are now

made to run on the outer sleeve. An Oldham joint has been introduced

between the clutch and the gear-box, permitting the more easy with

drawal of the male clutch member. The carburettor remains un

changed, and, in view of the 32.7 ton miles per gallon attained in the

Scottish trials, it would certainly seem undesirable to vary this

appliance. Whilst still marketing'the 18-22-h.p., the 24-32h.p., and

the 12-16-h.p. types manufactured, the company are, we understand,

making every effort to secure an increase in the popularity of the

excellent little 10-12-h.p. chassis, which, according to R.A.C. rating,

gives 19-h.p.
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The Hotchkiss Cars.

Considerable interest is being taken in the display of the parts of

the 46-h,p. (iix-oyliuder Hotchkiss car. which made the long-distance

reliability run under the observation of the R.A.C.. that are to be seen

on the stand of the London, and Parisian Motor Company, Ltd. For

the coming season attention is being devoted to three models—a

16 20-h.p. and 30-40-h.p. four-cylinder and a 40-50-h.p. six-cylinder

modth dt lure, the most striking departure being the substitution of

long plain bearings to the crank shaft in place of the ball bearings

 

Fig. 58. -Chassis of the Hotchkiss 16-20-h.p. Car.

hitherto employed. Fig. 58 depicts the chassis of the new 16-20-h.p.

model, which is provided with a four-cylinder engine, having a bore and

stroke of respectively 95 mm. and 110 mm. As will be seen from Fig. 59,

the cylinders are all in one casting, with the valves all operated off a

single cam shaft. The ignition is by high tension magneto, aiid the

speed of the motor is controlled by both hand and foot levers. The igni

tion wires are not only well protected, but a different colouring is given

to each wire, so that it may be seen at a glance to which cylinder it

rightly belongs. The inlet and exhaust passages to all cylindei*

are cast as part of the water-jacket, thti6 doing away with a consider

able amount of piping and joints. The lubrication is by drip feed on

the dashboard, the amount of drip being accurately regulated by

plungers, which can be set to drip to the correct amount required for

the different bearings. The oil tank is situated near the engine, so that

the lubricant is always kept warm, and a constant and even flow ensured.

 

Fig. 59,—The Hotchkiss 16-20-h-p. Engine with the four cylinders in

one casting.

A new type of carburettor—the Grouvelle Arquembourg—furnishes t M

mixture, while a feature of the water circulation is the provision of

tape at the lowest part of the water-jacket to facilitate drawing off the

water in frosty weather. The leather-faced cone clutch, which is

entirely closed inside t lie flywheel, is provided with a simple means of

adjustment. A double universal joint is fitted between the clutch

and the gear liox to allow for any want of alignment between the two

parts. Four speeds and a reverse are provided by a " gate "-controlled

gear-box, the shafts of which are of nickel steel, and are mounted n]>on

ball bearings. From the gear-box the power is transmitted to the rear

axle wheel through a cardan shaft provided with a joint at each end.

These joints are thoroughly lubricated, both of them being covered with

a dust-proof cap filled with grease. The rear axle casing is formed of

two tubular arms, which are bolted at their inner extremities to a steel

case containing the bevel and differential gear, the upper portion of

the case being easilv detachable for inspection purposes. The rear

axle is a very well-designed piece of work ; all the parts run on ball

bearings, large ball thrusts being also provided to take up the end

thrust on the bevel pinions and crown wheel. The live axle casing

carries on its end the wheel bearings, whieh are driven by the live

shafts in the usual way, the latter not being required to carry any of

the weight of the vehicle. It is a notable feature of the Hotchkiss

car that no provision is made in the way of torque rods or radius rods,

and, in view of the fact that this feature is retained, it is presumably

found to give satisfactory results in practice. Another poiut of interest,

and one which will appeal to motor body builders, is the fact that all

trie mechanism is kept below the level of the top of the frame. Alto

gether, the new model is an interesting vehicle, and one which should

fully maintain the Hotchkiss reputation. The complete cars on view

comprise an exceedingly handsome 30-40-h.p. four-cylinder landaulet

and a 40 50-h.p. six-cylinder, also fitted with a landaulet body.

The Hispano-Suiza Cars. -

Messrs. Weblky and Scott, Weaman Street, Birmingham, are

showing through their I/ondon agents, the Motor Syndicate, Ltd., of

27. Maddox street, W. . examples of the excellent Hispano Suiza cars.

A chassis of the new six cylinder 30-40-h.p. type is displayed, as well

as a complete vehicle of the 40 50 h. p. four cylinder type, this being
 

I Fig.160 -ThelHispano-Suiz} Six-Cylinder Engine.

fitted with a double phaeton body of Spanish construction,

capable of comfortably seating seven persons, with an emergency seat

for an eighth. The chassis is of the "Birkigt" type, being assentially

composed of two frame plates of pressed nickel steel, connected at the

back by a cross-plate of the same metal, and in the front by the engine

and change-speed gear. These two parts, constructed independently,

are connected by an annular joint ensuring the mathematical centre

ing of the shafts. The mass formed by the union of the engine and

gear-box is secured to the chassis by six feet and extensions of the metal

sheet close the spaces left free. The whole is bolted together, and offers

an efficacious resistance to, deformations of any kind, the whole

mechanism being thus perfectly protected without resorting to the use

of any additional shield. The motor of the 40-50-h.p. type had

cylinders with a bore of 130 mm. by 140 mm., whilst the cylinders of

tiie 30-40 h. p. have a bore of 100 mm. by 130 mm. In each instance the

cylinders are cast in pairs, with the valves arranged on opposite sides,

mechanically operated. Lubrication is effected by pump operated from

the exhaust valve cam shaft, the big ends receiving their oil by way of

the hollow crank shaft. Hand as well as foot control of the throttle

is provided, and the clutch pedal is also connected up to this control,

but in such a way as to permit acceleration even when the clutch is

fully withdrawn. In the six-cylinder car ignition is by high tension,

a Simms-Bosch magneto and independent accumulator equipment being

provided, with a separate coil. The clutch is of the disc type, plates

of steel and phosphor-bronze being alternately .employed. The gear

box is of specially compact design, and is carried very close to the

clutch. The transmission is by cardan shaft, the joints running in oil ;
md. in addition to radius rods, a tapered channel steel • torque rod is

dtted. The brakes are well arranged, that on the main shaft being

provided with mechanism permitting a wide adjustment of the exterior

contracting jaws. We were informed that the weight of the 30 40-h.p.

six-cylinder chassis without tyres does not exceed 17 cwt.. and. if this

be so, a reason can be found for the strong claim made that these

vehicles are extremely (economical in tyres.

E
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The Iden Cars.

An exceedingly novel design of landaulct (Fig. 61) is shown by the

Iden Motob Company, Ltd., Coventry, the front wheels acting both

as drivers and steerers. The engine—a" two-cylinder V-type of 12-h.p.—

is located under the driver's seat, and in front of it, instead of to the

rear, as UBual, are the clutch gear box and cardan shaft, which oonvev

the power to the front axle through bevel gear. The clutch is of th'c

Iden patent metal-to-metal type, and the " gate "-controlled change-

speed gear gives three speeds and a reverse. The front axle drives the

 

Fig. 61. -The Iden 12-h.p. Front-Driven Lindaulet.

steering wheels through universal joints in the hubs, while the steering

pivots are supported by the forked ends of a casing surrounding the

axle. The brakes are also formed in conjunction with the forward

pair of road wheels, the arrangement being claimed to furnish a car

which is quite free from any tendency to skid. The vehicle is built

to carry four passengers inside, and has an extended canopy over the

driver's seat, specially built to hold luggage. During a recent trial

nne of these landaulets was driven up Reigate Hill with four passengers

md the driver, and travelled three-quarters of the way on top speed,

finishing the well-known gradient on the second speed, a creditable

performance for a 12-h.p. vehicle. A 12-h.p. landaulet with the ordinary

type of chainless transmission to the rear axle is also on view. This

has a four-cylinder engine, with separately-cast cylinders, and the valves

all located on one side. All parts of the mechanism are arranged eo

 

Figi 62.—The Ford 15 18 h p. Landaulet.

that they can be got at with a minimum of trouble. In view of their

general simplicity and sound construction, combined with their very

moderate price, the Iden cars are well worthy of attention.

The Ford Cars.

A varied and interesting range of the Ford 15-18 h. p. four-cylinder

cars is to be seen at the stand of Messrs. Perry, Thornton and

Screihkr, Ltd. Formerly this car was only supplied as a two-seater,

but it can now be equipped with a three seated lxwly, a side entrance

double phaeton, or a landaulet, an illustration of the latter being given

in Fig. 62. The latter vehicle and the four-seated car are fitted with a

longer chassis and stronger axles and springs than the two and three

seated models. The four cylinders of the motor aTe cast in pairs, with

the valves all on the same side, and mechanically operated. The

ignition is by coil and accumulators, while the circulation of the water

is effected by pump. Two speeds and a reverse are furnished by a

gear of the epicyclic or planetary type. The final drive is by a sincle-

jointcd enclosed cardan shaft to a live rear axle. Expanding ring brakes

are fitted to the rear wheel hubs, while the throttle and ignition levers

are locaied on the steering column.

The Speedwell Cars.

The new Speedwell Motor Company, Ltd., whose new works

at Hounslow are practically completed, are eonfining their exhibit to

 

Fig. 63 -The Speedwell Back Axle Dismantled.

four examples of the Speedwell 24-30-h.p. cars, one of which we illus

trate in Fig. 64. The engine and magnetos now being fitted to these

increasingly popular vehicles are of the Aster Company's manufacture.

The mixture is furnished by an interesting carburettor provided with

triple petrol spraying jets and arranged to give a correct proportion gf

air and spirit at any and all engine speeds. The lubrication of the motor

is effected by a mechanical pump placed in the base chamber, and

amongst other advantages it is claimed for this system that with one

supply of oil the engine lubrication is carried on mechanically for over

1.000 miles without any attention being necessary. The circulation of

air through the radiator is partly induced by the usual belt-driven fan

;md partly by the flywheel, the arms of which are oast in the form of a

ventilator. As regards the transmission, we note that all the gear shafts'

are kept short and stiff and are mounted on ball bearings, while new

features comprise a spring drive and a universal joint, wherein special

provision has been made for replacing worn parts. Fig. 63 illustrates

the Speedwell Company's special design of back axle, in which the

weight of the car is carried by the lower fixed axle, the rotating shafts

having only the driving effort to withstand. This was introduced a

year ago, and was fully described in the M.C.J, at the time. The

svstem has proved so satisfactory in practice that it has only been

deemed necessary to introduce a slight modification in the lower or

forged member.

 

Fig. 61. The Speedwell 24 30-h.p. Car.

Messrs. Keele's Exhibit.

The well-known firm of agents, Messrs. J. Keele and Co., have

a neat stand in the annexe, on which are staged examples of the three

leading makes of ears for which they have taken the agency for the

coming season. These include an example of the 18 h.p. ' Parraoq,

fitted with a handsome Roi des Beiges phaeton body by Messrs. E. and

H. Hora, a 20-h.p. four-cylinder "Betsi/.e" with standard side-entry

phaeton, and an 18-22-h.p. "Enfield" with a tulip form double-entry

phaeton body. Each of these cars are described in other columns in

the review of the stands of their respective makers, and, with such

a choice of serviceable vehicles, Messrs. Keele should have but little

difficulty in thoroughly satisfying the wants of their extensive clitntile.
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The Coventry Etumber Cars.

The 1908 programme of the Coventry branch of tlio Hoinp.n Com-

pant comprises tiro four-cylinder vehicles. 10-12-h.p. and 15-h.p., and

a. 30-h.p. six-cylinder car. The first-named model, which will appeal

to a large number of motorists of moderate means, has been re-designed,

a new feature being the adoption of a pressed steel frame. The engine,

which, with the gear-box, is supported on a tubular sub-frame, has

cylinders 84 mm. bore by 95 mm. stroke. The crank case is now divided)

horizontally, so that the bottom half can be removed to give access

to the big ends without disturbing the bearings. Other detail improve

ments are found in the pump, which is brought up info a most acces

sible position, while the contact-maker is located high up at the front of

 

i Fig. 65.—The Coventry-Humber 10 12-h.p. Car.

the engine. The three-speed gear-box, -which is made in one piece, is

now "gate" controlled. The shafts all run on ball bearings, and the

gear strikers are entirely enclosed. The front axle is of tubular con

struction, terminating in knuckle-ended malleable castings. The 15-h.p.

car remains, generally speaking, unaltered, although several minor

changes have been made in the details. The engine cylinders are 3£ in.

bore by 4i in. stroke. Two systems of ignition are fitted, the magneto

being now arranged at the side of the engine instead of under the

footboards. The lubrication of the motor is effected by a pump with sight

feed. The " gate "-controlled gear-box is fitted with ball bearings

throughout. As regards the transmission, which is by a cardan shaft and

bevel gear to a live axle, we note that the two joint* are now fitted with

The Talbot Cars.

The new 35-h.p. British-built chassis (Fig. 67) is the centre of

attraction at the stand of Clemknt-Talbot. Ltd. The engine is of new

design, having the four cylinders. 120 mm. bore by 120 mm. stroke,

cast in pairs, with the valves on opposite sides. The carburettor is

of the Talbot special automatic type, ensuring a perfect mixture at

all engine speeds. The ignition is by high tension magneto, the firing

point being controlled from the steering wheel. A reserve system by

coil and accumulators is also provided for, the contact-maker being

 

Fig 66.—The Talbot 35 h p- Engine.

located in a convenient position. The lubrication of the motor is

effected by a small pump driven by a cam off the inlet valve c am shaft

and located in the base chamber. This forces the oil through sight feeds

on the dashboard to the main bearings of the engine, which are drilled

through, as is also the crank shaft. The crank shaft journals are al«>

drilled, thus lubricating under pressure the big end bearings. An

oil tank is also provided in the usual position on the offside of the

chassis frame, this having an exhaust by-pass forcing oil up to the

 

Fig 67. Plan cf Chaiiit of Talbot 35-h p Car.

ball bearing pins. The six-eyliuder vehicle has the cylinders cast in

pairs; the bore is 4 in., and the stroke 4i in. The details generally

follow the design adopted in the four cylinder models, the various parts

being, of course, strengthened to adapt them to the greater power. The

Bumber cars are among the most popular of British-built vehicles,

Slid the new models should fully uphold th<nr reputation.

sight-feed on the dash. The latter can be shut or! at will, and is

quite independent of the force pump feed. An extra hand pump is also

provided. Lubrication is thus efficiently provided for, being entirely

automatic and independent of any attention on the part of the driver,

a glance at the two 6ight feeds in the forced pressure circuit being

sufficient at any time to show that the constant level in the base chamber
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is maintained. The transmission is through a large-diameter, leather-

faced cone clutch having buffer spring below the leather, to a "gate"-

controlled four-speed gear-box, and thence by cardan shaft and bevel

gear to a live axle. The weight of the car is taken by the axle casing,

the axle itself driving the hubs of the wheels through its octagonally-

shaped ends, and having only the driving effort to withstand. The

engine and gear-box are carried on a 6ub-frame, and the main pressed

steel frame is supported on five springs. With the view of increasing

the silence of these already quiet cars, duplicate silencers have been

there are many points of interest. The four cylinders of the engine arc

cast in pairs, and are 110 mm. bore by 130 mm. stroke. The forged

steel crank shaft runs in three long phosphor-bronze bearings. A

new departure is seen in the ignition, which is by high-tension mag

neto, the sparking plugs being fitted in the inlet valve caps. In order

to facilitate starting, the engine is provided with a half-compression

device acting on the inlet valves. The carburettor is a special patent

type. The additional air supply and the throttle are controlled by the

accelerator pedal, thus simplifying the control to a remarkable degree.

 

Fig. G8, -Chassis of the Fiat 28-35 h.p. Live Axle Car.

adopted. A 25-h.p. Talbot with limousine body,

on view. The foui cylinders are cast in pairs,

by Rotht>child, is also

and are 105 nun. bore

by 120 mm. stroke. Two systems ot high-tension ignition are j>ro-

vlded, whilt the transmission is the eame as in the 35-h.p. vehicle. The

now 18-h.p. Talbot has an engine comprising four separately-cast

cylinders, 90 mm. bore by 117 mm. stroke. The lubrication on this

vehicle is by exhaust pressure, a sight-feed lubricator being fitted on

to the dashboard. The Talbot cars have earned a high reputation during

the past season, their successes in the various hill-climbing competitions

having brought them well to the front, a position which, judging from

The aluminium base chamber is east in two pieces ; the lower half serves

the purpose of an oil tank for the lubrication of the engine, its capacity

being about two gallons. An oil pump fitted on the back of the base

chamber is driven by the exhaust valve cam shaft. It draws up oil

from the lower part of the base chamber, and forces it into the crank

shaft bearings and through the crank shaft to the connecting rod,

big end bearings and the gudgeon pins. The superfluous oil is driven

out by centrifugal force, and lubricates the cylinders and pistons. As

the connecting rods and crank shafts do not dip into the oil, no excess

of oil gets past the piston rings into the explosion chamber. Smoking

 

Fig. 69-The Bentall 16-h.p. Car. {See paje 837.)

an inspection of the new models, is likely to be fully maintained during

the coming year.

The Fiat Cars.

Among the cars which deservedly enjoy a high reputation in his

country are the Fiat, the success of these Italian-built vehicles in the

leading races during the past season having brought them into great

prominence. Two new models aro to be seen at the stand of Fiat

Morons, the first being a 28-36-li.p. live a^le machine (Fig. 68), in which

and also fouling of the plugs and valves is therefore entirely eliminated,

and a minimum consumption of oil ensured. The water pump

is of the centrifugal typo, driven by a pinion in mesh with the exhaust

hulf-time pinion. The honeycomb* radiator is supported on Bpecial

trunnion brackets, giving a flexibility which minimises the possibility

of damage from excessive vibration." The efficiency of the cooling u

increased by the action of the flywheel fan drawing air through the

radiator, The clutch is of the well-known Fiat steel disc type, but

improved in detail. The discs run in oil, and arc forced into contact
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by means of a spring. The change speed gear is " gate "-controlled,

and gives a direct drive on the top speed. Ball races are fitted to all

bearings in the gear-box, and particular attention has been paid to

the lubrication. The cardan shaft is enclosed in a casing which is

supported at the front end in a crescent-shaped bearing attached to

the frame in such a way that the casing as well as the shaft can follow

the contour of the roadl without straining the mechanism in any way.

The dismounting of the cardan joint is extremely simple, and can be

effected by removing one bolt, while the necessary lubrication is

obtained by an oil-tight leather cap filled with grease. The back axle is

of exceedingly strong design ; the casing is of pressed steel, the two

parts being bolted vertically together along the centre line. The axle

 

fig. 70, Sectional Elevations and Flan of the Bentall " unchokable "

Carburettor.

is furthermore of the arched type, each half ul the live axle being

set slightly on, of the horizontal plane, so that the rear road wheels

are splayed about three degrees off the perpendicular. The foot brake

consists of a double adjustable band working on a large drum fixed to

the cardan shaft. As soon as the pedal is depressed a jet of water

is automatically thrown upon the drum in order to keep it cool. The

back brakes, which are actuated by a hand lever, aro of the internal

expanding type. Passing now to the 45-h.p. six-cylinder car, a polished

chassis of which is on view, the cylinders are cast in pairs, each pair

being in one with the water-jacket. A pressed steel cover placed on

the top of each cylinder can be easily removed by simply unscrewing

two nuts which allow the cover to be lifted up thus facilitating the

inspection and cleaning of the water-jacket. The valves are all the

same size and interchangeable, the inlets being on the right side and

the exhaust on the left side of the engine. The crank shaft is of forged

steel, the centres of the journals being bored out. It is supported by

four bearings of bronze lined with anti-friction metal. The flywheel

is of cast steel, of large diameter, and is provided with fan-shaped arms.

The lubrication and ignition is on the same system as the 28-35-h.p. car

described above. The carburettor is of the automatic type ; the air

for the mixture is carried from a casing round the exhaust pipe by

means of an aluminium pipe, the auxiliary air supply being governed

by the opening of the hand and foot controlled throttle, ensuring a per

fect mixture at all engine speeds. A branch from the oil circulation

is taken to the foot accelerator in order that the pressure of the oil

may be used as a cushion to prevent the throttle being jerkily opened.

The clutch is of the multiple disc type, greatly improved in detail. The

steel discs are of large diameter, half the number being carried by a

cylindrical box attached to the flywheel, the other half being mounted

on a drum carried by the gear shaft. The change speed gear is ol

the sliding pinion type, giving four speeds forward and one reverse.

The gear-box is carried by four arms attached to the frame, and is

easily detached. The differential shaft, which runs on ball bearings,

carries the two ' sprockets, from which the drive is transmitted to the

road wheels by side-chains. Gear cases are now fitted to the driving

chains, these being so fitted as to allow the radius rods to be adjusted

without difficulty. The frame is made in two lengths—viz., long and

extra long, and is constructed of two stamped steel side members

inswept towards the front to obtain a wide steering lock. It is held

together by cross members, also of stamped steel, and is supported on

manganese steel springs. The steering gear is of the worm and segment

type, the segment and the spindle being made of forged steel hardened

and ground. Lubrication is effected by means of a grease cup attached

to the case. The knuckle joints of the steering rods are provided with

steel bushes, the pins being also of steel, and provided with grease cups.

The foot brake is of the band type, and works upon two drums, one on

the fixed gear 6haft and the other on the differential shaft, the pressure

on the two drums being equalised by a compensating device. Hand

controlled internal expanding brakes working in steel drums are fitted

to the back wheels Shook absorbers are, we may add, provided in con

junction with the springs.

The Bentall Cars.

The Bentall cars, made by Messrs. E. H. Bektall jmv Co., are

staged in two types, the 9-h.p. having two cylinders and the 16 h. p. with

four cylindens, the first mentioned being 6hown fitted with a brougham

body having a detachable top. The 16-h.p. (Fig. 69) is exhibited both

as a chassis and with two types of bodies, one being a single landaulet

with extension front and windscreen, and the other a side-entry touring

car. In main features of design but little alteration has been made

from the 1907 model ; in fact, in the motor the only alteration is the

fitting of the Bentall " unchokable " carburettor as a standard in all

models, low-tension magneto ignition being retained, as are also the

method of suspension of the frame, the fibre-faced clutch running in oil,

and the form of " locking " change-speed quadrant peculiar to these

ears. Some simplifications have been introduced, however, in connect

ing up the change-speed lever to the operating levers, a ball-jointed rod

with long sleeve being provided in lieu of the somewhat complicated

system previously adopted, whilst the entry of the operating rod into

the gear-box is still at the top thereof, as in previous models. The

brake gear has been modified, and both pedal brake and hand lever

brake are made to operate quite independently on the rear road wheels.

The brake drums carried on the latter are provided with two pro

jecting flanges, the one set of brakes expanding synchronously on the

outer flanges, whilst the other set operate on the inner flanges. The

type of live axle previously employed is retained as well as the lubri

cation of the motor and its half-time gear wheels by splash, the feed

being maintained by pressure from the exhaust. The Bentall carburet

tor now universally adopted possesses some novel features of considerable

interest. The main detail is that in place of multiple jets with fixed

apertures a valve like arrangement permits of the three minute orifices

being enlarged at will until flooding is caused. This is certainly a

valuable feature in the case of impurities clogging the jets, moro

especially as the control is worked from the steering wheel. As will be

seen from Fig. 70, the tube P carries the petrol supply to the strainer

A, from whence it passes to the float chamber B, which is of the usual

type. From B it passes by passage C to the special unchokable jet D,

shown enlarged in the centre of the illustration. The jet D is constructed

similarly to a valve, and is held against ite conical seating by the

spring I>1. In the conical part of the valve arc three grooves E, El,

and K2, through which the supply of petrol normally passes. In the

event of any jet getting stopped by impurities, it can be immediately

released by depressing the jet valve by means of the plunger F, which

also regulates the richness of mixture. As before stated, the plunger F

can be raised or lowered from the steering wheel. When lowered the

mixture is enriched, whilst continued lowering brings the plunger int»

contact with t.he jet valve and depresses it, thus clearing the jets of any

obstruction unconsciously on the part of the operator. A similar move

ment, of course, also floods the carburettor, and this movement can also

be controlled from the starting handle. The control of the admission

of the gases to the cylinders is effected by the rotating valve U through

the lever Gl. When moved to the left of the position shown in the

drawing the valve is opened and extra air admitted at the same time,

whilst a reverse movement causes the valve to be closed and free air

admitted at such times as when running down hill.

The Thames Cars.

An interesting display of the Thames cars is made by Messrs.

W. T. CuFjfonii-EARr, Lin., prominence being given on the stand to

n

 

tig. 71—The Thames 50-h.p. Six-Cylinder Car.

a tine 50-h.p. car built for Mr. J. Penn, of Norwich. The vehicle is

fitted with a handsome limousine body, painted a myrtle green and up

holstered in light cloth. A second and interchangeable touring side

entrance is provided for the same chassis. The chassis retains the main

features embodied in last year's pattern. The engine comprises six

cylinders of a bore and stroke of 4i in. by 5 in. respectively. The

carburettor has been improved, and has now a double jet, rotary

throttle, and automatic air supply. The lubricating system has received

careful attention, the crank shaft being drilled to allow the oil to be

forced through it to the upper side of the connecting rod bearings.
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Xhc ignition is by high-tension magneto, toil and' accumulators being

also installed as a reserve. The contact maker and distributor lor the

latter is driven by skew gear off the rear end of the inlet valve cam

shaft. The crank shaft, which is balanced, is supported on four long

bearings. A point about the radiator fan is that the aluminium blades,

which are of special design, are cast in one with the boss and pulley.

The clutch is of the metal-to-metal cone type, running in oil. The

gear gives three speeds forward and a reverse. When on direct drive

the countershaft is completely out of gear, while it may also be men

tioned that the "gate" quadrant and lever connections are all mounted

on the gear-box. The final drive is bv a well-designed cardan shaft

and bevel gear to a live axle. The differential is of the spur wheel

type, the sun wheels being cut solid with the driving shafts, which

have a dog clutch fitted on the end of each for driving the rear road

wheels. The construction of the axle is such that the weight of the

car is carried by tubes fixed securely to the axle casing, which prevents

any strains, other than the torque due to drive, coming on the driving

shafts. Ball bearings and ball thrust washers are provided throughout,

and the gear runs in oil. A special adjusting arrangement is tilted for

getting perfect adjustment of the bevel pinion with the crown bevel,

thereby securing very quiet running. A feature of the car is the

arrangement of the lear springs, which act as radius rods, the chassis

being, as il were, towed along instead of being pushed. The silencer

is of a special condenser type, the gas being taken through a series of

"small tubes, no battle-plates being used. The 45-h.p. six cylinder car is

on similar -lines, the cylinder dimensions in this case being 4j in. bore

by 5 in. 'Arbke. The ignition on this car is bv synchronised coil mid

accumulators.-' A new vehicle is seen in a 15-h.p. car fitted with a

luxurious landuulet body, an inspection of which shows the chassis to

comprise a number of interesting features. The engine.* clutch, and

gear-box are, for instance, so arranged as to form a single unit, so that

lower horse power has cylinders of 130 mm. bore and 140 mm. stroke,

whilst the 50-70 h.p. baa a bore of 160 mm. ami a stroke of 160 mm.

The chassis give evidence of very careful thought in design, whilst from

the point of view of manufacture neither finish nor material leave any

thing to be desired—in fact, it is one of the best of the many excellent

new models recently introduced from Italy. The frames are both oi

pressed steel, swept inwards in the fore part and combined at the rear -.

and in both cases the side members carry both the gear-box and the

motor. The cylinders are cast in pairs, the barrels being separate, but

terminating in a single flange plate for bolting to the crank chamber.

Tfie valve chambers are all on the left side of the engine, the valves

being operated by a single cam shaft. The carburettor, which is water-

jacketed, is carried on the valve side of the motor, whilst on the other

side is located the shaft actuating the ignition tappets, a Bosch low-

tension magneto being employed. The carburettor is not provided with

an automatic air valve, but has its piston throttle valve so designed

that extra air is proportionately admitted into the mixing chamber as

the piston valve is further opened. The petrol feed through the jet is

also adjustable in a somewhat ingenious but simple manner, and is not

in proportion to the diameter of the petrol aperture. The jet is cut

square across on the top, and a square-ended set screw, having an exact

parallel face to the top of the jet. is screwed down thereon until the

space between the face of the set screw and the face of the top of the

jet is such that petrol passes out between them in the proper proportion.

A permanent air inlet is provided for the starting and slow running of

the engine, but this is closed so soon as the piston throttle is operated

for acceleration. The control is both by hand from the steering wheel

and by pedal from the footboard. / neat point in the construction of

the car is that neither the indnctio* tubes nor the water tubes have

joints of any kind. "The clutch is i the multiple-disc type, without

springs, small studs on alternate discs causing the adjoining plates to

 

 

 

Fig. "il.— Obassis of Zasl 18 2'1-h.p. Live AxlesCar,

it is impo«ible for the various parts to ict out of alignment. The

engine is of the two cylinder type, 4 in. bore by 3J in. stroke. The

valve stems are enclosed by a detachable plate. The water-circulating

pump and high-tension magneto are located in front of the engine,

the spindle driving them being at right angles to the crank shaft, and

operated through skew gear. The carburettor is so arranged that the

opening of the spraying jet is automatically varied by a needle valve

in accordance with the auxiliary air inlet opening. The jet is also

exceedingly accessible, the [parts above it being so fitted that by loosen

ing a single nut they can lie instantly removed in one piece. The

lubrication of the motor is effected by a pump in the base chamber.

The pedal controlling the metal to-metal cone clutch also actuates one

of the brakes. The three speed change gear is operated by a lever on the

steering column. The final transmission is by cardan shaft and worm

gear in place of the usual bevel on the back axle. The chassis is made

suitable either for private or public service work. With the exception of

the engine, hall bearings .ire used throughout all the Thames cars, which

are splendid examples of modern automobile engineering.

The Zust Cars.

The Fabman Automobile Company, Ltd.. show on an extensive

stand examples of this excellent car, including a 28 40 h.p.. fitted with

a beautifully designed ami finished landaulet with front extension and

wind screen. A polished chassis of the 50-70-h.p. type is also displayed,

as well as an example of the live-axle 18-24-h.p. model (Fig. 72), also in

chassis form. It may be remarked that whilst the 28-40-h.p. and the

60-70-h.p. are chain driven, the 18-24-h.p. is provided with a live axle

and ah Rcrximpanvfna propeller shaft. F.xepptina in the dimcnuions of

the eli<inc6 the 2Z 40-h.p. >md the GU-7U-)i.j>. are identical jo design. The

act themselves as springs The gear box is of sound design, and very

neat; two sets of driving bevels are employed, the left-hand driving

bevel being withdrawn from meshing with its companion on the counter

shaft when the car is on any speed but the highest. Two brakes are

provided on the countershaft—one,-on either side of the gear-box—both

being operated by one pedal. Internal expanding band brakes operating

in drums on the road wheels are actuated by the hand lever. In the

18-24-h.p. model the carburettor is not water-jacketed as in the larger

types, hot air being drawn from the cylinder walls, but the same adjust

able jet is employed. As before remarked, this model is provided with

a live axle, which is of the customary "rocking" type. The clutch is

similar to those of the large models, wfiilst a drum of very large diameter

on the main shaft behind the gear-box carries an internal expanding

brake, the road wheels being furnished with brakes of similar

design. Like the larger models, semi-elliptic hanger springs are em

ployed at the rear. Gate change-speed gear is used, and in this case, as

the gear-case is carried close up to the clutch, the selector rods are quite

short, and are carried in the gear-box instead of in a separate

aluminium casing. As in the larger models the flywheel is cast with

webs, which act as a fan. inducing air through the radiator. The motor of

the 18-24-h.p. type has cylinders with a liore of 100 mm. and a stroke

of 130 mm., and in this case Eisemann high tension ignition is employed.

The La Buire Cars.

Prominent among the excellent French-built cars on view are the

La Buire vehicles, shown by the British agents, the Holmnodbake

Automobile Company, Ltd. Prominence is given to a polished chassis

of the 24 30-h.p. six cylinder model, the feature of which is that the

engine (Fig. 73) has the cylinders cast in sets of three, with the valves
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on opposite sides. The bore and stroke is respectively 92 mm. by

120 mm. Large inspection doors are fitted to the sides of the base

chamber to enable the crank shaft bearings to be readily inspected.

The lubrication is maintained bv an ingenious form of paddle pum)>

operated off one of the cam shafts, the oil being drawn from a sump

in the base chamber and delivering it through sight feeds on the dash

board to the different parts of the motor. The water circulation is

maintained by a rotary pump driven off one of the cam shafts. The

radiator, which is provided with an air inducinj fan, is of the Apprin

honeycomb type. The carburettor is of the La Buire Company's special

type, so arranged that when the car is running down hill free the throttle

can be entirely closed and only air allowed to pass into the cylinders,

thus not only cooling the engine, hut allowing it to be used as a brake

The ignition is by Simms-Bosch high-tension miagrteto, advanced and

retarded by a lever on the steering-wheel; a novel fitment is also seen in

a pedal-controlled swatch on the dashboard, enabling the current to be

cut off and the engine stopped by a touch of the foot. The clutch is of

the disc type, and the gate-controlled change-speed gear gives a direct

drive on the top speed through the cardan shaft and bevel gear to the

live axle. The differential gear is of a special type patented by the

La Budre Company ; it allows of the back axle casine being arched, which

gives extra strength to this important part. From Fig. 75 it will be seen

that the drivinr bevel spindle B is carried right across the differential

gear case in ball bearings. The right portion of the live axle E is rotated

by the bevel pindon C meshing with the larger crown wheel, while the

left part E is driven by the driving bevel pinion D meshing with the

smaller crown wheel. Both the bevel pinions are carried on a hollow

sleeve produced inwards, and carrying at their inner ends the sun

wheels F. These in their turn mesh with four satellite bevel pindons

carried on the spindles of a star piece in the usual way. The gear

ratios of the two pairs of bevel gears are alike, although the number of

teeth in each pair of wheels is not eoual. By this arrangement it is
 

Fig. 73.- The Li Buire 24 30-h.p. Six-Cylinder Engine.

possible to give a slight degree of angularity to the Live axles of the rear

road wheels. The frame is of pressed steel, narrowed in front to increase

the lock of the steering wheels, and raised at the rear to give clearance

to the differential ; the rear springs (Fig. 76) are of the full elliptical

type, while ball bearings are, it is almost needless to add, employed to

all parts except the engine. The car has the usual foot -operated brake

on the gear, while those on the rear wheel hubs can be actuated either

bv hand or foot. Another new vehicle intended for use as a town

carriage is a 10-14-h.p. model, the four cylinders (75 mm. bore by

120 mm. stroke) of the motor being in one easting, and with the valves

all on one side ; except that the gear only gives three forward speeds,

while the 24-30-h.p. has four, the general arrangement is the same.

Those motorists who have a penchant for speed will be interested in the

rmart little 15-20-h.p. voiturt de course to be seen at this stand.

The Deasy Cars.

The Dkasy .Motor Car Manufacturing Company. Ltd., are pro

ducing three models for the coming season -viz.. 25-h.p., 35 h. p., and

45 h. p. The first mentioned is practically an evolution of the 24-h.p.

of the present year, and, generally speaking, the essential features are

common to all types. The improvements made are rather of detail

than of principle, although many of the alterations effected are of

interest. The three-point suspension of the frame is superseded by a

four-point suspension, and, whilst the frame itself is still constructed

of ash with steel flitch-plates, the practice of sweeping in the fore

part of the side members is done away with, and the sides are now

straight between their extremities, except in the highest-powered type,

where an upward sweep is given at the rear. Whilst the clutch

remains the same in construction, the method of its operation is dif

ferent, and a greater smoothness of engagement and disengagement is

certainly secured. The foot brake now acts on a drum placed in front

of the universal joint, the contracting band being of wide diameter.

In other particulars the gear-box and propeller shaft remain the same,

excepting that the sleeve of the shaft is now of steel instead of

aluminium, as heretofore. The live axle remains as before, except

ing that, as in the case of the propeller shaft, the aluminium casing

previously employed has been replaced by a sleeve of steel. In addition

to other modifications in I he frame, previously mentioned, the rear
end member is now varied, inasmuch as steel tube of cylindrical section

 

Figi. 74 and 75.—Sectional Elevation of La Buire Arched Sear Axle

and Enlarged Sectional Plan of Differential Case.

is employed to couple up the side members in lieu of the ash and

steel nitch-plate previously utilised. In the motor and its mechanism

the principal change has teen made in the suspension of the former ;

it is now carried on short arms bolted direct to the sides of the frame,

its suspension on springs having been abandoned. The only other

notable change is the giving up of the bridge piece over the valve

chambers and the screwing in of the plugs in substitution. The roller

couplings of the control rods have been increased in size, and the

facilities for dismounting the magneto have been considerably increased.

A finished example of the 35-h.p. car, first seen at Brooklands in the

early autumn, fitted with a luxurious limousine body, is displayed on

the stand, as well as one of the 45 h p. type fitted with a two-seated

body of more or less racing design.

The Penman Motor Car Bodies.

Mr. A. C. Penman, of the Motor Carriage Works, Dumfries, has

managed to convey to visitors to the Exhibition some idea of the

extremely well designed and constructed bodies which are built

by him in the far North. The least ornate of those displayed is fitted

to a North British Drummond chassis of 15-20-h.p., and takes the form

of a side-entry touring car in natural walnut wood, the centre panels

being relieved by papirr-macld imitation cane work ; the upholstery is

carried out in imperial red polished buffalo hide. A double extension

hoed and wind screen is fitted with luggage carrier in the rear. Perhaps

 

Fig, 76. - Sear Spring Arrangement on the La Buire Car.

the most novel and interesting feature of this body, however, is that the

(interior is provided with double floor board, the upper being hinged in

two halves and so arranged that it is capable of l>eing folded, and by

means of a rack made to assume an inclined plane of any desired angle,

thus forming an exceedingly comfortable foot rest. Another body takes

the form of a landaulet de luxe finished in dark holly-green, relieved dn

fine lines of two lighter shades, and provided with front extension and
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wind screen, fitted to a 20-h.p. Deasy car. Another fine example of the

carriage-builder's art is mounted on an Arrol-Johnston chassis, and

takes the form of a very luxurious and commodious limousine. Its

leading feature is that the whole of the upper part is dismountable from

the lower panels, leaving when removed a most elegantly-formed open

touring body. The jointing is so skilfully done that the closest examina

tion is necessary to detect it. A distinct novelty is displayed in a new

front glass screen, which gives the chauffeur an uninterrupted view

without the intervention of glass, and at the same time prevents the

"dmdssion of rain or strong air currents. In the main screen is an

 

Fig. 77, Sect ional View of Horeh new Multiple Metal to-Metal Ring

Clutch.

opening on the vision line, and this is guarded by two pieces of glass

carried in neat metal brackets, inclined at opposite angles above and

below the opening. The upper inclined glass projects farther than the

lower, and is carried at its upper extremity into close contact with the

screen glass; the lower inclined glass, ends some distance from the main

screen, the air currents and the rain thereby finding a vent. The

nppliance is apparently practical, and furnishes one of the best solutions

yet offered of that very complicated problem of giving protection and yet

a view uninterrupted by accumulations of rain spots.

The Horch Car.

The Hoech Motors, Ltd., of Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.,

display an example of their 18-22-h.p. car, fitted with a landaulet body,

with front extension and wind screen by Maythorn, of Biggleswade, and

a chassis of their new six-cylinder 50-60 h. p., want of space precluding

the staging of their popular 35-40-h.p. four-cylinder car. The new pro

duction follows very much on the older lines of the firm's four-cylinder

models, the cylinders of the engine being cast in pairs, the overhead

inlet-valves being actuated by rocking levers, to which motion is com

municated by long tappet rods worked from the same shaft as that

operating the exneust-valves. The latter are immediately under the

inlet valves, the valve-box being on the left side of the engine. The

cylinders have a bore of 115 mm. and a stroke of 128 mm. The car

burettor is of the multiple-jet type, and is placed very high. In order

to equalise the auction of each pair of cylinders, a baffle plate is placed

in the main induction chamber, from which are three leads to each pair

of cylinders, the firing order being one, two, three, six, five, four. The

crank chamber is cast with a web plate, which also forms an apron, and

provides a means of suspension to the side members of the frame. ' The

crank-shaft is carried on plain bearings, a journal being provided be

tween each pair of cylinders. Magneto ignition is fitted, and this

device, as well as the mechanically-driven pump, is actuated throueh_ through

Lubrication is by pressure to the dashboard,

force pumps operated from the cam shaft to

The exhaust pipes are provided with expansion

if metnl-to-'Tietal. of peculiar construction. It is

shown in section in Fig. 77; it consists of a series of split rings of

the nature of piston rings between two telescoping drums, arranged

IlllPr tllflt. «'lli»n nnp r.f lliu rlv.ima la ........ J 11, ♦ Ka av.il rliv

fibre dog clutches

and thence by six

the desired points,

joints. The clutch if

int lie nature ol piston rings between two telescoping drums, arrai

such a manner that when one of the drums is moved in the axial direc

tion, or the two drums are moved one against the other, the coupling

rings are each pressed acrainr t the inner and the outer surface of the

drums, whereby i contilin™ of 'the two ('rums is effected. The flv-

wheel, A. is provided with a sleeve or dium, 1!. A drum, I), mounted on the

clutch shaft, is inserted in the sleeve, B. Between the inner surface of

B and the outer surface of D are placed split rings, F, having triangufar

cross sections, and kept in position by means of a ring, G, in the drum,

B. A spiral spring, H, presses the driven drum, D, against the friction

rings, so that in consequence of their oblique surfaces the latter are

pressed against the inner surface of the drum, B, as well as against the

outer surface of the drum. D. The gear-box gives four forward speeds,

the shafts all having double ball bearings at the rear end. some

four inches intervening between each bearing. The propeller shaft is

provided with universal joints of peculiar design, which possess points

of great merit. In addition to the contracting brake on the main shaft

at the rear of the gear-box, which is worked by a pedal, two internal

expanding brakes operate on drums on the rear road wheels, the rings

being placed side by side, one set being worked through a pedal and

the other by the hand lever. When this latter is used, the gear lever

is retained locked in a neutral position. The whole exhibit is a

thoroughly interesting one, the clutch, universal joints, and carburettor

all meriting very close examination.

The Vinot Cars.
Messrs. W. Cole and Sons, Ltd., of Kensington High Street,

London, W., in addition to displaying several very fine examples of

carriage bodies constructed by them, also exhibit on their stand the

16-24-h.p. Vinot cars in the latest type, but the six-cylinder car (Fig. 78)

with chain drive is not shown, nor is the new 1216-h.p. model with cardan

shaft transmission. The Vinot chassis fitted with bodies are of the

chain-driven 16-24-h.p. and 24-32 h. p. types, already so well and favour

ably known. In the last-mentioned case a very handsome de luxe

limousine is provided, every possible' refinement in the way of fittings—

folding armed subsidiary seats, Ac., being brought to the aid of a very

harmonious whole. The limousine is of the rotund or "Berlin" form,

and has glass panels at the sides, corners, and at the rear. The flat

windows and lights are furnished with silk blinds. The colour scheme

of the exterior is in the very darkest and richest bntrgundian red-brown,

with black mouldings, the centre panels being relieved in rich carmine,

the lining-out being effected in dark vermilion. On the 16-24-h.p. type

a landaulet limousine is fitted, the panels being carried out in dark green

with black mouldings, and the lining is carried out in a very light shade

of green. Turning to the new 16-24-h.p. Vinot chassis, tlie motor and

its accessories remains the same as in the chain-driven model of 1907,

the only difference being that the fan to the radiator is diiverr off the

other cam shaft, and that it is now carried in an eccentric bearing

permitting infinite adjustment: the clutch is varied slightly, and cardan

joints are fitted between it and the gear-box. The control of the engine

is by throttle only, the ignition being fixed. Lubrication is by pump to

dash, and thence by gravity. Either three or four speeds are provided,

the gear-box and road wheels now being provided with ball-bearings.

The brake on the main shaft, as well as those on the road wheels, are of

the internal-expanding type, with copper liners. The five axle is of

strong design, and full provision is made for accessibility to the various

working parts. WhilM in genera] design following out "well established

 

Fig. 78 —The Vinot Six-Cylinder Engine.

practice, the new Vinot is very cleanly designed, and well constructed.

The most novel feature of the new model consists in the extremely

ingenious change-speed lever selecting and locking device; by meaue of

pins working in cams the various selector plates are operated, add the

remaining s|«"eds automatically locked. A trigger on the control leve:

unlocks the backward selector guide, and, on this gear being withdrawn,

it automatically falls and again locks itself. We may add that the

British concessionnaires for the Vinot cars are Messrs. T. J. Harman

and Co.
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The Scout Cars.

The Scout cars of Messrs. Scout Motors, Ltd., Salisbury, are

staged on a commodious stand in the annexe, and comprise examples

of the two-cylinder 12-h.p. type, and the four-cylinder 15-h.p. and

20-h.p., and six-cylinder 30-h.p. The 20-h.p. is fitted with a double

landanJet body of excellent design the 15-h.p. and 30-h.p. having five-

seated touring phaeton bodies, and the 12-h.p. a four-seated body with

side entry of simple design, but very comfortable and roomy. The

engines of all typea have their cylinders cast separately, the bores and

strokes being respectively 90 mm. by 115 mm. in the 15-h.p. and

 

fig. 7a. -The Scout Six-Cylinder Engine.

162 mm. by 115 mm. in the 12-h.p., the 20-h.p., and the 30-h.p. All

types are provided with three forward speeds, direct drive of course

being given on the top gear. Ball bearings are employed throughout

the chassis and gear-box, and transverse rear springs are fitted to all

models. Many refinements are to be found in the general construction,

and include the provision of a dial and needle carried on the bottom

end of the vertical commutator shaft, the needle designating the number

of the cylinder which is next in order to fire. The flywheel is divided

up in its periphery also with tell-tales which, when brought into line

with a Sxed pointer, show the suction, compression, firing, or exhaust

strokes ef each cylinder. Perhaps the most novel of the new features

introduced fer the 1908 season is in the male portion of the clutch,

which is ef the ordinary cone type. Instead of being furnished with

the leather face and the three buffer springs previously employed, this

member is now provided with cork studs. These studs are in section

tion pipes, whereby an equal supply of gases to each cylinder is

assured.

The Vulcan Cars.

The Vulcan Motor Company, Ltd., Southport, the agents for whom

are the London and Parisian Motor Company, Ltd., have an excellent

display of moderately-priced care, ranging from a 14-h.p. four-cylinder

to a 40-h.p. six-cylinder. The latter is the company's latest production,

and will well repay inspection. The engine (Fig. 80) has the cylinders

cast in three pairw, the bore and stroke being 4 in. by 4J in. The valves

are arranged on opposite sides, operated off separate cam shaft*, and

there are two systems of ignition—magneto and accumulators, the latter

having a synchronised high-tension distributor. The clutch is of the

leather-faced cone type, and the gear-box, which is controlled by a

lever working in a gate," is adapted to give four speeds forward and

a reverse, with direct drive on the third speed. The transmission is by

a' cardan shaft and bevel gear to a rear live axle. The latter has only

the driving strain to withstand, the weight of the car being carried by

the axle sleeve. The power is communicated to the hubs of the rear

road wheels by dog clutches on the ends of the live shafts. The latter

are so arranged that they can be withdrawn, enabling the large bevel

wheel and differential gear to be lifted out. The details of the vehicle

are all on modern lines ; for instance, a joint is provided between the

clutch and gear-box to allow for any want of alignment between the

two parts, and also to enable either to be dismounted without disturb

ing the other. The engine is provided with both foot and hand control,

and the cSr is adapted to receive any type of carriage body. We may

add that ball bearings are used to all parts, except the motor. The

Vulcan 25-30-h.p. car is on similar lines to the foregoing the main

difference being in the engine, which comprises four cylinders, 4i in.

bore by 4$ in. stroke. The 14-h.p. Vulcan differs in but few respects

 

 

Fig. 80.—The Vulean 40 h.p. Six-Cylinder Engine.

a bent the size of an ordinary bottle cork, and about one-half the

length of a wine cork, and are driven into suitable bosses formed in the

aluminium casting which forms this member. It is claimed that this

departure ensures greater graduation of engaging and disengaging, and

that, even when water or oil is placed on the surface of these studs, the

slip is no more than is necessary, and that in actual transmission of

the power they are more efficient than any other facing material.

Claim is also made for decrease in expense and greater ease in replace

ment. The firm also make high claims for their arrangement of induc-

Fig.'81.-Tte Vulcsn 14-h.p. Double Phaeton.

from the 25-30-h.p. ; the cylinder dimensions are 3J in. bore by 4* in.

stroke. The ignition is by high-tension magneto, a reserve by syn

chronised coil and accumulators being also provided. The carburettor

is of the automatic type, of simple design. The distributor is placed

at an angle in an accessible position in front of the engine. The two

ignitions nave distinct wiring circuits with separate plugs, these being

fixed in V-shaped carriers over the inlet valves. The lubrication is

effected by pressure from the exhaust through sight feeds on the dash

board. The clutch is of the leather-faced cone type, with the spring

placed above and exterior to the shaft. The change-speed gearj which

is " gate "-controlled, gives three speeds forward; with, in this case,

direct drive on top. In the Vulcan cars the design is such that each

part of the transmission can be taken down without disturbing any of

its neighbours. Ball bearings are used to all parts except the engine.

The rear of the chassis is supported on three-quarter elliptic springs.

Altogether, the Vulcan cars bear evidence of careful and well-thought-out

design, and their moderate price should bring them many purchasers. .

The Critchley-Norris Cars.

The CRncnLEY-NbRRis Motor Company, who have hitherto

confined their attention to industrial motor vehicles, make their debut

with an interesting pleasure car in the shape of a 35-40-h.p. landaulet.

The engine, a four-cylinder Croesley, has the cylinders cast in pairs,

with ignition by low-tension magneto. The clutch is of the expanding

metal-to-metal type, and on the shaft between it and the gear-box

universal joints are provided, which prevent undue strains being set

up when travelling over rough roads. A special feature is the Critchley-

Norris gear-box, which is made without any horizontal joint, a large

inspection cover being provided at the top. The removal of the end

plate allows of the easy withdrawal of all the gears. The differential

is enclosed in the same casing, but has a separate inspection cover.

The change-speed gear is controlled by a "gate" lever. The final drive

is by side chains to the rear road wheels.
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The Brasier Cars.

The display of Messrs. Mann and Oveetons, Ltd., includes an

example of the well-known Brasier 30-40-h.p. car, which hae undergone

but little change in design, for which they are British agents. The four

cylinders aTe cast in pairs, with the valve3 all arranged on one side ; the

dimensions being 112 mm. bore by 130 mm. stroke. The crank shaft is

dtiaxi—that is to say, it is 6lightly out of line with the centre of the

cylinders. Ignition is by low-tension magneto, the operating shaft being

located overhead, with the strikers so arranged that each may be taken

out independently of the others. The carburettor is of the automatic

type, the additional air supply for the mixture being regulated auto

matically by means of a small conical valve. The leather-faced-cone type

of clutch is retained, a double-jointed shaft connecting the clutch with

the gear-box. The latter is adapted to give four speeds forward and a

reverse, with single operating lever working in a "gate.'' On the top

speed the drive is direct to the differential shaft, from which the power

is conveyed to the rear road wheels by side-chains. Ball bearings are

fitted to all parts except the engine.

The Weigel Cars.

Weigel Motors, Ltd., have twoof the British-built Weigel chassis on

view—25-h.p. and 40-h.p., both fitted with four-cylinder engines and

live axles. The 25-h.p. is the new model, but as this was fully de

scribed in a recent issue of the M.C.J., it need only be mentioned that

the cylinder dimensions are 110 mm. bore by 120 mm. stroke, and that

the specification comprises high-tension magneto ignition, centrifugal

pump, fan-assisted honeycomb radiator, multiple-disc clutch, three

speeds forward, with direct on top, rocking "gate" change-speed lever,

■cardan shaft to special live axle, and ball bearings throughout, except

■engine. The 40-h.p.' car has cylinders 130 mm. bore, 140 mm.

 

FigI8 2. -Sectional View of Weigel Steering Gear.

stroke. In this case low-tension magneto ignition is employed, the

make-and-break mechanism being readily demountable. To facilitate

starting, a special half-compression device is provided in connection

with the exhaust valve cam shaft. The transmission gear is substantially

designed, and we may add that ball bearings are used to all parte, except

the engine.

The Beno Cars.

The Rex Motob Manufacturing- Company, Ltd., Coventry, have

a very commodious and well-designed stand, upon which they display

two examples of their new 13-16-n.p. "Reno" car (Fig. 84), one as a

chassis and the other as a complete car, with standard side-entry body.

The motor is of the four-cylinder type, with each member cast

separately, the bore being 86 mm. with a stroke of 110 mm., and the

valves disposed on opposite sides. The distribution gear is entirely

enclosed, and the shafts driving the high-tension magneto and

pump are provided with cardan joints to ensure perfect alignment. The

pistons are an extremely light casting, a series of countersinkiugs in

the interior being formed in the spaces between the piston rings. The

valve tappets are of ingenious design, being kept up to their work by

springs, fibre under-buffers being provided to prevent noise. The

Trier and Martin triple-jet carburettor is fitted. The crank case is

divided horizontally, the main bearings being attached to the top half,

so that they are not disturbed when the bottom half is removed,

i nabling the big ends of the connecting rods to be adjusted with ease.

The cneine is lubricated by pressure feed from the dashboard. The

c-iank case is partitioned off for each respective cylinder to ensure the

proper distribution of the lubricating oil in each piston. Three forward

speeds are provided, the top, of course being direct, whilst ball bearings

are fitted throughout. The back axle is especially interesting. The

brake and spring brackets are attached to the bevel gear-box by means

of substantial steel sleeve tubes screwed into the latter. The balance

gears are contained in a cage bolted to the bevel wheel, which forms

part of the cage, the whole revolving in large ball bearings having | in.

 

Fig. 83. -Chassis of Keno 13 16-h.p.lCar.

diameter balls ; these bearings are adjustable from the outside by means

of lock rings which work on plungers behind the ball races. The lock

rings are held in position by set pins placed conveniently fer adjust

ment. The bevel pinion is supported by ball bearings at fcoth . back

and front, in addition to the ordinary ball thrust bearing. Thua, by

means of the double set of bearings above and belovr the teeth of the

pinion, the driving pressure is resisted in a way that is impossible

with a single bearing, and the cardan joint is also relieved of strain

The lock rings to both bearings permit of the most intimate adjustment,

and are readily accessible. Another interesting point is the provieioa

of a double torque rod working in a universal joint ; a tension rod

is also fitted. In all other details the best accepted practice has been

followed, and, as a wfcol*-; the new vehicle is a' noteworthy production,

•6petially in view of its relatively low price.

The Austin Cars.

The Austin Motor Company, Ltd., are showing 18-24 h p., 40-h.p.,

and 60-h.p. models, the latter having a six^cylinder engine. The

•ylinders are separately cast, and the valves are on opposite aides. A

feature is the employ .ent of two high-tension magnetos, one being

utilised for firing the engine at normal speeds, while for high speeds th«

smaller machine is employed. The transmission ia by a cardan abaft te

a live axle of substantial character.

The " Times " System Automobile Company, Ltd.

This company make an attractive display, the well-known Darracq

racing ear, which earned its laurels in winning the Vanderbilt cup, being

 

Fig. 81.—The Rex Company's 13-16-h.p. "Reno" Touring Car.

placed in a prominent position. A 50-h.p. six-cylinder Darracq with a

most luxurious "Grand" limousine body is shown, as is also an

example of that make of 8-10-h.p. car with a two-seated body. The

remaining vehicle exhibited is one of the new type of 14-16-h.p.

Darracq cars wdth the gear-case combined with the live axle

and fitted with a four-seated side-entry body of standard design

by Vedrine, of Paris. This is the only example of the new Darracq of

this horse-power displayed in the Exhibition. The company by their

system of trading have secured a vast clientele, and at the time of onr

inspection we noticed that the Right Hon. John Burns was an interested

visitor on the stand.
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The Piccard-Pictet and Bochet-Schneider Cars.

The novelty at the stand of Messrs. Donne and Willans, Ltd., is

the chassis of a new Swiss-built oar, made by Messrs. Piecard, Pictet

.and Co., of Geneva, for which they have secured the British agency.

The range of models includes 12-16-h.p., 18-24-h.p., and 28-40-h.p. four-

cylinder, and 28-4D-h.p. six-cylinder, the one on view being a polished

Chassis of the 18-24 h.p. type. A feature of the design is that the engine

 

Figs. 85 and 86—The Piccard-Pictet 18-24-h.p. Car. The upper illustra

tion shows the chassis, while the lower one gives a view of the

vehicle fitted with a aide-entrance touring body.

•clutch and gear-box are built up in the form of a block, supported

directly on the side members of the tressed steel frame. The engine

3t»s its cylinders—100 mm. bore by 12Q_m.m. stroke—cast in pairs, with

i sides

springs are fitted at the rear of the chassis. Altogether the new chassis

makes a good impression. The display of the well-known Rochet-

Schneider cars comprises a 16-20-h.p. live-axle chassis, a 16-20-h.p.

limousine landaulet, with body by Messrs. Million, Guiet and Co. and

a 16-20-h.p. single larrdaulet by the Automobile Cairiage Builders, Ltd.,

both being luxuriously finished. So far as the chassis is concerned, the

 

the valves arranged on opposite sides. The ignition is by the new Bosch

low-tension make-and-break plugs, illustrated in the last issue of the

M.S.J., although a high-tension magneto can be fitted instead if desired.

Fig. 87.—The Unic Four- Speed Gear-Box,

design has undergone but little change. The motor is provided with

liigh-tension magneto, and a new carburettor known as the Zenith,

which is of novel design. The petrol supply is now pressure fed, while

the gear-box has been changed to give four speeds forward in place ef

the three previously fitted.

 

Fig. 88.—The Unic 16-20-h.p. Touring Car.

"The carburettor is of special design, and is claimed to furnish a perfect

mixture between a wide range of engine speeds. The clutch is of the

metal-disc type, and the " gate "-controlled change-speed gear gives four

speeds with direct drive on top, through the cardan shaft and bevel gear

to the live axle. The latter is of an excellent design, and is provided with

pressed steel torque bar, extending from the differential case to a

tiroes member in lino with the forward universal joint; it is hinged to

provide for lateral as well as vertical motion. Three-quarter elliptic

The Unic Cars.

Messrs. Mann and Overtons, at their stand in trie Annexe, are

drawing the attention of the motoring public to the new 16-20-h.p. Unic,

Fig. 88, which has many points of interest, the chassis not only being

on sound lines, but offered at a very moderate price. The four cylinders

of the motor are cast in pairs, with the valves on opposite sides ; the

bore is 87 mm. and the stroke 110 mm. Several alterations have been

made in the new model ; for example, the low-tension magneto system
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has been euperseded by a high-tension magneto. The carburettor is of

a simple automatic type, which has proved very economical as regards

fuel consumption. The auxiliary air supply is regulated by the action

of the suction of the engine on a mushroom valve, and in order to avoid

an irregular movement of the valve, the end of the valve stem is fitted

with a piston, which works in a cylinder filled with glycerine. The

throttle is of the sliding piston type, and is fitted over the carburettor.

 

Fig. 89. Rear View of Chassis of the 14 20-h p. Badminton Car,

The clutch is of the Ieather-faeed-cone type, and a joint is introduced in

the shaft connecting it with the gear-box. The gears (Fig. 87) give four

spteds and reverse, instead of three, and the control is by a " gate " lever.

The transmission is by a cardan shaft to the back axle, which is of solid

construction, and fitted with ball-bearings besides being protected from

road shocks by two stout tension rods. We note that a special form oi

shock absorber is fitted in conjunction with the springs. The exhibit

also comprises a 10-12-h.p. doctor's car. This vehicle has already been

described in the M.C.J. , so it will suffice to mention that the engine

comprises two cylinders 102 mm. bore by 110 mm. stroke, and that the

transmission is through a leather clutch, a ball-bearing gear-box giving

three speeds and a reverse, and a direct drive on toe top through a

cardan shaft and bevel gear to the rear live axle. The chassis is of the

same type as that employed in the large number of Cnic cabs now

running in London. We understand that a six-cylinder Unic is also

being introduced.

The Badminton Car.

The new car (Fig. 89) of Badminton Motors, Ltd., in which Messrs.

Teste and Lassen are interested, makes its debut at the show. The vehicle

is of 14-20-h.p., and while following the general lines of live-axle vehicles,

comprises several interesting details, notably as regards the clutch and

cardan shaft. The four-cylinder engine, which is 90 mm. bore by

110 mm. stroke, is provided with an automatic carburettor and high-

tension magneto ignition. Lubrication k by exhaust pressure, with

sight feeds on the dash. The petrol is gravity-fed from a tank under

the front seat. Control is by ignition and throttle levers on the steering

vfheel and foot accelerator. The clutch is of the disc pattern, alternate

bronze and steel plates of rather greater thickness than usual being

employed. The gear-box, which is "gate" controlled, gives four 6peeds

forward and a reverse. The cardan shaft is entirely enclosed in a

casing, which acts as the torque rod; it extends from the differential

case to a crescent-shaped piece pivoted to one of the cross members

of the frame. The cardan shaft and casing are thus fTee to adjust them

selves to the inequalities of the road. The differential case is 60 made

that the top half can be readily removed to give access to the bevel gear.

The weight of the car is carried by the axle sleeves, the axle itself driving

the road wheels through their square ends, which fit in corresponding

recesses fn the hubs. Ball bearings are used throughout the trans

mission. An interesting feature in connection with the brakes is that

they are readily adjustable by wing nuts. The vehicles are of French

design, but of British construction, the combination resulting in a car

which is likely to become a popular type in the near future.

The Metallurffique Cars.

The Metali urgique Cars Agency expose examples of their

various models—12-14-h. p., 24-28-h.p., 26 h.p., 32-h.p., and 40-45-h.p.—

the whole being shown in show-finished chassis form. Tile 12-14-h. p. car

(Fig. 91) has two cylinders 100 by 110 mm., the valves being placed on

< ne side of the engine, and ill verticafiv operated off the Kame cam shaft.

In the standard models ignition by accumulators is adopted, but in the

example shown provision for a high-tension magneto is made as an extra.

The firm's standard metal-to metal clutch and spring drive to road

wheels through 3 cardan shaft is fitted, and ball bearings throughout

the vehicle with the sole exception of the motor. The gear box, of the

makers' customary neat design, provides three forward speeds and

reverse, with direct drive on top. The chassis is inswept at the front,

and is cambered at the rear. The change-speed lover works in the usual

type of sector. The radiator in this model is of the gilled-tube type, with,

fan, and the circulation is on the thermo-syplum system. The Tear road

wheels are fitted with two internal-expanding brakes, the action being,

synchronised by the customary linked lever, whilst a contracting brake

is provided on the drum containing the spring drive at the tail end of

the propeller shaft. Both a torque rod and radius rods are fitted. The

24-28-h.p. is a four-cylinder chassis on very similar lines, varied where

necessary in accord with the increase in power, &c. The motor has four

cylinders of 102 mm. bore by 125 mm. stroke, the valves being arranged

on the one side, and vertically operated off the same cam shaft. In this,

case duplex high-tension ignition is fitted, the distribution gear for the

magneto in this instance being entirely enclosed, and a gear-driven pumrt

being fitted for the water circulation. Control is effected from the

steering wheel, with foot accelerator, and " gate " change-speed control i»

provided. The chassis is inswept and cambered, whilst the rear sus

pension is from semi-elliptic spring hangeis. The two remaining models

of 26-32-h.p. and 40-45-h.p. have motors of a different type, the inlet

valves being placed on the top, the tappets controlling them being,

worked from the same cam shaft as that operating the exhaust valves.

In both these models the other details are much in line with those pre

viously described, excepting that four speeds are provided, and that in

the more powerful type three sets of brakes are fitted, an independent

foot pedal controlling a contracting brake placed immediately baliindt

the gear-box. In the 26-32-h.p. model displayed, the radiator is placed

angularly from the centre point of the front, whilst in the heavier type

the flat radiator is retained.

 

figs. 90 and 91 —The Metallursiqae Twn-Cvlinder Car. The illus

trations show respectively tb» onelne and the rear view of the

The Germ. tin Cars.

Captain Thko Masui has, as usual, an interesting display of the

well-known Germain cars, comprising 14-h.p., 18-h.p., and 28-h.p. four-

cylinder and 50-60-h.p. six-cylinder. The feature of the Germain motors

is the employment of steel cylinders with brass water-jackets. The
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14-li.p. and 18-h.p. models remain unchanged, except for improvements

in detail. The six-cylinder car (Fig. 93) has separate cylinders. The

valves, which are all mechanically operated, are located on opposite

sides. The crank shaft is of a special design, the usual wide bearing

between each of the crank throws being replaced by discs formed solid

with the shaft; the periphery of the discs is grooved out to form cups or

valves for ball bearings, the corresponding outer cups being made in

large diameter rings carried in the lower half of the crank case. The

ignition is by Eisemann high-tension magneto, a novel feature- being the

coupling up of the governor to it, so that the sparking is automatically

.advanced and retarded. An auxiliary ignition by accumulators, in

which the magneto distributor is employed together with its coil, can
 

fig. 92.-Sectional View of Additional Clutch at Bear of Gear Box on

Germain Cars,

1)6 fitted if required. The speed of the engine is regulated by means of

a lever on the steering-wheel acting on a variable lift to the inlet valves.

A pedal also operates a throttle on the induction pipe. The clutch is of

the multiple disc type, the spring being external and located above the

main shaft, so that it is readily accessible. The change-speed gear

gives three speeds forward and reverse, and is controlled by a lever,

which works in a straight-through quadrant constructed so as to do away

with the necessity for a trigger on the lever itself. The quadrant is

mounted on small springs so that it is forced bodily outward when

changing gear, and flies back into position directly the lever comes

•opposite to a notch. On the top speed the drive is direct, this being

obtained by sliding one of the panions within an internally-toothed

wheel. A new departure in this car, as also in the 28-h.p., is seen in an

addition to the rear of the gear-box, in which is a clutch consisting of a

«pur wheel B meshing with an internally-toothed ring. The wheel

readily drawn out. The sleeve is made in four parts, the two tubular

portions being secured to the differential casing, which is itself divided

horizontally. The differential gear is of the spur pinion type. A sub

stantial torque rod extends from the axle casing to one ot the cross

members of the frame, on which it is supported in a spring bracket.

One of the complete cars on view is fitted with a Pullman limousine

body, making it easy for ladies to step into the car. The door is also

very wide, and this is attained without taking any room from the front

seats. The interior is very roomy, having four comfortable seats facing

forward, folding tables, and other conveniences. The other car is fitted

with what is termed a " Prince Albert " body, which is exceedingly

roomy and comfortable, the back cushions being higher than usual. A

victoria leather hood is fitted in order to protect the front seats in wet

weather; a leather extension is fixed to the uprights of the front glass

screen. The latter is of a new and ingeniously-arranged design known

as the "Hanover." It is composed of two hollow uprights, which are

held in special fittings on the dashboard. On the uprights is a slotted

bronze sleeve with two projecting arms which support the screen and

free to slide up and down. The sleeves are held to the uprights by

simple pressure manipulated by a small worm lever, which holds it in

any position required. The glass screen is suspended from the project

ing arms by hinges. At the bottom of the frame is a roller blind of

waterproof material, and at the low end of the blind a small hollow tube,

which attaches to the dashboard by two little knobs and the pressure of

two springs, and so enables the biind to be rolled up and down to any

length required. The glass screen can be placed in any desired position

without the need of spanner, bolts, or screws, or any complicated

fittings.

The De Dion Cars.

The chief exhibit of interest at the stand of De Dion Bouton. Ltd.,

is the new 12-14-h.p. four-cylinder model. The engine has its cylinders

cast in pairs, the specification: including mechanically-operated valves,

forced feed lubrication, high-tension mngneto ignition, automatic car

burettor, vertical gate change-speed gear, gear drive through De Dion

Bouton cardan back axle. The 8-li.p. single-cylinder car with expanding

clutch gear is practically the uHiie as last year. A 30-h.p. limousine

with four-cylinder engine is shown, as also one of the cars which success

fully made the journey from Pekia to Paris.

The Britannia Cars.

Three four-cylinder—12-16 h. p., 20-h.p. and 24-h.p.—and two six-

cylinder models—30-h.p. and 40-h.p.—will form the 1908 series of cars

turned out by (he Britannia Engineering Company, Ltd., of

Colchester. From an inspection of the new 24-h.p. chassis ort view we

note that several improvement* have been effected. The four cylinders

are cast in pairs, and the bore and stroke is respectively 110 mm. by

134 mm. The valves are actuated by two cam shafts, the inlets being

arranged on the opposite side to the exhau6ts. The carburettor is of a

special automatic air-regulating variety^ so arranged that when the

engine is running at a slow speed, as, for example, when the car is

standing, the extra air inlets are closed, and the petrol jet reduced by a

needle valve. At the same time the area of the passage-way for the

mixture into the inlet pipe is reduced. Two systems of high ignition are

provided—magneto and synchronised coil and nccurhulator—one lever

controlling both. Lubrication is effected by means of a tank fixed to

the side of the chassis, kept nnder pressure by means of the exhaust, and

 

Fig;. 93.—Chassis of Germain Six-Cylinder Car.

, 4

"iFig. 92) is mounted on the forward end of the universal joint shaft,

-which makes connection with the cardan shaft. The auxiliary shaft is

actuated simultaneously with the main clutch, and by the same pedal,

so that when changing gear the gear-box is instantaneously disconnected

from the transmission both fore and aft and the operation of changing

gear considerably facilitated, enabling it to be effected without noise

and without any danger of damaging the gears. The final drive is by a

cardan shaft to a live axle. The road wheels are carried on the sleeve

or casing surrounding the axle, the outer ends of which are extended

and turned over to form, as it were, the hub caps, which are bolted to

the wheels. By removing these bolts the cap and the half axle can be

a sight feed Tack on the dash conveys the oil to each pair of cylinders,

the crank case, and the bearings in the gear-box. The ignition and

throttle levers work on a sector above the steering wheel, which does not

rotate with the latter. A universal joint is provided between the clutch

and the gear-box. The latter is provided with ball bearings. Three

speeds and a reverse are controlled by a single lever, woiking in a

" gate " quadrant, provided with a lock on each speed. The transmission

from the gear-box is by a cardan shaft and bevel gear to a well -supported

live axle, and designed to receive any one of eight different sizes of bevel

pinions. The frame is supported on five long springs, the shackles of

which are fitted with lubricators.
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Fig. 94.—Smith's New Indioator.

F. and S. Ball Bearings.

On the stand of the TORMO MANUFACTURING COMPANY (Messrs.

H. and I). Friedenhain), 67 and 68, Bunhill Row, E.C., will be found

the F. and S. ball bearings which have been fitted on the cars that have

been most prominent in the racing season of 1907, notably in the

Kaiser prize, the Herkomer Trophy, the Grand Prix, the Targa Florio

and the Graphic Trophy—the latter following the Tourist Trophy

competition in the Isle of Man. These bearings are claimed to have

exceptional wearing qualities as well as to give ease of running—points

which have received ample demonstration both on racing and touring

automobiles. The cages for the larger sizes consist of two perforated

brass plates which are kept apart by rivets and screws, while those of

the smaller type are solid. In the latter the balls are held in tapered

holes.

Smith's Speedometers.

Many exhibits that add to the convenience as well as the luxury

of the car will be found on the stand occupied by Messrs. S. Smith and

Son, of 9, Strand, London,AV.C. Motor watches and clock8,communicators,

lamps, horns, voltmeter and

electric fittings generally, will

be found here, including the

Alpha lamps for which the firm

are special agents. A new

registered design of hand

mirror is also on view, as well

as the latest designs in rubber

Roggles. But the main inter

est in the exhibition of

Messrs. Smith and Son natu

rally centres in speed indica

tors and other instruments en

tailing accuracy in their most

minute adjustment. These

have frequently demonstrated

their value and have saved

purchasers many pounds when

used as evidence in police

court cases. Among the inno

vations likely to interest

visitors to the Show is a new

speed indicator (Fig. 94)

suitable for use on small cars

and made at an extremely moderate price. A speed up to thirty-five

miles per hour is registered with the unfailing accuracy that character

ises the larger instru

ments. The " Popular " is

another indicator for cars

of ordinary power. It

registers up to fifty miles

per hour and is fitted with

the total mileage

recorder. Messrs. Smith

and Son do not intend to

fit these instruments

with the maximum speed

hand or trip recorder, this

adjunct being reserved

exclusively for the " Per

fect" speed indicators of

the firm. Another new

type is a speed indicator

with a more than usually

plain mileage recorder.

In this instrument the

trip recorder is shown

round the dial up to 100

miles, which can be set

back to zero by pressing

a knob at the top of case. Fig. 95.—The " Popular" Indicator.

The total mileage re- b n

corder is shown in the centre of the dial. This is a modcle de

luxe, and likely to be popular on the big cars. Milometers, motor

watches, and general motor accessories, are also shown on this stand.

A new speed indicator has been produced in response to the de

mand for an instrument that will record np to 10,000 in clear and plain

figures, while the trip recorder [is arranged round the dial, the hand

pointing to the number of miles traversed. By pressing the knob

at the top of the dial the hand is teturned to zero ready to start another

journey, a convenier.ce to motorists wishing to take accuiate records of

given distances. • ■ •

Aster Specialities. 1

At the stand of the Aster Engineering Company, Ltd., is a full

range of the 1908 Aster engines as well as a selection of gears, pumps,

radiators and other motor car components. The 14-16-h.p. Aster engine

is shown with the four cylinders all cast in one piece. The bore and

stroke is 84 mm. and llOmm. respectively. Those interested in engines for

commercial vehicles where vibration and possible hard usage have to be

considered will notice the two-cylinder 20-h.p. Aster engine with bore

and stroke of 130 and 140 mm. respectively. The new Aster carburettor

is attracting much notice at the stand. By means of a patent air

 

inlet valve a predetermined mixture is obtained from the carburettor for

any position of throttle or any speed of the engine. This feature is a device

by which the suction at the petrol jet or depression in the mixing

chamber is varied in such a way that the spray of fuel induced is always

of a quantity that when mixed with the air entering the cylinder it

gives a mixture of such proportions that a great combination of

power and economy is obtained. It is mechanically operated, and

contain] no elements liable to get out of order. This air inlet

valve and mixing chamber is comprised of two members having;

coincident poits, the ports in one member being arranged to cut

off on the ports in the other member. The ports are of

special rectangular formation, and the movements of cut-off of

the two members are arranged to be parallel to adjacent sides of the

rectangular ports. One of the members is directly connected with an<l

moved in proportion to the movement of the throttle valve of the carbn-

rettor. The other member is either lixed or moved in direct accordance

with the speed of the engine ; the members constituting the inlet valve

cut off one or the other in direct proportion to the displacement of the

moved member. The working in association of the two members of the

valve enables a predetermined depression in the mixing chamber to be-

obtained for any combination ot positions of the two members in their

respective travels. The new carburettor is made under Hamilton's-

patent, and is being made in two sizes to suit engines of powers varying:

from 12 to 40-h.p. Economy of petrol as well as efficiency and simplicity

are well combined.

Bowden Devices and Miraculum.

A quintette of novelties give new interest to the exhibits of the

E. M. Bowden's Patents Syndicate, Ltd., viz., the Bowden auto

matic hand regulated auxiliary air inlet, the firm's improved exhaust

cut out, the Bowden new carburettor agitator, the new petrol strainer,

and the Bowdenloc levers, these being special self-locking devices for

use with the Bowden wire mechanism. In addition to a full range of

the Bowden specialities special interest is being taken in the

" Miraculum " staged on the stand. The syndicate is the selling agent

for this preparation, they having the necessary charging depot at '29,

Baldwin's Gardens, Uolborn, London, E.C. Miraculum is an automatic-

puncture sealing compound the ingredients of which are akin to the

constituents of rubber in its native state. Air tubes charged with the

preparation are immune from ordinary puncture troubles. It is claimed

that Miraculum acts as a preservative of the rubber, and from the

testimony of actual users it is evident that it will be much to the front

in the coming season.

The Hutchinson Tyre.

A selection of motor tyres and the accessories associated therewith

makes up an effective display by ETABLISSEMENT Hutchinson, of 13,.

Maddox Street, \V. The specialities of the concern are tyres moulded

and built up, being specially reinforced at the head, and a steel-studded

non-skid pattern with specially hardened rubber head. Sections of all

sizes of tyres are shown in various processes of manufacture. The*

Hutchinson tyre is a beaded edge type, the tread being of rubber

of a high quality. In fact, the rubber tread is of such a kind that

in a Continental tour of 2,000 miles a well-known motorist had no

single puncture with the Hutchinson tyre, and beyond a few surface-

cuts his tyres were as good at the finish as at the lieginning. The

Hutchinson wood-fibre tteel-studded non-skid also deserves mention.

The steel studs of this non-skid are held by specially hardened com

pressed wood-libre plaques which protect the miming surface and

obviate all wear of tne lubber tread.

Salsbury Lamps.

The motorist searching an Exhibition for the latest designs in lamps*

naturally hies himself to the stand of Messrs. SALSBURY and Son, Ltd.,-

whose showrooms at 124, Long Acre, W.C., have become familiar to our

readers. Their British goods are also shown in the (lallery, where the

new patterns for 1 908 are attracting much notice. These include the

" Anti-Dazlo " lens, a new self-contained head light, the unit system of

generator, a new " Volute " and a new "Solophone" horn. Ihe first -

named speciality is a new lens, in which, by providing suitable surfaces-

within the lens of the lamp, tlie rays of light which would otherwise be

projected upwards and produce an unpleasant " glaring " effect are

reflected downwards, the beam being restricted to a level below that of

the line of vision of the observer. This result being obtained from the

construction of the lens itself does away with the possibility of the

rattling of fittings introduced to secure a similar result. The lens is-

of the convex form in horizontal sections put together with fluoric acid.

The firm's unit system of generator is a capital introduction. The

horizontal generator has a lever-lock door and is of extremely simple

construction. It can be. screwed to a platform or carried on a tray.

These unit generators can also l>e used in series. Attention may also be

drawn to the " Solophone " cut-out,which is operated by a pedal and

emits a melodious sound for clearing the way.

Motor Farts and Tyre Batches.

In the gallery Mr. W. H. M. Burgess, of 40, Glasshouse Street,

Piccadilly, \V., will be found advising those interested in the merite

of the White and Poppe engines and carburettors and urging the

undoubted merits of the " Anti-l'anne " blow out patches. The latter

are designed to assist motorists on the occasion of tyre troubles.

They are made in various forms to meet different contingencies, the

latest introduction being a patch without the familar foot and suitable

for bursts on the tread as distinct from head bursts. These ore made:
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"for 65, 90, and 120 mm. tyres, with intermediate siz-is, and are one of

the handiest forms of patches to be seen in the Show. Other " Anti-

1'anne" specialities include an aluminium solder and repairers' tools.

Mr. Burgess is also showing the A.P.B. motor components, including

back axle', gear boxes, steering columns and front axles, all of which

are guaranteed for an adequate period. The back axles are of the

15-h.p. and 24-30-h.p. type, and aie complete with hubs, brakes, and

torque rod. The large size of gear-box has four speeds and reverse,

the other three speeds and reverse, both patterns having ball-bearings

throughout. These are characterised by good finish, and will be appre

ciated by those desirous of promoting the prosperity of British manu

facturer.--.

Jones' Speed Indicators, &c.

While not stockiug every accessory required, or likely to b3 required,

by the motorist, Messrs. Markt and Co. have specialised on several

necessary adjuncts for the car, and in these lines handle some of the

best known goods. They have been responsible for the placing upon

the market of the Jones' speed indicators, speedometers, and other

similar instruments of precision which have become so well known as

to be used in evidence in police-courts for the purpose of rebutting

prosecution and avoiding persecution. In addition, they have placed on

the market the "Little Wonder" vulcaniser, the ''Eureka triplex

pump, the Marion "Baby" auto-torch, and other specialities,

several of which have been illustrated and described in our

pages from time to time. Foot bells and a full range of

French horns of a high grade also find a place on this stand. Some

of these articles have been illustrated in our columns of late. The

merits of the Jones' speedometer, however, deserve more than passing

mention, and we would direct special attention to the Jones' Combination

speedometer-odometer. These are designed for fixing to the dash

board and are actuated by means of a flexible shaft and gear attachment

on the wheel of the car. The driving gear consists of a large gear

attached to the hub of the wheel and a small gear carried by a ball

bearing shaft at the end of the flexible cablet and snpportel on the

steering knuckle by means of an attaching bracket. The speedometer-

odometers shown on the stind indicate variable and maximum speed

and register the distance travelled. The season mileage to 9999

and the day or "trip" mileage to 9 J is cumulatively recorded,

whether the car goes forward or backward ; the trip register can also be

instantly reset to zero by pushing the button. A copper maximum

speed hand contrasts with a black variable hand. It is carried forward

by the latter, but stops automatically at the highest speed attained,

showing that speed as a permanent record until released by a push of

the resetting stem at the bottom of the cup. When released, the maxi

mum hand instantly returns to the speed at which the car is at that

moment travelling, and there again remains, even after the car is sub

sequently stopped ; thus giving absolutely indisputable evidence of the

speed of the ear at the moment of resetting. By pushing and giving

the resetting stem a half turn, the two hands are made to work as one,

indicating variable speed only. Permanent accuracy of operation is

one of the claims rightly put forward on behalf of these instruments.

Moseley's Tyres.

The literature issued by Messrs. David Moseley and Sons, Ltd.,

is of distinct value to motorists, and the pamphlet in answer to the

question " What size of tyre should I use? should ba studied by all

owners of cars as well as by those responsible for their good ruuning

order, in which the tyre plays an important part. For the 1908 season

the firm's " Detachable " tyres are being made a special feature. This

■can be removed and a new tnbe fitted in the minimum of time. The

rim consists of a hollow metal hoop concaved at each side for the rings

of the flanges. The latter have been rendered removable by a turn-

buckle screw worked by a tommy bar, which is now superseded, in the

new pattern, by the ratchet with the necessary operating

tool, which enables the bead to be extended for removal in

the shortest possible time. In order to give a better chance

for the life of the tyre a new canvas is inserted in the rubber, and when

the tread wears down to this the user is warned as to the derirability of

repair, on the principle of "a stitch in time saving nine"—or more.

Messrs. Moseley and Sons, Ltd., have beenable'to fit beaded covers to the

rims, and the idea has found much favour since its introduction. The

firm's detachable metal studded non-skids are also on exhibition as well

as a good style of automatic tyre gauge, gaiters, &c. Reference to this

stand would not be complete without mention of their tyre cases with

satchel fastened within the circle. This economises space, and we like

the improved form of clip for the case, which does away with the lacing

and unlacing so irritating when on tour. Altogether Messrs. Moseley

and Son are to be congratulated on the excellence of the display.

They also draw the attention of visitors to the Show to the re

treading and repairing departments of their extensive motor tyre works.

The Denton Carburettor.

A conspicuous novelty on the stand of Messrs. G. Davenport and

Co. is the Denton carburettor of Messrs. Tanner and Deane. Dispens

ing altogether with a float chamber, the device claims notice on tint

account, while its efficient working with petrol or paraffin gives it another

point of interest. The Denton carburettor has a central cylinder

ending in a domed top and containing a coil into which the paraffin or

petrol enters. Hot water or the warm exhanst passing through

the cylinder heats the fuel, which is fed from the coil into an

Annular space between the cylinder already mentioned and

another. The latter is mule of a porous eirthenware, through which the

fuel n iturally psrcolates in a divided state to bs drawn by the air into the

inlet pipe of the motor, and so thoroughly c*rburetted. Having thus des

cribed the primary features of the device, it remains to be explained that

a mercury barometer is connected with the bottom of the space between

the two cylinders. The top of this is connected with the induction pipe

by means of a vacuum tube just below the throttle. Then when

the engine commences to work a partial vacuum is created which causes

the mercury to fall and uncover some of the porous cylinder, according

to the speed of the motor. In this way correct mixture at any speed

is obtained automatically, while the simplicity of the parts and the

economy of operation are merits that should appeal to those on the

look-out for new inventions calculated to suggest advances on old

methods.

Lubricants.

Messrs. Price's Patent Candle Company Ltd. have their

stand in the same position as last year. The past season has been very

successful, their oil having been used on all the winning cars in the Isle

of Man Trials, and on the majority of the most notable cars in the

Scottish Reliability Trials. As a fitting conclusion, one of their oils has

been selected as particularly suitable for the Arrol -Johnston cars, which,

under Lieut. Shackleton's command, will be driven, if possible, to the

South Pole. At Olympia are exhibited their standard lubricants, a

specimen of the famous non-congealing oil prepared for the South Pole

expedition, and samples of several new oils of particular interest to

motorists in general.

E.I.C. Specialities.

The Electric Ignition Company, Ltd., have issued a capital

wiring map, which they will be pleased to send to those applying to their

works at Sampson Road North, Birmingham. These are also being

mounted on rollers similar to ordinary maps at a

small charge. Their exhibits include their well-

known E.I.C specialities, including the high-

teosion magneto, high-tension distributor,

Simplex coils, accumulators, switches, charging

sets, &c, and the E.I.C. generative sets. The

latter enable generators to be charged while the

car is running on the road and provide sufficient

electric current for the complete fighting of the car

as well as ignition, accessories, &c. It is deserving

 

 

Fig. 96.-E I C Plug. Fig. 97.-E.I.C Switch. Fig. 98.-Contact Breaker.

of note that all these specialities are guaranteed for two years. In Fig.

96 we illustrate the company's midget plug onthe Gordon 13 snnett model

and specially designed for motor-cycles. It has the samegood features as

those for cars, there being no lock nuts, packing, or leakage. Neat in

appearance, that for cycles is rather shorter than the larger car size plugs

outside the cylinder, merely as a matter of convenience. The E.I.C.

" Simplex " coils for 1908 have all the terminals at the bottom of the coil.

The connections are made when the coil is first put on the ear an I

properly soldered and taped up, thus making thorough electrical con

nections. Consideration of space prevents consideration of all the

specialities shown on the present occasion, but the illustrations. Fig. 97

and Fig. 98, serve to draw attention to the E.I.C. contact breaker and

the E.I.C. switch respectively. In the case of the former all the parts

exposed to wear are of hardened steel. The platinnm points rub slightly

together as they make contact, and a big, quicker an 1 consistent spark

occurs at the correct time. The switch is made in three types, being an

ordinary Ringle way for one battery or magneto only, ordinary two way

for two batterie i aud a doable ignition switch for changing over from

any type of magneto to high-tension coil and accumulator ignition.

The Orme-Whitlock Radiator.

A variety of metal work is to be seen on the stand of Messrs.

Orme, Evans and Co., Ltd., of the Phoenix Works, Wolverhampton.

Bonnets, petrol tanks, mudguards, metal seats, and dashboards make

up a well-arranged stand, on which the firm's radiators also have a

place. These include both the ordinary gilled tubular type and the

Orme W hit lurk radiator, which has made a distinct place for itself in

the motor industry. The sizes shown are for cars ranging from 16-h.p.

to 40-h.p., the method of construction securing high efficiency as well

as a good appearance—two features which, well combined, are essential

with such a part of the car. Briefly described, the Orme-Whitlock

radiator consists of a series of transversely corrugated tubes extending

between an upper and lower water tank. The corrugations of each

tube are reversed with relation to the two tubes adjacent on either side
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thus forming air cells running from front to back. In the size for a

20-h.p. car there are about 60,000 minute radiating points. The cellular

portion is in copper, and the water tanks and case are of polished brass.

No additional water tank is necessary where the Orme-Whitlock radiator

is u;ed, the two or three gallons held by the radiator and jackets being

sufficient to ensure adequate cooling. With regard to weight, we may

mention that this radiator has two square feet of water space per

pound of gross weight. A good line of footwarmers Is also on this stand.

Varnishes.

Messrs. A. F. Harding and Co., Ltd., have come to tie front

among motorists with their morocco leather revivers. These aie

shown at the present Exhibition in all colours, and visitors will be

able to see for themselves how efficacious these have proved in restor

ing the appearance of the inside linings of automobiles. A varnish

reviver for renovating the bodies of vehicles and a preparation for

reinsving dirt and grease are also shown. Other exhibits include the

firm's " Blaekall " for touching up the blaek iron and woodwork of

cars anal the " Osoesy " metal polish. This latter is a liquid prepara

tion for brightening the nickel and silver plated parts of motor-cars of

all degrees.

New Specialities for 1908.

One of the mott interesting displays in the gallery is that of Mr

E. J. Hardy, of Bishop Street, Coventry, whose agencies for the best !

known accessories give value to his stand. Here will be seen the

" Godiva " plug, of which no fewer than thirty-six were used in the

Tourist Trophy race of the present year. The construction is remark

ably simple. The centre pin, to which is screwed a nickel point, is-

wrapped with mica and then inserted in a porcelain tube. This is then

protected by a second and outside covering of mica. The value of this

plan is that the porcelain is doubly protected by mica—inside from the

internal heat and out side from any rough usage. Hence the Godiva

plug presents a device in which the porcelain is not likely to be cracked.

Mr. Hardy is also representing the " Warrior " plug. This has done

good service for the Daimler Company. It is 3h in. in length, the length

of base from the engine thread to the sparking points being 1 in.

—a length recommended by the makers as securing a deep projection

into the cylinder, although
• it can be shortened if

greatly desired. Other

specialities on this stand

include the J G- trembler,

introduced by Mi Guenet

for the 1908 season as one

that cannot readily be mis-

regulatfid. Eor six-cylinder

ignition a Guenet coil con

sisting of three units with

two high tension terminals on each unit has been introduced. With

this system two cylinders spark at once, but an advantage is obtained

in the coil being reduced to half the size which would be necessary if

six units were employed. New models of the Longuemare carburettor

are on view, the improvement in which will be referred to in an early

issue of the M.C.J. The Alpha headlights, the Erankonia lamps, and

the Dependence electric headlamps are also exhibited on this stand.

Another exhibit is the Heron motor pump for automatically inflating

tyres by the power of the engine. ' This is illustrated hi Fig. 99, which

snows the general arrangement of the device. The pump is bolted to

the frame of the vehicle and is worked by a cardan propeller shaft

connected with a friction wheel held in contact with I lie engine fly

wheel. A worm driven wheel mounted in the pump casing, with ball

thrust bearings, reduces the speed, and the cardan shaft can be made

in any length according to the make of the car. The installation is

completed with a Southall tyre tester. The Heron pump works up to

150 lbs. pressure, and oil is prevented from passing into the tyres by a

very ingenious packing.

" Sternolias."

The range of automobile specialities introduced by the Stern

Sonneforn Oil Co., Ltd., is growing in extent and utility, and now

embraces oils and lubricants for practically every requirement of the

motorist. The intention of those responsible for these preparations has

been to specialise in connection with each particular service required

and thus secure the best results. Thus, for the lubrication of chains

the Sternolime chain sticks are required ; for axles, gear cases, &c, Fram

lubricant is recommended ; for use on metal or leather clutches

Clutcholine is suggested as a pure non-corrosive lubricant specially made

for this service. Cooloricid is a new preparation for cooling the hottest

bearings, brakes and clutches of cars, while the Elastic Sternoline chain

paste nas a hard yet elastic surface, and acts as a lubricant while

reducing noise. Other specialities- of the Stern Sonneuorn Oil Co.

include those for air and water cooled cylinders and for superheated steam

cylinders.

Fire Extinguisher.

On the stand of the Valor Company, Ltd., of Rocky Lane, Aston

Cross, Birmingham, is the "New Era" petrol lire extinguisher, that is

becoming familiar on the motor-'buses and cal s now in public service.

On several occasions we have referred to the good points of this device,

which minimises the risk of fire, and provides a reliable means of extin-.

guishing the same should an outbreak occur. It may really be looked

upon as a Mire way of reducing insurance premiums, the leading corn-
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panies having agreed to rebates where the " New Era " appliances an

adopted. The cylinder, which contains chemical ingredients that will not

deteriorate, owing to the system of hermetically sealing, is of pieparecS

sheet steel and tested to a cold-water pressure of 350 lb. to the -squaies

inch. It will throw a stream of fire-extinguishing chemicals from forty

to fifty feet, doing its work instantaneously upon petrol, alcohol and

other inflammable liquids and materials that are not acted upon by

water. Eor the use of private motorists the extinguisher is now raade-

in a case fastened by a spring bolt operated by a button. When the

lid is raised the front falls downward so that the handle can be taken

and the appliance easily pulled out for service. The case can be fitted

anywhere on the car, a good position being on the step, where it adds,,

rather than anything else, to the appearance of the vehicle, while in

creasing the confidence of the passengers in the event of trouble arising.

The " Thomas " Tyre.
On the stand of the Avon India Rubber Company, Ltd. , the

Thomas Resilient Tyre, Ltd., of Bute Chambers, Cardiff, have-

brought their speciality before the public. More than that, they have-

been able to give practical evidence of the merits of their invention by-

moans of a car running in the vicinity of Olympia, and proving that

while they have combated the tyre evil they have not sacrificed the

resiliency of the tyre. The "Thomas" resilient tyre is a solid rubber

tyre, provided with a series of grooves crossing each other in such a

manner that the base is divided into a series Of isolated projections.

These act as " buffers," and the grooves afford space for the displace

ment of the rubber when under pressure. A good degree of resiliency

is thus attainable, and the action of the tyre is comfortable to the rider

in the car. The tyre is extremely resilient, and its durability is assured.

The transverse grooves absorb elongation, and the buffers, acting freely

under pressure, do not wear to any material extent. The " Thomas

tyres can be easily and quickly fixed or removed, and it is unnecessary

to send the wheels to a tyre-litter for renewals. Another point is the

working face, or tread, of the tyre has wide transverse grooves of greater-

depth than is usual in pneumatic tyres, thus providing increased protec

tion against skidding.

The " MilUro " Wind Screen.

On the stand of Mr. A. C. Penman, the well-known motor-carriage-

builder, of Dumfries, will be found the " Millaro" rain and wind screen

which he is placing on the market in conjunction with the Glasgow-

Motor Tyre Compiny, of 71, Waterloo Street, Glasgow. In this device

' "( which sends

t there i- a.

out without

the vision being interfered with by misty glass—one of the grea

objections urged against some other makes of screens. The great poin

which the purchaser has to consider is to give the correct level of tin*

driver's eye from the top or bottom of the screen frame, so that the-

parts may be adjusted to secure the desirable object aimed at.

" Rich and George " Detachable Flange.

Among the detachable flanges exhibited for the first time atten

tion may usefully be drawn to the device invented by Messrs. H. C.

Rich and George and introduced to visitors by Messrs. Lowe, BKVAN,

and Co. The fact that by the adoption of this speciality new tubes-

can be replaced in two minutes, and a tyre changed in less than six

minutes, commends the flange to those who have had experience of

dreary roadside halts. In order to operate in the event of tyre trouble

the car is jacked up—the " Early Riser" jack, brought out by the same-

inventors, providing a good means of performing that operation—and

the Mange removed. The new tyre having been fitted, the flange is-

again placed in position, being secured by a series of catches worked

by springs which cannot possibly work off. Thus security is Assured.

Existing rims can be adapted to this innovation, which should rapidly

become popular.

The " Grose " Band.
The "Grose" was one of the earliest types of non-skid bands-

placed before motorists, and, despite the advent of many rivals, main

tains a good position. The inventor has been quick to perceive where

improvements could be effected, with the result that the " Grose " band . .

made by Messrs. Grose, Ltd., of Northampton, has kept pace with

the advance of the car itself. The tread is made of chrome leather

fitted with a steel-studded strip, effectually preventing the sliding action,

that takes place on greasy roads. A special process of preparation secures

the leather being formed into the exact curve of the tyre for which it

is. intended, thus giving a very neat lappearance when fitted. To meet-

the wishes of those motorists who prefer a detachable band, one of that

type has been introduced. This is an admirable substitute for rubber

re-treading, and should be economical in service, as the studded leather

portion can be renewed when worn. As an instance of the care bestowed

in the manufacture of .this band, we notice that the clips are nickelled to»

prevent the rust that proves so destructive to such devices. Messrs.

Grose, Ltd., have lately introduced Rubberised Leather into their bands,,

this being specially prepared to secure the toughness and durability of

the leather combined with the flexibility of the rubber. This non-skid,

is affixed in the ordinary way, and should prove as popular as the other*

with which the name of Grose is associated.

Accessories and Clothing.

Messrs. Alfred Dumhill, Ltd., have a comprehensive show of

accessories and clothing for the 1908 season. In the former section o%

their display is in eluded the " Auto Friend ", device for locking the
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change-speed lever in the neutral position. This was described and

illustrated in a recent issue. Among the novelties of minor degree

is a petrol filler which is in the form of a funnel fitted with a length of

flexible tubing for insertion in the petrol tank. Inside the funnel is a

gauze screen, -while it is fitted with two brass collais of different

sizes so that it will fit aDy make of can. Horns and sirens

constitute a growing department more varied than ever and with

such a range of novelties that the task of selection is becom

ing increasingly perplexing. Recognising this, Messrs. Dunhill are

riphtly giving preference only to those articles of high grade efficiency.

The " Powerful " combined buzzer and bulb horn gives a note of a

particularly penetrating character, and the " Python has also distinc

tive merits. Fire preventives, shock absorbers, road maps, the " Anti-

metallic silk " goggle, and fibre luggage-boxes to fit odd corners of the

car and eovered with waterproof cloth to match the colour of the

vehicle, are also included in the exhibits. Recently we drew attention

to the stylish character of the clothing designed by the firm, and illus

trated seme typical examples of their gentlemen's raiment. These are

all shown at 01ympia, several smart patterns of Irish frieze being very

prominent on the stand. The semi-motoring attire combines some good

features in clothing for those whose motor travel is mainly in town.

At this stand, too, will be found a selection of clothing for fair motorists,

in which the protection from the weather given by leather is combined

with cloth or fur of fashionable appearance. Motor millinery is another

important department of Messrs. Dunhill's exhibit.

Exonite Specialities.

At several previous motor exhibitions Messrs. Dover, Ltd., have

drawn attention to their steering wheel fitted with their patent

"Exonite " covering. This is now being produced with a remarkably

smart appearance that has the advantage of permanence. It is

impervious to oil or water and with the under part ribbed constitutes

one of the best steering wheels now before motorists. Specimens of

motor castings in aluminium, and motor levers, lever knobs, handle?,

&c.,in exonite are also on view, as well as transparent sheets for the

windows and hoods of motor-cars. These sheets have become

increasingly popular with the advance of the wind shield, and entirely

obviate the risks that are run where glass only is employed in the

construction of such necessary adjuncts to the comfort of cars.

Motor Elevators.

Messrs. H. Adams and Company are again present in the gallery

with their specialities in motor jacks and motor elevators. The former

have become almost indispensable for the purpose of easily lifting and

moving automobiles in confined places such as are often met with where

motor-cars are stored. The elevator, which, since its introduction at

Coidingley's Motor Show at the Agricultural Hall, has come largely to

the front, entirely dispenses with the motor pit and facilitates the ad

justment, cleaning and painting of cars as well as the work of repairing

the same.

Electrical Accessories.

The various electiical accessories for the automobile introduced by

Messrs. C. A. Vandervell and Company are well known, but the

many new devices shown on the firm's stand at Olympia will

lend special interest to their display. Several types of the new pattern

C.A.V. magneto are on view. In accumulators about 150 models are

shown, and in this connection we may mention that an entirely new form

of terminal is being introduced by the firm, the main feature of which

is' to do away with the possibility of the terminals corroding or getting

absolutely fixed by means of the action of the acid, should any escape

from the accumulator. This is achieved by simply drilling the lug

down a distance of about i in., and forming a thread in the same.

Into this is screwed an ebonite plug with a milled cap. Through this

plug a small hole is drilled and the wire strands of the cable passed down.

The latter are then spread out so that when the plug is screwed

down into the lug it forms a perfect connection, but one that

at all times allows of an easy and instantaneous release.

A neat and easily detachable wiring terminal is also shown. In this

no solder is used. The wire is fixed by a set screw into the tubular

terminal, which has a loop with a spring centre-piece to grip the thread

of the -prug. Other accessories include the C.A.V. electric light

adapter, a new pattern of induction coil for next season's Daimler cars,

a two-way switch, electric lamps, and a new roof lamp for Cape cart hrods.

Messrs. Vandervell and Company also exhibit the electric vulcaniser,

recently described in these columns, and the dashboard fitting illustrated

in our issue of the 19th nit.

The "Beresford" Rim.

At a recent Stanley Show there was exhibited for the first time

the Beresford patent motor rim, which had points of considerable merit.

Since then improvements have leen effected, and these are now being

exhibited at Olympia by the Beresford Rim Company, Ltd., of

Newcastle, Staffs. The construction is somewhat similar to that of the

ordinary rim, with the exception that while one side is riveted to the

base, the other is detachable. The latter flange is cut across

diagonally. It has also a foot or anchor piece threading ii to

the turned over edge on the base of the rim. When the detachable

Mange is removed, the circumference of the base of the rim

is almost the same as that of the tyre, allowing a very easy

removal. The locking principle of the rim is automatic, the

inflation stress being equally distributed throughout the cir

cumference of the rim. iThere are no bolts, nuts or clamps

to worry about, and in the form in which it is now being placed before

motorists no injury can occur to any part of the tyre. It is adaptable

with any make of tyre, and the Beresford rim can be fitted to existing

wheels without much trouble. It is shrunk on the felloes in the same

way as any ordinary rim would be, and the only alteration necessary to

fit it to existing wheels is the reduction of the felloes slightly more ll)an

one-eighth inch.

Accessories and Pumps.
Ibe exhibit of Messrs. Ross, Courtney and Company, Ltd., is of

extremely varied interest, their display including hand and foot pumps

of various patterns, petrol taps, valves, levers and other component

parts. The Ko-s Courtney patent terminal, which obviates the use of

pliers or tools, is a simple and effective device making a certain contact

without losing the flexibility of the cable. A large number of screws,

terminals, nuts, &c., are shown, and special attention is drawn to the

Aim's new pnmp for use in the garage or workshop, or, in fact, anywhere

where a high pressure of air is required. This can either be fixed in one

place and attached to the tyre valve by means of a long length of robbe\

or it can be fixed on a moveable trolley for shifting aboat in the garage.

It can also be used to keep the reservoir filled with air under pressure

from which the tyre can be inflated. The base plate of the pump is

11 in. by 19 in., the extreme height being 2 ft and the diameter of

the wheels being 16 in. Various other accessories are shown by Messrs.

Ross, Courtney and Company, among which may be mentioned their

patent petrol pourer, by means of which the free and rapid filling of a

tank can be secured without the petrol bubbling around the tank pourer

or the funnel. The pourer has also a filter and will assist garage owners

in keeping their establishments clean and in order.

The " Boss " Head Lamp.
Many have been the attempts made to meet the objections of the

public to the glare associated with the ordinary form of motor head

lights that constitute a nuisance when passing through town*

where traffic is congested. J, Complication of working parts and an

absence of the exact control that

alone makes for peifection in such

devices has led" to many types

falling into obscurity. Now, how

ever, there are to be seen at the

Show some good designs which

will be of interest. Among these

we have been struck with the

simple construction and efficient

points of the "Ross" head lamp

which Messrs. J. T. Williams

and Co., of Birmingham, have

placed upon the market, and the

merits of which are being demon

strated on the Stand of the U.M.I.

—a stand which constitutes an

exhibition of accessories in itself.

The intention of the inventor has.

been to throw a powerful beam of

light well ahead of the car for

country diiving, while the require

ments of urban authorities are

also recognised and secured. The
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Fig. 100.—The Boss .Lamp.

reflector in the "Ross" lamp is hinged at tKe top and operated by a

handle which is fixed on the dashboard. The handle is connected to

the lamp by means of a Bowden wire (see Fig. 100), and, pulled from the

seat, ensures that the beam of light is either thrown well-ahead of the

car or shut oil' close round it as desired. There are no complications

in the mechanism and the device is thoroughly under the control of

the driver. The lamp is supplied with gas from the " Boss " patent

acetylene gas generator, which gives an absolutely uniform volume of

fas per hour to the burners without attention, and, further, is unaffected

y the vibration of the car.

Wheels, &c.
The " Rapeasy " tyre lever, which was introduced to motorists at

Cordingley's Stow in the spring of the present year, will be found On the

stand of Messrs. Smith, Parfrey and Company, Ltd., who also have

a large collection of artillery wheels for cars, axles, steering wheels,

forgings, gears, &c. Prominent in the exhibit are the firm's i bent

timber specialities, including Cape cart bood, sticks and other accessories

for that important bian?h of the automobile industry.

Aluminium Solder.

Messrs. J. E. Hdtton, Ltd., in addition to showing cars on the main

floor have a stand in the Gallery, whereon is the reliable O.S. speedometer

and some miscellaneous exhibits. These include an aluminium solder and

flux which can be used with equal success on pure sheet aluminium or

on the allots used in making castings. It has advantage in the fact that

it will not oxidise, Hutton's Mercedes oil for the engine lubrication of

Mercedes cars has been specially prepared for the purpose and is here

shown. The exhibits also include a large collection of spare parts for

these and the Berliet cars. Repairs are undertaken by Messrs. J. E.

Mutton.

The Dunlop Rim.

So recently was the Dunlop detachable rim illustrated and described

in the M.C.J, that our readers are familiar with the main features of

this ingenious device for easing the labour of removing or fixing tyres.

A solution of the skidding problem is suggested in the use of the Dunltp
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steel studded tyres fixed upon the company's detachable rims. The

tyre is mounted on a steel rim, fully inflated, slipped laterally on to

the motor-car wheel. Then by a single movement of the locking

lever the steel flanges mounted on the wooden felloe of the wheel

expand and hold the rim and tyre securely in position.

So simple is the arrangement that a rim and tyre has been taken off and

put on seven times in sixty seconds. The fact that this is all done

without the use of screws, nuts or bolts, is, of coarse, the secret of

success. Other accessories on the stand of the Dunlop Pneumatic Tyre'

Co., Ltd., include a patent tyre manipulator for the easy removal and

insertion of valves and security bolts, the steel-studded tyres, the '

grooved non-slipping tyres and the well-known Dunlop tyres.

Coils and Accumulators.

Those in doubt as to the electrical problems associated with the

motor-car will do wall to examine the exhibits at the stand of the High -

Tension Motor Comrany, of Addington Square, Camberwell, S.E.

Tli '«e include both highland low magnetos, the former with separate

transformers ; coiN, switches accumulators, &c, as well as the repair

parts of coils and magnetos. The H.T. coils are very economical in

curient consumption. Owing to the unusually slight wear at the:

platinums and the springiness of tha blade, which follows up all wear,

the platinums hardly ever require adjusting. Great speed is achieved

by doing away with the heavy secondary trembler often found on coils,

and substituting at the end of the single blade a small loose rivet which

follows every vibration of the trembler instantaneously. An intensely

rapid hot flame spark is given which will ignite the weakest mixture.' .. r

Hotax Specialities.

In the Gallery, the Hotax Motor and Cyclb Company, of

43 and 45, Great Eastern Street, London, E.C., are attracting manyV

exhibitors to their interestirifc display of specialities in horns, lamps,

coils, jacks, car lighting sets, ladies' and gentle- -

men's companions for car service and the like. A

special feature is made of " indicators " rfor :the

driver, in ivory, while the presence of Larrad's

timing device on this stand is of interest. In

Fig. 101 we illustrate the Kotax sparking plug,

whiehhas merits of reliability beyond the ordinary.

The centre rod is very large' and is composed

entirely of pure nickel. The spark passing from

nickel to nickel can neither carbonise nor fuse the

points. The' shape of the cap and its exposure

to a current' of air insures a constant automatic

cleaning action at the point where the spark

takes place. The central rod being in one piece

allows of a ready and exact adjustment by means

of the flattened end of the terminal. The large

volume of space enclosed by the lower part of the

plug and insulating screen makes it impossible

for this plug to be fouled by grease or soot. A

large display of acetylene head lamps of sound

construction is also made by the company, while

their range of electric lamps is also notable.

Several good types of horns are also on view,

including the loud and deep toned " Scarem."

Among the miscellaneous exhibits on the stand

are canteens and companions for tourists in great

variety and the Rotax square mirror.

Messrs. W. F. Flather, Ltd., exhibit speci

mens of their "Ubas" case-hardened steel for

| ears and other parts of motor-cars. They also

show nickel steel of all tempers, chrome steel,

Vanidiam chrome steel and other steels which

have gone largely into use by the automobile

industry during recent years. The firm's standard high speed steel and

flies are also on view.

Ii addition to having a splendid example of their work on the

Hotchkiss car, to be seen on the stand of the London and Parisian

Company in the main hall, the Exors. OF F. A. Hamshaw, 37,

Humberstone Gate, Leicester, make a good display in the Annexe,
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where their exhibit consists of a limousine on a 30-h.p. Siddeley chassis,

a tingle laoduulet ou a 20-30-h.p. H ■tchkiss, and 15-h.p. Mors with

limousine body, the latter being specially designed for town use.

Messrs. Benton and Stone, of Bracebndge Street, Birmingham,

show the " Enoti" specialities, which include a patent dashboard lnbri-

s-afor, applied to either exhanst or forced-feed mechanical lubrication.

This is adapted for any number of drips, and, in addition, an electric

glow lamp is provided to illuminate the drips at the will of the driver.

Tim glasses are rem >vable for cleaning. Sparking plugs, petrol filters,

pressure pumps, tyre testers also And a place in this exhibit.

Several useful novelties are fonnd on the stand of the Gratze

Patents a id Engineering Syndicate, Ltd. The manyiinstruments

which have gained the company a good place among makers of

accessories &c, are also on view, these including the Gratze speed in

diem >r. the firm's improved Piante accumulator and electric lighting

sets, with many varieties of electric lamps for interior and exterior

motor-car lighting.

Messrs. Pkarson, who make accumulator.*, &c, for the trade, show

several types of their speciality for cars of various sizes such as they

have supplied to many of the leading makers. These are characterised

by found construction and workmanship.

Shrewsbury and Challinar Eims. .

As usual, a good exhibition of tyres is being made by the Shrews

bury and Chalhner Tyre Co., Ltd., of Kay Street, Ardwick Green,

Manchester, who make a special point of their patent detachable rim

in which efficiency is secured without any complications whatsoever.

This rim makes provision for, and accommodates all the ordinary standard

type portions, an 1 yet there is only one member to detach to

leave the tyre free. This is removable" at any moment when desired.

The construction will be better understood when we say that upon the

periphery eight segmental blocks are mounted which carry the stud*.

Shrewsbury and Challiuer tyres have long beeri known a> of excellent,

material and well suited for the purpose of motor-cars of various degrees,

Tools, cfec. • , , •« "

Messrs. E. M. Russell and Co.,,. of ,the .lunetion Works

Willesden. N.W., have a variety, of tools, for .motorists on

their stands, a specially useful device, bsing the " Hydra " spanner.

This is intended for use in positions -which the ordinary form

of tool would probably, find inaccessible.. ■. It will work in the most

c jntine 1 sp ice—any where, in fact, where the handle can l>e oscillated to

the extent of an eighth of an inch. The ft Gryp." and the " Newleva "

spanners are also: included in the display on this stand. The . former is

a. practical form of ratchet spanner for nuts awkward of access, and can

be worked at any angle. In addition to these tools Messrs. Russell and

Co. also show the Koemoid time recorders, which are becoming familiar

to those who have occasion to visit the leading motor works, garages,

and similai establishments.

Marflton's Radiators. • • .„ . Q

The good work that has long characterised the productions of

Messrs, John. MaBSTON, Ltd., finds, illustration on the stand in the

Gallery occupied by this firm. They .are showing steel bonnet brass

mounts and fittings, tinned steel pressure feed petrol links, and the

Marston-Megevet honeycomb radiators, the latter of which constitute

an important section of their display. ; There is no doubt as to the good

impression left on the mind of the visitor by ,the various types of

radiators shown, all of which have been made for leading makers. But,

excellent as is the workmanship, the principle of construction is also

commendatory, securing efficiency. The solder is run into all the joints

of the tube by the gas blast process, which secures absolute strength

and durability.

The Waterloo Oarage Exhibits.

Apart from the Mors chassis attracting visitors to the stand of the

Waterloo Automobile and Carriage Works, several notable

examples of coachwork are deserving of special notice. This concern,

which is owned by the Hon. Lyndhurst Bruce, has its establishment in

Chichuley Street, York Road, S.E., near Waterloo Station, and include

a large rep tir department, so that those who send cars thereto may

rely on the character of the work likely to be done. In addition to

garag ng and repairing automobiles, motor-cars are also let oa hire, the

Waterloo Works thus being comprehensive in all departments.

The coaehbuilding branch is an extensive one, and additional

interest is given thereto by the numerous specialities in Cape

hoods, wind screens, &c, proluced therein. Some of these will

be found on the stand in the Annexe. In the Waterloo wind screen

a serious and successful attempt has been made to reduce wind

resistance to a minimum. In place of the usual flat screen parallel

with the dashboard is a combined V shaped and sloping device. The

two upper quarters can be raised or lowered independently of each other,

so that the passenger by the side of the driver is protected, although the

rain may necessitate the driver lowering the portion immediately bef >rt

him. The same consideration of the owner or passenger is shown in the

20-h.p. De Dietrich exhibited with the steering wheel enclosed within

the vehiclo—a type of body to which the Waterloo Motor Garage have

devoted much attention.

A goxl selection of clothing of seasonable design and in i

suitable for the present weather, is shown by Messrs. Lovegrove and

Company, whose removal from one address in Piccadilly to another in

the same thoroughfare we recently noted. Accessories of various kinds

are also shown, including horns, lamps, goggles, &c, illustrating the

ability of the firm to cater for all the requirements of motorists generally.

A new comer to the show is Mr. W. H. Tvk, of 52, Great Queen

Street, Long Acre, W.C., who makes a special feature of the " Whiltye "

patent landaulet head fittings. Here, too, will he found a good range

of wind shields and other accessories to the luxurious car of to-day.

One of the most comprehensive displays of motor accessories is that

of Mefsrs. Bransom, Kent and Company, Ltd., which is inclusive of

everything required by the modern motorist. Full reference to the

special features of the exhibit will be made in our next issua

Visitors to the Show will be interested in the combination Stepney

spare wheels for heavy cars fitted with tyres of different sizes on the

front and back wheels—an important development, a detailed descrip

tion of which is reserved for a later issue.

Since the firm of Sayers and Co. entered the automobile indutlry

at the Cordingley Motor "Show of 1908 they have come well to the front

as makers of higli-class motor bodies. Now that the concern is known

as tha Automobile .Carriage Builders, Ltd., its reputation should

continue, judging from the appearance of the three-quarter landaulet

body which forms the exhibit in the Annexe, and which is mounted

on a 35-40-h.p. Fiat chassis. The folding pillars are the special feature

of the vehicle.

{To be continued.)
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Correspondence.

[Letters to the Editor skidd be addressed to the offices, S7-S3, Charing Cross Rood, London, W.C.]

♦

THE WORLD'S RECORD FOR RELIABILITY.

To vhi Editob oi The Motor-Cur Journal.

Sir,—In an official letter which I have received from the Koyal Auto

mobile Club, dated November loth, it states that " the Committee cannot

sanction the use of the word 1 record ' or the words ' world's record '

by either your hrm or the Rolls Royce firm in relation to the certificate

of performance of the above-mentioned trials," hence Mr. Claude

Johnson can lay no claim to a record for reliability.

Before claiming the world's record for reliability, I wrote to the

Royal Automobile Club and asked them to give me their definition of

the word " reliability." The definition they gave was : " The car

which took the least amount of time and money in adjustments and

repairs to keep running on the road," therefore seeing that the time

and cost of repairs to the six-cylinder Hotchkiss during the 15,000

miles trial, and including labour (worked out on the same basis as done

in the case of the Rolls Royce) was less than that of the Rolls Royce, I

consider I had every right to claim the world's record for reliability.

Mr. Johnson's contention that the world's record for reliability

should go to the car that makes the longest non-stop run is, of

course, childish, and nobody knows that better than Mr. Johnson

himself, for in Rule 15 of Long Distance Trials it states : " The time

occupied in adjustments or repairs, either before or after a run, or during

a voluntary stop, together witli the nature of such adjustments or re

pairs, shall be notecfand stated on the certificate," hence it is very clear

that, providing a car was able to complete its daily run without an in

voluntary stop, it could have its gears, engines, or, in fact, practically any

part of it replaced in the motor house, without in any way spoiling

its non-stop record. From this it is very evident that "non-stop" and

" reliability " are two very different things.

The time spent on repairs and adjustments during the 15,000 milen

trial of the six-cylinder Hotchkiss was 9 h. 44 min. 21 sec. as against

40 h. 13 min. in the case of the Rolls Royce, or a matter of

30 h. 28. min. 39 sec. in favour of the Hotchkiss. Mr.

Johnston further states that the condition of the Hotchkiss at

the termination of the trial was far inferior to the Rolls Royce, and that

this inferiority must be due to lack of attention during the run or to

inferiority of design, material or lubrication. Surely the boot is on the

other leg ; the natural deduction from the fact that it was necessary to

spend thirty odd hours more on the Rolls Royce than on the Hotchkiss

is that owing to its design, material, &c, it was necessary to work on

the car all these hours in order to bring it through the trial in such a

condition as to be able to obtain a satisfactory report from the R.A.C.

The parte taken from the Hotchkiss car and sealed by the R.A.C.

are now being exhibited at Olympia and at the Paris Salon, so that any

one can see for themselves the perfect state that they are in and the

almost inappreciable amount of wear. Certain parts are also exhibited

on the Rolls Royce stand, but only one or two bear the seal of the

Royal Automobile Club.

The Royal Automobile Club writes me further that my " firm, in

respect of the performance of the Hotchkiss car, is entitled to claim that

this car in its recent 15,000 miles trial accomplished the distance with

an expenditure of less time for repairs and adjustments, on the road and

in the motor houses, than that taken by any other car in any trial of

similar distance officially observed by the Club up to that time."—Yours

truly,

B. D. Corbet.

A WARNING FROM GRANTHAM.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Joumal.

Sir,—In your issueiof the 16th inst., under a paragraph "Heavy

Hauls," you mention', t hat the borough of Grantham has gained £100 for

its funds through fines on motorists.

The Grantham police had nothing to do with these cases, nor do

the fines go the borough fund. They were all county cases tried at

Spittlegate Police Station, which building is in our Borough, Grantham

being the head quarters of the Spittlegate petty-sessional division.

Fines to the amount of £55 aggregate were indicted on motorists

again last Saturday at the same place, and I would particularly advise

all motorists to drive cautiously for twelve miles south to ten miles

north of Grantham, as the police are very active along the twenty-two

miles.—Yours truly,

T. A. Palmer. .

A SIGNALLING CODE.

To WBM Editob oi The Motor-Cer Journal.

Sir,—I think it would be greatly to the advantage of motorists if

the horn were used for signalling purposes, somewhat after the style of

the locomotive and steamboat whistle. At present it does not matter

how many blasts are given. They simply mean the same thing.

A case in point. Two cars pass each other going in opposite direc

tions after lighting up time, and one driver notices the other's tail lamp

is out. If it was possible for him to do so, he would inform the other

driver, and thereby save him a heavy fine. In the ease of a stranded

car, it would be quite an easy matter for the driver of an approaching

car to inquire if any help was required and receive his answer without

stopping ; and again, two cars approaching cross-roads at right angles

to each other, it would simplify matters greatly if each driver knew

what direction the other intended to take.

This could all be done quite simply by using the horn to an arranged

code of signals, say,

One blast, I am going straight ahead.

Two blasts, I am turning to the right.

Three biases, I am turning to the left.

Four blasts to mean " Your lamp is out."

Five blasts to mean " Do you require help ? "

Two and one to mean " Yes."

Two and two to mean "No." &e>

I would like to see this idea taken up by other peas.—Youra

truly,

Wm. Kennedy.

THE ATTITUDE OF THE DAILIES.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—Nothing could have been more pronounced than the conversion

of the general Press to the charms of motoring as a pastime and the re

sources of the industry from an advertising point of view. There seems

 

Overheard in Paris.

Ah ! Munaieur, I thought you were at Olynipla.
Non, Madame, this is the Show. ;

to have been a sudden cessation of motor accidents—unless a duke is in

volved, and no nasty reflections on the humanity of the motorist appear

in the great dailies. • ;

On the other hand, editorial references and advertising matter relat

ing to particular cars now appear on the same pages in many of the

Sapers, and all associated with journalism seem inspired with the one

esire to secure the favour of the motoring industry.

Apparently many leading firms have snapped up the bait that has

been oftered them, and. for a time, are spending huge sums to reach a

few of the many readers of the general Press. Only 4 or 5, if that, per

cent, of those who take a daily paper are prospective motorists, and

it apparently has not occurred to the trade that they have to pay as

much to reach that small proportion as the advertiser who has something

to interest 90 per cent, of the newspaper readers.—Yours truly,

A. Walker.

THE ACTION OF CARBURETTORS.

To thi Editob o» The Motor-tar Journal,

SIR,—Referring to your description of the "Perfecta" carburettor,

I should be obliged if yon or any reader of the M.C.J, could give me

an explanation of a statement contained therein. In the description it

is stated " The new apparatus has been designed with a view of obtaining

an unvarying proportion of petrol and air, irrespective of the speed of the

motor or the demands of the latter." I understood that the practice of

using a constant mixture for all speed? had been tried and found want

ing. Is not the extra air admitted to the carburettor, at high speed, in

order to decrease the quantity of petrol per stroke ? When running at
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high speeds less air is taken into the cylinder owing to the inertia of the

air and the short time of the suction stroke. When running as slow as

possible, is it not necessary to increase the quantity of petrol per stroke ?

Is it not correct that a weaker mixture is desirable, owing to the in

creased compression at high speeds, there being danger of pre-ignition ?

In the sentence I have quoted from your description appear the words

" irrespective of the speed of the motor or the demands of the latter."

This would point to the fact that the engine demands a varying mixture.

—Yours truly,

Sydney Wright.

like to make it quite clear that if Mr. Walker wishes to race me, when

we race his and my cars shall be the only ones on the track or road at

the time.—Yours truly,

S. F. Edge.

INCONSIDERATE DRIVING.

To m Editor of The Motor-Cmr Journal.

Sir,—Some of your readers wonder, no doubt, why the general

public dislike motor-cars. It is not the machines themselves to

blame, for they are excellent inventions, but the people who use them,

a great number of whom seeiir to think that all roads are maintained

especially for their use, and it is of no concern to them who or what

may be damaged by their car. To justify these statements allow me

to recount an incident that happened on the 5th inst., near Tow-

cester, Northamptonshire, on the main road between London and

Coventry. A shepherd was driving a flock of sheep along a straight,

broad piece of road with a slight slope to the town of Towcester,

when a car dashed down into the sheep, killed one and damaged

many more (two have died since). The shepherd helped to extricate

one sheep from under the car, and the person driving, who appeared

to be the owner, promised faithfully to call at the police station in

Towcester and report the occurrence, but failed to do so. The shep

herd unfortunately, relying on this promise, did not take the number

of the car, but noticed the registration was D.U. (Coventry). The

car owner cannot be found, so the farmer has to lose £9 or £10, be

sides the damage to the other sheep.

It may be added that the farmer in question is a large ratepayer

in the district, and that the Local District Council and County Council

expend a considerable sum annually in tarring roads and extra ex

pense found absolutely necessary to life in Towcester, besides which

 

The Battle of the Radiators.—From a sketch issued, needless to say,

by a maker of the ribbed-tube type.

the cost of road maintenance in the district is considerably increased

Vy the wear and tear caused- by the studded wheels or the large

> umber of heavy cars which make use of the roads in the district,

i f such accidents as these are common, how can motorists expect the

slightest consideration from anybody ?—Yours truly,

H. Jackson Stops.

BALL v. PLAIN BEARINGS FOR CRANK SHAFTS.

To thi Editor of The Motor-Cmr Journal.

SIR,—I learn with considerable surprise that the Hotchkiss Com

pany have decided to cease fitting ball bearings to the crank shafts of

their motors, and to revert to the use of long plain bearings. In view of

the fact that the show reveals several new additions to the list of firms

using ball bearing crank shafts, it would be interesting to know what has

led the makers of the Hotchkiss cars to this decision. — Yours truly,

Brightonian,

To

MR. EDGE'S CHALLENGE.

<BM Editor of The Motor-Oar Journal.

Sir,— 1 have read a letter from Mr. Huntley Walker in your last

ssue referring to myself. I am sorry that, in view of Mr. Walker's pre

vious change of ideas in regard to making a challenge and then with

drawing from the conditions in his original letter, although I accepted

them, I can only consider a challenge of his serious if mode through the

Brooklands Automobile Club or some official body, and the conditions of

the challenge bound by a substantial monetary deposit. I would also

WHY SOME PEOPLE FIND THEIR CARS EXPENSIVE.

To thi Editor of The Motor-Gar Journal.

SIR,—It is really surprising to notice the difference in the running

costs of two cars of the same manufacture and the same power, with two

different owners. Where does it come in ? Well, 1 will suppose that all

things are pretty well equal as regards the roads, load carried, &c

Tyres are the first and most important matter. The economical owner

will probably specify larger tyres—at any rate, on the back wheels—

when he buys the vehicle. Cars nowadays, in particular the smaller

four-cylinder type, are dreadfully under-tyred, and; curiously enough,

their owners never seem to think that the manufacturers could possibly

lit too small a section of tyre on their cars ! There is a very well known

fairly small four-cylinder car, which has earned itself a splendid reputa

tion for reliability and hill-climbing, particularly the latter. This par

ticular car has 90 mm. section tyres, and its weight is well over 18 cwt.

But its owner does not think so. Ask him the weight and he will

approximately put it at 14 or 15 cwt., and naturally never dreams that

the tyres are ridiculously light for their work. Motorists should always

look to the tyres when ordering, and if there is any doubt, pay a little

more in the first instance and have a larger tyre, and it will fully pay

them in the long run.

There now comes the question of the care of tyres. The careless

owner will blow his up now and again when he thinks of it, but the

economical owner will make a point of testing his tyres systematically,

and inflating them according to the maker's instructions. The careless

man will think nothing of the oil and grease which gets bespattered

on his tyres, and yet he will one day be surprised to find them burst.

The economical man will stop the oil and grease from getting on the

tyres, and so will save both the oil and the tyres.

There aie other details about tyres, e.g., filling up cuts by vulcan

ising, &c, which greatly increase the value of a cover, but how often is

this done? Passing on to other parts of the oar, there is the lubrication.

Here is a matter which is quickly settle! by the careless owner ; he

will have his new car, and will doubtless be told by someone or other

that so long as he keeps a bit of a smoke on he will be all right ; conse

quently his car will always be over-lubricated, and whenever he stops

there will be a pool of good lubricating oil left on the rood ! The eco

nomical man will take some time and trouble to study his engine and

gear, &c, and, assisted by the manufacturer's book, will find how to

set his lubricators to the best advantage.

Now petrol is not in itself a very costly item, but it mounts up in

the course of the year, so it is worth mentioning. The careless man

usually spills a pint or two putting it in, and he never thinks of ques

tioning the mileage per gallon of his car, whereas the economical owner

sets to work to get the very best possible results from his carburettor.

The writer has not said anything about actual usage. Of course we all

know that a good car can lie ruined in no time by indifferent driving, but

for the purpose of this letter, which is to point out the little things

which are so frequently overlooked until they become big things, the

two owners are presumed to drive equally well.—Yours truly,

An Old Hand.

AN ENGINE STARTING DIFFICULTY.

To the Editor of The Motor-Oar Journal.

Sir,— I will take it as a favour if you can help me in the following

difficulty. I have an M.M.C. 8-h.p. single-cylinder car. When I got the

vehicle the engine would start with the ignition lever a very little

advanced, now I cannot get it to start at all unless T advance ignition

as far as I can get it, with the result that every time it starts it flies

back a dozen times, and nearly knocks my band oft. I have had a new

plug put in and the accumulator is newly charged ; it is high tension

iguition.—Yours truly,

An Amateur Mechanic.

[We think it possible that there is something wrong with the con

tact on the engine commutator. The M.M.C. car is probably fitted

with a "wipe" contact, and if the first portion of it be worn or burnt

away, i.e., that portion on which the wipe blade first rubs, it will of

course be difficult to start in the retarded position, as it may fail to make

contact. But when " Amateur Mechanic " advances the ignition lever,

it will then be on a good portion of the wipe metal inset, and so fire,

with the unpleasant consequences he records. If our supposition is

correct, the remedy will be to have the commutator trimmed up in a

lathe, and the wipe blade set to bear firmly all round the periphery of

the commutator disc]

We have an inquiry for the address of the maker of the Cmsar

non-skid band.

" S. H. B.," who asks where he can dispose of some worn-out motor

tyre covers, is referred to our small advertisements under Trade

Announcements.

Detachable Rims.—" R. V." writes asking readers of the M.V.J.

to give their experiences of detachable rims, as he is anxious to find

the most practicable design.
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CLUBS AND ASSOCIATIONS.

THE MOTOR UNION.

The annual dinner of members of the Motor Union of Great Britain

and Ireland was held at the Hotel Great Central last week. Mr. C. D.

Rose, M. P., the chairman of the union, presided, and after the loyal

toasts the chairman proposed that of " Motoring." He said it was

realised in the present day that even an inexperienced motorist could

control his car better than an experienced driver could control his horse,

and it was not impossible to imagine that in the near future it would

be considered a case of cruelty to animals to put horses to draw heavy

burdens.

Sir John French, in responding, spoke of the influence of the

automobile upon the science and practice of war. Owing to the develop

ment of modern firearms and the enormous hosts which were main

tained by every great Power in the world, the extent of ground over

which military operations were conducted—the size of a modern battle

field—had become infinitely greater than in former days. In conse

quence of the change, commanders of armies in the field had lost a

power which the commanders of old exercised—that of exercising

their personal influence and control over the fight. But from

experiments whicli had been made lately, and also from experiments

which had been tried in foreign countries, they had come to the con

clusion that in the next great war it would be found that the automo

bile would in a great measure restore this lost power to the

hands of the Commander-in-Chief, and that he wonld possibly be able

to exercise nearly as great an influence over the course of a fight as was

exercised in the days of Wellington and Napoleon. This was one veiy

important development that had been effected by the automobile. But

if in the actual field of battle the automobile had conferred such a

tremendous advantage, they had entirely proved its value in the

training and instruction of the troops for war. It had been the custom

to give officers instruction over very large tracts of country, and in the

difficulty experienced in getting over these large tracts of country the

automobile had been of immense value. A motor corps had for some

time past formed part of his Majesty's Forces. It gave him the greatest

possible pleasure to testify to the patriotism, self-sacrifice, and devotion

which had been shown by the members of that Corps in the assistance

which they had rendered to the Army. If the men of England

required an example of how to do their duty in the way that Mr.

Haldane asked them to, they would find a good example in the work

which had been done by—first, the Army Motor Volunteer Corps, and,

secondly, by the Army Motor Reserve.

Sir Alfred Fripp, who next responded, spoke of the advantages to

be derived from the use of the automobile by medical men. The doctor

benefited in a saving of time and an increase of leisure ; and a doctor

with some leisure was a safer man than one who was always "on the

rush " and who looked at his watch behind the door, just before he went

into the sick room, to see'how many minutes he could give to his patient.

The Chairman, replying to the toast of " The Motor Union of Great

Britain and Ireland, proposed by Mr. Roger Wallace, K.C., said

that motorists would be well advised not to hurry forward legis

lation in any way, although they were not satisfied with the con

ditions as they stood at present. At a country gathering of the

Motor Union recently, lie had stated that there was then

a small cloud on the horizon, but that he firmly believed that they wonld

be able to dissipate it. He was glad now to be able to say that the cloud

had disappeared entirely, and that the relations between the Automobile

Association and the Motor Union were absolutely sound and solid. They

were all aware of the close relations which had existed between the Royal

Automobile Club and the Motor Union. Tbey had been working together

under a common agreement for the past eighteen or twenty months. It

was not necessary Tor him to go into any questions of detail with regard

to the working of that agreement. But it had come under very careful

consideration, and at their meeting that afternoon the committee had

resolved to give notice to terminate the agreement. They thought that

that course was in the best interests not only of the club, but of the

Motor Union, and of the general motor industry.

THE SOCIETY OF MOTOR MANUFACTURERS AND

TRADERS.

A MEETINo of motor agents was held on Friday of last week at

Olympia. This meeting had been specially called to consider the steps

lobe taken to give effect to the recent decision of the Society of Motor

Manufacturers and Traders, empowering the council of the society to

form local centres. The chair was taken by Mr. W. M. Letts, who is

the chairman of the committee of the agents' section of the society,

and he was supported by the majority of the members of that com

mittee. Over a hundred agents were present, representative of all

parts of the country ; amongst them Mr. Taylor, secretary of the Man

chester section, and Mr. Barton, secretary of the Nottingham centre.

The chairman and other members of the committee addressed the

meeting, stating fully the reasons for the formation of the proposed

centres, and the views of the society in connection therewith. This was

followed by a discussion, after which it was unanimously resolved that

such action was desirable, and several of those present undertook to

proceed at once with the formation of centres in their respective

districts.

BROOKLANDS.

The Brooklands A.R.C. has received four challenges from Mr. S.

F. Edge in connection with races to be run prior to July 1st, 1908, and

after May 14th next, on the Brooklands track. The challenges are as

follows, and are open till the 14th prox., being for £2E0 or more.

Four or six-cylinder Napier car againRt any one car of a B.A.R.C.

cylinder dimension (I)2N) 64 or under. Weight : 2,000 lb. (B.A.R.C.

definition). Distance : Five laps, standing start.

Six-cylinder Napier car against any one car of a B.A. R.C. cylinder

dimension (D2K) 100 or under. Weight, 2,500 lb. (B.AR.C. definition).

Distance, six laps, standing start.

His six-cylinder Napier c»r against any one ear of a B.A.R.C.

cylinder dimension (D2N) 1501 or under. Weight, 2,700 lb. (B.A.R.C.

definition). Distance, eight laps, starting point.

Six-cylinder Napier car against anyone car of a B.A.R.C. dimen

sion (D2N) 225-1 or under, for £250 or over. Weight, 3,000 lb. (B. A.R.C.

definition). Distance, ten laps, standing start. Challenge open until

December 14th.

The Brooklands Club hold the stakes of £250 each for the above

challenges, and any acceptance should be addressed to the secretary,

accompanied by the necessary stakes.

SCOTTISH.

forMEMBERS are now b3ing admitted on payment of subscripti

the year ending January 31st, 190!).

The annual dinner will take place . in Edinbnrgh on Tuesday,

January 28th, next. Lengthy consideration has been given by the

executive of the club to the action necessary to put down reckless

driving and particularly fast driving in populous places, and a number

 

One of the Fleet of Six 12-h.p. Two-Cylinder Hail Vane recently

built by Mesers. Dennis Broe. for Messrs. McNamara and Co-, Kail

Contractors.

of cases have been before the committee dealing with the subject and

various others are receiving their consideration.

The Lord Lieutenant of Ireland has consented to open the motor

show of the Irish Automobile Club at Dublin on January 4th, 1908.

The committee of the Ladies' Automobile Club have decided to limit

the membership to 450. It now stands at 400, so that there are but fifty

vacancies.

Mr; F. Partington, the president of the Blackpool and District

Motor Club, has issued invitations to a dinner at the Hotel Metrojwle,

Blackpool, on Friday, the 29th Inst, «

The medals won by members at the recent competitions of the

Leicestershire Motor Cycling Club were presented at a concert on Fri

day, the 15th, when Mr. R. Sutton Clifford, jnn., presided.

We understand that Mr. F. F. Wellingt in, wjio left England some

time ago to take up his appointment as manager of the Spy ker Company

in Amsterdam, has not up to the present been given that position because

of the differences existing between the bankers and Mr. Spyker. The

business has been placed in the hands of the Dutch courts, and the matter

in dispute will not be settled until after Christmas.

In the advertisement of S. F. Edge, Ltd., which appeared in our

issue of the 2bth ult., referring to the list of six-cylinder Napier hill-

climbing successes, there was one line which read ' ' May 3rd, Frome's

Hill Climb, six-cylinder Napier first." This should read " first in big

class," as there were a number of different classes, and also a general

classification class which was won by the little British Talbot on

efficiency.
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EXAMINATION QUESTIONS IN MOTORCAR

ENGINEERING.

Below we give some specimen questions set in the last examination

of the City and Guilds of London Institute, reference to which is made

in the Comments in another part of the present issue.

Ordinary Grade.

Sketch two kinds of float feed chambers, showing constant level

regulating arrangements but not the rest of the carburettor. One should

be of the ordinary cone-pointed needle type and the other the

ball-valve type. State briefly which is the better for pressure-fed petrol,

and why, and which is less likely to allow the petrol to leak past the valve

when the engine is not running.

If the steering wheel of a car be turned right round to the left and

fixed there, the car will move in a complete circle ; sketch, in plan, the

frame of the car in four lines, and show the four wheels, the four circular

tracks they will describe, and the Ackermann arms and coupling rod

connecting the front wheels. The circular tracks should be drawn

with compasses.

Of what material should the sparking points of a commercial

sparking plug be constructed ? If the porcelain be cracked, why does

the engine sometimes misfire, although the distance between the points

is only 3, in. and the distance acror-s the crack is ,"t in. ?

A four-cylinder engine is misfiring on one cylinder, and it is known

that it is due to faulty ignition. How would you systematically set

about to locate the fault ?

Give briefly all the reasons you know for using double or triple

expansion in steam engines. How do your statements apply to the

engines used on steam cars ?

About how many ampeie hours would you expect to be obtainable

from every pound weight of a two- volt cell in an electric car battery ?

Honours Grade.

(Candidaks for Honours must have previously passed in the Ordinary

Grade. )

State precisely what raateiials you would use for constructing the

following car part* :—Piston rings. Conduit for the insulated high-

tension leads. Front axle. The magnets of the magneto. Gearwheels

in gear-box. The "small end" bearing of the connecting rod. Pro-

peller-sliaft brake drum and brake lining.

Give a diagram showing how you would charge two 30-ampere hour

4-volt accumulators from a 100-volt town lighting circuit. State (a) how

you would find the direction of the current ; (6) what current they would

be taking under the conditions which you indicate, and give the time

necessary to fully charge the batteries.

The flame uf a paraffin burner occasionally " surges," i.e., it swells up

and dies down at regular intervals. Explain the cause of this.

Sketch, and name one type of flash or semi-flash steam generator.

Explain how the temperature and pressure of the steam are controlled

without much attention from the driver.

About how many ampere hours would you expect to be obtainable

from every pound weight of a 2-volt cell in an electric car battery ?

Supposing a cur weighs 25 cwt. in all, of which 10 cwt. is battery, how

far would you expect tliat car to travel on one charge over ordinary

roads? Show how you have calculated youi result.

Honours Grade.

(Drawing Examination.)

Sketch a good arrangement for an automatic air inlet valve for a

single-cylinder water cooled engine, such that the valve and valve

seat can be removed and replaced quickly, and the seat will be pressed

uniformly on its joint.

The bore and stroke of a water-cooled engine are 3 in. and

4 in. Sketch, half full si/e, a section of the cylinder and piston,

showing crank shaft connecting rod and one valve. The dimensions

should be judged by eye and should not be inserted. Marks will be

awarded for correct proportion.

DEATH WHILEDRIVINQ A CAR.

TllK iuquest on Herbert Winfield, coachman and chauffeur to the

Hon. W. K D. Smith, M.P., who died suddenly while driving Mr.

Smith's car, was held on Friday of last week, at Greenlands, near

Marlow. Miss Caroline Wray said she was returning from Morlow in a

car with the Hon. Mrs. Brookes when a tyre was punctured and Win-

field put on a spare tyre. Just before reaching Greenlands the car went

across the road, over a small ditch, and ran into a fence. Witness hod

some difficulty in getting out of the car, and she then found the deceased

was leaning forward over the steering wheel. His foot was on the brake,

and he had attempted to put on the hand brake. Mrs. Brookes went

for help, but deceased expired almost immediately. Dr. Egerton Baines

said death was due to the rupture of a blood-vessel of the brain. A

verdict was returned in accordance with the medical evidence.

/'A COLLISION IN THE FOQ.

Mr. K. Kempe, deputy coroner for Chiswick, has held an inquest

respecting the death of Jonn Ellis Dear, a lamplighter, who was killed

in a motor-car collision during the fog of lost week.

Joseph Ward said that about 11.30 p.m. on Monday, during the

fog, he was standing on the bock platform of a tram going towards

London, and when near Gunnersbury Hill he noticed another tram

about twenty yards in front. Looking towards Kew he saw a

motor-car coming up on the near side of the road, and it whizzed post

the tram at seventeen or eighteen miles an hour, as though the driver

had not got proper control of it. The witness thought it was going

to run into nis tram, but it passed it and just afterwards there

was a crash, and the witness fonnd that it had run into a market

van which was travelling on the near side of the road. No

horn was sounded, and the road was greasy. He saw the deceased,

who was injured. Death took place almost immediately afterwards.

George Carpenter, the driver of the car, and a caretaker at the works

of the New Speedwell Motor Company, said that he was quite sober.

He said that he was only going at seven to eight miles an hour. He

sounded bis horn, but did not bear any warning from a tram driver.

The tram's light was dazzling, and he did not see the von in front till

it was too late, bnt he applied the brake.

The jury returned a verdict declaring that Carpenter was not

exercising the judgment he should have done, particularly in the fog,

but did not find him culpably negligent.

The Coroner. —In this case the jury have taken a merciful view.

(To Carpenter) : They find that you have been careless, but not to the

extent of manslaughter. I hope it will be a warning to you.

^

MOTOR TYRE ACTION.

A recently patented motor-car tyre not yet placed 011 the market

has just been the subject of an action in the Manchestet County Court.

The plaintiff, Mr. Richard Wood, of Denton Street, Hulme, is the

patentee of the tyre, and sued Messrs. Thomas Dowler and Son, of Sugar

Lane, Manchester, for £16 9s. 2d., of which £6 9s. 2d. was money paid

by him to the defendants, the remainder being described as a

merely nominal sum in respect of loss sustained by three months' delay

in the carrying out of an order. Producing a sample of the tubes,

he explained his invention to 'Judge Parry, and pointed out

that one of the most important particulars was that the hole

by which the sections were connected should be exactly

three-eighths of an inch in diameter. The holes in the goods supplied,

however, were either five-sixteenths or four-sixteenths of an inch in

diameter, and were therefore alwolutely useless for bis purpose. After

hearing the cose, His Honour remarked that, the defendants had

evidently made a bad bargain, but that did not excuse them from not

fulfilling the contract according to specifications. The plaintiff's inven

tion was an ingenious one, and in order to make any use of them the

tubes should have been of a uniform diameter. As they were not uniform

the plaintiff' was entitled to go elsewhere and to recover what he had

paid. He could not allow anything for special damages, bnt the plaintiff

roust have judgment for the £6 9s. 2d., with costs on the scale of that

amount.

CLAIM AGAINST MOTORIST.

At the Grays County Court, before Judge Tindal Atkinson and a

jury, the action brought by John Sparks to recover damages amounting

to £20, from William Frost, landlord of the White Hart Hotel, High

Street, Grays, for personal injuries sustained through the alleged

negligence or carelessness of the defendant in driving a motor tri car,

has been heard.

After hearing the evidence, His Honour summed up. He said that

motor-ear cases were becoming very frequent in Courts of Justice, and ore

had to regard the fact that these vehicles, whether they were an element

of danger to the traffic on the highway or not, had a right on the roods,

Messrs. Clement-Talbot have photographed the fine array of

trophies, medals, &c, won by Talbot cars during the season 1906-07,

mostly by private owners, shown at their stand at Olympio. The total

value of the awards on view amounts to £1,000, two police officers being

in attendance day and .night to guard the valuable trophies.

and, further, to use them as much as any other Vehicle. Foot-passengers

and persons riding other kinds of vehicles had to recognise the fact

that the motor-cars were on the road, and that they had come to stay.

With that element of danger in the highway, it was necessary, of codrse,

for passengers to exercise much more care in the way in which they u>ed

the highway than they would have done before motors came into exist

ence. The jury returned a verdict for the defendant with costs, sind

were of opinion that Mr. Frost had promised the plaintiff that he would

pay his out-of-pocket expenses. They hoped he would carry out that

promise.

■iinteeeuum

From Messrs. G. H. Wait and Co., Leicester, comes a copy of the

new catalogue of the Clyde cars. This gives full particulars of the

various models, 8-10-h.p., 12-14-b.p. and 16-20-h.p., as also of the

Clyde motor-bicycles.

Fiat Motors, Ltd., inform us thatsix Fiat cars have recently been

shipped to their Victorian agents—Messrs. the Tarrant Motor Co.,

Melbourne—and five exceptionally handsome cars are now being

despatched to their Egyptian agents—the Cairo Motor Agency. The

latter cars—three of which are of 30-40-h.p.—are fitted with specially-

built bodies by Messrs. Rothschild tt Fils, of Horseferry Road, S.W.
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CASES UNDER THE MOTOR CAR ACT.

Exceeding Legal Limit. ,

At Greenwich, Charles Woodward, of Maida Vale, has l>een sum

moned for driving a motor-car at a speed exceeding twenty miles an hour

in Lewisham HigTi Road. Mr. Stubos, who defended, admitted that his

client was fined at Woolwich the previous week for exceeding the speed

limit. Defendant was then fined £20 and 2s. costs.

A Triple Charge.

At Brentford on Saturday a story of a chauffeur's experience, after

driving his master to Oxford in a 60-h.p. car, was told when Alphonse

Bemdelort, 30, a Frenchman unable to speak Knglish, was charged with

reckless driving, with failing to produce his licence when requested, and

with not stopping after colliding with a horse and van. George Laws

said that just before midnight on Friday he was driving his van in

Kaling, when the prisoner, driving his motor-car on the wrong side of

the road, dashed up. The car struck tho horse and spun it round,

breaking the shaft of the van. As the prisoner would not stop, the

witness ran into Ealing police-station, and they telephoned to the

police at Acton, two miles away. In less than five minutes the prisoner

was stopped.

The prisoner admitted driving on the wrong side of the road, but

denied going fast, and said that he did not hear the police at Ealing

call upon him to stop. He was lined £10 on each of the first two

offences, and £2 on the third—£22 in all.

ROAD REPORTS.

Teddington.—The Teddington District Council have passed a

resolution, to be forwarded to the Middlesex County Council, requesting

that body to consider the advisability of erecting a new bridge for

vehicular traffic over the Thames at Teddington.

Stamford.—During the next few weeks Mr. F. K. Ryman, the

borough surveyor of Stamford, will be repairing a short length of the

Great North Road near the Stamford and Rutland boundary. Another

thoroughfare under repair in this district will be a length of about a

quarter of a mile of the Deeping road.

Dunstable.—All the main roads in this district have been repaired,

and no further work of this kind will be undertaken until next

spring, so that motorists travelling that way will have a clear road;

Mid-Sussex.—The road-repairing season in Mid-Sussex began about

two months ago, but, thanks to the system adopted, rough edges on the

new road patches are quickly taken oft and little inconvenience caused

to motorists. We understand that the repair work in the locality is

likely to be continued thoughout the winter.

Renfrewshire.—Mr. James Gibson, the road surveyor for the

Gorbals Division of Upper Renfrewshire, has prepared for the use of his

District Committee a report on the experiment which has been made on the

Kilmarnock road at Whitecraigs with tar macadam as a means of laying

dust. He says that owing to the'heavy motor traffic which passes along

this road the surface of the tar macadam patch has got knocked out of

shape, and will require to be patched with ordinary fine metal. The

macadam has been a success as a dust layer where traffic is light, but it

will not do on a highway such as Kilmarnock road.

COMPANY NEWS.

U. M. I.—The annual general meeting of the United Motor

Industries, Ltd., was held on the loth inst. The year closing has been

one of great prosperity to the company. Their method of trading chiefly

for cash has enabled them to materially reduce prices. The result of

this cash policy has been that the directors are enabled to declare a

dividend of 20 per cent., to carry forward a considerable sum to reserve,

and at the same time state that further important agencies have been

obtained for very valuable motor accessories, that the business as a whole

shows every sign of advancement and expansion, and that the system of

low prices in return for cash payments will be adhered to for the coming

1908 season, which is certainly opening with even brighter prospects for

the future than in the past. The Eagle Works for the manufacture of

" Castle " coils and " Castle " accumulators has now been fully estab

lished.

Whitfield Automatic Tyre Inflator Company —£5,000. To

acquire all the lights for the United Kingdom and elsewhere in an

invention known as the Whitfield Automatic Tyre Inflator, granted to

Messrs. C. R. Whitfield and W. R. Harrison, with the sole right of

manufacturing the same in the United Kingdom and elsewhere. 28,

Albert Road, Middlesbrough.

International Auto School.—Registered in Guernsey with a

capital at £10,000 (2,500 £4 shares, of which 1,250 are working capital,

and 1,250 may be issued in payment of the consideration of the contract

entered into with Mme. Randinneau, of Paris). To carry on, in France

and elsewhere, the business of teaching the art of driving motor-cars,

and to establish, in Paris or elsewhere, colleges or schools for that

purpose. First directors : £. Parent, 14, Rue Taitbout, Paris, and A.

Alabarbe, 11, Rue Guersant, Paris.

Scott Non-Skid and Tyre Company.—£4,000. Manufacturers

of and dealers in all kinds of non-skid appliances for the wheels of motor

or other vehicles, motor and other tyres, &c, and to adopt an agree

ment with Mr. H. J. Scott. No initial public issue. First directors :

Major C. B. Fit/Henry, Messrs. W. A. Turquand, and E. A. Gedge,

Norfolk House, Laurence Pountney Hill, E.C.

Hyde Park Motor Stores.—£5,000. As title. No initial public

issue. 12, Park Mansions Arcade, Knightsbridge, S.W.

_ Strom.—£30,000. To arrange for the acquisition of the business of

ladies and gents.' outfitters and costumiers (particularly in relation to

motoring and sports) carried on at Paris and Nice by Strom. No initial

public issue. 1, Broad Street Place, E.C.

Cardiff and County Motor Comp any.—£2,000. As title. No

initial public issue. Twenty-five shares.

Automobile Investment Corporation. —£1,000. No initial

public issue.

A. Darrac<; and Co., 11106, Ltd.—The report of this company for

the year ended September 30th, 1007, shows that, after payment of

£15,000 to the debenture service fund, the dividend on the preferred

ordinary shares distributed on April 2nd, 1907, and the interim dividend

on the ordinary shares at the rate of 2s. per share paid on June 20th,

1907, there remains a balance to the credit of profit and loss account of

£179,507. The directors have placed £100,000 to reserve, and after pro

viding for the dividend on the preferred ordinary shares, paid October

1st, 1907, a further dividend is now recommended on the ordinary

shares at the rate of 2s. per share free of income tax (making 20 per

cent, for the year), leaving £27,632 to c»rry forward to next year's

account.

AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS.

Late on Saturday night the Duke and Duchess of PortUnd had an

unpleasant experience while motoring from Hucknall Torkard to

 

Oat of the Mors Lorries which did excellent service In the recent

French Military Manoeuvres.

AVelbeck Abbey. They were being driven by their chauffeur, Andrew

Hunter, and when near Mansfield they met at four cross roads a horse

and dray. The driver of the latter apparently did not hear the hooter,

and the car came into collision with the vehicle. The chauffeur was

thrown through the glass screen, and was badly cut about the head. The

duke and duchess were shaken, but escaped without injury. Hunter's

injuries proved to be serious, and it is feared that he may lose the

sight of one eye. The car was travelling at a very moderate rate of

speed and the weather was slightly foggy.

At an inquest held on Monday by the City of London coroner on

a gentleman who was fatally injured last week by a motor 'bus.

Superintendent Basson, of the Public Carriage Department, New Scot-

laud Yard, said they licensed all the 'buses. In 1904, with thirty-one

licensed motor-'buses, two deaths occurred ; in 1905, with 241 licensed,

three deaths ; whilst in 1906, with a little over three timos as many

'buses, 783—the number had increased by more than eight times, total

ling twenty-five. The jury returned a verdict of accidental death, and

added as a rider that owing to the alarming increase in the number of

accidents and deaths the coroner should call the attention of the proper

authority to the matter, with the view to the restricting of the speed of

motor-omnibuses in the City area.
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS. BUSINESS NEWS.

NOVEMBER.

The November number of the Industrial Motor Review is published.

22nd (F.).—Stanley Show opens.

23rd.—Last day of the Olympia Show.

26th (Tu.).—Annual Dinner of the Aero Club at the Savoy Hotel.

30th (S.).—Annual Dinner of the North London A.C. at the Midland

Grand Hotel, London.

Stanley Show closes.

DECEMBER.

1st (S.),—Last day of the Paris Motor Show.

2nd (M.).—Cheshire A.C. annual dinner.

5th (Th.).—Exhibition at Berlin.

7th (8.).—Annual Dinner and Presentation of Prizes in connection with

t he Essex Motor Club,

Annual dinner of the Hertfordshire C. A.C.

11th (W.).—Southend and District M.C. annual dinner.

Incorporated Institute of Auto. Engineers—Mr. Dugald

Clerk on the " Principles of Carburettors."

12th (Th.).—Annual Dinner of the Sheffield A.C.

18th (M.). —General Committee of the Motor Union.

21st (S.).—Opening of the Brussels Exhibition.

26th (Th.).—Annual Reliability Trial of the Motor Union of Western

India.

JANUARY, 1908.

4th-l 1th.—Dublin Motor Show.

9th (Th.)—Dinner of the West Essex A.C. at Seven Kings.

FEBRUARY.

7th-15th.—Manchester Motor Show at Belle Vue.

12th (W.).—Mr. F. W. Lanchester on "Problems of Automobile Design,"

at the Incorporated Institute of Automobile Engineers.

15th (Sat.).—Auto-Cycle Club Annual Dinner. ,

MARCH.

21str-28th.—Cordlngley's Motor-Car Show at the Agricultural Ball,

Lighting-up Times—London.

Nov. 24th—5.0

„ 25th— 4.59

26th—4.58
■27th—4.57

28th—4.56 ...

29th- 4.55 Dec.

30th—4.54

1st—4.53

INLAND REVENUE.

Earl dk la Warr was summoned at Westminster 1 y the Inland

Revenue authorities for keeping a motor-oar without the carriage

licence. Mr. Shaw said Earl de la Warr formerly had a car under a ton

in weight, which required a two-guinea licence. This was taken ont

late in the year. Very soon after the Earl bought or exchanged it for

a heavier cur, for which a four-guinea licence was required. Counsel

for defendant said he was sorry there had been a mistake. Mr. Curtis

Bennett imposed a fine of four guineas and 23s. costs, to include the

licence, remarking that it was optional with the Revenue Commissioners

whether they made allowance for the two-guinea licence which

defendant held.

POLICE TRAPS.

Thk well-known traps on the main road from Glasgow to Carlisle

have been in almost daily operation of late.

With reference to the police traps that we recently intimated would

be established in Beckenham, we learn that these are now working in

tile High Street, and also in the Croydon, Rectory, and main Beckenham

roads which lead into it.

PUBLIC MOTOR SERVICES.

The Chief Constable of Brighton (Mr. W. B. Gentle) has prepared

a report on the motor-'buses of the town, in which he recommends that

a few more licences for spare motor-'buses should be granted, so that a

bus may receive attention when any part of the machinery goes wrong.

A motor-'bu.s has commenced to run between Helmshore and the

entre of the town of Haslingden.

From Messrs. Panhard and Levassor, of Acton Vale, W., comes a

copy of their latest accessory catalogue, which gives particulars of a

wide range of useful fittings, including lamps, accumulators, screens,

hoods, speedometers, magnetos, carburettors, lubricators, &«. Refer

ence is also drawn to the firm's coach-building department, and their

facilities for executing repairs of all kinds.

The showrooms of Messrs. Charles Baker and Company at 137-140

Tottenham Court Road, W., contain a varied display of motorists-

clothing for the season.
About fifty lots were included in the November auction sale of

automobiles conducted by Messrs. M'Donald and Son at the Great

Eastern Motor Mart, Annandale Street, Edinburgh.

The Century Motor Company, of Holland Gate, High Street,

Kensington, W., are introducing a new French-built 20-30-b.p. four-

cylinder car known as the Wejhei-Richmond. Sound woi kmanship,

simplicity of design anil easy control are some of the principal features

claimed tor the new vehicle.

The Motor Import Company have lately opened commodious

premises in Hereford Street, Christchurch, New Zealand. In addition

to importing cais, the company will carry a large and varied stock of

accessories and spare parts for different vehicles.

The address of the Noithern Automobile Company is Oak Lane

Garage, Maoningham, Bradford, and not Birmingham, as stated in the

last issue of the M.C.J.
The Dietz motor lamps are the subject of a neat list issued by

Messrs. Monnet, Plasse and Co., 20, Store Stieet, W.C., the whole

sale factors in this country.

Messrs. Gamage, of Holborn, made the liveries for the drivers of

the King of Spain's Daimler cars.

Messrs. Alfred Dunhill, Ltd., have a magnificent sable fur lined

coat at their stand at Olympia, the value of which runs into four

figures.

Mr. W, G. Weston is now with the Avon India Rubber Com

pany, Ltd., Melksham, Wilts., who will also conduct business tem

porarily at 31, Brooke St reet, E.C. , under their name and will continue

to supply Avon Tyres, &o., from stock.

The Atlas Engineering Company, Levenshulme, Manchester,

manufacturei s of composite road wheels for all kinds of vehicles, d etachable

rims, flanges, &c., have taken offices at 111, Piccadilly, London, W.,

where they will have on view all classes of wheels and detachable rims

for inspection by prospective customers.

Messrs. J. Keele and Co., of 28, Brook Street, W., have again

been appointed wholesale and retail agents for London and district for

the Darracq Company. Having placed a large contract with the

Darracq Company for their new 1908 models, they will now be in a

position to give immediate delivery of these cars.

The Eastbourne excursion for their agents organised by Mr. T. C.

Pullinger, the Beeston manager of Messrs. II umber, Ltd., has become

quite a regular feature of show week. At nine o'clock on Sunday

morning a long string of Beeston-Humber care assembled outside the-

Humber depot at Holborn Circus, E.C, and thence a delightful non.

stop run was made down to Eastbourne, where lunch was partaken o

at the Cavendish Hotel. After an hour or two by the silvery waves

the six cars swung smoothly and steadily back to London in time for

dinner after a most delightful day. The following Humber agents took

part in the outing :—Mr. Geo. Ace, Tenby ; Mr. J. V. Madgwick,

Bolton ; Mr. J. S. Cordiugley, Haslingden ; Mr. H. J. Croft, Kendal ;

Mr. T. Dyson, Bradford ; Mr. W. B. Kirsop, Newcastle-on-Tyne ; Mr.

G. Webb, Monmouth ; Mr. A. E. Merigold, Preston ; Mr. W. L.

Sleigh, Edinburgh ; Mr. K. M. Wright, Lincoln ; Mr. T. Garner, Man

chester ; Mr. R. B. Delafield, Plymouth ; Mr. J. Chilton, and Mr. W. H.

Smith, Huddersfield.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

-♦-

All communications intendedfor insertion in this Journal or i

to Editorial matters should be addressed to The Editorial DKPABT-

MENT, Motob-Cab Journal, 27-33, Charing Cross Rood, London,

W.C., and must be written on one side of the paper only. Letters mutt m

all cases be accompanied by the name and address of the writer, est no

notice will be taken of anonymous communications.

The Editors cannot undertake to return MSS. or drawings, although

every effort will be made to do so in the case of rejected communtcations.

Where such are regarded as of value, correspondents are requested to

retain copies.

Ths Editors do not hold themselves responsiblefor the opinions expressed

by their correspondents, or for statements andfacts which do not appear

in the editorial columns.

To insure insertion communications and contributions mutt be in

the Editors' hands by Tuesday forenoon of the week in which the tame

are intended to appear. Disappointmentmay be caused by non-compliance

with this rule, and to avoid this earlier receipt, ifpossible, it necessary.

Photographers, both professional and amateur, are invited to tend

photographs of current events or ofmotoring scenes and incidents. Thefee,

if any, required for reproduction should be stated in each cast, otherwise

no liability will be accepted.

The Editors and Publishers beg also to state that they will accept no

responsibility for unsolicited contributions, even if used, unlets payment

tot same is directly specified inforwarding, and the terms arranged before

publication.
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THE INDUSTRIAL MOTOR REVIEW."

" THE INDUSTRIAL MOTOR REVIEW," which, established

in February, 1903, can claim to be the oldest journal in

the world exclusively devoted to the interests of the com

mercial and industrial motor vehicle, has been acquired by

Messrs. Cordingley & Co., and is now published from the office

of The Motor Car journal, 27-83, Charing Cross Road.W.C.

It will continue to be issued as a Monthly Review, devoted to
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COMMENTS.

N Tuesday the Manx Tynwald Court resolved

to continue in force for another year the

Act which enables the Highway Board of

the Isle of Man to give facilities to the Royal A.C.

for motor races on the roads in that island. Although

permission has been officially asked for, there is

reasonable doubt as to whether it will be really

required, the Society of Motor Manufacturers and

Traders having just informed the Club that it will

be better to concentrate the efforts of the motor

trade on one great event for 1908. Should this

view prevail—and it will certainly have due con

sideration—the chosen trial will be the International Motor

Contest, particulars of which have already appeared in our

columns. The joint committee has been foimed and preparations

are now going well ahead in connection with that event.

Farmers and

Motors.

At the various meetings of the Farmers'

Union in Lincoln this week many refer

ences have been made by agriculturists

to the presence of motorists on the roads

where grazing by cattle is still indulged

in. At Lincoln the recent speech of Mr.

Embleton Fox, the chairnian of the Lindsey County Council, was

taken ss the text, and it was said that but for road grazing many

of the farmers in the district would scarcely be able to keep any

cattle at all. At the same time it was agreed that the complaint

of. Mr. Fox as to the tenters being away some time from the

stock was a reasonable complaint. Ultimately it was resolved

tbat when considering the question' of motor traffic attention

•should be paid to the safeguarding' of the interests of farmers in

grazing cattle on the road. At'; other branches of the Lincoln

shire Farmers' Union where the matter has been discussed

general agreement has been found with the suggestion that

an effort should be made to create a national charge for the

maintenance of main roads.

Kent's

Effort.

Everything points to almost complete

unanimity on this point, and not only are

motorists agreeing with farmers as to the

tquity of such a proposition, but county

councils are recognising the unfair way

in which the present system works.

Now the Kent Council is taking the initiative in securing a

deputation of the county councils in the south to the l.ocul

■Government Board, to urge the matter upon the notice cf the

central authorities. If some of the motoring organisations

the development of the Industrial Motor Vehicle, and afford

ing ameans ofinter communication between users and makers

of commercial vehicles of every description. Under the

new proprietary, those features which have proved accept

able in the past will be continued and extended, while

innovations to increase its influence with all interested in

the motor movement will be introduced.

"The Industrial Motor Review" is published at 6d; post

free 84d, on the 15th of the month. Ammo.! nbeenpnon,

8a post free.

would also associate themselves with this movement, it might

hurry Public Opinion a little faster in our direction. . \

damage

of

Holborn.

Mr. A. W. Gamage, whose portrait we

give on page 887 on his 40-h.p. six-cylinder

Napier car, will have the sympathy of

many motoring friends in the fire of

Tuesday, which would have seriously

perturbed many men. The great busi

ness in Holborn is a tribute to his commercial acumen, while the

establishment is one of those places to which motorists from the

country, as well as residents in London, freely resort. Mr,

Gamage has long encouraged the sporting and social side of

automobilism, and his associations with both the North London

and the Southern Motor Clubs have ever been of the pleasantest

and closest. The Gamage cup annually competed for by repre

sentatives of these organisations proves his interest in motoring

as a pastime.

♦ ♦ ♦

All will regret to hear of the lamented

death of Sir Henry Colvile, who was

one of the keenest motor-cyclists in the

The Motor Cycle. country. He was infatuated with the

machine, and had even persuaded Lady

Colvile to ride one. Indeed, we believe

that one of the very first motor-bicycles ever turned out

from Coventry for a woman was built for her. It was a common

thing for General Colvile to hold motor-cycle races and competi

tions at his Bagshot house. He had a track of winding and

difficult paths serpentining through some twenty acres, and it

was his delight to have competitions rather than races ovec this

course. Several well-known men have shared the late General

Colvile's enthusiasm for the motor-cycle, notably Sir Martin

Conway and Sir Conan Doyle ; but probably he was facile princeps

of the trio.

The Removal of

High Hedges.

We regret to have to record such a

painful illustration of the disadvantages

of high hedges as is suggested in the fatal

accident to Sir Henry Colvile. It was a

pure mishap, one that could not have

been prevented, and in which no blame

could be attached to any person, but the recommendation of the

jury as to the cutting down of the hedge, and the evidence of

Sir Henry Rawlinson with regard ±0 the turn in the road being

invisible owing to a high hedge at Heatherside Corner, suggests

that the county authorities might well survey the roads in their

area with a view to clearing other corners similarly hidden from

the sight of travellers. Owners of property would be readily
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willing to thus increase the public safety, and a systematic

inspection of the county roads should be made. In fact, the

idea might be extended, and the scouts of the Automobile Associ

ation might, in their moments of leisure, report to headquarters

all the hedges they find obstructing the view. And then a little

consultation between the organisation and the local authorities

should be the preliminary to the removal of high hedges at

corners by their owners.

Organisation

Troubles.

"While settlements and decisions seem

to have been arrived at in connection

with motor-car organisations, the organi

sation of motor-cyclitts is in a parlous

state, and few of those concerned are quite

sure as to what will happen next. The

excellent conclusion of the M.U. and A.A. controversy suggested

by the two chairmen has now been endorsed by their respec

tive bodies, and the R.A.C. and the M.U. have wisely agreed to

let " the dead past bury its dead " and not indulge in the pastime

of " mutual recriminations." Both organisations have previously

been partners in good causes, and the dissolution will be made

 

The photograph reproduced above ihowi the fifty care which were

lent to Wood Norton for the marriage of Princess Louise of France

and Prince Charles of Bonrbin-Sicily. They were furnished by the

Motor Supply Company, Ltd., of Piccadilly, London, and Messrs.

McNaught and Co., of Worcester.
P\oU> by] IC. Tandyk.

"decently and in order." The Motor Union has decided not to

let the grass grow on its doorstep, and already an Emergency

Committee is at work planning the policy to be recommended in

the future. In order to lessen the period of uncertainty, it is

probable that some arrangement will be made to terminate the

agreement before December 31st, 1908—the date on which it

would expiie in accordance with the terms of notice.

♦ ♦ ♦

Meanwhile the General Committee

of the Motor Union, at a meeting at

End of the A.A. and which thirty-five of the affiliated clubs

M.U. Controversy. were represented, have decided to ratify

the " give and take " agreement with

the Automobile Association, which, by

the way, has now got beyond a membership of five thousand

individual members. The patrolling of roads, by this arrange

ment, is now left entirely in the hands of the A.A., who have

generously undertaken to place the road information they have

collected, and will daily collect, at the disposal of the M.U.

They will also obtain any special imformation which the Union

may desire, and which can only be collected by agents on the

road. On the other hand, the A A recognise that parliamentary

work, general legal work, insurance, road-warning and direction

posts, are within the province of the M.U. In view of this full

and free recognition, the Union will in future consult with this

body with regard to any new departure it may propose to make

in these departments of activity, and thus the avoidance of friction

may be guaranteed.

♦ ♦ ♦

At the moment of going to press we-

have received copies of correspondence

Earl Russell that has passed between Enrl Russell

and the Club. and Mr. J. W. Orde, secretary of the

Royal A.C., relative to .the announce

ment that it is intended to formulate a

scheme to secure to provincial clubs the advantages extended

to them by the Royal A.C. Earl Russell pointed out to the

secretary that no such decision was arrived at, and asked that

the statement should be officially repudiated. In reply he was

informed that " no resolution was proposed, but the committee

was undoubtedly agreed upon the subject." Earl Russell's next

communication intimated that " the temper of the committee

was very strongly in favour of terminating the agreement, but

very doubtful as to the wisdom of attempting to smash the

Motor Union," a reply which brought a note saying that the

letter would be laid before the committee at their meeting on

Wednesday next. At that meeting Earl Russell will move a

resolution of regret that the announcement should have been

made.

♦ ♦ ♦

In our issue of the 2nd inst. we gave

interesting statistics with regard to the

An M.P. on possible number of prospective owners of

Motor Buyers. motor cars in this country, and some

conclusions based thereon indicating the

extent of the market that is likely to

develop for the next season or two. In connection with these

a correspondent in a later issue drew attention to the need of

remembering that a good many possible motorists dwell in flats

as distinguished from ordinary domestic houses. Mr. L. Cv •

Chiozza Money, M.P., referring to this correspondence in his

weekly article for the " Morning Leader " on the Work of the

World, confirms the figures we gave at the beginning of the

month, and assures us that this aspect of the motor was not

overlooked in the first instance.

♦ ♦ ♦

Although the Dust Committee of the

Royal Automobile Club has not yet com

pleted its report on the experimental

cars and devices entered in Class III., it

is in a position to state that two of the

entrants showed considerable merit for

their devices. The committee recommend that an award be

made to Messrs. Dennis Brothers, Guildford, Surrey, for car

No. 42 entered by them, which showed considerable reduction in

the dust cloud raised by the wheels, and to Messrs. Wayman

and Matthews for the device attached to the Vivinus car entered

by them, No. 46, which device consists of a complete under-

shield, made and arranged to create a draught of air to neutralise

the ascending air currents at the back of the car, and thereby

reduce the height and volume of the dust raised by the wheels.

The Dust Trials.

Col. Crompton

on Roads.

In his presidential address to the In

corporated Institution of Automobile

Engineers, Colonel R. E. Crompt:n

devoted attention to the future of auto-

mobilism, especially as regards its de

velopment in new countries where the

making of roads has received less attention than in the older

lands. Recognising that the main arteries of transport in both

cases will bs either the waterways or the railways, he emphasised

the fact that the network of distribution will probably be the

roadways branching from or feeding these main arteries. Hence

the importance which attached to the formation of roads in new
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•countries and colonies, and also the necessity he spoke of as to

the automobile designers producing vehicles capable of traversing

lightly constructed roads. In this connection he naturally re

ferred to the achievements of Col. Renard, the inventor of the

road train, and he also gave it as his opinion that the electrical

driving of trailers offers a very promising field for mechanical

workers in the future.

♦ ♦ ♦

Application will be made to Parlia

ment next session for powers to con

struct a great trunk road from London

westwards, for the exclusive use of

mechanically propelled vehicles. The

object is to provide a means of reaching

the main western roads without traversing the tortuous and

narrow streets outside the metropolis. The proposed road will

lead from Latimer Road, Shepherd's Busb, to a point about two

miles east of Datchet. It will run due west to East Acton, over

the Great Western Railway and alongside the line to Perivale,

and then via Greenford, Hayes Bridge, and Dawley to the Bath

road, close to Dicton Park. The proposed thoroughfare will be

from sixty to eighty feet in width, with a dustless surface, and

*io speed limit will be enforced. Trees will be planted at each

Main Roads for

Motorists.

and have done much to consolidate opinion and make progress

as conspicuous as it is. The Welsh A.C. is " going strong," and

out of the sixty-three affiliated clubs now in association with the

central body occupies the eleventh place, so far as the number of

members is concerned. It is well presided over by Mr. Basil

Valentin, of Llanelly, Mr. J. Shimell Andrew being the hon.

secretary, with Mr. Glen Taylor, of Briton Ferry, and Mr. H. S.

Thomas, of Llanelly, acting in a similar capacity for the

eastern and western divisions respectively.

An Inquiring

President.

As we were able to announce in our

report of the Show last week, one of the

most interested, and, to motorists, one of

the most interesting visitors was Mr.

John Burns, M.P., the President of the

Local Government Board, upon whom

will fall the introduction of the next Motor Car Bill—unless, of

course, it is annually delayed beyond the life of the present

Parliament. Mr. Burns not only inspected the cars on the main

floor but, like the King of Spain, ascended to the Gallery and

showed his desire to gain knowledge wherever such was available.

He made an investigation of the tyre displays, and was most

critical with rega-d to the metal-studded bands and other devic s

 

The above illustration is reproduced from a photograph taken in the Court-yard of the Stables at Ingestre, the Earl of Shrewsbury's

Staffordshire seat, and shows a fleet of eight Talbots. The first limousine on the right is the one which the Earl placed at His

Majesty Zing Edward's disposal daring his visit to Ingestre during the past week. The car on the extreme left is a 15-h.p. Talbot

which was at the disposal of the King's messenger.

side. Care has been taken that in planning the road as little

housd property as possible shall be affected. In addition to the

Bath road, the scheme would give motorists easy accesi to the

main Oxford and Salisbury roads, as well as to Staines, Guild

ford, Walton, and Weybridge. Another similar proposal is also

to bt submitted to Parliament next year. By this scheme two

roads, one commencing at Beadon Road, Hammersmith, the

other at Glenthorpe Road, Hammersmith, would join at Burfield

Street. From that point the road would run close to the Chis-

wick Park Station, Metropolitan Railway, and through Turnham

Green to the popular Bath road, which it would join near

Datchet.

Congratulations may be accorded

the Welsh A.C. on the successful season

The they have had, and also on the pleasant

We'sh Club.- reunion reported on another page. At

this dinner honour was shown Captain D.

Hughes-Morgan, J.P., Mr. F. Cory Yeo,

J.P., Mr. H. Morton Evans, and Mr. S. L. Gregor, who have

rendered good service to the Club from the beginning. Such

evidences of appreciation are frequent in the motor movement,

about which the Local Government Board has received many

complaints from the authorities in rural districts.

♦ ♦ ♦

The Midland A.C. has just issued a

neat card for exhibition in the motor

Courtesy houses of its members, giving some rules

on the Road. of courtesy and consideration wbiih

chauffeurs and others are urged to adopt

when on the road. This is arranged in

acrostic fashion, bringing the Midland Automobile Club

prominently to the front. One useful point of advice is that on

no consideration should the motorist drive away in case of

accident without first ascertaining the extent of damage done or

received. Witnesses should also be obtained to note the track

of the wheels of any cars or vehicles concerned, and " a tape

measure on your car may often strengthen your case."

>** From the Darracq Company comes an interesting booklet

descriptive of a trip across Europe in a Darracq voiturette. The

little work is fully illustrated, and describes the extremely

arduous journey made by an 8-h.p. two-seated car.
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FROM GLASGOW TO LONDON BY

DAYLIGHT.

IT can be done comfortably and conveniently by motor-car.

There is no need to worry about police guidance or

obstruction provided the high road be taken, and, what is

even more important, an early start be made. The story I am

about to tell has been delayed by the modesty of the narrator,

who has been grieved to learn of the disappointment of the

police at being passed napping or otherwise robbed of their

prey. For we journeyed through danger zones in the district

around Carlisle, again at Bawtry, seven miles from Doncaster,

and at Buckden, where yellow plaques denoted the vigilance of

the Automobile Association.

It was a gJorioas morning—4 a.m.—when Mr. A. Clifford

Earp and the penman set forth on a 35-h.p. Iris from Glasgow.

The cai was famous, had won a gold medal in the Scottish Trials,

and had generally distinguished itself by its silent and consistent

running. There was no traffic met all the way to Hamilton,

where a few colliers seemed surprised at other people being up

so early. Then we encountered a circus removing—weary

horses, weary women leading the same, and weary men sitting

in the doorway of tbe caravan, presenting quite an unique

spectacle. Kingsley told how " men must work and women

must weep." We saw women nearly doing both.

And then it was a long strong drive over the Ayrshire hills

to the Annandale country. There was a slanting sleet that

 

The Scottish A C.'s New Road Sign.

shot into our faces as though we were invading a hostile country.

Unfamiliar telegraph poles indicated that snowstorms were

troublous at times, while the keenness of the morning air

satisfied us as to the bleakness that was possible on those hill

tops. The mountain sheep looked askance as the Iris sped

forward to Ecclefechan, the birthplace of Thomas Carlyle, and

full of associations with the philosopher and his family. The

village has cross roads, and, as is frequently the case in Scotland,

the police are generally watchful of motorists at that point.

The Scottish Automobile Club looks ' after its members, and is

erecting warning signs at many points.

A broad and fertile plain stretches along to the Solway that

silvers the landscape with a streak quickly widening as the Cum

berland range of hills become more marked in the distance. We

saw the " braes of Kirtle," of which Wordsworth wrote, and then

through the Vale of Logan to Gretna Green. Ours was no run

away match—so there was no need to call the blacksmith, who

probably finds the supply of spirit to thirsty motors less profit

able than the marriage fees that came his way prior to 1856.

The next few miles were through the once debateable ground

claimed by both England and Scotland, but now acclaimed by

both parties as Britain. We crossed Solway Bridge, where

photographs had, of course, to be taken, and made speedy travel

to Carlisle—interesting historically and important locomotively.

From Carlisle to Penrith was the next stage, tantalising

enough to know that a few miles to the right we might have

been in the centre of the Lake District ; but the air was chill,

and breakfast awaited us at the George Hotel, Penrith, a com

fortable hostelry that has seen many changes in the way of

travol. And having thus replenished our own supplies, Mr.

Earp got to the wheel again, and we prepared to go over Snap—

once a terrible experience for a motor-car but quite a common

place matter for such a car as the modern Iris. From Penrith

to Sbap the distance is about eighteen miles—and cold ones,

too. Fortunately the surface was fairly good as we wound

about the hill and strode through the neat town of Kendal.

Towards the river Lune the way was then made, and in Kirkby

Lonsdale, one of the trimmest of all Westmorland villages, the

old market cross reminded us of a similar scene at Cheddar. To-

avoid the cobble stones of Lancashire we struck through

some of the smoky towns of Yorkshire. Beyond Settle was-

Skipton, the great wide street of which was full of

farming men and farming implements, while the ancient castle

nestled away behind the houses out of sight. What charming

scenes we narrowly missed, and, but for the invincible deter

mination to land in town that night, might have seen. Wbarfe-

dale seemed to call us to Ilkley and Bumbles Moor, [while

we could fancy we heard the splashing of the stream at the

Strid, near Bolton Abbey. But our way was Keighley, Bingley,

Shipley, Bradford's tram-lines, Wakefield's cathedral—not likcr

the traditional cathedral cities such as Hereford, Salisbury, or

even Rochester—and on to Doncaster. At the racing town we

were called to attention by the railway level crossing ; and

then we remembered that Penrith had been our last stop, and

that was some hours behind. So we lunched.

Beyond Doncaster, and after passing the famous race-course,,

a narrow streak slanted in the distance. It widened as we drew

nearer, and suddenly we were upon the Great North Road.

Seven miles ahead was Bawtry, from whence police traps are-

operated ; our pace was needlessly slow. But, although we

were in a bit of a hurry—for luncheon and the level crossing

into Doncaster had delayed us beyond the schedule—there was-

no need for undue expense, in which category police fines may

be included. Then across Barnby Moor, where Ye Olde Belle

welcomes motorists, and seems to have onjoyed a recrudescence

of prosperity and popularity—almost synonymous terms where

the motor-car is concerned. Newark \yas the next place of note,

and the Iris silently swung across the town on to the pleasant

country beyond. What a contrast between the bleak matutinal'

outlook of the Ayrshire mountains and the rich cultivated area

through which the North Road runs to Grantham and beyond.

Grantham is an enjoyable-looking place, with a fine row of trees-

on the main road, and a statue to Newton that would do credit-

to a busier town. Then we journeyed through Colsterworth,

ancient Stamford town and by the dangerous zone of Norman

Cross. Alconbury looked like an outpost of the Automobile

Association with its badges and signs all bright in the sunlight,

revealing a solicitude for the motorist likely to fall among—no,

I mean the police. This continued all the way from Alconbury

onward to Hatfield. On one of the straight stretches (and how

the car bounded along those speed-inducing tracks) we descried

a dark figure idling on the side walk ; he seemed to be practising

the movements of a windmill, and must have been travelling at

a very fair pace, for when we drew up to talk with him he was

out of sight. Whichever of the parties was moving the faster

is still uncertain, as that oft-repeated effect of moving trains

passing each other was produced. It was a pity, for he might

have been a policeman anxious to direct us to a shorter path

than the one we were pursuing.

Then through Eaton Socon and Biggleswade, where an agri

cultural motor reminded us of Dan Albone, we reached Baldock.

The rest of the journey—38 miles to London—is familiar to

all who have motored near the Capital. The road is by the

ancestral gates of the Salisburys and into Barnet, Finchley, and

the northern suburbs of the Metropolis. Into these the Iris

glided gracefully, nothing loth—nor were the riders—to reach

home after a run of more than 400 miles between the break o'

day and the twilight. Mr. Earp had driven right through, and

but for the two halts mentioned there was ne'er a stop—a tribute-

to car and driver alike. The Iris certainly is a vehicle for

touring in comfort, as the long day's journey ampljr

demonstrated. W. H. B.
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The Paris Motor Car Show.

(Concluded from page 828.)

AN enquiry among the makers who are exhibiting six-

cylinder cars at the Paris Show does not tend to prove

that the French purchaser is " gone " on the six-cylinder

motor for ordinary touring work. There are about forty makers

exhibiting some fifty "six" models in the Salon, and it is a

rather curious fact that only about a third cf the vehicles on

 

Fig. 10—front View of Burlat Engine.

view are over 40-h.p. Possibly the fashion for moderate sized

cars, with, of course, a correspondingly reduced fuel bill, has some

thing to do with the modest pretentions of the "sixes " at the

Paris show. The six-cylinder car will certainly find a place in

the output of French works next year, and an important one at

that, but its usefulness is not so clearly defined as is that of the

two and four cylinder machines. Nevertheless there are one or

two firms doing a deal of work to popularise the six-cylinder,

as, for example, the Delaunay-Belleville, whose 15-b.p. machine

is an interesting production. The Lorraine-Dietrich six, with

cylinders of 80 by 120 and rated at 15-20-h.p., is, perhaps, one

of the smallest of the better-known cars in the show. The Mors

six, with the cylinders all cast separately, anticipates another

objection, since it hides nearly two of its cylinders beneath an

overhanging! dashboard. Several of the six-cylinder engines

have a double exhaust pipe, one for each three cylinders, and in

some cases one can be used alternatively, to permit the other

to cool. It may be allowed that the six-cylinder models are

of merit, and are excellently designed in the great majority of ,

cases, but they appear to run very much on the same lines as

their four-cylinder brothers, each following the practice of its

maker. The six-cylinder Berlict is somewhat of a relief to the

majority of makes, since it presents the powerful air-compressor

used as an aid to the cylinder pressure in times of need. It is

somewhat difficult to account for the fact that most of the

six-cylinder exhibits consist of engines not fitted into

chassis, unless it is that the makers are not pushing

the "sixes" next year any more than they did last season.

High tension ignition predomiuates with these machines, and

there are, perhaps, only half-a-dozen " sixes " with low tension

ignition, following in most cases the standard practice of the

makers. Finally, the matter of casting the cylinders in one,

two, three, or separately, is not yet resolvtd, for there are

numbers of all kinds to be found, although, perhaps, the casting

in pairs is the most predominant. The Beatrix is about the

only "mono-block" six-cylinder to be seen, while tho 120-h.p. of

the Itala make, with cylinders 140 by 140 mm., is one of the

most powerful models.

The appended table, compiled by "L'Auto," shows

details of some of the six-cylinder motors at the Salon :-

the

Bore and

stroke

Names. mm.

Berliet 100 x 140

Tierliet^ ... • '190 x 140

Delaunay-Belle

ville „ 85 x 120

Delaunay-Belle

ville 115x130

Hotcbkisa ... 114 x 140

Renault 120 x 140

Panhard Levassor 135 x 140

Lorraine-Dietrich 80x120

Lorraine-Dietrich

Brasier ...

Mercedes

Mercedes

Fiat

Fiat

Gobron-Brillie ...

Breguet

Breguet ....

Minerva ...

S. C. A. R.

Gladiator... ..

Gladiator... *

Itala

Itala

S. P. A

Pickard, Pictet ..

Bollee

Bollee

Bollee ...

130 x 150

112 x 130

120 x 140

120 x 150

HOx 130

12.5 x 150

112x200

100x180

120 x 130

105 x 120

100 x 130

95 x 130

115 x 130

130 x 140

140 x 140

139 x 145

100 x 120

106 x 130

125 x 150

130 x 150

Ca' a-

logue.

401(3

60 '

>V

UK

40

35-55

50

65

15-20

75-80

50

65

75

35 45

60^70

Z°
'SO

50

40-55

35,

30

' 50

00

75

60

28-40

30-45

60

Names.

San (iioigio

San Giorgio, ...

San Giorgio —

La Buire ...

La Buire...

La Buire

Darracq ...

Milde-Gaillardet

Georges Boy

Porthos

Porthos

Rossel

Rossel

Rossel

Boie and

stroke

, 92x120

J02x 130

120 x 140

120 x 130

110 x 150

110 x 110

120 x 110

.. 135x140

Rochet-Schneider 104 x 140

Rochet-Schneider 120 x 160

Peugeot 130x140

Hispauo-Suiza .. 100x120

Hispano-Suiza ... 130x140

Buseon-Bazelaire. 80x110

Vinot-Deguineand ■—

100x 110

l05x 130

125 x 140

120 x 130

114x850

85 x 120

Beatrix

Beati ix

Belgica

Germain

Mors

Unic

Weyher & Rich

mond

Cata

logue-

b.p.

40

60

80

24-30-

30-4<l

40-60

40

40

50-60

25-36

50-60

30-40

40-50

60-80

30-45

45 65

60

30643

60-75

15-20

40

15-20

30-40

60

70

50

— 25-30

The only two Biitish firms exhibiting cars are the Wolsoley

Tool and Motor Car Company and the -Rover Company ; th

former is represented by a 14-h.p. Siddeley car, with' side
 

Figs. 11 to 14.-Diagrams illi strating the Action of the

Burlat Motor.

The first view shows the initial position, cylinder No. 1 commencing the
explosion stroke. The second illustration shows the position when the
cylinders have made one-eighth of i revolution and the crankshaft a quarter
of a revolution. In the third drawing the tint cylinder has travelled half its

course, while the complete engine has made one-fourth of a revolution. The
fourth sketch shuws a sectional view of the engiue through the crankshaft.

entranee body, an 18-h.p. chassis, a 40-h.p. chassis, and a 45-h.p..

six-cylinder vehicle with limousine body. The Rover Company's

exhibit consists of one of their 8-b.p. and two 6-h.p. single-

cylinder vehicles, the details of which have been dealt w ith in

the Olympia Show reports in these columns.

B
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Besides the eight-cylinder car of Burlat (Fig. 10), whose

rotating motor is attracting so much attention at this Show,

and which was described last week, there is another eight-

cylinder motor at the Show, made in Austria by Messrs. Laurin

and Klement. Its cylinders, Fig. 15, 88 by 110 mm., in two

blocks, make a light group weighing about COO lbs. complete.

The ignition is obtained by means of two high tension magnetos,

although, owing to the impossibility of finding a magneto suitable

for an eight-cylinder motor, two high-tension machines are used ;

this deficiency is, however, being remedied by the Simms-

Bosch firm. There is also accumulator ignition, this being

connected to the same sparking plugs as the magnetos. The

motor does not present other interesting features, although

its length is no more than that of a good many " sixes." Whether

this is the doyen of the eight-cylinder motors for touring cars

remains to be seen.

The Stabilia car frame is hung below the wheels of the

chassis, and is simply the reverse of the usual frame, which is

suspended above the axles of the wheels. It is claimed that tbe

car cannot possibly overturn when hung in this manner. This

is about the only exponent of the extra low chassis which is to

be found in the Show.

" See the cars first, and then, if we are not tired, we will go

round the accessories," is a remark often mada by visitors to

Paris. They would, however, do better to devote a day to see

the accessories only, which are in the first floor rooms of the

Grand Palais, where the artists are wont to exhibit their canvas.

The whole of the spice occupied by the world-famous Salon

des Artists Francais is now occupied by tyres and accessories

for cars and bicycles. And the accessories overflow into the

galleries on the ground floor, and even there are not exhausted,

for the Annexe to the Show, on the Esplanade des Invalides,

has a liberal sprinkling. All this tends to prove that the

accessory is not a neglected article to be chosen at hazard after

the car has been purchased. The choice of accessories is almost

as important as the choice of the car, for almost any vehicle on

the market nowadays will run, but lack of or poor choice of acces

sories means the difference between comfortable riding and dis

content by the chauffeur, owner and even the ladies of the party.

And this is easily proved by reference to the splendid exhibits

which are displayed before eager crowds in the Paris Show.

 

Pig. 15.—Tbe Laurin-Klement Eight-Cylinder Engine.

In the galleries divided from the main nave by soft hangings

(and yet not hung in such a way as to encourage fire, as was the

drapery in front of the lights in the dome of the grand nave, and

which consequently gave an unwonted attraction last Saturday

to the spectators by taking fire, following upon a short circuit)

are heard shrill tootings, piercing sirens, gruff horns of the

basest tone, and the crackling of magnetos. The military

music in the main hall is unheard, and accessories have a clear

run without a thought being bestowed upon the most trouble

some of questions—the choice of a car. Here are just a few of

the novelties in the way of accessories. A silencer, which is

claimed to be more efficient than even a free exhaust is ths

Silencer a vide (Fig. 16). It consists of a hollow cylinder into which

the exhaust pipe discharges its gases. In two different places

these escape around the orifice of a funnel so as to induce a free

current of air down the funnel, the larger end of which is open

to the atmosphere. The air passing down the funnel increases

in pressure as the latter decreases in size and mixes with the

exhaust gas escaping round its orifice and exhausting the gas in

the same direction as the induced air, and at the same pressure,

 

Fjg. 16.—Tbe Vacuum Silencer.

thus really theoretically abolishing the back pressure and

increasing the motor efficiency as well as giving an efficient

silencer.

A feature of the accessory department is the large number

of shojk absorbers on view. Pneumatic, liquid, spring, worm

gear, in f ict, all manner of applied mechanics is pressed into the

service. One of the simplest, at least, is the Sans. In this,

at the articulated joint of two levers meeting in the enclosed

part of an elliptic spring, is a rounded extension of each lever.

Around this is a friction band, which can be regulated at will

according to the tension required, and which acts as a brake on

the spring action. Shock absorbers are closely identified with

systems of suspension, so that it is not surprising that there are

also several of the latter on the market to compete. Generally

these consist of blocks of rubber placed around the extremities

of the car springs, and with or without pneumatic cushions. In

one or two cases these soft rubber cones are quite of large

dimensions.

Miniature mirrors to observe the traffic at the rear are well

known, as are also the electric indicators to give instructions to

drivers. Several excellent specimens of the latter are on show.

It is a remarkable fact that as soon as a new accessory appears

there is a market for it, and it would be hard to point out a

single article which has lost favour, except through changing

conditions of the trade. Certainly the public welcome all these

little aids to comfort, even though the total cost adds considerably

to the prime outlay for the car.

The Archimede is a rotary appliance which, with one end

inserted under one point of the tyre, whips the cover from the

rim in less than a minute, and with only the trouble of turning

a handle. It preserves the tyro from injury and considerably

eases the oporation of tyre removal. The Consometre is an

apparatus which indicates the consumption of fuel of the car at

any given moment ; it also registers the total consumption on

the run and the quantity remaining in the reservoir. In order

to decrease the work and trouble required to sound the horn

there are several appliances on view. The Electric Sonor is one

of these. It consists of a bell re-sounded through a horn and

operated by a 4-volt battery, with a push button on the steering

wheel.

Amongst the tyre pumping machines there is the Michelin

pump, weighing 8 lbs. and pumping up a large tyre to full
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The Vadam pump (Fig. 17), which is

i Motor Garage

pressure in three minutes.

being introduced into England by the London

Company, Ltd., does better; it inflates the tyre in a minute,

and without overheating. It consists of a number of very small

and quick action pumps united in one cylinder, and the whole is

operated by a friction wheel making contact at will with the

flywheel of the motor. The Simplex pump is of another type,

chain driven, and entirely of metal. It pumps the air en bloc

and at great speed.

Headlights are galore, electric and others. There are some

which are arranged for turning at the same time as the steering

wheels of the car ; another inventor has hit on the idea of

making directing supports to serve the same end with any lamp

attached. Among the electric headlights there is ome known as

the Triparabolique, of which the principle, in addition to the

parabolic mirror lining the casing, consists in the three lights

arranged one in front of the other, and of the total illuminating

power of three candles only. Thus the most possible is made

out of the parabolic mirror. It is claimed that this headlight

will illuminate the road 450 yards ahead, and that a newspaper

can be read at a distance of 160 yards. Its weight is under

4 lbs. complete. The dynamo-phare Eyquem solves the question

 

A. Driving spindle,
B. Ball races.
b. Nnt on end of driving spindle
C. Grooved block.
D. Spiral uroove.
E. Sliding bars (pistons).
K. Sliding block- pins.
l?1. Nuts on blocks.
O. Sliding bar blocks.
H. Leather cupped wa3hers.
L Air chamber or cylinders.

17.—Section of Vadam Mechanically- Operated Tyre Inflater.

J. Check valves.
K. Return chamber.
K1. Locking nut.
L. High pressure chamber.
M. End plate.
X. Spindle bearings.
0. Slide bar guides.
P. Flanges of driving wheel.
Q. Nut for filing driving wheel.
K. Threaded connection.
S. Outlet.

T. Outer casing.
U. End flange.
V. Air inlets.
W. lteturn to high pressure chamber.
a a. Washers.
(I. Oil hole,
t. Waste oil outlet.
j. Oaskets.
p. Screws assembling driving wheel.
c. Leathers.

of electric lighting of vehicles, and at the same time provides

an excellent source of light for the road. It only takes a fifth

of a horse-power from the motor, from which it is belt driven.

It charges a small battery which is automatically switched on

when the car is at rest.

The Autoloc is one of the accessories which appears to be

the most useful, but seldom seen on cars. It fulfils a variety of

purposes, and, as it 5 name implies, automatically locks any and

every action which is commanded by hand or otherwise. It

presents no inconvenience in respect to unlocking when a modified

action has to be made, and in fact the operator is quite unaware

of its action. It does away with the ratchet on the brako lever,

it enables a lever to be used in any position without the fear of

displacement, unless by voluntary means, and for this reason is

applicable to practically all the manoeuvres of the car driver.

The appliance, which only weighs a few ounces, consists of a

double eccentric, acting on distance balls, kept apart by a spring,

so that the latter automatically holds the eccentric in place when

the movement progresses, by means of its pres3ure on the steel

balls or rollers, which can only move with the movement of the

eccentric, which is hand operated, according to the movement of

its corresponding lever.

Ball bearings have received renewed attention this year and

several new forms are to be seen. The trouble up to now has

been in the smaller bearings, to replace a broken ball without

dismounting the whole of the bearing. Broken balls are the

bugbears of small bearings, and not much has been done to-

remedy the defect. One or two appliances are shown in which

the balls are mounted on a single crown and attached by headed

rivets, two by two. In the larger size bearings there is more

scope to make a good job, and among these the Roche and

Sauton are worthy of notice. The novelty consists in the fact

that the steel ball is located in a brass crown and kept in place

by a pressed rim on the side where the ball is inserted.

Carburettors are also receiving a deal of attention this year,

many makers of cars now fitting carburettors to their vehicles

which are being made by outside specialists. This part of

the automobile is one which should, and does, obtain the closest

attention of inventors, and probably more patents are filed on

this detail than on any other point of the car mechanism. There

are so many makes and so many claims mide by the constructors

that to enumerate them would fill columns ; and again, each

type has a special point which presents interest only to a few.

There are one or two carburettors on view which will work

equally well with all kinds of fuel : this is a claim out of the

common, and one which is bound to obtain recogni

tion when the time comes to seriously consider the

use of either alcohol or heavy oil on motor-cars.

A neat appliance is the Auto-Routier, which

operates from cogs on the front wheel of the car. It

presents to the chauffeur the route he is taking in

plan view inside a glass case and a needle points

to the exact spot where he is at any moment whilst

the chart gradually rolls up out of sight. On the

plan is an indication of all the towns, hills, turnings,

dangerous spots, &e., and as the rolls of plaDs can be

replaced in the apparatus very easily, the accessory

may be of great service to those not knowing the

roads over which they are travelling.

Should the non-skidding tyre be termed an

essential or an accessory 1 Even the tyre makers are

not sure of the point, otherwise the non-skids would

rarely take the form of a band to put on over the

cover. However, the question of lost rivets appears

to be settled in the minds of the makers, as a glance

at the very much used non-skidding tyres will show.

Steel studs are increasing in formidable proportions,

which may be rather exaggerated when one con

siders the decreasing favour in which heavy cars are

regarded. Some of these rivets protrude nearly half

an inch from the tyre ; the rivets may be round, or

square arranged right across the tyre thread, or

simply on the sides : and they nearly all have washers

beneath to prevent -the rivet from cutting the fabric. The

use of leather covers is much on the increase, some very

neat tyre covers being made with chrome leather. One

non-skid on view consists of rivets driven through fibre

pieces laid crossway3 over the tread, three rivets per fibre.

The latter is, of course, impervious to moisture, and is very hard

indeed to break or wear. In another the steel studs are sur

rounded, every other one, by leather. This section cannot be

left without a reference to the Norat pneumatic tyre protector.

The sides of the tyre are entirely encased in a plate of steel, and

in this, at the top, and, of course, around the track fits a leather-

steel band, which bears on the exterior casing of an ordinary

pneumatic tyre. Thus resiliency is retained and damage to tyres

is obviated. The band around the tread fits into the space left

by the two steel plates on the sides of the pneumatic, and these

also have studs to prevent creeping of this band. The con

trivance is certainly neat but somewhat heavy.

At the recent motor show at Madison Square Garden, New

York, 63 per cent, of the cars on view had cardan shaft trans

mission, 31 per cent, side chains, and in 6 per cent, the final

drive was by a single chain.
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CONTINENTAL NOTES.

Motoring In Bavaria.

Bavarian manufacturers of motorcarj are complaining of

the vexatious police and other regulations which are impeding

the free development of the new industry. In Bavaria the

average speed of motor-aars must not exceed nine miles an hour

in towns or villages. Of the 27,026 motor-cars in the German

Empire on January 1st only 2,356 were registered in Bavaria.

♦ ♦ ♦

Public Motor Services in France.

The Renard Tra;n Company are establishing a service

between La Poudy and La Charite. The Orion Company aro

also making some experimental rum in connection with a pro

jected service between Bourg-Argental and Annonay.

♦ ♦ ♦

Milk Delivery by Motor-car.

A large creamery at some distance from the lar^e industrial

oities of Essen and Bochum, Germany, is arranging for the

delivery of its milk to these centres by several specially-built

motor vehicles. The milk is first to l>e brought to a low tem

perature by means of cooling machines, and is to be transported

in large felt-insulated cans. The daily round trips of each van

system, and eventually the matter was placed in the hands of

toe A.C.F. tachnical committee for solution. The question of

an international formula for use in touring car competitions was

next discussed, and it was agreed that such a formula should be

prepared.

♦ ♦ ♦

Belgian Motor-car Imports and Exports.

To the end of October last the imports of foreign motor

cars and parts into Belgium had this year attained a value of

£142,764, as contrasted with only £135,324 in the first ten

months of 1906. During the same period the exports of

motor-cars and parts from Belgium increased from £317,200 to

£368,856.

Public Services in Germany.

A concession has been granted for the establishment of an

electric motor-omnibus service between Baden and Alland. While

the vehicles will run on the ordinary road, the motive-power will

be furnished to them by mean? of overhead trolley wires, in the

same way as on electric tramways.

♦ ♦ ♦

Stone Throwing at Motorists.

For some time past a good many compliints have been

made as to the dangerous practice of schoolboys throwing stooes

 

The PiriB Salon—A View of the Industrial Vehicle Section in the Annexe.

will b3 completed in three to four hours, so that the milk will

reach the customers quite fresh. About 2,000 gallons per day

■are to be transported in this manner.

♦ ♦ ♦

Motoring Events in 1908.

The annual " Congres du Calendrier " was held in Paris lait

week, when the ditea for the principal motoring events to be

organised in 1908 by tbe various national Automobile clubs

were provisionally a.arde I upon. The Nice meeting will run

from March 22nd to 31st, the Targa Florio contest was fixed for

May 10th, the Prince Henry of Prussia touring competition for

June 9th to 17tb, the A.C.F. Grand Prix for the first fortnight

of July, the Ostend week fc>r July 13&h to 17tb, the Ardennes

Circu.t and the Liedekerke Cup for July 20th to 30th, and the

Coupe de la Presse for the first week in August.

♦ ♦ ♦

An International Automobile Congress.

The congress of delegates of the recognised national auto

mobile clubs was held in Paris last week. Although the meeting

was private, it is stated that a good deal of discussion took place

with regard to the classification in races of such engines as those

of the Gobron-Brillic type and those working on the two-cycle

at paising motor-cars. The matter was discussed at a meeting

of tne Association Generale Automobile in Paris last week, when

it was decided to approach the French Minister of the Interior,

with a view of inducing him to issue a warning notice to be

posted up in schools and outside public buildings.

Round the World by*Motor-car *

The " Matin," of Paris, which suggested the Pekin-Paris

motor race, njw proposes to organise a motor trip from New

York to Paris. Tne journey, with the exception of the small

strip of water at Behring Strait, is to be made by land. The

distance is nearly twice as great as the Pekin-Paris run.

Miscellaneous Items* * *
The Automobile Club of Milan is organising a competition

of motor lamps, to be held early next year. A company has

been formed in Vienna to place Elastes-filled tyres on the

Austrian market. A company is reported to be in course of

formation at Salonika, Turkey, to inaugurate a public motor-car

service in that district. A motor-car exhibition is to be held

in Budapest from the 17th to the 31st May next. TheDansk

Motor Union—a union of all the motoring clubs in Denmark—

has just been formed at Odensa.j
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 There are about 400 motor

cyclists in Hull.

Mr. G. Bernard Shaw

has become a life member of the

Motor Union.

Mr. T. Fisher Unwin has

..just published the Ordnance

Survey map of Huntington and also of Preston. The good

features of these authoritative maps are generally known.

Mr. T. C. Spong, of Shaftesbury Avenue, W.C., is intro-

■ ducing a non-skid band, which has rendered good service. It

consists of a fibrous band to encircle the treid of the tyre, and

which picks up the grit of the road, forming a good non-skidding

-surface.

The Hutchinson motor tyres are being kept well to the fore

by the excellent handy map which the company is supplying to

its agents from 13, Maddox Street, W. They are also issuing

an admirable circular giving calculations for tne proper inflating

of motor tyres.

We learn from Mr. J. B. King, 20, Lordship Terrace,

■Stoke Newington, London, N., that the Bombay Reliability

Trials proposed to be organised by the Motor Union of Western

India have been postponed to February 2nd of next year, owing

■to the shortage of the petrol supply in India.

With regard to the awards in the Commercial Vehicle

Trials of the Royal A.C., confirmation comes of the report, first

announced in the "Industrial Motor Review," that a silver

medal has been awarded to the lorry with detachable sides

entered by the Darracq-Serpollet Omnibus Company, Ltd. This

was omitted from the first official list.

Nazarro, the famous driver of Fiat racing cars, and the

winner of the Targa Florio, Kaiser Prize, and A.C.F. Grand Prix

-events, was at the Fiat Co.'s stand at Olympia last week. On

Sunday he had his first experience of motoring on English roads,

while on Monday he made his acquaintance with the Brooklands

track.

Application for the formation of a local centre of the

Society of Motor Manufacturers and Traders, to embrace

.Nottinghamshire, Derbyshire, Leicestershire, Lincolnshire and

Rutland, has been made. The seven necessary signatories are

Messrs. Johnson and Co., King and Co., Ltd., Bennett and Co.,

Empire Garage Company, H. Balcher, Midland Counties Motor

'Garage Company, and A. R. Atkey and Co., Ltd.

In consequence of it having been found that the bright red

" Shell " motor spirit cans of the British Petroleum Co., Ltd.,

are being used for illicit purposes, i.e , seals being removed and

inferior substitutes filled into the cans, in future an adhesive

label will be placed on the handles of the cans. All " Shell "

motor spirit cans are sealed—the seal representing the trade

mark—an escallop shell such as is well imitated in a new ash-tray

sent by the company to impress the distinctive mark of the com

pany on the editorial mind.

From the Mitchell Motor Works and Garage in Wardour

Street, London, W., comes a new edition of their " Motor Roads

to London," which was favourably reviewed on its first appear

ance. The book has been considerably amplified and is prepared

in a handy form for the public. Metropolitan motorists will

appreciate the map accompanying the volume, in which the main

roads in and out of London are shown. To give them due pro

minence all minor details have been omitted, and this feature

saould be of practical value both to residents in and visitors to

London.

Motorists will regret to learn of the fire on the premises

of Messrs. A. W. Gamage, Ltd., in Holborn, on Tuesday morn

ing. Despite the heavy loss the head of the business with

characteristic enterprise quickly got to work, so that the patrons

of the Christmas baza ir should not be disappointed, and business

in the motor accessory and other departments will be continued

without appreciable dislocation. So great are the resources of

the firm that although stocks were destroyed to the value of

£20,000, replenishment is taking place as we go to press, and a

thousand assistants as busily at work as though no such mis

fortune had occurred.

HERE AND THERE.

 
The Automobile Associa

tion now has 5,000 members.

The most comfortable-look

ing sandwich-men promenading

the route to Olympia in the last

fortnight were the Dunlop folks,

clad in waterproof "plu coats

and twill driving caps, and carrying enamelled iron discs and

yellow cotton umbrellas—lettered, of course, with the name of

the famous tyres.

From Messrs. Morgan and Co., the British agents, we have

received a useful booklet giving full instructions as to the care

and attention which must be given to the Adler cars.

The " Chaddesley " Manufacturing Company, of the

Cookley Iron Works, near Kidderminster, showed some excellent

stamped steel flanges for motor-car wheels at the Olympia

Exhibition.

Despite the fog last week's sale by Messrs. Hampton and

Sons on the Brooklands Motor Track at Weybridge was

successful, a large gathering being present, and satisfactory

business being done.

The monument, which has been erected near the entrance

to the Bois de Boulogne, Paris, in memory of the late Emile

Levassor, one of the pioneers of the French motor industry, was

unveiled on Tuesday last.

 

Mr. A. Clifford Earp on the 35-h.p.lIrls on Sol way Bridge.

{See page 860.

Preparations for the Franco-British Exhibition at Shep

herd's Bush next May are rapidly going ahead, and promises of

support are being received from many of the leaders of industry

both in this country and in France. The site selected at Shep

herd's Bush covers 140 acres, and the various methods of trans

port available will be capable of conveying 75,000 persons to

the spot every hour.

An Argyll 10-12-h.p. two-cylinder car belonging to Mr. J. E.

Young, a member of the Scottish Club, has recently accomplished

a noteworthy fuel consumption trial under the observation of the

R.A.C. The car in question is that which won a gold medal in

the S.A.C. Glasgow to London event of four years ago, and has

always possessed remarkable economy in petrol consumption.

The trial to which we refer took place on the great North Road.

A special tank was fitted to the dash, into which exactly one

gallon of fuel was measured. On this the car completed 39£

miles on the outward journey, and on the retura, under similar

conditions, exactly 40 miles to the gallon. The carburettor was

a Longuemare, having regulation of gas and air. A twelve-hole

jet with two holes blocked was used with a No. 34 funnel and a

Bowden auxiliary air inlet on the induction pipe. The petrol

used was Borneo spirit of a density of "756. Although on some

of the hills, when coasting, the engine was allowed to stop, the

performance is a remarkable one, especially in view of the fact

that the car in question weighed with its four passengers

2,578 lbs., and is about four years old.
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The Metropolitan Water Board are endeavouring to obtain

a coin meter in connection with the supply of water to the

steam vehicles in the London area.

The Derwent Engineering Company, of the Central Square,

John Street, Workington, have motor-cars on hire, and also

undertake motor repair work generally.

Some of the officials of the Garden City Association visited

the Show at Olyropia with a view of interesting manufacturing

firms in the development of Letchwortb.

We learn that the Marquis of Villalobar has acknowledged

King Alfonso's acceptance of a copy of Mr. Charles Jarrott's

book " Ten Years of 5lotors and Motor Rscing."

The R.A.C. has issued a certificate to the London and

Parisian Motor Company, Ltd., in regard to a 100-mile petrol

consumption test, made on a40-50b.p. six-cylinder Hotchkiss car,

on the 8th intt. The route followed was from the seventeenth

milestone from London, on the Great North road, via Hitchin,

and the car ran to the sixty-seventh milestone from London,

where it turned round and came back over the same route, the

distance run being 100 miles. Shell motor spirit was used,

specific gravity -715 at 60 80 deg. F. The amount of fuel con

sumed was 7 gallons 2 pints, equal to 13*79 miles per gallon and

26-6 ton-miles per gallon.

The Southall Compression Register has just been placed on

the market by Mr. H.W Southall, Jr., of 7, Union Passage, Birm

ingham. This is a very useful device, enabling

anyone possessing a tyre tester of any make to

get a reading of the compression pressure in any

engine cylinder with the minimum amount of

P trouble. The form qf the Register will be

apparent from the accompanying illustration.

One end is fitted into the sparking plug hole,

and the tyre tester on being fitted to the

other end will accurately register the com

pression pressure. The device is well made

and should have a good sale.

A trial of Palmer tyres has taken place

on the Brooklands track, the car being a six-

cylinder 60 h.p. Thames (by R.A.C. rating

60-h.p.), cylinders 5 in. by 5 in., entered by

Messrs. W. T. Clifford-Earp, Ltd., with the

object of demonstrating that Palmer cord

beaded-edge tyres, ribbed tread, could run at a high speed under

non-stop conditions for several hours, the length of the trial to

be approximately 400 miles ; no fresh tyres to be used.

During the exhibition at Olympia the illuminated sign of

the M.C.J. , at the stand wherefrom the Journal was obtainable

suggested to many motor agents a splendid means of attracting

attention to their garages at night-time. This is automatic in

action, easily fixed in position, and is being standardised by the

Chameleon Signs, Ltd., 318, Dashwood House, New Broad

Street, E.C., for the motor trades.

The Mexican Government is reported to be establishing a

special military motor service, to take the field against the

marauding Yaquis, who after a raid retire to their desert strong

holds. A number of special cars fitted to carry a Gatling gun,

two gunners, forty gallons of water and a chauffeur, have been

acquired, and with these the desert of Sanora, famous for its

bandits and murders of mining prospectors, is to be rendered as

safe as the American 1 )eath Valley is to-day.

The early approach of 1908 is emphasised by the arrival of

the excellent self-registering pocket diaries of Messrs. T. J. and

J. Smith, who have long been identified with the publication of

notebooks of most convenient form. Their special feature is in

automatically opening at the page last written upon—a com

bination which has been produced in various forms, both for the

pocket and the office desk. Those for office use are characterised

by the excellence of the paper used, as well as by the conve

nience of the various arrange ments, and, altogether, Messrs.

T. J. and J. Smith have demonstrated their intention of keeping

to the front so far as publishers of almanacs and diaries are

concerned.

 

Messrs. G. H. Wait and Co., of the London Road,

Leicester, have introduced a scheme for the benefit of owners of

Clyde cars in their district which should prove attractive. They

are contracting to supply petrol, oil, grease, tyres, &c, and to do

all repairs caused by wear and tear, and to keep their vehicles-

in running order for four years from the date of purchase on

terms based on an average of 7,500 miles per year.

Some tests have recently been carried out at the Napier

Works on a standard 40-h.p. six-cylinder Napier engine with a

fuel consisting of 90 per cent, alcohol spirit, at d the results are

sufficiently instructive to show that in such countries as India,

certain parts of Australia, &c, where alcohol can be produced

easily and cheaply, cars can run with the bulk of the fuel pure

alcohol. With alcohol only the engine was difficult to start, so

benzol was added until they were about in equal proportions,

when it was found the engine started up well. With two parts

of alcohol and one of benzol the engine was difficult to start,

although warm, but when once started up it ran quite well on

these proportions ; the exhaust was much purer, too, than when

half benzol was usi)d. A further experiment was made with

three parts of alcohol and one of benzol. There was considerable

difficulty in starting up with this combination, but, after starting,

the engine ran very sweetly. The next day, with everything

quite cold, a mixture of two parts of alcohol and one part of

benzol was tried, but the motor would not start up ; equal

parts of benzol and alcohol were then used, but there was still

great difficulty in starting ; finally the engine was started by-

introducing a few drops of petrol into each of the cylinders. The

car was then taken for a run with five parts of alcohol and

four parts of benzol, and this appeared to be about the correct

mixture when running the vehicle in traffic slowly so as not to-

have any risk of the engine stopping ; even with these propor

tions, however, the motor did not " pick " up perfectly until th&

parts got warm. As regards power, there was no definite bench

test made, but it did not appear that it was quite so high as

with petrol. The specific gravity of the alcohol used was •83, at

156 C., that of the benzol used being -875, at 15 C.

We gather from information received from a large number

of exhibitors that the method of doing business at this year's-

Show differs considerably from that adopted twelve months

ago, and, in consequence, considerable misapprehension has-

arisen as to the reported number of orders taken at the Show.

As an instance of this, the Humber Company tell us that at

the 1906 Show many of their agents gave them orders for cars

far in excess of what could reasonably be expected would meet

their requirements. The agents so ordering obtained prior

right to delivery, and when the stress of business arose in the-

spring the company had to refuse many orders for cars in

consequence of their having been allotted to agents who ordered

beyond their reasonable requirements. In order to obviate the

possibility of this recurring, Messrs. Humber have made arrange

ments with their agents for next season that the full trade

discounts will not be allowed unless they take the full number

of cars contracted for. The consequence has been that the

agents this year have been extremely careful in giving their

orders ; beyond this, many private customers of the firm and of

the agents last year were induced to place their orders at the-

Show for cars, delivery of which was not required for say three

or four months afterwards. This year it is pretty well under

stood that less difficulty will be experienced in obtaining early

delivery, in view of the enormous inorease in the power of pro

duction of the firm. This again has lessened the number of

orders which otherwise would have been received. It is, there

fore, extremely satisfactory to know that, notwithstanding the

above facts, the contracts the Humber Company have received

from their agents, coupled with the direct orders from customers

this year, are far in excess of what they were twelve months ago.

Whilst Messrs. Humber naturally do not care to disclose the

extent of their business, we have every reason to believe that

the firm hold already signed contracts and orders for cars to. the

amount of not far short of £500,000. Whilst foreign firms and

many small English makers doubtless have been disappointed

with the results of the show, this experience is interesting.
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Correspondence.

[Letters to the Editor should be addressed to the offices, 27SS, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.\

THE ACTION OF CAEBUEETTOES.

To the Editor or The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir.—In reply to your correspondent, Mr. Sydney Wright, re the

"" Perfects " carburettor, it has loag been a questionable point as to

whether a constant quantity of gas is the most desirable one. The

Perfecta is adjusted to give the utmost power at all speeds, and perhaps

it would have been better if this had been explained. Personally I think

the mixture should be of fairly constant quality, for several motors have

measuring devices, notably the Gobron-Brillie, which gives remarkably

good results both as regards power, economy, slow running, &c, not to

mention the fact that it will also work with petrol, benzole and alcohol.

S ;veral of the most successful heavy oil engines also have positive

measurers, all showing that the mixtures aie best when approximately

constaut in value. I know that on down grades very weak mixtures

can be used, and also on other occasions when maximum powers are not

required, but in these cases nothing is of any use but a hand-regulated

extra air valve.—Yours truly,

Frank Smith.

THE WOELD'S EECOED FOE EELIABILITY.

To the Editor or The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—Captain Corbet claims this title for the Hotchkiss car on the

ground that the time and money spent on its adjustment or repairs

It appears to me that no claim for the record for " reliability " on

the ground of the longest run without an involuntary stop should be

allowed unless it can be shown, as in the case of the Koils-Koyce, that it

was made in combination with economy in motor-house repairs and

adjustments, in fuel consumption, and in making " as good as new "

after the trial. In the same way, no claim should be made on the

record for "reliability" on the score of economy in motor-house repairs

and adjustments unless there be published therewith figures to show that

the economy was effected in combination with efficient running (as

proved by economy in fuel consumption) and economy in making " as

good as new " after the trial.

I believe this matter is to receive further consideration from the

Committee of the Royal Automobile Club, and for the present ( think

the superiority of the Rolls-Royce has been made so abundantly clear

as to render attempts to prove otherwise ridiculous.—Yours truly,

Claude Johnson.

WHICH IGNITION SYSTEM t

To the Editor or The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—It would be more than an easy matter to say when this

interesting question of ' ' Which ignition 1 " was first started in discussion,

so we must let it suffice and console ourselves with the reflection that

the subject was much debated some twenty years ago in connection with

oil engines. Since the introduction of the petrol motor it has cropped

 

Borne Trials of a Hotor Vehicle intended for use both on land and water have lately been made near New York. The illustration repro

duced above shows the machine, which has been designed by M. J. Eeveiller, of Paris, abont to enter the Biver Hudson.

•during its 15,000 miles trial a as less than the time and money spent

-similarly in the case of the six-cylinder Rolls-Royce. This claim might

have had justification had not the record of the Hotchkiss car shown

that the economy of time and money amounted almost to neglect to so

■ ;vl ju*t or repair the car as to mike it run efficiently. The best test of

•efficie' cy is fuel consumption. The record of the two cars when trans

lated into terms of " relative cost to the owner " are :—

In 15,000 Miles.

Hotchkiss. Rolls-Royce.

hrs. mm. £ s. d. hre. rain. £ s. d.

Time spent in adjustment

and repairs during the

trial (reckoned at 2s. 2d.

per hour) .„ 9 44 = 1 1 0 40 13 = 4 7 2

'Cost of fuel at 15 7 pence

per gallon 127 5 2 62 10 2

■Number of involuntaiy

stops

128 6 2

. 3 ...

66 17 4

up periodically, and can claim the doubtful honour of having been

responsible for the now of an abundant amount of ink. The reason for

these spasmodic outbursts is not far to seek, for, despite the fact that

during the last five years we have made enormous strides in the evolu

tion of a simple and reliable method of firing the explosive charge in an

internal comuustion engine, we are all ready to admit that we have not

as yet got a perfect ignition system. Moreover, it would be quite safe to

remark that at the present time no one could with anything like a feel

ing of assurance predict when the question will be settled. And this

for a very simple rea-on, as, for all we know to the contrary, even if the

recent controversy of magneto v. battery was definitely d cided, and the

manufacturers concentrated all their attention on perfecting the fault;

of the favoured system, which is more than likely would be magneto, it

is quite possible that it would not end there, because we already have

other systems, and more will undoubtedly make their appearance ii_

time. Wnether they will prove themselves potentialities to be con

tended with remains to be seen, and will be disclosed by th i result oi

putting that old adage " the survival of the fittest " into force.

The various systems in use may not be perfect., but, if of sount.

design and construction, embodying only the finest materials and best

workmanship, they cm be very reliable, provided they receive the
necessary care •<-ud attention. In fact, it is surprising what a lot of
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neglect some systems put up with before they begin to give any trouble,

and then the owner is astonished at the cost of putting matters right.

The subject is too deep and involves too much to go into here, but it

would be as well to mention that the professional driver is often to

blame in this respect, especially the type of man hailing from the

average motor school. Not knowing over much about any part of the

car, he has an abject horror of touching the magneto, in case it should

go wrong ; and so the result is the " sparking machine " gets left to take

care of itself, but as it is not 3elf-lubricating, in the majority of cases,

the inevitable happens sooner or later.

The most common system—this being a fact in itself which gives it a

decided advantage over other types, as efficient chauffeurs who are well

acquainted with all the working details are more competent to make the

necessary adjustments with accuracy, and by their experience they are

also enabled to easily locate troubles when they arise and likewise

speedily effect a remedy—is that known as ordinary high-tension ignition.

Among the other advantages it can lay claim to are its comparatively

small initial cost, and the easy starting it provides for, which also holds

another number in the shape of the possibility of starting " off the

switch." The troubles of tbis accumulator or battery ignition, taking

all things into consideration, are by no means numerous and nowhere

approaching what some magneto enthusiasts would have us believe.

The coil, of which there are two types, " non-trembler and trembler,"

the latter being by far the most common, is sometimes a source of

trouble, the prospect of which, for a budding motorist, can only be

lessened by seeing that the article is of the best construction and bears

a name of repute.

The -contact maker is also liable to remind one of its presence at

times, although, if of a good make, that is not at all likely until it has

 

Photo by]
Mrs. Charles Jarrott and her Mors Limousine.

[Campbell Gray.

been in use for a considerable period. At regular intervals it should

be thoroughly washed with petrol, cleaned, and re-lubricated with

pure vaseline. Of course, no self-respecting motorist would go very

far without a spare sparking plug in his possession. I might name

the chief little worries incidental to this system as, accumulators

running down, faulty platinnm points, trembler adjustments occasion

ally necessary, and the delightfully mystifying short circuits which now

happily are a rare occurrence on a well electrically fitted car. Not so

many years ago, when electric ignition was not so well known as it is

now, and when the tube system was sometimes fitted in case the elec

tric should fail, and experience was much dearer than it is at present, it

was not an unfrequent sight to come across a car in some outlandish place

with the driver vainly in seatch of a "short." Again, there is the

cost of keeping the accumulators charged to be added to the disadvan

tages of this type. But on the whole, with the excellent fitting now

obtainable, there is no doubt that with a good accumulator and coil

system, which is well looked after and receives all the attention it

should, from the hands of a competent person in charge, an extra and

fully charged accumulator and a few necessary spares being carried,

one can feel almost as free from the anxiety of being stranded in tome

out-of-the-way place through a breakdown in the ignition system, as

though provided with a duplicate, the purpose for which it so often

serves.

Another type, termed sychronised ignition, calls for mention, by

reason of its adoption by some makers. It can be made very efficient

and reliable ; but in spite of the fact that the single coil gives the same

quality ot spark to each plug, this being a great advantage, it is a weak

point, owing to the multiple work thrust upon the one coil. However,

the rii>k of its failure at any time proving a serious matter can be

eliminated by carrying a spare.

Now I come to magneto ignition. Here we have both the " high "and

"low" tension types to take into consideration. Dealing with the

system as a whole, if we have magneto ignition there is no charging to

bother about, the running expenses being second only to nil, and the

renewal and repair charges are few and far between, althongh the

latter when they do occur are, as a rule, rather expensive. The fact

that magneto ignition is not very well understood by the average repair

man, the high initial cost of a really good system, and the remembrance

that we cannot generally start with a half turn of the starting handle,

must be numbered among the disadvantages. Individually, the high-

tension type scores by being adaptable to any existing engine without

constructional alteration, and the low-tension, principally, by proved

reliability.—Yours truly,

J. Morse Scott.

[We shall be glad to have the views of readers on the points raised

by our correspondent.—Ed. M.C.J.]

THE CAUSE OF BACK FIRING.

To »h» Editok ot The Motor-Omr Journal. '

SIB,—I drive a two-cylinder ear of excellent qualities, but which is

guilty of one peculiar habit—that of back firing. It only does this when

the accelerator is released or opened when slowing down in traffic, and

also when the car overruns the engine with the clutch in downhill. The

valves are good and tight; coil, contact breaker, wiring and accumula

tors in perfect order. The carburettor is a Longuemare, and no matter

which jet or choke tube is used, or which other make of carburettor,

automatic or not, it does not stop the backfiring, and, curiously enough,

the engine and car work perfectly in every other way. I have also tried

valves timed differently, but to no use. If you or any reader of the M.C.J.

can offer a solution I shall be obliged.—Yours truly,

R Thompson.

[The immediate cause of back fires in the exhaust box is, of course,

due to unexploded charges passing to it from the cylinders, which are

subsequently ignited by the heat from charges that have fired in the

proper place. A very common cause of this happening is traceable to

sudden alteration of the speed of the engine, whereby the mixture in

the carburettor is rendered temporarily imperfect. It can also be due to

the timing of the spark being late in proportion to the revolutions, as

may be caused by neglecting to advance the ignition after slowing down

and then opening the throttle. It is also likely to happen when the

car is allowed to over-run the engine with the clutch in, which, by the

way, is very bad practice. It must be borne in mind that the exhaust

valve is timed to open quite 1-5 before the end of the firing stroke and

that, therefore, with the engine running fast and the contact maker

retarded a great deal, some unignited charge can get out and be fired

by the residue of the scavenging stroke.]

AN ENGINE QUERY.

To vsm Editor of The Motor-Onr Journal.

Sib,—I should be glad if you could inform me why my 4^-h.p. Benz

car does not run so well as it did a few weeks ago. Everything seems to

be in the same condition except the inlet valve. Part of the explosion

seems to come out of the inlet and carburettor. How long it has been

like this I cannot say, but I think this is the cause of the trouble. I

examined the valve and found that it would hold petrol all right, but

the spindle was a bit loose in the sleeve, bo I fitted a new valve and

sleeve. I have tried different strengths of springs and amounts of lift

to the valve ; the valve face is 52 deg. and about 1 1-16 in. wide. The

vapour pipe is clear and I have cleaned the gauges separately with a

brush. I have tried the exhaust valve with both late and early opening ;

I have thoroughly scraped and cleaned the compression space end of

piston and valve chamber ; the water circulation is good and never boils ;

there is a good blow out of the air inlet and carburettor. The engine

uses a lot of petrol ; I have to give it about all gas. I think the blow

from the explosion fills the vapour pipe and the engine gets a poor mix

ture.—Yours truly,

F. V. A.

[As the explosions seem to come out of the inlet and carburettor, it

would appear tW, the new induction valve fitted by " F. V. A." does not

close properly when working. To trace the exact fault would require

actual examination, but perhaps the most likely thing is that the seat-

ings are not good ; either not true with one another, or else a slight

ridge may be there. Also the stem of the valve may hang a little in the

sleeve and so prevent it moving quickly enough. Does " F. V. A." know

that these 4^-h.p. Benz engines have nearly always an extra air valve

placed horizontally at the back of the cylinder ? Has he one to his, and

if so, has he ascertained that this is properly regulated and in good work

ing order? A weak mixture will cause explosions (feeble ones) in the

inlet pipe and carburettor ; but, since our querist complains that his

Benz uses a lot of petrol, it would not appear to be the cause in the

present instance.]

REPLYING to the inquiry for the maker of the Csesar non-skid, the

Acre Knbber Company, Ltd., 58, High Street, Bloomsbury, AV.C, inform

us that they have a stock of the same.
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The Olympia Show.

7W

(Continued from

The Swift Cars.

The Swift Motor Company, Ltd., made a thoroughly interesting

and attractive exhibit of the well-designed cars which they have pro

duced for the coming season. Whilst these new types possess no out

standing feature in the way of novelty, they are designed on thoroughly

practical and proved lines, and it is not difficult to foresee that the

Swift is destined to become one of the popular care of the coming

season. This firm's popular two-cylinder 10-12-h.p. model, generally

associated with a two-seated body, has this year oeen constructed to

carry a side-entry body, of which a finished example was shown on the

stand, the wheel-base being extended to 7 ft. 9 in., and the chassis

strengthened throughout. The details comprised in its construction

remain practically as before, but with the above-mentioned reservation

as to their being strengthened. The two new chassis, of 18-24-h.p.

(Fig. 102) and 25-30-h.p. respectively, perhaps rather overshadow their

remodelled elder sister in point of interest, and, being altogether new

models much above the horse-power previously attempted, have excited

considerable attention to their sound construction and freedom from

experimental fads. The bores and strokes of these two new four-

cylinder models are 102 mm. by 111 mm. and 111 mm. by 130 mm.

respectively, but whilst the 18-24-h.p. has its cylinders cast separately,

in the 25-30-h.p. they are cast in pairs, and in other details, too, the

more powerful model differs from the first mentioned. In the 18-24-h.p.

the valves are carried on one side of the motor, being actuated, of

course, from the one cam shaft, the whole of the distribution gear

being enclosed and the valve tappets provided with fibre cushions.

Standard models are furnished with accumulator and coil ignition only,

but provision is made on the right side of the engine for so extending
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being just above the base chamber at an angle of 45 degrees, and

driven by bevel gear from the cam shaft end. A multiple-disc clutch

is fitted, power heing conveyed through a cardan shaft to the gear

box, which provides four forward speeds and a reverse motion, a

direct drive being given on top speed. From thence the transmission

is by the propeller shaft to the rear live axle, all of similar design

to the model just described. Whilst the brake on the main shaft is

of the contracting type those on the road wheels are of the internal

expanding varietv. Ball bearings are fitted throughout the gear-box,

similar bearings 'being employed on the front axle, of H section. The

exhibit was completed by an example of the 10-12-h.p. lengthened

chassis model, a 10-12-h.p. two-seated car, and a very handsome

limousine, finished in dark greens, fitted to a chassis of the 25-30-h.p.

type.

The Renault Cars.

The display of Messrs. Renault Freres, Ltd., comprised a 9-h.p.

two-cylinder landaulet, the chassis of which is similar to those employed

in the popular taxi-cabs in London a 10-14-h.p., a 20-30-h.p., and a

35-45-h.p., the latter being equipped with a luxurious limousine body

by Cockshoot, of Manchester. The 1908 models do not vary from

those of the past season, except in small details, the familiar dashboard

radiator and sloping bonnet being still retained. The engine of the

35-45-h.p. car is fitted with a self-starting device of the compressed air

type, while the 10-14-h.p. vehicle has the pedal-operated engine start

ing device described in our report of the Paris Salon. The arrangement

is one of the simplest and most practical means of starting tlje engine

from the driver's seat that we have seen.

 

Fig. 102.-Chassis of Swift 18-24-h.p. Car.

the gear-driven water-pump spindle that the fitting of a high-tension

magneto is quite a simple matter. The gear-box to this type is similar

in design to that of the 10-12-h.p., but in this case " gate " control is

provided. It will be remembered that the gear-box is a, single casting,

and therefore quite oiltight. The transmission is through a double-

joinled cardan 6Jiaf t to the rear axle, which has been entirely remodelled,

the weight now being taken by the sleeve. A peculiar form of double-

tube torque rod is fitted, it being suspended from the tubular central

cross member of the chassis on a swinging link, and is supported above

and below by helical sprinss. From this cross member is also hung

the rear end of the subsidiary frame, of rectangular section, which

carries the gear-box and motor. Contracting brakes are fitted both

on the main shaft behind the gear-box and also to the drums carried

on the rear road wheels. The cardan joints are all enclosed in dust-

proof cases, and the shaft itself is carried on very long bearings.

The front axle is of tubular section, the steering link being carried in

front thereof. Lubrication is by pressure to dash, and thence by

gravity. The clutch is of the ordinary leather-faced cone type, being

provided with flat buffer springs under the leather. A novel feature,

giving freedom of access to valve tappets, is that the exhaust from

each cylinder is led separately below the chassis, and thence to a

common dash/pot, from which they pass to the exhaust-box. As pre

viously stated, the 25-30-h.p. is fitted with a motor whose cylinders

are cast in pairs, but, as in the previous case, the valves are carried

on one side of the engine and worked from one cam shaft. Dual higr^

tension ignition is fitted, the magneto plugs being placed angularly

on that side of the engine opposite to the valves ; the plugs fed from

the accumulator are placed over the inlet valves, the contact-breaker

The Brown Cars.

Messrs. Brown Bros., Ltd., had a comprehensive display of their

various vehicles on a stand of somewhat contracted area under the

gallery. The exhibits comprised an example of the firm's 25-30-h.p.

fitted with a D-fronted limousine landaulet painted in dark blue,

a 40-h.p. with a touring body finished in rich automobile crimson and

provided with a double extension hood and windscreen, and a 20-22-h.p.

with a touring body finished in French grey, upholstered in fawn

leather, and fitted with double extension hood and windscreen. The

25-30-h.p. and the 40-h.p. models are identical in all main features,

except that the motor of the higher-powered tvpe has six cylinders,

while its less powerful sister has only four cylinders, the bore and

stroke in each instance being 100 mm. by 130 mm. The cylinders are

c;ist separately, and are connected up to the base chamber in pairs,

the valves being distributed on either side of the engine. The whole

of the distribution gear is- encased, the two cam shafts being carried

in separate casings. An extension of the inspiration cam shaft carries

the magneto-driving spindle, whilst the lubricating pump, the water-

circulating pump, and the cooling fan are driven by a common spindle

from the exhaust cam shaft. As in all the Brown cars, transmission is

by cardan shaft to a live rear axle. In the six-cylinder model (Figs.

103 and 104) the carburettor has two jets and separate mixing chambers,

whilst in the four-cylinder type only one jet, ftc., is employed. Two in

dependent high-tension ignitions are fitted, the magneto having a fixed

point of firing, and the advance of the accumulator and coil ignition

being attained through the intermediary of a lever and sector on the

steering wheel. Four speeds, with direct drive on top. are provided,

the control being through a " gate " type sector, whilst Hoffmann ball
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Dearings are fitted to all rotative parts except the motor. The 20-22-

h.p. type differs from either o£ the preceding in that it has a motor

of 100 mm. bore with a stroke of 100 mm., and the cylinders cast in

pairs. In this case, too, the valves are all assembled on one side of

the motor, a variable lift for the inlet valves being provided. The

whole of the distribution gear is enclosed, as well as the pinion con

trolling the movement of the magneto, the water pump, and the oil

pump feeding oil to the sight feeds on the dash. The gear gives three

forward speeds, with direct drive on top, and the transmission is by

 

Figs. 103 and 104.—Elevation and Plan of the Brown 40-h.p- Six-

Cylinder Car.

cardan shaft to the strongly- constructed rear axle. Two independent

high-tension ignitions are fitted, and Hoffmann ball bearings are pro

vided to all rotative parts. A contracting brake is carried on the

main shaft of the gear, and a ratchet sprag is also fitted thereto, whilst

the rear road wheels carry drums having internally expanding brakes.

The Maudslay Cars.

The display of the Matoslay Motob Company, Ivtd., was of a

very high-grade order both as regards the chassis and the carriage

work of the vehicles exhibited. Interest largely centred on the com

pany's latest production—a 25-30-h.p. live axle car. The engine
 

Fie;. I05.-Elevation and Flan of the Maudslay 25 30-h.p. Live Axle

Car. The part marked A is forged in one piece witn the axle sleeves,

B and C being detachable casings.

(Fig. 106), which is of the special design associated with the Maudslay

Co., comprises four cylinders cast in pairs, with the valves all located

directly in the cylinder heads, they being operated off an overhead

cam shaft, which in its turn is actuated by a vertical spindle driven

through gearing at the forward end of the crank shaft. The cam shaft

is pivoted so that by loosening the retaining bolts it can be ewung

clear of the valves, allowing any of the latter, together with their

springs and seatings. to be instantlv removed. The engine dimensions

are 4£ in. bore by 5 in. stroke. The base chamber is provided with

detachable doors of such a 6ize that not only can the crank shaft ancV

big end bearings be readily inspected, but, if occasion arises, a com

plete piston and connecting rod can be withdrawn without it being

necessary to dismantle the engine. Two systems of high-tension,

ignition are provided, the magneto being mounted on the dashboard, and

driven by gearing off the end of the cam shaft. The lubrication is

maintained by a gear-driven pump, which draws the oil from a sump

in the base chamber. The clutch is of the leather-faced cone type,

a feature being that to facilitate easy dismounting the cone portion is

built up in two halves. The change-speed gear is " gate " controlled,

and gives four speeds forward, with a direct drive on the third. With

a view of furnishing a long cardan shaft so that the acuteness of the

angle between the rear of the gear-box and the differential casing shall

be reduced to a minimum, the gear-box itself is located close up to the

clutch. The cardan shaft has a ball bearing universal joint at the

forward end and a combination sliding and universal joint at the

rear. The rear axle construction is of an interesting new design. The

axle sleeves and differential casing are all in one piece, and made

from a single forging. The latter is first slit in the middle, and is

then drifted out to form a loop or bridle which can accommodate the-

driving differential mechanism. The extremities are afterwards

machined to circular form and bored through to accommodate the live

shafts. The front and rear sides of the loop in which the differential

is supported are closed by two light aluminium dished covers. By de

taching the rear one and by removing the hub caps and slightly with

drawing the live shafts, the bevel pinions and the differential gear

can be lifted ont, enabling these parte to be readily inspected or the

gear ratio changed without difficulty. The weight of the car is carried

 

Fig. 106.—The Maudslay 35-45-h.p. Motor. The illustration show*

the overhead earn shaft, the method of driving the magnate, and

also the large inspection doors to the base chamber-

by the casing, the axle itself transmitting the drive to the wheels

through jaw clutches in the hubs. Both the foot and hand operated'

brakes are all concentrated on the drums on the rear road wheels.

The drums are wider than usual, and have two sets of expanding bands

in each, one actuated by pedal and one by a hand lever. The frame is

of drawn steel tubing of rectangular section filled with ash. The.

35-45-h.p. four-cylinder chain-driven chassis is om the same lines so

far as the engine is concerned, the bore and stroke being in this case

5 in. by 5 in. The model, generally speaking, shows, except in a few

detail improvements, but little change from last year. The complete

cars on view included a 35-45-h.p. limousine with very handsome body

by Messrs. W. and F. Thorn, a 35-45-h.p. with extended landaulet by

Messrs. McNaught and Co., and a 35-45-h.p. open phaeton designed for

touring purposes.

The White Cars.

In important competitions in this country the White steam car kas

won a place among Society cars, its ease of running, absence of noise,

and carriage-like appearance having given it favour in fashionable

circles. As regards construction, the main principles of the White

system have been familiarised to the British public by Mr. F. A. Cole

man, and the chang<6 in the 1908 vehicles do not affect the main lines

of the chassis. They are points of improvement suggested bv expe

rience as tending nearer that perfection of the automobile which is,

perhaps, not so far off as some would think. The essential feature of

the success of the White car has been the generator constructed of

helical coils of seamless tubing placed one above the other. These

are surrounded by a casing of insulating material, the heat being applied*
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at the bottom by means of a burner. The fuel supply is governed by a

simple automatic device operated by the flow of water to the generator.

Owing to the peculiar connection of the tubing, the water is not regu

lated by gravity, but is subject to the action of the pump, and thus

the White steam generator has none of the conditions of the ordinary

steam boiler—an assurance that should satisfy those who have hitherto

given little attention to the merits of the steam car for touring or

town work. With icgard to both the 20-h.p. and 30-h.p. cars for 1908, an

important alteration is in connection with the thermostat, the valve

stem of which in the new type is now made accessible and readily

adjustable. A temperature gauge is also introduced, enabling the exact

heat of the steam to be ascertained at any time. Other changes common

The Mors Cars.

The display of Mons (England), Ltd., comprised four models—a.

50-60-h.p. six-cylinder chain-driven chassis, a 45-h.p. four-cylinder limou

sine, a 20-30-h.p. live axle chassis, and a 15-20-h.p. landaulet. The latter,

which has already been described in the M.C.J. , has been especially

designed as a town carriage, and has already proved a favourite type

in this country. The engine has four cylinders in one casting, 90 mm.

bore by 100 mm. stroke. All the valves are on one side of the engine,

and operated off a single cam shaft, which is also adapted to drive the

oil and water pumps, the former through worm and the latter by bevel
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Fig. 107—The ".'White" Steam Limousine.

to both chassis are in the dropping of the engine and generator lower

to the ground than was formerly the case, without, however, lessening

the road clearance. Thus the propeller shaft is brought more nearly

horizontal, resulting in a lessened strain on the universal joints and

adding to the efficiency of the drive. This innovation enables the

burner, vaporiser, and pilot light to be brought below the side frame

of the chassis, obviating the risk of scorching any part, and also adding

to the accessibility of the burner. The piston valve in the high-

pressure cylinder has been improved as the result of last year's experi

ments, and what is practically a new compression pump has been fitted,

and two gauges on one dial are now worked by red and black hands,

a simplification of parts that is indicative of the anxiety of the White

, , Tig. lC8.-The Mors 15-h.p. Landaulet.

gearing. The new 20-30-h.p. car is made with either chain trans

mission or a live axle. In this vehicle the cylinders are cast in pairs,

with the valves operated by separate cam shafts. The water circulation

is maintained by a pump driven by bevel gear off the half-time shaft.

The lubrication is effected mechanically by pump driven from an eccentric

on the end of the cam shaft. A Mors high-tension magneto generates

the current for the ignition, the apparatus being placed on the valve

side of the engine. The carburettor is placed on the opposite ride, the

inlet pipe passing between the two centre cylinders. Two jets are

fitted to the carburettor, one being for ordinary work under a fulL

load and the other acting as a kind of by-pass when the engine is-

running light. Immediately the throttle valve is opened, either by-
 

Fig. 109 —Chassis of Mori Six-Cylinder Car-

MM

Company to secure every possible improvement. With regard to the

20-h.p. car the size of the tubing in the generators has been increased

to that of last year's 30-h.p. vehicles—viz.. an inside diameter of

i in., so that a greater reserve of power will be obtained, although the

weight of the car will not be increased. The vehicles on the stand

included a luxurious 20-h.p. limousine; for Miss Marie Tempest, the

delicate upholstery of the interior of which is as striking as the fine

finish and outline of the exterior. Models of both the standard sizes

were shown fitted with limousine and double phaeton touring bodies.

The carriage work is all of London origin, and affords a good comparison

with the best examples from acros6 the Channel.

means of the lever on the steering wheel or by the accelerator pedal,

the large jet is brought into action. The throttle is automatically

closed again by the clutch pedal when it is depressed. . The clutch is

of the melal-to-metal contracting type working on a drum formed in.

the flywheel. It works on the same principle as a metal-to-metal band

brake, and is brought into operation by a steel cone being pushed

forward, under the action of a spring, between two levers. As the

cone moves forward it forces apart the lovers, and causes the band to-

contract and grip the steel drum in the flywheel. A " gate "-controlled

change-speed gear is used, giving four speeds forward and a reverse.

Other parts of the chassis worthy of notice are the strong back axle
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in the live axle model and the forked radius rods. The springs, three-

quarter elliptic in rear and half elliptical in front, are of ample propor

tions. Fig. 109 depicts the chassis of the 50-60-h.p. six-cylinder car.

As will be seem, the cylinders are cast in pairs, with the valves on

opposite sides, the bore being 110 mm. ana the stroke 150 mm. A

feature of the design is that, to reduce the length of the bonnet, the

rear pair of cylinders are placed under the duplex dashboard. Two

systems of ignition are provided—low-tension magneto and high-tension

bv coil and accumulators. The clutch is as in the other cars while

ifie gear-box gives a direct drive on the top, fourth speed to the dif-

 

Fig. 110. -The Rover 20-h.p. Four-Cylinder Engine.

ferential 6haft through its own bevel pinions, the other speeds being

-transmitted through a separate set of bevels. The final drive is by

side chains. A substantial braking system is installed, the hand-con

trolled brake on the rear wheels being supplemented by double foot-

actuated brakes on the countershaft. On all the cars ball bearings are

fitted throughout, except to the engine. The suspension of the chassis

is effected by extra long semi-elliptic springs in front and three-quarter

elliptics at the rear. We may add that detachable rims are now fitted

to the wheels of the Mors cars from 17-h.p. upwards, which enables

a tvre to be changed in a few seconds with the greatest ease. Alto

gether, the Mors care, which were amongst the first put on the market,

are being kept fully abreast of the times.

'The Hover Cars.

The exhibit of the Rover Company, Ltd., was an interesting one

irom two points of view—in the first place because of the 20-h.p. cars

usual heavy steel frame is obviated, a much lighter one sufficing for the

work of supporting the body. The motor (Fig. 110) has four cylinders

separately cast, with the valves all located on one side ; the bore is

97 mm. and the stroke 110 mm. The crank shaft is supported on ball

bearings, while the induction pipes are so arranged that every cylinder

gets an equal charge, and both the inlet and exhaust pipes are taken

clear away from, the valve stems, allowing any valve to be removed

without difficulty. The carburettor is of the Rover Company's special

pattern ; by its use the quality of the explosive mixture of gas and

air is automatically regulated to suit the speed at which the engine

is running. The standard ignition is by coil and accumulators, but

provision is made for fitting a high-tension magneto. The contact-

maker, which is of an interesting design, is now in front of the engine,

and most accessible. The petrol tank is now made as part of the dash

board, instead of being under the seat, as formerly. Another feature

of the design is the use of the engine as a brake. The cam shaft is of

special design, and, in addition to lifting the inlet and exhaust valves

in the usual way, is so constructed that it can be used to effect an

engine or compression brake. Beside the ordinary cam shaft is placed

a pedal-actuated control shaft, extending from which to each set of

cams—inlet and exhaust—is a fork by means of which the cam

shaft can be moved backwards. On depressing the pedal, the auxiliary

shaft is drawn to the rear, the forks draw the cam shaft in a longi

tudinal direction. This sets up an entirely different operation, for

the inlet cam being drawn out of position, the large ball which lies

at the bottom of the tappet revolves on a circular portion of the cam

stem, and the inlet valves become completely closed for the whole

cycle of operations. The exhaust cam is also drawn out of its normal

position, but instead of the extreme left-hand portion being circular,

as in the case of the inlet cam, it possesses two projections, which lift

 

 

Fig. 111.—Ch\ssti of the Rover 20-h.B. C»r.

luilt on similar lines to the vehicle which won the 1907 Tourist Trophy

race, and, secondly, on account of the attention the concern are devoting

-to the construction of reliable small cars at a popular price. The

20 h. p. car is an especially interesting model. The greatest departure

from ordinary practice is the three-point suspension of the body and

engine, secured by hanging the forward end of the engine to the

centre of a single front spring lying directly over the front axle. The

-engine, clutch, and gear-box casings are coupled together so as to

form one rigid piece, which reaches almost to the forward ends of the

long semi-illiptic rear springs. By this means the necessity for the

Fig. 112.—The Rover 8-h.p. Coupe.

the exhaust valve twice to every revolution of the shaft, with the

result that air is taken in from the exhaust pipe on every downward

movement of the piston, compressing on the upward stroke, and then

exhausted. The inlet valve being permanently closed, no gas is

admitted to the combustion chamber, with the result that the engine

is working under compression, which effectually retards its movement,

and at the same time it is being cooled. The arrangement has proved

so effective in practice that it is claimed to be sufficient to hold the

car when the low speed is engaged on almost any hill. The clutch is

of the metal-plate type introduced by the Rover (Company, and the

" gate "-controlled change-speed gear can be adapted to give three or

four speeds forward, as desired; in addition to the reverse. In the

four^peed model the direct drive is on the third, and not on the

top. The final transmission is by a cardan shaft and bevel to the live

axle. In addition to the engine brake above mentioned, a pedal-

operated brake is fitted to the gear shaft, while there are also the usual

rear wheel emergency brakes. The sides of the car between the foot

board and the frame, as far back as the rear springs, are entirely closed

in. The wheel base of the chassis is of a length to allow a roomy

side-entrance body of either the closed or open type to be fitted, the

cars on view including a handsomely appointed landaulet. The well-

known Rover 8-h.p. cars were shown as two and four scaters. and

also a doctor's coupe. This vehicle (Fig. 112) has two inside seats and

an outside one for the driver, the place of the usual second front seat

being taken up by a very accessible door. An innovation on all the

8-h.p. cars is a ntat type of side lever for changing gear, and wheel

control of the engine. A new contact maker of a most interesting

design is also fitted in connection with the engine, a positive earth

connection being at all tun.ee maintained. The Rover 6-h.p. single-

cylinder vehicle has many improvements, the following being a few

of the most noticeable :—Two millimetres have been added to the
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bore of the cylinder, the 1S08 model being 97 mm. by 110 mm., thus

giving both greater power and greater cooling efficiency ; the front

and back axles have been re-designed and strengthened ; the body is

a neat tulip shape, upholstered in leather, and the bonnet and dash

have been improved in shape and etyle ; the bonnet fastener is a neat

spring clip type, and platform steps have been added, the latter con

siderably improving the appearance of the vehicle.

The Berliet Cars.

Ranking high in the automobile engineering world as they do, the

Berliet cars displayed by Messrs. J. E. Hptton, I/td., naturally

attracted considerable attention. Prominent on the stand was a 60-h.p.

six-cylinder chassis. The cylinders are cast in pairs, with the valves

on opposite sides ; the bore is 120 mm. and the stroke 140 mm. The

ignition is by high-tension magneto, and the carburettor of special

automatic design. The clutch is of the multiple-disc type, and the

four-speed gear-box is " gate "-controlled, and is arranged to give a

direct drive both on the third and fourth speeds, this being obtained

by means of two bevels on the end of the gear shaft meshing with two

crown wheels arranged one within the other on the differential shaft.

Both the bevel pinions are free to run on the propeller shaft, one or

other being engaged as required by means of a dog clutch. The gear

box and differential case are one casting, but are divided internally into

two compartments. The final transmission is by side chains to the

rear road wheels. In addition to the usual hand-operated brakes in

drums on the rear road wheels, two pedal-actuated brakes are mounted

on the differential shaft. The 22-h.p. four-cylinder car is interesting

as being a duplicate of the one which holds a record for petrol con-

 

Fig. 113.—The Berliet 22-h.p. Victoria with curved frame.

sumption—viz., 62i miles on two gallons of petrol, carrying four

passengers at an average speed of forty-six miles an hour. The frame

is of a specially-curved design, to allow of the fitting of low side-

entrance bodies for town use to the chassis, with the attractive result

depicted in Fig. 113. The cylinder dimensions are 110 mm. bore by

120 mm. stroke, and in this model the ignition is by low-tension

magneto. The power transmission is either by side chains or cardan

shaft to the Tear live axle (see Fig. 114), the latter being of

an interesting design. The casing is built up of two forged steel

sleeves solidly attached to the differential case. The live shafts, which

have only the driving effort to withstand, transmit the power to the

wheels through the hubs by means of the coned ends and two keyways.

The rear suspension is by full elliptical springs. Throughout the whole

of the Berliet cars the workmanship is of the highest class, ball bearings

being employed to all parts, except the motor. A 40-h.p. car equipped

with a luxurious limousine-landaulet body was also displayed. The

fittings of this body are unique, and include a neat folding wash-basin

with supply of water, a complete canteen for tea, and another one for

lunch, these being all neatly packed away in portions of the body

specially designed for their reception. There is also a 6pecial fitting

to take a Thermos bottle, electric communication with driver, electric

light, &c. A most instructive exhibit at this stand, showing, as it

does, the complete working of the motor, was a four-cylinder Berliet

engine, every part of which was cut in section to enable the internal

working to be seen. Unfortunately, Messrs. Huttbn were not able to

show what would have probably proved the clou of the Exhibition, a

40-h.p. six-cylinder Berliet, arranged to run on either petrol or com

pressed air, or both, at will. Some particulars of the new model were

given in our Teport of the Paris Salon last week, and we await a

drawing of the arrangement with interest.

The Spyker and Zedel Cars.

The British Automobile Commercial Syndicate, Ltd., had on

view a range of the well-known Spyker cars, including a i5-20-h.p.

chassis with an improved form of gate " control to the change-speed

gear, a 20-30-h.p. landaulet, and a 20-30-h.p. side-entrance double

phaeton with Cape cart hood. The Spyker Company, of Amsterdam,

has now turned it« attention to the construction of motor-cabs. While

the main points of the Spyker vehicle are retained, the new 10-15-h.p.

model (Fig. 115), which is also intended for the use of doctors and

 

Fig. 114 —View of the Rear of Chassis of the new Eerliet Live Axle Car.

other professional men, comprises several new features. The frame is

made of steel, stamped cold. It is very wide and strong, and is

narrowed at the front to enable the chassis to turn in the required

distance of 25 ft. The motor comprises four cylinders in one casting ;

the bore is 80 mm. and the stroke 90 mm., and at 1,000 revolutions per

minute 16-h.p. is developed. In order that overheating troubles shall

be obviated a very large honeycomb radiator is employed. The

ignition is by Simms-Bosch high-tension magneto, and, as the point

of firing is fixed, only one lever is provided on the steering wheel.

This actuates the throttle and is also connected up to a pedal so that

the driver may regulate the speed of the engine either by hand or

foot. The lubrication of the motor is so arranged that it is impossible

for over-lubrication to take place, the emission of obnoxious ^moke

being consequently prevented. The " gate "-controlled change-speed

gear gives three speeds forward and a reverse; the final transmission

is by a cardan shaft and bevel gear to a live axle, which latter has

 

Fig. 115 -Chassis of Spyker 10 15 h. p. Landaulet Cab.

only the driving strain to withstand, the weight of the car being carried

by the axle casing. Special attention has been paid to the brakes,

while ball bearings are used throughout, they being even fitted to the

engine crank shaft. The chassis is fitted with a comfortable body of

the landaulet type, having accommodation for four persons inside.

The Zedel is a French-built car, the agency for which has been taken up

by the B.A.C.S.—the exhibit comprising a chassis and a coupe arranged

to be driven from the inside. We gave a description of this interesting

vehicle in our report of the 1906 Paris Salon, pointing out that it wan
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a reproduction in miniature of modern powerful four-cylinder ears. The

engine, which is rated at 10-12-h.p., has the four cylinders all in one

casting, with the valves arranged on opposite sides. The ignition is

by hi>rh-fcetision magneto, and pump lubrication is adopted. The

clutch is of the multiple-disc type, and the drive is through a " gate "-

controlled three-speed gear-box and cardan shaft to a live axle.

The Miesse Cars.

TheMiEssE Petrol Cab Syndicate, Ltd., contented themselves with

displaying an example of their 24-h.p. four-cylinder chassis and another

 

Fig. 116.—The Miesse Six Cylinder Engine with the Cylinder! all in

one casting.

The 24-h.p. remains practically the,

same as during the past season, excepting that some detail iinprove-

of their 35-h.p. eix-cylinder type.

excepting that some detail linpro

m.'nts have been effected, materially increasing efficiency and ease of

adjustment, Ac. Among these modifications, mention may be made of

the provision of dog clutches to the shafts driving the magneto and the

pump, the application of ball bearings to these shafts, and the entire

enclosing of the distribution gear. Other improvements comprise the

 

Fig. 117.—Two Views of the Combined Engine, Clutch and Gear

box on the Buick 24 h. p. Car.

main shaft brake with two segments in lieu of the previous continuous

band, and the jointing of the two cardan joints longitudinally, thereby

permitting of the employment of four bolts in place of eight previously

necessary. In the case of the rear cardan the coupling is provided with

a erpecia] web, which forms an oil retainer. In the six-cylinder model

(Fig. 116) the practice pertaining to the four-cylinder type has been fol

lowed in all main features, but, unlike its earlier prototype, the cylinders

-are all cast in one block, and was the only example of a six-cylindered

motor so cast at the show. High-tension magneto ignition is fitted, and

the valves are distributed on opposite sides of the cylinders as in the earlier

model. The admission chamber is provided with a diaphragm running

nearly its whole length( but with spaces at each end permitting the

flow of the gases : by this means the gases flowing to the middle pair

of cylinders are made to travel the same distance as those passing to

the two outer pairs, thus equalising the suction to all cylinders. The

carburettor previously employed has been retained, the cardan shaft

is as now fitted to the 24-h.p., and in all other essential features there

is a continuation of the practice which has proved so satisfactory on the

smaller model.

The Buick Cars.

Messrs. Steknberg and Eason exhibited two models of the Buick

two examples being given of each type, the two-cylinder car of

22-h.p. shown with a landaulet body and also as an ordinary four-

seated side-entry phaeton, whilst the models having four vertical

cylinders of 24-h.p. were furnished with a " runabout" body and a four-

seated side-entry phaeton respectively. The 22-h.p. type is provided

with a horizontal motor having two double opposed cylinders with a

bore of 4^ in. and a stroke of 5 in. The valves are carried in a cage

capable of being easily removed, together with the valves. The gear

is of the epicvclic type, the control of the high speed being by side

hand lever, whilst the reverse and low gear are manipulated through

foot pedals. The gear can be easily dismounted from, the frame with

out interfering with the motor or other mechanism. Water circulation

is maintained by a direct gear-driven pump. The brakes are of the

internal expanding type. In the four-cylindered car the cylinders, as

previously stated, are vertical, having a bore of 4i in. and a stroke

of 4i in., rated as 24-h.p. The valves are disposed on opposite sides

of the cylinders, whilst transmission is through a multiple-disc clutch

running in oil to the gear-box, giving three speeds and reverse by

 

Fig, 118.—The Adler 28-h.p., with Morgan Limousine Body.

sliding pinions, and thence by cardan shaft to the live axle. The

striking feature of this type is that the engine, clutch, and change-

speed gear are assembled as one unit (Fig. 117). Separate chambers

are provided for the crank, clutch, and gear, the main flywheel is

carried in front of the engine, the whole oeing fixed by a five-point

suspension, three points being flexible. Water circulation is maintained

by a gear-driven pump, and lubrication is also effected by similar means.

A contracting brake is fitted at the tail end of the gear-box, whilst the

road wheels nave drums fitted with internally-expanding brakes. The

vehicle is a very interesting one, embodying points quite novel in British

practice, and the exhibit, as a whole, was of an attractive nature.

The Adler Cars.

Messrs. Mohgan and Co., Ltd., of Long Acre, London, W.C.,

exhibited three sizes of the Adler vehicles, which are manufactured at

Frankfort-am-Main by one of the largest motor concerns in Germany,

and for whom Messrs. Morgan are the British agents. As the 18-h.p.

and 28-h.p. four-cylinder cars are on practically the 6ame lines, the

following particulars may be taken as applying to both. A feature of

the Adler construction is that the engine, clutch and gear-box are

built up and fixed in the frame as a unit. The engine comprises four

cylinders, cast in pairs. The valves are all operated off a single cam

shaft, the gear wheels operating which are entirely enclosed. The

cylinder dimensions are 90 mm. bore by 110 mm. stroke in the ease of

the 18-h.p., and 105 mm. by 120 mm. for the 28-h.p. Two systems of

high-tension ignition are provided—magneto and coil—while the car

burettor is of a special automatic type, the throttle being controlled

both by a centrifugal governor and a lever on the steering wheel. A

separate admission pipe is provided for each pair of cylinders. The

lubrication of the engine is effected by pump operated off the governor

spindle. The clutch is of the metal-tOTmetal disc type working in oil,

while the gear-box is of the sliding pinion variety, adapted to give

three speeds and reverse, with direct drive on top speed. The control

is by single lever working in a " gate." A neat arrangement is pro
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-rided, which prevents the reverse motion being engaged by mistake,

a small cap to the top of the lever having to be lifted up to enable

a knob within to be pressed down. The final transmission is by a

cardan shaft and bevel gear to a live axle. The cardan shaft is

•enclosed over its full length, the sleeve acting as a torque rod. Two

radius rods also extend from the forward end of the cardan sleeve to

the frame. Both foot and hand brakes are provided ; the former is

water-cooled, a small pedal slightly in advance of the main one opening

the water supply whenever the brake is applied. Ball bearings are

fitted to all parts except the engine crank shaft. There are many other

points of interest in the Adler cars, reference to which is prevented

by the pressure on our space. It may be eaid, however, that throughout

the details bear evidence of having been very carefully thought out,

while the workmanship is of an equally high order. The 18-h.p. was

shown in chassis form, while the 28-h.p. was fitted with a limousine

body (Fig. 118) by Messrs. Morgan. This is constructed to carry seven

passengers, and is equipped with the firm's "Cromwell" front screen.

The cushions have copper springs in place of the ordinary wire type,

and the upholstering is in drab cloth. A moderate-priced car which has

many interesting points "is the Adler 9-h.j>. , which can be fitted with

either a two or four seated body. The motor comprises two cylinders

arranged in V form, of 85 mm. bore and 90 mm. stroke. The inlet

valves, which are of the ordinary suction type, can be quickly taken

■out by loosening a screw and taking off the caver, without it being

necessary to remove the inlet pipe. A point worthy of notice is that

'joth Simms-Bosch high-tension magneto and accumulator and coil

ignition are provided. A transverse shaft in front of the motor, operated

off the half-time shaft, actuates the contact maker as well as the

magneto. The water circulation is maintained by a gear-driven pump,

while an automatic carburettor furnishes the mixture. The clutch,

which is of the metal-to-metal cone type, can be taken out without

dismounting the engine or gear. Three speeds and a reverse are

provided by a change-speed gear of the sliding pinion type. The top

 

Fig. 119. -The Itala Biz-Cylinder Motor.

speed is direct, and when this is in operation the side shaft is entirely

•out of gear. The change-speed control is on novel lines ; it is actuated

by a lever that has a T-shaped handle. The driver has only to make

-direct forward or backward thrusts of the lever, the actual selection

of the gear required being achieved by the turning of the specially-

shaped handle. The final drive is by cardan shaft and bevel gear to

a live axle. The road wheels are of a new design ; they are built up

entirely of pressed steel, the spokes being electrically welded to the

rims. Tests with the steel wheel, which is no heavier than the artillery

type, have shown it to be much stronger laterally.

The Itala Cars.

The display of Itala Automobiles, Ivtd., attracted throughout the

show considerable attention, partly because of the prominent position

given to the identical car on which Prince Borghese won the Pekin-

Paris race, and partly to the high-grade qualities of these Italian-

built vehicles. The chassis on view comprised a 35-45-h.p. four-

cylinder model and a six-cylinder one of 60-h.p. (Fig. 119), the

cylinder dimensions in both cases being 130 mm. bore by 130 mm.

stroke. As regards the mechanical details of the Itala

vehicles, these remain practically the same as last year. The

cylinders are' cast in pairs, and the ignition is by low-tension magneto,

the operating cams being located on the top of vertical rods which run

up between each pair of cylinders. The throttle is controlled both by

pedal and a hand lever on the steering wheel. The automatic carburettor

is of the Itala Company's own design and construction, a notable feature

being that the induction pipes are provided with expansion joints.

We note, too, that the dredger form of dashboard lubricator has been

-superseded by one comprising four small pumps which force the oil to

the various bearings. The clutch is of the metal-to-metal type, using

flat discs, and is very sweet in action. A new departure is seen in

the fitting of a large but light ring universal joint between the clutch

and the gear-box to allow for any want of alignment between the two

parts. The transmission from the four-speed gear-box is by a cardan

shaft and bevel gear to a well-designed live axle. Three pedals are

provided ; one operates the clutch only, the other actuates a contracting

brake on the primary shaft of the gear-box, while the central pedal

withdraws the clutch and applies the expanding brakes in the hubs

of the rear wheels ; the latter can also be operated by the hand lever

 

Fig. 120.—The Engine and Gear-Box of the Motobloc Car, showing the

flywheel located between the cylinders.

at the side of the driver. The cardan joints have metal cup protectors,

and ball bearings are fitted throughout. A 20-h.p. car fitted with an

Italian-built park phaeton body was also shown, this forming one of

the most graceful vehicles in the Show.

The Motobloc Cars.

A vehicle which has many interesting points is the Motobloc, ex

hibited by the British Motobloc Syndicate, I/td., which is making

arrangements for its construction in this country. Fou- sizes are made,

all with four-cvlinder engines—viz., 18-h.p. (90 mm. bv 110 mm. bore

and stroke), 25"h.p. (100 mm. by 100 mm.), 36-h.p. (120 mm. by 120 mm.),

and 45-h.p. (130 mm. by 130 mm.). The first two have live axles, and

 

Fig. 121.—Three Views of the new Tairaycrrft 30-a.p. Engine. (*-• peg' 876.)

the more powerful cars have side-chain transmission. The name of the

car is based on the fact that the engine and change-speed gear are

built up in the form of a unit (Fig. 120K Another special feature is

that the flywheel is enclosed, and is situated between the two pairs

of cylinders, where it is supported on both sides by phosphor-bronze

bearings of ample dimensions. The four cylinders are cast in pairs,

and have the exhaust valves on one side, and the inlet valves situated

in the centre of the cylinder heads, assuring a free and more direct

transmission of gas ; the inlets are actuated by rocking arms mounted

on eccentrics, providing a simple and effective method of varying the
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lift of the valves in order to regulate the speed of the engine. The

automatic carburettor is heated by a supply of hot water from the

cylinder-jackets, the temperature of which can be regulated by a tap

provided for the purpose. The fuel feed is by exhaust pressure, which

forces the petrol from the main reservoir to a small auxiliary tank on

the dash, whence it is fed by gravity to the carburettor. Two systems

of high-tension ignition, using the same contact maker and distributor,

are provided. The magneto is mounted on a platform at the side of

the gear-foox, and driven by an extension of the pump shaft. The

system of lubrication is on novel lines ; a pump in front of the dash

board forces oil to the sight feed, and each drop of oil, as it falls from

the latter, is picked up by another pump and forced through to its

allotted bearing under pressure. The clutch, which is of the metal-

to-metal expanding type, running in oil, is inter-connected with the

throttle in such- a way that as it is withdrawn by the pedal the speed

of the engine is automatically cut down. The change-speed gear is

controlled by a "gate" lever, the gears not in operation being auto

matically locked. A feature of the gear-box is the readily-detachable

cover, which is held down by six hinged catches, these being released

by merely slackening the nuts. The side shaft is hollow, and runs on

ball bearings on a solid internal shaft, which can be withdrawn by

unscrewing the large nut formed solid on its rear end, when the whole

side 6haft and its gears can be lifted out without disturbing any other

parts.

The Thornycroft Cars.

An interesting series of cars, comprising 14-18-h.p. and 30-h.p. four-

cylinder and 45-h.p. six-cylinder, was shown by Messrs. J. I. Thorny

croft and Co., Ltd. The 30-h.p. four-cylinder car is in general arrange

ment a replica of the six, so that the following particulars may betaken as

applying to both. Three views of the 30-h.p are given in Fig. 121.

The cylinders, which are 4i in. bore by 5 in. stroke, are cast in pairs,

with the valves arranged on opposite sides. A gauge is provided for

instantly determining the amount of lubricating oil in the crank

chamber, and an air pump is driven off the cam shaft for forced petrol

feed. The absence of sharp corners in the water service pipe is a

special feature, as is also the design of the detachable front end portion

of the crank case. The Water-circulating pump and the magneto are

located at the front of the enginej off which they are driven by skew

gearing. The lever on the steering wheel is connected up to both

the ignition and the throttle, the extra air inset being automatically

varied in conjuntion with the latter. To facilitate starting the engine

the exhaust cam shaft can be moved laterally to give half-compression,

 

Fig- 132.—The Benz 40-h.p. Four-CylinderJMotor, showing the gear

operating the valve cam-shifts located at the rear of the engine.

It will alio be notioed that the pump and magneto are driven by

«eparate shafts.

while it may also be mentioned that the exhaust pipe is .provided with

ribs to assist in cooling. The clutch is of the multiple-disc type,

actuated by five readily-adjustable external springs. The transmission

is through a three-speed gear-box and cardan shaft to a live axle.

Messrs. Thornycroft, in addition to the six-cylinder chassis, exhibited

a 30-h.p. three-quarter-landaulet, a 30-h.p. limousine (both of very

high finish, and painted dark blue), and a 14-18-h.p. phaeton with Cape

hood the carriage work of the latter being by Messrs. A. Meier and Son,

of Redhill.

The Benz Cars.

The name of Benz is one of the oldest in the automobile world,

and one, judging from the models now being turned out, that is likely

to long remain familiar. For some time past the Benz Company have

been devoting attention to the construction of powerful nigh-grade

vehicles, and the chassis displayed by the Cannstatt Automobile

Supply Association were amongst the finest in the show. The engine

comprises four cylinders cast in pairs and with the valves sym

metrically arranged on opposite sides. As will be seen from Fig. 122

a noteworthy feature of the motor is that the gear wheels operating

on the valve shafts are located at the flywheel end, instead of behind

the radiator, as usual, an arrangement which is claimed to increase

the available body space on the chassis without any drawbacks in the

way of inaccessibility. It will also be noted that the water-circulating

pump and magneto, while located on the same side of the engine, are

operated by separate shafts. Two systems of ignition are provided,

low tension magneto and high-tension by coil and accumulators, the

distributor for the latter being mounted at an angle at the front end

of the engine. The carburettor is of special design, a lever on the

steering wheel controlling the throttle and at the same time varying

the air inlet. The leather-faced type of cone clutch i6 retained, the

transmission being through a " gate "-controlled four-speed to either

a differential shaft and thence by side chains, or direct by a cardan

shaft and bevel gear to the back axle, both methods of driving being

supplied. The axles are of H section, and a peculiarity of the front

one is that the centre of the axle and the centre of the wheels do not

fall in line. The latter are set back from the centre, the claim for the

arrangement being that, besides enabling simpler and more solid con-

 

Fig. 123.-The Iris 25-h.p. Landaulet-

Btruction of the axle arm pins, the steering is rendered surer and

easier, and that when the wheels deviate on account of any unevennesa

on the road they at once come back to the straight of their own

account. A 40-h.p. with luxurious limousine body by Hooper was

also shown.

The Iris Cars.

The display of Iris Cars, Ltd., comprised a 25-h.p. three-quarter

landaulet (Fig. 123), a 35-h.p. chassis, a 35-h.p. car with Boi des Beiges

touring body, Cape cart hood, wind shield, and high side door, a 40-h.p.

chassis, and a 40-h.p. Pullman limousine. Since their introduction

about two years ago, these vehicles, which are made at Willesden

Junction by Messrs. Legros and Knowles, have quickly taken a

prominent place in the ranks of British-built motor vehicles, and so

satisfactory has the design of the various details proved that only a

few minor changes have been found necessary in the 1908 models.. The

25-h.p. and 35-h.p. vehicles are fitted with four-cylinder engines, while

the 40-h.p. is a six-cylinder model which retains all the leading features

of the Iris design. The cylinders ere cast in pairs, with the valves

all set on the same side ; the bore is 4^ in. and stroke 5J in. As in

the four-cylinder, the lubrication is forced to all parts of the engine

by a gear pump in the crank chamber, and driven off one of the cam

shafts. Two systems of high-tension ignition are fitted, while to

facilitate starting a half-compression arrangement is provided. The

clutch is of the multiple-disc type, and the gear-box gives three forward

speeds and reverse, with direct drive on the third. The gear case has

a three-point suspension, and can be removed from the chassis by

dismounting three nuts and bolts, while all the shafts, gear wheels,

and bearings can be removed without taking the case from the chassis.

The back axle casing is continuous from end to end, so as to avoid

any possibility of sag at the centre. The road wheels are mounted on

self-lubricating ball bearings upon the ends of the case, the power

being transmitted from the live shafts to the hubs. The differential

gear and the bevel wheels are carried in the aluminium case forming

the centre of the axle in a novel manner, which enables them to be

removed bodily in a few minutes without disturbing any of the other

parts, and the ratio of the bevel gears to foe readily changed.

Price's Lubricants.

From the beginning of the motor industry Messrs. Price's Patent

Candle Company Ltd. have given close attention to the necessary

lubricants, &c, aDd bave met with a great degree of success in the

preparation of various specialities for particular purposes. AmoDg their

several oils and greaoes for motor-cars are Motorine, Oleogene, Gas

Engine Oil, Steam Motor Oil, Battersea Gear Oil, Belmoline, Belgraphine.

Cirogene, Rangraphine, Rangoon Oil, Rangoon Jelly. An important

speciality is Curroleum, which is an oil dressing for leather-faced

clutches, which combines the properties of a lubricant and of a,

preservative for leather. Purity and quality are the secrets of the

success of the Price's Candle Company in these lines.
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The Fullcar.

One of the novelties of the show was undoubtedly the Pullcar
•vehicle exhibited by the Pullcak Motoe Company, Ltd., Preston.

Since this car was first introduced the design has been considerably

cimproved, and it would seem that, in view of the neat and graceful

machines now being turned out, the Pullcar will soon become a very

■familiar type. A feature of the construction is that the engine and

.gear (Fig. 124) are all practically contained under the driver's seat and

•dashboard, power being transmitted to the front wheels, which thus

 

Pig. 124.—The Motor Fore-Carriage of the " Pallcaor " Vehicle.

.act as steerers and drivers. The arrangement gives the coaehbuilder

full scope for the carriage portion, the exhibit comprising an attractive-

>lookin{j victoria suspended on C springs and a landaulet (Fig. 125), both

exceedingly well adapted for town use. The motive power is supplied

by a 14-16-h.p. engine comprising four separate vertical cylinders

having the usual modern equipment in the way of ignition, carburation,

water circulation, and lubrication. As will be seen, it is fixed in the

frame with its crank shaft parallel with the axles ; the power is trans

mitted by enclosed helical gear wheels to the change-speed gear counter-

-shaft below, and thence to the front axle by a Renold silent chain, no

bevel gear being employed in the car, as the drive throughout is by

iparallel shafts. The change-speed gear is of epicyclic design, fitted,

when required, with a patent locking device with automatic release.

The gear is arranged to give three speeds forward and reverse—viz.,

6^, 15, and 24 miles per hour with the motor running at 1,200 revolu

tions per minute. The gear -wheels are always in mesh, being of the

true sun-and-planet design, without a single internally-cut gear. On

the top speed, on which the greater part of the running is done, no

gear wheels are in operation, the gear being locked and revolving as

a whole, acting as an additional flywheel. The combined driving and

steering front axle is of the live type, the power being transmitted

to it in the centre, and from thence to the road wheels through special

tiniversal joints. The axle is fitted throughout with Hyatt flexible
•roller bearings, which run constantly in oil. The differential

gear and other component parts can be dismantled in situ without

disturbing the carrying axle. Among the claims made for the Pullcar

are that it does not s':id, that solid tyres may be fitted to the rear

wheels without interfering with the comfort of the passengers, and that

the motor fore-carriage can be attached to any type of body.

The Calthorpe Cars.

The Calthorpe car, made by the Calthorpe Motor Company, Ltd.,

-John Bright Street, Birmingham, remains in ite main features

as in 1907, but in details and in refinements many distinct

advances have been made. A6 was the case last year, only

one type is manufactured, this being of 16-20-h.p. The cvlinders,

which are 93 mm. bore, with a stroke of 104 mm., are cast in pairs,

with the mechanicallv-operated valves arramred on one Ride. The ex

hibits included a touring phaeton of standard design, a similar body being

fitted to another eTa-nple. but in this case a hood and glass screen is

•provided, completed by the customary polished chassis. Amongst the

more important improvements effected, mention may first be made of

the provision of the Brown a"d BtIow automatic carburettor, which

; is claimed to effect very considerable economy in petrol consumption :

a further improvement is the adoption of the Hele-Shaw clutch in all

models as a standard, whilst the difficulty sometimes experienced in the

past in withdrawing the clutch has been overcome by the re-designing

of the clutch pedal and levers, whereby a leverage in the ratio of

six to one is secured by a double link motion, and under all circumstances

the prompt withdrawal of the clutch is rendered absolute. Ball bearings

are now fitted throughout the car, except in the motor itself, and, to

ensure more perfect cooling, 32 ft. of gilled tube have been incorporated

in the radiator. All control rods are now fitted with ball-joints of

eminently practical design, ample wearing surface and the necessary

provision for adjustments being provided. Splash lubrication and the

fitting of the rear cross suspension spring are still continued, but the

clearance for steering lock has been considerably increased.

The Motor Supply Company.

The Motor Supply Company, Ltd., exhibited on their stand in the

Annexe a 15-20-h.p. Mors car fitted with a handsome limousine body,

a 10-15-Spvkcr car with a well-constructed landaulet body, and a

15-20-h.p. Spyker car with a side-entry touring body provided with a

double-extension hood. A prominent place was also found for the popular

little " Passe-Partout " car, for which this firm has the exclusive agency.

The model displayed had a De Dion engine of 8 9-h.p. , with automatic

inlet valve, but we understand that the standard models are provided

with motors fitted with mechanically-operated valves. The accessories

are of the best—a Bassee and Michel coil, Dinin accumulators, and

Autoloc control levers being fitted, whilst lubrication is by pressure

feed, and the water circulation by a centrifugal pump. Although shown

as a two-seated car, the car is also supplied with a long chassis for

side-entry bodies. Three speeds are obtainable, and internal expanding

brakes are provided immediately behind the gear-box and also on the

rear road wheels.

The Cadillac Cars.

The Anglo-American Motor-Car Company, Ltd., showed the

Cadillac 10-h.p. single-cylinder car, which, except for detail improve

ments, remains unaltered. The wheel base has been increased, and

longer springs are now fitted, while the riding qualities are im

proved. The 20-h.p. Cadillac is a new model shown for the first time,

this having a vertical four-cylinder engine and cardan shaft transmission.

There was also a 30-h.p. model fitted with a three-speed epicyclic gear.

The Mercedes-Mixte Cars.

A handsome 45-h.p. limousine built on a Mercedes-Mixte chassis

was to be seen on the stand of the Cannstatt Automobile Supply

Company, Ltd. A feature of this vehicle is that the power developed

by the petrol engine is transmitted electrically instead of mechanically

to the rear road wheels, the usual clutch, gearihox, differential gear and

driving mechanism being dispensed with, their place being taken by a

dynamo at the rear of the engine and two electric motors built up to

form the hubs of the rear road wheels. Changes of speed are effected

by the action of a controller which alters the electrical connections.

Five forward and three reverse speeds are available, as well as four

electric brake positions. The exhibit also included a Mercedes electric

 

Fig. 125 -The " Pullcar" Landaulet.

carriage, in which the hub system of electric motors is employed, the

necessary current being, however, in this case furnished by a battery

fif 42 Tudor accumulators arranged under the front and rear seats. A

feature of the vehicle is the provision of a new regenerative controller,

by means of which, whenever it is desired to 6top the car or when run

ning downhill, when the motors are being driven by the motion of

the car itself, the latter are automatically converted into generators,

the current generated going back into the battery. Not only does this

intermittent recharging very much increase the distance that the car
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will run oft a single charge( but the frequent replenishing of the

battery is beneficial to it, apart from the distance run, and a battery

working under these conditions has a longer life than when used with

the ordinary form of control. At the same time a powerful braking

action is made available when the motors are used as generators. We

may add that one of these vehicles recently made a run of 64 miles

on one charge under the observation of the R.A.C.

The N.E.C. Cars.

The New Engine (Motor) Company, Ltd., of Acton Hill, W., had

a display of their N.E.C. cars, which for originality of design were

 

fig. 126.—The , N.E.C. 40-h.p. Limousine built for Sir Thomas Brooke

Hitching.

amongst the most interesting in the Show. Although at first the fact

that the mechanism is entirely hidden from view may lead some to

think that it is difficult of access, a perusal of the following description

will show that, far from this being the case the arrangement is such

that all the different parts of the engine and gear can be got at with

a minimum of trouble and without having to get under the car. Three

sizes are being built—20-h.p. two cylinders, and 30-h.p. and 40-h.p.

four-cylinder, all being fitted with horizontal opposed cylinders.

Except as Tegards the number of cylinders, the arrangement of

the vehicles is practically the same, so that the following particulars

may be taken as applying to all three. In the first place it may be

stroke of the 20-h.p. and 40-h.p. engines is 5 in. by 4i in., while the

dimensions of the 30-h.p. are 4i in. by 4^ in. The cam shaft and.

valve tappets are carried in a detachable case, which can 'be readily

removed en bloc, eo giving access to the crank shaft and its big ends.

The ignition is by high-tension magneto-coil and accumulators with

synchronised high-tension distributor being provided as a reserve. A

governor is provided, by means of which the ignition ie automatically

advanced and retarded in accordance with the speed of the engine ; it

is also so linked up to the carburettor that the quality of the mixture

is also varied in accordance with the motor speed. The lubrication is-

maintained by a pump mounted on the front end of the crank shaft ; a

range of sight-feed drips on the dash supplies oil to each cylinder and

to the filter chamber. The crank shaft is hollow from end to end, and

a constant 6tream of oil is kept moving through this passage, flowing

out through small holes into the centre of each bearing. The oil then

returns to the filter chamber, where it is thoroughly cleansed before

again passing through the crank shaft. One gallon of oil will, it is

claimed, run the car between 500 and 800 miles. The water circulation

is on the thermo-siphon system, the fan being incorporated with the

flywheel. The usual bonnet is replaced by the dashboard, which con

sists of the radiator and a wooden case serving to hold the petrol and

oil tanks. The clutch is of the leather-faced cone type ; the epicyrlic

change-speed gear has been abandoned in favour of a four-speed gear

box operated by a " gate " lever. On the fourth speed a direct drive is

obtained, but on the other speeds including the reverse, separately

mounted eccentric lay shafts controlled by cams are employed, the gear

wheel being thus engaged on the full width of the teeth in place of being

slid into engagement sideways. The transmission from the gear-box to

the rear live axle is by a cardan shaft which has universal joints at

both ends and worm gear, the worm engaging with its corresponding

wheel below the axle. The latter is entirely encased,, and runs on baU

and roller bearings. The sleeve surrounding the two parts of the

divided driving shaft is of steel tubular construction, facing and bolting

on to a central cylindrical casting containing the differential and worm

drive. As already mentioned, special attention; has been devoted to the

accessibility of the mechanism, every part of which is arranged so that

it can be got at from the top or sides of the vehicle, which are made

removable or hinged. As there is nothing to get at underneath the

engine, a close-fitting underscreen ie fitted, the motor and gear being

thus thoroughly protected from dirt. The vehicles exhibited comprised

a 20-h.p. and 30-h.p. landaulet and a 40-h.p. limousine (Fig. 126), the-

bodies being entirely supported between the axles and rendering them,

exceedingly comfortable. In fact, the whole of \he apfrearance of the-

N.E.C. cars is one of comfort, and we are not sjtrprised to find thenv

rapidly becoming a popular type.

The Belsize Cars.

Belsize Motors, Ltd., as this old-established Manchester concern is-

now known are building six models for the 1908 season—15-h.p., 20-h.p.

28-h.p., and 30-40-h.p. four-cylinder, and 30-h.p. and 60-h.p. six-cylinden

 

fig. 127-Eievation of N.E.C. Chassis.

K. Magneto. S. Gear changing lever.
L. Wairrptpe from cylinder! to radiator. T. Steering column.
M. Uuderscreen. W. Hand Brake.

X. Gate for lour speeds and reverse.

A. Cylinder*. J
B. luU-t pipe*. • •

E. Exhaust, pipes.

K flywheel with fas blades attached to rim.

observed that the body is entirely supported between the axles ; special

attention has been paid to the question of suspension, with the object

of providing an easy-riding vehicle. The frame is of channel steel,

the side members being narrowed at the extreme front and connected

by transverse members, the whole being stiffened at the angles by web

plates. The springing of the car is novel, half-elliptic springs being

placed fore and aft, and connected underneath the axle at the back and

on the top in front. The motor, as will be seen from Fig. 127, is located

below the front seat floor board. The cylinders, which are separately

cast, are arranged in pairs on the opposite side of the base chamber,

the valves being all operated off a single cam shaft. The bore and

—all having bevel-gear-driven live axles. The 15-h.p. car has the-

cylinders—3i-in. bore by 4-in. stroke—cast in one piece. The ignition

is by high-tension magneto, and the water cooling is by thermo-syphon cir

culation. The 20-fi.p. car is similar in all respects to that which secured

the gold medal iir its class at the Scottish trials. The28-h.p. is a new model, .

and has many interesting details, including special oil pump. The bore

is 4J in. and the stroke 5 in. ; the valves are located on opposite sides.

High-tension magneto ignition is fitted, and the cooling is on the thermo-

syphon system, large pipes being used. The tappets, guides, and valve-

spindles are hidden from view by an easily-removed twin semi-cyKmirical

casing, which reduces the noise due to the impact of the valve spindles
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on the tappet ends. A metal-to-metal cone clutch running in oil trans

mits the power to the gear-box ; the latter gives four forward speeds in

addition to the reverse, the direct drive being on the third. The usual

practice with regard to the brakes is reversed, the pedal controlling the

rear wheel hub brakes, and a side lever one on the end of the gear-box.

With the exception of the engine, ball bearings are employed throughout.

The 30-h.p. six-cylinder vehicle is a new model; the cylinder dimensions

are 4-in. bore by 4i-in. stroke. As will be seen, the Belsize Company

have an interesting series of cars for the coming season, and in view of

the relatively low price at which they are being offered, are deserving

of close attention.

The " Valveless " Cars.

One of the most interesting vehicles in the Show was the " Valve-

less" of Valveless, Ltd., and exhibited on the stand of Messrs. Cbaw-

shay, Williams, Ltd. Fig. 129 gives a view of the 20-h.p. chassis

displayed, while the exhibit also comprised a landaulet with front ex

tension and wind screen to seat six. The main feature of the chassis

is, of course, the engine, which works on the two-cycle system, and

has neither valves, valve tappets, nor cam shafts. Fig. 128 gives a section

view of the motor, from which it will be seen that it has two vertical

cylinders placed side by side, sharing in common a single combustion

chamber, carburettor, air-tight crank case, inlet port, exhaust port,

and ignition. The two pistons B operate separate crank shafts CC1,

which revolve in opposite directions, being geared together by teeth cut

on their disc webs. The gearing is so arranged that the pistons move

up and down together, while on each crank shaft there is a balance

weight. The bore and stroke are respectively 5£ in. by 51 in. The

action of the engine is as follows :—When the pistons ascend, the vacuum

which they form in the airtight crank case draws air in through the

pareage G. This air lifts the disc V, which is attached to the needle

valve S, so that petrol is sprayed from the jet K into the passage I.

The pistons then descend and compress the charge of air in the crank

case. On reaching the bottom of their stroke they uncover the ports

D and E. The opening of the port D permits the charge of compressed

air to pass from the crank case through the passage I into the cylinders.

On its way the air is carburetted by the petrol which has already been

sprayed into the passage I. The mixture so formed displaces the waste

gases from the cylinders, pushing them out through the exhaust port

E. The pistons then ascend, and compression is followed by explosion

in the usual way. As the pistons approach their extreme downward

position, the exhaust port first opens and lets out the remaining pressure

of the explosion, and then the inlet port opens and lets in a fresh charge

as already described. In fact, while one charge is being used in the

cylinders another is being prepared in the crank case, so that explosion

takes place at every revolution, as against every other revolution in

the ordinary four-cycle engines. As will be seen from Fig. 129, the

engine is placed at about the centre of the frame under the driver's seat,

so that the radiator, which occupies the front of the car, can lie at

the receiver at regular intervals thus ensuring the efficient lubrication

of the entire mechanism. The ignition is by coil and accumulators,

the two cylinders being fired by a single plug. A notable feature is

that the installation is in duplicate throughout, so that in the event

of a defect in one series of wires the reserve can be immediately

switched on. The power is transmitted through a metal cone clutch

which works in oil to a Benold silent chain, which drives a secondary

shaft carrying a double-jaw clutch. Two speeds are obtained by en-

 

Fig. 128.—Section of "Valveless" Two-Cycle Engine.

gaging the jaw clutch with two chain wheels which drive on to the

axle at different speeds by means of ordinary roller chains. The reverse

motion is accomplished by an epicyclic gear contained inside the main

clutch. The gear is motionless during the forward running of the car,

but it is instantly brougnt into action when the clutch pedal is pressed

down 'beyond its usual travel. The ease with which either forward

or backward movement can be obtained by a single movement of the

driver's foot renders the car extremely convenient to "handle in an

 

Fig. 129.—Chassis of the Valveless 20-h.p. Car.

 

a considerably higher level than the cylinders. By this arrangement a

rapid circulation of the cooling water is obtained without the use of

a pump. The tubes of the radiator are disposed horizontally, and afford

a free passage to air passing vertically between them. The lubrication

of the motor is effected by a pump operated by worm gear off one of

the crank shafts. The oil is taken through a distributor in view of the

driver to the pistons and bearings of the engine, and is afterwards

ejected on to the chains and other working parts, the mere filling of

awkward garage, and when the vehicle is blocked by traffic enables the

driver to back immediately by merely forcing down the clutch pedal.

The epicyclic gear is of use also for another purpose. The engine,

since it gees through the same cycle of operations at every revolution,

will run equally well in either direction, and can, in fact, be easily

reversed from the driver's seat by a single manipulation of the ignition

lever. When the engine is reversed the reverse becomes a very slow

forward gear (giving less than half the speed of the nominal low gear).
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The frame of the vehicle is on noivel lines ; it is constructed of thin steel

plate in the shape of a punt 16 in. deep, and forms at the same time

an extremely rigid support for the body and a dust-proof case for all

the working parte, a steel casing being formed over the driving chains.

The central isteel tube containing the live shafte of the back axle is

relieved of all strain by a sheet steel framework. The springs are

full elliptic, and ensure easy running, even on the worst roads. Two

extremely powerful brakes are fitted, the foot-operated one acting on a

drum on the clutch shaft, those controlled by hand lever working on

drums on the driving wheels. The vehicle, which ie the outcome of

several years' close study on the part of Mr. Ralph Lucas, is exceedingly

<juiet in operation. It is claimed that the " Valveless " engine obtains

with two cylinders a greater freedom from vibration than either the

four-cylinder or six-cylinder motor of the ordinary type.

The Hillman-Coatalen Cars.

A new addition to the ranks of British-built cars is the Hillman-

Coatalen, built by the Hillman-Coatalen Motor Car Company, of

Coventry. Two models are being made—25-h.p. four-cylinder and

40-h.p. six-cylinder—examples of both of which were on view. Except

as regards the number of cylinders, the general arrangement of the

two vehicles is on the same lines. The engine has separately-cast

cylinders, the bore being 5 in. by 5 in. stroke. The design is of

interest in that the crank case carries almost all the parts that can

be classified as belonging to the engine. Cooling is by a gear-driven

positive pump and a novel type of flat-tube radiator. A feature of the

six-cylinder car is the employment of two water-circulating pumps driven

off one shaft. The ignition is by high-tension magneto with fixed firing

point ; coil and accumulators are also installed as a reserve. The crank

chamber is provided with two large inspection doors, enabling the

big end bearings to be readily examined. The clutch, which is of the

leather-faced cone type, has two side springs in place of the usual

central one. The change-speed gear gives three forward speeds, with

direct drive on the top. A double-jointed cardan shaft transmits the

power through bevel gearing to the rear live axle. The weight of the

 

Fig. 180—The Hillman-Coatalen 25-h.p. Car.

car is taken by the axle casing, the live shafts, which have only the

driving effort to withstand, transmitting the power to the_.rear road

wheels through their hexagonally-shaped ends. With the exception of

the engine, ball bearings are used throughout.

The Sizaire-Naudin Car.

The interesting little two-seated car known as the Sizaire-Naudin,

the agents for which in this country are Messrs. Jarrott and Letts,

continues to attract considerable notice, the success of this vehicle in

the recent light-car trials in France having given it a decided fillip.

Throughout the details of the car are on novel lines ; the frame is of

armoured wood suspended on three springs ; the engine is of the sirrgle-

cylinder type—120 mm. bore by 110 mm. stroke. A governor acting on

the ignition ie provided, while the speed of the motor is controlled by

a variable lift of the inlet valves. Transmission is through a single

metallic-disc clutch and a special form of three-speed gear-box, giving

a direct drive on all speeds. The change-speed gear is combined with a

special system of transmission to the live axle. Fitted with a two-

seated body: the little car has quite a racy appearance, and its moderate

price is bringing it many purchasers.

The Horley Car.

The Horley Motor and Engineering Company, Ltd., showed

two models of their 8i-h.p. cars, fitted in both cases with four-seated

bodies. So far as the motive power is concerned, they are identical,

the two cylinders, having a bore of 80 mm. and 90 mm. stroke, of Messrs.

White and Poppe's manufacture, this firm's carburettor being ako em

ployed. In the cheaper model the control is by Autoloc levers on the

steering column, a friction-driven pump maintaining the water circula

tion, a tank and radiator with fan being provided, in this car the con

tact breaker is placed horizontally at the top of the cylinder, the ignition

being by accumulator and coil. In the second model, whilst the engine,

carburettor, and ignition are the same, the contact breaker is placed

vertically, the pump is gear-driven, and the radiator is self-contained.

The suspension, too, is improved, a transverse spring at the back

being provided. Steering wheel control is fitted. In other details this

type follows the first-described model.

The N.A.Q. Cars.

The Neue Automobil Gesseiaschaft showed two models of their

cars—a 16-h.p. four-cylinder type being fitted with a landaulet body

by the Connaught Motor and Carriage Company Ltd., the British

agents for these vehicles, and a 28-32-h.p. chassis fitted with a double

landaulet finished in bright yellow, by the same makers. In addition

an example of the 28-32-h.p. type was to be found in chassis form,

specially finished for exhibition. The latter has cylinders cast in pairs,

with a "bore of 115 mm. and a stroke of 125 mm., the whole of the

distribution gears being encased, and the valves placed symmetrically

on either side. The ignition is by low-tension magneto, the ignition

gear being actuated by vertical rods worked from the induction cam

6haft, the advancement being attained through the medium of a lever

and sector on the steering wheel. Cooling ie effected through a gear--

driven pump on the exhaust side, a peculiarly designed gilled tube

radiator and a fan being fitted. The peculiarity of the radiator is

that its central element or nest of tubes can be taken down for repair,

replacement, cleaning, 4c, without in any way disturbing the remain

ing nests or breaking the ordinary water-joints. The transmission is.

by chains from a gear-box providing four speeds, controlled by a lever

working in a "gate" sector, direct drive being given on top speed.

The male member of the clutch is of the leather-faced cone type, but

in this instance the leather is attached to segments, so that the ease

of dismounting is rendered particularly facile. A contracting brake

is fitted to the secondary shaft in front of the gear-box and internal

expanding brakes to drums on the rear road wheels, these also being

provided with an ingenious ratchet device which acts as a sprag. The

carburettor is improved from that of previous models. A hot-air

chamber is provided around the exhaust pipe, a method of controlling

the choice of admission of either hot or ccud air being provided by a

shutter controlled by a lever working in a ratchet, a further shutter

at the other extremity controlling the fixed air supplv. Lubrication is

by pressure from the exhaust to the dash, and thence by pumps through

two sight feods ; an ingenious mounting of the glass tube in brass

fittings with bayonet catches permits of the removal of these sight

tubes instantaneously and without interference with the lubricator.

The 16-20-h.p. model is similar to the 28-32-h.p. car, except that the

cylinder dimensions are 90 mm. by 110 mm., and that in this model

the change-speed gear permits of only three speeds, and finally that tile

transmission from the gear-box is by a cardan shaft to the live axle.

The ITagant-Hobson and Decauville Cars.

Interest at the 6tand of Messrs. H. M. Hobson, Ltd. was centred

in the chassis of the Nagant-Hobsom 35-40-h.p. car, which is built by

the old-established engineering firm of Messrs. Nagant Freres, of Liege.

The engine comprises four cylinders, 125 mm, bore by 140 mm. stroke,

cast in two pairs, with the valves arranged on opposite sides. The

ignition is by low-ten6ion magneto, provision being also made so that

coil and accumulators may be employed as a reserve. A half-compres

sion device is provided to facilitate the starting of the engine. The

clutch ie of the disc type, a neat clutch stop being provided to facilitate

changing gear. The change-speed gear is adapted to give four forward

speeds and a reverse with " gate " control and direct drive on the top

speed, the final transmission being by side chains. Two brakes are

provided on the differential shaft in addition to the usual internal

expanding ones on the rear road wheels. The frame is of pressed

steel, and the front axle is of I section, ball bearings being fitted to the

ivots—in fact, to all parts except the engine. A new shock absorber

nown as La Glissoire, and which acts by the displacement of oil, is

fitted in conjunction with the springs. The complete car on

view was fitted wi:h a side-entrance double phaeton bodv fully equipped

for touring, it being provided with canopy and special wind screen

placed close up to the steering wheel. Drawers are arranged under the

scats and under the footboards, and a feature is the addition of a spare

seat on the near side footboard. A new 20-30-li.p. model on similar

lines has just been introduced. Except that two brakes instead of three

are fitted, and that the ignition is by high-tension magneto and accumu

lators and coil, this is on similar lines to the 35-40-h.p. car. A

16-20-h.p. Decauville landaulet was also shown, this being practically-

unaltered, except for the gear being lower than formerly, so that the

bulk of the driving can be done on top speed. The 'body, which is by-

Messrs. Laurie and Marner. is painted green and upholstered in Bed

ford cord, making an excellent carriage for town use.

The West-Aster Cars.

In their main features the various types of West-Aster care exhi

bited by Messrs. Wkst, Ltd., resembled each other, excepting that the

horse-powers varied from 14-16-h.p. to 30-35-h.p., a 22-h.p. forming

a connecting link between the two. The two last mentioned are pro

vided with a gear-box giving four speeds, whilst the 14-16-h.p. has

only three speeds. In addition, the 14-16-h.p. engine has ite four

cylinders in one casting, whilst in the 22-h.p. they are cast in pairs,

and in the remaining type separately. The transmission is by pro

peller shaft to a live axle in each case ; the firm's well-known practice

of carrying the propeller shaft from a hinged double link or stirrup
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attached to the central cross member of the main frame is adhered

to, as is also the self-oiling double universal joint. The West cars have

always been known for the excellent coach-work embodied even in the

standard bodies as ordinarily fitted, and it would 'be difficult to surpass

in luxurious elegance and quiet refinement the various models shown.

One comprised a touring phaeton of the Roi des Beiges type finished

in green and black alternating stripes, upholstered in crimson enamelled

buffalo hide; another a luxurious limousine of the semi-berline type,

finished in rich dark green with black mouldings lined out in white,

the upholstering being in heavy cloth fabric of mixed green tints ; and

yet another a limousine-landaulet body, finished in dark green with

black mouldings, upholstered in drab cloth. The exhibit was completed

by examples of the gears, axles, &c, employed in the care and an

example of the Noakes lubricator.

The Porthos Car.

A vehicle which attracted considerable attention was the Porthos,

exhibited by Messrs. Colin Depries, Ltd. Two models were on view—

24-32-h.p. four-cylinder and 50-h.p. six-cylinder. The engine comprises

separate cylinders, with the valves arranged on opposite sides. The

ignition is by high-tension magneto, while the carburettor is of special

automatic type, the extra air valve being opened by means of a leather

diaphragm, on which the suction of the engine acts. Another feature

of the carburettor is that the vaporising and mixing chambers are

separate. The lubrication of the engine is effected by a small pump

built in connection with and operated by one of the exhaust valve

tappets. The transmission is through a leather-faced cone clutch, four

speeds and reverse gear-box, with direct drive on top, cardan shaft and

bevel gear to a live axle. The latter forms a somewhat novel departure

from the ordinary practice, the usual design being practically reversed

—that is to say, the power is transmitted to the road wheels through

hollow sleeves, which, instead of being fixed as usual rotate in ball

bearings. The weight of the car is carried by a solid shaft which

extends in one continuous piece from wheel to wheel, and which also

rotates with the wheels. The differential is of the parallel pinion type,

and the intermediate pinions have been made much longer than usual,

so that the driving gear is, to a certain degree, free to move laterally

on the driving sleeves and so adjust itself to any strains which might

otherwise tend to disturb the correct meshing of the bevel gears. This

" floating " action is facilitated by the absence of torque rods, the

natural tendency to turn being resisted by the casing provided around

the cardan shaft.

The Lindsay Cars.

The Lindsay Motor Manttfacturinq Company, Ltd., are now

confining their attention to a 16-h.p. vehicle, the chassis of which is

adapted to receive any type of closed or open side-entrance body.

The motor has four setparately-cast cylinders, with the valves all on

one side. Both high and low tension are provided, and the carburettor

has an automatic air inlet valve. The specification comprises forced

feed lubrication, cone clutch, three speeds forward and a reverse, ball

bearings to all parts except the engine. The final drive is by cardan

shaft to a live axle.

The Boydale Cars.

The Roydale Engineering Company, Huddersfield, were present

with two polished chassis of the Boydale vehicles of respectively 18-22-

h.p. and 25-h.p., both having engines the four cylinders of which are

cast in one piece. There are many points of interest in these vehicles,

which made their debut at the Cordingley Show in April last, among

them being a two-jet by-pass carburettor, which is very simple in its

action, while allowing the mixture to automatically adjust it6elf accord

ing to the speed of the motor. Ignition is by Simms-Bosch high-tension

magneto, accumulators and coil being provided as a reserve ignition

system as a stand-by. The throttle is arranged to be operated in three

ways—by a hand lever on the steering wheel, by an accelerator pedal,

and automatically when the clutch is withdrawn. The ball-bearing

gear-box furnishes three forward speeds, with a direct drive on the

top, through a double-jointed propeller shaft to a live axle.

The Pilgrim Cars.

The cars exhibited by the Pilgrim's Way Motor Company, Ltd.,

were of an exceedingly novel design, and radically different to what may

be termed standard practice. The exhibit comprised a three-quarter

landaulet and a double landaulet, as well as a chassis and a neat

two-seated car. The engine, which is mounted in the centre of the

frame, comprises four horizontal cylinders all located on the same side

of the crank shaft. The cylinders, which are 4$ in. bore by 5 in.

stroke, are cast separately but complete with water-jacket. The cam

shaft is arranged so that it can be quickly detached, while the large

inspection doors fitted to the crank chamber enable a piston to be

withdrawn without it being necessary to dismantle the engine. The

system of lubrication is an improvement on the 1907 model, a valve-

less or oscillating pump located in the crank case forcing the oil from

the base chamber through a distributor to the different bearings, the

oil returning to the tank to be repumped. The transmission is through

an epicyclic type of change-speed gear, providing two forward speeds

and a reverse. The gears are automatically operated by one pedal and

an indication lever, which can be set at any time to the gear required.

The final drive is by a single central chain, which is enclosed. Other

features of the car are the self-starting device and the adjustable steer

ing gear and the fact that only five sizes of nuts are used throughout

the chassis.

The North British (Drummond) Car.

This car was shown in chassis form and also equipped with a touring

body on the 6tand of Mr. A. C. Penman, of Dumfries. In its main

features it remains as originally designed, the chief variations being in

minor details and in giving increased accessibility, &c. The motor

(Figs. 131 and 132) has its mechanically-operated valves on one side of

the cylinders, which have a bore of 3J in. and a stroke of 4 in., giving

20-b.h.p. at 1,500 revolutions. Cooling is on the thermo-siphon system

through a well-designed radiator carried in front of the bonnet in the

usual manner. Ignition is by high-tension from accumulators and

trembler' coil, but at choice synchronised ignition can be fitted, and

provision is also made for a high-tension magneto as an alternative.

The carburettor is of good design, ensuring flexibility, and testimonials

from users give proof of an average of twenty miles to the gallon with

four or five seated bodies. Lubrication of the engine is effected by

splash, all other rotative parts being provided with grease cups. The

clutch is of the leather-faced cone type, and the transmission from the

three-speed gear-box is by propeller shaft to the live axle. A contracting

brake is carried behind the gear-box, each road wheel being provided

with internal expanding brakes. The steering is irreversible and adjust-

 

Figs. 131 and 132.-Two Views of the Motor of the North British

(Drnmmond) Car.

able, enabling the inclination of the pillar to be set at any desired

angle ; the wheel carries the control levers, a deoelerator pedal also

being fitted. The back axle is of great strength, the differential being

of the parallel type of large proportions. Both the engine and gear

box are hung on steel plates, being extensions from the main frame, and

provided with a dust-excluding apron. Another model of the same

horse-power is constructed to carry a two-seated phaeton de luxe. In

this case, whilst most of the foregoing details of construction are

retained, the drive is attained by a worm floating on a feathered shaft

and held in position by springs at either end. These cars have already

acquired a good reputation for ease, flexibility, and lightness in fuel

and tyre consumption in the North, and for steady reliability their

reputation is being daily augmented.

The Aster Cars.

In addition to their display of engines in the Gallery, the Aster

Engineeering Company, Ltd., had on view two complete chassis of

respectively 20-22-h.p. and 24-30-h.p. The motors are of the four-

cylinder type, and are equipped with Longuemare carburettors, to

which the Aster Company's automatic attachment is fitted. Two sys

tems of high-tension ignition are employed. The transmission is through

a three-speed gear-box, giving a direct drive on the top speed. The front

axles are of a new pivot design, with the hubs of the road wheels

running on ball bearings.
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The Ariel-Simplex Cars.

Ariel Motors (1906), Ltd., had an interesting display in the centre

of the main building the carriage 'bodies fitted to the various chassis

being of the most elaborate type. They included a very handeome

double landaulet fitted to a 30-40-h.p. chassis, finished in dark blue, and

possessing much originality in design, a limousine finished in dark

crimson attached to a chassis of 40-50-h.p., and a touring phaeton with

all necessary equipments, completed in deep cream colour, with brown-

red mouldings and upholstery, applied to a chassis of 30-40-h.p.

 

Fig. 133. -The Ariel 26-30-h.p. Motor.

Although, as was their due, these well-known models attracted con

siderable attention, yet the clou of this exhibit was the firm's new

25-30-h.p. chassis (Fig. 134), its popularity perhaps being divided with

the racing car built for the Grand Prix of 1908. In the

25-30-h.p. new model the usual Ariel practice of casting the cylinders

(Fig. 135) in pairs has been adhered to, and the valves, as usual, are

placed on one side of the cylinders, the inlet valves being located

over the exhausts and operated by rocking levers through vertical rods.

In main design the remaining features of the motor follow the usual

practice of this firm. The lubrication is by means of a gear-driven

shaft to the four-speed gear-box, the selector rods of which are now

entirely enclosed, and are operated through a " gate "-type sector by a

single lever. The gear-box is suspended on a tubular underframe carried

at its rear end on a tubular cross member of the main frame and at

ate front end by a downwardly-bent tubular cross member, which also

serves as a fulcrum for the clutch withdrawal mechanism. Lubricators

are fitted to all moving parts and to the spring shackles. A contracting

brake is fitted behind the gear-box, and the rear road wheels carry

internal expanding brakes whose action is synchronised by a rocking

lever. Both the gear-box and back axle are, of course, "fitted with

ball bearings throughout. The frame is inswept at the front and

cambered at the rear, the rear suspension being by three-quarter elliptic

springs.

The Isotta-Fraschini Cars.

These high-grade Italian-built cars have quickly gained a pro

minent position in the motoring world. Two sizes were exhibited by

Messrs. Hall, Capkis and Co.—18-24-h.p. and 40-45-h.p.—both being

fitted with side-chain transmission. The four-cylinder engine has

the valves operated off separate cam shafts, and. the ignition is by high-

, tension magneto. The flywheel is adapted to act as a fan, while the

clutch is of the multiple disc type. On the smaller car the usual brake

on the differential shaft is supplemented by one on the forward end

of the gear-box 6ide shaft, while the larger one has two brakes on the

countershaft. The cylinder dimensions are : 18-24-h.p. 105 mm. bore

by 130 mm. stroke, and 40-45-h.p. 130 mm. by 150 mm. Messrs. Hall,

Capris and Co. inform us that a new live axle model is being intro

duced by the Isotta-Fraschini Company, this being fitted with a 14-h.p.

four-cylinder engine, a straight or dropped frame—the latter being

intended for low side-entrance town carriages—and an arched back

axle, this construction being rendered possible by the adoption of two

pairs of bevel wheels with the differential casing.

The Hothwell Cars.

The Eclipse Machine Company, Ltd., exhibited three sizes of their

live-axle cars—15-n.p., 20-h.p., and 25-h.p. The water circulation is by

thermo siphon, no pump being used. A feature is the accessibility of

the valves, it being only necessary to loosen one nut to take out both

valves in the same cylinder, while large inspection doors allow of easy

inspection of the interior of the crank chamber. The leather-faced cone

clutch is fitted with an addition iit the shape of rubber buffers, eng

with apertures in the cone, to allow of progressive engagement,

road wheels are of the double-artillery type.

Coach Work for Motor Cars.

An inspection of the chassis on the stand of Sir Wm. Angus,

Sanderson and Co., Westgate Street, Newcastleon-Tyne, revealed

more than any words can describe the high grade work which is now

 

Fig. 134-ChMsU of Ariel 25-30-h.p. Car.

pump operated from the cam shaft. The clutch is «f the inverted cone

type faced with leather, a ready means of adjustment being provided

by an external square-headed nut operating the internal mechanism.

The carburettor is carried on the side of the motor opposite, the cam

phaft, and the feed is by a double-armed casting through ports in

the cylinder heads to the inlet valves on the other side of the engine.

The magneto and water-circulating pump are also on the right side of

the motor, being driven by the same shaft from the distribution gear.

From the clutch power is conveyed through a double cardan-jointed

being put upon the chassis of automobiles in order to bring them into

line with the best carriage work of the country. There were two examples

which would make the reputation of the firm—if that had not been

already assured. One was a 42-h.p. Daimler limousine to the order of

Mr. Emerson Bainbridge, ex. M. P. , constructed on coach lines even t<>

the driver'* seat, which instead of being a part of the enclosed vehicle, is

independent of that portion of the body like the coachbox. At the

rear, too, the luggage grid can be folded up so as to preserve the carriage

outline when not in use. This limousine has a fixed top. The pillars are
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swung np, and by means of a doable acting hinge are secured to the roof

out of sight, while the glasses of door and sides can be dropped into the

Sands of the vehicles as in an open car. The convenience of the

river, as well as the comfort of the passengers, has been thought of,

and the slope for his feet is at an extremely good angle. As an example

of carefully designed internal fittings, the landaulet on a 42-b.p.

Daimler chassis, alto the work of Messrs. Sir AVm. Angus, Sanderson

and Co., was noteworthy. In addition to the uSual seats in the rear of

the vehicle are swinging seats at the fides which can be adjusted to

several positions so as to facilitate the movement of passengers. These

seats can be folded away and collapsible tables brought into position to

extend across the car and form a complete bariier. To the rear of the

driver there is another collapsible seat. A special fitting is a semi

circular canteen, divided into three compartments, which is enclosed

under the rear seats, and which revolves so as to afford entry thereto.

The upholstery of the interior is in a taking French material of light

grey. The driving seats are in pigskin, with a bucket division for

maps, etc. A notable feature of both these vehicles is the exceptionally

wide -wings, which are covered with leather. Each of these can be

easily removed, when it is desired to get to the tyres, by removing three

bolts, which are, however, hidden from view on the uppermost side.

Motor Bodies from Scotland.

From Dumfries Mr. A. C. Penman brought admirable examples of

motor body work. His reputation is not restricted by the Solway Firth,

and bis clientele extends to the southern shore of this island. An

examination of the various bodies on the stand went far to explain

his success. The 24-h.p. "Deasy" three-quarter landaulet is a good

design. Within are folding seats which fall into the floor when down,

thus being right out of the way. In their place a writing table cau be

obtained, and with the advantage of a roomy interior the carriage—for

such it really is—is an ideal society vehicle. In connection with the

electiic sidelights the switch is located near the' lamp to facilitate

removal, &c. The second vehicle in the collection was a 24-30-h.p.

" New Arrol-Johnston " limousine with a detachable top. This is so

well contrived as to disguise the fact to the ordinary observer. The

colouring is in two shades of blue, which form an artistic and unusuai

combination. To this car is fitted the " Millaro " wind screen, reference

to which las been made in an earlier Show Report. The third car

on Mr. Penman's stand was a 16-20-h.p. " North British " tulip phaeton

of a type that has become popular in the north. The body is in

polished walnut, and in the rear portion no fewer than 150 pieces of

wood have been used to secure the rounded form. For the comfort

of the passengers the floor boards can be raised to any angle so as to

rest the feet, a convenience secured by having a double floor. Alto

gether these exhibits testified- to most careful design, as well as good

workmanship—a combination that led to an excellent display of modern

motor body work.

Vincent Motor Bodies.

Although his stand in the Annexewas of restricted area, Mr.W.Vincent

taged thereon a magnibcent example of coachw ork applied to a Mercedes

chassis of the latest type, whilst other examples of his manufacture were

to be found displayed on the stands of Messrs. Mann and Overton's and

Straker and Squire, Ltd. Both the last-mentioned examples are of the

double phaeton type, that fitted to the Brasier car being finished in

earmine, with hood and wind screen, and that displayed on the Straker-

Squire " C. P. B." 25-30-h.p. car, built for the Maharajah of Bikaner,

being completed in beautiful shades of green, upholstered in alight green

leather in pastel tint. The Mercedes chassis on Mr. Vincent's own stand

was equipped with a " runabout " body de luxe, in single or " Parisian "

phaeton torm with a hood. As is usual with bodies of this firm's con

st! nction, every possible refinement is comprised; tool boxes and tool-

drawers are made weather-proof, with double doors or lids, each cover

being double-grooved and tongued. The upholstery is a perfect example

of the coachbuilder's art, and is carried out in enamelled hide of

a delicate green tint, whilst the paintwork is completed in thiee shades

of dark greens, the whole baimonising perfectly. The body of the

phaeton has its corners composed oi a chamfered panel, the mouldings of

which conform in artistic contour with the side and back panels, and the

complete vehicle possesses an artistic merit, as well as a comfortable

elegance.

Lowe, Bevan and Co.'s Wind Screens.

A large and effective display of their wind screens and motor

body builders' socialities was made by Messr?. Lowe Bevan and Co., of

the Clarence Works, Birmingham. Among the new patterns for the

coming season, all of which sef m to have been designed with a prac

tical appreciation of the proMem to be solved, is the " Kenilworth "

type with patent fittings, by means of which any angle of adjustment

can be secured. The combinations that are obtained are most com

prehensive. The screen is in two halves, which can be used as ore

straight screen if desired ; or the bottom portion can be used that way

with the top member adjusted to any required angle. If necessary it

can be half folded down to form a half screen. Supplied with either

biass or nickel-plated fittings, the screen is a thoroughly practical

device. Another useful invention exhibited by Messrs. Lowe, Bevan and

Co. was the " Combination " folding wind screen which coml ines in one

all the various positions given by most of the screens familiar to

motorists. In other words, it gives a range of five positions, viz., a

straight screen, half, bottom half angled, top half to open outwards,

bottom half straight, and top half angled towards steering wheel. All

kinds of motor body fittings were also shown, many ingenious joints and

hinges being introduced into their construction. A special point is

mode of close plating and electro-plating in all branches.

The Duplex Two-stroke Engine and " Simple " Variable Speed

Transmission.

The Motor Enoine and Manufacturing Company, Ltd., had on

view a 30-40-h.p. four-cylinder car, the feature of which lies in the

Duplex two-stroke engine with which it is fitted. An illustrated de

scription of the motor was given in the M.C.J, about a year ago, and,

although a few modifications have been introduced in the details, the

principle remains the same. The disposition of the valves for delivering

the mixture to be compressed in the cylinders has been altered, there

being now no overhead valve, the inlet being situated at the bottom

of the stroke, exactly opposite the exhaust, the piston controlling the

entire inlet and exhaust operations. In common with most types of

two-stroke engines, the incoming of the new charge and the outgoing of

the exhaust is governed by the piston, the engine being therefore valve-

less, cam shafts and tappets being consequently unnecessary. The Duplex

differs, however, from the usual two-stroke motor, inasmuch as there

is no crank-case compression, and the air enters the working cylinder

in advance of the combustible mixture, preventing back-firing and

allowing the engine to run at very high speed. The working parts are

only three per cylinder, viz., (1) piston, (2) connecting rod, (3) crank.

Each of the cylinders consists of two chambers, and the explosive

charge is first drawn into the bottom chamber of one cylinder and is

P 

Fig, lSS.-The " Simple " Variable Speed Transmission Gear.

passed to the top or combustion chamber of the second cylinder with

a cushion of pure air in front of it, which effectively " scavenges " or

drives before it the burnt gases resulting from the explosion which has

just taken place in that cylinder. The advantage of air scavenging in

high-epeed engines is well known, but so far it has not been .possible

to utilise this without grave complication, the engine being expensive

to manufacture, and the consequent liability of getting out of order.

Under the Duplex patent these advantages are obtained by means of the

three working parts named. A further advantage claimed for the Duplex

engine is that, although the crank case is not utilised as a pump, no

auxiliary pumps are employed. The engine is entirely self contained,

and when the gas is shut off a very powerful air brake is obtained. The

mixture is furnished by a T. and M. three-jet carburettor, and the igni

tion is by high-ten9ion magneto. The car shown was fitted with the

usual pattern of sliding change-speed gear and cardan shaft transmission.

Arrangements have, however, been made to adopt, when desired, the

" Simple " variable speed transmission gear introduced by the Simplex

Motor Gear Syndicate, Ltd., of Goschen House, Henrietta Street,

London, W.C , and a working model of which was to be 6een at the

stand of the Motor Engine and Manufacturing Company, Ltd. As will

be seen from Fig. 135, this consists essentially of two expanding pulleys

J and J1 and a combination chain belt K, by means of which the drive

is obtained. The expanding pulleys are built up of two wings, in each

of which radial slots are cut in such a way that in each conjugate pair

of wings the slots alternate, the solid portions of one wing thereby

being suitable to slide into the slots of the other, and vice versa. It

will be obvious that in this manner the effective diameter of the

pulley can 'be altered at will ; when the two wings or plates of the pulley

are separated as far as the speed lever permits, the driving chain-belt

will run at the bottom of the V-shaped groove, and will effectively bo

running on a pulley of small diameter. When the operating lever
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closes the two wings as closely as they are designed to go, the alternate

slots and webs will intermesh and the V-shaped groove will be formed

much nearer the top of the wings ; in this position the chain will be

running on a pulley of large diameter. The two pulleys are controlled

by the lever M, and are so arranged that as one ie contracted in dia

meter the other is expanded, enabling any ratio between one to eight

and one to two to be obtained, the speeds not being restricted to three

or four, as in the usual type of change-speed gear. A reverse motion

to the driving shaft A is obtained by the introduction of a planetary

or epicyclic gear at D. It is claimed that the pulleys can be expanded

without any effort on the part of the operator, even when driving a

heavy load, and that the system gives a smooth, noiseless drive.

Continental Tyres.

The Continental Tyre and Rubber Company has had a good

bbmoo and contemplates an eq'ially successful one for next year. For

the oraing season thi Continental tyre and non-skid has a square
■washer under the rivet, a good innovation. The Red Rubber steel

armoured non-skids continue to maintain their reputation. These are

male with a grey rubber tread and red rubber sides—a combination of

exceptional strength. Reference to the " Continental " Vinet detach

able rim will be made on a later occasion.

New Motor Tyres.

Messrs. George Spencer Moulton and Co., Ltd., made their

d-tbut as exhibitors at automobile exhibitions, and took the opportunity

of introducing a new motor tyre they are bringing out for the 1938

season. Agents are now being appointed, the arrangements in connec

tion with wnich could be obtained from the stand in the Gallery, or from

their office at 77, Cumin Street, London, E.C The firm are not

newomers in the rubber business, having b^en established in

Wiltshire for many years, and having supplied rubber goods to many

of the important railway.'. Here they had a selection of rubber mats,

&c, for motor- mrs. The special feature of their new motor tyre is the

roove larger at each side than at the centre, which throws out the

ire, and so maintains ths eflioiency of the device. The firm have also

a stud led tyre of good design, and at their works at Bradford-onAvon

undertake all c'osses of tyre repairs. They are usually able to do

retreading work in about seven days, but rightly advise motorists to

allow the repair to remain three wpeks before being used—a wise pre-

cauti >n that should be generally followed.

Peter TJnion Tyres.

The productions of the Peter Uniov Tyre Company's works wera

to be seen in the Ga'lery, and also at the London depot of the concern,

<3, Upper St. Martin's Lane, W.O. They include pneumatic tyres for

touring and racing cars, as well as for motor-cycles : solid tyre? for

commercial motor vehicles, lorries, vans, and vehicle? of that type ; and

the Peter Union puncture proof liands. These latter are made in an

endless ring for service inside the tyre, being laid between the outer

cover and inner tnbe, thus affording protection where most needed.

In this way the resiliency of the tvreis in no way impaired, and full

protection is given. The company's detachable rim has a detachable

band brought together by a right and left hand threaded screw worked

with a tommy bar.

Sawyer Non-skids.

The various specialities which have become, favourably known to

motorists under the name of the Sawyer specialities in connection

with tyres were sh >wn by the Paddington Motor Company, Ltd., of

315, Euston Road, N.W. These comprised non-skid bauds of the detach

able and also the vulcanised type, the "Sawyer" combination

non-skid, and also examples of what can be done in the wav of repairs.

The vulcanised non-skid band is a protective chrome leather studded

outer cover placed over the outside of any worn or new pneumatic

tyre. The band is light but posse -ses great strength and elasticity,

enabling it to withstand any sudden strains. The "detachable"

Sawyer band can be attached in a few minutes by deflating the tyre,

inserting the clips under the wheel rim, and re-inflating. When the tyre

is properly inflated, and the non-skid in position, it presents a neat and

shapely appearance, cannot creep, and, while protecting the tyre from skid

ding and puncturing, cannot injure the tyre in anyway. The combina

tion tread has equally good merits of its own, and, despite the growth

of rivals, the Sawyer specialities maintain their place.

Pumps and Eadiator.

The Albany Manufacturing Company, Ltd., of Willesden,

were early identified with improvements in motor-car components and

accessories, and a visit to their stand was, this year, of interest owing

to the presence of two pumps of good design and construction, securing a

maximum of efficency in operation. One was the Willesden Albany double

helical p aunt positive pump. This has only two working parts, viz.,

donble helical gear wheel gearing into a second helical wheel which is part

of the driving shaft. This secures the advantages of a positive valve

pump and is noiseless in action. In connection with the system of forced

lubrication on cars the pump should be arranged on the circulating system

to draw from an oil tank delivering into the sight feeds. These are

adjusted in the usual way, and should be fitted with a relief valve and

adjusted to lift at about 30 lbs. to the square inch, returning the

excess of oil to the tank. The pump can be run at practically any speed,

but 100 to 200 revolutions per minute will be found adequate. Another

type of pnmp shown by the company was the Lamplough-Albany positive

pump. This has three working parte, viz., an ecoeniric which is part

of the driving shaft, a ci.cular piston and an oscillating valve_ cradle.

In conjunction with the rocking cradle the piston acts as a suction and

delivery valve, giving a positive as well as a noiseless operation.

Albany honeycomb radiators, carburettors, and pumps were also included

in the exhibit.

Van Baden's Specialities.

At the stand of Messrs. Van Raden and Co. the visitor expected

to find high grade electrical novelties, and he was not disappointed.

A magneto for four-cylinder vehicles was exhibited which is extremely

small and light. This was secured by dispensing with the distribution

ge»r, a point which also simplifies the construction. The new magneto

is comprised of eight sections only, held in position by two screws, and

the whole can be taken apart in half a minute. It can be used either

left or right and is driven at the speed of the crank-shaft. The firm

also showed accumulators of spun and woven glass type, in new pattern

unbreakable, celluloid, ebonite and glass boxes. One of these accumu

lators has been in use for seven years and is still doing good work.

They also exhibited a wide range of single and multi-cylinder trembler,

and distributor coils, as well as plugs, voltmeters, amperemeters

lighting batteries and other specialities. Models demonstrating the,

construction of the Van Raden woven glass accumulators were also on

the stand.

The Oillett-I>ehmann Carburettor.

Among the many excellent exhibits to be found on the stand of the

United Motor Industries, Ltd., was the Gillett-Lehmann carburettor,

introducing a novel system of control and securing economy and

flexibility in operation. The adjustable float is of a special shape, giving

great sensitiveness, and the level of the petiol is adjusted by a mere turn

of a thread. The throttle lever acts so that a start can be made without

t.ie " tickling " that is often necessary. There is an extremely accessible

jet which is removed by unlocking one milled nut only, and altogether

the system is well calculated to interest practical motorists. Reference

to other Gillett-Lehmann specialities will be made in a later issue.

Lathes.

In the Gallery, where accessories and tyres were mostly found, were

to be seen the well-known machine tool makers, Messrs. Drummond

Bros., Ltd., of Ryde's Hill, near Guildford. The firm showed several

types of their tools, which have lately come well to the notice not only

of makers of cars, but also of those who uidertake the repair of the

same. The lathes exhibited have 34 in. and 6 in. centres respectively.

The latter tool is of great capacity and power and is fully capable of taking

a deep cut in rough hard cost iron with the scale on, on pieces 14in. in dia

meter by treadle. The 3A in. lathe is a useful appliance supplied with the

following accessories, viz.—face-plate and driver chuck, travelling back

stay, hand-rest, coned centres, driving belt and spanners. The whole

design of the lathe is much more rigid than the ordinary pattern

appliance. It is speeded highly for small work and wood turning and

has low speed also for large work. The workmanship of all the lathes

of Messrs. Drummond Bros., Ltd., is of a high grade. character.

Mr. Rowland Hill, of the Albion Foundry, Coventry, was repre

sented by a selection of aluminium, gunmetal and bronze castings.

Various examples of motor cylinders were also shown.

" Nickel steel " frames for motor-cars and a selection of " nickel

steel " cross members were exhibited by Mr. John Thompson, of the

Kttingshall Boiler Works, Wolverhampton.

In the " B and B " carburettors for the 190S season Messrs. Brown

and Barlow, Ltd., have made a successful endeavour in the direction

of accessibility while in no way sacrificing the efficiency. The various

parts of the device can now be easily dismounted and readjusted.

At the stand of Messrs. Willans and Robinson, Ltd., were some

excellent specimens of their cylinder, piston, and piston ring costings,

as well as " Vanadium " steel crank-shafts, etc. Here, too, was the

Wirtz gear, to which we shall make further reference in a later issue.

At the stand of the Motor Supply Company, Ltd., was a collec

tion of accessories, including the Willocq-Bottin headlight and auto

matic generators. These " glareless lamps " have a good projecting

power and vet overcome the disadvantages of the searching glare often

experienced with motor lamps.

Every variety of device used in connection with lubrication was com

prised in the exhibition of Messrs. Rotherham and Sons, of Coventry,

whose petrol filters and sight-feed lubricators have many points of

advantage. Many new patterns in taps, &c, were on view, and the

collection was of general interest.

A complete range of ignition and accumulators was shown by Messrs.

J. C. Fuller and Son, of Wick Lane, Bow, E., as well as self-starting

magnetos and high-tension magnetos. Here, too, were found the firm's

Syntonic high speed coils, which are tested up to 3,000 revolutions per

minute, and special coils for synchronised ignition.

(To be concluded.)
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THE STANLEY SHOW.

On Friday, the 22ad, the thirty-first annual show of the Stanley

>Club opened at the Royal Agricultural Hall, London, N., and will

continue until 10 p.m. on the evening of Saturday, the 30th inst. It

is well up to anticipations, the number of exhibitors being praotically

as last year, while special interest attaches to the display of motor-cycles

And motor accessories. Below we ref ;r to some of the main features

likely to prove of most interest to our readers :—

The " Royal Starling " and " Imperial Starling " Cars.

The Star Cycle Company, Ltd., Wolverhampton, have for some

years been devoting attention to the construction of cars suitable for

motorists of modern means, and in the " Royal Starling " have a vehicle
■which has already won many friends on account of its sound construction

and reliability, as well as its relatively low price. The design follows the

•usual lines of live axle vehicles ; the engine, which is rated at 10-h.p., com

prises two cylinders 3f in. bore by i\ in. stroke. The transmission is through

a leather-faced cone clutch, a three-speed gear-box and cardan shaft to

the back axle, which is of ample proportions. All the details of the

■car are on modern lines, as an indication of which it may be mentioned

that both the gear-box and back axle are mounted on ball bearings.

The vehicle can be supplied with either a two or four seated body,

examples of both of which are on view. One is also shown in a form

rendering it extremely useful for commercial travellers, a sample chest

'taking the place of the usual rear sets. The Imperial Starling is the

latest production of the company ; it is, generally speaking, on similar

lines to the Royal, the engine is an 8-h.p. single cylinder, while the

three speed gear-box is gate-controlled. Constructed with the view of

providing a reliable car at a small cost, the vehicle is one which should

have a large number of purchasers.

The Opel Cars.

A new series of German-built petrol cars known as the Opel makes

its debut in this country under theauspice<of the British Electromobile

Company, Ltd., of Halkin Street, London, S.W. Three sizes are on view,

14-20-h.p., 18-30-h.p., and 25-40-h.p.—all fitted with four-cylinder

engines, and while the general arrangement is that of standard live-

axle cars, the details comprise many points of interest. The cylinders are

cast in pairs, and while in the 14-20-h.p. the valves are all on one side in

the larger modiis they are operated by separate cam shafts.

Two systems of ignition are provided—low tension magneto and coil and

accumulators.^ A governor acting on the throttle is installed to prevent

the engine racing ; a foot accelerator is, however, available for cutting the

governor out of action when desired. The honeycomb radiator is provided

with a large fan, the spindle of which is supported on springs in order to

keep the driving belt at the rii;ht tension. The oiling of the engine is

effected by a dredger type of lubricator mounted on the dish board.

The clutch is of a cone type, leather-faced in the case of the 14-20-h.p.

car, metal -to-metal in the others, the shaft connecting it with the gear

box being provided with a universal joint to allow for any want of align

ment between the two parts. Four forward speeds are available in

 

Fig. l.-Tae Opel 25-40-h.p. Engine.

addition to the reverse, these being " gate "-controlled. The cardan shaft

has universal joints at each end, while the live axle is enclosed in a

casing, which carries the weight of the vehicle. Ball bearing) are used

to all parts except the engine, while the wheel base of the chassis is

such as to allow of any type of closed or open side-entrance body to be

fitted. Altogether the Opel cars make a very favourable impression.

Two of the B.E.C. electrical vehicles are also to be seen at this stand,

one in chassis form, the other finished as an exceedingly comfortable

landaulet.

The Sabella Car.

A new two-seated oar known as the Sabella is shown by the Sabella

Motor Car Company, Ltd., of Camden Town, N.W. The arrange

ment follows the usual lines of live axle vehicles, the motive power

being supplied by a 10-h.p. two-cylinder engine having accumulator

ignition and thermo syphon cooling. The cam shaft is so arranged that

it can be readily withdrawn. The clutch is of the multiple disc type,

and the gear-box gives three forward speeds in addition to the reverse.

The Aries Car.

An interesting display is made of the latest models of Aries cars,

which are now being bandied in this country by a new concern known

as Aries Motors, of which Mr. R. Lee Pliilpot is the manager. The

16-h.p., which is shown both in chassis form and complete with a roomy

side-entrance doub'e phaeton body, is a new model, in which there are

several departures from the practice hitherto followed in Aries vehicles.

 

Fig. 2 —Sectional View of the Bear Axle on the Aries 16-h.p. Car.

In the first place, the four cylinders are all in one casting with the

valves operated off a single cam shaft. The bore is 84 mm. and the

shaft 110 mm. The ignition is by Simms-Bosch high-tension

magneto, and a feature of the automatic carburettor is that all

the engine cooling water passes through its jacket. The engine

lubricatioa is effected by a pump which draws the oil from a

sump or well in the base chamber. The transmission is through a

leather faced cone clutch anl three-speed gear, giving a direst drive on

top to the cardan shaft, which is connected with the rear live atle

through bevel gearing. Fig. 2 gives a sectional view of the new

back axle, which is so arranged as to allow the road wheels to

be splayed slightly on 6 of the perpendicular, this feature bjing

rendered possible by the introduction of the special joints d.d.

The other cars on view include a 20-25-h.p. limousine landaulet and a

30-35-h.p. polished chassis. The 20-25-h.p. model has separately cast

cylinders 105 mm. stroke, while the dimensions of the 30-35-h.p. are

120 mm. by 140 mm. The most powerful car is equipped

with a special carburettor, in which the speed of the motor

is automatically controlled by the varying pressure of the

circulation water acting on a special form of throttle. In

both the 20-25-h.p. and 30-35-h.p. cars the clutch is of the metal

disc pattern, while the back axle is of a special type that has been

previously illustrated in these columns. The weight of the car and the

differential case is carried by a curved fixed axle forged in one piece, the

ends being shaped to form journals for the rear wheels and bored out to

allow the live shafts to pass through. The latter are provided with a

flexible coupling, which enables the road wheels to be splayed so that

the bearings are immediately over the point of wheel contact with the

ground. We may add that ball bearings are used to all parts of the

Aries cars except the engine.

The Chater Lea Carette.

A novel two-seated car, built on motor-cycle lines, is displayed on the

stand of Messrs. Chater Lea, Ltd., Golden Lane, London, E.C. The

motive power is supplied by a Sarolea 6 h.p. two-cylinder V-shaped

engine located on the outside of the right member of the frame. The

motor, which is air cooled, is furnished with a Longuemare carburettor

and a high-tension magneto. The power is transmitted to the off side

rear wheel through the Chater Lea variable speed pulley and a chain

belt, enabling speeds up to thirty miles per hour to be attained.

The variable speed pulley is made with one fixed flange; a system of

cams variesthe position of a sliding flange, and so altars the effective

diameter of the pulley. The latter is mounted on a coantershaft, chain

driven from the engine, which is mounted on a lever pivoted on a centre

corresponding with the centre of the engine shaft. By a movement of

the lever the countershaft can be partly revolved round the engine shaft,

forward or backward, varying the distance betwesn the pulley carried

on it and that on the road wheel. This alters the tension of the belt,

which, when slack, permits the engine to run without driving the road

wheel and allows the vehicle to be driven in traffic in the same way as

with a clutch. A separate rod with an operating handle sliding upon

the lever controls the variations of the speed ratios, which

can be varied from 4J to 1 to 7 to 1 or in like proportion.

The steering is controlled by an inclined wheel and the cycle type road

wheels are shod with 28 in. by 2J in. tyres. The little vehicle has been

introduced to meet the demands of those motorists who have hitherto

been content with motor-bicycles or tri-cars for something "just a little

better" than any of these, and may be regarded as the stepping stone

from a motor-cycle to a car.
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Auto CAKBiEns, Ltd., of Norwood Road, S.E. exhibit one ot

their light three-wheel delivery vehicles, and a similar machine arranged

with a seat for an additional passenger in place of the goods chest.

As an illustrated description of the interesting three-wheeler has

been given in the M.C.J, it need only be mentioned that it is fitted with

a 5-6-h-p. air-cooled engine having two fly-wheels. The transmission

is by a single chain wheel to the iear road wheel, a two-speed gear

being contained in the hub of the latter. The Automobiles de Luxe,

Ltd., display a number of Darracq cars ranging from 12-h.p. to 40-h.p.

which they keep on hand for hiring-out purposes, a branch of business

in which they have met with considerable (success. The N.S. U. Cycle

AND Motor Co. have on view a new 12-h.p. car fitted with side-

entrance double phaeton body. The engine comprises lour cylinders,

70 mm. bore and 100 mm. stroke, while the transmission is through a

three-speed gear-box and bevel gear to a live axle.

A featnre of the Exhibition is the large number of motor-bicycles on

view ; among the novelties in this section are the Max, in which no

seat is provided, the rider assuming a standing position on footplates

which are within a few inches of the ground.

The " Sentinel " accumulators are Bhown by the Bowen and

Odeey Manufacturing Company, of Pomery Street, New Cross, S.E.

The plates of these are cast in pig lead hardened by the admixture of

antimony and pasted with a special composition unusually hard and

porous. The Sentinel ignition accumulators are fitted with the firm's

non-corrosive terminals, which effectively prevent the ereeping of the

acid. Trembler coils and a variety of electrical accessories make up an

interesting display.

Mr. R. W. Coan is again in his familiar corner at the entrance to

the hall with illustrations of how effectively he can repair cracked

aluminium castings. This is a department he has made his own, and

he has done work for all the leaders of the motor trade.

Ihe County Chemical Co., Ltd., of Excelsior Works, Birming

ham, have come well to the front with their vulcanisers. Their Hay

electric device, recently introduced, has already been adopted by many

motorists, including Lord Powerecourt and Sir Henry Norman, M.P.

The requisite temperature is obtained in ten minutes from a 4 volt

accumulator. The vulcaniser consists of a wooden block having a

curved metal plate on one side and a flat metal plate on the other.

Beneath the plates are a collection of wires heated by the current. All

that the operator has to do is to connect up the wires to the accumulator,

and in twenty-five minutes the patch will be found thoroughly

vulcanised. Other vulcanisers of the company aie a combination air

tube and cover vulcaniser—a capital all-round workshop apparatus, a

jointing np vulcaniser and a spec.al air tube vulcaniser. In addition to

these specialities, mention may be made of the Chemico carbide, G.B.

motor oils, and a full range of vulcanising materials.

In the tyre section ot the Show will be found "Le Persan" motor

tvres. Ihese are on the stand of the India Rubber, Gutta

P"ercha and Telegraph "Works Co., Ltd., of Silvertown, Essex, and

although made, as are the majority of motor tyres, out of lubber and

canvas, are so constructed as to secure unusual resilency and durability.

The beading is practically unstietchable, so that it has no tendency to

become limp and stretch, even when the tyre is well worn. The materials

employed in the manufacture of "Le Persan" tyres are so compressed

that the covers are thoroughly homogeneous and have great strength.

Reference may also be made to the firm's metal-studded non-skid motor

tyre, the studs in which are fitted by a special process and will not pull

out, so that the tyre retains its good qualities of overcoming skidding

right to the end of its life.

Mr. H. J. Harding, of 211, Northumberland Park, Tottenham, N.,

will be found in the Arcade with a selection of motor accessories,

prominent among which is the "Pushon" patent " Eclair " instanta

neous pump connection for motor-cars, &c. This will fit any type of

valve, and obviates the necessity for twisting swivel joints, so that

the risk of leakage and other trouble is minimised. It consists of an

air chamber which is connected by the usual rubber tubing to the

pump. The rubber washer is provided with two inturned lips, the inner

one of which is pushed over the valve and the outer one lies against

the side of the open end of the air chamber. Locking rings are

provided to hold the washer in place, and there being no twisting the

usual strain on the rubber tubing is entirely done away with.

The " Universal " piston ring remover is shown by Sharpe's

Universal Patents Company, of 7:20-722, Holloway Road, London,

N. This is designed to overcome the troublesome business of removing

rings from pistons. The points of the remover are inserted in the split

of the ring, which is opened on the application of pressure to the

handles of the device. It can then be easily and safely removed. Equally

effective is the "Universal" valve spring lifter, which has a parallel

movement securing the desired object without putting any strain upon

the stem of the valve.

Messrs. T. H. Lewis, Ltd., of the Chalk Farm Coach and Motor

Works, Gloucester Read, London, N.W., thow their motor-car bodies

fitted with wind screens and Cape cart hoods. These are of excellent

design and finish, and the firm are evidently well able to undertake all

classes of motor-car body work.

The Belmont non skidding tyre protector, which is shown by the

Belmont Tyre Protector Co., Ltd., of Linden Arcade, High Road,

Chiswick, London, W., has points of advantage which should obtain for

it the consideration of practical motorists. It is made of special fibrous

material and constructed in such a way that it does not fray or stre xh,

wearing evenly and well and never losing its gripping effect on the

road. The attachment of the Belmont device to the wheel is extremely

simple.

The Elephant Chemical Company, of Camberwell, have a good

assortment of their Calcoid, carbide oils and greases and similar

specialities for motorists.

Demonstrations of the merits of their vulcanising process are being

made by Ara, Ltd., of 100, Long Acre, W.C., whose ingenious system

has been previously explained in our pages. The principle upon which

it is based is that ot collecting together particles of raw rubber in a

container, vulcanising them by immersion and welding them together.

It is claimed by this method to produce a homogeneous material of

high tensile strength.

The Union Rubber and Chemical Company, Ltd., Shaw Street,

Ashton New Rood, Manchester, show the new Turco electric vulcaniser

for use in an ordinary four volt accumulator, and also the full range of

Turco productions, such as carbide, tyre repair outfits, rubber solution,

chain uressiug, motor oils, and other preparations which have quickly

gained the favour of practical motorists.

The Oleo plug is on the stand of Messrs. Leo Ripault and Co.,

64a, Poland St., W. This plug is well known both in France and ia

Great Britain, it having been adopted by many of the leading makers

of cars. A reliable device, it forms but one of the attractions in arv

exhibit of considerable interest to motorists. Mention may aUo be

made of the Oleo-Davidson puncture detector. This is based upon the

pressure of the air in the inner tube, the device being fixed by a collar to

the wheel spoke. The usual valve cap is dispensed with, the union piece

ot the puncture detector being screwed on to the valve instead. Then

when t ue air pressure falls a handle is set loose to strike an arm

connected with the electric bell on the dashboard in front of the driver,

who is thus informed of the trouble.

Tne Prested Miners' Lamp Company, Ltd., of 1, Elthorae Road,

Holloway, N., show their complete sets of electric ignition for motor

cars.

Among other exhibits of interest to motorists are the "Exonite"

specialities of Dover, Ltd. ; the tool bags, &e., of Messrs. J. B. Brooks-

and Co., whose novelties we described in our report of the Olympia

Show ; the Taylor Quick-grip spanuers ; Mr. W. G. Nixey's graphite

grease for gear-boxes, motor chains, &c. , as well as the firm's other graphite

specialities in connection with lubrication ; a selection of motor acces

sories by Mr. M. Adler, of Coventry ; the Antoloc patents for the con

trol of the throttle, spark advance, Jtc, by the Autoloc Syndicate, Ltd.,

3, The Mall, Church End, Finchley, N. ; horn bulbs by the Leicester

Rubber Company, of Granby Place, Leicester ; motor clothing by the

Express Trading Company ; accumulators, lamps, voltmeters and the

like by the City Importing Company,who have a selection of the Frankonia

motor headlights ; tyre pressure gauges, tool kite, &c.,hy Mr. E. H. Hill,

of the Beta Works, Sheffield; the various ingenious devices brought out by

Messrs. T. S. Nickells and Co., 2, Dornberg Road, Blackheatb, such as the

combined connector and tyre tester, telltale fittings for rear lamps, &c. ;

Brampton's chains ; a good type of motor-car house shown by Mr.

Randolph Meech, of the West of Er gland Appliance Works, Poole,

Dorset, which has the merit of economy in price as well as quality in-

construction ; the Ajax detachable rim with its ingenious method of

attachment and detachment ; the well-known bifurcated and tubular

rivets of the company of that name ; the Cnez-lui enamels of Messrs. J.

Price and Son ; the specialities of the Bowden Brake Co. ; the rubber

goods in connection with the motor and kindred industries manufactured

by Messrs. W. and A. Bates, Ltd., St. Mary's Mills, Leicester; the

" Coventry chains and chain lubricant, introduced by the

Coventry Company ; the motor novelties of the South

British Trading Company ; the " Moehins " challenge motor oils,

and also the " Challenge " motor grease of Messrs. Moebius and Co., of

Howard Road, Stoke Newington, N.—preparations which have shown,

a remarkable consistency both in summer and winter ; the washers ot

Fastnut, Ltd., which have gone well forward since their introduction at

one of the Cordrngley Motor Shows ; Curroleum for leather-faced

clutches and the motorist's soap, Manulav, prepared by the Price's

Patent Candle Company, Ltd. ; and the " Patchquick" motor patches of

Messrs. Woodgate Bros., of Tiverton.

The " Wapama " dust device for preventing the raising of

dust by motor-cars is being introduced to motorists by Messrs.

Wayman and Matthews, 1, Albemarle Street, Piccadilly, W.

This was fitted to a 28-h.p. car and obtained distinction in the

dust trials held on the Brooklands track during the summer—

a fact just notified the inventors by the judges. Based upon

the view that the spokes of the wheels are a great factor in

raising dust, discs are provided for encasing these and thus pre

venting the raising of dust by the propelling action of the

spokes. The discs are easily put on in twenty seconds and can

be detached in even a shorter time. The "Wapama" device

has certainly proved its value, and, although we are not troubled

much with phe dust nuisance at this season of the year, such in

ventions are well deserving of consideration at all times.
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CASES UNDER THE MOTOR CAR ACT.

Dangerous Driving.

At the Eastbourne Borough Bench, on Friday of last week, William

Chapman, of London, and Miss Florence May, New Cavendish Street,

London, S.W., were summoned for driving a motor-car in Terminus

1 load and Grand Parade at a speed dangerous to the public. P.C. Cook

stated that he saw the ear travelling at about twenty-five miles an

hour. Later John William Soddy also spoke to seeing the car in

Terminus Road travelling at an excessive speed. He felt it his duty

to complain to the last witness. His attention was called to the motor

by the horn sounding, and it bad to swerve in the road to avoid a

pedestrian. There was no vehicular traffic at the time.

Mr. T. Kirtlan, who represented both defendants, contended that

there was absolutely no evidence against Miss May, who gave no orders

which would occasion a dangerous speed. Chapman said he was engaged

on the understanding that in no case was he to exceed the speed limit.

On this particular day the car broke down in the country, and afterwards

Miss May had to complain about the slow speed. In Terminus Road

the speed did not reach ten miles, and it was not increased on the Parade.

After some consideration, the case against Miss May was dismissed, and

Chapman was fined £5 and costs.

Speed of Taximeter Cabs.

\V illiam Gibson, a taximeter cabman, living in South Norwood, has

been fined by Mr. Mareham at How Street Police Court £5 for driving

in a manner dangerous to the public. It was stated that the cab was

travelling in the.Strand at about ten miles 'an hour. A constable at the

Charing Cross refuge pat up bis hand as a signal to the driver to stop. He

did not stop, and Mr. W. Humphries, an elderly gentleman, was knocked

down by the cab. Defendant said be did not see the constable raise his

hand, and when he noticed Mr. Humphries he did all he could to avoid

an accident. Mr. Marshall said he had no doubt that the constable

held up his hand, and if Gibson had stopped at the time there would

nave been no accident. Elderly people must be protected.

No Rear Light.

Cases in which motorists have been convieted for driving without

a rear light are reported from Harrogate, Eastbourne, and Leeds.

A Dismissal.

John Rhodes, Royal Engineers, East Liss, was summoned at the

Guildford Borough Bench for having driven a motor-car at a speed

exceeding ten miles an hour, in High Street, on November 7th. P.C.

Hatcher estimated the speed at fifteen miles an hour. The street was

full of traffic, and the car was shooting iu and out at a very fast

speed. Defendant said !he knew about the limit, and thought the

police must have been misled by the size of the car. Lord Torrington,

owner of the car, agreed with defendant that the speed was not above

ten miles an hour. There was very little traffic. The Bench decided

that there was a doubt in the case, and they gave defendant the benefit

of it.

First Case at Southwell.

The first case under the Motor Car Act that has come before the

Southwell magistrates has just been investigated, when William Birkett,

chauffeur, of Southwell, was summoned for driving a motor-car at a

speed dangerous to the public, on the lower road at Southwell, on

November 6th. The defendant was fined £5 and costs.

Exceeding Ten-Mile Speed Limit.

At the Kingston Borough Bench, John M. Boustead, of Wimbledon

Common, was summoned for driving a motor-car in Clarence Street on

October 27th, at a speed exceeding ten miles an hour. P.C. Beck said

he timed the car driven by the defendant, which was going towards the

bridge, and it covered the measured furlong at a speed of about

seventeen miles an hour. Defendant said he was not aware

that he was driving within a ten-mile area, and he did not think

he was going more than eight miles an hour. He asserted that

he was waved on by the constable on duty at the bridge, and

put on his accelerator in consequence, so that he was really drawn into

the trap by the police. P.C. Davis, who took the time at the other end

of the furlong, said the speed was over eighteen miles an hour. The

magistrates decided to convict and called for the defendant's licence,

which showed a previous conviction at Bow Street for exceeding the

limit in one of the Royal parks. A fine of £3and 15i. costs was imposed.

Defendant asked where he could rais* the question of the conduct of

the police, as he did not think it was fair for the two constables who were

timing the car to employ a third to lure a driver into a trap. The magis

trates uold the defendant if he was dissatisfied with the decision be could

Appeal.

Exceeding the Legal Limit.

On Monday cases against four m itorists for excaeding the legal

limit were heard at the Shoreham Petty Sessions. Fines were indicted

in all cases.

PUBLIC MOTOR SERVICE.

A motor-'bus service is being established at Stafford with a "ehicle

of 30-30-h.p. supplied by Commercial Cars, Ltd., of Luton. Councillor

M. Mitchell is at the head of the enterprise.

COMPANY NEWS.

Ajax Detachable Rim Company.- £500. Coventry Works,

Arthur Street, Small Heath, Birmingham.

Automobile Association.—Limited by guarantee. Twenty

members. Liability, £1. As title. Managed by administrative

committee.

London and Port Talbot Motor Company.— £10,000. As

title. Agreements (I) with A. Haswell, and (2) with S. Brood. First

directors : Captain O. Felcon and Mr. D. Jones. Bank Chambers,

Aberavon, South Wales.

Irish Motor Tyre Syndicate, Ltd.—Capital £500. To develop,

test and exploit a specially-prepared leather tyre for motor-cars, &c,

invented by Mr. Edmond Kerr, 8, Duke Street, Dublin.

Universal Motor Imports.—£2,500. To adopt an agreement

with Mr. J. Burnham for acquisition of business formerly carried on at

1, Charles Place, Drummond Street, N.W., as Universal Motor Import*.

No initial public issue. First directors : F. H. Jones and F. Canham.

Humphris Engineering Syndicate.—£4.800. To adopt agree

ments (1) with Mr. F. Humphris for acquisition of certain patents and

rights and (2) with Mr. E. G. Abrahams, for acquisition of his interest in

certain patents. No initial public issue.

Elswick Simplex Autocars.—£12,500. Automobile builders and

proprietors. Agreement with MM. P. Piellat and O. C. Selbach. No

initial public issue. First directors : Messrs. O. C. Selbach (managing

director), P. Piellat, J. T. C. Moore-Brabazon and W. J. Wright. 110,

High Street, Marylebone, N.W.

J. and R. Oldfield.—£5,030. To acquire business of lamp manu

facturers carried on at Warwick Street, Birmingham, as J. and R.

Oldfield, 47, Warwick Street, Birmingham.

Roads Construction Company.—£20,500. To construct roads

for motor and cycle traffic. Agreement with Mr. J. H. Borrer and

others.

 

Mr A. W, Gamage at the Wheel of his 40-h.p. SIx-Cylladsr Napier.

Swift Company.—Mr. Alfred Du Cros, presiding on Tuesday

at the meeting of the Swift Cycle Company at Coventry, proposed the

adoption of the report, showing nearly £40,000 profit on the year's trad

ing. Their sales of motor-cars had exceeded by over 40 per cent,

those at the same period of the previous year. Mr. C. Thomson

seconded, and the report was unanimously adopted. A 6i per cent,

preference dividend, and the last six months' ordinary dividend at

25 per cent., making 20 per cent, for the year, were declared.

Argyll Motors, Ltd.—The report for the year ending 30th

September, 1907, has been issued, Ihe motor account shows a gross

profit of £30;360 as compared with £125,133 in the previous year, the

lower prices accepted for cars entailing a diminution in the returns of

£45,300. A large number of obsolete parts, &c. , were discarded at a

loss to the company estimated at £32,000. The plant and premises have

been thoroughly maintained out of the revenue at a cost of £12,533.

The result of this severe method of dealing with the accounts brings

out a total loss of £15,213, from which the directors have deducted the

sum of £3,230, being the balance from last year, and £4,000 from the

general reserves, leaving the net sum of £7,982 at the debit of

profit and loss account. The directors felt justified in paying

the interim dividend in May last, as up to that time

sales showed an increase of 30 per cent, over last year's returns. The

further dividend due on the 6 per cent preference shares and on the

seven per cent, participating preference shares is to be deferred to May,

1908. The board will nominate at the forthcoming meeting Mr. Thomas

Dence as a director, and he has agreed to take the largest interest in

the company held by any individual. The directors are convinced that

the company has a great and prosperous business before it in the future,

and ask the shareholders to have patience for a short time. In a

circular Mr. W. A. Smith, the chairman of the company, says that there

is nothing in the judgment of the directors to justify the present low

Erices of the shares, and adds that he is consistently increasing his

olding and now owns one third more shares than he did at the inception

of the company.
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CLU3S AND ASSOCIATIONS.

ROYAL A.C.

Arrangements are being made with the General Steam Navigation

Company for the issue of passenger tickets by the Club for the company's

London to Bordeaux service. It will also be possible to book the trans

port of cars through the Club to Bordeaux, and, as a number of cars are

sent by this route during the winter, the arrangement should prove very

useful. Tne G.S.N. C. quote special rates to the Clnb for the transport

of these cars.

The offices of the touring department of the Clnb have been removed

from 16, Down Street, to rooms in the Club's new motor house, 108, Picca

dilly, with an entrance at 18, Brick Street.

THE MOTOR UNION.

At the meeting of the general committee of the Motor Union held

last week, the notice from the Uoyal A.C. terminating the agreement

between the club and the M.U. was taken into consideration. In the

result an emergency committee has been formed consisting of the

representatives of the affiliated clubs and the representatives of the

individual members upon the general committee, with power to take

such aetion as they may think desirable.

The members of this committee present met after the conclusion of

the general committee, and appointed a sub committee to go fully into the

matter and to prepare a full report upon the position of the Union and

the clubs included in its membership. This will be circulated in due

course, and in the meantime the committee suggests that the cluls should
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defer taking steps arising out of the action of the Royal A.C. until the

situation is fully before them.

AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION.

Amongst the 287 members elected at last week's committee meet

ing of the Automobile Association were the following :—The Marchion

ess of Donegal], Muriel, Countess de la Warr, Viscountess Chebea, the

Archbishop of Westminster, Viscount Brackley, Viscount Torrington,

Lord Vernon, Sir W. J. Baird, Bart., Sir George Meyiick, Bart., Sir

George Faudel-Phillipa, and Messrs. Leopold, Anthony, Lionel, and

Evelyn de Rothschild.

The election of these members marks an epoch in the history of the

Automobile Association, inasmuch as with the election of Lord Vernon

the membership reached 5,000, being a really remarkable increase of

3,000 in the preceding twelve months.

THE INCORPORATED INSTITUTION OF AUTOMOBILE

ENGINEERS.

A meeting of the Council of this Institution was held at the

Institution of Mechanical Engineers, Storey's Gate, St. James's Park,

S.W.,on the 20th inst.

There were present :—Colonel R. E. Crompton (in the chair),

Messrs. Dugald Clerk, Henry Lea, Victor Riley, Douglas Leechman,

Chas. Marston, T. C. Pullinger, David J. Smith, F. C. A. Coventry,

Douglas Mackenzie,- T. B. Browne, Cha*. Wheeler, L. A. Legios,

C. R. Garrard, I . W. Lancheater, John S. Napier, and Alex.

Craig.

The following were elected members of the Institution :—Messrs.

Rowland Winn (Leeds), W. F. Rainforth (London), and C. Lorenzen

(London). Messrs. W. Williams (Plymouth) and J. llutler (India) were

elected associate members, and Dr. J. L. Lock (Uxbridge) was elected

an associate of the Institution.

The question of admitting ladies as graduates of the Institution)

was further considered, and it was resolved that they could not be-

admitted.

A letter was read from Mr. B. H. Morgan offering to read a

paper before the Institution on "Air Cooling for Petrol Motors."

A design for the seal of the Institution was submitted, and it-

was left in the hands of Dr. H. S. Hele-Shaw, Mr. Douglas Mackenzie,

and the secretary.

The report of the representatives of the Institution at the Con

ference on Screw Threads of the Engineering Standards Committee,

held on October 24th, 1907, was deferred until the next meeting, Mr

F. W. Lanchester promising to make a written report.

The following resolution was passed :—"That a unanimous vote

of thanks be accorded to Mr. Bees Jeffreys for his zealous work in

connection with the incorporation of the Institution."

At the opening meeting of the present session of the Antomobile

Engineers, held on Wednesday of last week, at Storey's, Gate, S.W.,

Colonel R. E. Crompton, C.B., R.E., took as the subject of his presiden

tial address the future of automobilism. The developments in road

engineering which had recently taken place, mainly due to the demands-

of motor engineers, and which had led to a better knowledge of road

construction, showed that roads can now be treated in such a manner

that, when carrying moderate loads, probably not exceeding 500 lb. per

inch of tyre width, or with tractive stresses not exceeding half this-

amount, they could, in the majority of cases, form a cheap and service

able road, provided reasonable arrangements for cross drainage and for

obtaining suitable gradients were made. It seemed quite reasonable to-

suppose that road engineers could design such light roads, having a
•metalled surface 12 ft. wide, of ample strength, with light bridges to

carry axle weights not exceeding four tous, with ferries for taking the-

motor tractors and their trailers across large livers, for a cost not

exceeding £2,000 a mile. The speaker then referred to the strung

objections railway engineers had to four-wheeled locomotives, owing to-

their hammering action on the metals, and suggested the adoption of

the same system in motor-wagons. He had found, in fact, in the cose

of the Renard train in France, that the six-wheeled wagons, carryii.g

six tons and travelling at ten miles an hour on steel-tyred wheels 3 ft.

in diameter, ran very much smoother than those with four wheels of the

same size, though only moving at about six miles per hour. In addition,

too, the damage was very much reduced when the extra pair of wheels

was used. A further advantage of the Renaid train was that, as the

power was transmitted through a flexible shaft to each vehicle, the diiv-

ing stress was small, since it was divided among the whole number,

and, therefore, slipping in wet weather was avoided.

THE MOTOR CLUB.

The house-dinner given at the Motor Club on Wednesday of last

week, in celebration of the Olympia Show as well as the entertain

ment organised and provided by Mestrs. i Harvey du Cros, jun., ancV

Charles Jarrott, was a huge success. Every feat in all three dining-

rooms had been secured several days previously, and the theatre

packed.

THE AUTO CYCLE CLUB.

This year the club has decided to make arrangements for a dinner

and entertainment to be given to the road-menders on the Ripley road,

and for this purpose has opened a subscription list. The first paper of

the season will be " Variable Gears," by Mr. J. Van Hooydonk, on

Thursday, December 19th.

These few weeks promise to be busy in social events. On Novem

ber 27th the Southend and District Motor Club have a social gather

ing at the Hotel Victoria, Southend ; Tuesday, December 3rd. the Motor

Cycling Club have a smoking concert at the Tudor Hotel, Oxford Street,

W. ; and on the following Saturday, December 7th, the Essex Motor

Club have their annual dinner and presentation of prizes at the Great

Eastern Hotel, Liverpool Street, E.C. The Lincolnshire Motor Cycle

Club have their annual meeting, smoking concert, and presentation of-

nrizes on Wednesday, December 11th, on which night the Southend and

District Motor Club also hold their first annual dinner, and on the follow

ing Saturday, December 14th, the Motor Cycling Club meet at the

Trocadero Restaurant for their annual dinner, and the Walthamstow

Motor Club at the Manchester Hotel, Aldersgate Street, E.C, for their

annual dinner and Bohemian concert.

On Saturday a meeting of the Auto Cycle Club was held at the>

Stanley Show, with Mr. Robert Todd in the chair.

A long discussion took place, mainly on the change of name to the

Auto Cycle Union, and this was declared carried. It was also agreed to

drop the social programme, to form local centres, and to take up the

question of legislation all'tcting motor-cyclist

ESSEX MOTOR CLUB.

The Essex Motor Club have held a paper-chas-e at Woodford, the

course being from the Castle Hotel, Woodford, to the Wake Arms, on

the Epping Road ; and although by a direct route these houses are only-

six miles apart, the hares made a detour covering twenty miles. The-

" hares" were Messrs. T. W. Applebee and II. Fuller, and theie were-

twenty "hounds."
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The " hares " carried hags of paper shavings for 11 laying the

trail," and an extra bag of coloured paper fqnares for denoting false

trails. One "hare," leaving his companion, would make a half-mile

dash along a bye-road, industriously strewing the white shavings,

then he would stop, deposit a liberal sprinkling of coloured squares,

and ride back to rejoin his confederate. When the " hounds," half-an-

hour afterwards, encountered this divided track, some rode one way

and some the other. Those who rode on till they found the coloured

squares realised that they had been *' had," and, of course, raced back

to the other trnil, along which the luckier party of "hounds" had

already made good headway. The winner was Mr. \V. Pershke.

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE.

At a committee meeting of the Nottingham Club the following reso

lution was adopted :—" That notice be given to determine the agree

ment dated 12th December, 1906, and made between this Club and the

Automobile Clnb of Great Britain and Ireland, now the Koyal Automo

bile Club and the Motor Union of Great Britain and Ireland."

Many who are interested lin the development of motoring in

Nottinghamshire hope that it may be possible for the Union to be able to

make such terms with the Royal AC. that there maybe still one organi

sation supreme in the motor world.

YORKSHIRE AUTOMOBILE.

The Yorkshire A.C. will open their winter programme by holding a

smoking concert at Bradford. Arrangements are also being made for

lectures at the headquarters of the ilub, the Hotel Metropole, King

Street, Leeds.

BROOKLANDS.

In consequence of requests having been addressed to the Brook-

lands A. B.C. for facilities for the establishment of records in their

respective standard classes, the committee of the club have decided to

countenance only the following performances in connection with record

claims in their standard classes (subject to Nos. 77 to 81 of the open com

petition rules of the R.A.C.) :—

1. The26-h.p. Standard Class Short Record, over half a mile, with

flying start.

2. The 26-h.p. Standard Class Long Record, over ten laps, with

standing start.

3. The 40-h. p. Standard Class Short Record, over half a mile, with

flying start.

4. The 40-h.p. Standard Class Long Record, over ten laps, with

standing start.

5. The 60-h.p. Standard Class Short Record, over half a mile, with

flying start.

6. The 60-h.p. Standard Class Long Record, over ten laps, with

standing start.

7. The 90-h.p. Standard Class Short Record, over half a mile, with

flying start

8. The 90-h.p. Standard Class Short Record, over ten laps, with

standing start.

WELSH.

Recently eighty-five motorists attended a dinner of the Welsh

A.C. held at the Hotel Metropole, Swansea. Mr. Basil W. Valentin

(president), of Llanelly, presided, being supported by four guests in

Mr. Cory Yeo (the past president) and Captain D. Hughes-Morgan,

who have presented handsome trophies for competition ; Mr. H. Mor

ton Evans, who was conspicuous for his hospitality in connection with the

recent hill-climbing competition, and Mr. S. L. Gregor, to whom, as

a former secretary, is due much of the success of the club. After the

loyal toasts, in proposing the toast of the evening—" Our Guests "—the

chairman spoke in eulogistic terms of them. Mr. Cory Yeo's generosity

and love of the sport was mentioned ; of Captain D. Hughes-Morgan the

chairman referred to his motoring prowess ; Mr. Morton Evans he

alluded to as one of the earliest pioneers of motoring in the district, and

with respect to Mr. S. L. Gregor, Mr. Valentin remarked upon the

very able manner he had piloted the Welsh Club to its present state of

high efficiency.

Each of the gentlemen replied. Mr. Cory Yeo's only regret was

that Mr. T. W. R. Mason (Swansea), the winner of his cup, was not

present. Captain D. Hughes-Morgan presented his cup to Mr. Hubert

Thomas (Llanelly), and prior to doing so said he wished pressure could

be brought to bear upon drivers of vehicles in front to give some sign

that thry heard motor-horns. Mr. H. Morton Evans suitably replied,

and Mr. S. L. Gregor spoke of the support he had received from members

of each committee. In conclusion he proposed the health of Mr.

Shimmell Andrews, who, he said, was going to do the club a great deal of

good.

Mr. Andrews, whose health was drunk with musical honours, replied

saying that since February last the membership of the club had increased

by thirty-seven.

Other toasts were " The Motor Union," proposed by Mr. F. Cory

Yeo and responded to by Mr. Rees Jeffreys ; " The Welsh A.C," pro

posed by Mr. J. Thompson Willows and replied to by Mr. Jones ; and

"The visitors." on whose behalf Colonel Morgan and Mr. J. Viner

Leeder tendered acknowledgments.

AUSTRALIA.

A fifty-six miles petrol test was held on Saturday, October 19th,

from Parramatta (near Sydney) to Medlow IJaihs, in the Blue Moun

tains. Although there were several good hills to he taken, Mr. J. Mail-

lard (the winn r) did the journey on 1 gallon pints of petrol, his car

being a 12-14-h.p. Unic.

There is a decided increase in the numbers of mntor-boatp, launches,

cruisers, &c, this season both in S>dney and Mtlb urne, some of the

new boats just goirg into commission beiiia very fast. Henley-on-

Yarra (Melbourne) regatta was held on October 26th, but the pro

gramme did not include any motor event, though several were being

utilised by the officials.

The Automobiie Club of Victoria are arranging a three-days' reli

ability trial for the end of November, possibly in the Western district,

where the roads ars good and the traffic light.

Mr. T. H. Ryland having resigned the hon. secretaryship of the

Midland A.C, which has headquarters at the Grand Hotel, Birmingham,

Mr. Frank H. Ceriito has been appointed as his successor.

A CHAUFFEUR IMPRISONED.

Mr. Justice Grantham, at the Kent Assizes, has heard an indict

ment against Henry Copsey, aged 21, a chauflVur, of Islington, for the

manslaughter at Bromley of Edward Akers, a cyclist. Witnesses for

the prosecution spoke of seeing the prisoner driving his car at thirty

or thirty-five miles an hour, and running into the deceased, who sus

tained a fracture of the skull, from which he died almost Immediately.

The jury returned a verdict of "Guilty," the foreman adding: "We

 

Captain W. E. D. Oven, a prominent comuetitor at Brooklands, at

the wheel of a 54-h.p. O.T.A.V. Voiturette.

strongly recommend the prisoner to mercy on account of his youth, and

because we think there was some negligence on the part of the deceased."

His lordship said he would give effect to the first part of the jury's

recommendation, but not to the second part, because he found that the

prisoner had already been convicted four times of furious driving.

Motor-car drivers, added his lordship, must not think that everyone

ought to get out of their way, and if they caused the death of a fellow -

creature by their carelessness, it was necessary that an example should

be made. His lordship then sentenced prisoner to six months' imprison

ment.

POLICE TRAPS.

Police traps are in operation on the Chicester road, Arundel, the

Upper Worthing road, Angmering, and also in the parish of Poling.

The police have lately been watchful of motorists betiveen Whmney

Moor Lane and the Nag's Head, on the Louth road, Retford.

SEVERAL traps in the vicinity of Edinburgh have been notified us,

including those on the Berwick, Peebles, Penicuik and Linlithgow

roads.

The trap in the Eltham road, Eltham, is again in frequent

operation.

Sergeant Marks has been again operating against motorists on

the road at Esher.

The Morden Road, Merton, is the latest surburban thoroughfare

to have its police trap.

A trap has been established and is in almost daily operation at

Rogate, near Midhurst.

The control on the Great North Road, near Grantham, is again being

worked by the police.

Between the Kingston Lane and the Windmill Inn at Southwick.

and on the lower road from Lancing to Shoreham are police traps

leading to the Petty Sessions at the latter place.
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

NOVEMBER.

30th (8.) — Vnnual Dinner of the North London A.O. at the Midland

Grand Hotel, London.

Stanley Show closes.

DECEMBER.

1st (S.),—List day of the Paris Motor Show.

2nd (M.).—Cheshire A.C. annual dinner.

6th (Th.).—Exhibition at Berlin.

Annual Dinner of the Southern Motor Cluh at: the Trocade ro,

London ; Aid. G, Howlett presiding.

7th (S.).—Annual Dinner and Presentation of Prizes in connection with

the Essex Motor Club.

Annual dinner of the Hertfordshire C.AC.

11th (W.) —Southend and District M.C. annual dinner.

Mr. Dngald Clerk at the Institution of Automobile Engi

neers, on " The principles of carburet ting as determined

by exhaust gas analysis."

12th (Th.).—Annual Dinner of the Sheffield A.C.

18th (W.).—General Committee of the Motor Union.

The Tenth Annual Dinner of the Founder Members of the

Royal A.C. will be held at the club-house.

21st (S.).—Opening of the Brussels Exhibition.

26th (Th.). -Annual Reliability Trial of the Motor Union of Western

India.

JANUARY, 1908.

4th-l 1th.—Dublin Motor Show.

<)th (Th.)—Dinner of the West Essex A.C. at Seven Kings.

17th (F.).—Annual Dinner of the Nottinghamshire A.C. at the Victoria

Station Hotel, Nottingham.

FEBRUARY.

7th-15th.—Manchester Motor Show at Belle Vue.

12th (W.). —Mr. F. W. Lanchesteron " Problemj of Automobile Design,"

at the Incorporated Institute of Automobile Engineers.

15th (Sat.).—Auto-Cycle Club Annual Dinner.

MARCH.

21st-2Sth.—C irdingley's Motor-Car Show at the Agricultural Hall,

Dec. 1st- 4.53

„ 2nd - 4.52

Liqhtino-up Times—London.

3rd—4.51 ... 5th—4.49

4th—4.50 ... 6th-4.48

AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS.

7th—4.47

8th—4.46

On Saturday a boy aged about nine years was run over by a motor

car belonging to Mr. Watson Smyth, of Wadhurst Castle, Sussex. The

chauffeur was taking the car to meet a passenger by the train at Wad

hurst station. As he was descending the hill with the brakes on he is

said to have noticed two lads in the road, and to have shouted to them.

Both boys started towards the right, but one apparently changed his

mind, and d*rted across the road in front of the [car. The chauffeur
■quickly pulled np, but was unable to avert the boy being knocked down.

A doctor was sent for, when it appeared that death must have been instan

taneous, for the lad's neck was broken.

A Ringmer man, Harry Baker, of Mill Plane, was the victim of an

unfortunate accident on the Cliffe Bridge at Lewes on Sunday. He

was cycling between two motor-cars, one being in front of him and the

other immediately following. On the bridge it seems he made a move

ment as though he were about to turn back. The rear car, belonging

to Dr. A. E. Newington, of Ticehurst, unable to pull up so shortly,

caught the cycle and threw the man under the front wheel. His

shoulder was badly bruised, and the bicycle considerably damaged.

Mr. Lloyd-George was motoring from Manchester to L union, on

Sunday, and when on a rough piece of road between Stafford and Lich

field the car jolted over an obstacle, and the President of the Board of

Trade was thrown against the wind-screen on th > front of the car. His

head struck the guard and the gloss cut his left eye. On reaching

Lichfield a doctor put several stitches in the eyelid, and after being

bandaged he was able to proceed to London.

At Heatherside, between Camberley and Bagshot, on Sunday even

ing about dusk, Sir Henry Colvile, K.C.M.G., was returning on a

motorcycle along Heatherside Road to his home near by. At the corner

where the road joins the Maultway which leads from Blackdown Deep-

cut barracks to Bagshot, he collided with a motor-car driven by

Brigadier-General Sir Henry'RawlinRon, who was turning into Heather

side Road from the direction of the barracks to go to Camberley. The

motor-cycle struck the car on the off front corner, and Sir Henry Col

vile was thrown with great violence over the bonnet of the car, on to

the side of the road. Sir "Henry Bawlinson stopped his car as quicklyas

possible, and ran to wlrere Sir Henry Colvile was lying. It was at once

seen that Sir Henry, who had pitched on his head, was terribly injured,

and Brigader-General Rawlinson communicated with the Brompton Hos

pital Sanatorium, while a telephonic communication was sent to

Camberley for the St. John Ambulance van and for Dr. W. L. Stuart, of

Camberley, who proceeded at once to the spot on his motor. The

injured general was removed to the Sanatorium, where he was found

to be suffering from a severe fracture of the base of the skull. The

injured general did not regain consciousness and died after a few hours.

The corner where the collision took place is a dangerous one, for it is

not possible for persons coming either way to see round the bend for

more than a yard. It is evident from the spot where the collision

occurred that neither Sir Henry Rawlinson nor Sir Henry Colvile saw

each other until it was too late to avoid an accident.

At the coroner's inquest on Tuesday at Frimley, Brigadier-General

Lloyd, describing how Sir Henry Colvile left him shortly before the

accident, said that he went quite thirty miles an hour down the hill.

Sir Henry had spoken about his fast travelling, saying that he fre

quently motored over to Windsor in abont twenty minutes. Sergeant

Meers said that he had known Sir Henry Rawlinson as a motorist for

about three years, and he was a very careful and considerate driver.

The coroner, in summing up, said there was no doubt that

Sir Henry Rawlinson was driving very carefully round the

corner. From the fact that the motor-bicycle struck the car on the off

side, and from the measurements which had been made, no blame could

be attached to Sir Henry Rawlinson. The foreman of the jury said

that they returned a verdict of " Death from fracture of the skull caused

by an accident." They wished entirely to exonerate Sir Henry Rawlin

son from all blame, feeling that he had taken every precaution, and

was a careful driver, and that it was an absolute impossibility for the

accident to have been prevented. They also desired to ask the owner

of the hedge to have it removed, or so cut down as to prevent any

accidents there in the future.

A lamplighter was fatally injured by being knocked down by a

motor-ear in the High Road, Gunnersbury, and on Tuesday the driver of

the vehicle was sent for trial from the Acton Police Court, bail being

allowed.

AN INLAND REVENUE CASE.

Fredk. Davis has been summoned at the Guildford County Bench

for keeping a motor-car without taking out a licence for same. Robt.

Waldron, Inland Revenue officer, said that on August 20th he saw de

fendant driving a motor-car in Haslemere High Street. Witness sent

him a form of declaration, and marked the duty for motor-cars. Witness

waited for three weeks, but no licence was taken out, and he then went

to see defendant. The latter said he had only taken people on trial runs,

and was trying to sell the car. Witness explained that that did not ex

empt him. Mr. Turner said defendant had only once used the car, to

take it to a prospective purchaser. He was trying to get rid of it, as

trade was baa. Thinking that was not " using " it, he refused to pay for

the licence. However, he now pleaded guilty to a technical offence.—

Fined 20s., with 8s. 6d. costs.

BUSINESS NEWS.

The Ole 'plugs marketed in tliis country by Messrs. Loo Ripanlt

and Co. will be made in England ere long.

The " Pegasus " detachable non-skid and motor tyre protector was

shown at Olympia on the stand of Messrs. A. W. Gamage.

We learn Mr. J. Spyker has lesigned his position as managing

director of the Industrielle Maatschappij Trompenburg, Amsterdam,

the manufacturers of the well-known Spyker cars.

The British Petroleum Co., Ltd., have issued about a dozen

different designs of picture postcards of motoring subjects.

We learn that Mr. R. Lee 1'hilpot has been appointed managing

director of West, Ltd., and will in future h; responsible for the

conduct of that company's business. This does not in any way interfere

with the arrangement already made regarding Aries Motors, Ltd., both

undertakings being under his management as separate concerns.

Messrs. Brown Brothers, Ltd., had the honour of supplying a

" Gabriel " horn to the King of Spain.

Messrs. E. G. Herbert, Ltd., of Rosamond Street, East Manchester,

have sent out a catalogue of their metal sawing machines and machine tool

accessories which will be of considerable service to all engaged in the

motor-oar industry.

The number of Dunlops fitted to cars exhibited in the Paris Salon

this year is more than double that in the 1907 Show, an indication of the

ever-increasing progress of Dunlops in the esteem of French motorists.

From Fiat Motors, Ltd., comes a copy of their new catalogue of

Fiat cars. The models illustrated and described are six in number, viz.,

15-20-h.p., 20-25-h.p., 28-35-h.p., and 35-40-h.p. four-cylinder, and

45-h.p. and 70-h.p. six-cylinder.

From the London and Parisian Motor Company comes an interesting

booklet relating to the recent 21,250 miles reliability run of a Hotchkias

six-cylinder engine. The certificate issued by the R.AC, in connection

with the same is reprinted, and several illustrations are given showing

the condition of the leading parts of the mechanism of the vehicle after

the trial.
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COMMENTS.

 

A

Legal Activity.

T this season of the year we generally hear

of motor-cars conveying parties to the

hunting meets—as a matter of con

venience. And we also hear the protests of

many Masters of the Hunt—as a matter of

course. The latest is from the North of

England, where the Cheshire Hunt considers

that motor-cars are being used in a way that is"

•detrimental to the interests of fox-hunting. Subscribers to the

Cheshire Hounds met a few days ago and passed a resolution

-directing their Secretary to call the attention of the Royal A.C.

to the growing practice of motor-cars following hounds, and to

•ask that the influence of the Club should be used to put an end

to the practice. Unfortunately for the universal success of such

an admonition, we live in a busy age, and the saving of time and

worry associated with the motor-car is too important to be

lightly ignored.

♦ ♦ ♦

Few have any adequate idea of the

amount of legal work that has been

rendered necessary by the Motor Car

Act—a department of activity that is on

the increase rather than otherwise. This

is proved by the figures forthcoming as

the result of an examination of the number of cases in which the

advice and assistance of the Legal Cases Committee and the

Highways Protection Committee of the Motor Union have been

sought. In September, 1906, these totalled 60, while for Sep

tember of the present year the number was 120, and for

October 135. Consequent upon the termination of the touring

season, the volume of work for No\ ember in those departments

■was not so great. The c ises numbered 87, and the amount of

money voted by the Legal Cases Committee in November was a

few shillings short of £200. Applications are received from all

classes of society, and the subjects upon which advice is sought

cover a very wide range. Apart from questions arising under

the Motor Car Act, and the payment of a portion of the legal

costs of tBe defence of members carrying the car badge and

prosecuted for offences which the Committee regard as un

substantiated by the evidence, there are disputes with makers,

repairers, motor house proprietors, and insurance companies. If

settlements cannot be arrived at in the ordinary way, the Union

offers arbitration facilities. Support is given in app als to

higher courts, and in October success attended three such cases.

Jn response to an appeal for subscriptions the Motor Union

received during October and November the sum of £63 8s. 6d.

towards its Legal and Legislative Defence Fund.

♦ ♦ ♦

The department concerned with arbi

tration between buyers and sellers of cars

Arbitration in has proved its economical utility on

Disputes. several occasions. Recourse to the law

courts is generally expensive—the costs

not being limited to those which are

actually reported. If the parties to disputes could agree to

submit their differer ces to an unbiassed person capable of com

prehending the technicalities and the customs involved, motorists

would gain in time, temper and money.

♦ ♦ ♦

Complaints as to the high hedges

that are observable in many places, to

HJ . „ . the exclusion of roads and bye ways

* " beyond, are coming freely and fast, fol

lowing the Comment on this subject in

our last issue. While we cannot see our

way to publish a list of such dangers to users of the road, we

would urge our readers wherever possible to communicate with

tho owners of such hedges—either through their automobile

club or tbe rural council of the locality. In many cases such

communications have had the desired effect of securing the

lopping of the hedgerows or their removal altogether. For land

owners are not only recognising the dangers of high hedges, but

the fact that many are motorists themselves has given them

practical object lessons of considerable value. It must be re

membered, to the credit of the Local Government Board, that

they recently circularised County Councils on the subject, urging

the value of friendly negotiations between such bodies and local

landowners.

♦ ♦ ♦

With regard to the legal aspect of the

matter, we understand that as the law

now standi, highway authorities have no

control over the height of hedges. Sec

tion 65 of the Highways Act, 1835, does

not empower local authorities to cause

any tree or hedge that obstructs the view at cross and side-roada

to be cut or pruned. The resttaint of local authorities under

this section is probably limited to the removal of actual obstruc

tion to can iageways, and to the pruning and lopping of trees

and hedges which exclude sun and wind from the loads, to the

damage thereof. But where this damage to roads cannoi be

proved, tht re is no legal obligation on t ie part of the landowner.

At the same time, common sense and a kinuly feeling for others

will secure the object in the majority of cases.

The Legal

View.
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Interest is growing in the next great

British motor show, which will open at

Cording ley s Motor the Agricultural Hall, London, on March

Show, 1908. 2 let, 1908. In connection with this we

note that the Daily Telegraph's motoring

correspondent, in his reference to the

Paris Show, writes :—" Ab for the individual exhibits, there are

all that were in Olympia, and many more besides, though in

several cases the new model was shown in London, while the 'old

type is staged in Paris. As an example of this, the S.C.A.T.

1908 model is not here, only the 1907 type. But this does not

apply to the French makers ; on the other hand, there are types

in Paris staged that London has yet to see. Epicyclic gears are

perhaps best exampled in the S.C.A.R., manufactured at Rheims.

In this car the third and fourth gears are direct on the live axle,

different diameter crown wheels being enmeshed. A six-cylinder

35-h.p. chassis is staged, besides smaller models. Duhanot, the

Italian " Standard," or F.A.S.T., as it is called in England, the

Swiss Safir, the Eisenach or Begina Dixi, the H.I.S.A. (Hermes

Italiana Societa Automobila), the Licorne or Unicorn ; Belgica,

Henriod, the Pax, are all cars that are on more or less standard

 

Touring in Spain.—A Daimler Car on tie old bridge of Aleantora,

Toledo.

lines, and probably will be seen at Cordingley's Show, so their

distinctive characteristics can be left over till that event."

♦ ♦ ♦

Not so very long ago, to journey

across Shap by motor-car and run round

Motor Adventure in Hindhead were adventures that became

Abyssinia. duly chronicled as items of news

proving the progress of the automobile

movement. Nowadays, such perform

ances are daily incidents that call for no comment ; and the car

that cannot get over such roads has little chance to become

popular. The Pekin-Paris trip, and many of the journeys by

pioneer motorists in new countiies, however, call for high

qualities of man as well as of car, and deserve recognition. Of

such an order is the trip now being undertaken by Mr. B. J. F.

Bentley, in company with Mr. Wells, across Abyssinia and

Somaliland to Khartoum. But a few months have passed

since Mr. Bentley, fresh from Egyptian travel, called at the

office of the M.C.J, thirsting for new adventures and full of

enthusiasm for a carefully projected journey by a new means of

travel over new country. The intrepid motorists on their

Siddeley motor-car have just been heard of within fifty miles

of Adisababa. To reach that point, over 6,000 feet above

sea level, they had climbed for twenty miles on end, they

had run out of petrol on the way, and for fifty hours they were

without food of any kind. Having to send on their boys to

obtain the petrol, which should have been waiting for them, the

travellers were left absolutely alone for five days and nights.

They had to take it in turns in mounting guard over the car

during the night, being fearful that hyenas might demolish the

tyres. They were also at one time reduced by thirst to drinking

the water out of the radiator. The journey lay off the usual

caravan route, through a waterless area where there was no bird

nor animal which could be shot for food. We await with

interest the continuation of the story.

♦ ♦ ♦

Unique among shareholders in motor-

'bus companies has been tbe experience

Profit by °f those who financed the Torquay

Stopping. Motor-'bus Company, the final meeting of

which was held on Friday of last week.

This was by no means a dolef ll gather

ing, for the liquidator was able to report that the company had

not only returned the whole of the share capital, after paying a

dividend of 7£ per cent, from the commencement, but was able

to give the shareholders a bonus of more than 8i per cent, on

the winding up of the company. The chairman, Mr. W. Callard,

pointed out that the directors' decision to close the concern was

due to an intelligent anticipation of the coming competition of

the electric trams. The motor-'buses that were originally at

Torquay are now doing service at Harrogate.

♦ ♦ ♦

Commencing with a wretched cab-

horse in Regent Street, the incidents in

"The White Rose the latest novel of Mr. Gerald Biss come

Mystery." fast and furious to the conclusion of the

thirty-seventh chapter of a book which

sustains the interest of the reader over

300 pages. As becomes the White Eose Mystery, the plot

radiates through aristocratic circles. Cabinet Ministers flit

across the scene as thickly as lords at a motor-show, and the

Earl of Portcullis, Viscount Stepney, Lord Ben Nevis, Lady

Grizelle, Lady Bena Belsize, add distinction to the thrilling

incidents which are pictured in an easy style which Mr. Biss has

familiarised to many motorists in the free and easy columns of a

contemporary. On finishing the book we have a desire for

more from the same pen—and that is the best tribute to the

author. Of course, there is a motor incident—no modern novel

is complete without it.

♦ ♦ ♦

In view of the interest that attaches

to the annual Trial in connection with

The Event of Motorism, and also the pecuniary expenses

1908. involved on the part of prospective com

petitors, it would be well if the Royal

A.C. quickly came to a decision as to the

limitations of its proposed programme for 1908. Already the trade

element of the industry has notified their lack of enthusiasm for

the suggested race in the Isle of Man, and the feeling is growing

that one comprehensive trial is enough for any year. The out

line of the 2,000 miles contest embraces the route of the Scottish

Trial, and, although that event will continue as a separate con

test for those firms who thus wish to be identified with this

North British contest, its inclusion as part of the British test is

regarded as a matter of course. We notice that Mr. R J.

Mecredy is putting in a plea for the Emerald Isle, the trials in

which this year were mainly supported by amateurs as compared

with the trade clement ; but, unfortunately for the suggestion,
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there is a little strip of water between the two islands which

would destroy the continuity of the road trial.

♦ ♦ ♦

Considerable attention has been

given by the members of the Metropoli-

Motor t&n Asylums Board to the subject of

Ambulances. motor vehicles for the conveyance of

their patients. In view of early addi

tions to be made to the present motor-

ambulances and motor-omnibuses owned by the Board, some

difficulty has arisen with regard to arrangements for their

accommodation. It has now been agreed to establish a motor

garage department at Fulham, where a motor workshop will be

installed and an inspection pit constructed. This will be under

the control of a superintendent, and should help the scheme for

the transfer of patients by motor vehicles which is now being

developed. The Board is advancing in the direction of central

isation in connection with a policy which the vice-chairman of

the ambulance committee (Dr. Gell) believes will effect consider

able economies as applied to the conveyance of patients by auto

mobiles. It will be remembered that it was at one of the

Cordingley Motor Shows that members of the Metropolitan

resolved that the clerk to the Council should submit a case to a

legal authority to ascertain whether this traffic might be brought

within the category of " extraordinary," for which the District

Council could recover damages.

♦ ♦ ♦

In our correspondence columns re

cently one of our readers made a sugges-

A Code tion which, although hardly likeljv to bo

of Signalling. endorsed by the Legislature, may pro

voke some discussion. Several attempts

have been made from time lo time to

institute a kind of universal freemasonry among motorists, but

the rapid growth of the movement has rather tended to relegate

such efforts into obscurity. Recognising that this matter requires

careful organisation, the Automobile Association has done for th

South what our correspondent, who resides in Scot'and, suggests

should become general. Unfortunately, his scheme of signalliug

by means of the horn would probably add another argument to

the already full quiver of those who are inclined to oppose

motoring on the ground of noise ; or, for the matter of that, any

thing else which they do not entirely appreciate.

♦ ; ♦ ♦

 

 

The German Emperor leaving the grounds of Highcliffe Castle in a Daimler Car,

the same make.

His suite is also seen following in three other cars of

Asylums^Board made their first inquiries into the subject of the

motor for ambulance purposes, making an afternoon's investiga

tion which is now bearing considerable harvest to the motor

industry.

♦ ♦ ♦

Considerable discussion has taken

place at several centres in the North of

Extraordinary England with regard to motor-wagons

Traffic. and extraordinary traffic, but the action

of the Hexham Rural Council at their

last meeting promises to bring the

problem a little nearer legal solution. Mr. Surtess, the sur

veyor for the North Highway District, called attention to the

growing motor vehicle traffic, and particularly to the instance of

a motor vehicle taking coals from one local pit to various large

institutions in the district. These travel over some of the roads

which, while quite sufficient for the ordinary cart traffic, were,

in his opinion, quite unfitted for the heavier class of traffic we

have mentioned. Ultimately the Council decided to inform

those responsible for this motor traffic that certain bye-roads

were decidedly unsuitable for such traffic, and it was also

Welcoming a

New Chassis.

To celebrate the amalgamation of the

interests of the Eadie Company, of Red-

ditch, with those of the Birmingham

Small Arms Company a dinner was held

on Thursday of last week at the Troca-

dero Restaurant, LnndoD, over which Mr.

Albert Eadie presided, supported by Messrs. R. M. Smith,

C. A. Hyde, Kenneth Davis, and several others. The new

B.S.A. chassis having been rightly eulogised, a good word for the

motor Press was spoken by Mr. Albert Brown, whose know

ledge of the subject adds weight to his observations. He dwelt

upon the integrity and unbiassed attitude of that section of the

Press, deprecating the practice of some of the other journals in

misleading the public as to the reduction of prices and similar

matters upon which they imagined vain thiDgs. Mr. A. W.

Gamage was also among the speakers, his equanimity in no way

impaired by the fire of last week.

—^

At Hong Kong the Oriental Battery Company have opened

a works to make dry batteries for service with automobiles

there, where the motor-car is rapidly advancing in popularity.
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A TOUR IN BRITTANY,

t—

ATRIP round Brittany, in connection with a tour of

Normandy, will require an additional five or seven days,

and the two, combined with Touraine^ say three weeks,

allow at least a todding acquaintance with the charms of these

three fairest and most picturesque provinces of France. If

Normandy or Touraine be considered separately, and one goes

out direct from Paris, there are 250 kilc metres of the Eoute de

Bretagne before Mayenne is reached via Aler§on, or 300 to

Laval via Chartres and Le Mans. It is a supeib itinerary by

either route, but if one is bound for St. Malo and the Cote

d'Emeraud, or Concarneau and its plages, there is still the

matter of another 300 kilometres to roll off before one arrives

at the objective, and one will

have no time to linger en route,

save to make such passing obser

vations as fancy suggests.

From Paris the beet route

'8 out via Versailles, Churtres,

Nogent-le-Rotrou, and Le Mans,

through the very heart of one of

the finest agricultural regions

in all France, with Routes

Nationales all the way, jreat

tree - bordered, sandy - surfaced

roads without flints, hidden level-

crossings or bad curves, save here

and there where one passes

through some little old-world

village with a cobble-paved main

street. It is in these crowded

little French towns that most

motor accidents happen ; but the

local authorities generally cut

the vitesse down to twehe, ten,

or six kilometres an hour, and

put up great staring signs read

ing "Balentir" or "Firage

Difficile," so it is one's own fault

if anything happens. What the

motorist needs to look out for

before and after coming to a

town are the culverts and canivaux

crossing the road ; many a back

spring has been broken by taking

them at a speed above a dozen

miles an hour. Generally they

are marked, and so, too, are

dangerous cross roads, by the

distinctive signs of the French

Association Generate Automobile.

From Le Mans, practically

the gateway to Brittany, it is

another hundred kilometres to

Laval. Coming out of Paris,

lunch at Nogent le Rotrou, at the

Hotel du Dauphin. There is

nothing of luxe here—simply

plain, bountiful fare, cooked and served by the patron-chef of the

hotel (rin compris), and charged for invariably at the same

price, whether you be a peasant-farmer in town for the

day with a donkey cart lotded with vegetables or an automo-

bilist in a flying " fifty." This is the chtrm of French travel

by road. It is enly in the resorts, like Biarritz, Vicby,

Trouville or Aix-les-Bains, that one pays through the nose, as

the French say. Nogent-le-Rotrou is worth an hour after lunch,

looking over its tbiee mediaeval monuments, its two churches

dating from the tenth to the fifteenth century, ai d its eleventh-

centuiy ruined chateau, unspoiled by modem embellishments.

It is sixty-f even kilometres to Le Mans and a hundred more

to Laval, where you may sleep at the Hotel de Paris or keep on

another thirty-fhe kilometres to Vitre, by which time the entire

 

Touring in Fiance.—A Hers Car at the Oate at the entrance to the

town of Besancon.

topographical aspect of the land has changed and become sterner,

with more of what the quality artists call character and less of the

scenic prett'ness of the stage. Laval is really worth seeing. It

is an admirable relic of an old mediaeval town, with a twelfth

century donjon, a Renaissance chateau, a twelfth century church

and a fortified gateway, besides a history made vivid by its

seigneurs of the moyen age. Indeed, Laval and its neighbour

Vitre, with an excursion to the Chateau des Rochers of Madame

de Sevigne, are, taken together, worth a day's sightseeing.

Vitre's chateau is the best photographic subject among all

the chateaux of France, save perhaps Langeais, in Touraine. At

Vitre the Hotel des Voyageurs, besides the railway station, has

good, but small garage accommodation, and chambres hygieniques,

installed at the suggestion of the Touring Club de France. The

combination, with the very

excellent fare and the extremely

moderate charges, will be hard

to beat in all Brittany or

Normandy. For that reason it

is worth making a long day to.

arrive at Vitre for the night.

The excursion to tho Chateau

des Rochers should not be

omitted. It is five kilometres

from Vitre, along a beautifully

boulevarded roadway, quite

different from what it was

in the days of Madame de

Sevigne, when that accomplished

letter-writer informed her

daughter, Madame de Grignan,

that " finally she had arrived,""

after having made the last

league on foot, leaving her coach

stuck among the rocks and mud

of a slough. There is nothing

very massive about the chateau,

but its ensemble is exceedingly

picturesque. One may visit the

chapel and the chambre occupied

by Madame de Sevigne, and may

walk in the alloyed park and

be told by the concierge that

par ci and par Id Madame la

Marquise used to take her

promenades. A very beautiful

garden it is, too, designed by the

great Le Notre, who laid out

the gardens of Versailles.

If one will, he may go on.

to Rennet1, thirty-five kilometres,

the ancient capital of the province,

but it is a stuffy, pompous-

town, with hotels always full to

overflowing with congressionists

of a medical conference or some

thing of the sort, and motorists

have a scant welcome. The only

thing of note to see at Rennes

the Palais de Justice, where the

The writer has got a rule

is the Council Chamber of

Parlement de Bretagne formerly sat.

for touring which invariably works well ; make one's stopping

place a small town, not a large city; leaving price out of the

question, it is more amusing and the fare is better and more

characteristic, and that verily is what one wants, or ought to

want, when travelling by automobile. Cut Rennes out, then, and

go north from Vitre to Fougeres, twenty-eight kilometres.

Merely a sight of Fougeres, en passant, is worth coming miles for.

It is, outside of Carcassonne, one of the best examples of a

decrepit old walled town to be seen in France. It is palpably a

ruin, and its walls and towers, crenelated battlements and

pinioned chateaux are all inextricably mixed in such a maze of

architectural wonders that it looks more like a thing of the
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imagination than reality. Not many tourist?—automobilists or

■others—" do" Fougeres. This is a pity ! Anyway, pass through

at en route for St. Malo, Dinan and Dinard. From Fougeres to

Dinan, via Dol, is seventy-eight kilometres and about the same

■to St. Malo. The former is preferable, as it allows one to make

a gorgeous excursion by a little steamer down the Ranee to

•St. Malo and Dinard. It is a trip not to be missed by all lovers

*)f kthe beautiful. From Fougeres to St. Malo, including the

steamer trip, is good for a day. The Hotel de France et Chateau

briand—the ancient home of the author himself—is very good

indeed, but a typical tourist hotel where one eats at one of those

interminable long-drawn-out tables d'hote.

The historical monuments of St. Ma'o and its neighbour, St.

Servan, their cathedrals, the Ctiateau, the old fortifications, the

Tour Solidor, &c, are wonderfully interesting, and the green

sea and blue sky setting of it all is as impressive as anything of

its kind in nature or art. From St. Malo westward to St. Brieuc

is the Cote d'Emeraud, one of the beauty spots of the coast line

of France. It is lined with little resorts and detached villas, and

the panorama is only comparable with that of the Riviera

coast towns of Plouha, Paimpol, Tr6guier (Renan's birthplace)

and Lannion. Practically this detour will take a day. There

is much of interest en wide, and it is worth going slowly over

the ground. If one leaves Guingamp in the morning—a much

better stopping place than St. Brieuc, though both are full of

quaint houses, curious shops and architectural surprises—he

might lunch at Treguier, spend an hour in the afternoon at

Lannion, full of curious old wood and stone houses, or stop

en route and have a lo jk over the old Chateau de Tonquedec,

ten kilometres distant. This last is a grand old ruin of the

fourteenth century, with a donjon with walls ten or a dozen feet

thick, and all the accessories of a mediaeval fortress-chateau.

The road drop3 down from Lannion in thirty-six kilometres

thr- ugh a wild, £avage region with sharp descents to Morlaix,

the Sous-Prefecture of Finistere. The Hotel de l'Europe is double

starred in the Guide Michelin and the Hotel de Provence bears

a single star, but the latter is decidedly preferable. Each has

garage accommodation of a very acceptable kind.

There are numerous sights at Morlaix in the town itself,

and the excursion to the fourteenth-century fortress, built by

 

 

Touring in France.-A Curious Old Home at St. Lo.

—the Cote d'Azur and Biirritz, and about there— the Cote

<TArgent, with, of course, quite a different colour scheme.

From Dinan to Brest, almost to the extremity of Finistere,

is something over two hundred kilometres of exceedingly

picturesque rising and falling route nationak. Genera'ly speaking,

the surface is good—the best in Brittany— -but there are many

•hills not so heavy in grade as the cross-country routes, say from

Dinan to Vannes or from Morlaix to Quimper, but annoying all

the same, for it means a continual coaxing and pushing of onu's

■car in order to keep moving without being obliged to change

speed.

After Dinan comes Lamballe, St. Brieuc and Guingamp,

all typical Breton towns, peopled with a sturdy, dark-skinned

folk, who are becoming so used to intercourse with strangers

that they have lost not a little of their former picturesqueness.

The chapeau de faille and the gilet rond are giving way to an

imitation panama—made in Madagascar—and a sweater knitted

in Nottingham. Farther west in Finistere, and in the Penmarc'h

peninsula, the costumes of the peasant men and women are,

mora or less, as they were a hundred years ago. A detour of

a hundred kilometres might be made from Guingamp, via the

the bourgeois of Morlaix as a defence against the English, in the

Bade de Morlaix, a great land-sheltered bay or harbour, should

not be omitted from the visiting list. Directly north of

Morlaix, twenty kilometres out and back, is St. Jean-du-Doigt,

a famous place of pilgrimage among the Breton fisher folk of

Finistere and the Cdtes-du-Nord. In the church is preserved as

a relic the index finger of the right hand of St. Joh n the Baptist.

The great religious fete, known as the pardon of St. Jean-du-

Doigt, tikes place on June 23rd in each year, and is perhaps

the most celebrated of all these great religious pilgrimages of

Brittany.

(To be concluded.)

The catalogue of artillery motor wheels, axles and springs

iss'ied by Messrs. Smith, Parfrey and Co., Ltd., of the Pimlico

Wheel Works, Rannoch Street, Fulham Paiace Road, London,

W., is fully comprehensive of the productions of this firm, whose

electric welding plant has enabled them to do successful work in

many ways, such as welding new gear wheels into a solid shaft

without disturbing the others, and fitting new parts to broken

crankshafts.

B
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SOME NOTES ON THE PARIS SALON.

ONE result of the coincidence of the annual British and

French Shows was that very few visitors from this side

of the Channel were seen in Paris during the early days

of the Salon. Last week, however, the position was changed,

well-known English motorists being met with at every turn in

the large building in which the famous Show is held. The M.G.J.

has already so fully dealt with the new features and novelties to

be seen, that I do not propose to do more than give a few of the

impressions that forced themselves upon me as I scampered—for

scamper it is, if one means to visit every nook and corner

—through the huge Grand Palais. I arrived on the scene on

Friday morning last week to find a sort of mild disturbance

going on, the tooting of horns and the shrieks of sirens

seeming to indicate that the end of the Show, which took place

on Sunday last, was being antedated. On making enquiries, it was

found that the day was being made the occasion of a fete in aid

of the fund for the sufferers in the recent floods in the South of

which bas always ibeen prominent at previous shows,

while M". Chaboche, who has for long supported the steam

car section, is now centring his attention on industrial

vehicles,'hi3 stand being, consequently, relegated to the Annexe.

As to the petrol cars, it was observable that, while the old-

established makers are still building high-powered vehicles, many

of thfm are aleo now introducing one of medium power, say

from 15-h.p. to 20-b.p., while it will be interesting to the

motorist of moderate means to learn that much more attention

than ever is being devoted to his needs. Hitherto the small car

has been, except by one or two firm", somewhat neglected by

French builders, but now a mention of only the names of a few

of the vehicles that were on view—the Sizaire-Naudin, Delage,

Lion-Peugeot, Dorey, Passe Partout, Werner, Turicum, &c,—is-

sufficient indication that makers are at last recognising that

there is a vast field still to be exploited. As regards trans

mission, while the struggle for supremacy between the

cardan shaft and side-chain systems still continues—with the>

honours lying with the former—it was interesting to note the

 

The End of the Paris Salon.—The Scene Outside the Grand Palais on Monday last.

France, and that not only had the charge for admission been

raised to 10 francs, but the fiat had gone forth that no tickets—

not even exhibitors' tickets—would be accepted. This order

raited quite a storm, for many of the erposants of cars gave

orders for their stands to be covered up, while these in the

Galleries announced their disapproval in the manner alluded to

above. Eventually, however, the objectionable order was

rescinded and all was peace.

Entering the familiar building, the visitor immediately found

himself amidst the stands, the artistic design cf which has

not by any means been over-described, while one great improve

ment was seen in the covering of the old shingly floor by

matting, an innovation which was not only much better to walk

upon, but was found advantageous by exhibitors in the greatly

reduced amount of dust that was raised. From one point of

view, that of the steam car enthusiast, the Show was disappoint

ing; petrol reigned supreme, not a single ateam car being

included in the display. The early death of M. Leon

Serpollet haB caused the disappearance of one exhibit

appearance of three or four cars in which for purposes of simplicity

and low cost the drive is by bolt, and also of a number in whick

the ordinary type of gear-box is replaced by a friction disc trans

mission, by means of which any desired speed between the

minimum and maximum available can be obtained by the move

ment of a single lever. Although this idea is by no means new,

and in many quarters looked upon as being impracticable for

automobiles, yet the increase in the number of manufacturers

adopting it would seem to indicate that many of the difficulties

which, it is held, have hitherto been associated with it are now

being vercome.

Attention has already been drawn in these pages to several

of the novel engines to be seen, among them the Burlat and

the E.E.P. of M. Esnault-Pelterie. I have, however, not seen

any reference to the Eudelin, which is of an exceedingly

interesting type, the feature being that by an ingenious

arrangement the stroke of the piston can be varied, enabling

the motor to develop full power at varying engine speeds, and

so practically obviating the need of a change-speed gear.
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There appears to be a pronounced tendency to cast the four-

cylinders of the engines of the cars of relatively low power in

one block. The aim is to reduce weight to a minimum, so as to

economise both as regards fuel consumption and tyre expense,

the bloc motor being lighter because the walls tf the water jackets

between the cylinders are dispensed with, and more compact,

because the distance between adjacent cylinders is reduced to a

minimum. The chief objection to the design is, of course, that if

a defect develops in the cylinder walls during the process of manu

facture or later, the whole casting may have to be thrown away,

instead of only a single cylinder, or a pair, in the usual way.

During the past few years, however, ironfounders have made

considerable progress in cylinder casting, and the proportion of

defective castings is now comparatively small if the product is

obtained from a foundry that specialises in this class of work.

Greatly increased attention is being given to the question of

petrol engines which work on the two-cycle system—that is to

say, there is an explosion in each cylinder at every revolution of

the crank shaft as against one for two revolutions in the four-cycle

motor—the number of exhibitors of cars with two-cycle engines,

although still small proportionately, showing an increase, a

remark which also applie's to combination petrol-electric vehicles.

One point which greatly interested me was the pains taken by

many of the manufacturers to render their exhibit of an in

structive as wall as of attractive r ature, the working model of

a De Dion chassis cut in half and enclosed in a glass case, and the

Gobron-Brillie engine with glass cylinders being two of the things

which call for remark in this category.

I had only time for a rapid glance through the carriage

builders' section, where the principal features of note were the

great preponderance of the covered body, and the increasing

practice of suspending the rear portion of the carriage on

separate C springs. The accessory display in the Galleries was

full of inttrest ; as usual, non-skids, spring and " elastic " wheels

were shown by the score, while the novelties in the tyre section

included one made of paper, and another which to be inflated

has first to be punctured ! As regards ignition, the outstanding

feature is the almost universal adoption of magneto ignition—

more particularly the high tension pattern.

Having seen the reference to the Retrospective Exhibition

at the Annexe in the M.C.J. , I naturally made a point of visiting

it, as a result of which I can fully endorse all that has been

said of this very interesting collection of historical cars. The

first vehicle that met the eye on entering the Annexe was

Cugnot's steam car of 1760, succeeding which were, among

others, one of Herr Gottlieb Daimler's eaily productions, the first

Panhard, the first Renault, the first Delahaye, to mention only a

few. One of the strangest of the lot was the first Berliet, dated

1900, and, having inspected only a few minutes before the exhibit

of the Berliet Company in the Grand Palais, it was difficult to

imagine that but seven years had elapsed since it had first seen

the light. It seems a pity that such a collection of historical

relics, having been once got together, should not be found a

permanent home in some public building, where they would

form a lasting tribute to the efforts of the early workers in a

movement which has developed with such lightning speed.

C. J. W.

Thb Automobile Club of America has accepted the invita

tion of the Florida East Coast Automobile Association to take

over the management of the sixth annual race meet on the

Ormond-Daytona beach, which will take place in March next.

This step has been taken with the view of making the tourna

ment more international in character than hitherto. The pro

gramme, which is being drawn up by the Contests Committee

of the A.C.A., will include long and -short distance races. The

mile race for the Sir Thomas Dewar Trophy will take place as

usual, and in order to prevent the entry of what has been

known as "freak" cars, the committee will insist that all

vehicles entered for the mile and two-mile-a-minute races will

have to qualify by going at least twenty miles at a minimum

speed of about 45 seconds to the mile.

SUBSTITUTES FOR THE DIFFER

ENTIAL^ GEAR.

MANY attempts have been made to obviate the use of

differential gears in motor-cars. Among these is the

Hedgeland equaliser, which was introduced about two-

years ago, of whicb, although it attracted a good deal of atten

tion in this country at the time, little has since been heard. How

ever, we learn that in the meantime the inventor has been busily

engaged in perfecting the idea, which in its improved form has

now been put on the market by the Hedgeland Manufacturing

Company, of Canton, 0., U.S.A. While the underlying principle

 

Fig. 1.—Sectional View of new Hedgeland Equaliser.

remains the same, the design has been considerably changed

ffom its original conception. As shown in Fig. 1, the clutches

have been moved to the centre, and the axle is divided, ai when

a differential is used. A and B are screws milled from the solid

bar, both right hand pitch, of about 23 degrees thread angle. A

is fast on shaft K, and B on shaft J. On these threads are

double cone steel clutches C and D. The clutch faces are

hardened, but the threads are left soft. Around the outer edge

of C and D are steel rings E E, which are split on one side and

act as a light-pressure friction brake on the clutches. The

rings are free to move endwise with the clutches, but must

always revolve with the casing, as each has a forked jaw which

Turning. Going straight ahead.

Figs. 2 and 3.—Diagrams illustrating the action of the Hedgeland
Equaliser. • ■

engages with one of the keys F. There are three of these keys,

and besides holding the rings E from revolving they serve to

limit the end motion of the clutches. The clutches make contact

with the forged steel cups formed in G, H, and I. The action is-

as follows :—The gear or chain wheel attached to I turns the

entire case; the resistance of the shafts K and J to turning

causes them to lag behind, and as C and D are rotated by the

friction of E E they move endwise on the screws A and B until

they make contact with their cups. If the car is going straight

ahead the contact is as shown in Fig. 3. If going straight back

in the reverse direction it would be on the opposite faces. The

clutches cannot slip, for the more power it takes to drivo th»
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•car the tighter are they pressed together. Suppose the car is

turned towards the side K, clutch C continues to drive as before,

hut the outer wheel turns the screw B faster than I is turning,

and throws out the clutch D. The latter runs over until it bears

lightly against C and then turns uniformly with B. The relation

■of the friction surface at this time is shown in Fig. 2. When

turning towards the side J the action is similar ; only the clutch

D drives ; C is free and is held from going too far by keys F.

There is no movement between the clutches and their brake

 

t Fig. 4.-The F.K.V. Gearless Differential. The view shows the

position for straight ahead driving-

bands except when turning a corner. The inner wheel always

■drives, and no power can be wasted by spinning the idle wheel

on slippery surfaces. With this new arrangement of parts the

axle can drive the engine while running down hill, with the main

clutch engaged, so enabling the motor to be used as a brake.

Another substitute for the ordinary differential is the

"F.K.V. gearless differential," which is being introduced by the

F.E V. Auto Parts Company, of 116, Nassau Street, New York.

The principle of the arrangement is that the usual bevel or spur

gears are replaced by two sets of face ratchets. The two ratchet

discs A and B are attached to the driving axle halves and, by

 

Figs. 5 1

Differen

5 and 6 —Diagrams illustrating the action of the F.B.V. Gearless

itial. The first view shows the position when turning a left

and the second that when the reverse motion is in

operation.

■means of a disc spring E between them, engage with the

female ratchet parts C D cut on the inner faces of the casing, as

shown in Fig. 4. To the casing is attached the bevel driving

gear, and when driving in a forward direction the male ratchet

members, which are longitudinally free, engage with the ratchets

in the case and thus apply an equal driving stress to each wheel.

If, however, a corner is turned the outer wheel overruns the

ratchet on the inner side of the case, and the male driving

catchet is forced out of driving engagement, the disc spring

being compressed, as shown in dotted outline in Fig. 5. The

reverse drive is as positive as the forward because of the propor

tions of the parts, which are such that both male ratchets cannot

be overrun at the same time. That is, the reverse driving action

tends to overrun both ratchets, but the male members are of

such thickness that they abut, and a wedging action is set up

between them and the driven ratchets, as in Fig. 6. As will be

observed, the chief feature of this device is that it differentiates

for distance and not resistance. On this account the device ia

claimed to eliminate all tendency to skidding which can be attri

buted to the action of the differential as commonly employed.

A MOTORIST'S VADE MECUM.

A compact and ingeniously contrived fitment cabinet of

solid mahogany has been designed for motorists by Messrs.

Waring and Gillow, Ltd., of which we give an illustration. It

is so replete with useful appliances that it might almost be

called the " motorist's vade niecum." Nothing is omitted which

 

a tourist is likely to require during a long journey, the sixteen

drawers of the cabinet being fitted with every requirement of

the dressing table, the luncheon basket, and the writing desk.

The central portion is occupied by a white metal washing basin,

enclosed with folding doors. The top forms a shelf for brushes

and toilet appliances, with a sliding swing mirror at the back

There is also a flap which can be drawn up to form a writing

desk. The surrounding drawers contain a luncheon service of

china, glass, plate, &c, for six people, a dainty china tea service,

a kettle with spirit lamp, a stationery cabinet with writing

materials, a bookcase, cigar cabinet, a supply of articles necessary

in case of accident or emergency, a fitted dressing case, a clock,

a barometer, and stoppered decanters and flasks. The whole

contrivance is a capital example of multum in parvo, the full

dimensions being only 5 ft. 2 in. high, 4 ft. 6 in. wide, and 9 in.

deep.

—cncccet—

The St. Albans and Luton Motor Company, Ltd., have now

control of the motor works in the New Bedford Fu>ad, Luton, of

which branch Mr. A. E. Clarke has been appointed manager.

The garage is on the main London to Bedford road, and not only

is it well equipped for motor storage, but an efficient staff of

practical engineers will attend to the requirements of motorists.
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A MOTORIST'S CAUSERIE.

There comes a time, I suppose, when all motorists suffer

from tyre troubles. One concern is now guaranteeing its tyres

for 4,000 miles, which should do much to give their particular

make considerable popularity. I have not yet covered that

distance with my present set—which are not those referred to

above, by the way—but have already begun to suffer delay and

worry by reason of frequent punctures and bursts, and have

latsly had to pay out some fairly large sums for repairs. The

■object of this note is to elicit the opinions of fellow-motorists

•with regard to re-treaded covers, for at the present time, as a

result of recent trouble, I am somewhat in doubt whether the

game is worth the candle. My first trial of having a cover

re-treaded was all right ; it has run a considerable distance, and

seems to be standing up splendidly, notwithstanding that when

it was sent to be repaired it had a nasty large hole which

■extended right through the rubber and canvas. The second

experience, however, was exactly the reverse, for the cover, the

re-treading of which cost nearly £2, only carried me about

twenty miles when it burst in an irreparable fashion. On com-

by the exhaust cut-out. My motor is of a high compression type,

requiring frequent cleaning, which would have been very expen

sive if I had had to remove the cylinders for the purpose. With

the aid of the above described outfit I can do the job in an hour

— there are two cylinders —and can get the whole inside surface

absolutely clean. Of course it is necessary to do the work

thoroughly, as otherwise partially loosened fragments of carbon

would heat much more readily than when firmly attached and

would only aggravate pre-ignition."

♦ ♦ ♦

An old car always has a certain amount of rattle, which

may be much or little, according to the quality and age of the

vehicle and the attention it has received. The hinges of the

bonnet may be loose, the brake and change-gear lever connec

tions may have probably worn loose ; these are two items of a list

which might be almost indefinitely extended. Many of these

things have nothing to do with the condition of the principal

bearing! of the engine and transmission, which, after they have

been properly taken up or replaced, may be as good as ever.

Even if the looseness does not indicate immediate danger it is

always annoying and is liable to lead to trouble, owing to the

 

 

Ths above illustration depicts the Swazl'Cbiefs, at present on a vitlt to England, just before their start to Buckingham Palace to inspect the

King's horses, on a 40-h.p. Six-wheeled De Dietrich Pullmia Car, placed at their disposal for the day by Messrs. Jarrott and Letts.

The Chiefs who were taken in the car were Prince Maluoge N'Koai, who a .pears on the extreme left of the photograph wearing a slouch hat; Chief
Ngo'cocl, seen on the right in a cap ; and Induna Manlfctnlki, who aced as interpreter. They were dVIighted with the car. and were particularly
interested In the electrical fittings, pressing the buttons, switching on the light, and communicating with the driver on their way down to the Palace.

paring notes with some fellow-motorists I find that several of

them had a similar tale to tell, one indeed going so far as to say

he had done with re-treaded tyres.

♦ ♦ ♦ .

So many motorists appear to suffer from pre-ignition troubles

due to carbon deposits on the piston and explosion chamber walls

of their engines that the method adopted by an American auto-

mobilist to get rid of the deposit will doubtless be of interest.

Mr. H. L. Tovrle, the gentleman in question, writes :—j" I have

found the best way to clean carbon from motor cylinders, with

out removing the latter, to be by the use of small iron

scrapers, suitably bent to be introduced through the sparking

plug holes or the plug holes over the valves, according to the

type of cylinder. Injecting paraffin softens the carbon or dust

deposit, but in my own motor, at least, I never found it to have

much effect in detaching it. To aid in the exploration I use a

small battery lamp, protected by a cage of wire and introduced

through the opening over the valves. I use also a dentist's flat

■mirror to help me to see around the corners. My own practice

is to take out the exhaust valve and scrape the debris into the

valve chamber, from which it is carried into the silencer, or out

fact that the rattle obscures sounds of knocking or other troubles

in vital parts of the engine and gear. It is worth while once a

season to go carefully over the principal sources of noise. It is

frequently possible to make even an old car run as quietly as a

new one by a comparatively small amount of work, which, if done

when the car is dismantled, can be effected at a small cost.

* ♦ . ♦ .

The habit which many motorists fail into of running the

engine continually at its top speed is one to be deprecated.

The effect is additional wear upon the piston and cylinder,

owing to the increase in piston speed, ami also on the gudgeon

pin and big end bearings. Supposing the normal speed of

the engine to be 1,000 revolutions per minute, accelerating to

1,200 r.p.m. means that, if the engine is habitually run at the

latter .speed, it makes no less than 12,000 revolutions per hour

more than it is intended to do.. Acceleration is provided to

give an increase of power when required for short intervals.

Arcanum.

At Banbridge, on the main road to Belfast from the south

of Ireland, a mot jr repair establishment is being established by

Mr. T. Sloan.
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CONTINENTAL NOTES.

Motor Vehicles for Military Purposes In France.

The French military authorities continue to give indications

of the careful way they are watching the progress of industrial

motor vehicles; During the course of the Salon, which closed on

Sunday last, about sixty students of the Military School at

Versailles paid a visit to the Annexe, where M. Girardeau gave

a lecture on the military uses of industrial motor vehicles. The

advantage of holding the meeting at the Exhib'tion lay, of

course, in the fact that the lecturer was able to illustrate his

remarks by the actual vehicles that were shown.

♦ ♦ ♦

The Paris Salon.

The tenth annual Paris Salon was brought to a successful

conclusion on Sunday last, the 1st inst. Throughout the day

the huge Grand Palais was packed with visitors, and in the

the first-named category the Prix d'Excellence went to'Messrs.

De Dion-Bouton and the Grand Prix to the Mors Company,

while the Delaunay-Belleville Co. carried off the Elegance prize.

♦ ♦ ♦

Preparations for the 1908 Racing Season.

Both the Benz and the German Daimler Companies intend

to take part in the principal races and competitions in the 1908-

season. Hanriot and Hemery will be included in the former'

team of drivers and Poege and Salzer in the latter's. The Fia

and De Dietrich concerns will again be to the front, their car

being entrusted to the same men as in 1907, viz., Nazzaro,

Lancia and Wagner for the first named and Duray, Gabriel

and Rougier for the Lorraine-Dietrich.

♦ ♦ ♦

Miscellaneous Items.

It is reported that arrangements are in hand for the estab

lishment of a motor-car service between Alexandrette (Syria),

and Bagdad. The German Automobile Exhibition was,_in the-

 

 

 

Customs Formalities on the Continent.—1, Bavaria. 2, Austria. 3, France.

evening great interest was shown in the Tombola. It may not

be generally known that every visitor to the show received a

numbered ticket entitling him to participate in the draw for the

hundred or so prizes—ranging from a motor-car to a repair

outfit—which are annually offered by various firms in connection

with the exhibition.. We have not space to print the whole list

of prize-winning numbers, but, in case some English visitors hold

the lucky numbers, we give the first six :—

No. Winning No.

1. DeDion 15 h.p. Car... 143312

2. E.V.M. Bicycle 198568

3. Hurtu Bicycle 681448

4. Sabine Bicycle 604107

5. Nilmelior Magneto 437529

6. Pair of Vinet Detachable Kiras 585102

A number of awards were also made in connection with the best

decorated stands and for the most elegant carriage bodies. 1 In

absence of the Kaiser, opened in Berlin on Thursday by Prince-

Henry of Prussia. A company has just been formed in Paria

with a capital of £28,000, and the title La Societe Francaise des

Chuines, to manufacture motor-chains in France. The King

of the Belgians has just placed an order for a 40-h.p. De Dietrich,.

which is to be fitted with a limousine body. The Isotta-

Fraschini car which Minola drove to victory in the contest for

the Florio cup, on the Brescia circuit, has been bought by Mr.

George West, jun., of Ballston Spa, N.Y., who will drive the

vehicle in all American road races during the coming eeason.

The most successful attempt at aerial navigation yet made

was that of the crew of the French military »irship " La Patrie,"

on the 23rd ult., when the Panhard engines propelled the

machine from Chalais Meudon to the frontier—a distance of

236 kilometres. " La Patrie " has since disappeared, its fate-

being still unknown.
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^^^HERE AND THERE.

The Eenard road train has

been attracting much attention

at Manchester, where it was un

shipped at the docks on the way

from Ireland to Coventry.

Automobile exhibits were

shown in the workshops of the

Northampton Polytechnic Institute, Clerkenwell, in connec tion

with the presentation of prizes by the Puke of Cinnaught, K G.,

on the 29th ult.

An order for Argyll motor-cabs to the value of £20,000 has

been placed in London. Should success attend this development

it may be increased to £80,000 ere long.

The Board cf Education has approached Messrs. Rudge-

Whitwortb, Limited, with a request for an exhibit for the South

Kensington Museum ccnsist'ng of a Rudgo-Whitworth patent

detachable wire wheel.

It is repoited from Melbourne that a road record has been

set up of 422 miles in twelve hours and 777 miles in twenty-

four hours, by two motorists named Stevens and Jonec, on a

Dunlop-tyred Darracq car—the gentlemen named presumably

driving in tui ns.

Messrs. Herbert Terry and Sons, of the Novelty Works,

Redditch, send their new list of springs, wirework clips, &c, for

the motor and other trades. The firm's productions have long

been before the industry, and the new list will be of value to all

requiring such work.

The Companies' Diary and Agenda Book for 1908 has just

been published by Messrs. Jordan and Sons, Ltd., the well-

known company registration agents. It is indispensable in the

offices of limited liability concerns, and will be found useful iu

all commercial establishments.

Before the Canals and Waterways Commission, Mr. J. K.

Bythel', the chairman of the Manchester Ship Canal Company,

referred to the growing motor-wagon competition between ten to

fifteen miles round Manchester. This is likely to increase in the

near future, adding another difficulty to the problem of tuccessful

canal adminstration.

The committee which organised the recent provincial meets

of commercial motor vehicles met last week and formally

dissolved itself. Mr. Leo Harris, the hon. secretary, submitted

the statement of accounts for the Reading meet, which showed

an expenditure of £61 with an income rather less. The balance,

£1 18s. 4d , having been contiibuted by the hon. secretary, the

accounts have new been closed.

In May last Mr. S. F. Edge instituted a tyre economy com

petition among drivers of six-cylinder cars, prizes of £25, £15

and £10 being offered for the best distances covered by any

four tyres. Mr. A. Waters has proved first, the car he drove

having run on each of its four tyres an average of 5,910 miles ;

Mr. T. Brockell second, with 5,396 mile?; and Mr. F. G. Toye,

third, 5,392 miles. The total average of all the cars competing

works out at 3,835 miles.

Under the title "Ignition Devices for Motors," Mr.

Guilbert Pitman, of 85, Fleet Street, London, E.C., has just

published a new work by Mr. S. R. Bottone. As the title

implies, it deals more especially with the different ignition sys

tems employed on petrol motor vehicles, and the information and

illustrations given should prove extremely useful. A good deal

of space is devoted to describing the construction and ignition

of induction coils and magnetos, while an interesting chapter is

given in which there are many useful hints as to the choice and

management of motor-cars.

Mr. F. R. Davis, of Shawford, Winchester, is responsible

for a paraffin carburettor, which seems to fulfil the requirement

mentioned in the report of the Fuels Committee of the Motor

Union as to the essential necessity that any such device should

seeure " a mechanical and accurately measured feed of the liquid

fuel." In view of the attention now being given to the subject

the carburettor is of particular interest, and reference may use

fully he made to the fact that its merits were recognised in the

M.O.J. of April 20th last, when we published an illustrated

description of the device.

 

No less than forty-two per

cent, of the motor-cars and

motorcycles exhibited at the

Stanley Show were fitted with

Continental tyre*

Mr. Walter Jackson, the

well-known Yorkshire automo

bile engineer, has offices at Tanfidd Chamber?, Bradford, and

garage and repair shops at Baildon Bridge, Shipley. The latter

aro open all the twenty-four hours of the day.

The Electrical and Motor Company have a garage ropon

day and night opposite the Town Hall, at Banbury. They have

accommodation for fifty vehicles. ~w

Turner's Motor Manufacturing Company, Ltd.,

Wolverhampton, inform us that they are producing ior next

season a new model 10-h.p. Turner-Miesse steam car fitted with

cardan shaft transmission and two-seated body. ■ J

Mr. Cufford-Earp has given notice that he wishes to

attack the presont records for touring cars for the following

distances on the Brooklands track, viz., fifty miles, one hour,

one hundred mile°, one hundred and fifty miles, and two hours.

 

A 12-16-h.p. Vanxhall Landaulet supplied to the order of Dr. J.

Kingston Barton, of London, who always drives the ear himself.

It will be observed that one seat can be entirely removed and taken

anywhere to fetoh the passenger if desired.

The Avon India Rubber Company, Ltd., of Melksham,

Wilts, who3e excellent motor 'tyres we have recently noticed, are

specialising in repair work. Many tyres they have repaired

have run from five to ten thousand mile?, and they were the

first of the firms to introduce the system of vulcanised repairs

to motor tyres.

From Messrs. Donne and Willans, Ltd., comes a copy of

the illustrated catalogue of Piccard-Pictet cars, for which they

have just acquired the British agency. Three sizes of four-

cylinder vehicles are being made, viz., 12-16-h.p, 18-24-b.p,

and 28-40-h p., as a'so a 28-40-h.p. six-cylinder. The list gives

full part'culars of the cars, which throughout are on modern

lines and comprise a number of special features.

The Continental Tyre and Rubber Company, whose non-

skids have obtained a high reputation in the past, have, after

repeated experiments, produced a tyre that will not harm the

road surface, or reduce its effectiveness as a non-skid. These

tyres are manufactured in the well-known black and red rubber

slyle introduced by the Continental Company, while the steel

studs have been considerably sLoitened, and only project suffi

ciently above the rubber to preserve their non-skidding qualiliep.

A further improvement has also been made in the canvas backing

which will greatly add to the life of the tyre.

C
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Mr. John Adam, who is well known in connection with

the Scottish Trials, has become the possessor of a Sunbeam of

20-h.p.

Messrs. Wittler and Burden have taken over most of

the tools of M/. F. Moller, Ackland Street, Adelaide, Australia,

and are developing business in the automobile trade.

Amongst recent purchasers of Itala cars are Sir William

Eden, who has ordered a 40-h.p. four-cylinder vehicle, and Lord

Tollema'he ; the Iatter's car is an 80-h.p. six-cylinder.

The Archbishop of Canterbury, accompanied by Mr?,

Davidson, has been making a tour by motor-car through the

scattered parishes in the Romney Marsh grazing district.

The third edition of their " Useful Hin.s and Tips for

Automobilists " has been published by Messrs. Iliffe and Sons.

They are nearly 600 in number and embrace practically all the

difficulties likely to occur to motorists.

The sixth annual report of the Pembroke Technical In

struction Committee, co. Dublin, has been issued by the Secre

tary of the Congested District Board for Ireland, and emphasises

the fact that the success of the Ringsend motor classes has been

due in a great measure to the Siddeley motor-car provided at

the commencement of the session. This has been run over

7,000 miles, mostly by motoring pupils.

Messrs. William Tupholmb and Sons, Ltd , of Bridgo

Street, Sheffield, have recently introduced a new pattern of their

motor spirit safes. As will be seen from the accompanying

illustration, the special point in the improved model is the ven

tilation; the old form was by movable chimneys, whereas the

ventilators are now fixed. The ventilation tubes are fitted with

Davy gauze, thus making them perfectly safe and free from all

 

risk of explosion. These safes are strongly made of galvanised

iron, and are supplied in three sizes, viz., to hold 10, 20, or 30

tins of petrol, each containing two gallons . In the event of any

leakage, there is a spirit-tight well, below the level of the door,

of sufficient capacity to hold all the spirit which may leak from

any or all of the tins. The accessory is one which will be found

useful by all interested in the safe storage of petrol.

We learn by telegraph from New York that it has been

decided that the race for the Vanderbilt Cup shall be run on

Long Island in October, 1908. The conditions remain un

changed, except that ten cars will be allowed from each country,

of which only three may be of the same make. The maximum

weight has been fixed at 1,100 kilos.

On the Brooklands Racing Track, on Saturday, F. Newton,

driving a 60-h.p. Napier, croated class records for the half-mile

and ten laps (nearly twenty-seven miles) in the 60 h.p. class.

The half-mile record was established at a speed of 96| miles an

hour. Some fast laps were made while the ten-lap record was

being set up, and in two or three cases the speed exceeded ninety-

four miles an hour. The official rate of speed, however, for the

whole ten laps was just over eighty-six miles an hour.

The new catalogue of Mesais. Benton and Stono, of Brace-

bridge Street, Birmingham, has a full list of the "Enots"

specialities in pumps for motor-car tyres fitted with Taylor's

locking arrangements securing the rod and handle rigidly in

place when not in use ; lubricators, pressure pump?, petrol

niters, sparking plugs, &c. Since going to press with this an

interesting improvement has been adopted in the lubricator,

by which the ratchet thumb screws, spring and stock bar are

dispensed with in the regulation of the drips.

The Automobile Club of Philadelphia is arranging for the

erection of signs on various cross roads inscribed with the words,

" Blow your horn."

Mr. F. K. Hussey has well-equipped motor works in South-

gate Street, Gloucester, from which he conducts a hiring as well

as a repairing business.

The Sherburn Rural Council has passed a resolution in

favour of the speed limit being reduced to twelve miles an hour

in the country and six miles an hour in villages.

The introduction of motor-cabs into Cairo is meeting with

strong opposition on the part of the horse-cab drivers, so much

that it has been necessary to call in the aid of soldiers to protect

the garage.

It is reported that the Postmaster of the Presidency of

Bombay is considering a scheme of replacing the horse-drawn

postal delivery vans by motor-vehicles, and that he has already

asked the Indian representatives of the leading British makers

for particulars of suitable vehicles.

Replying to a letter from Mr. L. J. Martin, Pickering

Place, London, the General Purposes Committee of the Worthing

Town Council state that, subject to previous inspection and

approval, they are prepared to recommend the granting of

licences for a limited number of motor-boats to ply for hire, the

boats to carry not moie than twelve persons.

From Messrs. Welte and Owens, Ltd., we have received a

couple of photographs showing interior and exterior views of

tbeir extensive garage and showrooms at 16, 18, and 20, Colquitt

Street, Liverpool. As we mentioned in a recent issue, the firm

are sole district agents for the Vulcan and Hotchkiss cars, while

they hold a very large stock of motor accessories of all kinds.

Mr. Mervyn O'Gorman, chairman of the Expert and

Technical Committee of the Royal Automobile Club, has offered

a Challenge Trophy for a race of one hundred miles on the

Brooklands track, for cars having engines which are not limited

either as to dimensions, fuel allowances, quality of fuel, or

method of propulsion, and no restriction to be placed on weight.

A man named John Blacklock, charged with driving a

motor-car to the danger of the publ:c in Newcastle-on-Tyne,

pleaded that he could not have been travelling at even twelve

miles an hour, as was alleged, as he had in the car a 24-stone

giantess; hcrs'ster, weighing 10 stones; the manager, weighing

12 stones; a boy of 10 stones, and himself. Despite such an

accumulated weight of" evidence the Bench imposed a fine of 10j.

The " Phos " Company, whose works are at 205 and 207,

Ball's Pond Road, London, N, issue a well illustrated catalogue

of their specialities for acety'eno lighting. One section is devoted

to motor-car lamps, their " Phos " calcium carbide cartridge lamp

being specially described. This will run for six horn's with only

one charge, and its simplicity of construction is proof against any

disorder that might possibly arise. The Phos system of acetylene

lighting for motor-omnibuseF, coaches, &c., has been approved by

the G.P.O. authorities, and is adopted in lighting the interior of

the Royal Mail coaches. Here the firm's success has been dis

tinctly notable.

Among the new tyres which may be expected to find a place

on many cars in the coming season is tve Calmon, which wai

introduced to the British trade at the recent Stanley Show. The

fact that the makers, the Calmon Asbestos and Rubber Works,

Ltd., of 1, 2, and 3, Trinity Place, Tower Hill, EC, guarantee

their tyroi for 3,500 miles, if run under reasonable and fair condi

tions, isproof of a Ci nfider ce that should encourage many motorists

to give them a trial. The tyre has a square tread, with arge

rubber walls, and is ribbed on the extreme top, giving a non-

skid surface and great durability on account of tte weight of

rubber used. A steel studded tyre has the hardened steel studs

fixed in the secondary tread, all being built in together with the

walls of the tyre. The same firm has also brought out an

automobile rubber overshoe known as the Chauffeur Boot. This

is a well-made and neatly-designed means of protecting the

driver fiom the wet. Its use gives him extra protection where

generally wanted in severe weather, while his grip of the pedals

is by no means lessened.
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Correspondence.

[Letters to the Editor should be addressed to the

TRAFFIC ON THE ROADS.

To tbm Editob of The Motor-Oar Journal.

Sir,—There seems a general impression that wherever the surface

of a public road is at all cut up the motor is responsible for the mischief,

but I would emphasise the appeal that is now being made by the Motor

Union urging motorists to walch the wear and tear of the roads which

arises from hauling agricultural wagons from fields to barns, &c. Much

of this is quite unnecessary and could be avoided if the farmers would

have the wheels of their wagons scraped before leaving the fields.

In some places the importance of this has been publicly urged, and

the matter was discussed at the last meeting of the Chard Rural District

Council, where unfortunately the members ultimately came to the conclu

sion that nothing could be done. A more serious view of the import

ance of the matter was taken by the Taunton Rural Council when

several members pointed out the damage that had been done recently

on main and district roads by agricultural wagons. Several practical

members of the Council observed that they have generally waited for

fine weather before doing their haulage work ; this, of course, is not

possible in all cases. Others said that the mud should be scraped from

the wheels befoie the vehicles went on to the road, a course which was

approved by the chairman, who raised the interesting point that bring

ing such mud on the roads might be considered extraordinary tralhe,

and that it might be possible for the Council to take proceedings

against the owners of the vehicles.

You recently called attention to the increase of horse. drawn traffic

in the area of the Holborn District Council as tending to show that

motor vehicles were not by any means wholly responsible for the in

creased wear and tear of road sui faces in towns. This point with

regard to the haulage of agiicultuial and other produce seems to be an

offices, 97-33, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.]

—♦

the latter car, bearing the official seal of the K.A.C., are on view at 87,

Davies Street, and doubtless the parts of the " Silver Ghost " will also

be exhibited to any one who cares to see them. It seems to me, there

fore, that honours are easy, and that both cars have achieved a magnificent

performance : any further attempt to belittle the record of either the

one or the other car can but be harmful to both, and detract from the

value of two certificates honestly and fairly earned, and bo1 li eqnrJly

unequalled in the history of motoring up to tne present time.

One word more. The only result of the voluminous correspondence

on this subject has been that the Royal Automobile Club has officially

notifiel both our firms that neither of ns can claim the world's record

for reliability. I trust that ray friend Mr. Johnson will stay his hand

and let the matter rest here, lest yet more be taken away from

us !—Yours truly,

B. D. Corbet.

CARS FOR MODERATE MEANS.

To the Editob of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—I paid a visit to the Olympia Show, and I must say I was dis

appointed at not finding more good 15 to 18 h.p. ears, with four cylinders,

dual ignition, and gate change with four speeds at a moderate price. I

regard the four speeds as very important (I live in Cornwall), for with

this moderate power the first speed must be fairty low, and naturally

the car, to be attractive, must be capable of a good pace on the top. The

dual ignition gives one a feeling of security and saves stops on the road

for adjustment, which are sure to come sooner or later with only one

ignition,

I am aware that there were cars in the show built somewhat on the

above lines, but, with one exception, the cost with hood, screen, lamps

 

 

 

 

The Motor Ambulance and Fire Tender recently supplied by the Argyll Company to the Sheffield Corporation.

almost identical one, and I am glad to see that the Motor Union is

taking the matter up with considerable energy.—Yours truly,

A. Walker.

[The point raised by our correspondent is not wholly a new one,

and is being brought to the front just now by one of the motoring

organisations. We shall be glad if readers in the provinces will keep

ns informed of any local discussions that may arise on the joint in

question, the subject being of considerable value as well as of

interest.]

THE WORLD'S RECORD FOR RELIABILITY.

To the Editob of The Motor-Oar Journal.

Sir,—I notice some further correspondence from Mr. Claude John

son upon this vexed question ; incidentally Mr. Johnson suggests tint

in the definition of "reliability" given by the R.A.C. some words

have been omitted, "possibly through a clerical error." Let me assure

him, as also those of your readers who may still have an interest in

this matter, that there has been no omission—clerical or otherwise in

the quotation to which Mr. Johnson refers ; should this gentleman care

to call at the offices of the London and Parisian Motor Company, I

shall be pleased to show him the letter in question, and on the same

occasion endeavour to put an end to the unfortunate differences of opinion

between us.
The whole question seems but a simple one, after all : the Rolls-

Royce car ran 14,371 miles non-stop and the Hotchkiss 10,474 miles, but

per contra a total of 40 hours 13 minutes was spent on adjustments to

the " Silver Ghost," against a total of 9 hours, 44 minutes, 21 seconds

spent in adjustments to the six-cylinder Hotchkiss. All the parts of

and spares would not be far short of £500. Now, although this may

appear a moderate prica from a seller's point of view, it is by no means

so from a buyer's. The high-powered cars are certainly only for the

rich, for the cost of running one per mile is about the same as that of

running an express railway engine.

I think it a mistake tj attribute the falling off in sales of cars to

the wet summer, for people usually buy a car a few days before tiiey

want it, when the weither is an unknown quantity, and that the real

cause is that the public are finding out from experience that cars are

expensive in proportion to their capacity ; and I am afraid that the

trade will not have benefited much by the show just passed.—Yours

truly,

F. R. L. Chalk.

A KNOCKING QUERY.

To thk Editob of The Motor-Oar Journal.

Sir,—I have a 12-16-h.p. Decauville four-cylinder car which has

developed a severe knocking. I have gone over the usual formula.

Cleaned deposits off piston ends and top of cylinders, cleaned plugs, no

water in cylinder, fly wheel is not slack on shaft, &c. I have lately

changed over to a new oil, and, thinking this was not suitable, I went

back to the old make, but still the knocking continues. I purchased

the car second-hand and have run it 3,500 miles without the slightest

trouble. When the engine runs slowly there is no knocking, but when

I open the accelerator the knocking begins. There is no governor on

the engine or any projections that I can see ; the big ends and the piston

bearings are correct, being in every way in good order. One bearing in

the gear-box is slightly worn, but the engine knocks with the elutch
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out and eaoh cylinder knocks when seperately tried. I may say that

the knocking gradually developed ; it is not heard if I ran the car or

engine slowly, only when I open throttle or advance spark. The timing

has not been interfered with. I am seldom at a loss with engine tronbles

but the above fairly puzzles me.—Yours truly,

Brain Racked.

[Since our correspondent purchased his car second-hand, and has him

self run it some distance, the cylinders are no doubt worn a bit ; perhaps

when he accelerates the pistons, reciprocating more rapidily and thus

coming with greater impetus to the upper end of the worn part of the

cylinder bores, cause a Knock by touching the lesser worn part. The

difference in diameter may not be sufficient to be termed a ridge round

the walls, and may be almost imperceptible until accurately gauged ;

but it is nevertheless sometimes a cause of knocking in old engines—

that is, of course, only in those in which the cylinders have not a clear

ance at the top of the bore, past which the upper part of the piston is

allowed to reach on the completion of the up stroke.

If the reason indicated does not apply in this instance, we should

be inclined to suspect that a careful measurement of the gudgeon pins

and journals will show that they have worn oval sufficiently to cause

a knock when the motor is run at its full power. It is surprising what

a very small amount of play will cause a knock in a high speed engine,

or, at any rate, it surprises many who are not acquainted fully with the

strict accuracy necessary in an absolutely perfect fit.—Ed.]

POWER ABSORPTION BY PUMPS, MAGNETOS, &o.

To tot Editob o» The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—In going round the recent show I was very much struck with

the increasing work which the engine of petrol motor-cars is being

called upon to perform. In the old days, apart from driving the vehicle,

I think the repeated success of the Talbot cars in hill-climbing

contests is unparalleled by any other make of car, and I have seen it

stated that their success is due to the additional air tap fitted to the

induction pipe. I may say that I am in no way connected with the

Talbot firm.—Yours truly,

Sydney Wright.

 

A 28-h.p. Germain with Pullman Limousine Body.

the only auxiliary task set upon the motor was that of driving the water

pump. Now we find that in some cars it has also to work the air

inducing fan, the oil pump, the magneto, and, in addition, in a few

other instances, an air pump for maintaining the petrol feed by pressure,

and a dynamo for charging accumulators and starting the engine. It

would be interesting to know if any experiments have been made

with the view of ascertaining how much of the power developed by

the engine is absorbed in driving these auxiliaries, which I fancy is

much greater than is usually suspected. If any of the more technical

readers of the M.C.J, have given attention to the matter perhaps

they will send you the result of his enquiries.—Yours truly,

C. J. Bbntley.

THE ACTION OF CARBURETTORS.

To th» Editob o» The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—I thank Mr. Frank Smith for his reply to my letter. I do

not aee that bis views accord with those of other authorities and t re

sent tlay practice. Have not the designers of carburettors arrived at

such knowledge as will enable them to state definitely if a constant

or variable quality of mixture is desirable for all engine speeds? The

word "quantity" in the thiid line of Mr. Smith's letter should, of

course, be "quality."

Let me quote Mr. Mervyn O'Gorman. In his paper on carburettors,

read before the Institute of Automobile Engineers, Birmingham, he

says, " Makers have begun to recognise that the desirable mixture is

not of constant quality (2 per cent, by volume of vapour, as is still

occasionally asserted) but should vary according to the quantity taken,

the ipeed of the engine, and the power required at that speed.

LOCAL AUTHORITIES AND THE DESTRUCTION OF

TYRES.

To thi Editob or The Motor. Ctr Journal.

Sir,—As a constant reader of the M.O.J. I write asking if any

of your readers can give advice in the following circumstance. Our

town is a very hilly place, and only lately the Corporation have thrown

down ashes in the itreets, which are paved with asphalt to prevent the

horses from slipping. Now they are throwing down email sharp stones,

which punish the tyres of my motor-car terribly. I use my vehicle to

do my work as a medical man, and would like to know if I have

any redress in such circumstances. Will motorists vi ho have suffered in

a similar way kindly inform me if they have been a' le to obtain any

redress!—Yours truly,

Dh. A. C-—.

[The nui°ance referred to by our correspondent was often a source

of annoyance to motorists in West End boroughs three or four years

ago. But now and again it occurs and representations should be

made to the local authorities by the local automobile club, or, when

such does not exist, by the county organisation.]

LEATHER FOR FEICTION CLUTCHES.

To thi Editob ow The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—I should be glad if you or any reader of tie M.C.J, could inform

me as to the light kind of leather to use for the friction clutch of a

motor. I should also like to know whether in removing the clutch for

the purpose of renewing the leather it is necessary to use clamps to over

come the spring ?—Yours truly,

R. , Mitchell.

[The best leather for clutches is such as is used by harness makers,

this being more pliable than that employed by shoemakers. For the

shape it is best to first cut a paper pattern, allowing enough on the widi h

for tineing up. The rivets must be let in the leather so as not to come

in contact with the metal portion of the clutch. It is also advisable to

turn up the leather after it is riveted on. For removing the clutch it is

generally necessary to take down the gear-box, no clamps being used.

The releathering cannot be done satisfactorily with the clutch in

position.] .

ENGINE STARTING DIFFICULTIES.

To thi Editob ot The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—I have a two-seated car fitted with a 6-h.p. Da Dion engine

and carburettor. The motor has run very well for a thousand miles or

so, but now I have the utmost difficulty in starling it. The only way I

can get it to go is by putting petrol in at the sparking plug, then it mill

start off at a furious rate, although I cannot regulate it. The compres

sion and everything appear all right. My idea is that the carburettor

has gone wrong. I have had it out on several occasions, but it appears in

good order. I should be much obliged if you could advise me on the

matter.—Yours truly,

W. J. Flockton.

[Our correspondent's difficulty is, in all probability, due to a slight

sticking of the inlet valve ; this would cause great difficulty in starting,

although, once started, the motor would run all rigl.t. If this were the

cause, it would be impossible to get good suction by turning the starting

handle, as it is not possible to turn this quickly econgh to overcome the

sticking.]

MORE ENGINE TROUBLES.

To thi Editob o» The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—I should be glad if you could help me in the following

trouble. I have an 8-h.p. single-cylinder car ; when the vehicle is at a

standstill the motor will run smoothly and without a miss, but when

it is in motion the engine misses and causes a knocking noise, the car

jumping ahead at every explosion. I have tried everything I can think

of—new plugs, batteries, &c., and when I test the ignition I get a good

spark. I do not know what the trouble is. The car, when running,

will not run more than five or six revolutions without a jumping motion!

—Yours truly,

R. Fcthergill

[The misfiring trouble may be due to the contact breaker not giving

good contact, or perhaps the spindle is worn somewhat and making the

earth circuit bad ; this would cause similar trouble as explained by

our correspondent, the road vibration causing the spindle to work out

of true. Failing this, the carburettor may be carefully examined,

trouble of this kind sometimes arising from a bad petrol supply or

the jet being slightly choked.]

A HUMBEE wheel cap has been discovered near Meters. Brown

and Co.'s garage, Yeoman's Bow, Brompton Boad, London, S.W., and

can be had on application to that address,
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THE OLYMPIA SHOW.

(Concluded jrom page 884.)

Motor Accessories.

Very comprehensive was the collection of motor accessories shown

by Messrs. Bransom, Kent and Company, 40, Great Eastern Street,

E.C. The selection of horns was large, and included many new

models with musical and yet penetrating notes, lamps, tools, lubrica

tors and tyre levers. A distinctly good type of tyre pump was shown

by the firm, this being the Aeolus telescopic type, which is reliable,

efficient, lasting and strong. The principle is explained by the word

telescopic, and as every part is accurately machined it can be

thoroughly relied on. Goggles, insulated wires and terminals, and lamps

of every description were also shown, as well as a good rang*) of

sparking plugs these including the " Darop," " Optima" and " Bo f£o.' '

Simms Specialities.

On the stand of the Simms Manufacturing Company, Ltd.,

VVelbeck Works, Kimberley Road, Kilburn, were several working models

of high-tension magnetos for two to six cylinder cars, as well as a com

prehensive range of "Simms " magnetos of Biitish manufacture. The

new Simms magneto sparking plug was on view, this being suitable for

use with any high tension magnetos and for accumulator and coil igni

tion. The new plug is strongly made and highly finished, and the material

used for insulation is specially made for this purpose, being extiemely tough

and of high insulating properties. This plug does not soot up or burn

away, and any adjustment of the points required from time to time

can be made in a moment without the slightest difficulty. The body

slightly more power at all speeds, and that the engine will run up to a

very high speed and pull at a very low one with this form of ignition.

The igniter is mounted in a mahogany case well adapted for the dash

board, and either 4 or (i- volt batteries may be used without risk of break

down. In the lid is a window, through which the spark is visible, this

occurring simultaneously with that in the cylinder.

The " Ajax " Rims.

On the stand of the Midland Rubber Company, Ltd., of Byland

Street, Birmingham, was a collection of the " Midland " motor tyres of

both the plain and grooved variety, as well as a good display of re

paired ana retreaded tyres and covers and tubes. A novelty of more

than ordinary interest was the " Ajax " detachable rim, which was on

the stand. The rim and tyre can be exchanged in three minutes, and the

" Ajax " principle can be easily applied to existing wheels.

The ordinary wood motor wheel is fitted with a light steel felloe into-

which three keyways have been cut. The detachable rim has three

corresponding keys (or projections) on its inner side. These three keys

and keyways fitting exactly, in addition to preventing any creeping

movement, act as a stop in pushing the rim on to the wheel. The rim has

a flange on its outer e 'ge drilled with three holes which fit on to three

corresponding bolts fitted into.snd projecting from the wood felloe ; it is

then secured by three fly nuts. The three fly nuts on the side of the wheel

are taken off, and the tyre and rim is then slipped off bodily, the fresh

tyre and rim is slipped into place (the projecting bolts acting as a guide

into its right position), the keys and keyways engaging automatically,

the three fly nuts are screwed up, and all is then ready for the road, it

will thus be seen that no tools are necessary, while the fact that there
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and locknut of the Simms magneto plug are constructed of hardened

steel, thus preventing any unsightly burring over, or the slipping of

spanners. The central pin is made of special nickel steel.

It may be pointed out that the magnetos of the company

are now known as Simms magnetos, the title formerly used having been

disposed of.

The Lodge Igniter.

The new Lodge motor-car igniter, which was shown for the first

time by Messrs. Lodge Bros, and Co., of 14, New Street, Birmingham,

attraeted considerable attention. The Lodge is the invention of Sir

Oliver Lodge, and its application to motorcars is the result of experi

ments extending over thiee years. It is applied in precisely the same

way as the ordinary high-tension trembler coil, viz., with single coil,

battery, and high-tension distributor for multi-cylinder engines. A not

able igniting spark is furnished, and one that, as was demonstrated daily, is

unaffected by any inch common causes of trouble as damp or sooty plugs.

Water and oil on the sparking plug have i o effect upon thespaik; and it

was shown that the spark will occur even v. he i the plug was wholly im

mersed in water. No more current is consumed than is taken by the

ordinary trembler coil. The practical effects of the Lodge igniter are

dne wholly to the impulsive character of the high-frequency "B spark."

This is produced by special glass condensers, or Leyden jars, in the

secondary circuit, which are charged up, overflow, and precipitate across

the gap provided at the sparking plug an instantaneous surge of current

of great potential and energy. Obstructions in its path are carried

away, and the combustible vapour instantly ignited. The intensity and

vigour of the spark from the Lodge igniter was remarkable, and it is

said that in practice a motor-car engine using this ignition develops

is no strain on the axle and that the only alteration required to existing;

wheels is the fitting of a light steel felloe on the top of the existing

wooden one adds to its merits.

Sumner's Wind Screen.

One of the most ingenious wind screens in the Exhibition was that

of Messrs. Sumners, shown on the stand of Messrs. Panhabd and-

Levassor in the Gallery. It consists of the usual two sheets of trla- s-

in frames, constituting the top and bottom halves of the device. These

are easily adjustable at any angle and can be fixed by the

simple operation of turning one fly nut. The screen can be

brought into action while the car is travelling, by the passenger

sitting by the drive, and safely secured without any risk. There is a

complete range of adjustment. The top part can be brought near to

the eyes and raked backwards to avoid reflections—a position which-

secures comfort to the eyes as well as the maximum protection from

dust, wind, and rain. Fixed to the frame of the car is a stay rod which

takes the strain, relieving the dashboard of the pressure usually

associated with such devices. Besides being extremely simple so far

as attachment is concerned, there is a notable rigidity about the screen

and absence of rattle which adds -to the favour with which Sumners'

wind screen has been received. In this Messrs. Panhard and Levassor

have secured a popular accessory to the oar.

White and Foppe Engines.

Messrs. White and Poppe, Ltd. , were represented by tl sir engines

and carburettors. The four-cylinder engine of 80 mm. by 90 mm. dimen

sion was shown with full equipment, including the Simmx- Bosch high-

tension magneto. In this, each cylinder is cast separately, and large
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valves are a feature of the motor. It is readily accessible, the contact

maker and water-circulating pump being easily dismounted. Carefully

-designed with a view to secure silent running, the new White and Poppa

engine should have a distinct success. A four-cylinder engine 120 mm.

by 130 mm., wiih magneto ignition, and another with the valves all on

one side, were also shown. This latter is of 110mm. bore by 110mm. stroke,

and special attention has been paid to economising space. By the valves

being placed upon one side of the cylinder only, more space is given in

the chassis for the steering column and ignition gear. The engine is

supplied with carburettor ready fitted, and in a position which will be

found to clear all ptrts of the chassis. The pump and ignition gear,

including magneto, form a separate unit, which is detachable by the

removal of four nuts only, and each separate detail is also readily

detachable. The lubrication is by splash through the timing gears

chain ber, which is constructed so that the gears themselves circulate the

oil in the crank chamber.

The Parsons Non-Skid.

A new point in tic Parsons non-skid for the coming season con

sists in the improved Grippa principle. The non-skid is now made with

one endless chain side hoop and one divided in two places and fastenedwith

-coupling. This considerably facilitates the attachment or detachment of

the device. The principal feature of the improved type is the substitution

of chain for wire in the side hoops. It has been found after careful experi

ment that lli ■ chain is to he relied npon for strength, indeed it has the

.advantage over wire in this respect, as it is not affected and weakened

by rust. It is quite easy to shorten the chains should the non-skid be a

little too large, and they are sent out when new with the outer hoop chain

& little too lung, to meet the case of re- treaded or extra size tyres. The

meat. The steam is quickly raised by means of a methylated spirit

burner, while the adoption of a safety valve ensures usars against acci-

 

"~ Fig.' 137. -Smith'! Speedometer. (S« page 848, Sotembtr 23rd ugtw.)

method of attaching the cross chains to the hoops with soft wire con

necting hooks is certainly simpler and less tr >ublesome than the original

attachment with clip and split pin. The chains being shorter are con

sequently lighter, and rcn : wal chains are supplied., at a proportionately

reduced cost.

The Bleriot Headlight.

The feature* of the Bleriot "Noglare" headlight have become

familar to those motorists who are frequently on the road, and have

been greatly appreciated by those who combine tour and country

travel. On previous occasions we have detailed the method by which

the lamp shade is renderel reliably automatic in its action, obviat

ing the const i"t care on the part of the driver which is a constant

source of irritation with many other lamps. The full light is projected

by the lamp rinht ahead and on the road in front of the car where

it is required, lur the high-rising rays of light are all cut off. And

as our readers know, these are the rays wbicn constitute a nuisance

to other users of the road. In addition to these, Messrs. Bleriot,

Ltd., who are well represented by Mr. Norman Chereau, showed the

improved Paraoolique headlights and the lenticular projector. The

Autolectric arrive it late at the exhibition, and details of its many

excellent features are reserved till a later occasion.

H.F. Vulcanisers.

The Kiug of Spain was interested in the H.F. system of vulcanisa

tion an I made a full inspection of the little "Car" vulcaniser on the

stand of Messrs. Harvey Frost and Company, Ltd., where were also

shown the many excellent devices they have introduced for the benefit

of motorists. Tneir H.F vulcaniser has obtained wide popularity. It

.consists of a steam generator, the heat b«ing transmitted to the part

under tie ttmenbifey the outer surface of the generator, whicl is adapt

able tp the outer cover or iuner tube (as the case may be) under treat -

d ;uts. Tne other fittings are, briefly, a filling plug, waver level gauge,

tula press, ml spscial chain attachment for dealing with cover repairs

in situ on the wheel.

Stepney Spare Wheel.

At practically all the car stands in the main hall the Stepney

spare wheel was shown fitted, proving its universal acceptance by the

automobile world. The exhibit entirely devoted to this useful acces

sory in the Gallery comprised specimens of the spare wheel for ordi

nary motor vehicles with equal wheel" and attached with an improved

leather spoke strap, and also of the combin ition " Stepnsy " wheels for

automobiles of large size, where the tyres on the front and back wheels

are of different sizes. These are fitte I with four expanding or contract

ing clips by means of which the wheel is adaptable for use on either the

front or back whees. The accessories exhibited in connection with the

Stepney wheel comprised ring carriers and brackets to secure the wheel

to the driver's side of the car when not in service ; a sun-proof cover

for the protection of the tyre and a mudguard extension for preventing

the splashing of mud when the Stepney wheel is in use.

Jenatzy Tyres.

In the Gallery Messrs. H. M. HonsoN, Ltd., 29, Vauxhall Bridge

Road, S. W., showed the Jenatzy tyres and non-skid covers. Resilience,

strength and durability are combined in this tyre, the use of various

rubbers and special fabrics in building up the tyre contributing to this

end. The fabric composing the tyre is woven under a special process,

the threads themselves being coated with rubber, giving strength and

resilience to the casing. The walls of the tyre are composed of soft

black rubber, securing pliability. The beaded edge is composed of a

specially prepared tough rubber, and altogether the tyre is one of notable

merits. At this stand, too, were shown the Jenatzy Houbea non-

skidding covers, the special feature bsing a patent tread composed of

alternate steel and leather rivets.

The Kempshall Tyre.

Amon,' the exhibits to be seen on the stand of Messrs. Cbab.

Macintosh and Co., Ltd., was the Kempshall non-skid pneumatic tyre,

which is claimed to have distinctive features in its absolute freedom

from skidding propensities and the great resiliency secured. It was

recently tried on a 40-h.p. Fiat running continuously for three hours at

a speed of 6J in.p.h. on the Brooklaads track, and at the conclusion of

the run wis found to have developed no heat. The characteristic

feature of the Kempshall tyre is th? series of circular indmtat ons around

the tread. This system gives great adhesion on greasy surfaces, and is

destructive of any skidding tendencies which minht otherwise be

developed. Io is claimed to give increased speed, durability and

resiliency and generally add to the effi Jiency of tin tyre.

Tafnir Components.

Mes-rs. G. Straus and Co., Ltd., made a good show of Fafnir motor

components, notably of the 8-h.p., 15-b.p., and 24-h.u. sets as well as the

16-h.p. motor. These combine power with lightness, and the engine

parts, which are standardised, are thoroughly accessible. The Fafnir

engines ha>e a crankshaft of the finest grade steel. At th* clutch end

of the crank case are two ball bearings to compensate for any thrust on

the engine shaft or gear-box. Mechanical valves are fitted. The

water circulating pump is easily detachable, this being a pump of

ample capacity. The various sets are well designed, and those

who are interested in the production of touring cars or commercial

vehicles were greatly interested in the display.

V. M. I. i

Several of the novelties exhibited by the UnitedMotor Industries.

Ltd., have been described in other columns, and here it will suffice to

say that the display made by the firm included a full range of their

" Castle" motor specialities, such as coils, carburettors, jacks, horns,

indicators, lamps, &o., as well a:i the Wagner electric horn, some good

types of pneumttic jacks, &c, and the Dubrulle lubricators and

Kisemann magnetos. The Mero gear des -ribed and illustrated in our

columns on the 9th ult. was also on view, as well as the Warren

pneumatic jack. By means of the latter device a weight of 2 J cwt.

can be lifted without any difficulty.

The "Avon" non-skid.

At the stand of the Avon India Rubber Company, Ltd., was a

good selection of covers, treads, goiters and o .ner specialities in connec

tion with motor tyres. The "Avon" non-swid motor-tyres are deserv

ing of mention. These consist of hardened steel stu-is securely riveted

.into a tread of rubber and fabric and vulcanised to the tyre casing under

steam pressure Between the base of the ntuds and the casing a layer

of fabric and canvas is vulcanised to prevent trie s uds from injuring the

casing. Thus the risk of dinger is obviated and a capital device

secured.

Imperial Tyres.

A good display waB made by the Imperial Tyre Company, Ltd. ,

Wnarf Road, Lou ion, N., wuo.se West Ead depot is at tVi,
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Shaftesbury Avenue, W.C. The Imperial motor tyres are made of the

grooved flat type as well as the plain round pattern. An interesting type

as that with the arrow tread. A neat and effective non-t kid band with

steel studs is a speciality of the cdmpany, which also undertakes the

retreading and repair of tyres by an improved process of their own.

Tyre levers, gaiters and general tyre sundries were also among the

exhibits on this stand. The Imperial Company have a department for

executive experimental work for inventors and others interested in tyres

for motor cars.

Electrical Accessories.

Messrs. Peto and Radford, Ltd., had a good show of armoured

accumulators for ignition and lighting, "Viadnct" coils and other

specialities. They have their own accumulator factory at Ashtead,

Surrey, where repairs to accumulators of all types are undertaken.

Electrical measuring instruments, dynamos, charging boards, &c., were

also part of the exhibit. The new switch-boards are self-contained, with

regulating resistance instruments and two-pole snitches complete. The

interior lighting of cars has also received attention from this firm, which

keeps well to the front in electrical work. fl_.il

Out'l Carriage Work.

Specimens of moat effective carriage work were shown by Messrs.

Cann, Ltd., 12-14, Miller Street, Camden Town, N.W., on "White

■ steam" chassis. The exterior of all the vehicles on view was highly

finished, and the general outlines indicated an artistic appreciation as

well as sound workmanship. The 30-h.p. White limousine with a fixed

top was a good type of work. The body is fitted with folding side pillars,

which are folded into the roof, making the sides quite open—altogether

■a roomy and comfortable vehicle for touring as well as for town use.

The exhibit generally was greatly admired for its artistic effect as well

•as excellence of work.

The Sirdar Company.

An attractive exhibit was that of tha Sirdar Rubber Company,

whose special grooved, studded, and plain tyres have long ago won the

favour of motorists. By the adoption of the patent Royal Sirdar non-

nipping tubes the motorist can minimise his tyre troubles. The com

pany is also undertaking repairs and making a special feature of the

retreading of motor beaded-edge cov« rs.

Bell's Wind Screen.

Mr. C. E. Bell, of the Stanley Works, Paisley, showed on one of the

stands in the main hall his new wind screen, which can be easily

adjusted to almost any position on the car. The soreen is

particularly serviceable for use with a Cape cart hood and affords perfect

protection in all weathers. All adjustments are made from the driving

seat and there are no binding screws to work loose.

The Gaulois Tyre.

The Gaulois tyre was shown on the stand of the Gaulois Tyres,

Ltd., who also drew attention to the Gaulois Forre non-skid cover, in

which the hardened steel rivets are carried in washers which are set in

the outer tread of the cover itself. This is one of the latest innovations

in armour protected covers, and naturally drew many visitors to the

stand.

Jffisoellanea.

Messrs. Gauthier and Company, 8, Great Marlborough Street, W.,

«xhibited several of the M.A.B. specialities, including a "gate" change

gear with four speeds and revcsrse, suitable for a 30-h.p. car, and a speci

men of the live axle3 used on motor-cabs in the metropolis. Levers,

back axles, carburettors, &c, were also included in the display.

Included among the exhibits were the T. and M. multiple-jet car

burettors, which give a conect mixture of constant proportions of petrol

and air, whatever be the speed of the engine.

Good workmanship was the dominant mite of the exhibits on the

stand occupied by the Coventry Motor Fittings Company, of Far

"Gosford Street, Coventry. The e included radiators both of the genuine

"honeycomb and also the C.M.F. patent imitation honeycomb types ;

bonnets, silencers, lubricators of every variety, lubricator racks, gauges,

ball joints, unions, &c.

The " Samson" plain treads and studded tyres were on view at the

•stand of the Samson Leather Treads and Tyre Company, Ltd., of

New Burlington Street, W., a eoncero that also undertakes the

execution of repairs to all classes of covers and tubes. These special

con-skids have long been before the motoring publio and are well

sustaining their reputation.

Messrs. Panhard and LevaSSOR had a good selection of parts,

•&c, in the Gallery, where they also showed Sumners' wind screen,

referred to elsewhere, and Mackie's patent car electric lighting and igni

tion system.

Mr. E. H. Jones showed examples of his specialities in Cape cart

hoods, wind screens, &c, and similar work, all m irked by a good dis

tinctive style and having features of interest. A wind screen which can

be easily set at any angle was shown.

The idei of detachable bodies, enabling one chassis to do service in

two or more capacities, has often been reg«rded as a desirable thing, but

ontil the Windham Sliding Detachable Motor Body Company

brought out its notion few realised the real value of the plan. Now it

his been satisfactorily demonstrated it is proving popular. It was

shown at the exhibition in connection with a 30-h.p. six-cylinder Napier

with a Roi des Beiges side-entrance phaeton. By the Windham's

detachable and interchangeable system the body slides on or off the

frame of the chassis and when taken quite apart is supported on four

legs fitted with castors. Mot only is the exchange of bodies quickly

effected, but there is no rattle when attached and the self-locking

arrangement gives every security.

At the stand of the Coventry Chain Company (1907), Ltd.,

visitors were shown the company's specialities in automobile chains,

chain wheels, &c. The exhibits also included chain repair tool sets

and the well known chain lubrication bath. Chief interest, however,

centred in the silent running chain, the Coventry Wormo Roller, recently

referred to in onr columns.

\ 3H8 Messrs. Brampton Bros., Ltd., were again represented at Olympia

with a complete selection of their motor chains. These are so gener

ally known that it will here suffice to say that the firm is now making

a special feature of those of 36 mm. pitch by 16 mm. wide, the

roller being of 16 mm. diameter. The breaking strain of this chain

which weighs 21 oz. to the foot is no less than 10,000 lb.

The Reliance Manufacturing Company, of 19, Milton Street,

Lower Broughton, Manchester, had a display of the radiators bearing

their name. Although light in weight, they are of strong construction

and give a large cooling area. The tubes are made so as to require no

solder or other filling medium in the vertical joints. Other specialities

of the company include condensers, bonnets, tanks, silencers, wings, &c

" Shell " motor spirit is kept to the fore by the General Petro

leum Compaxy,_Ltd., who took this opportunity of familiarising the

motoring public with the various packages by which it is transported in

the United Kingdom. The many successes of the " Shell " spirit have

made its merits generally recognised.

The " Arclite motor head lamp was to be seen on the stand of Messrs.

H. Miller ami Co., Ltd. In the new pattera->for 1408*ome important

points have been incorporated. A new generator has also been intro

duced, so that the water and carbide can be left for an indefinite time

without wastage. In addition to a fnll range of their motor lamps the

firm also showed a wide selection of motor horns fitted with dust screens

in a way that prevents their being shaken off by vibration.

A good selection of carriage-builders' ironmongery and brasswork

was shown by Messrs. Frederic Selby and Co., Ltd., who have long

been known as makers of motor-car axles, springs and ironwork,

landaulet fittings, Cape hood joints and wind shield fittings. Their

specialities included the new "Longmore " revolving seat, and a front

steering axle with pivot arms for ball bearing hubs, with steering

arms and connecting rod complete, suitable for a 16-20-b.p. car.

Messrs. £. and H. Hora, Ltd., had good examples of their motor

body work, including a limousine landaulet to seat five passengers inside,

the fauteuil spring seats being a capital feature ; the seats fold back

out of sight when not in use. A square-fronted car with similaily-

designed body and an open " Roi de3 Beiges " touring car with the firm's

double extension Cape cart hood were also shown.

Messrs. W. H. Willcox and Co., Ltd., made a special feature of

their oils and greases, which under actual running conditions have given

good and economical results on all makes of cars. Their motor lubricants

of the "Atlas" brand are of heavy, medium and soft consistencies for

various purposes, and for electric and steam vehicles a special oil has

been prepared. Motor pumps, lubricators, joints, packing and general

engineering sundries were also exhibited.

Messrs. T. F. Braime and Co., Ltd., are specialising in

pressed steel brake drums for motor-cars, and are making a

seamless steel oil can for use on motor vehicles. Their works

are in Goodman Street, Hunslet, Leeds.

A catalogue of the accessories for 1908 has been issued

by the United .Motor Industries, Ltd., whose association with the

automobile industry dates from very early days. In addition to

the " Castle " proprietary articles the firm are sole British agents

for many well-known accessories, including the Dubrulle lubri

cators, the Duprcssoir components, Hannoyer springs, Wagner

electric horn, &c. The firm have also issued a pamphlet entitled

"All about Castle Coils and Accumulator*," by Mr. S. J.

Watson, which will be of great service to all users of the e

reliable accessories.

A conference of delegates representing various Londun

trade unions of drivers of different kinds of vehicles has been

taking into consideration the means whereby London's ever-

increasing vehicular traffic can be better facilitated. A resolution

was passed suggesting, with a view to preventing blockages and

street accidents, that all walking teams and slow-going vehicles

should, as far as possible, keep to the near side, thus giving

trotting teams, cabs, trams, and quick-moving vehicles a better

opportunity to get through the traffic. A generous give-and-

take policy among drivers was recommended.
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ALCOHOL AS A FUEL FOR

MOTORS*

AUTOMOBILE
rate of the motor alcohol is sluggish compared to petrol. (3) Alcohol

containing ten per cent, of water is capable of very high compressions

By Thomas L. White.

In considering the possibilities of alcohol as a fnel for automobile

motors, it is impossible (o avoid alluding, however briefly, to the

economic conditions which mnst eventually determine its use as a fuel

at all, and this independently of all technical considerations. Petrol is

the by-product of a geographically limited and monopolistically con

trolled industry, and there are reasons to telieve that the available

supply is more than mortgaged by a world-wide and growing demand.

Alcohol is, one might say, the product of the four? seasons. It can be

manufactured from any vegetable substance which contains Bugar

or come material like starch, which is easily convertible into

sugar. As to available supply, it can be and will be produced

in unlimited quantities at a steadily diminishing cost. From

corn-cobs it has already been experimentally prepared at lfss

than 3d. a gallon, and there seems little reason to doubt that

if the technical problems connected with its use can only be solved,

and if, also, what is important at the present moment, ite use can be

reduced to current practice ; if, in other words, some means can be

Revised of economically burning this fuel in the thousands of automo-

ile motors in existence to-day, there is little doubt that the demand

so created will be satisfactorily met, both as to quality, quantity and

piice.

^Passing now to the question of denaturing, it is gratifying to Fee that

the authorities in the United States have yielded to the pressure brought

(150 pounds upward*) without pre-ignition. (4) Alcohol in the process

of inflammation does not radiate heat so rapidly as petrol. (5) Expecta

tion to the contrary, alcohol is most efficient as a fuel when the wall of

the cylinder U maintained at a temperature of about 200 deg. Fahr.

(6) When alcohol is used as a fuel the penalty of incomplete com

bustion is not merely loss of efficiency in the motor, but the corrosion

and destruction of valve seats and other exposed parts due to the produc

tion of acetic acid, formaldehyde, and other deleterious compounds.

It is a well-known fact that the efficiency of an Otto cycle is a

function of the compression ratio. It follows that in motors specially

constructed for alcohol we should expect a very high theiinal efficiency,

and this expectation is borne out in practice. With the Deutz motor

using a nine to one compression a thermal efficiency of over thirty-one

per cent, has been obtained, which shares with the Diesel the distinction

of being the high-water mark of efficiency for explosion engines.£_Iu the

case of the automobile motor, however, the problem is to accept the-

compression ratio as a datum and to seek efficiency in other directions.

This essentially means that the use of alcohol under such conditions is a

carburation problem. »- "3"s

Speaking generally of alcohol motors, carburation practice falls

naturally into two divisions. (1) Motors, like the Deutz, which have a

high compression and in which the alcohol is simply sprayed into the

ingoing air just as it enters the cylinder, the hot cylinder wails and the

heat generated by compression being relied on to complete the vaporiza

tion. (2) Motors, like the Diirr, in which the compression ratio is-

moderate, say six to one, and in which a superheated mixture of air
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to bear on them, and have reduced the quantity of added methylene from

ten to two per cent. This, however, is only a step in the right direction.

When the use of alcohol in motors becomes more general, I think that

the motor industry will be entitled to demand the same special con

sideration in the matter of a suitable denatnrant as is now accorded to

the chloroform, vinegar, ether, and other industries where the selection

of a denatnrant suitable to the needs of the case is permitted. So

far as the motor industry is concerned something like this is already

in force in Germany and Austria, where motor alcohol is distinguished

from domestic alcohol, that is, alcohol for general purposes of heat,

light, and fuel. If I might make a suggestion, I think that the

revenue would be sufficiently safeguarded if alcohol destined for use in

motors was saturated with acetylene gas with possibly the addition

of a little acetone to facilitate its solution. Methylene as adenatnrant

has the one commanding advantage in the eyes of the revenne officials,

that by no means known to science can it be separated from ethyi

alcohol. In the motor, however, it is a disadvantage in every way.

Its action is corrosive, its calorific value is low and it is costly. The

less of it the better. If alcohol must be nasty, let it, at any rate, be

cheap.

Coming now to the main subject of this paper, namely, the

use of alcohol in existing motors working with a compression

of four to one, or thereabouts, whose r.p.m. rate is high, it is

as well to briefly review, even at the risk of being considered

trite, the essential facts with which we have to deal. They are :

(1) Alcohol calls for six per cent, of its calorific value lo com

pletely evaporate it. (2) With ordinary compression the inflammation

* Abstract of paper read before the American Society of Automobile Engineers.

and alcohol vapour is produced by exhaust-heated battle-plates situated

in the carburettor itself. In both cases the motor cannot be started by

hand. In the first case, because the hand compression is not rapid

enough to evaporate the atomized charge in the cylinder ; in the second

case, because there is a precipitation of the volatilized alcohol on the

cold cylinder walls. In efficiency tests these two types come out about

level. Thus in the Diirr motor the perfect carburation offsets the lower

weight of the mixture and the lower compression ratio, while in the

Deutz motor the thermal gain due to greater compression is qualified by

the fact that the evaporation in the cylinder is never complete and con

sequently part of the fuel is wasted thermally by being burnt late in

the stroke or not at all. It is clear that in automobile practice we

must seek something in the line of complete carburation, even at the

expense of reduced charge weight, so that in order to produce efficiency

under existing conditions of motor construction we must aim at:—(1)

Perfection carburation with the aid of the exhaust heat. (2) The ac

celeration of the rate of inflammation in the cylinder. (3) The main

tenance of the cylinder walls at a temperature of about 200 deg.

Fahr.

Passing to the actual phenomenon of combustion in the cylinder

itself, it would seem that the slow inflammation rate of a mixture of

alcohol vapour and air is a necessary corollary of the fact that such a

mixture is susceptible of a high degree of compression without spon

taneous ignition. It is, I think, now a recognised fact that when an

inflammable mixture is ignited by a spark the propagation of the explo

sion is not due to direct consecutive ignition throughout the body of the

gaseous mass, but to the successive compression to the self-ignition

point of layers of gas immediately enclosing the inflamed ^nucleus ;it

the moment considered. Now, if petrol and air be ignited, the shell
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of gas sarrowiduig the explosion focus has only to be compressed

about fire to one to spontaneously ignite tbougbout its extent. In

the cue oi alcohol a much higher compression is necessary, so that

the explosion acceleration is necessarily slower. All commercial de

natured alcohol contains 10 per cent, of water, and the function of

this- water in the alcohol motor is piratically an undetermined problem.

There is reason to believe that the corrosive action so much complained of in

alcohol motors is partly due to its presence, and it undoubtedly has some

thing to do with the high compression ratio. Of course, it is known that the

presence of water in an inflammable mixture in a motor is not altogether

a disadvantage. In the first place, combustion in the absolute

absence of water is impossible. Thus phosphorus absolutely refuses

to burn in pure oxygen. Then, again, we have the experiments of Banki

and others, who have deliberately injected water into the cylinder

during the compression stroke with a resulting increase of efficiency in

the motor. I nave not seen reeords of any experiments made with

absolutely pure alcohol, but they would be decidedly interesting, if only

as a guide. It is, however, generally believed that alcohol containing

water is the better fuel.

In an address delivered last year, Bugald Clerk showed that the

development of the stationary motor shows a decrease of the heat loss

into the water jacket and an increase of the heat loss into the exhaust.

Indeed, what has been gained by the swings seems to have been lost on

the roundabouts. Owing to its low radiative qnality alcohol comes

naturally into line with this tendency in modern practice. In fact, were

it not for the necessity of maintaining a high cylinder wall temperature,

the question of cooling an alcohol metor would be a simpler one than in

the case of petrol, as the actual amount of heat to be dealt with is less.

With regard to the chemical reactions which take place in an alcohol

motor, there seems to be much doubt and much difference of opinion.

Thus, while on one hand we find Sore], the French expert, attaching the

greatest importance to the erosive effort of acetic acid formed by incom

plete combustion, we have Fehrmann, the German expert, denying the

existence of acetic acid altogether. Be this as it may, it seems to be a

definitely ascertained fact that when the carburation is incomplete, pit

ting of the inlet valve seat and the formation of an incrustation upon

it result. As to what excess of air should he present seems largely to

depend on the r.p.ni. rate, and in this connection it should be remembered

that the record efficiencies for the use of alcohol for motors have all

been attained with a low speed, in some cases as low as 200 revs.

One of the most mysterious phenomena of the explosion motor is

heat suppression, or the addition of heat dnring the expansion stroke,

so that the expansion curve remains above the adiabatic diawn between

the same limits in spite of the fact that heat has been radiated all the

time. The suppressed heat in case of alcohol is, according to Sorel,

greater than with a gas engine. So far as a comparison with petrol is

concerned, the advantage appears to be slightly with alcohol.

It is now with some diffidence that I come to mention an attempted

solution of the carburation question due to Mr. Baiker and myself.

The two objects of our device are to carburet air with alcohol instantly

and completely and to promote approximately instant inflammation at

minimum compression in the motor. What we propose to do is to pass

air containing partly atomized and partly vaporized alcohol through a

layer of calcium carbide before such air enters the cylinder. A portion

of the 10 per cent, of water in the alcohol is taken up by the carbide

and replaced by acetylene gas, and the heat of this reaction simultane

ously vapou rises the alcohol. From the nature of its formation such a

mixture of acetylene, alcohol vapour and air must necessarily be a very

intimate one. In the cylinder we consequently have :— (1) A well-

dinused mixture. (2) An endothermic compound in the form of acety

lene, which contains heat over and above its thermal value and which

spontaneously ignites at comparatively low pressures, so that when the

mixture is fired the pressure set up round the sparking plug causes the

practically simultaneous detonation of the acetylene throughout the

body of the acohol.

Taking into consideration that the substitution of acetylene for

water is a net gain calorifically, and that the elimination of this water

will probably do away with much of the erosion complained of in

alcohol motors, we hope to produce for the ordinary automobile motor

an alcohol-air-acetylene charge, whose characteristics thermally are not

very different from those of a mixture of petrol and air.

There is an impression in some quarters that alcohol has to some

extent, received a set back in Europe. It would probably be more

correct to say that, while with slow-going motors it has proved a gieat

success, the development and perfection of the automobile motor nave

left little leisure to designers to study the alcohol problem with any

thoroughness. In fact, it is more or less virgin forest, which the auto

mobile engineer has to clear when he is dealing with the question of

alcohol motors.

For the information of those motor-car firms who are developing

export business Messrs. Davis, Turner and Co., Ltd., 52, Lime Street,

E.G., have issued a freight list giving the duty required in the various

countries on the Continent and colonies of the empire together with the

cost of cartage in London.

The Csntury Motor Company, Ltd., of Holland Gate, Kensing

ton High Street, LonHen, W., inform us that the statement that they are

introducing a new French-built car known as the Weyher-Richmond is

incorrect : they have no intention of handling this vehicle, cor have they

been approached on the matter.

CLUBS AND ASSOCIATIONS.

THE MOTOR UNION.

The Motor Union, whose new badge is now ready, has provided at

the offices, 1, Albemarle Street, Piccadilly, W., a room for the con

venience of the members, and, at the suggestion of Mr. C. D. Rose, the

chairman, this has been newly decoiated and comfortably furnished.

The current motor literature and a eomplete set of maps of the United

Kingdom will be found in the apartment. Provincial members visiting

London may have their correspondei ce addressed to them, care of the

Motor Union offices, and writing materials will enable them to deal with

it immediately. Afternoon tea will also be obtainable.

AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION.

The enterprise of the Automobile Association, which, in conjunction!

with the Motor Club, furnished a room at the Salon des Automobiles,

Paris, for the convenience of members, was greatly appreciated. Con

siderable interest was also evinced by foreign motoring enthusiasts in

the work of the A. A., and this was carefully explained by the attendant

in various languages.

AERO.

Mr. R. W. Wallace, K.C., presided at the annual dinner of the

Aero Club at the Savoy Hotel, London, last week, being supported by

about a hundred guests. The royal toasts having been duly honoured,

that of "jThe prosperity of the Aero Club "was proposed by Lord Montagu

and responded to by the Chairman. Vice-Admiral Sir Charles Campbell

Sroposed the toast of the visitors, on whose bihalf Baron Henri Deutech

e la Meurthe responded.

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE.

A MEETING of the committee of tie Northamptonshire A.C. was.

held at the George Hotel, Northampton, last week. There were present

 

The new Private Cab juit introduced by Messrs. Humber, Ltd. It ia

built on the 10-12-h.p. Coventry-Humber chassis, conforms to Scotland

Yard regulations, and, notwithstanding its compactness, it affords

ample seating room for four persona. The body ia ao arranged that the

vehicle ean alio be used ai a private open carriage.

Major P. E. T. Hibbert (in the chair), Dr. Hope, Dr. Lewis, Mr. C. W-

Bartholomew, Mr. S. Yarde, Mr. Webb, Mr. J. C. Hipwell, Mr. T.

Horton, and the hon. secretary (Mr. Sidney Harris).—The secretary

read a letter from the Clerk to the County Council stating that the

Roads and Bridges Committee had considered the letter sent by the

commit t ee of the Northamptonshire Automobile Club drawing attention

to the very dangerous corners on the Peterborough and Oundle road, in

the parish of Warmington, and that they had instructed the County Sur

veyor to erect two cantion notices at the places in question. Mr.

C. W. Bartholomew repoi ted ihat he, having obtained the consent of

the local authority, was about to erect two " concealed turning " signs

at each end of the hamlet of Woodend, the signs to be placed at a dis

tance of fifty yards from the point of danger. The existing caution

notice, which is practically of no use, as it is fixed close up to the place

of danger, will be removed and erected by the surveyor in some more

useful position. Mr. Bartholomew will also erect at Blakesley, in posi

tions where caution is necessary, three caution signs carrying the name

of the village. Mr. J. C. Hipwell drew the attention of the committee

to a very dangerous turning on the Northampton and Bedford road,

where there had been several very serious accidents. He also reported

that the Bucks County Council had been approached with a view to get

ting a cantion notice, and that they would take no action. It was

resolved that a letter, with full particulars, be sent to the Motor Union

asking them to take steps to get a caution sign erected. The following

gentlemen were elected members of the club :—Mr. S. G. Stopfoid Sack
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ville, Mr. Walter Bairstow, Mr. G. H. Winterbottom, and Mr. C.

Wright. A vote of thanks to the chairman for presiding terminated

the meeting.

SCOTTISH AUTOMOBILE CLUB.

The Commercial Vehicle Department of the Club some time ago

made representations to the Leith Dock Commissioners with regard to

the exclusion of motor vehicles from the docks and harbour at Leith.

The Commissioners, having now fully considered the matter, have

framed a code of bye-laws under which the docks and harbour, may be

used by mechanically-propelled vehicles, and they are prepared to receive

applications for the necessary permit?.

Mr. C. J ABBOTT is to preside at the dinner of the Essex Motor Club

to-dav (Saturday).

The Derby and District A.C. is urging tbe Staffordshire County

Council to erect warning signs at tbe village of Branston.

Mr. E. H. RussftL, 7, Haye'on Place, Guildford, will be pleased

to hear from local motor-cyclists williog to join a club for Surrey.

Mr. C. F. Lacf.y, 5, Greyfriare Road, Norwich, is the dinner secretary

of the Yarmouth Mjtor Cycle Club, which is foregathering at the Maid s

Head, Norwich, this week.

On Saturday last a very large number of the members of the North

London A.C. look part in the annual dinner in the Venetian Room «f

the Midland Grand Hotel. Among the speakers were Col. Bowles,

Captain Banbury, Mr. A. W. Gamage and Mr. Rees-Jeffreye.

COMPANY NEWS.

A. Darracq and Co. (1905), Ltd.—The second annual general

meeting of A. Darracq and Co. (1905) (Limited), was held on the 27th

nit., Mr. E. P. Kelly in the chair, in the absence of the chairman of

the company, Mr. J. S. Smith- Winby, through indisposition. The

address whicb that gentleman had prepared was read by the secretary,

and stated that the sales during the past year were £60,000 in excess

of those of the previous year. Por the first time they had to show a

reduction in the amount of ths net profits, which were £8,090 less than

in the previous year, and that was to be attributed to the increased

cost of raw material and the higher wages that they had had to pay.

Also in order to dear their stuck of finished cars at the end of the

season, and in face of the general reducti >n of prices announced by

other makers, the directors thought it prudent to offer certain increased

advantages to their agents, and to increase their advertising expenditure.

They had made a loss of £6,000 at one of their Continental branches.

They could look to the future with quiet confidence. Already the new

season showed a distinct improvement, as compared with the correspon

ding period, and October was quite a brilliant month, the deliveries,

including cabs, being nearly five times those for October, 1906. Sir

William B. Avery, Bart., seconded the motion, which was carried

unanimously.

Smith's Flexible Hue—£20,000. To acquire from Motor

Pinance, Ltd., the benefit of a certain invention. Minimum subscription,

10 per cent, of shares offered.

Northern Motor cab and Transport Company.—£10,000.

As title. 26, Park Road, Bradford.

Auto Carriers.—£100. As title. 158b, Norwood Road, West

Norwood, S.E.

Albany Automobile Company.—November 27th. £100. As title.

106, Albany Street, N.W.

The R.M.C. Syndicate, formed to deal in Bover motor-cabs, has

been before the public this week in connection with the issue of 128,200

shares of Is. each. Mr. F. C. Lewii is the secretary and the offices are

at 109, Victoria Street, Westminster, S.W.

Argyll Motors, Ltd.—At the annual meeting of Argyll Motors,

Ltd., held on Tuesday, Mr. W. A. Smith, the chairman, in moving the

adoption of th'e report, said the anditors had declared that the interim

dividend paid had not been earned. The directors at the time thought

the profit earned j notified the payment. The turnover for the first six

months showed an increase of 30 per cent, on the previous year, and

everything promised well. When Mr. Govan, their managing director,

died everything was thrown into confusion, and this, coupled with a

deplorably wet summer, meint that sales fell off terribly. The

year's figures turned out £103,000 less than the estimated turnover.

Meanwhile material had been ordered for increased production. The

commission drawn by the directors on the ground of the dividend being

paid had been repaid. He considered that the future for motor cab and

commercial motor constiuction was good. Mr. E. H. Watson seconded

the adoption of the rep <rt, remarking that with the exercise of for

bearance he wa9 sure future results would fully compensate the share

holders. After a number of questions had been asked the report was

adopted unanimously.

ATTEMPT TO BRIBE THE POLICE.

Mr. Justice Grantham, at the Surrey Acsizes, recently, fined

William Nelson Birnborough, of a Jermyn Street hotel, an American,

£60 for attempting to bribe Police-constable Mile?, of tbe county con-

stabn'ary, after he had stopped his motor-car for exceeding the speed

limit at Esher. Defendant, who pleaded guilty, apologised lor what he

had done.

ALLEGED BREACH OF WARRANTY. "

Before Mr. Justice Ridley and* a special jury, Mr. Henry Lowen-

feld, of 2, Waterloo Place, Pall Mall, proprietor of the Apollo Theatre,

was defendant in an action to recover £73 5s. for work done on a motor

car brought by Mr. Walter Roberts, trading as the Westminster Bridge

Garage and Works. Mr. R. S. McCall, K.C., and Mr. Grimwood

Mears, instrnctedl by Mr. T. W. Staplee Firth, appeared for the

plaintiff; while Mr. J. B. Matthews represented the defendant.

As Mr. Lowenfeld admitted the claim for the £73 5s., and as

he counterclaimed for £295 for breach of warranty with regard

to the car, he became in effect the plaintiff. Mr. Rol«rts denied

the alleged breach of warranty. Air. Matthews, in opening the

ease, said that Mr. Lowenfeld was attracted by an advertisement

of a 25-h.p, C.G.V. car with engines of the 1905 pattern. It

was said that the car was a magnificent one, and that the owner

would accept £650, or an offer. Mr. Lowenfeld saw Mr. Roberts, who

said that the car had not run 1,000 miles. Subsequently Mr. Lowen

feld bought the car for £550, and started off with his wife for Marien-

bad. During the journey from Rotterdam the motor-car broke down

constantly, and on arrival at Marienbad had to be overhauled. It

was found that, instead of 1,000 miles, it bad travelled 4,000, and prob

ably 9,000 miles. Some of the machinery was worn out, and new parts

had to be obtained from Paris. Also it was found that instead of

being a 25-h.p. it was only a 15-h.p. or 16-h.p. car, and that the

machinery was of tbe 1904 pattern. In the course of defendant's

examination, Mr. Justice Bidley asked :—Did you buy the machine from

the advertisement or from the report of the engineers?—I bought it

from the advertisement, but if the engineers had reported that there

was anything wrong with the machine, or that it had differed in any

particular from the description in the advertisement, I should not have

bought it. Mr. Justice Ridley : Then I doubt if the action will lie.

Mr. McCall : That is my contention. Mr. Matthews argued that the

action would lie. As a matter of fact the defendant bought from the

advertisement, but not knowing anything about motor-cars himself ne

sent experts to examine the car, to ascertain if it complied with the

description in the advertisement. Mr. McCall submitted that the

defendant did not rely on the plaintiffs statement, but on the opinions

of the experts whom he sent to examine the car, and whom he had not

dared to caH. -

The jury found for the plaintiff, Mr. Roberts, and judgment was

accordingly given for him.

iBBCCce—■

MOTOR-CARS AND INDIAN TIGERS.

In the King's Bench Division, Mr. Justice Darling and a jury have

had before them a case in which a superintendent of police was sned for

damages for assault arising out of a raid on the International Athletic

Club, Marylebone Road, N.W. In the course of the case Dr. Russell

O'Brien gave evidence as to the injuries caused to tbe plaintiff. He

added that if he had known what the case was he would not have taken

it np. He did not like to have anything to do with motor-cars either.—

(Laughter.)

His Lordship : Why not ?

The Witness : Because I think they are dangerous. (Laughter.)

His Lordship : Do you mean to the driver or the person who is

injured ?

The witness said he would treat them as tigers were treated in

India. (Laughter.)

His Lordship : You mean if anyone was hurt by a tiger.

The Witness : No ; the tiger itself.

His Lordship : Oh, yon mean you would not bind up the tiger.

(Laughter.) Do you mean yon would not attend to the man who was

driving the motor-car or the man who was rnn over ?

The Witness : I think they are both responsible.

In cross-examination the witness explained that he was once nearly

knocked down by a motor-' bus, and that had biassed his thoughts.

His Lordship : Yon said before that you would put them on a level

with Indian tigers, and yon therefore would not attend any motor-car

driver who might be injured. You also said, and that is what aston

ished us, that you extended your objection to the person who was ran

over by the motor-car.

The Witness: No; the people inside.

His Lordship : Then if people either use or drive motors you class

them with the Indian tigers ? (Laughter.)

The Witness : I would not care to attend to them. (Laughter.)

—OttPCCee—

HORSE v. MOTOR-CAR.

Mr. Lindley was driving a motor-car from Messrs. Simpson and

Co.'s engineering works at Balderton into Newark. He had with him

on the car Mr. Jones, one of the works foremen When near the Grove

Hotel, New Balderton, they were met by a horse and trap. The horse

appears to have shied, and swerved across the road. It ran into the

motor-car, and apparently attempted to jump over it. The frightened

animal placed its fore feet on the steering wheel of the car, and jumped

it, pinning the driver to his seat. Mr. Jones, who was badly cut and

bruised by tbe shafts of the cart, escaped over the back of the car, and

helped to liberate Mr. Lindley. The horse sustained a broken leg, and

had to be ^ot. The car was seriously damaged, and had to be hauled

to a Newark garage.
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CASES UNDER THE MOTOR CAR ACT.

The Value of the Licence.

" You hold a County Council licence for driving," said counsel to a

motor-omnibus driver -who was giving evidence at Shoreditch County

Court.

" I do," said the witness.

Counsel.—And you consider that proves your ability to drive !—I

do.

Do you know that they issue these licences to oblige people ?—No,

sir.

Did you apply for it personally ?—I did.

Were you put through any tests?—None whatever.

Any one can get these licences who can pay five shillings ?—Yes.

And no qualification is necessary ?—Not the slightest.

Exceeding the Legal Limit.

Ainslie Kempthorne, 26, chauffeur, was charged on warrant at

Woolwieh with driving a motor-car at a speed of thirty miles an hour at

Eltham Road, Eltham. Prisoner told the magistrate that the reason he

did not appear to the summons was that he had rot the funds to pay a

fine. He had been out of work almost the whole time since the offence.

Inspector Wallis stated that an officer of the Essex Constabulary was in

waiting to arrest prisoner on a warrant for an offence in that county.

Prisoner had been convicted for exceeding the speed limit in Stafford

shire, and for driving to the common danger. A few days before, at the

South-Western Court, he was fined £5 for exceeding the speed limit, but

this was in respect of an offence on June 24th. The magistrate said

defendant must pay a fine of £10, or undergo tix weeks' imprisonment.

Prisoner : C»n you grant time ? I have half the amount. The

Magistrate : No.

The same chauffeur was charged on a warrant at Kingston, on

Monday, with exceeding the speed limit while driving Mr. Okura.

Superintendent Marks proved several previous convictions against

Kempthorne, who, he said, was last week arrested on three warrants

for offences whilst driving Mr. Okura. The fines he had to pay last

week totalled £15. The Bench discharged the accused on payment

of the costs, £1 4s., the chairman telling him that he had been

sufficiently punished for the offences committed while with Mr. Okura.

Wheee Cabs are Prohibited.

James Hanninsr, motor-car driver, has appeared before Bailie Steven

son at Edinburgh Burgh Court, in connection with a charge of

having driven a motor-car on the road near Dunsappie Loch, Holyrood

Pjrk, being a part of the park where motor-cars are not allowed by

the regulations. While admitting the offence, he pleaded ignorance of

the regulation, and the magistrate fined him 15?., with the alternative

of seven days' imprisonment.

Magistrates and the Licence.

Although only four motor cases came before the Arundel County

Bench on Monday, the fines imposed totalled £44 10s. and the costs

£4 8s. 7d. James Adams was summoned for driving at 47 miles 648 yards

per hour. Mr. Buck well, who represented the defendant, pleaded not

guilty. Inspector Wakeford said the car did the quarter-mile in 19 sec.

P.C. Legg corroborated, and PC. Heather stated that he received the

signal from Inspector Wakeford. He was stationed 150 yards beyond

the measured distance, and at once jumped into the road and put up

his hands. The car pulled up ten or twelve yards beyond him. By

Mr. Buckwell : Witness came through a convenient gap in the hedge,

but only took a short time to do so. Mr. Buckwell drew attention to

the fact that there was no traffic about at the time. The magistrates

decided to convict, and the chairman asked to see the licence. Mr.

Buckwell submitted that the magistrates were not entitled to see the

licence. It was for the police, he said, to prove previous convictions.

P.S._ Waghorn then went into the box and proved a previous conviction

against the defendant at Hailsham on July 17th last. The speed was

thirty miles an hour and the fine £3 and £3 8s. costs. The certificate of

a further conviction was produced, but Mr. Buckwell objected to P.S.

Waghorn giving evidence upon it, as it was not for an offence of the

same character as the one now before the Bench. After conferring

with the other magistrates, the chairman said : " We consider it is in our

power to insist on seeing the licence. Mr. Buckwell, can you state any

case, or give us any authority, why we should not see it ? Mr. Buck-

well : No, sir ; I submit to you I have not put the defendant in the box,

and I am not bound to produce the licence. I will stand on that. The

Chairman remarked that whatever they saw on the licence made no

difference to the fine, and with that assurance Mr. Buckwell handed up

the licence. A moment later, while the magistrates were deciding the

amount of the fine, he drew their attention to the Act of Parliament,

which stated: "Shall produce it (the licence) within reasonable time

for endorsement." Defendant was fined £20 and £1 13s. 9d. ccsts.

ROAD REPORTS.

Ayrshire.—At a meeting of the Northern District Committee of

Ayrshire County Council at Kilwinning a letter was read from the Parish
Council of WTest Kilbride anent damage done to roads by motor-vehicles

and urging the Council lo take steps in the matter. Mr. M'Donald, the

road surveyor, reported that he had perused the letter, and he said that

the question had become a general one, applicable not only to the road

at West Kilbride, but more or less throughout the district. At the

present juncture road maintenance, in relation to mechanically-propelled

traffic, appeared to be approaching a transition stage, and although there

were already numerous modes of combating the effects of such traffic,

none ware thoroughly effective.

Whitchurch.—The steam roller has been at work in Whitchurch

during the last few days, and the parts of the roads that have been

mended have been rolled promptly, causing the minimum of inconvenience

to motor and other traffic.

Christchurch.—During the next few days the main roads in

Christchurch from the Cross to the junction of High Street, Castle Street

and Church Street will be up for repair.

Petkrborough.—We understand that no extensive repairs of

main roads are contemplated by Mr. J. W. Walshaw, the city surveyor

of Peterborough, during the next few weeks.

Slough.—The Bucks County Council has resolved to apply to tfce

L.G.B. for a ten mile an hour speed limit in Slough.

Cheltenham.—None of the main roads in and about Cheltenham

will be under repair for some weeks to come, so that motorists can

journey safely in the district.

Sunderland.—We understand it is the intention of Mr. J. W.

Mongur, the borough surveyor of Sunderland, to re-coat the whole of

the main roads within the borough this season, viz. :—Newcastle Road,

 

The Old and New Ways of IufUtinft Tyres.

From a Sketch by " Galop "] ' {Published by tht Michelin Co.

Stockton Koad,Durham Road, Chester Road and Hylton Road. As regards

Stockton Road there is a suggestion to double for a considerable length

the tramway track, which is at present a single line. In that case the

margins will be paved with granite setts upon concrete.

East Ham.—With regard to the repairs of main roads in East Ham,

Mr. A. Horsburgh Campbell informs us that that does not affect the safety

and facility of motor traffic in the district, as the whole of the main

roads are now laid with tramways, and a wide space is kept clear along

the centre for the constant and safe passage of motor-cars.

Bacup.—Two roads in Bacup, viz., Burnley Road and New Line,

will be under repairs during the present month. Mr. W. H. Elce. the

Borough Engineer, hopes they will be finished as quickly as possible.

MUSSELBURGH.—An inquiry was held in Musselburgh last week, by

the commissioner appointed by the Secretary for Scotland, into an appli

cation lodged by the local town council for the imposition of a ten

mile speed limit on motor trallic on certain streets in the burgb. Mr.

George H. Robb, solicitor, Glasgow, appeared on behalf of the Scottish

Automobile Club, which was also represented by Mr. Robert J. Smith,

its secretary.

Isle ok Wight.—Binstead Road, Ryde, Isle of Wight, is n>w

under repair. This is the main road to Newport and Cowes, and the

repairs will be finished about the middle of the month.
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS. BUSINESS NEWS.

DECEMBER.

7th (S.).—Annual Dinner and Presentation of Prizes in connection with

the Essex Motor Club.

Annual dinner of the Hertfordshire C.AC.

Harrogate and District A.C. Annual Dinner.

11th (W.).—Southend and District M.C. annual dinner.

Mr. Dugald Clerk at the Institution of Automobile Engi

neers, on " The principles of carburetting as determined

by exhaust gas analysis."

12th (Th.).—Annual Dinner of the Sheffield A.C.

14i h (Sat.).—Motor Cycling Club Annual Dinner.

18th (\V.).—General Committee of the Motor Union.

The Tenth Annual Dinner of the Founder Members of the

Royal AC. will be held at the club-house.

21st (S.).—Opening of the Brussels Exhibition.

JANUARY, 1908.

4tb-l 1th.—Dublin Motor Show.

9th (Th.)—Dinner of the West Essex A.C. at Seven Kings.

17lh (F.).—Annual Dinner of the Nottinghamshire A.C. at the Victoria

Station Hotel, Nottingham.

FEBRUARY.

!~~ Annual Reliability Trial of the Motor Union of Western India.

7th-15th.—Manchester Motor Show at Belle Vue.

12th (W.).—Mr. F. W. Lanchester on "Problemsof Automobile Design,"

at the Incorporated Institute of Automobile Engineers.

15th (Sat.).—Auto-Cycle Club Annual Dinner.

24th (M.).—Motor Show at Bcmbay.

MARCH.

21*t-28th.—Cardingley's Motor-Car Show at the Agricultural Ball,

Lighting-op Times—London.

Dec. 6th-4.51 ... 8th—4.50 ... 10th—4.49 .„ 12th—4.49 ... 14th—4.49

„ 7th—4.51 ... 9th—4.E0 11th—4.49 .„ 13th—4.49 ._ 15th—4.49

CHARGE OF MANSLAUGHTER.

A charge of manslaughter has been preferred at Guildford Assizes

against William Adams, 19, chauffeur in the employ of Mr. John

Alexander McCandlish, 117, Piccadilly, W. On July 17th Miss Rebecca

Mahew, walking on the footpath at Walton-on-Tbames, was knocked

down by a motor-car driven by prisoner and died soon afterwards. For

the prosecution it was alleged that the speed of the car was very great,

but the defence asserted that at the time it did not exceed ten miles an

hour. A van had turned suddenly to the off-side of the road,

necessitating the car passing to the near-side. The car ran on to the

pavement and knocked deceased down. Prisoner a as found guilty, but

was recommended to mercy on the ground of his youth. Mr. Justice

Grantham said he agreed with the verdict and recommendation, and in

view of.it and the fact that prisoner bore a good character he would not

send him to prison, but would bind him over to come up for judgment

if called upon.

POLICE TRAPS.

There is a police-trap in operation on the road between Glasgow and

Aberfoyle. ..iH*

The parishes of Walburt >n and Angmering and Washington,

Sussex, are almost daily the scene of poHce-traps.

The Roke Road, Rogate, has its police trap, leading to Midhurst

Sessions House.

PUBLIC MOTOR SERVICE.

Eastbourne.—The motor-'bns service via Carew Road and Meads

is again under the consideration of the commiti.ee of the Town Council

that is responsible for the undertaking.

The Avon India Rubder Company have taken over a site at 35,

Long Acre, London, W.C., whereon they will erect their London depot

in the near future. Meanwhile they have acquired the premises

formerly occupied by the City and Rubber Company, at 31, Brook Street,

Holborn, E.C., where a stock of Avon motor tyres will be kept.

The United Electric Tramways of Montevideo, Ltd., Bailsdon

House, London, E.C., have placed an order with the Daimler Company

for a 36-h.p. Phaeton car of the Rugby type.

The Stern Sonneborn Company, Ltd., are inviting the attention

of motorists to their Clutcholine in various qualities for metal and

leather clutches.

Dr. Bago-Robertson, of 3, Cathedral Street, Glasgow, reports

that he has driven bis 10-18-h.p. Coventry-Humber 15,000 miles in

eleven months without a single mechanical stop of any description

whatever.

The Motor Accessories Company, 55, Great Marlborough

Street, London, W., have been appointed selling agents for the new

Gillett-Lehman carburettor in addition to their sole agency for

London and the Home Counties for the Gillett-Lehman carburettor

controllers.

The Yukon Motor Company, Yukon Road, Balham.S.W., secured

the third place in Class II. of the R.A.C. dust trials with their 18-h.p.

six-cylinder Malcolm car entered by Mr. Malcolm Brooke, of the

Southern M.C.

The Deasy Motor Manufacturing Company, Ltd., inform us

that their new telephone numbers are 1144 and 1145 Western.

Mr. W. H. Gooderham, of Toronto, has a six-cylinder Iris ear,

which is rendering good service over the roads of the Dominion.

Messrs. Valveless, Ltd., have a 25-h.p. chassis at 7, Upper

Street, St. Martin's Lane, W.C., and are arranging for cars to go on

two trial routes for the convenience of those interested in the Valve-

less car.

Vauxhall Motors, Ltd., Luton, have now opened a London show

room at 157, Knightsbridge, S.W., where the latest model of the

12-16-h.p. Vauxhall can be seen, and trial runs arranged.

Among the posters issued in connection with the recent motor show

in London, distinction was attained by those of the Daimler Motor Com

pany.

We learn from the United Motor Industries, Ltd., that 35 per

cent of the induction coils on the cars exhibited at Olympia were of the

" Castle" make.

Mr. Ernest Courtis, who drove the winning Rover car in the Tourist

Trophy race this year, has left the Rover Company and is at present

unattached.

The Ai>ler Company, of Berlin, has made a series of experi

ments on a big car with the Stepney spare wheel and has been thoroughly

convinced of its utility.

In the 15.000 miles Long Distance Trial recently completed by the

six-cylinder Hotchkiss and observed by the R.A.C, it will have been

noticed that the petrol consumption was heavy, and only showed an

average mileage ol 7 '35 miles to the gallon. The carburettor fitted to

the engine, although being thoroughly efficient, was extravagant, and

for that reason for some months past the Hotchkiss Company have

been working on and experimenting with an entirely new carburettor,

and have now produced a device which not only gives better results than

the old one, but is also much more economical. In order to obtain an

official record of the consumption of this new carburettor, a six-cylinder

40-50-h.p. Hotchkiss was submitted to a petrol consumption test under

the observation of the R.A.C. on the 8th ult. The distance was 100

miles, and the result was an average mileage of 13-79 miles per gallon,

the weight of the car, excluding passengers, was 1 ton 12cwt. 3qr, 27 lbs.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

All communications intendedfor insertion in this Journal or relating

to Editorial matters should be addressed to The Editorial Depart

ment, Motor-Cab Journal, 27-33, Charing Cross Road, London,

W.C., and must be written on one side of the paper only. Letters must >'t>

all cases be accompanied by the name and address of the writer, as no

notice will be taken of anonymous communications.

The Editors cannot undertake to return MSS. or drawings, although

every effort will be made to do so in the case of rejected communication*.

Where such are regarded as of value, correspondents are requested to

retain copies.

Th* Editors do not hold themselves responsiblefor the opinions exprested
by their correspondents, or for statements andfacts which do not appear

in the editorial columns.

To insure insertion communications and contributions must bt in

the Editors' hands by Tuesday forenoon of the week in which the same

are intended to appear. Disappointment may be caused by non-compliance
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COMMENTS.

OW that the controversy between the Motor

Union and the Automobile Association is at

an end, the former has produced its new-

badge, which must be regarded as an improvement on

the discarded design and also as steering clear of the

confusion that was possible with the earlier one. The

idea of speed is well exemplified in the wings at the

head of the outline, while the wheel at the bottom is

equally symbolic of the organisation for which it

stands. In preparing publio opinion for any neces

sary changes in the law the Motor Union has much

useful work to do, and its legal activities are equally

necessary for the welfare of motorists as individuals

^nd motoring as a movement. Recently it has extended a

watchful eye on those road surveyors who seem to neglect their

work on the roads by leaving long stretches of unrolled metal

to harass all users of the highway. This is an important

matter, and one that forces itself unpleasantly to the notice of

motorists at this season of the year.

♦ ♦ , ♦

Apart from the presentation of prizes,

the annual dinner of the Sheffield and

-Motor Cycling. Hallamshire Motor Cycle Club, on Fri

day the 6th inst., centred in an interest

ing address by the President, Mr. J. H.

Hall. Mr. Hall has taken a prominent

part in recent developments in connection with the organisation

of motor-cyclists, and he made some pointed remarks with

regard to the controversy that now seems likely to end satis

factorily so far as this section of motorists is concerned. He

mentioned that there were 54,000 motor-cyclists, only about

2,000 of whom were connected with the Auto Cycle Club.

Meetings have already been held at Durham, Lincoln and

Nottingham, and apparently the provincial clubs are determined

■that the central organisation shall be really a motor-cyclists'

Union, looking after the interests of those who have not, as yet,

attained to the dignity of the ownership of a car or who prefer

the smaller motor. Many of those who own the latter machines

believe that magistrates make too little distinction between them

and the possessors of large motor-cars when they are brought

before the Bench, and it is felt that there are inequalities in taxa

tion which can only b8 remedied by strong representations

being made to the country by a body specially formed to watch

the interests of those directly concerned, and to suggest a policy

which will place their views more adequately before the Legis

lature than has been possible under the regime that now appears

^to be drawing to a close.

Now that the touring season for 1907

has been entirely left behind and club

Club Llf meets and gymkhanas no longer bring
" e- motorists together in pleasant assembly,

many officials of provincial and county

organisations are in a quandary as to

how to continue the interest of members in the organisation.

With its many social distractions and the claims of other move

ments in which individual motorists are concerned the winter

period is one of anxiety to the hard-working secretary. A few

years ago it was comparatively easy to get the members together

by means of lectures and discussions on technical subjects, but

complaint is now heard that so generally diffused has motor

knowledge among motorists become that such meetings lack the

zest, if not the value, they once possessed. Dinners have a sense

of vain repetition unless attended by some record-maker or

venturesome soul—of whom there were several a decade ago.

But even here things have changed, and the attractions of past

events no longer maintain their magnetic influence on any but

the most ardent motoring enthusiasts. The subject is perhaps

of less practical interest to metropolitan readers than to those at

a distance, but all who are officially associated with motor club

life will profit from the interchange of ideas on the subject.

An American

View.

One of the most patient investigators

of the features of the recent motor show

in London was Mr. Alfred Reeves, the

general manager of the American Motor

Car Manufacturers' Association, who

visited us and also the Paris Show for

the purpose of gaining information likely to be of value to his

countrymen in the disposal of their automobile products.

Elsewhere we give his impressions as set forth in the " Motor

Age," and it will here suffice to say that in his peregrinations at

Olympia he was accompanied by Mr. H. C. Mamion, a member

of the technical committee of the American Motor Car Manu

facturers' Association.

A New Road out

of London.

A deputation from the Motor Union

has waited upon Mr. Kearley, M.P.

(Parliamentary Secretary to the Board

of Trade), with reference to a motor road

scheme. Colonel Sir Herbert Jekyll,

head of the London Traffic Branch of the

Board of Trade, was also present. The deputation, which was

introduced by Lord Montagu, presented a scheme for which they

have deposited a Bill in Parliament, for the purpose of construct

ing a road from London westwards out to Colnbrook for the use
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of motor-cars and motor-bicycles. They represented that urgent

need existed for a new main road out of and into London on the

west, mainly for the use of motorists. The promoters explained

the outline of the scheme, and asked for the benevolent assistance

of the Board of Trade. Mr. Kearley, in reply, without com

mitting the Board of Trade to the Bill, which has not yet

appeared in print, pointed out that security would have to be

given that the road should revert at some future date to a local

authority, or a series of local authorities, for the use of the

public.

♦ ♦ ♦

Visitors to the Agricultural Hall,

London, will be interested in the exten-

The sion of what was once known as the Minor

Gilbey Hall. Hall, but which in future will be called

the Gilbey Hall. Certainly, now that the

square of houses round which the Renard

train was driven last year has been demolished, the site being

covered by the extension of the Hall, the old name had become

a misnomer. At the March Motor Show the Gilbey Hall will

accommodate an important section of the great exhibition which

has become known throughout the world as Cordingley's.

The above illustration depicts Mrs. Walker Munro, of Bhinefleld,

Hants, on her Six-Cylinder Kapler coming ont of the hoiae-shoe

shaped entrance of the garage at her seaside residence, The Whit*

!House, Milford, Hants.

This bouse, a riew of which Is given In the upper picture, is most interesting,
as it was specially built with in eye to motor vehicles, the garage I eing in
the centre of the building. Mrs. Walker Munro, whu was one of the nrtt
ladies to drive her own car, has had six ftapier cars, snd altogether has
drivea over 60,000 miles, including many tours on the continent, through

France, Switzerland, Ac.

♦ ♦ ♦

There was a marked revival last

month in the importation of foreign

Motor Car Imports motor-cars and parts into this country,

and Exports. The number of complete vehicles which

reached the United Kingdom during

November was 409, their value being

given at £173,712. Parts were responsible for an additional

£193,614, which gives a total of £367,326, as against only

£358,255 in the corresponding month of last year. For the

first eleven months of the current year the figures are :—■

Number of cars imported, 4,615; value of same, £2,002,068;

imports of motor parts, £2,325,756; total, £4,327,824. For

the similar period of 1906 they were:—5,553 cars of a value of

£2,385,261 ; parts, £1,764,285 ; total, £4,149,546. Turning to

the exports of British motor-cars aid parts, these continue Jto

show a steady expansion, the number of vehicles shipped during

the eleven months ending with November last being 2,116, of a

value of £782,958 ; to this have to be added parts estimated at

£433,527, which gives a combined total of £1,216,485, as con

trasted with only £718,636 in the corresponding period of 1906.

♦ ♦ ♦

We have received from Coventry

particulars of the Daimler engineering

The Daimler scholarships, the announcement of which

Scholarship. at the recent dinner of the company

was duly recorded in our columns.

These will be five in number, tenable

at the Daimler works for two years, and will be awarded in

July of next year. Candidates must not be younger than

eighteen years and not older than twenty-two years on July 1st

next, although exception will be made for those who have spent

twelve months or more in a workshop snd who are not more

than twenty-three years of age at that date. Candidates must

have passed the examination of some recognised educational

institution, and the scholarships will be awarded on the result of

an elimination test, an essay on some engineering question, and a

viva voce examination. With regard to the first of these condi

tions the candidates must present themselves at the Science and

Art examination in May, and forms of application can ba

obtained from the pupils department of the Daimler Company

at Coventry.

♦ ♦ ♦

We have received communications

from some of the leading firms in the

The Holidays. motor industry with regard to the course

of business during Christmas week. It

will probably not have escaped the

attention of our readers in the industry

that Christmas Day this year falls on a Wednesday, Thursday

being Boxing-day and consequently a holiday. Therefore it is-

suggested that only a little arrangement with the staffs of the

various firms would be necessary to secure a vacation running

from the Christmas Eve to the following Monday morning.

Doubtless, after the rush of the Exhibition, such a break in

business routine would be welcome to the majority of members

of the Metropolitan trade. It would also be appreciated in the

provinces. There is, however, another aspect of the matter so-

far as the latter is concerned, for, given fine weather that week, a

good deal of hiring of cars for house parties and the like is being,

anticipated by many enterprising firms, and probably the

practice might not be so universally possible in the country as in

London.

♦ ♦ ♦

After a series of calculations, Mr.

W. E. Hardy, the engineer of the Batb

Cost of the Motor- Electric Tramways, which runs motor-'bus

Bu*" services throughout the district, has come-

to the conclusion that the total working

costs of the average motor-'bus company

come to 90 per cent, of the total receipts, and that therein Jays the

obstacle to a more general adoption of this mode of traction.

At a meeting of the Society of Road Traction Engineers on Tues

day he took the case of a company owning twenty motor-omnibuses

running an average of thirteen daily a distance of ninety miles

each. The working costs, including depreciation, for a week he

estimated at about £370. By following that figure out for the

fifty-two weeks in the year, and filling in receipts at a shilling,

per mile, the profit would amount to £2,024 odd. He pointed

out that the sum of Is. per mile was a high rate to estimate on,,

for lOd. was about the average on most tramways in the

country, and, moreover, the electrie car could accommodate some

55 to 60 people, whilst the seating capacity of the motor-'bus

was only 32 to 35. Accordingly, he considered that if these

companies were to pay, the cost of working must be reduced, and

the items to which, in his opinion, attention should be given,

were petrol, oil, grease, and carbide, tyres, repairs^ and.
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attendance, and insurance. Improvements and economy in the

use of petrol and oil would probably soon lower the bill for these

items, but tyres were the "dead weight" of the motor-'bus,

pulling it down all the time. Repairs and attendance worked

out at 2 jd. per mile, which seemed a large amount, but there

was little hope of any immediate decrease in that direction.

Insurance was largely a question of tyre3, and as soon as the

skidding propensities of the motor vehicle were reduced the

premiums would be lowered.

♦ ♦ ♦

New interest has been given to the

1908 programme of the Brooklends

Accepted A.R.C. by the announcement that some

Challenges. of the challenges recently issued by Mr.

S. F. Edge have been accepted, and that

the events will be run off on the track

at Weybridge between May 14th and July 1st next. The

President of the Metallurgique Company of Belgium has

accepted the challenge in the 26-h.p. and the 40-h.p. classes, and

Mr. O. Cupper will drive Metallurgique cars against Napiers in

both events. Similarly the challenge in the 90 h. p. class has found

an acceptor in Fiat Motors, Ltd., and Mr. Nazzaro will drive

the Fiat car. Deposits bave already been made, and the motoring

world will await the events with some eagtrnees. Certainly

such challenges and acceptances will whet the sporting appetite

more than was the case with the programme of the present year.

♦ ♦ ♦

When a motor-car changes ownership

the fact should be notified " either by the

Change of new or the old owner to the Council with

Ownership. whom the motor-car is registered, and

an application shall also be made either

to cancel the registration of the car or to

continue the existing registration under the ownership." Such

is the essential point of Article 4 of the Local Government Board

Begulation under the Motor Car Act, 1903, which also entitles

the local registering authority to charge fees of five shillings

and one shilling respectively for alterations in the registers of

motor-cars and motor-cycles. As the onus of notification

is left to either the seller or the buyer of such cars, respon

sibility in the matter is often shelved, and no notice of

transfer is given to the authorities—a procedure which

frequently happens in the case of motor-cycles. In fact,

in one case Mr. Percy J. Sheldon, the Registrar for the Act in>

the county of Ksssex, recently found that a machine bad changed)

hands six times, and the only intimation he bad had was from the

last owner. In order to familiarise motorists with their duty in

the matter he has issued an official announcement through the

county Press quoting the law on the subject, and concluding thafc

" It must be distinctly understood that if persons drive motor-cars-

or cycles that are not properly registered, they will be hel d

responsible for any proceedings that may be taken by the police1

authorities." The hint is one of universal application.

♦ ♦ ♦

With reference to the correspondence

which Farl Russell recently bad with the

Earl Russell and secretary of the Royal A.C., his lordship

the Club. finds that his recollection was at fault as-

to what took place at the committee.

Some shorthand notes have been produced

fiom which it appears that the chairman was asked whether some'

statement as to provinc ial clubs would be made public together

with the resolution, and the chairman appears to have replied!

that such a statement would be made public. The chairman him

 

self, Mr. Rose, does not agree with Earl Russell's recollection that-

he stated that nothing but the resolution should be publish« d,

and there appears to have been misapprehension as to a conversa

tion on this subject. In these circumstances Earl Russell with

draws unreservedly the suggestion that the statement was pub

lished without authority. The mistake, he says, would have

been avoided if the secretary, in his letter, had referred him to

the verbatim report and given him that information which a-

member of a committee expects from its officials.

Mr. Charles Cordingley has left London"for Marseilles,.

en route for Algiers, whither he has gone for the benefit of his

health. He will be away for several weeks.

The fouling up of cylinder heads is a trouble which may

generally be ascribed to the prevailing use of automatic car

burettors, whioh usually supply a very rioh mixture for very

slow running. Four years ago the fouling up of cylinder heads

was almost unknowD, but nowadays it is a very good plan to-

have the cylinder heads scraped out after four or five thousand:

miles running.

 

The Berlin Motor Show.—The Arrival of Prince Henry of Prussia on the Opening Day.
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A TOUR IN BRITTANY.

-♦-

(Concluded from page 895.)

NORTH-WEST of Morlaix is the Pays de Leon and

Finistere, a region to be "explored" by any auto-

moblist who likes to get away from the beaten

track. The roads are passable, that is, good enough as to

surface, when they are not loose or broken up, but the

hills are practically a continuous performance. It is a

region away off from the rest of France, the " Land's End "

of North Europe, and no one among its peasant population

knows or cares for anything away from his immediate environs.

Essence and huile are hard to find ; the native never ceases to

marvel a la mdcauique and marvel still more when you put

in the " reverse." It will be some years yet before " ces choses

dro/es, ces. automobiles" will fully "arrive" in the wilderness of

Finisterea Between Morlaix and Brest, Landivisian and Lan.

derneau re interesting, but Brest itself had better be omitted

two kilometres by the route nationale, Nantes-Quimper. Ros-

porden is a sleepy, dull town, with nothing to detain the tourist

more than a glance of the eye, but it is the turning point for

Concarneau—where the sardines come from. Concarneau is

ancient, picturesque and smelly, but it is delightful all the same,

and the sea food served at dejeuner at the Hotel des Voyageurs

will be remembered for long. Langouste rimoulade and sardines

fraiches are plats which cost relatively large sums of money on

the Paris boulevard, but here they are regularizes du jour, and

one pays throe francs only (vin compris) for dejeuner or dinner.

Pont Aven for the night, at the Villa Julia, is the best

thing to be had in Brittany. Julia years ago ran a modest

little artists' hotel, but to-day it has grown with prosperity until

there is a great four-story brick and steel structure beside the

little inn. Blanche Willis Howard's story of " Guenn " will tell

you much of the life of the peasant folk of Pont Aven, and ought

to be read on the spot to be thoroughly appreciated. There are

fourteen water mills at Pont Aven, and it is locally known as

the Vilh des Mmdins.

 

Touring In France.—Market Day In the old town of Auray.

From Landerneau to Plougastel is a dozen kilometres, and the

view over the great Rade de Brest is finer than anything from

the other shore. For the night Plougastel-Daoulas is not bad.

The Hotel des Voyageurs ha9 been braced up quite recently

by the Touring Club de France, and is about the most modern

thing in the hotel line in these parts outside the large towns.

rsbMf From Daoulas, fifty or sixty kilometres out and back, will

bring one to Crozen and Camaret. There are no sunsets quite

so brilliant in western Europe as those over the bay of Camaret.

If that interests you the detour is worth making, otherwise one

reaches Quimper from Daoulas, via Chateaulin, by route nationale

No. 170, in sixty kilometres. From Quimper there is a hundred

kilometres round to Douarnenez, Port Croix, Pont l'Abbe and

Penmarc'h that shows the best of Brittany ; the quaintest, the

least spoiled, and the most picturesque customs and costumes of

men and women. Quimper has twenty thousand inhabitants,

and, if one excepts the great marine arsenal of Brest, is the

metropolis of Finistere. From Quimper to Rosporden is twenty-

Fifteen kilometres eastward from Pont Aven one strikes the

route nationale again at Quimperle, charmingly situated on a

little tidewater river with a couple of admirable old churches,

some curious houses and a good cafe-hotel, the Lion d'Or, on the

quay. Lorient is 21 kilometres east of Quimperle' and is an

unappealing seaport, once the headquarters of the French East

India trade. It is the least lovely large town in France, in spite

of the fact that it is endowed with a magnificent situation. The

inner man and the automobile will find nothing here that may

not be had better elsewhere. Ten kilometres after Lorient is

Hennebont, situated on the estuary of a deep-cut little river, the

Blavet. It is all Lorient is not, an ideally picturesque spot with

charming promenades along the river banks, some old moss-grown

fortifications, innumerable curio is old houses, a stupendous late

Gothic church and a most excellent hotel with " good enough "

garage accommodation. If you have slept at Pont Aven, out

our jouri ey here and take dejeuner in the all-sufficient little

reton Hotel de France at Hennebont. If time presses, how
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ever, keep on to Auray, where, at the Lion d'Or, you will do

equally as well, 28 kilometres farther on.

The monuments of Auray and round about are very numerous

and interesting. There is a pilgrimage to be made to Ste. Anne

dAuray— where, on July 25th in each year, is held a great

religious ftite—and the excursion down the great peninsula of

Quiberon and through the Lignes de Carnac, the name given to a

regiment of great stone menhirs like those at Stonehenge, only

here there are thousands instead of scores.

Off-shore, a dozen kilometres, is Belle-Ile, where Fouquet

ensconced himself when he fled from the wrath of his king after

the great fete of Vaux, and where Aramis of the " Trois Mous-

quetaires " becameJa landed proprietor. To-day Belle-Ile is a

little island kingdom all by itself, with a capital, Le Palais, a

local newspaper, and hotels and

restaurants, even though a good

half of the population have never

set foot on the mainland. There

are no automobiles on the island,

and the greatest celebrity is Sarah

Bernhardt, who has a summer

home here. From Auray to

Vannes is twenty odd kilometres,

skirting the north shore of the

Morbihan, a great inland bay.

On the [road hereabouts the

Breton types are seen at their

best, young men and maidens and

old men and market-women, but

all of them picturesquely clad.

They invariably walk in the

middle of the road, and it takes

more than a mere " honk " of the

horn to make them move.

Another warning may be

given here, though it might well

have been put at the beginning

of this article. There is an in-

frequency of motor-cars in Brit

tany, and for that reason live

stock, particularly horses, donkeys

and mules, are easily frightened.

There is no pleasure or satisfac

tion in bolting a donkey cart into

a ditch and spilling out its invari

able load of lovely femininity—

for they are lovely, the little

Breton maids. Go slow, then,

and be rewarded by smiles instead

of frowns. At all times, when

stopping, look carefully over the

tyres and extract the sabot nails,

the great flat-headed hobnails of

the Breton peasant's sabots which

drop out in dry weather when the

wood around them shrinks. The

nails will not penetrate the tyres

if they are thick enough ; but

if they are not you will suffer

continual annoying punctures,

more careful than elsewhere. Vannes is a great, big, overgrown

country town. It rises to the dignity of being a Prefecture, but

is a sad, dull place with inefficient hotels and only interesting

for the visitor because of its accessibility to the Golfe of the

Morbihan, its old houses, its thirteenth century cathedral, its old

city walls and the grim donjon known as the Tour Connetable,

in 1387 the prison of Olivier de Clisson. Pass Vannes by so

far as eating or sleeping goes, if possible, and keep on to Roche-

fort-en-Terre or Redon ; you will do far better at the Hotel le

Cadre at the former place or the Hotel de 1* Poate at the latter.

Each abounds in character, a vague term, but one understood of

the travelled person. Rocbefoi t-en-Terre is a little artists'

paradise exploited almost entirely by French e nd Americans

 

Touring in France.—A Mors Car at the Cathedral of Rheims.

In Brittany one must be

jamais les Anglais, says the patron of its little next-to-the-soil

hotel.

If the atmosphere here is too artistic another twenty kilo

metres brings one to Redon, and if you don't have to wait an

interminable while at the railway gates you will be very pleased

indeed with your dejeuner eaten in the salle d manger of the

Hotel de la Poste—one might say the musk, for the walls are

hung with all sorts of curious trumpery—some of it good, but

certainly as great a hodge-podge as was ever collected by a

cranky hotel proprietor. Barring this idiosyncracy he knowa

well how to run a hotel, though it is abominably situated oppo

site the railway station and has no pretence to architectural

beauty of any kind whatever. The gates of the railway cross

ings throughout Brittany, and frequently in other parts of France

as well, are often kept closed.

This is a protection for the public,

of course, and cannot be com

plained of,, beyond wishing that

the day may sopn come when all

level crossings shall be abolished.

It is annoying, nevertheless, to

be held up at a French railway

crossing, or passage A niveau to

speak the vernacular. Usually it

is guarded by a ftminine per

sonality of uncertain age, who

simply tells you in response to

an inquiry, " On ne passe pas ! "

" Where is the train 1 " you ask,

with an absolutely clear view up

and down the line for five

kilometres. " II pent venir," she

tells you coldly. " Yes, truly, it

may come ; but why does it not

come I" You wait, perhaps, three,

five, ten, or fifteen minutes at

this Robespierre of passages d

niveau, but the woman is incorrup

tible—as she should be, that we

will not deny.

FromRedon to Chateaubriant

is fifty-four kilometres, and if you

have had enough for the day the

modest little Hotel de la Poste

will care for you admirably. You

will eat of simple fare served by

a dainty coiffed Breton maid, and

most likely somewhere in the

dinner's menu will be a boudin,

which is a black sausage made of

congealed pig's blood—and some

other things. You needn't eat it

if you don't like ; there will be

plenty else. There is a moyen age

chateau here with pepper-box

towers and all the ear-marks of the

bost Renaissance architecture, and

there is a legend concerning the

horrors of the time when a certain

Comtesse de Chateaubriant was first almost starved to death in

a dungeon and then cut into pieces by the surgeons upon the

orders of her unworthy spouse. So altogether—what with the

boudin and the drawing and quartering and a church bell that

clangs loudly every quarter hour—there is every prospect of

pleasant dreams.

It is from Chateaubriant that the chateau country of

Touraine can best be tapped on returning from the Breton tour.

It is 75 kilometres to Angers, the southern gateway, where is

opened up the whole Loire Valley and the water-sheds of the

Vienne, the Indre and the Cher, embracing the best of Renaissance

chateaux and the " Harden of France."

The route back to Paris taking in the chateau country is

scarcely prolonged 250 kilometres, while the direct road via
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Laval is a trifle less than 400. As a variation, and since after a

Breton tour hills may be presumed to have no terro;s for an

automobilist, another cross-country route to Pari-", omitting the

chateau country proper, is via Serge, 40 kilometres ; Chateau-

Gontier, 24 ; La Fleche, 54 ; Le Lude, 19 j Chateau du Loire, 21 ;

and Vendome, 59. It is a most charming and unconventional

itinerary, entirely by second and third class roads, but most

excellent roads they are, crossed only hero and there by routes

nationales, but nearly as good ; and when one does get a

1 ing, silent stretch, with a gentle slope downhill, he may make

any speed he likes, and no one to say him nay, unless he meets

with a brace of strolling gendarmes, who are everywhere in the

most unexpected places—in France. Mifiez vous, alors !

Vendome is better known than the la9t half-dozen large

towns, and is a most interesting place. Hotel accommodation is

scmt and not remarkable, though good. But the architectural

monuments, the flamboyant Gothic church, the Hotel de Ville,

and the Chateau Donjon are worth doing, if only by moonlight,

after dinner, when peasants and blue hussars wander aimlessly.

From Vendome to Chateaudun is forty-one kilometres, with

nothing to hold one's speed down eave an excessively dangerous

passage a niveau at Monplaisir, thirteen kilometres from Vendome,

.and another at Cloyes, a dozen kilometres before arriving at

Chateaudun, with its memories of 1870-71. This town (Hotel

du Bon Labourer) is a good place for dejeuner or for the night,

but Bonneval, fourteen kilometres further on towards Chartres,

i* better—for dejeuner, at any rate. The Hotel de France will

give you about the best country fare you will get in France—

.chickens, veal, crisp salads, asparagus, strawberries and the like.

All are in season between May and September ; at any rate, they

have four or five months of strawberries—such strawberries as are

.found only in France. By Vitray-en-Beauce, through the great

grain-growing region of France, one arrives at Chartres, thirty

kilometres from Bonneval. From Chartres it is plain sailing and

.easy going to Paris, via either Kambouillet or Ablis. In either case,

via either Versailles or Sceaux, one strikes the terrible pavi of

-suburban Paris twenty kilometres before the capital is finally

reached. If one is going east to Fontainebleau or the Cote d'Or

the route from Chartres is via Ablis, Etampes and La Ferte-Alais.

If the north, Normandy or the seaport towns in connection with

England are the objectives, suburban Paris can be avoided by

.coasing the Foret de Rambouillet and through Houdan to

Mantes.

To sum up : The roads of Brittany, the main roads, are

excellent, but hilly, and so long as one is ready for surprises of

sharp ascents and descents, particularly in the towns, for innu

merable sabot nails in tbe tyres, for frightened donkeys, geese

and peasants, and for gendarmes always looking for trouble, the

-Breton tour is as enjoyable as any in France. One must not

forget that it is 600 kilometres out and back from Paris or the

Seine Valley before one comes to Brittany proper, and that this

will take two or three days' travelling, going and coming, besides

.the 800 or more kilometres making the Breton circuit.

Alan Colquhoun of Luss has purchased a 42-h.p.

landaulet from the Daimler Company.

The Association Automobile Mexicaine has just been formed

in Mexico to promote motor races in the Bepublic. It is pro

posed to hold the first race at Gaudelajara in March or April

■ next, while a scheme is also under consideration to construct a

motor-racing track.

The Taunton Motor and Cycle Company, of which Mr.

B. E. Dening is the proprietor, has a number of motor-cabs and

motor-broughams for hire in the town. They are being used by

local business men in the daytime, as well as by ladies for social

functions in the evening.

A meeting of the Mechanical Branch of the American

Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers is about to be

held in Chicago to discuss the standardization of automobile

bodies, co-operation between automobile engineers and coach

builders, the reduction of weight and the proper wheel base

. for a practical car.

THE "BOWDENLOC" LEVER.

The advantage of the self-locking type of lever for most of

the operations connected with the control of motor-cars or cycles

is now so generally admitted that the latest introduction of the

E. M. Bowden's Patents Syndicate, Limited, cannot fail to evoke

interest among all sections of motorists. The Bowdenloc Lever,

which we illustrate in Figs. 1 and 2, has been designed with a

view to the special requirements of the Bowden wire mechanism,

while at the same time being equally applicable where any other

form of self-locking lever can be used to advantage. The merits

claimed for the Bowdenloc are many, and may be summarised as

Fig. 1 -Bowdenloc Lever ; assembled).

follows :—1. No springs are used. 2. The lock is automatic and

immediate in action. 3. The lever responds at once to the

manipulation of the operator, while remaining absolutely

immovable to any tensional strain from the wire. 4. There is

an entire absence of backlash or shakiness, no matter at what

point the lever may be left. 5. Overpulling is impossible, stops

being provided to prevent the lever being moved too far. 6. The

wire is at all times fully enclosed. 7. The wire does not come

in contact with any sharp edges, and is not bent at an acute

angle. That these advantages are not overstated can to a certain

extent be grasped by an examination of Fig. 2, which shows the

lever dissected in conjunction with the following description :—A

represents the body recessed to receive the drum or disc B, to

which the inner member of the Bowden mechanism is anchored by

 

Fig. 2.—Bowdenloc Lever (dissected).

means of the block H, the wire passing out through the project

ing portion of the body A. This projecting piece is specially

designed to serve as the necessary stop for the outer member.

D is the lever with a s:ud E on its inner face, which engages

with the hole in the pawl C, the disc B being cut to accommodate

the pawl, as shown. The various parts are held together by the

screw and washer, G and F. In operation, the movement of the

lever D revolves the disc B along with the pawl, the two remain

ing concentric, but on pressure being removed from the lever the

tension of the wire on the disc B causes the pawl to tilt and

wedge itself against the inner periphery of the rim on the

body A, the wire mechanism being thereby held firmly locked

until released by again operating the lever D. The levers are

made in various sizes, while the material and workmanship

throughout are of the highest quality.

It is reported that the makers of the Itala cars are taking

up the construction of commercial motor vehicles, in the desiga

of which a number of special features will be incorporated.

An officer of the Society of Automobile-Mechanic Drivers

of the United Kingdom is always in attendance at Kawlings'

Garage, Halkin Street, Belgrave Square, London, to give advice

to drivers and others interested in the chauffeur side of

motorism.
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AN AMERICAN VIEW OF BRITISH

AUTOMOBILE DESIGN.

By Alfred Reeves;

THAT the strongest tendency is toward the small car here

as in America ; that the changes in the 1 908 models,

both French and English, are in the matter of detail, the

makers apparently bsing willing to fall into conventional prac

tice ; that it is a battle for lightness in construction, and the

total absence of the three-seated runabout so papular in America,

are some of the impressions gained by two Americans after a

careful study of the motor-car show at Olympia.

From our English cousins we can learn a great deal, and, in

my judgment, it is a grave mistake for American makers to

neglect sending a representative to visit this show. On the

•other hand, there are many things in which, without egotism, it

might be stated, John Bull could learn much from our shores,

Earticularly about our methods of doing business. While there

as been some reduction in prices, as forecasted months ago, it

has mainly affected the big cars. The trade outlook is very good,

-although nothing of a boom nature. There has only been a

slight falling off in attendance, and the feeling among the dealers

is one of conservatism but not pessimism.

frame without the use of arms integral with the crank-case ;

three-fourth elliptic springs on the rear ; larger brakes, and

grease cups on ball-and-socket steering joints ; hand adjustment

for brakes ; the casting of all four cylinders in one on small cars ;

the use of the thermo-syphon system on town cars ; a change in

the carburettor which locates the auxiliary air valve on the

manifold instead of on the carburettor; the exhibiting of a

shaft-driven car in every space at the show except Mercedes ;

the inclination to increase rather than decrease the present

long wheel-base ; the use of ball bearings on the trans

mission shaft; an increase in the use of shock absorbers as

general equipment; an unlimited fancy in regard to the

design of radiators ; a growing practice to leave off the spark

adjustment on the steering wheel ; a comparative lack of interest

in self-starting devices, there being only two cars using it as

regular equipment ; and a tendency to have as little as possible

on the dashboard.

There is the ever-apparent English design made on the

lines of practicability rather than looks, and the thorough work

manship of the English mechanic. One is impressed with the

air of business that permeates the atmosphere of the Olympia.

There is very little attention paid to general decorations, such as

mark the American shows. Some plain red and yellow bunting

 
 

The Via It of the Swazi Chiefs on Argyll Can to General Booth, at the Headquarters of the Salvation Army, on the 4th inst.

It is absurd for us to blind oar eyes to the fact that the

demand is now for the small car, especially those of 15 to 20-h.p.,

and selling at less than £400. No one denies that there

will always be buyers for the big, high-priced cars, which cer

tainly have had a rage for soma years, but just now the buyers

seem to favour the small machine. The popular car here and

the one greatest in favour is that of 10-12-h.p., having a

foar-oylinder engine and with a body made to cai ry four persons.

It is peculiar that the only runabout with a rumble seat, so

universal in America was at the Buick stand. There has been

apparently a great effort to reduce the weight of cars, and

students of motor-car construction are of the opinion that this

tendency will continue.

In a stand-to-stand examination Mr. Mannon and myself

-were impressed with cert uu tendencies from an American point

of view, some of which might be of general interest. Among

other things we notictd some advances in the use of the motor

as a brake; the almost total disappearance of cone clutches ; an

effort at reviving the front drive for town cars; a decided

improvement in coach-work and conveniences for passenges ;

the use of tubular front axles on many English cars; adjustable

clutch pedals ; a ratchet sprag on the transmission ; the use of a

brake^on the transmiss on ; the placing of the crank-case in the

and a few additional arc lights are all the general decorations,

although many of the individual stands show artistic tendencies

that catch the eye and make an impression. The building itself

seems bare and barren, but the individual stands go to extremes

in decorations.

So far as London itself is concerned, the battle is now

between the pleasure and the business motor. The former has

had its rage, and in the opinion of many has settled down to a

good business basis. The cry is on now for the commercial

vehicle, and here we find everything from the taxi-cab, of which

there are about a thousand in London, and the double-decked

motor-'bus, to the traction engine hauling four or five car-loads

of coal.

One of the new radiators of the Coventry Motor Fittings

Company, of Far Gosford Street, Coventry, is a gilled device of

the honeycomb pattern of exceptionally good appearance as well

as of real strength. It comprises a series of vertical tubes with

horizontal corrugated gills extending across the whole length of

the radiator. The corrugations being arranged opposed to one

another, the general front view is that of a honeycomb radiator

with squares turned to an angle of 45 degrees.
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SOME NOTES ON INDUCTION PIPES.

By A. E. S. Craig.

THE question of the best design to adopt for the induction

branches of multi-cylinder motors is much more involved,

and of far greater importance to the working efficiency

of the engine, than a casual observer would imagine. Many

designers sacrifice, either through insufficient study of tBe

question, or through a too keen desire to attain a symmetrical

effect, a lot of the power which might otherwise be obtained

from their motors, and the consequence is that, no matter how

perfect may be the carburettor, the ignition, and the engine

itself, it is condemned for all time to work with perhaps two of

its cylinders half starved, whilst the remainder are getting their

full allowance.

It used to be, if not the fashion, at least a very prevalent

idea, that a long induction pipe was a thing to be aimed at, and

I well remember, when doing some work on the motors of a

certain airship, stumbling over yards of unnecessary copper pipe

which had been installed on the advice of an "expert," with the

promise of greatly increased power and a glorified " mixture."

Before, however, the airship was wafted to its early doom, I

observed that the induction pipes had been shortened to a more

reasonable length, possibly owing to the terrible efforts required

to induce the carburettor to sympathise with the desire of the

motor to begin operation. Quite a large percentage of designers

nowadays agree in making the branches as short as prac

ticable, and at the same time endeavour to secure that each

lead shall be equi-distant. This at first sight appears to be

quite the correct thing, but owing to the sequence of induction

disturbing the momentum of the explosive mixture, this fact has

to be taken into consideration. Some have endeavoured to

mitigate the effect of the disturbance by enlarging that part of
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the induction branch which, as in Fig. 3, is common to the leads,

to the cylinders, and to the carburettor, but this is obviously

mistaken practice if the highest efficiency is to be attained.

Alternately small and large areas are wrong, and the higher the

flash point of the hydro-carbon employed the more pronounced

becomes the effect of the error. A certain cylinder bore and

piston speed demands for the supply of explosive mixture under

the best , conditions a certain relative bore in the induction

branch, and any portion of the same too large or too small in

diameter must necessarily militate against best results.

I have mentioned induction sequence as a disturbing

element, and a few words will explain my meaning. Most four-

cylinder engines fire in the order 1, 3, 4, 2. Now assuming, as.

in Fig. 1, a perfectly equal distance and facility from carburettor

 

 

to each inlet valve in the first case, there is a tendency to starves

cylinders Nos. 3 and 2, because these two will be found to have

to do a considerable amount of "donkey work " in dragging up-

mixture for their neighbours. Changing the sequence of firing,

will only rob Peter to pay Paul, and therefore the type oi'

branch precisely as illustrated is not good practice. To modify-

the branch in such a manner as to equalise things is

an easy matter, but to an inexperienced eye the modifica

tion will look lop-sided. The same disturbing influence

occurs when, in the twin cylinders of four-cylinder

engines, there is a common port to two induction valves.

The type of branch, as Fig. 3, equalises to a great extent the

distribution, because if in the branches, as Fig. 1, the two middle

cylinders have a tendency to be starved, the form shown in-

Fig. 3 must tend to counteract the effect by making the outer

cylinders more remote, and by equalising the columns of gas in.

motion to each. I am, of course, assuming a carburettor of

proper capacity and adjustment, otherwise results will be so-

erratic that no correct conclusion can be arrived at.

A method that I cannot find any particularly logical argu

ments in favour of consists in placing the carburettor at one end

of the main branch, as in Fig. 2. Even if a compensation is-

sought by tapering the main pipe so that the large end is

remote from the carburettor, the result is bad, and in the usual

sequence of firing cylinder No. 3 stands a poor chance.

Most induction branches are cast, and herein lies a continual

chance of error ; for, however perfect may be the external contour,,

the coriDg, either of the main or sub-leads, may be hopelessly

faulty. Nothing but a careful measurement of the inside of the

casting of each branch fitted will ensure consistent results,

and I am sure that conscientious inspection is well worth

the trouble, and that the reason why some engines of the same

make, and apparently similar in every respect, give vastly

different results on the brake may often be traced to the source-

indicated. The same remark holds good with almost equal

force to built-up branches, which are usually made of copper

pipe. Although the bore of this pips is of course regular, the*
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holes-made in the side of the same by the coppersmith may be

anything but similar in shape and area. I am speaking of that

class of branch as in Fig. 3, where the leads are fitted by means

of saddle laps to the main tube. Jagged irregular edges and

unequal areas are of course fatal to good results.

Reverting to the question of enlarging a portion of the

branch so as to obtain, as it were, a reserve of gas to draw from,

I have found in practice that in branches of the type shown in

Fig. 3 a fairly good result is obtained by prolonging the ends of

the main tube about six inches past each end lead, and I believe

this is more effectual than increasing the diameter abnormally.

Fig. 4 illustrates a somewhat costly and elaborate system

of pipes to give equal distribution, as regards distance from car

burettor, to all the leads of a six-cylinder engine. The number

of corners that the gas is obliged to turn must militate against

efficiency, besides the condensation which is certain to occur.—ccccceooo

THE PRINCE HENRY OF PRUSSIA

TOURING COMPETITION.

SOME details of the Piince Henry of Prussia Touring Com

petition, which is to be held in Germany next year, in the

place of the Herkomer event, have just been issued. It was

originally intended to make the contest one solely for amateurs, but

it was represented to Piince Henry that, if this was adhered to,

German manufacturers would have no event during 1908, and it

 

The First Four-Wheel Wolseley Car.

The vehicle was built in 1898-9 ; it was fitted with a 3-h.p. horizontal engine having
a meehanlcally-operated inlet valve, and three tpeeds obtained by a single belt.

was finally decided that they should be admitted. Measures have

been taken, however, to place amateurs driving their own cars

on a comparative equality with expert drivers. The general

conditions upon which the contest will be run may be briefly

stated as follows :—Each day competitors will be allowed to spend

one hour in making adjustments, oiling, and filling up the tanks

with petrol and water ; classification will be by cylinder capa

city and car weight; the order of starting each day will be

governed by the horse-power of the cars ; the speed of the vehicles

will be regulated by official vehicles, which will accompany the

competitors on their daily runs. The competition will occupy

seven days, the course being laid from Berlin to Frankfort. On

the first day the competitors will cover a distance of 476 kilo

metres from Berlin to Dantzig ; the second day's stage will end

at Stettin ; the third at Kiel. The fourth day will he a day of

rest, and on the fifth the route will be from Kiel to Hamburg,

via Flensburg, during which a speed test will probably be held.

The sixth day's stage will be from Hamburg to Dusseldorf, via

Bremen, and the tour will conclude the next day, after a hill-

climbing contest between Dusseldorf and Frankfort. No fewer

than six prizes, in addition to Prince Henry's Cup, will be offered.

The Gerrran Imperial Automobile Club will be responsible for

the organisation of the campetition.

THE COMPLETE MOTORIST.*

WHEN Sir Dyce Duckworth last week referred to the-

present era as th9 Motorial Age, and regretted the-

m, decadent effect it was having, in his view, on the

womanhood of the country, he had not seen "The Complete

Motorist" of Mr. Filson Young. For that work contains a-

letter from Lady St. Heliers which is such an able defence of

the lady motorist that even Sir Dyce would have recognised

how grossly unfair he was in his generalisations with regatd to-

ladies and motoring. She writes of the fascination of motoring,,

and " tho enjoyment of the consciousness that you are getting

away from your fellow creatures, that every man, woman, child,

village, hamlet or town is a landmark passed on the journey

which you would like to lead to perfect solitude. There is no

sensation so enjoyable— except that of riding a good horse in a>

fast run—as driving in a fast motor." This ill accords with the

learned knight's ideas of a slower age, in which speed shall h we

no place and women shall lag behind.

How we have arrived at the present stage of speed is well

told by Mr. Filson Young, whose book is now in a seventh

edition. We have the familiar story of the midnight rides of

Trevithick on Cornish roads, of Cugnot's machine attacking the

wall, of Hancock's success in running steam 'buses seventy years

ago, of Gurney's services and of the hostility of the tollgate

people towatds the new locomotion of the pre-Victorian da> s.

Then came a great void, and when Daimler appeared upon the

scene it was with the internal combustion engine, upon the basio

principles of which the modern automobile has been evolved.

Several types of Twentieth Century petrol cars are described,

including the Crossley, Daimler, Lanchester, Humber, Siddeley,

Austin, Mors, Kenault and Sizaire-Naudin. The White is illus

trated and its good features described, while we congratulate

Mr. Young on the omission from the present edition of tho

account of a steam car which has not yet found its way to the

market, and of which, consequently, nothing can rightly be said.

Practical chapters are concerned with the selection of the

car, its use and running, and also its care. He places the-

average annual mileage of a small car in constant use at 5,000

miles, and suggests that a vehicle so well employed should be

thoroughly overhauled in every detail once a year so that all

worn parts may be replaced. That " boon and bane of motor

ing"—the pneumatic tyre—has a chapter to itself, and the

motorist is told that his neglect and misuse of the tyre is the

cause of maDy of his troubles. A good word is said for the

Palmer Cord tyre, and the practical person is advised to equip

the rear wheels of his touring car with nail catchers, which often,

prevent puncture—and that is always better than repairing the

same. Reference is also made to the literature of motoring, and

while we thank Mr. Young for placing on record the work of the

M.C.J, in populariiing motoring, we would remind him that it

is now in its ninth, not its sixth year. Anyhow, our readers

will recognise the accuracy of the statement that the Journal

" gives the purchaser more for his mcney than any other motor

car paper with the possible exception of the ."

The least satisfactory part of a really valuable work is the

appendix. Here we have the report on the Small Car Trials

at Hereford in 1904—almost ancient history in the automobile

world. These might well have been omitted, and the report

on this yesr's Scottish Trial could usefully have taken its place.

Seeing that, like Tennyson's brcok, cars may come and cars

may go, such lists should always be brought well up to the time

of writing. Otherwise we have nothing but praise for a book

that occupies a well-worn corner of our bookshelves, and which

Mr. Filson Young's facile pen has invested with an easy interest,

for all men, whether they drive or not It has, in fact, become

a standard volume.

The Newcastle Corporation is being invited by the Town

Improvement and Streets Committee to purchase a motor-car

for the service of the City Engineer's Departmtnt.

* " The Complate Motorist," by Filson Young, with 136 illus

trations. London : Methuen and Co.
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THE STEWARD TUBELESS SEMI-

FLASH BOILER.

ABOUT a year ago we had our attention drawn to an

ingenious type of tubeless semi-flash boiler which has

been devised by Mr. G. R. Steward, M.Inst. M.E., of

28, Victoria Street, Westminster, a gentleman who has had a

long experience of engineering work, and more especially in the

marine branch, he having bean connected with Messrs. J. Penn

and Sons, of Greenwich, and later on his own account as an

engineer and shipbuilder at Blackwall. During the past

twelve months Mr. Steward has been busily engaged in

perfecting the boiler, which has recently been submitted to

■a series of trials, when some noteworthy results were

■attained. The distinctive features of the generator are the

entire absence of the tubes, which usually are the cause

■of considerable trouble, and of the usual crown plate.

As will be seen from the sectional view, Fig. 2, the boiler consists

of a number of hollow concentric cones which form annular water

spaces, connected together by pipe3 g, which form the steam and

waterways. The spaces between the cones form combustion

chambers, and thus—with the exception of the outer shell—the

water spaces are heated on both of .their sides. The

main feed to the boiler is carried in at the bottom, and is col

lected from the special reservoir at the top of the generator.

It will be noticed that the water column in each cone shows a

distinct thinning away towards the water level, this being done

with the object of presenting a larger heating surface for the same

volume of water at this part where the temperature of the gases

is lower. In order to keep the water at a constant level a special

reservoir or water belt is provided, this being fixed to the

outer shell or casing, communication being made by small per

forations at the bottom of the reservoir for the water to pass into

the boiler, there being similar perforations at the top for the

steam to pass out. At the bottom of this reservoir is a circular

perforated pipe 2, supplied with live steam from the central super-

 

Fig. 1.—General View of Steward's Tubeless Semi-Flash Bailer-

beater, by means of which the boiler is fed with water at a

temperature somewhere near the boiling point. It will be

observed that the cones have a varying height, this design

having been adopted with the double object of giving

freedom to the gases at the bottom ends of the several

cones, and also of securing an increasing steam space to the

central cone previous to the steam entering the superheater.

The latter is placed inside the central cone, and, in order to

protect the superheater tube from extreme heat while raising

steam, it can be filled with water up to the water level through

a tube connected with outer cone /. The tube then forms part

of the generator, but when sufficient steam js raised it is closed

against the water, and performs the function of the super-heater.

It should be mentioned that the cones also vary in height at the

bottom so as to facilitate the draining of the water which passes

from the central cone to the next cone, and from that to the

outer annular space, where all the water can be discharged

through the drain cock at the bottom. The boiler is stated to

 

Fig. 2.—Sectional Elevation of Steward'! Tubeless Semi-Flash Boiler.

be practically primeless, it being claimed that the circular pipes

at the top of the two outer cones prevent water being carried

over, and any that is carried over is converted into steam on

reaching the superheater.

In the course of some recent tests, in which the heat was

furnished by a paraffin burner of the old Bunsen type, starting

with the boiler quite cold, the first indication of steam was re

corded within 1\ min. of lighting up, while the gauge registered

a pressure of 150 lbs. in 6J min. In order to maintain this

pressure the two main steam cocks were opened full and cold

water was pumped into the boiler and the pressure maintained

with but slight variation. The temperature at the top of the

flues in the uptake appeared to run high, averaging between

600 deg. and 700 deg. F., and the superheated steam between

500 deg. and 600 deg. F. The boiler, which can be adapted to

use either solid or liquid fuel, occupies a relatively small space,

which, combined with its quick steam raising capabilities, renders

it well adapted for use on pleasure or induslrial steam vehicles.

Argyll Motors, Ltd., have secured an order for a

14-16-h.p. 30 cwt. van from the Ga3 Department of the Glasgow

Corporation.

In the election for the Leuchars Division of the Fife County

Council the motor-car question is being discussed, one of the

candidates advocating the tarring of roads at the expense of the

motoring community.

Thb Leaborne Manufacturing Company, of Greenhill

Parade, Harrow, have opened the largest motor garage is the

district, and can undertake lathe work up to 24 in. diameter,

as well as H.F. vulcanising. A stock of tyres is kept. The

building has a commanding frontage of 120 ft. on the main

Pinner road, and is open day and night.

Some idea of the activity of Mr. J. E. Hutton, as well as

his success as a sporting motorist, is to be gleaned from the

pamphlet just issued by Messrs. J. E. Hutton, Ltd., giving an

account of the performances in which the Berli t car has been

distinguished at various club competitions, as well as in other

contests during the year now closing.
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CONTINENTAL N0TE5.

AnJAnti-Automobile Movement In Switzerland.

A good deal of antipathy is still being shown to motor-cars

in Switzerland; in the Canton Grisons their use has been for

bidden, while now a demand has been made by the Grand

Conseil of Zurich for more severe measures against motor traffic

for the protection of the public. The Government has replied

that it is impossible to prevent such vehicles being used, but it

is possible that an increase in the taxes on the same will

be made.

♦ ♦ ♦

The Training of Motor Repairers.

The Automobile Technical Association of Vienna is

organising a training school for motor repair work in the

rooms of the Handicrafts Exhibition. It is especially intended

for country blacksmiths, locksmiths, and other mechanics with a

knowledge of machinery, and besides helping to provide auto

mobile repair shops in country places the school will open up a

new means of livelihood to these workmen, many of whom have,

it is stated, lost a good deal of their original busine-s through

the introduction of automobiles. The school will be completely

equipped with tools and all requisites for the repair of cars. The

■course of instruction will last four weeks, and special provision is

to be made for the admission of workmen in poor circumstances

by the grant of a small pecuniary compensation for the time

spent in the school.

The Paris Salon. ♦ ♦ ♦

At the lsst meeting of the French Chambre Syndicate de

1'Automobile the question as to the future of the Paris Salon was

raised. Some members of the society bold that an annual

exhibition puts them to too much expense in view of the results

achieved, and that the interest of the buying public is also

diminishing. An exhibition every second year would, according

to them, be quite sufficient for all the purposes of the trade, and

some are even of opinion that an automobile show every four or

five years would be still better. La Chambre Syndicale is

determined to thresh out the matter thoroughly, and a circular

letter is being drawn up submitting a number of questions on the

subject to the many firms engaged in the motor-car and allied

industries in France.

♦ ♦ ♦

Speed Trials at Toulon.

A series of flying kilometre speed trials were held on the La

Crau road, near Toulon, on Sunday last. In the single-cylinder

class the best time was made by Popham on a Sizaire-Naudin,

who covered the kilometre in 1 min. 1 2-5 sec. In the four-

cylinder car section, between 91 and 100 mm. bore, Mouren on

a La Buire was the victor in 42 sec, while the fastest time,

39 2-5 sec, of the day went to the credit of M. Mery, on a

Lorraine-Dietrich.

Instructing the Children.

The Automobile Club du Rhone has, with the approval of

the local educational authorities,' just taken a step which it is

hoped will have beneficial results. The departure in question is

the drawing up of a notice which is to be posted up in all of the

schools in Lyons, warning the children not to throw stones at

motor-cars, to pay particular attention to automobile and tram

way traffic, and not to cross the roads in front of vehicles. The

masters of the schools are also to occasionally give the scholars

veibal warning.

♦ ♦ ♦

French Motor-Car Imports and Exports.

The imports of foreign motor-cars and parts into France

during the ttn months ending with October last attained a value

of £287,280, an increase of £4,000 over the corresponding ten

months of 1906. During the same periods the exports of motor

cars and parts from France advanced from £4,572,120 to

£4,824,440.

♦ ♦ ♦

Motor Ambulances for Brazil.

The municipal authorities of Rio Janeiro, Brazil, have

lately ordered from the De Dietrich Company four special

vehicles designed for use as ambulances, and also for the

transporb of police officials. The machines,} which will be of

16-20-h.p., will be fitted with closed bodies, having accommo

dation for twelve persons and a stretcher, as]well as a first-aid

equipment.

♦ ♦ ♦

The Two-Cycle Engine Competition.

The Technical Committee of the A.C.F. has awarded the

first prize in the recent competition of two-cycle petrol motors

to the engine entered by the Peugeot-Tony Huber firm, and the

second prize to that of M. Rene1 Legros, of Fecamp.

♦ ♦ ♦
The Coupe de la Presse.

At a meeting of the Competitions Committee of the A. O.F.

last week it was decided to again hold the Coupe de la Presse

contest in the first week of August, 1908. The rules will be

practically the same, except that the permitted weight of the cars

will be 1,750 kilogs, as against 1,650 kilogs this year. The

feature of the event, which consists of a race over a distance of

about 400 kilometres, is that it is run on a petrol allowance basis

of 19 litres per 100 kilometres, equal to about 15 miles to

the gallon.

♦ ♦ ♦

The Nice Automobile Week.

The programme of the annual automobile week at Nice has

been provisionally drawn up as follows:—March 22nd, Auto-

 

One of the cars need In the recent Military Manoeuvres in Italy.
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mobile Flower Fete ; March 23rd and 24th, Touring Contest ;

March 25th, Elegance Competition at Monte Carlo ; March 29th,

the Kilometre Bull's Eye Event; and March 31st, an auto

mobile paper chase.

♦ ♦ ♦

Miscellaneous Items.

Captain Renaud read a paper on Industrial Motor Vehicles

at a meeting this week of the Automobile Club Seine-et-Oise.

The Automobile Club d'Ostende et du Littoral has just been

formed in Oatend, with Count Henri Visart de Bocarme as first

president. A company has just been formed to introduce a

service of taximeter cabs in the town of Lille. The Grosser

Berliner Omnibus Gesellschaft has lately put a Stoltz single-deck

steam omnibus in service. The " Auto's " concours de pannes

has again been postponed, but is to be definitely held on Sunday

next, the 15th inst Messrs. Renault Freres have presented a

14-h.p. four-cylinder engine to the testing laboratory of the

French Automobile Club. -The Austrian Automobile Club is

preparing to celebrate the completion of its tenth year of

existence on the 6th February next. A company is being

formed in Landser, Alsace, to establish a public motor-car

service between Muhlhausen, Obersteinbrunn, and Habshein.

The Marchese Ferrero di Vintimiglia has been elected president

of the Italian Automobile Club in place of the deceased Prince

Strozz'.
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 As will be seen from our

Lighting-up Time Table, the

times of illuminating motor-cars

will gradually extend after next

week.

With the exception of one

man who is under the control of

the North-Eastern Automobile Association, the whole of the

road agents of the Motor Union have been withdrawn from duty.

At the Paris Salon President Fallieres was greatly impressed

by the cord-laying machine on the Palmer Tyre Company's stand,

PAUWH

HERE AND THERE.
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which was one of the features of the show. The principle c f the

well-known cord tyre was carefully explained to the President,

and the remarkably ingenious piece of mechanism, now so

familiar to the majority of motorists on this side of the Channel,

satisfactorily performed the cord-laying process in his presence.

The King of Greece also was deeply interested in the machine,

and stayed for quite a long time at the Palmer stand. The first

public performance of cord tyres in France has been received

with acclamation by public and Press alike, and it is evident that

Palmers will receive a large share of futnre tyre business over

there.

The L.G.B. regulation as to the speed of motor-cars being

reduced to ten miles per hour over that portion of the main

road from London to Brighton which passes through Handcross,

between the milestones indicating thirty-three and thirty-

four miles from London, comes into force to-day (Saturday).

The "Industrial Motor Review" for December con

tains practical articles with regard to the running of

motor-vehicles for the transport of goods, including state

ments of actual costs and running expenses. There is also

a complete review of the motor-vehicles, tractors, &c, at the

Smithfield Show, and an important paper on the organisa

tion and management of a public service garage.

Mr. Henry Moore sends us a photograph of his new

garage in the Regency Mews, Preston Street, Brighton.

This is within 200 yards of the Hotel Metropole, and is

composed entirely of private lock-up compartments evi

dently of ample proportions for large touring cars. In

the front of each lock-up is a washing ground, a separate

hose being supplied for every vehicle, thus avoiding delay

in getting the cars ready for the road. A chauffeurs' room

has also been provided. The firm of Moore of Brighton, Ltd.,

have also erected a similar garage in Norton Mews, Hove, con

structed on equally good lines.

A Japanese company has lately commenced to manufac

ture motor-cars in a small way in Tokio. The first vehicle was

completed a few weeks ago, and it is claimed that every part

was built in Japan, with the exception of the tyres, lamps,

springs and coil. The car is more on American lines than

English, being fitted with a 12-b.p. engine located at about the

centre of the frame under the body ,

Messrs. Archibald Gray

and Co., of High Street, and

Quarry Hill, Guildford, have

been appointed official repairers

to the Royal A.C.

At 18, Charing Cross Road,

W.C., in a fine position opposite

the offices of the M.C.J., are premises with a total floor area of

23,000 square feet, which are unlet. They are admirably adapted

for the purposes of an automobile showroom.

Mrs. A. E. Perkins, of Okehampton Road, Kensal Bise,

N.W., has won the motor car offered by Messrs. Lipton in con

nection with their recent Limerick competition.

A motor-car containing an American bride en route to St.

George's Church, Hanover Square, W., on Tuesday broke down

and nearly led to the postponement of the wedding.

Mr. W. H. Dorey, of 14, Rue Torricelli, Paiis, informs us

that he has been appointed sole foreign agent for the new

Vacuum silencer, illustrated in the M.C.J, of the 30th ult.

On Sunday next a general rearrangement of fares by the

various motor-'bus companies in London will be inaugurated, and

many of the stages of the penny fares will be considerably

reduced.

Amongst the candidates at the most recent examination of

the Royal A.C. were several motor-'bus drivers from the Motor

Schools, Ltd. In the event of success in the examinat:on, they

will be employed by the Vanguard Company.

At last week's meeting of the Insurance Institute of Ireland,

held at Dublin, Mr. Llewellyn Meredith, of the International

Insurance Company, read a paper on motor vehicle insurance, in

the course of which he described the general development of the

motor-car industry.

Messrs. Gamage's Sportsman's Pocket Diary for 1908

consists of nearly 200 gilt-edged pages, on good thin bank paper,

and well bound. It is less than a quarter of an inch in thickness ;

sixty-four of its pages contain useful tables, charts, and informa

tion of sports and pastimes ; there are also memoranda p*ges,

well arranged cash account pages and a section for recording

cost of motor-car maintenance. It is also fitted with a patei t

self-opening memo tablet and pencil, and contains a free £1,000

insurance policy.

The accompanying illustration shows an 18-24 h.p. Fiat car,

which has recently been supplied to the order of the Crown

Agents for tho Colonies for the personal use of Sir William

Taylor, the Resident General in the Federated Malay States. The

Roi des Beiges body is painted dark green with white lines, the

 

upholstery being to match ; and it is interesting to note that it

has been built at the Fiat Company's Motor Body Building

Department at Brighton. Special attention has been paid to

rendering the car thoroughly suitable for use abroad ; and with

this object in view all four wheels are shod with Moseley

Perfect Detachable tyres of uniform size, 36 by 5 inches. £ mM.

Seven motor-cars of different makes are now available for

hire at Messrs. Randall's motor depot, in the High Street,

Andover. The firm have a garage in the White Hart Hotel

yard, and have also a motor establishment at Ludgershall, Wilts-
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The Irish A.C. is about to put up 200 danger poets and

signs in various parts of the Emerald Isle.

Mr. G. B. Gentle, Chief Constable of Brighton, has been

elected an honorary member of the Royal A.C.

—ss-The Erie (U.S.A.) Motor Club is awarding prizes to the

road supervisors in the district for the best kept stretches of

roads.

^-^Commodious premises at 14, Corporation Road, Newport,

Mon., have been opened by Mr. F. Turner, of the Alexander

Motor and Cycle Works.

At Brisbane, Messrs Howard and Co. are extending their

show-room capacity to meet the colonial demands for the Rover

and Reo cars, their agencies for which have proved extremely

popular.

Elsewhere in the present issue we conclude the publication

of an interesting article describing a motor tour in Brittany, one

of the most picturesque districts of France. It is from the pen

of Mr. Francis Miltoun, and first appeared in our American

contemporary, " The Automobile."

The Jones Speedometer Company, of New York, have

recently introduced a speed-control governor which enables the

occupants of the closed portion of a motor-car to limit the speed

of the vehicle at will. The apparatus consists of four elements—

A, a speedometer provided with contacts at certain points ; B,

a circuit-breaker acting on the igaition ; C, a speed-control dial ;

and, lastly, a source of current (dry cells). C is placed in the

rear portion of the vehicle, while B may be conveniently placed

anywhere in the ignition circuit. The pointer on C being
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placed at any figure—10, 15, 20, 25, or 30 miles per hour—

when the indicating finger of the speedometer reaches the corre

sponding figurd current from the battery cells passes through the

circuit and energiseB the electro magnets in B, causing them to

attract an armature which breaks the engine ignition circuit.

When the speed falls below the set figure the armature is

demagnetised snd the ignition circuit is again completed. An

arrangement of the apparatus to act on the throttle instead of

on the ignition is also being manufactured. Messrs. Markt and

Co., 6, City Road, EC, are the agents for the Jones Company in

this country.

On Tuesday Mr. W. T. Clifford Earp set up four new

records on the Brooklands Track on his 60-h.p. six cylinder

Thames car, viz ■—Fifty miles, 39 min. 10-29 sec. ; one hour,

76 miles 453 yards ; 150 miles, 1 hour 58 min. 34-l sec. ; two

hours, 151 miles 146'8 yards.

From the Touring Ciub of Italy come copies of four

additions to the excellent series of maps of Italian roads they

are publishing ; they deal respectively with the Rome, Naples,

Civita Vecchia and Frosinone districts, and will be found useful to

all who contemplate a tour by road in Italy.

REPAIRS to motor tubes can be very neatly finished by

coating the repairs with a special colouring cement before

vulcanising. A preparation for this purpose has just been

introduced by Messrs. Harvey Frost and Co , Ltd. This secures

the repair being made invisible after execution, the colour or

tint of the repa'r being identical with the hue of the tube. The

new material is known as the H.F. Red Colouring Cement.

The Milo Motor and Engineering Company hive good

facilities for motor repair work at their establishment in the

High Road, Chadwell Heath, Essex.

In the Tangye motor-car jack, which is being marketed by

the United Motor Industries, Ltd., the drivin » worm is provided

with a sliding as well as a rotary motion. It is specially designed

for use with vehicles weighing up to 35 cwt.

The Elaste3 Company, Ltd., have issued a pamphlet giving

extracts from the many letters of appreciation they have received.

These testify to the good results that have followed the adoption

of Elastes by many motorists who have given the preparation a

thorough teat on roads of all descriptions.

It is noteworthy that a commencement has been made in

France in the way of a return to the old form of sloping engine

bonnet, there being several new cars on view at the recent Sabn

in which the shape adopted is similar to that made familiar

during recent years by the Renault and C.G.V. firms.

A handy Guide to the interesting Cannock Chase district,

especially designed for the use of motorists, has been issued from

the Shrewsbury Arms Hotel at Rugeley. This hotel has a well-

equipped garage, and the value of the Guide is increased by the

table of the principal routes passing through the town, with the

mileages to important districts beyond.

Messrs. Perry, Thornton, and Schrieber, the British

Agents for the Ford cars, have sent us a copy of the booklet

they have prepared, giving full instructions how to remove any

part of these cars from the frame should they need repair, and

the best method of effecting the same when necessary. Hints

are also given as to methods of adjustment and inspection, while

a few pages are devoted to notes on some of the common sources

of trouble to which all motor vehicles are subject. The booklet

also contains a full price-list of spare parts for the 15-18-h.p.

Ford car ; these are all numbered, and the majority illustrated,

so that users will be able to obtain duplicates with a minimum

of trouble. Altogether the list is one which will prove indis

pensable to users of these vehicles, and will also be found to

contain much that should prove useful to motor-car repairers.

Having realised that there is a demand for small motors of

substantial design which can be run direct off electric lighting

mains without a scries resistance, the Crypto Electrical Com

pany, of Bermondsey Street, London, S.E., have just put on the

market two machines, of respectively J-h.p. and £-h.p. which

they claim will require a minimum amount of attention, and

work for years without costly repairs. The brush holder is of

the self-adjusting type, fitted with carbon brushes, the machine

running sparklessly from no load to full load without altering

the position of the brushes. The armature is of the slotted drum

type, and the commutator is built up of hard drawn copper

segments assembled under hydraulic pressure. The fields are

former wound and taped and can be shunt or series wound. We

may add that both sizes of the machine are arranged to work as

dynamos when required.

A feature of Messrs. Charles Letts's Diaries which has con

duced in no small degree to their great success is the patent self-

opening memo, tablet. This is a simple contrivance by means

of which the diary always opens at the place in use, whilst

memoranda written on the tablet are brought prominently under

the eye, and, as soon as attended to, may easily be removed by a

moistened rag or sponge. Another feature of Charles Letts's

Diaries is the .£1,000 accident insurance coupon. Over £8,000

has been paid in claims resulting from recent railway and other

accidents. An entirely new series of householders' combination

insurances is for the first time included in the 1008 diaries. To

the details of production the greatest care is given ; the papers

are really good, the ruling and printing are evidently carried

out by most accurate machinery, the perfect register and even

ness of the work being a marked feature. In the binding, silk

is used for sewing the pocket diaries in preference to thread,

equal strength and much greater neatness being secured. The

diaries also include those for the office desk, others devised so*

that the space for one week appears at an opening, and others

specially prepared for commercial service. Altogether, the

Charles Letts Diaries well maintain their old reputation.
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Correspondence.

[Letters to the Editor should be addressed to the offices, 97SS, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.]

THE BROOKLANDS FATAL ACCIDENT.

An Apology.

In our issue of October 5th, 1907, we printed a letter from a corre

spondent who criticised the driving of Mr. Sydney Smith in the race in

•which Mr. Hermon was killed.

We desire to express our great regret to Mr. Sydney Smith for having

allowed the letter to appear in our columns, and we offer him our sincere

-apologies for any possible annoyance which its publication may have

caused, and we unreservedly withdraw the letter. Mr. Sydney Smith is

a motor driver of great skill and experience, and there was no founda

tion in fact for the suggestion of our correspondent that his manage

ment of his car was a cause of the accident, or that he was in any way

negligent upon the unfortunate occasion in question. We hope that Mr.

Sydney Smith will accept this as a full apology, and we shall be happy, if

he desires it, to insert any further statement on the matter.

COBDINGLEY & Co.

ALCOHOL TESTS.

To «H> Editor ot The Motor-Oar Journal.

Sir,—Again we have Mr. Edge experimenting for the benefit of

motorists in general by carrying out tests, the results of which he gives

in his letter published in a recent issue.

manufacturing centre. For instance, suppose the manufacture were

conducted at Silvertown, the price would be about 4d. per gallon less

than the present price of petrol to the retailers in the London district.

Surely such a state of things is worth a very big effort on the part of

motorists. And the other advantages of Biich an indigenous supply of

fuel, are they not written in the report of the Fuels Committee?

Going back to Mr. Edge's experiments, I should like to know

whether he adjusted the float to compensate for the i» creased specific

gravity of the fuel, otherwise, of course, his jet level would be so low

that starting would be weary work.

Personally, I think the success of alcohol-benzole fuel, at a reason

able price, will depend upon whether it can be substituted for petrol on

existing engines without any permanent or drastic alteration to carbu

rettor or compression, so that if you run out of acohol-benzole in the

country, and you cannot get a further supply, you simply put petrol into

your tank and rice versa.

With a little ingenuity surely some mechanism could be arranged,

so that if alcohol-benzole were substituted for petrol, a small calibrated

weight could be dropped on the float to increase its specific gravity.

And as to compression, some mechanical device could, I think, be intro

duced to vary this in the manner that I do it at present, but, of course, •

more expeditiously, viz., iu my valve pockets I have cups screwed in with

about | in. depth of thread. If I wish to reduce my compression, for

the one copper and asbestos washer I substitute two, having between

them a faced iron ring of the required depth, thus the cups are raised

out of the valve pockets, and the compression reduced. The compression

  

Some Trials with a Saurer 30-h.p. Single-deck Motor-'Bus :h»ve lately been made in the mountainous districts of the Southern Tyrol.

Tie above illustrations depict the vehicle near the summit of the Fordoijoeh, 7,380 ft. above sea level, and on the Bolle Pass, 6,500 ft.
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After the publishing of the Fuels Committee Report, I had hoped to

see some official body conduct tests on a mixture of alcohol and benzole,

and in my evidence before that committee I strongly advocated the

trial of such a combination. However, as no steps had apparently been

taken in this direction, I determined to commence the work myself, and

had already fixed a separate calibrated full tank, with gauge glass, on

my dash for this purpose, when, as so frequently happens, Mr. Edge " got

there first."

i ,™ Until we can put before the authorities some practical results,

we cannot expect them to seriously consider the amendment of tbe

Excise duty to the end that we may have cheap alcohol as a fuel,

and, therefore, Mr. E<lge deserves our thanks for his initiative.

Suppose there was no Excise duty on alcohol for fuel purposes, at

once the manufacture of this spirit from peat, sawdust, &c, would

become a great industry in this country, and 90 per cent, alcohol

-could be sold wholesale in bulk, with a good margin of profit, at 3d.

per gallon. (I am taking here the figures of Sir William Ramsay

and Mr. Thomas Tyrer.) At the same time an impetus would be

given to the installation of plant for the recovery of benzol from coke

ovens, and I think, having in view the evidence that Mr. Ledoux

■gave before the Fnels Committee, that Sd. per gallon would be a fair

price at which to put tbe benzole in wholesale quantities, with a fair

margin of profit. Now I have reason to believe that if the carburettor

level be adjusted to suit the specific gravity of the mixture, two parts

of alcohol and one part of benzole cm be used with satisfactory

results. The wholesale cose of such mixture would be under 5a.

per gallon, and allowing 2d. for expenses connected with the packing in

two gallon tins, and delivery within twenty miles, it brings as to7d. per

gallon as the wholesale price to the retailer within that radius of the

can be increased above its normal by using a somewhat deeper cup, but,

of course, care has to be taken to give the valve clearance.—Yours

truly,

A. DwGKHAM.

THE HORSE-POWER OF PETROL MOTORS.

To the Editor of The Motor-Cur Journal.

Sir,—For the last few years I have called attention, shortly after

the Show, to thecurions want of uniformity in the horse-powers applied

to various sized engines by their respective makers. Some few years

back I wrote an article for one of the motoring papers, dealing with

an attempt to obtain a unit upon which to b*se a rating of horse powers

of engines. I failed, bat in the course of the argumemt contained in

that article I was instrumental, I believe, in doing away with the

formula which accepted revolu'ions per minute as one of the necessities

for rating horse-powers. Shortly after that article, practically every

club in Europe did away with tbe old formula which included " revolutions

per nvnute. ' I trust my perseverane \ I might call it ray annual

perseverance, may one day result in the unit being established by which

the ptiolic may comptre what they are purchasing.

The Royal Automobile Club have a formula which is not a bad one,

and yet is not a good one. The French have a formula of litre measure

ment, of which [ personally approve, bur, I should like to repeat the

same remarks that I have often applied before, " the. unit that may be

used for rating an engine is immaterial so long as it is kept within

reasonable limits, subject to every manufacturer being forced to use the

same unit." If the Royal Automobile Club were to think fit, it might

impose upon all those firms a stringent rule to catalogue the Uorse
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powers of the engines under the club rating, under the penalty of

refusing to permit any car to enter races when the manufacturers

did not apply the denomination given according to the club rating.

I do not wish it to be thrown at me that I am not practising what I

am preaching. I admit it ; bnt, so long as everyone is pei mitt ed to do as

he or,'they think fit, tben those who are desirous of accepting a standard

must not be blamed for following the bad example.

To impress upon your readers the peculiar state of the present

position, I will, with your permission, cite a few extraordinary cases,

showing how the catalogues of the various makers are apt to

deceive purchasers into misunderstandings which in all probability

the manufacturers do not desire, but which, notwithstanding, exist.

The Nordenfelt, De Dietrich, Itala, Weigel and Spa of 130 mm. I ore are

all termed in their) respective catalogues 40-b.p. The Renault with,

exactly the-same bore, is called 35-h.p. The Mercedes, with 10 mm. less

bore, is called 5-b.p. more, or it is called 10-b.p. more than the Renault,

notwithstanding that it is 10 mm. less bore than any of them. Exactly

the same thing applies to the 40 b. p. Benz car. This is 10 mm. less bore

than the first mentioned cars, but it is denominated 40-h.p., or exactly

the same. The 40-h.p. Wcstinghouse is 10mm. less bore than the ftala,

Weigel, Spa, &c, but it is denominated the same. It is exactly the

same bore as the 45-h.p. Mercedes, but it is denominated 5-h.p. less.

Taking the reverse side of the picture, we find that the Rochet -

Schneider is 10 mm. more than the Weigel, Itala, Spa, &c, but it is called

the same. It is 15 mm. more than the Mercedes, Austin, Benz, &c, but

it is called 5-h.p. less than the first named, and the same as the cars

following.

1 J; will now deal with smaller cars, where the results are still more

extraordinary. A 20-h.p. Charron is 10 mm. bigger in bore than a

28-h.f>. Pipe. The Poithos has exactly the same bore as the Charron,

 

The 20-22-h.p. West-Aster Car, with bodywork by Messrs. A. Meier

and Son, Eedhill. which has lately been supplied to the Bight Hon.

Viscount Fowerscourt, of Ireland.

bnt is called 4-h.p. more, and the Weigel 25-h.p. car has exactly the

same bote as both the Porthos and the Ctiarron, and is called 1-h.p more

than one, and 5-h.p. more than the other. The 25-h.p. Weigel with

110mm. bore is denominated 1-h.p less than the Metnllurgique which is

denominated 26-h.p. with 4 mm. less bore. The 25-h.p. Gladiator is

5 mm. less than the20b.p. Spyker. or the 25-h.p. Weigel, the 20-h.p.

De Dietrich, or the 25-h.p. St raker-Squire. The 26-h.p. Talbot is 5 mm.

less than cars denominated by ihe smieb.p , such as the Straker -Squire,

Swift, &c, bnt the 25-h.p. Brown is 10 mm. less than cars mentioned

above.

It will be impossible to give a proper set of examples in any letter,

bat there is sufficient written above to make one wonder how ihe un

initiated buying public, the greater part of wbom do not profess to have

any technical knowledge, is able to dUcnminate between one car and

the other. He buys a vehicle with, let us say, 100 mm. 1 ore, and believes,

according to the catalogue that he has, let us say, a 25 h. p. car. He

meets a friend who b*8 ali-o pui chafed a new car, and his friend with

envy says " How lucky you are. I could not have invested in so high

a h.p. car as yonrs. Mine is oi ly 15-h.p." On examination it

is fennd that the gentleman who could not afford lob y the alleged

higher-powered car has an ei gine with j erhaps 10 mm. m-re born His

enry is turned to scorn and he tbinks h>s friend has been swind ed.

I do not wish to suggest that he is swindled, or that the bigger the bore,

the bigger results. There is much that depeids up n t'.e knowledge of

the manufacturer. But all this is unknown to the purebast-r, he judges

by the size of the engine in the Hay» of his ini iati n into the mysr cries

of motoring, the same as he jm'ges his p rchase by the pure £ s. d.

There is not the slightest doubt that the honour of the motor industry is

often called into question by the curious want of uniformity in the

description of the goods sold by different firms, and I think it would be-

adding materially to the confidence the public place in the trade

generally, if means were obtained by which, in di fining the h.p., a

method of comparison existed. It would certainly add to the life of

the salesman who is bombarded by questions as to why a small engine-

denominated by a higher b.p. is more powerful than a bigger engine

denominated by a smaller h.p. It would equally save him the necessity

of entering into many false explanations which are made, firstly to sell

bis goods, and secondly because as a rule the salesman knows as little

abont the matter as the purchaser.

I am equally convinced that every firm of note and standing in

this country would be happy to see some method adopted to bring to an'

end the present state of thing", and I have very little doubt that if:

either the Royal Automobile Clnb or the Society of Motor Manufac

turers weie to take the matter up with their foreign correspondent?,,

some means could be obtained for universal rating, which should be

enforced upon manufacturers under tome penalty which one of thete-

bodies may have at their command.—Yours truly,

D. M. Weigel.

THE WORLD'S RECORD FOR RELIABILITY.

To THI Editob or The Motor-Gar Journal.

Sir,—I agree with Captain Corbet that it is unfortunate that there

should have been differences between Rolls-Royce, Ltd., and the London-

and Parisian Motor Company, Ltd., concerning the results of the trials

of 15,000 miles of the Hotchkiss and Rolls-Royce cars. I ventured to-

state tint I thought there had been a cleiical error in the pronounce

ment by the Royal Automobile Club that the "reliability" of a car-

relates to the amount of time spent in adjustments and replacements to

keep it running on the road. Captain Corbet and your readers may be

interested to know that this extraordinary definition has now been

withdrawn by the R.A.C..

So long as the R.A.C. permits it, Captain Corbet, as a business man,

is peifectly within his rights in claiming as a merit for the Hotchkiss

car the fact that only 6 nun. 40 sec. per day were spent in its adjust

ment in the motor-house as compared with 28J min. per day spent in

adjustment to the Rolls-Royce car. But since this claim would appear

to be made in order to persuade people that the Hotchkiss car should-

therefore be bought in preference to the Rolls-Royce car, I must, so>

long as the claim is repeated, remind the public that economy in time

spent on adjustments can only be justified provided that other records

show that no further adjustment was necessary, or could be of benefit.

If the R.A.C. were not to permit partial statements to be made, we

should, I think, find that Captain Corbet would quickly cease to claim

economy in adjustment as a merit, since comparative figures would show-

that wheieas the additional time spent in the adjustment of the Rolls-

Royce a' compared with the Hotchkiss was of a value of only £3 6s. Id.,

the value of the fuel required to propel the Hotchkiss over 15,000 milesv

was €127 5s. 2d. as against the Rolls-Royce £62 10s., or a difference of

£64 15s. 2d.

In thanking you for the courtesy you have extended to us in allow

ing us to make these statements in your correspondence columns, I

would like to assure you that we do not propose to encroach upon your

valuable space any further in connection with this matter.—Yonrs-

truly,

C. Johnson.

[This correspondence is now closed.]

ADJUSTING VALVE GEARS.

To THJt Editob o» The Motor-Gar Journal.

Sir,—In reassembling a mot<r which has been taken apart how

should one proceed to adjust the valve cam gearing so that the exhaust

valve will be lifted at the correct point in the stroke of the Diston ? Any

information you or any readers of the M.O.J, can give me on the point

will be esteemed by —Yours truly,

R» Appleton.

[Replying to our correspondent, in the first instance it is necessary

to determine the irection theengke has to run (as this depends entirely

on the valve setting), after which it wil be necessary to ascertain the

position of the piston in the cylinder. Thi* can usually be done by

putting a small rod through the compression tap, or still better by

removing the same. Now to set the exhaust valve : turn the engine

slowly roun - in the direction it has to run, until the piston is about

an inch from the bottom of the downward stroke, the exhaust valve

should then be set to commence to lift ; after putting the cam in this posi

tion slo ly turn the engine round until the piston has completed its-

upward siroke, when the valve should be fully closed. If this is not so,

but it still r> mains open, the cam should be shifted back a tooth and

again tr ed. l> t'us is carefully followed our correspondent will have

no difficulty in getting bis engine to run satisfactorily.]

THE VALUE OF THE DRIVER.

Tn thb Editob of The Motor-Gar Journal.

Sir —Reading many references to the Industrial Vehicle Trial, t

have been stuck with the several references to drivers, the critical note

of oo> respondents being somewhat pronounced. In perusing th.3

articles I have wondered whether the drivers of the motor-ran sent

out in delivery work are always as well equipped for their business
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as they should be. Often firms take up the motor-van, and, while

considering its points and advantages, entirely overlook the part

played by the driver in securing its efficient running under varying

conditions. The driver, too, should have attention, so that habits of

carelessness are checked and every encouragement given to him to

run the vehicle with as little wear and tear as possible. It has

occurred to me tbat in this particular way the columns of the Journal

may be useful in giving hints and soggestions that owners of motor

vehicles, whether used for business or pleasure, can place before the men

who drive these vans.

Fortunately in the development of the commercial vehicle we shall

be spared one of the drawbacks that occur in connection with the

pleasure car, and there will be no room for the man to drive a car,

do odd jobs, and a bit of gardening. Diivers of mechanically-pro

pelled vehicles for business purposes will be able to keep to thtir

vehicles, with the result, it is to be hoped, that they will quickly begin

to realise their peculiarities and requirements.—Yours truly,

A Eider.

ARE TWO IGNITIONS NECESSARY?

To ths Editor or The Motor-Car Journal.

SlB,—I noticed at the recent exhibition that many of the cars are now

fitted with two systems of ignition, usually a high tension magneto and coil

and accumulator. In view of the high degree of reliability now attained by

the former the question naturally arises as to whether the advantage

gained is sufficient to pay the added cost of equipment, and whether the

so-called double ignition really proves in practice to provide the actual

duplicate system it promises.

On this point there is reason for grave doubts. For where two sets

of sparking plugs are used, the idle set, being constantly exposed to the

has to be in good pulling order to go up on the first. I thought of takii g

out the engine and putting in a 9-h.p. or 12-h.p. Daimler engine. Would

the fly-wheel come in line with my present clutch, and would these

engines fit into the present inside frame, or would I require to put in a

new gear-box T I want no more speed on the level, but I want to get up

this hill faster.—Yours truly,

Slow Coach.

[The best thing that " Slow Coach" can do to get more power, with

out going to the expense of an entiiely new engine, is to obtain a larger

pair of cylinders and pistons from Mr. Frank Morris, of King's Lynn,

who has made a speciality of old Daimler rejuvenating for some years.

He also has a method of renewing the gear sleeves economically. The

fitting of an entirely new engine of 12-h.p. to this old car would prob

ably cost " Slow Coach " as much as he could pick up a complete second

hand vehicle of that power for, and we think he would, on the whole,

regret the outlay.]

AN OPTICAL ILLUSION?

To thi Editob of The Motor-Oar Journal.

SlB,—Watching the wheels of motor-cars when passing by we often

observe the spokes hesitate, or apparently stop, for the fraction of a

second, and then spin on again. This is clearest, of course, when the

wheels are painted a light colour. I presume it is an ocular illusion,

but should be greatly obliged to be furnished with a reference where an

explanation may be found.—Yours truly,

J 77.

[A wheel may be considered as a series of levers of the second order,

which radiate from a common centre. The ground is the fulcrnm, and as

each spoke is brought vertical with the ground under the hub it actually

 

Two of the Competing Lorriei-a Suddeutache Fabrik and a Buwing-in the recent German Industrial Vehicle Trials.

[Allgemcine Automobil Zeitung, Berlin.

play of oil and soot in the cylinders without the clarifying influence of

the spark, is liable to foul, and in road service generally is found to be

out of order when its services are required. This being the case, the

process of changing from one set of ignition to the other involves more

than the simple movement of the switch. In fact, it usually involves the

removal and cleaning of one or more of the plugs which have been

standing idle. Where a single set of pings is used with two possible

sources of primary current, on the other hand, no such difficulty exists.

Plug trouble is discernable at once, since the same sort of failme devel

oped with one source holds good when the other is tried. A brief test

at the terminalconnections on the engine, or on the coil, is then sufficient

to locate the seat of any trouble which may arise. Hence, all things con

sidered, the double plug system may be considered as not being alto

gether advantageous, and indeed superfluous.

As to the question of reliability, several years' use of the high tension

magneto has given ample assurance of the suitability of the arrange

ment for continuous and rigorous service. Its suitability may nollonger

be questioned. The additional security of the double system, while con

siderable, would hardly seem to be sufficient to compensate for the cost of

equipment, except in such cases, as already mentioned, where economy

is not a material consideration,—Yours truly,

J. WORTHINGTON.

A DAIMLER CAR QUERY.

To the Editor op The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—I shall be glad if you or any reader of the M.C.J, could give

me the following information. I have a 6-h.p. Daimler car in

public service which carries eight passenger?, and runs at twelve miles

per hour. I find that when the roads arelieavy I cannot get the car to

take the fourth speed. There is a very stiff hill on the road, and the car

(as well as apparently ) does stop for the fraction of a second. The spoke

which is travelling the fastest is that at the top of the wheel, and the

others vary proportionately to their relative positions in the series as

to their speed at any given moment. Therefore we think that what

" J 77 " notices can hardly be classed as a delusion. The hesitating effect

he describes may possibly be due to the various impressions received by

the retina of the eye, in much the same manner that " living pictures '

are obtained by rapidly following photographs. Doubtless light-

ooloured spokes would augment the effect, and perhaps also, in certain

positions of the observer in relation to the vehicle (as, for instance, when

it is turning a corner, and he can see the wheel remote from him through

the spokes of that near him), the illusion may be intensified. For here,

owing to the differential coming into play, one wheel over-runs the

other in proportion to the obliquity of the turning movement. There is

a book entitled " Paradoxes of Nature," which we believe has a reference

to optical delusions. This is written in a popular style, and is very

interesting generally ; but if "J 77" requires a thoroughly scientific

explanation, he will probably find it in any standard work on optics.]

C. S. would like to hear of an opportunity for acquiring aiknowledge

of the motor industry in the North of England.

One of the soundest pieces of advice that can be given to a motorist

is " Keep your brakts in order." However, this is often very much moie

easily said than don-. On the British and Colonial Daimler-Mei cedes

the braking system has had special attention paid to it, while the

question of adjustment has been carefully thought out. With the idea

of being able to take up any wear, however slight, instantly, a thumb

screw is fitted, by means of which the ends of the bands are drawn

together.
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CLUBS AND ASSOCIATIONS.

ROYAL.

New members of the Royal A.C. include Lord Newborongh, Sir

Alexander Baird, Bt., Sir Arthur Herbert, K.C.V.O., Lieut.-Col. C. D.

Radclifle, Capt. F. C. L. Symonds, J. P., and Mr. A. H. Leather-Culley,

J. P.
Mr. J. M. Gorham baring resigned from the committee of the club,

Mr. Philip Dawson has been co-opted thereon.

The name " Committee of Public Safety" has been given to the

committee which deals with warning signs and kindred matters.

It has been discovered that, when the current retail price of petrol

was Is. 2d. per gall., one of the hotels holding the R.A.C. appointment

whs charging Is. 6d. per gall. The name of the hotel has therefore

been removed by the Touring Committee from the official list.

<*-«, THE MOTOR CLUB.

The committee of the Motor Club have made a reciprocal arrange

ment with the Crystal Palace Club, by which members of the former

club can avail themselves of all the privileges enjoyed by the members

of the Palace Club, including free admission to the Palace and grounds.

Fa:ilities will be afforded for Motor Club gymkhanas, &c. There is

garage accommodation at the Palace.

SOUTHERN.

At the annual dinner of the Southern Motor Club at the Trocadero

Restaurant, London, Alderman G. Howlett presided, and, after the

 

Hiss Kitty Gordon in the new 28 h p. Daimler Cur she has lately

acquired. The vehicle li painted bine with blue mouldings and line

white lines.

loyal toasts had been honoured, Mr. Allen Vickera made interesting

reference to the club events during the past year.

Dr. Hopkins Walters, of Heading, proposed the toast of " The Motor

Union," referring to the meeting of the provincial clubs he had

convened at Reading in 1903 and which led to the formation of the

national organisation. The Union began with only ten clubs and a

small membership land now they had nearly 20,000 motorists within

their ranks. In leply Mr. Rees Jeffreys spoke of the good work dane

bv the delegates or the affiliated clubs, and claimed that there was

plenty of work to be done by each of the motoring societies without

clashing with other interests.

Mr. J. \V. Orde responded for the visitors, making the interesting

announcement that the international congress would probably adopt the

R. A.C. formula for future races. Other speakers included Mr. T. W.

staplee Firth and Mr. F. W. Worthy, the Mayor of Battersea.

KENSINGTON.

The club met at dinner on the 6th ins- t. at the Sonth Kensington

Hotel, the guests of the evening being Mr. and Mrs. C. Molesworth

Tuke, of Chiswick House. Covers were laid for fifty-five members

and their guests. After dinner, the chairman, Dr. L. C. Dobson,

welcomed the club's guests, alluding particularly to their hospitality on

the occasion of the gymkhana held last June at Chiswick House. In

replying, Mr. Tuke expressed the hope that he would see the club again

next year on a similar occasion.

Sir Neville Gunter is the president of the Society of Automobile

Mechanic Drivers, and Mr. G. O. Clarke the acting secretary.

On Saturday Dr. Ozaune presided at the annual dinner of the

Harrogate and District A.C.

CHESHIRE.

The first annual general meeting of the Cheshire A.C. was held at

the Gro3venor Hotel, Chester, on the 2nd inst. , Mr. T. H. Jackson,

J. P., being in the chair, and amongst those present being Messrs. A. G.

Jeans, J. P., G. S. Bonnalie, W. H. S. Oulton, D. Thornthwaite Brown,

J. Royston, Col. F. W. Blood, Dr. S. H. Brien, Alfred Tyrer, Dr.

Wilkinson, E. Mansfield, Alfred Mansfield, J. H. Burroughs, Col. Main-

waring, Dr. James Taylor, J. P., Jerome Smith, Wm. Jackson and

J. Alfred S. Hassall (hon. secretary). The report of the committee on

the work of the club during the past season was read and adopted, and

the hon. treasurer's statement of accounts was approved.

The Duke of Westminster was re-elected as patron. Mr. T. H.

Jackson was re-elected as president. The following vice-presidents were

elected : -Lord Mostyn, Hon. Cecil Parker. Sir Watkin W. Wynn,

Bart., Messrs. J. S. Harmood Banner, M.P., W. H. Lever, M.P., Harry

Barnston, Trevor Bosciwen, T. Gibbons Fro3t, Col. Hamersley, H. W.

Hind, J.P., James Moon, J.P., Alder, T. W. Oakshott, J.P., G. H. Rob

ertson, J.P., F. Sellars, J.P., Charles Threifall, J.P., Sir W. B. Forwood,

Bart., Mr. J. J. Evans, J. P., Col. Mainwaring and Mr. Fred Harrison,

J.P. Mr. A. G. Jeans, J.P., was re-elected chairman.

The following were elected to form the General Executive Com

mittee :—Sir Percy E. Bates, Bart., Messrs. E. L. Billson, Col. F. W.

Blood, V.D..D. Thornthwaite Brown, Dr. H. Dawson, J. ArnittDear.J.P.,

W. S. McDowell, Charles Mclver, T. D. Oakshott, Dr. H. Laird Pear

son, J. P., J. Royston, Jerome L. Smith, J. A. Stephens, Edgar Steven

son, M.D., Alfred Tyrer, Dr. S. Wilkinson, A. G. Wood. Mr. Wm.

Jackson was re-elected hon. treasurer, and Mr. J. Alfred S. Haasal was

re-elected hon. secretary. Messrs. F. W. Heape and W. K. Poulson

were re-elected hon. auditors.

CUMBERLAND MOTOR UNION.

The Cumberland Motor Union, of which Mr. H. A. P. Mawson, 66,

Lowther Street, Carlisle, is the secretary, is keeping a general watch

over the interests of motorists as a body in Cumberland, and, so far as

they are able, are getting the various local authorities to pay attention

to dangerous corners, unrolled metal, &c, as well as to see to the erection

of danger posts where necessary. The membership is necessarily very

much scattered, but the value of organisation has been amply demon

strated.

LINCOLNSHIRE.

Owing to the large area covered by this club it has been found

difficult to arrange for social events to take place during the winter.

The committee is, however, actively taking up the question of the

alleged damage to roads by motor traffic, and is instituting enquiries sa

to the expenditure per mile on the main roads both now and before the

advent of motor traffic.

The position created by the severance of the Royal A.C. and the

Motor Union will also receive careful consideration, though no action

will be taken before the receipt of statements from both bodies of the

causes of the split and of their policy for the future. The membership

of the club has increased during the present year from 17Q to 225.

SHEFFIELD AND HALLAMSHIRE MOTOR CYCLE

CLUB.

The third annual dinner and prize distribution of the Sheffield and

Hallamshire Motor Cycle Club was held on the 5th inst. at the Palace

Restaurant, Sheffield. There were about 130 ladies and gentlemen

present. Mr. J. H. Hall, the president of the club, was in the chair,

and among those present were Mr. F. O. Langton, secretary of the

Leeds Motor Cycle Club, Leeds; Mr. F. B. Cawood, Sheffield Automobile

Club ; and Mr. A. Lister, the secretary of the Sheffield Central Cycle

and Motor Cycle Club. Apologies were received from Mr. S. W. Carty,

Newcastle, and District Club, and Mr. Wilkinson, Lincoln County Club.

After the loyal and other toasts had been honoured, the prizes won

by members during the year were distributed, among the recipients

being Mrs. J. Haslam, Messrs. R. Penny, W. W. Evers, J. A. Lloyd,

J. W. Ardern, R. Key, J. H. Hall, W. Watts, S. Sawer, T. Durant,

J. W. Gould, J. Haslam, H. Bisby, W. Hill, H. Mallinder, A. Tarr, A.

Charles, O. H. Dudley, T. F. Turner, and W. A. Lister.

During the evening an interesting address was given by the president,

Mr. J. H. Hall, who said that motor-cyclists, in common with all other

sportsmen, had reason to complaim of the weather during the past

season. Notwithstanding this, however, the ranks of motor-cyclists in

the country had increased from 54,000 to 70,000. He referred at length

to the controversy between the Auto-Cycle Club and the Royal A.C,

and urged the necessity of a strong motor-cycle onion to take a line

independent to both bodies referred to. One of the things such a anion

could usefully look to was the question of the taxation of motors. The

car clubs would be too busy looking after their own case to give much

attention to motor-cyclists, and if there was any apathy among motor

cyclists in this matter they would have to pay dearly for it. The motor

cycle was already unfairly taxed as compared with the car, and they

wonld do well to have a strong union to look after their interests.

The members of the club have presented their president with a hand

some French ormolu clock and orn lments inscribed as follows : —Presented
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"by members of the Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C. to J. H. Hill,

Esq., their esteemed president, December 5th, 1907.

YORKSHIRE.

The Yorkshire A.C., which, together with its branches, boasts of a

membership of over 800, has opened its winter session with a successful

smoking concert at the Great Northern Victoria Hotel, Bradford. The

chair was taken by Mr E. H. Hepper, of L'ieds, who was supported by

Mr. G. H. Kent, of Bradford, and: a numerous company. An attractive

and interesting programme, arranged by Mr. E. E. Faiers, of Brad

ford, and the club's lion, secretary (Mr. Charles P. Wilson, of Leeds),

was contributed to by Messrs. Ernest Eigle, A. G. Hird, F. Samuels,

E. Swaine, Bert Boothroyd, H. Hajkell, and A. Pearce.

SCOTTISH.

At the meeting of the General Committee of the Scottish A.C.,

held at Edinburgh last week, it was reported that applications for speed

limits had been lodged by thirteen authorities, and that the Secretary

tor Scotland had during the year granted permits to reduce the speed

of motor-cars at such places as Aberfeldy, Kilmarnock, Forbes, Granton-

on Soey, &c.
It was resolved that no action should be taken with regard to the

difficulties arising between the Royal Automobile Club and the Motor

Union until the Scottish A.C. is in possession of the proposals from

both.
With regard to the trial for 1908, a scheme for co-operation with

the K. A.C. was adopted with certain conditions securing the supremacy

.of the organisation of the club north of the Tweed.

TASMANIA.

A meeting of those interested in forming a motor-car club has been

held at the Tourist Bureau, Hobart. Mr. C. E. W-bster was voted to

the chair, and the secretary pro tern. (Mr. A. Wertheimer) read the min-

rutes of the preliminary meeting held at Messrs. A. G. Webster and Son's

offices. The sub committee to draw up the rules and bye-laws handed

in draft of same, and they were adopted. A resolution was carried to

the effect that the secretary be instructed to have rales and bye-laws

forwarded, with a circular, to persons interested in the movement. Some

discussion concerning the election of officers, and also the proposed

motor-car traffic regulation Bill, took place.

The first annual dinner of the Bradford Motor-cycle Club has been

■ held at the head-quarters, the Imperial Hotel, Bradford.

The Dundee and District Cycle Club have inaugurated their winter

.session with a smoking concert at the Royal Hotel, Dundee.

The Hertfordshire County A.C. and the Essex County A.C. held

annual dinners on Saturday last. At the former Mr. J. W. Orde

announced that the dissolution of partnership between the A.C. and

"M.U. would be carried out at the end of the year.

—eeeecow

UNROLLED STONES ON THE HIGHWAY,

Hubert M. Hartigan, of Calcot Park, Reading, was summoned

.at 'Wokingham Court for driving a motor car on the footpath at War-

grave, on November 20th. P.c. Holloway spoke to seeing Mr. Hartigan

-drive his motor-car on the footpath in the London Road, Wargrave, for

160 yards. There was a steam-roller at work on the road and there was

also a cart there, and the defendant said he could not pass, but witness

'denied this. Fined 40s. and 5s. 6d. costs.

Motorists have often protested against the dangerous and destructive
practice of certain local authorities in leaving unrolled stones extending

•from kerb to kerb upon the highway, particularly during week-ends. In

order to emphasize this protest the Motor Union has taken up a case of

the driver of Mr. O'Donnell, M.P., who was summoned for driving on the

footpath by the side of the highway on the main road from London to

Southampton, near BlacKwater, in order to avoid a stretch of broken and

loose granite, which, it appeared from the evidence, was left unrolled on

-the main Southampton road for several days. The summons was heard on

the 5th inst. before the Aldershot magistrates. The defendant, Frederick

Darby, driver in the employ of Mr. O'Donnell, M.P., was summoned for*

breach of Section 72 of the Highway Act, 1835. A policeman proved that a

part of the main road from London to Southampton, near Blackwater,

was being repaired, and that the steam roller had gone away from the

epot for some considerable time. There was a quantity of large rough

granite all over the road, and on either side of the road were two foot

paths with a small grass edging between the paths and the roadway.

The car, in order to avoid the stretch of broken and loose stones, went

very slo wly along the footpath for a short distance. No foot passenger nor

vehicle was anywhere near at the time, and there was no damage done to

the path. Mr. Moresby Whioe (instructed by Missrs. Campbell,

Hooper and Todd, on behalf of the Motor Union), for the defence,

argued that the object of this Section in the Act was to protect the

footpath from being damaged and to safeguard foot passengers. When

.the carriage way was temporarily obstructed, thereby rendering it difficult

or dangerous tor a vehicle, the traveller had a right in law to utilise

any part of the highway, including such portion as might he usually

,-set aside for foot passengers. When a fallen tree totally obstructs the

carriage way, clearly a vehicle had a right to make temporary use

of the whole highway, including the foot-path. In any case the

alleged offence was so trivial that the Bench ought to exercise their

power under the Summary Jurisdiction Act by dealing with the matter

without proceeding to a conviction which involved the endorsement of

the driver's licence. The magistrates decided to convict, fined the driver

21s. and endorsed his licence. Counsel asked the Bench to state a case

for the opinion of the High Court whether this section of the Highway

Act was ever intended to include a case such as this, and the application

was acceded to.

COMPANY NEWS.

Palmer TyRES.—During the year ended September 30th, 1907, the

business of the Palmer Tyre, Limited, expanded in a satisfactory manner.

The net profits amounted to £7,700, which compares with only £4,800

for the preceding year. The dividend is maintained at 5 per cent., to

which rate it was reduced from 6 per cent, in 1904-5. The extra profits

have been utilised in building up the reserve, which receives £3,500, as

against £1,500 a year ago. Better results have not been recorded since

1904, when a dividend of 10 per cent, was naid.

The Dunlop Tyre Company.—The report of the Dunlop

Pneumatic Tyre Company (Limited) shows a net profit of £200,478,

making, with the amount brought forward, £216,517 available for

distribution. The directors recommend payment of the balance of

dividend on the preference and 8 per cent, ordinary shares, and 10 per

cent, on the deferred, making 7J per cent, for the year; writing off

£60,000 from goodwill, and carrying forward £19,000.

Singer and Company.—The report to be presented at the annual

meeting in Coventry, on Monday next, is for the year ending August 31st,

1907. The board have decided to writedown the entire remnant of 1906

motor-car stock of the discarded horizontal type which remains the

property of this company—this not having been taken over by the Singer

Motor Company (Limited)—to its value as scrap material, being of

opinion that it is in the best interests of the company not to attempt to

place these cars on the market. They have also written off a large sum

against the item of patents, due provision against bad and doubtful debts

has been provided, and the usual depreciations on plant, machinery, trade

marks, and freehold property have been made. The result, afterpayment

of debenture interest (amounting to £8,000), is a net loss of

£17,910 3s. 8d. The Singer Motor Company, Ltd., have made a net

prolt on the eight months' trading sufficient to pay a dividend of 5 per

cent, on their capital, which the directors of the Motor Company, Ltd.,

propose to carry forward to the 1908 account. The item which

appeared in last year's balance-sheet as preliminary outlay on motor

department is now represented by 20,000 shares in the Singer Motor

Company, Ltd. Th* retiring directors are Messrs. J. C. Stringer and

W. Hewitt. Mr. Stringer, being eligible, offers himself for re-election.

Mr. Hewitt, having resigned the office of managing director, does not

seek re-election. The auditors, Messrs. Caldicott, Hill, and Caldicott,

also retire, and offer themselves for re-election.—The profit and loss

account includes the item "to I033 on obsolete motor stock £13,154."

The deficiency account (including this year's loss) amounts to £21,250.

New Companies Registered.

Rossi.—November 28th. £1,000. Constructors, furnishers, and

suppliers on hire or sale of motor-car houses.

Motor Cabs.—£11,000. To adopt an agreement with Argyll

Motors, Limited. As title. 4, Clarence Street, Manchester.

City Cycle and Motor Depot.—December 3, £500. As title. 2,

Church Street, Sheffield.

Motorists.—December 4. £100. Motor dealers.

Birmingham Motor Cab Company.—December 4. £2,000. As

title. Premier Motor Works, Aston Road, Birmingham.

POLICE TRAPS.

A police trap has been established at Crook Log, Bexley Heath.

The police are again watchful of motorists exceeding the regulation

ten miles an hour in Richmond Park.

The Morden road at Wimbledon has now its daily police trap.

—BCBBBCW '

The London and Paris Exchange, Ltd., motor agency, 55, 57 and 59,

Shaftesbury Avenue, Piccadilly, W., held an auction sale on Thursday,

when a number of cars by leading makers were offered for sale.

Over a hundred and fifty members and friends attended the annual

staff dinner of th« Wolseley Tool and Motor Car Company, Ltd., at the

Cafe Monieo, London, on Wednesday of last week. Mr. J. D. Siddeley

presided, and in responding to the toast of " The Firm " stated that the

company had delivery orders in hand for cars to the value of over £400,000,

and it had on the pay roll at its Birmingham and Crayford Works clou

on 3,200 hands. He claimed that it was the largest firm of motor manu

facturers in Great Britain, if not in the world, and that no other concern

produced so wide and good a range of cars and engines for all purposes

as is to be found in the Siddeley models tor 1908. He referred also to the

great reputation for reliability which their products had gained, and urged

all concerned to do their utmost to preserve that reputation. A feature

of the evening's entertainment was the excellent playing of the Crayford

Works Orchestra.
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THE CAUSES OF 5PR1N0 TROUBLES.

At a recent meeting of the American Society of Automobile

Engineer?, Mr. J. G. Rumney read an interesting paper on the subject

of Motor Vehicle Springs, which contains much useful information

regarding these very necessary components. The following abstract will

consequently be of interest, especially to those motorists who have

suffered from spring troubles.

The laws which govern the construction of springs to obtain the

best results, not only in durability but in other respects also, have long

been known, but are seldom made use of in the proper may. Many

manufacturers furnish and guarantee the life of springs which are

constructed not upon well-prepared specifications, based upon the

properties of steel and upon a full Knowledge of the service in which the

springs are to be used, but upon the crudest data and without the least

enquiry as to the service. When springs of this kind break the makers

are held responsible, and a replacement is requested, and unless they

succeed in proving rough usage it is generally complied with ; whereas,

if conditions or actual requirements were thoroughly understood, the

cause of the trouble would be removed, and the manufacturers would

not be blamed. The cause of all trouble with springs, aside from poor

material and workmanship, is found in an excessive deflection—i.e., a de

flection which produces stresses in the material beyond its endurance.

The deflection of a given size of steel is limited to an amount correspond

ing to the strain the material is able to endure without rupture, and con

sequently if this is exceeded failures will result. Ihe deflection is there

fore the paramount issue in the construction of springs. There are, how

ever, three kinds of deflection, which may be termed : desirable,

permissible and possible deflection.

The desirable deflection is the amcunt a spring should be able to

deflect in order to avoid shocks and produce good lidirg over a rough

 

! FIG. 1.—Showing quick vibratory action under light load.

 

FIG. 2.—Showing slow vibratory movement under increased load.

road, and must be provided for in the constiuction of motor vehicles so

that a sufficient amount of material of ptoper dimensions may be used.

The permissible deflection is the amount a spring may be deflected

repeatedly without breaking or without changes in its original shape. The

ability of a spring to deflect within safe limits depends entirely upon the

proportion of the plates. The possible deflection is the total distance

a spring may have the opportunity to deflect if allowed to do so, and

which is generally not provided for in the construction of springs. In full

elliptical springs, the possible deflection is the distance between the

centre when free. The distance can be so proportioned to the dimen

sions of plates that when the centres meet the material has not been

overstrained. In semi-elliptical springs the distance may be much

great ;r than the peimiesible deflection, and if the spring is per

mitted to deflect the entire distance it is apt to break or take a perma

nent set, either of which is equally objectionable. Construction should,

therefore, be so made that the possible deflection does not exceed the

permissible deflection, and if this is impracticable in the ordinary con

struction of frames, &c, some means should be intioduced which will

accomplish the same results.

The object of this paper is, therefore, to call attention to the methods

which .should be followed in the calculations of elliptical and semi-

elliptical springs so as to guard against an excessive deflection, which is

the principal cause of broken springs, and thus bring about a better

understanding between the makers and users of such springs. It is

well known that if a piece of steel or other material in the shape of a

bar is supported upon its two ends and a load is applied in the middle of

the bar, the material will be subjected to strains, and if the load is great

enough the strains will go beyond the endurance of the material, and the

piece will break or its original shape will be changed. It is also well

known that all material will deflect more or less when supporting a load

in this or similar ways, and, further, that the amount a given piece will

deflect depends entirely upon the magnitude of the load or its momentum,

and that therefore the greater the load the greater the deflection. It is

equally as well known, but generally lost sight of, especially in spring

construction, that the strain in the material increases directly as the

load, anil consequently as the deflection. Therefore the strain in the

material is twice as great if deflected 2 in. as it is if deflected 1 in

only, and three times as great if deflected 3 in. ; from which may be

seen that if there is no limit to the deflection, the material will be over

strained, from which it naturally follows that, while springs are made

use of for the purpose of obtaining deflection, and to gradually check and

bring to rest a suddenly applied force, it is evident that the deflection must-

be limited within certain boundaries.

The extent to which a given spring may be deflected—the permissible

deflection—depends upon several things, among which may be mentioned

the nature of the material, the length and proportionate arch, the width

and thickness of the plates. Of these the first mentioned is perhaps the

most important, for without proper material the most careful calculations-

will net produce the desired results. The importance of the other

two items is found by calculations based on formula and experience.

These formulas show that the deflection is governed entirely by the

length and thickness of the plates, and that the relative proportions be

tween these two dimensions cannot be changed without a change in the

deflection. A plate of a fixed length and thickness, or a spring of fixed

length and thickness, no matter how wide the plate maybe or how many

plates the spring may be composed of, has a well defined—permissible—

deflection which cannot be exceeded without straining the material.

The relations between the deflection; thickness, and length of plates-

must, therefore, be maintained within figures corresponding to the

strength of the material, in order that the best results may be obtained.

These relations are often overlooked in the construction of springs.

Springs are used on account of their ability to absorb througlt

sudden deflection increases of loads and to regain their original shape

when the excess load has been removed, thus avoiding violent shocks.

The greater the distance through which a spring can deflect, the longer

is the time in which the load is fully applied, and consequently the less-

severe is the shock. The more sensitive it is to any variations in the

load the easier the vehicle will ride. The nearer the spring is loaded to

the elastic limit of the material the slower, longer, easier, "and more

uniform are the vibrations. This statement may not be understood, but-

may be verified in a simple manner by placing a piece of wood or other

material on two supports and load it in the middle with a suitable

weight. If the relation of the weight to the material and section of the

piece is such that the stress in the material will be comparatively low',

the action of the piece, if set in motion, will be in the nature of av

number of small, very quick vibrations, as shown in Fig. 1.

The full line is intended to represent the position at rest and the

dotted lines the number and magnitude of the vibrations. If the load is

increased so as to approach nearer to the elastic limit, the vibrations

will be as shown in Fig. 2— a few long, slow movements. There caD

hardly be any question as to which one of the two methods should be

followed in order to produce smooth riding. When deciding, however,

as to how near the stress under the static load may approach the elastic

limit, it must be borne in mind that if it is too near the limit very little

additional deflection can be obtained before the elastic limit is reached

and the usefulness of the springs is destroyed. Practical tests have

demonstrated, however, that a strain under a static load of 60 per cent,

of the ultimate resistance of the material is permissible and will leave

sufficient margin, in the majority of cases, for the absorption of

ordinary shocks.

I have tried to discover the reasons why springs break, and looking

into the matter in various ways the conclusion arrived at is that there

is, as it may be called, no safety valve placed upon the springs, that is,

at least upon the semi-elliptical springs. The full-elliptical springs have

a safety valve, and if properly designed the springs cannot bo over

strained, for when the centres meet the strain is at its limit. With the-

semi-elliptical springs the situation is different ; there is nothing to

prevent the springs being deflected beyond their elastic limit. The

method of calculating springs has been laid down by Reuleaux in his-

formulre, and if they are properly understood there is no reason ah all

why manufacturers should not make proper springs. Many manufac

turers do not look into the conditions under which the springs have to

work ; they look on the load and the material, not on the deflection at

all and springs are placed in service in positions where they are not

suitable. Tbe breakage of a spring is clue to an excess of deflection ;

that is to say, if the road is rough and with fast speed, the result is that

either springs take a permanent set or the plates will break. The

deflection is determined entirely by the length of the springs and the

thickness of the material. Any spring that is properly designed should

last until the material has become fatigued through constant use.

The question as to what should be a proper dt flection for springs

has been argued in many ways, but I think it will be agreed that the

greater the deflection can be made the better the vehicle will ride, and

after it has been determined what the deflection should be the remain

ing requirements may be readily calculated. The riding of the vehicle

depends largely upon how high the strain in the material is allowed to

be under the static load. The nearer the strain comes to the elastic

limit the easier the springs will act ; the farther away from the elastic

limit, the rougher will be the riding.

Messrs. Weigel Motoes, Ltd., have secured an order for m

40-h.p. chassis from Mr. G. J. Churchward, the head of the Great

Western works at Swindon. Mr. Allan, of the Allan line of steamships,

has also placed an order through the Glasgow Automobile Company for

a 40-h.p. Weigel ; and, again, another authority on engineering, Mr.

Collard, of the Houston line of steamships, has ordered a 40-h.p. car.
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CASES UNDER THE MOTOR CAR ACT.

Stationary Motor-Cars.

In the Greenock Sheriff Court, Mr. Arthur Reid has been charged

with having left a motor-car standing in Westbnrn Street without taking

precautions against it being started in his absence. In the witness-box

the defendant said that before he left the car he took the starting handle

out, switched off the electric current, turned off the supply of petrol,

and pat the levers in such a position that they could not be used without

being adjusted. He also put on the brake, and left the car oat of gear,

so that it was impossible for anyone without knowledge of its construc

tion to start it. Sheriff Neish found the charge not proven.

Exceeding Legal Limit.

At Retford Borough Police Court, on the 4th inst, Harry Pa&smore

was charged with exceeding the speed limit of twenty miles an hour.

Defendant did not appear, but sent a letter asking for an adjournment.

Mr. A. P. Williamson, who prosecuted, opposed the adjournment, and

the Bench ordered the case to be proceeded with. M". T. Bescohy said

motorists were lined £5 each for exceeding the limit at Kingston and

Thames Ditton respectively.

A Heavy Car Point.

At the Kingston County Court, the Berna Motor Works, Ltd., 14,

Queen Victoria Street, E.C., have been summoned for using a heavy

motor-car in Portsmouth Road, Esher, contrary to the regulations.—It

appeared that the motor was drawing a brewer's dray without the

weight of the load being painted thereon.—A fine of £1 and costs was

imposed.—Henry Walter, the driver, was fined 104. for driving the car

without a light; but a second summons against him for driving the car

while unregistered was withdrawn.

ROAD REPORTS.

—♦•-

Hillingdon.—Application having been made by the Middlesex

County Council for the reduction of the speed limit to ten miles per hour

through a portion of the parish of Hillingdon East, notices of objection

have been given on behalf of the Royal Automobile Club, the Motor

Union and various local motorists.

Dorset.—There are nearly 500 mile? of rural main roads in the

 

 

' The above illustration shows the four Humber Cars which took part in

last. The nhoto from which the picture if reproduced

•on the 24th of last month he was walking along the road at Whitehouses

when ho saw a car coming from the direction of the town at a tremendous
■pice. Defendant passed the caution at the end of Upton road without

slackening bis speed. He thought it to be his duty to report the matter,

and he telephoned at once to Supt. Thomas. P.c. Cooper, of the Newark

Police, acting on the instructions of the superintendent, went to the Mid

land crossing at 12. 30, and saw t he car coming in the direction of the town.

He stood in the mid (le of the roai and put up both his arnn fJr

defendant to stop. The driver slowed up somewhat, and just before

he got to witness he shouted to him to stop. Police-sergeant Walker,

-of the Grantham Police, went into North Parade with a constable, and

presently saw a car coming from the direction of Newark. He p'it up

his hands, and the driver slowed down to about eight miles an hour.

He swerved to try and get past, but witness canght hold of the car ard

ran alongside until defendant was forced to stop the car to avoid

-colliding with a lamp post. Witness asUed him if he had comefhr >ugh

Retford, and he said " Yes." A fine of £10 and costs wis imp >sed.

On Sitnrday severtl motorists were fined for exceeding the legal

limit. At Croydon, two penalties of £7 and costs were inflicted ; at

Huntingdon, a fine of £15 and costs w<ts imposed, and one of £10 at

«Grantham on a driver trapped at Great Gonerby ; at Kingston two

the first meeting of the Singapore Automobile Club on June 16th

was taken in front of the Clubhouse at Singapore.

county of Dorset, and the County Surveyor is calling attention of owners

and occupiers of lands where high hedges exist thereon, asking them to

cut down the hedges and keep them trimmed, or let the County Council

undertake this work for them.

Leeds.—Very little road covering work will be done in Leeds during

the rest of the year by Mr. T. A. Prince, the Surveyor of the Highways.

Monmouthshire.-—Mr. William Tanner, the County Surveyor for

Monmouthshire, is recommending landowners in his district to fix iron

open fences in place of the usual hedgerows at dangerous corners of

their estates. In some cases his advice is being accepted, but in many

instances farmers object, as they consider the "quick" fence a shelter

and protection for their cattle and sheep.

COLNE.—The following roads will be under repair at Colne during

the next few weaks :—Barrowford Road, Skipton Old Road, Waterside

Road, Eumott Lane.

Scarborough.—The Seamer (Scarborough) Parish Council is urging

that a danger post should be fixed near the Walker Line, in the centre

of the village.

Massachusetts.—Great success has attended the sprinkling of the

snrface of the roads in that part of Massachusetts, U.S.A., known as the

North Shore with a solution of calcium chloride.
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

E—»-

DECEMBER.

14th (Sat.).—Assembly of wagons, lorries, and tractors near the Thames

Conservancy Office, east of Waterloo Bridge, Victoria

Embankment, London, in connection with the motor

drivers' prize scheme of the Commercial Motor Users'

Association, at 3 p.m.

Motor Cycling Club Annual Dinner.

Walthamitow M.C. Annual Dinner.

18th (W.).—General Committee of the Motor Union.

The Tenth Annual Dinner of the Founder Members of the

Royal A.C. will be held at the club-house.

19th (Th.).—Auto Cycle Club Discussion on Variable Gears.

21st (S.).—Opening of the Brussels Exhibition.

JANUARY, 1908.

let (W.).—The Lights on Vehicles Act comes into operation in England,

Wales, and Ireland.

4th-lltb.—Dublin Motor Show.

8th (W.).—Incorporated Institution of Automobile Engineers—Dr. H. S.

Hele-Shaw on the Fuel Question.

9th (Th.)—Dinner of the West Essex A.C. at Seven Kings.

17th (F.).—Annual Dinner of the Nottinghamshire A.C. at the Victoria

Station Hotel, Nottingham.

18th-Feb. 2nd.—Automobile Exhibition at Turin.

24th (F.).—Annual Dinner of the Scottish A.C. at Edinburgh.

FEBRUARY.

let (Sat.).—Annual meeting of the Lincolnshire A.C.

2nd (Sun.).—Reliability Trial of the Motor Union of Western India.

7th 15th.—Manchester Motor Show at Belle Vae.

12th (W.).—Mr. F. W. Lanchesteron "Problems of Automobile Design,"

at the Incorporated Institute of Automobile Engineers.

15th (Sat.).—Auto-Cycle Union Annual Dinner.

20ih (Th.).—Meeting of the Essex M.C.

24th (M.).—Motor Show at Bombay.

MARCH.

21st-28tt.—Cordingley's Motor-Car Show at the Agricultural Hall,

APRIL.

Autc-Cycle Union's Tourist Trophy Race and Quarterly Trial.

Dec.

Lighting -up Times—Londch.

14th—4.49 ... 16th—4.49 .„ 18th—4.49

16th—4.49 ... 17th—4.49 ... 19th-^.50

20tl—4.50

21st—4.51

AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS.

On Saturday a mishap occurred to the motor-car driven by Aid.

G. H. Strutt, .LP., D.L., the chairman of the Derbyshire County Council.

He was proceeding to the Alderwasley estate for shooting. When near

the railway bridge on the Matlock road the car skidded and collided

with the kerbstone. The hind wheel was broken, but fortunately no

one was hart.

A motor-cab, owned and driven by Mr. David Bentley, of Kings

ton, has collided with a trap on the Portsmouth road, at Esher Common.

The occupants of the latter vehicle—Mr. T. Cooper, also of Kingston,

and his sister—were thrown violently to the ground, the former sustain

ing concussion, from which he has died at Esher Cottage Hospital.

A SERIOUS motor-car accident has occurred near Alnwiok. A

oar, driven by Mr. Inglebeck, was approaching Alnwick from the south.

The roads were covered with a coating of ice, and, meeting two carts,

Mr. Inglebeck, to avert a collision, steered the car to the soft ground at

the side of the road, with the result that it was overturned. The vehicle

turned two somersaults and parsed over a hedge into a plantation some

twenty feet away. The chauffeur, who was also in the oar, was thrown

oat, and Mr. Inglebeck was badly crushed on the cbest.

The motor mail van bound from Brighton to London broke down on

Sunday morniDg when passing through Cuckfield. On making an exami

nation the driver, Charles Barch, found that the cardan shaft had broken

off. A telephone message was sent to London for another motor-van,

which arrived at seven o'clock and took the mails to their destination.

The damaged van remained by the roadside pending the arrival of a

lorry to take it to London.

As a party of motorists were passing Greenford they ran into a large

sheet of water caused by the overflowing of the Brent. They shouted for

assistance for half an hour in vain, and eventually the chauffeur paddled to

a farm, where a horse and chain were obtained,.and the car was drawn to

the shore.

Thk skidding of a motor-'bus scattered many of the street hawkers

who have recently migrated from Ludgate Hill to Hoiborn Viaduct,

London, on Saturday night. The vehicle was proceeding in the

direction of the Bank when it skidded on the greasy surface.rknocking.

down i hree of the hawkers, two of whom were taken to St. Bartholomew^

Hospital and detained.

BUSINESS NEWS.

Messrs. Hurt and Co., of South Ann Street, Dublin, are handling

the Stepney spare wheel in Ireland. t

Messrs. Mutel et Cie, of Paris, have opened a depot for their

chassis, engines, carburettors, &c, at 19, Nassau Street, London, W.

The success of the Aster engine is naturally inducing imitations,

and we are requested by the company to draw attention to the fact that

all genuine Asters bear the name-plate of the makers.

Mr. J. S. Nuttall, of Hertford Cottage, Wernetb, Oldham, writer

that he has just completed 14,000 miles on his Coventry Humber, " with

only one involuntary stop, due to a choked petrol pipe. '

The Motor Manufacturing Company, of Manor Street, Claphamr

S.W., are closing their works from Christmas Eve until the following

Monday.

Messrs. Rush and Aloof, 199, Piccadilly, W., have been appointed

West End agents for the Davis paraffii carburettor.

The Vita plugs brought out by Mr. J. A. Ryley, 23£, Martineau

Street, Birmingham, have had a phenomenal sale during 1907, and the

magneto pattern appears to be quite as successful as the ordinary model.

Price's Patent Candle Company Ltd. have issued a batch of

distinctive literature with regard to the lubrication of petrol engines

which will be of considerable service as well as of interest to motorists.

Messrs. Jameson, Stuart and Company have removed their

offices from 7, Harrington Road, S.W., to 55, Sussex Place, S.W., and are-

enlarging their workshops and private lock-up garages. They have

secured the London agency for "S.C.A.T." cars, and are continuing

their agencies for " Isotta Fraschini" and "S.P.A" cars.

Messrs. Gibbons Bros., Ltd., send a useful blotting pad and

calendar for 1908, which serves to draw attention to their manufactures

of fireclay goods, as well as their work as general engineering con

tractors, makers of tip- wagons, &c, at Dudley.

Messrs. Katz Bros., Ltd., of London, Singapore and Penang,

have been appointed sole agents for Messrs. A. Darracq and Company,

Ltd., for the Straits Settlements and Federated Malay States. Messrs.

Katz Bros, will keep a large stock of Darracq cars, spare parts, petrol

and pneumatic tyres in their various branches in the East. -'

The sale of the motor-cars and stock in trade of the Academy

of Motoring Limited will take place on Wednesday next at Chester

Street, Grosvenor Place, London, S.W., Messrs. Puller, Rogers and

Ruddock being the auctioneers. The lease of the garage will also be

offered, by order of the liquidator, Mr. P. B. Adams, from whom cata

logues of the sale can be obtained. . .

The Rotax Motor and Cycle Company, 43 and 45, Great>

Eastern Street, and 60, Curtain Road, London, E.C., whose specialities-

for motorists were recently described in our report of the Motor Exhibi

tion, forward a copy of their catalogue of accessories, which is most

comprehensive and should prove useful to all engaged in the motor

trade. Several specialities are illustrated, the Rotax headlamps being:

of particularly pleasing design.

The B.S.A. car is the product of a factory equipped with the very

latest machinery and organised specially for the manufacture of auto

mobiles by the Birmingham Small Arms Company, Ltd. The experience-

gained in the manufacture of rifles and bicycle parts is now expended in

putting upon the market a car the materials of which are all carefully

selected and tested ; the design of the car is conventional, there being

no radical departure, unless it be, as the makers claim, that the

materials are tar better than any hitherto put into a motor-car. The

chief features of the B.S.A. car are its simplicity, solidity of construc

tion, and easy accessibility to all the parts, absolutely automatic lubri

cation and great strength of the steering gear.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

All communications intendedfor insertion in this Journal or relating

to Editorial matters should be addressed to The Editorial Depart

ment, Motor-Car Journal, 27-33, Charing Cross Road, London,

W.C., and must be written on one side of thepaper only. Letters mutt in

all cases be accompanied by the name and address of the writer, as no

notice will be taken of anonymous communications.

The Editors cannot undertake to return MSS. or drawings, cdthi ijfi

every effort will be made to do so in the case of rejected communication*.

Where such are regarded as of value, correspondents are requested to

retain comes.

The Editors do not hold themselves responsiblefor the opinions expressed

by their correspondents, or for statements andfacts which do not appear

in the editorial columns.

To insure insertion communications and contributions must be in

the Editors' hands by Tuesday forenoon of the week in which lh- tan*

are intended to appear. Disappointmentmay be caused by non-oompiianee

with this rule, ana to avoid this earlier receipt, ifpossible, is necessity

Photographers, both professional and amateur, are invited to t rA

photographs of current events or ofmotoring scenes and incidents. The fee,

if any, required for reproduction should be stated in each case, otha wise-

no liability will be accepted.

The Editors and Publishers beg also to state that they will accept on

responsibility for unsolicited contributions, even if used, unless payment

for same is directly specified inforwarding, and the terms arranged bef.re:

publication.
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NOTICE.

Owing to the Xmas Holidays THE MOTOR CAR

JOURNAL will go to Press on Monday next.

Contributors and Correspondents are requested to

send their communications by first post on the

morning of the 23rd inst.

All advertisements should reach the office not later

than the first post on Monday next ; alterations

in the "copy" of displayed advertisements should

be to hand during Saturday morning.
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COMMENTS.

IGHT heartily do we wish our readers a Merry

Motoring Christmas and a New Year of Pros

perity and Plenty. 1907 has brought disappoint

ments as well as pleasant things. Wo shall not soon

forget the weather that hindered business in the early

part of the year, nor will it be early forgotten that

November was a month of treacherous climate and foggy

days. Despite the absence of anything approaching a

boom, a steady flow of business has been observable

through the year, and although many makers would like

to see better prospects of reducing stocks, there has been

an absence of those dire distresses which were foreshadowed

before the exhibition as likely to darken the last days of the

year. The public, too, can be congratulated on the spirit of

invention which is being encouraged in motor-car matters,

and which is combining with the highest engineering skill

to place Great Britain in a proud position in the inter

national motor-car world. In connection with the holidays we

would remind motorists likely to be on tour during Christmas

that they can do something to earn the goodwill of those en

gaged in the industry by making known * beforehand their

^probable requirements for the season. It will save possible

.worry and loss of time if all who go travelling by car will pre

viously make known their likely wants at very distant places

with the local firms, so that supplies of spares and accessories,

•tyres, oil, &c, can be replenished in readiness for the demand

that is likely to arise, in the event of there being a season of

good weather.

♦ ♦ ♦

Not often do we hear of motorists

obtaining costs against the police, but

Costs against such an instance has just occurred at the

the Police. Daresbury Petty Sessions, at the instance

of Mr. T. W. Grace, the well known

motoring solicitor of Manchester. Mr.

H. H. Pesnett, of Runcorn, was summoned for driving a motor

car in a manner dangerous to the public. The-police super

intendent, in his evidence, described the collision that had taken

place between the motor-car and a pony drawn trap. Subse

quent witnesses who were in the latter vehicle admitted that the

.accident had happened owing to the carelessness of the driver,

and that it was owing to the presence of mind of the motorist

that the mishap was less serious than it might have been. There

upon the magistrates, without hearing any evidence from the

defence, dismissed the case and allowed three guineas as costs.

Where the police are unable to fully establish their case against

motorists it seems only reasonable that such results as these

should follow ; but the fact that it is so exceptional suggests a

reason for thus prominently drawing attention to the instance.

Postprandial

Points.

the public,

reference is

At the

made in

SeveKal of the leading automobile

clubs have been holding their annual

dinners, which in some cases have been

attended by representatives of the local

authorities, who have testified to the

growing goodwill between motorists and

dinner of the Sheffield Club, to which

our Club news on another page, Mr.

Fearnley, of the Municipal Tramways Depirtment, alluded to

the universal Lights on Vehicles Act which will come into

operation at the beginning of 1908, and which in his view will

tend to secure greater safety to all users of the highways,

whether in towns or villages. At the Harrogate meeting, on

Saturday, Dr. Holroyd, in responding to the toast of the local

club, made reference to the action they had had with the

Corporation of Harrogate as to the attempted imposition by the

latter of a rate of £1 per year on motorists using water for

washing ears. The case was taken to appeal and decided

against the authority, constituting a te3t case, which will doubt

less stand for a good many years. It is gratifying to learn that

the club and the Corporation have since become good friends and

that amity now prevails between the motorists and the

corporation of the famous Yorkshire town.

The 1908 Trial.

The first meeting of the Joint Com

mittee of the Royal A.C. and the Society

of Motor Manufacturers and Traders

has been held, and after the prelimi

naries of the trial had been settled a small

sub-committee was appointed to draft

the regulations. Both organisations have had in mind the

" 1,000 Miles Trial " of 1900, which passed through all the

principal towns in the country. In 1901 a 500 miles reliability

trial was organised by the Royal A.C. with the co-operation of

the Scottish AC, and started from Glasgow. Then a 650 miles

trial was held, with the Crystal Palace as the centre of operations.

In 1903 a 1,000 miles trial was arranged, and again the Crystal

Palace was made the centre of the radiating routes. In 1904

small car trials were held with Hereford as the centre. The 1908

trial will probably cover a distance of something more than 2,000

milec, with twenty miles of hill-climbs and a 200 miles race on

the Brooklands Track to provide a sporting finish. The trial

will start from London and proceed to Glasgow, when the

Scottish Trial will commence, and at the conclusion of the

Scottish Trial the cars will continue their 2,000 miles journey.

Entries can be made for the whole 2,000 miles trial or for the

Scottish Trial only, or for both. The distance run in Scotland

will be roughly about 750 miles, and on the arrival at Glasgow

the whole of the cars will be under the management of the

Scottish A.C, until the conclusion of the Scottish Trial, when
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the Royal A.C, will again take over the direction of affairs. The

Scottish Trial will be run on the lines as heretofore and its distinc

tive character will be preserved. There will be ten classes, based

on R.A.C. rating, while in the Scottish Trial the basis of classi

fication will be price, as in former years. The suggestion of the

Scottish Club that the cars should arrive in Glasgow at the end

of the second week in June has been adopted. It would probably

have been impossible to find sufficient hotel and other accommo

dation in Scotland prior to that date.

♦ ♦ ♦

. . Careful consideration has been given

to the future policy of the Motor Union

The Future of the hy the Emergency Sub-Committee

Motor Union. recently appointed. In the view of the

sub-committee it is most undesirable that

there shall be any unnece;sary conflict or

competition between the Motor Union and the Royal Automobile

Club and that there should be, at any rate, certain well-defined
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spheres of action of the two bodies. The work that still has to

be done for the automobile movement is so great that there is

plenty of room for the activities of both bodies without undue

overlapping. They have, therefore, thought it desirable to

ascertain whether the Royal AC. accept this view, and are

willing to act upon this principle. Accordingly Mr. C. H.

Dodd, chairman of the committee, has written to Mr. C. D. Rose,

M.P., pointing out that it has hitherto been generally recog

nised that matters connected with the sport of automobilism,

trials, and competitions, are pa ticularly within the province of the

R.A.C., and that the M.U. is the body which is particularly

concerned with legal and legislative matters, and the protection

of the rights and privileges of motoiists upon the road. As

regards the future he suggests there should be an understanding

between the two bodies, whereby all matters connected with

sport, trials, and competitions shall be within the province of the

R.A.C., and that the M.U. shall uphold the authority of the

Club in these directions. On the other hand, they suggest that

the R.A.C. shall recognise in the like manner and to the same

degree that general legal and legislative questions are specially

within the province of the Motor Union, and that the R.A.C.

shall uphold the authority of the Motor Union to deal with these

questions on behalf of the automobile community. The views of

the R.A.C. on this proposition are now awaited. In order to

give Provincial clubs full opportunity of expressing their views

respecting the present position a conference of the affiliated

clubs will be held early in January next.

♦ '♦*"♦

The article which we publish this

week on Kentish highways and byways

Our English recalls some interesting reflections which

Landscape. Mr jjilaire Belloc, M.P., recently made

on the landscape of our country. Eng

land is traversed by remarkable and

sudden ranges ; hills with a sharp escarpment overlooking great

undulating plains. This is not true, he points out, of any other

one country of Europe, but it is true of England, and a man

who professes to understand and to love this country must

know the Pennines, the Cotswolds, the North and the South

Downs, the Chilterns, the Mendips, and the Malverns; he must

know Delamere Forest, and he must know the Hill of Beeston,

from which all Cheshire may be perceived. If he knows these

heights and has long considered the prospects which each" affords,

he can claim to have seen the face of England. In the olden

days men knew the features of their native country. The roads

for carriages went over the hills ; nowadays the tunnelled path

of the railroad saves that trouble, and loses the view. But

with the coming of the car all that will change and again the

traveller may know something of the landscape and learn to

appreciate its ever varying beauties.

♦ ♦ ♦

Exactly ten years have passed since «

the Royal Automobile Club was formed

_. D . _ under the title of the Automobile Club
Tne KoyallA t. of Great Britain and Ire]andi with roOD1.

at 4, Whitehall Court, Westminster, S."v\ .

—just behind the new buildings of the

War Office. In the early months periodical discussions during

the winter and holiday tours during tbe summer were leading

features in its campaign for the recognition of the automobile.

With Mr. Roger Wallace as the chsirman, it brought the motor

car well to the front, and steadily grew in influence and extent

until, in 1902, a migration further west was undertaken, and it

became housed at 119, Piccadilly, W. The advance bas con

tinued, and other buildings in the vicinity have been rented from

time to time, occasioned by the increasing activities of the

organisation. Latterly the need for larger headquarters has

again become pronounced, and at length it has been definitely

decided to secure the building lately used as the War Office in

Pall Mall, W., for the purposes of the club. Thus the Royal

A.C. will take a premier place in clubland, representing a

movement which must be accounted among the most charac

teristic of the century in which we live.

♦ ♦ ♦ "

AT the Manchester County Court, on

Monday, Judge Parry gave ' a little

Impatience to be homily on the unwisdom of selfishness on

Deplored. the road, and enjoined a lesson of patience

to a motorist who was mulcted in damages.

A cyclist was on the road, his view being

obstructed by a tramcar passing into the thoroughfare. As soon as

he emerged beyond the tramcar he was knocked down by a

motor car. In giving judgment his Honour said that nowadays

not only did tramcars go at a great pace through the streets, but

motor-cars rushed about with every evidence of their drivers

wishing to get as quickly as possible from one place to another.

In this instance there seemed no reason why the occupants of the

car should have been in a great hurry, yet they were unable to
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wait a few seconds while the tramear passed and left clear what

was beyond. There is no doubt that where tramcars are occupying

a considerable portion of the roadway motorists should exercise

the greatest care and patience.

♦ ♦ ♦

The Judges' Committee of the Com

mercial Vehicle Users' Association met on

Encouraging Saturday to adjudicate in connection with

Drivers. theprizescheme fordriversinauguratedby

that Association. -The importance of the

driver as a factor in the success of the

motor vehicle on the road will be readily recognised, and any

thing which tends to raise his standard of excellence is to be

commended. Therefore, we welcome the plan proposed for the

encouragement of drivers in the way of keeping their machines

in the best possible condition, and to run them with the minimum

of accident as well as of expense. At present the Committee

have wisely restricted the operation of the scheme to the

London area, but as the motor-van grows in favour the idea

will doubtless be taken up in the provinces, to the advantage of the

motor movement generally. It is interesting to note that twenty-

six drivers for sixteen firms entered for the .first competition of

papers, which had motor notes before tne more staid journals-

saw the advantage of the car; the route of the 1,000 miles trial, the

official visit of the Chinese Ambassador to Coventry motor

works ; a meeting of the Motor Trades Association, presided over

by Mr. H. J. Lawson, and the report of the Daimler Motor Com

pany, altogether an interesting reminiscence of the days when

" news " was les3 plentiful than now.

♦ ♦ ♦

The magistrates of the Steyning Petty

Sessions, who regularly sit to hear cases

Personal Appear- against motorists, had a somewhat poor

ance Saves Money, day recently. General R. T. Good

man was presiding over a full bench of

magistrates, and three victims of a trap

laid on the Ashington Common were expected. None put in an

appearance, two writing letters, and one having apparently for

gotten the appointment. Of the first couple, one admitted the

offence, and was fined £5 to encourage him in candour ; the

other was somewhat argumentative, and expressed the opinion

that he had not exceeded the legal limit. That, however,

availed him nothing, and the case was adjourned until a more

convenient time for his attendance. A similar adjournment in
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this kind, seven different types of vehicles being represented on

the Thames Embankment on Saturday. A gratifying feature of

the contest, too, was the presence of a representative of one of

the London municipal authorities, and the Commercial Vehicle

Users' Association might well draw the at'ention of the authori

ties in places where motor-vans are in coiporation service, to this

competition as a means of incit ng their diivers to gi\e proper

attention to the property of the ratepayers. Many of the

vehicles that were paraded have travelled 20,000 miles during

the present year.j On another page we give the names of the

prize-winners.

♦ ♦ ♦

Taking a glance at the pages of the

M.C.J. —suggested by the reference

Eight in Mr. FiTsan - Young's "Complete

Years Ago. Motorist" to ourselves as among the

pioneers of the movement—we stopped

at the issue for December 15th, 18l>9.

Then we were advidng motorists to keep away from Brighton,

which was displaying venom towards motorists, and chronicling

such interesting doings as a projected trial ff electiieal vehicles j

the recognition of the automobile by the halfpenny morning

the third case was made, a warrant being issued by way of re

minder of the fact that Justice must be obeyed. So, on the

next occasion the magistrates meet at Steyning, they will ensure

having two motor cases before them, plus any fresh captures on

Ashington Common.

♦ ♦ ♦

While the leather industries are not

so seri' usly alarmed at the diversion of

The Forage business, forage merchants and the like

Merchant. are almost despairing of prosperity in

London, where electric trams have com

bined with motor-cabs and motor-'buses

in sending horses out of employment. These are seriously hit

by the advance of means of mechanical travel, and " for us there

is no hope " was the lament of one of their number to the writer

the other day.

The Bi itish Consul at Butnos Ayres, Argentine Republic,

report- the furmition in th*t city of a company with the title

La Camionera, and a capital of about £132,000, for the purpose

of establishing a goods and parcel transport service by means of

motor vehicles.
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MOTORING IN MEXICO.

A STRANGER descending into the Valley of .Mexico from

tbe high mountains which surround it on all sides, and

looking through the eyes of an automobile enthusiast,

would think it a paradise. But, after being there a short time, he

would be compelled to change his mind. The streets in the City

of Mexico are being gradually paved with asphalt. Of course

that is good as far as it goes, but one does not want to be always

riding about the city, through crowded streets. The views in

Mexico Valley are magnificent. To the east the snow-clad peaks

of Ixtaccihuatle and Popocatapetl rear their giant heads some

10,000 ft., each covered with a cap of perpetual snow. The peaks

are about fifty-five miles away, and on clear days seem near enough

to reach on foot in an hour or two. To the south- west is the old vol

cano of Ajusco,which at one time threw all the lava into the valley.

The lava beds near San Angel and Tlalpam prevent making any

direct road between the two towns, and one is compelled to go

around them three times the distance. Still looking toward the

south-west one gets a glimpse of Chapultepec (the hill of the

grasshoppers), on which are the Castle of Chapultepec, which is

the presidential residence, and the National Military Academy.

To the west is the mountain range separating Mexico Valley

from the Valley of Toluca. To the north-east one can see the

Church of Guadalupe, where is the miraculous painting of the
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Virgin of Guadalupe, and if one is on high ground he can see on

a clear day, some forty miles away, the Pyramids of the Sun and

the Moon, built centuries ago, by whom and for what purpose

nobody can tell.

But, with all these beautiful views, clear skies and the fine,

clear winter days, and the cool, pleasant mornings of summer,

much cannot be said for the roads. Though the Mexico Valley

is about thirty miles wide and sixty miles long, there are no good

roads to take a car to the mountain1. The Government is now

at work, remarks Mr. A. W. Evans in an American contempo

rary, building a road so that it will be fit for a motor car to climb

over the ridge which separates the valley from the outside

world. This road, which is very steep, runs up the mountains,

toward the south-west of the city, and after reaching the top it

winds down into the Valley of Toluca, and to Toluca, the prin

cipal city and capital of the State of Mexico, Mexico City being

the capital of the republic.

The ride up to Toluca can be made by pood cars, and it is an

excellent test of the climbing capabitites of a machine. Part of the

way up one can turn to one side and go to El Desierto, which is one

of the most beautiful spots near Mexico City. In the midst of a

foiest of tall pines one will find the ruins of an old Carmelite

monastery, with its small chapels and hermitages in ruins and

n.os3covered,all scattered through this forcstof sweet-scented pines,

and old aqueducts which the monks built to carry water to their

hermitages, also more modern^aqueducts built by the city govern

ment to carry the clear pure water into the city, sixteen milts-

distant. The l oad to the monastery is not a good or e, the

greatest drawback being the steep grades, some of which run

27 per cent, at least, which, together with the fact that tbe

altitude is fully 11,000 feet above sea level, make it hard for

motor-cars. Only three machines have so far succeeded in getting

to the monastery. After leaving the forest there is a fine view

of the valley, with the city almost at one's feet, and the lakes of

Texcoco and Chalco just beyond, with the iroun tains rising up

almost from the shores of the lakes.

The road to Toluca is the only highway of any length that

has received attention from the Government of the Federal Dis

trict, which will take one any distance from the city, as the

monastery is only about ten miles therefrom, and Toluca forty

miles. It is steep and winding, but the grandeur of the sceneiy

repays the climb. The Federal Government has finished a

macadam road from the City of Mexico to Mixcoac, about fever*

miles, and they intend to extend it as far as San Angel, which

will give a drive of about thirteen miles. They are building a

road more to the east and parallel to the one just mentioned,

which will lead to Tlalpam. It is now finished as far as Churu-

busco, so that the lovers of golf who own cars can run out to the

magnificent club house the Mexico Country Club is erecting

there. The road to Tlalpam when completed will make possible

a run of some nineteen miles, and as there is a good cobble road

through Coyoacan to San Angel it will make a loop of nearly

thirty-five miles. The Coyoacan road from San Angel passes by

the palace of Cortez in Coyoacan, and joins the Tlalpam road at

Churubusco.

Besides these roads, which are now being reconstructed, there

are the shorter ones, such as Paseo, or the famous drive of the

City of Mexico, which is very wide, with double rows of shade

trees on each side, outside which on each side are roads exclu

sively reserved for automobiles and cycles. This drive, which

starts at the bronze equestrian statue of Charles IV., ends at

Chapultepec, about two and a-half miles distant. The central

avenue for carriages is very smooth, but one cannot go at very

great speed, for at every quarter mile is a " gloriata," or widen

ing of the drive into a circle, having a statue or a large flower

bed in the centre, where one has necessarily to.slow down.

To the north of the city there is a short drive of about three

mi es to Guadalupe, with a good, hard macadam roadbed, and

to the north-west a short macadam roid leading to Popotla, or

place of the brooms, a small town, where the tree still stands

under which Cortez rested when he was driven out of the city by

Aztecs in 1520. The motorist can follow this road as far as the little

town of Atzcapotzalco, making a ride of about four miles in that

direction. One can go beyond, but ever narrow, winding roads,

sometimes full of ruts and bumps, and with creeks, unbiidged,

and on both sides deep ditches, each having its row of high-

maguey plants.

Motoring in other parts of the republic is much the same as n-

the district surrounding tbe City of Mexico. The hills and

the altitude are the greatest hindrance. Then, again, outside the

cities, wbere there are some good country roads, cars can only tc?

used one half the year on account of the rainy season, when it rains

every afternoon for at least four month?. For two months the

weather is doubtful, and for the remaining six months, or winters

it is ideal.

The Dominion Motor Car Company, of Montrea', is devot

ing considerable attention to the industrial motor vehicle branch,

and have lately sold an Argyll three-ton petrol motor lorry to

the Dominion Bridge Company, of Lachine, Quebec, and. a

similar vehicle to the Riordan Paper Mills, of Merriton, Ontario.

Those who travel with the Letts's diaries published by-

Messrs. Cassell and Company, Ltd., upon them are insured

against accidents while travelling as passengers in motor-cars,,

cabs or 'buses as well as the older forms of locomotion. Letts's

diaries for 1908 are now issued in various forms and bindings—

all durable, neat, and useful for the particular purpose for wLich

each is designed. Professional, scribbling, office and commercial

diaries are included in the excellent series.
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THE CONCOURS DES PANNES.

THE novel " Concours des Pannes," or breakdown competi

tion, organised by the " Auto," took place in Paris on

Sunday last, at the Clichydepot of the Meteor Taxi-Motor

Company. A number of small bays had been established in each of

which a Unic motor-cab was placed. The vehicle for some cause or

•another was not in running order, the panne or breakdown, being,

however, such that could be repaired by the tools, &c, found on

the vehicle. At a given signal the competitors had to set about

discovering the cause of the trouble, and when found and put

right, to drive the car a short distance to show that it was in

running order. A maximum of twenty-five minutes was allowed

to each competitor. In order to prove the all-round capabilities

of the drivers they were afterwards required to take off one of

the back tyres of their cab and replace it, the usual tyre tools

and jack being provided and a maximum of twenty minutes

allowed. Forty-six drivers entered for the event, thirty-two of

whom actually took part, and in view of this large number it

was resolved to divide the competition into heats with a final.

In the first series, ten competed and three qualified, the cause of

respectively 20, 15, 12, 8, 6, 5, 4, 3, and 2 per cent, of the entry

fees. Altogether the competition proved most interasting and

instructive.

INDUSTRIAL VEHICLE TRIALS IN

FRANCE.

THE Competitions Committee of the French Automobile

Club has issued the rules and regulations with regard to

the reliability trial of industrial motor vehicles which is

to be held from the 25th April to the 25th May nexc. The machines

will be divided into the following eight classes :—1, For loads from

50 to 200 kilogs., entry fee £12 ; 2, ditto from 200 to 900 kilogs.,

£20; 3, ditto from 900 to 1,500 kilogs., £30 ; 4, ditto from

1,500 to 2,000 kilogs., £40 ; 5, ditto from 2,000 to 3,000 kilogs.,

£60 ; 6, ditto over 3,000 kilogs., £60-; 7, public service vehicles,

carrying from six to ten passengers, £40; and ditto for more

than ten passengers, £60. As regards repairs, it is intended

to divide the components of the chassis into three groups—1,

those which may be changed at will ; 2, those which will be

 

The Concours des Pannes, or Breakdown Contest.—Some of the Competitors at work.

the trouble—a small piece of lead sheet causing a short circuit—

being discovered by P. Miltgen in 1 min. 28 bc. Eight drivers

were in the second series, but only one succeeded in getting his

car going within the time limit—the cause of the trouble in this

case being a stoppage in the inlet pipe. For the third series

there were ten competitors, of whom four succeeded in

locating the difficulty—a blocked petrol jet—while four com

peted in the last series, two of them discovering that the

petrol cock was closed, and that the ignition contacts had

been inverted. There were ten competitors in the final, in

which Miltgen again proved the victor, he finding out that the

make-and-break contact of the magneto was deranged, and

putting the same in order in 11 min. 18 sec. As he was the

only one to do this within the time allowed, he was awarded the

first prize of 25 per cent, of the entry fees and the silver medal

■offered by the Cab Company, and it was decided that the object

of the ^tyre-fitting trial should be confined to awarding the

remaining prizes to the nine competitors who while getting

through their series had failed in the final. This was fortunate

for Miltgen, for while expert as regards engine troubles, he

failed to change the tyre in twenty minutes ; the second and

subsequent prize-winners were Bonnet, Aubry, Hellio, Danlion,

Lallemant, Eoumagere, Reichmath, Battais, and Dube, who took

marked, which can only be replaced by marked spare parts, of

which only a limited number will be permitted by the regula

tions ; and 3, all parts not comprised in the two previous

sections may not under any pretext be changed. Pneumatic

tyres will not be allowed ; while no change of tyres, nor

of parts of spring wheels, will be permitted. The classification

will be made according to categories, and the consumption

awards will be based on the formula ig' where T = the length

of the trial in hours, C the value of the fuel consumed in francs,

D the distance covered in kilometres, and P the useful load

carried, plus the tare weight of the vehicle. Any form of liquid

or solid fuel may be employed, but all cars fitted with internal

combustion engines will be required to run on alcohol during

a certain number of days.

^

Thk Hove Town Council have been informed that the

Watch Committee have bad an interview with the directors of

the Brighton, Hove, and Preston United Omnibus Company,

who assure the Committee that they are endeavouring, and will

continue to endeavour, to do their best to meet the wishes of the

Council with regard to the running of their motor-'buses.

B
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THE UNTERBERG-HELMLE HIGH-

TENSION MAGNETO.

AMONG the many high-tension magnetos on view at the

recent Paris Salon one of the most interesting was that

displayed by Messrs. Unterberg and Helmle, of Carls-

ruhe, Germany. It is of the true high-tension type, having

both a coarse wire primary winding and a fine wire secondary

winding on the armature, so that no coil is required. The

field consists of three double permanent magnets secured to a

bronze base. The make and break device is- operated by the

armature ; the latter is provided with a fibre ring with two

flats on its inner circumference, these acting as cam surfaces and

actuate the make and break device, which consists of a

stationary adjustable contact screw and a substantial double-

armed lever carrying the free contact point. The entire

mechanism of the interrupter, together with the condenser, is

carried in a hollow metal cylinder or cap, which is held in

position by a spring clip, and can therefore easily be removed.

This is of particular advantage when it becomes necessary to

adjust the interrupter; in such a case the driver need not try to

reach the affected parts located in a confined space near the hot

and greasy engine, but can take the whole mechanism out and

inspect and adjust it in plain daylight. A gauge is furnished

with the machine for accurately adjusting the interrupter con

tacts. The eondenser is also located in this cap, this arrange

ment being claimed to be an improvement over the practice of

incorporating it in the revolving armature, as the mechanical

strains on the insulation are absent in the stationary device.

The high-tension distributor is located directly over the

interrupter, and is driven from the armature through spur

gearing. The distributor has a base of red vulcanite, and the

revolving membpr is of black hard rubber. Combined with the

high tension distributor is a safety spark gap, which is located

at the forward end of the distributor shaft, and any sparks

passing through this gap can be observed through mica windows

fitted into the cover over the distributor, which is held in place

by a spring clip, the same as the ii.terrupter.

For setting the magneto with relation to the motor, a

machine screw in the cover plate over the armature is removed

and a pin furnished with the machine is inserted in the opening

for the screw. The armature is then turned by hand in the re

verse direction to that indicated upon the frame as the proper

 

Fig. 1.- General View of Unterberg-Helmle Magneto.

direction for running, and at the same time pressure is exerted

on the above mentioned pin, by the other hand, until it drops

into a depression in the armature provided for this purpose. The

proper position of the armature for the dead centre position of

the engine is thus obtained.

An original feature of the magneto is an automatic arrange

ment whereby the armature is moved through the magnetic field

when starting the engine at a much higher speed than that corre

sponding to the speed possible with the starting handle. This

arrangement secures several advantages. A hot spark is pro

duced even though the engine be turned slowly, consequently

the driver need not exert so much effort in starting up the

motor ; moreover, the spark at starting being strong, it ia not

necessary to relieve the compression of the engine, as the pressure

generated by the magneto is sufficient to jump across the gap of

the plugs under full compression.

Two views of this "snap-start" device are shown in Figs^

2 and 3. A is the shaft to which the driving gear is keyed ;

formed integral with this shaft is the steel disc B. This disc at

one point of its circumference carries a pin C, over which passes

the loop c of a spring E made with large diameter spires of heavy

steel wire. It will be understood that if the shaft A is turned in a.

right-handed direction the spring E will be wound up. The other

 

Figs. 2. and 3.-8eotional and Front View of " Snap-Start" Devioe

on Unterberg-Helmle Magneto.

end of the spring is secured by a pin d to a brass disc F, which is

fast to the armature. The disc F is of rather irregular shape, and

is provided with a radial slot in which is located a steel ball G.

When the disc F moves in a right handed direction the steel

ball G abuts against a projection H of the stationary armature

casing, and thereby prevents the disc F and the armature from

rotating. The result of this is that when the shaft A is rotated

the spring E is wound up ; this continues until a conical depres

sion I in the disc B comes opposite the steel ball G. Then, the

ball dropping into this depression, the armature is suddenly

released, the spring distends and gives the armature a consider

able speed of rotation, whereby a hot spark is produced. The

projection or cam H is, of course, so arranged on the circum

ference of the field pole circle that the unwinding of the spring

begins when the armature comes into the zone of greatest induc

tive activity. When the engine has started and has attained

its normal speed, the steel ball is carried to the outer limit of

the slot in the disc F by centrifugal force and does not strike

the* projection H in its rotation.

The magneto is made for engines of any number of cylin

ders, the one illustrated in Fig. 1 being designed for a six-

cylinder motor.

i nncctium

Motorland, Ltd., is the name of a new concern which has

lately been established at 314, Vauxhall Bridge Koad, London,

S.W., where the needs of all classes of motorists will be catered

for. The company is introducing three types of cars ranging

from a little two-seater at an extremely moderate price to a

30-h.p. six-cylinder vehicle. The Motorland Midget, as the first-

mentioned car has been named, is fitted with a 7-8-h.p. single-

cylinder engine and cardan shaft transmission. The six-cylinder

car is known as the Autocrat ; it comprises a number of special

features, to which we hope to make further reference in a later

issue. Both the cars referred to above are, it may be mentioned,

entirely of British manufacture. Motorland, Ltd., have also

secured the British concession for the French-built cars known

as the Demeester. Three sizes of these are being made, viz.,

10-h.p., H-h.p., and 18-h.p., all fitted with four-cylinder engines,

the details throughout being on modern lines. The company ia

also keeping a large stock of accessories, and is making a

speciality of a new non-skid tread known as the "Pasco."
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CONTINENTAL NOTES.

The 1908 A.C.F. arand Prix Race.

The Automobile Club of France announces that the

entry list for next year'B Grand Prix has been opened, and will

close at ordinary fees at 6 p.m. on February 15th, 1908. Entries

at double fees will, however, be received up to June 1st. The race

is to take place on a date, to be selected, during the first two

weeks of July. . The distance will be from about 437 to 500

miles. The entry fees have been fixed as follows :—One car,

£200 ; two cars, £360 ; three cars, £480. The rules will be

those adopted at the Ostend Conference, by which the motors

must have a maximum bore of 155 millimetres for four

cylinders, and the minimum weight, without passengers, petrol,

water, or spare parts, must be 1,100 kilogrammes. The route

on which the races will be run has not yet been decided upon,

bat it is considered that the Dieppe circuit will most probably

be again chosen. The first entries for the race are three Germain

cars, which will be driven respectively by Messrs. Degrais,

Boch-Brault, jun., and Perpere.

likely that they will shortly be adopting them in various depart

ments, as they have just invited French manufacturers to submit

prices of motor street sweeping machines, water carts, and fire

engines, &c.

♦ ♦ ♦
An International Congress on Roads.

The first step has just been taken by the French Minister

of Public Works in connection with the International Congress

on Roads, which is to be held towards the end of next year, by

the formation of an Organising Commission, with M. Lethier,

Inspecteur-Ge"neral des Ponts et Chaussees, Baron de Zuylen,

of the A.C.F., and M. Baillif, of the T.C.F., as presidents.

Several sub-committees have also been formed to deal respec

tively with matters of finance, receptions and excursions, tech

nical details, and an exhibition.

♦ ♦ ♦

Motor Boat Races at Monaco.

The programme has just been issued of the annual 'motor-

boat exhibition and race meeting to be held at Monaco, from

the 1st to the 13th April next. In addition to a two-days'

Bhow, there will be a race for cruisers having single-cylinder

 

Tbe above illustration depicts a Panhard Oar, eqi

lor Morocco, where it is to be used by

The Hotor-Car in War.

with a Hotchklss quick-firing gun, being loaded on to a steimer at Marseilles en route

1 military authorities iu the troubles fFrench i

The Motor-Car Industry in Germany.

A meeting was held at the Ministry of the Interior in

Berlin last week, at which representatives of the Government,

of leading German automobile clubs, and of motor-car makers

attended. The delegate of the Government stated that

the stagnation in the development of the motor-car industry,

which was admitted on nearly all hands, had induced the

Government to institute inquiries with a view to ascertaining

whether anything could be done on the part of the Imperial

authorities to support the industry, and what means could be

employed in order to find new markets for manufacturers. With

this object the Imperial Office for Internal Affairs has drafted a

series of questions which it is proposed to put to manufacturers

of motor-cars and their components and accessories. The ques

tions for each of these groups will relate to the years 1901 (when

the industry may be regarded as at its commencement), 1903,

and 1906.

♦ ♦ ♦

Municipal Motors for Toulouse.

The municipal authorities of Toulouse are showing great

interest in the subject of municipal motor vehicles, and it is

1 that have arisen on the irontier.

engines up to 100 mm. bore ; one over the same distance for 6§r

metre cruisers having four-cylinder engines up to 90 mm.

bore ; one for cruisers up to 8 metres, and with engines with

four cylinders up to 106 mm. bore; one for cruisers 8 to 12-

metres in length and with four-cylinder motors up to 130 mm.

bore ; one for cruisers up to 18 metres and 155 mm. cylinder

bore. All the above will be over a distance of 50 kilometres.

The championship of the sea will be open to all classes of vessels,

and will be over a distance of 200 kilometres. In addition, there

will be several handicap events for cruisers and racers.

♦ ♦ ♦

An Electrical Motor Street Washing Machine.

The first electrical motor machine for the washing of the-

carriageways of streets and roads has lately been placed in

service in Berlin by the street cleansing department of that city.

The machine, which was built by Messrs. Henschel and Co. in

conjunction with Messrs. Gottfried Hagen, of Kalk, Cologne—

the latter firm supplying the electrical part—is equipped with

two 4-h.p. motors, which drive the front road wheels through

gearing. The necessary current is supplied by a battery of forty

cells, carried in a receptacle in the front part of the vehicle. The
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controller is adapted to give five forward and two reverse speeds.

The machine does not collect street refuse ; it simply was! es the

roads, a tank having a capacity of 2,500 litres of water being

provided. The water is forced out under hydraulic pressure

through a sprayer at the front, the mud and slush being swept

to the side of the road by a chain-driven rotating brush at the

rear of the machine.

♦ ♦ ♦

An Automobile Photographer's Outfit.

An automobile photography siloon. is the latest develop

ment in motorism. It is the production of a Frankfort-am-Main

inventor, who, on a petrol motor chassis, has mounted a special

body in which a dark-room, studio, arrangements for printing,

and other accessories are provided. The studio is electrically

lighted by current generated by the motor of the vehicle.

motor-boat exhibition is to be held in Antwerp from January

18th to February 10th next. Under the name the Diissel-

dorfer Electromobile Betriebs-Gesellschaft "Debag,"a company

has just been formed in Dusseldorf to establish a service of

electric mo or-cabs in that city. The police in Paris have

struck out on a new line, they having commenced to issue sum

monses against all chauffeurs who allow their engines to run,

however slowly, when the car is at a standstill.- It is

announced that a company has been formed in Athens to

inaugurate a public motor-car service between that city, Marathon,

and Thebes The Paris-Lyons Mediterranean Railway Com

pany has just put in service in Paris a number of small motor omni

buses which are at the disposal of passengers. The motor-car

manufacturers in Austria have decided not to hold a show next

year, while it is announced that the German Society of Motor

 

An Incident in the laoent Austrian MaEauvres. - A Motor Lorry being driven over two planks thrown across a stream to form a

temporary bridge. [Allgemeinc Automobil Zeitung.

Increasing Traffic in Paris.

In view of the increasing traffic in Paris, and especially on

the iAvenue des Champs Elysees, the Municipal Council has

approved the construction of an underground passage across the

Avenue at the crossing of the Rue Marbeuf, at an estimated cost

of £2,680.

♦ ♦ ♦

Miscellaneous Items.

According to a statement issued by the Automobile Club de

la Sarthe the number of accidents in that department of Franco

which took place during November last were :—Horse-drawn

carriages, 18 accidents, 3 deaths, 16 badly hiirs , automobiles,

2 accidents, 2 injured ; cycles, 6 accidents, 6 injured. The

Dutch annual motor-car exhibition is to be held in Amsterdam

from the 17th to the 26th January. Arrangements are in

hand in Brussels for the formation of a Belgian motor volunteer

corps, to include both owners of cars and motor-cycles. A

Car Builders have decided not to support another exhibition

before September, 1909. A parade of industrial vehicles is to

be held in Brussels at the close of the Belgian motor-car

exhibition.

In addition to building complete cars, the Star Engineering

Co., Ltd., Wolverhampton, are now devoting considerable atten

tion to the supply of motor-car components to enable small firms

to build up their own vehicles. The new departure has been

rendered possible by the policy adopted by the Star Company of

standardising the various parts—engines, pumps, carburettors,

gear-boxes, axles, steering gears, &c.—and having the means to

cope with a large output, prompt deliveries can be made. The

models at present being turned out comprise 9-h.p. two-cylinder,

13-h.p., 16-h.p., and 20-h.p. four-cylinder, and 30-h.p. six-

cylinder. Any of the parts of these or the complete chassis

can be supplied.
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 Messrs. A. W. Patterson

and Son are making consider

able alterations to their motor

establishment in the Market

Place, Baldock.

For placing broken bottles

in the roadway to puncture the

tyres of motor-cars and bicycles, five boys were fined 5s. each at

Berks Petty Sessions, Windsor, on Saturday.

!^"The Bradford City Council have adopted a resolution pro

hibiting the use of the motor-cars owned by the municipality

by thtir officials going to and from their homes.

Mr, Robert Colver, of the firm of Messrs. Jonas and

Colver, Ltd., Continental Steel Works, Sheffield, has placed an

order with the Daimler Company for a 42-h.p. chassis.

The records made on the Brooklands track last week are to

be attacked within the next few days, the success of Mr. Clifford-

Earp having apparently whetted the appetite of many leading

motorists for even greater speed.

By courtesy of the directors of the Automobile Co-operative

Association, Ltd., Mr. J. B. King has been permitted to use their

offices and staff to facilitate the honorary work he is doing for

the Motor Union of Western India.

Within a few minutes' motor run from the Marble Arch

Messrs. Crowe and Decrevel have an excellent garage and repair

works. This is located at 36-38, Willesden Lane, Kilburn, N.W.,

and a special floor is being devoted to the careful storage of cars

for the winter.

We learn that since Mr. W. M. Letts's visit to Paris with

the English Lorraine-Dietrich the French Company have taken

orders for fourteen of these cars, and, in addition to this, Mr.

Sangster, at Birmingham, has received direct orders from two

French agents for nine vehicles.

The year book and diary for 1908 of the Auctioneers'

Institute of the United Kingdom comes to hand in its usual

complete form, giving a topographical list of members of the

institute, the usual diary pages with an alphabetical index for

memoranda, and other matters, ample space for which is

provided.

In connection with the world's records which were an

nounced in our last issue as having been made by Mr. Clifford-

Earp, it is of interest to hear that the six-cylinder 60-h.p. Thames

car was fitted with 6-inch Palmer cord tyres, which stood up

well under the severe strain to which they were subjected. It

is interesting to note that Mr. Earp adopted the larger size after

first trying the car with 5 in. tyres.

An examination was held at the Naval Motor School, Ports

mouth, on Friday, the 20th inst,, the candidates being principally

petty officers and seamen of the Boyal Navy who wish to

become motor drivers after leaving the service. The names of

successful candidates may be obtained from the secretary of the

Royal A.C., 119, Piccadilly, W., or from the manager, Naval

Employment Agency, 16, Craven Street, Strand, W.C.

Mr. W. G. James, of 14, Mortimer Street, W., has been

appointed the sole London and district agent for the Rothwell

oars made by the Eclipse Machine Company, Ltd., of Oldham.

Three models are being made—15-h.p., 20-h.p., and 25-h.p.—all

fitted with four-cylinder engines, the first being of the Aster type,

while the latter are of the Eclipse Company's own construction.

Throughout the vehicles are on up-to-date lines, every part being

made in the works, including the bodies, except when customers

desire special coach-work.

The diary blotting pads of Messrs. Hudson and Kearns have

proved their durability during many years, and having stood the

test of editorial service may be regarded as likely to stand the wear

and tear of any commercial office. Thess are issued in several

forms, the most notable being the Bankers' edition, with leather

corners, a pad diary and a date remembrancer, as well as a good

thickness of blotting paper of real quality. No. 8a is another

good style, this having white writing paper on one side as well

•as engagement and date slips and a full size pad. Maintaining

the excellence of previous years these pad diaries of Messrs.

Hudson and Kearns may be confidently recommended.

HERE AND THERE.

 

The Aron Electricity Meter,

Ltd., have brought out a taxi

meter which has been approved

by the Commissioner of Police

for the Metropolis.

The gold medal of the

Society of Engineers has been

awarded to Mr. R. W. A. Brewer, for his paper on Liquid Fuels

for Internal Combustion Engines.

The Electromobile' Company, Ltd., is providing motor

carriages for ladies engaged in Christmas shopping, the charge

being one guinea for the car and driver for four hours.

The Maudslay Motor Company, Ltd., have received an

order from the War Office for a duplicate of the vehicle which

obtained a gold medal in the recent commercial vehicle trials.

- New members of the Scottish Automobile Club include the

Marquess of Tullibardine, the Earl of Kinnoull, the Ea<-1 of

Nortnesk, Sir Basil T. G. Montgomery, Birt., Mr. A. J. Balfour,

M.P., Lady James Douglas, Major Algernon R. Trotter, Captain

John Gilmour, and the Hoi. Lieut. J. Craik Taylor.

 

The 60-h.p. Napier Shooting Brake, built for Sir John Miller, of

Heywood, Westbury, Wilts.

The brake holds from six to eight persons In the Interior and two In front,
~ 1* protected by a Cape cart hood and folding glass windscreen. Special
-s arrangements are provided for. carrying guns, luncheon baskets, carriage

magazines, &c.

.^uujMr. Iles, a summer visitor to Nethybridge last July, who

had his car upset near Dulnan Bridge, three miles from Nethy

bridge, but over the borders of Inverness-shire, is suing the

Elgin County Council for £550 damages alleging road neglect.

A burglary was committed during the week-end at the

residence of Lord Lonsdale, Barleythorpe Hall, near Oakham.

The thieves are believed to have baen a London gang, who used

a motor-car in getting away from the place.

No more convenient or enjoyable method of "seeing Japan"

can be conceived than that of motoring through it at leisure

in a good car. Distances are not too great, the tourist

traffic has brought about a very good system of foreign-style

hotels, some of which compare very favourably with the first-

class ho3telries of Europe, and, though often difficult of access,

practically all the famous beauty spots can be reached by motor

car in far more comfort than can be supplied by the narrow

gauge railways or the jolting ricksha.
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The Isle of Wight Express Motor Syndicate, Ltd., is being

voluntarily wound up.

Mr. A. K. Stothert, head of the engineering firm of that

name at Bath, has ordered a 80-h.p. six-cylinder Napier.

Five motor-vans are now in use for the delivery of books to

the sub-stations of the public library of Chicago, U.S.A.

Sir Frederick Treves, Bart., has been through a course

of motor instruction at the Motor Schools in Heddon Street, W.

Messrs. R J. Mecredy and J. C. Percy will hold a concert

in connection with the Dublin Motor-car Exhibition on the 8th

prox.

Messrs. D. Bradbury Jones and Co., of the West

Wales Motor Garage, Carmarthen, have hiring-out motor-cars in

charge of experienced chauffeurs.

A garaqe lamp, on the miners' lamp principle, has been

placed upon the market by Messrs. George Polkey,

Ltd., of the Hockey Lamp Works, Birmingham,

who are also introducing a smart set of five

lamps for the car at a very reasonable figure.

In our advertisement pages last week the Pro

jector was illustrated, as well as the square pattern

side lamp. By an inadvertence the illustration

of the tail lamp was incorrectly given, this being

of similar style to the side lamp.

An unusual sight was witnessed on Broadway,

New York, recently. Three large electric wagons

were paraded down the chief thoroughfare of the

city, each bearing as its burden of triumph two large

dray horses, and hauling in the rear the old-fashioned vehicles

which the motor-wagons have supplanted.

We understand that Argylls, London, whose headquarters

at 17, Newman Street, W., are known to most Metropolitan

motorists, intend to develop a touring department next season.

The municipal authorities of Cincinnati, U.S.A., have con

tracted for the purchase of four 5-ton motor-wagons for the use

of the Street Cleaning Department for the collection of dust and

street refuse.

A repeat order for two traveller's broughams has been

51f.ced with the Albion Company, Ltd., by Messrs. Anderson and

'homson, of Aberdeen, through Messrs. R. and J. Shinnie, their

agents in that city.

A scheme for the construction of a special motor track

from South Shore, Blackpool, to St. Anne's has been suggested

locally. It is estimated that to construct such a track, 3£ miles

in length, a cost of £24,000 would be incurred.

The Victoria Carriagk Works, Ltd., sole concession-

naires for the Leon Bollee cars, have just supplied two of these

well-known cars to Mr. Phillip Saillard, of Buchan Hill, Crawley,

the successful exhibitor at agricultural shows. The vehicles will

be fitted with handsome limousine and a Roi-des-Belges touring

car bodies respectively.

At the rear of the Pulteney Hotel at Bath is the Pulteney

Motor Garage, with which Messrs. Whiting's motor works

have been incorporated. The building has a bold frontage

overlooking Henrietta Park, and has a private entrance from the

hotel. There is accommodation for about thirty cars, and in

Milk Street the proprietors have a repair department well

equipped for dealing with all classes of motor mishaps.

The diaries and tablet calendars for 1908 issued by Messrs.

Thomas de la Rue and Co., of 110, Bunhill Row, E.C., are of

the usual excellence and variety. The " Index Diaries '' have a

novel cut index, by means of which any month can be turned to

immediately ; the " Traveller's Diary " also has an index as

above, and contains, in addition, matter of interest to English

travellers. " Portable Diaries," specially intended for gentle

men's coat pockets, being of ample size, yet very limp and thin,

are also included among the selection, in which several miniature

purse calendars are noticed. The publishers also issue a series

of diary engagement blocks of good design and exocution. For

many years Messrs. Thomas de la Rue and Co., Ltd., have been

concerned with the issue of annual publications of a high

grade, and the books for 1908 are well up to the standard of

previous editions.

Mr. C. Jarrott has offered the Motor Cycling Club a new

trophy for next season.

Repairs to motor-car machinery are now being carried out

by Messrs. S. and H. Brown in Lincoln Road, Peterborough.

The fire authorities of Montreal, Canada, have decided to

purchase two motor chemical wagons for use in outlying districts.

Sight-seeing motor-vehicles have proved a financial success

in the cities of New York, Philadelphia, Boston, Washington,

and Denver.

The Valvoline Oil Company is using a motor-lorry for long

distance delivery work in New Jersey, U.S.A, and states that it

has replaced three two-horse teams.

The Royal A.C. has decided to refuse sanction to any com

petition on a public highway or foreshore where the approval of

the local authorities has not been previously obtained.

Messrs. P. Barrett and Co., Carrick-on-Shannon, have

a good stock of motor accessories, spirit, and oils, and are also-

undertaking the conversion of ordinary boats to motor-boats.

A FACTORY for making Dunlop tyres is about to be estab

lished in Japan, the Dunlop Pneumatic Tyre Company having

made alliance with influential people in that country for the

purpose.

Nearly 600 drivers employed by the General Motor-Cab

Company, Limited, were entertained to dinner at the Holborn

Restaurant, London, on Tuesday. The chairman, Mr. Davison

Dalziel, impressed upon the men the importance of being polite

to their " fares " and the public generally.

A 12-14-h.p. Krieger petrol-electric car has been under

going a six days' trial under Royal A.C. observation. A start

wjs made on Monday from the Club's Motor House, and the

journey was for 100 miles in the country—fifty miles out and

back, on the Oxford road. Tuesday's was for a similar distance

on the Coventry road. Five days arc being devoted to the

running of the car in the country, and one day will be told off

for a test in London traffic. The car, which under R.A.C. rating

is 17 49-h.p., is entered by Mr. F. Combemale.

We illustrate herewith a valve dressing tool which has

lately been put on the market by Mr. F. G. Crone, of 49, E. Utica

Street, Buffalo, U.S.A. It is designed for the redressing of

warped valves and their stems and the avoidance of the necessity

for grinding too great an amount from the valve seats when they

are found to be warped. It is made in one size and will accom

modate valves of 1^ to 2| in. diameter of the head and stem

sizes between \ and | in. As will be seen from the drawing,

the adjustment for the valve stem diameter is made through

conical sleeves and balls. An adjusting screw at the lower end

 

of the device limits the amount which can be removed from the-

valve face. The hpad in which the cutting edges are provided i&

detachable from the part carrying the stem of the valve, and is-

secured thereto by a quickly-detachable hinged clamp. The

conical surface cutter may be had in any angle desired. As a

complement to this tool a cutter is also provided for redressing

the valve seats in the cylinders. This cannot, of course, be

made to redress any great number of sizes of valve seats, and is

made specially for the size to be redressed. A set of stems for

the guidance of this tool in the valve stem guides is furnished,

they being attached to the cutter proper by a screw joint

drawing upon a taper.
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THE HIGHWAYS OF KENT.

" To invite anyone to a saunter through Kentish byways, or even

to a motor-scorch along Kentish highways, is to invite them into a

country that has beauty, and varied beauty, to offer to the eye at all

seasons of the year ; but it is to invite them also to a country rich in

matters that appeal to the imagination, a country in which the making

of history has been carried on for close upon twenty centuries, and

one rich even in those relics which tell of earlier unrecorded times

'when wild in woods the naked savage ran.'"

'"T~"*HUS Mr. Walter Jerrold introduces his pleasant gossipy

| guide* to the ancient and variegated orchard of England

J- —a county with an area of 1,624 square miles of

fertile surface, fragrant hedgerows, apple orchards, and hop

fields. Kent is justly esteemed in our island story. It

 

The Village oi Biddenden.

began almost with the beginning—certainly it was the

first corner of the country to entertain Romans, at

first, unawares. Historic associations lurk in many an ancient

hall and noble mansion of Kent ; and they are all made accessible

to the dweller in other shires who has the motor-car at command.

Not only are the towns and villages of historic interest, but the

roads have their memories too. Here the Romans tramped on

their way to the little settlement on the Thames, now grown into

the capital of an empire ; there Chaucer's pilgrims might be met

on their jaunt from Southwark to Canterbury. Canterbury

itself is full of associations with the past, and although Mr.

Jerrold writes lovingly of the city which sheltered the Walloons

and protected the Huguenots, his pages cannot supplant Dean

Stanley's Memorials of Canterbury, with their wealth of antiqua

rian lore and graphic descriptive power.

Canterbury is quiet and quaint, many of its old houses

" bulging " out, to quote the description by Dickens, who

immortalised most of these parts of Kent. Many of its citizens

have little sympathy with the modern world, and, according to

our " Highways and Byways in Kent," a zealous antiquarian

suggests that motors, which he regards as " throbbing, noisy,

evil-smelling machines," should be kept outside the city, their

presence being a " vulgar and irreverent anachronism." Such view

would not be shared by any of the Bishops who use automobiles

in the course of their diocesan visitations, and would probably

be controverted by those who, like Canon Hicks, of Lincoln, often

drive their cars around the cathedral Close. No, good antiqua

rian ! progress will invade even the most musty and crusty areas,

and is no respector of the ancient order of things, in which fact

the modern man considers himself fortunate.

But Kent is not all highway ; there are quiet lanes with high

hedges such as are depicted in Mr. Hugh Thomson's sketch of a

Kentish byway—one of those well-made roads that are under the

"Highways aod Byways in Kent, by Walter Jerrold, with illus-

trations by Hugh Thomson. London, Macmillan and O., Ltd., 1907.

control of Mr. H. P. Maybury, but with hedges that obstruct

the view ahead and offer risks of disaster should speed be

attempted.

In the course of a score of chapters Mr. Jerrold tells his story.

That on Lympne to the " Dens is one of the most interest

ing, where all are good, and the following quotation character

istic of his style :—

" If Romney Marsh has charms that grow upon us, there is peihaps

even more that is attractive—greater variety of immediate surround

ings and the added views—from the bills that lie close inland from

the neighbourhood of Hythe to near Appledore, at the further end of the

demi lune. It is a district of open fields, of flowery hedges, of woodland

hollows, and strips of sbaws along the fields, of dipping and rising lanes

and small but pleasant villages, with occasional magnificent views over

the wide extent of Romney Marsh. Leaving the narrow main street of

Hythe by a broad and rapidly rising highroad trending inland, we may

come to this district, or following the low road by the canal we may

reach West Hythe, the earliest successor as port, it is believed, to its

once important neighbour Lympne, now but a small village. . . .

The hills rise somewhat sharply along this part of our journey, and before

visiting the Richborough ruins it is well to see them from below and to

recall that this was in Roman times a port, either a bay or, as some

suppose, the estuary of the Rother, which, it is thought, may have

flowed out here before it took to erratic ways. Archaeologists have dis-

cuBsed the matter with various theories, and readers who would learn

further details of these Roman remains—Reculver, Richborough and

Lympne—should read the book on the subject, published in 1850 by

Charles Roach Smith, referring for later researches to the rich volumes

of the Archaologia C« ntia.ua. Here we must be satisfied with a glimpse

at the ruins, greatly changed, it must be remembered, by landslips during

the many centuries that nave elapsed since the last of the Romans left

this outpost of their empire. Now high and dry some miles inland it is

difficult to realise that Lympne was one of the great keys of Britain,

equal in importance to Dover and Richborough. It is curious that a

corruption of the Roman " Portus Lemanis " should remain in Lympne on

the heights above, but that the cast-ruin itself should have taken on the

new name of Stutfall or Studfall."

 

A Typical Byway-

And then by the way of Lympne Castle the motorist—for-

only he can properly see and know Kent—is taken a couple of

miles to Westenhanger, where we are on the Stone Street that

runs straightly, through Stanford, about a mile beyond, north to

Canterbury. Roman settlements abounded in that part of the

county, as ample remains now prove. Legends of old-time

worthies are equally plentiful, while at Aldington are memories

of Erasmus, who held the living for a few months. Several ad
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jacont places bear the name of Hurst, indicating tbe well-wooded

nature of the scenery, and it is a capital little run to Bilsington.

fa—f From Bilsington, says the author," pleasant wooded roads go north

past small retired hamlets and farmhouses to the valley of the East

Stour and Ashford, but, keeping roughly parallel with the canal, we

pass where we come nearest to that waterway, through Buokinge, and

a couple of miles beyond reach the railway (Ashford and Hastings

Branch of the S.E.R.), at Ham Street. From here our road loops in

again past Warehorne and Kenardington—both showing picturesquely

grouped in trees—on by-roads towards the Marsh. Warehorne was at

one time the scene of a fair of some importance in the district. At

Kenardington, which is now a small village, but when the Bother came

nearer may well have been of greater importance, the Saxons are said

to have raised earthworks against the Danish invaders. The journey

from Ham Street to Appledore may be made almost entirely by foot

paths, giving more intimate knowledge of this country, where the

wealden woodlands are merging into the marsh levels."

Then come Tenterden, Newenden, Rolvenden, Bevenden,

Biddenden, Halden and a dozen other hamlets that once stood

boldly to the world but now rest on their former greatness.

Legends link them with the past. Tenterden steeple and the

•Goodwin Sands are indissolubly associated, and then there is

Biddenden and the tradition of the two maids who lived

together in the twelfth century much after the manner of the

" Siamese twins," the " two-headed nightingale " and other

misfortunate monstrosities of later years. Another chapter of

attractive reminiscence is that concerning Otford and " the

 

Quintain on the Green at Offham.

'bams "—Warham, Ightham, Wrotham, Offham and half-a-dozen

more hamlets of similar termination.

The splendid palace of Warham was visited by Henry VIII., and

was duly handed over to him by Cranmer with various other archie-

>piscopal properties. All that now is to be seen is a group of picturesque

ruins near the church overlooking the Darent, where the old-time

Pilgrims' Way crossed the stream, and backed by the rapidly rising,

tree-topped downs. Approaching the railway station from the south

the nearer spur of those downs looks not unlike Box Hill as seen from

the Dorking road. Along the Pilgrims' Boad, keeping, as usual, to the

hillside, roughly midway between the higher ground and the valley, we

may pass into comparative solitude for some miles, meeting but few

people, and seeing but few cottages, for, as usual, the inhabited road

passes parallel with the old way at a short distance—here sometimes

less than a quarter of a mile—to the south. Shortly after leaving Otford,

however, the spire of Kemsing Church is seen, and here we are at a very

. attractive little villagelying half a mile or so from the railway station. . .

From Seal to Ightham a beautiful fonr mile walk may be taken

nearly all through the fine woods, either directly following the road

over the hill, or turning to the left half-a-mile beyond Seal a lower

way may be taken by Styants' Bottom. For a cyclist I would recom

mend the main road, for I can recall on one occasion having to push

my machine along rutty, stony ways for a considerable distance only
• then to have to tarn back and rejoin the open road. Either way takes

us to Oldbury Hill, a famons spot owing to the extensive pre-Boman

camp here, the entrenchments enclosing more than one hundred and

twenty acres. Part of Oldbury Hill has been extensively quarried for

stone for " metalling" roads, and especially was this done when much

• of the stone was taken in 1844 for macadamising the Edgware road."

Just lieyond Wrotham the Pilgrims' Boad takes a northward bend—

seemingly for the purpose of keeping at its usual middle distance

between the hills and valley ; but following the road above it up

Wrotham Hill we get magnificent views to the southwards over the

Hurst and Mereworth Woods to the left, and the woods and parks on

the hills about Sevenoaks, while between we have the break of the

Shode valley. Here we are on the chalk, with roads running north to

the Thames by Gravesend and Dartford, the nearest villages being the

small Stansted with its thousand-years-old yew, Bidley, and Kingsdown,

with its plain little church in the woods. Beturning to Wrotham we

have within three or four miles to the east—near to our Maidstone dis

trict at the Mailings—Trotterscltff, Birling, Byarsh, Addington, and

Off lam, a small group of places particularly attractive to those inter

ested in megaliths, or rude stone monuments of pro- his toiic people."

These are delightful rambling grounds, where the car can be

left while byways should be traversed afoot for the new im

pressions that come upon the vision with every turn. If the im

pressions are new, the actualities are ancient, for on the hill to the

north of Trotterscliff is the Coldrum cromlech and many Eomano-

British remains. To the east, on the other side of the Medway, is

Kits Coty House and the Countless Stones once thought to have

association with the Coldrum cromlech. In fact, the whole

district is one of hallowed sites which should quicken the blood in

the way that Dr. Johnson declared it should rise at Iona. These

strange survivals of a savage past seem curiously impressive in

the rich scenery of diversified woodlands, pastures, cornfields, and

hop gardens of the present. Some of the relics of our ancestors

are associated with their sports as well as with their religious

rites and funeral ceremonies, aod

" On the green at Offham is a curious .survival of one of their games

in the shape of a quintain, which has been maintained for centuries at

the cost 01 the estate on which it stands : this is a tall post with a

cross-piece pivoted at the top, broad at one end, and pierced with holes.

At the further end of the cross-piece hung a hag of sand, and the agile

youth of the neighbourhood up to the end of Tudor times used to

exercise themselves and their horses in tilting at the broad piece of

wood, ' he that by chance hit it not at all was treated with loud peals of

derision ; and be who did hit it made the best use of his swiftness, lest

lie should have a sound blow on his neck from the bag of sand, which

instantly swung round from the o; her end of the quintain. The great

design of this sport was to try the agility of the horse and man, and to

break the board, which whoever did he was accounted chief of (he

day's sport."

And thus across more than 400 pages Mr. Walter Jerrold

discourses of the ancient lore and modern semblance of one of

our best known counties, the roads of which are a delight to

motorists, with a fine firm surface and generally ending in good

inns for man and convenient garage for motor-car. For Kent

is up-to-date despite its long lineage and ancient renown. To

the graphic pen of Mr. Jerrold the facile pencil of Mr. Hugh

Thomson has been added, a literary and artistic combination

that has resulted in one of the most delightful of this series of

travel books published by Messrs. Macmillan and Co., Ltd., by

whose courtesy our readers get a glimpse of the pictures with

which it is embellished.

—-luteetuMJ

Mr. Norman Crossland, 54, Deansgate, Manchester, is

making an attractive offer to reduce the expenses of motoring

for those who purchase cars from him.

Mr. W. 0. Danckwerts, K.C., has placed an order for a

40-h.p. Piccard-P ictet six-cylinder landaulet with Messrs. Donne

and Willans, the exclusive agents for this vehicle for the United

Kingdom.

■•— Mr. Edward Manville, the chairman of the Daimler

Motor Company, has been included in the series of articles on

Midland Captains of Industry now appearing in the " Birmingham

Daily Gazette."

A motion that the Law and Parliamentary Committee

should consider the question of the damage that is done by the

G.E.R. motor-'buses has been rejected by the Eastern Highways

Committee of the Norfolk County Council.

A motor delivery van specially designed for carrying pianos

bas lately been put in commission by the Mason and Hamlin

Company, of Boston, U.S.A. It is of 16-h.p., and can cany two

.grand pianos. It is said that with this vehicle a delivery that

formerly took half a day can be completed in two hours.
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Correspondence.

[Letteri to the Editor should be addressed to the offices, S7SS, Charing Cross Road, London, IF.C.J

SUBSTITUTES FOE THE DIFFEKENTIAL GEAR.

To tHi Editok of The Motor-Cmr Journal.

Sib,—Referring to the article on " Substitutes for the Differential

<lear" in the M.C.J, of the 7th inst., which alludes to the Hedgeland

-equaliser, will you allow us to supplement what yon write by the

following ? Without departing from the underlying principle contained

in the axle, which was submitted for trial by the Royal Automobile

Club in 1906, Mr. Hedgeland bas re designed the device to enable it to

be substituted for the differential gear, both in the floating type of

cardan-driven axle and in the chain-driven type, to as to enable manu

facturers to sati-fy themselves, after trial, of the soundness of his prin

ciples. One of the modified designs is shown in your aiticle on p. 897, but
 

ahead." It will interest many of your readers to leatn that we bear

this week of one of the original equalisers completing 35,000 miles to the

satisfaction and delight of its owner.

After a long series of trials on many types of cars, the fact that the

power of the engine is transmitted through the wheel which has the

greater adhesion to the ground, and not, as in the case of the

•differential, through that which has the lesser adhesion, has proved

the superiority of the device over the differential. On a six-cylinder

the winter season. The warming of either a closed or open car ought

to be an easy matter, yet little teems to have been done to make use

of the waste heat of the engine to enhance the comfort of the passengers.

More than two-thirds of the beat geneiated in a petrol engine cylinder

goes to waste, about half of this amount passirg through the cylinder

walls to the cooling water, the other half being carried away "by the

exhaust gases. A good heating effect could undoubtedly be secured by

placing the radiator in the position of the dashboard. If a fan was

placed in front of the radiator, practically all the heat from the latter

would have to be carried through the body of the car, and a very con

siderable heating effect would be assured. Also, if there were regular

openings near the top of the vehicle the circulation would be sufficiently

active, so that no inconvenience from engine fumes need be feared.

Most cars, however, have their radiators at the front of the engine

bonnet, and to put the radiator in the place of the dashboard would be

next to impossible. What could possibly be done in many instances

would be to remove a section of the dashboard and close in the engine

space all around by suitable leather aprons, so that the air drawn through

the radiator would have to pass out of the engine space through the

opening in the dashboard. Another scheme, which has been applied to

some extent, is to provide the silencer with a jacket and locate it

directly underneath the footboard. The air in the jacket becomes heated

and passes up through a grating in the footboard. In this way also a

tolerable heating effect ought to be obtained. The principles involved
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TOURING IN ITALY.—TWO VIEWS OF LAKE GARDA.

•car which was capable of being waltzed end for end by its driver on

greasy setts, the application of the Hedgeland equaliser rendered that

■ manu'iivre impossible ; and in a report from the makers of the car

it was stated "it was much in advance of the usual axle fitted with

the differential. I particularly noticed this on roads that were greasy,

and I am certainly of the opinion that side skids are great ly pre

vented by its use." The report adds that when the engine is pulling

the drive appears to be more even on both back wheels. There is no

■doubt that the substitution for the differential of a device which is

as reliable, and which abolishes the well-known disadvantages and

•dangers due to the differential, will be a great step towards

increased simplification and safety in the motor-car. An equaliser

which at the same time will enable a solid axle, driven centrally by

worm, chain, or gear, to be adopted, will conduce to the lessening of

troubles, cost of upkeep and transmission losses. Another point which

cannot be disputed is that, since one wheel cannot be driven faster

than the other, and yet is capable of revolving freely faster than the

- other, it reduces to a great extent the destruction of tyres by the

overdriving of one wheel through the differential.—Yours truly,

Hedgeland and Co., Ltd.

WINTER MOTORING AND THE HEATING OF CARS.

To m Editob o» The Motor-Car Journal

Sir,—Now that motor-cars are no longer summer playthings, but are

used all the year round, I am surprised that more attention is not paid

1 by manufacturers to the provision of means of heating vehicles during

in heating a car by means of the engine waste heat are simple enough,

but their application in a workmanlike manner requires considerable

skill, and if any motorists have had a heating arrangement fitted on

their cars, perhaps they would kindly send you particulars for publication

in the correspondence columns.—Yours truly,

R. J. J.

LOW TENSION MAGNETO TROUBLES.

To THi Editok oi The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—I should be glad if you will advise me in regard to a Richard-

Brasier car with a four-cylinder engine of presumably 16-h.p. There

is only one ignition fitted, viz., Siwms-Boecn low tension magneto, and

the trouble is, it will only fire on two cylinders. I have only just taken

the car over, but believe that for the last few months it has been work

ing so. I have taken the magneto to pieces, cleaned and replaced it, and

the engine will run on each cylinder separately, but when they are all

connected will only fire on the front two. I believe the magnets are

magnetised, but it does not appear to spark well. I have renewed the

tappets and plugs, and ascertained that they work correctly.—Yours

truly,

Frank.

[Has our correspondent tested the timing by the marks on the

rim of the flywheel? We believe that all Richard-Hrasier cars have

the proper setting of not only the valves, but also the ignition,

clearly marked on the periphery of the flywheel. If each cylinder

will fire all right when ran separately it is really difficult to say with
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out examination why there should be trouble with the rear pair when

all are coupled up. Is the armature geared to " break " at the point

when the magnetic field is most intense? Is " Frank " sure that, in

spite of each tappet working correctly, there are not two which over

lap in timing ? A badly adjusted carburettor will sometimes give most

extraordinarily erratic results in firing, and, by firing on two cylinders

only, lead one to assume that it is the ignition which is to blame.]

A CARBURETTOR QUERY.

To thx Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

SlB,—I have just purchased an 8-h.p. single cylinder M.M.C. car

and there appears to be something wrong with the carburettor, which is

a Longuemare. Owing to the engine using a very great quantity of

petrol to the mile I began to look for the cause, and find that when the

car is standing and the engine throttled down, a quantity of petrol spits

out through the holes in the bottom of the chamber next the float

chamber. I should be very glad if you or any of your readers could tell

me how to remedy tnis.—Yours truly,

Novice.

[Our correspondent's carburettor is evidently not suited to the

engine, and the most probable reason is that the air cone over the jet is

too small. All Longuemare carburettors have a series of jets and air

cones adapted to each size, and unless the correct pair are used in con

junction a satisfactory mixture is impossible.

We advise "Novice" to secure the next number larger air cone, and

also at the same time the next smaller number jet. Various combinations

can then be tried , and we have no doubt he will thus be able with a

little patience to hit on the correct sizes of each best suited to his engine.

It is also, of course, possible that the weight on the needle in the float

chamber may require shifting, as to height, if the level of the spirit is
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Kensington, exhibited at Olympia.

too high ; but we recommend him trying the other alternative first, as

being the most likely reason for the abnormal fuel consumption, and the

flooding at the mixing chamber when throttled down.]

ENDORSEMENT OF LICENCE.

To rai Editor of The Motor-Gar Journal.

Sir,—I recently forgot to renew my driving licence and was fined

2s. 6d., and costs (the magistrate accepting my explanation) and my

licence was endorsed.

May I ask through your columns :—Is such a course usual, and is it

legal ? Also is it worth while or of any good to take any steps to get

this altered ?—Yours truly,

J. S.

[This is one of the cases where the magistrates have no option in the

matter. They " shall cause particulars of the conviction to be endorsed

upon any licence held by him." So that when a person neglects to renew

the licence, which, by the way, lasts for a year from the date on which

it is granted, the offence must be entered when conviction takes place.

This is one of the technicalities as to which magistrates might be granted

some discretionary powers Instead of being forced to perform what they

often regard as an injustice.]

VALVE SETTING.

To rax Editob of The Motor-Cmr Journal.

Sir,—I have noticed that there is a great deal of doubt as regards

the setting of inlet and exhaust valves, and that the instructions usually

given are very loose, e.g., when the piston is about an inch from the

bottom, &c. Now surely the coirect setting of valves should be a

matter of extreme accuracy, in which guess-work should be entirely

eliminated? I think it would be most interesting and instructive if

some of the leading manufacturers, such as Iris, Napier, Humber,

Daimler, Darracq, See., were to join in a little discussion on this subject,

to >>ee if any rule could be laid down. At present hardly any two

makers set their valves alike : a cursory inspection at the recent show

revealed the fact that in high-speed engines the tendency was to open

the exhaust valve early and close it early, about in. from the top of

the stroke, the inlet valve opening ^ in. on the down stroke and closing

jV in. or perhaps a little more on the compression stroke : the slower

running engines with long strokes appeared to open their exhaust valves

| in. down and close either on the dead centre or just over—i.e., a shade

late, the inlet valves in this case opening a shade late, about f, in. or i in.

on the down stroke, closing on the dead centre exactly. Then, again, I

found some engines which opened their inlet valves before the dead

centre, and before the exhaust valve was quite closed ! I think it would

be most interesting to hear the many different views on this subject.—■

Yours truly,

An Interested Enquirer*

ARE TWO IGNITIONS NECESSARY 1

To tii Editor of The Motor-Gar Journal.

Sir,—The question raised by your correspondent, Mr. J. Worthing-

ton, is surely one of interest to all motorists, and deserves, I think, a

little discussion. It is a generally acknowledged fact that a low-tension

magneto ignition is the more reliable of the two when pitted against a

hiejh -tension magneto. Why? Simply because it has proved itself so

—which provides as good a reason as we could desire. Moreover, it is

practically only within the last couple of years that the high-tension

system has been able to lay any reasonable claim to reliability at all ;

although I personally know more than one high-tension magneto I

should oe quite content to have on my car with no other type.

But allowing for the imperfections of one and all systems, I should

advise those who can afford it to have two distinct types, unless they

have only the ordinary high-tension ignition, when, by carrying a couple

of charged accumulators and a few necessary spares, they are perhaps

better off than if they had both a low and a high tension magneto*

Certainly it is false economy to have two ignition systems which are not.

totally distinct from each other. If one coil and distributor is used for

two systems and anything goes wrong with it, where does your duplicate-

ignition come in?

The objections Mr. Worthington puts forward against a double set

of sparking plugs are easily got over. No driver having two ignition,

systems on his car should leave one type idle for any lengthy period.

If he has high-tension magneto and a separate coil and accumulator

system, for example, not only is it easier for him to start on the

accumulator system, but he should make a point of always doing so, for

it ensures it being in working order and guards against his forgetting to

charge the accumulators when necessary.

Again, if the magnetic plug could prove its reliability I think it

looks as if the low-tension magneto will attain a new lease of life and

entirely put the high-tension model in the shade. Anyhow, it all goes

to show that the whole interesting question of " AVhich Ignition?" is

Btill unsettled.—Yours truly,

J. Morse Scott.

ACCUMULATOR CHARGING FROM

BATTERIES.

PRIMARY

To rax Editor of The Motor-Gar Journal.

Sir,—Can you assist me with any hints on the charging of accumu

lators? I have a four-cell charging battery fitted with an adjustable

wire coil resistance, but when newly charged, as per directions, I find

that with the full resistance interposed there is still a current of about

eight amperes, which is more than double the charging rate of my

cells. What I wish to know is whether I can conneot two colls in series,

and let the full eight amperes through, so allowing four to each, which

is full charging rate ; or if not, how can I reduce the current ?—Yours .

truly,

S. H.

[When a good primary battery is made up with fresh solutions, it .

gives its maximum voltage, and therefore offers a low opposing electro

motive force to the primary battery, an excessive rush of current being

the result. To overcome this difficulty, it is best to connect up three

instead of four cells of the primary battery to the accumulator. This

can easily be done, as the battery mentioned by our correspondent is

provided with separate terminals to each cell. After some little time

the voltage of the cells will fall, and the voltage of the accumulator will

rise, causing a fall in the strength of the current, in which case the

fourth cell can be put in and the accumulator left until it is charged. In

his query " S. H. " asks if he can connect two cells in series, but

evidently two cells in parallel is meant, as it is only by connecting them

thus that the current can be divided between them. This, however,

would not help, as by so doing the opposing voltage is reduced. Con

necting three cells up is the best method, and the resistance can be used

to obtain exact regulation of the current.]

Maker of Induction Coils.—A correspondent writes

asking for the name of the makers or agents of indue- / Rept^ur^

tion coils bearing the mark [ R. V.

.Depose

Mica Wind Screen.—We have an inquiry for the name and

address of the maker of a mica wind screen, and shall be pleased to for.

ward any information on the subject to our correspondent.
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GEARS AND GEARING *

By F. Humphris.

The title of my lecture ahou Id have been " Toothed Gears and Gear

ing." It is with the efficiency and durability of toothed wheels as used

in automobile constructional work that I am to deal. Gear wheels must

be denned as devices for transmitting continuous motion from one fixed

axis to another by means of engaging teeth. Thus confined, gear wheels

may be conveniently divided into three general classes: skew bevel gears,

transmitting motion between axes not in the same plane ; bevelled gears

transmitting motion between intersecting axes ; spur gears transmitting

motion between parallel axes.

Wheels are constructed upon theoretical principle of discs having no

teeth. These discs are imaginary in actual practice, although they are one

of the principal elements of the theory, and they are called axoids, or pitch

cylinders of the gears. These two cylinders that can roll on each other

will transmit a rotary motion from one end of the fixed parallel axes,

and to the other if tbeir surfaces are provided with engaging projec

tions. Whin these projections are bo small that they are imperceptible,

the motion is said to be transmitted by friction, and it is practically

uniform. A microscopic obseivation of any two apparently highly

polished surfaces will reveal the fact that in reality they are not per

fectly smooth. But when these projections are of large size and readily

observed, the motion, although unchanged in nature, is said to be

transmitted by direct pressure, and it is irregular unless the active

surfaces of the projections of teeth are carefully shaped to produce an

even motion. It is upon this theory of being carefully and correctly

shaped that a tooth gearing must be constructed to give good results, and

it is also necessary that it must maintain its configuration and correct

curves throughout its whole life, or otherwise a tooth gear begins well,

not perfect, and rapidly becomes worse and worse.

The important point is as to whether a toothed gear becomes less

efficient as it becomes older, and whether it maintains its correct

curves in a sufficiently practical form to leave it in the field of

mechanics unchallenged as a motion. My own views are that the

tooth gear is the most imperfect motion employed in automobile con

struction when it is constructed upon the orthodox lines.

The basis upon which ordinary tooth gear is constructed is that of

two circles or cylinders rolling upon one another, this obviously giving

the smallest contact surfaces or area that can be contained. This

system gives results entirely dependent upon the perfection of the true

tooth curve, and can only give its theoretical result when the wheels

are new, the reason being that there is only a line of contact to take up

the greater part of the sliding motion. These curves represent two

convexes rubbing upon one another, and it is necessary that these

curves should remain as they were first designed, or otherwise the

velocity ratio between them will keep getting worse and worse; In

practice, it is not possible to maintain this theoretical curve. There is

no wheel that ever has been made, or that ever can be made, which has

for its basis curves engaging and sliding in opposition one on the other.

If the motion of two wheels' teeth engaging were entirely confined

to that of a rolling character their life would be practically everlasting.

Therefore, to be able to improve upon the system of ordinary tooth

engagement and retain all its advantages without any of its disadvan

tages, should be the aim of all engineers who are interested in trans

mitting power by these means ; but to do this would necessitate making

a gear the teeth of which have less sliding upon one another, with an

area or surface in contact of greater dimensions than teeth of the ordi

nary kind, also with a greater strength, a less amount of weight, a reduc

tion in the number of engagements for the same amount of work done,

and teeth which, with all these qualifications, will not change in form

when worn and destroy the curves necessary to their perfect working

and engagement. This can only be done by making the true tooth

curves in sympathy with the mating member upon which they engage

instead of in opposition, as in the ordinary form of tooth engagements.

I have designed a toothed wheel of this description, and have put it to

the most severe tests. The tooth to which I refer is circular in cross

section with a hemispherical or ball-end addenda, the said tooth wheel

engaging in a plate having circular holes, and being driven at right

angles from the propelling shaft. The results of this test Bhow a very

small amount of loss in transmission, and an almost imperceptible amount

of wear. A lesser angle of obliquity (or power absorbed as thrust) can

be obtained than when the ordinary formula and shape of tooth is

employed. This lesser angle of obliquity carries with it some very

remarkable values, as the power delivered from one wheel to the other is

more in the direction of the driven wheel, with a corresponding increase

in efficiency. A smaller diameter pinion can be used with larger and

stronger teeth. And in proportion to the lesser angle of obliquity so is the

amount of slip, or the sliding of one tooth upon the other, which slip

occurs over an abnormally large area, and, therefore, ensures less wear

and less friction. This result is obtained by establishing an entirely

new formula and shape of tooth. The underlying principle of tooth for

mation is that the action of the teeth shall, as nearly as possible and

practicable, approximate to the smooth motion that the peripheries of

friction wheels would give if working perfectly when engaged in mutual

contact. Though this may seem easy of attainment, it is not at all

ensily or readily accomplished in fact. For, apart from the question

of mere engagement of teeth, there is this result, that the forces which

* Abstract of paper read to the members of the Royal A.C.. on Thursday'
December 12th, 1907.

act normally to the tooth curves operate in oblique directions and only

for an instant perpendicularly to the line of action. The amount of

diagonal thrust will depend upon the form given to the teeth, and it is

desirable for obvious reasons to keep this angle of obliquity as small as

practicable, as the less it is the more efficient becomes the trans

mission. Intimately related to this is the breadth of the teeth at the

roots, increase in which conduces to strength. With the circular tooth

having a somewhat bell or helmet shape, and an addenda hemispherical

and engaging in a round hole, all these necessary conditions can be not

only conformed to, but' improved upon, when the teeth and holes are-

constructed upon a formula giving sympathetic curves. The tooth,

action, instead of being curved in opposition, as in the formula for

ordinary tooth gears, is curved in sympathy.

"ELECTROMOBILE" AS A NAME.

In the Court of Appeal, on Monday, the appeal of the plaintiffs was-

heard in Electromobile Company, Ltd., v. British Electromobile Com

pany, Ltd., from a refusal of Mr. Justice Warrington to grant an injunc

tion restraining the defendants from using their present style, on the

ground that it was calculated to induce customers to believe they were

dealing with the plaintiff company.

The contention of counsel for the appellants was that confusion was

inevitable from the use of the word " Electromobile" by the respondents.

Lord Justice Vaughan Williams pointed out that confusion was a,

question of degree. The risk was great when a fancy word was used

but not so great when a word was used which was neither fancy nor

geographical, but merely of a character descriptive of the machinery.

Without calling upon counsel for the respondents, the Court dis

missed the appeal.

Lord Halsbury said the question raised was simply one of fact and

not of law. In his view there was no reasonable probability of confusion

 

The 15-h.p. Coventry-Humber recently supplied to the Duke of Atholl.

between these two names. The appellants had adopted two words—

" mobile " a good classical French word, atd " electro," which was pretty

well appreciable all over the world to electricity, and those words purely

signified the qualities of the carriage. He did not believe that a word

which was, as was admitted, a generic word describing a car run by

electricity in 1902 had since then become specifically appropriated to one

particular company, so that it might lead to the public being deceived

if used by another company. If the name sought to be restrained was

one which pimply conveyed the qualities of the thing, it became ex

tremely difficult to say, and lequired very strong evidence to establish,

that it would deceive. He did not deny that a person might even be

restrained from using his own name in certain circumstances, but those

circumstances did not arise here.

The Lord Justice and Mr. Justice Bigham agreed, and the appeal

was accordingly dismissed.

—ooaao—

Continental tyres were again top scorers at the Berlin Inter

national Exhibition by an overwhelming majority.

On the 13th mst a joint dinner of Messrs. S. F. Edge (1907), Ltd.,.

and Messrs. D. Napier and Son was held at the Trocadeio Restaurant,

London, when, in reply to the toast of his firm, Mr. M. S. Napier

reviewed its history over the last century, recalling some intricate pieces

of mechanism which they had made before they took up motor-cars ten

years ago. He described his meeting with Mr. S. F. Edge when that

gentleman was driving a car of the early type which to Mr. Napier's

eye looked like a "racing cottage." At the call of the chairman, Mr.

S. F. Edge, the staffs of the two firms present at the dinner joined in

drinking the toast of "The Napier ear light ahead in 1908."

A department of the business of Messrs. Smith, Parfrey and Co.,

Ltd., that promises to be kept busy throughout the cold weather is that

for the repair of cracked water-jackets, cylinder-heads, water-ctjnnections,

&c. By dint of considerable experiment during the summer they have

discovered how to treat such damages in the minimum time, with the

utmost efficacy, and at the lowest passible cost. They have also been

kept busy lately converting the pillar change-speed levers of Rovers and

Darracqs to change devices of the ordinary side-lever pattern. There

have been yet further extensions at the Pimlico Wheel and Motor

Works, and it is certain that London now contains the largest and best

equipped repair establishment in the kingdom.
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CLUBS AND ASSOCIATIONS.

MOTOR CLUB.

Me. R. E. Edmondson, the secretary of the Crystal Palace Club

and polo manager, has been appointed secretary of the Motor Club.

THE AUTO-CYCLE UNION.

The annual six-days' trial will next year again take the form of a

reliability run from Land's End to John o' Groat's. Last year's trial

was certainly one of the most successful of any promoted by the club,

and it will be extremely interesting to see to what extent machines have

now been improved, and what will be the proportion of starters who

succeed in getting through from " end to end." The question of awards

has not yet been considered by the committe", but we are informed that

the rules and conditions will be out in good time.

LADIES.

At the last meeting of the Committee of the Ladies' Automobile

Club, the following were elected members of the club:—Mrs. William

Bradshaw, Miss Vera Davison, the Hon. Mrs. Hanbury-Tracy, Mrs.

Hartmann and Mrs. Jamieson.

The committee have arranged with Mr. R. S. Currie, the club

engineer, for another course of his technical lessons to be given at the

club. These will be given weekly, from January 29th to March 4th.

They will be free to members, and each member may bring with her one

friend, but for each friend a charge of 5s. per lesson will be made.

SOCIETY OF MOTOR MANUFACTURERS.

At the meeting of the Council of the Society of Motor Manu

facturers and Traders, held on the 12th inst. , it was resolved to take

the opinion of the trade with regard to the proposed Isle of Man

race next year. Applications for the formation of local agents' sections
■were received from what was formerly known as the Midland Motor

Traders' Association, of which Mr. W. J. Burton, Nottingham, was the
•secretary ; from the Manchester Association, with Mr. C. E. Taylor as

the secretary ; and one from the county of York, received through Mr.

H. J. Lloyd, of York city.

BEDFORDSHIRE.

The first annual meeting of the Bedfordshire A.C. has been held at

the Swau Hotel, Bedford, Mr. W. H. Allen (chairman of committee)

presiding. The accounts showed a balance in hand of over £50. All

the officials were re-elected with Lord Ampthill still as president, and

Mr. G. J. M. Whyley as hon. sec. A dinner followed, at which several

ladies were present, and several complimentary toasts were observed.

SHEFFIELD.

On Tuesday the second annual dinner of the Sheffield and District

A.C. was held at the King's Head Hotel, Sheffield, about ninety gentle

men sitting down under the presidency of Mr. Harvey Foster. Amongst

those present were Dr. G. H. Lodge (Mayor of Rotherham), Dr. Pearson,

Superintendent Bielby, Messrs. H. J. Wells (Barnsley), J. H. Pickford

< Rotherham), F. B. Cawood (hon. secretary), Ben Hind, E. F. Coupe, P.

Richardson, W. Browne, H. C. Else, T. H. Firth, J. Barber, and

others. The toast of " The Publie Authorities" was given by Dr. Pearson,

who made reference to the kindly relations which subsist between

motorists and the police, and to the efforts which are being made to

secure improvements in the roads. In replying, the Mayor of Rother

ham expressed a firm belief that during the next few years great progress

must be made. Mr. Fearnley, of the Sheffield Tramways Department,

also responded, alluding to the coming of the Universal Lights on

Vehicles Act at the opening of the year, and to the greater justice and

safety which would thereby be secured by all users of our highways.

Mr. W. Robinson proposed "The Motor Union of Great Britain

and Ireland," and Mr. Rees Jeffreys responded. He spoke very warmly

of the services of Sheffield's representatives to the Union, enumerating

Mr. Cawood, Mr. Firth and Mr. Barber. The Union had done what it

-could to weld together all the automobile clubs of the kingdom, the con

sequence being that that body has now become the Common Council of

automobilism, and able to control the common politics of the industry.

He thought that there was no fear of internal dissension or of a retro

gressive step, and a small and unrepresentative body in the Metropolis

being left as the authority. The future was a very difficult one, for

there was the new Bill to be faced, and the likelihood of increased

taxation was one of the chief subjects to be considered. He still thought

that increase in taxation would not be objected to so long as the produce

was paid into a central fund to be applied as grants in aid towards im

provement in our main roads. The Motor Union was always watching

the legislative battle, and no private Bill was introduced into the House

of Commons without the most careful scrutiny by the Union, so that the

rights of motorists should be safeguarded in every possible way.

Other toasts were " The Visitors," proposed by Mr. T. H. Firth, and

responded to by Mr. H. J. Wells (of the Barnsley and District A.C.) and

" The Sheffield and District Automobile Club," proposed by Mr. H. C.

Else and responded to from the chair.

HARROGATE AND DISTRICT.

Dr. Ozanne (president of the Harrogate and District A.C.) occupied

the chair at the second annual dinner, held at the Prince of Wales

Hotel, on Saturday. The President was supported by the Mayor

(Alderman N. Williams, M.D.), Dr. A. F. Dimmock, Mr. G. C. Veale,

Dr. Holroyd (hon. sec), Mr. H. Gaskell (Blackburn), Mr. H. S. Birt-

wistle (hon. treasurer), Superintendent C. Keel, Mr. J. A. Titley (hon.

solicitor), and others.

The Chairman gave the usual loyal toasts, which were duly

honoured, and Mr. T. E. King proposed " The Motor Union," remarking

that the Harrogate and District Club had been affiliated with the

Motor Union for some time past, and they had every reason to be

satisfied with their relationship. Mr. W. Rees Jeffreys, in response,

referred to the assistance Mr. King, who was the representative of

the Harrogate A.C, had been to the general committee with the views

of the Harrosate Club upon important questions of policy from time to

time decided by that committee. The Harrogate Club was very

fortunate in its officers.

Mr. E. H. Hepper proposed " The Harrogate and District Auto

mobile Club," and remarked that it was always a pleasure to come to

the beautiful town of Harrogate. The beginnings of the Harrogate

Club were likely to lead to greater things. Referring to the applica

tion some time ago, he did not think the Harrogate Club was well

advised to go in for a ten mile limit in all the streets. Dealing with

needed reforms, he alluded to the injustice of motorists being compelled

to have a light in front and at the rear of their cars, whilst other

vehicles were allowed to go along the roads without a rear light. With

regard to the taxation of motor-cars, any tax that might be put on, and

money received from licences of motor-cars, and all moneys derivable

from that form of taxation should be placed to the upkeep of the roads.

In course of conversation with Superintendent Keel, he gathered that

he was not in favour of police traps on open roads. He quite agreed

with the superintendent on the other side of the question, that danger

ous driving through villages should be stopped.

Dr. Holroyd, in response, referring to the formation of the club,

said that about the end of 1904 the Harrogate Corporation wished to

impose a sp?ed limit of eight miles an hour in the whole of the borough

of Harrogate, which was ridiculous. A few motorists in the district

met and decided to oppose the scheme. Shortly afterwards it was

thought advisable to form a club, and eighteen motorists who, he was

pleased to say, were still members, formed the Harrogate and District

A.C. After a reference to the part taken in the recent speed limit

inquiry by the club and the Corporation, he remarked that the result

was extremely satisfactory to the club, because in the streets that were

scheduled it would be absolutely dangerous co drive at times over ten

miles an hour. They had now a membership of ninety, and they bad

taken their place in the country as one of the best working clubs.

Dr. Solly proposed the toast of " The Mayor and Corporation."

The Mayor, in response, after a humorous reference or two, speaking on

the speed limit, said that he agreed with Dr. Holroyd. He certainly

thought on some country roads twenty miles an hour was rather slow,

but along many roads and in villages and towns twenty miles an hour

was much too fast. Had it not been for "road hogs" he was suie

motorists would not have been worried or annoyed by the police traps. Mr.

J. E. Titley gave the toast of " The President." It struck him that

the Harrogate and District A.C. were particularly fortunate in their

president, who had helped them from the very beginning. They could

not have a better president. Dr. Ozanne was heart and soul in the

welfare of the club. The toast was given with musical honours.

Dr. Ozanne, in response, thanked them for the hearty manner in

which they had drunk his health. With regard to the office he held in

the club, it gave him much interest and pleasure ; he was in at its

birth and had watched its progress. He expressed his strong disapproval

of the disgraceful habit of going much beyond the speed limit in towns

and villages, and considered the Act was very fair to motorists.

The Bradford M.C.C. is nearing a membership of 100. Mr. G. E.

Vint is the president.

The Perak (Federated Malay States) Motor Union, formerly known

as the Ipoh A.C, has affiliated to the Motor Union.

Mr, J. R. Bedford, who founded the Birmingham Motor-Cycle

Club five years ago and who has been the hon. secretary since then, has

just resigned owing to his removal to Reading.

The Motor Accessories Company, 56, Great Marlborough Street,

W.j are special selling agent* for the G.L. controller, and agents for the

G.L. carburettor.

The West End Tyre and Accessories Company have opened a show

rosm at 2b, Piccadilly Circus Mansions, 67a, Shaftesbury Avenue, W.C.,

where the " West End" non-skid and all kinds of tyres and accessories

can be seen.

The result of the Limerick competition of Messrs. W. Searle and

Co., the speed indicator specialists, is as follows:—Firat, the line.

" And most Searle-y they looked when home striding," sent by Mr. C

Rayner Booth, of Tudor House, Mickleton, Gloucestershire ; and second,

"From the 'copse' where they were abiding," sent by Mr. S. Batchelat,

of Blackstock Road, Finsbury Park, N.
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CARBURETTING AS DETERMINED BY EXHAUST

OAS ANALYSIS*

By Dtjgald Clbrk.

In an internal combustion engine, whether petrol or gas, there is a

best mixture of inflammable material and air, which give* for that engine

the highest power consistent with the highest thermal efficiency. The

object of the carburettor is to supply the air oharge drawn into the

petrol engine with a sufficiency of petrol to produce this proportion of

charge, notwithstanding all necessary variations in the volume of the

total charge drawn into the engine. A perfect carburettor should

produce this best charge throughout the whole range of speed of the

petrol engines considered, and throughout the whole range of variation

in volume of charge per stroke required by the engine for control

under the different circumstances of running. It is not a difficult

task to design a carburettor which will give a practically perfect

charge for one particular speed of rotation, and for one particular

charge volume drawn in per stroke. It is, however, a most difficult

task to design a carburettor which will automatically meet the vary

ing demands for charge by the engine, both as to speed and volume

fed per stroke. The jet carburettor, as originally designed by May bach,

assumed, and assumed correctly, that for certain variations of

speed and charge volume the jet would respond to pressure

cbanges in the inlet pipe to such an extent as to proportion the finite

coriectly within these limits. The wide range of speed and charge

volume required to meet the conditions of a modern petrol motor, when

actuating a car, necessitates, however, changes in conditions other than

those obtainable by means of a petrol jet and a supply port or passage of

The author assisted at these experiments, and has also since made som?

experiments on his own car, an 18-h.p. Siddeley landaulet, having a

four-cylinder engine, cylinders 4 in., stroke 4 in. The best results—

purity of exhaust and maximum thermal efficiency—are obtained in

adjusting the carburettor so that the engine gives the most economical

petrol consumption for a given power. This power is somewhat under

the maximum power possible, but not greatly under it. The conditions

of innocuous exhaust and maximum efficiency are to be found together.

The most important point apparent from these analyses is this : that

complete combustion by no means follows because of excess of oxygen.

That is, wo may adjust a carburettor in such a way as Co give a substan

tial excess of oxygen throughout its whole range and yet we may not

succeed in suppressing carbonic oxide or completing combustion.

THE SKIDDINQ OF MOTOR 'BUSES.

The question as to whether a 'bus company or a borough authority

were liable through a motor-omnibus skidding on a greasy, watered

road, has been discussed at Shoreditch before his Honour Judge Smyly,

K.C., and a jury.

The plaintiff was Lewis Archer, a labourer, who claimed £40

damages from the London General Omnibus Company (Limited).

Plaintiffs case was that on July 3rd he was walking along Oxford. Street,

one foot from the kerb, when a motor-omnibus skidded, swept round

sideways on the kerb, picked him up, and carried him about eight yards,

and as it righted itself dropped him into the roadway. He had been

unable to work for twelve weeks owing to a strained back, losing £2 a

week. For the defence evidence was submitted to show that the road-
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uniform area. Accordingly, many methods have been proposed, and are

in use, purporting to so vary the suction pressure within the pipe as to

cause the jet to respond in the manner desired. All these automatic

devices act by varying the pressure due to snction, either by operating a

tbiottle valve or by opening an auxiliary valve. A usual method of

determining the degree of success of the regulating device is to watch

the flame coming from the exhaust valve under the various changes

of condition intended to be made, and the attempt is made to ensure

combustion as complete as possible and to proportion the petrol by seeing

that the flame leaving the exhaust valve is not a luminous one, but a blue,

non-luminous flame. This blue, non-luminous flame is supposed to in

dicate fairly complete combustion within the cylinder. This method

of testing, however, is very crude, and gives but little real knowledge

of what the carburettor is doing throughout the whole range, as to

supply of the perfect mixture of inflammable vapour and air which is

dt sired. On March 19th and 20th of this year a valuable investiga

tion was made by the Koyal Automobile Club on the nature of the

gases and vapours emitted by twelve motor-cars under some of the con

ditions of ordinary running. It was shown that carbonic oxide gas was

present in the exhaust from all the cars, and that while four cars dis-

cnarged an exhaust containing under 2 per cent, of the gas, eight cars

discharged more than this quantity. That is, the experiment proved

that in all these cars the combustion within the cylinder was to some

extent incomplete. In each case tested the gases were discharged into

a copper drum by means of a flexible metallic tube coupled to

the exbaust pipe at a point between the engine and the silencer. The

copper drums were each of about 800 cubic inches capacity, and the

portions of exhaust gases supplied were discharged during ten minutes,

to as to ensure that the contents of the drum to be examined were

average samples of the gases passing in that time from the engine.

Two samples of exhaust gases were taken from each oar.

•From a paper read before the Iiutituta of Automobile Engineers on December

11th, 1807.

way had been only partially watered by the Borough Council that-

morning, causing it to be very greasy and the 'bus to skid, which

would not have been the case had the road been well

flushed. Mr. Charles said that the borough authorities were-

liable for these skidding accidents. All the 'bus company were asked to-

do and paid their licence to do was to put a well-conducted vehicle on

the road, which they did. It was the badly-watered thorough fart s

which caused the mischief, and the borough councils were liable under

those circumstances. The time had come when the burden of the

liability should be put on to the proper shoulders. The company's 'buses

were as safe as they could be made, and would not skid except for badly-

watered roads. Judge Smyly said the 'bus companies had two duties

with reference to motor-'buses, to provide a competent and skilful driver

and a vehicle reasonably fit to run about the streets. If the contention

of the learned counsel was to hold good, it left it open that whenever

there was a slight splash of rain a 'bus company with a skidding motor

could sweep a person, quietly walking on the pavement, into the road

way. That was a very serious thing to contend. The jury found for

the plaintiff for £40 damages and costs, and judgment .was entered

accordingly.

Messrs. Brown Bros, have published a sonvenir giving particulars-

of the " Brown " cars used by the Royal Commission on Congestion in

Ireland. When it is remembered tbat the "Brown" cars did over

21,000 miles on some of the worst roads in Ireland without an involun

tary stop for mechancal troubles of any kind, their reliability seems fully

assured.

Messrs. Leo Ripault and Co., 64a, Poland Street, London, "VV.,

s end a copy of a new catalogue giving particulars of the K. I), motor-

bicycle for 1908, the Oleo lubricating oils, a month siren fitted with a

leather band for the wrist, and the Oleo pings in porcelain, mica and

steatite, as well as igniters, terminals', voltmeters, &c. The firm find

that these specialities are coming well into favour with motorists.
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COMPANY NEWS.

Singer and Co., Ltd.—The annual meeting of this company was

held at Coventry on Monday. Mr. G. Singer presided, and in moving

the adoption of the report, a summary of which has already appeared in

our columns—said that as to the obsolete stock, the directors considered

it wiser to face the matter, and having now cleared the air by the amount

written off, he believed the company would be able to show its own profits

without further drawbacks, ana that the motorcompany, which belonged

to this company, would contribute largely. Mr. A. E. Jagger seconded.

The report was adopted and a proposal for an Advisory Committee was

defeated by one vote.
General Motor-Cab Company, Ltd.—The first annual general

meeting of this company was held on Monday, Mr. Davison Dalziel

presiding. The chairman, in moving the adoption of the report and

accounts, said the period under review was one of preliminary organi

sation entirely. Although on May 13th last there were only eighty-

six cabs in work, the company finished the period of the six months

on November 13th with no less than 467, and the average number of

cabs working per day was 306. The average takings per cab per day

daring the whole of that period were £2 3s. 6d., thus exceeding the

estimate set out in the original prospectus by 8s. 6d. per day. Five hun.

dred cabs have been delivered, and the company were now beginning

to receive deliveries of the second order of fOO Renault cabs, which,

together with the other vehicles ordered, would all, no doubt,

soon be running and earning revenue. The balance-sheet for

the six months from May 13th to November 13th showed a net profit,

with an average of only 306 cabs at work per day, of £41,887. Those

profits were arrived at after every possible proper charge had been

debited against the account?, and the directors decided to declare an

interim dividend at the rate of 7 per cent, per annum on the Preferred

Oidinary shares for the six months ending November 13th. After

writing off the debit amount of last year, amounting to £9,682, and the

amount necessary for the payment of the interim dividend, there

remained about £20,000, which would allow of the payment of the very

substantial additional bonus to the preferred shares and a very substan

tial dividend to the deferred shareholders. The directors had considered

it wiser, however, to defer these distributions until the end of the

year, when they would no doubt be able to do even better in the way

of distribution to all classes of shareholders. The report was adopted

unanimously.
Dunlop Tyres.—The annual meeting of the shareholders of the

Bunlop Pneumatic Tyre Company was held on Monday, Mr. Harvey Du

Cros, M.P., presiding. In moving the adoption of the report, the

chairman said in 1905 the patents under which the company was

originally formed expired, and the company became merely a trading

concern. In that year their earnings were £114,878, in 1906 they were

£165,786, and in 1907 their earnings, under competitive conditions, were

£200,478. In the last twelve months they had paid oat in dividends and

to the debenture holders the sam of £252,323. The meaning of that was

that the company had distributed as nearly as possible £20,000 each month.

The present year showed an increase of £25,000, and, of course, that was

followed by an improved distribution, and the whole of that improve

ment went naturally to the deferred shareholders, who now received

10 per cent. They had developed an invention in relation to detachable

rims, and they would embark in the business of the manufacture of

motor rims, the same as they had done in the matter of rims for cycles.

Mr. C. W. Healy seconded the adoption of the report, which was

agreed to.
Car and General Insurance Corporation, Ltd.—The fourth

annual and general meeting of the Car and General Insurance Corpor

ation (Limited), was held on Monday. Mr. E. Manville presided, and, in

moving the adoption of the report, said the net result of the year's

operations was, inclusive of the premiums on the issue of the new snares,

a disposable balance of £16,273. The premium income daring the first

year amounted to £26,828 ; the second year it amounted to £64,475 ; in

the third year, during which the results were based on ten months' work

ing, calculated pro rata for twelve months, to £98,948 ; in the fourth year,

just finished, to £171,336. During the four years of their existence they

had received as netpremiums a total of £345,099, and during thesame period

they ha t paid as claims a total of £201,155, or an amount equal to

58 '3 per cent., which must be considered entirely satisfactory. With

regard to expenses, these in 1904 amounted to 51 A per cent. ; in 1905,

to 40°4 per cent. ; in 1906, to 41 per tint. ; and in 1907 to 398 per cent.

It was, however, extremely likely that competition might force them

to open a department to undertake a non-tariff fire insurance. The direc

tors propo-ed to dispose of the balance of £16,273 by adding to the

reserve fund the sum of £3,500, writing off the special agency charge

the sum of £9,000, to declare a dividend of 5 per cent, per annum,

together with a bonus of 3d. per share, free of income-tax, amount

ing to £2,180, and to carry forward £1,592. Mr. J. Gorham seconded

the motion, which was carried unanimously.

Fiat Motors, Ltd.—The annual meeting of this company is being

held to-day (Saturday), when the directors will submit accounts showing

a net profit of £8,041, from which a further dividend at the rate of 5

per cent, will be paid, bringing the total dividend of the year to 10

per cent. Since September 30th stocks have been reduced by sales by

some £40,000, and the company have now on hand orders amounting to

over £130,000. The company has acquired a large interest in the

deferred shares of the F.I.A.T. Cab Company, and anticipate good

results from the opening of the new works at Wembley.

The Darracq-Serpollet Omnibus Company, Ltd.—At the first

annual general meeting of this company, to be held on Monday next,

the directors will report on the period from the May, 1906, to the end of

September, 1907, when there was a debit on the profit and loss account of

£7,294. Mention is made of the lamented death of M. Leon Serpollet,

and the equipment of the new factory under the direction of M. A.

Darracq.
New Companies Registered.

Lancashire Steam Motor Company. —£100. As title. North-

cote Street, Ley land.
Pittler Universal Rotary Machine Syndicate.—£50,000.

To acquire an option or g^roup of options for dealing with the Pittler

Universal Rotary Machines patents throughout the British Empire.

The directors are Messrs. T. Parker, jun., Chaddlesley, Beechwood

Avenue, Kew ; C. Lorenzen, Roselea, Spencer Road, Wealdstone ; A. H.

Lang, 36, Whellock Road, Bedford Park, Chiswick ; and T. M. Davies,

Queen Anne's Mansions, St. James's Park, S.W. 80-81, High Holborn,

W.C.
Valwin Tyre and Rim Company.—£1,000. Agreement with

Mr. H. W. Gladwin for acquisition of certain secrets, patents, rights and

property in London.

^

PRIZES FOR DRIVERS.

On Saturday, under the auspices of the Commercial Vehicle Users'

Association, a parade of drivers of motor vehicles engaged in industrial

service was held outside the offices of the Thames Conservancy on the

Embankment, London, when prizes were awarded to drivers who bad

travelled a distance of not less than 4,800 miles on their vehicles daring

the past twelve months, or longer period. Each of the drivers under

went a verbal examination as to his knowledge and experience of his

machine, and his skill in driving under traffic conditions. After a care

ful examination of the twenty-six steam motor-wagons and tractors, the

prizes were awarded as under :—■

£5 EACH EQUAL FIRST.

Patrick Driscoll (Thornycroft), employer the Westminster City

Council, 63,000 miles.
Fred Gunn (FoJen), employers Seubrooke and Sons, Ltd., 24,300

miles.
£2 EACH EQUAL SECOND.

Join Troagh.ou (Straksr), employer French Asphalte Co., Ltd.,

28,200 miles.
Albert Smith (Foden), employer Chislehurst Mineral Waters Co.,

26,000 miles.
£1 EACH EQUAL THIRD.

Williim Winn (Thornycroft), Allen and Hanbarys, Ltd., 39,200

miles.
A. Brown (Coalthard), Baker Bros., 18,400 miles.

H. Simpson (Lancashire), Ely Bro'., Ltd., 29,900 miles.

Tnos. Lewis (Foster tractor), W. J. Lobjoit and Son, 12,000

milts.
John Norman (Straker), Mann and Sons, 33,700 miles.

J. Ward (Thornycroft), Mark Mayhfjw, Ltd., 42,900 miles.

D. Woodhams (Foden), Mark Mayhew, Ltd., 46,500 miles.

M. Geraghty (Lancashire), Mark Mayhew, Ltd., 30,600 miles.

C. Hills (Straker), J. and M. Patrick, 22,000 miles.

THE DISCHARGE OF PETROL INTO SEWERS.

At the Thames (London) Police Court, Robert Watson, giving an

address at Arddarrock, Garelochhead, Dumbartonshire, was summoned

on the 12th inst. for allowing a quantity of petrol to run from a light

locomotive into a gully leading to a sewer. Mr. Carter prosecuted

for the London County Council, and Mr. J. Harris defended. Joseph

Townsend stated on July 16, between eleven and twelve o'clock in the

day, he saw a motor-car outside the Clyde Shipping Company in Night

ingale Lane, and the chauffeur was letting his petrol down a sewer.

John Hunter said that he saw the defendant turn the tap and let the

petrol out. The witness said to the defendant, " If a policeman sees you

doing that you will get summoned." The defendant replied that he

wanted to get away. Mr. Carter said that damage had been done to

the extent of £35, and had men been working in the sewer with lights,

serious consequences would hive followed. Counsel for the defence

said that the defendant took a motor-car from Seymour Place to the

Clyde Shipping Company, and was informed by an inspector of the

police that the car could not be allowed into the dock before the

petrol was got rid of. The inspector told defendant that he could let

the petrol go down the gully, and he did so in ths presence of the

inspector and a constable. The defendant went into the box, and bore

out his counsel's statement. The Magistrate : Have you brought the

inspector here ? It is a very serious aspersion on the police. Counsel -.

We did not think it was necessary. The defendant's employer has

paid £35, the -cost of the damage. Mr. Dickinson fined the defendant

£5 and £2 2s. costs.
■—ccea— ■

Messrs. Jarrott and Letts, Ltd., announce that their offices

will be closed from Christmas Eve until the morning of Monday,

December 30th.
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CA5E UNDER THE MOTOR CAR ACT. ROAD REPORTS.

A Dismissal.

At the Beaconsfield (Bucks) Sessions, od Tuesday, Thomas Barry,

driver to Sir John Dickson-Poynder, M.P., was proceeded against for

r riving a motor-car in a negligent mtnner on the highway at Taplow, on

November 26th. Frederick Martin, of Slough, said that on November

•26th, as he was returning from Maidenhead, he saw a motor-car approach

ing from behind. At the time witness was on the left side of the road,

going towards Slough. He took the lamp (produced) out of the socket,

and waved it at the back of bis pony chaise. A moment later he was

" smashed up," the motor-car striking him from behind, the vehicle beiDg

doubled up like a saucer. His wife was thrown to the road, and the

pony galloped back to Maidenhead. The chauffeur told him that he

was on the wrong side of the road, and witness replied that that was im

possible, and bad he been looking he must have seen his vehicle. In

cross-examination he said he had asked Sir John Dickson-

Poynder for £10, but had he thought it was his (witness's)

fault he should not have asked for a penny. He would have been

content with the result of any civil action, but the police, unknown to

him, took the present proceedings. When he received a letter from Sir

John he also got £5 paid to him without prejndice. In all, he had

received £6. Mr. Eames submitted that it was not a case for a criminal

prosecution, and that there was no evidence to show that defendant was

driving negligently. Defendant gave evidence to the effect that when

fifty yards off the chaise his lights fehowed up the vehicle, but when

within about eight yards he taw a light waving about, and he then

thought it was a cyclist talking to the driver. He made preparations to

pass the vehicle, but failed to do so, and struck the hind wheel of the

chaise. After consultation in private the chairman said the magistrates

would dismiss the case.

■miacemw

v MOTOR SCOUT AND POLICE "TRAP."

A case, which may be carried to the High Courts, was heard by

the Kingston-on-Thames County Justices on the 12th inst. Edward

Collyer, a cyclist patrol in the employ of the Automobile Association,

living at Addlestone, was summoned for having wilfully obstructed police

officers of the Surrey Constabulary, whilst in the execution of their duty,

at Walton, on November 10th. Defendant was further summoned for

aiding andabetting the driverof amotor-car, whose name was nnknown,

to exceed the twenty miles an hour speed limit at the same time and

place. Mr. A. H. Bodkin, who appeared to prosecute, said defendant

was a patrol in the employ of the Automobile Association. He found

the measured furlong of the police, and interfered with the policemen

on duty by dogging their footsteps and by standing in such a position

that, having a thoroughly good view of the approaching cars, he was

able to give the diivers a signal to enable ttoem to escape from the

consequences of travelling at an excessive speed. Police evidence having

been given in support of counsel, Earl Rusfell, for the defence, submitted

that there was do proof of obstruction by the defendant. All that he

did « as to give a signal to an approaching car causing it to obey the

law. If they had chosen officers could have proceeded against the

drivers of the cars, but unfortunately the police did not see their way to

stop the cars. To say that defendant went to the road to stop the car

and prevent the police from obtaining a conviction was a very different

thing to obstructing the police in the execution of their duly. Scouts

were really peripatetic notice-boards to warn motorists of dangerous

driving. The Bench found that the speed limit had been exceeded, and

that defendant had been guilty of obstructing the police in the execution

of their duty. Defendant was fined £2, with £5 5s. cost'", and the second

summons, which was not gone into, was withdrawn by the prosecution.

Notice of appeal to the High Courts was given.

ALLEQED THEFT OF A MOTOR-CAR.

-♦_ .
. At Coventry, Percy Goddard, alias William Thompson, has been

committed for trial charged with obtaining a motor-car by false pretences.

He was said to have deserted from the Border Regiment, and entered

the service of Mr. George Walker, J. P., as chauffeur. He was sent to the

Daimler works with a car for repairs, and forwarded a telegram pur

porting to come from his employer, negotiating for a car worth £750, his

employer having been in negotiation for a new car. Goddard selected

one worth £678, and went to Nottingham with a young woman, leaving

the car at a hotel there. He borrowed six shillings from the landlord and

rejoined his regiment, and was sent to York military prison for desertion,

aud arrested there on the present charge.

It is announced that the manufacturers'of the Delaunay-Belleville

cars obtained at the recent exhibition of motor-cars in Pans the only

gold medal, constituting the highest award of the show for elegance in

cars.

The latest catalogue to hand is an advance copy of that of the Swift

Motor Company, Ltd., of Coventry. The text and illustrations of this pio-

duction make evident the fact that the 1908 Swift cars would have great

claims on buyers' attention even had they not Swift reputation in their

favour. Some of the coachwork of the new models is particularly note

worthy. Of the various chassis from 10-12-b.p. to 25-30-h.p., it need

merely be said that they worthily maintain the company's reputation.

Camberwell.—Daring the past summer the engineer's department

of the Camberwell Borough Council had some of the principal thorough

fares tar-sprayed with a view to coping with the dust nuisance. The

experiments having proved very satisfactory, the Works and Purposes

Committee have decided that it will be advisable next year to treat an

increased number of the roads with this preparation. Towards that end

a sum not exceeding £200 is to be provided in the estimates. °»

During the next few weeks Mr. J. A. Heap, the Todmorden

Borough Engineer and Surveyor, will be carrying out repairs to the

Burnley road between Todmorden and Portsmouth, which he hopes will

give little or no inconvenience to the motor traffic along the road, for

which consideration motorists will be appreciative.

Linlithgow.—The Town Council of Linlithgow is seeking to secure

a speed limit of ten m.p.h. for motor-cars.

Basingstoke.—The main road to Winchester about a mile out of

the town has been repaired with granite during the past week. This

will complete the repairs on this road. During the next fortnight the

main Salisbury road will be similarly repaired. The steam roller is in

immediate attendance, so that Mr. F. R. Phipps, the borough surveyor,

anticipates that no inconvenience to motor-cars will arise. This com

pletes the work on main roads this season.

Newhaven.—The Newbaven Rural Council intends to lower the

gradient of the two " mounds " on the Newhaven-Seaford road near the

railway bridge'. In the meantime a notice-board warning motorists and

others to drive slowly is to be erected on the Seaford side.

Carnarvonshire.—Before the Royal Commission on Coast Erosion,

Mr. J. E. Greaves has said that at A von wen during the last hundred years

36 acres of land had been washed away by the sea, and erosion was

still going on there and in other parts of the county. At Penmaenmawr

 

lbs Argyll 16-20-h.p. two-ton delivery van recently completed for

Messrs. John Angus and Son, of the Vale of Leven Bread Factory,

Alexandria, N.B.

The vehicle 1» interesting, as the Argyll Company only supplied the chassis,

the body being an adapted one, having been previously used as a horse-

drawn van.

the cliff was being eroded by land-water, atmospheric influences, and

the sea. The main road, which ran close to this place, had already

been moved twice, and it was now considered in danger of collapsing.

Belfast.—The Belfast City Council have applied to the L. G. B.

for a ten mile limit for motor-cars in the borough. Objection has been,

lodged by the Motor-Cycle Union of Ireland (Ulster branofc).

—^

MOTOR 'BUS v. CAR .'.

-♦—
Judgk Rentoul, K.C., has been engaged a considerable time

at the Central Criminal Court investigating a charge against

Richard Sansom, aged thirty-four, a driver of a "Vanguard"

motor-omnibus, who was indicted for causing grievous bodily harm

to John Dove, of Kensal Rise. Dove was proceeding slowly up

Park Lane at night with a four-wheeled cab towards the Marble

Arch when he was overtaken by a motor-omnibus driven by Sansom.

This struck the box of the back wheel of the cab and smashed it to

pieces, threw the driver Dove into the middle of the roadway, where

he was picked up seriously injured, mounted the pavement, and knocked

down twelve feet of the Hyde Park railings. The horse had two legs

broken and had to be destroyed. The jury found the driver guilty of

wanton driving. Sansom was bound over in the sura of £10 to come

up for judgment if called upon.

Amongst recent purchasers of the 40-h.p. Weigel chassis are Mr.

Norris Hepworth, of Leeds ; Mr. Fred Home, of the well-known firm of

Home Bros. ; and Mr. Geo. Monro.
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

DECEMBER.

21st (S.).—Opening of the Brussels Exhibition.

JANUARY, 1908.

1st (W.).—The Lights on Vehicles Act comes into operation in England,

Wales, and Ireland.

New Public Health Act comes into operation.

4th-l1th.—Dublin Motor Show.

8th (W.).— Incorporated Institution of Automobile Engineers—Dr. H. S.

Hele-Shaw on the Fuel Question.

Special meeting of the Royal A.C.

9th (Th.)—Dinner of the West Essex A.C. at Seven Kings.

11th (S.).—Annual meeting of the Lincolnshire M.C.C.

17th (F.).—Annual Dinner of the Nottinghamshire A.C. at the Victoria

Station Hotel, Nottingham.

18th-Feb. 2nd.—Automobile Exhibition at Turin.

24th (F.).—Annual Dinner of the Scottish A.C. at Edinburgh.

25th (S.)-Feb. l>t.—Scottish Motor Exhibition in the Waverley Market,

Elinburgh.

26th (Sun.).—Ciiterium de Voiturettes and Coupe de l'Exposition Trial

for motor-cycles organised by the Turin A.C. and the

Motor Club of Italy.

29th (W.)—First lesson of the course to be given by Mr. R. S. Currie

to the Ladies' A.C.

31st (F.).—Annual meeting of the Blackheath A.C.

FEBRUARY.

1st (Sat.).—Annual meeting of the Lincolnshire A.C.

2nd (Sun.)—Reliability Trial of the Motor Union of Western India.

7th-15th.—Manchester Motor Show at Belle Vue.

12th (W.).—Mr. F. W. Lanchesteron " Problems of Automobile Design,"

at the Incorporated Institute of Automobile Engineers.

15th (Sat.).—Auto-Cycle Union Annual Dinner.

20th (Th.).—Meeting of the Essex M.C.

Mr. H. R. de Salis on the Inland Waterways of England

and Wales from the motor-boating point of view.

24th (M.).—Motor Show at Bombay.

MARCH.

21st^28th.—Cnrdingley'a Motor-Car Show at the Agricultural Hall,

London.

APRIL.

Anto-Cycle Union's Tourist Trophy Race and Quarterly Trial.

25th-May 25th.—Industrial Vehicle Competition of the A.C. de France.

MAY.

10th (Sun.).—Targo Florio.

JUNE.

Royal A.C. Reliability Trial for Touring Cars.

15th-19th.— Scottish Reliability Trial.

Dec. 21st—4.51

22nd -4.51

LlGHTING-UF TlJIlB—LOK DOM.

... 23rd—4.52 26th—4.53

_ 24th—4.52 .„ 26th—4.53

AUTOMOBILE ACC1DENT5.

27th—4.54

28th—4.55

Two serious motor-car accidents occurred in Manchester on Snnday.

A woman was knocked down and removed to the Royal Infirmary, and

in another cafe a car which collided with an electric pole was consider

ably damaged, and one of the occupants was conveyed to the infirmary

in an unconscious state.

A verdict of culpable negligence has been returned at Surbitouat

the inquest on Mr. Thomas Cooper, of Kingston. On Sunday week Mr.

Cooper and his sister were driving in a governess cart at Long Arch,

Thames Ditton, when Mr. David Bentley, engineer, Kingston, who was

driving bis own motor-car, ran into the governess cart from behind. The

governess cart was capsued and Mr. Cooper was thrown out. He was

removed to the Snrbiton Hospital, where he died the same night from

his injuries. The evidence was of a somewhat contradictory character.

The coroner said the jury's verdict amounted to one of manslaughter,

and he committed Bentley for trial, accepting bail.

CLAIM AQAINST MOTORIST.

IN the Greenwich County Court, William Page, managing clerk to

a eity firm of solicitors, sued the Associated Newspapers Company, Ltd.,

for £24 for personal injuries to his six-year-old-boy, who was knocked

< low n and seriously injured by the defendants' motor-car owing, it was

alleged, to reckless and rapid driving of tbe chauffeur. The judge, in

addressing the jury, pointed out that foot-passengers were as much

entitled to use the roads as vehicles, and it was for motor-car drivers to

exercise special care and to remember that there were children on the

footpaths who were likely to run in the road. The jury awarded plain

tiff £20 and costs.

POLICE^ TRAPS.

A trap has been established at Great Gonerby on the Great North

Road ; another is also in frequent operation at Aloonbury, on the same

highway.

Maidstone Road.'North Cray, has a measured furlong leading to the

Bromley Petty Sessions.

The Lewisham High Road police trap will probably be working

during Cbrutraas.

Several traps have lately been notified in the neighbourhood of

Wimbledon Common.

The Portsmouth road trap is again leading many motorists before

the Kingston Bench.

BUSINESS NEW5.

, The United Motor Industries, Ltd., will close their offices and

stores from the evening of the 24th until tbe morning of 30th inst.

Baseley's British Oil Company, 37, Walbtook, London, E.C., is

supplying motor oils for agents who wish them labelled with their own

name, with an effective certificate showing they are used by leading

motor-car firms.

Messrs. Perry, Thornton and Schreiber, Ltd., Long Acre,

London, W.C., inform us that their showrooms, workshops and offices,

dealing with the Ford Car department, will be closed from Tuesday, the

24tb inst., until Monday, tbe 30 h inst.

The 60-h.p. six-cylinder Thames car on which Mr. Clifford Earp

made world's records at Brooklands, as recorded in last week's M.C.J.

was fitted with the magneto of Messrs, J. C. Fuller and Son, of Old

Ford, E.
Messrs. S. F. Edge ( 1907) Ltd. , are closing their establishment from

Christmas Eve mail Monday, the 30th inst. Telegrams, however,

received before 11 a.m. on the mornings of Friday and Saturday will

be dealt with.
Messrs. Alfred Herbert, Ltd., of Coventry, send a calendar for

1908, which will not only serve as a daily reminder of the progress of

time, but also as a pictorial illustration of the variety of machine tools

made by that firm.

Mr. J. C. Eaton, of Toronto, known as tbe Whiteley of.Canada, has

placed an order for an 80-h.p. six-cylinder Napier, while Mr. H. D. Reid,

of St. John's, Newfoundland, has ordered a 60-h.p. six-cylinder Napier

from Messrs. S. F. Edge, Ltd.

The Mercedes-Mixte Company, Ltd., of 12a, Saville Row, W.,

have now purchased the business of the Cannstatt Automobile Supply

Association, and are fully installed in their new commodious premises

at 11a, Regent Street, Waterloo Place, S.W.

The Premier Motor Company, Ltd., of Aston Road, Birmingham,

have secured from Messrs. Clement-Talbot, Ltd., the sole agency for the

sale of Talbot cars in Birmingham, the district covering a radius of

twelve miles from the centre of that city, as also the whole of the

countv of Warwickshire.

Mr. U. Stratton, the London manager of the Daimler Company,

has been presented by the German Emperor with a scarf pin.

representing the crown and the initial set in diamonds, as a taken of

his Majesty's appreciation of the pleasure he obtained from the Daimler

cars placed at his disposal during his visit to this country. Mr.

Stratton also received a signed photograph from H.M. the King of

Spain, in which he conveys his appreciation of the Daimler cars used by

him and his Consort during their visit to England.

The German Emperor has placed an order with Messrs. S. Smith

and Son, Ltd., for one of their Perfect speed indicators. This is the

same type of instrument as was fitted to the Daimler car nsed by His

Majesty during bis visit to this country, and is of the Duplex type.

By means of this instrument His Majesty was able to see, in the interior

of the carriage, the exact t peed at which ne was travelling. He was also

able to communicate with his driver, by means of the electric communi

cator, any directions he might wish to give.

All,

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

xications intendedfor insertion in this Journal or

to Editorial matteri should be addressed to The Editorial DEPART

MENT, Motor-Car Journal, 27-33, Charing Cross Boad, London,

W.C., and must be written on one side of the paper only. Letters must

all eases be accompanied by the name and address of the writer, as tts)

notice will be taken of anonymous communications.

The Editors cannot undertake to return MSS. or drawings, althjvgh

every effort will be made to do so in the case of rejected communications.

Where such are regarded as of value, correspondents are requested to

retain comes.

Th* Editors do not hold themselves responsiblefor the opinions expressed

by their correspondents, or for statements andfacts which do not appear

in the editorial columns.

To insure insertion communications and contributions must be in

the Editors' hands by Tuesday forenoon of the week in which the same

are intended to appear. Disappointment may be caused by non-compliance

with this rule, ana to avoid this earlier receipt, ifpossible, is necessary.

Photographers, both professional and amateur, are invited to stnd

photographs of current events or ofmotoring scenes and incidents. The fee,

if any, required for reproduction should be stated in each case, otheru-se

no liability will be accepted.
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COMMENTS.

WITH the close of the year the

various organisations concerned

with motoring are setting forth

their policies for the future, and in the

multiplicity of official circulars which we

have received with the customary Christmas

greetings there may be excuse for confusion.

Recently the frontiers of the A.A. and the

M.U. were mutually determined, and it

was agreed that each should have its own sphere of influence and

work. Then came the divorce of the R.A.C. and the M.U.,

with consequent statements of views and polite controversial

documents. Again we have the definition of the special work

of each, from which it is seen that the Club will continue its

engineering side,developa legal department andendeavour to keep

in touch with provincial automobilism by a reduction of the capi

tation fee. Probably a new badge specially designed for those

who are not fully fledged members of the R.AC. will be offered for

the decoration of the car, so that members of all the different

organisations will be able to fully embellish their dashboard with

many badgrs " all in a row." With regard to the M.U. a long

statement has been issued setting forth its genesis into motor-

land and its exodus from Piccadilly. With regard to the future

it, like the R.A.C., will have a Touring Department and an

official organ, as well as give expert advice respecting the

purchase and repair of cars. The work of influencing public

opinion will be continued, the efforts '' to increase the amenities

of the highway " will not languish, and an appeal is made to

motorists to see that "the organisation which directly represents

their interests and their wants and which they themselves

control is not maimed or weakened." Meanwhile the majority

of the provincial organisations have adopted the policy of

" masterly inactivity until the New Year, when they will

doubtless consider the respective programmes of the great

central bodies and settle on which side they will stand.

♦ ♦ ♦

At this reason of the year many of the

various literary and debating societies

The Spirit of throughout the country are giving a

the Age. little attention to automobilism, some of

their members reading papers and de

livering addresses on the subject. " In

this way much information of an accurate as well as a fanciful

character is being imparted, and if the evening provided by the

Rev. Canon Lambert at the meeting of the Hull Literary Club

recently is a criterion these gatherings are distinctly enjoyable.

The reverend gentleman began by describing the motor-car as

the flower and apotheosis of ten thousand years of human

progress in its design and workmanship, embodying a beautiful

achievement of science and mechanism. In fact, nothing more

approaching a living and sentient being had yet been achieved

by human hands. He went a step further, and suggested that a

car, with engine and adjuncts, was not a machine but a living

thing—a living organism, lacking only a soul and conscience.

The " unreasonable "prejudices " of people who do not drive

motors were treated with delicious satire, and the police were

not forgotten. Personally he had not had much experience of

them, but he doubted whether it was conducive to good citizen

ship to brand as common criminals men whose sole fault was*

that they had attained too great a degree of civilisation. Some

people viewed with alarm the threatened displacement of horee'

traffic. He did not entirely share their view. The horse was a

noble animal, and although it was true that about 12,000 aged

specimens were annually shipped from the Humber to Belgium

to be converted into sausages, there would always be a reason1

for the preservation of the species, if but for the cultivation of

the new serum for the euro of diphtheria. Dr. Lambert gave a

glowing account of a motor trip from Hull to Cardigan Bay—a

day's trip of 220 miles—describing the fascination of the steering

wheel.

♦ ♦ ♦

In the Australian colonies a fair, as

distinct from a best, harvest is anticipated,

The Australian and indications do not favour a repetition

Outlook. of the marvellous returns enjoyed by the-

agricultural community there during the

past five years. So far as South Australia

is concerned most of the rich men have become motorists and the

demand for expensive motor-cars has been supplied. There is,

however, a need for less costly vehicles of small horse-power for

short distance work, and our Adelaide correspondent suggests

that only in that direction can good bus;ness be done for a

season or two.

♦ ♦ ♦

The quartette of letters has no refer

ence to the popular novelist but is the

Australian abbreviation of the title of the

Roads Improvement and Touring As

sociation, which has done much to arouse

theauthorities to recognising their dutyin

regard to the roads of the colony. The association has a pathway

for cyclists on the Frankston road in Victoria and is working to

have the question of main road maintenance put on a State basis.

During the past year the motor car has made great strides in the

colony of Victoria, and at the Melbourne Cup Meeting at the

at the beginning of November there were 200 cars in the carriage

paddock, which is said by our correspondent to have been a»

" eye opener " to many people. The demand for garage accommo

dation in the city of Melbourne has been rapidly increasing, and

it requires only an improvement of the roadwaj s to cause great

development in that direction. The Sealed Bonnet Reliability

Trials under the auspices of the Automobile Club of Victoria

took place on the 5th, 6th, and 7th inst. The runs on the three

days were respectively of 151, 141, and 102 miles, and in its

incidental features the event was managed on the lines familiar

enough to those in the Old Country.

RITA.

Improving the

Brighton Road.

An interesting combination of private

zeal and public spiiit is afforded by some

correspondence which has passed between

the Roads Improvement Association and

the Borough Surveyor of Reigate with

regardtotheproposed improvement on the

last ridge of the hill at the bottom of Earlswood Common, on the

road between Horley and Redhill. The hill is situated between the

twenty-first and twenty-second milestone from Westminster

Bridge, and from the point of view of the large car owners there

is not, perhaps, much in it except that the ridge intercepts the
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■view of the road ; but from, the small power point of view it

means a change of speed. A definite proposal has now been

made to practically remove the hill and remake the road at a cost

of £1,000. Towards this Mr. A. Lloyd, of Croydon, will con

tribute £200 and the Roads Improvement Association is

endeavouring to make this sum up to £350. When this is done

the Borough Surveyor will recommend the Council to provide

the other amount up to the extent of £1,000. Thus motorists

have an opportunity not only to help themselves by securing the

improvement of a much used main road but also to generally

assist the motor movement by proving the practical sympathy

of those who own cars with all who use the roads.

♦ ♦ ♦

Although tradesmen no longer adopt

the motor-van merely in order to find a

novel means of keeping themselves before

the public, one of the leading railway

companies is at present utilising a motor-

'bus to acquaint the inhabitants of one

-end of this island of the delightful region at the other extremity.

There is certainly a wise method in the new motor campaign of

the Great Western Railway Company, which is informing the

people in the cold Highlands of Scotland of the less biting winds

•of the Cornish Riviera. Some days ago the 30-h.p. Milnes

Daimler 'bus shown in the accompanying illustration left Slough

•for the north. It arrived at Carlisle, and from thence travelled

The Advertising

Motor Van.
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• round Scotland, passing through Dumfries, Ayr, Paisley, Glasgow,

■Crieff, Inverness, Elgin, Banff, Aberdeen, Dundee, St. Andrews,

Stirling, and Edinburgh, and covering a distance of 2,500 miles.

It had previously run 5,400 miles in public service at Paignton.

In this way the attractions of Cornwall and South Devon as a

winter resort have been brought before the people, and although

Sir Dyce Duckworth may deplore the quicker movements

■ associated with what he terms the il Motorial Age," the enter

prise of the G.W.R. is to be commended. Truly the railway

managers are recognising that the automobile is not necessarily

an enemy.

♦ ♦ ♦

The old adage is proving its truthful

ness with regard to the automobile in-

" There's nothing dustry, and although some saddlers and

like Leather." harness makers have attributed their

appearance in the Bankruptcy Court to

the advent of the motor-car upon the

• road, the day is yet far distant when the leather trade will cry

"Ichabod." Our contemporary, I he "Leather Trade Review,"

was at the recent motor show and noticed that " practically all

the best cars were upholstered with leather, some of the

enamelled material being exceedingly well got up and presenting

• a beautiful appearance. As one leather exhibitor said to us re-

• cently, ' There is, after all, a something about a leather up

holstery which looks good, and which is not approached by any

imitation, however close it may be.' This is so we honestly

believe, and the inventor, who is always going to make millions

from a leather substitute, has yet a hard task in front of him.

In . connection with this upholstery business, we think it is one

• which deserves a greater attention from British manufacturers,

pearly all the best makes of tyre protectors seemed to be in

- some form of the leather and metal studded band, although one

inventor had gone off the beaten track by inserting the studs in

a narrow band of some specially hard leather, which looked very

much like a sort of ' raw hide.' As usual, much of the chrome

leather appeared to be of Continental origin, although here and

there were certain makes in which the domestic article seemed

to be favoured. Turning to the other leather articles used in

connection with motoring, there was little change compared with

last year; the all-leather clothing has become the recognised

uniform of the professional chauffeur, although a good many

sheep-skins must be also used for the leather linings of the aris

tocratic owner's coat. Gloves, leggings, caps, and car fittings,

in the way of travelling bags, &c, also go a long way toward

recompensing the maker of leather for the loss he has sustained

in the way of harness. Altogether, we think the industry is to

be congratulated on the fact that the all-conquering car has had

to admit the fact that for many purposes there is still nothing

like leather."

Road Reports.

Police instead of

Tolls.

Among the minor features of regular

interest in our columns, the provision of

road reports is of general utility and

convenience. This also includes the

applications for speed limits, the main

roads where repairs are likely to be

made, and similar matters, the knowledge of which is desired

among motorists. We also now propose to add to the news con

tained in that department of editorial activity the doings of

local authorities with regard to dealing with awkward corners,

overhanging trees, high hedges, and the like. In recording these

necessiry adjuncts to public safety, the assistance of readers in

distant parts of the country is invited, so that the information

may relate to as wide an area as passible.

♦ ♦ ♦

When the automobile was attracting

attention on British roads in pre-Vic

torian days the tolls levied on horseless

vehicles were the great force that retarded

progress. They were not reduced

although the Parliamentary Committee

said that such an opportunity should be given to assist the new

locomotion. Mr. Gurney has given the following specimens of

the oppressive rates of tolls adopted. On the Liverpool and

Prescot road his carriage would be charged £2 8s., while a

loaded stage-coach would only pay 4s. On the Batbgate road

the same carriage would be charged £1 7s. Id., while a coach

drawn by four horses would pay 5s. On the Ashburton and

Totnes road Mr. Gurney would have to pay £2, while a coach

drawn by four horses would be charged only 3s. On the Teign-

mouth and Dawlish roads the proportion was 12s. to 2s. Tolls

have gone, save in the few cases now being watched by the

Motor Union, but the vigilance of the police is really an excel

lent substitute and is a serious matter for many men. Despite

the thoughtless utterances of many persons, it is the fact that

motorists are not necessarily millionaires, and the ordinary in

dividual having a car does not like to add the risks of heavy

fines to the usual running expenses. In some towns in the

south of England the fear of police prosecution is strong in

the land and a deterrent to men becoming the owners of even

a second-hand automobile. This is an aspect of the restriction

of business associated with the present policy of the police that

is sufficiently serious to warrant the attention of the motoring

organisations south of the Thames.

♦ ♦ ♦

Captain Sergison, J. P., who was

mainly instrumental in the action taken

by the people of Handcross to secure a

ten-mile motor-car speed limit through

the village, has informed a public meeting

of residents that he hoped before long

to see steps taken to check the abominable noise made by the

syrens of " road hogs " travelling from London to Brighton.

The clerk to the East Sussex County Council had told him that,

owing to the wording of the Act, he did not think action could

The Noise of

Syrens.
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be taken, \)*tt he (Captain Sergison) had since communicated

with a high Local Government Board official, who suggested

that the County Council should take action, and then test the

decision in the Court of Appeal. Whether the authorities are

likely to act on the hint thus conveyed is extremely pro

blematical in view of the fact that legislation with regard to

motor vehicles generally cannot be long delayed.

♦ ♦ ♦

Motorists and huntsmen will have

common cause for agreement over the

letter from the Master of the Craven

hounds, to which we give publicity on

another page. While the natural feelings

of Mr. Yorke Scarlett find vent against

the offender in his letter, we must say that there is ample excuse,

and all who drive will deplore such actions as those described.

seat fixed to the frame of the car over the footstep, on which the-

passenger or driver could rest his feet. The notion was.

ingenious, and, like miny other useful ideas, quite simple in it*

exesution.

Competition for

Motor Body

Builders.

Cars and Hounds.

Prizes are being offered by the Com

pany of Coach Makers for competition,

among those engaged in the trade of

motor body making and accessory indus

tries. The competitions are for drawings

of a motor phaeton to carry two on the

driver's seat and one on a small seat behind, and also for the work

ing drawings of a side entrance motor-car body to seat seven

persons. For those of a literary turn of mind essays are invited

on the best system of keeping a motor-body builder's accounts of

prima cost. Drawings and essays are to be delivered to the hall:

 

Colonel Sir Lorenzo Dnndai, K.C.B., Honorary Colonel London Fusiliers, Finsbmy Barracks, and hli 20-h.p. Eeeston-Humber.

The illustration Is reproduced from a photo taken last week on the Colonel's return from Buckingham Palace, when he was Invested with the K.C.B. by
the King. The Colonel, who Is an old Crimean veteran, having been present at the siege of Sebastopol, is an enthusiastic motorist.

Motorist! as a body are as gentlemanly and humane as any other

class of the community, but, like other people, they suffer incal

culable loss of prestige by such wantonness as that of which the

Craven pack has been a victim.

Where shall the

Mechanic Sit?

Often does the owner of a car wish

that he could secure another seat on his

vehicle for any friend he may happen to

meet when out motoring. Then it

sometimes comes about that the mechanic

is invited to a seat on the footboard—a

comfortable position, away from the wind and sheltered from the

world to a great extent. The other day, outside the premises of

the Motor Club in Coventry Street, W., we espied a vehicle the

owner of which had overcome the difficulty by having a small

of the company in Noble Street, St. Martin's-le-Grand, London,,

W C , before April 30th next, and further particulars can ,be-

obtained from Mr. T. H. Gardiner, the clerk of the company, at

the address given.

«r ♦ ♦

Afl already announced in these columns,

ladies are not to be admitted as graduates

Place aux °* tne Incorporated Institution of Auto-

Dames, mobile Engineers—a decision which has

been come to after little discussion, it

being generally felt that although ladies

have distinguished themselves as drivers of motor vehicles they

have not yet, in any considerable numbers, begun to qualify as

practical engineers. Ac the same time they will recognise how

welcome has been their assistance in the various organisations ,
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.of the sport, both the Motor Union and the Automobile Asso

ciation having a goodly number of the fair sex included in the

.roll of membership. Success, too, has attended the special

organisation for lady motorists, namely, the Ladies' Automobile

.Club, the membership of which has nearly reached the limit

originally agreed upon by those who were energetic and far-

seeing enough to found that useful association.

♦ ♦ ♦

All motorists derive benefit from the

annual outlay of the Motor Union in

Motorists' connection with its Legal and Legislative

Defence Fund. Defence Fund. The particular expendi

ture relates to the fighting of test cases

of importance to automobilists generally.

Car owners, therefore, will be interested to learn that just now

the annual appeal is being made for the Legal and Legislative

Defence Fund, the objects of which areas follow:— I. Settling

important points of general principle by taking test cases to the

High Court. 2. Opposing («) applications to close roads which

are suitable for motor-car traffic, (b) unreasonable applications for

a 10-mile limit of speed, and (c) other proposals of public authori

ties unfairly restrictive of automobilism. 3. Assisting, under

there it is. There is nothing more to be said. Forty shillings."

Coming down to plain prose, the only way to disprove the police

evidence in such cases is to be provided with a speedometer—and

even then there is a doubt as to whether magisterial prejudice

will not discount the reliability of such a device.

♦ ♦ ♦

Under the auspices of the Education

Committee, a lecture on the motor-car

The Careful has been given by Mr. George Uawley at

Driver. the Sutherland Institute, Longton. He

remarked that as a rule a person who had

been accustomed to driving horses upon

the roads made the most considerate and careful driver of a

motor-car. It should be the object of a driver to proceed

cautiously, remembering that others besides himself had a right

to the highway. It was always advisable to slacken speed and

sound a warning when passing a cross road. Nothing was more

objectionable than to meet a high powered car on the road whem

there was a lot of dust about, travelling at a speed which ereated

a cloud of duat it was impossible to see through. From his

experience, few motor-car drivers had the slightest consideration

in this respejt. We are afraid that Mr. Hawley has been unfor-

 

For the benefit of the Surrey Police.

i apparatus to photograph the number of the car as well as chronicle the sp->ed attained.

[From the "Electrical Timet."

special circumstances, members summoned under the provisions

.of the Motor Car Act. 4. Assisting members in appeals to

(Quarter Sessions. 5. Undertaking and supporting the prosecu

tion of persons who have assaulted, obstructed, or thrown stones

at motorists.

tunate, for there is little doubt that the number of considerate

drivers is greatly on the increase, and that with the growing

motor traffic on the roads people recognise the need for care and

thoughtfulness, not only for the safety of others, but also of the

motorists themselves.

Magisterial

Sympathy with the

"trapped."

Some day probably Mr. Plowden, the

magistrate at Marylcbone, whose literarv

abilities have already been noticed, will

write a volume of wit and wisdom in

which many of his sage comments from

the Bench will be duly recorded. The

other day a chauffeur was summoned before him for driving a

.motor-car in Regent's Park at a speed beyond that allowed by

-the regulations. After listening to the case at some length the

magistrate remarked that this was only one of hundreds of cases

of the kind, and tbey all ended in the same way. There was

really no escape unlc3s the plaintiff could show that the timing of

. the park constables was wrong. " Here are these cold-blooded

officials," continued the magistrate, " each wiih a stop-watch in

hand. What possible chance has the chauffeur 1 My heart bleeds

for evorythiog in a trap, whether it is a chauffeur or a weasel. But

The French Automobile Club proposes to organise a com

petition for motor tyre inflators during the coining season.

The Acme RubberJand Tyre Company, of 343, St. Vincent

Street, Glasgow, are placing on the market a red non-skid band

and also undertaking the repair of motor tyres at an inclusive

weekly charge.

Messrs. Thos. Scott and Co., 231-2, S:rand, W.C., have

issued a diary for 1908 which includes travelling, accident,

burglary, fire, and domestic servants' insurance, some notes on

new laws, and all the usual features of such annual publications.

The sport of motoring; is progressing apace in the Argen

tine Bcpublic, the last mail from Buenos Ayres bringing details

of a successful gymkhana -vhich had just been held, as also of a

race for motor cycles and light cars organised by the Moto

Club Argentine.
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ACCESSIBILITY v. PERMANENCY.

By Chakles Tailleur.

THE cry for extreme accessibility is heard on every hand,

and as a result the descriptive matter relating to the

various cars contains the word "accessible " many time]

repeated. The question here asked is whether or not there is

a danger of the factor of accessibility assuming undue importance

in the eyes of the public and of designers, to the sacrifice of

other equally important factors. There exists a demand for

accessibility on the one hand, and for strength with lightness,

efficiency, and what I will call "permanency" on the other.

By permanency I mean the quality of " staying put, " of main

taining the correct relationship between the various parts of

the mechanism under prolonged service without constant

supervision and adjustment. At the very outset the opposi

tion of the two factors is evident, since in an ideally permanent

mechanism, that is, a mechanism which would be absolutely

unwearable . and unbreakable under the worst conditions of

legitimate use, adjustment or repairs would be necessitated

solely by external accidental causes, and consequently the

value of accessibility would be very slight. Similarly in

any actual machine, the value of accessibility may be said to

vary inversely as its factor of permanency, so that the greater

the latter, the less the former. It would seem that the fact

of accessibility being given so prominent a place in the design

of a machine is a confession of possible, and more or less

expected, weakness.

In those mechanisms the design of which has, through years

of development and study, reached a scientific, as opposed to the

original empirical basis, we do not find permanency sacrificed to

any but manufacturing considerations. In marine engines,

locomotives and tramcars, to take examples which operate under

conditions similar to those which motor-cars have to contend witb,

accessibility is certainly not the keynote of design as it seems to

be becoming in automobile work. It must not be understood

that I fail to appreciate the advantages of " get-at-ableness " in

■every piece of machinery, and especially in motor vehicles. In

my opinion, however, it should be provided with the intention of

enabling the user to correct injuries caused by his abuse, rather

than to rectify troubles arising from inherent defects in the

machine - itself. It may at once be objected that so long as

accessibility is provided it matters not with what intention. There

will be, however, a considerable difference in the means whereby

it is obtained and the parts which are to benefit by it. Take, for

■example, an ideal car having the following characteristics:—Motor :

very large bearing surfaces of the best materials ; force feed

lubrication, positive to each bearing, with filter system to prevent

entrance of foreign matter with the oil ; very large valves of

special alloy, thoroughly water-cooled. Clutch : Multiple hard

ened steel discs, running in oil. Transmission : Gears of large

.dimensions ; ball-bearings throughout ; splash lubrication.

Brakes : Metal-to-metal, with very large friction surfaces, en

closed in oil bath and water-cooled. Let us assume that such a

.car has proved its ability to run 10,000 miles without adjust

ment when properly operated. (And I maintain that it is

.perfectly possible and feasible to construct a high-priced car

-which will be capable of such a record.) The point now is to

jproperly provide for faulty operation, so that those parts only

which can be injured by carelessness are made accessible in pro

portion to the probable frequency of such abuse.

Beginning again with the motor, we find that the circulating

pump may be allowed to freeze or may be injured by the

entrance of foreign matter with the water supply if the filter

.screen at the filling plug has been removed. The" pump should

therefore be readily detachable. The magneto, if properly con

structed and large enough for its work, will be perhaps as

permanent as any other part of the entire car, though as at

present constructed many of these instruments are delicate and

•subject to frequent derangements, not always attributable to

abuse. The lubrication should be provided for by the main

.oiling system to reduce the liability of its neglect. The carbu

rettor is subject to derangement only in the float chamber and

jet, unless it is of the type in which automatic operation is

obtained by moving parts. The only cause of trouble here,

apart from definite workmanship, will be impurities in

the fuel supply. Both the float chamber and jet

should be readily cleaned and inspected without the

removal of the entire carburettor from its position. A system of

filters and drains between the filling plug and the needle-valve

would reduce the importance of accessibility in these two elements.

The lubricator should have a most convenient feed adjustment

for the cylinder leads, but need not otherwiss be accessible, as

the several filtering screens, at least one of which should be non

removable, will prevent the entrance of any body sufficiently

large to interfere with the feed pump action, and the mechanism

is otherwise quite permanent. The high-tension distributor

should be placed so that the sparks at the distribution points

may be observed through a glass or mica plate, but if it is well

 

Touring la Spain.—A 85-h.p. Daimler Car about to enter the town

of Fnenterrabia, on the borderi of franco and Spain.

made and dust-proof there is little need of further accessibility.

The same may be said of the primary contact-breaker.

Coming now to the motor itself, we find that there are only

four forms of abuse which a thoroughly well made motor cannot

be expected to endure : Lack of lubrication ; excessive lubrication ;

lack of water ; and freezing. With a well-designed and con

structed force feed oiling system no adjustment should be

provided except for the cylinder leads, consequently there will

be no question of improper lubrication of any of the bearings

unless the oil reservoir has been allowed to become empty, hi

which case all bearings will probably be more or less injured and

one or more quite ruined, perhaps, before the motor is

stopped. The cylinders may be more or less damaged, depending

on whether piston or bearing seizing occurred first. In either

ea*e a general dismounting of the motor will be necessary for

thorough inspection before the car should again be placed in

service. Accessibility to the cylinders and bearings when

mounted in the car is thus seen to be of minor importance. It

must be understood that the lubricating system of which

I speak is one in which each bearing is supplied, not by springs

or limited pressures, but by positive-acting mechanism without

spring valves, and of such construction that possible obstructions
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in the system will either he removed by the action of the feeding

device itself, or will cause destruction of the latter. Each feed

must be wholly independent of every other one, so that the

pressure upon an obstructed lead cannot be relieved by an increase

in flow through another. Since adjustment must be provided

for the cylinder feeds, owing to the exactness of their require

ments, they may be either starved or flooded by the unskilled

or careless operator, independent of the bearings. Starving will

perhaps necessitate the dismounting of one or more cylinders,

and this should therefore be possible without removing the motor

from the car.

Flooding, a not uncommon evil at present, will require

cleaning of the combustion chambers, valves and piston head,

and these should be accessible for this purpose, if possible, without

dismounting the cylinders—a requirement which is seldom met.

In my experience I have found the formation of carbon deposits

within the combustion chamber to be the cause of a number of

annoying minor disorders which are not uncommon in the best

of modern motors, and which are given less attention than they

deserve. As a matter of fact, the running of a motor will be

very perceptibly " sweetened " by a careful cleansing of the com

bustion chamber walls once every 2,000 miles or so, unless both

carburettor and lubricator adjustments are extremely perfect.

Coming now to the clutch, the wear of the hardened steel

plates is practically negligible. Lubrication is thorough and in

dependent of the driver, for, in addition to the oil originally

placed in the case, there should be an excess feed from the

motor. If, then, the clutch should even be assembled without oil,

a little running of the motor will soon provide sufficient to pre

vent damage occurring. About the only element in such a clutch

which might give trouble will be the operating spring, which is

therefore the only one for which accessibility need be provided.

The transmission we have assumed to have a large factor of

safety and to be made of the best obtainable material. With the

small diameter multiple-disc clutch, the rotary moments while

clashing are only about one-tenth, those occurring under similar

conditions with a cone clutch of equal torque capacity. The

chipping of the edges of the gear teeth may thus be entirely

eliminated, as is abundantly proven by experience. The actual

wear on the teeth faces is negligible, and the oil within the case will

not be rapidly charged with chips and grit, as has beer, usual in

the past. Under these conditions of lubrication the best ball

bearings will last indefinitely. The permanency of the gear-box

is then independent of the operator, and the only troubles which

can arise are those due to wilful abuse or accidents involving

more or less the whole car, and requiring the dismounting of the

case. Accessibility is thus not only unimportant, but in my

experience actually dangerous, as it increases the chances of

foreign bodies accidentally getting into the case during per

functory inspections. In both crank-case and gear-box inspec

tion openings greatly weaken the structures, especially reducing

their rigidity, by breaking their continuity, thus necessitating

additional weight for equal efficiency. Experience has further

proved that well-designed brakes of large dimensions running in

oil, and perhaps water-cooled for extreme conditions, are per

manent mechanisms within ordinary engineering limitations.

Whatever adjustment is thought necessary should be provided

externally so as to be accessible without disturbing the brake

proper.

Of the remaining element?, the steering gear deserves

notice from the fact that although not ordinarily sacrificed to

accessibility, durability seldom seems to be obtained in the

dogree which this most important part demands. Friction

surfaces are too small, the selection of materials leaves much to

be desired and the workmanship usually bears evidences of speed

rather than painstaking care. This is true not only of the

steering box alone, but throughout the entire steering system.

It is true that, once accustomed to the operation of even a high

speed car, backlash in the steering gear does not materially

inconvenience the driver under ordinary conditions, but in emer

gencies it may be fatal. Adjustment to take up wear in the

steering gear is, it would seem, unnecessary, and the means

whereby it is provided are frequently most insecure and unreli

able. . A thoroughly well-made steering gear should be capable

of standing up to its work for 50,000 miles without the appear

ance of over 15 deg. lost motion at the steering wheel. It should)

be entirely self-lubrieating, and no thought need be given to

making it accessible without dismounting it from the car.

The whole matter seems to me to stand thus : The finished

design of any machine is a crystallization of the thoughts and'

purposes of its designer. So long as the " motif " is to construct

a car which shall be accessible and easily repaired in all its-

parts, just so long will the demands of permanency be more

or less subordinated to the former, and the finished-

product will bear evidences of the relative importance attached

by the designer to these two frequently antagonistic require

ments. To force the designer and manufacturer to do

his best, underrate the importance of accessibility in his pro

ducts instead of, as at present, overrating it. The motor-ca.

will ultimately be developed into a consistent machine in which

all the various requirements have been carefully weighed and

their relative importance accurately found, after which the

design and execution has been harmoniously developed. In my

opinion we shall see, in the car of the not so very distant future,

the factor of permanency accorded its true position—that of the

 

A New York firm recently celebrated the supersession of horses by

motor-vehicles in the novel way depleted above. The animal* were

carried round the eity on the motor-wagons which and displaced

them, the unusuil ligat naturally attracting considerable attention.

cornerstone upon which the whole structure is built. "~j More-

judgment will also be used in providing accessibility instead of.

blindly attempting to give instant access to every part of the

mechanism, whether in all likelihood it will ever be required or

not. Old motorists, who began their career eight or nine years

ago, as I did, may not yet have forgotten the tortures endured

in attempts to extract parts from the vitals of one of those dear

old cars which have since passed to the scrap heap, but let them

stop and think how many times they have been obliged to reach

internal parts of their newer machines from unavoidable causes,

that is, causes which the factory, either in the drawing-office

or machine-shop, could not have prevented had they foreseea

them.

Messrs. Skinnkr, of Western Road, St. Leonards, teach,

the driving of motor-cars, as well as the riding of horses.

From the Westinghouse Brake Company, Ltd., we have-

received a very complete catalogue of the Morse Rocker Joint

Cbains, which are now being extensively used on motor-omni

buses and commercial vehicles, as -well as in many industrial

installations, in place of belt and gear transmission. Not only

are full particulars given of the chain, but the list includes a-

large nu Tiber of illustrations showing the various uses to which,

it has been applied.
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THE ZENITH AUTOMATIC

CARBURETTOR.

MANY attempts have been made during the past few

years to devise a carburettor which shall give a

perfect mixture under all conditions of running;

•among' the latest to come under our notice is the Zenith,

•devised by M. Baverly and put on the market by Messrs.

•Boulade Freres, of Lyons. As will be seen from an inspection

of the sectional view given herewith, the apparatus is on entirely

 

■ Section of the Zenith Carburettor as sow fitted to Bochet-

Schneider Cars.

new lines, the principle adopted being that of doing away with all

supplementary air inlets, and having only one air-admission pipe

of a fixed area, but at the same time providing two spraying

jets, one working in the usual way and the other known as the

compensator. The two jets work simultaneously and in sympathy

one with the other, in such a way that it is claimed the

carburettor gives a perfect mixture under all conditions.

Referring to the drawing, the two jets g h are arranged

concentrically, the one within the other. The former draws its

supply of petrol from the float chamber v in the usual way,

while h is supplied from a tube j open to the atmosphere and fed

"with spirit through the jet i. Owing to the fact that the

suction of the engine has no effect on the flow of spirit through

the opening t into the chamber the supply to the latter is

maintained at a constant rate. Within j is a small tube o, open at

the bottom and communicating with the admission pipe through

a small hole u just at the point covered by the butterfly throttle

valve when the latter is closed. Under ordinary conditions the

•action of the small tube o is nil. There are two cases, however,

in which it comes into action, viz., (1) when the engine is stopped

the chamber j becomes filled with petrol, and the starting of the

motor is facilitated by reason of the strong suction at the opening

«, where the reserve supply of petrol is drawn directly into the

admission-pipe, enabling the engine to be started at the first turn

■of the handle without any preliminary flooding of the carburettor.

The second use of the auxiliary chamber j is when the engine

is running light and at a slow speed ; the suction on the con

centric jet is then very weak, and is insufficient to draw off

the petrol in the chamber /. The spirit consequently rises in

the latter until, meeting the end of the small tube o, it is

■ quickly drawn up and sprayed into the inlet pipe, through the

opening u, to give a mixture exactly proportioned to the require

ments of the engine at the speed at which it is running. A

gauze screen is provided at k to prevent any dust or foreign

matter being drawn into the chamber/.

The carburettor has been subjected to very exhaustive tests

by the makers, who claim that it furnishes a perfect mixture at

all engine speeds from 150 to 1,500 revolutions per minute, and

that without the use of any auxiliary spring-controlled air

inlets, which frequently need adjustment ; furthermore, not only

does it permit the engine to respond instantly to any movement

of the throttle lever, but an economy is effected in fuel con

sumption. The carburettor is being taken up by the Rochet-

Schneider Company, and by the courtesy of Messrs. Donne and

Willans, Ltd., we had an opportunity the other day of inspecting

the apparatus in operation on one of the latest Rochet-Schneider

cars, when the readiness with which the engine immediately

responded to any movement of the throttle lever was particularly

noticeable.

A BELT-DRIVEN MOTOR LORRY.

—♦-

AMONGST the oldest builders of industrial motor vehicles

in France is M. Ch. Pantz, of Pont-a-Mousson (M.-et

-M.) who is making two sizes of chassis—9-11-h.p. and

12-15-h.p.—for loads of from 1^ to tons. The feature of the

Pantz vehicles is the employment of a long crossed belt to con

nect the engine with the change-speed gear, from which the trans

mission to the road wheels is by side chains. Apian and elevation

is given herewith. The engine, which comprises two horizontal

cylinders, is arranged in the fore part of the frame, under the

driver's foot-board. The carburettor is of a special type adapted

to work equally well with heavy oil as with petrol. The gear-box

gives four speeds, in addition to the reverse. The maker claims

that the Jgrj-ies are easily able to mount gradients of 1 in 10 fully"

 

Elevatloa and Flan of Fantz Motor Lorry.

A. Engine. D. Gear box. G. Radiator.
IS. Bell pulley. K. 1 inferential. I. Petrol tank.

C. Crank chamber. F. Rear brakes.

loaded, and that on average roads the consumption of fuel is only

•2 litre per ton-kilometre. The object of the designers has been

to produce an efficient vehicle and one which at the same time

shall not only be simple, but in which all the parts are readily

accessible.

During the recent military manoeuvres in France a Pantz

12-15-h.p. motor-lorry carried a load of 2'8 tons during a per.od

of fifteen days, during which no breakdowns or stoppages for

repairs, occurred.
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CONTINENTAL NOTES.

Industrial Vehicles at the Parfs Show.

The importance of the industrial vehiole section of the

recent French Salon was not over-rated when the organisers

designed the construction of the huge temporary building

erected on the Esplanade des Invalides. The space available for

exposition was as much as that on the ground floor of the Grand

Palais, and it was taken up by exhibitors of all kinds of appa

ratus directly or indirectly affecting the motor-car industry. The

" clou " of the commercial show was undoubtedly the attraction

offered by the retrospective exhibition of cars. The latter, of

course, contained all sorts and conditions of cars, from the

earliest to the latest, and had as much to be examined in common

with the industrial aide of the art as with the pleasure car. For

period with the splendid specimens of industrial motor vehicles

which followed closely on the retrospective display. Taken as a

whole, the recent show was the most representative collection

of commercial cars of all kinds and industrial applications

which could well be got together on the Continent.

There is 'scarcely one of the well-known French motor-car firms

which does not now advertise its industrial applications. Hitherto

many makers allowed the commercial motor to be neglected and

gave themselves up entirely to the construction of touring cars.

This is entirely ended, and the industrial motor will in future

receive as much attention as the pleasure side of motoring.

Even more, since there are several firms which construct com

mercial cars and do not offer any pleasure chassis at all. The

motor-cab caused the last stage of this reunion of forces to be

bridged, for no constructor however given to the design of

 

Touring la France.-A View of Fan, showing the Castle.

instance, the first effort—at least, in France—to make a road

machine was that of the military genius, Cugnot, in the year

1769. This three-wheel car was undoubtedly destined for trans

porting heavy weights, since the rear part is not very different

in principle to the motor-lorries of to-day. Later on in the

history of the road car we find that all the first efforts were

directed to commercial application, witness the steam road

coaches and omnibuses of the 'seventies. It was only about

1897 to 1898 that the possibilities of the pleasure car

appeared to dawn on constructors, and the impetus given by

the organised road races caused the pendulum to swing to the

glamour of speed trials and sport, rather than to the normal

development of the industrial side of the trade, which received a

set-back in consequence, lasting for several years. A deal of

experimental work was saved to the commercial car makers as a

consequence, but exactly how much more the industrial motor

owes to the pleasure car on this account is not an easy matter

to solve. The struggles which the industrial motor might have

gone through during the early days of the present century

were, however, apparent from a comparison of the cars of that

purely pleasure cars,'could afford to see an order for taxicabs go

to a competitor simply because he was not ready with his

designs.

The 1 908 A.C.F. Grand Prlx*Race. *

According to the "Auto" French motor-car builders are

already busily engaged on the construction of their vehicles for the

1 908 Grand Prix Race. The rules provide for a maximum bore, in

the case of four-cylinder engines, of 155 mm., a dimension which

will most probably be generally adopted. Panhard-Levassor's-

are stated to be building three entirely new live axle cars, the

engines of which will have a stroke of 175 mm. The

Clement-Bayard Company are designing three types of

engines of respectively 155 mm. by 165 mm., 155 mm. by

175 mm., and 155 mm. by 188 mm. bore and stroke. The

second of these is the most favoured. The cars, which

are expected to develop 130-h.p., will have cardan shaft

transmission. The De Dietrich cars are expected to have four-

cylinder engines, 155 mm. by 172 mm., high-tension ignition,

direct drive on two of the speeds, and side-chains; The Motobloe
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engines vail have a stroke of 170 mm., as will also the Pipe

(Belgian) motors, the valves in both cases opening direct into the

explosion chamber. Fiats (Italian) are credited with two sizes

of engines, 155 mm. by 160 mm. and 155 mm. by 170 mm. ; a

selection being made after exhaustive tests of both types. The

Benz and Mercedes (German) engines are said to be of a bore

and stroke of respectively 155 mm. by 175 mm. and 155 mm. by

1 70 mm. The transmission on both cars will ba by side chains.

No details have transpired with regard to the Renault pro

gramme. All the foregoing, as well as Brasier, are looked upon

as certain starters in the great race ; newcomers will be found in

i he Cbarron and Breguet firms, the latter's cars being fitted with

six-cylinder engines, while the Westinghouse are also expected

to be in line. On the other hand there is some doubt as to

whether Hotchkiss, Mors, Gobron and Portho3 will compete.

♦ ♦ ♦

Motor Roads for Paris.

Those motorists who are accustomed to tour in France will

be interested to learn that the French Automobile Club and the

Touring Club de France have been successful in their agitation

for new motor roads in the environs of Paris. The Minister of

Public Works has definitely decided to commence at once and

complete within two years eight new motor roads north, south,

east and west of Paris. The roads decided upon are used to

some extent at present, but, speaking generally, the surface is

of pavd ; they are, however, to be relaid with small stones well

bedded so as to provide a smooth dry surface suitable for motor

traffic. The eight roads will be connected at different points

by a more or less circular, route with a radius varying from eight

to about eighteen miles, so that travellers will be able to circle

round the city without touching it until they strike the particular

main route which they desire to follow.

♦ ♦ ♦

The French Automobile Industry.

The annual banquet of the French Chambre Syndicalo du

Cycle et de 1'Automobile was held in Paris last week, the

function being attended by several members of the Government.

After the loyal toasts had been duly honoured, M. A. Darracq,

the President, made an interesting and instructive speech, in

which he referred at length to the crisis through which the

French automobile industry is stated to be passing. He held

that the change that was taking place was only that experienced

in all revolutionary movements in which it is difficult to at once

establish an equilibrium between supply end demand. That a

change was going on and that the automobile was no longer to

be confined to the rich, hut was taking its place in the general

means of locomotion, was certain. The well-to-do c'ientele

was now of less extent than formerly, and the tendency of the

times was to a development in the demand for small cars for

individual use and for heavy vehicles for public service and

goods transport work.

Miscellaneous Items.

There is stated to be a demand for motor lorries for

the transport of cereals in the Konia district of Turkey.——-The

Parisian police are now summoning motorists and motor-car

drivers for allowing their motor lamps to smoke. An exhibi

tion of industrial motor vehicles was held in Berlin from the

19th to the 22nd inst. "Nonaera" is the name given

to a new motor tyre somewhat on the lines of Elastes

which has just been introduced by a Dusseldorf company.

Three Fiat cars have already been entered for next year's Targa

Florio Race. An asphalt pavement repairing company in

Berlin is now using a petrol motor wagon for the transport of its

material about the city. A number of Krieger petrol-electric

taximeter motor-cabs are now in service in Paris. A company

has just been formed in Cologne with the title The Kolner

Automobil-Droschken-Ge3ellschaft to introduce a service of

electric motor-cabs in that city A competition of "elastic"

wheels for motor vehicles will be held by the " Auto," of Paris,

from the 7th to the 17 th April next.

SOME USEFUL NOTES,

The rubber mats on a car should be cut to fit exactly ;

the best way to secure a proper fit is to make a pattern out of

brown paper, cutting it so that it sets snugly over the flooring in

one piece. Holes should then be made for any pedals, pipes, &c,

with a slit to allow the mat to be fixed round the same

Care should be taken to see that the mat fits close up to the

dashboard.

♦ ♦ ♦

Almost any cable will safely carry the low tension current,

but no cable can be too well insul sited or of too good a quality

to carry the high tension current from the induction coil or mag

neto to the sparking plug.

♦ ♦ ♦

Absolute certainty in the lubrication of every bearing pro

portionate to the speed at which it runs means economy in oil—

for one drop of oil delivered regularly to exactly the right spot

will go further than twenty drops used irregularly.

♦ ♦ ♦

One of the worst place3 to put ignition wiring is near the

silencer or exhaust pipes, or any other place where there is much

heat. Even if there is not sufficient heat to burn the insulation,

the material will deteriorate and become practically useless

in time.

♦ ♦ ♦

Certain forms of cardan joints—notably those employing

the socallod Greek cross—have propeller shafts employing a

bolt similar to A in the accompanying sketch. If this bolt is

threaded into one jaw

of the yoke B, as

shown, and is held

against turning merely

by a locknut C, it will

be impossible to keep

the bolt tight, as the

twisting effort due to

the friction of the

cross on the bolt, com

bined with the vibra

tion, will quickly loosen

it, and the sole reli

ance against trouble is then the cotterpin which holds the nut

from coming off. Aside from other objections to this feature

there is a tendency to transfer the rubbing surfaces to the points

D and E. One way to prevent this is to file a slot in the head

of the bolt, aud after it has been screwed tight to hold it by a

screw F, which partly enters the slot in the head. Another

method is to strengthen the bolt at D by a shoulder as shown at

G in the detail sketch. This makes it possible, remarks the

Motor Aije, to put a cotterpin through the bo't and the jaw in

which it is held. If the bolt were not shouldered it would be

liable to break where drilled for the cotterpin.

♦ ♦ ♦

Worn connecting-rod bearings, both at the piston and

crank shaft ends, usually cause a loud hammering sound. When

first noticed, the defect is pronounced and disagreeable only so

long as the motor is operated with the spark retarded. It can

then be avoided for the time by using an advanced spark, or high

motor speed. If allowed to continue, it soon gets much worse,

and is heard with regulaiity in whatever manner the motor is

operated. A slight and unobjectionable hammering sound when

the ignition is first advanced is normal for tingle or double-

cylinder motors, but generally indicates faulty manipulation of

the levors.

♦ ♦ ♦

It should not be forgotten that it is possible, as a last resort,

to uie the engine as a brake, if the brakes themselves refuse to

work ; and one should be prepared to act upon this information

in an emergency. By running on the low gear, with the engine

at lowest speed, the velocity of the car cannot become great,

while a powerful brake is obtained by switching off the ignition.
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AN AMERICAN PETROL-ELECTRIC

ROAD TRAIN.

CONSIDERABLE interest is b9ing taken on the other side

of the Atlantic in a new road train which has been

introduced by the Alden-Sampson Manufacturing Com

pany, of Pittsfield, Mass., U.S.A.—a concern whhh it is stated

has for the last six years been experimenting with heavy indus

trial vehicles. The train consists of a tractor and two followers,

each provided with six wheels, with spring suspensions so

arranged that half of the load of e3ch car is carried by the centre

pair of wheels, which are the drivers. The pair of wheels at the

front and rear ends of each car are steering wheels, and are con

nected by linkage in such a way that all six wheels of any one

car will travel arcs of concentric circles in turning. The driving

wheels are 54 in. in diameter and the steering wheels 42 in., all

equipped with steel tyres 5 in. and 3£ in. in width, respectively.

Although, as in the Renard system, the first vehicle is not

a tractor in the usual sense of the word, but is an automobile

tion which can be made at either end of the cars, the steering

linkage being so designed that the cars will track exactly on the

sharpest turns when running in either direction. Drawbars are

used between the vehicles, but as each car is self-propelled

their only function is to preserve correct distances and equalise

traction.

'>"■- Under ordinary conditions braking is effected electrically

through the motors by the controller. This is claimed to give

an amount of braking power equal to the capacity of the motors,

and is very smooth in operation and easily handled. For emer

gency use on steep hills a hand wheel directly beneath the steer

ing wheel of the tractor is used to operate powerful expanding

shoe brakes within the driven sprocket drums of the tractor's

driving wheels. The same brake apparatus is fitted to each car,

this being arranged to be operated, in hilly districts, by assist

ants riding on the vehicles. The car platform is 17 feet long by

4 ft. 2 in. wide, and is supported 4 ft. above the road sur

face. The wheel track is 6 ft. Each vehicle has a capacity of

six to eight ton3, and in order that the weight of the tractor with

 

The Alden-Simpaon Petrol Electric Road Train.

power generating plant, the means adopted to drive the follow

ing vehicles are electrical instead of mechanical. In fact, the

plan adopted—for the first time, we believe—is an extension of

the petrol-electric type of motor vehicle, the electrical energy

generated being distributed to electric motors on each unit of

the train, instead of only to the machine on which the power

plant is installed. The latter consists of a 50-h.p. four-cylinder

Setrol motor, connected by a silent crain to a 35-kilowatt

ynamo. The engine and dynamo are separately suspended by

springs on the tractor in order that road vibration shall not be

communicated to them. The electric current generated is con

ducted to the motors, of which there are six—two on the tractor

and two on each of the followers. In the controller switches

are provided which enable the tractor to operate the train or

each unit of the train with that unit's own motors. The motors

are spring-suspended and drive the central driving wheels

through spur gearing and If in. pitch roller chains. Since each

driving wheel has its own electric motor no different'al or equal

ising gear is needed. The complete control of the train is

electrical, which enables it to be easily handled by one man.

The tractor, which it is claimed can turn in a radius of 20 ft., is

leered by means of an irreversible gear, and each of the cars is

steered from the one preceding it by means of a tongue connec-

the train in operation may be equal to that of each of the cars it

is provided with a platform upon which may be carried a load of

from three to four tons. The bodies of the trucks are mounted

upon four heavy springs, one end of each extending to the axle,

to which it is securely fastened, while the inner ends are con

nected to the central axle, all axles being stationary. The

trucks are all linked by coupling rods to the tractor. The train

has been designed with a view to supplying the need in many

industries of an economical method of transporting merchandise

for considerable distances over ordinary roads. On first-class

macadam roads the speed of the train is given as six miles per hour.

As will be seen, the Alden-Sampson road train forms an entirely

new departure, and one the development of which will be

watched with more than passing interest.

Bundley Heath, near Godstoue, was flooded the other

day for quite half a mile, and in places the water was three or

four feet deep. A number of motor-cars proceeding in the

direction of Lingfield made attempts to dash through the flood.

In each case the chauffeurs were stranded, and the local farmers

for several hours were busily employed with teams of horses

dragging the cars on to terra firma.
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 Mr. Gibbon Brooks has

been making a display of various

non - skidding devices at his

motor establishment in Cardiff.

THEDunlop Pneumatic Tyre

Company intends to establish

works in London for dealing

with tyre repairs.

Messrs. Wyman and Sons, Ltd., the well-known printers

and official agents for Government public itions and Parliamentary

papers, have issued neat wall calenders for 1908.

At Stamford Mr. J. T. Rollings has a large garage in

Scotgate. A good stock of spare parts is kept and tyre repairs,

as well as " first aid " to motor-cars are carried out by a com

petent staff.

According to a police witness in a case at Kingston, 714

motor-cars passed along the Portsmouth Roid at Esher on the

occasion of the motor races at the Brooklands track on October

12th last.

The erection of road directory boards is becoming a feature

on some of the main roads in Cincinnati. On these is printed

a variety of information as to distances betweon various points,

on similar line* to many of the route books issued in this

country.

Motorists who are troubled with cold feet from contact with

the cold metal of the pedals will fin 1 that ordinary tyre tape

wound around the same will overcome this difficulty and at the

same time provide an excel

lent adhesive surface upon

which the feet will not

slip.

- The Cambridge Auto

car Company, Ltd., 58,

Hills Road, Cambridge,

have published "The Shuv-

ver's Catechism," by Mr.

F.W.H. Hutchinson. This

contains four pages of ques

tions and answers for

drivers, a list of motor-car

identification marks, and a

ruled account page for a

record of mileage, and the

coat of running a car for a

year.

The New Engine

Motor Co., Ltd., have

secured an order for a

40-h.p. limousine with front

seats completely closed in,

for H.H. the Thakore Sahin

of Gondal for use in India.

The vehicle will be able to

carry nine passengers in all,

and we believe the owner

intends to have two syces, or native servants, standing on the

platform at the back. The top and sides of the car will be

removable from end to end, so that the car can be used as a

completely open one.

At the last meeting of the Solihill District Council the

Clerk read a letter from the Warwickshire Highway Protection

League, urging that the present speed limit for motor-cars should

be strictly enforced in the country, with a maximum speed of

eight miles in passing through villages and towns ; that the tax

on motor-vehicles should be increased, and the pr oceeds devoted

to highway repair ; that one licence for testing any number of

cars should not be issued to manufacturers, and that the high

ways should not be used for motor testing on Sundays. The

league asked that a resolution in these terms should be passed

and sent to the County Council and the Local Government

Board. Mr. Oscar W. Bowen moved that the Council pass a

resolution as suggested. This was seconded, and carried

nem. con.

HERB AND THERE.
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Car overturned by fall of a Bridge over the Miehika,

The Union Trust Company,

a well-known banking concern of

San Francisco, has acquired a

motor-car for use in connection

with its business.

A garage has been estab

lished by Mr. E. E. Parlby in

connection with the Berkeley Arms Hotel, Cranford Bridge,

near Hounslow, wiiich he has just taken over.

Messrs. Argylls, Midlands, Ltd., hive fitted up a con

venient showroom at 24, New Street, Birmingham, from which

Mr. Henry Garner will direct operations over the coutitie3 of

Worcoster, Warwick, Hereford, Stafford, and Shropshire. A

garage and repiir works are also being established in connection

with the showroom.

Messrs. A. Webstbr and Co., 43, Dover Street, W., again

issue their annual register of sporting and soeiil fixtures and

diary known as " The Badminton." Some pages are devoted to

motor records at homo and abroad, and the Diary seems to be

fully comprehensive.

Messrs. Bensley and Dedman, of 720-722, Holloway

Road, N., have been appointei sole London agents for the Brewt-

nall radiator, which is claimed to have a very high efficiency com

bined with mechanical strongth. A feature of the cooler is the

small number of tubes and tube joints.

Messrs. Gould Bros., motor engineers, of Exeter, have

been causing considerable excitement at their attractive

showrooms in Southernhay.

by exhibiting a quarter

size model aeroplane which

has been designed by Mr.

Ernest Gould, the manag

ing director of the firm.

Elsewhere in the

present issuo will be found

an article from the pen of

Mr. Charles Tailleur, taken

from our American con

temporary, " Motor," on

the subject of "Accessi

bility and Permanency."

Since Mr. Martineau's

paper read before the mem

bers of the Institution of

Automobile Engineers con

siderable interest has been

shown in the question of

accessibility, and, as Mr.

Tailleur deals with the

matter from a somewhat

new aspect, his remarks

are worthy of careful con

sideration.

The Crawfordsville

Casket Co., of Crawfords

ville, U.S.A., recently purchased a motor car for the use of one

of its travelling representatives, who has a territory extending

for 100 miles in each direction. A marked saving in time and

expenses has been effected by means of the vehicle. The

economy in time is especially noticeable, as the traveller is now

able to cover twenty-nine towns in one week, whereas when he

formerly had to rely on railway connections he could only visit

sixteen.

The sanction of the Croydon Borough Council has been

asked to an arrangement for the borough engineer to have an

allowance of £110 a year for a motor-car. Several members

objected to any agreement of the kind, which, with the proposed

employment of a fireman as chauffeur, would cost £60 a year

more than the present supply of horse-drawn vehicles. At the

same time, the claims of the medical officer and the road surveyor

to better travelling facilities were put forward. In the end the

proposal was withdrawn in favour of a report on a more compre

hensive scheme of motor-car hiring for officials.

(See page 907.)

[Prince Borghue.
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The Royal A.C. is again appealing to motorists not to use

the siren. Its use on motor-cars is prohibited in Paris.

Lord 6. Dundas, of West Hal'., Middleton Tyas, has just

acquired a 15-h.p. Coventry Humber car.

The Belgian annual motor-car show was opened in the

Palais du Cinquantenaire, Brussels, on Saturday last by King

Leopold. It will continue until January 2nd,

Messrs. Heh;hton's Depots, Ltd., have establishments in

West Gate, Peterborough, and at Thrapston and Whittlesea,

where the requirements of motorists can be attended to at any

time of the day.

What the American papers call a " Quaker City Brook-

lands " is being projected at Philadelphia. This is a two and a

half mile motor track in Delaware county, a club having been

formed to undertake the work.

Among the new Jones devices for the registration of the

speed of motor-cars placed upon the British market by Messrs.

Markt and Co. is the new combination speedometer illustrated

herewith. This is well calculated to supply the demand for a

reliable and comprehensive instrument at a moderate price. As

will be seen, the instrument registers the speed in miles per hour,

the mechanism being the Bame as in the standard models. In

addition there is the odometer or mileage recorder, which is

 

detached from the body of the device, a Veeder instrument

being attached directly under the body of the speedometer by

suitable gearing. By this means a triple combination is pro

vided, securing the reading of the miles per hour, the extent of

the trip and the mileago for the season up to 10,000. Another

adaptation of the idea is given in a further model, which gives

the rate of speed and the season's mileage. We understand that

delivery of these excellently - designed Jones speedometer-

odometers will be made early in the New Year.

According to the report just issued the motor-'buses in

service in Paris covered during the 141 days ending with

November 1st last 3,570,000 kilometres, during which time they

consumed 22,000 hectolitres of carburetted alcohol.

The Manufacturers' Association of Great Britain has been

officially notified that, in consonance with its representations to

the Australian Commonwealth Government, the duty on motor-

lorries, wagons, and motor-cars has been altered from 35 per

cent, general tariff and 25 per cent, preferential tariff to 5 per

cent, general tariff and British productions free. The duty on

catalogues, price lists, showcards or pictures issued by or refer

ring to goods of manufacturers or producers not having an

established place of business in Australia has also been entirely

removed.

Several sites are available near the Great Western Railway

route for the establishment of motor and other works.

Motorists have been warned as to the excessive speed at

which some of their number drive through Sefton Park,

Liverpool.

" Tompkins is having an awful time with his new car." " In

what way ? " " Every time he repairs it he has a lot of parts left

over that he can't find a place for."

Such is the amount of work which Messrs. Argyll Motors,

Ltd., have in hand that from the 23rd inst. the whole of the

works will be on full time.

With the new year a scale of fares for horsed taximeter cabs

of Gd. a mile or twelve minutes and 3d. a half mile or six

minutes will be adopted in the Metropolis, while the abolition of

the cab radius for these vehicles is also contemplated.

On the afternoon of the 18th Mr. S. F. Edge gave the

90-h.p. Napier a chance of making fresh world's records on the

Brooklands track, at Weybridge. Unfortunately, after the car

had done eight laps at an average speed of slightly over 100

miles per hour, the two offside tyres flew off, so the attempt to

create fresh speed records had to be abandoned.

Whitaker's Almanac for 1908 is again before us in the

familiar form and cover in which it has been issued for a good

many years. Among the new articles will be found a precis of

the amended Patent Law, a digest of the Employers' Liability

Act and other chapters which bring the information well up to

date in accordance with new legislation. The official sect:o:i is

as complete and authoritative as ever.

This is the eighth year of issue of the " Daily Mail " Year

Book, which constitutes a good handbook to current questions.

In the section devoted to travel we are truly told that the most

noticable feature about the traffic of London at the present time

is that mechanical traction in replacing horse traffic. There

are articles on the problems of- the roads, the progress of aerial

navigation, and the advance of the motor-car. The latter is

written by the Rev. Arundel Whatton, who, in reviewing the

mechanical advance during the year, refers to the principle

adopted in the Gillett-Lehmann patents in connection with

carburation. Encouragement is also given to the endeavours

made to popularise benzol and alcohol as a substitute for petrol

and, on the business side, figures show the advance that British

firms are making abroad. The chief records on the track and

on the road are given up to October 12th, as well as a summary

of the law relating to automobiles. Within the compass of

nearly 300 pages this annual publication contains a mass of

statistics and information which give it a place with Whitaker,

Hazell, and other yearly additions to the bookshelf of the man

who would be well informed.

A striking proof of the utility of the motor-car for com

mercial purposes, and especially for newspaper distribution, is

given in the " Eastern Daily Press." The proprietors have for

some five ye irs been running a motor-car daily, starting from

Norwich about 2.30 a.m. to Lynn and back with supplies of their

paper, which by these means has been placed on the breakfast

tables of readers in more than a hundred towns an 1 villages in

West Norfolk. At the start there were a few troubles due

partly to inexperience ; but these were soon overcome, and the

record for the present year is a remarkable one. Between

January 3rd to November 30th the Siddeley car which is being

used travelled more than 25,000 miles, and out of a possible

284 it made no less than 275 successful journeys. On six out of

the nine occasions on which failure or partial failure occurred

there was a dense fog, twice there were tyre troubles, and on

one occasion a cha:n failed. From February 13th till October 8th

—eight months—the record was absolutely clean. The history

of the period may be conveniently summarised as follows :—

Maximum number of days, 284 ; every rail and mail connection

made, 275 ; percentage of successful journeys, 96 83 ; service

wholly failed through fog, 3 ; partial failure due to fog, 3 ;

partial failure due to tyres, 2 ; partial failure due to machinery,

1. Such a record, besides speaking well both for the quality of

thecar and its driver, affords convincing proof of the util ty and

practicability of the motor for commercial purposes.
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PEKIN TO PARIS.*

-♦-

IT is a truism to observe that the telegraph and the telephone

have destroyed the journalistic " scoop " as completely as

_ [the steamship and the train upset old-time notions of the

personal triumphs of ambassadors and diplomatists. Everyone

is able to communicate so quickly and readily with other pcjople

that the daring and venturous exploits of the journalists of the

early Victorian days are no longer possible, and those who make

it a regula-, we bad almost written weekly, custom to extol their

 

At the Telegraph Station of TTdda: The Prince li shown the way to Taerln.

records of passing events that are accessible to all in common,

are almost forgetful of the ordinary conditions of modern life.

For awhile the motor-car has revived the opportunities of

the pist, and there are still unexplored parts of the world

yet available for the motorist to traverse. One of these

regions was discovered in the Pekin to Paris run of last

summer, when a prince and a *' penman Astonished

the Mongolian, startled the Siberian, impressed the "

Eussian with awe, and greatly excited the Italian

nation. It was a hazardous enterprise, and, apart

from the automobile demonstration, has given the

world a book that is readable in a greater degree

than most books that tell the tale of travel

in distant lands. Prince Borghese's journey will

remain in the annals of the international motoring

movement as an event of some importance,

ranking with races and trials in which more

have participated but in which the personal

hardships have been less. The story as told by his

companion on the motor-car, Signor Barzini, is a frank

record of their doings, bearing upon it a touch of

candour that adds to the zest with which the reader

follows the voyageurs over desert and prairie alike.

It was early in the .year that the author had

instructions to meet the Prince at Pekin on June 1st.

The car was a 40-b.p. Itala ; others to start on 'the

journey were a 6-h.p. Contal tricycle, two 10-h.p. De

Dions, and a 15-h.p. Spyker. The departure from

the " dim languor " of Pekin was a great event. " A

large old Chinese cannon has decked itself out with

flags and garlands. The band plays military marches.

The great moment has arrived. Drivers and

chauffeurs join their cars. The flag descends. A great

bursting of petards and squibs ; and amid these war sounds

we move. We aro off! And over the road lined by the

Chinese soldiery, between two hedges of silent people, our

five motor-cars alone remain, pursuing each other through

the capital of the Chinese Empire at a speed which it

has never known before." And then they went forth into the

strange land of China; the tricycle was soon in difficulties ; the

cars got over them. At length they perceived a tremulous line

bordering the crests of the mountains far in the distance. It

was the Great Wall of China, which is thus described :—

Seen from the distance, the Great Wall, I blending and fusing with

the outlines of mountains like a prodigious architectural moulding on

tlieir crests and sides, does not look like the work of man ; it is too

va't ; and yet what can be seen of it from any given point

represents only about one-thousandth part of its extent.

The thing seems a fantastic freak on earth, thrown up

by some great unknown natural force ; the outcome of a

cataclysm, not destructive but creative. As we approached,

the Great Wall became more and more completely hidden

by a crowd of peaks ; and we only saw it again at the

last turning of the road when we were abont to enter

under its heavy double gateways, covered by still available

bastions. The road near to the top is now no more than

a channel in the living rock, and it is increasingly steep

and difficult. We had been walking for eight hours under

an unbroken sheet of rain. We advanced slowly, painfully,

and had to stop every minute to put stones out of the wav, to

make room for the wheels, to protect the car's flywheel from

the projecting upward points on the roadway. All around

us was gloomy and barren. We were coasting a deep

ravine ; suddenly, rising from its depth and resting on

their isolators, two telegraph wires came in sight, crossing

our road and the Great Wall. It was like the sight of

familiar faces ; these were friends to us, and would carry

our news to the world outside. Poor ancient wall, the

labour and pride of three royal dynasties, and of some

millions of men ; it is not by the cannon alone that thou

art rendered useless ; a thread of wire suffices. The most

distant peoples can quietly commune with one another above

thy bead, ignoring tny very existence 1

Their journey through the villages produced a

succession of panics. The natives must have

thought the Evil Eye was upon them. Barely

clad children fled in terror at their approach ; men and

women talk about the monster to this day, and wonder if it

was the railway. When the car stopped some would go near

the car and ask " Where is the beast 1 " Others showed that

" it drinks water through a hole." One curious impression of

the travellers was that they did not trouble to know the time

along the great valleys of China. " We lived outside of time,

 

* " Pekin to Paris by Motor-car."

Grant Richards, 1907.

By L. Barzini. London. L.

Among the Mongolians : Camel ani Car.

and this sensation of endlessness accustoms the heart and makes

one grow resigned."

But the road was worse than any so far traversed. We had to

fight, not so much against the difficulties of long, steep climbs, like

those on the Lian-ya-miao Mountain, as against the obstacles opposed

to us by the naked granite. We were advancing over rocks full of

holes and bumps, of crevices and sharp points. The flowing of the
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water, the hoofs of the mules, and the large feet of the camels had

barely softened in so many centuries the worst jaggednesj of the narrow

path. The car, however, cautiously and slowly proceeded, swayed

on the unevenness of the ground ; it had now one wheel now another

caught between the stones, it slipped down with hard jolts from the

jutting points of the road, it got the rims of its wheels gripped in deep

depressions. And we listened anxiously to the metallic creaking of the

chassis strained by the continuous pulling, to the slight wheezing of the

wood of the wheels, to countless perceptible so.inds coming from we

knew not what Dart of the machine, faint moans of the steel that

seemed to come from t'.ie work of destructive insects. All the joints

 

At Kalgan.

The care in the Courtyard of the Rnaso-Chinjse Bank ; to the left the Contal tricycle ; In the middle
- . the Spyker, and to the right the two De Dions.

of the motor-car were undergoing a strain for which they were not meant,

and those sounds witnessed to infinitesimally small misplacements, tiny

deviations which might, however, prove the beginning of some

disastrous damage. It was the skeleton of the machine suffering and

expressing its fatigue ; and the fatigue of a machine is not to be cured

by rest. There were moments when every step presented a new problem.

Ettore (the chauffeur) steered standing, in order the better to see the road

near the wheels. His hands were hurt by the strong vibrations of the

wheel, which would not answer to the action of his arm."

And thus for many a mile they struggled on until "we found

ourselves upon the rounded dunes, following roads traced over

the sand by the long-continued passing of the caravan ;

and from up there we saw spreading before us like an

ocean, blue and dim against the limpid horizon, the

Mongol tableland. There great prairies and the

desert awaited us. There lay flight, freedom, a way

to the west." A few years ago none would have

risked themselves without a guide over the Mongo

lian prairies ; now there are telegraph poles along the

camel road which seem to give an element of

security even in the endless solitude of Central

Asia. At length there was a break in the quietness.

between the wheels, and spread themselves at full length under the cars.

They turned levers, unscrewed nuts, hammered away, cleined every

thing. All unnecessary parts were discarded and thrown away in order

to lighten the machine. Pons was sawing his mudguards, Bizac was

doing away with the silencers ; then the motors were tested, listened to

tested agaio, and the courtyard was filled with noise, emoko and fumes.

By the evening all the cars were ready. To the luggage had been added

some goatskin wraps, which Pietro had bought for us in the market

place. The farewell banquet, hospitably given to us by our host, M.

Boiliac, was a melancholy affair. We were tired, and h»d nothing to

say to one another, because our minds were all filled with th9 same

thought, and our hearts harboured the tame impatience.

We were about to leave Kalgan, and with it all contact with

civilisation.

Camping in Mongolia had its pleasures of unique

ness and its disadvantages in actuality. For considera

tions of practical concern as well as the propitiation

of the natives, many of the provisions that had been

carried were early jettisoned to some who helped, while

the mudguards were sacrificed for a pail of water and

a pickaxe exchanged for eggs. Altogether a system

of barter was arranged which delighted the Mongolians

and assisted the foreigners. Efforts such as that

lightened the car and enabled a speed equivalent to the

British legal limit to be obtained as far as Tong-kiong,

in the Gobi desert, where a telegraph office was found.

It had been established six years, and sent off its first

message to the outer world on the day the motorists

arrived. The nearest town is at Kalgan, 200 miles

away. Urga is 500 miles. Before the telegraph clerk

can reach the haunts of men he has to travel for a week

from well to well. He merely transmits the messages

from St. Petersburg, London and Tokio. For six years

no telegram had been sent off from that station,

which had been established because the distances were

too great and there is need of these intermediate

From thence the intrepid motorists went across the

Gobi desert ; forded a tributary of the Iro with the assistance of

Mongolians before reaching the Russian frontier ; enjoyed the

hospitality of Siberia—the first halt there being at Kiahhta, a

village of millionaires living in little timber hou?es who might

have a palace in Moscow or in St. Petersburg if they so wishtd.

The journey through Siberia is described with a graphic pen

and the travellers' impressions of Russia are as interesting as

any other portion of the volume of over 600 pigo?—one of the

stages.

" We heard a great sound of voices. A cry had rung

across the city like a flash of lightning from the bridge over

the Ta-ho to the Russo-Chinese 'Bank, ' They are coming ! '

It heralded the arrival of our French friends, who were

entering at that moment into the city. We went to meet

them in a festive spirit. We shook hands ; we greeted

one another; we told one another our difficulties. They had

spent the night encamped at thirty li from Kalgan. Their

journey, too, had been difficult, but it had also been

pleasantly interrupted by the various occupations of camp

life: the improvised cooking of meals in the open air, the

fighting against the rain, the awakening in the coolness of

the dawn. Under the Lian-ya-miao they had found the

Hun not too swollen to be forded, and they had been

able to avoid the picturesque and detestable ascent

which we had had ito make. But they had had no means of

avoiding the other climbs, which weie still harder and more

difficult. In a moment the courtyard of the Bank seemed transformed

into a workshop. Everywhere lay cans of oil and of fuel ; screw-

wrenches, hammers, tyres, spare fneces thrown about in confusion. The

cars exposed their shining mechanism to the eye through their open

sides, and they gave themselves up meekly to the performance of their

toilette. The chauffeurs, their hands covered with grease, disappeared

 

Crossing a Bridge over the Hun-Ho.

most exciting books of travel published] this century. Photo

graphs, some of which we are able to reproduce by courtesy of

the publisher, Mr. L. Grant Richards, increase the interest of

the book. The ending is characteristic of the dramatic note.

Taken all in all, " Pekin to Paris/' is one of the best books

descriptive of a motor journey we have read—not only for the

unique story that is told, but for the delightful way it is related.
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Correspondence.

[Letters to the Editor should be addressed to the offices, 97-S3, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.)

♦

time under altered conditions. The temperature of water standingSOME USEFUL SEASONABLE HINTS.

To thb Editor or The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,— During Christmas time there will he an enormous amount of

motoring and using of mott r-cars. There are one or two points to the

credit of the motor-car that are well worth keeping in mind, and the

most important of these is the fact that a modern car weighing com

plete with passengers one ton can transport five people at a cost of a

shade under Hd. for each mile covered. The cost per mile, on the other

band, of a first class railway journey works out at neaily 9d. per mile

for five people, nnd this cost, although being more than four times as

much as that of the motor-car journey, does not offer the extraordinary

convenience of the latter form of transport, which in, after all, tanta

mount to employing special trains to go where yon wish. One needs to

work out these figures to thoroughly appreciate how great the financial

advantage is in favour of motor-cars.

Take the original cost of a car as'£700, Rnd allow for depreciation at

the rate of 25 per cert, per annum for four years, and assuming that the

car has been run 10,000 miles in the year, then eien whin allowing tl e

enormous sum for depreciation such depreciation adds lees tliBn 3d. per

mile to the cost of running ; this then brirgs up the cost of motor-car

in the open at the time these tests were made was 37 deg. Fahrenheit,

but the comparison given shows very clearly the number of hoars dur

ing which heat can be retained in the engine and radiator, and freezing

obviated if the bonnet and radiator be properly covered up.

Trusting these hints may be useful for Christmas.—Yours truly,

S. F, Edge.

MOTOR-GAR THIEVES.

To ran Editor o» The Motor-Cur Journal.

Sir,—Would you kindly warn all proprietors of motor garages and

those dealing in accessories against buying from stranpers odd tyres,

lamps, &c. I have during the last few weeks heard of four separate

thefts which appear to be the work oi some gang operating in London.

In the first case a Stepney wheel with tyre was cut from a taxicab ; in

the second case a spate tube was taken out of the back of a car ; in the

third case a spare cover in a waterproof case was cut fiom a doctor's

car while standing outside his bouse ; and the fourth case, which has

the merit of having a humorous- side, was the clever theft of a large

acetylene head light. A car was standing ouside a house at night and
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travel to half that of a corresponding number of train journeys, and in

the latter case a very considerable further sum must be allowed for con

veyances at each end of the railway journey. I think it may safely be

said to-day, when calculating on this basis, that the motor-car is the

cheapest form of conveyance.

A most important point to bear in mind during the festive season

is the number of social gatherings at which many motor-cars arc sure

to be collected after bringing the quests ; there will ceitainly be a lack

of accommodation, and many of these cars will have to be left out in

the open, probably in frosty weather. It is well worth remembering that

the addition of 20 per cent of common commercial glycerine to the

circulating water will prevent the freezing of this save under most

exceptional circumstances. Another point should be remembered if it is

desired to keep the engine at a reasonable temperature and to keep

the water from freezing when the car is left in an exposed place, and this

is to cover the engine bonnet and radiator with a large rug. I have

had some tests made with a six-cylinder Napier to ascertain the exact

advantage of covering up the radiator and bonnet. The tests were as

follows :—The water in the radiator was raised to a temperature of

165 deg. Fahrenheit by running the engine, and then the radiator and

bonnet were covered with a rug and the car was left standing three

hours, at the end of which time the temperature of the water was again

taken and was found to have only lost 8 degrees of heat—that is, the

water remained at 157 degrees. During the same period of time when

the car had been left uncovered by a rug, the water had already fallen

to 112 degrees, showing a loss of 53 degrees of heat in a corresponding

a stranger informed the chauffeur that his tail lamp was out. The

chauffeur, cordially thanking the stranger for the information, went

to the hack of the car, and proceeded to light the tail lamp. While thus

engaged the thief calmly took off the large valuable headlight and dis

appeared. It is reasonable to suppose that these thefts are connected

with one another, and no doubt there are dozens of the same sort, of

which I have not heard. They would appear to be the work of a gang,

presumably using a eab or some other means of conveyance to quickly

remove the stolen goods. If all dealers in motor accessaries would refuse

to buy from unknown people the motive for the robberies would dis

appear. —Yours truly,

J. E. HUTTON.

MOTOR-CAR AMONG HOUNDS.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

SiK,—On the evening of Wednesday, December 18tb, about 6.20,

as the Craven Hounds were being bronght home to the Walcot

Kennels, Hungerford, after hunting, a motoi-car dashed through the

pack at a point on the Bath road between Benham cross-roads and the

Half Way Inn, killing one hound and crippling three others. No hooter

was sounded, and no sort of warning was given to those in attendance

of the approach of the car, which came up from behind, travelling at a

tremendous pace. The driver made no attempt to stop, although he

must have known that he had run through the middle of the pack.

We had scarcely time to get the hounds to one side of the road before
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another oar was upon us. I and the second whip rode back towards it,

shouted, and held up our arms to signal to the driver to stop, but it

was no use. On the fiend tore, and had hounds not been close into the

fence he would hive been over the top of them as well. 1 may add

that there were four of us in pink eo its with hounds. The»night was

fine, no rain or fop, and the light was quite good enough to distinguish

one hound from another, so that this dastardly behaviour cannot for

one moment be looked upon as an accident,

I will be grateful if you will fii.d room in your columns for this

letter, in hopes that some clue may be forthcoming which will establish

the identity of the offenders. —Yours tiuly.

W. J. Yorke Scarlett.

Master of Craven Hounds.

MOTOR-CAB ACCIDENT.—DRIVER WANTED.

To ihi Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—It has been reported to the Motor Union that the driver of a

motor-cab collided with a cyclist at the orner of Park Street, in Oxford

Street, on October 17th last, It is alleged that the driver, instead of

stopping to see whether the cyclist was hurt or had suffered damage,

put on spaed and drove away down Park Street.

The Motor Union, in order to emphasise its condemnation of the

driver of any vehicle who fails to stop when involved in an accident

(whether he is responsible for such accident or not), is prepared to pay

 

C The 40-h.p. Crossley Limoutine supplied by Messrs. Jarrott aid

Letts to the Marquis of Northampton for the use of H.R.H, the

Prince and Princess of Wales during their stay at Castle Aehby.

n reward of £5 to any person who will give such information as will lead

to the identification of the driver of the motor-cab in question. Yours

\V. Rees Jeffreys (Secretary).

LOW TENSION MAGNETO TROUBLES.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

SIR,— Seeing in the last number of the M.C.J, a query by a

coriespondent who signs himself "Frank" in regard to a magneto

trouble on a Hichard-Brasier car, I would like, with yonr kind per

mission, to offer a probable solution. I had exactly the same trouble

myself and it took some time to find the cause. It was No. 1 cylin

der in my case that would not fire, and ultimately I found that the

trip rod on No. 3 was just making contact when No. 1 should be

firing, theieby causing the current to short, which would be the

quickest path to earth, and yet we could get each cylinder to fire

separately. I could write more on the cause, &c, but think the

above will answer the purpose.—Hoping this will prove useful, I remain,

yours truly,

E. T. Watts

THE DESIGN OF INDUCTION PIPES.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sin,—I was much interested in the article on the above subject in

a recent issue of the M.C.J. At first sight the arrangement of an

inlet pipe appears to I e a eimple problem, but one of the most difficult

matters in multi-cylinder motor construction is to supply all the

cylinders with a uniform quality and quantity of mixture. The dilliculty

lies in the desirability it not necessity of nsing a single carburettor,

for a number of cylinders. Air is wonderfully elastic and ap-'

pears to resent being battered about from pillar to post—from one

cylinder to another. Take the T-shaped pipe as used on many four-

cylinder engines. The rale for firing is to start, say, at No. 1, jump

to No. 3, next to No. 4, then return to No. 2. Now when the motor

is running at, say, 1,200 revolutions and No. I draws in a charge the

gas reaches a speed approximately of sixty miles an hour towards the

front of the motor through the forward branch of the T. No. 3

follows and finds it necessary not only to start the gas at this rate in the

opposite direction towards the rear of the motor, but to overcome the im

pact of the gases going towards No. 1. By the rime No. 3 has got the

mixture well started in its direction its inlet valve has closed, less than

one-fortieth of a second having elapsed. The inlet in cylinder No. 4 opens

just in time to receive the gases accelerated by No. 3, and together with

its natural suction is well filled. No. 2 then opens and meets with the

same resistance from No. 4 that No. 3 met with from No. 1. The result is

both No. 2 and No. 3 are partially starved. Their explosions are weaker

at high speed than those of the end cylinders. In order to get them to

firj at all the carburettor is called upon to furnish a richer mixture than

is necessary or advantageous for No. 2 and No. 4. This not ouly

lowers the efficiency of the motor but causes it to consume more fuel

than if all cylinders were supplied with a uniform charge. The engine

balance is also affected by the lack of uniformity of power develope 1

by the various cylinders. There are a few manufacturers who have

endeavoured to overcome this unevcnness through various devices and

constructions, the description of which is somewhat out of my pro

vince. It is satisfactory, however, to find that designers are realising

more and more the necessity of uniformity in this direction.—Yours

truly,

W. T. DUTTON.

AN OPTICAL ILLUSION 1

To the Editor or The Motor-Our Journal.

Sir—I have often noticed the momentary hesitation in the running

of motor-car and 'bus wheels, but, taking it for granted that everyone

knew all about it, I never troubled to comment upon the matter. It,

however, is interesting. I cannot imagine the two diametrically opposite

Bpokes of any wheel being a lever of " the second order," as, although

the ground is the fulcrum, the power is applied at the centre and not

from the top of the wheel, which would make it a lever of sec\md

order. I am of opinion that this hesitation in the revolutions of the

wheels actually occurs, but not in the manner described in a recent

issue, where mention is made that the top spokes are travelling faster

than the bottom ones. I have heard this before and I do not agree with

it. The top of the tyre travels faster than the bottom owing to the weight

deflection of the lower portion.

The effect is due, I l>elieve, to an uneven torque, the oontour of the

roai and the slight lateral swaying of the car contributing to a small

but evident action of the differential gear, which is magnified by the

spokes of the wheel. It is peculiar that this is not apparent in horse-

drawn vehicles, nor even in a car when ft is rolling along. But a real

optical illusion may be witnessed if you stand well oahind some

ordinary vertical railings and look through them ; it will be observed

that when a car is running forward all the wheels will appear to be

going backwards in the most uniform jnanner, and an earie skidding

feeling creeps over you if you happen to see it quickly without looking

for it.—Yours truly,

Herbert J. Chapman.

AN ENGINE QUERY.

To thi Editor of The Motor- Var Journal.

Sir,—I should be>ery pleased if you could tell me the reason why

petrol is pumped into the cylinders of my 10-h.p. Brooke car. The spirit is

forced to the carburettor by an airpump operated by foot pedal. I find

that I get no air to mix with it. Do you think it would be the needle

valve which is worn out, as, when I start pumping, the petrol passjs the

valve if I hold it down tight.—Yours truly,

Charles Hart.

[This car, which should be described as a 12-h.p. Brooke car, is

an old model, not made by the firm since 1904, and has three cylinders.

Messrs Brooke and Co., Ltd., have always favoured pressure feed to the

petrol, but whereas in the old model possessed by our correspondent the

pressure was kept up by an air pump connected to the accelerator pedal,

so that each lime this pedal was pressed a certain amount of air was

pamped to the petrol tank, a safety valve being fitted to prevent excess of

pressure, in the present Brooke cars the pressure is kept up from the

exhaust in the same manner as adopted by other makers. The air pump

system worked very well, but as the plunger of the pump was over 2 in.

diameter, it required occasional attention, which was more than some

customers were disposed to give. We think our querist's trouble is due,

as be suggests, to some fault in the needle valve, as, of course, petrol should

not be able to pass by when it is held down. It is possible, also, that the

safety valve is stack up, or set at too great a pressure. We should also

advise having the air-pump itself thoroughly overhauled.]

Reliability- of Magnetos.—"A. W. R." writes : -" I should be

glad if those motorists using magneto ignition, either high or low-tonsion,

would give their experience of the same, and state the longest distance

they haije run without it being necessary to adjust the midlines in

any way."
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A GUIDE TO MOTOR-CAR BODIES.

The range of car bodies has been so greatly extended during the

last few years that the accompanying illustrations will be of value

and interest. The types represented in the sketches are very com

plete, covering practically the whole range of coach building design for

motor-can. It will be interesting to review these individually, noting

the points with regard to each type.

The designs are French, embodying the styles of the mwt notable

Parisian builders.

1. This is a two-seater or racing type, suitable for testing purposes,

or is preferred for general use by many motorists who desire to keep

their cars exclusively for their own use, and not to entertain their friends.

It is built very lightly and is so constructed that the panels of the seats

are made with a wire mesh, every point to ensure extreme lightness

being considered. A small extra seat for mechanician's use is shown at

the back ; this is of such a nature that it can be completely collapsed

and made to retire into the rear back box or tool and tyre carrying

space.

9. Here we have a novel design of a double coupe, with the front

completely enclosed. The lines of this are carried out in the style of an

old posting coach, which is a design tint lends itself to a very graceful

appearance, taking away the rigidity of straight lines, which, in a-

covered body on a similar car, tend to destroy the harmonious appearance

of the whole.

It will be seen that other types are similarly protected in the front -r

this arrangement is more in vogue across the water than here, the

raiton d'etre is that it allows the owner of tYe car to drive or occupy

the front seats without loss of dignity, and also to be completely

sheltered from the weather.

10. Is a variation on these lines, the rear part being made in landau-

let style.

11. This embodies the same idea, the rear of the carriage being

expressly designed for long touring purposes in sunny climates.

12. Here we again return to a small park or town type, this being:

practically a Victoria. The usual objection to a Victoria type body.

 

2. This sketch represents a more elaborate and graceful design with

the same ends in view ; the rear seat in this case is more of a perma

nent fixture, inasmuch as it does not fold into the locker.

3. An ordinary tonneau with back entrance, or it can be arranged

so that the front seat should swing or revolve to allow of ingress to the

oar.

4. Here is a small Victoria type body to seat two, fitted with a fold

ing hood, either leather or canvas covered, with a glass screen to the

front, arranged so that the top of the hood should meet the screen. This

is a type very much in favour amongst country doctors, providing as it

does a carriage neat and high olass in appearance, yet light on tyres,

and net necessitating a large horse-power and petrol consumption, thus

keeping the cost of upkeep at a price within the limits of the daily use of

a country medico.

5. Is an enclosed coupe, which allows for being driven from the

inside, and is fitted with an extra seat for mechanician's or personal use

This also is a type very much in favour by doctors.

6. Represents a more elaborate design with the same end in view.

It will be seen that the steering wheel and lubricator are entirely

cased in ; no particular object is achieved here exeept that of novelty

in design and appearance.

7. Represents a single laudaulet with the front cased in in the

same manner.

8. Is a completely enclosed coupe, which allows l of driving from

inside.

namely, that the occupants of the back of the car suffer from an extreme

draught blowing in behind the driving seats, has been overcome by the-

substitution of wind doors as indicated by the dotted lines.

13. We again have a graceful phaeton with side-entrance, otherwise-

similar design to No. 3.

14. This shows the ever popular Roi des Beiges, fitted with a hood

to the rear. This type is again shown in No. 16, with the rear hood up,

and an extension blind or curtain is carried from the front of the rear

hood to the top of the glass screen in front of the driver. This is a very

convenient method of protecting the front seat but has a strong objec

tion against it in regard to appearance.

15. This is a Victoria type of side-entrance body.

17. Indicates the Roi des Beiges type phaeton fitted with a useful

double extension hood.

18. Is an extended type of the same body made to seat two extra

persons, a folding or collapsing armchair being pla e<l forward of the

rear seats.

19. Is a type tbat may be aptly described as a " triple phaeton,'''

seating seven persons including driver ; the extra inside seats in this

case are not of a collapsible or folding form, but are built in as part of the

original construction of the body. To obtain this effect a very long-

chassis is necessary, and the side entrance door has to be limited in

size. On the other hand, a very comfortable seating space is arrived at

for the extra passengers.
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20. Here we have a handsome phaeton of Roi des Beiges design,

fitted with a canopy. This canopy has a large panel at the rear, brought

round the elbow, practically converting the car into a semi- limousine ;

in fact, this type of body is frequently described in this manner.

21. Is a variation of the same, the rear panel being of cab shape.

22. Is a type that is very rare, and not likely to be in great

demand ; in fact, probably this design was created to the special require

ments or pattern of one particular customer. It will be seen that the

occupants of the rear or end part of the car are able to sit vis-a-vis in

the same style as a landau. This again requires good length of

-chassis.

23. Is a limousine with removable sides. This type of body

allows great range of possibility in regard to the manner of usage, com

bining as it does a canopied car, a semi-limousine and a full limousine.

It should be very carefully constructed in order to obviate rattling owing

to the numerous movable parts involved.

No 24. Is a single laudaulet of a standard type, made to entirely

fold down to enable the car to be used as a closed town carriage or a

•country vehicle.

25. Is a double laudaulet the front of which is fixed, extra seats

being arranged in the space between the driver's seat and the side door.

26. Illustrates a limousine laudaulet. This design of carriage

■came into vogue about three years ago, since when it has gained ever

39. Shows an enclosed coupe with an extra continuation to back

for luggage and servants, very suitable for lone touring where the owner

of the car wishes to carry a retinue of personal attendants conveniently.

40. Gives a large station or estate omnibus. I)

41 and 42. Are respectively coupe and landaulet types for electric

vehicles, being purely town carriages.

THE STORAQE OF PETROL.

The Gainsborough magistrates were occupied on the 17th inst. in

hearing a charge against Edwin Haines, motor-car manufacturer, of

obstructing Superintendent Wilkinson, the Gainsborough Council's

Inspector under the Petroleum Act, in the execution of bis duty. It was

stated that Superintendent Wilkinson had seized 200 gallons of petrol,

which the British Petroleum Company, who had no licence, had depos

ited upon Mr. Baines's premises. He left it in a motor-shed upon

the premises, and Mr. Balnes, asking to be allowed to use the shed, was

allowed to have the key. When, however, Superintendent Wilkinson

went later to fetch the petrol away he was informed by Mr. B lines that

it had been sold by him. Mr. Tweed, for the defendant, pleaded a denial

of knowledge that the petrol had been seized. The Chairman (Mr

 

The Fleet of N.A.G. Delivery Vans belonging to the " Kaufhaus det Weiteni." one of the [large general supply stores in Berlin.

increasing popularity amongst motorists, especially in this country, its

-advantage being that it enables a large and commodious carriage to be

built in the limousine style, and yet can be easily equipped and con

verted to a completely open carriage.

27. Shows a single-landaulet with an arrangement at the back

for seating a servant.

No. 28. Is a cab type, carried out on the familiar lines of a London

hansom.

29. Shows a smart coupe, a type of carriage which, while not

greatly used for motor-car work, yet has many advantages, particularly

lending itself to a smart and neat appearance ; in fact, it is from this

type of body that the limonsine has been evolved, the limousine being

practically nothing more or less than a large coupe.

30, 31, 33, 34, 35, and 36. We have variations of the limousine.

This vehicle is coming more and more into daily use amongst

motorists, especially on the Continent. It is one that lends itself

admirably to luxuiious equipment and fitting, while the occupants are

well protected from the weather. It is true that it is always closed,

but if made with large windows, which in their turn are made to open,

almost the same advantages are gained as with a canopied car, with the

advantage of greater comfort and equipment.

32. Is a cab type made to Beat four.

37. We have a further variation of the phaeton.

, 38. Represents a " Berline "—a very unusual type of body, it being

•carried out on the lines of a stage coach. ,

Embleton Fox) said the magistrates fined the defendant £10, including

costs.

. The British Petroleum Company were charged at the instance of

the Urban Council with storing fifty gallons of petrol upon Mr. Baines's

premises without holding the licence necessary under the 1'etrolenni

Act of 1871. The point at issue was whether the licence held by Mr.

Baines covered the defendant company. Mr. Dwyer's contention on

behalf of the company was that Mr. Baines was not prohibited under

the Act from storing for other people, provided the premises were

licensed, and the quantity stored was not greater than stipulated.

The Chairman (Mr. Embleton Fox) asked if the point had ever been

settled, and Mr. Dwyer replied in the negative. The Chairman said

the Beneh were against Mr. Dwyer, and they should find that the com

pany did occupy the premises without having a licence, and consequently

they would have to inflict a fine. They would, however, go into the

mutter very thoroughly, and would give their judgment in January,

and would also state a case if Mr. Dwyer asked for it.

• miocccecw

Messrs. Clement-Talbot, Ltd., have been awarded by the jury

of the New Zealand International Exhibition a special diploma in

addition to the ordinary gold medal for the excellent collective exhibit

of Talbot cars. When it is stated that this is the highest award that

can possibly be obtained in any one section, the merits of these popular

cars will be readily appreciated. : " -: i. .1 >
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SOME NOTES ON SKIDDING.

In motor parlance the carburettor has truly been called the heart ot

the oar, but the tyres are in reality the foundation of automobile success

and perfection, and play as important a part in the complete machine

as the engine itself. It is on the foundation of the tyres that the

pleasures and troubles of motoring rest, and on the tyres also depeno

the safety and the lives of all who drive high-powered cars. Carrying

the weight of the vehicle, cushioning all the shocks from rough and

uneven roads, bearing the wear and tear incident to travel, and at the

same time applying the power transmitted by the motor and giving the

car its life—the tyres play a most important part in the successful

automobile.

Since the birth of the industry tyre troubles have been the bugbear

of motor touring; but even more troublesome and dangerous than these

has been the side slip or skidding that has caused no end of collisions

and accidents, and has in many cases resulted in injury to the machine

and its occupants. When the terrific strains to be met with are con

sidered it is little short of wonderful that the "wind bags" of rubber

and canvas can perform the great task imposed upon them. But all

these difficulties have been overcome, and tyre manufacturers to-day are

bending their thoughts to the question of the prevention of skidding and

side slip.

In large cities, particularly where the water-cart turns the dust of

the roads into a mass of slippery mud, skidding becomes most dangerous.

Every driver of an automobile has experienced the sensation, has felt

his car fail to respond to the brakes as the rear wheels locked and slid

along over the muddy pavement ; has felt the machine swerve to right

or left, and oftentimes turn completely around, entirely out of his

control, a wild thing for the time being, and he has been helpless to

stop it. Let the car under good headway begin to skid, either on city

streets, country roads, or hills slippery with mud, and there is any

amount of trouble ahead. Collisions, overturning, and even death may

result, and the driver is powerless to avert the calamity. The machine

is in every sense of the word a runaway, and there is nothing to do but

sit still and wait, hoping for the best.

It is with a realization of this fact that tyre manufacturers have

gone ahead to invent non-skid appliances, and a large number of such

devices are now on the market. Pre-eminent among the non-skid devices

that have become popular is a leather tyre which is claimed to be non-

skidding and puncture-proof. This tyre consists of a heavy leather cover

vulcanized on the outside of an ordinary outer cover. Within this there

is an intermediate course of leather, and on the top of the whole a heavy

leather tread thickly studded with short steel studs. These in slippery

weather give an additional traction, and, it is claimed, cut through

the light top coating of mud on the roads and get a firm grip, thus

preventing side slip or skidding, as well as the consequent loss of power.

There are also ordinary leather coveTs studded with steel non-skid studs,

the entire cover being fastened over the rubber tyre with a patent device

which makes it easily detachable. The idea is that the non-skid cover

may be used in wet weather and removed on fair days, as many claim

that the steel tread tyres take more power to drive and also deprive the

rubber tyre of its resiliency.

In the use of tyres of this sort the question as to whether it is

better to equip both rear wheels with the non-skids, or one rear wheel

and one front wheel on opposite sides of the car is a debatable one.

Many drivers follow this latter course, claiming that in many cases

upon attempting to turn corners on slippery asphalt tilie front wheels

have skidded and the car had become unmanageable, despite the fact

that the non-skid tyres on the rear wheels were holding. In this case,

however, they simply acted as a brake. Some few cars are equipped

with non-skid' tyres on all four wheels, but there is, remarks Mr. H. B.

Haines, a well-known authority, no particular advantage in this.

An interesting form of non-skid and anti-slipping tread consists o£

a rubber tread, moulded with round rubber studs projecting from it at

- close intervals. It is claimed for this tyre that the studs render the

tread free from side slips under all conditions and increase the tractive

power on muddy and slippery roads. It is asserted that the tyre is to

a great extent immune from punctures, and that the studs of rubber

have a cushioning effect and make the car ride easier. Many experi

ments have been made with metal plates imbedded in the rubber, of the.

tyres, but these have not met with much success. One of the greatest

objections is that they are more destructive to the rubber than the road

is, and that the immunity from punctures and skids afforded is more

than outweighed by the other disadvantages. Another and rather,

popular form of non-skid device is that of ordinary chains eo arranged

as to fasten over the rear tyres at intervals of about 6 in. These give

greater tractive force, and also prevent the rear wheels from skidding.

In deep mud they are invaluable. They are easily attached and taken

off the wheels, and are arranged with the under part of the chain,

flattened so that they are not destructive to the rubber of the covers.

The main objection to these is tJiat they break at times and are likely

to be thrown into the driving chains or machinery, revolve and cause

trouble there. There are a great many steel and leather coats of mail

on the market, both of the detachable and vulcanized tyres. It rests

largely with the driver of a car to decide which most nearly meets his

needs. Generally speaking, a tyre fitted with a detachable non-skid

cover or device is the more desirable for use on long tours, for the

reason that it can be conveniently carried and adjusted when occasion

demands, and will give correspondingly longer service without depriving

the owner of the car of the pleasure of riding on Teal rubber next the-

roads.

To the drivers of automobiles generally it is timely to state that the:

t

question of skidding is one riot to 'be allowed to go unconsidered. EveTy

part of a car may be in good condition, but if the tyres skid when the-

machine is travelling at high speed the results may be extremely serious.

To the driver who finds his car skidding and beyond his control there

are verv few suggestions to be made. The best thing to do " in all

probability would not be the same in any two cases. The road condi

tions, the "contour of the country, and the conditions of traffic would all-

alter cases. The ordinary small skid on a slippery road may be over

come by turning the steering wheels in the opposite direction from that

which the back wheels are trying to follow, and then, as the oar

straightens up and starts to Bkid the other way, to swing them back

again, and so continue until the machine steadies. Apart from the-

skids which sometimes occur in descending a steep hill on muddy roads,

those most often met with occur on the city streets after a rain storm

of short duration or the passage of a sprinkling cart. The skid is usually

met with in attempting to turn a corner or when the brakes are applied.

What its results will be cannot be foretold. In most cases it is more

advisable to take a close chance in slipping past the various vehicles

encountered than to take the risk of applying the brakes hard on slippery

roads. A skid may be prevented by applying the brakes quickly and

then releasing them and applying them again, overcoming each small

6kid with the steering wheels. The best method is to go straight ahead

as far as possible, gradually slackening the speed of the car and avoiding

sharp swerves right or left or turning corners. Ordinarily the car will'

not skid, even at high speed, on a slippery road as long as a straight

course is followed, but the moment a turn is encountered or the brakes

are applied the trouble begins.

Nazzaro, the well-known driver of Fiat racing cars, has written to

the Coventry Chain Company stating that since 190.) he has always made-

use of the Coventry chain for racing as well as for touring, and that he

has never experienced the slightest inconvenience or mishap.
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CLUBS AND ASSOCIATIONS.

ROYAL A.C.

The agreement between the R.A.C. and the M.U. having been

determined the Club has forwarded a scheme of association to the pro

vincial clubs and kindred institutions for their consideration. Sugges

tions for the improvement of the scheme are invited. All such sugges

tions will be taken into consideration at the next meeting of the

General Committee of the K. A.C, on which committee all the associ

ated bodies will have representation in accordance with their numerical

strength.
Should this scheme meet with approval, the intention is, as far as

possible, to decectralise, with the object of throwing more respon

sibility for local work upon the provincial clubs.

THE R.AC. AND M.U.

Last week the terms of the separation between the Royal A.C.

and the Motor Union were mutually agreed upon. The agreement will

now cease on December 31st, the Club paying the Union £850 in respect

of financial obligations from which the two organisations mutually

release each other. A joint notice is to be issued to the affiliated clubs

informing them that they are at liberty to cancel their affiliation any

time before January 31st, 1908 : but in the case of those clubs which

do not cancel their existing affiliation agreement with either body, a

joint notice will be issued in February terminating such agreement on

the last day of 1908. The Club and Union will continue to discharge

their respective duties and obligations to such affiliated clubs which

decide not to interfere with their existing agreement during 1908.

The Club has decided upon a scheme for association by which

associated clubs or institutions will pay an annual capitation fee of 5:

per member, or individual associates a subscription of one guinea per

j ear.

 

One of the three Steam Motor Patrol Wagons recently supplied by the

White Cimpaay to the Polio* Department of Si) de Janeiro. Brazil.

The rehichw are built on the standard SO-h.p. chassis, the bodies, which are
built to accord nice with specifications tarnished by the Brazilian Government,

baring accommodation for from thirteen to fifteen persona.

MOTOR UNION.

The expenditure in connection with the legal and legislative fund

of the Motor Union since the beginning of the year has been £428.

After consultation with the Liverpool and Cheshire Motor Clubs

the Motor Union is endeavouring to seeure a Sunday service for the

motor-car traffic across the Mersey. The Birkenhead Corporation

maintain a seven days' passenger service and the motor traffic seems

to demand recognition from the authorities.

AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION.

The patrols of the A.A. were not on duty on Christmas Day, the

committee having granted leave of absence to each man. They were,

however, out in force on Boxing Diy and saved many a victim of policd

traps.

The Earl of Donoughmore, the Hon. Mrs. Vivian, and Sir W. H.

Holland, Bart., were among the ninety-fonr members elected to the

Automobile Association at the last meeting of the committee.

THE INCORPORATED INSTITUTION OF AUTOMOBILE

ENGINEERS.

At the last meeting of the Council of the Institution the following

were elected members ofthe Institution :—Messrs. J. H. James (London),

M. B. Lawi ence (Crayford), G. D. Flather (Sheffield), D. H. Siinp-on

(Manchester), K. B. Simms (London), A. C. Instjiie (London), Claude

Cromptan (Chelmsford)

THE AUTO-CYCLE UNION.

With regard to the Auto-Cycle Union, of whioh Mr. F. Straight is

the secretary, and which has offices at 18, Down Street, Piccadilly, W.f

the following clubs are alreadv affiliated :—Birmingham Motor Cycle;

Black Prince Motor Cycle ; Bocardo Motor Cycle ; Bohemi+n Motor

Cycle; Brighton Cyclists' ; Bristol Bicycle and Motor; Cardiff Motor ;

Chatham and District Motor ; Cheltenham and District Motor ; Durham

and District Motor Cycle ; Essex Motor ; Great Yarmouth and District

Motor ; Hartlepool and District Motor Cycle ; Hull Auto Cycle ; Lan

cashire Motor Cycle ; Lewisham Automobile ; Lincolnshire Motor Cycle ;

Manchester Motor ; Motor Cycling ; Newcastle and District Motor ;

North-West London Motor ; Richmond and District Motor Cycle ;

Rotherham Automobile ; Royal Albert Motor Cycle ; Southend and

District Motor ; South-West Ham Rovers' Motor and Cycling ; St.

Helen's and District Motor Cycle ; Stratford-on-Avon and District

Motor Cycle ; Walthamstow Motor ; Western District Motor Cyole ;

West Essex Automobile ; Wigan Wednesday Motor ; and Woolwich,

Plumstead, and District Motor.

BEDFORDSHIRE.

Supplementing the report of the Bedfordshire A.C. in our last

issue we may mention that it has 102 members out of 812 owners of ran

registered in the county. Mr. E. W. Hart, of Luton, has been elected

on the committee. At the annual dinner Mr. Percy Barlow, M.P., said

he did not believe in the speed limit. Mr. W. H. Leete, the County Sur

veyor, showed a sample of dustless road taken from the Clapham road

and observed the cost of that was not more than ordinary macadam,

though it had a much longer life. He further said that the County

Council Highways Committee had authorised him, where owners would

not cut down hedges that obscured the view, to do so, and he was doing

it where necessary. . .

BRADFORD.

There were about forty members of the Bradford A.C. at the Great

Northern Victoria Hotel, Bradford, recently, when Professor Charnock,

of the Bradford Technical College, gave an interesting lecture on magneto

ignition. Mr. G. H. Kent presided.

• Commencing with some of the clissical experiments in induction

due to the celebrated Faraday, the lecturer led up to the principles

underlying the construction of the ordinary induction coil, and proceeded

to give examples of its application for the purpose of igniting the charge of

a motor-car engine. Special reference was made to the newLodge igniter,

a specimen which had been given to the Technical College by Sir Oliver

Lodge as a memento of his recent visit being shown by Professor Char

nock. Its certainty of action was demonstrated by several experiments,

a notable one being the complete immersion of the sparking plugs in

water, as was done at the motor show in London. The troubles incidental

to the storage of electricity in the ordinary accumulator were alluded to,

and it was shown that the magneto machine presented a solution

of the difficulty. Several experiments ware given to illustrate the

principle of the magneto, and a number of recent examples were shown

at work. With one of these it was possible to start the machine from the

dashboard without first putting the engine in motion, this being effected

by a freewheel device attached to the spindle of the magneto. The

lecture was illustrated by a number of working models, blackboard

sketches and limelight views, and at the close Professor Charnock was

accorded a vote of thanks.

HUDDERSFIELD.

The annual meeting of the Huddersfield branch of the Yorkshire

Automobile Club was held at the George Hotel, Huddersfield, last week.

Aid. W. H. Jessop (the president) presided.

Mr. E. Gordon Learoyd (hon. secretary) read the report and balance-

sheet, which showed the membership now totalled 157, an increase of

forty-two on last year. There was a balance in hand of £45.

The following officials were appointed for the ensuing year :—Pre

sident, Aid. W. H. Jessop ; vice-presidents, Messrs. F. W. Bent ley, H.

Broad bent, D. St oner Crowther, A. Dawson, H. Dickinson, E. Hovie,

R. V. Middlemost, Charles Sykei, and W; E. Wimpenny ; chairman of

committees, Mr. Arthur Dawson ; secretary and treasurer, Mr. E.

Gordon Learoyd ; auditors, Messrs. E. Lawton and J. D. Simpson ; and

representatives on Yorkshire Automobile Club Committee, Messrs.

Fred. Sutcliffe and E. Gordon Learoyd.

MIDLAND.

The seventh annual report of the Midland Automobile Club records

the membership on October 31st at 272, and notes with pleasure that

t'.iere has been no application during the year in any part of the Midland

counties for special speed limits. The report gives a summary of the

various club events during 1907, and draws the attention of the members

to the fact that the club premises have been very little used during the

year. The income from subscriptions shows an increase of £39 and a

profit of £34 on the hill climb at Shelsey Walsh.

Mr. W. Ballin Hinde presided at the annual meeting, after which

the members adjourned to dinner, at which nearly forty were present.

An interesting discussion took place with regard to the fixtures and

entertainments for the ensuing season.
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WELSH.

The strength of the Welsh A.C. ha? b«n considerably increased

■(limns; the year. The membership is now 137, and in the course of a

few days will be still farther increised. Daring 1907 the club was

successful in inducing the Glamorganshire County Council to tar the

Mumbles road, which work greatly benefited all users of this road,

and was much appreciated by them.

The club has Deen presented with two valuable challenge cups,

one by Capt. D. Hughes-Morgan and the other by Mr. F. Cory Yeo.

The competitions were well supported by the members of the club.

A club room will be opened at the Tenby Hotel, Swansea, in the

early part of the new year, at which refreshments will be obtainable

and the various journals may ba seen. Membsrs of any affiliated

motor clubs who may be touring in this district will be welcome

visitors to the room, where they may be able to obtain the latest

Informatioa as to the condition of the roads in the district. It is

anticipated that during the course of the next year the club will open

up new divisions in some of the outlying districts.

Competitions will be held, and it is probable that the reliability

trial will be increased from one to three days.

The club has been successful in getting a number of crossings

relaid and various improvements carried^out to the roadways by various

authorities.

DR. Reid has been elected president of the Blackpool and District

MR. E. W. Bishop, 18, St. John's Avenue, Harlesden, is taking

steps to form a motor-cycle section of the Harlesden Cycling Club.

The Burton-on-Trent M.C.C., of which Mr. A. W. Read, 119,

Derby Street, Burton, is secretary, are holding a club run to Ashbourne

■on Boxing Day.

COMPANY NEWS.

Ameliorated Oil Company.—£50,000. Oil and petrol producers

and refiners, dealers in benzol, alcohol, and spirits, &o. Two agree

ments between R. Wynne and B.W.P. Syndicate, Ltd. 10, Serjeants'

Inn, E.C.
White Star Tyre and Rubber Company.—£2,000.—To acquire

-the business of re-treading tyres recently carried on by J. O'Brien and

Mrs. A. G. O'Brien at 26, Stephen Street, London, as Royal Standard

Tyre and Rubber Company. 8, Bream's Buildings, E.C.

Stourbridge Wheel Company.—This company has been regis

tered with a capital of £2,500 to acquire the business of manufacturers

of motor-car and other wheels carried on at 2, New Road. Stourbridge,

and to carry on the business of manufacturers of and dealers in wheels,

rims, and bodies for motor-cars, &c.

George Ace.—£5,000. Manufacturers, repairers, and vecdors of

motor-cars, &c. Agreements : (1) D. II. Morgan and (2) G. Ace and

Mrs. A. Ace. __

A CASE OF MANSLAUGHTER.

-♦-
Beeore Mr. Justice Darline, at the Central Criminal Court, on the

'18th, George Carpenter, a chauffeur, surrendered to his bail to answer

an indictment charging him with the manslaughter of John Dear at

Chlswick, on November 11th. Carpenter had been on duty at the

-Olympia Show and had to take the cai home at night. He stopped at

a publio-house on the way, where he met two men named Dear and Barnes,

-and was persuaded to drive them to Brentford. The night was very

•foggy, and on the return journey near Gunnersbury Station the car ran

into a market cart. Dear's skull was fractured and he died within a

few minutes. Barnes was also seriously hurt, but subsequently recovered.

•Carpenter was practically unhnrt. The jury, in finding nim guilt v,

.strongly recommended him to mercy. Mr. Justice Darling said in the

■circumstances he should pass a nominal sentence of eight days' imprison

ment, to date from the commencement of the Sessions, which would

■involve his immediate discharge.

AUTOMOBILE^ ACCIDENTS.

Charles Hill, a Liverpol dentist, has died in the Bootle Hospital

■from injuries sustained in a motor-car accident. He and several friends

were motoring from Liverpool to Soutbport, when he either fell or

;jumped from the car. When picked up he was unconscious.

Within an hour on Sunday two motor-omnibus accidents occurred in

London. A young woman was crossing the road at Whitehall when she

wis knocked down by a motor-omnibus and on being taken to the

Westminster Hospital it was fonnd she was dead. The other accident

took place near the New Cut, where an elderly man was knocked down

And taken to the hospital in a critical condition.

A serious accident occurred on Saturday at Westcliff-on-Sea to Mr.

'Maurice Nathan), of Leigh-on-Sea, and a lady who was driving with him

in his motor-car along the Leas. In trj ing to avoid a dog the car over

turned upon its occupants. They were extricated, and Mr. Natham was

•taken to the hospital >uffering from a dislocated shoulder and concussiin

.of the brain. The lady was conveyed to her home in Leigh much

bruised and cut about the face.

CASES UNDER THE MOTOR CAR ACT.

The Production of Licences.

Sidney Mountain*, of Buckingham Gate, S.W., has been summoned

at Kingston for exceeding the ten-mile speed limit in Kingston and

for failing to produce his licence. Mr. C. Piper, who appeared for the

defendant, admitted that he bad exceeded the limit, but it was under

exceptional circumstance*. The defendant was sent to London to bring

down a doctor to his master at Molesey, who was ill, and he wa<

naturally anxious to be as expeditious as he could. He was a man, how

ever, who had a clean record. The Bsnch imposed a fine of £'i for

exceeding the limit and of £1 for failing to produce the licence. Harry

Percy Smith, of Fulham, was convicted of a simdar offence at the same

court, and as he did not attend the magistrates adjourned the summon*

for the production of the licence.

Theodore Allison, of Claphim Common, was summoned before the

Wimbledon magistrates for driving a motor-car along Morden Road,

Merton, on November 13th last, at an excessive speed, with failing to

produce his licence, and with driving an unregistered car. Defendant

pleaded guilty, saying he did not know the car was not registered.

Police-constable Symes stated that the mark on the car was "A EC 12 "

and defendant was driving it at a speed equivalent to thirty miles aa

hour over a measured furlong. When stopped and asked to produce

his licence, defendant said, " I am very sorry I have left it at home.

I was not driving dangerously." Inspector J. Barnard said the mark

on the car was a general identification mark of the manufacturers, a

London firm. The Bench imposed a fine of £2, including costs.

Identity of Driver.

Messrs. J. E. Hutton (Limited) were summoned at Marlborough

Street Police Court on the 20th inst. for that they, being the owners

 

The vehicle illustrated above is one which has recently been manu

factured by the Wolselev Tool and Motor-Car Company, Ltd., and

supplied to the India Office for Famine Belief Work in India.

The wagonette, which is fitted with a Siddeley 18-h.p. four-cylinder engine,
has seating accommodation for fourteen passengers, the canopy being con
structed to carry 10 cwt. of luggage. The Wolseley Company is supplying
three motor-ambulances, constructed on similar chassis to the War Office.

of a motor-car driven, as was alleged, in a dangerous manner at Walton-

on-Thames, refused to give information as to the identity of the persoa

driving it. Mr. Mnskett prosecuted for the Commissioner of Police, and

said the present case was one of public importance. Evidence was

called that on October 12th a car belonging to the defendant company

was driven at a furious pace along the Queen's Road, Walton-on-Thames,

and that as the driver declined to stop only its number could he takes

by the members of the Surrey Constabulary on the watch. Inquiries

showed that the car belonged to Messrs. Hutton (Limited), but on being

a^ked as to the name and address of the driver Mr. Hutton declined

to divulge them. Mr. Mead said he should convict in this matter ; but

on hearing that there were two previous convictions against the defendant

company at Grantham and St. Neots, adjourned the case for strict proof

of them with a view to the consideration of penalties.

POLICE TRAPS.

In consequence of the large amount of traffic on the Great North

Road at Whetstone, the Commissioner of Police has given instructions

for the speed of motor-cars to be closely watched.

One of the Form " B " Veeder Odometers, supplied to the London

County Council, and fitted to a Darracq car, shows a record of 40,000

miles travel, and is still going.
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

E—♦—

JANUARY, 1908.

1st (W.).—The Lights on Vehicles Act comes into operation in England,

Wales, and Ireland.

New Public Health Act comes into operation.

4th-llth.—Dublin Motor Show.

6th (M.).—Dinner of the Irish A.C. at the Gresham Hotel, Upper

Sackville Street, Dublin.

8th (W.).—Incorporated Institution of Automobile Engineers—Dr. H. S.

Hele-Shaw on the Fuel Question.

Special meeting of the Royal A.C.

8th (W.)—First R.A.C. drivers' examination for 1908.

9th (Th.)—Dinner of the West Essex A.C. at Seven Kings.

11th (S.).—Annual meeting of the Lincolnshire M.C.C.

15th (W.).—Conference of Automobile Club representatives, convened by

the Motor Union, at St. Eiruin's Hotel, Westminster, S.W.

17th (F.).—Annual Dinner of the Nottinghamshire A.C. at the Victoria

Station Hotel, Nottingham.

18th-Feb. 2nd.—Automobile Exhibition at Turin.

24th (F.).—Annual Dinner of the Scottish A.C. at Edinburgh.

25th (S.)-Feb. let.—Scottish Motor Exhibition in the Waverley Market,

Edinburgh.

26th (Sun.).—Criterium de Voiturettes and Coupe de l'Exposition Trial

for motor-cycles organised by the Turin A.C. and the

Motor Club of Italy.

29th (W.)—First lesson of the course to be given by Mr. R. S. Currie

to the Ladies' A.C.

31st (F.).—Annual meeting of the Blackheath A.C.

FEBRUARY.

Annual meeting of the Lincolnshire A.C.

-Reliability Trial of the Motor Union of Western India.

Manchester Motor Show at Belle Vue.

Mr. F. W. Lanchester on " Problems of Automobile Design,"

at the Incorporated Institute of Automobile Engineers.

—Auto-Cycle Union Annual Dinner.

—Meeting of the Essex M.C.

Mr. H. B. de Salis on the Inland Waterways of England

and Wales from the motor-boating point of view.

24th (M.).—Motor Show at Bombay.

MARCH.

21st-28th.—Cordingley's Motor-Car Show at the Agricultural Hall,

1st (Sat.).-

2nd (Sun.).

7th-15th.—

12th (W.)

15th (Sat.).

20th (Th.).

APRIL.

Autc-Cycle Union's Tourist Trophy Race and Quarterly Trial.

MAY.

10th (Sun.).—Targa Florio.

25th.—Industrial Vehicle Competition of the A.C. de France.

JUNE.

Royal A.C. Reliability Trial for Touring Cars.

15th-19th.- Scottish Reliability Trial.

Lighting-tjp Times—London.

Dec. 28th—4.54 .„ 30th—4.57 .- Jan. 1st—4.59

29th—4.56 _ 31st—4.58 2nd—5.0 _

3rd-5.I

4th—5.2

ROAD REPORTS.

—♦-

Perthshire.—The Secretary for Scotland has issued orders

prohibiting and restricting motor-car traffic on certain roads throughout

Perthshire. In the central district traffic is prohibited on certain parts

of Madderty School and Inverdunning roads ; while in the western

districts the prohibition extends to parts of the Glenbuckie, Stronslaney,

Auchlynp, Muirlaganmore, and Glenlocbay roads. Speed is restricted

to ten miles an hour on several portions of the highways.

Coventry.—At a meeting of the City Council of Coventry the

Watch Committee have recommended the erection of several danger

signs in accordance with the Motor Car Act of 1903. In the course of

the discussion one speaker urged that the Watch Committee should do

something to secure the closing of these roadways which were not sixteen

feet wide to motor traffic. Alderman Fowler in reply said that he

proposed to conftr with the chief constable with regard to the

eanying out of the Act.

Messes. Etablissiments Hutchinson, 13, Meddox Street, W.,

who are the sole concestionnaiies of the wood litre non-skid in this

country, have announced their intention of ] ioceeding against anyone

maEoieclurinp, selling or using in the United Kingdom any non-skid

tyres with any wcod fibre device exceptirg only such as are surplied by

them.

BUSINESS NEWS.

We hear that Mr. Algernon Hollis, secretary to Messrs. Smith,

Parfrey and Co., Ltd., has resigned his position on that company's staff

Pratt's Motor Spirit was used by Mr. W. T. Clifford- Earp in

making his recent record on the Brooklands track.

Lloyd's are now issuing " Napier " insurance policies at reduced

premiums for six-cylinder cars of that type.

The Liverpool Motor House, Ltd., of Peters Lane, Llverpoo

have secured from Messrs. Clement-Talbot, Ltd., the sole agency for the

sale of Talbot cars in Liverpool and district.

The United Motor Industries, Ltd., have appointed Messrs.

Rennie and Prosser, of Mitchell Street, Glasgow, the so'e agents for

" Castle " accumulators in Glasgow and a radius of twenty-five miles.

The Stepney Spare MotorWheel, Ltd., have supplied the motor

instruction classes at the Clarence Barracks, Portsmouth, with a

Stepney wheel for use on their instruction car.

The C.A.V. ignition specialities of Messrs. C. A. Vandervell and

Co. are being introduced into Canada by the Franco-American Auto

mobile Company, of 417, Guy Street, Montreal.

Messrs. S. Maitland and Co., who are well known to motorists

in connection with Lyxavon, have removed to Prospect Place, Barns-

bury, N.
With the title " Decisions after Testing," the Star Cycle Company,

Ltd., have just issue 1 an interesting booklet giving a number of

appreciative letters from users of the popular Starling and Stuart cars.

In cmnectton with the illustration of Miss Kitty Gordon on her

Daimler car, which recently appeared in the M.C. J., we are asked to

mention that the vehicle was supplied by Sir William Angus, Sander

son, and Co., 63-65, Percy Street, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

As evidence that Mr. John Stirling, managing director of the Scott-

Stirling Motor Company, Ltd., is fully alive to the importance of the export

trade, it is interesting to learn that " Stirling" productions are already

in use in the following countries :—The Argentine Republic, British

Guiana, India, South Africa, Australia, New Zealand, Canada, Norway,

Holland, Spain, Italy, and Egypt. The Scott-Stirling Motor Company,

Ltd., are, we understand, laying themselves out for further developments

in their foreign business in motorwagons using eitherpetrol or paraffin fuel.

Messrs. Shippey Brothers have forwarded us an illustrated list

of the Pope-Toledo cars which they are offering for sale to the public at

reduced prices for delivery in February and March next. The price

according to the list for £675 cars has been fixed by Messrs. Shippey

Brothers free in London at the sale price of £450, with special prices for

limousine and landaulet types. We have also inspected the com

prehensive list of parts as supplied by the Pope-Toledo Company,

containing some 450 separate articles, from a steering lever set screw,

bolt and nut, to the rear axle complete. Altogether the list is of a moat

complete character.

The prospects for the races in March next on the Ormond-

Daytona beach, Florida, are assuming satisfactory propor

tions. Prominent among the events which it has been decided

to run is a 250 mile race for strictly racing cars. The 100 mile

race, standing start, for all classes, for the Minneapolis Inter

national World Championship, will also be held. Cars to qualify

for the Sir Thomas Dewar Trophy and the Two-mile a-minute

Trophy must run in either the 250 or the 100 mile event, and

average over fifty miles per hour for the whole distance. One of

the most interesting events will be the Invitation Race, of 1 50

miles, for gentlemen drivers.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

All communications intendedfor insertion in this Journal or relating

to Editorial matters should be addressed to The Editorial Depart

ment, Motor-Car Journal, 27-3S, Charing Cross Hood, London,

W.C., and must be written on one side of the paper only. Letters must in

all eases be accompanied by the name and address of the writer, as no

notice will be taken of anonymous communications.

The Editors cannot undertake to return MSS. or drawings, although

every effort will be made to do so in the case of rejected communications.

Where such are regarded as of value, correspondents are requested to

retain copies.

Th* Editors do not hold themselves responsiblefor the opinions expressed

by their correspondents, or for statements andfacts which do not appear

in the editorial columns.

To insure insertion communications and contributions must be in

the Editors' hands by Tuesday forenoon of the week in which the tarns

are intended to appear. Disappointment may be caused by noncompliance

with this rule, arid to avoid this earlier receipt, ifpossible, is necessary.

Photographers, both professional and amateur, are invited to ssni

photographs of current events or ofmotoring scenes and incidents. The fee,

if any, required for reproduction should be stated in each case, otherwise

no liability will be accepted.

The Editors and Publishers beg also to state that they will accept no

responsibility for unsolicited contributions, even if used, unless payment

for same is directly specified inforwarding, and the term* arranged befa re

publication.
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COMMENTS.

Conventional though the greeting has

become by its frequency, we may be ex-

A Happy cused for thus commence g the first

New Year. number of another year. For the motor

ing community is scarcely like any other

section of the people. There is a good

fellowship among those who drive "mechanically-propelled

vehicles on common road?," as our ancestor, the Mechanics'

Magazine, was wont to describe the automobiles of the Thirties «nd

thereabouts. True, it may not seem so univ ersal as in the days

when cars were few and breakdowns many. But the helping

hand is still within the motor movement, and those who own as

well as those who drive cars are generally willing to give others

the benefit of their experience and knowledge. Not only is this ■

shown when trouble occurs on the big! way, but j roof of the

feeling is given from week to week in our correspondence

columns, the ready willingness of our readers to assist each other

when in difficulties being pleasantly conspicuous.

The Value of the

Speedometer.

Although the cases in which magis

trates are prepared to accept the regis-

trat on of speed indicators against the

word of the police an few, we are glad

to notice that they are plowing in fre

quency, and that the instance reporti d

on another column of the present issue is not the rata avis it

would have been a year ag<\ Even magistrates have been

educated to the value of the speedometer—a fact that careful

motorists should duly noie. Hence we are t bid to not.ce the

tendency towards simplicity in the speed-recording devices now

brought to the notice of those who own or drive cars. Of

course, the instrument cannot yet be regarded as a certain

preventive of a fine, but it at least offers a good defence where

motorists are alleged to have exceeded speeds widen are

exaggerated—to pu> the expression as euphoniously as po-sible,

in order not to hurt the feelings of Robert in the box or

Nupkins on the Bench.

♦ ♦ ♦

A GREAT motor-car run of twenty-four

hours on the road his just been made in

Australia, whicn exceeds anything yet

done in that part of the world. Mr. H. L.

Stevens, who is iden ified with ihe

Darriti q car in the colonies, a d Mr.

H. B. James, who is »imiia ly known in connection with the

^hinlep tyres, covered 777 miles in the twenty-four boors, which

3 171 miles better than the continuous run credit) d to Americans

iast year. From the detii ed ac ounts to hand the event i ains

in the excellence of the achieve uent, for t least one-f >urth of

the distance was run in a thick fog, through w> i h the acetyle e

lamps on the car did not penetrate mo e than a dozen yards

ahead. During the night i rouble was narrow y averted • wins to

the droves of sheep and the dorses met with in the rural

districts which were traversed. The longest stop during the

period of endurance was one of twenty minutes, « hen the fuel

supply an I the tyres were attended to Not t d. tail of the

fiarrncq car required attention. For five hou s du-ingf e ni ht

tke speed only av eraged 27 miles per hour owing to the fo , so

Another

24 Hours

Record.

that the speed at other pirtions of the trip must have beeiv

pretty good—in fact, the fastest pace attained during a given

run i>f 110 miles during the daytime was 44 miles per hour.

We understand from our correspondent that Mr. James next

intends to attempt to beat the r .ilway express time between

Melbourne and Sydney, which is about eighteen hours for a

distance of 570 miles.

♦ ♦ ♦

With reference to the letter from the

Master of the Craven Hounds which ap-

The Inconsiderate peared in our last issue, Major E. R.

Driver. Portal, as a motorist and a hunting man;

deplores, in language none too severe,

the reprehensible conduct of the unknown

motorist. In connection with this matter, the Berkshire Auto

mobile Club has ottered a reward of £10 for evidence leading to

the conviction of the « ffender, whose conduct has created an

outcry among the mot rists of the county, and Major Portal, in

sending us this information, hopes that such action, supplemented

by the assistance of other motorists, may have a good effect, not

only in leading to the dis overy of the person concerned, but

alto in demonstrating to the public that motorists themselves

condemn anything which savours of disregard for the feelings of

others. It is unfortunate that a few instances of this kind

shou'd lately have occuired to mar the otherwise good record'

which the motor movement has had during the year just closed.

A Christinas

Joke.

The Christmas joke of 1907 was that

played by some of the visitors to the

Duke of Westminster on the lordly

occupant of Cholmondeley Castle—an

escapade which caused the Che-hire •

police as well as many officers frpm

Scotland Yard much perturbation until it was discovered that

the whole affair was a piece of merrymaking. Of course, the

motor-car was dragged into the play, as it was in all the panto-

minies a few years ago. The only result, so far as we can see,

has been to demonstrate the utility of the automobile in the

convex ance of property from one place to another—a fact which

we had thought was sufficiently proved in the real robbery from

Lord Lonsdale's house in December—and the expense in the

police of the county being detailed from their ordinary duties to

get upon a clue which only led the way to a set of jokers who -

scarcely realised the extent of their adventure. We are sorry

that the mo or-car should have been brought into the affair—■

that would have been an occasion on which it would have been

justified in breaking dowD.

♦ ♦ ♦

We may trust the Scottish A .C. to be -

watchful of those county councils north-

The Position of the Tweed which have lately been

,n entert»ining the public with discussions -

on the dangers of the highway, and the

way things would be improved if they

had control. Not long ago somn of the local authorities in Scot-

Ian I wer)- di»coveied to have erected signs of speed restriction

wi hout permission of the central body, and their presumption ■

was promptly noted by the motoring organisation. Now other

councils are seeking to crtate an agitation against the reserva- -

Scotland.
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tion of power in such matters in the hands of the Secretary for

Scotland, and having regard to the way in which the Scottish

legislators secured the omission of the northern part of the

kingdom from the new Lights on Vehicles Act, care must be

taken in case an attempt is made to similarly secure exceptional

treatment for Scotland in any future legislation with regard to

automobiles. Many county councils nave never peacefully

■accepted the present position. They would prefer to believe, with

Alexander Selkirk, that " my kingdom there is none to dispute,"

and have the right of prohibiting altogether or restricting the

speed of motor-cars within the area of their influence. Such a

•course would, however, be stoutly resisted in England, and we

look to the Scottish A.C. to bring the necessity of uniformity in

administration lucidly before the M.P.'s who represent constitu

encies where the pertinacity of the Scottish " heckler '' is likely

to^be directed towards this point of local government and control.

That our suggestion should be very

seriously regarded by the Scottish Club

receives emphasis from the proceedings

at the last meeting of the Argyllshire

County Council at Inverary, when, on the

appointment of a motor-car committee to

watch the proc e lings of motorists, Lord Breadalbane supgested

A Request for

Tolls.
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that a toll should be put upon each motor-car on entering the

county. The meeting resolved that the suggestion be considered

by the committee, and local papers are declaring that it is one

that most people will regard as " eminently sensible and prac

tical." We have heard of such "sensible and practical " ideas

before. They are generally so described as they happen to fit in

with tho prejudices of the persons who thus favour them. The

notion would not be regarded as sensible or desirable by the

hotel-kt epers of the country or by those who recognise that the

coming of a number of car" w>th a larger concourse of people into a

•county may mean a considerable influx of money to be spent

by traders of various degre> s. To impose a toll in Argyllshire

would mean the avoidance of its roads—in just the same » ay as

the roads leading into Brighton were avoided for a season in the

■early days of motoring, after a vigor us at'ack of motnrphobia by

the county police outside the lown. Then, again, the sugges

tion is as impracticable as it is inimical to local imeres s. If

tolls were imposed in every county, the expenses of motoring

would be vastly augmente and would reach a point whiih

-would keep nuny moderatelv-finaticrd motorists from tmiri g

beyond ti>eir own county boundaries. An army of officials,

rosembling those of the octroi of France, would be estab

lished—with this difference, that instead of collecting from many

sources, and thus possibly securing enough dues to maintain

their upkeep, the county octroi established at every main road

into the area would only demand backsheesh from one section of

the community for one particular thing, viz., the right to use the

roads that have hitherto been regarded as the public property for

the convenience of all who behave themselves with seemliness

and decorum. If such a plan were ever adopted we fancy the

Scottish ratepayers would, after a month's experience, wish to

return to the present path of economy and prudence. Probably

Lord Kingsburgh, the Lord Justice Clerk of Scotland, will point

out the legal arguments against Lord Breadalbane's proposal

when he opens the motor show in Edinburgh at the end of

the month.

The Liability of

County Courts.

Perhaps of more immediate utility to

many of the Scottish councils would be

the advice to set their roads in order,

which seems the lesson to be gleaned

from a case which has just been settled out

of court. This was the action for damages

resulting from a motor-ear accident which was recently raised in

the Court of Session against Elgin County Council by Mr. Basil

Isles, of West Malvern, and his wife. The pursuers claimed

£300 and £250 respectively, with £50 for expenses, and the

I Ci unty Council's offer to pay a sum of £250 in name of damages,

along with the expenses of the action, has just beeu accepted,

the matter thus being settled out of court. The accident

occurred on July 8th last on a part of the road near Dulnain

Bridge where it had been widened. Pursuer, who was residing

at Nethybrklge, was returning from Elgin along with his wife

and three lady friends when, owing to the car wheels sinking

deeply into the surface of the road, the vehicle ran into the

covering of the culvert. Mrs. Isles was thrown from her scat,

and her head struck the glass window screen with such violence

as to completely smash the screen. The car was also seriously

damaged by the accident. The case is important as an

acknowledgment of the duty of local authorities in securing the

safety of their roads so far as the users of the same are

concerned.

♦ ♦ ♦

Details have become known of an

exciting experience which befel a party

thThe Dangers of

Level Crossings.

of motorists who were travelling in North

Staffordshire on Cbristmss Eve, and

which emphasises anew the dangers of

level crossings on railway lines. Mr.

Ivor Guest, M.P., and his wife were motoring to Chester, and on

the way had to pass over a level crossing at Weston Railway

Station. The gates were closed to allow the M»iirIiester-to-

London express to pass through. There is a sharp curve at the

approach to the gates, and before the motorists were aware of

any danger they had crashed into the middle of the crossing.

The gates were badly smashed and the motor-car was much

damaged. The station-master knew that the express was due,

and » as anxious to avoid jeopardising the train. In great haste

he succeeding in lowering the danger signal in time to prevent a

terrible acc dent. The train steamed up and was delayed until

the line wai cleared. Fortunately none of the occupants of the

car were seriously hurt, and assistance was quickly sent from

Ingestre by Lord Shrewsbury. Several accidents have pre

viously taken place at the same spot.

From Kingston to

Woking.

The removal of Superintendent Marks

from th". Kingston district is a matter of

rejoicing among the motorists of that

Than es-side town ; it is a matter *)f some

concern for those in the Woking area, to

wh'ch he has been promoted. He will take

charge of the new petty sessi' nal divi-ion there, and doubtless

those who motor along the. main roads bad better remember the

zealous endeavours against mot orists with whieh his name has
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been associated in the past. We leirn that during the four and

a-hali years he has had charge of the Kingston division about

1,000 summonses have been issued under his authority against

owners and drivers of cars—probably a record. His value as an

asset to the county is not to be lightly regarded.

♦ ♦ ♦

On Tuesday a motorist raised an in

teresting point at the Shropshire Quarter

Sessions, and, what may seem very

remarkable to southern motorists, the

Court heard it with consideration and

ultimately agreed as to its fairnes'.

At some cross road near Oswestry Mr. Percy, of Guy's Cliffe,

drove under the recognised legal speed without sounding his

horn, whereupon he was summoned for driving to the danger of

the public, although—as often happens in such cases—there was

no one about to be endangered, if we except a policeman who

should have warned him of any i-isk he was running. This was

the point of the defence, the motorist assuming that there was no

The Duty of the

Police.

Not a hint of, or reference to, the testimonial was permitted to

appear in the Press until the presentation actually took place.

Mr, WelgePs

Case.

Mr. D. M. Weigel is not to go to

prison, and all motorists will join with

us in

fact,

have

expressing our pleasure at that

The Haywards Heath justices

never been friendly disposed

towards motorists— to put the matter

as leniently as we can—and having regard to the subsequent

happenings at Lewes, the suggestion of imprisonment must be

regarded as distinctly impertinent. Already the costs have

mounted up to a considerable amount, and no motorist has

ever found a summons under the Act of 1903 so expensive

as the defendant in the ease which was concluded at the East

Sussex Quarter Sessions on Tuesday. The fact that the police

consented, at the October Sessions, to a reduction of the period

of suspension of the licence from two to one year seemed an

acknowledgment of the too drastic character of the original
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danger as the policeman did not warn him. The Court allowed

the appeal on that plea and quashed the conviction- -a common

sense ending of a case which ought not to have been taken to

court at all.

A Seasonable and

Suitable Present.

The automobile is recognised as a

suitable object of presentation to bishop

»and doctor. Several instances of the

former favour have been reported in our

columns. Now we hear of a remarkable

example of pitients' gratitude to a doctor.

This has been furnished at Weaverham, Cheshire, during the

Christmas season. Dr. Smith, of that town, was unostentatiously

presented with a motor-car, with accessories and motor-house

complete, by the inhabitants of Weaverham, Acton, Delamere,

Cuddington, Norley, and surrounding districts. The gift was

made in recognition of forty years professional services and

eighteen years' service as a Cheshire county councillor. A total

of £720 was raised, 1,500 subscribers responding within a month.

judgment ; and seeing that the costs have increased so alarm

ingly, the infliction oi the maximum monetary penalty will be

regarded by many as an attempt to exact the utmost penny

from the unfortunate defendant. Anyhow, the period of

suspense is over, and while congratulating Mr. Weigel on

e raping the intention of the Haywards Heath magistrates, we

would suggest that the procedure in the case forms a strong

argument for the motoring organisations giving serious con-

s deration to the machinery of the law before new legislation is

instituted.

—eWCBBW ■

The Daimler Company have received through the Eoss-

leigh Co., Ltd., Aberdeen, an order from Mr. James Murray,.

M.P., for a 30-b.p. Daimler chassis with a 10 ft. 6 in. wheel-base.

The exports of mot or-cars and parts from the United States

during October last attained a value of .£03,613 as compared

with only £49,418 in the corresponding month of 1906. England

heads the list with £23,694 of the total, Mexico beiDg second

with £8,954.
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SOME USEFUL FACTS FOR BEGINNERS.

-♦-

By H. Waymouth Pranck, A.I.E.E.

THERE are certain facts—small points in themselves, but

nevertheless important ones—which do not appear to be

common knowledge amongst ordinary amateur motor

ists, the knowledge of which would in many cases be the means

of preventing many " breakdowns " and similar trouble', and

whilst these facts may have at some time or other been told to

the motorist in his early days of instruction, they do not appear

to be remembered in the way that other information of a more

important nature does ; hence it has been suggested to me by a

former pupil that these useful facts sbould bs committed to

paper for the enlightenment of amateur motorists. No startling

novelties or new methods must be looked for among these hints,

and the reader must bear in mind that the information set forth

is mire intsnded for the baginner than for the veteran mot >rist

of some seven or eight years' experience, and that the facts are

merely those which everyone should be« in mind if the path of

their-motoring experience is to be made a3 smooth as possible.

Perhaps the most frequent point of this nature which is

overlooked is in the matter of testing accumulators. The

motorist, say, is aware that his accumulators have been standing

for some time, and in order to make sure that they are all right

before going out for a run he tries them with a voltmeter or a

teat 3 lamp momentarily applied and satisfies himsdf that the

■voltage shown is over .'V8, or that the lamp glows brightly, aid
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starts upDn his way—only to find that after a few hundred yards

the engine misses fire badly and finally stops altogether—the

accumulator having " run down."

The fact to be borne in mind in this connection is that in

^jrder to obtain the true voltage of an accumulator the test must

bs made immediately after a current has been "taken out" (I

have purposely used the popular but technically im orrect expres

sion), as the cells recuperate when stindmg idle and so give an

almost normal voltage when tested momentarily. Personally I

prefer a test lamp as being the simplest instrument for deter

mining the condition of an a;eumulttor, but it must be remem

bered in using it that it is no use merely touching the terminals of

the cells with those of the lamp, as the latter would be sure to glow

"brightly for an in9tant unless the accumulator was absolutely

discharged. In order to obtain the true voltage the lamp must

be connected up to thi cells for one or two minutes and a cur

rent tbus " tiken out" of them and if at the end of this period

the lamp still continues tD glow bri^h ly, it may be concluded

that the accumulator is not n a discharged state

If the exact voltage is required, id inty oe obtained by

applying the voltmeter immediately upon removal of tie lamp,

-or one of the wire< leadin { to the contact ma er mav be short-cir

cuited to the engine, one of the coils thus put into operation for

half a m nuie or so, and the voltage then noted. Special volt-

•niater* can be obtained whic i themselves take an apprec able

-quantity of current, in which instance it is of c mrse not necesstry

to use a lamp or one of the coils to allow a cuirent to pass. As

a rough and ready way of seeing if an accumulator is discharged

one ofthe coils may be made to " buzz "—I am speaking, of course,

of the trembler type of coil—by short-circuiting the contact maker,

and if it continues to do so steadily at the end of half a minute or so

it may be taken that the cells are still capable of giving a steady

current.

It is, perhaps, hardly necessary to warn the reader that the

terminals of an accumulator musr- never be short-circuited by

direct metallic connection, and that the method of "testing"

—which I have not infrequently seen performed by garage

mechanics—by intermittently shorting the terminals with a

knife blade or of er piece of metal, and noting the spark pro

duced, i9 extremely injurious to the plates of the accumulator.

Before leaving the subject of accumulators—although the

matter can hardly come under the name of knowledge—it may

not be out of place to draw attention to the necessity of keep

ing the terminals clean and well-grevsed—a precaution which is

not infrequently altogether neglected, with consequent corroded

terminals, bad contacts, and broken lugs.

The adjusting of the platinum screw of a trembler coil is a

matter which is looked upon by many motorists as a difficult

operation, possibly because at some time or other, when trying

to improve this put of the ignition apparatus, they have only

succeeded in putting the coil out of action altogether, but in

reality, if the principle of the trembler coil is properly understood,

the adjustment is of the simplest nature possible. First of all it

must be remembered that the greater the n imbar of times the

primary circuit is broken the fiercer the spark produced at the

pl'ig, so that the platinun point should be screwed down until

the trembler blade is vibrating at its highest possible rate—that

is, until it is buzzing at its loudest and highest note when the

current passes, any ptrticular coil whii-h it is desired to adjust

being brought i 'to a :tion by short circuiting the contact maker

wire b»lonsjing to it t»> the e 'gine. The a ljustment c in, of course,

be overdone, as, if the trembler blade is pressed down too clo3e

to the centrtl core of the co 1 it will stick to the core whan the

current pisses instead of vibrating freely, but if the blades ba

set properly it will be found that the highest an 1 1 >udest note is

produced before the pi itinum point is screwe 1 down to sue i close

adjustment. It should be observed tiat when the locking nut

of the platinum-pointed screw is tightened the tip of the screw

miy be slightly raised, and therefore allowance snould be made

when making the adjustment '0 that the trembler buzzes at iti

loudest und highest note when the contact screw is securely held

by the lock nut.

The tyres are a detail which is looked upon with some

appre tension by the pure laser of a new car, and certainly the

depreciation of the tyres does form a very appreciable itnm in

the running expenses of any motor vehicle ; but, apart from luck,

and I agree that there is a certain amount of luck about the wear

of tyres, much can be done to get the utmost out of them, the

principal points be'ng immediate attent on to small cuts and

proper inflation. There seems to be some uncertainty as to what

is implied by proper inflation and as to the best method of

ascer'ainmg that this detail is in ord»r. Of late pressure gauges

have come much to the fore for this purpose, but by far the

simp'est method of ensuring that the tyres are sufficiently hard

is to inflate them until th -re is no side roll perceptible in them

when the wheels are rocked laterally, the full weight being upon

the wheel, or, in oth»r words, to maintain them at such a pressure

that there is no " bulge " at the point of contact with the ground

when the car is fully loaded. *

It is notable that tne ignition apparatus and the tyres arn

responsible for over seventy-five per cent, of the troubles ef

many motorists, and they are details which are well <ro' th study

ing from every point of view, as knowledge concerning them

wid in many c isen avoid delay or enable an immediate and cor

rect remedy to be effecoed should they arise, and it is hoped

that these few notes m <y be of assistance to beginners in afford

ing definite instructi -ns in the matter.

Last year the failures tu tue leather and coich trades

numbered 163, as compared with 181 in 1906.
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THE PRINCE HENRY OF PRUSSIA

TOURING COMPETITION.

THE regulations with regard to the Prince Henry of Prussia

International Touring Competition, which is to be held

in Germany in June next, in the place of the Herkomer

event, have just b^en issued by the German Imperial Automobile

Club. It was originally intended to make the contest one solely

for amateurs, but it was represented to Prince Henry that, if this

was adhered to, German manufacturers would have no event

during 1908, and it was finally decided that thev should bs

admitted. Measures have beei; taken, however, to place amateurs

driving their own cars on a comparative equality with expert

drivers. The event is open to four and six-cylinder cars with

a total piston area of from 227 to 679 sq. centimetres, corre

sponding to a bore of from 85 to 146 5 mm. for four-cylinder

engines, and one of from 69 5 to 120 mm. for six-cylinders.

Cars must have been driven at least 2,000 kilometres before the

start of the trial, by members of internationally-recognised motor

clubs and the affiliated German clubs. The vehicles must have

four seats, and be in accordance with the police requirements.

The total weight of the car must, in the case of an engine of a

total piston area of 227 sq. centimetres, reach at least 860 kilos.,

exclusive of spare tyres, tubes, and with empty tool boxes. For

factor, and vice versa. A competing car with more than twelve

bad marks forfeits all claim to the award in the speed trials.

The general conditions under which the contest will be

carried through may be summarised as follows :—During the

run every car must carry at least three passengers, including

the observer. In the speed trials four persons or three adults

and a ballast of 70 kilos, must be carried. A driver may

temporarily, and at his own responsibility, hand over charge of

the car to his chauffeur or any of the passengers, but not in the

speed trials. Any repairs necessary during the tour may be

effected only by the driver nominated and his chauffeur, or, in

default of the latter, by a passenger to be nominated before the

beginning of tour. Every repair means a mark, even though

the car remains in motion. Every involuntary stoppage of a

minute, or fraction thereof, caused by the car itself or any part

of it, will be debited with 2-10th mark; also every minute or

fraction thereof during which repairs are being effected. Repairs

to speed indicators and their gear are to be recorded, but not

debited. Any excess of the time allowed for repairs prior to

start are to be debited with 2-10th mark for every minute or

fraction thereof. Additional fi ling of cooling and braking water

after the start of a day's run will be debited with 5-10th

mark for each occasion. During the day's run fuel and oil

may be taken in at specified stations only, but not cooling water.

Competitors will be allowed to spend one hour daily in making
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fuel (petrol, water, and oil) a minimum of 60 kilos, is allowed.

For every extra square centimetre of piston surface the minimum

weight increases by 1*4 kilo. No alterations in weight of car

may be made during the tour, and no ballast will be allowed.

Every car must be provided with a speed indicator. As fuel,

only petrol of 680 s.g. and upwards, benzol, alcohol, and their

mixtures may be used. Competing cars must be driven by the

members of the above-mentioned bodies, and receive no remu

neration for driving.

The programme of the tour is briefly as follows : June 7th

and 8th, weighing-in of cars; June 9th, Berlin—Dantzic; June

10th, Dantzic—Stettin; June 11th, Stettin—Kiel; June 12th,

rest in Kiel; June 13th, Kiel—Hamburg, ^peed-trial on the

level betwten Renrlsburg and Itzehoe ; June 14th, exhibition

in Hamburg; June 15th, Hamburg—C logne ; June 16th,

Cologne—Treves; June 17tb, Treves—Frankf. rt-on-the-Main,

between Treves and Frankfort a hill-clinjb will be held.

The awards in the speed tri*l and the hill-cl'uib will be

based on two formulae giving normal speeds, and the cars

credited or debited with l-100th mark and l-200th mark for

speed on the level and hill-clinibing respectively according as it

exceeds or falls short of the fixed standard by l-10th per cent,

or fraction thereof. In the event of a tie in m <rks for the hill-

climb, the speed trials results will be taken as the deciding

adjustments, oiling, and filling up the tanks with petrol and

water. The order of starting each dty will be governed by the

horse-power of the cars ; the speed of the vehicles will be regu

lated by offical vehicles, which will accompany the competitors

on their daily runs. No fewer than six prizes, in addition to

Prince Henry'i Cup, will be offered. The concluding regulations

provide thai the trophy can be won outright by the same com

petitor securing the premier place in the event on two occasions,

or by ballot amongst the winners of three years. The entry fee

is £20 per car, the list closing on April 1st and at double rates

on May 1st. The German Imperial Motor Club undertakes at

its own expense accident liability and fire insurance within

reasonable limits.

In August la--t a 24-'h.p. De Dietrich car was successfully

driven to the summit of the Prarion, in the Alps. The mountain

is 1,860 metres his^h and separates trie valhy of Chamounix from

that of St. Servais-Ies-Bains. In connection with the event an

open challenge for £200 has been instituted for the first car

which perforins the same feat within 2 h. 50 min., a challenge

which nas just been accepted by Mr. W. M. Letts, who proposes

t > make tie ai.tempt on an English-built Lorraine-Dietrich car

in July next,
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ANTICIPATIONS OF 1908.

ALTHOUGH a year of steady advance in Motorism the

events of 1907 need not long detain us on the threshold

of another year. In this country the opening of the

Brooklands Track at Weybridge, the various exhibitions,

including the twelfth automobile show at the Agricultural Hall,

London, in the spring, the Scottish Reliability Trial and the

numerous controversies raging round the organisations associated

with the movement constitute the outstanding features of the

year. Side slip trials, long distance reliability runs, tar-spreading

tests, commercial vehicle trials also played their part in the

doings of the twelvemonth, among the pleasurable recollections

of which was the formation of the Motor Club and its rapid

advance as a social institution in the motoring world.

The tendencies of design as shown by the 1908 models of

the leading motor-car builders have so recently bten dealt with

in these pages that the increasing attention which is being paid

to the production of reliable vehicles of somewhat less power than

have prevailed during the fpast year or so need only be alluded

to. In France, in particular, the single-cylinder vehicle, far

from being dead, seems to be enjoying a larger degree of

popularity than ever. On this side of the Channel the increasing

use of automobiles in their true sphere—that of substitutes for

bye-laws in Birmingham provide for the exhibition of a light ir»

the direction in whi^h the vehicle is proceeding, not only at

night but during the prevalence of foggy weather. Moreover,

in the case of vehicles carrying timber, ladders, or other pro

jecting articles, the bye-laws require a red rear light to be dis

played irrespective of the limit of projection. The question has-

arisen whether the new Act has not abrogated the provisions

in the bye-laws regarding the lighting of vehicle?, and whether

the recently revised Hackney Carriage and Stage Coach Bye-laws

in so far as they refer to lighting will not have to be re-sanctioned.

The Lights on Vehicles Act, while stating that local bye-laws

dealing with the same subject shall cease to have effect, leaves

power to local authorities to make fresh bye-laws or regulations

imposing obligations additional to those imposed by the new-

Act.

Pleasurable are the anticipations with regard to the " great-

event " of 1908, a combination of the various features of previous

trials that have proved valuable in the development of the indus

try. It will remind the provincial towns of the historic 1,000 miles

trial of 1900, serve to emphasize that the Tourist Trophy events ir>

the Isle of'Manareno more—the RoverandBeeston-Humber having

made great achievement therein in 1907—and to uphold the pres

tige of the Scottish trial, concluding with a fine dash of speed on-

Brooklands track. Thus it will be both educational and attractive;

 

Touring in Bohemia-—A Fiat Car on the Summit of the Heidelberg, near Hohenelbe, 3,400 ft. above sea level.

lAllgemeine Avtomobil Zeilvnj,

horse drawn vehicles—and the ever advancing vogue of covered

cars arc prominent features of the situation. Petrol cars still

form the large majority of the vehicles in use, but the steam

automobiles at present on the market appear to be not only

retaining their old admirers but to be steadily gaining a

more extended clientele. The many new designs, too, of

combination petrol-electrical vehicles that have recently made

their appearance give promise of some further practical progress

in this direction in the not far distant future.

New legislation affecting motorists which came into opera

tion on Wednesday comprised the Lights on Vehicles Bill,

and certain clauses in this Act render compulsory the carry

ing of lights by vehicles at night in England, Ireland and

Wales, Scotland having been omitted from the operation of the

new law. It becomes incumbent upon the owner of any vehicle

to provide a suitable lamp or lamps in proper working order, and

the driver is made responsible for keeping the lamp or lamps

properly trimmed, lighted and attached. Section 1 of the Act

provides that vehicles shall display to the front a* white light

visible for a reasonable distance. If the lamps arc so

constructed as to permit a light to be seen from the rear,

that light shall be red. Vehicles used for the purpose of

carrying timber, or any load projecting more than six feet to

the rear, must display to the rear a red light visible for a

reasonable distance. This new legislation is causing some dis

cussion in counties and county boroughs which have special

bye-laws on the subject of lights on vehicles. Thus the existing

to manufacturer and the public alike. There is much to be said

in favour of the trade concentrating on one important event in

the year, and this feeling, combined with the advertisement use-

to which private club competitions have been put, has resulted in-

the Royal A.C. ultimatum with regard to hill climbs and similar

contests proposed to be held by provincial clubs on county roads.

Just now a plebiscite is being taken with regard to the advisa

bility of supplementing the great trial which will be held in

June with a race in Manxland in the autumn. Opinion, how

ever, is at present so divided that prophecy is really useless.

There is no doubt much to be said for the commercial acumen

of those firms who limit their seasonable activities to the exhibi

tion in the spring, the trial in the summzr, and the development,

of their own plans for trial runs by intending purchasers through

out the year.

While the prospective motorist will give great heed to tho

event just mentioned, the public may be expected to have their

curiosity further aroused—if their enthusiasm is not reached—

in the possibility of the Brooklands motor track. Already

challenges have been definitely accepted and deposits paid, so-

that sporting events that last year never got beyond the corre-

spon ience columns of the papers may really take place in 1908.

Beyond that the committee, profiting by the criticisms and tht*

experiences of the past season, have developed a programme of

sport that should furnish a plethora of exciting finishes such as.

were absent, save in isolated instances, last season. The means by

which these will be secured are set forth in the reference to the.
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Brooklands Club in our Clubs and Associations page elsewhere in

the present issue. The track certainly bids fair to become historic

in the annals of the sport, and motorists in other countries de

plore the absence of such enthusiasts as Mr. Locke-King, to whose

enterprise and initiative the origin of the track was due. So far

the most notable records obtained thereon are the 1,581 J miles

traversed by Mr. S. F. Edge on his Napier in the twenty-four

hours, and that to the credit of Mr. W. T. ClifTurd-Earp, who

on a 60-h.p. six-cylinder Thames car accomplished the 100 miles

in 1 hr. 18 min. 50 43 sec.

Doubtless 1908 will have its racing surprises, especially as

several English representatives will be seen on Continental roads,

and, on the other hand, Italian record makers have already been

nominated to take part in British events. A biief diversion

from " anticipations " to " recollections " may be pardoned, as it

suggests the cars that will have to be beaten if 1908 is to be a

faster year than that just closed. The first surprise came in the

Coupe des Voiturettes over the Sicilian course of 188 miles, when

the little Sizare-Naudin won in 7 hr. 47 min. 9 sec ; then

came the succession of Italian victories—Nazzaro on his

Fiat winning the Kaiserpreis and also the Targa Floiio,

the latter in 8 hr. 17 min. 36 sec, over a ninety-three

miles course of frequent corners, which had to be traversed three

times. Nazzaro was also successful in winning the Grand Prix,

whi!« the Florio cup went to the Isotta-Fraschini and the Coupe

de Vitesse to the Itala. The Herkomer Trophy was won by a

45-h.p. Benz, and a Mercedes went up the 6^ miles of the

Scunnering Hill in 7 min. 29 sec. As an example of endurance

mention, too, must be made of the adventure of Prince Borghese

in motoring from Pekin to Paris on his Itala, as we illustrated

in our last week's issue and described while the journey was in

progress.

Makers have latterly shown a tendency to recognise more

and more the importance of the driver as a factor in the running

costs of their cars, and prizes and certificates have been intro

duced by several firms with the view of encouraging those in

charge of vehicles to take an intelligent interest in their

mechanism. This idea has received official sanction in the heavy

vehicle section of the industry, as waB shown in the recent parade >

of commercial motor vehicles owned within a radius of twenty

miles from Charing Cross, when one of the prize-winners, in the

employ of the Wes: minster City Council, had driven his vehicle

over 63,000 miles. The value of the driver will, we anticipate,

be even more appreciated in the future, judging from the remarks

of those responsible for the motor-cab services now coming into

profitable recognition. Tbey plainly see that human intelligence

and knowledge must be combined with mechanical reliability

and excellence.

It may safely be pointed out that more will be heard of tre

dust and road questions. 1907 was exceptional in the amount

of wet which assisted the laying of the dust. We cannot always

expect, nor do we want, such a summer ; and consequently

motorists and surveyors must again apply themselves to the

diminution of the quantity of dust raised by motor-c *rs on roads

which were not constructed for such traffic. The movement in

favour of the maintenance of the great highways of the country

being made a national charge will also go ahead, and then,

possibly, new legislation will loom large on the Parliamentary

horizon. That is one reason for a continuance of the con

sideration to other users of the road, which all wil! agree is

becoming more marked as the number of automobiles increases

and as the motorists, who now total nearly a quarter of a million,

grow in proficiency as well as in numbers.

The Bishop of Bath and Wells has had an exciting adven

ture in the flooded marsh district of Somersetsh re. He was

motoring from Wells to Taunton, when his car ran into deep

water near Othery. The car went so far that it would move

neither backward nor forward, but an obliging rustic brought a

horse, with which he triumphantly dragged the bishop and his

car out. " This is a triumph for the horse," observed his lordship,

who reached his destination an hour late. - ■

SOME USEFUL NOTES,

A frequent cause of loss of power, not usually ascertained

at once, is due solely to the wearing of either the valve tappets,,

the ends of the valves, or tho woar of both of these parts.

Where the1 tappets are adjustable the remedy is obvious, but

where no provision of this sort has been made, it is a very good'

plan to have the tappets drilled out, so that small fibre buttons,

can be inserted. This is easily done, and the fibre can be

trimmed to the correct thickness. It is also a very effective-

method of deadening the usual clicking of the tappets.

♦ ♦ ♦

If, while on a run, the brakes are found not to hold properly,

they should be attended to b'fore anything serious happens

from the lack of them. The difficulty may be only one of faulty

adjustment, in which case a few moments' work with the

wrenches will set the matter right.

If a car needs re-painting, it is better to have it done now

than to wait until the spring, when the factories are crowded,

with work. By having the painting done at this period of the-

 

Hr. G. Senior on hit 40-h,p. Weigel Car which he is continually

driving over the moon in Devon.

year motorists will not only be assured of a first-class job, but .

the varnish will have ample time to harden.

Never attempt to grind jtetrol or compression taps with,

emery—it will generally ruin them. The most suitable com

pound for this work is the damp sand from the bottom of a

grindstone trough.

Carbon deposit in the cylinder and piston heads is one of

the most fruitful sources of trouble in petrol engines. If the

cylinders get too much oil a portion of it will work up past the

pistons ; the intense he:it will consume or evaporate the oil,

leaving a deposit of carbon ; this may be augmented by too

rich a mixture, which serves to deposit lamp black or carbon in

a film on the inside and top of the compression chamber and

on the heads of tte pistons. The film thus formed will in time

commence to scale, and, the projections becoming fused by heat

of the explosions, will serve to prematurely ignite the charge.

The symptoms are knocking in the cylinders—as if the spark

were too far advanced. The remedy is to take off ihe cylinders,

and scrape off the carbon deposits, being careful not to scratch

the cylinder walls. Tue preventive is to so regulate the oil feed

as to give the cylinder plenty of, but not too much, oil.
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THE PASSE PARTOUT TWO-SEATED

CAR.

A LITTLE two-seated car which is just now attracting con

siderable notice across the Channel, by reason of its

excellent performance in the recent trials in France,

when the full team of three vehicles successfully went through

the six daily runs and the final *peed contest, is that known as

 

» .9

Tigs. 1 and 2—Elevation and Plan of 8-h.p. Pssae Partout Car.

the Passe Partout, made by the Societe1 des Automobiles " Le

Passe Partout," of Neuilly, Paris. The vehicle, of which we give

illustrations in Figs. 1, 2 and 3, has a frame of pressed steel,

narrowed at the front to increase the lock of the steering wheels,

and raised at the rear end to cle.tr the differential casing. The

motive power is supplied by a De Dion 8-h.p. single-cylinder

engine, having coil and accumulator ignition. The advance and

retard is actuated by an autoloc lever on the steering wheel ; the

 

Fig. 3.-General View of 8-h.p. Passe Partout Car.

throttle is similarly controlled, a foot accelerator being also pro

vided. The water circulation is maintained by a pump j.ear

driven off the engine. As will be seen, the radiator and bonnet

follow the lines adopted in the C.G.V. vehicles, the former being

mounted below the frame, so that when the bonnet is raised all

parts of the engine can be easily reached.

The clutch is of the leather-faced cone type ; it is mounted

■on an extension of the crank shaft and has an external spring.

The shaft which connects the%clutch with the gear-box is pro

vided with a joint to allow for any want of alignment between

the two parts. The gear-box, which is supported at three

points, is adapted to give three speeds forward and a reverse,

with direct drive on the top, the control being by a single lever.

The gear-box is cast in one piece, and is provided with a large

and quickly detachable cjver, special care being taken to pre

vent any annoying leakage of oil. The final drive is by a sardan

shaft and bevel gear to a live axle, which is provided with a stout

torque rod extending from the differential casing to a cross

member of the frame, where it is supported in a spring bracket.

The usual foot and hand brakes are provided : they are all

of the metal-to-metal type, the drum of that at the rear of the

gear-box being provided with cooling ribs to prevent any over

heating. Ball bearings are provided to all parts except the

engine ; the lubrication of the latter is maintained by the

pressure of the exhaust : a useful fitting is seen in a large plug

hole at the rear of the differential casing to enable the latter tc

be readily filled with oil. Semi-elliptical springs are used at the

front and three-quarter elliptic at the rear. The standard two-

seated car has a wheel base of 7 ft. 2 in. A long chassis for

three and four seated cars is also being made, the wheel base in

this case being 8 ft. 6 in. The Motor Supply Company, Ltd., of

Piccadilly, W., are the British agents for the Passe Partout tars.

A NEW VALVE-GRINDING STOOL.

WK illustrate herewith an ingenious valve grinding tool

which has lately been put on the market by the " Jef " Manu

facturing Company, 1,562, Broadway, Denver, U.S.A. Its

mechanism is the same as that of a well-known egg-heater, the

 

tool being held in one hand and operated with the othev. The

crank handle turned by the operator is connected to a ievel

wheel, which meshes with a bevel pinion, a small pinion secured

to the latter meshes with another wheel at the top of a vertical

shaft which, at its lower end, carries a crank arm pin, from which

a link connects to another longer crank rigidly connected with

the chuck holding the grindi g tool. It will readily be seen

that by turning tae crank handle the tool is given a rotasy re

ciprocating motion, as required for grinding in valves. It is

claimed that by the use of the machine a valve can be ground

within less than half the time occupied by hand.

Tin: 1908 catalogue of Siddeley cars, issued by the Wolseley

Tool and Motor Car Company, Ltd., a copy of which is just to

hand, is on novel and pleasing lines. Not only are particulars

and line drawings given of the different models, but the main

component parts are depicted by half-tone blocks ; the feature of

the production, however, is a series of full-page illustrations, in

colours, depicting the different types of bodies which may be

fitted to the chassis, interest in the pictures being enhanced bv

the backgrounds, which are in keeping with the subject.
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 APPLICATIONS for licences

$or motor taximeter cabs to run

in Glasgow and Edinburgh are

now being considered by the

•authorities of both cities.

On New Year's Eve the

centenary of CI ■< ridge's Hotel, in

Brook Street, W.—wbeie the Ladies' Automobile Club has head

quarters—was celebrated by a ball, at which the dancers were

attired in the costumes of 1808.

South Barrule, the Manx mountain, which was known in

■connection with the earlier m"tor contests, has been devastated

by a fire which began on Monday night and ragtd throughout

Tuesday.

Mathieson's "Handbook for Investors for 1908" comes

to hand in its usual comprehensive form, givi'g an authori

tative record of Stock Exchange prices and dividends for the

last ten years. It is published by Mr. Effingham Wilson.

Mr. < '. C. Allen, instructor in motor-car engineering at the

■Coventry Municipal Technical Institute, has been appointed to a

similar pest in Auckland, New Zealand. The motor engineering

•classes at Coventry will

now be carried on under

-the care of Mr. E. Sid-

well.

Mr. W. O'Meara,

who has been in charge of

the touring department

■of the C.T.C. for ten

years, has been appointed

head of the new touring

-department of the M. U.

Mr. A. G. Bell,

-of the Victoria Garage,

Milford-on-Sea, sends a

calendar for 1908, with

-autograph topical allu

sions to motorism that

give it special interest to

all engaged in the busi

ness or pastime.

The Clerk to the

Surrey Quarter Sessions

at Kingston on Tuesday

referred to the recent

case in which an A. A.

■scout was fined for ob

structing the police when

timing motor-cars,, and

suggested that in future

instances a charge might

■be preferred against the

conspiracy.

Messrs. Barnett and Lewis, of Bed Lion Street, Wolver

hampton, have taken the St. Peter's Works in St. Mark Street

of that town for the purpose of a private garage. The altera

tions will include a new entrance to the building from Salop

Street, and the fitting of shops for the repair of motor vehicles.

In view of the extremely cold weather which we are just

tiow exper.encing, it may be useful to mention that Messrs.

Gamage have laiely introduced a safety motor house stove, which

will heat the stable all day or all night without attention, and

-without giving off smoke or fumes; the stove is sold at a

relatively low price, and the cost of operation is stated to average

4d. per day.

At the Bray (Co. Wicklow) Petty Sessions, on Saturday,

the resident magistrate stated that motorists offending against

the provisions of the Motor Act, which gives summary jurisdic

tion, might defeat justice in Ireland, because there is no process

by which they can be made amendable once they leave Ireland.

The circumstances were diflerent in England, he added, for there

was full provision for enforcing summary jurisdiction against

defendants there.

HERE AND THERE.

 

 

The Fiat Wotor-'Bus which hu lately been put into operation in Amsterdam-

which was supplied by Mesws. Verwey and Lugard, of The Hague, is ol the

18-24-h.p. type, while the single-deck body is that of an old tramcar.
[De Auto.

members of the Association for

The Automobile Club of

Egypt lately held a successful

motor gymkhana at the foot of

the Pyramids.

The Weigel Company has

written to the " Auto " of Paris

stating that they are entering

three cars for the A.C.F. 1908 Grand Prix race; they will be

fitted with four-cylinder engines, and are expected to be on the

road in about six weeks.

Mr. E. J. Underwood has commenced business as a motor

car agent at 35, Carlton Crescent, Southampton, and will deal

in the various parts of and accessories for cars.

A company has been formed to run taximeter cabs in Bir

mingham. Their headquarters are to be found in the block of

buildings belonging to the Premier Motor Agency, Aston-road,

Birmingham. The first cab, a Renault, is now running in the

city.

The Dumfries Motor Company, Ltd., who have a showroom

at 93, English Street, Dumfries, and a garage and repair shop

equally centrally situated, send us a useful desk calendar, which

also serves to emphasise

the comprehensive char

acter of their establish

ment.

In connecsiom with

the race meet to be held

on the Ormond-Daytona

beach, in Florida, next

March, it is proposed to

lay out a course of from

twenty to thirty miles in

length, with loops at each

end, suitable for long dis

tance contests.

The report of the

Coventry Motor Omni

bus Company, Ltd., states

that the total number of

shares allotted is 1,002,

entirely for cash. The

particulars of payments

show £74* for omnibus

and accessories, and

preliminary expenses

amounting to £120.

We have received a

copy of the 1908 edition

of the Agenda-Burard du

Chauffeur, published by

Madame J. Locker t, 41,

Rue de Seine, Paris. The feature of this annual diary, which is

now in its sixth year, is the amusing c iricatures, printed on the

blotting sheets, of prominent membeia ofithe French and English

motor industry.

Two taximeter motor-cabs are now plying for hire in Man

chester. The cabs differ from those which have proved so suc

cessful in London, inasmuch that they have a seatiog capacity

up to four persons, whereas the London cab only seats two and

the driver. For the present the Manchester Motor-Taximeter

Cab Company are testing the requirements of the city with two

cab3. The fares are the same as with the horse-driven vehicles ;

9d. per mile is the minimum charge.

The Rotax Motor Company's No. 263 patent head lamp

embodies the latest improvements in the art of lamp making.

For those who prefer electric lamps, a very smart set of lumps is

the Rotax No. 2, which are sold in sets consisting of two side

and one tail lamp, and can be worked by any 4-volt accumulator.

These are of English production. The firm, whose headquarters

are at 43 and 45, Great Eastern Street, E.C., also specialise in

horns, and have a large vaiiety for the coming season. Horns

with two, three and four notes are amongst the number which

are offered to motorists.
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Messrs. Wilson and Stockaix, of Bury, are supplying

the Salford C!orporation with a motor ambulance van.

An effective circular has been issued by the Birmingham

Small Arms Company, Ltd., combining New Year's greetings

with a reminder of the extent of the firm's operations.

Mesars. A. E. Atkey and Co., Ltd., of Nottingham, are

demonstrating the advantages of their four-ton wagon to the

brewers, millers, engineers, builders and contractors of the

county.

From Messrs. Heath's garage, 49, John Bright Street,

Birmingham, comes an excellent calendar reminding us of their

facilities for meeting the requirements of the motorists of the

Midlands.

A resolution asking the Ellesmere Urban District Council

to support the regulation of the speed of motor-cars being placed

in the hands of urban and rural councils has been ordered to lie

on the table.

Mr. R E. Anthony is opening the Bromley Electrical and

Motor Engineering Works and Garage on the Sevenoaks road,

Bromley, Kent, and will give attention to the rtquirements of

motorists passing that way, as well as those resident in the town.

Among the novelties at the recent Paris Salon was the

simple yet ingenious tool to facilitate the removal of valves,

illustrated herewith. It is known as the " Partout," and is being

introduced by the American Auto Supply Company (Messrs.

Schwartz and Albrecht), of 11, Rue Dartois, Paris. As will be

seen, it consists of three parts—a hook, a chain, and a lever.

 

The ehain, which is supported by the hook from any suitable part

of the engine, pisses through specially shaped holes in the lever.

Once tke latter is adjusted in position, the chain is rendered

rigid therewith by moving it into the narrow part of the hole ;

it then forms a fulcrum for the lever, enabling the valve spring

to be raised without difficulty and the cotter pin removed.

A MOTOR-CAR exhibition is to be held in the St. Lawrence

Arena, Toronto, Canada, from the 21st to the 28th March next—

the same week that the Coidingley Show will be held at the

Agricultural Hall, London.

Mr. Lawrence Bell is the managing director of the

Peebles Motor Company, Ltd., of Tweed Green, Peebles.

Nearly a dozen cars are maintained for hiring purposes, and the

plant is well devised for repair work as well as the ordinary

garaging of automobiles.

"Kuklos" is the nom tie plume of Mr. Fitzwater Wray,

who writes motor notes for the " Daily News," as well as columns

of touring gossip for cyclists. Some of the latter articles have

been reprinted as " A Vagabond's Note Book,'' issued from the

office of the journal in which they originally appeared. Those

on Brittany, Ireland and Lakeland are full of interest, the

author's eharacterisations of persons, as well as of roads, proving

the possession of an observant eye. The tvo hundred pages are

enlivening reading, and the only suggestion we would make is

that the second edition should contain some reproductions of

Mr. Wray's photographs, which would give a " local habitation

and a lame to some of the scenes he well describes.

We understand that Mr. Frank Morriss, the well-knowa>

eastern counties pioneer of automobilism, and erstwise auto

mobile engineer to His Majesty King Edward, i« severing his

connection with the manufacturing branch of the business at

King's Lynn, and is shortly identifying himself with a new

London undertaking.

The G. and R. carburettor, which was illustrated and de

scribed in the M.C.J, of May 18th last, is now known as the

Acton. It is made by the Acton Carburettor Company, of

Sawclose, Bath, and is claimed to be not only absolutely auto

matic in its action, but to use any grade of spirit, and to effect

an economy in consumption

An instance of the rapid strides by which mechanical

traction is superseding the horse is afforded by the fact that

the Bishop of London has decided to do away with all his horses,

and carriages and henceforward rely upon motor-cars only. This

hard-working bishop only began motoring a few months ago, but.

since that time he has travelled thousands of miles by car and

has never once been delayed on the road or late for a single

appointment. Moreover, he finds it possible to carry out many-

more engagements than he formerly could. His lordship has

just placed with the Motor Supply Company, Ltd., another

order for a 14-20-h.p. Renault double landaulet, so made as to-

completely open by day and to close at night, when the inside of

the car will be electrically illuminated.

Messrs. J. Wilson Browne and Son, 34, Ludgate Hill,

Birmingham, for whom the Motor Accessories Company aro-

London agents, have issued an attractive poster, which should

serve the provincial trade in drawing attention to the " Orto "

motor lamps made by the firm. Thesi are made for the head,

sides, or i ear of the car, and are all of high grade quality ae

well as good design. The head lights are the separate-generator-

type of lamp, Hndare fitted with Messrs. Browne and Son's lena-

mirror. The " Orto " special side lamp has a patent dioptric lena

to the steps on the inside, so that the front of the lens presents

a smooth surface to the elements. There is none of the coating

of the steps of the lens with mud, rain, &c, that frequently

occurs when these are placed on the outside.

The "Roberts " Non-Skid Motor Tyre Tread Manufacturing

Company, Ltd., of the Gripwell Works, St. Mary's Row, Birming

ham, have issued a revised price list of their specialities. The .

firm also undertake repair work and supply studded leather

bands, leather detachable non-skid bands, &e. Messrs. Roberts*

" Gripwell " studded tyres are well known to motorists. Th«

system adopted to secure the studs prevents their being pulled'

out in wear, and mention may also be made of the Fixquick.

detachable bands, made from the finest quality of chrome leather.

The clips are made from special steel, coppered to prevent rust

ing, and fit clo-ely into the rim or bead of tyre. Each band is

fitted with a renewable tread, which when worn out can be

replaced at a small cost. The list also describes and illustrates

a compound high-pressure pump, by which it is claimed a man.

can obtain fiom 60 to 100 lbs. pressure with a minimum of

effort ; an automatic tyre tester, the " Peerless " jack, motor

repair outfitfl, &o.

The South Western Motor and Rubber Company, of

9, Royal Parade, Kew Gardens, S.W., the makers of " The Grip **

non-skid, have purchased the sole British rights in a new.

emergency motor tyre patch known as the "Maries." It is-

intended for use with covers in which bursts, more or less large,,

have developed. The patch, whk-h is interposed between the

inner tube and the cover, is made of round or oval shape ; itt

consists of specially prepared canvas in which a large number of

short pins have been inserted, the heads of the latter being well

protected. By fixing it between the tube and cover, the air

pressure cautec the patch, through the agency of the pins, to grip,

the cover ai.d so hold itself in position without any solution or

vulcanising being necessary. The patches are made in various

sizes, from 2 in. in diameter to 7 in. by 9 in. ; they can be

supplied singly or in sets of three, and, in view of their utility

and the small space tbey occupy, motorists will find them a useful

addition to the spares carried on the car, and so be prepared tc.

meet unexpected tyre troubles.
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CONTINENTAL NOTES.

-♦-

A Trial of Light Delivery Vans.

The "Auto" of Paris, in conjunction with "Le Poids

Lourd," proposes to organise early this year a reliability trial of

delivery vans for loads of from 8 to 24 cwts.

♦ ♦ ♦

An "Elastic" Wheel Competition.

Tke " Auto " has issued the rules for the spring and elastic

wheel competition it proposes to hold in France from the 7th to

the lTth April next. The vehicles to which the wheels are fitted

 

Tke novel Kotor-'Bus in service between Dnaseldoif and the snbmb

of Hamm, Germany.

The shassis is & 28-h.p. German Daimler, and the body, which, as will be seen,
retembles thai of a tramcar, is divided into two compartments for imokern
and non-smokers respectively. The vehicle is lighten Internally and externally

electrically atf a battery of accumulators carried under the driver's seat.

will be divided into five categories as follows :—Class 1, single-

cylinder vehicles up to 100 mm. bore ; two-cylinder ditto, up to

80 mm. bore, and four-cylinder ditto, up to 65 mm. Class 2,

four-cylinder cars up to 85 mm. bore. Class 3, ditto, up to

100 mm., and six-cylinder vehicles up to 85 mm. Class 4, four-

cylinder cars up to 125 mm. bore and six-cylinder ditto up to

105 mm. Class 5, four-cylinder vehicles up to 125 mm., and

six-cylinder ditto up to 105 mm. The minimum weight of the

cars in running order, and including passengers in the different

classes, must be respectively 750 kilog., 1,000 kilog., 1,250 kilog.,

1,500 kilog., and 1,750 kilog. The rules provide that shock

absorbers must not be used in conjunction with the springs.

Each class will be divided into two sections :—(a) in which no

repairs and replacements of wheels or tyres can be made, and

(b) in which they will be permitted in those cases where the

reservation has been provided for in the entry form. The trial

will consist of a run from Paris to Nice and bsek, a total of

2,100 kilometres, and will comprise eight dady trips of from 200

to 326 kilometres, two days being devoted to an exhibition at

Nice, the final day being similarly spent in Paris. The entiy fee

is £8 per vehicle, the list closing on the 31st March next.

♦ ♦ ♦

The Brussels Motor Car Show.

The annual motor-car exhibition in the Palais du Cicquan-

tenaire, Brussels, which opened on the 21st ult., has proved so

successful that it is being continued until the 5th inst.—three

days longer than at first intended. Belgian motor-car builders

are, of course, well to the fore, the vehicles on view comprising

the Metal lurgique, Auto-Mixte, Bovy-Dheyne, Imperia, Dasse,

Fonda, Germain, Royal Star, Linon, Minerva, Nagant, Pipe,

U.S.B., Vivinus, and Springuel, the last-named being an entirely

new reticle. The French industry is also well represented by

Clement-Bayard, Berliet, De Dietrich, Unic, Brasier, Panhard,

De Dion, Delahaye, Delaunay-Bflleville, Clesse, Hotchkiss,

Pewgeo*, Charron, and Brillie. From Italy come the Isotta.

Fraschini, Fiat, Itula, Hisa, and Lancia cars. Germany sends

the Mercedes, N.A.G., Stcewer, and Bussing, while American

vehicles are represented by the Ford.

♦ ♦ ♦

The Motor Movement in Bulgaria.

Accoiding to a Consular report the roads and bridges

throughout Bulgaria are being improved and repaired, and a

profitable field for British enterprise presents itself in the

development of the motor industry. Motor-omnibus services

arc being established with native capital in various parts of the

country for the conveyance of passengers and goods from railway

stations to outlying towns, and the omnibuses hither to purchased

for these services are said to be of German or Austro-Hungarian

manufacture. The Government, too, is keenly interested in the

development of this departure, and a thoroughly organised

motor service conveys the mails to and from the Sofia Railway

Station. In this case the vehicles are for the most part of

French make. A similar postal service is in contemplation in

the chief Bulgarian towns, and also for the transport of Govern

ment mails to towns which are not yet connected by rail. A

motor lorry—the first of its kind to make its appearance in the

streets of the capital—is being used by a large pottery firm, and

is said to be giving great satisi action.

Miscellaneous Items* * *

A motor-'bus service has lately been started in the town of

Burgos, Spain. The Minerva Company has decided not to

take part in the 1908 Grand Prix race. The Renault motor-

cabs in service in Paris are about to be provided with a hood

over the driver's seat for use in bad weather. The Dowager

Queen Margherita of Italy has just sold all her horses and

carriages and transformed her r-tab es for use by motor-cars only.

The death is announced of Comte Van der Straeten-Ponthoz,

one of the founders of the Belgian Automobile Club ; the

deceased, who was ninety-four years of age, was an enthusiastic

motorist. A company has just been formed in Antwerp with

the title La Soci^te Anversoiso p ur la Camionnnge Automobile,

to start a Dew motor-lorry service in that city. The AutO-

 

Caring the German Emnernr'a recent visit to this country he attended

the Priory Chnrch, Chriitchurch. The pvotoeraph reproduced shows

His Majesty about to en'er hii Daimler Car after attending; the

Church on the lit ult.
Pftole l>y] [Stanford, B»$t*mhe.

mobile Club de Nice proposes to once more hold a series of mile

and flying kilometre spead trials during the Nice automobile

week. A company has just been formed in Olot, in the

Spanish province of Gerona, to establish a public motor-car

service in the district. The Association Generale Automobile,

of Paris, has decided to open a branch in London. A Union of

Builders of Voiturettes has just been formed in Paris by nineteen

makers of light cars in France.
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Correspondence.

[Letters to the Editor should be addressed to the offices, S7S3, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.]

DEFINITION OF A TOURING CAR FOR COMPETITIONS.

To warn Editor or The Motor-Cur Journal.

SIR,—On examination of the list of touring car standards as fixed

by the S.M.M. and T. in conjunction with the expert committee of the

K.A.C., we regret to find that, at least as regards the smaller type of

rar, the standards as at present fixed entirely cut out several well-

known standard two-seated cars which have proved their worth in open

long distance reliability trials and hill-climbs. As an example, we may

tite the 8-h.p. Phoenix two seater. On engine dimensions it is not

eligible for Cliss 1, which is limited to 0 4, and on weight it is not

eligible for Class 2. The full weight of the car, including passengers,

spares, luggaee, &e\, is practically 12cwt., and, therefore, is prohibited

from competing in Class 2 for the reason that cars in this class must

scale not less than 17 cwt.

When the 8-h.p. Phoenix was designed, weight was kept within

reasonable limits, the object in view being a two-seater, light on tyres,

and cheap in upkeep, yet of sufficient power to prevent continual

reconrse to the speed change lever. In actual price forty-eight

miles' running can be had out of a gallon of petrol, and an average of

twenty miles an hour can be maintained all day, and there is no getting

-away from the fact that such a smill car is desired by many. We are

agraement that standards should be fixed that will prevent

 

Mr. Cnarles Jarrott on bis ntw 120-h.p. De Dietrich Racine Car.

The photo wss taken at Brooklanda Track, where Mr. Jarrott had been trying
the speed of the vehicle, some very fast circuits being made.

a freak car baing built capable of scoring in a particular competition,

but if the published standard In adhered to the I'hoonix and other well-

known light cars will be prevented from taking part in the forth

coming 2,000 miles trial.

It is state i that the definition generally is designed to leave as

much latitude as passible to the makers, and at the same time admit

ting the majority of standard cars without alteration, but in several

no alteration less than the adding of many hundreds of

pounds of dead weight will allow those cars to come within any

clavs. It was doubtless considered in drawing up the table that a car of

a certain power may be regarded as being of a certain weight, but here

we can very well profit by the experience taught us by the evolution

of the bicycle. \ bicycle use-l to weigh more than four times what a

good sound machine now turns the scale at. Experience and research

nave brought the machine to its present form, sr.rong enough for any

work and yet light—a result which would undoubtedly have been delayed

for years had a minimum we ght been fixed by some authoritative body

when the machine was pnt to the test.

It is to be hoped that the S.M.M. and T. and the R.A.C. will

reconsider this matter «s applying to light cars. There is certainly

every justification for their so doing.—Yours truly,

Pikenix Motors, Ltd.

To TBI Editor or The ltotor-Cur Journal.

Snt,—We have vry carefully read and considered a pamphlet

containing a resume of work of sub-committees on the above subject,

together with the chart published by the the Society of Motor Manu

facturers and Traders with reference thereto. We desire to direst your

attention to views which we ho^d npon the 1908 International Motor

Contest ; they are as follows :—

(1) The sub-committee are reported to have carefully considered

the question of classifying the said contest by price, and have tone

to the conclusion that such classification would be impracticable, be

cause " there might be in one class two cars widely separate so far as

horse-power is concerned, e.g., a e*r (A) 50-h.p. ; car (B) 30-a.p., and

the chassis price in each case £650."

The above appears to be the only attempt at an explanation why

price classification, upon the basis of which the phenomenally suc

cessful Irish and Scottish trials have been hitherto conducted, has

been abandoned. Put into business terms, it would seem that becaute

the manufacturer of IS car gives the public for the same money less

horse-power than the manufacturer of A car the whole industry must

be handicapped for fear of hurting the feelings of the manufacturer of

B car.

We believe that it is granted that all business is comducted and

maintained successfully because of competition, or in other words, that

the manufacturer of any commodity, whether pins or automobiles, com

mands the largest market who gives the best value for the lowest

price.' If it should be contended that the manufacturer of A car, be

cause he gives 20-h.p. more in his vehicle, is giving an inferior vehicle

to the public for the same money, then surely it is the first abject of

the proposed 2,000-mile trials to expose that manufacturer, and if it

will not do so, the only reason for organising the trials is immediately

negatived. Doubtless every entrant in the proposed trials will have

as an ulterior motive the desire to prove by public demonstration that

his car is the most reliable or speediest, and successful competitors

will " use " their success solely for the purpose of attracting purchasers

for their cars.

*We believe it is an axiom that the governing factor in the purchase

of every commodity, including automobiles, is that of price, conse

quently, if the proposed trials are to be of service to manufacturers, or

afford evidence to the probable purchasers of automobiles, they should

be subjected to the same governing factor. Moreover,-in ignoring price

may it not be suggested that the legitimate and laudable competition to

produce the best car at the lowest price is being deliberately stifled ? We

therefore submit that on the question of classification by prite the com

mittee's decision is inflicting an improper handicap upon the industry

without adequate reason ; such handicap being so prohibitive that it

amounts to positive exclusion of a number of well-known and popular

cars.

(2) Having declined classification by price, the joint committee

have substituted classification according to the R.A.C. Rating Formula.

We do not think there Is anything which we can say on the subject of

this formula which will aid to the general condemnation of the same,

which has been published from time to time since the said formula was

invented, except that when it was first published its use was merely

suggested for purposes of general comparison {vide circular letter of the

society dated November 9tb, 1906), and the said formula has been

usually defended on the ground that it was merely a rough and ready

method of making comparisons between various engines. That it should

now be adopted officially as an exact and reliable basis of rating entails

consequences which are disastrous indeed.

(3) Coupled with rating according to the said formula, the com

mittee have laid down an arbitrary rule as to seating capacity, which,

briefly put, means that every car "having an engine giving more than

12-b.p. R.A.C. rating shall carry four passengers. In other words, this

means that any manufacturer who attempts to give the public a

standard two-seated car with anything greater than a one or two

cylinder engine is to be tabooed and, so far as the club and society

can control matters, shut out of the industry.

(4) The committee also include an arbitrary rule as to the weight

of vehicles fitted with engines classified as above. We do not under

stand upon what logical basis these arbitrary weights have been calcu

lated—e.g., Class 1 permits of an engine with maximum horse-power 64

and compels such vehicles to weigh complete with passengers 13 cwt. ;

two passengers averaging 12 st. each absorb 3 cwt., therefore the 6-h.p.

vehicle has to weigh or, if it does not weigh, has to carry ballast to

make it weigh half a ton. Class 10, which permits of a 60-h.p. engine—

that is, an engine ten times as powerful—has to carry only four people

instead of, logically, twenty people ; it has to weigh exclusive of

passengers, on the above-mentioned basis, only 34 cwts. instead of, logi

cally, 5 tons. We recognise that it may be contended that an engine

rated at 60 b.p. is fitted for the purposes of speed, which is not expected

from the 6-h.p. engine ; surely there should be something wrong about

such a contention if advanced on behalf of the governing body in the

automobile business of Great Britain when the legal speed limit is

twenty miles per hour and the said chart has been specifically pre

pared to apply to " touring cars."

If, in the proposed trial, the 6-h.p. car will not show up an average

speed very near to the legal limit it will not stand any chance of

success, nor incidentally would it be bought by the public, however

successful it was in the competition ; consequently when the
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-mittee invent arbitrary handicaps, it is incumbent upon them to handi

cap pro rata tor increasing horse-power, and to make no allowanoe.for

potential transgression of the law. We respectfully submit, moreover,

that the whole question of fixing an arbitrary minimum weight, except

minimum weight of load carried, is theoretically and practically wrong,

and contrary to the bast evidence of all past experience. There are a

large number of gentlemen engaged in the automobile world to-day who

were ten years ago leading lights in the cycle business. Moreover,
■quite a number of our leading motor builders to-day are old cycle

manufacturers. Consequently, a reference to the evolution of the pre

sent-day bit of perfect mechanism known as the bicycle is surely not

out of place, and should help in the evolution of a perfect automobile.
■Cycle racing and cycle reliability competitions were extremely popular

in that state of the cycle industry which may be fairly compared with

the existing state of the motor trade. Would it be impertinent to ask

what would have been eaid by such prominent firms of bicycle

builders as Humber, Swift, Singer, Rover or Hudge if the N.C.U. had

stipulated that all competitors in, say, the Cuca Cup twenty-four hours

race were compelled to ride a bicycle weighing, say, 60 lbs. minimum,

with a gear mt higher than, say, fifty-six inches with wheels of certain

limited dimensions, &c. ? We would seriously ask whether the modern

bicycle has not been evolved, and particularly has been proved a safe

vehicle of light weight, owing to the fact that no such restrictions were

imposed in the cycle competitions.

It is, of course, admitted that automobiles can be built too light,

but the whole object of the proposed 2,000-mile trial is to eliminate

badly designed and badly constructed cars, and unless the competition
•ssan r>e relied upon to weed out such vehicles, surely do system of

arbitrary handicap will ever effect such a weeding process satisfactorily.

Moreover, it is a sign of weakness from the competition point of view

that it should be considered necessary to enforce arbitrary rules upon

entrants. We submit that the popular demand at the present moment

is that the society should organise a competition the result of which

will show to the public which automobiles are the best, most reliable,

-and last, but not least, most economical both as to capital cost and cost

•f running. In the foregoing remarks we have endeavoured to deal with

the subjec generally. As you are aware, we are interested in the sale

of a specific car, viz., the Ford, and when we state that upwards of

10,000 two-seated 15-h.p. four-cylinder Ford cars have been sold, we

believe you will recognise that the car is not only standard, but a

popular one. The bore of the engine fitted to the F rd car above men

tioned is3j in., showing 224-h.p. R.AC, rating. The weight of the car

-complete with two-seated body (standard model) is 10 cwt. The above

particulars are absolutely standard and apply to 10,000 Ford cars in use

at the present moment. In order to compete in the Scottish trials last

year we fitted a four-seated body to the standard two-seated chassis ;

tl e weight of the complete car with the four-seated body, lamps, tools,

■&C as officially recorded by the S.A.C., was 11 cwt. 1 qr. IS lbs. If it is

assumed that four passengers averaged 12 st. each they would weigh

6 cwt., and allowing a further 1 cwt. for luggage, the total weight of

the car would then have been 18 cwt. 1 qr. 13 lb. or more than 9 cwt.

lighter than the standard minimum weight now suggested by the com

mittee. Moreover, the above figures are strengthened when we st ite

that the car which competed in Scotland as a four-seater was a standard

two-seater, and should have been allowed to have competed as it was

sold, i e. total weight with two passengers and luggage I2i cwt. That

the Ford car is not too light has been proved over and over again until it

'has now become a recognised fact.

Consideration of the above facts will lead to a realisation of how

"hardly the proposed classification of "standard touring cars" will

handicap the Ford car. We rtcognise the R.A.C. and theS.M.M.T.

-us the governing bodies of the sport and business of automobiling in

Great Britain, and have no keener desire than to be loyal subjects to

'these bodies. We submit that if a car is designed to carry a given

number of passengers, it should be compelled to carry that number

together with any reasonable weight of baggage which may be con

sidered necessary, but we are strongly of the opinion that it is theoreti

cally as well as practically wrong to exclude the popular product of a

manufacturer from competitions because the manufacturer has dis-

-covered that automobiles have hitherto carried a good deal of surplus

-and unnecessary weight.

We are content to abide by the result of the competition—that is

to say, it a car is badly designed, of bad material or workmanship,

or too lightly constructed, that the extraordinary test of a 2,000-mile

trial should make publin demonstration of such defects. On the con

trary, if a car weighing less than one-half of the standard minimum

weight can go through the strenuous ordeal of the proposed trial*,

then surely the committee will have demonstrated that current ideas

as to the necessary weight of a chassis are wrong, manufacturers will

have gained valuable experience, and the public be saved from having

in future to pay for surplus and unnecessary " scrap iron " in their

automobiles. That lightness is an essential feature in automobile

construction must surely be admitted when it is considered that

petrol consumption and tyre upkeep are largely governed by weight.

—Yours truly,

Perry, Thornton, and Schreiber, Ltd.

THE CHEAPEST MOTOR-CAB.

To tbm Editob or The Motor-Gar Journal.

SlB,—We have recently noticed some correspondence and discussion

in the motor Press, and the claims of a certain company to the effect

that they produce the cheapest motor-cab on the market. It appears

to us that there is no great kudos attached to producing the cheapest

article in any trade, unless the manufacturer can at the same time

claim and prove equal if not superior qualities to those possessed by

the more expensive article. It also doe3 not necessarily follow, because

a firm of reputation is producing a satisfactory cab, that another firm of

more recent origin cannot and does not produce an equally satisfactory

and reliable vehicle at a cheaper figure.

We are living in an age of rapid advancement, and improvements

in motor-cars of every description, and have by no means reached that

state of perfection and standardization that some firms would have us

believe. We have recently visited the Olympia, Paris, Berlin, and

Brussels Motor-Car Exhibitions, and have made a study of the various

cab chassis and transmissions exhibited. After exhaustive trials of

almost every build catering for this particular branch of the uidustry

we have arrived at the conclusion that the great majority are unneces

sarily complicated, and therefore equally unnecessarily costly to produce

and maintain in good repair. We have, therefore, adopted the simplest

of all the systems exhibited, and have placed a large contract for early

delivery in 1908 with the Deutsche Motor Fahrzeug Fabrik, of Berlin,

whose exclusive selling and manufacturing rights we have have obtained

for the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, its colonies and de

pendencies. These cabs are being specially constructed for us on the

" Hornstein " patent friction di»c system to our own specification, which

has been drawn up to meet all the detail requirements of the Scotland

Yard authorities.

The 10-12-h.p. two-cylinder water-cooled engine is fitted with high

tension magneto and coil and accumulator ignitions. On the crankshaft

is fixed a large metal disc which acts as a flywheel. A leather-faced

 

Ihe Christmas Card issued by Mossrs. J. E. Zutton and Co-, Ltd., to

their Clients.

Aa will be seen, it is particularly up-to-date, representing as it does a Beriiet
car pounding through the floods which have recently been so prevalent.

wheel placed at right angles conveys the drive from the metal disc direct

from the propelling shaft to the rear live axle. A hand lever is used to

slide the driving wheel over on the propelling shaft to and from the centre

to the periphery of the disc, as the speed is required to be changed, and a

direct drive is obtained at all speeds, forward and reverse. There is also

fitted a foot pedal by means of which the contact between the frict.on

wheels is broken and either the car or engine can be run free.

Ball bearings are used throughout, and owing to the simplicity of con

struction and the entire elimination of gear-box and other unnecessary

mechanical parts, great efficiency is obtained, and in consequence th a

fuel consumption is very low.

At the moment we do not propose to make any definite claims, but

we have every confidence in stating that we will prove our cab to be

equally satisfactory to any at present in use in this country, and when

this has baen proved we shall be in a positi in to supply not only the

cheapest, but one of the most efficient and most reliable motor-cabs on

the market.—Yours truly,

C. Grahame-White and Co.

LOW TENSION MAGNETO TROUBLES.

To wk> Editor of The Motor-Owr Journal.

Sir,—I have the same kind of trouble with a Richard-Brasier car as

your correspondents " Frank " and E. J. Watts. Will the latter

kindly explain what he means by the " trip rod ?" My car is of the 190.~>

type and has nothing connected with the ignition which corresponds to

this name. Does he mean the lifter makes contact with the tappet rod,

or that the tappet rod makes contact with the spindle at the wrong

time? I would be much obliged if ke would more fully explain, and
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perhaps give a diagram of what occurs. My car runs at times as well as

ever it did, and then suddenly dies away. When the engine runs fast the

car goes all right, but will not face a hill as it should, and will not pick

up after slowing down. This has gone on for weeks, no matter how 1

change the tappets and plugs, always turning the engine exactly by the

n arks on the fly-wheel. I have had the carburettor down several times

aud tried everything I can think of.—Yours truly,

Tally-Ho.

THE RELIABILITY OF MAGNETOS.

To tbm Editor ot The Motor-Gar Journal.

Sir,—Seeing in the last number of the M. C.J. a query by a corre

spondent who signs himself A. W. R. in legard to reliability of magnetos,

I >hould like to state that I have got the Simms-Bosch high-tension

ignition fixed to my car, and I have run a little over 6,414 miles without

adjustments of any kiud.—Yours truly,

D. Young.

. WANT OF COURTESY.

To thi Editor o» The Motor-Oar Journal.

Sir,—As an instance of how not to behave when motoring I give

1 lie following account. My three little children with their nurse had

taken a favourite old spaniel for a walk last Bank Holiday. When near

the bottom of the Golf Club Hill, Crowborough, a motor-car came down

the hill and ran over and killed the old dog. After continuing a short

way the vehicle was stopped and the chauffeur descended. My eldest

boy, aged 9, ran after the car " to take their name and address," as be

 

The 8-10-b,p. Talbot Car, belonging to Mr. W. Beere, of Bendigo.

Australia, which has been in use for two years and two months and

•till goes as well as when first purchased.

afterwards told inc. When he was seen approaching the gentletran, the

only other occupant of the car, and the chauffeur hurriedly drove off. A

lady who was passing at the time driving a carriage most kindly con

veyed the remains home. I am a motorist myself and have been driv

ing cars since 1896, and know full well the danger of suddenly swerving

when travelling f;ist in order to avoid a dog or other animal. But I

think common courtesy demands an apology in a case of this kind. It

may be a satisfaction for this particular driver, whose number I send

you, to know that he killed the dog outright. A word of advice to him,

Do not always run away unless you are quite sure that there is no one

to take jour number." -Yours truly,

R. S. K. E.

AN OPTICAL ILLUSION 7

To hi Editor o» The Motor-Gar Journal.

SIR, —In giving his version of this phenomenon, Mr. Herbert J.

Chapman criticises" the- statement made in your issue of December 14th

that a (motor-car) wheel may be considered as a series of levers of the

second order. Now nothing was paid about the power being applied

at the top of the wheel, or that the levers in question weie consti

tuted by two diametrically-opposite spoke", although Mr. Chtpman

appears to have so mis-read the reply. He is further in error in

stating that the power is applied at the centre of the wheel, as in a

motor-ear this iB not the case, for, no matter whether the drive is by

cardan or chain, the force is exerted at a point corresponding wivh

the pitch line of the bevel wheel or sprocket as the case may be.

He next remarks that be has heard before that the top spokes

travel faster than the bottom ones, but does not agree with it. This

is on a par with those argumentative people who declare that the?

earth is flat. Regarding his subsequent remark that the top of the

tyre travels faster than tbe bottom owing to weight deflection, this cam

only be in relation to that section of the tyre in contact with the

ground, and does not in the least affect the truth of the statement

that the top spokes travel faster than the lower ones, or the top of

the tyre (considered as a whole) travels faster than the bottom, indepen

dently of any question of weight deflection. Again as to horse-drawn

carriages, in which Mr. Chapman says the phenomenon is not observ

able, here, although it is true there is no differential, any swaying

of the vebicle will allow the wheels to vary their relative speed as

required, seeing that each wheel is independent of the other.—Youret-

truly,

Apprentice.

MAGNETO TROUBLES.

To ram Editor o» The Motor-Cwr Journal.

Sir,—I am pleased to say that the trouble which was causing th&

misfiring on a Brasier four-cylinder 12-16-h.p. car has been traced to the-

carburettor, as stated in your useful paper of the 21st ult., also, lack ot

compression in rear cylinders, due, presumably, to the piston rings being

half worn out, owing to inadequate lubrication.—Yours truly,

Frank.

A "KNOCKING" QUERY.

To run Editor of The Motor-Cvr Journal.

Sir,—I should be obliged if you would explain the possible cau ses

for the knocking trouble outlined below. The car runs perfectly for ten

miles, and without any change in the character of the road and without*

altering the portion of the ignition lever suddenly " knocks" furiously.

The trouble is relieved by retarding the spark, and the motor runs

as usual for another five miles, when it misbehaves in the same way-

—Yours truly,

J. ASHHURST.

[The knocking is probably due to pre-ignition from carbon in the-

cylinder or from over-beating of some internal part. The inside of the-

cylinder will reach its maximum temperature when the engine has been

"pulling " heavily for a considerable period at a time.]

SURREY AND LICENCES.

To the Editor of The Motor Car Journal.

Sir,—The Surrey County Council are once more endeavouring to-

get iesidents who pay licences for armorial beatings, carriages, motor

cars, motor-bicycles, dogs, guns, aid male servants, to pay their duties

in the county of Surrey. May I express the hope that motorists, sports

men, and all people who are actuated by a sense of fair play be parti

cular and take out their licences in any county but Surrey, as this is

undoubtedly the most police trap ridden county in the whole of the king

dom ? The traps are not worked to protect the public, but simply to col-
 

your licence duties in any county but Surrey.—Yours truly,

J. Crow.

We have an inquiry for the maker of the "Fulminator" tw»-

cylinder coil ; also one for tbe manufacturer of a mica wind screen.

At the moment of going to press we received an important letter

from a northern correspondent on the organisation of motorists, whiekv

will have publicity in our next issue.

We are asked to state that the Westminster Motor Car Garage, of

171, Kensington flace, Westminster, S.W.. the Westminster Bridge-

Motor Garage, West minster Bridge Road, S.E., and the Westminster

Motor Works, Ltd., 45, Horseferry Road, S.W., have no connection with

each other.
The London and Parisian Motor Company, Ltd., write :—" On

December 23rd our premises at .S7, Davies Street, W. , were entered be

tween 4 p.m. and 6 p.m. and a silver cup won by a 14-h.p. Vulcan at the-

Blackpool 1906 lace meeting was stolen. Tbe strange part of the theft

was that a larger and more valuable cup won by the same car was left

behind. Both were standing on a table in the showrooms. We should'

be obliged if you would give publicity to the above, so that yon,

through your valuable tredium, may help us to recover the trophy,

which is inscribed ' First Prize for Standing Mile, won by 14-h.p. Vulcan

Blackpool Kaces, 1906.' "
Messrs. Shippey Bros., 13 and 14, King Street, Cheapside, Lon

don, E.C., write with reference to their importation of American motor

cars that their object in approaching a financier on the subject was as

follows:—(a) The employment of English chauffeurs to run these cars

on our behalf ; (b) To give English engineers repair work on all cars

imported, as we have always done on the large nnmber of American

cars hitherto sold by us in this country ; (c) To utilise British capital to

profitable advantage in a safe paying business for all conceined ; (dy

And above a'l to check the flow of many systems of Continental ears to

work which the importers also import continental labour to drive

repair them.
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THE SCIENTIFIC TIMING OF MOTOR RACES*

In a motor race having two or more competitors accuracy of timing

is not »f prime importance, unless a record is established, for the contest

is won on place and not on time, and place is easily determined by the

eye of the Judges without regard to the timing system. There is room

for errer, however, even in placing the finishers in a close race between

half-a-dozen or more contestants. But it is in record breaking at

tempts and in hill-climbing trials, which are decided solely on time, that

scientific accuracy is required. The watches generally used for timing

automobile events and horse races cannot indicate any divisions ot

time shorter than one-fifth of a second. This interval is much

too long for the purpose, as a race can be wen or lost or

» record broken by a smaller period of time. The mile record,

established in January, 1906, on the Ormond Daytona course, is 28 1-5

sec., which represents a speed of more than 187 feet a second. At such

tremendous speed a car travels very close to 37J feet in one-fifth of a

second, or fully 2J car lengths. Now if two cars weie coming down

the beach together in a competition trial so great a difference as this

would be apparent to the judges or timers, and the second car would

be timed at 28 2-5, but if the same cars made separate trials against

time they might be tied at 28 1-5 sec.

Most watches are not accurate even to one-fifth of a second ; the

movement has not a continuous, progressive motion, the escapement

wheel revolves by a succession of starts and stops, making two stops for

each beat of the balance, just as some large tower clocks count on the

minutes by the abrupt iasi-age of the minute-hand from one mark

to the aext. If the stem of the stop-watch were pressed immediately

after the escapement wheel had moved the time wonld be caught

correctly, but should the stop not be pressed until the balance bad

almost completed its swing to release the wheel for the next stop, nearly

a fifth of a second would be lost, and a car that had actually covered the

mile in, say, 28 19-100 sec. might be " clocked " in 28 sec. dead. Besides

this factor ef inaccuracy, or mechanical inadequacy, in the stop-watch,

there is the human element to be taken into account. This may

introduce a serious error, according to conditions. Some men'are more

adept at operating a stop-watch than others ; some are alert and quick

of movement, while others are sluggish, so that a measurable time may

elapse between the instance that three timers will press the stops on their

watches for a given car as it crosses t he tape. Unless the men who hold the

watches are very expert, there is probability of error in determining the

instsnt that the front wheels actually cross the tape.

Further liability of error exists in the ordinary methods of signalling

the start and finish of the event. This is usually done by the firing of a

pistol or a similar means. In the case of any manually-operated system

some time is consumed in the transmission to the brain of the impression

received on the eye. This interval will vary with different persons, just

as the period required by the timekeepers to catch the imptessibn of the

signal and actuate the stop-watches will differ. If the start am finish

are both in .-ight, and the timers take the time by vision in each case, the

en or will be nearly constant and the time accurate. It is particularly

difficult t» time hill-climbing contests by the old method when the

starting point is not in sight from the finishing line. When the

dropping of handkerchiefs or flags by four or five men stationed at turns

is depended apon to signal the instant of start from the base to the top,

the element of human error is greatly magnified. It should be evident

from the foregoing that far greater accuracy is required in timing motor

car events to obtain indisputable results than has prevailed hitherto.

Next to fight of a projectile, the speed of a racing automobile is ths

fastest terrestrial movement that we are called upon to measure with

precision, yet in one case instruments are used that determine the rate

even to the 1-1,000 part of a second, while in the other the only method

that is officially recognised in America is the use of stop-watches that

cannot measure time to leas than the fifth part of a second. The inaccu

racies and unsatisfactory nature of the timing of automobile events by

the stop-watches manually operated were recognised years ago in France

and Englar d. The Automobile Club of France offered a prize of 1,000

francs for the invention of a device that would satisfactorily time motor

events automatically. This prize was won by M. Mors, whose instru

ment was used in some of the earlier trials against time in the United

States. It c> nsists in an adaptation of the recording chronometer as used

in observatories, with mesns for automatically registering the passage of

a car across the starting and finishing lines. The record is traced by a

pen on a strip of paper that is unwound by clockwork. The record can

be measured to the hundredth p»rt of a second, and the personal equation

is entiiely eliminated. It was in the same year that the automatic

timing apparatus devised by the author was perfected, patent applica

tions being filed in June, 1904. This complete apparatus has three

distinct functions: first, to time the event try starting and stopping

split-second watches and moving the pen of a registering chronometer ;

second, to signal the start and finish by firing a gun ; and, third, to

provide telephonic communication all along the course. The problems

involved are many, as will be understood from ti e foregoing summary

of various timing methods in use and from the following explanation of

the McMurtty sjstero.

In order to present the matter more clearly, we will consider the

telephone system arid timing mechanism separately. The operator at

the finish and the man at each intermediate station are in communica

tion with each other during every instant of a race by means of the

wires used also for operating the timing apparatus. Each operator is.

provided with a transmitter, attached to a metal brentplate strapped

around the neck, and a receiver attached to spring-metal sr raps that fit

over the head and hold the* receiver to the ear. The transmitter is held

in a movable bracket having a cam edge-contact plate, so that when the

bell-shaped mouthpiece is pushed down away from the face the circuit

is broken and cuts out the sound of .the gong, so that the operator can

hear anything said by the other men on the line. Spring plug socket*

are screwed to the case of the timing apparatus, so that quick connec

tion of the telephones with the wiring system can be made. The use of

wire for talking does not ii terfere with the operation of the liming

mechanism on the same wires, as the telephones are piovided with con

densers which make this dual operation possible simultaneously. In

addition to ihe operator's telephones, there is also a special

patrolman's telephone ; this is a small, portable affair, hung from a.

shoulder strap. It consists of a case containing an induction coil, with

a trembler and condenser and a combined receiver and transmitter. The

trembler is used for calling by giving a loud buzz in the receiver all along

the line. With this inst rumen i and a coil of wire, the patrolman can

make a quick dash on a motor-cycle along the course to the scene of an

accident or of trouble, throw one end of his wire over either line wire,

stick the other end in the ground, and at once open communication with

the operators at »t»rt and finish.

We may now proceed to a consideration of the means employed for

closing the' electric circuit when a car crosses the sorting and finishing

lines. Various methods have been tritd. One of the earliest was em

ployed at the record trials of the Automobile Club of America, on the

Coney Island Boulevard, on November 16th, 1901, when Henry Fournier

established the world's, mile record of 51 4-5 sec. Here the closirg-

of the electric circuit merely rang gongs, by the sound of which the

timekeepers started and stopped their watches. A rubber hose was

laid across the course and connected with a diaphragm, so that when

the air in the hose was compressed the pressure on the diaphragm

closed the circuit. This proved unsuccessful, however, as it was fonn'1
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•Abstract 01 psper rtad by Mr. A. L. McMurtry before the American Soelety ef

Automobile Engineer*.

Fig. 1.—Wiring Diagram cf Open Circuit.

that the duration of compression as the wheels of a car passed over

the hose was so short that the pressure communicated to the diaphragm

was insufficient to close the circuit.

Finally, an automatic trap was devised that overcame all these

defects. The trap consists of a flat, rectangular box, to the top of

which is secured a spring scales registering up to 60 lbs. To one

end of the scales is attached a short chain that passes over a metal

pulley, having a reduction of one-h; If, and is connected

with a wire strung across the course. The scales are merely

intended for the purpose of determining the tension of the

wire, which is usually drawn to a tension of fifteen pounds, indicated

as thirty on the scale. Mounted on the end of the si aft of the reduciner

pulley iB a trigger aim that can be tightened on the shaft by a set screw

after the trigger has been set. Engaging with the lower end of this

trigger arm is a spring-actuated lever that, when relea-ed, makes,

contact with a stationary contact post, and so closes the circuit to start

the watches of the timing instrument. At the same time another lever

is released that opens tbe circuit, after a given interval, by means of

clockwork, so that the watches can be operated again when the first car

Teaches the first intermediate post or the finish.

We now come to the coi sideration of the actual time-indicating

apparatus. In its complete form, as first used at the Florida beach

meet in 1905, this was arranged to operate six split-second watcl es. A

later form, used the following year, was built for only three watches, as

the officials did not care for tbe intermediate times and the racing rules

called for only three time-pieces. The original apparatus was also-

provided wit h an extra relay for operating a registering chronometer, but

this was not used the following year, owing to ihe expense involved and

the fact that, notwithstanding the chronometer would have given more

accurate and permanent records of the events, the watches would have

to be used any way, as there is no provision in the racing rules that

allows timing by any other means t nan watches.

Tbe six watches were set in a row on tbe panel and secured rigidly

in position with clamp screws, so that the watches could be started and
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stopped l.y a set of plungers called "sweers," acting on the stems, and

ti e split bands operated by a set of smaller plungeis, called " ejOita,"

Acting on the escapement knob*. By means of an automatic cnnent-

distribntor, all six watches weie started simultaneously when a <ar

crossed tbe starting line. Then when it passed an intermediate statu n

three of the splits were stopped to indicate the time for that distance.

At the next intermediate point the second three splits were stopped and

the first three- reset, and so on automatically to ihe end of the event,

when all six watches were stopped. Forward of each watch, below the

panel, were magnets which, when energised, actnated the sweeps and

»l His. Above the panel were two relays for closing the circuits through

the battery and distributor.

Besides tbe apparatus and attachments already described, the

mechanism was piovided with a third relsy for use in connection with a

gun mounted on a standard in the timing stand for automatically

signalling the start and finish of the race. The gun was a repeating

shotgun, which had tbe stock and muzzle sawn off. After it had been

fired it was merely necessary to move ihe grip to eject the discharged

shell and load a fresh shell into tbe breech. Magnets were attached so

that when energised fn.m the baiteries, through the relay on the panel

by the closing of the circuit thiough the automatic trap, the trigger was

depressed and tb< gun discharged at the same instant that the watches

weie stajted. A switch was provided for each relay and for the dis

tributor. In addition, a milli-amperemeter was secured to the panel,

with a key to throw it in circuit, for determining the strength of the

•current at any time.

The wiling system of the timing apparatus is so arranged that by

tbe movi ment of a single lever, operating several switches, the system

can be changed from the open circuit to the loop system. The open

•circuit is the simpler and cheaper, requiring batteries at only one point.

-A diagram of this system is shown in Fig. 1. The arrangement is the
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Tig. 2.—Loop System in the HoHurtry Apparatus.

vsame as in an electric hell circuit having two push-buttons, a relay

taking tbe place of the bell. When the circuit is closed at the starting

point S, the relay R is also closed and the watch W is started through

the action of a magnet M on the pirn ger. The same operation occurs

when the circuit is closed at the finishing point F, when the action of

the relay stops the watch. So it is onl> necessary to close the circuit

■at any point to operate the watches. Against the simplicity of the open

circuit are the manifest disadvantages that timing instruments can be

used at onlj one end of tbe line, and that a crossing of the wires at any

point will close the circuit and perhaps put the entire system out of

operation.

In the loop system, shown in Fig. 2, the upper and lower contacts

are used so that when both keys C and C are up the two relays R R1

are in the circuit. Upon pressing tbe key a line b; ttery B or B1 is

inserted in the circuit, and this operates theplungeis P or P1 situated

at start and finish, thereby operating the watches VV W. With this

system it is necessary to have a battery at each point where a telephone

and timing key are to be placed. This is expensive and troublesome,

but it has the advantage that as many instruments as desired can be

used, and the line is piotected against inteifercnce by outsiders or the

accidental crossing of the wires, resulting in short-circuiting. By con

structing the apparatus with tbe switch previously mentioned, it is

possible to use either system as desired, without entailing any trouble

in changing the wiring. There are condensers on the relays to prevent

sparking, and external magnetism had to be guarded against to prevent

magnetising the watches.

An imi on ant feature of the apparatus is its portability. Tn

Florida the instruments at times bad to be taken up and transported

tweni y miles before the tide came up. The traps had to be changed

frequently for races at varying distances, ss from the kilometre to tbe

mile, in the shortest time. One such change, including a run of

02-100 of a mile, was made in seven minutes. There is, of course, a lag

in the mechanical operation of the instiuments, but this is a negligible

quantity, since the lag at one end is balanced by that at the other.

It has been determined by experimentation, for example, that there is

a lag of 1-20 of a second in the series of operations, including tbe

depressing of the wire attached to the trap, releasing the trigger,

closing tbe circuit, tbe mechanical operation of the relay, closing the

local watch circuit, operating the watch plungers and starting or stop

ping the watches.

The purpose of this paper has been fulfilled by showing that

accurate timing of automobile events is necessary, and that it is

possible to time them to the precision of the 1-100 part of a second by

absolutely automatic electrical and mechanical means whereby the

personal equation and the shortcomings of the stop-watch are

eliminated.

COMPANY NEWS:

Premier Accumulator Company.—£25,000. To acquire the

business carried on by A. Schanschieff and H. Siepbens at Northampton

as Premier Accumulator Company. Cattle Market Road, Northampton.

Oldham Motor Company.—£5,000. As title. 36, Manchester

Road, Oldh m.

Winchester Motor and Dean's Engineering Company.—

£15,000. To take over business of engineers and motor-car manu

facturers and repairers, carried on by Mr. F. J. Dean, at Upper Broad

Street, Winchester.

Harry W. Cox and Co.—£5,000. To acquire business of elec

tricians, engineers, &c, carried on by Harry W. Cox, Ltd., at 1A, Rose-

bery Avenue, E.C. 47, Gray's Inn Road, W.C.

T. Toward and Co.—£18,000. To take over the business of

engineers, boiler and tank builders, and the like, carried on by T.

Toward and W. Toward at the St. Liwrence Ironworks, Ousebmrn,

Newcastle-on-Tyne, as T. Toward and Co.

A. Vedrine and Co.—The annual meeting of this •onapaay has

been held in London. Moving the adoption of the report, the Chairman

(Mr. M. Ulcoq) stated that the works at Courbevoie and Rouen hail

been greatly improved, and at the latter place they had tuned out a

number of taxi-cabs which had been seen in the streets of London and

Paris. There was a net profit for the twelve months under review of

£4,963, to which had to be added £6,900 brought forward from last year.

Mr. Vedrine, the managing director, said that they had orders in hand

for taxi-cabs larger by 500,000 francs than they had last year. On the

first 100 cabs they had lost money, but this had been made up by the

profit on the next 100, and now the contract price left them a satisfactory

profit. They had made the bodies of most of the cabs on the Londoa

streets, nine-tenths of those in Paris, and some in New York, Monte

Carlo, and Buenos Ayres. The report was adopted.

Darracq-Serpollet Omnibus Company.—Presiding at the first

ordinary meeting ot the Darracq-Serpollet Omnibus Company, Mr. J. S.

Smith;Winby said the report and accounts covered the period of the

last sixteen months. It would not be a surprise for the shareholders,

therefore, that at the first general meeting tbey were not able to

announce the payment of a dividend, especially when account was

taken of the diffioult and exceptional circumstances with which they

had to contend by the death of M. Serpollet, the inventor of tbe system.

The completion of the new factory had been delayed for two months

by bad weather, but it had now been equipped under the supervision

of M. Darracq. The two great points upon which it was necessary for

a manufacturer of these motor-'buses to satisfy his customers were,

firstly, reliability and efficiency ; and, secondly, that in the hands of a

customer thev can be made to pay. The reliability and efficiency of

the Darracq-Serpollet vehicles were coming to be admitted, as a result

of trials during the past twelve months. The Metropolitan Steam

Omnibus Company, which was running their vehicles, had proved a

highly profitable venture, and the fleet would be increased, while orders

had been received for almost all European countries and from India for

steam omnibuses.

Enolebert Tyres.—£10,000. To acquire from Warwick Wright

and J. T. C. Moore- Brabazon the sole tights in the United Kingdom for

the sale of Engelbert tyres, to lease a portion of the premises of Warwick

Wright, Ltd., at 110, High Street, Marylebone. The owners of the

tyre (Eng'ebert, Fils et Cie., of Liege) have stipulated that the company

snail depose of tyres to the value of £6,000 during 1908 and £12,009

during 1909, and in each succeeding year 20 per cent, increase on the

stipulated sales for the previous year, up to a maximum of £20,000 per

annum. 110, High Street, Marylebone.

N.S.U. Motor Company.—£5,000. To adopt an agreement with

the Neckarsulmer Fahr.adwerke, A.G., of Neckarsulm, Wurtemberg,

and to carry on the business of manufacturers and letters to hire of

cycles, motors, &c. None. 78, Charlotte Street, W.

The Scottish Motor Traction Company, Ltd.—The aannal

general meeting of this company has been held at 49, Queen Street,

Edinburgh, the Mast* r of Polwarth, chairman of the coapany,

presiding. The chairman moved the adoption of the report and that a

dividend of 5 per cent., free of income tax, be paid for year te>

September 30th, 1907. Mr. Alexander J. Paterson, C.A., seconded.

Mr. Jas. A. Hood, Rosewell, and Mr. Robeit Craig Cowan, Penicuik,

w ere re-elected directors on the motion of Provost Kerr, Loanhead ; and

Messrs. Richard Brown and Co., C.A., were re-elected auditors.
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CLUBS AND ASSOCIATIONS.

ROYAL A.C.

The old War Office in Pall Mall comes into the possession of the

Royal A. C. on the 5th ins t. , on which date the ninety-nine years' lease

will begin. The scheme for the new premises will probably take a

-couple of years to materialise, and it will be near the end of 1909 before

the members will be able to use the house which is to be built upon

/the excellent site.

With reference to the R. A.C. scheme for the association of clubs,

we understand the first provincial club to adopt the same is that of

Nottinghamshire.

BROOKLANDS.

The committee of the Brooklands A.R.C. have decided to hold three

principal two-day meetings this year, viz., the Easter meeting, on April

18th and 20th ; the Whitsun meeting, on June 6th and 8th ; and. the

August meeting, on August 1st and 3rd. The remaining meetings will

be one day events and will take place on May 9th, July 4th, Sep

tember 12th and October 3rd. In addition, there will be other events

arranged by the Koyal Automobile Club and affiliated clubs ou the

Brooklands motor course.

The Standard Class races will also be continued. Each of these

(the 26-h.p., 40-h.p., 60-h.p. and 9J-h,p. resoectively) will be divided into

short and long races, and at every meeting the four Standard Class

races will ba run, three of them over a short distance, and the fourth

over a long distance. To avoid any one car proving a continuous winner

in its respective Standard Class, trie committee have decided that the

winner of such a race shall be debarred from competing in the two

subsequent Standard Class races of the same size and over the same

distance ; after having stood down for two races, such barred car will

have the option of competing again in its Standard Class, or, should it

waive this right, it will be eligible to compete in a so-called Standard

Class Championship race held at the Hat meeting of the season. By

this means it is hoped that new competitors will enter for each Standard

Class race—the winners meeting for a final decisive struggle at the

-championship meeting.

In addition to Standard Class races, every race day will provide

handicaps, in which cars will be handicapped by distance, and dimension

races, that is to say, races in which the classification will constantly

vary from one dimension to another, thus endeavouring to ensure that

those cars which are not suited by the Standard Classes will at

some time or another find races suitable to their engine dimensions.

SUSSEX COUNTY.

At the December meeting of the committee of the Snssex County

A.C, which was well attended, the controversy between the Koyal A.C.

and the M.U. formed the chief subject for consideration.

After tne matter had been discussed at some length the following

resolution was proposed and carried unanimously, viz. :—" That the

Sussex County A.C. much regrets the precipitate action of the Royal

A.C., and tender to the Motor Union its loyal and continued support.

IRISH.

"^vThb committee of the Irish A.C. are pleased to announce that the

Countess of Aberdeen has consented to accompany the Lord Lieutenant

on the occasion of the opening of the Dublin Motor Slow to-day (Satur

day).

The Welsh A.C. has decided to give continued support to the

LIABILITY OF LOCAL AUTHORITY AS TO STATE OF

ROADS.

-♦-

Thb record has been closed at Elgin in an action at the instance of

Basil lies, electrical engineer, West Malvern, and Mrs. lies against the

County Council of Elgin. Mr. Ilea claims £300, and Mrs. lies £250,

with £51) for expenses, for injuries sustained by Mr. lies and damage

to a motor-car, which met with an accident owing to the alleged faulty

and negligent manner in which the road in the neighbourhood of Dunain

Bridge na-1 been widened. On July 8th he drove his wife and three

friends to El^in. They were returning home by the road leading through

Grantown to Nethybridge via Dunain Bridge. On the north side of

the road there is a narrow turf verge, and immediately beyond that a

•ditch terminating where the road curves in a culvert. On approaching

this point Mr. lies steered his cir to the right-hand side of the road in

order to pass two cyclists travelling in the same direction as himself,

lie had a view of the road beyond the curve and saw that it was clear.

When the car reached a point a few yards short of the culvert, the

inside wheels, which were about four feet from the edte of the road,

suddenly began to sink into the surface of the road, which had been

recently widened. They sank so deeply as to render it impossible for

Mr. lies to steer the car away from the ditch, and it ran into the

■covering of the culvert. Mrs. lies, who was sitting beside her husband,

was thrown from her seat by the shock, and her head struck the glass
•wind screen with such violence as to completely smash the screen. She

was severely injured, being mu-.h bruised and badly cut about the fa;j

and li iad. The car was also seriously damaged by the accident. The

County Council deny liability, and contend that the accident was due

to the pursuer's recklessly driving his car at an excessive speed on the

side of the road, which was then in a very wet state owing to a severe

rainstorm. They also contend that the pursuer had not proper control

of the car. The settlement of this case is given in our "Comments" on

another page.

RULES AND COURTESIES OF THE ROAD.

-*>-
The General Committee of the Motor Union has adopted a series

of suggestions with regard to the behaviour of motorists and others on

the road, which has been prepared by its Signs and Notices Committe j

as follows:—

Taking Corners.—A corner should not be cut close on the right or

"off" side, but it is especially dangerous to take a corner on the wrong

side when it cannot be seen that the road is clear ; therefore, in taking

blind corners to the right hand, always keep to the extreme left or

"near" side, no matter how much slowing down this may involve.

Main Road Traffic has the priority ; therefore when entering a

main road from a side road always do so at a slow pace.

Signals.—When about to alter speed or direction the following

indications should be given :—

(a) Stopping or slowing down : the driver's right arm ex

tended horizontally from the shoulder, with the fore arm held up

vertically.

(6) A turn to the right : his right arm fully extended,

(e) A turn to the left : the left aim similarly extended.

 

The Pope-Toledo Touring Diligence shown at the recent Exhibition

in Sew York.

On no account should the driver extend his right arm when a turn

is to be made to the left ; nor should any passenger extend his left arm

when a turn is going to be made to the light.

The right hand held downwards by the side of the car and waved

forwards gives a useful signal that following traffic may pass.

It is well to make these signals habitually, whether there is traffic

oi not. It is often quite as important to communicate any change of

direction or speed to persons in fiont of you as to those bebind. A

signal should also be given at a facing junction of forked roads so as to

indicate which road is to be taken.

Meeting or Overtaking.—All traffic should be met or overtaken

on its proper side, and as much room as possible should be given to

bicycles. Whenever conveniently possible, motor drivers should keep

their right-hand or " off" side wheels near to the centre of the road. On

appro*ching a bridge with a sharp rise keep well to the left or " near "

side of the road.

Avoid passing another vehicle at any bend of the road, or at a cross

road. When about to pass a vehicle going the same way as yourself, if

a third vehicle is nearly approaching from the opposite direction, let the

latter pass you first, before you overtake the former.

When passing a man riding in charge of two horses, keep, if

possible, on the side furthest from the led horse.

When overtaking another vehicle, especially a motor-car, be

certain that your presence is recognised before attempting to pass.

In Traffic, keep a reasonable distance from. the vehicle in front.

In Descending Hills give way to ascending traffic.

The Horn or Bell should be used with discrimination, each

signal having its own special purpose ; and sounded not more loudly,

nor more frequently, than is quite necessary.

When Pclling-up or Stopping, do so in a suitable and con

venient place. Never stop near a corner. Always be prepared for any

emergency, and always stop in case of accident.

The United Motor Industries, Ltd., are supplying the Nonex fire

preventive devices to the motor trade.
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CASES UNDER THE MOTOR CAR ACT.

-♦- .

A Question of Jurisdiction.

An interesting point of law was involved in a case -which IheBiay

magistrates struck out for want of jurisdiction, and in which District

Inspector Tiiscott charged Mr. Ebbinstein, of Dublin, with having, by

negligence in the management of a motor-car, caused injury to Patrick

Kelly at Brsy. At a previous heaiiDg of the case, Mr. James O'Connor,

who a] peart d for defendant, argued that, as an administrative county

intervened between' where the offence occuired ard where defendant

resided the magistrates had no jurisdiction in the case. Mr. Triscott

relied on the point that since defendant Mas before the Court both

personally and by bis counsel be could not argue a want of jurisdiction

en the part of the magistrates to summon Hm there ; but Mr. O'Connor

said tbat both defendant and himself attended on the last Court day

cut of respect to the Bench to point cut to them tl eir -want of juiisdic-

tion, and. to inform the Court that they appeared under protest.

Mr. Meldon. R.M., in delivering the judgment of the Court, said

that the very important question involved in tbe case—namely, whether a

summons to appear before a petty sessions court could be served outside

the county and not in the adjoining connty—had been determined in the

case of Leyden v, the G.S. and W. Railway Company by a court com

posed of nine judges, restricting the service of sumn onses to the county

and the adjoining county.: Tbat seemed somewhat anomalous from the

fact that ip certain defined rases of road nuisances, offences by owners

ef carts and cars, and tbose appertaining to rules of the road, power wss

expressly given to summon offenders before justices of tke petty

sessions district in which tbe oftence had been committed. Thus a car

riage owner maybe summoned to tbat sessions for furious driving in tbat

distriot, bat a motor owner may not be so summoned under the Motor

Acts.

The Mud on a Cab.

At Denton, Peroy Day, chauffeur to Mr. George Ollerenshaw, of

Hightield House, Glossop, was summoned for failing to carry a light at

the rear of bis motor-car by which the identification marks could be dis

cerned. It was stated that tbe night was very wet, and the lamp at the

rear of the car, although burning perfectly, was covered with mud to

Fiich an extent tbat the light was invisible. Dr. Eastham contended

that the defendant bad taken every reasonable precaution in order to

earty oat the Act of Parliament, and was not responsible for the con

dition of the car. The charge was eventually withdrawn upon' the defen

dant agreeing to pay 5s. for costs.

The Value of a Speedometer.

Before the Hon. de Grey, at the South Western Police Court,

William Rotheroe, driver to Mr. Fairclough, has heen summoned for

exceeding tbe speed limit at Roebampton fane on December 8th. Mr.

Taylor- Parkes (of Messrs. Amery-Parkee, Macklin), appeared on behalf

of tbe defence. The evidence of tbe constables engaged upon the police

trap was to the effect that the defendant covered a measured distance

of 220 yards at tbe rate of twenty-six miles an hour. It was admitted

in cross-examination tbat the defendant, who stopped, pointed out his

speedometer, the tell-tale hand of which showed that the maximum

speed only reached fourteen miles an hour. The defendant was called

and stated tbat he was only travelling at the rate of fourteen miles an

hour according to the speedometer. Mr. Fairclough, who was sitting

next to the driver, corroborated. Another occupant of the car stated

tbat be saw tbesignal which was given by the constable at the beginning

of the trap, this being given when the car was some little way over the

commencement of'the measured distance. The magistrate held tbat in

this i a e he must accept tbe evidenee of the speedometer, and he dis

missed the summons accordingly.

Alleged Dangerous Driving.

At tbe Lambeth Police Court, Sam Mayo, the comedian, who resides

at Brixton Road, was summoned before Mr. Hopkins, at the instance

of the p. lice, for driving a motor-car at Brixton on the night of Novem

ber 301 n in a mat ner which was dangerous to the public. P.c. Soames

stated that on the night of November 30th he saw the defendant driving

a motor-car in Brighton Terrace. The defendant turned the ear directly

under the bend of a horse attacl ed to a brougham and stopped. The

defendant then backed it into Brighton Terrace, a distance of about

26 yards. A number of people who were leaving the music-hall had to

ran on the footway to escape being knocked down. In giving evidence

the defendant said he thought the poliee might have prejudice against

him in consequence of a policeman's song he had been singing. Three

witnesses who were with him on the occasion in question agreed that

there v. as nothing in his driving to justify the summocs. He was

ordered to pay a fine of 40s. and 2s. costs.

Local Bye-law or Motor Car Act.

At York Police Court, Robert Gale, of Brandsby Hall, Easingwold,

was summoned under the Y< rk Local Act for driving a motor-car to

tbe public danger in Gillygate, York, on December 5tb. Snpt. Wool-

nough asked the Bereh to allow the alteration of the summons so that

the case might be taken under the Motor Car Act. Mr. Crombie, for

dtfencant, objected to this course, and the case was proceeded with.

P.c. Clifford gave evidence ot the allegtd excessive speed. In reply to

Mr. * i umbie, the constable said he could not identify anyone in court

as the driver of the car, Mr. Crombie said his client was certainly i»

court, and if the witness could not recognise him there was no evidence-

against him. Replying to the Lord Mayor, Mr. Crombie declined to calf

his client, because, he said, ' if he did so the wit> ess would say he-

recognised him. The Lord Mayor said the time of the Court could not

be wasted in waiting for the defendant to show himself, and he

adjourned the case for a week.

A Dismissal.

Seeing a motor-wagon in High Street, Tibshelf, on December 4th,

P.c. Price guessed the speed at which it was going at ten miles an.

hour. Then Ernest Wassell, a Sutton-in-Ashfield motor driver, was

charged at Clay Cross Court with driving a locomotive at a greater speed

than four miles an hour in High Stieet, Tibshelf, on December 4th.

The policeman said be savrtbe defendant driving a locomotive belonging*

to a Sutton-in-Ashfield Hour firm in the direction of Mori on. He esti

mated the rale at which it was going at about ten miles an hour.

Large volumes of smoke and fire were issuing from the funnel, and some

of the sparks fell upon some horses. Defendant said that tbe machine he

was in charge of v. as one of four tons. On the date in question he had

five tons on it. He made seven calls in the thoroughfare where the-

constable alleged the offence took place. He pulled up when he got to-

the Brampton Brewery Company's dray, and his companion led one of

the horses past. The engine was registered to ran at live miles an hour.

He judged that he was going at tbe rate of about three or fonr miles an

hour. He had not been warned about the speed by anyone, and was

" dumbstruck " when the officer charged him two days after with the

offence. It was not a traction engine but a steam motor. Snpt.

McLarty said he thought he would withdraw the case. He was under

the impression that the vehicle was a heavy locomotive.

Mr. Weigel's Affeal.

Many gentlemen well known in motoring circles gathered on Tues

day at East Sussex Quarter Sessions at Lewes, over which Sir Williams

Grantham presided. Mr. D. M. Weigel appealed from the Haywards-

Heath justices, who had sentenced him to one month's imprisonment

and suspended his licence for two years from tbe date of the expiration

of the current licence. The charges were two—dangerous driving and

refusing to stop lor a constable in uniform in August last. The appeal)

was before tbe October Sessions and adjourned, after a suggestion on,

behalf of the police to reduce the punishment to a fine of £50 and sus

pension of the licence for one year.

Sir William Grantham said, as tbe result of a consultation of the-

Bench, that if wealthy people would drive motor-cars recklessly:

imprisonment was the only punishment for them. But be and hts

brother magistrates recognised tbat, owing to what happened at the

October Sessions, Sir Charles Mathews and his client had been placed*

in the position practically of pleading guiliy ; and it would now De-

impossible to try the appeal equitably. Under those circumstances,

the court would modify the sentence to the maximum fine of £50

instead of imprisonment, his lieence would be suspended for twelve

months from the time it expired, and on the second case the fine of £10

and costs would remain, and Mr. Weigel would have to pay the extra,

costs of the appeal.

A MOTOR CAR ON A TAR-SPRAYED ROAD.

An interesting case arising out of a motor-car skidding on the dust-

preventing tar spray has been beird at the Sheffield County Court_

before J udge Benson. Edward Adams, of Dinnington, sued the Corpora

tion of Sheffield for £9 6s. lid. damages caused through the negligence

of the defendants or their servants while repairing Hands.vorth Hill.

The damages to his car amounted to £6 3s. lid., and tje remaining

£3 3s. was fur a new suit of clothes.

Plaintiff's case was that on July 15th he was driving his motor-ear

towards Sheffield, and when nn the brow of Han isworth Hill he noticed

that for some distance the whole breadth of the mad, with the exception

of a strip, was treated with a rar or creosote preparatb n. The track left

clear was ju-t broad enough for one vehicle. It was, however, blockedjby a

motor-lorry that bad broken down through skidding, it was said, on ti e

tar spray. Haiti) ill brought his car to a standstill because he did not

like the look of the road that bad been treated. At that time a man

who appeared to be a Corpor tiou employee waved his hand for him to

go across the tar spray. He let the car run at its lowe t speed, but as

soon as he got on it the wheels sk.dded violently. The car skidded for

100 yards, and then ran into the wall. Plaintiff was flung on to the

tar, bis car was damaged, and his clothes ruined ly the tar. It was

contended that the Corporation bad done nothing to denote the peril

of the road. The defence was tbat everything tb. t was reasonable was

done to warn the people going along the road. In addition to a red

flag, barrier, and tn sties, two men were stationed to Ue. p traffic off the

tar. There was quite sufficient room lor two vehicles to pass on the part

of the roadway that had not been treated. Had plaintiff used reason

able care he would not have skidd, d even on the tar. It was denied

tbat the car was ever stopped, and it was stated that he w. s beckoned

to keep off the tar.

His Honour thought that the plaintiff was decidedly of the-

inipression that he was invited on the tar hy the defendant's servants.

He gave judgment for the plaintiff, the amount agreed upon being-.

£7 16s. lid.
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AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS.

As inquiry was conducted by Mr. Troutbeck, at Westminster,

with reference to the death of Mary Sullivan, who was knocked down and

killed by a motor-omnibus in Whitehall. Adelaide Wiegold said that she

was walking with the deceased woman along Whitehall, and they

crossed in the direction of the Horse Guards. They had nearly

reached the kerb opposite the Cambridge statue when Sullivan ex

claimed "Ad ," and before she could complete witness's Christian

name she had been struck by a motor-omnibus. Witness turned, and

saw her friend go down. Charles Wood, the conductor of the 'bus, said

he was ii side at. the time, and noticed that the vehicle had pulled up

very sharply. He found his driver in a fainting condition, and the

deceased woman lay under the staircase. Alfred Pratt, the driver, said

he saw the two young ladles crossing the road, and sounded his hooter,

but it made only a faint sound. When near the kerb, Miss Sullivan

took two steps backwards, and was caught by the mud-guard. Had she

gone straight on she would have been all right.

The coroner observed that nobody could bare any doubt about the

increased danger of the London streets, especially in the central parts.

This was owing to the improvement in means of transit demanded by

the public. These motor-omnibuses, which were duly authorised after

careful consideration, were a public convenience, but the pedestrian had

to be considered. The increased street dangers could only be practically

met by the very greatest caie on the pan of the drivers and of the

public themselves. The jury returned a verdict of "Accidental death," and

exonerated the driver from all blame.

A motoring accident happened on Thursday week, on the London

and Brighton road, at Bolney. A car containing five persons was pro

ceeding from London to Brighton. It passed the Queen's Head Hotel,

and swung down the hill at a good pace. Just before the cross roads are

reached there are sharp curves to the main road, and in rounding one of

these the chauffeur apparently caught sight of a car coming towards him

and steered sharply to the left. The car was suddenly turned com

pletely over. The up car passed the overtnrned one safely and the

driver sped on to warn any cars that might be rounding the bend so as

to avoid a further complication of the smash. Several cars came along

quickly after the accident, and assistance was obtained. The passengers

of the overturned car were extricated from their position, much shaken

and suffering from shock. The motor-car was subsequently removed to

the Brighton and South Coast Motor Garage for repair. h

The inquest on Mrs. Maria Monday, who died from injuries inflicted

by a motor-car iu Denbigh Street, Pimlico, concluded on Tuesday in the

Westminster Coroner's Court with a verdict of " Manslaughter " against

the driver, Crawford Pavis. Mrs. Munday's daughter said she and her

mother were walking across Denbigh Street to l heir home when a

motor-car came along. They thought they had time to cross, but when

they reached the middle of the road the car was going at such a pace

that the daughter thought it better to stop. Her mother hurried on,

and as she reached the kerb the side of the car caught her and knocked

her down. Mr. Charles Mersing said two motor-cars passed him at

tremendous speed in Hindon Street ; on the Vox seat of each of the cars

were a driver and a girl. At Warwick Street one of the cars rushed

round a parcel post van, and a moment later he heard a shout in Den

bigh Street. Kunning there he saw a woman lying under one of the

motor-cars apparently dying. The Coroner, in summing up, said, if the

woman was rash or careless that was no excuse for the driver not being

cautious. After the verdict of manslaughter against Davis he was com

mitted for trial on the coroner's warrant.

—Bceeew

LIGHTS ON VEHICLES.

Snt E. R. Henry, the Chief Commissioner of the Metropolitan

Poliee, has circulated a notice among>t railway companies and City

firms drawing their attention to the new provisions of the Lights on

Vehicles Aet, 1907, which came into force on Wednesday. The new law

enacts :—

" That every person who shall cause or permit any vehicle to be

in any street, highway, or road, to which the public have access, during

the period between one hour after sunset and one hour before sunrise,

shall provide such vehicle with lamp or lamps in proper order, and so

constructed and capable of being so attached as when lighted to the

front to display a white light, visible for a reasonable distance. If

only one lamp is provided it shall be placed on the off or right side of

the vehicle and if the lamp or lamp* are so constructed as to permit a

l:ght to be seen from the rear, that light shall be red. He shall also, if

the vehicle is used for the purpose of carrying timber, or any load pro

jecting more than 6 ft. to the rear, provide the same with a lamp or

lamps in proper working order, and so constructed and capable of being

so attached as, when lighted, to display to the rear a red light visible for

a reasonable distance."

Offenders are liable on summary conviction for' each and every

offence to a | cnalty not exceeding 40s., and in case of a second or subse

quent conviction to a penalty not exceeding £5. The provision applies

to any machine or implement of any kind drawn by animal traction,

and to every sort of vehicle except bicycle, tricycle, velocipede, light

locomotive or motor-car, heavy locomotive or wagon drawn thereby,

required to carry-lamps under other statutory provisions, or any vehicle

drawn or propelled by hand.

APPEALS ALLOWED.

The Lewes Quarter Sessions on Tuesday unanimously quashed the

conviction by the Lewes County Bench of Mr. Cecil Cnandless, of

Sherington Manor, Selmeston, Sussex, on a charge of recklessly driving

his motor-car, for which he was fined £10. The court also ordered the

magistrates to pay the costs of theappeal. In trying to avoid two restive

horses Mi. Chandless's car ran into atoll-house. Mr. Humphreys, K.C.,

appeared for the magistrates ; Lord Robert Cecil, K.C., M.P., and

Mr. Jenkins (instructed by Mr. Staplee Firth) appeared for Mr Chand-

less.

A point of considerable interest to motoiists was decided on Tuesday

at Shropshire Qnarter Sessions on an appeal by Mr. Algeron Percy, of

Guys Cliffe, Warwick, against a conviction by Oswestry County Bench

against him of driving to the danger of the public. The appellant

admitted passing cross-roads marked by signal at nineteen miles an hour

without blowing his horn, but be contended that as a policeman who

was on the scene did not warn him he was entitled to assume that there

was no danger. He denied that the officer was in concealment or that

there were children on the road. The Court allowed the appeal.

HINTS ON FITTINQ THE STEPNEY SPARE WHEEL.

As we find that difficulty is often experienced in understanding the

simplicity of fitting the Stepney spare wheel, the following instructions,

issued by the Stepney Spare Motor Wheel, Ltd., may prove useful :—

1. Jack up the car until the deflated tyre is well off the ground.

2. The Stepney wheel is then placed alongside -the car wheel, with

the fixed clips uppermost and the adjustable clips down.

3. Place the two fixed clips of the wheel inside the uppermost edges

of the rim (as far as possible from the security bolts and valve), and

 

A 60-h.p. German Daimler Lorry built for the German Military

Authorities.

The vehicle, which ii fitted with a til-cylinder engine, Is able to carry a load
of two-tons and to haul four to six tons on trailers.

place the adjustable clips in position, keeping the spare wheel well

pressed against the car wheel, then screw up the fly-nuts tightly with

the hands only.

4. After the spare wheel has been fixed on it is well to see that

the security fly-nuts of the deflated tyre are well screwed up with the

fingers only, to prevent the deflated or damaged tyre from creeping.

5. The four brass bands sent out with the (mailer spare wheel are

to be fastened permanently to the spokes of the oar (one only to each

car wheel), to prevent the clip that engages the spoke of the car

damaging the latter. These bands should be enamelled the same

colour as the car wheels, as they then make a good " landmark " for the

best position for fixing.

6. When fixing the brass spoke bands, see that the band is put on

the spoke which will give the most clearance ; or, if possible, that

none of the hooks of the spaTe wheel will be against any of the security

bolts of the car wheel. If the security bolts of the punctured tyre

cannot all be cleared, unscrew a few turns the fly-nut of the security

bolt which happens to come in the way and push it back, then the

hook of the Stepney wheel will fit in over the rim all right.

7. Biass spoke bands are not required with the larger size Stepney

wheels, which aTe fitted with leather straps.

8. If the bead of the punctured tyre is found to be sticking to

the bead of the car rim, use a tyre lever to push the punctured tyre'

inwards, then it will be found that the Stepney can be easily fitted.

From Messrs. A. Darrarq and Co. comes an interesting bookht

devoted to testimonials from usersof Darracq cars. Itextei ds to about

fifty pages, and the fact that there ere on i tie average three letters to

the page is evidence of the popularity of these vehiclts.
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

JANUARY, 1908.

4fh-llth.—Dublin Motor Show.

6th (M.).—Dinner of the Irish A.C. at the Gresham Hotel, Upper

Ssckville Street, Dublin.

7th (T. )—Speed Limit Inquiry by L.G.B. Inspector at Kendal.

8th (W.).— Incorporated Institution of Automobile Engineers—Dr. H. S.

Hele-Shaw on the Fuel Question.

Special meeting of the Koyal A.C.

8th (W.)—First R.A.C. drivers' examination for 1908.

9th (Th.)—Dinner of the West Essex A.C. at Seven Kings,

llth (S ).—Annual meeting of the Lincolnshire M.C.C.

15th (W.).—Conference of Automobile Club representatives, convened by

the Motor Union, at St Etniin's Hotel, Westminster, S.W.

17th (F.).—Annual Dinner of the Nottinghamshire A.C. at the Victoria

Station Hotel. Nottingham.

18th-Feb. 2nd.—Automobile Exhibition at Turin.

24th (F.).—Annual Dinner of the Scottish A.C. at Edinburgh.

24th (S.)-Feb. 1-t.—Scottish Motor Exhibition in the Waverley Market,

Edinburgh, to be opened by Lord Kineshnrgh.
■26th (Sun.). —Ciiterium de Voiturettes and Coupe de l'Exposition Trial

for motor-eycUs organised by the Turin A.C. and the

Motor Club of Italy.

27th (M.).—Annual general meeting of the Motor Cycling Club at

8 p.m., at the Tudor Hotel, London, W.

29th (W.)—First lesson of the course to be given by Mr. R. S. Currie

to the Ladies' A.C.

31st (F.).—Annual meeting of the Blackheath A.C.

lst(Sat).-

2nd (Sun.).

7th-1fith.-

12th (W. J.

FEBRUARY.

-Annual meeting of the Lincolnshire A.C.

— Reliability Trial of the Motor Tnion of Western India.

-Manchester Motor Show at Telle Vne.

—Mr. F. W. Lanchester on "Problems of Automobile Design,"

at the Incorporated Institute of Automobile Engineers.

15th (Sat.).— Auto-C\cle Union Annual Dinner.

20th (Th.).— Meeting of the Fseex M.C.

Mr. H. R. de Salis on the Inland Waterways of England

and Wales from the motor-boating point of view.

24th (M.).—Motor Show at Bcmhay.

MARCH.

2l3t (S.)-28th (S.).—Cordingley"s Thirteenth International Motor-Car

Exhibition at the Kojal Agricultuial Hell, London.

APRIL.

Auto-Cycle Union's Tourist Trophv Race and Quarterly Trial.

18th.—First meeting of the Brooklands A.RC. for 1908. The full

programme for the season appears in our Club News.

MAY.

10th (Sun.).—Targa Florio.

25th.—Industrial Vehicle Competition of the A.C. de France.

JUNE.

Koyal A.C. Reliability Trial for Touring Cars.

15th-19th.—Scottish Reliability Trial.

Jan. 4th—5.2

5th—5.3

Liohting-up Timet—London.

6th—5.4 .„ „ 8th—5.8

7th—6.6 „ 9th—5.9
... 10th—5.10

_ llth—5.11

ROAD REPORTS.

Tottenham.—The Tottenham District Council has given its

Approval to a proposal for the construction of a new roadway across the

marshes to connect the lower part of the district with Walthamstow, sub

ject to the Tottenham and Edmonton Gas Company providing all the

necessary material* for the work, ami negotiating arid settling with the

Great Eastern Railway Company for the erection of a bridge over its

main line, and to the road being continued into Walthamstow.

Wigtownshire.—At a meeting of the Rhins District' Committee

of Wigtownshire County Council, held at Stranraer, a report by the

Ko«d Surveyor hs to restriction poets and danger signals for the regulation

of motor-cnr traffic has been consideied, and alter much discussion the

surveyor's recommendation i f the places for the erection of notice boards

was adopte*'. Some of the speakers wanted restriction of speed

especially on the narrow roads.

HAMPSHIRE.—Among the roads under repair are the main rond

between Bishop's Wareham and Upham, the Winchester and South

ampton road between Olterhourne and Chandler's Ford, and the

Winchester and Andover road between the tint and fourth milestones.

POLICE TRAPS.

We would advise motorists passing through Kingston not to exceed

the legal limits either in the ten mile or twenty mile section of the

town.

[n the parish of Allesley (near Coventry) a measured quarter of a

mile is frequently operated by the police against motorists.

Not satisfied with the imposition of a speed limit of ten miles an

hour through the village of Handcross, the residents now desire the per

manent placing of a policeman on that particular mile of hichway.

Why cannot they apply to the A.A. for a scout?

Extreme caution should be exercised by all who motor thiough the

streets of Bournemouth.

THE local authorities at Winchester are urging the police to

greater activity against motorists.

CLAIM AGAINST MOTORIST DISMISSED.

At the Wandsworth County Court, before Judge Woodcock, Mr.

I). ivies, of C'apham RUe. was sued for, £30 12*. for damages for personal

injuries alleged to have been done by his negligent driving of his motor

car. At the close of the case for the plaint ill', Mr. Staplee Firth sub

mitted for the defendant that, although it was common ground that an

accident had happened, there was not sufficient evidence to support an

ac'ion in law, as there was no evidence of negligence. After the

defendant had been put into the witness-box his Honour dismissed the

case with costs.

BUSINESS NEWS.

—♦—
The Right Hon. the Earl of Dartmouth, P.C., has ordered

a 36-h.p. ear of the Padley type from the Daimler Company.

Mr. George du Cros has now decided definitely to give his

whole energies to the affairs of Messrs. Panhard and Levassor, making

the works at Acton Vale his headquarters. Mr. Willie du Cros will

look after the business of W. and G. du Cros, at 14, Regent 8treet, 8.W.

Anothfr accessory, in addition to those already mentioned, which

contributed to the success of Mr. W. T. Clifford Earp's record on Brook-

lands track was the coil, which was of the E.I.C. type.

The North of England depot for the Parsons non-skid is at 237,

Deansg tte, Manchester.

The Deasy Motor Car Manufacturing Company, Ltd., have

received a telegram f torn a gentleman in India, who has a 24-h.p. Deasy

car, stating that he has made a splendid record run under six days, be

tween Bombav and Calcutta.

Mr. H. Waymouth Prance, 39, Wesfcbourne Gardens, W., is, in

addition to carrying out expert examinations of second-hand cars,

supplying new cars and giving free tuition and assistance to the pur

chasers.

The Pegasus detachable non-skid can be seen by City motorists at

the L'tndon showroom of Messrs. Middlemore and Lampiugh, Ltd., 23,

Wool Exchange, Basinghall Street, E.C.

The marked manner in which the Stepney wheel is growing in

popularity was shown on Monday morning last. When the Christmas

post was opened at the company's offices at Llanelly it showed orders for

no fewer than 350 spare wheels.

The Cie dks Magnetos Simms-Bosch, Ltd.. of 23, Store Street,

London, W.C , has adopted the name of " The Bo»ch Magneto Company,

Ltd.." and will describe what has hitherto been known as the Simms-

Bosch magneto as the Bosch.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

All communication* intended for insertion in thit Journal or relating

to Editorial matter* should be addressed to The Editorial Depart

ment, Motor-Cab Journal, 27-33, Charing Cross Boad, London,

W.C, and must be written on one side of the paper only. Letters must in

all eases be accompanied by the name and address of the writer, at no

notice will be taken of anonymous communications.

The Editors cannot undertake to return MSS. or drawings,

every effort will be made to do so in the case of rejected eommun

Where such are regarded as of value, correspondents are requested to

retain copies.

Tht Editors do not hold themselves responsiblefor the opinions ex

by their correspondents, or for statements andfacts which do not

in the editorial columns.

To insure insertion communications and contributions must be in

the Editors' hands by Tuesday forenoon of the week in which the same

are intended to appear. Disappointment may be caused by non-compliance

with this rule, and to avoid this earlier recetnt, ifpossible, is necessary.

Photographers, both professional and amateur, are invited to send

photographs of current events or ofmotoring scenes arid incidents. The fe€,

if any, required for reproduction should be stated in each case, otherwise

no liability will be accepted.

The Editors and Publishers beg also to state that they will accept no

responsibility for unsolicited contributions, even if used, unless payment

for same is directly specified in forwarding, and the terms arranged before)

publication.
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rE have always regarded motor

scouts as ancillary to the police

in securing the safety of the road.

They perform useful service in preventing

the breach of the law, and by warning

motorists who are apparently going beyond

reasonable limits are performing a public

service. This view, however, has heretofore

been rejected by the police, who apparently

are more anxious to catch people after the

commission of an offence than to prevent

the alleged misdemeanour. Therefore, we

naturally welcome the decision of the New

market justices on Tuesday, when they

accepted the plea of Sir Charles Mathews that there is no

illegality in an endeavour to prevent a breach of the law, pro

vided, of course, that no physical interference or obstruction

takes place. The decision thus going on the lines of the Croydon

case of Constable v. Little shouldencourage the Automobile Asso

ciation to continue their good work. In fact, the police evidence

fully proved its value to motorists, for a sergeant was able to

testify that the scout, whose assiduity seemed to annoy the

officers, had scented traps despite the attempted concealment of

the police, and had warned many drivers of their proximity to

the ten mile'limit zone. The explanation of their system by the

police and the demonstration of how it can be legally met by the

A.A. organisation is a welcome New Year's greeting to one of

the most virile of the motoring Eocieties.

Courtesy on the

Road.

The Signs and Notices Committee of

the Motor Union have drawn up some

Rules and Courtesies of the road, which

will shortly be generally distributed

among local authorities as well as those

who own and drive motor vehicles. In

our last issue we gave these suggestions in full in the final form

in which they have been adopted by the General Committee.

It now remains for our readers not only to observe these rules,

but also to make them known to all who use the roads, whether

for motor traffic or horse-drawn vehicles, for the mutual benefit

of everybody.

London's Traffic

Muddle.

Apart from the question of method of

industrial remuneration which is in

volved in the unfortunate dispute that

has kept a couple of hundred motor-

'buses in their garages while their

owners have seen the chance of profit

shrinking quickly, the present motor-'bus strike in London

suggests the necessity for the organisation of traffic in such a

way that the public are not likely to be inconvenienced. The

patrons of the motor-'bus in London have had their patience

sorely tried of late. They have a hazy idea that the mechanical

vehicle is the cause of the shortening of penny stases; they

know it sometimes plays pranks when they are on the way to

catch trains that wait not on the street traffic's delay ; and

now they find that, having driven many horse-drawn 'buses off

the road, the motor-'bus is not running. In face of such a triple

set of adverse circumstances the enthusiasm of the motor-'bu&

advocate may well be frozen. Ini London we have a spectacle

of tubes, trams, trains, above and below ground, cabs, 'buses and

other means of locomotion competing with each other in the-

most unbusinesslike pantomimic mix-up. Surely some advisory

statutory body is needed to suggest or compel reason to pre

vail, so that the public convenience and capital invested shall

both be safeguarded. The present position is simply ruinous to

the proprietors and too uncertain to be regarded with pleasure

by those who travel daily through the great Heart of the

Empire.

♦ ♦ ♦

Strikes which are likely to produce

inconvenience to the public cannot be

The Present popular, and when, in addition, they are

Strike. directed against companies with de

clining profits, the chances of success are

further reduced. Hence the surprise

with which many have watched the enforced idleness of the

" Union Jack " motor-'buses in London during the past few days.

The question of the dispute is easily resolvable , into words, the

gist of the matter being the adoption by the London Road Car

Company of the system of payment by the journey, which is

adopted by the Vanguard and the London General Omnibus

companies, or the continuance of the daily wage plan, under

which the men had a guaranteed wage on taking their vehicle

out of the garage. Altogether about 1,300 men are involved

in the dispute.

Motoring

in

Ireland.

Irklam), which this week is enjoying

a really excellent motor exhibition in

Dublin, has always favoured the motor

movement. Fortunately, the Lord

Lieutenants appointed by the last two

Governments have been equally well dis

posed towards the automobile, and Sir Horace Piunkett, whose

public services are recognised in Ireland, has not allowed his

official position to prevent bis active presidency of the Irish .

Automobile Club. The Earl of Dudley did much for motorists

in the Gordon Bennett year, and the Earl of Aberdeen, by

declaring open both the 1907 and the 1908 motor exhibitions,

has indicated an equally keen solicitudo for the advance of

motorism in the Emerald Isle. Hitherto its main successes have

been concerned with the pleasure side of the automobile ; but

the recent advent of motor lorries into Belfast has convinced

many Irishmen of the commercial possibilities as well as the

pleasurable side of the motor vehicle.

An Appeal from

Horsham.

Last week was a memorable one for

Sussex justices, for both at the East and

the West Quarter Sessions were decisions

adverse to motorists quashed on appeal.

This is a satisfactory start for the New

Year, and if those owners who are fined

without proper cause would be more ready to appeal than has

hitherto been the case, much of the persecution that has existed

in Sussex would quickly cease. The appeal which was allowed

at the West Sussex Sessions, on Thursday of last week, is typical

of many similar cases that could be equally well won by

motorists so public-spirited as Mr. T. E. Comine, of Claphani
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Park. He was motoring with his wife and two friends, in

October, between Rusper and Horsham, when a dog rushed

under the car and was killed. Summoned at Horsham for " dan

gerous " driving, he was fined X10 and costs. Against such

severity he appealed, and Mr. Leonard Costello, on his behalf,

clearly established the facts that the car was being driven at

only a moderate pace, that the hooter had been sounded, and

that there was not the slightest danger to the public. So clear

was the case that the chairman of the Bench said the magistrates

would decide it without speeches from counsel, and they there

upon allowed the appeal, emphasising the vindication of Mr.

Cumins by allowing costs against the police.

Benevolence in the

Motor Trade.

SEVERAL times has the suggestion been

put forward that the benevolent instincts

and resources of those engaged in the

motor business should be organised in a

definite form with a view to assisting

those who may, from time to time, be in

need of help. Almost every great industry, recognising the

mutability of things, has its philanthropic society or organisation

to help those who may fall away from prosperity. So that, as

the motor business expanded, the concrete expression of a feeling

of goodwill towards those in the rear was only in accordance

with the practice of other industries. Fortunately, in the

 

Touring in France.—A snapshot of a Hotchkiss Car taken between

Pontanmnr and Fontgiband.

cycle business, from which many of those engaged in motorism

have evolved, there was an organisation ready to hand which

many believed could be readily extended to embrace those

in the motor branch of locomotion. Negotiations with this

object have been in progress for some time past, and at the

meeting to be held on the 29th inst. these will be brought to a

conclusion. Seeing that the members of the executive com

mittee of the Cycle Trade Benevolent Fund, of which Mr. A. J.

Wilson is the hon. secretary and treasurer, are unanimously in

favour of a change in the name and constitution of the associa

tion, to include the motor trad e within its scope, there is little

doubt that the scheme which is outlined in our "Association

News " will be adopted. Its objects are worthy, and thould be

worthily supported bv the whole of the automobile industry.

The Philosophy

of

Advertisement.

Apparently the splendid way in

which the county surveyors are encourag

ing the movement for the adequate

trimming of hedges at dangerous corners,

and otherwise reducing the risks to those

who use the highways, has moved a

member of the Athenaeum Club to write to the Times. He is

alarmed for the rural beauty of the country, and deplores the

reduction of the hedges and also the "advertising vulgarity"

which leads motor firms to " defile the countryside " with their

announcements. In the old days of horse traction such publicity

was unnecessary. Why, then, should motor firms do what carriage

builders, horse dealers and blacksmiths did not ? We would

console this learned correspondent with the assurance that this

is only a transient phase in the development of a great industry.

Steadily the motor traders will learn that the expense of such

advertisement is greater than any other—proportionately to the

results—and that they are paying to proclaim themselves to

hundreds of people of whom only half dozens are ever likely to

be interested from a business point of view. The wise people

are those who realise that the prospective motorist goes to the

motor Press for information, and looks to their pages for

announcements that are likely to help him in his quest. There

fore the quiet haven of the Athenaeum need not be disturbed for

long. The force of circumstances will cause the matter to right

itself in good time.

In the

New Forest.

Some months since the Court of Ver-

derers of the New Forest called the

attention of motorists to the necessity

for exercising care when enjoying drives

through that delightful part of the coun

try. Now, again, the warning is desir

able, a large number of owners of cars having had their interest

whetted in that part of Hampshire by the recent visit of the

German Emperor. They have lately visited the Forest in in

creasing numbers, and several cases have occurred of animals

belonging to the commoners being run into by motor-cars, par

ticularly at night. It should be remembered that the conditions

of the New Forest are peculiar, and that the roads are unfenced,

because they form part of the area over which common rights

are exercised by a good many of the dwellers in those regions.

They have the right to allow their animals to wander at will on

the roads as well as in other parts of the Forest, with the result

that they are often found thereon. Local motorists drive

with care and caution, as Lord Montagu and others who are

interested, both in the New Forest and the motor movement, can

testify, and it would be well if strangers to the locality were in

formed, at all points at which they are likely to stop, of the

custom of the commoners, so that sympathies with rapid loco

motion are not alienated.

Fees Payable.

At this season of the year the thoughts

of motorists rightly turn to thoughts of

fees—or the Inland Revenue people will

remind them of their obligations to that

department of the State. Some un

certainty prevails among the newer order

of motorists as to the recurrence of their licensing and registra

tion fees. These may be set out for easy remembrance as

follows :—The driving licence has to be renewed annually from

the date of being taken out ; the original registration of the car

lasts as long as the car, unless cancelled owing to change of

ownership ; and the Inland Revenue fees are due annually at

the beginning of the year. Hence the activity of many of the

officers during the past few days, of which due noti;e should be

taken by all concerned.

A Tribute to

Mr. C. D. Rose, M.P.

Tiik pioneers of the Royal Automo

bile Club, to the number of fifty-six,

have met at the club-house for the tenth

annual dinner of the Founder members.

Mr. Roger W. Wallace, K.C., presided,

and the health of the Founder members

was proposed by Mr. C. D. Rose, M.F., who, with Mr. J. W.

Orde, the club secretary, drank to the toast. Mr. Rose, in pro

posing the same, referred to the good work that bad been done

by those who ten years ago endured the scoffs of the public and

joined together in founding the organisation, which would shortlv

have one of the finest club houses in the world. Mr. Rose was

also at the business meeting of the Motor Union when the

dissolution agreement with the R.A.C. was signed. His year of
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office in connection with the M.U. has expired, and his name

has, by an unanimous vote of the General Committee, been

added to the list of vice-presidents of that organisation. Only

those who have been behind the scenes with regard to motor

policy during 1907 can estimate the value of the service rendered

by the member for Newmarket to the automobile world. On

many occasions his tact has secured good feeling and made less

irksome the difficulties of those concerned in the development of

•the various societies connected with motoring.

Graduates in

Motor Engineering.

Considerable activity of a well-

directed order has marked the first year's

existence of the Incorporated Institution

of Automobile Engineers, and further

development is now proceeding with

regard to the graduates' section, which

should have an important bearing on the future of the technical

side of the movement. A general meeting of pupils, apprentices

and junior draughtsmen employed in the motor industry will

be held on the 4th prox., under the auspices of the graduates'

section of the Institution, and young engineers who intend to

who had been one of the advisers to the Indian Government

with regard to the drafting of a Motor Car Act for the Presi

dency of Bombay, said that although that was a large city,

where traffic was much more congested than in Belfast, he

came to the conclusion that speed restrictions such as were

now proposed did not constitute the proper way of dealing

with the matter, but that each case should be considered

according to its merits. We wish well to the new organisation,

which starts with such a splendid prospect of doing useful work

for the motorists of the north of Ireland. Seeing that there

are 700 motorists in Belfast, a strong organisation should

easily be founded.

♦ ♦ ♦

The toll bar proposal of Lord Bread-

albane, to which we referred last week,

Payment by has not found much favour north of the

Mileage. Tweed, while it has called forth many

opposing controversialists. The scheme

of h iving tolls at the entry to a county

is generally held to be impracticable. In all counties there are

numerous entries, and this would necessitate a toll at each entry

—a great expense. Besides, there might be a considerable hard-

 

An Interesting Picture from Java*

The Kaiser Seorakarla Pakoe Boewono X. (I.) and his Daimler car, which was supplied through Messrs. Prbttel and Co., of Soerabaya. Other members of
the group are the Prime Minister, Kaden Adizuti Sosrodi Nluzrat (II ), Tonkheor van Holtke (III.), and Werner, the engineer (IV.). The incident ol the

soldier holding the footstool fur the KaLser tu enter hid car is extremely inteiesting.

specialise in motor engineering will also be welcomed to the

gathering, which will be held at the Institution of Mechanical

Engineers, Storey's Gate, St. James's Park, S.W. Following a

lecture by Dr. H. S. Hele-Shaw, a graduates' society will be

formed and a programme of work considered. All interested

in the meeting should apply for tickets of admission to the

Secretary of the Institution, at 1, Albemarle Street, W.

♦ ♦ ♦

An important meeting of motor-car

o.vners and gentlemen interested in

Agitation in automobilism was held at Belfast on

Belfast. Friday of last week, called by way of

protest against the proposed speed limit

of ten miles for motor-cars within the

city boundary, and in order to form a club for mutual defence.

The protest was made and the club formed, some useful speeches

being made, and a guarantee fui.d to meet expenses likely to

.be incurred in opposing the threatened restriction was started

with .£260. In the course of the discussion Mr. John Tate,

ship in connection with it. Many houses are so situated that

motorists cannot travel many miles without being in several

counties. One correspondent writes :—" I am out of my own

county in four miles, and my market town, six miles away, is in

a different county." Another suggests, "What to me seems to

be the most reasonable way would be that every motor should

carry a motometer, which would register the mileage run, and

that each owner should pay on his mileage. Of course this

would mean a department for the whole country, which would

issue motometers, collect the amounts payable, and allocate the

moneys to the different counties in proportion to their mileage

of roads suitable for motor traffic." The idea of paying on a

mileage scale to use a car after it has been purchased is de

cidedly entertaining ; but why stop at motor vehicles, why not

suggest that every pedestrian should also be provided, or fitted

with a trip recorder, so that the proportion of each person's wear

and tear oi the pavement could be ascertained 1 The notion may

sound more foolish than the former idea ; but it has as much

likelihood of adoption.
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MOTORING TOURS IN THE PARIS

DISTRICT.

PROBABLY few foreigners, and perhaps not many Parisians,

know the delights and charms of all the cities and towns,

and the neighbouring countryside, within say a radius of

fifty miles from the Place de la Concorde. Within this charmed

circle there is a wealth of shrines at which one may worship, and

uncounted kilometres of crossing and recrossing historic high

ways, which most automobilists would like to make acquaintance

with if the way were only pointed out. There is, to be sure, a

stretch of roadway now and then, even outside what may be

called suburban Paris, which is distinctly bad, because of the

pave". There is such a stretch through St. Germain-en-Laye,

another at St. Denis—en route to Cbantilly and Compiegne, and at

Villeneuve-St. Georges—going out to Fontainebleau; and very bad

samples of roadway they are. A great circle drawn around " la

villa lumiere," with a circumference of five hundred kilometres,

more or less—and often not out of sight of the Tour Eiffel or the

Sacre Cojur—will give two or three days—or better a week— of as

enjoyable sightseeing touring as can be had in a straightaway

run across the better part of France to Aix-les-Bains or Vichy.

The following outline is only an approximate possible itinerary,

and if it is not desired to cover the entire ground portions of it

can be combined with a tour in Normandy, or taken en

route from Paris to Switzerland, to the Rhine, or into Touraine.

It will be time well spent for those who have hitherto thought

they already knew France well, and considerably newer ground

will be turned over than is to be found in many regions more

remote.

Since the touring motorist usually enters France via Havre

or Dieppe and the valley of the Seine, he ultimately reaches St.

Germain just before entering Paris—this point has been taken

as the commencement of the itinerary. If one actually is in

Paris he can go out by any of the portes, or gates, and take up

with the itinerary where he will at any point along its periphery.

There are very good reasons for entering France with one's car

via Havre ; there are better facilities for unshipping it than else

where ; there is a garage proprietor there who especially con

cerns himself with getting you " started right," and will even
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arrange the preliminaries of your "Certificat de Capacite" and

" Recepisse de Declaration "—if you advise him beforehand—and

may perhaps be able to save you twenty-four or forty-eight

hours hanging around Havre or Rouen try ing to accomplish the

thing yourself, with only the vaguest notions as to how to go

about it. Once one has finally got free of these ''formalities"

and his port of entry, one reaches St. Germain via the great Route

Nationale, familiarly known as the " Route de Quarante Sous."

The pari of cobble stones through the main streets of St.

Germain is about as bad as you will find. There is good garage

accommodation at the Hotel du Pavilion Louis XIV., and the-

eating and sleeping arrangements are equally good and expen

sive, the hotel being appointed by the Automobile Club de France-

and three-starred in the " Guide Michelin." Still this is the

place to stop whilst "doing" St. Germain, its Chauteau Neuf of

Henri Quatre, the remarkable birdseye view from the Terrasse-

built by Le Notre in 1672, and the great alleyed Foret. It is

all hallowed and historic ground, and the guide books will enu

merate the "sights " more fully.

From St. Germain to Versailles is only twelve kilometres,

descending to the level of the Seine and then climbing up again.

 

< The Rue del Reservoirs, Versailles.

through Marley. The pave now disappears, in part, but what,

there is left is bad enough ; it can be entirely avoided by leaving

St. Germain by the route through the Foret de Marley, and

entering Versailles by the back door, as it were, and the

distance is not perceptibly greater. Versailles and its chateau,

and its gardens, its fountains, its Trianons, and all its other

charms, is the beau ideal of the tourist's chateau. For the sight

seer Versailles is worth at least half a day, it can hardly be done

in less. That makes, with St. Germain, practically a day already,

but one can readily enough ' get on to Rambouillet, another

thirty kilometres, for the night. The road to Rambouillet

from Versailles via Trappe through the Foret de Rambouillet,

where were held the royal hunts of other and more picturesque

days. Here, too, are still held " Les cbassos Nationales," when

visiting royalties are invited to go out and kill something by the

present figurehead of republican France. The road is a delight

ful one through its whole length, and in the forest itself it runs

through great alleys of pines in a most romantic and truly delight

ful fashion. As one comes up with Rambouillet, the town, there is

more cobble stone pave, and particularly vile it is. Either the Croix

Blanche or the Lion d'Or are good enough hotels, at any time

except between Friday and Monday, when they are apt to be

filled with week-end trippers out from Paris. The attractions-

of Rambouillet are its chateau, which since the .very earliest

times has been a royal hunting lodge. Francois Premier died

here, and in Napoleonic days it was a retreat for many of the

followers of the "little corporal," and he himself—at the end of

his first day's journey when going; to his exile—slept within its

walls. Here, too, at the end of monarchial times under the

restoration Charles X. signed his Abdication.

(To be concluded.)

A

that' led

MOTOR-CAR collision at Grimsby was one of the causes

the appearance of a marine engineer at the local

bankruptcy court. Ho told the Official Receiver that he got a

mptor-car on the hire purchase system, and last May he had a

collision with a cyclist. A County Court action was the out

come, and he lost the ease, being mulcted in expenses totalling

nearly £30. He had to file his petition, and the proprietors had,

seized the car.
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SOME WINTER MOTORING TIPS.

By A. E. S. Craig.

LIKE the answer to the question, " Is life worth living 1 "

" It depends upon the liver," the amount of pleasure or

pain that can be extracted from pursuing one's motoring

■career throughout the months of winter's gloom depends largely

on the idiosyncrasy of the people who make a habit of doing so.

Imagination is responsible for keeping a lot of motor-cars locked

up during the orthodox period that is termed " the wintor

•months," and the same worthy souls who will embark in the

teeth of a biting east wind, with accompanying showers of hail,

in April, could not be persuaded to climb into a car within a

month of either side of Christmas Day, however harmless the

temperature and general outlook. But, although imagination is

responsible for keeping a lot of people from enjoying the

pleasures of motoring, there is a very real side to the matter,

the side that in all seriousness affects the possibility of a winter

keep without movement for a long time at a stretch. No cloth

ing is really warm in itself, and it is only its capacity to retain

an insulating partition of air (kept warm by the body) between

us and the surrounding atmosphere that determines its relative

utility as regards keeping us from feeling the cold. Now it is,

perhaps, superfluous to point out that a motor-car travelling at

legal limit, or over, is equivalent to a pretty strong wind ; but

one is apt to forget that if running in the face of a breeze as well

we are encountering half a gale. Therefore it stands to reason

that our clothing must be so made as to prevent the fierce and

continual draught to which we are subjected from finding its

way down our necks, up our sleeves, as well as whatever

covering, according to our sex, guards our nether extremities.

For just as a radiator is more or less efficient, according to the

area of water it is able to expose to the current of air drawn

through its structure, so, per contra, is motor clothing ineffectual

which affords ingress to the wind and permits our film of body-

warmed air to be extracted from us. Let us, therefore, keep the

necessity before us of arraying ourselves in attire which is cal-

I
 

Motoring in the Snow on the

jaunt on a car being an agreeable affair to undertake, and it is

upon this, the practical side, that I propose to make a few

remarks.

In the early days of motoring, howls of delight greeted the

appearance of a duly swathed and swaddled chauffeur, who had

probably bought his experience, not to mention his clothes, on

the Continent, and even to this day the funny (?) papers, and the

music halls, revel in the new " property " they have added to

their repertoire. Vulgar astonishment finds relief in hilarity,

but foolish indeed are they who may be deterred from assuring

to themselves ample protection from the elements, if by so doing

they run the risk of being laughed at by the ill-bred ; the same

impolite individuals would find equal amusement at a funeral

not conducted on conventional lines. For winter motoring,

therefore, let us first assure our bodily comfort, by a sensible and

fully adequate selection of clothing. In choosing this equipment

the novice is apt to greatly underestimate the penetrating power

of the wind, and the stagnation of the circulation by having to

irberg, near Innsbruck. Tyrol.

dilated to thwart the persistent attentions of the wind in selecting

our winter outfit.

What a dread bugbear is conjured up by the possibility of

the water freezing in the radiator and water jackets, and so

causing untold expense and tribulation ! For this reason alone

some are foolish enough to empty their circulating apparatus at

the first touch of frost, and forego the use of their cars until the

flowers begin to bloom. All soits of anti-freezing concoctions

are recommended, and, in case there are any that like to try

some, I append a few prescriptions as follows :—Add to the

water 10 per cent, of methylated spirit (wood alcohol) to avoid

freezing clown to 15 deg. Fahr., or 25 per cent, down to zero by

the same thermometer. Similarly glycerine added in the pro

portion of 10 per cent, will protect down to 20 deg. Fahr., and

25 per cent, down to 5 deg. Fahr. Alternatively a mixture of

the above two fluids may be used. ' Hydrated calcium chloride,

if added to the circulating water to the extent of 10 per cent.,

will ensure against Jack Frost down to 15 deg. Fahr., or a
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25 per cent, mixture down to zero. I should imagine the last

named remedy would be very sure to cause trouble

with the pump, and also by forming deposits in the

radiator and cylinder jackets, especially if the water at any

time reaches boiling point. Personally, I would not be

troubled with any mixtures, at any rate in this country. For I

believe that in the end ordinary precautions are less worry, and

certainly less expensive. The letter of Mr. S. F. Edge which

was published in the M.C.J, of the 28th ult. pointed out how

effectual .is the simple expedient of covering the radiator and

bonnet with a rug when the oar is left exposed, a tberomo-

meter showing that only 8 deg. of heat were lost during a period

of three hours, whereas by failing to do so a drop of 53 deg.

was indicated during a similar period. Now three hours is quite

a Jong time. to leave a car exposed outdoors, and yet it is obvious

that the , motor in question could have been left for a much

longer period, if, it had been so required.

Then,' as regards the garage itself, the same procedure may

be adopted, although I am strongly in favour of always keeping

the car in a genial atmosphere by means, when necessary, of

artificial heat. A very email gas or oil stove will suffice to main

tain the, requisite temperature, or better, because safer, of course,

a hot-water; heating apparatus. Once installed the after expense

is quite insignificant ; in fact, it is in many ways a real economy.

First and foremost the water need not be emptied out of the car,

nor need one even trouble to tuck a rug round the front of the

vehicle. Then the oil in the lubricators will not become top

viscous to start feeding properly when the car is first started

out on its journey. Arid last, but not least, the time spent in

cleaning and adjustments is less fraught with suffering, and the

work in consequence less likely to be scamped ; for who can

fiddle about in an ice-house with numbed fingers, handling metal

at freezing point, and yet do the work as conscientiously and as

well as one can if working in bodily comfort t

" Of course, when we are motoring away from home we often

have to put up with accommodation for our steed that renders it

imperative, if we have not an anti-freezing mixture, to empty out

the water. And, in view of such eventualties, it is most important

that we should first assure ourselves that the water can be emptied

outfrom all parts. For instance, we must make sure that the water

can be drained from the cylinder jackets, and the pump, as well

as the radiator ; and in some cases this is not possible. There

fore, to make sure, it is as well to have a tap fitted to the

bottom of each jacket and also under the pump itself. And if

the oil tank is in an exposed position on the dash, it is almost

worth the trouble to have a large bore tap fitted, so that the oil

can be quickly drained off, and replaced in the morning in an

uncongealed condition. Failing this, it will be as well to have a

felt cover made to fit it anugly, and slip this on when the jour

ney is over. In fact, such a cover could with advantage be kept

on during very cold weather, in cases where the oil is not

warmed by exhaust gas under pressure.

Talking of exhaust gas brings me to the subject of further

utilising this waste heat. This has been proposed over and over

again, and although in some cases car owners have had some

fittings made at their own expense, I am not aware of any manu

facturers in this country making an exhaust car-warmer (which

can be cut out at will) as a standard fitting. Such an installa

tion, however, carried out in an efficient manner, is a real luxury,

and the added comfort is, I consider, well worth the small addi

tional expense entailed. The addition of side doors between the

dash and the front seat undoubtedly keeps away a lot of cold

from those sitting in that position ; but I think that a water

proof apron, that can be fixed to the dash, and extending well

up to the seat, with provision for strapping behind the occupants,

is much wanted. It should be wide enough to extend to either

side of the car, and have flaps reaching to the floorboards. This

allows greater freedom to the legs than is possible when a rug

is wrapped round these limbs, and, by being fixed fore and aft,

prevents it slipping out of position continually.

Needless to say, the coach-builder plays an important part in

the comfort of passengers, and their protection from side

draughts, even in open bodies. Soft, springy scats, into which

the body fits snugly, make a ride in a car so fitted a re

velation to those who hitherto have only journeyed in nasty

skimpy little bodies, or with hard uncompromising cushions.

Wind screens are becoming very popular, in spite of the appreci

able difference made to the going, when running against tho

wind, and in spite of the undoubted element of danger intro

duced ; this latter, partly on account of the risk of being cut by

broken glass in the case of a smash, and partly owing to the

really great difficulty of seeing properly when rain begins to

beat on the screen. I think that all wind screens should be

capable of easy adjustment, both as regards height and angle at

which they are set, and also of being lowered altogether without a

lot of trouble. Some wind screens are fitted with glass reinforced

by wira netting, so that in the event of breaking, the fragments

cannot fly ; but, apart from the chicken-run appearance it gives

to the car, I find it exceedingly trying to the eyes. Another

idea is to cement a sheet of celluloid between two plates of glais,

but I have not seen many screens so fitted ; perhaps it is found

that the celluloid turns yellow. m^Jsi

Now as to skidding; this is indeed the "old man of the

sea " of motoring, not only in winter, but at any time in this

erratic climate, the solution of which is yet to be achieved. But

there are, after all, heaps of dry days in winter, and, equipped

with non-skids and a little discretion, which is better than valour,

there is no reason why one need fear trouble. I am sure that

 

-, . Motoring in Chicago. '

From a Caricature Sketch] [Published by the Berliet Company.

all careful and experienced motorists will bear me out in averring

that 90 per cent, of accidents through skidding are due to rash

and therefore foolish driving. Brakes on the front wheels

would certainly enable a car to hold itself from side-slip to a

considerable extent, and it is somewhat surprising that they arc

scarcely ever fitted. So also would some contrivance on the

Hedgeland principle be an improvement on the differential, as

there is no doubt that the chance of side slipping would be

somewhat reduced thereby.

Finally, like many another thing that is either a success or

a failure, according as to whether it is logically pursued or the

reverse, winter motoring is merely a case of adequate prepara

tion, backed up by a little common sense and determination to

ensure a full measure of the former. Out, then, with our

motors, and let us show the world that they are not fair weather

toys, and that we can even face a few flakes of snow in them,

and yet be merry.

Calcium carbide will shortly be manufactured in this

country, at works adjoining the Yorkshire Electric Power Com

pany's generating station, near Dewsbury.

Major G. E. Smith, E.E., recently drove the Right Hon.

Mr. Winston Churchill to Fort Hall, British East Africa, and

back, a distance of about sixty miles over almost impassable

roads, on his Turner-Miesse steam car.
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THE SETTING OF VALVES.

INia recent issue a correspondent of the M.C.J, drew attention

. to the lack of definite information as to the exact setting

or timing recommended hy the different makers for the

inlet and exhaust valves of their petrol motors, and also to the

considerable variation in the practice adopted by the various

 

ng..l.-Diagram of Valve Settirg for Eeaiy Cars.

firms. As no doubt the particulars will be useful, not only to

users of the particular cars mentioned but also to motor-car

repairers generally, we have asked a number of well-known con

cerns to afford us some details of the method they adopt in this

particular connection, their responses being given below. It

will be seen that our correspondents' opinion as to the great

variation in the valve timing of different engines is fully borne

out, not one of the seven firms mentioned adopting the same set

ting. In fact, so varying is the practice that there would appear

to be ample scope for the carrying out of a series of testis to

determine the most advantageous position, and we commend the

suggestion to the consideration of the Institute of Automobile

Engineers. <

The Deasy Cars.

Mr. E. W. Lewis, of the Deasy Motor-Car Manufacturing

Company, Ltd., Coventry, writes :—In your issue of December

21st there is a very interesting question raised in reference to

valve setting by various makers. It is obvious that all the various

settings as described cannot be correct. I enclose a diagram show

ing the valve setting used on all Deasy engines. It is quite simple

and the dimensions are in degrees, and it should hold good what

ever stroke the engine has. It would certainly be interesting if

some of the well-known makers would give their experience of

the results obtained from different settings. Personally, and from

the experience I have gained, the setting, as shown on the diagram,

gives the best all-round result. There is no gain by opening the

exhaust valve earlier, even for high speeds, provided the exhaust

valve is sufficiently large to carry away the products of combus

tion. It is much more necessary to have a correct timing of the

inlet valve than the exhaust valve, and it will be seen from the

-diagram (Fig. 1) that the inlet valve closes 5 deg. past the desd

-centre. It also opens 10 deg. past the dead centre, which gives

a. complete half-revolution, plus 5 deg. of opening period. It will

.also be noticed that the exhaust valve closes 5 deg. before the in

let valve opens, and opens 30 deg. before arriving at the dead

centre.

The Panhard Car*.

Mr. W. A. Turpin, the works manager of Messrs. Eanhaid

.And Levassor, Acton Vale, W., sends the following details with

regaid to the arrangement adopted in the various sizes of Pan-

hard engines :—

Setting the inlet valves : 8-h.p. and 10-h.p.—Inlet valves

are automatic. 15-h.p. and 18-h.p.—-The valve opens when the

piston is 2 mm. (1-16 in.) down from the top on the suction stroke,

and closes when the piston is 10 to 14 mm. (§ iD. to J in.) up

from the bottom of the compression stroke. 24-b.p.—The valve

opens as above, and closes when the piston is 13 to 17 mm.

(^ in. to f in.) up from the bottom on the compression stroke.

Setting of exhaust valves : 8-h.p. and 10-h.p.—The valve

opens when the piston is 10 to 14 mm. (f in. to | in.) from the

end of the explosion stroke and closes when the piston is 2 mm.

(1-1 6 in.) from the top of the suction stroke. 15 h.p. and 18-h.p.—

The valve opens when the piston is 11 to 15 mm. (fin. to 9-16 in.)

from the end of the explosion stroke and closes as above.

24-h.p.—The valve opens when the piston is 14 to 18 mm. (J in.

to 11-16 in.) from the end of the explosion stroke and closes as

above. Mr. Turpin adds that it is most important to replace the

valves in the same cylinders from which they are removed.

The Brasler Cars.

Messrs. Mann and Overtons, Ltd., the sole coneessionnaires

for the Brasier cars in this country, inform us that in these

vehicles the exhaust valve opens 16 mm. from the bottom of the

explosion stroke of the piston and closes at the top of the exhaust

stroke. The inlet opens 1 mm. below the commencement of the

suction stroke.

The Star Cars.

Fig. 2 shows diagrammatically the method of timing the

valves adopted in the Star cars of the Star Engineering Com

pany. It will be seen that the exhaust valves have an advance

of 40 degrees on the crankshaft—that is, they are timed to com

mence opening 7-16 in. from the bottom of the explosion stroke

of the piston. The closing takes place exactly on the dead centre

of the completion of the exhaust stroke. The inlet valves are

set so as to open and close exactly on the commencement and

end of the suction stroke of the piston.

 

Fig. 2.—Diagram of Valve Setting for Star Cars.

The Aster Engines.

Mr. S. W. Begbie, of the Aster Engineering Company, Ltd.,

writes :—As regards the timing of Aster engines we adopt a

different arrangement for fast-running engines and for slower

running motors. For the former we set tbe valves as follows :—

Inlet opens 4 mm. down the suction stroke of the piston, and

closes 18 mm. up on the compression stroke. The reason for

opening slightly late is that a slight vacuum is formed which

induces the vapour into the cylinder, while, by closing late, we

get a better charge of gas. This may be explained by the fact

that, owing to the inertia of. the vapour, the gas will continue to

enter the cylinder after the piston has reached the dead centre,

B
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and a slight pressure will be formed by the i returning piston

before the inlet valve is closed.

With regard to the exhaust valve, this is set to open

15 mm. from the bottom on the explosion stroke, and to close

on the dead centre at the top of the exhaust stroke. By
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Fig. 3. -Diagram of Valve Timing of Alter 18-22-h.p. Engine.

opening the exhaust valve in this way no loss of power is

experienced, and a more thorough discharge of exhaust gas

is insured.

For slower speed engines the setting we adopt is as

follows:—Inlet valve opens 1 mm. down the sucticn stroke, and

closes 1 mm. up on the compression stroke. The exhaust valve

opens 15 mm. from the bottom on the explosion stroke and

closes on the dead centre at the top of the exhaust stroke. It

will be noticed that the setting of the exhaust valves is identical

in both eases, only that relating to the inlet valves differing, so

as to give the highest power at all speeds.

The Straker Squire "C.S.B." Car.

Messrs. Sidney Straker and Squire have furnished us with

the following information with regard to the timing of the

exhaust and inlet valves on the Straker-Squire " C.S.B. cars :—

The exhaust valves, tappets and cams are designed and made

of the dimension, length, and shape to give the following data :

Lift of exhaust valves, 8 mm.; exhaust advance, 56 deg. on the

crankshaft, corresponding on the stroke of the piston to 24 mm.

before the bottom dead centre ; retard on closing exhaust, 6 deg.

on the crankshaft, corresponding on the piston stroke to \ mm.

after the top dead centre ; total exhaust stroke, 242 deg. on the

crankshaft. Play between the tappet and the valve when the

cam does not aet on the tappet, 1 mm.

Adjustment of the admission.— Data relating to the full

admission, i.e. when the eccentrics of the inside shaft are at their

top dead centre : Lift of the inlet valves, 7 mm.; retard of open

ing of admission, 20 deg. on the crankshaft alter the top dead

centre, corresponding to 4-5 mm. of the stroke of the piston after

this dead centre ; retard on the closing of the admission, 20 deg.

on the crankshaft after the bottom dead centre, corresponding

to 3' 25 mm. on the stroke of the piston after this dead centre ;

total admission stroke, 180 deg. on the crankshaft. Play between

the tappet and the valve when the cam does not act on the

tappet, 1 mm. Play between the boss of the cam and the

tappet roller, A mm. The cam when completely recessed should

exceed the boss by \ mm.

According to these data, to effect the adjustment of the

admission, proceed as for the exhaust by placing the piston corre

sponding to the valve to be adjusted at the top dead centre of

the admission stroke, taking as a basis for<the same the exhaust

stroke previously adjusted. Then put the camshaft in place so-

that the teeth of its gear, indicated by a mark, mesh with the

teeth of the intermediate gearing bearing the corresponding:

mark. The admission camshaft having been fitted and giving

the maximum lift in this position, then put in the tappet and

the valve without the spring, the lift of which is to be adjusted,

then turn with the hand the back-bevel pinion of the shaft

carrying the eccentrics, until the valve gives a lift of 7 mm.

At this moment the eccentrics will be at their top dead centre

for the position of full admission : the transverse shaft worked

from the handle of the flywheel for the variable admission and

compression relief is to be put in place by meshing its bevel

pinion with the pinion driving the eccentrics in such a position

that at this moment the finger, which should effect the compres

sion relief, is in the position to press on the exhaust shaft. By

keeping this shaft fixed in this position the proper adjustment of

the valve, previously fitted, will be secured by proceeding in the

same manner as previously described for the adjustment of the

exhaust; but the advances and the retards of the exhaust

marked on the rod will be replaced, in the direction where they

should be marked on this rod, by the retards on the opening and

closing of the admission.

The Thornycroft Cars.

Fig. 4 depicts the arrangement adopted for the engines of

the petrol cars built by Messrs. J. > I. Thornycroft and Co. The

outer circle represents a disc supposed to be fixed to the end of

the crank shaft and to rotate with it ; the pointer is supposed to

be fixed to any convenient stationary part of the engine. If

the disc and crankshaft be now rotated clockwise, when the

radial line on the disc representing " exhaust opens " arrives at

the pointer the exhaust valve should just be on the point of

opening. Continuing and following the closed spiral line,

exhaust closes, inlet opens and inlet closes at the respective radial

lines. In practice, Messrs. Thornycroft set the valves in this-

manner, using, however, the edge and not the face of a standard

reference disc, which can be bolted to any engine for the purposes

 

Fig. 4.—The Thornycroft Valve Timing Diagram.

of valve setting. As will be seen, a relatively late opening of

the inlet valve—35 deg. down on the suction stroke of the

piston—is adopted, while it is timed to close 15 deg. up on the-

compression stroke. As for the exhaust valve, this ie set bo open

44 deg. from the bottom of the firing stroke, and to close lstfr

—13 deg. down on the suction stroke.
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THE "AMPERE' PETROL CAR.

A NOVEL SYSTEM OF CHANGE-SPEED, GEAR

CONTROL AND TRANSMISSION. . .,

, NE of the most interesting exhibits at the recent 'Paris

Show, and one' which seems to have been overlooked

by many visitors, was that of the Societe" Etablissernents

" Ampere," of Billancourt, near Paris, who are building a petrol

.ear known as the " Ampere," in which a number of exceedingly

novel features have been incorporated. So far as the general

mn
 

Fig. 1.—Sectional View of " Ampere " Electrically-Controlled

' Gear-Box.

outline of the vehicle is concerned, this follows what may be

termed standard lines, viz., a 10-16-h.p. four-cylinder engine

located under a bonnet in the front, a gear-box at about the

centre of the frame, and. a cardan shaft which drives the rear

axle through bevel gearing. There, however, the similarity ends,

for the ordinary change-speed lever, the clutch and the differential

gear are conspicuous by their absence, their functions being

effected electrically by the method described below.

Fig. 1 gives a sectional view of the gear-box—the

pinions of which are always in mesh—giving three speeds

forward and a reverse with a direct drive on the top speed.

Mounted on the main shaft in such away that while they are

free to move laterally while always rotating therewith are four

discs, each forming one halt of a magnetic clutch, the other

of which is connected up with one of the pinions COGJ. The

various speeds are brought into action by means of a switch on

the steering wheel. The first speed is obtained by passing a

 

 

Fig. 2.—Sectional view of Half of Bear Axle of " Ampere" Car.

current through the clutch A, the disc free to slide being then

attracted to the other and the power transmitted through the

pinions CD and thence through' the spur wheels IJ, which convey

it to the cardan shaft ; similarly the second speed is got by the

clutch EF and the pinions GH. The third speed is secured by

connecting up the clutch KL, when the drive is direct from the

engine to the cardan shaft. For the reverse motion the clutch :

MN is engaged, the transmission then taking place through the

pinion 0, an intermediary one not shown, and the gear wheel P.

The feature of the rear live-axle (Fig. 2) is that it is solid

throughout, instead of being built up, as usual, of two halves. As

already mentioned, there is no mechanical differential gear, its

place being taken by two electro-magnetic clutches W, one at

each end. When the car is travelling along a straight road

both clutches are engaged and the drive is transmitted to both

road wheels. When any turn is made one or other of the

clutches is automatically disengaged, so allowing its respective

road wheel to run free. Thus on turning the steering wheel to the

right the current to the right hand clutch is cut out and vice vers$

the outer wheel on the curve thus always driving and the othef

running free, while by a movement of the Switch when the brake,*

are applied the drive to both is interrupted, so rendering th^

usual clutch unnecessary and reducing the tendency to skid. Th£

makers claim that the two discs of the clutches are instantly

connected or disconnected as the ' switch , I? moved from otip

point to the other. ,\* . A "'••,„ "• ' /'J . jl

The necessary current Is furnished by a special design

magneto driven, by the engine adapted -to give two low-tensii

currents of different voltages—one ■ feeing employed for t'

ignition of the explosive charge in the engine, and the other f<

the electrical control of the change-speed gearjifor the driving <

the rear road wheels and for the lighting of £he vehicle.,,. I{

The arrangement adopted in the Ampere car is undoubtedly

novel, and if it gives the results in practice which the makei»

claim, it will certainly mark a- step -fo/rward in the direction o|E

simplicity in design and construction. . . 'i—ecopnai —— '!

THE STANLEY TYRE MANIPULATOR.

vi-U O I

While the use of detachable rims, Stepney spare wheels,

&c., has greatly reduced delays on the road when tyre troubles

are encountered, there still remains the necessity, on arriving

home, of repairing or replacing the damaged tyre. While this js

to the amateur no light task, when dealing with a tyre .on the

road wheel itself, the work of replacement is even more arduous

when it has to be done on a detachable rim or spare wheel, and it

is to facilitate the operation in the last-named instances that Mr.

F. W. Stanley, of Caxton House, Westminster, S.W., has designee!,

an apparatus which he has- named the "Stanley Tyre Manipu

lator." This consists of an iron stand, on which is mounted a

special bracket with clamps, by means of which' the rim or spare

 

wheel can be rigidly held at a convenient height in a vertical

position. Combined with the device are tnree oscillating

cylinders which, when the new tube and cover are fixed in place,

are brought into action by rotating the bracket and act as pump.%.

so enabling the tyre to be readily inflated. The manipulator is; as

ingenious as it is useful, and should find a place in many gaiagjes,

both private and public. . ''. , ; '■ i ■.. .

Father Vaughan has been comparing" many people i to a

motor-car, and suggesting that it is far more important for a man.

• " to look to his brake gear than to his speed gear." ,'. J

■ <■.-- - .. - ■ v, , • '. I
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CONTINENTAL NOTES.

Belgian Motor-car Imports and Exports.

To the end of November last the imports of foreign motor

cars and parts into Belgium had in 1907 attained a value of

£153,648, as contrasted with only £140,188 in the first eleven

months of 1906. During the same period the exports of motor

cars and parts from Belgium increased from £346,492 to

£397,792.

♦ ♦ ♦

The Lighting of Motor Cars.

The Automobile Club of Milan is organising a competition,

to be held during the coming spring, of the best means of

lighting motor-cars. The event is divided into three parts :—

{1) The best generator ; (2) the best lamp; (3) the best system

for lighting motor-cars. The executive committee consists of

Messrs. Silvio Crespi (president), Fazio dal Pozzo, Dr. Alberto

Pirelli, Luigi Brigatti, and Count Carlo Sormanni.

♦ ♦ ♦

An International Motor Insurance Society.

It is reported from Vienna tnat negotiations are in hand for

the formation of an international motor insurance society, to

comprise the members of all the national automobile clubs in

Europe, and the clubs affiliated therewith. The insurance policy

is to be extremely wide in its scope and the premium is to be

low.

 

Tearing in Eoiemia.—A Flat Car near Pommemdorf.
AAUgemeint Automobil ZeUung.

will start on February 8th. In the event of no car finishing the

journey, the Coupe du Monde will be awarded to the club to

which the most successful car (the vehicle which travels farthest)

belongs, and a reduced edition of the cup will be awarded to

the winning car. It is stated that already eighteen entries have

been received for the race, which in some quarters is

regarded as a somewhat foolhardy and unnecessary event.

The A.C.P. Grand Prix Race.

The Sporting Committee of the A.C.F. has worked out

the sizes of engines which will be eligible for the Grand Prix

race, taking as a basis the 155 mm. maximum bore for four-

cylinder engines, as follows :—

Single-cylinder engines, maximum bore 310 mm.

Twin „ , 219 „

Three „ „ „ „ 179- „

Four „ „ „ „ 155 „

Six „ „ „ „ 127 „

Eight „ „ „ „ 110 „

♦ ♦ ♦
A Tour of Prance.

The Autocycle Club de France is organising a tour of

France to be held from the 4th to the 9th May next. The

event will be open for (1) motor-bicycles of a maximum cylinder

capacity of 250 cubic centimetres; (2) ditto up to 210 cubic

centimetres : (3) tri-cars up to 500 c.cm. ; (4) voiturettes up to

Automobile Regulations in Denmark.

Apparently the lot of the Danish motorist is not a bed of

roses ; the present regulations regarding motor-cars in Denmark

restrict the speed to nineteen miles per hour, while not only

are many of the roads closed to automobiles, but during eight

months of the year they must not travel between sunset and

sunrise along roads that are not officially lighted. Automobilists

were hoping for better times when Parliament came to recon

sider the question, as it had to, before the end of the current

session, but their hopes have been dashed to the ground by the

Minister of Justice, who introduced his new scheme last week.

Not only are the old restrictions to be maintained, but the fines

are to be increased, while two convictions in 0119 year will result

in the withdrawal of the driving licence. The only freedom

motorists in Denmark will enjoy will be during the military

manoeuvres, when those taking part in them with their cars can

legally ignore all rules.

♦ ♦ ♦

The New York—Paris Motor Race.

MThe "Matin" of Paris has this week published the pro

gramme and rules of the motor race from New York to Paris,

via Seattle, Sk*gway, the Behring Straits, Yakutsk, Irkutsk,

Tomsk, Moscow, St. Petersburg, and Berlin. The Europe in

■cars entered for the race will leave Hivre on February 1st for

New York on the Transatlantic steamer "Lorraine." The race

4j-h.p. ; and (5) ditto of a maximum cylinder bore of 100 mm.

for single-cylinder engines, 80 mm. for two, and 65 mm. for

four-cylinders.

Miscellaneous Items.

The Austrian Automobile Club is organising a motor tour

through Bosnia, Herzegovina, Dalmatia and Montenegro foi

May next. The annual tax on motor-cars in Spain is being

increased by more than 50 per cent. Rigal has arranged to

drive a Clement-Bayard car in the important races of the coming

season. It has been decided that the annual automobile

meeting at Ostend shall commence on July 14th next. La

Societe des Transports Automobiles, Services Publics par Auto

mobiles, is the name of a company which has lately been formed

in P*ris with a capital of £16,000. The Automobile Club du

Nord (France) is organising a free course of lectures at Lille and

Roubaix fur young men anxious to become 7necaniciens.~—Three

Fiats, three Italas and three IsottaFraschinis have so far been

entered for the Targa Florio race, which is to be held in May-

next. The authorities of the Swiss Canton of St. Gall have

issued an order rendering it illegal to use armoured non-skid

tyres or bands on the wheels of motor-cars. A 24-40-h.p.

Fiat car, fitted with a new design of spring wheel, known as the

" Aatopneumatica," is at present making a trial run from Rome

to Paris.
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 Many motor-cars were seen

around the lakes and ponds near

London during the recent cold

-weather—their passengers skat

ing meanwhile.

"Is your horse afraid of

motor-cars 1 " asked the tourist

who was mending a tyre. " No," answered the farmer, " he's

hauled too many of them home for that."

AA L.G.B. inquiry will be held on Tuesday next with regard

to "an application by the Surrey County Council to put into

force a ten-mile speed limit in Bridge Street, East Moseley.

The National Motor Academy of Notting Hill has recently

added a 40-h.p. F.I.A.T. to its already large stud of instruction

cars. These now number eight, six being four-cylinder cars and

two two-cylinder cars.

The Daimler Company have received an order from Messrs.

Eastwood, Swingler and Co. for a 30-h.p. live axle car of the

" Blackdown " landaulet type for the use of Mr. A. Swingler, J.P.,

•of Smalley Hall, Derby.

The number of driving certificates issued by the Royal

A.C. last year was 1,166, this number including 609 motor

■cabmen. The number of mechanical proficiency certificates

issued during the same period was 140.

The large motor garage of Mr. W. H. Stones, at Taunton,

was destroyed by fire last week. Fortunately the stock of

petrol was lodged some distance from the main building, and the

"brigade prevented the fire reaching this.

Mr. E. Lisle has told the representative of a • Wolver

hampton journal that the prospects of the Star Engineering

Works for 1908 are bright. The increase for the past quarter

justifies the view that there will be a much larger output for

this year.

Elsewhere in the present issue we commence the publica

tion of an interesting article describing a series of tours within

a radius of forty miles of Paris. It is from the pen of Mr.

Francis Miltoun, and first appeared in our American contem

porary, " The Automobile."

In opening the Dublin Exhibition, the Earl of Aberdeen

said he had had satisfactory experience with regard to a well-

known make of car, the Daimler, but that did not prevent him

speaking warmly of the Richard-Brasier car, with which he had

-enjoyed delightful runs with his friend Mr. White, or the Unic

of his private secretary, Mr. Green.

Messrs. Jarrott and Letts have received a repeat order

from the Fight Hon. the Earl of Dunraven for a 40-h.p. Crossley

car to be ready for his journey to the south of France next

month. The vehicle is to be of the open type with Eoi des

Beiges body, Cape cart hood and glass wind screen

The 1908 pocket-book of the Continental Tyre and Rubber

•Company (Great Britain), Ltd., is to band in the usual con

venient form, and emphasising the added reputation of the

Continental tyres during the past year. From the page of

information we learn that at Cordingley's Motor Show of

April last 35 per cent, of the cars exhibited were fitted with

these tyres.

From the Calmon Asbestos and Rubber Works, Ltd., of

1, 2 and 3, Trinity Place, Tower Hill, E.C., comes the 1908

vatalogue and price list of the Calmon motor tyres. These are

.guaranteed for 3,500 miles if driven in one year under certain

reasonable conditions. The pneumatic tyre is made with a plain

round tread, square treads of both the plain and ribbed variety,

and also steel studded to obviate skidding. Attention may also

be called to the Calmon solid tyres.

The Duco motor accessories for 1908 are illustrated and

•described n a handy catalogue of pocket size issued by Messrs.

Brown Bros., L'd., from whose depot at 15, Newman Street,

Oxford Street, W., all these excellent specialities can be obtained.

These include lamps, accumulators, horns, coils, dry batteries,

the Albo-Luthi sparking plug, voltmeters, jacks, the " Atlas "

combined pneumatic and screw jack, the Duco turntable, and a

host of small tools for motorists—the whole forming a very

comprehensive list easy of reference.

HERE AND THERE.

 

The statement that the

King favoured the proposed

motor road to Windsor has

been denied by Lord Knollys

on behalf of his Majesty.

Several cars are employed

by Messrs. Crabtree and Son, of

Church Terrace, Wisbech, in the hiring business they conduct in

connection with their motor garage.

Messrs. Rowland Barnett and Co., Ltd., 3, Hanover

Square, Newcastle-on-Tyne, have been appointed agents for the

counties of Northumberland and Durham for S.C.A.T. cars.

-The French Automobile Club has voted a sum of £1,200

towards the cost of the new roads out of Paris, which are to be

constructed by the French Ministry of Public Works.

^Few people know how much of the front-seat passenger's

comfort depends on the provision by the makers of good high

side doors to the driving seats. Often no doors of any kind are

supplied, and, even when they are fitted, they are generally too

low to be of much go3d, and in addition to this they usually

spoil the smart appearance and general symmetry of the coach-

work, as the lines set out "by them are not in keeping with the

 

rest of the carriage. The difficulty is to mike side-doors of such

a kind that the change-speed lever and brake can be operated in

comfort without the off-side door getting in the way. The near

side door does not, of course, offer any difficulty to designers,

and it is merely a question of that on the driver's right-hand

side. Messrs. W. T. Cliff >rd-E trp, Ltd., are fitting a gooi device

to all standard bodies supplied with six-cylinder Thames cars.

The "gate" change-speed lever works inside the door, and the

brake lever is outside. As will be seen from the accompanying

illustrations, the top of the door comes level with the top of the

dashboard, and the door itself is carried back in. a gracef ul curve

to the body at the side of the driver's seat. Thi near-side door

opens in the ordinary way, but that on the off-side drops down

into its place, and is kept secure by the support of the glass

wind-screen fixture.

Mr. C. J. Paffard, who introduced Dr. Winter's speed

indie itor and distance recordir to motorists at one of the early

Metropolitan exhibitions, has a fully-equipped garage and motor

engineering works at C*stle Street and Mill Street, Trowbridge.

He is undertaking all classes of repair work, and is keeping a large

stock of spire parts and accessories.
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May is being suggested in Dublin as a suitable month in

which to hold the Irish Reliability Trial this year.

Gravesend has a new garage, opened by Mr. Spencer, of

the Pelham Motor and Cycle Works, in the New Road.

Lord Hamilton of Dalzhll has recently purchased a

24-30-h.p. Leon Bollee landaulet from the Victoria Carriage

Works, Ltd.

The Peterborough City Garage Company, Ltd., of Cowgate,

Peterborough, have been appointed official repairers to the Royal

A.C. They have a well-equipped garage in the city.

The toll bridge spanning the Suir at Waterford was de

clared free at the beginning of the year, the mayor and cor

poration being the first to cross at midnight in a number of

brilliantly illuminated motor-cars.

A PARTY of journalists who had been to Kirkby Stephen

motored a few cold nights ago to Carnforth. The car broke

down six miles north of Kendal, and they realised during their

long vigil something of the dreariness of the Arctic regions.

The magistrate at Clerkenwoll Police Court has sent a

motor-'bus driver to prison for a month for being drunk while

in charge of his vehicle. His licence has also been revoked.

Similar procedure is promised to all succeeding delinquents.

The Sheffield Motor Company, Ltd., are opening new

garage, workshops and showrooms in West Street, Sheffield. A

special motor body buildine department is being established, and

every equipment provided for carrying out efficient repair work.

The Earl of Elgin, the Secretary of State for the Colonies,

is inviting suggestions with regard to the development of the

petroleum industry in the Colonies. Important investigations

on the subject are now being conducted in West Africa and in

Trinidad.

A pleasing and attractive card tray, cast in aluminium, has

been devised by Mr. Robert W. Coan, the well-known worker in

that metal at 219, Goswell Road, Clerkenwell, EC. It has a

 

representation of a car on the track, and measures 12 by 8 in.,

suggesting a neat form of advertisement to the motor industry,

and one that the provincial trade especially should appreciate.

Commencing with the first day of the present year the

Board of Trade Returns will distinguish between complete cars,

motor-car chassis, and the parts thereof—a triple classification

in place of the inclusion of chassis as "parts," which has hitherto

been the case.

At a meeting of motor-cab drivers at Kennington on

Saturday night, a resolution was adopted asking the Home

Secretary to frame a short Bill to legally define the position of

motor-cab drivers—to state definitely whether they were motor

car chauffeurs or hackney coachmen.

At the annual distribution of prizes to the apprentices at

the carriage »nd motor-car body factory of Messrs. Atkinson and

Phillipaon, Newcastle-on-Tyne, Mr. W. Phillipson referred to the

progress that British builders had made in the latter depart

ments, and also to the special department of the firm for dealing

with that branch of industry.

The question of the payment for the petrol used for the

Irish Solicitor-General's motor-car at the recent North Tyrone

election has just been debated before the Deny Recorder. The

amount claimed was £3 14s. For the defence it was contended

that the motor-car was hired in Belfast at four guineas per day,

including petrol. Mr. Burke held the Solicitor-General's agent

was responsible, and gave a decree for the amount.

Mr. L. E. Taylor has extensive motor-car showrooms irt>

the Lincoln Road, King's Lynn.

The Duke of Connaught is having a Harvey Frost tyre

vulcanising outfit sent out to him at Malta.

The latest introduction of the Stepney spare wheel is a

mudguard extension to prevent the splashing of mud from a

Stepney wheel in wet weather.

By the Expiring Laws Continuanco Act of 1907 the Motor

Car Act, 1903, was continued until the 31st day of December,

1908, when it will expire unless further continued.

The works of the Sirdar Rubber Company, Ltd., have been

removed from Shirland Mews to 21, Crawford Street, W., which

is near the office of the company, 34, Baker Street, W.

As instance of how the motor industry is growing in India we

are informed that the Stepney Spare Motor Wheel, Ltd , have

shipped no fewer than 400 Stepney wheels to India alono within

the past three months.

According to a recent report there are thirty-six motor

cars at present in use on the Island of Mauritius. The vehicle

most greatly favoured is one of about 10-12-h.p., costing in-

Europe not more than £300.

The garage of the Warminster Motor Works has been

lately extended, and in the new department a social gathering

of those interested in its welfare was recently held. Mr. L

Claude Willcox is the manager of the establishment.

Mr. J. M. P. Mtjirhead, secretary of the Automobile-

Club of South Africa, reports that he recently visited Mauritius

and East Africa. In the former country he found about forty

cars, nearly all of the same French make, and in East Africa he-

could only discover " two ancient vehicles of a wheezy and

noisy description."
The R.M. Syndicate, Ltd., has entered a set of "Resilion w

tyres for a long distance trial of 1,000 miles under Royal Auto

mobile Club observation, with the option to continue for a

further 1,000 miles. The tyres are fitted to a 16-20-h.p. (by

R.A.C. rating 24-94-h.p.) four-cylinder Hotchkiss car. The

tyres are filled with a composition made by the R.M. Syndicate,.

Ltd.

In the motor notes which have appeared this week in

several of the leading provincial papers we notice the

following :—" Many motorists who have not yet placed their

orders for their 1908 cars are looking forward to Cordingley's-

show, which is held at the Agricultural Hall, London, in the

spring. It is certainly timed for the right season of the year to-

appeal most strongly to the public, the only drawback being

that, in many instances, delivery cannot be promised for some

weeks."

The Batticaloa Planters' Association some time ago asked the

Government that an automobile service be given them from

Batticaloa to Bibile (Ceylon), and that the motor-car which

proved unsuitable for the Bandarawela-Lunugala road be put on

as a trial. At the same time they pointed out there are no

sharp corners or steep gradients between these two- stations, and

that it would bring them to within eleven miles of Lunugala,

where there is an efficient horse coach service to Bandarawela

and the railway. The trial has now been made, and the Acting

Locomotive Engineer has reported unfavourably upon the route,

dwelling at length upon the difficulty of controlling a car service

in such a remote quarter, the cost of upkeep and the general

difficulties of maintaining the service.

A cable has just been received from Mr. B. J. F. Bentley

—of whose adventurous journey through Abyssinia with an

18-h.p. Siddeley car we have already given some particulars—

notifying his safe arrival at Adis Abeba. His trip has aroused

great interest throughout the country, this car being the first

vehicle of any kind to cross Somaliland. Mr. Bentley left

England in May and motored to Marseilles, and, taking boat,

thtnee started from Djbouti at the end of August on the trip

across Somaliland and Abyssinia to Khartoum, which he antici

pated would occupy some seventy days. The difficulties they

encountered may be judged by the fact that Adis Abeba, the

point now reached, is rather less than half way to Khartoum,,

and the journey has already taken four months.
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Correspondence.

[Letters to the Editor thould be addressed to the offices, 97SS, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.]

♦

THE ORGANISATION OF MOTORISTS.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—The unfortunate rupture between the Royal A.C. and the

Motor Union is now making it necessary for provincial clnb members to

come to a decision as to which body they will support.

In the first place, it is much to be regretted that the personal element

has entered so much into the controversy. The chief consideration, in

my opinion, in weighing the inducements held out by the It. A C. and

the M.U. respectively is the benefit to be derived by the private owner,

and it is from this standpoint and not from my official point of view that

I wish to approach the subject.

When we look at the past history of the two bodies we find that

the K. A.C. has voluntarily concerned itself chiefly with the develop

ments of automobilism by means of scientific work, sporting trials, and

social work of a certain kind specially adapted to the more wealthy

class of motorist. On the other hand, the M.U., with the consent and

encouragement of the 15. A.C. , has laid itself out to defend the rights of

the individual motorist both in the Law Courts and the Bouses of

Parliament. In view of the present feeling in the country,

and the possibilities of more stringent legislation, the private motorist

should look upon his connection with a central body rather in the light

of its power to defend his rights and liberty than as conferring 21?.

guardians of the road, as the R.A.C. will hardly consent to its'own

badge being used by a mere associate.

5th.—Competitions.—These may be divided into two classes. The

trade trial, which is of undoubted value in the development of the motor but

does not immediately concern the private user, and the Club competition,

intended primarily for the local motorists but lately thrown more

open to the trade, and to some extent, no doubt, abused. The first section

we may well leave in the competent hands of the R. A.C., but with the

second I hold they have little or no right to interfere, and I feel sure

that the provincial clubs will strongly resent the recent action of the

R.A.C. in prohibiting hill climbs except under almost impossibleJcon-

ditions.

6th.—Touring.—The club circular carefully omits any reference to

the much-discussed privilege of the tryptique. We may infer from this

that the privilege is not to be extended to associates, and if this is so,

the remainder of the advantages under this heading can either be

secured from a perusal of the hand-book or from the officials of pro

vincial clubs, who will always be glad to furnish information.

, 7th.—General Committee.—On the basis of their present member

ship the R. A. C. will have about eighty representatives, and unless a large

majority of the provincial clubs decide to affiliate under this scheme

the democratic nature of the committee will be purely nominal, as the

 

Tryon on the 60-h.p. Six-Cylinder Kapler ready to start on hii

attempt at the fifty-mile record.

Photo by]

The car after the accident. The vehicle left the traek on the

right-hand lids juit by the telegraph post and leaped across

the read over the heads of where the men ire Handing.

AN ACCIDENT AT BROOKLANDS. ICampbtll-Gray.

worth of material benefits for a subscription of one guinea. It was the

need for organisation on these lines which called the M.U. into existence

in the first place, and I believe it has shown itself qualified by its record

of work to act in this capacity in the future. If we accept this state

ment of the fust need of the individual motorist, we need not consider in

detail the proposals of the M.U. which have been circulated to the

Provincial Clubs except to say tbat any of the tangible benefits which

the Union can afford to give to its members should be considered as so

much to the good over and above the main work of the Union.

Turning to the R.A.C. scheme, which should be considered in more

detail, as it is much more of a departure from previously accepted lines,

we may consider the value to the individual motorist of each of the pro

posals therein contained.

1st.—The Journal.—This paper, while full credit should be given to

those responsible for its production, is generally admitted to be of less

interest than the copiously-illustrated and well-infcTmed motor Press,

which all of us read in preference to the rather uninteresting pages of

the official journal.

2nd.—Hand Book.—This is certainly of great value to the touring

motorist, but it will be tent to all M.U. members in 1908, and if discon

tinued in fnture under the present title there is no don lit its place will

be taken by an equally useful volume for the use of M.U. members.

3rd.—Legal Department. —The Club m»y start a legal department

if it will, but it will have to spend some time in accumulating the

experience which has proved to be the chief value of this section of

the Motor Union's work.

4th.—Badge.—Associates of the R.A.C. will have the right to wear a

badge. No doubt this means jet another design to contuse the

Club members will practically control the new body. Further,

under the B.A.C. scheme thirty-three clubs which are now-affiliated will

not be represented on the committee at all. 0'" I

8th.—Terms of Reference.—It should be noted the words used are ' I

is intended that the terms or reference of the general committee shall

include." It is obvious that the actual settlement will rest with the

General Council of the R.A.C, and I shall be surprised if provincial clubs

will accept dictation in this way as to what subjects they are or are not

at libei ty to discuss in conjunction with other clubs.

9th.—Payment of Railway Fares.—This suggestion and the further

Clause re fourteen days' honorary membership cannot be considered in

any other light than that of an attempted "inducement" to the hon.

officials of the local clubs. I hold the opinion, which is probably shared

by many, that no honorary official should accept privileges not extended

to all members of his club ; and further, I doubt if any provincial

representative on the new committee would care for the privilege of

becoming a temporary member of the R.A.C. practically on sufferance ;

the same remarks, of course, apply to the offered accommodation in the

club garage.

10th.—Under Clause 14 the General Committee are to have power

to determine any question as to the area or sphere of operations of any

associated body. It is obvious that this power can only affect those

clubs joining under the R.A.C. scheme, and will therefore be of little

value if a diffic ulty arises between clubs one of which is not affiliated.

11th.—Capitation Fees.—Under Clause 18 every provincial club

must pay for a membership of thirty. This would press very hardly on

the smaller clubs. It should also be noted that no provision is marie

for the affiliation of motor-cycle members at anything less than the full
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rate, which would be a fatal objection to any club which included motor

cyclists in its membership.

In conclusion, I would like to refer to the words used in the covering

letter from Mr. J. \V. Orde stating that "The main purpose of the

K.A.C. in passing these proposals is to raise the associated clubs in im

portance." I believe it will be held by met, if not all of the provincial

clubs, that nothing short of independence of any superior body will at

all increase thoir importance, and this cannot be attained in any sense

under the R. A.C. scheme.

Apologising for the length of my remarks, which is only justified by

the importance of the subject nnder discussion,—Yours truly,

J. E. HODGKIN.

MOTORING AND THE POLICE.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—It would be somewhat interesting to know who devised police

traps and stop-watches as an intelligent method of regulating motor-

traffio. To the minds of many it rather borders upon the absurd than

upon the useful. It annoys a certain number of individuals, but there

is no guarantee that it does good to anybody, and we now see that this

kind of espionage is a game at which two can play : witness the novel

institution of automobile spies upon the police themselves. I venture to

suggest; a more reasonable way.

Instead of short stretches, stop-watches, and traps, let the police

authority proceed quietly, inoffensively, and withal protectively towards

the public ; let them test the speed of motor-cars by long distances

instead of short. Then with the help of notebooks, telephones, and tele

graphs, four or five policemen conveniently posted at intervals of some-

 

Til* 30-cwt. Van recently supplied by Messrs. Dennis Bros., Ltd., to

W. H. Smith and Bon.

This is the Ant petrol vehicle Messrs. Smith have had. and they report that it ia
Hiring thern every satisfaction The vehicle is fit ed with a 20-h.p. four-cylinder
engine with both magneto and electric Ignition, and is similar in construction to

the vehicle which took part in Class C in the Commercial Vehicle Trials.

thing like fifteen or twenty miles apart upon any great trunk road from

London to the cowt would be able effectually to control the whole jour

ney. If the posts selected were moreover at dangerous cross-roads, &c.,

so much the b itter, but the policemen should be distinctly authorised

and instructed t > hold up—with the livid as a signal—all approacaing

motors ; to require snob, to slickaa speed and pull u > if req tired for the

put pose of better i lentili jation as to letters and numbers and making

notes of the exiut time of pissing. The same process or some part of it

h iving been repeated further on down the road, and the number and

letter and time hiving been similarly eut-red in another constable's

notebook, the journey of the motorist would thus become self-regis

tering and sometimes no doubt self-convicting, as, e.g., tor a transit of forty

miles in the hour between two towns or places only twenty miles dis

tant from eaci other, or proportionately tor lesser distances. The

motorist would cirry his own co ldemnttion with him.

This very slight and occasional interference of the police authority

would be a mat rial pr itection to the general public, while no reason

able motorist could regard it as otherwise than a friendly ctution.

This remedy for " score terism " is really so simple that one feelsalmost

shy of advocating it. Tie policemen's note-books should, of course,

lie evidmce and so acknowledged upon charges of driving to the common

danger or at excesuve speed ; the legal limit as between place and

place should ue enforced though not too technically at any one

given spot.

It would really seem that no increase of a police force would be

required to carry out so very simple a system. It is not upon ordi

nary country rotds that the "town scorcher" rejoices in his pastime,

but upon tne big trunk roads, as, e.g., from London to York or

Brighton. I believe it would not be necessary to extend this system,

but if necessary the police authority would he able to help itself in

the matter, and the expense of a few extra police constables in a county

would soon recoup itself in the saving of wear and damage to the roads,

which is now almost entirely due to heavy motors of gieat hone-

power proceeding at a speed of something like forty miles an hour. —

Yours truly,

A County Alderman and Member

of Roads Committee.

. LOW-TENSION SPARKING PLUGS.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—I was very interested in the description in a recent issue

of the M.C.J, of the new Bosch low-tension sparking plug, as

fitted to the 1908 Mercedes cars, inasmuch as in 1904 I took out

a patent on a similar device, and have recently been using

what I believe to be the outcome of the Simplex ping referred

to. About the time I took my patent out there were several different

types of low-tension sparking plugs being tried, the best known of

which, if I remember correctly, were the Simplex, the Bullock, and

one marketed by the Societe des Telephones of Paris, but as little or noth

ing has been heard of these plugs until recently, I presumed that they

had met with the same limited amount of success that I did. The inventor

of the Simplex plug has, however, been steadily improving his device,

and a matter of three months ago advised me that he had perfected it,

and offered to let me try the same. This offer I very gladly availed my

self of, and in consequence have for the last eight or nine weeks bad

these plugs in daily use on my 20-h.p. Brotherhood car. I have had them

working in connection with an Eisemann high-tension magneto, merely

cutting out the high-tension circuit, and using the low-tension only.

During the whole of this period the plugs have run without a single

misfire, and the only detriment I have found in the arrangement on

my car is that the high-tension -contacts are hardly good enough

for low-tension current, with the result that the spark at the plug is

hardly as good as it is possible to be. I am now, however, fitting a low-

tension magneto with an ordinary wipe distributor, which on a bench

test showed a very greatly improved spark at the plugs, and in con

sequence I anticipate that it will not only improve the running of the

engine, but also enable the same to be easily started up on the low-

tension magneto.

Of course, there is no doubt that, if the system does prove satisfac

tory, it will be a very great advance in a good many ways on the pre

sent ignition systems as known, especially in regard to simplicity and

reliability, whilst it would enable engines to be fitted up with a low-

tension magneto ignition without the necessity of the usual complica

tions in the shape of mechanical contact breakers.—Yours truly,

Percy Richardson.

THE RELIABILITY OF MAGNETOS.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—In answer to " A. \V. K." as to reliability of magnetos, I have

used both high and low tension magnetos and have run 10,500 miles on a

Simms- Bosch high tension without the slightest adjustment, and it is

still running well on a 30-40-h.p. Daimler. I have also run equally well

on a low tension, and by keeping a magneto clean and well-lubricated

they will run for two or three years without remagneti«ing.

S. H. Sprinothorpe.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—In answer to "A. W. R.'s" query as to the reliability of

magnet js, my experience may be of use to him. I have a car with dual

ignition, both high tension, the magneto being a Simms-Bosch. To date

I have run over 4,000 miles on the latter ignition alone without a single

misfire or any trouble whatever, and the same plugs are in as when th«

car was bought. Lubrication is the only thing that I know about it. I

have never seen the inside and I don't want to. It is also quite easy to

start on.—Yours truly,

Charles S. Barratt.

THE INCONSIDERATE DRIVER.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—My attention has been called to a paragraph in your issue of

the 28th of last month, referring to some remarks made by mo at a lec

ture given under the auspices of the Education Committee at the Suther

land Institute at Longton, on November 29th last.

I should be very pleased to think that I have been unfortunate in

my experience of inconsiderate drivers upon the road, and 1 am pleased

to accept your as-uranoe that the number of considerate drivers is

greatly on the increase, and that motorists have come to recognise the

need for care and f'oughtfulness, not only for the safety of others, Vmt

of themselves, although it is a little difficult, in the face of the reports

one sees, which go to show that there are still a great number, not only
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of careless and inconsiderate drivers, bat callous drivers npon the road,

-and these are the people we have to thank for the continuation in force

•of the stringent regulations with regard to the user of motor-cars.

After leading the paragraph in your paper I found in the very next

motoring paper which I took up to read, namely, the Royal Automobile

-Club Journal of January 2nd, there were no less than three com

plaints of inconsiderate driving, and one may fairly assume that this

forms only a small percentage of the number which actually exist, but

for various reasons are not brought forward.

In my opinion it is the paid professional driver who is responsible for

the public feeling which exists against motors, and not gentlemen who

drive their own oars, whose intelligence naturally prompts them to have

some consideration, not only for the public but for other motorists. I

stated in the course of my lecture, and I am still of the same opinion now,

that all motor drivers should slow down their car when meeting either

another motor, or a horse driven vehicle ; and, further, that every driver

ought to be able to bring bis car to a standstill without risk in the space

of the road which is visible to him at the time. As an instance of the

•disregard of the latter, I was once almost run down at the Weston Cross

ing, near Ingestre, Staffs. It is to be hoped, therefore, that gentlemen

who drive motors will become more stringent in the regulations under

which their paid drivers perform their duties, with a view to effectually

putting a stop to inconsiderate and careless driving.—Yours truly,

Geo. Hawley.

■CARBONACEOUS DEPOSITS IN ENGINE CYLINDERS.

To the Editor op The Motor-Car Journal.

Sik,—I am carrying out some exhaustive experiments on the cause

of so called carbonaceous deposits in the cylinders of internal combus

tion engines, and I should esteem it a great favour if you would

allow me to appeal through the medium of the M.C.J, to motorists, in

order that I may ask them to send me, at Yanbrugh House, Blaokheath,

samples of the deposits which they have found in their engines, to

gether with, if possible, particulars as to the make of car, type of lubri

cation, compression, and any other such points, as, for example, undue

heating, which they might consider to have a bearing on the formation

of deposit.

I may say that the result of my work will be made public, and I

therefore venture to make this request.—Yours truly,

A. DUCKHAM.

MOTOR BODY DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—I was very much interested in your recent article on this

subject. It has always been recognised that the easiest riding position

upon a car is as nearly as possible half way between the rear and front

-axles. The jars due to road inequalities being transmitted from each

axle through the springs to the body, and the effect of each irregularity

being successively felt, first in front and then behind, there is a com

parative freedom from shock at the central points of the chassis.

This is particularly true of long wheel base vehicles, a given rise or

fall of either axle representing a very small movement in the centre of

the chassis. Rear seats are generally so notorious for their hard riding

-qualities as to be rather shunned by experienced motorists, being, as a

rule, almost directly over the rear axle, and it is unfortunate that one

-of the two best riding seats has to be given up to the driver—only

one of the passengers in a touring party being able to enjoy a seat

affording the maximum of comfort.

The increase of bonnet length which comes with the use of six

cylinder engines, and the fact that all bodies on high-powered cars are

now required by public demand to be very roomy and to comfort

ably seat five persons, keep the rear seat extremely tar back—the per

missible length of wheel base having been reached, if not exceeded, in

some designs. The rear seats somewhat overhang the back axle in

not a few instances, although it is evident that a few manufacturers

•of touring cars have realised the advantage, in point of easy riding, of

keeping the whole body within the space between the axles, and

thus locating the rear seat somewhat forward of the back axle. It

may be practically impossible to bring this seat sufficiently far ahead

'to make a substantial improvement in the comfort of its passengers,

but it is certainly a move in the right direction,—Yours tmlv,

Comfort.

A DE DION QUERY.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

"heaSir,—Can you or any of your readers inform me what occurs when

the thiottle is applied to a De Dion engine? Does it effect the lift of

the exhaust cams or the inlet cams ?—Yours truly,

Enquirer.

[Practically all De Dion-Bouton single-cylinder engines with

atmospheric inlet valves, from the 4J-h.p. upward-, have heen fitted with

a throttle on the exhaust valve lift, but the single-cylinder 8-h. p. engine

with the inlet valve mechanically operated is controlled by a throttle

on the carbarett >r ; in this c use, however, provision is made for raising

the exhaust valve to facilitate starting. A diagram of the action of the

exhaust valve type of throttle, as fitted to De Dion motors, will be foan 1

in Mepredy*s Instruction Book, third edition, page 12. It is also

described and illustrated in "M)tor Vehicles and Motors," by Worby

Beaumont, second volutin, pages 21 and 22. All Da Dion-Bouton motors

from and ineluding the new S-h.p. are fitted with throttles that operate

on the outlet mixture of the carburettor, and are controlled by a pedal,

and also by a lever on the steering column.]

DENATURED ALCOHOL AS A NON-FREEZING

SOLUTION.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—Denatured alcohol possesses great advantages over other

anti-freezing solutions in the following ways :—1. It always has a con

stant composition, consequently when mixed with water in certain

proportions the mixture will always have the same boiling and freezing

temperature. 2. It has no corrosive action on any part of the circu

lating system, either the metals or the rubber, consequently can be

used continuously without any renewal of parts. 3. Electrolytic action

cannot take place when denatured alcohol is used. Electrolysis takes

place whenever a salt solution, such as calcium chloride, sodium chloride,

&c, is employed, and this action probably causes more wearing away of

the parts than any other, and is not confined to the radiator and pump, but

also takes place in the water jackets of the engine. 4. The

boiling point of denatured alcohol is higher and the freezing point is

lower than that of wood alcohol, consequently a mixture of water and

denatured alcohol will not evaporate as readily as a mixture of water

and wood alcohol, and the freezing point will be lower. 5. There is

absolutely no danger of the action of heat forming any acid which would

corrode the parts. 6. Denatured alcohol does not have to be filtered

before being poured into the radiator, as it contains no solid matter.

 

E£ Mr. A. W. Gamage's Six-Cylinder Kapler. The body, which is of

the limousine type witn detachable top, was built by Mr. Has

Graddos, of Mildmay Park, N.

7. There is absolutely no danger of its forming a film on the radiator,

thus reducing its efficiency. Glycerine when used clings to the surface

of the radiator and the inside surfaces of the water joints, and ou

account ot its low specific heat lowers the efficiency of the radiator, and

also prevents the carrying away of heat by the water from the engine

proper.—Yours truly,

Mechanical Engineer,

MICA WIND SHIELDS.

To the Editor of Tlte Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—Several accidents have occurred where passengers sitting

beside the driver have been seriously injured by the breaking of glass

wind shields. In the case of an accident the shield is almost certaim

to be damaged and the glass will generally inflict damage on anyone

who happens to be on the car.

Cannot mica be satisfactorily employed in place of gltss? At one

of the motor shows I saw a shield in which mica and glass were

ingeniously incorporated, but I have never seen it employed on a car.

Perhaps Home who ha/e had experience of such a shield, or pos.sibly

the makers, might be prevailed upon to give their experience in your

interesting columns.—Yours truly,

A. M. D.

Mr. W. G. James, of the Crypto Car and Cycle Company, 14,

Mortimer Street, London, W., writes : —" We have had a new motor-car

tyre cover stolen from our depot. We should be glad if you would

mention this in your next issue, as it may not only lead to the recovery

of the tyre but also to the tracing of the thief. The following is a des

cription ol the tyre :—Hutchinson cover, No. 1633, 880 mm. diameter

and 120 mm. thick. The cover has a hea led edge an 1 is covered with

leather, the top surface being fitted with fibre blocks, in which are t lire j

rows of steel studs."
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THE DUBLIN MOTOR SHOW.

jj A, MOtor-car Exhibition organised by the Irish Automobile Club
■\\;is opened in the Halls of the Royal Dublin Society at Ballsbridge,

l)ublin, on Saturday last, by the Earl of Aberdeen, the Lord Lieutenant

of Ireland. The Show is much larger than that of last year, examples

of all the leading British, Continental and American cars being on

View, interest being increased by the presence of an Irish-built vehicle. .

Interest at the stand pf -Messrs. Stiaker and Squire, is centred

on the 12-h.p. Shamrock car illustrated below. The motor comprises

lour cylinders cast in pairs, 87 mm. bore by 85 mm. stroke, the valves

"eing arranged on one-side. . The ignition is by coil and accumulators,
 

the "Shamrock" 12 14-h.p. Four-Cylinder Car -Messrs. Straker

and Squire).

r. J* s,*' '

the contact maker being located on the upper end of a vertical spindle

driven oft' the cam shaft. The spindle is extended downward to operate

tire oil pump. The water circulation is on the tliermo-siphon system, no

pump being employed. The clutch is of the leather-faced cone type.

The gear-box is adapted to give three forward speeds in addition to the

reverse, the transmission being by onrHan at.oft. «n«t i„„.»i ™«» ^, cardan shaft and bevel gear to

a live axle. The brakes are all centred on the rear road wheels

bubs, twin brake drums being provided to each. The vehicle is built

with two-seated body, and should prove a speedy little car.

The exhibit of the Ariel Company comprises three models—40-50-h.p.,

30-40-b.p., and 20h,p. The latter (Fig. 2) is the first of the new
 

The 20-h.p. Coventrv-buHt Ariel Froir ham. Thn rew design of the

Bonnet and the position of the Radiator will be noted.

Co*oventry-built vehicles, and differs in several respects from the other

ears, notably as regards the shape of "the bonnet and the location of the

radiator. The " All Irish Car, which is made by Messrs. Chambers

Motors, Ltd., is a lOj-h.p. two-cylinder vehicle with horizontal engine and

epicyclic change-speed gear giving three speeds forward and a reverse.
 

the Hotchkiss and Vulcan by the London and Parisian Motor Co., Ltd.

Other cars on view include the Martini, Berliet, Panhard, Aries, West-

Aster, Rover, Argyll, Napier, Humber, Daimler, Gregoire, Beo, Clement-

Talbot, Minerva, Weigel, Calthorp, Fiat, Austin, Ford, Deasy, S. P. A.,

De Dion, Alldays, Adams Porthos, Passe Partout, Decauville, Starling,

Gladiator, Swift, Sheffield Simplex, Clement and Duhanot.

Motor tyres and non-skids are exhibited by the Continental Tyre;

Company, Messrs. David Moaeley and Sons, Ltd.—the latter firm also

displaying their Universal motor rim—Messrs. J. Spencer, Monlton and

Co., the Dunlop Pneumatic Tyre Company, Ltd., the Michelin Company,

and the North British Rubber Company, Ltd. ' The ShreWBDury and.

Challiner Tyre Company are present with a full range of Challiner'sn

patent detachable rims, artillery wheels and pneumatic and solid rubber

tyres. Non-skids are shown by Messrs. G. Tiesclee and Co., the New

Motor and General Rubber Company, Ltd., Mr. W. S. Cort, of Market

■Harborough, Messrs. Middlemore and Lampiugh (Pegasus), Samsons,.

Ltd., and Messrs. J. B. Brooks and Co., Ltd.

The exhibit of the Elastes Company, Ltd., consists principally of-

the material with which their name is favourably identified among

motorists. A removable , flange rim is also exhibited at their stand. :

The Midland Rubber Company, Ltd., are represented by a complete

range of motor tyres in the plain, grooved, and steel-studded non-skid

f>atterns. Included in their display is the Ajax detachable rim, which

tas been recently described in our columns. Cans, drums, and cases

used in the transport of "Shell" motor spirit are exhibited by the

British Petroleum Company, Ltd., who have lately issued a series of

picture postcards depicting various motoring events in which this spirit

has been used. The Anglo-American Oil Company are alsi present in

the interest of their well-known motor spirits, while Messrs. Win.

Freston and Co., Dublin, draw attention to the merits of " Carburine."

The Faatnut washer is being shown on the stand of the company

under the direction of Mr. W. H. Cook, the managing director. This

device is well known in Great' Britain, and will certainly attract much

attention on this, its first, appearance in Ireland. The well-known

Albany rotary water circulating pump is shown by the Albany En-

gineering Company, at whose stand is also the Cave detachable " Quick

Change rim and the "Stanley" silencer. Among the other accessory

exhibits we note the Rushmore lamps, E.I.C. ignitialities, Bleriot lamps

the Turco electric vulcaniser, the County Chemical Company's speci

alities, Stepney spare wheels, the H.F. vulcanisers of Messrs, Harvey-

Frost and Co., Coventry Motor chains, the Auto-vice spanner, &c, of

■Messrs. Avery and Roberts, Ltd., a range of Messrs. Brown Bros.,

" Dnco " accessories, the Universal valve connector, tyre tester and

battery terminals of Messrs. F. S. Nickells and Co. , the Veeder odometers-

ana the "Auto Torch" of Messrs. Markt and Co., the B.R.C. Alpha

lamps and Messrs. Vandervell's ignition specialities. The Show closes

to-day (Saturday).

THE ACCIDENT ON BROOKLANDS TRACK. .

One of the most remarkable accidents, happily unattended with

- fatal results, which has occurred to a motorist in this country took

place on Thursday of last: week on the BrOoklands Track. Mr. H. C.

Tryon was to make an attack on the records recently set up by Mr.

W. T. Clifford-Earp. Starting shortly after noon on a 60-h.p. six-

cylinder Napier, he was soon attaining a speed of eighty-four or eighty-

five miles an hour, and all went well until in the fifteenth lap aiyTe

burst, necessitating a change of wheel. The fifty-mile record was beaten-

by a minute, and then, in the twenty-fourth lap, a second tyre went.

The car was running at the top end of the track, near the grand stand,

and when the tyre burst the vehicle turned, completely .round three

times. It then slid down to the bottom of the bank, and took a flying

leap right across the road, carrying with it two telegraph posts and

some iron railings, ultimately falling into a bank of sand on the opposite

side. Mr. Tryon, the driver, who was the only occupant of the car,,

fell out into the middle of the roadway over which the track proceeds,,

and was picked up and conveyed to an hotel at Weyfiridge, where it

was ascertained that no bones were broken, but that his chest was badly

bruised.

TheBrooklands A.R.C.ha3ofBciallypiade known that Mr. Tryon,before

his accident on the 60-h.p. six-cylinder Napier at Brooklands on Thurs

day last week, beat the Fifty Mile World s Record, doing the distance-

in 37 min. 45-9 sec, equiva'ent to a speed of 79-43 m.p.h., with Pratt's

motor spirit. The car was fitted with " Castle " coil and accumulators.

Despite the extraordinary distance the car jumped after the second

burst tyre, and the way Mr. Tryon was thrown out when travelling

nearly $5 m.p.h., be appears to have suffered no serious injury, and tbe

doctor hopes soon to have him about fit and well again. There is very-

little doubt that it is owing to his coolness and ability in sticking to

his car right up to the last that a serious disaster was averted. The

accident was caused through the back tyre bursting and then coming

partly off the wheel and jamming between the wheel and the frame.,

so that this wheel was locked just as if a violent application of the

brake had been made and the car spun round on the locked wheeL

From eyewitnesses and from Mr. Tiyon it seems clear that tbe car

turned completely round upon itself two or three times before leaping

off the track.

We learn that the New Pegamoid, Ltd., 144, Queen Victoria Street..

E.C., are placing on the market a new cloth which is a more penect

imitation of leal leather than that which has hitherto been supplied .

It is the result of lengthy and exhaustive experiments, and is well adapted-

for motor-cars, &c.
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THE OUNCE OF PREVENTION.*

Constant inspection is the price of successful motor-car operation,

as indeed it is with any other piece of mechanism. Inspection not only

reduces the liability of those derangements which might cause imperfect

operation and stoppages on the road ; but, what is far more important,

it in a measure forestalls those imperfections which might result in

accident to the occupants or damage to the oar itself. Inspection for

the latter class of derangements is far more imperative than for the

former, and it may be well to mention a few of the matters which

should .be looked to particularly with .an idea of protecting the pas

sengers and the vehicle from danger.

THE STUBBING GEAB.

The steering gear, from the hand wheel to the wheels themselves,

must ibe scrutinised with the most minute attention. Every not must

be demonstrated to foe in place, and its bolt, if it have' one, properly

secured. The ball joints m the steering linkage should foe in correct

and firm adjustment. If there is much lost motion between the nand

wheel and the steering axle, it should be located and, if possible,

removed. Frequently an adjustment is provided to take up wear in the

warm gear, or whatever irreversible mechanism is provided in the

steering column. The latter should be demonstrated to be perfectly

tigjht to the frame or floor, 'as the case may be. Tightness in all parts

of the mechanism, but still a perfect freedom of inotion of the gear,

should be the desideratum. If the gear springs (badly when it is

operated witlh the vehicle at rest, it should' be viewed with suspicion,

and if there is a large amount of incurable backlnsh the worn parts had

best be replaced. The irreversible mechanism, at the foot of the column

is generally intended to be kept packed' with lubricant, and every joint

and pivot should be lubricated with heavy oil. Ih. connection with the

steering gear one should try both front wheels to make sure that they are

fast on their axles and that there is no possibility of their working' off.

THE BRAKES. . . r • l.

Upon the integrity of the brakes depend the lives and limbs of the

occupants of the car, and no pains should be spared to make sure that

they axe effective. The pull rods or cables which transmit the braking

power from pedal or lever should be securely attached to the mechanism

which they operate, and entirely free from interference with other parts.

Adjustment must be so made that the brake is fully applied before the

operating pedal or lever reaches the limit of its motion. In the case

of hufo brakes one should see that the brake band on one wheel acts

just as strongly as that on the other. If leather brake bands are used

they should be kept free from oil, but if the braking surfaces are metal

oil is expected to ibe used upon them. There is no excuse for anyone

who operates with his brakes in bad order, as their condition may be

tested at any moment on the road by any motorist, no matter how

non-technical he may be. Do not neglect a brake because you employ it

but little, but see that it is in as good condition as the other.

LUBRICATION.

The chief causes of damage to the mechanism which may be removed

by inspection are the failure of the lubrication of some portion, the

loosening of some part from the fastenings which normally hold it in

place, and the failure of the water circulation. Upon the lubrication

of each moving part of the mechanism depends its wearing quality, and

too great care cannot possibly be taken in regard to it.

LOOSE NUTS AND BOLT3.

No matter how much care is tak< n to prevent the working loose of

nuts, bolts and screws (and the greatest pains are taken to obviate it in

the best modern cars), the constant vibration occasionally causes the

slackening of these important fastenings and sometimes their complete

working out and their loss, with serious consequences. Nothing but a

trial with a wrench or screwdriver of these bolts and screws, covering

all parts of the machine, can assure one that everything is as it should

be ; and here it may be well to make a few remarks as to some of the

conveniences which make inspection easy and conduce to its thorough

ness. The vehicle should preferably be capable of being readily stripped,

so that every part is easily reached, and the engine, base chamber and

change-speed gear should be provided with liberal hand holes. An

incandescent lamp with wire guard and a long, flexible cable is almost

a necessity of a thorough inspection, as are wrenches and screwdrivers

of all shapes and sizes. One should constantly Ibe on the lookout for

nuta that have dropped off or lost their lock nuts or split pins.

WATER CIRCULATION.

The maintenance of a plentiful supply of cooling water circulating

energetically through the engine jacket is necessary, if injuries to pistons

and cylinder walls are to be avoided. It is a part of the work of

inspection to see that the radiator is full, that no leaks have developed,

and that the circulating pump is doing its full duty and is properly

lubricated. The 'belt which operates the fan should be kept welldressed

and at the proper tightness, and its fastenings should foe secure.

THE CHASSIS.

In the general inspection of the car, one may well begin with the

chassis. The tyres should be examined for nails or other puncture-

•Abstract of a lecture by Mr. Albert L. Clough before the Y.M.C.A.

Automobile School, Boston, Mass.

producing objects and the sides for evidences of rim-cutting. If any

parts of the tread are cut it is sometimes possible to fasten down the

chipped portions with rubber cement. The front w-heels may be jacked

up and demonstrated to run perfectly free, but without any serious side

play. If ball or roller bearings are used the ball or Toller cages must

occasionally foe packed with grease, and should be adjusted to that

degree of tightness which secures freedom from wobble, but without the

least tendency toward binding. Plain bearings require very little atten

tion other than the occasional turning of their grease cups.

If the car has a live rear axle care should be taken that its bearings

are in perfect adjustment and fully lubricated. The large nuts securing

the wheels to the axles should 'De shown to be perfectly tight. In

case the axle is chain-driven one should see that the chain is neither

too tight nor loose, and that it is clean and well lubricated. The link

which fastens together the two ends of the chain should be closely

examined to see that it is secure. The two radius rods which adjust

the chain should foe set up tight, and at equal length, so as to keep

the axles parallel, and the differential case should 'be supplied with the

proper amount of heavy oil to secure constant Imbrication. If the car

has a shaft drive, the lubrication of the bevel gears, if attended, to,

will probably ensure the oiling of the differential. In case of the solid

axle and double chain drive, the bearings of the wheels on the axle

' must be attended to, but the lubrication of the differential will probably

be taken care of when the change-speed gear case is supplied with oil.

The springs should be inspected to see that no leaves are broken and

every nut on the clips, which secure the springs to the frame and to

the axles, should be left in a tight condition, as otherwise a broken

spring may be the result.

THE ENGINE.

The engine should foe turned over by the starting handle, and the

compression in each cylinder should foe proved to foe satisfactorily high.

If it is not, an attempt should be made to locate the escape of the gas,

which, if not being lost by the piston rings, may escape past a sparking

plug that does not fit tightly or through an inlet or exhaust valve which

does not seat properly. Sometimes one can determine where the loss

of gas is by the sound when the engine is slowly turned. The bottom of

the crank case should foe removed or the hand-hole cover taken off, as

the case may be, and the moving parts inspected. No perceptible loose

ness should be allowed in the bearing;; ot the connecting rod on the

crank shaft or upon the gudgeon pin. It is of the greatest importance

that the bolts holding the caps on the big-end bearings should be tight

and properly locked and the caps on the crank shaft 'bearings in the

engine base should .be left in a perfectly tight condition. If any of

the valves have proved to be leaky they should be removed, together

with their seatings, if these be separable, and ground in by the use of

fine emery and a gentle rotary motion. The bearings of the half-time

shaft should be in proper adjustment, and if any part of the engine

appears to have lacked oil the reason should be ascertained. If splash

lubrication is employed, the base chamber, after being put together,

should be filled with the proper amount of heavy, high-test oil, and any

undue escape of the lubricant through joints or otherwise should be

corrected ; and if the oil is fed to the cylinders ar d other parts through

oil pipes it is well to occasionally disconnect these and see that the oil

is actually delivered when the lubricator is working.

SPARKING PLUGS.

Sparking plugs should be removed and seen to be clean and un-

cracked and their terminals adjusted at the right distance. The contact

device may foe uncovered, the contacts cleaned, and the connections of

the wires to it demonstrated to foe tight and not liable to breakage.

It is well to take a look at all the wiring to see that it is not oil-soaked

or that it does not pass too near any conducting part of the car. When •

accumulators are employed, it is a good idea to test each cell by means

of a voltmeter. The cells should be packed in such a way that they

cannot shift from the motion of the car, and the connections between

them should be of flexible cable, provided with proper terminals. Where

a dynamo or magneto is used it should have the lubrication which the

makers intend, and its commutator and brushes should foe in good

electrical condition. The tremblers of the induction coils must be

adjusted for a rather high musical note, the adjustments set very tight,

and the platinum points should be carefully brightened.

CHANGE-SPEED GEAR.

The change-speed gear, if of the sliding pinion or separate clutch

system, is usually in a tight case, and care should be taken that this

is kept filled to the right height with thick oil. If separate metallic

clutches are provided for each speed they should be kept adjusted so

as to hold sufficiently, but not to require any undue force to engage

them, and the adjustments should be carefully locked at the correct

points. Everv bearing, gear face and clutch surface should be seen to

share in the lubrication. In case a planetary gear is used the straps

must be adjusted at such tensions as to secure freedom from slipping

on each speed, and the case should contain plenty of lubricant. The

pivots of the operating mechanism which tightens the straps should be

lubricated, as well as the spool and operating fingers of the high-speed

locking clutch. These gears frequently have a number of oil holes,

urarying with different makes, and none of them should be neglected.

It may be remarked in passing that the operation of lubrication, if

intelligently performed, will often bring to light, without special effort

on the part of the attendant, many cases of looseness of parts, excessive
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wear and other defects. One cannot completely inspect the lubrication

system without viewing, and perhaps handling, most parts of the oar,

and in so doing one is likely to notice anything which is out of order.

One should not take for granted that a force-feed lubricator, operated

either by the exhaust pressure or mechanically driven by the engine,

is infallible in its -workings. Oil pipes will sometimes clog, and the

small pumps used in the latter type sometimes fail to draw their charge

of oil. One must be sure that oil actually reaches the part intended,

and to this end oil magazines and their pipes should occasionally 'be

flushed out with petrol. Oil ways and holes must be free so as to

carry the lubricant to the very point at which it is needed. One should

have a variety of oil cans of proper sizes and lengths of spout, so that

there may be no temptation to slight any parts of the mechanism.

If a cone clutch is employed, there seldom will be any need of

adjustment, but the operating mechanism 'which throws the dutch in

and out must be oiled. Castor oil is sometimes used on the leather

facing to keep it soft and make it " take hold " properly. All operating

levers and their connections, including the gear-changing lever, the

spark advancer, and the throttle or accelerator pedal or lever should be

proved to be perfect in their working. Petrol piping and the tank should

be inspected for leaks. The carburettor float chamber should occa

sionally be drawn off and flushed with petrol, in order to remove any

water or sediment, and the spraying nozzle and chamber should be kept

free of all foreign substances.
It is impossible to give any directions for inspection which will cover

all makes of cars, but a short acquaintance with any particular vehicle

is sure to bring out special points which need examination frequently.

If, however, all parts are carefully examined in the stable at frequent

intervals there will be very few troubles met with on the road, and

it should be the aim of every conscientious automobilist to secure, by

his own foresight, a clean road record. Tyre troubles and rare instances

of the breakage of i parts, neither of which classes of troubles can be

avoided by inspection, are about all the difficulties which a good driver

ought to expect while the vehicle is in service. An ounce of prevention

applied in the stable is better than many pounds of cure applied under

the disadvantageous circumstances which the road generally imposes.

SPARE PARTS.
After all the precautions in the way of inspection have been taken,

it is well to be prepared to meet ordinary emergencies of the road, and

in order to do so the tool box should be liberally and judiciously

equipped with the proper tools and supplies. If a long tour is

contemplated through a district where repair shops are few, quite an

extensive list of spare parts and supplies had best be taken. As to

what parts should be chosen, nothing but experienoe can determine.

But it may be said that whatever part or parts of a part icular car

have shown weakness should be the parts carried in duplicate. An

extra inlet and exhaust valve, with their springs, should be included in

(lis kit, together with a good supply of sparking plugs, if the jump

spark is used, and an extra igniter and several sets of spark points if

the low tension system is employed. If the contact maker is of the

type which employs a platinum-tipped steel spring and screw, these

should be carried in duplicate, and it saves considerable bother if a

complete contact box is carried as a spare part, as it can readily be

attached in place of the old one, and less time taken than would be

required to put the old one into running condition. In case ball or

roller bearings are used in the car, a set of cups and cones and a supply

of balls or a set of roller cages, as the case may be, may well be

included. Some people carry an extra set of springs or an extra front

spring at least, but these are not likely to be needed unless the car is

over-driven, and tbey are rather cumbersome and heavy. A good

country blacksmith is ordinarily able to make new springs; at least,

for temporary use in case of breaKage oi the road.

Extra links for the driving chain and an extra connecting link should,

of course, be included, and if a chain drive is used for the pump, or

magneto, or for starting the engine, a duplicate should be carried. An

extra belt for the air ian, if one is used, may well be provided. One

should have on hand a stock of spare mite and bolts of the sizes used

in the car. Ordinarily the supply necessary to fit all parts of the vehicle

will not prove burdensome. The small springs, such as used on

governors and flexible pump connections, sometimes break, and

duplicates should be at hand. Spare tyres are a necessary part of the

touring equipment of all automobiles, and both extra covers and inner

tubes should be carried, together with a small vulcaniser, patches,

cement, sand-paper, extra bolts, a pump, and one of the folding jacks

which are now on the market.
In addition to whatever wrenches or spanners are required to fit

special parts of the mechanism, the following tools will be found

useful. A large monkey wrench, a small bicycle wrench, bar or 8

wrenches for standard nuts, a pair of parallel jaw-cutting pliers, a

cold chisel or two, a few files of different kinds and sizes, a good

jackknife, a small punch or drift pin, one of the small pocket tool

chests containing a variety of tools, a large and small screwdriver,

and an engineers hammer. A pocket voltmeter will not come amiss.

One can add to the equipment a pair of overalls and a piece of oilcloth

to kneel or lie upon when making repairs, but these "insignia of the

trade " are not nearly so often needed as they were formerly.

(To be continued.)

imecccumt

M?" G. BsADWBLL, of 5, Filey Street, Sheffield, is the agent for the

Motobloc car for the counties of York, Nottingham, Derby and Lincoln.

DETERMINING TYRE TEMPERATURES.

It is a matter of common knowledge that as the result of friction

both with the road surface and that produced by the relative movement

of the inner tube and cover of a motor tyre, the latter reaches a high

tempeiature when the car is run at great speeds, but up to the present

little or no attention appears to have been paid to the matter of investi

gating this phenomenon. Observation has shown that the tyres of a

racing car reach a temperature that cannot be borne by the hand placed

on the outside of the cover, which would appear to indicate that the

temperature of the interior of the tyre might at times approach perilously

near to the melting point of the rubber itself. In fact, some motorists

have accepted this theory as being responsible for the partial dissolu

tion of the inner tube generally termed " blowouts," out_ experience

proves this to be erroneous, many of such injuries being nothing more or

iftas than the resnlt of carelessness in replacing the lube in position, as a

consequence of which a portion ofit becomes pinched. It is, in consequence,

of interest to learn that M. Luoien 'Peruse, secretary to the Technical

Commission of the Automobile Club of France, has devised a means of

investigating tyre temperatures somewhat more closely than the present

method of feeling the exterior with the hand.
Writing of his experiments in the Bulletin Offieiel de la Commission

Technique, he says :—" I have combined this device by means of utilizing

a Sclaverand pressure indicator and a thermometer, with the aid of M.

Morin, the maker of the former useful instrument. The pressure gauge

consists of a needle operated by an exterior button passing through

an air-tight joint and so placed as to operate the stem of the

valve, while the instrument itself is designed to be screwed on the

shell of the latter in place of the cap. In order to avoid the necessity

of removing the instrument when it is found that the pressure of the

tyre is insufficient, a side outlet has been provided on the stem of the

pressure indicator. Ordinarily this is closed by a regulation style cap,

which may be removed whenever further inflation is necessary. It is to

this opening that I have applied my temperature-determining apparatus,

which consists of a chamber communicating with the atmosphere

through the medium of a pet-cock. In the centre of the chamber in

question there is placed the bulb of a thermometer graduated to 120>

deg. Centigrade. The thermometer is held fast in place by a packed

joint and protected from injury by a casing.
In order to ascertain the temperature of the interior of a tyre

immediately after the conclusion of a race, or after having been run

at high speed for any length of time, it is only necessary to remove

the valve cap of the tyre and substitute in its place the pressure gauge,

press the button in order to permit the hot air from the interior of the

tyre to escape into the chamber containing the thermometer, and a

double reading may be taken—that of the pressure of the expanded air

and its temperature. In order thatthe matter may more closely approxi

mate the exact temperature of the interior of the tyre, it is necessary to

open the petcock slightly, thus allowing the air to escape slowly. Other

wise the metal of the gauge and of the containing chamber would be

apt to rob the small amount of air necessary to fill the chamber of

such a large proportion of its heat as to render the reading worthless.

After the air has been escaping through the pet-cock for half a minute

or so, the entire apparatus reaches a uniform temperature and the read

ing practically represents the condition of the interior of the tyre.

Experiments with the device should reveal some interesting facts in this

connection, as little or nothing is definitely known on the subject of tyre

temperatures apart from the fact that it is a matter of common knowledge

they do get most uncomfortably hot when run very fast—a condition

that is not conducive to longevity.

THE MERVYN O'QORMAN TROPHY.

RECENTLY we announced that lifr. Mervyn O'Gorman had offered a

trophy to the K.A.C. for competition on the Brooklands Track or such

other place as may be agreed to by the Club. The competition must be

held between May 1st and July 31st, and no limitation will be placed on

the form or description of the motive power of the vehicles entered,

provided that it be wholly mechanical, nor will any regulation be made

with regard to the kind of fuel used. The distance is to be not less than

100 miles, and the time and speeds obtaining during the race are to be

noted in such a manner that the records obtained for distances less than

100 miles may be obtained and placed to the credit of those obtaining

such records. As we went to press the Brooklands A.R.C. intimated

that the event would be run off on August 3rd.

OBTAINING CARS BY ALLEGED FALSE PRETENCES.

A sentence of six months' imprisonment was passed at the

Warwick Quarter Sessions on Albert Goddard, who was charged with

obtaining by false pretences a motor-car valued at £760 from the

Daimler Motor Car Company's works at Coventry. The car was

abandoned by prisoner at a hotel at Southwell, near Nottingham.

John Parrott, an engineer, was charged on the 2nd hist,

on a warrant at Marlborough Street with having, between November 28th

and December 5ih, fraudulently converted a motor-car to his own use at

Oxford Street, London. He had been arrested on returning frcm New

York and was remanded.
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CASES UNDER THE^MOTOR CAR ACT.

Exceeding Speed Limit.

At Kingston-on-Thames "County Police Court ten motorists have

been convicted of exceeding the speed limit, and fines, exclusive of costs,

were imposed totalling £47. All the defendants pleaded guilty, and the

batch of summonses was disposed of under the half-hour. The fines

ranged from £6 to £3 according to the speed.

There is a measured furlong in St. John's Wood for motoring alorg

which at a speed beyond the legal limit a motorist has been fined £30

and costs. , '. . , " ,

For exceeding the motor-car speed limit of ten miles per hour, at

Newmarket, two motorists have been fined £3 each. ' ii

Appkal Allowed. '

At the West Sussex Quarter Sessions at Chichester,- on the 2nd inst. ,

before Jndge Lumley Smith and other magistrates, Mr. T. E. Comins,

of Rodenhurst Road, Clapham Park, S.W., appealed against a conviction

at the Horsham Bench on October 12th, 1907, for unlawfully driving a

motor-car on the public highway at Rusper in a manner dangerous to

the public.

Mr. Leonard Costello was for the appellant, and Mr. Horton Smith

for the respondents. The appeal was made on three grounds :—(1) The

decision was contrary to the weight of evidence. (2) The conviction

was wrong according to law, as it was not shown by the ptosecution that

any member of the public was in danger. (3) Under the circumstances the

fine inflicted was grossly excessive. After the evidence in support of the

conviction Mr. Costello addressed the Court on behalf of the appellant,

who. hesaiil, did not rush about the country disregarding the safety of his

fellow citizens, but was a quiet, ordinary business gentleman, who indulged

in motoring for the pleasure of himself and his family. He submitted

that the fine of £10 and costs was in a case of this kind excessive. He

also suggested that the proceedings against his client were instituted

by the owner of a dog by way of punishing the motorist for having

killed the dog. Since these proceedings had been going on a civil action

had been instituted by the owner of the dog for the recovery of what he

considered the value of the animal, and he maintained that he ought

not to be allowed also to penalise his client in a criminal court. The

appellant, his wife, and Mr. and Mrs. F. W.Plaw having given evidence,

the Chairman said he thought the matter was ripe for the Bench to

decide without any speeches from counsel. The magistrates accordingly

retired, and after an absence of only a few minutes they returned, and

the Chairman announced that they had decided that the appeal should

be allowed. The Court also decided to allow costs.

—

FOR HE'S A CHAUFFEUR NOW.

-♦-

I went back to the village, Tom,

The spot we cherished so,

And hunted up our boyhood friends

Of twenty years ago !

The crowd who tilled the soil with us

Are scattered, I avow 1 1

The motor craze has struck the town,

And they're all chauffeurs now !

You recollect Jim Buzby, Tom,

At whom we used to scoff!

They sold him out at auction once

To clear a mortgage off!

He's liquidated all his debts,

I can't just tell you. how,

But he's become a millionaire,

For he's a chauffeur now !

I ran across old Billy Sprigg,

With Mary on his arm.

She used to be a milk maid, Tom,

Down on his father's farm.

She solemnly declared that she

Had never seen a cow, .

Bill must be making money, Tom ;

For he's a chauffeur now !

While rambling through the old churchyard,

A horror seized my frame !

There stood a granite monument

Which bore Jim Simpson's name.

His motor-car exploded, Tom,

I learned from Davy Slough ;

No doubt, if Jim had been alive,

He'd be a chauffeur now.

The county court house which they planned,

You surely can't forget;

They broke the ground when we were boys,

And 'tisn't finished yet ;

Mechanics, Tom, are pretty scarce,
As all the folks allow. 1 •

They can't get men to do the work,

For they're all chauffeurs now! .1

Frank G. Welch in the "Carriage Monthly."

TEN COMMANDMENTS FOR TYRE USERS.

-♦-

What might be termed the ethics of the tyre problem are embodied

in the text of a cleverly devised show card which the Firestone Tyre and

Rubber Company, a leading American concern, is distributing to be

hung in garages and such other places as will keep it before the eyes.

It is known as the " Chauffeur's Moral Code," and Teads as follows :—

(1) I will not overload or overspeed my vehicle, because this will

be harmful to the mechanism and tyres. I realise that a good tyre has

a certain amount of "life," and if persistently overworked' it raniiot

recover.

(2) I will always keep the brakes working evenly and the a^les and

wheels " trued up." I can thereby save rack and wear on rny vehicle

and prevent unnecessary strain on any one of the tyres.

(3) I will not allow oil or grease to accumulate on my- rubber tyres,

as this will eventually cause decay.

(4) I will never expose my tyres to burning, herat, as the wear-

resisting properties of the rubber would thus be destroyed.

(5) I will always remember to start my vehicle in tf'ilr

before turning the steering wheel ; because by turning front wL,

the vehicle is standing still, a heavy arid1 unnecessary strain a

placed upon the tyres.

(6) I will start and stop my vehicle gradually and avoid jerky

motions under all circumstances.

(7) I will not persist in running my vehicle^ along tram rails, as that

would grind down the edges of the tyres. :

t' Hue
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(8) I will always, when possible, choose a smooth pathway,

avoiding obstacles and road irregularities ; and will cross tram lines
preferably at an angle. ■• '. ' .

(9) As merely resetting or repairing a tyre will in many cases

double its life, I will have my tyres attended to promptly when

damaged, in order to secure the greatest amount of service from them.

(10) And, above all things, I will use my influence to have my

vehicle equipped with the best tyres made—viz. the .' .' . 'i> .-.

COMPANY NEWS;

The Riley Cycle Company.—Mr. Victor Riley has been elected

to the directorate of the Riley Cycle Co., Ltd., at the annual meeting of

which the chairman, Mr. Basil Riley, referred to the improved position

of the company as compared with the corresponding time of last year.

They were now able to make and deliver cars, including the 12-h.p.

vehicle, to the features of which much attention has leen given of

late,

Trevor.—This company has just been registered, with a capital of

£1,000, to establish and carry on schools for the purpose of providing

instruction, advice, and assistance ■ relating to motor-cats, aeroplanes,

airships, and other mechanically-propelled vehicles.

Elleham Auto-cycle Company.—£5,000. To acquire from D.

Adler exclusive right to use two inventions of T. C. H. Ellehammer, of

Copenhagen (1) relating to compression release valve, and (2) relating to

carburettor.

Falmouth and Penryn Motor Company.—£2,o00. 23, Church

Street, Falmouth.

Eccleston Motor Cab Company.—£0,000. Northumberland

Chambers, Northumberland Avenue, W.C.

PickardV Taximeter.—£70,000. Agreement with, Taximeter

Patents, Limited, to acquire inventions for manufacture or use of

carriage taximeters and similar apparatus. 17, Waterloo Place, S.W
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CLUBS AND ASSOCIATIONS.

ROYAL A.C.

In order to remove any misapprehension as to the scheme of

association, the Royal A.C. states that the General Committee to he

formed under the new scheme is intended to be a body composed of

representatives of the Club, of all associated bodies, and of individual

associates. All these bodies are represented on this committee on an

equal basis. The individual associates will be represented in the

proportion of one for every hundred such associates. This committee

will consider matters which may require united action on the part of

motorists in the United Kingdom ; the consideration of matters of

general policy regarding automobilism ; the safeguarding of the rights

of motor-vehicle owners in the United Kingdom ; Parliamentary and

Local Government proceedings affecting motorists generally; the

consideration of legal cases submitted by the R.A.C. or an associated

body or any associate, with a view of rendering assistance it

considered desirable ; the arrangement of general meetings in the

United Kingdom ; the control of a fund comprising the capitation fees

*nd such sums as may be contributed by the R.A.C.

A paper will be read at the Club on every Thursday evening save

one up to the first week in March. The series opened with a paper on

Thursday, the 9th inst., by Mr. G. Stewart Ogilvie on "Resilient

Wheels." Arrangements thereafter have been made as follows :—Jan.

23rd, Mr. G. H. Baitlie on " Some Features of 1908 Motor Car Engines ";

Jan. 30th, Mr. F. R. S. Bircham on "Handicapping for Motor Boat

Racing"; Feb. 6th, Mr. Philip Dawson on " The Electrification of Rail

ways''; Feb. 13th, Mr. Wyatt on "Magnetos"; Feb. 20tb, Mr. H. R

de Salis (Motor Yacht Club) on " The Inland Waterways of England

and Wales"; Feb. 27th, Mr. Mervyn O'Gorman on "Gear Transmis

sion"; and March 5tb, Dr. William Watson, F.R.S., on some subject

to be announced later on.

MOTOR UNION.

"■"■The Sussex, Lincolnshire, Welsh, Ipswich and Suffolk Automobile

Clubs and the Southend and District Motor Club have decided to

support the Motor Union. The Yorkshire A.C. will continue its member

ship under the existing arrangement.

THE AUTaCYCLE UNION.

The Committee of the Auto-Cycle Union is taking steps to carry onthe

dinners and entertainments formerly given by the well-known "Bath

Road " Cycling Club to the road-menders who work on the Ripley road.

The annual dinner will be held at the Hotel Cecil on Saturday,

February 15th. A council meeting will be held in the afternoon,

probably also at the same place.

The scheme of association recently issued by the Royal A.C. has

been brought before the Committee of the Auto-Cycle Union, which has

appointed a sub-committee to consider the matter and report!.

The next quarterly trial will be held on Saturday, January 25th,

and will take place over the usual route, starting from the Chequers Hotel,

Uxbridge, to Banbury, and back via Bicester, Aylesbury, Berkhamsted,

-Chesham, and Amersham.

THE CYCLE TRADE BENEVOLENT FUND.

The negotiations that have recently taken place between the repre

sentatives of the Society of Motor Manufacturers and Traders and of

the Cycle Trade Benevolent Fund have resulted in a satisfactory agree

ment being arrived at whereby.it is intended to bring forward at the

annual general meeting of the fund, to be held on the29tb inst., proposals

to change the name and constitution of the fund so that members of the

motor trade will be admitted on the same basis as members of the cycle

trade.

The C.T.B.F. having now accumulated funds exceeding £4,000, the

S.MM.T. will make a donation of £2,000, leaving a similar £2,000 to be

voluntarily donated to the fund by individual members, firms, and

companies in the motor trade, in order that the motor side of the fund

Bhall have contributed the same sum of £4,000 that has already been

contributed by the cycle trade, whereupon it will be arranged that the

council of the fund will comprise ten members elected by the motor

trade and ten by the cycle trade. Pending that development, the

£2,000 put down by the S.M.M.T. will entitle it to nominate five such

councillors as against ten elected by the cycle trade.

BROOKLANDS.

v"> The Racing Sub-Committee, of the B.A.R.C. has resolved that the

matches in the 26-h.p. and 40-h.p. Standard Class between the M6tal-

lurgique Company and Mr. S. F. Edge, and in the 90-h.p. Standard

Class between Fiot Motors, Limited, and Mr. S. F. Edge, shall be

run off at the Whitsuntide meeting.

The O'Gorman Trophy will be contested on August 3rd.

Mr. W. T. Clifford -Earp will attack the fifty mile record estab

lished by Mr. H. C. Tryon on the 2nd inst.

The North London A.C. wi) hold its annual general meeting at

the headquarters, the Fox Hotej, Palmer's Green, N., on Wednesday

next.

SOUTHERN.

On Wednesday of last week the Southern Motor Club gave a fare

well dinner to their hon. sports secretary, Mr. S. W. Phillpott, at the

Boulogne Restaurant, Gerrard Street, W., on his leaving London to

take up a position with a motor company in the North of England.

Nearly all the town members of the club were present, Mr. F. C.

Pattison, sen., being elected to the chair, supported by Mr. Geo.

Fisher in the vice-chair. After the usual toasts had been honoured, the

Chairman referred to Mr. Phillpntt's valuable work for the S.M.C.

especially with regard to the open hill climb last year, and the club events,

all of which he carried through with success, and assured him that he

would be greatly missed with his travelling workshop and ever ready

tow rope. The club could ill afford to lose such a good sportsman and

worker. Other speakers followed and referred to the work done by

the guest of the evening.

Mr. Phillpott, in rising to return thanks, said that the dinner was

a complete surprise to him ; the only intimation he had of anything

being in the air was a telephonic enquiry as to whether he had " a night

after Christmas with nothing on." Referring to the sporting events of

1907, he said the work was really one of the greatest pleasures of the

season to him, and that he should always look back on his connection

with the club with satisfaction. If any members were in Liverpool at.

any time he would be very glad to see them and make their stay a

pleasant one. After his health had been drunk with musical honours,

Mr. Phillpott left with his secretary to catch the express.

It was then proposed by Mr. Holt and seconded by Mr. Lorkin and

carried nem. con. that Mr. S. W. Phillpott be elected an hon. member of

the club.

A musical evening followed, in which Mr. G. K. Jones, Mr. Billing,

Mr. Horace East, Mr. Pilling and others took part. Tne dinner was

arranged by the riding officer, Mr. Holt.

It has been thought desirable to wind up the Southern Motor

House Club, Ltd., voluntarily, as the Southern Motor Club, desire to

take over the club house and garage for its members. The proper

steps have therefore been taken to wind up under the Industrial and

Provident Societies Act, 1893, Section 58a, and at an extraordinary

general meeting, duly convened and held at 5, Bromfelde Road,

Clapham, Mr. J. W. Cnfley, chartered secretary, 31, Landor Road,

Clapham, was appointed liquidator to carry out the voluntary winding

<JP-

CLUB FOR BELFAST.

A meeting of motor-car owners was held in the Grand Central

Hotel, Belfast, on the 3rd inst., " for the purpose of taking steps to

oppose the proposed speed limit of ten miles an hour within the city

boundary at the forthcoming Local Government Board inquiry, and also

to consider the desirability of forming a, motor-car club in order to pro

mote and protect the interests of motor-car owners in Ulster." Mr.

Vincent Craig, C.E., presided, and there was a large attendance. The

chairman detailed the steps which had led to the application to the

Local Government Board, and showed very clearly from the experience

of English towns that the proposed restriction would be really ineffectual

in averting accidents, of which only two in which motor-ears were con

cerned had occurred in Belfast.

Mr. J. N. M'Cammond, as one of the first to own a motor-ear in

the city, considered they should give serious opposition to the proposed

speed limit, and Mr. T. Somerset proposed the appointment or a com

mittee to oppose the proposal of the Corporation. This was seconded

by Mr. Frank Workman. On being put to the meeting it was carried

unanimously, and the following gentlemen were appointed :—Major

T. V. P. M'Cammon, J. P. ; Dr. Dempsey, Surgeon Kirk ; Messrs. C. W.

Henderson, Lloyd Campbell, F. Workman, J. Milne Barbour, Vincent

Craig, Robert Workman, R. M. Chambers, W. J. M'Millen, A. Basil

Wilson, R. E. Workman, C. Craig, W. H. Alexander, and J. S. Garrett

(convener).

Mr. J. Milne Barbour moved :—" That this large meeting of

motorists and others interested in motoring in the city of Belfast records

its protest against tha proposal to introduce a speed limit for motor

cars of ten miles per hour within the city boundary : that we regard

such legislation as absolutely unnecessary, and an certain to defeat the

very object intended to be served ; while we further strongly condemn

the proposal as retrograde, and calculated to place Belfast entirely oat

of line with all other cities in the control of motor-traffic; that we call

upon the Corporation to withdraw its application for the sanction of

this restriction, and, failing this, we ask the Local Government Board to

refuse its sanction on every ground of public interest and safety."

This was seconded by Mr. J. Tate, and carried unanimously.

_ A vote was then taken with regard to the formation of a club, for

which forty-eight voted, there being only one dissentient. It was agreed

that the committee already constituted should nuke the necessary
inquiries regarding rules and procedure adopted by other clubs as soon as

they had fulfilled their duties in connection with the forthcoming Local

Government Board inquiry.

On the motion of Mr. T. Ireland, seconded by Mr. W. J. M'Millen,

a cordial vote of thanks was passed to the chairman, and the proceed

ings terminated.
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JiARL DE LA WarR has become president of the Crystal Palace A.C.

The Lincolnshire A.C. has decided to terminate its agreement with

the Royal A.C, as from January 31st, 1908.

A local centre of the Society of Motor Manufacturers and Traders

is about to be formed for Norfolk and Suffolk.

Motor Union road signs have been supplied to the Eastbourne

Rural Council and the Lancashire County Surveyor for erection at the

hill at Alfriston and at a village near Preston, respectively.

Mr. H. Lane, of the Beeches, Anchorage Road, Sutton Coldfield,

is taking steps to form an automobile association in Sutton Coldfield.

A meeting will be held to-day (Saturday), at the Royal Hotel, wilh

Mr. F. H. Finney in the chair.

THE SCOUT'S JUSTIFICATION.

A decision of considerable importance was given at Newmarket

Petty Sessions, on Tuesday, when William Butler, a motor-scout, was

charged with obstructing the police in the execution of their duty. Sir

Charles Mathews, instructed by the solicitors to the Automobile Associ

ation, defended, and Mr. Bell held a watching brief for the Highways

Protection League.

P.S. Mobbs stated that on December 16th, with constables Woods,

Porter, and Bennett, he was on duty upon Bury road, Newmarket,

controlling the motor traffic, and was at the end farthest from the town of

a measured furlong when a car approached at about twenty-five miles an

hour. He started his stopwatch and signalled to Bennett at the other end

of the furlong. Just as the car got into the measured distance defendant,

whowas on t he opposite sid eofthe road, andworean armlet, held outhisarm .

The car did not stop, and defendant got into the road and displayed a

red badge. The driver at once put on the brake and proceeded very

slowly. He afterwards saw defendant, who, when told he would be

charged with obstruction, replied, "I have to do as I am told." At

witness's request Butler produced the badge, and he saw the red side

meant " drive steadier," and the white side all clear." In the morning

there was a motor trap near the cemetery. Defendant then stood at one

end of the measured distance and stopped almost every car travelling

faster than ten miles an hour, the speed-limit in force.

In cross-examination witness said he and Bennett were in plain

clothes and the other constables in uniform. They tried to conceal

themselves from approaching motorists. Corroborative evidence was

iven by Constables Woods and Bennett, and Harry Thompson, telegraph

Sir Charles Mathews quoted the case of Constable versus Little, and

nubn itted that there was no illegality in preventing the commission of

an offence by supplementing the warnings given by the speed limit posts.

He contended that the specific instructions to and. actions of the

defendant were calculated to bring about the result the police aimed at,

viz., the prevention of a breach of the law. No physical interference or

obstruction on the part of defendant were suggested, and counsel con

tended that he had no case to answer.

The Chairman said the justices were not satisfied that there was

sufficient evidence of wilful obstruction, and dismissed the cose.

ROAD REPORTS.

Kent.—Road repairs, though always'going on in the county of Kent

unless prevented by stress of weather, never inconvenience motoiists

passing through the county. The practice of Mr. H. P. Maybnry, the

County Surveyor, is to lay the metal in half widths of the road, never

leaving loose stones to be run through at nights. The County Council

is spending considerable sums of money on road improvement, bridge

widening, &c, and considerable headway is being made. We under

stand that for next season's work, commencing in April, 70,000 tons of

bard stones, granite, &c, have been purchased as well as 21,000 tons of

local material, to build up and strengthen the foundations before the

granite is laid.

Lincoln.—During the next few days the Saxilby, Yarborough,

and Wragby roads leading into the city of Lincoln will be under repair,

and doubtless Mr. R. A. Macbrair, the city surveyor, will follow his

customary practice of having the stone rolled as soon as possible after

being laid down.

Inverness-shire.—The question of damage done to roads in the

Highlands by motor-cars, and the probable cost of making roads

suitable for the traffic, has formed the subject of discussion by the

Invemess-Bhire Road Board. It is calculated that a sum of £150,000

would be required for Inverness-shire, including Skye, and it has been

agreed to arrange for a joint representation by Highland counties to the

Chancellor of the Exchequer for assistance.

Winchester.—Among the roads under repair in this district are

the following :—Winchester and Whitchurch road, between the city

boundary and Three Maids Hill ; Winchester and Basingstoke road, at

Stratton Park ; Upham and Bishop's Waltham road, between Fieher's

Pond and Stroudwood.

Lindfield.—To abate the dust nuisance arising from motor traffic

the Lindfield Parish Council recently had their roads tar-sprayed. A

large quantity of dead fish have been found in the lake at the entrance

to the village, and a theory is held locallj, that their destruction is

due to the tar washed off the roads entering the water.

AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS.

—

The Countess of Orford had a narrow escape while motoring at

Calthorpe, Norfolk, on Thursday week. The chauffeur, in attempting

to avoid a collision with a horse and cart, turned sharply, and the left

front wheel of the car struck a gatepost with such force that it was

smashed, and the post knocked out of position. Lady Orford sustained

some scratches and cuts from broken glass, and a doctor who was

summoned attended to her injuries.

One afternoon last weelc Lady Gwendolin Cecil drove out alone

from the vicarage at Hatfield in her electric car. 1 teach ins a gate which

leads to the private dairy, about a third of a mile from Hatfield House,

she alighted in order to open the gate. She was on the point of re

entering the car when the vehicle started and knocked her down, two

wheels passing over her. An employee on the estate came almost

immediately upon the scene, and realised that Lady Gwendolen was

seriously hurt. No time was lost in communicating with the household,

and a carriage was despatched in haste to the scene of the accident.

Later it was discovered that two ribs were broken, but happily no com

plications are likely to ensue.

AN inquest was held at Wimborne on Saturday on the body of a

man named Adams, who, while crossing the road at a corner, was

knocked down by a motor-car belonging to the Rev. Cyril Kindersley,

vicar of Colehill. Adams died from shock, the doctor's opinion being

that his advanced age and the coldness of the weather were factors

which contributed largely to producing a fatal result. A verdict of

 

One of the Delivery Vans employed by the Bradford Corporation.

" Accidental death " was returned, and the chauffeur was exonerated from

blame,

On Saturday afternoon a London General Omnibus Company's

motor-'bus was passing through Walbam Green when something went

wrong with the steering-gear, with the result that the vehicle was-

immediately out of control, and collided with a cab standing at the

rank.

The chauffeur, Crawford Davis, against whom the jury returned a

verdict of " Manslaughter," as recorded last week, has been remanded on

bail at the Westminster Police Court.

At Kensington on Tuesday Mr. Luxmore Drew held an inquest

on the body of William Allen, age 84, of West Kensington, who was

knocked down by a motor-'bus in Cheapside on September 7th, and died

last week from exhaustion set up by a fractured thigh. From the

evidence given it appeared that the df ceased stepped in front of the 'bus

from behind a van, and although he was knocked down the wheels of

the 'bus did not go over him. A verdict of " Accidental death " was

returned.

At an inquest at Croydon on Tuesday on Lilian Wright, 13, it was

stated that she alighted from a tramcar, walked round the back of the

car, and was knocked down by a motor-car and killed. Witnesses-

declared that the motor-car driver was not to blame, and the jury

exonerated him, returning a verdict of " Accidental death."

POLICE TRAPS.

There is a trap in the village of Panb, near Oswestry, Salop.

The Portsmouth road, Thames Ditton, has again been the scene of

police activity against motorists.

The trap in the London Road, Morden, is in constant operation.

Motorists running through Grantham should exercise care. The-

police are very watchful.
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

JANUARY, 1908.

11th (S.)-—Annual meeting of the Lincolnshire M.C.C.

15th (W.).—Conference of Automobile Club representatives, convened by

the Motor Union, at St. Ermin's Hotel, Westminster, S.W.

17th (F.).—Annual Dinner of the Nottinghamshire A.C. at the Victoria

Station Hotel, Nottingham.

Meeting in Belfast to consider the formation of a local

automobile club.

18th-Feb. 2nd.—Automobile Exhibition at Turin.

20th (M.).—Manchester A.C. annual meeting.

21st (Tu.).—Annual meeting of the Yorkshire A.C, Hotel Metropole,

Leeds.

22nd (W.).—Annual meeting of the Southend M.C.

The Incorporated Institution of Automobile Engineers will

meet at the Institution of Mechanical Engineers, Storey's

Gate, St. James's Park, S.W., at 8 p.m. The following

papers will be read :—" Front Driving, with special

reference to Electric and Hydraulic Transmission," by

Dr. H. S. Hele-Shaw.LL.D., E.R.S. ; "The Front Driv

ing of Steam and Petrol Vehicles," by Mr. R. W. Har

vey Bailey, A.K.C. ; and "A resume of Front Drive

Patents," by Mr. J. S. Critchley.

24th (F.).—Annual dinner of the Scottish A.C. at Edinburgh.

24th (F.)-Feb. 1st.—Scottish Motor Exhibition in the Waverley Market,

Edinburgh, to be opened by Lord Kingsburgh.

26th (Sun.).—Criterium de Voiturettes and Coupe de l'Exposition Trial

for motor-cycles organised by the Turin A.C. and the

Motor Club of Italy.

27th (M.).—Annual general meeting of the Motor Cycling Club at

8 p.m., at the Tudor Hotel, London, W.

29th (W.)—First lesson of the course to be given by Mr. R. S. Currie

to the Ladies' A.C.

30th (Th. (.—Annual dinner of the Yorkshire A.C.

31st (F.).—Annual meeting of the Blackheath A.C.

the same for every subsequent mile, and 3d. for half-mile or under.

Motor-cab fares are 8d. for each mile, with 2d. for each fractional quarter,

mile.

FEBRUARY.

1st (Sat.). -

2nd (Sun.)

7th-16th.—

12th (W.).

15th (Sat.).

20th (Th.),

24th (M.).

27th (Th.).

Annual meeting of the Lincolnshire A.C.

-Reliability Trial of the Motor Union of Western India.

Manchester Motor Show at Belle Vue.

Mr. F. W. Lanchesteron "Problems of Automobile Design,"

at the Incorporated Institute of Automobile Engineers.

—Auto-Cycle Union Annual Dinner.

—Meeting of the Essex M.C.

Mr. U.K. de Sails on the Inland Waterways of England

and Wales from the motor-boating point of view.

-Motor Show at Bombay.

—Mr. Mervyn O'Gorman at the R.A.C. on "Gear Trans

mission. "

MARCH.

18th (W.).—Annual Dinner of the A.A. at the Hotel Cecil, London.

2Ht (S.)-28th (S.).—Cordingley's Thirteenth International Motor-Car

Exhibition at the Royal Agricultural HpII, London.

APRIL.

Auto-Cycle Union's Tourist Trophy Race and Quarterly Trial.

18th.—First meeting of the Brooklands A.B.C. for 1908. The full

programme for the season appeared last week.

MAY.

10th (Sun.).—Targa Florio Race.

25th.—Industrial Vehicle Competition of the A.C. de France.

JUNE.

Royal A.C. Reliability Trial for Touring Cars.

15th-19th.- Scottish Reliability Trial.

Jan. 12th—5.12

13th- 5. 14

LlGHTlNG-UP TlMEf—LoiiDON.

14th—5.15 ._ 16th—5.18

_ 15th—5.17 17th—5.21

18th-5.22

19th—5.24

THE TAXICAB IN LONDON.

The new regulations approved by the Home Secretary concerning

cabs and sta^e carriages retain the clause as to the minimum shilling

fare for horse-drawn cabs within the radius, with the qualification that

the driver may, if he so desires, notify, by means to be approved by the

Commissioner, that he is willing to accept sixpence for any journey not

exceeding one mile, without, however, indicating what the particular

method of notification to the " fare " is to be. For horse-drawn cabs

fitted with a taximeter, as with motor-cabs, the difference of fare within

and without the radius is abolished. On all journeys the minimum fare

isto be sixpence for one mile, or time not exceeding twelve minutes, and

BUSINESS NEWS.

A drawing and designing class has been opened in connection with

the Motor Schools, Ltd., of Heddon Street, London, W.

On Monday last the British Petroleum Co., Ltd., reduced the price

of both "Shell and their " 760" by one halfpenny per gallon.

Messrs. James Gibbon and Son, 98, West Nile Street, Glasgow,

have secured the agency for Belsize cars in that city.

Messrs. Setxs, the advertising agents, of 167 and 168, Fleet Street,

London, E.C., send a clear and readable calendar for the new year.

Mr. C. H. Rush, 199, Piccadilly, W., has been appointed West

End agent for the National Motor Academy of Boundary Road, Not ling

Hill, London, W.

A further proof of the popularity of the Stepney spare wheel has

been provided at the Dublin Show, where over 100 cars are shown

fitted with this attachment.

The Ariel-Simplex racing car entered for the 1908 Grand Prix is

being fitted with the Ajax detachable rims made by the Midland

Rubber Company, Ltd., Ryland Street, Birmingham.

Mr. R. G. Ash, head of the firm of Carr Bros, and Ash, Ltd.,

merchants, London, who are largely interested in the motor-car trade in

South Africa, has left for the Cape on a brief business trip.

We learn that Mr. R. V. Asbury has joined the Deasy Motor Car

Manufacturing Company, Ltd., as travelling representative, to push the

sale of Deasy cars with agents in the Midlands, the North of England,

and Scotland, &c.

In order to assist private owners as well as trading firms in dispos

ing of second-hand cars the Cie des Magnetos Simms-Bosch, Ltd., 23,

Store Street, W.C., can fit such vehicles with the Simms-Bosch magneto

ignition—an addition that is likely to assist their sale.

The well-known motorist, Mr. Andrew Fletcher, of Pencaitland,

has now driven his 60-h.p. De Dietrich about 3,000 milts, and writes

that " she is marvellous at picking up speed ; in fact, she is a revelation to

me in every way."

We are informed that Mr. H. Ramoisy is no longer connected with

the Germain Car Company in England. Captain Tbeo Masni is now in

a position to devote more time personally to this country, and early in

the spring intends making an extended tour through Great Britain to

introduce the new 28-h.p. Germain car to motorists in general.

Messrs. C. Grahame-White and Company, 1, Albemarle Street,

Piccadilly, London, W., have secured the exclusive agency for the

United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, its Colonies and

Dependencies, for the cars manufactured by the Deutsche Motorfahreug-

Fabrik and Herr Feoder Siegel, of Schbnebeck, Germany, and for the

former they have also secured the manufacturing rights.

The annual dinner of the employees of Messrs. Mann, Egerton and

Co., Ltd., was held at Norwich on Saturday last, when some 120 (outof

a total roll of about 160), were entertained under the presidency of

Mr. G. N. C. Mann (managing director), supported by Messrs. H. W.

Egerton, F. A. Jackson, and A. C. Shepherd (directors), Mr. F. W.

Poggett (works manager), Capt. A. W. M. Attbill (Secretary), Mr.

J. H. Pennefather (Lowet-toft manaser), Mr. G. Redgment (Ipswich

manager), Mr. H. G. St. John and others.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

All communications intendedfor insertion in this Journal or relating

to Editorial matters should be addressed to The Editorial D&pabt-

ment, Motor-Cab Journal, 27-33, Charing Cross Road, London,

W.C., and must be written on one side of thepaper only. Letters mutt in

all eases be accompanied by the name and address of the writer, cm no

notice will be taken of anonymous communications.

The Editors cannot undertake to return MSS. or drawings, although

every effort will be made to do so in the case of rejected communication*.

Where such are regarded as of value, correspondents are requested to

retain copies.

The Editors do not hold themselves responsiblefor the opinions expressed

by their correspondents, or for statements andfacts which do not app

in the editorial columns.

To insure insertion communications and contributions must be

the Editors' hands by Tuesday forenoon of the week in which the

are intended to appear. Disappointment may be caused by nan

with this rule, and to avoid this earlier receipt, ifpossible, is

Photographers, both professional and amateur, are invited to

photographs of current events or ofmotoring scenes and incidents. TheJoe,

if any, required for reproduction should be stated in each case, othertoisi

no Mobility will be accepted.

The Editors and Publishers beg also to state that they will accept no

responsibility for unsolicited contributions, even if used, unless paymen

for same is directly specified inforwarding, and the terms arranged before,

publication.
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COMMENTS.

ON Tuesday a L.G.B. inquiry was held at

Kingston respecting the application of

TLn.rliiilT.MI 1"" vi *ne Surrey County Council for a regu-

».li^Sfe!filf in lal'°" 10 ',e made limiting the pace of motor-cars

'i9SsBlBkmr\ at Bridge Road, East Molesey, from Hampton

S0MHP^>iifti ^ol"'t Bridge to the junction of the Walton road

^^P^j^Bi at Barnes Terrace, and at Church Road, Barnes,

jmSfS^SnSSw t0 a fPect' °f ten miles al1 hour. Mr. C. Cornish,

in stating the case for the County Council, said

that without prejudice the County Council had

intimated their willingness to withdraw that part of their appli

cation with respect to Barnes Terrace, on the understanding

that the Royal Automobile Club and Motor Union withdrew

their opposition to the remainder of the roads. Thereupon

Mr. Rees Jeffreys, on behalf of the two bodies named, agreed

to the course suggested. They thought that the two roads

were thoroughfares to which Section 9 of the Act was

meant to apply. One good reason for it in the Bridge Road,

Molesey, was the number of concealed dangers not apparent to

motorists using the road for the first time. They also felt that

that portion of the Bridge Road near Hampton Court Bridge

was used in the summer months more as a promenade than as a

highway by the visitors. As regarded High Street and Church

Road, Barnes, it was an old country road which had now

developed into a main motor-'bus route. The inspector (Mr. F. J.

Willis) said that, in view of what Mr. Rees Jeffreys had said, it

would be unnecessary for him to call any evidence, and after

several of the Barnes residents had emphasised to the Inspector

that their objection was more particularly to motor-omnibuses

and not motor-cars, the inspector left to view the roads in

question ; but before doing so said that motors also included

motor-omnibuses.

♦ ♦ ♦

On Monday, in the course of an inquiry

on behalf of the Charity Commissioners

jne with reference to the removal of the

Noisy Country. Ironmongers' Almshouses from Shore-

ditch, something was heard as to the

relative noiselessness of town and

■country. According to Dr. Robinson, the Town Clerk of

Shoreditch, rural life is now distracted by an uproarious pan

demonium that seems to make the country fit only for deaf

people. He complained that at one o'clock in the morning he

was often awakened by the " old wheezing croaking motor-car

bt longing to His Majesty's Post Office." Later the corncrake

began his rasping note ; then the nightingale became monotonous

for a couple of hours : following which the cows, dogs, and birds

annoyed him till getting-up time, when motor-cars commenced

their travelling, and the dust nuisance added to the inflictions of

the residents. Dr. Robinson is grateful that we have a Police

Commissioner in London to exercise some kind of control over

motor-'buses, and apparently is grateful that the old ladies who

enjoy the generous care of the Ironmongers' Company in the

Kingsland Road, Shoreditch, have a reposeful oasis where their

jaded spirits can rest from the noise and turmoil which seem

incidental, if not essential, to this mechanical age. Shoreditch

.as a haven for the weary is quite a new conception of the district ;

probably the Town Clerk will next be issuing a new handbook

to the borough under the auspices of the H alth Resorts

Association.

♦ ♦ ♦

There was a personal as well as a

practical interest in last week's meeting

The Advocate at the Royal AC. Dr. H. S. Hele-Shaw

Resilient Wheels was in the chair. Mr. Marshall Hall, K.C.,

a keen motorist as well as an eminent

lawyer, proposed a vote of thanks to the

reader of the paper on Resilient Wheels, and this was seconded

by Mr. A. W. Pinero, the dramatist. Mr. G. Stuart Ogilvie,

who is advocating resilient wheels as a contributory factor in

the economy of motoring is distinguished in walks of life other

than mechanical. He is an Oxford man and a barrister, as well

as a J.P. for Surrey, of which county he is a native. Beyond

that he has written several dramatic works, has been a motorist

for several years, and has, like so many other good sportsmen,

found the delights of the mechanical details of the car particu

larly engrossing. He has not been content to take things, i.e.,

car*, as he found them, but is endeavouring to improve them—

as is clear from his paper outlined on another page.

♦ ♦ ♦

This year the facilities for continental

touring by British motorists are being

Continental Touring considerably extended, whilst the dim"

Made Easy. cultiea often attendant on various

Customs are being steadily eliminated by

the enterprise of the various organisa

tions associated with the motor world. Those who are members

of the Royal A.C. are, of course, familiar with the triptique

system developed by that organisation. Similar facilities have

now been made available by the Automobile Association for the

benefit of its members. All necessary deposits in connection

with cars going from England direct into France, Germany,

Holland, Belgium, or Switzerland, or from one of these countries

into another, can now be made at the offices of the Association

in London, tbe members being reimbursed at the return of the

car to this country. On another page we give some particulate

showing how this will work in connection with the Folkestone-

Boulogne route, the way to the English coast from London being,

of course, guarded by the system of the protection of motorists

on the road inaugurated by the Association.

♦ ♦ ♦

Among the matters of great moment

with which the Croft Rural District

Inquisitorial Council concerns itself is the question of

Methods. the speed of motor-cars journeying on

the Great North Road, which runs

through its sphere of influence. It

recently officially complained to the Clerk of the Peace for the

North Riding of Yorkshire, and he has promised that the matter

shall be considered at the next meeting of the Standing Joint

Committee. But that is not all. At its last meeting its own

clerk reported that he had received a visit from Superintendent

Wilson, of R;chmond, who said that for a long time his officers

had been watching Stapleton Bank. He wanted to know if

there was any particular person or car of w hich they complained.

Mr. Leach, the clerk in question, went on to say that the super
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intendent spoke of the futility of making general allegations, -

instead of bringing forward specific instances. Apparently, the

police superintendent went further than seeing the clerk, for Mr.

Murrough Wilson observed that he thought " he interviewed

most of the members of the Council." We do not remember to

have heard of a similar instance of police officiousness. It

savours more of Surrey than of Yorkshire, and we must protest

against such inquisitorial proceedings. For a Council to com

plain of the speed at which automobiles traverse its streets is

one tbiDg ; for a police superintendent to try and ascertain the

name of some individual in the manner alleged is another.

The Irish

Trials.

Indications are apparent that the

organisers of the Irish automobile trials

are profiting by experience, and the

decision to announce the results of those

to be held between May 11th and 16th

within a week from the conclusion of the

event is certainly a wise one. The 1908 contest will be on

familiar " reliability " lines, the object also being to keep the

sporting side of motoring before club members and the public,

to demonstrate the general usefulness and reliability of the

 

A Bun Through the Snow.

self - propelled vehicle, and to assist the buying public in

Ireland. There will be three hill climbs and a speed test on

the level. Marks will be awaided for (a) reliability, (b) hill

climbs, (c) speed tests. Having regard to the uniformly good

results in the petrol consumption tests during the trials last

year, the committee have decided not to take petrol consumption

as a part of the forthcoming trials. No account will be taken

of tyre stops. Sections will be " open and " limited," and the

awards will be the 200 guinea Dunlop Cup " open," 100 guinea

Dunlop Cup "limited," gold and silver medals in each class

under conditions, and certificates of performance.

♦ ♦ . ♦

In the columns of the Sheffield Daily

Telegraph — one of those provincial

Anticipating journals which has always shown a due

the Budget. respect for the automobile—we notice a

reminder of Mr. Asquith's threatened

increase of taxation on motor-cars. On

the occasion of the last Budget his attitude towards the neces

sary motor-car was somewhat bellicose, and, although he expressly

declined to do any harm to the industry on that occasion, he

darkly hinted at the possibilities cf the future. The fact that

hostages have been promised to large sections of people in the

way of expensive innovations in legislation seems to suggest that

the time is near at hand when the various motoring organisations

should cease their jangling and wrangling with one another in

order to combat a common enemy. The Chancellor of the

Exchequer is a mighty power with his party, and a " stone-

waller " when various departments are hurling their claims at

him ; but should he seek to jeopardise the demand for auto

mobiles by adding to the cost of running the same, he would

scarcely be able to stand against the combined assault of the

R.A.C., M.U., A.A., the provincial clubs, to say nothing of the

E.I. A. and the C.V.U.A.—apologies to any other society not

enumerated in this alphabetical formula.

Educating the

Chancellor.

Already motor-cars have to supply

to the Inland Revenue sums considerably

beyond anything that is contributed by

ordinary vehicles ; they also pay their

quota to the registration authorities, and

the annual licence for their drivers is not

obtained for nothing. Now, to increase the impost would

undoubtedly prove a restraining influence on business. Already

the notion is abroad that the upkeep of the car^mechanical and

tyres—is extremely heavy as compared with the original cost,

and many people are doubtless holding back from becoming

actual motorists in consequence of this impression. Figures of

the actual costs of running vehicles are therefore educative and

useful, since they doubtless do much to alleviate the feeling.

But, when this has to be contended with, the present scarcely

seems an opportune time to impose further charges on individual

cars, and so add to the collective cost of the industry. M.P.'s

who sit behind Mr. Asquitb, and who, like Mr. C D. Rose,

are cognisant of the real position of affairs, will render good

service not only to their confreres of the steering wheel, but also

to British industry, by urging him to stay his hand agaiust the

motor-car in his forthcoming Budget proposals. .

From Prohibition

to u

Restriction.

A CURIOUS position has arisen in.

Argyllshire, where two - years ago the

Secretary for Scotland, after exhaustive

inquiry, prohibited motor-cars to run on

a number of roads, more particularly in

the district of Ardnamurchan. ■ This was

done at the' request of the County Council, which baa now

decided to petition' the authorities to withdraw the prohibition'

from five of the roads, aggregating a length of thirty miles, and

to substitute a ten mile limit. Probably the advisers of the

Council have found from experience that motorists are a profit

able race, and that the prohibition of cars over such a large area

has had a detrimental effect upon the financial prosperity of the

locality. The position is an interesting one, this being the first

occasion on which a Council, having secured a restriction with

regard to motor vehicles, has subsequently sought to modify its

effect. It illustrates the educational process that is going on

throughout these isles.

♦ ♦ ♦

Mr, Alfred Reeves, after seeing the

London and Paris motor shows and

An American making a perambulation of as much

View. of the Continental trade as he could in

a seven weeks' trip, has returned to the

United States with a cold dmtche for

those manufacturers there who thought that there was a.

shortage of motor-cars in the Old World. On the contrary, he

says "many of the European makers are looking longingly

towards America. The foreign makers are capable of supplying

cars far in excess of the European demand, and are out in most

instances looking for export outlets with more eagerness than

are the American makers." There is not much consolation in

such a statement for the manufacturers who had looked to this

country to take any amount of new importations—a statement,.
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^ovever, which does not apply to those cars from the Statos

which are at the present time making a reputation here. One

<!omment by Mr. Reeves is of particular interest, for, according

to his view, the " London show was more interesting than the

Paris exhibition in its display of engineering advance and

■refinement. Many of the English makers are evincing a daring

and originality that is quite refreshing "—testimony to the

position that Britain is gaining, if it has not already attained,

"in the automobile world.

♦ ♦ ♦

1 Motoring is going well forward in

both islands of the colony of New

Zealand, and public services in which

motor-vehicles are employed are be

coming popular and profitable. Recently

a new tariff on automobiles was estab

lished. Whereas the customs duty on motor-cars has hitherto

been very heavy—being on the basis of 30 per cent, ad valorem

■on those of foreign manufacture, or 20 per cent, ad valorem on

•cars of British manufacture—it has now been altered, and the

Motoring in

New Zealand.

which gives a total of £224,862, as against only £2*22,114

in the corresponding month of 1906. For the whole twelve

months of the past year the figures are :—Number of cars

imported, 4,819; value of same, £2,080,166; imports of motor

parts, £2,472,520; total, £4,552,686. For 1906 they were :—

5,776 cars of a value of £2,486,337 ; parts, £1,885,323 ; total,

£4,371,660. Turning now to the exports of British cars and

parts, these have during the past year undergone a very satis

factory expansion. The number of complete cars shipped was

2,322, of a value of £860,353 ; chassis and parts were responsible

for £467,325, the gross total for 1907 of £1,327,678 comparing

with £820,020 in 1906, and £502,714 in 1905.

♦ ♦ ♦

The system of granting certificates for

those qualified to drive motor-cars, and

Certificated wuo alSJ possess a simple knowledge of

Drivers. the law and sufficient common sense,

inaugurated by the Royal Automobile

Club, is being widely followed in the

colonies. In the Transvaal a Mines Regulations Commission

 

Mr. Beit, of Messrs. Inglis Brothers, Wellington, New Zealand, at the wheel of the 10-h.p. Scar Car on which he won the hill-climbing

championship recently held near that town.

■duty on the basis of 20 per cent, ad valorem is charged on the

ibodywork only. The chassis, including wheels, is now admitted

free of duty, whether fitted with a body or not, and no distinc

tion is made between foreign or British manufacture. Evidently

there are many firms in the colony capable of building bodies,

but the production of the machinery of the vehicle is as yet

insignificant there. Such a concession should be regarded with

favour by that section of the British motor engineering industry

which is seeking an outlet beyond our shores.

♦ ♦ ♦

There was a marked decline last

month in the importation of foreign

Motor car Imports motor-cars and parts into this country,

and Exports. as compared with November, but the

total was still slightly in advance of that

recorded in the last month of 1906.

The number of complete vehicles which reached the United

Kingdom during December was 204, their value being given

■at JB78.698. Parts were responsible for an additional £146,794,

has reported that drivers of motor vehicles owned by mining

companies should have passed some examination held by the

Government mining engineer, the nature and scope of the test

being left with him and the Transvaal Automobile Club to

determine. At Durban, we believe, the examination for the

driver's certificate is conducted by the Natal Automobile Club

on behalf of the Durban Corporation ; and elsewhere in the

colonies the automobile clubs are acting with local authorities in

doing much to secure that competent drivers shall be certificated

in order to satisfy the standard of public safety.

Calung on Mes9rs. Pack and Sons at their Sussex Coach

Works, George Street, Brighton, the other day, we found con

siderable activity in the body building department, and noticed

several artistic bodies for well-known chassis in the course of

construction. The firm are also doing well with the automatic

lever for raising and supporting bodies which was recently

described in our columns.
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MOTORING TOURS IN

DISTRICT.

THE PARIS

(Concluded from page 1000,)

STEAIGHT on from Bambouillet the route nationals

leads to Maintenon and Chartres, but, circling Paris,

one takes the second class road to Etampes, via Ablis,

in all forty-three kilometers. It is a second-class road,

but does not look it, and, being a byroad, one can let

his car out, for there is little or no traffic to stop one,

and the gendarmes hereabouts are lenient. Etampes dates

from the year 604, and accordingly has a respectable old

sge to its credit and a history quite as worthy. Various

councils of the church were held here when the church prac

tically ruled the state, and the Roi Eobert of the second race of

kings built a palace here known as the Palais de Quatre Tours,

and Francois Premier, by making the celebrated Anne de Pisseleu

the Duchesse d'Etampes, did much more for its popular fame.

Etampes has left to-day the Tour Guinette, a part of the chateau

which existed before the twelfth century, with the churches of

Sc. Giles and St. Martin dating from the same period, but with

later Renaissance interpolations, and another church, that of

Saint Basil, which owes its foundation to King Robert in the

tenth century. Etampes really,

take -it all in all, is worth seeing,

and the Hotel du Grand Monarque

is not bad either ; nine francs a

day, not more, all found, and the

proprietor has been heedful of some

recent advice given by the paternal

Touring Club de France, with a

desirable result with respect to

matters sanitary in his grandilo

quently - named establishment.

From Etampes to Malesherbes is a

run of twenty - six kilometres

through the heart of the Gatinais,

a forest grown and sylvan region.

It is the most thickly wooded of

any of the petits pays of France

bordering upon the He de France,

a land of pleasant valleys and roll

ing hills, and all green or gold,

according to the season of the year.

The chief product of the Gatinais,

and in great repute in the markets

of Paris, is honey. Malesherbes has a thirteenth century

church and a chateau which contains some good furniture

of the days of the Louis, and some Gobelin tapestries. There

is also the Chateau de Rouville in the suburbs. The town ii

worth an hour or two, and then the road runs direct—this time

a "route nationale " again—straight through the heart of the

Foret de Fontainebleau, the grandest, perhaps, and certainly the

most celebrated, forest in tie annals of history and art.

Fontainebleau's attractions are many and for all men, and to

none more than to automobilists, for the uncounted kilometres

of well-kept forest roadway have a great charm and novelty.

Strike right through the forest and enter the ville by the Grande

Rue, past the palace gates, and put up at the Candran Bleu for

dejeuner. As a sight Fontainebleau's palace, the outgrowth of

Louis VII. rendezvous de. cliasse of the twelfth century, is quite

worth the greater part of the afternoon, when there will still be

daylight enough left to make the " Grande Ronde " in the forest,

in-hiding a detour to take in that little artists' village of other

days -Birbizon. Have your aperitif here at the " Charmettes "

—or te* if you affect that sort of thing—look through the closed

pates into the gardens of the houses once occupied by Corot,

Millet, Diaz and Bayre, buy souvenir picture post cards to your

till, and then take the road again across the forest, twenty kilo

metres south-east, to Moret-sur-Loing. This is an ancient little

town, with two fortifying gateways at either end of its main

street, situated just over the further end of uhe forest. It is an

 

A Pretty Corner at Mantes.

artists' sketching ground as famous to-day as was Barbizon irt

the past. " Les Violettes "—not a hotel, a pension or a boarding

house—will care for you marvellously for six francs a day, and

you will think you never met with anything quite so good for

the price nor anything quite so dainty and picturesque as Moret

itself, with its gates and towers, its donjon,its church and its flour

mills built out over the river in real stage carpenter's fashion.

It is astonishing how unreal the real thing can be sometimes t

Truly Moret is a paradise for artists !

The next morning, following up the road by the Seine, just

over the ridge back of Moret, you will have a delightful fifty

kilometres to Provins, via Bray. Provins is one of the most

appealingly historic small towns of France (once its population was

60,000, tenth century ; to-day it is 8,000). It has a round half-dozert

architectural monuments which rank supreme in their respective

classes, from the famous Tour de Cajsar and the city walls to the

Renaissance Eglise Ste. Croix. The hotel Boul d'Or at Provins

is bound to keep one for lunch ; time will pass quickly in this-

old mediaeval town ; and you might do worse. From Provins

to Chateau-Thierry, in the valley of the Marne, is sixty odd

kilometres, via la Ferte-Gaucher, with nothing much to detain

one en route except the wonderfully diversified landscape through

which one passes. This is the Pays de Brio, and is as famous

for its cheeses as is the Gatinais for its honey. It is a fact that

the only reel Brie cheese comes

from hereabouts ; all others are

rank imitations and decidedly not

so good in taste or quality. At

Chateau-Thierry one is in the

valley of the Marne, a highly

industrious, work-a-day river like

the Seine, but if possible more

picturesque. Certainly there are

no poplar-lined river banks quite

so charming as those of the Marne.

It would be an ideal river on

which to joutney in a motor-boat,

and you could even reach the

Rhine by the canal which joins

the two rivers in thair upper

reaches. Chateau - Thierry has a

fhst-class literary shrine in the

birthplace of Lafontaine ; a

historic one in the ruins of its

mediaeval chateau, and a sporting

one in the site of the annual

hill-climb.

So much for Chateau-Thierry, and if the afternoon is still

young you can easily roll off another forty kilometers to Meaux,

by the valley road along the Matne, and still arrive further on

for the night's stopping place. Meaux' is worth a good hour;

the city of Bishops has a grand old cathedral, a charming and

dainty ruined chapter house, an old Episcopal palace, a battery

of curious old water mills astraddle the river, and the remains

of a chateau built by the Counts of Champagne in the

thirteenth century. Such a menu should satisfy the sight

seeing palate of the most exacting tourist. Villers-Cotterets

is forty kilometres northwest of Meaux. It can he reached

direct from Chateau-Thierry in about the same distance if it is

desirable to omit Meaux. It is the birthplace of Alexandre

Dumas Pere and the site of an old royal chateau of the

Valois, around which still hangs a certain sentimental

glamour, in spite of the fact that it has fallen from its high estate

and become an almhouse. The Hotel du Dauphin is decidedly the

best stopping place for the night in these parts. It is entirely

fitted with the famous and deservingly well-thought-of " ehambres

hygeiniques " promulgated, if not invented, by the Touring Club

de France, and has got accommodation for thirty cars under

cover. The house in which Dumas Pere was born is pointed out

with pride by every resident of the place, and it sits full on the

main street. Here, and in the neighbouring town of Crepy-en-

Valois, Dumas spent the early years of his life, before he went up

to Paris to become the greatest romancer of his age.
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The Forest of Villers-Cotterets is one of the historic forests

of France. It was first set out by Francois Premier, and beneath

its shade have dawdled a whole portrait gallery of historic and

gallant figures, the art loving Francois, his friend Anne de

Pisseleu, whom he made the Duchess d'Etampes, his discarded

friend, the ageing Diane de Poitiers, who came back again later

with the youthful Henri II. in her train, and finally there were

Henri Quatre and his whilom friend, the fair Gabrielle d'Estrees,

who had more than one clandestine meeting here. The forest is

not what it once was, Napoleon III, having cut it largely down

and into firewood, which he sold for a profit to himself. From

Compiegne to Chantilly is perhaps forty kilometres, following

for the most part the ^alley of the Oise, another of the picture

rivers of France, but again a most industrious one. The Chateau

de Chantilly shares the honours with the palace at Fontainebleau

in abounding interest for the visitor. Each of them is far and

away ahead of Versailles or St. Germain, though thousands visit

the two latter to hundreds the former. Chantilly, at any rate,

needs a guide book to itself, its attractions cannot be catalogued

here. Put up at the Hotel du Grand Conde, which sounds romantic,

is good and expensive, and very sporty—for the horse racing

at Chantilly is, for many, the chief reason for going there at al).

However, let the horse-racing go by the board, if you can—and

devote yourself to the two Renaissance chateaux, the Ecuries of

the Conde"s and the great collection in the Musee given to the

State by the Due d'Aumale. All this will take half a day—with

lunch—but get on to ITsle-Adam, or Auvers, for the night. At

Auvers, at the Hostellerie du Nord, you will come across some

thing unique in the hotel line, very simple, very Bohemian—as

that term is understood of the people—for the house caters mostly

for artist folk, and Parisians at that, and withal the price for every

thing is very modest. You may dine in the garden courtyard,

under a sort of a tent, at a long table, with chickens and pigeons

and cats and dogs strolling about and looking for tit-bits, and

perhaps even a stray pet lamb, if the beast has not grown into a

sheep by this time. If this is a little too much en famille and

you would have more seclusion you may dine in the panelled

salle a manger with its walls covered with pictures and croquis

by painters from Daubigny down to various Montmartre

eccentrics.

At last we have swung around the circle, in three days or

five, according as to whether we have lingered by the way or

made the riiesse, as the French chauffeur says, between towns

If one is bound south of Paris, down into the chateaux country

—Touraine—it is easy to make one's way via Pontoise, St.

Germain, Rambouillet and Chartres. If England is the objective,

another enjoyable three or four days can be put in cjveringthat

historic highway from Paris to Boulogne or Calais. Usually the

motor tourist rushes this in a day or less, but this is wrong,

for the district is rich in interest. In outline the itinerary

works out something like this : Beauvais (Hotel de France et

cl'Angleterre), with the most stupendous late Gothic cathedral

standing above ground ; Amiens (Hotel de Rhin), whose

cathedral has been called the Bible of architecture ; Abbeville

(Hotel de France), where at any rate you should stop long enough

to view the Eglise St. Wulfran. After this run along easily to

Montreuil-sur-Mer, fifty kilometres, and put in the night at the

Hotel de France, which bears a date of the sixteenth century

over its^wrte cochere. The hotel is a rambling, creaking old

structure whose only signs of modernity are in its talk a manger

and in the electric light wires stretched along its three-century-old

beams.

^

Ax American Company has recently delivered to the

Protective Department of the City of Boston, U.S.A., a motor

salvage wagon fitted with a 40-h.p. four-cylinder air-cooled

engine. The body has accommodation for four men and pro

vides space for the full equipment usually carried on apparatus

of this kind, which includes two short ladders, two chemical

extinguishers, a life saving net, door openers, axes, plaster-

hooks, &c. Each tool or other part of the equipment has its own

place upon the car, special brackets or sockets being provided

for each.

LAMPS FOR 1908.

AMONG the matters of importance which the motorist

must consider in connection with his car the question of

lighting occupies a leading place in his thoughts. Not

only does safety depend upon the forward illumination but legal

pains and penalties may follow any failure in the rear. As every

owner knows, lamps constitute either a source of worry or of

content, the latter quality being generally associated with

economy. Certainly this is the case with the Polkey pro

jectors and side and tail lamps made at the Hockey Lamp

Works, Birmingham, by Messrs. George Polkey, Ltd. The firm

have both experience and reputation, and their productions for

the coming season have distinctive features which should attract

the attention of all seeking a combination of good appearance

and workmanship with reasonable cost and effective lighting.

The projector (Fig. 1) is of the torpedo shape, with a projecting

hood and a lens of 7f in. diameter, the overall measure

ment from back to front being \Q\ in. This is adaptable

for either electric or acetylene lighting; in the latter
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The Polkey Lamps.
Flu. 2.

case the special point of the burner consists in the two impinging

arms being parallel with the reflector, with the result that, from

the front, the flame appears end on, with consequent reduction of

the glare to persons approaching near the lamp. Below the fine

jets of the acetylene burner are cleaning needles, which clear

away the carbon on the twisting of a couple of milled edge nuts.

Particular care has been given the parabolic reflector, so that the

rays of light are accurately reflected.

In addition to the projector, we also illustrate (Fig. 2) one of

the side and rear lamps. The set of three are of the same size and

shape, and are similarly attached to the car. In the case of the

tail lamp, instead of a red sight glass being provided, the whole

of one of tho sides is occupied by a red glass, thus conforming to

legal requirements. All the lamps are thoroughly well con

structed of brass, with reflectors of a specially good type. These

latter are white sterling silver rolled upon copper, thus securing

a permanence of reflecting merits. It will be seen that British

makers of lamps have fully recognised the strength of the

demand for accessories of native manufacture, and the way in

which Messrs. Polkey, Ltd., have responded to the call is worthy

of the spirit of enterprise that still characterises many of the

tlder firms who have attained distinction in other industrial

spheres. The lamps illustrated may be seen at the London

offices of the makers, Finsbury Pavement House, Finsbury

Pavement, E.C.

"-juececwE=

West Ham is seeking to attract manufacturers and

engineering firms, and the low rates for electric power are

proving helpful in this direction. Recently established concerns

in the borough are the Rip Motor Company, of Leytonstono

Road, Stratford, the British Alcohol Company, Ltd., motor

spirit manufacturers, Wharf Street, Canning Town, and Duat-

abatus, Ltd., patent road material manufacturers, HartmanRoad*

Silvertown.
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ANDOVER AND WINCHESTER.

SOME of the moat delightful memories of the pioneer

motorists are associated with the early trials and tribula

tions which were organised by the R.A.C. in the old

days when it was the A.C.G.B.I. It had not aspired to

become a near neighbour of Marlborough House, although,

even then, it was growing great in Whitehall Court. Those

pioneer tests of cars were mostly confined to the placid high

ways of the south, and level stretches were better enjoyed

than the merry switchbacks that seemed to have been planted on

Scottish hills and Derbyshire moors for the alternating sense of

victory and doubt in the minds of motorists of the nineteenth

century.

Of coarse, every car can take hills and romp over

mountains in this more modern era. Radiating from the Crystal

Palace, the daily runs to different venues were delightful antici

pations, and often successful realisations. They were not all

tame performances. Sometimes judges would rush from con

cealed hedgerows for brake tests, and often policemen would

come from hiding places for names and addresses. There was

one never-to-be-forgotten day of trapping—on the return from

Winchester, when car after ear was stopped, and such official

records of furious" driving were told that even motorists began

to realise they had speedy vehicles at command.

But we must desist this reminiscent ial mood into which we

have fallen on reading an account of how a fellow-journalist

journeyed to Stonehenge from London on Pratt's motor spirit

—and a 16-20-h.p. Argyll car, a successor of the car upon which

we journeyed with the late Mr. A. Govan on the memorable

journey already referred to. This capital description has been

reprinted by the Anglo-American Oil Co., who have added some

neat illustrations, the excellence of which can be seen from

those we are enabled to reproduce by their permission. The

route to Stonehenge, as suggested by Mr. H. Massac Buist, is

as follows :—

From Hyde Park Corner to Hammersmith, Shepherd's Bash, and

Brentford to HoudbIow, where take left for Staines, crossing bridge

theie, and turning right for " Basingstoke. 29 miles." Through Eghain,

past Virginia Water ('_'0; miles from London), Sunningdale, Bagshot

(leaving Bisley on left hand, presently Alderehot on left), York Town

(passing Sandhurst and Wellington Colleges on right), Hartley Row, and

Hook to Basingstoke. From Basingstoke by Worting, Oakley, and Whit

church to Andover, where take right fork tor Amesbury (left fork is for

Salisbury), striking north-westward through Weyhill, thence south-

 

westward to Amesbury, and so in 1 v mile keeping straight on across

Salisbury Plain to Stonehenge (79J miles). Return to Amesbury, where

make rectangular turn due southwards for Salisbury.

This is a run of eighty-nine miles. From thence it is

a good journey via Ronosey (31 i miles) to Winchester (40

miles), or the latter city can bs reached in 16 miles from

Basingstoke (46J miles from London) by way of Popham and

Kings Worthy. All these places deserve a visit. They have

each their special interests as well as being in Hampshire,

which, according to the late Grant Allen, was "the real original -

nucleus of the British Empire."

Winchester, historically, was certainly one of the first»

if it is not now the greatest of our cities. In the Roman

days five important roads branched out from the place,

leading to Porchester, Southampton, Old Sarum, Marlborough,

and Silchestcr. There are many historical corners apart from

the abounding interest of the cathedral. The High Street, shown

in the sketch, leads to the fine statue of King Alfred, and has a

grand old town hall with a projecting clock of curious workman

ship. The lower storey of the building is recessed, and has a

colonnade. A few steps beyond is the Buttery Cross, at the

 

foot of which a butter market was formerly held—in the days

before the motor-car revival. In the days of King Alfred, Win

chester wa*, to quote Dean Kitchen, " the home of all the

learning and the arts known in that da}', and rivalled the earlier

splendour of the court of Charles the Great at Aix-la-Chapelle."

Later, trade and commerce were attracted to the city, and the

Guild Halls of the merchants were a great feature of its life.

When Southampton was an important port—important

relatively as regards London—Winchester's commerce rivalled

that of the present capital. In Stuart times it attracted royal

notice, and Sir Christopher Wren was instructed to advise with

regard to the design of a bold scheme to give a noble approach

to the cathedral, but the demise of Charles the Second led to

the abandonment of that idea.

Andover, another town selected for pictorial representation,

is of a very different order to the ancient city of Winchester—

although it, too, has its old almshouses, historic grammar school,

and other points of architectural importance. It was a Roman

station, possesses a charter dating from the reign of King John,

and has a good wide market-place, well becoming in a town of

agricultural prosperity. A few years ago it became notorious

by reason of the severity of the fines inflicted by the local bench

upon unsuspecting motorists who were trapped in the vicinity.

" Hand-over justice " became a very significant phrase among

sportsmen.

Hampshire is a capital county for motoring, its well-con

structed roads—broad and straight in many parts—being a plea

sure to all who travel by the newer locomotion. Police traps

occasionally abound ; but, it must be acknowledged, a better

spirit has lately come over the police there, and complaint is no

longer loud on that point.

i —BCBW

" Who's Who" has a niche entirely its own in the reference

library, and grows more representative every year. Its accuracy

has long been at high-water mark, as they observe in motor-

boating circles.

The imports of motor-cars and cycles and parts into New

Zea'and during 1906 attained a value of £79,821. The British

share of the total was £55,010, that of the United States £10,289,

Germany £1,942, and other foreign countries, £12,580.

A youth who applied a lighted match to the plug hole of

an empty petrol cask in the yard of a motor garage at Jedburgh,

recently, was killed outright. The cask was hurled into the air,

striking the lad, and producing a fracture of the skull.
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The Stanley Steam Car,

SINCE we described the Stanley steam car in i the M.C.J, of

August 20th and 27th, 1904, the vehicle has steadily

increased in favour, both in America, where it is built,

and in this country. While the general arrangement, is still the

same, many improvements in the details have been introduced,

and the complete description which follows will no doubt prove

of general interest. Three sizes are being made, that known as

■the E.X. and rated at 10-15-h.p. beiog fitted with a two-cylinder

•engine 3 in. bore by 4 in. stroke and an 18 in. boiler; the F.

model is of 20-30-h.p., the engine cylinder dimensions being

■3$ in. by 5 in. and the boiler diameter 23 in. ; the third car

is of still higher power, and is the latest introduction ; it is

rated at 30-40-h.p., being equipped with a 26 in. boiler and

an engine having cylinders 4| in. bore by in. stroke, this

"being the same size as that fitted in the racing car' which created

"world's records over the kilometre and mile on the Florida

'Beach in January, 1906. The general arrangement of the

■different types being the same, the following details may be

taken as applying to all, regard being had, of course, to the fact

that the dimensions of the various parts vary in accordance with

the power of the car.

Tho engine (Fig. 1) is placed in a horizontal position under

neath the rear of the car and in such a position that a spurwheel

•on its crank shaft meshes with a bronze toothed wheel contain

ing the differential on the back axle. It is of the two-cylinder

•double-acting type, employing ordinary slide valves and Stephen

son link motion. All the bearings on the engine are of the ball

type, including the crank shaft bearings, crank pin?, eccentric rods,

straps and the guides on the crossheads. The forward portion

of the engine is hung from the car by a hanger strap, whilst

the other end is carried on the back axle by means of engine

frame hangers and circular bronze straps encircling the back axle

in the boiler j the fires have then to be turned out and a new plug

inserted, the whole operation being accomplished in a short time

on the roadside, without it being necessary to take down the

burner or other parts.

 

 

Engine Star

Fig. 1.— Sectional View of Engine and Transmission to Bear Axle.

on either side of the differential case ; these stiaps are free to

move, to maintain the proper relation between the engine gear

^vheel and driven gear on the axle. One of the chief objects of

this arrangement is to allow the engine and the drive on the biek

axle to be in correct relationship when the springs of the car are

in action. The whole of the engine and differential gear is en-

■closed in dust and mud proof copper cases, provided with suitable

sliding doors for inspection and lubrication.

The boiler (Fig. 2) is of the vertical fire tube type, tested

under steam and hydraulic pressure up to from 700 to 800 lbs.

The shell and bottom plate are swaged out of one piece of special

steel ; the top tube and plate are let in, and to make a joint an

■electrically welded steel ring of great strength is shrunk on

round the outside of the shell. The latter is then wound with

several layers of steel wire under tension to give additional

strength. The end plates are drilled taper to take half-inch

tubes which are expanded, these forming stays. The inside of

the boiler, in fact, all the parts in contact with the water, is

heavily galvanised to prevent corrosion. Both a safety valve

and automatic fire cutout are provided, the latter cutting out the

burners at any fixed steam pressure. A special fusible plug is

also fitted, which protects the boiler from damage in the event

of a low water level arising through careless driving or other

oause. This warns the driver when there is still 3 in. of water

fig. 2.—View of Bottom of Boiler, showing Superheater and Fusible

Plug Connection.

The main burner (Fig. 3) consists of a round plate of cast

iron having raised parallel corrugations which cross the burner

plate. Transverse slots which are cut in these raised portions

about 1 in. apart form the outlets for the mixed gas and air.

The pilot light is fixed by a small compartment about 3 in.

long by 1 in. broad placed between two of the above raised

sections, but entirely independent from them. The fuel is

led to the burners first through a coil of heavy drawn brass

pipe placed in the flue at the top of the boiler; it then

passes to the three vaporisers, which consist of steel pipes

crossing the raised sections of the burner, and emerging in

three nozzles to the mixing tubes. The two outside nozzles

constitute the main fire and the centre one the pilot ; the

supply to the latter is entirely independent, the object being

for it to light up the main fires as they are turned up or down

by the automatic fire cut-out or by the hand control. It is possible

 

Fig. 3.—View of Burner, showing Raised Blotted Sections and Final

Vaporising Tubes.

to burn paraffin in the Stanley burner with certain alterations,

or by using a specially- constructed burner, but this is not recom

mended, except where the car is to be used in counties where
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difficulty is experienced in procuring the light spirit or where its

high cost precludes its use.

The water passes from the water tank through a gauze

strainer to the power pumps (see Fig. 4) thence either to the boiler,

past the boiler check valve, or by the return pipe back to the

water tank. The feed to the boiler is regulated by a by-pass

valve which is placed under the steering wheel beneath the

 

Tig. 4,—Diagram of Water Connections.

throttle quadrant. /When the by-pass valve is closed the water

cannot go through the return pipe, and the pumps force it past

the check valve to the boiler. When the by-pass valve is opened,

the water flows through the pipes against which there is no

pressure, viz., the return pipe, and the boiler check valve

prevents the steam pressure in the boiler from bearing on the

pumps. An auxiliary hand pump is provided in connection with

the hand lever, which also actuates the petrol hand pump. When

using the hand pump, the valve connected with the same should

be opened, care being taken to shut this off after use, for if it be

left open the power pumps will force out the plunger of the hand

pump.

The steam control system is shown diagrammatically in Fig. 6.

Steam passes from the top of the boiler in the centre through

the main throttle, past the auxiliary throttle and through the

boiler to the superheaters, which are subject to the full heat of

the fire. The steam is then passed again through the boiler and

into the main steam pipe, where it takes lubricating oil for the

 

and vice versa. The oil tank has a capacity sufficient for from

250 to 300 miles.

The arrangement of the fuel supply system is illustrated

in Fig. 5. The petrol, referred to as gasoline in the illustration,

is carried in a non-pressure tank at the rear of the car. The fuel

is gravity fed through a pipe from the tank to the petrol power-

pump, situated under the footboard and working off the

same shaft as the water power pumps. It is then forced

into the pressure tank, referred to below, by means of

the petrol power pump. From the pressure tank it is led1

through a coil of solid drawn brass pipe on the top of

the boiler ; this heats up the petrol to such an extent that

it is only necessary for it to travel through short steel pipes,,

across the fires to the main burner nozzles. Between the

coil and the main burner vapourising tubes the petrol is inter-

cepted by the hand main burner valve situated on the dashboard

and the automatic valve, this latter cutting off the fuel supply

at a fixed steam pressure.

The pressure in the pressure tank is indicated on the dash

by means of a gauge, which registers up to 200 lb.; the usual

working pressure which can, however, be adjusted, is about 100-

to 120 lb. A petrol automatic relief valve is connected up to the-

pump, so that, should the pressure exceed that at which it is set

the excess of petrol is led back to the main tank.

The pressure tank really comprises two cylinders arranged

side by side, the bottom of one being connected with the top of

the other. Supposing the tanks to be empty, and the gauge at

zero, to getup petrol pressure in order to start the fire the operation

is as follows :—With the hand pump, pump petrol till the gauge:

Auxiliary ThrcttteMre

Fig. {.—Diagram of Fuel Supply and Control System.

cylinders. The lubrication of the latter is effected by means of

a small pump in connection with the lubricating oil tank, worked

by means of a ratchet wheel off the pump rocker shaft. As the

ratchet wheel turns, the small pump plunger is drawn out, by

means of a dog and cam, sucking oil from the tank. At a given

point tho plunger of the pump sends a jet of oil to the steam,

which ia carried through the main steam pipe to the engine.

The fast6 the car travels the more oil is supplied to the cylinders,

 

Fig. 6. -Diagram of Steam Pipe Connections and Lubricating System.

registers between ten and fifteen lbs. Tank No. 2 is now nearly full

of petrol, the air having been driven into tank No. 1, and, being

compressed, is under a pressure, indicated by the gauge. A

hand pump is now attached to the valve and air pumped into

tank No 1 until the gauge indicates from eighty to ninety

pounds.

If the fire were now lighted, and allowed to burn for some

time, the petrol pressure would gradually drop. But it can be-

raised by using the hand petrol pump again.

When running on the road, the power pump supplies the

petrol and keeps up the pressure ; as this pump delivers an

excess, an automatic ielief valve is provided, adjustable ;u> to-

pressure, through which the excess passes back to the supply

tank.

(To be concluded.)

Messrs. Sidney Straker and Squire, Ltd., have an

extensive repair shop and garage at Nelson Square, Blackfriars

Road, S.E., where they are prepared to undertake the overhaut

and repair of motor-cars of every class. Their machine shop is-

equipped with modern machine tools, and a staff of thoroughly

experienced mechanics is employed.

On Monday a motor car driver was sentenced at West

minster Police Court to a month's hard labour for being drunk

while in charge of his vehicle, and on the same day a Hammer

smith chauffeur was sent to prison for fourteen days without the

option of a fine for having been in a similar condition while in

charge of a motor-car in the Charing Cross Boad, London, W.C.
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CONTINENTAL NOTES.

The A CT. drand Prix Race.

The regulations regarding the 1908 Grand Prix Race have

now been adopted and issued by the French Automobile Club.

The race is to be over a distance of from 700 to 800 kilometres,

and held in the first fortnight in July, the date and circuit to be

fixed later. Each firm will have the right of entering three cars,

but manufacturers employing engines, or the same construction

mechanically, under licence, or under a title which includes the

same name, will not be allowed to enter more than three cars

together. The entry fees are fixed at the following figures :—

£200 for one car; £360 for two cars; £480 for three cars.

Entries are to be sent to the Sporting Commission of the A.C.F.

before February 15th. After this date and until June 1st

entries will be received at double fees. In the case of a large

entry list, arrangements may be made for an elimination con

test. All motors taking part in the race are to be of a bore

of 155 mm. in the case of four cylinders, or the equivalent

in the case of one, two, three, six or eight cylinder cars.

The competing cars must be of a minimum weight, in running

order, of 1,100 kilog. The employment of oxygen, &c, in con-

sions for two or four-cylinder motors, and the weight not to

exceed 650 kilos. The distance of the race will probably be

about 350 kilos. All the French builders of small cars who-

have been questioned on the matter are enthusiastic about the

projected race, they considering that it will tend to stimulate

the construction of cheaper and lighter vehicles.

♦ ♦ ♦

Motor Wagon Regulations In Antwerp.

As a result of some trials, extending over a month, recently

made by Messrs. De Roubaix-Oedenkoven with a Renard road

train in the Antwerp district, the municipal authorities of that

city have just adopted the following new regulations with regard

to motor lorry traffic :—(1) Motor-wagons used for the carriage

of goods may not be loaded with more than 5 tons ; the tyres,u

made of metal, must be at least 16 cm. wide. (2) The motor-

wagons must not exceed a speed of 6J- miles per hour. (3)

Motor-wagons for the carriage of goods must be able to travel in

both directions ; they must be driven by a machinist-stoker and

a helper. (4) The vehicles (trailers) must be attached to the

motor by means of an articulated hook, which cannot come un

fastened, and which is made in such a manner that all the vehicles

follow exactly the same direction ; no more than two vehicles

 

A French Military Motor ambulance.

Id France dogs are now being used In connection with ambulance work. The Illustration given above shows some trials telng made with them In
conjunction with a motor ambulance recently constructed by Messrs. De Dietrich and Co.

nection with the carburettor is forbidden. All vehicles must

have a reverse motion and be fitted with silencers havirg an

horizontal outlet. The colours fixed for the various nations are

as follow :—Germany, white ; America, white and red ; England,

green ; Belgium, yellow ; France, blue ; Italy, red ; Switzerland,

yellow and red. All repairs are to be made by the driver or

mecanicien ; detachable rims may be used, but the changing of

wheels is prohibited. It will be permitted for the mecanicien to

change place with the driver at the end of any lap, but only on

the circuit in case of urgent necessity.

♦ ♦ ♦

Le arand Prix des Voiturettes.

The surprise of the past week in French motoring circles

has been the decision of the A.C.F. to organise a voituretto race

to be known as Le Grand Prix des Voiturettes. It is to be held

over the same course as that of the Grand Prix for big cars,

probably the day previous to the last-named event. The con

ditions will probably limit the diameter of the cylinders to

100 mm. for single-cylinder engines, with proportionate dhren-

may be drawn, and each train must be not more than 82 ft. long

The load of each vehicle is not to exceed the weight determined

in Art. 1 ; The last vehicle must be equipped for going back

wards. (5) The approach of the motor-wagon must be signalled

preferably by means of a horn, but in no case by a shrill or

piercing whistle. (6) Any infringement of the regulation in

question to be punishable by a police fine.

♦ ♦ ♦

A Successful Aeroplane Plight.

After many attempts Mr. Henry Farman, on Monday last,,

succeeded in accomplishing a flight with his aeroplane over a

measured circular course of one kilometre, thereby fulfilling the

conditions attached to the Deutsch-Archdeacon prize of £2,000,.

the trip being made in the presence of the committee. The

aeroplane was kept at an altitude of from twelve to twenty feet,

and made a wide sweep round the distance post without sensibly

slackening speed, Mr. Farman finally alighting beyond the win

ning post with the same ease and precision with which he had

started. The machine is fitted with an eight-cylinder 50-h.p.
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Antoinette motor, and the official time for the measured kilo

metre was 1 min. 28 sec.

♦ ♦ ♦

Public Services in Italy.

The Italian Minister of Posts and Telegraphs has appointed

a technical commission for the purpose of drawing up a pro

gramme for a public competition of motor vehicles for the con

veyance of passengers, mails, and parcels. The Minister has

stated that such vehicles might become valuable auxiliaries to the

railways, and that it is consequently a matter of necessity to

devise a type of special automobile adapted for the postal and

passenger services.

♦ ♦ ♦

A Small Car Trial in the South of France.

The Marseilles Automobile Club is organising a speed trial

of small cars for the 19th May next. The event, which is known

as Le Circuit Provengal des Petites Voitures, is open for : (1)

Cars with single-cylinder engines up to 100 mm. bore, (2) ditto

to 125 mm., (3) four-cylinder vehicles up to 80 mm. bore, and

< f ) ditto up to 95 mm. The entry list is being limited to fifty

■competitors, ggfj

 

One of the Single-Deck Motor- Bases in I

Qailleboeuf.

The Nice Automobile Week.

The programme of the automobile week at Nice, which is to

he held in March, has now been definitely drawn up. On the

22nd there will be a kilometre speed trial ; on the 23rd a " Raid

■du Printemps " will be held in place of the touring competition

first proposed ; on the 25th an elegance competition ; on the

■29th a flower fete ; and on the 31st an automobile paperchase.

♦ ♦ ♦

Petrol in Switzerland.

A new regulation requiring petrol tins to bear an official

stamp as to their capacity was to have come into force in

Switzerland on the 1st inst., but, owing to the movement

organised by the importers, it has been decided to postpone the

order for a year. In the meantime, the Government authorities

will consult with the dealers as to the best form of petrol tin to

adopt.

♦ ♦ ♦

More Motor Cabs for Paris.

A new company is in course of formation in Paris, with a

capital of £80,000, to place 200 De Dion 8-9-h.p. single-cylinder

taximeter motor-cabs in service in the French capital, at the

same rates as the horse-drawn vehicles. The daily receipts per

cab are estimated at 35 fr. 5 centimes, of which 35 per cent.

(12 fr. 27 c.) will be the driver's share, leaving 22 fr. 78 c. for

the owners. With a hundred cabs in service the working cost,

including depreciation, has been figured out at 14 fr. 7 c. per

cab, and with 200 vehicles at work 13 fr. 53 c.

♦ ♦ ♦

The Liedekerke Cup.

The annual race for the Liedekerke cup, which is to be held

at the end of July next on the Ardennes circuit, will this year

not be run on a cylinder capacity basis, but will be restricted to

cars having engines with a maximum bore of 106 mm. for four-

cylinder motors, and a minimum weight empty of 1,050 kilogs.

The distance to be covered will be at least 300 miles.

♦ ♦ ♦

Racing on the Ice.

The Swedish Automobile Club, whose headquarters are in

Stockholm, is organising a reliability trial of motor vehicles for

the 15th and 16th February, and a speed trial on the ice for the

8th March.

♦ ♦ ♦

A German Volturette Trial.

It is reported that the German Imperial Automobile Club,

in conjunction with the German Motor Cyclists' Association,

proposes to organise a trial of voiturettes in July next. The'e

will be three daily runs, viz., Berlin-Breslau, Breslau-Prague,

and Prague-Munich. Both the Bavarian and the Austrian

Motor Clubs have been officially invited to participate in the

organisation, as the latter half of the course passes through

Austrian and Bavarian territory.

♦ ♦ ♦

A New Anti- Freezing Medium.

Writing to " Omnia," a French motorist recommends the

use of chloride of magnesium as an anti-freezing medium. Added

i o the cooling watu- in the proportion of from 12 per cent, to

15 per cent., he claims that not only does it possess advantage*

over glycerine, in that the water always remains perfectly fluid,

but that it has no detrimental action on metal.

♦ ♦ ♦

Motor Vans in the German Postal Service.

Following the example of Munich, motor mail vans are now

to be introduced in the postal service in Nuremburg. It is stated

that thirteen vehicles are being ordered, of which nine will be

continually in use and four held in reserve, in case of temporary

breakdown of any of the others.

♦ ♦ ♦

French Motor-Car Imports and Exports.

The imports of foreign motor-cars and parts into France

during the eleven months ending with November last attained a

value of £305,480, a decrease of £1,080 over the corresponding

eleven months of 1906. During the same periods the exports of

motor-cars and parts from France advanced from £5,058,040 to

£5,366,040.

♦ ♦ ♦

Motor Vehicles for Municipal Purposes.

The municipal authorities of Bourges (France) propose to

replace the present horse-drawn dust-carts with motor vehicles.

♦ ♦ ♦

Miscellaneous Items.

The municipal authorities of Berne, Switzerland, propose to

add an electrical motor vehicle to the equipment of the local fire

brigade, The Furka road between Brigue and Morel), in the

Swiss Canton of Valais, has been closed to automobile traffic.

His Imperial Highness the Crown Prince of Germany has

just ordered a Stepney spare wheel for one of his cars. The

two women motor-cab drivers in Berlin are reported to have

given up the work, the reasons assigned being the cold weather

and the ribaldry of the Berlin roughs. A public motor-car

service between Madrid and Getafa, a popular resort about eight

miles from the Spanish capita', is C9ntemplited. The annual

500 metres hill-climbing contest, organised by the " Provence

Sportive "of Marseilles, is to be held on April 19th next.

An exhibition of agricultural motors is to be held at Bourges,

France, at the end of September or at the beginning of October

next.
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 Ax 69, Roscoe Street, Liver

pool, Mr. Henry J. O'Connell

has commenced business as a

motor agent and dealer in acces

sories.

Mr. Eli Clark has a large

motor garage opposite to his

showrooms at 223, Cheltenham Road, Bristol, and is well able to

prove of assistance to motorists in that district.

Amongst the latest purchasers of Argyll cars in India are

the Nawab Shah Yar Jung Bahadur and His Highness the

Maharaja Dalgan-Jansing of the Patna State.

Mr. H. L. Stocks, of Kirkcaldy, has recently ordered a

Sheffield-Simplex 15-h.p. six-cylinder limousine as a result of hte

satisfactory experience with the Brotherhood car he acquired

about two years ago.

Mr. A. Swingler, J.P., of Smalley Hall, Derby, informs

us that the 30-h.p. Daimler referred to in our last issue is for

his own private use, and is not being supplied to him by his

firm for business purposes.

The Bombay, Baroda and Central Indian Railway Com

pany has lately put in service a number of covered trucks

specially designed for the conveyance of motor-cars. They are

25 ft. long inside, so that two small cars can be carried in one

truck.

WiSLEY, always a popular resort with Surrey motorists in

summer, was even more so last week-end, when skating was in

full swing on the lake. Cars arrived in never-ending succession

until round the Hut Hotel was assembled one of the largest con

courses of automobile} on record.

An interesting pamphlet has been published at Beeston and

Coventry giving the opinions of many owners of Humber motor1

cars as to the excellent qualities of those automobiles. A county

arrangement has been devised to facilitate reference by prospec

tive owners who may wish to test the popularity of this car in

their own districts.

Some of the resident magistrates of Ireland are calling

public attention to the new Lights on Vehicles Act, 1907, which

is in operation in that country as well as in the southerly part

of Great Britain. At Bray and elsewhere the magistrates have

asked the constabulary authorities to see that its provisions ara

generally observed.

"The Industrial Motor Review," published on the

15th inst., contains several articles of practical value to all in

terested in the development of the commercial motor. Its com

parative costs of horse and motor traction are an authoritative and

reliable feature, and the experiences of users of motor delivery

vans have distinct value.

Despite the many warnings given in the M.C.J. , as well as

in our contemporaries, as to the care that is necessary to prevent

the freezing of the cooling water and resulting damage to the

motor, the recent snap of cold weather has brought in quite a

large amount of work in the way of cracked cylinders to the

various firms which make a speciality of repairing castings.

Some of the motor taxi-cab drivers in London are of an

ingenious turn of mind ; one of them has devised a box arrange

ment over the clutch and brake pedals, so that when driving his

feet are protected from the cold. Another has fitted a specially

shaped iron bracket to the dash, over which he can in wet

weather place the lower portion of h's overcoat, and in this way

keep the rain from dripping into his boots.

"Petrolius," in the "Morning Advertiser," quotes the

interesting case at the Daresbury Petty Sessions, recently

reported in the columns of the M.C.J., as " very pleasant reading

for motorists, for we do not often hear of motorists obtaining

C03ts against the police ; and yet, where the police are unable to

establish their case, it seems only reasonable that costs should

be given against them. Motorists are not infrequently brought

from long distances to answer charges which the police are

unable no sustain, and there is no reason why they should be

denied their costs when they are the victims of such proceedings.

The Daresbury case will no doubt be a useful lesson to the local

police, and will not be lost on the motor trappists generally."

HERE AND THERE.

 

Messrs. Cooper's Coaoh

Builders' Art Journal Diary for

1908 will be of considerable ser

vice to coach and motor body

builders.

Several dealers in Edin

burgh have been fined for keep

ing calcium carbide in tin vessels without having a licence for the

same from the local authority.

On all motor-cars employing the exhaust to create pressure

in the petrol tank for the purpose of leading the petrol to the

carburettor there is a certain amount of condensation from this

exhaust which gets into the petrol tank. "While in the Napier car

this mixture is, of course, prevented from getting into the petrol

tank by an exhaust pressure filter ; Mr S. F. Edge has recently

had some trials made with the view of ascertaining what quantity

of liquid if, under normal runn'ng conditions, created in this way.

A 10-h.p. six-cylinder car was run a distance of forty-two miles,

petrol used 2J gallons, and the result was there was 1-4 cubic

centimetres of water collected in the filter for every gallon of

spirit consumed. This works out for every 100 gallons of spirit

 

4 93 oz. (very nearly \ pint) of water, which is a very material

amount to get into the pressure tank, and likely to cause

plenty of inconvenience. The way this possibility is eliminated

in the Napier cars is shown by the accompanying illustration.

A is the main body of the filter itself ; B the fine gauze which

prevents dirt or other harmful matter getting through to the

pressure valve; C is the perforated plate which supports the

gauze, and so prevents it being blown through by any violent

explosion ; D is the top of the filter, held on by four little

screws, so as to make it easily removable to clean the gauze

if necessary. At the bottom of the filter is a small tap by

which any accumulation of water can be allowed to run off.

E shows the pressure filter in place on the engine, while F is the

pressure valve itself. Mr. Edge informs us that the general

princip'e of this exhaust filter was suggested by Mr. Edward

Kennard, of The Barn, Market Harborough, the purchaser of

the first car turned out from the Napier work?.

The White Hart Hotel, at Windsor, has a Daimler motor-car,

which it is letting out on hire.

To prevent the water in acetylene generators from freezing,

a French motorist recommends the addition of ordinary methy

lated spirits to the extent of about 25 per cent.

C
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Messrs. A. J. Wilson and Co., Ltd., 154, Clerkenwell

Eoad, E.C., issue a serviceable office calendar.

THE London motor-'bus strike came to an end on Tuesday

morning, when most of the drivers capitulated.

A MEETING of carmen in London has passed a resolution

thanking metropolitan borough councils for sanding the roads

during the recent inclement weather

The Automobile Association patrols, as well as the police,

are engaged in the effort to discover the driver of the car which

caused the death of a labourer at Kenley on Saturday night.

The question of the records made at Brooklands has been

discussed by the R.A.C., who agree that a scheme for world's

records should be laid before the Competitions Committee at the

next meeting, and that a letter should be written to the Auto

mobile Club of France pointing out that the R.A.C. had suc

ceeded in timing records automatically, and therefore accurately,

and inviting their co-operation in the scheme for the institution

of a definite system.

The illustration below shows a 15-h.p. Thames cab, for

which Messrs. W. T. Clifford-Earp, Ltd., inform us they are finding

a very good market. The vehicle, accommodating four passengers

inside and one outside with driver, was the first to be tested on

Brooklands track on January 2nd, and it covered the half mile,

electrically timed, at the rate of 346 miles per hour. In

addition to this it showed itself a very good hill-climber by

ascending the winding gradient, on leaving the Brooklands

 

enclosure, on second speed, in a very thorough manner. The

petrol consumption is twenty-five miles per gallon, and the roof

over the driver is arranged to carry cwt. of luggage. Another

special feature in connection with the cab that is claimed is

that the whole of the transmission gear, including the engine,

can be removed from the chassis for inspection, and put in its

place again, in the same time that it takes to put a horse in the

shafts of an ordinary cab.

Webster's Royal Red Book has now attained the distinc

tion of the 121st edition, and is as free from errors as previous

issues bave been proved to be. It is a court and fashionable

register, and, having well established itself, will doubtless be of

interest to those engaged in the motor trade. Messrs. A.

Webster and Co., of 43, Dover Street, W., are the publishers.

Apropos of the cost of motoring, a very interesting letter

has just been published in the " Brit:sh Medical Journal from

Dr. G. Baynton Forge, M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P., of West Mailing,

Kent, who has run his Coventry-Humber 5,548 miles, and has

kept an exact record of the cost of running during this period

(covering fourteen months). The following are his figures :—

Petrol, £20 15s. 4d. ; oil, £6 lis. 6d. ; sundries, £4 8s. lOd. ;

ignition, £2 6s. 6d.; tyres, £14 18s. Id.; mechanic, £10 13s. 9d.;

total, £59 14s. Dr. Baynton Forge adds that "I have never

been late for nor missed an appointment or train, neither have I

been hung up on the road."

In the new fire-engine station of the L.C.C. at Trinity Road,

Wandsworth, the horse has been entirely ignored, the whole

equipment being by motor appliances as far as possible.

' Mr. W. T. Lord is having a busy time in India, whither

he has gone in the interests of the Argyll car. His headquarters

are at the Bomb%y Motor Car Company's premises, where thirty

of the 14-16-h.p. Argylls are to be delivered. Other agencies

are also being established in the Far East.

Not a few motorists have met with new experiences during

the recent snap of cold weather. Frozen acetylene generators

have not been unusual, while many have experienced great

difficulty in starting up their engines, all sorts of dodges having

been tried to induce the motor to run. The necessity of a hot

water or exhaust gas jacket to the carburettor has also been

proved by the freezing up of those not so provided. One

motorist of our acquaintance had an experience of this sort late

on Saturday night last, or rather early on Sunday morning, and

eventually had to invoke tho a;d of two policemen to help him

to push the car to the nearest garage, nearly a couple of miles

away !

On Tuesday afternoon a daring robbery was effected at the

Hutchinson Tyre Depot, 13, Maddox Street, W. Some person

or persons unknown walked into these premises and removed a

Hutchinson non-skid tyre, No. 47,000, and another plain

Hutchinson tyre with leather band, but unnumbered. It is

presumed that the thief had watched the depot for some time,

and at the moment when all the assistants were in the offices at

the rear, quietly walked in unobserved and took the two tyres

away. As the number of one cover is given, purchasers of tyres

should be able to notify the Hutchinson Tyre Company if these

tyres are offered them for sale, and inform the police, who have

the matter in hand.

As we announced last week, motor-cars played a prominent

part in the celebrations in connection with the freeing of the toll

bridge at Waterford. There were fifteen cars drawn up in

front of the City Hall Buildings at a quarter before midnight,

and after the mayor, high sheriff, and the other members of the

Corporation had got on board, a procession of cars was formed,

headed by Sir Wm. Goff, Bart., chairman of the Irish Automobile

Club. On the stroke of midnight they proceeded across, after

the mayor had duly declared the bridge free. Practically the

whole of the city turned out, and the cars had rather a lively

time, getting backwards and forwards across the bridge, the

crowds, in their endeavours to be amongst the first to cross,

c'inging on to the vehicles, the majority of which were lent by

Mr. W. F. Peare. A special vote of thanks has been accorded

that gentleman by the Corporation, as they considered it rather

unique that a procession of motor-cars should be the first to

cross the freed toll bridge. Captain J. J. O'Neill Power, J.P.,

Colonel R. T. Carew, J.P., D.L., and other local gentlemen also

joined the procession with their cars.

With regard to some of the small electric vulcanisers which

are being described as suitable for vulcanising covers or tubes in

conjunction with any ordina'y ignition accumulator, a word of

warning is given by the United Motor Industries, Ltd. Supposing

the vulcaniser takes about 4 amps, of current and maintains this

consumption throughout the vulcanisation ; this is too excessive

from an ignition accumulator of anything under 40 ampere hour

capacity, or even at that capacity, and it must invariably follow

that if vulcanisers are used in conjunction with accumulators

whose ampere hour capacity is under 40 that the plates will

very quickly deteriorate, and that trouble will ensue from

buckled plates, falling of paste, &c. In order to meet the

demand for an accumulator suitable for vulcanising purposes

the firm named have issued an accumulator of 40 ampere hour

actual discharge, or it would nominally be known as a 60 ampere

hour ignition accumulator. This is especially suitable for vul

canising purposes, and the plates are specially made for rapid

discharge. They are of massive construction, very carefully

pasted and treated to prevent any possibility of damage due to

the high discharge rate they will be worked on. This battery

will be known as the "Castle" vulcanising battery, and is likely

to soon become a standard accessory in the lists of the U.M.I.
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SOME NOTES ON RADIATORS.

-♦-

By E. T. Humphries.

THERE are many parts of a motor-car, particularly those

hidden from view, that can to a very large extent be

designed and carried through irrespective of all appear

ances, which oftentimes materially assists both the working

efficiency and durability. Such remarks hardly apply, however,

to radiators, as there is no part of an internal-combustion self-

propelled vehicle which is so much in evidence as the water

cooler. This being the case, there is sometimes a tendency to

sacrifice that which would be most efficient for something which

adds to the general effect and outline of the vehicle.

There is every indication that the idea of the radiator was

taken from the steam-tngine condenser, for in general design it

is a reproduction of the ordinary surface condenser, only that

its operations are somewhat reversed. In the motor-car its

functions are to cool the water, which is inside the pipes, and the

air on the exterior, with a fan to assist its radiation, while with

the steam engine the steam is inside the pipes and the water

outside and used as an agent for cooling purposes.

Before treating with the various kinds of radiators, a word

will not be out of place with reference to the use of the fan, par

ticularly in view of the fact that we are just now in the winter

season. It should not be overlooked that beyond the fact that

at least some power (if only small) is absorbed in driving this

particular part, in very cold weather and when running fast it

is oftentimes quite unnecessary and undesirable to run it at all, for

if the water is reduced below a certain temperature it follows that

excessive cooling of the cylinders may reach such a pitch that

the economical working of the engine may be affected. For this

reason a combination of fly-wheel and fan is not without its

drawbacks.

It can be accepted as a general rule that the gilled pattern of

radiators is more easily repaired than the honeycomb ; although

some makers of the latter claim that, in the event of damage, a

tube can be replaced by a new one in half a minute. The gilled

type is all that is required for low-powered cars, but when

it is considered that the efficiency of the cooling media depends

upon the size of the honeycomb block or the number of feet of

gilled tube, it will be understood that for high-powered cars, such

as anything over 40-h.p., the former is the more efficient. Size and

shape vary very much, but for cars not exceeding the above-

mentioned horse-power the outside dimensions of either type

should approximately be 26 in. by 22 in. by 4 in. ; above that

power an additional 1J in. depth is usually adopted. Racing

and special freak cars are not taken into consideration. They

are a law unto themselves. There is no doubt but what

the efficiency of a radiator, particularly in hot weather, would

be increased if some arrangement could be fitted on the

back so as to direct the air currents into the fan. As at

present constructed, much of the air is out of the range of

the fan leaves, and if the fan is really of any assistance the

cooling surfaces are not uniform and unequal expansion and

contraction takes place, quite sufficient at times to account for

leaking tubes ; and owing to the different metals that go to form

a radiator and its tubes, this is a very important factor.

Similar troubles arose in the earlier days of the locomotive

engine, when copper fire-boxes and brass tubes were used.

——— —

The " Resileon " filled tyres had completed a run of 911

miles up to Saturday last. Non-stop runs on all save one day

have been accomplished.

A 100 kilometre race was held near Buenos Ayres, Argentine

Republic, on the 13th inst., the winner being M. Vanhee, who on

a 15-h.p. Gladiator covered the distance in 1 h. 22 min.

Messrs. Button and Aunger are attempting a motor-car

ride across Australia from Adelaide to Port Darwin. It took

them three hours to cross a creek between Oodnadatta and

Charlotte Waters, arriving there on Sunday, December 8th.

They have difficulty in arranging for supplies of petrol, and have

already been delayed in consequence.

SOME USEFUL NOTES,

The separation of the parts of an engine or car that may

have become tightly stuck together because of dirt and corrosion

during a long period of use is often a serious problem. In such

a case, nothing promises better than recourse to a fairly liberal

application of paraffin, supplemented by light but continued

tapping with a hammer. By directing the taps judiciously, first

in one direction and then in the opposite, now to one portion of

the surface and then to another, and giving them as much force

as is safe, long persistence will almost invariab'y result in the

desired separation. Fresh applications of paraffin should be

made from time to time, if necessary, to insure a supply con

stantly in place, ready to help by its property of penetrating to

the finest crevices. For bolts and nuts, shafts, hubs and collars,

pins and keys, &c, this method is widely recognised by expert

machinists and repairers as almost a panacea.

♦ ♦ ♦

It sometimes happens that injury to a tyre may necessitate

a more or less extensive run on the rim, in which case there

follow certain inevitable results that will call for some repairing.

As much as a hundred miles, even if the road is very bad, will

not necessitate replacement, if particular care is used to strike

all projecting obstructions at a low speed. At the end of the

run, no matter how carefully it has been made, it is almost cer

tain that there will be a few dents in the edges of the rim, which

will have to be straightened out before the edges of the tyre

cover can be got in "place. To straighten out these kinks, and to

do so accurately, is a difficult matter without special facilities,

but by making a tool like that illustrated herewith it is an easy

matter, remarks the " Motor Age," to bring the metal back to

 

its or'gii.al section. The end a of the tool, which should be

made of good steel, is ground into the exact form of an unin

jured rim, as shown at b. Therefore, by driving it with a

hammer into the bent places as shown it will readily effect

proper straightening. The width of the working end of the

tool should not be greater than from one-half to three-quarters

of an inch, or it will not work right, on account of the curve of

the rim. It will require some time to do the repair properly,

but it will pay, nevertheless. After the rim has been straight

ened out the tool should be put under the rim and the latter

tapped with a hammer to smoothen out the outside edge of the

rim. Then the rim should be given coats of paint and varnish

before it can be considered to be repaired in a workmanlike

manner.

♦ ♦ ♦

Among the many causes that may rtsult in loss of com

pression in a motor is the settlement of any dirt or fcreign

matter in the seat of either the inlet or exhaust valves, the latter

being the more prone to this trouble. Bits of carbonised oil

very often fall on the seat of the exhaust valve and' are pounded

into the metal, causing the valve and valve seat to " pit." They,

of course, do not fit closely after this, and the, compression is

forced out between them as a consequence. In a case of this

kind it is necessary to remove the valves and grind them in.

♦ ♦

The fact that an engine "goes off" after a month or two of

use, and yet everything, such as the ignition, compression, &c,

is all right, may usually be attributed to the slight alteration in

timing due to the wearing either of the tappets or valves, or

both. Nothing is so important for an efficient and sweet-running

engine as accurate timing of all the valves, and this is a thin"

frequently neglected by many people.
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Correspondence.

[Letters to the Editor should be addressed to the offices, 97-88, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.)

MOTOR BODY DESIGN AND COMFORT.

To the Editor of The Molor-Gar Journal.

Sir,—We shall be much obliged if you will grant us space to say a

few words in reply to your correspondent " Comfort." As is row fairly

well known, we have from the commencement given special attention to

the comfoit of the passengers ; in fact, that is one of the leading points

which has been in our minds ever since we started experimenting and

designing our N.E.C. cars—now some five years ago. Your correspon

dent says tbat on some cars " the rear seats somewhat overhang the

back axle." This is sorely a rather euphemistic way of expressing the

actual facts, for on very many cars the seats entirely overhang the back

axle, and the passengers' feet are actually over the back axle itself. It

is certainly true that a few manufacturers have managed to improve

considerably on this.

Your correspondent then says that "it may be practically impossible

to bring this (rear) seat sufficiently far ahead to make a substantial

improvement in the comfort of these passengers." Now this is just

what we have succeeded in doing. We have designed our car in such a

way that we can give more accommodation than can any other maker

ana still have onr rear seat absolutely right forward of the back axle.

 

4-OYUN0ER OAR—WITH 80NNET

A Graphic Demonstration of the Effect of the Bonnet on the Design

of the Car as a whole.

But merely putting the seat just in front of the back axle will not by

itself secure the utmost possible comfort. If " Comfort " will inspect

almost any car of standard design he will see that the amount of play

permissible to the axle and the wheels is very small indeed, and that if

these parts were allowed to have any real freedom of movement they

would in passing over any rough roads smash the body to atoms. To

secure comfort there must be flexibility of springs, and to allow for the

consequent greatly increased movement of the axle and wheels it

necessarily follows there must be a very greatly increased clearance, and

it is impossible to secure this clearance in any practicable manner

except by getting the back axle right out behind, clear entirely of the

body and the chissis.

We should be very pleased indeed to give " Comfort " a demonstra

tion of what we mean. The sort of trial we should like wonld be for

" Comfort " to choose the roughest piece of road he knows, drive over

it on a car of standard design and then drive over it on one of our N.E.C.

cars. . Une cannot attempt to make clear the great difference without

using what would seem to be exaggerated language. Not only would

there be this extraordinaiy difference in comfort, but also we should dare

with complete safety to drive our car over a rough road at a far higher

speed than anybody dare drive a vehicle of standard design. It is quite

amusing when taking out a passenger accustomed only to cars of

ordinary design to see them clutch the seat in dread when our car ap

proaches at a high speed some place on the road at which they ex

pect to get a fearful jolting. They simply go over it without feeling

that there has been any road inequality.

There are other important considerations in which the argument

is all in favour of our system, such as danger in rounding corners at

highspeed, to which we should like to refer, and hope you may permit

us to do so at a later date, but our present letter has already got to a

: 1 1. 1 _ i *u 17 * 1
considerable length.—Yours tru^y>

ew Engine (Motor) Co., Ltd.

THE SETTING OF VALVES.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

SIR,—Your correspondent, " An Interested Enquirer," asks a ques

tion as to valve setting which I am sure is of interest to a great number

of amateurs. I can tell him of at least one attempt to solve the prob

lem, viz., "Larrad's Petrol Motor Timer," which I saw and purchased

at the recent show. By this instrument, which any amateur can use, an

engine with adjustable tappets can be quickly set with very great

accuracy, provided the cams are accurate. Whether, as the makers claim,

this setting is the best possible, even supposing that fast and_ slow

running engines should be set alike, I must leave to motor engineers

to determine ; but I have seen a most marked improvement in one engine

by its use, and a considerable one in another, in which, awing to cam

irregularity, the system could only be adopted to the extent of getting

the inlets and exhausts timed accurately tor opening, the closing of both

being irregular. I am now experimenting on a third, and have little

doubt of a good result.

The ease with which the slightest want of truth in the cams can be

detected is remarkable, and I am inclined to believe that an unsuspected

cause of bad running in many engines is due to a failure to grind the

cams true after hardening. The makers, Messrs. Pulham and Co.,

of Bexhill, will, I believe, make the instrument to any setting desired, if

a purchaser has a pet theoiy of bis own. I have no financial interest in

the instrument, but I have received from its use not a little instruction

and benefit.—Yours truly,

Amateur.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—I read with great interest the various methods of timing in

the M.C.J, of the 11th. The setting of the inlet valves in the 24-b.p.

Panhard is extremely interesting, ns I think this engine is not a high

speed one —i.e., it is not high-speed when compared with the Minerva

and others. It would be interesting to know if the Panhard have tried

this engine, opening the inlet valve earlier and closing it earlier. What

have Messrs. S. F. Edge, Ltd., Iris and Clement-Talbot to say on the

subject?—Yours truly,

Interested Enquirer.

[We shall be glad to publish the diagrams and particulars of the

valve setting of the engines of other leading motor-car builders, if they

will kindly furnish us with the necessary material.—Ed. M.C.J.]

A CLUB GARAGE.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—About this time last year you allowed me, through your

correspondence column?, to place before your readers a brief description

of my club, the inauguration of which had ju-t taken place. The

unique feature of this club was the provision of a workshop and a modu-t

garage. Possibly a brief account of our first year's working may now

be of interest.

The object of providing a small workshop was that many motorist*

and motor-cyclists in the town took sufficient interest in their machines

to desire to do alterations, experiments, and adjustments, and without

a workshop and possibly assistance from those more skilled in the use

of tools it was very difficult if not impossible.

We find that our workshop has, on the whole, been well patronized,

but much more by motor-cyclists than car owners, which is but natural,

as the old-fashioned type of enthusiastic car owner, who would hardly

ever allow anyone but himself to make adjustments and alterations, u

becoming very rare, at any rate in this part of the country.

Motor-cyclists eeem much keener on this branch of the sport, which

might be termed " workshop motoring," and many considerable alter

ations have been made in our workshop, such as the fitting of foot-rests,

two-speed gears, carburettors, &c, and even repairs to coil and accumu

lator attempted, whilst aa a rule at least one machine is adrift for over

hauling.

The storage capacity of the club premises, if not perfect, Is at leatt

very useful, and allows us to extend the club's usefulness to members in

the district, who are glad to have somewhere to put their machines up

when passing through the town or attending club runs or competitions,

and where they can get them at any time without having to submit to the

early closing arrangements of some garage proprietors. Briefly, then,

our experiment with a club workshop has been successful, and in towns

of large population (this has but 10,000) and engineering centres such a

club should prosper enormously.—Yours truly,

R. K. Hubbard,

Hon. Secretary Basingstoke and District Motor Club.
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DETACHABLE WHEELS.

- To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—In your report of Mr. Tryon's exciting performance at Brook-

lands on January 2nd, and the fine record of titty miles in 37 min.

-45 °9 seconds which he established, you mention that near the end of the

distance a tyre gave out, and a delay of just under two minutes took

place in changing the wheel. This is of course strictly correct, that is

to say from the time the car became stationary to the time it

started off was about that time, bat the reason for what seems to me an

abnormal length of time should I think also be given.

It is the Napier practice to change the E.W. wheels in races by

bodily lifting the car on to a trestle instead of using a jack, because it is

-rather quicker. As a matter of precaution, although only the right
•hand hind tyre was down, both wheels were changed, Tryon, in

the knowledge that he was only just inside the record, was

impatient to get off again, and as soon as the wheels were fixed,

and before the car had been lifted off its trestles he put
■in his clutch. Now it is not easy to lift a car with its wheels whirling

round, and so Tryon had to withdraw his clutch and put on his brake

before the car could be touched, and this, of course, delayed matters.

'Eye-witnesses tell me that the wheels themselves were fixed fully one

minute before the car started off again.

Most people were prep wed for the essential value of detachable

wheels for a twenty-four hours' record, but it must have come as a sur

prise to many to learn that the world's record for so short a distance as

•fifty miles also depended for its making on Rudge-Whitworth detach

able wire wheels.—Yours truly,

John Pugh.

valves are made of different metal from the rim, thus setting up an

electrolytic action. The other reason is that when tyres are fitted

sufficient care is rarely taken to see that the washers form a waterproof

joint with the rim.—Yours truly,

Rudge Whitworth, Ltd.

MICA WIND SHIELDS.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sie,—With reference to some remarks in your correspondence

-columns, mica wind shields might be used, but they are easily damaged,

a terrible trouble to clean, and the stuff has a tendency to turn yellow.

■I have not observed the effect of rain on mica windows. It seems to

me that when an accident occurs, causing the car to stop suddenly, the

passengers are shot forward, I suppose, with force proportional to the

epeed the car was running at. Now why cannot screens and windows

be so arranged that they, too, shoot forward out of the way and stay

<there by means of a spring catch. Then a rail across the framing of

the window would, I should imagine, effectually arrest the further

progress of the passengers. Anyway, a bnmp will be better than a cut.

■Of course, there is the driver, who has the wheel to stay him ; the centre

window would come down on his head—well, he does it himself, I suppose.

—Yours truly,

Herbert J. Chapman.

THE "FOUR-INCH" RACE.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—We should like to protest through your valued columns against

the proposed abolition of the above race. If this event is allowed to fall
•through, we think an opportunity of a good advertisement for British

manufacturers would thereby be lost. There is, in our opinion, no reason

-whatever why the proposed Isle of Man race should clash in any way

with the 2,000 miles trial, as one would be a race, pure and simple, and

the other a reliability trial. A large number of the public take more

interest in a sporting event than in a reliability trial, and the proposed

•race will provide the only opportunity for the British manufacturer to

compete on his own ground with foreign rivals. We shall most certainly

-compete should the race be held.—Yours truly,

Ariel Motors, Ltd.

WIRE WHEELS.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—We find that there is a rumour so persistent that it points to

the probability that it is beiDg industriously circulated by opponents of

wire wheels, that these ruin the tyres through permitting'water to gain

^access to them through the holes in the rim. If there were the least

shadow of truth in this the Lanchester Company would hardly con

tinue, after six or seven years' experience, to use wire wheels, nor would

the popularity of the wire wheel be steadily on the increase. The

absurdity of the suggestion is obvious when it is remembered that each

-nipple has a head very like the valve in a motor cylinder, and the rim

is drilled and countersunk in the direction that the spoke will occupy,

so that the tension on the spoke draws this nipple head down on to a

very excellent seating. The tension on the spokes varies according to

the design and other circumstances from 600 lb. to 1,200 lb., and in

many ca«es even higher. It will readily be seen that water or any

thing else stands a very poor chance of getting through.

An examination of a rim which has been used in a wire wheel

points to the same conclusion, the seating of the nipple head is

absolutely free from rust, while the inside of the rim is sometimes very

-i-lightly rusty, most of the rust being round the security bolt holes and

-■the valve hole. This is partly because the security bolts and the

CARS FOR HIRE.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—As a reader of your esteemed Journal, and having a powerfu

motor-car at my disposal, I write asking the advice of any of your

readers as to a suitable resort where the same might be let on hire to the

best advantage.

Some of your subscribers living in places where motor services have

not yet been established may be able to suggest possible openings likely

to be successful.—Yours truly, .

W. M.

DRY BATTERIES FOR IGNITION PURPOSES.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—I have had so much trouble lately with the accumulators—

what with broken and corroded terminals, quick loss of charge, &c.—

on my car (single cylinder) lately that I am anxious to find a substitute

which, although the cost may be slightly greater, will permit me to go

on my way without fear or worry regarding ignition difficulties. On

making enquiries I find that the De Dion Company usually turn out their

small cars with dry batteries in place of accumulators, and also that a

firm is supplying a dry cell known as the Hellesen. I therefore v nture

 

Sr. J. W. Smith, J.F., of Weaverham, near Northwich, and the oar

lately presented to him by the inhabitants of the Tillage! oi

Weaverham, Acton, Kingsley, Norley, Barnton, &c, as a recognition

of hie forty yean' service as a medical man in the district and

sixteen years' service as a county councillor. Toe vehicle is a

14-20-h.p. Siddeley, and wai (applied by Messrs. Isaac Robinson

and Sons, Motor Engineers, Northwich,

Photo by] IJefrita, Northwich.

to write to ask those motorists who have experience of dry batteries to

send you the result of the same. Particularly I would like to know

whether they do give the satisfaction that is claimed, and also what is

the mileage which can be got out of a four-cell set say by an 8-h.p. ear.

—Yours truly,

L. Bentley.

Wk have an inqniry for the address of the makers of Bartlett's

generator.

The A.C.F. Grand Prix Bace.—Mr. S. F. Edge writes that at

present no entries have been sent in for the six-cylinder Napier cars for

the A.C.F. Grand Prix Race for the reason 11 that no entry forms or

copy of regulations have yet been received either by myself or the

Royal Automobile Club. As soon as these regulations are published

and approved by the R.A.C. then the question of entering will at once

be dealt with."

There was an interesting function at the Mansion House, E.G., on

Wednesday, the 8th inst., when the various winners of awards at the

Milan Kxhibilion attended to receive the usual tangible proof of their

success. Among these was the secretary of the E. M. Bowden's Patents

Syndicate, Ltd., that firm having annexed a gold medal for the display

of Bowden wire mechanism, &c, at the exhibition in question.
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THE OUNCE OF PREVENTION.*

(Concluded Jrom page 1014.)

SUPPLIES.

Among the supplies which should be carried, a good quantity of

the best high test motor oil is the most important. Grease of the

proper quality for use in cups and in packing bearings, and graphite

for chain lubrication, should be included in the outfit. A plentiful

supply of cotton waste and a cake of tar soap should not be forgotten.

Rubber friction tape is a very handy article not only for temporary

electrical insulation, but for stopping leaks in rubber pipes and in tyre

repairs. A eupply of annealed iron wire of medium size, compactly

coiled, and a little rubber-covered electric cable may prove of value,

the former in making temporary mechanical repairs, and the latter in

renewing a defective portion of the ignition circuit. A little emery of

rather fine grade should he provided, in case valves require grinding,

and a piece of emery doth will be found useful in brightening the

electrical contacts of the ignition system. Every car should be supplied

with a funnel fitted with a very fine wire gauze strainer, for use when

the petrol tank is to be filled. The three supplies most necessary to the

running of an automobile (excluding the cooling water) are petrol,

lubricating ,oil, and good, lively batteries. As long as these are at

hand and no part of the car is actually broken, anyone worthy of the

name of an automobilist ought to be able to keep on the road. It is

rather a commentary on human responsibility that there are so many

stops made from lack of petrol and so many " foolish virgins." Fresh

batteries are not obtainable at every cross roads, and one set at least

ought to be brand new when one is starting on a long tour in " truly

rural " districts. In genuine touring, when long distances are made

each day, inspection and lubrication, as previously outlined, should be

carried out punctiliously at the beginning of each stage.

ENGINE TROUBLES.

The most common trouble likely to be experienced on the road is

a failure of the engine to develop its power. This may be total or

partial, and it is necessary to locate the trouble and remove it. When

an engine stops or becomes weak the chances are that the cause is

defective ignition rather than anything else. With a single cylinder

motor explosions which are actually missed can be readily detected at

low speeds by the sound and by the unsteadiness of the motion, but

when, at high rates of revolution it is less easy to be sure that missing

is going on, while with a four-cylinder engine it is very difficult to

detect the occasional missing of one cylinder, especially when the speed

is at all high.

An engine may fire perfectly when tested running light, with nearly

closed throttle, at a very moderate speed, but will miss very badly

when the throttle is opened widely, the spark advanced, and the speed

high There are several reasons for this : When the throttle is nearly

closed a very small charge of gas is taken, the compression is low, and

even a weak electric tension will cause a spark at the plug through the

not very dense charge, but when the throttle is opened wide and the

spark advanced so as to take place at the maximum point of the now

greatly increased compression, a strong electrical tension is required to

force the epark through the dense gas. Again, when the engine is

running slowly the contact device makes a longer electrical connection

than when it is speeded up, and a weak battery is then more likely to

build the current up to the sparking point than when the connection is

so brief as it is at very high speed. Sometimes, too, when the surfaces

of the contact -maker are worn, the contact brush, when revolving at

very high speed, may pass over the contact surface without touching it

sufficiently to establish a connection. One should not reason that

because an engine fires properly at low speeds, on light throttle opening,

it will fire its charge regularly under heavy duty. The chances are

very large that the engine which suddenly fails to develop its wonted

power under these conditions is either missing charges or igniting them

feebly. The carburettor is very likely to be blamed for giving a bad

mixture in such cases, but it is generally innocent.

When the engine is shut down after giving weak power attention

should be paid to whether it stops promptly after switching off the

current. If it does not, the chances are that it is hot and has been

firing prematurely. Such a condition is generally preluded by " knock

ing " or some signs of labour. Overheating may be caused by a failure

of the cooling water to circulate properly, or by lack of cylinder lubri

cation^ and, if the engine is found unduly heated, the circulating pump

should be inspected to see that it is operating properly, and the radiator

examined to see that it is full. If the latter is comparatively cool while

the engine is excessively hot. it is fairly certain that the circulation is

defective, and the cause of its stoppage must be sought. Some of the
•best cars are equipped with a gauge which shows at a glance whether

the pump is developing pressure, but this does not necessarily prove

that the circulating system is not clogged at some point.

In case the cooling water is doing its work properly, and yet the

engine overheats, investigation of its cylinder kibricatnon must Ibe

undertaken, and one must be satisfied that sufficient oil is actuallv

delivered to the bearing surfaces of the pistons. Lubrication may have

failedso completely that the pistons Rtiek when the engine is stopped.

In this case cylinder oil should be injected freely until the engine is

♦Abstract of a lecture by Mr. Albert L. Clough before the Y.M.C.A.

Automobile School, Boston, Mass.

" limbered up " sufficiently to operate upon its regular oil supply which*

has been restored. If the engine is found to stop promptly upon the-

switching off of the current it is not a case of overheating. It is a good,

plan to turn the engine over and note carefully whether the compres

sion in each oylinder is of the usual strength, and whether the inlet and

exhaust valves of the respective cylinders open properly at the correct

times. If compression is lacking in any cylinder it may be that its-

exhaust or inlet valve is stuck open or that the inlet valve is stuck

closed. A valve or its spring may have broken or some

foreign object may have lodged on the seat of the valve.

Everything appearing right in this quarter, and the engine still unable

to develop its full power, the ignition is almost certainly at fault.

Those cars which make use of the auxiliary spark gap, with a separate

break for each cylinder, and carry the arrangement mounted upon the

dash in plain view of the operator, are at an advantage over others, as-

the gaps may be watched and the defective cylinder identified. When

the engine is somewhat slowed down on the highest speed, with full

throttle, missing is most easily detected by this means. When a spark

does not occur at the gap the explosion in that particular cylinder must

have been missed. If no spark gap is provided it is sometimes possible

to discriminate the defective cylinder by successively cutting out the -

sparking plugs. This may readily be done by means of a screwdriver

having a wooden handle, the blade of which is made to simultaneously

touch the engine and the head of the plug, which it is desired to short

circuit. The engine should be speeded up as much as allowable, by

means of the throttle, and the successive short circuiting of the plugs-

performed. When the ignition of a cylinder, which is working properly,

is thus cut off the engine will slow down considerably, apd will probably

work somewhat irregularly, as the defective cylinder or cylinders are-

still in action, but when a cylinder, which is missing badly, is thus cut

out the speed will be very slightly reduced, and the action of the engine-

will become more regular. After a little practice it is easy to determine

which cylinders are doing full work and which are not.

If the missing is confined to a single cylinder the trouble is

generally easy to locate and does not usually denote a general failure

of the ignition system or lack of current. The sparking plug of the-

defective cylinder should be removed, carefully cleaned with waste-

dipped in petrol, and tried again, unless it is obviously broken, in-

which case it should be replaced by a plug known to be perfect. The-

sparking points should ordinarily be separated not more than »

" strong " thirty-second of an inch. In case the trouble still persists,

the coil belonging to the defective cylinder should lie examined and the-

ear placed close to the trembler to ascertain that it buzzes at perfeoUy

regular intervals and with a sound of uniform pitch. If it does not, or

if there is an excessive or irregular epark between the trembler points,

the trouble may be there. The points should then be carefully cleaned*

with emery cloth and the adjustments manipulated until the best

possible action of the buzzer is obtained, and the adjusting screws

made tight. In case the buzzer still fails to respond properly, it may

be that the primary wire between the coil and the contact device is-

broken or short circuited, or that the contact device makes a poor con

tact for that particular coil, although this is unlikely, as some other-

cylinders would then probably be affected.

If, on the other hand, the trembler of the defective cylinder is

working regularly and energetically, the trouble is likely to bs in the-

secondary, and the secondary wiring should be examined to see that it

is not broken and that the discharge is not taking place through somt

poorly insulated portion of the circuit to some metallic part of the

car, thus cutting out the sparking plug. There is, too, a remote-

possibility that the secondary of the coil may have broken down, but

this hardly need be considered. It is fairly certain that the trouble-

in the defective cylinder will be located at one or the other of the

points mentioned.

If, instead of a single defective cylinder, there is a general failnre-

of ignition, resulting in the stoppage of the car or very erratic opera

tion of the engine, the natural thing to do in the case of accumulator

ignition is to change the battery. Both batteries of a well kept car-

are always assumed to be in perfect condition at the start of a long run.

and so when the second set is switched on it is reasonable to assume-

that it is of full power. If only the battery was at fault perfect ignition*

will be restored, but in case the change does not remedy the difficulty

it is highly probable that one of the common " wires may have been

broken, i.e., one of the wires upon which all cylinders depend. These-

are the wires from the switch, and tbe wire or wires which connect

to the engine frame and earth the system. These should be inspected"

to see that they are perfect, and if broken should be replaced. It is

ossible that the trouble may be in the contact maker. The travelling

rush which makes contact with the segments may be broken or dis

connected, or, in the type of contact device which use steel springs, one-

or more of these may have broken. After long use the metal contact

segments sometimes wear down below the level of their insulation, so-

that the brush makes a poor contact, and the segments and their insula

tion then reauire to be turned off in a lathe or repaired temporarily

with a file. Where platinum contacts are used no dirt should be allowed*

between the points, and they should be bright and clean. The adjust

ment of the screws holding the stationary platinum contacts should be

set so as to give a sufficiently long and firm connection. It will'

generally be found that if the battery is good and the common connec

tions are all perfect some of the cylinders, at least, will work properly.

In the rare instances in which the stoppage of the engine is not

found to be due to faulty ignition, and not until all parte of the ignition-

mechanism have been clearly demonstrated to be in good order, the
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carburettor should be inspected. The spraying nozzle should be demon

strated to be clear by removing its covering and depressing the float so

as to force petrol through it. If it is not clear, a very fine wire may

be used to make it so. The float should be shown to be free in its

motions, and it should be proved that it operates its needle valve

properly. The air intake may have been clogged by something sucked

into it from the road, and it should be examined with this possibility

in view. It seems superfluous to add that the tank should be examined

to see if there is a supply of petrol, and that the petrol cock should be

open, but many long stoppages have been more than once occasioned on

these two accounte.

CLAIM AND COUNTER CLAIM.

At the AVindsor County Court, F. Brown, a cab proprietor, and J.

Brown, bis brother, driver, nave sued James Horlick, of Gloucester, on

a claim made up as follows :—Loss of use of horse, £6 10s. ; loss of use

of horse at £1 per week, £8 ; damage to harness, £1 10s. ; damage to a

vehicle, £4 ; total, £20 ; claim for personal injuries to John Brown, £30 ;

total claim, £50. There was a counter claim for £25 for damage to

defendant's motor-car. After hearing the case his honour in summing

up, said there was a duty cast upon anyone coming out of a side street

into a main road to exercise care. The point he had to decide was,

was there negligence on either side? The important question was

where the collision took place. He had come to the conclusion—though

with some doubt—that therelwas negligence on the part of the defen

dant's chauffeur. With regard to the driver Brown, nis Honour did not

think the blow was given by the motor-car ; he thought the plaintiff was

negligent in not being able to pull up at once. He found the collision

THE USE OF AMPEREMETERS IN CONJUNCTION

WITH INDUCTION COILS.

We have received the following interesting communication relating

to the use of amperemeters in conjunction with induction coils from the

United Motor Industries, Ltd. :—

The use of an amperemeter with induction coils is of very con

siderable advantage from several points of view, the most essential of

which are, A, to determine and obtain synchronism of the tremblers,

B, to work the coil at a safe consumption. Without an amperemeter

it is absolutely impossible to get either of the results above mentioned,

as without the instrument clearly and accurately showing the current

the coil is taking, adjustment becomes mere rule of thumb and guess

work, which is not satisfactory. It may not be generally known that

the lag of trembler coils is very high, that is to say, the difference in

time between when the contact is made and when the first inductive spark

occurs at the plug, even with a high speed trembler such as the " Castle."

The lag, of course, also increases as the speed of the engine becomes

greater and runs to as high as 52 deg. of a circle. Again, the lag

advances as the consumption of the coil increases. This is the most im

portant fact in the matter, as, if one considers the question carefully, it

follows that if the different units of a multiple coil consume different

currents then the sparking occurs at different periods comparatively in

the cylinders, instead of occurring at the same precise position of each

piston in each cylinder. This means a difference in the explosive force

in 'each piston, unevenness of torque, consequently a jerky drive and

increased noise and rattle.

In order to determine the actual difference in the lag of tremblers

we have constructed a special machine for the purpose, which is

 

Touring in Spain,—A Daimler Car at the Pillars of Aimed*, at the foot of the Gutdarrama Pass.

took place in the middle of the road, and he thought although there

was negligence on the part of the chauffeur, the question was not with

out doubt. He was of opinion that Brown being an ordinary careful

driver should have pulled up, that he was guilty of want ot care in

coming out of the Eton road at a speed that was unreasonable. His

Honour found a verdict for the defendant upon the claim and for the

plaintiff upon the counter-claim. Upon application costs were allowed

the plaintiff on the counter claim and for the defendant on the claim, to

be taxed by the Registrar.

CHARGE OF MANSLAUGHTER.

At the Central Criminal Court, on the 9th inst., Crawford Davis, a

chauffeur, was indicted for the manslaughter of Maria Munday, a widow,

who died in St. George's Hospital on December 24th from the effects of

injuries sustained through being knocked down and mn over by a motor

car which he was driving. The facts of the .case have already been

reported in the M.C.J., and after hearing evidence Mr. Justice Bigham,

in the course of his summing up, said it was impossible for him to indi

cate the dividing line between mere negligence and gross and culpable

negligence. It was entiiely a question for the jury to decide upon the

evidence. Motor-cars were bewildering, and sometimes terrifying to

elderly people, but they were of great benefit to the public, and were things

people would have to reconcile themselves to whether they liked them or

not. At the same time they must be handled with very great care,

and drivers of them must remember that foot passengers had as much

right to the road as anyone else. The jury found the prisoner guilty,

and sentence of six months' hard labour was pronounced by the judge.

extremely simple, being a commutator with an angular segment so that

the length of contact can be altered. On the same shaft is fitted an

insulated high tension "Jive" finger, the point of which runs close to

and round the face of a ring on which is marked the degrees from zero to

360. When at rest and when the commutator first makes contact the

high tension spark is seen at the zero point.

A table follows giving the position of the first spark at varying

consumptions and varying speeds, all other conditions being equal :

Consumption Consumption Revs, of Length of

at rest. running. commutator segment.

Amps. Amps. shaft.
•75 ... -6 ... 264

•75 ... -6 ... 932

•75 ... -6 ... 2,464

10 ... -7 ... 264

1-0 ... -7 ... 932

1-0 ... -7 ... 2,464

1-5 ... -9 ... 260

1-5 ... -9 ... 940

1-5 ... '8 ... 2,464

20 . . 1-1 ... 264

20 ... 1-8 ... 940

20 ... 1-2 ... 2,460

Now, taking for instance a four-cylinder engine with 4 in. stroke (bore

of no importance) and a quadruple coil with " Castle" tremblers. Let the

firing position at the retarded point be at the top of the stroke inlthe

cylinder, and let each trembler be adjusted to '75 amperes (not running)

for No. 1 cylinder, and 2 amperes No. 2 cylinder, 1*5 amperes No

3 cylinder, and 2 amperes No. 4 cylinder, a general adjustmen

52°

52°

52°

52°

52°

52°

52°

52°

52°

52°

Position

of first

spark. >

%°

12°

36°

5°

16°

43°

8°

23°

50°

12°

36°

60°
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which we might mention in oar experience is by no means uncommon :

we have often come across quadruple coils running at varying con

sumptions from 1 to 4 amperes, so that in taking this particular instance

we are taking an average. Then we have at, say, full advance (reckoning

on a 60 degree full advance) at 932 commutator revolutions or 1,864

engine revolutions, No. 1 cylinder firing 1-15 in. from the

top of the stroke, No. 2 cylinder '97 in., No. 3 '82 in. and No, 4

cylinder '575 in., a position of affairs which is not likely to

give one the sweetest running, and which is indeed most detrimental to

the life of the instrument. More mysterious knocking is caused by this

than one would imagine. -Again, the use of a meter enables one to

gauge to a nicety the proper and safe consumption for any type of coil,

once the owner has been informed of the proper consumption which is

beat for all-round purposes. This consumption, whatever it is, can he

checked periodically, especially when any alteration to the adjustment

is made in the manner of filing of the platinum points, replacing of

screws, blades, or armature, when it becomes difficult to most people to

adjust the tremblers to give the best results. The use of an ampere

meter will decrease this work very considerably.

One cannot accurately by the sound of the trembler, nor yet by

the appearance of the spark, tell if a section is performing its work

properly. A good strong buzz is as likely as not due to the fact that

the consumption is high, or, in other words, that the tension of the

armature spring or platinum blade is too great. The appearance of

the spark also is very deceptive. The length of the spark may remain

about the same, but its fatness and beat may be considerably increased,

and yet to the unpractised eye appear approximately the same. This

will show that a meter is a most necessary factor for determining the

coil output. One of the dangers of a coil consuming too much current

is the general melting of the insulation both contained in the bobbin

and surrounding it, resulting in a I considerable attenuation of the spark,

which from that lime forward cannot be rectified. .This attenuation

is given in the figures as under :—

Continuous consumption 2J amps.

Starting temperature reading of therometer 18'6° Cent.

Time. Temperature of wax. Length of spark.

Zero 18-6° ... 15 mm.

4 hour 252° ... 14

I „ wax melting ... 32 4° ... 14 „

II „ ,. 362° ... 14 „

* If If ft .... 38-3" ... 14 „

2i „ „ ,. ... 414° ... 13-5 „
3 „ „ melted ... 44 3° ... 135 „

3J „ 47'6° ... 13 „
4 „ „ „ ... 494° ... 13 „

44 „ „ „ ... 500° ... 13 ,

5 „ 50 Cent., end of thermometer reading ... 12

^1 II II M II » 12 „

6 ii ii ii ,i i, •■• 12 „

64 it ii ii ti ... 12

7 ii n ii ii ii ... 115,,

2i ii it ii » ii ••• 11.5 „

This test was carried out by embedding into the insulation of the

wax surrounding the bobbin an ordinary Centigrade thermometer.

It^is hoped that the absolute necessity to use an amperemeter has

been shown for all who have induction coils on their cars for firing

the cylinders, either in permanent use with a cut out switch, or carried

in the spare kit on the car. Needless to say, the "Castle" ampere

meter we have introduced is specially constructed for induction coils—

that is to say, it does not register the alternating currents in the primary

due to the action of the condensers. It is of Bolid construction through

out, and has a flanged lacquered brass case with silvered dial and bevelled

glass. The readings are from zero to three, which is ample for all coil

purposes. The action is paiticnlarly and absolutely dead beat, and the

needle is not affected even by severe vibration.

POLICE TRAPS.

—•>-

A police trap has been established at Maidstone Road, North Cray,

near Bromley, Kent.

Police watchfulness is keen in the Greenwich district, as we are

informed by a gentleman, well known in Shaftesbury Avenue, W.C.,

who was " trapped " there on Sunday.

Local sportsmen in Newmarket are calling upon the police to

rigorously enforce the ten-mile limit in the town.

In a recent issue we referred to the splendid record run between

Bombay and Calcutta on a 24-h.p. Deasy car. We now learn the

actual time was 5 days 19 hours 20 min., notwithstanding a delay of

fourteen hours owing to a bad smash into a wall. The actual distance

run was 1,032 miles.

The weather in Scotland recently has been exceedingly bad, and

but few motorists have had the temerity to venture out on the roads.

Among the exceptions, however, is Mr. Alexander Shaw, who one day

drove nis 18-h.p. Siddeley car home to Edinburgh from a point forty-five

miles north of Aberdeen. The roads were covered with snow and ice

all the way, and scores of people were skating on the highway, on which

the snow has frozen hard. In spite of the bad conditions, however, Mr.

Shaw and his party travelled the 119 miles in exactly five hours.

RESILIENT ROAD WHEELS.*

-♦-
By G. Stuart Ogilvie, J. P.

The subject of the paper is—" Resilient Road Wheels and their

Economic Relation to the Automobile." The automobile to-day—

exclusive of the tyre bill—is the cheapest form of land locomotion known

to man. In the recent 15,000 Miles Reliability Trials, the extraordi

narily cheap mechanical unkeep of both the Hotchkiss and the Rolls-

Royce cars are on record. By the courtesy of Lord Russell I am in

posession of certain figures in reference to the cost of the mechanical

upkeep of his 30-40-h. p. Daimler car, fitted with a heavy limousine body

with an average running load-weight of 4,358 lbs. Lord Russell's figures

happen to be peculiarly interesting, inasmuch as they tally almost

exactly with the sum spent by myself on a sister 30-40-h. p. Daimler,

carrying a slightly heavier body. In both cases the period under

observation covered over 10,000 car—or about 21,000 ton—miles running.

I find that Lord Russell's maintenance bill came to £45 13s. 5d., while

mine totalled £46 13s. 7d. That is to say, in both cases the cost of

mechanic il upkeep worked out at almost exactly Ad. per ton-mile.

Now, splendid as were the results of the Rolls- RoyceJ car, I am

not sure that the conduct of these two sister Daimlers—running, as

I have pointed out above, under absolutely normal touring conditions

in the hands of untrained amateurs—is not yet more remarkable and sig

nificant. An inherent modesty prevents my too closely insisting upon

the average speed of my own Daimler car. Now let us see, again from

actual figures, what was the cost of maintenance of the resiTent road

wheels of these cars. The total pneumatic tyre cost of these four cars

appears to work out as follows :—Lord Russell's Daimler, average run

ning weight 4,358 lb. (on Continentals), 8d. per car-mile—or, say, 4d.

per ton-mile. On my Daimler, 4,760 lb. (mixed makes), 7A<1. per car-

mile—or, say, 3£d. per ton mile. The Rolls-Royce, 4,4351b. (Dunlops),

5!.d. per car-mile—or, say, 2|d. per ton-mile. On the Hotchkiss,

4,748 Id. (Michelins), 6Sd. per car-mile—or, say, about 3id. per ton-mile.

While on Mr. H. R. Pope's Itala car, in its record run from Monte

Carlo to Havre, the average life of each driving-wheel cover sank

as 244 miles, working out at 13d. per car -mile for back

wheels only. Lord Russell finished his 15,000 miles on Palmer tyres

with vast ly better results to his own pocket. This, however, appears to

have been chiefly due to the praiseworthy generosity of the Palmer Com

pany, who presented him with seven outer covers and one inner tube

either gratis or at specially reduced prices, showing a saving of

£70 18s. Oil., or 40 per cent, on the entire bill. Lord Russell is also

careful to point out that he has entered the cost of all tyres used as tint

of the 1907 price list, showing a further saving on eleven covers and six

inner tubes purchased in 1906 of £36 lis., or another 20 per cent, on the

entire bill. K these figures are correct, the Palmer tyre bill would

average 4U1. per car-mile, or, say, 2|d. per ton-mile. We find, there

fore, in every one of these cases that the cost of maintenance of the

resilient wheel comes out at five times as much as the cost of the

maintenance of the whole of the rest of the chassis. How far detach

able rims and spare wheels (of which the Rudge-Whitwoith spare wheel

seems to be by far the best, if not the only engineering device) and the

thousand and one other makeshifts which are being put on the market

to minimise the unreliability of the pneumatic tyre, may succeed, it is

difficult to say.

The essence of any practical road wheel is that it shall be capable of

conveying heavy weights at high speeds over uneven surfaces, without

injury to itself, its axle or the chassis and load home thereon. Further

more, in a power-driven wheel it is essential that the transmission gear,

which conveys the torque of the engine to the road wheel, shall be

protected against road shocks, and, still more, against the sudden strain

of overcoming the inertia of heavy weight when starting, by some subsi

diary buffing agent. To do this—1. The wheel must possess stability—

lateral and circumferential. 2. It must absorb vibration. 3. It must

yield to concussion. 4. It must be durable, and therefore economic 5.

It must be simple of design, accessible of detail, and easy to repair. 6.

It must not, when power-driven, convey the torque of the engine through

its primary resilient medium. 7. It must convey tbis torque through a

secondary resilient medium. 8. It must distribute the axle weight over

as wide a superficies of resilient material as possible. 9. It must "sit

down on the road "—that is to say, resilience must be obtained without

the tread of the wheel losing its friction drive off the road surface.

10. It must give fair warning of approaching collapse arising from

wear or accident. 11. It must be easy of draught. 12. It must be

filent in running. I would add, not as essentials, but as highly

desirable qualities of the ideal wheel, that—It should be impervious

to atmospheric conditions. It should be elegant and pleasing to the eye.

If, by reason of its elusiveness, compressed air is found to be an

unsuitable resilient medium for motor wheels, our only alternative is

a spring wheel. The new resilient road wheel is known as the Vieo wheel.

Subjectively every detail of the Vieo wheel is new and original ; objec

tively, the idea of a floating rim, with some form of resilient medium

intercolated between the said rim and the hub member is as old as the

eternal hills. The essence of the Vieo wheel lies in the method of corre

lating these two members. Previous inventors have not made allowance

for the circumferential as well as the vertical movement of any inflex

ible floating rim upon its hub member. Without such an alllowance

obviously no pivotal action is possible, because the floating rim becomes

* From a paper read at the Hoyal A.C. on Thursday, January 9th, 1908.
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Hocked on the horizontal and radial line of the wheel, and is unable to

. follow the deflections of the resilient medium within. In other words,

a wheel thus designed becomes at certain periods of each revolution a

•rigid wheel, bearing its axle weight upon a girder formed by fie lower

half of the floating rim. This circumferential allowance, then,

is the novelty in the Vieo wheel. Further patentable matter

is afforded by the Vieo buffer stop, which gives a spring drive

independent of, but co-ordinating with, the action of the primary

resilient medium—viz., a series of rubber rollers superimposed in a suit

able race between the floating rim and the felloe of the rigid wheel or

hub member. The rim and felloe are correlated for driving purposes by

four sets of buffer stops projecting from the felloe of the rigid member,

and so disposed, that on account of the eccentricity of the rim and

felloe, they come successively into engagement with corresponding

drivers attached to the rim at a practically definite point of revolution

of the wheel, one set of stops disengaging with their rim drivers as the

next comes into operative position. While there is thus always a direct

drive between the parts, this is achieved without detrimentally affecting

the resilience of the wheel or its power of accommodating itself to the

varying surfaces encountered on ordinary roads. It is obvious that

extreme lateral rigidity is secured by this method of correlation. In

the case of a driving wheel, in which the felloe stop encounters and

drives the floating rim stop or driver, the arc of contact of the stops is

in the forward half of the wheel in the direction of the tread. The

-driving action is very effectively illustrated by considering what occurs

when a driving wheel encounters an obstacle. The first result of the

Joint effect of the driving and resisting forces is a yielding of the buffer

stops and a simultaneous pivotal movement of the rim about the pair

of stops then in engagement, and, during the pivotal movement, pare

of the weight of the car, usually supported on the lowest point of the

rim, is thrown upon the forward rim stop, with the result that, in addi

ction to the driving effort, the weight of the car itself assists the wheel

to over-ride the obstacle. The moment of this -auxiliary force will

depend upon a number of factors, but, generally speaking, it will increase

with the speed of the car, and, within limits, with the height of the

■ obstacle. It will also depend upon the position of the stops in engage

ment at the moment of encounter with the obstacle.

I cannot but think that when the public mind has once realised the

■ manifold superiority of the wire o\ r the wooden wheel, there will be a

strong revulsion of popular feeling in favour of the all-metal wheel. The

'first set of wire spokes fitted to these Vieo wheels were found to be rather

■too light,and after about l,800,miles' running several of them worked loose

and were immediately replaced at home by my servant, an ex-coachman,

demonstrating thereby the extreme ease with which a wire wheel can

be repaired by unskilled labour. I took the opportunity, during my

absence abroad, to send the wheels back to the Rudge-Whitworth Works

to have stouter wires inserted. Since then, during the lsst 19,000 odd

ton-miles running, these wheels have never been touched except foi-

■cleaning and lubricating purposes, and are apparently as good as the

day they were turned out of the Rudge-Whitwoxth Works.

I will now give the cost for a pair of Vieo driving wheels during

fl 0,110 car or over 21,250 power-driven ton-miles.

Cost of Vieo driving wheels per car-mile, 2 '262d. ... 2Jd.

Cost of Vieo per power-driven ton-mile Id.

Cost of pneumatics on driving wheels only, on same

car and under same conditions, 6'554tl 6Jd,

Cost of pneumatics per power-driven ton-mile, 3 008d. 3d.

Money saved by Vieo wheels as compared with pneu

matics under similar conditions on Daimler car 3020,

per ton-mile „ _ ... 2d.

Here, then, we have at last succeeded in establishing something like

a reasonable proportion in the mechanical maintenance and the lesilient

-wheel maintenance, of a heavy and high-speed car.

COMPANY NEWS;

Alexandra Motor Cab Company.—Agreement with W. Bowden

=and H. S. Philips. 59-61, New Oxford Street, W.C.

M. and W. Motor Syndicate.—£4,000. Agreement with E. G.

Williams and P. Mavrogordato. 43, Great Windmill Street, W.

Burgess and Harvey.—£5,000. To acquire the business carried

.on by W. H. M. Burgess at 40, Glasshouse Street, W., and to carry on

the business of manufacturers, proprietors, agents for and dealers in

motors-car?, &c. 40, Glasshouse Street, W.

Rudoe-Wedge.—£1,000. Manufacturers of and dealers in cycles,

■motor-cycles, &c. Directors must be directors or employees of Kudge-

Whitworth, Limited. 34, Spon Street, Coventry.

The London and Provincial Motor-Cab Company.—£100.

J. Thomas and Co. (Cardiff.)—£5,000 (£1). Agreement with J.

Thomas and G. W. O. Huddart, manufacturers of and dealers in motor

cars, &c. 2, Wellington Street, Cardiff.

From Vauxhall Motors, Ltd., comes a copy of the first number of

the " Vauxhall Magazine," a little publication which is to be issued

■monthly in the interests of the Vauxhall cars.

Mr. R. S. Byrne, lately with the Times System Automobile
•Company, Ltd., and Messrs. J. Keele and Co., and who has an

•exhaustive knowledge of Darracq and other cars, is open to take up a

new appointment.

CLUBS AND ASSOCIATIONS.

ROYAL A.C.

In addition to paying 5s. per annum for each of its own members

into the funds of the Motor Union, the Royal A.C. has made money

grants to the Union as follows :—1903, £325 ; 1904, £360 ; 1905, £980 ; 1906,

£1,078 ; 1907, £610 ; 1908, £850. The RA.C. has further defrayed half

the cost of speed limit inquiries, &c In 1905 the Club also contributed

£500 towards the fnnd for the collection of evidence for the Royal Com

mission on Motor-car Traffic, a joint committee of the Club and the

Union having been formed for that purpose.

Premises have been secured by the Koyal A.C. at 112, Piccadilly,

as a London address for associates, in which will be found reading and

writing rooms and facilities for light refreshments.

It has been decided that accommodation will be provided in the new

club premises in Pall Mall for associates.

The Expert and Technical Committee are about to submit a report

on the use of studded tyres to the committee of the Club. At the last

meeting of the committee it was resolved that the Dewar Challenge

Trophy for 1907 should be awarded to Messrs. Rolls-Royce, Ltd., in

respect of the performance of their car in its 15,000 miles Long Distance

Trial.

New members of the Club elected this year include the Marquis

of Waterford, Sir Maurice 1 Fitzgerald, Bart., Sir Alfred Jacoby, M.P.,

Major General F. A. Ogle, C.B., Sir W. B. Forwood, Lieut. J. W.

McCowen, Messrs. Alfred Mond, M.P., W. S. Graves, J.P., J. I.

Parsons, J. H. Storey, J.P., E. J. Wythes, J.P.. and H. S. Foster, J.P.
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In addition to selling the light tradesman's ear illustrated above,

Messrs. Fanhard and Levaitor are hiring them, at a figure which

relieves the hirer of any trouble and responsibility.

Driver, supplies, garage, cleaning, and all running repairs are all Included in
this contract. The chassis used are ot the Paubard three-cj Under 8-11-h.p.

mo lei, but any type of body can be fitted.

MOTOR UNION.

Rooms for members of the Motor Union are provided at the Tenby

Hotel, Swansea ; the Grand Hotel, Leicester ; and the Station Hotel,

York.

AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION.

Beginning with the popular Folkestone-Boulogne route, the

Automobile Association Touring Department promises efficient

attention to the welfare of tourists. Not only will the South-Eastern

and Chatham Railway Company both in England and—in the person

of the Chief Superintendent, Major R. D. Stevens—at Bonlogne (who

will act as the Association's agent), do everything possible to expedite

matters, but a special Automobile Association representative will be in

attendance at Boulogne on the arrival of every steamer. He will wear

a miniature Automobile Association button-hole badge and will take

charge of the landing arrangements, pay the various small fees, arrange

for driving licences, obtain petrol, Sus., and be at the disposal of

members for all reasonable needs. Moreover, all these expenses can be

arranged with the Automobile Association London offices before

leaving, so that a member need not trouble about payments in respect

of his car from the moment he embarks at Folkestone to the time when

he drives away on the French roads.

SOCIETY OF MOTOR MANUFACTURERS.

At the last meeting of the Council of the Society of Motor

Manufacturers and Traders regulations were considered with regard In

their November exhibition at Olympia. It was resolved to abolish

trial rides in the vicinity of the hall. This has been recommended by

the committee of management on the ground that the use of trial cars

had been abused, and constituted a nuisance to the neighbourhood.
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BROOKLANDS.

From the Brooklands Automobile Racing Club comes a copy of the

speed tables, which will be of considerable assistance to officials and

others attending Brooklands track during the coming season, enabling

them to ascertain at a glance the miles per hour run by the cars at

the conclusion of any of die laps on the track. Half mile, mile and

kilometre tables are also given.

MIDLAND.

At a meeting of the committee of the Midland A.C., held on the

9th inst., the following resolution was passed by a majority of one, the

chairman not voting :—" That a special meeting of the members of this

club be convened to receive and, if thought fit, pass a recommendation

from 'the committee to rescind the affiliation agreement with the

R.A.C. and the Motor Union, and to enter into a new agieement with

the R.A.C. upon the lines indicated in their circular.

The club will have a smoking concert on thelstprox., at which a

cinematograph display of motor-car incidents will be given.

HARROGATE.

On Thursday of last week the annual meeting of the Harrogate and

District Automobile Club was held at the Prince of Wales Hotel, Harro

gate, under the presidency of Dr. E. N. Ozanne, The report was

presented by Dr. Holroyd, hon. secretary, who referred to the year as

■ >ne of considerable activity. He had been in communication with the

North Eastern Railway Company with regard to level crossings, and they

had promised to make investigations and remedy grievances where such

existed. He referred to the important case with regard to the water rate

for motor-cars, which had been decided in favour of motorists, and also

to the speed judging and hill climbing competitions they had made

during the year. The treasurer's report showed a credit balance of

£61.

Dr. Ozanne was re-elected president, Mr. J. E. A. Titley hon.

solicitor, Dr. B. Holroyd hon. secretary, and Mr. Birtwistle lion,

treasurer. These, with the following gentlemen, constitute the com

mittee :—Messrs. Watney, Holroyd, Little, T. E. King, E. Solly, Blamires,

Fortune, T. C. Atkinson, Scott, and J. T. Simpson.

A discussion then took place with reference to the affiliation of the

club to the various motoring organisations, and eventually it was agreed

to leave the matter as at present until the end of 1908, the committee to

give full consideration to the problem in the meautime.

YORKSHISE.

At the Hotel Metropole, Leeds, on Tuesday of last week, Dr. S.

Rumboll gave an interesting lecture to the members of the Yorkshire

A.C. on "A Tour in Normandy." There was a good attendance, over

which Mr. E. H. Hepper presided. The lecture was a capital descrip

tion of a tour in Normandy—a country which must ever be interesting to

English tourists. In the space of three weeks the lecturer seems to have

seen all the interesting sights, to have been a keen observer, a diligent

student of the historical associations of the places he visited, and above

all to have been an enthusiastic and capable photographer. In the

latter capacity the fruits of his labours were seen in a charming series of

lantern slides, which were shown by Dr. Parkinson, and which added

immensely to the realism of the lecture. At the close Dr. Rumboll was

accorded a hearty vote of thanks.

NORTH YORKSHIRE.

At the committee meeting of the North Yorkshire A.C, held at

York, the hon. secretary reported that arrangements had been made

for the erection of motor warning posts at dangerous cross-roads in Tang

Hall Lane, rear York. A letter was read from the Westow Parish

Council, calling attention to a dangerous corner on the road from

Westow to Kirkham Abbey, and the hon. secietary was directed to ask

the East Riding County Council to erect the necessary warning posts.

The hon. secretary reported that the dangerous coiner where the Bishop-

thorpe road joined the York and Tadcaster highway was being improved

by the Bishopthorpe Rural District Council, the necessary land for round

ing off the corner having been given by Mr. Lycett Green. The Chair

man submitted plans of an improvement proposed to be made at a danger

ous corner atStaxton, on the road from Mall on to Scarborough, and as

it appeared that Lord Londesborough had undertaken to give the neces

sary land, free of charge, if the expense of widening the road could be

defrayed from other sources, it was decided to bring the matter before

the East Riding County CouncU with a view to their either carrying out

the work or making a substantial contribution towards the cost.

SCOTTISH.

Earl Cawdor, Mr. R. B. Haldane, M. P., Secretary for War, Sir

Walter Thorburn, CoL R. G. Ramsay, Capt. Cameron of Lochiel, Mr.

A. H. Nasmytb, J.P., and Miss J. M. Cunningham have been elected

members of the Scottish A.C.

A draft of the Lighting of Vehicle s (Scotland) Bill, which it is pro

posed to have introduced into the House of Commons during the coming

Session of Parliament, has been finally approved by the committee.

IRISH.

Last week, at the Gresham Hotel, Dublin, aboat 200 motorists*

attended the dinner of the Irish Automobile Club, over which Sir Horace-

Plunkett, K.C.B.O., presided.
In proposing the toast of " The King," Sir Horace referred to the motors

car trips which his Majesty had taken in the poorer districts of Ireland,

in 1905. The toast having been duly honoured, that of " Our Guests"

was given, coupled with the names of Messrs. J. W. Orde, E. M. C.

Instone, and C. W. Henderson, all of whom replied. The toast of " The

Irish A.C." was proposed by Mr. Claude Johnstone, and in responding

Sir W. G. B. Golf, Bart., referred to the progress of the motor business

in Ireland, and mentioned that the Irish Club now had a membership of

500. A tribute was paid to the untiring exertions of Mr. E. Wniter

hon. sec., Mr. W. Sexton, hon. treasurer, and the vice-chairmanr

Mr. Talbot Powell. The toast of " The Dublin Motor Show" was voiced by

Mr. P. W. Cairnes, and in reply Mr. E. White referred to the number of

exhibits at Ballebiidge as highly creditable having regard to the-

difficulties of transport. Mr. J. C. Percy also replied on behalf of the-

Show Committee, and the toast of " The chairman," proposed by Mr. J

Ellis Goodbody, concluded the speechmaking.

The committee of the North Herts A.C. is of opinion that the-

interests of the club will best be served by supporting the Motor

Union.
A general meeting of the Brighton and District Motor Cycling

Club will be held on Tuesday, the 28th inst., at the Royal Pavilion Hotel-

Intending members may obtain full particulars from either Mr. Harold

Clifton, 68, Ship Street, Brighton, or Mr. R. W. Cartwright, 63b^

• North Street, Brighton, the joint hon. secretaries.

At the meeting called on Saturday to form a club for Sutton Cold-

field, a committee was appointed, with Mr. Howard Lane, of the Beeches,

Anchorage Road, Sutton Coldtield, as hon. secretary pro tern.

AUSTRALIAN RELIABILITY CONTEST.

Thirty-one motor-cars belonging to members of the Automobile

Club of Victoria took part in the Sealed Bonnet Motor Reliability Con

test recently held. It took the form of a three days' trial, the routes

being from Melbourne to Camperdown, from Camperdown to Ballarat,

and from Ballarat to Melbourn>. Twenty-nine of the competitors

completed the journey.

Cars were required to travel within certain limits of speed, and the-

bonnets of the cars were sealed before the start each |morning. One

hundred points were credited for each day's run, and certain penalties-

for unreliability were deducted. A competitor who removed a bonnet

seal forfeited ten points, and if at the finish the axle of his car was bent

five points were deducted. Another five points were forfeited for each

spring broken, and there were also penalties for infringements of the-

time regulations. A gold medal and club certificate will oe awarded to

every contestant who scored the maximum of 300 points, a silver medal

and club certificate to each contestant who scored 280, and a bronze

medal to each contestant who scored over 260 points.

The result of the main competition was as follows :—

Class A. Points.

Name. Car. Scored.

Dr. Weigall 8-h.p. De Dion 300

W. J. Proctor 8-h.p. De Dion 300

W. A. Korner 8-h.p. De Dion 295

Class B.

A. H. Bell ... ._ ... 8-10-h.p. Tarrant ... 300

O. Camphin 8-10-h.p. Darracq 300

H. E. Fanow 7-h.p. Singer 300

Dr. Balfour 8-10-h.p. Humber ... 30Cr

Class C. .

H. H. Sich 14-16-h.p. Arg\ll ... 285

Captain H. Tarrant ._ 12-14-b.p. Argyll ... 300

H. Franklin 12-16-h.p. Talbot ... 300

W. Dalrymple ._ 15-h.p. Talbot ... 300

J. Moffat _ 15-h.p. Talbot 269

A. H. A'Beckett 10-12-h.p. Humber 290

A. O. Barrett 15-h.p. Talbot 300

C.F.Holmes 15-h.p. Humber 300

C. B. Kellow 15-h.p. Talbot ... ._ 300

Class D.

C. G. F. Loder ._ ... Cottin-Desgonttes ... 300

E. F. Millar 15-h.p. Talbot 300

E. Manifold 24-h.p. Minerva 300

C. H. Campbell 30-h.p. Daimler 300-

W. B. Wilkinson..'. ... — 300

H. A. Currie 20-h.p. Rolls-Royce ... 300

R. M. Nissim 15-h.p. Siddeley 276

W. H. Davidson 40-h.p. Napier 300

H. L.Stevens ... ... 40-h.p. Darracq 300

The following competitors also completed the course, but do not-

receive any award :—D. Thompson, 16 20-h.p. Humber : Count von

Horn, 20-h.p. Cadillac ; F. Vallender, 9-h.p. De Dion ; A. T. 0'Keefe„

20-h.p. Darracq.

The following is the final result of the contest :—Most Meritorious

Performance (trophy value £10).—W. J. Proctor, first, on 8-h.p. De-

Dion. Hill Climt> (trophy value £5).—W. J. Proctor, first, on 8-h.p.

De Dion. Speed Test (trophy value £5).—W. J. Proctor, first, on 8-h.p.

De DioD. One of the conditions of the contest was that no competitor)
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was eligible to receive more than one piize, therefore the httl-climbing

and speed trophies go to the competitor obtaining second place. Mr. W.

Dalrymple, on a 15-h.p. Talbot car, secured second place in the hill

climb, consequently is awarded the £5 trophy for that event. Dr.

R. E. Weigall, on an 8-h.p. De Dion, having secured second place in the

speed contest, is awarded the £5 trophy.

—aaooaaan

CASES UNDER THE MOTOR CAR ACT.

A Quadruple Summons.

James Lever, of 101, Dawes Hoad, Fulham, appeared before Mr.

Garrett, at the West London Police Court, on the 8th inst., on four

summonses tor driving a motor-car in a dangerous manner on Novem

ber 21st, failing to give audible warning of his approach, failing to

produce his licence, and neglecting to have affixed to the car a proper

identification mark. It was stated that a horse-omnibus was going

along Lillie Road, Fulham, and when it had reached the junction of

that road and Fulham Palace Road a passenger alighted. Just then a

motor-car driven by the defendant came round the corner at a rapid

pace from the direction of Putney, and before the passenger could get

oat of the way the car bore down on him and carried him a distance

of some eight or nine yards. After the accident questions were put

to the detendant and to another man, who was in the car, the

latter saying that he was the owner of the car, and giving his name as

J< hn Smiih, 52, Hartismere Road, Fulham. Subsequent inquiries

disclosed the fact that that was a false statement, and nothing more had

been seen of that man, nor was the ownership of the car yet established.

The car bore a manufacturer's identification mark—A 3 R X, and that

was a nark assigned to Mr. Patmore, of the Rocket Cycle Company, 45,

The Broadway, Walham Green. Inspector Elliott called at that shop,

and, learning that no car of the company bearing that mark was out on

November 21, saw the defendant, who told him that all he knew

was that on November 21st this other man, whom he only knew

by the name of Smith, brought the car, with that mark on

it, to his shop to be repaired, and that afterwards they rode

out together to test the repairs. For the defence, Mr. Hanson

urged that the whole affair was an accident. lie called the

defendant and two witnesses to support the theory of the defence. Mr.

Garrett observed that, while morally the real person responsible for the

misuse of the identification mark .vas the mysterious Mr. Smith, the

defendant was legally liable, and he hoped that at the conclusion of the

case the defendant would find Mr. Smith, and make him contribute

towards the penalty. His worship imposed penalties amounting to

£20, with five guineas costs.

Dismissal.

At the South Shields Police Court a motorist's case has been dis

missed, his defence being that he was not travelling faster than the

motor-'buses of the North Eastern Railway Company.

Exceeding Legal Limit.

Four motorists were fined £5 and costs at Barnet on the 8th inst.

for exceeding the legal limit at Prickler's Hill, on the Great North

Road ; on the same day fines of £3 were inflicted on three motorists who

exceeded twenty miles an hour along Parkside, Wimbledon Common.

On the 9th inst. twenty motorists, including Mr. W. Heaton

Armstrong, M. P., were fined at Kingston for exceeding the legal limit

in Richmond Park.

On Monday five motorists were fined sums ranging from £2 to £5

for exceeding the legal limit at Epsom.

For exceeding the legal limit in Shooter's Hill Road, Blackhealb, a

motorist was on Tuesday fined 40s. and costs at the Greenwich Police

Court.

Refusing Information.

Messrs. J. E. Hut ton (Limited), Shaftesbury Avenue, W.C.,

answered an adjourned summons, at Marlborough Street (London) on

Saturday, for refusing to give information as to the identity of a person

who drove a motor-car belonging to them in a dangerous manner, on

October 12th, along Queen's Road, Walton-on-Thames. Mr. H. Muskett

prosecuted for the Commissioner of Police. The case, which had been

adjourned Bince December 20th, was placed before the magistrate, Mr.

Mead, as one of considerable importance, as the company had absolutely

refused to give Inspector Cooper any information to show who the driver

of the ear was. The evidence showed that only the number of the car

eould be obtained, owing to the furious pace at which it was driven.

Two previous convictions for similar offences at Grantham and St. Neots

against the company having been proved, counsel for the defence urged

that the wrong official of the company, the managing director instead

of the secretary, had been applied to for the required information. As

a matter of fact, it was not known who was the driver of the car on the

day in question. Mr. Meid imposed a fine of £30, with £5 costs.

A Rear Light Trouble.

Frank Fox was charged at Lichfield with driving a motor-car

without having a rear light. P.C. Eley said he noticed that the rear

lamp was out. He whistled to defendant, who immediately stopped,

and he then drew his attention to the lamp. Defendant lit the lamp,

but before he had gone far the lamp went out. Defendant then went

to the shop of Messrs. Jones and Co. and bought a new lamp. Mr.

Jones was then called, and stated that defendant called on him at the

Talbot House Garage. Fox told him that he had had a lot of trouble

on the journey from London. The burner of the lamp did not hold the

wick up properly. The lamp was warm when the car stopped at the

garage. He purchased a new lamp. A letter was lead from Mr. Harry

Tate, the comedian, stating that he regretted that the lad could not ap

pear, hs he was engaged at the Theatre Royal, Manchester, playing

the part of the front legs of the elephant, which might found ridiculous,

but was nevertheless a fact. He asked the Bench to deal leniently

with accused, as he was a trustworthy servant.— After a consultation

the Bench decided to order defendant to pay the costs of the case.

6s. 61., and to pay 10s. to the poor box. Mr. Jones immediately paid

the amount.

Driving to the Common Danger.

Ernest Garnett, chauffeur, was, at Guildford, fined £20 and his

licence was suspended till it expires on March 20th, for having driven

to the common danger at Thursley. The police stated that defendant

drove down the hill on Portsmouth road at the rate of fifty miles an

hour. Mr. Staplee Firth, who defended, elicited that there was no one

else on the measured quarter of a mile, and submitted that there was

no public danger. He thought defendant's employer would appeal.

The chairman said defendant would be disqualified from holdirg

another licence till December 31st.

■ceccecet

AN ACQUITTAL.

At the Kingston-on-Thames County Bench, on Saturday, before Mr.

W. Y. Cockburn and other magistrates, David Bentley, a mechanical

engineer, residing at Thames Ditton, was charged with the manslaughter

 

The 40 h.p. Crossley Limousine which Messrs. Jarrott and Letts

have inst supplied to Lady Alwyne Compton.

The chassis was sent to France to have the carriage body fitted by Messrs.
Driguet. The car is painted dark blue picked out with white lines, and the
upholstery is finished in brown corded cloth with lace trimmings to match,

fold-up extra seats of a special pattern being also provided.

of Theophilus Cooper, formerly the landlord of the Clarence Hotel,

Kingston, who died from the effects of injuries sustained in a collision

with a motor-car driven by the prisoner on the Portsmouth road, at

Esher, on December 8th. At the inquest on the body of Mr. Cooper

the jury returned a verdict of "Manslaughter" against the accused.

Addressing the Bench for the defenoe, Mr. C. F. Gill, K.C., submitted

that there was not sufficient evidence of negligent driving on the

part of the prisoner to justify them in committing him for trial

.on a charge of manslaughter. The accident was obviously caused by

the skidding of the motor-car, as it was facing the governess-car, and

although it was a lamentable thing that a man should lose bis life, it

was not right that another should be convicted of manslaughter unless

gross carelessness could be shown. Prisoner then gave evidence, and

declared that what he observed first was the light of a cycle, and as he

was approaching it he saw a dark object loom up suddenly in front of

him. Then he applied his brakes, which made the car skid, and to

stop the skidding he released his brakes, with the result that his car

struck the governess-car and it overturned. At this point the chairman

said the Bench did not wish to hear any more evidence. It was a case

that should have been brought before the Bench, but having heard what

took place they were satisfied it was a case that should not be sent for

trial. Prisoner was therefore discharged.

Mr. Thomas Butler, of Charnwood, Cotham Park, Bristol, has

just returned from a tour in Switzerland with his Iris, and writes that

he " did not come across a single covered car we could not pass on the

level or on the hills."
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FOKTHwOMINO EVENTS.

JANUARY, 1908.

I81h-Feb. 2nd.—Automobile Exhibition at Turin.

20th (M.).—Manchester A. C. annual meeting.

21st (Tu.).—Annual meeting of the Yorkshire A.C., Hotel Metropole,

Leeds.

22nd (W.).—Annual meeting of the Southend M.C.

The Incorporated Institution of Automobile Engineers will

meet at the Institution of Mechanical Engineers, Storey's

Gate, St. James's Park, S.W., at Sp.m. The following

papers will be read :—" Front Driving, with special

reference to Electric and Hydraulic Transmission," by

Dr. H.S. Hele-Shaw, LL.D., K.B.S. ; "The Front Driv

ing of Steam and Petrol Vehicles," by Mr. R, W. Har

vey Bailey, A.K.C. ; and "A resume of Front Drive

Patents," by Mr. J. S. Critchley.

The annual regimental dinner of the Army Motor Reserve

will be held at the Trocadero Restaurant, London.

Inquiry at Belfast into the application of the City Council

for a ten mile speed limit on all roads through the town.

24th (F.).—Annual dinner of the Scottish A.C. at Edinburgh.

24th (F.)-Feb. 1st.—Scottish Motor Exhibition in the Waverley Market,

Edinburgh, to be opened by Lord Kingshurgh.

26th (Sun.).—Criterium de Voiturettes and Coupe de l'Exposition Trial

for motor-cycles organised by the Turin A.C. and the

Motor Club of Italy.

27th (M.).—Annual general meeting of the Motor Cycling Club a.\

8 p.m., at the Tudor Hotel, London, W;

29th (W.)—First lesson of the course to be given by Mr. R. S. Currie

to the Ladies' A.C. ' "
30th (Th.).—Annual dinner of the Yorkshire A. C. .>.'.•>

31st (F.).—Annual meeting of the Blackheath A.C. -.

FEBRUARY.

1st (Sat.).-

2nd (Sun.).

7th-16th.-

12th (W.).-

15th (Sat.).

20th (Th.).

24th (M.).-

27th (Th.).

-Annual meeting of the Lincolnshire A.C.

—Reliability Trial of the Motor Union of Western India.

-Manchester Motor Show at Belle Yue.

—Mr. F. W. Lanchester on " Problems of Automobile Design,"

at the Incorporated Institute of Automobile Engineers.

—Auto-Cycle Union Annual Dinner.

—Meeting of the Essex M.C.

-Motor Sbow at Bombay. ,

—Mr. Mervyn O'Gorman at the R.A.C. on " Gear Trans

mission."

MARCH. i

18th (W.).—Annual Dinner of the A.A. at the Hotel Cecil, London.

2Ut (S.)-28th (S.).-Cordingley's Thirteenth International Motor-Car

Exhibition at the Royal Agricultural Hell, London.

APRIL.

Auto-Cycle Union's Tourist Trophy Race and Quarterly Trial.

18th.—First meeting of the Brooklands A.R.C. for 1908.

MAY.

10th (Sun.).—Targa Florio Race.

11 (M.J-16 (S.).—Reliability Trial of the Irish A.C.

26th.—Industrial Vehicle Competition of the A.C. de France.

JUNE.

11th (Th.).—Probable start of the International Touring Car Trial of

the R.A.C.

15th-19th.— Scottish Reliability Trial.

Jan. 18th—6.22 ._

19th—6.24 _

Lighting-up Times—London.

20th—6.26 „ 22nd—6.2S

21st—5.27 ._ 23rd—5.31

24th—5.33

_ 25th—5.35

AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS.
—

Two men have have been removed to the West London Hospital

suffering from serious injuries caused by being thrown to the ground at

Hammersmith owing to a motor-omnibus colliding with the scaffolding

they were on.

Whilst motoring into Cheltenham from Gloucester with four others

on Saturday Mr. E. J. Boodle, of Gloucester, was thrown out of the

car through a collision with a carrier's van. He fractured his skull and

-was taken to Cheltenham Hospital. The other occupants of the car

were unhurt.

A boy was knocked down and killed at Fareham, on Saturday, by

a motor-car, which was going in the direction of Southampton. The

boy was tunning behind a cart, and crossed the road, after the moter

"horn sounded, in an endeavour to save his dog, which darted in front

of the car.

On Saturday, at midnight, in Godstone Boad, Purley, a motor-car

proceeding towards Godstone ran into a man named Arthur Borer, of

Little Roke, Kenley, who was walking in the opposite direction. He

was carried about fifty yards, and the machine, not yet identified, is

alleged to have passed on. The unfortunate man was picked up and

taken to Purley Cottage Hospital, where he was found to be badly

injured. *

While Sir Alfred Hickman, ex-M.P. forWolverhampton West, was

motoring near Wolverhampton, a woman crossed the road and was

knocked down in trying to avoid the car. A heavy railway lorry was

following the car. The chauffeur, in trying to avoid the woman, swerved,

but the angle taken was so acute that the car skidded right round, and

collided heavily with the railway lorry. Sir Alfred and the chauffeur

were thrown out, but escaped serious injuries. The injured woman,

Mary Davis, is suffering from the shock.

■■fiorwaoooaaiw

ROAD REPORTS.

BANBCBY.—Main roads under repair in the Banbury district during

the next few weeks will be Oxford road, Bloxham road, Broughton road,

Middleton road, Daventry road and Warwick road.

Bridge of Allan.—The Secretary for Scotland has assented to

the proposal for the limitation of the speed of motor-cars in Henderson,

Keir and Union Streets, in the Bridge of Allan, to ten miles an hour.

Leyton.—The Ratepayers' Association having urged that a ruotor

speed limit of ten miles per hour was advisable in the High Road, Leyton,

brought the matter before the District Council. The District Council

forwarded the request to the Essex County Council, who wanted to know

if any accidents nave occurred in that thoroughfare owing to the reckless

driving of motor-cars. . And now the R.A. is endeavouring to ascertain the

reasons for. its request.

- Helensburgh.—On the mption of the Provost, the Helensburgh

Town Council has resolved to make application to the Secretary tor

Scotland to restrict the speed limit, of motor-cars to ten miles pernour

jn certain streets in the borough. ,

. Kilmarnock.—At a meeting of the Kilmarnock District Committee

of .the County Council, Mr; Lang, the road surveyor, reported that the

Fenwick to Flockbridge road was so .much damaged by heavy motor-car

traffic thatf from May last up tilL date the quantity of metal applied to

it.amounted to 2,100 tons, being 500 tons more than had been estimated

for. The Chairman explained that they had agreed with Renfrew

County Council to have a joint. meeting with the parties who were

causing the damage by heavy motor traffic. ' With the vjew of preventing

dust, the Committee will lay down 800 or 1,000 yards of tarred nietal

in different parts of the district as an experiment.

' BUSINESS NEWS. -i m

Amongst recent purchasers of Weigel cars are Mr. Gavin Shanks,

of Coatbridge, and Mr. Leslie Fox, of Taunton.

Mr. J. W. Heath has resigned his directorship of the> Albany

Automobile Company, Ltd., 1Q6, Albany Street, N.W.

At the Dublin Show which closed on Saturday last 401 Dunlop

tyres twere fitted to cars and spare wheels exhibited oil the various

stands. . ,

The Coventry Chain Company (1907), Ltd., intimate that they

have changed the address of their registered offices to Spon End Works,

Coventry.

The Anglo-American Oil Company, Ltd., inform us that they

have reduced the wholesale price of Pratt's motor spirit and Anglo's
•760 spirit one halfpenny per gallon.

Mr. H. Ramoisy, who has just severed his connection as manager

for the Germain cars, writes us from 7, Warbeck Koad, London, W., that

he is taking a short holiday before fixing up a new appointment.

The motor tyre repair department of the Midland Rubber Company,

Ltd., at Ryland Street, Birmingham, is excellently organised with a

view to the prompt dispatch of work entrusted to the company.

Mr. C. D. Clayton, who is well known to the motor trade in con

nection with Messrs. A. J. Wilson and Co, Ltd., has commenced business

on his own account as a motor advertising agent and will shortly open

offices in the vicinity of the Motor Club.

At the distribution of awards at the Mansion House, London, a few

days ago in connection with the 1906 Milan Exhibition, awards were

handed to Messrs. Armstrong, Whitworth and Company, Ltd., E. M.

Bowden, Ltd., Dunlop Pneumatic Tyre Company, Ltd., Greenwood and

Batley, Ltd., J. and E. Hall, Ltd., J. E. Hoplcinson and Company, Ltd.,

Humber, Ltd., Rndge-Whitworth, Ltd., Seamless Steel Boat Company,

Ltd., John I. Thornycroft and Company, Ltd., and Willans and

Robinson, Ltd.

Among the noticeable displays of body work at the recent Dublin

Show was an Ariel car finished as a Parisian phaeton by Mr. William

Vincent, of Castle Street, Reading. The vehicle is fitted with a folding

Cape hood and wind screen. The colour of the body is a very choice

shade of dark green, and is upholstered in a sage green leather.

Another example of high grade work and material was seen in a

landaulet body on a Unic chassis. This body is painted in dark

green, and a very pleasing effect is obtained by lining it with black

and bright crimson; the crimson, line, while not being pronounced

enough to be unduly obtrusive, has a wonderfully smartening effect on

the whole of the colour scheme. The body is upholstered with green

leather, and is fitted with a luggage extension over the driver's seat, and

glass wind screen. The Shamrock car of Messrs. Straker and Squire,

illustrated in our last issue, is also fitted with a very smart two-seated

body by Messrs. Vincent, on whom the three bodies referred to reflect

great credit.
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OT only are the preparations for the

International Touring Car Trial of

1908 getting into shape, but manu-

facturing firms are anxiously watching each

1 new item of information that comes forth

j with regard to its details. In order to de-

■ velop the interest in the event the Royal

A.C. has allowed news to filter through from

Piccadilly—a policy that doubtless secures

its purpose, but entails upon likely com

petitors the necessity of watching carefully from week to week

to make certain that no fact of importance is overlooked. Else

where we publish the latest information, and it is evident that

the sub-committee that has been engaged in drawing up the re

gulations has not been laggard in its work. By the inclusion

of the Brooklands track in the event a spectacular finish will be

possible, while the Scottish A.C.'s itinerary will ensure a succes

sion of hardships that should satisfy competitors and the public

a'ike as to the reliability portion of the programme.

♦ ♦ ♦

While on the Continent recently with

several Parliamentary friends, Mr. Lloyd

An English Minister George, the President of the Board of

on French Roads. Trade, enjoyed the pleasures of motoring

to the full. He motored practically all

the way from London to Nice, and thus

had the advantage of learning, at first hand, something of the

excellent roads which are a feature of France. He was much

struck w ith the way they manage the roadways in France, and

doubtless will be able to give tome useful information on the

subject to Mr. John Burns, whose travels abroad have generally

been on foot. Legislators have been able to realise the value of

the motor-car in getting into Parliament, and apparently many

of them are anxious to continue their automobile education

•when they have realised their ambitions.

♦ ♦ ♦

At the last meeting of the Wimbledon

Education Committee an interesting dis-

Roadside Dangers to cussion took place with regard to the

School Children. dangers from pissing motor-cars to which

children proceeding to and from school

are particularly liable. Ultimately it

was resolved to approach the County Council as well as the

Town Council on the matter. On several occasions we have

drawn attention to the enterprise of some of the provincial

automobile clubs in communicating with school teachers and

others having influence with children as to tho need of care

being exercised when crossing the roadway. In France the idea

lias been even further developed and organised, so that a com

plete scheme of warning children has been devised in some

important districts. If the local authorities in Surrey would give

adequate attention to the subject they could do a great deal by

enjoining the necessity of care in children in order to minimise

the risk which they now run in crossing the high road. The

matter has also received attention north of the Tweed, and sug

gestions for widening the roadway, reducing the angular character

of the curves, and otherwise lessening the dangers in the vicinity

of the schools within their area are now before the Hawick

District Committee of the Roxburgh County Council.

Motor-Cars in

London.

At the first meeting of the London

County Council for the present year, the

Public Control Committee reported that

from October 1st to November 30th,

1907, applications had been received for

the registration of 652 motor-cars,* fifty-

six heavy cars, and 107 motor-cycles, thus bringing the total

number cf these vehicles up to 17,963, 1,723, and 7,891 respec

tively. Changes of ownership in 442 cases had been dealt witht

and the number of licences to drive motor-cars and motor-cycles

issued was 2,415, bringing the total number up to 66,142. It is

still contended by many registrars under the Motor Car Act that

changes of ownership are not always^notified, and we would again

advise our readers who may dispose of their cars to take care

that proper notice of such change of ownership is given to the

authorities. Similarly any change in the colour of the body after

the original registration should be made known to the registrar

by whom the number of the car was assigned.

Drivers must be

Warned.

It is reported that another accident

has occurred on the Brighton road, in

which an automobile was concerned,

the driver going away without waiting

to Tender assistance. This is really

regrettable, and we trust that owners of

ears will impress upon their drivers not only a goodly fear of

doing anything to endanger the lives of others, but also of the

necessity of acting properly in the event of unfortunate accident.

Nothing arouses the public feeling against motorists so much

as the inhuman conduct of some isolated delinquents who have

disgraced their calling. Much depends on the constant watch

fulness of employers, and they should take care that their

vehicles are not taken out without permission.

Front Driving.

Before the Incorporated Institution

of Automobile Engineers, on Wednesday,

three papers were read on various aspects

of the front driving of automobiles by

Dr. H. S. Hele-Shaw, and Messrs. K. W.

Harvey Bailey, and J. ST Critchley. Dr.™

Hele-Shaw advocated that more extended trials should be given

to driving, steering and braking upon all front wheels. With re

gard to present developments he believes that the system of the

four-drive vehicle has a great future in its application to heavy

vehicles. Apart from prevention of side-slip, there are advan

tages in the case of such vehicles running in great cities with

paved streets, where not only is manoeuvring of great importance,

but where rubber tyres are highly desirable, both to save the .

vehicle from shock and vibrations which occur with steel

wheels on paved surfaces at even very modera'e speeds, and to

diminish the noise, which is found not nferely objectionable by day,,

but almost unbearable by night. Further, the saving not only on

tyres, but also on the vehicles, which may have to be accelerated

or retarded possibly hundreds of times in a day, would be found .

to be so great as to far more than outweigh the additional cost

of four-wheeled propulsion. In the course of his paper Mr.
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Bailey took the Pullcar vehicle illustrated and described in our

issue of November 30tb, as a typical instance of good practice in

front driving, claiming tbat vehicles thus designed are non-sk d-

ing, and consequently economical with regard to tyres. On this

aspect of the question, Dr. Hele Shaw related how a few days

before he had seen front-driven vehicles iun a straight course

over a greasy surface, while rear-driven cars had severe side

slips. The conside'ation of the relative values of the front and

rear principles of driving is of practical importance to the industry,

and the effoits of the Instituti< n to secure its discussion by

scientific and mechanical expert* deserve the encour?gement of

the industry.

' ♦ ♦ ♦

Recently an important Endurance

Run of the Q> aker City Motor Club was

held at Philadt lphia, when twenty three

leading types of cars participated.

Among these was the White steam car,

and, as frequently happens in such

■event*, it went through to first place. The particular entrant

was Mr. N. K. Sheridan, who ran the " White the whole of the

two days of the test with a clean record. In the end three c-irs

had no marks against them and the judges decided that the trio

should cover the course of 173 miles again, but in one day

The Quaker City

Contest.

 

Mr. H. K. Sheridan on the White Car that was first in the Quaker

City Endurance Bun.

instead of two. After this had been di no the cars were again

■examined for delects in mechaniial pans, the ultimate result

■being that the Y> hite was bailed as the winner.

♦ ♦ ♦

Writing to the "Scotsman" with

reference to motor traffic, Dr. John

Widening; the Haddon, of Hawick, suggests that one

Roads. of the great dangers t > horso drivers

occurs on narrow roads which are often

fenced with wire. He suggests tbat "if

County Courcils wou'd have the road sweepings, which have

been pilid up on each side, removed, the original breadth of

the road wou d be available. If that were di ne there would be

enough br. adth to make a patapct on one sir'a for ped< strians

and a track for equestrinns on the other, leaving the load as

brond as at present for wheel traffic. That could be done with

little, if any, extra »xpense, and would mitigate the dangeis of

the traffic." Supplementing this view )n a litter to ourselves,

Dr. Ha' don i bsenes that there can be no doubt if the Scottish

roadu wire made as wide as they were be'ore fi.rmers ceased to

be glad to have thi sweepings of the roads to put on their land,

ii would be much safer now that motor-cars aie running upon

them ; but thete n>ust be a separate track in time, for without

liigh speed the benefit of the motor-car is very slight, and the

public are down on fast driving on the reads. The widening

of the road by the removal of the sweepings would make a great

difference and should cost nothing if the farmers knew the value

of the stuff, and this is the time to move it, when frost stops

farm work. Trie idea is one that should be considered by t' ose

responsible for the maintenance of the public highway. It is

certainly true that enci oachments on the width of the ruadways

have been generally made during the last decade, and motorists

should oppose any further reduction of the area of the track

along which they pursue their way. In some districts, as

suggested by our correspondent, this can easily be done at

particular seasons of the year, and advantage should be taken of

all such opportunities to promote safe and speedy locomotion.

In the Fog.

Views are various with regard to the

penetrating powers of acetylene in the

fog of which we have recently had many

experiences. In London it it said tbat

the peculiar nature of the gloom which

has settled over the city so frequently of

late has defied the acetylene, but, on the other hand, it is claimed

that this means of illumination is most effective in Scotland,

wheie the fogs are apparently of a different nature. A corre

spondent when travelling from North Berwick to Edinburgh

found the rotd made quite plain jven in one of the densest fogs

he had ever encountered in northern Britain by means of an

acetylene lamp. Now that we have returned to sonic thi g of the

old-fashioned fogs, the point is of interest, and we shall be

pleased, as will readers generally, to have the experience of

correspondents on the subject.

♦ ♦ ♦

Veky interesting is the progress of the

clubs' decisions with regard to taking sides

The Present in the great controver.-y now going for-

Controversy. ward, and, according to the litest

information of an official character, eight

dobs have linked themselves with the

R.A.C., eleven with the M.U., and nine otfers have decided to

conti nue with both organisations through 1908. Under t' ese cir

cumstances the controversy is likely to be continued throughout

the year, both the Club ami the Union striving to get the sup

port of the latter cla s of clubs for 1909 and onward. Under

such circumstances, and in view of the likelihood of 1< gislation,

we would suggest that there is much to be said for the leadeis

of the movement joining with such organisations as the Man

chester Automobi'e C ub that prefers to hope for some amicable

understanding being arrived at. The tact and good sense of .Mr.

C. D. Rose, M.P., and Colonel W. J. Bosworth succeeded in pro

viding a modus vivendi between the M.U. and the A.A. Cannot

they, with the Hon. Arthur Stanley, Mr. C. H. Dodd, and. a few

others, secure a truce tu the existing dispute 1 According to the

present outl ok it can do nothing but harm to the general wel

fare of the movement, hence both contestants will do well to pre

serve an attitude of mutual forbearance to each other.

Liability of

County Councils.

Tilts question of the duty of local

authorities is becoming of national im

portance, and the variations in practice

throughout the countiy aie sufficiently

serious to warrant the call for the whole

question of highway maintenance and

administration to be made a national question. More than that,

the liability of a County Council for the condition of its roadr, as

dete mined in the case we reported a fortnight ago, should arouse

the ratepayers to a sense of their own position in the matter,

for any delay in adapting the roads to the new traffic may cau.-e

expense to the county funds. This was pointed nut by Lmd

Breadalbane at the last meeting of the H'ghland District

Committee of the Perth County Council, who said that, having

regard to the experience of the Elgin Council, it would be well

if the committee would look into their own posit:oD. The chair

man replied that the Highland District Committee did not keep

defective roads, and seemed to suggest that the matter was
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almost beyond their purview. Ab a matter of fact the Perth

shire roads are among the best in the kingdom, but that need

not lead to too complacent an attitude ; and County Councils

should learn wisdom from the experience of less careful

neighbours.

The "Evils" of the

Motor Traffic.

In order to carry out the object indi

cated in its title, the Highways Protec

tion League is preparing a petition to

Parliament against "the evils of the

motor traffic," and it will probably be

sent to Westminster in the early days of

the new session. This organisation has become identified with

a campaign against the motor-car, and has certainly attracted

some attention in the Press ; but whether its diatribes are likely

to influence Parliament remains to be seen. If the League

would associate itself with the movement to safeguard users of

the main roads, by the removal of hedgerows which obstruct the

view ahead, the rounding of corners that constitute dangers to

moving traffic of all desciipuons, and to securing the proper con

struction of roads, in view of the new conditions that have arisen,

motorists would gladly aid its endeavours. But, instead of

becoming recognised as the exponent of a policy of improvement

findings, but the latter are such as to prove acceptable to fair-

minded persons—and certainly they controvert much of the

irresponsible writing which was fent to the Press in the guise of

" highway protection "—a phrase which is often narrowed to

mean merely " the exclusion of the motorist."

Unrolled Stones.

At this season of the year reports fre

quently come to hard with regard to the

unrolled stones which are found on the

roadway. In many districts the sur

veyors rightly insist that repairs shall

bb-« be made up as quickly as pos-ible so that

traffic shall rot be impeded nor the life of tyres threatened. Else

where, however, a " happy go lucky " plan prevail^, wii.h the re

sult that the careful driver has to go on to the footpath. Other

wise he would run great risks in dashing over several yards of

loose stones, more or less pointed. And then, should the ubiqui

tous policeman be about, the motorist of economical mind is

promptly summoned for legal disobedience. The matter is one of

general importance. The provision of the Act in preventi"g the

motf rist from using the footpath was framed in view of the norma»

condition of the road, but when the local authorities institute

 

Mr. E. E. Watrataff at the wheel of hii 28-h.p. Daimler Car which travelled frem Sydney. N.S.W., to Kelbonine, Victoria, in October last.

Ihe photograph from which the Illustration is reproduced was taken ootside the Euroa Hotel, at £nro>, Victoria.

•of the highways, the League seems to have attained fame on

account of its denunciatory attitude towards motor-cars. King

Canute was not successful in commanding the waves, and the

Highways Protection League will not have better luck in calling

upon motor-cars to stop their running.

An Appeal to the

Commission.

Mb. F. H. Cerrito, who has lately

become honorary secretary of the Mid

land A.C., has made a good start by

sending a well-nrgued reply to the

circu'ar of the Warwickshire Highways

Pioiect'on League to the County Council

•on the subject of motorists and their cars. He takes up tve

wise line t' at both the League and his club may be looked upon

as partisan bodies; consequently anything that either may say

deserves careful, if not cr.tical, consideration on the part of those

who may be called upon to decide as to the points of difference.

Fortunately Mr. Cerrito is able to point to an impartial Com

mission that h-s had all the contentions pro and con before it and

that has sifted the evidence, examined the witnesses, an'l given

it* decision with almost ju licial author ty. Probably the

extremists on both sides would express dissatisfaction with its

More

Public Services.

quite a new set of circumstances in the form of unrolled metal

surely magisterial d scretion should prevail!

• ♦ ♦ ♦

The way in which the railway com

panies have lately been watching the

development of the various public

services which have been established at

seaside and other resorts indicates that

they will enter more largely into this

business in the future than has hitherto been the case. We

1 arn that during the past few days one of the leading companies

purchased fourteen motor-omnibuses with a view to improving

the summer services, and that considerable accession of this

class of traffic is likely to be noted during the coming season. It

is recognised everywhere that the easy mobili'y of the motor-

vehicle, which requires no specially constructed track*, has

rendered it easily able to supersede the derelict light railway

system in some of the counties, while it will prevent money

being wasted on the installation of others elsewhere.

■ 4«iCOCC«je=—

The trustees of the Jefferson Hospital, Philadelphia, U.S.A.}

have lately acquired an electrical motor ambulance.
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THE STANLEY STEAM CAR.

(Concluded from page 1026.)

*IG. 7 illustrates the new glass water level indicator by

which the position of the water in the boiler is

determined. The water column X is connected

with the boiler, top and bottom, so that the water

stands at the same level in the column as it is in the

boiler A. Connected with the column, about eight or nine

inches from the bottom of the boiler, is a casting C, containing

a chamber Z, which fills up from the watir

column. If the water level is above the con

nection, it will fill with water, but if it is

below it will fill with steam. Surround'ng

this chamber is another chamber Y, through

which the feed water is pumped on its way to

the boiler through the pipe K. As the water

is pumped through the chamber the contents

of the inner chamber are cooled off as soon

as the water is high enough to cover the

connection with the water column. The

indicator itself is in the form of a " U "

shaped tube E, open at the top and with one

side consisting of a glass tube D on the

dashboard B. The other side of the " TJ "

tube is of metal and the end of it is sealed,

and inserted through the bottom of the

inner chamber of the casting C above

described, and extending some distance up

into it. The glass tube extends several inches higher than the

other end of the " U." The latter tube is filled with water

so that the sealed end in the chamber is full, the water

standing in the glass, when cold, an inch or two from the

bottom of the glass. The operation is as follows :—As

long as the inner chamber is filled with water, and while

the by-pass is closed, the feed water is being pumped through

the outer chamber ; it will keep the water in the inner

chamber comparatively cool, and the water will remain at a

low point in the glass. As soon, however, as the water gets

 

Fig. 7 —The New Glass Water Level Indicator

will drop again in the g'aas Some of the water may evaporate out

of the glass, and it is then necessary to add a little to replenish it.

Some three inches below the connection on the water column is

a pipe leading up through the dashboard, and in the end of

which is a pet cock. As long as the water covers this connection

the end of the pipe will remain comparatively cool, and if the

cock were opened water would flow out. If, however, the water

should get below this connection, the pipe would fill with steam,

and would be burning hot, and if the pet cock were opened

steam would blow off. By means of this, the operator can

determine whether or not the water is

getting near to the point where the fusible

plug would melt. The arrangement is

such that when the water is low in the

boiler it is high in the glass ; and, vice versa,

when it is high in the boiler it is low in the

gliss. It should be added, however, that

when the car is cold the water will always

be low in the glass, whether or not there is

any water in the boiler. Consequently,

before firing up, one of the pet cocks should

be opened, and the throttle valve or syphon

valve opened so as to vent the boiler and

see if water will flow out of the pet cock.

If it will, it indicates that the water in the

boiler is above that point, and the fire should

not be started until the operator is certain

that there is water in the boiler. The great

advantage claimed for this device is that it

has no moving parts, and that there is practically nothing that

can get out of order. G is a pin valve to shut off the steam

from the water column X so that the bottom connection into

the boiler of this water column may be cleared by opening

the pet cock F and blowing water through this.

The vehicles are fitted with either two or four-seated bodies,

Fig. 8 depicting the 10-15-h.p. car adapted to carry four persons,

the near seat being adapted to fold up and form & luggage

platform when not required. The wheel base is 7 ft. and the

track 4 ft. 6 in. We may add that the British agents for the

 

Fig. 8.—General View of Stanley 10 15-h.p. Steam Car with Folding Bear Seat.

below the connection to this inner chamber, the chamber will

fill with Bteam, and as it surrounds the end of the " U " it will

vaporize some of the water in it, and force the water further up

in the glass, thus showing that the water level is below this

point : whereupon the by-pass should again be closed until the

water once more falls down in the glass. Usually when the car

is standing, and sometimes when running with the by-pass open,

these parts will heat sufficiently to throw the water up in the glass

a little. In this case, if the by-pass is closed, and if the water is

above the connection, it will immediately cool it off, and the water

Stanley vehicles are Mr. F.Wilkinson, 16, John Dalton Street,

Manchester, and Messrs. W. Galloway and Co., Gateshead.

One of the numeroiu results of the Prevention of Corrup

tion Act now visible is to be seen in the following note, printed

on the stationery of a provincial firm of carriage builders :—

The trade custom of presenting to coachmen and chauffeurs

small gratuities as an encouragement to exerciso card is observed

by this firm, unless objected to by the customer.
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SOME NOTES ON OVERHEATING.

THE senses vary with different people, and this is especially

shown by the varying symptoms produced in the more

or less fortunate motor owner when his automobile

indulges in that eccentricity known as " overheating ." A friend

■of mine always declares that he discovers the complaint hy a

peculiar smarting of his eyes, but the majority diagnose the

disorder by a knocking sound which the engine makes on these

occasions ; others are not as gocd diagnosticians and merely ap

preciate the state of affairs by the engine pulling badly, and

still others but when the piston seizes and search has to be

made for a single four-legged horse to drag the many-horsed

engine home. Well it is if the state of affairs be recognised

prior to the last-named condition, so that the ignominy of being

drawn by a quadruped may be obviated.

Over-heating causes excessive expansion of the incoming

charge, and thus a full one is not admitted ; in addition, the ex

cessive heat results in premature ignition, and bo the mixture is

exploded before it is ccmpresfed and there is less force—that is,

loss power; furthermore, the oil which lubricates, or should

lubricate, the liner or inside of the cylinder and the

piston rings is burnt up, and so the piston may seize or even

that is the mechanical one in which the oil is forced by a small

pump to where it is required, the pipe rarely gets blocked, as

there is pressure behind it ; as a result, however, of dirt and

cold such may occur, or the band that works the pump

may slip or break and the pump thus cease working.

In the pressure form the tube conveying the exhaust

gases may get blocked and thus the oil is not propelled. The

sight drips of both forms of lubricator may also need adjustment,

the oil of course being thicker in cold than hot weather. In the

event of the pump driving belt breaking, a boot lace will in an

emergency carry on the work. A patent steel spring belt is

made with a protected roller fastening that answers well.

Imperfect water circulation is probably the commonest

source of over-heating, especially in engines cooled by a friction-

driven pump. The causes are furring of pipes due to hard

water ; this can be eliminated by only using distilled water, it

costs but a few pence a gallon and its use eliminates one source

of worry. An air lock may also prevent the water circulating

and so the cooling of the cylinders. If the pump works and the

water is not delivering, this should be suspected. The treatment

is to open the cock at the radiators and so let out the air ; if there

is no cook there, a water joint must be broken, and after the

water is seen to flow remake the joint with a little asbestos
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the connecting rod between the piston and crank shaft may

break—a catastrophe beyond roadside repair. These troubles may

be considered under six headings, the classification being according

to the chief causes :—1. Lubrication insufficient, or defective or im

proper. 2. Water circulation out of order. 3. Ignition improper.

4. Carburettor imperfect, mixture too rich. 5. Compression

if.oor. 6. Excessive load or friction in transmifsion (such as a

broken ball in the bearing of one of the motion shafts in the

gear-box) and thus more power being required than the engine

can produce. I propose to consider these conditions individu

ally. ■•■

The lubricant itself may reach the parts that require its

soothing presence, but its quality may be poor, so that it not

only becomes too thin but may decompose and form pitch or grit

that, in lieu of reducing friction, sets it up. The temperature in

the cylinder may be 3,600 deg. F., and at the part to be oiled

perhaps only 500 deg. F., still, unless the oil be a mineral one

from which the tarry matters have been removed by filtration

through animal charcoal at a high temperature, the lubricant

will be useless, and then, as a result of the friction, serious trouble

results. Again, although the lubricant may be excellent it may

mot reach its destination. In the Dubrulle form of lubricator,

cardboard. The blocking of pipes may ensue as a result of want

of care in putting on new rubber connections ; in slipping these

over on to the copper piping, the outer portion of the hose may

only engage and the inner part be pushed back, thus forming a

valve-like obstruction to the passage of the water. The pump

friction wheel may, as a result of grease or wet, slip, and so the

pump not revolve sufficiently rapidly to force the water round.

The vanes of the pump wheel itself may be worn so that proper

pockets are not formed to catch and spin the water round. This

latter trouble usually means taking the pump to pieces and

fitting a new wheel. These causes of worry were fully considered

in an article published in the M.C.J, of Juno 15th last. Prior to

searching for these morbidities it is as well to make sure that there

is water in the tank to be circulated.

With the high tension system of ignition defects are common

and account for a good many cases of overheating, loose connec

tions, partly broken wires, imperfect contact at the contact

maker, whether it be of the internal or external variety, due to

wear of the wipes or the fibre wheel, or the bush of the latter,

imperfect contact at the trembler of coils fitted therewith, or

of the trembler at the make and break on the non-trembler

kind, sooted sparking plugs, broken porcelain, or exhausted
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t ccumuJators : one of the; e is the usual cause. Running the

engine in the dark or turning the starting hand e wnh the

•cunent switched on will usually reveal a short or an imperfect

connection, which, when found, can of course be speedily remedied.

If needful, each lead can be separately tested with

a battery, and either a voltmeter or an electric bell.

All contacts must, of course, be kept clean, especially at the

accumulators ; here, after polishing the terminals and screwing

them on, a little grease should be app ied to prevent corrosion.

Earthing the plugs on the engine and shorting the contuct maker

will show plug mischief. The sparking points sh 'Uld be about

one-sixteenth of an inch apart, but with run down accumulators

they may be approximated a litt'e more. Should the commutator

wipes not press evenly on the fibre wheel, they shoi.ld be adjusted

so as to d" so, or if the bush of the fibre wheel is worn so that

the wheel wobbles, either a new bush should be driven on or a

washer fitted so as to keep the fibre wheel square with the two

to one shaft on which it is fixed. If the blocks or rollers on the

wip^s are worn unevenly, new ones are needed, or the o!d ones

can be ground true on an emery wheel. It is as well to

carry spare wipes, whether the contact m -ker be of the internal or

external wipe variety, or if it be a make and break. A voltmeter

or a four-volt lamp speedily shows if the aocumul»tor*i are run

down ; if h spare set is not procurable, by closing ihe spa king

plug points slightly, it is often possible to get the engine to run.

If the platinum points on the tremblers are burnt, they should be
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trued with a fine file and then set so as to give a good buzz."?* In

the high tension magneto the usual trouble is due to dirt at

either the platinum points or on the carbon brush to the distri

butor ; if these are occasionally cleaned, and the wires and contacts

kept well insulated, trouble from this cause cannot occur. It is

well to remember, however, that the magnets need remagnetizing

occasionally.

With the present automatic carburettor carbon deposit on

the piston or in the combustion head is rather apt to occur, and

then a small portion of the deposit may become incandescent

and so ignite the mixture prior to compression. A similar

deposit may result from the jet in the carburettor wearing, and

so making too rich a mixture. The only treatment is to

systematically take down the cylinders a' d clean and scrape

them every two or three months if the car is in continuous

operation. A flooded carburettor with a blocked overflow hole

may rapidly cause this condition; inspectic n to see that the

netdle valve is true and that the overflow hole is clear is le s

trouble than frequent taking down of the cylinders for deposit

removal by scraping. Prevention being better than cure, it is

as well to set the carburettor so that the engine runs with as

much air as possible and to use a reliable lubricant.

Leaky valves or joints are a source of poor compression and

thus indirectly of overheating. The constant giirkling in of

valves is not to be commended, but after a time they n ay be

come pitted and then should be taken out, carefully wiped and

ground in. But, before making the valve the bugbsar of the

trouble, it is as well to make sure that the valve lifters, as a result

of the valve seats wear.ng, are not too long, and thus prevent the

valves closing ; even if, when cold, they do not do so they may

when the parts are hot. There should be just room to pass a

sheet of thin paper between the valve stem and lifter when it is

down, this will be enough allowance for heat expansion. The

inlet valve joint? or those at the combustion head may blow,

that is, allow gas to pass, either as a result of the nuts holding

them in position shaking loose or through the copper asbestos

rings wearing. If a little oil is smeared round a suspected

joint and the engine pulled round, bubbles will reveal where the

defect is, and ihen, if a new copper asbestos ring is not at hand,

a (jrommetof asbestos cord rubbed up with red lead makes an

efficient substitute. Another cause of loss of power is gummed

rings due to too much oil blocking the grooves in which the

rings should work, opening the compression cocks and pouring

in either paraffin or petrol, and then pulling the engine round

with the current switched off will clean and thus release the

rings.

Excessive friction in transmission may certainly cause over

heating ; this may be due to want of efficient and sufficient lubri

cation in the gear-box or bevel bearings or to a broken ball in one

of the bearings. The feeling of such of the latter as are accessible

will, by the presence of heat, reveal the morbid one. Frequently

bearings in the gear-box are oiled by the lubricant in the box

itself, and this cold weather this may be too thick to reach them ;

the addition of a little relatively thin oil to the gear-box will

obviate this source of trouble. Want of lubrication of the crank

bearings is also a cause. Most cars now have an inspection hole

in the crank case, so that the height of the oil there can be seen ;

in those lubricated by splash it should be so high that the cranks

just dip in when pulled round.

To sum up, in cases of overheating it is as well to

immediately stop the engine and systematically investigate the

diseased state. From experience I suggest the following

procedure :—1. See if there is water in the radiator or tank, if

so, whether the pump is working and the water circulating ;

feeling one of the rubber connections will reveal if the water is

delivering. Remember that an air lock may hold up the cir

culation ; to treat this open the cock at the radiator, if there is

one, if none, break a water joint or connection and so let out the

air. 2. See if there i* oil in the lubricator ; if so, if the lubri

cator works, whether the pipes are free and that the oil drips.

3. Notice if engine fires regularly ; if not, look for loose con

nection*, bad insulation, wipes not pressing evenly on contact-

maker, plugs sooted or porcelain broken, accumulators run down

or magneto not working. 4. Examine carburettor, 6ee if over

flow hole or pipe is blocked, if jet hole worn and too large, if

float floats, if needle valve is true. 5. Test compression, to see if

the valves or joints leak, and if the piston rings are gummed. If

engine fires prematurely the cylinder will want, on first op por-

tunity, removing and the deposit scraped off the piston. 6.

Lastly, examine bearings to see if any have fired or are hot as a

result of insufficient lubrication, or a broken ball. Attention to

these points, if it does not prevent, should anyway help in

effecting a cure of overheating. C. T. W. H.

■ HiKCCtmu

Mr. H. P. Maxim, a well-known American motor engineer,

w rites :—" Now that the weather is down close to the freezing

point, drivers and owners will doubtless experience more or less

trouble in starting their cars, especially if the irachire is kept in

an unheated stable. I have adopted a method that is bcth

simple and sure, and I have no more difficulty in starting my

four-cylinder nracbine at 10 deg. below zero than I would at

90 deg. in the shade. T take an ordinary household kettle of

boiling water and pour it slowly over the carburettor and inlet

p'pe, and by the time I have ustd all the water these members

are waimed up. To make sure that the cold oil has not insulated

the magneto shaft I squirt a drop or two of petrol on it just

where it comes out of the bearing. This cuts the oil, and makes

sure of a good contact for the earth return in the magneto."
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THE NIEUPORT HIGH TENSION

MAGNETO.

-♦-

ANEW high tension magneto, which may be adapted to

a motor of any number of cylinders, has lately been

introduced by La Socictii des Allumages Electriques des

Moteurs Nieuport, of Suresnes, France. The fields are composed

of four U steel magnets held together at their bases by screws

and bound over the tops by a brass strip. A peculiar feature is

the method of incorporating the pole pieces of the field. As

shown in Fig. 1, the pole pieces are directly embedded in a

white non-magnetic material, and the whole is then bored out

to form the chamber in which the armature revolves. In this

 

Pigs. 1 and 2.-Transverse and longitudinal Sectional Views ot

Nieuport Magneto.

way the armature is completely protected from the entrance or

accumulation of foreign matter. In the side sectional elevation,

Fig. 2, are shown the assembly locations of the parts. The

primary and secondary armature windings are indicated by heavy

and light lines respectively. The armature core is made of

laminated sheet iron and the armature as a whole is mounted on

D-W-F ball bearings. The two windings, the condenser and the

primary circuit breaker revolve with the armature. The circuit

breaker parts, shown at A and B, Fig. 3, are mounted on the

rear face of the condenser casing, and the break in the cir-

 

Fig. 3.—View of Interruptor on Nieuport Magneto.

cuit is caused by the contact, of the aim A with either one

or the other of the two rollers shown at C, Fig. 2. These

rollers are a part of the end casing, and it is at this point

that the adjustment of the time of the spark with reference

to the armature position is made. The condenser D, placed

across the primary break, is enclosed in a sealed casing for its

protection. One end of the secondary winding is earthed and

the other is led, as shown in Fig. 2, to the grooved insulating

ring which is part of the armature. In the bottom of the*

groove is located a segment, with which the end of the secondary

winding is connected. A spring brush at E conveys the high

tension current to a second brush, which contacts a metallic ring

set into the insulated rotative member F. The latter is mounted

on a plain bronze bearing and is driven by the pinion G on the

armature shaft. The disc F in turn carries a spring-pressed

brush, which mokes contact at the proner time with pole pieces

set into the stationary insulating member H, on the upper edge

of which are the terminals for connection to the sparking plugs.

A piece of glass, I, is arranged at the centre of H for the purpose

f f making observations of the position of the brush carried by

the rotor F. Simplicity and directness in action have been

aimed at in the design of the Nieuport magneto, and it is claimed

to give an exceptionally good spark at a low rotative speed of

the armature.

^

A NEW CLUTCH.

The accompanying illustration gives a sectional view of a

leather-faced cone clutch which has just been put on the market

by Messrs. Acer, Ltd., who are supplying it both for fitting to

new chassis, and for improving old cars in which the clutches

have hitherto been a source of tribulation to the drivers. It

will be noticed that the device is provided with multiple spring?,

these, indeed, being one of its chief features, and not only enable

rapid adjustment when required, but are claimed to give belter

results in practice than clutches in which only one central spring

is provided. No end thrust is possible, for the design nullifies,

it, as will be gathered from the drawing. Attention is also

directed to the large ball race (5J in. centres), which takes the

pull of the springs in de-clutching, and also to a second ball race

 

—instead of merely a plain ring—that is attached to the draw

links to avoid friction when the clutch is withdrawn. Oning to

the short radius at which the arms of the release lever work,

only a small pressure is required on the pedal in operating.

There is a universal joint installed that increases the facility of

dismantling the clutch, besides making accurate alignment or

whipping of the frame a matter of comparative indifference.

Altogether the " Acer " clutch appears to bo a well-thought-out

and practical type for, in spito of an increasing fashion for other

varieties, it is generally admitted that a well-proportioned leather

clutch is indeed hard to beat for simplicity, robustness, durability

and low cost of renewal.

■ ■paoaaw '

A large number of inquiries for pleasure cars are reported

to have lately been received from Cuba, Porto Rico, ^Mexico and

South America by a number of New York agents.

Messrs. Walker Bros. (Wigan) Ltd., of Pagefield Iron

Works, Wigan, are storing and repairing any cars which go their

way. Mr. A. J. Drake is in charge cf the well-equipped

workshop.

B
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MOTORING AS RECREATION.

 

1

' I ^HE difference between play and

work is often a question of tem

perament. Mr. G. L. Gomme,

the clerk to the London County

Council, regards " a change of work " as

reci eation ; others might see in the effort

, to get from one pastime to another a

species of work at once irksome and

troublesome. "We were led to this

reflection on glancing through some of

the 2,000 pages that constitute " Who's

Who." Although a standard work of

reference, this familiar red volume is not without its entertaining

side, and in the intervals of technicalities and business cares its

pages may be agreeably consulted with regard to the play-times

of prominent public men and women. That is the journalist's

recreation. To be included in the famous volume issued by Messrs.

A. and C. Black is something ; for those whose biographies have

thus attained authoritative publication must have become famous

in some particular work of life. Their recreations are as varied

as their pursuits. Mr. George Bernard Shaw, who, by the

way, became a motoriBt at the end of 1907, and has doubtless

included a determination not to be caught in a police trap

among his good resolutions for 1908, declares his recreation to

be " anything but work."

Others take leisure more seriously. Professor Herkomer

plumps for automobilism, and Sir J. H. A. Macdonald, whose

lettered distinctions occupy several lines, includes motoring in a

wide range of enjoyment ranging between volunteering and

arbitrating in international football disputes—the latter almost

as hazardous as the mountaineering which Sir Martin Conway

combines with motor cycling. Signor Marconi associates

hunting, cycling, and motoring as his most alluring recreations ;

and Major Langrishe, who will be remembered by motoring

pioneers as one of the venturesome participants in the famous

1,000 mile trial, delights in hunting foxes, yachting and

motoring. Mr. Charles Cordingley, who was also a member of

the 1900 pilgrimage, is described as taking his pleasures in

travelling and motoring—a combination of testes that 1ns

carried him to Algeria for the winter. Sir C. Cameron, Sir T.

Dewar, and Mr. E. H. Carlile, M.P., place motoring among

their recreations, the latter also confessing to fanning as equally

delightful. The Bev. R. J. Campbell has twin recreations in

horse riding and motoring. One of the curious omissions is

with regard to Lord Montagu of Beaulieu, who, if we look upon

the absence of motoring for recreation as any indication, takes

automobilism so seriously that it is scarcely a pastime. The

motor-cycle has some strong adherents, Mrs. Kennard, the

novelist, and Mr. Harold Gorst, the son of Sir John Gorst, among

them. The favourite summer amusement of the lady novelist is

to "go on tour and ride forty or fifty miles a day teeing the

country, natives, &c." We may also claim the Hon. Stephen

Coleridge as a friend of Motorism, for he takes pleasure in " all

manly sports that do not involve cruelty to animals."

Several teachers at colleges and polytechnics describe

motoring as among their favourite ways of spending leisure

hours, notably Professor Callendar, of the Boyal College of

Science, Mr. J. S. Lyon, of the Boyal College of Science for

Ireland, who combines a taste for vocal music with petrol

engine building, and Mr. Walter Hibbert, a lecturer at the Begent

Street Polytechnic, who has written on electrical ignition for

motor vehicles and regards experimental work as & great

recreation. The recreation of Mr. J. Hargreaves, M.F.H.,

whose enthusiasm for motor racing has been a feature of the

automobile year in the past is not given, and Dr. H. S. Hele-

Shaw might have added motoring to his published pastimes

of golf and mountaineering. Among the other items of social

information contained in the 1908 "Who's Who," we learn

that the New Zealand statesman, the Hon. J. E. Jenkinson,

places bowling and motoring as his dual open-air attractions,

and that Sir W. G. D. Goff, Bart., goes-a-yachting with as keen

enjoyment as he goes-a-motoring.

CONTINENTAL NOTES.

Motor Scouts in Prance.

Following the example of the Automobile Association in

this country, cyclist scouts are being p'it on the roads in France

by the Association Generale Aut >mobile at those points where

the police have recently been too assiduous in their attentions

to motorists.

♦ ♦ ♦

Belgian Motor-car Imports and Exports.

The imports of foreign motor-cars and parts into Belgium

during last year attained a value of £173,048, as contrasted

with only £157,664 in 1906. During the same period the

exports of motor-cars and parts from Belgium increased from

£376,092 to £440,044.

♦ ♦ ♦

Public Services in Italy.

A proposal is under consideration to establish a public motor

car service between VerolanuOva and Orzinuovi (Brescia). The

Italian Minister of Public Works has also received an application

for authority to start motor-car services in the provinces of

Verona, Brescia, Mantua, Rovigo, Vicenza, and Padua.

♦ ♦ ♦

State Public Services in Austria.

The second State public motor-car service in Austria has

just been opened between Linz and Eferding. The vehicles

employed are of 35-h.p., and make the journey of 26 kilometres

in 1 h. 40 min. In addition to the mails, both passengers and

luggage are carried. It is intended to extend the service at an

early date to Feuerbich.

♦ ♦ ♦

A State Automobile Testing Laboratory.

The Prussian Minister of Education's Budget for 1908 in

cludes a sum of £1,500 for the establishment of a State auto

mobile testing laboratory. In view of the progress of the move

ment it is intended to devote special attention to the subject of

motor-cars at the Technische Hochschule in Berlin, where the

amount above mentioned is to be spent in perfecting the equip

ment of the existing laboratory.

♦ ♦ ♦

The Exhibition Question in France.

At a meeting of the French Chambre Syndicate de l'Auto-

mobile in Paris last week it was decided that the annual Paris

Salon should be held in December next as usual. The exhibitors

are to ba asked to go in for less costly stands than hitherto, but

at the same time the organisers are not to relinquish any offer to

render the general setting of the exhibition one of elegance and

brilliance. An endeavour is also to be made to reduce the num

ber of free entries to the Salon, while the exhibitors at the show

shall, it is proposed, share in any profits that may be made.

♦ ♦ ♦

An Alcohol Motor Competition.

The French Automobile Club, with the co-operation of the

Ligue Nationale Contre l'Alcoolisme, is organising a trial of

motor-car engines solely using denatured alcohol as fuel. The

tests, which will commence on June 1st next at the A.C.F.

laboratory at Levallois, will comprise (1), a six hours' run on

full load ; (2), three hours' running under half load ; and (3),

an equal period running light. The awards will have regard to

(a) the weight and power of the engines in horse-power kilo

grammes, under the best working conditions, and (b), the con

sumption in litres per horse-power hour, at the maximum power

developed. One day will be allowed to the competitors to fix

their engines on the testing benches, and a second day for any

prelimiuary trials to see that everything is in order. Entries at

£4 per engine are to be sent to the A.C.F., 3, Place de la

Concorde, Paris, before the 15th May next.

♦ ♦ ♦

The A.C.F. arand Prix Race.

So far fifteen cars have been definitely entered for the

A.C.F. 1908 Grand Prix race, viz., three each Germaina

(Belgium), Benz (Germany), Fiat (Italy), Weigel and Austin

(Great Britain). The Sporting Commission of the A.C.F. has

decided that even if too large an entry list is secured no elimina
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tion contest shall be held, but that the number of cars per firm

shall be cut down to two instead of three. Quite a number of

new drivers will, it is expected, be seen at the wheels of cars in

the contest, while many of the old brigade will be found driving

under fresh colours. Thus Jenatzy is not included in tbe Mer

cedes team, which will consist of Messrs. Salzer, W. Poegge and

Lautenschlsger. Duray, Eougier and Minoia, the latter from

the Isotta-Fraschini works, will form the De Dietrich team ;

Siaz, Caillois and Dimitri that of the Eenault Company ; the

Clement-Bayard team will be made up of Rigal, Gabriel, who has

hitherto been with the De Dietrich Company, and Hautvast, the

old Pipe driver ; while for the Panhard cars the drivers are Heath,

Demogeot and Cissac. The first of the trio has driven for the

firm before, Demogeot has hitherto been known in connection

with Darracq vehicles, while Cissac will be remembered for his

series of record-breaking runs on a Peugeot motor-bicycle on

.'Blackpool promenade.

£72 for two, and £100 for three, and at double these rates until

June 1st next. Three Isotta-Fraschini and three Gregoires have

already been entered for the event. It is stated that the engines

of the first-named cars will have four c\dinders 62 mm. bore.

♦ ♦ ♦

Miscellaneous Items.

A company has just been formed in Dusseldorf with a

capital of £5,000 and the title Die Deutsche Elektromobil

Gesellschaft "Frani," to acquire and develop the electrical

vehicle patents of Sr. E. Cantono, of Rome. A. motor-car

exhibition is to be held at Prague, Bohemia, from the 22nd to

the 26tb March next.- The annual Dutch motor-car exhibition

opened in Amsterdam on tbe 17th inst., and will continue to the

26th inst. A new anti-freezing compound known as moto-

glycerol has lately been put on the market by La Societe des

Huiles de Nanterre, of Nanterre, France. It is reported that

a company has been formed at Janina, Turkey, for the establish-

 

The French Airship " Ville de Paris," which last week successfully made the journey from Sartrouville to Verdnn, a distance

of abont 135 miles.

<Le Grand Prix des Voiturettes.

The French Automobile Club has lost no time in issuing

the rules relating to the voiturette race which is to be run the

day preceding or following the A.C.F. Grand Prix in July next.

The contest will be over a distance of between 350 and 500

kilometres, and be open for cars with engines of a maximum

•cylinder dimension as follows :—Single-cylinders up to 100 mm.

bore, two-cylinders up to 78 mm., three-cylinders up to 68 mm.,

and four-cylinders up to 62 mm. The cars must weigh, in

running order, but not including water, spirit, tools, or spare

parts, a minimum of 600 kilog., aud muot carry not more than

"two persons side by side. Neither the use of detachable rims

nor wheels will be allowed. Firms may each enter three cars,

but the A.C.F. reserves the right, in case of an unusually large

number of entries, to reduce ttie number to two. Entries will

be received up to February 15th at the rate of £40 lor one Cir,

ment of a public motor-car service between that town and

Preveza. According to a return issued by the Automobile

Club de la Sarthe, fifty-nine accidents due to horses took place

in that Department of France during the final quarter of 1907,

causing the death of ten persons and injuries to fifty-seven

others. Motor-cars only caused four accidents during the same

period, and from these no deaths resulted, and but four people

were injured. A motor-car exhibition which will run to

February 2nd was opened in Turin on the 18th inst. A

number of Brasier 12-15-h.p. four-cylinder taximeter cabs are

about to be placed in service in Bordeaux. Mr. Henry

Farman was entertained at a banquet at the A.C.F. club house

in Paris on Thursday last week by the French Aero Club, when

Messrs. Archdeacon and Deutsch de la Menrthe each presented

the intrepid aeronautist with a cheque for £1,000—the prize he

won by the successful flight on his aeroplane.
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MOTOR TYRE SECURITY BOLTS.

'"T'^HE Palmer Tyre, Ltd., have drawn our attention to the

I important question of the number of security bolts

JL which should be employed in connection with motor

tyres, and the spacing of them. They inform us that complaints

are occasionally received of tubes bursting suddenly while the

car has been turning a corner at high speed, and, upon

investigating such cases, they have invariably found that the

trouble has been entirely due to an insufficient number of bolts

being used, or those employed being badly spaced. The valve,

contrary to the general opinion, does not fulfil any of the

functions of a security bolt. The subject appears to be so little

understood by users, or appreciated by car manufacturers, that

the Palmer Tyre, Ltd., have prepared the following table show

ing the correct number and spacing of security bolts for different

 

Fig. 2. Fig. 3.

  

Fig. 4. Fig. 5.

4 bolts as Fig. 1

12-spoke Wheels.

4 bolts as Fig. 3.

sizes of wheel and tyre. The particulars given apply to other

types in addition to Palmers :—

Size of Tyre in mm. 10-spoke Wheels.

700 by

700 by 75 1

750 by

800 by

700 by

7G0 by

810 by

870 by

910 by

810 by 100

870 by 100

815 by 105

875 by 105

915 by 105

8-20 by 120

850 by 1201

880 by 120/

920 by 120)

895 by 135 \

935 by 135)

The 100 mm. tyres, being designed to fit 90 mm. rims, are

deeper in proportion to the width of rim than other sizes, and,

1

2

2

2

1

2

2

1

5

r>

6

4

5

6

4

(i

s.

4.

4.

5.

3.

4.

4.

3.

5.

therefore, require a larger number of security bolts. It is

important that the bolt holes should be drilled exactly central

between the edges of the tips of the rims. It is not' unusual to

find wheels in which tho bolt holes are as much as 3 -8 in. out

of centre ; in such cases the bolt only holds the bead of the

cover on one side, and there is a risk of the head of the bolt

being broken off owing to the unequal strain set up.

EGYPT AND THE HOLY LAND.

NEARLY eight years ago, when planning a tour of the

world with his Napier motor-car, the question of a

drive in Egypt and the Holy Land was uppermost in

the mind of Mr. C. P. Glidden, but at that time very little infor

mation could be obtained as regards the condition of the roads

for motor-cars in the vicinity of the historic places. Information

is now less scanty. During the past five years several hundreds

of miles of new roads have been constructed in the Turkish

possessio is on the eastern shores of the Mediterranean, opening

up both Egypt and Syria". To explore these new fields with his

car, Mr. Glidden proposes to establish headquarters at Alexandria,

Egypt. From this city drives can be made to many places of

note. In a western direction, by the aid of the compas1, he will

venture well out on to the Libyan Desert, beyond the recently

discovered city of Abu Mina, over the billiard-table-l ke surface

of the desert, which extends for two hundred kilometres.

Branch drives can be made to the coast, and south, further into

t' e interior, to the oases and camps of the nomad tribes.

Returning to Alexandria, he can follow up the Nile Delta to-

Cairo. Cairo is 130 miles from Alexandria, and the drives in

Northern Egypt on the desert to the oases, and return journey,,

ought to total about 500 miles. Drives south and east of Cairo

to the Pyramids of Gizeh, thence across the desert to those of

Abusir and Sakkara, can also be accomplished. A good road

runs from Ca ro to Suez.

It would be a hazardous undertaking to drive from Cairo to>

Jerusalem across the desert, as the Syrian coast is cut up by

unbridged streams running down from the nountains, and the

trail is principally a pack caravan route, often infested with

hostile Kurds, and the sand of the desert in this section of Syra,

is soft and deep. It will, therefore, be necessary, in order to>

reach Syria, to ship the car from Egypt to Jaffa, from which

place a good road runs to Jerusalem, the Dead Sea, the River

Jordan, and other points of interest. To reach Upper Syria th»

motor'sts must return to Jaffa and sail to Haifa, motoring from

this point over the mountains of Samaria to Nazareth and the Sea

of Galilee at Tiberias. Returning, and sailing from Haifa, their

next point in Syria will be Beirut. From this place they are

assured of a good road to Dama3ciis ; across the Syrian desert to-

the ruined city of Palmyra, and possibly to Babylon and the?

Euphrates, making a total drive in Syria of 1,500 miles. Car

riage* now run across the desert, which is smooth and hard from

Bagdad to Aleppo, and on this route there have been established

post houses with sleeping and dining accommodation.

Messes. Pack and Sons, carriage builders, George Street,.

Brighton, have lately fitted a handsome limousiue^landaulet

body to a 35-45-h.p. Renault chassis to the order of Colonel

SLden, of Rusthall Beacon.

Col. Erskine and the officers of the 3rd V.B. Northumber

land Fusiliers have been testing a motor wagon designed by Sir

W. G. Armstrong, Whitworth and Co., Ltd., for the conveyance

of troop i and baggage. The wagon is constructed primarily as a

char-a-banc to carry twenty-five troops fully equipped with rifles.

and ammunition, together with the driver and two officers. Some-

10,000 rounds of reserve ammunition, a stretcher, and various

tools and appliances have also their apportioned places, and all

accessories are amply secured. When the wagon is not required

f r troop transport it can in tho space of a couple of minutes b&

tr nsformed into a flat lorry with sides, and will take in that form

three tons of material.
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THE motor-cal) is being in

troduced into Bradford.

THE Durham Motor and En

gineering Works have a garage

opposite South Ealing Station.

Messrs. Russell and Co.

have a well-appointed garage

at Dryad Street, Felsham Road, Putney, S.W., where accommo

dation is available for twenty large oars.

The authorities of the Royal Naval Barracks, Portsmouth,

have lately acquired a steam motor-wagon for conveying blue

jackets' luggage and stores from the barracks to the Dockyard.

Additional premises in Renfield Street, Glasgow, bavo

been acquired by the County Chemical Company, Ltd., of Bir

mingham. They have now a licence for the storage of ten tons

of carbide in Glasgow.

Mr. E. Richard, who is known to most motorists who vi6it

Brighton, is retiring from the management of the Hotel Metro-

pole in that resort. He has been responsible for the Metropole

for the past eighteen years.

A large showroom in Northumberland Street, Newca«tle-

on-Tyne, has been taken by the Percy Cycle Company. This

adjoins their motor garage, and will be the headquarters of their

business in the letting of motor-cars on hire.

Within a fortnight of being equipped with motor appliances

the new fire station in Trinity Road, Tooting, was the scene of

a fire, some petrol having become ignited. The new motor fire-

escape and first aid appliance were seriously damaged.

A Canadian correspondent reports that there is a promis

ing outlook for the sale of motor-cars in north-west Canada. A

number of ranch owners in the Calgary-Edmonton district are

now using, motor vehicles in connection with their work,

The Yachting Committee of the Automobile Club of France

have worked out the times for the mile and kilometre records

established at Evian by the " Lorraine-Dietrich " of M. Perigno",

and find them equal to a speed of 55 kilometres 816 metres an

hour.

The value of the motor-cars and parts exported from the

United States during the eleven months ending with November

last is returned at £1,091,108, as compared with only £833,406

in the corresponding period of 1906. England was responsible

for no less than £334,336 of the total, Canada being second on

the list with £229,112.

The Daimler Motor Company have just issued an interest

ing paper model of their 30-h.p. car. This affords a graphic

means of illustrating the construction of this vehicle, and pro

vides an instructive lesson in the anatomy of motor-cars. The

Daimler Company would be glad to send a copy of the same to

any of our readers who care to apply.

We learn that Mr. H. Luff-Smith, who has for many years

been connected with the Wolseley Tool and Motor Company, is

starting on his own account as a motor car agent at 6, High

Street, Shrewsbury, where, in addition to a depot, be will have

garage accommodation for a large number of cars. Mr, Luff-

Smith has also secured the sole district agency for the Siddeley

vehicles. .

At a recent meeting of the executive committee of the

American Automobile Association the following definitions were

adopted :—An international race is a race where the entrants are

respectively named, by and represent any two or more of the

recognized national affiliated automobile clubs of the world. A

national race is a race where the entrants are respectively

named by and represent any two or more of the automobile

clubs affiliated with the American Automobile Association.

Argylls Hampshire, Ltd., of Castle Road, Soutbsea,

have sent us a sample of a new motor-tyre \ alve recently devised

by a local inventor, Mr. W. Richards. The valve, which is

contained in the main body, is a steel ball with spring. Mr.

Richards claims that it will fit existing tyres, and that each

valve is separately tested up to 300 lb. pressure. Easy inflation

is also one of its merits, and it is very positive in action, while

another important feature is that there are no loose parts liable

to get lost when changing tubes.

HERE AND THERE.

 
A new garage is about to be

opened in Westgate Street, Car

diff, by Mr. C. Winser Bowen.

A new motor fire engine is

to be obtained for the Prcatcn

Circus fire station at Briehton.

The chassis is to be purchased

from the proceeds of the sale of disused appliances, and the

body is to be built by the firemen.

Under the title of the Kraftfahrer Vereinigung Deutscher

Aertzte, a society of German doctors who use motor-cars has

just been formed in Berlin.

The Wtldless Steel Tube Company, Ltd., of Icknield Park

Road, Birmingham, eend a list of their motor tube?, and also a

calendar in which art and industry are well combined.

The Great Western Railway intend starting a motor-car

service in May next between St. Clears Station and Pendine,

passing through Laugharne, which will be the headquarters of

the service.

One of the conditions which the Watch Committee of

Sheffield have insisted upon in granting a licence for the motor-

cab in that town is that there is to be no " undercutting " of

horsed cab fares.

The Couple-Gear Freight Wheel Company, of Grand Rapids,

U.S.A., has secured an order from the U.S.A. War Department

for the construction of a heavy motor-wagon for use in the

field service of the American army.

In connection with the article entitled " Some Notes on

Induction Pipes," published in the M.C.J, of the 14th ult., the

 

. accompanying illustration, taken from the " Motor Age," is in

teresting as showing the arrangement of inlet pipes adopted by

the designers of several American six-cylinder cars.

Mr. W. T. Lord has arrived at Calcutta from Bombay on

his Argyll car which ran over 2,000 miles, according to Smith's

milometer, about 300 of which were spent in giving various in

terested persons in various places short trials. The journey by

road from Bombay to Calcutta, via Agra, is approximately 1,700

miles. The actual time spent on the road was 77£ hours, in

cluding odd runs, the average speed being 25-69 miles per hour.

As a special accommodation to passengers from the U.S.A.

who wish to use tneir own automobiles in touring abroad, the

North German Lloyd Steamship Company have arranged to

carry motor-cars, going over and returning to Europe, at a com

paratively low cost. Under the new conditions passengers may

ship their automobiles on steamships sailing from New York on

Thursdays, and by taking the express steamships sailing on the

following Tuesdays find their cars waiting for them at Ply

mouth, Cherbourg, or Bremen.

A COPY of the Automobiltechnischer Kalender and Hand-

buch der Automobil Industrie for 1908 is just to hand from

Herr M. Krayn's Verlag, Berlin, W. This is the fifth year of

publication, and this work, while specially intended for

use in Germany, will be found to contain much useful informa

tion for motor engineers in this country. The various com

ponents of motor-cars are described and illustrated, as aleo are

accessories, the up-to-date character of the book being indicated

by the inclusion of the new Bosch low-tension sparking plug and

the 1908 models of several German motor-car firms.
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The question of widening the well-known Lion Bridge,

Alnwick, is being discussed locally.

The Canterbury (New Zealand) Automobile Association has

neld a South Island Reliability Trial.

A new motor-bus service has been commenced from

"VVillesden to Victoria Station, W., via Kilburn High Eoad.

Mr. A. Dignasse has arrived in Bombay with the 35-h.p.

Sunbeam, for which Messrs. Hill, Sawyer and Co., of that city,

are agents.

The London Eoad Car Company is about to dispose of

stabling and other premises which, between them, accommodate

About 800 horses.

Between forty and fifty motor cars have taken part in a

P.SA. motor meet organised by Mr. Harry Tate from the

Midland Hotel, Manchester.

The Shamrock Cycle Company, of Brunswick Street,

Dublin, have installed - plant for gear-cutting and also for case-

hardening—a fast of importance to motor repairers in the

Emerald Isle.

From Messrs. H. Coltman and Sons, of the Midland Iron

works, comes a neat catalogue giving illustrations and particulars

of the new 20-h.p. car they have lately placed on the market.

We hope to refer to this in a later issue.

The C. F. Weeber Manufacturing Company, of Albany,

U.S.A., have recently introduced the tool illustrated herewith to

facilitate the removal of exhaust valves from petrol motors. As

will be seen, the tool consists of a flat steel bar A, which is so

shaped that one end of it rests on top of the exhaust valve, while

the other is provided with a series of holes in which cotter pins

■can be placed, which act as pivots for the lever B. A sliding

 

■collar C acts as a pawl in conjunction with the ratchet arrange

ment D, which is integral with the lever B. The inner end of

the lever is forked so that it can be placed under the valve

spring retaining washer. A slight pressure on the outer end of

the lever forces the spring upward, at the same time pulling

down on the bar A and holding the valve against lifting. The

■collar and ratchet retain the advantage gained and keep the

spring compressed, so that the valve key at E can be easily

removed.

The catalogue for 1908 of the Koyal Starling and Imperial

^Starling cars of the Star Cycle Company, Ltd., of Wolver

hampton, comes to hand in a form easily accessible for reference,

the specification and illustration of both vehicles giving pro

spective motorists a good idea of the leading features of these

moderately-priced cars.

The Motor House send a copy of their Car Eeview and

Register, in which we notice that nearly 300 vehicles are offered

for sale. Not only are the specifications given, but illustrations

add to the effectiveness of this list, which indicates considerable

activity as well a* enterprise on the part of the great establish

ment in Euston Road, N.W.

A certificate has been issued by the R.A.C. with refer

ence to the 484 mile run of a 12-14-h.p. four-cylinder Krieger

petrol-electric cab entered for official observation by Mr. F.

Combemalc. The average daily mileage was 69 ; the petrol

consumption was 33£ gallons, showing an average of -0114 gals,

per ton mile, the average ton miles per gallon as 24"12, and the

Average car miles per gallon as 10'44.

Messrs. Pryce Crow, Ltd., are carrying out motor repairs

at their works, 55, Oxford Street, Swansea.

A movement is being projected in Cornwall to present the

Bishop of Truro, Dr. C. W. Stubba, with a motor-car.

Colonel W. J. Bosworth suggests that the pageant

which is to be organised in L jiidon this year should be held at

the Crystal Palace.

The West Ham Corporation is about to instal a motor

ambulance in its fever hospital at Plaistow. Estimates are to

be obtained for a 10-1 2-h. p. chassis.

Lord and Lady Talbot of Malahide have placed an

order with the Wolseley Company for a standard four-cylinder

18-h.p. Siddeley car, to be equipped with a limousine landaulet

body.

The chief item in the programme at a Brixton music ball,

on Monday, was the appearance of the Countess Randow, a

Russian lady, who allowed a 36-h.p. Argyll car (which, with the

occupants seated in it, weighed nearly two tons) to run over her

ungloved hand, then her foot, and eventually across her body.

A fire occurred recently at the Cleveland Car Company's

fine new garage at Darlington. Fortunately the building had

been installed with the Pearson Automatic Fire Alarm, which im

mediately notified the outbreak to the Darlington Fire Brigade,

who were on the spot within three minutes of receiving the alarm.

The fire was quickly extinguished.

Anxious to make himself affable, a young man at a

gathering in the suburbs started a conversation with an old

gentleman of choleric appearance, who happens, according to

the " Daily News," to be a magistrate in a certain district in

Surrey. The old gentleman complained of the 'bus delays

owing to the strike, and the young man remarked " You

should try an automobile." " I prefer to try those who do,"

replied the magistrate testily.

Instead of attempting to depict by printer's ink the colours

which purchasers may nominate for their cars, the Locomobile

Company of America is issuing a supplement to its catalogue in

the form of a colour sample card. This bears twelve strips

finished with the actual colours as used on the cars, including

four shades of red, four greens, two blues, a grey, and a striped

yellow. In addition to giving the true colours, the card has a

further value, according to the Locomobile Company, in that it

" tends to limit the customer's ambitions to combinations which

have been iound to be in good taste and to colours that have

been proved sensible, thoroughly practical, and durable."

A dispute has occurred between the Hambledon District

Council and the National Trust for Places of Historic Interest,

with regard to the use of Hindhead Common. Hindhead is

897 feet above the level of the sea, and the Hambledon District

Council has been in the habit for many years of using stone from

Hindhead Common for the maintenance of its main roads. Now

the Trust, in the exercise of its new powers, is seeking to re

strain the Council from the indiscriminate digging of stone on

the common. Its main objection to the Council's action is that

the appearance of the locality is spoiled by the holes that are

dug and the heaps of debris that are left lying about. The

Council, on the other hand, assert) its right to continue to use

the Hindhead Common stone for its roads, as it did long before

the common was acquired for the Trust.

The Automobile Club of America has recently installed at

its premises in New York a dynamometer for the purpose of

testing the power delivered at the driving wheels of cars, so

that an accurate estimate of the efficiency, hill-climbing power,

and speed can be obtained. This instrument, the dynamometric

portion of which is of the absorption type, is the invention of

Dr. Schuyler S. Wheeler, and gives direct readings for drawbar

pull, maximum gradient taken, speed in miles or kilometres, and

horse-power. No calculations are necessary to determine results,

the required figures being read off instantly from a very large

chart fixed on the wall of the tasting room, wherein are shown

curves that have been arrived at after a long series of mathe

matical calculations and prnctical tests. The dynamometer is

installed at the ceiling of the seventh floor, while the chart room

and rollers are on the eighth.
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Correspondence.

[Letters to the Editor should be addressed to the offices, S7SS, Charing Cross Hood, London, W.C.\

♦

THE SETTING OF VALVES.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—I note several of your correspondents have written and seem to

he very interested on the subject of timing petrol engines. During a great

many years I have made a special study of the timing of inlet and ex

haust valves, also the ignition, and in trying to find out the different

methods used by makers for what we may call the " lead " given to the

above. My experience tells me that the majority of engines are not set

relatively exact one to the other, that is to say, No. 1 cylinder may have a

certain lead, No. 2 has got the same as No. 1, and possibly No. 3 has not

.got the same aa No. 2, and No. 4 is probably a little different to the other*.

I have made a speciality in my works of the resetting and timing of

the exhaust inlet, also for the magneto and accumulator ignition, and I

have found in the majority of cases that one can very soon increase the

power of an engine if it is set mechanically right. After an engine has

had a certain amount of wear it invariably (and almost without excep

tion) gets wrong, and unless it is adjusted by someone who understands it,

the engine does not pull as it should. The continual tapping of the tap

pet lifters in many cases prevents the valve from opening snough, especi

ally in the case where the inlet valve is mechanically operated, and conse

quently the cylinder does not get enough mixture. One can very often

test this by the simple method of putting the thin blade of a knife be

tween the lifters and their valves, and invariably the engine will pick up

speed, showing the difference it makes. Also the cams on the half time

shaft get worn and the valves open and shut too early or too late, accord

ing to the'way and the amount they are worn. This also destroys to an

enormous extent the power of the engine, and the only way to put this

right is to have the engine and timing properly seen to every few mcntbs

by someone who understands it, and then, and only then, will the engine

-{rive off its full power.

I notice some of your correspondents recommend the Larrad timer.

In nsing this I should advise them, if possible, not to use it in connection
■with the clutch, because there is usually a certain amonnt of play between

'the male part of the clutch and the engine, hence it does not register

exactly right.—Yours truly,

W. G. Windham, Capt.

To the Editor op The Motor-Car Journal.

SlK,—With further reference to this interesting question, the letter

from " Amateur" is of interest, though it does not get over the difficulty.

I believe that the device he mentions is a good one, though I fail to see

how the manufacturer or inventor of it can claim that it is absolutely

accurate ; it is simply the old story of " I'm right, and you're wrong."

I am convinced from practical experience that not only Bhould high

and low speed engines havefdifferent settings, but, given two engines of

-the same make and exactly alike in every particular, one will sometimes

be found to run better and give off its power with different timing of the

valves to the other. Now, if a fixed standard was adopted for this engine,

as " Amateur " would seem to suggest, by the use of such an instrument

is he mentions, there is no doubt in my mind that both engines would not

he timed to the best advantage. There surely should he no difficulty

about the cams in a modern machine shop ; in several I have visited,

both in England and on the Continent, the cams (solid with the

shaft) are tested through a gauge for shape to 1-2,000th of an ineh, and

against a kind of lifter, similar to the ordinary roller and tappet, for

lift, this lifter actuating a pointer reading to 1-2,000th of an inch. —

Yours truly,

Interested Enquirer.

DKY BATTERIES FOR IGNITION PURPOSES.

To the Editoe of The Motor-Car Journal.

SiE,—Noticing Mr. L. Bentley's inquiry with respect to efficiency of

-dry batteries, my advice as a motorist of long standing is, most emphati

cally, have nothing to do with them, they cannot be relied upon,and give

no warning of a run down ; a dry battery may run you fairly well tc-day,

hut to-morrow you mar be " heid up."

It is not the tir-t trouble of an accumulator that renders them uncer

tain and tronblesome so much as the continuous risks incurred consequent

upon sending them to be charged. I have overcome all my difficulties by

-charging my own. and for some time I have used a parallel set of Boron

primary batteries ; they have given me every satisfaction, and I would

not be wif'ou'. them. If Mr. Bentley procures for himself a set of these

cells, he will be able to keep his accumulators in perfect condition, which

will serve him far better than any dry battery.—Yours truly,

C. Collin.

ELECTRIC VULCANIZERS AND ACCUMULATORS.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—On p'gp 1,030 of the Journal for January 18th you publish

a word of warning re electric vulcanizers from tho United Motor In

dustries which we cannot agree with, as the Hay electric vnlcanizer

manufactured by us gives perfectly satisfactory results with any first

class accumulator of 30 amp. capacity, and we have not felt the need

of a special cell to do the work.

During the last Olympia Exhibition the demonstration of the vul-

canizer was carried on with 30 amp. eells, and these at the end of the

show were in perfect condition, and are now in u»e at our London

depot still doing good work.

Any motorist having small accumulators should put them in

parallel, and thus increase his amp. hoar capacity without raising the

voltage.—Yours truly,

The County Chemical Company, Ltd.

Motor Dept.

WHAT TOWNS NEED GARAGES 1

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—If any of your readers will give advice on the following point

I shall esteem it a very great favour. I am an engineer, having served

ray apprenticeship in loco works, and, in addition, had a successful col

lege course. I have spent some months recently working in a motor

repair shop and besides have been making a study of motor-cars for the

last few years.

It is my intention to start a garage and repair shop somewhere in

the country. I shall have one or two cars for hiring and complete

plant necessary for all repairs and complete overhauls.

 

Mr. Henry Fannin, who last week travelled a distance of a kilo

metre on his aeroplane.

From a Caricature by Mich] [in the *' Auto."

My object in writing this is to ask if any of your readers can

advise me as to the best part of the eountry to go to. It must be a

place without a great deal of competition to begin with, as, my capital

being limited, I cannot afford to wait long for business.

I have been strongly advised to try Devonshire, because of the

large population of wealthy people resident in the surrounding dis

trict. I am rather afraid that such a county will be very well catered

for already.

If Devonshire is not advised, will someone tell me a good place in

which to start a high-class repair shop, conducted on strictly

engineering lines. I may mention that I do not fear competition

from ironmongers, plumbers, tinsmiths, &c.—Yours truly,

L. s. m.

SOME DESIRABLE FEATURES ON CARS.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—In spite of the fact that we are now in 1908, and many of

the 1908 models have made their appearance, there are, I venture to

think, many of them which are wanting in some very desirable fea

tures. Consider first of all the petrol tap. Even now we find it

hidden away in some very awkward place j this may not strike some

people as being a very bad feature, but it is, as it is really most

important to have this tap accessible, as, in the event of the car

burettor for any reason catching fire (which does occasionally happen),

the petrol tap should be immediately turned off, otherwise a l^rge

conflagration may result. Then there is the petrol'gauge. How many
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1908 cars are supplied with this very useful refinement? The manu

facturers think nothing of putting quite a nice gauge glass for the

lubricating oil tunk, but the petiol tank is very rarely so supplied,

and consequently any attempts at checking fuel consumption are

attended with a good deal of trouble and calculation, which a

graduated gauge would render entirely unnecessary.

Another point. Is the circulation pump altogether desirable? They

certainly are not so troublesome as they weie a few years ago, but

then they are a source of trouble, and surely it is better to omit them,

if possible, and the experiences of Renault and Minerva and others

in this direction appear to conclusively prove* that a pump is un

necessary.

Now for a lubrication refinement. It probably sounds strange, but

it is nevertheless true, that of the 1908 models shown at Olympia

there were far more cars with the sight- feeds unmarked than those

with them marked! In one case there was a 1908 model with them

unmarked, while the 1907 were marked ! With six or seven sight-

feeds to attend to, and Eometimes several more, it is most necessary

to know where they feed to, as otherwise one gets careless and runs

thera all about the same, with the probable result of flooding the

back axle with oil, which eventually gets on the tyres and ruins

them.

There are other little affairs which might lie mentioned, such as

accurate marking of the flywheel for valve and ignition setting—

rarely found on any car ; proper tools in the kit for fitting the various

parts ; a tool for lifting valve springs so as to easily withdraw the
.■otter, and many other little refinements which would take too long

to enumerate, but the above-mentioned are certainly worthy of the

manufacturers' consideration for the 1909 models.—Yours truly,

S. II. B.

 

A Publie Motor Service in BcnaaaJa —7 he fkbtiblcr Sir gle-Dcck 'Bui

which recently started running between Bucharest and B&lutt sti.

A STANDARD NOMENCLATURE FOR STEERING

GEAR PARTS.

To the Ennmi OF The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—I venture to suggest that the Institution of Automobile

Engineers would be doing a good and useful work were it to devote some

attention to the giving of definite names to the various levers, bars, &c,

which go to form the steering mechanism of a modern motor-car. At

present considerable contusion exh-ta owing to this want of a standard

nomenclature. If the Institution were to agree on such a scheme and

issue a sheet givirg an illnstraiion of the various parts and the names

decided upon, they would be quickly adopted by both manufacturers and

users and prove extremely useful.—Yours truly,

R. J. Bradley.

A CARBURETTOR QUERY.

To the Editor or The Moior-Car Journal.

Sir,—I have a 10-12-h-p. Alldayscar purchased in July, 1907, which

is causing me a great amount of trouble, and I shall be glad if you will

advise me as to the remedy. My difficulty is that I cannot get a proper

(or an even) mixture for etch cylinder, as there are two petrol jets and

no proper air control. The two automatic air valves require re-adjust

ment for every change of temperature, and, although the car runs magnifi

cently when everything is just right, I cannot depend on it from one

hour to another.

I have proved the coil to be all right by putting it on a heavy delivery

van for a week's work with full loadx np hills. Would it be advisable to

fix up an ordinary carburettor with one spray and proper air control ?

I may also add that when I run the engine free it goes quite

well and each cylinder fires regularly without any missing, but when

I get on the road and put it to work on a moderate rise, and with

the throttle well open, one of the cylinders commences to missfire.

Please advise me as to the best method of dealing with this trouble.—

Yours truly,

"0 2916."

[The fact of this carburettor haviDg two jets and two automatic

extra air valves should not prevent a perfectly satisfactory result being

obtained. Besides the two automatic spring controlled valves,

which are situated on the inlet pipes, between the mixing cham

bers and the cylinders, there is, we believe, a pipe which pro

vides the main air supply around and under the jets, and this

pipe is common to both. We suggest that if there is not a means

of controlling this main air supply already installed, it will be as well

to have one fitted, so that it can be worked by the driver by means of

a small lever, say on the dash, or else on the steering column. This is

not an expensive arrangement, and will probably get " O 2916" out of

his trouble with the carburation. It occurs to us that it will be just as

well to also examine the commutator, as,. although the coil has been

proved all right, it is just possible that the contacts are worn on the com

mutator, and that the roller jumps them when the motor is running full

speed with the throttle open.]

A LUBRICATION DIFFICULTY.

To the Editor op The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—Can you make a suggestion what is the cause and how to>

remedy it, viz. :—One of the feeds on my Rover car suddenly stops drip

ping, and after I have shut olf the oil from the drips for a second or

two it commences to drip again, and then after a short time refuses to

drip. I shall be much obliged if any of your readers can help me.—

Yours truly,

Drip4

[We think the erratic behaviour of our correspondent's lubricator is

to be attributed to nothing more mysterious than the presence of some
foreign substance, that •* ill probably be found in the upper portion of

the lubricator. We recommend him to disconnect the supply pipes

and take out the needle valves, and to thoroughly rinse out the lubrica

tor with paraffin. Owing to the small passage through which the oi)

has to feed, when it is set to pass the needle valves at the rate of only a

few drops per minute, it takes but a very small obstruction to interfere

with its flow, and if the substance is of about the same weight as the

oil it will jog up and down, sometimes allowing oil to pass and at others

arresting its passage.]

ACCUMULATOR QUERIES.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—I shall be glad of any assistance you can give me in the

following matter. My accumulator runs down more quickly than it

did. I have used it for eighteen months without change of acid. How

often is it advisable to change it, and what is the best specific gravity ?

What injury, if any, is done by neglecting to change the acid? The

accumulator is placed just above and behind the cylinder tinder the

bonnet. Does the heat tend to make the water evaporate and the

acid to become stronger? I have, as occasion required, filled up the loss

with one of strong acid to six of water. Is this about right ? Does the

rate at which the trembler buzzes have any effect upon the force or

completeness of the explosion in the cylinder?—Yours truly,

A. J. Ellis.

[It is advisable to change the acid in an accumulator at least every

twelve months, or more often if it has been recharged frequently. The

proper specific gravity for new acid added to cells is 1'190 degrees, and

after charging this rises to 1 '200 or more. By neglecting to change the

acid no injury is done to the accumulator, but it will not give such good

results in use, the voltage will be low and it is more likely to sulphate.

An accumulator should for preference be placed in as cool a position as

convenient, but being close to heated parts would not cause any appre

ciable evaporation, though this will always require attention, as acid is

lost by spilling, by gassing when on charge, and by evaporation to a certain

degree. When the liquid is lost by spilling it should be replaced by fresh

acid of the right specific gravity, but if it is lost by gassing or evaporation

it may only require the addition of a little distilled water to avoid the

acid in the cells getting too strong. This can only be settled by testing

the strength of acid with a hydrometer. The rate of vibration of the

trembler increases or decreases the strength of the spark, and a good hot

spark at the proper moment is always a factor which makes tor efficiency,

but it may not have an absolute effect if a good spark is already

obtained at a slower rate.]

The A.C.F. Grand Prix Race—We have received from Mr. S. F.

Edge copies of a correspondence he has had with the Secretary of the

R. A..O. with regari to the rules just i-sued by the A.C.F. regar ing the

1908 Grand Prix race. Mr. Edge take* exception to Rule 17, which

authorises the use of interchange able rims but forbids theemplojmentof

detachable wheels and adds that "if such a legitimate conusance as

oar detachable wheel be barred from their race it is impossible to enter

any Napier cars for the Grand Prix."
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OIL v. WATER FOR PETROL ENGINE

COOLING.

We have been'furnished with particular* of some tests on motor-car

radiators with water and oil as the cylinder cooling medium recently

made by Mr. H. B. MacFailand, M.M.E., professor of applied mechanics

and thermo-dynamics at the Armour Institute, Chicago, at the works of

Messrs. Knight and Kilbourne, Chicago, in the interest of the Owfn

Thomas Motor Company. The tests were made, first, to determine the

effectiveness of different surfaces and velocities of air and liquid with

both water and oil, under similar conditions ; and, second, to compare

the efficiency of the Owen Thomas oil cooling system with water cooling

in the same engine. Oil cooling has been used as the cooling medium on

an American built petrol motor traction engine for a number of years,

but the Owen Thomas is claimed be to the first motor-car specially

designed to use an oil cooling system. We are informed that complete

specific heat and other physical tests of the oil were made for the com

pany by Prof. C. M. Wilcox and Mr. Virgil Oldberg, aho of the Armour

Institute, to obtain the preliminary data upon which the oil cooling

system was based.

In conducting the tests care was taken to conform closely to auto

mobile conditions. Each trial lasted for several hours, and the whole

series extended over three weeks. In all thirty-live separate tests

were made. In order to get the same effect of air impact on the radiator

as when a car is running at various speeds, a current of air was forced

against the radiator by means of a blower, direct connected to an electric

motor, with a rheostat arranged to give air velocities of from five to

forty miles per hour. The water was pumped through the cylinder jackt ts

in the usual way, and the weight of water pumped per minute ascer

tained, as well as the temperature of the water on entering aDd leaving

the radiator. The velocities and temperatures of the air at the front

and the back of the radiator were measured, and the actual horse power

developed by the motor was determined by means of a Prony brake.

Pipe connections were made from the top of the radiator to a petrol

engine which was used to heat the water or oil, and from the bottom

of the radiator connection was made to either of two weighing tanks.

Using water in the jackets, four types of radiators were tested

under the same series of velocity and temperature conditions. The

radiators varied greatly in total radiating surface and in their propor

tion of wetted radiating surface to extended radiating surface. Radi

ators Nos. 1 and 2 were alike, except that in No. 1 the extended sur

faces were sweated on by dipping the radiator into a hot solder hath,
■while in No. 2 the surfaces merely had close mechanical contact. No.

1 proved to be 10 per cent, more efficient, owing to this difference in

construction. The following table shows the performance of the fcur

radiators :—

Heat Temperature

Radiator Dissipated Drop

No. (Heat Units). (Degrees).

1 593 25-4

2 536 21-7

3 727 ._ ... .:.

4 950

Comparisons of the results obtained with radiators composed entirely

of wetted surface with those obtained from radiators having a large

proportion of extended surface indicated that the heat dissipated by the

extended surface is but a small percentage of that dissipated by the

wetted surface, and that in most radiators the extended surface could be

materially decreased with little or no decrease in the cooling effect.

Increasing the initial temperature of the cooling water entering the

radiator not only greatly increased the initial efficiency of the engine but

also the dissipating effect of the radiator. It was found that increasing

the air velocity in front of the radiators from ten to fifteen and then

to thirty miles per hour produced very little increase in cooling effect,

and in the velocity of the air at the back of the radiators. The

temperature of the air at the last-named point wan generally low and

indicated that the depth from front to back could be increased with

advantage.

In the test the radiators were plugged to prevent loss by evapo

ration, and the temperature of the water was carefully kept below the

boiling point. Whenever much power was taken from the engine the

temperature rose quickly, and it was possible only to run for short

periods under these conditions. This point did not appear when oil was

used, as the boiling point of oil is about twice that of water.

When oil was passed through the radiator instead of water the

results were entirely different. In fact, the radiator giving the poorest

results with water gave the best results with oil. A careful study of

the circulation in different types of radiators and of the thermal

properties and capacities of oil and water soon made it evident that

the conditions of circulation for the two were far different.

The complete results of the test with oil-cooling will be made public

at a future date, together with the tests of the motor designed especially

for oil-cooling. The conditions imposed by the piping connections and

jacket details of the motor designed for water cooling did not permit

the test with oil to be carried to the limit, but, as a matter of fact, the

motor in question did better with oil than with water after the best con

ditions of oil circulation were determined. A good comparison of the

result obtained with the two fluids resp actively is famished by the last

test of one radiator. These results were as follows :—

Heat Temperature

Dissip ited Drop.

Fluid. (Heat Unit?). (Decrees).

Oil 700 12

Water ..: ... . 490 25

Another radiator gave tha same coaling effect with a temperature

drop of 40 deg. tor water and 18 des. for oil. All the radiators used

were standard makes, designed for use with water. Mr. McFarland

concludes that the teals indicate that the best radiators using oil on this

system are 50 per cent. more effeeti> ethan when using water underordinary

conditions. T'ie engine also can be made mure efficient, because oil can

be used at a much higher temperature than water without boiling. An

indirect advantage of the oil cooling system is claimed to bo a decrease

in the mechanical losses of the engine with an increase in temperature.

The following table of friction losses in a 40-h.p. engine at different

water j icket temperatures iB given to substantiate this claim :—

Temoerature of water from jacket... 69° F. 150° F. 185° F. 203° F.

Loss on horse power 7"1 5-5 5 0 4-5

Mechanical efficiency 85 % 88 % 89 % 90 %

ROAD REPORTS.

Ayrshire.—The Ayrshire County Council have decided to make

application to the Secretary of State for Scotland to restrict the speed

 

Touring in Holland.—The Exchange, Amsterdam.

of motor-cars passing through the villages of High Fenwick and Minisham

to ten miles an hour.

Boston.—Neaily all the roads in this district of Lincolnshire are

under repair, and at the present time are in bad condition owing to the

frost. It will probably be another six wetks before they are anything

like in proper condition for motoring. No woik will teca<riedout on

the roads through the town. Caution signs have been erected through

out the district and should be observed, and Mr. G. E. Clarke, the

Borough Surveyor, draws our attention to the railway crossing on the

main road from Grantham and Sleaford, about one mile before entering

the town. The rails there are super-elevated and adjoin a hog-backed

bridge, which is very bad on the springs.

Hampshire.—The " Hampshire Chronicle " is one of the few papers

that give regular reports as to the roads which are under repair in the

district, and from its last issue we learn of extensive work that is being

carried out on the roads around Basingstoke, near Brockenhnrst Rail

way Station, and on the Winchester road to Whitchurch Post Office.

Hawick.—Mr. W. Graham, road surveyor, has submitted an

elaborate report to the Hawick Council on the conference of Scottish

road surveyors, held in Glasgow, when the question of motor-car traffic

on the roads was discussed. He remarked that the ratepayers in that

district hud as serious a task before them as any other district in Scot

land. While the life of road metal used to be from eight to nine years,

it was now from three to four years at some places.

Horsham.—The sharp corner where King's and Wimblehurst roads

at Horsham meet is to be removed with a view to minimising the risks

to traffic.

^

Thi: Lancashire Steam Motor Compa' y, of Leyland, near Preston,

has change^ its title to Leyland Motors, Ltd. For several ytars past

the conrpany has been building petrol as well as steam vehicles, to that

its old title was somewhat of a misnomer.
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CLUBS AND ASSOCIATIONS.

NOTTINGHAM.

The eighth annual dinner of the Nottinghamshire Automobile

Club, which was held at the Victoria Station Hotel, Nottingham, nn

Friday last week, proved a very enjoyable and interesting function. Mr.

•Chas. Hardy, the president of the club, was in the chair, and about

200 ladies and gentlemen attended, including the Mayor of Notting

ham (Councillor J. T. Spalding), the Sheriff (Councillor W. H.Carey),

Mr. A. Richardson, M. P., the Chief Constable (Mr. P. S. Clay), Colonel

H. C. L. Holden. R.A., F.R.S., Col. Bosworth, Captain R. K. Bagnall-

Wild, R.E., Dr. Hogarth, and Messrs. A. Barlow, E. P. Hooley,

A. R. Atkey (vice-chairman), Julian Orde, Stenson Cooke, E. M. C.

Instone, P. Richardson, H. Bircumsbaw, M. Ross Browne, and Booth

Granger (hon. secretary).

Following the loyal toasts, Mr. A. Barlow proposed " The City and

County Authorities, stating that motorists owed a great deal in the

favoured and enlightened' city of Nottingham to the authorities, and

they felt very sorry indeed for those unfortunate people who happened

to drive motor-cars in such benighted counties as Sussex and Surrey.

They could assure Col. Bosworth that they had no need for his

assistance in Nottinghamshire, for the authorities had always done their

best for motorists. The Nottinghamshire Club bad always endeavoured

to see that the members should use the roads in a considerate

manner, and if any member of the club was proved upon

clear evidence to have used the roads badly, he would meet

with very short shrift at the hands of the committee.

The Mayor (Councillor J. T. Spalding) in responding stated that in

Nottingham there was no bye-law to interfere with the speed of

motorists. They relied on the common geute of those who drove cars.

They must recognise that mot irs had come to stay, and they could not

stand against the advance of science. Mr. R. B. Bagnall-Wild, J. P.,

and Mr. P. S. Clay (the Chief Constable) also acknowledged the com

pliment. Mr. Bagnall-Wild remarked that magistrates had only one

thing in view—the safety of the public ; » hile Mr. Clay's speech was in

his usual humorous after-dinner vein and showed a friendliness to auto-

mobilism which was greatly appreciated. He stated that during the

past year the police had had no trouble from motorists in Nottingham.

The toast of " The Royal Automobile Club " was submitted by Mr.

A. R. Atkey, who congratulated the parent organisation upon gaining its

title of " Royal " since they last met. Colonel Holden, who first replied,

said that the Royal Automobile Club was not merely a social institution.

Its duties on the one hand were to the public, the larger body, and on the

other hand to the manufacturers and the users of automobiles. The

motor industry, both for the purposes of pleasure and commerce, would

not have advanced as it bad done but for the work of the various auto

mobile clubs of the country. Mr. J. W. Orde, the secretary of the

R.AC, also responded. They had entered, he said, on a new phase of

Automobile politics, and the Notts Club had been the first to back them

up. When this body was formed in 1900 by Mr. Atkey and a few other

stalwarts, it almost immediately affiliated itself with the Royal

Automobile Club. Referring to the differences between the Motor

Union and the Royal Automobile Club, Mr. Orde said the latter had

now 3,300 members. The Notts, Irish, Kent, Midland, Norfolk, North

ampton, Wolverhampton, and Ladies' Clubs had notified tbem of their

intention to associate themselves with the R.A.C., and these represented

> 1,757 members. The Auto-cycle Union, which included the Auto-cycle

Club and thirty-two other clubs, had also sent in their notice that they

. would ■beoome.affiliated, and these represented a further membership of

2,000. The Scottish Automobile Club were to hold their meeting on the

24 ch inst., and he was informed that it was their intention to

associate themselves with the club, and this would bring them another

I,000 members. The total membership of the Royal Automobile Club

ami its associates would then be 8,636. So far as he knew, the clubs

which had sent in their adherence to the Motor Union were Ipswich,

Lincolnshire, North Hertfordshire, Sussex, and the Welsh, with a total

of 607 members. Four clubs—Bedfordshire, Harrogate, Shropshire, and

Yorkshire, with a total of 579—had notified their intention of remaining

under their existing agreements. There were, however, 120 clubs in the

country, so that they had only heard from a very small percentage ; but,

with the lead that the Notts Club and the others had given, there was

no donbi that the majority of the clubs of the country would decide to

associate themselves with the Royal Automobile Club.

Mr. Booth Granger, the hoo. secretary of the Notts AC, in

proposing " The Motor Union and the Automobile Association," said

that, although they had separated themselves from the Motor Union,

they still hoped to be friends. The Motor Union, he understood, had

decided to form a Notts Committee and the Notts Club certainly wished

them every success in their endeavours. The Automobile Association

had done splendid service to motorists throughout the country, but they

hoped their methods would never be required near Nottingham. Colonel

Bosworth, who responded, said that it was a byword that the sweet

reasonableness and sportsmanship of the authorities in Nottinghamshire

made the life of the motorists a happy one. Colonel Bosworth described the

action of the motorist who knocked down and killed a man at Keniey,

and drove on without stopping, as detestable, and deplored by every

motorist, and stated witbin a few hours of the accident the association s

agents and scouts were watching over 12,000 miles of roads foi a car

that was alleged to have been damaged. This only showed that the

association did something occasionally which helped the police, and

did not hinder them. Mr. Stenson Cooke also responded.

The toast " The Notts Automobile Club " was honoured on the

proposition of Captain R. K. Bagnall-Wild. Mr. Charles Hardy, in

reply, said he hoped the members of the club would in the future, as

they had done in the past, drive with consideration. They must not

drive as if with the idea that they had " bought the earth ; they must

consider other people on the road, and by doing that they would help the

growth of the automobile cause. Mr. E. M. C. Instone proposed the toast

of " The Visitors," to which responses were given by Mr. A. Richardson,

M.P., the Sheriff (Councillor W. H. Carey), and Mr. E. P. Hooley. Mr.

Richardson thought the decision of the Royal Club to discontinue

licences for competitions on public roads, unless the local authorities

were in perfect agreement with them, was perhaps wise in view of a

passage of the Budget speech of last April. There was little doubt

that the motor industry would be dealt with by Parliament during

the coming session. He hoped their action would be nucb that there

would be no damage to their pleasure and especially to the industry,

which employs so much labour and in which so much capital is

invested, and he believed nothing would lead to such a result unless

through an outraged public opinion.

The health of the chairman was drunk with musical honours, the

acknowledgment by Mr. Hardy concluding a very enjoyable evening,

a word of thanks being due to Mr. Booth Granger, the hon. sec., for

the most complete arrangements he had made, and which.included an

excellent musical entertainment.

ROYAL.

The legal department of the R.A.C. has now been constituted and

will give legal advice free of charge to all members and associates.

The following clubs have resolved to associate with the R.A.C.,

viz., Irish, Kent, Norfolk, Northants, Notts, Wolverhampton, and tho

Ladies' A.C.

MOTOR~UNION.

The Union has made arrangements whereby the Triptyque will be

at the disposal, free of charge, of all its members who intend travelling

on the Continent. The Triptyque enables car owners to deposit the

Customs duties on their cars in London instead of at the frontier stations

of Continental countries.

According to an official communique from the secretary the

following clubs will retain membership of the Motor Union, viz.,

Bedfordshire, Blackpool, Dorsetshire, Derby and District, Harrogate,

Ipswich and E. Suffolk, Lincoln, Motor Cycle Union of Ireland, North

Herts., North London, Southend and District, South Devon, Sussex

County, Sheffield, South Wales and Monmouth, Welsh, Wilte, and

Vorks. In some cases the recommendations of the committee have to

be ratified by the members.

AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION.

Already applications are being made for seats at the Automo

bile Association's third annual dinner on March ISth next, in the

Grand Hall, Hotel Cecil, London.

Mr. H. C. Pickering, St. Brelade, King's Norton, is the hon. secre

tary of the newly-formed Worcestershire M.C.C.

AUTO-CYCLE UNION.

For the Anto-Cycle Union's quarterly trial to-day (Saturday),

starting from the Chequers Hotel, Uxbridge, twenty-six entries have

been received in the bicycle class and three in the passenger class.

The Competitions Sub-committee has decided to recommend to the

General Committee of the Union that this year's International Motor-

Cycle Tourist Trophy race shall be again run on a fuel consumption

limit as follows :—Single-cylinder machines, 100 miles to the gallon ;

multi-cylinder machines, eigbty miles to the gallon.

BLACKHEATH.

The fourth annual report of the Blackheath Automobile Club gives

a full record of the useful work done during the past twelve months by

this organisation, which has sixty-two active and four hon. members.

In addition to the ordinary runs, a number of sporting events were

carried out, and it is hoped to make the programme for 1903 equally

attractive. With this idea in view, those fixtures which merely com

prised a ran out to a certain place will be abandoned, and meetings

with some definite object in view, such as a hill-climbing competition,

speed judging competu ion, &c, will be substituted. The balance-sheet

snows an income of £159 and balance in hand £24.

The annual dance of the club look place on Saturday last, when

about 120 members and friends assembled, Mr. Leonard Beadle, the hon.

sec, acting as MC.

KENT.

An extraordinary general meeting of the Kent A.C. was held . i

the Royil Crown Hot-d, Sevenoaks, on Saturday last, to consider tLe

following questions :—1 (a). Whether this club be in future affiliated to
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the M.U. or, (b). Associated to the R.A.C. under the scheme for that

uroose. 2. If it be resolved that this club be in future affiliated to the

M.U. the following words in Rule 1 be deleted :—" affiliated to the

R.A.C.,"and "affiliated to the M.U." inserted in their place.

Sir David Salomons, Bart., ti e president of the club, was in the

chair, and was supported bv the following members of the committee : —

Messrs. C. J. Morgan (Chairman), W. Willis, T. H. Nash, W. E.

Brewerton, Capt. Page (representing the East Kent Committee), and

<3. M. Kenyon (hon. sec). There was a large and representative

attendance of members, to whom Sir David Salomons explained the situ

ation that had arisen.

Mr. Willis then moved the following resolution, being the recom

mendation placed before the members by the committee:—"That the

Kent Automobile Club be associated to the Royal A.C. under its asso

ciation scheme." This was seconded by Mr. H. Gardner.

A long and interesting debate ensued, in which the following

members took part :—Messrs. T. H. Nash, A. Booth Hearn, A. K.

Norman, C. J. Morgan, W. Wylie, J. D. Siddeley, C. E. Wright.

H. T. Englehardt, and Capt. Page. The president and the hon. sec

retary answered various questions raised during the discussion. The

resolution moved by Mr. Willis was then put to the meeting and was

carried unanimously. The hon. secretary was then instructed to give

formal notice to the M.U. to terminate the agreement.

The Hon. Secretary then referred to the work done in the past by

the Motor Union and Mr. Rees Jeffreys, and proposed the following

resolution, which was seconded by Mr. H. Gardner and was carried

unanimously :—"That the Kent A.C. regrets the necessity for severing

its connection with the Motor Union, but tenders to that body its

appreciation of the good work hitherto done by the M.U. in the cause of

automobilism in this country.

Mr. C. J. Morgan, the chairman of the club, proposed a vote of

thanks to Sir David Salomons for taking the chair, and for his keen

interest in the welfare of the club. This was carried with acclamation,

which Sir David suitably acknowledged.

HEREFORDSHIRE!

The Herefordshire A.C. has, through Messrs. Perry, Thornton and

Schrieber, accepted from Mr. Henry Ford a twenty guinea challenge cup

for the big open hill climb, known as the Frame Hill climb. The cup
■will be known as the He nry Ford Trophy, and will be won outright by

the successful competitor. The basis of the award will be time in seconds

•occupied in climbing the hill, multiplied by pounds sterling declared

catalogue price of the competing car, the winner to be that car showing

the least total.

LINCOLNSHIRE.

Sir H. B. Bacon, Bakt., will preside at the annual general meet

ing of the Lincolnshire A.C, to be held at the Great Northern Hotel,

Lincoln, on the 1st prox. A long agenda has been prepared, and Major

J. A. Cole will give a report with regard to affiliation to the Motor

Union. In the annual review reference is made to the successful

meeting of the M.U. which was held at Lincoln last May, and to the

various social events held during the season.

During the year forty-nine new members have been elected to the

club, the membership of which is now 227. The balance in hand is

£97, and altogether the outlook for the future is most gratifying to those

who have been responsible for the organisation of the automobile move

ment in Lincolnshire.

SHEFFIELD.

The report of the committee of the Sheffield and District Aut>-

mr)bile Club for 1907 shows thit the membership roll has risen from

125 to upwards of 160, the balance at the bank being now £93.

During the year various road authorities have been approached

with regard to the condition of their roads, and we notice that a scheme

is on foot for w.dening the bottom of ths dangerous hill from the

H&thersage road, leading into Grindleford.

In the report reference is made to the various sporting events held

by the club, and a new scheme is suggested by which honorary district

secretaries or representatives might be appointed in such localities as

Chesterfield, Doncaster, IJotherjatn and Worksap to awaken local

interest in automobile affairs.

The annual meeting of the club will be held at the King's Head

H itel, Sheffield, on'the 27th int.

SHEFFIELD AND HALLAMSHIRE MOTORCYCLE

CLUB.

The annual general meating of this prosperous club was held at

headquarters, Mr. J. H. H all in the chai-. A large number of members

put in an appearance, and after the minuter of the last meeting had

liaen passed, and the acc mats for the year adopted, a long dis^

cmsion took place re affiliation to the Auto Cycle Union, the meeting

being practically uninimous in favour of affiliating, but as certain

matteri are not yet definitely settled between the A.C.U. aid R. A.C,

 

Aa Accident which Might Have Happened.

MANCHESTER.

The annual general meeting of the Manchester Automobile Club
■was held at the Midland Hotel, Manchester, on Monday.

Mr. J. A. Morris, president of the club, was in the chair. The

report and accounts for the past year were adopted, and the following

officers were elected for the ensuing year :—President, Mr. A. E. Jones ;

vice-presidents, Messrs. T. W. Grace, J. A. Morri", and F. Smith ;

captain, Mr. A. E. Crowdy ; honorary treasurer, Mr. J. Hoyle-Smith ;

committee, Messrs. T. W. Grace, J. A. Morris, F. Smith, F. R. Hesse,
■G. B. Heywood, A. G. Hogg, — Kershaw, D. A. Parkyn, S. Wallwork,

and T. M. Young, with the president, captain, and honorary treasurer

ex officio.

A discussion took place with regard to the breach between the

Royal A.C. and the M.U., to both of which the Manchester Club is

affiliated, and it was unanimously resolved to support a proposal to use

the united influence of the provincial clubs in order to bring about a

reconciliation between the two bodies.

With a membership roll containing 260 names, a cash balance in

hand of over £183, and a record of highly successful work during the

.year, the committee of the Manchester Motor Club had every reason

for being on good terms with themselves at the annual meeting.

It was decided to leave over to a futuie meeting the question of the

club's affiliation with the M.U. or the R.A.C.

The officers for the current year are :—President, Mr. A. J. Bell ;

vice-president, Mr. J. Higginson, inn. ; captain (car section), Mr. H. W.

Cranhain ; sub-captain, Mr. E. Jones ; captain (cycle section), Mr. O.
•Grosse ; sub-captain, Mr. J. Fraser ; hon. treasurer, Mr. P. H. T.

Sutler ; hon. secretary, Mr. A. J. Moorhouse.

it was decided to leave the matter over, and call another meeting to con

sider the scheme in detail in a few weeki' time.

A new rule was passed admitting Iiod. members at an annual sub

scription of 2s. 6J., lady members also to be admitted upon payment of

the same an uunt ; and it was suggested tbat some 8 fecial competition

be luld for lady members during the cjming summer.

The following were elecied officers for this ye ir :- President, Mr.

John H. Hall; vice-presidents, Messrs. J. Haslam, W. Watw, H. Bisby,

W. Hill, Brooke Shaw ; hon. secretary. Mr. T. F. Turner ; trials secre-

sry, Mr. Gould; hon. treasurer, Mr. VV. H. Hill; committes, Messrs.

Dak in, F. Dover, Vale, J. W. ArJern, F. Farrar, W. James, C. R.

Hon^y, Kay, Sawer, J. A. Fairer, Tarrant, Oliver; auditors, Messrs.

C. Caampion and Dakin.

WEST ESSEX.

The members of the West E=:-ex Automobile Club held their first

annual dinner at Uford under the presidency of Mr. B. F. Wickens.

Mr. J. W. Yates-Fish was in the vice-chair ; and the guests included

Mr. Rees Jeffreys, Mr. F. Straight, Mr. J. S. Brown, of < helmsford, Mr.

Keynolds, secretary to the Essex Motor Club, and Mr. Warnery, secre

tary to the Southend and District Motor Club. About £50 worth of

prizes were presented by Mrs. B. Foster Wickens, including a shield

given by the President, and won by Mrs. \V. E. Gunnett for 1907-8. In

replying to the toast of "The Club, the Secietary announced tbat in 1905

there were only twenty-eight members, in 1906 fifty-one, and 1907

seventy.

Mr. W. C. Moss, who is known to many readers in connection with

Messrs. Moss and Woodd, is p.epared to accept an engagement.
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CASES UNDER THE MOTOR CAR ACT.

Heckless Driving.

At North London Police Court, William Henry White, motor-car

driver, of Lewishani, has appeared to four summonses, before Mr. Ford-

ham—(I) for recklessly driving a motor-car, (2) for not giving audible

and sufficient warning of his approach by bell or other instrument, (3),

for failing to stop when he knew an accident had occurred, and (4) for

not obeying the signal of the police to stop. He was fined £11 lis.,

the magistrate characterising it as a very serious case.

Robert Pickstone, chauffeur, liviog at Cheslea, was summoned, at

West London Police Court, for driviog a motor-car in a reckless manner

in Earl's Court Koad, and for failing to give warning of the approach ( f

the car. The magistrate imposed penalties amounting to £12 with

three guineas costs.

Dismissal.

A chauffeur in the employ of the " Newcastle Chronicle " was sum

moned for having driven a motor-car in the Westgate Road, New

castle, in a manner dangerous to the public having regard to all the

circumstances of the case. The Lord Mayor dismissed the summon?.

Exceeding Legal Limit.

Frederick Craig, chauffeur to Mr. Marshall Hall, K.C., was sum

moned at Croydon on Saturday for driving at excessive speed in

London Road, Morden, on December 23rd. He was defended by his

employer. Police-constable 687 V, who timed the car over a measured

distance, said its rate of speed was just over twenty-seven miles an

bour. Defendant when stopped said his speedometer registered twenty

miles, but he could not watch it every minute. In cross-examination

by Mr. Marshall Hall, witness admitted that the "trap" was at the

bottom of a hill, but the actual measured distance was level. He started

his stop-watch with his thumb. Mr. Marshall Hall said he contested

the case on principle, he being the owner of the car. His wife was

inside, and, being nervous, defendant was never allowed to go too

fast. He (the chauffeur) was a public school man, and had taken

to motor-driving because he was subject to consumption. He (Mr.

Marshall Hall) appeared there because he felt it to be a duty

lo the motorists who, like himself, took infinite pains not to

annoy the public. The car was specially designed to prevent dust and

had a speedometer attached, which he had frequently checked to ensure

its accuracy. The Act was never meant for eliort-distance timing like

in the present case. His view was that the Legislature never intended

it to be enforced as the police were doing it now, stopping a motorist at

the foot of a hill. Hetusnally took one hour and twenty minutes to get

to town from Ashstead Park, but the journey that day was twenty

minutes longer. He suggested that the police had made a mistake,

especially as the stop-watch was started with the thumb instead of in

the correct way, by the first finger. Defendant said that before leaving

Ashstead Park he had special instructions to be careful. When lie

stopped the speedometer registered twenty-two or twenty-three miles,

which was due to having just come downhill. Mrs. Marshall Hall, who

was in the car, deposed that the instructions as to careful driving were

carried out. By a majority the Bench imposed a fine of £3 3s. and

9s. 6d. costs. The Chairman (Alderman R. V. Barrow) remarked that

the Bench had been pleased to see Mr. Marshall Hall. Mr. Marshall

Hall : Thank you ; but I am sorry I cannot say the same about the

majority of the Bench.

For travelling at a speed of thirty-nine miles an hour at Isfield on

January 5th, Lionel Manin has been fined £7 10s. and costs by the

Horsham Bench. Defendant pleaded that his speedometer was broken

at the time. At the same court a fine of £5 and costs was inflicted on

Ernest Carnell for travelling at a speed of thirty miles an hour. Mr.

Staplee Firth, who defended, maintained that there was an element of

doubt in the case, there being conflicting testimony on both sides.

Dangerous Speed.

At the Shoreham Petty Sessions, on Monday, a case against Herbert

Hardy, of Sheffield, was adjourned tor a fortnight, in order to secure the

presence of the defendant.

Before the Borough Justices of Winchester, on Friday last, Mr. H. G.

Smith was summoned for driving a motor-car in a manner dangerous to the

public and also for not stopping when an accident had happened. Mr.

Staplee Firth defended and a number of witnesses were called for the

prosecution. A lively cro-s-examination of these was conducted by Mr.

Firth, intended to show that police evidence with regard to certain

trucks which it was alleged were made by the defendant's car was not

so clear as might have been presumed. After consultation was his

brother magistrates the chairman of the bench announced that there was

insufficient evidence to convict the defendant of driving in a manner

dangerous to the public and they dismissed the second summons.

Mr. A. E. Oakley has resigned his appointment as general

manager of the Beaufort Motor Company, Ltd., and under the style of

Messrs. Albe it E. Oakley and Co. has commenced busint ss on his own

account as a motor car and accessory agent at Allsop Street, Upper

Baker Street, London, N.W. He has purchased the Beaufoit

Company's stock of spare parts for Beaufort cars, and has also made

anangenients with the manufacturers which will enable him to secure

quick deliveries from time to time. At the depot plant is alto available

for carrying out all classes of repairs, while seveial well-appointed and

Vow erful cars arc available for biiing out purposes.

THE INTERNATIONAL TOURING CAR TRIAL, 1908,

The regulations for this trial have now been completed. The sub

committee was composed of two representatives of the Royal A.C., two

representatives of the Society of Motor Manufacturers and Traders, with

Mr. E. H. Cozens-Hardy, vice-chairman of the Expert and Technical

Committee of the R. A.C., as chairman. The regulations were approved

by the full Trial Committee on Thursday of last week, with a few-

slight alterations, and will be submitted to the Committee of the Club

for adoption on Wednesday next. The R. A.C. and the Scottish A.C.

have been in communication .in regard to the regulations, and repre

sentatives of the Scottish A.C. have attended several of the meetings

with the object of comparing the two sets of regulations in order that

these might be in complete agreement.

The basis of the 2,000 miles trial is time lost in minutes. In reck

oning the time lost, fractions of minutes will count as minutes, except

on the timed hills and at Brooklands. As already intimated, the com

petition will finish with a race of about 200 miles on the Brooklands

track. Cars will be started for the race by classes, and in accordance

with their respective time records on their arrival at Brooklands, pins

the number of minutes corresponding to the number of gallons of fuel

taken on board for the purpose of the race at Brooklands. By this-

means the car of each class which first passes the winning-poet at

Brooklands will have won the first prize in its class, and the result will

therefore be made known immediately, which is, of course, an advan

tage from the spectators' point of view.
The Royal A.C. will award a cup to the ■winner of each class and',

a certificate will be given in respect of the performance of each car,

whether it completes the trial or not, and the club reserves the right-

to publish any certificate. The regulations are particularly strict as

regards the driving of the cars on the road. The speed in towns and

villages has to be reduced, and in no case may a car be driven to the-

danger or inconvenience of other users of the highway. Infringement

of this regulation subjects the competitor to disqualification, and if a.

competitor is disqualified he loses all right to any award, notice or

record.

It is proposed that the cars shall leave London for Glasgow on the

morning of Thursday, June 11th, and from Glasgow follow the

routes of the Scottish Trial and be under the management of the:

Scottish Club until the end of the Scottish trial, after which they will

proceed to Brooklands track under the direction of the Royal A.C. by

a route to be hereafter published.

THE RESPONSIBILITY FOR BREAKDOWNS.

The story of a journey in a motor-car from Chichester to the

Accot Races was related before Judge Scully at the Chichester County

Court, on the loth iust. It was a claim by Mr. T. S. Adcock, motor

enginter, of North Street, Chichester, against Mr. Henry Humphreys,,

of the Globe Hotel, Chichester, for £4 4s., for the hire of a motor-car.

There was a counter claim for £7 16s. In opening, Mr. Tompkins, for

the plaintiff, said Mr. Adcock lent a motor-car with a driver to the defen

dant to go to Aseot Races. It was claimed by the defendant, he believed,

that there was a guarantee that the motor-car should take him and his

Sui t y to Ascot in time for the races and back at a certain time. That,

owever, was denied by the plaintiff. The question was whether the

plaintiff was liable for accidents to the motor-car which he was totally

unable to avoid, the car being in a proper state to go on the road. The

plaintiff, in giving evidence, said the car was hired in June, 1905, at an

agreed charge of £4 4s. The previous night to the hiring he drove the car

with the driver up Goodwood Race Hill to test the brakes. The driver,

( 'arpenter, gave evidence. He said he was formerly in the employ of

Mr.Adcock, but was now in the 1st Searchlight Company of the Royal.

Engineers, at Aldershot, and driver for the captain of his company. He

described the journey to Ascot, and said the stoppages were wholly due

to tyre troubles. There were four persons and a large hamper on the car

besides himself. Owing to being mis-directed on one occasion they went

out of their way six or eight miles.

After the defendants evidence Mr. Bew addressed his Honour for

the defence, and said if this was a contract for hire there was an implied

warranty that the car was reasonably fit for the journey, and if it was a

contract for carriage, the contract not being performed through failure of

the plaintiff, the defendant was entitled to perform it himself and charge

the cost.

Mr. Tompkins argued that it was a contract for the hire of the car

for the day, and that the tyre trouble was unavoidable.

His Honour upheld the contention of Mr. Bew, and said that what

ever the cause of the breakdown was, excessive heat or undue weight of

the party, he did not know, but the plaintiff was informed of the purpose

for which it was wanted. He said nothing against the competency

of the driver, as a driver or mechanic, but it was clear he had not a

reasonable knowledge of the road, and a considerable time was lost in con

sequence. He gave judgment for the plaintiff for £4 4s. on the claim,

and for the defendant for £6 10s. on the counter-claim, the latter being

the sum mentioned in a letter by the defendant as the amount of the

expenses which had been incurred. Replying to Mr. Bew, his Honour

said there would be costs on the amount each party recovered.

We hear that the Benz Company are about to introduce ft tew

12-18-h.p. four-cylinder car.
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THE CONFERENCE OF CLUBS.
—

A largely-attended conference of lecal and provincial automobile

clubs was held on Wednesday of last week, at the St. Ermin's Hotel,

Westminster, S.W., "in order to give the affiliated clubs the fullest

opportunity of acquiring information respecting the position arising

from the withdrawal of the R.A.C. from the membership of the Motor

Uninn, and of expressing their views as to the future policy of the

Union." The conference was open to the chairmen, hon. secretaries,

representatives of the clubs on the General Committee of the Union,

and any other delegates appointed by the committees of the clubs.

Mr. C. H. Dodd (Berkshire A.C. and Chairman of the Emergency

Committee of the Union) presided, and referred to the efforts made to

arrange peace between the two bodies. The Union had set to work to

reorganise itself to meet the new situation, and it had been decided to

recommend that an Executive Committee should be formed which should

stand behind the chairman and the secretary in connection with all

matters of policy. This Executive Committee had not hitherto existed,

and it must strengthen the hands of the General Committee. The

scope of the work open to the Union was absolutely unlimited. It was

unfettered, and it would be able to carry out that work through varions

sab-committees.

Earl Russell opened the discussion. The Union was prepared to

carry on the organisation of provincial motorists in this country a» it had

done in the past, and it was prepared to conduct the v. hole of its business

by a committee on which the provincial cluba were represented in

direct proportion to their membership. That meant that the supreme

and controlling body of the Motor Union would remain, as it had been

in the past, simply the representatives of affiliated clubs and of individual

members of the Union. What the General Committee of the Union

would do would depend entirely on the voting of its members, who

would control the business. The ordinary legal and legislative work

with which the union was extremely well acquainted would be continued

in future asin the past. The union had had the best opportunities and

facilities for dealing with local authorities and forwarding local interests

throughout the country. He thought the conference would also know

tbat the union had had the important experience of dealing with

mo. or legislation. He concluded by asserting that the provincial clubs

should have absolute liberty and self-government.

Among those who continued the discussion were Messrs. Blewitt

(Midland), E. H. Myddleton-Gavey (Sussex), J. H. Reeves (Kensington),

R. W. Buttemer (West Surrey), Godfrey Lowe Lincolnshire), J.

Barber (Sheffield), J. Potter (Blackpool), W. Bourke (Berkshire), Rev.

J. H. Short (Cardiff), Thompson Willows (South Wales), A. Armitage,

J. P. (Somerset), and T. W. Grace (Manchester). The latter rnov.d

the following resolution :—"That the provincial clubs sre of opinion

tbat unity of automobile organisations is at present absolutely essential,

and it is imperative that a new agreement between the R.A.C. and the

M.U. should be entered into, so as to avoid the certain disintegration

of the motor fortes of the country that is sure to be otheiwise felt,

and the K.A.C. bereqtested to appoint a committee to meet a com

mittee representative of tie provincial clubs to consider the terms of

such agreement."

This was seconded by Mr. J. E. Hodgkin (North Eastern) but it

was agreed tbat it should not be put to the meeting. Dr. Hopkins

Walters (Berkshire A.C.) said he v.i«hed to put it strongly to the

Confererce that the strength of the affiliated clubs rested in their unity.

Whatever the Un on did, the important thing was that there should as

little overlapping as prssible, and that they should endeavour to ascei tain

what the policy of the other body was. He did not think there would

be any great differerces upon essential points. He was glad that Mr.

Graces resolution was not put, because they were simply met in con

ference, and the result of the discussion was to be conveyed by the

representatives of the clubs to their members in the provinces. Then at

the General Committee on the 29th they would be able to expie-s the

views of their organisations, and tbat was the time when they would be

able to decid« upon important matters of principle. bbl

A yo'e of thanks to the chairman closed the proceedings, i r* -1'

POLICE TRAP5.

-♦-
The Blairgowrie District Committee recently met at Cupar Angus,

when it was reported that the County Clerk had written saying tl at a

number of constables had been specially told off to test the speed of

motor-cars. The Chief Constable of the county is to be asked to report

as to the hire and purchase of stop watches for the police.

At Ewell the police trap is in frequent opsration against speedy

motorists.

Isfield now has its rolice trap, leading to the Horsham court.

A tkap has been established by the police at Crook Log, Bexley

Heath.

The police have a trap at Great Ponton, on the Great North Roed,

victims of which appear at the Grantham (Spittlegate) Petty Sessions.

Mr. James Gallaher, of Gsllaher, Ltd., has placed an order with

the Daimler Company, through Messrs. Leslie Porter, Ltd., Belfast, tor

a 30-h.p. live axle " Birdlip" limousine car, with a 9 ft. 6 in. wbeell a-e.

The company I ave also received an order frc m Messrs. Kelt erg, Caspary

and Co., Christiania, Norway, for a 42-b.p. " Daventry " limousine car.

AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS.

Dr. Thomas has made inquiry at Paddington Coroner's Court with

regard to the death of J*ne Blackett, aged 77, who was knocked

down and fatally injured by a motor-cab. Frederick Butler, a porter,

said that the old lady stared to cross Edgware Koad just as a molor-cab

wan approaching at an ordinary rate of speed—about eight or ten miles

an hour. The driver attempted to get round her, but she hesitated,

stepped back, then went forward again, and was knocked down by one of

the mud-guards of the cab. This evidence was confirmed by other

witnesses, who said that no blame could be attached to the driver, as

immediately he saw the deceased he put on both his brakes and made

every effort to avoid her. Death was due to injuries to the ribs and

skull, and a verdict of " Accidental death " was returned.

Lady Marshall was driving in her motor-car across Bhckfriars

Bridge, London, when the vehicle collided with a coal-van, the off shaft

of which passed through thefrontglass panel of the car and whs broken off.

The horse in the van was thrown down on to the pavement. Lady Marshall

fortunately received no injury, but, being anxious as to the condition

of her chauffeur, she accompanied him to St. Bartholomew's Hospital

in ore of the City electric ambulances. He was found to have a badly

injured shoulder, and was detained.

A MOTOR-CAR fatiliry has occurred at Boughlon, between Canterbury

and Faversham. Mr. E. J. Philpnt, a motor and cycle agent, was

in the act of turning the starting handle preparatory to returning to

Canterbury, when the vehicle, th ■ gear of which had apparently been left

in, started forward a"d ran over him, inflicting fatal injuries,

A motor-car fatality is reported from Hindhead. Mr. James Halley,

an inventor, of Crouch End, wis walkirg aloi g the Portsmouth road,

attended by a nurse, when a motor-car belonging to Sir Archibald Mac-

docald, Bart., approached from the direction of Liphook. Mr. Halley,

 

The Star Six- yUnder Live Car Axle recently completed by the Star

Engineering Company to the order of their Agents in Singapore for

a Chineie Mandarin.

The vehicle, which Is fitted with a luxurious limousine body, also by the
Star Company, has a standard Bix-cylinder motor, -il in. bore by 6 in. stroke,
and two ignitions, Simms-Bosch high-tension magneto and synchro! lied coil

and accumulator.

designedly, got in the way, acd the efforts of the nurse to drag him away

in time were unavailing. The driver of the car applied his brakes and

swerved to the side of the road, but it was too late to avoid a collision.

The car struck Mr. Halley on the head, knocking him down and inflict

ing injuries to the skull. He was taken to the Haslemere Cottage

Hospital, where an operation was performed, but be succumbed to hi*

injuries. At the inquest on Tuesday a verdict of suicide whilst of

unsound mind was returned, the motDr-car driver being exonerated from

blame .

Mr. Troutbeck held an inquest at Westminster, on Monday, con

cerning the death of William Drury, of Clevedon Place, Eaton Square.

Harry Woolben, a clerk, of Eaton Place, said that on Friday he saw a

motor-car approach at a walking pace in Sloane Square, from three to

five miles an hour. The deceased was standing in the roadway, and w he n

he saw the car he seemed confused and undecided what to do. He

swerved when the car got close to him, " made a grab" at the front of it

and was knocked down. At that time the car was hardly moving.

The driver sounded his hooter several times. The jury returned a

verdict of " Accidental death."

A motor-car accident occurred on Tuesday between Helsby and

Frodsham, Cheshire. Mr. Gilbert Black hurne, the eldest son of Colonel

Ireland B'ackburne, Hale Hall, Lancashire, was driving his o*n car,

when about half-a-mile from Helsby it skidded and the wheel came off.

He was thrown out, and sustained a broken thigh. Ilii chauffeur's face

was cut.
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS. \

JANUARY. 1908.

-24th (F.).—Annual dinner of the Scottish A.C. at North British Station

Hotel, Edinburgh.

-24th (F.)-Feb. 1st.—Scottish Motor Exhibition in the Waverley Market,

Edinburgh, to be opened by Lord Kingshnrgh.

26th (Sun.).—Criterium de Voitureties and Coupe de 1' Exposition Trial

for motor-cycles organised by the Turin A.C. and the

Motor Club of Italy.

27th (M.).—Annual general meeting of the Motor Cycling Club at-

8 p.m., at the Tudor Hotel, London, W.

Annual general meeting of the South Wales and Monmouth

shire A.C.

29th (W.)—First lesson of the course to be given by Mr. R. S. Currie

to the Ladies' A.C.

•30th (Th.).—Annual dinner of the Yorkshire A.C.

31st (F.).—Annual meeting of the Blackheath A.C.

Last day for receiving nominations for the representatives

of individual members upon the General Committee of

the Motor Union.

FEBRUARY.

1st (Sat.).—Annual meeting of the Lincolnshire A.C.

2nd (Sun.) Reliability Trial of the Motor Union of Western India.

4th (Tu.).—I.I.A.E., Dr. Hele-Shaw's address to graduated section.

5th ( W.).—Annual dinner of the Bradford A.C.

<ith (Th.).—R.AC., Mr. Philip Dawson on the Electrification of Railways.

12th (W.).—Mr. F. W. Lanchesteron "Problemsof Automobile Design,"

at the Incorporated Institute of Automobile Engineers.

15th (St.).—Auto-Cycle Union annual dinner at the Hotel Cecil, London.

20th (Th.).—Meeting of the Essex M.C.

21st (F.)-29th (Sat.).—Manchester Motor-Car Show at Bslle Vue.

34th (M. (.-Motor Show at Bombay.

27th (Th.).—Mr. Mervyn O'Gorman at the R.A.C. on "Gear Trans

mission."

MARCH.

18th (W.J.—Annual dinner of the A. A. at t lie Hotel Cecil, London.

31st (S.)-28th (S.).—Cordingley's Thirteenth International Motor-Car

Exhibition at the Rojal Agricuhuial HpII, London.

APRIL.

18th.— First meeting of the Brooklands A.B.C. for 1908.

MAY.

10th (Sun.).—Targa Florio Race.

11 (M.)-16 (S.).- Reliability Trial of the Irish A.C.

25th.—Industrial Vehicle Competition of the A.C. de France.

JUNE.

11th (Th.).—Probable start of the International Touring Car Trial of

the R. A.C.

15th-19th.- Scottish Reliability Trial.

Jan. 25th—6.35

26th -6.36

... 31st—5.44

Feb. 1st—6.46

Lighting-VP Times—London.

._ 27th—5.37 ._ 29th— 5.40

_ 28th—6.38 ... 30th—5.41

COMPANY NEWS.

Chesham Automobile Supply Company.—£10,000. Agreement

with W. E. Middleton and P. C. Middleton. 5 and 6, Eccleston Place,

S.W.
Turner's Automobile Works.— £5,000. To take over business

of builders, construe ors, and repairers of nmtor-ca's, vans, and auto

mobile vehicles carried on by W. Turner and R. H. Wright at Rusholme.

Heald Grove, Rusholme.

Enfield Autocar Company-.—At Birmingham, an extraordinary

general meeting ot the Eofield Autocar Company, Ltd., has been held,

at which it was decided to wind up the ocmp'ny voluntarily. Mr.

Thomas Evans (the chairman) pointed out that the directors considered

this the test plan, in order to protect their assets, which had been

threatened by the action of numerous creditors. They had not lost

faith in the concern. So far as production went success was assured ;

nil that was now required was £50,000 additional capital. Mr. T. D.

Neal, the receiver appointed by the deb^ntuie-holders, stated that the

total liabilities on January 6th were £108,258, of which Jt.24673 was

due to debenture-l>old<-rs and creditors »nd £83,585 to shareholders.

The as=ets as a going concern weie £69,889, leaving a deficiency of

£38,369 which wai equal to 9*. 2d. per shar- , making the face value

of the shares at the moment 10s. lOu. In order to provide sufficient to

pay the debenture-holders and creditors in full, they could afford to

write down the ass< ts to 32 per cent, of their value as a going c ncern.

There were four methods open to them each of which involved the

finding of cash to the extent of at lea^t £25.000, and, in addition, the

: -nil .prion of the payment of the present liahilitits amounted, approxi

mately, to £25,0110. One was silling the concern to an existing com

pany, and with this in view negotiations had been opened in two

directions. Mr. Neal was appointed liquidator, and a committee was

elected to report on the suggested schemes.

Knightsbridge Automobile Company.—£2,000. 26, The Manor

House, Marvlebone Road, N.W.

Spare Motor Wheel of America, Ltd.—The statutory meeting

of this company was held on Tuesday, Mr. R. L. Wood presiding. He

referred to the works in America fitted with machinery capable of

turniug out 10,000 wheels a month, and faid there were over 300,000

registered car owners in the States. The report was seconded by Mr. H.

J. Thomas and adopted unanimously, as was also a vote of thanks to the

chairman.

Limited Partnerships.

W. B. Chippendale and Co.—Aeronautical engineers, &c. 56,

Parkhurst Road, N. Partnership for seven years, from January 8th,

1908. General partner : W. B. Chippendale. Limited partner : L.

Harding.

FROM "TRUTH" PILLORY.

Kingston County Petty Ses- Kingston County Petty Ses

sions. Before Mr. W. Y. Cock- sions. Before the same magis-

burn and the Rev. A. E. Beavan. trates. Eight defendants charged

J. Jarrard, charged with being with exceeding the motor speed

drunk while having the care of limit in various parts of the

three horses and a dray load of division. Each fined £5 and

beer. Fined 10a. costs.

THE CROYDON MOTOR FATALITY.

The first steps have been taken in elucidating the circumstances

surrounding the death of Edward Borer, of Kenley, who died from

injuries caused in Croydon by a motor-ear driven, it is alleged, by

Duncan A. Brown, a chauffeur, of Hayes Court, Kenley. At Croydon

Police court Brown, who is in the employ of Mr. Stewart, of Malvern,

Kenley, ha9 been charged with manslaughter, and remanded, the

Bench agreeing to accept bail.

BUSINESS NEWS,

The Stern Sonneborn Oil Company, Ltd., have a special oil for the

air-coo'ed cylinders of motor-cycles which has been giving good results.

The Canada Cycle and Motor Company have opened a depot at

20-22, Adelaide Street West, Toronto, for the sale of their Russell

ears.

Messrs. Marples, Leach and Co., electrical engineers, of

6, Victoria Avenue, Bishopsgate Street Without, London, E.C., have

sent us a neat and useful little 6 in. slide rule, duplicates of which (hey

will be pleased to send to any of our readers on application.

Messrs. Hyslop Brothers have moved into a large new garage

at the corner of Shuter and Victoria Streets, Toronto, Canada. The

garage proper is on the ground floor and has a total floor space of no

less than 10,000 sq. ft. A large lift has been installed to transport cars

to the top floor for repair purposes.

The exhaust cut-out is such a valuable assistant for tackling extra

stiff hills that it is a pity it should so often entail so much noise in

driving. The noise is apparent, too, even when the cut-out is not actually

in operation, owing to these fitments rarely being gas tight when closed.

To obviate this, the E. M. Bowden's Patents Syndicate, Ltd., have

just introduced a new pattern with a special valve—practically an

inverted exhaust valve—which entirely precludes any escape of gas.

The Touring Information Department of the Continental lyre and

Rubber Company is open to give tourists the fullest information with

regard to it urneys on the Continent, especially in France and Germany,

and intending tourists in the first named country may obtain on appli

cation the Continental French Gnide Book, published at 2j., which U

compiled in a similar manner to the English edition, and for tourists in

Germany, the specially prepared German map and atlas giving distances

in kilometres, together with all other necessary information, from the

Continental Tyre and Rubber Co., Ltd., 102 to 108, Cleikenwell Road,

E.C.

Messrs. Iris Cars, Ltd., of Bird Street, Oxford Street, W., have

sent us a copy of an attractive coloured picture entitled " A Cabinet

Minister," they have just issued, depicting an Iris car leaving the

Palace Yard of the Houses of Parliament at We-tminfter. The artist,

Mr. Philip Dadd, has succeeded in depicting a realistic motnr-car in

conjunction with historic surroundings and lifelike representation of

everyday circumstances occurring in this busy spot. Messrs. Iris Cars,

Ltd., will be pleased to send a copy of the picture free of charge to any

of our readers who c ire to apply for the same.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

-♦-

All communications intendedfor insertion in this Journal or relating

to Editorial matters should be addressed to The Editorial Depart

ment, Motob-Cab Joubnal, 27-33, Charing Cross Rood, London,

W.C., and must be written on one side of the paper only. Letters mutt m

all eases be accompanied by the name and address of the writer, at no

notice will be taken of anonymous communications.
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COMMENTS.

N opening the Edinburgh Motor Show, Sir J. H. A.

Macdonald, K.C.B. (the Lord Justice-Clerk),

made reference to the growth of the British

motor-car industry, in which Scotland has naturally

had a place. Naturally, Sir John became reminiscent,

as he has a right to do, having been one of the

voyageurs on the 1,000-mile pilgrimage. Later in the

day, at the annual dinner of the Scottish A.C., he

referred to a census he had taken in London, where he

had the opportunity of observing how many private cars there

wore as compared with private carriages. On one morning on

the Embankment there were 234 cars to 147 carriages, and during

the day all through the town there were 510 motor-cars to 242

carriages, the totals being 744 cars to 389 carriages. In fact,

this advance in the number of automobiles in daily use is one of

the notable things that strike every comer to our city as signifi

cant of progress.

Motors and the

Army.

Last week a further testimony to the

value of the Army Motor Reserve was

given at the regimental dinner of the

corps held in London. Incidentally, in

proposing one of the toasts, Lieut.-Col.

Mark Mayhew, who presided, mentioned

the fact that the distance travelled on their cars by officers of the

A.M.R., whilst employed on military duty last year, was equal

to almost five times the circumference of the earth. Several of

the military authorities spoke as to the good work that had been

done, and General Sir W. G. Nicholson, Quartermaster-General

of the Forces, mentioned that the employment of mechanical

transport on active service was at present receiving the considera

tion of the Army Council, and in the deliberations on the subject

the experience of officers of the Reserve would be extremely

useful. Certainly the position of the automobile in military

affairs is well assured.

♦ ♦ ♦

It is gratifying to learn that the

authorities of the University of Sheffield

Automobile recognise the growing interest in motor

Education. matters. Those concerned with the wel-

, fare of the town are able to realise what

an important bearing the automobile

industry may have upon the progress of Sheffield. Attention

may Be drawn to the fact that, appreciating the immense and

rapidly growing demand for special alloy steels, many eminent

Sheffield firms of steel producers have organised departments to

deal entirely with this line, and to study in detail the require

ments of motor manufacturing. The University classes in

metallurgical research, therefore, aie very popular. It is, how

ever, to the newly-organised classes specially arranged for—(a)

motor-car owners, (b) chauffeurs and students, by the University

authorities, that we would call particular attention. Many pro

fessional and other gentlemen, who would otherwise be car

owners, are often slow in adopting the automobile owing to their

lack of sufficient technical knowledge to enable them to dispense

with the services of a chauffeur, or, if a chauffeur is employed,

to enable them to judge if their proper interests are being

served by him. With the object of overcoming this difficulty,

a series of lectures have been organised, in which it is intended to

impart to the would-be motorist a sound grounding in the technical

points of the modern motor-car. In addition to an already note

worthy engineering laboratory equipment, a 25-h.p. chassis is

available for demonstration purposes, and a petrol engine fitted

with magneto ignition has been purchased with which to cany

out the necessary demonstration on ignition, carburation, loca

tion and krepair of fault?, &c, &c. It is further shortly intended

to commence a series of lectures on motor-car design in the

interests of young engineers and draughtsmen interested in the

subject, and it is hoped to obtain the assistance of the professors

of chemistry attached to the University in the study of carbura

tion, exhaust gas analysis, &c. The classes are under the direc

tion of Mr. A. W. Reeves.

♦ ♦ ♦

As we have already announced, pre

parations are well forward in connection

The Event with the International Touring Car Con

or 1 908. test to take place in Great Britain during

June next. The Scottish Club will

control that portion of the route in

North Britain, or, to be precise, from Glasgow, where the Scottish

Trial will really commence. While the basis of marking in the

Scottish Trial is entirely different from that of the 2,000 miles

Trial, the rules of both have been considered by the Joint Com

mittee of the two clubs, so that there shall be no actual conflict.

Those of the Scottish event are to be issued simultaneously with

those published by the R.AC, for the 2,000 miles Trial, and we

understand that the committees of the two clubs have arranged

a basis of elimination of entries, should such be necessary owing

to their exceeding the number which it is possible to accept,

♦ ♦ ♦

Mkrthyr Tydfil will be constituted

a County Borough on April 1st, and the

L.G.B. has assigned to its Council the

letters HB for the purposes of motor-car

registration. The letter H seems to have

been reserved in the first place for ad

ditional registrations, as beyond the single H, which is the

identification mark for Middlesex, it has only been used as a first

letter in the cases of HT, the South Riding of Tipperary, and

HS for Renfrew. As the final letter of the identification mark

it appears in Norfolk, AH ; Buckinghamshire, BH ; Derby, CH ;

Walsall, DH j Hanley, EH ; Gloucester, FH j Donegal, IH ;

Northampton, NH ; and Berwick, SH. Those interested in the

curiosities of motor-car identification marks should send to the

office of the M.C.J, for a copy of our identification card, which

will be sent post free to any reader, making early application.

The Utter H.

Motoring in

India.

There was quite a gathering of the

clans at Bombay when Mr. W. T. Lord

set out from there recently to make the

trip to Calcutta on a 14-16-h.p. Argyll.

He intended to travel from station to

station under ordinary touring condi

tions, accompanied by Mr. Charles Wildbore and a native

servant, who would also act as interpreter. From several

points of the journey come news of progress, and some of the

incidents en rm.de were decidedly interesting. Shortly after
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'leaving Agra—the road running parallel with the narrow-gang^

•railway to Cawnpore—he was hindered by a herd of buffaloes.

-One night he stayed at an inspection bungalow at Monomow.

There were bungalows about every twelve miles, but food was

•unattainable in towns. Luckily he and his companions were

.able all through to supplement the larder by the gun and rifle,

.there being no lack of buck, chinkara, duck and partridge.

He failed to get petrol at Cawnpore, and as the Argyll would

not assimilate the drop of Scotch whisky he gave her, he slept

in the tonneau while the mechanic travelled by other means

into Lucknow for the necessary spirit.

♦ ♦ ♦

As usual, the Motor Show at Edin

burgh has again incited many intrepid

London to motorists to dare the elements in chill and

Edinburgh. foggy January. This year new interest

was given to the time-honoured jaunt to

the north by the test given the new

English-built model of the 20-30-b.p. Lorraine-Dietrich c ir. It

was driven by C. Bianchi, and a start was made from London at

45.20 p.m. on Friday of last week. As soon as the outskirts of

London were reached a dense fog was encountered, and

 

Bianchi and C. Lamb leaving Great Marlborough Street,

London, W., for Edinburgh on a 20-30-h.p. British-built Lorraine-

Dietrich.

progresi was considerably hampered. Going northward the fog

thickened, and at Bawtry, in Yorkshire, the passengers had to

dismount and take turns in leading the way afoot, lamp in hand.

Later the gloom lifted somewhat, and then better advance was

made until the car eventually reached Edinburgh at 3.30 p.m.

. on Saturday last. Under the climatic conditions that prevailed

.record making was out of the question, but the British car

worthily sustained the reputation of the French vehicles of

similar name. •

♦ ♦ ♦

Mr. A. E. Crowdy, who represents

the Wolseley Company in Manchester,

has for some time pist been carrying out

some experiments with the use of benzol

in place of petroleum spirit in petrol

motor-cars, and while the teats have not

been of sufficient duration to enable him to make any conclusive

deductions, he has kindly furnished us with some interesting in

formation. Mr. Crowdv writes :—" As you may know, there

are two separate and distinct spirits (benzol) on the market at

the present time, one of wiiich has a large percentage of sulphur,

Benzol as Fuel.

which makes it unfit for use in motor-cars ; the other, the spirit

which I have been using, is quite free from all trace of sulphur, and

gives excellent results. I find in actual practice, that the aper

ture of the jet in the carburettor requires to be at least -004 in.

smaller in a four-aylinder engine with a bore of 100 mm. than

that used for petrol, and also that the air supply requires to

be slightly increased. When the carburettor is correctly set,

the engine starts without any difficulty, and appears to give

as much power as if petrol was being used, whilst at the

same time considerably mnre mileage may be obtained to the

gallon, by reason of the smaller jet and extra air supply. So far

as I have be n able to ascertain, there is no deposit resulting from

the use of this benzol, neither does it exercise any adverse effect

on th« working of the engine. It is perhaps not generally

knowi. that the carburettor fitted to the Wolseley-Siddeby

cars of to-day is so constructed that it is possible, by making

small adjustments, to use (1) spirit which has a specific grav.ty

of '710, (2) spirit which has a specific gravity of "760, and (3)

rectified benzol. The relative cost per gallon of these spirits in

the North of England is approximately as follows:—(1) '710

spirit, Is. 2d. ; (2) -760 spirit, Is. Id. ; (3) benzol, Is." Later on

Mr. Crowdy intends to make some very careful consumption

tests, using ordinary Pratt's spirit of a specific gravity of -710

as a standard for the comparison, and at the same time hopes

to get the comparative b.h.p.

A sad accident in which a motor-tar

was associated seems to have led to ak'nd

A Police View of panic among the City Fathers of

of 1 raps. Belfast, and their application for a reduc

tion of the speed of all motor-cars passing

the town to ten miles an hour has pro

duced something of a Gilbertian situation. For the Police Com-

missionei regards his powers under the Motor Car Act as amply

sufficient to protect the public. In fact, he told the Inspector at

the inquiry that the proposed restriction would rather weaken

the position than otherwise. The administration of the new bye-

law would certainly necessitate the employment of more police

men to discharge this special duty, which would mean increased

cost on the ratepayers for no advantage that he could see. The

introduction of police traps was not conducive to good feeling

towards the police. In the fatal accidents that had occurred the

juries had especially exoneiated the drivers from blame, and in

each case the speed was below ten miles.

♦ ♦ ♦

In view of the discussion which 1 as

arisen as to the attitude of the Royal

Open Competition* A c with legard t0 the open com.

Public Highway. petitions on the public highway, it may

be well to recall the terms of the

resolution which was adopted by the

General Committee of the Club, and which has apparently cot

been clearly understood by many members of the various clubs

concerned. The exact wording of the motion was as follows :—

"That in view of the annoydnce caused locally, and in the

interests of the automobile movement generally, the Club shall

neither hold nor issue any permits for* open competitions o.her

than reliability trials, nor support any closed competitions on the

public highway where a speed in excess of the legal limit is a

factor, unless such highway has been closed to ordinary traffic by

the authorities, or the competitions ; re held on the fore-bore

with the sanction of the authoi ities." In arriving at its decision

we understand that the Club was influenced by the large number

of complaints received from those resident, adjacent to, or

even on the hills where most of these open events were

held during 1907, and by the annoyance caused by the

holding of these events, not so much on the day itself when the

competition was under proper control, but for some days befoie

the event, when l»rge numbers of cars practised at high speeds

up and down the hills. Closed competitions are, of course, in a

different category. A closed event, which is a competition ccn-

fined to members of a cub, is much more easily supervised by a

local club. It can more easily be confined within proper limits,
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ana if the authorities are favourable to the idea the risk of

opposition on the part of the public is likely to be avoided.

Clubs need not, moreover, apply to the Royal A.C. for

permits for closed competitions. In regard to motor-cycling

competitions the Club has made no pronouncement ; it has

handed over the control of motor-cycling to the Auto-Cycle

Union, and the question of holding hill climbs for motor

cycles concerns that body only.

♦ ♦ ♦

Instances of thefts from motor-cars

have been somewhat frequent of late—

Thefts from Cars. whether from the growing carelessness

of owners or the increasing boldness of

others we will not venture to dete inine.

The fact, however, remains that the

warning7*ecently addressed through our Correspondence columns

by" leading motorists should be in the memory in 1908 as

well as in the latter days of 1907. Time was when rugs, bags,

&c, might safely be left on automobiles while the driver and

passengers were away for a few minutes ; now the enterprise

of thieves does not stop at trifles and lamps are tometimes

removed, while unsecured articles are often taken. The

.delinquencies have no geographical limits; they occur in the

provinces as well as in London, and recently our attention has

ffoeen called to quite an outbreak of such exploitation in Brad-

:ford, Leeds, and other towns in Yorkshire. A word is as good

as a sentence to the wise motorist, who will take due pre

cautions after this New Year's warning.

♦ ♦ ♦

Emphasis is given to our Comment last

week on the need for children being

The Dangers to warned as to the dangers of the .oad by

Children. an inquest just held at Sheffield. After

hearing the evidence the coroner re

marked that a number of children were

killed through dodging behind one vehicle into the road of

.another. The jury thought that the teachers at the schools

jnight do something, and finally it was suggested that a motor

danger signal be put up at dangerous corners near schools. In

addition warnings by the teachers are very necessary.

♦ ♦ ♦

A LITTLE-RECOGNISED effect of the

automobile on the industries of the

The Improvement country has been the increased varietv

of Carriages. that is now seen in any carriage builder's

establishment. There is no doubt that

until the adoption of the Mot >r Car Act,

1903, those responsible for Cirriage-building work had got into

a rut from which horses could not remove them. That change,

however, has been effected by the motor-car, aa is seen in the

diversity of styles of light carriages that are now seen, and in

the greater number of materials now utilised in their upholstery.

The sombre drabs and greys that once dominated the leather

work of carriages have been superseded by striking brighter

hues, and many coach builders are rejoicing in the greater scope

they are now allowed in the design and fitments of horse-drawn

vehicles. The carriage builder has studied the motor-car to the

advantage of his own particular craft, and his attempt to cater

for new requirements has given him a desire to improve those

with which he is most intimately associated. Further evidence

of this excellent " sign of the times " is seen in the encourage

ment of carriage classes at county shows, and we expect great

enterprise in that direction this year. In fact, it would appear

that all classes are recognising the truth of what the motori&t

has sought to impress upon his friends, viz , that the motor-car

will relieve the horse of his burdens, and enable him to take his

place on the road as a means of pleasure and sport.

During the hearing of an action the other day at the

Southwark County Court, one of the counsel said, " I don't know

whether your Honour indulges in the sport of motoring ? "

Jud^e Willis : Sport, do you call it ! I was never in a motor-

carriage but twice, and then I kept it at a proper speed—twelve

miles an hour—and enjoyed it. The second time I was glad to

get out." And, of course, everyone in court smiled ; some even

laughed.

 

If, Godard, who took part with a Spyker Car in the FeUn-Farii Run, at the wheel of the Motobloc vehicle he will drive in the Hew

York-Farii Contest.
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SOME TYRE WORRIES AND HOW

TO AVOID THEM.

—

" 'Tis strange but true, for truth is always strange,

Stranger than fiction."

THESE words of Byron surely apply to tyre stories. I

certainly know nothing so singular as the different luck

the amateur motorist has with his tyres ; one man

rarely goes for a spin but a cover bursts or a tube punctures ;

another has the same set of tyres and even does not pump them

up once in six months, and as to trouble he is a stranger to

Truly Sladen says : —

" Vox el pricterea nihil ; and the name

Of chance is but the argument of fools,

Swoln with th' expansion of their own conceit,

Can that which is not, shape the things that are ?

Is chance omnipotent ? "

I think we can put aside the question of make. The leading

tyres now on the market are all equally good. It is the old,

of the canvas lining. These states may be considered mora in

detail.

Insufficient inflation causes excessive lateral tension, with a

resulting rolling action that may tear the sides of the rover from

the beaded edge. The correct pressure is usually given by the

makers and varies with the size of the tyre and the weight it has

to carry ; it is less on the front than on the driving wheels. On

65 mm. tyres with a light load a pressure of 50 lbs. per square

inch is enough, whereas on larger ones the pressure may be

90 lbs. The average gauge on a pump only shows the pressure

of the air passing through the pump, but tyre gauges are on the

market that register the air pressure inside the tyrf, and since

systematically using such an instrument I have maintained the

correct pressure, and, as a consequence, have had much less tyre

trouble.

Sufficient French chalk or black lead must be dusted inside

the cover to prevent the air-tube sticking to the casing; but

too much forms lumps that may cause friction and so damage

the tube. Dirt and mud bting left between the rim and tyre

after a run may cause the former to rust—another producer of

 

Motor-Cars and Hunting.

The Earl of Harrington, the master of the pack bearing his name, always arrives at the meet in his car. The illustration aboTe shows the Earl in the
act of removing his motoring clothes, at Bleasby Hall, the seat of Captain Kelham. The Earl carries with him on the car sever U terriers :or use wh. u

the fox goes to earth.

old story of a poor workman blaming his tools. In some cases,

it is true, the tyres are not the size for the weight of the ar,

but more often the tyres suffer from want of attention. Given

"a dream "of a tyre, take corners sharply, back on to sharp

kerbs, run over sharp flints with only half inflated tubes, and

even such a tyre will object and show its resentment of the

neglect by bursting or puncturing. Detachable rims are, of

course, very interesting, and may save trouble, but with care

the trouble could be avoided, and tyres but changed in the

garage, when with proper levers, especially a forked one, the

beaded edge cover is easily taken off and put on ; and even the

introduction of the valve presents no difficulty if a forked lever

is employed, which also facilitates the introduction of the security

bolts.

The causes of tyre deterioration are insufficient inflation,

neglect to put enough French chalk between the tube and the

outer cover, or dusting in too much, with consequent lumps that

cause friction, contact of tyre with grease or rusty rims, im

perfect alignment of wheels, neglect to stop holes or cuts in the

outer cover, and thus admission of damp with consequent rotting

wear. It is a good plan to occasionally remove the tyre, and,

after cleaning, paint the rims. " Prevention is better than

cure " ; water externally has no bad effect on a tyre ; in fact, it

does the rubber good ; but water permitted to get to the canvas

may do much harm, and is a common cause of a " burst."

If the front wheels are not in alignment with the back ones

then, as the wheel moves, there is a combined sliding anri rolling

action, which is of a grinding nature and soon wears out the

aover. I remember once wearing big holes in a tyre merely in a

run from Wakefield to London ; an examination showed this to

be the cause, and after adjustment of the front wheels and the

actuating arms the return journey on new front tyres was made

without a scratch. The lesson was learnt at the cost of a couple

of covers, but it was cheap at the price. I now always see that

the steering wheels are parallel to the driving ones. Covers, of

course, frequently get cut, and often the cut does not extend

into the tube. Perhaps the flint or other foreign body, such as

a nail, is left neglected in the tyre ; it may then work its way

and ultimately cause a puncture, or, if the owner is lucky, the

foreign body may work out without causing tube injury, but if tha
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opening is neglected wet gets in, and the canvas rots, with ultimate

bursting of the cover. I confess that I used not to stop up holes in

■covers or inspect every night to see if there were any. As a result

I had a burst on a journey home from Eastbourne on a lonely

road, four miles from a repairer. Luckily I had a spare cover, but I

certainly recollect the job I had in getting it on without help

and without a forked lever. It took over an hour, and was hot

work. Still it was an instructive experience, and now my tyres

are inspected every nigbt. The stopping of holes is an tasy

task, but it must be done thoroughly. Want of care is more

■often the cause of the stopping coming out than the make and

quality of the stopping. Pnou Cure is excellent, and so is a

preparation called the Vulcan stopping and vulcanising fluid I

once bought at Gamage's. This, too, requires care in application.

The hole must first be cleaned, then wiped out and rubbed

•with fine sand or emery paper. Then a coating of ordinary

rubber solution should be applied. Any quick-drying solution

■answers ; personally I like the one made by the Dunlop Company.

When this is dry, which usually takes twenty minutes, the hole

must be filled up with the Vulcan stopping, putting in a little

at a time with the edge of a penknife, letting it dry and then

pushing in a bit more. After the hole is more than filled up it

■should be left for an hour at least to set, and then the pitch

should be painted over with a coat of vulcanizing solution. I

have now on my car two such holes, which were filled up in this

manner nearly three months ago, and the stopping is still in,

and, what is more, looks as if it would outlive the tyre. I have

also used this .fluid for vulcanizing on a patch to a punctured

tube, and it answers well, though when time permits I generally

get punctures in tubes repaired with a hot vulcamzer, such

as " H. F."

The valves of the inner tubes may occasionally leak ; it is

as well to carry a spare valve plug and valve seating and rubber

plug washers ; these may wear and thus allow tyres to become

■deflated, and though, of course, in an emergency spare temporary

washers can be made out of a bit of soft leather or rubber

•insertion, it is easier to have a washer that will fit in the kit

■carried on the car. A common cause of puncture is nipping of

the inner tube by either the security bolts or the edges of the

cover. These torts can all be avoided by care in putting in the

tube. If it is slightly inflated before the outer edge of the cover

is put into position, the latter should not catch the tube, and if

-each security bolt is pushed up prior to that portion of the cover

being levered over, then it is impossible to nip the tube, as the

bolt should then move freely and only come back when the tyre

is pumped up.

A little care in driving will greatly prolong the life of a

■tyre, especially in not letting the clutch in too suddenly and in

avoiding all fierceness of that member. A little castor oil has a

•marvellous effect on the clutch leather, and, in addition to add

ing to the life of the tyres, saves the machinery. A fierce clutch

often accounts for a broken bevel or a fractured differential

sleeve. Sudden application of the brakes, by causing the driving

wheels to skid, not only causes wear by friction, but also tends

to tear the rubber from the fabric ; taking corners sharply is

another cause. Tyres will last much longer if the clutch is

slipped in turning, and if, when possible, the car is driven on the

crown of the road.

These are, I know, all simple facts, but from experience I

have learnt that attention to these points reduces tyre expenses

and saves roadside tyre repairs. C. T. W. H.

Messrs. Markt and Co., 6, City Eoad, E.C., are intro-

-ducing the Brown Compressometer, which will enable the com

pression in each of the cylinders to be determined quite easily.

It is a 100 lb. gauge fitted with a maximum hand which remains

at the highest point of compression. The device is employed by

simply being screwed into the cylindor in place of the sparking

plug, the motor being turned over by hand and the pressure

being immediately indicated on the dial. A new automobile

oilstone is also being marketed by Messrs. Markt and Co. for

grinding and smoothing rough surfaces.

STARTINO ENGINES BY THE LEFT

HAND.

IN the case of petrol motors revolving clockwise there is an

element of danger in the use of the right hand for turning

the starting handle, for if a back-fire occurs the operator is

thrown with force against the lamp or mudguards, and he is

indeed lucky if he escapes with a sprained wrist and a few bumps

or cuts, not to mention the damage to the lamp or mudguard.

Furthermore, the body is cramped and is of necessity - turned

half way around so that the fullest force can be exerted, a

position inviting loss of balance. Herein the motorist who use*

his left hand for starting the engine is, considers our French

contemporary " L'Omnia, at a decided advantage. Grasping the

handle as he does, with the fingers curved (the thumb simply

retaining the handle within the fingers), when a back-fire occurs

the arm is thrown outward, the fingers are opened and no damage

is inflicted. Further, the left-handed operator squarely faces the

machine, and by reason of the distanca between his feet and a firm

grip on the radiator or dunb iron with his right hand, it is next

 

Diagram Illustrating Position of Operator in Starting up Petrol

Engines.

1. Usual position In starting an engine by the right hand. 2. Position when
starting an engine which turns to the left (most engines now rotate clock

wise) 3. Foiitton when starting an engine by the left hand.

toimpossib'e to throw him from his balance. The hand grasping

the dumb iron also assists in the exertion of more strength on

the starting handle. This question of using the left hand has

- been discussed by several doctors and constructors in our con

temporary, the above reasons being cited for its use in placa of

the right hand. At lea?t two Frensh motor-car factories are

stated to train all their mechanics to use this hand in staiting.

With low tension ignition it is essential that the motor be turned

over quickly in starting, and this can be more readily

accomplished if the left hand is used. The use of the left hand

is most desirable because of the fact that it renders the driver

immune from injuries due to back fire.

A MOTOR-CAR exhibition is to be held in Moscow from

May 17th to June 2nd next.

According to the meteorologists there will be a return of

fine weather and dusty roads during the present year, and

already motorists are anxiously considering the various fitments

that can be added to the car to render it suitable for touring.

Among these is the Rivett wind and dust screen, which. has the

distinct advantage of being instantly raised or lowered while the

vehicle is in motion. It is the invention of Mr. A. Rivett, of

236, High Road, Leytonstone, Essex, who was one of the

pioneers of the motor business in the eastern suburbs. When in

the upright position its appearance is of the customary character.

When the top half is let right down the advantages of the usual

folding screen are obtained, with the additional merit that the

top half inclines towards the driver, securing a maximum of

protection for the hands and boJy of the driver. Should rain

come on suddenly while the car is in motion the screen can be

at once raised high enough to proteat those on the d iver's seat,

and yet the driver gets a clear view over the top. • There is no

hindrance to freedom of movement on the part of those behind

the screen, and the method of securing the device is an effective

assurance against the rattling too freely associated with such
accessories. v •
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CONTINENTAL NOTES.

-♦-

Another Race in Sicily.

In addition to the voiturette and heavy car races which are

to be held in Sicily in May next, it has now been decided to

hold a third event, to be known as the Coupe des Voiturettes

Trinacria, for vehicles the four-cylinder engines of which have a

bore of between 90 and 100 mm. or 106 mm , the latter figure

having not yet been definitely fixed. The race will be over a

distance of about 450 kilometres. The entry fee has been fixed

at £40 per car ; the winner will secure the Trinacria trophy and

a prize of £320, the second prize is £200, the third £80, and the

fourth £40.

♦ ♦ ♦

A Voiturette Race in Italy.

In connection with the motor-car exhibition at present

being held in Turin a race for voiturettes took place on Sunday

last over a 36 kilometre circuit, which had to be covered five

times to give a total distance of 180 kilometres (112J miles)

Pekin-Paris event ; a De Dion, with M. B. Saint-Chaffray at the*

wheel ; a Sizaire-Naudin, driver M. Pons, and a Ziist, driver

M. Scarfoglio.

♦ ♦ ♦

A 200 h p. Fiat Racer.

" Les Sports " of Paris reports that the Fiat Company are

building a 200-h.p. car capable of maintaining an average speed

of over 100 miles an hour. It is added that the vehicle will be

driven by Nazzaro on the Brooklands track against the Napier.

♦ ♦ ♦

Miscellaneous Items.

A syndicate of the firms in Paris making a business of

hiring out cars has just been formed. The date of the pro

posed tour of France for motor-cycles and light cars, which is

being organised by the Auto-cycle Club of France, has been

altered. Ic will now be held from the 23rd to the 29th April

instead of from the 4th to the 9th of May.——The Austrian

Automobile Club proposes to hold a trial of industrial motor

 

iThe Turin Coupe des Volturettee.-Giuppone on the winning Lion-Peugeot Car the Fins Hill.

The contest was open for vehicles of a maximum bore of

100 mm. for single-cylinder engines and 80 mm. for two-

cylinders, the total weight of the cars being not more

than 500 and 600 kilog. respectively. There were only eight

starters, including three each Lion-Peugeots and Padus (an

Italian-built vehicle), a Sizaire-Naudin and an Alcyon. One of

the Lion-Peugeots fell out in the first round, only four finished

the second lap and three the third circuit. At the end of the

fourth round only Giuppone on a Lion-Peugeot and Cissac

(Alcyon) were left in, these two finishing in the order Darned in

4 h. 12 min. and 4 h. 32 min. respectively.

♦ ♦ ♦

The New York-Paris Motor Run.

Considerable excitement prevailed in the neighbourhood of

the offices of " Le Matin," in Paris, on Tuesday, when four cars

which have been entered for the projected New York-Paris run

set out for Havre. The vehicles were a Motobloc, which will be

driven by M. C. Godard, who with a Spyker went through the

vehicles in July next. A company has just been formed at

Brunen, near Wesel, Germany, to establish a public motor-car

service in the district. An automobile club has lately been

formed at Limoges, France. A motor fire-engine is to be-

added to the equipment of the fire brigade at Elberfeld,

Germany. Quite a number of low-powered four-cylinder cars

have lately made their appearance in Germany. Messrs.

Stoe«er, of Stettin, for example, are building a 6-12-h.p. vehicle,

and the Siemens-Schuckertwerke of Berlin one of 6-10-h.p

The Automobile Club of Nice is placing a motor ambulance at

the service of the municipal authorities of Nice. The body is

mounted on a Delaunay-Belleville 24-h.p. chassis. It is now

announced that the drivers of the Panhard trio of cars in the

A.O.F. Grand Prix race will be Heath, Cissac, and Maurice

Farman.——The tenth anniversary of the founding of the

Austrian Automobile Club is to be celebrated by a banquet in

Vienna on the 6th inst. On Tuesday, " Les Sports " stated that

the D ieppe circuit had again been definitely adopted for the 1908-

A.C.F. Grand Prix race.
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THE SETTING OF VALVES.

Larrad's Petrol Motor Timer.

JUDGING from the correspondence we have received, the

article published in the M.C.J, of the 11th ult. on the

subject of the setting of the valves, inlet and exhaust, of

petrol motors, has attracted more than passing interest.

It will be remembered that we gave the setting adopted by

seven leading motor-car firms, and pointed out that in each and

every case a different arrangement was employed. One result

of the article ha3 been the bringing to our notice of a device

known as Larrad's Timer, which has lately been put on the

market by Larrad's Patents Syndicate, of Bexhill, and

21, Holborn Viaduct, London, E.C., by the use of which

motorists are enabled to secure the absolutely correct setting of

the inlet and exhaust valve lifting cams of petrol engines in a.

very short space of time.

We give an illustration of the instrument in Fig. 1, from

which it will be seen that it consists of a disc carrying a specially-

shaped spirit level on a spindle. Projecting from one side of the

spirit level is an arm with three holes drilled in it. The disc also

has several holes, each bored at a certain radius from the centre

corresponding with those in the arm of the spirit level. A peg is

provided, which passes through the one or other of the holes in

the arm, and into one of the holes on the disc The outer radius

holes in the disc are three in number, one representing zero, and

the other two the opening and closing positions of the exhaust

valve. The two middle radius holes represent the opening and

closing positions of the inlet valve, and the two inside radius

holes represent ignition positions. The method of timing an

engine with this device is carried out as follows :—-Set the piston

at the top of its stroke, then fix the instrument on the clutch, fly

wheel, crankshaft, or other suitable pirt revolving with the

latter. Place the peg in the hole marked zero, and adjust the

disc until the air blob is central. Then place the peg in the hole

on the exhaust radius marked " open," and turn the crankshaft

till the air blob is again central ; the exhaust valve should at this

 

Fig. 1.—General View of Lirrad's Petrol Motor Timer.

point commence to lift. Continuing, remove the peg and place it

in the hole marked " closed," rotate the crankshaft as before until

the air blob is central, and the exhaust should be just closed.

To tima the inlet valve practically the sama operations are re

peated, with the peg in the respective holes in the middle radius.

First place the peg in the inlet hole marked " open." This t me,

instead of revolving the flywheel in the direction of the arrow,

move it slightly back till the air blob is central, which gives the

position when the inlet valve should commence to lift. Now

place the peg in the hole marked "inlet closed," and revolve the

 

Fig. 2.—Diagram of Valve Setting as given by Larrad's Timer-

flywheel again in the direction of the arrow. When the air blub

is in the centre of the spirit level, the inlet valve should be just

closed. The holes in the inner radius are marked M and A, and

represent high-tension magneto and accumulator and coil respec

tively, while for low-tension the hole marked zero should be

used. With the peg in its relative hole and the crankshaft

turned until the air blob is central, the retarded ignition position

is obtained. The disc is marked on both sides, so that, by

reversing the positions of the holder and spirit level, it can be

used equally well at either end of the engine.

An examination of the instrument showed at once that

Larrad's Timer is not merely a device to facilitate the setting

of valves, but gives a particular setting, which is, we learn, the

result of long experiment on the part of Mr. Larrad, who claims

that by altering the cams or adjusting the valve tappets, or both,

to suit it, any high-speed engine will not only develop greater

power than with its old arrangement, but will also run quieter

and slower than before. This is a specially interesting point, as

from the information the Syndicate have furnished us with, and

now published for the first time, and from the diagram (Fig. 2)

we have prepared, it will be observed that the Larrad timing

differs, considerably from the practice adopted by the makers

mentioned in the article already referred to. In the first place,

it will be noted that the exhaust valve opens very early—

02 degrees from the bottom of the firing stroke of the piston—-

while it closes late—22 deg. down on the suction stroke. The

inlet valve is timed to open late—17 deg. down on the suction

stroke, and to close late, 17 deg. up on the compression stroke.

The most striking feature of the setting, apart from the very

complete scavenging of the exhaust gases, owing to -the long

period the exhaust valve is open, is that the inlet valve opens

0 deg. on the suction stroke before the exhaust valve closes—

that is to say, both valves are for a brief period open at the

same time. We have in hand a further series of diagrams of

different makers' valve setting, which we hope to publish in an

early issue, and among them is one in which the practice of

overlapping is followed, and, as it is that of a very successful car,

Mr. Larrad has some outside support for his claim that it ensures

the charge of gas admitted on each suction stroke being a very

rich mixture, and not reduced in power by any unexhausted

burnt gases. It is claimed, in fact, that the overlapping has

the effect of causing the inrush of explosive mixture to chase
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out, as it were, any remaining exhaust gases, and that thors is

no danger of back shots in the carburettor.

That the Larrad setting is one which possesses merit is

evidenced by the letter from "Amateur "—the rwm de plume of

a West Country motoring enthusiast—published in our issue

of the 18th ult., as well as other testimony that has been

brought to our notice. At the same time, we still feel that

there is room, in view of the great variation in the valve setting

of mrdern petrol motors, for a series of tests to be carried out

by some independent authority as to which arrangement—

all other things in the way of valve sizes, compression, &c.,

being equal—gives the best result, and we have the Larrad

Syndicate's authority to state that they are ready to submit

tbeir setting to such a trial at any time, so great is their con

fidence that the result will only be a substantiation of th^ir

claims. J

Realising, however, that they cannot all at once convert

every motor designer to their way of thinking, and that there is

also a want of some device to enable motorists and motor

 

Kg. 3.—General View of Larrad's Degree Instrument for Testing the

Valve Setting of Petrol Motors.

repairers to test and probably re-adjust the timing of any petrol

motor, the firm have, in addition to the Timer, also introduced

what they term a degree instrument (Fig. 3) ; this is identical

with the device shown in Fig. 1, except that the disc, instead of

being provided with certain holes, is marked off on one side in

degrees, and, on the other, in percentages of the circle. As

Captain Windham pointed out in our last issue, the cams of many

multi-cylinder engines are not always set relatively exact to one

another ; while, again, the continual tapping of the tappets brings

about a certain amount of wear which prevents the valves from

opening sufficiently, and so hinders both the evacuation of the

burnt gases and the inspiration of the fresh charge. It is in

testing for any irregulaiities of this kind that the utility of

the degree instrument will demonstrate itself. Apart from

the valves, however, there are other directions in which the

device will be found useful ; for instance, it can be used for

trueing steering pivots and front axles after an accident, for

setting eccentrics on all kinds of engines, and also for placing

any movement at particular parts of the circle.

■ «*10QQOOBW

One of the Union Jack motor-'buses skidded so badly near

Canning Town, E., on Saturday afternoon last that one of the

rear road wheels was wrenched off.

Lieut. Gimperling, of the 21st U.S. Infantry, has started

from Denver in a motor-car on a 1,000-mile trip to Fort

Huachuca, with the view of making a topographical map of

Southern Arizona for the use of the U.S. War Department.

LIGHTS ON VEHICLES.

—♦-

THE object of the Lights on Vehicles Act, 1907, which

came into operation on January 1st, was to necessitate-

that " no person shall permit his vehicle to be in any-

street or road during the period between one hour after sunset-

and orje hour before sunrise without providing a light"; certain

exemptions were, however, allowed. These can only be granted

by the town or city councils, and then special circumstances

must be established. So far as we have been able to ascertain

by exhaustive inquiry, very few Councils have found it necessary

t) claim any exemptions from the operation of this Act in

England, Wales, and Ireland, and it is evidently being adopted

in its entirety almost as a general rule.

In two or three important towns, however, where special,

local conditions suggest some latitude, the Town Councils have

adopted special orders which have been sanctioned by the Home

Secretary. Thus, for instance, the City Council of Liverpool,,

believing that it would be dangerous to enforce the provisions of

the Act " as to vehicles when carrying certain inflammable goods,

and all vehicles in certain parts of the eity in which such goods

are stored or dealt with, has ordered that vehicles carrying

cotton shall be exempt from the operation of the Act, and also-

that all vehicles shall be exempt while in any of the following

streets, highways, or roads, viz. :—Hawthorne Road, Westminster

Road, Barlow Lane, Walton Boad, Kirkdale Boad, Great Horoer

Street, Fox Street, Soho Street, Stafford Street, . Monument

Place, Greek Stieet, Copperas Hill, Benshaw Street, Berry

Street, Great George Place, Great George Street, St. James

Place, Park Place and Park Boad, or while in any street, high

way or road to which the public have access within the city

between the above streets, highways or roads, and the boundaries

of the Mersey Dock Estate.

The area within which vehicles are outside the operation of

the Act is that situated in the lower part of the city and adjoin

ing the Mersey Docks and Harbour Board. The streets within,

the area are well lighted, and no difficulties are anticipated, as the

bye-laws have previously excluded slow-going vehicles from their

operation as regards the carrying of lights. So far as the exclu

sion of the light from vehicles carrying cotton is concerned, this

does not greatly affect the question, as the carriage of such goods

is almost entirely confined to the area indicated by the streets

we have mentioned.

Many Councils, of which that at Luton may be regarded as

typical, have not made exemption orders, from the feeling that,,

as the intention of the Legislature undoubtedly was to secure

uniformity as to the lights which vehicles should carry, it was-

undesirable to destroy that uniformity by setting up local

exemptions. Further, where a large section of their areas was

of the rural or urban character, they have recognised that

harvesting vehicles without lights on highways are no less a

nuisance than others ; hence the general endorsement of the Act

as adopted at Westminster that we have noted. No special

orders in connection with the Act have been issued in Richmond

and Swindon, but in other places the matter is having the-

attention of the authorities. . It is at the present time under

consideration at Coventry, and also at Newcastle-on-Tyne, where-

new bye-laws are awaiting th/e finah sanction of- the City Council- -

The owners of vehicles in the City of Leeds (which has sub

mitted a new bye-law on the subject to the Home Office) are

almost unanimously adopting a white front and a red rear-

light.

During the last few days an important development has

occurred in connection with this matter, and the whole question-

of local exemption is now under the consideration of the

Municipal Corporations Association, with a view to framing

regulations in concert with the County Councils Association so-

that the uniformity which all practical persons recognise as so

desirable shall be secured. As yet, however, no definite recom

mendation has been made, and doubtless the experience of those-

places where new regulations are made will be watched very

closely with a view to securing a satisfactory policy all round.
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 A motor - 'bus service is

shortly to be started in the town

of Petropoli«, Brazil.

At the twenty-sixth annual

general meeting of the Institute

■of British Carriage Manufac

turers, held on the 23rd ult. in

London, Mr. Sydney Norris, of Manchester, was elected pre

sident.

The employees of Chambers Motors, Ltd., were, through

the generosity of the firm, given a day's excursion from Belfast

to Dublin in order to visit the Irish Automobile Exhibition.

The Mayor of Brighton, in finine a motorist 50s. and

costs for driving at a dangerous speed, has expressed a view

that the magistrates intend to put a stop to such proceedings

in the roads of that town.

Messrs. Jones and Co., whose garage is as much a

feature of Lichfield as is the house of Dr. Johnson, have issued

a series of route maps to Bournemouth, Newcastle on-Tyne,

London, Edinburgh, and Glasgow, These are giver, to motorists

calling at their place.

Mr. H. S. Cautley, the prospective Parliamentary candi

date for the East Grinstead Division of Sussex, is already

leceiving letters asking his views as to the motor-car question.

Replying to a local farmer he says he agrees that motor-cars

** are a luxury, and that they ought to be further taxed."

" Indian Motors, Ltd.," has been registered in Calcutta,

and arrangements have been made with the Bombay Motor Car

Company to take over the representation of Daimler and Fiat

cars in Bengal, while a new feature of the business will be the

importation of commercial vehicles. These have hitherto only

been seen in India in an experimental way, and there can be no

ripubt as to the large opening there is for industrial enterprise

in this direction.

To Londonderry belongs the distinction of possessing the

4ir-t motor fire engine in Itelaud, the enterprising town authorities

having purchased a Merryweather motor " Fire King " steamer,

which was delivered last week. The engine has a pumping

capacity of 400 gallons per minute, and can travel at a speed of

twenty to thirty miles an hour on the level. The boiler is fired

■with oil fuel, the water being kept hot in the fire station by

means of a gas burner, which enables the machine to turn out

within one minute from receipt of a call. ,

An important decision affecting the liability of local

a uthorities to keep their roads in proper repair wa3 given by

Judge Gye in the Basingstoke County Court recently. The

Farnham Rural District Council brought an action against

Messrs. Mussellwhite and Sapp, builders and contractors, of

Basingstoke, to recover the sum of £48 alleged to have been

■extraordinary expenditure on the repair of a road at Hindhead

which had been damaged by the defendants' traction engines.

His Honour gave judgment for the defendants, with costs on the

•higher scale.

The fire which occurred a few days ago at the garage of

Mr. Milton Bode, the well-known theatrical proprietor, destroyed

all the woodwork of his new Ariel limousine—a fine body made

•by Mr. William Vincent, of Castle Street, Beading. He will not,

however, be without a car for a few days, as Mr. Vincent is just

completing a handsome side entrance touring body for Mr.

Bode's Panhard chassis. The body that was burnt was almost

identical (except as to the colour scheme) with that shown by

4;he firm at the Cordingley motor exhibition at the Agricultural

Hall last March.

During the progress of the South Herefordshire election

the motor-car is, of course, playing its part. Unhappily for one

■of the candidates, an automobile containing speakers recently

broke down at a secluded village on the way to a meeting of

considerable importance. Some of his opponents were more

punctual at the gathering, and, seeing that the motor-car did not

•bring its contingent of speakers, they took advantage of the

evasion to address the meeting and to secure a vote of confidence

being adopted in favour of the candidate against whose interests

the meeting was called.

HERE AND THERE.

 
Messrs. Morgan and Co.,

Ltd., have facilities for the re

charging of accumulators and the

repair of motor tyres at their

place at Leighton Buzzard.

The decrease in receipts of

the Brighton and South Coast

Railway Company during 1907 has been officially attributed as

due, among other causes, to the competition of motor-vehicles.

Mr. T, Wilson, the Master of the Burton Foxhounds for

the last twenty years, has become a motorist, having ordered a

42-h.p. Hampton limousine car from the Daimler Company.

We illustrate herewith one of the Star Engineering Co.'s

latest 12-h.p. four-cylinder cars, fitted with a special detachable

back portion, side entrance body, and a Cape cart hood, which

can be used on the vehicle either as a double extension hood for

a side entrance car or as a single hood with the side curtains

attached. One of the pictures shows the back portion of the

hood down ready for detaching the back portion of the body.

The front part of the hood can be removed to the back of the

 

body the same as the usual double extension hood, and folds

down on the rear portion of the body in the ordinary way. The

main feature of the hood is that while it is of the double ex

tension variety, it can be used as a single hood for a two-seited

car, or the front portion can be employed to close the back part

of the hood entirely by the partition behind the forward seat.

We may add that the Star Company arc in a position to fit

hoods to any make of car.

Mr. R. L. Jefferson's adventures on mountain and veldt

on a Rover car are described in an interestng illustrated

pamphlet just published by the Rover Company, Ltd., of

Coventry. The way in which the 8-h.D. machine carried the

traveller over the Great Karroo is a fine tribute to the car.

Messrs. S. F. Edge, Ltd., have sent us particulars of a

Napier 10-h.p. two-cylinder motor-cab that is about to bo put on

the market. The chassis has an 8 ft. wheel-base, turning circle

diameter of 25 ft., and width of frame of 2 ft. 4 in. Tne engine

has two cylinders, 'i\ in. bore, magneto ignition, with forced

lubrication, and water circulated by a pump. The gear-box is

adapted to give three speeds and reverse with direct drive on

top speed. Wire wheels are to be fitted with ball-bearing hubs.
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Lord Dunleath, of Ballywalter Park, County Down, has

just bought a 15-h.p. Coven try-Humber.

The Commons Preservation Society intend to oppose the

suggested London to Windsor motor road service.

A COURSE of lectures in automobile engineering is being

given in connection with the University of Sheffield.

We are informed that two Humber cars have been awarded

gold medals in the Reliability Trials of the Automobile Club of

Victoria.

The Daimler Company have received an order from H.H.

the Sultan of Zanzibar for a 42-h.p. Daimler chassis which is to

be fitted with a Pullman limousine body.

" Willing's Press Guide " has now attained the dignity of

the thirty-fifth annual issue. Its information with reference to

newspapers is both comprehensive and reliable.

M. Thery, who, it is reported, will again drive a Brasier

car in this year's A.C.F. Grand Prix race, is carrying on a

business at Levallois-Perret, near Paris, devoted to the hiring

out of taximeter motor vehicles.

Messrs. Barnett's Motobs, Ltd., Bristol Street, Birming

ham, who are agents for Renault and Austin cars, have just

received an order for a 20-h.p. Hispano-Suiza, fitted with all

the latest refinements of body work.

Donnybrook, the celebrated village near Dublin, has now

its garage and motor repair establishment, Mr. W. Ladley, who

bas conducted a motor business at Morehampton Road, Dublin,

for some years, having installed himself in Donnybrook.

 

A Steam Coach built by F. Hill In 1840.

The annual banquet of the Automobile Club of America

was held in New York on the 25th ult. In appreciation of

France being the cradle of the motor-car, the guest of honour

was the French Ambassador, M. Jules Tusseraud, while other

speakers included Senator Chauncey M. Depew.

Mr. J. V. Aikin, the proprietor of the Didsbury Motor

Works and Garage in Albert Street, Didsbury, Manchester, has

been compelled to extend his premises in order to cope with the

demand for motor-car accommodation in the district. In addition

to the ordinary garage work Mr. Aikin undertakes the sale and

repair of cars and accessories.

From the City Ignition Company, of 14, Spencer Street,

London, E.C., ccmes a copy of their latest price list of motor

accessories and fittings. Among the specialities that may be

mentioned are the Malcolm high-tension distributor and contact

breaker, the Cicoy induction coils, the Voltoo two-volt coil,

accumulators, voltmeters, sparking plugs, horns, lamps, &c.

The Parsons Non-skid Company have put on tbe market a

whistje blown by compressed gas from one of their Sparklet

in Hut or cylinders, which is admit ably suited for a burglar or fire

alarm for country houses. It gives an exceedingly penetrating

scream which can be heard for several miles, and can be operated

by simply depressing a lever. The cylinders can be relied upon

to contain the gas for any length of time, and each one

is capable of about 250 full blasts of one second duration.

As burglary by motor-car appears to be becoming a fashionable

occupation, it is well that a firm engaged in the supply of motor

accessories should take steps to ensure protection.

More than a score of entries have been received for the-

trials to be held this month by the Bombay Motor Union.

A new garage is being opened by Mr. G. A. Spencer at-

45, Alexandra Street, in the centre of the town of Southend.

Messrs. A. and C. Bridgland, Ltd., have a motor garage

at 33 and 35, London Road, East Grinstead, where motor

accessories and petrol can aleo be obtained.

" Town Planning in Theory and Practice" is the title

of an interesting book issued by the Garden City Association,

602-3, Birkbeck Bank Chambers, Holborn, W.C.

Messrs. Walker Bros., Ltd., of the Pagefield Ironworks,

Wigan, have taken up the construction of industrial motor

vehicles, and have just introduced a 16-18-h.p. two-cylinder two-

ton delivery van.

Mr. Douglas S. Cox, of West Norwood, has sent us a

photograph of the Osterfield 40-h.p. eight-cylinder car which has

just been completed. Unfortunately the picture, owing to it

being too dark, does not lend itself to reproduction.

Messrs. Reid and Evans have a well-equipped garage and

works in the New North Road, Exeter. They keep a car for

towing vehicles that have broken down, and have a special plant

for charging accumulators. Free tuition in driving is given to-

their clients.

Lieutenant Paul Graetz, who is making the journey by-

motor-car across Africa from Dar-es-Salaam, German East Africa,

to Swakopmund, German West Africa, has now reached

Bismarckburg, at the southern end of Lake Tanganyika, about

1,100 miles from his start. g»v

The Semperit Tyre Company, of 2, Hans Road, Brompton

Road, S.W., send a neat price list of their "Semperit" motor

tyres and of a steel-studded non-skid pneumatic tyre without

leather bands, which has a good appearance, and is claimed to-

be both reliable and durable. It has attained considerable

reputation on the Continent, and its progress in this country

will be regarded with interest.

From tbe Gordon Carriage Works, of 47, Harders Road,

Peckham, S.E., come several improvements in connection with

wind screens, luggage carriers, hoods, &c. The Gordon Cape

Cart Hood is readily detached and placed in position and

presents a good appearance on the car. The Wind Screen turns

upon a disc allowing it to be adjusted to any one of seven

machines. The upper half can be folded inwards to minimise

the resistance, and also to allow the driver a clear view ahead in

rainy weather. Those in search of improved forms of hoods

and screens will find the Gordon Carriage Works well able to-

meet their requirements.

A deposit of £250 has been made with the Brooklands

A.R.C. by Mr. S. F. Edge, accompanied with a challenge to

M. Rene de Knyff to race either one, two, or three Panhard cars

against either one, two, or three Napier cars. He suggests that

no stakes should be put up by M. de Knyff, and that the cars

should comply with the regulations of the Grand Prix, 1908,

with the amplification of the rule allowing detachable rims, so

that detachable wheels may be used and changed during the

race. The distance suggested is one to four hundred miles on

the Brooklands track between June 15th and July 20th of the

Eresent year. M. de Knyff has replied stating that his company

as no intention of accepting the challenge, but if Mr. Edge-

wishes to race against the Panhard cars he can enter for the

Grand Prix de l'AC.F.

A srLENDiD catalogue of motor clothing and accessories has

been issued from Automobilia Ltd., of 532, Oxford Street,

London, W., one of the most centrally situated motor establish

ments in the metropolis. The selection of clothing both for ladv

and gentlemen motorists is fashionable as well as utilitarian. In

the latter section are some good styles of leather liveries, &c,

for chauffeurs, a department in which the firm have specialised to

the advantage of their clients. The lamp section is complete

with head lights, side lamps and some good types of electric

lamps calculated to save motorists from the worries often asso

ciated with such accessories. Motor horns and sirens and electric

sundries of every description, speedometers, motor jacks, tvre

gauges, &c, make up a very comprehensive work of reference.
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Correspondence.

[Letters to the Editor should be addressed to the offices, t7SS, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.)

THE ALDEN SAMPSON PETROL

; TRAIN.

ELECTRIC ROAD

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—We have noted with interest and appreciation the excellent

article npon our road train in your issue of December 28tb, 1907. Al

though v e consider your notice one of the clearest descriptions of the

train which we have yet seen, we trust you will pardon the following.

It is not made clear that the springs are pivotally suspended, thus

acting as equalising beams to always retain the proportionate loading of

each axle regardless of the road surface, and that they could be replaced

by simple beams should a springless truck be desired. Their attach

ment to the axles is such as to enable them to retain the axles in

correct crosswise position under the bodies, the springs being free to

move endwise on the axles, t lie latter being held fore and aft by radius

rods. Any portion of the load can thus be peimanentlv carried on any

axle by locating the pivotal point of the springs as desired.

The flexibility of the electric drive and the complete reversibility

of each car has, as was anticipated in the design, proved to be not

only of great advantage, but an absolute necessity in a train of this

kind. We were lately compelled to load the train at the end of a

long crooked alley, which had a gate rail preventing the tractor from

land, and the great number and diversity of interests which realise that a

train of this kind is to supply a long-needed economy in their freight

handling is very gratifying.— Yours truly,

For the Alden Sampson Manufacturing Company,

P. H. Breed.

Pittsfield, Mass., U.S.A.

THE RULES OF THE A.C.F. GRAND PRIX RACE.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—I enclose you copy of a letter which I have addressed to the

Secretary of the Automobile Club of France. The rule I refer to is

couched in the following words, according to the translation issued in

tLe " Club Journal"—"Article 4. Manufacturers making ufe of

engines or mechanical construction in accordance with the same patent or

under the same designation into which the same name enters, are not

permitted to enter together a number of cars in excess of three. In the

event of a misunderstanding between firms manufacturing cars that use

the engine or mechanical construction (presumed correct translation of

" appliances," D.M.W.) in accordance with the same patent, the Competi

tive Committee shall decide the number of cars to which each firm is

entitled. The de:ision to be based upon the importance of each firm,

 

The alden Sampson Petrol-Electric Road Train making a sharp turn.

entering and which had no place to turn. The tractor was left in the

street, and, with power supplied through long cables provided for the

purpose, the cars were run into the alley, steered by hand, and after being

loaded, and with steering tongues reversed, were run out again in the

same manner.

In the same way any number of cars could be loaded at different

points of a yard, and when ready placed in the train behind the tractor

by their own motors, an advantage not obtained by any mechanical

drive.

As an example of how evenly distributed the torque is through our

train, the writer has been able to go between the cars and pull any one

of the draw pins while the train was climbing an eleven per cent, grade

under load. In another case the train pushes or pulls each car over a

high kerb, which would effectually stop any car operating alone. The

tracking of the train is most interesting, each car following almost

exactly in the tracks of the one ahead of it ; due to this fact, any corner

or turning which can be negotiated by an automobile of six feet wheel-

base can be made by the entire train. The steering is as easy as any

five-ton truck and the control perfectly simple, one man operating the

entire train with ease. We are not in a position as yet to give actual

running costs of the train, as since returning from New York the severity

of a New England winter has made it difficult to get any but the most

abnormal tests, but we hope to be allowed an opportunity to put before

your readeis at a later date more data and interesting developments in

the operation of the trains.

The train Is exciting a great deal of genuine interest, and every mail

brings us inquiries from all parts of the United States and from Eng-

taking into account the number of ears delivered to the public in the

course of the preceding three years, and whatever the number of manu

facturers may be there shall be no inconsistency with the second para

graph with the present article."

I think that the justice of my letter will be obvious to your readers

without my commenting thereon.—Yours truly,

D. M. Weigel.

21st January, 1908.

The Automobile Club de France,

8, Place de la Concoide, Paris.

Gentlemen,

We have duly received a translation of the ruhs covering

the Grand Prix Race from the Royal Automobile Club, and would ask

you to be good enough to favour us wi'h an explanation of Rule 4,

as it is couched in such drastb terms that we consider it would be

futile for us to go to the large expense of building racing cars and

paying our entrance fees if this rule is drastically enforced npon the

lines indicated by it. Your committee must be well aware that there

are several patents claimed by various firms which other firms are

using and not admitting the validity of. As examples, we would

point out to yon that to the best of our belief we may say this com

pany claims a patent for the Beehive radiator. They also claim one

for the Gate change.

The Renault Company, we believe, claim a patent for the direct

drive on top speed, and, in fact, practically every part of a motor-car

is claimed as a patent by one firm or another.

C
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We know that many firms in the trade do not admit the validity of

the greater nnmber of these patents, in fact I may say practically all of

them of any importance, and I would suggest that the question as to the

validity of that patent or not is one that should be dealt with by a court

of justice and not by your committee.

If, on presenting ourselves to take part in the race, your committee

constitute themselves as legal judges, they might be doing an injustice

either to the patentees or that firm which denies the validity of the

patent. I certainly think thit the rule is one that is likely to cause a

large amount of friction and is of so speculative a nature that if it is to be

exercised upon the lines that are suggested, your committee is entitled

to insist upon it, and I for one would strongly -advise my directors not to

take the risk of spending a large amount of money in speculating as to

whether they might or might not be permitted to take part in the raoe

upon such terms as this.

The favour of a reply will oblige.—Faithfully yours,

D. M. Wnfllt.

Mr. Weigel has since received the following letter fiom M. K. de

Knyff, the President of the Sporting Commission of the A.C.F.

I have received your letter of the 21st inst., and I hasten to reply

to your enquiries. Article 4 of the rules of the Grand Prix of the

A.C.F. , 1908, which you mention, does not open up the question of

patents, with whioh the Sporting Committee has no intention of inter

fering, it is simply to prevent affiliated firms from profiting by such

circumstances to have six cars instead of three entered, and thereby

obtain an advantage either in the race or in the advertisement that such

firm might have. As an example: Messrs. Lorraine-Dietrich and

Messrs. Turcat-Mery construct cars under the same licence. In the

event of both these firms taking part in the Grand Prix they would on'y

 

The 60-h p- Six-Cylinder Napier recently supplied to Hit Highness

Jai Singh Bahadur, Maharajah of Alwar.

Th» Maharajah ia only twenty-six years of age, but ta a keen sportsman and
is given to making long tours of Inspection in his extensive territory. The
body ia of a special detachable-top limousine type, the front part being
entirely enclosed. Accommodation ia provided at the rear for six passengers,

' two alongside the driver, the body being much wider 1""yand for I ' than ia usual.
The upholstery is In light blue brocade, with curtains and arm-straps to match,

'a delicateThe roof ia alio of a delicate blue-embossed material, tastefully ornamented,
and clusters of electric lights mounted in brass holders give an artistic effect.
I The exterior painting is a light shade of blue with vertical white atripea.

be entitled to enter three cars between them. We trust that this

information will suffice for you to understand the essence of the rule.

Apart from this, the suggestions contained in your letter lead me

to believe that we are in accord.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—The rule of the French authorities prohibiting the changing

of wheels in the Grand Piix race of 1908 is generally taken to exclude

the use of the Rudge-Whitworth detachable wire wheel from that

contest, but we believe it is more probable that the intention is to

exclude the replacement along with the wheels of hearings and brake

drums, the strain and wear on which in a race of this description is very

severe, and the replacement of these parts ought not to be permitted,

because it would not tend to the betterment of the motor-car.

We are urging the K. A C. to use their great influence in presenting

this view of the matter to the French racing authority, and to obtain

from them a definite ruling as to whether the detachable wheel, which

does what the detachable rim does, only at less expense of time and

weight, will be permitted or whether it will be excluded. If the

ruling obtained permits the detachable wheel, then these will undoubtedly

be largely represented. If, on the other hand, the detachable wheel is

excluded, it can only be on one of two grounds. First, that in the

event of a broken wheel a new one could be fitted and the car could

proceed, while with a detachable rim the car would be permanently

disabled. Second, that the detachable wire wheel offers advantages

that may be regarded as an unfair handicap to the cars fitted with

detachable rims only. The first possibility may be dismissed with the

remark that a car breaking a wheel at modern racing speeds would

inevitably be wrecked, and the replacement of a wheel would be

purposeless. The second possibility is the more serious, and there is no

doubt that a detachable wheel, because it has only one nut as against

at least six of the detachable rim, can be replaced in far less time, and

therefore does undoubtedly form a handicap of a serious nature against

cars with detachable rims.

But does this serious handicap form a sound and sufficient reason

for the prohibition of a device that is a recognised equipment of a

touring car, and not a mere adventitious aid to racing ? An examination

of the history of motor racing in its tyre changing aspect is necessary to the

proper understanding of this question. At first the men on the car carried

spare tyresand changedthem as best they could, taking from seven minutes

to twenty minutes according to tightness of the cover and the fatigue of the

drivers. Later gangs of men with spare tyres were stationed at

various points on the conrse, and whenever a stop was made for any

purpose whatever, all four tyres, irrespective of condition, were cut in

two, torn oft', and fresh ones fitted. This was later prohibited as add

ing unnecessarily to the expense and became it was held undesirable

in a contest promoted for the development and perfecting of the motor

car.

In the Gordon Bennett of 1906 the Renault and F.I.A.T. cars were

equipped with detachable rims that enabled a tvre to be changed in five

minutes without the fatigue that attended the fitting of a fresh cover.

Toe result was Renault first, F.I.A.T. second, and there were no protests

against their use, although at each change they saved the car so equipped

some five minutes of delay and much fatigue, and although at that

time thev were by no means a recognised feature of touring cars. The

Rudge-Whitworth detachable wire wheel was used in racing in the

Tourist Trophy lace of 1907 and in almost every race and time trial

held at Brooklands, and also in some few races on the Continent, notably

on the Aries cars, while in addition they have been fitted to

privately-owned motor-cars of a great variety of makes with such

results that they are unquestionably a recognised feature of the

English motor-car of the present day.

On these grounds we regard their prohibition in this race as quite

contrary to the precedents established in the past, and for this reason we

have every confidence that the case, when vigorously presented and

pressed by the It. A.C., is bound to result in an interpretation of the rule

which will permit the use in the Grand Prix race of detachable wire

wheel?.—Youra truly,

Eudge Whitworth, Ltd.

SOME NOTES ON HADIATOKS.

To THE Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—In reading your journal of the 18th nit., particularly the

article by your contributor, Mr. E. T. Humphries, I notice he says

that " the idea of the radiator was taken from the steam engine conden

ser ^ In the motor-car its functions are to cool the water, which

is inside the pipes, and the air on the exterior with a fan, &c

while with the steam engine the steam is inside the pipes and the

water outside and used as an agent for cooling purposes.

May 1 suggest that this statement or affirmation is somewhat

erroneous and misleading, the fact being that the water (the cooling

agent, the sea in the marine engine) is inside the pipe and the steam

fiom the eduction pipe or main exhaust plays noon the exterior sur

face of the pipes. My object in writing this brief criticism is that

other readers not well versed in steam engine principles may not be

misled from wrong facts.—Yours truly,

Engineer.

THE SETTING OF VALVES.

To the Editor op The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—As to valve timing and the use of " Larrad's " timer, " Inter

ested Enquirer " has no doubt drawn attention to a point in the instru

ment which may reasonably be argued to be a weak one, in that all

engines are set alike. I ought to have mentioned, however, that the

makers have anticipated this objection by making in addition an instru

ment divided into degrees and tenths, so that each cylinder may be timed

differently if the user so desires. It is this form I am now using. In

answer to Capt. Windham I have found the best place to attach it is

the rim of the flywheel, if necessary by a special fitting, as the larger

the circle upon which it turns the greater the possible accuracy.— Yours

truly,

Amateur.

To the Editor op The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—As "Interested Enquirer " has apparently never handled the

Larrad Timer, we would suggest that the only conclusive way out of the

difficulty is by personal experiment. He fails to see how a spirit level can be

claimed to be absolutely accurate ; again we suggest experimenting wii h a

level with and without a cigarette paper under one end and the old ttory of

egotism will vanish. Needless to say we did not put this instiument on

the market without experimenting with all types of engines. Your

correspondent in his last letter states that he is convinced that front

; ractical experience high and low speed engines should have different

settings of the valves, yet in his previous letter he aays it would be
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interesting to know if Fanhards have tried the Minerva position ;

surely he nas increased his knowledge in a week. Continuing, he says,

given two engines of the same make and exactly alike in every particu

lar, one will sometimes be found to ran better with a different timing

to the other ; this means if two engines are equal in every other respect

except power putting the valves unequal will make them equal. We can

assure him, however, that the fault is elsewhere ; bnt if he is convinced

that he is right, will he bring the two engines he refers to to our works,

where we will prove to him that he is wrong ? Your correspondent has

been lucky in his choice of shops for viewing cams ; if they all were as

true as those, silence would reign,—Yours truly for

Larkad's Patents Syndicate.

H. PULHAM.

CHARGING ACCUMULATORS FROM DYNAMOS.

To THE Editor op The Motor-Car Journal.

SlK,—I have fixed a little dynamo for the purpose of charging my

ignition accumulators ; it gives I to 1! amperes at 40 volts pressure at

it speed of 3,000 r.p.m. I should be glad if you could inform me what

is the best kind of resistance and the most effective way to proceed.—

Yours truly,

Enquirer.

[In order to make the dynamo suitable for charging from two to

eight 4-volt accumulators, it will be necessary for " Enquirer " to provide

a resistance frame with coils of German silver or platinoid wire having

rate most grades of it now generally suppl ed, i so heavy that it will

not vaporise in January like it does in June without some external

assistance, hence the necessity of the jacket. The latter is usually

placed round either the mixing chamber or the throttle, and if it is any

thing of a jacket it should become nice and hot after the engine lias

been running about ten minutes. There is another reason for having a

jacket, and it is this : when an engine is " ticking " like the proverbial

clock, consequently taking in a pretty rich mixture, a good deal of

petrol will collect in the inlet pipe with rather curious results. Some

times the engine will, after quietly ticking away for a minute or so,

suddenly, without anything being touched, break away and race for

nearly half a minute. This is one of the results of "petrol in suspen

sion," as it is technically termed, and another unpleasant result is the

sudden choking or " fagging" of the engine when the throttle is opened.

Now all this is avoided by the use of a good jacket, as the mixing

ch imber and throttle chamber and inlet pipe are all raised to a fairly

goad temperature by the heat of the jacket and all superfluous petrol is

vaporised. It has to be borne in mind, however, that a jacket requires

attention ; it is liable in the case of hot-air jackets from the exhaust to

become clogged, and naturally it then ceases to become a jacket. It is

possible that in the hot weather the jacket may be superfluous, or even

cause too much heat, but this is easily remedied. The jackets are

usually arranged to work from the exhaust, and very often a tap is fitted

so that the exhaust can be cut off; if not, it is no difficult matter to dis

connect the pipe.

In the writer's opinion the best way to detect the causes of

uneven running is to make use of the exhaust "cut-out."

 

The Fleet of eight Delivery Tans employed by the Proprietors of the " Sheffield Telegraph " for the rapid delivery of newspapers.

The vehicles—the iainter of which is shortly to he increased to ten—are of 12-b.p. ; they are built to carry up to 10 cwt., and It will be noticed that

the body ii roomy and low to avoid danger of skidding and overturning.

a resistance of 20 ohms. It takes 5 volts to charge a 4-volt accumulator,

so with a total pressure of 40 volts our correspondent has enough

power to charge eight accumulators of 4 volts each in series. When

he wishes to charge a less number it will be necessary to put in

resistance to absorb the extra volts, unless the speed of the dynamo

can be reduced.

Assuming that at least two 4-volt accumulators are charged at one

time, these will absorb 10 volt«, leaving 30 volts to be used up in

the resistance, and with a current of 1J amperes required the amount

of resistance should by Ohms law be 20 ohms. As the voltage of the

accumulators being charged varies, exact figures cannot be given, but

a variable resistance of this range will allow ample regulation if an

ampere meter is U9ed in the circuit as a guide to what is passing. The

resistance frame can be obtained from a firm of electricians, or it can

be constructed roughly with the necessary coils of wire and connected

np to a multiple contact switch or a brass sliding sleeve. J

SOME WINTER MOTORING TIPS.

To thk Editor of The Motor-Cwr Journal.

Sik,— 1 frequently hear complaints about the uneven running of cars,

and no particnlar fault can be discovered. The subject is an interesting

one. Just about this time of the year the weather in England is most

changeable, and motor spirit now is not what it used to be, it is much

heavier and requires more vaporising. Let us turn our attention to the

carburettor. In the writer's opinion every carburettor for use in Eng

land should be either hot-air or hot-water jacketed ; petrol, or at any

A weak cylinder is at once detected, and the particular cylinder

may easily be located ; if there is one faulty cylinder

amongst the four, that is quite enough to upset even running, more

particularly when running slow or top speed. Badly timed valves

are frequently the cause of a " lame " cylinder, and quite recently I

came across a car which fired badly on one cylinder, though the other

three were perfect ; when running quite slow the faulty one would go

out altogether. The compression was perfect and the ignition (two

systems) also, but careful inspection revealed the interesting fact that

the inlet valve was opening nearly an eighth of an inch down the suction

stroke and closing nearly one eighth before it reached the bottom. The

tappets on this car were adjustable, and after relucing the clearance

(nearly three sixteenths of an inch) between the tappet and the valve so

as to correct the timing, this cylinder ran perfectly and just as well as

the other three. Inaccurate timing of the exhaust valves can cause just

the same trouble.

One last little hint—also discovered by experience—because your

drip lubricator appears to be working all right, just make sure that all

four cylinders are bei ng lubricated ; if one gets starved, although it may

pick up some oil by " splash " it will go much better if its cylinder walls

are being lubricated the same as its fellows. —Yours truly,

An Old Hand.

A Derbyshire motorist writes regretting the refusal of the Derby

shire County Council to adopt the recommendation of its Bridges and

Highways Committee to erect warning signposts. This is much deplored

by motorists resident in the county, as there are many dangerous cross

roads within their area.
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SOME FEATURES OF 1908 ENGINES.*

—

By G. H. Baillib. .

The features of this year's engines, about which I have collected

information, are those of "details that are apt to escape notice rather

than those of the more striking novelties, such as the valveless engine,

which everyone hears of and examines for himself. Engines generally

are approaching more and more to one or two standard types, but in

their details thero are many points which show no tendency to

standardise themselves. One of the most fundamental points of an

engine is the shape of the cylinder, or the ratio of its stroke to bore,

and about this there exists the widest divergence of opinion. The

ratio varies from 0.73 in the Bollee and 0.75 in the 28-h.p. Lanchester

to 1.67 in the 10-14-h.p. Renault, and 1.60 in the 10-14-h.p. La Buire.

The average ratios diminish as the horse-powers increase. The varia

tions in each case are very considerable between the different makers,

and even the same maker seems to have formed a definite conclusion

in only quite a few cases. Fiat, for instance, keeps more or less to a

ratio of 1.2 for all sizes, while Bollee keeps to about 0.8. A large

number of makers retain the same stroke for several sizes, which makes

the ratio decrease with increase of horse-power, but this may be for

reasons connected with machine tools and jigs rather than with the

properties of engines. Several old makers, such as Mors and Darracq,

appear to -have no settled convictions on the subject.

Making a comparison between two engines having the extreme

ratios, 0.73 and 1.67, the same bore has been taken, and the same

piston speed, so that the Tate'of consumption of fuel is identical, the rate

of flow of gas during induction and exhaust being the same in the two

cases. The bore being the same, the maximum pressure on 1/he piston

 

Three of the Brasier Motor-Caba which have lately been put in

.. tervice in Bordeaux.

end the connecting- rod and its bearings is alike, so that the weights

of the reciprocating parts can be the same, the inertia force the same,

and the frictional resistance more or less the same. There is, in

fact, no salient •point to say tliat the horse-power of the one engine

would be greater than that of the other. Moreover, the two rating

formula? adopted by the R.A.C. and the A.C.F. would allot them

the same horse-power, since both depend on the bore only.

Now, the A.C.F., before adopting a rating formula, made a series

of measurements to determine the maximum horse-power of ninety-

six different engines, and these measurements throw some light on

the effect of different ratios. In a diagram of a number of curves,

referring to four-cylinder engines of the same bore, the ordinates repre

senting the maximum horse-power obtainable from the engine and the

abscissa? the ratio of stroke to bore, practically all the curves tend

downwards, showing that the power diminishes as the ratio increases,

or that a short-stroke engine gives more power than a long one. The

reason of this decrease of power with increase of stroke is probably

that the time of the expansion stroke in the long-stroke engine is longer,

and the cooling of the gases greater. As the loss of heat to the cylinder

walls is the principal loss in a gas engine, the difference in efficiency

from greater opportunity for cooling might well be considerable. The

only difference apparent is that the torsional movement on the shaft

is greater in the long-stroke engine than in the short, which means

that a larger shaft is needed. The difference is not great, as the bending

movement remains the same, but what difference there is is in favour

of the short-stroke engine. Moreover, the higher speed of rotation of

the short-stroke engine is an advantage from the point of view of the

fly-wheel, and the clutch, and other transmission mechanism.

So far everything points to a short stroke engine being the better,

but there must, of course, be a limit, and a limit is in fact indicated

in the few curves which extend to small ratios. The limit is probably

• Abstractor paper read before the memberi ot the Koyal A.C. on January 23rd, 1908.

determined by the cooling of the gases. For any design of cylinder

there is a given ratio of stroke to bore which will give the minimum

cooling surface for a given volume of gases. This ratio is generally

well over one, bo that as the Tatio is diminished the cooling increases,

because the cooling surface increases and at the same time diminishes

because the time of cooling decreases. At a certain point will come

the happy mean which should give maximum horse-power. There are

several minor considerations which depend to some extent on the

shape of the cylinder, but these are not sufficient to account for the

very different shapes that exist in practice.
Coming now to the more visible characteristics of this year's engines

one finds two very marked tendencies, the increase in six-cylinder

engines and the increase in casting cylinders cn bloc. Out of 144 makers

sixty-nine build six-cylinder engines. It has been stated that there are

over 120 different six-cylinder engines, but that number must include

engines of different sizes by the same maker. By far the greatest

number of makers cast the cylinders in pairs, and the number now

casting them in blocks of four is nearly equal to the number casting

separately. The figures are:—

Makers casting cylinders separately 34

Makers casting cylinders in pairs 88

Makers casting cylinders in blocks of three ... 4

Makers casting cylinders in blocks of four 29

Makers casting cylinders in blocks of six 2

The number casting in blocks of four is rather striking, as I can recall

only one engine so cast at the 1906 show. Rolls-Royce started

casting in blocks of three for a six-cylinder engine, and this year has

been followed by Delaunay-Belleville and La Buire. The O.U.R.N..

said to be the only three-cylinder engine at the Paris Show, is also

cast in a block. The two makers who go the length of casting six

cylinders in a block are Miesse and Beatrix.

Without entering upou the old question of the relative merit of

cylinders cast separately or in pairs, the latter have two advantages ;

first, piping that is simpler and less effective ; secondly, a shorter

engine, if the crank shaft be allowed two throws without an intermediate

bearing. But this arrangement brings one to the limit as regards short

ness if plain bearings be used. There is, as a rule, no length wasted

in the erank-shaft. Consequently, though the cylinders may be brought

closer together by casting in blocks of four or six, the engine can be

shortened only by sacrificing bearing surface or by the use of ball

bearings. The two six-cylinder engines cast in a block, Miesse and

Beatrix, both use ball bearings on the crank-shaft, and the engines

are no longer than most four-cylinder engines of the same power.

Several of the engines with four cylinders in a block also use ball

bearings. Others, such as Aster and Unic, have only two bearings, one

at eacli end. This, probably, is quite sound practice up to a certain

small limit of power ; beyond this the difficulty of providing a sufli-

cientlv strong shaft would be considerable.
The number of examples of en bloc casting now existing show

that there is no real difficulty in the actual casting, and , there can

be no question that if it be practicable to shorten in this way the large-

powered four, and more especially the six-cylinder engines, the advant

age gained would be verv material—there would he so much moic

room between the axles, i.e.. in the right place, for the body. The

question, however, seems to be bound up with that of ball-bearing

crank shafts. Now that two makers—Mercedes and Hotchkiss—appear

to have given up their use after extended trial, one feels inclined to

suppose that they must offer insuperable objections. On the other

hand, the makers adopting ball bearings are continually increasing, and

it will be interesting to watch the fate of the many ball-bearing crank

shafts now existing.
I gather that Miesse uses ball bearings only when he must, for his

six-cylinder engine has the two outside bearings plain, and the next

two from each end ball, while the two centre throws are without an

intermediate bearing. There are thus two plain and four ball bearings

on the shaft. The horizontal engine is becoming more and more scarce.

All I found were N.E.C., a four-cylinder engine with cylinders opposed

two and two : Pilgrim, and James and Browne, four cylinders side by

side: Buick, two opposed cylinders; and Cadillac and Adams, with

single cylinders. From the carriage point of view, there is no doubt

that the horizontal engine in larger powers, as in the N.E.C. and

Pilgrim, does offer very material advantages. The V-type engine has

only two followers outside bicycle engines -the Antoinette eight-cylinder

and the Riley two-cylinder.
The commonest type of engine has its valves arranged in

chambers on each side. Sixty per cent, have this arrangement and

40 per cent, have their valves side bv side in a single chamber. Other

valve arrangements are becoming increasingly rare. There are five

with the inlet valve vertically over the exhaust valve. Two. with the

inlet valve in the centre of the encine head and the exhaust in a side

chamber—Metallurgique and Motobloc. There is the Pipe alone with

the two valves, one on each side, with their stems pointing upwards

at an angle of 45 deg.. and the Maudslav alone with all the valve-,

in a line on the top of the cylinders. I think there can be no question

that the Maudslav and Pipe arrangements, which avoid any side

chamber to the compression spare, must give the most efficient engine,

but both constructions are more costly than the ordinary, and tin-

Pipe is decidedly complex. On the other hand, the Maudslay type gives

on engine extremely accessible in all its parts, and allows of doors ii

the crank chamber' large enough for drawing a piston. It is difficult
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to see much advantage in having the inlet valve in the head or above

the exhaust valve. It is a more complex construction, and the saving

ol cooling surface in the side chamber is small. The latter arrange

ment, however, is supposed to keep the exhaust valve cool by the inlet

gases impinging on it.

The numbers of engines with valves in side chambers on the same

and on opposite sides show that makers are fairly evenly divided in

opinion on their relative merits. The valves together must make a

rather more efficient engine, and only one cam shaft is needed. On

the other hand, it is more troublesome to properly arrange the piping

when exhaust and inlet pipes are together, and the carburettor is

apt to make the valves difficult of access. Only one maker, Brasier,

adopts this arrangement with low-tension ignition, and then a special

cam shaft for the igniter tappets is employed. Exhaust, inlet and

igniters have all been worked off a single cam shaft, but it makes a

very cramped arrangement.

Nearly half the engines with valves together take the carburettor

over to the other side. The Lancia engine has its inlet parts in the

top of the valve chamber, thereby making the piping much neater.

The Delaunay-Belleville saves considerably in length of piping by

taking advantage of sufficient space between the two centre cylinders.

The Gregoire and Hotchkiss, each with four cylinders cast in a block,

have the inlet passages cast with the cylinders, and have a single port

at the back. The Iris does the same thing for each pair of cylinders,

the carburettor piping being bolted to the inlet ports at the back.

The piping and accessory apparatus belonging to engines must be

one of the most awkward problems for the designer. Many of the

solutions indicate clearly the difficulties he has struggled with and

not overcome. The accessories are becoming more and more numerous,

and it becomes increasingly difficult to fit them all satisfactorily. The

full complement numbers seven, omitting self-starters—magneto, high

or low tension distributor, water pump, oil pump, governor and fan ;

several engines indulge in all of them. It is generally the accessory

ap2iaratus that gives more trouble than all the rest of the car, and it

is important that each item should be easily accessible, easily removable

without disturbing other parts, and should not render the valves diffi

cult of access. This is not difficult to arrange if each item has its own

special shaft and gear wheel ; but a multiplicity of shafts means a

multiplicity of wearing parts, and a more expensive engine. What

increases the difficulty is that each part is subject to certain limita

tions. The water pump is preferably at the end of a shaft, so that

only one gland is needed. The magneto also must be at the end of

a shaft, as no magneto that I know of is constructed with a through

shaft. The oil pump, if it has to draw from a sump in the crank

chamber, is preferably near the level of the oil in the sump. Com

mutators and H.T. distributors are usually so constructed as to be

accessible only from one end, not from the side. Consequently, they

cannot be fixed on the ordinary shafts running along the engine, unless

the front is free of the radiator.

The 16-20-h.p. Hotchkiss, with four cylinders en Woe, is one of

the neatest designs I have seen, and this neatness is all the more

creditable as it has adopted the simplest arrangement of a single

accessory shaft. All the ports and passages are formed in the casting,

which has merely four holes, one for the exhaust pipe, one for the

carburettor, and two for the water. An excentric on the back end of

the cam shaft drives the lubricator on the dash. The system may

have its disadvantages in other directions, but there is no question

as to its neatness, simplicity, and accessibility.

Of eighty-eight engines with two cam shafts only twelve are

content with a single horizontal shaft for accessories. The Armstrong-

Whitworth has its exhaust cam shaft and the magneto shaft which is

driven off it continued to the front, and the water and oil pumps are

on the ends of these two shafts under the radiator, accessible from

the front. There is also a commutator on a vertical shaft. Of the

other engines most take the shaft through the water pump. The Belsize,

Minerva and O.T.A. V. avoid this, by having no pump, and the Maja by

having the gear to the middle of the auxiliary from the middle of the

cam shaft. (y0 oe concluded.)

A 12-16-h.p. Vauxhall car has recently been supplied by Vauxhall

Motors, Ltd., to Admiral Sir John Ftillerton.

The Midland Rubber Company, Ltd., of Ryland Street,

Birmingham, are adopting the principle of taking discarded tyres,

covers or tubes in part payment for new ones.

Mr. W. T. Lord has been using Shell spirit in India and travelled

from Bombay to Calcutta at an average of twenty-three miles per

gallon. His 14-16-h.p. Argyll is fitted with Dunlop tyier.

From the Simplex Motor Company, of 165, Fenehnrch Street, E.C.,

-we have received a very complete catalogue of the Simplex Stanhope

car they are putting on the English market. This is an American-built

vehicle of 10-h.p., its principal feature lying in the use of a horizontal

single-cylinder 2-cycle valveless engine.

The new " Ilo" oils being put on the market by Messrs. Eastonand

Melville are worth, at least, the close investigation of motorists. The

oils are being blended by the well-known firm of Dick and Co. and are

offered at prices which compare more than favourably with current

listures. Messrs. Easton and Melville are prepared to submit " Ilo " to

the closest investigation by practical motorists. A postcard to 85,

Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W., will bring all details of the new oil

by return.

THE AUTO CYCLE TRIALS.

The trials organised by the Auto-Cycle Union on Saturday were

carried out in weather that w*s cold, dull, and misty. The roads

throughout the entire route of 125 miles were covered with mud. The

trials, which included the climbing of Daehwood Hill and Gore Hill

(Amersham), started from Uxbridge at 9 2t) a.m., and the course was

to Banbury, via Wheal ley, Islip, and Bletchington, and then back again

through Bicester, Aylesbury, Berkhamsted, Chesham, Amersham, and

Beaconsfield. There were twenty-six starters out of an entry of thirty-

three, and of these only thirteen got through in accordance with tne

schedule times, while there are only four whose performances are likely

to rank as non-stop runs. There were only five who failed to reicn

the summit of Dashwood Hill. The best time was credited to Mi9*

Muriel Hind, who, on a 5-h.p. Rex, ascended the hill in 1 mm,

14J sec. Mr. F. W. Applebee, on a similar make of machine of the

same horse-power, was second, with 1 min. 16 sec, while Mr. J. Marshall,

whose mount was a 31-h.p. Triumph, was third, his time being 1 min.

17 4 5 sec. Other creditable climbs were made by Mr. E. J. Browning

(4-h.p. N.S.U.), Mr. G. LeeEvans (3i-h.p. Rex), and Mr,W. G. McMinnie

(3A-h.p. Triumph).

The return journey was accomplished under equally trying conditions,

the machines being thickly coated with mud. Fourteen only negotiated

Gore Hill, Amersham, and again Miss Hind secured premier honours,

her time of 1 min. 37 4-5 sec. ranking in point of view of merit with her

previous climb. Mr. J. Marshall was second (1 min. 33 3-5 sec), and

Mr. F. W. Applebee (lmin. 39 1-5 sec.) third, the Dashwood order,

therefore, being reversed in the case of these two riders. Mr. W. G.

McMinnie (3i-h.p. Triumph) was fourth, with 1 min. 41 4-5 sec. Shortly

afier five o'clock the competitors began to arrive at the finishing garage,

where the officials inspected the machines and received signed report-.

Tne following were the thirteen riders who completed the course in

 

The enterprise of the Daimler Company in opening a Depot in Spain

Is having good results, the photo reproduced herewith shown the

car of one of their Spanish customers, Senor Obregon, taken near

his home in Bantander.

schedule times : W. Smith (lj-h.p. |La Motosacoche), G. L. Fletcher

(2-h.p. Moto Reve), J. Marshall (34-h.p. Triumph), VV. G. MeMinnies-

(3J-h.p. Triumph), A. D. Draper (3-h.p. Triumph), F. W. Applebee

(5-h.p. Rex), G. Lee Evans (3^-h.p. Rex), J. Stuart Shaw (54-h.p.

Phanomen), M. Geiger (6-h.p. N.S.U.), E, W. Brignten (2i-h.p. Ariel),

H. Newey (3J-h.p. Lloyd), E. \V. Haswell (N.S.U., with side car), and

Miss Muriel Hind (5-h.p. Rex).

Of the above only Messrs. Marshall, McMinnie, Stuart Shaw, anl

Miss Muriel Hind are likely to be credited with non-stop runs, and in

each instance the performances will have to be considered by the

Executive Committee.

The St. Vincent Motor Company, Ltd., North Street, Glasgow, have

been appointed agents for Glasgow and the West of Scotland for the

B.3.A. cars.

Mr. W. S. Liddie writes that he has just completed a tour of

1 1,000 miles through Australia, New Zealand and Tasmania, and that

Miraculnm has carried him successfully through this without the

slightest symptom of tyre trouble.

Mr. P. R. Lamr has now joined Ariel Motors, Ltd., as their general

travelling representative. Mr. Lamb has had many years' experience

and fully comprehends the requirements of probable purchasers ; he

will consequently be able to give prospective customers practical infor

mation as to the type, power, &c, most suitable for each individual
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CLUBS AND ASSOCIATIONS.

THE AFFILIATION QUESTION.

Nearly forty clubs have now decided their policy with regard to

the controversy raging as to affiliation with the central organisations.

So far sixteen clubs, with an aggregate membership of 1,756, have decided

to remain affiliated to both the R.A.C. and the M.U. during the current

year ; eleven, with an aggregate membership of 2,919, have agreed to

associate with the R.A.C, and eleven others, with a membership of

1,365, will be affiliated with the M.U. Included in those that adhere

to the K.A.C. are the Ladies', Scottish and Irish clubs, with memberships

of 39S, 1,00* and 514 respectively.

Tiie voting by postal ballot of members of the Midland A C. has

again resulted in a dead heat—10" to 107.

The Cardiff M.C. is in favour of affiliation with the M.U. and the

Auto-Cycle Union. The Commercial Motor Users' Association " pro

poses to retain its membership of the Motor Union, and does not inten'l

to adopt the associates' scheme of the Itoyal A.C., nor is it affiliated

with that body."

ROYAL.

Thk Technical Department of the Royal A.C. is being strengthened

in view of the Club's new scheme for association and the consequent

development of the work.

"." '; , .. MOTOE UNION.

The Highways Protection Committee of the Motor Union are con

sidering private bills to be introduced to Parliament during 1908, so far

as they contain any provisions affecting motorists. So fai attention

has been given to thirteen bills promoted by railway companies, five

others which will come before the Light Railway Commissioners, twenty-

one brought forward by local authorities and twenty-three relating to

tramway undertakings. v.

AUTO-CYCLE. UNION.

The Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C., the Bradford M.C.C. and

the Worcester M.C.C. have decided to affiliate to the A.C. Union, and

the Newcastle and District M.C.C. have decided to re-affiliate.

THE INCORPORATED INSTITUTION OF

AUTOMOBILE ENGINEERS.

A meeting of the Council of the Incorporated Institution of Auto

mobile Engineers was held at the Institution of Mechanical Engineers,

Storey's Gate, St James's Park, S.W., on the 22nd ult., when the

fallowing were elected members of the Institntion :—Messrs. H. G.

Burford (London), R. S. Currie '(London), B. T. Hamilton (London), N.

M. Marshall (Bombay), C. Opperman (London), R. Selz (Luton), W.

Truslove (Colchester) and J. A. Wilding (London), and Messrs. W. J.

Barker (London), J. W. Haddow (Bedford), \V. E. Hicks (Truro), C. A.

V. Roper (L'mfion), R. R. Seward (Southern Nigeria), E. Stafford

(Reading) and F. C. Whitehouse (Birmingham), were elected associate

memhers.

Tho report of Mr. F. W. Lanchester as to the Conference on Screw

Threads of the Engineering Standards Committee was deferred.

KENSINGTON.

The second annual report of the Kensington Automobile Club

refers to the gratifying progress during the past year, the membership

having risen from forty-eight to seventy. During the season several

pleasant social gatherings were held, that at Cbiswick House, by invita

tion of Mr. C. Molesworth Tuke, being specially successful. On the

vexed question as to affiliation with the R.A.C. or the M.U. the com

mittee believe that the time is not yet ripe for making a choice, but

recommend that the present affiliation question be postponed until the

•close of the present year.

CARDIFF.

Mr. W. J. Hn.BORXF. (president) took the chair at the fourth annual

meeting of the Cardiff Motor Club, which was held at the Queen's Hotsl,

Cardiff. A large number of members were present. The officers for the

year were elected as follow :—President, Lord Ninian Crichton Stuart ;

vice-presidents, Mr. J. W. Courtis, J. P., Captain D. Hughes Morgan,

-J. P., Messrs. F. C. Shackel, William Jones (Maindy), G. F. Mason,

C. J. Thistle, C. F. Peaty, Herbert Lewis, and W. J. Hdborne, and the

Rev. F. W. Hassard-Short ; chairman of committee, Mr. Sidney Hill ;

hon. secretary and treasurer, Mr. H. B. Jotham, Whitchurch. The report

and statement of accounts for the year ended December 31st, 1907,

showed a balance of £31 17s 9Jd. in hand.

The question of association with the Royal Automobile Club or

affiliation with the Motor Union was fully considered, but it was

resolved that the present agreement, which remains in force to December

31st, 1908, be adhered to.

The meeting expressed their appreciation of the services which

Mr. H. B. Jotham ha'i rendered to the club as its hon. secretary during the

past year, and also to Messrs. H. Haddon and E. Owen, who had under

taken the dnties of handicappers at the hill-climbs held during the

reason. A small sub committee was appointed to arrange a tangible way

of expressing the club's appreciation of these gentlemen. The 1908

programme will include hill-climbs, speed-indging competitions, petrol

consumption trials, reliability run, &c. Medals will also be given for the

best attendances at the club meets.

LIVERPOOL.

Mr. T. Clark has been appointed captain for 1908, and Mr. R. P.

Rutherford sub-captain. Th* duties of hon. secretary and hon. treasurer

have been entrusted to Mr. E. L. Fehr, of 22, Pieeson's Row, Liverpool.

During the season several interesting competitions will be held.

NORTH WALES.

The situation arising from the ac.ion of the Royal A.C. in termi

nating its agreement with the M. U. was discussed at a largely-attended

meeting of members of the North Wale* A.C, held at the Station Hotel,

Llandudno Junction. Mr. H. R. Davies (secretary of the club), who,

with Mr. E. A. Young, had been appointed to attend the conference

of the affiliated clubs held in London to consider the situation, reported

upon what occurred. Ultimately, a resolution was passed declaring that

the North Wales A.C. should adhere to the M.U., but expressing the

hope that the efforts now being made to bring about a reconciliation

would be effective.

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE.

The annual meeting of this club was held on the 24th nit., at the

Black Boy Hotel, Nottingham. The president, Mr. Charles Hardy, wa<

in the chair, and the members present included Mr. B. Granger (hon.

treasurer and secretary), Dr. R. G. Hogarth, Dr. P. E. Tresidder, Dr.

T. D. Pryce, Messrs. A. Barlow, W. D. Wells, H. Bircumshaw, A. N.

Lee, H. Belcher, J. Mather, A. E. Dowoon, P. L. Huskinsou, J. J.

Spencer, A. P. Stevens, H. V. Stevens, S. Harvey, C. L. Stevens, R A

Young, R. Hutchinson, jun., C. E. W. Lucas, A. R. Atkey, F. Mitchell,

and M. Ross Browne.

Mr. Granger presented the eighth annual report, which stated that,

they had maintained their position as one of the most important

provincial clubs. The chief factors in keeping the club together were

sociability and combination in view of legislation. The number o'

members on December 31st, 1906, was 205, and on December 31st last

232. The question of the action of the M. U. was thoroughly discussed by

the committee- When it was mooted that the R.A.C. intended C>

terminate their agreement with the M.U., the club welcomed the pro

posal and decided to stick loyally to the R.A.C, as they were the first

provincial club associated with the old A.C.G.B.I.

The Chairman moved the adoption of the report, and, Mr. Atkey,

in seconding, remarked that a number of the members of the clu

knew about the division betwenn the R.A.C. and the M.U. He

hoped members would support the committee in their loyalty to the

R, A.C. The report was adopted unanimously.

Mr. Charles Hardy was unanimously re-elected president, and

Mr. B. Granger hon. treasurer and secretary.

The other officers were appointed as follows:—Vice-presidents,

Lieut-Colonel R. L. Birkin, Dr. R. G. Hogarth, Messrs. G H. Kirk,

A. R. Atkey, B. W. Winter, and W. D. Wells; committee, Messr-.

A. Barlow, J. J. Spencer, W. D. FoBter, A. N. Lee, R. L. Jones, H. D.

Snook, H. Bircumshaw, P. Huskinson, H. Riraington, and M. Ro-s

Browne ; hon. timekeepers, Messrs. C. Perry, A. Osborne, J. U.

Scothem, and G. Butcher ; hon. auditors, Messrs. C. L. Stevenson and

R. Hutchinson, jun. ; hon. solicitor, Mr. C E. W. Lucas.

SOUTHEND.

The annual meeting of the Southend and District Motor Club wan

held on Wednesday at the Hotel Victoria, Southend-on-Sea, when a

balance-sheet showing an income of £43 was submitted, and the officer.-*

for the year elected.

SUSSEX.

There was a large attendance at the annual meeting of the Sussex

County A.C, held on Saturday at the Old Ship Hotel, Brighton. Mr.

A. Scrase Dickins, of Horsham (Chairman of the Committee) presided,

and moved the adoption of the third annual report. The committee

stated that the .club continued in a very satisfactory state. There

was only a small decrease in the membership this year, and it was

hoped that the members would do their utmost to encourage their

friends to join the club and so form a stronger body to protect their

interests. The club had again been instrumental in having warning

boards erected in dangerous places throughout the county. The most

important event of the year affecting the club was the division between

the R.A.C. and the Motor Union. The facts had been thoroughly

investigated by the committee, and while regretting the precipitate

action of the R.A.C, it had been decided that the Sussex County A.C.

should tender to the M.U. its loyal and continued support. By taking

this step members, it was urged, would be afforded greater privilege*,

than hitherto. The financial statement showed receipts amounting U>

£451 3s. 7d., inclnding £195 7s. in members' subscriptions, and there

was a balance of £142 7s.

The Chairman having briefly commented upon the sound financia'

position, of which, he said, the members ought to be very proud, the
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report was adopted. It was resolved that the annual subscription be

£1 le. instead of £2 2s. as formerly. Earl Russell, Mr. Scrase Dickins,

and Mr. Myddelton Oavey were elected to represent the club on

the general committee ot the Motor Union, and a donation of £2 2?.

was voted for the Sussex County Hospital.—Replying to a vote of

thanks, the chairman expressed a hope that there would be no diminution

in the number of members, especially now the subscription had been

reduced. He thought that in such a large county as Sussex more

interest should be displayed in the work of the club. There was no

doubt that it had done and was still doing a large amount of good in

the county. The club's funds and influence were at all times available

for members when they had any grievances or legal difficulties or when

they required any information.

YORKSHIRE.

The officers of this club for 1908 have been elected as follows :—

President, Earl Fitzwilliam ; vice-presidents, Messrs. A. W. M. Bos-

ville, W. Penrose Green, H. R. Kirk, A. H. Briggs, D. H. Thornion ;

committee, Messrs. A. Exley, A. Farnell, E. H. Hepper, L. Hey, H. A.

Jones, J. L. Kirk, S. Rumboll, P. D. Thomas, A. Towler, R. Winn,

Guy Barrett, and J. Mortimer ; hon. secretary and treasurer, Mr.

Charles P. Wilson ; hon. solicitor, Mr. AM Masser.

In the annual report mention was made of the fact that the member

ship had risen from 260 to 295, and in addition the clubs affiliated, viz.,

Huddersfield, Cleveland, Harrogate, Bradford, Barnsley, and Halifax,

had continued to prosper. The numerical -strength of the Yorkshire

Automobile Club with its affiliated branches is nearly 800, making it

the largest provincial automobile organisation. There was a surplus

on the year's working of £188 Is. 2d. after writing off depreciation and

carrying £50 17s. to the reserve account. The capital account of the club

now stands at £346 lis. 2£d. as against £178 10s. 0U. on January 1st,

1907, a satisfactory position, which it is hoped will be maintained.

Reference was also made to the Saltburn speed trials, which are to be

repeated during the present year. At Greenhow Hill, Pateley Bridge, a

successful hill climb was carried out with the assistance of the local

authorities.

The committee has carefully considered the split between the R. A. C.

and the M. U. and its bearing upon the Yorkshire A.C., and came to

the unanimous conclusion that the best interests of the club and the

members would be served by taking neither one side nor the other,

bub continue the present affiliation agreement, which neither the M.U.

nor the R.A.C. can terminate until December 31st, 1908, and look to

both bodies to carry out their duties and obligations to the Y. A.C.

under the agreement at present in force.

SCOTTISH.

The annual dinner of the Scottish Automobile Club was held on

Friday, the 24th ult., in the North British Station Hotel, Edinburgh,

There was a company of about 250 gentlemen. Sir J. H. A. Macdonald.

K.C.B., Lord Justice-Clerk of Scotland, president of the club, occupied

the chair, while Mr. John Wilson, of Liberton, vice-president of the

general committee, acted as croupier. There were also present :—Lord

Provost Gibson, Edinburgh ; Lord Salvesen, Rev. Dr. Mitford Mitchell,

Moderator of the Church of Scotland ; Mr. Alexander Ure. K.C., M.P.,

Solicitor-General for Scotland; Lord Ardwall, Mr. J. A. Clyde, K.C.,

Lieutenant-General Sir E. P. Leach, Very Rev. James Cameron Lees,

C.V.O., V.D., Lord Provost Longair, Dundee ; Mr. James M. Ewing,

the Master of the Merchant Company of Edinburgh ; and Mr. R. J.

Smith.

The' loyal toasts having been pledged, Sheriff Maclennan gave

"The Imperial Forces," and Lieutenant-General Sir E. P Leach

replied.

Lord Salveson proposed," The Houses of Parliament." To the ques

tion whether the House of Commons was going to harass what had

become a great industry, and what was certainly a most legitimate

and delightful sport, he said he did not have very preat fear of the

present House of Commons, because if one was to judge from the use

the members of the House made of the automobile as to their attitude

towards it, he would say the vast majority of the members of the

House of Commons must be in sympathy.

The Solicitor-General for Scotland responded.

Mr. J. Avon Clyde, K.C., proposed .the toast of the evening,

" Automoblism." There was no doubt about it that automobilism had

been subject from its birth to something which could only be described

as repressive legislation. One of the most melancholy results of this

legislation was that automobilists had had the misfortune to find them

selves unexpectedly in the position of, should he say, potential law

breakers. The automobile had another aspect for them, and for him it

had become a practical necessity. Neither they nor he, when they looked

back, could realise how they got on when there was no automobile on the

road, and if they looked to the future neither they nor he could fore

tell the uses which the automobile might yet serve, and social problems

even which the automobile might not help to solve. He did not pretend

that at the present moment the automobile was entirely capable of

filling the breach, but the marvellous results which could be attained by

the petrol engine, the wonderful practical efficiency which these results

had achieved with the assistance of that doubtful element the pneumatic

tyre, were, after all, only stepping-stones to greater things, and it

seemed to him that in doing what tbey could to help the cause of

automobilism they were doing something to help forward an instrument

which might well have predicted for it the fate of playing no small part

in the development of the country and its society.

The President, in replying, said he thought they must all remember

that they Mill bad a great many enemies, and a good many people who

had not sense enough to see what automobilism meant, and what it must

become in the futnre. Speaking of the difficulties that had to be faced

on the road he said there was a good deal to be said against some of

them. He heartily rejoiced to see in the papers lately that there had

been sentences passed. The only thing he congratulated himself abuut

was that there was no doubt it would do a great deal of good where it

was needed. He was glad to see none of these cases happened v iihin

the circle made by the Automobile Club of Scotland. Let them con

sider how the thing was spreading. Who would not have been considered

a madman if he had tola anybody seven or eight years ago that people

would have been collecting money to make a gift to a Bishop of a motor

car ? It was spreading in other directions. The motor-car had always

been looked on hitherto as a source of sport and enjoyment. The at to-

mobile was becoming the ordinary cairiage for use in town.

At a meeting of the committee of the Scottish A.C, held in Edin

burgh on Friday of last week, the unanimous recommendation of the

executive, that the club should cancel the present agreement with the

R.A.C. and the Motor Union, and should enter into a new agreement

of association with the Royal Club, was unanimously adopted. The

draft of the new agreement repeated the terms of the former treatv

acknowledging the supremacy of the Scottish A.C. in Scotland in all
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matters relating to the movement, while among the advantages con

ferred upon the members of the Scottish A.C. for the first time are the

benefits of the foreign customs arrangements made by the R.A.C.

known as the " Tryptique System," and the use of club rooms in London

specially set apart for associates of the Royal Club.

The committee in arriving at this resolution had in mind the fact

that the Royal A.C is acknowledged as the supreme governing body,

and that it is only proper, having regard to the fact that the Scottish'

Club is the National Club of Scotland, and controls the movement there

in, and having regard also to the many matters which call for united

action with the Royal Club, and to the necessity for alliance and

co-operation with it in respect of competitive and sporting events and

disciplinary matters, that the S.A.C. should be in closest alliance there

with. The committee in thus terminating their present agreement

with the Motor Union had before them the consideration that in special

matters of legal defence, the attendance at public inquiries under the

Motor Car Act, negotiation with road and public authorities, and other

kindred matters, they have all along undertaken for Scotland all th«

matters arising under them as « ell as under other heads of the Motor

Union's work. At the came time the committee agreed to record ami

convey to the Motor Union their view that, notwithstanding this change

in relationship between the Scottish Club and them, they saw no reason

why the cordiality and co-operation existing between them in the past

should not continue, or why the work which has been done by the Scot -

tish Club for the members of the M.U. in the past should not.be made

available to them, in so far^as in their power, in the future.'
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THE EDINBURGH MOTOR SHOW.

Thk eleventh annual Scottish Motor-car Exhibition, held in the

Waverley Market, Edinburgh, wa9 opened on Friday, the 24th ult.

The thow has been very well supported by the trade, examples of all

the leading makes being on view. As practically the whole of them

hive already been fully dealt with in these pages it is hardly necessary

for us to go over the ground again. A brief summary of the exhibits

is, however, appended.

Considerable interest is being taken in the chassis of the Sheflield-

Simplex 45-h.p. six-cylinder cars shown by Messrs. Middleton and

Townsend, Edinbnrgh. A description of the vehicle has already

appeared in the M.O.J., while tbe other day we had an opportunity of

taking a run on it, when we were much impressed with its sweet

running. At this stand is also to be seen the magnetic clutch made

under the Ravensbaw, Middleton and Townsend patents. One of the

largrst stands i<< that of Messrs. Tbos. Shaw, Ltd., Dundee, the exhibit

comprising Napier, Siddeley, Humber, Ariel and De Dion cars. A range of

Sidaejevs and Napiers is also shown by Messrs. Koesleigh, Ltd., Edinburgh.

The Caledonian Motor Car Company, Ltd., Aberdeen, exhibit both

Standard six-cylinder and Peugeot four-cylinder cars. Fiat Motors,

Ltd.. are present with examples of the 15-20-h.p., 28-35-h.p., and

35-40-h.p Fiat vehicles, the latter being fitted with a double-phaeton

body, front glass screen, and Cape cart nood by Maythorn. The Maja

Concession Company, of London, exhibit for the first time several

of fie 28-35-b.p. Maja cars with both chain drive and cardan shaft

transmission. Messrs. John Croal and Sons, Ltd., Edinburgh, have a

large stand, on which is shown on array of the latest types of De

Dietrich, De Dion, and Rolls Koyce vehicles. The exhibit of St.

Vincent Motor and Cycle Company, Ltd., Glasgow, comprises, a

24-30-h.p. St. Vincent side-entrance car, a 1416 b. p. landanlet, a

10-12-h.p. touring vehicle and a 14-16-h.p. twelve-seated char-a-banc for

public service work. The Sinclair Rubber Company, Edinburgh,

display the Motobloc cars, for which they are agents in Scotland

and the North of England. The Ariel Motors, Ltd., are showing

•one of the new 20-h.p. broughams, of which we gave an illustration

a fortnight or so ago, as well as a 30-40-h.p. car and a. 40-50-b.p.

limousine landanlet. The Humber Company's exhibits range from- a

10-12-h.p. car to one of the latest 30-h.p. six-cylinder vehicles.

The Daimler cam on view at the stand of the Scottish Automobile

Company, Ltd., Edinburgh, include examples of the 30-b.p. and 42-h.p.

typ»s with different bodies ; the Siddeley and Panhard cars are displayed

by Messrs. Rennieand Prosser, Ltd., Glasgow; two sizes of the Itala

•cars, 35-45-h.p. and 20-30-hp, are shown by the Itala Automobiles,

Ltd., the former being in chassis form and the latter fitted with a hand

some limousine body by Messrs. Morg-in and Co. ; the Kennedy Motor

Company, Ltd ., Glasgow, show Austin, Minerva, Thornycroft and Darracq

vehicles. A larpe display of both the 20-h.p. and 30-h.p. White steam cars

is made by the White Sieini Car Company, including one with a double

phaeton body and Victoria hood and another finished as a limousine.

Messrs. Croal andCro-tl, Edinburgh, show examples of four sizes of Porthos

cars and one of the Passe-Partout light vehicles, of which a description

wa* given in a recent issue of the M.C.J: Two well-finished specimens

of tbe Vulcan and Hotchkiss cars are on view at the stand of the London

and Parisian Motor Company, Ltd. ; while the 16-24-h.p. Vinotcarsare

shown by Mr. D. Drover, Leith. Other cars on view include the Alldays,

Martini, Riley, Lanehester, Renault, Albion, A rrol-Johnston, Sunbeam,

Cal'horpe, Argyll, Iris, Cottereau, Clement, Gladiator, Deasy, North

British (Drummond), Dennis, Adams, Belhaven, Mass, Gregoire,

Noidenfelt, Ford, Rover, Clement-Talbot, Westinghouee, Decauville,

and S.C.A.T. Among tbe industrial vehicles on view are a 20-h.p.

two-ton lorry by Messrs. Durham, Churchill and Co.. a five-ton steam

wagon by Mesws. D. Stewart and Company, Ltd., Glasgow, and one,

two and three-ton lorries by the new Arrol-Johnston Car Company,

Ltd.

In the a-cessory section notable displays are made by Messrs.

Alfred Dunhill, Ltd., the Scottish Motor Supply Company, Glasgow

(Vandervell accumulators, Samson non-skids, F. and S. bail bearings,

O.S. speedometers, &c), the Union Rubber and Chemical Company,

Ltd., the County Chemical Company, Ltd., Messrs. W. Barton and Sons,

Edinburgh, Messrs. F. S. Nickellsand Co., Blackheath (Universal valve

connectors, tyre gauges, &c), and Messrs. J. Thomson and Son, Edin

burgh (Bleriot headlights, H.F. vulcanisers, Smith's speedometers,

StPi/ney spare wheels, &<:.). The exhibitors of tyres include the

Palmer, Continental, Dunlop, Moseley, Goodrich, Elasies, Clincher,

Gaulois, Michelin, and Shrewsbury arc! Challiner companies. Price's

Pntent Candle Company, Ltd., and Messrs. Moebius and Son, Stoke

Newington, N., display their usual wide selection of motor lubricants,

while among the petroleum spirit firms represented are the Anglo-

American Oil Company, LtJ. (l'ratls), the British Petroleum Company,

Ltd. (Shell), and the Gas Lighting Improvement Company, Ltd.

<Carburine). The Show closes to day (Saturday).

■ aOQQQOW —

The National Motor Academy, Ltd., of Boundary Road,

Holland Park, W., have acquired a number of the more important com

ponents of the six-cylindered Napier car which may now be added to the

list of those in which complete technical instruction can now be given

at the academy. Special arrangements have been made for equally

thorough technical teaching on the F.I.A.T. cars, with driving lessons

around the private track.

CHAUFFEUR VALET'S CLAIM.

Walter H. Dark, who described himself as a chauffeur-valet, of

Lavender Sweep, S.W., brought an action at. Brompton, before Sir

William Selfe, on Monday, in which he sought to recover a month's

wages and a month's wages in lieu of notice from Lord Rossmore. A

certain sum had been paid into court with denial of liability. Plaint id's

counsel stated that his client was claiming for two months' wages, for

railway fares, &c. Plaintiff said he was in Ireland when be received a

telegram from his employer summarily dismissing bim. He journeyed

to London and endeavoured to see his lordship, but Lord Rossmore

would not see him. He understood from a gentleman who

did see his employer that the latter had said if he could clear

his character he would be taken back. The accusation was that he

had hired his master's motor-car out in Armagh. He had taken a

gentleman for rides and received tips from him, but he had been told

that' he could take the car out whenever he liked. The defence was

that on several occasions plaintiff had been unable to attend to the

smallest defect on the car, and as a result had had on many trips to have

it fetched back from miles out in the country. He had had to be taught

how to drive and attend to the car by a motor-car engineer in Armagh.

Mr. Mr Bride, a civil engineer, said he had on five occa-ions ridden in

Lord Rossmore's car, but each time he had given plaintiff 10s. tid. far

the trip. His Honour said he did not think plaintiff's incompetence

had been proved, or that he had been guilty of anything which would

warrant his summary dismissal. He found for plaintiff for £1 1 10*. ,

less the £2 10s. received from Mr. McBride.

THE CROYDON MOTOR FATALITY.

Duncan Brown, chauffeur, of Hayes Court, Kenley, was remanded

at Croydon on Wednesday week in connection with tbe death of Arthur

Borer, Kenley, who was knocked down by a motor-car on the night of

Saturday, the 11th ult. The circumstances of the affair have been

previously reported. Brown was temanded for a week and allowed i he

same bail as previously, himself in £200, and two sureties of £100 each.

Dr. Jackson resumed the inquest at Croydon, on Tuesday, into

the death of Arthur Borer. Two witnesses gave evidence as to seeinsr

a motor-car on the Godstone road just before the accident occurred.

Arthur Butler, a night watchman, stated that on January 11th he was

on duty at some sewer works that were being carried out in the \Vbyte-

leafe road, leading to Caterham. A chain was drawn across, with a red

light as a signal, and a notice board, bearing the words " This road is

closed." Lights were shown for some distance as an indication to

pedestrians. When Bitting in the watchman's box he heard a smash-

ing of glass, and saw a motor, L.N. 2,011, backing to get out of the way.

The driver was Brown, who gave his name and number very readily.

The witness Ford, who was with the deceased man, was cr.'ss-

examined by Mr. Lunge, and he admitted that if he and the deceased

had been walking on the proper side of the road the accident would

not have taken place. The droner : There is no proper side of Vie road

legally. Pedestrians are entitled to walk on either side, but they ought

to exercise common sense in the use of the road.

The coroner, sumining-np to the jury, observed that no doubt they

had made up their minds that the car which travelled down the God-

stone road and killed Borer was going at a dangerous rate. Tbe case

seemed to be one of manslaughter. The jury would say whether

Brown should take bis trial on that charge, on their commitment, or

Bhould the matter be left in the hands of the police to make further

inquiries. This was the second motor-car fatality that he had

investigated this year, and last year he held five inquests

on victims in motor accidents. In this case there were some

aggravating circumstances, especially in regard to the manner

in which the driver of the car left the man he had knocked down to

shift for himself, when he must have known that he was badly injured.

The jury, after a brief deliberation in private, returned a veidict of

" Manslaughter again some person or persons unknown." The c rroner

said he agreed with the verdict, as he did not consider the evidence

which had been given against Brown was sufficient.

j-juccceeetm

THE STORAGE OF PETROL.

Recently the British Petroleum Company were prosecuted bv the

Gainsborough Council for stiring a quantity of motor spirit, being

petroleum within the meaningof the Acts 1871 and 1879, without having

the necessary licence, and which resulted in the seizure of 250 gallons

of spirit by the Council's Inspector, Superintendent Wilkinso--. For

the defence it was urged that the licence held by Mr. Edwin Baines,

upon whose premises the seizure was made, covered the storage, also

that 200 of the gallons were only placed in a yard prior to immediate

removal to customers. The remaining 50 gallons were in a builuing for

which Mr. Baines held a licence.

In view of the importance of the case, the Bench reserved decision,

and this has now been delivered by the chairman (Mr. Embleton Fox>.

After reviewing the evidence, Mr. Fox said they felt compelled to

inflict the full penalty of £20, together with £5 as costs, and the

50 gallons of spirit in the possession of the inspector became forfaited.

At the request of Mr. Tweed, for the defendant company, the Bench

agreed to state a case.
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CASES UNDER THE MOTOR CAR ACT.

Exceeding Legal Limit.

At Kingston on Thursday last week twenty-one motorists were each

fined £5 and costs tor exceeding the speed limit on the Portsmouth

road. During January considerably more than £300 was received from

motorists in tines at that court.

Several motorists have been fined at the Newmarket Petty Sessions

fjr exceeding the legal limit.

A Trio of Summonses Dismissed.

Mr. Oscar Cupper was summoned at the Mary lebone Police Court,

on the 20th ult., for the following offences :—1, Exceeding a speed of

twenty miles an hour ; 2, Failing to stop when requested; and 3, Failing

to produce his licence. After a lengthy hearing the matter was in the

first instance adjourned until Monday.

At the resumed hearing, after hearing Mr. Wonter for the prosecu

tion and Mr. J. S. Blanckensee fqr the defendant, the magistrate (Mr.

Paul Taylor) decided to dismiss all the summonses.

COMPANY NEWS.

Newcastle Benzol Company.—£10,000. Agreement with Priest-

man Collieries, Ltd.

Coventry Chain Co., (1907) Ltd.—The annual meeting of the

Coventry Chain Co (1907), Ltd., was held in the offices of the new works

at Spon End last week. Councillor A. S. Hill (managing director) pre

sided. The first annual report showed that the profit for the year, after

providing lor depreciations, bad and doubtful debts, and all charges,

amounted to £8,545 3s. 3d. ; deducting bonuses due to employees of

£1,057 2s. 6d., left a net balance of £7,488 0s. 9d. Of this amount

£4,094 5s. 6d. represented the profit made from .August 31st, 1906, to

the date of the incorporation of the company, viz., March 26th, 1907.

The Chairman, in moving the adoption of the report, said the increase

of turnover in the past year as compared with the previous, when the

business was in the hands of the private company, was approximately

30 per cent. The foreign business had more than doubled. The present

Eopularity of the- live axle drive amongst automobile manufacturers

ad affected the business, but he thought a new patent which they were

getting out would considerably help. The cycle department was doing

'well. Mr. Percy Martin seconded the adoption of the report. He said

the stock items were large, but season fashion did not apply to this

business. The report was adopted. The retiring director, Mr. N, Hill,

-was re-elected.

Producers' Petroleum Company.—£200,000 (£10). To carry on

business of producers, refiners, storers, and suppliers of petroleum and

Its products, &c. Sir W. D. Pearson, Ban., M.P., is one of the

directors.

Societe Frak caise des Pneumatiques Dunlop.—The directors of

the Societe Francaise des Pneumatiques Dunlop, Ltd., report that the

net profits upon the trading of the company for the year ended July 31st

last, including dividends on investments and transfer fees, amounted to

£16,087, wh ch, with the balance from last account of £26,721, is

increased to £42,808. From thi* sum deductions have been made leaving,

a balance of £37,767. Oat of this sum the directors recommend'

dividends at the rate of 6 per cent, per annum on the preference shares,

amounting to £2.994, and 6 per cent, per annum on the ordinary shares,

amounting to £6,183, leaving a balance of £28,590 to be curried to next

account. The motor tyre trade has not developed with suffici -nt

rapidity in France to make up for the loss in volume in the cycle tyre

department. The direstors are adopting every means which, in their

judgment, are best calculated to improve conditions and make develop

ments more in accordance with the anticipations of the company.

Spanish Motor Transport Company.—£12,000. To establish

services of motor-cars and wagons between Almeria and Hnercal Overa

and between Almeria and Berja, Spain. Agreement with Francisco de

Lazarro y Ruiz y Castellon. Crown Buildings, 2, Watling Street, E.C.

The Northern Automobile Company, Ltd.—At a board meet

ing held on Friday, the 24th uli -, the accounts and report of the auditor

(Mr. Albert E. Stringer) for the half-year ended December 31st last

were considered- The accounts showed satisfactory progress had been

made during the period under review, and that the sales and garage

receipts were steadily increasing. The profit earned, after providing

for all charges, and depreciating plant, &c, was equal to 16 per cent,

per annum on the share capital.

Mr. W. S. Jamieson, of Stowlangtoft Hall, Bury St. Edmunds,

has just acquired a 60-h p. Spa car.

THI Fobgrovk Machinery Compaky, Ltd., of Admiral Street,

Dewsbury Koad, Leeds, hare lately put on the mirket a new tyre

vulcaniser in which the necessary heat is obtained by means of hot air,

obtained by eii her a charcoal or gas burner.

A foundry has recently been added to the already complete

repair works of Messrs. Panhard-Levassor, Acton Vale, W. The new

addition will enable the firm to cast a facsimile of any pait of a motor

car with a minimum of delay.

Messrs. D nne and Willans, Ltd., of Gillinghara Street,

Belgravia, S.W., havi just re waived the first Piccard-Pictet 28-40-h.p.

six-cylinder car. iThu Swiss-built -vehicle co -uprises a number of

interesting features and will well repay close inspection.

SPEED LIMIT INQUIRY AT BELFAST.

On the morning of the 22od ult., in the City Hall, Belfast, Mr.

E. A. Saunderson, one of the Inspectors of the Local Government Boird,.

opened an inquiry regarding the proposal of the Corporatim to obtain

sanction for an order restricting the speed of motor vehicles within the

whole borough boundary to a maximum speed of ten miles per hour.

To this byeTaw strong objection had been entered by the Irish Auto

mobile Club, the Motor Cycle Union of Ireland, and a mass meeting of

Belfast motorists. Hence the inquiry. Mr. Overend, B.L. (instructed

by Sir Samuel Black, Town Clerk), appeared for the Corporation ; Mr.

Wm. Moore, K.C., M P., and Mr. H. Hanna, B.L. (instructed by Mr.

M'Willan. J. C. White and Co.), appeared for the Automobile Club,

other bodies, and several ratepayers; and Mr. James Moles, B.L.

(instructed by Mr. P. T. Brady), represented the Motor Cycle Union<

of Ireland and several ratepayers.

Mr. Overend, for the Corporation, said representations had been

made to various members of the Corporation in November last, and a

letter was written by the Lord Mayor to the Police Committee sug

gesting an application to the Local Government Board under Section 9"

of the Act for a special reduced speed limit. The Police Committee

looked into the matter, and made the present application with the

approval of the Council. Lord Shaftesbury, Dr. J. D. Williamson,,

chairman of the Poliee Committee, Mr. Cutler, the city surveyor, and

Mr. Hill, the city Commissioner of Police, were examined in support of the

application. The latter said he had caused a reoord of the reported cases

of accident to be prepared, and a record of the prosecutions. The total

prosecutions since 1902 were thirty-three. There were eleven convictions;

and one case was dismissed. In 1904 the number reported was three; 1905,
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Company, Windsor, to Mr. Harry D. Sillito, Baker, of Golden Hill,

Staffordshire.

three ; 1906, eight ; and 1907, eighteen. The police so far proceeded*

under Section 1 of the Act. If proceeding under a speed limit, it would

require special constab es stationed at given measured distances withr

stop watches to prove excess of the speed limit, in order to secure a con

viction. He thought the powers under the Act were most ample, because

all that was necessary was to prove driving to common danger, even if

this was only one mile an hour, so that in this respect the new bye-law

was weaker.

For the opposition, Mr. Moore pointed out that the proposed

restriction was over an area of twenty-three miles. Dr. McKisack said

he had bsen using motor-oars in his practice for nearly five years and

had covered about 45,000 miles, mainly in Belfast. He c mid give
instances of life being saved by the doctor being ar, liberty to travel

at a greater speed than ten miles, and he had been informed of numerous

other ca«es where life had been saved similarly. The Very Ker. the

Dean of Belfast could see no reason for the restriction, nor could Dr. J. J.

Austin and Dr. Dampsey, both of whom regard the motor-car as in

dispensable to the medical man. Their evidence close the inquiry.

The South Wales agents for the Star and Starling cars are Messrs.

C. J. Richards and Co., of Pontypridd.

Motor-cars were requisitioned for the delivery of newspapers in

Manchester last week on the occasion of a strike among the carters-

employed by the wholesale newsagents!

For some time past Messrs. Panhard and Levassor, at their Acton-

Vale works, have been devoting special attention to the packing and

shipping of automobiles, and their equipment for this work is now at the

disposal of purchasers and manufacturers of any make of car. On the-

occasion of a recent visit to the works we noted cars crated for dispatch

to Italy, the United States, Brazil, Russia, Ceylon, and Denmark.
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

FEBRUARY.

1st (Sat.).—Annual meeting of the Lincolnshire A.C.

2nd (Sun.) Reliability Trial of the Motor Union of Western India.

4th (Tu.).—I.I.A.E., Dr. Hele-Shaw's address to graduates' section.

6th (W.).—Annual dinner of the Bradford A.C.

6th (Th.).—R. A.O., Mr. Philip Dawson on the Electrification of Railways.

7th (F.).—N.W. London M.C.C. annual general meeting.

7th-15th.—Motor Show, Manchester.

12th (W.).—Mr. F. W. Lanchesteron "Problemsof Automobile Design,"

at the Incorporated Institute of Automobile Engineers.

13th (Th.).—R.A.C., Mr. Wyatt on Magnetos.

loth (St.).—Auto-Cycle Union annual dinner at the Hotel Cecil, London.

19th (W.).—Annual dinner of the Ctrdifl M.C.

20th (Th.).—Meeting of the Essex M.C.

21st (F.)-29th (Sat.).—Manchester Motor-Car Show at Belle Vue.

24th (M.).—Motor Show opens at Bombay.

27th (Th.).—Mr. Mervyn O'Gorman at the R.A.C. on "Gear Trans-

mission."

MARCH.

6th (Th.).—Paper by Dr. W. Watson at the R.A.C.

11th (W.).—Annual meeting of the Incorporated Institution of Auto

mobile Engineers.

18th (W.).—Annual dinner of the A. A. at the Hotel Cecil, London.

2l3t (S.)-28th (S.).—Cordingley's Thirteenth International Motor-Car

Exhibition at the Royal Agricultural Hp11, London.

APRIL.

18th and 20th.—First meeting of the Brooklands A.R.C. for 1908.

MAY.

10th (Sun.).—Targa Florio Race.

11 (M.)-16 (S.).—Reliability Tiial of the Irish A.C.

26th.—Industrial Vehicle Competition of the A.C. de France.

■ JUNE.

llth (Th.).—Probable start of the International Touring Car Trial of

the R.A.C.

15th-19th.- Scottish Reliability Trial.

Feb. 1st—6.45

„ 2nd—6.48

Lightino-cp Times—London.

> 3rd—5.50 _ 5th—5.54

. 4th—5.52 ._ 6th—5.55

POLICE TRAPS.

7ih—5.56

8th—5.58

Loampit Vale, Lewisham, is again the scene of police activity

against motorists.

Retford and Bawtry, on the Great North Boad, are danger zones

at the week end.

i—SBCCBB— ■

AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENT.

—♦—
A serious motor-car accident has occurred in Coventry. A car

which had been driven from London was proceeding to the Daimler

Company's works for repair, and when turning the corner of M uch

Park Street into Earl Street headed for a shop, but was checked by

the kerbing. Then the car twisted and crashed into the wall at the

side of the Old Star Inn, doing much damage to the front of the

vehicle, besides smashing the lamp on the car.

—caw—

THE MOTOR UNION.

A statement has been issued by order of the committee of the Motor

Union showing a comparison of the advantages it offers as against those

of the R.A.C. It declares that the financial backbone of the Union

has been the subscriptions of individual members, who last year con

tributed over £4,000.

AUTO CYCLE UNION.

The Auto-Cycle Union has decided to sever its connection with the

M.U. and affiliate itself directly with the Royal A.C. The chief point

involved in the change now made is that the Auto-Cycle Union will

in future have complete autonomy and the absolute control of its own

finances.

■mjccauw

Ariel Motors, Ltd., have appointed Mr. J. Fryer, Progress Motor

Works, Kington, agent for Ariel cars in the county of Herefordshire.

The Albany Automobile Company, Ltd., of 106, Albany Street,

N.W., hive opened fine new show rooms at 110, Albany Street, N.W.

They have also started a new department for instruction and driving of

cars, and have made great headway in the second-hand car trade.

As an instance of how the motor tiade is growing in Portugal, it

maw be mentioned that one morning last week the Stepney Wheel

Company received orders for twenty Stepney spare wheels to be despatched

to that country. Altogether during the past six weeks sixty Stepney

wheels have been dispatched to Portugal, while during the past two

months over 100 have been despatched to New Zealand.

RACING AND TOURING CARS.

Ox Friday of last week Mr. S. F. Edge read a paper before the

Coventry Engineering Society on " Experience in the design of motor

cars gained from racing." It was illustrated with lantern slides which

recalled many interesting incidents in the progress of the automobile.

Enquiring as to what constitutes the modern touring car so far as the

chassis is concerned, the lecturer gave a list of a dozen points which he

regarded as important, as follows :—1. The engine to be non-existent

so far as the occupants of the car are concerned. 2. The functions

of the engine to be performed automatically with as little assistance

from the driver as possible. 3. That the engine shall be kei t

cool without the necessity for stopping or adding cooling material.

4. That either going up or down hill neither the accelerating nor the re

tards g forces shall be noticeable by the occupant, and whichever is

required to be capable of application by the driver without strain or

effort. 5. If the road conditions or lack of adaptability of our motive

power require change of gear, that the change of gear or dtcleration

shall be unnoticed by the occupants. 6. That the method of conveying

the power to the driving wheels shall be done without noise and with

out appreciable wear. 7. That the method of conveying the power to

the road wheels shall be independent of weather conditions. 8. That a

minimum loss of power shall occur between the engine and the road

wheels. 9. That the suspension of the vehicle shall be such that the mini

mum of vibration from road surfaces shall be conveyed to the occupants.

10. That every point previously mentioned shall be obtained with the

minimum of weight. 11. Wheels strongest possible for a given weight.

Rapidly detachable for tyre attention. 12. Lightness to touch and

strength of parts of steering.

In summing up, Mr. Edge traced many of the improvements he

had enumerated to experiences with racing cars, particularising in almost

every instance. He ascribed the large success of the touring car of

to-day to the contents on tracks and in hill climbing competitions, and

concluded with a plea for British cars.

BUSINESS NEWS.

The Coventry Chain Company (1907), Ltd., have issued a

series of motto cards, the obverse side of which will serve to draw atten

tion to their well-known specialities.

IN the recent Reliability Test held under the auspices of the Auto

mobile Club of Victoria, and extending over a period of three davs, the

40-b.p. six-cylinder Napier was awarded the maximum number of

marks, viz., 300, and also a go'd medal.

We learn that Messrs. Colin Defries, Ltd., 2, Denman Street, W.,

have acquired the British agency for the Passe Partout cars, of which

a description was given in the M.C.J, of the 4th nit.

Ihe Council of the Borough of Lambeth has altered the numbers

of the premises of the Automobile Carriage Builders, Ltd., to 66 and

68, Wandsworth Road, Vauxhall, S.W.

Messrs. J. E. Hutton, Ltd., have secured an order from Mr.

John C. Connell, of the Scotstoun Shipbuilding Yard, Scotstoun,

Glasgow, for a Berliet 40-h.p. six-cylinder car, with special phaeton

body.

We learn that Messrs. MonnetPlasse and Co., of 20, Store Street,

London, W.C., are the sole agents for the United Kingdom for the

Nieupnrt magnetos described in our last issue.

The important question of "under-tyring" a car is one that has

received but little attention. It is unfortunately a common failing to

see cars which should unquestionably be fitted with 5 in. or Sic. covers

shod with 31 in. tyres. The initial cost is, of course, with some a very

important and deciding f.ictor, but when increased mileage, durability,

comfort and economy, both as regards petrol consum ption and the wear

and tear of machinery, are taken into consideration, the larger tyres

amply compensate for any additional expense. The theory, moreover,

that large tyres are unsuitable for highspeed is du-provtd by Mr.

Clifford-Earp's recent successes at Brooklands on a 60-h.p. Thames car,

fitted with 6 in. Palmer cord tyres. Not once during his record

breaking runs was Mr. Clifford-Earn worried by the tyres,

the covers used showing little or no sign of the hard work accomnluhed.

Further, the Palmer Tyre Company claim that inci eased speed is obtain

able by the use of large covers, and, so far from being difficult, the

steering with the larger tread is as easy, if not easier, than with smaller

tyrea. In connection with the latter the question of inflation must Le

considered ; the pressure required in 6 in. Palmers fitted to the front

wheels of a car weighing, say, 26 cwt. should not exceed 60 lbs. We need

hardly say that on the question of durability large tyres give by far

the greater mileage ; on a car of 18-h.p. or 24-h.p., for example, quite

14,000 miles should be obtained, after which they can be re-treaded.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

-♦-

All communications intendedfor insertion in this Journal or relating

to Editorial matters should be addressed to The Editorial Depart

MKNT, Motor Cab Journal, 27-33, Charing Cross Road, London.

W.C., and must be written on one side of the paper only. Letters mutt in

all cases be accompanied by the name and address of the

notice will be taken of anonymous communications.
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COMMENTS.

kHE fine weather of this week has led to a

feeling of optimism in many trade circles,

and the gloom which has hung about the

motor-car showrooms for some weeks has a

prospect of dissipation. Last season the full and

early rains did much to harass the industry at a

time when it should have promised well. Now we

are hopeful that the climatic conditions will not

run counter to the interests of the industry, and

that an early buying will be the current n te.

That agents frr touring and pleasure cars have a more buoyant

feeling is seen from the growing interest that is being shown in

the Spring Show at the Agricultural Hall, London, which Ukes

place next month. This always opens the selling period of the

year so far as automobiles are concerned, and is Dot likely to be

an exception in 1908. Manufacturers freely recognise the value

of the display in disposing of stocks, and the quickened concern

with regard to the spaces now available at that Exhibition indi-

ca e3 their appreciation of its importance to the industry. On

the other hand, many prospect.ve motorist* will not make up

their n inds as to their ultimate possessions until they have

visited the Show. This year it occurs from March 21st to the

28th—coming sufficiently long before Easter to give them an

opportunity of becoming acquainted with their cars before

enjoying a holiday motor tour.

Proposed Speed

Limit In

Lincolnshire.

A Local Government Board enquiry

was held on the 28th ult. at Spittlegate,

Grantham, as to the application of the

Kesteven County Council for the restric

tion of the speed of motor-cars passing

through the village of Colsterworth, on

the Great North Road, to ten miles an hour. The length of

highway to which the limit was proposed to apply is 770 yards.

For the R.A.C., the M.U., and the Lincolnshire Automobile

Club Mr. Rees Jeffreys appeared, and, having expressed his

recognition of the sympathetic manner in which the County

Council had administered the Act, withdrew opposition on behalf

of the bodies he represented. Dr. Godfrey Lowe mentioned the

fact that complaints of furious driving through the village gene

rally arose in connection with vehicles driven at night by hired

drivers. It was the paid driver and not the owner who was

) esponstble for such dangerous practices in rural districts.

♦ ♦ ♦

Instate agents are naturally interested

in the development of locomotion, having

Views of regard to the important part it plays in

Estate Agents. the appreciation of property ; hence the

interest aroused among those dealing

with land and house property in the

paper read by Mr. S. J. Chesterton before the members of their

Institute a few evenings ago. Electric tramways, he pointed

out, have opened up many outlying suburbs, and have consider

ably increased the value of large areas of land. With regard to

motor-'buses he was less optimistic, although recognising that the

disadvantages associated with them in the early days were now

not nearly so marked, and that during the last few months

steady improvement in the running of this type of vehicle had

been observed. That being so, the depreciation which had'

followed their introduction in some districts would in time dis

appear to a considerable extent. There is little doubt that an

enormou* number of people will come to town in such vehicles

when experience has given something approaching finality to the

design. Speaking generally, the estate agents present who took

part in the discussion seemed to agree that, however incon

venient and irritating some of the effects of the new locomotion

may have been in the first flush, the ultimate result will be to-

enhance the value of property and generally benefit the whole

country.

RoaAReports.

One of the new activities of the Royal

Automobile Club has been to circularise

the county and borough surveyors with

regard to the condition of the roads

under their control. This seems a

modified form of the special feature

that we have made during the last two or three years of

publishing regular reports showing where roads are under

repair, and where motorists are likely to be inconvenienced

from such a cause. Our efforts in this direction have been

uniformly successful and of general value to motorist1*, and now

that they are beins; supplemented by the official organisition

of the movement, those who drive cars will have no lack of

information during the coming season.

♦ ♦ ♦

The question of affiliation to the

R.A.C. or the M.U. still disturbs the

In the settled order of many of the provincial

Balance. clubs, and it will be some time before

the decision of all the organisations is

arrived at. One curiosity of the position

has occurred in the Midlands, where the General Committee of

the Midland Automobile Club were so evenly divided on the

subject that it was decided to obtain a postal vote of the mem

bers. This has now taken place, and the result shows that out

of 272 members 214 voted, of whom 107 were for the R.A.C.

and the same number for the M.U. Under such circumstance*

the most obvious conclusion seems to be that the club should

continue its association with both bodies until the end of the

present year- -a decision which, we learn at the moment of going

to press, has been adopted.

♦ ♦ ♦

On Sunday the Reliability Trials of

the Motor Union of Western India corn-

Trials at menced with the run from Bombay to

Bombay. Kolhapore and back, via Mahableshwar,

which was to continue until Wednesday.

This is to be followed with a motor

gymkhana and show on the 24th inst. As we have already

announced, the entries numbered twenty-five when last advised.

Among the competitors was the Maharaja of Tikari, who entered

two cars, and was to compete personally in the Trials. He also-

presented a valuable cup. On the last occasion on which he took

part in these trials he lost, by only two points, the chance of

being the joint winner in his class with the 50-h.p. De Dietrich.

The Rana of Porbunder has also given the Championship Trophy,,

and H.H. the Maharaja of Cooch Behar has presented a valuable
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Championship Cup, so tbat there will be fifty valuable trophies

for competition. It has been decided on this occasion that small

cup?, to be kept, will be presented with the Championship

trophy, and that both the owner of the car and the driver will

receive diplomas and gold medals, so tbat there will be some

lasting satisfaction in taking part in the Trials.

♦ ♦ ♦

When proceeding North the other

week, via the L. & N.-W. R., we

The Flat Company's noticed that at the side of the Aster

Extensions. Company's works at Wembley, between

Willesden and Harrow, had sprung up

a large new building bearing in big

letters the word " Fiat." Strangely enough, a few days later

cauie an invitation from Fiat Motors, Ltd., to inspect the new

works on Tuesday last, an invitation which we promptly

accepted. The new departure of this enterprising concern is an

outcome of the popularity of Fiat cars in this country, the fact

that, although the first vehicles were only introduced about the

beginning of 1903, there are now upwards of 700 in use in

Great Britain rendering it necessary tbat some special provision

should be made for the efficient ciirrying out of any necessary

 

Touring in France.—The Belfry at Dunkirk.

repairs and for the prompt supply of spare parts and replace

ment?. For a time the work was carried on at Willesden, but

more convenient premises being found desirable, about five acres

of land were acquired at WemMey, and in March last

the erection of the necessary buildings was put in hand. So

far only about If acres have been covered, so that there is

ample scope for extension as necessity arises. The buildings

that have so far been put up include a large garage capable

of accommodating eighty cars, a machine shop, body and paint

ing department, stores, engine room—in which a 50-h.p. gas

engine, using producer gas, and dynamo are installed—offices

&c, while in addition there is a large yard, with concrete

paving, for trial purposes. A feature of the works is the

well-arranged storeroom, from which duplicates of any part

of a Fiat car can be supplied on the shortest notice from the

smallest bolt even to a new frame or a complete engine. The

machine tools installed are of the very latest type, and are kept

busily employed under the direction of Mr. A. Preen, the work's

manager, in keeping up the supply of the smaller spare parts,

the larger duplicate components being furnished by the factory in

Turin. The general idea has been to so equip the works that no

matter how badly damaged a car may be, it can be repaired and

renewed so effectively that in every respect it may be said to be

exactly in the same condition as when first manufactured, while

one feature likely to give confidence in the company is that no

repair work is put in hand without an estimate being first given

to the owner of the vehicle. Altogether the new establishment

is laid out on thoroughly practical lines, and forms another

tribute to the enterprise of those at the head of the Fiat Motors,

Ltd.

♦ ♦ ♦

Last week we gave some interesting

information with regard to the attitude

Lights of the local authorities towards the new

on Vehicles. Lights on Vehicles Act. That tl^se

bodies should recognise the value of the

measure is important ; that the police

should realise their duty in enforcing its provisions is even more

desirable. Already they have commenced their campaign in

some parts of the country, and at the Bromley (Kent) Polics

Court several cases have already been heard in which those in

charge of horae-drawn vehicles have been magisterially warned

as to the consequences of neglect in the matter of lights. Fines

have also been inflicted.

♦ ♦ ♦

In our issue of the 25th ult., referring

to the present controversy among the

The Present various organisations concerned with

Discontent. Motorism, we expiessed the hope tbat

steps would quickly be taken to bring

about some amicable understanding, as

the prevailing position could only result in ultimate harm to the

general welfare of the movement. Reference was also made ti

the leaders of the Manchester A.C. having expressed a strong

desire to secure such a result. The efforts that have been and

are being made are being generally welcomed. At a meeting

of provincial clubs which have not yet decided upon their future

course of action, held last week, it was resolved to approach both

the R.A.C. and the M.U. to this end, and it was re.-olved that

both bodies should be invited to appoint a special committee to

attempt to find the solution of the differences now existing. We

understand that the club has accepted the suggestion, and pro

poses that the conference shall be held on Monday next, its

representatives including Mr. C. D. Rose, M.P., and other

members skilled in diplomacy, whilst in addition Sir John

Mucdonald, K.C.B., and Sir W. GofT, Bart., have been invited to

nttend as representatives of Scotland and Ireland iespcctively.

In this connection it is interesting to note that the election of

Mr. Joynson-Hicks to the chairmanship of the Motor Union

was proposed by Mr. T. W. Grace, who has taken a prominent

part in the attempt to secure a working arrangement between

the two bodies as opposed to the open hostility which is now a

dominant note. The statement that " peace in motordom " is to

be the object which the new chairman of the M.U. will endeavour

to obtain, is accepted in many quarters as giving a possible clue

to the measure of success likely to follow the present well-

intentioned and well-directed efforts towards reconciliation.

♦ ♦ ♦

The proposed Motor Road from London

to Windsor was opposed by the London

Proposed Motor United Tramways Company before the

Road. Examiner for Standing Order Proofs, who

pointed out on Tuesday that the Bill

raised a novel proposition. While there

was no real physical difference between a motor road and an ordi

nary road, yet there was a difference in the use to which it was in

tended the road should be put. The novelty was in the attempt

to combine in one scheme two works belonging to different cate

gories, i.e., roads and terminal?, to each of which different Stand

ing Orders applied. It might be that they were at the beginning

of a new chapter of industrial activity in regard to motor

roads, and it was very important that this should be considered

by the authorities. Further, questions of public safety, and so

on, might be raised, on which different views might be taken,

which rendered it all the more important that the fullest informa
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tion should be supplied to persons locally interested in the

methods by which the promoters proposed to carry out their

scheme. * He did not think the centre line on tbe deposited plans

did convey sufficient information of the intentions of the pro

moters to construct a motor road with a tram line on either side ;

and while it was no part of his duty to say how plans should be

prepared, yet sufficient evidence had been given to show that

they might have been treated in another way. Under those cir

cumstances he considered it his duty to report the Bill for the

further consideration of the Standing Orders Committee.

♦ ♦ ♦

In a report presented to the Warwick

shire County Council the county treasurer

Changes' in has acknowledged the sum of £96 paid

Car. Ownership. jn connection with registration and licens-

hw»j ing fees under tbe Motor-Car Act, 1907.

The details may afford an index to those

interested in the sale and purchase of cars as to the trend of

trade. During the last three months of 1907 thirty-seven cars

were registered and no fewer than thirty-two were notified as

having changed owners—an indication of the extent to which

the business in second-hand vehicles has grown in proportion to

the trade in new cars. The owner of a small-powered car of one

cially after weeks of rain and much traffic. Its duration will

not be more than two years, whereas considerations of economy

seem to require a greater degree of durability. Hence the

many " binders " which have been introduced to go down to the

very root of the evil. These are almost as plentiful as non-

skids, and many will find practical demonstration on the great

highways during the coming season.

♦ ♦ ♦

With vigour and alertnes3 the Public

Control Committee of the London County

Petrol into Council is prosecuting a campaign against

Drains all who they discover contravening the

regulations with regard to the discbarge

of petrol into drdns connected with the

sewers. The dangers of mch a practice have been tet forth to

our readers from time to time, so that we need not now do more

than mention that in a case just heard at the Marlborough Street

(London) Police Court petrol mixed with paraffin had been used

for cleaning a motor-car, and that it was also allowed to run

into a drain. No defence was raised, and a fine was duly

inflicted. It would be more economical, however, to remember

the risks to others that are involved in such practice?—often the

result of thoughtlessness. In our issue of August 17th last we
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year is a potential owner of one of greater size and power in the

following season. This has become a truism, and is largely

responsible for the number of alterations in registrations, almost

reaching that of new cars in such typicsl counties as that of

Warwickshire.

♦ ♦ ♦

By common consent it is agreed that

the tarring of road surfaces is the most

Dust and the successful of the temporary palliatives

Roads. now available for the reduction of the

dust nuisance. It is also recognised that

the cost of treatment can, by the em

ployment of mechanical means, be brought down to a vory

small amount. These two facts have not prevented the intro-

■duction of a number of special systems, some of which have

merits sufficiently distinctive to warrant a clcse, study of their

■claims to the recognition of the authorities. Probably the

present year will see many new preparations brought forward ;

for, although tar when applied hot under favourable circumstances

gives good results during the dusty season, it is not forgotten

by {many authorities that tarred surfaces often result in dis

agreeable, black, muddy roads during the winter months, espe-

dealt very fully with the efforts made by the L.C.C. to deal with

the matter and trust that their endeavours will be thoughtfully

and thoroughly supported by the trade.

The London and North Western Eailway Company is

arranging to start a service of motor-'buses between Boxmoor

Station and Hemel Hempstead, a distance of about two miles.

The reliability of the motor-car needs no demonstration to

motorists, but there are still many doubting spirits who hesitate

to believe that a car can be relied upon for a place-to-place

journey as thoroughly as a train. As an instance of what can

be done Captain Ainsworth, of Hazlemere, Bolton, left Hurst-

pierpoint, in Sussex, on bis 30-h.p. Beeston-Humber, after break

fast one morning recently, and, travelling by way of Leatherhead,

Aylesbury, Coventry, Lichfield and Warrington, arrived at

Bolton the same evening, having covered the whole distance

without a halt save such as weie necessary to satisfy ihe require

ments of the inner man. Moreover, Captain Ainsworth adds

that he had only to come off the top gear once, and that he has

run his car upwards of 7,500 miles, during which time he has

never had any mechanical troubles.
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FROM PARIS TO VIENNA BY

MOTOR-CAR.

THE following lines are simply a brief record of a motor trip

on a 8-10-h.p. Darracq two-cvlinder voiturette, made

between the two great cities of Paris and Vienna. The

trip was taken by two Austrians, one a writer on the " Allge-

meine Automobil-Zeitung," the other a well-known motorist, Herr

Kocb, of Vienna. The object of the tour was to demonstrate in

a conclusive manner that such a trip could be easily and comfort-
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ably accomplished on a car of the smallest size, and, moreover,

completed within four days without any undue exertion or

fatigue to those on the vehicle. Hitherto such a journey would

not have been undertaken on any car of less than about 16-h.p., as

the total distance between the two capitals is 890 miles, and the

road winds up and down mountains which demand most careful

handling of the vehicle. In fact, much surprise was expressed

en route that so small a vehicle as an 8-10-h.p. Darracq could

satisfactorily overcome such hill-climbs, still maintaining a very

good average mileage per day. Nevertheless, this was done, and

the little car sailed into Vienna four-and-a-quarter days after

leaving Paris—none the worse for its long trip and long daily

runs.

A start at sunrise was made from the French capital, and,

though Parisians are not early iisers, a small crowd soon col

lected round the vehicle as it stood at the front doors of the

Grand Hotel. Fuel tanks were filled up, supplies taken on

board, and substantial portmanteaus strapped on behind, and

then the inevitable photographer made his appearance, and we

made our peace with him by submitting to the ordeal of being

"taken." A hearty shake of the hand, the waving of hats and

handkerchiefs, and we were soon on our long journey, with light

hearts and determination to get there route que coute. We nearly

came to grief, however, within the first thirty minutes of our

start, as a large car in front of us slewed round in an alarming

manner and without any warning. Mr. Koch, however, skilfully

avoided the car, and we saw the vehicle side-slip into the kerl>

and smash a front wheel. Further on two men in blue had

stopped another vehicle and were taking the necessary notes for

a prosecution for the emission of too much smoke at the rear.

It took us a long time to really get away from Paris, as

the fear of losing our way made us go cautiously, and frequent

stops were necessary to ascertain the route. We finally struck

the main road to Belfort, and were glad to get off the pave,

whirh shook us up a good deal. We were, of course, now going

fairly fast, as we had arranged to sleep at Vesoul that night, a

distance of 3G0 kilometres (about 225 miles), and bad no time to

waste. We were thankful, therefore, to reach one of the mutes

national**, which are undoubtedly the finest roads in the world. We

passed through Champigny before the town was up, and here

really began our run to Vienna over the same road as that taken

by the racers in the Paris-Vienna race. The solitary inn in this

town was the starting-point of that historic event in auto"

mobiliam, and as we flew by we recalled the early morning of

1902, when the monsters were sent off on their mad rush to

Vienna from 3.30 a.m. onwards.

We hardly saw any horse traffic between the towns and

villages en route, as these ancient means of locomotion are fast

dying out. Motor-cars and cyclists monopolised the roads—

large and small vehicles, of varying horse-powers and dates,

passed and repassed us all the time. Some, indeed, were old

stagers, dating back some six or seven years at least ; but even

these old types bad modern luxuries attached, such as wind

screens, Cape cart hoods—in fact, they had been brought up to-

date in every respect, with the exception of the engine and

coach work. Their day's work was not yet done, although they

were out of fashion as far as design is concerned.

The French Touring Club is worthy of some special mention,

if only for the admirable sign-posts it has had erected all over

France. To lose one's way on the main road is a difficult feat,

as the direction-posts give the desired information, and no more.

The first sign-post, pointing to Belfort, is exactly on the out

skirts of Paris, and the last, which refers to Paris, is practically

on the French frontier. The intermediate ones are five kilo

metres apart (about three miles) and the inscription is on both

sides of the direction-arms. The arm pointing to Paris gives the

distance to the city, and the other arm the distance from Belfort,

and we saw at a glance how we were progressing, and were able

to take the time of each five-kilometre run. The danger signals

also are not to be despised, although many of them are erected

at the expense of motor tyre firms, and thus serve a dual purpose

—a warning about a level-crossing or sharp turn and also an

injunction to buy and use so-and-so's pneumatic tyres. Level-

crossings are undoubtedly dangerous items which one meets with

on the Continent, the gates across the road being shut a long

time before the train is really due to pass, and if one is driving

fast over a difficult and twisty road it is easy to crash through

one of these gates, which, unfortunately for the motorist, are

usually made of iron.

Troyes was the next large town we passed through, and.

here we had a sample of the dust nuisance. A large car racedS
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past us at great speed and literally smothered us with mother

earth. We were not the only cues to suffer, as there were*

plenty of pedestrians around, dressed in their Sunday best.

Motor cars themselves are cheerfully tolerated in France, but

dust is not, and something will have to be done to put a stop to

this nuisance. A steep ride to Iiangres, which the car easily

accomplished, was a test for the motor, and a long descent on
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■the other side proved the excellence of the brakes. We were

mow once again in the open country, and, from the view of the

motorist with the speed mania, it is difficult to imagine a more

•desirable spot. One stretch of road extended for quite thirty

miles, and during this long run we did not pass through a single

village. Our resting place was Vesoul, some 225 miles away

from our starting point, and a good night's rest in a comfortable

French hotel prepared us for the next day's run.

Petit Croix, the frontier town between France and Germany,

was only a few miles away, and the usual Customs deposit had

to be lodged before we could cross the imaginary line between

the two countries. An incident happened here which is worth

recording, and one which caused us a slight delay. The officious

•official who collects the deposit happened to be away from his

post, and do what we could our money was refused and we were

politely told to stay where we were until this gentleman returned

■{probably from a morning nap in the nearest cafe).

" You will at least allow me to go to the nearest village

with my car so that I can wait in comfort," said Mr. Koch.

" No," was the astounding reply, " stay where you are, or

go back.

"Very well," replied Mr. Koch, "I shall leave the ear on

the frontier, with two wheels in France and the other two in

Oermany, and hold you responsible."

" I decline all responsibility," replied the official, " and I'm

going home."

This, unfortunately, is not what happened, as we should

have at once crossed the line and sped on to our destination had

the coast been clear. We therefore sat down and waited events,

lighting cigars to pass the time. A friend in need then turned

up, a local motorist well known to the officials, and through his

good intervention we were allowed to proceed, the necessary

■ German number-plate being forthcoming. The German Custom

House officials then had their innings, and our passports were

visid and sundry documents scrutinised and stamped, and after

about one hour's delay we were off again in apple-pie order.

The part of the German Empire through which we were

passing was Alsace, which was wrested from France in 1871. To

show how much this country had been Germanised we were

received everywhere with sullen looks and indifference to the

motor horn. Way was grudgingly made for us, and in some

instances children threw stones, and even the horses, which in

France are used to motor-cars, shied and made our progress very

slow. The courtesy and consideration of the French were non

existent here, and we were glad to reach the Swiss frontier after

a run of about .two and a half hours, which does not leave very

pleasant recollections in our minds. The Swiss officials were

altogether different to the German, and our membership ticket

of the Austrian Automobile Club soon gave us the entree to the

country.

At Basle we came into German territory again, and reams of

paper and pints of ink were wasted in filling up long forms and

reports, which included a space for my wife's maiden name and

address. What this had to do with motoring the German

officials alone knew, and our inquiries on this point were received

with a stony stare and no response. Number-plates were again

furnished and paid for by us, of course. Germans have number

ing on the brain, and even the trees between Basle and

Grenznach are officially ticketed. If you ask a villager where

he li>es, he invariably replies, "Next to tree number so-and-so."

At Grenznach further Customs delays were encountered, and we

were about sick of this sort of thing. Verily something will

have to be done to obviate these vexatious and really unnecessary

formalities.

Whilst we were at the frontier another car was driven up,

and the owner, having paid a deposit the day before, wished the

refund of his money on returning to his own country. The

official calmly shrugged his shoulders and said that he had no

money. Bad French and equally bad German on the other side

did not improve matters, and, as we were in a hurry, we left the

'two men arguing, and we hoped that some solution would be

-arrived at.

(To be concluded.)

THE SHEFFIELD-SIMPLEX SIX-

CYLINDER CAR.
■ -♦-

THE Sheffield-Simplex 45-h.p. six-cylinder car, which made

its debut at the recent Olympia Show, appeared publicly

for trial runs for the first time during the exhibition at

Edinburgh last week. The car was driven from Sheffield through

to Edinburgh by Mr. Percy Richardson, the managing director of

the Sheffield-Simplex Motor Works, Ltd., on which journey it

 

Gradient Diagram of Frederick Street, Edinburgh, as supplied by the

District Engineer of Edinburgh Northern Cable Tramways-

was only necessary to come off the top gear on three occasions.

A very interesting petrol consumption test was also made on the

run, the result of which shows that this car is, for its power,

extremely economical. The roads were perfectly dry between

Sheffield and Newcastle, and the petrol consumption worked out

to 17J milos per gallon, whilst on the remaining part of the

journey, from Newcastle to Edinburgh, owing to a thaw having

taken place, the roads were exceptionally heavy, but even in face

of this the petrol consumption showed lfii miles to the gallon.

Having demonstrated its efficiency as regards petrol con

sumption, advantage was taken of the trial runs in Edinburgh to

test its hill-climbing capabilities. Ramsey Lane, which is reputed

to have a gradient of 1 in 4J, with an awkward corner at the

steepest part, was negotiated with a full load on second speed,

and the speed of the car was so great that even on the steep

gradient the throttle had to be shut down on taking the awkward

corner on the hill. Further, Frederick Street, Edinburgh, which

is a long steep climb of just under one mile in length with two

bad turns, and a gradient in its steepest part of 1 in 13, and on

which there is considerable traffic, was easily surmounted by the

car on its top gear.

 

Mr. Percy Richardson driving the Sheffield-Simplex 45 h p. Six- ~

Cylinder Car on the top gear up Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

The first time the vehicle was taken up this hill on top gear

it was driven by the well-known motorist, Mr. E. Campbell-

Muir, and from the fact that this was the first occasion on which

he had handled a Sheffield-Simplex, an idea may be gathered of

the simplicity of control that has been incorporated in its design.

We may add that the engine comprises six cylinders 4£ in. bore

by 4& in. stroke, giving, according to theR.A.C. rating, 48-G-h.p.
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The Coltman 20-h.p. Car.

SOME few particulars of the new car lately introduced by

Messrs. H. Coltman and Sons, of the Midland Iron Works,

Loughborough, have already appeared in the M.C.J. A

few days ago we had an opportunity not only of making a trial

run on one of the new vehicles, but also of visiting the works in

which they are being built. Messrs. Coltman are an old-estab

lished firm of engineers and boiler

maker.', and their object in taking

up the construction of automo

biles has been more with the view

of building a car that shall earn

a reputation for reliability of the

various parts, than one which

shall contain a large number of

departures from what may be

termed the standard design.

At present attention is being

confined to a single model of

20-h.p. The frame is of a special

section of pressed steel, manu

factured by Messrs. Coltman in

their own works, and so arranged

that the protecting undershield

can be readily fitted or detached.

The side members on which the

engine and gear-box are directly

supported are straight throughout

their entire length.

- Although rated at 20-h.p., the four-cylinder engine (Fig. 3)

has been tested to develop 23-b.b.p. at a speed of 1,000 revolu

tions per minute. The cylinders, which are cast in pairs from

a specially hard quality of iron, are 4 in. bore by 4£ in. stroke.

The inlet and exhaust valves are all located on one side, and

operated off a single cam shaft. An interesting feature of the

engine design is the ease with which the valve tappets can be

taken out.£,The tappet guides are formed in pairs with

 

Fig, 1.—General View of Coltman' s 20-h.p. Car,

without the use of special tools ; the lower ends of the valve

stems are screw-threaded, as is also the small disc interposed

between the lower end of the spring and the cotter pin, so that

by screwing up the disc the pin can be withdrawn by the fingers.

The cams, which are formed solid with the shaft, are of such

design that the valves are rapidly opened to their full extent,

allowing, in the case of the inlets,

a full charge of gas to be drawn

in, and, as regards the exhaust,

permitting the burnt gases to be

quickly dispelled. The half-time

gear wheels and the pinion which

drives the magneto are enclosed

in an extension of the base cham

ber. The inlet and exhaust pipes

are so arranged as to allow of

free access to the valve springs,

spindles, &c. As will be seen from

Fig. 4, the crank shaft is slightly

desaxe, that is, set slightly out

of the centre line, towards the

cam shaft, this offsetting being

claimed by many designers to

reduce the friction between the

cylinder walls and the pistons.

The crank shaft is. supported on

three long hearings of a special

quality of phosphor bronze, for which the makers claim a much

longer life than usual, reducing the necessity to dismantle the

engine for re-bushing purposes to a minimum. The big ends

of any of the connecting rods can also be inspected by removing

the corresponding section of the cam shaft cover. The pistons,

which are 5J in. Jong, are provided with four rings. The heads

of the pistons arc concave in shape, with the view of increasing

the piston area.

The water circulation is on the thermo-siphon or gravity

 

Fig. 2 —Plan of Chassis of Coltman'* 20-h.p. Car.

a plate which constitutes part of the cam shaft cover,

and is held in place by a single set screw. There are four

detachable plates, which, when all are in position, entirely

case in the cam shaft. In addition to the tappet guides the

plates have pivoted to their lower side the short levers

which are interposed between the cams and the tippets.

The valve springs are so arranged that they can be detached

system, no pump being employed. The water-circulating pipes

are of extra large diameter, and a noteworthy point is that no

rubber hose is used in making the joints. The radiator, which

is furnished with a belt-driven air-inducing fan, is of the framed

ribbed tube type, while the bonnet is built up of two panels,

which can be readily removed and replaced in position. The

lubrieition of the engine is maintained by the pressure of the
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exhaust gases acting on the oil contained in a small tank located

under the engine bonnet. The engine is, however, so arranged

that a posicive system of pump lubiication can be fitted if this

method is preferred.

The carburettor is of a special type designed to give a

perfect mixture at all engine speeds ; the automatic air valve is

provided with a mercury-glycerine dashpot. Two systoms of

ignition are provided—high-tension magneto and coil and

.accumulators. The magneto is one of the smallest we have so

far seen on a four-cylinder car ; in fact, it is a single-cylinder

•one, the current generated being sent to the different cylinders

by the same high-tension distributor as is used in conjunction ,

with the accumulator system. The distributor and contact

maker are mounted on the upper end of a vertical spindle just

behind the radiator, and driven by worm gear off the cam shaft.

The ignition is advanced and retarded by a lever mounted, like

that controlling the throttle valve, above, but not turning with

the steering wheel. The petrol tank is located at the rear of

the chassis, the fuel being supplied to the carburettor under

pressure.

The clutch is of a new metal-to metal design, having very

large wearing surfaces and mounted on ball bearings. It coni-

iprises five cast iron shoes, the outer surface of which is of a

 

Fig. 3.—General View of Coltman'i 20 h p. Motor.

curved shape corresponding to the drum formed in the flywheel,

the shoes being forced .outwards by means of a cone operated by

the pedal. A universal joint is introduced in the shaft between

che clutch and gear-box to allow for any want of alignment of

the two parts, and to permit of either being dismounted without

interfering with the other.

The change-speed gear (Fig. 5) is adapted to give four

speeds forward and a reverse with direct drive on top speed ; it

is controlle I by a lever working in a " gate," a special locking

device, in which no springs are used, being provided in connection

with the controlling bars, so that it is impossible for any two

gears to get into mesh at the same time. The whole of the

controlling mechanism is contained in the gear-box, while the

reverse piniou only rotates when the reverse gear is being used.

The shafts are extra large in diameter and very short in length,

und are fitted both with ball thrust bearings and ball journal

bearings, the latter being of very ample proportions. The con

struction of the gear-box is such that, if necessary, the two

shafts can be taken out from above.

From the gear-box the power is transmitted to the rear

axle through a cardan shaft and bevel sear. The live axle

(Fig. '6) is enclosed in a special steel casing from end to end,

l>uilt up without any brazed joints; the sleeves are also fur

nished with webs at their outer ends to give greater strength'

The construction is such that the whole of the differential gear

may be lifted out without removing the axle or the road wheels

from the car, it being simply necessary to remove the hub caps

 

Fig. 4.—Tramverie Section of Engine.

nnd slightly withdraw the two halves of the axle. The

differential casing is provided with a large horizontally-arranged

detachable cover. The axle proper and the gears are made of

nickel steel and fitted throughout with both ball-thrust and

journal bearings. The power is transmitted to the road wheels

through dog clutches in the hubs, so that the weight of

the car is not carried by the rotating axles, but by the casing

surrounding it. The torque of the rear axle is taken by two

special radius rods fixed to and extended from the axle casing,

near the brake drums, to the frame, the forward connection

being through a joint which allows movement in all directions,

and is on the same centre line as the universal joint behind

the gear-box. The front axle is of H-section forged steel.

The steering gear (Fig. 7) is of the worm and quadrant type,

fitted with double thrust ball bearings ; it is so designed that

all adjustments can be made at the top of the steering lever.

The latter works on a ball journal bearing, this being mounted

inside the steering box, the whole arrangement being dust proof

 

Fig. 5.—Sectional Plan of Gear-Box.

and workiug in oil. A useful feature lies in the fact that the

steering column can be fixed at any angle to suit the driver. As

regards the brakes, which are all of the double-acting metal-to-

metal type, the usual arrangement is, in the Coltman car, reversed,

B
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a pedal actuating internal expanding brakes working inside

drums attached to the hubs of the rear road wheels and the hand

lever a wide contracting brake at the rear of the gear-box. The

rear brakes are provided witn a compensating device, so that each

 

Tig. 6.-Sectlonal View of Half of Bear Axis.

is equally applied. The brake drum is made of special cast steel

and the expanding friction bands of special spring steel with cast

iron linings. All the parts of the car are made to gauge on the

interchangegble system ; while another good point is that few, if

any, castings are employed in the chassis, the makers preferring

to use forgings, whicb, although more costly, give much greater

satisfaction both to the builder and user. The chassis complete

and ready for the body turns the scale at 16 cwt. 2 qr. ; the

wheel track is 4 ft. 7 in. and the wheel base 9 ft. 4 in., enabling

any type of side-entrance body to be fitted.

In the course of a short run on the car we had ample evi

dence of the general quiet running of the vehicle as also of

the flexibility of the engine and the satisfactory operation of the

clutch. The streets of Loughborough are extremely narrow and

render progression at anything exceeding a crawl practically

impossible ; notwithstanding this, however, our journey to and

from the station was done entirely on the top gear. Unfortu

nately time did not permit us to test either the speed or the hill-

 

Fig, 7.—Details of Steering Gear.

climbing qualities of the car, but we understand from Mr. W.

Wilson, the designer, that several extended runs on the hilly

roads of Derbyshire have proved the vehicle to be quite satis

factory in bcth these respects.

SOME USEFUL NOTES.

In the event of a stoppage in the petrol pipe from the tank

to float-chamber of the carburettor, the union may be unscrewed

and the rubber end of the tyre pump connection pushed over tbe-

end. A few sharp strokes of the pump will usually remove any

grit or debris in the pipe.

Carburettors in which adjustment is provided for the

amount of petrol supplied to the jet very often require readjust

ment when a different grade of petrol is used. This should be

carefully noted, as frequently erratic running arising on this-

account has been wrongly attributed to other causes.

•» ♦ ♦

Mechanical lubricators occasionally strike work, although

nothing deranged can be found in their mechanism. In these

lubricators, where a gauze is used to filter the oil to the suction

pipe of the little pump, close inspection will generally reveal

that the gauze has become choked, and that little or no oil ia-

reaching the pump.

In the case of a slipping leather cone clutch a little Fuller's-

earth will prevent the trouble for the time being ; when the car

reaches home a good dose of castor oil well rubbed in will make

all good. If no Fuller's earth can be procured, a little dust or

very fine sand will do, but care should be taken to clear away

all traces of the same on getting home.

A very fimple way to keep the feet warm on a car is to

simply wrap them in a rug. Those who have not used them

should try side doors in front of their cars, they prevent an-

immerse amount of draught, and are inexpensive to fit. Wool-

bordered cocoanut mats, about H inches thick, add greatly to-

the comfort and appearance of a car ; they also deaden all noise

of the transmission gear.

♦ ♦ ♦

Popping in the carburettor indicates a weak mixture ; that

is, not enough petrol for the amount of air introduced into the

vaporising chamber. Explosions in the silencer indicate that

the cylinders are firing irregularly and the unfired charges pass

through the exhaust pipe into the silencer, being ignited there

by tbe beat of the next explosion. A weak battery is sometimes

also the cause of this.

About the last thing on a car that is apt to be considered in«

need of attention is the silencer ; yet obstruction of this necessary

device with soot and carbon deposits is a fruitful source of

reduced power. A cutout is a good check on silencer condition,

for if the increase in power occasioned by its opening is unduly

marked, choking of the exhaust box passages is clearly indicated..

Ever so often a silencer should be cleaned, careful observation of

the car being sufficient to give an indication as to when th.ii

should be done.

♦ ♦ ♦

One of the inconveniences of the spring washer so commonly

used in automobile construction is its short lease of usefulness.

As the nut is screwed down upon it, it gradually loses its-

elasticity, and finally snaps, and is then little better than nothing.

However, no motorist need despair if he has any twine with him.

The twine should be formed into a loop just smaller than the

washer, and the end wrapped over this loop, forming a grommet.

Put it in place, screw down the nut, ana you have a washer'

that will hold the nut and cannot be broken or split.

♦ .♦ ♦. . ,

In some cars rubber hose is employed in the connections of

the water-cooling system, and some of the turns which the hose-

is forced to make are quite sharp. Oftentimes it is almost

impossible to prevent the rubber pipe from acquiring a kink at

these points and very much contracting or nearly closing the-

tube, thus causing a sluggish circulation. An effective method

of distributing the bending and preventing the tendency to kink

and close the passage is by rather tightly winding the hose with

moderately fine tinned steel binding wire for some little distance-

upon each side of the point where the kinking tendency is mani

fested. Quite a number of cases of faulty circulation have beem

cured by improving the rubber connections by this treatment.
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THE ELEMENTS OF THE FLYING

MACHINE.

-♦—

By H. Waymouth Pkance, A.I.E.E., A.M.I.A.E.

THE advent of the successful flying machine is being awaited

with interest by many people, but with the constant

announcement of the production of such a machine,

which never seems to really materialize, one is apt to become

sceptical, and even, in the case of a large number of people, to

doubt if the problem of aerial navigation will ever be solved.

Fresh interest bas of late been aroused by the recent success of

Mr. Henry Farman, and those motorists who would be thoroughly

up-to-date must needs consider these early struggles of the sport

of the future—which may now be said to have reached the

" toddliDg " stage—struggles which call for the assistance of the

automobile engineer in the design and construction of the light

weight motor, in which assistance the experience gained with

the motor-car is of inestimable value.

In order to appreciate the difficulties which beset the path

of the would-be flyer, it is necessary to consider the elements of

propulsion through space, and bearing these in mind, the lines

upon which experimenters are working to overcome these

difficulties will readily be understood. In flying, two efforts

sented by the propelling force in the form of screw propellers

mounted on horizontal axes, and the weight of the mechanism'

necessary to drive tbem. It should further be remembered that

the reaction of the wind pressure upon a flat surface inclined to

that pressure at a slight angle is at right angles to the surface,

from which it will be seen that a very small horizontal effort

will procure many times its value in vertical or lifting effort.

This method of sustaining a body in the air by the reaction-

of the air pressure upon a plane surface requires, as do the other

methods, motive power, and it is this question of power that has

placed a great stumbling block in the way of experimenters since

the earliest attempts at flying were made.

Certain devices have been constructed wherein human power"

was relied upon to provide the necessary propulsive and even

lifting effort, but such were foredoomed to failure, and resort is

now universally made to mechanical power in some form or

other. In the case of the apparatus under consideration it is,

perhaps, more necessary than in any other self-propelled vehicle

that every attention should be given to the compactness,,

reliability, disposition of weight, and lightness of motor, and'

thus it is that the experimenter of to-day has great advantage

over his predecessors. I have before me some early literature

upon the subject, wherein this matter is particularly mentioned,

and wherein is stated the desirability of a light, compact and easily'
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The abore illustration depicts the motorcjcle carrier which Is at present betne eiperimentally tried in the collection of letters from pillar-boies

by the U.S. postal authorities In Washington.

have to be maintained—a lifting effort and a propulsive one ;

the former of these may be obtained either by means of a gas

balloon, screw-propeller blades, bird-like wings, or by the action

of an aeroplane, of which the first might almost be said to have

proved its unsuitability for practical use in any but the stillest

atmospheres. Hence we have to resort to the " heavier than

apparatus, in which mechanical movement is required toair

overcome the force of gravity, and thus we require a motive

power of some sort or other. As regards propulsive effort, bird-

like wings and screw propeller blades are the principal devices that

have been employed, and for this purpose also we require a

source of power, and it is here that the motor-car, with its light

and compact petrol engine, bas done so much in paving the way

for the practical flying machine.

It is upon the aeroplane that many inventors base their

hopes ; and certainly, judging from the results of the experiments

which have been carried out during the last few years, the

greater possibilities appear to lie in this field of operation. In

order to understand the principle of this apparatus one should

bear in mind the kite, in which a practically flat surface is

caused to oppose the wind by a string, the pull upon which may

be resolved into forces acting in a horizontal and vertical

direction, these forces in the case of the aeroplane being repre-

handled motor, the description thereof, indeed, being in close -

resemblance to the petrol engine of to-day. In the past, steam-

engines have been employed in one or two notable instances;-

Maxim's machines were driven by this form of energy, the power

plant in this case weighing some 10 lb. per horse power, with an

engine developing 360-h.p.—as against the 3 lb. per h.p. of the

specially constructed modern petrol engine—but, although thesa

engines were marvels of engineering ingenuity, they canrlot

be compared in the all-important features of compactness and

lightness with the petrol motor. Thus it is that with the

advancement of aerial navigation a new field is opened up for

the internal combustion engine—a field of vast proportions and

unlooked-for possibilities, which serves to give a personal interest

in the matter to every professional motorist, whether he be a-

motor-'bus driver or an engine designer ; and whilst progress in

such a science as aviation must necessarily be slow, the.ultimate

success is undoubtedly assured.

Elsewhere in the present issue we give some extracts from -

the pamphlet recently issued by Messrs. A. Darracq and Co.,

describing an interesting run from Paris to Vienna on an'

8-10-h.p. Darracq car.
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CONTINENTAL NOTES.

/Military Motor Vehicle Trials In Germany.

- ) The Experimenting Section of the Prussian Transport

Service are about to carry out some trials in the neighbourhood

of the Harz mountains wiib a number of motor vehicles designed

• for the transport of both passengers and goods. The machines

to be tested include several five to six-ton German Daimler

wagons, a lorry, and an omnibus, a Siemens-Schuckert motor

road train, and a Fowler steam tractor with a couple of trailers.

♦ ♦ ♦

A Hill Climbing Competition in Algeria.

i The Algerian Automobile Club is organising a hill climbing

contest for February 9th ; it is to be held on the Medea Hill,

on tbe road between Algiers and Laghouat ; the average gradient

is one in twelve and the distance to be covered 12 kilometres.

The competitors will be divided into classes on a cylinder bore

basis. The Algerian Club also proposes to hold a speed trial

in March next, and a consumption test in April.

♦ ♦ ♦

Motor Scouts In Paris.

- > The Association Generale Automobile inaugurated its

-service^ of motor scouts in Paris on Saturday last. At present

a. dozen men dressed in a suitable uniform and equipped with

bicycles are patrolling the principal thoroughfares warning

motorists who are travelling too fast, and whose cars are

.emitting smoke, the latter being an offence to which the Parisian

police are just now paying considerable attention.

♦ ♦ ♦

A'otor Vehicles for Military Purposes.

The French military authorities have, it is announced, just

placed an order for five Mathian-Cohendet petrol motor-lorries.

Tbe v hides, which are to be despatched to Morocco for use by

the Commissariat Department for the transport of supplier

between the military railway station of Turenne and the OujJa

outposts, will have a capacity of from 2 to 3 tons.

♦ ♦ ♦

The A.C.F. Orand Prix Race.

As was announced in the M.C.J, last week, the Seine

Inferieure circuit has again bean adopted for the A.C.F. Grand

Prix race. The starting point is, however, to be altered, and will

this year be located on the other side of, and about half a mile

from the fork near Dieppe, on the way to Euvenneu and

Londinieres. According to the present plans the grand Stand

and car enclosures are to be inside and not on the outside of the

circuit as last year. Three Panhard cars have been officially

entered for the race ; the vehicles will be driven by Messrs.

Heath, Cissac and Maurice Farman. The number of cars which

have now been definitely entered for the event is twelve. It is

reported that the AVestinghouse Company have decided to take

part in this year's race.

♦ ♦ ♦

Public Services In France.

A public motor-car service is to be established during the

coming season between Briangon and Bourg d'Oisans, France.

The vehicles to be employed will be of tho De Dietrich type.

A company has also just been formed in St. Baphael (Var) with

a capital of £12,000, and the title of La Societe de Traction

Automobile du Littoral, to run motor vehicles in the public

service in that district.

♦ ♦ ♦

Motor-Car Builders and Plying Machines.

M. Leon Bollee, one of the oldest motor-car builders in

France, is reported to be engaged on the construction of a flying

machine at Le Mans. The Clement-Bayard Company are also

stated to have secured an order to build one for a Russian

gentleman.

♦ ♦ ♦

Miscellaneous Items.

It is reported from Madrid that arrangements are being

made to organise a race for voiturettes between that city and

Lisbon, to be held during the coming summer. A 40-h.p.

Fiat motor-'bus has just been placed in service in Prague,

Bohemia, by the municipal authorities of the town. The

annual automobile meeting at Cannes is to be held from the 8th

to the 15th March next. The French Chamber has adopted a

bill the object of which is the reduction of the price of denatured

alcohol for commercial purposes. Last year's Herkomer Tour

ing Trophy competition resulted in an addition of £1,000 to the

funds of the German Imperial and Bavarian Automobile Clubs.

A 15-20-h.p. Werner car driven by M. Lelouvier left Paris

last week on a tour round the world, via Alaska and Siberia.

The Roumanian poetal authorities are making some trials with

a motor-van in connection with the collection of the mail in

Bucharest. It is proposed to organise an automobile meeting

at Nap'es during the coming summer. A service of Darracq-

Serpollet steam omnibuses has just been inaugurated between

the Lyons and Saint Lizare railway stations in Paris. The

French Automobile Club is considering a proposal to establish

a permanent motor-car racing circuit of about fifty kilometres

in length.

 

Three of the Motor Scouts who have just been placed on the roads round Fails by the Association Generale Automobile.
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 The Dundee Lifeboat Com

mittee have decided that the

Broughty Ferry station is a suit

able centre for a motor-lifeboat

to be placed.

The receipts taken on the

Eastbourne motor-omnibuses for

the week ended 25th January were £104 5s. 8d., the numbsr of

passengers carried being 19,693.

An Employers' Association for the engineering trade in

Coventry is being formed, and twenty firms interested in motor

and general engineering have expressed their willingness to join.

Harold Collinge, a young man who figured in tbe

■Cambridge card case, came into a fortune of £22,000, much of

whioh has gone in motor-card. He is now said to be acting as a

"gentleman chauffeur."

According to a newspaper man who has been visiting

Mexico, there is likely to be a good market for British auto

mobiles in that country—when British linkers more adequately

realise its needs than is now the case.

His Royal Highness Prince Alexander of Teck has

■placed an order with Clemenc-Talbot, Ltd., for a 25-h.p. Talbot

limousine. The body, which will be built by Rothschild, will be

carried out in dark green with upholstery to match.

The first 10-1 2-h.p. Fiat motor-cab was officially passed by

<the Scotland Yard authorities on Tuesday last. The vehicle,

which is fitted with a four-cylinder motor cast en bbc, has an

exceedingly wide lock, it being capable of turning in a circle

23 ft. in diameter.

A NEW* amusement of some lads engaged in the City of

London has been brought to light at the Mansion House Police

•Court. In Cannon Street they take the numbers of passing

motor-omnibuses and bet with each other according to the

numbers—whether high or low.

A motorist has been summoned at Nottingham to recover

tbe alleged value of a dog which was run over by his motor-car.

•Giving judgment His Honour said the motorist ought to have

exercised more care, but he did not agree with the estimate of

;the value of the animal and gave judgment for 15s.

Explanatory of the Lights on Vehicles Act, 1907, to which

we made reference in our last issue, is a pamphlet published by

Messrs. Sealey, Bryers and Walker, Dublin. This is entitled

" When to light up," which has been compiled by Mr. D. O'Leary,

setting forth the provisions of the Act, with explanatory notes,

and a lighting up table for the year.

A novel motor race took place on Saturday, from Leagate,

near Preston, to Lytham, to test the slowness of motor-cars.

There were eleven entries, but seven dropped out before half the

journey was covered, only four finishing. Mr. Fred Halsall, of

Fleetwood, was declared the winner, covering a mile and three-

quarters in one hour and thirty-four minutes.

One of the most attractively-pictured books that has lately

come to our office is that entitled " Six weeks and the Mediter

ranean," just to hand from Messrs. George Philip and Son, Ltd.

This tells of leisurely travel by steamer, camel, donkey, rail,

jind, in fact, every form of locomotion except the motor-car.

It suggests new ground for the venturesome motorist, and tells

of delights of travel along the Italian coast, over the roadways

■of Pompeii, in the classic land of Greece, and then to Turkey, with

i he accompanying dogs of Constantinople, finishing by way of the

Nile into the historic scenes of Egypt—altogether a delightful

tour, delightfully described, and delightfully illustrated.

An excellent specimen of commercial literature is the new

•catalogue of Napier motors issued by Messrs. S. F. Edge, 1907,

Ltd. This comprises a history of the Napier car, an argumenta

tive chaptar on the merits of the six-cylinder Napier, some

interesting illustrations showing various official te3ts in which

the engine has done well, descriptions of the numerous special

features of the cars, some snapshots of the Glidden tour, and a

list of owners of the vehicles, in which Parliamentariins as well

as Society people figure largely. We note that Mr. A. J.

Balfour has had no fewer than seven Nap:er veh clos, a con-

sphuous example of loyalty to his first automobile selection.

HERE AND THERE.

 

In tne George Hotel yard,

at Burntisland, N.B., Mr. Andrew

Maxwell has an excellent motor

garage with facilities for repair

work.

At Teddington and also at

Godalming the local authorities

are putting up signs near schools warning motorists of the

presence of such establishments in the vicinity.

Thb Danish Automobile Club has applied to the secretary

of the Royal A.C. for particulars of the method of examination

for drivers, and the necessary forms and record books.

The cab proprietors in the city of Newcastle-upon-Tyne

have petitioned the Watch Committee of the City Council ask

ing them not to sanction the use of passenger motor-cars in the

city.

A Motor Vehicles Bill is being introduced into the Legis

lative Council at Adelaide (Australia), by which it is sought to

reduce the speed of motor vehicles to ten miles per hour in the

town and four miles per hour over any level crossing.

The Bridgwater Motor Company are extending their garage

in Eistover and erecting a new building, which will be devoted

solely to repair work. Mr. Harry Carver is the managing

director of the company, which is doing a large busineM even

beyond the borders of Somerset.

 

The new two-seated Standard Car which is being used by tbe

Standard Motor Company, Ltd., in visiting motoi-car agents in

different parts of the country.

The magistrate at Woolwich Police Court has advised a

firm who employ several motor vehicles in tbeir business to have

speedometers fitted to enable the driveis to ascertain the tpetd

at which they are driving.

A deputation from the Parliamentary Committee of the

Trade Union Congress has waited upon Mr. Herbert Gladstone,

the Home Secretary, to urge that the inspection of pu'Jie

carriages should be carried out by experts who are not only

skilled with regard to vehicles generally but particularly in

motor matters. The Home Secretary replied that he was not

aware that the case for a change had been made out. In London

inspection was efficient and satisfactory, and with regard to

motor-vehicles the difficulty in giving effect to the proposal was

too great to admit of its being adopted at present.

A party of five motorists returning to Blackpool in the fog

were saved from a serious disaster through the timely inter

vention of a Garstang girl. Just below St. Thomas's Church,

Garstang, an open space leads to the canal wharf, and the

chauffeur, mistaking the road in the darkness and the fog,

steered his way down this at a good speed. Hearing the e*r

approaching Miss Singleton rushed out of the buildings ad

joining the wharf, and with lantern in hand ran in front of tne

car and screamed to the driver to stop. The brakes weie

jammed on and the party then realised that with a few more

revolutions of the wheel they would have been thrown into eight

feet of water in the canal ba in.
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Lord St. Oswald, of Nostell Priory, Wakefield, has lately

acquired a 35-45-h.p. Maudslay car.

A Photos 30-h.p. car lelt Berlin for New York last week

to take part in the New York-Paris motor run.

During the last three months of 1907, 102 motor-car

drivers were licensed and 142 drivers' licences renewed by the

Warwickshire County Council.

Seventeen horse-drawn sixpenny taxi-cabs were put on the

streets of London on Saturday, and daily additions to the service

have been made throughout the week.

One urban, seven rural and forty-seven parish councils in

Warwickshire have complained to the County Council of the

excessive speed of motor-cars, and also of the damage done by

them to the highways of the county.

Mr. A. Williams' motor garage has been removed from

348, High Street, Lewisham, S.E., to 363 in the same thorough

fare. Not only is the new establishment well equipped for repair

work, but there is a good stock of accessories, &c, while tyres

are vulcanized and accumulators charged on the premises.

In connection with the increasing use of industrial motor

vehicles, Mr. J. Alderson, steam motor haulage contractor, of

Stanley Road, Bootle, informs us that he uses two Mann steam

motor wagons in connection with his business. They are

designed to carry six tons, and are used with a trailer carrying

a load of two tons, not only for removing furniture, within a

sixty miles radius of Liverpool, but for various other work, such

as transporting frozen meat from Liverpool to Manchester, and

timber, hardware and general goods. A.s a rule the machines

 

are engaged the week through, making three journeys to

Manchester and district, and conveying general goods back to

Liverpool. Taking into consideration wages, repairs, fuel, &c,

Mr. Alderson considers that the cost of transport by steam

wagon is about 30 per cent, cheaper than by horse-drawn vans.

The accompanying illustration depicts one of the motor-wagons

with furniture van waiting for a trailer outside Mr. Alderson's

premises preparatory to starting for Blackpool.

Mr. Charles Jarrott was announced to make an attempt

on the world's record for fifty miles, one hour, and 100 miles on

his Lorraine-Dietrich car at the Brooklands track on Wednesday.

The great variety of rubber goods manufactured by the

Continental Tyre and Rubber Company, Ltd., is further empha

sised by the fact that they now make a speciality of scientific

india rubber balloons for meteorological purposes. Great efforts

have recently been made to investigate ttie conditions of the

upper atmosphere, and these balloons are manufactured of

rubber sheeting specially prepared for this purpose. They have

a diameter of two to three yards, and are provided with the

necessary scientific apparatus and instiuments to measure the

atmosphere, humidity, direction and velocity of wind in miles

per hour, and have attained in some cases altitudes of 60.0C0

feet. Tbe self-recording instruments tell exactly the conditions

of the atmosphere and give all the above particulars. Balloons

manufactured by the company have been delivered to the

Manchester University, Birmingham University, Royal Meteoro

logical Oil ice, and other institutions.

A fire has occurred at the motor repair works of Mr. Hugb

Wright in Main Street, Auchnacloy, Dublin.

The West Penwith Rural Council has obtained a dozen

road signs from the Motor Union, which are to be put up to

indicate concealed turnings in the district of Penzance.

The Duke of Oporto, brother of the late King of Portugal,

has just ordered a Stepney wheel for his 60-b.p. Fiat. An

illustration of the Duke on his car was given in our last issue.

The Ayr District Committee of the Ayrshire County

Council has recommended that motor-cars should be mechanically

controlled in such a way that they cannot exceed twenty miles

an hour.

Hitherto the Wandsworth Borough Council has had two

Borough engineers, one for the Eastern and one for the Western

divisions. The work is being reorganised and in future will be

entirely controlled by Mr. Peter Dodd. To facilitate the carry

ing out of his duties the Council last week had submitted to

it a proposal that Mr. Dodd shall be allowed a sum of £250 per

annum, in return for which he is to provide and maintain a

motor-car. The Council, however, agreed that the figure should

be altered to £300.

From the Standard Motor Company, Ltd., Coventry, come*

a copy of the new catalogue of Standard cars that has just been

issued. This is one of tbe most interesting lists we have received

for a long time ; not only are the different parts of the factory

all illustrated by photographs, but the various types of chassit

are similarly treated ; in fact, so numerous are the illustrations-

that there is scarcely a part of the car that is not pictorially

depicted. Two models are being made, 20 and 40-h,p., both

being fitted with six-cylinder engines. Since Mr. C. Friswell

took up these vehicles they have sprung into popularity, and are

likely to bo largely seen on the roads during the coming season.

"Every Man's Own Lawyer" is a standard work of

tried value which has stood the test of long publication. Tbe

new edition, just published by Messrs. Crosby Lockwood and

Son, has been revised and brought well up to date. The last

two or three years have been singularly pro'ific in legislation—

a fact which has given the new volume special significance. The

sections referring to excise licences, the regulation of highways,

personal rights, and remedies, and certain commercial practices

will be of particular interest to our readers, while an admirable

index facilitates easy reference. The book will be of value to all

who may ever be involved in litigation, or who desire to avoid'

that luxurious practice.

" The best anti-freezing solution which we have found,"

states Mr. Howard E. Coffin, vice-president of the E. R. Thomas

Detroit Company, "is composed of wood alcohol and water.

The proportion of these will depend upon the temperatures to be-

encountered, but a mixture of 30 per cent, alcohol and 70 per

cent, water will be very safe in any ordinary temperature. The

alcohol-water solution has been found to be of greater value

than the other mixtures, because it not only is capable of main

taining its liquid state at a very low temperature, but it is not

harmful to any of the metal or rubber surfaces with which it

comes in contact, as is the case with the many salt solutions in-

common use."

Recently the Chicago Motor Club held a reliability run, in

which ten contestants lost no marks. To ascertain the winner

from that number a series of hair-splitting distinctions were

made for the elimination of nine competitors. One of the

perfect score cars lost because a judge put his hand on the brake -

drum and discovered it a trine warm ; another car lost its

position because a bullsoy e in the lens of a lamp bad fallen out : .

still another had its score soiled because it bad been bumped by

another car, and showed a slight dent as tbe result; while a

fourth was marked less perfect than others because a speedometer'

bracket had become loose. But probably tbe most remarkable

evidence of this critical discrimination w as apparent in the case

of a car fitted with a canvas under apron. Alter finding nothing

against the car in any other respect, one of tbe officials discovered

that a lacing to this apron had been slightly chafed. This was

thought to be sufficient evidence against its "reliability " to put

a black mark against it.
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Correspondence.

[Letter* to the Editor should be addressed to the offices, t7-SS, Charing Crort Jioad, London, W.C.)

♦

THE RULES OF THE A.C.F. GRAND PRIX RACE.

To the Editob oi The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—I notire that ft great deal of fuss has been made by the repre

sentative of an English firm in regard to the rule in connection with the

Grand Prix event for this year, forbidding changing the wheels during

the race. It has been made to appear that the rule in question has been

passed with the sole intention of handicapping British entrants. Leaving

aside the point that the firm in question is the only one which has used

detachable wheels in eonneetion with racing, I would like to point out

that the rule to which objection has been taken has always been in oper

ation in connection wihn the big French races. For instance, in ihe

Paris-Berlin, Paris-Vienna and Paris- Madrid races the cars were always

examined and stamped by an official of the Automobile Club de France

before the start, and amongst the parts which were marked were the

four road wheels, cylinders and axles, and it was not allowed to change

those parts during the race, therefore the suggestion that the rule

complained of is a new one, put in to handicap Briush entrants in the

Grand Prix race for this year, is untrue and unsportsmanlike.

After all, racing has served, and no doubt is serving, a usefol purpose

in improving motor-cars, but if firms are to be allowed to change their

travelling. The detachable wheel could not be considered as an improve

ment, for I can hardly see the convenience of carrying two or three-

spare wheels about with one whilst travelling. The covers of the

detachable rims are nuisance enough as it is. There was, therefore, no

need to encourage a new accessory, which, although it may be interesting,

is not practical in application.

I repeat that I do not know what reasons have guided the Auto

mobile Club of France in making this prohibition, (gainst which Mr.

Edge has cried out so quickly—he is perhaps pleased to find an excuse

to avoid crossing the Channel—but, whatever may be the reason for

their decision, tb.e A.C.F. were quite right. If one commenced on the

principle which pleases Mr. Edge so much, why not also authorise

changes of motor, of gear-boxes, or of differentials ? Last year, when

Duray on his Lorraine- Dietrich was stopped at the victorious moment

by the breaking ot a ball-bearing, he no doubt would have h*.en pleased

to have had a spare gear-box to band in five minute-*. No doubt it

would be a mechanical improvement of considerable importance to be

able to change any one pare of the car in a few minute*, but it would be

a useless improvement because not practical. We could not carry a.

tpaie motor or a gear-box about with us, any more than we could carry

detachable wheels. The improvement imagined by Mr. Edge is of that-

i !
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Motoring In Sumatra.—Crossing the Lau Tonga River. [De Auto.

wheels, I see no reason why they should not change other vital parts of

the machinery. Let us have more racing and less protesting on the part

of British firms alleged to he anxious to take part in foreign events. I

am sure that the entry of British cars in the Grand Prix would be wel

comed in France, and I am equally sure that each car would have an

equal chance with its French competitors. What I cannot understand is,

why this old racing rule should be specially held forth as being paiticn-

larly detrimental to the British industry in general, andone British firm

in particular.—Yours truly,

Charles Jarrott.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—The arrangements being made by the Automobile Club of

France with regard to the Grand Prix to le held in the month of July

next are being subjected to attack by some of the English constructors,

against which I consider it my duty to protest personally. Mr. S. F.

Edge, amongst others, has made it known with much fuss that he will

not enter for the Grand Prix because the rales do not peimic the use of

detachable wheels. I do not know whether the Automobile Club of

France has had any after-thought in making this decision, but I con

sider that in principle it is fair and reasonable.

As a matter of fact, the end in view for this race is to lead to im

provements, which will then be applicable to the cars which we use for

kind which practical industry cannot adopt, and for that reason alone

the A.C.F. has done well not to allow it in the Grand Prix.

I trust, sir, that you will receive this disinterested protest, which

has no other end in view but to courteously discuss a question which is

at the same time both spotting and industrial, with favour.— Vours-

truly,

Paul Meyan.

Editor " La France Automobile."

THILSETTING OF VALVES.

To the Editob oi The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—With further reference to this very interesting question, and

also in answer to one or two letters in your issue of the 1st ; in the

first place, I do not dispute the accuracy of a spirit level, what 1 dis

pute is that one setting is correct for every engine. Looking through

your description of the timing device mentioned, and noticing the

very interesting fact that the exhaust valve is opened early

and closed very late—so late, in fact, that the inlet valve has com

menced to open, reminds me of an instructive episode. About two

years ago, in a fairly large garage and repair works in Brussels, a single-

cylinder engine was being assembled, the timing of which was marked.

As a discussion was going cn concerning the timing, I was interested

and had a good look at it. According to the maker's marks the inlet-

valve opened 4 mm. down and closed 6 mm. up ; the exhaust opened
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12 mm. before the dead centre, and closed 1 mm. over. One of tbe

mechanics stated that the exhaust valve should have a longer period,

and suggested opening it earlier and closing it later. The manager was

appealed to, as the other mechanic thought it best to assume that the

manufacturers of the engine knew the best posi'ion. It appears that

the car had been losing power before it came in (for worn bear

ings only) and the manager thought the idea of increasing the extension

period quite sound, so ic was done, and the next day the owner came

and tried the car. The result was disastrous : he said (in my hearing)

lhat it was worse than he ever knew it, and they told him they had

made a slight alteration in the timing, and would put it back to its

original position, which they did, and the car ran quite as well as

. when it came in, the loss of power being found elsewhere.

I shall be glad to see the diagrams of the various other manufac

turers as promised. I much regret that I am unable to bring the two

engines mentioned to the gent'eman who wished to prove that the

fault was elsewhere ; they are not my property, as a matter of fact. I

saw the whole thing illustrated in this way at a large works (in Eng-

lind), and it was conclusively shown that whereas one engine ran per

fectly and gave over its power (electric test), the other one would not

rive the name reading with the same valve setting. When they altered

the valves they were as alike as no matter, and the engines were identical.

If your correspondent has had any experience of engine test ng practice

as applied to internal combustion engines, he will know that tbe engines

are run several days to get them properly adjusted as regards <om-

pression, ignition, carburation, &c, before taking a brake test.—Yours

truly,

Interested Inquirer.

MOTORS AND ROADS.

To THE Editob of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—I see by your journal that you h»ve thought the suggestions

contained in my letter to the "Scotsman" worthy of notice,' and you

 

The Coventry-Humber 10-12-h.p. Motor-Cab just introduced by

Messrs. Humber, Ltd.

The chasalB of the cab is identical with that of the standard 10-l!-h.p. car,
except for a few alteration? made to comply with Scotland Yard regulations.
A leature of the vehicle Is the special luggage-carrying capacity on the canopy

over the driver, which will take up to 3 cwt. of boxea, trunka, Ac

will, no doubt, as all would, be glad to receive further sugge-tions

that might lessen the risks now encountered, not only by pedestrians

and equestrians, but by motorists as well.

If the accumulated sweepings were removed, there would still

remain a danger from telegraph and telephone posts, and the wires

xcting ss their supports. In some cases such posts, or their support

ing wires, encroach yards on the road, and a wire is really more dan

gerous than a post, being less easily seen and quite as capable of

-doing mischief. In some parts of the k'lDgdom such wires are being

buried, as ihey onght to nave been at first, which prevents them,

not only from doing any harm, but makes them safe from storms,

And consequent interruption of their usefulness. If, then, it were

decreed that all such wires should be buried, our roads would be, not

<>n'.y safer for any traffic, but more sightly. We have someone in this

district, who seems to think that our roads should be reserved for

local traffic only, complaining, as he does, of tourists visiting the

many attractions of our country. That, surely, is not a spirit to

cherish in regard to strangers, whom we ought rather to welcome and

leceive with open arms. A story is told of an oi l Scottish farmer,

who, on being informed that trains were going to be introduced which

would run »t the rate of twenty miles an bour, asked " Vv hat is all

• he hurry ! " I have much sympathy wit h that old farmer's question ;

but we have trains now running sixty miles an h mr quite safely, and

unless motor-cars can be permitted to run fast, their very ration d'etre

is done away with. Oar object, then, ought to be to make our roads

safe and sound for the new traffic. If macadam will not do, perhaps

the exigencies of our time will produce some other Mac, whose inge

nuity will render our roads fit for any kind of traffic. Remembering

the pleasure and comfort of driving in Manchester when the wheels of

my cab ran so smoothly along the tram lines, I see no reason why

some such lines might not be laid for motors, and, if of a good width,

they might be used for horse traffic as well. Iron latts long, is com

paratively cheap, and its use in that way would, in a few years, save

as much expense in macadam as would pay tbe cost of laying down

such lines. If such an experiment were begun on our main roads and

found satisfactory, it might become universally adopted, and, after all,

it would only be following the example which towns have set. Some,

no doubt, of selfish spirit, whose ruling idea in Local Government is

economy, might object to the initial cost of such durable lines, but

if such lines, either of iron or of any other durable material, proved good

for motor traffic, they might prevent the need for the only alterna

tive, if motors are to run at a decent rate of speed, viz., a sepa

rate track.—Yours truly,

John Haddon, M.D.

GRAPHITE IN MOTOR CRANKCASES.

To the Editob of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—Being alive to the many theoretical advantages of graphite as

a lubricant, I have in the past made many experiments on its use in the

crankcase, but always with the same result, i.e., however small may be

the quantity nsed it gradually accumulates behind the rings and spoils

their " spring," and the results are bad compression, breakage of tings,

uneven wear. But latelv I have again used graphite in the crankcasen

in order to observe its effect on the cylinder deposit, a subject to which

I am devoting myself. I have found that with graphite the deposit forms

far more rapidly than is the case when oil alone is employed, and an ex

amination immediately reveals to the eye (without a magnifying glass)

the presence of a large proportion of shining particles of graphite.

It is obvious that as graphite will not distil or evaporate, it must,

just as road dust, be caught by the oil on the walls and piston head as

on a fly-paper, the oil continually distilling away, whilst the graphite and

dust accumulate, becoming gradually bound into a solid mats by the

carbonaceous residue, which is a product of the decomposition of that

small proportion of the oil which will not distil.—Yours truly,

A. DlJCKHAM.

DRY BATTERIES FOR IGNITION PURPOSES.

To the Editob of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—Your correspondent, Mr. L. Bentley, need have no anxiety

about adopting dry cells for ignition purposes, always providing he uses

large enough cells, and has a douMe set in his car connected to a two-way

switch, so that the last used set can be rested and allowed to recover its

voltage. The writer has tried three of the best known makes of dry cells,

but the Obach dry cell made up in 6-volt sets have given by far the best

results. The first set ot Obach cells was put into constant use in Octo

ber, 1904, and ran a double-cylinder car anout 1,200 miles, including a

short tour. These I labelled No. 1. The voltage having dropped to four,

another set (No. 2) was purchased and put into circuit in May, 1906, and

the No. 1 set allowed to recuperate. No. 1 and No. 2 were used alte •

nately until March, 1907. When No. 1 would only run the car about an

hour, and then commence misfiring, it was then pensioned off, and is still

doing useful duty on tbe house-bell circuit. I have just tested it, and ic

shows over four volts. No. 3 was then purchased and put in circuit. The

whole secret lies in getting large enough cells, and using each set alter

nately. A medical friend of mine had one set of Obach cells in every

day use in a busy practice for seven months, with no spare set in the car.

As nearly as I can estimate my No. 1 set ran my car about 3,000 miles,

about half of which would be in London and suburbs ; No. 2 set abont

2,500 mile*. The cost was 13s. per six volt set. I wrote to the

makers, Messrs. Siemens Bros, and Co., explaining that I wanted to

try the Obach cells on my four-cylinder car, and they suggested that

I should hive slightly larger cells, so I purchased four single eel's,

3| in. sqdare by 6^ in. overall; they have just arrived, but I cannot

say how they will do on a four-cylinder engine. For single and double

cylinder cars I cannot imagine anyone being troubled with accumu

lators. Of course my friends say dry cells are more expene-ive. I do not

think in 'practice they will be fonnd so, as two sets costing 26s. should

run a single-cylinder car about 6,000 miles, or say two years' use, and

if after that they are no good, and have to be thrown <iway, well, bow-

many motorbts have accumulators running two years without having

to have them repaired? Myself, I would not return to accumulator*

even if dry cells were twice their present price, and, if Mr. Bentley

purchases good dry cells, ignition difficulties will trouble him no longer.

—Yours truly,

W. P>. Nicholson.

SOME NOTES ON RADIATORS.

To the Editob of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—With reference to " Engineers" letter taking exception to

part of my article on radiators, healthy criticism is always good, bat I

fear I can hardly bring his remarks under that heading. *' Engineer's "

knowledge of condensers must be very limited and confined to marine

practice tint has com j under his iinneiiite nonce. With the genet at
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type of engines used on land the description, except in special cases, is

correct. I raiy mention a rather interesting experience. An engineer

who held an appointment! some years preceding my own concived

the idea, instead of water cooliug, to let the air do this work, by

^winging the condenser on two centres, and revolving it at a quick

.speed. The condensation was right, but the power it took to drive

was greater than the steam saved.

I thank "Engineer" for giving me the opportunity of making my

article, if possible, more clear than before.—Yours truly,

E. T. Humphries, Capt.

THE A.A. TRIPTYQUE.

To TH« Editox or The Motor-Car Journal

Sift,—The Press have kindly given a considerable amount of

publicity to the arrangement by which the Automobile Association

issues triptyques " for the purpose of enabling motor-cars to enter

foreign countries on payment of the necessary deposit at the Associa

tion's offices in London. M iny of the writers, however, appear to

imagine that this department is a profit-making concern. I (eel sure,

therefore, you will allow me to state that such is not the case. The

A.A. neither makes nor desires to make any profit on the issue of

trip;vques. It simply wishes the provision of these documents to be

an additional advantage to members.—Yours truly,

W. J. BOSWORTH, Col.

Chairman Automobile Association.

WHERE GARAGES ARE WANTED 1

To the Editob op The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—Referring to the letter of "L. S. M. " in your issue of January
•23th, " What Towns need O irage«," I have been endetvonring to obttin

this inform ition for the past two years, both by personal investigation

1>7 motor-cycle over at least four counties and also by advertisement.

So far, I have failed to find a suitable location or opening. Tnere seems

no demand for such outside the large centres.

Here and there one finds a man with one or two cars doing a fair

hiring trade in the summer, and this seems about the best thing to cater

for, provided expenses are reasonable.—Yours truly,

Hector.

To web Editor or The Motor-Cur Journal.

SIR,—In reply to "L. M. S.," in a recent issue ot ihe M.C.J., rc a

good district for a garage and repair depot, I can s iy that for a go ahead

man the town of Dorking (21 miles from London) should prove an

excellent position. From constant association wit i the town I know

that a capital hirine-out trade can be done, not to speak nf the prospec

tive custom of the hundreds of c irs passing through the town, especially

at week-ends, en route to Eastbourne and the South Coast generallv.

Many motorists also make the town their headquarters when touring in

the beautiful country abounding in the neighbourhood, and, in addition,

there are a very wealthy class of residents in the district. In conclusion,

" L. M. S." must be prepared to be rung uo at all hour* of the night

by motonsts pissing through Dorking, which, however, should be

pleasant music to the energetic proprietor.— bfours truly,

W. G. W.

ADJUSTABLE RIMS AND WEAR OF TYRES.

To tbm Editob or The Motor-Gar Journal

Sir.—Do tyres wear out much quicker with adjustable rims? Last

season I had fixed on ray new car a well-advertised make of adjustable

rims and tyres. My experience has been very unfortunate as regards 1

the wear of these tyres ; they do not last long enough to puncture or

wear out, they invariably burst after running about half the distance

ordinary tyres would. I hive five good burst covers in mv motor-house

at the present time. As the lingers generally ignore their customers'

complaints, I should like to know from your readers if other users of

adjustable rims have had similar experiences. It appears to me the

«hief point to bd remembeTed in selecting adjustable rims is -. Are you

tied to one make of tyre? My tyre expenses for the last season are

over double pjr mile any previous sea -on using ordinary Dunlop or

Clinchers. It has become so expensive that I am now thinking of scrap

ping my stock of tyres and changing the wheels back for ordinary covers

Jf.his would cost me over £50), but, before d ring so, I shou'd like to know

what is the experience of others using adjustable rims.—Yours truly,

Nelson.

Several correspondents have replied to " L. S. M.," who asked as to

towns where a garage might be started with likelihood of success. Their

letters have been forwarded to our correspondent.

Messrs. Easton and Melville, of 85, Shaftesbury Aveuue, W.C.,

fiive taken up the sole agency for M'iCord and Co., the well-known

New York and Chicago motor accessories firm, and are making arrange

ments to push their proJuclions strongly on this side of the water.

SOME FEATURES OF 1908 ENGINES.*

{Concluded from page 1075.)

Two engines only have neither carburettor nor accessories on the

valve side, and one horizontal and one vertical shaft on the other

side. The Alpha adopts this arrangement to enable cover plates which

are easily removable no be fixed over the valve stems. An arrange

ment with a cross shaft only is a favourite with engines that are

economical in accessories. Where a magneto and water pump or a

magneto and commutator are sufficient, it makes a very neat job to put

them on the ends of the cross shaft. They are in the most accessible

position possible, are independent of each other, and leave the engine

quite free for fitting large inspection doors and for access to the valve

stems. Disadvantages are the extra length of engine and the use of

skew gear, which cannot be regarded as quite so durable as spur gear.

The Thornycroft drives ite cross shaft through an intermediate wheel,

and thereby gets it high up, and both magneto and water pump in very

accessible positions. The commutator and oil pump are at the two

ends of a vertical shaft.

By far the commonest arrangement is that with two auxiliary shafts

■—one on each side, the magneto being on one and the water pump on

the other. Forty-four engines are of this type, nearly all of them with

a vertical or inclined shaft driven by skew gear off one or the other

cam shaft, for the commutator or oil pump, or both. Out of 134

engines of which I have taken particulars, twelve have four shafts and

twenty-four three shafts solely for accessories, and this is not counting

fans or mechanical drives to lubricators on the dashboard. It is

particularly notioeable that the use of many shafts does not lead to

the engine or the parts being more accessible, and. some of the arrange

ments must be very costly in construction. The arrangement of the

accessories seems to be a point in which a little more standardisation

would be of benefit.

There is one point in connection with magnetos which is worth

mentioning. I saw a magneto fixed upside down on a Unic engine,

 

Motoring in Bombay.

From a Caricature Sketch] {PublUhed by the B.rlkt Company.

and it looks to be obviously the right position. The business portion

of a magneto—the part that wants attention—is in most cases at the

bottom. The magneto therefore has to be placed high enough to give

access to this, with the result that the magnets hinder access to the

valve stems as well as to the moving parts of the magneto. It is not

racticable, of course, to take a magneto constructed for standing on its

ottom and stand it on its head, but I suggest that if it were con

structed for standing on its head, the magnets would be well down in

the. frame, and out of the way of everything.

Water circulation is another feature in which practice varies very

much. Thirteen per cent, only of the makers adopt thermo-siphon

cooling. Twenty-seven per cent, of the engines have their water

inlet into the exhaust valve chamber. Fifteen per cent, have it into

the water-jacket below the valve chamber. Nineteen per cent, have it

on the opposite side to the exhaust valve. One has always supposed

that the exhaust valve required especially careful cooling, and that the

nearer the inlet was to the valve seat the better. A lower place for

the inlet has, however, the advantage that if the water pump fails

there is a better chance of getting sufficient circulation by tnermu-

siphon action. Where the inlet and outlet are both on the "top of the

cylinder or valve chamber, there is no chance of this, but this again

has the advantage that a leak in the circuit will not run the engine

dry and lead to damage before it is found out. Fourteen per cent, of

the cars adopt this arrangement. All the blocks of four cylinders with

a pump have one inlet in front and the exit at the top.

* Abstract uf paper read before the members of the Royal A.(J. on January 'iard, 1DU6.

V
b
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The inlet and exhaust piping shows some interesting features,

especially in the six-cylinder engines. Of these the great majority

have a single straight exhaust pipe with end connection to the silencer,

and in the Delaunay-Belleville with connection in the middle. I

noticed only six of these (but there are probably some others) which

had any expansion joints in the pipe. As the" difference in length

of the pipe between the two extreme parts when it is hot and cold is

about i in., I wonder what happens where there is no provision.

Nothing can stop the pipe from expanding, and as something must

give, the provision for expansion seems to me of octnsiaerable

importance.

As in a six-cylinder engine two cylinders are exhausting simul

taneously, the back pressure is reduced by eub-dividing the pipe.

Where, as is not common, the exhaust is alternatively from one of the

front three and then from one of the back three cylinders, it is suffi

cient to divide the pipe into two. Three separate pipes are used by the

Britannia, Fafnir, Hillman-Coatalen, Lancheeter, Simms, and Thames.

One car only, the Scout, indulges in a separate pipe from each cylinder,

going directly down to a collecting-box below the frame. The double

pipe seems quite enough for the purpose, and does not interfere with

accessibility so much as three or six pipes. Turning to the inlet pipes,

only one car, the Porthos, has a single straight pipe with the car

burettor connected to one end of it. One cannot nelp thinking that

this arrangement must lead to the cylinders getting unequal charges,

since, apart from the very different lengths of tubing to the cylinders,

while one cylinder is sucking a second cylinder starts work on the

same column of gas at different distances off. Many more cars have a

straight pipe with connection to the carburettor in the middle. In

this, if the suction is alternatively from the front three and back

three cylinders, the effect of the two simultaneous suctions is always

the same, and the difference in the lengths of piping to the different
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cylinders is not great. The Hispano-Suiza, "Humber and Maudslay,

which have bheir cylinders cast in pairs, and only three inlet ports,

employ a pipe with three branches, an arrangement which, when the

carburettor is low down, gives a very equal length of piping to the

different cylinders. Nearly all the six-cylinder cars with cylinders cast

in pairs, and having only three inlet ports, have a double-branched

pipe. When there are six inlets the arrangement is difficult unless a

straight or a very complex pipe be adopted.

Nearly all the engines have a straight exhaust pipe descending at

the end. About 6 per cent, of these use expansion joints. A very few

have the descending pipe in the middle. Five engines have two separate

pipes, the Arrol-Johnston has three, and six engines have four separate

pipes. Of the erigines with four cylinders in a block, Aster, Demeester,

and Hotchkiss have the exhaust pipe formed in the casting and a single

connection to the silencer. Apart from these en bloc cylinders, the

single straight exhaust pipe, descending at the end, is very simple, and

leads to the most accessible engine, and it would be interesting to know

how much advantage the more independent methods of exhaust do

five, or, in other words, how much reason 15 per cent, of the makers

ave in departing from the single pipe. In the inlet piping, uniform

distribution of the charge is much easier to obtain than with six-

cylinders. With cylinders cast in pairs, uniform distribution is

attained by each pair having a single central inlet port, the two ports

having^ merelv to be joined by a pipe, and the carburettor joined to

the middle of this pipe. Practically1 every engine with cylinders cast

in pairs adopts this arrangement. A very few have a straight pipe,

with four separate inlets, and I cannot conceive the reason for it. The

B.S.A. , Itala, and Weigel sacrifice a little in uniform distribution for

the sake of the beautifully simple device of bolting the carburettor

between the two pairs, one side to the end of each valve chamber. This

does away with all piping. Of thirty-three engines with separata

cylinders, twentv adopt the simplest arrangement of a straight pip°

connecting the four portSj with the carburettor at the centre, while

thirteen arrange the piping for uniform distribution. Ten engines

adopt, in different forms, the double-branched pipe, and here again

one wants to know whether the simplicity of the single straight pipe>

does not compensate the gain to be derived from a complex system of

piping—one which gives the gas some nasty corners to turn.

Lubrication shows a considerable increase in pumps and mechanical

lubricators over last year.

The following table "shows statistics of the lubrication of 113 engines ;

in this " Mech. lubricator " means a device with one or more pumpo

and sight feeds or regulators, generally on the dash. " Exh. Press."

means that the oil is forced to a sight-feed lubricator on the dash by

exhaust pressure, and flows to the engine by gravity.

Pump ... ... 52^ROy 45 forced feed/^ 21 no splash

Mech. Lubr. 37/89l44) \92 splash

[ 68 gravity feed /

Exh. Press. ... 24 ... J

The forty-five cases of forced feed can be divided as follows :—

5

13

19

3

1

2

Forced into crank chambers only

Forced into main bearings only

Forced also through shaft to big ends

Forced also up connecting-rods to gudgeon pins

Forced also through gudgeon pins to cyunder walls ...

Sprayed on to big ends only

Sprayed on to big ends and forced to main bearings

Only two engines have forced lubrication for every part. Ther

objection to forcing as far as the cylinder walls is that if a really'

effective pressure is maintained the cylinders get too much oil. Of

the three engines which force as far as the gudgeon pins only, one"

has separate pipes supplying oil to the cylinders by gravity from

eight feeds. This seems to me to be the most perfect system of lubrica

tion ; a considerable pressure of oil can be maintained, so that if ther

oil pump is working—and this can be seen by the sight feeds—a

stoppage in any pipe is practically impossible. It will be seen that

only twenty-one engines carry the forced feed far enough to dispense

with splash, and very few fit any convenient means of ascertaining

the level of oil in the crank chamber.

ARMY MOTOR RESERVE.

Although the Army Motor Reserve, which evolved from the late

Motor Volunteer Corps, was created in July, 1906, its formation was not

completed until almost the end of that year. The total number of

demands for cars made by the military authorities throughout last year

was 123, and included requisitions fof various numbers of cars from a single"

car for sn inspection duty to thirty cars for extensive manoeuvres.

Very varied descriptions of duties have been performed, such as staff

tours, tactical examinations, siege operations, mobilization of land'

defences, reconnaisance schemes, &c , and in carrying out these duties

a total of 343 officers, with their cars, were employed, and performed

between them an aggregate of 1,729 days' duty—in which number is in

cluded 237 days occupied by officers in making outward and homeward

journeys to and from the scene of their actual military work. During

September, which is the month usually devoted to the extensive

manoeuvres which close the training of the land forces each year, no less

than s-ixty-five officers were employed, and an aggregate of 437 days' duty

was performed in that month alone. The distance covered by the cars

was 122,505 miles, being an average distance per diem for each car of

70 82 miles, and for each officer for the year 887 71 miles. From statistics

which have been compiled, it is found that, exclusive of the contingent

allowance for office purposes, the actual cost of the corps to the public

for the entire year was £3,947 14s. 3d.; this amount, however, include*

£798 15--. in respect of nightly detention allowances. Omitting the latter

allowance, the actual cost for each car for a day's duty works oat at

£1 16s. 4d.—or a trifle over 6d. a mile.

THE KENLEY MOTOR FATALITY.

Duncan Brown, a chauffeur, of Hayes Court, Kenley, was again

brought up at the Croydon County Police-court on the 29th ult., on the

charge of the manslaughter of Edward Borer, Under circumstances already

reported in our columns. Mr. Fray ling, outlining the case for the

prosecution, contended that the evidence clearly proved that the car

driven by the defendant, No. LN 2,011, and owned by Mr. Stewart, of

Hayes Court, was the car which knocked down Borer. The defendants

employer siid that Brown was to have called for him at 11.30 p.m. with

the car, but be did not turn up. The witness saw him in the garage,

a i out a quaiter past twelve, and was told that the car had been damaged

through running into a chain. The car was not washed but was very

dusty. There was no blood upon it. Brown was perfectly sober, and the

witness had never known him to be the worse for liquor. He was an

exceptionally careful driver. After other evidence similar to that at the

inquest the case was adjourned until Wednesday, when Brown was*

committed for trial.

The Calmon Asbestos a-nd Rubbsr Company, Ltd., of 1, 2, and

3, Trinity Place, Tower Hill, K C, have reduced the prices of their motor

tyres and still guarantee them for 3,500 miles.
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CLUBS AND ASSOCIATIONS.

THE AFFILIATION QUESTION.

NEARLY fifty clubs have now made known their decisions with

regard to future policy. Twenty-one, with a membership of 2,482, are

remaining affiliated to'the R. *.C. anil the M.U. for the present year;

twelve, with a membership of 3,113, are associating with the R.A.C., and

fourteen, with a membership of 1,580, are affiliating with the M.U. The

Scottish, Irish, and Ladies' clubs will continue with the Club; the

(Inmmercial Motor Users' Association has thrown in its lot with the

Union.

Thi Motor Union his agreed upon signs for issue to approved hotel*

an I repairers, and in the task of approving of the establishments the

ai 1 of the affiliated clubs an 1 individual members has been secured.

KOYAL a.c.

The Royal A.C. hag issued a statement controverting the assertion

that the club is dominated by trade influences. No members of the

industry are on the competitions and technical committee. The Club's

motor houses cost from £500 to £1 ,000 a year, this being drawn from the

funds of the organisation.

THE MOTOtTuNION.

The monthly meeting of the Motor Union of Great Britain and

Bjpjpjii

MOTOR CYCLING.

The annual general meeting of the Motor Cycling Clnb was held

at the Tndor Hotel, London. W., on the 27th ult. Mr. S. J. Sewell

was in the chair. Mr. S. H. Fry, on the subject of the London to

Edinburgh run, pointed out the <;reat advantages cars had over motor-

bicycles in the Schulte Cup Competition, and offered a donation of £5

towards a cup for motor-cycles only in this run. Messrs. C. J. Seed and

E. Gwynne immediately promised donations of £5 each, so that in the

next Edinburgh and ba<'k run the motor-cycles will have a cup, value

£15, for competition. The balance-sheet was then adopted nem. am.

Mr. "Chas. Jarrott was elected president of the club. Vice-presi

dents :—Messrs. Victor Abraham, Albert Brown, S. F. Edge, J. Van

Hooydonk, J. A. Jackson, E. Herman, and S.J. Sewell. Captain: Mr.

C. L. Marshall. Hon. secretary: Mr. A. Candler, 1, Lime Grove,

Shepherd's BusH, W. Hon. treasurer : Mr. R. C. Davis. Trials hon.
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Ireland was held on the 29th ult. at St. Ermin's Hotel, London, when

Mr. Joynson-Hicks was elected chairman. The Duke of Newcastle, the

Duke of Rutland, and Mr. J. F. L. Brunner, M.P., were elected

mlditional vice-presidents. Twenty-seven new life members were

elected, including Lord Iveagh, Sir M. Bromley-Wilson, Bart., Lord

Elphinstone, Ladv Wakeman, Mr. J. F. L. Brunner, M.P., Mr. G. Deas,

J.P., and Mr, J. M. Barbour (Belfast).

It was reported that the renewal of subscriptions to date showed an

increase of 30J per cent, over the renewals for ihe same period last year.

Among the representatives of individual members on the general

committee of the Motor Union just elected are the Rev. H. Harris,

the Rev. F. W. Hassard-Short, the Rev. G. T. Ward, the Hon. Lionel

Holland, Capt. Owen, Messrs. R. W. Brewer, C. H. Dodd, H. A.

Humphrey, l-t. T. Langridge, J. Kennedy, J.P., G. M. Kenyon, R. A.

McCall, K.C., A. E. Newton, A. E. Scarth, and A. M. White.

A county association is to be formed for Nottinghamshire.

Provisional arrangements have been made with a number of engineers

to act for the Union on agreed terms.

Including the twenty -seven life members elected at the January

committee meeting, there are now 149 life members. Individual

members who had up till January 29th renewed their subscriptions

totalled 2,752, the figures for the corresponding day last year being 2,089,

an increase of nearly 700.

secretary: Mr. C. L. Marshall. Committee : Messrs. Victor Abrahtm,

L. A. Baddeley, S. G. Frost, S. H. Fry, E. Gwvniie, R. H. Hta*, J. Van

Hooydonk, F. J. Jenkins, C. J. Seed, H. G. R. Slingo, W. H. Wells,

and Dr. Clifford Gibbons. Hon. solicitors ; Messrs. J. B. and F.

Purchase. Hon. auditor : Mr. S. H. Pearce.

THE INCORPORATED INSTITUTION OF AUTOMOBILE

ENGINEERS.

The first volume of the proceedings of the Incorporated Institution of

Automobile Engineers comes to band from the office at 1, Albemarle Street,

W. This contains the papers read and the discussions arising thereon

during the session 1906-1907, a list of members and the memorandum and

articles of association. The papers attracted much attention at the time

they were read, at.d their republication in this excellent form indicate'*

the evident intention of the Institution to prove of real value to the

technical side of the automobile movement.

At the meeting of the Incorporated Institute, held on Tuesday,

Dr. H. S. Hele-Shaw delivered an instructive lecture on the subject

of " How to Draw Teeth of Wheels," and gave a demonstration

with his own apparatus, which he had first brought before the

British Association in 1898. The apparatus itself was very simple,

merely consisting of a board above and below which worked two pairs
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of small rollers. The advantage of the mrthod was that it made the

problem of wheel teeih very easy to understand, and in proof of this

i he lecturer, by means of a piece of Apparatus of this kind, drew a

number of t*>eth of various sizes, from which the audience could see with

out any difficulty the actual operation of teeth in various forms in
■■{injunction with each other, and the reasons why the form of some teeth

wan g"od and others bad.

The adjourned discnssion on the papers on ,! Front-Diiving." by Dr.

H S. Hele-Shaw, Mr. P. W. Harvey Bailey, and Mr. J. 8. Critchley,

will be resumed on Wedne-day, February 12th, at tbe Institution of

Mechanical Engineers, Storey's Gate, St. James's Park, S.W., when the

■chair will be taken by Col. K. E. Crompton, C.B.

CYCLE AND MOTOR TRADES BENEVOLENT FUND.

Mr. E. A. Wilson presided at the annual meeting of tbe Cycle

Trad" Benevolent Fund, held at the Hoiborn Restaurant, London, on

tbe 29th ult., wben the balance-sheet that was presented showed an

■excess of assets over the liabilities of £3,698. This had been increased

so that at the present time the amount exceeded £6,000, including £2,000

received from the Society of Motor Manufacturers and Traders. It was

announced that the Society of Motor Manufacturers bad nominated

Messrs. S. F. Edge, F. Lanchester, E. Lisle, Harry Smith, and W. G.

Williams as their representatives.

The first meeting of the new council took place at the conclusion

of the annual gentral meeting, Mr. Harry Smith being voted to the

•chair. Directions were given to the trustees to invest a tnrther £3,000

in certain stocks, and Mr. A. J. Wilson, 154, Clerkenwell Koad, London,

E.C., was elected hon. secretary, with Miss E. M. Bayer as hon. assistant

secretary. The following were elected to form the Executive Committee :

Messrs. F. B. Bale, Albert Brown, G. Cooch. S. F. Edge, Geo. Holland,

E. F. Johnson, E. A. Lamb, F. Lanchester, E. M. Mayes, F. W. Shorland,

W. A. Staodririg, arid W. G. Williams.

The Manchestermotor trade is invited by the committee of the local

•centre of the Cycle and Motor Trades Benevolent Fund to give their

support toa concert to be held at the Midland Hotel, Manchester, on Tues

day next, when Mr. Albert Brown will pies-ide, and Mr. Harry Tate, who is

a motorist as well as an artiste, will be present.

AERO.

Arrangements hav6 been made by the Aero Club»for holding

future aeronautical contests at Hurlingbam, where private ascents may

be made any day between ti a.ni. and 6 p.m. 't

A challenge has been sent on behalf of tbe club to eonipete in the

Gordon Bennett Aeronautical Kace in- Berlin, in Octoher, 1908.

Additional premises have been taken at 166, Piccadilly, London, W.,

and next month a room will be set apart for the use of members.

MOTOR YACHT.

At the invitation of the Motor Yacht Club, an International Con

ference of clubs and organisations interested in motor-boat racing was

held on Wednesday of last week, at the Royal A.C., when delegates

from the following clubs were present:—The Boyal Belgian Yacht Club,

the Motor Yacht Club of Belgium, the International Sporting Club of

Monaco, the Automobile Club of France, the Societe oe la Voile et de

i'Automobile d'Arcacfcon, the German Motor Yacht Association, the

Marine Motor Association, the Motor Yacht Club, the British Motor-

Boat Club, the Scottish Marine Motor Club, the Motor Yacht Club of

Ireland, the Sussex Motor-Boat Club, the Royal Netherlands Yacht

Club, the Royal Italian Yacht Club, and tbe Dutch Motor-Boat Club.

Lord Montagu of Beaulieu was voted to the chair, and welcomed

the delegates on behalf of the British clubs.

Mr. F. P. Armstrong, on behalf of the Motor Yacht Club, moved the

following resolution :—"That it is advisable, in the interests of the sport

of motor-boat racing, and particularly with a view of facilitating the

holoing of international contests, (hit international measurement and

racing rules be formulated, as has been done in the case of the kindred

sport of yacht racing." After discussion the resolution was carried.

Professor Busley, of the German MotoT Yacht Association, moved :—

" Thit it is advisable that an international association be formed on a

national representative basi\ for the purpose of drawing up and adminis-

i ei in-.' such interna' inii'al rules." This was carried.

Mr. F. P. Armstrong then moved ar.d Count Becope seconded:—

"That all properly constituted clubs and organisations which take an

active, part in the encouragement of maiine motoring be asked to

consider resolutions 1 and 2 adopted by this meeting, and to signify

within a period of three months their intention of givinn their support

to the proposed international association, and that a further meeting he

held early in May next, to receive such replies, and, if deemed advisable,

to proceed with tbe formation of the International Association."

On the sngge«tion of tbe French delegates the preliminary work in

connection with the formation of the International Association was left

in the banis of the Motor Yacht Club.

NORTH LONDON.

At a recent meeting it was decided to change the title to " North

Middlesex," and in view of the extended sphere of influence the number

<il the committee has been raised to eighteen.

Au invitation has been nceived lroin the Hon. Rupert Guinness to

a garden party at Pyreford Court, Woking, in June, while Capt. Cecil

Banbury has offered to present another cup. This, together with the

trophies to be put up by the North Middlesex Club, should be the

means of increasing the membership.

The secretary , Mr. Barber, had the misfortune to fracture his wrist

while starting a car, so the kindly forbearance of correspondents, should

they not receive early replies to their communications, will be

esteemed.

CAMBRIDGESHIRE AND ISLE OF ELY.

The annual general meeting was held at the University Arms Hotel

Cambridge, Mr. G. D. Newton in the chair. Two new members were

elected, bringing the membership up to sixty -three. The balance at the

bank is £49 17s. 3d.

The following officers were elected :—President, Col. Dnncombe,

Waresley Park, Sandy ; vice-presidents, Viscount Clifden, Wimpole

Hall (Lord Lieutenant), Mr. C. D. Rose, M.P., Newmarket ; com

mittee, Messrs. G. D. C. Newton (chairman), H. E. Hughes, F. B.

Harding Newman, S. G. Howard, S. W. Grayst'tne, H. W. Lewin,

W. W. Wingate, M.D., F. L. Nicbolls, A. Hall, C. Dunn-Gardner,

M. V. J. Wedder, G. S. Wilkinson ; hon. treasurer, Mr. G. R. C.

Foster ; hon. secretary, Mr. E. F. Bindloss ; representatives on Motor

Union General Committee, Messrs. G. D. C. Newton and E. F. Bindloss.

HERTFORDSHIRE.

At an extraordinary general meeting of the Hertfordshire County

Automobile Club, which was held immediately following the annual

general meeting at the Euston Hotel on Friday of last week, it was

decided that the club remain affiliated to the Royal A.C. and the M.U.

during 1908.

At a subsequent meeting of the 1908 committee, Mr. S. Saker was

elected chairman, Mr. S. J. Ellis was elected hon. secretary, and Mr.

Arthur J. Salmon was re-elected hon. press secretary.

SOUTHEND AND DISTRICT,

The annual general meeting of the Southend and District Club

was held at the Hotel Victoria, Southend-on-Sea, on Wednesday of last

week, Mr. J. B. Carruthers being in the chair. About thirty members

attended or were represented. The committee's report and accounts

were read and approved. The club had at the 31st December last,

after its first year of working, seventy members, divided into one-balf

car members and one-half motor-cyclists.

The club has decided to support the Motor Union solely and has

cancelled its former affiliation to tbe Auto-Cycle Union. The meeting

decided to increase the annual sutieoriptions to £1 Is. per annum for

car members, and 15s. per annum for motor-cyclists. The rules were

considerably added to and altered acd the meeting terminated after a

hearty vote of thanks had been passed to the chairman.

SOUTH WALES AND MONMOUTHSHIRE.

The annual dinner i f the South Wales and Monmouthshire A.C.

will be held on the 15th inst. and will be an important social event for

Cardiff. The business affairs of the clnb have just been considered at

the annual meeting, when Mr. H. M. Gregory presided. The statement

of acc unts showed that tbe income had exceeded the expenditure by

£98, and that the debt cm the motor honse, which cost more than £300,

had been cleared off. Recognition was given to the consideration shown

to rists by the police magistrates of Cardiff and Glamorgan,

and it was decided to continue asiocial ion both with the R.A.C. and the

M.U.

Mr. J. Thompson Willows and the Rev. M. Whiteside were re

elected hon. secretary and hon. treasurer respectively, and the following

new members were elected on the committee :—Messrs. E. England, W.

Eastabrook, F. Shearman, T. Butt Kkins, W. II. Brain, and Ralph E.

Morel. Mr. B. H. Triopeand Mr. J. M'Taggart were appointed hon.

auditors. Captain D. Hughes-Morgan, Dr. Tenison Collins, and Mr. J.

Thompson-Willows were appointed representatives to the Motor Union,

and Mr. F. C. Shackel, Church Street, Cardiff, was appointed hon.

solicitor.

SCOTTISH.

The Committee of the Scotti h A.C. have entered into an arrange

ment with the Car and General Insurance Corporation, Ltd., under

which that corporation will allow a rebate of 10 per cent, (with a maxi

mum lebate of £2 2s.), from all premiums for comprehensive policies of

not less than £6. effected with them by members of the club. That

corporation will in such cases issue a special " S. A.C." policy, including

a clause providing that any matter of dispute arising thereunder be

referred to the arbitration of the executive committee of the club or of

any arbitrators to be named by them.

The member^iip of the club now exceeds 1,000.

SCOTTISH MOTOR TRADE ASSOCIATION.

At the annual dinner of tbe Scottish Motor Trade Association, Mr.

Thomas Shaw presided, being supported by several well-known

Fmgli^h motorists as well as by all the lepresentative traders north of tho

Tweed. The funds now amount to £278 fioni annual subscriptions,

and Mr. Shaw was able to point to a membership of more than two
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and a half times what it was a year ago. Mr. J. H. PatersoD, of

AberdeeD, proposed " Our Guests,1' and Mr. Frederic Coleman, of

White fteam car fame, responded. Other speakers included Messrs.

W. L. Sleigh and J. S. Napier.

The Midland A.C. held a ladies' night at the Grand Hotel, Birming

ham, on Saturday- - >i

Mr. T. F. Turner, 389. South Road, Walkley, Sheffield, is the.sec-

retary of ihe Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C.

Mr. M. J. Chambers, 15, Edenvale Road, Ranelagh, Co. Dublin,

is the secretary of the newly-formed Dublin and District M.C.C.

Mr. W. J. Brooke, 2, Cliff Gardens, Frodingham, Doncaster, is

interesting himself in the formation of a centre of the Lincolnshire

M.C.C. for Scunthorpe, Frodingham, Kirton-Lindsey and Brigg.

The annnal dinner of the Blackheath A.C. was held at the Art

Club, Blackheath, on Friday of last week, Col. H. C. L. Holden,

R.A., F.R.S., in the chair. About fifty members and friends were

present, and after dinner enjoyed an excellent musical programme

arranged by Mr. F. G. Nichols, a member of the club.

THE LIABILITY OF REPAIRERS.

-♦-
A claim arising out of a motor-car accident near Arundel has come

before Judge Gye and a jury at the Portsmouth County Court. It was

brought by Messrs. Vosper and Co., Of Portsmouth, against Mr. G. de

Castro, of London, the amount in dispute being £23 10s. Mr. Hatvey,

in opening the case, said that on September 13th and 14 h Mr. de

Castro's motor-car was in a disabled condition at Horsham, and the

owner sent a communication to the plaintiff for a man to tow the

disabled vehicle to his works. The plaintiffs foreman Caley was sent

next day in another car, but be found that the damaged vehicle was in

such a bad state that it could not be towed to Portsmouth, acd accord

ingly Caley took certain parts of it to Portsmouth to put them sufficiently

right to enable him to diive the car to the works. On the 18th Caley,

accompanied by an electrical engineer, left Portsmouth by train for Hor

sham, and put the car in order to drive home, and they proceeded from

Horsham, driving slowly. When they were coming down a hill on the way

to Portsmouth, at the junction of another road, they came into collision

with a car owned by Mr. Parsons, and the result of the collision was that

the repairs now being sued for were necessitated. Counsel alleged that

the driver of Mr. Parson's car was in the wrong, and read correspondence

which, he declared, established the fact that the motor-car was repaired

by Mr. Vosper in respect of tbe smash with the full consent and agree

ment both of the insurance company, which was really the defendant in the

action, and of Mr. de Castro, and as far as the repair work was concerned

that the work was admittedly satisfactory. Counsel's view of the law

was that where a car was delivered into the hands of any person to be

repaired, the repairer from the moment he took it to the time it was re

turned was under the obligation to take as much care of it as he would

of his own property, and in the event of anything happening then the

owner must be responsible, with the power to recover from any negligent

person who may have caused damage. The question in this case was

whether the £23 10s. should be paid by Mr. Vosper, by Mr. de Castro

or the insurance company. If, as a fact, they found that while

the car was in Mr. Vosper's possession it met with the damage by

Mr. Vosper's servants not taking ordinary care of it, Mr. Vosper must

pay. If, on the other hand, they found that the damage was in no way

due to want of care on Mr. Vosper's part, but from the negligent act

of some third person, then the plaintiff must not be made to pay it.

No witnesses were called for the defence, and Mr. Harvey having

addressed the jury, Mr. Shakespeare submitted his arguments for the

defence. He contended that the correspondence clearly shewed that the

order was given to do the work of repair on the understanding that it

should be settled afterwards who was responsible. The car was not

damaged under any conditions over which Mr. de Castro could have any

control, while before the repairs were commenced the plaintiff was

informed by letter from the insurance company that he would be held

responsible for the repairs, but he, apparently, had a good claim agains:

Mr. Parsons.

The Judge, in summing up, pointed out that there was no denial

of lisbilLy by the defendant in his evidence, and also laid stress upon the

fact that no evidence had been called, or suggestion made, of any negli

gence on the part of tie plaintiffs men. The jury found a verdict for

the plaintiff, and judgment for the amount claimed, with costs, was

enteied accordingly.

Judge Dodd, of Belfast, has just bought a 20-h.p. Beeston-Humber

landaulet through the Belfast agents of the company, the Ulster

Motor Works.

From Messrs. Geipel and Lange, Vulcan Works, St. Thomas's

Street, London, S.E., we have received samples of their Okonite motor

car ignition cable both for high and low tension circuits. The original

cost of these cables may be somewhat higher than the ordinary vulcan

ised rubber, but it is claimed that they will be found the

cheapest in tbe end. The advantages claimed for the cables are that

they do not deteriorate on exposure ; the toughness resists abrasion by

foreign substances ; they are not susceptible to changes of temperature,

and resist chemical action ; easy and reliable joints can be made with

out vulcanization ; and finally they have an extremely high insulation

resistance.

CASES UNDER THE MOTOR CAR ACT.

A Dismissal at Kingston.

• At Kingston, on the 31st ult., James Wickins, of Finborongh Road,

S.W., was summoned for exceeding the twenty-mile speed limit at

W.ilton-on-Tbames. The Bench thought that there was a doubt in the

case, and dismissed the summons. Seven other motoring defendants

were, however, fined £5 each.

ROAD REPORTS.

Lincolnshire.—The Roads and Bridges Committee of the Holland

County Council have decided to try an experiment on a mile of the

Spilsby Road, with a view to solving the dust problem. Tbe road is the

principal residential one leading into Boston, and the dust caused by the

motor-car traffic has heen a source of annoyance to the residents.

Sawbridgeworth.- At a meeting of the Herts County Council,

Mr. E. B. Barnard, M.P., directed attention to the state of the road near

Sawbridgeworth Station, which, he said, was becoming dangerous. Mr.

Stride, chairman of tbe Highways Committee, promised that an attempt

should be made to remedy the evil. >hhs

Warwickshire.—The County Surveyor for Warwickshire has

drawn attention to the bad condition of the Birmingham and Coventry

and Coventry and Birmingham main roads. In order to bring those

portions which lie in Warwickshire to a standard sufficiently good to carry

the new motor traffic he has had to strengthen the foundation and put on

 

Sightseeing by Motor-Vehicle.-One of Messrs. T. Cook and

Motor Char-a-bancs at Versailles.

a thicker coating of granite. The extra material for this purpose cannot

be provided out of the current year's allowance, and a special committee

has been appointed to view the road and make suggestions with regard

to the financial aspect.

Cambridge.—In tbe Hist on district of tbe county repairinc

patching will be proceeding on most of the roads until the end of next

month.

AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS.

A serious mishap between a motor-eir and a cab trok place out

side Edinburgh the other night. At tbe Craigleith Station end of Barn-

ton Terrace a motor-car, occupied by the chauffeur and two passengers,

dashed into a cab which was driving in front. A wheel of the cs,b was

knocked off, and some of the woodwork was splintered, while the

passengers sustained severe shocks.

A motor-car belonging to Sir Arthur Vivian, of Bosahan, St.

Anthony, when returning from Helston on Friday morning, ran back

over one of the Roseveare Hills and turned turtle at the bottom,

pinning the driver underneath. Help was fortunately forthcoming from

Mr. Cooke's blacksmith employees. The car was set right and was but

little damaged. The driver was not severely injured.

Mtaecoecw-—

From the H. H. Franklin Manufacturing Company, Ltd., of

Syracuse, U.S.A., we have received a copy of the very artistic catalogue

they have lately issned ; it gives full particulars of the various types

of Franklin cars—16-h.p., 28-h.p. four- cylinder, and 42-h.p. six-

cylinder, all fitted with air-cooled engines, while the illustrations of the

cars and the main component parts are a notable feature, being of an

unusually clear character.
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

FEBRUARY.

7th (F.).—N.W. London M.C.C. annual general meeting.

7th-15th.—Motor Show, Manchester.

13th (Th.).—R.A.C., Mr. Wyatt on Magnetos.

16th {Ht.).—Auto-Cycle Union annual dinner at the Hotel Cecil, London.

19th (W.).—Annual dinner of the Cardift M.C.

20th (Th.).—Meeting of the Essex M.C.

21st (F.)-29th (Sat.).—Manchester Motor-Car Show at Belle Vue.

24th (M.).—Motor Show opens at Bcmbay.

27th (Th.).—Mr. Mervyn O'Gorman at the R.A.C. on "Gear Trans

mission."

MARCH.

5th (Th.).—Paper by Dr. W. Watson at the R.A.C.

11th (W,).—Annual meeting of the Incorporated Institution of Auto

mobile Engineers.

1 1th (W.).—Mr. F. W. Lanchester on " Problems of Automobile Design,"

at the Incorporated Institute of Automobile Engineers.

18th (W.).—Annual dinner of the A.A. at the Hotel Cecil, London.

-2l3t (Saturday)-28th (S.).—

Cordingley's Thirteenth International Motor-Car Exhibition will

be held at the Rojal Agricultural Hp 11, London.

APRIL.

18th and 20th.—First meeting of the Brooklands A.B.C. for 1908.

MAY.

10th (Sun.).—Targa Florio Race,

11 (M.)-16 (S. (.—Reliability Trial of the Irish A.C.

25th.—Industrial Vehicle Competition of the A.C. de France.

JUNE.

11th (Th.).—Probable start of the International Touring Car Trial o*

the R.A.C.

15th-19th.— Scottish Reliability Trial.

LiGHTiNO-rjp Tikes—London.

Feb. 8th—6.58 10th-6.1 — 12th-6.5

9th-5.£9 _ 11th— 6.3 13th—6.7

14th—6.8

15th—6.9

COMPANY NEWS.

Mercedes Electric Manufacturing Company.—£50,000. Manu

facturers of motors, cycles, and vehicles. Agreement with Mercedes

Mixte, Ltd. No initial public issue. 11a, Regent Street, S.W.

Fountain's Coach and Motor Company.- £3,000. To acquire

business of coach and motor builders, &c, carried on at 25, The Grove,

Ealing, as H. L. Fountain and Son.

H. Talbot Bell, Ltd., 38, East Street, Farnham, Surrey.—Capital

£2,000. Under agreement with S. A. Marples and H. Talbot Bell to

carry on business of storeis ami manulactuiers of motors, cycles, &c.

Oldham Motor Company, Ltd.—Capital, £5,000. To carry on the

business of manufacturers of, agents for, dealers in and letters-to-hire of

motor-cars, &c. 36, Manchester Road, Oldham.

The Arno Motor Company has been registered with a capital of

£2,000.
Pfleumatic Syndicate.—£7,500. Agreement with Pneumatic

Gesellsehaft mitt eschrankter Haftung and Seymour and Gordon, Limited,

manufacturers of tyres, Grosvenor Mansions, 82, Victoria Street, West

minster.
Limited Partnership.

J. G. Moody and Company.—Motor cycle engineers, Harpenden.

Partnership for live years from Januaiy 1st, 1908. General partner:

J. C. Moody, Harpenden. Limited partner: C. T. Part, The Hyde,

Harpenden, contributing £750 cash.

WMMi

PUBLIC MOTOR SERVICE.

Swansea.—With reference to the proposed motor services from

Swansea to Mumbles, Mr. Monger, solicitor, who is one of the chief

movers in the matter, says that it is proposed to put on a service of six cars,

which will commence to tun about Easter next. The arrangement is that

certain gentlemen will guarantee to use them for the twelve months, and

if the project pays the service will be handed over to a local syndicate at a

certain figure. It is also proposed to have cars available for parties to

Bishopston and Parkmill.

A new petrol filter specially designed for motor-cycles has just

been introduced by the E. M. Bowden's Patents Syndicate, Ltd.

Assembled, it is but 2J in. long by 1J in. diameter, and it weighs only

8 oz. It is attached between the tank and the carburettor, the

petrol flowing upwards through the straining gauzes, effectually inter

cepting any solid matter that may pass from the tank.

BUSINESS NEWS.

The Coventry Motor Wheel Co. have removed to larger

works in Spon Street, Coventry.

Messrs. Robert Callow and Sons, Westland Row, Dublin, have

taken up the agency for " Standard" cars in Leinster.

Messrs. W. T. Flather, Ltd., the makers of the " Ubas " steel,

have opened a warehouse at 15, Osnaburgh Street, Euston Road, N.W.,

and offices at 14, Mortimer Street, W.

The Metallic Motor Car Wheel Company, of Mdford Road,

Nottingham, has sent us a circular illustrating the " Crawdea " detach

able rim and the " Hiley " detachable wheel they are introducing for

use on motor-cars.

By arrangement with the Acetylene Illuminating Company, Ltd., of

268, South Lambeth Road, S.W., the Dissolved Acetylene Company has

ceased to trade in dissolved or compressed acetylene gas and motor

car lighting outfits, cylinders and apparatus used in connection there

with.

Messrs. Dknnis Bros., Ltd., Guildford, have sent us a copy of the

1908 catalogue of Dennis cars they have jnst issued. This is a very

complete production, the full detailed descriptions of the various models—

20 0. p., 28-h.p., 35-h.p.—being supplemented by half-tone illustrations of

the different typas, and also line drawings of the main components,

notably the worm drive, which is one of the special features of the

Dennis cars.

From Messrs. Dean Smith and Grace, Ltd., of Keighley, comes

a copy of their catalogue showing the latest types of lathes made by the

firm. These have been designed for taking advantage of the largely

increased working capacity of the various high-speed steels, and nave

been supplied to many of the leading automobile engineers in France as

well as in this country. The firm specialise in this class of machine

tools.

From the Swift Motor Co., Ltd., Coventry, we have received a copy

of their latest catalogue, which gives full particulars of the various

models of Swift cars—10-12-h. p. two-cylinder, 18-24-h.p. and 26-30-h.p.

four-cylinder. In addition to illustrations of the complete vehicles the

main components are also clearly depicted by half-tone blocks, while

the several pages devoted to testimonials bear evidence of the popularity

of the Swift cars.

The 1908 catalogue of the E. M. Bowden's Patent Syndicate, Ltd.,

comes to hand in the most complete form. All those interested in the

Bowden patent wire mechanism will find the illustrations and explana

tions, of their various adaptations of particular value as well as o;

interest. The specialities are too numerous to enumerate, but attention

may well be drawn to the Bowden patent strainer, which has been

improved with a view to insuring that it is absolutely petrol-tight. It

is now made entirely at the firm's works.

POLICE TRAPS.

A police trap is in frequent operation on the Coventry road at

Exhall.

The Portsmouth roid, Walton, and the Portsmouth rjad, Esher,

are both the scenes of police traps, which are being energetically

worked.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

All communications intendedfor insertion in this Journal or relating

to Editorial matters should be addressed to The Editorial Depart

ment, Motor-Car Journal, 27-38, Charing Cross Road, London,

W.C., and must be written on one side of the paper only. Letters must tn

all eases be accompanied by the name and address of the writer, at no

notice will be taken of anonymous communications.

The Editors cannot undertake to return MSS. or drawings, although

every effort will be made to do so in the case of rejected communications.

Where such are regarded as of value, correspondents are requested to

retain copies.

Th* Editors do not hold themselves responsiblefor the opinions exprestsd

by their correspondents, or for statements andfacts which do not appear

in the editorial columns.

To insure insertion communications and contributions must be in

the Editors' hands by Tuesday forenoon of the week in which the samt

are intended to appear. Disappointment may be caused by non-compliance

with this rule, ana to avoid this earlier receipt, ifpossible, is )

Photographers, both professional and amateur, are invited to

photographsof current events or ofmotoring scenes and incidents. The fee,

if any, required for reproduction should be stated in each case, otherteism

no liability will be accepted.

The Editors and Publishers beg also to state that they will accept no

responsibility for unsolicited contributions, even if used, unless payment

tot same is directly specified inforwarding, and the terms arranged before

publication.
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OT only are cars changing

in power and form from

the earlier designs, but

preconceived notions with regard

to their care and keep are also

veering round to a more settled

view. At one time, for instance,

little regard was paid to the

housing of automobiles, and even

in such a work as the Badminton

volume on motoring we find an

expression as to the ventilation

of a motor-car house being almost unnecessary owing to the

constant opening and shutting of the large doors. This idea was

dispelled on Friday of last week by Mr. Harrison TownsoDd in

the excellent paper he read before the members of the Archi

tectural Association. The ventilation of the garage is not only

now recognised as an important factor in its safety, but it is cne

of the problems that present some difficulty to the architect. Tbe

gas resulting from the evaporation of petrol is heavier than the

air, and its escape is a matter all the more difficult as no principle

based on upright extraction shafts can be of any avail. Mr.

Townsend has evidently considered the subject in all its aspects,

and his paper, summarised on another page, will be helpful to

those who intend to own, as well as to those who have to design,

a motor garage.

♦ ♦ ♦

On Monday, with a view to a full

understanding of the present situation,

The a committee of the Royal Automobile

Conference. Club received a number of representatives

of provincial automobile clubs at the

club-house in Piccadilly. A meeting of

the Executive Committee of the Motor Union was held on the

«ame day, Mr. W. Joynson-Hicks presiding. The committee

also received the deputation from provincial clubs, desiring con

sideration of the possibility of a new agreement being entered

into between the R.A.C. and the Motor Union. The deputation

was composed of Messrs. J. E. Hodgkin (North Eastern A.C.),

T. W. Grace (Manchester A.C.), R. W. Buttemer (West Surrey

A.C.), H. A. Watson (North Yorkshire A.C.), A. Armitage

•(Somerset A.C.), and S. F. Harris (Northamptonshire A.C.). In

both cases the proceedings were private, but it is understood

that no decision was arrived at.

International

Touring Car Trial,

1908.

The regulations for this Trial have

now been approved by the Committee of

the Club, and a table of touring-car stan

dards has also been adopted for the

purposes of classification. It has been

decided that the Trial shall start from a

point in or near London at 8 o'clock on the morning of

Thursday, June 11th. All competing cars will have to be

-within the gates of the first depot by noon on Monday, June 8th.

A fine will be required in respect of any competing car arriving

•after that hour and up to 12 midnight. After 12 midnight no

car will' be admitted. The cars will proceed to Glasgow by a

short route ; from Glasgow they will follow the routes of the

Scottish Trial and be under the management of the Scottish A.C.

until the end of the Scottish Trial ; thereafter they will finish

on the Brooklands track. The Club will award a cup to the

winner of each class, and a certificate will be given in respect

of the performance of every car, whether it completes the Trial

or not, and the Club reserves the right to publish any certificate.

The entry fees are :—Class 1, £51 ; Class 2, £52 ; Class 3, £53 ;

Class 4, £54 ; Class 5, £55 ; Class 6, £56 ; Class 7, £57 ; Class 8,

£58 ; Class 9, £59 j Class 10, £60. A car may be entered by

its manufacturer or by his authorised agent or nominee, but,

where two similar cars of one make have been entered, entries

by the manufacturer, his authorised agent, or nominee, shall

have priority should elimination be necessary. Cars will be

considered similar unless their R.A.C. horse-power rating varies

by at least 15 percent. In determining such variation 15 per

cent, shall be deducted from the larger.

♦ ♦ ♦

Those who were fortunate enough to

hear Mr. Charles Jarrott give his

Mr. Jarrott on reminiscences of the early dajs of

Racing. motoring to the members of the Coventry

Engineering Society, on Friday of last

week, had a most interesting evening.

Mr. E. M. C. Instone was in the chair, and Mr. Jarrott, fresh fron

his record breaking at Brooklands, dealt with the perils as well

as the pleasures of those early days. The earnestness with

which he pleaded for the motor-cycle recalled his early exploits

with "great" machines of lf-h.p. He has always been an

advocate of the smaller form of the automobile, and even now,

when cars of large power seem a commonplace in the streets of

London, it is interesting to hear Mr. Jarrott suggesting that

maker* should still strive to catch the favour of the great

majority of people by producing a motor-cycling machine simple

in construction, easy to control, and reasonable in price. A re

ference to his racing career led to the remark that in early days

motorists raced because they enjoyed the experience, but the

commercial conditions which now prevail in the industry had

entirely altered the old view of the sport.

The Organisation

of Drivers.

The fact that more than 2,000 certifi

cates of efficiency have been issued by

the Royal A.C. in connection with their

various examinations has doubtless in

fluenced Mr. C. D. Rose, M.P., in sug

gesting that something might be done to

weld those paid drivers who have obtained certificates into an

organisation for their mutual benefit. On his initiative the

general committee of the Club have resolved to take action, and

an association solely for drivers and mechanics is now being

formed. Towards the expenses of the formation the RA.C. will

probably contribute a substantial fund. Doubtless the society

will be registered under the Friendly Societies Act, and further

details will be awaited with considerable interest. Several

attempts have been made towards a similar end, but the diffi

culties in the way have apparently been almost insurmountable

up to the present.
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A PESSIMIST has been writing about

the motor trade of Coventry in the

“Economic Review”—a quarterly jour

nal which has a reputation for dealing

with facts. Not all its contributions are

written so modestly as that of Mr. G. B.

Carlisle in the current issue, who says that “this article will only

touch the fringe of the problem; and if it is inaccurate in any

part the writer's want of exact knowledge must be taken as his

excuse”—a declaration, the naivete of which is delightful. Refer

ence is made to the dulness in the industry, which is ascribed to

a great excess of production, which is caused by (1) too many

firms being engaged in the trade, and (2) the enlargement of

buildings, the plant in which has to be kept going, The bad

weather of last year is blamed, for the author regards the motor

car as a luxury and as only a seasonal industry. He hopes

better times will come, but is apparently not over-sanguine, for

“the abnormal popularity of the motor has begun to wane.”

Such statements seem to show the need of the author's apology

already mentioned, and probably the point in the article that

will find most acceptance in the industry is that “the November

The Outlook.

Show has failed to elicit as large an amount of orders as was con

fidently expected.” Fortunately the trade has another chance—

towards the end of next month.

<> <> <>

The 15-h.p. Mors Live Axle Car just supplied to Mr. Gerald P. Fitz

gerald by Mors (England) Ltd.

The vehicle is fitted with a two-seated body and an extra seat at the back

for two other persons, which, when not in use, neatly folds away. There is

also a large space at the back fitted with drawers, &c., for tools and spare parts,

The car is also fitted with Vinet detachable rims, Victoria leather hood and

“Ideal” glass screen, which makes it a perfect touring machine.

<> <> <>

RECOGNISING the many difficulties

which the Bishop of Southwell (Dr.

Hoskyns) has to contend with when

visiting distant portions of his exten

sive diocese, a committee of Nottingham

shire and Derbyshire Churchmen recently

issued an appeal for subscriptions towards the purchase of a

motor-car for the Bishop. Nearly £900 has been subscribed, and

a car has been purchased which Lord Scarsdale presented to the

Bishop at Nottingham on Saturday, along with a small balance

in hand towards the erection of a motor-house near the Bishop's

palace at Southwell. It is interesting to note that a movement

is afoot in the diocese of Winchester to present Dr. Ryle with a

motor-car. It would seem that the time is not far distant when

every Bishop will have his car—the orthodox gift of generous

admirers. On this point we may assure those good bishops who

have not yet obtained an automobile that the possession of such

a desideratum does not mean they will have more work to do,

but that they will be able to perform their offices with greater

ease and comfort. We have it on the authority of the motoring

Bishop of Lichfield, he does no more work now he has a car,

but by its means he is far fresher when he arrives at his des

Motoring

Bishops.

tination and keeps his appointments. The weariness that came

from railway journeys and waiting in the cold was intensely
trying. This he is now freed from.
- - <> <> <>

EVIDENTLY the Bishop of Southwell

intends to maintain the reputation of

motorists, for he told his friends on

Saturday that he felt he was joining a

great brotherhood of the road, with all

the rules and courtesies which are due

from those who rode on the road in motor-cars. He had

received a letter from a member of Parliament in which he

said some things which it was well he (the Bishop) should

remember. The member said he hoped the car would carry Dr.

Hoskyns thousands of miles without a smash or accident to him.

self or anyone else, and that he might get hold of a driver who

understood that the lamest old body who crossed the road had

as much right to it as the finest motor-car that was ever built.

Those were wise words, Dr. Hoskyns added, from one of their

statesmen, because he thought a good many of those who had

either been in cars or outside cars on the road were realising that

those who drove motors were not all loved, and it was quite

possible that his day of popularity was over, and that in the

future he should be looked upon as rather a nuisance to a good

many of those he should meet on the road. He did, however,

intend to resist the temptation which they said ladies were con.

stantly urging drivers to fall into—to go at a tremendous pace.

We hope the Bishop will be able to live up to his good intentions

in this respect.

The Bishop's

Motoring Policy.

<> <> <>

INCIDENTALLY one of the results of

the way in which the vehicles on the

roads are competing with those on the

rails is to bring into new prominence the

5 per cent, passenger duty which is levied

on railway companies. At the meeting

of the Brighton and South Coast Railway Company a shareholder

brought forward a motion against the tax, “having in view the

fact that other companies, conveying passengers in competition

with them in carriages or vehicles propelled or drawn by motor

power, electricity or other mechanical means on public roads,

pay no duty.” He naturally declared against the alleged pre

ference which motor vehicles obtained, and Lord Cottesloe, the

chairman, added that the tax should either be taken off or

motor-cars should be made to pay a similar duty. We believe

that the meetings of 'bus companies have been equally as dis

encouraging as those of the railways of late, and doubt whether

the anxiety of the railway shareholders for uniformity would find

an echo in such circles. But the railway managers should not

attempt to solve the problem by making difficulties for other

means of locomotion. They must improve their own organisa:

tion to meet the changing circumstances of the time.

<> <> <>

IN the course of the paper which he

read to the members of the Royal A.C.

last week on London traffic and railway

electrification Mr. Philip Dawson had

something to say which should be com:

forting to the managers of the railways

who are now bewailing the loss of revenue through the competi:

tion of other forms of traffic. Indirectly, the tramways and

motor-omnibuses may be of great benefit to the railway, for un

doubtedly they are teaching the public to travel, and that this

habit, when once acquired, constantly increases is well known to

all those who have devoted any study to traffic problems. Thus in

1867, the numbers of journeys per head of population in London

were twenty-three, whereas now they are over 200, the greates:
growth having taken place since 1890, when the journeys per h

of population only amounted to ninety per annum. This great

increase is small when compared to what has taken place in Ne"

York, where in 1860 the population travelled forty-seven times
per annum as compared to over 400 times£ annum to day. The

great increase in this case has taken place since 1880, when

The Passenger

Duty on Railways.

The Travelling

Public.

- -----
-

-
-
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the population only travelled 180 times per annum. And in this

connection it must be borne in mind that not only does the number

of times the population is carried per annum increase, but the

population itself is constantly and rapidly growing.

<> <> <>

OUR Royal motorist the King went to

“Dr. Brighton”—as Thackeray loved to

describe London-by-the-Sea—on Monday.

Of course he went by car, doing the

journey in rather less than two and a

half hours, thus disproving the assertion

of anti-motorists that the Brighton road is simply a motor

Tacecourse. During the days of the Georges this famous high

way was the most fashionable of all the coaching roads, the

record being three hours twenty minutes by stage coach. Now

it is certainly one of the most popular roads among motorists of

the south, who have made the numbered car so familar to the

police that the absence of the identification mark on the King's

The King at

Brighton.

spondence columns indicates that the methods of the operators

have not substantially changed from those which aroused early

antipathy. Perhaps it would be well if the Automobile Associa

tion, which we notice is now extending its organisation along the

main roads of Lancashire and Yorkshire, were to make a special

point of circumventing the policy of the southern police, who are

apparently expecting to catch motorists napping.

<> <> <>

COMMENCING with the first issue in

1908 an interesting and useful alteration

has been introduced in the monthly im

port and export returns issued by the

Board of Trade. Hitherto the automo

bile industry has been dealt with under

two headings, complete cars and parts thereof, the chassis having

been included among the latter. In future, however, separate

classification is to be given to chassis, so that the returns will afford

a better indication of the nature of the imports and exports than

Motor-car Imports

and Exports.

Sir John Millar-a familiar figure in the automobile world—with a party of guests and four of his Napier Cars, at his Wiltshire home

at Heywood.

Sir John purchased his original car in 1903; this was a 12-h.p. four-cylinder, which is still in active use, and may be seen at the extreme right of the

photograph. In addition to the 12-h.p. and a 40–45-h.p. four-cylinder, he now owns a 40-h.p. six-cylinder limousine and also a 60-h.p. of the latest type,

on which is mounted a most luxurious and up-to-date shooting brake.

car led to an amusing incident on Monday. The King motored

to Portslade-on-Sea, where an observant constable, noticing that

there was no number-plate on the car, peremptorily called upon

the royal party to stop. The occupants of the car meeting this

request with a smile, the police officer promptly boarded the

vehicle, with the evident intention of vindicating his authority.

He was introduced to his Majesty, upon which he politely bowed

and dropped from ":footboard with the utmost alacrity.

<> <>

THE police in the Crawley district have

been so consistent in their activity

against motorists that their recent

absence on certain main roads has been

regarded as but temporary by those who

are acquainted with their ways and

methods. A The advent of a few fine days has again brought the

police trap into play, and a letter which we publish in our Corre

Police Traps Again.

has hitherto been possible. So far as the import branch is con

cerned the new year has opened somewhat disastrously, as, in

lace of the usual increase, a decrease, as compared with the first

month of 1907, of no less than £93,690 has to be recorded. Of

complete cars only 297 were imported during the month, of a

value of £105,967, these figures comparing with 447 and

£181,250 respectively in the same period a year ago. The num

ber of chassis imported was 142, valued at £46,014, while parts

were responsible for £99,306, giving a combined total for

January last of only £251,287, as against £344,977 in January,

1907, and £311,990 in the first month of 1906. Turning now

to the section relating to the exports of British automobile pro

ductions, these show a slight advance-from, in the aggregate,

£103,149 in January, 1907, to £107,152 last month. Altogether

172 complete cars (£66,289) and 29 chassis (£11,169) were des

patched from this country in January, as well as parts to the

extent of £29,694.
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Sadly, yet none the less truly, has

the chairman of practically every great

Motor Traffic at railway company lamented the fact that

the Docks. the steam engines that run on tracks

have no monopoly so far as conveying

the people from place to place is con

cerned. Motor-'buses have seriously threatened their suburban

popularity and prosperity, and the modern railway manager has

to face a set of circumstances very different to those which

affronted the locomotive experts in the last century. Denunicia-

tion will not meet the case ; those responsible for the traffic

must look around for some means of meeting the new facts.

Similarly we would advise the authorities at the docks. In

several places motor traffic is now beginning to make its appear

ance at the harbours, and, as yet, the superintendents generally

are unprepared for the innovation. Consequently complaints

are rife of delays, which efficient organisation might obviate.

How little has been the attention given to the matter by the

dock authorities is shown in the " Industrial Motor Eeview,"

just published, which gives the regulations enforced at the

leading docks and also reviews the wnole country to prove that

much has yet to be done. ^

♦ ♦ ♦

The question of the welfare and

qualification of drivers is attaining con-

Chief Constables siderable importance in view of the

and Drivers. remarks at several recent coroners' in

quests, where drivers have been repri

manded for not exercising sufficient

caution when on cars. On Saturday such an instance took

place at Hammersmith, and after being reprimanded by the

Coroner the driver in question intimated that he had decided to

give up motor driving. The general subject has, however, gone

much farther than this, for, on the authority of the Chief Con

stable of Manchester, Mr. R. Peacock, we are able to announce

that the Chief Constables of the country have petitioned the

Local Government Board to have some test for drivers before

licences are granted. Such an intimation coming from the men

who have to bear the burden of the administration of the Act

will doubtless have considerable weight. The ill-favour into

which the isolated acts of a few incompetent, or impertinent

drivers may bring the whole body of motorists is well known,

and now that the Chief Constables and the Clubs are giving the

matter their serious attention leads to the hope that a great step

forward may shortly be made.

♦ ♦ ♦

The good people of southern Essex

are appreciating the institution of a

'Bus v Tram motor-'bus service from Stratford to

Seven Kings. Hitherto the traveller by

road has had to go by the West Ham

Borough electric tram to Forest Gate.

Then a change for a half-mile ride by a horse tram to Manor

Park has been necessary. The journey had then to be con

tinued by an electric tram belonging to the East Ham Cor

poration as far as Ilford, when another tram conveyed the

weary traveller to Seven Kings. The cost of travel by the

four conveyances was fourpence ; now the motor-'bus takes the

passenger right through for three-fourths of the fare in half

the time—a distinct advantage which is much appreciated in

the locality. Certainly it affords a demonstration of the

advantage of the motor-'bus over the tramcar.

♦ ♦ ♦

Motorists journeying in districts

where motor-cars are restricted to a ten-

Another Injustice mile limit, or, it may be, prohibited

to Motorists. altogether, are often at a disadvantage

owing to the obscure manner in which

the restriction or prohibition is indicated.

Such an injustice has recently been brought to our notice. At

Llandudno a London motorist was summoned a few days ago

because he, in June last, exceeded the restricted speed limit in

Mostyn Stieet, in that pleasant town. In the course of his

defence he pointed out that the notice as to the reduced speed)

limit of ten miles an hour was very indistinct, and in this one of

the magistrates entirely agreed. In fact, he, a local man, had

been unable to see the notice. His fellow-magistrates, however,,

did nos regard this as an excuse for the defendant, who was

fined 20s. and costs. If such limitations are to be respected it

should certainly be the duty of the local authority to see that

the notices under the Act are prominently and clearly set forth,

otherwise considerable injustice will result. And where those-

directly responsible neglect their duty the motoring organisa

tions should call attention to the matter.

♦ ♦ ♦

Another case has occurred where

the magistrates dismissed a summons

The Production brought by the police against a motorist,

of Licences. whose alleged failure to produce his

licence was a mere quibble. The gentle

man in question was stopped near

Kingston for exceeding the legal limit, and when asked by the

police to produce his licence showed them only that part con

taining his name and address, refusing to allow it out of his-

hands. For this they summoned him for " failing to produce

his licence." The Bench decided to dismiss the summons, the

chairman remarking that they did so because there was a doubt

as to the obligation of the motorist in the matter. We are

somewhat surprised at the latter remark, seeing that the Act is-

clear as to the word produce, and we cannot see why the police

should endeavour to convert this into a detailed examination as-

to any previous endorsements that may have been entered.

Sufficient instances have now been decided to give such cases the-

appearance of needless irritation.

♦ ♦ ♦

It is one of the curiosities of local

government that those who know least

No Warning Signs about the subjects upon which they vote

for Derbyshire. often decide important issues. Com

mittees which have given time and

thought to the consideration of important

subjects discover that other people scarcely recognise facts and,

often, light-heartedly reject proposals which are the fruits of

experience and knowledge. Such a case has occurred in Derby

shire, where the County Council has rejected a proposal made by

the Bridges and Highways Committee, who recommended the

expenditure of £500 on the erection of danger-posts and signals

in such places on the main roads as they considered advisable.

They pointed out that most other counties were doing a similar-

thing, with the object of minimising the dangers of the road.

Such a suggestion is not only reasonable but is strictly within

the sp:rit of several circulars which the Local Government Board:

has issued to County Councils in connection with motor-car traffic.

Hills and sudden corners on the roads cannot easily be flattened

or straightened ; and so the County Councils are erecting signs

warning those who use the road of the risks in the vicinity. This

is purely a precautionary measure, and it is a matter for surprise

that the authorities of a county like that of Derbyshire should

be disposed to take a narrow view of their obligations, not only

to those who travel, but to those who walk as well.

Fiat Motors, Ltd., have secured an order from the

Marquis of Lansdowne for a 35-40-h.p. Fiat chassis, to be fitted'

with a limousine body by Hooper.

Of the 578 persons now on the unemployed register at

Coventry, 386 are classified as helonging to the cycle and motor

trade, as compared with 148 on the list at the corresponding

period of last year.

We are officially informed that the directors of the Liverpool

Cycle and Motor Show hiive decided to make no allotment of

space this year, and have returned the deposits to the firms

who had already applied for space.

Mr. Love, who is a vice-president of the Scottish Motor

Traders' Association, has a motor garage in Carlyle Road, Kirk

caldy. Love's Automobile Company is certainly well able to-

cater for the requirements of motorists journeying northwards.
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Are Two Ignition Systems Necessary?

THE VIEWS OF SOME LEADING MANUFACTURERS AND AGENTS.

ONE feature of automobile construction in recent years has

been the greatly increased favour which has been shown

to the magneto as a means of furnishing the spark

^necessary to fire the explosive charge in the combustion chamber.

At first the magnetos employed were all of the low-tension type,

requiring some form of mechanical make and break device, but

latterly a swing of the pendulum has taken place, with the

•result that the high-tension system is rapidly becoming the

more popular form, enabling as it does the mechanical make

-and break device to be superseded by an electrical one, somewhat

on the lines of that made familiar to old motorists by their

acquaintance with the accumulator and coil method of ignition.

While the makers of magneto machines claim that their produc

tions have now reached such a degree of perfection that they

may be safely relied upon to give satisfactory results in

-actual use, the practice of motor car manufacturers for some

'time past has been—and in the majority of cases still con

tinues—to equip their vehicles with two systems of ignition

—magneto, high or low tension, and accumulator and coil.

Notwithstanding this, however, there seems to be no question

that the magneto is likely ere long to entirely supersede accu

mulators and coils, just as the latter displaced the tube ignition

■of the early days, an indication of which is seen in the fact

that, despite the relatively high first cost of bigh-tension

magnetos, they are now being adopted not only on four and

six-cylinder engines, but on two and even single-cylinder

motors. One advantage claimed for the provision of duplicate

ignitions is the greater ease with which the engine can be

started on the accumulators, it being possible, in the case of a

multi-cylinder engine, with good compression, to put the motor

in operatfon by simply switching on the current, and so saving

the necessity of pulling round the starting handle. While this

is an advantage to be by no means ignore}, the similar object

"will sooner or later be achieved by an automatic engine-starting

<levice ; for, although so far the results of the efforts of

■engineers and inventors in this direction have not been altogether

crowned with success, a really practical arrangement, with so

many capable minds directed on the subject, cannot long be

delayed.

Having in view the claims of the magneto manufacturers as

to the reliability of their productions, it occurred to us that it would

be useful and interesting to motorists if we endeavoured to

secure from tome of the leading motor-car makers and agents

their reasons for fitting two systems of ignition, where this is

done, and also, where only one method of ignition is employed,

what has led them to this course. A ready response was made

to the query we sent out, as will be seen from the replies

appended.

Jttr. P. Richardson favours a Duplicate System.

Mr. Percy Richardson, the managing director of the

Sheffield Simplex Motor Works, Ltd., considers that in a dual

system of ignition, having two sets of sparking plugs, one set of the

latter i3 superfluous. The usual form in fitting two ignitions

is high-tension accumulator combined with high tension mag

neto, and when one has the6e two fitted it is generally found

that the accumulator system is only used for starting, and the

magneto for regular running, owing to it giving much better

results, and, in consequence, if separate sets of plugs are used,

those on the accumulator system are generally out of order

when it is desired to use them.

"For my own part, I am strongly in favour of duplicating

the parts of an ignition system that are liable to give trouble,

and that whilst not in use are not inclined to require any atten

tion to maintain in perfect order. The points that I think

have been found by experience to require duplicating are

(1) the primary souroe of current; (2) the coil. In the "Shef

field-Simplex " dual ignition we use a h'gh-tenston magneto in

combination with an accumulator, having separate high-ten

sion coils, and low-tension distributors for each system. We use

a common distributor for the high-tension circuit and one set of

plugs. This distributor is so simple that we have found it never

gives any trouble whatever, and, further, to make the high-ten

sion wiriDg absolutely reliable we have all the conductors

moulded in one multicore cable, the whole of which is vulcan

ised within an ebonite casing, making a perfectly sound job, and

preventing oil or other deterrents from affecting the insulation.

The terminals to the sparking plugs take the form of insulated

switch handles, so that any of the cylinders can be instantly cut

out, or the spark tested at the plugs, by merely lifting the

switch handle. This makes a very simple arrangement for a

dual ignition, and, as the low-tension distributor for the accumu

lator system is mounted on the distributing spindle of the mag

neto, it is very compact. In combination with this arrangement

we have a self-starting switch on the accumulator system, which

enables one to stare the engine in this manner.

" There is no doubt that the modern high-tension magneto

in the hands of the ordinary motorist has proved perfectly reli

able, and gives much better running results in comparison with

the amount of attention required to the accumulator system,

but it has the disadvantages of not being able to be used as a

self-starter, and also in cold weather it is not as easy to start on

the high-ttnsion magneto, hence the necessity for fitting, in con

nection with this, an accumulator system with a trembler coil,

which, whilst not giving the same efficient running results as

the magneto, makes up for the other defects mentioned, and at

the same time forms a reserve ignition in the event of the mag

neto giving trouble at any time."

Mr. C. R. Uarrard's Views.

Mr. C. R. Garrard, M.I.Mecb.E., the works manager of

Messrs. Clement-Talbot, Ltd., considers that the question as to

whether a duplicate system of ignition is advisable depends to

some extent upon circumstances. " If the customers who pay for

the cars ask for two ignitions, then it would appear desirable to

fit them. As for whether they are necessary, that is hardly the

question. For general running I myself never make use of the

accumulator ignition. I may do if I feel very lazy, in order to

start up, but generally speaking, I prefer not to trouble anything

about it, and I absolutely never look to see whether I have any

accumulators on the car or not when I go out to try one, and the

same remarks apply to several other officers at the Talbot works.

If, however, I were a doctor making a number of calls I certainly

should fit both ignitions. On the other hand, I never would run,

without being compelled by stress of circumstances, on accumu

lator ignition, at any price. I may also say that we never use

accumulator ignition in contests. Certainly, however, for doctor's

work and town service give me the two ignitions, so that I may

start off the switch nine times out of ten.

Mr. 5. F. Edge in favour of a Single System.

"In my opinion," writes Mr. S. F. Edge, " duplicate ignition

is not desirable on motor-pars. I generally find that the usual

thing when there are two ignitions is that, whichever one is being

operated, the other one is neglected, with the result that there is

not a satisfactory stand-by if ever it is wanted. One good system of

ignition seems to me to invariably meet the case ; moreover, there

is one particular part in each cylinder where a plug should be to

get the most advantageous results, and with two systems of

ignition, unless one has two sets of plugs, some of the benefits of the

two systems disappear, while if two sets of plugs are fitted, then

one set is always in a better position for firing the chaige in the

cylinder and causing the engine to run better than the other. My

own opinion, therefore, is that one good system of ignition is best

and sufficient for the purpose."

B
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The Dennis Vehicles.

Mr. J. C. Djniis briefly sums up the views of Messrs. D jnnis

Bros, as follows :—" Although high-tension magneto machine?

have greatly improved of late, and can now be looked upon ai

absolutely reliable articles, yet we consider that wh-re price i]

not being studied, a sep irate dual system of ignitioais a valuable

addition, especially when taking long tours."

The Brown Cars.

Mr. Albert Brown, of Messrs. Brown Bros., Ltd., replying to

the question whether it is necessary to fit duplicate ignitions

to cars, remarks :—" Our own experience has been that the two

ignitions have certainly saved delay on tne road. This, we think,

is moro specially so when the c ir is in a novice's hands. The

latter can more readily locate a fault in accumulator ignition than

he c in in a magneto. Of this we have- had numerous instances,

trifling faults in the magneto having entirely baffled the owner's

power of locating it, but having accumulator igaiti >n he has been

able to return home. We shall continue to fit two ignitions to

our cars until we find that the public and the smaller repairers in

the country have gained more experience with magnetos to allow

them to ba solely used."

The Aster Company.

Mr. S. W. Begbie, of the Aster Engineering Company, Ltd.,

thus summarises his views on the subject :—" We certainly think

that it is necessary, where possible, to have an auxiliary stand-by

in all machinery that is liable to trouble, and in the electric sys

tem of a motor-car—altbough it is more perfect to-day, and, in

fact, we may say fairly reliable—the fact of having another igni

tion, to fall back upon is not only a good insurance to the owner

of the car, but is bound to be called into requisition at some

period. We are fitting the majority of our engines this year for

the complete independent double ignition, which clearly exposes

our feeling on the subject."

Mr. D. M. Welgel's Views.

Mr. Weigel writts .—"I am not of the opinion that dupli

cate ignitions are necessary where magnetos are used. I, person

ally, cannot understand what they are fitted for, although my

firm are continually fitting, by the desire of their customers, two-

ignitions. It is usually suggested, I believe, that if one breaks

down the other can be used, but upon the same plea two back

axles, two gear-boxes or two engines ought to be fitted to each

car. It is quite true the magneto may go wrong, but it is suffi-

 

 

Kr. Charles Jarrott at the wheel of the 80'4-h-p- (E.A.C rating) Lorralne-De Dieirich Car on which he last week established a new

fifty-mile record on the Biooklands Track, covering the distance in 36 min. 5 sec, equ»l to 831 miles per hour.
# iVwmpoeU-Gray.Photo by]

The Brasler and Unic Practice.

Messrs. Mann and Overtons, Ltd.,the British concessionnaire3

for these vehicles.have never baen advocates of a duplicate system

of ignition. " Magneto ignition ha'," they state, " now reached so

higa a pitch of perfection that it is an extremely rare occurrence

for the magneto to give trouble, and our experience tends to show

that when trouble does occur it is almost always due to the mag

neto bsing allowed to become dirty through the neg'igence of

the chauffeur. The ignition is by high-tension magneto in the

case of the Uni'-, and by low-tension magneto in the

Braaier ; both systems have given the greatest satisfaction to cus

tomers to whom we have supplied these cars, and there is no

question that magneto ignition gives far better results than ac

cumulator ignition, and there is B.)t the slight 36t difficulty in

starting the engines."

The Flat Company.

Mr. Sidney W. Lewis, on behalf of the FiatCompany,writes :—

" The best answer we can give to the question is to state that Fiat

cars have always baen,and are still, fitted with magneto ignition

only. The new live axle 28-3o-h.p. and the new 45-h.p. six-cylinder

cars,al8o the Fiat motor-cab, are fitted with high-tension magnetis,

all the other model* being provided with the low-tension type."

cient, in my opinion, to carry a spare magneto. We have tn

arranged the fixing of the magnetos on the Weigel chassis as to \

permit of an exchange being effected certainly under five minutes.

Other parts of the mechanism might break. They can all be

exchanged and replaced in the space of a few minutes, andT

therefore, it cannot be suggested that the difficulty in replacing

a part necessitates duplicate ignitions. I have never known of

trouble with the system of ignition applied by us to Weigel

chassis, and have invariably found that customers have regretted

the expense of having fitted two ignitions, and have in many

cases been acquainted with the fact that the supplementary igni

tions have been removed. I think that where a firm fixes a suffi

cient and satisfactory type of ignition it is all that is necessary."

The Ariel Company's Opinion.

Mr. E. Herington, of Ariel Motor?, Ltd., informs us that

for cars of 25-h.p. or under they consider the bigh-tension mag

neto ample, but for vehicles of 30-h.p. snd over they recommend

accumulator ignition in addition to magneto in order to facilitate

starting, so as to obtain the additional advantage of being able

to start off the switch.

Mr. W. M. Letts favours a Single Ignition.

" In my opinion," writes Mr. W. M. Letts, of Messrs.
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Jarrott and Letts, "the day has gone by when it was necessary

to fit two ignitions to any motor-car, that is, of course, providing

it is fitted with the best magneto or coil and accumulator. We

all know there are sec :nd -rate articles on the market, but my

experience goes to show that all the first-class manufacturers fit

the very best type of magneto or roil and accumulator. As far

as we aie concerned, the cars which we sell are always specified

to be fitted with either low-tension or bigh-tension magnetos, and

we r.ever receive any complaints from our customers, nor are we

ever asked to fit a dual ignition. Of course, if we were asked to

do so we would fit it, but I think the l«st thing a customer now

gets trouble with on his car is the ignition."

The Albion System.

Mr. T. Blackwood Murray, B.Sc , of the Albion Motor-Car

Company, Limited, is a strong supporter of the single system.

He considers that duplicate ignition oys ems are quito an

unnecessary expense and complication, and, "in fact, the pro

vision of a dual ignition appears to us to be a frank acknowledg

ment that the systems employed are unreliable and liable to a

breakdown. We are, of course, staunch advocates of the low-

tension magneto type of ignition, as such a system, if properly

designed and manufactured, although more expensive in first

cost, is undoubtedly the simplest and most reliable, and an

experience extending over many years has amply proved that

with such a system no stand-by system is necessary or desir

able."

The Rover Company.

. Mr. J. K. Starley, the works manager of the Eover Com

pany, expresses the view of that concern on the subject by

remarking that " both the high-tension magneto and the accumu

lator ignition with which we have experience are so reliable that

there seems very little use in duplicating them. Seventy-five

per cent, of the cars we sell are fitted with accumulator ignition

only. Against that, all cars for foreign or colonial markets are

fitted with magneto ignition as well, and from what we can

gather they ask for accumulator ignition in addition s'lely for

starting purposes, owing to the difficulty of keeping a magneto

sufficiently well tuned to always ensure easy starting. When a

magneto can be made which will start easily after some months

of use in the hands of an ordinary inexperienced driver, or an

accumulator be found which will hold its charge for several

months, wc think that only one ignition will be at all neces

sary."

The Vauxhall Company's Opinion.

Mr. T. Williams, of Vauxhall Motors, Ltd., in the course of

a letter to us on the subject, remarks :—" We think that the

question as to whether a reserve system of ignition is desirable

or not is more a matter for each motorist to settle for himself

according to his own particular opinion. In view of the fact that

either magneto or coil and accumulator ignition are both very re

liable and becoming better understood every day, we think that

one system is sufficient, and an extra ignition may be looked upon

as a luxury. Where the two are fitted the owner usually relies

upon his magneto, and the other ignition falls into disuse for

want of proper attention, so nullifying any advantage that may be

gained by having both ; but whore the two-system advantage

comes in, if both are properly looked after, is when driving in

traffic the magneto can be switched off and the accumulators used,

so obtaining a slower and quieter running engine."

The delay on the part of the manufacturers of taximeters

in supplying such instruments is held to be responsible for the

slow development of the taximeter horse cab in the metropolis.

From Messrs. Beanland, Perkins and Co., School Close Works,

Neville Street, Leeds, we have received a sample of Gre-Solvent.

This is a preparation which should be found useful by motorists

and motor-car drivers, it being designed for removing grease, as

well as ink, paint, or other stains from the hands. It is cla'med

tbat the prep ar*tion. contains no acids, but is in fact antiseptic.

We have given it a trial and find that it.certainly is effective in

cleaning the hands, and as it is made up in tins of convenient

size, one of them could usefully be found a place in the car tool

box.

ROADS AND " EXTRAORDINARY "

TRAFFIC.

—♦—

IN the course of a paper which Mr. H. Howard Humphreys-

read on Monday before the Society of Boad Traction

Engineer?, he gave some interesting figures from the

returns of local taxation, which showed how much has been done

to improve the main arteries of the country. Set forth in detail

these show, taking urban and rural roads together, in the twelve

months ending March 31st, 1896, the cost of 25,650 miles of

main road was £1,778,791, or £68 34- per mile ; ten years later,

the cost of 27,380 miles of main road amounted to £2,478,481,

or £90-51 per mile—an increase of 30-55 per cent. Now, these

figures represent the average costs of urban and rural roads in

the counties of England and Wales, but it will be useful, perhaps,

to examine the returns rather more in detail, and it will then be

shown that :—

1.—Between 1897 and 1905, 1,680 nr.ilcs of road were added to the

class known as " main road?." .

2 —In 1905, county councils were directly maintaining 1,732

miles more main roads than they were in 1897.

3. — In the Fame period, nrban district councils were maintaining

222 miles more main roads.

4.—In the same period, rural district councils were maintaining

274 miles less n ain roads.

5.—The increased cost of maintenance per mile in the case of the

directly-maintained rural main roads was £17, or 30 9 ]er cent.,

whilst—

6.—The increased cost of the indirectly- maintained urban roads

was £19 per mile, or 94 per cent.

Mr. Humphreys also referrel to the subject of extraordinary

traffic, for there is no doubt that the fear of incurring claims is

acting as a deterrent upon many would-be purchasers of motor-

lorries. County authorities seldom bring claims for damages of

extraordinary traffic now, unless the circumstances are very

unusual. The only county which has distinguished itself in the

matter of these actions is Somersetshire, and the degree of

success attained there has been extremely email ; the real reason

for these actions in that particular county is that the roads-

have been farmed out to local authorities, who persist in using

soft local materials which crush readily, arid are rapidly dis

integrated by the weather, In a recent motor-lorry case at

Bristol, the Judge, in giving judgment for the defendants, said :

" In my opinion, aa soon as a new form of transit has become

usual, the road authority must bear the expense of maintaining

the road, so as to carry traffic that must be reasonable."

The general trend of cases, during the last four years,

appears to show that both High Court and County Court judges

are increasingly unwilling to encourage local authorities in a.

policy of "passive resistance " to modern means of traction, and

I look forward to a time when, as in the case of France, no

extraordinary traffic action will bo possible in reference to main-

rods of this country. On the other hand, the difficulties of

local authorities should be recognised, and, so far as possible,

highway s should be studied as to time of travel, weight of load,

quartering. &c, for an immense amount can be done to help the

roads, if only owneri and driver* of self-propelled vehicles will

take the trouble to put themselves mentally in the position of

those who have laid upon them the duty of upkeep. If sur

veyors, on the one hand, and owners of automobiles on the other,

persi-t in regarding each other as natural enemies, the only

people who will benefit will be lawyers and expert witnesses.

^

The New Zealand mail just to band brings the result of

the largest motor-car reliability trial yet held in New Zealand.

The course was from Chrhtchurch to Dunedin and back, and in

this tho 18-24-b.p. Siddeley, driven by Mr. J. F. Hammersley,

made a non-ttop run, secured the full maximum of marks, and

gained a gold medal.

Under the title " Monsieur, Madame, et l'Auto " M. MicheV

Corday has written, and M. E. Fasquelle (11, Bue de Grenelle,

Fan's) has published, a volume of short stories in which the

motor-car plays a prominent part. The tales range from grave-

to gay, but are all so interesting that one is loth to put the book

down until the last page has been turned over.
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THE BULLARD SPEED RECORDER.

WE illustrate herewith an extremely interesting combi

nation instrument, consisting of a sombined motor

clock, odometer, and speed recorder, made by Mr.

J. H. Bullard, of Springfield, Mass., U.S.A., which is being intro

duced into this country by the Universal Motor Imports, Ltd.,

of 10, Wilmington Square, Rosebery Avenue, London, E.C.

The apparatus serves not only as a timekeeper and a distance

 

recorder, but it makes a permanent and accurate record on a

detachable card, about 3^ in. in diameter, of every quarter mile

the car travels, at speeds of from 1 to* 120 miles per hour, without

any change in its mechanism, as'falso of what stoppages are

made on the journey, and the duration of the same. Fig. 1 gives

-a view of the face of the instrument with the dial in place, while

Fig. 2 depicts the interior mechanism of the apparatus, the cover]

 

Fig. 2.—View of Interior Kechaniim of Instrument.

•dial,"and recording card being removed. The latter, which is

turned by a dock-movement and makes one complete revo

lution each hour in the seme direction as the hands of a clock, is

divided in to sixty radial lines representing minutes, each fifth

one being heavier than the others for convenience of reading,

and also registering with the figures on the central dial. The

time is shown by the Reman numeral seen at the top of Fig. 1,

■this denoting the hour, while the minutes are indicated by the

figure on the rotating central dial immediately below,the pointer.

The odometer is fitted at the top of the instrument.

Passing now to an explanation of the recording card, the

anvil A (Fig. 1), at the bottom of the instrument has a stylus

behind it which makes a dot or perforation in the paper for each

quarter mile travelled, each fourth one being deeper to show the

completed mile, no matter what the speed of the car may be.

This stylus is operated both by the clock and the movement of

the car, and is at the extreme outside space when the instrument

is set for the beginning of a record, and moves towards the

centre, one space per hour, being moved inward by the clock ; it

thus takes twelve hours for the stylus to move across the dial,

and when this position is reached it is no longer operative until

reset. The card is designed for records of an equal period, alter

which a new one must be inserted. The clock, however, will

run for twenty-four hours. As already explained, the stylus

makes a mark on the record at every quarter of a mile travelled

by the car, no matter the time occupied ; the space between the

dots thus varies with the speed, being closer as the latter increases

and wider apart as the car slows down. When the vehicle is at

 

Fig. 8.—View of Front and Bevfrse Sides of Indicator Card.

rest the record card continues to rotate, in consonance with the

clock, but the speed mechanism is not in operation, bo that no

marks are made on the card. In this way the numbers of

minute divisions in which there are no dots indicate the duration

of any stoppage en route.

The instrument is of interest, especially in view of the fact

that magistrates have recently shown a tendency to accept the

evidence of speed recorders, and have even gone so far as to

recommend their adoption on motor vehicles in order that the

drivers may have some idea as to the speed at which they are

travelling, and so reduce it as to be within the legal limit. The

record of the time occupied in making a journey and the various

speeds attained en route are, as will be seen from Fig. 3, so

clearly given on the automatically recorded card as to be indis

putable evidence. This illustration is a reproduction of a card

giving a record of a trip from Worcester to Springfield, U.S.A. ;

starting at 2.47 p.m., the first impression on the card is li

minutes later ; arrived in Springfield at 5.50, the last impression

being at 5.49, and the indicated distance being 49j miles (the

odometer on the car showing 50 miles). Reading from the out

side line to the right towards the centre, it will be noticed that
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six miles frem Worcester the village of Leicester was reacted,

where the card shows tbat for one and a half miles the speed

was reduced to comply with the local regulations, and that six

miles further on, when passing through Spencer, a slow speed

was again shown; also at other points along the 1 ne, in one

instance to assist in getting a pair of frightened horses past.

The dots may also be plainly seen in Fig. 1 ; in the latter case

the car shows a speed of fifteen miles per hour, tie dots being

afr exact minute intervals, or a mile in four minutes ; it also

shows that the time the "last perforation was made was at

10.34^, and tbat the start was made at 10.29^. On the reverse

side of the card blank lines are provided, as shown in Fig. 3,

in which to fill in tie complementary information, sui-h as

date, journey, distance, &c, to render the record of permanent

value.

The instrument-, which is enc'osed in a heavy brat s case, dust

.and waterproof, with a heavy beveled plate glass over the card,

appears to be most thoroughly made in every particular. The

sover is attached by a bayonet joint, so that it can be readily

detached to permit of a new record card to be inseited at the

«nd of twelve hours, or when starling on a journey. The appara-

CONTINENTAL NOTES.

Motor 'Buses and Railways.

One of the tunnels on the railway between Saargemund and

Trier, Germany, recently fell in, and traffic between Mettlach

and Ponten-Besseringen had to be suspended. In order to main

tain communiiation along the line, the Prussian State Railway

authorities secured ten N.A.G. 26-30-h.p. single-deck 'buses

fiom one of the Berlin on.ni bus companies. As the passengers

arrne at Mttlach they are conveyed lo Ponton-Besseringen, ard

rice versa, in less than half an hour, notwithstanding the fact

tbat the route is an extremely hilly one.

♦ ♦ ♦

French Motor-car Exports.

According to the figures just issued by the Ministry of

Finance, the exports of motor-cars and parts from France during

last year attained a value of £5,814,560, as compared with

£5,514,240 in 1906, and £4,010,040 in 1905. The United

Kingdom is far and away the leading customer, laving taken

£2,416,480 of the total ; Belgium second, with £619,680 ; Ger-

\

 

A Street in Pompeii,

Strada delta Abondanza la one of the main arteries of the city and Is a conttnuition of tho]V!a Marina, by
which the tourist enters the place. The illust'atlon is from " Six weeks and the Mediterranean," ^published

by Messrs. George Philip and Sod, Ltd.

tus, which measures ab)Ut 4| in. in diameter, is mounted on the

dashboard; it is connected with a joint that allows it to be

turned at any angle which suits the driver. It is operated

through the usual flexible shaft connecting it with gearing

attached to the off-side front wheel of the vehicle. Means are

provided for regulating both the clock and the speed-recording

mechanism, and for resetting the stylus to its extreme outward

position.

A new 14-16-h.p. four-cylinder live axle car built by the

Fabrique Naiionale d'Armes de Guerre, of Herstal, Belgium, is

being introduced into this country by the F.N. Motor Agency,

of 106, Great Portland Street, London, W.

In the four days' reliability trial organised by the Motor

Union of Western India, consisting of a run from Bombay to

Kolhapore and back via Mahableshwar, which finished last

Wednesday, a 40-h.p._Siddc!ey completed the distance with a

clean non-stop record.J

many third, with £544,040 ; the United States fourth, with

£434,840 ; and the Argentine Republic fifth, with £224,000.

♦ ♦ ♦

Military Motor Vehicles in Germany.;

Fifty-two lieutenants of the German Army Reserve have

been transferred to the Motor Transport Corpa, and will be

employed in a periodical inspection of motor lorries and vans in

private ownership, which might be useful in case of war. A

vote of £40,000 in the present estimates is to be distiibuted as

bonuses among the owners of such vehicles as will agree to place

them at the disposal of the German War Office in case of

mobilisation.

♦ ♦ ♦

The A CT. Grand Prix des Voiturettes.

With the view of encouraging a large entry for the voitu-

rette race which is to be held in July next, the day preceding

or following the Grand Prix contest, the French Automobile

Club has decided to reduce the entry fees to £20 for one car,
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£36 for two vehicles, and £48 for threo. It has been decided

that the voiturette and heavy car races shall be held on July 6 th

and 7tb. A separate prize consisting of an object of art will be

presented by the Dieppe municipality to the winner, irre

spective of nationality, of the contest for big cars.

♦ ♦ ♦

Motor Vans for the Spanish Postal Service.

The Spanish postal authorities in Madrid are reported to be

contemplating adopting motor delivery vans on a large scale,

and are prepared to receive particular* of suitable vehicles from

manufacturers.

♦ ♦ ♦

A Trial of Motor-Cabs In France.

The French Automobile Club has just decided to organise a

trial of motor-cabs, using carburetted alcohol as fuel, at the same

time as the industrial vehicle competition in May next. The

vehicles will be divided into categories—these having single-

cylinder engines being permitted a maximum bore of 100 mm.

and those with four cylinders 80 mm., and others, apparently,

in proportion. The weight of the cabs will also be in relation

to the engine capacity, being 1,000 kilog. for those with single-

cylinder engines up to 100 mm. bore. The rules provide for a

maximum speed of 30 kilometres per hour, and limit the number

of spare tyre covers and tubes that the vehicles will be allowed.

 

I he Petrol Motor-Wagon which en Asphalt Pavement Repairing

Company in Berlin is now using for the transport of its material

about the city.

For the final classification, the cabs which successfully complete

the programme of daily runs will be subjected to a petrol con

sumption test—on a kilometre-ton basis—in which the speed will

also be taken into account.

♦ ♦ ♦

More Races In Italy.

The municipal authorities of Verona, in conjunction with

the Venetian Automobile Club, are organising a motor race

meeting for March loth next. The event, which will be run

over a 27 kilometre circuit, is open for three classes of cars, viz. :

—(1), four cylinder vehicles, maximum bore, 110 mm., minimum

weight of car, 950 kilog. ; (2), ditto up to 120 mm. and

1,050 kilog. respectively, and (3), ditto up to 130 mm. and

1,100 kilog. Entries at £4 per car may be sent until March

5th to the Automobile Club Veneto, 19, Via Marsala, Padua.

♦ ♦ ♦

Motor-Car Accidents in Prance.

The Commission of Judiciary Reforms of the French

Chamber has adopted the recommendations in the report on

automobile accidents. These provide that every driver of any

species of vehicle who in case of an accident occasioned by the

car he is in charge of fails to pull up, or endeavours to escape

any responsibility, civil or criminal, he may have incurred, shall

be liable to a term of from tix to sixty days' imprisonment and a

fine of from 16 fr. to 200 fr. In the case of his having incurred*

a penal sentence the above punishment may be doubled.

♦ ♦ ♦

A New Fuel for Motor Cars, vbm

From Stockholm comes the news that two Swedish engineers

have produced a new fuel for petrol motor-cars, which not only

gives greater power than petrol, but can be produced more--

cheaply. The new fuel is to be known as "Autolin."

♦ ♦ ♦

Oarage Charges In Pari?.

The French Chambre Syndicale de l'Automobile has juste

issued a standard scale of charges which is being adopted by

garage owners in Paris. The rent per month varies in accord

ance with the length of the car, and ranges from 40 francs for a>

vehicle 10 ft. lont; to 60 francs for those up to an over-all length-

of 16 ft. 6 in. The charge for a single day's garage is 4 francs.

♦ ♦ ♦

Public Services in Austria.

A public electric motor-car service is about to be established1

between "Weidling and Klosterneuburg, a distance of 4J kilo

metres. The line will be on the rail-less trolley system, that *.

to say, the vehicles will run on the ordinary road and take their

energy from overhead conductors. Three cars have already

been ordered for the line from the Austrian Daimler Motov

Company, of Vienna.

♦ ♦ ♦

The A CP. Grand Prix Races.

M. Clemenceau, the French Minister of the Interior, ha

authorised the A.C.F. Grand Prix meeting, which will be held on'

the Dieppe circuit on July 6th and 7th. Three Motobloc cars

have now been entered for the big car event, bringing up the

total entries to date to fifteen, while for the Grand Prix des-

Voiturettes race thirteen entries have been received, viz., three

Isotta-Fraschini, three Lion-Peugeot^ three Rolland-Pilain, a

.Fouillaron, and three Le Gui vehicles, the latter being made by

Messrs. Guillemin and Co.

♦ ♦ ♦

Miscellaneous Items.

A syndicate of the manufacturers of non-skids in France

has just been formed in Paris. Owing to the bad weather

the hill-climbing competition which was to have been held on

the Medea Hill, Algeria, on Sunday last has been postponed.

until the 16th inst.- The scouts who have just been put on

the roads in Paris by the Association Generale Automobile have

quickly been nicknamed "les anges gardiens," or guardian

angels. An Adler petrol motor delivery van is being put in

service by the postal authorities in Leipzig. Four hill-

climbing competitions will be held in Austria during the coming

summer, including the Semmering event on September 20th

and a joint meeting organised by the Austrian and German

clubs in June. During the first nine months of last year 344

motor-cars were imported into Russia as against only 242 during

the whole of 1906. The Automobile Club of Guipuzcoa

(Spain) proposes to hold a hill-climbing competition near San

Sebastian during the coming season. The first 1908 Clement-

Bayard racer left the works on Monday, Rigal being at the

wheel. 1

The National Bank of Commerce of St. Louis, U.S.A., has

recently put into commission a fpecial electric motor vehicle

built by the Studebaker Automobile Company, of South Bend,

Ind.. U.S.A. The chassis is of the standard type, while the.

body is built to the bank's specifications. A door opens on

each side in the centre ; just in the rear of the driver's seat,

and extending under it is located a strong box made of wood

and lined with heavy sheet steel. This is divided into five

compartments and fitted with a strong lock. Inside the body

in the rear, extending across its full width, is located a seat for

the person in charge of the vehicle and the officer or guaid.

The >an, which is used for carrying money between the bank

and Sub-Treasury, and also between various offices in the city,

has a capacity of 10 cwt., a radius of forty miles on one charge,

and a speed of twelve miles per hour.
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The Daimlek Company

have received an order from

H.H. Maharajah Ranjitsinji

Jam Navanagar for a 42-h.p.

" Coombe " shooting brake.

The retreading of tyres

and fitting of non-skid bands is

being undertaken by Messrs. H. Andrew and Co. at their depot

in Athenaeum Place, Plymouth.

Mr. W. F. Stroud has accommodation for more than

thirty cars at his motor garage at Woodhall Spa, a much-

favoured resort of Lincolnshire motorists.

Mr. H. Nancarrow has a motor garage in Truro which is

well planned and equipped. In addition to the repair of motor

cars he undertakes the oveihaul of motor launches.

The Pendleton Radiator Company, of Pendleton, Man

chester, are devoting special attention to the manufacture of

radators, bonnets, silencers, petrol tanks, and other sheet metal

parts for motor-cars.

J. H. Pattern has been sentenced at the Old Bailey to

eighteen months' hard labour in connection with the conversion

of a motor-car to his own use and benefit. He had previously

been concerned in other motor-car robberies in London.

Attention is drawn to the danger and expense of using

motor spirit for cleaning motor-cars by the British Petroleum

Company, Ltd., who suggest that for this purpose ordinary lamp

oil is quite suitable, less dangerous, and more economical.

Amongst the recent orders for Crossley chainless cars

secured by Messrs. Jarrott and Letts, Ltd., are those from Mr.

Charles Pinnock, of the London Corn Exchange, Mr. H. V.

Soames, of Kensington, and Mr. J. W. Harrisson, of Sandwich,

Kent.

The import duty on pneumatic tjres in Brazil has been

reduced from 50 per cent, to 5 per cent, in order to encourage

the development of the automobile movement in the country.

The duty on automobiles was.similarly reduced several years ago,

when it was neglected to extend this reduction to extra tyres.

The Simplex Engines, Ltd., Coventry, are now making a

four-cylinder engine with the magneto drive contained in the

crank case, bringing the magneto and pump alongside the motor.

Owing to this arrangement and the use of ball bearings the

engine is very short, and can be fitted into the space of an

ordinary two-cylinder motor.

The Botanic Gardens Motor Garage is one of the most

complete and extensive establishments of its kind in and about

the city of St. Mungo. It is situated in Vinicombe Street, Hill

Head, Glasgow, and has been erected by Mr. Alexander Kennedy

with a view to the accommodation of at least sixty motor-cars

and the repair of any disabled ones that go that way.

It is stated that experiments with a view of determining

the practicability of extending the use of automobiles are in

contemplation by the Quartermaster-General of the U.S. Army.

Motor vehicles have already been employed to some extent, such

as for passenger transportation, for headquarters in the field,

signal corps wagons and ambulances, but now the authorities

have in view tests to demonstrate the efficiency of motor vehicles

for the transportation of heavy stores in the field, under all con

ditions to be met in the service, such as hilly country, bad roads

and long distances from sources of supply of fuel.

A few weeks ago we gave some particulars of the motor

service which is being run by the proprietors of " The Eastern

Daily Press " for the distribution of their journal in outlying

districts. The figures were for the first eleven months in 1 907.

We have now received details of the complete record for the year.

The number of days on which the car was sent out was 309,

and on 299 of these every rail and mail connection was made.

The total distance covered was more than 27,000 miles. Six of

the failures were due to fog. On two days there were partial

failures due to tyres, and on two other days partial failures due

to machinery. As previously mentioned, a Siddeley car is used,

and the record shown not only demonstrates the use of the

motor-car for commercial purposes, but is also a standing testi

monial to the efficiency and reliability of the vehie'e employed.

 

Under the auspices of the

Royal Sanitary Institute a con

ference on present-day road re

quirements is being held this

week-end at Nottingham.

It is reported that a group

of Spanish sportsmen intend to

hold a motor-car race on the Island of Majorca, one of the

Balearic Islands, in September next.

Mr. J. R. Statham, who has a garage at Kilkenny, is doing

good business in motor repairing of all kinds, being situated in a

district where the bad roads are very trying to tyres.

The petrol motor ambulance rccent'y ordered by the

Corporation of Salford has now been completed. The chassis

was built by the Empress Motor Company, Ltd., Manchester,

and the body by Messrs. Wilson and Stockall, of Bury.

Mr. B. J. F. Bentley, who left England last summer with

a view to motoring across Somaliland and Abyssinia to

Khartoum, and then by the Nile Valley to Alexandria, recently

reached Adis Abeba—the half-way house from Djbouti to

Khartoum—after an adventurous journey of four months. The

Siddeley 18-h.p. car which he is driving was the first vehicle of

any kind to cross Somaliland, and he received many congratula

 

tions cn his feat, which is regarded locally as a wonderful one.

H.M. Emperor Menelik showed great personal interest in the

performance, and a day or two after the arrival at Adis Abeba

accompanied Mr. Bentley for a trip on the car, subsequently

driving it several miles. In the accompanying illustration Mr.

Bentley is seen driving the vehicle, with H.M. the Emperor on

his left, while the back seats are occupied by the British and

American Ministers.

The Contest Committee of the American Automobile Club

announces that, owing to the fact that the trustees of the Dewar

Trophy will not consent to the qualifying conditions laid down

by the committee (that cars to be eligible to compete for said

trophy should cover 100 miles at an average speed of sixty miles

per hour), this race has been struck out of the piogramme of

the forthcoming Ormond-Daytona (Florida) meeting. It is

probable, however, that a one mile competitive race for a trophy

will be substituted in its place. The coLditions for the invita

tion race for gentlemen amateur drivers have been amended, so

that any gentleman invited to drive in this event is not obliged

to own the car, but can borrow or secure a car or chassis pro

vided he drives it himself.

C
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The Mysore Cup ia the Indian Trials has been won by a

Fiat car.

At Kirkcaldy Messrs. Eugene Descamps and Co. have a

large motor garage.

It is reported that the Sultan of Turkey has ordered twenty

motor-cars from a German firm.

Pkince Henry of Prussia has just placed an order with

the Benz Company for a six-cylinder car.

Last year 2,003 driving licences were granted, while 1,609

cars were registered in the city of Manchester.

Mr. B. R. Thornton, Granville Lodge, Hove, is taking an

active part in the opposition to the proposed motor roads.

A COACHBUILDING department has been added to the motor

establishment of Mr. Gibbons-Brooks, in Queen Street, Cardiff.

The leading paper of Amsterdam, "De Tclegraaf," is using a

number of Humber cars for the rapid conveyance of newspapers

in the Dutch capital.

The Star Engineering Company have appointed Messrs.

George and Jobl'ng, of Newcastle-on-Tyne, the agents for Star

cars in the districts of Newcastle and Darlington.

We illustrate herewith a 12-h.p. vehicle which has been

specially constructed by the Star Engineering Company for

motor-cab use in accordance with the requirements of the

Metropolitan Police regulations. The car is fitted with one of

the latest Star four-cylinder engines 3 1 in. bore by 4£ in. stroke,

with high tension magneto ignition. The cab body is h'gh-class

 

in every respect, the head being made of enamelled leather, and

the inside upholstered in leathor with spring cushions. The

vehicle is designed, to carry two persons inside with an extia

lift-up seat for a third passenger if required. The type illus

trated has side chain transmission, but a similar one with live

axle can also be supplied.

A MOTOR-BOAT race meeting will probably be held this year

at Gravesend under the aegis of the Racing Committre of the

British Motor Boat Club. The meeting will, doubtless, be

strongly supported by the Essex Motor Boat Club.

It was reported at the Surrey County Council on Tuesday

that during the past jear 401 motor-cars were registered in the

county and 244 motor-cycles, whilst 4,725 drivers were licensed.

The totil receipts under the Motor Car Act during the year were

£1,732, excluding, of course, the fines imposed on motorists in

the courts.

A DEMONSTRATION of a new device for cuiing puncture

troubles was given in London last week. It consists of a special

inner tube, to which the name "Sealomatic" has been given.

The tube is provided with a double lining made of a patented

material, and it is claimed that nails, flints and tbe usual impedi

ments that puncture tyres will not cause these tubes to become

deflated. We hope to refer more fully to the new tube in a

future issue, but, in the meantime, may state that it can be seen

at the premises of Messrs. Gillespie and Co., 226, Vauxhall

Bridge Road, London, S.W,

Messrs. Gadsdon, Hulbert and Co. have extended their

garage in the High Street, Bognor.

Mr. C. Leete is the manager of the Hoylake Garage at

the Quadrant, Hoylake, Cheshire.

According to a report from Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, there

are at present about 350 motor-cars in use in that city.

We learn that the Lansdowne Motor Garage, of Norwood,

is giving free garage to motor-cyclists visiting the Crystal

Palace.

A private service of motor-wagonettes is to be run

between Darnall tram terminus and Swallownest, via Hands-

worth and Woodhouse Mill.

110, High Street, Marylebone, London, W., is now occupied

by Mr. Walter Dickinson, who has opened the premises for the

sale of high-grade motor bodies.

The police in the neighbourhood of Birmingham have

lately been extremely active in summoning motorists for driving

cars without having the rear number illuminated.

At the meeting of the Rugby Engineering Company on

Thursday, Mr, Bernard Hopps read a paper on " The London

Motor Omnibus Problem," with special reference to the petrol-

electric system.

Mr. J. Grose, of the well-know n firm of Messrs. J. Grose,

Ltd., of Northampton, who has long been identified with non-

skids for motors, is placing a number of motor-cabs in service

in Northampton.

The West Sussex County Council has authorised the pur

chase of a motor-car for the use of the County Surveyor at a cost

not exceeding £250 net—i.e., after allowing for the price to be

obtained for the old car.

Complaints have been made to the Motor Union of the

erection of unauthorised speed restriction notices near Chippen

ham and Stratford-on-Avon, and steps have been taken to bring

the complaints to the notice of the authorities concerned.

The awakening of the motor season is apparent from the

inquiries which seem to be about for non-skids, and the Durandal

device is, of course, receiving attention in this connection. With

tyres kept well inflated this speciality, introduced by Messrs.

Stuart Morrison and Co., 199, Piccadilly, W., has certainly

proved its value—both in durability and in the effective preven

tion of skidding.

A trial under the official observation cf the Scottish Auto

mobile Club, extending over three days, of "Ross " Motor Spirit,

a product of Scotch shale, manufactured by Messrs. James Ross

and Co., Philipstoun Oil Works, Linlithgow, has been made on a

40-h.p. Berliet car. The route followed embraced Edinburgh,

Abington, Carlisle, Newton Stewart, Ayr, Greenock, Glasgow

and Stirling.

From the Slee Tyre and Wheel Company, Ltd., of 15, High

Street, Manchester, comes a pamphlet illustrating and describing

a new tyre and wheel for motor-cars they are introducing. The

tyre is of a special 'construction, comprising an arch of solid

rubber, supported only at the sides by a double grip, ard con

solidated by rubber bridges, provision being made to prevent

both lateral and circumferential movement. It is claimed that

the tyre compares in action and resiliency most favourab'y with

pneumatics, without possessing any of the faults of the latter.

Mr. Charles Jarrott, on his 804-h.p. (R.A.C. rating)

Lorraine De Dietrich, set up a new record for fifty miles at

Brooklands on Wednesday, the 5th inst., his time being 36 min.

5-75 sec, this being equal to a speed of 83-112 miles an hour.

It was Mr. Jarrott s intention to secure also the hour record,

but unfortunately his rear tyre collapsed when he had only

about ten minutes to run and about eight miles to go to secure

the record, consequently he gave up the attempt for that day,

being satisfied with having made the record for the fifty miles.

Mr. Jarrott will attempt both the 100 miles and the hour

record in the near future. It is interesting to recall that Mr.

Jarrott was the first arrival at Bordeaux in the heavy car class

in the lamentable Paris-Madrid race. He was at that time

driving the same make of car, namely, the Lorraine de Dietrich,

and averaged over sixty miles an hour on the road from Paris

to Bordeaux.
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FROM PARIS TO VIENNA BY

MOTOR-CAR.

-♦-

(Concluded from page 1085.)

AT ROMANSHORN, on the Bodensee, more Customs and

more delays, and, at the hotel, no garage. When will

mine host wake up to the requirements of well-to-do

motorists who have money to spend 1 Cleanliness, attention,

and good focd were quite exceptional, and the attitude all along

is " If you don't like it, go without." We therefore went with

out these small necessities of life and made the best of things.

The distance run during the second day was 190 miles, and no

stop of any kind was recorded against the car.

At Reineck, the next morning, we left Swiss territory for

good, and were now once more on Austrian soil. A detour of

about twelve miles was made to Bregenz, where letters were

awaiting us, and after passing Feldkirk we began the climb up

the Arlberg mountains. For some reason or other the car went

better this day than on previous days, and we were very seldom

off the top speed. Perhaps the little motor knew what was

expected of it, and put its best foot forward, and never faltered

or hesitated for one moment during the long and arduous climb.

Occasionally steep bits called for a lower gear, and at Stuben

we halted for a few moments to replenish our water supply.

Our arrival here was heralded with a chorus of surprise. The

smallness of the car and the size of our bonnet depicted a tiny

motor, and as many powerful four-cylinder vehicles had failed

at this ascent, the peasants would hardly believe that we had

not been towed up by a team of horses. This, by the way, is

a familiar sight in this district, and a gocd irany of the

inhabitants went back a few hundred yards to see if we had

left our team behind a bend in the road. As nothing was in

sight they concluded that the two-cylinder motor had done the

work, and we were congratulated on all sides. The inhabitants

along the route had lively recollections of the Paris-Vienna

motor race, and we heard many exciting incidents repeated.

We were pointed out certain horses which had dragged several

racers up this formidable climb, and numerous points where

narrow shaves occurred were carefully brought to our notice.

Once more en route, and a few miles further on we breasted

the mountain, and our little voiturette had conquered the

famous ascent. The descent extended over about nineteen

miles, and a careful scrutiny and adjustment of our brakes

was a necessary precaution before the start. Nearing Innsbruck

several sharp ascents gave the motor all it wanted, and we

were not sorry to reach Rattenberg, a charming little town of

much historical interest in the Unterinntal, 190 miles away

from our starting-point in the morning. - •

The mile and direction posts which are so admirably

arranged in France were very much missed on the latter part

of our journey. In the Tyrol and Salzburg districts, those at

the roadside were worse than useless. Instead of giving the

distance to the next town in kilometres, it was given in hours

and minutes. This gave us little information as to the distance,

unless one calculated on the basis, say, of walking six kilometres

an hour. Civilisation in these districts wants much improving.

The danger or caution boards are also woi thy of a growl. In

France, one can easily read the inscription and drive accordingly.

In Austria, however, things are different. Ten or twelve lines

of small type, which no man can read, give the desired informa

tion, and as the notice is perched on rather a high pole,

telescopes are necessary to understand what it says. Otherwise,

the trip was very pleasant, and as we drove very cautiously we

took lo risks and did not trouble much about the signs.

The country through which we travelled was really magnifi

cent, and the population very well disposed to motorists. The

children waved flags as we passed by, and we enjoyed eveiy

minute of the day. We reached Amstetten at seven o'clock,

having travelled just under 200 miles in the day. As Vienna

was only seventy miles away, we could easily have pushed on and

reached it before midnight, thus completing the journey in four

days. We were, however, not out for a race, and decided to

have a night's rest and complete the journey in daylight.

Reliability was our motto, and not speed, although some of the

days' travel, especially the first one of 360 kilometres, showed

what the little car was capable of doing when running with

throttle wide open. We were favoured with fine weather all

the time, and experienced a most delightful trip through

country which is not excelled from the scenic point of view by

any in the world. The motor ran like a clock, and the only

stop for mechanical trouble was to replace a joint in the water

circulation, the rubber part of which had perished. This caused

a few minutes' delay, as did also one puncture. We carried a

cylinder of compressed air, which soon inflated the tyre, and the

outer covers wore splendidly.

 

A View on the Strub Fats.

We did not keep an accurate record of the petrol used, but

we must have averaged quite thirty miles to the gallon. Thir

teen pints of lubricating oil were all that were required, and no

other expense whatever was incurred during the trip. ...

The motor engineering class previously held by -the East

bourne Education Committee having been so successful the Com

mittee contemplate arranging another course of lectures, to be

addressed by Mr. P. Ellison, providing a sufficient number of

students can be got together. Prospective students should

forward their names to the Town Clerk (Mr. H. W. Fovargue)

not later than Monday next.

Mr. T. Bignall, the London manager of the Acre Rubber

Company, Ltd., is receiving satisfactory expressions of users'

opinions of the new " Arco " combination non-skid band. In

the improved pattern the rubber tread is as before, but the

leather strip now extends over the walls of the cover, and while

the utmost resiliency is retained, the wide leather tread is skid-

proof and practically unpuncturable. Between the cover proper

and the non-skid band are inserted strips of leather specially

treated with rubber, so that the inner portions of the metallic

studs cannot injure the tyre. When the non-slipping band,

therefore, has been worn right down to the rubber, a new band

may be fitted with perfect safety, the body of the tyre having

been protected from injury. The new "Arco" band can be

mounted on any maker's outer covers, and is particularly adapt

able to covers formerly fitted with non skid bands of other types.
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Correspondence.

[Letters to the Editor should be addreued to the offices, VIS$, Charing Crott Road, London, W.C.)

THE RULES OF THE A.C.F. GRAND PRIX RACE.

To the Editob or The Motor-Gar Journal.

Sir,—I see a letter in a recent issue of yours from M. Paul Meyan

trying to justify the French Automobile Club in allowing detachable

rims in the Grand Prix but barring the British equivalent—the de

tachable wheel. M. Paul Meyan says the detachable wheel is bringing

in a principle that, if allowed, would entitle people to change gear

boxes and other vital parts. He is evidently unaware that the de

tachable wheel in this country is considered by the highest in the land

to be at least the equivalent to the detachable rim, as it makes a

better motor-car, whereas the detachable rim makes a worse motor

car, as it adds weight in the part where it is the greatest disadvantage,

viz., the revolving wheel.

The detachable wheel is used by, amongst others in this country,

His Grace the Duke of Bedford, the Bight Hon. Lord Lonsdale, the

Bt. Hon. A. J. Balfour, and Sir George Pilkington. Surely these names

are sufficient to show that it is a device for the touring car and not

primarily for the racing car. I think it exceedingly clever of the

French Club to try and get the woild to believe that the detachable

rim is the best method of rapidly repairing a deflated tyre, but as I

know it is not I do not intend to allow the French motor industry

to trap me into a race with a device which I do not agree with, and

Napier ran equipped with the French device, it is, to people who do not

know the facts, an admission that Great Britain has to go to France for

its motor requirements and ideas.

These big races axe held for the purpose of trying to place one

country's manufacturers in the eyes of the world ahead ofothers. I will

not, as one interested in British motor-cars, do anything which in my

opinion jeopardises the British industry or places it in a false position.—

Yours truly,

' . r ' S. F. Edge.

SOME FEATURES OF 1908 ENGINES.

To the Editob ei The Motor-Car Journal.

Sib,—I have only just, owing to absence from town, seen your issue

of the 31st ultimo, and the article therein concerning Mr. Hail lie's

paper entitled "Some Features of 1908 Engines." I notice what he

says regarding the inlet piping en the " Porthos," and that he suggest*

that whilst we now use the single straight piping with the carburettor

connected at one end of it, it would be just as easy to have the con

nection in the middle. May I inform Mr. Baillie, through the medium

of your columns, and also the public, who no doubt read the article,

firstly, it is not the carburettor which is fitted to the end of the

 

The Darracq-Serpollet Steam 'Bus which hat just been put in service in Paris between the Lyon and St. Lasare Railway Stations.

of which a British inventor has already produced a far superior

equivalent.

I also notice a letter in your last issue from a correspondent

famous, amongst other things, for leading forlorn hopes, and champion

ing the foreigner and his motor-car. In his arguments to try and

make out that the present Grand Prix Bules are fair ones, although

they allow a rapid French means of detaching the tyres, but bar the

British equivalent, he is omitting one very important fact when dealing

with the Paris-Berlin and the Paris-Vienna and other well-known

races, and that is at this period not only were the hubs of the wheels

stamped, but the rims. It is therefore quite clear that the rules stand

ing at this time were departed from for the Grand Prix of 1906, when

the fact that detachable rims were used by a few competitors gave the

French constructor an enormous advantage over other competitors who

had not the opportunity of using them in the race, and enabled the

French to win the race, which might very easily, if the detachable rim

bad not been allowed, have gone to another country. His comparison

of the changing of a tyre by the use of a detachable wheel is quite

different to changing a gear-box, and he must himself realise that the

parallel is not a fair or reasonable one.

My feeling in the matter is purely a personal one. I have not

a penny piece of financial interest in the Budge Whitworth detach

able wheel, but from experience I know it to be the best device at

present known for coping with tyre troubles. Therefore I have no

intention that the six-cylinder Napier shall assist the French industry

by using a device which allows for replacement of tyres when there is a

British equivalent far in advance, and which, if used in a big inter*

national road race, would become known world wide through its advan

tages and thus place the British industry in this particular well in front

of the French, whereas if the French have their way and the six cylinder

exhaust pipe but it is the mixing chamber ; secondly, last year we

used to ht the mixing chamber m the position kindly suggested by

Mr. Baillie, i.e., the centre, but we found that very much better

results are obtained by fitting it at the end. When doing this we

fully realised that we should lay ourselves open to hostile criticism,

and you can, therefore, quite readily understand that we should not

have made this radical alteration unless we were fully satisfied that

an advantage must be gained fiom it.

Mr. Baillie kindly remarked that he could not help thinking that

the end conneetion had been made for some reason which escaped his

intelligence. Naturally there was a reason for it, and I doubt veiy

much if anyone but Mr. Kieffer, the inventor and patentee of the

Porthos carburettor, end ourselves are aware of this reacon, and you can

quite understand that we do not propose to give the trade the benefit

of it.

I should very much like, however, to take anyone who read and was

interested in this article for a run on one of our last year models, and

then immediately afterwards give bim a run en one of the new models,

when he could observe the difference for himself, although I much doubt

if he would know the cause.

On the subject of exhaust piping Mr. _ Baillie gave the names of

several cars which are fitted with expansion joints. I would like, in the

interest of my company, to mention that the Porthos has been fitted

with expansion joints for the last three years, Mr. Baillie having omitted

to mention this fact whilst naming the other cars that are similarly

fitted.

Apologising for the length of this letter and trusting that as you

have inserted Mr. Balllie'B opinion on the points enumerated above, you

will allow my reply to him to be inserted.—Yours truly,

Colin Defries.
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HILL CLIMBING IN EDINBURGH.

To THE Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—The account given in the last number of the M.C.J, of the

performance of a car driven by my friend Mr. Percy Richardson is rather

misleading. Frederick Street, in Edinburgh, is quite a short street— not

more than a quarter of a mile, and half of it is up hill and half down hill,

as shown by the section given in the notice. The section shows Comely

Bank, Raebuin Place, Stock Bridge, N.E. Circus Place, and Howe Street

in addition to Frederick Street. It is quite a mistake to say that there

are " two bad turns " on the route.

The performance on Ramsey Lane deserves all praise. That is

really a stiff and difficult ascent. —Yours trnly,

J. H. A. Macdonald.

POLICE TRAP AT CRAWLEY.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—Once again I am sending you particulars of the latest dodge

the police have in this (Crawley) district. The last few Sundays they

have secreted themselves in various places from the Sun Inn, the

London side of Crawley, to Hoggs Hill, going from Crawley to Brighton.

They now conceal themselves behind the Sun Inn buildings and a barn

about 220 yds. nearer Crawley, both situated some distance back from

the road, therefore it is impossible for the scouts or anybody travelling

through to see them before they are pulled np, as one found out to

his cost yesterday. Motorists must also drive cautiously every day of the

week from the county boundary, two miles London side of Crawley, to

open class. The prizes for this class will be gold, silver, and bronze

medals and certificate. The winner of the gold medal will also be

awarded a free insurance for twelve months on his motor-car up to an

unlimited amount, which policy will be given by the Car and General

Insurance Corporation. —Yours truly,

Wilfred Groom*

THE SETTING OF VALVES.

To the Editor of The Motor gar Journal.

Sir,—In reply to the letter from " Interested Enquirer " in last

week's M.C.J. , he is qnite right in noticingthat we have our exhaust

valves open a long time, and, as he remarks, so late that the inlet has

commenced to open. Now will he carefully work out from your article

how coon the inlet valve opens before the exhaust has closed, and explain

what the results will be on different engines ? He says he is sorry he cannot

produce the two engine; he wrote about, but cites another instance

that he cannot prove ; in fact, he can go on producing—on paper—several

instances to prove he is right. Well, we might argue the same way till

doomsday, but an ounce of facts is worth a pound of theory. Now we

will make him a sporting offer, so that it will be worth his while, or

anyone else who doubts our claim. We are prepared to deposit with

the Editor of this paper the sum of £50, to be paid to anyone who will

produce two petrol engines, one high and one low speed, that we cannot

make run better, set to our standard setting, than they will with any

other. All we ask is that some impartial umpire shall witness the

test, which can take place on the track here at Bexhill, and after it

has been proved that we are right, then your correspondent shall pay

 

Touring in Spain,—A couple of Daimler Carl at the Level Croasisg, Escurial.

half a mile Brighton side of the level crossings, otherwise they may

fall victims to these underhanded traps.

Trusting you will insert this that the police tactics may be laid

low, especially now that the objections re speed limit ten miles per hour

is advertised by the Local Government Board to be lodged by end of this

month.—Yours truly,

Justice.

FROME'S HILL CLIMB.

To the Editob of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—With regard to the decision of the Royal Automobile Club not

to grant any permits for hill climbs on public roads this year, I shall be

very glad if the competitors will communicate to me their wishes with

regard to the holding of the above contest, taking into consideration the

way in which the Herefordshire people welcomed them and the manner

in which the contest was conducted.

Although I have ceased to act as hon. secretary of the Hereford

shire Automobile Club, they have requested me to act as hon. secretary

for the contest in the event of our being successful in getting a permit.

Will the competitors kindly communicate with me to the office of the

Car and General Insurance Corporation, 29, St. Andrew Square, Edin

burgh T

It is proposed to use the same formula as last year, but some of the

rules will be altered, namely, the one requiring an observer, and that re

quiring the competitors to be at Hereford the day before. We propose

to do away with observers and to have the cars weighed the morniDg of

the contest, and hold the contest itself in the afternoon. It will not be

necessary to declare the weight on the entry forms. The classification will

be the same, but, in addition to last year's class, there will be another for

strictly private owners, the competitors in whic^ will be eligible for the

the co3t of setting, which will be very little compared witlTthe £50 he

stands to win.—Yours truly,

Larrad's Patents Syndicate.

ADJUSTABLE EIMS AND WEAR OF TVRES.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—In your issue of February 8th there is a letter from " Nelson "

headed " Adjustable Rims and Wear of Tyres," and on the same points

there has been through the motor Press a considerable amount of corre

spondence. It has been suggested that as each type of adjustable rim,

or as it is more generally known " detachable rim," is associated with

a particular make of tyre, the maker of the tyre trades on the fact that

the possessor of a car so fitted is bound to him for tyres and therefore

eases up in his efforts to produce the best possible article. This is prob

ably an erroneous explanation, because the motor tyre trade is far too

wide awake and long-sighted to embark upon so suicidal a proposition.

Another explanation that appears to me more probable is, that the de

tachable lim adds weight at absolutely the worst part of the car, because

not only is the rim travelling twice as fast as the rest of the car, but it

is entirly uninsulated from road shocks.

A tyre is the cushion which is placed between the sledge hammer of

the wheel and the anvil of the road. The detachable rim practically

doubles the rim weight, or, in other words, adds something like 15 lbs. to

the weight of the wheel, and this increased hammering is having its effect

on the durability of the tyres. It is a little surprising, however, that de

tachable rims in the short time they have been on the market should have

brought out this trouble so strongly as to make it a matter of Press corre

spondence. The case of the detachable wheel is rather different as com-

Eared with theordinary fixed wood wheel, it reduces theweight on each tyre

y about 10 lbs., and is doubtless engaged in the benevolent undertaking of
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prolonging tbe life of the many lyres which are fitted to it. But we human

beings are much more prcne to cry ont when we ere hurt then when we

are benefited ; for this reason ycur corre spordent " Kelson " writes to

you.—Yours truly,

John V. Puoh.

To tux Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—Your correspondent, " Nelson," in the last issue of the M.C.J.

asks, "Do tyres wear out much quicker with adjustable rims?" I pre

sume he means detachable rims, and the obvious answer seems to me to

be that it entirely depends on the kind of rim used. I have run several

thousand miles on detachable lims which, as far as the fitting of tyres is

concerned, do n< t differ in any resptct fiom the ordinary rim used to

hold any kind of standard beaded edge coverp, such as Dnnlops,

Michelin, Continental, &c. Why should tyies, under these conditions,

wear more because the rim is detachable instead of being shrunk on to

the wheel as in t'-e ordinary case? Although in use it is fixed just as

securely withe ut a possil ilily of moviip, 1 can cl ai ge it for another

lim with tjre fully mil ted in three to four minutes, and the lim itself

is exactly the same as those that are usually shrunk on.

ta> My advice to " Nelson " is not to give up using detachable rims, but

to exchange those he has for others properly constructed to carry the

every day tyre of commerce.—Yours truly,

Martin.

 

The Saurer Motor-'Bm employedl by the North Eastern Hallway

Company.

The A.C.F. Grand Prix Race.—Mr. W. M. Letts tends ns a copy

of a letter he has written to Baron Adrien de Tuickbeim, of the De Die

trich Company, in which he nates that " It seems to me it would si ow a

very fine spirit if the De Dietrich film would write to the Automobile Club

saying that so far as they are concerned they aie willing far Mr. Edge to

talke part in the Grai d Prix with his Napitr cars on his own terms, i.e.,

that he shall use detachable wheels.

hh- MR. G. DOWNARD-JACQUKS, of 4, Egerton Read, St. Jude's,

Plymouth, has sent us a photograph of a " sectional model " of a steam

engine which he ha« constructed to show, among many other points, the

following: The working of the pl-toD, "Dee" and tiick valves; the

effect of " lap" and " le<>ds," (+ and -) on the steam and exhaust edges

of valves, and how indicator cards are affected thereby. By

following a pointer fixed to the piston, running over scale (gradu

ated) 300 divisions (degrees ina ciicle) all the points of the indicator card

may be followed on squared paper fix<d 10 deslc in front of the cylinder,

viz., lead, admission, cut off, expansion, exhaust opening, exhausting,

closing and compression. By a slotted quadrant fixed to ihe shaft, the

eccentric may be advanced or retarded to alter all these points on the

card. On ihe shaft fixed in line with the crank pin is another pointer,

woiking over a graduated dial (360 deg. ) to correspond with scale in

front of the cylinder, the idea being to show the angle of obliquity of the

connecting rod when the piste n is at half stroke. The necessity of

giving moie lead is to overcome this angle, on the outwaro or return

stroke, as the case may be ; so that the power on each side of the piston

shall be nrarly the same. Mr. Lownard-Jacques is at pres< nt construct

ing a sectional model of an internal combustion engine in which he is try

ing to show some of the foints described above, and if possible with

variable cams, &c. He offers to send toany reader of the M.C.J, interested

in the matter, photographs) r drawings, with descriptions of the models,

and at the same time he is « pen to receive any hints and suggestions

nthe same as specified abo\e.

COMPANY NEWS.

Motor-Union Insurance. —The net premium income of the Motor

Union Insurance Co., which held its meetiug on Tuesday, after allowing

for reinsurances, amounts to £36,365. In addition there has been earned

as interest and divi<len<ls upon investments the sum of £556, making

a total net income of £30 922. The claims and commissions paid and

outstanding on December 24tli, 1907, amounted to £15,756. To meet

the liabilities upon uuexpire I policies the directors have set aside the

sum of £12,121, which they are advi-ed is fully adequate forthe purpose.

Oat of the available balauce the directors recommend the payment of

a dividend of five per cent, upon the paid-up capital, and the balance

to be carried forward. Thecompiny has invested the sum of £20,030

in Trustee Securities. The first annual meeting of the company was held

on Tuesday, Mr. C. H. Dodd being in tbe chair and congratulating the

shareholders upon the fulfilment of the hopes held out in the original

prospectus. II« dwelt npon tbe various sections of the report, concluding

by moving its adoption. This was seconded by Mr. \V. Hees Jeffreys,

who said they had been able to give a better policy than any other com ■

par y, and their action had had considerable effect on the conditions

of other companies. This re-olution having been carried unanimously,

Ivirl Kussell was re-elected a director, and a vote of thauks to the officers

concluded the proceedings.

MOTORIST v. BOROUGH COUNCIL.

In the case of Macnaughton v. the Holborn Borough Council, heard

on Tutsoay, the plaintiff was Mrs. Turn Macnaughton, better known as

Miss Alice Lloyd, who sued defendants for personal injuries and damage

ti her motor-car, owing to the m-gligence of the defendants in allowing

a street lamp to remain unlit, or, alternatively, allowing a nuisance to

be in the roadway. Mr. Doughty, for the plaintiff, said that she and

her husband were pioceeding, on a night in January, to the Trocadero.

At tbe top of Drury Lane there was a lamp-post in the middle of the

road, unlit, and plaintiff's chauffeur collided with It. A policeman h id

noticed the incande-ceut gas mantle was broken, and told the Council's

foreman, who turned the light out altogether. Miss Lloyd had to be

taken to the I ospital, as she was badly cut on the forehead. After

hearing the evidence Mr. Mackenzie, for the defendants, submitted that

there was no case to go to the ju'.v. Judge Woodfall agreed. There was

no evidence that defendants were negligent, or that the foreman acted

otherwise than rightly in turning out the lamp. The plaintiff must be

non-suited, with costs.

ALL FOR A POUND A WEEK!

A good story is told by Mr. Frank Morriss, of King's Lynn. A clergy

man and liis wife requested Mr. Morriss to provide a suitable, reliable,

and thoroughly experienced driver for a new car, and it was arranged

that a man should meet them on the following day at a certain place

with the car, and Mr. Morriss was also to be present in order to advise

as to the man's capabilities for the post. On arriving at the appointed

place the clergyman explained that his better half was unable to be

present, but that she had a few written questions to be put to the man,

and that if he was agreeable to undertake the post they would pay him

£1 per week for a start.

The list was as follows :—

Motor Driver's Duties.

Be at the rectory from (i.30 a.m. till seven at night.

Take entire charge of the car and clean and polish it.

Manage the pony.

Milk the cow.

Feed the chickens, pig, &c.

Clean the boots and kriivei.

Mow the lawn and garden.

No meals here.

Touch hie hat to us.

Ride a bicycle.

Must work on Sundays, and wear decent clothes and a billycock

hat.

Mr. Morriss concludes sarcastically, "and tbe man refused the

place."

—Be—

Mr. G. Hubert Woods has been appointed general manager o

the Kempshall Tyre Company of Europe, Lid., whose offices are now a

Trafalgar Buildings, Northumberland Avenue, W.C.

At the recent Amsterdam Motor Show, the Prince Consort spent

some time in examining the Dunlop detachable rim, and asked thai the

fullest particulars Bhould be sent to him.

In order to encourage the participation of private owners of Rover

cars in hill climbing and similar competitions during the season 1908,

the Rover Company, Ltd., inform us that they will undertake the

"tuning up" of privately owned Rover cars entered for such coin-

petitions free of charge. Thoy realise that many owners are deterred

trom entering hill climbing competitions by a feeling that their vehicles

have no chance agaiust the specially "tuned up" cars of professional

drivers, and so they make this offer in order that Rover owners at

least miy not suffer this supposed disadvantage. They do not, of

course, include free repairs in this offer.
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INTERNATIONAL TOURING CAR

TRIAL, 1908.

The object of the trial is to provide a test of touring oars with a
■view of displaying the capabilities of the modern motor vehicle. In the

■new regulations just issued a departure has been made from those which

hive governed previous touring car trials. The advantage to be derived

from the system adopted is that the successful competitors will be known

as soon as the Trial is finished, since the first car in each class to pass the

winning-poet at Brooklands, in the 200 Miles Race which will conclude

the Trial, will have won the prize in its class.

Basis of Competition.—The Trial will take the form of a tour of

not less than 2,000 miles on the road, followed by a race of not more

than 200 miles on the Brooklands Track, and the basis of the competition

is time lost under any of the following headings :—(a) In excess of the

maximum running time allowed for eaoh stage, (b) In advance of the

minimum running time allowed for each stage, (c) In adjustments,

repairs, replacements, lubrication, replenishments of oil and water, or

involuntary stops, except on a hill whilst being officially timed, (d) In

•excess of three minutes for petrol cars and ten minutes for steam cars

allowed for atarting- up each morning, during which no other work may

be done, (e) In excess of the one minute starting allowance after com

pulsory stop] on the road, (f) In filling in petrol, each gallon put into

the tank will be reckoned as one minute lost, (g) In climbing the timed

hills, (h) In covering the required distanos on the Brooklands Track,

including any involuntary stops.

Minimum and Maximum Speeds.—(a) Every daily distance

{except at Brooklands) shall be apportioned into stages, (b) There

shall be a maximum running tima fixed for every stage, (c) The time

occupied by all stops shall be added to the maximum running time in

order to arrive at the car's aotual maximum time for the stage, (d) If

'the number of minutes occupied by a car in completing a stage is In

•excess of the car's actual maximum time for the stage, the car shall lose

minutes to a number equal to the excess minutes, (e) A car which

does not arrive at the end of a daily distanoe by 5 a.m. on the morning

following shall be disqualified, (f) There shall be a minimum running

time for every stage, (g) The time occnpie.i by all stops shall be added

te the minimum running time, in order to arrive at the car's actual mini

mum time for a stage, (h) If the number of minutes occupied by a car

in completing astage is less than the car's actual minimum time for the

'Stage, the car shall lose a minute in respect of every minute of prior

arrival, (i) If the prior arrival is due, in the opinion of the Club, to

deliberate intention on the part of the driver, the car shall be dis-

-qualitied. (k) Any car arriving at the end of a stage before the expi

ration of the car's actual minimum time shall be stopped and kept

standing with the engine running till the car's actnal minimum time

for the stage has expired, and during this period no work may be done.

-(1) It is intended that the average speed implied by the minimum time

-for a stage shall be approximately maintained throughout a stage. Any

■car which may pass other cars (which are maintaining the average speed)

in such a manner as to inconvenience other competitors and to necessi

tate the car loitering in order to prevent its arrival at the end of the

-stage before the expiration of the minimum time, may be disqualified.

Routes.—All cars in each class shall cover the same route etch

-day. The daily road distance will not exceed about 170 miles.

Description of Car.—The cars shall conform to the requirements

<of the British law, shall have not less than four road wheels, and shall

comply with the conditions given in the Table of Touring Car Standards
■published in the M.O.J, of Novemher 18th, 1907.

Every entrant shall supply to the Club, not later than March 31st,

1908, on a form to be provided by the Club, a complete specification of

the car or cars entered by him. Should he enter after March 31st, 1908,

-the specification shall accompany the entry. If the entrant be the manu

facturer of suoh car or cars, or his authorised agent, he shall supply, not
■Sater than fourteen days prior to the start of the Trial, on a form to be

provided by the Club, a signed undertaking to accept orders at the price

stated for cars conforming in every respect to such specification for a
■period of six months from the commencement of the Trial, for delivery

within a reasonable period ; if the entrant be not the manufacturer then

the undertaking shall be signed by the manufacturer.

Passengers.—Each car must at all times carry it full complement

-of male passengers, or equivalent weight (see Table of Standards):

-provided that mechanics need not, and other passengers must not, be

■carried at Brooklands, but in their place ballast must be carried. In

cases where ballast is taken 140 lb. shall be considered the necessary

equivalent per passenger. For Brooklands (only) such ballast will be pro

vided by the Club. Tools, luggage, fuel, oil, parts, and the like shall not

-be reckoned as ballast. If the mechanic be not carried at Brooklands

the driver alone may do any work.

Observers.—Every competitor shall provide throughout the Trial

one competent Observer per car entered by him. Every Observer shall

be subject to the approval of the Club, and the competitor shall be in

■every way responsible for his actions, his remuneration ard expenses.

Every entrant shall supply the Observer nominated by him with a single

chronograph approved ,and supplied ,by the Club to the entrant at cost

price.

Repairs, &c.- Except at Brooklands, no driver or mechanic, or in

the case of a two-seated car, the Observer, shall be allowed to leave

.bis seat or to make any adjustment or repair, or use any oil can, while

the car is running, but the use of a pressure feed pump, or the adjust

ment or manipulation of any fittings on the driver's side of the dash-
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board and above the floor boards will be 'permissible. The gear ratio

shall not be changed during the Trial under any circumstances. All

parts replaced (except outer tyre covers and inner tubes) must be

carried throughout the Trial, except such detachable wheels or rims as

may be replaced at Brooklands, provided that stores and parts may be

replaced by equivalent ballast for the purpose of the Brooklands Race,

and provided that extra outer tyre covers and inner tubes, in exchange

for those on the car at the start, lubricating oil, and water may be

acquired during the Trial, and ignition batteries may be recharged.

New batteries may be purchased en route, but all batteries must be

carried oa the oar to the end of the Trial. It is evident from the above

regulations that:—(a) During a stop for repair or adjustment any work

may be carried out ; (6) Daring the filling in of petrol, no other

replenishment, repair, adjustment, uncovering or inspection of parte,

may be made to the car.

Fuel Consumption.—One minute will be accounted as lost in

respect of every gallon filled into the petrol tank of the car throughout

the Road Trial. The fuel taken on board at Brooklands before the race

(and during the race) will also hi taken into account, i.e., one minute

per gallon. No vehicle shall carry fuel or water, other than that con

tained in the tanks, except the remainder of a tin of fuel partially

used, and whioh remainder shall be emptied into the tank before the

Observer leaves the oar in the evening, and one two-gallon tin of fuel

bearing the seal of the Club, which shall be used only in cases of

emergency, and which shall be supplied to each car. Such spare tins

must be emptied into the tank at the termination of the Road Trial.

Engine Starting Allowance.—An allowance of three minutes

for pstrol cars and ten minutes for steam cars for starting up at the

depot each morning will be given. No further staiting allowance will

be made during the day except one minute for re-starring after all com

pulsory stops. Daring this time allowance no lubrication, repair or

adjustment, or any opsration other than the following is to taki

place :—Petrol oars—turning on patrol tap, pumping up pressure feed,

flooding the carburettor, actuating the half-compression device, switch

ing on the current, turning the starting h ind'e, operating self starters

(no petrol or paraffin to be injected into the cylinder heads) ; Steam oars

—turning on the fuel, pumping up pressure, lighting the pilot light,

pricking vaporiser nozzle, turning^ on the main burner, opening and

closing blow-off cock, st irting and reversing engine.

Brake Adjustment Allowance —A total of five minutes will be

the allowance each day without penalty for adjustment of brakes, as and

when desired by the driver or when required by the Observer.

Tyke Delays.—Delays due to tyres will b3 connted both on the

roai and on the track. In view of the importance of devices to

allow of the rapid change of tyres, detachable wheels and rims will be

permitted, and tyres may be fitted to spare rims and w ieeU outside of

running time, but under observation ; provided that such wheels and

rims are carried on the car throughout the Trial except at Brooklands.

At Brooklands tyres, detachable wheels, or detachable rims complete

with tyres fitted, may be picked up or discarded by the driver at a place

appointed by the Club as often as required during the Brooklands race.

The other regulations are mainly of a general character, including

the finality of the Club's decisions and oilier matters of real interest to

competitors ; while in a Comment we give particulars of entrance fees and

dates assigned for the receipt of the same as well as the times of the

trial.
In connection with the regulations for the International Touring

Car Raoe those for the Scottish Reliability Trial are also issued.

This trial will be a portion of the 2.000 miles Trial, but remains, notwith

standing, a separate and independent event. Competitors in the 2,000

miles Trial desiring to compete in the Scottish trial must separately

enter for the latter, and during the period of the Scottish Trial will be

observed under the rules and conditions of both. The entries for both

trials will open and close simultaneously. The Scottish Trial is open

for entry, apart from the 2,000 Miles Trial, to vehicles taking no part

in the longer Trial. ■ >| - -• •

While all vehicles cavering the ground of the Scottish Reliability

Trial shall be under the control and jurisdiction of the Scottish Auto

mobile Club, only those specially entered for the Scottish Trial will be

eligible for the awards and certificates of the Scottish Club. Not more

than 500 miles of the 2,000 Miles Trial will be covered before the com

mencement of the Scottish Trial.
The proposed Trial is largely on the same lines as those so successfully

carried out during the past three years. The minimum times will be

fixed with due regard to the legal limit of speed, while the maximum time

will be determined with some regard to the nature of the roads and the

towns and villages to be traversed, and to the reasonable requirements

of the buying public in the matter of speed of cars. The Trial will comprise

about 750 mues of road and detachable wheels and rims will be permitted.

There will be a maximum number of marks for the run, and marks will

be deducted for every minute or part of a minute during which the

vehicle is at rest from the time of starting to the conclusion of the run

(except for tyre troubles, which are separately dealt with, or as other

wise provided for, on the following bisis :—(«) For each stop not exceed

ing five—two marks for every minute or part of a minute, lb) For each

stop exceeding five minuses and not exceeding fifteen minutes—ten

marks for the first five minutes, and three marks for each succeeding

minute or part of a minute. (<■) For each stop exceeding fifteen minutes

—forty-five marks for the first fifteen minutes, and four marks for each

succeeding minute. Where two or more stops from a like or similar

cause take place within short intervals the Committee reserve power to

determine that such shall be reckoned as one stop under above rule.
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GARAGES AND MOTOR HOUSES.*

By C. Harrison Townsend.

It U a commonplace that an architect's first consideration should be

to provide himself with the data of his problem. Dealing as we are

'with the borne of an automobile, the length, breadth and height of

this are the all-determining factors. Here we are in a not very assured

state of certainty. The height of car, and the breadth of wheel-base,

chassis and body have, indeed, shown little change since the early days

of their manufacture, and do not, in most makes, differ very widely.

As regards the length, however, matters are not so simple, and two

things have to be considered. In the first place, it is, undoubtedly,

the tendency of the man who invests in his first car (for the fitst is

never the Inst) to " begin small," and to be satisfied with one which is

less expensive and smaller than its successor ; and, secondly, the disposi

tion on the part oi makers has been, year by year, towards increased

length. Indeed, I know of one garage win re the lift has bad to be

lengthened (not widened, though) twice already in a few years since

the place was built. The following table, prepared by one of the

largest manufacturers, gives the dimensions for the different kinds of

vehicles of their make :—

Wheel

Type. Kase. length. Width. Heiaht.
Ft In. Ft. In. Ft. in. Ft In

14-16-h.p. Side entrance 8 4.. 12 6 . .5 8..63

„ Side entrance with hood up .. .. 8 4 .. 12 8 .. 6 2 .. 7 6
„ Side entrance with hood tolde 1 .. 8 4 .. IS 6 .. 5 2 .. 5 6
„ Single Iandaulet 9 0 .. IS 0 .. 5 2 .. 7 0
„ Limousine 9 0 .. 18 0 .. 6 2 .. 7 0

City carriage 6 10 .. 10 8 .. 5 5 .. 7 4
16-20-h.p. Side . ntrance 9 0 .. 18 0 .. 6 3 .. 5 5

„ Side entrauce with hood up . . 9 0.. 13 0..63..77
„ 8 de entrance with hood folded .. 9 0 .. 14 0 .. 5 8 .. 6 8
„ Seven-seater side entrance u .. 9 9.. 18 10.. 63.. 65
„ Three-quarter Iandaulet .. .. 9 8 .. 18 10 .. 5 8 .. 7 7
., Limousine 9 9 ... 13 10 . . 6 S 7 7

26-30-h.p. Side entrance 9 8 .. 13 4 .. 6 7 .. 6 6
„ Side ei.trance with hood up .. 9 3.. IS 4..67..77

„ Side entrance with hood foldtd .. 9 3 .. 14 4 .. 6 7 .. 5 8
„ Three-quarter Iandaulet .. ..10 0 .. 14 1 .. 6 5 .. 7 8

Limousine 10 0 .. 14 1 .. 6 7 .. 7 8
40-h.p. SI e entrance 9 8 .. IS 8 .. 6 0 .. 5 6 1

„ Side entrance with hcod up .. .. 9 8 .. 13 8 .. 6 0 .. 7 8
„ Side entrance with hood folded .. 9 8.. 14 8..80..59
„ Seven seater with side entrance ..10 4 .. 14 4 .. 0 0 .. 6 6
„ Three-quarter Iandaulet .. ..10 4 .. 14 4 .. 6 0 .. 7 8
„ Llmouaine 10 4 .. 14 4 .. 6 0 .. 7 B

-\ . 11. - In some caaes the head-lamps mean a further increase in lengl h.

For giving the car proper attention space should be arranged be

tween it ana the walls at each side and at each end. This should be at

least 2 ft. 6 in. where a pit is provided, but if the latter dees not exist,

and the car is raised for underwork, the space should be 3 ft. or3 ft. 3in.

In the case of several cars standing side by side, there need only be

2 ft. 6 in. or 3 ft. between them. So far, then, we have reached the

internal size of a one-car house 16 ft. + 2 ft. 6 in. or 3 ft. 3 in.

-f- 2 f t. 6 in. or 3 ft. 3 in. «= 21 ft. or 22 ft. 6 in. for the lengl h, and

6 ft. +2 ft. 6 in. or 3 ft. 3 in. +2 ft. 6 in. or 3 ft. 3 in. = 11 ft. or

12 ft. 6 in. as the widtb.

The height of the doors should be sufficient to pass in a car with

the hood up, plus its luggage-rail, and, possibly, tyres on the roof, or,

say, 9 ft. They should be at least 8 ft. wide in the clear, and may be

either steel revolving shutters or they may be hinged—opening out

wards, of course—and preferably under a pent-roof. Finally, sliding

doors may be employed—sometimes the most difficult arrangement to

provide for.

For the motor-house for one or two card not much height is required

to the roof-plate, and 8 ft. will be found a good minimum to start

from.

The walls should either be faced—at all events, to a height of about

4 ft. from the ground —with glazed bricks, or lir<ed with tiles They

shou'd have a coved brick or tile at their junction with the floor, to

avoid the harl>ouring of grease and dirt. All angles to recesses—such

as that for the hydrant of the radiators— should be rounded, and there

should be as few projecting feature? as possible. Jnst above the floor-

level in each external wall should be inserted air-gratings. They Ehould,

where possible, be placed behind the small radiators.

In the larger number of garages cement is laid to a smooth finish

and to falls. I do not, however, think this a very efficient material.

The action of the dropped oil on its surface tends to rot and " take the

virtue " cut of the cement, and granolithic distinctly offers less oppor

tunity for this. Stone flags, laid not on a concrete bed but on sleeper

walls for the advantage of the airspace beneath thus obtained,

seem to add still further to the risk of the dangerous sparks that

may result from the car coming in or going out with a chain or stud

anti-skid appliance fixed on t he tyres. Again, unless the space beneath

it of considerable size—a cellar, in fact—th?re would be the danger of

its forming a chamber where explosive gas could collect as the result of

leakage.

The drains should not be underground pipes, but open, half-round

channels.

In cases where it is incuml ent to make use of the pit, the best size for

* From a paper leid at a mteting of the Aictiittctuial Association, 1 ibruary 7th,
1908.

this is 6 ft. by 3 ft. by 4 ft. 6 in. or 4 ft. 9 in. deep. Its aides should be-

lined either with glazed bricks or tiles, and it will be found convenient,

to form in them a recess on each eide in which the chauffeur when

at work can place his tools from time to time. Iron ring steps afford

access to it. An American expert strongly advocates the extension

of the pit beyond the outer wall of the garage, as tending towards a»

certain amount of ventilation at all events, and as giving means of;

escape for the chauffeur, who would otherwise be Bhut up in a trap in

case of fire. It will be found well to lay on the floor coarss sand,

which should be constantly removed when impregnated and foul, and

of course the proprietor will see to a liberal provision of drip-pans.

It is not of great use placing a skylight above the pit., since the

car, when standing over the latter, naturally blocks out the light. A

long bow window quite near the floor is a better arrangement by far,

and can be made also to help in the ventilation so desirable.

A garage should be of fire-proof construction, the roof no leas than

its other portions.

Ext'rior to the motor house proper a covered washing place

should be provided, to allow of a thorough washing down, whatever

the weather may be.

The petrol store is a highly important feature of the garage. In

case of a small garage petrol would be kept in 2-gallon cans, the store of

which should, wherever possible, be at least 20 ft. away from any other

building, and should be of fireproof materials, with iron door and its walla

provided with ventilators having gauze protection. The floor of concrete,,

coaW with cement, should be sunk below the ground level, and the door

should have a raised sill. This sunk space is filled with sand. The cans

should be close to the doors in order that they may be easily accessible,

and that the chauffeur need never stand inside.

It is of importance that there should be no risk of tbe temperature of

the motor house falling to freezing point. As regards, however, the heat

ing and consequent drying of tbe atmosphere of the motor-house, there

are two conflicting claims to be satisfied. Expert carriage builders plead

on behalf of l he paint*,d body and wheels for a house " which cannot be too-

dry " ; while Dr. C. O. Weber, the authority as far as rubber is concerned,

states that tyres are likely to " keep distinctly better in a damp than a

dry room." Keeping a balance between these two claims we find that

the motor-house is best when dry but not unduly so. Its temperature

should be about 60 deg. F. The heating apparatus, of course, should

have no opening from the motor-house, but be arranged with external ac

cess, and a low pressure system with radiators will be found the best.

These may be placed as found advisable, but in a garage of any size-

there will be a considerable advantage if a cupboard be provided contain-

ing a small radiator, to be made use of when drying rugs or cushions, and

with ventilation to allow the escape of the resultant steam.

Provision against fire should be attained by means of hydrants-

and chemical extinguishe~s.

The day-time lighting should be effected by windows which do not

admit south sun, and if by skylights, these should have the usual studio

nori hern aspect. Tbe Dunlop firm, by the way, recommend an the best

light for the tj re-store tbe same yellow light as photographers prefer-

For artificial light th<*re is none obviously that can compare with

an electric system. This, however, is not always available, and in that

case when either gas or oil is employed the lamps should be on the

outside of the windows, through which their light plays into tbe

inside of the bouse.

Some of the rain-water may well be gathered either into a butt or

tank, and will be found valuable for washing purposes.

The storage place for tyres, testing apparatus, pumps, and spare*

generally should be distinct from that in which cloths, cleaning oil,

brushes, wa*te. &c, are kept on metal-covered shelves, and with proper

ventilation. Tuere should be raik or shelf accommodation for rugs,

extra cushions, and the like.

The workshop is a feature as to which the owner of the car

always has his own views. He may merely wish to have simple repairs

carried out there, or he may be himself, or else employ as chauffeur,

a skilful engineer whose pride is that the car need never go back to

ils maker in case of mishap and consequent repair. In the latter

instance, a lathe, a drilling machine, a forge—perhaps an anvil—would

be asked for, and if heavy parts have to be dealt with, a portable

crane, or a differential hoist would be found of much use. Of course,

when forge or blow-pipe work is done, it should not be in any part

of tbe building directly accessible from the motor-honse itself. In any

case, a full-size woik-bench will be needed, so placed in front of a win

dow as to be well-lighted, and provided with a good vice, preferably of

the swivel type. Proper drawers, shelves, and tool racks must be

arranged for.

The principles and conditions which obtain with regard to the

smaller home of the automobile are, in the main, applicable to the

larger and generally public motor-house generally called the garage.

A garage may be built for one of two purposes. It may be meant

for some special use, such as housing a number of motor-cabs or

omnibuses belonging to one particular company or proprietor, or it-

may be meant to receive and house cars of various descriptions and

sizes placed there for a longer or shorter time by their owners. In

the former case, what has to be kept in view—and with motor omni

buses especia'ly—is the fact that the vehicles come in and go out in

some special rotation or order, and that the earliest to leave in the

morning should have facilities for being so stabled that in order to do.

so they disturb as few as possible of those placed in front of them.
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THE MANCHESTER MOTOR SHOW.

The fifth motor show organised by the Manchester Motor Trade

Association was opened in St James's Hall, Oxfoid Street, Manchester,

on Friday, last week, by the Lord Mayor of the city, Mr. Alderman Holt.

The show has been extremely well supported by the trade, every inch of

space being occupied, reflecting the greatly iocieased interest which is

being taken in the automobile in the North of England.

Briefly reviewing the car exhibits, we may mention that the Holling-

drake Automobile Company, Ltd., Stockport, display both the Talbot and

 

The Motor of tie Moja 28-36-t .p. Four-Cylinder Car.

La Buire models, two sizes of each being on view. Messrs, S, F. Edge, Ltd. 's.

exhibit comprises three six-cylinder Napier cars, two of 40-h.p. and one of

60-b.p., the latter being fitted with the Km Ige Whitworth detachable wire

wheels. The major portion of Meters. Jarrott and Letts' stand is devoted

to Crossley vehicles, the exhibit comprising a 40-h.p. live axle chassis and

a 40-h.p. Hmonsine. A 9-b.p. Sizaire-Naudin two-seated car is aleo to

be seen. The exhibit of Argylls Manchester, Ltd., includes the new

40-h.p. vehicle, a 16-20-b.p. three-quarter landaulet, a 14-16-h.p.

touring car and a 14-16-h.p. doctor's car arranged to be driven from

the inside. Three cars are staged by the Daimler Motor Company, Ltd.,

two being of 42-h.p. and one of 30-h.p. The latter is the new live axle

model, while of the former one is fitted with an "Aston "landaulet body.

Mr. A. E. Crowdy presides at the staid of ihe Wolseley Tool and

Motor Car Company, Ltd., where the chassis of the 14-b.p. Wolseley-

Siddeley vehicle is attracting attention. Two examples of the 18-h.p.

car as well as a 30-h.p. limousine are also on view. Examples of both

the Beeston and Coventry Humber cars are to be seen at the stand of

Messrs. Hnmber, Ltd., prominent among them being a 30 b.p. six-

cylinder vehicle from the Coventry factory. An extensive display of

the well-known Star cars is made by Messrs. J. G. Looker and Co.,

Manchester, the district agents for the Star Engineering Company.

The models on view include a 30-40-h.p. six-cylinder live-axle car with

a side entrance double phaeton tody, a 30-b.p. four-cylinder chain-driven

chassis, a 16-20-h.p. touring car, a 12-14 h. p. touring car, and a 9-b.p.

two-cylinder two-seated vehicle. The Star cars are all fitted with ball

bearings through out, except the engine, and have earned an excellent

reputation for reliability.

One of the largest stands is that of Messrs. Joseph Cockshoot and

Co., who are showing Renault, Rolls-Kojcc, Austin and the new Maja

cars. The latter vehicles are the production of the Austrian branch of the

Daiirler Motoren Gesellschaft. We tive an illustration of the engine of

the 28-35-h.p. car herewith. As will be seen, it comprises four cylinders,

110 mm. by 130 mm., cast in pairs. Ignition is by low-tension megneto,

simplification being introduced by working the make-and-breaks from a

single vertical shaft, having a cam at the top controlling two horizontal

spindles in either direction. Another new feature is the lubrication, in

which all springs are avoided, the pump being worked through a small

cardan shaft from the half-time shaft. Four speeds forward

And a reverse are provided, with direct drive on top speed.

Belsize Motors, Ltd., in addition to a 20-h.p. car and a 28-b.p. vehicle,

have on view a 14-16-h.p. four-cylinder machine, this being a new

model for the 1908 season. The four-cylinder engine lies a 1 ore of 3i in.

by 4 in. stroke. The three-speed gear-box is "gate" cortrolled and the

final transmission, as in all Belsize cars, is by cardan shaft and bevel gear

to a live axle. Motors and Repairs of the Harrington Garage, London,

S.W., show for the first time the M.P. 30-h.p. car ; this is fitted with a

Barriquand and Marre four-cylinder engine, 112 mm. bore by 140 mm.

stroke. The transmission is through a Hele-Shaw clutch, gate-controlled

four-speed gear-box and cardan shaft to a live axle.

'Ihe Swift cars disp'ayed by Halley's Motors, Manchester, Ltd.,

include examples of the 10-12-h.p. and 18-24-h.p. models. At this

tand is also to be seen a 12-16-h.p. Vauxhall. Mr. F. Wilkinson, in

addition to a couple of the Stanley steam cars, illustrated and described

in a recent issue, is showing a chassis of the 20-h.p. Valvelcss car. Fiat

Motors, Ltd., are present with examples of the 15 20-h.p. and 28-35-h.p.

models of these well-known vehicles. Mr. T. Garner, Manchester, shows

the Singer, B.S. A., and Darraco vehicles, and Messrs. J. Fraser, Hay and*

Co., of the Great Central Motor Garage, Manchester, a 12-16-h.p.

Thames landaulet, of the type recently illustrated in the M.C.J, f-

the Ariel cars on view include a 25-30-h.p. chassis, a 30-40-h.p. touring

car, and the new 20-h.p. brougham ; the White Company show through"

their Manchester branch examples of both the20-h.p. and 30 h. p. White

steam cars ; while the Vulcan cars are displayed by Mr. H. H. Timberlake,.

Wigan. Other cars on view include the Sunbeam, Rover, Scat, Aries,

West-Aster, Lanchester, Rothwel), Bell, Mercedes, Deasy, Ford, Dennis,

Alldays, Riley, and Motobloc.

In the accessory section, Messrs. Brown Bros, have a big display ofc

" Duco " specialities as well as Renold and Brampton motor chains, H.F-

vulcanisers, Stepney spare wheels, Lirrad's motor-timer, E. I.O. ignition

devices, and Continental, Clincher and Dunlop motor tyres, &c. The Man

chester Motor Supply Company have a large range of accessories, promi

nent among which are the Imperial Odometer and the Phoebus projector

lamp. Oils and lubricants are shown by Price's Patent Candle

Company, Ltd., Messrs. Marshall and Co., Ltd , Mossley, Messrs. John

S. Morris and Son, Sal ford, and the Auto-Lubrine Company. Biiley's

Motor Miloscope Company, Salford, exhibit a new device known

as a miloscope, » hich shows the speed of the car in miles per hour at a

g'ance, and indicates the total mileage. They also display a useful

arrangement for carrying spare tyres or wheels, an improved lubricator,

and an air compressor for use in garages. Messrs. Finnigans, Ltd.,

have a big display of motor trunks and other touring adjuncts. The

exhib-t of the County Chemical Co., Ltd., includes the G.B. and

Chemico tyre vnlcanisers, carbide, lubricants, &c. Motor carbide solu

tion, &c, as well as the new electric tyre vnlcanizer are to be seen at

the stand of the Union Rubber and Chemical Co., Ltd. ; while

Mr. J. Leadbitter-Smith demonstrates the merits of the Ara method of

tyre vulcanisation. Pettett's Patent Safety Filler Company, Brighton,

are present with their ingenious and useful safety filler for transferring

petrol from the tins to the car tank.

The tyre exhibits include the Dunlop, Moseley, Continental

Shrewsbury and Cballiner, Elastes, Michehn and Collier. The in

genious Palmer cord-laying machine, which caused such a sensation at last

yeai's Cordingley Motor Show, is shown in operation by the Palmer

Tyre Company, Ltd. The cords as laid by this machine are, of course,

of even tension throughout, which accounts for the immense strength

and durability of Palmer Cord tyres. The Midland Rubber Company,

Ltd., show the Midland motor tyres and Ajax detachable rim. Messrs-

C. Macintosh and Co., in addition to the Macintosh motor tyres, include

the new Eempshall non-skid tyre in their exhibit. Non-skids are also

shown by Mr. W. S. Cort, Market Harborough.

Messrs. J. Frankenbnrg and Sons, Ltd. , Salford, have a novelty in

Frankon filling for motor tyres. This is an elastic material which can

 

An Eniscde of the Manchester Show.—A Sizaire-Naudin' nirgle-

cylinder car icaling Junction Street with four paaitngers up. The

steepness of the gradient in well shown in the illustration.

be injected into the inner tube in place of air after the tyre has been

fixed on the rim. A novel tyre, designed to give all the advantages of

the pneumatic without any of the drawbacks of the latter, is the Slee,

made by the Slee Tyre and Wheel Company, Ltd., 15, High Street,

Manchester. The tyre is of a special design of arched solid rubber,

and is so ai ranged that all circumfen ntial and lateral movement is pre

vented. A new detachable motor rim is the Seddon, made by Seddon's

Duplex Detachable Motor Rim Company, of 29, Brown Street, Man

chester. The arrangement is such that not only can the tyre and rim

be readily removed from the wheel, but the cover can be taken off the

rim without the use of levers. The show closes to-day (Saturday).
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CLUBS AND ASSOCIATIONS.

ROYAL A.C.

The number of candidates elected to membership of the R. A.C. at

the monthly meetings in January and February of this year is much

greater than the number of candidates elected last year during the fame

period.

The first meeting of the General Committee, formed under the

Club's scheme for association, and which is composed of delegates of

the Club and bodies associated therewith, will be held on Wednesday

next.

For the new committee of the Royal A.C, Mr. T. G. Chambers

does not intend to offer himself for re-election. New candidates, other

than retiring members of the committee, are Messrs. S. F. Edge, J. C.

H. Grant, C. K. Gregson, E. Shrapnell Smith and H. W. Staner.

Thursday next is the last day for the receipt of nominations. v;»s

At the last meeting of the Committee, Capt. Dyke Acland drew

attention to the proposition of a motor firm that the Club should observe

a 15,000 miles trial of regularity, efficiency, economy, and endurance.

The firm proposed to challenge any car or cars which .might compete in

Class 9 in the international touring car trial of the Club. Capt. Acland

informed the Committee that the Competitions Committee was strongly

in favour of such a trial from a sporting point of view, and that Capt.

R. K. Bagnall-Wild and himself, on their behalf, had amended and

approved the conditions for the trial in consultation with the firm. The

international touring car tiial of 2,000 miles would form part of this 15,000

miles trial, and the records of the 2,000 miles trial were to be accepted

developed with the same energy which pervades Lancashire, Cheshire

and Yorkshire.

LINCOLNSHIRE MOTOR CYCLE CLUB.

It has been decided to ask Earl Brownlow to be president of the

Lincolnshire Motor Cycle Club, of which Mr. G. J. Wilkinson is the

enthusiastic hon. secretary. A hill climb is among the fixtures for the

year. This will take place on Easter Monday near Lincoln.

Various centres are being formed so that the organisation may

thoroughly cover the connty, those at Grimsby and Grantham having

had a most successful year ; others are in contemplation for Louth and

Scunthorpe. In connection with the club, an official organ is being

promoted, the first number of which indicates originality and ability on

the part of the editor.

LADIES.

On Wednesday, January 29th, and again on Wednesday of last

week, Mr. R. Sedgwick Currie, club engineer, gave at the club his

first two technical lessons on the internal combustion engine. These

lessons were very well attended some twenty-five members being present

each day. The first lesson was a concise description of the history and

working of the Otto cycle engine—a two-cylinder engine being pulled

down so as to thoroughly demonstrate the principle. At the second

lesson a very detailed description of every part used to build up the

engine was given, and also miny particulars of the methods of manu-

 

The above illustration dtpicts a batch of 10-12-h.p. Coventry-Humber Cars being tested before being fitted with finished bodies.

The cars aa they come from the factory are all tested on a bill about 1 In 16, which must be taken on top gear. At the least sign of a falter the vehicle
Photo by] " RCea back to be further tuned. [Campbell-Oray.

by the entrants. The Ctmmittee of the Club unanimously approved of

the view taken by the Competitions Committee, and endorsed its action.

New members of the Royal A.C. include the Marquis of Lanedowne,

Lord Dunleatb, Lord Hcthfield, Lord Crawsbaw, the Hon. Gerald

Montagu, Mr. T. B. Morison, K.C., and Mr. C. N. Nicholson, M P.

THE AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION.

The fact that a small army of yellow armleted cyclist patrols is

now doing duty in Lancashire and Yorkshire does much to familiarise

the northern motorist with the work of the Association, and be and his

friends have signified their approval in the usual manner, namely, by

joining in large numbers. Lord Toll* macho is among the new members.

The Northern Patrol Committee, composed of leading local

motorists, is doing good work, and the presence in Manchester of two

members of the executive committee— Mr. Charles Jarrott and Mr.

D'Arcy Baker—has enabled these gentlemen to attend a meeting of

the Northern Patrol Committee, Mr. Councillor Kay, J. P.,

(Chairman) and Messrs. John Newton, H. Hollingdrake, Lawton

Goodman, Alfred Thompson, Gerald Dugdale, and Walter Cawood.

Mr. Steneou Cooke, Secretary of the Automobile Association, is making

along stay in Manchester, from which city several tours of irspection

have been made on the roads now patrolled by the Automobile

Association's cyclfsts. These extended as far as Carlisle, where the

secretary drove on Sunday last from Manchester, meeting at luncheon

several members of the proposed Scotch Patrol Committee, who had

motored specially from Glasgow for this purpose. Scotland is being

facturing same. At both lessons a large number of interesting parts

were shown, which had been placed at the disposal of the club T>y the

kindness of Messrs. Aster, Ltd., Renault Freres, and the Itala Auto

mobiles, Ltd.

On the 4th inst., the fifth annual general meeting of the members

was held. The following ladies were elected to serve on the committee :

—The Duchess of Beaufort, Lady Brassey, Hon. Mrs. Eric Chaplin,

Muriel Countess De La Warr, Lady Viola Gore, and the Countess of

Latbom. It has been decided to limit the membership of the club to 425 ;

at the present time there are 394 members.

BRADFORD.

The third annual dinner of the Bradford Automobile Club was held

last week at the Great Northern Vietoria Hotel. Mr. Tom Mitchell

(president of the club) presided, and the company present included the

Lord Mayor (Mr. J. E. Fawcett), Mr. David Wade, Alderman W. C.

Lupton, Mr. Amos Crabtree, Mr. G. Kent (chairman of committee), Mr.

E. H. Hepper (president of the Yorkshire Automobile Club), and Mr. J.

Seiiven (hon. secretaiy Bradford A.C).
In giving the toast of "The Lord and Lady Mayoress and the city of

Bradford," the President regretted that the Lord Mayor was not a motorist.

He regarded him as a much-worked official and suggested that the

remedy for this state of affairs was to be found in the purchase of a car.

By this means the Lord Mayor would be able to save two hours a

day.

In responding to the toast, the Lord Mayor expressed his pleasure

that Bradfoid was so favourable to motoring. Seldom was it that any
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of tbem came before the justices, and he was very glad to say that they

did not possess those beastly traps, for those are, they would all agree,

a very mean way of trying to catch people. It did not strike him as

being at all satisfactory.

Dr. Veale presented the toast of " The Yorkshire Automobile Club."

In responding, Mr. Hepper referred to the Lights on Vehicles Act, and

expressed the opinion that it did not go far enough, for whilst white

lights in front were certainly useful, what was wanted on every vehicle

was a rear red light. He hoped that the various authorities throughout

the country would pass bye-laws to that effect. Discussing the question

of possible legislation, he said that motorists would not object to the

payment of taxes if only the money were applied for the benefit of the

Sublic as well as themselves. The Yorkshire Automobile Club had

one much to encourage considerate driving.

Other toasts included " The Automobile Association," proposed by

Mr. Amos Crabtree and responded to by Mr. Stenson Cooke, and " Our

Guests," given by Alderman W. C. Lupton.

THE CRYSTAL PALACE.

More than 140 members and friends of this Club (many ladies being

amongst the number), patronized the Bohemian concert held at the

Crystal Palace on Wednesday of last week. A happy combination was

effected by Mr. J. van Hooydonk giving a lantern lecture between the

two portions of a very enjoyable programme of musical items. Mr.

Hooydonk recalled, by his pbotograhps, many happenings of summer

time on the road and track, his snap-shots of racing subjects at Canning

Town and Brooklands being much enjoyed, as were his portraits of

famous men and historic cars, dating back to the " Bed Flag" days of

1895.

NORTH YORKSHIRK

At the annual meeting of the Nortli Yorkshire A.C., held at the

office of Mr. Francis Ware, hon. secretary, 6, New Street, York, it was

reported that the East Biding County Surveyor had agreed to have a

motor warning post erected at a dangerous corner of the road from Weston

to Kirk ham Abbey.

Lord Delamare mentioned that the East Biding County Council

would probably be prepared to pay one third of the cost of the improve

ment of the corner at Staxton, whereupon the club decided to contribute

another third of the amount.

The annual dinner of the club will be held at the Station Hotel,

York, on the 23rd inst.

BARNSLEY.

The present membership of the Bamsley and District A.C. is

thirty-eight, and at the anneal meeting just held, with the Bev. T. T.

Taylor in the chair, it was decided that monthly meetings should be held

during the coming season. The club has resolved to affiliate with the

Motor Union, and officers for 1908 have been elected as follows :—

President, Bev. T. T. Taylor ; vice-presidents, Mr. E. G. Lancaster

and Dr. F. Sadler ; hon. treasurer, Mr. J. Carrington ; hon. secretary,

Mr. Henry J. Wells ; representatives on the General Committee of the

Motor Union, Major Chas. Fox and the hon. secretary.

CYCLE AND TRADES BENEVOLENT FUND.

At the first meeting of the new executive of this fund, held on

Wednesday of last week, Mr. Albert Brown presided, when fifty-six

subscribers, twelve members, and one life member were elected. It was

decided that the boundary of the Midland Centre should comprise the

counties of Warwickshire, Worcestershire, and Staffordshire, and instruc

tions were given to the organising committee to cover the London centre

by division into postal districts. It was agreed that Mr. Albert Brown

should be recognised as the subscribeis' representative. Several applica

tions for relief were dealt with, assistance being granted in most cases.

Mr. A. J. Wilson, of 154, Clerkenwell Boad, E.C., is the hon. secretary.

THE SCOTTISH MOTOR TRADE ASSOCIATION,

LIMITED.

The following officers of this association have been elected for 1908 :—

President, Mr. Thomas Shaw, Dundee. Vice-President, Mr. W. L.

Sleigh, Edinburgh. Council, Messrs. A. C. Penman (Dumfries),

.1. H. Paterson (Aberdeen), Jas. Gibbon (Glasgow), A. G. Bennie

(Glasgow), Wm. McLean (Glasgow), and John Love (Kirkcaldy),

resenting associate members, Mr. Thomas Campbell, Glasgow,

Mr. Wm. Butheiford, Edinburgh. Solicitors, Messrs. Henderson

and Mackenzie, S.S.C. Auditor, Mr. W. D. Stewart, C.A., Edinburgh.

Hon. secretary and treasurer, Mr. David A. Fairley, C.A., 13, York

Place, Edinburgh. Registered Office, 23, Rutland Square, Edinburgh.

The Newcastle and District Motor Cycle Club has held its second

annual dirner.

The North Islington Conservative and Unionist Motor Club has

been formed, with offices at 623, Holloway Road, N.

The annual dinner of the Derby and District A.C. will be held on

the 20th inst., with Mr. F. A. Bolton, J. P., in the chair;

ROAD REPORTS.

Cbawt.it and Ifield.—The West Sussex County Council have

applied to the Local Government Board to put in force over certain

portions of the main road at Crawley and Ifield the regulations author

ised by the Motor Car Act, 1903, limiting the speed of cars to ten miles

an hour. Objections to the making of the regulation asked for may be

sent to the Local Government Board on or before February 27th, and

copies should also be sent to the Clerk to the County Council.

Eltham.—Signs and posts are being erected at the London end of

El tham indicating the proper road to Folkestone. Similar notifications

have also been set up at the cross roads at the further end of the district.

Motorists who have hitherto suffered confusion when in the district will

appreciate this thoughtfulness on the part of the Woolwich Borough

Council.

Morayshire.—As directed by the Boad Board of Elginshire, Mr.

Alexander Hogg, County Boad Surveyor, has drawn up a series of reports

as to the damage caused to county roads by motor-car traffic. One of

the alternatives before the Board is to widen and strengthen the roads

most frequented by motorists. The surveyor estimates that the total

expenditure would amount to the practically prohibitive sum of £79,085,

made up of £20,325 on principal main roads, £52,660 on second class main

roads, and £6,100 on loop roads.

Chipping Sudbury.—The Surveyor of the Chipping Sudbury Bural

Council has been instructed to prepare a list of places in that area where

he would recommend the restriction of motor-car speed.

Caddeb. —The Cadder (near Glasgow) Parish Council is seeking to

secure a reduction of the speed allowed for motor-cars within their area

to ten miles per hour.

 

The Oarage at the Flat Company's new Repair Works at Wembley.

Midlothian.—The Suburban District Committee of Midlothian

County Council has decided to request the County Council to make

application to the Secretary for Scotland to issue orders re-tricting the

speed of motor-cars to ten miles per hour on numerous pieces of road

within populous places in the district.

Barnes.—It was stated at the meeting of the Surrey County Council

on Tuesday that the L.G.B. has issued orders restricting the speed of

motor-cars to ten miles an hour in certain thoroughfares in liarnes and

East Molesey. §he»

Slough.—The Bucks County Council have decided to apply to the

L.G.B. for a speed-limit of ten miles an hour for motor-cars passing

through Slough, and the matter came before the Slough Urban Council

on Tuesday, when Councillor Pike said that ten miles an hour wa -

only a little over walking pace. The Council decided to support the

Bucks County Council in their application for the limit of ten miles an

hour.

The 1907 diary of the six-cylinder Napier car comes to hand with a

series of illustrated records of the events won last year by the vehicles

with which the name of Mr. S. F. Edge is indissolubly associated.

The Exors. of H. A. Hamshaw, of 37, Humberstone Gate, Leicester,

inform us that the appointment which they have held for a number of

years as coach builder to His Majesty, and which in due course lapsed

upon the death of the late Mr. H. A. Hamshaw, has now been renewed.

The firm have entirely rebuilt and greatly enlarged their works to enable

them to cope with the growing business in high-class motor carriage-

work, and have laid down increased plant to deal in an efficient way with

motor chassis and motor repairing, which is now an important part of

their business.

Bep

and
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

FEBRUARY.

19th (W.).—Annual dinner of the Cardifl M.C.

20th (Th.) Meeting of the Essex M.C.

First annual dinner of the St. Albans and District Motor

Cycle Club at the George Hotel, St. Albans.

21st (F.)-29th (Sat.).—Manchester Motor-Car Show at Belle Vue.

24th (M.).—Motor Show opens at Bcmbay.

26th (W.).—Prof. H. S. Hele-Shaw and Mr. Douglas Mackenzie will

read a paper on the " Problem of {Road Construction"

before the Society of Aits.

27th (Th.).—Mr. Mervyn O'Gorman at the R.A.C. on "Gear Trans-

mission."

MARCH.

5th (Th.).—Paper by Dr. W. Watson at the R.A.C.

11th (W,).—Annual meeting of the Incorporated Institution of Auto

mobile Engineers.

11th (W.).—Mr. F. W. Lanchester on "Problems of Automobile Design,"

at the Incorporated Institute of Automobile Engineers.

12th (Th.).—Annual meeting of the Royal A. C.

Annual dinner of the Royal A.C. at the Covent Garden

Theatre.

18th (W.).—Annual dinner of the A.A. at the Hotel Cecil, London.

19th (Th.).—Monthly meeting of the General Committee of the Motor

Union.

2l3t (Saturday)-28th (S.).—

CORDINGLEY'S THIRTEENTH INTERNATIONAL MOTOR

CAR EXHIBITION will be held at the Royal Agricultuial

Hall, London.

31st (Tu.).—Last day for receiving entries, at ordinary fees, for the

International Touring Car Race.

APRIL.

18th and 20tb.—First meeting of the Brooklands A.R.C. for 1908.

MAY.

1st (F.).—The Frome's Hill Climb of the Herefordshire A.C. -provisional.

10th (Sun.).—Targa Florio Race.

11 <M.)-16 (S.).—Reliability Trial of the Irish A.C.

25th.—Industrial Vehicle Competition of the A.C. de France.

JUNE.

Sth (M.).—Cars competing in the International Touring Car Trial will

arrive at the depot.

Start of the International Touring Car Trial of the R.A.C.

15th-19th.— Scottish Reliability Trial.

JULY.

The Land's End to John o' Groat's Trial of the Auto C.C. will be held.

Feb. 15th-6.9

16th—6.12

Lighting-CP Timke—London.

... 17th—6.14 ... 19th-6.18

... 18th—6.16 ... 20th—6.19

THE STORAQE OF PETROL.

21st— 6.22

22nd- 6 24

Dr. C. S. Welles, of Old Brompton Road, 8.W., was summoned at

the West London Court, at the instance of the London County Council,

for storing petrol in a storehouse which was used as a dwelling-house.

Mr. Greenwood, who prosecuted, stated that on January 7th there were

found in the defendant's garage twenty-one ves sels containing two gallons

•each of petrol. The defendant ssid he understood that he was allowed

to keep in his motor-cars such petrol as he required for tbem, and, as the

cars had been cent away to be repaired, he was keeping the petrol tanks

in the garage. The magistrate imposed a fine of 40s., with 21s. costs.

Messrs. Chas. Jarrott and J. W. Stocks both used *' Shell "

-motor f pirit when making their records on the Brooklands Motor Track

last week.

"The Cost of Running a Motor car" is tbe title of an interesting

pamphlet issued by tbe. London and Paris Exchange, Ltd., motor

agency, 55 to 59, Sliaftesbnry Avenue, W., in which are recorded tbe

actual expenses incurred in running several types of petrol and steam

vehicles.

Mr. R. W. A. Brewer and Mr. F. Hastings Medhurst have entered

into partnership, with offices at 13, Victoria Street, Westminster, S. W.

Messrs. G. F. Heath and Co., 49, John Bright Street, Birmingham,

have been accorded permission by the licensing authorities to place three

Darracq motor-cabs on the streets of Birmingham to ply for public

hire. They ulso propose to have a motor-van in the city for a week or

to, which they will place at the disposal of any firms interested.

Messrs. Welte and Owens, Ltd., 16-20, Colquitt Street, Liverpool,

have been appointed retail representatives for H.F. vulcanbers for the

district of Liverpool, and are now extending their premises in order to

show a stock of the appliances and give demonstrations of the H.F.

process.

POLICE TRAP5.

Shooter's Hill Road is again the scene of police trapping—a

fact of importance to motorists in the Woolwich, Blackheath and Eltham

districts.

The police are extremely active in preventing an excess of the ten-

mile limit in Richmond Park.

A trap is in operation in the London Road, Morden.

The Eltham Road, Eltham, has a police trap in almost daily opera

tion.

"Kceeeotiu-

AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENT.

Mr. Gavin Brydon was knocked down and considerably shaken in

Comiston Road, Edinburgh, by a motor-van belonging to tbe Health

Department of the city, which emerged from the hospital road as Mr.

Brydon had stepped off the pavement.

BUSINESS NEW5.

The Chief Constable of Leicester has been provided by the county

with a 15-h.p. Coventry Humber for use in the discharge of his duties,

and reports that he has found it quite satisfactory in every way.

For the convenience of tourists the Hutchinson Tyre Company has

arranged a brief telegraphic code by means of which instructions can be

clearly conveyed at a minimum cost. This will be specially useful to

those tonring on the Continent, where the cost of telegraphing is an

item for consideration. The code is contained in the Hutchinson list,

which will be sent post free to any address on application to 13, Maddox

Street, London, W.

Although some people say that January was a slow month in the

trade, it is noteworthy that the Stepney Motor Wheel, Ltd., report that

it was a record one for business in Stepney wheels for home, foreign, and

colonial trade, each of these three departments showing the best on

record.

During January Messrs. S. F. Edge, Ltd., delivered to actual

users forty-six Napier cars, all, with two or three exceptions, being six-

cylinder cars of 30-h.p. and upwards.

At 104, Park Street, Gloucester Gate, London, W. , Messrs. H. J.

Chapman and Co., Ltd., have a garage for fifty cars, and are specialising

in commercial vehicles as well as the conversion of tonneau bodies

into those for side entrance. Mr. H. J. Chapman is the managing

director.

The new season's literature of the Coventry Chain Company, Ltd.,

comprises several interesting circulars which should materially assist

the placing of their productions. One pamphlet gives a series of illus

trations ot leading types of cars, witn suggestions as to the sizes of

chains advisable to be used, and should be of general value for refer

ence.

One of the latest productions of the Coventry branch of Messrs.

Humber, Ltd., is a 10-12-b.p. four-cylinder, double-purpose vehicle so

arranged that it can be converted without difficulty from a van to a

pleasure vehicle or vice versa in two minutes by one person. Two bodies

—a side entrance double phaeton and a cover van—built on the Wind

ham system are supplied with the chassis. A similar chassis fitted with

a commercial brougham for travellers' use is also being built by the

Humber Company.

From Messrs. J. E. Hutton, Ltd., we have received a copy of the

new catalogue of motor tyres they have just issued. The list is

exceedingly complete, containing as it does the prices of the different

sizes of all the leading motor tyres and non-skids at present on the

market. It forms one of the sections of the great general catalogue

that the company have in course of preparation, which will form a

standard work of reference, not only for users, but also for the trade and

consulting engineers, and will be particularly useful for export purposes.

Sections dealing with Mercedes spare parts and Berliet spare parts have

been issued. A feature of the catalogue is the special telegraphic coda

every item being given a distinguishing letter and number printed in

red to facilitate telegraphic orders.

The Star Engineering Company, of Wolverhampton, who have

always made a special line of Cape cart hoods, are now in a position,

having so far extended their works, to supply these in any quantity to

to fit any type of car.

A new white paint for painting the rubber matting used on cars is

being introduced by the Union Rubber and Chemical Company, Ltd.,

of Manchester.

For a long while used exclusively by owners of six-oylindered

Napier cars, .Messrs. S. F. Edge, Ltd., are now selling as many of tbe

Napier sparking plugs for use on other cars as are sold for use on their

own vehicles.
• g=

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

All communications intendedfor insertion in this Journal or relating

to Editorial matters should be addressed to The Editorial Depart

ment, Motor-Car Journal, 27-38, Charing Cross Road, London,

W.C., and must be written on one side of the paper ordy. Letters must in

all eases be accompanied by the name and address of the

notice trill be taken of anonymous communications.
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'HEN introducing his Budget pro

posals last year, Mr. Asquith

rather definitely hinted that

there was a probability of motor vehicles

coming under his purview in connection

with the financial . arrangements of the

Treasury for 1908, an anticipation which

adds to the importance of the deputations

which waited upon him on Tuesday, in

order to represent the opinions of motorists before the intro

duction of this year's financial statement. Representatives of

the Royal A.C. attended the House of Commons at the request

of the Chancellor of the Exchequer, to afford him information

on certain points, apparently in view of probable changes with

regard to taxation. They were introduced by Mr. C. D. Rose,

M.P., with whom was Col. Holden and Mr. Mervyn O'Gorman,

Messrs. E. Manville, H. G. Burford and Claude Johnson, on

behalf of the Society of Motor Manufacturers and Traders,

and Mr. Robert Todd, who represented motor-cyclists

with the Secretary of the R.A.C. Subsequently, Mr.

Asquith saw a second deputation of motorists—this time

from the Motor Union. The attendants included representatives

from many of the provincial clubs, and each of the spokesmen

dealt with some special aspect of the matter for the information

of the Chancellor. Mr. Joynson-Hicks, the new cbaiiman of the

Union, submitted the views of the body he represented with

regard to the general question of taxation, and urged that

if new taxation was to be imposed it should be on the basis

of the recommendation, of the Royal Commission as to weight,

and not on horse - power or cylinder capacity. The

matter is fraught with difficulties owing to the wide range

of interests involved. As will be seen from the report on

another page, allowance must be made for the means of the

majority of motorists ; and they will be describable aa

"moderate." This is the growing tendency as the automobile

increases in universal favour and use. Consequently, nothing

should be done that is likely to restrict the industry and the

growth of the motor movement. That is a point to be urged in

the national interest.

' ♦ m ♦ ♦

Then, too, it must noo be forgotten

that the users of motor-vehicles are at

the present time taxed at a higher rate

than the users of horse-drawn vehicles.

For motor-cycles fifteen shillings is paid

annually, for cars weighing up to one

guineas, and for cars weighing over one ton four

In addition, there is the initial registration fee of

cue sovereign, and the annual driver's licence of five shillings.

A one-horse carriage pays cnly one guinea, and a two-horse

carriage, two guineas. There is no initial registration fee

and no annual driver's licence. A doctor or a commercial

traveller who substitutes for his' gig a single-cylinder car, which

causes less wear and tear to the roads, is already penalised for

adopting the modern and more efficient meth"d of locomotion

(forty-seven shillings, as against fifteen shillings). If the damage

done to the roads is to be taken as the basis of taxation, the

A Comparison of

Taxation.

ton two

guineas.

comparative injury caused by all classes of vehicles should her.

scientifically ascertained, and taxation' fairly adjusted between

them. It is not equitable to select one class of vehicle, and that

the most efficient, and to place upon it a burdensome tax.

♦ ♦ ♦

When the taximeter motor-cabs first

appeared on the streets, we drew atten-

The Accuracy of ti°n t0 tne need of securing official

Taximeters. examination of the registering instru

ments so that the "fare" should have

some assurance as to accuracy. We are

now gratified to be able to announce that the authorities in'

London will, in future, decline to licence any motor-cab whose

taximeter does not bear the seal of the Physical Laboratory at

Kew. This innovation began on Monday last, and a limit of three

months is allowed for existing taximeter motor-cabs to come-

into line. By the middle of May every taximeter in London-

will have to bear the hall-mark of the Laboratory inspection. The

next step should he to secure annual inspection of the instru-

ments.

♦ ♦ ♦

Elsewhere we give the itinerary of

the Irish Reliability Trials, which should

The Irish attract many sportive motorists to the

Trials. Emerald Isle this year. We know the-

Irish police have a kind regard for

motorists ; the organisers of the Trial1

are rapidly gaining experience, and all things point to a very

successful event. On the first day the run will be northward

to Portrusb, going through Drogheda and other towns visited by

those who went to the Castlewellan meet in .the memorable

Irish Gordon Bennett year. Then will follow a run of 173 miles

back to the Irish capital. The third day's itinerary will be of

greatest interest. As far as Monasterevan, nearly forty miles

from Dublin, the route will follow the way that gained inter

national renown in 1904. Among the towns traversed will be

Naas, where the weighing-in took place in the year just'men-

tioned, and Jenatzy, Gabriel, De Knyff, and others astonished

the natives at the way they lightened weight ; Kildare,

Abbeyleix, and Cashel, with its lovely and picturesque ruins p

Tipperary, and its associations with historio events, arcfc

Killarney. And then a whole day will be spent in that-

delightful spot, the pleasures of the Lakes supplanting the

car in favour for the nonce. The return will be via Corkr

a journey of 161 miles—one of the most entrancing trips

that could be taken in Ireland. Killarney will be left by

the Killorglin exit, and the journey resumed by the tortuous

road to Kilgobnet and Lough Acoose. Leaving Carrantual,

towering 3,414 ft. above the sea, the way will be to Waterville,

Derrynane, along a perfect road to Parknasilla with its charming

' demesne, Blackwater to Kenmare and Glengariffe, where at

Eccles Hotel will be found the splendid garage to which we

referred when in course of building last year. Then comes the-

surprise of the tour, the Pass of Keimaneigh — one of the

loneliest and wildest passes in the British Isles. The road then

deviates to lonely Gougane Barra, with its shrine of St. Finn

Bar nestling at the foot of precipitous mountains that rise a

couple of thousand feet above the lake. Returning to the main

road, the lakes of Inchigeela will be in sight for some time, and
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then, after the clean little village ot that name, there is a nine-

mile run to Macroom, one of the mo3t untidy Irish towns of the

south. But after Coachford the scene will brighten, and Cork

is reached via Carrigrohaiie and lnniscarra. The itinerary

back to Dublin presents another varied impression of the

country, and, regarded as a whole, the forthcoming Trial will

give visitors a comprehensive view of Ireland. The rules and

regulations will be issued shortly. Meanwhile we may mention

that they are on similar lines to those of last year, with the

exception that the petrol consumption will not be taken into

•consideration.

The Indian Trial.

The official programme of the Relia

bility Trials of the Motor Union of

Western India at the beginning of the

month is a most interesting and complete

souvenir of that important event.

Several photographs of persons and

places associated with the Trials are given, while the list of

•donors, headed by the leading Maharajahs and most influential

men of the Dependency, confirms our impression of the great hold

that motoring has obtained on the chief men in India, Everyone

joined in securing success, and the engineers of every district

through which the route lay assisted the police in securing

 

Touring in Holland.—The last of the Watergate* in Botterdam.

the safe and certain progress of the cars. The road authorities,

too, did much to improve the roads for the purpose of the

Trials, notably from Bombay to Thana. The rules and regula

tions were couched on lines familiar to entrants in British

trials, and the meetings of observers and opportunities for

-consultation showed how closely the organisers have followed

the Scottish event of last year. The entries totalled thirty-four,

and comprised the following cars :—Fiat (8), Siddeley (4),

Richard Brasier, Sunbeam, Panhard, Peugeot, Rolls-Royce,

Beeston-Humber (3), La Buire, Brown, De Dion, Adler, Belsize,

Alldays, Stella, Argyll, Coventry-Humber, Wolseley (2), Otav-

Milana, Clement-Bayard, Lacoste, and Battmann.

♦ ♦ ♦

Observers in the automobile move

ment have noted that there is less trucu-

lencc about than was the case when the

New Year came in, and some even go so

far as to hope that the Lion will soon lie

down with the Lamb, without specifying

which of the rival organisations the attributes of the particular

.animals may be found. It will be remembered that Mr. Grace,

of Manchester, and others have been striving to bring about a

^reconciliation. The committee appointed by some of the pro-

la it Peace?

vincial clubs for this purpose has already interviewed the

R.AC. and the M.U. executive committee, and now the official

notice convening the General Committee of the latter body for

Wednesday next contains the following significant sentences :—

" I am to take this opportunity of informing you that the Execu

tive Committee of the Union received on Monday last a deputa

tion of representatives of provincial clubs which had previously

waited upon the Club Committee of the R.A.C. for the purpose

of negotiating a friendly arrangement between the two bodies.

The deputation did not put forward any suggestion from the

R.A.C., but the Executive Committee intimated, on behalf of the

M.U., that the Union would be prepared to accede to any reason

able proposition in order to put an end to the present conflict

and secure a working arrangement between the two bodies. In

order to give the ' Peace Committee ' an opportunity of further

continuing their efforts, it has been thought desirable to post

pone the meeting of the General Committee; which is ordinarily

held on the third Wednesday of the month to the fourth Wed

nesday, in the hope that they will then be in a position to place

some proposals before the Committee." We are not without

hope.

♦ ♦ ♦

The police in many parts of Sussex are

taking action againBt farmers and others

who have been leaving hedge clippings

for a long and unreasonable time on the

highway. In one case, heard on Monday,

it was said that the defendant had

finished the trimming three weeks earlier, and the clippings were

placed by the side of the road. Defendant's contention was that

the opposite hedge had also been cut and that the clippings

found were not from Lis side, or if they were they must have

been purposely placed there. It was also suggested that the

brambles fell from the cart when his neighbour's clippings were

. being carted away. Not being a motorist he was given the

benefit of the doubt ; but the example should bo a warning to

others not to make thorny the way of those who travel on

pneumatic tyres.

Clear Roadways

Wanted.

Speed Limits in

Scotland.

The Secretary for Scotland has re

ceived applications for the restriction of

the speed of motor-cars in various speci

fied streets and highways in Cowden

beath, Helensburgh, Troon, and Dumbar

ton. On Saturday last an inquiry into

a speed limit application by the burgh of Dunbar was held by

Mr. Alexander Stewart on behalf of the Secretary of Scotland.

Last week, too, Mr. R. J. Smith, the Secretary of the Scottish

AC., had a meeting with the streets committee of the Burgh of

Dumfries with regard to the proposed application for the imposi

tion of ten-mile limits within the boundaries of the town. The

result was that the committee agreed to recommend the Town

Council to abandon their proposal and to erect warning signals

to be supplied by the club at various points in the town. These

are a few instances of the activity which prevails in motoring

circles north of the Tweed, and prove the value of unity in organi

sation.

♦ ♦ ♦

Conferences with regard to roads are

apparently the order of the day, and on

Roads Saturday last, under the auspices of the

Royal Sanitary Institute, an important

meeting took place at Nottingham.

This was attended by many road autho

rities, before whom Mr. Arthur Brown read a paper, in which he

pointed out that the only way to deal with the dust and mud

nuisance was to adopt some kind of tar macadamroad, whichcould

be made cheaply if some of the heaps of slab and granite which

were now regarded as waste material could be utilised for the

purpose. He agreed that any taxation of motorists might well

be applied to dealing with the roads of the country, seeing that

their vehicles were responsible for a good deal of the damage.

Mr. E. R. Purnell Hooley, who subsequently gave the experts
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present a practical demonstration of this system of road-making

which has been well appreciated by motorists passing through

the county, said that withia a radius of fifty miles from Notting

hamshire there had been registered 328 motor-lorries, 9,000

motor-cycles, and 10,000 mitor-cars. Ia addition, Nottingham

was inflicted by the visits of 535 traction engines with a daily

licence, the full licence being taken out elsewhere. If discrimina

tion is to be paid with regard to the taxation of various types of

motor-vehicles, the whole subject needs review and revision, for

the influence of traction engines and heavy farm carts is far more

•detrimental than the motor-vehicle used for ordinary touring in

(this country.

♦ ♦ ♦

At the suggestion of the Touring

Committee of the R. A.C., the question of

the appointment of repairers has again

been considered, and it is evident that

the holding of the Club's mechanical

proficiency certificate will play an im

portant part in the appointment of official repairers in the future.

Although a proposal to make it obligatory on the part of applicants

—aither to cancel tha existing registration or to continue the old

number. Should he already possess a car in the circumstance*

mentioned by our Correspondent he cannot transfer his existing

number to the second car. Under such conditions his better plan i»

to communicate to the authority with which the latter was regis

tered the change in ownership, and by paying a fee of five shillings

secure the legal continuation of the number. So frequently

have motorists omitted to take this simple precaution that the

registration authorities of certain districts have been glad to

avail themselves of the publicity of our columns to remind those

who buy second-handcars of their obligations to the authorities.

Motor Repairers. During Divine

Service.

Were new legislation in connection

with automobilism to enact that the

blowing of horns should be prohibited

from cars when passing churches during

service time—as has been frequently

suggested by that ubiquitous person,

"Constant Reader"—it would not b3 an innovation. As in

many other matters concerned with the motor-ear, it would be
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for such appointments that the principal of the firm or a leading

Employee should be the holder of such a certificate was not carried,

it was agreed that those who now hold the appointments should be

informed that the Touring Committee favours the idea of official

repairers holding mechanical proficiency certificates. It has also

been resolved that manufacturers who undertake repair work as

b regular branch of their business might now be eligible for the

Club appointment as repairers ; and evidently efforts are being

made to secure some sort of assurance that those who hold the

title of R.A.C. repairers shall be proficient as well as have the

necessary plant to do any work that may be required.

Change of

Ownership.

The point raised by our correspondent

W, B. with regard to the numbering of

cars on changing ownership is so fre

quently asked that we make no apology

for giving it the prominence of these

pages. Motorists should remember that

the number assigned to a car is allocated to that particular

vehicle and cannot be employed on any other. When, therefore,

& vehicle changes ownership the new owner has two courses open

merely the revival of an old regulation which governed the

mail coach drivers when the conveyance of postal matter was

being organised in the early days of the last century. They

were forbidden to blow their horns in passing through towns

during the hours of divine service on Sunday—a prohibition

much more necessary, however, in those stirring days than in

the present times. At the same time, motorists must be credited

with having, as a body, imposed such restraint upon themselves,

as many vicars of impartial mind well know. Often, however,

places of worship are located on corner sites, and the blowing of

horns by motorists when nearing such points is generally out of

concern for the public safety—a fact that is scarcely recognised

by tho3e who write letters of protest to the press.

Elsewhere in the present issue we give some interesting

extracts of an article on motoring in the Hawaiian Islands

recently published by the " Motor-Car," of New York.

Messrs. Faire Bros., Ltd., who have had a Dennis

2| ton van in use for two years, have just placed an order for

two 30 cwt. vans of the same firm's construction through the

Midland Counties Motor Garage Company.
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SOME NOTES ON MOTOR LAMPS

AND HEADLIGHTS.

A GOOD artificial light is a necessity for night driving, but

a powerful and really efficient light is a veritable luxury

on the road, and one well worth the exercise of a

little forethought and care in its attainment. To those motorists

who have experienced the annoying delays which sometimes

occur when lamps are unexpectedly wanted, the following

practical hints are offered, in the hope that they may prove

helpful in keeping the lamps of a car in the most efficient

condition.

Commencing at the rear end of -the vehicle there is the tail

lamp, which, as many automobilists have found to their cost, is

not legally accepted as a rear light. Paraffin is widely used for

these lamps, and is more or less satisfactory according as one

has secured a more or less efficiently designed lamp, and, further

more, has got it well placed on the car. This latter point is of

considerable importance ; a variation in position of only a few

inches will frequently suffice to bring a lamp into, or out of, a

violent down or up draught when the car is travelling at speed.

It frequently happens that a motorist will tenderly retain an old

back lamp, that has served him faithfully in the past, to put on

his new car ; and lo '. he finds his old favourite begin to play

 

The Halle; 20-h.p. 12-ieated Wagonette, recently supplied to Mr.

John Wiihaw, for public service work between Wiihaw and
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This vehicle has been running since November 22ml last continuously, and Mr.
Gibson informs us that since coming into his hands it has never been a single
hour off the road through defects, and it has now covered a distance of about
8.600 miles. As a proof of the satisfaction which Mr. Gibson haa received fiom
tlie running of the wagonette, he has just placed an order for another vehicle
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him new tricks, owing to a alight difference in position, or to an

altered shape of underbody, and resulting induced currents of

air. An electric rear light is a great comfort, especially if

the fitting is arranged within the body of a paraffin lamp.

If, however, it is electric only, care should be taken to have

a dummy holder within the lamp for the purpose of carrying a

spare globe, for, unlike paraffin, these lamps cannot be obtained

at the average country inn, and the parable of "the foolish

virgins " has still a latter-day application. A small acetylene

burner can easily be fitted within most lamps ; this, with a length

of copper tube along the channel frame, and a connection to the

main generator, will give the motorist a rear light eminently

suited for long runs. Almost invariably a fair proportion of the

carbide is unused ; and if there is gas for the headlights there

will certainly be no need to worry about the tail lamp.

As to the other oil lamps one seldom seriously expects to

drive after dark by their "dim religious light" alone, but they

are principally useful for town work, as a graceful admission that

it is past lighting-up time. They should, however, be regularly

attended to even if they have not been alight, and it is for this

reason that the practice of tying . them up in bags is not to be

recommended; if they have to be cleaned, they stand a better

chance of being kept filled and trimmed.

Now, as to the light : this may be from a single lamp, or

more generally a pair of acetylene head lamps; in either case the

position should be carefully chosen so as to throw the light on to>

the ground about twenty yards ahead of the car. Eigid brackets,,

well secured to the frame, should be insisted upon, both in order

to increase the life of the lamp and the steadiness of the light,

and also to protect the driver's nerves—a springy bracket will

make the best of lamps rattle. Furthermore, let the front of

the lamps be just behind the dumb-irons ; many a skilful driver-

has been known to just "touch" things—even the blank wall of

an awkward garage or motor-house, or an unfastened door—and

a gust of wind will, under certain conditions, badly mark a pair

of lamps in a few seconds, whereas a little paint off the dumb-

irons is much cheaper to replace.

For head lamps a separate generator, conveniently situated

in the car, is preferable, as this advantageously reduces the bulk

and weight of the lamps and brackets. The gas is conveyed by

the usual copper tube to the lamps, care being taken to make:

arrangements for the easy drainage of water at the lowest point

in the piping, and to avoid loops or bends in which water can

collect and cause a jerky light. The diving bell system of

generator is the older pattern, but has nevertheless much to

recommend it. Compared with many later types, it is less

complicated internally and less liable to derangement, and ia

more easily and quickly cleaned. The pressure of gas being

dependent on the height of the surrounding water, no gas-bags-

are required, which is a point worthy of consideration. In this

connection it is worth noting that the water space should be

filled, the lamps only getting the full gas pressure when this is

the case. Although the newer types of generators permit of

the water being cut off and the charge conserved, they do not

on the whole score heavily over the type previously mentioned.

With the self-contained lamp—i.e., lamp and generator

combined—care should be taken that the gas-bag is quite gas-

tight in itself and at its connections ; when lighting up, open the

door wide and blow out any gas that has accumulated in the

body of the lamp. Neglect of this precaution, coupled with a-

leaky gas-bag, will frequently give the lighter-up a busy few

minutes, and if lucky it will do no more than put the owner in

the market for a new lamp. Those motorists in particular who-

use their lights comparatively seldom should examine the lamps

and fittiDga at regular intervals, and keep the rubber tube off

the brass fittings as much as possible. A little black lead in the

rubber tube end will prevent the same from sticking, and costing

an inch of tube each time it is disconnected. The water con

tainer of the generator should be tested, for they spring leaks in.

the most unaccountable way when carried unused on the car, the

fault being frequently discovered at a very awkward time,

probably entailing a slow and risky drive home. Spares such as a

length of rubber tube, gas-bags, burners, jointing rings, burner

prickers, &c, are supplied by the makers to suit their various

products, and these should be on the car and easily to be found

in the dark, for obvious reasons.

To sum up, my advice to motorists is, to equip the car with

a full set of lamps, see that they are properly ins-tailed, and then

look well after them. The advantages of a steady, bright light

on the road 40 yards ahead, over a flickering semi-gloom, just

showing up its insufficiency, will well repay in extra comfort

for the little trouble and outlay involved, without considering

the greatest and most important result, " security." Chook.nntcemm

Messrs. Bowkn and Co. have opened a large showroom

and garage at Shaw Street, in the centre of the city of Wor

cester. They have on show Talbot, Napier, De Dion, Siddeley,

Humber and Rover cars, for which they are the local agents.

Their workshop is replete with all necessary tools, driven by-

electric motor, and they can attend to motorists by night as well

as day. Messrs. Bowen and Co. keep ten automobiles for hire,

three of which are cabs. They have also just been appointed

official repairers to the Royal A.C.
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AN AUTOMATIC TYRE 1NFLATOR.

THERE have been many attempts during the past few years

to introduce some means of inflating motor tyres to the

requisite pressure without the laborious task of using the

ordinary hand-operated pump. One that appears, by reason of

its simplicity and efficiency, to be meeting with increasing

favour is that known as Maxfield's Auto Tyre Inflator, which is

made under Lord Tollemache's patents by Messrs. Maxfield and

Co., of Victoria Eoad, Aston, Birmingham. We give a general

view of the device in Fig. 2, and a sectional drawing in Fig. 1,

-from which it will be seen that it consists of an air compressor—

the external appearance resembling to some extent that of a small

motor cycle engine—driven by friction direct from the flywheel

•of the motor, and actuated by a small lever from the dashboard.

The apparatus really comprises two parts—an air compressor

and an air chamber. The compressor consists of a cylinder F,

1 5-16 in. bore by 1 3-8 in. stroke, inside which is a piston P,

fitted with three spring rings A, in a similar manner to an

-ordinary motor piston. This piston is operated by a leather

faced friction wheel, not shown in the sectional view, and a

balanced case hardened crank D ; the bearings E are of

phosphor bronze, as is also the connecting rod R. The cylinder

«nd bearings are lubricated on the splash system. The air intake

is fitted with a ball valve V ; the outlet, which is similarly pro

vided at V, is prolonged, and the end G screwed and coned for

connection by means of a copper tube to the air chamber.

A small space just under the footboard, opposite the fly

wheel, can in most cases be found, where the inflator can be

attached to the sub or main frame direct, or by interposing a

small stiff bracket. The apparatus itself is bolted to the bracket

by the swing back B so that the friction wheel can be brought

into contact with the periphery of the flywheel of the motor by

meat s of a flexible cable attached at one end to the lever L and

 

Fig. 1.

At the other end to the starting lever shown in Fig. 4, which can

be fixed in any convenient position near the driver that gives a

direct pull to the cable. There is thus no necessity to lift or

remove the floor boards or engine bonnet to put the inflator in

x>r out of action. All that it is necessary to do is to attach the

tube from the air chamber to the tyre to be inflated, start up the

•engine and bring the friction wheel, by means of the lever

provided, into contact with the motor flywheel. Care must be

taken that the friction wheel is perfectly parallel with the

periphery of the flywheel, and is fixed so that they clear one

another by about one-eighth of an inch when the inflator is in a

normal position. The apparatus will work in practically any

position, but preferably nearly vertical.

The air-chamber, Fig. 3, is made of gunmetal, and serves as

an oil trap, thus preventing any lubricant from the cylinder being

forced into the tyres. A drain cock, by which any oil that should

collect can bo drawn off, is fitted, as is also a pressure gauge

registering up to 150 lb. per square inch. The top part of the

air-chamber also serves as an adjustable safety valve, and can be

 

Figs. 2, 3, and 4.

set to blow off at any desired pressure, so that all danger of over

inflating the tyres is obviated. It is intended that the air recep

tacle should be attached to the dashboard or the side of the car,

with the adjusting screw of safety valve vertical. The cover of

the pump can be placed in three positions by the removal of

four set pins, to allow the connection between it and the air-

chamber to be readily made. A 10 ft. length of flexible tubing

• with connections is supplied with the inflator, which weighs only

5 lb. complete ; its dimensions are very small, viz., 7 in. high by

4 in. by 4 in. In addition to inflating tyres, the device can also

be u>ed for operating pneumatic jacks and raising the pressure

in fuel tanks.

A NEW INNER TUBE.

In our last issue we briefly alluded, to a demonstration

of a new puncture-sealing inner tube to which has been given

the title of " Sealomatic," by Messrs. Gillespie and Co., at

266, Vauxhall Bridge Road, S.W. The leading claims made

for these new tubes are that, owing to the fact that they

contain no liquid solutions, their resiliency is in no way

diminished, and that the net weight of the tyre as a wholo

is not appreciably increased. The tube is made in the usual

mould, and is, in addition, furnished with two interlinings,

neither being of the nature of a fabric, the expansive and con

tractive efforts of the rubber being, therefore, unimpaired. It is

claimed that in the process of manufacture both linings become

homogeneous with the rubber composing the tube, and in the

perfected models are quite equally distributed over the inner

surface. The innermost lining is of a " tacky " or sticky char

acter, and it is to be presumed that this forms the sealing

material. Inspection was invited of a number of tubes which

had been run loDg distances and which had been punctured, both

accidentally and purposely, a great number of times, notwith

standing which they stood up to their work perfectly. A short

run over a bumpy road surface served to demonstrate that

resiliency waB not affected by the interlinings and that the

behaviour of the tyres was quite normal. The new tubes are

somewhat higher than usual in first cost, but the freedom from

trouble and the satisfactory behaviour of the tubes under the

worst conditions would appear to be ample compensaliou.

A type of car specially designed for medical men has been

introduced by Argylls London, Ltd. This is a two-seated vehicle

fitted on a 14-16-h.p. chassis, and gives doctors a style of auto

mobile well suited to their particular requirements.
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MOTORING IN THE HAWAIIAN ISLANDS.

A TOUR of the Hawaiian Islands is not likely to suggest

itself to the average motorist, but to the comparatively few

who have tried it the experience will surely remain with

them as one of the most pleasant in their lives. The group of

magnificent little dots in the middle of the map of the Pacific

Ocean which represents the Territory of Hawaii also forms one of

the most delightful places for a vacation that the whole world

affords, especially in view of the extent and excellence of the

road system. Indeed, there is hardly a place on the mainland

where the possibilities for enjoyment with a motor-car are not

great, a fact which is yearly becoming more and more recognised

by tourists.

The area of the islands is only small by comparison with

the great spread of the Pacific Ocean about them ; each of the

four principal islands of tbe group are all so cut up with roads

through such tempting country that one does not soon exhaust

the novelty of touring the islands. There is probably no part of the

United States where the roads are so uniformly well constructed

and cared for as in the Hawaiian

Islands ; most of them are mac

adamised and have been laid out

by skilful engineers with such

care tbat even through the most

mountainous sections a gradient of

more than 1 in 12 is the exception.

Six per cent, grades have come to

be considered the best, and all new

road work is based on this idea.

Imagine a road over 250 miles in

length, with no hills of over 1 in

16, yet rising from the sea level

to an altitude of between two or

three hundred feet in places, and

constructed almost entirely of

hard black lava rock macadam,

or of white coral, as smooth almost

as a floor. Such a road as this is

the one which belts the largest

island of the group, Hawaii. It

is this island also which contains ,

the two great active volcanoes

Mauna Loa and Kilauea, and

no one can have any conception

of the diversity and magnificence

of the scenery which this road

makes easily accessible. A number

of persons have established

paying businesses in supplying motor-cars for the trip, and the

several garages in Hilo, the principal town, always contain a

number of machines owned by visitors who have brought them

from the mainland.

In leaving Hilo for the run round the Island, one almost

immediately begins to ascend by a most picturesque road until

an elevation of 1,800 feet is reached. Here, on the brink of a

most magnificent cliff, the road follows the north-eastern coast

line of the island for some fifty-five or sixty miles, dropping

down to the sea again at one or two places. This stretch of

road is considered by many to be the most magnificent from a

scenic point of view of any in the territory. As one drives along

the top of palisades which drop almost vertically into the ocean

hundreds of feet below, the panorama of sea and sky spreads out

before one for about sixty miles in every direction. Words are

pale and inadequate to describe the grandeur of the view, and it

is one that once seen must always stand out vividly among all

others.

Leaving the ccast the road strikes across the north-westein

peninsula ot the island, over a plain of between 2,500 and 3,000

feet elevation. At different points along the way long stretches

of dense tropical forest arch above tbe road, shrouding every

thing in dim twilight gloom. Parts of this are tbe famous "fure

forests," in which most of the vegetation is of giant ferns tower-

 

■otorlng in the Volcano District of the Hawaiian Island!

ing like trees to the height of from fifty to seventy-five feet.

These forests are most beautiful and are one of tbe chief attrac

tions of the islands. From the little town of Waimes, in the

northern part of the island, the road swings away towards the

south-west until the western coast is reached, when it bends with

the coast line toward the south. A portion of the way is across

immense barren plains of lava, poured out from the three great vol

canic cones of Manua Kea, Launa Loa, and Hualalai, in ages past.

Here the roads are formed of hard black Java rock, and are equal

to almost any kind of road in the world. The scenery on these

lava wastes, too, is attractive in its weirdness, and one has a feel

ing that he is traversing the surface of some strange planet,

rather than a part of the earth's surface.

Always to the mauka, or landward side, as one whirls along,

rise the imposing peaks of the volcanoes, like slumbering giants,

Mauno Loa is the only one of the three that has been active in

modern times. It rises to an altitude of 13,675 ft., which is a

trifle less than the elevation of Mauna Kea. Their rise is not

abrupt, being for the most part a comparatively gradual slope up

from the sea to their craters. Almost mid-way of the west coast

of the island, between the towns

of Kealakekua and Napoopoo,

and almost opposite from Hilo,

is located the monument marking

the resting place of the famous

explorer and discoverer of the

Islands, Captain Cook. The tall

graceful shaft stands in a little

cove a short distance back from

the shore of a beautiful indenture

in the coatt line known as

Kealakekua Bay, and visited by

most tourists to the island.

Towards the extreme south of

the island is the only poor piece

of road encountered in the

circuit, and this will not be so

for long. It is five or six miles

in extent, and is across _ the

latest lava flow from Manua

Loa. The road was entirely

obliterated by the great mass of

fluid rock which poured from a

newly-formed opening in the side

of the mountain ana flowed to

ward the sea. The road was

only recently opened across the

flow at the expense of several

thousand pounds. Although this-

bit of the journey is rough, it is possibly the most interesting to

tbe sightseer.

Fifty miles more of good road brings one to the Volcano House,

a well-appointed and managed hostelry on the very brink of the

great crater of Kilauea. This volcano is a great open pit between

two and three miles across, and is the Mecca of all travellers to-

the islands. It is not greatly elevated and is easily accessible.

It is always interesting, and at times its whole floor breaks up and-

the great molten cauldron of lava forms one of the world's most

spectacular scenes. From the Volcano House back to Hilo is but

thirty-one miles of perfect road, for the most part across lava plains.

It can easily be traversed by a good car in an hour's time. The cir

cuit of the island does not by any means constitute all the attrac

tive drives in Hawaii. On the contrary, there are many others

equally interesting though not so long. The great sugar planta

tions on the lowlands of the island and the coffee plantations in-

the higher districts are easily visited, and are of much interest.

The same is true of the newly-developed rubber industry, and

the pineapple district all of which combine to make a most fasci

nating variety of drives for the automobile enthusiast.

What has been said of motoring in Hawaii is true of all the other

islands, only in possibly lesser degree. Maui has a splendid sys

tem of roads and much to interest a tourist, including the great

crater of Haleakala, which is the largest extinct volcano in the
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world. Kauai, the " Garden Island," although comparatively

small, is netted with good roads, and has many attractions of its

own which make it well Worth* visiting also. But Honolulu, of

course, and its surrounding districts, comprising the Island of

Oahu, leads all the rest of the territory in the matter of motor

ing, and there is probably no community of its size, after elimi

nating the oriental population, where there are so many and such

iigh grade cars in use. An active association of automobile

owners keeps alive a keen interest in the sport, and several

up-to-date garages make the keeping of the machines in the best

^condition an easy matter.

.Almost every passenger on trans-Pacific liners, which stop

•at Honolulu nowadays, has an opportunity of taking a number

of delightful short scenic drives while the vessel is in port. Like

■the other islands of the group, Oahu has a splendid system of

roads, all of Which traverse a most interesting country. One

which is the most popular is about seventy- five miles in

length and makes a short day's drive, allowing plenty of time to

-stop at the numerous places of interest. The island of Oahu is

broken by two rugged mountain ranges. Six miles up the

•beautiful Nuuanu valley from Honolulu the road crosses a divide

in one of these ranges through an artificially constructed pass

•down the northern side which is almost sheer precipice in some

places nearly a thousand feet high. This point is recognised by

travellers as being one of the most beautiful scenic views any

where ; and besides, it possesses the charm of great historic inter

est. It was here that, in the last century, Kamehameha I., called

the Great, and Often " The Napoleon of the Pacific," in his con

quest of Oahu, drove the army opposing him, step by step, mile

by mile up the Nuuamu Valley until finally at the great Pali

{cliff), unable to retreat further, a desperate conflict took place,

resulting finally, however, in the entire force of Oahuans being

driven over the awful precipice to meet death 400 feet below.

It is said that 1,600 men -thus perished. Human bones and

weapons are still to be excavated from beneath the accumulation

of vegetation and earth from the cliff, which, in course of years,

Juried the remains of the defeated army several feet beneath the

surface. ............. - i

Five miles further down a magnificent road carved out of the

florid face of the precipice, winding down to the plain below at a

-uniform gradient of one in twelve, the north coast of the island

is reached. Twenty-five miles along the beach, following the pic

turesque north-west coast line, much' of the distance on the hard

•coral sands washed up from the reefs, and Kahuku Point, the

*iorthernmost point of land, is reached. - All this distance the

scenery is most fascinating, with its flanking of fantastically

rugged mountains towering close on the left, while on the right

the beautiful, calm waters of the lagoon lap gently on the beach,

•or where the reef barrier is not intervening the great sWells from

the North Pacific Ocean break savagely on the rock ribbed shore,

with a roar that never ceases, while the strong steady sweep of

the Trade winds from the north-east whips the salt tang from

•the wave crests and carries it with exhilarating freshness to the

nostrils.

1 - From Kahuku the run south along the west coast for four

teen miles is, for the most part, over a glistening white road of

'obral, where a machine runs with scarcely a vibration. At

-Haleiwa, the "Beautiful House " is one of the most charming

4ittle hotels to be found anywhere.

The run from Haleiwa back to Honolulu is thirty-one miles

•across the broad fertile plains that lie between the two mountain

ridges. The road passes through thousands of acres of pineapple

plantations and sisal fields, and is very interesting. This part of

the territory has developed from open pasture lands to its pre

sent high state of cultivation within the past five or six years,

-and is steadily increasing.

The Honolulu Automobile Glub has over one hundred mem

bers, and to it the whole country owes much in the way of road

improvement and interest in motoring. The organisation has a

number of wide-awake and energetic members, and a number of

•enterprises which they have undertaken and carried out have

flbeen unqualified successes, and have gained more than local

Recognition. •-

THE RENAULT PEDAL-OPERATED

ENGINE STARTER.

—♦— '-n- •• . oiij V,"' - '

SOME particulars of the novel and ingenious engine-starting

device lately adopted by Messrs. Renault Freres on their

10-14-h.p. car have already appeared in the M.C.J. We

are now able to illustrate the arrangement and, to supplement

the information already given. As will be seen, the apparatus

is located between the gear-box and clutch and is operated by a

pedal A, situated on the footboard near the usual clutch and

brake foot levers. The pedal is connected with a toothed sector

B, which in turn is in mesh with a toothed rack C, the latter

also being in gear with a pinion G on the clutch shaft. The

rack, which slides up and down in a bronze casing bolted to the

end of the gear-box, is, after being forced down, automatically

raised by the spring F. The lateral thrusts to which it is sub

mitted by the effect of the sector and the pinion are taken up

by friction rollers, which reduce to a minimnm the power

necessary to operate it.

The pinion G is mounted loosely on the shaft K, and is pro

vided with a free-wheel ratchet device—shown separately in the

 

Sectional View of the Renault Foot-Controlled Engine Starting Device.

lower part of the illustration—so that when the speed of the

shaft exceeds that of the pinion, which occurs when the engine

is started, it simply overruns the free wheel.

To start the engine, all that the driver has to do is to place

the change-speed lever in the neutral position and then quickly

press the pedal down several times ; the result is that the clutch

shaft, and through it the crank shaft of the engine—the clutch

being engaged—is rotated, and, with the throttle and ignition

levers in the proper position, the motor is soon started up. The

whole arrangement is exceedingly simple and effective, and takes

up an extremely small space, and that in a position where it can

cause no, inconvenience. We are indebted to our French

contemporary, " L'Automobile," for the illustration.

Returns just to hand show that the exports of motor-cars

and parts from the United States during last year attained a

value of £1,151,384, as compared with only £881,837 in 1906

and £539,131 in 1905. England heads the list as being the

best customer with £347,697, Canada being second with

£233,471, Mexico third with £125,961, and France fourth with

£119,290.

B
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THE RATIONALE OF LUBRICATION.

•By.J* W. Frinos.

NOW that the spring is nearly here, those on motoring

bent begin to look eagerly forward to the speedy con

summation of the pleasurable anticipations indulged in

during the long and tedious winter. liven to those motorists

cast in a sterner mould, to whom the joys of the pastime appeal

with nearly equal force all the year round, the approach of

summer heralds further pleasurable prospects. There is the new

car to be tried, with all its unknown possibilities for keener

enjoyment, or the old one, fresh from the hands of its skilled

physician, with rejuvenated appearance and enhanced virility,

to be humoured and cajoled into surpassing all its previous feats

of exhilarating movement. This is, doubtless, one of the

greatest attractions of motoring—the continual progress from

point to point of advance, the constant evolution to fresh phases

of comfort, economy, and efficiency. With it all there was

never more need than at the present time for intelligent and

thoughtful handling of motor vehicles. Every refinement

of coTistruction and adaptation, while making for perfection in

the car itself, provides a wider field in which the differences of

 

The Fleet of three Siddeley 18-h.p. Motor- Ambulances jnst supplied

by the Wolseley Company to H.H. War Office.

longevity and output, resulting from care or neglect, are most

distinctly emphasised.

Take, for instance, the question of lubrication. The modern

car of good class is usually fitted with a lubricating system that

is assumed to be automatic—in which the necessity for

intelligent observation has been entirely eliminated. There

never was a greater mistake. Lubrication, to be absolutely

effective, implies much more than merely filling the tank and

setting the feeds in action when the engine begins to run. The

special function of lubrication is to substitute for a solid bearing

of very high frictional capacity a liquid one. To serve this end

adequately there are many factors to be considered. The

quality and quantity of the oil to be used, its continuous appli

cation upon, and its effective distribution to, the various bearings

involved, are the principal. It may be as well to note first the

characteristic differences between a solid and liquid bearing in

their respective relationships to frictional losses. When two

solid substances are in intimate mechanical contact there is a

tendency for the motions of translation, or rotation, to be con

verted into molecular motion or heat. This is partly due to the

cohesion which always exists when solid bodies, with their com

paratively stable molecular constitution, are in close contact.

This force of cohesion tends to resist the change from rest to

motion, and produces, when work is done, a molecular motion,

first appreciated a? the expansion due to heat. The expansion

causes adhesion between the bearing surfaces, and is accom

panied, if the motion be continued, by a rending, shearing, or

distorting action on their surfaces. This in turn gives rise to

more intense molecular motion in the bearing, and ultimately

the whole of the mechanical energy is transformed into heat

energy, which finally arrests the motion of translation or rotation

Result—a seized bearing. On the other hand, when a liquid

the molecular particles of which are much more free in their

relative motioD, is interposed, as a thin film, between the bearing

surfaces, the moving parts are " floated " on the film of lubricant.

There is, then, scarcely any appreciable tendency for the motion-

of translation or rotation to be converted into heat energy,,

because of the mobility of the oil. The freedom with which the

oil molecules move from and return to their respective relative-

positions permits the rapid passage over their surface of a foreign,

body without more than a mere functional disturbance, which is

immediately compensated by the inherent activity of the mole

cules, the latter being the result of the balance of the-

attractive and repellant forces which constitute it a liquid. So-

far, in considering this question of molecular motion, we have

dealt only with the physical forces involved ; but, as we shall see,,

there are also chemical forces to be taken into account, which,

have much to do with the efficacy of lubrication. These will

bo dealt with presently.

The primary function, then, of a lubricant is to provide a

" floating bearing for the moving pares. In this connection the-

quality of the oil is of vital importance. It must necessarily be

of such a character that the gravitational, or weight, factor of

stress, acting on, say, a revolving shaft, is more than balanced

that is, the oil must possess properties which will enable it to re

tain its physical characteristics, as "a liquid, under the greatest

pressure to which it is subjected. It must have a sufficient " body ""

to ensure that it is incapable of being pressed out of its film,

nature in every part of the bearing in which it is used. Failure

on this point produces a dry, and unlubricated, bearing, with all'

its attendant difficulties and disadvantages. Most fair quality

oils, it may be at once admitted, answer this primary require

ment. Where many fail, however, is in resisting the chemical

changes which invariably accompany the production of heat in a

bearing. Nearly all oils are specific compounds of hydrocarbons.

Some are particularly stable, where the atomic structure i»

simple, whilst some, owing no doubt to their complex structure,,

are particularly unstable in the presence of heat energy. It is,

of course, the latter which are the cause of trouble. In dealing

with the physical forces we saw that the integrity of the molecule

as such, is not interfered with. Even if the last trace of oil were

to be forced out from a bearing, owing to excessive and unbal

anced pressure, the oil would still preserve unaltered its physical

characteristics, and be suitable as a lubricant for some other pur

pose, because it is still a liquid, its molecular constitution remain

ing unaffected. ;

With the chemical changes induced by heat, however, there-

is an alteration in the structure of the molecules. The oil, which,,

before the application of the heat, was an apparently permanent

combination, principally of hydrogen and carbon, now becomes-

fractionally vaporised, and at each successive change becomes less-

able to support its original intention. Its peculiar, and essential,,

properties as a lubricant are lost, and what is left of it tends to

become a solid, or solids, with all the dangers of solid friction.

These changes are constantly occurring in the cylinder of a.

petrol motor, and, in a lesser degree, accompany the evolution of

heat, generated by frictional losses, in every bearing. Theso-

chemical changes are proportional to the rise in temperature, and

to the specific atomic structure of the molecules of the oil. A.

lubricant of the best quality, therefore, should possess a physical,

and chemical constitution which will permit of a high safety

factor over possible dissociation from rise in temparature, as well',

as presenting sufficient physical resistance to excessive pressure.

Coming now to the quantity of oil which is necessary-

to ensure the efficient working of a bearing, we have*

to consider the actions and processes which are constantly

at work, and which render the renewal of the oil supply

necessary. These may be briefly described as wastage,,

physical deterioration, and chemical changes. It is extremely
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difficult to design and construct any bearing from which there

shall be no leakage of oil, and absolutely no loss by unnecessary

friction. At the best a compromise is effected, and the wastage

reduced to the minimum without unduly increasing the faction

in making the bearing quite oil-tight. Theoretically, the perfect

bearing would be one in which the whole of the running gear

was immersed in oil, and surrounded by an air-tight case. But

even this would not effect an absolute cessation of wastage. The

extreme mobility of the molecules of the lubricant, and the various

forces which tend to disturb its relative state of rest, make it

well-nigh impossible to avoid a loss on this score. And, even if

it were possible to retainit for any length of time in its particular

bearing, this is not advisable. Physical deterioration of the

quality of the oil is produced by the wear of the moving parts

resulting in a gradual admixture of the fine solid particles of the

metal, abraded by friction. It is an axiom of physical science

that no two atoms are ever in virtual contact, and in addition to

this natural and inviolable physical separation, we take the

precaution, by the use of a lubricant, the most suitable for the

purpose, to interpose a further and yet more effective means of

separation. And still we are confronted with the apparent paradox

their place those properties, or physical characteristics, of the-

respective elements which are the base of the compound appear-

instead. As, it has been noted, these changes, although perhaps

not appreciably, are actually in progress, in some ' degree or

another, all the time, it is necessary constantly to freshen and

renew the lubricant, to preserve its essential qualities.

In relative order of importance we may place these-

necessities for replacement as follows:—First and greatest,,

wastige; second, physical deterioration ; and last, except in its.

relation to the cylinder, chemical change. It will have been

observed that the expression " freshen and renew " was used in

dealing with the question of the quantity of oil to be used. It

is not possible to wholly renew the lubricant without consider

able trouble. To accomplish this effectually it is necessary to

wash out all the bearings with petrol or other oil solvent, and

this, besides entailing much time, is sometimes a source of

subsequent mischief, where the new lubricant has failed to effect

its complete distribution before work has been restarted. More

over, it is hardly ever necessary to wash out, when the motor is.

in constant action. The fresh oil, as it is added to that already

in use, tends to replace it by a natural process of circulation, irt

 

The 30-36-h.p. Petrol Motor First Aid Tender and Fire Eicape recently supplied to the London Fire Brigade by Commercial Cue, Ltd. -

of particles, never in actual contact, mutually altering their

relative physical relationship. We know that this is caused by

the law that all bodies tend to obey, and therefore move, in the

direction imposed by the strongest force acting upon them at

the time. Although the particles of the bearing, and the lubri

cant even, are not in actual contact, and usually obey the law of

cohesion, the attractive force of which binds their adjacent

particles together, yet when the greater force of friction, exhi

bited as heat or molecular motion, is acting, the particles of

metal obey th;s, the stronger force. The continual dropping

of water upon a stohe will " wear it away." That is, erode it, or

even dissolve it. In the same way, but acting under the

direction of another force, the continual friction between the

solid of the shaft, say, and the liquid lubricant, and between

the solid of the journal and the liquid, results in the " wearing "

of these solids, by the separation from their surfaces of minute

particles of their substance, which are held in suspension by the

liquid, and when present in appreciablequantities soon begin to

exercise a very aclive, and additional, attrition.

The chemical changes which occur in the constitution of the

lubricant have already been referred to. Whenever chemical

changes take place, whatever may be the immediate cause, the

essential properties of the compound body disappear and in

which such diverse forces as capillary attraction, gravity and

centrifugal force, are actively at work. A proportion of the oil

in use is lost by wastage", and this is, almost necessarily, that

which has lost its initial viscosity and has been subjected to the

greatest use. It is, moreover, the most heavily charged with

metallic particles. Inferentially, it is most unwise to check this

wastage, when it is seen to serve so useful a fnnct:on

(To be concluded.)

The garage of the Thornton Engineering Company at

Balle Vue, Bradford, is now open day and night. There is

special accommodation for cars to be washed during the night

ready for next morning.

Messrs. James H. Randall and Co. have opened a new

metal warehouse at 31, Marylebone Lane, Wigmore Street, W.

At their works in Green Street, Paddington Green, they have

for a considerable time carried on sheet metal work of every

desciiption for the motor trade, making fittings for petrol tanks,

bonnets, silencers, &c, as well as castings in brass, gun metal and

aluminium. At their new place they have a large stock of

solid drawn copper tubes, unions, petrol taps, screws, &c, all of

which will be of special interest to the industry.
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CONTINENTAL NOTES.

The A.C.F. Grand Prix Races.

The entries for the A.C.F. Grand Race (heavy cars) have

received considerable additions during the past week, no less

than forty-five cars being entered by Saturday evening last,

when the list at single rates was closed. The vehicles which

will compete in the event are three each Geimain, Benz, Fiat,

Panhard, Motobloc, Mercedes, De Dietrich, Austin, Renault,

Opsl, Clement-Biyard, Brasier, Weigel, and Itala, two Porthos,

and a Thomas. There will thus be twenty cars in the contest

representing France, nine on behalf of Germany, six for England,

9X for Italy, three for Belgium, and one for America. The

Grand Prix des Voiturettes has brought forward an even larger

"" field," no less than fifty-eight vehicles having been entered for

this event, viz., three each Isotta-Fraschini, Rolland-Pilain, Lion-

Peugeot, Guillemin-Le Gui, Alcyon, Grtgoire, Busson, Sizaire-

Naudin, Martini, Le Metais, Delage, Werner, Corre, Ampere,

■and Aries, two each Bailieau, Demeester, and Monnier, and one

each Fouillaron, Vulpes, Truffault, De La Rouliere, Arion, Passe-

Partout, and Stabilia. Three of the cars are of Italian and three

favoured, is that around the Pay de Dome mountain, in the

department of that name, in the district on which the Grand

Prix race was held in 1906. The track would consist of a double

and parallel loop, each 12| miles long, and crossing one another

by means of a bridge. The total distance would thus be 25

miles. The double track, which it is proposed to light by elec

tricity, will be about 80 ft. wide. The cost of construction is

estimated at £80,000, and it is expected that the work could be

completed within a year. The Boulogne section of the Auto

mobile Club du Nord have also submitted a scheme to the A.C.F.

relative to a proposed permanent circuit in the Pas de Calais

district.

♦ ♦ ♦

Motor Cars for Military Purposes in Prance.

Official recognition of the value of the motor-car in warfare

is implied by a legislative project submitted by the French

Ministers of War, of the Interior, and of Public Works to the

Army Commission. The scheme proposes taking a census of all

automobiles in France and a classification of their details, so

that in the event of hostilities the Army authorities should be

able at a moment's notice to commandeer motor cars required

 

Rieal at tilt wheel of one of the Clement-Bayard Can for the A.C.F. 1908 Grand Friz Race-

engine 155 nun. bore by 170 mm, stroke.

The vehicle is fitted with a four-cylinder

-of Swiss construction, the remainder being all built in France,

a striking indication of the attention which is now being paid to

the building of light cars in the last-named country. The entry

■fees for the heavy car race amount to £7,240, and for the

voiturette contest £968, giving the not inconsiderable total of

£8,208. The A.C.F. has definitely fixed the dates and distances

for the races. The voituretta event will be held on Monday,

July 6, and will consist of six circuits of the Seine Inferieure

circuit, a distance of 462 kilometres, or about 288 miles. The

big car race, or Grand Prix proper, will be held on the following

day, Tuesday, July 7th, over ten circuits of the course, a

distance of 770 kilometres, or about 480 miles. Practising has

commenced on the Dieppe circuit, and already it has been found

■necessary to issue a warning against excessive speed.

♦ ♦ ♦

A Proposed.Permanent Racing Circuit in France.

- Reference has already been made in this column to the

scheme which is being considered by the French Automobile

Club of establishing on tome large estate a huge track on which

races may be held under conditions similar to those appertaining

on ordinary roads. One projected course, which is being much

for military service. The only cars exempt from mobilisation

are those belonging to the President of the Republic, the Post

Office, and other public departments. Fines will be imposed for

non-compliance with the new law.

♦ ♦ ♦

Miscellaneous Items.

Arrangements are in hand for tho establishment of a public

motor-car service between Sassari and Tempio Palua, on the

island of Sardinia. A service of motor-cabs is about to be

inaugurated in Zurich by a newly-formed company. The

Austrian Automobile Club last week held a banquet in Vienna

to celebrate the completion of its tenth year of existence.

It is reported that the Turkish postal authorities are con

templating establishing a motor-car service for the carriage of

the mails between Fregli, on the Bagdad Railway, and Aleppo.

A motor-car race from Padua to Bovalenta, Italy, is to be

held on April 5th next, The Kaiser has ordered five

Mercedes cars to be put in readiness for use during his stay

in Corfu. -A hill-climbing competition is to be held on the

8th prox., over a two-kilometre course, near Toulon, France, by

the Automobile Club of Toulon.
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The Santon Golf Club,

■which has links at Braunton,

Devon, is providing a motor

house for the accommodation of

the cars of members.

The Brighton and Sussex

Motor and Carriage Works, of

13a, Cannon Place, Brighton, have held their annual staff dinner

•and concert at the Grand Hotel, Brighton.

The Maudslay Motor Co., Ltd., Coventry, have sent out a

neatly designed copper ash-tray. The words " Maudslay Motors,

<>0, Piccadilly, W.," are stamped tbereoh.

Unseasonable weather led to the postponement of Mr. F.

Newton's attack on the world's records of 50 miles, 100 miles,

one and two hours at the Brooklands track on Tuesday.

In addition to agencies for cars, Hill's Garage in Westgate

Street, Cardiff, which is managed by Mr. E. W. Bowen, carries

stocks of accessories, such as the Kempshall tyres and other

-specialities.

A correspondent in Moscow reports that there is an

■excellent opportunity for demonstrating the merits of industrial

Tnotor-vehicles among manufacturers in that district, particularly

in connection with the textile industry. /

As an illustration of the pains which are taken to obtain

■quiet and silent running in modern motor-cars, it may be stated

that even radiator fans are subjected to careful balancing in

■order to reduce their hum to the lowest possible point.

From the Sheffield-Simplex Motor Works, Ltd., comes a

.photograph giving an interior view of their works at Tinsley,

Sheffield. We recently had an opportunity of going over the

•new factory, and found it exceedingly well arranged and

-equipped for the production of high-grade cars.

Halley's Industrial Motors, Ltd., have secured an order

from the Corporation of Clydebank for a 20-b.p. fire brigade

first-aid machine. The vehicle will be supplied with the usual

first-aid body, suitable for carrying six men, 1,200 ft. of hose,

■and a 40-ft. ladder, the body generally being built to the require

ments of Mr. Wbyte, the firemaster at Clydebank.

The Bridgwater Motor Co., Ltd., send a copy of their new

■catalogue for the season, from which their clients will be able to

.gauge their capacity for the prompt supply of all motor-car

■accessories and the numerous incidental articles required 'by the

motorist. Among the cars illustrated are the Rover, Argyll,

Swift, Singer, and other well-known makes for which the com

pany is agent.

The Beaufort Works and Garage at Woodhall Spa have

•excellent accommodation for motorists. To the main road is a

showroom and above that are rooms with accommodation for

chauffeurs. To the rear is a drive, paved with tar macadam,

leading to a garage 50 ft. by 40 ft., and works 117 ft. by 21 ft.

Messrs. Campbell and Co., the proprietors, have every facility

for repairing, as well as housing, cars.

We recently mentioned that the proprietors of the " Shef

field Daily Telegraph " had a fleet of motor vehicles for the

delivery of newspapers. These vehicles are fitted with

"Durandal" non-skid bands, and in order to encourage the

-drivers in the careful handling of their vehicles Messrs. Stuart,

Morrison and Co., the agents for the non-skids, have offered a

•prize to the driver who has the greatest mileage to his credit

with the non-skids in serviceable condition.

The mechanical branch of the American Association of

JLicensed Automobile Manufacturers some time ago took up the

subject of the standardisation of tubing used in motor-cars.

The object of the research was to secure a high quality of steel

-with a maximum of strength, and to reduce the number of sizes

as much as possible, so that deliveries could be more quickly

made by the tube manufacturers, who have hitherto been required

•to supply about 1,200 sizes of steel tubes of varying diameters

■and thicknesses. As the outcome of the conferences that have

been held the number of sizes has been reduced to about 300.

-Charts have been made of these standard sizes and furnished to

each member of the association, giving a schedule of the standard

.stock sizes of all steel tubing made.

THERE.

J. L.

Opposite the new tube sta

tion at Hampstead a garage and

motor repair establishment has

been opened by Messrs. Rey and

Pratt.

The Park Road Garage at

Ormskirk is occupied by Mr.

Balmforth, who is well able to be of service to motorists

 

needing assistance when in that locality.

The R.A.C. Competitions Committee bas agreed to recognise

records of speed obtained when using fluids auxiliary to combus

tion, such as oxygen, acetylene, &c.

A proposal is to be brought before the Hampshire County

Council to devote the fees received from motor-car registrations

and licences to the improvement of road surfaces and the erection

of warning signals.

The Motor Repair and Supply Company, of Bridge Road,

Hammersmith, W., in addition to carrying out repairs of all

kinds, are now making a speciality of modernising old cars by

increasing the length of the chassis to enable a side-entrance body

to be substituted for the old tonneau. The two illustrations

given herewith depict an old 40-h.p. Mercedes which has

 

recently passed through the company's hands, the first one

showing its original condition and the second its remodelled

appearance. The firm inform us that they can effect a similar

improvement»in almost any make of car, and when we called on

them recently we saw a Renault chassis undergoing similar

treatment.

Among the cars which are popular in the Colonies are the

Clement-Talbot vehicles, which have lately figured in several

important trials and runs in Australia. Out of six cars of this

make in the three days' reliability trials held by the Automobile

Club of Victoria, five were awarded gold medals. In the bill

climb in connection with the same event, the three fastest times

were made by the 15-h.p. Talbot cars, whilst four cars attained

speeds varying from fifty to fifty-nine miles per hour in the

speed test. It is on a 20-24-h.p. Talbot car that Messrs.

Duddon and Auger are making an attempt to cross Australia.

The last news from them recorded that they were about halfway

across the Continent. Another conspicuous performance of a

Clement-Talbot vehicle has been a run from Melbourne to Sydney,

when Mr. C. P. Kellow, on a 15-h.p. car, covered the 577 miles in

24 h. 40 min. The ordinary train takes twenty-four hours to

do the journey.
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A motor-cab service has been started in Liverpool.

In the recent Bombay Trials a Daimler car secured a gold

medal and made a non-stop run.

Mr. J. R. Oran, who is well known to motorists in the

Highlands, has motor depots at Dingwall, and also at Tain.

Mr. W. F. Poole, manager of the Cork Motor Company,

Ltd., has a prominent location in the city, and looks forward to

a successful season.

Mr. Dugald Clerk, M.I.C.E., has been elected president

of the Engireering Section of the British Association meeting to

be held at Dublin in September next.

In the well-known Dublin suburb of Donnybrook, Mr. P.

Breen has a garage with accommodation for a dozen cars and the

necessary equipment for the charging of accumulators.

Among the orders for Siddeley 18-h.p. industrial vehicles

recently secured by the Wolseley Tool and Motor Car Company,

Ltd., are two for the India Office for famine relief work in India.

At the junction of the High Street and Portsmouth Eoad,

Guildford, Mr. E. W. Steadman has opened an establishment for

the sale of motor accessories. His postal address is 1, Mount

Street,

Major G. C. Glyn recently purchased an 18-24-h.p. Swift

car, which he ran in the Reliability Trials of the South Indian

Motor Union. It- secured prize cups for being first in its class

in (a) reliability, (b) hill climbing, and (c) speed. !W»jj

The accompanying illustration shows the private garage of

Mr. James Lawrence Breese, a well-known New York motorist.

It is situated at Southampton, Long Island, Mr. Breese's summer

 

headquarters, whore are stored and kept au point his three

Mercedes cars—a 20-h.p., a 35-h.p., and a 40-h.p. The garage

is an especially constructed building, and is equipped with every

convenience for the repair of the cars.

With reference to Mr. Jarrott's record at Brooklands on

his 804-h.p. (R.AC. rating) Lorraine de Dietrich, we learn that

when he had trouble with his tyre he was within four and a

quarter miles of the distance standing for the hour record, with

nearly ten minutes in hand.

Some trials have lately been made with an Argyll 16-20-

h.p. 2-ton petrol motor lorry in transporting cotton goods

between the mill at Farnworth and the warehouse in Man

chester. Starting at 7.50 a.m. the vehicle made three round

trips by 5.20 p.m.; altogether the lorry carried 7 tons from the

mill to the warehouse, the return journeys all being made empty.

The Wolseley Tool and Motor Car Company, Ltd., have

just supplied to the order of H.M. Office of Works a combined

private omnibus or ambu'ance for the use of officers at the

Convalescent Home at Osborne, Isle of Wight. The vehicle is

built on a Siddeley chassis with chain drive and a wheel base of

11 ft. 1 in., and fitted with a 40-h.p. four-cylinder motor. When

used as a private omnibus the vehicle is arranged with six bucket

seats ; when the car is required for ambulance work the seats

can be removed and stretchers fitted in their place. The body is

painted a dark green, and the seats are upholstered in dark

green glazed leather. A luggage rail is fitted which is capable

of carrying about 9 cwt. of luggage.

On Wednesday next Mr. R. M. Wright, of Lincoln, wilh

hold a motor-car auction in that oity.

In the High Street, Rotherham, is a dangerous corner, at

which motorists should exercise great care.

The Soshin Motor Car Company recently inaugurated &

public motor-car service in Nagasaki, Japan, with two American-

built motor-omDibuses.

A motor-car wedding at Accrington is made the subject of

comment in a Lancashire paper. We had thought such events^

had become almost commonplace.

Near the King's Head Hotel, West Hill, Harrow, is the-

Harrow Motor Garage, where private motor houses are provided

for clients. Driving is taught and all kinds of motor accessories

kept in stock.

During last year 1,093 motor vehicles, valued at £631,433,.

were imported into the United States, as compared with 1,295-

and £883,209 respectively in 1906. Four-fifths of the imports

were supplied by France.

Mr. Gordon Usmar and Mr. H. Ramoisy have joined the

firm of Vinot Cars (T. J. Harman and Co., 20, Regent Street,.

S.W.), in partnership, and will introduce several new models,,

including a 12-16-h.p. (R.A.C. rating 16-h.p.) car.

Some time ago we mentioned that a chapel on the London

Road, St. Albans, had been transformed into a garage known as

the City Motor and Electrical Works. This is now fully

equipped, and those who travel on the main London and St..

Albans road will find it possesses ample facilities for any

mechanical assistance they may need.

The Law and Parliamentary Committee of the Hammer

smith Borough Council are making arrangements for holding a

conference of metropolitan councils for the purpose of considering-

what furthering action it is desirable to take with a view to-

putting a stop to the nuisance arising from the motor-omnibus-

traffic. So far replies have been received from twenty-five

authorities. Fourteen have agreed to send delegates to the-

conference, and eleven have decided not to be represented.

In connection with the forthcoming Cordingley Motor Car

Exhibition, at the Agricultural Hall, London, an aeronautical

section is being organised by Messrs. Spencer Bros., the well-

known aeronauts. The exhibition will be open front March 21st

to the 28th, and the Aero display will include full sized airships,,

aeroplanes a la Farman, motors for flying machines, balloons,

parachutes, scientific instruments, photographic cameras and

other accessories, such as made the Aero Section such a popular

feature at last year's show.

The " Electary " motor appliances are attractively brought,

to our notice by Messrs. W. and R. Jacobs, of 39c, King

William Street, E.C. These include accumulators in which a

new form of incorrodible terminal is fitted, dry batteries,

terminals, coils, garage lamps, combined hand and inspection

lamps, switches, volt meters, and ampere meters, electric lamps,

and ether electrical accessories, to the excellent features of

which we hope to refer in a later issue. Mention may, how

ever, now be made of the accumulator controller, by means of'

which the state of the accumulator is easily ascertained.

The start of the New York-Paris motor race took place in,

New York early on Wednesday, the 12th inst. The cars which

started comprised three French vehicles, namely, a De Dion,,

driven by G. Bourchier St. Chaffray; a Motobloc, driven by

C. Godard ; and a Sizaire-Naudin, driven by Pons ; one Germaru

car, a Protos; one Italian car, a Brixia Ziist, driven by A.

Scafoglio ; and one American car, a Tcomas, wiih Montague

Roberts at the wheel. The race is an outgrowth of the Pekin-

Paris run of last year. The route by which the cars will travel

is as follows :—New York to Cleveland, Chicago, Ogden, Carson

City, Mojave, Santa Barbara, and San Francisco—4,300 miles ;

San Francisco by ship to Valdez, 2,800 miles ; Valdez to Fair

banks, Tanana, Kaltag, Unalakleek, and Nome, Alaska, 1,200

miles : Nome to East Cape, Siberia, by boat, 250 miles j East

Cape to Nijni Kolinsk, Oustiana, Boulong, Yakutsk, Irkoutsk,

Nijni Novgorod, Moscow, St. Petersburg, Berlin, Aix-la-Chapelle,.

and Paris—11,450 miles. The total distance is, approximately,

20,000 miles. - . - - -
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Correspondence.

[letters to the Editor should be addressed to the offices, 97-88, Charing Cross Rood, London, W.O.]

»

HILL CLIMBING IN EDINBUEGH.

To the Editor or The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—I have perused with much interest (he article in your issue of

February 8th on the Sheffield-Simplex car, and I have also read the let t tr

by Sir J. H. A. Macdonald in your issue of 15th inst. I was one of the

three passengers who accompanied Mr. Percy Richardson when he drove

the car from Waverlej Market, via Dean Bridge, Stewart's College, Rae-

burn Place, Comely Bank, Stock Bridge, and Frederick Street back to

Waverley Market. Perhaps you were technically wrong when you stated

that Frederick Street is just under one mile in length, and although my

knowledge of Edinburgh is not sufficient to enable me to make a definite

statement as regards the lengths of the different streets, I am certain that

from Comely Bank, where the ascent begins, to the summit in George

Street the distance cannot be much, if anything, short of a mile. I have

a distinct recollection of at least one bad turn on the hill. The whole

route was done on top gear, and, although I have been a motorist for

several years, I was surprised at the ease with which the hill was " eaten

up."

an Edinburgh gentleman who went up the hill with me to ascertain -the-

exact length and also the various names of the ithoroughfareslonlthe

incline referred to.

All I can say, however, is that the facts as stated in your issue of

the 8th inst. are materially true, and in order to be careful of the

accuracy of the gradients, I procured from Mr. W. M, Colam, the

District Engineer of the Edinburgh Northern Cable Tramways, an exact

contour of the hill with the gradients marked, and with his signature

appended to the same, a blue print of which I am enclosing. The turns

referred to on the hill I quite admit, if met on the open road, could

not be considered as awkward ones, but, considering that there are trams

the whole way, and also a sufficient amount of traffic up to the second

turn to necessitate serious checks in the speed of the car, so as to prevent

any possibility of rushing the hill, I think it perfectly justifiable to claim'

them as bad turns under these conditions. As regards the details of

the actual performance of climbing this hill, I may say that I started

the car on its top speed at the bottom, on the slight up gradient, and

had to drive the same through the traffic and invariably at the last

corner there was either a tram or its equivalent in the shape of carts or

 

MOTORING IN THE DUTCH EAST INDIES.

A 15-22-h.p. Spyker, a 40-h.p. Fiat Touring Car and a 40-h.p. Hat Motor Lorry at Tosari. [Dt Auto.

. It would be interesting to learn if any of the other cars represented

at the Edinburgh Show succeeded in accomplishing the feat performed by

the Sheffield-Simplex. I raw several making the attempt. I may state

that I also accompanied Mr. Percy Richardson when he drove the same

car np Ramsey Lane, and I am glad to see that your correspondent

gives the car credit for that performance. I have no connection with

the Sheffield-Simplex Compaiiy, but I hope soon to be the owner of

one of their 45-h.p. six-cylinder cars.—Yours truly,

H. L. Stocks.

To TH» Editor or The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—I notice the letter in your issue of 15th inst., from Sir John

Macdonald, regarding the hill climbing trial performed by me with the

Sheffield-Simplex car in Edinburgh, and as I supplied the information

to you, I feel it my duty to reply to the same, and in doing so would

like to mention that I rather appreciate beirg, as it were, corrected by

tuch a well-known and highly-respected friend.

I was evidently wrong in stating the hill climb was up Frederick

Street, but not knowing Edinburgh sufficiently well, I had to rely upon

the information given me by one of my passengers who I presumed

knew the thoroughfare. Besides this street there are apparently other

thoroughfares included in the length of the climb^and I have written to

pedestrians to prevent rushing this before coming on to the steepest

part of the climb. 1 was very careful not only to procure the actual

gradients but also to give the names of gentlemen who had travelled up-

with me on the car, and who were above reproach, and these names I

again am taking the liberty of repeating :—The Rt. Hon. The Earl of

Mar and Kellie, Mr. E. Campbell Muir, Mr. T. Barclay, Edinburgh,

Mr H. L. Stocks, Mr. Sinclair, and Mr. T. Roland Outhwaite.

Finally, I would not like Sir John Macdonald to think that I am

claiming that this gradient is an exceptionally stiff one for a car to climb

on one of its low gears. I am not ; but what I do say is that it is a very

steep gradient for a car to climb with a full load of passengers on it's top

gear.—Yours tiuly,

Percy Richardsox.

[It is evident from Sir J. A. Macdonald's letter and Mr. Richardson's

explanation that the bill-climbing trial in question was not merely along

Frederick Street, but along a thoroughfare of which it forms part, and

which changes its name at different point?. The mistake does not

detract from the excellent performance of the Sheffield-Simplex car,

which in making the ascent of the long rise, with its maximum gradient of

one in thirteen, on top gear only confirms the good opinion we formed of

the bill-climbing capabilities of the vehicle in the course of a recent run

from Nottingham to Sheffield.]
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ARE TWO IGNITION SYSTEMS NECESSARY ?

To THE Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—I was very interested in the opinions yon published in the last

issue of the M.C.J, from manufacturers and agents with regard to the

question of whether it U necessary to fit two systems of igniiion on

modern motor-cars. Analysing the views expressed, I find that while one

or two firms maintain,an open mind on the subject the majority are in

favonr of a single system, that being—with one exception—the mag

neto.

Having heard the trade side of the question, it would, I think, be

useful if nsers of motor-cars would now give their views on the subject.

I would like to hear, for example, from motoiists who have two systems

of ignition whether they have found, in the course of their motoring

-career, the reserve method to be of practical use, and also to be in working

-order when required, and from those who rely on a single ignition whether

■this has carried them through safely.—Yours truly,

Prestonian.

[We shall be glad to have the views of motorists on the subject as

-suggested by our correspondent.—Ep. M.C.J.]

AN AUSTRALIAN DOCTORS EXPERIENCES.

To THE Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—Under separate cover I am sending you a photograph of Mrs.

Grimwade and myself in my 10-h.p. Hum her car. This is the second

car of this make that I have driven in the last four years, during which

time I have done about 35,000 miles. With the exception of tyres, I

have had very little trouble on the road at all. I always drive myself,

my man only cleans the car. I may also add that my wife drives the

■car a good deal by herself.

 

Until the last two years, when I came to Geelong, there were hardly

*ny ears in the town running regularly. Now there are about a dozen,

although our roads are far from good. In fact, the main road from

Geelong to Melbourne, about forty-eight miles, is one of the worst,

several miles of it are unmade, and for some distance one has to travel

over open clay pans. In the summer this is delightful, but in the winter

after heavy rain these pans are almost impassable without non-skid

tyres.

As a doctor I go to all out of the way places at times, and often

travel miles over mere tracks, and sometimes across paddocks without

-any tracks at all. I find that the car is preferable to a horse-drawn

vehicle in spite of all these drawbacks, and a great saving of time.—

Yours truly,

A. Sheppard Grimwade.

Geelong, Victoria.

THE SETTING OF VALVES.

To ths Editob of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—In answer to the letter of the Larrad Syndicate, I note with

regret that these people have come down to that very undesirable

practice of throwing out challenges. I believe I originally started the

^i-cussion re valve setting in your journal, but I never had the slightest

wish to either enter or be drawn into what are practically personalities.

I simply staited the qnestion as I was very interested in the extreme

difference of opinion expressed by different manufacturers. I wished to

see the matter discussed in an open scientific way, with the different

opinions of various manufacturers expressed. When, however, I read

the letter in your issue of to-day, which in so many words accuses me of

untruths, and further goes on to throw out challenges, I feel sorry I

stalled the discussion. Why cannot gentlemen treat the matter in a

gentlemanly manner, and leave commercial instincts out of the question ?

"There are one or two points worthy of note in the letter of the Lirrad

Syndicate. They ask what will be the effect on various engines if the

inlet valve opens 5 deg. on the suction stroke before the exhaust closes r

Well, I have already told them what happened to one engine which had

the valves overlapping, though, of course, 1 did not then take mathemati

cal measurements (as a matter of fact the exhaust period was as near

as no matter to that of the Larrad. and I should say the inlet was too),

but, as they apparently do not believe the story, what is the use of tell

ing them any more ? If I tell them of other engines, and I can too, which

did not run satisfactorily with the valves overlapping as per their setting,

they simply say, "No, you can't prove it; our setting is right, you must

be mistaken." There is no hope of scientific argument with people like this.

If I may make a suggestion as regards the ounce of fact and pound of

theory, I would suggest that the finest plan the Larrad Syndicate can

adopt, if they wish to prove to the motoring community that their set

ting is the best and absolutely infallible, is to go far and wide and set

anyone's engines for them, on the strict understanding that " no cure, no

charge " is the arrangement. They will find plenty of people ready to

take them on, and, if they are successful every time, they will get

together a very nice business. Personally, had I the knowledge which

they claim to have which will prove that practically all engines are timed

wrong, I should start to-morrow on my valve-setting journey and expect

to reap a full harvest I About that test, I believe the Bexhill track is

somewhere about a kilometre in length, with a hill at one end ? Might

I point out that no fair test is possible on such a track ? The only really

fair test is a brake test of the engines, the next best being a fifty or sixty

mile run on a known road.—Yours truly,

Interested Enquirer.

Re THE ORGANISATION OF DRIVERS.

To the Editor of The Motor-Oar Journal.

Sir,—Amongst the ornaments of any account on the walls of my

office are the two " Special " certificates granted me by the Automobile

Club of Great Britain and Ireland, now the Royal A.C. They have

helped me beautifully in the course of my business, having in some

cases been the turning point in my arguments with clients, who must be

absolutely satisfied before coming to terms. Now I am quite sure they

must be of inestimable value to the man who drives for his living, and

in the meantime has charge of several hundred pounds worth of intricate

machinery. ' .

I have noticed an opinion among many men connected with the

motor trade in some way or other, that these certificates are useless and

not worth the trouble of getting them. Needless to say, these men

have neither of the four grades of certificates issued by the R. A.C, and

to the man who imagines they are the property of anyone who will pay

the fees, I say, " Go in and win, if it is so easy." I think that it is one

of the finest things connected with the new industry that has been

accomplished, but I have always thought that there was something more

wanted, and that is, the organisation referred to on the first page of the

M.O.J., No. 467.

I have already attempted something of the kind myself, but I

came early to the conclusion that it could not be founded on anything

like a substantial basis without the support of the Club itself. I should

be pleased to furnish the R. A.C. with particulars of the association as

I would have had it, should they intimate any desire to know. I shall

also be happy to place my services and my workshops at the disposal

of the R.A.C. in the interests of such an undertaking. —Yours truly,

Herbert J. Chapman.

CHANGE OF OWNERSHIP.

To thb Editob of The Motor-Car' Journal.

SIR,—May 1 ask you to kindly let me know what is done, when one

buys a second-hand car, in regard to the number ?

I own a car which was registered and a number given. Since then

I have bought another car. I have not yet sold my first one. Shall I

have to give notice to the L.C.C., and what shall I have to pay? The

oar I have just bought is a second-hand one, and of course has its number.

I am not particular which number I have for my present car. I may

add that I shall dispose of the first one as soon as possible. Further, I

shall not be running same. Thanking you in anticipation.—Yours

truly,

W. B.

[The point is dealt with in our Comments on another page.]

A SUGGESTION REGARDING MUD GUARDS.

To thi Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—I do not know whether you have noticed the fact that the

engine under the bonnet of a petrol car is not so accessible as it was a

year or so ago. As a general rule the motor adjuncts are so made that

it is possible to take off almost any part without disturbing others ; but

this improvement of the individual parts has been in a great measure off

set by the difficulty of getting at the engine as a whole. In other words,

while it is easier to take the parts off when you can reach them, they are

harder to reach than before, a state of affairs which has been brought

about by two causes, namely, the increase in the leDgth of the engines

and the development of the wide enclosed mudguard. At present most

motors are rendered inaccessible by a high radiator in front, the dash
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board at the rear, and long, wide mudgaard at the side, which extend

•down to the frame. All work on the upper part of the engine must be

done by reaching over one or the other of these obstructions, and the

larger the car the farther the operator must reach. Could it not be

possible to so fit the front mudguards, or in fact all of them, in such a way

that they can be readily detached ? The idea might be worked ont in a

number of different ways, and on many cars would not only materially

facilitate the work of adjusting the engine, but would also be of service

when tyre troubles are encountered.—Yours truly,

W. J. Stephenson.

THE ACTION OF SPRINGS.

To the Editor of The Motor-Car Journal.

Sir,—In the correspondence columns of your issue dated October

12th, Mr. A. E. Gelder, of the K.T. Syndicate, Ltd., makes the follow

ing statement :—" The rapidity of action of the best steel springs is

about eighty-six times per minute, the rapidity of action of the best

commercial rubber, such as is U9ed in high-class tyres, is about ninety

per minute, but the rapidity of action of air is approximately 1,800

times per minute.'' Is it too much if I ask Mr. Gelder by your favour

to explain through the medium of the M.C.J. (1) what he means by

the phrase "rapidity of action"? and (2) how does he get, or who is

hi? authority for the particulais quoted ?—Yours truly,

Melbourne. J. E. BlSHOP.

THE IRISH RELIABILITY TRIALS.

The itinerary of the trials to be organised by the Irish A.C. in May

next will be as follows :—

First day.—Dublin to Portrush, 149} miles.—Dublin, Balbriggan,

Drogheda, Dunleer, Dundalk, Newiy, Ban bridge, Lurgan, Moira,

Crumlin, Antrim, Ballymena, Ballymoney, Portrush.

Second day. — Portrush to Dublin, 173 miles. Portrush, Coleraine,

Downhill, Limavady, Dungiven, Ma^hera,Tober.uore, Moneymore, Cooks-

towD, Dungannon, Moy, Armagh, Ready, Oa«tleblayney,Carrickmacross,

Ardee, Oollon, Slane, Dublin.

Third day.—Dublin to Rillarney, 178 miles.—Dublin, Ilathcoole, Kill,

Johnstown, Naas, Newbridge, Rildare, Monasterevan, Ballybrittas,

Bilhdavis Cross Roads, Ballyroan, Abbeyleix, Durrow, Johnstown,

Urlingford, Littleton, Cashel, Goldenbridge, Tipperary, Emily. Knock-

long, Rilmallock, Charleville, Freetnount, Newmarket, Boherboy,

Rillarney.

Fourth day.—Stay at Killirney.

Fifth day.—Rillarney to Cork, 156J miles.—Rillarney, Beaufort,

Rilgobnet, Lough Acoose, Ballochosheen, Spunkane Chapel, Waterville,

Top of Coomakista, Derrynane, Cahirdaniel, West Cove, Parknasilla,

Blackwater Bridge, Templenowe, Reomare, Glengariffe, Ballylicky

Bridge, Pass of Reimaneigh, Tarn to Gougane Barra, Bealnageary,

Inchigeela, Toon Bridge, Macroom B:idge, Carrigadrohid, Coachford,

Dripsey, Iniscarra, Carrigrohane, Cork.

Sixth day.—Cork to Dublin, 16 li miles.—Cork, Glanmire, Water-

grasshill, Rathcormac, Fermoy, Rilwprth, Ballyporeen, Clogheen,

\

 

A Road to the Soudan.

The town ot Esneh is a provincial capital of Egypt, with a road leading 1 1 the Soudao, along which a

considerable trade is done. It provides an object lesson in the progress that is taking place In Egypt.

From " The Mediterranean.''] [George Philip and Son, Lid.

Messes. Harper and Lane, Granby Street, Leicester, agents for

the Humber cars, write us in regard to a paragraph which appeared in

this column last week, that it is the chief constable of Leicestershiie

who has been provided with a 15-h.p. Coventry-Humber car. The

vehicle which was supplied by them has given every satisfaction, and

proved to be of great value to the chief constable duriDg the recent

series of burglaries, &c, in Leicestershire.

Baron Adrien De Turckheim, of the De Dietrich Company, has

written to Mr. \V. M. Letts with regard to the prohibition of detachable

wheels in the A.C.F. Grand Prix Race, stating that he considers " that

the Sporting Commission of the A.C.F. could not reverse a decision

which has already been made some considerable time, and whi^h has been

adhered to in previous races : but, on the other hand, and from a purely

sporting point of view, I thiok it would have been interesting to see Mr.

Edge's car run against ours, even with the detachable wheels, we, our

selves, not having them."

Mr. W. E. Gelder, secretary of the Chauffeurs' Commercial Motor

Men, 71, Horatio Street, Moston, Manchester, writes to say that at a

meeting of his society it was resolved that Mr. Councillor T. Fox should

ask the Chief Constable of Manchester if anything could be done towards

securing instruction in driving before granting licences to drive cars. The

reply was that the Chief Constable had no such power. Mr. Gelder also

adds that he did not know of the views of the Chief Constable as expressed

to theL.G.B., a point raised by the Chief Constable of Manchester at the

opening of the recent Manchester Motor Show.

ArdBnnan, Clonmel, Glenbower, Nine- Mile-House, Callan, Rilkenny,

Royal Oak, Leighlinbridge, Carlow, Baltinglass, Hollywood, Poula-

phouca, Blessington, Brittas, Embankment, Tallagh, Balrothery,

Templeogue, Terenure, Dublin. . ,

^

THE INTERNATIONAL TOURINQ CAR TRIAL, 1908. ,.

The following entries have already been received for this trial, which

begins on Thursday, June 11th next :— . . , /

Class 7.—Six-cylinder Napier, entered by Mr. S. F. Edge.

Class 9.—Six-cylinder Rolls-Royce (2), entered by Messrs. Rolls-

Royce, Ltd. ■ , , ,

Class 10.—Six-cylinder Napier, entered by Mr. S. F. Edge.

Class 3.—De Dion car, entered by Mr. J. W. Stocks.

Classes 5 and 6.—Beeston-Humber cars, entered by Mr. T. C.

Pullinger.

CUss C—20-h.p. and a 30-h.p. White steam car, entered by Mr. F.

Coleman.

The ten classes are based on R. A.C. rating, as follows:—Up to

6 4, from 6 4 to 13 0, from 13 0 to 16 0, from 160 to 20 8, from 20 8 to

25 6, from 25 6 to 32 4, from 32 4 to 40 0, from 400 to 46 4, from 46 4 to

52 8, from 52-8 to 60 0.

ilBOCCCJWHi

Thk correspondent who wrote last week with reference to the police

trap at Crawley now informs us that the police stand between the build

ings named and not behind.
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DEPUTATION TO THE CHANCELLOR OF THE

EXCHEQUER.

On Tuesday a deputation from the Motor Union waited upon the

Chancellor of the Exchequer at the Honse of Commons. It consisted

of Mr. Joynson-Hicks, Captain D. Hughes Morgan, J.P. (Card.fl),

Messrs. Chas. H. Dodd (Maidenhead), W. Ballin Hinde (hen. trea

surer), Msjor J. A. Cole, J.P. (Sleaford), CoL Howaid Fairtlough

(Godalming), A. Lyle Ratbbone, J.P. (Liverpool), W. Jackson (Liver

pool), J. E. Hodgkin (Newcastle), C. P. Wilson (Leeds), P. A. Sbar-

man (Hitcbin), H. J. Wells (Barnsley), Walter Bourke (Maidenhead),

Earl Russell (London and Chichester), C. McWhirter (Herts), P. Bunci-

man, Dr. J. L. Lock, M.A. (Uxhridge), Bev. F. W. Haseard-Short,

(Cardiff), H. Howard Humphreys, M.I.M.E. (representing Commer

cial Motor Users' Association), Bees Jeffreys (secretajy).

Mr. Joynson-Hicks submitted that any increase in motor-car taxa

tion should in any event be moderate, and that the interests of motorists

of moderate meanB should be specially considered. He pointed out that

to specially tax motorists as road-users would be to revert to the

obsolete principle of thei turnpike. He urged that (a) Such

taxation should not be inequitable as compared with the taxes on

other classes of road vehicles, (b) That no taxation should be

imposed that would materially restrict the use of motor vehicles

or confine their use and enjoyment to the comparatively wealthy,

(c). Motorists should not be called upon to pay several times oyer for

the maintenance of the roads they use. The great majority of

motorists are house occupiers and therefore ratepayers. In the capacity

of ratepayers they are already contributing through the ordinary channels

to the maintenance of public highways. Those of them who are income

tax payers again contribute to the Imperial grants in aid of local

taxation towards road maintenance. It would be grossly unfair to

make them contribute to a large extent through a third channel for

the same objects. The Question was, Are the roads to lie paid for by

the users of lhem,'or are the roads to be considered as general thorough

fares to be supported by the State for the benefit of the people as a

whole. Mr. Hicks went on to urge that any new taxation should be calcu

lated according to the weight of the vehicle, and not on any horse-power

formula. He entirely concurred in the recommendation of the Royal

Commission that taxation should be levied on the basis of weight. The

Union proposed that the responsibility should be placed upon the chassis

maker and carriage builder to stamp the weights of the chassis and body

upon their respective productions, and upon the user of the car to return

the turn of these weights to the proper authority. The Motor Union,

provided that monies derived are appropriated for highway purposes, as

previously indicated, would acquiesce in a scale of taxation as suggested

below :—

(a) Motor-cars unladen :—

Motor-bicycles weighing less than 2 cwt., 7s. 6d.

Motor-cycles weighing less than 7 cwt., 15s.

Motor-cycles and motor-cars not exceeding 12 cwt. unladen,

30s.

Motor-cars exceeding 12 cwt. and not exceedirg 15 cwt., £2.

Motor-cars exceeding 15 cwt. and not exceeding £0 cwt., £3.

Motor-cars exceeding 20 cwt. and not exceedirg 25 cwt., £4.

Motor-cars exceeding 25 cwt. and not exceeding 30 cwt., £6.

And £2 for every additional 6 cwt.

Trade and public service motor vehicles to pay 6>. per ton of

registered axle weight.

(6) Horse-drawn vehicles :—

2-wheeled, drawn by one horse, £1.

4-wheeled, drawn by one horse, £2.

4-wheeled, drawn by two horses, £4.

4-wheeled, drawn by more than two horses, £6.

Trade and public service vehicles to pay half l ho al ove rates.

The speaker went on to remark that the Royal Commission

recommended that revenue derived from the taxation of motor-cars

should be devoted to the improvement of reads, and that a central

department should direct the allocation of the moneys raised.

Mr. Asquith remarked that he did not think a Chancellor of the

Exchequer would get any profit out of such a transaction at al). He

would incur the odium of creating a new and expensive department,

and that having paid the costs of the thing the department would hand

over the profits or the tax to the various local authorities. He did not

see much advantage to the Chancellor of the Exchequer in that.

Mr. Howard Humphreys referred to the question of the basis noon

which the taxation should he made. They advocated that it should

be on the basis of weight and not horse power. The latter could not

be rightly applied to steam vehicles. In the caseof other motors there

were diffeient types of engines which gave different rates of efficiency.

The proposal of the Royal Commission would press unfairly on both

pleasure and trade cars. The deputation suggested that trade and

public service vehicles should pay 6s. per ton of registered axle weight.

Earl Russell, having spoken on the general principles of taxation,

said it was now stated that it was proposed considerably to increase the

tax payable by motor-cars and that these taxes should be propoitioned

in some way to the size and magnificence of the car. Such an increase

based upon considerations of weight was recommended by the Royal

Commission, while other persons who ignorantly thought that horse

power was as easily ascertainable as pounds avoirdupois had occasion

ally supported a taxation graduated on this basis. If it was taken on the

basis of luxury, and it was said that persons who owned two or three car»

of 30-h.p. and upwards could well afford to pay a licence of £10 per car

instead of 4 gs., he admitted that that was probably true. To precisely

the same extent it was true that those who employed powdered footmen

could probably afford to pay £5 a head for them instead of 15s. But

it was perfectly clear that in all these cases there would always be a

limit line where the additional tax will press hardly. A 30-h.p. motor

car costing from £500 to £700, and which oould be run fairly inexpen

sively by the man who drove it himself, might well he used by a superior

commercial traveller for the purpose of his business, but to him an addi

tional £5 or £6 a year in taxation would be quite a serious consideration.

Another still more specious argument most frequently used, was that

motors, while damaging the roads in excess of other classes of vehicles,

escaped their fair share of taxation and did not contribute enough to-

the upkeep of the roads. He denied the premiss and said that if all

the roads of the country were taken, far more damage was done

to them by farm carts and in some cases by traction engines,

than by all the motor-cars. If all the owners of motor-cars

in the kingdom were tabulated it would probably be found that they

paid a larger sum per head in rates and taxes than any other single

class of persons outside the House of Lords. The suggested reason was-

that those who used and damaged the roads should pay proportionately

for their upkeep. This was exactly the reasoning which obtained when

the country was permeated with toll gates, at each of which tribute was-

levied on passing vehicles on a scale proportioned to the damage

they were supposed to have done or the benefit they bad bad

of the road. This system had been condemned and abolished.

Motorists were therefore entitled to say that this system of charging for

the use of the roads was an obsolete and a discredited system. They

were entitled to contend that if tbis was the ground on which increased

taxation was to he imposed on motor vehicles the reasoning should be

extended to all other classes of vehicles, and that a commission should

sit to enquire what was the proper contribution to exact towards road

making from all vehicles that use the roads.

The Bev. Hassard Short submitted that motor-cyclists were already

overtaxed in comparison with pedal cyclists and motor-car owners.

Dr. Lock spoke of the unfairness of a system under which a medical

man, after giving up bis horse and carriage for a motor, would be called

upon to pay considerably increased taxation. The Chancellor of the

Exchequer said he was much obliged to the deputation, whose case would

have due consideration.

AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS.

In the Westminster Court Mr. Troutbeck held an inquiry with-

reference to the death of John Ash, who yvas fatally injured by a.

motor-car in Kensington Gore. Mr. Isaac McGieham stated that he

and his wife were walking along High Street, Kensington, where a

great many motor-cars were being driven at a very rapid pace. He

saw'the deceased man come out into the road, and he was struck by

the wheel of a motor-car, which was nearly in the centre of the road,,

and was evidently in the act of passing a cab. He heard the chauffeur

shout very loudly. The vehicle was not pulled up within its own length,

and he had not heard the hooter sounded. P.c. Gilder spoke of taking

Ash to St. George's Hospital, where he was found to be dead. To-

witness the driver said, " I was coming from High Street, Kensington,

at eight miles an hour, when the man came from behind a hansom cab.

I shouted and applied my biakes. The jury returned a verdict of

accidental death, and said they thought the chauffeur should be severely

cautioned.

At the City of London Couit, Dr. F. J. Waldo concluded an

irquiry with reference to the death of James Garner, steward of the

Press Club, Wine Office Court, E.C., who was run over and killed by a

Vanguard motor-'bus in Fleet Street on the 6th inst. Herbert Allen,

who witnessed tbe accident, said that Mr. Garner in crossing the road

passed behind a four-wheeled van going west, and got right in front of

the motor-omnibus, which was going east. The speed of the 'bus was

about six miles an hour, and the driver bad no opportunity of averting

an accident. Mr. Garner fell, and both near-side wheels went over

him. The driver at once applied his brakes. The jury returned a

verdict of " Accidental death," and exonerated the driver from all

blame.

An accident occurred to a man named Charles Stocks, at the Cinque

Poits Hotel, Bye, on Sunday morning. He was trying to start a motor

car, and was holding the atai ting handle, when the engine back-fired.

Tbe force threw him upon the lamp I racket, the spikes of which

pierced his forehead above his eye. The unfoitunate man was rendered

unconscious. At eeven o'clock on Monday evening he was still uncon

scious, and bis condition was about the same.

The coroner at West Bromwich has held an inquest relative to the

death of a cyclist who collided with a motor-car and sustained injuries

from which he died. Several witness es gave evidence and the jury

returned a verdict of accidental death, adding that no blame could be-

atlached to the.driver of the car.

The Stepney spare wheel gave Mr. W. T. Lord a feeling of confi

dence on his recent trip from Iloml ay to Calcutta, and now Mr. H.

Dutton, who is attempting tbe journey across Australia by motor-car, is

stipulating that his automobile shall be fitted with Stepney wheels.
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CLUBS AND ASSOCIATIONS.

ROYAL A.C.

Twenty-one provincial automobile clubs have decided to remain

affiliated both to the Royal A.C. and to the Motor Union during 1908.

To the members of these clubs, and those which have not yet decided,

the Royal A.C. proposes to offer the full advantages of associates hip

of the R.A.C, including the use of its legal department and the ser

vices of its legal adviser, and the use of the premises at 112, Piccadilly,

which have been provided as a London address, &c.

The first meeting of the newly constituted R.A.C. general com

mittee has now been convened. It was to meet at 119, Piccadilly, W.,

on Wednesday, the 19t>h inst., at Sp.m. The clubs that have notified

their decision to become associated with the R.A.C. have been invited

to nominate representatives to tl e committee, and a similar invitation

has been sent to the clubs that have decided to retain affiliation to the

R.A.C. and the Motor Union during 1908, under theii old agreements.

The premises taken for the members of clubs associatedto the Royal

A.C, and for the individual associates1, are being opened this week.

These premises are easily found, being situated at 112, Piccadilly, only

seven doors from the R.A.C.'s Club House, whilst one of the R.A.C. s

motor houses is four doors away in the other direction. The windows

look out over the Green Park towards the gardens of Buckingham Palace.

Accessibility is a strong point as regards the building, for the Down

Street Station on the Piccadilly-Brompton Tube Railway is within half

a minute's walk.

As reported last week, the representatives of certain provincial

automobile clubs recently asked the R.A.C. to receive a deputa

tion on the subject of the differences existing between the R.A.C.

and the Motor Union. The Club cordially acceded to the request,

and the deputation duly attended. It was composed of the

following:—Mr. A. Armitage, J. P. (Somerset A.C), Mr. R. W.

Buttemer (West Surrey A.C), Mr. T. W. Grace (Manchester

A.C.), Mr. Sidney F. Harris (Nprthants A.C), Mr. J. E.

Hodgkin "(North- Eastern Automobile Association), and Mr. H. A.

Watson (N. YorksA.C.) A commit tee had been appointed on behalf

of the R.A.C to meet them, and the following were present :—Mr.

C. D. Rose, M.P. (chairman), Prof. Vernon Boys, F.R S. (vice-chair

man), Col. H. C. L. Holden, R.A., F.R.S. (ex-chairman), the Hon.

Arthur Stanley, M.P., M.V.O. (ex-chairman), Mr. T. H. D. Berridge,

M.P., Mr. J. R. Nistet, Sir Boverton Redwood, D.Sc, Mr. Robert

Todd, Sir J. H. A. Macdonald, K.C.B , Lord Justice Clerk of Scotland,

and Mr. Alexander Ure, K.C, M.P.

THE AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION.

The band of H.M. Coldstream Guards will be one of the attractions

at the Automobile Association's third annual dinner, which will take

place at the Hotel Cecil, London, on the 18th prox.—a few days prior to

the opening of the Spring Motor Show.

THE INCORPORATED INSTITUTION OF AUTOMOBILE

ENGINEERS.

A meeting of the Committee of the London Branch of the Graduated

Section of the Incorporated Institution of Automobile Engineers was

held on the 11th inst., representatives being present from Clement-Talbot,

Ltd., Hutton, Ltd., Simms Manufacturing Company, Ltd., St. James's

Electric Light Company, Regent Street Polytechnic, Armstrong-

Whitworth and Co., Ltd., the Motor Manufacturing Company, Ltd.,

Acer, Ltd., Royal College of Science, Dennis Bros., Mil nes Daimler,

Ltd., and the University College. Mr. L. H. B. Cosway has been

appointed hon. secretary pro tern., and Mr. F. Thomas chairman pro

tern. No time has been lost in preparing for the present session, and

already papers have been promised for the remainder of the session to

be read at the monthly general meetings. The fhst is by Mr. L. H. B.

Cosway, entitled " Methods of Testing a Motor- Car," and will be read

on Tuesday next, at 8 p.m., at 1, Albemarle Street, Piccadilly, W.

Particulars of membership of the Graduates' Section of the Institu

tion may be obtained on application to the hon. sec, Mr. L. H. B.

Cosway, 6 (Engineers') Quarters, H.M. Prison, Wandsworth, S.W., or

of the secretary of the Institution, Mr. Rees Jeffreys, 1, Albemarle

Street, Piccadilly, London, W.

AUTO-CYCLE UNION.

On Saturday the Auto-Cycle Union held its fifth annual dinner at

the Hotel Cecil, London. Colonel H. C. Holden, R.A., presided, and

was supported by Messrs. J. W. Orde, J. Lyons Sampson, Robert Todd,

A. J. Wilson, J. Van Hooydonk, A. G. Reynolds, W. G. Williams,

C. A. Smith, H. A. Collier, Stenson Cooke, C. R. Collier, Dr. Hele-

Shaw, F. Straight (secretary, A.C.U.), and many others.

The chairman (Colore! Hclden), in proposing the toast of the

evening, "The Auto-Cycle Union," stated that sii ce their last dinner

they had charged their name from the Auto-Cycle Club to that of the

Auto-Cycle Union. He remaiktd on the great advantages of the

motor-cycle for the active man, which had all the merits of the motor

car and none of its drawbacks. Th's made it in some respects the

most wonderful outcome ef the motoring movement. The union was

fortunate in having its affairs controlled by such able officers and

officials, and in Mr. Robert Todd they had the best of all chairmen.

Mr. Robekt Todd, in reply, could hold out little hope for reduced

taxation for the motor-cyclists, but the work of the Union was to see

that this was kept as low as possible. He was able to state that the

affairs of the Auto-Cycle Union bad now got to the stage of work in

stead of talk, as veil as being at peace with all kindred bodies.

The toast of "The Affiliated Clubs" was proposed by Mr. Julian

Orde, who spoke at length of the sphere of usefulness of the Union,

remarking that there were no less than 2,100 members therein. These

would no doubt induce all the great number of members of motor

cycling clubs and riders at present unattached to join the union.

Mr. R. H. Head (chairman of the Motor-Cycling Club) replied,

stating that his club was one of the staunehest supporters of the union,

and hoped long to be associated with it in its good work for the benefit

of the individual as well as the pastime, Mr. A. Carpmael (Richmond

District M.C) also replied.

NORTH-EAST LANCASHIRE.

At the sixth annual dinner of the North-East Lancashire A.C, held

in the Town Hall, Blackburn, lost week, ladies were invited, and the

company numbered close upon 120. Mr. W. Birtwistle, the president

of the club, presided, and, after the loyal toasts, Major F. G. Hindle-

proposed " Our Guests." Though they might consider the laws placed

on them as motorists much too strict, whilst it was the law of the land

he (Major Hindle) was sure they would try to act loyally and obey

it. They had an organisation whose principal object was to dis

courage reckless driving, though at the present time they were,

 

The 80-h.p. Six-Cylinder Napier juit delivered by Messrs. 8. F. Edge, Tat

ltd-, to Captain C. E. Hamilton, of Great Somerford, Chippenham.

The car Is claimed to be not only the most powerful, bat by far the fastest
genuine touring car in the world. The dimensions of the cylinders are 14 in.
bore by 5 in. stroke. The car is rated as 83-7-h.p. (K.A.O. rating). The body,
built by H. J. Mulliner, of Northampton, has an innovation, the doors being
hinged to the front, so that should a door be left open it will close itself
automatically as the car moves off. The vehicle Is painted in cream picked

out with green, and finished with green upholstery.

passing through a troublesome period. They all knew of the

dissensions which had taken place, and he was sure they all

hoped that a sati- factory deci-ion would soon be arrived at.

The club had had a committee appointed in regard to the roads. He-

was glad to say that they had had many interviews with the road

authorities and he believed some improvements had taken place, and

were to take place, which would not only be appreciated by motorists,,

but by all who used the roads. Mr. Smitton responded on behalf of

the guests. The final toast was " The Chairman,'' proposed by Dr.

Stephenson, who coupled with Mr. Birtwistle's name that of his son, Mr.

A. Birtwistle, the club secretary. In response the president said he

was always willing to do what he could for the club and its members,

and he thanked them for the toast.

Amid applause for the respective recipients, the Mayor of Black

burn (Mr. F. T. Thomas) then presented the following prizes to mem

bers of the club. Silver cups, for absolute non-stops in the club's run to

Cal lender and back :—Mrs. T. M.' Crook (car driven by Mr. Hodgson) ;

Mr. A. S. Bury (Accrington) ; Mr. A. E. Crowdy (Manchester) (car

driven by Mr. T. A. Garnett) ; Mr. F; Birtwistle ; Mr. Stafford, and

Mr. A. Birtwistle.—Gold medals for open hill climb on Bimington Pike :—

Mr. A. E. Crowdy ; Mr. W. D. Codarngton (two medals), and Mr. F.

Birtwistle (three medals). Several other medals in connection with the

competition had been presented previously.— Motor Union medal

(Motor Gymkhana) :—Mr. J. Robinson (Preston).—The last prize was a

handsome silver cup, presented by Mrs. T. M. Crook, for the best

performance on formula in the members' open hill climb, and this was

won by and presented to Mrs. A. E. Riley, of Haslingdeh.
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HARTLEPOOLS.

• • The membership of the Hartlepools A.C. now stands at fifty. When

the members met at the Grand Hotel, West Hartlepool, on Thursday of

last week, the familiar sound of the motor horn was frequently heard,

and the proceedings were of a most interesting character. Mr. Geo.

Jones, J.P., presided, and amongst others present were The Mayor of

West Hartlepool (Alderman Robson), Mr. H. C. Pyman (hon. secretary),

Mr. J. Natrafs (hon. secretary Stockton Automobile Club).

After the loyal toasts Mr. C. E. Smith proposed " The Visitors."

Dr. Macgregor submitted "The Hartlepools Automobile Club,"

referring to the developments of the motor industry. Speaking of the

progress of the club, he said the increase in the membership proved that

it had been very successful. The Chairman, replying, said that the

club had been very successful during the year, and had established a

good record, because none of the members had been before the

magistrates. It was undoubtedly a model club, and the members were

most considerate to others they met on the road. Much of the success

depended upon the hon. secretary, and in Mr. H. Pyman they had a

gentleman who. took a great interest in the club, and in all matters

appertaining to motoring.

BASINGSTOKE.

Mb. Geo. Watson's lecture on " Steam RoadjVehicles " before the

Basingstoke and District Motor Club proved very interesting to a good

attendance of members last Saturday, the 15th inst. Mr. Robinson, of

Wallis and Steevens, occupied the chair, and in introducing the lecturer

they can display to advantage. Ten in number, the rules are printed

in bold type on durable board, and are bound to attract attention

wherever exhibited. The headings are :—Taking Corners, Main Road

Traffic, Signals, Meeting or Overtaking, In Traffic, In Descending Hills,

The Horn or Bell, When Pulling Up or Stopping, Accident'1, Avoid

Splashing Pedestrians with Mud.

Arrangements have been made with the following railway com

panies for the issue of passenger tickets as far as Paris, and for the

booking of cars across the English Channel :—South-Eastern and

Chatham, Folkestone-Boulogne ; London, Brighton and South Coast,

Newhaven-Dieppe ; London and South-Western, Southampton-Havre.

LADIES.

On Wednesday of last week Mr. R. Sedgwick Currie delivered his

third technical lecture at the Ladies' A.C. The subject was " Old and

Modern Types of Ignition and Carburettors." Practically every known

method of ignition was dealt with, from the early tube ignition, the

catvlltic, the coil and accumulator and modern distributor to the present

high and low tension magneto. The windings of the latter and the

method of construction were carefully explained, and then Mr. Currie

told how the electric current was produced. Next carburettors and

carburation were lightly dealt with, but as the time was short, further

discussion on this interesting subject was pc stponed to the fourth lecture.

A great number of ignition specialities were kindly supplied to the

club by the following firms :—Messrs. the United Motor Industries",

G. T. Riches and Co., Sim ins. Panhard and Levassor, the Itala Auto

mobiles, and Vandervell and Co.

 

Hotor Wagons in the Austrian Army,
The Austrian War Office have lately established works at KlosterneuburR for the repair of the motor vehicles employed In connection with the Austrian

— Army. The above illustration depicts one of the vehicle* with which some Trials are being made as to the best type of tyre for military motor lorries.

[Allgemcine A utomobii Zeitung.

mentioned the difficulties placed before the pioneers of steam traction

-engines in this country. The lecture included lantern illustrations of

mechanically propelled vehicles existing 2.0C0 years ago, one of which

was worm driven, although, as Mr. Watson ttated, it was not a Dennis.

Early Hancock, De Dion and other vehicles were described, and those

iu the Liverpool Trials were of special interest, as Mr. T. Baker, who was

present, drove the Thornycroft vehicles which won prizes on those

occasions. The Serpollet cars were fully described and a favourable future

for steam vehicles foretold by Mr. Watson.

Mr. T. Baker was called upon to give some of his experiences. Mr.

Baker, in proposing a vote of tbanks to the lecturer, said he was still in

favour of steam, although petrol and paraffin occupied him nowadays.

After the other usual votes of tbanks to chairman and lantern

operator were passed the hon. secretary, Mr. K. K. Hubbard, reported

that the danger notice boaid on the London road entiance to the town

would be erected by the 22nd inst., and that the subscription for purchase

of a second-hand lathe had been started with a donation of 10s 6d. frtm

the president, Mr. H. Niblett. The question of affiliation to the

Autocycle Union was raised but was not voted on owing to the email

number of motor-cyclists present.

THE MOTOR UNION.

A thousand copies of Rules and Courtesies of the Road are being

-distributed to affiliated clubs, hotels, and motor houses, and Secretaries

are invited to make application for any special number of copies which

SOCIETY OF MOTOR MANUFACTURERS AND

TRADERS.

The secretary attended the first meeting of the newly-formed

South-Western Section at Yeovil. Mr. J. H. Boll (Messrs. Hill and

Boll, Yeovil) was in the chair. A first committee was formed as

follows, with power to add to their number :—Mr. J. H. Boll, chairman ;

Mr. M. H. Til ley (M. H. Tilley and Son, Dorchester), vice-chairman ;

and Messrs. H. B. Petter (B. and H. Better. Motor Company, Yeovil),

Allen, jun. (Allen and Son, Taunton), Conyers (Blandfor'd), Carver

(Bridgwater Motor Company, Bridgwater), and Strickland (Gillingham).

Mr. K. H. Fletcher (of Messrs. Denman and Fletcher, chartered

accountants, Bank Chambers, Yeovil) has been elected secretary.

The secretary of the society attended a meeting of the agents at

the St. James' Hall, Manchester, on February 10th. Mr. W. M. Letts

chairman of the committee of the Agents' Section, presided, and was

supported by Mr. Tom Garner, chairman of the Lancashire and

Cheshire section. This new official, who has been appointed to super

vise the organisation of these centres, is Mr. J. S. Stafford.

A 100-MiLES reliability trial will be held this year by the Waltbam-

stow M.C.

: The Hotel Portland, Chesterfield, is the headquarters of the Chester

field and District M.C.

Mb. W. J. Wilson, 2, Hergenfelt Villas, Sussex Road, Sidcnp, Is

the hon. secretary of the Cray Valley Cycle and Motor Club.
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GA5ES UNDER THE MOTOR CAR ACT.

Reckless Driving.

At the Drogheda Petty Session?, George Durnin, chauffeur in the

employment of Captain Taaffe, Smarmore Castle, Ardee, was charged

with recklessly driving a motor-car through the town on January 21st,

and in a manner dangerous to the public. He was further charged

with failing to stop the car when signalled to do so. A fine of £1 was

imposed, and Captain Perry, R.M., said he hoped the other motorists

who drove at a high rate through the town would be prosecuted, as it

would be in the interests of the public and the motorists themselves.

A Haul at Kingston.

Eight motorists were summoned at Kingston, on the 13th, for

exceeding the legal limit. The fines aggregated £39.

Fonr others were fined sums of £2 and £3 for exceeding the ten

mile speed limit in Richmond Park.

A Dismissal.

Curling Hunter, of 6, Westbourne Terrace, W., was summoned for

driving to the danger at Eeher, on January 1 2th. and with refusing to

(top his car when requested by a constable. l'.S. Stringer said he

timed the car, and fonnd it to be travelling at thirty miles an hour, and

as it passed him he took down the number, " R. 70," which he saw

distinctly. P.c. Matthews said he also took the number, and had not

the slightest donbt about it. P.c Hibberd said he knew the car well.

An independent witness, who was cycling, said, owing to the speed of

the car, he also took the number, and gave it to the police at the time.

Defendant went into the box, and declared that the car was not in

Esher on the day in question, and he called his wife, his son, and two

other witnesses to corroborate his statement. Mr. G. C. Sherwood, who

appeared for the defence, said it was clear that the police had made a

mistake, and that some other motorist had been using the defendant's

number. The chairman said the Bench were satisfied that the police

took the number correctly, hut they thought the defendant was not the

driver of the car, and they accordingly dismissed the summons.

An Endorsement Quashed.

In the Divisional Court, on the 12th inst., beford the Lord Chief

Justice, Mr. Justice A. T. Lawrence, and Mr. Justice Sutton, an applica

tion was made in Moffat v. the North field Justices for a rule absolute to

quash the justices' endorsement upon the licence of Mr. Moffat, made

in respect of a conviction under Section 72 of the Highways Act, 1835,

for obstructing High Street, Bournbrook, Worcestershire, on July 27tb,

1907, by allowing a motor-car to remain there forforty-fiveminutes. Mr.

Horace Avory, K.C., briefed at the suggestion of ihe Motor Union,

appeared for the appellant, and argued that an offence under the High

ways Act could not be made an offence under the Motor-Car Act. It was

only in respect to the latter Act that endorsements could be made on a,

licence. The Court made the rule absolute to quash the endorsement.

Exceeding Legal Limit. . ,

On Saturday fines of £5 with costs were iropofed on five motorists

at Croydon ; fines of similar amount werealso inflicted on three motorists

at Grantham.

No Lights.

At the Sboreham Petty Sessions, Claud Warren, of the Pslmeira

Motor Works, Hove, summoned for not having the rear identifica

tion plate of bis motor car illuminated during prohibited hours, at

Sonthwick, on February 2nd, stated that this was due to the fact that

ine of the accumulators bad run down. P.c. Brett related the facts,

and defendant had to pay 6s. costs, no conviction being registered.

ROAD REPORTS.

Llandaff and Dinas Powis.—Mr. James Holden, the surveyor

to the rural district council, has presented a report on the results of

experiments in connection with road-making. The experiments were

carried out on Pencisely road, over a piece of road 860 ft. long, and with

an average width of 20ft. Upon the surface of the old road was placed

a layer of small store.- J in. in size coated with a special preparation of

tar. Over this layer Clee Hill road metal was spread and rolled slowly,

the slow process of rolling enticing lather than forcing the underlayer to

penetrate upwards through the voids, abolishing altogether the old

binding of gravel and water. The experiments were carried out last

August, and Mr. Holden reported that nothing had sitice been spent in

maintenance on this particular poition of the road, and that it created

neither dust nor mud.

Giffnock.—At the meeting of the District Committee of Upper

Renfrew, a letter was read fiom Giffnock directing attention to the

excessive speed of tramway and motor cars on the Kiln aim ok road

through that village, and the clerk was instructed to write the Glasgow

Corporation Tramways Department, informing them of the complaint,

and tequesting that the drivers of tramway cars be cautioned i ot to

exceed the authorised speed limit on Kilmarnock road. Regarding the

complaint as to motor-cars, it was agreed to request the Automobile

Club to provide two of their caution boards, to be erected on the side of

the road at Giffnock in positions to be arranged with the road suiveyor.

Barnst.ey.— Care should betaken when passing along the main road

from Barnsley to Penistone between Dodworth ana Silksi one Common,

owing to a depression caused by colliery workings. The main road

through Silkstone to Hoylandswaine is suggested as an alternative

route by Mr. J. H. Taylor, the Borough Surveyor.

Hampshire.—The "Hampshire Chronicle" continues to publish"

lists of roads under repair. These include the road leading from Christ-

church to Wimborne through Holdenhurst district, the Fareham, Drox-

ford, and Alton main road at Warnford, Winchester, and Morestead,.

and the road from Christchurch to Fordingbridge.

East Sussex.—The estimate for the repair of roads in East Sussex

has increased this year by over £1,700, and the County Cornell have

been informed by their surveyor that the increase is mainly due to the

extra wear and tear on the principal roads caused by the studded or

armoured tyres of motor-cars. He cited an instance of this on the

London and Brighton main road, where there were perceptible tracks on

a section of that road which had been prepared with Queenast stone last

season. The main roads between Rottingdean and Brighton, Hurst

Green and Flimwell, Hassocks and Albourne, and Eastbourne and

Wilmington, are under repair.

THE COURTESIES OF THE ROAD.

William Robinson, carman, has been summoned at West'

London police court for driving on the wrong side of the road. Mr.

Basil H. Thomson, governor of Wormwood Scrubs Prison, said he was

driving his motor-car along Ducane Road, when he came upon the defen

dant's cart in the middle of the road. The defendant was thirty yards

behind the cart, and when the witness blew his horn he merely laughed,

and made no attempt to pull his horses on one side. A passing post

man performed that service, and the witness was thus allowed to go on h is

way. The defendant, who said there was room on either side of his-

cart for the motor-car to pass, was fined 18s., with 2s. costs.——BMQQQW

 

Two views of the 35-h.p. Dennis Car recently delivered to Mr. Charles

Campion, of The Nook, Tudor Hoad, Hew Burnet, As will be seen,

the rear part of the body is made detachable, converting the ear

Into a speedy touring vehicle for two persons.

INLAND REVENUE.

Mr. W. H. Berry, Clissold Road, Stoke Newington, was summoned

by the excise authorities, before Mr. d'Eyncourt, at the North London

Police Court, for keeping a carriage, on September 26th last, without a.

licence.

Francis MacMahon, an excise officer, said that he found the

defendant in possession of, and using, a motor-car which was registered

in the previous April. He admitted that he had no licence from the

excite, but said that he was registered and licensed by the London

County Council, and he thought that was all that was necessary. Tin-

solicitor who appeared for the prosecution said that it was necessary for

a person within twenty-one days of becoming the registered owner of a.

motor-car to lake out an excise licence. The defendant now repeated

that it was a genuine mistake. He wat under the impression that his<

payments to the County Council covered the licence. He took the-

licence out after the officer called, but shortly afterwards disposed of

the car. Mr. d'Ej ncourt said that many people were under the mis

apprehension that the County Council licence covered a motor-car.

It seemed to be a slip in this case, and he should only impose a nominal'

fine of 5s. with 2s. costs.

The representatives of the Kent A.C. on the General Committee oft

the Royal A.C. aie Dr. C. Firth, Capt. S. H. Page, and Mr. G. M.

Kenyon.
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

FEBRUARY.

24th (M.).—Motor Show opens at Bcmbay.

26th (W.).—Prof. H. S. Hele-Shaw and Mr. Douglas Mackenzie will

read a paper on the " Problem of Road Construction"

before the Society of Arts.

The Motor Club's Special House Dinner at 7.15 p.m.

27th (Th.).—Mr. Mervyn O'Gorman at the R. A.C. on " Gear Trans

mission."

MARCH.

2nd (M.).—Annual meeting of the private members of the Auto Cycle

Club at the Royal A.C, 7.30 p.m.

6th (Th.).—Paper by Dr. W. Watson at the R. A.C.

11th (W.).—Annual meeting of the Incorporated Institution of Auto

mobile Engineers.

11th (W.).—Mr. F. W. Lanchester on "Problems of Automobile Design,"

at the Incorporated Institute of Automobile Engineers.

12th (Th.).—Annual meeting of the Royal AC.

Annual dinner of the Royal A.C. at the Covent Garden

Theatre.

18th (W.).—Annual dinner of the A. A. at the Hotel Cecil, London.

19th (Th.).—Monthly meeting of the General Committee of the Motor

Union.
21stT(Saturday)-28th (S.).—

M CORDINGLEY'S THIRTEENTH INTERNATIONAL MOTOR

CAR EXHIBITION will be held at the Royal Agricultural

Hall, London.

21st (Sat.).—Annual general meeting of tho Council of the Auto Cycle

Union.

29th (Sun.).—Opening Run of the Southend Motor Club to the White

Hart Hotel, Witham.

31st (Tu.).—Last day for receiving entries, at ordinary fees, for the

International Touring Car Race.

APRIL.

11th (Sat.).—Annual open Flexibility Contest ofthe Crystal Palace A.C.

16th—20tb.—Easter Tour of the Motor Cycling Club.

18th and 20th.—First meeting of the Brooklands ARC. for 1908.

MAY.

1st (F.).— The Frome'B Hill Climb of the Herefordshire A.C. -provisional.

10th (Sun.).—Targa Morio Race.

21st (Th )-2 i h i^iibi il ty Trial of the Irish A.C.

26th.—Industrial Vehicle Competition of the A.C. de France.

—^ JUNE.

5th—6th.—London-Edinburgh twenty-four hours' run of the Motor

Cycling Club.

Mli (M.).—Cars competing in the International Touring Car Trial will

arrive at the depot.

Start of the International Touring Car Trial of the R.A.C.

15th-19th.— Scottish Reliability Trial.

JULY.

The land's End to John o' Groat's Trial of the Auto C.C. will be held.

25th (Sat.).— I'etrol Consumption Tests of the Motor Cycling Club.

Feb. 22nd—6.24

„ 23rd— 6.26

LiOHTnro-trr Times—London.

... 24th—6.28 ... 26th—6.32

... 25th—6.30 ... 27th—6.34

28th—6.35

29th—6.36

CRYSTAL PALACE A.C. FLEXIBILITY EVENT.

The first open event in which the car standards drawn up by the

Society of Motor Manufacturers and Traders, adopted by the B.A.C.,

will be used is to take place under the auspices of the Crystal Palace

A.C. on April 11th. The cars will be divided into five classes, according

to the engine rating, not being greater than 6'4, 16, 25°S, 40 and 60.

Entries accompanied by a fee must be made to the hon. secretary,

Crystal Palace A.C, 35, Earlsthorpe Road, Sydenham, on Tuesday,

April 7th. The competitors will meet at the Crystal Palace on Saturday,

each furnishing an observer, who will not, however, travel on his

nominator's car. His duties will be to note every change of gear on

the route to Bexhill and the time in seconds when suoh gear other than

the top is used.

Mr. Chabi.es Friswell has arrived at Colombo on his return

journey from Bombay, where he has been engaged in fixing up agencies

for Standard cars.

Carburation, Ltd., Byron House, 85, Fleet Street, E.C, proprietors

of the G. & L. carburettor, have sent us acopy of an instructive pamphlet

tbey have lately issued describing and illustrating it. The design is the

outcome of a long and scientifically conducted test of carburettor action.

There are numerous points in the G. & L. carburettor which are fully

gone into in the pamphlet, which also includes instructions for fixing the

Apparatus.

THE EXPIRATION OF A TIME LIMIT.

Before Mr. Justice Bray and a common jury, in the King's Bench

Division, on the 13th inst., Miss Ada Hewlett, a dressmaker, living at

Wimbledon, sued the London County Council for damage for injuries

sustained and business lost as the result of being knocked down by a

motor fire engine in the Westminster Bridge Road, on September 25th,

1906. Toe defence was that the action was not brought within six

months, and therefore the defendants were not liable nnder the Public

Authorities' Protection Act. The jury found for the plaintiff and

awarded her £425 damages. His Lordship, however, gave judgment

for the defendants, holding that their contention succeeded.

COMPANY NEWS.

Dion Dunlop Motor Company.—£100. Agreement between

W. H. White and R. Poole for acquisition of the right to use name of

Dion Dunlop Motor Company, Limited (now being wound up). To

take over an agency for ?afe of motor vehicles. &c.

Provincial Motor Cab Company.—£303,000. To adopt an agree

ment with the United Investment Corporation, Limited, and to curry

on the business of proprietoisand manufacturers of, and dealers in motor-

cabs, omnibuses, cars, carriages, vans, and other public or private con

veyances, carriers of passengers and goods, garage keepers, &c.

Park Motor Cab Company.—£2,000. To give guarantees and act as

surety in respect of the drivers of motor-cabs owned by Motor Cabs,

Limited, and contracted to ultimately become property of such drivers

on hire-purchase system, &c. 39, Gerrard Street, W.C.

Montague Hawnt and Co.—Capital of £15,000. To acquire the

business carried on at 136-142, Clerkenwell Road, London, and 56-8,

Dudley Street, Birmingham, as Montague Hawnt and Co., together with

the rights (subject to the obligations and liabilities of the vendor under

an agreement dated October 2nd, 1907, between himself and J. Mason),

to adopt an agreement with W. M. Hawnt.

Stepney Spare Motor Wheel, Ltd.—The directors of this

company have decided to pay an interim dividend for the six months

to February 29th at the rate of 10 per cent, per annum, payable on

March 7th.

—ecccoce—

POLICE TRAPS.

At many of the familiar places on the Great North Road police

traps have been revived lately.

There is a trap in the Portsmouth road, Putney. Motorists

caught therein are given a chance of examining the stop watches used

by their captors.

There is a police trap in the parish of Long Bennington, on the

Great North Road, near Grantham.

BUSINESS NEWS,

Mr. Frank Bolton, of Oakamoor, has placed an order with Ariel

Motors, Ltd., for one of their 40-60-h-p. cars.

Messrs. Alfred Herbert, Ltd., of Coventry, send a copy of

their new catalogues of horizontal and vertical milling machines.

Messrs. Baldock and Co., of Tamworth Road, Croydon, are

letting motor-cars on hire.

Messrs. W. Parkyn and Sons, Ltd., are specialising on motor-

body building at Holmes Road, Kentish Town, N.W.

Everywhere the 10-12-h.p. Coventry Humber is winning golden

opinions. Writing from Oudo Pekela (Holland), Mr. H. V. Russum

states that his 10-12-h.p., vehicle has given him the highest satisfaction.

" I have not had the slightest trouble with the car, the consumption is

very Email and the most pleasant feature is that the car runs so noise

lessly. It took seven and a half hours from Amsterdam to Pekela via

Amersfooit, Harderwijk, Zwolle, Mappel, Assen, Gieten and Stads-

kanaal."

Dr. Milsom Rees, of Upper Wimpole Street, London, W., has

recently taken delivery of a24-32-b.p. Porthos car.

Messrs. G. W. Houk, Ltd., 46, Knightsbridge, S.W., have been

appointed West End agents for Peugeot cars by Messrs. Friswell,

Ltd.

Messrs. Mero, Ltd., of Sheffield, the patentees and makers of the

Mero silent change-speed gears, have appointed Mr. J. H. Burgess, late

with the Simms WelbecE Company, their London agent. They have

opened offices at No. 8, on the Mezzanine floor, Albion House, New

Oxford Street, where they have a working model, while trial cars will

be at the disposal of anyone who wishes to try the gear.

In March of last year the Wick Nurseries Company, of Baiton,

Oxford, fern, plant and fruit growers, purchased a 2-ton 18-22-h.p. four-

cylinder petrol motor lorry from the Argyll Company. Mr. H. Lucke,

the manager, informs us that "We are quite satisfied with the work

the vehicle has done for us during the time we have had it ; also that we

have had very little trouble so far. As you are probably aware, we have

some stiff hills in this district, but the lorry faces all quite comfortably

with two tons up. We use it for transporting coke, manure, vegetables,

plants, trees, &a ; in fact, whatever we have to haul about. When in

full work the lorry does the work of six horses daily. A week's running

was as fellows, for a two-ton load—240 miles, using 22 gals, of petrol,

6 gals, lubricating oil and 3 lbs. grease."
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